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All honour to the toiling hand.

Or in the field or mine ;

Or by th- hissing steam machine.

Or on the heaving brine.

"W'hHtever loom, or bark, or plough,

Haih wrought to bkss our land;

Or Avrougbt around, above, below,

"We one the toiling liand.

Then, honour—honour to the toiling haad 1

It battles •with the elements

;

It breaks the stubborn sward;

It rings the forge, the shuttle throws.

And shapes the social board ;

It conquers clime, it stems the wave.

And bears from every strand

The sweetest, best of all we have.

Gifts of the toiling hand.

Then, honour—honour to the toiling hand !
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PREFACE.

"VVe have much pleasure in presenting to our Readers the First Volume of The
WoRKixG Man's Friend and Family Instructor. The necessity for such

a periodical had long been seen by us ; and the great success that has attended

it is a sufficient proof that we were not wrong in our estimate of what was

wanted at the fireside of The "Working Man, to improve his evening hour

after his day of toil. Our object has been that of instruction rather than of

mere amusement ; we have preferred dealing with the realities of life more

than with the creations of fancy. In this we have been guided by a sincere

wish to store the minds of our readers with solid information ; for, after all, it

is mostly in proportion to the sound knowledge which a man possesses that he

gets on in the world. In this path of usefulness we intend to proceed, and

trust that, by the end of the year, wherever we shall have been read and our

instructions followed, the domestic hearth of The Working Man will be im-

proved and cheered in all the relations in which it may be viewed.

London, 335, Strand.
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THE WORKING MAN.

"Wi^AT a tlicme is contained in tlie title of this article, and what volumes of thought

it 'Suggests ! Only look at the world before there was " a man to till the ground,",

to suik the mine, to smelt the ore, or weld the iron, and, consequently, before there

was an axe to fell the forest, or a hand to wield it ; when there were no gardeners-

or carpenters, masons or tailors, shoemakers or printers | and what a wilderness ife'

must have been, and what a wilderness it would have continued to be, but for

working men and icorking women ! Let any one suppose himself looking from the'

heights of Snowdon, or any of the thousand other elevated positions in England, or

elsewhere, four thousand years ago, and Avhat a perfect contrast would he behold

to the scene wliich now presents itself! And to whom are we indebted for this cliange

but to the working man r The Netherlands literally captured from the sea, and now,,

for centuries, bidding defiance to the anqient monarch, who every m.omcnt thunder&

fortii his wrath against the .yictors, and threatens to bury them under Ids waives !.

Tlie P\Tamids rising in majesty, and almost mocking the corrosive tooth of Time !

The scenes from the column at Devonport, from the top oi" Lincoln Cathedral, St.

Paul's, NotroJ),ame, Trajan's Pillar, and m^Tiads ofother cliffs, col\imns, castles, tow-

ers, and spii'cs, give us, after all, but a bird's-eye view of the toils, the skill, the indus-

try, and, consequently, the importance of the working man. With these facts before

us, who could liave believed that a race of mojtals would ever have been bom that

would dare despise the labourer, or un*derrate his value ? And yet we liR,ve heard

it said, and said contemptuously, " He is only a carpenter ! a smith ! a tailor ! a

hedger and ditcher ! a scavenger ! or a sweep !
" Only a scavenger, indeed ! And

A\-]io, pray, has done most to banish miasmata, fevers, plagues, cholera, and pests of

every kind r Tlie physician, or the labourer ? Lords and ladies do not feed the

hungry, oi- clothe the naked; they may, and often have, distributed of their

abundnnce to the needy, but then the hands that supplied th«n >vith alms AA'ere

tliose of the labourer. Kings, princes, and capitalists have not dramed morasses,

levelled mountains, elevated plains, tiqinellcd the rock, or spanned rivers and
glens 'Adth bridges or viaducts. You tell us, *' They furnished the wealth which
paid for this toil ;

" but we deny your position. The}- never made a penny ; they

only distributed what had been put into their hands by workmg men and working
women. We mean no reproach topcrsoils of title, ranlc, authority, or wealth. The
rcservoir-'that collects and dispenses the living streams which minister to the wants

of a city, or which fertilize the thirsty plains, is a most important ageaicy for the

benefit of man ; but then we canriot allow the lake or the river to boast agauist the

tributary rivulets that have supplied it "Rith all the power or glory of which it

seems so pro ad. We mav say to the GaJigcs, to tlie Mississippi, '* Wliat ha.st thou
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that thou hast not received? " And we may use the same language to the capi-

talist, the president, or the monarch. ^Vhence came the wealth of Croesus or of

the Rothschilds ? "Who produces the revenue of the Czar of Russia, or of the Bri-

tish Empire ? Our motto shall be, " Honour to whom honour is due." The world

owes all its comforts, wealth, luxuries, civilization, and refinement to labour;

and, therefore, in tracing pedigrees, escutcheons, or heraldic monuments, we can

find nothing so noble, so honourable, or so benevolent, as toil aad industry ; and our

object, in our new publication, shall be to show the labourer his dignified position

among his fellow-citizens, and to teach him how to use it more for his own advan-

tage than has hitherto been his lot, or rather his practice.

One of the greatest scourges that can befal society is to imprint a stigma upon

labour. Idleness, sycophancy, and ten thousand physical and moral e\dls are the

result. Strange that ever any one bom of woman cotdd look on our world—on a

human body—or feel within himself a human soul—and yet come to the conclusion

that mankind were made to be idle, or that having nothing to do, and doing nothing*

were in the highest degree honourable ! Why, the first time the Deity is introduced

to our notice, it is in the character of a labourer : "In the beginning God created

the heavens and the earth." "When we call him '* Our Maker, '^ we mention one of

his most glorious names. "What a divine commendation was given to industry

when the Saviour said, "My Father rcorketh hitherto, and I tcork." The most

distinguished men and women of patriarchal days were accustomed to toil.

Princesses superintended the flocks, held the distaff, and drove the shuttle.

Jacob, though a prince, in taking care of his cattle, was consumed in the day

by drought, and in the night by frosts. David was a shepherd ; Peter and

John were fishermen ; and Paul, the apostle, was a tentmaker. Rebecca, with

her pitcher on her shoulder, is a more lovely and poetic object than the Queen

of Sheba, or Solomon in all his glory. The reader of Homer, and the other

ancient poets and historians, A^ill find that the kings, the princes, and heroes of

the olden time were labourers. Ulysses, and others, used to mow the fields, and

apply themselves to all kinds of occupations that now are supposed to be too

menial for any but the \-ulgar horde. Why, even the fabled Gods and Goddesses

of antiquity were working divinities. Vulcan was a blacksmith, and Diana and

Minerva did the work of our present factory girls. So that, whether we examine

history or fiction, we are compelled to place the operatives of our day on a level

with the patriarchs, princes, heroes, and di-vinities of the supposed golden ages of

the world.

We are anxious that the working men and working women of our day should

feel these facts, and consequently their OAvn dignity and importance. Not that we
wish them to swell with pride and despise others. The indolent and helpless

—

whether princes, lords, or vagabonds—ai'e objects, not of contempt, but pity, and
it is our duty to do what we can to elevate them. All that we want is, that the

operatives of the day should -view themselves as the brethren and benefactors of

mankind, and, as human beings, standing on a 2)erfect level with the rest of their

species. *^ Liberty, Equality, Fraternity," which the French have so briefly aiid

gloriously emmciatcd, and ^saritten on the walls of their Houses of Assembly, upon
their public offices, courts of justice, churches, and cemeteries, must soon be the

watchwords of the world. No confusion will arise from their adoption, but the

very reverse. In fact all revolutions have originated in the neglect of these great
• truths. A working man may look upon himself as peirfectly equal to the king in
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all physical, mental, and moral respects, and yet may pay to the laws and the chief

magistrate all the homage that reason, or good order can demand ; and the monarch

may recognise his brotherhood -with the peasant, and yet lose nothing of his dignity,

but rather increase it. We are happy, also, not merely to believe, but to kno-\v,

that there is nothing unreasonable in the wishes of the generality of the operatives

of our country. There may be a few violent men, whom designing knaves or

Government spies may have goaded on to use inflammatory'^ or seditious language

;

but these are not the majority, nor the ruling spirits of the day. There are mpiads
of working men who only ask for those rights which humanity, reason, and reli-

gion demand. These are our mioral-force reformers—the bulwarks of our country

and the benefactors of the world—and in proportion as they obtain power shall we
put do\^^l standing armies, effect all financial, political, and ecclesiastical reforms,

and establish peace among the nations.

But to accomplish this glorious change our working men and working women
must take the matter into their 0"wti hands. If " knoicledge is power^" ignorance is

xceakyiess, and the mother of Avickedness. To our operatives we would say, "Banish
ignorance from your dwellings as a demon from the bottomless pit. You live in an

age of cheap literature, and therefore ought to be acquainted with all that concerns

the happiness of man." You have, no doubt, read the Prospectus of " The Woukin'g
]\Lvn's Friend and Fasiily iKSTaucxoR." You perceive that we have assigned a

number of topics to distinct depaHments, each of which we regard as instruc-

tive and important. History and Biography are glorious studies, because in them
you see yourselves. Tyrants and wicked men are only our own nature in a de-

pravdd form ; while patriots, philanthropists, philosophers, and other good men
exhibit what you can be if you follow what is right, instead of being guided by
what is WTong. On the theatre of history, nations long since dead live again ; and

in their faces, whether beautiful or deformed, we see our own portraits. Politics

should be studied by all, but especially by you. Bad government, like the Upas
tree, poisons everj'thing under its shade ; while good political arrangements are, as

the Scriptures tell us, like the fertilizing shower and genial sun. But you will

never have v/holesome laws and reforms luitil you take the subject into practical

consideration. The present Government, -with its military and ecclesiastical Parlia-

ment, sinecures and pensions, has a vested i?iterest in corruption; while you
have a vested interest in nothing but liberty, justice, himianity, and religion. You
must therefore demand the Suffrage ; and to get it must join in the Freehold Land
Movement. By giving up strong drink, thousands of you can be freeholders ; and
remember that a healthy House of Commons can sweep every vestige of injustice

and tj-ranny from the realm. As to the Lares of the land, you ought, at least, to

have a general knowledge of them, not only that you may know your rights, and
tmderstand what you have to obey, but also that you may ascertain what statutes

are unjust, or imsuited to the present times, and endeavour to have them
repealed. In this coiantry the people are the legislators, the monarch is only the chief

magistrate—a president under another name—though with less power than 'Mx.

Taylor or Louis Napoleon. With the Arts and Sciences you ought to be, and can be, as

familiar as with the alphabet. You are the practical ^^savans" of the day, and God
intends that the discoveries of science shall shorten your hours of labour, wipe the

sweat from your broAv, bring every comfort to your homes, and give you ample
time for intellectual and moral pursuits. Philanthropy is the di-\-inG mission of

man; and none have greater opportimities of blessing the world phvsicallv,

132
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politically, intellectually, and religiously, than our working men and tcorJcing xcoiacn.

Hemcmber, then, youi* importance and dignity. Act up to your privileges ; resolve

to leave the world better than you found it ; and, eventually, a smiling coiuitry,

reflecting the smiles of heaven, shall be your reward. To aid you in this glorious

work—compared 'v\ith which the most renoA^iied deeds of heroes are unworthy of a

thought—is the one grand object of The Y/op.kixg Max's Friend. Welcome us,

then, to your homes as regular weekly -^-isitors, and we promise you that you shall

be none the worse for having made our acqiiaintancc.

CEOMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTEU I.

•• The first world-jreat thing that remains of English history—the literature of Shakspearc—Avas

ending-; the second world-great thin-^ that remains of English history—the armed appeal of Puri-
tanism to the invisible God of heaven, against mavy very visible devils on earth and elsewhere—was,
so to speak, beginning."

—

Catilyle.

IHE MAX,

Cr.iVEn Cromwell is our subject. And
what a subject ! It is but seldom that we
meet with a true man—a man of real stuff.

"We are familiar rather with the shadow
than with the reality. The world does pro-

duce such men, but it is at wide intervals

of time. Their too frequent appearance
would lessen the impression and the influ-

ence. Kare qualities are reserved for rare

occasions. Oliver came into being with a

God-inspired soid. His great spirit was
framed and moulded for mighty and mag-
nanimous deeds. He was a man for a crisis.

A crisis came, and he was true to his high
calling.

Never has poor human nature been more
wronged than in the treatment of Oliver's

character. He has been misrepresented
because misunderstood by all writers
—English and Continental—from liis own
day down to this. They have failed to ap-

preciate the circumstances in which he was
placed, and the motives from which he
acted. The secret spring of his conduct
lay far deeper than they were willing or

prepared to go. Hence their distorted

views of his character. Neither historian

nor biographer has done him the simplest
justice. Vituperation and lies have taken
the place of honesty and truth. Coidd we
believe that he was " by turns sincere and
a hypocrite ; a religionist and a zealous
worldling ; a man of gravity and (almost)
a buffoon ; a preacher and a punster ; a
clo>vn and a gentleman ; stately and fami-
liar ; slovenly and precise ; an orator and
without words to express himself ; cautious
and yet enterprising ; ardent and yet me-
thodical; ready and yet invariably politic;

his very defects being made to turn to his

account, almost equally with his admirable
qualities; and, by nearly literally becoming
' all things to all men,' contriving to ele-

vate himself above all his competitors,"
then this most singidar combination of con-
tradictions in mortal mould would be an
object which we could neither admire nor
love. "W'e profess not to be the blind apo-
logists of Cromwell's life and conduct ; but
we cannot suffer that he should be trodden
down by ignorance and misrepresentation.
WhUe we would throw no veil over his

failings, neither Avould Ave be the parties to

dig a grave for his virtues. If, in the writ-

ings of other men "image of Cromwell's
self there ijf none expressed or irapUed,"
v/e cannot but rejoice in the fact that Car-
lyle has given Cromwell to the world. We
now see the man—the Avhole man. He ia

before \is as he lived and acted, at a period
which has no parallel in England's great
history.

It is ever to be remembered that Ohver's
lot was cast in an age of the greatest poli-

tical and religious conflict. Events were
clearly coming up which moved society from
its centre to its circumference. The reign

of Henry YIII. had been marked by ambi-
tion and arbitrary power. His Parliament
was rather the minister of his will than a
felt restraint upon his tyranny ; and every,

even the faintest, murmur died upon the

lips of an oppressed and dejected people.

The vital pov>-ers of the constitution slum-
bered ; but they were far from being utterly

extinguished. Although Edward VI. re-

duced and modified many of the abuses
introduced under the preceding reigns, he
Avas but little competent to repair the in-

roads made upon constitutional government.
If Henry cared not to build up a spiritual

kingdom, but only to strengthen a political

despotism, it was not otherwise vWth his

high-ndnded daughter— Elizabeth. No
sooner had she ascended the throne, than
she began to carry the principle of regal

s\ipremacy to the extreme.. The crushing
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force became irresistible. The crown had
heretofore crushed the influence of the

nobility—that constitutional balance be-

tween the people and itself—and ik)w the

people in their turn, assisted by the nobility,

were destined to crush the arbitrary power
of the monarch. The dark cloud gathered
deeper gloom. At length the storm burst,

;ind out of its thickest darkness came that

light in whose beams the nations are now
walking, and which promi^-es to man—to

the AYorld—universal freedom and happi-
ness. Tire extravagant pretensions of

James, who contended that the authority

of kings, like that of God himself, Avas of a

nature not to be questioned— that as it is

atheism and blasphemy in a creature to

dispute what the Deity may do, so it is pre-

sumption and sedition in a subject to dis-

pute v;hat a king may do in the height of

his poAver, and that the only birthright or

inheritance to be sought for by a nation is

unlimited subjection to the royal preroga-
tive,—were stoutly resisted. Far down in

the English bosom there settled a feeling of

deep contempt for a monarch who had be-
trayed such ineffable vanity and Aveakness.

j

At this juncture Charles ascended the
throne. Like that of his immediate prede-
cessor;?, his reign was characterised by the
most tyrannical despotism. Fromhis very in-

fancy he had been taught to contemn popular
opinion. Political and religious dissensions

gained ground. If the State Avas agitated,

the Church Avas becoming convulsed. The
condemnation and punishment of man's
free thoughts now became the goal to

Avhich the priesthood pressed. Kad priest-

craft succeeded, the nation must hare
been enslaved. But the genius of liberty

hovered over the land, and only Avaited for

a sanctuary and an altar Avherc it might
rest Avith folded Aving, Inspired Avith the
spirit of freedom, the nation became con-
scious of its strength, A leader only Avas

Avantcd—a mari true to his country and true
to liis God—to head the people in their

mighty struggle. His star arose. Oliver
Cromwell became the saviour of his coun-
try. The love of civil and religious liberty

Avas in him an inspiration. It entered into
and made up part of his very being. And
convinced 'that the same feeling is to be
f.'Und far doAA-n in the soul of every true
Englishman, Ave have chosen our present
theme.

In a series of Aveekly sketches, Ave ho])e
to be able to bring out "Oliver's character in
such a light as Avill justify his claim to th^?

title of the Protector of England, nnd ex-
hibit hi)u as the staunch and unHinching
adherent of unfettered freedom both in
Church and Slate. His conduct challenged
investigation while he lived ; and Avill pos-

terity now fail to assert his claim to inte-

grity and manly consistency ? The day is

not distant AA'hcn it will be given forth as
the voice of an ijnpartial and truth-loving
people, that the name of Oliver CromAvell is

for ever interAvovcn Avith the freedom, the
independence, the piety of England !

HIS rAUENTAGE, 35IRTII,

CAREER.
AND EARLY

Oliver Cromwell Avas born in Huntingdon,
on the 25th of April, 1599. His father Avas

R»bert CromAA'ell, younger son of Sir

Henry Cromwell, and younger brother of
Sir Oliver CroraAvell, Kniglits both. His
mother, AA'ho, it Avas said, had descended
from the royal Stuart family of Scotland,
and could still comit kindred Avith them,
Avas Elizabeth StCAvard, daughter of Wil-
liam Steward, Esquire, of Ely, and AvidoAv

of Wm. Lynne, Esquire, of Bassingbourne,
in Cambridgeshire. Our Oliver Avas their
fifth cliild. His father Avas engaged in
farming. His income is supposed to have
been about £300 per annum, which Avould
be equal to £1,000 nOAV—a tolerably good
fortune. The report so assiduously circu-
lated, and so easily passed from hand to
hand, that his father Avas a breAver, is Avith-

out any good foundation. The evidence is

much more clear and satisfactory that he
Avas allied to families of rank and distinc-
tion, that he served in the commission of
the peace, and that he was returned as a
member to Parliament to represent his oAv-n

toAvn of Huntingdon. " His social rank is

sufficiently indicated ; and, better than all

social rank, he is understood to have been
a Avisc, devout, steadfast, and Avorthy man,
and to have lived a modest and manful life

in his station there."

Little that Ave can receive Avilliont the
strongest suspicioii and doubt, has been
related as touching the earlier years of
Oliver. While he Avas in the fourth year of
his age, early in January, iryJS, his grand-
father, Sir ilenry, the Golden Ivni:dit of
Hinchinbrook, died. Oliver Avas too young
to understand anything more about this
event than tlui.t the good old man " Avas

gone a,Avay, and Avould never pat his head
any more." Aboiit four months after this

date, " King James, coming from the north
to take possession of the English croAvn,
lodged two nights at Hinchinbrook, Avith

royal retinue, Avith immense sum.ptuosities,
addressings, kniglit-makings, ceremonial
exhibitions, Avhich must have been a grand
treat for little Oliver." But Avhen Ave are
told of an accidental meeting betAvecn Oliver
and Cliarles, Avlien children, and nearly of
the same age, at Hinchinbrook — of the
youths not being long together before they
disagreed ; of Oliver, from his superior
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strength, worsting the roj'al resistant, and
Eo little regarding dignity as to make the

royal blood flow in copious streams from the

prince's nose, and that this was looked upon
as a bad presage for that King when the
civil wars began, we pity the wooden head
of the writer. Xor is our feeling changed
w'hen we read of his being run away T\-ith

by an ape along the leads of Hinchinbrook,
and England being all but delivered from
him, had the Fates so ordered it ; or of his

seeing prophetic spectres, especially that

gigantic spectre which came and opened
the curtains of his bed, and told him that

he should be the greatest person in the

kii^gdom, but did not mention the word
" King." And what can we think of the

moral honesty of those writers who would re-

present his depredations upon orchards and
dove-cotes—^his fighting stoutly and sturdily

with his fellow boys—his acting in school

plays, in which he is made to stumble upon
a crown and other regalia—as crimes of the

first turpitude ? "Wlxat wooden-headed stu

pidity ! Between such men and our true

humanity there is a gulf great and im-

passable.

The early education of Oliver was at first

entrusted to the principal of a private

seminary in his native town. But he was
soon removed, and placed under the care of

Dr. Beard, master of the Free Grammar-
school, and a gentleman of no common
learning and worth. Xotwithstanding the

assertion that " he had fits of learning—now
a hard student for a week or two, and then

a truant for t^^ice as many months—of no
settled constancy"—there is the strongest

e\-idence, in his subsequent history, to prove

that he could not have been the idle and
ignorant fellow which some would have us

believe. And here the veil drops over the

life of the boy Oliver. No hand has ven-

tured to lift it ; nor is it permitted to us.

"While Oliver was yet but a child, great

events, as we have hinted, were marking
the age. The Chnrch was being moved to

its vcrv centre. Rites and ceremonies had
so multiplied that men of pious, straitened

consciences, clainied relief in some few
points for which they found no warrant in

the Bible. Hence arose the Puritans—men
of godly character and mighty purpose.

They were men, neither factious in spirit

nor disloyal. They merely asked for a little

more Christian liberty in things external

and non-essential. To settle these and
other points of religion, a Convention was
held at Hampton Court, composed of the

most leai-ned and distinguished men of the

dav. It was a meeting of intense interest

to all England. The King himself pre-

sided. " Awful, devout Puritanism, decent,

dignified Ceremonialism (both always of

high moment in this world, but not
equally high), appeared here facing one
another for the first time." His Majesty
was bitterly opposed to the high-minded
Purities—" eloquently scouted them to

the -svinds, applauded by all bishops and
dignitaries, lay and clerical ; said, if the
Puritans would not conform he would harry
them out of the land."
Deep as was the struggle between devout

Pviritanism and dignified Ceremonialism, it

was but the first circle in the great arena.
The battle was only opening between a
false faith and the true. Xor has the
warfare ever closed. The Church has
always retained so much of the spirit—the
very essence of formalism—that ever and
anon men of freer thought and wider ^iews
have been struggling to effect their eman-
cipation. Nor will the conflict cease tiU

the sanctuary of truth is purified from Cere-
monialism — how dignified and decent
soever—and is filled "with the fire and
worship of a lining faith. Time is auspi-

cious. A second reformation is at hand.
The great spirit of life and truth is moving
deep in the heart of the world.

The next appearance of Oliver is when he
enters Sidney-Sussex College, Cambridge,
as a student. He was admitted a Fellow-
Commoner, April 23rd, 1616, in the seven-
teenth year of his age. A memorable day !

—the very day on which our immortal
Shakspeare put off his earthly tabernacle.

Oliver's tutor was Mr. Richard Howlet,
"who, with his best ability, endeavoured
to infiltrate something that he called in-

struction into the soul of Oliver Cromwell,
and of other youths submitted to him ; but
how, of what quality, with what method,
Avith what result, will remain extremely ob-
scure to every one."
In March, 1617, there was another royal

^isit at Hinchinbrook. King James was
returning northward to "\isit poor old Scot-

land, v.ith a Aiew of introducing and estab-

lishing Episcopacy among his Scottish

subjects. It is well known that he could
not succeed : his pretended bishops, whom,
by cunning means, he did get instituted,

were by the Scotch people derisively called

TULCHAX BISHOPS. Did the reader ever
see, or fancy in his mind, a tuichan ? A
tulchan is, or rather was—for the thing is

long since obsolete—a calfskin stuffed into

the rude similitude of a calf, similar enough
to deceive the imperfect perceptive organs
of a cow. At milking-time the tulchan,

with head duly bent, was set as if to

suck ; the fond cow, looking round, fancied

that her calf was busy, and that all was
right, and so gave her milk freely, which
the cunning maid was straining, in white

abundance, into her pail all the while ! The
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* Scotch milkmaids in. those days cried,
*^ '^'^Tiere is the tulchan r—is the tulchan
ready r

" So of the bishops. Scotch lairds

were eager enough to milk the church-lands
and tithes, to get the rents out of them
freely, which was not always easy. They
were glad to construct ?ifo7"in of bishops to

please the King and Church, and make the

milk come without disturbance. The reader
now knows what a tulchan bishop was. A
piece ofmechanism, constructed not without
difficulty, in Parliament and King's Council,

among the Scots, and torn asunder after-

wards with dreadful clamour, and scattered

to the four winds, so soon as the cow be-
came awake to it.

Laud, of famous memory, attended the
king on this occasion, and accompanied
him to Scotland. But in Scotland this

Laud, *' much to his regret, found no
religion at all ; no surplices, no altars

in the east, or anywhere; no bomng.

no responding ; in short, no religion at
all."

While these things were going on in
Scotland, the father of Cromwell was lying
sick, and, in the end of June, died at Hunt-
ingdon. At the age of eighteen our Oliver
found himself an heir. He occupied a new
position. To qualify himself for its duties
and difficulties was now his one business.
He returned no more to Cambridge. It is

conjectured that, some months afterwards,
I he came to London, to study law ; but

I

instead of entering Lincoln's-inn, or any
I one of the inns, that he merely entered.

I

himself in the chambers of some learned
I gentleman, with a view of gaining sufficient

I

legal knowledge to qualify himself for the
duties of the county magistracy. The stories
about his idle and profligate life, while in
London, are without foundation. They
solicit "oblivion and christian burial from
all men,"

A PICTURE OF BRITTANY.

TRANSLATED TROM MICHELET'S " HISTOIRE DE PRAXCE."
Brittany, poor and enduring, the resisting

element of France, extends her fields of

quartz and schist from the slate-quarries of

Chateaulin, near Brest, as far as the slate-

quarries of Angers. This is the geological
extent of Brittany. The district between An-
gers and Rennes has always been debateable
land—a sort of border-land, like that betv^een
England and Scotland—and was early sepa-

rated from Brittany. The Breton language
does not commence at Rennes, btit only at

Elven, Pontivy, Sondiac, and Chatelandren,
from which point to Cape Finisterre extends
the veritable Brittany

—

La Bretajne Bre-
tonnante—a land become foreign to the rest

of France, from having too faithfully ad-
hered to the manners and customs of an ear-

lier age. The less French is Brittany the
more is she Gallic, and more than once
would have escaped our sway, had we not
held her tightly grasped as in a vice between
the four strong and rude French cities,

Kantes and Saint Malo, Rennes and Brest.

And yet the poor old province has been
our preserver more than once. Often when
our coimtry has been at her last gasp, and
Avhen she has been almost ready to despair,

there have been found Breton heads and
hearts stronger than the steel of the enemy.
When the Northmen overran our coasts, it

was with the Breton warriors that resist-

ance began. In the fourteenth century the
English were repulsed by Du Guesclin ; in

the fifteenth by Pi,ichemont ; in the seven-
teenth they Vr'ere pursued on the sea by

j

Puguay-Trouin. The wars of religious and

political liberty present no name more In-

nocent and pure than those of Lanone and
Latour d'Auvergne, the first grenadier of
the Republic. It was an inhabitant of
Nantes, if we may credit the tradition, who
raised the last cry at Waterloo, " The guard
will die, but not surrender !"

^
The genius of Brittany is a genius of un-

yielding resistance—of intrepid, obstinate,
blind opposition. Witness Moreau, the ad-
versary of Bonaparte. There is still moreen-
dence of this in the history of philosophy and
literature. It was the Breton Pelagius who
introduced the stoic spirit into Christianity,
and who was the first in the Church to plead
in favour of human liberty. For successors
he had the Breton Descartes and the Breton
Abailard. Each gave an impulse to the
philosophy of his century. And even in
Descartes himself, his disdain of facts,

his contempt of history and languages,
sufficiently indicate that his independent
genius, which so vastly forwarded psycho-
logical science, and so greatly extended our
knowledge of mathematics, had mare vigour
than breadth of vision.

The spirit of opposition natural to Brit-
tany is observable in the last and in the
present century by two facts contradictory
in appearance. The same district of Brit-
tany which produced, under Loiiis XV., the
sceptics Duclos, Maupertuis, and La Mit-
trie, in our day has produced the poet and
the orator of Catholicism, Chateaubriand
and Lamennais.
Let us now cast a rapid glance over the
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country itself. At its two portals Brittany
lias two forests, the Norman Bocage and
the Vandun Bocage ; and two cities, Saint
Malo and Nantes—the one the city of cor-

sairs, the other of slave-dealers. The
appearance of St. Malo is singularly ugly
and gloomy; besides which there is a certain

whimsicality recognisable in the costumes,
in the pictures, and in the monuments
throughout the whole of the peninsula. It

is a city small, wealthy, gloom}', and dull •

a nest of vultures or owls ; by turns island

or j)eninsular, according to the ebb or flow-

ing of the tide, and bordered by filthy and
foetid rocks where the seaweed rots at plea-

sure ; and to a considerable distance round
extends a coast of wliite rocks, angular and
sharp as razors. War is the time of festival

at Saint Malo. The inhabitants know no
more charming f^te.

At the other extremity is Brest, the great

military post, the favourite thought of

Richelieu, the right hand of Louis XIV.
;

fort, arsenal, and galleys ; cannon, ships,

arms, and gold, the great strength of France,
all heaped up at the farthest corner of

France, Avhcre you are stifi&d between two
mountains covered with immense fortifica-

tions. When you enter this port, it is as

though in a tiny bark you were passing

between two mqn-of-war — these heavy
masses seem to approach and threaten to

crush you. The general impression is

grand, but painful. It is a prodigious

tower of strength, a defiance offered to

England and Nature. Everywhere I felt

effort ; I breathed the air of the hulks ; felt

the chain of the galicy-slavc. Precisely at

that point where the ocean, escaping from
the narrow passage of the Channel, dashes

its waters on the coast with all its fury, we
have placed this great depot of our naval

wealth. Truly it is well guarded. I have
seen there a thousand cannon, and that

at the arsenal alone, without counting the

batteries. No enemy's ship will enter
;
yet

neither can our own vessels pass out as they

desire. More than one vessel has perished

in leaving the port of Brest. The whole of

this coast is a vast cemetery : about sixty

vessels are lost every winter. The sea is

English by inclination : she does not love

France ; she destroys our vessels ; she

buries our ports with sand.

Nothing can be more gloomy, more for-

midable, than this coast of Brest ; it is the

extreme limit, the cape, the prow, of the

ancient world. -There the two enemies are

face to face—earth and sea, man and Nature.

You should sec when he is furious what
mighty waves tliis ocean hurls forth off

Cape St. Mathieu—fifty, sixty, eighty feet

high ! The surf flies to the Church where
the seamen's: mothers and sisters arc at

prayer ; and even during times of truce,

when the ocean is silent, who can liav^

traversed this melancholy coast .jvLnout
saying, or feeling, " Trislis usque ad
mortem !"

For, in truth, there is something more
fearful than the rocks—than the tempest.
Nature is cruel, man is cruel ; and there
seems to be an understanding between
them. As soon as the sea has cast up a
miserable wreck, all rush to the coast

—

men, women, and children ; they fail iipon

the prize. Do not hope to stop these
wolves ; they will pillage quietly under the
firing of the gendarmerie. AV'ell would it

be if they had only awaited the shipwreck
;

but it is asserted that they frequently oc-

casioned it. Often a cow, Avith a lantern
fastened to her horns, has, it is said, misled
vessels and wrecked them on these rocks.

G«d only knows what terrible scenes oc-

curred there, in the darkness of night I A
man has been known to bite off the fingers

of a drowning woman to obtain her rings.*-

Man is hard and rude on these coasts. A
son cursed by Nature— a veritable Cain —
wherefore should he pardon Abel.^ Nature
is inclined to shov/ him no favour. Whin,
on terrible winter nights, he creeps along
his slippery rocks to snatch from them
the floating sea-weed, as manure for his

sterile fields, is he spared by Nature ? No,
often the wave that brings the weed carries

back the man.
Does Nature spare him v/hcn he glides

along beneath the Point of llaz, among the

red rocks, vv'here lies the Ilill of Plof/qff',

near to the Bay of the Dead, where, icr

centuries, numberless corpses have been
borne by the cm-rents ? " No one has
passed the llaz without ill-luck or terror,"

is a Breton proverb. Again, " Aid me.
Great God, at the point of Haz, my ship is

so small and the sea is so wide !"

Nature seems dying ; man becomes cold

and gloomy: There is no poetry ; little re-

ligion. Christianity is a thing of yesterday;

Michael Noblet was the apostle at Batz, in

1048. In the islands of Sein, of Batz, and
of Onessant, marriage even is a severe and
juelancholy thing. All passion seems dead:

no love ; no shame ; no jealousy. The
maidens prepare for their marriage without
a blush. Woman labours more than man

;

in the isles of Onessant she is the larger

nnd stronger of the two ; she it is-who cul-

tivates the land, whilst he remains seated

in his boat, rocked and buffeted by the sea,

his rude nurse. The very animals seem to

* I repeat tliis tradition without voucliiiiar for

its trutli. It is nocdless to ;ulH, that 'he tiacci

of these barbarous raurnci'o are ripidly tiiiap-
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change their nature ; the horses and the
rabbits are of a s'cran^js smallness in these

islands.

Let us seat ourselves on the Point of Raz,
on the undermined rock of three hundred
feet, whence you overlook seven leagues of
coast. This is a kind of sanctuary of the

Celtic world. Here, beyond the Bay of the
Dead, you see the island of Scin, a melan-
choly sand-bank, without trees and almost
without a shelter ; a few poor but com-
passionate-hearted people dwell there,

who every year rescue a number of ship-

wrecked v.retches. This island was the
abode of the sacred virgins who bestowed
fair weather or foul upon the Celts. There
it was that they celebrated their orgies, and
from the open sea the mariner heard the
.sound of their barbarous cymbals. This
island, according to tradition, is the cradle
of Myrddyn, the Merlin of the middle ages.

His tomb lies on the side of Brittany, in the
forest of Broceliande, beneath the fatal stone
where he was enchanted by his Vyvyan.
All these rocks which you see are buried

cities : Douarnenez and Is, the Breton
Sodom. Those two ravens always to be
seen fl^'ing heavily along the coast are no
other^ than the souls of King Grallon and
liis daughter ; and those whispermgs of the
tempest, as you imagine, are the cries of
the crierien, the ghosts of ship'iTrecked

mariners demanding sepulture.

At Lanvau, near Brest, there rises a
huge rude stone ; and from this spot to

Lorient, and from Lorient to Quiberon and
Camac, along the southern coast of Brittany,
you can scarcely walk a quarter of an hour
without encountering one or more of these
shapeless monuments, which are considered
to be Druidical. Often you will see them
from the road, rising out of the heath,
covered with holly and tiiistles. They are
large, low stones, set on end, and often
rounded at the top ; or are a sort of stone
table, one long stone supported by three
or four upright ones. Whether these

altars or tombs, or

of certain events, the

by them is really im-
posing. The impression is that of sad-
ness, and there is a strange, rude and repul-
sive air about them. You imagine that in
this first essay of art you feel a hand already
intelUgent, but as hard and as little human
as the rock it chiselled. There is no in-

scription, no sign whatever, unless, per-
haps, it may be found upon the stones of
Loc Maria Ker ; but even there all is so
indistinct that one is inclined to regard
these lines as mere accidental markings.

If you question the eountry people, they
teil you briefly that these are the houses of
the Torrigans and the CouriLs, wicked little

may have been
simple memorials
impression made

men who at nightfall obstruct the roads,
and force you to dance with them until you
die of fatigue. At other times you are told

of fairies, who, descending from the moun-
tains with their distaffs in their hands,
brought these stones in their aprons. Those
scattered stones are a wedding-party turned
to stone. One isolated stone near Morlaix
witnesses to the misfortune of a peasant
who, for having blasphemed, was devoured
by the moon. According to Cambry, this

planet was always an object of fear to the
Celtic races.

I shall never forget the day on which I
left Auray, the holy city of the Chotians,
to visit the grand Druidical monuments of
Loc Maria Ker and Carnac. The mist fell,

as is the case on these coasts for half the
year. There were miserable bridges across
the swamps. Now some low andgloomyraa-
nor-house came in ^•iew, with its long avenue
of oaks —in Brittany these avenues are reli-

giously preserved ; now some low, thickety
wood, inwhich even the oldest trees have risen
to no great height ; from time to time a peas-
ant passes you, but without looking, al-

though he had observed you well with his

oblique night-bird's eye. His physiognomy
explains their famous war-cry and their
name, Choiuxns. There are no houses along
the roads—these peasants return every even-
ing to their village. You either traverse
open extents of open country, covered v.itli

pink heath, and various yellow flowers, or
else fields white vrith the flower of the buck-
wheat. This summer snow, these pale co-

lours, as if faded before their time,- rather
weary than refresh the eye, reminding you
of Opheha's cro-^^Ti of straw and flowers.

Approaching Carnac, the impression 13

still more melancholy. Nothing but verit-

able plains of stone, with here and there a
black sheep grazing among the pebbles, sur-
rounded by heaps of stones, many of which
are still standing upright. The lines of the
Carnac stones fill you with no surprise.

There are several hundreds thus erect—tha
highest fourteen feet high.
The Morbihan vrears a melancholy aspect,

and is full of melancholy associations. Land
of old hatreds, of pilgrimages, and of civil

wars—land of pebble and race of granite.
There everything is enduring—time passes
slowly over ail. Priests are in abundance.
Yet it would be a great error to believe that
these western races—the Breton and the
Yandun—were deeply religious. In many
districts of the west, the saint who does not
answer the prayer offered up to him runs a
great chance of being whipped.
In Brittany, as well as in Ireland, Catho-

licism is dear to the inhabitants as a symbol
of nationality. ileUgion there has espe-
cially a political influence. An Irish priest
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who becomes a friend of the English is

speedily diiven from his country. In the

middle ages the Churches of Brittany and
Ireland remained longer than any other in-

dependent of Rome. The noble, as well as

the priest, is dear to Brittany andLaVendee
as the defender of ancient ideas and habits.

The numerous and poor nobility of Brittany

are but slightly removed from the condition

of the peasantry. There is something of

clanship among them. A number of peasant
families regard themselves as noble ; some
believing themselves to be descended from
Arthur, or the Fairy Morgana, who planted
swords in the ground as boundaries to their

fields. They sat and covered themselves in

presence of their superiors in sign of inde-

pendence. A profound observation has been
made regarding La Vendee, which applies

equally to Brittciny—'' These people are re-

publican at heart." But this is a social, not
a political, republicanism.

At the present day, however, this great
spirit of resistance is gradually expiring.

Brittany is becoming by degrees completely
French. The old idiom is gradually giving

Avay. The genius for i)oetical improvisation,

so ions continued among the Celts of Scot-

land and Ireland, as well as of Brittany, is

not yet dead, although become a singular

rarity. Formerly, when a young girl was
demanded in marriage, the Bazvalan (a per-

son deputed to this office) chaunted a coup-
let of his own composition, and the young
girl also replied in verse. Now, however,
these verses are mere forms, which are

learned by heart.

Those attempts, mere bold than success-

ful, which have been made by the Bretons
to revive by science the nationality of their

country, have only been received by ridi-

cule. I myself saw at T— old Monsieur D.
(who was only known as Monsieur Systeme),
surrounded by five or six thousand match-
less volumes, alone, without a single being
to minister to his comfort, dying of fever ; an
Irish grammar on one side of him, and a
Hebrew one on the other. He roused him-
self to repeat to me some Breton verses,

in an emphatic but monotonous rhythm,
Avhich was not, however, Avithout a certain

charm. I cannot reflect upon this represen-

tation of Celtic nationality without deep
compassion—this expiring defender of an
expiring language and poetry.

M. H.

THE PHYSICAL HISTORY OF MAN.

This is a subject Avhich has risen to the

rank and importance of a distinct science,

Ethnology—a term derived from two Greek
words, ethnos, a race, and logos, a discourse.

The object of this science is to inquire into

those almost endless varieties in the physical

form and mental character which mark the

human species. If we take a nation, we shall

find among its people, according to their

progress in civilization, certain characteris-

tics, more or less peculiar, by which they can

be distinguished from every other people

—such as differences in complexion, form,

or mental constitution. These varieties

are found everywhere. Are they fixed and
permanent ? Can we in any way account

for them, or are they to be held in the light

of original distiattions and characteristics ?

In other words—are the many-coloured
men who inhabit this our earth of one and
the same species, or is the almost infinite

variety of form a primary and unchangeable
inheritance come down from the earliest

times, and telling us of so many first

parents ? The question only requires to be

put to set forth its absurdity. The physical

characters which mark the species are

not fixed. They change Avith the place and
circumstances in Avhichman is found. Some
tribes have fallen from a higher to a lov/er

type in their physical condition. Others

have ascended from the lower to the higher.

The improvement and progress of man, in

both physical form and mental develop-
ment, is a fact which all history and phi-
losophy attest ; and, therefore, Ave can
account for every difterence, in perfect con-
formity Avith the presumption that there was
but one primary original stock, from which
the Avhole race descended.
In the case of the loAver animals, it can

be shoAvn that so long as you keep a certain
species imder certain conditions, so long
Avill it continue to exhibit uniformity of
character from one generation to another

;

but change the conditions, and in the course
of generations you Avill produce a corres-

ponding change in the organic characters of

the species, " Thus, for example, Avhile the
Avolf is everyAvhere the same animal—be-
cause CA'cryAvhere passing a Avild life in

desert places—the dog, distributed over the
Avhole ciAilized Avorid, and subjected to a
great variety of conditions, has passed into

numberless A'arieties of form, colour, and
disposition. It appears, hoAvever, that these
results are only efforts of nature to accom-
modate herself to circumstances, for the
purpose of maintaining the existence of the
species under the ncAv conditions, and that
there are limits beyond Avhich change can-
not be carried ; so that, after all, a parti-

cular type is constantly preserved, tOAvards

which the animals Avould return if tho
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original conditions were restored. Thus
the domesticated pig of Europe, allowed

to run wild in America, has recovered

the tusks and other exteVnal features of

the wild boar—that original state of the

species from which domestication had
brought it. On such grounds it is that

naturalists hold the distinction and perse-

verance of species as facts in nature. It has

been found, indeed, that species nearly allied

—as the horse and ass—will produce an off-

spring in which the parental qiialities are

associated or blended ; but such hybrids

have never been known to continue a race

manifesting this union of qualities, and ac-

cordingly they in no v,-ay affect the conclu-

sion, that specific character is a determinate

thing in nature, only liable to temporary
modifications."

" The human race form no exception to

the universal variety of nature, for man jjrc-

sents different qualities, physical and intel-

lectual, in different localities. The extremes
of mental refinement and animal degrada-
tion are exhibited in tho European and the

Bushman. The perfection of physical foiTU

is found in the Arab, while the Australian

is destitute of every element ofmanly beauty.
Colour, classifies the human family into

black, red, yellow, and white men, with their

intervening' shades." To indicate the sub-

ject yet more distinctly, the family of man
divides itself into three classes, each class

being more or less distinguished by its own
bodily peculiarities, and being more or less

confined within its own geographical limits.

"With regard to these bodily peculiarities,

three parts of the human frame—the skull,

kair, and skin—have been usually selected

as the points of comparison. Dr. Prichard
has arra^iged all varieties of the human
skull into the oval, pyramidal, and progna-
thous or negro forms. The oval type, it is

said, has always marked the civilized nations

of the earth. The pyramidal is a broad-
faced skull, and is found principally among
the wandering tribes of Eastern Asia,

America, and the Malago-Polynesian Archi-
pelago. The prognathous is the negro
type, in which the forehead recedes, and
the back part of the head is capacious,

and is most numerous among the African
races. Or if we take the geographical dis-

tinction, we shall have the Caucasian, Mon-
golian, and Ethiopian varieties of the hu-
man race, it being almost the same to speak
of the Caucasian or oval-sculled, the Mon-
golian or XijTamidal, the Ethiopian or
negro types. Still these classifications must
not be regarded as well-defined and accurate
arrangements. It is found that in the same
tribe there exist different tyjjes of skull,

with their intervening gradations of shape.
Among the Caucasian variety there are some

few pyramidal, or of an intermediate form.

Xor is it otherwise with the Mongolians and
Ethiopians. To the native Americans who
are of Mongolian origin no specific form
can be assigned as characteristic. While
Africa has prognathous men in in the west,

pyramidal in the south, and some instances
of oval in the east and north, and yet all

are Ethiopian races. For this singular
diversity in the form of the human head,
external condition and circumstances
will sufficiently and satisfactorily ac-

count. Take the Turks, who originally

were Mongolian, and who had pyramidal
skulls. Those dv/elling in Europe and West-
ern Asia are found to possess the oval type,

while their countrymen in Eastern Asia re-

tain the pyramidal form of skull, ^nth. all the
habits of a wandering tribe. " Ten centuries

ago the Magyar race—a tribe of Mongolian
origin—dwelt in Great Hungary, in the vici-

nity of the Ural mountains. Driven by the
victorious Turks westward and southward,
they conquered the Slavonians, and settled

on the fertile plain adjoining the Danube."
And now *' the Hungarian nobility are noted
as a handsome, well-formed race ofmen, hav-
ing oval skulls." To Avhat are we to ascribe

these changes in the x>hysical development
of these people ? We can resolve them into
nothing but the influence of those mani-
fold conditions induced by a higher civiliza-

tion, and immediately or remotely springing
out of it. Even the negro type, which is

considered to be the most permanent, and,
consequently, at greater variance with th»
doctrine of change, comes in to confirm our
view. In Central and Eastern Africa, the
influence of Mahommedanism has been to
elevate the type of the skull, while influ-

ences less favourable to that development
have tended fearfully to lower the physical
form. History attests the fact, that whole
tribes have exchanged the pyramidal for the
negro type of skull. Even in Ireland, and
within the space of two hundred years, the
people, driven from their own proper locality

into ce'-tain widely-different districts of the
country, had not only degenerated in their
general bodily conformation, but have actu-
ally acquired the prognatho\is or negro type
of cranium. " Similar to this is the state of
the refuse population of our great cities.

Penury and ignorance, with their associates,
\-ice and crime, by degrading mentally these
outcasts of society, have in the course of
generations left their impress on their fore-
heads. That these, and others who sliare

the same unhappy lot, may be raised both
morally and physically in the scale of huma-
nity, does not admit of a doubt."

If external condition and circumstances
will account for the three great types which
the human head presents, then, on the same
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principle, we can explain any other physical

difference in our common race. The woolly
hair of the negro was long regarded as a link

that bound him to the lower part of God's
creation. Thanks to a riper and more ma-
tured science, this notion is now exploded.
The microscope has shown that the coarse,

crisp, curling hair of the negro's head, is the

same with that of the more civilized and re-

fined European. Put a fibre of wool and a

fibre of human hair under the microscope,
and the difference will at once become evi-

dent. Then put the hair of the negro and
the hair of the European under the same
microscope, and the fibre of each will be
found the same. AVhatever difference may
exist in this outward covering may be traced

to climate. We cannot wonder, therefore,

that smooth, lank hair, is sometimes found
among the Ethiopian tribes, and that

crisp, curly hair, is not unknown among
the Caucasians. Nothing is more easily

affected by climate, and variety of cli-

mate vdll account for every possible variety

in the beautiful covering of the human
head.
The same may be said of colour. As in

the case of the hair, so with the skin a dif-

ference of structure was supposed to sepa-

rate the fair and dark portions of the race.

It was conceived and said that a membrane
existed in the skin of the black man which
was n»t to be found in the white man. A
more minute and correct anatomy has
proved it to be otherwise. The skin was
described as consisting of three distinct

layers, of which the middle layer was deemed
to be the seat of colour. No such thing !

There are not three layers, but two—the
external cuticle and the true skin ; and the

true skin is of the same colour in all men.
How, then, are we to account for all the
varieties of complexion which the race ex-

hibit ? As before, we are shut up to exter-

nal conditions and circumstances. In pro-
portion as men are exposed to the sun, it

matters not what may have been their
origin, is the difference found in their com-
plexion. Plains and valleys are occupied
by the dark-skinned, and the mountain
heights by the fair-skinned tribes. AVith
the variation in geographical position will

be the diversity of colour from the ruddy
white of the Saxon to the jet black of the
African. One of the most striking ex
amples is supplied in the history of the
Jews. Notwithstanding their dispersion
over the whole earth the unity of the Jewish
people is beyond contradiction, while the
difierence of their complexion is equally un-
deniable. Let the original unity of nations
be what it may, climate and modes of life

will more or less affect the colour and com-
plexion. Even the Ethiopian or African
tribes are no exception to this general rule.

All Africans are not equally black. Grada-
tions of blackness in the negro population
become apparent according as plains or
heights are their abode. In Central Af^rica

the Foulahs are copper-coloured, arising,

doubtless, from their elevated position and
those refreshing breezes which ward off the
solar heat and prevent it from dyeing their

skins. In India you have the colour vary-
ing with all the varieties of geographical
position. In China the inhabitants of the
middle provinces have fme complexions.
The American Indians, vdio clearly belong
to the Mongolian stock, are denominated
RED men; and yet "the Californian is as

black as the native of Guinea, while the
body of the Botocudo of Brazil is light-

coloured as a fawn."
Such is the effect of climate on com-

plexion. What other peouliarities may be
introduced to prove the unity of the human
race, wc shall sec.

(To be continued.)

An old clergyman, preaching before some of the American army at Corpus Christi,

made use of these remarks: "Ten thousand dollars is a large sum to most of us! yet

what would it profit ? You cannot carry it out of the world. Then what would you do
with it, or you, or yori, or you'f" pointing with an oratorical flourish, at each repetition,

to different individuals before him. At length an old stager, well known to the Corpus
Christi army. Judge H—ys, could contain himself no longer. When the finger pointed

at him, and in the momentary pause succeeding the searching question, the Judge broke

the solemn silence by answering, in a loud, shrill tone, " Lay it out in mules " " Shall

I attempt," says a narrator " to portray the effect ? The audience was convulsed."

A Bed Man's Oratoby.—"White Hair," an Osa^e chief, thus addressed a Catholic

priest who had gone among the tribe with the intention of Christianizing it. " White
Hair " is not unfavourable to the scheme, " Father," says he, "you will find among us

many old men, like myself, whose opinions are too confirmed to be changed. They will

acquiesce in almost any views you may advance, but will remain the same at heart. Do
not waste your time on such. But our children's minds are young and tender, and will

receive any impression you may wish to make upon them. Take them and raise them as

you think best; we wish them to become educated and respectable As for o\ir women, I

advise you to have nothing to do with them. I'hey are not icortlvj of aitenlion !
"
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CHRISTOPHER CHROXICLE'S LECTURES.

SOCIAL ARTS.

CuRiSTorHER Chroxiclt:, having had the honour to be elected lectm*er to the readers

of this Magazine, feels proud of the appointment, and hopes to acquit himself

to the satisfaction of all parties. He determines to bring all his resources into reqiiisition

for the entertainment and edification of the numerous family circles into which he ex-

pects to be introduced. He knows not that he can enter upon the duties of his

oflice better than by a course of lectiires upon the Social Arts in England. Ac-

cordingly, he commences with

DOMESTIC ARCHITECTLTvE.

This art, with every succeeding period of

England's history, has sho%^'n some change
in its structural "form, suggested either for

strength as a means of defence, or conveni-
ence as a means ofcomfort. The most ancient

buildings of which we have any record in

this island consisted of wattles fastened to-

gether by stakes, and thatched with reed or

straw. In general, their form was that of a

soldier's tent, which is only a slight im-
provement upon the wigwam of the Ameri-
can Indian, or the hovel of the African,

The smoke usually escaped through a hole
in the roof, as is the case e^ en at the present
day \vith some of the cottages in the remote
recesses of the Highlands of Scotland, or

in the bog mldemesses of Ireland. In
structures of this kind, erected with mate-
rials in their rudest state, and put together

with not a tithe of the ingenuity exercised

in the hut of Robinson Crusoe, lived the

ancient Britons when they were discovered
by the Romans. There were,'however, other

houses which evinced a step nearer the goal

of our present civilization. These were
built of stone, but -without mortar or cement
of any kind. Their walls, it might be said,

were only a species of pile, of a round form,
pointed at the top, whilst the interior was
lighted only through the door-ways. The
fire was generally placed in the centre of

the apartment, and hence the expression,
" sit round the fire," whilst their shape was
like that of a whipping-top reversed, the

whole being characteristic of the social

rudeness which had given them existence.

In this simple form of habitation did Caesar

find the ancient Britons, to whom he was
the means of introducing those arts which
had passed from the banks of the Ganges
into Persia, thence into Egypt, thence into

Greece, and thence into Italy, whence the
desire of conquest difiused 'them over Eu-
rope and into Britain. All the arts which
the Romans possessed were at this time
brought with them into this island, and
thus was laid the foundation of that social

condition which, after a lapse of nineteen
centuries, we enjoy.
When, in the fifth century, the Romans

finally quitted Britain, they left behind them
a difterent style of domestic building, con-
sisting mostly of towers of a round or qua-
drangular form, erected more, perhaps, as
a kind of fortress, since we find their re-

mains cliiefly upon hiUs or artificial mounds
of earth. Yet do we occasionally discover
other vestiges which intimate the existence
amongst this people of a far nobler kind of
buildings than these. It was but a few
weeks ago that a large piece of tesselated
pavement was dugout at Cheltenliam. From
this we naturally infer that the site of a
Roman colony was here ; that fortifications

were erected, and that baths, palaces, and
temples reared their heads within them.
Notwithstanding this, however, there are
some who think that the private dwellings
of the Romans in England were not re-
markable for comfort, far less magnificence

;

but there have, from time to time, been
discovered remains sufficiently numerous, as
well as finished in their workmanship, to
enable us to prove a degree of architectural
refinement, at least, nearly approaching to
our own. Many ornaments in Mosaic work
have been dug up, and the paint on pieces of
walls has been subjected to chemical analy-
sis, and found to be similar in composition to
that employed in the houses and public
buildings at Pompeii and Herculaneum.
All, however, that we can now bring to-
gether to illustrate the British home-lifg of
that people is but little, and that little merely
fragmentary. Time and the ravages of war
have long ago buried these vestiges beneath
the sward. Green pastures now cover the
spots which were once adorned -with the public
and private buildings of a luxurious and
splendid people. We have yet some traces of
the v.alls that surrounded their cities, and in
the vicinities of these the ploughshare has
turned up the medals of the Cassars who
were once the masters of the world, but
who are long ago dead, and all but for-

gotten. The influence of their taste and
science, however, upon the domestic archi-
tecture of the colonized Britons must have
been considerable. They introduced a
knowledge of the implements for building,
the art of making flat tiies, the use of mor-
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tar, plaster, and cement, as Avell as all

things connected with masonry and Drick-

laying, as practised amongst themselves. A
submission to conquerors of such intelli-

gence was scarcely too high a price to pay
for such humanizing returns ; and so well

did the British profit by their instructions,

that, by the close of the third century, we
find they had acquired considerable reputa-
tion as builders. The city of Autun, in

France, was built about the end of that
century, by workmen chiefly brought from
Britain, which very much abounded with
the best artificers.

From the Roman style of building the
Saxons soon departed, and degenerated
into the adoption of a species of habitation
as mean as it was destitiite of the power of
defence. The subjection in which they
had so long been held by the power of the
Roman arm had cowed them to such an
extent, that it even displayed itself in the
humbleness of their dwellings. Every sen-

timent that ennobles humanity seems to

have fled from them. Aubrey, who wrote
nearly two hundred years ago, represents
them as a filthy and disagreeable race. He
says : "They lived skittishly in their houses,
ate a great deal of beef and mutton, and
drank good ale in a brown mazzard, and
their very kings were but a sort of farmers."
Thus Alfred the Great—to whose memory in

some parts we have recently been getting up
a kind ofjubilee—was only a sort offarmer !

But was he any the less for being this ?

Not a bit. And he was a Working Man,
with the title of King ; a holder of the
plough—like Cincinnatus, Avho saved the
lioman Empire ! He conquered the Danes,
and divided England into counties ; he
built the University of Oxford, and framed
the ground-work of our present Common
Law ! It is he, and such as he, whose
memory deserves the reverence of man-
kind. His genius, however, was but as a
torch flinging a transient light over the

benighted mind of his countrymen ; and
the two centuries that elapsed between his

death and the Norman Conquest, show few
evidences of further improvement amongst
the Saxons. When that event took place, so

far as fortifications were concerned they were
entirely unprotected—and, consequently,
fell an easy prey to the Norman Invader,
who had grafted upon his military genius
the skill of the politician. He immediately
set about erecting strongholds in all

the principal towns of the kingdom

;

parcelled out the lands amongst his

adventurers, who, sagaciously following

his example, built castles upon them as the

surest way to enable them to retain what
they had got. Indeed, this period of English
history might be called the time of the

Norman castle-mania, for within a century
after the Conquest there were no fewer than
one thouscind one hundred and fifteen cas-
tles completed in England alone. The ruins
of some of these are still remaining, and to
the intelligent antiquarian, or the lover of
the picturesque, are objects of great at-

traction.

Down to the reign of Edward the Third,
strength in the castle form was the prevail-

ing characteristic of English home archi-

tecture, but then the fortress began to as-

sume more the appearance of a mansion.
Although much of the warlike spirit still

prevailed, yet humanity was refining upon
itself, and the pastimes of nobility mellow-
ing down from the roughness of former
days. In evidence of this we find the stern-

ness of the feudal fortress becoming relieved
by traits indicative of a milder spirit. We
find courts multiplied, spacious apartments
added to the building, and often ornamented
with large and beautiful windows high above
the ground, and looking inwards to the
court. Such was the Palace of Windsor,
erected by Edward III., and such arc
the spendid Castles of AVarwick, Alnwick,
and some others whose vestiges still serve
to define their former extent, and shadow
forth the magnificent proportions which,
in th®se days of feudalism, they presented
to the eye of the 'spectator.

As the character of the times became yet
more peaceful, the 'suggestions which the
fierceness of barbaric warfare had prompted,
in the erection of these strongholds, were
more and more departed frem. Accord-
ingly, by the times ofthe Seventh and Eighth
Henrys, we arrive at the period of the cm-
battled mansion, which is considered to be
the best style of English architecture.

There are several specimens of this still in

existence, only one of which we shall men-
tion, namely, Mayfield Manor-house, built

about the year 1440, nearly in the centre
of Derbyshire.
Suchhave been the external appearances of

the castellated and joa^a^eaZ residences of the

English nobility from the days of the Con-
quest, but the houses of the untitled gentry
were neither of a stated size nor of a stated
structure. They usually consisted of an
entrance passage which bisected the house,
and which had on the one side a hall and a
parlour beyond, and on the other, a kitchen,

pantry, and several offices, with one or two
chambers above. This was the ordinary
home of the gentleman of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, and it would be difficult

to name a house in England not of a castel-

lated form older than the reign of Henry
VII.

In the reign of Elizabeth the nobility and
gentry were more than ever conspicuous for
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the magnificence of their mansions. The
principal deviations from those of the pre-

ceding reigns was in the construction of bay-

Avindows, parapets, and porticoes. Magni-
ficent, however, as these were, they became
still more so in the days of James I. and
Charles I., when the Italian style of archi-

tecture takes the place of that of the Old
English. After this, the French style was
adopted, then the Dutch, in compliment to

William III., of which part of Kensington
Palace is a specimen ; next the large and
heavy brick mansion, with little ornament
to relieve it ; and then the handsome style,

partly after the Italian, such as may be seen
in Burlington-house, Piccadilly. This brings
us to the middle of the last century ; and the
styles of the present, from the cottage to
the palace, are too well kno^Ti to require a
place in this lecture.

EBENEZER ELLIOTT, THE CORIS'-LAW RHYMER.

" Like the Ayrshire Ploughman, he sprang
from the working classes. Like him, his

songs are the lays of labour ; but, \mlike

him, his muse did not draw her inspiration

from the breath of the open fields—perfumed
with daisies and adorned with hawthorn

—

but from the hot atmosphere of furnaces,

ringing with the clang of anvils and the

hoarse grating of machinery. Burns was
the bard of yeomen—Elliott of artisans.

Both have touched the deepest chords of

human feeling, and waked echoes that shall

vibrate till human hearts cease to pulsate.

Wandering a few years ago in the subvirbs

of Sheffield, my eye fell upon a building,

blaclcened with the blackest smoke of that

most sombre town, and whose front showed
a sign, running thus :

—
' Elliott and Co.'s

Iron and Steel Warehouse.' I inquired of

a young man, dressed in a frock besmeared
with iron and coal, for the head of the

establishment. ' My father,' said he, * is

just gone
;

you'll find him at his house
yonder.' I repaired thither. The Corn-
law Rh}Tner stood on the threshold in his

stocking feet, holding a pair of coarse shoes
in his hand. His frank ' Walk in' assured
me I was welcome. I had just left the
residence of Montgomery. The transition

could hardly have been greater—from
James Montgomery to Ebenezer Elliott.

The former was polished in his manners,
exquisitely neat in his personal appear-
ance, and his bland conversation never rose
above a calm level, except once, when he
spoke, with an indignation which years had
not abated, of his repeated imprisonment
in York Castle, for the publication—first in
verse, and then in prose—of liberal and
humane sentiments, which offended the
Government. And now I was con-
fronted with a burly ironmonger, rapid in
speech, glowing with enthusiasm, putting
and answering a dozen questions in a
breath ; eulogising American republican-
is7n, and denouncing British aristocracy

;

throwing sarcasms at the Duke of Welling-
ton, and anointing General Jackson with
the oil of flattery

;
pouring out a flood of

racy talk about Church establishments,

poetry, politics, the price of iron and the
price of corn, while ever and anon he
thrust his damp feet in the embers, and
hung his shoes on the grate to dry. A
much shorter interview than I enjoyed
would be sufficient to prove—even if their
works were forgotten—that of the two
Sheffield poets, Elliott's grasp of intellect
was much the stronger, his genius far the
more buoyant and elastic. Yet has the
milder bard done and sufiered much for
civil andreligious liberty. But the stronger ?

Xot Corn-law repealers only, but all Britons
who moisten their scanty bread with the
sweat of the brow, are largely indebted to
his inspiring lays for the mighty bound
which the labouring mind of England
has taken in our day. Some of his poems
are among the rarest and purest gems that
shine on the sacred mount. Others are
as rugged, ay, and as strong as the iron
bars in his ovra. warehouse. They break out
in denunciations of privileged tjTants a,nd
titled extortioners, with sounds like the
echoes of a Hebrew prophet. The genius
that animates, and the humanity that warms
every line, carry them where more fastidious
and frigid productions would never find their
way. Elliott has been called harsh and -sin-
dictive. He may be pardoned for hating
institutions which reduce every fourth man
to beggary, while a great heart beats in Ms
bosom. Against meanness and oppression
his muse has rung out battle-songs charged
with indignation, defiance, sarcasm, and con-
tempt

; but into the ears of the lowly and
wan sons of toil she has breathed the sweetest
murmurs of sympathy, consolation, and hope.
The key which unlocks his harmony he has •

furnished in these angry lines :

—

For thee, my country, thee do I perform.
Sternly the duty of a man bom free.

Heedless, though ass and woif, and venom'd
worm,

Shake ears and fangs, with brandished bray,
at me."

The foregoing remarks are extracted from
a new American work, by Mr. Stanton, en-
titled, "Sketches of Reforms and Reform-
ers^iu Great Britain and Ireland," which
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arrived in this country on the day of

Elliott's death, in his 68th year. We quote

them for two reasons : first, as a tribute of

republican respect to one of England's wor-

thiest sons ; and secondly, because they

embody certain notions that are popiilar

about JBUiott on both sides of the Atlantic,

but which require to be corrected. It is

quite erroneous to suppose that Elliott merely
reflected the sentiments of the workshop and
the experiences of industrial town life ; and
equally erroneous to suppose that he was
uneducated, ignorant of literature, and sim-

ply gifted with a capacity for putting homely
thoughts into nervous verse. Had such been
the case, he never would have made the

name he has left behind in English letters

—challenging comparison witli the first poets

of an age in which the poetic faculty has

been developed in greater excellence and
diversity than at any period in our annals

since the death of Milton. On the contrary,

it was his exquisite perception of the beau-

ties of nature—his ability to portray those

beauties, and to delineate the soft and the

graceful, the tender and the domestic, in

iiuman character, that recommended liim to

general celebrity as a true poet amongst
the most fastidious critics ; and it was
the reputation so acquired that lent po-

tency to his doctrines when he preached

political truths through the medium of his

couplets.

"With Elliott the love of nature was a

ruling passion from his boyhood, and con-

tinued stron,^ in death. His first poem, as

he tells us m the collected edition of his

works, published during the present year,

by his friend, Mr. Tait, of Edinburgh, was
" The Vernal Walk," written at 17, " origi-

nally printed at Cambridge by the father of

the Liberal newspaper press—a man great

in his goodness." In giving it now to the

world he addresses the celebrated author

of " Sense and Sensibility," and numerous
other productions of infinite merit, in these

remarkable words : — "To Miss Sarah

Austin— ' a man in council ' —I address

these poems of my youth, because my
mature years have produced nothing which
ought to inspire me Avith any other feelings

than those of humility and shame in the

presence of her genius." Like Cobbctt,

whom he resembled in many respects, the

love of green fields survived in his bosom
to the last, and some of the most charming
lines he ever composed were the foUowiug
** Stanzas to a Eobin," dictated on his

death-bed at the request of one of his

daughters :

—

Thy notes, sweet Robin, soft as dew,

Heard soon or late, are dear to me ;

To music I could bid adieu,

But not to ijiee.

When from my eyes this lifeful throng
Has payt away, no more to be;

Then, Autumn's primrose, Ilobin's son^,

Egturn to me !

It was this rural characteristic of his

writings that extorted the admiration of

those intolerants who abhorred his political

principles. " Blackwood," the Tory terror

of what was called the Cackney school of

poets— Lamb, Keats, Hunt, and others

—

and whose chief weapon against all Liberals

was the imputation of atheistical and revo-

lutionary tendencies, spoke thus of one of

his earlier volumes :
—" Elliott is a Radical.

Would that all Radicals would take from
him their religion ! Vie know not, nor care,

to what chm-ch he belongs ; sufficient for

us to know that he is of the church of

Christ. Throughout all his poetry, grief in

its agony seeks succour from God. lie

never appeals lightly, for that would be ir-

reverent, to religion. But the whole course

of the ' Tillage Patriarch' bears testimony
to its efficacy in all affliction ; nor is its

gentle spirit inapparent through the "still

air of joy." The " Edinburgh Review,"
the great organ of the Yv higgery of the

flrawing-rooms of Belgravia, and whoso
utmost Liberalism was to patronise the

people as the goods and chattels of a clique,

was so far excited out of its aristocratic

phlegm as to .confess that " Elliott lias

three distinct poetical characters : vehe-
ment as Churchill, concise and pointed
as Beranger, he jjossesses all the talents

of a party song-writer. A faculty for

observation, a skill in selection, bold-

ness of outline, and transparency of colours,

are ample qualifications for a descriptive

writer. His susceptibility and imagination
make him a great deal more. What rapture

in his panoramic views of nature—how vivid

the flashes of light which his electric eye
throws over a scene—yet how minute and
tender are the touchos with which an
earnest pencil finishes, one by one, the

living details of his domestic foregrounds! "

It was praises such as these from such
quarters that gave Elliott a passport to

the attention of all classes, when he de-

nounced the political abuses that oppressed
his own class, in whose cause his manly
heart and soul were enlisted, and who, in

their turn, rejoiced and exulted in finding

their ablest and most accomplished, as well

as most honest and most ardent, champion
in one of themselves.
But it is not to be supposed that an unlet-

tered boor or ignorant forger of horse-shoes,

however great his original genius, how-
ever brilliant his endowments from heaven,
should have won applause of this descrip-

tion from, censorious professional pedants,
ever on the look out for blunders that might
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serve to ridicule the laureats of labour. El-

liott was not only a -vvcll rcavi, but a deeply

and extensively read man. Ee tells us him-
self, that he was a boy of exceedingly slow

parts—dull to a de£2;ree •mounting to dcAvn-

right stupidity to all appearance, and quite

incapable of mastering the rudiments of

common school-learning, up to an age that

promised to see him a dunce for the entire
j

of his life. Xot only did he give no indi-

cations of the precocity "which almost all

poets have displayed, but he was even in-

sensible to the charm of numbers Tip to the

age when, as he quaintly expressed it in a

memoir he once furnished to the editor of

the " Xew Monthly," it was doubtful whe-
ther he should become a man or a malt-
worm. At this time a country curate

bequeathed to his home a library of valuable

theological works. To this new source of

profit, tinctured though it was with gloom,
and to the conversation and amateur preach-
irig of his father—" an old Cameronian and
born rebel, whose religion was of the se-

verest kind, and whose dreadful declama-
tions it was his misfortune to hear "—may
be traced the character, literary and poli-

tical, of the future Corn-law Rhymer.
Blessed or curbed v.ith a hatred of wasted
labour," he was never knoim to read a bad
book through ; but he read again and again,

and deeply studied all the master-pieces
of the mind, original a,nd translated ; and the
master-pieces only—a circumstance to which
he attributes his success. Thert is not, he
once said, a good thought in his svorks that

j

has not been suggested by sume object
i

actually before his eyes, or by some real
j

occurrence, or the thoughts of other men.
|

But, he adds, "I can make other men's
'

thoughts breed." His genius, ac ording to

his ovra view, was a compound f earnest
perseverance, restless observatio i, and in-

stinctive or habitual hatred of oppression.
He always protested against > eing con-
sidered a coarse and careless "".Titer, and
declared that ke had never printed a careless

line.

So far, says Mr. S. C. Hall, rrom whom
we take these few latter particulars, " my
notice is indebted to the Com- aw Rhymer
himself. For the rest, I Icara that he is

indefatigable in his application to his un-
poetic b"asiness, a most kind Qusband and
father, a pleasant associate, and faithful

friend ; energetic to extreme in conversa-
tion ; roughly but powerfully eloquent ; and
that his countenance bespeak > deep thought
and an enthusiastic tcmperai-ient : his over-
hanging brow is stem to f- degree, while
the lower part of his face indicates mildness
and benevolence. It was my fortunate
privilege to direct to this ez traordinary and
highly-gifted man the puMie r.ttention ha

had long but vainly courted. In April,

1831, a letter, re"viev,ing his poetry, was ad-
dressed to Dr. Southey by one of tlie most
accomplished v>-riters of the age, and pub-
lished in the ' 2\ew Monthly.' From the

day of its appearance the world v.cndered
what strange fatality had hitherto ob-

scured his genius. It "was at once ac*

knowiedged, and his earnest perseverance
recompensed."

One of the most accomplished "writers of
the age, Sir E. L. Bulwer Lytton, had al-

luded to it; but the introduction of Elliott

to the literati is really due, we understand,
to Dr. Bowring, the late member for Bolton,
and now Consul-General at Canton ; and
Mr. Howitt claims to have first m.ade
Southey acquainted with the Corn-law
Rhymer, though a local historian asserts

that that acquaintance had existed a dozen
years previously. Immediately after El-
liott's death, his distinguished brother bard
and fellow Liberal, Mr. James Monigomcry,
wrote a very beautiful and discriminating
eukgium upon him, concluding thus :—
" He was, in a transcendental sense, the
poet of the poor, whom if not always
' wisely,' I at least dare not say he ' loved
too well.' His personal character, his for-

tune, and his genius would require, and
they deserve, a full investigation, as furaish-
ing an extraordinary study of human
nature."

For seven years preceding the commence-
ment of the labours of Mr. Cobden and tlic

League, Elliott continued to assail the
bread-tax ; and the energy and fervour of liis

muse aroused many a thousand discussif.-n

that never other"n-ise could have been pro-
voked upon a theme that was suilerod in

stagnate as Ion;? as the great rival fa.ction.s

of the State had anything else to exercise
their seifish hostility upon. He wits an
ardent friend of the Charter, and one of its

most active promoters, till, in an evil hour,
the Ciiartists mistakenly and deiudediy
began pla}-ing the game of monoyioly by
frustrating the Anti-Corn-law agitation

;

then he questioned the policy, or, rather,

the timehness, of the more extreme pro-
gress. But that did not prevent him becom-
ing bail for some of the more indiscreet
advocates of the then Five Points, and nut
without pecuniary loss to some amount.
But that he could afibrd. Mr. Elliott had
long been in easy, not to say afiiuent, cir-

cumstances. After a failure when a young
man, he settled dovrn a second time in
Shcliicid, in 1S21, being then forty years of
age,' and with a borrowed capital of £10O
created a business wiiich he managed with
exemplary prudence, and proved tliat a fine

imagination, and a relish for intellectual
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pleasures of the highest order, are quite

compatible with worldly knowledge and a

mastery of business details. He died in the

house built bv himself on an estate of his

own at Great "Haughton, and was buriedwith

much privacy, according to his request,

on the 6th of December last, at Dowfield

Church, where one of his daughters was

married a few weeks pre\-iously. Another

daughter, five sons, and his widow, survive

him. His biography has been entrusted

to Dr. G. C. Holland, to whom he has in-

scribed one of his poems, as aman who, " by

his efforts in favour of universal education,

is preparing better days for the England of

my children, and a brighter futurity for the

human race."

Elliott once summed up his own character,

as he wished it to be read by posterity, in a

few lines, and we cannot do better than

txanscribe them :

—

A POET'S EPITAPH.
Stop, mortal ! Here thy brother lies,

The poet of the poor

;

His books were rivers, woods, and skies.

The meadow and the moor

;

His teachers were the torn heart's wail,

The t\Tant and the slave

—

The street, the factory, the jail—

The palace, and the grave !

Sin met thy brother everywhere!
And is thy brother blamed 1

From passion, danger, doubt, and care,

He no exemption claimed.

The meanest thing—earth's feeblest worm-
He feared to scorn or hate ;

But honouring in a peasant's form
The equal of the great.

He blest the steward, whose wealth makes
The poor man's little more ;

Yet loathed the haughty \vretch that takes

From plundered labour's store.

A hand to do, a head to plan

—

A heart to feel and dare-
Tell man's worst foes, heie lies a maa
Who drew them as they ai-e.

T H E S H E-E A G L E.

AN UNPUBLISHED SKETCH BY FKEDEICA BFvEMER.

TRANSLATED BY MARY HOWITT.

It Avas morning, and the stm shone brightly.

The Eagle's sister sate in the nest upon the

rock. The brother had already flown out.

The parent birds were asleep in the nest.

The young Eagle looked down with a long-

ing glance into the great sun-bright world,

and raised herself upon her yet untried

•wings. Her breast heaved proudly
" To the sun ! up to the sun !'' sang a

voice within her; "why should I not gaze

yet nearer upon that glorious existence-, and

bathe mv eves in his light, and h^hale

strength "from his beams ? Why shouL' not

the heavenward journey of the She-Eia,Jle

be sung, as well as that of the Eagle ? Vy
wings are strong, my glance is clear, n.v

heart beats courageously. Up, towards the-

sun, towards the sun !"

She took flight. The morning, and the

sunbeams, and the infinite space through

which she passed with fanning wings, filled

her breast with felicity.

In order to rest for a moment she looked

around her, and, full of the enjoyment of

her yovmg glorious existence, alighted on

the top of a tall oak.

A crowd of birds of all kinds assembled

around her here. They had been watching

her bold flight.

" Trillili, trillili," carolled the larks ;
" go

on yo^ng friend ; thou A\ilt be a credit to thy

relations. Success to thee upon thy sun-

journey ! TrilliH, trillili !"

" Courage," cried a noble heron, cheer

ingly ;
** courage my little friend

!"

" Hail to thee, sister, hail !" sang th*^

white swans, as they swam beautifully alono
over the blue.waters. " Hail to thee ! hail'."'

" Kroak, kroak! Yours is a dangerous
journey,' screa,med the crows; "take care

of yourself, mamsell."
" Turlututu," cooed the doves ;

" why
seek for happiness such a long way off?

Stay at home in the nest ; cheer thyself with
a mate ; lay eggs and feed thy young. That
is the true happiness. Turlututu !"

" Hui, hui ! kla vhit !" screeched an owl

;

" ill luck will come of this. Kla vhit
!"

" Kla vhit!" repeated the starlings and
parrots ; "ill luck will come of this."

" Bru, bru !" said a flock of wild geese,

as they flew tumultuously over the woods

—

;

" bru,' bru !"

But a young and noble Eagle flew down
the She-Eagle's side, and said: "Thine is

d beautiful journey, but the way is long,

aud as yet thy strength is insufficient. Per-
mit me to accompany thee. !My glance
and my wii;g shall direct thee upon the
journey. And when thou art weary I will

lead thee to my nest upon the high moun-
tains, and dwell near thee."
The She-Eagle gratefully bowed her head

to the noble bird at her side, and, turning
slightly away, she said :

" I ^vish to be
alone. Alone, to form my o\vn fate !

"

She scarcely hoard the voices of the other
birds. She Listened only to the voice in
her own breast. To the sun, to the sun !

Again she spread her wings. Invigo-
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rated by the sun, by freedom, and by joy, she
flewhigher and higher, far from all the others.

The noble young Eagle, full of sorrow and
anger, shook his wings, turned his glance
away from the aspiring one, chose another
mate and conducted her to his nest upon
the lofty mountain.
The She-Eagle took her flight alone and

gazed nearer at the sun. But he dazzled
her eyes, she grew dizzy, and no longer
could distinguish her path. She still flew
onwards, but without kno'O'ing that her
course was descending earthward.
A sportsman saw this, loaded his deadly

weapon, and—the charge reached her heart.

She continued her flight, but not towards
the sun. She flew down into a deep, deep
wood. She felt herself stricken by death.

She flew deep into the wood, and the dark
wood enclosed her in its quietly-whispering
shades, and concealed her from the eye of all.

The She-Eagle sate with her bleeding
breast upon the branch of a pine-tree, and a
tear was in her glazing eye.
" It is well for me that I am alone ! " said

she, " that the She-Eagle can die undeplored
and unseen !

"

Then heard she the mother-dove cooing
and saying to her young: "Do not you,

my daughters, do any foolish thing like her.

She soon came to her end. Remain at home
in your own valley, in your own nest, and
then you may live many, many years. Those
who will fly higher than their wings can
carry them

" i have erred ! " said the She-Eagle ; but
her heart burned proudly beneath the wound.
" I have erred in my youthful impetuosity,

and am punished. But I can silently bear
my fa';s. I aWII not complain. And after

all, I have had a near gaze at the sun."
" Hui ! hui ! kla vhit !

" cried the owl.
". Kla vhit ! kla vhit ! " repeated the star-

lings and the parrots.
" Bru ! bru ! " screamed the cackling wild-

geese, stretching out their necks. " Bru

!

bru!"
" I die!" said the She-Eagle, with a fal-

tering voice. " I die ! But . And
after all I have approached the sun and gazed
at him. It is well for me !

"

With outstretched wings she dropped upon
the heath, from the branch of the pine-tree
where she sat, and was no more L

THE FREEHOLD LAND MOVEMENT.

A DIALOGUE BETWEEN' TWO WORKING MEX—SAMUEL STYLES AND JOHN GILES.

Samuel: Well, John, I'm glad to see you,
lad. We haven't met these four years, I

think—not since we worked at Hatchard's
together. How have you been getting on ?

You are looking well enough, at any rate !

John : Why, Samuel, I wish I could re-

turn the compliment. You are not looking
so well. How is your family ?

Samuel: Just so so. Times have been
very bad, and we have had our ups and
downs since I saw you last.

John (smiling) : Still complaining of the
times, Samuel.

Samuel: Why, nobody erer complained
of the times more than you used to, John.
I should be happy to hear that they have
been better with you than with me. But
let us go and have a glass together. It's a
long time since we met, and I should like to
have a talk with vou. Will you stand
treat ?

^
John: I don't mind, but not at the pub-

lic-house. I have joined the Temperance
Society. There is the Leopard Coffee-
house. I go there sometimes, and have a
cup of coffee and a look at the paper. I
shall be glad to stand a cup and a muffin.
Samuel : Why, I thank you, John ; I

have no objections.

(They enter the Leopard, and have cofiee
and toasted muffins set before them, the

interitn being occupied by Samuel com-
pletely surveying the apartment, examining
the company in each box, and, more par-
ticularly, the personal appearance of John.)
Samuel : I should like to know what you

have been doing. You don't seem so stout
as when I saw you last.

Joh7i : Indeed ! That's because I have
just told you I have joined the Temperance
Society. Why, you told me just now that
I was looking very well.

Samuel : Ay, so I did ; but it was your
clothes I meant, and it is yourself I mean
now.
John : Oh ! I was never better in my life.

Samu£l : Well. What have you been do-
ing ?

John : Why, as I told you ; I have taken
the pledge.
Samuel : And so signed awayyour liberty I

I never expected that of you, John.
John : No, Samuel. Gained my liberty,

you mean. But that you won't believe.

Samuel : I can't see it.

Joh7i : Listen to my story :—I shouldn't
have lost my work : you know it was
throiigh drink the work was damaged.
My wife, from fretting over the two poor
children, became ill ; and 1 became more
and more \\Tetched. One night as I was
wandering about—not liking to face home,
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and -wisliing to meet Eorae old companion
that would treat me with a glass or two,

to drive the horrors away — I met Bill

Drake who, you know, was a sober man

;

and, although we used to sneer at him, was
jilways a good trump, and ready, at any
pinch, to help a friend. I should have got

out of his way, but his eye was upon me
before I caught sight of him. He came
across the street, and began to make some
inquiries, which I answered very sullenly at

first. He kindly asked me to a coffee-house,

and paid for some bread and butter and
some hot coffee. He then asked me to go
down to a temperance meeting with him, I

thought it Avould drive off the hoixr of ipy

going home, and so I went.

Samuel: And so you signed the pledge.

Bill w^as always a famous fellow for pa-

laver.

John : Don't be in a hurry ; we vnM come
to that by-and-by. When v/e got in, the

chairman was making his opening speech
;

and he afterwards called upon a speaker,

and announced him as a working man. This

man began by telling us that he was not an
orator, and his experience Avas the best

argument he could use. lie told a story

very similar to my own case, and showed to

what wretchedness a love for drink had re-

duced him ; and stated that, since he had
signed the pledge, and applied the money
he once spent in diink to comforts for his

family, he had been better in mind, body,

and circumstances ; and he advised all work-
ing men to follow the example. I could not

see any palaver in this, Samuel. Kow, I

have heard, as you knov,-, all the speakers

of the day who attend public meetings, but I

never heard a speech that made such a deep
impression upon my mind. There was no
flourish nor clap-trap about it—it was ear-

nest, and I felt it to be true. I went home
very low in spirits ; Bill Drake went with me,
andwhenhesaw the condition ofmy poor wife

and children, he ran out and brought back
a little basket with some provisions. He
shook my hand at parting, and said: " Kow,
John, I always took you for a sensible

fellow, but too fond of company and the

politics of the public-house. Give it up.

Look to the politics of home, my lad.
^

I

think we can manage to find you a job

of work, but give up the drink ; take

care of your wife and family ; lay by,

vhen in work, something for a rainy

day. Come and see me to-morrow. Good
Jiight !" I laid awake all night. I could

not get rid of the subject. I began
to calculate how mi\ch I had spent in

the six years in drink. I saw that my
circumstances had been gradually getting

worse all the time; that Avhiie I had been

clamouring for frccdon-i, I v>as acting as a

tyrant to my ov/n Avife and children, and
inflicting misery upon them. I couldn't
get rid of these thoughts ; and when I got
up in the morning, I resolved to go down
to Bill Drake and sign the pledge.
Samuel : Well, I never expected such a

thing. What ! is a man to give up almost
the only enjoAincnt he has left to him ?

John : What do you call liberty, Samuel ?

Y/hy, the pledge has been the very charter
of liberty to me. I am free from usages

—

drink-usages—which enslave working men
more than bad laws or bad institutions

;

and I will have some talk to you, at a
future time, about the abominable drink-
usages of our ov/n trade. I aui free from
the headaches and qualms of conscience
wliich used to follow every evening's ca-

rouse. I am free from the reproaches of
my wife and children. Come and look at

my home—tidy, cheerful, and comfortable
;

a small library of favourite books, and a
sjniling hearth, with a cupboard always Avell

filled, and ready to open its stores whenever
you like to come in and take a cup of tea.

I am free from the slavery of drink. I have
a few pounds in the savings' bank, and, in
very short time, I expect to be a Freeholder.
Samuel: A Freeholder ? why, you will

talk aboiit becoming a member of Parlia-

ment next. Come ! come ! that won't do.

John : I hav.e no notion of becoming a
member of Parliament ; I have no ambition
that way ; but I am determined to have a
county vote, and a little plot of ground that

;

I can call my OAvn. Have you heard about
the Freehold Land Movement .-*

Samuel : Yes ! I have heard of the Free-
hold Movement, and about getting county
votes. It's all very Avell for the middle
classes, but working men can't manage it.

John : I will grant you that some of them
can't, but very many might. Now take our
own trade. You know that ar.y steady
Avorkman can get his 24s. per Aveek, and
pretty constant Avork.

Samuel : Well ! Avhat is that for a man
Avith a family. He pays about a fourth of

Avhat he spends in taxes.

John : Yes ! and he taxes himself beside
in drink and tobacco, both of Avhicli he can
do better Avithout. Noav, tell me AA-hat a
man spends in drink, and I Avill tell you
Avhat he can afford to lay by to purchase a
freehold, without making his condition any
Avorse. My principle is to get rid of all the
excisable articles A\e can spare. That is

one means of lessening taxation.

Samuel : Well ! but look Avhat a time a
man Avould be in getting --i freehold—a Avhole

life-time.

John: Not so A^cry Irng. I see you are,

just as I Avas—spcndii.g your money Avith-

uut rcckoiiinsic tlic am( unt. Let us make a
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calculation. Now, did any of our men at

Hatchard's take less beer than two pints a

day on the average ?

Samtiel : No ; I should say four would be
nearer the mark.
John: We will say two—that is, 23, 4d.

per week, at 2d. per pint. Is there any mis-
take in that ?

Samuel : No ; a child might understand
that.

John : I want us to go step by step. That
2::;. 4d. a week will come to £6 Is. 4d. in the
year, will it not ?

Sa:micl: Of course it will, at the end of
the year.

Jo?in : If you put that £G Is. 4d. in a sav-

ings' baiik every year, at the end of the fifth,

with interest, it will give about £32 8s. 4d.,

but without the interest it Mill be above £30.
Samuel: Yes, that is clear enough.
Joh7i : Now, instead of putting the money

in the savings' bank, if you put it in a Free-
hold Land Society, you can get a freehold,

which will furnish a site for a house or a

garden plot, and give you a vote. That is

what I am doing ; and if the working men
would do as I have done, we should have
every county in England wrested from the
domination of the aristocracy, and all in the
course of five years. Those who could not
pay two shillings might pay one, and then
it would be due in ten years.

Samuel: A very likely thing indeed, with
such a power as the aristocracy have at their

back. It's all moonshine.
John : What power ? ^^Iiy, there are

twelve county constituencies in England
and Wales with less than 3,000 electors

each, the average of these being 2,500.

There are fifteen others below 5,000, the
aA-erage being 3,300. There are twelve
others with an average number of 5,000,
and twenty others where the average num-
ber of electors is below 6,000. Ilere are

forty-two constituencies which might be
won. The whole tenant-farmers only num-
ber about 108,000. The sum of money
spent by the working classes alone in one
single year in intoxicating drinks would
do it.

Samuel : Now you are exaggerating.
John : I am doing no such thing. The

working classes spend twenty-six millions
every year in drink. Let this be applied to

purchase freeholds, and it would be a more
practical way of going to work than public
demonstrations, processions, and so on.

Samuel : I don't at all see my way clear.

I know there is a great deal of trouble about
getting a small property. I know one man
who entered a building society. He bought
a piece of ground at a very high rate, and
it cost him some £15 in law charges.
John : Very likely ! the price upon a sin

gle allotment would be great in proportion.
You know there is a very great diri'crcnce

between tlie wholesale and retail price in

various articles. The dillbrence is as great
upon land as upon anything. The Free-
hold Land Societies have this in view.
Many of those who brought out freeholds at

the time of the League agitation, gave £70
or £80 each for them, sometimes even more.
If every one of the members were to go
singly to buy a freehold it would cost a
good sum. ijut the land will be bought for

the Freehold Land Societies in large lots,

and retailed out to the members at the
wholesale price.

Samuel: What do you mean by being
bought /br the Freehold Land Societies .'

I thought they were formed to purchase
land ? Vfhy are they called land societies ?

JoJin : I must explain that point. These
societies are enrolled under the Building
Societies' Act, and have no right to pur-
chase land. You know that building so-

cieties, so called, are not actually building
societies, although they are obliged to be
named so, to fit the arrangements of an act

of Parliament. These societies do not
build or buy houses. The machinery,
hoAvever, is simple enough. A number of
men unite together, and pay their weekly
or monthljr subscriptions into a common
fund. As soon as it reaches a certain sum,
we will suppose £200, the use of that sum is

either sold to the highest bidder among the
members, or disposed of by ballot. The
member buys or builds a house with it, and,
as soon as he has the title-deeds to place in

the custody of the society as security, the
purchase money is paid by the society and
the deeds are kept until the money ad-
vanced is fully repaid by the persons
receiving the appropriation. In that case,

you see, the individual member has tlie

trouble of seeking out the property, and all

the responsibility and risk attached to it.

In the Freehold Land Societies the process
is somewhat diiferent, but the same in
principle. A great number of persons unite,
and pay in their contributions weekly or
monthly. Their object is to provide for

each of their members a plot of land of the
clear value of forty shillings a year, so as to

confer a vote. When the directors find

a piece of eligible property, they authorise
some person to buy it for them, or buy it vX

their own risk, as the rules do not admit of
their purchasing property in their capacity
as officers of the society. When it is

surveyed and allotted, then the separate al-

lotments are offered to such of the members
as may be ballottcd. This being done the
money is advanced by the trustees, and the
society holds the title-deeds until the sliares

are paid up. A person can either coni.inuc
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to pay it by weekly contributions, or he may
pay olf the amount at once.

hamuel: What do you mean by the di-

rectors, -at their own risk, purchasing pro-

perty ?

JoJm : They have no power, I have said,

by rule, to purchase property to sell to

the members. This is the v.ay. Suppose
the directors find it desirable to win Hert-
fordshire, and convenient to a great bulk of

the members that a number of freeholds

should be obtained in that county. An es-

tate is offered them which they consider

eligible. Now, according to the rules, they

have no power to lay out the society's

money in the purchase of such estate. You
will say, then how is it done ? Easily

enough" There is no law to prevent the

directors or trustees buying it for them-
selves and risking the chance of getting it

disposed of in forty-shilling freehold allot-

ments. "When that is done, the money will

be paid out of the funds of the society, on
behalf of the several members receiving the

allotments, charged to the credit of the

persons so receiving them.
Samuel : Oh, I see ! Then it is really a

savings' bank.
Joh7i : Exactly so, vrith the additional

advantage that every member will have a

chance of procuring a loan of money sufR-

cient to pay for the purchase of a freehold.

Samuel :' Well, I understand that. But
as to the price. How is it to be accom-
plished so cheaply ?

John: Simply by going to market with
large sums of money. In Birmingham some
of the freeholds have cost only £19. In
London .they will cost more, according to

situation ; but it is expected that for about

£30 each freeholds may be secured. In

some places an acre of land may be pur-
chased for £qO. Don't you think you have
spent more than that in drink the last six

years ?

Samuel: Well, but you can't do without
lawyers, and they will be paid, and gene-
rally manage to be paid well.

John : That is arranged also upon the

wholesale plan. A respectable solicitor is

engaged, who bargains to execute the con-
veyances at 30s. each, exclusive of stamps,
which may be about 20s. each in addition.

So that when you enter you know exactly

what you have to pay for law expenses
;

and, as to the security, it is tmdeniable. A
little piece of land will ahvays be saleable.

Samuel: Will the votes be considered
good ?

John : "V^Tiy, the oldest form of voting in

this country is by the forty shilling freehold,

and we are only returning to that which
was before our mode. This mode of making
them has been carried out by the Anti-Corn-
law League, and in Birmingham alone four

hundred working men have been put upon
the Register by the Birmingham Society.

But my hour is iip : if you will meet me
here next week, or to-morrow, or any day,

at the same hour, we Avill talk over some
other matters connected with it.

Satyiuel: Well, I will. I have a good
ma-ny objections, and must have them
cleared up. 'I must confess that I feel it

to be a serious question. I will meet you
some day very soon.

John: Remember my advice. Save the
money you spend in drink, and if you do
not choose to take a share in the Freehold
Land Society, invest it in something else

that will benefit your family. Save it, at all

events, from the public-hou^e. Good day !

The Man "with One Garment.—To the Advocates of Parties Founded on One
Principle.—"There was once a man, wise in his ovna. eyes, and deemed by his neigh-

bours a ' little strange,' Avho, upon rising from his bed one morning, paxised, and con-

sidered before he di-essed. He was a waking di'eamer, and thus he dreamed :—
' Pantaloons are essential. No other garment is so absolutely essential as panta-

loons. In truth, no other garment is essential hut pantaloons, therefore I go in

for pantaloons, and nothing but pantaloons. Any man who goes in for anything
else is a hypocrite, and the truth is not in him.' Well, this man went out into the

world with nothing but pantaloons on. He met men in coat, hat and boots, and clad as

men usually are. ' My friends,' said the dreamer,' ' you are wrong. You must take off

your coat, and pull off your boots, and lay aside your hat, for those are all non-essen-

tials.' ' But we have just as good pantaloons as yourself, answered the men. ' I know,
but they are partly covered with your coat tails, and are not the prominent objects of

your dress. Look at me ! I'm nothing but pantaloons.' Thus the man went up and
down the country, and though he found many who admitted that pantaloons were essen-

tial, he could find but few v. ho did not consider other articles of dress in the same cate-

gory. He was Avroth at this, and brawled, and in process of time gathered to him some
wise, and more simple, who lifted up their voices and cried, ' Pantaloons for ever !' The
world jogged on as usual, but as is usual with a curious world, it would like to know what
the party in pantaloons, and nothing else, propose to do. Let us have the programme."
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FAMILY PICTURES.

A Faithful Hl'Sband.—A young gen-
tleman, of fine intellect and noble heart,

was suddenly seized with a dangerous
illness. While surrounded Avith everything
that could render life pleasant and desirable,

having a wife that idolized him—children
that loved him—and friends that respected
him, he was suddenly laid upon the bed of
death. A few years before his wife had
placed a bridal ring upon his finger, upon
the inside of which he had a few words
privately engraved. He would never permit
his wife to read them, promising her, how-
ever, that a time would come when she
should know the secret. When conscious
that he was dj-ing he called her to his bed-
side and told her that the hour was at last

come when she should see the words upon
the ring she had given him. The young
mother took it from his cold finger and,
while heart-stricken with grief, eagerly read
the inscription, ** I have loved thee on
EAllTH—I WILL MEET THEE IN HEAVEN."
A Good Wife.—The Rev. William Jay,

of Eath, on the fiftieth anniversary of his

ordination, paid his wife a noble compliment.
Being pj;esented by the ladies of his congre-
gation with a purse containing £650, after

a few remarks, he turned to Mrs. Jay, and
said :

—" I take this purse and present it to

you, Madam—to you, Madam, who have
always kept my purse, and therefore it is

that it has been so well kept. Consider it

entirely sacred—for yourpleasure, your use,

your service, your comfort. I feel this to be
unexpected by you, but it is perfectly de-
served. Mr. Chairman, and Christian friends,

I am sure there is not one here but would
acquiesce in this, if he knew the value of this

female, as a wife, for more than fifty years.

I must mention the obligation the public are

imder to her (if I have been enabled to serve

my generation), and howmuch she has raised

her sex in my estimation—how much my
chureh and congregation owe to her watch-

(

ings over their pastor's health, whom she
|

has cheered under all his trials, and re-

minded of his duties, while she animated
|

him in their performance—how often she has
wiped the evening dews from his forehead,
and freed him from interruptions and em-
barrassments, that he might be free for his

work. How much, also, do my family owe
to her, and what reason have they to call her
blessed! She is, too, the mother of another
mother in America, who has reared thirteen
children, all of whom are walking with her
in the way everlasting."

Affectionate Sons. — The celebrated
Montesquieu being on one occasion at Mar-
seilles, hired a boat, with an intention of

sailing for pleasure. He entered into con-
versation with the two young boatmen,
and learned, to his surprise, that they were
silversmiths by trade, and employed them-
selves thus as Avatermen for the purpose of

increasing their earnings. On expressing
his surprise and his fears that this must
arise from an avaricious disposition, " Oh,
sir," said one of them, '' if you knew our
reasons, you would not think so. Our
father, anxious to assist his family, s'craped

together all he was worth, and purchased a
vessel for the purpose of trading to the
coast of Barbary, but was, unfortunately,
taken by a pirate, carried to Tripoli, and
sold for a slave. He whites that he has
happily fallen into the hands of a master
who uses him well, but that the sum de-
manded for his ransom is so exorbitant, that
it will be impossible for him ever to raise it,

and says we must therefore relinquish all

hope of ever seeing him, and be contented.
With the hope of restoring a beloved father,

we are striving, by every means in our
power, to collect the sum necessary for his

ransom, and for such a purpose we are not
ashamed to employ ourselves in the occu-
pation of watermen." Montesquieu was
struck with this account, and having drawn
from the young men some further particu-
lars of the case, departed, making them a
handsome present. Some months after-

wards the two brothers, being at work in
their shop, were greatly surprised at seeing
their father enter ; he threw himself into
their arms, exclaiming that he was fearful
they had taken some unjust method to
raise the money that procured his ransom.
They professed their ignorance of the whole
affair, and could only attribute their fa-

ther's release to that stranger to whose
generosity they had been before so much
indebted. They afterwards received what
they regarded as confirmation of their
opinion,

Bkotiierly Love.—As one of the water-
bearers at the foimtain of the Faubourg
St. Germain, in Paris, was at his usual
labours one day in August, 1766, he was
taken away by a gentleman in a splendid
coach, who proved to be his own brother,
and who, at the age of three years, had been
carried to India, where he nlade a consider-
able fortune. On his return to France he
made inquiries respecting his family ; and
hearing that he had only one brother alive,

and that he was in the humble cendition of
a water-bearer, he sought him out, em-
braced him with great aft'ection, and brought
him to his house, where he gave him bills

for upwards of a thousand crowns per annum.
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MoTiiEKLY Affection.—Joanna Martin,
the wife of a day-labourer, of Huntspill,
Somersetshire, was left a Avidow, -.vith six
young children, and not a shilling in the
world to feed them with. The parish officers

had no objection to receive the children into
the poorhouse ; but the good mother would
not part with them, determining to depend,
under Providence, on her activity for their
support. For many a long month she rose
daily at two o'clock in the morning, did
what was needfnl for the children, went
eight or ten miles on foot to a market with
a large load of potteryware on her head, sold

she saved a guinea and a half; when, being
under the necessity of leaving her cottage,
she determined to erect one for herself.
She did much of the labour with her own
hands, and told some gentlemen, some years
afterwards, "Well, with the assistence of a
gracious God, I was able to finish my cot-
tage, which, though I say it myself, is a
tight little place." She after bought a
cart and pony, travelled still to market,
brought up her family, and, without either
begging or seeking relief from the parish,
obtained a living. When affection warms
the heart, how much may be done by a per-

it, and returned with the profits before noon, son under the intiuence of industry, tern
By this hard labour in the course of a year I

perance, and religion !

BE KmD.
Be kind to thy father, for Avhen thou wert young
Who loved thee so fondly as he ?

He caught the first accents that fell from thy tongue,
And joined in thine innocent glee.

Be kind to thy father, for now he is old

—

His locks intermingled with grey
;

His footsteps are feeble—once fearless and bold :

Thy father is passing away.

Be kind to thy mother, for lo ! on her brow
May traces of sorrow be seen:

Oh ! well may'st tho^i cherish and comfort her now,
For loving and kind hath she been. ,, *

Hemember thy mother ! for thee she will pray
As long as iorod giveth her breath

;

With accents of kindness, then, cheer her lone way,
E'en to the dark valley of death.

Be kind to thy brother ! his heart will have dearth
If the smile of thy love be withdrawn

;

The flowers of feeling will fade at their birth,

If the dew of afi'ection be gone.

Be kind to thy brother ! wherever you are,

The love of a brother shall be
An ornament purer and richer by far

Than pearls from the depths of the sea.

Be kind to thy sister ! not many may know
The depths of true sisterly love

;

The wealth of the ocean lies fathoms beloAV

The surface that sparkles above.

Thy kindness shall bring to thee many sweet hours
And blessings, thy pathway to crown

;

Affection shall weave thee a garland of flowers

,

More precious than Avealth or renov.-n.

Sir Isaac Coffin.—During the late v,-ar the worthy baronet made a visit to Dartmoor
prison for the purpose of releasing from captivity all the American prisoners who bore
the name of Coffin, and might be supposed to be of his family. After a number had been
liberated, a negro presented himself, and claimed his liberty by the same title. "Ah,"
said the admiral, "you a Cofiin too?'-—"Yes, massa."—" How old are you ?"—"Mo
thirty year, massa." —Well, then, you are not one of the Coffins, for they never turn
black until /ori^y/
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

^NIpw Editoh,—One of my ncighboiu's and I have just been conning over a paper^
^r]iie'h some bookman has left at our house, about John Cassell's new Magazine for

the People. I like the title unconunonly. Eeing a Working ^-^Mi's Wife, and.
having a Family, I, for one, shall gladly welcome The Working ittAx's Piiikxd
AXD Family Ixstiil'Ctoii. For, as I said to I^Iaiy Thompson, there are fe^v' families
but what need instruction ; and the Working Man hasn't one too many friends.
Now, as I sometimes get a few minutes for reading myself, and as my Jem i:» gene-
rally at home part of the evening, and as my eld.est girl can read pretty fairish, I
thought, altogether, we could manage to read through one Ximiber in a'week, and
HO I determined to tell our postman. Old Quidnunc, as we call him, to bi i:ig a
Number to me regularly ever)'- Saturday. And I hope. Sir, you'll be as gi;cd iis

your word, and indeed interest, amuse, and instruct us. Yes, instruct, he&iViSC, as
1 say, what's the use of being amused, if you're none the better for it?

liut that's not exactly what I sat do-vvn to write about. I don't know whether
you gentlemen Editors are above taking a hint from a Working Man's Wife ; but
ic ritrack me that, as I know where the shoe pinches, I could make it a little easier to
some that wear it. I do think, too, that I could throw out a few useful hints to younger
wives and mothers than myself, on many subjects connected with the management
of family matters. "V\Tien I say family matters, I don't mean merely the manage-
ment of cooking, washing, cleaning, mending, and things of that sort—though they
are very important to comfort, and require a good deal of thought and care, espe-
ciiilly in these hai'd times, as people call them ; but also the management of one's

self, and of one's children; yes, Mr. Editor, and of one's husband, too. For as
many a nice room is spoilt for v/ant of good cleaning, and many a good bit of meat
spoilt by Jsad cooking, and m-my a pie, and pudding, and dumpling spoilt by bad.
snaking ; so many a lovely child is spoilt in the re;iring, and many a husband is

spoilt by bad management. As I sometimes tell Mary Thompson, childi-en are
pretty much what their parents make them, so now I say, husbands arc pretty
much what their wives make them.

I speak from experience, Mr. Editor, and from what I have noticed in other
families ; for though nobody can charge me with being a busybody, I make use of
my eyes and ears, and the little common-sense I have. I have been mairied more
than thu-ty years. Now I am not going to complain of my Jem ; but I am con-
vinced that if he had married some women that I know, he would have been a ver\'
different sort of man to what he is now. We have rubbed on comfortably together.
I don't say that we've never had any little tiffs, for, to tell you the truth, he's a
leeile bit hasty in his temper ; but I lenow that I have not made' him worse than he

, was ; nay, I flatter myself that by striving in every possible way to make hinf com-
fortable, I have made him, in every resjicct, better than he was when he first took,
me. Indeed he sometimes tells me that I have been the making of him ; and that
if he had m.arried Priscy Pert, who used to set her cap at Inm, he should have
been as cross and xmtidy, and perhaps as drunken a husband as her Tom is, and.
have lived a similar cat-and-dog life. Of course it isn't for me to praise mvself,
'jut I believe there's some truth in what Jem says ; and, therefore, I do think that
if I coald get a minute or two, just to pen dov^m a few of my thoughts on these
matters, I might be of use, as I said, to some who have seen less of the world than
I have.

I had an excellent mother, Mr. Editor—a woman of a thousand," 1 may say ; and
she used to tell us girls—for there were three of us—that the best way to make
ourselves happy was to try to make those around us hapjDy. I have tried to abide
by her advice, and have enjoyed more real comfort than falls to the lot of many
working men's wives. I have had my troubles :md difhcidties—as who has not ?—
but having got pretty well tln-ough them, thanks to a kind Providence ! I feel as-

if I was able to give a heart to others. If I can do the least good in tlie world, how
thankful I shall be !

Now, I don't know, Mr. Editor, whether you'll thhik these plain thoughts of
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mine worthy a place in your fine new Magazine. I dare say you've got a many fine

scholars about you, who, no doubt, will laugh at a poor woman's scrawl. But I

don't mind that, if I can on!}' give a hint by which any working man's wife or family

may be benefited. I fancy, from some things I've heard, that you, Mr. Editor,

know how to sympathise with working men ; and if you can persuade these gentle-

men, when they have done laughing, to correct my blunders, put the capital letters

and stops in their right places, and supply anything I may have left out, it may
not prove altogether a bad employment of their time.

I am looking anxiously for Saturday, January 5. Should I see my thoughts in

print, I shall feel glad, and shall be encouraged to try again. If not, why there's

no harm done ; and though I don't say I will never send to you again, yet I shaR
learn to think twice before I viTite once. Martha Makepeace.

*.t* Had Martha Makepeace confided to us her address, gallantry would have in-

diiced us to have acknowledged her communication privately. As it is, we thought
the best mode of acknowledging it was to put it in print. Her letter will, we have

no doubt, be courteously received by all our readers, male and female. As to cor-

rection and revision, we only "«ish that the communications made to us by our

numerous correspondents had as little need of them.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

SCALDS AND BURNS.—The following simple

remedy for scalds and burns was furnished to me
by a manufacturing' chemist, and I am glad of

this means of communicating it to the public

:

—Dissolve in boiling water as much Epsom salts

as the water will take up. Let it get cool, and

bottle off, and keep in readiness wherever acci-

dents of this kind are likely to occur. Let it be

labelled, " Solution for iScalds and Burns." Keep
cloths well wetted with this solution on the scald

or bum, being careful not to remove the cloths,

but supply fresh solution, so that they may be

always wet. Keep on for a few hours, and if the

injury be not very severe, a cure will by that time

be effected. No time should be lost after the ac-

cident in applying the solution. The history of this

simple and efficacious discovery is as follows :

—

The gentleman to whom I am indebted for this

communication was, some years ago, connected
with a manufactory of sulphate of magnesia, or

Epsom salts ; and one day being engaged in the

laboratory, one of the men Mas rather severely

scalded. He made, however, to my friend's sur-

prise, light of the matter, saying that they had a

certain and easy remedy just at hand, which was
simply the cold mother-liquor, a^ it was called, of

the Epsom salts in the process of crystallization,

the excellence of which the men had themselves
discovered by plunging their burned or scalded

limbs into it as they would into ordinary cold

water. That this remedy was really efficacious

was proved soon afterwards, when one of the men
employed in the works slipped in from the edge of

a large pan along which he was incautiously walk-
ing, and in which the solution of sulphate of mag-
nesia was boiling. The heat of the liquid was
about ten degrees hotter than boiling water, and
the poor man was immersed above the knees. He
was in but for a few seconds, but when taken out,

as might be expected, was in a deplorable con-

dition, and bis agonies were extreme. The
chemist, who was instantly summoned, thought
this a good opportunity to try what might be

caUed the native remedy of the place. He ordered

two large bncktts of the cold saturated solution

to be brought, and into these the man's legs were
pluuged. Erightful as his sufferings were, in the

eouise of a few hours be wa« comparatively easy

;

and by the use of no other meani whatever than
these, although the case was so extreme thUt with
ordinary treatment he would at least have lost

the use of his legs, he was again at his work iu
the course of nine weeks.

SiE A, Coopee's Liniment for Chilblains.—
As a preventive, wash the parts likely to be atfjected

with a mixture made of three ounces of vinegar,
and one ounce of camphorated spirits of wine. As
o cure, one^ounce of camphorated spirits of wine,
half an ounce of liquid subacetate of lead ; mix,
and apply in the usual way, three or four times a
day.

NouRiSHiNO Soup.—Take three pounds of the
cheaper parts of either beef or mutton. Cut the
meat up into small pieces, and put it into two
quarts of cold water. Let it warm slowly on the
13re tin it boils, scumming it carefully. Thicken it

with oatmeal, season it to taste with salt and
pepper, and you will have an excellent and nourish-

ing soup. If you wish to have it more savoury, add
onions and a few herbs. Instead of thickening it

with meal, you may put in a cupfull or two of rice

;

broken rice will answer as well as that which is

whole, and it may be bought, at most grocers, for

three-halfpence per pound.

Nice Food for Children.—Take three or four

large onions; chop them fine and boil them in

three quarts of water. Add about a pound and a
half of wheat-meal, or Indian meal, previously

mixed in a pint of skimmed milk. Boll up toge-

ther for half an hour, seasoning it with salt and
pepper. If not quite thick enough, add a little

bread. This will be found both cheap and nourish-

ing.

A Nice Dinner ORSuprER.-Cold meat, espe-
cially if rather vinderdone, may be readily made
into a savoury dish, as follows :—Cut the meat
into slices, spread them out on a dish, and sprin-

kle them with pepper, salt, and flour. Chop an
onion and sprinkle that over also. Put the pieces

into a suitable dish, and add water in the pro-

portion of a small tea-cup full to a pound of meat.
Add, to make it more savoury, a table spoonful of

vinegar, or ketchup, or any gravy you may have
by you. If you have any cold potatoes, slice or

maeh them, and spread ever the top. Put the digU

,f
- v- i'^^fyt^ '{r^vi
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into the oven by the sideof a range, if you have one,

or into a Dutch o\en, and there let it remain for

about half an hour before meal-time. This will

make a good dinner occasionally ; or, for a work-
in? man who has to go out to work and does not
get his dinner regularly, his wife will, no doubt,
get smiles and commendations if she thus prepares
a supper for him.
Peas Pudding.—Put a quart of clean split peas

into a clean cloth, and tie them loosely. Boil them
till they feel soft. Then take the pudding out of

the water, lay it in a large basin, open the cloth,

bruise the peas with a wooden spoon ; stir in a bit

of butter, or good dripping, and some salt and
pepper; tie it up tightly, put it back into the pot,

and let it boil for about half an hour. It will, if

well managed, turn out whole ; but if it does not,

turn it out of the cloth into a dish. This is an ex-
cellent accompaniment to a piece of salted betf, or

pork, especially if the meat be rather fat. An ex-
cellent pudding may be made &» above, but with
one-third potatoes. In that case the potatoes

must be boiled and mashed, and mixed well ia with
the peas at the time of seasoxiiug.

SCIENTIFIC MISCELLAXY.

The Magnitude of the Eakth.—The
earth is a globe about 8,000 miies in di-

ameter, and 25,000 in circumference, and,

conseque5.tly, its surface contains nearly

200,000,000 of square miles—amagnitude too

great for the mind to take in at 07ie concep-
tion. In order to form a tolerable idea of the

whole, we must endeavour to take a lei-

surely surrey of its different parts. Were we
to take our station on the top of a mountain
of a moderate size, and survey the sur-

rounding landscape, we should perceive an
extent of view stretching 40 miles in every
direction, forming a circle 80 miles in di-

ameter and 250 in circumference, and com-
prehending an area of 5,000 square miles.

In such a situation the scene around us,

consisting of hills and plains, towns and
villages, rivers and lakes, would form one
of the largest objects whic4i the eye or even
the imagination can steadily grasp at one
time. But such an object, grand and ex-

tensive as it is, forms no more than the

fortij-thousandth part of the terraqueous
globe ; so that, before we can acquh-e an
adequate conception of the magnitude of

the world, we must conceive 40,000 land-

scapes of a similar e-xtent to pass in review
before us ; and were a scene of this magni-
tude to pass before us every hour, and were
twelve hours a day allotted for the observa-

tion, it would require nine years and forty-

eight days before the whole surface of the

globe could be contemplated, even in this

general and rapid manner. Again, we have
already stated that the surface of the earth
contains nearly 200,000,000 of square miles.

Isow, were a person to set out on a minute
survey of the terraqueous globe, and to

travel till he passed along every square mile
on the surface, and to continue his route
without intermission, at the rate of thirty

miles every day, it would require 18,264
years before he could complete his survey
of " this huge rotundity on which we
tread;" so that had he commenced his
excursion on the day on which Adam was
created, and continued to the prc^nt
hour, he woxild not have accomplished

one-third part of this vast tour. These
remarks, however, apply to the earth con-

sidered only as a vast superficies. But
the earth is a globe, whose solid content is

no less than 263,858,149,120 cubical miles

—

a mass of material substance of Avhich we
can form but a very faint and imperfect
conception ; in proportion to which, aU the

lofty mountains which rise above its sur-

face, are less than a few grains of sand
when compared to the largest artificial

globe. AVere the earth a hollow sphere,

surrounded merely with an external shell,

10 miles thick, its internal cavity would be
sufficient to contain a quantity of materials
one hundred and thirty-three times greater
than the whole mass of continents, islands,

and oceans on its surface, and the founda-
tions on which they are supported. We
have the strongest reasons, however, to

conclude, that the earth, in its general
structure, is one solid mass, from the sur
face to the centre, excepting, perhaps, a
few caverns scattered here and there amidst
its subterraneous recesses. What an enor-

mous mass of materials, then, is compre-
hended within the limits of the globe on
which we tread ! How great must be the
power of that Being who commanded it to

spring from nothing into existence, who
" measures the ocean in the holloAv of his

hand, who weigheth the mountains in

scales, and hangeth the earth upon no-
thing!"
Power of a Bushel of Coals.— It is

well knoAvn to modem engineers, that there

is virtiie in a bushel of coals, properly con-
sumed, to raise seventy millions of pounds
weight a foot high. This is actually the
average effect of an engine at this moment
workmg at Huel Towan, in Cornwall. Let
us pause a moment, and consider what this

is equivalent to in matters of practice. The
ascent of Mont Blanc from the valley of
Chamouni is considered, and with justice,

as the most toilsome feat that a strong man
can execute iu two days. The combustion
of two pounds of coal would place him on
the sumciit. The Menai bridge, one of tlie
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most stupendous -works of art that has been
raised by man in modern ages, consists of a
mass of iron, not less than four millions of
pounds in weight, suspended at a medium
height of about 120 feet above the sea. The
combustion of seven bushels of coal would
suffice to raise it to the place where it hangs.
The great pyramid of Eg\-pt is composed of
granite. It is 700 feet iu the side of its base,
and 500 in perpendicular height, and stands
on eleven acres of ground. Its Aveight is,

therefore, 12,760 millions of pounds, at a
medium height of 12o feet ; consequently it

would be raised by the effort of about 630
chaldrons of coal—a quantity consumed in
some foundries in a week. The annual con-
sumption of coal in London is estimated at
l,oOO,000 chaldrons. The effort of this quan-
tity Avould suffice to raise a cubical block of
marble, 2,200 feet in the side, through a
space equal to its own height, or to pile one
such mountain upon another. The Monte
Nuovo, near Pozzuoli (which was erupted in
a single night by volcanic fire), might have
been raised by such an effort from a depth
of 40,000 feet, or about eight miles.

Velocity of SorxD —It appears, from
the most accurate experiments on the dis-

charge of pieces of ordnance, and marking
the interval between the flash and the re-

port, at a distance carefully measured, that,

in ordinary circumstances, sound travels

1,130 feet in each second, which is nearly
equal to the velocity of a cannon ball the
moment it issues from the piece. This last

is very speedily retarded by the resistance

of the air ; but sound advances with undi-
minished rapidity. Hence it will travel a
mile in a little more than four seconds and
a half, or 12? miles per minute.
PowF.E, OF GuNPOY.'DER.—Togunpowdcr,

as a source of mechanical power, it seems
hardly necessary to call attention

;
yet it is

only when we eiideavour to confine it, that

M'e get a full conception of the immense
energy of that astonishing agent. In Count
Rumford's experiments, twenty-eight grains
of gunpowder, confmed in a cylindrical space,

ichich it just filled, tore asunder a piece of

iron which would have resisted a strain of

400,000 lbs., applied at no greater mechani-
cal disadvantage.

AYEEKLY CALENDAR.

JANUARY 1st to 11th.

Januaut, the first and coldest month of the year,
derives its liamc Irom Janus, a deity represented
by the lionians with two faces, because he was
said to be acqiminted Avith both past and future
events. He was also said to be tlie god cf gates
and avenues, aiid in that character hold a key in his

right hand, and a rod in his left, to symbolise his

opening and ruling the year. Sometimes he bore
the number 300 in one hand and G5 in the other

—

the number of days m the year. At other times he
was represented with four heads, and placed in a
temple of four equal sides, with a door and three
windows in each side, as emblems of tiie four sea-
sons and the twelve months over which he presided.

January 1, lo08, Jr'iUiam Tell, the Swiss
patriot, associated himself with a band of his

countrymen ;!gainst the tyranny of their op-
pressors. The opposition was carried on till 1648,
when the Trealy of WestpluUia declared the inde-
pendence of Switzerland. One incident in the
career of William Tell is worth recording. The
tyrannic despotism of the Emperor Albert, suffi-

cicnlly grievous in itself, was carried by Herman
Geslor, Governor of Switzerland, to ji most in-

tolerable lieight. The most abject submissions
were exacted from the peasantry ; and the whole
country, ripe for a civil explosion, required only
one darmg hand to fire the train. The opportunity
at length occurred. Gesler, who suspected the
general feeling, had his plumed cap placed upon a
spear in the centre of the market-place of Altorff,

and issued an order, that every one in parsing
should, on pain of death, pay it the same tokens
of submission which lie exacted it\ his ov/n person.
William Tell, disdaining to comply, was seized and
brought before him, and by a retjuemcnt in cruelty,

alter some ironical praises of Tell's talents as an
archer, he was ordered to shoot an apple from the
head of his son, as the price of his redemption from
the punishment of his insubordination. Tell, draw-

ing two arrows from his quiver, placed one in his
bosom, and with the other succeeded in hitting tlio

proposed mark without injury to the Doy ; hut
having the boldness to avow his purpose of using
the weapon he had reserved against the Governor
had he failed in his previous attempt, the latter

sentenced him to perpetual imprisoumcnt, and
carried him otf in his own barge across the Lake of
Lucerne, to prevent the po.s'ibility of a rescue. A
sudden storm arising during the passage. Tell,

whose skill as a navigator was great, was released
from his chains and piaced at the helm. Steering
the vessel under a i-ock, one desperate leap from
the deck placed him out of the reach of his captors.
Tell soon after ^hot Gesler throu^'h the heart, and
this formfd the signal for a gciier.il rising, which
terminat'-d in the establishment of Swiss inde-
pendence.
Jan. 1, IGol, Charles II. was crowned at Scone,

as King of the Scots.

Jan. 1, IfcOi, the Union of Britain with Ireland
commenced, acfordiiig to Act cf Parliament, and
the event was soleinr.ized by the lioistitig of a new
royal Hag on the Tower of London, with the firing

of guns, Stc.

Jan. 2, Ovid, tlie celebrated Eonian poet, died.

He was horn at Siihno, en the 2Uth of 2^Iarch,

twenty-tliree yearo before the Christian Era. He
ranks among the splendid (/ruaments of anciviit

Uter;'.ture; but he sullied his lame by gross im-
moralities.

Jan. 2, 1730, Edmund BurJce was born. Tie was
a writer, orator, and statc-sman of con^^idcrabie

eminence. His pul)lislied works are e^steemed for

the elegauce of tiicir language, and the spiiit of

philosophical iuvestigatioa v.hich t-i'^y display.

Jan. o, Cicero, born KiT years before Chri-t, was
one of the brightest ornaments of the lloman Ue-
piiblic. For fertility of imagination, nice tact,

acutencss ofjudgment, and elegance of diciicn, he
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ivas unrivalled in his day, ami has never been sur-

passed. His published -works extend to many
volumes.

Jan. 4, 1568, Eoger Aschajn d'w.d. He was an
amiable and benevolent man, highly honoured h.s

a seholar, and promoter of bound learnin<^. He
was tutor and Latin secretary to Queen Eiiz^ibetli,

.Ian. 4, 14C2, Sir Isaac Newton was born, a cele-

brated philosopher, admitted by the general con-
sent of the learned to have been the greatest mas-
ter ofthe exact sciences thatevcr existed. He was,
also, a pious and an humble Christicin, and amia-
ble in his temper and deportment. Ey habitual
temperance he preserved his health and the en-
joyment of his faculties to the age of eighty-four.

Jan. 5, 1589, Catherine de Medicis, Queen of

France, died. She was beautiful and accom-
plished, but artful and intriguing, perfidious and
cruel. She acquired great iniluence over parties,

and lier treachery and wicked policy led to the
infamous massacre on St. Bartholomew's-day, and
to the extirpation of the Hugonots. After causing
torrents of innocent blood to be shed, to give pre-
dominance to one particular religious creed, she
died in her seventieth year, loaded with the
execration of all parties.

Jan. 6, Epii}hany, called Ticelfth-day, because
it falls on the twelfth day afier Christmas-day.
Eijiphany signifies manifestation, and is applied
to iiiis day in memory of Christ's manifestation
to the Gentiles. Twelfth-night was lormerly a
season of high festivity, and is still in repute,
especially amongst juveniles.

Jan 7, 1840, the General Penny Postage of let-

ters was established ; one of the most valuable
boons that was ever bestowed by a government
upon a people. Some idea of the ext(|nt of this
benefit may be derived from the fact that, in

four weeks of 1839, there passed through the
General Post-ofhce letters, paid and unpaid,
1,622,147. In four weeks, ending February 17,

1849, there passed through the same office, letters

paid and unpaid, 9,268,457. InKovember, 1839,
m one week, there passed the General Post-offlce
letters paid and unpaid, as follows:—England and
Wales, 1,252,977 ; Ireland. 179,931 ; Scotland,
153,005; gross total. United Kingdom. 1,585,973.
In one week, ending February 21, 1849, Ene:land
and Wales, 5,299,014; Ireland, 736,649 ; Scotland,
703,918; gross total, United Kingdom. 5,819,196.
In the Money Order Department, also, a great
change has taken place during tlie same period.
In the quarter ending April 5, 1839, the money-
orders issued and ])aid, in England and Wales,
were 54,623; in value, £92,734 Os. 5d. In the
quarter ending January 5, 1810, owint; to greater
facilities, the orders issued and paid were 1,775,783,
amounting in v,ilne to £3,544,25U 19s. lid. Tlie
efl'ect on the Revenue of the General Post-oiKce
may be seen as follows ;—In tlie year ending
January 5, 1838, before anj' reduction of postage
took plaee, the gross revenue was £2,339,737 IBs.

3d.; for the month ending January 5, 1849,
£2,143,679 19s. Gd. ; for the month ending Ja-
nuary 5, 1840, during which the fourpenny rate
was established, £103,623; for ihe moatli eiiding
January 5. 1841, Avhen the penny rate Avas estab-
lished, £84,936 1G<. lOd. Since that period there has
b( en a steady and gradual increase in tlie revenue,
till, in the month cndii:g January 5, I«4y, it

amounted to £136,480 2s. It must be borne in
mind, however, that there lias been a vist increase
ol labour, and, of course, a corresponding increase
of payments. In the ye;ir ending January 5,

1838, the payments for work done amounted to
£1,331 Ss. lid.; in Ihc year ending January 5,

1849, the payments for work amounted to

£290,271 19^.7"d.

Jan. 7, Plou'^h Morday ;— so called because it

was the first day after Christmas that liusbandmeri V^
resumed the plough. In some parts of the coun-"*^
try, especially in the north, they draw a plough
in procession to the doors of the •villagers and
town's people. Long roi^es are attaciu:d to it,

and thirty or forty men, stripj^ed to their clean
white shirts, but having' warm waitscoats luidei-

neath, drag it along. They are decorated witU
gay ribbons, and a youth is dressed up as an old
woman and is called Bessy, They have some-
times a humorous fellow to represent a fool, who
carries a box to collect uioney. They are attended
by music and morris-dancers. The moral of
Plough Monday, however, is to remind men of
their business, and to teack them that their
Christmas relaxation was only to fit them for new
labour. The money collected is usually spent in

,

a supper.
Jan. 8, 1821, the newspapers record an extra-

ordinary feat of folly performed by Mr. Iliiddy, ^
postmaster of Lismore, in the 97th year of Ins

ago. He travelled for a wager from that town
to Fermoy. in a Dungarvon oyster-tnb, drawn by
a pig, a badger, two cats, a goo?e, and a hedgehog,
with a laige red night-cap on his head, a pig-

driver's whip in one hand, and in the other a
common cow's horn, wliich lie blew to encourage
his team, and give notice of this new mode of
posting. As " one fool makes many," crowds of

spectators wi-re collected.

Jan. 9, 1838, the Royal Exchange of London
was destroyed by fire, it was first tniished at the
expense of Sir Thomas Gresham, in 1569 ; called

Pwoyal by Queen Elizabeth, Jan. 29, 1571; re-

built and opened, September 28, 1669. The pre-
sent noble structure, erected on the site of the
old one, but much enlarged, was opened v.ith

much ceremony by Queen Victoria, October 28,

1844. The present structure is accounted one of
the noblest public " monuments" in tlie metro-
polis, placing the architect, Mr. Tite, foremost in
the ranks of his profession.

Jan. 10, 1641-5, JFilliam Laud, Archbish«p of

Canterbury, was beheaded on Tower-hill, in the
72nd year of his age, for the alleged crime of high
treason. He was a man of some learning and
benevolence; but he was warm, vindictive, and
passionate, short-sighted and narrow-minded,
both as a politician and a clergyman. Amongst
other projects of his, was that of uniting the tliree

kingdoms, England, Scotland, and Ireland, in an
act of uniformity.
Jan. 10, ]Kil, Carlile was tried for an inflam-

matory publication, alleged to have a tendency
to excite the agricultural population to riot, and
the destruction of property. He iv;».3 convicted,
and sentenced to pay a fine of £200, to be im-
prisoned in the Compter for two years, and to

find secui'ity, himself in £500, and two sureties
in £250 each, for good behaviour for ten years.

The fine was raised by subscription among his
partisans, but they being almost entirely of the
working classes, the amount was not raised within
the two years, in consequence of -.vhich a longer
term of im|irisoi.ment was endured.

Jan. 10, 1831, the celebrated Qrator Hunt made
a public entry into London, in hoiu ur of his
return as M.P. for I'rcston. He v, as met at

Islington-green by a large body of persons, with
flags, &;c., who attended him Jiom that place to
his house in Stami'ord-stieet, Blackfriars. The
hon. member's hiacking car formed a conspicuous
objf'ct in the procestion.
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RESULTS OF READING AND THOUGHT.
BY A SEXAGENAUIAN,

The next best thing to not committing a fault

is, candidly, and at once, to confess the fault

Avhich you have committed.
It is no doubt a rery commendable thing to

raise fine monuments to great men—to heroes,

martyrs, patriots, philanthropists, &c. &c. ; but

those who are forward in these good works, and

they are many, must not stop then. They should

also endeavour to imitate the acts of those to

whom they raise the monuments.
There is unquestionably a set of men well dis-

posed and amicably-minded in other respects, yet

so much the slaves of a love of money, that they

cannot escape a dirty action when impelled to do

one by a strong pull of self-interest.

I plead guilty three times over, if once be not

Btrong enough, to one miserable, short-sighted, and

silly mistake. I have through life " thought too

well ofmankind"—ay, far too well. In this matter

my heart always will usurp the judgment seat, to

the exclusion ofmy head. May I be so judged by

others in future !

Never do a good action from the expectation of

gratitude. If gratitude follow, so much the better,

you are so much into pocket; but gratitude or

not, always do the good action when the oppor-

tunity presents itself.

Almost all vulgar dishes are the very best ! Irish

stew, apple dumpling, potted head, hashed mutton,

bacon and eggs, sea pie or meat dumpling, baked

herrings, potato broth, &c. &c. ; and yet these

will not do for a refined table. People forget that

they have become vulgar, because they are so

good.
"Gentlemen," in the true sense, are of the

Almighty's making, and his alone. The pure ore

is very scarce. The run of gentlemen of all ranks

are mcroiy plated, ov washed: give tliem a rub ;

put them into a novel situation—into a passion, or

any other trying circumstance—and the copper

beneath quickly shows itself.

In the amusement ofhunting the air and exercise

and rapid change of scene are delightful, but in the

process there is something prcpostcions. To an un-

prejudiced mind and eye twenty couple of hounds,

with a troop of horsemen galloping and yelping

after a poor little hare, is just as absurd a sight as

would bo eight or ten footmen and as many cham-

bermaids chasing a flea in a blanket.

Physic has the least part in the cure of serious

diseases : medicine, when a man is down, may
set him on his legs ayain, but diet, air, and exer-

cise alone, will enable him to get forward and

thrive. To give physic to those who will not at-

tend to the rules of Nature after, is like setting

a drunken blockhead on horseback after he has

tumbled off! Before he has got half a mile he

will be sure to be off again.

The association of ideas in some minds is al-

most endless. I always feel a sensation of glad-

someness Avhen I see cream cheese and fresh ra-

dishes, a fresh salad, or a dish of young- onions,

Avith bread and butter, upon the tri'ble. Not bp-

causc I am anything of a gormand or particularly

relish these things, but because they are redolent

oi spring ; that season when the (hvator seems

more es°jecially to be present amongst us, and

when the sunshine and soft showers, the genial

t'ales and gleams of warmth, seem appointed to

indicate and to welcome his coming.

In your choice of a wife let the sine qua non be,

good humour and good health ; if she can read and
write, so much the better.

I like Allan Cunningham's candour, who never
goes to see "sights," such as coronations, proces-
sions, &c. &c., on the ground that he can stay at
home and imagine far better.

When you lend a book, always make a memoran-
dum to whom lent, and when ; if it be returned,
" tick it" as returned ; if not, send for it and then
mark it off when you get it.

The French character is deficient at both ends.
They want poetry at the top, and common sense at
the bottom. Hence all their tragedies are more or
less declamatory and bombastic, and all their poli«

tical theories more or less absurd.
I have found out a reason why there always must

be some good laivyers and attorneys. It is to

balance the bad ; for if this were not so, mankind
must long ago have been utterly ruined and exter-
minated.

It is a saying that the longest treatise must
have an end. I say there is one sort of book that
can have no end, and that one is an Almanack.
To that book even the end of the world itself may
only be the commencement of a new series.

I have heard it asserted that the best way to

keep any flower—a rose, for instance—fresh, is to

make a hole in a potato, and insert the stalk into

that ! When I first saw the odd process, I must
confess it struck me as being, at all events, a capital

type of Irish eloquence.
Some people say, very complacently, that, had it

not been for the poverty of the authors, we should
have lost some of our finest literature. Perhaps
so, but the process is not very humane ; it is some-
thing akin to teaching turkeys to dance, by setting
them on hot iron plates.

Some things come by odd names. The most un-
common quality in nature is stj'led " common
sense ;" a paper half a mile long is a " brief;" and
a melancholy ditty, devoid of sense or meaning, is

a " glee."

Some men marry for beauty, some for love. I

knew a clergyman who married because his wife
made the best beefsteak pies in England—and
he was no fool.

Talking of marrying, all unequal matches are
bad. Take that as an axiom. Against inequality
of ages the reasons are obvious ; but inequality of

rank is to be avoided. If a female marries be-
neath her, the man sets it partly down to the ac-

count of need, and that is an unpleasant item in
such an account. If a man so marries, the female,
however fluttered by the preference, in her inmost
secret heart, thinks him a fool for his pains ; and,
being of this opinion, nine times out of ton, treats

him through iile accoidiugly.

It is farcical to see how men who never feel for

others' grievances, cry out as soon as ever evil or

injustice touches their own pocket or selves. The
occasional public spirit of very selfish grovelling

grubs is really amu&ing. The naivete y;'\Xh which
they evince it is rich. Even with pure-minded
men it sometimes " creeps out." The late Mr. Cob-
bctt, for some reason or other, always laughed
at "the cholera," and never fairly admitted .its

existence; next year, however, it was followed by
" inlluenza," which Cobbctt took ; it was amusing
to see him admit and insist what a horrible realihj

the influenza was !
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DIGGINGS.

" SMALL, BUT GOLDEN", GRAINS

A good maxim is never out of soason

Endeavour for the best, and provide

against the worst,

A truly great man borrows no lustre from
splendid ancestry.

Never sport with pain or poverty.

He who wants content cannot find an easy

chair.

A bitter jest is the poison of friendship.

He that is hasty fishes in an empty pond.

Let reason be the constant rule of your
actions.

A few books well chosen are of more use

than a great library.

A knowledge of our duties is the most
useful part of philosophy.

Let your promises be sincere and within

the compass of your ability.

It is self-conceit that makes opinion ob-

stinate.

Abundance is & trouble, but competence
brings delight.

Out of debt out of danger.
Sands form the mountains ; moments

make the year.

A desire for admiration is the offspring of
vanity.

Service is useful, but state superfluous.

The miserfes of idleness none but idlers

know.
Among the base, merit begets envy

;

among the noble, emulation.

Aficcted simplicity is refined imposture.
A careless watch invites a vigilant foe.

The cure of luxTiry is poverty.

Unkind expressions wound sensitive

minds.
Avarice generally miscalculates, and ge-

nerally deceives.

Confine your expenses, or they will con-

fine you.
Cleanliness is the elegance of the poor.

A chaste eye excites licentious looks.

Experience is the mother of science.

He who oppresses honesty never had any.

A wounded reputation is seldom cured.

Hasty resolutions seldom speed well.

Idleness is the sepulchre of a living man.
A knave discovered is the greatest fool.

Indolence is the rust of the mind, and the

inlet of vice.

Presence of mind is necessary at all times,

A man had better be poisoned in his blood
than in his principles.

Reckless youth makes rueful age.

Short reckonings make long friends.

A -virtuous mind in a fair body is like a
fine picture in a good light.

Who spends before he thrives, will beg
before he thinks.

Truth scorns all kind of equivocation.

They who give Avillingly love to give

quickly.

An idle brain is the devil's workshop.

The hours of a wise man are lengthened by his ideas, as those of a fool are by his

passions. The time of the one is long, because he does not know what to do with it ; so

is that of the other, because he distinguishes every moment of it with useful or amusing
thoughts ; or, in other words, because the one is always A^-ishing it away, and the other
always enjoying it.

—

Addison

Conscience mi'st be kept in Exercise.—He who would keep his conscience awake
must be careful to keep it stirring, for long disuse of anything made for action will, in

time, take away the very use of it; as I have read of one who, for a disguise, kept one
of his eyes for a long time covered, when he took off the covering he found his eye indeed
where it was, but his sight was gone.

—

D7'. South.

Law of Progress.—The improvements which at first appear to bless a limited circle

only cannot be restrained to any time, to any place, or to any people Every victory
over evil redounds to the benefit of all. Every discovery, every humane thought, every
truth, when declared, is a conquest of which the whole human family are partakers. It

extends by so much their dominion, while it lessens by so much the sphere of their future
struggles and trials. But there shall be nobler triumphs than any over inanimate nature,
Man himself shall be subdued to abhorrence of -vice, of injustice, of -v-iolence—subdued to

the sweet charities of life—subdued to all the requirement^ of duty and religion—sub-
tued, according to the law of h\iman progress, to the recognition of that Christian law,

Ly the side of which the first is, as the scaffolding upon the sacred temple, the law of

j-uman brotherhood. To labour for this end man was sent forth into the world—not in
the listlessness of idle perfections, but endowed with infinite capacities, inspired by
infinite desires, and commanded to strive perpetually after excellence, amidst the encou-
2 agements of hope, the promises of final success, and the inexpressible delights which
tpring from its pursuit.



NOTICES TO CO-RESPONDENTS.

Our rubiicatian ivill lippenr irpekly instead of

monthly, «.« was at first announced. The present
number ii for Saturday, January 5th.

In sending- communicution?, cnrreapoudcnts will
please to bear in mind the following; conditions:

—

1st. They mu?t write on only one side of the
j)dpcr. 2ud. They must ^vrlte their names anil

:i(ulresseE upon their contribulions. 3rd. Anony-
1UOU3 contributions will he i:uinediutely destroyed.
•1th. "We cannot undertake to return rejected
intiuuscripts.

In our next number, under the head of " The
Juvenile Cabinet," we intend to commence a series

of pa])ers for the express benefit of our more
youthful readers.

P.S. Your offer to take 300 copies, to distribute
gratuitously in your neighbourhood, has given us
^reat encourag-ement, and, we trust, will stimu-
late others to a like exertion, to aid us in carry-
ing out the object we have in view.

Sketches of Political akd Pcblic Chaiiac-
TEI13.—Auiong the features of general and perma-
nent interest which will distinpuisli this publication

"viJl bfe sketches of eminent political and other pub-
lic characters of the day in connexion with the
a^'itation of any future pronuue;it questions of the
lime. For instance, during the approaching session

we shall give, each week, an impartial bio^^r^phical

notice of some distinguished member of the House
of Commons, drawn from the most accrefiited

sources, and accompanied br a personal conMncn-
Uiry, suggested 1)3' the writer's observation i^ either

Mouse of Parliament. And so likewise with other
p,u(jlic characters not mlfhibers of the Ilouse. We
truiit, in this respect, to fill a long-needed desidera-

tum in furnishij)g information concerning contem-
]>.irary characters, withont tlie vapid, wholesale
praise of the professional obituary-monger on tlie

one hanil, or the distorting^.deprfccialiou of party
I'.i-is on the other.

Tammcz.—*.Ve are sorry that the proverb,
"Where there's a will, t(ier.!'s,a waj," does not
hold good with regard to your lines on our Maga-
zine. If the eiecut.on had t)een onlyliaif as good
as the intention, we should have made use of your
cfi'usion. Do not be discouraged, however; a
man who fails in poetry, may succeed admi-
rably in prose composition.

J. L. (Friskncy.)—Thanks for your contribu-
tion. "We shall insert it in an e.iriy number.

J. C. O.—We are an^:ious as iriuch as possihlft

to avoid tlie publication of long series of articles
on the same subject, and therefore must decline
your otherwise suitable " Dark-hour Conversa-
tions."

Delta has sent us a short ])3p<;r on " Free
liibraries and Museums," from which we extract
the following remarks on the advanta^»es derivable
from such estabhshments :

—" We think that the
establishing of libraries containing books of real
worth, consisting of works on scitnce, philosophy,
theology, and otiier branches of i iformation,
would be of much value to the pcoplt individu-
ally, inasmucli as the means for stnngti'.ening and
improving their minds- would thus bt- phiced with-
in tiieir reach. It would also be of advantage to
the nation collectively, because it would make us
more intellectual, better informed, and Kss vul-'

gar than we now are, »r,d thus would laise us
higher in the scale of social happiness and moral
worth." We quite agree with Delta in this
opinion ; and wc trust that, ere long, not only
every considerable town, but also evciy village

and hamlet throughout the kingdom, will possess
its public library. Such an institution usijht
be easily established, and a small weekly sub-
scription would be suflFicient to maintain it in a
state of efficiency.

H. D.—The abuses consequent upon our present
system of taxation will not be overlooked by us ;

and we purpose giving a series of plain and pithy
dialogues on the subject.

TO OUR READEKS.

As you have travelled with us thus far, and have, no doubt, examined us through

and tlirough, we may now be permitted to ask, hoto you like iisf It is evident tliat

we have come forth without any expectation of patronage from the wealthy, having

appeared in a plain giu^b, though, we trust, one of substantial quality. Y\e have

done this advisedly. Had we, like some of our more ambitious contemporaries,

appeared before you in a splendid quarto, with only " a rivulet of print meandering

through nieadoAvs of mai-gin," you might justly have doubted our sincerity in desir-

ing your countenance as working' men. !But when you find us, though plain and

un|)rctendir.g in our form, legible and woll filled, you will surely extend to us the

warm hand of welcome, and hail us as one of yourselves. We have voluntai-ily

chosen you for our potrons and pay-masters. Accept the office ; and, in return, -vve

prouiise the unceasing tribute of our talents, and best exertions to promote your

welfare. We trust that, by this reciprocation of civilities, our mutual happiness

"wilt be enlarged and established. A? a proof of our anxiety to please, wc have

aniicipated our proper day of publication, and appear before you c;n the nist, instead

ojt'^he fiftli of the nionth.

I'linttd and published by JoilN Casj^lll, of oo5, StrajtO, London, nnc! sold by all IJoi'lix tilers.
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THE WORKING MAN.

NO. I. THE IMPORTANCE OF HAVING A SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE OF
HIS TRADE OR OCCUPATION.

Science is correct Jcnowledge. Incorrect knowledge is ignorance ; so that there are

but tAvo kinds of notions or ideas in the world : the one right, and the other

wrong ; the one true, and the other false. Now everything that we see, hear, feel,

taste, or smell, is an idea, or a number of ideas^ and is intended to give us Icnow-

ledge : for the word knowledge means nothing but a collection of ideas ; and to

have a correct knowledge of Nature and Art is to have scientific thoughts or ideas.

One man looks at the sun, and finds it in the east in the morning and in the west

in the evening, and says that the sun moves : this shows his ignorance. Another

looks at the change from east to west, and tells me that the earth has moved, and

therefore the sun, though stationary, has seemed to move : this is science. If I

travel from the west of London to the east, when I start St. Paul's is in the east

;

but when I have arrived at the eastern end, St. Paul's is in the west ; and the

same has happened with respect to my position in reference to St. Paul's that

would have occurred if that great building had passed by me, and fixed itself at

my west. We mention this as an illustration of the difference between incorrect

ideas and scientific ones.

Every person must have right or wrong thoughts, and there is no reason why a

hedger and ditcher, or a scavenger, should not have as coiTcct opinions and know-
ledge as a prince or a nobleman. Working men and working women have naturally

the same minds or souls as lords, ladies, or queens. Dissect the body of a

sempstress and that of an empress, and the flesh, blood, bones, nerves, and muscles

are the same ; and so if any one could have analysed or cut to pieces the soul of

Lord Bacon, or Sir Isaac Newton, and that of a chimney-sweeper, it would have

been found that both were made out of the same divine material. There can be nojust

cause why a scullion should not have as correct opinions as a princess or a phi-

losopher. The minds of women are the same as those of men, and as capable of

receiving and retaining philosophical information ; and in many instances have far

more need of scientific knowledge.

All labour is performed scientifically or unscientifically ; but one great advantage

of the former is, that it lightens toil and gives pleasure to the mind. Every
operative ought to be well acquainted with the mechanical powers. These are

five in number—namely, the xoheel and axle; the lever; the inclined ;plane ; th»

c
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screw ; and the pulley. It is impossible for any one to tell the extent to -which

these lessen the labour of man.

'SVliat an immense aid, for example, is the lever ! A thorough luiderstanding of

this one power would A^ipc the SAveat from the face of millions, and render their

laboiu' comparatively li^ht. A scientific oxDerative can do more work -svith less

labour than an luiscientiiic one. A porter who is carrying a burden, if he under-

stands the laws of Nature respecting the centre of gravity, will be able so to adjust

his load as greatly to ease his shoulders. The sanie may be said of loading a

truck or a cart. This one law respecting the centre of gi'aA'ity is as extensive as

the material universe, and as immutable as the throne of God ; so that if there is a

man in the moon Aviio has to carry burdens or load trucli-s, he must obey it, Or pay
the penalty of disobedience. I have heard a man curse his bui'den, fall into a

passion with his wheel-barrow, or swear at his donkey ; when the only thing to

blame was the centre of gravity, or rather himself for not knowing its universal,

immutable, and omnipotent la^^•s. Had he studied and obeyed these, he might

have saved his ass from stiunbling, his cart from overtru-ning, his shoulders from

beuig galled, his body from being tired, his temper fi-om being ruffled ; and, instead

of being a raging, foaming fm-y, might have been a gentle philosopher, admiring the

laws of Natvu-e ; and a devout Christian, adoring that divine benevolence which

made ''everything very good." Thus the very load which seemed to threaten to

press him into the earth, would have given his soul wings to soar to heaven.

Washing, fii-e, lighting, cooking, &c. &c., ai-e all interestmg and important branches

of chemistry ; so that oirr kitchen-girls, cooks, and laundresses ought to be well

acquainted with this branch of philosophy. For want of this, the children are

gtai'ved, the house filled with smoke, the potatoes half-boiled or sodden into pap,

the furniture spoiled, the poor man's shirt as dingy as if it had been washed in

pease-porridge ; the money is wasted without ptu-chasing comfort, the Avife is out

of temper, the family is in beggary, the husband flies to a gin-shop or pot-house

—

and, at last, some are driven to the streets, some go to the imion, wliile others are

transported or hxmg.

And yet, a little i^ractical chcfinistry^ with one tithe of the laboiu:, would have

saved all from ruin, and made the house a physical paradise. By a small modicum

of science, I have known a month's clothes of a large family, which, accordijig to

the old process of ignorance, would have taken thi-ee or four days of steam, soap-

suds, ill-temper, hmry-scurry, damp, fever-heat, rheumatic, &c. &c., all washed,

ironed, and put away in the ch'awers, m less than a day, and every garment looking

as white as the driven snow into the bargain. Hiura for the exploits of science, in

the hands of that supposed miscientific being, woman !

In every trade and occupation there is science. Everj' labourer is a practical

philosopher, though too often like the bee or beaver, working in the dark, perform-

ing prodigies of science Avithout havmg the least idea of his o\w\ skill. This ought

not to be. Animals may work from instinct, but reason and science are the only

proper guides for mankind ; nor should the workman be a mere i»uchine, moved by

the skill or philosophy of others ; liis mmd should be as well versed with the

science of his trade as his hand is with the art ; and to arrive at this degree of

knowledge is not so hard as some suppose, because there are truth and philosophy in

ever\i;hmg. The quarryman, in hewing stones ; the mason or statuary, in shaping

thoni ; or the poor man, in breaking them, have had volumes of facts before their

eyes, wluch, if' registered, might have settled all the knotty points in mincrftlogy.
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And the same may be said of him who sinks mines, levels hills, cuts through the

hearts of mountains, or even lays down the gravel or pebbles in the garden walk.

IIow true the words, that the thinking find

" Tonj,'ue3 in trees, books in the running brooks,
Sermons in stones, and good in everytliing- !

"

Every worker in iron, brass, tin, copper, steel, silver, or gold, is perpetually

experimenting on those metals, and therefore has an inmiense sphere of natural

science and philosophy glittering before liim. ^Miat a physiologist the butcher

ought to be ! ^Miat a botamst, entomologist, and, indeed, naturalist, generally,

every farmer's man and dairjTiiaid might become ! Many of these have ten thou-

sand more advanta,a;cs for study than Solomon. The philosopher walks miles in

pursuit of truth ; but trath follows and environs the cowherds, shepherds, and
ploughmen. The experimentalist has to put up forges, or furnish laboratories, at

great trouble and expense ; but the smelter, the blacksmith, the founder, the glass-

bloAver, and a hmidred other mechanics and operatives, have all this apparatus daily

before them, and therefore, -without any trouble, might sound the depths and scan

the. heights of knowledge. Nothmg would be required but a little observation.

We have made these remarks to show that philosophy is within the reach of

every working man and working woman, especially the science of their own parti-

cular trade or calling. CJieap hooks, xuiiblding the elements and principles of
mechanics, architectui-e, cai-j^entry, building, smithery, cotton-spinning, agricul-

ture, and indeed almost every other calling or occupation, can now be procured by
any operative, and hence no one can plead any excuse for ignorance.

It is easier on this point to write a volume than a page ; besides *' a word to the

wise is enough," and therefore we will not lengthen out the present article. "\Ve

have great confidence in the plain, unsophisticated sense of the working men and
working women of this day. "SVe believe that to be scientific mechanics and
operatives will soon be one object of their most ardent pui'suit. Various reasons
will induce them to attend to this important dutv'.

I. lliey ID ill perform their icork hatter and with less labour. Science and philosophy
are ministering spii-its to the sons and daughters of toil, and are destined to shorten
the hours and lessen the fatigue of their emplojTucnt, and thus give them leisure

for intellectual and moral pursuits. We believe in a time not far distant when
every operative and laboiu-er shall be a man of scientific research and philosophical
acquii-ements.

II. The immense plcamre arising from his knoA\ing the *' why " and the " where-
fore " of his calling will alhu'e him to study its principles. We were all made to
be philosophers. Every mind is inquisitive ; and the gratification of this mental
appetite is one of oiu- highest luxuries.

III. Scienco can raise the icorking man in various icays. His master, appreciating
his skill, %vill advance his wages. An intellectual operative, also, may take his
position among the higher order of minds in the cotmtry. As a citizen he belono-s

to an aristocracy too lofty to be the creation of monarchs. His science may even-
tually place him side by side with our Franklins, Ai-kwrights, and others. Study
also will make all the abstruscr branches of knowledge easy, and even religion "wiil

be seen without a veil ; so that he shall become socially, intellectually, and morally
great.

We only add, in conclusion, that, by proper efi"ort, all our operatives, of both
sexes, can thus improve themselves, and bless their country and the ^^•orld.

c2
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CROMWELL AND HLS TIMES.

CHAPTER II.

*• He was one of those men Avhoin his very enemies could liot condemn \vithoat commending him
, the same time."—Clakemdon.at

"We left Oliver in LoBdon entering on the

study of law. But under whom he studied,

or how long, or with what results, or how
he conducted himself as a young man and
law-student, we cannot tell. Tlie events

which were giving so distinctive an impres-

sion to the age supplied materials for deeper

t'hought. No man of any soul could be

unmoved—unconcerned. The destiny of

England was in the part which her faithful

children might act. Oliver was learning

law and something more. We may better

conceive than describe his impressions.

Calmly and indifferently as we may svippose

a youth of his ago to have looked on the

scene whieh was then being acted, yet his

spirit Avas being stirred to its very depth.

He began to gather up his strength, and
only waited for the opportunity when he

might put it forth. It was not yet ; and.

therefore, we find him in the midst of other

pursuits.

HIS MAUllIAGE—AGlllCULTURAL PURSUITS
— APPEARANCE IX PARLIAMENT— RE-

TURN TO PRIVATE LIFE.

During the prosecution of his studies,

Oliver was in the habit of visiting at the

house of Sir James Bourchier, of Felsted,

Essex, one of whose daughters, Elizabeth,

had for him more than common charms.

His law studies, how long or short soever

they were, being completed, he was married

to this young lady on August, 1620, at the

church of St. Giles, Cripplegate, London.

He took lip his abode at Huntingdon, and
spent nearly ten years of his subsequent life

in agricultural pursuits. A family rapidly

grew up around him, ,but nothing remark-

able entered into his history durmg these

ten years.

One historical fact in our national history

we must not pass over. James was busily

employed in trying to effect a matrimonial

alliance between his son Charles and the

Infanta of Spain. Never did mortal man
make a falser calculation. " The soul of

England abhorred to have any concern with

Spain or things Spanish." The king strug-

gled one way; and the nation, "with its

very life-fibres, was compelled to struggle

another way. The rent by degrees became
wide enough." In 1623, Prince Charles re-

turned from Spain without the Infanta. All

England rejoiced; and this joy had its out-

ward and visible demonstration in a public

illumination. A new Parliament was sum-

moned, and in it the uncle of Oliver served
for Huntingdonshire. Now began in right
earnest England's great contest for God's
simple trutli and man's free liberty. It was
a war of opinion—but opinion involving
eternal realities. But Cromwell was still in

retirement, " noted for nothing so much as

the culture of pure religion and an integrity

of life." In a condition of comparative
wealth, and with hope's ever-brightening
light falling upon his path, he watched the
progress of aifairs. The surge whicii was
seen on tlie edge of the billow but too painly
told him of the deep hearings and workings
of the sea. With profound wisdom, and
" relying iipon God and a great soul in a

quiet bosom, for any— the most exalted
times," he came not yet into more public
view. He was passing through the most
momentous of all changes in the history of
the human soul—that change which affects

all a man's relations to God and to the
whole moral universe. " A grand epoch
for a man

;
properly the one epoch—the

turning-point which guides, upwards or

downwards, him and his activity for ever-

more." His faith embraced Christianity.

He took it, not in its letter,^butin its spirit

and in its life, into his inmos't soul. " Oliver

was henceforth a Christian man^; believed
in God, not on Sundays only, but on all

days, in all places, andm all cases." Oliver
noAV cast in his lot with the Puritans, many
of whom were men of rank and nobility, and
among whom was to be found the *' greater
part of the serious thought and manhood of

England." It is no business of ours to

adjust the differences which existed am«ng
the various parties into Avhich both the State

and the Church have been divided. We
have simply to do with the facts of history,

and the bearing of these facts on the sacred
cause of civil and religious liberty. Not
only did Cromwell join the Puritans, but
he became conspicuous in their most con-
spicuous circle. He was great, not among
his inferiors, as among so many slaves and
vassals, but among men* of tlie first rank.
The spark of divine fire had fallen on his

now free spirit, and was kindling his whole
being into one intense flame of devotion
and zeal, soon to be expended on deeds
worthy of a name and worthy of a record
It is ever to be kept in mind, however, that
" there are epochs in the characters of men
at which not merely shades of difference,

but direct contrasts of col During, prevail;
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and in no man were such shades and con-

trasts ever more apparent" than in the

life and actions of Oliver Cromwell.
By confounding Cromwell with his uncle

Sir Oliver, he is made to appear in the first

Parliament of Charles, in 162o. This is a

mistake. It was in the third Parliament

—

the most notable of all Parliaments, till the

Long Parliament of Charles met—that our
Oliver served as member for the town of

Huntingdon. This was in 1628. His elec-

tion places beyond all dispute the estima-

tion in which he was held, and the confi-

dence which was then reposed in his cha-

racter and abilities. "With the Commons of

England he now set out for the first time.

The house was composed of no common
elements. Charles Avas treading closely

in the footsteps of his father. Hitherto
baffled in his designs, he took incredible

pains to ingratiate himself into the favour
of the present Parliament. But it would
not do. Conscience sat enthroned in the

assembly : and honourable men were
willing "to do homage to the God of con-
science. The House " presented to Crom-
well a field for observation, rather than for

action. He studied therein the tempers
and characters of many of those with whom
he was afterwards to effect such surprising

changes in all things as yet apparcntly
standing on solid basis around him. This
Parliament was h-'s school of politics, and
possibly this Parliament was also the hot-

bed of his intellect ; from whence his ap-
propriation of all that was Avorth appro-
priating, in the ideas struck out by col-

lisions between the tliinking powers of

others, implanted all in the vigorous soil

of his own mind, and, by after-meditation,

engrafted on them his political, and ma-
tured by them his religious ardours. He
did not, however, altogether avoid speaking
—and that with strong sense and manli-
ness, if with but little of elegance—upon
the various topics that came before the
House."
This was the celebrated Parliament which

framed the Petition of Right, and " set all

London astir with bells and bonfires at the
passing thereof." A Avord as to this mea-
sure. The Commons perceiving that if the
King could support the State by self-raised

taxation, he would so^n become independent
of his Parliament altogether, resolved to

take every measure in their power to check
his proceedings. They also assailed him
respeciing his assumed right to impri:;on

his subjects upon his own warrant, and to

detain them as long as he pleased. After
making careful inquiry into the ancient
powers of the crown, before those powers
had been vitiated by tho tyrannical Tudors,
they embodied the result in what was called

a PETiTiox OF iiiGHT, which they presented
to him as an ordinary bill, or rather as a
second Magna Charta, for replacing the
privileges of the people, and particularly

their exemption from arbitrary taxation and
imprisonment, upon a fixed basis. This
converted the House into an arena of deep
and angry conflict. Language almost fails

to describe the scenes which took place in

the National Assembly at this period. One
of the members, writin^^ under date of

June 6th, 1628, says: "Yesterday was a
day of desolation among us in Parliament

;

and this day, we fear, will be the day
of our dissolution. Upon Tuesday, Sir

John Eliot moved, that an we intend to

furnish his Majesty with money, we should
also supply him with counsel. Representing
the doleful state of afTairs, he desired there

might be a declaration made to the King
of the danger wherein the kingdom stood
by the decay and contempt of religion, by
the insufficiency of his ministers, &c. &c.
But next day (Wednesday) we had a mes-
sage from his Majesty, by the speaker, that
as the session Avas positively to end in a
week, Ave should husband the time, and
despatch our old businesses without enter-

taining ncAv ! * * * Sir Robert
Philips, of Somersetshire, s^iake, and
mingled his Avords Avith weeping. Mr.
Pym did the like. Sir EdAA'ard Cook, over-
come AA'ith passion, seeing the desolation

likely to ensue, was forced to sit doAvn when
he began to speak, by the abundance of

tears." Having recovered himself, he said :

" ' He now saAv God had not accepted of our
humble and moderate carriages and fair

proceedings ; and he feared the reason AA-as,

Ave had not dealt sincerely with the King and
country, and made a true representation of
the causes of all those miseries, which he, for

his part, repented that he had not done
sooner. And, therefore, not knoAA-ing AA'he-

j

therhe should ever again speak in this house,
he Avould now do it freely ; and so did here
protest, that the author and cause of all those
miseries Avas the Duke of Buckingham'

—

AA'hich Avas entertained and answered Avith a
cheerful acclamation of the House. And as
Ave Avere putting it to the question, Avhether
he should be named in remonstrance as the
chief cause of all our miseries at home and
abroad,—the Speaker, having been three
hours' absent, andAvith the King, returned,
bringing this message, that the House
should then rise, adjourn till the morroAV
morning, and no committees to sit, or other
business to go on in the interim. "What we
shall expect this morning, therefore, God of
Heaven knows !

"

In the very midst of this scene Avas OliA-er,

and formed part of it. The lesson which it

taught him Avho can read ! "With great
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difficulty Charles v/as prevailed upon to give
his sanction to the Bill of Right. Matters
became still worse. He embroiled himself
in endless disputes with his Parliament

;

and because he could not compass his own
cuds in his own way, in a fit of indignation
and wrath he brought the business to a
close, and prorogued the House till October.
It did not meet again till January in the
following year. In the interval, Bucking-
ham, who was Charles's favourite minister,

was assassinated at Portsmouth ; after

Avhich the king resolved to be in a great
measure his own minister, and to trust for

the support of his Government chiefly to the
hierarchy, to whose faith he was a devoted
adherent, and who were in turn the most
submissive of his subjects. His prime coun-
seller Avas Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury
—a man of narrow mind and of narrower
vicAvs, and whose chief aim Avas in opposi-
tion to the spirit of the age, rather to in-

crease than diminish the ceremonies of the
Church. Things were getting to an ex-
treme. When the Parliament re-assembled
in January, the House had to busy itself

with questions of religious rites and obser-

vances. It resolved itself into a grand com-
mittee of religion, nor did they lack suffi-

cient mattel* for inquiry and debate. ItAvas

in this committee that CroniAvell made his

hrst speech, of AA-hich a mere fragment
has been preserved, not Avorth the ink that

Avould be required to print it. Bishops and
])ricsts Avere summoned to the bar of the

House to ansAver for preaching doctrines

at variance Avith the principles of the lie-

formation. This tended greatly to enrage
the ecclesiastics, Avho so influenced the

sovereign, that he once more put himself in

opposition to his Parliament. Charles in-

terfered, and in a fortnight more dis-

solved the House, resolving never to call it

together again. It Avas the last Parliament
in England fen- above eleven years. Of its

honourable members, avc are informed
that Denzil Holies, Sir John Eliot, William
Strode, John Selden, and others, Avcre sub-

jected to fine, imprisonment, and numifold
sufferings, and that Eliot Avas kept in the

Tower till he died.

On the dissolution of the Parliament in

March, 1629, CroiuAvell quitted toAvn for

Huntingdon. In the year following he Avas

named a justice of the peace for that borough

;

and in 1631 he decided on an enlarged sphere
of action as a farmerT— sold his paternal

estates for £1,800, rented certain grazing
lands at St. Ives, and removed thither, haA'-

ing Avell stocked his -farm by means of the

])roduce of the sale. He continued here till

the sunmier of 1036. In his uuAvearied

and undeniable activities in the parochial

affairs of this place, may, perhaps, be

found the germ of that talent for public
business Avhich he afttrAvards so eminently
displayed.

While Oliver Avas actively pursuing his
calling as a farmer amid the calm and
quietude of St. Ives, a young man of kindred
spirit and of noble character Avas giving
audible expression to the deep utterances of
his soul. Struck by certain flagrant scan-
dals of the time, especially by those of
play-making and masking, William Prynne
published a book, Avhich, falling into the
hands of Laud, and being opposed to his

vicAvs of things, drcAv doAvn upon its author
the severest ire and indignation of the arch-
bishop. At the instance of the Attorney-
general, Prynne Avas brought to the Star-

chamber, condemned to the pillory, and had
both his ears cut off. Nor Avas he alone.

Men venerable for piety, learning, and
Avorth, Avere scourged through the streets of
London, and every species of indignity of-

fered them ! And for Avhat ? Because they
dared to differ in opinion on the most
speculative of all subjects from the King
and his clergy. The people beheld these
things Avith horror, and only Avaited the
opportunity to give expression and effect to

their deep-seated feelings. Oliver Avas no
stranger to these facts. His free thoughts
Avere not all confined to the soil Avhich he
Avas ploughing, and soAving, and reaping.
In his deeper retirement his mind wa.i\

brooding over the slavery and degradation
of his country, as Avell as over tlie ecclesi-

astical tyranny of a proud, ambitious, sel-

fish priesthood. It Avas not so much for

political rights, as for religious toleration

and freedom, that the spirit of CromAvell,

and men like CromAvell, so ardently sighed.

Hence he began to entertain serious

thoughts of disposing of his property in

England, and exchanging his native soil

for that of North America. A decided and
invincible enemy to religious bigotry, the
coercive measures Avhich Avere now forced

on the human conscience by the severest

pains and penalties, Avere alone calculated

to alienate his affections from a country in

Avhich liberty in matters even of the slightest

importance Avas no longer alloAved or en-

joyed. Nor Avas he alone. To preserve
unimpaired their religious freedom, and to

prevent all suspicion of their Avant of loyalty

to the reigning prince, numbers of the peo-
ple, including not a fcAV ministers and men
of eminence, sold their estates, and set sail

for this far-off' continent. " But the coxirt,

becoming jealous of the departure of so

many subjects, at length issued a procla-

mation, forbidding any more to leave the

island Avithout a royal license. This pro-

clamation being evaded, the next step

taken Avas by an order in council, authoris
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inp: the Lord-Treasurer to take speedy and
effectual course for the stay of eight ships,

now in the river of Thames, prepared to go
to New England, and for putting on land
all the passenger.^ and provisions therein

intended for tlie voyage." In one of these
vessels were Cromwell and his compatriot

—

Hampden ! How short-sighted thus appear

the precautions of tyranny ! Cromwell, or
Hampden, it has been justly observed, could
have given little opposition to Chailcs's
Government in the wilds of Xorth America,
while the sequel will tell the singular part
which these men played on England's open
stage, and in the presence of England's
great people.

THE PHYSICAL HISTORY OF MAN.

(Coatiuucd from page 12
)

"VVe have seen that the human family is

to be distinguished and classified by certain

physical and outward conditions—the shape
of the skull, the texture of the hair, and
the colour of the skin. We have the oval or

elliptic head ; the pyramidal skull, and the

prognathous or negro cranium ; and these
varieties correspond Avith certain geogra-
phical divisions—the first being character-
istic of the more civilized nations of the
earth, dwellers in cities and towns, and set-

tled tillers of the soil ; the second is asso-

ciated witli the nomadic or wandering tribes

;

the third belongs more particularly and
exclusively to the African family. The
craniological and geographical divisions may
thus 1)0 regarded as co-extensive. Yet in

the same tribe or division, different types of
skull are to be fouiid, with all their inter-

vening gradations of shaj^e ; for these va-
rieties we can satisfactorily account, as they
arise chiefly, if not exclusively, from i>hysical

circumstances and liabits of lite. The same
external conditions explain how the hair of
one portion of the race is lank and smooth,
and that of another portion crisp and
curly ; for in both cases, and in ail cases,

the fibre of the hair is anatomically the
same; nor do we require to shift oiir ground
in accounting for the difference of com-
plexion. " A structural difference was sup-
posed to separate the fair and tiie dark races
by a broad and impassable line of demarca-
tion." By a more minute and faithful

anatomy, this broad line of demarcation and
impassability has wholly disappeared. It

has been proved, beyond the possibility of
contradiction, that the skin is structurally
the same in all the varieties of the human
species. Geographical position, climate,
and other outward circumstances, satisfac-

torily account for any shade of colour, from
the purest white to the jettest black. It is

well known that all orders of animals are
affected, in their external appearance, by
exposure to physical influences; and analogy
would lead us to look for similar results in
the bodily frame of man.

Into whatever field of natural history M'e

may enter, we are irresistibly led to' the
belief of the unity ofthe race. In the vege-

table kingdom, the specific distinctions are
preserved in perfect integrity through ages
of time, and under the most unfavourable
circumstances. The oak and the elm have
never confounded their peculiarities in one
common product. In those cases in. which
hybrid varieties have resulted from the
blending of different species, the tendency
is, in all instances, to lead to the extinction,

of the plant. Xow the same phenomena
are found to obtain in the animal kingdom

;

the lav.- of reproduction is arrested. Mules
are never prolilic ; they are incapacitated
by a really organic impediment. But how
is it in the human family t

'' Mixed races
not only exist in the human faniily, but are
remarkable for their fertility. The Mu-
lattoes and men of colour of the Vv^est

Indies, the Cafusos of Brazil, the Griquas
of South Africa, and the Papuas of New-
Guinea, are the offspring of mixed pa-
rentage. If the Negro and European, the
African and American, the Dutciiman and
Hottentot, the Malay and Polynesian, be-
long to separate species, then, by analogy,
should we expect that sterility would pre-
vent tlie perpetuation of their offsprmg.
But the posterity of these intermarriages
are rapidly peopling their several localities,

thus necessitating one of two inferences

—

either that the human race is an exception
to the universally-prevalent law of organised
nature, or that there are not different

species, but only varieties of one and the
same species. To the latter inference we
give the preference, because there is no
ground for supposing that man is beyond
the pale of this natural law, Avhile manifold
reasons have been already assigned for his
specific imity."

Tlie descent of the whole htmian family
from one primeval pair, is a fact which rests
on no written uninspired history, for the fact

belongs to an age too remote. Revelation de-
clares it, and proceeds on no other supposi-
tion. Nor are we destitute of distinct traces
of it in tradition, and in the records of pro-
fane writers. As every shadow bespeaks
the existence of a substance somewhere,
so every fiction is but the overgrowth of

some positive fact. And what are the
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myths and fables of antiquity bnt the fainter

outlines of certain realities? "Every tribe

has its 0A\Ti version of a golden age, when
their progenitors enjoyed paradisaical peace
and plenty,—of a flood, that depopulated the
earth, leaving the task of peopling it again
to a favoured family, and of sacrifice as a

means of propitiating the offended Deity."
But language supplies the most conclusive
proof for the unity of the race. Every
language hitherto examined possesses the

same sign of its primitive source. Which
of the languages was the root of the rest we
have no means of determining. Just as a
stream may exist without our being able to

discover its source, so the first language may
be lost without recovery, yet every branch in

the great family of human languages points

to one common origin. The diversity may
have arisen from the tendency of man, -with

the multiplication of the species, to spread
from country to country. If, in migrating
from one common home, they took ^\-ith them
fragments of one common language ; and if

all the languages which are now spoken by
the cliildren of men flow the one into the

other, till we come do\\"n. to the common
root, then men are only "speaking dialects

of one primeval speech, and are fellow-sub-

jects of one great empire."
As mightbe expected, great differences of

mental character are exhibited among the

various tribes of the human family. The
farthest down in the intellectual scale are

the black intertropical nations ; and the
lowest among these are to be found in Aus-
tralia, and in some of the islands of the

Pacific. Civilization they may be said to

possess none, and even the social principle

is but little recognised or appreciated. Theirs

is emphatically a barbarous or savage life.

The red races of Korth America are deci-

dedly superior to the negro. The Mongo-
lians and the Indian branch of the Cauca-
sians rise still higher. Thoiigh their spe-

cific character may be regarded as rather

stationary, ages of time passing away v\-ith-

out bringing the least advance from the insti-

tutions of their predecessors, still they are

not without the fruits and blessings of civili-

zation. Not only have they the idea of

social community as a thing to be desired,

but they have founded states, and made
seme progress in the arts and sciences. The
Caucasian variety rises above all the rest.

Its character is 'emphatically progressive.
" The social arrangements formed by some
branches of this race are the most calculated

to insure the general happiness which have
ever been knoA\-n. Their industry and per-

severance, aided by the lights which they

have deduced from science, have led to the

production of an amount of wealth beyond
the dreams of Orientals. Their benevolence

has led them not only to found institutions
calculated to succour the poor and afflicted

in their o^^^l country, but to exert them-
selves for the benefit of other nations in
every region of the globe. Wherever this

race sets its foot, it makes itself master—

a

result directly flowing from its superior
energy, skill, and perseverance."
To the doctrine which we are now advo-

cating some objections have been taken. It

has been boastingly said that "four thousand
years have not had the slightest effect in
whitening negroes." Granted. But does
it follow that . no duration of time would
effect such a change ? Besides, how can we
expect a change of colour, if all the physi-
cal conditions remain the same ? Time
alone cannot do it ; but let time act with
other physical and external circumstances,
and such a change may take place with the
progress of generations. The chronology
of the Bible, as set do^^•n in our version,
may or may not be correct. No precise date,

perhaps, can be assigned for the deluge ; all

testimony niay be in favour of a more re-

mote period than what is generally received

:

this affects not the book. The Bible has
nothing to fear from scientific research and
discovery. Revelation can never be at va-

riance with true science or philosophy. The
Bible did not precede creation, but came
after with clearer and freer life. It is a
mighty and merciful advance upon Nature.
Now the Author of Nature and the Author of

Revelation being one, there must be perfect

harmony between the facts of science and
the disclosures of the Bible. The deeper
we go into scientific research the more will

this harmony come out. If the Bible pro-

ceed on the assumption that the human
family descended from one primeval pair,

we may be quite sure that, sooner or later,

ethnology will range all its facts and
arguments on the side of Divine Reve-
lation.

Though man was placed on the earth last

in the scries of animal existence, he is first

in point of nature and dignity. In the lower
orders of animals there is no capacity for

progression and elevation. " In this point
of view, man stands alone ; his faculties,

and what he has eft'ected by them, place
him at a wide interval from all other ani-

mals— at an interval which no animal
hitherto kno-rt-n to us can fill up. The man-
like monkey, the almost reasoning elephant,
the docile dog, the sagacious beaver, the
industrious bee, cannot be compared to him.
In none of these instances is there any
progress either in the individuals or the
species." To maintain this proud elevation

man must diligently avail himself of every
means of physical improvement and men-
tal progress. His life must be a course of
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diligent and persevering activity. Each
new generation will thus enjoy the benefit

of an accumulated experience. Man has
mighty powers and capabilities, and these

are endowed with an energy which no exer-

tion can weary. His nature touches on the

extremes of the universe. In his physical
being he is allied to the dust of the ground
—in his mental constitution he is in affinity

with the one uncreated and eternal Spirit

;

his body is of the earth earthy—his soul
an emanation from God !

THE W D - N O Iv WELLS;
oil,

NEIGHBOURS' QUARRELS.
By Mary Howitt.

CHAPTER I.

THE HOMKS OV AVOOD-XOOK.

I HAiiDLY know how to describe Wood-
Nook so as to give an idea of its remarkable
pleasantness. It was a sort of woodland
promontory which ran out from the heights

of Needwood Forest into avast level expanse
of rich meadow land, through which mean-
dered the beautiful river Dove.
Wood-Nook only contained about forty

acres of land. It was nevertheless scattered

over with old oaks and hollies of an im-
mense growth, the remains of the forest,

and which added greatly to the value and
beauty of the place. It was about equally

divided between two proprietors, whose
fathers and even grandfathers, had lived

there before them, and whose habitations

were set down among these tall and leafy

trees like nests in a wood.
About two miles from AVood-Nook stood

a pleasant old-fashioned town, the road
from which to the forest ran close by, and
from which also a footpath, crossing the

Nook, led past the two homesteads into the

delicious meadows beyond. This Avas a

favourite summer-evening stroll for the

townspeople, and as I myself happened to

be one of these, I knew Wood-Nook and its

picturesque cottages from the days of my
earliest childhood. Turning then to the

left, on the forest road, you ascended a steep

and bowery lane, which soon brought you
to the first of these homesteads, the old

partly thatched and partly red-tiled cottage

of George May, the basket-maker. The
cottage stood close by the road, with its

garden beside it, as full of flowers as it would
hold, and with roses and honey-suckles
climbing up the house end, and even garland-

ing the chimney. At the opposite end of the

cottage, and almost as large as the cottage

itself, was the shop, where George May and
his handsome son Robert worked all day
Ion", from one year's end to another, as

their ancestors had done before them—and
against which were raised large bundles of

peeled osiers, ready for use. It v/as won-

derful liow much comfort and humble pros-
perity liad been produced by. this simple
weaving of osiers. This little homestead,
with its twenty acres of land, and its osier-
grounds down by the river, had been pur-
chased by means of it. True, the Mays had
for three generations been sober and indus-
trious men, and the present proprietor had
given his children, two sons and a daughter,
such a good *' bringing up," that you could
hardly match them through the whole neigh-
bourhood. The Mays, nevertheless, had
their troubles. The eldest son did not take
kindly to the basket-making business, al-

though he had been brought up to it from
his boyhood. lie ran away from home when
he was nineteen, and had not been heard of
for ten years. The daughter married a
worthless, drunken young man in a distant
town, and, dying within two years, left a
little gill, which the grand-parents took ; for
the father, marrying a woman of his owu
character soon after the death of his first

wife, emigrated to America.

These troubles were, however, over and
past ; the mother lived in hope that George,
her first-born, would return some day a
prosperous man, for he was a well-disposed
lad, she said, spite of his aversion to basket-
making

; and the loss of the daughter
seemed somewhat compensated for by the
little Lucy, now between five and six, the
darling of the grand-parents and the idol of
Robert. The affection which this young
man had for the child proved, in my opinion,
that he was of a kind and amiable disposi-
tion. He constructed for her curious
Avicker-work chairs, and Avove for her the
most dainty little baskets; and might be
seen, on Sunday afternoons, down in the
osier-holts, or strolling about the meadoAvs
Avith her on his arm, or leading her by the
hand gathering flowers. Young May
looked quite handsome Avhen his face
beamed Avith joy in the companionship of
this little child, Susan Dalton thought so

;

but Ave have not yet come to Susan ; aa'C

must sec her father's cottage first. This
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•was the second of the Wood-Nook home-
steads, and the moment you saw it you al-

most preferred it to the first.

What a pleasant little spot it was ! The
heavy thatch was overgrown with house-
leek, and golden-flowered stone-crop. A
huge rosemary busli, interwoven \\iili jas-

mine, covered the entire front ; from the
luidst of vrhich the bright little diamond-
paned windovrs looked out like cheerful
eyes in a pleasant countenance. Just un-
der the house, which Avas nestled into a
warm, sunny corner, stood a large number
of bee-hives, from which there came, all

day long, such a delicious buzz and hum as

made everybody think that industry must
be the most cheerful thing in the world

;

and, speaking of cheerful things, I am re-

minded of that Avhich made this second
home appear, even to a stranger, remark-
ably cheerful. This was that, somewhere or

other, about the place, either cleaning the
house, or fetching water from the Avell, or

sitting sewing by the door, might be seen
the pretty Susan, the only child of the Dal-
tons. This Susan was a very attractive

person to all the young men of the neigh-
bourhood, because she was looked upon as

an heiress, for her father, like his neighbour
George May, was the proprietor of the re-

maining portion of the ^Vood-Nook land,

•with its well-grown timber and freehold

messviage.

I mentioned the well, just now, from
which Susan ]J)altun might be seen fetching

water. This, at the time I write of, Avas

the only well at Wood-Nook, and a very pic-

turesque old well it was, the Avatcr of which
Avas so remarkably pure and cold, even in

the hottest summers, that it Avas famed
through the neighbourhood. It had been

sunk "by the father of the presoit James
Dalton, and Avas a great conver.iencc t;) botli

the cottDges, because, iiniil tliis avcU Avas

made, they had to fetch every drop of Avater

from a little Avay-side spring at five minurcs'

distance. It Avas a piece of good neighbour-

hood in old Dalton, Avho Avas at all the ex-

pense of the Avell, to allow the Mays free

use of it. At first it Avas like a bond of

friendship betAveen them, but, as time Avcnt

on, they got used to it, and noAv it almost

scemed'to have. become common property.

And so it might have become, had not the

Daltons abvays received one shilling a year

ftom the Mays as a nominal acknoAvledge-

ment of their oAvn right.

As at the Mays' so there Avas at the end of

the Ualtons' cottage, a lean-to culled " the

shop," Avhcre James Ballon Avorkcd all day

loug and all the year through at his lathe,

turning button-moulds. Tormerly, Avhen he

was a young m.an, three lathes had been

Avurked" in this shop, for i\t tU'-it lime the

demand for AA'ooden button-moulds was
much greater than of late. Till Avithin tAvo

or three years James Dalton had employed
a journeyman to work Avith him, but the

trade grcAv Averse and AA'orse. Button-
moidds Avere noAv either turned by ma-
chinery, or the demand Avas not so great,

for Dalton had not more to do than Avould

keep one lathe at Avork, nor even that
steadily.

James Dalton Avorked alone, and looked
back gloomily to the better days that A\-ere

gone, and said Avith a sigh, many a time, to

the passers-by, Avho Avould stop at his Avin-

dow for a little chat, and to Avatch the

curious Avork go forward, that before long
there Avould be no demaiid for button-moulds
at all. This button-mould-turner's shop
Avas attractive also to children, Avho never
fail-d to stop and pick, from the great heaps
that lay all around, the most perfect of the

perforated thin layers of Avood from Avhich

the button-moulds had been cut, and Avhich

thus looked like coarse Avooden lace, or little

circular-panedAvindow-framcs. Hither came
little Lucy from the Mays, attracted by tlve

same object. But not, like them, did she

go Avhen her search Avas accomplished.
Lucy passed half her time Avith Susan Dal-
ton.

Poor JanTJS Dalton ! If his daughter's
face Avas bright and clieerful, his oAvn Avas

often sad cnougli, for he liad many gloomy
thoughts and fears, Avhich nobody knew
anything about but a certain laAvycr in the

neighbovn-ing toAvn, and these had reference

to a mortgage AA-hich had remained upon
his little property from the days of his

father, Avho, having unluckily got into diffi-

culty, had taken this means of relieving

himself. It Avas noAV thirty years since the

date of this mortgage ; and as trade had been
good for many years after this time it ought
to have been cleared oii, biit Dalton in his

youth had not been as prudent as his neigh-

bour, and now of late had found it impossi-

ble to pay his interest reguhirly, and he
had melancholy forebodings that a time
Avould come Avhen he could not pay it alall.

Every mouth added to his stock of button-

moulds, till he had thousands of grosses in

his si) op ; and Avhen the Avholesale dealer

came he never cleared them off as he ought
to have done, so that the poor man expected
he should at last be driven out of his oavu

shop by his OAvn Avares.

Another thing made matters much Avorse
;

but this Avas a grievance of Linger standing

than the badness of trade, and one eveji

more hopeless. ]:lvery market-day Dalton
got drunk ; and Avlien he Avas drunk, lie Avas

gloomy and morose. He never, in his

younger, ];righter days had hi en, as many
nxcn arc, jovial in lic^uor ; he Avas just the
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reverse—low-spirited and quarrelsome, and,

therefore these Wednesday evenings were
like a cloud on the rest of the week. George
May also attended the market with his

wares, and he, like a good neighhour, had
for many years seen Dalton safely away from
the temptations of the market-day evening
beneath his own roof, where he could sleep

off his drunkenness and his ill-humour.

His wife and daughter, who were used to

this weekly grief and vexation, were usually

submissive ixnder it. Vv'hen he got home
they let him scold and quarrel, and nuike
himself as disagreeable and as miserable as

he liked, their only endeavour being to get
him to bed, saying to themselves, " It's all

that nasty liquor ! he'll be himself again to-

morrow !"

But he never was quite himself again on
the morrow ; for neither he nor they re-

flected that these constantly-recurring fits

of drunkenness and ill-humour weakened
more and more his power of resisting evil,

and made him less and less capable of bear-

ing up against such trials as life had in store

for him.
Formerly, as I said, George May had

been the best of neighbours. He luid been
a true friend in Dalton's hour of weakness

;

they had been like brothers. They might
be seen then on siuamer evenings cliatting

over each other's garden fence. They ex-

changed flowers and vegetables, and per-

formed all sorts of little neighbourly acts.

They might be seen walking down together
to the osier ground, or by the river, and
through the grassy meadows on Sunday
afternoons, talking over family affairs and
sympathising with each other. All this, how-
ever, at the time I am writing of, had ceased;

from little quarrels which began on Wednes-
day nights—fromgrain-of-mustard-seed be-
ginnings—coldness and ill-will hadgrovvnup
into very considerable dimensions between
the two men. Still the families remained
friendly ; and, though Robert Zvlay seldom
crossed Mr. Dalton's threshold, yet he and
Susan were understood to be lovers. They
walked together with little Lucy every Sun-
day evening ; and Susan wore, every Sun-
day morning, a nosegay ofRobert's present-
ing on their way to church.

CHAPTER II.

AN OLIVER.

The whole of Wood-Xook Avas grass land.

The Daltons, since the button-mould trayle

had fallen off, had taken to keeping cows
and selling the milk. The Mays mowed
their grass for hay, and took in cattle to

graze in the autumn.
It was now early spring : and, as George

May was about to shut up his fields for

grass, he sent to his neighbour to desire him

to secure his fences, Avhich were bad and
ill-kept, as otherv.ise the cows, and especi-
ally a couple of calves which he was rearing,
could not be kept out of the mowing grass.
From this little affair a mighty quarrel
arose. Dalton patched up the fence in the
cheapest way possible, which, however, was
very inadequate for tlie purpose ; the calves
soon broke through again ; and May, tired
of expostulating, drove them to the pound.
This was really unneighbourly. It Avas an
unheard-of thing. It Avas enough to excite
bad feeling, if there had been no other
cause, said Dalton, so said Mrs. Dalton,
and so said Susan.
The calves Avere brought back ; and poor

Dalton, Avho AA-as sadly pressed for money
at that time, still took no more means to re-
pair the fence than by sticking in a fcAv

thorns as he had done before. Again the
calves burst through ; and this time May,
Avho had consulted Avitli a bustling little

lawyer in the town, commenced an action
for damages.. Here Avas hostility in ear-
nest. Dalton could hardly believe his eyes.
He SAvore that he Avould be revenged on his
neighbour ; and the lirsl thing he did Avas
to forbid his daughter having any further
intimacy Avith Robert May. "Susan Avas a
girl of great spirit ; and, much as she liked
voung May, she Avas very much hurt at his
father's conduct ; and thinking that, Avith
her pretty face and reputed property, she
could have lovers in plenty, she soon "found
an opportunity of breaking off Avith her old
friend, and, as she said, giving him a piece
of ker mind into the bargain, Avhich Avas no
other than a very free express ion of her an-
ger Avith regard to his father.

Dalton sat at his lathe, ruminating, Avith
bitterness, on his neighbour's unkindness,
and thinking how he could be revenged,
Avhen he suddenly started up, Avith a sort of
fierce alertness in his manner, for an idea
had struck him. He took a chain and pad-
lock Avhich hung up in his kitchen, and,
Avalking deliberately to the draAv-Avell,
chained the handle to the Avood-Avork, and
locked it, determining that, from this time,
the Mays should not haA-e a drop of Avater
This Avas an eifectual Avay of annoying and
inconveniencing them. "He hung' up the
key against the kitchen chimney, and for-
bade his Avife or daughter henceforth to leave
the handle free. Neither of them objected
nor remonstrated ; for both had entered into
the spirit of the quarrel, and thought that,
at all events, it Avas but tit for tat, Avhich
Avas fair in any case.

All the AVixter that the Mays noAv needed
had to be fetched, as in former years, from
the Avayside well ; but it noAv seemed much
more inconvenient than it did formerly, for
they had noAv been long accustomed to th«
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advantage and convenience of the well.

This was what Dalton wished ; he \vished

to annoy and inconvenience them as much
as possible. He rubbed his hands, and
chuckled at the trouble he could thus cause

them. May, on his side, grew still more
angry ; it vexed him to see the tro\ible his

wife had to fetch water daily, still more so

when he savv- her pay a poor neighbour for

bringing it in larger quantities for her

weekly washing. He went to the lawyer in

the town, and told him to shoAV no mercy to

his neighbour.
The feud between the Mays and the

Daltons was talked of in the neighbour-
hood, and even in the town, especially on
"Wednesday evenings, at the Nag's Head,
where Dalton got drunk. There was soon
a host of partizans for eithfr side, who, in-

stead of trying to make peace between them,
looked on much in the same spirit in which
they would have watched a couple of boxers.

Each encouraged his man, and thus made
the contest more desperate.

Summer came on. It was a summer in

which there was no rain for months, and the

scarcity of water vras great ; but in James
Dalton's well there wag plenty. He used to

stand with the key of his padlock in his hand,
morning and evening, and let the women
and children from the neigbouring cottages

draw water and carry it away, past the very
threshold of the Mays, and past the very

shop where the old man and his son sat at

their basket-making. George May had the
mortification even of seeing some of the
very people who had taken his part, and who
had been most violent against Dalton now-
receiving a favour from liim.- Dalton knew
this, and it pleased him. Everybody was
welcome to the water of his well excepting
the Mays ; to them he would not give a
drop. Somebody told him that one of the
neighbours had carried her bucket of water
into Mrs. May's kitchen, and made her wel-
come to it, and from that day he would not
let that woman have any more water. This
proved how inveterate he was. He now had
his revenge, and he fancied that he was the
happier for it.

There were plenty of people to carry tales

between the two families, and in this way
the one heard what the other said, but
mostly with exaggeration. Susan heard
that Robert May did not grieve over the
quarrel between them, and she was told of
many things he had said which wounded
her no little. She looked gayer than com-
mon whenever she passed the shop where
he was at work, and determined to let him
see before long some new lover. Every-
body v.ho came to the Daltons passed the
Mays' door, so that Susan had a good chance
of annoying llobert in this way, if he cared
at all for her as, in the bottom of her heart,

she believed he did.

(To he continued.)

CHRISTOPHER CHRONICLE'S LECTURES.

ENGLISH DRESS.

THE BKITISH PERIOD.
Nature, in the xmiversality of her genius,

has provided the lower animals with a

covering of hair, wool, or feathers, to pro-

tect them from the atmosphere; but her

noblest work, Man, she brings into the

world naked, and, in many respects, desti

tute. The design of such "an arrangement

seems to be, to stimulate his invention and

industry ; to develope the extraordinary

faculties with which he is endowed, and

which, so far as his own wants and powers

are concerned, seem formed, not only to

equalise climates, but to subdue the ele-

ments. His magnificent buildings, his con-

trol of fire, his subjugation of water, his

application of light in the night, and his

choice and adaptation of material to form

his diversified covering, mark his intel-

lectual superiority.

The Bible tells us that the clothing of

our first parents consisted of the leaves of

firj-trees sewn together, and thut Avhicli we

wear at the present day is chiefly derived
from the fibres of the vegetable kingdom.
This, however, was not always the case.

The early Britons, like some of the Tartar
tribes and the American Indians, were
habited in the skins of animals. These
were principally procured from the brindled
or spotted cov,-, or from any wild beast, but
more particularly the bear. Much, how-
ever, depended upon the nature of the pur-
suit in which the man was engaged. If he
was a shepherd or herdsman, the skin of a

sheep or cow would serve for his cloak ; but
if a hunter, his mantle would in all likeli-

hood consist of the skin of his prey. This
simplicity of attire is similar to that which
all savage nations provide for themselves,
the only diftcrences between them arising
from the nat\u-e of the climates they severally
inhabit. While such was the male dress of
the early Britons, the female in this par-
ticular had a preference amongst them.
This consisted in her generally being clad
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in the skin of a brindled ox, kept together,

not with diamond pins of gold, but -witli

thorns. Think of this, ye modern ladies

!

and then tliink how much wider are the

dresa distinctions now-a-days between that

wliich you wear and that worn by your
antique mothers ! Compare the present

with the past, and you will smile when
you consider the costliness with which you
are adorned, and the fastidiousness which
you display in the selection of your dresses

\vhich every change of season demands,
and with which your public promenades
sparkle and glisten. Think of an ox's hide
covering the back of a daughter of a British

cliief, and then think of tlie array of silks

and satins, inwrought with the most curious

devices of golden embroidery by the skill

of the Spitaltields weaver, in Avhich you
revel, and throiigh his labour are enabled
to enjoy ! One would harcjly believe you to

be the inheritors of the blood of that primi-

tive British female who passed her time in

basket-weaving, or in stitching together,

with a needle of bone and leathern thongs,
the skins of such animals as had fallen by
her husband's hands. Yet so you are, and
all that has created the difference between
you and her is the labour of working men I

it is believed, however, that these primitive

habits rather belonged to the Britons who
roamed through the inland forests than to

those who dwelt along the southern shores
of the island. Those settled along the
coasts opposite to France are supposed to

have possessed a far higher degree of know-
ledge in the arts of clothing. It is thought
that they knew how to dress, spin, and
weave both in wool and flax, and that they
obtained this knowledge from the Gauls
long before the arrival of the Romans. But
be this as it may, there is some probability

in the supposition of the Phoenicians, in

their search after tin, having communicated
to the Cornish a knowledge of these arts,

for we have that people described as wear-
ing "along black tunic reaching down to

the ankles, with a girdle about the waist."
At the Iloman invasion, the costume of

the British chief was composed of a close

coat, which, under the name of cota, whence
we derive our Avord, was chequered with va-
rious colours. This garment extended to the
middle, where commenced the pantaloons,
which, wrapping closely round the thighs and
legs, terminated at the bottom thoreof.

These, like the cota, were plaided, and called

by the Romans braccec, whence o\ir word
breeches. On the feet were a kind of shoes
made of raw cow-hide, with the hair turned
outwards, and reaching up to the ankles.
The head was covered with a cap, which
projected over tlie forehead and protected
tlie eyes, and wliich completed tiic dress

worn principally by the chieftains and
ladies of rank, at this period, in the British
Isles. The inferior orders were still clothed
in skins or leather. It is difficult, however,
without the aid of pictorial representation,
to convey anything like a vivid idea of any
kind of diversified costume to the mind of
the reader ; but let him, with the exception
of the plumed bonnet and the tasselled

purse, conjure before his imagination a
Highland chief blazing in the fullness of
his tartan garb, with tunic, plaid, dirk, and
target, and he has as good an illustration

of the appearance of an ancient Briton of
distinction as it is possible to imagine.
The dress of the British females may be

ascertained from a description of Boadicea,
Queen of the Iceni, who is presented to us
clothed in a tunic of divers hues, falling in

folds, and over it a robe of coarse stuff' fas-

tened by a brooch ; her light hair flowing in

rich profusion, over her shoulders, and her
neck embraced by a torque or necklace of
gold. This was usually the dress of the
Roman-British females, who, Fosbrooke
says, " resembled modern womer^ either in
what is called a round-gown or bed gown,
and petticoat, though the latter, as distinct

from a body and sleeves, is not considered
to be ancient." This costume of the bed-
gown and tunic is still v.orn by the Welsh
as well as by some of the Scottish pea-
santry.

In all this we see that colour, implying
a knowledge in the art of dyeing, holds
a prominent place ; and it is curiovis to
remark that the very style of chequered
work worn by Boadicea, Queen of the an-
cient Britons, is a species of dress Avhich
has frequently been admired and worn by
our present Sovereign. It is simply nothing
more or less than the national garb of Scot-
land. It was originally composed of ribbon
plait made into dresses, and worn by most
nations of northern latitudes during their
state of incipient civilization. This arose
from the knowledge which these generally
possessed of the use of the distaff", by which
they obtained thread, which they plaited
into ribbons and thus, repeating the opera-
tion, formed broader pieces. The stripes,

almost universal in the sotith, were similar
plaits sewed together ; the colours were
chiefly scarlet, blue, and green. The cos-
tumes, however, of all the ancient nations
are confined within a narrow compass, viz.,

tunics, and such external coverings as
are preserved in the Highland plaids,

cloaks, mantles, philibegs, brceclics, pan-
taloons, or trousers, and no stockings.
There was, however, one peculiarity
which belonged to this island. This con-
sisted in the fact that the British ecclesias-

tics had invented a new mode of wearing
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their hair. They shaved the cro\N-Ti of their

heads doA\-n to a level with their ears, still

leaving a sort of natural frini^e round all

the rest of the head ; but this fancy was by
no means general. The predominating
mode of wearing the hair was by turning it

back, and allowing it to roll behind in long
and bushy curls. If it was covered, it Avas

se by the cajypan or cap, a derivative from
the British word cab, signifying a hut. Its

^orm was that of a cone, terminating in a

point, and presenting the same appearance
as that which children make of rushes tied

at the top and twisted into a band at the
bottom ; or that of the wicker pottles in

which fruiterers sell their strawberries in

Covent-garden Market. Men of rank gene-
rally shaved the chin, but wore immense
tangled mustaches, Avhich many do at the
present day ; and which tells us that our
own man of fashion, however great his de-

sire may be to depart in the natural
arrangements of his person from the cus-

tom of the savage, has his empire limited
Anthin a very narroAv sphere.

The oriiaments of the Britons consisted
chiefly of bracelets, armlets, rings, and a

necklace of twisted wires of gold or silver,

called a torque, and peculiarly a symbol of

rank or command ; indeed so fond of these
ornaments were they, that those who could
not obtain them of the precious metals
wore them of iron, of v.liich they were not
a little vain.

Aii'iongst the ancient Britons, there were
three orders of priests ; the Ovates, the

Bards, and the Druids. The Ovate, being a

professor of astrology, medicine, Sec, wore
a " robe of bright green," as the symbol of

learning, and the colour of the clothing of

nature j the Baid wore a robe of sky-blue

j

as the emblem of peace ; whilst the dress of
the Druid Avas Avliite, that being the oublem
of holiness, and peculiarly of truth. In ad-

dition, the Arch-Druid ..louned himself
with an oaken garland^ sometimes sur-

mounted with a tiara of gold.

In reference to the Roman-British period
there is little to be said. Before the ci;;se

of the first centuiy of the Roman dominion
in this island, the ancient British costume
began to be regarded as a badge of bar-

barism, and to fall into disrepute Avith the
British chiefs. Tacitus says that the sons
of the British chiefs began to affect the
Roman garb. The bracccs Avere abandoned
by the inhabitants of the southern and
eastern portions of the island ; and the
Roman tunic became the general habit,

particularly of the better classes. It may
be as Avcll to explain the shape of this

piece of apparel. It was the principal part

of the dress of the Roman citizen, and con-
sisted of a Avhite narrow AA'oollen vest, Avith-

out sleeves, reaching to the knee, and
fastened by a girdle or belt. The sleeved
tiuiic reached to the ankle, but A%-as con-
sidered efi'eminate. It Avasworn, hoAvever,

under the Emperors, and sometimes with
fringes at the hands. The change in the

female garb Avas little or none, as it ahvays
had been similar to that of the Roman
Aviimen. The hair of both sexes Avas Avorn

dift'erently ; it Avas noAv cut and dressed after

the Roman fashion.

This completes the costume of the British

and Roman-British periods of our history
;

and Ave may obserAe that Ave have purposely
omitted all notice of armour, from its not
properly belonging to the subject of do-

mestic dress, of which only, in this course,

Ave intend to treat.

THE GOOD WORDS OF MR. HAGENMAIER.
BY BERTHOLD AUERBACH

Most people Avho enjoy domestic life like

to spend the evening tAA-ilight in silence.

Children are restless at this hour, but
groAvn-uj) people shun converse familiarly

together, or AA-ithdraw, as it Avere, into them-
selves, and often in this Avay partake of a

real refreshment We unAvillingly see this

Avholesome evening dusk dispelled by can-

dles, for Ave all of us xxnconsciously feel as

if those better influences, Avhich then come
rtver us, Avould vanish Avith the appearance

of artificial light. The Avords Aviiich are

uttered in this tAvilight are often very bene-

ficial. People see one another in a half-

distinct outline, and the Avords Avhich fall

from them atttract a tAvo-fold attention:

[they often sound like solemn music to A\-hich

Ave "listen with closed eyes, and which re-

I

echoes long in our soul.

I
In this Avay sate together, one evening, old

! Mr. and Mrs. Hagenmaier, Avith their sou

and his bride. The young couple had only

been married a fcAv days, and the tones of

the marriage rejoicing Avere not yet silenced

i iu their souls. Xobody spoke a Avord, and

I

yet their spirits Avere all draAAn together ia

deep aliection. Young Hagenmaier held

I

the hand of his Avife, Avho sat beside huu.
I Perhaps the old man had a consciousness

of the joy Avjiich filled the heart of his son,

for as he began to speak his Avords seemed
as if they Averc those of an afiectionate spirit.
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He sate in a corner wrapped in darkness,
nobody could see him; they could only hear
the Avords which he spoke.

*' Yes, my children," he began, "it is an
easy thini^ to say, ' I love thee with my whole
heart, and I Avill devote my Avhole life to

thee !
' This is easy enough ; bnt when it

comes to mutually giving up—when it comes
to endeavouring to improve ourselves and
each other—then it is not so easy, because
then something more than Avords is wanted.
There are times \\hcn, to .show your love,

you are ready, as thoy say, to tear xip a tree,

and yet, at the same time, are unable to take,

\nthout a murmur or a reproach, a cup of

cofl'ec which has become cold through the
fault of the other. There is great signifi-

cance in the words, that of the ten who
waited for the bridegroom's coining, so many
had their lamps nntrimmcd when he really

came. Many harden their hearts by self-

will, instead of holding them ready to enjoy
the highest happiness, as they ought.

" You see how happily and unitedly we
live together now ; but you must not ima-
gine that it Avas always so, or that this state

of enjoyment Avas obtained Avithout a strug-

gle. I, in particular, Avas stubborn audself-
Avilled, for I had led an independent and a
self-indulgent life. I Avill relate to you tAvo

little occurrences out of our early married
experience, from Avhich you may perhaps
learn .something.

'' On the first Sunday after our marriage,
I Avas delighted Avith the thoughts of taking
my Avife to church. We sate chatting over
breakfast too long, and therefore had but
little time to make our preparations in. I

Avas ready the first, and then stood Avaiting

for her. She had much to do, but it seemed
to me that she spent a deal of time in tri-

fling. At first I spoke kindly to her, and
joked Avith her, still urging her to speed.
At length I grcAV impatient. I compared
my rapidity Avith her trifling ; I admonished,
I urged her, and made invidioiis compari-
sons between men and Avomcn. As she Avns

still not ready, I Avent doAvn stairs and lit

my cigar, but instead of quietly enjoj'ing it,

I stood AA'ith it in excited impatience at the
chamber door, Avhich she, taking advantage
of my absence, had noAV locked. In
moments of Avaiting like this people feel as
if standing on hot coals : the stronger ter-

rifies the Aveaker; the mind's equanimity is

destroyed, and everything goes Avroug.
" ^Vhen at length my Avife came doAA-n

ready fm- church, I Avas in a .state of doAAn-
right ill-humour. I Avould not say one
kind Avord to her, and thus Ave left the
house. We liad not gone many steps Avhen
ir.y Avife discovered that she hkd forgotten
her Prayer-book. Here was renewed vexa-
tion. Again the keys Averc to be looked

for, and tlion draAver af«-er draAver had to be
searched before it could be found. Every-
thing seems mislaid Avhen the mind is per-

turbed. I stood outside the house, and it

seemed to me an eternity before she came
back. I Avould have gone to the church by
myself and left her to have folloAved alone

if I had not been ashamed of so doing.
" At length she appeared again Avith a

smile on her countenance, and glancing at

me, saAv that something Avas amiss Avith mv
collar, Avhich she Avished to put right ; but
I turned aside full of anger and ill-humour :

' Spend seven hours, if you like, in dressing

yourself, only let me alone !
' And thus we

Avent to church, but spoke not another Avord.

"I entered the church Avith cheeks gloAV-

ing Avith anger, and yet at the same time
feeling very angry Avith myself. INIy Avifc

Avent to her seat, I knoAv not whether she
once looked at me or not ; I leaned myself
against a pillar, and Avas as stiff" as the stone
itself. I made many attempts to listen to

the preacher, but in vain ; I noticed the
style of building in the church, and thought
Avirat a lofty, cold, house it Avas. This had
never occurred to me before, and I Ava.s

vexed Avith myself because my thoughts
Avere so dissipated that I could not fix them
upon the preacher. It noAv occurred to me
that tliis AAas OAving to the quarrel I had had
Avith my Avife. I Avas not in a state of mind
to receive the Avords AA'hich Avere spoken. I

Avould, nevertheless, Aery gladly have been
reconciled Avith my Avife, and I glanced to-

Avards her ; but she never once looked at

me, and that again made me angry. Had
not she done Avrong—ought not she to ask
my forgiveness, for had not she been trifling

and idling ? Was there not enough to pro-
voke me beyond measure ?

" You seehoAv it is, children, AA'hen people
are angry, and are resoh'ed to excuse their
own selfish errors. I Avas provoked Avith

her because she Avas unable to pray so
calmly AA'hen she had so lughly off"ended me

;

and thus I Avas a good-for-nothing felloAv,

Avho had no profit from going to church, and
AA'ho embittered an hour of my life, AA'hich

might have been one of the happiest I ever
enjoyed. Perhaps there might have been
immediately an end of this misunderstand-
ing, if I coiild have taken my Avife by the
hand and spoke an affectionate Avord to her

;

but Ave Avere separated by the Avhole church,*
and it seemed to me as if aa'c had had a
quarrel Avhich Avould divide our hearts for

ever."
The AA'ife here interrupted her husband, but

he said, " Let me finish AA-hat I have to say; I
have yet another story to tell, and then yoii

* It must be remembered that Mr. Haijenmaier
was a German, and iu the German churches the
Avomen and men sit separately.— 2'rrt/Ji-/a/or.
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can give the afterpiece. You can, however,
easily imagine, children, that, notwithstand-

ing all this, we were soon reconciled, for your
mother in her younger days was a merry
creature, and when I was in an ill-humour

she laughed at me, and then I was forced to

laugh myself, after which I could not ima-
gine how I had been so cross. It seemed
to me then a mere trifle, and not worth
losing my temper about, although when
the blood was boiling in my veins I could
not see it so.

"Now for the other history; and it has
to do with a quarter of an hour's similar

temptation. It Avas on the occasion of our
cousin's Avedding at Lichtenau. We were
invited to be present, and were to be there

at a certain hour. There was only just

time for us to get there—not a minute to

lose. I had harnessed the dapple-grey that

we then had, and drove up to the door,

when I cracked my whip again and again,

but the mother would not come out. I sent

two or three neighbours who were passng
into the house to help her ; I knew how
much she would dislike that, and therefore

I did it ; for what right had she to keep me
waiting ? And when she made her appear-
ance I began scolding her enough, as peo-

ple say, to make a hole in the sky.
" The mother moi;nted, with compressed

lips, and all the way through the village

she was looking down, while I kept beating
the horse \nth all my might. When we got

outside the village she said :
' For heaven's

sake, why will you do so—why will you
make yourself and me a scandal in the eyes
of the Avorld, and in your own eyes too ?

'

and as she spoke I perceived that she was
weeping.
" Her words cut into my heart like a knife.

I remembered our going that first Sunday
to church—I had now my Avife by my side.

I at once gave the korse the rein, and stuck
down the whip beside me. I felt that I
must put the bridle on myself. I can say
that I have sincerely repented of that vio-

lence of temper ; but you may see that it

is from such tiifles as these that we perceive
whether the true light burns in our hearts.

The having to wait after I myself was ready
was the trial to my temper ; and I may say-

that from that time I learned to be more
compliant as regarded the disposition of

others. Think of this, if you should ever
be thus tempted."

" Now for the after-piece," said the
mother ; "you have forgotten to say, which
is of importance, that, after that time, I

never again kept you waiting, but always
compelled myself to be ready to the mo-
ment. The wife must learn her A, B, C
lesson, in the school of life, as well as the
husband. But now let us have lights, for

we have been in the dark long enough."
Lights came in, and revealed cheerful

countenances made bright by good in-

tentions.

THE NECESSITY OF A GENERAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE LAW.

It is a leading maxim of the English law, that " every one must be presiuned to be
acquainted with the laws of his comitry." It appears somewhat startling at first

sight that such a presumption, attended, as it is, in its train by hcaAy and numerous
responsibilities, should be fixed on all—ignorant and educated—alike. However
this may be, the presumption is clearly opposed to the fact ; for whether we consider
the laws as divided into Constitutional, Criminal, and Civil ; or regard them in the
aggregate, as the index of personal rights on the one hand, and as imposing duties

and responsibilities on the other—whether we respect the Law as the real or fancied
rectifier of all wrongs against person or society, or cherish it as the safeguard of
liberty and life,—there is but one conclusion to be drawn, \iz., that the majority of
those who are bound by its enactments, penal or not, are immersed in ignorance or

misconception of its provisions. Nor, indeed, is this so much to be wondered at

;

for (apart from its changeable character, the result, as well of new enactments of
the Legislature, as of the refinements and alterations from time to time introduced
by the expounders of the law) the statute-book, we need hardly remark, is so pon-
derous a work, that, even to a professional man, it is more than is withiii the
compass of a life fully to understand its varied contents. And if, to the mastery of
this, the lex scripta, or written law, be added the task of discovering and appreciating

the lex non scripta, or un^ATitten law, composed as it is of the accumulated tradi-

tions of centuries, handed down by successive generations of judges to the present

age, it appears to be taxing society too much, in affecting every one -with a knowledge
of that, of the far greater portion of which, each is supremely ignorant. It is, how-
ever, not the less true, that any person infringing a law, though in ignorance of its

existence, and though the act may not be against morals or religion, but made an
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offence upon considerations of public policy and convenience {ex gr., that of being
concerned in negotiating for the sale or purchase of a cadetsliip in the East India
Company's service) is as lialjle to punishment, as the wilful transgTessor of the
statute-book. And, to name another instance, it is well kno"vvn to every lawj-er

that any person paying another money, upon a mistaken view of, the Hio, is luiable

to recover it back ; Avhile, if the mistake be upon a question of fact^ a remedy of
recovery is conceded.
A little deeper reflection must convince all, however, that the adoption of such a

strict rule is absolutely necessai'y, in order to ensui-e attention and respect to the laws,
and to make their infringement the siu-c forerunner of the penalty attached to it.

It would be a convenient answer for every offender, that he knew nothing of the
law's existence ; while, as laAvs arc not published in the market-place, still less in

every man's private abode, it would be a difficulty, almost amounting to impossibility
in any given case, to prove affli-matively that the offender did know of the existence
and provisions, of the law he had broken. And so, in matters of personal contract,

if it were competent, for a person who had guaranteed the debt of another, to dis-

charge himself by alleging that he did not know such a promise was bindmg, there
would be an end to all stability and confidence in every contract, however solemnly
entered into. The safety of life and property would be utterly destroyed, and the
state of society would be worse than in some secluded island, where the only recog-
nized laws are those of personal superiority and brute force. Without the sanction
Avhich is afforded to the La-SA', by this responsibility resting upon every one to make
himself acquainted with its provisions, it would be a vam and useless form of words.
A court of justice would then be a mocking-place for fools and knaves

!

And yet we make bold to say, that Avith nineteen-twentieths of the population
subject to the English law, their acquaintance with it is not extended beyond the
mere outline of its Criminal provisions, while its bearing upon contracts of com-
merce, trade, and general business—a knowledge of which is absolutely necessary
in order to conduct mth safety the daily affair's of life—is completely unkno^vTi to
them. It may be conceded, that every one of mature age is aware that murder,
manslaughter, burglary, theft, forgery, and embezzlement, are great criminal
offences, the detection of which will lead to the infliction of heavy punishment ; but
aU. this is of little use to the man of business—whether his transactions be
reckoned in thousands of poiuuls or ofpence—who finds himself involved in litigation

by reason of his not knowmg how to guard himself against a more cunning trader,
by making a binding contract. What, moreover, is more patent than this, that both
landlords and tenants in general (classes, be it remembered, embracing the whole
adult members of society) are ignorant of the first principles, on which their rights
and responsibilities severally rest ?

We have often been struck with the want of some general system, for the in-
struction of the young, in the laAvs of their country, as they practically bear upon
the duties or ordinary transactions of life. The plan v/hich rejoices in the name
of a " sound commercial education," comprising within its range merely an appli-
cation to arithmetic and the best mode of book-keeping, is totally inadequate for a
man, who is to become in time, the head of a business. And in all classes of society
alike, the same want, in diflerent degrees, exists, and is found to be productive
of vicious results.

It wiU. be our object, then, in the series of articles which will appear in this
journal, to inform the mind of the working man on those matters connected Avith
the law and its administration, with which it may be necessary for him to be
acquainted. Not, however, with a view of converting our readers into ciuining
tricksters or petty quibblcrs in the law—not with any vain hope of making '< every
man his own lawyer;" but mth a desire to arm him against fraud, on the one
hand, and the effects of ignorance of his rights, on the other. Still less would we
wish to foster in the minds of any class a love of litigation. For it is this very
ignorance of law Avhich produces so much litigation, and as litigation in most cases
results in a naked victory, in which the combativnts divide the shell, while the costly
spoil within falls to the lot of their attorneys, the laws are unjustly stigmatised as
expensive, uncertain, and oppressive.
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AN AMERICAN'S OPINION OF ENGLISH REFOliMEKS.
By H. B. Stantox.

No.I.—JO SEPII HUME.
Ix the department of Finance and Taxation, and in effort made chiefly to retrench
the Government Expenditure, foremost stands Joseph Hume.
According to the forms of the British Constitution, the annual appropriations

for the supply of the bottomless gvdf of expenditure must take their rise hi the
House of Conmions. And there, before they commence their line of march to that
bourne ^.vhence no shilling- retxu'ns, they have to encounter the severe scrutiny and
determined opposition of clear-headed, honest-hearted, open-mouthed Joseph
Hume. He contests all money-bills item by item, fastening upon them like a
jnastiff upon a gorged brJlock.

I was listening, a few ycaxs ago, to a debate in the House of Commons on the
civil list. Lord Stanley (then a member) had just closed an impetuous speech,
when a broad-shouldered, rather rough-looking man, rose, and deliberately taking
oif his hat, Avhich seemed to be filled with papers, conunenccd marshallmg lazy
sentences, luider the command of bad rhetoric, to the music of a harsh voice. A
pile of Parliamentary documents lay on the seat by his side, and he held a bit of
paper in his hand, covered with tigiu'es. My friend informed me it was Mr. Hume.
He realised the portrait my mind's eye had drawn of the man who, by dint of

tiieless cij)hering, had convmced the masses of England that they were the mere
working animals of the privileged orders. His brief plain speech was aimed at

some measui'e supported by Stanley, by which the people were to be cheated out of

a few thovisand pomids, to pamper some titled Iceder at the public crib. Stanley
was racy and liowery. Hume's speech resembled his lordship's as little as Euclid's

problems do Milton's "Paradise Lost." He explained the iigui'cs on his paper, and
di'ove the digits into Stanley by a few well-directed blows at " Treasiury leeches,"

and sat down. Mr. Hume is a walking bmidlc of political statistics. No other

man will so patiently piu'sue a falsehood, or a false estimate or uccovuit, through a
Avide waste of parliamentary documents, till he chives it mto the sunlight of open
exposure, as he. But as to eloquence, he knows no more about it than a table of

logarithms. He rarely makes a speech that does not contain a good deal of bad
rhetoric, and an equal amount of arithmetical calculations. Entering Parliament
thirty years ago, he immediately placed himself at the door of the national

treasury, wlii(:h he has ever since watched with the dogged vigilance of a Cerberus.

He has been the evil genius of Chancellors of the Exchequer, worrying them more
than the national debt or the public creditors ; whilst sinecurists, pensioners, and
fat bishops have received an annual Parliamentary roastmg at his hands. Delvmg
among the corruptions of Church and State, he has laid bare the slimy creatni'es

that fatten on the roots of those mstitutions, and suck out their healthful nomish-
ment. Brmging every proposed expenditure of money to the test of utility and
the multiplication table, he has opened his budget of statistics, night after night,

and measured off columns of damnmg figui-es by the yard and the hour, contesting

the sum totals and the details of the appropriation bills, backed sometimes by the whole
force of the Liberal party, often sustamed by only a few lladical followers, and not
uifreqnently left wholly alone. Of course, he is occasionally felt to be a bore. But
nothmg deters him from pxu'suing the Ime he has marked out. Sarcasm is lost

upon him. Wit he despises. Thi-eats have no terrors for him. Abuse only re-

bomids in the face of his assailant. The House may try to scrape or cough him
do\Ani—Lord John Russell's reproaches may salute his ears—Sibthorpe's clumsy
abuse may full on his head — Stanley's fiery shafts may quiver in his flesh— Peel

may shower contempt \q)on him—but there stands clear-headed, honest-heai'ted,

unavv'ed Joseph Hume, cntrenclied behmd a pile of Parliamentary papers, gathering

up the fragments of his last night's speech, and displaying fresh colmnns offlgiu'cs,

for a renewed attack on some civU or ecclesiastical abuse, which has been hidden
from everybody's sight but his, by the accumulated dust of a ccntvu';'. I'lider any
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other Gorernmcnt than one scandalously extravagant, and whose people are taxed
to the last point of human endurance, sucli ob.stuiacy as he has sometimes displayed,

in obstructing the passage of linancial measures, would be wholly inexcusable.

l>ut every expedient wliich the wit or pertinacity of man can devise, to defeat or

di}ninish such plundering of the masses as he witnesses every session of Parliament,

is not only tolerable, but a sacred duty. The objects of his guardian vigilance

gi'atefuliy appreciate his services, knowing that no other man has done so much to

expose monetaiy abuses, and pull gorged leeches from the national Treasiuy, and
turn thorn out to get their living from theii- native earth.

Let ic not be supposed that Mr. Hume has devoted himself exclusively to Ex-
chequer budgets and appropriation bills. He has taken a leading share in all

Liberal measures, advocating Catholic Emancipation, Parliamentary Heform, West
Lrdia Abolition, and has long been an able champion of Free-trade. Nor do I

mean it to be infened from the "fi-ee and easy" style in which I have spoken of

him, that he is not highly respectable, both as to talents and character. lie is one
.

of the best " working members" of Parliament, and by constant practice and per-

severance he has obtained a position amongst its able debaters. He was chosen
Chairman of the Keform League, which was organised by Cobden and others, in

the present House of Commons, to obtain equal representation and an enlarged
suffrage, and he is the nominal if not the real leader of the present movement for

ParHamentary Refoi-m.

THREE ANOMALOUS TAXES.

We are indebted to the Preston Gxtardian
for the subjoined reuiarks on what the writer

very properly terms " Three Anomalous
Taxes"—namely, the taxes on light, know-
ledge, and Providence :

—" All taxes ari

disagreeable, but not equally so. There are

some—such as the income-tax, the tax on
hunters, equipages, &c., the pain of paying
which is considerably assuaged by the pride

of being reputed able to pay them. There
are others—such as the duty on spirits

—

which we pay the less grudgingly when we
reflect that revenue must be raised from
some source, and that, after all, it had better

be raised from deleterious or dispensable
articles than from the necessaries of life.

But there is a third class, to the payment of
which no reflection, no philosophy, can le-

concile us—taxes so outrageous, inconsis-
tent, and impudent, that they can scarcely
be paid without grinding the teeth and ut-

tering a rude ejaculation. Some of this

latter class of taxes arc still pertinaciously
adhered to by Government, not only in spite

of popular detestation, but in direct oppo-
fdtion to the professions of Government it-

self. We will instance three^—viz., the taxes
on light, knowledge, and Providence. The
first of these is, of course, the infamous
window-tax. This brought last year to the
exchequer £1,811,722. At the creation of
the woihl God said, " Let there be light, and
there was light," and free, too, but our Go-
vernment mak-s a commodity of this brifjht

emanation of divine goodnc:,.-;, and sells it

at so much per wiadov.--full. The sun's

rays cannot fall upon your dressing or
breakfast table, without first passing
through the body of a tax-gatherer. From
his ink-horn comes the permit to be able to
distinguish nvAit from day in one's own
house. Our Government talks loudly of
its solicitude for sanitarv improvements,
and yet rigorously clings to a tax which in-

terferes more than any other with domestic
comfort and health. For the window-tax
is not only an impost iipon light, but actu-
ally upon air. Let a man make an aper-
ture merely for the sake of ventilation, and
he is charged for one more "light" in his

assessed tax paper. What a great improve-
ment would take place in the construction
and arrangement of houses, and Avhat a
stimulus would be given to an important
branch of trade if this odious window-tax
were repealed !

" Granted," says the Chun-
cellor of the Exchequer ;

" but how are we
to get our revenue ?" The answer is, spend
less ; abolish all sinecures, naval, military,

and civil-; abate the cost of useless arma-
ments, and you will immediately be able
to spare the window-tax, and two or
three others which we are about to name.
The taxes on knowledge are several.

These are imposts on mental light, a>j

the window-tax is on physical. The
excise duty on paper yields .ibout three-
quarters of a million annually ; the stamps
on newspapers ai>out £-l(iO,060, and the ad-
vertisement duty £1.53,000. AH these are
taxes on l:uo\vledge, iiud restrictions upon
ihe press. The excise duty on paper is not
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only grievous by reason, of its amount, b\it.

like all other excise imposts, is most
offensive and detrimental in its mode of
levying, and its effect has been to drive to

other countries, where no such restrictions

exist, a considerable jjortion of our paper-
making trade. The removal of the excise
tax on paper would have a similar salutary
effect upon that trade, and it would remove
from a government professing to have a
great regard for education the stigma of

keeping up a direct tax upon knowledge.
If the Chancellor of the Exchequer should
demur, on the ground of revenue, either to

abolish the tax on paper, the stamps on
newspapers, or the advertisement duty, we
would again repeat, Curtail your expendi-
ture ; the country would rather have fev/er

admirals and more books, smaller armies and
cheapar paper, less glory and more know-
ledge. Then there is the tax on provi-

dence, viz.—the fire insurance duty. '* It

might," says arecent political writer, "have
been expected that the great advantage
to society in general of individuals pro-

viding against their ruin by means of trifling

annual contributions would have been so far

acknowledged on the part of the British
legislature as to prevent the imposing of a
tax upon the prudence of the people. Such,
however, is not the fact; and a duty is

levied at the rate of 3s. per cent, per annum
upon the amount of property insured against
destruction by fire, which rate is, in most
cases, equal to 200 per cent, upon the pre-

mium demanded by the insurance offices."

This tax, wc believe, produces upwards of

a million a year, but the farming interest

has managed to get itself exempted, there
being now no duty upon insurances of farm
produce. The tax has ,therefore, the ad-

ditional demerit of being unequally im-
posed, and made the medium of unjust
faA-ouritism to one class of the community.
It is a direct tax upon prudence and provi-

dence, and we appeal to common sense and
decency to say whether it is seemly for the

English Government to visit virtues like

these with fiscal restrictions.

RATES AND TAXES.
I envy you, sweet butterfly.

So sportive on the spray
;

Your life's a short and sunny one,

You have xo quarter-day.

You live but in the noontide glow,
All happy is your fate

;

You die before the rain comes on

—

You have xo water-rate.

From flower to flower you idly rove,

In industry so lax
;

But then they cannot call on you
For any ixcome-tax.

A rose or violet your home,
Xo family—you're blessed

;

No carriage need you for a ride,

You cannot be assess'u.

Yon only rise up from your griib

To spend a pleasant day,

Then in the evening settle—but
You've not a dump to pay.

Out of your Ixside.—A little boy who Avas playing with money swallowed a small
piece by accident. All the neighbourhood was raised ; the aunts and cousins ran about
in consternation, for nobody could tell how it Avas to be got out again. Presently the

schoolmaster came hurrying up. " Don't you know how to get at the money ? " said he.
" Send for the tax-gatherer ; he's the man to manage it, for he can get money from any-
where—out of yoiir very inside !

"

Man's Last Friexd is the Tax-gatherer.—His wife may leave him, his family

diso-mi him, his children run away from him, his best friends and worst acquaintances

avoid him, but the tax-gatherer folloAvs wherever he goes, even to the grave. It must
be most flattering to an Englishman's pride that, poor as he may be, he has always one
friend that takescare of him, and who will call without the smallest ceremony and share

his last penny loaf. Solitude and selfishness cannot exist in England, for no man can
live independent of the tax-gatherer. His existence is a partnership draAA-n up for life

between the Government and himself, in which the former takes what it likes, and the

latter gives more than he likes. In short, every Englishman may be said to possess two
shadoAvs—his oaati genuine, trvie born shadoAv, and the GoA-ernment presentation shadoAv;

but there is this ditfereftCe between the tAvo, that, Avhereas his oaau shadow merely Avalks

after him, the Government shadow Avalks into him if it is not paid the moment it runs

after him.

It is not always a mark of kindness to possess an open countenance. A tax-gatherer

may have an open countenance, but so has an alligator, particularly Avhen in the act of

taking yoic m.
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Letter H.

Mr. Editor,—You have indeed done me honour. I had thought that at some
future day you might notice my scrawl, or put it in some corner in small print ; but
that it should be placed in your fii-st number, and in such nice large print, is, cer-

tainly, what I never looked for. Well, I find that I am fairly in for it, sink or
SM-im : I hope I haven't ventured out of my depth, and that I shall not " exercise
myself in things too high for me."
You may suppose that I looked forward rather queerishly to the oth of January.

To my great surprise, however, last Saturday, December 29, as I was cleaning my
window, who should come hobbling up to the door but old Quidnunc. The door
was open, but he gave a thundering double rap, and called out " Hallo, Martha !

here's the book you ordered. One penny, if you please; and a rare penn'orth it

seems to be, though I've only just peeped into it as I came along." Mary Thompson
came r\mning doA\'n stairs, thinking it was a letter from my Harry, who is in

India, she being very anxious to hear how he was getting on. "Xo," said I,

" Mary ; its the fii-st number of John Cassell's new Magazine, that you and I had
the bill about." " "Well," said she, " I can't stop now ; but I hope' you'll lend it

to me when you CcUi spare it ; because, if my Richard likes it, w'e thought of
taking it in."

You know Avoman's cui-iosity, Mr. Editor. I left my window -sWth some panes
finished and Avhitening smeared over others, and sat down to look my new book
over. The gentlemen and ladies who wrote the most part must excuse me if I
turned hi-st to the last page, to look through the " Notices to CoiTespondents."
" No notice of my scrawl," said I to myself. " ^Vell," thought I, "it was foolish
of me to send, or to expect that anything I could WTite would be put in print.

So I began to cut the leaves open, looking slightly at every page. At last I came
to page 25 ; and wasn't I fltm-ied when I saw what that contained r I am not
quite svu-e, but as far as I can remember it seems just as I -wTote it. I was about to
read it over a second time, when Mary came down with her babe in her arms. '* I
want," said she, " to get my boy olf to sleep : so I thought I'd hear you read a bit
of the new Magazine, if you can spai-e a few mmutes." I pointed to my half-
cleaned Avindow, and laughed ; and then read to her my letter. I didn't tell her
who A\Tote it ; but as her name was mentioned in it, and some other things which
she weU knew about, she staied, and " Oh'd," and " Dear me'd," and " Well, I
never'd," I can't teU you how many times. "S^Tien I had finished, and read out
the name, she said, "Well, I'm stire ; I wonder what next. So you've turned
book-wTiter, have you, Martha :" We had a good laugh over it, and then she
said, " "Wliatever "«-ill Jem sayr You won't tell him about it, I suppose."

—

" Well," said I, " we shall see." So she took her boy to the cradle, and I finished
my AA-indow.

Saturday's rather a busy day with us Avomen; but there I got, peeping every
few minutes into my New Magazme ; and as I was taking my little bit of diimer,
I had it beside me, getting first a mouthfid of food and then a sentence or two from
the book. I like some of it unconmionly. I think it will just suit mv Jem. He's
rather a thinking man, and some of the things that are a little above my cut will
be very likely to please him.

I laid the Magazine near the window, Avhere I knew he would be sure to see it

almost as soon as he came home. He came in about seven o'clock Avith a little

marketing he had done for me, as he returned from the pay-table. He soon spied
out the book. "Hollo," said he, " AMiat have you gotherer The Working
Max's Friexd, eh: whose is this?"—"Yours," said I, if you like."—" Oh," re-
plied he, " of course I like to have a Eriend. But who's the A\Titer : is he sincere ?

Because there are plenty who pretend to be the Working Man's Eriend, AA'hose
advice AA-ould only lead us into a ditch, and leaAC us to scramble out,
all over mud, just as we could."—" Y'ou had better read," said I, " and judge for
yourself. I'm just going into Sweetlove's for some tea and sugar ; and Avhen I
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conic back I'll sit down to mend some stockings
;
you can then read out a bit, and

we can both judge."—"Do so," said he; "here, take some money, and make
haste back."

I assvire you, Mr. Editor, I was not long gone on my eiTand. Jem had been
washing himself, so that he had not read any. AVe sat cloAvn together, and he took
the book and began turning over the loaves slowly. Didn't my heart go pit-a-pat,

thinlcing w^hat he would say when he came to page 2o ! I felt as if I was before a
jiulgc, and going to be tried for something Avrong. At last he fetched a long deep
whistle—a way he has when anything takes him by surprise. Still he did not say
anytliing, and I dai'ed not ask. What's the matter ? I could see that he looked
hard at me over the top edge of the book every now and then, as he kept reading
on to himself. At last he biu-st out into a hearty laugh, and said :

" Upon my
word. Mistress Martha Makepeace ; Mistress Sly I think it ought to be. I thought
I knew you pretty Avell before this ; but I confess you have taken me by siu-prise."

After a minute or two he added, " Well done, old woman !" and then, ^Mr. Editor,

he turned romid and gave me such a •

, but that's between oxu'selves. I don't
want all the folks m your office to laugh at me. Well, after asking me if I did
really mean to ^vrite more letters to put in that Magai^me, and if I thought I should
be able to keep it up, we began reading regularly by tru-ns till we had got about
half through the ntmiber.

We have since read through the whole ; some of the pieces twice over. Jem says

he's siu-e that the writer of that first piece is a worthy fellow, be he who he may ; and
that if he always writes like that he'll do working men a mint of good. " When
you write again," said he, " give my thanks to him, and tell him, I hope he'll let

*is have something every week." As to myself, Mr. Editor, that "She-Eagle"
took my fancy, because there's a good moral in it. I like to gaze at the " Family
Pictures" too : but the " Diggings" please me uncommonly. Do pray let us have
some more. Some of them are whole sermons in a line or two. One can read one
of them, and think about it all day long. And thoy are such nice bits for children,

too. I shall make my Kitty write some of them out for copies.

But I should have told you, that, after a while, as we Avere getting our bit of

supper, Jem said, " Well, I can't help thinking about you and your fine letter,

Mistress Martha. But I don't know how you'll get on, for on page 12 1 iind a man
saying, ^As for our women, I advise you to have nothing to do with them ; they are

not worthy of attention.'

"

—"Indeed!" said I; "and pray where did he spring

from r lie must be like the man I read of once in some play, who said he was not

born of woman. What a savage!"—"Now you are not far wrong," said Jem,
" for he was a Ked Indian. But as you are not among Red Indians, 1 suppose you
may write on. I do think you Avill be able to give some folks a bit of good advice.

By- the by, I wish yovi could persuade some women to keep themselves and their

rooms a little cleaner and tidier than they do. I believe that many drive their

husbands away, when they might keep them at home by making things more com-
fortable like. Now, there's Sam Spring's wife. I Malked home from work with

Sam this evening, and called in to fetch a hammer I had lent him. There was she,

at half-past six o'clock on Satm-day night, in the middle of a dab wash ! The
room was sloppy ; wet clothes were lying on the chairs ; a great boiler was placed on
the fire so as to prevent the smoke from going up the chimney ; clouds of steam came
from the clothes that were drying before the fire ; the child was squalling in the

cradle ; Sal at the top of her voice w^as screaming against the poor babe as a noisy

brat ; while she kept on rubbing away, in some suds almost as black as the floor.

Sam began to scold because there wasn't a place to ask me to sit downi upon. But
all she said was :

' Why now what's the use of your finding fault ? I suppose you'U

make a fine bother if you hav'n't a clean shirt and things to put on to-morrow.'

Sam looked very cross, but he had sense enough not to say anything before me.

lie followed me out, and from his turning off at the place he did, I guess he's gone

to the Yidture ; and there he'll sit and drink, and not spend less than a shilling,

perhaps go home tipsey, or too late to go to market, and ten to one if there isn't a

quarrel. This happens every now and then, and tlien, forsooth, she complains that

Sam won't stop at home, and that he's so cross there's no bearing him !"
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Now I'm afraid, Mr. Editor, that there are .many Sarah Sjoring's in the world
;

and if I thought that I could persuade any one of them to do better, how happy I
should be ! But I must not -wTitc any more at present, else I have more to say
about such cases as Sarah Spring's ; and some i^laui and simple directions to give

as to getting up a wash with very little trouble. I will try and put down my
thoughts on these matters in the coui-se of next Aveek.

January 7, 1850. Martha Makepeack.
P.S. They say women's postscripts contain the most important part of their

letters. How came you learned gentlemen to let such a terrible blunder go forth,

as to make me say—in the third line fi'om the bottom of my last letter, that I feel

as if I was able to ^h-e a heart to others. Everybody mvist know that that is quite
out of my power. No ; what / wrote Avas, that I felt able to give a hmt to others.

Let your printing men take t/uit hint.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Tomato Cvt-sup.—Put half a peck of ripe toma-
toes, 5l:ccd, in a jar with a little salt sprinkled

among them. Set the jar on ,a stove uhcn there is

little fire in it, or in a cool oven, for ten or twelve
hours. Strain the juice tiirou;;,'h a sieve, and boil

it to the cotisisteiic}' of thin batter. J use before
finished add of cloves and allspice each a tablc-

8iK)onfui, and pepper of any kind, if you like.

Bottle and keep in a cool place.

Dried Tojiatoes.—Take eight pounds of ripe

tomatoes—the small round ones are the best. I'are

them and add three pounds of powdered white
snpar. Boil till the tomatoes appear of a fine

transparent colour; then spread on dishes or tins,

and dry in a slow oven or the sun. During the
drying sprinkle fiom time to time fine powdered
white sugar over them ; and when tliey are dry
pack them close in boxes. The3' will keep any
length of time, and are excellent.

Excei.li:nt Food for Infants.—Put two table-

spoons full of wheatcn flour into a basin- Add by
degrees half a pint of milk, mixing it into a smooth
batter. Put it into a saucepan, and let it boil for

about ten minutes, carefully stirring it the whole
time. Then add an ounce of moist su;;ar, and about
liHJf a tea-spoon full of salt. It is also an excellent
food for chil'^ren, for whose use it may be sweetened
with treacle instead of sugar.

Mdtton Broth, for Invalids, or Persons of vcrj'

Delicat*' Constitutions.—Get two pounds of neck of
mutton, the scrag end. Let t)\e bones be well
chopped. Boil it in two quarts of water very
gently, for two hours. Be sure to take off all the
scum and fat as it rises. This may be used as
drink, or stale white bread may be crumbled into it.

Mdtton Broth, Seasoned, for Family Use.—
Take three pounds of the scrag end of a neck of
mutton, WfU chopped, and put it into a saucepan
witli one gallon of water. Scum it carefully as it

reaches the boiling point. Let it boil slowly for two
hours. Take the fat off the top as it rises and put
it aside in a bai^in. Add to the liquor two table-
spoons full of salt, a tea-spoon full of pepper, three
or four onions, a little pot thyme and parsley, two
turnips, and a tea-cup full of rice or Scotch l-arley.

The broth may be further thickened, so as to ren-
der bread unnecessary, by putting two table-
spoons full of coarse oatmeal into the basin with the
fat, mixing it well, and then stirring it into the
broth, and letting the whole simmer for a quarter
of an hour, 'ihe proportions of seasoning may be
varied according to the palates of the persons for
Whom it is provided For faiailies In general it

may be served up all to:rether, and eaten from soup-
plates or basins. For those who prefer the broth
alone, it can be poured through a small colander
or strainer. A breast of mutton may be U5cd for

the above purpose, for those who do not dislike fit

.

Masukd Potatoes.—Boil one pound sfpotatoe,-i,

the more mealy' the better, till the^- are sufBciently
done to break easily but do not let them boil away
into the water. Beat thum well with a wooden spoon
in a strong earthen n.in, or wooden bowl, witli as
much milk as will make them the consistcncj' you
wish. Add salt and pepper to your taste. Sunie
persons add a little grated cheese ; others a little

onion, chopped very fine. Put them into a Dutch
oven before the fire to make them thoroughly hot,
and serve them up. Or you may put thmi into a
dish and let them be browned over, slightly, eiih^ir

before the fire or in an oven.

Another Way.—Boil and mash as above, hue
instead of milk put .*ome drippings from roast meat,
or a little meat gravy.
Potato Pcdding.—Boil and mix, as in the first

of the above receipts, but add two ounces of suet,
melted or chopped as finely as possible. Make tlie

mass tolerably stiflf ; then bake for a short time in
an earthen dish, either in an oven, or in front of
the lire.

Potato Domphngs.—Boil one pound of potatoes,
and mash, as above, with two ounces et flour, and
as much hot wucr as will suffice to make the
whole into a stiff paste. Season with salt and
pepper, and make the mass into six or more
dumplings, as may be thought most convenient.
Flour the outsides well from a dredging-l)ox, to pre-
vent the water from getting into them, au'l put
them into boiiing water. Boil them gently, till you
find they have swam on the top lor two or three
minutes ; they are then ready to be laten. These
dumplings form an admirable accompaniment to a
rasher of bacon, or a Yarmouth bloater, or a red
herring.

Quickly-made Puddings.—Mix grated bread,
as much as you wish to use, with finely-shre I

suet, and a handful of well-cleaned currants. To
as much of the above articles as will about fill a
pint basin add three eggs, well braten; add a
little salt, some grated lemon psel, and ginger.
Mix well ; roll into balls about the sizi; of an egg,
witli flour. S;ip tiieui quickly into a saucepan of
boiling water. When they swim on the tojt for
about five minutes they are done enough. St-rve
up hot, with a little sauce made of su^rar a-id
butter, sliy.htly thickened with flour. A sli^'ht
stjueeze of lemon may be added.
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THE JUVENILE CABINET.

PATTY PRIMROSE.
*' What are you crying for, my little maid ?

—what is the matter with you ? " said old

Joe Woodley to a little girl who was sitting

by the hedgeside, and weeping bitterly.

" Because," said she, " my mother is very

sick, and very poor ; and she sent me and my
brother Tommy to the great squire's yonder,

to beg a little broth and bread, and they

wouldn't give me any, and I'm afraid when
I tell mother this it'll make her worse."

" And what is your name, my little dear ?

"

asked the good old man.
"Patty Primrose," said the child; "we

live at the end of the village."

"Oh, I know," remarked Joe. "Well,

I'm poor enough myself; but for all that, I

ought to give to those that are poorer still.

So .take tills loaf and bit of butter to your

poor mother, and tell her that I hope she

will be able to eat a bit of it."

Patty now cried again ; but her tears were

tears of joy, to think that she had got some-

thing to take home to her sick mother
;

and holding her little brother by the hand,

they made haste towards home. Tommy
was only three years old, and not knowing
any better, and being very hungry, he cried

for some of the bread. Patty gave him a

piece ; but though she was quite as hungry

as her brother, she would not taste a morsel

herself, but hurried to take all the rest to

her mother.
When Patty got home, she was much

surprised to find a lady sitting by the bed-

side, who lived in the next village, and who
was known all over that part of the country

for her kindness to the poor. This lady had
heard of the sickness and poverty of Dame
Primrose, and knowing that though she had
suiTered many losses she was neither idle

nor wicked, she sent a servant off with a

few nice nourishing things for the dame, and

then came herself to persuade her to take

some of them. Besides this, she gave the

poor woman some good advice, telling her

that though some of her fellow-creatures

might do iier and her family some good, yet

that God alone was to be trusted m for all

that was truly good as to this life, and, above

all, for that good which would last for ever

and ever.

As soon as the surprise of the children

was over, little Tommy said: "0 mother,

we have got some nice bi-ead and butter for

you. Patty gave me a little bit, because I

was so hungry, but she has not had a crumb
herself."

" And why did you not eat some your-

self?" said the lady.
" Because," said Patty, "Hiked to bring

it to my poor mother best ; and I am so

pleased, that I don't want anything now
;

indeed I don't."
" Well," said the lady, " you are a good

girl for that; and, as I have given your
mother plenty for the present, sit down and
eat some now, and I will take care you shall

not want again. What should you like me
to do for you best ?"

Patty was so overcome with joy, that it

was a long time before she could speak. At
last she said, that what she should like

best was to go to school, that she might
learn to read and write. The lady was
greatly pleased with Patty's choice ; and,
after her mother had got a little better, the

lady kept her promise and sent Patty to

school, where she not only learnt to use her
needle well, and to be useful to her mother,
but to read that blessed Book which tells

how children and persons of all ages maybe
made good and happy, and go to heaven at

last.

THE POOR BOY AND THE WALLET.
A lad Avas proceeding to his uncle's to

petition him for aid for a sick sister and her
children, when he found a wallet containing

fifty dollars. The aid was refused, and the

distressed family were pinched for want.
The boy revealed the fortune to his mother,
but expressed a doubt about using any por-

tion of the money. His mother confirmed
the doubt, and they resolved not to use it.

The pocket-book was advertised, and the

owner found. Being a man of wealth,

upon learning the history of the family, he
presented the fifty dollars to the sick mo-
ther and took the boy into his service, and
he became one of the most successful mer-
chants in Ohio. Honesty always brings

its reward to the mind, if not to the pocket.

TRUST AND TRY.
" Cannoi," Edward, did you say ?

Chase the lazy thought away
;

Never let that idle word
From your lips again be heard.

Take your book from off" the shelf,

God helps him avIio helps himself;

O'er your lesson do not sigh,

—

Trust and try—trust and try.

" Ca7i7iot," Edward ?—scorn the thought;
You ccai do whate'er you ought

;

Ever duty's call obey.

Strive to walk in wisdom's way.

Let the sluggard, if he will,

Use the lazy "cannot" still

;

On yourself and God rely,

—

Trust and try—trust and try.
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THE LITTLE AFRICAN PLEADER.
BY TIIK IlEV. AV. KNIBB.

The usual punishment for phiying the

truant in the Lancasterian School, in

Kingston, Jamaica, was confinement for

the same period as the culprit had ab-

sconded. This offence was far from being
of frequent occurrence ; but one little

pickaninnie gave me some trouble. He
was a black curly-headed rogue, infinitely

better pleased when roaming among orange
and mango groves than when poring over
*' Reading Made Easy." One day the little

urchin was brought to the school after he
had been taking one of his rambling ex-

cursions, when, with all the authority of a

pedagogue, I demanded whither he had
straj'ed, and what reason he could give why
summary punishment should not be in-

flicted ?

I
Summoning as much penitence as he

could into his little roguish face, he looked
at me with the most irresistible impudence,
and said :

—

" Stop, Schoolmassa ; make me speak,

me no tell a lie, me know me do wrong

;

but you see, Scholmassa, you is one great
big buckra man*, me is one little neger

;

'spose, Schoolmassa, you lock me up in de
school all night, why dere is no man in de
whole world can hinder you.

" You see, Schoolmassa, you is one great

big buckra man, me is one little neger;
'.spose, Schoolmassa, you flog me, you flog

me till your arm him so tire, dat you no
able to lift him up to give me one more
stroke, me know dat dere is no man in de
whole world can hinder you.

" You stop, Schoolmassa; you see, den,
Schoolmassa, dat you is one great big

buckra man, and dat me is one poor little

neger ; 'spose, den, Schoolmassa, dat you
fwgive me dis once, why, Schoolmassa,
dere is no man in de whole world can hinder
you."

• Buckra man, i. c. white man.

PROFITING BY READING THE
BIBLE.

A very little girl, who often read her
Bible, gave proof that she understood her
obligation to obey its precepts. One day-

she came to her mother, much pleased, to

show her some fruit which had been given
her. The mother said the friend was very
kind in having given her so much. " Yes,"
said the child, "very indeed: and sho gave
me more than this, but I have given some
away." The mother inquired to whom she
had given some ; when she answered, " To

j
a girl who pushes me off" the path, and

i

makes faces at me." On being asked why
;
she had given to her, she replied, " Beca\isc

I I thought it would make her know that I

(
wished to be kind to her, and she will not,

' perhaps, be rude and unkind to me again."

How admirably did she thus obey the com-
mand to " overcome evil with good !"

DR. MATHER'S AMBITION.
It was the laudable ambition of Cotton

Mather to say, " He did not know of any
person in the world who had done him any
ill office, but he had done him a good one
for it."

THE MASTER AND THE
APPRENTICE.

A gentleman, one day conversing with a
watchmaker upon the dishonest practices of

persons in his way of business, was thus
addressed by him :

*' Sir, 1 served my ap-

prenticeship with a man who did not fear

God, and who, consequently, was not very
scrupulous in the charges which he made
to his customers. He used frequently to

call me a fool and tell me I should die in a
! workhouse, when, in his absence, I used to

j

make such charges as appeared to me fair

I and honest. In course of time I set up in

}

businesf? for myself, and have been so suc-

1 cessful as never to have wanted a shilling,

I Avhilst my master, who used to reproach me
' for my honesty, became so reduced in cir-

;

cumstances as to apply to me for a couple

I

of guineas, and did at length himself die in

: a workhouse."

A LITTLE MORE.
" When I was a lad," aays one, " an old

gentleman took some trouble to teach me
some little knowledge of the world. "With

this view I remember he once- asked me
when a man was rich enough ? I replied,

"\\Tien he has a thousand pounds. He said,

No.—Two thousand ? No.—Ten thousand .'

No.—Twenty thousand ? No.—A hundred
thousand ? which I thought would settle the

business; but he still continuing to say No,
I gave it up, and confessed I could not tell,

but begged he would inform me. He gravely

said. When he has a little more than he
has, and that is never ! If he acquirer-^ne

thousand, he wishes to hare two thousand ;

then five, then ten, then twenty, then fifty
;

from that his riches would amount to a

hundred thousand, and so on till he had
grasped the whole world ; after Avhich he
would look about him, like Alexander, for

other worlds to possess."

The only way to prevent an action Avhicli you are desirous of concealing from being
known, is—not to do it.
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SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANY.

Nature ax:i Properties of "Water.—
No living thing can exist except it contains
•water as one of the leading constituents cf

the various parts of its system. To so great

an extent does this go, that, in a thousand
parts of human blood, nearly eight hundred
are pure water. Tliis distribution of or-

ganised beings all over tlie world is, to a

great extent, regulated by its abundance or

scarcity. It seems as if the properties of

this substance mark out the plan of ani-

mated nature. From man, at the head of

all, to the meanest vegetable that can grow
on a bare rock, through all the various

orders and tribes, this ingredient is abso-
lutely required. Insipid and inodorous in

itself, it takes on the peculiarities of all

other bodies ; assumes with readiness the
sweetness of sugar, and the acidity of

vinegar. Distilled with flowers, or the aro-

matic parts of plants, it contracts from them
their fragrance, and, with equal facility,

becomes the vehicle of odours the most
ollensive to our sense. "We talk about the
use of water, and imagine that nature fur-

nislies us a perennial supply ; we constantly

forget that in this world nothing is ever

nnnihilated. The liquid that we drink to-

day has been drunk a thousand times
before ; the clouds that obscure the sky
have obscured it again and again. "What,

then, becomes of the immense quantities of

v/ater, which, thus entering as a constituent

of the bodies of animals, give to their

various parts that flexibility which enables

them to execute movements, or, combining
with vegetable structure, fits them lor car-

rying on their vital processes } After the

course of a few years, all existing animals
and vegetables entirely pass away ; their

solid constituents disintegrate and take on
other conditions, and the waters, lost, per-

haps, for a time in the ground, at last

escape in the form of vapour into the air.

In that great and inA-isible receptacle all

traces of its ancient relations disappear ; it

mingles with other vapours that are raised

from the sea by the sun. From the bodies

of living animals and planets immense
quantities are hourly findhig their way into

the reservoir. From the forests andmeadows,
and wherever vegetables are found, water is

continually evaporating, and that to an ex-

tent far surpassing wliat we might at first

be led to suppose. In a single day a sun-

floAver, of moderate size, throws from its

leaves, and other parts, nearly 20 ounces

weight. In the republic of the universe

there is a stern equality ; the breath of the

rich intermingles with the breath of the beg-

gar, A man of average size requires a

j

half-ton of water a year ; when he has
reached the meridian of life, he has con-
sumed nearly three hundred times his own
weight of this liquid. These statements
might lead many to doubt whether the
existing order of nature, as dependent on
the waters of the sea, could, for any length
of time, supply such a great consumption.
The himian family consists, probably, of a
thousand millions of individuals : it would
be a Aery moderate estimate to suppose
that the various animals, great and small,

taken together, consume five times as much
water as we do, and the vegetable world two
hundred times as much as all the animal
races. Under such an immense drain, it

becomes a curious question what provision
nature has made to meet the demand, and
how long the Avaters of the sea, supposing
none returned to them, could furnish a sure
supply ? The question involves tlie stability

of existence of animated nature, and the
world of organisation ; and no man, save
one whose mind is thoroughly imbued with
an appreciation of the resources upon which
the acts of the Creator are founded, would,
I am sure, justly guess at the result. There
exists in the sea a supply which would meet
this enormous demand for more than a
quarter of a million of years.

Destructive Clouds,— "Whether the
clouds are produced by means of electricity

or not, it is certain that they contain the

electric fluid in inconceivable quantities,

and that many terrible and destructive phe-
nomena have been occasioned by clouds very
highly electrified. Perhaps the most extra-

ordinary instance of this kind on record
happened in the island of Java, in August,
1772. On the 11th of that month, at mid-
night, a bright cloud was observed covering
a mountain in the district called Cheribon,
and, at the same time, several reports like

those of a gun were heard. The people who
dwelt upon the upper parts of the mountain
were not able to fly fast enough, as a great

part of the cloiid, almost three leagues in

circumference, detached itself under them,
and was seen at a distance rising and falling

like the waves of the sea, and emitting
globes of fire so luminous that the night be-

came clear as day. The effects of this

phenomena were astonishing. Everything
was destroyed for seven leagues round ; the

houses Avere demolished, plantations AA'ere

bvu-ned in the earth, and 2,140 people lost

their lives, besides 1,500 head of cattle, and
a vast number of horses, goats, and other

animals. Another instance of a very de-

structive cloud is related by Mr. Brydoue, in

his "Tour Through Malta," It appeared
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on the 29th of October, 1757. About three-

quarters of an hour after midnight there

•was seen to the south-west of the city of

Melita a great black cloud, -which, as it ap-

proached, changed its colour, till at last it

became like a flame of fire mixed with black

smoke. On its approach a dreadful noise

was heard, which alarmed the whole city.

It passed over the port, and came fast on an
English ship, which in an instant was torn

in pieces, and nothing left but the hulk

:

parts of the mast, sails, and cordage were
carried to a considerable distance along with
the cloud. The small boats and feluccas

that fell in its way were all broken to pieces

and sunk. The noise increased and became
more frightful. A sentinel, terrified at its

approach, ran into his box : but both he
and it were lifted up and carried into the

sea, where he perished. It then traversed

a considerable part of the city, and laid in

ruins almost everything that stood in its way.
Several houses were levelled with the grovmd,
and it did not leave a steeple standing in its

passage. The bells of some of them, to-

gether with the spires, were carried to a con-

siderable distance : the roofs of the churches
were demolished or beaten down. It went
off at the north-east point of the city, and,

demolishing the lighthouse, is said to have
mounted up into the air with a frightful

noise, and passed over the sea to Sicily,

where it tore up some trees, and did other

damage, but nothing considerable, as its

fury had been mostly spent at Malta. The
number of killed and wounded amounted to

nearly 200 ; and the loss of shipping, &g.,
was very considerable.

DiFFUsiox OP SouxD.—M. Biot, in his
" Traite de Physique," gives an account of

some very interesting experiments made by
hmiself on cast-iron pipes used for the con-
ducting of water into Paris, and which ex-
tended about 2,860 feet, thus including in

tlieir interior a cylindrical column of air

upwards of half a mile in length, at which
distance a person standing at one end of

the pipes, and speaking within, could dis-

tinctly be heard at the other. " The lowest
voice," says he, " Avas heard at this distance

so as completely to distinguish the words,
and to establish a continued conversation.

I wished to ascertain at how low a tone the
voice ceased to become audible, and I could
not reach it. Words spoken as low as

when one Avhispers in the ear of another
were heard and appreciated, so that if we
wished to speak so as not to be understood,
there was only one Avay of doing it, and that
was.not to speak at all."

ABSoiirxioxs OF the Earth.—Pliny
tells us that in his time the mountain
Cybotus, with the tOAvn of Curites, which

stood on its side, Avere Avholly absorbed into
the earth, so that not the least trace of
either remained ; and he records the like

fate of the city of Tautalis, in Magnesia,
and after it of the mountain Sipylus, both
thus absorbed by a violent opening of the
earth. Galanis and Gamales, toAvns once
famous in Phoenicia, are recorded to have
met the same fate ; and the vast promontory
of Phegium, in Ethiopia, after a violent
earthquake in the night-time, Avas not to be
seen in the morning, the Avhole having dis-

appeared, and the earth closed over it.

These and many other histories, attested
by the authors of the greatest credit among
the ancients, abundantly prove the fact in
the earlier ages ; and there haA-e not been
Avanting too many instances of more modern
date. Picus, a lofty mountain in one of
the Molucca Isles, A\'hich Avas seen at a
great distance, and served as a landmark to
sailors, Avas entirely destroyed by an earth-
quake ; and its place is noAv occupied by a
lake, the shores of Avhich correspond ex-
actly to the base of the mountain. In looQ
a similar accident happened in China. A
whole proA'ince of the mountainous part of
the country, Avith all its inhabitants, sunk
in a moment, and Avas totally SAvalloAved up

;

the space Avhich Avas formerly land Avas also
covered with an extensive lake of Avater.

And during the earthquakes Avhich pre-
vailed in the kingdom of Chili, in the year
1646, several whole mountains of the Andes
sunk and disappeared.

Agates.—Some of these stones have
upon them natural representations of men,
and animals of different kinds. Velschius
had in his custody a flesh-coloured agate,
on one side of Avhich appeared a half-moou,
in great perfection ; on the other side, the
phases of the evening star. An agate is

mentioned by Kircher, on Avhieh Avas the
representation of a heroine armed; and one
in the church of St, Mark, in Venice, has
the representation of a king's head, adorned
Avith a diadem. On another, in the museum
of the Prince of Gongaga, was represented
the body of a man Avith all his clothes on, in
a running posture, A still more curious
one is mentioned by De Boot, wherein ap-
pears a circle struck in broAvn, as exactly
done as if Avith a pair of compasses, and in
the middle of the circle the exact ligure of a
bishop Avith a mitre on; but inverting the
stone a little, another figure appears ; and
if it is turned yet farther, two others ap-
pear, the one of a man, the other of a Avoman.
But the most celebrated agate of this kind
Avas that of Pyrrhus, Avherein Avere repre-
sented the nine muses, with their proper
attributes, and Apollo in the middle playing
on the harp.
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JANUARY llTH TO 18TII.

Jannavy 11, 1753, S'lr Hans Sloane, the celebra-

ted pliysician and botanist, to whom the nation is

indebted for tlie foundation of the British .Mu-
seum, died at Chelsea, in the 'J2nd year of his av^e.

He practised physic during' the reigns of William
III., Anne, George I., and George 11, and was the

first who introduced bark, as a curative atjant in

fevers and other disorders. From a kind disposi-

tion towards the poor, he established a " Dispen-
sary," for which the witty Dr. Gaith satirized him
in *H mock-heroic poem bearin|f that name. In

1708, he had the honour to be elected a member
of the Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris. He
attended Queen Anne in her last illness, and on
the accession of George I. was created a baronet,

the first instance of hereditary distinction con-

ferred in England upon a physician. The appoint-

ment of Physician-General to the Army was held

by him till the year 1727, when he was made phy-
sician to George II. ; but, above these distinc-

tions, he was elected President of the lloyal Col-

lege of Physicians, and succeeded the immortal
Newton as "f'resident of the lloyal Society, in 1727.

These two important offices he held with honour
to himself for a considerable time. In May, 1741,

he retired from all public ofiices, and resided in

his niAUHion at Chelsea. Here he became the

centre of a large circle of literary and scientific

men of all ranks and of all countries. His kind

nature always rendered him accessible, even to

the poorest persons who wished to consult him
respecting- their health, although he had long- re-

tired from hi-i practice as a physician. Eariy in

life Sloaiie's desire to form a museum manifested

itself. For this purpose he collected the rarest and

most remarkable specimens in botar;y, and other

departments ot natural history, besides numerous
useful and curious works in art and science. At
his death, his museum consisted of the rarest pro-

ductions of nature and art, and his l.brary con-

tained upwards of .'SO.OOO volumes, and 3,566 MSS.,
which became public property by a parliamentary

grant of £20,000 to his family;' and in 17r)3, au

act was passed which secured to the nation the

Sloanian collection, the Ilarleian and Cottonian

manuscripts, and other property of the same kind.

The mansion of the Duke of Montague was pur-

chased as a depository for these valuable collec-

tions, which, when the whole was arranged, was
opened to the public on January 15, 1759 ; and
upon the basis of these and some minor collec-

tions has been reirud that enormous accunuilatian

of literary and scientitic treasures now really de-

serving the name of the Briti-h Museum.
January 11, 183'.i, Earthquake at Martinique,

by whicli nearly half of Fort lloyal was destroyed,

nearly 700 persons killed, and the whole island

much damaged.
January li, 1715, Ilenry Pestalozzi was born.

He was a native of Zurich, in Switzerland. Per-

ceiving that the chief obstacle to the elevation of

the poor was their ignorance, he formed a plan

lor benefiting them, by furnishing them with the

means ot mental imjirovement. Assisted by his

devoted wife, he invited poor, and even beggar

children, to his own house for the jiurpose of in-

struction. He partook alike of their pains and
pleasures, was everywhere with them, adapting

his instructions to their capacities, and persever-

ing notwithstanding every difficulty. Tlie plan of

teaching from and by objects is said to have been
originated by him; and that and other leading
features of his system, though at first ridiculed,
have by degrees been introduced into most of the
best schools in various parts of the world.

.lanuary 12, 1801, John Casper Xacaier, a native
of Zurich, in Switzerland, died, aged 60. He was
an amiable, though somewhat eccentric man; a
useful and popular pastor of a Christian church.
He is celebrated chiefly for his treatise on phy-
siognomy, or the art of discovering the temper and
general character of an individual by the features
of hi- face. Bvit he carried his ideas beyond the
observation of those parts of the countenance
which exhibit the impressions of mental qualities

and affections to tke common eye, and maintained
as a leading position, " that the powers and facul-

ties of the mind have representative signs in the
solid parts of the countenance." His system was
published, with numerou>^ illustrative engravings.
January 13, 1838, the Earl of Eldon died, aged

87. His father was a coal-fitter at Newcastle:
but notwithstanding the disadvaatages of his
birth, .John Scott eventually became one of the
most distinguished Lord Chancellors who ever
occupied the woolsack, and was elevated to the
peerage as a reward for his services.

January 14, 1848, an Aerolite, <^r meteoric stone,
weighing about forty- pounds, fell in Sicily,

January 15, 1747, John ./likin, M.D., was born.
He was a dissenting minister. He wrote several

essays on the leading ;)oet8, and various miscella-

neous works, which unite good sense, an accurate
liuowledge of life, and considerable critical acu-
men.
January 16, 1559, Edmund Spenser died, aged

4(5. He was one ot the most, celebrated of the
early English poets. The excellence of his cha-
racter is to be inferred from the purity, devotion,

and exalted morality of his writings. Ail his

poems contain many heau;ies, but his " Kaery
Quaen" bears the predominance, on accotuit of

the excellencies of its imagery, feeling, and
melody of versiticaiion. It is a personification of

certain moral ideas, and is greatly admired by the
lovers of genuine poetry, as a rich storcli )use of

invention.
January 17, 1705, Benjamin Franklin was born

at Boston, in New England. In early life he
gave strong indications of a love of literature

and reading. An elder brother having set up a
printing office at Boston, Ber.jamin was articled

to him as an apprentice. He soon obtained a

tbsrough knowledge of the mechanical part of

the profession, and by eagerly seizing every op-
portunity of reading new books, he was soon
inspired with the ambition of authorship. He
began by writing a few ballads ; but soon after

studied diligently the composition of prose, and
witli distinguished success. When seventeen
years of age, he left his brother, and proceeded
to New York, where he arrived with scarcely a
shilling in liis ])ocket and a i)enny roll in his

hand, and obtained ein'doymrnt from a printer
named Keimer, whose deranged affairs he soun
put iato better order, lie was afterwards induced
to set up in business lor himself; and the Go-
vernor of the province of Philadelphia having
promised to supply the means, Franklin visited

j'.ngiand to obtain proper materials. Having
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bepii deceived as to bis promised letter? of creuit dent for the ConveiUion (or settling a new govem-
and reconiinendatiMn, he was obliv*d to en»afe meiit tor Peimsvlvania, and waa soon after deputed
himself at a printing,' house of eminence in Bar-

, to tiic Court <<f Trance, where he brought about the

tholomew-alose. Here his conduci was marked
,
treaty of alliance, defensive and oifenaive, in 1778,

with prudent economy. He remained in ?'ngland
j
which produced an iramejliate war between France

eighteen months, and attracted sone notice as a I and England. lie was also one of the Commis-
man of letters. In 172*5 he retuined to Phila- ' sioners, who, on the purt of the United Stales.

dclphia, and set up in business in pann- rship with
|

signed the provisional irtatj- of peace in 1782, and
a young friend. A paper was startel by them, in

;
the definitive treaty in 17S3. He closed his evcnt-

which Franklin greatly di.ningu;>bfcd himself.
I
ful life on the 17th of April, 1790, in the eight.v-

Ilaving prospered for some years as a tradesman, ' flrth year of his a?e. Dr. Franklin has possibly

he become afterwards celebrated as a natural phi- 1 never been surpassed in the solid, practical wisdom
loAophcr ani an influential politician. The vigour

j
which consists in duly adapting means to end. His

of his capacity soon displayed itself in schemes lor i successful career affords ample encouragement to

the advancement of the public good ; among which
was the establishment of a pnolic library, and the
publi'*ation of liis " Poor Richard's Almanack,"
remirkable for a numlxir of concise, iwinted, pru-

thoee in the humbler walks of life, to pursue know-
ledge under whatc-er difficulties, assured lliat

integrity of purpose and determination of character

will ultimately triumph.
dential maxims, admirably calculated for the

|
.January 18, 1830, a very ^erere /ro*/, together

meridian in which it circulated. His political i with an exceedinscly heavy fall of snow, which for

career commenced in 1736, when he was appoiuted some time greatly impeded all means of conveyance
clerk to tlieCJeneral.\.d«embly of Pennsylvania. It

[
both by land and water. The thermometer on

was also about this time that he commenced those: JIampstead-heath was twenty-two degrees below
electrical experiments which have rendered his

i
the freezing point.

name so celebrated. He was afterwards elected ! January 18, 148G, the honses of York and Lan-
represeniative for Philadelphia, and, as agent for

j
caster were united, by a marriaze between Henry

Pensylvania, visited Lon-lon, and succeeded in

settling some disputes with the proprietary. On
hU return to America he int-^rested himself deeply
in the question of Independence. He sat its Presi-

VII. and Elizabeth, daughter ot Edward IV., thus

ending a series of civil wars, in which members of

the same fimily had, during many years, embrued
their hands in each other's blood.

Rules for Readixg.—In the selection of books which you read, although mental relax-

ation is as necessary as bodily, do not devote yourselves too much to those lighter works
which will only encourage and strengthen imai^ination in its flights and dreams. Fancy
is a strolling player, whose vagrant courses should be checked, and brought within the
rule and line of discipline and system. But read the best of the old, and the best of the
new, the cream of both, with aa little of the blue milk as possible ; and even so you will

be able to make yourselves acquainted with only a slight sprinkling of the volumes which
the teeming press is pouring forth day by day ; and even so you will only be like the
ploughboy at the harvest-home feast, who, when he had swallowed so many good things
that he had brought himself to a state of surfeit, burst into tears as the tables were being
cleared, and cried out, " There's all that pudding left, and I can't eat any more." And,
in doing this, make yourselves the masters, not the slaves of the books which }*ou read,
bringing all their contents before the bar of your judgment, and the test of your reason
and common sense.

Whf.he is She •—Amidst the perils and scenes of suffering through which the city of
Xcw York was doomed to pass last July, might be seen an unforttmate girl at the quaran-
tine ground, who busied herself in attending to the last sad othces of the dead, singing
wild chaunts of songs and bestrewing the graves with leaves and flowers. She was,
apparently, devoid of reason, and excited the sympathy of all around her. Her tale is

simple. About four years since a young man and Ms sister, Katherine Weber, as she was
called on the quarantine ground, landed at New York. They parted at Rochester, N.Y.,
soon after—he conuog to the West—he then joined the army and went to Mexico. He
heard of his sister but once afterward, three years since, and then she was in New Y''ork.

city. She had an acquaintance of the name of John Weber, and he supposes that on
marrying him she assumed his name. They were originally from Bavaria, district of
Foernstrou, from a place called Wompen Hoof. "What became of Weber himself no one
knows ; but the simple circumstance is such as might give a suggestion to a modem poet
for another Ophelia. She also has left the city to wander no one knows whither.

As the rose-tree is composed of the sweetest flowers and the sharpest thorns ; as the
heavens are sometimes fair and sometimes overcast—alternately tempestuous and serene

;

so is the life of man intermingled ^\'ith hopes and fears, with joys and sorrows, with
pleasures and with pains.

A man should know how to use his own genius ; if he does not, he is just like some
precocious child, who, with deep thoughts and metaphysical shadows haunting him, is

appended to them rather than they to him ; and who possesses his own ideas only as a
basin does water, by containing them.
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RESULTS OF READING AND THOUGHT.
BY A SEXAGEXARIAX.

People who are grievously annoyed by the pride

or pretensions of otliers, sliould ask themselves
whether it is not because others' pretension and
pride s^eein to interfere with their ovm.

In the voyasre of human life, science and know-
ledge form the hull of the vessel ; morality,
liberty, and religion the lading^; energy and ac-

tivity the sails; and poetry the fl^-zs and orna-
ments ; but common sense is /At' rwfWer. Witli-
(nit that the ship may contain all the talent and
virtue under heaven, and yet bn blown about, Mie

sport of wind and wave, and the victim and the
prey of tempests and of rocks.

One of the most striking attributes of <^reat

genius is, that nobody can see or divine how it

comes by its knowledge.
The common and grand ciTor in society is to

mistake changes for f7;j/;ro7;e7»en/."f , an •'
, a* some

do, con^^i'ler ttiem almost as synonymous \ The
reverse is nearer the tiuth.

There is one department in which the female
judfrment is far superior to that of the male, and
that is in judging of ordinanj character. They
do this by an unfailing instinct or intniiion ; and
that Providence should so privilege them is easy

to be accounted for. They especially need this

sHfeguard. It is, therefore, a maxim with me
alivays to take the female opinion of character
when given without passion or pique.

There is a plant in old-fashioned gardens, of

which the vulgar name is " Solomon's Seal" (I do
not know the botai.ical name). Its virtue is,

that a leaf of it applied to a " black eye" takes

away the disrolouratiou sooner than any other
"reci[)e." How it got the name of "Solomon's
Seal,' Heaven knows. But as " Solomon's Heal"
was potent in curing the outbreaks of " malig-

nant spirits," or outrageous genii, it does not

sort so ill.

There is no truth more important and few less

thouijht of than this : the more M'e forsake si7n-

plicitij in anything, the more Ave multiply the

means of conuption and error.

If you will i)roperly regulate the quantity of

what you eat, you may indulge a liitie—nay, a

good deal—in the quality
The true sign ol a great port, or of any great

author, is, not that he is without faults, but that

he niiikes yo\i love his f uilts in spite of yourself.

It x^as a favourite aphorism ot my uncle's, that

the true definition of politeness was " lefined be-

nevolence."
Tlie gift of all gifts is the mental gift oi seeing

things as they are.

To atiem^it to learn to reason by reading Looks

oti logic is like uttempting to learn to swim from
bODks on swimming.

I (Mice Walked with a London auctioneer and
his lady over Wanstead-house. She was a clever

woman, and admired the paintings by various

masters, &c., whilst he was valuing the frames
inwariily. At last we came to a heap of china, at

which she not showing rapture enough, he said,
•' My dear, you havo 7io soul!"—This story is no
invintion ot mine,

OiKi of the great lessons we learn from a long

life is this, that things called bad are not so b^sd

as we may have thouglit them, and thai things

called good are not so good as we once considered

them to'-*"

A man used to books, and really well-read, ean
find out the pith of a book wi.thout reading it

thron"^h page by page. He knows where the
novelties will be, just as a good fisherman knows
whore the trout or salmon lie, and goes there,

whilst a novice is splashing and thrashing Avhere
there never was a fish since the Creation.
No sensible man can think too otten nor too

mucli on death— •' that necessary end" which
" will come when it will come." With all pre-

paration the change is still an awful one. Let
those answer who have, with good reason, ever
believed themselves to be probably dying, or about
to lose their lives. The sense of present death is

a neio se7ise of the most terrible and absorbing
sort ; no man can be too well prepared to meet it.

I never even think of poetical or metaphysical
subjects with success, unless in the midst of

natural scenery, by the ocean brink, or on^the
banks of a romantic stream. A noble old ruin
does not diminish the effect of these in exciting,
raisin?, and spiritualising the mind. The ordi-
nary works of man, however—steeples, chimneys,
shops and smoke

—

bring me down at once, and
my mind becomes as earthy as if it had been made
by one of the Italian vagabonds that hawk clay
figures about our dirty streets,

Is it a vice of all minds to undcrcalue what
they do not understand f I never could reverence
mathematics nor mathematical reasoning, nor
mathematicians, as reasoners ; but then 1 do not
understand mathematics, and I suspect them ac-
cordingly. The most absurd book in nature is

that of a mathematician, certainly, " Dr. Gregory
on Philosophical Necessity." He fancied motives
ought to act like forces in physics, if necessity
were true ; and that to offer a porter a guinea to

go a mile south-west and another to go a mile
south-east, ought to set him in the ** mean " di-
rection between the two, due south ? He wrote
an octavo to prove this, and when the world
laughed deemed himself ill used !

Birds, when in contact with man, scon under-
stand their mutual relations wonderfully well.

That they soon arrive at a knowledge of a gun
and its perilous qualities is generally admitted.
But I am sure they go beyond this. In many
sitiuitions I am convinced wild birds kiioto

Sunday, and feel secure that they will not be shot
at nor disturbed on that day. It was only after
long observation I admitted the possibility of
this ; but I could not resist the constantevidence
of my own eyes. This r( imrk may be only, per-
haps, true of tiie north of England, where Sun-
day is kept like a Jast day, and where even
angling or a game at f otball—which in the south
are thought nothing of—are accuuiited an outrage
on public decorum and great breach of propriety.
The most salutary diet for the sedentary is

bread made of the flour of wheat, not deprived of

any of its bran. It will save such many an apo-
thecary's bill. I have heard some people find

frtuli with working people for eatinir white bread.
To such I would say, that those who must take
severe excicise and constant t<'il the Jine flour is

the most vaiuible part of the wheat.
\Yhat is the best detinitiou of a " mean man ]"

'

A man who \alues everything higher than he
noes his own honour and character, which he
values at nothing.
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HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

Matrimonial SociAniLlTV. — "Henry, my am «ati«'icd." Po'.icc a»cnt< liaving- proved tl.at

lovt-, I Avish you would firop that book and talk
{
th«i accused not only beat hi? u-ife cruelly, but

vvitli me- I lucl so dull." A lon^ silence aud no
reply. "O Henry, my fool's asleep." "Is it.'

u L-ll, don't taik, dear, you might wake it."

—

.Inu:-

rican paper.
A lady «ho rose from obscurity to great wealth

by the di'jpcrate speculations of her husband, is

reported to be in the habit <if mi»applyin? words
;ind (juotations very strinsely. Iler last mot is

—

" When you are at Rome do as the Koman? do,

and whou vou are in Turkev do ai the Turkevs
do."
" Pa, do storm? ever make malt liquor ? " " Xo,

child ; why do you ask ? " " Because I heard ma
tell June to brill* in the clothes, for a storm was
brewing."

Befokk AND .\ftf.r. Makriagl.—A man
named Ciianiberland w.is brought before tiie

Correctional Police fnrthra>hiDg his wife. "Did I

you ^at your wife /" asked the president. " I 1

did, sir, on the Place Maubprt." " There is I

nothing to be proud of. It is a shameful thing to

strike a woman." '• Oh, but President, I'm en
ref{lc', look at that!" and the accused handed up a

|

dirty marriage certificate. " Well I" *' It gives
|

you no right to beat your wife'." " Oh, stop a
!

bit. President I I lived'uith her some time, and
j

?he had me sent to prison for thrashing htr.
M'hen I came i.Ht slic said that if I would marry
hr-r she would lee me beat her as much as I liked, i

I did marry her, and I have a right to beat her '."
\

" What }ou say is absurd," said the President.
"Perhaps you think so, but ask mv wife. Here,

|

Uliitabeth, tell these gentlemen whether I have
'

the right to thrash you or not ?" " I promised
j

you that you should' beat me when I wanted to
j

get married," answered the wife. " People
always promise many things when they want to

smashf-d the lurniture, and threw it out of tl-.e

I winflow, u hereby a pas-er-by was seriously in-
I jiired, Ihe Tribunal condemned him to a mo'nih's

I

irapriso:iment. " Xo matter I" said he, as he
!
walked away, " my right to beat her is there !"

and he held up his marriage certidcate.

—

Paria
paper.

" What news to-d^iy ?" said a merchant to his

j
friend, lately. ** What news I" rtspondc i the

j

other; " nolhin?. only times are growing betttr
;

i peojili; are getlin? on their legs again." ''On
I their legs !" said the first. " I don't see how you
j

can make that out." "Why, yes," replied the
other ;

" folks that used to ride are obligetl to

I

walk now : is not that getting on their leg^
again '."

Balance op Bf.acty.—A man of fashion, \r!jo
'

was remarkably ill-looking but very vain, kept a
valet, whose couiitenance was not murU more
amiable than his own. One day the servant, while
dressing his master, offended him, and he ex-
claimed-, " What an ugly dog !" The fellow, who
observed his master at the same time very atten-
tive at his slass, said, " Which of us do vou mean,
sir?"
Tub Biter Bit.—Mr. Curran one day inquir-

ing his master's age from a horse-jockey's servant,
found it almost impossible to extract an ansxver.
" Come, come, friend," has he not lost his teeth .'"

" Do you tiiink," retorted the fellow, that I

know hi? ase as he does his horses, by the vutrk

of his iiifjutk f" The lau?h w;is agamst CiH-rati,

but he iustaiitly recovered—"You were very rigiit

not to try, friend, lor you know your master's a
great bite/"

A Vile Pgn.—" Pray, Mrs. Zabriska, why do
you whip your children so often ?" " La ! Mr.

get married, but after marriage it isn't the same ' Worthy, I do it for their enlightenment; I never
thing." " For you, perhaps, Elizabeth," said the
loving husband, " but 1 have your promise and

whip one of them that in my life that they didn't

actuowleUge it made them smart I"

A Rbal Letter from a Cokxish Mixeh, giving ax Accolnt of the Queex'.s
Vl.siT TO PoLBUitROW MiXE.—" Sept., 1846.—I received a letter from Mr. Edwards, to

say as how that Prence Albert was a-comiiiG: to our main the next morning. Thinks I,

what can the Prence be a-coming to our main for .- and I cndn't slape for the night for

thinking what I should say to the Prence, and what the Prince would say to me. Well,
in the morning, sure 'nuf, we saw the shay a-coming, and who sheuld be in it but the
Queen as well as the Prence I There was a stoan Avail between, and the men went to it

and it was down in a minute—in less than no time ; and they come on, and the Queen
got out of the shay, and ran about in the wet grass like a Billy I Says she to Mr.
Tailor, something, but I don't know what ; but says he to me, ' Is it safe for the Queen
to go into the main r '

' Saaf I ' says I, ' yes, saaf as the rock o' Gibraltar. ' So the
chains was brought foorth, and some straw throAvn into one, and some green baize after

it, and the Queen skipped in like a lamb I aud I do b'lieve I touched her ! She didn't
like it, though, when it was wet. But when we come on so far as we could to the west
load, we got «ut and walked, and when we got to the load the Prence took the pike and
thrawed-to like, like a man ! and he got a bit o' ore. ' This, ' says he, ' is from the west
load, so I puts it into my left pocket. ' And then we went to the east load, and the
Preace took the pike again and got a bit o' ore. ' This, ' says he, ' is from the east load,
so I puts it in my right pocket. ' And as they was a-coming out, says the Queen to
Mr. Taylor, ' "VSliat's that there blue that I do see ?

'
' Bless'ee, ma'am, ' say's he,

'that's the light o' day I' P.S. 120 miners was ready to cheer them as they drove oft",

all red, like Ingians, from the red ore o' the main ; aud we did cheer, to be sure, as
never was afoor 1"—W, S,
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

G. S.—Thanks for your valuable suggestions,
some of which you will see iu the present number
anticipated.

L. S.—There would be nothing- easier in the
world for us to do than to intersperse with our
graver matter the kind of reading you speak of

;

but our object is to convey such information as we
conceive is calculated to extend th-j boundaries
of thought and enlarge the faculties of the mind.
However, we feel oblio^ed by the mark you have
^iven us of your interest in our success, and will

take care that it will not be entirely lost, upon us.

X. Y.—Poetry, unless it be very good, caunot
be admitted into our pages.
P. Story.—Yes ; we intend to introduce not

only everything that we can find connected with
the manners and customs of our ancestors, but to

iudicate, in as striking a point of view as possible,

what tended most to effect the great distinctions

between our customs and theirs.

Emm.\ F.—The Queen became of age (eighteen)
on the 24th of May, 1837. She succeeded to the
throne on the death of her uncle, William IV., in

less than a month afterwards— viz., the 20th
June.

A. G.— Slrictly speaking, there are but two
great continents—the one comprising North and
Sputh America, and the other Europe, Asia, and
Africa, these last three divisions of the globe being
all united together. The largest island in the
world is Australia, which approaches Europe in

size.

P. A.—To give all the information you desire

would occupy much more space than our limits

Avill allow ; the following brief notices, however,
may serve as resting points in your researches.
About 120 years before Christ an engine was con-
structed by Hero, of Alexandria, which was put
in motion by steam. Throughout what are known
as the dark ages, we have no accounts of the ap-
plication of the discovery. In the year 1633 the
iSlarquis of Westminster, in liis work called " A
Century of Inventing," describes something like

the principle of the steam-engine. Jonathan
Hall, writing in 1737, describes an engine to propel
boats by steam, for which a patent was granted.

Experiments were afterwards conducted by Mr.
Miller, Lord Stanhope, and others, in England ;

and by Messrs. Livingston and Fulton, in Paris.

The great improver of the steam-engine, hou-
«ver, was the celebrated James Watt. The first

successful application of steam to navigation

—

L. e., the first which was not abandoned after trial

—was made in America, by Fulton, in the year
1807. The first successful steam-Ijoat in Eng-
land was constructed on the Clyde, in 1812. Tlie

first used in France was launched in the year
1820.

J. B. (Wolverhampton.)—If you require correct

information as to the Freehold Land Movement,
•subscribe to " The Freeholder," the price of

which is only 3d.; stamped, to goby post, 4d.

G. Davies (Optician).—Upon such subjects as

you enumerate, we have it in contemplation to

make arrangements so as to be able to give a

condensed yet complete paper occasionally

;

meanwhile, in answer to your question, we may

say, that winds arc caused by the heat of the
earth, in some parts rarefying the air, and in-

ducing its accent when fresh supplies rush in

to fill up the vacuum thus occasioned. The
drauij'ht from the door in a room wlien a fire has
been newly lighted, to supply the place of tlie ra-

refied air ascending the chimney, is the best

illustration we can give of a miniature wind. The
different characters of winds are derived from the
nature of the regions over which thcj- travel.

Thus our west wind is a wet one, because it has
become charged with moisture during its pass:ige

over the gie.tt Atlantic ; whilst our east wind is

dry, because, on its way to us, it has traversed

the vast land region of Asia and Europe. Thus
again our north wind brings cold from the ice-

bound pole, whilst the south comes laden with the
warmth of sunnier climes.

A Mechanic.—The reason wny a hollow tube
of metal is stronger thsyi the same quantity of
metal as a solid tod is because its substance,
standing farther from the centre, resists with a
larger lever. It is for this reason that pillars of

cast iron are usually made hollow, that they may
have strength with as little metal as possible.

Masts and yards of large ships have been made
hollow, in accordance with the same principle.

X. Y. Z.—No. It is more correct to say that
birds whistle. Natural singing is an exclusive
privilege of man. ,

" Viator."—A taste for sound and standai-d
'

books should be cultivated by young people. •

" Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined."

"An Inhabitant" (Stourbridge).—Your sug-
gestion is excellent, and shall have our best atten-

tion. A union of heads, as well as hearts, is valu- .

able.

" Sophia."—We shall endeavour to be useful,

as well as agreeable ; to instruct, as well as please.

Study is necessary to improvement; for, as a wise
preceptor remarked t) an indolent pupil, " There '

is no royal road to learning."

A Lancashire Weaver.—There are, we be-
lieve, sixty thousand jacquard-looms in Manches-
ter and its neighbourhood. In the kingdom there

are probably about one hundred and fifty thousand
in use.

James.—The marriage ring is placed on the
left Imnd because It is much less used than the
right, and therefore the ring was less liable to be
bruised or broken. This is from an old Latin
author; and we find a similar reply in the " Bri-

tish Apollo," 1788, and that, " for the same reason,
the fourth finger was chosen, which is not only less

used than either of the rest, but is more capable of
preserving a ring from bruises; having this one
quality peculiar to itself, that it caunot be
extended but in company with some other fin-

ger, wherea^^ifci»ij;Eest 'may be singly stretched

out to their full length and straightness." The
rigid notion of married women never putting
off the wedding ring, is supposed to have origi-

nated in the ancient custom of hallowing the ring,

besides the remembrance of the expression, " till

death us do pu.rt," in our marriage service.

Printed and published by JoiiK Cassell, of 335, Strand, Lou Ion, and sold by all Booksellers.
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THE WORKING MAN.

NO. II. HIS BEHAVIOUR AND CONDUCT.
Why should not every working man be a gentleman in his behaviour, and every

working woman a lady? Gentlcmanliness, or ladylikeness, does not consist in

birth, in wealth, or robes, or jewels, or fashionable and costly clothing. There are

those who possess all these and yet are very unmannerly. A gentleman literally,

originally, and properly, signifies a gentle man, or one who is urbane and kind in

his conduct towards all persons whatever may be their rank, but especially towards

tliose who may, in any respect, be deemed his inferiors. A proud and haughty
monarch, lord, or squire, is not a " f/entleman." A contemptuous, fastidious, dis-

dainful, arrogant, insolent princess, or duchess, is not a "/«f/j/,"and does not

deserve the name of a womtm. The A^'orkmg classes have, generally, very distinct

ideas of the true attributes of ladies and gentlemen. " He is no gentleman," said

an ostler, tlie other day, concerning a wealthy squire who had been assuming all

sorts of au-s about his horse which had stopped for some hours at the stable, and
for wliich he paid twopence. " My mistress," exclaimed a poor scullery girl, " is

no lady, for she gives her orders like a vixen, and struts about like a turkey-cock.

It's true she has plenty of money and finery, but she does not know how to behave
herself to the poor." On the contrary, we have often heard such words as these :

" His lordship is quite a gentleman !
" " Mrs. A. is a perfect lady! " and the

reason assigned in each instance Avas :
" They have no pride, and ai'C so very kind to

everj'one!" Hence, manners and morals, not money, or titles, or costly garments,

make men gentlemen, and women ladies ; and, therefore, we ask again, wiiy should
not every operative be a gentleman, and every working woman a lady? The
distinction is not a property qualification nor an hereditary right, but a mental and
moral accomplishment which all may possess.

Foreigners seem to understand this better than the working classes in England.
The French are noted for tlieir politeness to each otiicr ; so are the Dutch, the
Germans, the Norwegians, &c. In Norway, the ploughman takes off his hat to the
milkmaid, and the carpenter bows politely to the scavenger. In those countries,

man, as man, is the objc^ of respect to his fellows. In England, it is not the man,
but that accidental thing, ihcpurse, \h.j^xirentage, the dress, or the title, that is adored.

The man created in the image of God is notliing. Take away his money, strip him
of his robes, and you niay treat him Avorse than a dog, proving that we are more
like Pagans than Christians. With all their defects, still, in this particular,

foreigners are a centmy before us. In France every human being receives the

amorxities of outward courtesy. "SATien tallcing on this subject, a few weeks ago, to

a Frenchman in Pai'is, I said, "There is no antipathy or imfriendly feeling in the

paindsj of the masses hi England towards the people of France." My Parisian friend

D
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replied :
" We do not think "with you ; for, when a Frenchman is in England, and

cannot speak your language, you English people, and especially the masses, laugh

at him. "\Ve," said he, "never act so in France. Every working man here is

polite towards his brother workman, and especially so towards an Englishman, or

any other stranger." I told him " that politeness had not been so much studied in

Britain as in France ; but that many persons among us of rough and uncouth

mamiers were, nevertheless, of very kind dispositions." His ansv\-er Vv'as very

expressive :
" We do not think it possible to be so ; for the man who is not polite to

his fellow man has not a good heart." It may be thought that he went too far ; but

still, if kindness is an attribute of goodness, and politeness an extreme mark of

kindly feeling, then there was much truth in his declaration. " Be courteous" is a

command that comes from Heaven, and to disobey it is to trample the authority of

our Maker imder foot.

There is no reason in the world why men and women, whatever their rank or

occupation, should not speak politely and kindly to each other. It is no more trouble.

As much thought and breath are required to utter an oath or a ^tdgarism, as to

speak in a gentlemanly, lady-like, or Chiistian manner. The great art is to cherish

kindly thoughts and feelmgs towards others, and then words of love -v^ill drop

from, our lips like honey from the comb. Now, every man and woman is our

brother and sister. We are all made of one blood ; our souls are essentially the

same ; and we have all one father, even God. My neighbour has his fatdts, but

then I have also mine ; and it is noble, philanthi'opic, heroic, and divine, to be

pitiful and to forgive ; and even our indignation at injustice or crime should be

blended "svith compassion for the offender. Pity and politeness are also as politic as

they are dignified. "A soft answer turneth away A^Tath." No indi^idual was

ever himibled or melted by bemg cursed and abused. Insolence, oaths, ^'ulgarity,

obscenity', scoffing, mockery, or ribaldry, never did any one any good—never made

a friend ; but, on the contrary, has not merely disgraced those who have practised

it, but has created m^-riads of enemies.

The working classes must take this matter into their cvati hands. The first step

in the elevation of England was the independency of the barons. The next was

the rise of the burgesses to power. The last, and that v/hich will perfect the

nation, will be the mtellectual and moral—and, consequently, the political and

reli""ious—improvement of our working men and working women. Constitutional

rights can never be ^^'ithlleld from an enlightened and well-behaved people. But

this reform must begin at home and in the workshop. Husbands must speak

kindlv to wives, and N\ives to husbands. Parents must become examples of polite-

ness to children, and then the rising generation will reflect that politeness in return.

No infant is born either "s-ulgar or polished : just as the clay is neither a filthy oil-jar

nor a splendid vase. Out of the same substance we make *' vessels to honour" and
** vessels to dishonour ;" and so, out of souls essentially the same, we make polished

princes, philosophers, or philanthropists, and vulgar villains, "\-iragos, and vixens.

The domestic hearth and the factory are in too many instances the home-manu-

factories of all that is vicious in society, and may, with less labour and cost, be

schools of politeness and virtue. Every workshop is an academy for science and

good morals, or else of foolery and depravity. Men, women, and childi-en, return

every time from their labour better or worse for the companionship of their occu-

pation. There can be, among human beings, no such thing as neiatral associations,

Crood or e^il must be the resiUt. Some men have been particularly low and fouU
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moutliod in thoii* conversation ; and, alas ! our working Avomeu have not always

been free from this charge ! The AVTiter of this paper has many a time been an car-

witness of all that he says. Not a few possess the satanic art of stiiTing up every

bad pxssion and vile affection in their fellows. Every taunt, jest, insult, mockery,

obscenity, and blasphemy, that air incarnate demon could utter, seems at their

command. You might almost imagine that they nightly closeted themselves with

the Prince of Darkness. Now there is no need for this. The man, woman, or

child, wlio is clever at vice can be clever in virtue. Every man and woman, liow-

ever low and vile, can, by cultivating the better feelings of our nature, become
moral and polite to their neighbour.

\\'e are happy to know that an improvement is coming over society, and nowhero
more so than among the masses. Obscene songs and publications are giving way
to a he.dthier literature. Our working men and working women perceive that

vulgarity and crime are a bad speculation, and do no one any good ; even the

temporary pleasme they may aftbrd, to degraded minds, is partial, and attended

with a stain and a sting. Some of our Avorkshops are schools of science, learning,

good manners, sound politics, and pure religion ; and are educating better citizens

than Oxford or Cambridge. Many a mill-boy, factory-girl, and mechanic carries a

pocket laden Vv'ith cheap grammars, geographies, systems of science, histories,

biographies, classic poets, &c. &c., to beguile the hour of meals with reading,

and those of laboiu* with conversing about these ennobling subjects. Lowell, iai

America, hns shown us what " mind can do among the spindles ;" and England is

about to emulate her sons and daughters of toil across the Atlantic. To elevate

the country, to push on the other classes to use and employ their facilities for

mental and moral improvement, nothing can be so effectual fvs this movement
among the masses. Let the people respect one another, speak and act kindly

and politely towards each other; in fine, in the language of Hevelation, "Let
every one teach his neighbotu', and every one his brother."

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER III.
"He had crown np in peace and privacy nt home, silently cherishing in his heart a confidence in

God, and a magnaa>inity well adapted for the solemn times that were approaching."

—

Milton.

Ol.IVKlt IX THE LONG PARLIAMENT— HIS
AJTK.VltAXCE—Ills LINE OF ACTION—HIS
i.NTKUIXG THE ARMY.

A TiiEMEXDOUs Struggle was coming on

—

Charle.i had irrecoverably fallen in the esteem
\ of the nation. Not that the people Mere
I wanting in lo^^lty ; but England's great
I heart throbbed and heaved from its inmost
I depth and centre. Mighty interests were at

stiikc. Xo timid, cronrhing, coward-hcartcd
creatures, were the men for those stirring

times. It v»as a period for true heroism,
and true heroism there was.
The family of Cromwell, in effect, began

the strui;gle against Charles. One of Oliver's
aunts, Elizabeth Cromwell, had married
AVilliam Hampden, of Great Kimble, in the
county of Buckingham, and was left a widow
with two sons—John aud Richard. John

1)2

was a quiet and amiable man, under whose
moderation and simplicity lay concealed a
^yill of iron, and a most determined resolu-
tion. To him it was given to lift tlie signal
of resistance to the Sovereign's arbitrary
measures. On the 11th of January, l(3o6, a
meeting was held in the churcli'of Great
Kimble to assess and rate the ship-money
of the said parish. John Hampden, at the
head of the people, refused to pay the same,
or any portion of it. He was assessed for

one parish to the amount of thirty-one slnl-

lings aud sixpence ; and for another parish
to the amount of twenty shillings. By their
own resolution, the Commons had declared
the levying of tonnage and poundage to be
illegal, and those to be guilty of high treason
who should levy, or even pay audi dues.
Hampden stoutly refused, being resolved to
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try the issue by law. His judges dec-ided

against him by a majority of eight to four.

" But the people looked upon him as the

victor, and he became dear to all true hearts

in England." Nor has his name ceased to

be identified with the great principles of

truth, justice, and freedom. These princi-

ples are immutable and eternal, and in con-

nexion Avith them, Hampden became tlie

greatest man in England.
In his trial, Hampden was defended by

Mr. St. John, with no common force of law

eloquence, for three days running. This dis-

tinguished barrister married for his second

wife one of Cromwell's cousins, daughter of

his uncle Henry. Under date of October,

1638, Oliver wrote to this estimable lady as

follows :

—

' ' Dear Cousin,—I thankfully acknowledge
your love in your kind remembrance of me
upon this opportunity. Alas ! you do too

highly prize my lines and my company. I

may be ashamed to your own expressions,

considering how unprofitable I am, and the

mean improvement of my talent. Yet to

honour my God by declaring what he hath

done for mvsoul, in this I am confident, and
I will be so'. Truly, then, this I find: That
he giveth springs in a dry barren wilderness

where no water is. I live, you know where,

in Meshee, which they say signifies Prolong-

ing ; in Kedar, Avhich signifies Blackness

:

yet the Lord forsaketh me not. Though he

do prolong, yet he will, I trust, bring me to

his tabernacle, to his resting-place. My
soul is with the Congregation of the First-

born, my body rests in hope ; and if here I

may honour my God either by doing or by
suffering, I shall be most glad. Truly no
poor creature hath more cause to put him-
self forth in the cause of his God than I. I

have had plentiful wages beforehand ; and I

am sure I shall never earn the least mite.

The Lord accept me in his Son, and give me
to Avalk in the light—and give us to walk in

the light, as he is the light ! He it is that

enlighteneth our blackness, our darkness.

I dare not say he hideth his face from me.
He giveth me to see light in the light. One
beam in a dark place hath exceeding much
refreshment in it: blessed be his name for

shining upon so dark a heart as mine ! You
know what my manner of life hath been.

Oh, I lived in and loved darkness, and hated

light; I Avas a chief, the chief of sinners.

This is true ; I hated godliness, yet God had
mercy on me. Oh, the riches of his mercy !

Praise him for me
;
pray for me, that he who

hath begun a good Avork Avould perfect it in

tke day of Christ. Salute all my friends in

that family whereof you are yet a member.
I am much bound unto them for their love.

I bless the Lord for them ; and that my son,

by their procurement, is so well. Let him

have your prayers, your counsel ; let me
have them. Once more farewell ! The Lord
be Avith you,"
While Charles Avas filling the soul of every

true Englishman Avith horror and anguish
by his persecuting and tyrannical conduct,

he Avas applying himself Avith intense ear-

nestness to abolish Presbyterianism and
establish Prelacy in Scotland, The service-

book Avhich he took the pains to transmit

for the benefit of his Scottish subjects, Avas

received by them Avith horror and indigna-

tion. They took a national covenant against

its adoption ; and eventually proceeded to

march a large army across the TAveed in

support of the freedom of their consciences.

Charles, by extraordinary economy, having
contrived to accumulate a considerable sum
above and beyond the outlay involved in

carrying on his government, and assisted

by tire nobility and gentry, and chiefly by
the prelates of the Church, in this emergency
leA'ied and equipped a formidable body of

troops, at AA-hose head he marched against

the Scots, But the Scots, Avith a much better

army, already lay encamped on Dunse LaAV

—eA-ery nobleman Avith his tenants there as

a drilled regiment round him— at every

colonel's tent this pennon flying : " For
Christ's Crowx and Covenant." No
fighting Avas thought of; the King judged it

most prudent to enter into terms, Charles

having failed honourably to perform his

part, the Scotch shortly afterAvards prepared

to rencAV their visit. They had SAVorn fidelity

to their ancient institutions, and nothing

could make them SAverve. Their banner noAv

floated in the light of HeaA'en. Ill success,

and no mistakeable evidences of a disposi-

tion in his army to side Avith their Scottish

brethren, compelled the King to listen

favourably to the petition and prayer of

the enemy for the means of a lasting peace.

He had to submit to a ncAV Parliament,

Avhich, to the unspeakable joy of the people,

met in April, 1640. This Avas the ever-

celebrated Long Parliament, in Avhich

CroniAvell sat as member for Cambridge. It

Avas no vulgar assembly, and its proceedings

form no common chapter in the history of

our loved England. Milton, after noticing

their high birth, and their attainments, and
commending their sterling virtue in having

passed unhurt through the severe ordeal

of both courtly temptation and vengeance,

says :
" Thus,' in the midst of all disadvan-

tages and disrespects, having given proof

ofthemselves to be better made and framed

by nature to the love and practice of virtue

—that others, under the holiest precepts

and best examples, have been headstrong

and prone to vice ; and having, in all the

trials of a firm ingrafted honesty, not

oftencr buckled in the conflict than given
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every opposition the foil; this, moreover,
was added by favour from Heaven, as an
ornament and happiness to their virtue,

that it should be neither obscure in the
opinion of men, nor eclipsed for want of

matter equal to illustrate itself; God and
man consenting, in point of approbation, to

cViuse them out, as worthiest above others,

to be both the great reformers of the
Church and the restorers of the Common-
wealth. Nor did they deceive that expecta-
tion, which, with the eyes and desires of
their country, was fixed upon them ; for no
sooner did the force of so much united
excellence meet in one globe of brightness
and efficacy, but, encountering the dazzled
resistance of tyranny, they gave not over,

though their enemies were strong and
subtle, till they had laid her grovelling upon
the fatal block ; with one stroke winning
again our lost liberties and charters, Avhich

our forefathers, after so many battles, could
scarce maintain." Even Clarendon him-
self testifies, " that there were in the Com-
mons many persons of wisdom and gravity,

who, being possessed of great and plen-
tiful fortunes, though they were undevoted
enough to the court, had all imaginable
duty for the King, and affection for the
Government established by law or ancient
customs ; that, without doubt, the major
part of that body consisted of men who had
no mind to break the peace of the kingdom,
or to make any considerable alteration in

the government of Church and State ; that
there Avas observed a marvellous elated
countenance in many of the members of
Parliament before they met together in the
House. The same men, who, six months
before, were observed to be of very moderate
tempers, and to wish that gentle remedies
might be applied, without opening the
wound too wide and exposing it to the air

—

and rather to cure what was amiss than too
strictly to make inquisition into the causes
and original of the malady,—talked now in

another dialect both of things and persons,
and said that they must now be of another
temper than they were the last Parliament

;

that they must not only sweep the House
clean below, but must pull down all the
cobwebs which hung in the tops and corners,
that they might not breed dust, and so
make a foul house hereafter ; that they had
now no opportunity to make their country
happy, by removing all grievances, and
pulling up the causes of them by the roots,

if all men would do their duties." The
House addressed itself to its great duty,
conscious of its own strength, and of the
present weakness of the Sovereign. The
King was now in the hands of Parliament.
Complaints and petitions relative to griev-
ances were presented on all hands, so that

the House was divided and sub-divided into
more than forty committees for their con-
sideration. In nearly one-half of these
committees we find the name of Cromwell.
Nor was his voice unknown to the House

;

and when he spoke he was listened to with
marked attention. His appearance was not
commanding, but his eloquence had all the
fire and force of truth. We are told that he
wore a plain cloth suit, which seemed to

have been made by a bad country tailor
;

that his linen was not of the purest white

;

that his ruffles were old-fashioned ; that his
hat was without a band ; that his sword
stuck close to his side ; that his countenance
was swollen and reddish ; that his voice was
sharp and untunable : but that his delivery
was warm and animated ; that his framq,
although exceeding the middle height, was
strong and well-proportioned ; that he had
a manly air, a bright and sparkling eye, and
a stern look ; and what was better far, he
Avas a man A\-ith a soul—a soul Avhich could
see into the future, and in AA^hich lay yet
concealed mighty purposes and high re-

solves.

It soon became apparent, from the con-
duct of Charles, that he Avas a man Avithout

faith, and that an open and uncompronrising
opposition to his entire policy could alone
save England. This Avas the crisis. The
salvation of the country called aloud for

patriotic men and true. And Ave are told
that it was not a few of either House, but
all the great PATiaoTS, that concurred at
first to make inquiry into the grievances of
this reign ; and, indeed, most of those AA-ho

took the King's part in the succeeding war
Avere the men that appeared AA'ith the greatest
zeal for the redress of grievances. Parlia-
ment proceeded energetically to prosecute
the authors of the AArongs which had been
inflicted on the nation. They effected the
committal of the King's first ministers, the
Earl of Strafford and Archbishop Laud,
upon charges of high treason. On MondaA',
the 10th of May, 1041, his Majesty Avas

called to sign the death-Avarrant of Strafford,

AA'ho Avas beheaded on the Wednesday fol-

loAA'ing, and AA'ho, on being told that the
King had given his assent to the bill for his

execution, raised his hands to heaven and
said :

" Put not your trust in princes, nor in

the sons of men, for in them there is no
salvation."

Xor did the proceedings of the House
terminate here. They reversed the sen-
tences formerly passed against Hampden
and others of the popular party ; obtained the
King's assent to their bill for Triennial
Parliaments

;
procured the abolition of

monopolies, and an ansAver from his Majtsty
relative to his extraordinary methods of

raising supplies by forced loans, tonnage
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and poundage, ship-money, and other ex-

pedients—succeeded in placing ministers
all very gracious to the people in the royal
counsels ; and among their earliest measures
sent commissioners into the several coun-
ties " for the defacing, demolishing, and
quite taking away all images, altars, or

tables turned altarwise, crucifixes, super-
stitious pictures, monuments, and reliques

of idolatry, out of all churches and chapels."
It is worthy of remark that the speeches of

members of Parliament were now first

l)ublished, and the liberty of the press,

though not formally decieed, was for the
first time fully established. The first three-

and-twenty months of tliis Parliament were
"months distinguished beyond most others
in history by anxieties and endeavours, by
hope and fear, and SAvift vicissitude, to all

England," and to none of England's true

sons than to our Cromwell.
In 1611, while the King was absent on a

visit to the Scots, an alarming report sud-
denly reached London, that the Irish, shel-

tering themselves behind the names of the
King and Queen, holding in one hand a
commission which they feigned to have re-

ceived from Charles, and bearing fire and
sword in the other, were ravaging the coun-
try with fearful desolation. The plot, con-
trived v.ith the greatest secresy, had broken
out in horrible and revolting massacres.
In liOndon and Edinburgh, in town and
country, the most distressing accounts were
passed from mouth to mouth, and terror

sat deep in the hearts of all. The better

part of the Commons immediately called for

a IvEMO^',STllA^'CE to the King. Great in-

terests were at stake. All that the people
most dearly loved and cherished was being
perilled. On the 22nd of Xoveinber, amid
the deep stilness of midnight, the Ke-
monstrance was passed. "Had it been
rejected," said Oliver, as he left the House,
" I Avould have sold everything that I pos-

sess, and never have seen England more."
But England could not lose so true a son.

Her destinies w^ere soon to be in his hand.
All that had taken place was yet but as the

drawing up of the curtain from the great

stage on which he Avas to act so conspicuous
and so glorious a part.

" Charles struggled ineffectually against

the force of things. The age had cut-

stripped him. It was not his nation only,

but the wliolc human race, that dragged him
along. He desired what was no longer pos-

sible. The liberty thathad been won was first

to be swallowed up in a military despotism,

that deprived it of its anarchy ; but what
was taken from the fathers was restored to

the children, and remained as a final result

to England." On the 7th of December, a

bill was introduced into the Commons, to

the effect, that the organisation of the
militia, and the nomination of its officers,

should for the future only take place Avith

the concurrence of Parliament. This mea-
si;re went far to undermine the royal
power ; and yet the liberty and the Pro-
testantism of our England seemed to de-
pend upon it. In the beginning of the
following year Charles began the contest
by calling upon the Lower House to give
up to him five of its most influential mem-
bers, and with Avhom were the sympathies
and the souls of the people—Pym, Hamp-
den, Haselrig, Holies, and Steade. As the
King entered, the whole House stood up,
uncovered; and he, casting his eyes around
the assembly, said: " Since I see the birds

are flown, I expect that you will send them
to me, otherwise I must take my own course
to find them," The House became justly

indignant, and there was one universal
shout of " Privilege ! privilege !

" Charles
now stood in the most hostile attitude to

the nation. The struggle between the Par-
liament and the Monarch, it was clearly

seen, could be no vulgar conflict. The
ruin of the Throne seemed involved in the

movement, and was all but inevitable. This
was the beginning of the Revolution.
Cromwell w-as at this crisis forty-two

years of age, and the father of six children.

He was living in comparative quiet, and
had never thought of the profession ofarms.
But the character of the times called for

new and extraordinary measures. " Every
day those men who felt the truest affection

for their country were disturbed in their

homes at London, or in their more tranquil

rural retreats, by reports of the massacre
of the Protestants in Ireland—of the King's
connivance at it — of his insincerity and
falsehoods—'Of his projects—of the punish-
ments already inflicted on many of their

brethren—of the persecutions in Scotland
—the daily banishment of.the best Chris-

tians in the kingdom, and by other signs

and events no less alarming." Tlie liberties

and the happiness of England were not to

be tamely sacrificed to the ambition of a

proud and imperious monarch. Men of

noble daring and invincible energy rushed
forth " to save, with God's assistance, their

country and their faith, by withdrawing
from their families and exposing tlieir lives

in arms."
Oliver was one of these noble men. He

exchanged parliamentary debate for mili-

tary campaign. Cromwell already belonged
to the Huntingdonshire yeomanry ; and
the time had now come for the most manly
display of his patriotism and courage.

Having contributed the large sum of £300
out of his small fortune to carry on the

most cfFcctivc resistance to roy;il tyranny,
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he afterwards joined the parliamentary army
along with his two sons, and then raised
two companies of volunteers at Cambridge.
Behold Oliver the soldier !

" You have
my money ; I hope in God I desire to ven-
ture my skin, so it's mine." Such was the
noble sentiment of this truly noble man.
He counted not his life dear unto himself;
and for the space of seventeen years, from
this day until that of his death, all his

thoughts were taken up with the freedom
and the elevation of his country. How
memorable the words which he addressed
to his son :

" Thou, too, boy, Oliver—thou
art fit to swing a sword. If ever there was a
battle worth fighting, and to be called God's
battle, it is this : thou too wilt come !

"

Who can conceive of the father's feelings
at this moment ? " How a staid, most
pacific, solid farmer, of three-and-forty, de-
cides on girding himself with warlike' iron,

and fighting, he and his, against princi-

palities and powers, let readers who have
formed any notion of this man conceive for

themselves." Ere long in his military and
political career he was to make himself
known to the world as the greatest man of
his age.

One day a member rose and addressed
the House in rather a curt, uncouth, and
somewhat warmer tone. His appearance was
not in his favour, but his soul was on fire.

Some one, filled with surprise, inquired of
Hampden who was the speaker. Hampden,
who himself was a man of no mediocrity,
and whom friends and enemies acknow-
ledged to be the most eminent for prudence,
answered, with a smile :

" That sloven whom
you see before you hath no ornament in
his speech : that sloven, I say, if we should
ever come to a breach with the King (which
God forbid !) ;—in such a case, I say, that
sloven will be the greatest man in Eng-
land." That sloven was Oliver CromAvell

!

THE WOOD-NOOK WELLS;
OR,

NEIGHBOURS' QUARRELS.
By Mary Hoavitt.

CHAPTER II.—(Concluded fro7n p. ii.J

One day young Mr. Trimmings walked
up to Wood-Nook about a new kind of but-

ton that he wanted to introduce. He was
a dashing young man, a master-tailor, who
had served his apprenticeship in London,
and who had a great opinion of himself.

He dressed well, and considered himself
handsome, and had long been an admirer
of Susan, though she hitherto had given
him no encouragement. He was greatly
disliked and ridiculed by Robert May, who
always called him Mister Snipps. He
chanced to come up about the new button
at a moment when Susan was very angry
with Robert, and, quick as lightning, she
determined to favour him to spite the old
lover.

Dalton, who was inclined to think well of
anybody who purchased button-moulds, re-

ceived the young tailor very kindly, and,
almost as quickly as his daughter, deter-
mined that he should be her husband. It

was necessary for Mr. Trimmings to wait
and see the button-moulds turned. Dalton
took great pains with them, and then pro-
posed that his daughter should cover them
with silk thread, according to Mr. Trim-
mings's idea. Trimmings stayed tea ; Su-
san cheerfully commenced her work, and
the result was all that was desired.

Things turned out according to Dalton's
wishes. The tailor came again and again,
and Susan was constantly employed on
these new, fashionable buttons, which took
amazingly. Trimmings fancied himself in
love, and only one thing prevented his
maldng immediate proposals. His brother
was clerk to the lawyer who was well ac-
quainted with the state of Dalton's affairs,
and from him he learned that the little pro-
perty was heavily mortgaged. Desperately
in love as he was, therefore, he paused be-
fore he committed himself; for his intention
was in any case to marry a girl with monev.
Susan, who in truth did not care the vahie
of a button-mould for Trimmings, gave him,
nevertheless, great encouragement. She
did this to annoy Robert Mav, who might,
she tliought, have set things right between
the two families, if he would ; for she was
beginning to be tired of the feud, and to
wish heartily for the pleasant old times
when she and R,obert were good friends.

Robert had tried to set things straight, as
far as his fatlier was concerned, but he
could do nothing. The son's interference
only made the father more obstinate. He
swore that his son should never marrv Dal-
ton's daughter. The continued hot weather,
the scarcity of water, and the locked-up
well, increased his rancour, "No," he said,
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<' he would never forgive Dalton ;
the law

should take its way, and if it took their last

shilling he did not niind." This was the

mood of the father ; and when Robert saw

old Dalton pouring, as if in wanton waste,

whole bucketsfull of water at the tree roots,

and dashing it about in front of his shop, as

he said, to cool the air ; but still more, when
he saw the smart young tailor, the identical

Mister Snipps, going up to Dalton's two or

three evening a week, he became almost as

angry as his father, only that his anger

shoAved itself in another way. He grew very

silent and gloomy ; he thought he should

set off somewhere ; he would leave the

country, as his brother had done ;
he would

list for a soldier, or go to sea. The only

comfort he had at this time was little Lucy.

He fetched water often in the evening to

save his mother the trouble, and the child

went with him ; and with her he prattled

and talked, though he was silent to every-

body else.

The heat of the summer was intense. It

was a very unhealthy time. Fever broke

out in the town, and the doctors said it was

owing to the long drought. In the midst

of this the child was suddenly taken ill. It

was the fever that she had. The next day

she was delirious, and the doctor gave but

little hope of her recovery. So complete

was the estrangement between the two fa-

milies, that the tidings of poor little Lucy's

grievous sickness came only indirectly to

the Daltons. " Poor Robert ! what will he

do?" thought Susan, for she knew how

dearly he loved the child. She was ready

to offer help and sympathy, but she knew

that her father would not permit it, neither

did she know wliether it would be accept-

able to the Mays.
Somebody said that evening, in Dalton's

kitchen, that jNIrs. May was crying because

they did not expect little Lucy would re-

cover. " Then let her die !" said Dalton,

in a hard, imfeeling tone. It seemed

almost a satisfaction to him that his neigh-

bours were in trouble.

Old May Avas the only one of his house-

hold who' went to bed that night, and he,

too, was anxious and unhappy. " You'll

let me know," said he, as he went upstairs,

" if I can be of any use, or if the poor little

wench is worse."

The fever was now spent, and she lay on

her little bed in that state of passive ex-

haustion which is more like death than life.

Her lips were still parched, and it was sti-

flingly hot in her little chamber beneath the

thatch ; and, although she was too weak to

speak, the occasional movement of the

clammy lips indicated thirst. Robert, Avho,

through the whole of this child's illness, had

shown the tenderness of a woman, sat by her

bed, with his coat and waistcoat off, fanning

her with a fan which he had made from a

folded sheet of writing-paper. In the dusk of

that short summer night, the grandmother,

who had just dropped off in a doze, Avas

suddenly aAvoke by Robert, Avho asked her

to take his place. The child, he said, had
opened her eyes, and looked at him ; her

lips had move"^d as if asliing for Avater. The
Avater in the house Avas hot and unrefresh-

ing. He Avould noAV fetch some that Avas

cool, that it might be agreeable and re-

freshing to her, at a moment Avhen he

hoped '

a favourable change Avas taking

place.

The grandmother seated herself by the

bed, and Robert darted from the house Avith

the empty pitcher, Avhich, as it Avas noAV

night, he' resolved to fill from the neigh-

bour's Avell. True, the handle Avas secured,

but he felt nerved Avith strength sufficient

to break an iron chain. The chain, hoAv-

ever, Avas not easily broken. He Avrenched

at it Avith all his might, and this made so

much noise that Dalton, Avho slept but

lightly, and Avhose chamber-AvindoAV faced

the AY ell, Avas aAvoke. He started up, flimg

open the AvindoAv, and looking upon this as

an act of defiance and an attempt to gain

possession of the Avell, he uttered the most

violent threats and imprecations; and as

this happened to be a Wednesday night,

Avhen he Avas inflamed by liquor, he Avould

readily have proceeded to the violence

Avliich he threatened. Robert, Avho, if he

could have released the handle, Avould have

di-aAvn the Avater in defiance of him, noAV

merely thought that he Avas losing time,

and might lose still more if he encountered

bodily his angry neighboiu', merely replied

by a muttered curse, and then rushed aAvay

Avith a frenzied feeling of mingled rage and

anxietv, past his OAvn door, and doAvn the

high road to the Avay-side Avell, where he

kncAv the Avater to be plentiful and free.

HoAV he reached the spring, and hoAv he

returned Avith his dripping pitcher, he

hardly kncAv ; he seemed i') himself to fly,

and yet the distance appeared unusually

long.
When he re-entered the house, the first

soimd he heard Avas his mother's steps

crossing the floor above. They did not

seem to him as hushed as his OAvn had been

in the presence of the sick child, and in-

stantly the thought struck him that she Avas

dead—that his drop of Avater Avas come too

late

!

. ,

Before he could ascend the stairs, he

asked in a Ioav, husky voice, Avhich AA-as

startlingly audible through the silence,

" HoAv Ts'she ?" At the sound of this sad,

foreboding voice, the woman's feelings

burst forth, and she ansAvercd Avith a sob,
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that " the blessed baby would never Avant a

drop of water more !"

Had liobert May seen old Dalton stand
before him as the murderer of the child, he
could not have felt much more intense

hatred than he did at that moment. He
set down the pitcher of now unavailing
water, and throwing himself into a chair,

clenched his fist, and abandoned himself to

a miserable sense of sorrowful bereavement,
and a craving for revenge which he vowed
to himself never to rest till he had appeased.
The next morning it was noised abroad

among the neighbours that little Lucy was
dead, and that old Dalton had refused to

Robert May a drop of water for her at

the last moment. The neighbours cried,

"Shame!" and old Dalton, who now for

the first time knew the true state of the
case, tried to harden his heart—for he was
too protid and too obstinate to confess him-
self in the wrong, or to express contrition

—and it only angered him to see his neigh-
bours taking against him—those very
neighbours who had been so much bene-
fited by his well, and he vowed that he
would do it again if it were to be done the
next day ; and moreover from this time
forth nobody need come to him for water,
for that now they should have none ; and if

they were so fond of the i>Iays, why they
should be treated like the Mays !

Susan cried, and tried to mollify her
father, but she only vexed him.

CHAPTER III.

A UOLAND FOR THE OLIVER.

She was now very unhappy. She loved
little Lucy dearly; she knew how much
Robert loved her, and how much he must
now suffer. She deplored this family feud
from the bottom of her heart, and the sight
of the locked-up well-handle seemed to her
a bitter reproach. What would she now
not have given to have seen Robert as for-

merly, to have been able to speak a kind
word to him, to comfort him ! But she saw
him not ; she felt ashamed of passing the
Mays' door, and kept very much at home.

On Sunday the child was to be buried.
Formerly the Daltons would have been the
first counselled with ; to them tliey would
have looked for sympathy in their sorrow,
and they in fact would have been the first

to offer it. Susan Avould have helped to lay
the dead child in its little coffin ; her father
Avould have given his choicest flowers to

scatter over it ; they would all have done
numberless little neighbourly offices of
kindness ; but they had robbed themselves
of that privilege. Now they could do none.
Susan sat in her room and cried ; she en-
vied herself the former happy hours she had

spent with Robert ; she fancied that she
should never be happy again. She did not
open her heart to her mother, because
she so greatly favoured Mr. Trimmings

;

and, moreover, her mother overwhelmed her
with a new and unexpected grief, with which
she herself had only just become acquainted
—namely, that the mortgagee of their pro-
perty was in difficulty ; that the interest had
not been duly paid ; and that in all proba-
bility, if help did not come from one quarter
or another, the mortgage would be fore-

closed, and their patrimony go out of their

hands, leaving them almost in beggary.
She had no time to think about other
people's sorrows ; she could not sympathise
either with the Mays or with her daughter,
What were the Mays' troubles to them

!

Eight hundi-ed pounds must be raised in

one quarter or another, and that was enough
for her to think about

!

Susan sympathised with her parents in
their new trial. They talked over their trou-

bles undisguisedly amongst themselves : the
law-suit which Dalton had commenced Avas

not yet ended, and that would involve them
still more. Susan proposed to leave home
for service, but of that her parents would not
hear. The parents looked to her marriage
with Trimmings as the means by Avhich
their help was to come. But Susan's fidelity

to Robert May was unshaken; nay, indeed,
her love for him in his present sorrow re-

turned with increased force into her heart.

How could she entertain her parents' views
Avith regard to Trimmings ? She Avas every
AA'ay in great sorroAv and perplexity.

On Sunday morning it rained—the first

rain for many months. The rain drops
poured doAA'n like visible blessings from
heaA-en. Robert sat in the closed shop
among the osiers, and listened to the pour-
ing rain. In the evening it Avas again fine,

beautifully bright and calm, and the boun-
tiful rain-drops hung like glittering dcAV
upon exexy parched leaf and floAver. Robert
thought of the little parched mouth Avhich
had craved for Avater that came not, and
he ground his teeth Avith bitter anguish.

Six young girls, dressed in Avhite, carried
the little coffin ; and six others, in the same
pure vesture, Avalked first, singing beautiful
hymns in a Ioav voice. This Avas the Avay in
Avhich the young and pure Avere ever borne
to the grave in that simple country place.
The little mourning company, the grand-
father and grandmother, Robert, and a few
friendly neigbours, folioAved.

The ncAA's of this simple funeral procession
Avas brought to the Daltons by Mr. Trim-
mings, Avho Avalked up that evening, and
Avho had met it just AAdnding doAvn the Wood-
Nook-lane to the high road. Trimmings
Avas received by the old people with the
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greatest kindness. When tea was over,

Dalton took him into the great evergreen

arbom- at the far end of the garden, where
they were soon deeply engaged in conversa-

tion. The father made him the confidant of

his troubles ; and Susan, wishing to be out

oftheAvay, and wishing also for quietness,

to think over what she had best do in her

difficult circumstances, put on her bonnet

and shaAvl and Avalked down into the silent

meadows beyond.
The white-attired maidens chanted their

holy hymns as they slowly preceded the

little coffin along the shady road and up the

beautiful churchyard path towards the little

open grave in the pleasantest part of the

churchyard, where those beloved remains

were to find their last resting-place.

The church chimes played a low and holy

trme, and then, in the silence that succeeded,

the deep quiet voice of the clergyman ut-

tered the solemn and consolatory words of

the funeral service. There Avas something

holy in the hour and the scene. A calm
like that of heaven seemed to steal over the

perturbed breast of Robert, and, for the first

time for many days, he felt as if he would
freely and entirely forgive. He thought of

Susan and the old times ; he longed to talk

with her of the little child now sleeping

lowly at his feet. He longed to take the

old man by the hand and to say, let us all

be friends. It seemed possible to him ; and
he believed that his parents must feel as he

did. "Our father in heaven," sighed he,
*' forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive

those vv-ho trespass against us!" He now
understood the words ; he seemed never to

have understood them before, and he Avept.

Instead of returning home at once with

the little funeral company, Robert strolled

down by himself to the willow holts, and
thence forward into the refreshed meadows,
and so homewards, in the pleasant dusk, by
the very walk which Susan had taken, and
which Avould lead him past the Daltons'

cottage, and which he would thus pass for

the first time since the quarrel, because, on
account of its bringing him so near to their

house, he had of late avoided this pleasant

walk.
But before the hour of dusk we must

return to Susan, in these very fields, and to

Trimmings, sitting witli her father in the
great old arbour.

Trimmings, as I said, had already gained
some intelligence from his brother, the
lawyer's clerk, of the encumbrance on Dal-
ton's little property ; and now the painful

avowal which the poor man had compelled
himself to make, accompanied by the re-

el uest that his young friend would, if pos-
sible, help him out of his difficulties, or at

least devise some means of doing so, showed

him clearly enough that matters were much
worse than he had imagined.

Trimmings was neither a generous man
nor a man of principle ; he could help Dal-
ton out of his difficulties if he liked, for he
had the money, having lately received a
legacy from an uncle of more than that
amount. He said he could do so, and his

words filled poor Dalton's heart with joy
;

but he made no promise that he icuuld.

Dalton thought not that any promise was
needed ; he thought of nothing but that

Trimmings would become his son-in-law,

and clear off the mortgage, and thus all be
right.

Trimmings Avas not, as I said, a generous
man; nor had he, certainly, any real love

for Susan. And though he thought it

might be a good investment of his money,
and though he had already pictured to him-
self a smart little country-box of his own,
in the place of the old button-mould turner's

cottage, yet he now AvaA'ered in his mind as

to the mistress of it ; Avhether she should
be Susan Dalton, the daughter of an almost
bankrupt father, or Lydia Oglethorpe, the

daughter of a jolly landlady of a neigh-
bouring town, who had plentj- of money
and to Avhom he would be a welcome lover.

Whilst old Dalton Avas pouring out his

troubles confidentially, and, as he hoped,
into the ears of one aa'Iio Avas Avilling to lieip

him, Trimmings Avas mentally deliberating

as above. AVhatcver conclusion he came
to the old man, AA-ith great satisfaction, saAV

him, as soon as their conversation Avas over,

turn doAvn the meadoAv path Avhich his

daughter had taken only half an hour be-

fore.

Trinnnings found Susan seated at the

foot of a tree, and he seated himself very

familiarly beside her. She kncAV that her
father had made him the confidant of his

troubles, and he now told her that he had
long been aAvare of them. From this Susan
drew an inference favourable to him ;—he
must, then, have been disinterested in his

attentions to her. She ventured to ask him
if lie Avould aid her father ; she looked im-
ploringly into his face—for her father's sake

she did so. There Avas something in her

look at that moment AA-hich cause J. Trim-
mings to \i3C a freedom he had never done
before : he thrcAv his arm round her Avaist,

drcAV her hastily tOAvards himself and kissed

her, saying that for her sake he Avould do
anything.

At that moment Robert May passed. He
had Avalked sloAvly up the mcadoAvs, Avith a

SAveet Avish groAving in his heart that he
might meet his Susan—that they might be
reconciled, and, througli their reconciliation,

that the family feud might be healed.
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Now, however, when he sav,- Susan sitting

bv the side of his rival, and witnessed the

apparently lover-like terms of their inter-

course, he felt like one who has suddenly

received a blow from the hand of a friend.

Susan, who was so modest and coy, and
from whom, even in their most ijitiniate

days, he had found it almost impossible to

steal a kiss, now permitted the very man
•who had been their laughing-stock to use

the familiarity of a deserving lover ! He felt

almost mad. Jealousy took possession of

his heart, and Avith it an instantaneous re-

vulsion of feeling. He now thirsted for

revenge.
Susan, who, as Robert had believed, was

the most modest of girls, felt no less

annoyed than himself at the freedom of

Trimmings ; whilst the fact of its having
been witnessed by Robert completely stun-
ned and bewildered her.

" O Z\ir. Trimmings, what have you
done !

" exclaimed she, starting to her feet,

and bursting into tears. Robert neither
saw nor imagined her dismiiy ; and Trim-
mings was again at her side, praising her
beauty, and promising to do much for her
sake. He laughed, and was apparently iu

high spirits.

She was too unhappy to attend either to

his mirth or his promises. They reached
home ; the old people received him Avith

more than their usual cordiality, and did
not notice the disturbed countenance of
their daughter.

( To be continued.J

CIIArvLE:\IAGXE.

FROM THE PRKXCH OF ALEXAXDUE DL'jIAS.

CnAiiLTMAGN'E was One of those men to

whom a great historian should be exclu-

sively devoted. He belonged to that class

of beings whom God has predestinated for

special purposes, and sent upon the en.rth

at their appointed time. During the life of

such men marvellous things are accom-
plished, and they are ordinarily ascribed to

mere human agency ; for the A-isible cause

is before us, and we attribute the events

solely to its instrumentality ; but after the

man has passed away, and we calmly com-
pare the ends he seemed to have attained

with the results actually effected, we find

that he was but an instrument in the hand
of his Maker, instead of a creature obeying
the impulses of his own will ; and we are

forced to see and to confess 4hat the genius
was blind in proportion as it was mighty

;

and the more it accomplished the less was
it self-directed.

Those historians who have presented
Charlemagne as a French monarch, have
laboured under a great misapprehension of

facts. Charlemagne was a man of the North
—a barbarian, \vho never learacd to write

even his name ; who sealed his treaties v.ith

•

the hilt of his siword, and enforced their ob-
servance with its point. Germany, the na-
tive land of his ancestry, was emphatically
his OAvn favourite domain ; his two capitals

were Aix-la-Chapelle and Thion'.-ille ; the
langviage he habitiuilly spoke was the Teu-
tonic ; liis dress that of his forefathers.

And when he found that, in his dominions,
the Roman language was supplanting his

Temacular tongue, and the national dress
superseding that to which he had been ac-

customed, he gave orders to collect all the

songs of his fatherland, that they, at lea.st,

miglit be preserved for his jjosterily ; and
he obstinately refused to array himself in
any co.->came but that of his progenitors.
Charlemagne was sent upon the earth to

fomid and to build, in the uintii century, a
colossal empire in Euroyje—an empire wliich
was to crush the remnant of those savage
nations vdiich, by reiterated incursions, had
overthrown all grovring civilization, and
hindered tlie Gospel from bearing fruit.

Hence, the long reign of this Emperor was
devoted to one object—the repelling of bar-
barism by a barbarian. He drove the Goths
beyond the Pyrenees

;
pursued the Huns

and Avars into Panonia ; destroyed the
kingdom of Didier in Italy ; and at length,
fatigued with tne toils of a thiity years' war
with the Saxons, he determined to bring to

an end their revolt, treason, and idolatry.

For this purpose, he marched from city to

city, placed his sword upright in the earth
in the centre of each town, and, causing the
people to assemble around it, he commanded
lais soldiers—upon the true Procustean
principle—to cut off every head that rose
above the level of his blade.

One nation, alone, escaped him—the
Normans ; who, at a later period, by com-
bining with the other nations already esta-

blished in the bosom of Gaul, became the
true and direct ancestors of the I'rencU
people. At this time tbey owed their safety
to the flectness of their movements. When-
ever they placed themselves on the soil of
the einpire, Charlemagne was there in force

to repel tliem ; and no sooner did he appear,
than they eluded his grasp, and took refuge
in the ships that lay wailing to receive them.
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The monk of St. Gall thus narrates one of

their apparitions upon the coast :

—

Cliarlemagne, who was always on the
inarch, arrived by chance and unexpectedly
in a certain maratinie city of Narbunnensian
Gaul ; and while there, a fleet of Norman
pirates came to anchor in the harbour.
When these strange vessels were discovered,

a question arose as to the country Avhence
they came. Some believed them to be Jews

;

others Africans ; and others, again, Britons.

The Emperor, however, recognised them at

once by their long hulls, slender mast, and
sails like the wings of a bird of prey ; and,
tm-ning toward one of his followers, he said,
" Those vessels are not filled with mer-
chandise, but with enemies." At these

words, the Franks sprang forward with
great enthusiasm, determined to punish the

audacious intruders, but their attempt was
in vain; for the Normans having learned
that the great Emperor (whom they were
accustomed to call Karle - Marteau, or

Charles the Hammer) was there in person,

weighed their ancliors, and set sail with in-

credible rapidity, lest their whole flotilla

should be captured and burned—and thus
they escaped not only the swords, but the

fierce looks of the Franks.
The pious Charlemagne, in the meantime,

filled with a great disquietude, arose from
the table ; and, placing himself at the win-

dow that looked toward the East, remained
there a long time with his arms folded, and
tears running down his cheeks. Then, as

no one dared inquire the cause of this deep
grief, he was pleased to say: "My faithful

friends, know ye why I weep so bitterly ?

It is not, certes, that I fear yon men will

annoy me by their pitiful piracies ; but I am
cut to the heart, that they daro approach
this shore while I live—because I foresee

liow they will persecute my children and
their people after I am gone."
We will give another extract to show how

Charlemagne appeared to the generation
that succeeded him.
One of the lords of the kingdom, named

Ogger, had incurred the displeasure of the

terrible Charlemagne ; and, to escape his

resentment, had taken refuge with Dcside-
rius. King of the I^ombards. When it was
known in Lombardy that the dreaded King
of the Franks was approaching, Desiderius
and Ogger ascended to the summit of a high
tower that commanded a vieAv of the country
on all sides. At first, they saw machines
of war like those that must have served
the legions of Darius and Julius Caesar.

" Is not Charlemagne with his army ?"

demanded the King.
" No," replied Ogger.
An immense troop of common soldiers

came next, and the King again demanded

:

" Surely Charlemagne is triumphantly ad-
vancing in the midst of this host ?"

"No, not yet," was Ogger's answer.
" Wliat sliall we do," said the King in

alarm, "if he comes with a still grea.er
force than we see ?"

" When he conies," answered Ogger,
"you will see him as he is; but what will

become of us, I know not."
While he spoke these Avords, the Em-

peror's guard, that never knew repose, be-

gan to appear in the distance. The terrified

King exclaimed: "This is Charlemagtie
himself!"

" Not yet," rejoined Ogger.
Next to these battalions came the bishops,

the nobles, the priests of the royal chapel,

and the counts of the empire. Desiderius,
believing that he saw Death incarnate mar-
shalling his troop, cried out with bitter

tears :
" Let us descend and hide ourselves

in the boAvels of the earth, far away from
the frown and the fury of so terrible a foe."

But Ogger, though also trembling—for

he too well knew the Emperor's power

—

prevented his retreat, being sure that Char-
lemagne was not with this troop.

"Nay," said he; "but when you shall

see the grain shaking in the fields, and
bending as before the breath of the tem-
pest ; when you behold the aflrighted Po
and Tesin overflow the walls of your city

with waves that are blackened by iron,

then you may believe that Charlemagne
approaches."
He had scarcely finished when something

like a dark cloud, lifted by the wind, was
seen on the Avestern horizon ; and the sky,

until then clear, became suddenly obscured.
From the middle of this cloud the glancing
of arms flashed forth upon the eyes of the

awe -struck spectators, and Charh magne
himself appeared. Charlemagne ! that man
of iron ! His I'lead covered Avith a casque of

iron, his hands encased in gauntlets of iron,

his broad chest and huge shoulders pro-

tected by a cuirass of iron, his left hand
brandishing his lance of iron, and his right

wielding his invincible swoid. The inside

of his thighs—where other horsemen wore
not even leather, that they might with
more facility mount their steeds — was
covered with scales of iron. As for bus-
kins, the whole army Avore them of iron.

His buckler Avas of iron : his very horse
Avas of the colour and strength of iron. All
Avho preceded hnu, all avIuj moved by his

side, all Avho folloAved him—and, indeed,

the army, as far as the means of each in-

dividual man Avould allow, Avas equipped in

a similar manner. Iron covered tlie fields
;

iron covered the roads ; the rays of the sun
flashed upon innumerable points of iron,

and this mighty panoply of iron Avas borne
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by a race -nhose hearts were as hard as

iron. The glancing of this iron now spread

terror through the streets of the city, and
every one in his flight reiterated the ex-

clamation :
" Oh, the iron ! the iron !"

Charlemagne, like all men of great genius,

was simple in his family, magnificent toward
the people, and ostentatious with strangers.

From the chronicles of the monk of St.

Gall, we can most accurately estimate his

character in detail. His military expedi-

tions are faithfully recorded by his friend

and secretary, Eginhard, whose pages sup-

ply abundant material to any writer of the

present day desirous to present a faithful

picture of his conquests. His campaigns
were fifty-three in number.
Our limits aa-III not allow us to follow him

cither in his civil or military life. We can
merely take a A-iew of the state of his king-
dom (to which he restored the name of the
Empire of the West) at the time of his

death. It was a colossal empire, for its

shadow reaches even to us, and its name,
if not its power, still lives in modern
Europe.
We behold, then, this empire, aggran-

dized by conquest, powerful and respected,

extending itself to the Baltic in Germany,
to the A'olturno in Italy, to the Ebro in

Spain, and to the Ocean in Gaul. Nine
great nations were enclosed within its vast

boundaries, subjected to the same laws, and
professing the same religion ; and this ap-

parent concord, accomplished by the la-

bours of a single reign, is but a stronger
proof of the genius of the mind that con-
ceived the plan, and the vigour of the arm
that completed the edifice.

Charlemagne died on the twenty-eighth
of January, 814, at three o'clock in the
day, in the seventy-second year of his age,

and the forty-seventh of his reign. Ashe
left no directions concerning liis burial, it

was a matter of debate where his remainis
should be deposited. At length the mag-
nificent cliapel which he had built at Aix,
and placed under the protection of the
Virgin Mary, was chosen for his last rest-

ing-place. He was lowered into one of its

vaults, drest in the hair-cloth vest, which
he always wore, surmounted with his im-
perial robes. His famous sword, Joyeuse,
was belted round him, with which blade,
say the chronicles of St. Denis, he once
cleft an armed knight in twain. He was
placed on a marble throne, his crown on his
head, the Bible on his knees, and the sceptre
and buckler of gold, blessed by Pope Leo,
under his feet. A precious chain hung
around his neck, to which was suspended
an emerald that enclosed a piece of the
true Cross.* A royal mantle was thrown
over his shoulders, and the pilgrim's scrip,

which he was accustomed to carry on his

journeys to Rome Avas attached to his
girdle. The sepulchre, paved with pieces
of gold, was periumed; the bronze door
was closed and bricked up ; and a triumphal
arch Avas erected on the spot, bearing this

inscription :

—

" Under this stone lies the bodv of
Charlemagne, the great and ortliodox Em-
peror, Avho nobly aggrandized the kingdom
of the Franks, reigned happily forty-seven
years, and died a septuagenarian on the
fifth of the Calends of February, in the
eight hundred and fourteenth year of the
incarnation of our Lord, at tiie seventh
Indiction."

* This chain and emerald Avere in ihe possession
of Hortense, Duchess of St. Leu. Tliey Avere
given to her by Napoleon, Avho received them as

a tribute from the inhabitants of Aix-la-Chapelle.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL COBBLER.

Walking doAA-n street one day, I found a

crack in my boot ; and, recollecting the old

adage, " A stitch in time saves nine," I

popped into the first cobbler's shop I met
Avith to get it mended. Unlooked-for plea-

sures are generally the most relished. I

had no idea of meeting AA-ith a philosophical

cobbler. Pulling off the boot, I looked at

the man. What an expansive forehead !

What an expressive eye ! Tliere is truth in

physiognomy, I exclaimed to myself ; that
felloAv's brains are not made of green peas.
As he Avas fixing the boot, I thought of a
man born AA-ith capacities for intellectual

'

pleasure and improvement, yet Avasting his
j

entire existence, jient up in a small room, I

! knocking away Avith liis hammer, and bcnd-

I

ing from morning till night over a lapstone
!
and a piece of leather, I took another look
at the man ; and Avliile the glorious sun was
rolling in his golden course, and all nature
smihng in her gorgeous and superb scenery,
moving the gaze,' and filling the beholder
Avith sublime feelings, " Here," said I to
myself, " sits a man perpetuallv straining
his eye to poke a hog's bristle through a little

hole. AVhat an employment for a man ca-
pable, if properly instructed, of measuring
the distance to Mercury ! It is impossible
that he can be happy—he is out of his
sphere." Just then, as he got to the third
hole, I said to him :
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" Your room is very small ; are you happv
here ?

"

He answered, with some energy :
" Happy

as the day is long—and would not exchange
.situations with a king ! I do not interfere

with politics ; but I know all about them."
" But arc you happy in your employment,

confined all day in this small room ?
"

" Yes, certainly. The fact is, that half of

the world don't know Iioav to be happy. I

v\-;is for a time humbugged about happiness

;

but sitting upon ray bench, and reflecting

seriously one day, I got the secret. I

thought, that to be happy you must be rich

and great, have an inconveniently large

house, and more furniture by far than neces-

t^^ary, and a table groaning with everything.

But I soon found out that all that was stulf.

I am happier here with my last and hammer
than thousands with their fine houses and
splendid equipages ; and have a great deal of

(ujoyment in looking out of my little cabiii,

and "laughing at the follies of the world.

Tiiey don't see me, and it does them no harm.
Between you and me, the world are weary
j)ursuing mere shadows. One wants to

be rich, another to get into office—never
satisfied. Here am I, mending old shoes,

contented with my lot and situation,, and
happier by far than a king Indeed, I am
thankful that heaven in its wrath has not
Tfuade me a king, for it is a poor business."

• By this time my boot was ready ; and,

wishing to prolong the conversation with a

man who displayed so much real practical

philosophy, I said :

—

'* Have you no distressing cares to vex
you—no anxieties—no sleepless nights—no
bills to meet—no pangs for yesterday—no
fears for to-morrow ?

"

He stared at me a moment, and said :

"No, none. The only cares v.hioh I have
are comforts. I have a wife, the best in the
world, and tv.'o children, who are comforts
for any man to enjoy. As to bills, I have
none to meet. I never buy on credit, and
do not buy what I really do not need. As
to the fears of to-morrow, I have no fears,

but trust in a kind and overruling Pro-
vidence ; believing that sufficient unto the
day is the evil thereof, and that resignation
to Providence is the truest philosophy."

" What a noble fellow," said I, " to mend
a crack in a boot ! Himself a piece of noble
workmanship." I felt inwardly the truth of
his saying, " Contentment is a kingdom; "

and after I left my philosophical cobbler, I

thought much about him, and am satisfied

that his philosophy was sound, and that

mankind in general have yet to learn the
secret to be happy. His situation in life is

obscure, but
" Honour and fame from no condition rise,

Act well jour part, there all the honour lies."

" Contentment is a kingdom." "Would
that the whole human family realised this

sentiment more fully, and practised many of

the maxims of the cobbler—such as, never
to buy what they do not need, and to trust

to our Heavenly Father, who lias promised
to give us our daily bread, and all that is

needful for us.

LIFE IS ONWARD!
Life is onward !—use it

With a forward aim
;

Toil is heavenly—choose it,

And its warfare claim.

Look not to another
To perform your will

Let not your own brother

Keep your warm hand still

Life is onward !—never
Look upon the past

;

It Avould hold you ever

In its clutches fast.

Now is your dominion.
Weave it as you please

Bind not the soul's pinion

To a bed of ease.

Life is onward !—try it.

Ere the day is lost

;

It hath virtue—buy it.

At whatever cost.

If the world should offer

Every precious gem.
Look not at the scoffer

—

Change it not for them.

Life is onward !—heed it

In each varied dress
;

Your own act can speed it

On to happiness.

His bright pinion o'er you.

Time waves not in vain.

If Hope chants before you
Her prophetic strain.

Life is onward !—prize it,

In sim shine and in storm
;

Oh ! do not despise it

In its humblest" form.

Hope and Joy together,

Standing' at the goal,

Through life's darkest weather,

Beckon on the soul.
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AN AMERICAN'S OPINION OF ENGLISH KEFOKMEllS.

By H. B. Staxtox.

No. II.

BniTiSH Cabinets from 1770 to 1830-Summary of the Effouts of the Beformebs, fhoM

THE War of 1793 to the For3iation of the Grey Mixistuv in 1820.

Bf.fore specially consideriiig any one pro- I

minent Reform in English history, a general

!

summarv of events may be profitable. It ,

Avill be 'btit a summary, preliminary to a t

more general discussion, and will be mainly
j

confined to the period betAveen the French !

Revolution and the formation of the Grey I

Ministry in 1830.
j

From 1770 to 1830, the Government oft

Great Britain was, v.ith the exception of a
|

fcv»- months, swaved by the enemies of Re-

form. In the former year. Lord North, a
|

name odious to Americans, who had pre-

viously led the Tories in the House of

Commons, assumed the premiersliip. He
retained his place, his principles, and his

power, twelve years, in 1782, a guast

liberal ministry supplanted him, headed by

Rockingham, Fox, and Burke, which was
j

dissolved in three months, by the death of
j

the former, Avhen Fox, Burke, and their
;

friends, refused to unite under Sheiburne,
|

the succeeding Tor}- Premier, Avho sought
j

new supporters, giving young Pitt the seals
j

of the Exchequer and the lead in the Com-
j

mens. Stung by mortification at their ex-
;

elusion from office. Fox and Burke united ,

with North in forming the famous " Coali-

tion," and in April, 1783, prostrated Shel-
j

biimc. Thereupon, a new ministry was
:

made up of those disaffected ^Miig and Tory
;

chief?. Fox, Burke, the Duke of Portland,
;

and Lord North being its leading spirits.

This coalition, which for years damaged
\

the fame of Fox. struggled for its unnatural

existence till the following December, when,

failing to carry Mr. Fox's India-bill, it ex-

pired, dishonoured and unregretted. Pitt,

" the pilot that weathered the storm," then

took the helm of State, which he held

eighteen tempestuous years, and was suc-

ceeded, not supplanted, in 1801, by the weak

but amiable Mr. Addington. Lord Hawkes-

bury (the subsequent Lord Liverpool) took

the'pen of Foreign Secretary; Eldon (Sir !

John Scott) clutched the great seal of i

Chancery ; and Perceval put on the gown i

of Solicitor-General. This ministry leaned I

on Pitt for support, and was his puppet,
,

having taken office to do what he was too

proucfto perform—make peace with France.

The . war demon smoothed his wrinkled
j

front only for a short period, when his A-isage
j

suddenly became grim, and the ship of
1

State was, in 1S03, again plunged in the
j

waves of a European contest. The helm
soon slipt from the feeble hands of Adding-

ton, and " the pilot " was recalled to his

old station, where he remained till 1806,

when his lofty spirit sinking under the

shock of the overthrow at Austerlitz of the

Continental Coalition against Napoleon, of

which he v.as the animating soul, he hid

his mortified heart in a premature grave.

A liberal ministry, clustering around Lord

Grem-ille and Mr. Fox, took up the reins

of power which liad dropped from the re-

laxed hands of Pitt, abolished the slave-

trade, atremptedto ameliorate the condition

of the Catholics, encountered the bigotry of

George III., failed, resigned, and wore suc-

ceeded by an ultra-Tory administration, of

which Perceval, Liverpool, Eldon, Castle-

reagh, and Canning were the chief mem-
bers. For six years they followed in the

footsteps of Pitt, fighting Napoleon abroad

and Reformers at home, propping up the

thrones of continental despots, and fortify-

ing the prerogatives of the English crown,

till, in 1812, Perceval, Avho Avas then Pre-

mier, fell before the pistol of a madman in

I

the lobby of the House of Commons. Simul-

taneously with putting the crazy assassin to

I death, almost Avithout the forms of a trial,

Liverpool, as Premier, and Castlereagh, as

Foreign Secretary, came into power, and,

pursuing the policy of Pitt and Perceval,

the same ministry, with occasional modifi-

cations, retained its jilace until the death of

Liverpool, in 1827. Castlereagh, its life

and soul, and the evil genius of England,

and the truckling tool of the Holy Alliance,

perished by his OAvn hand in 1823, and Avas

succeeded in the Foreign Department by
Canning, who infused a more liberal spirit

into the Cabinet, especially in the attitude

of England toAvards the Alliance.

Such had been the advance of free prin-

ciples amongst the body of the people

during the fifteen years of Liverpool's ad-

ministration, that 'George IV. had ^reat

difficulty in forming a new ministry. \Vel-

lington and Peel refused to become members .

if the friends of Catholic Emancipation were
admitted, and Canning refused to join if

they Avere excluded. After a long train of

negotiations, the anjer of the King ex-

ploded at the stubbornness of the Iron

Duke, and he gave Canning his royal hand
to kiss, Avith a carte blanche for the enrol-
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ment of a ministry. He formed a mixed
Government, whose average quality Avas

mollified Toryism. He brought into the

compound iiobinson and Huskisson, his

recent associates in the Liverpool cabinet,

"whose liberal course of trade and finance,

during the last four years, foreshadowed the

repeal of the Corn-laws and the dawning of

better days. Wellington and Peel spurned
the amalgamation, whilst Eldon, with Ihe
shedding of many tears and the teariiig of

much hair, surrendered the great seal, which
his strong hand had grasped for twenty-six

years, to the great detriment of suitors with
short purses, and the great profit of bar-
risters with long wind. The country ex-

pected much from the ncAv administration.

But whether well or ill founded, its antici-

pations Avere extinguished in a few^ brief

months by the death of the brilliant ge-
nius Avho had inspired its hopes. Y.Hien

the grave closed over Canning, Lord
Goodcrich (Mr. Robinson) organized a
piebald ministry, of such incongruous ma-
terials that it broke in pieces almost in the
A-ery act of being set up. Wellington Avas

then summoned to the King's closet, and
in January, 1828, became Premier, giving
the lead of the Commons to his favourite.

Peel, he hhnself imdertaking to control the

House of Peers, much according to the
tactics of the field of AVaterloo. The Iron
Duke, Avho Avas always adroit at a retreat,

and the supple Commoner, both of Avhom
had refused to join Canning because he fa-

voured Catholic amelioration, noAv reluct-

antly granted, because they dared not Avith-

hold, the repeal of the Corporation and
Test Acts, and the emancipation of the
Catholics ! The Wellington-Peel Govern-
ment struggled bravely till late in LS30,
Avhen tlie tide of Parliamentary Reform,
rising to a resistless height, overAA'helmed
them ; and the first liberal ministry (ex-
cepting a fcAV distracted months) Avhich

England had AA-itnessed for sixty-five years
Avas organised by Earl Grey. Fortunate
man ! He noAv saAv the seeds of tliat re-

form, Avhich, forty-five years before, in the
fervour of youth, he soAved in Parlia-
ment, and had steadily cultivated xinder

contumely and reproach from that day till

this, about to yield an abundance AA-hich his

matured and ennobled hand Avas to garner
in, Avhilst the peonle "shouted the Harvest
Home ! ['

Begging the reader's pardon for intro-

ducing this dry detail of names and dates,

it may be further noted that, in glancing
over the dreary Avastes AAhich stretch bc-
tAveen the elevation of North and the doAvn-

fall of Wellington, but fcAV verdant spots
rise to relieve the Reformer's eye. From
the commenceiflent of the French Avar, in

1798, till the repeal of the Corporation and
Test Acts, in 1828, not a solitary important
reform Avas carried, except the abolition of
the slaA-e-trade ; and the British empire ex-
hibited a broad sea of rank Conservatism.
But, though nothing was j^crfccted in these
thirty-five years, no period of British his-

tory teems AAith events more gratifying to a
hopeful and progressive humanity. Foul
and fetid as Avere the Avaters of the Dead
Sea, they Avere constantly lashed by a

healthful and purifying agitation. These
fruitless years Avere the seed-time of a har-
vest to be reaped in better days ; and all the
reforms Avhich from 1828 till noAv have
blessed and are blessing England, Avere

never forgotten, but continually pressed
upon the attention of Parliament and the
coimtry, by a resolute band of men illus-

tious for their talents and their services. In
proof of this, a feAv rude landmarks, before
entering upon a more minute survey of tliis

period, rnav be Avorth the erecting.

The trials, at the Old Bailey, "in 1794, of
Tooke, Hardy, and their associates, prose-
cuted for high treason for their Avords and
acts as members of a society for Parlia-

mentary Reform, Avcre the first outbreak of
the Avide-spread alarm at the prevalence of
the political opinions introduced into the
kingdom by the French lievolution. The
Government Avas foiled ; the prisoners Avere

acquitted ; Erskine, their advocate, Avon
xmfading laurels ; and the doctrine of " con-
structive treason" Avas for ever exploded in
England.
The foreign policy of Pitt and his suc-

cessors, Avhich sent England on a tAventy-

five years' crusade to fight the battles of
absolutism on the Continent, encountered
the fiery logic of Fox, the dazzling decla-
mation of Sheridan, the analytical reason-
ing of Tierney, tlie dignified rebukes of Grey,
the sturdy sense of Whitbread,the scholastic

arguments of Horner, and the bold assaults

of Burdett. And, at a later period, Avhen
Castlereagh humbled the poAver of England
at the footstool of the Holy Alliance,

Brougham made the land echo Avith ap-
peals to the Anglo-Saxon love of liberty,

till Canning, in 1823, protested against the
acts of the Allied Sovereigns, and in the
HoTise of Commons, Avhile the old chamber
rung Avith plaudits, that ministers had re-

fused to become a party to a ncAV Congress
of the Allies.

In 1806-7 the slave-trade fell iinder the
united attacks of Wilberforce, Fox, and
Pitt ; Clarkson, Sharpe, and other Avorthics,

supplying- the ammunition for the assault,

And the West India slave, long forgotten,
Avas remembered Avhen Canning, in 1823,
introduced resolutions that immediate mea-
sures ought to be adopted by the planters
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to secure such a gradual improvement in

the slave's condition as might render safe

his ultimate admission to participation in

the civil rights and privileges of other classes

of his Majesty's subjects ; and addressed
a corresponding ministerial circular to the

colonies.

In 1809, Romilly brought his eminent
legal knowledge and graceful eloquence to

hear against the sanguinary criminal code
•which a dark age had obtruded on the noon-
day of civilization. He subsequently ex-

posed the abuses of the Court of Chancery,
which, under the tardy administration of
" that everlasting doubter," Lord Eldou,
pressed heavily on the country. He laid

bare the absurd technicalities and verbosi-

ties which blocked the avenues to the com-
mon law courts. Having removed some of

this rubbish, and softened a few of the

asperities of the criminal code, his benevo-
lent heart sunk in the grave, when the

jdiilosophic and classical Mackintosh re-

sumed the work, and carrjHng a radical

motion for inquiry over the heads of minis-

ters in 1819, pressed it nearer that tolerable

consummation which Brougham, "Williams,

and Denman reached at a later day. The
cause of law reform was powerfully aided by
the closet labours of that singular person,

Jeremy Bentham, wiiose world-wide re-

searches and world-filhng books, written in

a style as consecutive and tedious as the
story of " The House that Jack Built," dis-

cussed everything pertaining to government,
from the constitution of a kingdom to the

construction of a workhouse.
The condition of Ireland and the relief of

the Catholics occupied much of the public

attention during the period under review.

The rebellion of 1798 turned all eyes towards
that devoted island. The next year, Pitt

proposed the Legislative Union. It en-
countered the fierce epigrams of Sheridan

;

and though it passed both Houses, it met
with such vehement opposition from the

Irish ParUament, that it was abandoned till

the next year, when Pitt renewed the pro-

posal. Grattan, the very soul of Irish chi-

valry, rained down upon it a shower of in-

vective from the AVest side of the channel,
and was seconded by the glittering oratory
of Sheridan and the calmer reasoning of

Grey and Lord Holland on the East. But
Britain extended the right hand of a Judas
fellowship, whilst with the left she bribed
her to accept the proffered alliance. In
1M()7, Lord Grenville, who was ever a firm
friend of religious liberty and of Ireland,
and Grey, in behalf of the Cabinet, pro-
posed an amelioration of the bigoted code
which made the worship of God by the Ca-
tholic a crime. They failed, and ministers
resigned. The questipn of Catholic relief

v.as pressed to a division, in various forms,
fourteen times, without success, from 180-5

to IS 19. In tlie latter year, Grattan moved
that the House take into consideration the

matter of Catholic Emancipation, and failed

by only two majority. In 1821, Plunkett,

distinguished for his attainments and vir-

tues, and a model of eloquence, whether
standing at the Irish bar or in the British

Senate, carried the motion v.hicli Grattan
Io.it, Peel strenuously resisting, by a majo-
rity of six. He followed up his victory by
pushing the Consolidation Bill (a measure
ofamelioration only) through the Commons

;

but it was thrown out by the Lords. Sparing
further details for the present, sulHce it to

say, that at intervals during this period,

Sydney Smith, with his "Peter Plymley
Letters," laughed to scorn the fears of High
Churchmen ; a host of pamphleteers of all

sizes sifted the question to its very chafi',

and O'Connell and his " Associations" and
" L'nions," in spite of the suspension of the

habeas corpus and the enactment of coercion

bills, agitated from the Giant's Causeway to

Cape Clear, and ultimately wrung from the
fears of the' oppressor what his sense of
justice would not give.

The Protestant Dissenters, with a less

rude hand, knocked at the doors of Parlia-

ment, demanding the purification of the

Established Church, and the opening of its

gates to Toleration. The rich clergy were
compelled by law to pay higher salaries to

their poor curates—Hume's clumsy abuse
fell on the heads of the lazy prelates who
made godliness gain—and the "pickings and
stealings," wliich the Establishment tole-

rated in a long train of sanctimonious
supernumeraries, were exposed to the gaze
of the uninitiated when Brougham carried

his bill against Ministers, in 1819, for a
board of commissioners to investigate the
abuses of public charities. The Corpora-
tion and Test Acts, which enslaved the con-

sciences of Dissenters, were denounced by
Fox and Burdett, preparatory to their ulti-

mate repeal (of which more anonj by Lord
John Russell's bill in 1828.

Xor was the importance of educating the
masses forgotten. Not content Avith aiding
Romilly. Smith, Horner, Mackintosh, and
Jeffrey, in instructing the higher circles by
frequent contributions to the " Edinburgh
Review" on domestic and European poli-

tics. Brougham wrote rudimental tracts for

the lower orders—lectured to mechanics'
institutes—contributed to penny magazines
—and in 1820, after a speech which exhi-

bited perfect familiarity with the educa-
tional condition of the unlettered masses,
launched in Parliament his comprehensive
scheme for the instruction of the poor in

England and Wales ; thus proving that he
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was entitled to the eulogy he bestowed on
another, as '' the patron of all the arts that
humanize and elevate mankind."
Having seen this favourite scheme fairly

nfloat, this wonderful man turned to far

different employments. The misguided but
injured Queen Caroline landed in England
in 1820, amidst the shoutings of the popu-
lace. Ministers immediately brought in

their bill of pains and penalties

—

i. e., a bill

to degrade and divorce the Queen, A\'ithout

giving her the benefit of those ordinary
forms of law which protect even the con-

fessed adulteress. She appointed Brougham
her Attorney-General. In the midst of

such a popular ferment as England has
rarely seen, he promptly seized the royal

libertine in his harem, and while giving

one hand to the regulation of his new edu-
cational machine, with the other dragged
him into the open field of shame, and con-

centrated upon him the scorn of Virtue and
Humanity.
The corn-laws were the subject of fre-

quent debates and divisions. AVaiving till

another occasion their mure particular con-

sideration, it may here be stated, that the

frequent recurrence of extreme agricultural

and commercial distress always brought
Anth it into Parliament the subject of the

corn trade, provoking a discussion of the

antagonistic theories of protection and free-

trade, and challenging to the arena the

learning and experience of Burdett, Horner,
llicardo. Baring, Hume, Huskisson, and
Brougham. It was on these occasions that

the latter used to exhibit that close fami-

liarity with the statistics of political eco-

nomy, and of domestic and foreign trade,

and of the laws of demand and supply,

which surprised even those acquainted with
his exhaustless versatility. His only match
in this department Avas Huskisson, to Avhose

enlightened and steady advocacy of un-
restricted commerce its friends are greatly

indebted. As early as 1823 this generally

conservative gentleman moved a set of re-

solutions providing for an annual and rapid

reduction of the duties on foreign corn, till

the point of free-trade Avas attained.

Closely allied to this subject Avas that of

budgets, sinking funds, loans, civil lists, and
Army and Navy expenditures, all siimm.ed

up in the Avord taxes. The means of pay-

ing the interest on the £600,000,000 debt

Pitt had run up in re-enthroninii the pauper
Bourbons (not to speak of the £240,000,000

before existing) Avas to be provided for.

The current expenses of the Government
clamoured for large sums. Under this an-

nual load of taxation, a nation of Astors

might have staggered. Tiie liberal party
|

plead for economy and retrenchment in the
j

Army and the Navy, in the Cliurch and the
j

State. Brougham and llicardo, and other
smaller cipherers, applied the pruning-knife
to the prolific tree of taxation and expendi-
ture. But the chief annoyance of Ministers
Avas Mr. Hume. After he entered Parlia-
ment all schemes for raising or appropriating
money encounteredhis scrutinizing eyes and
merciless figurings. With no more elo-

quence than the multiplication table, he as
rarely made mistakes in his calculations.

And Avhenever Mr. Yansittart, the foggy-
headed Chancellor of the Exchequer, ap-
peared on tlie table Avith his money bills,

his tormentor Avas sure to pin him to the
Avail by the skilful use of the nine digits,

AA'hich he folloAved up by crushing that un-
fortunate gentleman betAA-een huge columns
of statistics.

Parliamentary Pveform, the enginery by
AA-hich the people of England must AA'ork out
a bloodless revolution, Avas repeatedly agi-

tated, and Avith various results. Stormy
debates, folloAved by divisions and defeats,

did not discourage Grey, Mackintosh,
Brougham, Lambton, and Ilussell, Avithin

doors ; nor Tooke, CartAA-right, Cobbett,
Hunt, and a host of other good, bad, and
indifferent men AAithout, from seeking en-
larged suffrage and equal representation.
Nor did lavts enacted to stop the circula-

tion, amongst the Avorking classes, of cheap
publications, by laying a tax upon them

;

and to put doAvn reformatory societies, im-
der the pretext of prohibiting seditious

meetings ;. and to seize arms found in the
hands of the loAver orders, so that their as-

semblies might be dispersed at the bayo-
net's point AA'itliout fear of retaliation; nor
the occasional searching of a library and
demolishing a press, and sending a Avritcr

or a lecturer to Botany Bay, deter the
masses from demanding that " the people's
House should be open to the people's Re-
presentatives.'^ Passing by many note-
AAorthy occurrences, Ave find Birmingham,
in 1819, Avithout a representative for its

teeming thousands ; AA-hile rotten Gram-
pound, Avith scarce an inhabitant, had tAvo,

adopting the bold mcasiue of electing a
" Legislatorial Attorney " to reju'esent it in

the House of Commons ! The next year,

a large and peaceable meeting of Reformers,
at Manchester, is dispersed by cavalry, AAitli

loss of much precious blood. The common
people throughout the kingdom are deeply
moved at this spectacle — riots folloAv

—

troops shed more blood—Ministers de-
nounce the agitators— Burdelt defends
them— Brougham defies Ministers, and
Lord John Ilussell numbers the days of

Grampound. The next session he moves to

disfranchise that rotten borough, which had
been convicted of bribery, and transfer its

members to Leeds. He fails. The next
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session, Lambton (Earl Durham) brings in

a bill for a radical reform, and is defeated

by a scurvy trick of Ministers. Lord John
rencv.-s the conflict Anth another bill— the
people's petitions press the tables of the

House— Ministers begin to give way

—

Gramponnd is disfranchised, and its mem-
bers transferred to York county, and the
first nail ii diiven ! In 1823, Lord John
leads on the attack by explaining a well-

digested scheme of reform in a luminous
speech. Canning makes a conciliatory re-

ply, and, in his brilliant peroration, tells

ilussell he will yet succeed, but on his head
be the responsibility. Russell is beaten

;

but the minority is swelled by the accession,

for the first time, of several young members
of the ancient nobilit\\ The same year,

m Castlereagh cuts his throat, and falls into a
grave which Englishmen Avill execrate till

W the crack of doom. The "Radicals" (a

i
name which the reformers received when
Birmingham elected her attorney) take cou-

rage—Lord John beats Ministers on an in-

cidental question—Old Sarum trembles for

her ancient priWleges—the French monar-
chy is temporarily overthro^Ti, and Earl
Grey rises to power.

In this summary, which sets chronologi-

cal order and historical symmetry at defi-

ance, I have only aimed to show that, from
1793 to 18-10, the fires on freedom's altar

were kept burning by a band of worshippers,

many of whose names fijid few parallels in

English history, whether we consider the
vigour of their understandings, the extent

of their knowledge, the splendour of their

genius, the lustre of their services, and the

fidelity and courage with which they fol-

lowed the fortunes of the Liberal cause
through thirty-seven years of opposition to

Court favour and Ministerial patronage.

A more particular notice of these events

and persons vrUl be pursued in future

chapters.

THE FREEHOLD LAND MO\^EMENT.

John Giles at home. A nice fire, clean

hearth, and tca-tnble spread. The kettle

singing on the hob. John Giles reading.

Enter Samuel Styles.

Samuel: Tv'ell, John, I have accepted
your invitation. I have come to take a

cup of tea, and to ask you about this Free-
hold Land Movement.
John : I am right glad to see you. Mary

will be here in a few minutes, and tea will

soon be ready. Here, sit down and warm
your toes.

Samuel (looks round and sui'veys the
apartment) : Well, John, you are all snug
and comforiable here.

John : Yes, Samuel. You see I have
been investing my money in furniture and
domestic comforts of late years, and not, as

I used to do, spend it at the public-house.

Samuel: "Well, v/e have had enough on
that score just now. I have been thinking
over very seriously what you said to me,
and, to tell you the truth, I don't quite

like this new land scheme of yours.

John : AVcll, what is your objection ?

Samuel :'*irhy, in the first place—but I

expect you have changed your views on
that head

;
you don't believe in the Suffrage

now.
John : Yes, Samuel ; as strongly as ever

I did. I do not make so much noise about
it ; but I will do as much to get it as you or

any man. I am of opinion that every honest
and industrious man, who is willing to work
for his family, and pays taxes to the Goveru-

jment, ought to have a vote for his represen-
tative in Parliament.

Samtiel : Well, and don't you think it a
crying shame that every paltry fellow who
happens to have a ten-pound house should
have a vote, while you, to say nothing of
myself, arc considered too vulgar or too
ignorant to enjoy that right ? Many a bully

I
and a blackguard, who robs everybody he

j

comes across, has a vote, while the working

I

men, who need it as much as any other
class, are deprived of it. It's a crjing
shame

!

Joh7i : So it is ; and I don't expect to see
things much better in this country until
the working men are enfranchised, and all

classes using the vote to obtain good and
economical government.
Samuel : If you hold that opinion, you

take a queer way of showing it. Isn't the
forty-shilling freehold a property qualifica-
tion ?

John : Yes, it is ; and what then ?

Samuel: There is no justice in it; and I

I

did expect that you would have continued
' honest to your own class, John, and not
!
have gone to support a system that will give

' all the power to the middle classes.

j

John : I see what you are diiving at,

I

and I will try to explain to you all about
it ; but come, take a cup of tea, and help
yourself to bread and butter. Well, now

! Samuel, I think I can convince you that

I

this plan is free from the objection you raise

{
against it. In the first place if we were
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laying do-\vii a new reform bill, and making
a new basis for the representation, then, I

should say, we were wrong if we Avished

to make the suffrage depend upon a forty-

shilling freehold, or any property-test what-
ever ; but we are not doing that, we still

advocate the right of every man having a
vote, who is lit to exercise it.

Samuel : What do you mean by lit to

exercise it ?

John : Why, every man of twenty-one
years of ago, of sound mind and unconvicted
of crime. You will see there is a great dif-

ference between laying the forty-shilling

freehold qualification down as the basis of

future representation, and adopting it as a
temporary expedient to extend the list of

voters, and get a few more of the people's
friends into the House. We have now a

people's party headed by Hume, and Cobden,
and Walmsley, and Bright, and the old ve-

teran. Colonel Thompson ; and by this means
we can get a few more reformers into the

house, so as to assist them in a stand-\ip

fight against the aristocracy. We adopt the

present Suffrage to get a larger. We qualify

ourselves for the counties, in order to get a

thorough system of parliamentary reform.

Samuel: It will be a second Reform Bill.

When you have got a great lot of electors

made, they will turn round upon the work-
ing classes and try to prevent them from
getting their rights. AVe shall have a new
delusion like the Reform Bill.

JoJm : The people were deluded by the
Reform Bill, because they expected too
much from it. It was only a step, but still

an important one ; and as for the ten-pound
householders, they generally have sent good
men, but they have been neutralised by the

other electors. Look at the Tower Ham-
lets, at Finsbury, at Rochdale, at Man-
chester, and many other places. The coun-
ties and the small boroughs have power to

counteract the efforts of all the large popu-
lous places. Besides, is it any use encou-
raging prejudices against the middle classes }

I used to do so, but I have learnt better. I

find that many of them have a great desire

to see the Avorking classes in a better posi-

tion, and are trying all they can to get the

Suffrage for them.
Samuel: It's all selfishness, John ; they

find they cannot cari"y their OAvn points

Avithout the Avorking classes. If all Avork-

ing men Avere in niy mind, Ave Avouldn't stir

a peg until they came out for the charter.

John : I'm afraid Ave are all selfish. The
middle classes have been sIoav to learn that

it Avas their interest to join Avith and lend a

helping hand to the Avorkmen, but the

Avorking classes have been jealous and un-
reasonable, too, and they have been taught
to look upon some of their best friends as

enemies. They have found out noAv, how-
ever, that both the middle and industrious
classes have interests in common, and that
they must go together if they intend to

succeed ; and as for standing still, Avhy,

that is stupidity. What sensible man re-

fuses to get a part if he cannot get all. In
this country the aristocracy are strong, Ave

must get a victory Avhere Ave can. I believe,

Samuel, there are thousands of good men
and true among the middle classes. Let
us go on together. Every little gained
makes us stronger and the enen:^y Aveaker.

Samuel : What guarantee have avc that

the new voters AA-ill not use their votes for

bad purposes ?

John : The A'ery selfishness you speak of,

if there are no higher motives. They know
that the present system is bad—that it can-

not be amended but by an entire alteration.

The Financial Reformers Avill use the Free-
hold Land Movement to get a reduction of

expenditure and an equitable adjustment of

taxation, and the Suffragists to get the
vote. I think you see that A\-e don't pro-

pose the forty-shilling freeliold as a fina

measure, but merely to obtain a larger.

Satmiel : Well, I am satisfied on that

point, but I fancy there is a danger.
Johfi : And Avhere is the danger ? If a

man gets a A'ote by this means, he is no
Avorse for it ; it cannot possibly do him any
harm. He Avill be better for possessing a

little property.
Samuel: Oh! I don't think there is any

danger in that ; but may not the aristocracy

set to Avork and buy freeholds for all their

agricultiual labourers ?

John : It is not at all likely ; they could
not depend upon the men. As soon as the

labourer got his vote he might use it against
his master or landlord. No ; it's power is

too dangerous to be placed in the hands of

that class.

Samuel: Well, how do you propose to get
all your people to vote in the right Avay ?

John: We don't propose to try.

Samziel: Then Avhatis the use of it ?

John : All the use in the Avorld. We pro-

pose to make our men free men. If you go
to the office of the National Freehold Land
Society, and offer to take a share, you Avill

find no question asked. They don't refuse

Chartist, Whig, or Conservative
;

you Avill

never be asked how you intfflftd to vote,

neither Avhen you enter or at any time aftcr-

Avards. Do you suppose aac should set up a
vote manufactory, and make slaves of the

men Avho hold them ? If a man has a vote,

he has a right to use it as he pleases.

Samuel : 1 like that, I must say ; for a

Aote is no use to a man unless lie can use it

as he likes. He had better be Avithout it.

John : Exactly so. As avc seek to get the
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freehold by means that will do nothing to

degrade a man, so we wish to leave every

man to exercise it according to his judg-

ment and his conscience. Besides, the law

would not allow us to make it a party mat-
ter. We cannot make our societies politi-

cal. Every man is a free agent, and must
be so.

Samuel : "Well, I think that is right. I

should not like any one to dictate to me
which way I should vote, or who I should
vote for.

John : No ! I am sure you would not.

There is no fear of the men who seek to ob-

tain these votes. Why, take a working
man. Just go to your own experience.

Who are the men who cringe to a tyrannical

overseer, or an unreasonable master ? AMio
run down wages r—why the men who never
liuve a sixpence in their pockets. Now, if

such a man had a vote, he might be cajoled

or intimidated ; but when a man gets a few
pounds laid by, or a bit of land, or a house,

he looks up. It makes a wonderful differ-

ence in his feelings ; and it makes others

look xipon him 'i\'ith different eyes. Now,
why should not every Avorking man be inde-

pendent ?

Samuel : You don't consider the low-

wages.
Joh7i : Yes, I do ; but all have not got

low wages. The first thing to make wages
better is for every man to take care of what
he gets, and lay it out in substantial com-
forts.

Saimiel : There is a great deal of force in

what you say, and I shall more closely con-

sider it. Now, can you tell me what the

freehold will cost?
John : There will be a great difference,

according to locality In Birmingham there

have been many cases where a freehold has
only cost £19 and cost of conveyance. In
some other places there are not such good

opportunities of getting property cheaply,
and they will cost a little more. In the
neighbourhood of London very likely the
cost will be higher ; but from £30 to £'30

will be the price.

Samuel : In London, you know, a building
plot or piece of garden ground Avill be no use
to a working man. He may be seven or

eight miles away from it.

Joh7i : But he may let it for such pur-
poses to others. It will always bring in

more than the capital invested would bring
from the saAings' banks. I want the work-
ing men to be very careful, so that they
may get something useful to them ; and if

you enter, as I think you will, don't be too
eager to get an allotment, but look about
you carefully.

Samuel : I am glad I have come up. I
have got into work since I saw you, and
one thing I am determined upon—not to go
to the public-house for three months. At
the end of that time I will decide what to

do with my savings. But what would be-
come of the freehold suppose a man to fall

sick, or lose his work.

John : AV^ould he be worse off than if he
hadn't got it } Is a man never to lay by
because some misfortune may overtake him ?

Now, Samuel, take my advice—save your
money—lay it out in something useful—be
very careful what you do with it, but try to

save what you can. There will be a day for

all of us, when old age, infinnity, or neces-
sity, will come on. Let us be prepared for

it.

Samuel: Good-bye, John. If anything
else should strike me I will come up and
see you.

John : Do. Get hold of The Free-
holder—it comes out monthly—and read
it carefully, for it will give you an amazing
deal of infoimation. Good-bye,

Why Women* are TJxhe.^lthy.—Many of the physical evils—the want of vigour,
the inaction of system, the languor and hysterical affections which are so prevalent
among the delicate young women of the present day, may be traced to a want of well-

trained mental power and well-exercised self-control, and to an absence of fixed habits
of employment. Ileal cultivation of the intellect— earnest exercise of the moral
powers— the enlargement of the mind by the acquirement of knowledge and the
strengthening of its capabilities for effort, for firmness, for endurance of inevitable e\-ils,

and for energy in combating such as may be overcome, are the ends which education
has to attain ; weakness but become infirmity. The power of the mind over the body is

inmiense. Let tlxat power be called forth ; let it be trained and exercised, and vigour,
both of mind and body, will be the result. There is a homely, unpolished saying, that
"it is better to wear out than to rust out;" but it tells a plain truth, rust'cousumes
faster than use. Better, a million times better, to work hard, even to the shortening of
existence, than to sleep and eat away this precious gift of life, giving no other cognizance
of its possession. By work or industry, of whatever kind it may be, we give a practical
acknowledgment of the value of life—of its high intentions, of its manifold duties.
Earnest, active industry is a liv-ing hymn of praise, a never-failing somce of happiness

;

it is obedience, for it is God's great law for mortal existence.
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Letter III.

Mr. Editor,—Don't suppose, for one single moment, that I consider myself a

nonsuch, or that I want to be set up as a pattern for every Working Man's wife to

follow. No : but haying, as I said, had ihe tcciching and example of" on excellent

mother, who was also the wife of a liard-working man, I do feel wishful to give a

humble hint, whereby some one may profit, who has had fewer advantages, and,

perhaps, more ups and downs in life, than myself.

I left off last week saying something about Sally Spring. Xow here, again, lot

no one think that I point her out as a worse manager than others in tlie same
circumstances. She had the misfortune, poor thing ! when she was very young, to

lose her mother ; and as there were three besides her, and her father was not over

careful, she was obliged to go out to service, for low wages, into families not a

great deal better off than herself, and therefore not likely to give her much
instruction. Then,too,shemarried while very young, and had a child and a husband
to manage, before, as I have often said, she Avell knew how to manage herself. Let

no one smile because I say a hushcmd to manage ; for, whether you allow it or not,

Mr. Editor, I hnoic that liusbands requii'e management as well as wives ; and that

the woman who does not knoAv how to manage a husband, so as at once to secure

his comfort and her own, is very much to be pitied. Lrdeed, it is my decided

opinion that such a woman ought not to have a husband at all ; and if I were Queen
of England, I should lilce to make that one of the laws of the land. I ought to have

said, further, that Sam Spring has been ill several times, and out of work ; and as

neither of them have ever been able to lay by anything against a rainy day, they

have been put about in the world a great deal.

A:id, again ; if I find any fault with such as Sarah Spring, I must say, on the other

hand, that some husbands are rather unreasonable beings, and expect a great deal more
from their wives than they have any right to expect, considering what they have to do,

especially where there' s a family, and where the means of livmg are bttt slender. Asmy
dear mother used to say, " "SVomen's work is. never doue." Some of you lords of the

creation can't bear thesmell of soap suds, nor the accidental singemg of an ironing

blanket, forsooth ! Wet things must not be seen laying about, nor must the fire-

place be taken up with them, however unfavourable the weather may be, or however

ailing or restless a child. And yet how ready you are to complain if all yom- things

are not in apple-pie order—if your collars are at all smudged, or if a button or a

string be Avanting, or if your stockings be not neatly darned, or if your meals be not

ready to a moment, or if they be not cooked to a nicety ! To be plain with you
men-folk, you certainly ought to make many more allowances for us poor women
than you generally do.

~
" ' ' ' " ' . .^ •

1
. " aunt of mine

I suppose,
bear ajid

forbear." Still, as the wife has most to do with this washmg and cleaning concern,

'tis well worth her while to try if she can't, by a little management, save herself a

vast amount of trouble, and get her husband's sour looks exchanged for cheerful

smiles.

Why should it almost always come to pass, that s'

" There is no comfort in the house
Upon a washing day?"

Why, on that day beyond every other, should everything be thrown into disorder—

the children neglected, or allowed to run into mischief—the husband's dinner

forgotten or spoilt—or, aftsr he has been knocking about, working hard, all day,

come to a sloppy, dirty room, have to sit down in the midst of smoke and

steam, and, perhaps, have a crying child popp'd into his arms for him to quiet, or to

get to sleep, after it has become ill and cro-s from its mother's want of attention ?

Why, I say, should the dread of all this induce so many livtsbands to stay Irom
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home on the -washing day, and spend their time and money, as but too many of

them do, among loose companions in a public-house r I am sure a woman had
better put herself to any inconvenience, than drive a husband to such courses

as that.

It is, Mr. Editor, in the hope of bringing about a Inore comfortable state of

things, that I recommend my plan of getting up a wasl^ to those wives of working
men, and other females, into whose hands 3'our magazine ma)' fall. They will find

that it will save much time, much labour, much firing, much soap ; the washing
process will be sooner over, and the things will be beautifully clean and white. I
ought to tell you that I got the receipt from a learned gentleman, who spent a great

deal of time and money in bringing the thing to perfection, and who has made it

known for the good of the public. The benefit he has thus conferred upon families

is so great, that I think we women ought to club our pence to have a statue put up
to his honour ; and I am sure that you gentlemen, who complain so loudly about
washing day, ought to put down a handsome share. Talk of your great generals
and admirals, and such like, who have caused the deaths of thousands, and made
widows and orphans by wholesale, having thousand-guinea statues stuck up for

them ! Pray why shouldn't he have a statue or a monument put up for him, who
assists to make thousands comfortable ? But, there now, I'm running away from
my subject.

But I must tell you, first, how I am situated jus to conveniences for washing and
drying. "NVe have two rooms, besides a smjdl back place with a little copper, and
a bit of yard in Avliich to hang out a few things. My family is not large, and I wash
once a fortnight. My little girl is able to do out a few light things of her own. I

generally wash on a Tuesday. On Monday evening I loolc out my things, and
divide them into three ptu-cels—white, coloured, and v.-oollens. The white things
I put into a tub, or large pan, rubbing a little soap on the wristbands and collars of
shirts, the feet of stockings, &c., and poiu* over them hot vrater in v.hich a little

soda has been dissolved ; there I leave them till morning. In a pan tliat will liold

rather more than a gallon, I put three ounces of newly-made quick lime ; I thou
boil half a pound of soda in a gallon of Avatcr, and pour it while hot over the lime.
I cut half a pound of yellow soap into bits, put it into a snijiller pan, and jiovu- over
it tMo quarts of boiling water—these two pans, with their contents, I let stand till

the next morning. AVhen my Jem comes home, he puts eight gallons of water into
the copper for me, and my little girl lays the tire ready for kindling. In the morn-
ing I light my fire, and while the water is boiling in the copper, I pour the water
clear from the lime, takhuj great care that none of the sediment r/oes in, as that would
.spoil the work ; the clear lime-water I p# into the copper with the soap, -which has
become a complete jelly.* "When the water boils, I put a plate at the bottom to
keep the clothes from burning. I wring my thhigs out of tlie water in A\hich tliev
have been soaking all night, rubbing sliglitly the i)arts most dirty, and put theiu
into the copper ; there I leave them to boil for about half an hour, while I sit Omww.
to my breakfast. I should have told you, that I light my room fire and put my
kettle on while the water in my copper is boiling; my little giii sets out the
breakfast.

AVoll, after breakfast—made sweet by the -v^ork I have done before—I take tlic
things out of the copper into my largest washing-tub, and there cover them down
close to keep the steam in, while a few gallons more clean water are lx)iling in the
copper. This I should not need to do if I had two coppers, or a large boiler in
another room. As soon as the water boils, I pour it o\qx the clothes in the tub,
and rincc them well out, again rubbing those parts most likely to retain the dirt!
I give them a good rincing in cold blued water, wring them -well out, and haii"-
tliem up to dry. The water in which the first parcel Avas boiled will do very well
for a second, or even f(n' a third set of clothes. When this liquor is done with for
the washing, it is capital stuff for cleaning floors, or painted work ; or you mav
wash copper, brass, or tinwares with it, wiping them dry immediately, and litolishing
them with leather. Thy sediment of the lime, my ,Tem uses now and then to Avhite-
wash our back kitchen, or any otlier place that nuiy need it.
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Now, the -whole of this washing affair, as far as I have described it, supposing I

get up at seven, is generally over by nine or ten o'clock ; and by that time, if the
weather is suitable, I have my lines full, and the clothes blowing about, as nice and
as white-looking as oiu- little Queen— God bless her! — or the Queen's washer-
women, could possibly de^e them.
As to the coloured things, and the Jlanncls and woollens, they must be washed

after the old fashion, wmch I need not describe ; only I wovild caution women
against using the same Avater too long—that is, till it becomes very dirty ; else, with
all their rvibbing, their things will never, look clear and nice. Eut I may have
something to say about this another time.

One of my neighbours prepares the mixtiu'es a little differently. She dissolves

the half pound of soda in a gallon of boiling water, pours that upon the lime, and
lets it settle. She cuts up the soap, and pours the clear liquor upon it, and in the
morning it is a kind of jelly fit for use. I mean to try her plan, as it will, I think,

.save a little time. In some places it may be difficult to get quick lime ; if so, the
washing 7nay be done without it, only using a little more soap ; but then the thiaigs

will not look near so to/die.

Before I conclude—for I must conclude, or neglect some of my little concerns,
which I am not in the habit of doing,—let me just say, that nothing is saved by
wearing linen, or any other washable article, too long. The more dirt, the more
rubbing is requii-ed, and there is a much more rapid wear and tear. Besides, every
working man's wife ought to feel a pride in sending her husband out neat and
clean. Why shoiilcbi't every workiaig man have ^?ro clean shirts a Aveekr I take
care that my Jem has, and those Avho have not should thmk seriousl)- w/n/ they
have not. I fear that some working men would not be able to give a f/ood reason
for their appearing so long in a dirty shirt, or with a dirty apron or jacket.

I dare say, Mr. Editor, some Sarah Spring will make objections to the adoption
of my plan for getting up a wash. I shall, perhaps, hear of some objections, and
if so I will try to remove them.
January 14, 1850. Martha Makkpeace.
P.S. — I should tell you that my Jem is imcommonly pleased with No. 2,

article tjie first. He says that such pieces as that will be the making of many a

•^vorkinK mai*.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

To TRErvRE Salt for the Table.—It isjj^

pxtrcmely niiploa^ant to have salt put upon the*'
tahlc full ot small hard lumps. To preveut this,

take two stiuare lumps of clean salt, and place

them on a clean plate at a short distanci- from the

front of the tire lor a few minutes. Then rub
llieni tojTothcr over a sheet of clean paper, and
fill the salt cellars with the fine salt thus procured.

Or place salt, alter being- dried as above, between
paper, and pass the rollinj-pin over it several

limes.

To MAKE Mustard.—Do not bi.-y very low-

priced mustard powder; it is sure to be adul-

terated, and is dear at any price. By buying a

(juarter of a pound at a time at a respectable shop,

you will got the best mustard at the same rate you
are paying for it by the ounce at inferior shop:?.

In making it for use, avoid the common mistake
of using boiling water: this will convert the meal
into a stilf paste. On the other hand, cold water
will not draw out the oil so plentifully contained

in the meal. To muke good mustard, take half

an ounce ot the powder and half a tea-spoonful of

salt ; to this add four tea-spoonsfuls of trarjii

water, and mix it till it is quite smooth, then put

it into the cruet or pot. If mustard, thus made,
be closely covered, it will k<;ep for some time.

Pepper and other Spices.—Always buy your
spices at shops where the trade is brisk, and where
tlie articles are likely to be fresh and good ; as lo

stale spices, especially those which have been ex-
posed to the air or in a window, you may as well

have powder of post. There is little savin
i,' in buy-

ing black pepper ; it is subject to gross adultera-

tions; tvhite pepper goes much further, and is

nearly as cheap.

A Cheap Savoury Disn.—Get a breast of mut-
ton. Ask the butcher to cut out the bones for you,
in the same way that he cuts them out of a brcasi

of pork intended for collaring. Lay the meat flat

on a board, and sprinkle it well with sage and onion

chopped Tery fine, and pepper and salt to your
taste; then roll it up lengthways, and tie it up with
clean small packthread. It will rcnuire rather

more time to bake, or to roast in a Dutch oveu
than if it were not well rolled or seasoned. A
breast of mutton weighing six pounds will require

an hour and a half. The bones may be boiled down
for two or three hours, and, with a little Scotcii

barley, onion, thyme, and parsley, and a turnip,

will make a little nice broth. The mutton, cooked
as above, may be cut into nice slices when cold, for

a working man who has to go a distance from
home to Uis employment, to take Avith him for his
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dinner. Two or three slices of this, a slice of i

bread, ami a cup of coffee. Hill form a cheap and
savoury meal.

|

Another NVav.—Get abreast of mutton weigh- .

iag about five pounds. Eaiae the upper part with
j

a sharp knife, so as to make a sort of pocket. Into
tliii put some stufflnj, made as iu the former receipt,

and skewer or sew it up. Put six pounds of pota- i

to<:.-, nicely peekd and sliced, into a bakiug-diah, I

with hair a pint of water. Lay your meat upon a
meat-stand, or a couple of skewers laid across the

{

dish, and let it bake for a full hour and a hal^i
This will cost 2s., and will make two dinners for W
moderate-sized family. You may hare it wann the

;

Second day, if you wish it, by placing the half left in i

a saucepan with a quarter of a pint of water at the
|

bottom, over a geniie fire.
i

Nice Meat Pies.—Handy little pies, for a man I

who works at a distance from home to take with
him, may be made as follows:—Stir half a pound
rf food lard or dripping into some boiling waXet,
till it is eniitely melted. Put three pounds of flour

into a dish or upon u board, make a sort of well in

tlie middle, and pour in the lard and water, gently
mixing the flour with it with u woouen apoou. Dust
the board with flour, and then knead your dough
irell with your bauds till it becomes quite stiff.

Make it into one large roll, which cut into six

pieces. Take one of the pieces for a bottom, forui-

in!»^ it into a round or oval shape. With four of
tlie pieces make a good wall round this bottou.,

wetting the edges, and blending then» weli to°e-
j

ther, to prevent any gravy from runuiuj out.
I

Having prepared as much meat a? wi;l nil the
|

jilace _\on have made for it, by cutting it into
,

buiall pieces, and seasoning it with salt and pep- '

per, put it into your pie. Koll out your remaining !

piece of dough to the exact si/e of the pic ; wet
|

it; put it on the top of your pie, pressing the

ed2es together with your finger and thumb. Make
it look ne:it by cutting off any little shreds, and
bake them from an hour to an hour and a half,

according to the size. It will be better not to make
them too larg^^f for a man to carry out with
him, about tb^K^e of a half-pint basin will be
the best. Tiie^^fcitity of ilour named above will

make three euc^^ts. See that they be not burnt.

Meat Puddings.—Make your paste thus: into

ever)- pound of iiour, work well ni, with your
hands, a quarter of a pound of chopped suet, or

meat dripping, and a tea-spoonful of salt. Make
into a stiff paste with a little luketoarm water.

Grease the inside of a pudding basin with a liitle

butter or dripping, and lay a thin crust inside the
ba^^in, but leaving the bottom bare. Cut yoiir

meat (whether beef, inuttou, or bullock's kidney)

into small pieces, and season it with salt and
pepper to taste. If kidney be used, you ought to

have also a rasher of fat bacon. Lay the meat in

layers, mixing the fat and lean in fair proportions.

Put in some lukewarm water, iu the pioportion of

half a pint to a quart basin. Then put on the
remainder of ihe paste, rolled out to the shape of

the top, closing the edges well. Tie a clean close-

grained cloth over, having tirst wetted it, and
floured the side which is to go next to tne crust-

See that your water be boiling, then put your
puiiding into the faucei)an, and let it boil gu-nily

for fuU two hours. Meat puddings arc seldom
allowed a suSicitrnt length of lime to boil. When
boiled enough, take it up, and remove the cloth,

place the basin on it» bottoui iu a plate, and set it

on the table. In serving out, cut a round piece

of the crust out from the top, and if there be nut
gravy enouih, pour in a little hot water, seasoned
with salt and pepper.

^Y1T AXD PLEASA>s'TRY.

CoNrxDRLM.

—

"Why is a mouse like aj Hard Times —The young ladies "down
load of hay? Because the ca^W (cattle) eat it.

j

east" complain that the gentlemen are so

Rich Widows.—Dr. Franklin used to poor they cdu't pat/ their addresses,

say that rich ^\-ido\vs were the only piece of A Sweet Idea.—An eastern editor says

second-hand goods that sold at prime cost, j tlie day previous was as " sticky as trousers
" Shocking Time.sI" as the old womanytull of molasses."

said when the lightning knocked her over i A Bull.—An Irishman, who had blis-

the wash-tub.
j

tered his fingers in endeavouring to draw
A Musical TV'ife.—An editor " down

;
on a new pair of boots, exclaimed :" By St.

east" complains that his wife is so fond of • Pathrick ! I believe I shall niver git thim
music that she spends all her time in pull- on till I wear Aim a day or two."
ing the pigs' tails, so that she may hev 1

An AnomaIy.—AVe notice the marriage
them squeal.

j

of Mr. Day to Miss I'ieid, M-hich presents
A Regular Gotu.—A gentleman, just ' this singular anomaly, that although he

r« turned to America from a tour in Europe,
|
v:o7i thejield, she gained the day.

was asked how he like the ruins of Pom- 1 An Epigram.—Dr. AVolcot, better known
peii. " Not very well," was the reply ; ! as Peter Pindar, had for some time a most
" they are so dreadfully out of repair I" : violent cough, and his physician persisted
A Good Pun.— A gentleman named I

in recommending him to take ass's milk as
Dunlop, being present at a party where one !

a remedy. The bard, tired of his impor-
of the company had made several puns on i tunitics, at length quieted him by sending
the names of persons present, remarked ! him the following :

—

that he had never heard liis name punned I
" l^ear Doctor, do you really think

upon, and did not believe it could be done. '
^bat ass's milk I ought to drink ?

" There is nothing in the world more easv, I / '^'^"'^ *1""*^ "™°^^
"J^'.

"'"S*^' y°" ^V*
„,• ». V 1 .1, * it • * I ^-i. -lii And drive my old complaint away,
sir, rephed the punster

;
" just lop ofi half j t cured yourself. I grant it true •

Ite name, and it xs dun (done) already " I - y.m then 'twas viuthcrs milk to you :

"
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FAMILY PICTURES.

Filial Affection of thJI Chixesf.—
The habitual reverence inspij»d in the mind
of a child follows him t^H^h life, and
forms an indissoluble link-^BBocial bond of

the strongest kind. The aity incumbent
on a son to provide for the necessities of his

indigent parents is seldom slighted, save by
those who have no regard for themselves,
and is usually discharged with many other
becoming acts of esteem. I have some-
times admired the conduct of a son when he
has brought an aged parent to the hospital

;

the tenderness with which he conducted
him to the patient's chair, and the feeling

with which he detailed his sufi'erings, showed
how deeply rooted filial piety is in the heart
of a Chinese. At Macao, a Chinese shoe-
maker, who had done some work for me at

Singapore, called to ask for some further

encouragement. " Why," said I to him,
" did you leave Singapore, where you had a

good business?" *' My old mother," he
replied, " is getting very old, and she will

have me live near her." In obedience to

the commands of a parent, he had given up
the certain pursuit of a livelihood abroad,

and returned to take a very precarious

chance at home. The reader ^^'ill not be
sorry to hear that this man used to come
from time to time for a stock of New Testa-

ments, to distribute among such of his

countrymen as were likely to make a proper
use of them.

—

Lay's Chinese as They Are.

A Daughteii's Love.—There is no one
so slow to note the follies or sins of a father

as a daughter. The ^\ife of his bosom may
fly in horror from his embrace, but his fair-

haired child cleaves to him in boundless

charity. Quickened by the visitation of

pain to the paternal dwelling, her prayer:^

are more brief but more earnest—her eftbrts

doiibled and untiring—and if she can but
win a transient smile from that sullen and
gloomy face, she is paid—oh, how richly

paid !—for all her sleepless cares and un-

ceasing labours. The father may sink from
deep ito deep—from a lower to a yet lower

hell. Satan's khisman and Satan's prey

—

those Avho, in a happier hoiir, received

largely of his benefactions, may start when
they behold his shadow, and accelerate their

pace to get beyond it—all, all may forsake

him—God and the world—all but the devil

—and his daughter. Poor child ! if thou
canst not save, thy feeble torch, made as

bright as thy power can make it, throws at

least a flickering light upon the path, till

the object of thy unquenchable affection has

for ever left thee, and is shrouded in tlie

thick darkness; and when undone—when
gon^ fj-pm thee and gong for ever—thougli

thou mayst wed thy early love, and know in
him all that thy young fond heart pictured
—yet again and again, in the midst of thy
placid joy, even with thy smiling infant on
thy knee, the lost one will not be all-forgot-

ten ! Seeing the past as it w-ere only yes-
tesday, forgetful of thy little darling, thou
w*ilt exclaim from the depths of thy ever-
mindful and affectionate spirit, " My father !

O my father !

"

Thoughts of Home.—Home ! AVhat
music there is in this little word ! At the
mention of ithow many thoughts will turn to
the scenes of our younger days, to the forms
of our dear parents, brothers, sisters, and
youthful companions ! Many of us are far
distant from the place of our birth ; but still

it is brightly engraven in our memories, and
even old age Mill not dim the beautiful pic-
ture. We still remember the dwelling in
which Vv-e were brought up, the garden filled

with sv/eetly - smelling flowers, and the
shady trees under which we have so often
reposed and received shelter from the burn-
ing sun. We distinctly remember the mea-
dows over which we have ranibled, where
we have sported with our balls and kites

;

the rivers and ^rooks in which we have cap-
ttired the unwary fish, and over which we
have oft-times skated in the winter season.
We remember, too, the woods through
which we have rambled in search of game,
and wild fruits and nuts. Such scenes will

never be forgotten; and, although our
imaginations Avill be filled with more recent
sights, and will seek continually for new
pleasures, yet our hearts still burn with an
affectionate remembrance of the days of our
childhood. Those were indeed happy days

;

and what few troubles we then had com-
pared with the cares and anxieties many of
us have since experienced. What numerous
events have occurred since we were children !

Then we were young and hapjjy, enjoying
the society and protection of our fond pa-
rents, and surrounded by our brothers,
sisters, and friends. But now, how
changed ! Families have separated, and
their members are scattered to different

parts of the earth, and many of our dear
friends have gone to their final resting-

place. Could we but live our lives over
again, how much better wotild we appre-
ciate the blessings we then enjoyed ! But as
this is impossible, we can only take a lesson
from our experience of the past, and learn
wisely to improve the present time—be
honest, temperate, and industrious ; always
ready to lend a helping hand to the needy,
that we may be loved and respected by all

M'ho know us.
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.'^Klisten,

nffer

LOVE ONE ANOTHER!
Love one another! Let thy spirit listen

Unto the beauty of this precept true,

And life's tide, as a sun-lit stream, avii

And floAvers of joy its -winding paths imf
Tlie -ways of men Avould echo loud no longe

"With tones of grief, that war and strife prolong
;

And love's sweet voice, by peace, Avould grow the stronger,
Till earth were girdled with a zone of song.

One half the want, the poverty, the grieving.

For Avhich old Time each passing age will chide,

Would be erased, if v/e would hold, believing,
" Love one another," as the heart's true guide.

Love one another ! To the trusting spirit.

How small the sacrifice to serve such shrine !

For faith alone, that earnest minds inherit,

Upholds this precept of the heart divine.

What hours of woe, what deeds of pain and anguish,
Would come not, v/ere this recognised and known

!

What dark contentions soon would pale and languish.
Before the sunbeam by this teaching shown !

Then mind would triumph ; then the sway of reason,
Guided by faith, would through the world impart

These words—as watchwords for all time and season

—

" Love one anothek," to each human heart

!

THE SCHOOL-KOOM.— No. I.

Those of our readers who attentively pe-

rused the first article in our last number,
Avill easily imderstand the reasons which
have induced us to begin, under the title of

The School-room, a series of short arti-

cles, explaining the technicalities and other

principal points in connexion with all the

various branches of useful knowledge. Our
plan is a comprehensive one, and will extend
over many numbers of our Magazine ; but
we shall every week give our readers an
explanation of some science, art, or inven-

tion, and thus in the course of time supply
them with a mass of information to be found
in the same small compass in no other pub-
lication. Of the importance of such know-
ledge to working men no reasonable person
can entertain a doubt ; and we promise to

use our utmost endeavours to render this

one of the most interesting, as it will be one
of the most useful, departments of our Ma-
gazine.

classification of the sciences.
In its most comprehensive sense. Science

only means knowledge, and in its ordinary
sense, knowledrje reduced to a ST/sicm ; that

is, arranged in a regular order, so as to be
conveniently taught, easily remembered,
and readily applied. The sciences, or sys-

tematized branches of knowledge, may be
divided into three great classes : those which
relate to Number and Quantity—those which

relate to Matte?'—and those which relate to
Mind. The first are called the Mathematics,
and teach the properties of numbers and of
figures

;
the second are called the Natural

Sciences, and explain the properties of the
various bodies with which we are acquainted
by means of our senses ; the third are called
Intellectical or Moral Philosophy, and teach
the nature of the mind, of the existence of
which Ave have the most perfect evidence in
our own reflections

; or, in other words, they
teach the moral nature of man, both as an
individual and as a member of society. Con-
nected with all the sciences, and subservient
to them, though not one of their number, is
History, or the record of facts relating to all
kinds of knowledge.

1. Mathematics. The two main branches
of mathematical science are. Arithmetic,
the science of number, from the Greek
word signifying number; and Geometry,
the science of figure, from the Greek words
signifying measure of the earth — iTind-
ineasuring having first turned men's atten-
tion to it. But although these may be con-
sidered as the elementary foundations, they
must not be looked upon as the ultimate
divisions of mathematics. To them we
must add the science of operation, or Al-
gebra, a term derived from the Arabic words
signifying the reduction of fractions— t\\e
Arabs having brought the knowledge of it
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into Europe, The leading idea of this

science is operation, or process, just as

number is that of arithmetic, and space or

figure of geometry ; it is of a more abstract

and refined character thangfte latter tAvo,

only because it does not ^rnediately ad-

dress itself to notions Avhi(ff are formed in

the common routine of life.

2. Nattirnl Science, in its widest and most
general sense, embraces the study of that

collection of created beings and objects,

and of those laws by which they are go-
verned, all of which are concisely expressed
in the term Nature^ The vast accumulation
of knowledge, and its unequal progress, led

to a necessity, long since, of dividing the

study of nature into several distinct sciences.

In the first place, natural objects were sepa-

rated into two grand classes, the organic

and the inorganic; the former being emi-

nently distinguished from the latter by the

exhibition of vital power, or life. The
sciences which relate to organic bodies were
classified under the name of Natural His-

tory. In the second place, it was foxmd
desirable to erect into a distinct science the

study of celestial phenomena, or Astronomy.
That which remained included the study of

inorganic and terrestrial phenomena, form-

ing Geology, which has for its object the

observation and description of the internal

structure, arrangement, and formation,. of

the crust of the earth ; Physical Geography,
which directs our attention to the general

structure of our globe, to the atmosphere

by which it is surrounded, and to the dis-

tribution of organised beings on its surface
;

Mineralogy, which takes account only of

the separate items of which the earth's

crust is composed ; Chemistry, the object

of which is to decompose bodies, to study

the properties of their elements, and the

laws of combination ; Physics, or Natural
Philosophy, properly so called, which con-

siders the general properties of all bodies
;

and Mechanical Philosophy, which investi-

gates the motions of bodies.

3. Intellectual or Moral Philosophy con-

sists of two great divisions : one treating of
[

the powers, faculties, and affections of
the mind, and called Metaphysics or

Psycology, from the Greek words signifying

to discourse about the soul or mind; the
other treating of our duties towards the
Deity and towards our fellow-creatures, and
generally termed Ethics, from the Greek
word for morals. Another arrangement
considers Moral Philosophy in the following

manner : first, as it treats of the duties of

man as an individual ; and, secondly, as a
member of society.

AVe have thus briefly indicated the prin-

cipal divisions of the sciences ; in future

numbers we shall show how they are sub-
divided, and explain the most important
principles and phenomena of each. We
shall conclude our present article with a
quotation. Lord Brougham thus enu-
merates the advantages derivable from a
knowledge of the principles of science :

—

" First, it makes men more skilful, expert,

and useful in the particular kinds of work
by which they are to earn their bread, and
by which they are to make it go far and
taste well when earned. Secondly, it gives

every man a chance, according to his natural

talents, of becoming an improver of the art

he works at, and even a discoverer in the

sciences connected with it. And, thirdly, it

enables him to experience the pure pleasure

of knoAvledge; of gratifying a curiosity

implanted in us by Providence, to lead us
towards the better understanding of the

universe in which our lot is cast, and the

nature wherewithal we are clothed ; and of

raising himself to an understanding of the

infinite wisdom and goodness which the

Creator has displayed in his works. The
pleasures of science go hand inhand with the

solid benefits derived from it ; they tend,

unlike other gratifications, not only to make
our lives more agreeable, but better; and
each rational being is bound, by every

motive of interest and of duty, to direct his

mind towards pursuits which arc found to

be the sure path of virtue as well as of

happiness."

Dreaming roii a Biieaicfast.—Down in Aroostook, County Maine, a Scotchman
and an Irishman happened to be journeying together through the interminable forest of

that region, and by some mishap had lost their way and wandered about in amostpitable

condition for awhile, when they fortunately came across a miserable hovel, which was
deserted save by a lone chicken. As this poor biped Avas the only thing eatable to be

obtained, they eagerly despatched it and prepared it for a supper. When laid before

them Pat concluded that it Avas insufficient for the support of both himself and SaAvney,

and therefore, a proposition Avas made to his companion that they should spare the

chicken until the next morning, and the one Avho had the most pleasant dream should

have the chicken, AA-hich Avas agreed to. In the morning SaAvney told his dream He
tho\io-ht angels were draAving him to heaven in a basket, and he aahs never before so

happy. Upon concluding his dream, Pat exclaimed, *' Och, sure, and I saAv the

"oin^, and I thought you Avould'nt come back after the chicken, and / got up and
ate it viysclf—American Paper.
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WEEKLY CALEXDAK.

JANUARY 19th to 26tu.

January 19, 1472. was born, at Thorn, in

Prussia. .Nicholas Copernicui, a celebrated ma-
thematician, the discoverer, or rather, the le-

viver, of the received system of astronomical

science. The fruit of hi? labours 'vas the elabora-

tion of what has been since ttrmsd the Copernican
System of the Universe, in which the sun is

represented as occupying: a central station, around
which the earth, as well as the other planets,

make their revolutions, in periods corresponding-

with their respective distances

nAen
nuakri

the curiosity of mflkrn art— not to collect medals,
or to collate manusfc-ipls—but to dive into tlic

depths of dungcjns, to plunge into the infection

of hospitals, to survey the mHiision'* of sorrow ami
pain, to take the gua^re and dimensions of misery,
depression, and contempt, t-i remember the fur-

gotten, to attend to the neglected, to visit the
forsaken, and to compare and collate the dis-

tresses of all men in all countries. His plan is

original, and it is as full of genius as it is of hu-
manity. It was a voyage of discovery—a circum-

January 19, 1517, Henri/ Howard. Earl of
|
navigation of chanty." The following maxims,

Surrey, a scholar and a poet, a man esteemed by by tJiis lUustrioas man, might be well adopted

Sir W'alter Raleigh "no less valiant than learned,
j

and .acted upwn by persons in all classes of so-

and of excellent hopp," was beheaded on Tower-
;
ciety:—"Our superfluities should be given up for

hill, for the alleged crime of high treason, a charge the convenience of others. i)nx conrenicncps

preferred against him through the jealousy of his should givepla'^e to thenecessHies of otliers. And
master, Henry VIII.

{

even our necewj/ie^f give way to the extremities

January 19, 173G, James IVait w^s born, at of the poor."

Greenock, ia Scotland. He was distinguished
i

January 20, 184.3. Mr. Edward Drummond, pri-

for his knowledge of natural philo-ophy and the I vate secretar) to 5ir Robeit Peel, was .-hot by a

kindred arts and sciences, but especially by his : man named McNuuehten. The assassiti drevr

improvements in the steam-engine. In 17G4 he
conceived the idea of improving that engine, aisd

ha\ing carried it into effect, he acquired go much
reputation as induced hiui to adopt the profes-

sion of a civil engineer. He received honours
from various learned societies, and originated

many inventions of great practical utility. He
died August 2.3, 1819.

January 20. St. ^gnes £re.— Formerly this

another pistol when he was arrested. Mr. Drum-
mond died on the following Wednesday, the 21th.

It is supposed that McXaughten took him for Sir

Robert Pe^l, by whom, as he said, certain alleged

claims of his had been treated with neglect.

January 21, 17>vJ, the definitive treaty of peace
between En2land and America was signed and
the independence of America ratified.

January 21, 1793, Louis the Sixteenth was be-

ivas a night of great importance to young maidens headed at Paris, in the 39ih year of his age, and
who desired to know who they should marry. Of
such it was required that they should not eat on
this day, and those who conformed to the rule
called it " fasting St. Aenes' fast."

Januarv- 20, I.368, Miles Corerdale died, aged
81. He lived in the reign of Henry VllI, and
was among the first English Reformers. He as-

sisted William Tyndale in translating some part
of the Old or New Testament; and in 1.530 he
published, in a folio volume, the first English
translation of the Scriptures,
promoted to the see of Exeter,

the 19th of his reign. The machine by Avhich
he was put to death was called a guillotine, in

consequence of its bein? first introduced into

France, during the revolution, by Dr. Guillotine,

though a simiUr instrument was in use, under the
name of the Halifax gibhet, in the sixteenth cen-
tury. The sutferer was laid at length upon a flit

board, with his face downwards, when a weighty
axe, the ends of which were secured in srooves on
the side, was made suddenly to fall, and the head

of Queen Mary he went to Denmark, and after-

wards to Geneva, where he joined other English
refugees in a new version of the Bible. He came
home on the accession of Queen Elizabeth, but
he did not resume his bishoprir.
January 20, 1790, John Howard died at Cher-

son, in Russia. He was one of the most distin-
guished philanthropists of modern times ; and
biographers and poets of various countries have
employed their talents iu his praise. He devoted
himself chicHy to the improvement of prisons and
prison discipline ; and with this view he visited
the prisons, not only of the United Kingdom, but
of France, Italy, Denmark, Sweden, Russia, and
Poland. The managemaiit of Lazarettos, also,

and the means of preventing tlie cumn.unicatiou
of the plague, and other contagious diseases, oc-
cupied a large portion of his attention. The re-
snlt£ of his inquiries, with valuable practical ad-
vice, were pub.ished and extensively circulated.
The splendid eulo?ium pronounced on Howard
by Edmund Burke must not be omitted:—" He

In lo-51 he was was taken off at one blow, and received into a
On the accession ! basket beneath. Louis was generally accounted

an amiable man, but had not sufficient Hrmnes.s
and courage t" govern, especially during a period
of general pubiic excitement. The charge pre-

ferred against him by the revolutionists, and of

which the Xatioual Assembly, by a majority of

fi%e voices, in a convocation of 721, declared him
to be guilty, and adjudged him to death, was that
of treason again.*t the constitution.

January 22, l.o6l, Francis Bacon Baron of
Verulam, was burn. He was a man of vigoioiis

intellect, which he applied to the study of the
l.^w so industriously, that at the nze of twenty-
eight he was appointed Counsel-Extraordinary to

tho Queen (Elizabeth), and in 1619 Kincr James
created him Lord High Chancellor ^f England
and Baron Verulam. He addicted himself aUo
to the study of general philosophy, and published
several works, which have been the admiration
and study of subsequent generations. Hia design
in these works was to advance a more perfect
exercise of the rationtil faculties in the improve-
ment of the understanding, and in the interpreta-

bas visited all Europe; t;ot to survey the sump-
1
tion and study of nature. With all his greatness

tuoiisness of palaces, or the stateliness of temples
j
of mind, howe\er, he was not proof against the

— not to make accurate measurements of the re- temp^ations of high office, and was clearly cou-
Qains of an":icnt grandeur, nor to form a scale of I viclcd of several charges of corruption. lie was
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sentenced to pay a fine of £40,000, to be impri-
soned in the Tower durin? the Kind's pleasure,
and to be for ever incapable of place or employ-
ment. He was soon releai^ed from the Tower;
a handsome pension Avas coiiter^d upon him, and
other marks of favour Avere shdmn him. He died
in April. 1G26. J^
January ^^, 1788, George Gordon Byron, Lord

Byron, w;is born at Dover. As a poet, he stands
liiorh on the pinnacle of fame, and his chief pro-
ductions will last as long- as the language in

which they are composed. His general character
was far from being amiable; the commencement
of Ins progress was marked by waywardness and
eccentricity, for whicli the niatuiity of his
life afforded but poor recompense. His was a
great and untameable spirit, bounded only by a
circle, the centre of which was peculiarly and es-

sentially SELF. His personal vanity, his bitter-

ness, the looseness of his morals, his carelessness
of female reputation, his hasty and viuliclive
spirit, were straHgely mixed up with sjrf at hu-
manity, benevolence, and generosity. In fact, in

conduct as in mind, he was powerful but irrei^ular,

and altogether one of those extraordinary cha-
racters to whom the application of general rules is

uugatory. He became enthusiastic in the Greek
cause, and assisted it with large sums of money.
"NVhile residing at Missolonghi, he was attacked
with a severe fit of the epilepsy; he had subse-
quently other attacks; and on the 19th of April,

18'H, he died, in the thirty-seventh year of his age.

January- 23, 180G, WiUiam Pilt died. He was
the second son of the celebrated Earl of Chatham.
He occupie;1 the situation of Prime Minister during
.some of the most eventful periods of EngUsh
history. He was a minister of lofty powers, and
still loftier pretensions. In higher points, he
seems to liave Ijcen more lYiQ miiw ut expediency
than of principle. By turns he aivocaied and
dropped the great questions of parliamentary
reform and the abolition of slavery and the shive-

trade. As a financier, he was expert in practice,

rather than scientifically grounded ; wliile the
waste and profusion of his waiiike expenditure
were extreme, and will be long felt in their con-

sequences. Love of power was his ruling passion,

but he was certainly abovi; the meanness of avarice,

and his personal disinterestedness was extreme.
January 23, 1820, died Edtvard, Duke of Kent,

fourth son of George III., and lather to herprese)it
ilajesty. Queen Victoria. He v.as a prince of re-

spectable endowments, amiable in his private cha-
racter, and the liberal patron of every feasible

scheme for the physical, intellectual, and moral
improvement ot his fellow-creaiuies. He was a
jileasing orator, and at the time oi his death was
highly popular and generally respected.

January 24, 1712, Charles Frederick, Kiiif of

Prussia (commonly, though erroneously, called

Frederick III.), was born. He was a man of un-
daunted courage, great presence of mind, and a

sound and viarorous uuderstandinsr. He was ain-

bitious, avaricious, and unnecessarily severe in liis

enforcement of discipline and hi-s administration

nf law ; but his general aim seems to have been
to promote the prosperity of his dominions. After

a protracted life of seventy-five years, commenced
in hai-dships, carried on amidst dangers, and con-

cluded in tranquillitv, he died August 17, i785.

Januarj- 24, 1831," the v.orks of HiingerJ'ord

Market. Strand, London, were commenced with
great ceremonies.
January 21, 1831, the first dayof JftVary Term,

an extraordinary circumstance was witnessed:

—

A chancellor, two chief justices, a new attorney

and solicitor-general, and a sergeant, appeared
in court on the same day, on their elevation to

office.

January 25, 17-59, Robert Bums, the celebrated

Scotch poet, was born, near the town of Ayr. He
was brought up to rustic labour, but his education

was not neglected, and he was early smitten with

a passion for reading. He soon b.gan to write

verses, which attracted notice and gained him
much reputation. His companj' was consequently

mucli sought alter—a circumstance which led to

an indulgence in habits of dissipation, and a dis-

gust of the occupation to which he had been bred.

He engaged in bu-^iness two or three times, but his

habits of intemperance were too deeplj' rooted to be

overcome ; and, in spite of the remonstrances of

his friends, and his own acknowledged conviction of

the folly and danger of his conduct, be persisted in

the use of strong liquors until be had ruined his

constitution, and brought on a disea«e which occa-

sioned his death, July 21, 179G. His songs, tales,

and poetical epistles display pathos, hiunour,

vigorous sentiinent, and, with some exceptions, a

purity and elegance of style which will insure

ti.eir permanent fame as the productions of great
native ?;enius.

J anuary 2'), \?,2?>,Edicard Jenner, an eminent En-
glish physician, died. ai;ed 74. In the course of liis

observations a»!a medicalpractitioi'.er.his a'tentioii

was turned to the cow-pox as a pieservalivefroni

the r.'ivages of small-pox, which at that irae often

proved fatal. Having for many years, and amidst
muchoppo.^ition, pursued bis investigation of this

discovery, snd established its general efficacy, the

I
practice of vaccination was ii troduced into the

I

London hospitals, the army and navy, and finally

I

extended to every part of the globe. A ^rtardamcn-

tary gnxnt of £20,000 was voted to the Doctor, and
various honours were conferred iipuu him by

I
foreign potentates.

Interpretation of Dreams.—To dream of a mill-stone round yotir neck is a sign

of what you may expect if you get an extravagant wife. To .see apples in a dream
betokens' a wedding, because where you find apples you may reasonably expect to find

pairs. To dream that you arc lame is a token that you will get into a hobble. "When a

sign that, if you are wise, you will see that the lights in your home are out before you
go to bed. To dream that your nose is red at the tip is an intimation that you had
better leave off brandy-and-water. To dieum of walking bare-footed denotes a journey

that you Avill make bootless.
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DIGGINGS.
"small, but golden-, oraixs.

Acquire honesty ; seek humility
;

prac-

tice economy ; love fidelity.

The best court equity is a good con-
science.

Sell not virtue to purchase wealth.

Pride of heart foreruns destruction.

Anger and haste hinder good counsel.

Abundance, like want, ruins many.
Learn to unlearn what you have learned

amiss.
Against fortune oppose courage ; against

passion, reason.

A faithful friend is a strong defence.

Modesty has more charms than beauty.
Confidence is the companion of success.

A man that breaks his word bids others
be false to him.
Business neglected is business lost.

Confide without ffeervation, but confide
in few,

A flatterer is a most dangerous enemy.
A good cause makes a stout heart and a

strong arm.
Consider both what is fit, and when it is

fit, to speak.
Every vice fights against nature.
Gain, gotten with an ill name, is real loss.

Adversity willingly undergone is the
greatest virtue.

Adversity successfully overcome is the
highest glory.

It is not wise to wake a sleeping lion.

Mildness governs better than anger.
Improvement of parts is by improvement

of time.

A contented mind is a continual feast.

Afiected superiority mars good fellow-

ship.

Opportunity, makes the thief.

When recreation is preferred to business,
your affairs must suffer.

A man that outlives Ids reputation soon
becomes miserable.
One that is perfectly idle will be perfectly

weary.
A wager is a fool's argument.
Point not at another's spots with a foul

finger.

A bad workman generally quarrels with
his tools.

A rolling stone gathers no moss.
Positivcness is one of the most certain

marks of a Aveak judgment.
Misfortune is the touchstone of friend-

ship.

Aftectation in dress implies a flaw in the
understanding.

Affectation of wisdom often prevents one
from becoming wise.

' Mutual gratifications advance the plea-
sures of friendship.

It is good to begin well, but better to end
well.

A penny saved is twice earned.
Perfection is the point at which all should

aim.
A false-grounded hope is but a working

man's dream.
Passion makes fools of the wise, and

shows the folly of the foolish.

At a great bargain pause awhile.
Sorrow's best antidote is employment.
Unmerited honours never wear'well,
A good pa}Tnaster is lord of another man's

purse,

Unbought experience is seldom worth
much.
Woe to those preachers who listen not to

themselves.
A young man idle is an old man needy.
Contentment is ordy to be found within

ourselves.

!
A good word for a bad one is worth much,

I

and costs but little.

\
Receive instruction with gratitude.

I Silent deeds are better than unprofitable
I words.

i

A friend is never known till needed,

j
Poor indeed is he Avho thinks he never

j

has enough.
! One unkind expression infallibly geue-
i rates others.

A passionate man rides a horse that runs
away with him.
A faithful friend is the medicine of life.

Make good use of time if you love eter-
nity.

Labour brings pleasure, idleness pain.
A precipitate choice makes way for a long

repentance.
Ambition is torment enough for an

enemy.
Let the shipwrecks of others be your sea

marks.
Good government is the greatest security

of freedom.
Frequent application is to the mind what

repeated tillage is to the earth.

An honest employment is a most useful
patrimony, .

Anger is like a ruin, which breaks itself

upon what it falls.

Cloudy mornings often bring clear even-
ings.

A guilty conscience needs no accuser.
A clear conscience fears no accusation.
Follow the dictates of rcas-m, not of pas-

sion.
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NOTICES TO COKllESrONDENTS.

J. C. .i?ks what is the difrercnce between Epi-
demic and Coutaefioui! Diseasfs'i Same diseaseb

become l>revalt;ut because their causes are so dil-

lused as to atlect many per&ous in ihe same place,

and these are called epidemic diseases. Tlie

onuses of snch disea-es are very various— tliey

may be titlier iu deficient food, as in general
scarcity ; u^om excessive heat or cold ; from
noxious stales of the atmosphere uhich arc not
•jierceptible lo our senses, nor capable of being
detected by thermometers or barometers, such
as exhalations fioui nurshcs, luicovered drains,

rt'servoirs of filth, graveyards, &c.; and other
causes which are involved in great obscurity.
Olber diseases are prevalent because the bodies
of the sick give out a noxious material wbich
fxcitfB disease in the bodies of the healtliy

brotisht into contact with theiii ; these are called

contagious diseases. The human body is a deli-

cate instrument, and can perceive qualities which
our pliilosophicai instruments are unable ti) detect.

The cholera, typhus, ague, and otiier diseases, are

exami)les of the former class—the itch, is an
exauiple of tliu latter. 'ihe plague has been
generally considered contagious as Mell as epi-

demic, but that has been disputed by modern
authorities. The non-contagiousness of cliolera

has not been fully established, although the
aigumcnts are very striking.

iioiiKUT M'A ,

—

We shall always feel a

l)leasure in answering questions as lar as we
can. Various contrivances were employed for

tile measurement of time, before the invention of

clocks aiid watches. Amongst these were the hour-
gkms, and tlie ai:cient clepsjdra, a vessel from
which a reguhited stream of waicr flowed, on the

^ame principle iis the hour-glass. Alireu the Great,
who was very methodical in his use of time, in-

vented a kind of candle, divided iiit6 parts, of va-
rious co!quj«, file burning of which enabled him to

judge of the hour of the day.
C B.—The wi^e; man says :

" In the multitude
of counsellors there is wisdom." Our correspon-
dent's hints sh-aU have attention; and " JMartha
Makepeace" (who, by-the-bye, will soon become
Tenon ned in the working niaa's family) will, we
are sure, be equally courteous.

iNQUiliEU.—No trouble at all. You are in

error. The -llh July is etdebrated by the Ameri-
cans as the anniversary of their declaration of in-

dependence, and not its recugnHiun by the Go-
vernment of Great Britain. ~

Edward 11. (Bristol}.—The line of Lancaster
commenced with the reign of Henry IV., in the
year 1399 ; and the line ol York with the reign of

Edward IV^, in 14Gl. The two lamilies were
vi.ited A.u. 1185, ill the reign of Henry VH. The
three lo;igest reigns in the history of Kngland
weie those of the tfiird Henry, the M<Vrf Edward,
and the third George.
A Wor.KlNG Man (Stockport).—The word

"usher" means properly a door-keeper, and is the

•name given to several olfieers-m-waiting on Bar-

lianieiit and the law courts, to introduce strangers

and execute orders. It is a false pronunciation

of the French hiiissier, from hitix, a door. As ap-

plied to an assistant in a school, it may refer to

his oflfice, to introduce the scholars to learning.

EdwaudHowland.—"We shall be able to gratify

3'our wishes. Wo are in possession of several tiles

of early English newspapers, sind intend availing

ourselves of their contents.

BuiDGEWATEu. — Thanks for )our plaiiihcss

of s])tech. Our aim is to be clearly under-
stood, and to use, in all departments of "The
Working Man's Eiuend," " puie English,

undetiled."

T. B.—We do not undervalue good poetry
on gQod subjects ; but the space we have
allotted to prose compositions will not allow us

much indulgence with the n.uses. The above
answer will also apply to the letter of T. 11., ami
other correspondents.

HiaiMLS.— You are right in your suppositioH.

All languages in extensive use will be lound to

contain many dialects, or provincial variations.

There is not, perhaps, a county in England desti-

tute of words or idioms peculiar to itself; and it is

dirticultto set up an absolute standard of purity.

Many of the provincial terms and expressions

which strike a visitor f^n another part of the

country as most ludicrouif are found on examina-
tion to possess a remarkable philological accuracy

—

to be in a very hiyh degree signihcant. The great-

eat variations from our own use of the English

language are to be lound in America; but

it would be folly to conclude that in this

matter we have always the advantagt; over

our transatlantic brethren. On the contrary,

our pretensions to be the sole judges of what
is good English have sometimes been signally

rebuked. Thus, many years ago,' the word lo

adiocate, of frequent use at that time amongst the

Americans, was severely denounced by the British J
reviewers as a term they had *' invented without .11

reason ;" and yet it lias since be«ii discovered to

have been used by Milton, one of our purest and
most splendid prose writers, and is now commonly
employed by us. Indeed, some American writers

have collected vocabularies of words and phrasers

sBpposed to be peculiar to the United States, and
have traced them, to the extent of some hundreds,

to English origin. However, sooner or later we
must expect that the different circumstances of the

two nations—their institutions and social pecu-

liarities— will exert a decided influcnco on the com-
mon language. No tongue being ever so settled as

not to undergo some changes, indeed continual

changes, if spoken by a nation in the full vigour of

social and political life, new modes of action and
of thought will be continually arising and callhig

lor new modes of utterance.

A Youth of Nineteen.—It is a very easy

matter to have a rtmoveable piiper cover to pro-

tect each number from being soiled. Wo w>-)uld

rather not take four pages from tiiji Magazine

meiely for a cover. Your other sug^stions are

vtrvgood, but cannot at presiut be acted up>>n.

We liaveny doubt the experienced Martha .Make-

peace will, in another week, give \ou the receipts

)ou ask for.

J. 11. (JraNthjui.—Your suggestions are valu-

able, and we will eUdaavour to adopt them as may
be deemed expedient. Your proUcred aid will be

gladly accepted.

I'rinted and published by John Cassell, of 335, Strand, Ujudon, and sold by "an Bookscllevs.
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THE WORKING MAN.

NO. III. WORKSHOPS AND FACTORIES NATIONAL SCHOOLS.

Ou3 Workshops and our Factories are National Schools.—Here the intellect

is quickened, the affections stirred, the passions excited, principles are implanted, and

character is formed. Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and similar places,

are insignificant institutions, compared with our smithies, Aveaving, spinning,

grinding, tailoring, carpentering, and shoe-making establishments. When boys or

girls, men or women, go to any of these operative academies, they axe not merely

taught the art, trade, or mystery to which they are apprenticed, but there is a

deeper and more important moral and intellectual education to which they are

subjected. Here their minds are inxired to vulgarity or politeness ; to obscenity or

purity ; to ignorance or science ; to vice or \irtue ; to scepticism or religion.

Let any man of forty analyse his present thoughts, feelings, principles, and

character, and then let him tell us how far all these have been influenced, modified,

and formed, by his associates in labour. 'VMiat an imfledged mind he had when
he first entered the factory ! "SVhat a deal of sport his ignorance and simplicity

yielded his companions ! To him their technicalities were Gr-eek or Arabic.

Their halfwords and inuendoes, under whichwere couched ideas that modesty forbade
even these desperadoes in ^-ice to mention, were to him an unkno"\\Ti tongue. But
now what a fund of thought he possesses, derived from the workshop ! And even
the individual who counts his sixtieth or seventieth year, never passes an hour
with his comrades without gaining an addition to his information, and thereby

becoming a wiser or a more foolish—a more virtuous or a more vicious man.
. Here, then, are our most efficient National Schools. It is not the pedagogue,

it is not the parent, or the minister of religion, that works the most extensively

upon the public mind. There ever has been, and there still is, in the workshop and
the factory, in the hay-field, the barge, the ale-house, and the cofiee-room, an

"educational genius which is more potent for good or evil than all our schools,

colleges, or churches.

And it is impossible for any one to prevent this agency from working. Man is a

social being. It is his high and divine prerogative to feel, think, and talk, and to

make others feel, think, and talk with him. The heaviest penalty of the treadmill

is its silence. The toil would be nothing if the convicts were allowed to converse.

The roughest road, and the most wearisome journey, can be made short, smooth,
and easy, by the interchange of thought with a brother traveller. Compared with
the empire of the tongue, all other earthly powers are insignificant. We need
only mention the names of Demosthenes, Fox, Sheridan, Whitfield, Cobden,
Bright, &c., as illustrations. These men moved, and are moving, in a large sphere

;

F.
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but they have their miniature representatives in ahnost every circle—tongues that

stir the souls of all with Avhom they are associated, and lead to exertions whose
combined force none but the Eternal can perfectly estimate.

Let every working man and working woman then consider the all but omnipotent

power of the workshop, and resolve that, hereafter, its entu-e influence shall be

employed to hasten the " good time coming." ^Ye need not petition for "Edu-
cational grants ;

" what others can do for us in that way is but little at best, and
the less we allow any public body, or bodies, to do in the formation of our prin-

ciples and character the better. The most dangerous power on earth, to be trusted

in the hands of rulers or bodies of men, is that of directing the public mind. It

is to interference of this class that we attribute the degradation of the Italians,

Kussians, and other nations. England is now the wonder of the world, and self-

education has, for the most part, originated and sustained our greatness. It would
be a great calamity to have this privilege taken out of our hands. Many of our

most distinguished patriots were but little indebted to chartered universities. The
song of freedom, in the street or the factory, has not unfrequently awakened emotions

which have nerved the soul for its ablest services in the cause of truth, liberty, and

humanity. Let us have a healthy tone in our workships, and we care nothing for

the schools of bigots or of despots.

Every operative, then, is a schoolmaster or schoolmistress ; and, consequently,

fills a most responsible position in society. We have known several most excellent

men and women who received their education in the factory. "When they first

went to the mill they were ignorant of grammar, geography, mathematics, pohtics,

or religion. But they found minds bent on improvement, and soon caught their

spirit. They sav>-, for the first time in their lives, that
" Learning is better than house or land ;"

because,
•' When house and land are gone and spent.

Still learning is most excellent."

They, therefore, applied themselves to study : their benevolent shopmates wet.,

their tutors ; and 7/iutiial instruction afi'orded far more pleasure than the pot-house

or the theatre. These very individuals, once so rough and rude, can now read,

write, and cast accounts with ease, and even elegance. They speak their mother

tongue correctly—have made considerable progress in mathematics—are versed in

geography and history—understand the constitution of their country ; are sound

politicians, noble-minded patriots, and consistent Christians. And all this improve-

ment has taken place in connexion with the workshop. The difficulties in the

way of advancement were talked over during the hours of labour and completely

removed. The meal-times were school-hours, and their walks to and from the

mill were perfectly "peripatetic"—for, like the disciples of Aristotle of old, they

were " walking philosophers." We have known some, who worked sixteen hours

a day, learn through a Latin grammar, besides pages of Young, Shakspcre, ser-

mons, speeches, &c. We havekno^^^l mill-boys rise at five o'clock, and call up the

schoolmaster ; the keys of the school-room were thrown to them out of the window

;

they unlocked the doors, spent the time in singing, &c., till their teacher appealed,

and then they worked hard at grammar, geography, and other branches of know-

ledge, until the factory-bell rang, when they hastened to their employment ; and

during 'the day they drilled each other in the truths they had been taught in the

morning. A public teacher of some eminence, an acquaintance of ours, states that

his first taste for poetry, or elocution, was given him by a fellow mechanic, while

I
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they mutually plied their trade. Indeed, the resources of the factory and workshop

for mental improvement are incalculable. Here men and -women may rise to a

high eminence in intellect and morals, if they only resolve to educate each other.

On the other hand, we could tell sad tales of the mental and moral pestilence of

these associations, where the ruling genius has been vulgar and profane. Language

cannot express the mischief that has been done by vicious operatives. There have

been men and women who seemed rarely to open their lips but to utter some

obscenity, or to belch forth oaths and curses. On this latter and most useless of all

sins, we remember that a great man, Robert Hall, has said, " Swearing is a pepper-

corn rent paid to Satan." It does no one any good. The infidel who swears is a

simpleton, because he believes in nothing to swear by ; his blasphemj--, therefore,

is the most perfect waste of breath ; and the believer who swears is, in his own con-

science, convicted of profanity.

This matter was once put in a striking light by a traveller in a stage coach. A
naval officer, in relating some tale of wonder, finished almost every sentence "v\dth

an oath. After the account was ended, a companion proposed to narrate a marvel

that had come under his notice, and in proceeding with the story, concluded every

l^eriod with the words, ''pipes and tobacco." The officer became a little impatient,

and at the close, said :
" I ask your pardon, sir, but I cannot understand what you

meant by that perpetual repetition of 'pipes and tobacco.' " " I will explain my-
self," said the gentleman. *' You, sir, in telling your tale, concluded each para-

graph with an oath. Now, the oath had notliing to do with the narration, and to

me it was very painful. I have paid you the compliment of embellishing my story

vdth a heterogeneous phrase also, but it could offend no one, and had the advan-

tage of not being profane." The officer thanked him, and o^\aied that to finish a

period \\ith the words " pipes and tobacco" was quite as rational as to take the

name of the Deity in vain.

Before we conclude this article on the good or evil that may be taught in work-
shops, we would say to our working friends,—A^Tiile you avoid ignorance and vulgarity

^

take care that you don't make yovurselves laughing-stocks by affectation. Improve
your mode of talkmg as much as you can, but don't turn your poor mothcr-tonguo

into gibberish. In avoiding boorishness, beware of dandyism. A word to the wise

is enough. Avoid alike ignorance and coxcombism. Make the workshop a school

of science, courtesy, and kindly feeling, so that everj'' day may be more profitable

for wisdom than for icages ; and depend upon it that the latter will not then be

wanting. Intelligent, industrious, well-behaved men and women are sure to get

on well. ^

Tht; Citadel of Moral Strexgth,—Afflictions in no case deserve the nranc of
enemies till, assuming the garb of blackest malignity, they find out and shoot in their
poisoned arrows to the heart of man. Man may battle with them, nay, battle successfully
with them, so long as the heart is sound. His repeated conflicts infuse new vigour, and
he not unfrequentiy stands forth in the majesty of moral greatness, and compels homage
and applause from the many, who are by no means disposed to indulge in hero worship.
But let the man's heart be touched by a venomous shaft, and the man is vanquished.
The joy of his own spirit departs, and wherever he moves he carries with him a cold and
withering influence, under the power of which he looks upon every brother as a fiend, and
is prepared to treat every brother as if he came armed against him from the pit. Thus
the warm and large sympathies of many a soul which would have embraced the universe,
have been dried up, and he who was seemingly baptized into love by the God of love, and
not far from the throne of Deity, has seen in his fellows a legion of devils, and his glare
of misanthropy has driven his fellows to shrink from him as the devil.

IB 3
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CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER IV.

" His actions had all the rapidity and the effect of lightning-. There was a certain invincibility in

his o-enius, like the n«\v ideas of which he was the champion."—Chateaubriand.

difficult to discover. Milton says: "FromHis position in the army— his effi-

cient SERVICE AND SIGNAL SUCCESS

—

DETERMINES THE DESTINIES OF ENGLAND
—HIS LETTER, DESCRIBING THE HILL

TIGHT.
Oliver is now seen with sword in hand—

a

true soldier ; first captain, then colonel,

and, finally, commander-in-chief. Nothing

but the force of circumstances could induce

a man to leave the quietude and the endear-

ments of domestic life for the restless ac-

tivity and distracting solicitude of a great

battle-field. The love of country may be

stronger than the love of life. The pa-

triotic tide flowed and rose to its highest

point in the soul of Cromwell. He Avas

willing to be poured out as a libation for

the salvation of his beloved England. He
sympathised alike in her weal and her woe.

He had tasted her joys, and he was not un-

wilHiig to drink of the cup of her sorrows,

^ith a noble and uplifted spirit struggling

within him, he grasped his sword with no

feeble, trembling hand. His whole man
was nerved for action. He put himself in

no vulgar attitude. He was ready for

heroic deeds.

The hour had now come when the inte-

rests of the country called for any sacrifice,

even the greatest. Charles having turned

a deaf ear to the petitions and the claims of

his Parliament— having raised troops to

overawe them in the honest discharge of

their duties, and flushed Avith the victory

which sat upon his helmet—became the ob-

ject of the nation's distrust and abhorrence.

Good men and true turned away from him
with unutterable aversion and disgust. He
planned, he plotted, he deceived. His

prime ambition was to crush the liberties

of the people. In the evening of August

22, 1642, the King planted the royal stand-

ard at Nottingham, and formally summoned
his subjects to arms. The Pates favoured

him not. Heaven was not auspicious to his

design. The very elements conspired against

him. The wind, which was very tempes-

tuous that very night, blew down his stajid-

ard, and laid it with the dust. Bad omen
this for poor Charles. So he must have be-

lieved, for at no very great distance from

this very spot the "Earl of Essex was

organising the Parliamentary army, in

which Cromwell served as captain, and

from which he was destined to rise to the

highest rank.

The secret of his military skill it is not

his thorough exercise in the ai-t of self-

knowledge, he had either exterminated or
subjugated his domestic foes, his idle hopes,
his fears, and his desires. Having thus
learnt to engage, and subdue, and triumph
over himself, he took the field against his
outward enemies, a soldier practised in all

the discipline of war." He inspected his
company without delay, and sought not to
conceal his real design in taking up arms.
He was honest and open-hearted. We can
see into the very depth of his soul. He
loathed everything approaching to hypocrisy
and deception. He never pretended that
he was marching in defence of the monarch,
while, in reality, he was fighting against
him. " Soldiers !

" said he, in addressing his
troop, " I will not deceive you, nor make
you believe, as my commission has it, that
you are going to fight for the King and Par-
liament." And if we may believe Clarendon,
he added: "If the King were in front of
me, I would as soon shoot him as another.
If your conscience will not allow you to do
as much, go and serve elsewhere." Manly
consistency this. Oliver knew nothing of
timidity or of time-serving. The King had
betrayed the most sacred interests of his
people, and even the life of this anointed one
was no longer precious in the eyes of even
Cromwell himself. Being himself an honest
man, he loved honesty. The proof of this

is to be found in a letter which he addressed
to an individual of the name of Barnard, who,
amid professions of charity and liberal feel-

ing, was more favourable to the royalists, in
which he says :

" Subtlety may deceive you

;

integrity never will. With my heart I shall

desire that your judgment may alter, and
your practice. I come only to hinder men
from increasing the rent—from doing hurt

;

but not to hurt any man, nor shall I you. 1

hope you will give me no cause. If you do,

I must be pardoned what my relation to the
public calls for." Liberty was now to fight

the ground with tyranny. Exclusive of the
eastern association, where Cromwell, by his

extreme vigilance, prevented the designs of
the royal party, every county in England was
a stage on which the great tragedy of the civil

war was about to be acted. At the outset of

hostilities " the Parliament were possessed
of every advantage over the King. All the
places of strength in the kingdom were in

their hands ; their party was, beyond all

comparison, the most numerous ; they thorn-
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selves Avere honoured, nay, almost adored
by the great body of the nation, as an ex-
ample to all times and countries in which
kingly despotism might again rear its de-

tested head ; they commanded, almost un-
limitedly, the purses of the people ; and
they had taken care to be amply supplied
with every munition of war. On the con-
trary, so ill provided was the King in every
respect, that nothing would have been more
easy than for his enemies to seize upon his per-

son at Nottingham ; disperse the little band
of Royalists that had there collected round
his standard, and thus commence and end
the contest at a stroke. But the Parlia-

ment, willing perhaps to permit the latent

hostility of his party to expand, were it only
to convince the world of its existence—and
sensible that the English would never have
taken it well, that the Parliament should
make war upon the King, upon any provo-
cation unless it were in their own defence,
in case the King should first make war
upon them—neglected the favourable oppor-
tunity ; and Charles availed himself of their

neglect to exert himself with a degree of
industry and talent that astonished both his

friends and his enemies. His zeal, in fine,

assisted by the efforts of his adherents, soon
created and equipped a force, which, though
still inferior to the Parliament in numbers,
much more than counterbalanced that ad-
vantage by their alacrity, courage, and gene-
ral soldier-like qualities."

The first engagement of any moment
between the two armies was the battle of

Edgehill, which was fought on the 23rd and
24th days of October, 1G±2, and the inde-
cisive result of which tilled London with the
deepest alarm. After this the winter passed
quietly away, but in the following spring
the war broke out with renewed force.

Earnest was the contest on either side, but
with doubtful success. Oliver's keen and
penetrating judgment soon discovered the
cause of weakness in the Parliamentary
troops. " How can Ave be otherwise than
beaten ? Your troops are most of them old
decayed serving-men and tapsters, and such
kind of fellows ; and theirs are gentlemen's
sons, younger sons, and persons of quality.

But I will remedy that. I will raise men
who will have the fear of God before their

eyes, and who will bring some conscience
to what they do. And I promise you they
shall not be beaten." Thus he spoke to

Hampden ; and at once betook himself to

the duty of infusing new life and soul into
the army. Fourteen squadrons composed
of young and pious freeholders, and withal
zealous Protestants, were soon raised. They
were men in whom religion and patriotism
were a living thing—a grand reality. From
that hour the course of events was chanyred.

This new element soon decided the destinies

of the war, and of England.
In the end of February, 1643, Cromwell

is at Cambridge, great forces from Essex,

Norfolk, and Suffolk having joined his

ranks. There has been much alarm, and
running to and fro over all those counties.

It is now resolved to make a garrison of

Cambridge, to add new works to the castle,

and to fortify the town itself. Cromwell
and his men are all busy. And to effect

this design, Oliver issued the following war-

rant to be read in the small parish church
of Fen Drayton, which was done on Sunday,
March 12, 1643 :—
" To all and every the Inhabitants of Fen
Drayton, in the Hundred of Papworth—
" Whereas we have been enforced, by

apparent grounds of approaching danger,

to begin to fortify the town of Cambridge,
for preventing the enemy's inroad, and the

better to maintain the peace of this county:
" Having, in part, seen your good affec-

tions to the cause, and now standing in need
of your further assistance to the perfecting

of the said fortifications, which will cost,

at least, £2,000, we are encouraged, as

well as necessitated, to desire a freewill

offering of a liberal contribution from you,

for the better enabling of us to attain our
desired ends, viz., the preservation of our
country; knowing that every honest and
well-affected man, considering the vast

expenses we have already been at, and our
willingness to do according to our ability,

Avill be ready to contribute his best assist-

ance to a work of so high concernment and
so good an end.

*' We do, therefore, desire that what shall

be by you freely given and collected may,
Avith all convenient speed, be sent to the

commissioners at Cambridge, to be em-
ployed to the use aforesaid."

Cromwell's troops acted no coward's part.

Their hearts Avere filled with sacred fire
;

their deeds Avere brave and magnanimous.
The laurels of victory Avere clustering thick

on Oliver's brow. His eminent services Avere

duly appreciated, and ere longhe Avas raised

to the rank and dignity of a colonel.

In Chalgrave field, a few miles from Ox-
ford, a skirmish of cavalry took place on
the 18th of June, 1643, in Avhich the Parlia-

mentarians sustained a rather severe defeat.

One of their chiefs, Avho Avas always found
in the foremost rank, Avas seen sloAvly quit-

ting the field of battle before the end of the

action. His head hung upon his chest

;

his hand was leaning on his horse's neck. ,,:,.

It Avas Hampden, cousin of Oliver. "He r^4,
is certainly Avounded," said one of the by- jjfci';.

standers as he passed along. His wound ^r^'
Avas mortal. He died on the 24th of the
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same month. He was the sound-hearted
champion of the popular cause ; a man of

invincible resolution, and if not of first-

rate parts, yet a man of very eminent
ability. He was brave even to a fault in

the field of battle ; nor was he more brave
than patriotic. The sorrowing people, the

nation in tears, named him the father of his

country !

Toward the close of the same month
Cromwell signalised himself by his masterly
relief of Gainsborough, which was the be-

ginning of his great fortunes. His military

skill was principally evinced in an up-hill

charge which he made upon the rear of the
troops—thrice the number of his own

—

commanded by Lieutenant-General Caven-
dish, after the latter had completely worsted
the Lincolnshire men, who fought for the
Parliament. Cromwell by this manoeuvre
restored the battle, and drove the young
and brave Cavendish, with a number of his

men, into a quagmire, Avhere, with their

gallant officer, they were nearly all killed.

Nor did his success terminate here. In
October, 1643, he led the van of the forces,

commanded by the Earl of Manchester, in

their attack upon the Royalists near Horn-
castle. At the words, " Truth and Peace,"
Oliver's thirty-seven troops of horse and
dragoons, with himself at their head, ad-

vanced without trepidation or fear, and
only reserved their charge till the eighty-

seven troops of the enemy that were
seen coming dov/n upon them had fired.

But so expeditious were the evolutions

of the royalists, that their second salute,

followed by a desperate charge, met and
arrested the Parliamentarians' onset. It

is said that, by the last volley, Crom-
Avell's horse was killed, and fell with him
to the ground, and that before he had
well regained his footing, being mixed
promiscuously with the combatants, he was
again prostrated by the hand of a royalist

gentleman. Again rising, he seized a very
sorry horse from one of his troopers, re-

mounted, and contributed his personal
share to the victory finally obtained—a vic-

tory so complete that the enemy were pur-
sued almost to Lincoln, a distance of four-

teen miles. Towards the close of this cam-
paign Cromwell took Helsdon-house by as-

sault, and for a time kept Oxford in a state

of considerable alarm. By these and other
great military achievements his reputation
became so established that public opinion
already began to put him against Prince
Rupert, the most daring leader of the King's
party. Charles coveted his popularity and
his success, and v^-ould fondly have got him
v,'ithin his grasp, dead or alive. Oliver's

Avork was not done. Heaven was leading

him to still fresher and mightier conquests.

He was afterwards appointed governor of
the Isle of Ely, with like poM^er for levying
money there for his forces, as the Earl of
Manchester had in the associated counties.

Cromwell's description of the hill fight,

to which we have just alluded, is so graphic
and characteristic, that we cannot withhold
it. Here it is :

—

'* To my noble friends Sir Edmund Bacon,
knight and baronet ; Sir William Spring,
knight and baronet ; Sir Thomas Barnar-
diston, knight ; and Maurice Barrow,
Esquire : present these.

"Huntingdon, 31st July, 1643.
*' Gextlemex, — No man desires more

to present you Avith encouragement than
myself, because of the forwardness I find in
you—to your honour be it spoken—to pro-
mote this great cause. And truly God fol-

lows us with encouragements, who is the
God of blessings ; and I beseech you let

Him not lose His blessings upon us ! They
come in season, and with all the advantages
of heartening ; as if God should say, ' Up
and be doing, and I will stand by you, and
help you !

' There is nothing to be feared
but our own sin and sloth.

It hath pleased the Lord to give your ser-

vant and soldiers a notable victory now at

Gainsborough. I marched, after the tak-
ing of Burleigh-house, upon Wednesday, to

Grantham, where I met about three hundred
horse and dragooners of Nottingham. AVith
these, by agreement, we met the Lincolners
at North Searle, which is about ten miles
from Gainsborough, upon Thursday, in the
evening, where v»-e tarried until two of the
clock in the morning ; and then with our
whole body advanced towards Gainsborough.

'* About a mile and a half from the town,
we met a forlorn-hope of the enemj'', of
near 100 horse. Our dragooners laboured
to beat them back ; but not alighting off

their horses, the enemy charged them, and
beat some four or five of them off their

horses : our horse charged them, and made
them retire unto their main body. We ad-
vanced, and came to the bottom of a steep
hill : we could not well get up but by some
tracks ; which our men essaying to do, a
body of the enemy endeavoured to hinder

;

wherein we prevailed, and got the top of the

hill. This was done by the Lincolners, who
had the vanguard.

" When Ave all recovered the top of the
hill, Ave saAv a great body of the enemy's
horse facing us, at about a musket-shot or

less distance ; and a good reserve of a full

regiment of horse behind it. We en-
deavoured to put our men into as good order
as Ave could. The enemy in the meantime
advanced toAvards us, to take us at disad-

vantage ; but, in such order as Ave were, Ave
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charged their great body, I having the right

ft-ing ; we came up horse to horse ; Avbtre

we disputed it with our swords and pistols

a pretty time; all keeping close order, so

that one could not break the other. At last,

they a little shrinking, our men percei-\-ing

it pressed in upon them, and immediately
routed this whole body ; some flpng on one
side and others on the other of the enemy's
reser\'e ; and our men, pursuing them, had
chase and execution about five or six miles.

"I percei\-ing this body which was the
reserve, standing still unbroken, kept back
my Major, "VMialley, from the chase ; and
with my own troop and the other of my
regiment, in all being three troops, we got
into a body. In this reserve stood General
Cavendish ; who one while faced me, another
while faced four of the Lincoln troops, which
was all of om-3 that stood upon the place,

the rest being engaged in the chase. At
last General Cavendish charged the Lin-
colners, and routed them. Immediately I

fell on his rear with my three troops ; which
did so astonish him, that he gave over the
chase, and would fain have delivered him-
self from me. But I pressing on forced them
down a hill, having good execution of
them ; and below the hill, drove the General
with some of his soldiers in a quagmire,
where my Captain-Lieutenant slew him
with a thrust vmder his short ribs. The
rest of the body was wholly routed, not one
man stapng upon the place.

" TV'e then, after this defeat, wliich was
j

so total, relieved the tovrn with such powder '

and provision as we brought ; which done,
j

we had notice that there were six troops of
horse and three hundred foot on the other

!

side of the town, about a mile ofi" us. We
\

desired some foot of my LordWill&ughby's,
j

about four hundred ; and with our horse
and these foot, marched towards them,

j

"SMien we came towards the place where
i

their horse stood, we beat back with my
[

troops about two or three troops of the I

enemy's, who retired into a small village at
j

the bottom of the hill. ^\Tien we recovered
[

the hill, we saw in the bottom, about a 1

quarter of a mile from us, a regiment of
foot ; after that another ; after that the
Marquis of Newcastle's own regiment

:

consisting in all of about fifty foot colours
and a great body of horse—which, indeed,
was Newcastle's army ; which, coming so
unexpectedly, put us to new consultations.

My Lord Willoughby and I being in the
to^wn, agreed to call ofi" our foot. 1 went to

bring them off ; but before I returned divers
of the foot -vs'ere engaged, the enemy ad-
vancing with his whole body. Our foot

retreated in disorder, and with some loss

got the to-vvn, w-here now they are. Our
horse also came off with some trouble,

being wearied with the long fight, and their

horses tired
;

yet they faced the enemy's
fresh horse, and, by several removes, got
off without the loss of one man—the enemy
following in the rear -with a great body.
The honour of this retreat is due to God,
as also all the rest. Major 'V\Tialley did in
this carryhimselfwith all gallantrybecoming
a gentleman and a Christian.

" Thus you have this true relation as
short as I could. "What you are to do upon
it is next to be considered. If I could
speak words to pierce your hearts with the
sense of oirr and your condition, I would.
If you will raise two thousand foot at pre-
sent to encounter this army of Newcastle's,
to raise the siege, and to enable us to fight

him, we doubt not, by the grace of God,
but that we shall be able to reheve the
to'wn, and beat the enemy on or to the
other side of Trent ; whereas, if somewhat
be not done in this, you •will see Newcastle's
army march up into your bowels—being
now, as it is, on this side Trent. I know it

Aviil be difficult to raise thus many in so
short time ; but let me assure you it's

necessary, and therefore to be done. At
least, do what you may with all possible ex-
pedition. I would I had the happiness to

speak with one of you. Truly I cannot
come over, but must attend my charge.
The enemy is \igilant ; the Lord direct you
what to do. Gentlemen, I am your faithful

servant, " Ohver CKOiiWELL."

Laxguage.—Sir Joshua Reynolds once asked Johnson bv what means he had attained
his extraordinary accuracy and' flow of language. He told him, that he had early laid it
down as a fixed rule to do his best on every occasion, and in every company, to' impart
whatever he knew in the most forcible language he could put it into ; and that by
constant practice, and never suffering any careless expressions to escape him, or
attempting to deliver his thoughts without arranging them in the clearest manner, it
became habitual to him.
On, MY Eye axd Betty Martis.—^Many of our most popular \-ulgarisins have their

origm in some whimsical perversion of language or of fact. St. Martin is one of the

^'r i^^^^
9^ the Romish calendar

; and a form of prayer to him begins with these words :

' Oh! mihi beate Martine!" which, by some desperate fellow, who was more prone to
punnmg than praying, has furnished the plebeian phrase so well knoT^ii in the modem
circles of horse-laughter.

I
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THE WOOD-NOOK WELLS
OR,

NEIGHBOURS' QUARRELS
By Mary Howitt.

CHAPTER III. (Continued from p. 75.)

One morning soon after the above occur-

rence, the Daltons were surprised by seeing

the commencement of preparations for the

sinking of a well at the Mays. Robert
gave directions, and even worked himself.

Rain had now set in after the long drought,

but that did not impede the work, for a very

active spirit governed it. The shaft grew
deeper and deeper. Never was a well sunk
in so short a time. Before autumn it was
completed, and again the weather was dry.

The first appearance of this dry weather
occasioned consternation to the Daltons.

Their well was becoming dry ; the water
was obtained with difficulty, and was no
longer of the fine quality which it had been.

It was very evident now what was the mean-
ing of that great activity. Robert May
knew that a well on his father's premises
(which were below the Daltons') would
completely drain theirs, and thus the tables,

as regarded the supply of water, would be
turned. All his calculations were right.

The Daltons suffered greatly both from the

decreased supply and from apprehensions

for the future.

Susan, whose health began to sufier, not

only from domestic anxiety, but from her

own secret sorrow as regarded Robert May,
left home on a visit to an aunt in a distant

town. She now believed, from the unabated
animosity evinced by Robert towards her

family, that he had ceased to have any re-

gard for her, and she believed, therefore,

that her duty was to root him from her

heart. But this was not an easy matter, as

she soon found.

The aunt with whom Susan took up her

abode was a widow, a poor, industrious

woman, who went out to work in wealthy
houses for eighteenpence a day. She had
two little, meanly-furnished rooms, and her

life was a hard one. It was a poor change
for Susan, but she was obstinate in remain-

ing with her. She said that she would take

in plain sewing and maintain herself ; and
her aunt, who had a kind heart, obtained

this for her from the houses where she

worked. Under ordinary circumstances her
parents would not have parted with her,

but the increasing difiiculties at home com-
pelled them to consent ; besides which they
hoped that the wealthy lover might be urged
to more prompt measures by this absence.

The lawsuit came to an end, and of coui'se

it was decided against Dalton He had not

only damages to pay, but the two lawyers'
bills. These and the foreclosed mortgage
would complete his ruin. He turned to

Trimmings for help, but Trimmings was shy
of advancing money. The effect of these
adverse circumstances on his mind was very
melancholy. He drank more than ever, and
worked not at all.

The news got abroad that he would soon
be broken up and his little place sold. It
was Trimmings who first spread the report

;

and he said, unreservedly, that it would come
into his hands.

" To be sure it will," said Dalton, when
half drunk, to his companions at the Nag's
Head. " To whom else should it come } for

he is going to marry my Susan."
In this way he deceived himself ; and yet

it perplexed and troubled him no little that

Trimmings would not take up the mort-
gage, nor yet even advance a loan of money.
And thus the winter went on.

One day, during the following spring,

Susan received a melancholy letter from
her mother. It was very short, for her
mother was no scholar, and seldom put pen
to paper ; but short as it was, it conveyed
much. It told her that her father was sadly
dovm. in spirits ; that one of the cows had
died in calving ; that the lawyers threatened
to take possession of everything, and that
there was no prospect for their old age but
the workhouse ; and, lastly, came her trou-
bles about Trimmings : What did he mean ?

and why did not Susan and he get married ?

The letter was complaining and unhappy

;

Susan sate and cried over it.

As she thus sate, she was startled by a
visit from Mr. Trimmings, who naturally
inquired the cause of her grief. She could
not let him see the letter, but she told him
the contents as far as related to the troubles

of her parents, weeping bitterly the while.

The sight of her tears seemed to affect

him, and his manner was that of a sym-
pathising friend.

"And will you not do something to save
my father ?" asked she, " for he looks to you
for help."
He took out a pocket-book containing

much money. He opened it, and showed
her the contents, telling her that all this

should be paid to free her father from his

present creditors ; that, in fact, he was on
his way to the lawyers about it, but that he
could not resist the temptation of first see-

ing her.
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Susan "nas very grateful to him. She
was ready to sacrifice the happiness of her
life, and give her hand the next day, if it

were asked, to the generous friend who
would thus save her father from ruin.

There was no occasion for gratitude,

however, for there was a degrading and
insulting condition attached to this proffered

help, which made it impossible. She no
longer wept ; she stood before him with the

crimson of indignant shame on her cheek,
and refused his aid in the name of her poor
but insulted parents. Mr. Trimmings was
very cool. He said that she was at liberty

to please herself, and he,also was at liberty

to do the same ; that he should shortly be
married to Miss Oglethorpe, who had a good
fortune ; and that as to the little place at

Wood-Xook, said he, putting the money
into his pocket again, he did not trouble

himself about that; it would be put up for
j

sale shortly, and then, when the old folks i

had no better home than the workliouse,

Susan might, perhaps, be sorn.- that she had
[

lost a friend who was willing to have helped 1

for her sake, but who now might be a worse
j

enemy than even Robert May !

" "\Vhat a -o-icked world this is!" said

Susan, many a time^ as she sate over her
needlework. The thoughts of her parents'
distress and disappointment were never ab-

sent from her mind. She prayed to God
earnestly that he would not desert them

;

but from what quarter help was to come she
knew not.

Again it was the commencement of sum-
mer, and a long dry spring and unusually
hot weather left, as had been anticipated,

the old well completely dry. The tables
were turned indeed. Water was not, how-
ever, generally scanty. It only failed at

the Daltons
; it was like the rest of their

fortune, the poor broken-spirited man said.

Their sole remaining cow and the two
heifers, which had been the mischievous
calves of the former spring, came up to the
paling behind the well, and lowed mourn-
fully for water. The trough that used to

be always full to overflowing, now was
empty. It was very galling to poor
Dalton to go down for water to the wayside-
spring, for he had to fetch it past the" very
shop-door where liis enemy sate at work.
Such a humiliation as this had been spared
to them. The handle of the new well was
not secured, but he never thought of asking
a drop from them. He rose early in the
morning and fetched it from the distant
spring—unseen, as he hoped, by the Mays—but the water thus fetched was bitter as
the water of Marah.
Many of the neighbours said that it was

'

only tit for tat, and that it was his turn
!

now to suffer want and inconvenience. !

Others, however, advised him to sink his
well a few yards lower, as by this means he
would again have the advantage. Perhaps
he might have done so, and thus have pro-
longed the quarrel by retaliation, but that
he had no money to spend. Poor Mrs.
Dalton, who bitterly felt the want of a plen-
tiful supply of water, reproached her hus-
band now for his former hardness towards
his neighbour, and this led to many a quar-
rel between them which only added to their

unhappiness.
The innocent cattle suffered greatly

;

their piteous lowing was very distressing to

Mrs. May. " Do let us return good for

evil," said she to her husband; "let us give
those poor dumb creatures a drop of water

;

why should they suffer ?
"

" If the old fellow were dying at my feet,

and a drop of water would save him, he
should not have it from my well !

" said old
May ; and then, in imitation of his neigh-
bour during the former summer, he went
out and drew buckets of water which he
dashed about in the front of his shop and
upon the road, that his neighbour might
see it when he passed, and might know that
now it was his turn to revel in plenty while
he suffered want.
But Dalton saw it not. Somebody brought

him word that Trimmings was married to

the landlady's daughter ; and the post
brought him a letter from his lawyer, an-
nouncing that his property, at Wood-Xook,
must forthwith be sold, to cover the demand
against it, by order of the mortgagee.
These were severe blows ; and that same

night he had a paralytic stroke, which laid

him helpless on his bed. and partially de-
prived him of the use of his limbs.
None of these multiplied troubles were

kno\^-n, within the first twelve hours, to any
one excepting the doctor. It was, there-
fore, not compassion which operated upon
Robert May's mind, and caused him, as
soon as it was dark, to fill the great stone
trough at the back of the Daltons' now
useless well ; and to resolve that, from
henceforth, he would endeavour to be a
peacemaker between the two families.

Ihe hard words which his father had
spoken the day before—" If the old man
were dying at my feet, and a drop of water
would save him, he should not have it from
my well !"—seemed to unmask at once all

the fiend-like cruelty of the spirit which had
been influencing them so long.

CHAPTER IT.
STRIKING A BAL.VXCE.

Robert had not been ill taught in his
youth. He remembered, as a boy, that he
had been taught, by his father, the beautiful
and tender precepts of Christianity— '' If
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thy enemy hunger, give him to eat ; if he
thirst, give him to drink." " That thou
shalt forgive thy brother, not seven times
only, but seventy times seven." His father,

then, would have endeavoured to act up to

this precept. Noio, how different ! He was
no longer a Christian ; neither had he him-
self been one of late, for he had violated the
very essence of Christianity, in so far as

doing to others as he would they should do
to him ; in so far as returning good for evil,

and loving his neighbour as himself, went.
Robert felt humbled and reproved ; and

again, in the true spirit of sincere convic-
tion, he repeated the words—"Father, for-

give us our trespasses, as we forgive those
Avho trespass against us."
That night, therefore, as soon as it was

dark, he tilled his neighbour's trough with
water, and slept more peacefully than he
had done for many months.
On the morrow the post that hadbroxight,

on the preceding day, such sorrowful tidings

to poor Dalton, brought a letter, containing
Tcry unexpected news, for Robert May.
His brother, Avho had been absent so many
years, and from whom they had received no
intelligence whatever, had died in Australia,

where he had been pursuing a successful

career as a wool-farmer. He had left all to

his brother Robert, and this sum, amount-
ing to upwards of twelve hundred pounds,
was now conveyed over to him by his

brother's executor, a respectable merchant
of Melbourne.
How strange, how sorrowful, yet in one

sense, at least, how satisfactory were these

tidings ! The son and brother had been
leading an industrious and respectable life,

and in his far-distant home, and amid his

many years' silence, had not forgotten them.
" Oh, thank God that he was no reprobate,

poor lad!" exclaimed Mrs. May, with her
eyes brimming with tears ;

" I said that he
never would take to evil ways—I knew he
would not ! He was always a good lad, and
I knew he would turn out a credit to us !

"

And then the poor woman, forgetting all her
anxieties, and her so many years' reproaches
for what she then called his " undutiful ne-

glect of them," could not say enough in his

praise. And shp was sincere ; she had been
imjust to him in her reproaches, and she

now would have given half her remaining
life to have expressed to him one-tenth of

the love that nad always been in her heart

for him.
The news of Robert May's good fortune

spread through all the neighbourhood. What
a contrast tliere was between the condition

of the Mays and the Daltons ! Yet from
that first night when the water-trough be-

hind the Dalton's well was filled, it never
was again empty.

Susan did not return home even to wait
upon her father; her mother said she Avas

not wanted, and the few shillings she was
occasionally able to send to her parents were
more useful even than her services.

It was now the middle of June ; and bills

were posted up announcing that on the 23rd
of the same month the desirable freehold
property in the possession of James Dalton,
v>'ith an excellent milch cow and two heifers,

dwelling-house and shop, household furni-

ture, and stock-in-trade, woxild be sold by
auction. Every body said that Trimmings
was the man to buy. He had made up his

mind to do so ; he meant to have a cheap
pennyworth ; he boasted of it, and this was
galling indeed to poor Dalton.
The downfall of the Daltons was com-

plete. It was now past the middle of
June. The poor man lay helpless on
his bed, and if this crowning misfortune
were not his death, a melancholy old
age was before him. No prospect could
well be more cheerless. Although his limbs
were powerless, his mind Avas unimpaired

;

he lay on his bed and reviewed the past.

He was now humbled and penitent, and the

circumstance of the now-filled water-trough,
which could only be supplied by his neigh-
bour, seemed to heap coals of fire on his

head. They, or some of them, were retui'n-

ing good for evil, and he felt now how noble
and how gracious a thing this is, and his

hard heart was softened. Affliction, also,

is an opener of blinded eyes ; we see under
its influence things so differently to what we
did in our prosperity. This was the case

with old Dalton. He sent for the clergy-

man, a good man, avIio had already tried, but

in vain, to prevent the quarrel from going
so far between the two old neighbours. The
sick man now needed his consolation, and
he asked it with tears.

Nobody told poor Dalton on Avhat day his

property Avas to be sold, for they feared

that it Avould cause another stroke, or

perhaps his death.

The desirableness of the AVood-Nook pro-

perty caused there to be many bidders.

Trimmings Avas soon out-bid, and finally it

Avas knocked doAvn to a laAvyer, Avho had
been employed to purchase it for a client.

Nobody kncAv Avho the purchaser really Avas.

Young May Avorked at his basket-making
all the day, and his father attended the sale,

for he Avas curious to knoAv Avhat Avould be
the fate of his neighbour's land.

When his father returned and told him
that a certain laAvyer had boiight it, Robert
started up, and, AA-ith a countenance beaming
Avith joy, exclaimed :

" Thank Heaven, then,

it is mine ! Thank Heaven that ni}- poor

brother's money Avill be put o\it to such

good interest ! Noav, father, avc avIU have
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no more hatred, no more strife of bad neigh-

bourhood amongst 115 ! Now we will reVarn

good for e\'il ! Now we will do to others as

we would they should do to us !"

A messenger from the lawyer whom Ro-
bert had employed brought him word at

that moment, that the purchase had been
made according to his wishes.

"Thank HeavenI" exclaimed Robert,
"then we ^vill do what is right

!"

"What do you mean to do?" asked his

father eagerly, and stopping him as he seemed
ready to rush out of the shop. " Surely
YOU don't mean to let old Dalton remain
in the place after the way he has behaved

to us ! You^U never be such a fool, Ro-
bert

!"

" Yes, I shall," said Robert. " Old Dalton
.shall stop if he likes, and we'll be good
neighbours to him ; and we'll have good
neighbourhood amongst us—and no more
quarrelling about water. There shall be
one well, common to both houses."

" It shall not be my well then, Robert !"

said the father angrily. "With my money
that well was sunk, and he shall never have
a drop of water from it

!"

" Then it shall he his well, or rather my
well," said Robert goodnaturedly. "I'll

sink my well deep enough for both houses.
I love "that old well, and that shall be the
only well at Wood-Xook !"

"Hang the wells!" exclaimed the old
man, but not as angrily as before.

" Robert had not crossed Mr. Dalton's
threshold for upwards of twelve months, but
he now stood upon the house floor, and in

front of the bed, wliich, for convenience sake,

had been brought down stairs, and on which
lay the paralytic man. His first idea had
been to use no ceremony, but to speak out
the good news and his kind intentions at

once ; but when he saw Dalton's altered
countenance, he was silenced. His sudden
unceremonious entrance had almost been
too much for l>im. Robert, deeply affected,

took his thin powerless hand, and looked
compassionately on him without speaking.
Poor Dalton, who imagined instantly that
he was come to triumph over him with news
of the sale, looked piteously into his face,

without the power of uttering a word. Mrs.
Dalton heardsome one enter, and, supposing
it the clergyman, came down stairs in a
clean apron. She thought that he was come
with news of the sale, and she trembled.

Her surprise at the sight of Robert was
great ; she felt instantly angry, for she knew
not what his visit could mean. " I think
you might have stayed away," said she,
for you migh thave known that James is in

no state to see company—and least of all

one of your family."

Robert drew her aside, and told her that
he was the purchaser, and of his kind in-

tentions towards them, Mrs. Dalton wept.

Her husband, who watched eagerly what
was going on, and catching the word "sale,"
demanded, in his poor, almost inarticulate

voice, " who had bought the place, and
when the furniture would be sold, and when
they must leave ?"

"0 James," said his wife, "hear what
Robert has to say ! Speak, Robert," said
she, addressing the young man; "speak
slowly, and he'll understand every word.
Thank Heaven, his mind is sound enough
—and may God Almighty bless you, for

being a friend to those who behaved so badly
to you, and for thus returning good for

evH!"

Wood-Nook is again a happy place, where
nothing but good neighbourhood prevails.

The button-mould turner's cottage is the
only one which has been altered. The shop,
the lathe, and the great stock of button-
moulds are now all gone. Instead of the
shop is a pretty parlour, ^vith papered walls,

and white dimity curtains to a large cheer-

ful window, which has been exchanged for

the old open shop-window with the turn-
down shutter, and which commands one of
the loveliest views in the neighbourhood.
In this room stands a white bed ; and here
the paralytic, but cheerful old man, passes
his time. In summer, however, when the
weather is v.-arm, he is wheeled in his chair
into the sunny garden, where he sits quietly
near the bees, and where his old friend
George May has a great knack of visiting
him.
Robert and Susan May occupy the house,

and it is a happier and a brighter home than
it ever was in theDaltons' best days. There
were two children playing about the door
when I was last there. One was a little

Lucy.
The old well, instead of being sunk

deeper, has been filled up. Robert had this
done before his first child could walk ; and,
upon the place where it stood, the cause of
so much animosity andunhappiness, he has
built a little summer-house ; and there,
when the weather is cold, or the garden
damp, the two old neighbours may be seen
smoking together their pipes ; and there,
as poor James Dalton never perfectly re-
covered the use of his speech, his neighbour
reads once a week the paper to him, and
retails to him the Wednesday evening news
on his return from market.
Such is the histor}' of the Two Wells of

Wood-Nook.
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AN AMERICAN'S OPINION OF ENGLISH REFORMERS.
By H. B. Stanton.

No. III.

Treason Trials op 1794—Societies for Reform—Constrdctive Treason-
Mr. Erskine.

-HoRNE Tooke—

The first conflict between Englishmen and
their rulers, to which I will now more par-

ticularly refer, is the sedition and treason

trials, near the close of the last century

;

more especially alluding to the trials of

John Home Tooke, Hardy, Thelwall, and
their associates, in 1794, for high treason.

The victories then achieved heralded those

subsequent reforms in Church and State

which have so blessed the common people

of England. It was the crisis of British

freedom. Though failure then would not

have uprooted the goodly tree, it would
have blasted much of its sweet fruit, and
retarded its luxuriant growth. Major
Cartwright (" that old heart of sedition,"

as Canning called him), one of England's
early reformers, in a letter written at the

time, said :
" Had these trials ended other-

wise than they have, the system of proscrip-

tion and terror, which has for some time

been growing in this country, would have
been completed and written in blood." The
verdicts of "not guilty" not only pro-

nounced the acquittal of the prisoners, but

proclaimed the right of individuals and
associations to examine and reprobate the

acts of their King and Parliament; to

discuss the foundations of government, and
declare the rights of man and the wrongs of

princes ; and to arouse public opinion to

demand such changes in the laws as would
secure the liberties of the people. The
crime charged against Tooke and his asso-

ciates was, endeavouring to excite a rebel-

lion, overthrow the monarchy, wage war on

the king, and compass his death. Their

real offence was, belonging to the " London
Corresponding Society " and " the Society

for Constitutional Information," better

known as societies for parliamentary reform,

in which they canvassed the nature of

government, the rights of the people, and
the acts of their rulers, and especially

advocated a reform in the parliamentary
representation and the electoral suffrage.

This was no new movement. Similar

associations had existed for twenty years.

The Society of " the Friends of the People "

numbered among its members the imposing
names of the Duke of Richmond, Pitt,

Sheridan, "Whitbread, Grey, and other men
of rank. They had held meetings, published

pamphlets, and petitioned Parliament. Dis-

cussions had (aken place in both Houses.

In 1770, the great Chatham advocated a

moderate reform in the representation in
the lower House. In 1776, Wilkes, the
favourite of the London populace, made an
able speech on moving for leave to bring in
a radical bill to the same end. In 1783,
Pitt, yielding to the generous impulses of
his youth, moved for a committee to inquire
into the same subject, and supported his

motion in two eloquent speeches. In 1790,
Flood, the celebrated Irishman, spoke with
fervour on moving for a more equal repre-
sentation in the Commons, and was replied
to by Wyndham and Pitt (who had become
frightened by the French revolution), and
powerfully supported by Fox, then in the
zenith of his fame, and by Grey, just giving
earnest of those talents which, forty years
after, carried the Reform Bill through the
Lords. The discussion of kindred topics in

Parliament during the same periods stimu-
lated the popular party. The expulsion of

"Wilkes, the idol of the London mob, from
the Commons ; the seizure of his papers
and the imprisonment of his person in the
Tower for a seditious libel against the
Tory Government ; his repeated re-elec-

tion by his Middlesex constituency, and
the votes of the House declaring his

seat still vacant ; the consequent debates
in both Houses during the years 1768-70
excited the populace to the verge of rebel-

lion, and challenged inquiry into the re-

lative rights of the people and their Par-
liament. The debates on the Stamp Act,
the taxation of the colonies, and the Ame-
rican war, covering fifteen years, enlisted

the best powers of Chatham, Burke, Fox,
and Barre, and elicited from those high
sources radical declarations of the rights of
man. The denunciations of the test acts

and of the Catholic penal code by Fox and
his followers, from 1786 to 1790, as subver-
sive of the rights of conscience, added fuel

to the popular flame. All these agitations
within the walls of Parliament were but the
remoter pulsations of the great heart-
beating without—the faint shadows of that
genius of reform, which, tiU recently, has
numbered its representatives by units and
its constituency by hundreds of thousands.
The political sea, ruffled by these winds,

was soon to be tossed by violent storms.
The French revolution produced a profound
sensation in all classes of Englishmen.
The fulminations of its third estate against
monarchy, and the democratic doctrines of
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Paiiie's " Rights of Man " (republished in

England from the Parisian edition, and
scattered far and ^vide), found a response
in thousands of British hearts. The people
felt their gievances to be more intolerable

than ever, and the example of France em-
boldened them to demand redress in firmer

tones. The London Society for Constitu-

tional Information, which had grown lan-

guid, suddenly felt a revival of more than
its original spirit, and kindred associations

sprang into existence all over the kingdom.
Their orators declaimed upon the rights of

man, painted his wrongs, extolled the

merits of the people, and denounced the
vices of bishops and nobles. The oppres
sions of the middle and lower classes (of

both which the societies were mainly com-
posed) by the privileged orders, afforded

ample materials for these appeals to the

best and worst passions of human nature.

The Government was alarmed. The
events of France in 1792 had determined
the English Ministry to crush in the bud
the revolution they pretended they saw

,

springing up at home. Their real object '

was to prostrate the reformatory associa- :

tions. Louis was deposed, and the Repub-
;

lie had decreed fraternity and aid to the
j

people of all nations in recovering their
i

liberties. Riots occurred in a few English
j

manufacturing towns. The King suddenly i

convened Parliament, and declared in his
|

speech that conspiracies existed for over- 1

thro^N-ing the Government, and that the

;

kingdom was on the eve of a revolution,
j

In the debate on the King's speech, the
j

Minister said that seditious societies had

;

been instituted, under the plausible pretext

;

of discussing constitutional questions, but

;

really to promote an insurrection of the
I

people. 5lr. Fox met the assertions of'

King and Minister with a denial, whose
;

language borders on temerity. He declared ,

" there was not one fact stated in his Ma- i

jesty's speech whicli was not false—not
one assertion or insinuation which vras

|

not unfounded. The prominent feature 1

in it was, that it was an intolerable
'

calumny on the people of Great Britain ; :

an insinuation of so gross and black a na-
ture that it demanded the most rigorous

j

inquiry and the most severe punishment!"
i

Bold words, these ; not unlike those of
Cromwell, who declared " he would a? soon
put his sword through the heart of the I

King as that of any other man.'' ;

But the Government v>as not to be ar-

'

rested in its course by the bold words of^

the Opposition leader. It continued to :

prosecute printers and lecturers for sedi- I

tious libels and speeches, fining, imprison-

1

ing, cropping, branding, and transporting,
at will. The progress of events in France i

:

was precipitating the crisis. In 1793, Louis
[

and his Queen were guillotined, and the
;

next year saw the Princess Elizabeth's head
i fall, while the bloody star of Robespierre
' loomed in the ascendant. At these scenes,

I
the cheek of monarchical Europe turned

I

pale. Pitt was alarmed. Prosecutions
I for sedition did not reach the seat of
the disease. Royal proclamations did not

' silence the Reformers. The constitutional

i

societies still met and debated. Early in

j

the session of 1794, he brought in bills to
i clothe the Government v.ith extraordinary

{

powers to detect suspicious persons {i.e. re-

: formers), and to suspend the habeas corpus
act. After a furious contest, in which Fox,
Grey, and Sheridan stood by the popular
cause, the bills passed. The habeas corptcs

: was suspended in May, 1794. The safe-

guard of English liberty being prostrated,
a fell blow was aimed at the societies,

,
through the persons of some of their lead-
ing members. Informations for high trea-
son were filed, in May, by the Attorney-
General (Sir John Scott—Lord Eldon),
against Tooke, Hardy, Thelwall, and nine
others, and they Avere r,ent to the Tower to
await their trials. Both parties now pre-
pared for a death strnggle. The Ministers
trusted for success to the power of the
Cro\\-n, the subserviency of the judges, and
the wide-spread panic among the higher
classes. The common people, though
alarmed at the stiength of this combination,
relied upon the innocence of the accused
persons ; but, at all events (though the
more timid erased their names from the roll

of the societies), the mass resolved to make
a stand for the freedom of speech and the
press, and the right of associating for a re-
dress of grievancs, worthy of the exigency.
From the papers of the London Society,
which had been seized, it appeared that the
members contemplated holding a National
Convention to promote parliamentary re-
form ; and this was regarded as a conspiracy
to subvert the monarchy and establish a
republic !

I have stated the crime "with which these
men were charged. Indicted for conspiring
to subvert the monarchy, depose the King,
and compass his death, it was only pre-
tended that they had uttered and published
seditious words with the intent to alter his
government ; when, in fact, they had only
advocated radical reforms in the two Houses
of Pailiament. The existence of the con-
stitutional societies and their doings were
clearly legal. No doubt, many unguarded
and some unwarranted expressions about
the King and Parliament had been used.
But nothing had been said or done which,
on a fair construction, exposed the parties
to a just conviction of any crime. Most
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assuredly they were not guilty of high
treason; and as surely their words and
deeds were tame and puerile, compared
with what the English press and people
have since said and done in the ear of Mi-
nisters and under the eye of Majesty. In
short, they were to be immolated on the
judicial guillotine of " coxstructive
TREASON."
The character and station of the prisoners

excited the interest of different ranks of
society. They had been shut up in the
Tower six months, closely confined, and all

access to them by their friends denied.
Hardy was a shoemaker, and, with two
or three others, was from the upper strata
of the lower orders. Kyd was a barrister

;

Holcroft, a dramatic wnriter ; Joyce, a minis-
ter ; and Thelwall, a political lecturer.

These belonged to the middle class. John
Home Tooke, the most considerable person
among them, held a debateable position
in the higher circles. He was a gentleman
of limited aristocratic connexions, and a
scholar of rare and varied learning. He
had taken holy orders in his youth, but had
long ago left the altars of the church for

the closet of the student and the forum of

the politician. He was the author of the
profound philosophical treatise on the Eng-
lish language, called " The Diversions of
Purley." Many, then, supposed himtobe the
author of " Junius." He had had a violent

newspaper controversy, feigned or real,with

that writer, and had worsted him. He
was the ablest pamphleteer and debater
among the ultra-liberals, and was ever ready,
with his keen pen and bold tongue, to con-
tend with the scribes of the Government
through the press, or its orators on the
rostrum, and he never gave cause to either

to congratulate themselves on the results

of the encounter. Nearly twenty years
ago he had stood before the same tribunal,

and defended himself with consummate
skill, and a courage bordering on audacity,
against a prosecution for publishing a de-

fence of "the American rebels " at the battle

of Lexington. He and his associates were
now to make a stand for their lives.

The trials took place at the Old Bailey,

in October and November, 1794, and ex-
tended through several weeks. The pri-

soners were defended by Erskinc, whose
name was a tower of strength, and Gibbs,
the very embodiment of legal knowledge
(Tooke aiding in his own case) ; whilst

Scott, long-headed, learned, and unscrupu-
lous, assisted by the Solicitor-General,

prosecuted for the Crown. The hall and
tlie passages leading to it were densely
tiironged with persons of all ranks and
conditions, eager spectators of, or partici-

pants in, the most memorable struggle

which the coiu'ts of the common law have
witnessed. No overt acts of any moment
could be proved against either of the ac-

cused, and the prosecution had to rely

mainly on ambiguous words, and v.-ritings

of doubtful import. The whole power of

the Court of the King, and the Judges of

the King's Court, Avas brought to bear
upon the doomed prisoners, aided by the

multifarious lore and subtle reasoning of

the Attorney-General. Every doubtful
word was distorted, every ambiguous look
transformed into lurking treason. The
rules of evidence were put to the rack, to

admit bits of letters and conversations,

written and uttered by others than the

accused, and to hold them responsible for

all that had been said and done by every
man who, at any time and anywhere, had
belonged to the societies, or taken part in

their discussions. The friends of the pri-

soners spoke with bated breath, as the trials

proceeded ; for they kncAv, if the prosecution
succeeded, a reign of terror had begun, in

which the King was to enact the Robes-
pierre, and they Averc to be his victims.

But neither the ravings of the Court at

Windsor, nor the partialities of the Court
at London, could suffice against the learn-

ing, the logic, the skill, the vigilance, the

eloquence, the courage, the soul, wliich

Erskine threw into his cause. He battled as

if his own life had been at hazard. He knew
that twelve "good and true men" stood
between the lion and his prey. The Court
ruled that if the jury believed the discus-

sion and writings of the prisoners, or of tlie

societies to which they belonged, tended to

subvert the monarchy and depose the King.
or change the constitution, they must find

them guilty. But Erskine maintained, with
a power of argument which for the moment
shook the faith of the Court, that for
British subjects to utter their sentiments, in

AXY roiiM concerning the Govermnent of
the country, teas not treason. So thought
the jurors (though the Court leaned heavily

to the side of the Crown), and one after

another these hunted plebeians passed the

terrible ordeal. The King lost ; the People
won. They shouted their triumph so loud,

that he heard it Avithin his palace, and the
crowned lion growled, gnashed his roy;'!

teeth, and beat the bais of" his con>titutional

cage till his anointed head throbbed Avith

anguish.
ilardy, whose case Avas extremely peril-

ous, Avas first set to the bar. His tria.1

lasted nine days. Tooke's came next, and
Thehvall's next ; Avhen the prosecutors,

frantic Avith rage and mortification at their

signal overthrow, abandoned the contest.

When Tooke Avas acquitted, the joy of the

people kncAv no bounds. He Avas au old
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Reformer, had ever been the steady advo-

cate of popular rights, and was the idol of

the Pi-adicals. He had suffered much beforo

in the common cause. His library had been
repeatedly ransacked for treasonable papers,

his family insulted, and his person again

and again thrust into prison. And now
they had seen him stand for six days, bat-

tling with the Court which lowered upon
him, and bearing unrufHed the taunts with

which the Government witnesses had poorly

withstood his searching cross-examination,

contending for a life whose very pulsation

had been given to the service ol the people.

When the foreman pronounced the words,
*' Not Guilty," the arches of Old Bailey

rang "vWth plaudits. After addressing a

few words to the Court, he turned to Scott,

and said :
" I hope, Mr. Attorney-General,

that this verdict will be a warning to you
not to attempt again to shed men's blood

on lame suspicions and doubtful inferences."

He then thanked the jury with much emo-
tion for the life they had spared to him.

The entire panel shed tears—the very men
who had been so obviously packed to con-

vict him, that at the opening of the trial

Esskine said, " Mr. Tooke, they are mur-
dering you !

" The populace bore the old

patriot through the passages into the street,

where they sent up shout upon shout. It

was a great day for Reformers, and its an-

niversary is still celebrated by the Radicals

of England.
Erskine's speech for Hardy (whose case

was very critical, and the first one tried) is

one of the most splendid specimens of popu-
lar juridical eloquence on record. Owing
to the running contests on points of law
and evidence, constantly kept up while the
trial went on, he lost his voice the night
before he was to address the jury. It re-

turned to him in the morning, and he was

able to crowd seven hours full of such
oratory as is rarely heard in our day. He
regarded Hardy's acquittal or conviction

not only as the turning point in the fate of

his eleven associates, but as settling the

question whether constructive treason

should for long years track blood through
the land, or its murderous steps be now
brought to a final stand. He made a super-

human effort for victory, and achieved it.

Profound as was his legal learning, eminent
as were his reasoning faculties, classical as

was his taste, transcendent as were his

oratorical powers, all conspiring to place

him not only at the head of the English
bar, but to rank him as the first advocate of

modern times ; yet all were overshadowed
by the inflexible courage and hearty zeal

with which he met this crisis of British

freedom. With the combined power of the

King, his ministers, and his judges, arrayed
against his clients and against him as their

representative, seeking their blood and his

degradation, he cowered not, but main-
tained the home-born rights of his pro-

scribed fellow subjects with arguments so

matchless, n'ith eloquence so glowing, with
courage so heroic, with constancy so gene-
rous, that his name \vill ever find a place in

the hearts of all who prefer the rights of

man to the prerogatives of power. But
more than all ; he exploded the doctrines of

constructive treason, and established the

I

law on the true foundation, that there must
I be some overt act to constitute guilt ; and he

j

reinscribed upon the Constitution ofEngland
I
the obliterated principle, that Englishmen

i may freely speak and publish their opinions
concerning the government of their country

I

without being guilty of treason—a principle

j

under whose protecting shield theynow utter

i

their complaints, their denunciations even,

i in the very ear of Majesty itself.

THE FREEDOM OF THE MIND.

Free is the eagle's wing.
Cleaving the sun's warm ray

;

Free is the mountain spring.

As it rushes forth to-day.
But freer far the mind

—

Priceless its liberty;

No hand must dare to bind :

God made it to be free !

You may chain the eagle's wing,
No more on clouds to soar

;

You may seal the mountain spring,
That it leap to light no more.

But the mind let none dare chain

—

Better it cease to be !

Born not to serve, but reign :

God made it to be free !

Free is the mountain breeze,
Floating from airy height

;

Free are the rushing seas,

And free, heaven's golden light.

But freer than light or air,

Or the ever-rolUng sea.

Is the mind, beyond compare :

God made it to be free !

Then guard the gift divine,

Than gems or gold more rare
;

Keep watch o'er the sacred shrine,
No foe must enter there.

Oh ! let not error bind,
Nor passion reign o'er thee

;

Keep the freedom of the mind ;

God made it to be free.
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ON LABOUR.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF M. THIERS.
The exercise of man's powers creates a
second kind of property, which has its origin
in Labour. " Xudus in nuda humo"

—

naked on the naked ground—said Pliny
the Ancient, is the state in which man comes
into the Avorld. It is by dint of hibour that
he must provide for all his wants. He must
hunt before he can strip the lion and tiger
of the skins Avhich he needs to cover his
nakedness ; and, as the arts advance, he
must shear the wool from his sheep before
he can manufacture the cloth which serves
him for a garment. This is not enough : he
must suit his dress to the variations of cli-

mate, and build a house to protect him from
the inclemency of the seasons, the torrents of
rain, thebeam's of thesun, and the severity of
the frost. Having supplied these wants, he
must provide himself with food—and that,
too, every day, and several times each day;
and whilst the animal, without reason, but
furnished with a protecting garment of fur
or feathers, finds, if it is a bird, ripe fruits
hanging from the trees—if an herbivorous
quadruped, a table spread in every meadow—if p.- carnivorous animal, a prey in its

herbivorous neighbours—man is obliged to
procure his food by gro\\ing it, or by con-
tending with animals stronger and swifter
than himself. The bird and the roe-buck,
which he needs for food, have wings and
swift feet. He must take a bough from a
tree, make it into a bow, and fit an arrow
to^ the bow—all before he can strike and
seize the animal ; and having procured it, he
must cook it with fire, for his stomach
loathes raw and quivering flesh. Here are
sour fruits—but sweeter ones grow beside
them ; he must choose between them, and
make them sweeter and more tasteful by
culture. Among the grains, some are
empty and light, others heavier and more
nourishing; here, too, he must make a
selection, set them in a rich soil, that they
may become still more nourishing, and
convert them, by cultivation, into wheat.
At the cost of all this trouble man exists in
tolerable comfort; and God helping him,
many changes are effected on the face of
the earth ; empires crumbling upon em-
pires, generations succeeding generations,
intermingling themselves from north to
south, and from east to west, exchanging
ideas and communicating their discoveries,
by means of hardy navigators, who pass from
cape to cape, from the Mediterranean into
the Atlantic, from the Atlantic into the
Indian Ocean, bringing together all the pro-
ductions of the globe : and thus the human
race attains a point at which its poverty

is changed into opulence—where, instead
of the hides of beasts, men wear silks and
purple

; where they see the most nourish-
ing fruits, in the greatest variety, consumed
often thousands of miles from' the soil in
which they were produced, and where their
dwellings—at first not much better than
the beaver's hut—take the proportions
of the Parthenon, the Vatican, and the
Tuileries.

That being—once so destitute—now finds
himself in the midst of abundance. By
what means .' By labour—persevering and
intelligent labour.
He is naked—destitute of everything,

when he comes upon the earth ; but he
has powers—powers unequally distributed
among his fellows ; he employs them, and
by their exertion he obtains 'possession of
all he needs, and oecomes Lord of the ele-
ments — almost of nature itself. Man
has powers, then, that he may use
them—not play with them— as the bird
plays with its wings, its beak, or its
voice. Leisure time will come some day :

that voice—he will make it the voice of a
s%yeet singer

; those hands, those feet—he
will make them the hands and feet of a
skilful dancer. But he must work—work
long and hard, before the day of rest comes.
He must work for his living. A study of
our natvire leads us to this conclusion, just
as study of the beaver, the sheep, and the

I
lion, leads us to call the one a constructive,
the other an herbivorous, and the third a
carnivorous animal.
To go a little further, it is necessary that

man should work. It is absolutely neces-
sary, in order that he may graft upon his
natural misery the acquired goods of civili-
sation. But for ichom ought he to work—
for himself or for another }

I am born in an isle of an ocean. I live
upon fish. I find that at certain hours of
the day the fish frequent certain waters.
With the twisted fibres of a plant I form
threads

; with these threads a net. I cast
this net into the water, and draw out the
fish. Or, suppose that I am a native of
Asia-Minor—in those parts where Noah's
ark is said to have rested,—and th^vt wheat
is discovered there for the first time. I devote
myself to its cultivation. I break up the
ground with a spade. I turn tlie ground
thus broken up to the fertilizing atmosphere.
I sow the seed. I reap it when it is ripe. I
grind it. I bake it. I make it into bread.
The fish that I have taken with so much

patience, the bread that I have made with
I such trouble— whose are they } Mine,
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who have procured them with so much
difficulty, or the idler's, who slept while I

was fishing or farming ? Every one will

say that it is mine ; for, if I am to live,

by whose exertions am I to live but by
my own ? If, just as I am putting into

my mouth the bread I have made, an
idler snatches it away from me, what re-

sort have I but in my turn to attack some
one else, and serve him in the same way ?

He Avill do the same to a third party, and
thus the world, instead of a scene of labour,

will become a scene of pillage. Besides,
as theft is ready and easy to the strong
man, whilst production is a slow and diffi-

cult process, requiring the application of a
whole life, robbery would be preferred to

fishing, or hunting, or farming, and man
would remain a tiger or a lion, instead of

becoming the citizen of Athens, or of Flo-
rence, of Paris, or of London.
Thus man is born without property, but

he has powers varied and mighty, by the
employment of which he can procure all he
needs. He must exert them. But when
he has exerted them, it is evidently just that
the result of his labour shall be his own, not
another's—shall become his property—his

exclusive property. This is just—it is ne-
cessary—for he would not work—he would
steal, if he could not reap the fruit of his

owii toil ; his fellows would do the same,
and these robbers, falling upon one another,
would soon find nothing to pillage but
Nature herself. The world would remain
in a state of barbarism.

In the same way, the arts, even in their

most imperfect state, require, at least for a
time, the certitude of possession. The fish,

upon which the savage angler subsists, only
shows itself at certain seasons of the year

—

in the sea or the fishing-place. The buffalo

and the beaver, upon whose flesh the
American savage lives, have similar mi-
gratory habits, which he must know to ob-
serve their return. The earth, too, only
produces one harvest, which requires to be
waited for for a whole year. AVhat is the
necessary result of these conditions in the
nature of things } That man must accumic-
laie the fruits of his fishing, his chase, or
his farming ; and that no one must deprive
him of them in the interval, or else he will

not take the trouble of producing them.
He will do only that which is absolutely ne-
cessary for his existence, and that only
when he is compelled by hunger ; he will

cultivate no other art; he will live for ever
upon that which can be plucked rapidly,
and can bury itself immediately in the in-

violable asylum of his stomach—that is to
say, upon acorns, or birds killed with a
sling and a stone. But every art which re-

quires time, reflection, and capital, he will

renounce, if he have no certainty of reaping
its results. First of all, there is agdcul-
ture, which he will abandon at once, if pos-

session of the land is not ensured to him
;

for he must attach himself to the land for

life, if he wishes it to repay his care by fer-

tility ; he must build his cottage upon it,

and surround it with fences to keep off

wild beasts—burn the weeds which cover it,

and convert them into a fertilizing ash—

•

drain off the stagnant water which collects

upon the surface into the limpid and fer-

tilizing streams, plant trees to shelter itg,.

from the rays of the sun or the breath or
blighting winds—the father must be born
and die there, after the father the son,

and after the son the grandson. Who will

give himself all this trouble, if his ardour is

not sustained by the certainty that no
usurper will come and destroy his labours.

And what is this certainty, but property
allowed and preserved by the powers of

society ?

All these examples are imprinted upon
the primitive state of nations ; but man
does not change by development. In. vain
he tries to clothe himself better, to procure
a better dwelling, to find more nourishing
food ; in vain he covers himself vvith gold
and with purple, lives in palaces, and feeds
himself there NA'ith the most delicious meats;
in vain he tries to elevate his mind to an
equality with Plato : he has always the
same heart ; he is exposed to the same mis-
fortunes, and must make the same shifts to

escape them. If he pauses a moment in
his war against Nature, he returns to the
savage state. Had they neglected for a few
days, on account of national jealousy, the
vast Pass of the Simplon, Nature—rolling

incessantly blocks of ice, torrents of snow,
and even slender threads of water, on the
plan continually in progress on the sides of
the Alps—would soon have rendered the
attempt impracticable. If man suspends
his exertions for a moment, he will be van-
quished by Nature ; and if, for a day, the
stimulus of possession is denied him, he
will let his arms fall idly by his sides, and
will sleep by the side of his abandoned
tools.

All travellers have been struck with tlie

state of languor, poverty, and devouring
avai'ice in which those countries are found
where property is not sufficiently protected.
Go into the east, where the despotic ruler
is the only proprietor ; or, what is the same
thing, go back to the middle ages, and you
will see everywhere the same signs : the
land neglected, because it is the readiest
prey of the tyrant's avidity, and entrusted
to the hands of involuntary slaves ; com-
merce preferred, because in it taxes are
more easily evaded—in coiumercc, gold,
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silver, and precious stones, being most
readily concealed, all capital is invested in

these articles ; and when a loan is

effected, it is at an enormous rate of usury
—riches confined to the possession of a
select class, who. affecting poverty, living

in houses mean at the outside, but sump-
tuous within—opposing with invincible con-
stancy the barbarous ruler who wishes to

wring from them the secret of their trea-

sures, revenge themselves on tyranny by
iisury.

On the other hand, when, by the progress
of civilization or the Avisdom of the ruler,

property is respected, confidence is imme-
diately revived—stock takes its relative

value—land, fetching as much as it is v/orth,

becomes fertile—'gold and silver, once so
valued, arc now only inconvenient values,
and fall in price—the class who held them,
retaining their business habits, have reco-

vered their social importance with their

security. They no longer conceal their

wealth, but display it with confidence, and

lend it at moderate interest. Activity is

universal and sustained
;
general comfort

follows, and society, expanding like a rose
to the sun, displays itself on every side to

admiring eyes. If any one attributes the
prosperity of civilized countries to liberty, I

say that it is to property, secured and re-

spected, that Ave OAve these grand results
;

for Venice Avas not free, but, her tyrants
respecting labour, she became the richest
slave in the Avorld.

I sum up then AA'hat I have said, and find

that man has a primary property in himself
and his poAvers ; he has a second, less pecu-
liar to himself, but not the less sacred, in

the produce of his pOAvers, which includes
all that Ave call this Avorld's goods, and
which society is in the highest degree in-

terested in securing to him ; for Avithout

that security there can be no labour—Avith-

out labour no civilization, not even a supply
for natural Avants—but misery, plundering,
and savageism.

F. E. M.

WAGHORN, THE OVERLAND PIONEER.

This is another of the celebrities Avhose

death Ave have had to chronicle thus early

in the ncAv year. Like Elliot, the Corn-laAv

Rhymer, he sprang from the people, and
may be said to have been Avholly uneduca-

ted, save Avhat little desultory learning he

snatched at intervals during his eventful

career. He died poor, and in debt—debt

contracted through engagements he Avas led

into through believing that Government
Avould adhere to certain resolutions they

had formed respecting the conveyance of the

India mails by Avay of Trieste. Though Ave

have no sympathy with the principles of

British domination in India, and abhor the

system of conquest by AA'hich these princi-

ples are maintained, still there can be one
opinion only as to the merit of the man Avho

has brought the East Avithin a fraction of

the distance that it Avas, in point of time,

before the commencement of his labours.

The life of Waghorn, if he himself had
supplied the materials, Avould furnish one
of the most romantic and extraordinary re-

cords in English biography, fruitful as that

department of our literature is in adven-
turous vicissitude. The proofs he gave of

hardihood, presence of mind, and fertility

in expedients, during the early portion of

his career in the service of the East India

Company, as pilot, and subsequently during

the Rangoon war, Avere innumerable ; but
even these did not lead his friends to anti-

cipate the devoted perseverance, the self-

sacrifices, and the absolute heroism he
eA'inced in prosecuting to a successful issue
his grand design of bringing India and Eng-
land within the shortest possible distance of
each other. The difficulties he had to en-
counter, ngt from the physical or geogra-
phical obstacles inherent in the enterprise,
but in overcoming the prejudices of people
in authority, and in reconciling those he
came in contact Avith to the practicability of
the undertaking, Avould have broken the
spirit of almost any man but himself. One
Avould have thought that during the con-
tinuance of the excitement felt in this coun-
try respecting the recent momentous events
in the East, that popular gratitude AA-ould

have signally manifested itself towards the
indiA'idual to Avhose efforts Avas due the
knoAvledge of the issue of those events, and
but forAvhose indomitable energy AA-e should
for months have been left to conjecture, as
our hopes or fears might haA^e predominated,
Avhether AA^e Avere victors on one bank of the
Sutlej, or vanquished on the other—Avhether
British SAvay in India Avas for ever consoli-
dated or for ever damaged.
But it is only, perhaps, after those occur-

rences that Ave can rightly estimate the ex-
tent of the obligation we OAve to the indivi-

dual Avho had rendered that matter of history
Avhich, but for him, Avould have long been
matter of speculation. Who Avill venture
to pronounce the rcAvard that Avould be
offered, supposing no Waghorn existed, to
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the )nan who should bring us the news of

the Sikh bcattles a single week in advance of

the old over-sea mode of conveyance ? "What
Avould not Government, the East India Com-
pany, the whole community, have given for

the gain of a fortnight, as compared Avith

that mode ? And Avhat could have been
an adequate recompense for the saving of

months, which Waghorn had effected, and
which saving he has for ever ensured, and
rendered for ever available ? Were the com-
mercial gains accruing from Waghorn'

s

services—saying nothing of their political

and social value—to be computed according

to a commercial standard, the gallant lieu-

tenant should have been first amongst the

foremost of our millionaires ; and it is a

L\.sting reproach to oiir age that the mercan-
tile public of Great Britain did not record

their sense of his deserts in a manner wor-
thy of the greatest commercial empire in

the world. We believe this would have
been done but for the belief that Govern-
ment would have taken care he was com-
pensated, whereas he was largely out of

pocket by his engagements on behalf of the

Executive.
The writer of this notice, having been long

and intimately known to Waghorn, was fa-

voured, a short time before his death, with
a memorial he intended presenting, during
the coming session, to Parliament. The fol-

lowing is a slight abridgement of that do-

cument, and contains, in a brief compass,
most of the more prominent public inci-

dents in the life of the deceased :

—

His birth was in 1800, at Chatham. At
twelve he v/as a midshipman in the navy

;

and before seventeen passed in navigation
for lieutenant—the youngest midshipman
that had ever done so ; at the end of 1817
was paid ofi, and went third mate of a free-

trader to Calcutta; returned home ; and,
in 1819, got appointed to the Bengal ma-
rine (pilot service), of India, where he
served till 1824 ; when he was asked, by the

Bengal Government, to volunteer for the
Arracan war, and then received the com-
mand of the East India Company's cutter,

Zvlatchless, and a division of gun boats, in

connection with that army and flotilla ; was
five times engaged, and saw much service

by land and by sea, and was once wounded
in the right thigh. He returned to Cal-

cutta, in 1827, having received the thanks
of all the authorities, with a constitution

then undermined, from the baneful fever of

Arracan, where so many thousands died

;

for, out of 19,000 men, composing that divi-

sion, not one hundred are now alive. Pes-
tilence reduced the forces, in six months,
to one-fifth of their original number ; but,
from the indomitable perseverance that had
marked his course, he rallied to the great

project he had secretly at heart, namely—

a

steam communication between our Eastern
possessions and England. He communi-
cated his plan to the officials, including t?ie

then chief secretary to the Bengal Govern-
ment, Mr. C. Lushington,now M.P. forWest-
minster, through whom he brought home
letters from Lord Combermere, then vice-

president in council (Earl Amherst, gover-
nor-general, being on a tour in Upper
India) for the East India Company, in

London, as a fit and proper person to open
steam navigation with India, via the Cape
of Good Hope.
On arrival in England, he advocated that

object at all points, particularly in London,
Liverpool, Manchester, Glasgow, Birming-
ham, &c. ; as he had previously done at

Madras, Mauritius, Cape, and St. Helena.
But her Majesty's Post-office, at that time,

was opposed to ocean steam navigation
;

and so, unfortunately, were the East India
directors (except Mr. Loch), although he
proclaimed its iisefulnessto all for two years.

HoAvever, in October, 1829, he was called

on by Lord Ellenborough, president of the
India board, and Mr. Loch, chairman of
the court of directors, to go to India, through
Egypt,with despatches from Sir J. Malcolm,
governor of Bombay, &c. ; and, more espe-

cially, to report upon the practicability of

the Red Sea navigation for the overland
route. On that trip he got to Alexandria in

twenty-six days ; and so extraordinarily rapid
was that part of his journey to Trieste

done (in nine and a half days, through five

kingdoms), that an inquiry was then made
by the Foreign-office respecting it ; for, at

that time, our Post-office letters occupied
fourteen days to that place ! His orders,

also, were to join the Enterprise (first

steamer from England to India), at Suez,
on 6th December, 1829 ; she did not appear,
and as he had important Government des-
patches, he had no resource except either
to return to England or go on in an open
boat do\\-n the Red Sea. He preferred the
latter, as a matter of duty, and sailed dov>-n

the centre of that sea Avithout chart or com-
pass, the north star being his guide by
night, and the sun by day. Suffice it to

say, that he arrived at Juddah, 620 miles,

in six and a half days, in that boat The
crcAV were six Arabs, who often threatened
(through fear) to take the charge of the
boat from him ; but his firmness prevailed,
assisted by the Pasha of Egypt's firman,
Avhich he got ere he left Cairo. On arrival

at Juddah, he first learned the steamer had
broken her machinery on the Avay from
Bengal to Bombay, and Avas not coming.
Thus baffled, a delirious fcA'er came on him

;

and he Avas six Aveeks before he could pro-

ceed ouAvard to Bombay by sailing vesseL
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On arrival at Bombay with the despatches,
the thanks of the Government in Council,
&c., were voted to him " for having, when
disappointed of a steamer, proceeded with
these despatches in an open boat down the
Red Sea," &c. From what he observed in

that trip, he felt convinced, for every pur-
pose of interest, politically, morally, and
commercially between England and the
East, that that was the route ; and it were
a waste of time to say with what ardour,
perseverance, and firmness, he worked it to

completion. He for many years sailed and
travelled hundreds of thousands of miles
between the two countries—from 1827 to

183o most particularly—up and down the

Red Sea with mails, before the East India
Company had any steam system in that sea.

On one most special occasion, on this side

the Isthmus, in October, 1839, when the
news arrived at Alexandria from Bombay,
of Sir John (late Lord) Keane's success at

Ghuznee, he, one day after her Majesty's
steamer had left Alexandria, obtained the
use of the Pasha of Egypt's own steamer,
Generoso, and personally commanded that
vessel, and conveyed that mail to Malta,
which was immediately sent on by the ad-

miral there to England ; indeed numerous
instances of such extraordinary conduct
and usefulness to England, &c., could be
recovmted.
He received the thanks of three quarters

of the globe, namely, Europe, Asia, and
Africa, besides numberless letters of thanks
and commendations from mercantile com-
munities at every point where eastern trade

is concerned. Himself and his partners,

unaided and alone (except the assistance of

the Bombay Steam Committee), built the

eight halting-places on the desert between
Cairo and Suez; also the three hotels es-

tablished above them, in which luxuries

even were provided and stored for the pass-

ing traveller ; and that hitherto waste is

now the wonder of every passer-by. Iron
tanks with good water were stored under
them ; and, in fact, it would be tiresome
here to dilate upon the means, the comforts,

and the facilities that are now to be found
in that once desert locality. Fancy that

desert, when he took it up, a precarious

path beset with Avandering robbers with
their camels. Now see it ; those wandering
robbers are converted into faithful guides

;

even ladies, alone with their infants, pass

to and fro with ease and security, as in Eu-
rope. Not an act of violence has been com-
mitted to them on that desert between
England and India ! Not one English
individual has died of, or become in-

fected with, the plague in passing over

it, or at Suez ; the violence of the south-

west monsoon, added to the supposed dan-

gers of the Red Sea, the bugbears then
set up against that route, are at an end, as

well as the drifting sands of that desert,

said to be made to swallow people up in

passing over ! The friendship arrived at

by Waghorn, from Mehemet Ali, as well as

his olhcers, were the main means by which
he accomplished these benefits.

When he left Egypt, in 1841, he had
established English carriages, vans, and
horses, for the passengers' conveyance
across the desert (instead of camels) ; and
placed small steamers (from England) on
the Nile and the canal of Alexandria.
Every fraction of his money was spent by
him in getting more and more facilities

;

and, had the saving of money been one of

the characteristics of his nature, the Over-
land Route would not be as useful as it nov,-

is — and this was acknowledged by all.

Waghorn justly claimed for himself the
merit of this work ; and stated, upon his

honour, that no money or means were ever
received by him from either Government or

the India Company to aid it. It grew into

life altogether from his having, by his own
energy and private resoitrces, worked the
" Overland Mails" to and from India for

two years (from 1831 to 1834), in his own
individual person ; and he summed it up by
putting letters to England from Bombay in

forty-seven days, in February, 1834, with-

out any steam from Alexandria to Lon-
don, for none then existed between them.
Will it be believed, that up to that time
Waghorn was thought and called by many
a visionary, and by some a madman ? He
made repeated application, from? 1832 to

1842, to be made a lieutenant in her Ma-
jesty's navy, without avail ; all spoke of

his merits, but none rewarded them. At
length, in 1842, Lord Haddington, being
head of the Admiralty, did grant that rank.

Had that rank been awarded him in 1832,

how much greater would have been his

position in Egypt as an officer, instead of a
private individual ? Yet he possessed secret

influence enough with Mehemet Ali to be
once sent as his confidential messenger
to Kosshrew Pasha, Grand Yizier to

the Sultan at Constantinople, in August,
1839 ; as well as to Lord Ponsonby, then
ambassador from England there. Lords
Palmerston and Aberdeen, as foreign

ministers of England ; Lords Ellenborough,
Glenelg, and Ripon, and Sir John Hob-
house, as presidents of the India Board
(from 1827 to 1848), well knew his merits in

bringing about the overland route through
Egypt, and thereby the stability of our
English interests connected with our Eastern
Empire.
In tliis short history of himself he passes

from 1842 to 1846, when he began to show,
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against Guizot and the French power, that

England possessed another way to India
than through France. He accomplished,
patronised by her Majesty's present Govern-
ment and the East India Company, in six

successive months, across the Alps, in the

winter of 1847, the gain of thirteen days odd
hours, via Trieste, over the Marseilles route

;

and Sir C. Trevelyan, of the Treasury, is

referred to, to corroborate his services for

the arduous and fatiguing duties in estab-

lishing the Trieste route, as a set-ofF against

the route of Marseilles.

He had, moreover, secured the friendship

of Pope Pius IX. for a mail route through
the Papal States, via Ancona, between
England and India; as well as the friend-

ship of the King of Sardinia, for another
route through his dominions by way of

Genoa. Each of these routes is now open
(Trieste, Genoa, or Ancona) for such pur-
pose, whenever Government may think pro-
per to order mails to and fro between Eng-
land and India by either.

In concluding his memorial, "Waghorn
remarks that there are few members of any
party in the House who would not cheer-
fully respond thereto, in token of the great
and important services he has rendered to

his country, in general opinion: second to-

none performed by any private individual

to the existing interests between England
and India, and tending, by-and-by, to be
forthcoming to the whole eastern world.
And when it is further considered that all

his energies, ability, and usefulness, are

still further extending steam navigation
from Sincapore to Sydney, thus forming the

most direct steam way from London to

Australia (considered the best in the opinion
of Rear-Admiral Beaufort, hydrographer to

the Admiralty), surely, he says, after the

passing over of a whole generation in one
uniform systematic line of conduct, without
any regard to the slightest selfish conside-

ration, it is not too much for him to expect
the gratitude of his country by a good pecu-
niary grant, in order to enable him to pay
his debts, and also possess an equivalent
for his labours ?

We have seen that these expectations
have been disappointed, and that disap-
pointment not a little hastened his end.
He, fortunately, leaves only a widow, and
no children, to mourn his loss. He was
buried at Snodlands, Kent, on the 14th
of January, having died in London on.

the 7th.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Letter IV.

Mr. Editor,—What a strange thing, and what a strong and stubborn things
Prejudice is ! Hovir fond it is of that which is old! How it dislikes that which is

tieiv ;—never considering which is best, or whether the new may not be an improve-
ment on the old ! How it sticks to old opinions, to old habits, to old customs, just
as the limpet sticks to the rock ; not, as does that wonderful little creature, fronx
instinct, knowing that the rock is the safest, the securest place—not because the old
opinions are sounder, or the old customs and habits wiser and better than the new ;

no, but because they were the opinions, and habits, and customs of forefathers and
foremothers—of those who lived centuries ago, and whose very tombs have
crumbled into dust

!

I am neither a painter nor a poet, Mr. Editor, else I should like to try my hand
at describing the creature. I should represent him as an ugly old man, with,

a wizen, pale face, hard features, plenty of wrinkles on his brow, a grisly beard
reaching down to his hips ; as blind as a mole, as deaf as a beetle ; dressed up in a
coat that ought, a century or two ago, to have been sent to Rag-fair, or some such,

place ; without brains, and, of course, without common sense ; and yet, withal,
fancying himself a clever, vigorous young fellow, able to see, and to hear, and to
think, and to reason, and to act, and to advise, better than any one else in the world

;

and as stubborn and unwilling to yield as—what shall I say ?—as a very mule !

And yet, with all his ugliness, how the old fellow is hugged, and kissed, and
nursed, and fed, and petted by many as the darling of the family ! And what
strange pranks does he play up wherever he is admitted ! He makes people shut
their eyes, and then they grope about, crying, "How dark it is!" Others he
makes content to pore over their work with a farthing ruslilight, straining their
eyes and spoiling what they have to do, when, if they would but get up and opea
their shutters, the light of the glorious suu would* shine upon them.
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Prejudice is the sworn foe to all improvement. When I -vvas quite a gu*l, Mr.
Editor, a new road was made near our village. A nice road it was : as straight as

a line, cutting off an ugly elbow in the old road, and so saving about a mile and a
quarter ; as hard as limestone could make it ; as level as a bowling-green ; clean,

safe, and every way comfortable. The old road was one of the u'orst in that part
of the country, and from the time the new road was planned it had gone unmended.
Well, would you believe it, there Avere some old farmers that would continue to

go along the old road, spite of all its ruts and holes, and spite of all that was said

in praise of the new road. Prejudice had bewitched them, and there their horses,

poor things ! tugged and strained as if their traces were fastened to a rock, almost
up to their knees in stiff mud ; their wagons twisted about and cracked that you
would have thought they were going to pieces ; while the Avagoners—some of

them as full of prejudice as their masters—swore and flogged, first " Smiler " and
then "Captain," till the SAveat ran fairly from their foreheads. Every noAV and
then a Avagon Avas broken down, or a horse was lamed, or some mischief or other

was done. Often A\-ere they called out to by persons travelling along the
nice ncAV road ; but no : "Yeyther, and granveyther, aye, and gra-gran-veyther,
had gone that road for many a long year, and they zeed no reason in the A^arsal

Avorld why they should go on yon new-fangled road; and go they wouldn't to

please anybody." That Avas one of the tricks played by old Prejudice.

I AA'as in hopes that that generation had died off; but it seems that they haA'e

theii' successors. There ai'e people in my neighbourhood—some tliree or four at

least—who haAC raised a sort of hue-and-cry about the new plan of Avashing.

Like the old farmers, they are determined to do as their mothers and aunts, and
then- grandmothers and gi-and.aunts did before them, spite of all one can say to the

contrary. Yes ! there the old Avasherwoman rings them up out of theii' Avarm beds
at four o'clock in the morning ; they spend an hour or tAVO in smoke and smother,
puddling and dabbling about ui steam and slop tillnearly ten o'clock at night ; some of

the tilings not aboA'e half Avashed, and the Avhole ofAvhat are called ^cJdte things neaily

as yelloAA' as kites' feet—husbands and men-folk cross and scolding, and children

neglected, and I knoAV not Avhat beside ; and all because old Prejudice—out upon
him !—has persuaded them that the old plan is the best, and that the ncAv one is a

"dangerous innoA'ation !" Well, let them go on till they find out their error : I

shall still stand up, as my Jem sometimes says, " for improA-ement and progress."

The rotten old road of AA-'hich I spoke Avas shut up by authority, after many horses

had been killed and many men injured ; and so I liA-e in hopes that after a fcAv

more families haA'e been made miserable by the old Avashing process, the ncAV plan
may take its place, Avith all its attendant comforts.* I said in my last, that the

man AA'ho foujid out this neAv plan deserA'ed praise ; and I called upon men and
Avomen to club their pence to raise a statue to his honour. But, lo and behold
you ! Mr. Editor, these folic seem rather disposed to club then- pence to put him
out of the world, and out of mind. You can't tliink AA'hat a nest of hornets I have
raised aroimd me. Those Avhom old Prejudice has not bitten are doing avcU. One
of them got uj) her Avash so snugly that her good man actually kncAV nothing
about it tUl a day or tAvo after, AA-hen he said, ""SMiy, Bessy, a'n't you gouag

to AA'ash this Aveek r" She laughed, and said, " Oh, I've got a new plan ; all my
wash Avas fuiished yesterday, and the things are clean and put aAvay in the di-awers."

"That's a good hearing for me," said he;" " and I wish you may always do the

same."
It Avas not so with Sarah Sjjring. She said, " Ah, it's all very Avell for you,

Martha, to talk about getting up a wash so nicely. You'a^c got yoiu' tAvo rooms,

your nice copper and backhovise, a little yard, and a husband and girl that can and
do both of them help you. But you knoAv how badly aa'c are off; only one room to

liA'e and do eveiwthing in—no Avash-house, no yard, nor no copper. Then my Sam
says, its none of his business to help Avashing ; I have to get liis meals ; and my
babe is sicldA', and often cross. You don't mean to say that I can Avash after your

* Curiously enough, just at this moment a little dirty urchin passed under my windcw, singing •with

great glee, " There's a good time coming, boys ; wait a little longer."
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new-fangled plan." My reply was, " AVhy, Sally, tliese are the very reasons why
I should like you to try ray plan." I know there are many situated like Sarah
Spring ; I pity them most sincerely, though I can't help thinking that they might
do better if there wasn't something wrong. I am sure a little thought and a little

management would help them greatly.

Now, the room in which the Springs lodge is of a tolerably good size. There's a
kind of recess at one end, with a turn-up bedstead. The fire-place is old-fashioned
and large. Sam generally goes out a little before six in the morning, and comes
back at eight to breakfast. Now, Sarah might sort her things over night, make
the mixtures ready for the morning, and put her white things to soak, covering
them Avell down with a board or a coarse apron. In the morning she might light her
fire, get one boiler full of water hot, ^^Ting her things out from the soaking, and put
them to boil. i3y drawing the boiler partly on to the hob, she would find room for

her little tea-kettle ; and, Avhile that was boihng, she could see to her child and the
breakfast. By nine o'clock the things wotdd be nicely boiled, and ready to finish

off". Let her put them into the tub ; boil the clean Avater for rincing ; and, while
that was boiling, do any little thing about the room, or prepare for dinner. Then
would come the rincing, first in the hot and then in the blued water. These things
she might hang up on a couple of lines across the back end of the room, and set

open the window. They would soon dry there in the summer ; and in the winter,

or damp weather, with about two-penn'orth of chumps, she might make up a
blazing fire, and dry them upon a horse or line before it. The poor boiler must be
at work meanwhile, preparing some water for her coloured and woollen things,

which she could wash as soon as it boils. Now, as their stock of clothes is not
very large, I woiild engage that she might get all her washing over by a little after

eleven o'clock, or, making allowances for attending to her child, say twelve. Should
any pai't remain unfinished, let her cover all up tidily before dinner, and have as few
things as possible about the room, or the fire-place, when my lord comes home.
Dinner may then be taken in comfort, without any glumpy looks. If she has luck
in drying, she can iron a little in the afternoon or evening ; or, if but few are dry,

let the ironing take place next morning. Now, Sam Spring is not a bad-tempered
fellow after all, and if he saw that his Sally v»'as striving hard to avoid mess and
bother, and he were to find her, when he came home at night, ironing and singing
to her boy, I'm sure he'd be as pleased as "Punch,'' and treat her as a good husband
knows how. If, however, after all her striving, he still complains, refusing to

make allowances, scolding, and saying, "I won't have this," and "I will have
t'other"—if he still makes unreasonable objections, and requires impossibilities—

•

why, all I can say is, that he deserves to go in dirty linen for a month—a punish-
ment I should not like to inflict on any fellow- creature.

As to those who have the convenience of a wash-house and copper, but no yard
for drying, they must dry off" in their rooms, with a good draught, or before the fire,

as I have recommended to Sarah Spring. So mucii for the first objection to my
plan

—

icaiit of convenience.

I may just add, that I have been obliged, more than once, to get up my wash
pretty much in the way that I have here recommended. Two or three years
ago, a lady gave me a receipt for a cough medicine, and at the end of it were these
tw^o curious words—" Probation est. " I thought it was the name of one of the things
in the receipt ; but the chemist told me they were two Latin words, the English of
which was, it is tried. So I may put at the end of my receipt for washing—both
my first plan, and that which I have recommended to Sarah Spring

—

it is tried.

But, then, this Urns!—this dreadful lime ! A grave old lady said, '* I wonder,
Martha, how you could recommend such a thing, especially to poor people. Why,
if I were to use that mixture, I should expect, in two or three washings, to have
all my things dropping into holes. Linens and calicoes are nothing too strong
now-a-days, but this lime-water of yours would soon make them all as rotten as a
sleepy pear. A friend of mine made her servants try it, and they say the things •

are quite spoilt. To be sure, they looked a good deal whiter ; but that, they said,

was owing to all the pores being filled up with white powder, like chalk, or whiten-
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ing. And," she added, " do you know there's a long letter about it in 'Punch'
this week, whidi complains in the same way." Now I am sure old Prejudice has
been busy in that family. And Avhat makes this the more remarkable is,

that her husband is a great man for improvements in railroads and steam-engines,
and is constantly crying down old customs, and old modes of travelling. As to

"Punch," any body may see that he is only raising a laugh at the poor washhig-
"women's expense. I soon found out that the servants had not followed the direc-

tions. They had used a great deal too much lime—they were not careful to pour the

mixture oif clear, and the thmgs were not above half rinsed. That made all the

difference. As I said in my last, you may get up a wash in this quick manner witJi-

out the lime, oiily your things will not be so white. Follow my directions closely,

and your things will not be injured a bit ; certainly not a quarter so much as by
the long rubbing tuidcr the old system. In addition to all this, I have been assured

by the chemist wdiere I buy my soda, that the mixtiu'e, used as I use it, will not

injure the linenn or cott07is at all.

A.S to rotten calicoes, I am afraid that, through the eagerness of some of the
m.akers to send out cheap, and, at the same time, good-looking things, they may use
something to whiten them which makes them rotten before they come into o\x:

hands. People that will pay only a xottew jjrice must expect to have rotten goods ;

and as to white powder in them, I have sometimes had to scald or rince new calico

two or three times before I could get it all out. What I say, therefore, is, as my
little Peggy learnt at the Infant School, " Try—try again

;

" because, as one of yoiu*

"Diggings" has it, " Experience is the mother of science." I am convinced that

old Prejudice is the only hindrance in the way of this new plan. I don't know that

I have anything particularly cruel in my disposition, but certainly I should lilce to

give the old monster a deadly tlirust. Have at him, Mr. Editor, with some of your
most sharply-pointed pens. Place the truth clearly before him : if he refuses to

open his eyes, sound it out so loud that it may enter in at his ears. He has surely

been in the world long enough.
But I must break off. As my dear mother used to say, "I have other fish to

fry." I conclude, hoping that wc may soon have more cleanly people, and a
cleaner world.

January 23, 1850. Martha Makepeace.

FAMILY PtECEIPTS.

Cheap Pea Soup.—To one gallon of water put
one pint and a half of split peas. "Unless the water
be very soft, it will ke desirable to add half a tea-

spoonfiil of carbonate of soda. Wash a head of

celery rery clean, cut up small, and put it into the

pot. Let this simmer, without boiling, till the

peas are completely blended witli the water, and
the ct lery is perfectly soit. Fry some onions cut

into thin slices, in two ounces of good meat dripping,

until they bcKin to brown; dredge or sprinkle a

table-spoonful of flour over them ; a dessert-sjioonful

of salt, and pepper to taste. Add a tea-cup full of

the pea liquor, and stir and mix the whole well up
till it is nicely brown. Let it boil in the frying-pan

for about five minutes, then pour it into the boiler,

stir all up together, for about five minutes, when it

will be tit for use. A little common mint, dried

and powdered, may be sprinkled over it, if agree-

able.

Rice Milk.—A cheap, pleasing, and nourishing

preparation may be made as follows :—Take as

much rice as you need for the occasion ; spread it

on a table, or board, to pick out any bad grains,

and wash it clean. Put it into your saucepan,

^vith as much water as will cause the grains to

swell; then add the milk, stirring it well, and
staking care that the milk docs not at any time

stick to the bottom of the saucepan. Put in two
or three bits of cinnamon, a little grated nutmeg,
and a little salt. Sweeten with sugar or treacle.
If you wish to make a more choice dish of the
above, add some well-cleaned currants, or mix up
a batter with a well-beaten egg or two and some
wheaten flour. You may add, further, a little

flnely-shred suet, or a piece of butter, and a bit of
lemon-peel.

White Haricot Beans.—A? these beans are
at once a cheap and sohd article of food, and as
they form an excellent substitute for potatoes,
when that root is scarce or dear, it is well to know
how to prepare them for the table. At the time
of writing- this, they may be had for fourpenc.e
per quart. Put one quart into a gallon ot cold
soft water, with two ounces of butter ; let them
simmer very slowly for three hours. If they are
intended to be used as a substitute for potatoes,
nothing more requires to be done to them. To
make them into a savoury dish, proceed as fol-

lows :—Drain the beans, and put them into a stew-
pan, with a little .^alt and pepper, two or three
ounces of butter, some parsley chopped fine, and
the juice of a lemon. Place them on the fire for

a few minutes, stir thcni well up, and 8er^e.

Older or larg^er beans require to be soaked lor a
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few hours before boiling. 0^serve, the liquor in

which the beans have been boiled will make a
palatable soup, if some onions be added which
have first been sliced and fried with a little butter
and flour till brown. It may then be taken with
plain or toasted bread.
Lentils.—These are g'etting- much into use,

both for puddings and for soup. They may also

be prepared as follows :— Put one quart of lentils

into a stewpan, with two quarts of cold water, one
ounce of butter, some salt and pepper, a couple
of onions sliced, and a little parsley. Let them
simmer for yhout two hours; then dran them,
and put thera back into the >tewpan, with tW)
ounces of butter, a little more salt and pepper,
and a destert-spoonlul of sugar. Se' iton the

fire, shake in a little flour, stir the whole well
together, and boil for about ten minutes. Serve
up in a deep di>h. The water poured from the
lentils may be made into soup, as directed in the
last receipt.

Cheap Misce Meat and Pies.—Take one
pound of tender beef, cither baked or boiled, and
chop it verj- line. Chop, also, one pound of fresh
suet, one pound of apples, one pound of raisins
(Valentia.-), stoned; one pound of currants, two
ounces of candied lemon peel, two ounces ot

orange peel, a little of the tind of a fresh lemon,
chopped fine ; a quarter or a pound of moist
sugar, a dessert-spoon full of salt, and half an
ounce of sweet fpice. Mix the whole well to-
gether, and it will be ready for use. Lay the
paste, made according to the foregoing receipt,
a quarter of an inch thick, in small tin dishes, or
saucers, or earthen cheese-plate*, put in the
middle as much of th* mince meat as is thou fht
sufficient, and lay a similar piece of paste on the
top, just wetting the edges, ihat the top and tot-
tom ciusts may adhere to each other. Pare the
edges neatly, and ornament them aecordi g to

fancy. Before covering the pies two or three
drops of kmon juice may be squeezed in. Pies-

made thus will keep good for a week, and may be
warmed or made hot at any time in a Dutch oven,
or on the hob of the fire grate. The mince meat,
not having any brandy in it, will liardly be good
more than a week after it is made.

Common Paste, for Pies, &c.— To two
pounds of flour add six ounces of butter or clrijv-

ping; break the fat well in among the butter, add
a little salt, and a tea-spoon full of carbonate of
soda. Mix quickly and lightly with about a pint
of cold water. B/Ai out and double three or four

limes.

A Richer Paste maybe made thus:—To two
pounds of the finest flour, add six ounces of butter,
and mix mth a couple of well-beaten eggs and a
pint of warm water. Salt and soda to be added
as in th? last receipt. If intended for meat pies

rather more salt may be used ; if for fruit pies

or tarts, a little lemon juice added in the mising
will impart a very pleasant flavour.

Cijw-HEELS may be made into a very savoury
dish, as follows :—They are g<-neral y cleaned and
boiled when purchased at the tripesellers. In.

this case, cut a ^ood-sized heel into pieces, put it

into four quarts of watei, and let it boil rather
slowly for three hours. Slice in somecnions, aud
season to palate with salt and pepper, and a table-
spoonful of mixed mustard. About an hour be-
fore it is wanted put a pint of the contents of the
saucepan or boiler into a stewing or frjing pan,
with a little butter or meat dripj ing; while boil-

ing shake in som" flour tid it is thick and nicely
brown. Turn the contents of the pan into the
boiler, and let the whole boil up briskl} for about
ten minutes. It will then be ready tor use. A
Litsje dish full of very nourishing food may thus be
piovided iur sevenpence or eightpence.

THE LAWS RELATING TO MASTERS AND WORKMEN.

ARTICLE I.

It appears to us, that iii can-ymg out the intentiou expressed in our second number,
of inserting in this publication a series of articles on legal subjects, of practical
advantage to our readers in general, and to the working man in j^articular, we can-
not begin our task in a more appropriate manner than by enteiing into a considera-
tion of some of the laws affecting employers and the employed.

Pre^•ious, however, to entering upon such tm inquijrv', it may not be tmprofitable
to reflect for a moment on the position of the working man in these times, as com-
pared -vvith that of his class some centuries back.

'NvTien that notable plan, called the feudal system—which was for centtu-ics the
great Upas-tree of our political constitution—existed in full force in this countri-,
the several grades of society formed but a series of vassalages, which were established
and sustained for the double pm-pose of supplying the demands of the king, for
militaiy- support, and repressing the energies, liberties, and privileges of the nation.
This, indeed, was the most natural fate of an insulated country like this, on its

becoming the prey of om- Norman conquerors. Successively the temporary occu-
pation of Roman, Saxon, and Danish conquerors, vrhen our land fell into the hands
of the Noi-man invaders—who were already well acqurintod, by experience, -\Nith

the advantc.ges Avhich a government bent on war derived, with an ignorant and
powerless people, from the establishment of the feudal system—it was but politic
on their part, to attempt, at least, to establish such 'a system in Britain, as
affording them the surest means of defending their newly-acquired possessions
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from other aggressors. Accordingly, it soon became an established legal maxim,
" that the King is the universal lord and original proprietor of all the lands in his
kingdom ;* and that no man doth or can possess any part of it, but ^vhat has medi-
ately or immediately been derived as a gifc from him, to he held on feudal services.""

These "feudal ser^-ices" consisted in the "vassal" [the holder or tenant of the
lands] taking the oath of fealty and doing homage to " his lord" [the King, or the
King's immediate grantee] by admitting " that he became his man from that day
forth, of life and limb and eartldy honour,'" and rendering " service" to his lord ; in
return for v\'hich he was allowed to hold the land. This service was, to do suit to

the lord, m time of peace, at his courts ; and when at war, in liis army, -\\ith such
a number of men as v/as prescribed in the grant of the land. These original
grantees, or vassals, in order to enable them to perform ser-vice to theii' immediate
lords, m their tiu-ns became the lords of other vassals, to whom they paited with
portions of their lands in consideration of similar services being rendered to them.
These again had theu' inferior tenants sonA vassals, who, in return for parcels of
land let to them, undertook, by the cultivation of the land, to render service by the
supply of food and money,t so as to enable then superior vassals to perform their

military services ; which they would have been imable to do had they to attend
personally to agricultiu'al pru-suits. Thus, therefore, the whole surface of society
became impregnated with this iron or military system, in which it was impossible
that any class could have fi-eedom, much less that Avhich, by reason of its being the
\\'eakest, would of coui'se be most oppressed. Tioie it is that oui- idea of the
Avorking classes, formed on the recollection of theii* extent, influence, and import-
ance, in manufactures, agriculture, and connnerce, at the present day, is far

different from the pictru-e they presented seven or eight centuries back—when
CA en agTiculture was considered of importance only so far as it contributed supplies
for carrying on warlike operations. The blazing furnaces, the spacious cotton-

mills, and the hundreds of miles of railroads -with which Ave are so familiar, Avere

not the field of labour of the Avorking man in those days, Avhen the spade, the
battle-axe, and the bow, were almost the only insignia of his occupation. Yet still

in those dark days of general thi-aldom there Avas a class still less free than the
rest—the labouring class we mean—who liA'ed in a state of degradation and oppres-
sion, far exceeding am'thing of Avhich modem experience can fui-nish us any con-
cej)tion : for, turning to the state of the Avorking classes in England at the present

time—whatCA'er may be the extent of the CA'ils of AA'hich they haA'e to complain

—

howcA'er the concession of their just claims may be delayed— all must admit
that the power Avhich they possess is not merely theoretical, but exists in a resistless

practical manner. If the workmg man's A'ote is not receiA-ed at the hustings, his

voice can be heard at the meeting. He is no longer looked upon as the helpless

vassal, but as an important link in the chain which binds society together. As the

real "producer of wealth— as the base of the A-ast fabric of British commercial
enterprise ; he is not regarded as the automaton machine, blindly acting the Avill of

his master, Avhile the practical science of mechanics owes some of its profoundest

discoveries to the genius of a few working men.

Even in those " good old times, Avhen George III. Avas King," the necessity for

elcA-ating the position and increasing the opportunities of the Avorking man Avas felt

to some extent ; and accordingly aa'o find that, in 1812, the Statutes of Elizabeth and
James, which gave to the magistrates the poAver of fixing " the rate of wages on the

prices for tcork to artificers, labourers, and craftsmen," Avere repealed. The pernicious

evils of such an enactment as this need hardly be pointed out ; and it Avill be
sufficient to notice that, if such a proA'ision existed at this time, it Avould have the

effect of placing it in the poAver of master manufacturers and landed proprietors,

Avho form the body of magistrates in the kingdom, to fix absolutely the rate of

wages payable to the classes of people of Avhose services they themselves stand in

* This very principle is even now a part of the law. It is upon this the right of escheat in the

Crown arises ; bv which the Crown is entitled to the lands of ail inrions who die -nithout a will and

heir ; which lands then revert to the "original possessor."

t This is the oi igin of rents.
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need, regardless as well of the extent of the demand and supply in the labour
market, as of the just rights of superior talent and intelligence. Such an enact-
ment as this, if in force at the present day, would create an universal agitation
amongst the operatives of all classes ; and its repeal was imperatively called for by
the increase of every species of British trade and commerce.
Numerous enactments, however, still remain on the Statute-book, which define

the rights and responsibilities both of masters and men ; many of a useful and
salutary character,—with which the working man should become intimately
acquainted. It is not, however, to be admitted, that the laws which are of a
protective character to the employed, can always be enforced against the employers
Avho infringe them ; for the contest in such cases is ever an unequal one ; but we
are persuaded that such laws would not be so frequently disregarded, if the masters
did not know that a very general ignorance or misconception of their provisions
pervades the minds of their servants.

We shall proceed, therefore, in our next number to draw attention to some of
these enactments, and give an explanation of their provisions.

THE SCHOOL-ROOM.—No. II.

MATHEMATICAL SCIEXCES.—LESSON I.

The term Matltematics is derived from a

Greek word signifying disapHne, and thus,

in its primary sense, refers not to the sub-

ject-matter of the science it designates, but
to the methods and consequences of learning

it. The properties of space and number
have, however, usurped the name ; so that

anything which relates to them, however
learned, is now called mathematics.

Arithmetic, or " the art of numbering,"
should mean the science of number in gene-
ral, including a great part of what is com-
monly called Algebra; it is, however, usually

restricted to mean only the science of the

expression of nmnbers by signs or symbols,

and the application of all rules relating to

them which are useful in the arts of life.

The method of expressing numbers by
means of certain signs or figures is called

notation ; and it is generally believed that

this art took its rise shortly after the forma-
tion of alphabets. There are three simple
and obvious modes of constructing symbols
of number : — 1. By arbitrary invention

;

2. By the choice of letters of the alphabet

;

3. By a system of repetitions of a single

imit, as I., II., &c., with marks of abbrevia-

tion. The third method Avas adopted by
the Romans, Phoonicians, Egyptians, and
Chinese ; the second by the Hebrews and
Greeks ; the first, or the system now in use,

is supposed to be of Indian origin, trans-

mitted through the Persians by the Arabs,
and by them introduced into Europe, at the
period when the Moors invaded and became
masters of Spain. In the eleventh century,
Gerbcrt, a Benedictine monk of Fleury, and
who afterwards ascended the papal throne,
under the title of Sylvester II., travelled

into Spain, and studied for scA-eral years the
sciences there cultivated by the Moors,
Among other acquisitions, he gained
from that singular people a knowledge
of what are now called the Arabic numerals,
and of the mode of arithmetic founded on
them, which he forthwith disclosed to the
Christian world, by whom, at first, his
learning caused him to be accused of an
alliance with evil spirits. The knowledge
of this new arithmetic was about the same
time extended, in consequence of the inter-
course which the Crusaders opened between
Europe and the East. For' a long time,
however, it made a very slow and obscure
progress ; and the forms of the symbols
underwent several alterations, until they
finally settled into their present shape at
about the time of the invention of printing.
The four elementary departments of our

present system of arithmetic are—Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division.
Other rules are fractions, both vulgar and de-
cimal

; rule of three, practice, interest, dis-
count, and so on, all of which it will not be
either necessary or possible to explain here.
The best elementary book on the subject, with
which we are acquainted, is " Crossley's
Arithmetic," published imder the sanction
of the British and Foreign School Society.

Mcnsuratioji is the name given to a
branch of the application of arithmetic to
geometry, which shows how to find the dimen-
sions of any object. It is of three kinds

—

li7ieal, or measuring by mere length ; super-
Jicial, which respects breadth as well as
length; and solid, which includes length,
breadth, and thickness.

Algebra, from the Arabic words signify-

ing the rec?t«;<io?i of ^rac^'^on*, is a species
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of universal arithmetic, Avhich, by the sub-

stitution of certain symbols, enables us to

add, subtract, multiply, or divide numbers
which we have not yet ascertained, and in

all respects to deal with them as if they

were known, for the purpose of arriving at

certain conclusions respecting them ; and,

among other things, of discovering what
tliey are. But, although it is a science of

calculation, its operations must not be con-

founded with those of arithmetic. All cal-

culations in arithmetic refer to some par-

ticular individual question, whereas those

of algebra refer to a whole class of ques-

tions. The great advantage of algebra is,

that all the steps of any particular course of

reasoning are, by means of symbols, placed

at once before the eye ; so that the mind,
being unimpeded in its operations, pro-

ceeds uninterruptedly from one step of

reasoning to another, until the solution of

the question is attained.

It appears probable that this science,

like many others, originated among the

Hindoos, from whom the Persians and
Arabs confessedly derived their knowledge.
Its simple elements v/ere introduced into

Europe, or rather into Italy only, about
the beginning of the thirteenth century, by
Leonardo Bonacci, of Pisa. In Italy it lay

dormant, without receiving any material

improvement, till the middle of the six-

teenth centm-y, when it was introduced into

Germany, France, and England. At about
this time, al^o, the Italians began to make
the first steps towards its improvement.
Yaluuble discoveries were made by Cardan,

Tartaglia, and others; but the grand im
provement was made by Vieta, a French-
man, who died in 1603, who introduced the
method of using symbols to stand for kno\vn
as well as unknown quantities, and thus
laid the first steps of the general theory of

equations. In England, Harriot, who died
in 1621, carried on and extended the dis-

coveries of Vieta ; and from the time of the
two latter we must date the modern form of

the science.

Logarithms, from two Greek words signi-

fying the number of the ration, is a branch
of mathematics of comparatively modern
invention, having been discovered by John
Napier, of Merchiston, near Edinburgh,
in the early part of the seventeenth cen-
tury, and perfected by Mr. Briggs, pro-

fessor of geometry at Oxford, in the year
1624. The uses of logarithms are vfti'ious.

Amongst others, they afford an easy method
of finding the product in multiplication,

and the quotient in division, by means
of simple addition and subtraction. They
are equally applicable to the solution of

questions in proportion, or the rule of three

;

and in raising a number to any required
power, or in extracting the root of any given
number. The best tables of logarithms
with which we are acquainted are those
published under the sanction of the Society

for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
"VVe have now briefly enumerated those

branches of mechanical science which relate

to the properties of numbers ; in our next
lesson, we shall speak of those which respect

the properties of figures.

SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANY.

The Alphabet.—The various combina-
tions into which the twenty-four letters of

the alphabet may be arranged, amount to

620,448,401,733,239,439,360,000.
Heat of Comets.—In reference to the

size and heat of comets, Sir Isaac Newton
calculated that a globe of red-hot iron, of

the dimensions of the earth, would scarce

be cool in 50,000 years.

Aerial Motion.—Light air travels from
one to three miles per hour ; a breeze, from
four to five ; a brisk gale, from ten to fifteen

;

a fresh gale, from twenty to twenty-five;

a strong gale, from thirty to thirty-five ; a

hard gale, from forty to forty-five ; a storm,

from fifty to sixty ; and a hurricane, from
eighty to one hundred.
Vegetable Reasoning.—The plane-

tree exhibits the power of exercising a

sagacity for securing food not vinworthy of

an animal. Lord Kulmes relates, that,

among the ruins of New Abbey, in the
county of Galway, there grew in his time,
on the top of one of its walls, a plane-tree,

upwards of twenty feet in height. Thus
situated, it became straitened for food and
moisture, and, therefore, gradually directed

its roots down the side of the wall till they
reached the ground, at the distance of ten
feet. "When they had succeeded in this at-

tempt, the upper roots no longer shot out
fibres, but united in one, and shoots vigor-

ously sprang up from the root that had sue-

ceeded in reaching the earth.

Vocal Clock.—The subjoined descrip-

tion of a cui'ious clock is given in the jour-
nal of the Rev. J. Wesley :

— " On Monday,
April 27, 1762, being at L'urgan, in Ireland,

I embraced the opportunity, which I had
long desired, of talking to Mr. Miller, the

contriver of that statue which was in Lur-
gan when I was there before. It was the
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figure of an old man standing in a case,

vdih a curtain dra^Ti before him, over
against a clock which stood on the opposite

side of the room. Every time the clock

struck, he opened the door with one hand,
drew back the curtain with the other,

turned his head, as if looking round on
the company, and then said, with a clear,

loud, articulate voice :
* Past 07ie, or tioo, or

three,' and so on. But so many came to see

this (the like of which all allowed was iiot

to be seen in Europe), that Mr. Miller was
in danger of being ruined, not having time
to attend to his own business. So, as none
offered to purchase it, or reward him for his

pains, he took the whole machine to pieces."

A South American Ant-hill.—How-
ever trifling this little animal may appear in

our climate, there are few more formidable
creatures than the ant of some tropical

countries. A traveller, who lately filled a

high station in the French Government,
M. Malouet, has described one of their
cities, and, were not the account confirmed
by various testimonies, it might seem ex-
aggerated. He observed at a great distance
what seemed a lofty structure, and was in-
formed by his guide that it consisted of an
ant-hill, which could not be approached
without danger of being devoured. Its
height was from fi-fteen to twenty feet, and
its base thirty or forty feet square. Its
sides inclined like the lower part of a pyra-
mid, the point being cut off. He was in-
informed that it became necessary tn destroy
these nests, by raising a sufficient force to
dig a trench all round, and fill it with fag-
gots, which were afterwards set on fire, and
then battenng with cannon from a distance
to drive the insects out and make them
run into the flames. This was in South
America.

THE JUVENILE CABIXET.

THE RIVER AND THE BROOK.
A small brook fell vnth a rushing sound

into a river, which floAved calmly and silently

along.

"i do not understand," said the noisy

brook to the river, " why you pass by so

quietly. If I were in your place, I would
dash onward, so as to make myself heard
for miles around."
"I," replied the river, *' who water the

country for many hundred miles around,

and supply the inhabitants of my banks
with abundance of fish; I, who bear many
vessels to the sea, am kno'WTi and honoured
by the world, although I do net dash onward
with loud noise. It is for you, rather, who
ripple but for a few furlongs over the

pebbles to do this, that it may at least be
known that you exist."

A sage was standing upon the shore, and
he said to a youth near him :

" Seest thou ?

The greater the merit, the greater the

modesty."

THE SAFEST PLACE.
Not long ago there was a phrase current

among " the baser sort," intended to ridi-

cule the stay-at-home habits of boys, or the
anxiety of mothers, or both. It was this :

" Does your mother know you're out ?" If
you are quite sure she would approve of
your conduct or company, it is of little con-
sequence whether she docs or not, except
that it is always our duty to save so kind
and tender a friend all needless anxiety
If you are out Avithout your mother's know-
ledge, or engaged in anything tluit she

would disapprove, you had better look about
you. Your worst enemy is very glad to
find you out of sight and hearing of your
best earthly friend, especially if he sees
that you are at all inclined to serve him.
A good mother is as much in the way of the
Evil One as a faithful watch-dog is' in the
way of the housebreaker.

We hope none of our young readers will
ever be ashamed of a due regard to a
mother's care and oversight. We can as-
sure them that a safer place is not found in
the wide world than at her side, or a better
inheritance than her prayers.

HOW TO "WRITE A LETTER.
The late Rev. R.Robinson, of Cambridge,

was- very fond of children, and used to ren-
der himself very familiar with them, by
adapting his conversation to their capacities,
and joining heartily in their little sports

;

consequently they were much attached to
him. In the midst of his playfulness, how-
ever, he never let slip an opportunity of
throwing out some hint that might be use-
ful in after life. The following anecdote
exhibits a specimen of his easy manner upon
such occasions.

Among his little favourites were two fine
boys, sons of a much-esteemed member of
his congregation. The elder, named John,
was about ten years old ; the vounger, Ro-
bert, about eight. Upon one of Mr^ Robin-
son's visits to their father, Robert, being
told of his arrival, came bounding into the
room, and, as isual, jumped upon his knee

;
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•when they entered into the following dia-

logue :

—

Mr. R. : Well, Robert, so you have taken
Your old seat ; but how is it my other knee
is unfurnished ? AVhere's John ?

Robert : Oh, Sir, John is gone to Lon-
don.
Mr. R. : Indeed ! How long has he been

gone ?

Robert : More than a fortnight, Sir.

Mr. R. : How many letters have you
•wTitten to him ?

Robert : None, Sir.

Mr. R. : How is that ?

Robert : Because I do not know how to

Aviite a letter, Sir.

Mr. R. : But should you like to know how ?

Robert : Oh, yes, Sir, very much indeed.

Mr. R. : Then suppose you and I, be-

tween us, try to make up a letter to John
;

shall we .''

Robert : Oh dear yes, Sir, ifyou please
;

I should so like to do that.

Mr. R. : Well, then, let us begin " Saucy

Jack." Will that do ?

Robert : dear no, Sir ! I should not

like to say t?iat at all.

Mr. R. : Why not ?

Robert : Because that would be so rude,

Sir.

Mr. R. : Let us try again, then. " My
dear brother." There, will that do ?

Robert : yes ! nicely, Sir.

Mr. R. : Well, then, now let us go on.

" Last Thursday half Cambridge was burnt

down, and"

—

Robert : O no, no, Sir ! that will never,

never do.

Mr. II. : Why won't it do ?

Robert : Because it is not true, you

know. Sir. There has not been any fire at

Cambridge.
Mr. R. : Then suppose we alter it to—

<' Last night our tabby had three kittens."

That's true, you know, because you told

me so just now.
. Robert (hesitatingly) : Y—e—s, Sir, it

is trzie, but I should not like to write that.

Mr. R. : But as you know it to be true,

why should you not like to write it ?

Robert : Because I do not think it is

worth putting into a letter, Sir.

Mr. R. : ho ! then, if I properly under-
stand you, friend Robert, you think that
when we write letters to our friends, we
should, in the first place, never be rude

;

secondly, we must never say what is not
true ; and, thirdly, we must never tell them
what is not worth their knowing. Am I

right ?

Robert : Yes, Sir ; if I was to write a
letter, I should try to think of all that.

Mr. R. : Then, my dear boy, you must
never again tell me you don't know how to

write a letter ; for I assure you that you
have a much better notion of letter-writing

than many people have who are five times
your age.

ADVAXTAGE OF A DECISIVE ANSWER.
During the reign of Louis XI. of France,

a gentleman applied to that monarch to bo
appointed to an office which had lately be-

come vacant. The King peremptorily re-

fused his request ; upon which the applicant
humbly thanked him, and was about to

retire, when Louis, who thought that he
had misimderstood his answer, called him
back, and said: " Did you fully understand
the answer I gave you just now ?" " Per-
fectly, sire

;
you refused my request."

" Why, then, do you thank me ?" inquired
the King. " For having promptly refused
me," returned the gentleman, " and by en-
couraging in nre no false hopes, saving my
time, and preventing me being bitterly dis-

appointed at last." The King was so much
pleased with this explanation, that he im-
mediately bestowed on him the office he had
just before requested in vain.

WEEKLY CALENDAB.

JAXUAKY 26 to

January 2G, 1784, Sundmj-schools were esta-

blished. These admirable institutions were planned

about the year 1781 by Mr. Robert Raikes, a prin-

ter, of Gloucester, conjointly with the Kev. Mr.

Stock. Mr. Raikes, having realised a good pro-

perty, employed it, together with his pen and in-

lluence, in a variety of philanthropic cnterpnzes,

but chiefly in the establishment of Sunday Schools.

These institutions have since spread to every quar-

ter of the globe, and have been the means of com-

municating the blessings of education to many

thousands of children, some of whom have risen to

eminence in the world, and in Christian societies.

According to the most recent returns made in re-

ference to tne ynited Kingdom, there are now

FEBRUARY 1.

nearly one million and a quarter of children, under
the care of about two hundred thousand teachers.
January 2i), 1843, One of the largest non-political

meetings ever held in Dublin, was convened, to

consider the propriety of erecting a testimonial to

Father Malhew, for his exertions in the cause of
temperance. A liberal subscription for tlie purpose
was commenced. The Duke of Leinster presided.

.Tanuary 27, 1756, John Chrysostom JF. 2\ Mo~
zart, was born at Saltzbur?. Almost from tlie

cradle he was a prodigy of musical genius. When
three years old his attention was excited in an ex-
traordinary manner by some lessons, which liis

father ;^avc his sister on the harpsichord, and when
four years old he was rapidly learnhig- to play
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pieces of music himself. At the age of five he

composed various pieces; music soon became his

only pasMon, and his father exhibited him as a pro-

digy at the different German courts. After visiting

tlie principal cities on the Continent, and exciting

universal delight and wonder, he made his appear-

ance in England, in 170-1, where his reception was

equally flattering. A few years subsequently

he proceeded to Italy, and, though then only

fourteen years of age, he was accounted a perfectly-

accomplished musician. His progress through

Italv was a perfect triumph. He continued adding

rapidly to his fame till his death, which toolv place

on the 5th of December, 1792, when he had not

completed his 37th year.

January 28, 1596, Sir Francis Drake, a cele-

brated English navigator and commander, was

born of humble parentage at Tavistock, in Devon-

shire. He undertook a variety of difficult enter-

prises, which he accomplished, in almost every

instance, with marlced success. His name is

placed high among the founders of English naval

superiority. He was accounted humane and cour-

teous to those whom the fortunes of war threw into

his power, and just, honourable, and benevolent,

in his private dealings.

January 28, 1794, John Gotiloh J. Breitkopf

died at Leipsic. He was a letter-founder, printer,

and bookseller. As a letter-founder especially

he acquired a hisrh reputation. He represented

bv typography all the marks and lines which

occur in music, with all the accuracy of engrav-

ing-; also printed maps and mathematical figures,

with moveable types. He likewise printed, with

moveable types, Chinese characters. He im-

proved type-metal and ymnting presses also. He
allowed himself but five or six hours out of the

twenty-four for sleep, and devoted the rest of his

life to study and useful employment.

January 29, 1547, Henrg VIII., King of Eng--

land, died at Westminster. He was the eldest

surviving son of Henry VII. He had six wives,

two of whom he divorced, and two others he had
beheaded, another died in childbed, and the sixth

svirvived him. He was a man of vigorous mind,

learned, and liberal ; but vain, sensual, despotic,

and cruel. Ilis reign was distinguished by many
?reat events, the most important of which were,

tlie complete union of Wales with England, and

the conversion of Ireland into a kingdom ; and

the snapping of the chain which bound England
to the Papacy, and the consequent opening of

the road to general freedom of opinion.

January 29, 1820, George III., King of Eng-
land, died at Windsor, after a very protracted

mental affection. He was born iiT London, on

the 4th of June, 1738, and ascended the throne,

on the death of his grandfather, George II.,

October 25, 1760, being then in his twenty-third

year. He possessed much personal courage, and

zeal for the public welfare. He Avas religious,

moral, and strictly temperate, and exemplary in

his discharge of domestic duties. He acted upon
his own convictions with sincerity, but was often

led astray by those on whose opinion he depended
t(.'0 implicitly, and this led but too often to pro-

tracted and very expensive wars. lie was friendly

to the diffusion of education, agriculture, me-

chanical inventions, and domestic intercourse ;

and though literature and the fine arts engrossed

but a small share of his attention, they flourished

greatlv during his reign.

Janviary 29, 1823, at Blackheath, died John Ju-

lius Angerslein,Y.i(\.,2, distinguished patron of

the Fine Arts. Mr. Angerstein Avas born at St.

Petersburgh, in 1753, and, some years after, came

to England, under the patronage of Andrew
Thompson, Esq., with wliom he lived in partner-

ship for upwards of fifty years. Mr. Angerstein

exhibited much public spirit on several occasions,

and was the first to propose a reward of £2,000

from the fund at Lloyd's to tlxe inventor of life-

boats. The celebrated gallery of pictures col-

lected by him was purchased by the Government,

in 1823, for £60,000, and althoiigh only 40 in

number, yet they were of such a high character

as to be deemed worthy to form the basis of the

present collection deposited iu the National Gal-

lerv, Trafala-ar-square. •

January 30, 1649, Charles /., King ot England,

was beheaded at Whitehall, for the alleged crimn

of high treason against the people. He succeeded

to the throne on the death of his father, James

I., in 1625. He possessed some brilliant accom-

plishments, and his general private character was

amiable; but he was injudicious, partial, and

arbitrary. In 1642 he unadvisedly impeached

Lord Kimbolton and five commoners of high

treason, and as they were not delivered up, he

afterwards made an appeal to the sword. He was

taken prisoner and brought to trial; but refusing

to acknowledge the jurisdiction of the court, they

condemned him to die.

January 31, 1574, Benjamin Jonson, one of our

most celebrated English poets, was born at West-

minster. He was the contemporary and friend of

Shakspeare, He attained some eminence as an

actor, but much more as a dramatic writer. He
died August 16, 1637, and was buried in West-

minster Abbey, where ahandsome tablet has been

erected to his memory in Poets'-corner, inscribed,

•' O rare Ben Jonson !

"

January 31, 1849, the final extinction of the

Corn-laws was celebrated by a grand public ban-

quet in the Free-trade Hall, Manchester. The
gathering was numerous, amounting to 2,984, and

comprising the oldest veterans of Free-trade,

from Perronet Thompson and Archibald Prentice,

to the youngest neophytes. The chair was taken

by Mr. George Wilson, supported by some two

dozen members of Parliament, and other notabi-

lities from all parts of the country.

FEBPvUARY.

February, the second month of the year, is so

called from the god Februus, or from Juno, sur-

naraed Februa, both of whom presided over puri-

fications. Numa, who succeeded Romulus as

Kin'' of Rome, dedicated it to Neptune, the lord

of waters. This month has Pisces, or the fishes.

February 1, 1608, the Neiv li'iver was began by

Sir Hu<'-h Middleton, and completed on Michael-

mas-day, 1613, Avhen the water was let in to the

reservoir at Islington with much ceremony. A
share in this New River, originally worth £100, is

now worth £8,000.

Sensu vl Pleasure.—The nature of sensual pleasure is vain, empty, and unsatisfying,

l)i<r.rest always in expectation, and a mere vanity in the enjoying and leaves a stmg and

thorn behind it when it goes off. Our laughing, if it be loud and high commonly ends

in a deep sigh; and all the instances of pleasure have a sting m the tail, though they

carry beauty ou the face and sweetness on the \i^.—Jeremy Taylor.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

T. Huntley (Wakefield).—The following are

the current coins of the reahn -.—Sovereigns, half-

sovereigns ; crowns, half-crowns, florins, shil-

lings, sixpences, fourpeuny-pieces, threepenny-

pieces ; pence, halfpence, farthings, half-farthings.

Alfred (Taunton). — You are quite right.

History is a melancholy study in many respects.

Kings seem to have thought war their vocation,

and their people have always been too willing to

support them in the delusion. Since the Roman
Conquest, 777 years' ago, England has been en-

gaged in sixty wars, in which slic has spent il2

years, aud more than 100 years besides in partial

warfare. Let us hope that our future history

will tell a different tale.

A Poor Student.—We are sorry that our

answer will not be such as you wish. You cannot

graduate at any of the English or Scotch Uni-

versities without residence. But what does it

really matter'.' Academic distinctions, now-a-

days, are of very questionable value, and many
men refuse to accept them. Persevere in your

purpose, never mind a little hard work, have cou-

rage to bear a few privations, and you will make
your way, if you deserve it, without the help ol

letters after your name.
A Eriend (aalisbury).—Thank you for your

good wishes. We will do what we can to deserve

them, i'ou will see that your suggestion has

been ant cipated.

A Labourer (Aylesbury).—You make your

inquiries with so much politeness and modesty,

tuat we are sorry we cannot at present give you

the information you desire. We will not, how-
ever, forg. t the subject ; and if you look m our

next number you will probably tind an answer.

Jane V.—lieally we must decline the office of

adviser in such a case, and a little consideration

will enable you to appreciate our motives in do-

ing so. Your own triends must be in every way
more suited to give counsel. Our only advice is,

be guided entirely by them.

AGRICOLA.—You need not apologise for trou-

bling us. VV e shall always take a pleasure in answer-

ing such inquiries to the extent of our ability.

vTc cannot, of course, be expected to furnish our

correspondents with e^s^iys upon every subject on

whicii tney seek information ; but when we have

npt time or space to furnish them with all the

knowledge ihey require, we will at least endeavour

to put them in the way of obtaining it. Now to

your questions. The most elaborate work on the

application of chemistry to agriculture is that by

Professor Liebig, of Giessen ; but to derive much
advantage from it, it will be necessary first to

read some more simple and elementary book,

such as Johnstone's "Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry," or you may purchase of any book-

seller, for a shil.iiig'y a little volume in a red cover,

one of a series, published by Weale, called " Ele-

mentary Chemistry," which contains an appen-

dix on the subject. The chiel benefit of the study

to a farmer is ihe knowledge it gives him of the

principles liiat should regulate the rotation oj

crops and the employment of manures. Particular

plants will flourish in proportion to the presence

ill the soil of the ditleient substances from which

tliey derive their nourishment. Some plants feed

chiefiy on one set of substances, and some on

anothei, so that, after a soil has been exhausted
of the elements necessary to one kind of crop, it

may still contain all those required for the pro-
duction of another kind, or those elements may
be supplied to it by the use of particular manures.
You will find the subject a very interesting one,
and a profitable study too, if you give to it suffi-
cient attention to enable you to turn it to account.
A Member of the Westminster \n orking

Man's Institute has sent us a letter, giving an
account of the formation of that association, in
order to encourage others to go and do likewise,
if they would wish to realise the like beneficial
results. We extract the following :—" Some yeai-s
ago our indefatigable missionary, Mr. A. Walker,
succeeded in establishing two Kagged-schools in
his district ; and when these were crowded with
hitherto-neglected children he set about the
erection of another Eagged-school, and with it

determined to establish a Working Man's Insti-
tute, that adults also might enjoy the benefit of
his labours. A commodious apartment was fitted

up ior the purpose. This being accomplished,
his next work was to furnish it with its necessary
requirements, and for the attainment of this object
he had recourse to a few benevolent friends ; and,
by donations of books from some, and of money
from others, he soon found himself in possession
of between four and five hundred volumes of use-
ful works. A committee was then appointed, and
the institute thrown open to the public. The
payment of 1^;. 6d. a quarter, or l^d. a week, con-
stituted a member; and there are now above a
hundred subscribers, sixty or seventy of whom
have been taught to read and write." The object
of this Institute is thus explained in the prospec-
tus : — "To promote the moral and intellectual
improvement of the Avorking classes by means of
lectures, lurmHtion of classes for instruction, and
a library of useful books." We hope soon to hear
of the formation of many similar associatioikS.

Bullion.—The Bank of England was established
in the reign of William and Mary, and the first

charter granted to the " Governor and Company "

was sealed on the 27th July, 1G94,

A Gardener will find his inquiries answered in

the notice to Agricolii.

H. AN.SON.—Archbishop Laud was born in the
year 1573, and was executed in 1644. He was first

made bishop of St. David's, then transl.ated to the
see of Bath and Wells, afterwards to that of Lon-
don, and finally created Archbishop of Canterbury.

Spec.—There will be two eclipses of the sun this

year— the first an annual one, on the llthFebruary
—the second, a total ecUpsc, on the 7th August ;

but we are sorry to disappoint you with the infor-

mation that they, will both be invisible liere. You
must therefore wait for an opportunity of satisfying

your cuiiosity.

P. A.—Maunder's Treasury of Knowledge.
J. J. (Dudley.)—llobert ilaikes, proprietor of

the Gloucester Journal, was the founder of Sun-
day-schools. His son, the Kev. llobert Kailies,

has been for many years archdeacon of the dio-

cese of Chester.
NoRVAL.—We are un.able to answer your ques-

tion, as v> e do not know the opinions of the gentle-
man referred to on the project you name.
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THE WORKING MAN.

NO. IV. THE IMPORTANCE OF CLEANLINESS.
It was a saying of ovtr quaint and sententious grandmothers, that " cleanliness is

next to godliness ;" and if " godliness," as doctors in divinity tell us, means " god-

likeness," then we are very much disposed to subscribe to this ancient article of

faith. It is very evident that the Great Spirit who made all things intended that

we should be cleanly. Instinct guides nearly every animal to clean itself. How
very particular birds are to keep their nests free from all pollution I Here not only

the father and mother, but the little unfledged offspring, show their zeal. We have
often watched these operations, and, therefore, speak with confidence. Even the

mole, which spends a great part of its existence in making tunnels through the earth,

wears a coat, week days and Sundays, which, for softness and cleanliness, might be
matched with the ermine worn by the Chief Justice of all England. The suinc are

usually called filthy; and to say a man **is as dirty as a pig" is accounted a
reproach. But the hog is not so filthy in his habits as most imagine. You say that

he wallows in the mire, and I grant it ; but, then, if you will tell me *' whi/ '/ " you
will not be offended at my saying a word for the pigs. The fact is, there are no
soap-boilers among the swine ; and, unfortunately, or rather fortunately (for we
may be sure the thing is right), there exudes through the skin of these animals an
oily sort of perspiration, and Mr. Hog, v\'ishing to be as clean as other people, and
finding that water will not answer the purpose, goes and lies down in the mire, and
thus, having covered himself with the best lather he can get, the earthy parts of

this natural mixture unites >vith the oily, gummy excretions of liis skin, and
cleanses his body, and makes him feel as comfortable as a Mohammedan after a bath.

It is very evident that everybody ought to be cleanly. Cleanliness is one of tlie

comforts of life, and, therefore, one of the first laws of Nature. If the Almighty
had not intended us to be cleanly, he never would have attached so many penalties

to the neglect of it. Filth is every way hurtful.

1. It annoys the sight. AVhat a disgusting spectacle is a dirty man or dirty

woman ! There is something unhuraan about their looks. The man resembles a
savage, the woman looks worse than an ugly scarecrow, and both of them seem
more fit to frighten birds than to move about in civilized society. How most
frightfully many children are begrimed with dirt ! Ihave seen beautiful little cherub
faces, to whom Providence had given a lovely complexion, converted, for the want
of a little soap and water, into blackamoors. Now, if it is a sign of barbarism to

deface a fine piece of sculpture or a valuable painting, then it is far more sinful

to disfigure the human frame or countenance by the want of cleanliness. Wc
ought to bless one another with our healthy, clean, pleasant, and benevolent looks.
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There is a cliann about a clean face and clean clothing, which operates like magic,

and calls forth the best feelings of our hearts. I have seen a working man, after

his toil, take his little child, which was nicely washed, combed, and di'cssed, upon
his knee, give it a sw^eet kiss, and exclaim :

" Well, thou hast a nice mother !"

—

and thus cleanliness formed another bond of attachment which drcAV these lovmg
hearts closer together. Had he come home and found the child with a black face

and dirty clothing, the house at sixes and sevens, and his wife a slattern, the

filthy dwelling would have created in his bosom a filthy daemon, which would
have driven him to a pot-house. Dirty husbands, dLrty wives, dirty children,

dirty shopmates, dirty houses, and dirty clothes, are all disgusting.

2. Nothing is more disagreeable to the smell than the want of cleanliness. The
Almighty gave us noses of most exquisite sensibility to detect what may be hidden

from the eye. It is as difficult to conceal filthiness as it is guiltiness. It is no use

to put on a fine exterior, if the under-garments and the person are not clean. For

wan^ of attention to these facts many a man has lost a good wife, and many a

woman a good husband. Some persons try to overwhelm the effluvia by perfumes,

but the thing is suspicious. When you find a young dandy " perfumed lilce a

milliner," you may suspect he is afilicted with some disease. There is no spieery

fio sweet and refreshing as cleanliness. How sweet the fields smell after a shower !

Keep your person and clothes clean, and you need waste no money on ecnc de

Cologne or lavender water. No man, woman, or child has a right to pollute God's

air with effluvia arising from the neglect of soap and water. Our world ought not

only to be a free world—an intellectual and moral world—but also a clean, and,

consequently, a sweet world. Under the Christian dispensation there is no material

incense more acceptable to heaven than that which is the result of the proper

ablutions of our persons and apparel. Every man ought to be a sweet husband,

every woman a sweet wife, every child a sweet child, and every shojDmate and com-

panion as agreeable as the rose or the lily.

3. The want of cleanliness is injurious to health. MiQtitudes are slain annually

through the want of attention to this fact. Some say, " We must all eat a peck of

dirt ;" I am afraid that numbers eat a great deal more. AVe arc told that some of

the West Indian slaves, when they wished to shorten then- cruel bondage, used to

become dirt-eaters ; and the plan succeeded ; for the poor wTctches soon fell victims

to this deadly practice. But thousands more perish annually in England, from

dirt taken externally and internally, than ever destroyed themselves in Jamaica.

Myriads died of the Cholera in consequence of their neglect of baths and wash-

hou.ses. I dined with a gentleman in the West of England at the time the cholera

was raging. " One of my men," said he, " came home from dinner well last Satur-

day, at two o'clock—he was suddenly seized with the cholera—we took him to the

hospital, put him into a bath, and he was dead at six ! But," continued my friend,

•* we were not sui-prised when we immersed him in the water, for you might have

scraped the dirt from his body. It came off in thick scales." There is reason to

believe that this man of fifty had not been washed since his mother did it when he

was a baby. There are probably thousands who have never had their persons

thoroughly cleansed since they learnt to walk. The last time they had the com-

fort of a good ablution all over was when they were infants !

Now, this ought not to be. There is continually exuding from the skin a large

quantity of dead and poisonous matter. It is this that makes our linen and bed-

clothes so soon become black. This substance, which is floated to the suiface of
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the body by means of perspiration, unless it is washed off, adheres to the skin, and

is again absorbed ; but, as ve have said, it is dead and poisonous, and therefore

becomes the seed of innumerable diseases. Many are rendered dwarfs by it, many

are tormented with headaches, and a host of other maladies, which might have been

prevented by the pump, the flannel, and the towel. Depend upon it, more soap

and less medicine, more Avashhouses and fewer chemists' shops, wovild add vastly

to the national health, and especially to the Adgour of our working men and work-

ing women.
4. Intellect, and moral courage and character, are greatly impaired by the want of

cleanliness. It may seem strange to some that the noble and divine mind of man
should be so dependent upon the state of the earthly tabernacle in Avhich it resides ;

but A\'hether we wonder or not, so it is. A very small portion of indigestible food

v.'ill induce headache, nervous feelings, and a variety of other sj-mptoms, v/hich

may quite incapacitate the strongest indi\idual from thinking or acting. We all

know the effects of beer, wine, gin, &c., upon the body and mind, and how perfectly

they can paralyse the energies of both. Constituted as we are, it is doubtless a

AvLse and benevolent arrangement that the mind should sympathise -\A-ith the body,

and the body with the mind. Noav, we are told that the skin is pierced A\ith

mj-riads of pores, and through these little holes, by means of insensible perspiration,

a large portion of the waste of the body is carried ; and therefore to stop up any of

them is as bad as to dam up the drains which take away the foul water and refuse

soil from our dwellings. The health of a town or city depends upon having itn

common sewers open ; -without this the inhabitants would be poisoned ; and so the

vigour of the human frame is most intimately connected with the state of the skin.

If its drains are not kept open, disease mil be the incAitable consequence. But

without cleanliness this cannot be done. A very little matter will stop up those •

fine pores, and then the health will eventually be affected. The bodies of many
persons are literally varnished -with the poisons that nature has thro^Ani off, and

which ought to have been removed by washing, clean linen, and other means.

Loxo spirits very frequently arise from the pores of the skm being closed. The
nervous system is deranged, the brain is out of order, the intellectual power is

weakened, and moral courage destroyed. The dull intellect of many a working

man and woman, which prevents them from excelling in their trade or occ\ipation,

may, in liTindreds of cases, be traced to a dirty body. Some operatives that I have

knov.^l seemed to slink, rather than walk erect, through the world. Every look,

word, and gait appeared to be an apology for existing at all. They had no spirit

for anything ; and yet these very sheepish, cow-hearted beings had originally souls

as large as Oliver Cromwell or Sir Isaac Xewton ; but their bodies had been kept

so iilthy, that their minds, intellects, and morals Avere ruined. Corporeal and
mental A-igour depend upon having the body new made from the food we eat ; but

you must not only use the fresh materials, you must take away the rubbish
;

and as our meals supply the former, so washing was intended to effect the latter.

Were I to seek a proof of the truth here stated, I need only mention the fresh-

ness and vigoiu-, bodily and mentally, which every one experiences after a good
wash.

The subject of this paper is one of deep importance to the operatives of the

country, and is perfectly practicable. "Washing the body once or twice a week is

not difficult ; a bason, a quait of water, a flannel, a piece of soap, a towel, and five

minutes* labour after getting out of bed, would accomplish it. Then a little absti-

p 2
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neiice from drink avouIcI furnish a good change of linen, without keeping the wife up
till twelve o'clock, mending and washing shirts, &c., that ought, the year before

last, to have been in the rag-bag, or made up into paper for printing and ANTiting.

Many a man's shirt should have been a newspaper, a history, or some useful book,
long ago. Thousands of ragged operatives might have dressed their wives and
children in scarlet, and themselves in pm*ple, if they had only saved what they have
wasted in the pot-house or gin-palace.

For many occupations change of raiment is absolutely necessary for health. The
miller ought never to wear in his house the clothes that he uses at the mill. Every
time he moves he shakes from himself clouds of dust which endanger his own lungs

and those of his family. Some employments are so dirty that those who follow them
ought regularly to change their dress, and this is practicable. I have kno-\vn factory

giiis, who were as black as chimney-svv'eepers when at their work, look like ladies

in half an hovu- after the mill had closed. Where there is a ^vi^l there is a way. A
dirty man or woman can hardly be a healthy person, an agreeable companion, a good

citizen, or a happy Christian. All evil spirits are fond of filth, and are called

"unclean." Before we have "the good time coming," we must wash our bodies

and houses, and ]Dut away our filthy garments. The world wants a thorough wash-

ing in more senses than one ; but we need not invoke a second deluge to do it.

"We have plenty of soap, water, time, and other materials.

We believe that this matter will soon be taken up heartily by working men
and Avomen, and that we may yet see operatives sitting in their own freehold^ and

every cottage as clean as the palace, if not cleaner.

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER V.
" Crotn well subdued liis country by a successful struggle against court oppression, even while it was

conducted and supported by a set of the greatest geniuses for government the world ever saw."

—

Wauburtok.

HIS CONTINUOUS DEVOTION TO HIS COUNTKY
—HIS MILITARY EXPLOITS AND SIGNAL
VICTOllIES— HIS LETTER APTER THE
BATTLE OF MARSTON MOOR.

All England is on fire. Nothins: is heard

but battle and the din of war. The Monarch
is plotting and deceiving. The Parliament

is vigilant and braced for action. The
People are filled with great resolves, for the

soul of the nation is stirred to its deepest

depth. And Avhere is our Oliver } In the

open field of battle, in advance of all men,
rushing into the thickest of the fight, yearn-

ing for his country's freedom, and prepared

to shed his heart's purest blood for its sal-

vation. Notwithstanding Hmne's endea-

vour to detract from his military fame, his

skill and bravery challenge comparison. He
claims to be a hero, and nothing heroic is

wanting in his character.

KnoM ing how in\ich now depended on his

individual line of action, Cromwell went on
rccrxiiting and augmenting the army till he

found himself in a position successfully to

encounter the enemy. "Writing to his

honoured friends the commissioners, at

Cambridge, after the taking of Gains-
borough, he tells them to raise all their

bands, and send them to Huntingdon ; to

get up what volunteers they could ; to be
expeditious and industrious ; to act lively

;

to do it without distraction ; to neglect no
means. From Peterborough he writes to

the same commissioners :
—" It much con-

cerns your association, and the kingdom,
that so ' strong a place as Holland is not
possessed by them. If you have any foot

ready to march, send them away to us with
all speed. I fear lest the enemy should press

in upon our foot : he being thus far ad-

vanced towards you, I hold it very fit that

you should hasten your horse at Hiinting-

don, and what you can speedily raise at

Cambridge, imto me. I dare not go into

Holland with my horse, lest the enemy
should advance withhis whole body ofhorse,

this way, into your association ; but remain
ready here, endeavouring to bring up my
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Lord Grey's and the Northamptonsliire

horse towards me, that so, if we be able, we
j

may fight the enemy, or retreat unto you,
j

with our whole strength ; I beseech you ;

hasten your levies, what you can, esj^ecially
!

those of foot I Quicken all our friends
'

w ith new letters upon this occasion ; which,

I believe, you will find to be a true alarm.

The particulars I hope to be able to inform

YOU speedily of more punctually, having

sent, in all haste, to Colonel Wood for that

purpose.
" The money I brought with me is so

poor a pittance when it conies to be distri-

buted amongst aU my troops, that, consi-

dering their necessity, it will not half clothe

them ; they were so far behind, if we have

not more money speedily they will be ex-

ceedingly discouraged. I am sorry you put

me to it to write thus often. It makes it

seem a needless importunity in me
;

whereas, in truth, it is a constant neglect

of those that should provide for us. Gen-
tlemen, make them able to live and subsist

that are willing to spend their blood for

you! I say no more."
The Parliament, in much extremity, calls

upon the Scots for help, with every prospect

of obtaining it. Cromwell is resolved to

get the best of soldiers—men who became
worthy of the name of Ironsides. " They
were men who had the fear of God, and
gradually lost all other fear." They were

never beaten. While the shops of London
are all shut for certain days—while

_
Glou-

cester is in hot siege—while Essex is des-

patched to relieve Gloucester—while poor

Lord Falkland, a man " of prodigious parts

of learning and knowledge, of inimitable

sweetness and delight in conversation, of

flowing and obliging humanity and good-

ness to mankind, of primitive simplicity

and integrity of life," and all whose sj-in-

pathies were at first with the popular in-

terest, lies bleeding there under a mortal

wound, Cromwell is waiting with great soli-

citude at Cambridge to know what is being

done "towards the public assistance"—that

is, towards raising the necessary supplies

for carrying on the Avar. He is moved to

his inmost heart by the posture of affairs.

Ho is all taken up with the character of the

army and the obtaining of money. Hear
him':—" If you choose godly, honest men,
to be captains of horse, honest men will

f'-llow them. * * * I had rather have a

plain, russet-coated captain, that knows
wliat he fights for and loves what he knows,
than that which you call a gentleman",
and is nothing else," With his Ironsides

in fine marching order he was ready to en-

counter the enemy, which was now en-

trenched against Hull, my Lord Newcastle
having besieged the town. He was proud

of his men. " I have a lovely company.
They are honest, sober, Christians : they
expect to be used as men." Others are

wanted. They, too, must be men of

purpose and men of action. "Weak coun-
sels and weak actings undo all. All will be
lost if God help not." Failure is followed

with success— defeat by triumph. Lynn
Regis, in which distractions had been
recently ripening into treason, is besieged
and taken. Ten days hence the battle of

Xewbury is fought and gained. Victory
succeeds victory. Hope revives ; and the

stars rush into one grand constellation of

light and glory. Many are busy signing

the solemn League and Covenant, which
bound the contracting parties to endeavour
to bring the churches of God into the near-

est conjunction and uniformity of religion,

form of church government, and so forth.

Another and still more extraordinary stipu-

lation was, that both nations should endea-
vour, with their estates and lives, not only

to preserve the rights and privileges of the

Parliaments and the liberties of the king-

doms, but to preserve and defend the King's
Majesty's person and authority, that the

world might bear witness of their loyalty,

and that they had no thoughts nor incUna-
tions to diminish his Majesty's just power
and greatness. " Cromwell had other work
to do than signing of covenants many miles

away from him just now, and indeed did

not sign for many days and weeks to come
—not till he got to his place in Parliament
again, with more leisure on his hands than
now." Others are signing—Oliver is march-
ing. He came to Hull, but made no stay.

On the same day Sir Thomas Fairfax
crossed the Humber with twenty troops of

horse, and joined Cromwell's forces in Lin-
colnshire. His position now is best indi-

cated in a letter which he addressed from
Holland, in the county of Lincoln, to his

honoured friends Sir William Spring and
Mr. Barrow, under date of September 28,

1643. It is as follows :—
" Gentlemen,—It hath pleased God to

bring off Sir Thomas Fairfax his horse over
the river from Hull, being about one-and-
twenty troops of horse and dragoons. The
Lincolnshire horse laboured to hinder this

work, being about thirty-four colours of

horse and dragoons : we marched up to their

landing-place, and the Lincobisliire horse
retreated.

"After they were come over, we aU
marched towards Holland ; and, when we
came to our last quarter upon the edge of

Holland, the enemy quartered within four

miles of us, and kept the field all night with
his whole body ; his intendment, as wc con-
ceive, was to fight us, or hoping to inter-

pose betmxt us and our retreat—having
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received, to his thirty-four colours of horse,
twenty fresh troops, ten companies of dra-

goons, and about a thousand foot, being
General King's own regiment. "With these
he attempted our guards and our quarters,

and, if God had not been merciful, had
ruined us before we had known of it—the
five troops we set to keep the watch failing

much of their duty. But we got the horse,

and retreated in good order, with the safety

of all our horse of the association, not
losing foiu- of them that I hear of, and we
got five of theirs. And for this we are ex-
ceedingly bound to the goodness of God,
who brought our troops off with so little loss.

" I write unto you to acquaint you with
this ; the rather that God may be aclaiow-
ledged and that you may help forward
in sending such force away unto us as lie

unprofitably in your country. And espe-
cially that troop of Captain Margery's,
which surely would not be wanting now we
so much need it

!

" I hear there hath been much exception
taken to Captain ^largery and his officers,

for taking of horses. I am sorry you
should discountenance those who (not to

make benefit to themselves, but to serve
their country) are willing to A'enture their

lives, and to purchase to themselves the
displeasure of bad men that they may do a
public benefit. I undertake not to justify

ail Captain -Z>Iargery's actions ; but his own
conscience knov/s whether he hath taken
the horses of any but nialignants ; and it

was somewhat too hard to put it upon the
consciences of your fellow deputy-lieute-

nants, whether they have not freed the
horses of kno-\Ani malignants ? A fault not
less, considering the sad estate of this king-
dom, than to take a horse from a known
honest man ; the ofi"ence being against the
public, which is a considerable aggravation.
I know not the measure every one takes of
malignance. I think it is not fit Captain
Margery should be the judge ; but, if he,

in this taking of horses, hath observed the
plain character of malignant, and cannot
be charged for one horse otherwise taken,
it had been better that some of the bitter-

ness, wherewith he and his have been fol-

lowed, had been spared ! The horses that

his Cornet Bouley took, he will put himself
upon that issue for them all.

*' If these men be accounted * trouble-

some to the country,' I should be glad you
would send them all to me. I will bid them
welcome. And when they have fought for

you, and endured some other difficulties of

war, which your honester men will hardly
bear, I pray you then let them go for honest
men ! I protest unto you, many of those
men which are of your country's choosing,
under Captain Johnson, are so far from

serving you, that, were it not that I have
honest troops to master them, although
they be well paid, yet they are so mutinous
that I may justly fear they would cut my
throat I Gentlemen, it may be it provokes
Kome spirits to see such plain men made
captains of horse. It had been avcII that
men of honour and birth had entered into

these emplo}~ments ; but why do they not
appear r Who would have hindered them ?

But seeing it was necessary the work
must go on, better plain men than none

;

but best to have men patient of wants,
faithful and conscientious in their emplm--
ment. And such, I hope, these wilF'^ap-

prove themselves to me. Let them, there-

fore, if I be thought worthy of any favour,

leave your country with your good wishes
and a blessing. I am confident they will

be Avell bestowed. And, I believe, before

it be long, you will be in their debt, and
then it will not be hard to quit scores.

"What arms you can furnish them
withal, I beseech you do it. I have,
hitherto, found your kindness great to uie

;

I know not what I have done to lose it. I

love it so well, and prize it so high, that I

will do m.y best to gain more."
Charles, that he might give the shoAv of

legality to his power and procedure, sum-
moned the two Houses of Parliament to

meet at Oxford. On the 22nd day of

January, 16i4, forty-five peers and one
hundred and eighteen members of the
Commons obeyed his call. The Parliament
then sitting in London numbered twenty-
two peers and two hundred and eighty
members of the Lower House, exclusive of

one hundred or more who were absent on
the service of the State. But little v.as

done at Oxford to any efi'ect ; and the King,
as little satisfied with the Assembly, ad-

journed it on the 16th day of April.

The Scots, twenty-one thousand strong,

had crossed the Tweed, and were marching
knee-deep in the cold snows of the cold

davs of January. In conjunction with the
Parliamentary troops, they commenced the

siege of York, which was defended by the

Marquis of Newcastle. The Parliamen-
tarians, from growing divisions among
themselves and from other causes, v.ere at

first disposed to resign the city to their

new adversary. As if to dishearten them
still more " in the last days of June, Prince
Rupert, with an army of some twenty thou-

sand fierce men, came pouring over the

hills of Lancashire, where he had left harsh
traces of himself to relieve tlie Marquis
of Newcastle, who was nov,-, with a force

of six thousand, besieged in York, by
the united forces of the Scots under
Levcn — the Yorkshiremen under Lord
Fairfax — and the Associated Counties
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under Manchester and Cromwell." On
hearing? of his approach, the Parliament

generals raised the siege, and drew off in

the direction of Marston Moor, on which

the great decisive battle was fought. Tlie

Scots, having marched in the advance, Avere

hastily recalled, and, forming into line of

battle with their comrades upon elevated

and advantageous ground, they unitedly,

upon the appearance of their coramon foe,

presented such an extensive and imposing

front as more effectually to check the accus-

tomed impetuosity of the prince, than to de-

lay the meditated attack. Some hours were

oc'cupied in seeming indecision on both

si^. At length the Parliamentarians

resolved upon a general charge on the

Royalist line, and descended—Cromwell

leading the onset with the horse of the left

wing. The prince repelled and counter-

charged this attack of his enemies with

very signal success, their entire right and

main body, including nearly the v,hole

Scots army and that of Fairfax, being

beaten from the field. Flushed with this

temporary triumph, he despatched couriers

to the King to acquaint him with the vic-

tory. But'his joy Avas short-lived. In this

extraordinary emergency, and when the

three Parliamentary generals, considering

all as lost, had actually quitted the ground,

Cromwell, with " the brave regiment of his

countrymen," three hundred strong, and

they only unappalled, were seen even yet

persisting in the desperate conflict with

Prince Rupert's right. Sir Thomas Fair-

fax, who had commanded the right wing,

recalled to himself by such an example,

promptly rallied some horse ;
while Crom-

well, with the Marquis of Newcastle's foot

immediately opposed to him, and which up

to that moment had " stood like a wall,"

now began to "mow them down like a

meadow." Reanimated at the sight, his

entire brigade returned to the conflict, A
body of Scots, under the gallant Major-

General Leslie, attacking the marquis in

flank, completed his defeat. Aided by these

troops, as well as by those reclaimed through

the exertions of Fairfax, and at length by

all the Parliamentarians remaining on the

field, Cromwell fell with the most crushing

and resistless force upon the detached and

divided bodies of the enemy, and, after a

three-hours' close fight, totally dispersed

them. Seeing the victory secured, he in

person pursued their flying divisions to the

very gates of York. The capture of all

the baggage and artillery of the Pvoyalist

army, with the speedy surrender of the city,

were the consequences of this signal vic-

tory—a victory which was gained almost

entirely by th^ magnanimity and courage-

ous conduct of Cromwell.

"Of this battle—the bloodiest _ of _ the

whole war—the reader may imagine it in

general as the most enormous hurly-burly

of fire and smoke, and steel-flashings, and
death-tumult, ever seen in those regions"

—the end of which was, four thousand one

hundred and fifty bodies to be buried, and
total ruin to the King's aff"airs in these

northern parts. The Scots delivered their

fire with such constancy a,nd swiftness, it

was as if the whole air had become an ele-

ment of fire. The conflict Avas bloody, but

glorious was the victory ! The enemy lost

more than a himdred flags, Which it was
proposed to send to the Parliament,

but they were torn in pieces by the con-

querers, and bound as trophies round their

arms. The King lost all the North of Eng-
land, and the Queen escaped to France.

The battle was fought on the 2nd day of

July, and on the 5th of the same month
Oliver Avrote the following letter, which may
be regarded as "one of the most interesting

episodes of this great victory." It is ad-

dressed to his loving brother, Colonel Valen-
tine Walton, and runs thus :

—

" Dear Sir,—It's our dixty to sj^mpathise

in all mercies, and to praise the Lord toge-

ther in chastisements or trials, that so we
may sorrow together.

" Truly England and the Church of God
hath had a great favour from the Lord in

this great victory unto us, such as the like

never was since this war began. It had all

the evidences of an absolute victory ob-

tained by the Lord's blessing upon the

godly party principally. "We never charged
but we routed the enemy. The left Aving,

Avhich I commanded, being our own. horse,

saving a fcAv Scots in ou.r rear, beat all the

princff's horse, God made them as stubble

to our swords. We charged their regiments
of foot Avith our horse, and routed all

Ave charged. The particulars I cannot re-

late noAV ; but, I believe, of tAventy thou-

sand, the prince hath not four thousand
left. Give glory—all the glory—to God !

" Sir,—God hath taken aAvay your eldest

sou by a cannon-shot. It brake his leg.

We Avere necessitated to have it cut oft',

Avhereof he died.
" Sir,—You knoAV my OAA-n trials this Avay,

but the Lord supported me in this—that the

Lord took him into the happiness avc all

pant for and live for. There is your precious

child full of glory, never to knoAv sin or sor-

roAV any more. He Avas a gallant young
man, exceedingly gracious. God give you
comfort. Before his death he Avas so full of

comfort that to Frank Russell and myself

he could not express it—it Avas so great

above his pain. This he said to us, * Indeed
it Avas admirable, A little after he said

that one thing lay upon his spirit. I asked
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him what that was. He told me it was
that God had not suftered him to be any
more the executioner of His enemies. At
his fall, his horse being killed with the

bullet, he bid them open to right and left,

that he might see the rogues run. Truly,

he was exceedingly beloved in the army of

all that knew him. But few knew him;
for he was a precious young man, fit for

God. You have cause to bless the Lord.

He is a glorious saint in heaven ; wherein
you ought exceedingly to rejoice. Let this

drink up your sorrow ; seeing these are

not feigned words to comfort you, but the

thing is so real and undoubted a truth.

You may do all things by the strength of

Christ. Seek that, and you shall easily

bear your trial. Let this public mercy to

the Church of God make you to forget

your private sorrov,-. The Lord be your
strength."

If we remember that Cromwell had re-

cently lost his own dear son Oliver in the
battle of Edgehill, we have the key to the
feelings of his heart, at the moment when
he penned this beautiful epistle. Strong
and irresistible was the flow and gush of
his soul. His sympathies were touched to

their very depth. To borrow the language
of another—" In this kind manner he con-
soles a bereaved father, while the smoke
still covers the battle-field. He lays aside

all the engrossing cares of the General to

fulfil the duties of the Christian. This
letter bears indubitable marks of a solc&fer's

bluntness, but also of the sympathy of a
child of God. In Oliver these two elements
were never far apart."

THE PYE-STREET BOY.
By Silverpen'.

Across the South Foreland, and from the

open sea, a rough and wintry wind blew

lioarsely, and lashing the turgid waters of

the great river into lengthened waves, swept

keenly with the intermingled rain and sleet

which fell through the arches of the city

bridges.

Had the fury of this wintry blast been

wholly spent on wood or stone, it might
have mattered little ; but beneath one of the

arches through which it keenly swept—more
keenly as it seemed to be than through the

rest—was huddled what was human :
what

could see, and hear, and speak ; feel himger,

cold, andpain—a group of ragged, homeless

children.

There were five or six of these in all ; but

only one moved restlessly to and fro, as the

Avindsweptin, orthe sleetwas drifted to where

he lay ; for the rest huddled together on

the more sheltered side of the arch, and,

protected by the few old shavings they had
drawn aroundthem, slept, or at least seemed
to sleep, for the huddled mass was as mo-
tionless as the granite roof which sheltered it.

But he, the youngest of these wretched

children, was roused by a keener enemy
than wind or rain ; for he had not tasted

food for many hours ; so that when his head

seemed nestled once again beneath the

breast of the tattered, soddened man's coat

he wore, or his hands tucked up within the

greasy, tattered cuft's, or his naked feet

drawn up still higher, for the sake of

warmth, in a moment his whole attitude

was changed, and his pinched, half-vacant

childish face, was turned again towards

Avind and rain and sleet, as if there, in the

dark vacuity of the surging waters, he

sought for the sympathy he had never
known, or for the human charity and aid
he had sought in vain elsewhere ; as if

there, untaiight as were his lips, unbent his

knee, the nature pregnant in the souls of
all of us, made Jiim half conscious, as it

were, that there, within that darkness, and
that storm, ruled a sacred WILL and pow'er,
who, open-eared to sin and ignorance and
suffering, is most omnipotent to save !

Rising at last from off the ground, after

one of those long gazes of keen and pitiful

despair, he brushed the lingering sleet from
off his face, and, di'agging up the collar of
the soddened coat still higher round his

neck, went out at once into the storm, and
ascended from the river bank to one of the
least-frequented streets which lay within
this district. There was some strong
motive for the couriige and resolution with
which this small, frail, half-clad child en-
countered the rough night storm—so rough,
at times, as to sweep round the corners of
the streets like a gale far out at sea.

Though even the very dogs which prowl
about such sordid streets were housed, he
yet kept on without once lingering, except
for a minute around such small hucksters'

or bakers' shops as were yet open, to see if

he covild steal a morsel of the food he so

ravenously craved ; but their doors were
mostly closed against the storm, or their

keepers too vigilant for even the cimning of

hunger in extremity. At last, in a small

street leading directly from the most aristo-

cratic district of Westminster, he went on
more slowly, till he reached a very little shop-

window, which, yet unshuttered, and, dimly

lighted by a candle in the rear, displayed a
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few such articles as caps bedizened by
tawdry-coloured ribbons and flowers, some
second-hand bonnets, and here and there

an article or so of more modest shape and

kind, as if showing that a better class

of customers stepped sometimes from the

grandeur of the neighbouring streets to

make a purchase. It was to this window,

and the poor room which belonged to it,

that the child had unerringly traced his

way through wind and rain; for here it was

at four years old that he had made his first

public, yet undiscovered, theft, of one_ of

these tawdry dangling caps, and for which

his mother, who had watched outside, had
applaudingly treated him with a penny-

worth of gin in the next dram-shop. That
lesson had been well remembered, and well

learned; and now just free from prison,

and driven forth from the place he mis-

called " home," and the creature he

misnamed by the name of " mother," he

came through the storm to this place to

thieve again ; though this time not for gin,

but merest bread. After watching awhile

he raised the latch with a dexterous and
practised hand, opened the door, entered,

and closed it again, Avholly unpcrcciyed

by a woman who sat intently reading

beside a small fire-place, at the rear of

the narrow strip of counter, just as she had
sat six years before, on a wintry evening,

by the same place and with the same
book. The unchanged character of every-

thing around half startled one so ac-

customed to habits tf restless vagrancy,

for though the interval had been to him
a period of crime and physical suffering,

every circumstance of this first theft was
recollected with minute fidelity. After

glancing quickly around with an acuteness

of observation peculiar to this class of chil-

dren, he crept stealthily towards the narrow
counter, for on it lay, spread on a paper,

some article, which to his savage and un-

tutored taste appeared to be most worthy of

theft, because of its bright and gaudy
colour ; but as his hands reached over, in

the act of grasping it, there in that attitude

they remained, as if turned in the instant

to stone ; for, glancing forward to see if he

were unobserved, the benign and heavenly
expression upon the poor, pale, drooping

face which read was so akin to that sove-

reign, yet invisible, power of sympathy and
mercy he had sought so blindly in the bleak

waste of rain, that, for the first time in his

life, he could not steal ; but, changing this

act of sin into the act of supplication, he
said pitifully, as he drew back his hands
on to the edge of the narrow counter

:

"If you please, mum, give us a x^icce of

broad."

The needlewoman, for such she was,

raised her face, which had still the same
sublime and merciful expression on it, as

well it might, for she was no Pharisee,

and, reading thus, its spirit had entered, as

it had oftinies before, into her soul

:

"Blessed are they that mourn, for they

shall be comforted

:

" Blessed are the merciful, for they shall

obtain mercy

:

" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they

shall see God

:

" Blessed are the peacemakers, for they

shall be called the children of God," And,
" Let your light so sMne before men, that

they may see your good works, and glorify

your Father who is in heaven."
When she had glanced at the boy, still with

this sweet and fervid expression of womanly
humanity and pity in her face, she rose,

and, coming to the counter, said gently,

"You beg, but you came to steal, eh ?"

The boy dropped his eyes before her

searching gaze, but said honestly, if bluntly,

"Well, mum, I'se did, for I'se did my first

job o' prigging here ; but you looked so

good a sett'n there as wouldn't let me do it

nohows. So, as I arn't prigged and be

hungry, will yer guv us a bit o' bread ?
"

She made no anwer for the instant, but
stepping quickly round the counter, took

his soddened, frozen hands within her own,
and led him to the fire ; and as she did so,

as she chafed his hands within her own, she

said gently: "It was not so much me, or

that which is of me, you saw in my face

and call kindness, as the spirit of divine

words of a divine Master, set down in a

divine book ; and which all who rightly

read must show some sign of in the face,

and which if you could read and under-
stand you would not have come here to

steal to-night—but I forgive you."
" But what's a lad to do mum," spoke the

boy, with a sort of honest indignation curious

to observe for its genuineness ;" " he ain't

taught no'then, and can't do no'then, and
ain't long enough in quod to learn what's
handy, and so when he gits turned out, what's
he to do for a mite o' wittels, but prig ?"

"Well, we will talk of this presently,"

spoke the poor cap-maker ;
" but you are

Avet and ill, and must have food." So say-

ing, she made the hoarse and wretched
child sit down upon a little cushioned stool

before the fire, and, rousing it up, morsel
as it was, she searched the neighbouring
closet for such food as she had to give. It

was not much ; but he who poured oil and
balm into the stranger's wounds could not
have bestowed it more nobly ; for setting

aside what coffee was already in a small
tofi'ee-pot upon the hob for her own use on
the morrow, she took what stood in a
canister in a closet, and made fresh

;
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warmed up a sort of hash, or stew—evi-

dently set by for her dinner next day—and
put it forth on a clean plate, with salt and a
large share of bread; and when she had set

these on his knee, she poured forth the
steaming coffee into a fair-sized mug. But
whether it was the extremity of cold and
pain and hunger, so long endured, and now
relieved as by the goodness of an angel

—

whether it was the untaught heart of igno-
rance and sin found here some virtual
shadow of the Mighty Presence it had
sought for so blindly in the wintry storm

—

whether it was that the pure and Christian
goodness m this poor pale face touched what
was hard and obd^arate within him, like

some heavenly sun a frozen and a barren
plain for ages, I scarcely know ; but true it

was, this hardened childish pariah of the
lowest haunts of sin, the foulest city streets,

this little human heart—so hardened and so
impenetrable—was softened and subdued

;

and grasping her wasted, work-worn hands,
he bent his head, and raining out his truth-
ful tears upon her knee, was as plastic to

good, as heretofore to evil.

Margaret—for such was her name

—

allowed these contrite tears to flow un-
checked ; but v.-hen lessened, she made him
eat his meal, and come still closer to the
»heerful fire. She then said, gently:
"And now, for the sake of the meal I

have been able to give you, vrhere do you
some from, and Avhere do you live ?"

"I'se come closi here mum, out o' Old
Pye-street, where the old woman lives, and
my name's Johnny ; don't know a t'other,

though mother may."
" As you have a mother, then," said

Margaret, '' why don't you stop at home,
instead of prowling about the streets, on a
night like this ? ISTothing but some sinful

purpose could bring you fOrth."
" Home ! — mother !

" repeated the
wretched child, with that sort of rude elo-

quence so often a characteristic of the lower
depths of social life

— "what's them.'

—

ain't I bin driven out o' the one like a mad
cat, 'cause I ain't sharp at passing the old
woman's flash money, and got in quod
twice ; and ain't the t'other always drunk,
and beat'n me like a nigger ? No, what's
she ever done for me, but taughtme to prig,

and di-ink gin, and thumped me when I

wouldn't. So I'se Avon't bear it any more

—

but try and be the v\-ickilish chap going.
That's it—for I hate lier, and the old 'un
too, that mother's mother I mean."

" The book I Avas reading Avhcn you came
in to steal," sp.id Margaret, "tells us avc

must hate no one; but is there no one you
loA'c, Johnny ?"

"AVcII, mum, there's little Kitty—that's
my sister—I'se like her ; but then mother's

a teaching her to be as Avickit as she can,
and then on course I shall hate her ; Avickit

folks git sich cruel hearts—they never once
look like you did ven I came in to prig."

" But you may look so, and perhaps make
your little sister look so," continued Mar-
garet ; "but to do this you must learn to
read out of the book I do, and to Avork
instead of steal, and to speak the truth in-

stead of lie ; and these things you may
learn to do by going to school, A\'here those
Avho care for children such as you think no
care or pains too great to teach the Avay of
duty unto God and unto man."

" Oh, mum, you mean sich places as be
in ar street, where lads patch coats, and
cobble shoes, and learn out o' sich a book
as thisn's; but mother say, and the old
Avomen say, as hoAv sich places be gammon,
and no boy be fit for a prig as bin there."
" But you mustn't steal again," added the

poor cap-maker, " but Avork. All true and
honest money in the Avorld is got by Avork

;

do you understand ?
"

" Summat, mum. But mother says as

hoAV the rich git all their fine things for

nothen', and hoAV as it's right for the poor
to steal."

" No, Johnny, this is AATOng. There is

little which, the rich have Avhich you, or any
other child like you, may not have by
labour, and honest dealing, and love to God;
and you, and such as you, may, through
means like these, live to build schools and
churches, instead of dying by the hangman,
or spending half your time in gaol. So you
must try to do this, and, Avorking, have
means to groAV an honest man, and save
your little sister from sin. Should you like

"to Avork ?
"

" Vy, mum, I'se don't think I'se should
like to sit cobbling all day, 'xccpt it might
be to make Kitty a prime little pair o' shoes.

She had a pair once ; I'se bought 'em Avith

a Avindfall ; but mother spouted 'em afore

they Avas put on, and aa-c'sc cried terribly,

both Kitty and I. But I'se should like to

saAv and to hammer nails ; for vonce, ven
I'se AA'as on the tramp, I saAv a man making
chairs and tables in a little village-shop,

and I thought if I could do as thisn's I'd

never prig agin. But there's nothing o' th'

sort can be learnt by sich as 7?2e."

" But you can learn to labour in some
AA-ay," said Margaret; " and the beginning
often opens a clear road. So you must go
to school ; and you Avill find Avhat is taught
there is not the sort of thing your mother
says,"

" But Avhat's I to do for wittals mum.
Mother SAvore yesterday she'd never guv
me another bit."

" If I go and state your case," replied

the cap-maker, " these good and noble peo-;
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pie who conduct these schools will teach
and feed you, and be your parents

;
you'll

only have to go home at night."
" Home ?" and the pariah looked up with

astonishment. " Why they halfmurder me !

Lor ! mum, you'se don't know mother and
her wickitness."

*' I can guess," replied Margaret gravely
;

"but you must attempt to go home for the
sake of your little sister—you must ; and
for the matter of bearing hardship, wc have
all of us to bear some one sorrow or ano-
t!ier. But now listen, and tell me one thing.

Do you know who God is ?
"

" I'se heard our folks laugh at that
name !" and he said this with a stolid indif-

ference, which betrayed at once his depth
of ignorance.

" He is," added Margaret, leaning down,
60 as to fully gaze into the child's dull

and unimpassioued face (impassioned only
in some act of sin), so that he might see

the earnestness with which she spoke,
*' mighty and merciful and good, and reign-

ing in the heavens above us, is glorified in

seeing children, such as you, strive to

unlearn the sin you've learnt ; and, more
than all, is glorified by those who in the
least strive, by act, or deed, or word, to

teach you, save you, help you, and bring
you to the heaven he dwells in. And ]io\7

kneel with me, for he who seeks Him finds

Him." And, as she said so, Margaret made
tills human thing of ignorance and sin and
suft'ering bend his knees, for the first time
in his childish life, to the God Avhose mercy
he had sought so blindly, yet so intviitively,

in the storm. She prayed, and asked His
mercy and His goodness to children such
as these ; she prayed that mothers of gen-
tle heart, that honest fathers, willing to
bring blessings to their own children's
home, that the rich and powerful, and
others only rich in charity and human love,

might, one and all, serve in this humane,

charitable. Christian service,—so holy that
no age has knov/n its like, no country, .sav-

ing this, a cause of larger benefit. Though
put in humbler words, it meant all this

;

and praying, as she ended, for this child,

rose up and found him weeping.
Whilst thus he sat, his face still buried

in his hands, Margaret vcent to a sort of
closet she had, for the rain still poured
down in a ceaseless torrent, and there spread
some bits of carpet on its floor, fetched a
bolster from her own bed, placed in one
corner of this poor room, though decently
concealed by a curtain, and thus made the
child a sort of bed, and, going back to where
he was still crouched, knelt down :

—

" You will not harm me or rob me,
Johnny," she said, " if I give you a resting-

place instead of driving you forth into the
storm ?

"

He rose up and stood before her, with an
earnestness in his face which was new and
strange, whilst he spoke out with that same
sort of naive eloquence the woman had
noticed before :

" I'se v/on't, mum, 'cause
your words is jist as good as vusyour look

;

and if you'll try me I'll go to school and
learn, and won't mind their thumps at night,

though I'se cotch every one. You'll try

me, eh, mum ?
"

The kindly woman's assent was given

;

and, pointing to the little bed shehadinade,
she closed her shop, and put aside her
scattered needlework for the night ; and by
this time the child, warm beneath the rug,
had sunk into a heavy sleep, Shading the
candle as she stood above him, so that
its strongest light fell for the instant on
I'iis face, and showed what ruin, misery,
cruelty, and sin had wrought and stamped
thereon, she thought, in her poor way, hov/
like a great prayer ever stealing to the
heavens is all service in the caus$ of saving
souls like this—all outcast children such as
this one !

(2^0 be concluded in oicr next.)

The PrvEACiiEu at the FountaIxV.—Fulda is a little tovm in Hesse; it has two con-
vents, one for men, the other for women ; a bishop and a great many clergymen, so that
you might suppose it could not want for preachers. There is a man in Fulda, however,
who, though he was never consecrated and never elected to the priestly office, has yet
taken upon himself the duty of preacher, and that with very good results. This man is
seventy yi

water for

Prince.
old man preaches his sermons, while the water fills his buckets. HisAvay of preachino- is
simple enough. He admonishes the young selrvant-girls who come, like him, for water,
to be well-behaved and virtuous ; and if any one of them has fallen into trouble, or gone
astray from the right path, he comforts her, and endeavours to bring her back, and even,
if needful, helps her out of his little savings ; and in every way he tries to diffuse right
sentiments, and to incite to good sctions. The man will not have any monument raised
to him after his death ; and, therefore, he shall be mentioned here, as an encouraging
proof, how every one in his own sphere may, by word and deed, influence others to good,
if they only have the earnest wish to do so.
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THE FOLLY OF ATHEISM.
By Alphoxse De Lamartixe.

I HAVE often asked myself, -why am I a re-

publican ?—why am I a partisan of an equit-

ably organized democracy, constituted into

a good and firm government ?—why have I

a real, serious, and sometimes tender love

for the people ?—of what consequence to me
is the people ? I was not born amongst
them—I was born in a rank between the

high aristocracy and what were called the

inferior classes, at a time Avhen there were
classes instead of a fraternity of citizens. I

have never suftered from the hunger of the

people, personally endured their miseries,

toiled at their occupations, shivered at their

cold. Why, then, I repeat, do I hunger
when they himger, am I thirsty when they
are thirsty, warm when they are warm, cold

when they are cold, miserable when they
sufier? What is there to hinder me from
caring as little about them as I do about
Avhat is passing at the antipodes, from turn-

ing awaymy eyes, closing my ears, thinking
of something else, and wrapping myself up
in the thick, wadded cloak of indifterence

and egotism under which I may shelter my-
self and enjoy my isolated and personal

pleasures, without troubling myself whether
there is in the streets, or in the cellars, in

the garrets, or in the cottages, a comfortable

or a necessitous people, a religious or an
atheistic people, an idle or an industrious

people, a people of slaves or a people of

citizens ?

And as often as I have asked myself these

questions, I have answered :
" I love the

people because I believe in God. For if I

did not believe in God, of what consequence
would the people be to me ? I should enjoy
in peace the fortunate circumstances in which
chance has placed me, and I should sayAA'ith

a secret and barbarous joy, ' So much the

worse for the losers !—the Avorld is a lottery !

—bad luck to the conquered ! '" It may be
unfortunate that I cannot use this language
without shame and cruelty, but, once more,
I believe in God.
And what connexion is there, you will

ask, between your belief in God and your
love of the people ? I will tell you.

My belief in God is not that vague, con-

fused, indefinite, cloudy sentiment which
leads a man to suppose the existence of a

principle where he sees a consequence, a

cause where he contemplates effect, a source

where he beholds an inexhaustible stream

of life, of forms, of substances, flowing down
into the incessantly-absorbed, incessantly-

renewed ocean of the creation. Such a be-

lief in God is, so to speak, nothing more

than a mechanical sensation of the internal
eye, a species of forced and brutal instinct

of the intellect, an evidence unreasoning,
unperfectionated, not meritorious, not reli-

gious, similar to the material evidence of
light which enters into our eyes when we
open them in the day time, to the evidence
of sound which we receive when we listen to

a noise, to the evidence of feeling which is

afforded us when we plunge into the waves
of the sea. This elementary, coarse, instinc-

tive, involuntary belief in God, is far from
being the intelligent, living, active, and
legislative faith of humanity. It is almost
animal. I am persuaded that if the brutes
themselves, the dog, the horse, the elephant,

the birds, could speak, they would confesg
that there is at the bottom of their nature,
of their instincts, of their sensations, of their

obtuse and imperfectly-organized intelli-

gence, a dark and secret feeling of the exist-

ence of a superior and primordial Being from
whom all emanates, and to Avhom all re-

turns ; that they have a shadowy outline of

the divinity imprinted on their being, a dis-

tinct presentiment of that idea which fills the
worlds, and for which alone the worlds were
made—the idea of God !

Although this is a bold, it is not an im-
pious supposition ; for as God has made
nothing but for himself, he must have
placed in all that he has made an imprint
of himself—more or less clear, more or less

luminous, more or less profound— a pre-

sentiment or a recollection of the Creator
But faith, when it stops here, is not

worthy of the name. It is a species of

pantheism ; that is, a confused visibility—

a

brutal, indivisible incorporation of some-
thing impersonal, blind, fatal, and divine,

which is called God, in the elements which
compose the universe—but which is a visi-

bility Avithout any moral conclusion as re-

gards man, and Avithout any adoration of

God. The pantheism of Avhich I am ac-

cused as a philosopher and a poet—tlie pan-
theism Avhich I have ahvays despised as an
inconsequence and a blasphemy—is ex-

actly similar to the reasoning of the man
Avho Avould say, I behold an innumerable
multitude of rays, which emanate from no
sun Avhatever !

Faith, or a reasonable and efficacious

belief in God, proceeds, doubtless, from
this primary instinct ; but in proportion as

the intellect is developed and the human
thought reflects, it goes from knowledge to

knoAvledge—from conclusion to conclusion

—

from light to light—from sentiment to sen-
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timent—infinitely farther and higher into

the idea of God. It does not see him
with the eyes of the body, because the

infinite is not visible, by means of a small

fleshy Avindow, formed in the frontal bone
of an insect called man ; but it sees him with

a thousand times more certainty by means
of the mind, that immaterial eye of the

soul, which nothing blinds ; and, after hav-

ing seen him,with evidence, it reasons upon
the consequences of his existence, upon the

divine objects of his creations, on the ter-

restrial and eternal destinies of his crea-

tures, of the nature of the homage and ado-

ration which God expects from them, on
the moral laws, on the public andprivate du-

ties whichhe imposes on his creatures by their

conscience, on the liberty which he leaves

them, in order to give them, together with the
suff"erings of conflict, the merits and the re

wards of virtue. Behold instinct become
faith in God in the soul of man ! Man may
then utter the sublimest words ever spoken
upon earth or in the stars—the words which,

of themselves, fill the universe, v/hich began
at its creation and will occupy eternity

—

" I believe in God."
It is in this sense, my friends, that I tell

you myself, " I believe in God."
But when I have once uttered this word,

together with the universality of beings and
of worlds ; when I have blessed this in-

visible God for having rendered himself

visible, evident, adorabl-e in the increasingly

clear mirror of feeble human intelligencte, I

reason with myself on the best adoration I

can pay him in thought and in action ; and
by this' reasoning I am forcibly brought to

love the people.

I ask myself then, '* AVhat is God ? " Is

he a vain notion which produces no eff'ect on
the thoughts and acts of man, his crea-

ture ; which inspires him with nothing,

which lays on him no commands, which
imposes on him no duties, which holds out

to him no rewards, which menaces him with

no punishments ? . . . No ! God is not

only a notion, a knowledge, an evidence
;

God is laio, the living law, the supreme law,

the universal law, the eternal law ! By the

very fact that God is a law above, he is a

duty below; and when man says, *' I be-

lieve in God," he says, at the same time,
" I believe in my duty towards God ; I be-

lieve in my duty towards men. God is a

government."
And what are these duties ? They are of

three natures.
Duty towards God ; that is, dutj' to de-

Telope, as much as possible, my intellect

and my reason, that I may arrive at the

most pure idea and the highest adoration
of the Supreme Being by whom, and for

whom, all things are, exist

—

religion.

Private duties ; that is, the exact and
tender performance of all the sentiments
inculcated in written or unwritten laws,
which bind me to those with whom I am
most nearly connected in the order of na-
ture, in the human group of which I form a
part—father, mother, brothers, sisters, wife,

children, relatives, friends, neighbours

—

the

family.
Collective duties ; that is, devotion, even

unto self-sacrifice and death, to the progress,
the welfare, the preservation, the ameliora-
tion of that vast human family of which my
family and my country are but portions,
and of which I myself am but a miserable
and fleeting fraction—a leaf which flourishes

one season and then withers on a branch of
the immense trunk of the human race-^
society.

We shall now speak only of this last
duty, our duty towards society.

You admit that God, when we believe in
him as I have just stated, imposes upon
man a duty towards the society of which he
forms a part. Well ! examine and analyse
with me this society, of what and how is it

composed?
It v>as composed formerly of strong and

weak, of conquerors and of conquered, of
victors and of vanquished, of oppressors
and of oppressed, of masters and of slaves,

of nobles and of serfs, of citizens and of
helots, or disinherited and enslaved sub-
jects, who served as living tools and play-
things for their fellows, and were treated as
the negroes formerly were in our colonies.
Thanks to the increase of general reason,

to the lights of philosophy, to the inspira-
tions of Christianity, to the progress of the
idea of justice, of charity, and of fraternity,

in our laws, manners, and religions, society
in Europe, in America, in France, espe-
cially since the revolution, has suppressed
all these barriers, all these caste denomi-
nations, all these injurious distinctions
between men. Society is composed only of
situations, of professions, of functions, and
of conditions of diff'erent existences in those
who form what is called a nation ; of landed
proprietors and proprietors of houses, of
capitals, of industries, of trades, of com-
merce, of manufacturers, of cultivators, of
labourers becoming cultivators, manufac-
turers, traders, possessors of capital in their
turn, of rich, of easy-circimistanccd, of poor,
of workers with the hands and workers with
the head, of proletarians, of indigent, of a
few men who possess considerable acquired
and inherited Avealth, of others with mode-
rate fortunes which have been amassed with
difficulty and by slow degrecs,of others with
just sufficient property to supply their
wants, and finally, of others with no per-
sonal possession but their labour, and who,
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by it, gain a subsistence in various ways for

themselves and their families — shelter,

wages, bread, instruction, tools, days of

labour— all those means of existence which
as yet they have neither inherited nor ac-

quired. This class is what Avas improperly
called the people. The name now has a
Avider application—it embraces the v,-hole

nation ; but this class is still called the suf-

fering and proletarian portion of the people.

It is more especially in reference to this

class that I say—to love the people, we
must believe in God.
The love of the people, the conscience of

the citizen, the sentiment which leads the
individual to confound himself with the
mass, to subordinate liimself to the com-
munity, to sacrifice, if necessary, himself,

his interest, his individuality, his egotism,
his ambition, his pride, his fortune, his

blood, his life, sometimes even his renown
to the well-being of his country, to the
happiness of the peoples, to the good of the
humanity of which he is a member in the
sight of God,—all these virtues, in a word,
necessary under all forms of government

—

useful in a monarchy, indispensable in a re-

public—are derived, and can be derived,

from nothing but these four words, pro-
nounced with religious faith at the begin-
ning, in the middle, and at the end, of all

our patriotic actions: " I believe in God."
The people which does not believe pow-

erfully, efficaciously in this first principle,

in this supreme mainspring of action, in

this last end of all existence, can have no
faith superior to its own individual egotism.
The people that can have no principle

sujjerinr to its own individual egotism to

guide it in its national actions can have no
national virtue.

The people which can have no national
virtue cannot be free, for it can possess
neither courage to lead it to defend its own
liberties, nor conscience to make it respect
the liberty of others, or to obey the laws,

not as a force, but as a second conscience.
The people which can neither defend nor

maintain its liberty may be by turns a slave

or a tyrant, but it cannot be free or repub-
lican.

Atheism amongst the people is, there-
fore, the most irremediable obstacle to the
establishment and consolidation of that
sublime forin of government—the idol of
all ages, the tendency of all complete
civilizations, the dream of all sages, the

model of all great minds, the government
of the entire people by the reason and con-

science of all citizens—the Republic.
Need I demonstrate to you so simple a

truth ? Do you not understand, without
my giving you a long explanation, that it

people—among whom each citizen thinks

only of his own particular welfare here

below, and constantly sacrifices the public

good to his OAMi personal and limited in-

terest ; among Avhom the powerful wishes
to keep all the power to himself, without
making an equitable and proportional dis-

tribution of it to the feeble ; among whom
the people wishes to obtain it at any price

in order to become tyrant in his turn
;

among whom the rich man wishes to ac-

quire and concentrate as much Avcalth as

possible in order to enjoy it all himself

—

and, vt'hat is Avorse, Avithout expending it in

labour, in Avages, in charity, in assist-

ance, in benefits to his brethren ; among
AA^hom the poor man Avishes, violently

and unjustly, to dispossess those Avho jjos-

sess more than himself, instead of re-

cognising the difierences ofstation, condition,
profession, and fortune, ofAvhich human life

is composed, and endeavouring to acquire
in his turn and according to his ability, by
effort, by order, by labour, by economy, by
the help of borroAved capital, by the laAv of

inheritance, by the free rotation of lands,

of industries, of trade, and of capitals, a
suitable provision for his family ; in Avhich

each class of citizens declares itself thus
hostile to the others, and Avishes them all

the CA-il possible, instead of doing them all

the good in its poAver, by joining Avith them
to secure the holy harmony of social unity

;

in Avhich each individual draAvs to himself
alone, and for himself alone, the common
cloak, Avhich thus becomes torn, and leaves
CA'ery one uncovered ;— do you not under-
stand, I ask, that such a people, having no
God but its egotism, no conscience but its

cupidity, Avill, in a little tiine, fall into com-
plete decomposition, and that, incapable of
governing the Republic, because it Avill not
allow itself to be governed by God, it Avill

precipitate itself, before the lapse of many
years, into the government of brute force,

the government of the strongest, the des-
potism of the sabre, the divinity of the
cannon, that last Avord of anarchy Avhich is

at once the remedy and the death of god-
less nations ?

(To be continued.)

About Giieat and Little Childrkn.—" Come here to me, and I'll help you up! "

said a mischievous lad to his school-felloAv, Avho had fallen down and broken his slate.

He never, hoAvcver, moved from the spot, and let the other manage in his difficulty as
Avell as he could. Is not this also the way Avith many groAvn-up jieople .^ Do not they
very often call out to an unlucky person as if they meant to help him, instead of at once
doin a: so ?
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MARRIAGE CEREMONIES OF THE HINDUS.

Amoxg the Hindus marriage is a high ho-

nour, a signal virtue, and a religious duty.

No parent can perpetrate a greater crime

than to allow a daughter to gain maturity

without having endeavoured his very utmost
to procure her a husband. The same obli-

gation rests upon him to present each of

his sons with a wife. When a boy has
reached seven and a girl three years of

age, parental anxiety becomes wakeful for

their settlement. The festivities of mar-
riage are tedious and costly

;
presents mu.st

be liberally distributed, and the bride must
be bought with a sum proportionate to the

wealth of the family. This usage of selling

v/ives has not the sanction of the sacred

books, and, perhaps, is not practised in all

the nations of India ; but it is universal in

the south, except among one tribe, Avhere

one wife has a plurality of husbands. The
costliness of the marriage ceremony pro-

bably arose as a natural corrective to poly-

gamy, and operates as an important check to

that evil ; for, though it is permitted by
the sacred books, few men are found who
have more than one wife, because few can
afford the outlay of more than one wedding.
The only consideration previous to a mar-
riage is, how the sum necessary for the

cxi>enses can be raised. That obtained, at

any interest or on any terms, no thought
is given to other difficulties. To consum-
mate the union is the one idea ; and no one
thinks of asking whether the young people
have the prospect of providing for a family.

Honour and happiness consist not in main-
taining a family, but in having one. On no
account is celibacy permitted to a woman,
and singleness in a man ; every single man
is contemptible. "Are you married?" is

one of their first questions to a missionary
;

and if he answer in the negative, they,

unless familiar with our habits, judge him
accordingly.

A father, having selected a girl for Jiis

son, sends an acquaintance to sound her
father as to whether the alliance would be
agreeable. If so, he goes in person, for-

mally proposes, and offers his price for the
bride. The directions given by the sage
Aurva for the choice of a Avife are suffi-

ciently characteristic to merit quotation :

—

"A man must select a maiden who is a

third of his age, one who is not very black
nor yellow-complexioned, and who is not
from birth a cripple nor deformed. He
must not marry a girl who is vicious, or

unhealthy, of low origin, or labouring under
disease ; one who has been ill brought up,
or who talks improperly, or who inherits

some malady from father or mother, or who

has a masculine appearance; one who
speaks thick or thin, or who croaks like a

raven ; one who keeps her eyes shut, or

has the eyes very prominent, or who has
thick ancles, or who has dimples in her
cheeks Avhen she laughs. Let not a wise ^
and prudent man marry a girl of such a
description, nor let a considerate man wed
a girl with a harsh skin, or AA'ith white nails,

or with red eyes, or with very fat hands and
feet, or who is a dwarf, or very tall, or whose
cyebrov,-s meet, or whose teeth are very far

apart, and resemble tusks." He further

prescribes that he select one who is "in kin
five degrees rvmote from his mother, and
seven from his father." Another native

author recommends that the lady should
have a gait resembling that of a young ele-

phant!
Preliminaries arranged, a day must be

fixed. Properly speaking, this ought to

be either in March, April, May, or June,
for they only are lucky marriage months,
but the other parts of the year are often

ventured upon. In this case, however, the
astrological observations, which decide the
propitious day, have to be taken with such
care that much delay and anxiety are in-

evitable. "When the day is at length fixed,

the guests assemble at the house of the
bride's father. Outside the door is erected
a portico, with twelve wooden i)illars

;

under this is placed the hideous image
of Yignayshvara, the god of difficulties,

v»-ho, if not duly honoured, would as-

suredly cast some impediment before the
hymeneal car. Here also the bride and
bridegroom are seated on a small mound of
earth, Avith their faces to the east. The
married Avomen, bearing on a copper plate

a lamp made of rice paste, and lighred, then
approach, and, holding this as high as the
heads of the happy pair, make several cir-

cuits around them. This, called the sacri-

fice oiAlati, averts the influence of an evil

eye, and it is aleading ritein all solemnities.
After this the Avhole three hundred and
thirty millions of gods are earnestly invited
to come to the Avedding, and to stay
throughout the five days during which it

lasts ; the ancestor gods are honoured AA'ith

the same iuAitation, and are entreated to
bring Avith them the still more distant pro-
genitors. A sacrifice is then offered to

Brumha, the Creator. On the second day
the bridegroom makes large presents to the
Bramhans, in expiation of his faults. After
this he feigns a desire to make a pilgrimage
to Benares, to Avash in the sacred Gunga

;

he equips himself for a joiuncy, takes a
supply of provisions, and, turning his face
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towards the holy city, takes his departure
in the fashion of an actual pilgrim, preceded
by musical instruments, and accompanied
by friends. He has not proceeded far on
his pious journey, which would probably be
fifteen hundred miles long, before he is met
by his intended father-in-law, who inquires
whither he is going ; and, on being informed,
offers, if he will return, to reward him with
the hand of his beautiful daughter. The
pilgrim is not obstinate ; and on his rejoin-
ing the party the ceremonies commence
anew. With much pomp a piece of saffron
is tied round the wrists of the youthful
pair. The bridegroom is then placed with
his face to the east, and the father-in-law
steadily contemplates him, till he fancies
that, in his countenance, he sees the divine
Vishnu, upon which he presents him with
a sacrifice. Next he places him with both
his feet in a dish filled with cow-dung, and
then, uttering mtmiras (or texts), M^ashes
his feet, first with water, afterwards with
milk, and then again with water. This
done, he profoundly meditates on the
three hundred and thirty millions of gods
unitedly, and invokes by name all whom he
can recollect; after these, he invokes the
seven sages, the five virgins, the ancestor
gods, the seven mountains, the woods, the
seas, the eight cardinal points, the fourteen
worlds, the year, the season, the month,
the day, the minute,—praying them all to
bless the marriage ; then solemnly taking
his daughter's hand, he places it, in sign of
surrender, within that of the bridegroom,
and pours water over them both. The
young couple are now surrounded by a
number of the attendants, reciting mimiras,

\

and invoking the gods and their wives.
While this is proceeding, enters a salver,

neatly graced with flowers, and bearing a
small golden ornament, with the image of a
god engraved upon it, and having attached
a cord composed of a hundred and eight
extremely fine threads. To this ornament
incense is offered, and each of the persons
present touches it, invoking blessings upon
it. The bride then turns to the east, and
the bridegroom, taking the ornament thus
consecrated, places it in front of her neck,
and ties the cord behind. This is called the
Tahli : it is their wedding-ring ; but, con-
trary to the usage with us, it is removed in

case of widowhood. Fire is now introduced:
on this the bridegroom offers a sacrifice;

then, taking the bride's hand, they walk
thrice round it, thus ratifying their union by
the witness of that element which they hold
to be divine. When all the great ceremonies
are concluded, the attendants sprinkle with
rice the heads of the newly-married pair.

In some cases they are placed each standing
in a bamboo basket, and each is furnished
with a vessel of pounded rice. The bride-

groom pours the contents of his on the head
of the bride, who returns the compliment

;

and this they several times repeat. The
significance of this ceremony, as emblematic
of plenty, is obvious. On the fovirth day of
the nuptials, both bride and bridegroom eat
off the same plate for the first and last time.

The Avhole is closed by a torchlight pro-
cession, in which both are carried in a de-

corated palankeen ; they are hailed by their

neighbours with gifts and gratulations,

Avhile fireworks and music complete their

honours.

PARLIAMENTAKY SKETCHES.

No. I.— THE HON. MR. YILLIERS, AND SIR JAMES DUKE,
MOVES AND SECONDER OF THE ADDRESS ON THE QUEEX'S SPEECH.

We commence our promised series of Par-
liamentary and Public Celebrities with the
Mover and Seconder of the Address in the
House of Commons, in reply to the Speech
from the Throne, on the opening of the

eventful session of 1850. Neither the cha-

racter nor the date of our publication
(printed in advance of the debate of the
31st) will permit us to make any definite

allusion to the political subject-matter in

more immediate connection Avith which these
members now challenge notice. With the
probable motives that led to their being
selected by the Minister for this business at

the present moment we have nothing to do
;

nor can we consequently speculate how far

public rumour may have been correct in

assuming that the choice of Mr. VilHers is

meant to rebuke those sagacious individuals

who believe in the likelihood of the poor
man's loaf being made dear by act of Parlia-

ment again ; and that the choice of the late

Lord Mayor of liOndon, and successor to

Mr. Pattison in the City representation, is

intended to imply ministerial acquiescence
in the Irish Plantation scheme, of which
Sir James was a great panegyrist during his

presidency over the Corporation last year,

when that project was propounded by Sir

Robert Peel, and honoured with semi-
official patronage—on paper—by the Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland (brother of Mr.
Yilliers), and other leading members of the

Administration. ThesQ considerations aro
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alike beyond our province and our oppar-

tunity ; and accordingly "\ve pass to those

legitimately within oiu: sphere, namely, a

few biographical details, that will enable the

reader to estimate the position of those who
appear on the public scene more correctly

than the ordinary organs of intelligence

permit him to do.

The name of Mr. Yilliers has long been
familiar to all conversant with the arduous
struggle against the Corn-laws; though,
since the abolition, of those iniquitous im-
posts, he has subsided into a degree of com-
parative insignificance, from which Ave

rejoice at the prospect of his arousing him-
self, for he is known to possess great

aptitude for public business of a varied

nature, and is believed to be actuated by an
honest desire to be useful. It is true he
holds a tolerably lucrative appointment for

life, as one of the Examiners of the Court
of Chancery; and that circumstance has
often impaired a belief in his sincerity on
the part of those who hold that the receipt

of money from the State is incompatible
with genuine patriotism. But it is not true,

as is sometimes reproachfully urged against

Mr. Yilliers, that he is a sinecurist. On
the contrary, his situation is irksome and
laborious to a degree that renders it mar-
vellous how a man of his capacity and oppor-
tunities should consent to its drudgery and
monotony.
Mr. Yilliers is not afHuent, thanks to

the law of primogeniture, which con-

centrates the wealth of a territorial family

upon the eldest son, and leaves the re-

maining brothers and sisters to the igno-

miny of being pauperised patricians, un-
less they contrive to quarter themselves,

in some "fashion, on the public, which they
very seldom fail to do. The branch of the

pluralist and place-hunting house of Jersey
to which the honourable gentleman and his

brother, the Irish Yiceroy, belong, has cer-

tainly been remarkable for their exploits in

this particular, for few names occur more
frequently in the pension-list than that of

Yilliers. The last two Earls Clarendon,
uncles oflhe present, were mere obscurities,

as far as political eminence was concerned.
The latter of the pair, however, held a sine-

cure of £2, 250 a year as ChiefJustice inEyre,
and one of £-ioO as an official in the do-nothing
Duchy of Lancaster Court. His uncle, the
late Earl of Essex, who, in his extreme old

age, married Miss Stephens (now Countess
Dowager), the famous singer, was Commis-
sioner of Roads, and Hecorder of Leomin-
ster. He had numerous cousins in the
Army, Church, and Navy—one being a
llear-Admiral ; and various others of his

relations held other appointments, in-

cluding another nephew who had a pension

of £1,400 as Commissioner of Customs.
The father of the Earl we are speaking of

had been Postmaster-General, and Ambas-
sador to Prussia, as well as Chancellor
of the Duchy of Lancaster, and subse-
quently Ambasssador at Madrid, where, if

we are to believe the plain-spoken Lord
Cloncurry, he learned notions of govern-
ment much more in keeping with the spirit

of Spanish cunning despotism, than with
the frankness that should characterise a
British statesman acting on the principles

of the British constitution.

Sprung of such a race, the wonder was
that Mr. Yilliers, emancipating himself
from the prejudices amidst which one of

such connexions must have been sur-

rounded from infancy, should have at-

tacked class legislation in its vital point,

the maintenance of monopoly price for

bread. It may be asked why have we
dwelt on those family peculiarities of a
man ofwhom we speak so approvingly ? Our
answer is, first, because we have resolved to

pursue that course, as far as possible, in the
case of every public character introduced
into these pages, so that the Working Man
may really see whom it is he and his fathers

before him have been working for ; and,
secondly, because we think it redounds to

Mr. Yilliers' credit that he should have
endeavoured to repay to the people, by his

exertions in their behalf, a portion of the
heavy obligation to the country incurred by
his ancestors and his immediate relations.

That the people arc grateful to him is suffi-

ciently apparent from his having been re-

turned by the second most important con-
stituency in England, that of South Lanca-
shire, after the great free-trade triumph of
1846 ; but we think it is highly honourable
to him that he should have declined even so
great an honour, and adhered to his old
friends—the electors, and especially the
non-electors* of Wolverhampton, for which
borough he has now sat for fifteen years
consecutively.

It. is not a little remarkable that Wolver-
hampton should have also returned as a
Free-trade member one of the landed aris-

tocracy, who even preceded Mr. Yilliers in
the date, and did not fall short ofJiim in the
ability or zeal, of his advocacy of .'reform in
his ov.-n order—we mean Mr. Yrolwryche
Whitmore, who, though retired from Par-
liament some years, is still busy in demon-
strating to the world by his pen that, as a
practical farmer, in the heart of the most
Protectionist-ridden county in England—

•

Shropshire—his theory is a wholesome and
a good one, that the unrestricted inter-

change of the produce of all nations is as
beneficial to the cultivator of British soil

as to the maker cf British earthenware, or
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cutlery, or shoes, or any other manufiic-
ture. Mr. Whitmore was for many years
a leading authority, both in and out of
Parliament, on the Corn-laws, being an
associate of Grote, Mill, Roebuck, Torrens,
and other philosophic Radicals who assisted
the indefatigable veteran. Colonel Thomp-
son, in sustaining at least the intellectual

supremacy of the doctrines of commercial
liberalism, then ridiculed alike by "Whig
and Tory, Russellite and Peelite. He is

no less an authority now among all in-

quiring agriculturalists ; for not only does
he farm scientifically on a large scale, care-
fully examining and recording the results
of every experiment, but he maintains, at

his own expense, on his estate near Bridg-
north, a species of agricultural college for

the children, not of his wealthy tenants, but
ot his poor labourers ; and he obtains even
a pecuniary reward for his enlightened and
benevolent enterprise, greater than attends
the short-sighted niggardliness of his croak-
ing, rack-renting neighbours.
By nearly as long as Mr. "Whitmore pre-

ceded Villiers in contending against restric-

tion did Villiers precede Cobden. But nei-

ther of the three is an old man. Mr. "Whit-

more is scarcely turned sixty, we believe
;

and we trust that, in the event of a general
election, he, and Grote, and "Warburton,
and others Avhose names may occur to the
reader, will resume their places in the Na-
tional Council Chamber. Cobden is only
forty-six, and Villiers not yet forty-eight.

He was only twenty-four when he stood for

Hull, where, though defeated by a small

majority, he left a strong and favourable

impression on the intelligent people of that

town by pouring out the then novel and
mysterious truths of political science which
he had learned from M'Culloch, long the

high-priest of the creed among such of the

fashionable "Whig coteries as^ thought it

becoming to affect an acquaintance Avith the

operation of commercial principles. This

was in 1826. Henceforward he was induced
to make the Corn question his peculiar

study ; but, notwithstanding the encourage-
ment he met Avith from friends so well

qualified to advise as Sir "W. Molesworth,
it was not till twelve years aftewards that

he made his first motion for a total repeal.

This, for eight years, he regularly re-

peated, the mind of the country progres-

sively responding to his appeals ; till, on
the final touchstone being applied to pul^lic

patience by the state of things brought about
through the potato failure, Peel stepped in,

and, by immediate concession, paralysed an
agitation that would, if prolonged a couple

of years further, have precipitated events

we shall not pause to particularise at pre-

sent.

It is not our purpose, nor would it now
serve anyuseful end,to reviewVilliers'labours
in this great cause. Enough that they were
of inestimable value in showing the inevit-

able potency of reason and truth over vio-

lence and error, no matter how strong the
latter through prescriptive usage, prejudice,
and position. From the universal publicity
given to parliamentary speaking, and the
profound attention it commands on all im-
portant topics, Villiers had prepared the
whole empire for the coming of a man who
should give voice to conviction and deter-

mination out of doors ; and that man soon
came, in the person of Richard Cobden.
It is scarcely possible for those who Avere

not then actively watchful of public
affairs, to measure the worth of Villiers'

services through all those years, and to

appreciate the obloquy he was subjected
to from his social equals, who abhorred
him as an incendiary, and despised him
as a dreamer of delirious dreams. The
merit of Mr. Villiers in braA-ing this feeling

is all the greater, because he is the reverse
of a popularity-hunter, and has a repugnance
to public display. But for this he Avould
have made a reputation on the- Western
Circuit, Avhere he Avent after leaving Cam-
bridge, that Avonld have obviated the neces-
sity for the appointment we have spoken of,

but Avhich, be it observed, he did not accept
till he had been thoroughly committed to

the Anti-Corn-laAv cause, and Avhen he had
relinquished the secretaryship to the Master
of the Rolls. "Were he of an ostentatious

turn of mind, he Avould not have remained
in the obscurity he has done since the pass-
ing of the act of 1846. His votes, howcA-er,

during the greater part of that time, prove
that his reserve has not been dictated by
any coquetry with the poAvers that be, ancl

his speech on the ballot last year Avas an
able and a manly one.

As a speaker, Mr. Villiers is particularly

in his element in the House of Commons,
Avhose tone and manner he has so exactly
caught, that his speeches ahvays command
respect and attention, hoAvever obnoxious
his sentiments to the majority of the bigoted,
narroAv-minded squirearchy. He is an argu-
mentative, Avithout being a pedantic speaker,
and is pleasing Avithout being exactly popu-
lar—the general impression he leaves being
that indefinite one coming under the head of

gentlemanly.
Of the seconder of the address. Sir James

Duke, Ave have little to say, for he has not
been politically conspicuous, though, for

nearly thirteen years, he has been in Par-
liament for Boston, in Lincolnshire, Avhich

constituency he very unceremoniously
thrcAV overboard the moment an opening
offered for stepping into the City rcprescn-
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tation, for which he had been laying him-
self out by a series of civic festivities of

almost unexampled splendour. The best

thing we can say of him is, that he is thought
very highly of by that worthiest and hon-
estest friend of the people, Joseph Hume

;

and, armed with that passport, Sir James
may let his reputation take care of itself.

He is a townsman of Hume's, it is true
;

but the member for Montrose is not the
man to let local partialities bias his judg-
ment. He is also a townsman and near rc-

hitive of Sir W, Burnett, M.D., Inspector-
General of Naval Hospitals (salary £1,000
a year), whose rise is owing to the same in-

defatigable industry as that which has cha-
racterised Sir James, who has seen a great

I deal of service in the Royal Navy (in a ci^il

capacity), and did not commence his mer-

I

cantile career in London till 1819. In 1836
he was made a sheriff and knighted, and
last year was made a baronet, on the open-
ing of the Coal Exchange by Prince Albert.
Though Sir James has always been re-

garded as a ^V^hig, we are glad to see that
his recent honours at ministerial hands
have not indisposed him to go a little far-

ther than his aristocratic patrons. He has
lately given £10 towards the National Par-
liamentary and Financial Reform Associa-
tion ; and we trust he may soon see occa-
sion to quadruple that contribution, as he
can so very well afford to do.

CHRISTMAS IN THE OLDEN TIME.

Tjie Rev. J. "VVaterworth recently delivered
a lecture on this subject, in which he re-

ferred to the uses and ends of the festivals

of the olden time, when the cry of " St.

George aiid England," " St. George and
Victory," made heroes of cowards and men
of children. " St. Crispin's days," and the
" May-days," brought high and low to-

gether, wlaen each youngster entered into
the full tide of the mirth, and awakened a
wish in his elders

" Far the days which can never return."

These festivals made the people glad and
comfortable, for they were so many dazzling
spots which relieved the gloom of life ; as
the sun gilds the dark horizon, as the
human eye lights up the whole counten-
ance, as a few glowing tints of the skilful
painter impart a lively interest to the naked
canvass. Such was the merry, merry Christ-
mas time, when distinctions of degree were
forgotten, and lords and ladies, servants and
masters, joined in the merry dance in the
same festive hall. But, of all festivals,
Twelfth-day, or "the Day of Kings," was
the most gorgeous display in days gone by.
But Christmas had not lost all its accus-
tomed cheerfulness, however the other fes-
tivals might have faded into obscurity. The
festivities of that season had been well de-
scribed by Sir Walter Scott, in his poem of
" Marmion :"

—

•• Heap on the wood :—the wind is chill;
But Ift it uhistle as it will,
We'll keep our Christmas merry still.

• * • *
• • * «

England was merry England, when
Old Christmas brought his sports again.
'Twas Christmas broached the mightiest ale;
'Twas Christmas told the merriest tale

;A Christmas gambol oft could cheer,
The poor man's heart through half the vear."

The waits, which, at this time of the year,
vWth their merry music, make glad the stilly

night, it had been presumed meant icatchers,
who were not merely night guardo, to tell

the hour of the night or the state of the
weather, but minstrels of the King's Court,
who paraded the streets to prevent depre-
dations. The Christmas minstrels were
honoured with the name of the royal
watchers. They, too, were called waits.
The word wait is common to all the Teuto-
nic languages— to the German, Dutch,
'Danish, Swedish, &c., and is the same'
as the Anglo-Saxon weccan, to Avake, and
waccian, to watch. Mention was made in
Rymer's "Foedera," that in the time of Ed-
ward IV. the waits were bound to pipe the
time within the Court four times each
night, for which they were provided abun-
dantly with bread and ale, &c., and entitled
to eat in the Minstrel's-hall. At a later
period, the term waits was restricted to the
bands of minstrels kept in London and other
large cities ; and mentionwas frequentymade
of them in the pageants of the time. These
waits were eventually complained of. In
the " Tatler," No. 222, a ^mter fromNotting-
ham very ungallantly says that " the young
men of fashion made the waits a medium of
love, and that the waits often helped them
through their courtship." The Christmas
waits were not peculiar to England ; but
were still patronized in Catholic countries.
During the Advent the Calabrian shepherds
entered Rome, where they played before
every statue of the mother of the Sa-
viour, in honour of her son, and before
the shops of the carpenters in honour
of Joseph, the reputed father of Jesus,
who was stated to have been of that
trade. The instrument used was a sort of
Highland Bagpipe ; and it was remarkable
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that in the celebrated picture of the Na-
tivity, by Raphael, shepherds were intro-

duced at the stable-door playing on that

kind of instrument. The history of carols

succeeded that of the waits. 6'a;o^ signi-

fied a song of joy, and was derived from
the verb canto, and sola an interjection of

joy. They were not always of the religious

character which they assumed to be at the

present time, but often sadly ludicrous and
blas-phemous, and formed the festal songs
of Christmas.' Ancient songs Avere always

sung on the appearance of the boar's head,

and showed v.ith what gusto the savoury

meal was welcomed ; one of Avhich carols

was still echoed, with some slight altera-

tions, at Queen's College, Oxford. The
carols which were now chanted by a few
hungry boys were formerly sung in palaces

by men of the highest dignity. Leland
mentions that when Henry YII. kept his

Court at Greenwich, the dean and royal

chaplains sang him a carol after the hrst

course. Christmas-day was kept in honour
of the orient, or the " Sun of Justice," and
w^as well symbolised by lighting up candles

of enormous size, and the setting on fire a

liuge log of wood, called the yule-log, re-

ferred to by Herrick, in his " Hesperides."

Flowers were held in high veneration during

the festive seasons, the favourites of which
were the rosemary, the bay, the holly, the

laurel, and the ifreacAerotw mistleto ; because

green and enduring, they formed a striking

contrast with the appearance of nature at

that time of the year. Gay has Avell de-

scribed Christmas in this respect. The
eating department (of which John Bull

took especial care, according to Stephen-
son) Avas of the most formidable character,
and for Avhich the choicest spices were ob-
tained. The poet says

:

" Beef, mutton, and pork, shred pies of the best,
Pig, goose, and caper, and turkey well drust,

Clieese, apples, and nuts, jolly carols to hear.
As these in the country are counted good cheer."

At this season there Avere strange ideas en-
tertained relative to the mysterious cha-
racter of the birth-right of our Saviour, of

Avhich mention is made in Shakspere's
"Hamlet:"—
'• Some say that ever 'gainst that season comes.
Wherein our Saviour's birth is celebrate.

This bird of dawning singeth all night long.
And then they say no spirit dares stir abroad

;

The nights are Aviiolesome ; then no planets
strike.

No fairy takes, no Avitch has power to chanr:

;

So hallowed and so gracious is the time."

Another author says, "merry is the cock,

and the owl for tAvelve days is sprightly,

because the Spoiler of Satan Avas born."
The idea Avas and is still retained, that the

ox kneels doAA-n to adore precisely at twelve
o'clock ; and some still Avould have it that,

for a moment, all Avater blushed and became
wine ; and that, come Avhat Aveather it

would, the thorn of Glastonbury blossomed
on Christmas night. Superstitious as these

beliefs and practices Avere, yet they had a

tendency to better things, for they distinctly

evidenced that our forefathers felt that the

night on AA'hich Christ Avas born Avas indeed
a night of Avonders, and that all creation

might Avell give some strange attestation of

the benignity of God.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Letter V.

Mr. Editor,—I understand that some of you London gents—or ladies perhaps

it is—have got up two schools

—

colleges, they call them—one named Queen's College,

the other Ladies' College ; in which lectures are given to females, as well as in-

structions in languages, geography, astronomy, geology, and I don't know how
many 'ologies and 'onomies besides, as well as music, di-aAving, painting, and a

number of other fine things. These instructions, of course, are for those who can

pag for them, and pay handsomely, too. Now, it is very thoughtful in these

persons thus to take care of number one—that is, of themselves,—and it Avill, no

doubt, afford much plcasui-e to the pupils to get a good understanding as to so many
things. It is, as my Jem sometimes says of other ucav plans, " a move in the right

direction." It proves that people have at last fomid out—what they might have

knoAvn centuries ago, if they had not been noodles—that women have minds ; that

women can think, and study, and imderstand ; that, therefore, they are capable of

receiAing instruction, and that they ought to be taught. I dare say many bright

women will come out of these colleges. It is marvellous that some of our wiseacres

did not hit upon this plan before. If women had had fair play—if they had had

the opportimities and means that 77ien have had— our nobility and gentry wotdd
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have been none the worse for it ; and I am sui-e there would not have been so much
ignorance and poverty among those in humble life. People

—

some people—seem
to have forgotten how very much tcoinen have to do with the bringing up of

children, and how very fond they are of telling children all they know, and how
very fond children are of receiving instruction from them. But women cannot
teach children more than they know themselves ; and it is because the means of
instruction have been withheld from women, that so many children are taught
nonsense wholesale. A Avoman that knows a little geography, or history, v.'ill

always be able to find plenty to amuse a child, about real coiintries, and real persons,

and real events, without going to fairy-land, or conjm-ing up elfs and goblins, or

telling a parcel of nonsense and lies about " Old Bogie," or " Giant Grumbo," or
" Old Mother Hubbard." I am glad, therefore, to hear of " colleges " for "ladies."

But while there are such nice schools for the children of your gentry and your
bettermost tradespeople, how comes it to pass that no suitable provision is made for

the daughters of us workingpeople ? At present, for any teaching they get beyond
what is commonly got in free schools, thej'' must thank, chiefly, themselves. And
it is pretty plain that these new " colleges " will be of no use to them. Yet, why
should the daughters of working people be neglected ? Are they not an important
part of the population r Are they not likely to be called to situations which
require the exercise of mind as well as of body? And situations, the right
discharge of the duties of which is most intimately connected with the comfort
of families ? And have they not minds ? Ai'e they not capable of receiving
instruction? Would a proper knowledge of themselves—of what isaromid them,
and above them, and beneath them—make them a bit less happy, or a bit less

useful ? I think not. If what your -writers in the Working Man's Friend say be
true, "colleges" would be great blessings to the children of working men and
women, and we should have things done better by servants, by mechanics, and
labourers. Surely, neither boys nor giiis, men nor women, can know too much,
if they do but make a right use of their knowledge. Schools for the proper training
of working people's children, then, say I.

Observe, Mr. Editor, I am not standing up for working men's wives and daughters
learning Greek and Hebrew, or half or a quarter of those other things with long,
hard names, which, as I am told, are taught in these "Queen's" and "Ladies'"
Colleges. Neither am I asking that our children should be admitted into them.
" Birds of a feather," they say, " flock together ;" and it is likely that the children
of our gentry and the children of working people would feel a little awkward in
each other's company. It ought not so to be ; but so it is likely to be, as things
are at present. And, again, I don't know that working people, generally speaking,
would like to ask the Queen or the gentry to open a college for them ; though, at

the same time, it would be very noble and very considerate in our great folks to
make the offer. I do think that if the working classes felt the importance of the
thing, and found that the Aveight of it rested on their shoulders, and that its success
depended on their exertions—I do believe, I say, that they would willingly sacrifice

a few even of their comforts to set such a scheme going, and to keep it up. As it

would not require a number of learned " professors," and people with two or three
letters after their narries, nor a great many big books and c«B:ious instruments, it

would not be such a very expensive concern after all. A few wise, kind, expe-
rienced, communicative matrons, who had received a decent education, who could
sympathise fully with working people, and who knew the bringing up of families and
the management of all household matters, might bo able to teach a good lot of young
women such things as would qualify them for those stations of life they are' most
likely to fill.

I would not be so proud as to refuse help from any rich folks—whether gen-
try, or tradespeople, or employers—which they might be disposed to offer ; but I
recollect an old saying of my mother's—a " digging" I suppose it was—" God helps
them that help themselves." All I say is, let suitable buildings and teachers be
found, and I'll engage there will be plenty of pupils—and pupils with heads and
hearts, too !

—

heads that can take in knoicledge, and hearts that can give out
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gratitude. AMiat I long to see is a sort of college—you may give it Avhat name
you like—a school in -which girls and young women may receive instruction, not
merely in reading, writing, summing, and other book-learning, but in those things
which will be of real use to them in after-life, when they become servants, or
when they become wives and mothers. I want to have them trained as w^ell as
taught ; trained in all hotisehold matters, in all useful employments—so that we
may have hovisemaids, and cookfj, raid laundresses, and sempstresses, and waiting-
women, and nurses, who may do credit to themselves and give satisfaction to their
employers. The benefit of such traming would be felt throughout the community.
Let such yoimg women enter into servitude, and they will increase the comforts of
those who engage them. Let them—as, no doubt most of them will—get married
and become settled in life, and we shall have a large increase of well-managed,
happy families. Your "Queen's and Ladies' Colleges" may increase the number
of learned governesses, and furnish the blessings of a sound education to the
daughters of your bettermost tradespeople, and so do much good to that class ; but
if such schools as I now speak of, for working people's daughters, were opened,
they would do more good—would sooner brmg about Avhat one of your books calls

"a more healthy state of society"—than all such "colleges"—than all your-

Oxfords and Cambridges put together !

I think, Mr. Editor, you '^\ill admit that the present system—if it be proper to

call it a system—does not work well for any class. At present the children of poor
parents are sent from home at an eaiiy age. Most of them go into what is called

service. They are taken into houses where every thing is on a scale totally different

to what they have been used to at home. Things are called bynames which sound
like heathen Greek to them. They see articles of furniture, kitchen utensils, and
table requisites, which they never saw' before, and of Avhich they know neither tlie

name nor the use. They are put to do things which they never did, or saw others

do, before. What w'onder if every now and then they make blunders ? Then they
are called stupid, and I know not what beside, and are soon turned away as useless,

or something worse ! A girl—a good-tempered and active girl she was, willing to

do anything as far as she knew—-went from my neighbourhood into a respectable

family. One of the first things she was told to do was, to fill the scuttle with coals

and put it under the side-board in the drawi7i(/-room. And there the giii stood, not
knowing v/hat to do. The order was repeated, but still she moved not. She knew
what coals were, but as to " scuttle," and " sideboard," and " di-awing-room," she

was as ignorant as any wild Lidian who lives in a wigwam. Poor thing ! she had
been used to live in one room, which had served—as the old song about a cobbler

has it
—"for parloui-, for kitchen, and hall

;

" and she knew no way of carrying coals

from one part to another, but in the "cinder-shovel," or between her fingers and
thumbs ! She, however, fell into good hands, and was soon made to rmderstand all

she had to do. Had she met—as niuny do—with an impatient mistress, or an ill-

natm-ed fellow-servant, she might soon ha-\'e been sent back to her necessitous

I)arents.

I could multiply instances. A girl being ordered to fetch some cakes, brought

them upstairs in her hands. Her mistress told her that she should always bring

things up on a plate^or waiter. On the lady's afterwards calling for her clogs, the

girl brought them up on a waiter ! She was set down for stupid. I heard, also, of

a lad, whose mistress having some company come in unexpectedly, sent him out to

buy two shillings' worth of pastry. He h:id to w'ait at table, and at dinner the lady,

pointing to the dish, said, " John, what are those ? " meaning, were they apple,

raspberry, or what. John innocently answered, " Oh, them's the threepenny tarts,

ma'am, what you bid me buy at the pastry-cooks !
" He, of course, would be set

down for a lout or a lumpkin. Even a small degree of training would have pre-

vented such blunders as these. And these, with many other reasons which I might

mention, make me wish for a good training-school, or school of industry, for the

children—especially for the daughters—of the working classes.

Would it be possible, Mr. Editor, for the patrons of our National and British

schools to take up this matter ? I believe that in some parish schools tliere is what
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they call an industry class. But I believe that it takes in only the very commonest
household work, such as cleaning and washing. Could they not add those other
br-duohes which I have spoken of as so important r

But, they say, " while the grass is growing the steed starves ;" and while Ave

working-people are waiting for such schools or helps as I have described, our
children are growing up in ignorance. They must either go without training, or

we must look for it to some other quarter. Can we net do something ourselves ?

This, 1 think, we may do : we maj^ introduce habits of order, of cleanliness, of

economy, of good management, into our owm families. " Let every one try to mend
one." This plan can do no harm—it is sure to do much good. We may thus
prepare our childi'en for any better training Avhen an opportunity offers. At any
rate, they Avill not have anything to unlearn, and Ave shall reap all the benefit— all

the comtbrt—of their order, and cleanliness, and management. We shall increase
our respectability at the same time that Ave improA'e our circumstances.
January 2S, ISoO. Mautha. Makepeace.
P.S.—I forgot to tell you in my last that my Jem is all agog to become a member

of one of these Freehold Land Societies. When he first heard of them he called

them "bubbles," but your "Dialogue betAA'een Samuel and John" has made him
think differently, ilai'tha Makepeace a freeholder's AA'ife r \Yell, Avhat next, I
wonder?

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Chinese Cement.—Dissolve shellac in enoug-h
hig'hly-rectified spirits of wiae to make a liquid of
the consistence of treacle. This may be used
to mend glass, china, fancy ornaments, and
other similar articles. It is so strong that
pieces of wood may be joined together, cut slop-
ingly across the grain, and will afterwards resist

any attempt to break them at the same place. In
many of the islands of the Indian ocean, in Japan,
China, and the East Indies, a similar cement is

used to join pieces of wood for bows, lances, &c.
The fluid is thickly smeared over each face of the
joint, a piece of very thin gauze interposed, and
the whole pressed tightly together, and maintained
so until the next day. Joints so made will even
bear the continual flexure of a bow without se-
parating.
CuTLEUs' Cement, to fix knives and forks in

their handles. Black rosin, four ounces; bees-
wax, one ounce ; well-dried and finely-powdered
brick dust, one ounce. Melt, and blend the in-
gi'edienls intimately, and use in a liquid state.

This will be found useful in families, as many,
even of the best knives and forks aie not rivited
into the handles. At the same time, persons
should avoid plunging the haadles into hoi Avater,

or exposing them to lieat.

CiJiENT FOR Bboken Glass, China, &c.—Re-
duce quicklime to a\ery fine powder, and make it

into a paste with tlie beaten white of an egg. Add
a httic wliey, made by mixing vinegar and milk.
Be carelal not to spread the cement too thickly
upon the edges of the article to be repaired. Use
the least possible quantity, so as ta bring the edges
almost close together : this may be aided by heating
the fragments to be joined.

FREScn Cement.—Make a thick mucilage with
gum arable and water, ar.d add starch in fine pow-
der in sufficient quantities to thicken it for use.

This is much in use by French artiQcial flower-
makers, and is very useful for paper work, paper
ornaments, &c.

Mahogany Cement.—Melt four ounces of shel-
lac, or bce*-wax; then add, Indian red, one ounce,
and enough yellow ochre to produce the required
tint. This is an excellent composition for filling

up holes and cracks in mahoganj'. The ncatne.^s
of appearance will depend much upon getting the
exact colour of the wood to be repaired.

Japanese Cement, or IIice Glce.—Mix the
best powdered rice very intimately Avith a little cold
water, then gradually add boiling water, until a
proper consistence is acquired, being particularly
careful to keep it well stirred all the time. It must
then be boiled for about one minute iu a clean
saucepan, or earthen pippin. This glue is beauti-
fully white, and almost transparent; and is well
adapted for fancy paper-work, which requires a
strong and colourless cement.

Opticians' Cement.— Shellac, softened with
rectified spirit, or v/ood naptha ; or, resin, half a
pound, melt, then add plaster of Paris two ounces.
The use of these is to fix glasses, stones, &c.,
while polishing and cutting. The first is for fine
work ; the last is a very strong cemeut for rough
purposes.

Furniture PasA.—Put two eunces of mot-
tled soap and two ounces of bees-wax into a jiint
ef soft water. Let it simmer for half an hour.
Before it is quite cold add a dessert-spoonful of
spirits of wine, and the same quantity of spirits
of turpentine. Sec that your furnit.-ire be free
frrm duit or dirt before you use this paste. Spread
a little of it on a piece of woollen cloth, the closer-
granied the better, and apply it as equally as pos-
sible to the whole surface you wish to polish.
Rub briskly till the eflect is produced.

KixGS AT AnorMEXTS.—Kings most commonly, though strong in le^'ions, are but
weak at arguments : as they who ever have accustomed from their cradle to use their
vill only as their right hand, their reason always as their left.

—

Milton.
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM.—No. III.

MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE.—LESSON II.

The science of Geometry, like all others,

had its origin in the necessities of man.
This fact is indicated by its name, which
is derived from the Greek word signifying

the science of land-measiirinff. It appears,

from the testimony of Herodotus, that

geometry was first cultivated in Egypt.
He had been informed at Memphis and
Thebes, that Sesostris, the Kijag, had
divided the lands amongst his subjects,

giving to each an allotment, for which an
annual tribute was to be paid. The over-

flowing of the Nile, however, disturbed the

land-marks, 'and rendered it necessary to

re-adjust them by measurement ; and hence
the origin of plane geometry in Egypt.
From thence it was transplanted into

Greece by the celebrated philosopher,

Thales, who flourished about 640 years

before the Christian era.

In its more extensive sense, geometry
signifies the science of space, or that science

which discusses and investigates the pro-

perties and relations existing between de-

finite portions of spac£, under the fourfold

division of lines, angles, surfaces, and
volumes, without regard to any properties

they may have of a physical nature.

A slight sketch of the progress of geo-

metry down to the present time may prove
interesting to our readers. As we have al-

ready stated, this science was introduced

into Greece by Thales ; his principal suc-

cessors were Anaximenes, who invented

sun-dials ; Pythagoras, who discovered

several remarkable properties of circles and
triangles ; Plato, who invented the geo-

metrical analysis ; Euclid, who composed
the " Elements of Geometry," a work which
isstillthe text-book of the science, andwhich
has stood the test of so many ages without a

rival, or at least without an equal for the

closeness of its logical reasoning and the ac-

curacy of its demonstrations ; Archimedes,
the prince of Grecian mathematicians, who
applied himself to the measurement of

curvilinear magnitude, and Avhose writings

are the most important of the few classic

remains of ancient geometry which we pos-

sess ; and Apollonius, called the "Great
Geometer," who composed a large number
of works upon the liigher branches of the

science, most of which have unfortunately

perished.
The period which comprehended the ages

of Euclid, Archimedes, and Apollonius, was
that in which the science shone forth with

the greatest splendour. It had been in a

state of gradual improvement from the time

of Thales. Now, however, it began to de-

cline, and we meet with no name of ^cat
note until the fourth century, when Pappus
composed his "Mathematical Collections,"

in which he gathered into one body many
scattered discoveries, and illustrated and
supi^lied deficiencies in the writings of the
celebrated mathematicians who had pre-
ceded him. We are indebted to him for

almost all we know of many important
points in the ancient geometry ; and it is

through his writings that the names of

many geometers have come down to our
days, which, but for him, would have been
lost in the obscurity of time.

The taking of Alexandria by the Saracens,

in the year 640, gave a death-blow to the

sciences, not only in that celebrated city,

but throughout the Greek empire, and the
Arabians appear before us as the deposi-

tories of knowledge during the ages of bar-

barism and ignorance which noAv overspread
Europe. This people diligently cultivrited

the science of astronomy, and, as a corre-

sponding knowledge of other branches of
science was necessary to success, they be-
came geometers, opticians, and algebraists.

To our intercourse with them wc are in-

debted for the first glimpses of light which
penetrated the obscurity of the eleventh,
twelfth, and thirteenth centuries. But wc
must pass over the history of geometry
amongst them and the other nations of the
East, and come at once to its revival in

Europe in the eighth century.
In the AATitings of the venerable Bede, the

first of the Anglo-Saxon historians, we can
trace some faint glimmerings of mathema-
tical science. In the twelfth century, Ade-
lard, a monk of Bath, who travelled into

Spain and Egypt, on his return translated
Euclid, and thus appears to have been the

first who made this writer known in tlie

Avest. But the true restorers of mathema-
tical science were Purbach and Ilegiomon-
tanus, in the fifteenth century. These
drew their knowledge from the pure sources
of antiquity, and, besides translating

several works, introduced many improve-
ments and made many new discoveries.

The discovery of the art of printing was
the commencement of a new era in litera-

ture and science. The vrorks of the ancients
were printed and spread abroad, and in the
sixteentli century geometry was very gene-
rally cultiyited. The French geometer,
Yieta, flourished during this period ; and
in 1570, Henry Billingsley, a citizen of
London, published the first English trans-
lation of " Euclid's Elements."

In the seventeenth century occur the
splendid names of Descartes, who is con-
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sidered as the virtual inventor of Analytical
Geometry ; of Cavalerius, the author of a
remarkable and valuable treatise on Indi-

visibles ; of Pascal, Huyghcns, Barrow, and
Xewton, all of wliom contributed largely,

both by their discoveries and improvements,
to the erection of the science of geometry
on its present basis. A passing mention
must suffice for Gregory, Clairaut, Euler,
Sirnson, Halley, and Stewart, and we must
conclude this hasty sketch with a notice of

Monge.
During the period of the French revolu-

tion, at the end of the eighteenth century,
the celebrated Monge invented and put
forth a new kind of geometry, under the

appellation of "Descriptive Geometry." The
discoveries of Monge mark a new era in the
history of the science, as did the discovery
of Descartes. This new geometry has two
objects in view : first, to represent geo-
metrical solids on a plane surface ; and,
secondly, to deduce from this method of

representation the mathematical properties
of the figures. The school of Monge has
produced many eminent geometers. The
most celebrated in modem days are Carnot,
Legendre, L'Huillier, Leslie, Playfair,

Babbage, Whewell, Airy, and many others,

too numerous here to mention, who, by
their writings, have furthered the progress
and advancement of scientific geometry.
"We have thus briefly and cursorily indi-

' catcd the principal points in the history of
geometry, from the earliest times to' the
present day. We have done this in prefer-

ence to explaining the principles of the
science, because few elementary books on
geometry contain the historical information
we have given, and, also, because we should
have been unable to present the merest
outline of the principles of geometry within
the limits of an article such as tliis. We
recommend our readers, especially young
men with a little time on their hands, to

apply themselves to a study of this science
;

for this ]5urpose they had better obtain the
school edition of " Potts's Euclid," in which
the propositions are so arranged as to ex-
hibit to the eye of the student the succes-
sive steps of the demonstrations, and thus
to facilitate his apprehension of the rea-

soning. The work also contains a selection

of geometrical exercises, which will be found
exceedingly \iseful.

Respecting the study of geometry as a
means of mental discipline. Dr. Whewell
states that "mathematical studies, judi-

ciously pursued, form one of the most effec-

tive means of developing and cultivating

the reason; " and Mr. J. S. Mill observes,
that " any one Avho is ignorant of geome-
try, is deficient in one of the most essential

qualifications for the successful cultivation

of the higher branches of philosophy."

SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANY.

NrMBER OF THE FiXED Starsi — The
Tiumber of the fixed stars is prodigious,

even to the naked eye they are very nu-
merous, about 3,000 being thus visible ; but
when the heavens are viewed through the

telescope, stars become visible in numbers
wholly incalculable. 2,000 are discovered

in one of the small collections of a few
visible stars called constellations ; nay, what
appears to the naked eye only a light cloud,

us the milhy-xoay , when viewed through the

telescope proves to be an assemblage of in-

numerable fixed stars, each of them in all

likelihood a sun and a system like the rest,

though at an immeasurable distance from
ours.

MrscrLAii Motion.—Mr. Pierson, in a
' paper on this subject, after several obser-

vations on the relative heat and pulsation

of animals in different latitudes, says : That
men in our climate pulsate seventy-two
times a minute, cows forty-eight, and
horses thirty-six. But in Russia and Lap-
land, men pulsate only from forty-five to

fifty times a minute. AH e.xcess, either of

heat or cold, produces a diminution of the

powers of pulsation. The common watch,
it is said, beats or ticks 17,160 times in an
hour. This is 411,810 a day, and Io0,424r,o60

,

a year ; allowing the year to be 33-5 days

j

and 6 hours. Sometimes watches v,i\\ last

for one hundred years. In that case one
would tick 10,042,456,000 times ! But there

I

is another machine still more wonderful
than the watch—the human heart. It beats
more than 5,000 times in an hour, 120,000
times in a day, and 43,830,000 times a year.
And supposing a man to live one hundred
years, it will have beaten 4,383,000,000
times.

Remarkable Halo.—M. Bougucr, in
his treatise on the figure of the Earth, gives
an account of a curious optical phenomenon,
similar in some respects to the halo which
was observed by him and his companions
on the top of Mount Pichincha, in the
Cordilleras. When the sun was just rising
behind them, so as to appear white, each of
them saw his own shadow projected upon
it, and no other. The distance Avas such,
that all the parts of the shadow were easily

j
distinguishable, as the arras, the legs, an^
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the head ; but Avhat surprised them most
was, that the head was adorned Avith a kind
of glory, consisting of three or four small
concentric crowns, of a very lively colour,
each exhibiting all the varieties of the pri-

mary rainbow, and having the circle of red
upon the outside. The intervals between
these circles continued equal, though the
diameters of all of them were constantly
changing. The last was very faint, and at
a considerable distance was another great
white circle which surrounded the whole.

Rainbows.—Rainbows arise from the
rays of the sun which fall on drops of
water being reflected and refracted to the
eye of the spectator ; and of covirse, all

tliose drops which are situated at the sayne
migle all roimd from the eye will present
the same colour. And, as different colours
W'ill arise at different angles, a bow com-
posed of regular circles is a necessary conse-
quence of showers of rain while the sun
shines. It will, however, only be visible

opposite to the sun ; and the line from the
sun through the eye of the spectator must
be its centre.

Cleanliness of Animals.—The perfect
cleanliness of animals is a very notable cir-

cumstance, when we consider that nearly
their whole lives are passed in burrowing
in the earth, and removing nuisances

;
yet

such is the admirable polish of their coating
and limbs, that we very seldom find any
soil adhering ^to them. The mole, and

some of the beetles, upon first emerging
from their winter's retreat, are commonly
found with earth clinging to them ; but tlie

removal of this is one of the first operations
of the little creature ; and ail the beetle
race, the chief occupation of which is

crawling about the soil, and such dirty em-
ployments, are, notwithstandiiig, remark-
able for the glossiness of their covering,
and freedom from defilements of every kind.

But purity of vesture seems to be a prin-

cipal precept of nature, and observable
throughout creation. Fishes, from the
nature of the element in which they reside,

can contract but little impurity. Birds are

unceasingly attentive to neatness and lus-

tration of their plumage. All the slug race,

though covered with slimy matter calculated

to collect extraneous things, and reptiles,

are perfectly free from soil. The fur and
hair of beasts in a state of liberty and
health is never filthy, or sullied with dirt.

Some birds roll themselves in dust, and
occasionally particular beasts cover them-
selves witli mire ; but this is not from any
inclination or liking for such things, but
to free themselves from annoyances, or to

prevent the bite of insects. "Whether
birds in pruning, and beasts in dressing

themselves, be directed by an instinctive

faculty, we know not ; but they evidently

derive pleasure from the operation ; and
thus this feeling of enjoyment, even if the

sole motive, becomes to them an essential

source of comfort and of health.

FAMILY PICTURES.

hints to make home happy.

.GusTAVUS and the Peasant Girl.—
Gustavus III., King of Sweden, passing

one morning on horseback through a village

in the neighbourhood of his capital, ob-

served a young peasant girl, of interesting

appearance, drawing water at a fountain by
the wayside. He went up to her and asked

her for a draught. "Without delay she lifted

up her pitcher, and with artless simplicity

put it to the lips of the monarch. Having
satisfied his thirst, and courteously thanked

« his benefactress, he said :
" My girl, if you

would accompany me to Stockholm, I would
endeavour to fix you in a more agreeable

situation." " Ah, sir !" replied the girl, " I

cannot accept your proposal. I ain not

anxious to rise above the state of life in

which the providence of God has placed ine

;

but, even if I were, I could not for an in-

stant hesitate." " And why ?" rejoined the

king, somewhat surprised. ''Because," an-

swered the girl colouring, *• my mother is |

poor and sickly, and has no one but me to

assist or comfort her under her many afflic-

tions ; and no earthly bribe could induce

me to leave her, or to neglect the duties

which affection requires from me." "Where
is your mother ?" asked the monarch. " In
that little cabin," replied the girl, pointing

to a wretched hovel beside her. The king,

whose feelings were interested in favour of

his companion, went in, a.nd beheld stretched

on a bedstead, whose only covering was a

little straw, an aged female, weighed doAvn

with years and sinking under infirmities.

Moved at the sight, the monarch addi'esscd

her :
" I am sorry, my poor woman, to find

you in so destitute and affiicted a condi-

tion." "Alas, sir!" answered the vener-

able sufferer, " I should be indeed to be

pitied had I not that kind and attentive girl,

who labours to support me, and omits no-

thing she thinks can afibrd me relief. May
a gracious God remember it to her for
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pood," she added, wiping away a tear.
]

Never, perhaps, was Gustavus more sensible

than at that moment of the pleasure of oc-

cup}"ing an exalted station. The gratifica-
]

lion arising from the consciousness of having
it in his power to assist a suffering fellow-

creature, almost overpowered him: and put-

ting a purse into the hand of the young
villager, he could only say :

" Continue to

take care of your mother ; I shall soon
enable you to do so more effectually. Good
bye, my aiHiable girl, you may depend on
the promise of your king." On his return

to Stockholm, Gustavus settled a pension

for life on the mother, witli the reversion tr-

her '^Jaiighter nt lier death.

COL'llTESY KECOMMEXDED TO THE MAR-
RIED.

—
"UTiy should not that gratifying dis-

position, which asks foi everything as a fa-

vour, be constantly cultivated in the con-

nubial state ? When a required assistance

may be asked for as a kindness, wilh manly
tenderness, why should it be demanded as

a duty with unmanly roughness ? " Here,

do so and so directly, make haste, I must
have it done this instant"—and this, too,

uttered perhaps in tones more uncouth than

the very words themselves. Is it not calcu-

lated to rouse an independent spirit to

resistance and disobedience, or to break the

heart of a tender female by its unfeeling-

ness ? Does it not exhibit in a strong light

the disgraceful ignorance of him who has

mistaken his helpmate, his other self, his

companion, for a mere menial—a very slave ?

whereas the self-same wish, conveyed as a

kind request, in tones of respectful mild-

ness, "indulge me with such and such a

favour, as soon as your convenience will

permit,"—this will or ought to ensure the

most prompt and willing attention that af-

fection can render; for, where mutual
esteem and sincere affection subsist, that per-

son who, in terms of kindness, asks a fa-

vour, in so doing absolutely confers one on

the individual so entreated. AVe are very

apt to be ready or reluctant to adopt a given

line of conduct, according as that conduct

costs us less or more. Now, which costs

least—a cross-grained com.mand, or a re-

quest expressed in tones and terms of kind-

ness, Avhen each conveys the same wish ?

Certainly the latter, because it is most gra-

tifying to the applicant to reflect on, as well

as most pleasiup^ to the ear to which it is

addressed.
Affegtiox's Choice Treaslres.—An-

cient history record.*- that a certain city was
besieged, and at length obliged to surren-

der. In the city there v.ere two brothers,

who had, in some way, obliged the conquer-
ing general ; and, in consequence of this,

received permission to leave the city before

it was set on fire, taking with them as much
of their property as each could carry about
his person. Accordingly, the two generous
youths appeared at the gates of the city, one
of them carrj-ing their father and the other
their mother.

A HixT TO THE Sullen-.—An indi-s-idual,

not abundantly gifted with that amenity
which is as necessary for self-comfort as it

is pleasing to others in the perpetual in-

tercourse of social life, fancied that he
had justifiable cause for long-continued un-
broken taciturnity. His yviSe, after sitting

for some time in the same room with him,
in annoying and gloomy silence, suddenly
started up, and, taking a lighted candle,
commenced a busy and anxious search after

some missing object of deep and overpower-
ing interest—looked over the mantel-piece
and removed all its ornaments, opened every
drawer and closet in the room, searched un-
der all the chairs, lifted up the rug, turned
up the edge of the carpet, raked in the
ashes, ransacked the tea-tackle, rummaged
the cellaret, and repeatedly scrutinized the
same places over and over and over again.
Her husband watched her for some time in
silence ; at length, however, fidgetedbeyond
endurance, his nerves wound up to such a
pitch of curiosity as to be on the point of
cracking, his impatience absolutely boiled
over;—and at last, after many severe strug-
gles to maintain liis dignified taciturnity, un-
able to hold out any longer, in the very
spasm of bursting, he relieved himself by-

giving vent to the exclamation—" My dear,
what are you searching after ?—what have
you lost?" "Oh!" replied his wife, "I
was seeking for your tongue, my dear, which
has been missing this fortnight ; and if you
had not found it for me now, I should have
supposed it to be irretrievably mislaid."
Her husband heartily applauded' her device,
and never again obliged her to have re-
course to this ingenious remedy.

Employment.—AVe may lay it dovna. as
an invariable and incontrovertible principle,
that no family can be happy without em-
ployment—regular, diversified, continually-
recurring employment. There may be the
possession of wealth; there may be an
ample and beautiful domain ; there may be
everything externally to enjoy ;—but un-
less there be appropriate and varied engage-
ment to occupy the body, engross the mind,
and awaken the energies, there cannot be
happiness. It is the active, industrious,
persevering family that i.s'the truly happy
family ; not the idle, the slothful, the use-
less—not the family that has no definite
plan, no fixed and important object, no
personal and collective energy.

Home Plfa.sures.—Nothing is more
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beautiful than the exhibition of the simple,

retiring, unostentatious, domestic virtues,

A taste for home pleasures—pleasures which
are refined and innocent—is the purest and
most desirable to cultivate ; and, if happi-

ness be not found at home, in the bosom of

the family, it will not be realized elsev/here,

especially in the midst of the selfish, grasp-

ing, noisy, mercenary, tumultuous, cold-

hearted, deceitful world. It is in the quiet

and well-regulated home that we must find

our most grateful and enkindling asso-

ciations, and experience our richest, our
holiest, our most vivid, our most permanent,
enjoyments. It is at home, in the discharge
of domestic duties, in the cultivation of

domestic intercourse, in the development
of domestic affections, and in seeking the
domestic circle, to be useful, and to ex-

exemplify the Christian character in its

transparency, benevolence, and loveliness,

that \\Q shall realize lasting happiness.

MY YOUNGEST.
They say my youngest is a pet,

And has too much her Avay
;

It can't be so, I think, and yet
I Avould not dare say nay.

For if my memory serve me right,

And truth must be confessed.
Each youngest that has blessed my sight
Has seemed to be loved best.

The eldest was to me most dear,

So was the next—so all

;

The youngest came my age to cheer,
On her my love did fall.

'Tis not that she is loved the most,
But she is loved the last

;

The youngest may my fondness boast.

But so could all the past.

My youngest, then, is not a pet,

More tlaan each child before,

I think so, certainly—and yet
They say I love her njoreJ

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

FEBRUARY
February 2. Candlemas-day, from candle and

mass : the festival which Catholics call " the

Purification of the Blessed Virgin," and which

they observe with much pomp and ceremony. It

also stands as a holiday in the calendar of the

Church of England. The custom of going in pro-

cession on Candlemas-day with lighted candles in

the hand, is said to have been derived from the

Romans, who went about Rome with torches and

candles hrenning (.burning) in worship of Februa,

the mother of^Mars. This was afterwards, by

J'ope Sergius, converted into the worship of " Our

Lady and her Son, the Lord Jesus Christ." The
practice of using lights, both in churches and pro-

cessions, continued in England till the second year

of Edward YL, when Bishop Cranmcr forbade it

by order of the Privy Council.

February 2, 1837, a meeting was held ut the

Crown and Anchor, in the Strand, to petition Par-

liament for the total abolition of Church-rates. A
considerable number of members of Parliament

attended tlie meeting. Next day, about four hun-

dred delegates from Dissenting Congregations and

Anti-Church-rate Associations, walked in proces-

sion from the Crown and Anchor to Downing-
slreet, to have an interview with Lord Melbourne.

February 3. Sexagcsima Sunday. So called as

being about tlie sixtieth day before Easter.

February 3. Bishop Blaise. This saint has

the honour of a place in the calendar of the Church

of England—on what account it is difficult to say.

Blaise was anciently Bishop of Sabasta, in Ar-
menia, and the patron saint of that country. He
is said to have found out the art of combing wool,

on which account the journeymen wool-combers

have sometimes a grand procession on this day.

One of the trade personates a bishop in his epis-

copal robes, carrying a pair of combs in his hand.

In places where the combers arc numerous, tlie

procession is made very interesting. The inost

splendid commemoration is at Bradford, Yorlc-

Bhire, once in every seven years. The triides as-

2nd to 9th.

semble early in the morriing, and strangers ponr
in by thousands from all surrounding parts. The
procession is from half a mile to a mile in length,
consisting of king, queen, bishop, guards, and
some hundreds of the ditferenf bodies connected
with the wool trade.

February 4, 1565, John Rogers, an eminent
English divine, was burnt at the stake. Having
assisted TimUil and others in translating the
Scriptures into English, the Romish party marked
him out as an olject of their resentment. He was
seized and tried for heresy; and, refusing to recant
his opinions, he was condemned to the stake—

a

punishment which he underwent with great for-
titude.

February 4, 1743, Sir Joseph Banks, a distin-
g-uished English naturalist, was born. He re-
ceived his education at Eton and Oxford ; and
having- acquired a particular taste for natural
history, he made a voyage to Newfoundland and
Labrador in 17(35, for the purpose of nniking re-
searches relative to his favourite science. In
1768 he embarked, together with his friend. Dr.
Solander, in the first voyage round the world
made by Lieutenant (afterwards Captain) Cook.
In 1772 he UTidertook a voyage to the western
islands of Scotland, and to Iceland, in the course
or which lie made great additi. ns to our knowledge
of the history of tliose noithern regions. In 1778
he was made a baronet, and elected President of
the Royal Society. He died June 19, 1820.
February 4, 1793, i ranee declared war against

Great Britain—a war arisinsj out of disputes con-
nected with the French Revolution, and which
was carried on with more or less vigour for about
twenty years, at a vast expense of public revenue,
and an awful sacrifice of human life.

February 5, 1816, Fiscount Fitzwilliam, of Ire-
land, died at Richmond. He left to the University
of Canibridge.w here he was, educated, his sjilendid
library, jiictures. drawings, and engravings, to-

gether with i;UO,000, for the erection ofamuBeum
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for their reception anil exhibition. The museum
lias since been erected, and forms one of tLe chief
attractions of the University.
Tebniary 6, 1G72, ./liujusline Cahnct, a cele-

brated Catholic divine and critic, was born in

Lorraine. He devoted himself particularly to tlie

study of the Scriptures ; and pursued his labours
with indefatigable spirit till his death, which took
place in 1757. His works are very voljminous,
and contain a large amount of valuable informa-
tion. His most popular work is his "Dictionary
of the Bible, and Biblical Dissertations and
Frag-ments," an English edition of which was
published by the late Charles Taylor, and since,

in a more portable form, by W. Carpenter.
February 6, 1685, King Charles Ihe Second died,

aged 51. On the 2nd lie was seized with an apo-
plectic fit. of which he had instantly died, had
not Dr. King incurred the penalty of the law by
bleeding him in the paroxysm, without awaiting
the coming of the other physicians. Though the
avowed head of the Protestant Church of Eng-
land, he received" the host"from Father Huddle-
stone, and was " housled" according to the ritual

of the Church of Rome. The anxieties he ex-
pressed, on his death-bed, were chiefly on behalf
of abandoned females, whom his profligacy had
drawn to his licentious court. Evelyn says :

" For his luxury and profaneness God was in-

censed to make his reign very troublesome and
unprosperous, by wars, plagues, fires, loss of re-

putation, by an universal neglect of the public,
for the love of a voluptuous and sensual life."

¥chru?ivy6,lS0i, Joseph Friestly,Lh.D.,Y.B..S.,
died in America, in his 71st year. He was a dis-

senting divine and an eminent philosopher. As
a man of science he stands high in the walk of
invention and discovery, and especially in pneu-
malic chemistry. In consequence of the opinions
he expressed in favour of the French Revolution,
disputes arose which proved very imfavourable to

his repose. His house at Birmingham, library,

and apparatus were made a prey to the flames by
an infuriated mob. He removed to Hackney,
where he resided for some time, till, at length,

goaded by party enmity, he sought an asylum in

the United States of .A.merica, where hededicated
his whole time to his accustomed pursuits, till

severe illness brought on a gradual decay, which
terminated his existence,

February 7, 1830, a rapid and decisive thaw com-
menced, after a frost of several weeks' continu-
ance, with a trifling partial interruption.
February 7, 18-37, an action for libel was brought

in the Courtof King's Bench, by a bookseller named
Stockdale, against Messrs. Hansard, the printers
to the House of Commons. The action related to
an opinion expressed in a report of a book pub-
lished by Stockdale. Lord Denman said he was
not aware that ihe authority of the Houseof Com-
mons could justify the publication of a libel—an
opinion which led to some proceedings on the
part of the House,

February 8, 1.587, Mary, Queen of Scots, was be-
headed, in the great hall of Fotheringay Castle.

Xorthamptonshire. She had received a careful
education, not only in all the accomplishments,
but in all the learning of the age in which sho
lived ; and the fine capacity with which she was
gifted by nature enabled her to m ike the happiest
return to the efforts of her instructors. In virtue
of her descent from Henry Yil. of England, she
claimed during the life of Elizabeth to he con-
sidered as the heir presumptive to the English
crown. This expos-rd her to the j'.'alousy of
Elizabeth, who became her irreconciieable enemy,
and caused her imprisonment for a long series of

years. Having failed in persuading her keepers
to shorten the life of their prisoner, Elizabeth re-

solved to destroy the unfortunate Queen under the
forms of law. She was accused of being con-
cerned in a plot against the life of Elizabeth ; and
though the trial was a remarkable instance of
accumulated injustice and oppression, sentence was
pronounced against her by the commissioners.
Her bearing, after hearing of the sentence which
had been pronounced against her, and at her last

hour, was in all respects becoming and magnani-
mous.

February 8, 183S, the navigation of the river

Thames, which had been suspended in consequence
of the frost having blocked up the river with ice

for some weeks, was this day resumed ; the thaw
of the last two or three days havin? sufficiently

cleared the river. So severe a winter had not been
known for many years.

Februarj- 8, 1743, an Earthquake in the "West
Indies, by which Pont-i-Pitre, in the French
island of Guadaloupe, was entirely destroyed. The
shock was severely felt at Antigua and Mar-
tinique; but, with the exception of Antigua,
the visitation passed lightly over other British
islands.

February 9, 1554, John Hooper, or Hoper, was
burnt at the stake, in the city of Gloucester. He
was a learned Cistemian monk, converted to Pro-
testantism in the reign of Henry VIII. He w;i3

advanced to the see of Gloucester in 1.550, in which
situation his conduct was exemplary. Having,
however, taken part in certain proceedings against
Bishop Bonner, Mary, on her accession to the
throne, had him brouaiht to trial. He at length
received sentence " as an obstinate and irreclaim-

able heretic,"' and suffered at the stake with much
constancy.

February 9, 1811, J^Tevil Maskehjne, D.D., died.

He was an eminent mathematician and astrono-
mer. He was born in 1732. He took the degree of

D.D. in 1777. He was also chosen a Feiiow of

the Royal Society. He was afterwards appointed

to the office of royal astronomer ; ar^l in 17o7 com-
ihenced the publication of the *' Xautical Alma-
nack." He published several volumes of astro-

nomical observations, and many valuable papers
in the " Philosophical Transactions."

Lord Bacon.—Travelling by Higligate, near London, his lordship was struck with
the idea that flesh might be preserved by snow as well as by saltin^^. He bought a fowl,

and, descending from his coach, assisted with his own hands in making an immediate
trial of the project by stuffing the hen with snow; and in doing this he is said to have
received a chill, which, being aggravated by his being immediately put into a damp bed
at Lord Arundel's house, caused his death in a very few days. But even when his end
was approaching, tlie great philosopher, with the ruling passion " strong in death,"
could not forbear communicating to a friend in a letter which he dictated, being too ill

to write himself, that " his experiment had succeeded wonderfully."
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HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

•• What monsters them cotton factors must be !"

said Mrs. Partington. " I am told one on 'era has

as many as a hundretJ hands !
"

The mo3t criminal of all men is he who taltes ad-

vantage of unsuspecting confidence, to work out
any ends but those for which that confidence was
given in fall faith.

An Irishman, in speaking of a spell of sickness

111! had, said :
" I laid spachless six weeks in the

long montli of August, and all my cry was ' Wa-
ther, wather.' "

I know not how to give a better idea of the soul

of a Cockney than by telling- that one who ascended
Mont Blanc found nothing- better to do than to

drink succfess to—the Thames Tunnel! This is

true.

Milton's great poem is often called absurd ; and
so, strictly, it is in certain parts, because the sub-

ject is, in itself, so far unmanageable by human in-

tellect ; but had Milton chosen any other subject,

he conld not have written so fine a poem. The
poet and his theme were made for each other.

"Why have some countries only, a music of their

own, is a question often put. Answer—because some
only are mountainous. What have mountains to

do with music? Such countries are pastoral and
thinly peopled, and in such countries alone the

finer and more romantic sensibilities get scope. In
a thick population, grossness soon smothers them.
Hence Spain, Scotland, Sicily, Ireland, and Italy,

also Switzerland, have ballads and tunes of their

own. France, England, and Germany have nc«ie,

or next to none. All conquered countries, too, tend
to song. IsraeJ never sung so well as when in cap-

tivity. This is part of tlie secret of the plaintive

music of '^ poor Treland." Another cause is, those

countries are the retreats of the Celtic race, who
are imaginative.

A Yankee in London.—After a most delicious

breakfast—breakfasts in London mean something-

—and, speaking of bacon, ain't London bacon
nice ? It is as different from Yankee bacon as

pigs are from poultry. None of your pyroligneous,

smoked t'^ death stuff, but simply the nicest kind
of the swinaceous animal, so cured as to be almost
completely deporkated. No smell or taste of

smoke, salt, saltpetre, or scarcely of j; reuse ; yet

it is nearly all fat, being made of the sides of ttiat

exceedingly gustatory animal. The Avay they
cook it, too, was as excellent as it was peculiar.

Instpad of great, thick, Yankee slices as big as a

flap jack, and thick, and about as hard and in-

digestible as the sole of a cow-hide fhoc, it

Avas shaved off in slices so thin as to be perfectly

transparent, and when fried a la mode, as it

Avas, not burnt up, it seemed to us poor Y''an-

kee?, who had never tasted such before, to be
the most delicious morsel that we had ever rolled

under our tongues, in the animal line especially.

After breakfast, I say, we sallied forth, and being

anxious to find a brother Yankee, whom we knew
10 be in tlie city, but not knowing his whereabouts,

our only resource was to track him, which, fortu-

nately for us, is easily done in London. The Lon-
doners scarcely ever chew the vile Virginia weed,
but the way they smoke it is a cauti(«n to foul cliim-

neys. And here let me say that there is a? much
odds in folks as in anybody, or in bacon. The Y:'.n-

kee chc-.vs nothing but tobacco—the Englislunan
nothing but liis food ; and you'll fmd it hard work

to get either to reverse customs. The real Johnny
Bull wants at least three-quarters of an hour to
eat his dinner—the Yankee scarcely ever more
than five minutes. Teeth were made for use,
hence the necessity the Yankee feels for chewing
weeds. Taking then each well-defined tobacco
track, we walked up Cheapside, by old " Bow bells

;"

time was when all of the population of London Avas
within the sound of the bells of a small church in
Cheapside, called Boav Bells. Now there are some
hundred on either side of them, none of Avhich can
be heard by the outsiders. I rcmemVer riding
twelve miles, at the end of Avhich ride I found the
same eternal hubbub still, a Avilderncss of houses
and stores, a boundless continuity of brick and
mortar Avails. It Avasa long while before Ave found
our Yankee, though Ave knew pretty avcH the size
of his track, owing to the numbers that had
lately arri\'ed from the land of johnny cakes and
pumpkin pies; but at last avc found him, way
up in Regent-street, Avith his pockets full to re-
pletion of the various " notions " he had picked
up on his Avay, from a box of Inciters to a cash-
mere shawl, including a complete dress for the
baby, and a one-dollar "diamond breast-pin!"
When AVC came up Avith him he AA'as in clover,
he liad in his hand a large paper-full of assorted
confectionary, had discharged his quid, and the
Avay he show'd the Londoners hoAV to eat candy,
was no man's budness. While his eyes feasted
themselves on the numerous rare nicknacUs dis-
played in one of the large, low AvindoAvs of that
most beautiful street ; and you may judge of the
figure he cut, Avhen I tell you, that on his head
he Avore a fur cap, A-.hich A^as now about half off,

and out of one of his capacious surtout pockets
was dangling one end of his wife's new shawl, and
out of the other one leg of the boy's ncAV trousers,
Avhile poe])ing- from his bosom Avere gloves, hand-
kerchiefs, and a pair of new stockings.
PlIHENOLOOICAL WeLLKRISMS. — PMlopW-

genilivcness : " What blessings children are," as
tiie clerk said, Avhen he took the fees for christen-
ing them. Adhesiveness: " You stick to me like
true fi lends," as the man said to the tar and
feathers, after he had been lynched. Inhahiiivc-
ness : " Home, sweet liunie !" as the vagrant said,
wiien ho was sent to prison for the third time.
Comhativeness : "We've both had many a brujli

in our day," as the old sailor said to his cocked
hat. Alimentireness : "We are both matters of
taste," ai the gingerbread said to tlie fine picture.
Secretiveness : "I'll hide you Avhere nobody can
find you," as the schoolmaster said, Avhen he took
the truant in the cellar to larrup him. Cauiious-
ness: " I'll ratify it after I've put my concluding
claws to it," as the cat said, Avhcn slie Avas Avatch-
ing- the mouse. Jlpprobatireness: "We've come
offAvith flying colours," as the ensign said, when
he ran from the enemy. SelJ-esteem: "Industry
must prosper," as the pickpocket said, Avhcn he
stole three handkerchiefs before breakfast. Firm-
ness : "The more you drive me the firmer I'm
fixed," as the nail said to the hammer. Con-
scientiousness : " I shall prevent the use ofardent
spirits," as tlse innkeeper said, Avhen ho watered
the liquors. .Marvellousness : " Shouldn't Avonder
if that made my head ache," as the sailor said,

when the cannon-ball smashed his skull. Venc-
raiion: "All the Avorld looks up to me," as the
Ihi'f said, \vlien ho stood in the pillory.
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DIGGINGS.
"small, uut goldex, grains."

Sobriety is the strength of the soul.

A good servant makes a goo* master.

Success to0 often consecrates crime.

Self-denial is the most exalted pleasure.

Avoid all low company—in parts, in man-
ners, and in merit.

Pride, like a wild horse, overthrows its

rider.

If you wish a thing done, go ; if not,

send.

Anger begins v^ith folly, and ends with
repentance.
In good fortune be moderate ; in bad,

prudent.
Add not trouble to the gricf-wom heart.

Friendship between virtuous persons is

inviolable.

Cruelty to a female is the crime of a mon-
ster.

Application in youth makes old age com-
fortable.

Hope is griefs best music.
It is a rare miracle for money to lack a

master.
Ask thy purse what thou shouldst pay.
Memory is strengthened by the exercise

of it.

Mental gifts often hide bodily defects.

Great qualities make great men.
Do good, if you expect to receive any.
Be ashamed of your pride, not proud of

your shame.
Believe after trial, and judge before

friendship.

Humility is the foundation of all virtue.

An evil heart can make any doctrine

heretical.

Fame is like a magnifying glass.

Use time as though you knew its value.

Be always at leisure to do good.

It is better to live well than long.

As you salute you will be saluted.

Business makes a man as well as tries

him.
Constant occupation prevents temptation.

A gentle disposition is like an unrufned
stream.
Content is the true philosopher's stone.

Fear, unbalanced by hope, is despera-

tion.

Knowledge of ourselves requires great

penetration.

A gentle disposition is like an unruffled

stream.
Every light has its shadows.
He who avoids the temptation avoids the

sin.

Let your manners be simple, and your
speech unaffected.

A libertine's life is not a life of liberty.

Men 'climb to honour by prudence and
industry.
Beware ofthe geese when the fox preaches.

Learn to obey, before you pretend to

govern.
A bad man, whatever be his rank, has a

blot upon his escutcheon.
A gift long waited for is sold, not given.

Forgive freely ; hatred is a troublesome
companion.
A man ^^-ithout modesty is lost to all

sense of honour and ^-irttie.

Inconstancy is the attendant of a weak
mind.
Presence of mind is necessary at all times.

Ptash judgment maketh haste to repent-

ance.

Strength of understanding is one of the

best guides to truth.

A blithe heart makes a bloomy visage.

Omixoits An'ecdote.—King James was at the first representation of "Bartholomew
Fair," written by Ben Jonson, when the prologue uttered these words :

—

*

" Your Majesty is welcome to a Fair,

Such place, such men, such lang'uage, and such ware,
Y'ou must expect—with these the zealous noise
Of your land's faction, scandalized at toys."

** My Lord," said the King, to one of the Lords of the Pri\'y Council, wlio was standing
near him, "how deem you by that?" "Please your Majesty," answered he, "those
Puritans, as I rode to London, cut off mine horse's tail, as they said the ribbons with
which it was tied savoured too much of the pride of the beast on which the scarlet whore
sits. Pray God their sheers may never extend from the tails of horses to the heads of
Kings !" Atjd as he spoke -n-ith affectionate and ominous solicitude, he happened to
place his hand on the head of Prince Charles (afterwards Charles I.) who was sitting
next his brother Henry, Prince of Wales.

• In this play is introduced a Puriuo preacher, a Banbury man, named Zeal-of-the-land-Bury,
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

TabitiJa.—To desiccate is to dry up; and a
*' desiccating laundress " is one who dries clotiies

by a new process, namely, the introduction of a

stronj? current of hot air into the room where the

•WGt clothes are hung: up. This plan is adopted in

most of the public " washing houses."

Thomas IMilleu (Stockport).— We are fortu-

nately able to supply j-ou with the gas statistics

you are anxious to obtain. The first gaspipe was
lighted wiiliin these sixiy years ; and there are now
in England and Wales 5G0 proprietary gas works,

and in Ireland and Scotland 170. Besides these

there are 33 which belong to private individuals,

and 12 the property of municipal bodies or parish

oiricers -.—in all 775 distinct establishments for the

manufacture and sale of gas. In these works a

capital of £10,500,000 is said to be invested. The
quantity of gas annually produced is about nine

thousand millions of cubic feet—and the coal con-

sumed in making it weighs 1,12,5,000 tons. The
number of persons employed in its production is

about 20,000 ; and probably an equal number find

employment in the preparatory work in the mines,

iron-works, and other processes connected with it.

After allov/ing for waste and leakage, the quantity

of gas actually sold to the public in tUe year is

about 7,"200,000,000 feet—producing ali<jht equal to

what would bo given out by 35,133,040 gallons of

sperm oil ; which, at 8s. a gallon would cost the

customers £13,258,456. The gas itself is charged

by the companies about £1,620,000.

A. BusBJ.—There were very few free schools in

England before thelleformation. Yotith were gene-

rally taught Latin in the monasteries, and young
women had their education at nunneries, where
tliey learnt needlework, confectionery, surgery,

]ihysic (apothecaries and surgeons being at that

time very rare), writing, drawing, &c.

S. T.—Observation, so far as we are aware, has

not yet detected the nightingale in either Devon-
shire or Cornwall; and the reason assigned for

this is, after all, only a presumption—that that

bird, coming over from the continent at the nar-

rowest passage does not stray so far west. The
reason of its not visiting Northumberland or Scot-

land is attributable to the want of warmth,
P.G.—1. Yes. 2. The importance of insects in the

arts of life is incalculable. Eor example, mead is

prepared, in many parts of Europe, from the

honey of bi^es ; silk is employed for clothing

;

several insects, as cochineal, afford excellent

d) es. Galls are employed for ink ; wax for lights

and other valuable purposes. Lac, to make var-

ni^h, sealing-wax, &c., is produced by a certain

Indian species of coccus. As medicines, we have

Spanish ilies and ants; and the oil-beetle is re-

commended for hydrophobia, and many beetles

fur relieving toothache.
An iNQUiiiEU.—No; poor-rates were not ne-

cessary before the lleformation, because the
" charitable doles," as Aubrey says, given at re-

ligious houses, and church ale in every parish,

did instead. To understand this thoroughly we
inust explain that in every parish there was a

church-house, to which belonged spits, pots,

crocks, &c., for dressing provisions. Here the

housekeepers met and were merry, and gave their

charity. Tlie young came there too, and had

dancing, bowling, shooting at butts, &c. Anthony
Wood says :

" There were few or no almshouses
before the time of King Henry VlII. In every
churcb was a poor man's box, and the like at g^reat
inns.

T. B.—The edicts of the Pope are called bulls
because the seals appended to them were formerly
of gold bullion. The bull of Pope Clement VII.,'
conferring the title of Defender of the Faith on
Henry VIII., had such a seal of gold affixed to it.

(j. A.—Those fatal accidents Avhich happen
from the burning of charcoal in chambers arise
from the abundance of carbonic acid gas relieved
during combustion.
GiiEGORT (Tooley-street).—Your admirable sug-

gestions on late shopping have been forwarded to
JMartha Makepeace, who, no doubt, will take the
subject up warmly.
An Apprentice.—Cedar and rosewood aie the

least liable to be attacked by insects. This is be-
cause of the aromatic oils these woods contain—all

volatile or odorous substances being particularly
destructive to the minute insects and animalculae
found in Avood.

George.—Yes ; hour-glasses have bren found
in coffins Avith the dead. It was an ancient cus-
tom to put them into the coffin as an emblem of
the sand of life being run out. Others conjecture
that little hour-glasses Avere anciently given at
funerals, like rosemary, and by the friends of the
dead, put into the coffin or throAvn into the grave.
A. P.—However desirous we are to avail our-

selves of every opportunity to advance the
Temperance lleformation, Ave cannot make tha
pages of our Magazine a special organ for its

advocacy, or a recognised organ of any other
particular question. The "Teetotal Times"
meets all the requirements of your case; it is

published monthly, and its price is only one
penny.
T. S.—There arc three orders of knighthood in

Great Britain—the order of the Garter, of the
Bath, and of the Thistle. The first tAvo are
English, the third belongs to Scotland.

R. A.— In the time of Athelstan, the eighth
king of England.

P. D.—You ask Avhy are bells rung on the occa-
sions of rejoicing ? and the only reason we can assign
is because, during the ages of the Catholic religion in

this kingdom, it was a mark of respect paid to em-
perors, bishops, and abbots, at places under tliolr

own jurisdiction; Avhcnce the modern compliment
of Avelcoming persons of distinction with a joyiul

peal is derlA'cd.

B. D.—Some of the arrangements you suggest
are excellent, but Ave think they would be better^f

adapted for a larger publication than ours. Hoav-
ever, as far as we could Ave have endeavoured to

make the production as useful as possible, and no
doubt as Ave go on opportunities Avill occur for

bringing into operation the greater number of the
more practical suggestions submitted to us.

To OUR Headers.—" The Opinions of an Ameri-
can on English lleformers" Avill appear every
alternate Avcek; and the article entitled, "The
LaAvs relating to Masters and Workmen," AviU be

given in our next number.
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. v.—FINES AND FOOTINGS.

A VEUY proper and general call for Justice and Refor/n ha* now, for a considerable

time, been made. Man is an imperfect being, and always in danger of falling into

error ; so that the best-organized institutions may be abused, or become positiA'e

eA-ils, in consequence of the vicioiisness or ignorance of those who manage them.

Therefore, though firm believers in "a good time coming," we do not anticipate

that there will be any period in the historj' of our world in which there will not be

need of gieat watchfulness over one another ; and, at the same time, a demand for

reformation. Pboghession—and we are progressionists in every good sense of the

word—progression supposes imperfection ; for, if we have arrived at the climax of

excellence, why go on any fiuriher r To proceed beyond perfection is to decline

from it.

''Equity,'" '^ Reform" ''Progression" are, in our vocabulary', glorious words,

full of enchantment ; and nothing, in our judgment, aug\irs so well for the coimtry

as the fact, that our operatives are making these terms the watchwords of their

variovLS movements. When the masses move in the right direction, their power is

that of a flood, which .sweeps ever^'thing before them. We say, in "a right

direction" because all depends upon our being right. Wickedness is essentially

weak. Could you transform every man into a giant, and arm liim with the most
desti'uctive weapons that cunning and malignity co\ild invent, vet if all this power
be an-ayed on the side of injustice it must fall. The stripling Da\id, with right on
his side, though only armed with a pebble, is stronger than all the Goliaths in the

universe. Hence the great djniasties of antiquity crumbled. They were built

on injustice, and therefore on a foundation of sand. Justice is omnipotent ; but

injustice is the most imbecile impotence.

We are always glad to hear our working men call for equity, economy, and
reform : voices thus employed may unhesitatingly be called the voice of God. The
Creator of the world is distingmshed by his rectitude and hatred of oppression ; and
all true inspiration and religion consist in his creatures giving utterance to hig

thoug>..ts, ai-d reducing them to practice. Reformers should always attend to

their o^t. cf^T.dua
, as well as to their words. It is proper to call upon legislators to be

just ; but ii 15. equally essential that we should reform every abuse within the

circle of our own mfluence. In families, fathers and mothers are legislators ; and
therefore every ho\ise should be set in order. Over our own thoughts, feelings,

words, and actions, we individually legislate for ourselves. Our characters are, in
a great measure, just what we make them ; and no reformer of abuses ought to lay
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himself open to the admonition, "Physician, heal thyself," or to the biting taunt,

•'- Thoii hyj>ocrite, first pull the beam out of thine omti eye." In the workshop the

operatives themselves are sovereigns, lords, and commons. They make and enforce

what laws they like ; and no one is fit to talk about reforming the nation, or

qualified to complain of injustice, who is guilty in his ov.ti sphere, whether it be

large or small, of acting unjustly towards others.

"VVe are happy to know that these remarks have an echo in the breast of myriads

of our operatives of both sexes ; and hence the subject at the head of this article

was suggested by our working friends themselves. We were at a most delightful

tea-meeting just after Christmas. It was originated by a few operatives. They
proposed a social meeting of the members of their own craft, both male and female,

that they might spend an evening together, both pleasantly and profitably, without

any of the evils of the pot-house. They therefore borrowed a school-room in the

. neighbourhood, and upwards of two hundred sat down to tea. It was a most charming

meeting. Several capital speeches were made, and a variety of useful subjects

discussed ; and among others that of Fines and Footings. One of their number begged

that these taxes might be abolished, and his remarks met Math general applause,

showing that he was not singular in his opinion. He stated

—

1. TJuit *' they ought not to complain of the tyranny and injustice of masters and

governors, if they themselves tcere guilty of t/te same tcickedness ;" ** for," added he,

" if we practise injustice in the workshop, because it ministers a little to our

pleasure or profit, then it is probable that, if we became masters, legislators, or

kings, we should act as badly on a large scale as we do now on a small one. The
workshop ought to be a kind of model government, in which liberty, justice, and

benevolence shovdd aboimd, and thus be a perfect example for our senators."

2. He said: " There is a custom among tcs that ought to be for ever abolished. Our
footings and fines are not only a tax, but in many instances a hardship and a cruelty.

Here is a brother mechanic ; he has been out of work for weeks ; he has hardly had

bread to eat
;
probably has been compelled to run in debt ; his wife and children

are actually starving ; very likely the last article of clothing that can be spared has

been sold at a quarter its value, or else taken to the pa-sAaibroker's. Well, this

poor fellow obtains work, and the first thing we do is to make him pay a fuie,

under the name of footing ! In some instances two-and-sixpence, or more, taken

out of his ten or ticelve shillings, and then we go and di-hik the money ! Why, in

doing this, we are acting as bad as any tyrants upon the face of the earth. We are

actually drinking the food, and clothing, and firing—indeed, the very life's blood

—

of our fellow workman and his family ! Here, then," he continued, "is oppression

and cruelty of the worst description. Let us abolish the system altogether, and not

leave ourselves open to the charge of being as cruel as Pharaoh or Nero \"

3. *' The fines and footings," he observed, ^'dous 7io good. It is common to add

a little more to the sum, and walk off to a public-house, and, perhaps, lose part

of a day's work into the bargain ; and, not unfrequently, spend twice as much as

we intended. They say, ' Ill-gotten money does nobody any good ;' and this was

never more true than respecting fines. We have not been benefited a penny by

them. There never was a shop that was a farthing the better by its fines and

footings. The money is gained unjustly, and there is a curse in it. Thousands

have become drunkards through the fuddling occasioned by the fines ; and this

drunkenness has led to a hundred other vices and miseries. It is no use to say,

It is a custom.' We working men ought not to be led by the nose by custom,
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but ought to be the first to break them up. There is surely intelligence enough
among us to see that a bad custom is better broken through than observed. The
man who is led by a bad custom is a slave, and, what is worse, is a voluntary slave.

Besides, we have no just claim on the money of a fellow workman, and, therefore,

we are picking his pocket. We are robbing him because it is customary to do so,

just as some kings rob their subjects by bad laws, and then say it is the law of the

land ; forgetting that a man of principle will never avail himself of a wicked custom
or unjust law to rob another man of his property. Here is an injustice which we
can abolish without going to Parliament, or sending a deputation to Lord John
Russell."

Such were some of the words which this noble-minded operative addressed to

his fellow working men and working women ; and as these reasonable sentiments

dropped from his lips, I heard many a voice saying •' TJiat's true !
"—and when he

sat down he was generally applauded. The opinions he advanced are those of

thousands of our mechanics, and to reduce them to practice would be easy.

Since I heard the words given above, I have seen the following letter, written by
James Backhouse, Esq., of York ; a gentleman who had visited many of our penal

colonies, where he found that a great number of the prisoners had been made
drunkards and ruined at home through Jines and footings. But we give his ovm
words :

—

*' The time of my sojourn in the Australian colonies was from the beginning of
1832 to the beginning of 1838. Most of this time was spent in New South Wales
and Van Diemen's Land, and their penal settlements, Macquarie Harbour, Port
Arthur, and Norfolk Island ; and much of it Avas occupied in visiting the prisoner
population, consisting of convicts from Great Britain and Ireland. In conversing
with many thousands of these, I was surprised to find the large proportion that had
fallen into crime resulting from intemperance, and who referred to the 'Ji7ies and
footings' of British workshojis as theii" first steps in this evil course. It is well
known to the working classes that their fines and footings are generally consumed
in strong drink ; and until they abandon their drinking customs (with which their
fines and footings are essentially connected), I believe they will never rise to that
intellectual and moral position which their best friends desire to see them occupy

;

nor can they become partakers of the blessings of the Gospel, without which lite is

not worth possessing, and death is fearful in the extreme."

This epistle is worthy the deepest consideration. Our working men should

ponder it well ; and us fines and footirigs are unjust in themselves, are often very

cricel—are always oppressive, as they do no one any good, and have resulted in the

destruction of myriads—let them be abandoned. And, further, let this act of justice

be done by the working men and M'orking women themselves, that thus they may
show to the world an example of that justice which they so properly demand.

Cresses to Sell.—A little boy in one ofour towns in the North went through the street
in spring Avith cresses to sell. As he went along he cried: " Who Aviil buy my cresses ?"
Some boys who heard him took up his words, and went after him along the sti-ect

crying " Cresses to sell." When the people in their houses heard this they came out to
buy, on which the mischievous lads, who had only been raising the cry for idleness and
from imitation, either looked very foolish or ran away. It happens in this way also in
the grown-up world. Many people hear the cry of the age : for freedom ! the suffrage !

for equal rights ! for all, and so on, and immediately they, too, must raise the cry and
make their voices heard. But when people gather about them and wish to obtain that
which has been offered, they discover that it is all a cheat ; that these are not true men.
Therefore, whoever raises his voice must have something to produce ; he must not cry
wares which he has not to offer—merelv to make a noise, like the boys in the street.

Q 2
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CKOMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER VI.
" If this factious spirit had not been encountered at that time with that rough and brisk temper

of Cromwell, it would presently have produced all imaginable confusion in tlie parliament, army,
and kingdom."

—

Clarendon.

OlilVER'S RESOLUTE ACTION—HIS MARCH
TO THE RELIEF OF ESSEX—HIS SUC-
CESSFUL ENCOUNTER WITH CHARLES

—

HIS CHARGE niEFERREB AGAINST MAN-
CHESTER—FRAGMENTS OF SPEECHES.

Oliver's path lay through strifes and
storms. The progress of events had clearly

determined his course, and onward he
pressed despite of every difficulty and all

opposition. His was not the timid and fal-

tering step of a man who was lingering to

balance probabilities. He knew nothing of

hesitation, nor of cowardice. His far-

seeing mind at once discerned what lay

between him and the end which he had in

view, and nothing could divert him from his

course.

Cromwell having by his successful
charges decided the battle of Marston-
moor, and the great character of the victory

having struck terror into the enemy. Prince
Rupert fled into Lancashire, and then
south to Shropshire to recruit his forces

;

Newcastle, with about eighty gentlemen,
disgusted at the turn of affairs, withdrew
beyond seas. The Scots moved northward
to attend the siege of Newcastle, and ended
by storming it in October next. Still

Cromwell has his hands full. In no very
mild or measured terms he had to remon-
strate with the committee for the Isle of

Ely, for having released certain parties

whom he, as governor of that place, had
committed for specific oftences against the
popular interest, and whom he considered
as justly obnoxious to punishment. Worse
than this, and that which more deeply af-

fected the heart of Oliver, was, that Essex
was suftering great reverses in Cornwall.
Might not Cromwell dash down to help
Essex and his army } Colonel Walton
writes to Oliver, ami suggests that he might
be of signal service in the west. The hint
falls like a living spark on Cromwell's great
heart, and his very soul is on fire with the
velocity of its own movement. He thus
writes to the Colonel, under date of Sep-
tember 5th :

—

" Sir,—We do with grief of lieart resent
the sad condition of our army in the west,
and of affairs there. That business has our
hearts with it; and, truly, had we wings
we would fly thither ! So soon as ever my
lord and the foot set me loose, there shall

be in me no want to hasten what I can to

that service.

" For, indeed, all other considerations are
to be laid aside, and to give place to it, as
being of far more importance. I hope the
kingdom shall see that, in the midst of our
necessities, we shall serve them Avithout dis-

putes. We hope to forget our wants,which
are exceeding great, and ill-cared for ; and
desire to refer the many slanders heaped
upon us by false tongues to God, who will

in due time make it appear to the world that
we study the glory of God, and the honour
and liberty of the Parliament, for which we
unanimously fight,without seeking our o^^^l

interests.

" Indeed, we never find our men so cheer-
ful as when there is work to do. I trust

you will always hear so of them. The Lord
is our strength, and in him is all our hope.
Pray for us. Present my love to my friends.

I beg their prayers. The Lord still bless

you.
" We have some amongst us much slow in

action : if we could all intend our own ends
less, and our ease too, our business in this

arm/ would go on wheels for expedition

!

But because some of us are enemies to ra-

pine, and other wickednesses, we are said
to be ' factious,' to ' seek to maintain our
opinions in religion by force,' which we de-
test and abhor. I profess I could never
satisfy myself of the justness of this war,
but from the authority of the Parliament to

maintain itself in its rights ; and in this

cause I hope to approve myself an honest
man, and single-hearted.

" Pardon me that I am thus troublesome.
I write but seldom : it gives me a little ease
to pour my mind, in the midst of calumnies,
into the bosom of a friend."

Cromwell set out just in time to save the
Parliamentary army another signal defeat.

Essex had already made his escape, while
his men had sxirrendered their arms and
artillery to the King. Returning from this

temporary victory toAvards Oxford, Charles
was intercepted at Newbury, and there, on
Sunday, October 27th, a secon* battle was
fought. His Majesty, after four hours' con-
fused lighting, had decidedly the worst of
it ; and yet, by some strange and unaccount-
able imbecility, on the part of Manchester,
Avho had che chief command, he was allowed
to niiKe his escape, and reached home in

safecy. Manchester refused to pursue,

Cromwell lugcd, and again urged him ; but
still he refused. Nay, twelve days after,
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when the King came back, and openly re

victualled Donnington Castle— a good
stronghold not far distant—Manchester con-

tinued to turn a deaf ear to Cromwell's
urgency, and still declined to interfere.

Cromwell Avas n possession of the field

;

and but for the obstinacy and irresolute

policy of Manchester, a decisive victory pro-

mised to crcwn his arms—a victory which
would have extinguished the hopes of

Charles, and perhaps have finished the war.

Propositions for peace from the two Houses,
and the Scotch Commissioners, were pre-

sented to the King ; and, in consequence,
delegates on both sides commenced a treaty

in January following, which might have
ameliorated, but could never have eradi-

cated, thfi evil. After debating their con-

flicting claims till beyond the middle of

February, they parted,without having made
the slightest progress towards an adjust-

ment of affairs.

Before entering on the year 1645, it may
be proper just to glance at a few historical

incidents inseparably connected with our
subject. The Presbyterian party having
obtained considerable power in both Houses,
now began to take the lead in all ecclesias-

tical and civil affairs, but to most of their

measures Cromwell was diametrically op-

posed. Prelacy was fast losing hold of the
popular mind. Laud had done not a little

to bring it into disrepute. He was still a
prisoner in the Tower, on the charge of

sedition or treason. Being tried before the
House of Lords and found guilty, he was
subsequently beheaded on Tower-hill. In
this the Parliament has been charged with
unconstitutional and unnecessary severity

;

but on what ground we confess does not
appear to us. Laud's entire course of con-
duct was subversive of the laws and inter-

ests of the country ; and though we are no
advocates of capital pimishmcnt for any
crime, still no common retribution was due
to a man, who, next to Charles himself, had
done everything in his power to set England
on fire, and so to dissolve the bonds of
social and political life.

On the same day that Laud's bill of at-

tainder passed the Commons, an ordinance
was voted for abolishing the Book of Com-
mon Prayer, and establishing in its stead a
Directory for Public Worship. ThisAvas to
be confided to an assembly of Divines, to be
chosen by each member of Parliament send-
ing one. In this assembly the Presbyte-
rians—men far removed from the enlarged
and liberal views of the modern school of
voluntary Presbyterianism as it obtains and
triumphs in Scotland—were most forward
and conspicuous. iS'or is much of their
conduct capable of defence. Even Milton
does not withhold fi'om them his burning

caustic ; and declares that the most part of
them, though they had so lately " preached
and cried down with great show of zeal the
avarice and the pluralities of bishops nnd
prelates, were setting sail to all winds that
might blow gain into their covetous
bosoms." Severe Avas the ordeal through
which they had to pass ; and we are not to
wonder if, in passing through it, we see
somewhat more of human imperfection and
weakness.
With the introduction of the famous

SELF-DENYING ORDINANCE Commenced a
new epoch in the Parliamentary affairs.

The first mention of this Ordinance in the
Journals of the House of Commons occurs
in December, 1644, but its primary source
is conceived to have been the solemx
League and Covenant between the Eng-
lish and Scottish nations. One of the most
important clauses of this Ordinance, and
introduced not without difficulty, was, that
religious men might now serve without
taking the Covenant as a first preliminary,
which was a great relief to some more tender
consciences, but it excluded all members of
Parliament from commands in the army.
As soon as it had passed both Houses,
CromAvell prepared to take leave of his

general and return his sword to its scab-
bard. The force of circumstances and the
interests at stake alone prevented him from
taking this step. The hour had not yet
come when England could dispense with
the services of our hero. Hostilities broke
out afresh, and Oliver, at the head of his

strong-hearted Puritans, rushed upon the
enemy, and everywhere put them to the
flight.

To the Scots, who were the chief or sole

framers of this Covenant, and who were
favourable to Charles, " the triumph of
Presbyterianism over the Parliamentary
party in England appeared at first, to their

unspeakable satisfaction, complete ; and
such a triumph elated them more than
would a thousand martial victories. But
self-interest had operated with numbers,
both in the English parliament and army,
in the production of this signal success

;

and the men who had entered into so solemn
an engagement with the Scots, from the
temporary conviction, produced by early

want of success, of the pressing necessity
for securing their assistance in the contest,

had become in many instances lukcAvarm,
or even hostile, to more than one of the
declared ' ends of the Covenant.' Cromwell,
with others, though by this time sufficiently

averse to prelacy, and very desirous to

witness some amendment of the old admi-
nistration of church affairs, saw not without
disgust the harsh and exclusive spirit that

predominated in the doctrines and conduct
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of the newly-established hierarchy ; andhe,
with such, eA'inced their equal dissent from
Episcopacy and Presbyterianism by styling

themselves ^^Independents," of whom the

historian Hume asserts, that, " of all Chris-

tian sects, this was the first which, during

its prosperity as well as its adversity, al-

ways adopted the principle of toleration."

Each party had hitherto distinguished it-

self by seeking its own individual advance-

ment, and lifting itself to higher ground
on the ruins of those who refused to sym-
bolize with them, and it remained to Inde-

pendency to teach the world the great lesson

of looking with equal favour on men of all

religious denominations, and of permitting

the free exercise of every form of Christian

worship. A lesson this which the Inde-

pendents have from that day been ever

reiterating and ever teaching, but which the

nations have yet to learn.

The nobility, who had hitherto very gene-

rally come into the earlier measures of

opposition to Charles and his Government,
now imagined that they had been instru-

mental in giving too much power into the

hands of the people, and Avere, therefore,

prepared to coalesce with the Scots in enter-

ing into terms ofpeace with the King. They
conceived that if they could but secure

Charles in the possession of his former

power and greatness, this would be no un-

safe basis on which to rest their own pecu-

liar claim to hereditary rank and privilege.
** They went much farther ; for the Earls

of Essex and Manchester, w^ho had been
intrusted with the command of the Parlia-

ment's forces, and who might be said to be

the representatives of the great body of the

nobles with the army, had seemed, since

the battle of ]Marstou Moor, to neutralize

the efforts of their soldiers, as though they

•w^ere unwilling to make the popular cause

too eminent ; and, though not actually to

allow themselves to be beaten by the King,

to make little advantage of his failures, and
occasionally even to permit him to avail him-
self of a drawn battle, or a positive defeat,

as though it had been to him a victory.

Owing to these causes, it had become appa-

rent that the Parliament, instead of ap-

proaching to the state of things they so

much desired, and by which they had once

hoped effectually to give the law to their

Sovereign, were even yet losing ground in

the contest."

These things weighed on Cromwell's
spirit. He only stepped back that he might
make a more successful leap. His eagle

eye went down at one glance to the depth
and origin of these adverse movements.
Deprecating the consequences which seemed
to be impending over the country and the

just cause of aspiring humanity, he ad-

dressed himself with new life and energy
to the work of reformation. He began, to
the high satisfaction of the Commons, by
a formal accusation of Manchester, his com-
manding officer. This he did openly, and
in the light of the sun. He had nothing to
conceal, and therefore he had nothing to
fear. For a season he leaves the field of
battle and the din of war, for the floor of
the House of Commons and the storm of
angry debate. We have but a few frag-

ments of Oliver's speeches at this crisis
;

but these fragments are like so many little

crevices through which light forces itself,

and reveals the secrets which ought never
to have been secret. Let us avail ourselves
of this light, and read Oliver's plain, strong,
living words :

—

" I. In the House of Commons, on
Monday, 2oth November, 1644, Lieutenant-
General Cromwell did, as ordered on the
Saturday before, exhibit a charge against
the Earl of Manchester to this effect :

—

' That the said Earl hath always been in-

disposed and backward to engagements,
and the ending of the war by the sword,
and always for such a peace as a thorough
victory would be a disadvantage to; and
hath declared this by principles express to

that purpose, and by a continued series of

carriage and action answerable.
* That since the taking of York, as if the

Parliament had now advantage fully enough,
he hath declined whatsoever tended to far-

ther advantage upon the enemy ; hath
neglected and studiously shifted off oppor-
tunities to that purpose, as if he thought
the King too low, and the Parliament too

high, especially at Donnington Castle.

' That he hath drawn the army into, and
detained them in such a posture, as to give

the enemy fresh advantages , and this before

his conjunction with the other armies, by
his own absolute will, against or without
his council of war, against many commands
of the committee of both kingdoms, and
with contempt and vilifying of those com-
mands ; and, smce the conjunction, some-
times against the council of war, and
sometimes by persuading and deluding the

council to neglect one opportunity with

pretence of another ; and this again of a

third ; and at last by persuading them that

it was not fit to fight at all.

'

" II. In the House of Commons, on Wed-
nesday, 9th December, all sitting in grand
committee, there Avas a general silence for

a good space of time, one looking upon the

other to see who would break the ice, in

regard to this delicate point of getting our

Essexcs and Manchesters softly ousted

from the army—a very delicate point,

indeed—when Lieutenant-General Crom^
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well stood up, and spake shortly to this

effect :

—

' It is now a time to speak, or for ever

hold the tongue. The important occasion
now is no less than to save a nation out of

a bleeding, nay, almost dying condition,

which the long continuance of this war
hath already brought it into ; so that

without a more speedy, vigorous, and
effectual prosecution of the war, casting oft"

all lingering proceedings, like those of

soldiers of fortune beyond sea to spin out a
war, we shall make the kingdom weary of
us, and hate the name of a Parliament.

' For what do the enemy say ? Nay, what
do many say that were friends at the begin-
ning of the Parliament ? Even this, that
the members of both Houses have got great
places and commands, and the sword into
their hands ; and, what by interest in Par-
liament, what by power in the army, Avill

perpetually continue themselves in grandeur
and not permit the war speedily to end

;

lest their own power should determine with
it. This that I speak here to our own faces
is but what others do utter abroad behind
our backs. I am far from reflecting on any.
I know the worth of those commanders,
members of both Houses, who are yet in
power ; but if I may speak ray conscience
without reflection upon any, I do conceive,
if the army be not put into another method,
and the war more vigorously prosecuted, the
people can bear the war no longer, and will
enforce you to a dishonourable peace,

* But this I would recommend to your pru-
dence—not to insist upon any complaint or
oversight of any commander-in-chief upon
any occasion whatsoever ; for, as I must ac-
knowledge myself guilty of oversights, so I
know they can rarely be avoided in military
affairs. Therefore, waiving a strict inquiry
into the causes of these things, let us apply
ourselves to the remedy, wluch is most
necessary. And I hope we have such true
English hearts, and zealous affections to-
wards the general weal of our mother coun-
try, as no members of either House will
scruple to deny themselves, and their o^\-n

private interests, for the public good ; nor
account it to be a dishonour done to them,
whatever the Parliament shall resolve upon
in this weighty matter.'

" III. On the same day, seemingly at a
subsequent part of the debate, Lieutenant-
General Cromwell said likewise, as fol-

lows :

—

' Mr. Speaker,—I am not of the mind
that the calling of the members to sit in

Parliament will break or scatter our armies.

I can speak this for my own soldiers, that

they look not upon me, but upon you ; and
for you they will fight, and live and die in

your cause ; and if others be of that mind
that they are of, you need not fear them.
They do not idolize me, but look upon the

cause they fight for. You may lay upon
them what commands you please, they will

obev your commands in that cause they
fight for.'

"

In his defence, Manchester indulged in

violent recrimination upon Oliver. He pre-

ferred that he had ordered Cromwell to pro-

ceed to some rendezvous ^vith the horse

;

and that Cromwell, verj- unsuitably for a
lieutenant-general, had answered, " that

the horses were already worn off their feet

;

and that if his lordship wanted to have the
skins of the horses, this was the way to get
them." Words these which could never
have fallen from the lips of Oliver at the

beginning of a war in which were involved
the destinies of all England. Nor can we
believe that the sentiment is his—" There
never would be a good time in England till

we had done with Lords: "—far less would
he be guilty of saying that " If he met the
King in battle, he would fire his pistol at

the King as at another !
" Oliver having

recommended the Parliament "not to insist

upon any complaint or oversight of any com-
mander-in-chief upon any occasion what-
soever, neither House permitted itself to go
into any inquiry either as to Manchester or

Cromwell ; but turned their immediate at-

tention to find out a remedy for the evils

which now threatened the country and the
country's purer faith.

Faxaticism and Philosophy.—It has been the triumphant boast of Fanatics of all
sects and all times, that the meanest amongst them have been able to look down with
scorn upon the pride of hvunan science; and to decide, without study or inA'estigation,
those abstrtise questions concerning final causes, from which its \\-isest professors turned
away in doubt or shrank in despair : for as the ignorance of such persons never allows
thein to doubt, their mental continue to be as limited as their corporeal views, which see
nothing between themselves and heaven, of which they soon conceive themselves to be
the chosen ministers and special organs. The science of the Philosopher, on the contrary,
by giving him a more extensive and comprehensive view of things, makes him sensible
of his owii insignificance in the scale of being, and whilst it enlarges his understanding,
narrows his pretensions and humbles his pride ; for whatever may be said of the pride of
science, it is always meek and humble compared \vitb. the pride of ignorance.

—

Knight on
Taste.
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THE P YE-STREET
By Silverpex.

B Y.

(Concluded from pas^ IS9.J

Lone: after she had risen in the morning to the topmost

tlie worn and wearied child slept on ; and

when at last she roused him, she led him to

the tire, and shared with him her humble
breakfast. This done, she entrusted her

shop to a neighbour's care, and started off

to the Refuge and Industrial School, in Old

Pye-street. The tale she had to tell was no
new one, though her earnest Christian

spirit was a thing not unobserved; and,

eft'ecting her object of entering the boy's

name upon the books, she sought some
further information concerning his parent-

age at one of the most decent shops in the

street. What the boy had told her, though,

for his years, he was one of the most noted

thieves of the district, was substantially

correct. His grandmother, who kept a
** fence " shop, or place for receiving stolen

goods, as well as for the sale of counterfeit

coin, was wicked to a proverb ;
whilst her

daughter, the husbandless mother of the

lad, Avas not only the worst drunkard in the

district, but one whose cruelty to the child

in question had been such as to call forth

the reprehension of many who, as a general

rule, were callous or indifferent to sufiering.

Determined to see for herself the sort of

home from which this miserable child had

been di-iven,the cap-maker made her way to

the house, and passing the half-open door,

through which children went out and in,

she beheld a scene more fitted for the pencil

than the pen. A large, old, broken-floored

kitchen : a window full of dangling rags,

miscalled clothes, for sale; a woman, per- I

haps not twenty-five years old, with deep

consumption stamped' upon her face, lying

huddled on an old bed in one corner,

in the still soddened sleep of the overnight's

gin glass ; a far older woman, on whom
time and ruthless wickedness had carved a

brazen register, sitting smoking behind a

slip of counter, on which she leaned with

both elbows, in the act of bargaining Avitli

such customers as were grouped around it,

was what she saw ; whilst all was crowned,

made up, and finished, as it were, by the

amusement of the little sister to whom
the wretched outcast lad was bound by the

only trait of humanity unruined in him,

who, seated, clothed in a ?ort of old bed-

gown, beside a broken rocking chair, v*-as

laughing hugely, for one so young, and

clapping her tiny hands, because some little

customers of her grandmother's, whilst

waiting for their turn at the beldam's

counter, had hung an old doll by its neck

^ rail of the chair, and
swinging it to and fro whilst it thus hung,
called the play, "glory."
Margaret at once passed onto the counter

and strove to state the boy's destitution

and distress—her intention of saving him
from sin by sending him to the neighbour-
ing Refuge—and her hope that, as this was
the case, the Avoman would give him nightly

shelter. But it was asking mercy of a

chained hyena, a Polar bear, a hungry wolf

descending to the plains for food ; and
scared by the fearful language and invec-

tives, and, presently, by the woman's threats

of violence, Margaret hurried from the

house, only the more impressed that whilst

such homes exist—such parents live—such

evil natures dishonour the human form—pri-

sons will be filled, and crime still overrun

the breadth and length of any land so dese-

crated.

I may not linger over the boy's progress

at school. There were relapses at first into

acts of theft and vagrancy, but as the weeks
went by—as he became gradually interested

in wliat was taught to him—as he began to

read himself, and understand what others

read—as he began to feel the powerful in-

fluence which exists in the uniformity of

kindly acts and patient earnestness in those

whose duty it is to teach and govern—as

he began to take an interest in the work
taught to him—his better nature lived and

grew again. But this progress had many
hindrances. All through this dreary winter

and backward spring he was shoeless and
half-clad—for the cap-maker was by far too

poor to help him—and often shelterless

of a night, though he did not tell Margaret

how often, for "though she had sheltered

him in extremity, he knew she liked her

poor room to herself; so, on such nights as

those, who so relentless, barred their miser-

able home against him, and this was often

—

four nights out of every seven—he had to

lodge Avhere he could, though now he was

known to be a "Refuge-boy," and one of

whom those who taught spoke hopefully

—

the more decent neighbours around were

not so churlish to him as in his days of

well-know theft and vagrancy.

At last, as the spring bordered into sum-

mer, the thought struck the cap-maker, that

if perhaps she made" some few articles of a

superior kind, the bey might hawk them

about the streets, and in the city markets^

after his school hours, and perhaps get pur-

chasers. Performing what she thought,
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Johnny was entrusted with the basket; and
he did his du^y so well, as, in a few nights,

to have realised unexpected profits. A part

of these laid by each week, enough was
saved, as the autumn declined towards
winter, for him to have a new pair of shoes,

and a suit of second-hand clothes, in which,

as it Avas Sunday when they were first put
on, he went with Margaret to church. Re-
turning home with her afterwards, for she

had grown to love the boy, and to be proud
that her sweet Christian charity had sown
goodly seed, he set the tea-things for her,

and they had tea together, and after this,

with the Divine Gospels on the table, they
sat and talked.

" It is noAv nearly a year since you came
here," said Margaret, after they had talked

some time, " and it warms my heart to

think how good you are, and how changed.
We prayed to Him, and He blessed us as

you see."

"Ay, ma'am," replied Johnny— for he
spoke gentler and better now, " it was your
OAvn kind looks which made me what I am."

''Not me, or mine," she said again, " but
the spirit of Him which filled my heart with
human charity, and spoke outwardly by my
face as I read, and grew to understand ; but
still my aid Avould have been weak, my
shelter useless, my words probably in vain,

but for those at the Kefuge and industrial

School, who have been so good to you

—

who have saved you, made you, taught you
to be what you are ; and who, as others like

them surely will, do more to root up sin,

than prisons, laws, or judges. But now we
will read that chapter once again."
She took the book, and with benign coun-

tenance read, and read on, till she had read
this, when the boy touched her hand. " For
if ye forgive men their trespasses, your hea-
venly Father will also forgive you ; but if

you forgive men not their trespasses, nei-

ther will your Father forgave your tres-

passes,"
" They beat me sorely," he said, " when

I last went home, three weeks ago, to try to

see Kitty and tell her to be good ; but this

makes me forgive them, though I thought
to hate them, and never go again."

" But you must, and that to-night," re-

plied Margaret, " for a woman told me this

morning that your mother is very bad, her
cough being worse since she fell down in the
rain, the last night she was drunk, and the
parish doctor, whom your grandmother has
sent for at last, says she cannot live very
long. So you must go and see her ; human
hearts are not always hard, and words of
goodness often bear fruit in most unseemly
hours,"
Though evidently reluctant to do so, the

lad obeyed her, and, leaving her to read on,

went forth into the streets, where, though
it was the Sabbath night, the low gin-shops
were full of customers, and the sound of
drunken revelry and debauch met his ear as

he passed many doorways. But all was very
still round his grandmother's house, so lift-

ing the latch gently he went in, to find the
elder woman asleep upon the bed, as if no
creature like her daughter were nigh. As
Johnny now beheld her stretched death-like

on three chairs before the scrap of miserable
fire, while his little sister sat upon the ground
playing with some tawdry rags which had
been given to her. All of good which was
left unruined in his nature, all which re-

formation had made spring up again,

prompted him to kneel down :

" Mother," he gently whispered, " I'm
come to see you, and talk to you, and to

comfort you." The haggard woman heard
him, but, imbrutified and almost lost to

human feeling by her course of sin, she
only raised her languid eyelids and coughed
hoarsely, but did not speak.

The boy touched her, and took her cold,

resistless nand in his.
" She's bad, ain't she," spoke little Kitty,

as she sidled up to where he knelt, with a cal-

lousness which seemed horrible in a child

;

" so precious bad, that the doctor says she
won't take gin agin. But, I say, Johnny,
do you know what I've done since you was
here—and Tom Flash, as was here last night,

said it was prime—vy, stole a happle off a
stall, as a woman didn't see, and drunk a
whole half-quartern."

" But both things are very bad and very
wicked for a little child to do," replied the
brother ;

" for God saw you take the apple
if the woman didn't, and as for gin—

"

"Ay I I'se don't like it," replied Kitty,
"but our folks says it's prime to drink it,

that's all ; but what '11 you give me if I
don't, eh ?

"

"Why," said Johnny, "I'm going to

make you a pair of shoes and give you, if

you will strive not to do these things. For
I can make shoes ; the people who are so
kind at school have taught me. And so
as I have saved up enough money to

buy the leather, I shall come here of an
evening and make 'em, and see mother, and
read to her of a God who is very good and
merciful, if you'll ask grandmother not to

swear and beat me."
As he spoke, the boy heard his mother

cough, and turning, saw her gaze was fixed
upon him, so kneeling still more earnestly
beside her, he obeyed Margaret's wishes, to

tell this mother, if he could, something about
the new kind of life he led, of what was
taught him of his duty to God and
man, and much else of the heavens above
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us, which is hopeful and consoling, but

which I have not space to set down here.

After he had done, and roused up the fire,

and fetched some water for her parching

thirst (things he would not have thought of

in the old time, before he vvas humanized
by noble teaching in the noble Ragged
School), he turned to move away, for he
had not only promised Margaret to return,

but now within a few days she had hired

him a small bed, Avhere he could sleep in

decency and comfort ; but as he did so, as

he moved away, this woman, vicious, cruel,

fallen, hard of heart, whose arms he never

recollected to have fondled him, whose lips

perhaps had never pressed his OAvn, except

to breathe a curse, drew down his hand
andsaid, ''You'll come again." Thistouched
him, even he, so nev/ born to a newer life,

and down there rained such tears, as those

which had baptized him first to contrition

and to good in the sight of her who, like the

Samaritan of old, had poured oil and balm
into the stranger's wounds.
Thus asked by those sad lips, the boy

wentnightbynight, sometimes accompanied
by Margaret, and read to her of Him Avho

helps the stricken and who saves the peni-

tent ; and when at such times as she had
fallen into that lethargic state which often

accompanies the latter stages of consump-
tion, he sat down and worked at Kitty's

little shoes, for Margaret had bought him a

piece of leather, and a cobbler she knew
had lent the boy a last, an awl, and bristles.

Thixs was it wonderful (and showing that

in the principle of good there is a divine

prolificness men scarcely dream of), as the

weeks went by, and as' the beldam's fury,

oaths, and jests Avere moderated in the

presence of her dying child, to see the lad

beside the bed or the chairs, as the case

might be, reading devoutly to her ; whilst

often those as ragged and as criminal as he

once was, lingered and stood round to

listen ; and listening once, in many cases

came again.

At last, as the weeks wore on, and the

cold of winter grew severer, the sinking

woman becar^e confined wholly to that

wretched bed within the corner ; and the

good clergyman who came to read to her,

Margaret, who came to nurse her when she

could, and the parish doctor, kncAv and told

her she was dying. On this very morning,
and when Johnny Avas in school, some
gentlemen came in to see the boys, and as

one passed the form on Avhich he sat, he
stopped and asked the schoolmaster about

Johnny ; for his healthy and intelligent ap-

pearance had attracted the gentleman's
notice.

" Why, sir, though once the very worst

boy we had in the school, he is noAv amongst

the best and most honest, and has no equal
for his patient industry."

" Indeed I At what can he work ?
"

*' Why, sir, he's in the shoemaking class
;

but though he can make and cut out a shoe
very Avell, still he does not take to the trade
as some do, as he has a taste for mechanics,
or at least carpenter's Avork."
" Indeed ! (for this gentleman was laco-

nic.) Well, if he Avill continue to be a good
boy, I will think of him, and that speedily."
The same evening, as Johnny was leaving

school, the master drew him aside. " That
gentleman Avas Mr. , the great uphol-
sterer, of street ; and as his inquiries
from your friend Margaret have fully satis-

fied him, you are to enter into his service
on Monday next, and have daily food and
four shillings a Aveek, Avhich Avill be increased
to six at the end of three months if you
prove a good and industrious boy, and con-
tinue to attend our evening school."
Johnny's delight may be imagined, and

his first thought Avas to hasten to his dying
mother. He found, her alone, and the hovise,

a rare circumstance, still ; so at once he knelt
down and Avhispered his joy and good for-

tune to her, and spoke of hope and life as

the young only speak.

"No, Johnny, sich ain't for me," spoke,
loAvlily, the Avoman. " I've been too bad to

Avish to live ; and now there is heaven open
for me, because the good parson says
there is hope for those Avho are repentant,

I Avish to go there, and do and be Avhat

I didn't and Avasn't on earth. But, oh !

Avith my last breath, I ask you to save
little Kitty ; teach her to Avork and fear

God, and not to be Avhat I 'a bin ; and don't

let her, nohoAvs, come here, but pay and
keep her Avith Margaret, for mother be too

bad for one so young, though you can come
noAv and then to say good Avords to her, to

Avhich she may listen Avhen I'se gone. And
now, Johnny, forgive me all my Avickitness,

my hardness, and my cruelty, and I'se think

I shall die happy."
With his arms about her neck, the lad

sobbed out such forgiveness as angels might
record ; and Avhen, some half hour after,

Margaret and the doctor unAVOund them,
for they Avere stiff" and nearly rigid, the

penitent, and, Ave trust, the forgiven,

Magdalen Avas dead.

Even on these long winter evenings
whilst I Avrite, the fire burns briglitly in the

poor cap-maker's little room in AVestminster;

and she at Avork, and poor lads often coming
in, Avho, since those readings to the dying,

have reformed and gone to school, Johnny
sits beside it, and, with little Kitty on his

knee, tells her Avhat grand work he now
begins to do, for he can use the turning
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lathe and make a chair, and ends by saying
that if she continues to be a good girl and
mind Marsjaret, and be dutiful at school,

he will make her " a new and prime little

pair of shoes for her, before God garlands
the earth again with beautiful summer
flowers."

And thus:

—

This illustration of one small, frail,

human creature, saved from sin; one capable
of excellence rescued from the streets ; one
pair of hands made skilful in sweet labour,
instead of wronging by the act of theft

;

a future citizen made useful to the State,
instead of costing much, and sowing curses
wherever he may tread ; another blot
struck out from what is pure and perfect
in our social compact ; a being saved who
possibly may hold within himself the germs
of greatness, or put in motion great truths
whose destiny and influence may be as

limitless as the universe itself; and, last

and worthiest of all. one more immortal
soul saved to God and heaven,—is but an-

other instance, taken from a thousand, of
what Ragged Schools have done, and yet
will do, for this dear, much-loved land of
ours !

Therefore :

—

To make the plea the stronger—you who,
rich and powerful, live within the shadow
of those walls where great and good laws
have been, and by God's grace will long be,

made
;
you who dwell near that shrine con-

secrated by the dust of genius ; who would
have the State strengthened and purified in

its wide foundation, and be the pride of
many great historians yet to come

;
you

who are parents and citizens, and lovers of
your country; hold forth the hand of charity,

and, in the time advancing anward, help
the salvation of new Pye-street Boys.

THE FOLLY OF ATHEISM.
By Alphonse De Lamaktinb.

(Continuedfrom p, 142.)

The enfeebleraent of the sentiment of God
in the soul of the people has been for many
years, I might say for several ages, the most
sinister and the most discouraging s}Taptom
in the eyes of those who desire the progress
of their race, who aspire to the moral per-
fection of the human mind, who love the
people, who desire to cultivate their reason,
who are anxious that the people should un-
derstand themselves, should love them-
selves, should respect themselves, and should
give, by their knowledge, by their conscien-
tiousness, by their moderation, and by their

virtue, a final refutation to those who de-

clare them to be in a state of perpetual in-

fancy, of perpetual folly, or of perpetual in-

firmity.

Yes, it is but too true ; the idea of God
has been banished for nearly a century, and
especially, during the last few years, from
amongst the people. The masses have been
urged onwards to Atheism ; they are urged
thither on all sides, and by all hands.
Some urge men thitherwards by blasphe-

mies which had never been heard on the
earth before insult to the Creator had be-
come a means of gaining popularity among
his creatures—blasphemies which would

the name of God from the front of the sun,
and strives to substitute his ovrn. } * «• *
Others urge the masses on to Atheism by

their science. These are some very para-
doxical geometers—men who, of all the
senses with which the creator has endowed
man, without reckoning that grand sense
which resumes and concludes all the others
—the sense of the invisihle, the moral sense
— cultivate one only, the touch. These
learned men—geometers, physicians, calcu-
lators, mathematicians, chemists, astro-

nomers, measurers of distances, arithme-
ticians—early imbibed the habit of believing
in nothing which to them is intangible.
They are beings who li^"e and who think by
groping, as it were : they disbelieve the ex-
istence of everything they cannot touch.
They make a trigonometrical survey of the
globe, and say : We did not meet with God
on any portion of its circumference ! They
heat the alembic, and say : "We did not per-
ceive God in any smoke of our operation

!

They dissect bodies, and affirm : >Ve per-
ceived neither God nor thought in any
bundle of muscles or nerves which we ex-
amined during our dissections ! They cal-

culate columns of figures of enormous
length, and declare : We have been unable

creatures—Diaspnemies wnicn woui
make the sun conceal his face, and the stars .„, _, ^. .. ^^..
leap from their orbits, if God did not com- I to find God in any total of our additions !

mand his creation not to heed the rebellions ' They plunge their looks and their specta-
of the blind and mad insect against the : cles into the dazzling mysteries of the night,
Infinite. Read, as an example, those im- I for the purpose of observing, at the distance
pious lines which I dare not copy ; those | of millions of miles, the groups and the
lines in which an apostle of Atheism efiaces evolutions of the heavenly bodies, and they
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Bay : We have failed to discover God at the

end of our telescopes ! The existence of

God does not concern ns ; it is not our
business ! The insensate ! they do not
doubt that the knowledge and the adoration

of the Creator are in reality the only busi-

ness of the creature, and that all these

distances, these globes, these numbers,
these mysteries of the living being, this

dissected mechanism of dead nature, these

compositions and decompositions of com-
bined elements, these armies of the stars,

and these infallible evolutions of the suns
around the Divine finger which guides
them, have no other motive of existence,

of movement, and of duration, than to

obey, admire, and adore God by the su-

preme sense—by that sense which is supe-
rior to all other senses, by that sense which
is imponderable, impalpable, invisible, and
all-seeing—the sense of intelligence.

Alas ! God has not denied this sense to

these men of figures, of science, and of calcu-

lation ; but they have extinguished it, they

have cultivated toe much the other senses,

they have enfeebled this. They have placed
too much faith in matter, and have lost the

eye of the mind. These men have given a

great impulse to the progress of the experi-

mental sciences ; but they have done an in-

calculable injury to the people, by saying :

*' We, who are so high, do not see God.
How, then, can you grovellers expect to see

him ?"

After these men came others, inventors of

another science, w-hich is called political

economy. These are the economist—not
all of them, certainly, for some are as spi-

ritually-minded as was Fenelon, and, in-

deed, the greater number are so at the pre-

sent day ; but I speak of those who, taking

the earth alone mto consideration, have,

voluntarily, or involuntarily, urged men on to

Atheism by another way. Tiredof the eternal
and fastidious, metaphysical, and religious

disputes, in which the theologies of later ages
were losing the time, the good sense, and the

blood of men, in order to honour a so-called

God by immolating to him the enemies
of their faith ; these false economists have
said to the governments and to the people,
" Leave all these matters alone ; there is

only one science which is of any utility, and
that is, the science of wealth. All the rest

is vanity, and vexation of spirit." It is the

famous motto, the motto of a materialist

society, " Enrich yourselves."

The economists of this now more en-

lightened school—the legitimate children of

the materialists of the eighteenth century

—

have seen in humanity nothing but matter,

and that which originates in matter ; in

men, nothing but consumers and producers;

in the social funclions, nothing but manual

labour. To toil, to sow, to reap, to dig, to
hew, to build, to forge, to weave, to
exchange, to barter, to sell, to buy, to gain,
to populate—such, in the eyes of some of
these disciples of Malthus, are the ends for
which man was sent into the world. They
are only fit to be the legislators of a nation
of

_
trafiickers ; the moral, intellectual,

spiritual, religious man does not exist in
their idea. They love liberty, not because
it ennobles human nature ; because it

enables man to exercise freedom of will,

the most sublime of his vital functions

;

because it exercises his superior faculty,

his conscience ; because it purifies the
fundamental idea of man, the religious
idea, from the superstitions which tar-

nish and dishonour it ; because it sanctifies

human society by its principle and by its

object, the knowledge and the adoration of
God ;—no ! they love it because it suppresses
custom-houses ! All legislation, all civili-

zation, all religion they reduce to a very
simple formula ; to have and to oioe, these
are the only two words in their language.
Of what consequence to them are the mind,
the soul, virtue, sentiments and beliefs of a
moralising and consoling nature, divine
hopes, supernatural certainties, the immortal
destinies of man, the present intellectual

life and the future immaterial life of those
harvests of human generations which God
sows that they may make his name fructify,

and adore his greatness, Avliich death reaps,
that he may carry them mature in hopes and
in virtues to heaven ? All these things can
neither be bought nor sold ; all these things
have no fixed value, and produce no net
revenue ; all these things are not current on
the exchange—consequently, they have no
worth

!

Thus do these men reckon as nothing all

forms of religion and all forms of govern-
ment. They are neither of Bramha, nor of

Confucius; neither of Mahomet, Plato, nor
Rousseau ; neither absolute monarchists,
constitutional royalists, nor republicans

;

they advocate that political and religious

state where most is manufactured, where ex-

changes are freely made, where the largest

trade is carried on, where the population
increases most rapidly. Their civilization is

trade ; their God is a twenty-shilling piece !

This class of men, though useful in admi-
nistration by reason of their knowledge upon
matters of commerce, have been fatal to in-

tellectual civilization by their forgetfulness

of things above. In forgetting them, they
have done their part in making the people
forget them also.

Now, the people that forgets God, forgets

itself also. Where is the title of the peo-

ple if it be not its origin and its expec-

tations ? How can it expect oppressors to
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remember it and to respect it in its destiny,

if of itself it debases that destiny to the

lot of a machine with ten fingers, intended
to -weave the largest possible number of

yards of cloth in three score and ten years

of existence ; to populate the largest pos-

sible number of acres Mith creatures as

pitiable and miserable as itself; and to serve,

from generation to generation, as human
manure for the earth—to fertilize the soil

of its birth, its life, and its grave ?

How could the spiritual morality of a

people long resist the influence of such
theories ? Where could it find God in this

workshop of matter ?

But this is nothing still ; the French re-

volution came in 1789. It came to give the
finishing stroke to a double philosophy

—

the spiritualist, rational, and, at bottom,
religious philosophy of the school of J. J.

Rousseau ; the materialist, atheistical, and
cynical philosophy of Helvetius, Diderot,
and their disciples. The idea of the first

of these philosophers was religious at

bottom. It consisted solely in disengaging
the luminous idea of God from the dark-
ness with which ignorance, intolerance, and
temporal, dynastic, and barbarian inquisi-

tions had falsified it ; this idea vitiated, ob-

scured, chained to thrones, to restore reason
to liberty, to the free examination and con-
science of every sect and of every mind,
and to revive it before the eves of the

nations, by returning to it the /ull blaze of

daylight, the evidence of nature, the dignity

and the efficacy of a free worship.
But, to effect this, it was necessary to

dispossess the Middle Ages of their tem-
poral powers, of their mortmain possessions,

of their civil jurisdictions, of their exclusive

privileges, of their legal intolerance of every
other Divine thought and every other indi-

vidual or national belief, of every other form
of worship and of adoration than their own
exclusive and compulsory religion. To in-

duce the people to engage in this, of itself,

legitimate task—a task which the abuses of

the political priesthood had seven times ren-

dered necessary, and had accomplished, par-
tially and progressively, seven times since the
reign of Charlemagne—the philosophers of

the second school, of the irreligious school,

of the atheistic school of Diderot and Hel-
vetius, urged on the masses from brutish-

ness into impiety; and the demagogues of

.'., '93 drove them from impiety into atheism,
'^- and from atheism into blood. Demagogues,

those poisoners of liberty, pervert every re-

volution in which they are engaged ; they
break everything that they touch ; they
dishonour all the truths which they profess,
by polluting or by misconstruing them. The
age and philosophy, neaven and earth,

wished lor that "whicli we are still anxiously

looking for—the enfranchisement of con-

science, liberty of worship, the freedom of

the human mind in matters of belief ; each
man invoking, in his own language, that

God whose name is spelt by all the earth,

and who from age to age reveals one letter

more of his Divine name.
Instead of this, the atheists and dema-

gogues united to persecute religion, to re-

venge themselves for the past persecutions

of the priesthood. They profaned temples,

violated consciences, blasphemed the God
of the faithful, parodized ceremonies, threw
to the winds the pious symbols of worship,

dragged to punishment the ministers of re-

ligion ; in the name of the Revolution, and
under the menace of terror, they forced the

people on to these saturnalia. They per-

verted the eyes, the hands, the mind, the

soul of the population. These violences

done to the altar reacted upon the idea of

religion. The people, seeing the temple
falling, believing that the sky was falling

also, and that behind the profanated image
of a disappearing worship God himself was
disappearing from the world, together with

the conscience, the supernatural law, the
unwritten morality, the life and the im-
mortality of the human race ! When the

brutish people no longer saw God between
itself and nothingness, it accustomed itself

to the boundless and bottomless abyss of

Atheism. It lost the Divine sense, it be-

came brutish as the beast which looks on
the earth as mere grazing land, instead of

viewing it as the pedestal of God !

But these religious abominations, and
these saturnalia of Atheism, however much
injury they may have done to the religious

spirit of the people, did not, perhaps, so

much mischief as the reign which followed
this anarchy—the reign of Bonaparte, that

so-called restorer of worship. How was this ?

The Republic had passed through its

attacks of fever, of demagogical madness,
of persecution. The Directory had at

length concentrated and regularised the
republican power. This Government was
composed of moderate, tolerant men, or

men who had become such through expe-
rience and weariness of anarchy ; the sound
principles of the revolution of 1789 and of the
Constituent Assembly were regaining their

level, in consequence of a reaction, which,
though natural, was limited by good sense,

as is ever the case after revolutions which
have exceeded their object. The priest

ministered unopposed in the temples re-

stored to the worshippers by the mimicipal
authorities, worship was completely free,

and favoured indeed by public respect, and
by that love of morality which is felt by
all serious governments. Faith, taking

refuge in the conscience, was all the more
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sincere and active, because it was neither
constrained, nor favoured, nor altered, nor
profaned by the hand of the Government.
At this moment, perhaps, there was more

religion in France than there had ever been.
For this was the moment when, after having
beheld the death of martyrs, the religious
conscience lived by its own power, and bor-
rowed nothing from the partial and inter-

ested protection of the State, for the less

the State imposes on you a god to its own
liking or of its own choosing, the more Avill

your conscience be elevated, and the closer
will it attach itself to the God of your rea-
son or of your faith !

Bonaparte, whose genius Avas entirely
military, but whose only policy, in matters
of moral, civil, and religious government,
was to contradict and to exterminate all the
truths of the revolution, hastened to change
all this. He wished to parodize Charle-
magne .

Charlemagne had been the philosopher
and the revolutionary organizer of his age.
Charlemagne had bound together the spi-

ritual and temporal, had crowned pontiffs

to be crowned by them in his turn. Bona-
parte desired a state religion ; an agree-
ment by which religion and the empire re-

ciprocally bound and shackled each other
;

a Pope to be, by turns, subjected, caressed,
banished, recalled, and persecuted ; a coro-
nation at the hand of the enslaved Church

;

a Church to be chastised when it was not
obedient ; and, finally, all that shameful and
scandalous simony of ancient times, by
which the temporal power sported, some-
times derisively, sometimes hatefully, with
the idea and the name of God in the pre-
sence of the people.
The people, who clearly comprehended

this plan of an indifferent sovereign—athe-
ist at Toulon, politician at Marengo, op-
pressor at Savona, schismatic at Fontaine-
bleau. pious at Notre Dame de Paris, by
turns a nrofessor of religion and a profaner
of worship^—felt their faith shaken afresh.

They asked themselves :
" Of what use, then,

is God to us poor souls, since God is such
an instrument of power in the hands of
great men, and such a police-system in the
hands of governments ?" Contempt drove
them back to Atheism ; it was natural that
it should do so.

This system continued Avith more sin-
cerity on the part of the government under
the reigns of the Restoration ; but the in-

terested favours bestowed by the court on
the high clergy of a single sect inflamed
the minds of the people against the priest-
hood. The more that human power and
dignities were lavished on the dignitaries of
the church, the farther did the soul of the
people withdraw from the sentiment of reli-

gion. Every favour bestowed by the royal
authority on the privileged church cast back
thousands of souls into Atheism.

The revolution of July, 1830, suppressed
the state-religion. This was one step to-

wards the religion of conscience ; but it in-

vented the religion of the majority. This
was receding again towards the supremacy
of numbers in matters of faith. However,
from the moment that the state-religion was
suppressed, the religion of conscience made
way in the souls of men. From 1830 to the
present time there has not been one intelli-

gent observer who has not stated with glad-

ness the immense progress of the religious

sentiment in France. And why is this ?

Because the suppression of the official reli-

gion of the State was a progress in the
liberty of souls, and every progress in the
liberty of souls is a progress of human
thought tov.-ards the idea of God. Make
some more steps in advance, and complete
liberty of conscience will uproot Atheism
from among the people.

But the evil done was immense. The
cynicism of Diderot, the materialism, the

scepticism, the revolutionary impiety, the

false and mountebank piety of the empire,

the restoration of an empire-religion and of

an official and dynastic God by Napoleon,
the tendency towards the reconstruction of

a political church eternally endowed witli

the monopoly of goods and of souls by the

two reigns of the Bourbons, and finally, the

industrialism of the reign of Louis Philippe,

referring all thoughts to traffic, to manual
labour, to material lucre, and making money
the true and the only God of the age—all

these things had borne their fruits.

Behold these fruits at the present day

!

and tell me if practical atheism does not
devour the soul of the people !

(To he conti7iued.J

Christianity.—Pure and genuine Christianity never was, nor ever can be, the

national religion of any country upon earth. It is a gold too refined to be worked up
with any human institution without a large portion of alloy ; for no sooner is this small

grain of mustard-seed watered with the fertile showers of civil emoluments, than it grows
up into a large and spreading tree, under the shelter of whose branches the birds of prey

anrl plunder will not fail to make for themselves comfortable habitations, and thence

deface its beauty and destroy its fruits.

—

!Soa?ne Jennings: ^^ Disquisitions on Several

Subjects."
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AN AMERICAN'S OPINION OF ENGLISH REFORMERS.
By H. B. Stanton.

No. IV.

Erskine—Fox—Pitt.

I TOOK occasion in the last article to speak

at some length of the trials of Tooke,

Hardy, and others, for high treason, in

1794:, " and of the successful attack then

made by Mr. Erskine on the doctrine of

constructive treason. Down to the period

of these trials the English law of treason

was infamous. Among other things, treason

was defined to he waging war against the

King, or compassing and imagining his

death, or the overthrow of his Government.
The law evidently contemplated the doing

of some act, designed and adapted to ac-

compUsh these ends. But the construction

of the courts had subverted this principle,

and declared the mere utterance of tconls

high treason. In the reign of Edward IV.

a citizen was executed for saying he would
make his son heir of the Crown ; mean-
ing, as was supposed, that he would make
him the heir of his inn, called "TheCroAvn."
Another, whose favourite buck the King
had wantonly killed, was executed for say-

ing, " he wished the buck, horns and all, in

the bowels of the man who counselled the

King to kill it." The court gravely held,

that as the King had killed it of his own
accord, and so was his own counsellor, this

declaration was imagining the King's death,

and therefore treason ! So it had been held

that using words tending to overawe Par-
liament, and procure the repeal of a law,

was levymg war on the King, and there-

fore treasonable. At length the courts

yielded to the doctrine that there must be

some overt act to constitute the crime ; but

they also held that reducmg Avords to

writing was an overt act, even though they

were never read or printed ! Peachum, a

clergyman, was convicted of high treason

for passages found in a sermon which had
never been preached. The immortal Al-

gernon Sidney was executed, and his blood
attainted, for some unpublished papers
found in his closet containing merely specu-
lative opinions in favour of a republican
form of government. It was in allusion to

this j udieial murder by the infamous Jeffreys,

and to the fact that "the record of the con-
viction had been destroyed, that Erskine,
on the trial of Hardy, uttered the splendid
anathema against " those who took from
the files the sentence against Sidney, which
should have been left on record to all ages,
that it might arise and blacken in the sight,

like the handAvriting on the Avail before the
Eastern tyrant, to deter from outrages upon

justice." It has already been said that this

peerless laAA-yer exploded these dangerous
doctrines, and made it safe for Englishmen,
to speak and Avrite freely against the King
and Government, Avithout exposure to a con-
Aiction for treason.

But this is not the only salutary legal re-

form for Avhich England is indebted to his

exertions. Pernicious as is the existing

laAV of CIIIMIXAL PllOSECUTIOXS TOR LIBELS
AND SEDITIOUS wiiiTixGs in this country,

it Avas Aastly Avorse till his strong arguments
and scathing appeals had shaken it to its

foundations. Let us take a glance at the
laAv. Any publication imputing bad mo-
tives to King or Minister ; or charging any
branch of Government Avith corruption, or

a AA-ish to infringe the liberties of the people ;

or Avhich cast ridicule upon the Established
Church ; and any Avriting, printing, or

speaking, Avhich tended to excite the people
to hatred or contempt of the Government,
or to change the laAvs in an improper man-
der, Avere seditious libels, for AAhich fine,

imprisonment, the pillory, or any other pe-
nalty might be imposed. Xor Avas the truth

of the libel any defence. Admirable snares
these, to entangle uuAvary Reformers, and
catch game for the royal household ! And
these bad laws Avere Avorse administered.
Thejuries had no poiccr in their adminis-
tration—the only check in the hands of the
people. The court Avithheld from the jury
the question Avhether a Avriting Avas libellous

or seditious, and permitted them only to

decide Avhethcr the prisoner had pubUshcd
it. In a Avord, if the jury found that he
jmblished, they must convict; and then the
judge groAvled out the sentence. These
trials Avere ready Aveapons for State prose-
cution in the hands of a tyrannical King
and Ministry, Avith pliant judges at their

beck ; and in the latter half of the last

century they Avere used AA-ithout stint or
mercy. They struck doAvn Wilkes, Tooke,
"NVoodfall, Muir, Palmer, Holt, CartAvright,

and other Liberals, for publications and
speeches in vindication of the people, A\-hich,

at this day, Avould be held perfectly harm-
less. Some Avere heavily fined, others im
prisoned or transported, others set on the
pillory, or cropped and branded, their houses
broken open and searched, their wives and
daughters insulted, their private papers
rifled, their printing presses seized, their

goods confiscated, their names cast out as
evil, and they might regard their lot as
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fortunate if their prospects for life were not
utterly ruined. The treatment of Muir and
Palmer, in 1793, was barbarous. Muir Avas

a respectable barrister, and Palmer a clergy-

man of eminent literary attainments. They
had merely addressed meetings and associa-

tions for Parliamentary reform in Gla.sgow
and Edinburgh, and reports of one or two
of their speeches had been printed. Muir
was sentenced to transportation for fourteen

years, and Palmer for seven. They were
shipped off to Botany Bay with a cargo of

common felons ! Several other persons, for

attending a Reform Convention in Edin-
burgh the same year, shared a like fate.

These are trials which sunshine politicians

of the liberal school never contemplate, ex-

cept to draw from them materials for round-
ing off fine periods about freedom and the

rights of man. But they endear the sufferers

to the struggling masses of their own time
;

and, in after years, Avhen the sons of the
persecutors garnish their tombs, those who
then endure like trials swear by their memo-
ries and conjure with their names.
The times of which I write were prolific

of these State prosecutions. Mr. Erskine
was the ready counsel of the proscribed re-

formers then, as Mr. Brougham was at a

later period. His great effort on these trials

was to convince the court that the juries

had the right to decide upon the character

of the publication in making up their

verdicts ; or, in legal phrase, they they were
"judges both of law and fact." In this

effort he had many a fierce conflict with the
judges, when, with his usual courage, he
braved their rebukes and challenged the

execution of their hinted threats to commit
him for contempt. He always argued this

point fully to the court, in the presence of

the jury ; and such was his mastery over the

reason and the feelings, that he sometimes
prevented a conviction when he could not
obtain an acquittal. It was in an affair of

this sort that he had a quarrel Avith Mr.
Justice BuUer, a judge who coupled double
the imperiousness of Mansfield with half

his talents, and whose frown, glowering
out from under his huge wig, has silenced

many a barrister of more than common
nerve. The respeptable Dean of St. Asaph,
who breathed the mountain air of "Wales,

published a clever political tract, under the

guise of a dialogue between King George
and a farmer. Erskine Avent doAvn to de-

fend him. Buller presided at the trial.

Erskine argued his favourite topic Avith

more than his accustomed ability. The
jury listened Avith absorbing attention ; the
judge Avith impatient interruptions. He
charged furiously against the dean, and told

the jury, if they believed he published the

tract, they must render a general verdict of

guilty. The Avords of reason and poAver of
the great barrister, and his piercing eyes,
Avhicii riveted everything Avithin their gaze,
Avent Avith them to their room. They re-

turned a verdict in these Avords :
" Guilty of

publishing only." The astonished judge
ordered tiiem out again, Avitli directions to

render a general verdict of guilty. Ers-
kine interposed, and insisted upon their

right to render such a verdict as they had.
The judge replied tartly, and the jury re-
tired. Again they came in Avith the same
verdict. The judge reprimanded them,
Avhile Erskine insisted that their verdict
should be recorded. Buller retorted, ex-
plained his laAv to the refractory panel, and
sent them out. The third time they ap-
peared Avith the same verdict. The judge
grcAv furious, and said, unless they rendered
a general verdict, he should order the clerk
to enter it "guilty." Erskine protested in
strong terms. Buller ordered him to sit

doAA-n. Erskine said he AAould not sit doAvn,
nor Avould he alloAv the comt to record a
verdict of guilty against his client, Avhen the
jury had rendered no such verdict. Buller
hinted at commitment. Erskine defied him.
The jury Avere frightened, and, in their panic,
assented to a general verdict of guilty. Ers-
kine excepted, and carried the case to the full

bench. But the day of triumph Avas at hand.
So clearly had he in his great arguments ex-
posed the iniquity of the rule (if, indeed, it

Avas laAv at all), and so pertinaciously
had he contested it on the trial of the Dean,
that Parliament passed a declaratory act
soon after (thus admitting that Erskine Avas

right), giA"ing jurors, in tlxese prosecutions,
the poAver to render a verdict upon the AA'hole

offence charged, i. c, making them "judges
of the law as well as the fact." I need not
say that, after this, prosecutions for sedi-

tious libels became less potent and frequent
Aveapons in the hands of royal and minis-
terial persecutors, and reformers breathed
more freely.

It does the heart good to contemplate
talents like Erskine's devoted to such pur-
poses. To see the foremost laAvyer of his

time, in the midst of Avide-spread aristocratic

clamour, and despite the fulminations of
kings and ministers and judges, take the
side of humble men, Avho are denounced as

incendiaries, agrarians, levellers, French
Jacobins, traitors, and infidels, plotting to

murder their Sovereign, upheave his throne,

and prostrate the altars of the Church (and
these are but a tithe of the catalogue), and
for years perform prodigies of labour for poor
clients and poorer pay, thus blocking up the
avenues to preferment in his cherished pro-
fession, and all for the love he bears the

common cause ! Such a spectacle should go
somcAvhat to blunt the edge of those taunts
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so constantly aimed at a profession •vvhich. he

adored and adorned, and which, in every

struggle for human rights, has furnished

leaders to the popular party among the

bravest of the brave. The law, like every

other profession, has its scum and its vermin,

and yields its share of dishonest men. But
they are dishonest not because they are law-

yers, but because they arc scoundrels, and
would have been so had they chosen to^ be

merchants, physicians, or horse - jockies.

When reproaching the whole legal fraternity

a " pack of licensed swindlers," it might be

well to remember that the most conspicuous

rebels and martyrs of English freedom, in

the olden times, were lawyers ; that Erskine,

Emmett, Romilly, Mackintosh, O'Connell,

and Brougham, of later and milder days,

were lawyers; and that Jefferson, Adams,
Sherman, Henry, and Hamilton, with many
other bold spirits v/ho Avcre conspicuous

during the storm of the American revolution,

were lawyers.

But we must leave Mr. Erskine by saying,

that he possessed ability and learning to

maintain the boldest positions ; eloquence

for the most thrilling appeals ; imagination

to sustain the loftiest flights. He was grace-

ful in action, melodious in elocution, and
had an eye of whose fascinating power
jxxrors were often heard to speak. He was
a wit and a logician—a lawyer and a re-

former—a man cast in the noblest mould of

his species.

Mr. Erskine was powerfully sustained in

his efforts for law reform by the great liberal

leader in the House of Commons. Charles

James Fox deserves a conspicuous place

among the early reformers of England.
Entering Parliament in 1768, when just

turned tAvcnty-one, he rallied under the

banner of Mr. Burke, then the chief de-

bater on the Whig side, whose lead he fol-

lowed through the doubtful contest on Ame-
rican questions ; and when victory and peace
and independence crowned their efforts,

the chief resigned his standard of opposi-

tion to the hands of his younger and more
robust lieutenant. Fox is called " the dis-

ciple of Burke ;
" and, after their unnatural

estrangement, he gratefully said, " I have
learnt more from Burke alone than from all

other men and authors." He remained
in the Commons till his death, in 1806

;

and though hampered by aristocratic con-
nexions and the leadership of his party, his

generous nature and warm heart, through
nearly forty years of Parliamentary life,

carried his great talents to the Liberal side.

He headed the forlorn hope of English
freedom during the panic immediately fol-

lowing the I'rench revolution, and in the
darkest and stormiest nights of that period
his voice sounded clear and firm above the

tempest, hurling defiance at his foes, and
bidding the few friends of man and consti-

tutional liberty who stood around him to be
of good cheer, for the day of their redemption
was drawing nigh. His speeches against the

stamp act, the taxation of the colonies, the

American war, the test act, the suspension

of the habeas corpzis, the treason and sedi-

tion bills, the slave trade ; and in favour of

Parliamentary reform, religious toleration,

Catholic emancipation, the rights of juries,

and of peace, contain volumes of liberal

principles which endear his name to the

friends of humanity in bpth hemispheres.
As Erskine was the first advocate that ever

stood at the English bar, so Fox was the

first debater that ever appeared in its

Commons. Burke wrote of him after their

separation : "I knew him when he was
nineteen, since which he has risen to be
the most brilliant and accomplished debater

the world ever saw." His argument^itive

poAvers were of the highest order, and his

wit, his invective, and his appeals to the

judgment and feelings unrivalled. In the

partisan warfare of extemporaneous debate

he bore down on his antagonists with an
energy which, when fully roused, bordered
on ferocity. But it Avas the ferocity of im-
passioned'logic and intense reasoning. Not
content with once going over the ground in

controversy, he travelled it again and again,

unfolding new arguments and adding addi-

tional facts, till his searching and vigorous
eloquence had discovered and demolished
every objection that lay in his track. The
very embodiment of the reasoning element
in man, he saw through his subject Avith

rapid glances, grappled sturdily with all its

strong points, despised mere ornaments, re-

jected all bewildering flights of the imagi-
nation, and shunned excursions into col-

lateral fields which skirted his line of argu-
ment. In these latter respects he Avas

totally unlike his great master. As his

reasoning poAvers Avere cast in the most
colossal mould, so his heart was of the finest

and noblest quality. Mackintosh has justly

said, that " he united in a most remarkable
degree the seemingly repugnant characters

of the mildest of men and the most ve-

hement of orators." His appeals to mag-
nanimity, to generosity, to integrity, to jus-

tice, to mercy, thrilled the soul of Freedom,
Avhile the tide of consuming lava Avhich he
poured on hypocrisy, meanness, dissimula-

tion, cruelty, and oppression, made the
grovellers at the footstool of poAver hide
Avith fear and shame. He Avas a statesman
of the broadest and most liberal vicAvs. His
capacious mind Avas stored Avith political

knowledge ; he had deeply studied the in-

stitutions of ancient and modern states;

andno manbetter understood the general and
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constitutional history of his own country,
nor the delicate machinery which regulated
its complicated foreign and domestic affairs.

As bold as a lion, he never cowered before

the King, his ministers, or his minions ; but
gloried in being the mouthpiece of outdoor
Reformers, whose radical principles and
humble connexions prevented their admis-
sion within the Parliamentary walls. He
repeated the coarse opinions of Cartwright
and his companions in a place whose doors
they were forbidden to darken, but in lan-

guage worthy of the classic scion of Hol-
land-house. He was of invaluable service

to the Radical party, in gaining them
favour with the aristocratic and learned
Whigp. because he could throw over their

principles the shield of argument, adorn
them with the grace of scholarship, and
dignify them with the lustre of birth and
station.

Mr. Fox was totally unlike his great rival.

Pitt was stately, taciturn, and of an austere
temper. Pox was easy, social, and of a
kindly disposition. Pitt was tall and grave,
and, entering the House carefully dressed,

walked proudly to the head of the Treasury
bench, and took his seat as dignified and
dumb as a statue. Fox was burly and
jovial, entered the House in a slouched hat
and with a careless air, and, as he ap-
proached the Opposition benches, had a
nod for this learned city member, and a joke
for that wealthy knight of the shire, and sat

down, as much at ease as if he were loung-
ing in the back-parlour of a country inn.

Pitt, as the adage rvms, could " speak a
King's speech off-hand," so consecutive
were his sentences ; and his round, smooth
periods delighted the aristocracy of all par-

ties. Fox made the Lords of the Treasury
quail as he declaimed in piercing tones
against ministerial corruption, while his

friends shouted " Hear, hear !" and ap-
plauded till the House shook. Pitt's sen-
tences were pompous and sonorous, and
often *' their sound revealed their own hol-

iowness." Fox uttered sturdy Anglo-Saxon
sense—every word pregnant with meaning,
Pitt was a thorough business man, and
relied upon success in debate upon careful
preparation. Fox despised the drudgery of
the office, and relied upon his intuitive

perceptions and his robust strength. Pitt
was the greater Secretary—Fox the greater
Commoner. Pitt's oratory was like the
frozen stalactites and pyramids which glitter

around Niagara in mid-winter, stately, clear,

and cold. Fox's like the a e lement waters
which sweep over its brink, and roar and boil

in the abyss below. Pitt, in his great ef-

forts, only erected himself the more proudly,
and uttered more full Johnsonian sen-
tences, sprinkling his dignified but mono-
tonous "state-paper style" with pungent
sarcasms, speaking as one having autho-
rity, and commanding that it might stand
fast. Fox, on such occasions, reasoned
from first principles, denouncing where he
could not persuade, and reeling under his

great thoughts, until his excited feelings

rocked him, like the ocean in a storm. Piit

displayed the most rhetoric, and his mellow
voice charmed, like the notes of an organ.

Fox displayed the most argument, and his
||

shrill notes pierced like arrows. Pitt had i

an icy taste ; Fox a fiery logie. Pitt had
art ; Fox nature. Pitt was dignified, cool,

cautious ; Fox manly, generous, brave.

Pitt had a mind ; Fox a soul. Pitt was a
majestic automaton ; Fox a living man.
Pitt was the Minister of the King ; Fox the

Champion of the People. Both were the

early advocates of Parliamentary Reform
;

but Pitt retreated, while Fox advanced, and 4
both joined in denouncing and abolishing I

the horrors of the middle passage. Both
died the same year, and they sleep side by
side in Westminster Abbey, their dust

mingling with that of their mutual friend

—Wilberforce ; while over their tombs
watches, with eagle eye and extended arm,

the noble form of Chatham.

REMEMBER THE
Remember the poor

!

The father is lying
In that hovel, dying

"With sickness of heart

;

No voice cheers his dwelling,

Of kindred love telling,

Ere life shall depart.

Remember the poor !

The widow is sighing.

The orphans are crying,

Half starving, for bread

;

With eagerness speed ye
To succour the needy.

Their helper is dead

!

POOR.
Remember the poor

!

The hahy is sleeping.

Its cheeks wet with weeping.
On its mother's breast

;

Whose cough, deep and holloAV,

Foretels she'll soon follow

Her husband to rest.

Remember the poor

!

To him who aid lendeth.

Whatever he spendeth.
The Loud will repay

;

And sweet thoughts shall cheerhim,
And God's love be near him,

In his dying day

!
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Letter VI.

Mr. Editor,—I intended to have sent you this week a few more remarks on the

importance of 5'oof/ training for our girls, va. connexion -with their own advantage

and the comfort of families ; but the way in which a portion of my time has been
spent since then, induces me to ^^Tite a* few lines on a different subject—though
not, as I think, less Linportant.

My good mother—for she was indeed a good mother—taught us girls, as I think.

I have already told you, that by trs'ing to increase the happiness of others we
should be sure to increase our omti. So I have often found it ; and I would not

have missed the opportunities I have had of being useful to some poor, afflicted

neighbour—no, not for a handful of golden sovereigns.

One such opportunity I had yesterday. I went in to see a neighbour, who was
confined to her bed in consequence of a violent cold and cough, which had greatly

harassed her, and left her extremely weak. Her husband, being a labouring man
and not in very good wages, could not afford to have a regular nurse, but hired a

woman to come in for a few hours every day. This woman proved to be a mere
dawdle, not over-clean, and -without the least notion of getting-up any nice little

thing for a sick person. Being called away to assist in washing at another place,

my sick neighbour was left without help. I had scarcely entered the room, when
one of her children—a chubby little boy, about five years old—in getting upon a
chair to reach something from the mantel-shelf, fell do-wn. His forehead came
with such force against the sharp edge of the fender, as to cause a deep cut, and
so completely stunned him, that he appeared senseless. I immediately caught the
child up, and placed my finger and thumb on the cut, so as to press the edges of
the wound closely together, and prevent the blood from flowing out. I called out
to a lodger, and got her to r\m for a penn'orth of sticking plaster, a piece of which
I immediately placed over the wound, so that scarcely a drop of blood escaped.

This plan I learned when a child. My father was going along the street in haste,

one frosty day, and slipped. To save himself, he caught hold of an iron rail of the
house he was passing, and, the edge of the railbemg very ragged, one of his fingers

was laid open with a deep, jagged wound. The house happened to be that of a
STirgeon, and one of the assistants, seeing the accident from the window, fetched
my father into the surgery, and bound the wound closely up in the warm blood with a
fi)ie rag. The consequence was, that the wound, though deep, healed in a few
days. The young surgeon told my father, if ever he should cut himself, to adopt
that plan. This plan I have recommended in scores of cases, and it has always
answered well—that is, xchen strictly adhered to. Some people put moist sugar on
afresh cut, or "friars' balsam," or brandy, or a cobweb I or a poultice, or even
salve or cerate. I never do anything of the kind ; most of these things keep the
wound from closing, and others make a long and tedious job of what might be
cured in a few days. Gently press the edges of the wound closely together, and
put on a piece of sticking-plaster, or what the doctors call " strapping." K you
can't get this readily, bind the womid up in a linen rag tolerably firm ; or, if the

1 accident be in the street, or away from home, t-\vist your handkerchief well roimd
I

the wound, till you can get either rag or plaster, taking care not to burst the
) wound, so as to cause the blood to flow again.

^
In turning to lay the child on the bed, I found that his mother had swooned

away. What Aveak, fearful creatures we are, especially in times of sickness and
trouble ! Poor woman ! she, as I aftenvards foimd, on seeing her boy fall and not
hearing him cry, supposed him to be killed or dangerously wounded. By bathing her
temples with a little vinegar, and applying a rag dipt' in some to her nostrils, we
soon revived her ; but she was so faint as scarcely to be able to speak or move. I
looked about to see if there was anything I could give her. I found something,
which I suppose her nurse—if I may call her so—intended for gruel ; but it did not
look very tempting ; it liad the appearance of having been made in a dirty saucepan

;

it was watery, full of lumps, and was, in short, anything but what it ought to have
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been for an invalid, namely, nice and nourishing. I saw that there was no time to

lose—that if she had not immediate relief she would be in danger, and that if / did
not attend to her, there was no one at hand that would. ]My dinner hour was
coming on ; we had some cold dressed meat in the house, which I meant to have
•warmed up in a way that my Jem is fond of; but I knew what a kind-hearted fellow

he was, and how gladly he would put up with a cold dinner, or even with a crust

of bread and cheese, if he found that by so doing a fellow-creature could be helped.

So I just ran in and told my Kitty to clean a few potatoes and boil them, and, if I
had not returned by dinner-time, to tell father I was gone in to help Susan Fairly.

I soon got Susan a little nice gruel, with some sugar, nutmeg, and a slight

squeeze of lemon. The poor creature took it with a degree of appetite, and with so

many " Thank' ee Marthas," as to bring the water into my eyes. I found that she
was troubled with thirst, and an unpleasant tickling in her throat ; and she asked
to have a little toast and water brought from a table to her bedside. That, however,
proved to be as bad as the gruel was ; the mug was dirty, and the stuff that was in

it was black and bitter ; a great lump of bread having been burnt and quenched in

the water, and cindery crumbs floating about in it, almost enough to choke
any person who took it. I threw it away, cleaned the mug, and made a little after

my fcishion—namely, by cutting a clean piece of bread about three inches square, and
not quite half an inch thick, toasting it brown all over without burning it^ and then
putting it into a pint mug filled with clean cold water, clapping a saucer over the

top to keep the steam ii-om escaping. In about ten minutes I had thus ready for

her a pint of nice cooling, refreshing diink. Having placed a small mug full of

this, and an orange cut in half, within her reach, smoothmg her pillow and bed,

putting a clean cap on her, and covering up her boy, who had sobbed himself off

into a sound sleep, I took leave of my patient, promismg to look in upon her again

as soon as I could. She thanked me I don't know how many times, and prayed for

•'the blessing of heaven" to descend upon me.
I got back home just a little before Jem had finished his dinner. He was de-

lighted to hear how I had been employed ; and, after a bit, giving me one of his sly,

droll looks, he said, " I suppose all this will go intoXumber Six." A good hint that,

thought I ;
you see, Mr. Editor, I have taken it, and if others get a hint fl-om what

I have ANTitten, it may be the means of doing some afhicted fellow-creature good,

and then I shall have a further rev\'ard. This may seem but a little thing to talk or

to "write about ; but, as my mother used to say, " Our lives are made up of littles."

Now, there are two things which this little cii'cumstance may serve to teach ; or,

as our minister would say, " two inferences to be di-awn from what has been said."

The first is, the value of a little presence of inind

;

—presence of mind in calling to

your help, just at the very moment it Avill be most useful, some lesson of "wisdom

you may have learnt, either from yovir own experience or that of others. This

presence of mind is "what many people are destitute of ; and yet there are times

when even a little of it would be worth thousands of pounds. Now, in this case

—

why, if I hadn't instantly caught that child up, closed the wound, so as to keep
out' the air and dirt and prevent the waste of blood, there might have been a bad
wound ; dirt would have got in ; it might have festered, and cost weeks to ciire

—

giving the child pain, and adding to the mother's distress. The same may be said

of what I did for the mother ; so that presence of mind, and bringing one's little

bits of knowledge into practice, was worth something even in this case. AMien you
know that a poor neighbour stands in need of assistance, and that there is no one
but you at hand to give it, what's the use of standing and shilly-shall\Tng about it?

One says, ** I pity the poor woman ;" another, " What a sad thing it is she can get

nobody to wait upon her, and to do a little for her !" " Ah, poor thing ! I'm afraid

she'll make a die of it," cries a third; and a fonrth adds, "Well, I hope she'll

soon be better." "NVhy, where's the good of pitying, and wishing, and hoping,

and fearing thus ? Pityinq, -without helping, is but poor work—especially when
want pinches. You see the whole case before you—apply the remedy at once.

Don't wait for help to drop from the clcuds ; tuck up your sleeves, and do the

thing yoru-self. Do as you would be done by. Disagreeable offices may be re-

quired, but if they be not rendered, the poor creatiire may perish. I have read
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somewhere, that if a thing be good to be done, it doubles the value of that thing to

do it quickly. If you can't do exactly what would be the best, do the best you
can at the moment. Hesitation and delay may be fatal.

Cases will often occur where this presence of mind will be valuable. Your
chimney is on fire—don't allow it time to get hold of the woodwork, or other part

of the house, but immediately throw a handful of flour of brimstone into the grate

(a thing you ought always to have in the house for that purpose), and that will put

the fire out instantly ; or, if you have not that, wet a blanket, and hang that up in

front of the fijcplace, so as to prevent any draft. At the same time let me tell you,

tliat if you kept your chimney ^^ro/)er/y stvept, that accident is not likely to happen.

(3r suppose that your room, or that of a neiglibour, has taken five; don't stand

looking at it; don't go to the door or window screaming for help ; but run with a

pail of water and a hand broom, and see if you can't put the fire out. I remember
two or three cases in which this was done, and valuable property was saved from
destruction.

I could fill whole sheets of paper in relating cases where presence of mind has

done wonders. A gentleman I knew was one evening washing himself in a small

closet filled with books and paper. Having dropped a ring, he lifted the candle

above his head to cast light upon the ground, and in so doing set fire to some
bundles of paper, which blazed to nearly a yard high. In a moment he sonked his

towel well in water, pressed it hard upon the flames, and completely extinguished

them. Had he acted as most persons do on such occasions, a current of air would
have rushed into the closet ; the house, every room in which was lined with painted

wainscoat, would have been in flames ; and the family and the whole neighbour-

hood would have been thrown into confusion.

Many cases come to my recollection, also, in which the icajit of presence of mind
proved fatal : I will only mention one. Some years ago, a dear young lady at

H boarding-school set her gown on fire. She had not presence of mind to throw
herself down and roll on the carpet, which would have extinguished the fire, but
ran out into tlie hall ; the air from the bottom of the staircase caused the flames to

mount upwards to other parts of her dress ; her shrieks brought her aged mother to

her assistance, and her clothes, also, were set on nre. The old lady was not much
hurt, but her dear daughter lingered in much agony for about six weeks, and then
(lied ! The papers are always telling of poor creatures, who, for want of presence
of mind, neglect to avail themselves of good opportunities of escaping from fire, and
cither run in exactly the wrong direction, or leap from a window, and are killed, or

maimed for life. So much for presence of mind, on the one hand, and want of

it on the other.

Some reader, perhaps, will say, ** Well, ]Mrs. Martha, you are now plucking a

feather to put in your own cap !
" Be it so ; let me have it, and I will wear it with

pride—aye, with as much pride as our parish beadle wears his new gold-laced coat

and hat on St. Matthew's day.
But my second "inference" is, the pleasure of doing good. Some people call it

"the huicrg" of doing good. Well, 'tis a luxury that the i)oorcst j)erson may
enjoy. Some do good wholesale—they give a thousand, or a hundred, or ten
pounds to some charities ; the blessings of those who were ready to perish will, no
doubt, come upon such generous souls. But thei/ give of their abundance. I mean
to say that great good may be done by persons that have not a penny to give aAvay.

There are good, kind, comforting words, that may do a distressed creature a world
of good ; and there are kind and tender offices, deeds of charity and mercy. I like

to hear that our good Queen places a lumpmg sum at the head of some subscription
list for the relief of the distressed ; and I was pleased to read how she and Prince
Albert, and the Royal children, looked on, while the blankets, and the beef, and
other good things, were given out to the poor last Christmas ! And I am glad to

find that so many of our nobles and rich folk follow the example. But I like,

also, to see a poor woman, who has none of these things to give, giving what she can

;

Av'iping away a tear with the corner of her apron, as she sees another in distress

;

layuig aside her own work for an hour, that she may render a little help ; tuck-
ing up her sleeves, shaking the bed, and smoothing the pillow of the poor sufferer;
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wiping the clammy sweat from, her brow ; making her up a nice little something to

take ; running to some richer neighbour to beg a little broth, or a bit of nourishing
meat, or a few linen rags, or a blanket ; washing the children and putting th.em to

bed ; tidying up the room, and every now and then turning and whispering words
of sympathy and comfort in the sick one's ear. Nobody pays that woman for her
trouble—that is, no one gives her any money ; but do you mean to say that she
goes imrewarded ? No ; she eats her own morsel with greater pleasure, while she
recollects that she has parted with a morsel to one more needy than herself.

This, Mr. Editor, is what I call getting happiness cheap. And who does not long
to have it? And if all desired it, and used the means of obtaining it, what happy
households we should have ! Why I was only about an hour with Susaji Fairli/,

and all I got for her cost me but threejye^ice halfpenny ; but I did her a mint of

good, and the thought of it gave me more pleasure than I could buy for a sack of

gold. She, as I said, thanked me over and over again ; and then at night her
husband came in, and called me " good creature," and I know not what besides.

And, though I say it, that should not say it, I often enjoy this luxury. I have
read of a king who said :

" Half my kingdom to hina who invents a new pleasure
!"

For notJdng, I, Martha Makepeace, suggest a new source of pleasure to some of the

readers of the Workixg Man's Fkiexd. Let no one think me proud or conceited.

What I have done, any woman that reads this may do. While she reads this

account let her determine, whenever opportunity offers,—and opportunities are

plentiful enough in this world—let her, I say, make up her mind to " go and do
LIKEWISE !"

You know, Mr, Editor, from what Book I quote these four words,
February o, 1850. Martha Makepeace.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

pancakes! pancakes FOIi, shuove-tuesday!
1. Common Pancakes.—Beat uj) six eggs, till

the slimy property of the whites is completely

destroyed. Pat six table-spoonfuls of flour into

a pan or basin, with ginger and nutmeg lo taste,

and a ti-aspoonful of salt. Mix the beaten eggs

with as much milk as m ill make the whole into a

stiff batter; pmr it into the basin containing the

flour, and continue beating ic Avitli a wooden
spoon till it is well mixed, perfectly smooth, and

free from lumps. Put some lar! or dripping into

a small fryiogpan, make it boiling hot, and then

put in a la-lleful of the batter, and shake it round,

so that it may exactly cover t!ie bottom of the

))an. Be carelul that they are not burnt. When
done on one side, a nice pale brown, run a thin-

bladed knife round the edge, and turn it very

quickly over. When done, take them out of the

pan, put them on a hot plate, and sprinkle some
sugar over them. Double them up, or cover

closely with a plate till the whole quantity is

done.
2. Superior Pancakes. — Proceed as above,

only use a larger proportion of ecgs, add a little

cream or butter, and season with nutmeg, cin-

namon, and a little lemon. Or sift white sugar

over them as you take them up, and serve with a

cut lemon to be squeezed over them when served

out at table. These pancakes should be made
thinner than directed in No. 1.

3. Pancakes to be eaten Cold.— Proceed

according to No. 2, but udl currants or preserve,

and make them somewhat thinm-r.

4. E-ICE Pancakes.—Boil half a pound of rice

in a little water. As soon as it has swelled well

out, add as much good milk as will reduce it to a

thin pap. When cold, add six eggs, some nut-

meg, and a little salt. Stir in two ounces of

butter just warmed, and then add as much flour

as will make the whole into a tolerably stiff" bat-
ter. Fry as before directed, but with as little

lard or butter as possible. You may sweeten the
batter to taste, or sift sugar over when taken up ;

or you may serve them up with melted butter
sweetened with sugar, adding a squeeze of lemon,
if agreeable.

5. Good Plain Fritters.—Make some batter

according to the receipt No. 1, but s )mewhat
stift'er. Add currants, sooseberries, or sliced

apples. Stir the first into the batter, and fry

them in small circles. If grocers' currants be
used, they should be well cleaned, and allowed
to remain for a short time in boiling water. If

apples or gooseberries be used, they should be first

scalded. Fritters require more cooking than
pancakes.

G. Scperior Fritters.—Make batter accord-
ing to the receipt No. 2, only stiffer, and add
sliced apricots or peaches, or, as an agreeable

variety, lemon sliced as thin as paper. Lay tliem,

as you take them out of the pan, on a clean nap-
kin, and wrap them up till ready to serve. Pour
over them a little melted butter and sugar, or sift

sucrar over them.
7. Potato Fritters.—Boil two or three large

mealy potatoes. Beat them fine. Add three

well-beaten eggs, and about a quarter of a pint

of good milk, a slight squeeze of lemons, and a

little nutmeg. If the batter be well beaten these

will be very light. Make some lard boiling hot,

and drop the batter in, a table-spoonful at a

time. Serve them up, with a butter-boat of thin

melted buitcr and sugar, and a little lemon juice,

or one desert-spoonful of almond water.

8. C^iiKAP roT.A.TO Fritters.—A pound of

mealy potatoes well beaten. Add half a pint of
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good milk, two eggs, and as much flour as will

make a stiff batter, which mu~t be well beaten.

Chop two good-sized onions and a few leaves of

sage (first scalded) very fine, and mix. well in the

batter, seasoning it to taste with salt and pepper.

Fry as in No. 7. They may be eaten with meat
gravy, or a tliin slice of cold batter.

9. "Bacon and Tripe Fritters.—These are

highly esteemed by many. Prepare the batter as

in number 5. Cut the tripe into pieces of a

suitable size, and the bacon into thin small

slices. Put a'piece of tripe or bacon into a tablc-

SDOonfnl of batter, and fry as directed above.

The tripe, being thicker than the bacon, will re-

quire to he fried longer. The usual mode of serv-

ing is a fritter of tripe and one of bacon together.

Prepare some thin melted butter to pour over

them at the discietion of the company.
10. Oyster Fritters.—These are a great de-

licacy. Large and fine oysters should be selected,

and very slightly boiled in their own liq'ior. The
batter should be prepared as directed in No. 2,

but stiffer, and seasoned only with salt. One
oyster should be put into every spoonful of batter.

Fry as above. Serve up with thin melted butter,

with a little vinegar, and a small portion of salt

and pepper,
SALT FISH FOR LENT.

Salt Fish.—During Lent watered cod fish—
that is fish that has been for some lime soaked in

water—may generally be procured. Buy it the
day before you wish to use it, and lay it flat in a
pan of fresh water, with the shining side under-
most. Change the water the last thing at night
and again the first thing the nixt morning. It

will be, if the fish be of good quality, in nice

order for cooking. Boil it gently in soft water.

As soon as the flakes separate easily it may be

taken up. Place it on a dish with a strainer or

fish-plate, and serve up hot, with parsnips well

bolied, and potatoes.

Sauce for Salt Fish.—To a pint of milk add
a quarter of a pound of butter, into which a table-

spoonful of flour has been rubbed. Let it boil

slowly, keeping it well stirred. Boil three or four

eggs hard, chop them finely, and add to the above.

Stir the whole well together, and give it one boil.

To Warm-up Boiled Salt Fish.—Prepare
as much liquor as may be required with milk and
a good piece of butter, into which a little flour

has been rubbed. Break the boiled fish into lar^e

flakes, and let it boil slowly for a short time in

the liquor. Prepare your dish by makinor a wall

of mashed potatoes and pieces of well-boiled par-

snip all round. Place your fish in the middle.' If

you wish for more sauce, make some cg% sauce,

as above, with the addition of a little mustard,

and pour over it when served up. Season your

potatoes with a little salt and pepper.

To Prevent Slipping in Frosty "Weather.
Get your shoes soled with gutta percha; this

will defend you from cold and damp. To prevent

them from slipping, get some iron filings, coarse

emery powder, or coarse sand ; make it quite hot

in a fire shovel, or iron pan ; and by standing

upon these for a mi^iute, as much will adhere to

t!ie soles as will enable the wearer to walk upon
the most slippery road with far greater ease and
security than with any preparation of leather.

THE LAWS RELATCsG TO MASTERS AND WORKMEN.

ARTICLE II.

It is almost unnecessary to remark that, by the natural law, as well as by the

common law of England, no person can be compelled to serve another. But, in

the reij^ of Elizabeth, an act was passed, and is even now the law of the land,

which forms the only exception to this rule on the statute-book ; as it provides for

the due service of agriculture by some curious enactments, which sound rather

strangely on the ear, in the middle of the nineteenth century. The compulsory
power given by this statute to husbandmen, to obtain the service of labourers in

hay-time and harvest, might be entertainingly illustrated by an extract from this

statute ; but, as it has become practically obsolete, we refrain from occupying our
space any further with it, than by calling attention to the existence of such a law.
The experience of every age has shown, that to attempt to legislate on the subject

of labour, and to define the relative rights and duties of Employers and the Em-
ployed, is a most diffictilt task. The tendency of the one class is as clearly to

restrain, as is that of the other to encroach. The interest of both in the prosperity
of trade is almost co-extensive, and the e\'ils of a depressed market are felt by the
one almost as acutely as by the other ; but it does not therefore follow that, because
the price of a commodity, or the demand for it, increases, the rate of wages will
increase also—which must depend upon the supply of labour in the labour market.
If the supply of labour be equal to or exceeding the demand, the seller of the pro-
duce of labour may derive an increased profit from it, without paying an increased
price for the labour which produces it. It follows, that Ave find in the history of
manufactures, even in times when they were yet in their infancy, that a great con-
test has always been going on between masters and workmen as to the price or
wages of labour. The Avorkman tries to get as much, the master to pay as little, as
he can. The result necessarily has been, that while masters combined together to
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lower the price of laboui', workmen combined to increase it. Such combinations

are not inlreqiiently injurious to the parties immediately concerned, but also to the

consumers of the produce of labour—the public generaUy. Y/e hnd that so early

as the 23rd year of the reign of Edward I., an act was passed " concernnig conspi-

rators who did confeder or biild themselves by oath, covenant, or other alliance, to

obtain an advance of or fix the rate of wages, or to lessen or alter the hours or dm-ation

ofthe time of working, or to decrease the quantity of work, or to regulate or control the

mode of carrying on any manufacture, trade or business, or the management thereof.

Statutes for the same object (thirty-eight in number) were successively passed m
the reigns of Hemy VI., Hemy VIII., Edward VI., Charles II., and of aU the

Georges. But the notorious injustice of this legislation was, that while the enact-

ments against workmen combining to obtain an increased price for their labouj,

were of the most stringent character, the masters were left entirely uncontrolled,

thou^^h their combinations to reduce the price of laboui" were notorious, and their

interest to do so was apparent. In truth, the combinations amongst masters were

not only more frequent, but more easily entered into and mamtamed, than con-

federacies by bodies of workmen. Power in number, beyond comparison, com-

bination was far more easy and simple ; and, in addition to this, it is plain, that

masters in general can combine much more effectuaUy agauist workmen, than the

latter against then- employers ; for wlule the working artisan has seldom sumcient

store to enable him to hold out very long against his employer, those of the latter

class are frequently in such a position as to enable them, at a slight loss, to mam-

tain a sie^e against the workmen until they succumb. It is manifest, theretore,

that even°allowing combination on both sides, the employers must ahvays have

the advantage ; and it would be the irrossest injustice to allow the masters to com-

bine to reduce the price of laboui", and yet not to permit the workmen to combine

to uphold it. The system of bad legislation on this subject, which had prevailed

for so many centimes, was properly put an end to m the reign of George IV., Avhcn

the present statutes relating to combinations of masters and workmen were passed.

[5 George 4, cap. 96 ; G George 4, cap. 129.

J

By this act tvorhne}i are allowed to meet together for the purpose of consulting

upon and determining the rate of wages or prices winch they shall require or

demand for their work, or the hours or time for which they shall work in any

manufacture, trade, or business, and may agree, either verbally or in wriiing, lor

the purpose of fixing such prices and time of work. To do this, before the passing

of this statute, was an ofi'once punishable with tliree months' imprisonment.

By the same act, masters may meet together and enter into agreements, binding

each other as to the price or wages to be paid for labour, and the hours or time oi

working they shall demand of their workmen in their particular business.

While, however, this freedom of meeting, discussion, and agreement is conceded

to both classes-employer and employed—alike, it must be obvious that this

is the full extent to which the license should go. Short of this permission,

neither master nor workman would be free; but go beyond this mark, and

allow of intimidation to be used, and the evil would become still greater.

Every man has a right to withhold his labour if he please, or to demand such a

return for it as he thinks proper ; but it needs no argument to show that he has no

moral or legal right to prevent another from working, either at all or at such price

as he may accept as compensation for his labour. It is frequently lound that

combinations amongst workmen are ineffectual, in consequence ot the great number

of unemployed hands in every trade, unless it is followad up by menaces or threats

against those who may be lilcely or willing to fiU the places, which they who

cSmbine may have deserted. To be allowed to use such menaces or threats would

be subversive of the public good and peace ; and whUe, therefore, each class is

allowed to combine for protection to its own interests, the general liberty ot

every man to work when, and for what price he pleases, is left entirely unrestrained ;

for the statute G Goo. IV., cap. 129, renders any one liable to three months

imprisonment who, bi/ violence, or threats, or intimtdation, or by molestmg, or in

any way obstructmg another, forces, or endeavours to torce, any joui'iicynian,
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manufacturer, workman, or other person hired or employed in any manufacture,

trade, or business, to depart from his employment or work, or to return his icork

unfinished, or who prevents, or endeavours to prevent, any such personfrom hiring

himself to, or accepting work from, any other person.

A similar penalty is acttached to endeavours, by the same means, to effect any
alteration in the mode of any manufacturer carrying on his business, or in the

number of his apprentices, workmen, and journeymen.
The provision is also extended to any person employing violence or threats for

the purpose of forcing or inducing any one to belong to any clxth or association, or to

contribute to any common fund, or to pay any fine or penalty, or en account of his

not belonging or contributing to any particiilar club or fund, or c f his refusing to

comply with any rules, orders, restrictions, or regulations made, to obtain^ au

advance or to reduce the rate of wages, or to lessen or alter the hours of working,

or to decrease or alter the quantity of work, or to regulate the mode of carrying

on any manufactured trade, or business, or the management thereof.

Thus, the master is prevented from pursuing any of the unlawful means
described, for the purpose of reducbig the rate of wages, and the workman is

prohibited from, by like means, endeavouring to increase the price or alter the

quantity of work.
In dealing with such a difficult subject ; where the interests, not only of the two

classes themselves but of the public generally, are concerned, we are inclined to

think that the enactment in question has steered clear of partisanship, and that

the balance has been fairly and equitably poised.

THE SCHOOL-HOOM.—No. IV.

MATHEMATICAL SCIEKCE—LESSON III.

Although arithmetic, alsebra, and geo-

metry constitute the best Known and most
generally useful branches of mathematical
science, there are many other more abstruse

departments, -ftith the names and objects of

which it will be well for our readers to be

acquainted. To these, and trigonometry,
we shall devote the present article.

I. Trigonometry , the science of triangles,

is that branch of mathematics which treats

of the relations of the sides and angles of

triangles, these being expressed in numbers.
It is, therefore, a theory formed by the union
of arithmetic and geometry. There are

two kinds of triangles considered in trigo-

nometry

—

plane triangles and spherical tri-

angles.' The former are three-sided figures

described on a plane or level surface, and
the latter on the surface of a sphere ; hence
we have plane trigonometry and spherical

trigonometry. In a triangle there are six

things which may be considered, viz., the

three sides and tlie three angles. The main
object of trigonometry is to give rules by
which, when some of these are known, the
others may be found.

In the application of mathematics to

natural philosophy, no branch is mo^e im-
portant than trigonometry. It is the con-
necting link by which we are enabled to

combine, in their fullest extent, the practi-

cal exactness of arithmetical calculations

with the hypothetical* accuracy of geome-
trical constructions. Without it the former
could never have been applied to physics,

and the limit of the errors of the latter

would have depended entirely on the skill of

the jjracti«al geometer. By the substitu-

tion of numerical calculations for geometri-
cal constructions, we are enabled to obtain
results to any desired degree of correctness.

With trigonometry, in fact, astronomy first

received such a degree of exactness as justly

to merit the name of science ; and every
improvement that has been made in trigo-

nometry up to the present tiuie, has been
attended with corrcopondiag improvements
in all parts of physical science.

II. Analytical Geoinetry. The applica-

tion of algebra to geometry forms two dis-

tinct branches of science. The object of

the first is to investigate the theorems, and
resolve the determinate problems, of ele-

mentary geometry ; that of the second, to

assign the figure, and determine the pro-

perties of curves and of surfaces. The first

of these is of very limited extent, and of

comparatively trifling importance ; the se-

cond is of great use, as an instrument of

investigation, in various departments of

mathematics, and is usually distinguished

by the name of Algebraic, or Analytical

Geometry.

• Hypothetical, i.e., proceeding ou a suppositioo.
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III. Conic Sections. This is the name
given to that branch of geometry which in-

vestigates the properties of the lines formed
by the intersections of a plane with the sur-

face of a cone. These lines are, strictly

speaking, five in number ; but only three
of them, the parabola, the ellipse, and the
hyperbola, are usually designated by the
term Conic Sections.

The sections of the cone were first studied
by the geometricians in the school of Plato.
In modern times they have acquired a re-

markable interest on account of their use
in natural philosophy and astronomy. A
body projected in space, and urged by a
central force which varies inversely as the
square of the distance, must describe a conic
section; and all the planets move in ellipses

about the sun. The knowledge of the pro-
perties of the ellipse, doubtless, facilitated

the discovery of the true nature of the pla-

netary orbits ; and hence it has been said,

with some appearance of truth, that to the
seemingly barren speculations of the Greeks,
relative to the sections of the cone, we are
indebted for the sublime theories of Kepler
and Sir Isaac Newton.
ly. Calculus, in mathematics, is a ge-

neral name given to various ways of inves-
tigating or establishing the truths of that
science by the aid of conventional symbols
or characters, which represent the things
treated of ; also the operations to be per-
formed on them, and the relations in which
they stand to one another. Thus we have
the common Arithmetical Calculus and the
Algebraic Calculus. The term*is applied
to a considerable number of distinct ma-
thematical theories, the principal of which
are these :

—

1. The Differential Calculus and the In-
tegral Calculus, the invention of which is

claimed for Leibnitz. They are identical

with the Fluxionary Calcuhis, the invention
of Newton.

2. The Calculus of Partial Differences,
which is a branch of the Diilerential and
Integral Calculus.

3. The Calculus of Variations, another
branch of the same theory ; the principal
object of which is to determine when ma-
thematical quantities, subject to certain con-
ditions, are the greatest or least possible.

4. The Exponential Calculus. This may
include the theory of Logarithms ; but the

name is commonly applied to the method of

finding the difi'erentials of logarithmic and
exponential quantities.

5. The Calculus of Finite Differences,
which investigates the properties of quan-
tities bymeans of their differences, and is of

great value in the termination of infinite

series ; and,

6. The Calculus of Probabilities, which
treats of everything connected with the
doctrine of chances.
We have now indicated the names and

objects of the principal branches of mathe-
matical science. It would have been impos-
sible, in the limited space allotted to our
articles, to have given any more detailed

explanations of the principles and properties

of the varioiis sciences which we have
named ; and to many of our readers such
explanations would have been exceedingly
wearisome and distasteful. We hope, how-
ever, that there will be found, amongst our
numerous readers, some few earnest and
intelligent minds anxious to tread, even
though at a distance, in the steps of New-
ton, and those other lights of science, who,
by their persevering industry and ardent

love of knowledge, raised themselves, from
the humblest occupations, to a conspicuous
place among the great ones of this world.

LABOUR.
" Labour is health ! lo the husbandman reaping

—

How through his veins goes the life-current leaping 1

How his strong arm, in his stalwart pride sweeping,
True as a sunbeam the swift sickle guides I

Labour is wealth—in the sea the pearl groweth
;

Rich the queen's robe from the frail cocoon floweth
;

From the fine acorn the strong forest bloweth
;

Temple and statue the marble block hides.

" Droop not, though shame, sin, and anguish are round thee,

Bravely fling off the cold chain that hath bound thee.

Look to yon pure heaven smiling beyond thee

;

Rest not content in thy darkness—a clod
Work for some food, be it ever so slowly

;

Cherish some flower, be it ever so lowly
;

Labour ! All labour is noble and holy

:

Let thy great deeds be thy prayer to thy God I
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SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANY.

Beneficial Effects of the Atmos-
THERE.—Its influence is essential to the

germination and growth of plants, to the

preservation of Avater in a state of fluidity,

to the existence of fire and flame, to the

respiration of all kinds of animals, to the

process of evaporation, and the production
of rain and dew; to support the clouds,

and to give buoyancy to the feathered

tribes. It is the region of winds—the ve-

hicle of smells—the medium of sounds

—

and the source of all the pleasures we
derive from the harmonies of music ; it is

the cause of that universal light and splen-

dour which are diffused around us, and of

the advantages we derive from the morning
and evening twilight ; and all these advan-
tages are more fully secured by the trans-

parency of its particles and by its being
rendered incapable of being congealed into

a solid body. What, then, Avould be the

consequences were the earth to be divested
of its atmosphere ? "Were the hand of

Omnipotence to detach this body of air from
our globe, and could we suppose living

beings at the same time to exist, the land-
scape of the earth would be disrobed of all

its vegetable beauties, and not a plant nor
flower would be seen over the whole face of

nature ; the springs and rivers would cease
to flow, even the waters of the mighty deep
would be dried up and its lowest caverns
exposed to view, like frightful and hideous
deserts. No fire nor heat would cheer the
abodes of man, either by day or by night,

no rain nor dews would refresh the fields,

no gentle zephyrs would blow, nor aro-

matic perfumes be wafted from blooming
flowers. The birds would no longer wing
their flight on high, nor would their war-
blings be heard among the groves. No
sound whatever would be heard throughout
the whole expanse of Nature, universal
silence would reign undisturbed over the
world, and the delights of music be for ever
unknown. The morning would be no
longer ushered in by the dawn, nor the day
protracted by the evening twilight. All
would be gloom and obscurity by day, ex-
cept in that quarter of the heavens where
the sun appeared, and no artificial light

nor flame could be procured to cheer the
darkness of the night. The whole surface
of the globe would present one Avide pros-
pect of barrenness and desolation, without
a single object of beauty to relieve the
horrors of the scene ; and this earth, wliich
now presents to the beholder so many ob-
jects of sublimity and loveliness, would
appear as if it had sunk into the primitive
chaos whence it arose. But as we are

certain that, according to the present eco-

nomy of the animal system, no living crea-

ture could exist in such a state of things,

it would be an inevitable consequence of

the annihilation of the atmosphere, that all

the myriads of living beings which now
people the waters and the earth, would sink
into irremediable destruction, and the great
globe we inhabit be transformed into one
immense sepulchre, without enjoyment,
motion, or life.

Vitality of Insects.—If the head of a
mammiferous quadruped, or of a bird, is cut
ofi", the consequences are of course fatal.

But the most dreadful wounds that imagina-
tion can figure, or cruelty inflict, have'

scarcely any destructive influence on the
vital functions of many of the inferior

creatures. Riboud stuck different beetles

through with pins, and cut and lacerated

others in the severest manner, without
greatly accelerating death. Leeuwenhoeck
had a mite which lived eleven weeks, trans-

fixed on a point for microscopical investiga-

tion. Vaillant caught a locust, at the Cape
of Good Hope, and, after excavating the
intestines, he filled the abdomen with cot-

ton, and stuck a stout pin through the
thorax, yet the feet and antennae were in
full play after the lapse of five months. In
the beginning of November, Redi opened
the skull of a land-tortoise, and removed
the entire brain. A fleshy integument was
observed to^orm over the opening, and the
animal lived for six months. Spallanzani
cut the heart out of three newts, which im-
mediately took to flight, leapt, swam, and
execvited their usual functions for forty-

eight hours. A decapitated beetle Aviji

advance OA'er a table, and recognise a
precipice on approaching the edge. Redi
cut oft' the head of a tortoise, Avhich
sur\-ived eighteen days. Colonel Pringle
decapitated several libellula?, or dragon-
flies, one of which afterAvards lived for
four months, and another for six ; and,
Avhich seems rather odd, he could never
keep alive those Avith their heads on above
a few days. Some curious particulars, con-
nected Avith the great tenacity of life in the
loAver animals, are mentioned by i.Ir. Fother-
gill. A friend, being employed one day in
tlic pursuit of insects, caught a large yellow
dragon-fly (Libellula variaj, and had ac-
tually fastened it doAvn in his insect-box by
thrusting a pin through the thorax, before
he perceived that the voracious creature
held a small fly, Avhich still struggled for

liberty, in its jaws. The drigon-fly conti
nued devouring its victim Avith great delibe

ration, and AA'ithout expressing either paiii
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or constraint, and seemed totally uncon-

scious of being pinned down to the cork till

its prey was devoured, after which it made
several desperate efforts to regain its liberty.

A common flesh-fly was then presented to

it, when it immediately became quiet, and
ate the fly with greediness ; when its repast

was over, it renewed its efforts to escape.

This fact being mentioned to Mr. Haworth,
the well-known English entomologist, he
confirmed the truth of the remarkable in-

sensibility to pain manifested by insects, by
narrating an additional circumstance. Be-

ing in a garden, with a friend Avho firmly

believed in the delicate susceptibility of

these creatures, he struck down a large

dragon-fly, and in so doing unfortunately

severed its long abdomen from the rest of

the body ; he caught a small fly, which he
presented to the mutilated insect, by which
it was instantly seized and devoured, and a

second was treated in the same manner.
Mr. Haworth then contrived to form a false

abdomen, by means of a slender portion of

a geranium ; and after this operation was
performed, the dragon-fly devoxired another

small insect as greedily as before. When
set at liberty, it flew away with as much ap-

farent glee as if it had received no injury,

t is a fact, well known to practical ento-

mologists, that large moths, found asleep

during the day-time, may be pinned to the

trunks of trees without their appearing to

suffer such a degree of pain us even to

awake them. It is only on the approach of

the evening twilight that thej^seek to free

themselves from what they must, no doubt,

regard as an inconvenient situation.

V ELOCITY AND MAGNITUDE OF WaVES.
—The velocity of waves has relation to their

magnitude. Some large Avaves proceed at

the" rate of from thirty to forty miles an

hour. It is a vulgar belief that the water

itself advances with the speed of the wave

;

' but in fact the form only advances, while

the fiuhstance, except a little spray above,

remains rising and falling in the same place

according to the laws of the pendulum. A
wave of water, in this respect, is exactly imi-

tated by the Avave running along aslrctched

rope when one end of it is shaken. But
when a Avave reaches a shalloAV bank or

beach, the Avater becomes really progressive,

because, then, as it cannot sink directly

downwards, it falls OA^er and forwards, seek-

ing its level. So aAvful is the spectacle of a

storm at sea, that it is generally vieAved

through a medium AA'hich biasses the judg-

ment ; and lofty as Avaves really are, imagi-

nation makes them loftier still. No Avave

rises more than ten feet above the ordinary

level, Avhich, with the ten feet that its sur-

face afterwards descends below this, gives

twenty feet for the Avhole height, from
the bottom of any Avater-valley to the sum-
mit. This proposition is easily proved, by
trying the height upon a ship's mast at

Avhich the horizon is ahvays in sight oyer

the tops of the Avaves; alloAA^ance being

made for accidental inclinations of the ves-

sel, and for her sinking in the Avater to much
beloAv her Avater-liiie, at the instant Avhen,

she reaches the bottom of the holloAv be-

tween tAvo waves. The spray of the sea,

driven along by the violence of the Avind,

is, of course, much higher than the summit
of the liquid wave, and a Avave, coming
against an obstacle, may dash to almost any

elevjition above it. At the Eddystone Light-

house, Avhen a surge reaches it Avhich has

been groAving imder a storm all the Avay

across the Atlantic, it dashes even over the

lantern at the summit.
CuiiioiTS Clock.—The most curious

thing in the cathedral of Lubeck is a clock

of singular construction, and very high an-

tiquity. It is calculated to ansAver astrono-

mical purposes, representing the places of

the sun and moon in the ecliptic, the moon's

age, a perpetual almanack, and many other

contrivances. The clock, as an inscription

sets forth, Avas placed in the church upon
Candlemas-day, 1105. Over the face of it

appears an image of our Saviour, and on

cither side of the image are folding-doors,

so constructed as to fly open every day

Avhen the clock strikes tAvelve. At this

hour a set of figures, representing the

tAvelve apostles, come out from the door on

the left hand of the image, and pass by in

revicAV before it, each figure making its

obeisance, by boAving, as it passes that of

our Saviour, and afterwards entering the

door on the right hand. When the proces-

sion terminates the doors close.

A Beneficial Rule.—The following fact Avas often mentioned in conversation by the

late Dr. W. C. Taylor, as having occurred Avithin his knoAvledge :—A gentleman, Avhc

employed several labourers, made it a rule never to pay any sum, however small, Avith-

out getting a receipt. The shame Avhich those Avho Avere unable to Avrite then- names

felt in sctt'mg their marks, though no observation Avas made on the circumstance, had a

perceptible eftect in inducing them to seek instruction for their children, and, in more

than one instance, for themselves. By adopting this plan, employers Avould rendei

essential service to the cause of popular education. We commend the hint to then

serious consideration.
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AVEEKLY CALEXD.AH.

FEBRUAB.Y 10th to IGth.

February 10. Quinquagesima Sunday ; so cal led of England, through her mother, who ivas the
from its being about ttiejifiieth day before Easter.

February 10, 1786. Cardinal de Salts, Arch-
bishop of Seville, died, at the extreme age of 110

j'ears, ei»ht months, and fourceen days, in the full

enjoyment of every faculty, except strength and
quickness of hearing. When asked abuut his

regimen, he observed, " B3' being old when I was
youn-,', I find myself young now I am old. I led a
soijcr, studious, but not a lazv or sedentary life.

3Iy diet was s.^aring, though delicate. I rode or
walked every day, except in rainy weather, when
I exercised for a couple of hoars. So far I took
care of the body, and as to the mind, I endea-
voured to preserve it in due temper by a scrupu-
lou-; obedience to the divine commands."
February 10, 1817, great inconvenience was felt

on all the railways, in consequence of o great fall
of snow, which had accumulated from the 6th iast.

All traffic was stopped for several hours. At noon
109 mail bigs were over-due at the General Pojt-
office. .Skating commenced in tl;e Parks, the frost

having cont.nued, with little iuterruption, since
Christmas-day. On the morning of the l2th the
thermometer stood at seventeen degrees below
freezing.

February 11, 1732, George IFashington was
born at Washington, in the county of Westmore-
land, Virginia. In youth he was thoughtful and
prudent. At the age "f nineteen he was appointed
an .Vfljulant-Gencral of Virginia, with the rnnk of
Major. In 175-5, after evincing gre.it bravery, he
attained the rank of Colonel. In 17-38, he retired

from the service with injured health. On the dis-

putes breaking out between the American colonies
nd the mother country, be took a decided part

against the ciaim? of the latter. When it was deter-

mined to raise a general army, he was unanimously
appointed commander-in-chief; and, by iiis bravery,
{kill, and tirmness, succeeded in securing the inde-
|)endenoe of America. In 1789 he was unani-
mously elected President of the United States,
hich office he sustained with dignity for ejwht

rears, when he resigned it. He died December 14,
1799, in the sixty-tiu'lith year of his nge.

F-jbruary 11, 17'i:i, fVilliam Shenslone, a cele-

iruted pastoral poet, died. He wrote for fame,
>vhi.;hw.is not awarded to him bj" his contemporaries;
ind :ni5, in aildition to his having s'lcrificeJ his

)roperty through a passionate fondness for land-
ic.'ti)e gardening, caused his death, broken spirited,

it the early age of forty-nine.
rel.>ruary 12, Shrote Tuesday. This is the

laj- immediately preceding the i;r.-t day of I^nt,
md i.^ so called because the eaxon word thrive
lignifies to confess. Hence Shrove Tuesday slgni-
ies Confession Tuesday, in which day in the times o"
*Oi)fry the jteople wtre obliged to confess their sins
n th'-ir own parl-li church to their own priest. It

vas usually a season of great luxury and iiitem-
»erance ; and to cat pancakes and fritters on this
lay has been a custom of time immemorial, and a
u^t'.m which few of our juveniles would '.vish to
)e abolished. A most barbarous practice pre-
aiied on this day .jf throwing' at cocks tied
'• a stake. The instances ol it? being prac-
ised now are rai?', though tlie cruel practice 0*

;ock-fishling has not }»'t become obsolete.
F-^bruary 12, \b'A,'Lady Jaw: Grey was be-

dau^hter of Mary, the youngest sister of Henry
VIII. Oa this g-round her husband and her father
prevailed upon her, after much entreaty, to allow
herself to be proclaimed Queen on the demise of
Edward VI. Her pretensions, however, were so
very untenable, that they were immediately di.»-

puced and resisted. Mary's accession then took
place without opposition. Lady Jane and others
were brought to trial, declared' to be guilty, and
sentenced to death. T.ady Jane, who was thus
cut off before she had completed her seventeenth
year, had great accomplishments both of body
and mind, and died greatly lamented.
February 13, Ash TVednesday (the first day

of Lent", so-called from a cu-tom observed in
the ancient Christian churcli, nf penitents ex-
pressing their humiliat on at this time, by ap-
pearing in sac'itcloth and ashes, and having ashes
sprinkled upon their heads on being admitted to
penance. It i» observed in the Church of England,
by reading publicly the curses denounced against
impenitent sinneis under the Mosaic economy,
few p-.-^sons, however, attend on such occasions,
probibty deeming it unworthy the Christian dis-

P'-nsdtion, aud its injunctions of brotherly kind-
ness.

February 13, 1570, died, Benvenuto Cellini, a
Florentine artist of great genius and eccentricity
He was born a.d. 1.300. He was .npprenticed to a
U'o.dsmith and jeweller, and at the same time
learned drawing, engraving, aud music. He was.
employed during the life of Pope Clement VII. to

make stami's !or the Mint, and his coins and
medals are exquisite specimens of skill. On the
death o\' his patron h-^ went to France, where he
was emploj-cd by Francis I. If we consider Cellini

as an artist alope, he was a mosv wonderful man ;

but when we remember th;«t he was a mu.siciau,

an author, and an adniirahie master of Uie sword,
it is impossible to witiihold our admiration from the
extent and varietv of his genius.

February 11. Valentine's-day.—Of St.Valentine,
after whom this day is named, little is known, ex-
cept that he wa.s a Iv<>maii priest, or bishop, and
that he was beheaded under Valerius about the
year 278. It is said that on this day birds choose
their mates; from whence, probably, came the
custom of young people choosing Valentine-, or
special loving friends, on Uiis day In the Church
of Rome, patron saints fur the year ensuing were
chost-uon this day ; which ifrti;iJ jupposes lobe
the origin of the custom. It is common on this day
for young folks, of both sexes, tu send biliets by
post toihcir aequaiutances in .soirc cases as a token
of sincere re^^ard, in many others as a jest: this

causes hundreds of thousands of additioual letters

to pass through the post, on th:s day.
Februar) 14, 177'.», CajAain James Cook was

killed. He was an Engli?u seaman, highly cele-

brated for his maritime discoveries. He was bom
at Martoo, Yorkshire, in 1728. After learning to
read and write at a village school, he was ap-
prenticed to a shopkeerer at Snaith, a small town
on the sea-coast. Hern he acquired such a taste
for the occupation ui a sailor, that his master gave
up his indentures, and he bound himself to s<mie
shipowners , iu whose employ he contiuued for
some time. He afterwards entered the Koyal

leaded. Sshe was nearly allied t the blood-royal
|
N?.vy, and rendered important 8er>-ices to the
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Government, and obtained a high character for

nautical skill. In 1768 he was appointed to the

command of the Endeavour, a vessel destined to

the Pacific Ocean, with persons to make astro-

nomical observations. Otaheite and the neighbour-

ing islands were afterwards explored ; and, subse-

quently, those of New Zealand and New Holland.

These discoveries led to the subsequent coloniza-

tion of New South Wales. The antarctic regions

were afterwards explored, which expedition was

productive of many advantages to science and

navigation. In 1776 he explored the north-western

coast of North America; and though he tailed, as

many others have since done, to ascertain whether

a maritime communication existed between the

Atlantic and Pacific oceans in the arctic regions of

the o-lobe, he greatlv enlarged the boundaries of

geographical knowledge. In 1778 he discovered

the important group of islands which he denomi-

nated the Sandwich islands ; at one of which,

Owhyhee, he spent some months, and was treated

with the greatest hospitality by the natives. In

consequence of a boat having been stolen, some

misunderstandings, however, arose, and Captain

Cook and some of his attendants became victims to

the fury of the irritated islanders.

February 14, 1780, Sir William Blackslone died.

He was born in London, July 10, 1723. He de-

voted himself to the study of the law with great

success, and in 1770 he became a Justice of the

Court of Common Pleas, the duties of which office

he discharged in an able and impartial manner.

He holds a distinguished rank in English literaiuic

and jurisprudence, for his " Commentaries on the

Laws of England," which are written in a clear,

plain, and popular style.

February 15, 1844, Lord Viscount Sidmouth

died in his 87th year. One of the most remarkable

acts of this statesman was his attempt to bring in

a bill, which, if it had passed into a law would

have most materially interfered with the rights and

privileges of Dissenters of every denomination, bo

vigorous, however, was the opposition made to the

measure, headed by Lord Erskine, that hundreds

of petitions against it were presented, and his lord-

ship withdrew his bill before it was read a second

time. This movement on the part of Lord bid-

mouth led, shortly after, to the repeal ot the Cor-

poration and Test Act—an act by which the statute-

books had been but too long disgraced.

February IG, 1497, Philip Melancthon was born

at Bretten, in the palatinate of the llhiue. He was

a German divine, and one of the principal associates

of Luther, in the rerormatioa of the church. He is

supposed to have exciMled Luther in suavity ol

manners, mildness, and a spirit of conciliation. He

died at Wittemberg April 19, 1560.

February 16, 1754, Dr. Richard Mead died,

a"-ed 8 1 He was a celebrated physician. He was

barn at Stepney, near London, August H. lGJ3.

He introduced the practice of inoculation lor the

small pox. and, to prove its efficacy caused seven

criminals to be inoculated. He collected a noble

library, consisting of more than tea thousand

volumes ; a valuable cabinet of medals, uad a

gallery of paintings, all of which were sold by

auction after his death.

RESULTS OF READING AND THOUGHT.
BY A SEXAGENARIAN.

Never buy a foolish, fantastical, gimcrack piece

of furniture at any time, under a|> idea tlia\)0U

will ei>cape annoyance from it. I once bought a

branch candlestick, far too tall for comfort or use

and have been plagued by it ever since, yea, and

am so at this tune of writing.

People wonder to see a clever and generally

eno-a-in-' man fail to render himself acceptable, as

is Sit'^n the case, when he m.ost longs to be so;

there is no wonder at all in this If the same man

desired ardently to sneeze, all the ^"^^ P^^^^^

country would not make him do so. It i:, the too

strong desire that spoils the performance.

It is difficult to think or understand what De-

mosthenes meant, if, when asked what was the

main roint in oratory, he said, in earnest. Ac-

tion ! action ! action ! " as is related ot him. io

beef and pease-pudding mustard is a very excel-

lent accompat.iu ent; but if any one were asked

the chief article of such a dinner, would he

be authorized to cry, " mustard! mustard ! mus-

tard?"
, ^,

In recovering from weakness to strength, the

nrogress is at first like that of the hour pointer ol

our watch-invisible; at last, like the mmute

pointer- rapid and palpable. To the physician one

is as plain as the other, and so to the watchmaker.

Sculpture is a very limited affair in every mind.

A bust, or a single grave or heroic figure, may be

exquisite; but complications in stone generally

fail With humour it is totally at war. Such

things as " Tarn o' Shanter and Souter Johnny

are execrable I Marble is too cold and severe lor

humour, and almost for gaiety. Again, allegories

in marble are intolerable, and not to be endured .

Who can relish an allegory of twentv tons

WEIGHT?
In the older English the term honest is ap-

plied to females as meaning chaste, to men as

meaning sincere and virtuous. I like this. As

chastity is the prime virtue of woman, so is in-

tet^ntv of man, and there is a simplicity ot

strt n'^'th in usinsr the same word for both which I

much a<lmire. This may be a fancy, but I cannot

see that it is one.

Games of chance, excepting such as are gitiVe

easi/, were always to me intolerable. Chess l es-

pecially hate. I cannot bear the idea of spending

over pushing antics about upon a chequerec!

board, time sufficient to enable a man to mastci

a scic;nce, or perhaps involve a discovery thai

may benefit his fellows for ages to come.

It is not reasonable, in all cases, to expect tin

same aflection from children to parents as Iron

parents to children : because it is neccsiciry to th^

ends of creation that parents should take care o

their offspring ; but not so necessary that oG

spring should take care of parents.

It is one of the sarcastic maxims of Eochcfou

cault, that "there is something in the mislov

tunes of our dearest friends which does not dis

please us !" Without anv derogation from huraa

nature, this is true. All mental excitement, eye

of the painful cast, has also an accompanym

pleasure, because excitement is lile, and exit

ence can hardly be made for a moment eve
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altog:ether distasteful. Hence the desire to see
Ira^-eriif'S, executions, &c. The mental excite-
meni produced in this case follows tlie g-enerallaw,
and this is the key to this mystery, on a first view
so mortifying and so contradictory of goodness.
*• Words are but words ! I never yet did hear
That tlie bruised heart was pierced through

the ear."

Tliis passage of Shakspere has been mistaken by
all the commentators. The word '• pierced "here
bears the sair.e meaning as the modern term
"lanced." Bruises were pierced, or lanced, to
let out the purulent matter before healing them.
The old senator means to say that " a bruise on
the heart cannot be lanced, and thus cured,
through the ear."

In corrupt times, pretension, display, ostenta-
tion, assumption, and pride, become so universal
that men are almost forced, in self-defence, to
become vain-glorious and boasters. If all men
stood on tiptoe, he who insisted upon standing
naturally upon his feet would seem to be degraded
below his proper level

!

If it ev er be your lot to be run away tvith on
horsiback or in a carriage, keep vour seat to the
last. I am confident this is the best policy. In
my own case it certainly was. I have been thrice
run away with, under circumstances very perilous :

once on horseback, twice in an open carriage. In
each case I steadily kept my seat; and" in all
three, by what seemed a half miracle, escaped

unhurt. A different course would, I think, have
ensured a broken limb, at the very least.

Should you chance, either in town or countrj',
to come upon a house unlike any other house
you ever saw, heard of, fancied, or dreamed
about, you may be assured it was built by an ar'
chitect for himself.
One of the weakestpointsof weakhuman nature

is the universal fondness of power evinced by man-
kind. Now, if men once reflected that allpoiver is

responsibility, and much of it unattended with any
reward, power seems a thing to be feared, not
loved

; yet the passion for rule is universal. I

can, however, find some palliation for great am-
bition. I can forgive men wishing to be Ministers
of State, because the good such men may do ren-
ders the perils of office still not undesirable nor
barren. But I have seen the place of a petty
borough magistrate excite the vehement long-
ing of very amiable men, and its execu-
tion become the desired business of their
lives ! and yet this power is only the power of
fixing the temporary lot of a few of the lowest,
most pitiable, and most degraded of their fellow
creatures, in doing which a mistake is infinitely

mischievous ; and even-handed justice affords little

ground for satisfaction.

Very few men are worth arguing with as indi-

viduals. To make arguments pleasant, it must
be with a man who to great talents unites great
sincerity. To make argument valuable, it must
be addressed not to one man but to iqillioas.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Wc have had such a flood of letters from corres-

pondents in all parts of the country, that we must
defer answering them until our Supplementary
Number, a notice regarding which will be found

below.

A Ship-Builbeb.—The first steamer built for

the transatlantic voyage was the Great Western,
of Bristol. The Sirius, however, despatched from
Cork, performed the voyage and reached New
York before her, though occupying a longer time
in the passage.

Etiquette. — Prince Albert, although the
Queen's consort, is a subject. It was In his charac-
ter as Chancellor of the University of Cambridge
that he had recently to present a " loyal and dutiful

address " to her Majesty on the occasion of the
death of the Queen Dowager.

S. "W, R. (Bideford.)—The American Union con-
tains thirty States—fifteen northern and fifteen
southern. The Slave States are included in these
latter. The present President is General Taylor.

Eliza.—Singular as it may appear, it is never-
tlieless an ascertained truth, that plants never
flourish in the dark. The reason is, because no
oxygen is then produced by them, and no carbonic
acid absorbed. I^ght exercises a remarkable in-
fluence on the irritability of the sensitive plant.
Thus if a sensitive plant be placed in complete
darkness, by carrying it within an opaque vessel,
it will entirely lose its irritability, and that in a
variable time, according to a certain state of de-
pression or elevation of the surrounding tempera-
ture.

K. Palmbb.—The Emperor of Russia has reigned
twenty-four years, having ascended the throne ia
the year 1825. An impression, or superstition, ia

prevalent in Eussia, that no Emperor can reign
for a longer period than twenty-flve years ; and the
history of the next twelve months is looked for-
ward to with some cnriositj as likely to test the
correctness of this belief.

James J.—The city of Jerusalem at present
is about two miles square, and its population
amounts to about 15,000. Of these one-third are
Christians, one-third Mohammedans, and one-
third Jews. Its general aspect is still and
gloomy.

Fair Play.—Yes, the word is freely used by
the Conservative party both of France and Eng-
land to aid the cause of reaction. Every idea of
progress in the former country, civil or religious,
whether moderate or extreme, practical or
visionary, is tried to be brought into discredit by
being stigmatised with the obnoxious name of
Socialism.

Mary.—The attar of roses is obtained by boil-
ing the leaves of the flowers in a copper vessel,
with a very little water. The steam arising is

condensed several times in a still, and the rose
water thus obtained placed during the night in an
earthen vessel, in a stream of running water. In
the morning the attar is found floating in small
globules on the surface of the rose Avater. To
produce one drachm of the best quality it takes
five cwt. of rose leaves. It is very seldom to be
procured unadulterated. Most of the perfume
sold under this name consists, mainly, of an oil
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yielded by sandal-wood, from which it is easily
extracted.

A New Light.—Our only knowledge of the in-
vention to which you refer is obtained from the
newspapers. Water consists of a combination of
two o^ases—one of which, oxygen, the new appa-
rat'18 is said to separate from the others for burn-
ing by means of electricity. We must, of course,
wait for time and experiment to determine the
merits of this substitution of water for lamp oil.

The invention was, we believe, first announced in

an American paper.

Elizabeth.—It was a pun or play upon words,
madder beinj an agricultural product. This is all

tliat is necessary to make you understand the
pleasantry.

S. Andrews.—Chatterton was a native of Bris-
tol. The poems he published under the name of
Rowley, he profes^sed to have discovered in tlie

tower of Redclilf church in that city. He com-
mitted suicide in London, under the influence of

disappointment, having previously destroyed his
unpublished manuscripts.

A WouKiNG Man.—We afree with you that it

i« not a very wise plan to interlard English writ-
ing with foreign expressions. It is only justifi-

able when there is every reason to suppose that
the class for whom the composition is intended
will understand the terais employed, and then
only in good taste when the foreign idiom pos-
sesses some peculiar beauty or force of meaning
which English could not convey. The meaning
of the French words coute qui coute, is, at what"
ever cost or risJc—a meaning quite as expressively
given in English.

J. G. (Pimlico.l—We shall insert a largo portion
of your interesting letter in an early number.

J. B. (Droylsden.)—Wc intend to make use ol

your letter, and shall give you the information you
ask as soon as possible.

A. (Arbroath.)—We shall give an article on
Savings' Banks and rrovidcnt Institutions in an
early number.

J. IviNG (Westminster).—The recent exposures
in the Morning Chronicle, we have no doubt, will

go lar to put down tlie evils about which you
write. .,

S. GiiicE (Castleford).—Your song is " declined
with thanks."

11. S. W.—A fuller definition of the word
" science" will be found in our third number,
under the head of " Tlie School-room."

THE LITERATURE OF WORKING MEN.
On the SOtli of March it is the intention of John Cassell to issue the first

Supplementary Number of the Working Man's Friend, to be continued montlily,

tmiform. in size and price with the Weekly Numbers. These Supplementary Num-
bers will be devoted entirely to communications from Working Men. An oppor-
tunity will thus be afforded to the working classes for furnishing hints and sug-
gestions as to the improvement of their own order, whether physically, socially, or

morally.

In addition, however, to correspondence of this kind, which will always receive

respectful attention, it is the intention of John Cassell, as an encouragement to

literary exertion, to award prizes, in the shape of valuable books, to those whose
compositions may be considered worthy of insertion. No such article ought to exceed
about four pages in length. To articles of that extent, approved by impartial

judges, some volume or volumes, to the value of one guinea, selected from a list by
the successful writers, will be forwarded, post free ; for shorter articles, volumes
varying in value from five shillings to fifteen shillings will be sent.

The numerous communications which have been received demonstrate, not only
that the pages of the Working Man's Friend are occupied to the satisfaction of

the writers, but also the possession of talent among the working classes of no
ordinary character. Independently of any inducement of the kind now oftered,

the proposed SupplementaryNumbers could be well filled by the sjiontaneous effusions

of men who have not only hard hands, but hard-thinking heads—men who are

intensely anxious for the elevation of their fellows. At the same time, it is

believed, that the presentation of valuable and instructive works will not only be
a suitable acknowledgment to industry and talent, but beneficial in the influence it

will exert in the families and circles of the writers. The trade and initials of each
contributor will be appended.

It is to be well understood that the writers must belong strictly to the operative

class. The subjects may embrace morality, social order and comfort, history,

biography, art, science, general literature, and the principles and claims of any
movement tending to promote the improvement and welfare of the people.

All communications to be addressed to John Cassell, 3.35, Strand, London.
Full address in each case.

Priuted and published by John Cassell, of 335, Strand, London, and sold by all Booksellerg.
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THE WORKING MAX.

r»/ No. VI.—WAGES.
Among the many pleasing jjioofs that we have "a good time ccniing" may be

'Classed the enlightened views which many working men are diffusing respecting

icages. There was a time when it was thought that Parliament had power to rai.*^e

or sink the price of labour at pleasure, or that masters could act as they please in

this particular ; and that workmen, by combinations, might obtain whatever they

asked. But these notions are giving way to a sounder philosophy. It is now
believed that our legislators have no more right to make laws respecting wages

than they have to lix how much every man shall eat and drink, or what kinds of

articles he shall use for food or clothing ; and further, that if they meddle in these

affairs, they could no more give a steady and fixed remuneration to toil than they

could to corn ; and it is well known that bread never varied so amazingly in

price as it did during the years that our senators undertook to make the markets

steady.

It is now also ascertained tiiat employers have not so sovereign a control over

wages as many imagine. It is true one master may be more just, generous, and

I

humane than another ; but still there is a law to which the liberal and the oppres-

sive must submit. Wages may be reduced so low that the people refuse to be

mocked by them ; and on the other hand, when there is a large demand for labour,

the pri';es naturally rise, and ojjeratives of course prefer working for those who give

them the best remuneration.

Nor is it in the power of men, by any kind of unions, to raise wages permanently.

AVe ]\ave seen hundreds reduced for life to bcggar\- in consequence of a strike.

Indeed we have known some of our oldest trades and occupations almost superseded

by machiner}% because of repeated efforts on the part of the men to obtain wages
which their employers could not afford. In such cases there is generally a deter-

mination on both sides not to give way, and the weakest go to the wall ; and in

nine cases out of ten this happens to the worlanen. If there is not a good demand
for the articles manufactured the price will be low, and of course the pay of the

mechanic or labourer will be low also.

No one can be farther than ourselves from advocatmg low wages. We are firm

believers "in a good ti.ne coming," and one of the blessings of that era will be,

the ample remuneration for laboxu: that shall be enjoyed by our working men and
working women. If artisans and others feel that their pay is not just or equitable,

they have an undoubted right to lay their grievances before their masters ; and no

employer detervesthe name of a man, much less of a patriot or Christian, who would
H
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refuse to listen to such a statement, and either explain the matter, or give them
such wages as justice to all parties suggests; But then this should always be done
in a friendly, pc?.ceable, and respectful manner. It is a lamentable sight to see

employers and their work-people set in battle array against each other, and resolv-

ing not to peld or come to any reasonable and equitable adjustment of then* diifer-

ences. They are equally dependant upon each other. For what is a master without

men r—and what is a mechanic without work ? And if he had to spend half his

time in getting orders, anel disposing of his goods, his income would be rumously
diminished. Agreement, kindly feeling towards each other, and a sense of reci-

procal dependence, should always prevail. We en^-y not the master who acts so

as to show that he sets the opinions and feelings of his workmen and workwomen
at defiance ; and the operative Avho cares nothing for the approbation of his em-
ployer exhibits a disposition and temper which will prove as injurious to himself,

as it is offensive and ungenerous to others.

But we wiU not forget wag>s. A workman's skill in his trade or occupation is

as much a part of our national wealth as the goods of the manufacturer, the produce
of the agriculturist, or the guineas and pound-notes of the banker. Now, we all

know that manufactui-es, corn, and even money, have a market j^rice, and that price

is regulated by the demand. Go to Mark-lane, or anywhere else, and, if the sellers

exceed the buyers, the prices are low ; but if the demand is large and the supply

small, then the price will rise. Supposing there are ten sellers of an article, each

of them with a large stock of goods, and only one buyer, and he, perhaps, requiring

but a very few of the things on sale, what use, under such circumstances, would it

be for the sellers to combine together, or to ask for an Act of Parliament to keep up

the prices r This would be the readiest way to have no buyers at all, and thus

bring themselves to ruin. But let us put an opposite case. Suppose, then, there

ai'e twenty buyers and only one seller : the demand for the goods will be such that

the manufacturer or farmer mil be sure of a good price. This holds good of all

articles, from the least to the greatest. We have known apples vary from six a

penny to a penny apiece, just as the year happened to be abundant, or the reverse.

The first quartern loaf we ever bought cost us nineteen pence, and yet we have

purchased the same quantity of bread for ^ce pence ; and this amazing difference

occurred when the " corn-laics " were in full operation, and consequently, in spite

of protection, showing that the law of supply and demand is far beyond the

control of Acts of Parliament.

We might illustrate these facts by hundreds of examples, but these are so well

known to our readers that we need not adduce any additional ones, except to show
their application to the wages of our workmen and workwomen. Let us then imagine

that, instead of hccniy sellers at a market, with one buyer, there are ticentu men out of

work, and only o)ie man wanted : the necessary consequences will be, that wages will

be low. But, on the contrary, let there be a demand for twoity men, and only one man
out of work, and the wages will go up immediately. Here, for example, is John Thrifty

out of employment, and he applies to Mr. Goodman for work. " You are the very

man I want," says Mr. G., " but what wages do you ask:" " Oh," replies John,

" I should like so and so." " I cannot give so much." "Then," adds John, "I
should not like to take less." "Very well," responds the master, "there are

nineteen men out of labour who will be glad to come to my terms," and away

he walks, and engages one of the other hands who is nearly starved, and glad to

take anything that will promise him and his family a little bread.
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This, perhaps, may be called hard-hearted, on the part of the master, though

probably a little reflection may modify our condemnation. " I am losmg 2ipemiy

a spindle by every one that is running," said a manufacturer, some time ago.

" Then," asVcd his fiiend, " why do you keep them running ?
" *• Because I should

lose three-halj2ience a spindle by letting them stand still," was the answer. Under

these circumstances a master has very little encouragement -to give high wages. He
has a large stock on hand ; he is losing every day by his factory ; his capital, sunk in

the concern, yields no interest ; and bankruptcies are daily occurring. What can

he do ? Taking the whole affair into consideration, we shall not wonder if the wages

he gives his workmen are low.

But now let us take another view of the subject. Suppose that twenty masters

want a man each, and only one hand is out of employ : the result will immediately

be, that wages will rise. Mr. Goodman and John Thrifty may, perhaps, be brought

.into juxta-position again, and the following dialogue takes place :
— •* Good morning,

John," says Mr. G. ; "I am glad to see you," and seems half inclined to put his

hand to his hat. " Do you want a master, Mr. Thrifty r
" "I should be glad with

employment, Sir," is the respectful answer. " Most happy shall I be to put you

on immediately ; but what wages do you ask?" adds Mr. G. "Well, Sir, replies

John, " I must have so much." " I can't afford it, John," says the master. " We
Avill not waste any time in disputing about the matter," responds John. "There

are nineteen men wanted elsewhere, and I must go where I can get my price ;" and

away Master Thrifty walks, and within an hour has full work and good wages.

The laws of gravitation or chemistry are hardly more fixed than those commercial

principles w^hich regulate the remuneration of labour. How is that we have had
*' TJie Song of the Shirt," and such heart-rending histories as those which are some-

times told by starving sempstresses, mechanics, and others ? The simple fact is,

that there are more hands than there is labour for them to do. 'Tis true there may
be some oppressors who take advantage of this want and poverty to enrich them-

selves ; but still an enlarged trade would place our w^orking men and working

women beyond the reach of these harpies. The great question of questions is, the

revival of trade and commerce. This may be done by various means, many of

them mthin the reach of our working people themselves ; but, as the enumeration

and discussion would render this paper too long, we will reser\-e them for our next

number ; and we feel pretty sure that, when we mention them, our working friends

•%vill see as we see. Indeed, a great deal of what we write we have gained from
conversation with enlightened operatives of the present time.

Means of Improvement.—In certain departments of industry great advantages
result from the? constant attempts to attain the highest degrees of excellence. Examine
agriculture. Is o person who understands the luxuries of the table will assert that a sheep
rendered enormously fat on rich pasture, or on turnips, is better, or a greater luxury,
than one that has grazed on the aromatic herbage of the Welch moimtains ; but, in the
attempt to produce this well-fed animal, which, perhaps, gains the prize at Smithfield, a
number of others have been improved to a kss extent, and rendered, in consequence,
more adapted to common use. And the high price of well-fed cattle has awakened the
feeling of emulation among farmers, in consequence of which the nature of the best
breeds of cattle has been studied ; the manner in which they can be most efficaciously
nourished considered ; and, from the extension of such inquiries, all the principles of
farming have been more minutely investigated, and the art of cultivating land improved
and adorned with new discoveries. This principle is general : Avhenever manufactures
or any prodiictions of art become articles of general consumption, the higher and more
expensive refinements of them are absolutely necessary, not merely for their improve-
ment, but likewise to prevent their decline.

H 2
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CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER VII.
" We delight to find in the early lives of eminent

of their after greatness."

—

Neander.

THE PLOT AGAINST CROMAVELL FOUND OUT
—THE RE-MODELLING OF THE ARMY.

We can see so far down into Oliver's great

heart as to discern that he was not only an
earnest man but a man in earnest. His life

was no mere round of trifling and fruitless

scliemes. He liad no time to pursue
shadows, neither was he inclined. In the
very depth and centre of his thoughts lay

mighty purposes and aims, and to effect

these he was unreservedly devoted. Every
passing heur was rendering it more impera-
tive that there should be no wiivering—no
hesitation. The spirit of fiar would have
rendered the crisis still more critical. The
die was about to be cast which was to de-

termine the dearest interests of a great
nation. With emphasis did Oliver say, "It
is now a time to speak, or for ever hold the
tongue." Nor to speak alone, but to act.

It was a time to do or for ever to be en-
slaved. England's freedom and England's
I'aith both trembled in the balance. Had
Cromwell, and the noble spirits that acted
with him, faltered at such a moment, how
different would have been the history of the
nations—of the world

!

The Scottish commissioners charged
Cromwell with being an incendiary between
tlie two nations, inasmuch as he was kindl-

ing coals of contention, and raising dif-

ferences in the state, to the public damage
;

that he was to be held as a public enemy of
his country, and therefore that every means
possible should be employed to remove this

obstacle out of the way. The most deter-

mined eflbrt was made to fix the charge
upon him, but in vain. Whitelock rose and
said, that " whether Lieutcnant-General
CromAvell was such an incendiary between
the two kingdoms could be known only by
proofs of his particular words or actions
tending to the kindling of the five of conten-
tion betwixt the tv/o nations, and that if

such proofs could be made out, then he
should be proceeded against for it by Parlia-

ment, upon his being tliere accused of such
things." Maynard followed, and after

speaking in terms of the highest commenda-
tion of Cromwell's character and position,

maintained that " there must be proofs, and
the more clear and evident against him, to

prevail with tlie Parliament to adjudge him
to be an incendiary, which would be more
difiicult than some might imagine." These
manly sentiments brought the plot to a

stand-still, and covered the enemies of

Cromwell with deepest confusion.

men some glimpses of the future—some indications

It was conceived that Cromwell was aim-
ing at nothing higher or purer than his own
advancement in tlie state. We mean not to

affirm that his intense solicitude for the

public weal was free from all admixture.
Such purity is not to be found in our com-
mon humanity. There cannot be a total

annihilation of self in every line of conduct.
But Oliver was far removed from a selfish

and sordid policy
;
personal advantage and

aggrandizement were nothing in his esti-

mation, compared with the general Avclfarc.

" That so many have thought and affirmed

the contrary, has arisen from the circum-
stance that the patli he now pursued really

did lead, in spite of all rational calculation,

to that very temple of fortune he for once
seemed most anxious to avoid; and from
that common disposition to suppose that

every return of prosperity accruing to a

Vjold and successful man, must have been
planned and foreseen by him while as yet

in the womb of futurity."

Cromwell having escaped from the fangs
of his enemies, and his character having
been brought out in the light of the sun,

unimpeached and unimpeachable, he agam
turned his thoughts to the state of the

nation, and began to make provision foi his

own future safety and that of the Parlia-

ment, involving as it did the national good.
Having probed the army-disease to its very
seat and centre, the first thing was to reveal

and apply the remedy. Nothing could be
done so long as those who sought to remove
him as an obstacle out of the way continued
in power. 'I'hese must be displaced, and
room be made for men of better stutt". The
danger which now impended ,could only be
escaped by depriving them of their influence

in the national affairs. The policy which
they had adopted as to the war was calcu-

lated to bring defeat and ruin to that ever-

memorable party, who with Hampden and
Cromwell, on " first drawing the sword, had
boldly thrown away the scabbard," and
sworn before high Heaven to stand or fall

with the interests and the rights of the

people. It Avas with true consistency,

tliercfore, that Oliver hoped that there

were *' such true English hearts and zealous

affections towards tlie general v>eal of the

mother country as none would scruple to

deny themselves and their own interests for

the public good, nor account it to be a dis-

honour done to them whatever the Parlia-

ment should resolve upon in this weighty
matter," Essex was gratified by a splendid
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pension ; Manchester was put on the Com-
mittee of both kingdoms ; the army was re-

modelled, by which England became alive

again ; anda new epoch opened to the nation.

CROMWELL'S PROMOTIOX—HIS SUCCESSIVE
VICTOaiES.

Before any important change was effected,

or even the old officers had laid down their

commission, Cromwell was sent on an ex-

pedition into the west. He at once marched
to head quarters, and put the enemy to

flight. He held it unsafe to pursue, from
tlic nature of the country and the limited

number of his foot. He came from Shaftes-

bury to Salisbury, but having been informed
of the approach of Prince Rupert with ad-
ditional reinforcements, he wrote in great
haste to General Fairfax, begging for suc-

cour and support. He says :
" Send us with

all speed such an assistance to Salisbury as

may enable us to keep the field and repel

the enemy, if God assist us—at least, to

secure and countenance us, so as that we
be not put to the fihame and hazard of a
retreat, which will lose the Parliament many
friends in these parts, who will think them-
selves abandoned on oar departure from
them. Sir, I beseech you, send what horse
and foot you can spare towards Salisbury,
by way of Kingscleere, with what conve-
nient expedition may be. Truly we look to

be attempted upon every day." The Prince
withdrew without fighting. He repairs to

"Worcester, and prepares for a new attack.

From thence he sends above two thousand
men to Oxford, to convoy his Majesty's
person and the artillery over to Worcester.
The Committee of both kingdoms order the
said convoy to be attacked. This service
was committed to Cromwell, who had come
frc.in his march in the west to Windsor, to

kiss the general's hand and take leave
of him, "looking on himself as now dis-

charged of military employment by the
new Ordinance." ' But the Parliament
thought other\nse. His services could not
be dispensed with. Commands came to
him from tlie Committee of both kingdoms,
ere he had left liis chamber in the morning,
summoning him to immediate action. On
the 22nd of April, "Cromwell instantly took
horse, plunged into Oxfordshire, and on the
24th, at Islip-bridge, attacked and routed
this said convoy." Of this successful at-
tack Oliver writes to the Committee, under
date of the 2oth, as follows :

—

" I kept my body all night at Islip, and
in the morning a party of the Earl of
Northampton's regiment, the Lord W^il-
niot's and the Queen's, came to make an
infall upon me. Sir Thomas Fairfax's regi-
ment was the first that took the field; the
rest drew out with all possible speed. That

which is the general's troop charged a
whole squadron of the enemy, and presently

broke it. Our other troops coming season-

ably on, the rest of the enemy were pre-

sently put into confusion, so that Ave had
the chase of them three or four miles,

wherein we killed many, and took near two
hundred prisoners, and about four hundred
horse.

" 3Iany of them escaped towards Oxford
and Woodstock ; divers were drowned; and
others got into a strong house in Bletching-

ton, belonging to Sir Thomas Cogan, Avhere-

in Colonel Windebank kept a garrison with
near two hundred men, whom I presently

summoned; and, after a long treaty, he
went out, about twelve at night, Avith these

terms here enclosed, leaving us between two
and three hundred muskets, besides horse-

arms, and other ammunition, and about
three score and eleven horses more.
"This was the mercy of God ; and nothing

is more due than a real acknowledgment.
And though I have had greater mercies, yet

none clearer: because, in the first place,

God brought them to our hands when we
looked not for them ; and delivered them
out of our hands, when we laid a reasonable

design to surprise them, and Avhich we care-

fully endeavoured. His mercy appears in

this, also, that I did much doubt the storm-
ing of the house, it being strong and well

manned, and I having few dragoons, and
this being not my business ; and yet we got
it."

Victory sat on Oliver'.^ helmet. He
had but to march, and triumph waited
upon his steps. On the 26th, he gained
a new "victory at Radcot-bridge, or Bamp-
ton-in-the-Bush. On the 2yth, he sum-
moned the governor of the garrison in

Farringdon to surrender house, ammuni-
tion, and everything else, not excepting
even their persons, to be disposed of at the

will of the Parliament. This he did upon
pain of the utmost extremity of war. The
governor refused. Cromv.ell withdreiv into

the town, and again summoned in the fol-

lowing terms:

—

" Sir,—I understand, by forty or fifty

poor men whom you forced into your
house, that you have many there whom you
cannot arm, and who are not serviceable to

you.
" If these men should perish by your

means, it were great inhumanity surely.

Honour and honesty require this, that

though you be prodigal of your own lives,

yet not to be so of theirs. If God give you
into my hands, I Avill not spare a man of

you, if you put me to a storm."
Cromwell waited till three o'clock next

morning for some infantry from Abingdon,
and then stormed the town. He lost fourteen
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men, and one of his captains was taken pri-
'

soner. He was well satisned with the result,

and hastens to other scenes of action. Fair-

fax and the officers petitioned Parliament
that he might be appointed their lieutenant-

general commander-in-chief of the horse.

The Parliament continued by instalments

his services in the army, and at length re-

garded him as its essential element. In
June WG find him at Huntingdon, busied in

securing that part of the Isle of Ely which
he conceived to be most in danger. Fairfax

with his model army is at Oxford, but to

little purpose. The King, not much appre-

heasive about Oxford, has just stormed Lei-

cester. Cromwell hastened from Hunting-
don to Cambridge, and found "huge alarm
round him there;" from which he writes to

the deputy-lieutenants of Suffolk to have in

readiness what horse and foot could be had,

that so a proportion might be drawn forth

for service such as might be expedient.
" The Suffolk and other horse old Ironsides,

not hindmost, did muster, and in about a

week hence, there came other news from
this side Harborough," three miles from
which the enemy's body was upon march to

make an assault.

BATTLE OF NASEBY—DECISIVE CONFLICT.

This was in June, and on the fourteenth
day of that month, on the high moor ground
of Naseby, seven or eight miles from Market
Harborough, in Leicestershire, in the very
centre of our old England, did Charles fight

this last battle—" dashed fiercely against

the new model army, which he had despised
till then, and saw himself shivered utterly

to ruin thereby. Prince Rupert, on the

King's right wing, charged up the hill and
carried all before him ; but Lieutenant-
General Cromwell charged doAvn hill on the
other wing, likcAvise carrying all before him.
* * * He had the ordering of the
horse. Prince Rupert, on returning from
his plunder, finds the King's infantry a
ruin

;
prepares to charge again with the

rallied cavalry ; but the cavalry, too, when
it came to the point, broke all asunder,
never to re-assemble more. The chase Avent

through Harborough, where the King had
already been that morning, when in an evil

hour he turned back, to revenge some sur-

prise of an outpost at Naseby the night
before, and give the Roundheads battle."

He fought desperately but unsuccessfully.
His carriage was taken, in which was found
a cabinet with many royal autographs. This
cabinet of letters and papers was forwarded
without delay to the Parliament in London,
and was carefully examined. These docu-
ments, which were published under the title

of ^'the King's cabinet opened," not only
**made a sad impression against his Ma-

jesty," but entirely ruined him in the judg-
ment of his people. The clearest evidence
was supplied in these documents that, not-
withstanding his frequent protestations to

the contrary, and his as oft-repeated de-
nials, he was constantly soliciting the aid of
foreign princes, and secretly aiming at the
overthrow of the Parliament. Many who
were desirous to maintain the dignity of the
throne were so impressed with the deception
and perjury of Cliarles, as wholly to with-
draw their confidence and support.

" After the hot battle and the hot chase
were over," Cromwell wrote to the Honour-
able the Speaker of the House of Commons,
under date of June llth, as follows :

—

" Sir,—Being commanded by you to this

service, I think myself bound to acquaint
you with the good hand of God towards you
and us.

" We marched yesterday alter the King,
who went before us from Daventry to Har-
borough, and quartered about six miles
from him. This day we marched towards
him. He drew out to meet us ; both armies
engagei. We, after three hours' fight,

very doubtful, at last routed his army;
killed and took about 5,000, very many
officers, but of what quality we yet know
not. We took also about 200 carriages, all

he had ; and all his guns, being 12 in num-
ber, whereof two were demi-cannon, two
demi-culveiins,and I think the restsackers.
We pursued the enemy from three miles
short of Harborough to nine beyond, even
to the sight of Leicester, whither the King
fled.

" Sir, this is none other but the hand of
God ; and to him alone belongs the glory,

wherein none are to share with him."

The King and the kingdom were both
lost ; the royal cause was utterly hopeless

;

the Parliamentary army overspread the
land, and bore down all before them. If

they were ever called to new exploits, they
were ever rewarded with new victories.

Leicester, which the King had so recently
taken, was immediately regained ; Taunton,
which had been closely besieged by the
brave though profligate Lord Gorii g, and
defended by the valiant Blake, was relieved

—his lordship was beaten and pursued
close to Bridgewater. Cromwell, putting
himself at the head of his cavalry, attacked
the royalists with such vigour and success,

that nearly their whole body of foot became
his prisoners, while he captured also the
greater part of their ordnance. Bridge-
water, Avhich was very strongly garrisoned,

was directly afterwards taken by storm.

He then had to do battle with a kind of

third army, which had sprung up in the

western counties, ostensibly to defend
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themselves and the country from the rapine
and violence of the royalists, and which
were known by the name of Club-men.
Their movements were formidable to both
parties. They were as far from being at
one with the peacefully-disposed as were the
cavaliers themselves. But they found no
time-server in Cromwell. By combining

moderation with firmness he effectually

di^-armed and dispersed these men, and
opened up the path for his free and trium-
ph iut advance. Sherborne Castle was next
reduced, and immediately after we find the
Lieutenant-General right before Bristol, in

company Avith Fairfax, whom he advised to

storm a place of so much importance.

THE BURGOMASTER'S WIFE.
By Beiithold Auerbach.

" That is a cleverwoman! " say the inhabi-

tants, great and small, of the little city of

Thalheim, whenever the wife of the burgo-
master is named ; and although, or rather,

perhaps, because, she has no children of her
own, she is the mother of all the children.

You should see her in her infant-school,

how she governs and cares for the children
;

how good she is to them all, and yet makes
them keep their faces clean ; how she plays
with them, and then, again, makes soup for

them, and attends to their wants. Yes, if

you saw all that, you also would say, she is

indeed an excellent woman !

It is a great pleasure to me that I have
something more to tell you about the burgo-
master's wife. It is not very long since I
fir?" 'jecame acquainted with her ; and as I
sit here thinking and writing about her, I
seem to see her kind and gentle countenance
beaming with good-heartedness. There is

nothing more beautiful than such a human
face in which every feature expresses bene-
volence, joy, and the wish to do good. He
who can look upon such a one and not feel

himself incited to good works, must either
be under the power of an evil spirit, or some
great trouble which does not leave him mas-
ter of himself.

On a beautiful, bright spring day I was
walking Avith the burgomaster and his wife
through the public walks and gardens which
have been laid out in the environs of the
town. The trees, which had been planted
from twenty to five-and-twenty years, had
all perfect, uninjured boughs, and were now
in full foliage

; shrubbery and flower-beds
were scattered about in an ornamental man-
ner, and the birds sang among the bushes
and on the branches of the trees. Then
there we came upon merry groups of lads
who, with spade and rake, or other tools,
were at work on the paths or flower-beds,
all of which were in fine order. Everything
appeared so prosperous and cheerful tkat
it gladdened the heart to see it.

The history of these public walks was here
given me, and I now will relate it, in the
hope that here and there may be found some
who will do like\nse.

It is now more than twenty years since
the burgomaster came home one evening
very much out of humour, and very low-
spirited. He stood against the window, and
drummed upon one of the panes with his
fingers, while he whistled a low tune: that
was a way he had when things went cross-
grained with him. His wife did not take
any notice of it, because she knew by expe-
rience that his trouble would come' out at
the right time. So she went very quietly
about her household affairs, and after a
while came back into the parlour, bringing
the lamp with her. She then sate down and
began to mend stockings.

*' Really it is deplorable, very deplorable !

"

said the husba id,- walking up and down the
room. *' So jften as I have determined
never to bother myself any more about doing
anything for the public good, but only look
for peace and happiness at my own fire-

side !

"

"What has happened?" asked the wife,
laying aside her stockings.

" Last night there were again nearly thirty
of the trees damaged, and the flower bor-
ders trampled to pieces, for very mischief.
We have been at great expense and labour
to fill up the town ditch, and to lay out the
pleasure-grounds, so as to form agreeable
public walks, which should be open and
beneficial to all, and now, out of pure mis-
chief, they are destroyed !

"

" Truly it is difficultto keep an oversight/'
said the wife.

" There cannot be any oversight," re-
turned the burgomaster, "it is too exten-
sive for that. And there is one to put up a
board warning people off, and threatening
them with punishment, in order that they
may not destroy their own pleasure and the
joy of their own eyes. Is it not miserable }

We placed tablets'through the whole extent
of the walks, on which it is said that these
gardens are under the protection of the
public. And yet damage was done. We
then removed the word public, because no
one particularly applied that word to him-
self, and substituted citize?is. But it is all
one, for the plantations are again destroyed.
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There is no public spirit among the people.

They neither feel nor acknowledge that it is

their own affair, that it concerns them all

individually, that they should extend pro-

tection and oversight in this matter !

"

" Certainly," said the wife ;
" there is a

lamentable want of feeling for the public

good. A living sense of that which is uni-

versal, which is common property, but

belongs to no one in particular, but to

all in general, is only yet awakened in

very few minds. I have already seen

that very frequently in the school and at

the soup-kitchen. But the want of public

spirit is not always the fault of the people,

as you so often say. No part of the

general property is especially entrusted to

them in which they can feel that they have

a part. Everything is to be farmed out and

to be paid for. Public spirit is not pro-

perly cultivated, neither is there often any-

thing by which it can be cultivated. In my
opinion we ought to begin by first awaken-

ing public spirit in the children ; we ought

from their very earliest years, to make

it intelligible to "them that the preservation

of that ' which belongs to all concerns the

rights and the happiness of every single in-

dividual.'" ,. ^

<' The children! the children !" replied

the burgomaster, almost angry, "mustwc
always 'have to wait for the next genera-

tion—always imagine that the future,

that posterity is to pay all our debts, and to

set everything to rights ? That, no doubt,

was the way in which our forefathers rea-

soned ; and I think it is high time that we

set about doing something for ourselves,

and that we looked upon ourselves as that

very posterity from which so much was ex-

pected. High time is it that we were come

of age and took possession of the inherit-

ance" of our ancestors."
" Certiiiiily, and you are yourself an ex-

ample of one who has done so," said the

Wife smiling ; "but I have a fancy how we
might educate in the children a little feeling

of public spirit also."

"That will again be one of your proposals,

which will be too Utopian to be carried out,

because you do not know the world," re-

plied the husband.
" Have patience," said she, archly ;

"you

have promised not to exercise tiiis mas-

culine arrogance upon nic. We women
know some. Iiing of the world, even if we do

not go rumbling so much about it ; and that

1 wili prove to you."
.. " W- 11, prove it."

" if I were in your V'hvcc T would put the

ncwpui/dc walks under tie -|)r«ri;ection oi

il;.- school-chiuh-on. Yes, you may laugh,

])ut I liave rigiit on my side. I will at once

be responsible for the result. The children

will thus early be accustomed to have to

look after something which belongs to the

community, and that will turn to good ac-

count when they are men ; and how glad

theywould be to have something given thenx

to do, and not be always having prohibitions

before them. Wherever we would educate

well, we must say 'do that," rather than
' that mxist not he done: That I have long

found out vnth the youngest children. How
happy they are when I give them some little

errand to do, or some little piece of work to

accomplish ! And the grown-up people—if

you follow my advice with the new gardens

—will, from the first, leave them uninjured

out of regard to the children ;
and then, by

degrees, the consciousness that the public

benefit is confided to the hands of every one

will gain strength, and will afi"ord protection

and oversight sufficient for all minds."

All was done according to the wise counsel

of the burgomaster's wife ; and now the

public walks and gardens are in a state of

luxuriance and order which is wonderful.

Many grown men, who formerly planted

and tended their trees, shrubberies, and

flower-borders, now look with satisfaction

on their beautiful growth, and remain their

zealous and unpaid protectors. They are

reminded, by the sight of them, of the hap-

piest hours of their childhood, which they

spent here beneath their shade ;
and every

succeeding generation of children enters,

with new joy, into the republic of workers.

It may, indeed, be said, that with these

public walks grows also public spirit. The

parish of Thalheim is distinguished for the

general good condition of its people, both

physically and morally ; and whenever any-

thing is to be done for the pubhc benefit,

all luiite in a cheerful and liberal spirit.

The burgomaster's wife and her friends

have not a little contributed to this; for

this fact ever has been, and ever Avill re-

main true, that when women once set about

anything which is unsclfi.-.h and noble, they

vTo'steaafastly forward with a perseverance

and a spirit of self-sacrifice which is worthy

of all admiration.

It would, however, be a great mistake to

imagine that the burgomaster's wife is one

of those insufierable beings who would

rather be anything than what God and

nature made them—namely, women. On
the contrary, although she had a large

household to manage, alarm establishment,

with nien-scrvant.s and women-servants, yet

all is so arranged that it goes on like clock-

work Everything is always neat and at

hand; neither is she always talkiiig about

her hou.-,ekec, ing. H'.r hi.sband has a -say-

ing : I never hear the clapper >.f thehou-^e-

kceping mill.
, .

Whoever sees the burgomaster s wiio
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occupied in her domestic life might fancy
that she thoua;ht of nothing beyond the

hedge of her kitchen-garden. But that is

not true, as we have already seen. The
burgomaster has had to bear heavy losses

;

but come what may, his wife bears all with

him—and that with such a cheerful and un-
complaining spirit, that it refreshed and
encouraged all, and especially the heart of

her husband.
The burgomaster's wife is, indeed, an

excellent woman.

THE FOLLY OF ATHEIS U.
By Alphonse De Lamartike.

During the last eighteen
new, or rather posthumous, sects have dis

puted the possession of the popular mind
in this country, under thenamea of Fourier-

ism, of Pantheism, of Communism, of In-

dustrialism, of Economism, and ofTerrorism.

Look at them, listen to them, read them,
analyse them, probe them, squeeze them in

your hand, and say whether, with the excep-

tion of a vague iieification of everything,

that is of nothing, by the Fom-ierists, there

is a single one of these philosophical, po-

litical, or social sects which is not in reality

the most evident practical Atheism, which
does not declare that matter is God, that

material enjoyment is morality, that the

exclusive satisfaction of the material senses

is the object of our being, that purely
carnal satiety constiiutcs Paradise, that the

earth is the sole period of existence, that

the body is the sole condition of being, that

the prolongation of life for a few more
years is our hope, that the increase of our
senses with regard to the material appetites

is our prospect, that death is our last word,
that assimilation after death to the dust of

the terrestrial elements is our future, and
that nothingness is our judgment, our re-

ward, and our immortality.
No ; since the year 1839, since the estab-

lishment of the Republic, there has not
arisen one of these schools of pretended
apostles, revealers of the future, and saviours

of the age, which is not materialism in

action. They are the cold seeds of the
time of Helvetius, germinating their poison
in the dregs of another centur)-. By them
man is deprived of his spiritual and im-
mortal senses, reduced to a cube measure of

organised matter, and taught to seek, not in

his soul virtue, that key of his future des-

tiny, but in his senses enjoyment, that end
of the brute which believes only in what it

eats and drinks !

Analyse, if you are not too much stricken
with humiliation, the five or six revela-
tions of these latter days, and ask your-
selves what I have often asked myself
while listening to them—whether these
revealers of pretended human felicity are
really addressing themselves to men, or

(Concluded fromj)o.'je 174.)

years various to grazing: herds ? A.nd yet they are as-

tonished Ihat the intellectual Avorld resist

their pretensions; and they complain of

having no disciples but the ignorant ; and
they are indignant because the ideas which
they endeavour to promulgate hover like

foetid fogs over the abysses of society, and
excite no other fanaticism than the fana-

ticism of hunger and of thirst. I can per-

fectly understand this ! "What people upon
earth would become fanatic to ensure its

own downfall, and would renounce its moral
nature, its divine soul, and its immaterial
destinies, to obtain a nicer loaf of bread for

its table, a larger piece of mud under its

feet? No, no; fanaticism moiints upward,
and does not descend. Show me heaven, if

you wish to dazzle my eyes. Promise me
immortality, if you would offer my soul an
inducement worthy of its nature— a lever

worthy of its efforts—a reward worthy of its

virtue ! But what prospects do your systems
of atheistical society hold out to us } "What
do they promise us as a compensation for

our sufferings ? A\Tio do they give us in

exchange for our souls .' I need not tell

you, for you know already.

But, in truth, if these sects survive the
moon of the month whicli beholds their

origin and gives them birth, and if the ques-
tions which they discuss, and the systems
which they agitate in presence of the as-

tounded people, be destined to serve as an
enigma for the future, what will the future

say of us ? It will only be able to explain
the materialism, the atheism, the brutality

of the sects and doctrines by which we have
been agitated during the last ten or twelve
years, by the nightmare of a fasting people,

the object of all ^^'hose dreams is a frenzied

satisfaction of tlie senses. All these phi-

losophies, and all this delirium, are only
the philosophies and the delirium of the

stomach! "At this epoch," future histo-

rians will declare, " France must have been
a nation labouring under a terrible famine,

to have forgotten, in a so total eclipse oif

the intellectual being, the great and super-

natural ideas which alone, until then, had
agitated the human race, and rendered the

revolutions of the people worthy of the con-
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.emplation of posterity, and of the blood of
martyrs. The nineteenth century must have
been a time when nature was avaricious,

and the earth produced no fruits nor har-
vests, to have caused that great intellectual

people formerly called the French nation to

forget its soul for a piece of bread, its im-
mortality for a salary, and its God for a
bank-note. Let us turn away our eyes and
lament over these times."

In this state we were when the Revolution
arose; fortunately the people had, in reality,

more of a true feeling of God than was
possessed by its masters and sectarian
leaders.

For where should we have been if, in
the total eclipse of government, of armed
force, and of law, which folloAved the 24th
of February, the people, masters of every-
thing, of the fortunes and the lives of the
citizens, had been a people of material-
ists, of terrorists, and of atheists } The
Revolution would have been a pillage, the
Republic a scaflbld, the reign of the people
fe deluge of blood. But it was not so. God
was there ; he revealed himself in the mul-
titude. Materialism disappeared in the en-
thusiasm which ever calls the divinity of the
human heart into action.

We heard but one cry :
" Honour to God !

respect to his altars ! liberty to his minis-
ters ! self-denial, concord, protection for the
weak, inviolability for the wealthy, assist-

ance for the disinherited !" Yes, on the
first day, and during the whole time that
the people were single and ardent, they were
religious. It Avas not until after their en-
thusiasm had cooled doAvn that the mate-
rialist sects, which were acting upon them
from a distance, and which still harass them,
dared to bring forward their sensual sym-
bols, and to announce as sole divinities ca-

pital and interest, the organisation of labour
and the distribution of wages, the equality
of shares in the human manger, envy of the
fortunate, hatred as the only consolation of
the miserable, fiery vengeance against the
ills sent upon us by Providence, impreca-
tions against society, blasphemies against
the existence of God, the enjoyment and
bestialities of man's corporeal nature pur-
chased by complete oblivion of his moral
nature, and enveloped in intemperance of
ideas, and in the deification of matter !

This cannot last ; the people will not
allow themselves to be changed into swine
by these Circes of Atheism. Their souls Avill

burst out in indignation against their trans-

formers. A day will come when they Avill

perceive that they are being vilified tmder
the pretext of being enriched, and that in

losing their soul and their God they lose

their two titles to liberty. Atheism and a re-

public cannot exist together. Absolutism

may do without God, because it needs only
slaves ; a republic cannot do without God,
because it has need of citizens. And w^hat
constitutes a citizen ? Two things : the
feeling of his rights, and the feeling of his
duties as one of a republican people. Where
are your rights, if you have not a common
Father in heaven ? Where are your duties,
if you have no judge betwixt your brethren
and yourself ? The Republic leads you by
these two ways to God.
For example, look at any free nation,

from the mountains of Switzerland to the
forests of America : look at the free British
nation, where the aristocracy is but the
head of liberty, where the aristocracy and
the democracy mutually respect each other,

and exchange civilities and good services,

which sanctify while they strengthen so-

ciety. There Atheism has fled before li-

berty ; in proportion as despotism has re-

trograded, in that proportion has the divine
idea progressed in the souls of men. Li-

berty lives on morality. What is morality
without a divinity ? What is a law Avithout

the legislator ?

I well know, and I will tell you, presently,
why, and I have groaned and lamented
when I have thought upon it—I well know
that hitherto the French nation has been
the least religious of all the peoples of
Europe.

Is it so because the idea of God, which
proceeds from all the evidences of nature,
and from all the depths of reflection, being
the greatest and weightiest idea of human
intelligence, and the French intellect being
the most rapid but the most superficial, the
most frivolous and the most unreflecting of
any of the European races, this intellect

has not the strength and the severity ne-
cessary to bear far and long the greatest

idea of the human mind ?

Is it because our governments have ever
taken upon themselves to think, to believe,

and to pray for us ?

Is it because we have always had given
to us divinities of the court, creeds of

etiquette, and religions of state, instead of

being allowed to determine on, to choose,

and to practise our own faith by reason, by
free choice, by voluntary piety, by associa-

tion, by tradition, by the spirit of com-
munity, of worship, and of family ?

Is it because we are, and have ever been,

a military people—a soldierly and adven-
turous nation—led by kings, heroes, and
ambitious men, from batlle-field to battle-

field, making conquests and failing to keep
them, ravaging, dazzling, charming, and
corrupting Europe, and introducing the

manners, the vices, the bravery, the levity,

and the impiety of the camp into the homes
of the people ?
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I know not, b\it it is certain that the

nation has immense progress to inakg in

seriousness of thought, if it wishes to re-

main free. If we compare Avith our own the

character of the great nations of Europe, of

America, of Asi;i even, as regards matters
of religion, the advantage is not on our side.

AVhilst the great men of other peoples live

and die on the scene of history, with their

eyes fixed on heaven, our great men seem
to live and die in complete forgetfulness of

the only idea for which it is worth while to

live and die,—they live and die with their

eyes fixed on their beholders, or, at most,
turned towards posterity.

Thus, up to the present time we have been
able to boast the greatest men, and other
nations have produced the greatest citizens.

It is great citizens that a republic stands in

need of!

Open the history of America, the history

of England, and the history of France
;

read the great lives, the great deaths, the

great punishments, the last words at the
hour when the dominant thought of life is

revealed in the fiual utterances of the dying,
and compare !

Washington and Franklin fight, speak,
suffer, ascend, and descend, in their political

life from popularity to ingratitude, from
glory to the contempt of their fellow-citizens,

always in the name of God, for whom they
act; and the liberator of America dies con-
fiding to the Divine protection—first, the
liberty of his country, and then the indul-
gent judgment of his soul.

Strafford, dying for the constitution of his

country, writes to Charles I. to beg him to

consent to his punishment, in order to spare
the state disturbance. "Do not put," he
writes, after having obtained his consent,
" do not put your confidence in princes or in

the children of men, because salvation is not
to be expected from them, but from above."
While walking to the ecaffbld, he stopped
under the windows of his friend, the Bishop
of London ; he raised his head towards him
and besought the benefit of his prayers, at

the terrible moment which had now come.
The aged prelate bur-^t into tears, and with
a broken voice, bestowing tender benedic-
tions on his unfortunate friend, fell fainting
into the arms of those who surrounded him.
Strafford resumed his journey nider the
support of the Divine strength, which had
descended from this invocation upon him,
and spoke with resignation to the crowd
that had assembled to see him die. *•* I fear

only one thing," said he, " that this eif'usion

of innocent blood may be a bad presage for

the liberty of my country !
" Alas ! why

did not our National Convention remember
the e v/ords in '93? Sirafibrd continued :

"Nuvy-," he said, '* I am approaching my

end, the same stroke will make a widow of
my wife and orphans of my children, will

deprive my poor servants of an aft'ectionate

master, will separate me from my dear
brother and my friends ! May God stand
them in stead of all!" He undressed him-
self, and placing his head on the block: " I

thank my Heavenly Master," said he, "for
permitting me to await the blow without
affright, and not allowing me to be cast

down for an instant by terror. I shall place

my head as willingly on this block as I have
ever laid it down to sleep." Here was an
example of faith in patriotism !

Look at Charles I., that model for the
death of kings

;
just as he was about to

receive the blow from the axe he had just

examined, and coolly felt its edge, he raised

his head, and, addressing himself to the
minister who stood by him, said: "Remem-
ber!'' remember to tell my sons never to

avenge the death of their father.

Sidney, the young martyr of a too-impa-
tient patriotism, dies to expiate his dream
of liberty for his country; turning to his

gaoler, he says : "May my blood cleanse my
soul ! I rejoice to die innocent towards the

king, but a resigned victim to the King above
to whom every life is due !

"

The republicans of Cromwell only seek
the way of God, even in the blood of battles.

Their politics arc nothing but a creed, their

reign a prayer, their death an anthem, their

funeral-pile sings like that of the Templars.
We see, we feel, we hear God everywhere
in the revolutions, in the great popular
movements, and in the soul of the great
citizens of these people.

But pass the Atlantic, cross the channel,
draw near to our times, open our French
annals, and listen to the last words of the

great political actors in the drama of our
liberty. One would say ihat God had been
eclipsed in the soul of the ni(m, and that

his name had never been written in the
language. History will have the appear-
ance of being atheistical when it relaics to

posterity the annihilations rather than the

deaths of the celebrated men of :he greatest

years of France! Tlie victims alone have a

God, the tribunes and the lictors have him
not.

Look at Mirabeau on his death-bed.
" Crown me with flowers," says he, " make
me drunk with perfumes, that I may die to

the sound oi delicious music." Not a word
of God nor of his soul ! A sensual philo-

sopher, he only asks of death a supreme
sensualism, he desires to give a last pleasure

even to agony.
Contemolate Madame Roland, that heroic

woman o' the Revolution, up(m the cart

which is t. mducting her to death. She re-

gards witu disdain the infatuated people
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that kill tlicir ])rophets and their sibyls.

Not a look towards lieaven ! A single ex-
clamation for the earthwhich she is quitting

:

"O liberty!"

Arjproach the door of the dungeon of the
Girondists: their last night is a banquet,
and their only hymn the Marseillaise.

i'ollow Camille Desmoulins to punish-
ment : a cool and indecent pleasantry at the
tribunal, and a long curse on the way to the
gullo.ine, are the two last thoughts of a
sinner about to appear immediately before
the judgment-seat above

!

Hear Danton, on the platform of the
scafibld, distant only an inch from God and
immortality. " I have enjoyed myself very
well, let us f,o to sleep," said he; then,
tu; uing to the executioner, he added :

" You
r.ill show 'iiy head to the people, it is worth
the trovKe." Nothingness for his profes-
sion c'i faith, vanity for his last thought,
behc' d the Frenchman of these latter times !

Yv" hat must we think of the religious feel-

ing of a free people, whose great tigures
seem to march thus in procession towards
nothingness, and die without being re-

minded, even by death, that terrible minis-
ter, of the fear or the promises of God ^

Thus the Republic; without successors to
these men and to these parties, quickly be-
came drowned in blood. The liberty ob-
tained by so much heroism and genius, did
notiind in France a conscience to protect it,

a God to avenge it, a people to defend it

against that other Atheism which was called
glory: all finished in a soldier, and in an
apostacy of republicans travestied into coui-
tiers ! Plow could it be otherwise ? Re-
publican Atheism has no means of being
heroic. When it is frightened, it yields;

when you offer to buy it, it sells itself. Tt
would be very foolish to immolate itself: for
who would thank it f.-r its self-saa-ifice, as,

in its opinion the people are ungrateful,
and God does not exist. Thus finish atheis-
tical revolutions

!

If you are anxious that the present Re-
public should not come to a like end, be-
wa.re of abject materialism, of brutalising
sensualism, of gross socialism, of intempe-
rate communism, of all these doctrines of
flesh and blood, of wine and meat, of trade
and wages, which these corrupters of the
soul of the people preach to you exclusively,
and as the only thought, the only hopp, the
only duty, and the only aid, of man ! They
would soon make of you slaves to your com-
forts, and serfs to your wants !

Do you wish that this should be written
as our epitaph on the tomb of our French
race, as on that of the Sybarites: " This
people ate well and di-ank well during the
time that it existed upon the earth ':" No !

You wish that history shoiild write of you :

"This people «ell adored, well served God
and humanity, by thought, by philosophy,
by relii;ion, by literature, by the arts, by
arms, by labour, by liberty, by its aristocra-

cies, by its democracies, by its republit;s

!

This people was the spiritual workman, the
conqueror of truths, the earnest fuilowcr of

the Divinity in every path of c'vilizatinn.

That it might most nearly apinoach per-

fection, it invented the Repviolic, that go-
vernment of duty and of right, that reign of

spiritualism which owns no other dynasty
than ideas."

Seek, then, after God, it is your nature

and your greatness ; and do not seek him in

these materialisms ! for God is not a dweller

upon earth ; he dwells above

!

THE ROUTINE OF DAILY LIFE.

By Miss H. M. Rathboxe.

NO. I.— THE HAIRDRESSER.
" It is tim.e for me to go, dear Emma.
God grant I may find our little one better

when I get back again."
" Must you really set out immediately ?

If you could only Avait twenty minutes

longer. Dr. Vesey would have been, and it

would be such a comfort to know his

opinion before you go."
" No, love, Idare not stay. Mr. Hankey

is too good a customer to be neglected, and
I must be with him punctually at half-past

seven."
So saying, Charles Denby kissed his

anxious wife and left the bedside of his sick

child, in order to dye the hair of an elderly

gentleman, who, although verging on fifty

years of age, still aimed at being thought
a good-looking, well-dressed young man.
This operation, of turning white locks
auburn, had to be performed regularly
three times a week ; it occupied a full hour
each time. Mr. Hankey resided at least

four miles from the abode of the Denby's,
and it Avas, consequently, near ten o'clock

before Charles amved at his next destina-

tion, where he had to cut a lady's hair.

When he reached home again his shop
was filled with importunate people, all in

the greatest hurry to have their heads
dressed, ajid hearing from the shop-boy
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that his little girl continued much in the

same state as when he had left her early in the

morning, he set to work. First on the list

came a young lady, in great distress, about
several grey hairs which had recently begun
to impair the effect of her rich, dark brown
tresses ; and he had to undergo a long con-
sultation upon different sorts of oils, bears'

grease, Prince Albert's specific, and the

Victoria strengthening fluid. Two fashion-

able young men succeeded, and indulged
themselves in a string of vituperative epi-

thets because Mr, Denby would not allow

them to smoke their cigars in a private

room which ladies frequented. They also

took up a good half-hour of his time in

turning over the stock of different sorts of

scents and perfumed soaps, chiefly for the
pleasure of keeping a thin, modest-looking,
poorly-dressed girl, Malting, until they
chose to release the much-enduring hair

dresser. At last they departed, and Charles
Denby asked the young person Avhether slie

Avished to have her hair curled and braided ?

•* Oh ! neither, thank you," she replied,

with a deep blush. " I only came to ask

—

to ask—whether you would have the good-
ness to purchase it ?

"

She looked anxiously in his face, seeing
that he hesitated, and then said hurriedly :

" It must be done, however little it will

bring—my mother is in great distress, and
even a few shillings ^vould keep us all from
starving for many days. Dear Sir, can you
not let me have five shillings for ray hair

—

you may cut it all off, as close as you like,

and I think you will find the back part is

nearly a yard long."
After a little further conversation and

inspection of the hair, Charles Denby agreed
to give her two guineas ; for the long
luxuriant tresses were evidently of the finest

quality and colour, but when he named
tnesc "terms the poor girl clasped her hands

;

her brow flushed, while she suddenly be-
came very pale, and, as the scissors were
commencing their work, she completely
fainted away. Charles hastily placed her
upon the sofa, ran up stairs for his wife,

and taking her place by their child, now
lying in easy slumber, begged Emma to go
and help the young girl. How quiet the
little room felt, after the noisy shop below,
and the bustle of the morning ; filled, too,

as it was, with all the appliances of their

happy domestic life, only clouded by the
illness of their first-born ; and Charles could
not repress a sigh when forced to leave it to

return to his business.

He had just finished cutting off all the
long hair, when his wife again made her
appearance, with a cup of nice broth, which
she forced upon their young customer, whose
tears fell as she partook of the welcome re-

freshment, and who silently kissed Emma's
hand when she took her leave. A gentle-
man, one of the hairdresser's wealthiest
patrons, had entered the shop, while Charles
was folding up the beautiful locks he had
just severed, and upon Mr. Hervey's making
some inquiries respecting them, Charles
Denby related all he had learned of their
former owner's history, whilst engaged in
operating upon her head. It was a touching
story of every-day life—of sorrow meekly
borne, and misfortune courageously en<5oun-
tered ; but although interested in the narra-
tive, Mr. Hervey doubted its truth, and
maintained that no one could possibly live

in such a state of destitution. This led to

Charles Denby mentioning several other
cases, equally sad, from his OAvn personal
knowledge, and still the rich man doubted,
and at length ended the discussion, by chal-
lenging the hairdresser to conduct him to

the abodes he described.
Inconvenient as the proposal proved,

Charles did not think it right to refuse so
good an opportunity of benefiting his fellow-
creatures, and although ladies were waiting
for him, and Emma had tmce entreated him
to have some dinner, his hair-discontented
customers were left to the care of his fore-

man, and, accompanied by Mr. Hervey, he
proceeded to visit the several miserable
dwellings Avhere poverty hid itself, ne-
glected and unknown, and where want dis-

played its fatal and melancholy conse-
quences in every variety of form. The loss

of time thus expended wtis, however, amplv
repaid by its effect upon Mr. Hervey, who,
astonished and grieved at its forrner un-
belief, ever afterwards devoted a large pro-
portion of his noble fortune lo the relief of
the poor.

A lady, with half a dozen children, all

fresh from school, aAvaitcd Charles on his
return, Avho patiently attended to their
various Avhims, being often interrupted by
the child whose hair he Avas cutting, jump-
ing doAvn to play Avith a new toy, or to look
at something in the shop, or to receive hons
hons, to bribe it into good humour. One
little boy, every time his head Avas touched,
complained that Mr, Denby " plugged his
hair," and even Avent so far as to kick his
shins, Avliilethe fond mother only exclaimed,
" Fie for shame, my sweet one," and,
scolding Charles, took the scissors from his
hand, in order, as she said, to teach him
how to cut hair gently, for her dear
Freddy's skin Avas so tender, the least thing
hurt it.

A long hour elapsed before this party
took their departure, and the clock A\-as

striking eight Avhen the hair-dresser at
length entered his oAvn parlour, anxioua
to relieve his wife, and take his turn ia
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watching. His presence came at a welcome
moment ; the child during the last few
hours had been growing worse; and the
rapid pulse, hot skin, and wandering mind,
justly excited the parent's fears as to the
result of the attack. Half an hour had
scarcely elapsed when a note came to ask
Charles to go immediately to a house
named, in order to dress the hair of a young
lady for a large ball that evening, and who
had been disappointed of her own hair-

dresser. Charles hesitated, and his lip

quivered under the imploring gaze of his

wife, whose tears fell fast at the idea of his

leaving her just then ; bvit the foreman had
gone home, and Denby did not think the
state of his poor child sufficiently danger-
ous to justify his refusing to attend, where
his doing so would probably cause much
incovenience. Silently embracing Emma, he
quitted her with a heavy heart, which was
not lessened by the contrast presented by the
scene he was leaving, and the brilliant, joy-
ous appearance of the ball-room beauty in
her dressing-room. Her gaiety of spirits

felt absolutely oppressive to him, and she
talked incessantly of wreaths of flowers,

bouquets, pearl combs, and different coif-

fures ; asking a multitude of questions which
Charles was forced to answer with the best
grace he could assume. As the young belle,

owing to the lateness of the hour, was, for-

tunately, in a great hurry to complete her
toilet, his task did not take very long, and
without waiting to be paid, for which pur-
pose the lady vainly searched in all direc-
tions to find her purse, he ran home, let

himself in, and softly opened the door of the
sick room. But Emma heard him, and

turning towards him, greeted him with a
bright look,which made his heart gloAv with
unspeakable gratitude, and prepared him
for the good news she had to relate. Txie

child had taken a turn for the better. Dr.
Vesey had given medicine, which had the
happiest eftect, and pronounced it out of
danger, provided the fever did not return

;

and now, while the little one slejt peace-
fully, the happy parents sat by the fire,

partaking together of the bodily refresh-

ment of tea, and enjoying that mental in-

tercourse of heart with heart, the expecta-
tion of which carries so many thousands
patiently through the heat and burden of

long toilsome days.

They were retiring to rest, when a mes-
senger arrived, summoning Mr. Denby to

shave the head of a little boy who had been
attacked by brain fever, and was in great
and immediate danger. It cost Charles an
efltbrt, tired as he was, again to lea"\'e his

wife and sick child ; but the great blessing

which had just been vouchsafed him, of

renewed hopes that she would be spared to

bless their future life, made him too deeply
thankful to doubt what would be his duty
in the present case. And Avhen he bent
over his child, and her dark blue eyes un-
folded, while a glad smile of recognition

lighted up her dear little face as she per-

ceived her father standing beside her, he
hesitated no longer, but hastened to con-

tribute his part towards relieving, as he
trusted, those watchful parents who, he
knew, were now' going through the severe

suffering which he had himself so recently

experienced ; and this last good deed closed

the well-spent day of the hair-drcsscr.

THE TAX-PAYER'S CATECHISM.

CHAPTER I.

What are Taxes ?

Money contributed by the subjects of a
State to support its Government and public
institutions.

Are not taxes necessary ?

Yes, within certain limits. The legiti-

mate expenses incurred in the maintenance
of civil Government and public tranquillity

must be defrayed by the people who enjoy
these advantages.
Upon what, then, are complaints, as to the

present taxation of England, founded ?

Upon two facts : first, that it is excessive
in amount ; and secondly, that it is so

levied as to fall with crushing weight upon
the poorer classes, and comparatively lightly

upon the wealthy.
But is it not law that the people cannot

be taxed without their own consent ?

That is indeed laid down as one of the

leading principles of the British Consti-

tution, but it is a principle not carried out.

By whom, then, are taxes levied ?

By the Parliament, consisting of the

Houses of Lords and Commons.
And does not the House of Commons re-

present the people }

It does by constitutional theory, but not
in fact. The great majority of the people
are excluded from the right of voting in the

election of members of Parliament, and
the constituencies are so unequal that a
small nomination borough, Avlxose voters

number but loO or 200, and go to the poll

under the influence of some aristocratic

family, can neutralize the influence of such
constituencies as Manchester and the West
Riding of Yorkshire. In short, owing to

these inequalities, the small number of
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electors, and the want of the protection of

the balh)t, there is no real representation of

the people in the House of Commons. It

is filled -with placemen and the nominees of

peers, who control the votes of their

tenants, and tradesmen, in most of the

counties and smaller boroughs; whilst even
the constituencies, that are free from such
influences, are not allowed to send to Par-
liament men of their own class, who would
most effectually represent their interests

and necessities, but are restricted in their

choice to men of wealth.

How do the consequences of this state of

things appear in the present constitution

of the House of Commons ?

It hiis been shov^•n that out of 356 mem-
bers, of which that House consists, there
are 69 eldest sons of peers, 103 brothers,

sons, and immediate relatives of peers,

56 baronets, belonging to the aristocracy,

26 sons and immediate relations of baronets,
and <S5 landed proprietors, married to the
sisters, daughters, and other relations of
])eers. The 31 smallest constituencies, with
an aggregate of only 6,764 electors, return
an equal number of representatives to Par-
liament, with the 18 constituencies which
contain the largest number of electors, ^iz.,

an aggregate of 289,470. So that the influ-

ence upon the legislation of the country,
including the levying of taxes, of one voter
in the smaller towns and coimties under
the domination of the aristocracy, is equal
to that of 43 independent electors in the
large free constituencies. In a recent
division on Mr. Cobden's motion for a re-

duction of the national expenditure, he was
supported only by a minority of 80 ; but
those 80 members represented no less than
300,000 electors and ten millions of our
population, or more than one-third of the
entire people; whilst they constituted only
one-eighth of the members of the House.
But are not the aristocracy, under whose

influence you say elections are mostly con-
ducted, the friends and protectors of the
people ?

Many of them are amiable and liberal
men ; but, for the most part, the aristocracy,
as for centuries they have monopolized the
power of the State, have taken care to use
it for the advantage and aggrandisement of
their own order, and especially their eman-
cipation from their due share of the burdens
of public taxation.

How have they accomplished this ?

Principally by the expedient of substi-
tuting i7idirect for direct taxation.
What do you mean by direct taxation ?

The levying taxes directly upon the pro-
perty of an individual.

How docs indirect taxation differ from
this r

It is a system of raising revenue, in the
shape of duties on articles of food, on the
raw materials used in manufactures, on the
processes of manufacture, &c.
How does this system unfavourably affect

the poor ?

By it taxes are laid most heavily on the
necessaries of life, in which the earnings of
the working man are entirely expended

;

whilst most of the luxuries, on which the
riches of the wealthy are laid out, are either
free from duty or taxed but lightly. In
other ways, too—to be adverted to hereafter
— it will be seen to weigh with unequal pres-

sure.
J

Does the prevalence of the system of in-*

direct taxation afford any explanation of the
excess or extravagance of Government ex-
penditure r

It accounts for that extravagance being
permitted by the people. Taxes are raised,

by this means, so insidiously, that no one
really knows how much he pays to Govern-
ment, It is calculated that more than a
third of a poor man's wages are thus indi-

rectly contributed to the expenses of the
State, Thus in every pound of tea he pur-
chases he pays 2s. 2 jd. in the shape of duty.
This is but an illustration. Everything he
eats, and everything mth which he clothes
himself, is taxed in some shape or other.

But in buyin? these things he docs not
know, or docs not reflect, how much their

cost is increased by the duties levied on
them. If, on the other hand, he was sum-
moned to pay directly to the tax-collector so

large a sum— say one-third of each week's
earnings—he would at once see the hardship
of the exaction, and be roused to a spirit of
resistance. In short, this device of indi-

rect duties may be called "The Art of
Taxing made Easy."
Are there other objections to this indirect

system ?

Very many. For instance, it occasions
great and unnecessary expense in the col-

lection of the revenue ; it opens the door,
and presents almost irresistible temptations
to fraud, and tends generally to the demo-
ralization of all connected with it ; it ma-
terially lessens the social comforts of the
poor man and his family, and offers many
obstructions to the free employment of capi-

tal, and the progress of industrial enter-

prize.

Is this system of ancient date in Eng-
land ?

Not on any extensive scale. Previous to

the Norman Conquest the ordinary ex-
pences of the State were defrayed out of the
revenues or profits of Crown lands, which
were very considerable. In time of war,
and in the construction of defences, and
sonje other public works, the King was en-
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titled to personal service, on the part of the

possessors of land, and all who held under
them.

But, at that time, were no taxes leaded on
the people in the shape of money ?

The first of the kind, of which we have
any record, was the Dane-gelt, raised for

the service of resisting the constant en-
croachments of the Danes. It was originally

levied in the reign of Etheldred the First,

and continued until shortly before the Con-
quest, After this great event, by which a
vast change was effected in the social and
political condition of England, it would ap-
pear that some slight duties Averc laid upon
commodities imported by merchants from
foreign countries. The bulk of the royal
revenues, however, consisted for a long pe-
riod of the income derived from the Crown
lands, and fines or payments made by the
possessors of land, holding from the Crown,
by v.hich they compounded for the persoi^ai.

services which were the condition upon
which their estates had been granted them.
A given quantity of land was called a
kuight's-fee ; and the person to Avhom it

was granted was required, in return for it.

to do military duty for forty days in each
year ; but the performance of this service
coming, in course of time, to be felt irk-
some and inconvenient, the tenants found
means ofavoiding it ; first, by providing others
to serve in their stead; and afterwards, by
making pecuniary satisfaction to the Crown
in lieu of it. The King also, as feudal lord,
claimed other contributions, from each
kuight's-fee of land; and from these sources,
as has been said, his revenue was chiefly de-
rived.

Then, in point of fact, the expenses of
the State were anciently defrayed by the
land.'

^ ^

Exactly so ; and this was thought but a
fair return for the valuable estates which
William the Eirst distributed amongst his
followers.

How long did this state of things con-
tinue ?

This was the principle on which the re-

venue of the kingdom was provided, with
some modifications and exceptions, until
the year 1630.

Name some of the exceptions,
Tliore were some trifling duties levied on

imports soon after the Conquest, and at
last, Parliament made a grant to the King of
tannage and poundage—the former a tax
on Anne, and tlie latter on dry goods, brought
from abroad. At a later period, taxes were
levied on sheep and on *' woollen cloths

jundc for sale iu England," but, in conse-
quence of their threat unpopularity, both
tliese imports were speedily abandoned.
Queen EUzabcth resorted to the expedient

of raising revenue by the sale of monopolies,
the list of which included iron, lead, salt-

petre, glass, Irish linen, hides, brushes,
salt, salt-fish, limestone, starch, and many
other articles, James I,, to liquidate his
arrears, invented the order of baronets,
which title he sold to as many of the ambi-
tious as had money to spare. The quarrel
between Charles I. and his Parliament origi-

nated in an attempt to levy '* ship-money,"
an impost formerly irregularly exacted,
but which had been prohibited by statute
in the reign of Edward I.

What may be considered the origin of a
regular system of English excise ?

The legislation of the Long Parliament in
the reign of Charles I., during the course
of their struggle with that monarch. With
the view, we may believe, of preserving
their estates from arbitrary exactions, the
members of that Parliament exempted the
land from the liability of paying dues to

the King, as commutation for services

formerly rendered to the crown ; and
afterwards, experiencing the necessity of
money to carry on the civil Avar, the ex-
penses of which Avere very great, they adopted
the system of indirect taxation, in the shape
of duties on articles of produce and manu-
facture.

Upon Avhat articles Avere the duties first

leAied by them ?

Upon Avines and spirits ; but as tlie want
of money became more pressing, these
duties extended to salt, butcher's meat,
bread, and other commodities.
HoAv Avere the expenses of the State pro-

vided for during the protectorate of Crom-
well ?

Partly by the continuance of the excise
system, but chiefly by the imposition of
a land-tax.

What Avas the great departtire from the
principle of making the land supply the
public revenue, Avhich you have said took
place in the year 1660 ?

A compact entered into betAveen Charles
II. and the aristocracy or landed proprie-

tors, Avhereby the latter obtained formal
exemption from all services, or money com-
pensation for services, that had previously
constituted the condition by Avhich tlieir es-

tates Avere held, they, granting the King tlie

right to excise duties for ever as an eqiu-

valent for Avhich immunity—thus securing
the enjoyment of their lands without any
consideration, and throAA'ing the burden of

taxation upon the people.
Was not a land-tax aftcrAvards enforced .''

Yes; the vast expenses incurred in

foreign Avars, and the groAving extravagance
in every department at home, at length in-»

duced A\'"illiam III. to impose a ta.\ on land
of 4s. in the pound.
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How much did tliis yield ?

About a million and a half per annum.

But has it not since greatly augmented
v-ith the increased value of land ?

It should unquestionably have done so;

but here we have a painful illustration of

the manner in wliich the aristocracy have
legislated for themselves, securing to their

own order a comparative immunity Irom
their just sliare of the public burdens, and
throwing a disproportionate weight of them
upon the industrial classes. In the reign

of George III., seeing the rapidly-increas-

ing value of landed property, they enacted
that the tax should be levied, not on the

actual value of their possessions year by
year, but on the value borne by the land
when the tax was first imposed on it in the

reign of "NVilliam III. This unjust and
partial law continues in force, so that this

impost only brings into the Exchequer at

the present day about a million and a half
annually.

And what is it estimated that it woidd
amount to, if the land were now assessed at

its real value r

At least fourteen millions per annum.
So that by this law the landed proprietors,

legisia.ing in Parliament for their own in-

terests, may be said to defraud the nation
of the yearly sum of more than twelve
millions ?

Undoubtedly; the history of the transac-
tion fully bears out such a charge.

Has not the amount raised bv taxation

greatly increased within a comparatively-
recent period .'

It has. From the time of William the

Conqueror to the Commonwealth it ranged
between four and six hundred thousand
pounds—the expenses of the Commonwealth
brought it to a million and a half; during

the reign of William III. it reached nearly

four millions ; in the course of the succeed-

ing reigns it rapidly increased, until, on the

accession of George III., it amounted to

ftfteen millions ; and during the reign of

that monarch, disastrous on many accounts

to the English nation, it reached the almost
incredible sum of fifty-four million pounds
per annum, which is about its present
amount.
From what sources is this immense re-

venue derived ?

Chiefly from the Customs and Excise
duties, whicli. in the year 18i8, yielded as

much as £.')3,o7o,314. The Stamp-tax gave

£7,671,320 , and other taxes, including that

on property and income, £I0,16o,'31G.

And are the exigencies of the State such

as to require this enormous annual outlay ?

The entire system of Government expen-
diture is one of reckless extravagance, as

we shall soon have too many opportunities

of seeing ; but vast as is the profusion with

wh' •. the public money is squandered, the

current expenses of the State need scarcely

one-half of the gross revenue.

What then becomes of the remainder i

It is devoted to the payment of the inte-

rest of the National Dlbt.

TO DEODORIZE FUSTIANS.

[An intelligent correspondent, wlio furnishes his name and address, sends us the

following, to wliicli we beg to call the attention of those interested in the comfort

of the working man, and more particularly those connected with the manufacture
of fustians:—

J

SiH,—Presuming that many manufacturers arc readers of your valuable publi-

cation, some of tliem might be able to answer the following query :—Is it not
practicable to prepare the fabric of fustians and corduroys so that when finished

they shall be deprived of their highly offensive and most umcho>eso7itc animal smell ?

It is said that the articles in question lose their strong smell after a few days' wear.

Be this, however, as it may, it cannot be denied that nn evil exists; and we ask,

what do our country squires, not to mention royalty and nobility, make choice of

for their shootmg and angling jackets ? Certainly, not of fustian—not of corduroy.

The reason wherefore they refuse the one and the other is obvious. They would
not be tolerated in the dining-room ; they would be inadmissible to the drawing-
room ; the offensive garments would be denied a peg even in the hall itself. Why,
then is the •' working man." to be subjected to such an insanitary encasement,
whilst the aristocratic class, though of the "same flesh aud blood," most scrupu-
loush' avoid the most distant contact with it ?

Let some of our intelligent weavers take up this matter in earnest, aud who
knows but that in the forthcoming Exhibition for 1851, if the project succeed, bales

of de-odorized fustians and corduroys shall form no mean item in the gigantic indiLS-

trial miscellany -which, it is anticipated, will be presented on that occasion.

Puro-Pneumatos.
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

Letter VII.

Mr. Editor,—They say, " He is a good parson, who sticks to his text." I have
been thinkijig seriously about the exact meaning of the two words you place at the
head of my letters, "Household Economy." I have searched my old "Entick's
Dictionary " to see whether I fully miderstand them, and whether I have stuck to
my text in what I have hitherto written. A "Household," I find, is " a house
or family;" and "Economy" is " frugality, tliiift, wise and careful management,
regulation." I suppose, therefore, I shall not greatly mistake, if I understand
"Household Economy" to mean, the tcise mul careful manngement of a family

;

and if I apply this management to the house in which the family live, as well
as to the family, or persons who live in it, I suppose I shall not ramble very far

from my text.

"The wise and careful management or a family." This sentence is soon
written or spoken, but what an amazing deal it includes ! AVhen a young woman
becomes a v:>fe—and, still more, when she becomes a mother—she enters upon duties
of no small moment. She has "wisely and carefully" to manage herself, her
husband, her children, and, if she can afford to keep one, her servant also. She
has to see that the house, large or small—or, it may be, the room or lodging—is

kept in proper order, free from all that is unsightly or unwholesome ; that the
wants of all in the house are supplied, according to her means ; and so to act

towards those about her as to give satisfaction, and to secure to herself the character
of A GOOD HOUSEWIFE. I fear that many who marry do not " look before they
leap ;'* and that some of those who " marry in haste " haA'e to " repent at leisure."

They say that " You can't put old lieads upon young shoulders ;" true ; but one
would suppose that even "yoimg heads" could notice enough of what passes,,;^

around them to Icam a few lessons of ^visdom ; but the miscliief is that the^r
allow their feelings to overcome their reason.

"^^

There are others, however, who, with the best possible intentions and the most
industrious exertions, fail to give satisfaction. This may arise, it is true, from
their meeting with unreasonable persons—persons who seem determined not to be
satisfied, let a poor woman do what she may. This is heart-breaking, and I should
like to put such unreasonable grumblers to the necessity of doing everything for

themselves ; that, I fancy, would soon bring them to. But, in most of the cases,

these women are not able to give satisfaction, because they have not been trained with
any reference to what was likely to be their cojidition in after life.

Let me just suppose one of these thousand cases, to explain my meaning more
fully. A working man has a wife and children, say foiu- children, to provide for

;

his earnhigs are just enough to supply them "from hand to mouth." If the wife

is able to get a fair supply of wholesome food, it is, in general, as much as she can
do ; a little may, perhaps, be pinched out for a decent supply of clothing.

Supposing the children to be young—all four under six years of age, for instance

—

her hands are pretty well tied up ; one child at the breast, another toddling about
the room, the third unable to do a single thing for itself, and the eldest scarce able

to help the mother, "^^^ly the life of such a woman must be an almost continual

fag ; it is as much as she can well do to attend to the children, and to get the

usual meals ready. As to mending clothes, or making new articles of di-ess, that

can only be done at such "nows and thens," as scarcely to overt?.ke the necessary
" wear and tear."

Now, Mr. Editor (I Tvish, by-the-bye, there was an Editress to write to, it seems
rather odd for a woman to write to you gentlemen about such matters as these

;

though they concern you more nearly than you, perhaps, imagine or are willing to

allow ;) now, I say, the only hope such a family as I have described can have of
" making both ends meet"—of securing anything like decency and comfort—is by
jjractising the strictest frugality, the best possible management. The wife must
put on het "considgring cap" the first thing in the morning, and keep it on
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throughout the whole day ; she must, above all, have it on every thne she goes out

to make a purchase ; she must not only " cut her coat according to her cloth," but
she must buy her bread, her meat, and all else she needs, upon the best possible

terms ; she must buy nothing but what is actually needed, and she must go to the

best market for that. Then when she has got the best article of the kind she can
afford to buy, she must study how she can make it go the furthest. Her cooking,

her clothes makmg and mending—all she has to do, as it respects housekeeping,
must be done upon this principle ; and this principle must regulate her time also :

as she has much to do, and but little time to do it in, she must observe the strictest

order. Two sayings of my mother were, " a place for everything, and everything

in its place;" and " a lime for everything, and everything in its time." By the
first rule, the house was kept from litter and disorder ; by the second, a good bit of

work was got through, without any appearance of hiu-ry or confusion. The house
was clean ; the meals were regular ; clothes were kept tidy ; and things went on
as comlbrtably as could well be expected in a working man's family. I lay much
stress upon these two rules—not because they were my mother's, though they are

none the worse, I hope, for that—but because they ai'e good comvion sense rules ;

because, by acting upon them myself, I have secui'ed a great deal of " household"
comfort ; and because, without attention to some such rules, the life of a
working man s wile, with a family, would become downright drudgery— absolute

slavery

!

I will give you a brief description of a family in my neighbourhood, where there

is no system, no order, no attention, to my mother's two rules. Robert Randotn is

a carpenter by trade, and earns a guinea a week. He is about thirty yeai-s old ;

his wife is about four-and-tweniy. They have been married six years. They
have three children ; the youngest is at the breast ; the second is three years old

;

the eldest, four-and-a-half. Rcushel, the wife, was the daughter of poor parents
not remarkable for sobriety, industry, cleanliness, or good order. As they had
several childi-en, Rachel was sent out, when young, to the family of a little shop-
keeper, where she haa but little opportunity of learning anytliing useful. For

• about two years she had to take care, as it is called, of the children ; that is, she
had to lug about one heavy, lumpy child in her ai'ms, and to keep two others, as

well as she could, out of mischief. This she did, sometimes in the street or neigh-
bouring fields, sometimes in the house. She had, afterwards, three or four other
situations, in most of which she was kept to hard drudging work, or running of small
errands, in families of a class not likely much to improve her. So she went on till

she was about eighteen, when, having become a good-looking young woman, she
attracted the notice of Robert Random, a lodger in the house where she served,
and after a few weeks' courtship they were married.

Now neither of these two young folk had had to manage for themselves.
Rachel's wants bad all been met in the places in which she had lived, and she had
never been put to cooking or household management. Robert had been boarded
and lodged, during his apprenticeship, at his master's, who was but in a middlni!^
way of business; and when out of his time, he was "taken in and done for "

(>y

a poor widow, whose mode of conducting her family affairs would certaiiily noc
have benefited any one who tried to imitate it. Rachel had contrived to save up
four or five pounds, and Robert had a like sum by him ; this, with a few sticks
of furniture given them by an old aunt, enabled them to furnish decently u
couple of hired rooms.

In one sense, this yomig couple were not •* unequally yoked ;" for they were
alike ignorant of the best mode of marketing, of cooking, or oimana(/iny any other
part of their household concerns. If they bought a bit of meat, it unfortunately
turned out to be almost all bone, or disproportionately fat ; and they had no notioii

of stewing down the bones, or of using the drippings for any other purpose thun
kitchen-stuff. Sometimes it was half-done, sodden, and insipid ; at other times, it

was cooked till neither flavour nor nourishment was left in it. If Rachel made a
pie, the crust was so hard that it almost needed a bill-hook to divide it ; and
though her puddings were softer, vet, for want of a dexterous mode of moulding
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her crust, there was a huge lump of dough in the middle, while the sides were so
thin as to let in the water. Robert used to call them " Mount Etna puddings."
Rachel could manage to put a patch on a gown or a shirt ; bvit as to making the
one or the other, she was about as ready as a native of the Carribee Islands ! It
may make yoxi. smile, Mr. Editor, and it will cause many female readers to exclaim,
" Well, I never !" but I can state as a fact, that when, within less than tv/elve

anonths after they were married, she fomid it necessary to prepare small clothing
of a certain description, she had to seek advice and assistance from an old married
woman; and ciu-iously shaped some of the things were, after all her conjuring!
In consequence of meeting with a tolerably clever " monthly nurse," things went
on pretty well during her confinement ; but awkwardly enough when the whole
concerns of her family rested entirely on her own shoidders.

It would not be worth while to relate all the particulars of the history of this

couple. Sometimes they laughed at each other's ignorance ; at other times they
upbraided each other for the want of knowledge. As time went on, and their

family increased, Rachel became more and more muddled. Robert's home was
anything but comfortable ; there was constant litter ; the room was often full

of smoke, tor want of a proper management of the fire ; dab vv'ashes were almost
continually about. Though it was as much as they could do to buy provision,

there was constant waste ; scraps of meat and crusts of bread, of which many a
poor person would have been glad, were every now and then throAvni out at

window. If Robe^'t complained, Rachel scolded ; then he would take stunt, and
go to the alehouse. 2"hei-e he found all comfortable ; a smiling landlady or

waitress—a clean, well-lighted parlour, with a good fire, and cheerful companions.
By degrees, as you might suppose, he got to like the public-house better than his

own lodging, and often spent the evening out. On Saturday night he took home
foiu- or five shillings less than he used to do before they had a family to provide
for ; and then bitter words often passed between them.

Thus things have gone on, pretty much, to the present time—there are no signs
of improvement. A stranger visiting them must be struck with the appearance of
discomfort. The furniture is " much the worse for wear." The rooms are never
clean, and always untidy. The dirt is swept into a corner, and there left ; or half
the room is badly washed, and a pail of dirty water, with flannel and brush, stands
in the middle, while Rachel, with her apron wringing-wet, has sat down to get her
child to sleep, scolding it all the time for keeping awake ! Indeed, the everlasting

excuse for all that is disorderly is, '* the nasty cross children." Sometimes Bob
has to wait till his dinner is cooked, and many a time has he been *' scratched" an
hour in consequence ; this, again, breeds bad blood between them, and thus the
reign of discomfort is prolonged ! He never appears as an industrious working-man
ought to appear

—

she is always slatternly and untidy—the children s faces are rarely

such as to invite a kiss. Conscious of their want of respectable clothing, they
seldom go out for recreation; and the whole family have an imhealthy, squalid,

poverty-struck appearance.

Similar to this is the condition of many families, perhaps of thousands. It is

not, of course, in the power of all persons to fight against circumstances ; and it is

evidently the will of Providence that there should be poor people in the land. But
I cannot believe that it is necessary for any sober, industrious, working man, to be
in so sad a plight. I feel as sure as I am of my own existence, that almost every
working-man's family—where there is not sickness, or any unavoidable calamity—

•

may be more comfortable, aye, far more comfortable, than is the family of Robert
Random; and I as hrmly believe that the principal, if not the only reason, of their

discomfort is, tJie xcant of proper training. Had Rachel been in different circum-
stances in the earlier part of her life—had she been so situated as to have got a lew
of my good mother's excellent maxims and teachings—I believe she would have
been a very different woman, comfortable in herself, and a source of comfort to all

connected with her.

Well ;
•* 'tis a long lane that has no tm-ning :" let \is hope things will mend.

Or, if it be too late to do anything for Rachel Random, let us—us working women,
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I mean—see if we cannot prevent our girls from becoming like h.er. Let us try to

make them like one of whom I will next speak.

I had proceeded thus far, and had laid my letter aside, vv'hen my Jem spied i

out, and began reading aloud before I could get ic away from him. " So," said he
" so much for Bobby and Rach. Random !—and I suppose Martha Makepeace's
f.imily is to be set up as a contrast !" "You are mistaken for ouce, Mr. James,"
Slid I ;

" though I may speak more of that family some day. Xo ; I mean to vrxho
about Li/dia Worth." But I find, Mr. Editor, that I have written quite as much as )

e, and therefore I must defer telling you who and what Lydia
was till next week.
I ouc>:ht to \vrite at once.

February 11, 1850.

filing you who and what Lydi

Martha Makepeace.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Ox-cheek Socrs.—Ox chefks are now gene-
rally sold at tlie offal shops, fived tn.m the Lip^e
bones, at 2d. per piuud. Excellent soup lu ly be
made as follows :—First so<tk the cheek in luke-
warm water for haif an hour, and then cleanse it

thorouarhly from the blood. Cut it into pieces
about two iiiche? square, and put tliem into your
pot. or boiler with water, in the proportion of one
quart to eich pound of meat. Take the scu(n
carefully (ff as it rises. When the liquor boils,

add two cairots, one god-sized turnip, two or
th ee lar^e onions or letks, and a he d of celery,
all nicely cleaned and cut up into thin slices.

Take a sprig: or two of any sweet herbs you may
have by you, a ^mall bunch of parsley, arid a lea-
spO(jnful 01 abound allspice, and tie them up in a
piece of muslin. CoTcr yor.r pot or boiler closely
down, and let it boil gently for three hours. All
the above should be do '.e over night. Youshonld
then pour the contents into an eirchcn pan,
leaving out the herb-b.g, and set it by in a cool
plire. Next day, put the whole content:- of the
pan into a clean pot or saucepan, with linlf a pound
or' rice (the small broken rice will answer be>t
and it is the cheapest) Take otfabotu a pint of
the top part of your liq'ior, put it into a fryinsr-
pan.and thicken it wiih flour or oatmeal, stirring
it. well about till itis nicely browned ; add alittle
more of the liquor, ?ive it a SHiart boil, and then
pour all into your boiler, with about two table-
spoonsful of sait, and two tea-spoonsful of black
pepper. Let the whole simmer gently for about
ha.f an hour, and serve ic up. The sea-oning,
especially that with salt and pepper, must be re-

f iilated by taste. Be careful not to season too
hij^hly. This forms a very savoury and nourish-
ing dish ; and, supposing you use five or six
pounds •f cheek, it will not cost more th^n
eighteenpence. If you wish to save the trouble
of the fryius:-pan process, you may, only thicken-
ing your soup by ijutiiug the thickened portion of
your liquor back into the pot, and Jetting it
sinitner or boil trenily for about hab an lionv.
Ox-Cheek Pie.— I'repare the whole as directed

above. The next day take out as much of ilie best
of the meat as you wish to use, put it into tlie dish
with some of the Hquor, seasoning it to taste with
salt and pepper. Put over it, and at)out half-way
do.vn the side of the dish, a good family crust, as
directed in No. 4, page 121. article " Common
Paste," and bake till tne crust is well done, but not
burnt. Save half a pint of your liquor to pour into

j

the pie, if needed, when you cat It open. You may
then proceed with your liquor as bcioro directed

;

or you may make it into excellent pea-soup, by
addhig a pint of split peas, iiutead of the meal.

Ox-KiDN'EY PCDDIXG.—.Make your pastf^ as di-

rected in No. 3, Dagti h9, article " ileat PudJinjjs."
Cut the kidney into small pieces, and season with
salt and pepper to taste. Kidney puddings, as well
as other meat puddings, arc best made in a basMi,
tiikhig care that tlic crust does not cover th*? bottom.
If the kidney be not large enough to till the biiain,

you can add a little tender beet", or a few ulices of
pickled pork.—N.F?. Kidney puddings and pics are
very savoury, but they are rather hard of digestion,
and do not afford much uounshmcnt.

^ Ox-Taii. Soup.—Divide the tail at the joints.
?oak the pieces in warm water for a short lime,
then put them in the pot, with two quarts of water
to a good-sized tail. IJoil gently, nnd scum. .After
it lu.s boiled for about two hours, put three-quarters
of a pint of the liquor, the fattest part.imoa irying-
pan, tliickeii witti Hour, and keep stirring till it is

well browned ; then add it to 3 our liquor, with salt
and pepper, and some parsley finely chopped. You
may add a .-poonful of ketchup or vinegar. Serve
in a dish v.ith sippets of toasted bread placed round.
Ox Heart.—Wash and clean thoroughly, leav-

ing no particle of blood in the ventricliS. Cut away-
all the deaf ears—as the thick white lobes are
called—and boil it fur haU an hour. Then tiil the
ventricles with stufSng—either veal stulFing, or
sage and onion ; set it upright on the meat stand
ill the dish, and Jet it b« baked for an hour, or
an honr and a-half, according to the size. Boil
down some gravy beef, with a few whole black,
pepper seeds, atid when the heart is sufficiently
cooked serve it up, as hot a* p >s.-iib e, Aviih thi-<

{;r,ivy. Itfojnii a savoury dish cut into .-licea

and warmed up the second'day ; and if veal stuff-
ing be used, the heart so prepared greatly re-
sembles liaslied Imre.

Anothku, TI13 Scotch Method.—Cleanse,
and cur. the heart in Jarge piHues. lengthwise.
Put thesi; into a saucepan, witii cold water and
salt, and caieluily skim away the blood as it rises.
Cut the parboiled pieces iuio mouihfuls; return
thcin into the strained liquor with plenty of shred
onion and celery, pepper, allspice, salt, and some
good potatoes, sliced. This forms a savoury,
iiourisliing.aud economical dish.
Ox Liver.—Be careful not to use any thati*
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not perfectly sound. It may be cut into slices

and Iricd, uith bacon. In such cases fat rashers

should be chosen, and fried first ; tlie slices of

liver may then be put into the boiling fat, and

done nicely brown ; or the liver may be partly

boiled, and then minced. In this case, boil a few

leaves of sage Avith the liver. Then use as much
of the liquor as you choose for your mince, add-

in"- the sage finely chopped, a small piece of

bu'tter, and some crumbs of bread, or a little

flour, to thicken it. Serve with sippets of bread,

either plain or toasted.

THE JUVENILE CABINET.

HOXOUR THY FATHER,
There are some children who are almost

ashamed to own their parents, because they

are poor, or in a low situation of life. We
will, therefore, give an example to the con-

trary, as displayed by John Tillotson, the

celebrated Archbishop of Canterbury. His

father, who was a very plain Yorkshireman,

one day came to the mansion in which his

son resided, and inquired whether " John

Tillotson Avas at home ?" The servants,

indignant at what they thought his inso-

lence, were about to drive him from the

door; but the Archbishop, hearing the

voice of his father, came running out, ex-

claiming in the presence of his astonished

servants, "It is my beloved father!" and

falling down on his knees, asked for his

blessing. Obedience and love to our parents

is a very distinct and important command
of God, upon Avhich he has promised his

blessing, and his promises never fail.

ADVICE FOR BOYS.

Boys! would you be happy while you

live, and receive the friendship and love of

all ? Then Hsteu to a few words :

—

lie honest. Never take the value of a

copper from another without permission.

A farthing taken to-day will open the way

for a penny to-morroAV ; and the end who
can foresee ?

Love truth. Don't equivocate, but tell

the truth frankly and like a Christian.

What is more to be dreaded than the repu-

tation of a liar ? You had better be poor

and wretched all your days than possess a

lying tongue.
DouH mvear. Let no profane word pol-

lute your lips Of all bad boys, he is most
to be feared who uses wicked and indecent

words. Nothing makes a lad appear so. un-

lovely as profane language.

LOOKING UPWARDS,
A group of young and light-hearted gir's

were sitting together in the twilight, busily

arranging the flowers they had been ga-

thering in the pleasant woods and fields.

" What beautiful things flowers are !

"

said one, *' and what a pleasant amusement
it would be, now that we are sitting here so

quietly, if each were to choose which flower

she would rather be like."

" Just as if there could be any choice! "

exclaimed Laura Bennett, a little proudly,

and holding up a moss-rose as she spoke.
" Among all the flowers that grow, there is

not one half so beautiful as the rose. Let

me be the queen of flowers, or none !

"

*' For my part," observed her sister

Ellen, " I should like to resemble the luxu-

riant rhododendron, so beautifully described

in our book of flowers. When any one, in

passing, shakes it roughly, it scatters, as

we are told, a shower of honey-dew from

its lovely cups, and immediately refills them
with the same transparent fluid ; teaching

us to shower sweetness even upon the hands

that disturb us, and to fill our inward

thoughts with continually fresh purity and

fragrance. Oh! who would not wish to be

beneficent and forgiving, like the rhodo-

dendron, if thev could? But it is very

difficult."
" It is, indeed," said Lucy Neville,

gently, " if we trust only in our own
strength."

" But what says our dear Lucy ? " ex-

claimed Ellen.
" I think I can guess," said Clara Sey-

,

mour ;
" either a violet or a heart's-ease

—

am I right?
"

" Not quite," replied Lucy, " although ,

both the flowers that you have mentioned

are favourites of mine. But 1 should like

to resemble the daisy most, because it is

always looking %<pward towards heaven—
that beautiliil place on which all our hopes

should be fixed."

A FABLE FOR THE YOUNG.
A litle girl and boy were once sitting on

a flowery bank, and talking proudly about

their dress.

"See," said the boy, "what a beautiful

new hat I have got, w^hat a fine new jaiket

and trousers, and what a nice pair of shoes;

it's not everybody that's dressed so finely as

I am."
"Indeed," said the girl, "I think I am

dressed finer than you, for I have on a silk

pelisse, and a handsome feather in luy bon-

net. I know that my dress cost a great

deal of money."
"Not so much as mine," said the boy,

" I am sure."

"Hold your peace," said a caterpillar,
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crawling on the hedge ;
" you have neither

of you any reason to he proud of your
clothes, for they are only second-hand, and
have all been wyrn by some creature or
oiher, of which you think meanly, before
they came into your posiession. Why,
that silK first wrapped up such a worm as

I am."
" Tliere, miss, what do you say to that?"

said thejboy.

"And that feather," exclaimed a bird,

percned upon a tree, " was stolen from, or
cast oli by, some of my race."
"What do you say to that, miss?" re-

peated the boy. " Well ! my clothes were
neither worn by birds nor worms."

" True," said a sheep that was grazing
close by, " but ihc-y v.-ere worn on the back
of some of my family before they were
yours; and as for your hat, I know that
the beavers supplied the materials for

making that article ; and my friends the
calves and oxen were killed not only to fur-
nish meat for your table, but also leather
to make your shoes with.-"

See the folly of being j^romi of your
clothes, since we are indebted to-tl*e mean-
est creatures for them ; and considejr how
thankful we ought to be to God, ul^o has
given us wisdom rightly to use the mate-
rials which these creatures supply I

LITTLE TRANK.
" Mother, I have picked the prettiest

flowers I could find in all the field for you.
You are always pleased Avith flowers, are
you not, mother ?

"

" Yes, when they are plucked by my little
Frank."

" Mother, I want to tell you something,
but I am afraid it lyill make you feel
sorry."

" What is that, my son ?"

"Why, mother, the boys say that father
was poor. Does that make vou blush,
mother?"

" No, Frank, I am not ashamed to be
called poor."

" But, mother, the boys laugh at poor
people They call them mean. I do not
like to hear them say that my father was
poor. Is ic wicked to be poor, mother ?

"

" No, my boy, not if we are honest and
industrious."

" Mother, the boys laugh at me at Sun-
day-school. They point at my shoes, and
they say they are coarse and shabby. Shall
I go any more to Sunday-school ?"

" The boys do not hurt you, do they ?
"

" No, mother, they do not hurt me, but
they make me feel unhappy when they do
not like me. I want everybody to love me.
I love everybody, mother. It makes me
happy to see you smile, and to hear my
teacner say, ' You are a good boy, Frank.'
It almost makes me cry when I think you
love me, and that my teacher loves me

;

but I am sorry, mother, when the boys
laugh at me."

" But, Frank, if your mother loves you,
and your teacher loves you, you must not
mind what the boys say,"

" But, mother, I think I should be
happier if I had nice clothes and some
pence in my pocket, and some bright but-
tons on my jacket."

" Well, if you had these, Frank, should
you be able to say your lessons any better,
or should I be more fond of you, or would
your teacher like you better."

" No, mother
;
you love me because I am

your little boy, and my teacher loves me
because I learn my lessons properly, and
try to be quiet and attentive to what he
says to us."
"You see, then, my dear Frank, that it

is not riches that make you either good or
happy ; and that it is not fine clothes that
make your friends love you. Sensible peo-
ple think but little about fine clothes for
children, if they are kept neat and clean."

BE INDUSTRIOUS.
There is full enough to do

—

Enough for me—enough for you

—

Don't be lazy :

Drive at something—keep a driving,
If you would be rich and thriviner.

Do not sit and suck your thumbs.
Waiting till some business comes

—

Don't be lazy

:

Who will pity when you sputter,
Lying idly in the gutter ?

There's a garden to be dug

—

There's a cistern needs a plug

—

Don't be lazy

:

You can plant, or you can harrow

—

Puli a truck, or wheel a barrow.

Stir about, and you will find
Something that will suit your mind—

Uon't be lazy:
'Tis a truth that's worth your knowing,
Idleness is always growing.

Labour—labour and be wise

—

Labour for the earth and skies

—

Don't be lazy :

Work to bless, restore, and save

—

Work to triumph o'er the grave.
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HISTORY OF A HOUSEHOLD.

Letter I.

Mil. Edttoh,—Yoiir Martha Makepeace is a very good woman, and I and my
-svile read eyery letter of lier's that comes out. She means well, and gives many

good hints ; but, Sir, if you'll excuse me, she dwells too much on one thing, and

that is her washing.
, ,. • -^

' She's always at her wash tub," says my wife—as good a little wife as ever man

had— " she must be a laundress !

"

'« No," savs I, " but its her hobby."
^

AVell, my'wife and I fell to talking, after this, as to what was wanted to make txie

poor mail's home comfortable and happy, besides getting the washing handily out

of the wav. And iirst we hit upon one thing and then upon another, till we got

^..^.. v...^ , sayL___, _ _ _.

was a lad, and to the bits of learning that I have been piciaug up ever since, i can

manage to write a letter that's readable.

So here is my letter, Mr. Editor. Head it you ccm, and prmt it you mcnj it you

like. Li any case there's no hami done cither to you or to me.

Well, Sii-,"as there is variety in everything, and as a good tiling is often set od

by contrast with what is bad, I will in the tirst place, with yotu- leave and the leave

of :Mrs. Martha, tell you what my bringing up was, and in what sort of a home.

My parents might have been happy and well-to-do people, but they were neither

one nor the other—a more miserable or more cUsorganised home than that of my
childhood cannot be conceived. It stands before me, and has done so ever since

I have been able to form a judgment on such things, as a dark and terrible

warning.
. i, +1,

My father began business as a butcher, with a good connection ;
my mother, tne

dauuhter of a small farmer, had a hundi-cd pounds to her fortune, paid down on her

wedding-day. My father stood six feet liigh, a remarkably Avell-made and athleUc

man. He had black hair and whiskers, a clear complexion, and dai'k eyes. I

mention this because it had a great etiect upon his chai'acter. He was called

•• the handsome butcher," and was greatly admii'ed by the Avomen. In his youth,

he excelled iii all atlilctic games—nine-pms, quoits, and such liiie. x\s he grew

up, he took to wrestling and'pugilism, and tinally becimie a noted champion ot the

ring. By the time he was live- and-thiity, though he was still called " the hand-

some butcher," he had wholly left his trade, or rather it had left him ;
the whole

of my mother's money had long been spent ; and himself, his wife, and seven

children, of whom I 'was the youngest, lived upon his uncertain gams as a

iirize -lighter.

My moiher's temper had, no doubt, been severely tried ;
perhaps, indeed, it had

not been naturally a good one ; but my earliest remembrances are of the unceasing

jiirrings, wrangiings, and rierce contentions of my parents. !My father's wild and

ii-regular way of life ; his neglected trade and wasted means ; his present excesses ;

his drunken bouts, and his riotous companions, were a never-ending subject of

murmur, reproach, and complaint with my mother. And she had reason for com-

plamt. But, alas ! there was also fault on her side. If my father di'uuk publicly,

nay, almost boastfully, my unhappy mother took her "little drop" in secret, imtil

her eravuig for liquor was equal to his own.

At hve-and-forty my father's fame and ability as a prize-lighter Avas suddenly

checked. He had rheumatic fever, from which he never recovered. His jomts

became cramped and stiflened ; he was bent neai-ly double ; and at lifty was appa-

renilv an old man, and could only move about on crutches. His longest journeys

now were fi-om our house to the ale-house—a distance of about tifcy yards- whither

he went daily, sour in temper as a chained and baited bear; and here, if he had
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not money of his own to spend, lie was often treated to liquor by those who knew
him in his better days.

The unhappy propensity of ray mother to drink at length suddenly gave a check

to my father's indulgence. He was a man of violent impulse ; and in a lit of fierce-

passion he one day swore that he, she, and all of us children should take the tem-

perance pledge. My mother and three of her sons—the eldest being at sea— all

big, wilful lads, who Avere begimiing to be their own masters, positively refused.

My father, myself, and two sisters, took it therefore alone.

It was a great triumph to the Temperance Society that a man so notorious as my
father had been, should voluntarily take the pledge with his three children. It

was done in public. My father was conveyed thither in a cart, and we were all

escorted up to a sort of platform by a procession of teetotalers, all reformed sinners,

like ourselves. A long account of the whole business was printed in one of the

temperance tracts, and that was the ruin of all. My father could not stand the

ridicule of his old associates ; besides which it was no real reformation on his part.

He therefore soon fell back again into his old habits in an aggravated degree.

My mother took in washing ; went out charing, nursing, or doing anything by
which she could earn a few pence ; but her earnings went mostly to the gin-shop.

Habits like hers could not long be concealed. She lost her character, and with it

her employment. How we lived I know not; but assuredly such a hell upon
earth as our home never existed.

My father, Mr. Editor, was a cripple. He was now an object of derision and
insult :—of derision, because he had taken the pledge and broken it—of insult,

because he had been strong and now was weak. People used to peep and point at

him, and tell that he had once been famous—" the handsome butcher," " the great

prize-fighter ;" and now he crawled about on crutches ! It is cruel, in any case, to

insult the fallen ; and my poor father felt it bitterly.

Now and then some yet-famous champion of the ring remembered my father in

his affliction, and sent him small sums of money. These uncertain incomings pro-

duced little happiness. They were soon spent, and then the long waiting and
hoping for their recurrence filled the heart with bitter impatience. I must, how-
ever, mention one thing which was productive of much good. I had, as I have
said, taken the pledge with my father and two of my sisters. The occasion pro-
duced a great effect on my mind, and a new birth of affection, as it were, in my
soul. They seemed doubly my lather and sisters, from that time. There was also

a working-man, a blacksmith, at the meeting, who made a speech. He described a
home—it had been his own—as wretched, and miserable, and degraded, as ours,

"which had been totally changed by temperance. That hell upon earth had been
converted into a heaven. He drew a picture of his wife and children, as they had
been—ragged, dirty, ill-taught, quarrelsome with each other, and terriiied at his

approach ; now, through the magical blessing of temperance, a family of love,

reading their Bibles, well-clad, and healthy. He described his well-furnished,
comfortable home, his money in the bank, his cow, and even his pig—for he lived
in the country—with a rich and racy humour and a joy of possession which deeply
impressed my mind. I was so much excited that the tears ran down my cheeks in

torrents, and I put my arms round my sisters' waists as we sat together. I felt so
happy, I knew not what to do ; for I thought that we were ail going to be like the
reformed blacksmith.

But, alas ! my poor father, as I said, could not keep his pledge ; but me he had
made a teetotaler. I abode stedfastly by my pledge. When my poor mother, in
her maudlin way, would ofier me a drop, '* to cheer my heart," or " to keep the
cold out," I refused. " No mother," I said, " it burns my throat ; it is like fire in

me. It does no good!" and my father encouraged this resolution, and bade
me hold fast by it. This was the best thing I had from my father It was, as I
said, a bond of affection between us. Prom the night w^hen we took the pledge
together I was, as far as lay in my power, a good son to him. It is astonishing
what strength is given by any act of free-will, hov/cvcr trifling it mty be, if it is

in a right cause. Having thu power to keep my pledge seemed to make a man of
me, and my father, weak as he was, respected me for it.
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I was tall and strong of my age, and my father's old associates believed that I
should equal him in force of muscle. They wanted to make a pugilist of mf, and
I had some little training for this purpose. After I had taken the pledge, however,
I gave it up. The reason was, that I had now come under better influences, 'ihe
temperance gentlemen had an eye upon me. I was put to school, and soon grew so
fond of my learning, that my tastes took another turn. The last time I had a
pitched battle was when I was fifteen. Some fellows insulted my father. I beat
them all, one after another, three of them, and my father looking on. I v.-as in

prime training that day, and I have never repented of it since. That was my last

battle. My father died soon after.

Thus, Mr. Editor, have I now given you a notion of the home of my childhood,
and I think one of less promise for good, or of more promise for evil, could hardly
be conceived. Shall I go on ? Yes, at all events let me finish this part, for I have
not much more to say. My poor mother, at length, after recovering from a frightful

attack of delirium tremens, went to the workhouse. I was then turned sixteen.

Lucy, the elder of my sisters, who had taken the pledge with us, had left her home
—if home it could he called—soon after, and became an outcast on the world : of
her I shall, hereafter, have somethmg more to say. The other, Ruth, kept her
pledge like me, and we two stuck together like cobbler's wax, or like any of your
new cements, Mr. Editor. Three of my brothers were scattered about, doing badly
enough; the fourth, the eldest, was at sea, as I said before. He had run away from
home several years before ; we knew nothing of him, nor do to this day. My
little wife says he'll come back some day as rich as a Nabob ; and in this belief

—she's a wilful woman, this wife of mine—she would have our first child called

Richard ; I would not have given in had I not known that her own father had that

name, so I consented; but that's neither here nor there.

Well, Sh*, if you think such letters as I can write you worth printing, I will go
on and tell you how I grew up a man ; what sort of notions I grew up with ; how
my wife and I got acquainted, how we married, and had then that sort of schooling

which every couple must have before they can go on together through the

rough and smooth of life without jarring and jostlmg; and how at last we stand
joyfully side by side, with the cup of blessing full enough for others, if they will,

to drink with us.—I am, Sir, yours to command,
John Weldon.

Editors* Note.—We are much pleased with John Weldon's letter, and shall be

J lad to hear from him again. As, however, his communications seem likely to

1 iter to household matters, the subject selected by our esteemed correspondent,

J lartha Makepeace, though their statements and illustrations may differ, and as we
Lre anxious to introduce as great variety as possible into our pages, we trust that

%/e shall gratify our readers, and at the same time avoid giving offence to either

Mrs. Martha or Mr. John, if we insert their communications on alternate weeks.

Martha's eighth letter will appear next week, and John's second letter the week
following.

Aphouisms, &c.—A proud man and an hurnble one will both admit that " humility is

a virtue." Nothing is more common than a similarity of sentiment in opposite characters.

I dare say a fox and a goose, if they could speak, would both concur in saying that

pouhry ought to be well fed.—Philosophy often retires from action and dwells in

speculation.—Of all passions envy is the most detestable ; compassion is softened by the

sufferings of men, but envy rejoices in their tortures.
—
"We should never suffer attention

to one part of our conduct to swallow up our regard for every other—To render the

punishment of crime salutary to society, it should bear a due proportion to the injury

inflicted, and be divested of every appearance of inhumanity or vindictiveness. Those
who would injilct torture, in order to show their abhorrence of cruelty, would do well to

examine the springs of their thoughts, and strictly to scrutinize the motives which
influence their own minds.—The King is the representative of the people ; so are the

Lords ; so are the Judges. They are all trustees for the people, as well as the Commons,
because no power is given for the sake of the holder ; and although Gavemment be an

institution of divine authority, yet its form, and the persons who administer it, all

griginate from the people.—J5ur/t<^.
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HINTS OX HEALTH.

INTRODUCTORY.—THE NECESSARIES OF LIFE.

OxE of tlis most practical of our living -vATiters describes health as the greatest of
temporal blessings ; as the one without -which all other blessings will fail to secure
contentment and happiness. This is especially the case in relation to the M'orkiug

man. Its preservation depends very much upon himself; upon his knowledge of
the laws of God, and his willingness to yield obedience to them.
That we were intended to enjoy a regular and complete state of health seems to

have been the design of Providence. Disease and suffering are the consequences
of vice, idleness, or ignorance. Health consists in the pleasurable working of the
leading oigiois of the body and mind. "When all the faculties are duly exercised,

none being overtaxed and none left langidd and inactive, then the conditions are
fuitilled upon which health almost entirely depends. The habits of civilised life

are not favourable to regularity in living, even if the present state of knowledge
would admit of our obser\'ing it. There are, however, many habits, wliich
affect hcaltli and bodily comfort, that a little resolution would enable a man.
to shake off.

We must first explain what we mean by the laws of God. !Many people suppose
that we mean those laws which God has written in the Bible. We mean more
than this. We mean the natural and physical laws which God has made for the
government of the universe. The principle of gravitation, by M-hich worlds are
kept in their place ; that of light, which flies from planet to planet, makmg kno^wa
to us the wonders of creation ; and that of electricity, wliich enables us to convey
messages at the rate of five hundred miles a minute, ai"c all as much the great
work of the Creator as the moral law given to us in the book of revelation. It is

by a law of God that a hollow vessel will swim upon water ; that fixe will burn ;

and that food will replenish the wasting material of our bodies. How much
misciy would have been saved the himian family, if they had sought out the
various ways in which God has revealed himself to man. We should have heard
nothing of the persecutions of Galileo, of Dr. Harve}', or of Dr. Jenner. Human
wisdom can do nothing to alter or improve the arrangements of God ; it can only
interpret them, and teach us how to accommodate our conduct towards them.
Every discovery which makes known to us his high purposes, tends to advance the
race in knowledge and happiness. Nothing moves, acts, or lives, but in obedience
to established and immutable laws. The smalle.-t atom, whether it is the dust
that blinds the eyes of the traveller, the perfume which floats upon the summer
breeze, or the minutest drop of rain, are regulated by the same hand that rules
the universe, vnth its galaxy of suns and its countless worlds.
When we speaJc of the laws of health, we speak of certain conditions which

must be observed to secure strength.»and activity. It has been said by one of our
physicians, that the faculty of medicine was mainly employed in trying to effect

an impossibility—that of reconciling intemperance with health. The enjoyment
of health is very much in every man's power. By living temperately, taking
sufhcient exercise, and breathing good air, he may not only increase his comforts,
but add to the duration of his life. The rules are' simple and easily understood

:

in looking at them we may first inquire. What aie the necessaries of life r

^The necessaries of life are four: Air, Warmth, Aliment, and Exercise.
Under these four heads will be found everything necessary to the sustenance and
preservation of the human being ; over all of them he has more or less control.
The place of his abode and the climate are matters of accident ; the others he can
modify or command. If he does not possess them in sufficient quantity, he suffers
inconvenience, bodily pain, or disease ; an excess of these will equally affect the
haimonious working of the bodily functions. It may be said safely, that if a man
inherit a tolerably good constitution, and possess these essentials in the requisite
proportions, he may calculate upon good health and a long life ; his career may, of
course, be cut short by accident, \iolence, or poison; but ff he escape tlieseaud
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observe the laws of health, providing that his constitution is sound, he may enjoy an

exemption from disease. The brute has an instinct which directs it to its natural

food and its appropriate element ; man has reason, which must be employed to the

same end.

We shall, in the fom- succeeding numbers, give a few hints under each of the

four heads, Air^ Warmth, Aliment, and Exercise.

THE SCHOOL-KOOM.—No. V.

MATTER AND ITS PllOrERTIES.—LESSON I.

Matter is the name given to every body

that possesses substance, and with which

n-e are capable of becoming acquainted

by means of one or more of om" five senses.

Bodies arc of three kinds—solid, liquid,

and aeriform or ga-seous ; and thus include

all the materials of which the universe is

built up. ]VIatter is called wgaulc when it

possesses life, and iiiorgauic when it does

not ; thus animals and plants are organic

matter, but a stone is inorganic mattw.
The properties of matter' are of two kinds.

They are called essential when they are in-

variably found in bodies; and accideiital

when they depend on circumstances, and

are susceptible of variation. The esbcntial

properties of matter are Resistance, Impe-

iietrabiUty, Extent, Figure, Dicisibilily,

Compressibility, Porosity, Inertia, and

Attraction. The accidental properties are,

Density, Elasticity, Ductility, Malleabi-

lity, Hardness, Brittleness, DilatahilUy,

and Tenacity
1. Resistance is that property of matter

from which we derive our notion of it. A
child knocks its head against a table; it

feels a hard blow, because the table is a

solid body, and the resistance it makes is

complete. We press backwards our hands
against the water in swimming, and feel an

amount of resistance sufficient to urge our

body forwards. We run quickly in a dress

which presents a large surface to the air
;

and we feel that its resistance makes our

movement less rapid. Resistance, then,

is common to all bodies ; but it is greater

in the sohd than in the liquid, and greater

in the liquid than in the air or gas.

2. Impenetrability is that property of

matter in consequence of which two bodies

cannot occupy the same place at the same
time. If a piece of wood or metal occupy a

certain space, before anything else can take

possession of that space the wood or metal

mus: be removed. Again, if some water be

put into a tube fastened up at one end, and

a piece of wood be inserted that fits the

inside of the tube very exactly, it will be

impossible, by any force, to get the wooden
piston to the bottom of the tube, imless

the water is first taken away. The prin-

ciple of the diving-bell shows the impene-
trability of the air ; for the air in the bell

prevents the admission of water into it when
it is immersed in the sea.

3. Extent, ox Volume, is the third essential

property of matter, and denotes the quan-
tity of space which a body occupies. Thus
the volume of space occupied by the earth

is about two hundred and sixty-four thou-

sand millions of cubic miles. The dimen-
sions of magnitude or extent are called

length, breadth, and depth ; or length,

width, and height, according to circum-
stances.

4. Figure is another property which ne-

cessarily flows from the preceding defini-

tions, or, rather, from the very existence of

matter itself. Whatever is material must
have figure, or shape. We must, however,

be careful to distinguish between the figure

and the volume of a body. Bodies may have

the same figure, and very difi'erent volumes

,

and bodies may have the sauxe volume, but

possess very different figures. A globe, for

example, may have ten times the volume or

size of another globe, and yet have the

same figure; and a cube and a sphere

may be of equal magnitude, although their

figures are altogether different.

5. Divisibility is the property by which a

body can be divided into separate and dis-

tinct portions. Whether matter be in-

Jinitely divisible, is a question not yet de-

ternuned ; but it is extremely probable,

from certain chemical facts, that all bodies

are composed of clementarv parts which

are indivisible and unalterable. These are

called atoms, from two Greek words signi-

fying not to be cut; nothing is known of

their absolute size, except that it cannot

possibly exceed certain magnitudes Avhich

we may calculate, but of whose extreme

minuteness we can form no adequate idea.

To the practical subdivision of matter, how-

ever, there seems to be no assignable hniit,

as the following examples will show. Dr.

Thomson has shown that a portion of lead

may be rendered visible, the bulk of which

cannot exceed the 888,492,000,000,000th

part of a cubic inch. The gold-leaf used in

gilding is hammered so very thin, that if

360,000 leaves were laid upon one another,
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and pressed together, they would not exceed
one inch in thickness. Dr. AVollaston suc-

ceeded in obtaining platinum wire so small
that the diameter of it did not exceed the
one-hu)ulred-and-eighty-thotisa)i(Uh part of
an inch. In the manufacture of the silver-

gilt wire used in embroidery, a single grain
of gold is made to cover a surface of 9,600
square inches. In the organic kingdoms
the microscope has proved the existence of
animalcules so minute that a million of them
does not exceed the bulk of a grain of sand

;

and yet each of these little creatures is as
curiously and perfectly organised as any of
the larger animals. The spider's thread is,

in some instances, no more than the one-
hundrcd-and-thirty-thousandth part of an
inch in diameter ; and each of these slender
cords is composed of five or six twisted
together. The transparent wings of certain
insects are so attenuated in their structure,
that fifty thousand of them placed over each
other would not form a pile a quarter of an
inch in height. A cubic inch would con-
tain 2,000,0!)0,000,000 of the animalcules of
the iron-ochre. But we must conclude these
illustrations : they Avill amply suffice to
prove that, however minute a body may
appear, it is still capable of further sub-
division.

0. Compressibiliti/ is another universal
property of matter. All known bodies can
be reduced by pressure into smaller limits.

Is'umerous familiar examples of this in the
case of solid bodies will readily occur to our
readers. We will only mention that in the
formation of alloys, equal bulks of tin and
copper are found to undergo a contraction
amounting to a hftcenth part of their whole
volume. It was long supposed that liquids
were incompressible ; but the Danish phi-
losopher, Oersted, has invented a beautiful
apparatus by which it has been proved
that, by every additional pressure of 15 lbs.

on the square inch, the bulk of water is

diminished by about -ie-millionths of the

whole ; and that other liquids are com-
pressible in various proportions, some more
and some less than this. Aeriform bodies,

as it is well known, are extremely com-
pressible. By a very strong apparatus^

Oersted succeeded in reducing air to l-Gotli

of its usual bulk. When the pressure is

removed the air regains its original bulk,

which is not the case with metals and some
other solids.

7. Porosity is the last property of •which

we shall be able to speak in our present

lesson. Since every kind of matter is more
or less capable of compression, the atoms of

matter cannot be in actual contact, and the

spaces between them are called^jores. These
are found to exist in every material sub-

stance that has been examined. By means
of the microscope, it has been discovered

that the hardest wood is full of little holes

or pores, beautifully arranged. A lump of

marble, granite, or other compact stone,

plunged under water and placed under the

receiver of an air-pump, will, on withdraw-

ing the atmospheric pressure, expel a tor-

rent of air-bubbles, Avhich had been con-

cealed in the internal pores of the stone.

The porosity of metals was proved in 1661,

by submitting a liollow ball of gold filled

with water to a great pressure, by which the

water was made to ooze through the pores

in the surface of the gold. The porosity of

glass and many other bodies is rendered
quite evident from their expansion by heat

and contraction by cold. Bone is a tissue

of pores or cells, and when seen through a
microscope, may be said to resemble a
honey-comb. Other examples we might
give, but we have already exceeded our
limits, and must reserve further remarks
for our next lesson.

SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANY.

The Heaht.—The heart is a double
muscular bag, of a conical foi-m, lined within
and without by a dense membrane, and i

loosely enclosed in a receptacle of similar
j

material, called tlie pericardium. It con-
j

sists of two principal sacs, the right and the I

left, which lie side by side, and adhere
lirmly together, so as to form a strong mid-
dle wall, but have no internal communica-

j

tion. Each of these is sub-divided into two
j

connected pouches, or chambers, termed
|

auricle and ventricle, whereof the auricle i

is round and thin, the ventricle long and

!

fleshy ; the two former constituting the i

base, and the two latter the body of the
organ. Placed in the centre of the vascular I

system, tlie heart promotes and regulates
the circulation of the blood, received on
each side from two or more veins of a soft
and compressible texture, and discharged
through a single artery, Avhich, being firm
and elastic, is kept constantly pervious,
lleturning from all parts of the body except
the lungs, blood of nearly a black colour,

and become unfit for the purposes of life,

is poured by two principal veins, called

venos cavcB, into the right auricle, whence,
after a momentary delay, it is transferred
to the corresponding ventricle, its reflux

being prevented by a membranous valve

interposed between them. By the powerful
contraction of the ventricle it is transmitted
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through the pulmonary artery to the lungs,

where, by minute sub-division, and contact

with atmospheric air inhaled through the

vvind-pipe, it is purified, and acquires a
bright crimson colour. Keturning from
the lungs by the four pulmonary veins, the
renovated blood next passes into the left

auricle, and from thence in a similar

manner, and at the same time as on the

right side into the left ventricle, by the con-

traction of which it is distributed with great

force through the aorta to tlie remaining
parts of the body, whence it was originally

derived.

The Solar System.—Sir John Herschel
well observes that it is difficult to couA'ey to

one who has not long exercised his thoughts
on the subject, any adequate impression of

the relative distances and magnitudes of

those planets which are comprised within
our system. How much more difficult is

the conception of the starry heavens ; each
star a sun, the centre of a system, it may
be, more extensive and more glorious than
our own ! We cannot impart to others

correct notions on the subject by drawing
circles on paper, or by " those very childish
toys called orreries." Some general im-
pression may be conveyed by placing a
globe, two feet in diameter, in the centre of

a plain or bowling-green. Witli the sun
for a centre, a circle lo4 feet in diameter
will represent the orbit of Mercury, the
comparative size of wliich planet may be
represented by a grain of mustard-seed.
Venus might be represented by a pea,
moving in a circle, the diameter of which
would be 214 feet ; the Earth also a pea,

but on a circle of 430 feet diameter ; Mars,
a large pin's head, and the diameter 654
feet ; Juno, Ceres, Vesta, and Pallas, grains

of sand, moving in circles from 1,000 to

1,200 feet in diameter ; Jupiter, a moderate-
sized orange, in a circle half a mile across

;

Saturn, a small orange, on a circle four-

fifths of a mile in diameter ; Uranus, a large

cherry, upon a circle more than a mile and
a half in diameter ; and Neptune, a good-
sized plum, on a circle about two miles and
a half in diameter.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

FEBRUARY 17th to 23rd.

FebruJiry 17, Quadragesima Sunday, first Sun-
day in Lent. - Quadragesima is a uaiue t'iven to

Lent, from its consisting' oSforty days. Lent, in

the old Saxon, signifies the spring, and therefore

it has been cv.lled the spring fast, or the time of

humiliation observed liy t-ome before Easter.

The practice is supposed to be derived from tiie

tirst Christians. Ikenjeus, who lived but UO

years from the d< ath of Sc. John, states that it

was observed in his time, as it had been in that of

his prcdece^sors, though with great variety as to

the leng-th of it.

February 17, 1564, died Michael Angela Buona-
rutti, the descenrlant of a noble but reduced fa-

mily. He was born in 1474, in the territory

of Arezzo. He possessed extraordinary abilitie.<,

beini,-- incompatible as a painter, sculptor, and

architect, while as a poet he was far above me-
diocrity. In design he is jillowed to be without

an equal, and his knowledge of anatomy was per-

fection it«elf. M.iny of the most splendid edifices

of Italy owe their existence to his masterly hand ;

and as a painter, in the representation of the

ffrand and terrible, he has never been equalled.

After a life of glory, spent in the most exalted

pursuits, he died immensely rich, and was buried

at Rome, but M'as subsequently disinterred and

reburied at Florence. Sir Joshua Reynolds, in

one of his discourses at the Royal Academy,
speaks of him in tliese terms : " To kiss the hem
of his garment, to catch the slightest of his per-

fections, would be glory and distinction enough

for an ambitious man."

February 17, 1706, died John Evelyn, a dis-

tinguished naturalist. He was born October 31,

16J0, at Wotton, in Surrey. In consequence of

the political misunderstandings of his day, he

spent most of his time, from IGU to 1651, on the
continent, diligently acquiriusf knowledge. On
his return to England, he held offices of trust
under Charles II , James II., and William III.
By the last-named ho was appointed Treasurer of
Greenwich Hospital. He was exemp:aiy as a
fntlier, husband, and friend, and laithlul in every
office of trtist. He published several works ; the
most celebrated is that entitled, " Sylva ; or, a
Discourse on Forest Trees."

February 17, 1813, a severe action took place
between the British tioups, uuder Sir Charles
Napier, and the lorces of the Ameers of Scinde,
^^hen the latter were defeated, and on the next
day the Ameers surrendered themselves as pri-

soners of war. Scinde Avas substqueutly annexed
to the British empire.

February 17, 1847, tiie Jf^hittington Club held
its first soiree at the London Tavtin. It was at-

tended by about 1,400 persons. The Club had
then 1 2(J0 enrolled members. The Whittington
Club and Metropolitan AtLenaJum has since been
established in the Strand, o:i the premises for-

merly known as the Crown and Anchor Tavern.
The members are now about ],(J00 in number.
February 17, 1758, died at Bristol, aged 78,

John JFallcins, commonly called Black John,
lie had supported himself by begging, and fre-

quently lodged at night in a glass- house, although
he had a room in a house in Temple-street, where,
after his death, was found upwards of two hun-
dred-weight of halfpence and silver, besides a

quantity of gold, which lie amassed as a public

beggar." He came from a respectable family iu

Gloucestershire, and was said to have been heir to

a considerable estate, but the possession of it

being denied bim, he vowe'3 Ue would never shavp
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till he cnjf.yed it, and kept his promise to the day

of his death. Vwf'
February 18, 1516, Martin Luther died, aged 63.

This ?rcat ecclesiastical reformer was the son of

a German miner, and was bom at Eisleben, in

Saxonv, Nov. 10. IHA. He was intended for the

legal profe5>ion, but, iu crmsequence of witnessing

a melancholy accident, he was induced to enter

into a convent of Augustine Friars. Circum-

stances which came to his knowledge impressed

his mind with a strong sense of the prevailing

corruptions in the Komish Church. He soon

be?an to propagate his opinions, whence resulted

Oiie of the greatest revulutioas which ever took

place in the religious sentiments and practices of

mankiud, terminating in that great event called

"The Keformation." Roscoe says: "The im-
portant point which Luther incessantly laboured

to establish was, the right ofprivatejudgment in

matters offaith. To tne defence of this proposi-

tion he was at all times ready to devote Lis

learnin?, his talents, his repose, his character, and
hia life; and the great and imperishable merit of

this reformer consists in his having demonstrated
it by such arguments as neither the efforts of his

adversaries nor bis own subsequent conduct have
been able either to refute or invalidate."

February 18. 1639, died Thomas Carew. a dis-

tinguished poet, aged 50. He v/as appointed to

offices about the court of Charles I., and lived in

intimacy with most of the poets and wits of Lis

day.

February 18—" February fill dyke," an old pro-

verb, is usually verified about this time, by
frequent rains and fidl streaming ditches.

February 19, 1685, ^iV John Holt, who had
been appointed Recorder of London the year be-
fore, was knighted by James II., and made king's-

sergeant in HJ66. He assisted in drawing up
the conditions on which William III. was
admitted to the throne ; aud in April, 1689, he was
raised to the high office ot Lord Chief-Justice of

England. Law and justice were effectually ad-
ministered when he presided in the King's Bench.
In the Banbury election case he told the House of

Peers that they ought to respect the law which
hai made them so great, and that he should dis-

resatd their decisions. When the Speaker of the

House of Commons, with a sekct number of

members, went iu person to the Court of King's
Bfuch to demand his reasons, he answered, " I sit

here to administer justice ; if you had the whole
House of Commons in your belly, I should disre-

gard you; and ifyou do not immediately retire, I

will commit you, Mr. Speaker, and those with
you" On a 'mob assembling before a crimping-
iiouse, in Holborn, the guards were called out.
*• Suppose," said he," the populace will not dis-

perse, what will you do ? " " Fire on them,"
replied an officer, " as we have orders." " Have
you so ; then t ike notice, that If one man is killed

,

and you are tried before me, I will take care that
every soldier of your party is banged." He then
explained to the mob the impropriety of their
confiu;t; promised that justice should be done

;

and thi? multitude dispersed. , _W
February 20, 1564, Galileo Galilei, a celebrated

philosoplier, mathematician, and astronomer, was
boru at Pisa. He applied Iiimselt' to study with
great diligence, and in *^9 was chosen Mathe-
niiitical Professor in the University of Pisa. Some
yoars after, when at Florence, he fell under the
censure of the inquisitors, for asserting,' the motion
ot the earth round the sun ; and was imprisoned by

them till he abjured his opinion. He afterwards

published a work, in which be adduced argu-

ments in favour of his opinion, when he was again

cited before the inquisitors, and sentenced to pr.-

son, with other penalties. Pope Urban mitigated

his sentence, and he spent the remainder of bi-j days
in the esteem of a large circle. He died in February
164.J, in the 78th year of bis age.

February 20, 1810, Andrew Hofer, a Swies

patriot, was shot. He kept an inn at Passevcr,

where he carried on a considerable trade in corn,

wine, and cattle. In 1S09, when the Tyrolese

rose in a mas? to drive out the Bavarian invaders,

the insorgcnts elected him their chief. A price

was set upon his head ; after a long search in the.

mountains, he was found hidden in a cabin, was
taken and conducted to Mantua, where he was
condemned by a council or war to be shot, which
sentence was soon after executed.

February 21. 1331. Robert Hall, A.'il., died at

Bristol, aged 67. He was a Baptist minister, and
was greatly distinguished by the possession of a
powerful mind and a most persuasive eloquence,

which were constantly exerted in efforts to diffuse

the principles of happine»s among his fellow-crea-

tures. To his great talents and learning he united

a most Christian temper aud disposition, and a
liberality which embraced in its solicitudes all the

civil and religious liberties of man. He was
affiicted with temporary aberrations of reason.

February 21, 1S49, the Sikh Army, under Shere
Singb, was attacked in its position at Goojerat, on
the right bai>k of the Cheuaub, by the British

army uuder Lord Gough, and completely routed,

leaving a great part of their artillery and the
whole of their standing camp in the hands of the

British.

February 22, 1806, Jaines T. Barry died, aged
sixty-five. This celebrated artist was born at

Cork in 1741. At the age of twenty-two he gained

the prize for tlie best historical work, by his pic-

ture of St. Patrick landing iu Ireland. He after-

wards visited Italy, and returned to England in

1770, distinguishing himself by the performance of

several great works, among which were the large

pictures which omament the Council-chamber of

the Society for the Encouragement of Arts. In
1777, he was elected Koyal Academician, and in

1780, Professor of Painting. Both these honours
he lost in cousequence of his singular wayward-
ness and eccentricity. He was a painter of un-
questionable talents and original genius.

February 23, 16S4, George Frederic Handel was
born at Halle, in Lower Saxouy. From hie ear-

liest years he showed a passion for music, which
nothing could overcome. Forbidden to touch a

musical instrument, he would spend the greater

part of the night, after the rest of the famiiy were
asleep, in practising upon a small clavichord,

which he kept concealed in a garret; aud in this

way he attained such proficiency, that having,
while yet a mere child, contrived to steal an op-

portunity of playing on the church organ before

the Court at Saie Weiseufels, he surprised and
charmed all who heard him with the excellence of

his performance. In process of time he visited

Italy, Florence, Naples, and Rome, and about
1710 came over to England- In 1741 he brought
out his master-eflort, the Oratorio of the .Mes-

siah, which, though coldly received on its f.rft

appearance, soon came to be ranked as one of the

most sublime works in the whole range of music
It is scarcely possible to estimate his musical
powers too highly. Some time before his decease
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he was afflicted with that most serious of human
calaniities—total blindness.

,, ,. .

February 23, lldi. Sir Joshua Beynolds (\i(nl.

Ho was born at Plymptou, Uevon, July 16, I12.i.

He very early distinguished himself as an artist,

and visited Kome for the purpose of studying the

works of the sffeat masters. He rose to great

eminence in his profession. On the institution

of the lloyal Academy, in 17G9, he was una-

nimously elected President, on whicli occasion

George 'ill. conferred uimju him the honour ot

kir>hthood. His paintings are highly esteemed ;

and" as a writer and lecturer on ait he atiamod

considerable eininence.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

3. T. (Chester.)—We are glad to correct the

error pointed nut. The Eev. Henry Baizes,

Ohaucellor of the diocese of Chester, is not the

son of Mr. Robert Ka'kes, of Gloucester, the

founder of Sunday-schools, but nephew of that

distinguished man.

JoH\ BttOMLtr, A WORKING MAN (Kendal),

X Y. Z, J. CuiicH,C. Ii.B.,andR.B.,arehilormcd

that we cannot undertake to answer legal inquiries.

"We shall endeavour to make our readers acquamted

with the general principles of the laws ot our land,

by the insertion of appropriate and interesting pa-

pers on that 3ut>je:;t; but to express opinions upon

the cases submitted to us lies altogether beyond our

province.

Runcorn.—You are right in your correction.

It was entirely a misprint. The subject you pro-

pose to write 'on would be a suitable one. We
cannot, of course, say anything with reference to

your " Hints" until we have an opportunity ot

perusing them. If you send the paper to us it

shall receive attention.

An ExoniaN.—We trust you will not again

meet with a similar disappointment, as our

ma-'azinc is now recnlarly forwarded to ag<'nts in

allparts of the country. The remedy for the eyil

you complain of is in the people's own hanos

Rakers are obliged by law to weigh their bread

when they sell it, and, if the loaf is short ot

weii^ht, to mik.5 it up. Always have your loal

wiig'icd, and vou will have no occai-ion to put

up witli anv de'fioioiicv. It is of course your o»vn

faiilt if you do not avail yourself of tne protection

the law' has provided for you.

A. T. ( Pai-ley )--Our object has been to supply

a* large an aui'onut of vamable and instructive

muter as wu couM ; and we have taken care to

S'-cure the t-hief condition of easy reading—

u

clear and distinct type,

E. W, R. and Co (Liverpool.)—We shall occa-

sii-nally give >-uch caicul.itions as you name ;
but

you must be kind enough to exercise a little

patience.

A. V. (Glasgow.)—!. The " fashion " ynu have

fotintoof lyuig in bed every morning till nine

o'clock is a bad haJiit, which requires only a little

resolution and courage to correct. You ask for

some pian to get up at seven o'clock in the winter,

arid M.K in the summer. Nothing is easier. De-

termine to do it, and the thing is done. 2. Me-

m ry, like every other f iculty, is strengthened

by ex rcise. The pirtiiular subjects on which

to exercise yours had better be determine I by

your tastes and calling. 3. Tiie answer to this

question -would depend upon what you mean by

the *' anything" you want to remember.

Adax Cubie,—By working men, we mean
mechanics, artisans, or handicraftsmen, still lol-

lowing their occupation, and ail such will be

eligible to compete for the prizes.

A. M. (Southampton,)—The legitimate modes

of obtaining the degrees referred to in the

German universities are by residence in the ordi-

nary way, and as the reward ot distinguished ser-

vices to "literature or science.

Apprentice,-We believe that ' Griffin's Che-

mical Recreations" is Half-a-crown Graham's
•* Science of Human Life " mny be had of the puh-

li.sher, Ilor.sel!, Aldine-chambers, London. You
may learn the name of a good chemical dictionary

by referring to some popular treatise on the sub-

ject, or making inquiry of some chemist. We must

"decline recommending particular books. To do so

would be to convert our notices to correspondents

into advertisements.

R. H, K. rcye.)— 1. We can say nothing regard-

ing the oJflces referred to. 2, A History of the na-

tional debt wdl be found in a Supplement to the

Standard of Freedom, or in a condensed form in

the •• Financial Reform Almanack " tor the present

year.

S. B, and J. P.—Thanks for callincr our atten-

tion to the fnct, that amongst our form-.-r notices

1
to correspondents there were three misprints

which escaped our observation. We now correct

them. One of the eclipses of the sun which will

I take plave this year was called annual instea I of

i annular ; the Roman Conquest should have been

i t le JWnman Conquest; and the .Ma qnis i.A

t IFestmimler and his Century of Inventing should

I
al^o bave i.e.-n the Marquis of JFvrcesler and his

'

Century of Inventions.

PoETicus.— If you send us a speclmou we shall

be happy to give our opinion.

A, S. (Birmingham.) — From an answer to

another correspondent you wil see that neilhr

assistants in shops nor cl.rks properly come

under the designation of " Working Men,"

Q It, \V,— Ihank you. We fhall be glad to in-

s"rt soinecommnnica"tioiis on the more important

and inter-5ting branches of physiology, provided

they arc simple and popular in style.

We have received a mass of communicatir»ns

from friends in all parts of the country, each of

which siall have our careful attention at the

earli.'st iioinent we can command, ami receive a

fitrin*' uotice in a future number.
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THE WOEKING MAN.

No. VII. —WAGES.—Second Akticle.

In our last paper on this subject, we endeavoured to show that wages are chiefly

regulated by the call for labour ; and that, as in the case of com, cotton, or sugar,

when the supply is large and the demand small, the price will go down ; and,

on the contrary, when the request for operatives is great, and the number of hands
out of work but few, the remuneration of working men and working women will

certainly increase. We also stated that Acts of Parliament—the injustice or bene-
volence of employers—and the most determined combinations of workmen—are

entirely overruled by this principle of supply and demand. It is our intention, in

this article, to bring forward to the notice of our working friends a few of those

things which will increase trade, and consequently cause the price of labour
to rise.

I. Free-teade.—Our world is so constituted, that one country yields this

article, and another that ; and hence also the skill and talent of nations vary. The
English, the French, the Germans, and others, have their own peculiar modes of
thinking, actmg, and working, and can bring something to market different from
their brethren ; and hence it is of the utmost importance that the intercourse
between the inhabitants of our globe should be perfectly free. The doctrine that
England should render herself independent of France, or France of England, is

unnatvu-al and inhuman. All mankind are brethren, mutually dependent on each
other, and under an imperative obligation to minister to one another's necessities.

There is not a greater connexion between the head, the heart, the hands, and the
feet, in the human frame, than there is between the nations of the world. In the
latter as in the former, if one member suffer all the members suffer vt-ith it. The
design of restricted commerce, war, tariffs, and all selfish legislation, is to cut off
that healthy circulation of capital, skill, and industry, which would prove as invi-
gorating to the different people of the globe, as a good supply of food, a healthy
digestion, and a regular pulse, to our bodies and spirits.

Man is a being with a thousand wants, and anxious to have them gi-atified. The
animals have but few necessities, and are but little dependent on each other. The
horse, in his natural state, requires no one to make his clothes, cook his food, or
build his house ; and the English steed cares nothing at all about his brethren in
France or India. Tlieir condition does not affect him, nor does his influence extend
to them. The same maybe said of birds, beasts, fishes, and insects generally ; but
not so of man. Intercoiirse, exchange of merchandise, and mutiuil acts of bene-
Yolence,^Te duties arising out of the nature of things. They belong essentially to

1
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tlie law of human existence and happiness. There are no creatures we are

acquainted with, so capable of acting the demon towards each other, as the children

of Adam. They can tear and devour Kke lions or hears ; can sting like scorpions

;

or bite like dragons. But then they can, probably, surpass even angels in acts of

kindness and love. In fact, every human bemg can be a ministering brother, or

sister of mercy, to those within his sphere, and, not unfrequently, can extend his

philanthropy to the remotest part of the earth. The cloth or the calico that is

woven to-day in Jilanchcster or the West of England, in a few short months will

clothe, and warm, and bless our brethren and sisters on the other side of the globe
;

and the sugar that yesterday was manufactured in the Brazils or India, will soon

sweeten the cup of the English artizan and his family ; while merchants, sailors,

and a long list of labourers, will reap comfort and wealth from the skill and toil

necessary to convey these bounties from land to land.

Mankind, also, are so constituted, that they wiU toil to procui-e comfort when

placed within their reach. To be happy, and to give happiness, may be said to be

one great law of human existence, as well as of true religion. Place within a man's

reach a new source of pleasure, and he will try to obtain it by hook or by crook, by

fair means or by foul. There was a time when there was not a pan- of shoes in the
'

World ; and now, what an affliction it would be to millions to have to walk about

bare-foot. Some have said that neither Alexander nor Augustus had a shirt to

his back ;
probably Solomon, in all his glory, never heard of such a thing ;

and

yet now in our own, as weU as in many other lands, the lack of this supposed

necessary garment woiQd be deemed a most lamentable loss. But we might fill

volumes with such facts as these, all showing that people tcill obtain the comforts

and conveniences of life when they can.

Now, it would be easy to show that the wants of human nature have never as yet

been ftdly supplied. Make out the lowest catalogue of clothes, furniture, food,

utensils, books, and so forth, that ought to be at the disposal of every human being^

and then traverse the globe, and produce, as far as possible, an average inventory

of the comforts possessed by mankind at large, and you will perceive that we have

as yet hardly begun to minister to the necessities of our species. Wherever we

turn, want, poverty, and misery, stai-e us in the face. And yet none of this

exigence can be traced to the arrangements of nature. We have fertile fields, rich

soils, wealthy mines, genial skies, and industrious hands ; neither heaven, eaith,

nor seas, are*to blame. One great cause of this almost universal want is, that man-

kind have been prohibited by cruel laws from dealing A^ith each other. France

has said to her sons and daughters, *' You shall not deal -with England, but on such

conditions as would make yom- bargains a loss ;" and England has, in like man-

ner, forbidden her children from possessing those comforts which other nations

have placed at oui- disposal and wished us to purchase. Indeed all kingdoms have

laboured to be Ishmaelites. Their hand has been against every man, and, con-

sequently, every man's hand has been against them. They have desired to live by

the bow, the sword, and the blunderbuss, instead of the plough and the spindle.

They have preferred the barracks to the factory, and the battle-field to the
J

emporium and the exchange.

W'e must have all this folly abolished, and " Free-trade with all the world," must

.

be the universal demand. Let this be done, and there wiU be a maiket for every fj^

article we can produce ; not only what is useful, but what is omamentifl, and even '

our toys and trmkets, will be bought. We shall sell to the world, and the world
^'
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Avill sell to us. Our insular position and naval skill qualify us to trade with all
the globe. And, with an increased demand for our goods and manufactures,
there will, of necessity, be an increase of labour, and, as a consequence, an increase
in its price

; therefore " Free-trade" must naturaUy raise the wages of our work-
ing men and working women. Let this prevail, and instead of twenty men running
after one place, we shaU have a demand for fifty hands, and not more, perhaps,
than one pair free to respond to the call.

II. PiNANCiAL AND PARLIAMENTARY REFORM.~Not a few of oui* taxes at pre-
sent are taxes on industry, and, therefore, a great hindrance to trade. Were the
taxes on knowledge removed, for example, what an immense increase of labour
there would be m every department connected with paper-making, printing, book-
bmding, and stationery; and the same may be said of ahnost every kind of
busmess and occupation. Taxation must be lowered, and be direct, and then our
home-trade, as weU as our foreign, ^dU immensely increase, and, consequently.
Avages will rise.

But we shall not have Financial Reform until we have a Reformed Parliament
Not a few of our legislators have a vested interest in heavy taxation. Their
families, and in many instances themselves, subsist upon the revenue ; and to talk
ot reducmg taxes is to them the same as to destroy the craft by which they get
their gain. We must have impartial, patriotic men in the House, before we shaU
have that measure of national prosperity which Pro^'idence intended ; and ourworkmg men, by keeping up a peaceable agitation, by exposing the abuses of the
day, and firmly demanding those rights which our constitution intended every
Briton should enjoy, may produce a glorious change within a very few years and
vastly increase our trade and labour, and the wages and comforts of themselves
and their famihes. There have always been hired spies and miscreants, whose
chief work was to drive our operatives to violence, and thus fnghten the middle
and wealthy classes, and by these means throw back the cause of Hberty and
reform, and consequently secure to sinecurists and others aU the advantages which
they derive from things as they are.

III. The Freehold Land Movement and the Suffrage.—The stronghold of
protection and corruption is in the counties ; but the efibrts of the men of Lancashire
tiave sho^v-n that these bulwarks are not impregnable. If the working men were
wise, they might have a majority of electors in every county in England and Wales,md thus obtain that position in the government which is their birthright. Every
reform would follow this movement. In our country the power of Parhlment is
impotent

;
nothing can stand before it. Let the representation be perfect, and we

ire as complete a democracy as heart could wish ; and by means of Freehold Land
Societies this great work can be effected. For though the freehold quaUfication
vould not give the suffrage to those who are not freeholders, yet it would -ive the
)eople sufficient power in parliament to enact a law whereby the franchise would
)e secured as far as justice and reason can demand.
And then, independently of aU poHtical considerations, the possession of a free-

hold would greatly elevate the labourer ox mechanic who obtains this distinction
-he savmg of the money shows him that he has an important power at command!
vhich can raise him above the overseer, the relieving officer, and the union. TTiis
ittle mdependency may be a stepping-stone to others ; while the stake that his land
r his cottage gives him in the nation, will prevent his ever having recourse to
lolence. Havmg a glass window of his own which he would not like to havo
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•^;;^Wie will not tl^- sionesat the windows of Ms neighbours The possession

of power is inseparable from the obligations to use it aright, and thus will lead to

reflection. He who has no political power feels but little sense o^VO^^^^'

The Enolish ParUament is the most influential body on the face of the globe, and

vet ther°e have been instances when all its eiflciency for good has rested on a smgle

vote. Hence one freehold may give one vote, which shall secure a seat in Parhament

to a patriot whose principles, eloquence, and vote, may change the destmy of the

world; and, therefore, every man who obtains a freehold may view himself as

exercising a mighty conU'ol over the hand that holds the sceptre, which, to a great

extent, rules, or may overrule, the nation. ,.v-dv «f^,o«

In these remarks we have shown the legitimate influence which Parliament has

over wac^es. It cannot permanently raise them or sink them, by fixmg the prices

that shall be paid. It has no right to interfere mth the freedom of mas^^^^^^^

men in the bargains they strike with each other. To do this would be the height ot

tyranny and folly. Still, by increasing, or diminishing taxation; by extravagant

or economical expenditure; by encouraging, or prohibiting free-trade, ^t can do aii

immense deal of good or mischief to the prosperity of the nation. It can thus

starve, oppress, and paralyse the energies of a people, or it can raise them to the

highest degree of temporal happiness. Let it remove all restrictions, and trade wJi

increase, labour- will be in demand, there wiUbeno hands outof work, wages will be

good, andthepeopie^vill be in comfort. There will then be no sempstresses workmg

for two-pence a day; no tailors and others toUmg early and late for next to

nothing; but all will be fuUy employed, well paid, well fed, well clothed, well

housed, and well educated.
, «. *

Let all then endeavour to obtain a freehold, to enlarge the suffrage, to secure a

patriotic Government and wholesome laws, and then the prosperity of our workmg

men and working women shaU surpass their most sanguine expectations.

Wehave a few more remarks on the legitimate power of the people to raise wages,

but must reserve them for next week.

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER VIII.
.. I have looked upon you as among the P--rful ones of England-as a man witi^ heart perfectly

pure, perfectly free from all personal views. —LILBUR>E.
^

gathered up his resources, and brought

them to bear in their undi\-ided force on.

the attainment of his object. He had na

doubt as to what he could do, but nothing

could Avithdraw him from the path which he

had marked out for himself, to try the ex-

periment how much more he might accora-

pHsh The very effort might have been

fatal to his whole design. He was bent on

one thing, and he had resolved to do it.

CROMWELL STORMING BRISTOL— EVERT

WHERE HE IS IN XJNDISrUTED POSSES-

SION OF THE FIELD—RETt'RNS TO PAR-

LIAMENT—THE SENSE ENTERTAINED BY

THE HOUSE OF HIS GREAT SERVICES-

END OF THE FIRST CIVIL WAR.
" This one thing I do" was the deep-toned

utterance of a man who stands out as the

exemplar of all that is pure in virtue and

concentration we -^

enterprises. This truth was ever present to

the mind of Cromwell. He knew where his

sti-en<^th lay. AVith consummate wisdom he

nothing should induce him to surrender,

unless the inhabitants proved disaffected.

This was feared, but Cromwell was resolute
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His counsel was followed, and the attack
was made with so much furv, that, though
the prince repelled it for a while, he feared
to run the hazard of a second assault, and
so delivered up the city, and ^nth it a large
proportion of the King's magazines and
warlike stores. This signal triumph spread
imusual joy through the land, and on Sun-
day, September 21, according to order of
Parliament, Cromwell's letter on the occa-
sion was read in the several congregations
about London, and thanks returned to Al-
mighty God for the wonderful reducing of
that city. From this letter we learn that
it was disputed at a council of v.ar whe-
ther Cromwell and his army should march
into the west or to Bristol, and that "the
hope of taking so important a place-
so advantageous for the opening of trade to
London—did sway the balance, and beget
tliat conclusion : "—that when they came
within four miles of the city they had a new
debate as to whether they should endeavour
to block it up or make a regular siege ; that
having resolved on the latter, part of the
urmy took up their position within a musket
shot of the city

; and that on their advance
the enemy fired several tOAvns and villages
lying more or less contiguous, and would
have fired more but for the unexpected ap-
proach of the army ; that several important
posts were soon taken by the general and
his officers, and maintained with areat
courage

; that these posts being settled, the
horse were forced to be upon exceeding
great duty, in standing by the foot, which
were comparatively weak, and to receive the
repeated sallies of the enemy

; that, con-
sidering the paucity of the men to make
good the various posts, as well as the inter-
nal strength of the enemy, but little loss
ivas sustained by Oliver in these sallies,
while the enemy sustained no common da-
mage

; that at first there Avas great unwil-
ingness, through the severity of the

iivoathcr, and other apparent difficulties, to
r)roceed to the storming of the city, but at
ength all things seemed to favour the
'esign, and the work was undertaken in the
pirit of rare energy and cheerfulness ; that
he a:eneral and his" officers soon recovered
he line and forts upon it, took post after
>ost, entered the city, and beat the enemy
o pieces

; that all the line, which was a full
nilfc long, with all the forts, ordnance, and
lulwarks, were soon possessed ; that seeing
ut little chance of their escape, the town
ra.s fired in three places by the enemy,
r-hich rather disturbed the general and his
itrepid forces ; but while they were viewing
sad a spectacle, and consulting how to

Jam their past success to still greater ad-
antage, the prince sent a trumpeter to the
cncral to desire a treaty for the siUTendcr

of the town, to which the general agreed,
and deputed three of his officers to under-
take this service; that certain articles of
agreement were concluded, and mutual
hostages were given for their being faithfully
performed

; that, in conformity vnth these
articles, the prince marched out, under a
convoy of two regiments of horse from the
side of the conquerors, and proceeded to
Oxford, as the place of his own choice ; that
not fewer than about one hundred and forty
cannon, mounted, were taken, and there
had come to hand about a hundred barrels of
powder, with a good quantity of shot, ammu-
nition, and arms ; that between two and three
thousand muskets were found ; that the royal
fort had in it victuals for a hundred and fifty
men for three hundred and twenty davs

;

that the castle was victualled for half
the same period of time ; that the prince
had, in foot, two thousand five hundred
meix of the garrison, and about a thousand
horse, besides the trained bands of the citT.
and auxiliaries, a thousand and more ; th&Jt
though the parliamentary army were quar-
tered in the midst of places' and persons
infected with the plague, but one man died
of that fearful malady, and that, during the
storming and taking "

of the city, not more
than two hundred Avere killed.
These facts crowded on Oliver's thoughts

as he wrote to the Parliament on the close
of the siege, and after narrating verv mi-
nutely the whole scene connected with the
taking of the place, he concludes his letter
in these emphatic terms :

—

" I have given you a true but not a full
account of this great business, wherein he
that runs may read, that this is none other
than the work of God. He must be a very
atheist that doth not acknowledge it.

" It may be thought that some praises
arc due to those gallant men of whose
valour so much mention is made. Their
humble suit to you, and all that have an in-
terest in this blessing, is, that in the re-
membrance of God's praises they be for-
gotten. It's their joy that they are instru-
ments of God's glory and their country's
good. It's their honour that God vouch-
safes to use them. Sir, they that have been
employed in this serA-ice know that faith
and prayer obtained this city for vou ; I do
not say ours only, but of the people of God
with you and all England over, who have
Avrestled with God for" a blessing in this verv
thing. Our desires are, that God may be
glorified by the same spirit of faith bv
which we ask all our sufficiencv, and have
received it. It is meet that He have all the
praise.

" Presbyterians, Independents, all have
here the same spirit of faitli and praver;
the same presence and answer ; they agree
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here, have no names of difference
;
pity it

is it should be otherwise anywhere ! All
that believe have the real unity, which is

most glorious, because inward and spiritual,

in the body (which is the true church), and
to the Head (which is Jesus Christ) ; for,

being united in forms commonly called TJni-

fonnity, every Christian will for peace sake
study and do, as far as conscience will per-

mit. And for brethren, in things of the
mind, we look for no compulsion, but that

of light and reason. In other things, God
put the sword in the Parliament's hands
for the terror of evil-doers and the praise of

them that do well. If any plead exemption
from that, he knows not the Gospel ; if

any would wring that out of your hands,
or steal it from you, under what pretence
soever, I hope they shall do it without
effect."

How true is it that Cromwell never
failed in any enterprise which he under-
took. His success in storming Bristol was
sufficient to entitle him to an immortality
of fame, and in other circumstances he
would have been fanned Avith the breath of

the nation's praise. Glory was mantling
on his brow. Yet the hour had not come
when he might lay aside his armour.
" Full of charity towards his brethren, re-

jecting every restraint upon religion, and
proclaiming the great principles of liberty

of conscience ; how terrible he appears
with the sword in his hand ! " From Bris-

tol, with a brigade of four regiments, Crom-
Avell flew to Devizes and summoned the
castle. So strong was this fortress, and so

confident of his safety was the governor,
that he returned for his answer, ''Wix it

AND AVEAR IT." It was to be won. Crom-
well speedily took the place by assault, but
manifested the utmost clemency and mode-
ration towards the garrison. He next
^5tormed Berkeley Castle. Then "Winches-
ter surrendered to him by capitulation.

And here a lovely feature in Oliver's cha-
racter comes into light. Information being
laid before him by the vanquished, that
some of his soldiers on leaving the city had
been guilty of acts of plunder, contrary to

the terms of the capitulation, he ordered
the offenders to be tried by court-martial.
Being found guilty, six of them were sen-
tenced to death. CroniAvell was inflexible,

not only in dealing with his enemies, but
even when it called upon him to punish his
own followers. Yet he mingled mercy with
judgment. Instead of insisting on the
execution of the sentence on all the six, he
directed the vmfortunate men to cast lots

who should suffer first ; and after his exe-
cution he sent the other five, Avith a suitable

explanation of the matter, to the governor
of Oxford, requesting hini to deal with

them as he thought fit. This conduct so
charmed the royalist commandant that he
immediately returned the men to Cromwell,
with an acknowledgment of the lieutenant-
general's nobleness, as well as his precise

regard to his military engagements.
The path of glory still invites him to

advance. We love to track his manly step.

His is the tread of a hero. Basinghouse,
the seat of the Marquis of Winchester,
and one of those castellated mansions
which were thought to be impregnable,
having been unsuccessfully assaulted by
some of his brother-officers, was next
stormed and reduced by Cromwell, and the
marquis himself made a prisoner. Then
Langford-house surrendered to him at the
first summons. Through manifold difficul-

ties he forced his Avay beyond Exeter,
fought Lord Wentworth at Bovey-Tracey,
and took from him five hundred prisoners,

horse and foot, with six standards, of which
one was the king's. In conjunction with
Fairfax, he then took Dartmouth by storm;
and, after a very gallant resistance, de-

feated Lord Hopton at Torrington, From
this he pursued the last remains of the
royal army into CornAvall, where, through
mutiny and licentiousness they were soon
broken up ; and Exeter having already sur-

rendered, there remained scarcely a singl(5

enemy to the Parliament in the open field.

So sensible of this was one of the royalist

commanders, that, on being taken prisoner,

he said to Cromv.ell and his party: "You
have done your Avork, and may now go to

play, unless you choose to fall out among
yourselves." Oliver had done his work,
and no other man could have done it so

A\-ell. He, therefore, came to London, took
his seat in Parliament, and with no vulgar
gratitude the House voted himhearty thanks
for his great and many services. But some-
thing more than thanks Avas deemed due.

A committee was appointed to take into

consideration hoAv the sums before voted of

£5,000 per annum to Fairfax, and of £2,500
per annum to CromAvell, might be settled

upon them and their heirs. At a subsequent
period the Commons resolved that the title

and dignity of a baron of England should
be conferred and settled on him, and that

his Majesty should be desired to grant and
confer the said title upon him and the heirs

male of his body. It thus appears that

titles of honour AA-ere considered a fit re-

Avard of public services, and that the King
Avas still acknoAAledged as the fountain of

honour, Avhence alone such rcAvards could
legitimately spring, and to Avhich the en-
lightened mind of Cromwell fully and unre-
servedly assented.

The year 1616 opened Avith Newark and
Oxford as the only places of any Qonsc-
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quence that still held out for the royal
cause. The King was resident in Oxford,
which was closely besieged by the united
army of the English and Scotch. In these
unhappy circumstances the perplexed mon-
arch at first offered to come to Westminster
in person for forty days, provided a safe
conduct were granted by the two Parlia-
mentary commanders, who were busy in
blockading the city at some little distance.
Charles professed that his business was to
negotiate a treaty with their employers.
The offer was refused. In a letter which he
addressed to the Marquis of Ormond, the
King stated, that having obtained either no
answer from the Parliament to his several
messages, or such only as argued that
nothing would satisfy them short of the
ruin, not only of himself, his posterity, and
his friends, but of monarchy itself, he re-
solved to hazard his throne and his life by
adopting another line of policy. On the
27th of April he left Oxford in disguise,
and wandered from castle to castle, and
from one county to another, almost dis-
tracted and without hope. But having re-
ceived the assurance that he and all that
adhered to him should be safe in their per-

sons, honour, and consciences in the Scot-
tish army, he boldly surrendered to them, as
they lay off Newark. The Scots immedi-
ately informed the English commissioners
residing with them of this extraordinary
event, and the commissioners despatched
the intelligence to Parliament. Meanwhile
Charles ordered the governor of Newark to
surrender to Leven, the Scottish general.
Oxford surrendered to Fairfax, by a capitu-
lation, whose principal articles were, that
the Duke of York should be granted a suit-

able convoy from that city to London,where
the King's other children now resided, and
honourable provision made for him and
them ; that the Prince Hupert and Maurice,
with all the monarch's chief friends then in
Oxford, should have liberty to retire to the
continent ; and that all the privileges, im-
munities, and possessions of the University
should be preserved to it entire.

Many detached to^vns and castles held
out till the last—" the scattered fires of an
expiring conflagration." But, with the sur-
render of Oxford, almost every other place
gave in before the end of August, " and the
FIRST CIVIL WAR, to the last ember of it,

was extinct!
"

THE ROUTINE OF DAILY LIFE.
By Miss H. M. Rathbone, Author of "Rose Allen," &c.

No. II.— THE SHEPHERD.
It was early in April, about four o'clock in
the morning, when dawn was just breaking
oyer the mountains, that Allan Cameron,
with his crook in his hand, a wallet of pease
bannocks and barley scones slung over his
shoulder, and a book carefully secured in
the bosom of his plaid, cautiously left the
house lest he should waken his old mother

;

and in another moment he was ascending
a steep path, driving a flock of sheep before
him, aided by two Highland terriers, whom
he called David and Jonathan. The sheep,
just let loose from the fold, were desirous
to stop and graze by the way; and the
dogs, who knew better than to indulge this
whim, filled the air with loud continual
barking that, apparently, disturbed Allan
Cameron's meditations, for he soon called,

to them : "Whisht! Davie, my man, and do
your duty without making such a fash about
the matter. Haud your noise, Jonathan! I
canna read th^ Psalms, this blessed morn,
while ye baith keep up sich a stramash.
Whisht ! I tell ye." The obedient animals
obeyed, without, however, intermitting their
care of the flock ; and Allan soon lifted up
his ovm. voice in a hymn, which resounded
far and wide, and sang an interminable

number of verses, only interrupting himself
by occasional pauses to look after the sheep,
or listen to a rival lark. A couple of hours
slow walking brought the whole party to a
verdant space on the hill-side, where Allan,
haying finished his devotions, took his seat,
while the dogs crouched at his feet in ex-
pectation of their breakfast. The munch-
ing of dry scones and oat cakes did not
permit of conversation; but, this part of
the meal concluded, Allan took out a tin
can filled with ewes' milk, and talked to his
faithful companions like one who seldom
fell in with any better substitutes.

" It's but a wee drap that's left ye, dogs
;

tak' care ye share it equally ; and Davie,
my man, mind ye dinna lick it a' up and
leave naething for Jonathan, as ye did yes-
ternight. What says the sacred book of
Samuel ? ' Jonathan loved David as his
own soul;' and stripped himself of his own
garments to clothe him ; and think ye, my
man, that David didna do as much for
Jonathan ? Now then, it's time to hae
done vd' creatur comforts ; and I'll e'en
count my gains, and see if I hae got enough
to buy my auld mither a new gown. See,
there's a shilbng I got frae that fine young
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Englisher, whose horse ^vo^lldna cross the
ford down yonder. To think now, how
helpless those big touns make a man!
Then, my weekly savings come to verra
near sax shillings ;—keep aff, Jonathan ! this

gear's no' for you. What ails the beast ?

What gars ye to pull my plaid in that gait ?

It'll be ane of the puir lambs in the brook,
I'm thinkin'." And Allan quickly jumped
up, and, guided by the terrier, who wagged
his tail for joy, found, as he expected, that
a young lamb, too weak to shift for itself,

had slipped into the water when trying to
satisfy its thirst, and was bleatiAg piteously.
The poor creatm-e released, Allan resumed
his accounts, and found that his wealth
amounted to ten shillings and sixpence,
which, he calculated, would procm-e the
gown, and several things beside. The
morning slipped away, while he was thus
occupied, only once interrupted by a kite

hovering over the flock ; whose dams were,
however, too wary to allow any of their off-

spring to be carried away. Part of the
time, however, he spent in reading " Ovids
Metamorphoses," a book which, in Allan's
estimation, ranked only second to the Holy
Bible itself.

WTien the sun's height announced the
hour of noon, he again unfastened his

wallet, added a lump of cheese to the pease
bannocks, and was just commencing his

meal with right good will, when the distant

sound of some one singing his favourite

tune of '* Bonnie Dundee," caused him to

hastily leave his dinner ; and, running down
the hill a little way, try to obtain a peep of

the songstress. A good way below, he per-

ceived, though not without difficulty, a
fluttering plaid; and at last fancied he
could distinguish the lightsome form of

Jessie Adams, the prettiest girl in that side

of the country. When she ceased singing,

he shouted as loud as he could, in hopes
she would turn her head and give him some
token of recognition ; but he could not
make his voice heard, as the wind blew
against him ; and he lingered, unwilling to

return to the sheep while the mountain
maid remained in sight, until he saw some
one else come up to her, and enter into con-
versation with her. "That's Tam of the

Glen," he muttered, " as sure as I'm alive !

What business has he wi' mi/ Jessie ? and
waes me, she doesna seem sae muckle to

dislike his company. If it were na for the

sheep, I'd make Tam sing to another tune.

The fause-hearted loon ! how dares he help

her to put on her plaid ; and see now, if he
is not going to carry her pail. Alas, alas !

gude guide us, what am I, that I should
grudge an honest lad speaking to Jessie ?

I hae never tauld her ofmy love, and how do

I ken whether she would return it if I did :

"

Jessie Adams and her companion now dis^

appeared ; andAllan, with lingering steps, re-

tixrned towards his resting-place, somewhat
surprised that the dogs were not in sight

;

but their absence was easily explained, when
he glanced at the broad, flat stone upon
which had been spread his dinner, for all

the viands had disappeared; and jealous as
Allan was feeling just then about Tam of
the Glen, he was far too hungry not to be
considerably annoyed by the theft of the
pease bannocks and cheese. He whistled
loud and long for the dogs, who, not daring
to disobey the summons, came slowly up to
him, their heads di'ooiiing, and their whcle
appearance indicating their consciousness
of having done wTong, and the fear of
punishment. Allan at first felt inclined to

correct them severely, and had procured a
hazel switch for the purpose ; but when
they licked his feet and seemed, as he
thought, so sorry for the fault they had
committed, he had not the heart to do more
than give them a gentle scolding. " Ah,
Davie, Davie, I didna think ye would hae
treated your're maister in this fashion !

Shame on ye, brutes, didna I share every
bit and sup wi' ye baith that my mither
pit up for me ? Weel ! weel ! I'll e'en be the
mair hungry for om* supper ; and troth

when I think o' Jessie Adams giving her
bonnie smiles to ony ane else, I think the
meat would hae stuck in my throat. Ah,
Jonathan, my man ! ye think I'm better

housed and better fed than yourself, but ye
hae glide reason to be thankful, that ye've
no sichan a heavy heart as mine is now."

Allan's lamentations, at this point wore
interrupted by the discovery that not only
had his dinner disappeared, but that the ten
shillings and sixpence, which he had placed
almost under the great stone that formed
his table, were no longer there. Startled

by this occurrence into dismayed silence,

Allan, who had never before in his life pos-
sessed such a sum, looked and looked
everywhere round his seat in vain ; until,

overcome by the bitter sense of what he
deemed his irreparable loss, he flung him-
self down on the tm-f, and burst into a blub-

bering fit of crying, that caused his caniije

friend, Jonathan, to utter a loud, sympa-
thising howl.

This doleful duet was interrupted, at

last, by a ringing merry laugh, and another
young shepherd sprung from the rock
above them and shook Allan boisterously as

he exclaimed :
" Hech, man! dinnagive way

in such an awsome manner, and dinna fash

yoursel' ony mair about the matter. Loot
here, / hae your money—the ten shillings

and the saxpence—all safe. I did but take
them for the jest, man. Count them yer

aiii sel', and see that they're ri;_':}it."
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Allan jumped up exceedingly pleased at

the restoration of his property, though so

ashamed at ha\-ing been caught in the fact

of weeping, that he could not resist trip-

ping up the young shepherd, and a regular

game of wrestling ensued, at the end of

\viiich the two young men remained as good
friends as ever, and reluctantly separated to

their different duties.

Allan's attention had been so fully oc-

cupied by his various misfortunes, that he
had not noted the lowering clouds which
had been gathering during the afternoon,

and which portended an approaching storm.
He hastened to collect the sheep that were
scattered far apart, baa-ing incessantly as

the wind Avhistled through the mountain
passes, and heavy drops of rain began to

wet their shaggy fleeces. David and Jona-
than exerted themselves vigorously, and,
with Allan's assistance, the flock were pre-
sently assembled and the little party began
to descend the hill. It proved to be a work
of no small difficulty ; and although, when
they set out, it wanted an hour of sunset, it

Avas quite dark before they reached the foot
of the mountain, and then they had still a
mile of boggy ground to cross. Without
the dogs' assistance, it would have been im-
possible to have brought safely home so
large a flock, with so many young, tender
lambs, and in the midst of the storm which
was raging furiously. When the sheep
were at length safely penned in the fold,

Allan and the dogs gladly turned towards
the homestead, and the former exclaimed

:

** Ah ! there's my auld mither with the Ian-
thorn, coming to meet us ; blessings on the
auld soul, what would I do without her. I
ken as weel as if I had seen it with baith
een, that a hot supper will be ready to
comfort me on this wat nicht, and dry
claithes will be hanging over the peats, and
my auld shoes set to warm in the oven."
Allan was quite right in his conjectures

;

everything that could contribute to his en-
joyment awaited him, provided by his
mother's care ; and a plate of potatoes had
been kept hot for David and Jonathan

;

while a wood fire burnt cheerily ; and the

old widow, after a day spent in >j)inning,

and in solitude almost as complete as

Allan's had been on the hill-side, now
seated herself in her wicker arm-chair, in

pleasant anticipation of an hour's talk -with

this dear and only son. But not at first did

Allan seem inclined for conversation ; and
his mother seeing porridge, bacon, and rye-

bread vanish with unusual rapidity, got out

some eggs which she had been intending to

sell the next day, but which she secretly-

thought would be much better bestowed
upon her hungry son, and she proceeded to

brander them in the turf ashes : a mode of

dressing that might satisfy an epicure.

When he had appeased his apparently in-

satiable appetite, Allan related the day's

adventures to her, and then said :

—

*' I'm gaunging to the fair the morn,
mither ; hae ye mended my waistcoat ?"

"Yes Allan, laddie, and it looks as guid

as new. What think ye ? Jessie Adams
cam in whiles I was about it, and she would
do it a' hersel. She said, too, the pattern

was a prettier ane than her brother, the big

farmer of Clachan braes had got, \xi' all his

fine claithes. Ah, Allan! Allan! didna I ken
weel that the blush would rise in your
cheeks when I talked of Jessie, and I'se

warrant ye expect to see her bonnie face the

morn at the fair ?"

'* I hope so, mither, but I canna feel

sure. But now tell me, dinna ye think this

a braw ribbon } It's just like ane I saw the

tax-gatherer had on his neck last week, and
I'm "thinking he'll ken weel what's the lasc

fashion, as he comes frae Aberdeen."

This species of talk went on for some
time until, as often happened, Allan fell

asleep, Avith his head on the table, and it

took all his old mother's strength to rouse

him on such occasions, so that he might go
to bed. With a weary groan he now
awakened himself, and having dutifully re-

ceived his mother's blessing, he clambered

up the steep ladder that led to his sleeping

den, and stretched himself on a bed "f

heather, where David and Jonathan were
already peacefully snoring in concert.

Whip Behind.—"Whip behind! there's somebody behind!" cry the children to
the driver as he goes along the street, if by chance one of their companions has
mounted behind the carriage. Now, is this done from a sense of justice ? Very seldom.
It is mostly out of envy ; they would be very willing to be seated there themselves, and
have a nice ride; sometimes, also, it is done out of mischief—it amuses them to see the
long whip-lash chase away the poor intruder, so that he often gets a tumble into the
bargain. Many a one also, out of similar envy and similar mischief, raises the cry,
'* Whip behind! there's some one behind !" when they see a companion of their own
catch hold and lift himself into a seat in the ^reaX government-carriage. Those only
raise the cry from an honest motive who would not, if they could, thus also place them-
selves l^hind the government-carriage, and who in sincerity desire that it should not be
made to carry more than it is fitted for.
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COUNTRY LIFE IN RUSSIA.
PROM THE RUSSIAN OF NICHOLAS GOGOL.

I LOVE the quiet solitary liie passed in their

country-houses by the old-fashioned in-

habitants of Lower Russia. I fancy now
that I can see the mansion, surrounded by
a gallery, supported on slender columns of

dark Avood, thus aflfording a sheltered pro-

menade on the outside. Behind, and at

each side of the house, stretched long rows
of mulberry, cherry, and plumb-trees ; in

front was a green, smooth la-vvn, shadowed
by some fine old beech trees. Two narrow
paths led, one to the kitchen, the other to

the sitting-rooms ; and in a clear pool of

water near the gate swam a snowy goose,

Avith her soft yellow offspring. Along the

hedge were suspended long strings of dried

apples and pears, intermingled with mats
and carpets put out in the air ; and a cart,

loaded with melons, stood at the barn-door.

All these objects have a charm for me :

they recall the memory of a kind old

couple, whom it was the delight of my
childhood to Tisit, Athanasius Ivanovitch
Tovstogoub was the name of the husband,
and Pulcheria Ivanovna Tovstogoubitska
of the wife. The former was a tall man of

sixty years, with a smiling, benevolent
countenance, and he constantly wore a

camlet pelisse lined with sheepskin. Pul-
cheria seldom laughed, but the expression
of her face was soft and kind ; and she

took the utmost pleasure in welcoming her
guests, and pressing them to partake of her
good cheer. They had never had a child,

so that their mutual affection Avas com-
pletely centered in each other.

The apartments in their house were small

and low, and each was heated by an im-
mense stove ; for Athanasius and Pulcheria
loved warmth, and kept the fireplaces con-

stantly replenished Avith straAv, Avhich in

LoAver Russia is used instead of Avood. The
walls of the principal room Avere decorated
with a Aariety of old paintings and en-

gravings, and amongst them a portrait of

Peter III., and another representing the

Duchess de la Valliere. The floors Avere all

of baked clay, but so smooth, and kept so

scrupulously clean, that I always preferred

them to boards. Pulcheria's own room Avas

filled with old odd-looking chests and boxes,
while the Avails Avere covered with bags of

floAver-seeds, dried cucumbers, and other

vegetables. She AA-as a great manager, and
loved to lay up a variety of useless gar-

ments, and superannuated articles of fur-

niture. The chairs Avere of dark massive
wood, and high backs and narroAv scats,

neither stuft'ed nor varnished; the tables

Avere small and square j and the carpet

woven in a pattern of birds and flowers,
not ahvays easily distinguishable from each
other. The servants' hall Avas tilled Avith

women and girls dressed in coarse striped
gowns. Their mistress gave them needle-
Avork to do, and fruits to pick and prepare
for drying ; but half their time was passed
in dozing by the are.

Athanasius Ivanovitch troubled himself
ve2-y little about his afi'airs, save that he
used to walk about his fields and look idly

at the operations of his reapers andmoAA-ers.
AU the Aveight of the domestic administra-
tion, therefore, rested on Pulcheria Ivanovna;
and her duties principally consisted in open-
ing and shutting her store-rooms, cming,
drying, or salting all sorts of meat, fruit, and
A'egetables. During the summer a large
fire Avas kept perpetually lighted beneath an
apple tree in the garden ; over it an iron
tripod supported a deep stove-pan, in which
Avere cooked incessantly preser\-es, jellies,

a.ndpastilas—a sAA^eetmeat composed ofsugar
and honey. Under another tree a man-
servant was busy distilling brandy from
peach and mulberry leaves and cherry ker-
nels. In short, such a quantity of good
things Avere annually prepared, that the
store-rooms and cellars AA'ould scarcely have
sufiiced to contain them, had it not hap-
pened that the greater portion of these pro-
visions Avas secretly devoured by the domes-
tics. The steward, in league Avith the sta-

rosta (chief of the serfs), robbed their mis-
tress AAithout mercy. They used to cut
down the fine old oaks, and dispose of them
at the neighbouring fairs. One day Pul-
cheria Ivanovna expressed a Avish to inspect
her Avoods. Accordingly a droschki, enve-
loped in enormous leathern aprons, Avas

brought out ; and the old coachman moved
his lips, and produced a series of discordant
sounds, in order to inspirit his horses. The
machine began to move, and in so doing
emitted such a screaming noise, that the
AA'hole neighbourhood became cognisant of
the fact, that the lady was lea\-ing her man-
sion for a drive. Pulcheria Ivanovna failed

not to perceive the extermination of her
ancient oaks.

" How is it, Nitchipor," she said to her
stcAvard, who accompanied her, " that the

oaks, like your oaa^u hairs, have become so
fcAv and scattered r"

** FcAv and scattered ?" replied the stcAv-

ard :
" they have all disappeared! Lightning

has struck doAvn some, the Avorms have
eaten others ; in short, they are gone,

madam—all gone !"

Fulcheriaivjvnovaa returned home, quite
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satisfied "vvith this reply, and gave orders to

her people to look well after the Spanish
cherry-trees and large winter pear-trees.

Her worthy ministers, the steward and the

starosta, discovered that it was quite useless

to store up all the flour in their master's
granary, and that he must be content with
half. Yet despite the wholesale peculation
carried on by every member of the house-
hold—from the lady's maid, who fingered

the choice presei-ves, to the pigs, who
swallowed incredible heaps of apples and
plumbs—despite, also, the liberal presents
made to friends and visitors—the grounds
were so vast and fertile, and produced
everything in such abundance, that the
diminution of their stores was never per-
ceived by Athanasius or Pulcheria.
The old couple were fond of good living.

They rose early and had their coffee ; then
Athanasius strolled out about his grounds,
and conversed with his steward, who, old
fox that he was, knew Avell how to flatter his

master into the belief that everything went
on right. When Athanasius went in, he
would say, " Pulcheria Ivanovna, don't you
think 'tis time to eat something ?

"

" I don't know what you can eat now,
Athanasias Ivanovitch, except the little

pork patties, or those seasoned with poppy
seeds, or else a dish of salted mushrooms."

" Let us have the mushrooms and the pat-
ties, too, my heart."
An hour before dinner, Athanasius

usually drank a portion of brandy from an
ancient silver cup, seasoning it with a few
small dried fish. At noon they dined. Be-
sides the dishes and sauce boats, the table
was usually covered with a number of little

jars, hermetically sealed, in order that the
aroma of their highly-seasoned contents
might not escape. The conversation gene-
rally turned on the business of the hour.

" I think this flummery is a little burnt.
AVhat do you think of it, Pulcheria
Ivanovna ?

"

" No, Athanasius Ivanovitch. Pour some
more melted butter over it, and some mush-
room sauce, and then you won't think it

burnt."
After dinner, the old man usually slept

for an hour ; afterwards his wife would
bring in a cut water melon, saying, *' Will
you taste this beautiful melon, Athanasius
Ivanovitch?"
"Ah, Pulcheria Ivanovna, don't depend

on its red color," said her husband, help-
ing himself, however, to a huge slice

:

" there are some fine rosy -looking melons
that are good for nothing."
The melon, however, soon disappeared.

Then Athanasius Ivanovitch ate some pears,
and went to take a turn in the garden with
his wife. When they returned to the house,

the good lady occupied herself with her
household affairs while her husband seated

in an easy chair, looking idly on, watching
the constant opening and shutting of the

store-room, and the servants bringing sieves

and baskets backwards and forwards. After
a time he would say, "What shall we eat,

Pulcheria Ivanovna ?"

" Would you like some gooseberry puffs ?"

"Very much."
" Perhaps you'd prefer a little JdsselV*
" Let us try both."
Before supper, Athanasius Ivanovitch

generally ate a few other trifles. At nine
o'clock a supper was served. They then
retired for the night, and the busy house-
hold became still. The room was so hot
that few persons could have supported its

temperature ; but Athanasius, in order to

be warmer still, had his bed made on the

top of a stove, the heat of which, however,
sometimes became so great, that he was
forced to rise in the middle of the night,

and walk about the room groaning occa-

sionally,
" Why do you groan ? " Pulcheria would

ask.
" Because I feel my stomach uneasy."
*' Would you like to eat something,

Athanasius Ivanovitch ?"
" I dare say it would do me good, Pul-

cheria Ivanovna. What would you recom-
mend ?

"

" Curds and whey, or some dried pears."
" Well, let us have them;" and a ser-

vant, only half awake, was sent to rum-
mage the larder.

Then Athanasius, after eating a good
plateful, would say :

" I feel mucli better

now ;" and, returning to bed, he would sleep

tranquilly till morning.
These good people appeared to most ad-

vantage when they received guests. Then
they seemed but to live for the comfort of

their friends. The best of everything that
their house could produce was ofi'ered with
the utmost cordiality ; and there was no-
thing affected in this display of hospitality

;

you saw in their countenances the pleasure
they felt when their dainties were duly ac-

cepted. Never was any visitor allowed to

depart on the day of his arrival ; he must
always remain to sleep.

" You must not think of going," Atha-
nasius would say; " who knows but that

robbers may attack you ?
"

" Yes," would add Pulcheria ;
" and then

the night is dark, and the road bad, and
your coachman besides, being a weak little

man, is half-asleep in the kitchen by this

time."
So the visitor was forced to remain, and

* A sort of fruit-jelly.
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spend a pleasant, tranquil evening. I fancy

now that I can see the figure of Athanasius
Ivanovitch bent forward in his arm-chair,

listening, with his perpetual placid smile, to

his friend's discourse. The visitor, who
himself left his country-house, hazarded a

number of political conjectures; related, in

a mysterous tone, how the French and
English had secretly combined to send
Bonaparte again to Russia ; or else he dis-

cussed the war which was then convulsing
Europe.
Then Athanasius, affecting not to see

Pulcheria, Avould say, " I intend myself to

go to the wars. Why should not I be a
soldier ?

"

" Just hear him," cried Pulcheria. " Don't
mind a word he says. How could he in his

old age set out for the wars ? Why, the
first soldier he met -would kill him,"
"Not at all," replied Athanasius; "I

would kill him."
"Listen to him!" restmaed Pulcheria.

** How could he go to the wars ? His pis-

tols and his sword are lying in the lumber-
room covered with rust. If you only saw
them ! They would surely explode and cut
his face. My poor old man would be dis-

figured for the rest of his days !

"

"Well," retorted Athanasius, " I'll buy
new arms—I'll get a sabre and a Cossack
lance."

" What folly you talk !
" cried Pulcheria

Ivanovna. " I know well yon are jesting

;

but such jokes always make me feel un-
comfortable." And Athanasius Ivanovitch,

satisfied with having frightened his wife a
little, smiled, and was silent.

It was pleasant to hear Pulcheria pressing
a guest to breakfast.

"Here," she would say , taking the stopper
out of the bottle, "is brandy made with
mint, an excellent thing for a pain in the
back ; and here is some more made with
centery, most efficacious against singing in

the ears or pimples on the face. Here is

another bottle flavoured with peach kernels
—^just try a small glassful. If you happen,
when rising in the morning, to strike your
forehead against the sharp corner of the
bed-post, so that a swelling is produced, you
have only to take a little of this before din-

ner, and the mark will soon disappear !

"

Then she would conduct her guest to a
table covered with a nimiber of small plates.

" Here are mushrooms stewedwith pepper,
and some others done with gillyflower water.
These are preserved walnuts. I learned a
peculiar mode of doing them from a Turk-
ish woman at the time when there were
Turkish prisoners in the country. Here is

a preserve which I learned to make from
Father Ivan. You take a small barrel, and I

put in it first a layer of oak-kaves, then
|

pepper and saltpetre, then mushrooms,
and cover them over with the flowers of the
nitchouineter.^ Here are cheese patties,

and some others made of cabbage and black
corn, which Athanasius Ivanovitch likes

very much."
I loved to visit these good people, al-

though I generally returned with a fit of
indigestion. Certainly the air of Lower
Russia aids the functions of the stomach,
else its hospitable inhabitants would soon
find themselves in their coffins.

At length a change came over this peace-
ful household ; the health of Pulcheria
Ivanovna began to decline. Gradually she
grew weaker and thinner ; and one day she
said to her husband, " Athanasius Ivano-
vitch, when I die, will you have me dressed
in my grey spotted robe ? Don't waste my
red striped satin one, but have it made into

a dressing-gown for yourself; it will be very
handsome for you to receive visitors in."

" How you talk, Pulcheria Ivanovna.
God only knews when death will come to

any of us ; and here you frighten me with
such words !

"

" My heart, I feel that I must soon die
;

but don't grieve too much. I am old, and
you are old yourself ; we shall soon meet
again in abetter world,"
Athanasius Ivanovitch sobbed like a child,

" Don't cry, my husband ; don't make
God angry by resisting his will. All I re-

gret in dying is, that I know not to whom I

can intrust you. Who will take care of you
when Iamgone? Who mil love you as I do? "

And calling her own confidential servant,

she said to her, " Listen, Tavdoka ; when I

am dead, you must take care of your master
as if he were the apple of your eye, or yo\u:

only child. i\Iind that his favourite dishes
are prepared in the way he likes, and that

his clothes and linen are clean and well
aired. Watch him continually, Tavdoku,
and God will reward you. You are old

yourself, and must soon go to your account

;

don't, then, have the sin on your soul of
neglecting your master for a moment."
Poor old woman ! notwithstanding her

increasing weakness, she regulated all her
domestic affairs, so that her husband should
not suft'er from her loss. Soon afterwards
she was confined to her bed, and her appe-
tite totally failed, Athanasius Ivanovitch
never left her side,

" Won't you try to eat something, Pul-
cheria Ivanovna ?'"' he repeated incessantly.

But his wife could not reply. At length
her lips moved, as if she tried in vain to

speak, and with one sigh her spirit departed.
Athanasius IvanoAich was stunned. He

* Aa odoriferous plant which groAvs on the
steppes.
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wept not, but stared at the dead with dull,

fixed eyes. They placed Pulcheria on a
table, dressed her in the robe she had
chosen, her arms crossed on her breast,

and placed a lighted taper between her stif-

fened fingers. He watched the whole ope-
ration with an air of insensibility. A crowd
of people assembled on the day of inter-

ment. In front of the house were ranged
long tables, covered with kontia,* baked
meats, pasties, and flasks of brandy. The
guests conversed, wept, looked at the dead,
spoke of her good qualities, and watched
Athanasius Ivanovitch. He walked to and
fro among his friends with an air of stupe-
faction, not noticing any one. At length
the procession was formed—the body Avas

raised on its open bier—the crowd moved
after it, following the priests, wearing gold-
•embroidered robes. On arriving at the
cemetery, the corpse was laid down near the
;grave prepared for it, and Athansius Ivano-
idtch was invited to approach, and give his
wife a last embrace. He obeyed mechani-
cally—tears flowed from his eyes, but he
felt them not. Then the cofiin was lowered—the priest threw the first shovelful of clay
on it—the attendant choristers began to
chant the vctchnaia pamiat (eternal me-
mory) in a low monotonous tone. In a few
moments the grave was filled up, and sods
placed over it. Then advanced Athanasius
Ivanovitch; he first looked round \dt\\ a
bewildered air, then at the tomb, and said,
" Why have you buried her ?—why ? "—but
he did not finish the sentence.
But when he returned to the house, when

he saw Pulcheria Ivanovna's room empty,
and even the arm chair she used to occupy
removed, he sobbed bitterly, and the tears
flowed like rivers from his darkened eyes.

Five years had elapsed since the death of
Pulcheria Ivanorna, when happening to be
In the neighbourhood of his demense, I
went to visit Athanasius Ivanovitch. The
old plac© place showed evident marks of

* A sweetmeat composed of rice, sugar, and
sraisiis, and especially used at funeral feasts.

j neglect and decay; the paling round the

j
court was broken down, the trees and shrubs
were overgro\A-n and straggling—even the
old dogs looked starved and miserable. The
master of the house came out to meet me

;

he was bent nearly double, but the habitual
smile was on his drawn lips. I followed him
within doors, and we sat down to table ; but
the repast, though sufiiciently abundant,
was not prepared with the same care as
formerly.
A servant fastened a napkin beneath his

master's chin, to prevent his soiling his
dress while eating. I tried to amuse him
by recounting different anecdotes ; and ap-
parently he listened, but I saw that his
thoughts were far away. Once he threw
down a decanter, while trying to help him-
self to wild fowl; and his attendant was
obliged to guide his hand towards his mouth.
A plate of little cakes called muichkis was
brought in, and his lip trembled, and his
eyes filled as he said, *' These were the
cakes that—that—my late "•—and, bursting
into tears, he let the plate fall from his
hand. A few days after, Athanasius Ivano-
vich was walking in his garden ; he paced
the alleys feebly and slowly, his head, as
usual, bent down. Suddenly he stopped,
and said to his attendant, " Did you hear
that voice ?

"

" No, sir, I heard nothing."
" Pulcheria Ivanovna called me." And,

possessed by this idea, that he had been
summoned by his dead wife, the old man
gradually pined away. Faithful to the end,
his last words were, " Lay me beside Pul-
cheria Ivanovna." His wish was fulfilled

;

and now the old couple sleep peacefully side
by side.

Their lands became the property of a
young spendthrift, who took no pains to
preserve the old mansion ; and the last

time I visited the spot, a few roofless walls
and straggling fruit-trees were all that re-

mained to mark where had stood the once
hospitable dwelling of Athanasius Ivano-
vitch and Pulcheria Ivanovna.

HONOUR TO THE TOILING HAND.

All honour to the toiling hand,
Or in the field or mine

;

Or by the hissing steam machine,
Or on the heaving brine.

Whatever loom, or bark, or plough.
Hath wrought to bless our land

;

Or wrought around, above, below,
We owe the toiling hand.

Then, honour—honour to the toiling hand.

It battles with the elements

;

It breaks the stubborn sward

;

It rings the forge, the shuttle throws,
And shapes the social board

;

It conquers clime, it stems the wave,
And bears from every strand

The sweetest, best of all we have,
Gifts of the toiling hand.

Then, honour—honour to the toiling hand.
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AN AMERICAN'S OPINION OF ENGLISH REFORMERS.
By H. B. Stanton.

No. V.

PITT'S CONTINENTAL POLICY—SHERIDAN—BURKE—PERCEVAL.

In determining whether the policy which
Pitt and his successors pursued towards
France, from 1792 to 1815, was wise for

England and beneficial to Europe, our
readers will remember that it was sustained
by the party which ever resisted all social

and political improvement among the people
—that the enemies of change warred on the

Directory, the Consulate, the Empire—that
the patrons of existing abuses restored the
Bourbons. Nor will they forget that this

policy was steadily opposed by the friends
of enlightened progress and useful reform
—the champions of civil and religious

freedom.
France, equally with Great Britain, had

the right to enjoy the Government of its

choice. But the latter, early in 1793, de-

clined to negotiate or correspond with the
former, because it was a Republic ; and,
refusing to receive the credentials of its

minister, ordered him to quit the kingdom,
France, sustained by the law of nations,

declared war against the Power which had
insulted her. Pitt asserted that the French
revolution had no sufficient cause in the
nature of the Government or the condition
of the people, and was the offspring of a
reckless spirit of innovation. He avowed
his determination to put doAvn the He-
public, restore the Monarchy, and maintain
the cause of legitimacy in Europe. This
avowal was met by the declaration of the
Liberal party, that the true cause of the
revolution was the undue restriction and
limitation of the rights and privileges of
the people, and that, however it might be
perverted, its real object was to wrest from
the Government what had been unjustly
withheld from its subjects. They demanded,
therefore, that the diplomatic representa-
tive of France should be received by the
Ministry ; and they resisted all interference
with its internal affairs, all attempts to

suppress liberal movements in Europe, all

efforts to uphold its crumbling thrones.
They advocated peace and an armed neu-
trality. And, after Napoleon's schemes of
conquest were disclosed, they contended
that England ought not to unite in a coali-

tion for his overthrow, so long as it Avas a
battle among kings, but should wait till the

people of the continent requested assist-

ance ; and even then, that it ought not to

be given till the rulers of the endangered
states were pledged to grant reasonable
privileges to their subjects. On this

elevated ground did the Liberal party take
its stand. But Pitt, representing only the
monarchical and privileged orders, at the
outset of the conflict pledged the power and
resources of England to the accomplish-
ment of his ends ; and his policy was
steadily followed, Avith ruinous and morti-
fying results, until the European combina-
tion of 1814-15 finally crushed Napoleon
at Waterloo, and restored the Bourbon to
his throne.
And what did England gain by her

armies and fleets, her intrigues in foreign
cabinets, and subsidies of men and money ?

True, Napoleon was prostrated ; but she
had spent £600,000,000 in doing it. At
the commencement of the Avar her debt was
less than £240.000,000 ; at its close it had
swelled to more than £840,000,000 ! Cen-
turies of taxation to restore the Bour-
bons to a throne Avhich they have been
unable to retain ! The seventh descending
son of the youngest Englishman alive Avill

curse the day that Pitt entered on this

crusade against Destiny. When the un-
natural fever of the contest abated, the
reaction, the retribution, came. Peace had
returned, but she was not accompanied by
her tAvin-sister, Plenty. Engliih trade,

commerce, manufactures, agriculture, lan-

guished—labourers Avandered through the
provinces in search of employment—the
country sunk exhausted into the arms of
bankruptcy. The smoke of battle no longer
blinding the eye, the people began to look
about and inquire, "What have Ave gained
by all this waste of blood and treasure ?

"

The wealthy saAV before them ages of re-

morseless taxation—the poor clamoured in

the streets for bread—all but the extreme
privileged classes regarded the result of the
Avar as a triumph over themselves. At
peace with all the Avorld (almost the first

time for three-fourths of a century), the

nation was the scene of internal discords

more threatening than foreign Avarfare.

Nothing but general lassitude, and the

pressure of misfortunes common to all, pre-

vented a revolution.

This contest Avas injurious to England in

another Avay. It so possessed the public

mind that there Avas little room left for

domestic improA'eraent. Meanwhile the

cause of reform Avas turned out of doors.

The French Revolution Avas a godsend to

Pitt and the Tories. Seizing upon its early

excesses, they conjured with them thirty
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years, frightening tlie middling men from
their proprietj^ and terrifying even the

giant soul of Burke. The '* horrors of the

French revolution" were thrown in the

face of every man Avho demanded reform.

The clamours of the tired and fleeced

suitors in Lord Eldon's Court were silenced

by the " horrors of the French revolution."

Old Sarum and Grampound lengthened out
their "rotten" existence by supping on
" horrors of the French revolution." Point
to the festering corruption of the Church
Establishment, and it lifted up its holy
hands at " the horrors of the French revo-

lution." The Catholics were persecuted,

the Irish gibbeted, and printers transported,

to atone for " the horrors of the French re-

volution." The poor starved in damp cel-

lars, whilst the landlord fattened his pro-

tected soil with *' the horrors of the French
revolution." In a word, these "horrors"
constituted the chief staple of Tory argu-
ment and declamation, and were a con-
clusive answer to all who asked for cheap
bread, religious toleration, law reform, re-

duced taxes, and an enlarged suffrage.

The lessons of wisdom, so dearly pur-
chased by this scheme of continental inter-

ference, have not been thrown away on a
nation which spent so much to gain so

little. The second French r^.volution was
followed byEngland granting Parliamentary
Reform, to prevent a revolution at home.
The third revolution, which prostrated a
monarchy, and reared a republic in a day,
was promptly recognised and respected by
England, whose Premier declared that she
heartily accorded to the people of France
the right to ordain for themselves such a
system ofGovernment as they might choose

!

Men may prate eternally about the virtues

of Louis XVI., the grasping ambition of

Xapoleon, the far-seeing sagacity of Burke,
and the wisdom and firmness of Pitt, and it

v.ill still remain true, that the principles
tlirown up with the fire and blood of the
great French eruption will yet work out the
regeneration of Europe.

;Mr. Sheridan was as steady a supporter
of freedom, and as inflexible an opponent of
Pitt, as a man of so volatile a temperament
could well be. This extraordinary man was
a debater to be shunned rather than encoun-
tered. Pitt dreaded him. Lying in wait
till the Minister had addressed the house,
he used to let fly at him such a cloud of
stinging arrows, pointed with sarcasm and
poisoned with invective, that the stately

Premier could not conceal his mortification,
nor hardly retain his seat till the storm had
passed away. Ko Parliamentarian ever in-

spired so much dread in his opponents, and
won so much applause from his friends, with
so scanty a stock of statesmanlike acquire-

ments. His political knowledge was ga-
thered from the columns of the current news-
papers and the discussion^s in the club-rooms,
and his literary stores were made up from
the modern poetry and drama of England.
True, he was educated at Harrow, but he
threw aside Demosthenes and Cicero for

Congreve and Vanbrugh, and wTote come-
dies when he should have studied mathe-
matics. He never claimed to be a states-

man, and only aspu'ed to be an orator. To
shine as a dazzling declaimer, he bent all

the powers of his intense and elastic mind.
He attended debating clubs, and caught up
the best sayings—practised attitudes and
tones—set down every keen thought which
occurred to him in a note-book—conned his

lesson—then entered the house, and rushing
into the arena of debate with the bound and
air of a gladiator, won the reputation of

being the readiest wit, the most skilful off-

hand disputant, and the most gorgeou.s

orator of the day. And it was the day of

Burke, Pitt, Fox, Erskine, Grattau, and
"WjTidham ! Lord Chesterfield was not so

very -wrong when he told liis son that, even
in Parliament, more depended upon the
manner of saying a thing, than upon the
matter of which it was composed. Though
his taste was formed on the flashy model of

the modern drama, and in the composition
of his numerous tropes and metaphors, he
did not always distinguish between tinsel

and gold, between painted glass and pure
diamonds, yet he generally succeeded iu

doing what he intended—producing a tre-

mendous sensation. His rockets set the
hemisphere in a blaze ; nor was he always
careful on whose head the sticks fell ; for

he spared neither friends nor foes, if he
must thereby lose a good hit.

Though Sheridan regarded the colour of
the husk more than the character of the
kernel, he uttered much that will perish
only with the English tongue. In an attack
on Ministers, who were attempting to carry
a bill against the freedom of the press, lie

exclaimed :
" Give them a corrupt House

of Lords—give them a venal House of Com-
mons—give them a tyrannical Prince—give
them a truckling Court—and let me but have
an unfettered press, and I will defy them to

encroach a hair's-breadth upon the liberties

ofEngland,"—apassage worthy ofChatham.
During the treason trials, in 1794, he poured
a torrent of ridicule upon the proceedings,
which did not a little toward restoring a
panic-stricken public to its senses. An ex-
tract will give an idea of his sarcasm. In
replying to Pitt, he said :

" I own there was
something in the case—quite enough to dis-

turb the virtuous sensibilities and loyal ter-

rors of the right honourable gentleman. But
so hardened is this side of the house, that
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our fears did not much disturb us. On the

first trial, one pike was produced. This was,
however, withdrawn. Then a terrific instru-

ment was talked of, for the annihilation of

his Majesty's cavalry, which, upon evidence,

appeared to be a tc-totum in a Aviudow at

Sheffield, But I had forgot—there was also

a camp in a back shop ; an arsenal provided
with nine muskets ; and an exchequer, con-

taining exactly the same number of pounds
—no, let me be accurate, it was nine pounds
and one bad shilling. * * The alarm had
been brought in with great pomp and cir-

cumstance on a Saturday morning. At
night, the Duke of Richmond stationed him-
self, among other curiosities, at the Tower;
and a great municipal officer, the lord mayor,
made an appalling discovery in the east.

He found out that there was in Cornhill a
debating society, where people went to buy
treason at sixpence a head ; where it was
retailed to them by inch of candle ; and five

minutes, measured by the glass, w^re al-

lowed to each traitor, to perform his part in

overturning the State. In Edinburgh an
insurrection was planned ; the soldiers were
to be corrupted ; and this turned out to be—^by giving each man sixpence for porter.

Now, what the scarcity ofmoney and rations

may be in that part of the country I can-
not tell ; but it does strike me that the
system of corruption has not been carried

to any great extent. Then, too, numbers
were kept in pay ; they were drilled in a

dark room, by a sergeant in a brown coat

;

and on a given signal they Avere to sally from
a back kitchen, and overturn the consti-

tution."

Though this celebrated orator was way-
ward in his pursuits, and habitually intem-
perate, yet, from the time he entered Parlia-

ment, in 1780, till his sun began to decline,

he ever sustained the liberal cause, and his

rare talents bore with striking effect against

the continental policy of Pitt, and in favour

of Irish regeneration, parliamentary reform,
the freedom of the press, and the rights of

the people.

I have spoken of Edmund Burke, than
whom no man could afford a stronger con-

trast to Sheridan. He had an original, dar-

ing g'enius ; but it was sustained by a broad
and comprehensive judgment. His imagi-

nation was as gorgeous as ever plumed the

wing of eloquence ; but it was enriched and
invigorated by learning vast and varied.

Until his mind became engrossed, not to say

possessed with the subject which occupied

the latter years of his great life (the French
revolution), he Avas the advocate and orna-

ment of progi'cssive freedom. He first led

and then followed Fox in all the lines of

policy which the liberal party pursued from

17G->* to 1790, Avhou they separated, and

Burke became not so much the advocate of
Pitt and his Tories, as the opponent of
France and its llepublicans ; choosing,
thereafter, as he expressed it, to be a "Whig,
'* Avithout coining to himselfWhig principles
from a French die, unknoAvn to the impress
of our fathers in the constitution." He left

Parliament in 1794, and died in 1797. Dur-
ing the last six years of his life he seemed
almost diseased by the excesses of the French
revolution ; and whatever subject he sur-
veyed, on AA'hatever ground he looked, lie

appeared to see naught but the convulsions
of that tragedy. The A'ivid impressions
Avhich he received he transferred to publi-
cations Avhich glowed Avith his fervid soul,

andproducedaprodigious sensation amongst
the higher orders of his countrymen. But
take him all in all, his Avas the most magni-
ficent mind of modern England. If called

to designate the most remarkable name
Avhich adorns its later annals, to whose Avould
we so unhesitatingly point as to his ? Is

he not entitled to a place among the five

most extraordinary men lA'hich that kingdom
has produced—Bacon, Shakspeare. Newton,
Milton, Burke ? As a parliamentary leader,

he was inferior to Fox and Pitt. His essay-

like style Avas not adapted to so popular a body
as theHouse ofCommons . His speeches Avore
the air of the academy rather than the forum

;

and much of his discourse Avas too elaborate,

too learned, too philosophical, too ornate,

to be appreciated by the general run of men
that drift into the halls of legislation.

During the thirty years he participated ia
aff'airs, there fell from his lips and pen an
amount of political sagacity, far-seeing

statesmanship, philosophical disquisition,

and oratorical display, all set off" and
adorned by an amplitude of learning, a
majesty of diction, and a brilliancy of
imagery, the fourth of Avhich Avould have
carried their author's name to posterity as
one of the remarkable men of his time.

He who thinks this eulogium extraA'agant

has only to find its confirmation in the

mines of intellectual Avealth AA-hich Ue em-
bedded in the sixteen volumes of the Avorka

he has given to his country and the Avorld^

to hiscontemporaries and to posterity. True,
there aa^U be found, mingled with these

strata of pure gold, veins of impractica-

bility, sophistry, prejudice, extravagance,

and violence. His later Avritings, and in

many respects his most grand ana beautiful,

arc disfigured by a morbid dread of change,

and obscured by a gloomy distrust of the

capacities of man for self-government

;

proving, that though gifted Avith genius

beyond most mortal.^ he Avas not endoAved

Avith the divine spiril ot prophecy. But it

is equally true, that uliilo the English

language 16 read, tliC speectifsand AA'fitings.
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of Edmund Burke will be classed with the

richest treasures of the statesman, the

philosopher, and the scholar.

On the downfall of the Grenville-Fox

ministry, Mr. Perceval took the leading

place in his Majesty's Government. He
was a lawyer with a keen intellect, and a

soul shrivelled by the most limited views

and bigoted prejudices. When ruling

England, he looked upon her position in

reference to Continental affairs, and the

part she Avas to perform in the drama of

nations, much as he was wont to regard
the case of a plaintiff whose brief and re-

tainer he held. He argued the great ques-
tions which nightly agitated the House of

Commons, and whose decisions were to

affect not only his own time but coming
ages, like a mere lawyer struggling for a
verdict. His weapon was sharp, and he
applied its edge in the same way, whether

analyzing the title of James Jackson to art

estate in Kent, or of Louis XVIII. to the

throne of France. He discussed a iinanciall

scheme in Parliament to raise twenty-

millions sterling to carry on the war, just:

as he argued the consideration of a twenty-

pound note before a jury of Yorkshire

yeomen. Yet he was a good tactician ;.saw

a point readily and clearly, though he saw'

nothing but a poi7if ; knew how to touch'

the prejudices of bigots ; was great at beat--

ing his opponents on small divisions ;
rarx^ly'

lost his temp.er under the severest provcea--

tions; was quick at a turn and keen rt^a-

retort; and spoke in a lively, colloquial'-

straightforward style, which pleased tic-

country gentlemen much better than tl«'

classical allusions and ornate periods cC

Mr. Canning. He kept on the even teiior:

of his way till assassinated by a madman,

in the lobby of the house, in 1812.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.

The fifteenth century Avas a period greatly

distinguished by the progress of maritime
discovery ; and amongst those v/ho aided in

laying open to the adventurous enterprize

of the old world, lands which for ages had
been hidden from the knowledge of civilized

man—their soil trodden only by savage

tribes, and the wild beasts they hunted for

pleasure and prey—the name of Columbus
stands foremost. He it was who discovered

the Western Hemisphere, the vast con-

tinent of America, and the rich and produc-
tive islands that crowd around its coasts

—

an event pregnant with mightier conse-

quences, both political and social, to Eu-
rope and the -world, than any that has
happened in its history since the introduc-

tion of Christianity. And, apart from its

momentous results, the discovery of Ame-
rica is profoundly interesting, as illustrative

of the heroism of Columbus's character,

and the final triumph of a perseverance and
industry Avhose ardour, protracted discou-

ragement, repeated failures, and unending
dimculties, never for a moment damped.
Columbus was descended fron an ancient

but reduced Genoese family, and early in

life adopted the profession of a sailor. Im-
pelled by a passionate desire for knowledge,
he studied, and soon made himself master
of, the sciences most intimately connected
with his pursuit—geography and astro-

nomy. From his knowledge of the form
and motions of the earth, and the ideas he
had conceived of the laws of matter, Co-
lumbus was led to infer the existence of
some vast body of land or continent in the
Western Hemisphere ; and, becoming at

length firmly persuaded of the truth of this

notion, he resolved to brave all the hazard
of traversing unknown seas, in the hope of
enriching the world, by the addition to it Of
the fair land of Avhich he dreamed. It is

not, however, in the spirit of adventure
which thus animated him so far, that Ave see
the true greatness of the man. The Avorld.

has never been deficient of such heroes ; men.
to whom personal dangers haA^e seemed
invested Avith all the attractions of romance,,
and Avhose Avild daring has borne them,
through many a scene of hardship and peril..

We see the real nobility of Columbus,
rather in the dignity of his endurance amid
the incredulity and sneers of the reputed
learned of his day ; and the sustained perse-
A-erance of his cftbrts to find the means of
compassing his end, amid the indifference

Avith Avhich his proj ects Avere listened to at the
courts of kings Avhose patronage and assist-

ance he solicited, and the repeated delays by
Avhich his hopes Avere deferred, through the
ignorance and jealousies of narroAv-minded
statesmen. To explore the seas of the
Avestern world Avas an enterprise needing
resources far beyond his reach as a private
indiA'idual ; and in seeking for the aid Avhich

princes and governments alone in that
age Avere competent to give, Ave find hint
bandied from court to court—sometimes re-

buked as an impostor—sometimes derided
as a dealer in fables—sometimes his plans
stolen from him, that others might carry
them out and reap their harvest— some-^

times deluded by false promises, and thei^

subjected to rcncAved disappointments ;

—

amid all, his trust in the truth of his great
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idea never wavered, and his perseverance

in the pursuit of its realisation never failed.

He successively made application to his

native republic of Genoa, who declined

assistance on the ground of poverty—to
John, King of Portugal, an enterprising

monarch, whose reign had already been dis-

tinguished by many important discoveries,

whose attention was too much engrossed
with investigations he was pursuing on the

coast of Africa to feel much interest in what
appeared to him the less promising project

of Columbus—to Ferdinand and Isabella of

Spain, and to Henry VII. of England. His
first reception at the Court of Spain was
no better than what he had met with else-

where. War was then the great object of

ambition—the conquest and expulsion of

the Moors from Granada, a more glorious

achievement in the eyes of Ferdinand, and
his high-spirited Queen, than an enterprise

such as Columbus submitted to them. His
plans were at length, however, referred to

the judgment of the " wise men " of the

country, who, after due deliberation, pro-

nounced an adverse decision, on the ground
that since, during so many ages, men
learned in maritime affairs had known no-
thing of such countries, " it was not to be
imagined that Colvimbus could know more
than all of them;" and on this report the

poor adventurer was dismissed, his substance
consumed, and his time wasted, for he had
spent five years in fruitless endeavours to

obtain the countenance of the court. "VMiat

the success of his application in England
would have been—whether the honour of

having first promoted the discovery of Ame-
rica would have been ours we cannot say

;

for his expectations of ultimate assistance

from Spain were still kept alive. Through
the interposition of Father Perez, the

Queen's confessor, he was recalled, his

project again canvassed and again rejected.

Once more, after his departure had com-
menced, he was brought back; for his

friends had at length succeeded in firing the

imagination of Isabella, by the prospects of

discovery they held out ; and, by the pecu-
niary help of the Queen,Columbus at length
obtained ships, and set sail on the waste
of waters to prosecute his enterprise of

peril; and perilous indeed it was. From
the elements there was enough to fear

;

but terrors greater than these surrounded
him in the mutinous spirit of his crew.

Sailing for days with no prospect of land,

in ships old and crazy, they became alarmed,
discontented, and determined to return

—

some amongst them proposing to throw
Columbus into the sea, and to report that

he had fallen in as he was gazing on the

stars. Still his heart was undaunted, and
he cadeavoured to pacify his men hv reasou-

ing with them. At length, with his crew in
almost open mutiny, after thirty-three days
spent upon the sea, they reached the fine

and fertile island to which the discoverer
gave the name of St. Salvador—the first spot
of American ground on which the foot of
an European had trodden. Leaving some of
his men to remain here imtil his return, with
strict injunctions to treat the natives -with

kindness, he sailed back to Spain, where he
landed, after encountering the most violent
storms, and was welcomed with every" de-
monstration of gratitude and joy. But the
trials and vicissitudes of his life were not
yet over. He ventured on a second voyage
to the new country he had found, and for

the prosecution of further discoveries

;

but, on reaching St. Salvador, he had the
mortification to find that the men he
had left there had grievously oppressed
the poor natives, and that confusion and
bloodshed were the result. His remon-
strances against the excesses of his men
roused their baser passions against him,
and, sending home false and malicious
charges, which were received with credit

there, Columbus was carried back in chains
to Spain. It is true that atonement wai»

afterwards made to him for this injustice,

and he received many marks of royal favour.

These could not eftace the painful im-
pression made on him by the ready credence
that had been given to the injurious repre-

sentations of his enemies. Yet, A>-ithout

resenting these indignities, Columbus nobly
offered to devote his remaining years, and
the residue of his broken health, to the

prosecution of maritime discovery ; and, by
the splendid successes which attended his

adventures, he added immense wealth to the

resources of his adopted country, Spain

—

opened a vast field for European enterprise,

and, in a word, brought to light a new
WOULD, the future history of whose yet

infant empires, it may be, will excel all the
greatness and glory of the old.
The private character ef Columbus was

marked by piety and gentleness, whilst in

his public career he was, as we have seen,

patient in adversity, persevering amid dis-

couragements, and dignified in the midst of

success and applause. A man of less

gigantic resolution would have abandoned
the project he had formed, before the many
difficulties which for years were placed in

his way. How true is it that, in the most
adverse circumstances of life, sticcess is

mainly dependent upon patience, and the

continuance of manly eff'ort ! He that has

a good end in view should never abandon it.

He may often be foiled; but, with (constancy

and courage, the chances are that he will

conquer yet.
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A WOLF HUNT IN THE TEXAS.

English sportsmen, whose greatest ex-

ploits in the field are confined to the killing

of a fox or a badger, or knocking over a

few brace of grouse or partridges, can have
but a faint idea of the exciting and fre-

quently perilous scenes in which the Ame-
rican hunters engage in pursuit of the wild

animals that inhabit the immense forests or

boundless prairies of the far western world.

The following graphic relation of a wolf
hunt in Eastern Texas may, therefore, not
be uninteresting to our readers. The locality

in which it took place Avas a small settle-

ment not far from the Forks of San Jacinto,

consisting of five families, and not above
fbrty mdividuals, of all hues, ages, and
sizes. The occasion had been a wedding in

one of the families, at which a number of
neighbours, living not more than fifteen or
twenty miles distant, had assembled. Di-
rectly in front of the house, say *' an island
of timbers," * one mile in length, through
which ran a narrow, shallow, and muddy
strip of water ; and four miles beyond this

another smaller island, called, from its

usual inhabitants, " Wolf Island."
Among the innumerable wolves who

ravaged the prairie, one had acquired for

herself a very unenviable notoriety, and
had been long marked for destruction. Her
size was great—in fact, she was represented
as being a monster in her way ; she had the
audacity to venture into the cow-pens and
drive off all the dogs of the settlement
except one huge old veteran, named Rove,
with whom she respectfully declined mea-
suring her strength.

" Our plans," says the narrator, " were
©ftsily arranged, the caviarde of horses
driven into the pen, and we were very soon
busy catching and saddling, each man pay-
ing particular attention to the fastening of
his girth, in the anticipation of a hard race
over a liog-wallow prairie. The hunters,
all except * the strangers,' relied for offence
and defence upon their long cow-whip—an
implement consisting of a short eighteen-
inch handle, to which a very heavy lash,

from twelve to eighteen feet long, is

attached, and usually carried over the
shoulder, with the lash trailing on the
ground—the caberos, or hair rope, and, in
cases of emergency, their stirrups, which,

* In speaking of " islands " it should be ob-
served that a cluster or patch of trees is meant

;

the same relative terras being' applied to prairie
and woodland as we use in speaking' of land and
water. A strip of prairie extending into the
woods is known as a " cove," or " bay," while a
projecting piece of wood is called a " point," a
cluster of trees an " island," &c,

weighing from three to five pounds, and
being, as a sailor would say, easily un-
shipped, make a very formidable weapon.

" All were ready, and off we started with
a shout at a dashing pace ; but our ardour
abating after a burst of a mile, we cooled
down to a steady trot, bending our course
through the long grass to the island. On
arriving thither, I found it to be a cluster
of trees covering about two acres, with a
heavy thicket of underbrush ; an admirable
place to shelter all kinds of ' varmint.' The
best mounted men were selected to guard
the island, and, if the wolf or wolves should
break through our formidable pack of dogs,
to cut them off from taking shelter in Lake
Island. Dave and myself were posted with-
out upon one side. We had dismounted for

a moment to tighten the girths ; and I was
just securing mine when a shout from him
brought me to the saddle in an instant, and,
looking around, I espied the identical wolf
not more than one hundred yards ahead,
making the best of her way across the
prairie, and maintaining a running fight

with ' old Rove,' while the rest of the pack
of hounds and curs were scouring along
after them as near as they might. "We gave
chase immediately. It was just noon, on an
intensely hot day in the first part of Septem-
ber ; the ground we were riding over, the
description known as * hog wallow,'' being a
succession of small mounds and correspond-
ing hollows ; the wolf gaunt and in fine run-
ning order. In short, the chances were
against us; however, off"we dashed, shouting
like madmen, Dave right on the trail of the
wolf, and I striving to head her oft' from
Lake Island. It was an animated scene ;

the wolf right ahead, running side by side

with ' old Rove,' and gaining upon us every
moment ; the space between us dotted with
dogs of all colours and sizes, and scattered
from us to the starting ground, some twenty
riders, every man of them making the best
possible use of both lungs and spurs.
Whether it was owing to the heat of the
day, the roughness of the ground, or the
fact that the wolf was contending for life,

and we only for the skin, I know not, but in
a heat of four miles she beat us fairly over
a quarter. Upon reaching Lake Island,
not only the old hound, but the smaller fry,

abandoned all idea of the chase, and rushed
indiscriminately into the water, fromwhence
they refused most doggedly to stir. They
were completely used up, and most of the
horses in no better condition. After beat-
ing the bush vainly for a while, we
called a council of war, and determined to

ride our panting, recking steeds homewards.
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procure fresh ones, and other dogs, and
return again, feeling sure that ' Sir Jsen-
grun ' would not dream of leaving his quar-
ters for some time, imless cavalierly ousted,
and that we should find him awaiting us
stiffened M'ith his morning's work, and in
no condition to make the same time again.

" On nearing the plantation we perceived
a number of dark objects perched upon the
fence, which at first I mistook for buzzards,
"but they proved to be a general assortment
of all the young negroes in the place, chat-
tering like so many monkeys, their wliite

eyes and teeth glistening in their setting of
jet, who had assembled to get an early view
of the varmint we had gone forth to do battle

with. As soon as we had arrived at the
house, one of the young darkies was de-
spatched to the river Avith an invitation for

Ji man who was there living to come up and
"bring all his pups. Two or three more were
mounted and sent into the prairie in search
of the caviarde of horses, and we went to

dinner. The dogs that had returned were
cared for—the very best cow horses (horses
trained to cow hunting) selected—a com-
plete and well-digested plan of the campaign
devised and explained. It Avas thought, hoAv-

ever, that the difficulties of the chase had
"been very much increased since morning. In
the place of a small island that might be
easily di'awn, the Avolf Avas noAV in a dense
thicket, a mile in length, Avith a stream of
"water in the midst, Avhich the cunning old
Tascal might use to great advantage in Avash-

ing his trail, and throAving the dogs off the
scent. Four o'clock found us all prepared
for a start, and half an hour's sharp riding
brought us to the hunting ground. One per-

son Avas noAv stationed at either end of the
island, and one at either side, all of them at

a sufficient distance from it to permit their

glance to take in everything from one out-
post to another. We then commenced
operations at the southern end, spreading
ourselves entirely across the thicket, and
forcing our Avay slowly and surely, keeping
back the dogs, and at the same time, three
of our party riding even with our line upon
the outside. In this Avay Ave proceeded
through the island, but no sign of wolf
could Ave see. Our dogs started all sorts of

strange game but the sort we Avere in search
of. Dave Avas in despair. ' The varmint's
gone home again,' said he.

" * I rather reckon not,' replied Joe, an
elder brother of Dave, and a powerful cute

critter. ' I rather reckon not. It's clear

agin the cunning of the varmint to think so.

He's pretty much used up to begin Avith,

and then he knoAvs Ave're arter him ; and
you don't catch him showin' his profile in

the perara, till dark, and if there's a bright

moon he'll keep steady till nigh sun up,

and then he'll make a break. I'll tell you
what, gentlemen, he's here. I'll bet a horse
on that. The critter's ben in the lake, and
jumped clear across the path into the bush,
and there he lies ; AA-eVe been Avithin a rod
of him. If old Rove Avould get up and go
to Avork, Ave'd fetch him soon; but these
dern no account pups arn't Avorth shucks,
and so Ave must do the tracking. So, boys,
let us light some on us, and take it afoot,

Avhile the rest keep along on their critters.'

"Joe's advice AA'as taken; he started off

on the lead, and strange to say, Avithin tAvo

rods of the spot Avhere the consultation had
been held, stopped and intimated by a very
significant AA-hi%tle that he saAv ' sign.' Old
hunter as Joe Avas, he for once alloAved

himself to be throAvn off his guard : instead
of passing quietly on, giA'ing us 'item,' as

he Avould have called it, and permitting us
to surround the beast and make a sure
thing of it, at the sight of the footprints in

the sand, he first Avhistled, then peered into

the bush, and espying the much sought-for
varmint, he gave vent to the exuberance of
his joy in a yell that Avould have aroused
the dead. The Avolf did not move until Joe
very imprudently seized a stick and poked
it in her lair. Then, Avith but one spring,

she dashed at her tormentor, Avho slipping,

fell backAvard into the Avater, and Avithout

waiting to crawl out, gave us a succession
of shouts that Avould have done honour to a
Comanche. The Avolf had evidently made
up her mind that there Avas nothing left for

her but to run for life, and, crossing the
Avater, she made for an open prairie. But
her position Avas far from enviable ; seen by
three of the out-posts, she Avas immediately
headed off", and turning, ske had to encoun-
ter the party stationed on the edge of the

island ; her speed Avas sensibly diminished,
and her pursuers noAv felt sure of her.

Keeping her right betAveen them, they noAV

forced her to a course parallel with the

island, by Avhich manoeuvre not only Avould

our Avhoie party be gathered, but she Avould

be driven into the main prairie Avithout any
chance of finding shelter, except by taking

the back track, and from that they could

easily cut her off. As they passed the end
of the island, the Avhole party fell in, and all

obeyed Dave's direction to the very letter.

"The chase headed doAvn the prairie,

running parallel Avith the Avolf, and at a

distance of about a quarter of a mile on
either side Avere three riders, while the rest

spread out Avidely, followed at the same
distance behind, the dogs semi-distant be-

tAveen us ; thus forming three sides of a

holloAV square, Avith the Avolf and the dogs

in the centre. Riding at half speed, and
watching every motion of the animal Ave noAv

commenced draAving in, four or five riders
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k-avins: the back and joining the side line

until we felt we had her safe, and then Dave
prepared to fulfil a promise which he had
made after his failure in the morning, that
' he would hev a saddle cover ofi" the var-

mint's back afore he canip'd down.' Leav-

ing the line, he took his caheros from ihe

pommel of his saddle, passed it underneath
his leg, then unfastening it, gathered it in a
coil in his left hand, in which the bridle was
also firmly grasped. In his right hand was
the noose at the end of the rope ; then,

rising in his stirrups, with an encouraging
shout to his horse, he dashed directly at the
wolf, who now, maddened with fear, rage,
and pain, made a rush first on one side and
then on the other, in hopes of escape, but
giving up in despair, resunued her straight-
forward course. Dave approached be-
hind, and driving the spurs into his
horse's flank, was soon parallel with her,
and not more than twentv feet off. Givinar

the noose three or four twirls around his

head, he launched it with the certainty

of a bullet at the head of the animal, and
without one instant's pause whirled his

horse. The rope ran short, and Sir Isengrun,

jerked suddenly about from his headlong

career, found himself heels in air, with a

half-broken neck, dragged on his back at

a rattling pace over the prairie. At this

moment a yell of a dog was heard, and * old

Rove,' tired, lame, and half dead as he was,

running by turns on two, three, or lour

legs, inade his appearance, and, dashing

through the throng of las useless fellows,

fastened upon the wolfs throat. Over and
over they Avent together, Rove having all

the fighting and biting to himself. Dave,

having checked his speed, found the poor

wolf past praying for, and it was -n-ith diffi-

culty that he could drive the dogs ofi", so as

to have enough of the beast's hide left to

cover a saddle, as he had promised."

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

Letter YUI.

Mr. Editor,—My object in my last letter was to show that the want of earh
training—or bad training—ha.s an effect to produce discomfort in. after-lii'e, espe-
cially when a young woman gets married, and has children rising around her ; and,
as one instance of this, I gave you a short account of Robert and Rachel Rando/n. I
now sit do-\\Ti to give you, according to promise, an equally brief account of Lydia
Worth and her family, as a specimen of what may be done by persons, however
humble their circumstances, by care and management, acting upon instruction and
advice given them by parents and friends. I select the case of Lydia Worth, because
she was a playmate and schoolfellow of mine, and because we have lived near each
other for several years.

Lydia s father was a sober and industrious man, a working gardener. As he
rented a cottage vAxh. a good bit of ground adjoining, he grew vegetables, herbs,
and fruit, which he took twice a week to the neighbouring town. His wife-
assisted occasionally in the garden, and especially in gathering, and packing for
market. When Lydia was about seven years old—a nice, neat, healthy-looking
child she was—her mother sent her to the British School, where she continued tili

she was ten, having gained some prizes, and having served as a monitress for ab6ut
eighteen months. AVTiile at school, a lady who lived in the place, and who was
one of the visiting committee, took a liking to Lydia, and had her to her house
sometimes, for part of a day, to do a httle needle-work, or, in the siunmer, to assist
in gathering fruit for preserving. This lady was very attentive to the poor, and did
all that she could to encourage and assist those who were industrious. She seldom
gave them money ; but she gave them such assistance as she knew would stand
them in stead, and, which was above all price, some sensible, good, advice. AVd
used to call her " Lady Bountiful ;" and glad enough we girls were to meet her, as
ovir curtsey and smiles were sure to be returned with kind words, and, generjilly,
with something to boot.

A\Tien the time came for Lydia to leave school, this lady took her entirely off
her parents' hands, and placed her in her own family, under the care of two' ex.
.perienced women, one of whom acted as cook, the other as ho^se and waiting-
maid. They were both good-natured creatures ; and as Lydia was quick, active.
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cheerful, and willing to learn, she soon became a favourite, and they did all they
could to make her a clever girl. When skilful teachers and willing scholars meet,

as my dear mother used to say, there is sure to be improvement. Lydia rose by
degrees—assisting in cooking, preserving, and other things connected with " house-
hold economy"—till she became a sort of storekeeper and general manager.
In the same place liA'ed a youth named Charles Worth, the son of a journeyman

bricklayer of good character. Charles, whom a careful mother had taught to read,

was sent to the British School, and remained there till he was fourteen, when his

father had him apprenticed to a respectable saddler and hai-ness-maker, in a town
about four miles distant. Lydia and he were playmates when children ; and when
he walked over on Sundays to see his father and mother, he generally contrived to

slip in to ** Lady Bountifill's," to have a few minutes' chat with his former play-

mate, w^ho always received him with smiles. The old lady, who saw how things

were likely to end, did not discourage these visits ; and, though she was loth to

part with Lydia, promised to let them have a little cottage, rent free, for the first

year after they were married. So things went on, till about six months after

Charles was out of his time, they were happily married. The old lady provided
the two families with a good dinner in the promised cottage, in which she had been
kind enough to place a few articles of old-fashioned, but useful, furniture.

Charles continued steady in the employ of his master for about two years after

his marriage ; when, a suitable opening presenting itself near his father's, he en-

gaged in business on his own account. He soon got enough to keep himself and a

man constantly at work. As their mode of living was frugal, and as Lydia em-
ployed some of her spare time in knitting for her old mistress and other ladies,

they were able, a few years ago, to liire a good-sized house. Two of the floors thej'-

got decently furnished, and let to a respectable family, on terms which leave them
as much room as they require, rent free. They have a neat shop and parlour, a

Idtchen, attics, and two Uttle out-buildings, one of which is used as a wash-house,
the other as a stable, woodhouse, &c. They have three childi-en living. A boy,

twelve years old, has left school and works with his father. Two girls—one about
six, the other about eight years old—still go to the British School ; and one of

them, the youngest, bids fair to be a bright girl. They keep, as I have said, one
man ; and Lydia has shown her judgment by choosing for a servant a stout, active,

clever woman, who, besides Avaiting upon the lodgers, assists T^ydia in w^hat house-
hold work there is to do.

I should like some of your readers, Mr. Editor, just to pop in at any hour of the

day, and see how nice and confifortable everything appears in my friend's house.
The shop, the parlour, the passage, and the staircase, are all clean and neat.

People talk of floors laeing "so clean that you may eat off of them;" I should
never think of doing that wliile plates and dishes are to be had so cheap ; but I will

say that their ^oors are cleaner than some ^eo^le' s plates ! The parlour is as nice a

room as any tradesman in their circumstances can well desire ; there is a good
carpet, a couple of tables, half a dozen cane-bottomed chairs, a kind of sofa, or

couch, a chest of drawers with glazed book-case over it, filled with useful books, a

lookmg-glass, and a few pictures of horses framed and glazed hanging against the
walls ; and, drop in when you will, you never find any litter or confusion, so that
Lydia has no occasion to stammer out, "I'm sorry you have caught us in such a

sad mess !
" And the kitchen and other rooms are in as good order as the parlour.

One thing I must not omit to mention. I have told you that Lydia's father was
agai'dener : to this, I suppose, it is owing that she is so fond of plants and flowers.

She has plenty of nice flowers when they are in season ; but what I most admire is

what she calls her " winter gai'den." At this time of the year, for instance, you
may see, hanging from the ceiling near the window, a tuinip, throwing out beautiful

green sprouts. She gets a good-sized turnip, cuts off" about one-fourth of the root-

end, scoops out most of the pulp, and fills the hollow "Vfith water ; she then puts a

piece of tape round the lower part, and fastens three other pieces to that, tying them
together at the top, and hangs up the tiu-nip, thus prepared, with the head down-
wards. In a short time green leaves begin to sprout out ; as they grow they turn-

upwards all round, and form a pretty, cheerful ornament. I have one of them over
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my head while writing this. Then in a window, or on a table near it, there is an
earthenware dish filled with moss, in which are buried some bulbs, a hyacinth, or
tulip, in the middle, and round it, in circles, from twelve to twenty crocuses of
different colours. A little water is supplied from time to time ; the bulbs take root

in the moss, grow up, and blossom delightfully. On each side of this dish she
has a saucer, or cheese-plate, with a piece of coarse flannel cut to the size ; these

she wets thoi*oughly and sprinkles over, the one with pepper-cress, the other with,

mustard seeds ; and, in a few days, she has two pretty beds of green salad. Nor
is this all ; on the sides of these, again, are two smaller plates, in which are placed
two heads of carrots, about a quarter of an inch thick, in a little water, and these

also are throwing a number of pretty feathery, curly, green leaves, four or five

inches high. Besides these, Lydia has a stand of plants of her own rearing, such
as geraniums, myrtles, heaths, picotees, and a number of other plants with fine

names, which she pronounces very glibly, but which I cannot trust myself to wiite.

All the needlework required for the family is done at home ; and Lydia makes
her own and the girls' dresses, and her husband's and the boy's shirts, as nicely,

both as to taste and fitting, as any dress-maker could possibly do. When she is

pressed for time, a young woman, who lives near, is hired to come and help her.

As to the Avashing, my plan is adopted ; and as they have a wash-house, and a bit

of ground behind the house, where Charles keeps a little pony, that is little or no
trouble. The lady who lodges in the first floor once said, *'I don't know how it is,

Mrs. Worth, that you and the servant manage to keep this house in such nice state.**

Lydia' s reply was, " O, Ma'am, it is only haAing a little method ; the work some-
times seems to me almost to do itself." There's more in that remark than some
readers may see at a first reading.

I need hardly say that Lydia is a good market-woman ; her marketing is mostlj''

done on Saturday morning. By putting do-wn on a slip of paper what she i*

likely to want through the week, she lays in accordingly ; buying only what if

necessary, looking well to the quality of what she buys, paying ready money for it,

and seeing that it is properly sent home. By experience, she has found this to be
the best plan in every respect. It secures the civQity of the people with whom she
deals ; she can take her choice of articles ; and there is no time lost in the week in
running out, fiddle-faddling, for every little item just at the very moment 'tis

wanted. The plan works well both for mistress and servant. And there is no
waste nor extravagance in this family ; for, though comfortably ofl*, they are not
what would be called rich. Being frugal, they are able to pay every one their owti;
they maintain themselves respectably ; they have a trifle to assist a poor neighbour
with, and, I can bear them witness, they have a heart so to do ; they have, it may
be, a few pounds in the Savings' Bank, and Charles is a member of the ** Freehold
Land Society;" but, beyond this, they have nothing to spare. By industry, by
frugality, by prudent management and forethought, they are what I call

comfortably off", and are not unprepared for '* a rainy day," should Providence
see fit so to visit them.
There is another important thing to notice, Mr. Editor. My friends are not only

comfortable in their circumstances, but comfortable in themselves. Though they
have been married about fourteen years, they are as fond of each other, and as-

studious of pleasing each other, as it" they were still courting ; but I am ashamed
to put this down as anything strange. Why should it ever be otherwise ? If there
was true affection at the beginning, and both act as they ought— as true aflfection

dictates—I don't see why lapse of years should cause any decrease ; or why a
couple that have been married thirty or forty years shouldn't be stoeethearts as truly
as when they were boy and girl. Why should *• John Anderson, my jo, John,
be only a pretty song, to be printed in books or sung at your fine concerts ? Why
shouldn't every old wife be as ready to sing it to her old man, as Mistress Ander-
son was to her John ? I am sure that they who have, for so many years, ** clamb'd
the hill thegither "—but there, I'm running off to Scotland, instead of keeping to
my story. Well, as I was saying, Charles and Lydia are happy in each other ; and
as her knitting is portable work, she often sits by his side in the shop, for an hour
or so in the afternoon, and they pass their time pleasantly, working and talking
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together. They are no great company keepers, yet they manage now and then to
get an evening, either to spend at home with a friend, or to make a return visit to
some friend's house ; besides, Charles often slips away for an hour or two, after
eight o'clock, to the Mechanics' Institution, or to some public meeting or lectur*,
the particulars of which he is sure to bring home to Lydla.
But I have nearly filled my usual stint. I was telling you about Lydias pretty

plants. Now, as these same plants thrive, and delight the eyes of those who look
upon them, in consequence of good training, so do the human plants, Charles and
Z,ydia, thrive, and delight their friends, in consequence of the training they got
"while young ; and so do their children bid fair to be happy themselves, and a source
of happiness to others, in consequence of the care bestowed upon them by their
parents. Now this training was not costly; yet, in its results, it is iyivaluahle.

They were not the children of rich or great people ; their parents were working
men and women ; but those parents, though in humble life, were sober, industrious,
and careful; they regarded their children as a sacred trust—as human beings whose
conduct in after-life depended, almost entirely, upon the pains they took in training
them. Happily for themselves and for their children, they took a proper course ;

thws they cleared their OAvn consciences, and their children have nothing with
which to upbraid them. Compare the family of my friend Lydia Worth with that
of Rachel Random, and say—but I need not ask—which presents the most pleasing
picture ?

I hope, Mr. Editor, I am not growing too serious for your readers. I am
naturally of a lively turn, but I feel that I am now on a serious subject. I want
to impress the minds of working men and women with the importance of bringing
up their children, so as to prepare them for the station in life they are most likely

to occupy ; to teach them habits of cleanliness, industry, order, and economy ; to

make them, as far as they are able, good and useful members of society.

Pebruary 19, 1850. Martha Makepeace.

P. S.

—

Jem and I have read John Weldon's letter with so much interest that we
are sorry the second is not to follow it immediately. Please to tell him, however,
that Martha Makepeace is not '* a laundi*ess "—that she is 7iot " always at her
wash-tub "—that washing is not " her hobby "—that she does not *' dwell uj5on her
washing"—and that if he and his " good little wife" will look over my letters

again, they will lind that I consider many other things wanting *' to make the poor
man's home comfortable and happy." But I don't thinlc it very likely that John
Weldon and Martha Makepeace will quarrel, even though we should appear together

in the same number. M. M.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Good Buns.—Mix one pound of flour and a

dessert-spoonful of baking powder very intimately;

at the same time work in about six ouncea of

butter. Beat up one esg^, and add to it a quarter

of a pint of cold milk. Make a well in the

middle of the flour, pour in the milk and e^^, and
mix quickly, dropping in a few drops of essence

of lemon. Make this quantity into twenty buns,

«nd put them into a hot oven immediately. The
dough for buns must be moulded quickly into

round balls about double the size of a walnut,

:«nd placed on slightly-greased tins, allowing

about three inches between each. When they are

al)Out half done, the tops may be brushed over

with a little milk. Be careful not to let them
burn. If you wish to add a few currants, wash
some clean, dry them in a little flour, and mix
iritJj the flour before you put in your milk. If

yonrxjven will not hold twenty buns, you must
HiaJii' the above quantity at twice.

Te.\ Cakes.—Mix one pound of floor and a
dessert-spoonful of baking fowder well together.

Work into this a quarter of a pound of butter, a
quarter of a pound of moist sugar, a quarter of

a pound of currants, and a quarter of a pound of

raisins, stoned and cut in half. Beat up one ejjg,

and add to it half a pint of good milk. Mix
qiiickly, and put it into a tolerably brisk oven
immediately.
Drivping Cakes,—Mix one pound of flour, a

quarter of a pound of moist sugar, a tea-si)oon-

lul of salt, and a dessert-spoonful of baking
powder. Melt half a pound of dripping ; add to

it about half a pint of cold milk. Mix quickly,

and place in the oven immediately.
Cheap Biscuits.—Take two pounds of flour, a

iarae table-spoonful of arrow root, a quarter of
a pound r)f loaf sugar finely powdered, one ounce
of carraway seeds, carbonate of soda a tea-spoon-

ful, and half a tea-spooiiful of powdered ammo-
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nia. ilix these well together while dry. Then
take a quarter of a pin: of boiling water, half a
pint of good milk, and one ounce of butter. Make
the whole into a stiff dou?h, auu beat it till it is

lhorou:^bly mingled and tough. KoU it out thin,

cut it into circles \viththe edge of a dreJging-box
lid, or a small basin, and stab it with tbe point of

a skewer or a fork. The oven Bhould be heated

as for bread, when the biscuits, if not thick, will

require but a short time tc bake. They must be
watched, as if burnt they will be spoilt.

Soda Cake.—To one pound of flour add a
drachm of soda, half a pound of sugar (loaf sugar,

powdered, Is best), half a pound of cnrrants, and
a quarter of a pound of butter. Mix the soda, the
flour, the sugar, and the currants well together,

then rub in the butter, pour in a pint of milk,

mix quickly, and place it immediately in a briek
oven. Various flavourings may be employed, as

candied lemon or orange peel, or an ounce of

pounded sweet almonds instead of the currants;

but In such case rather more «>da win be re-
quired.
Gingerbread.—To a pound and a half of flu«r

add one ounce of powdered ginger, a defs^t-
spoor.ful of baking pMwder, an<i half an ouijce(»f

carraway seeds. Put a pound of treacle aird a
quarter of a pound of butter into a saucepan, &od
when the butter is thoroughly melted, mix. it

quickly with the above-named ingredients into^a

Btifl* paste, and bake it, in a tin, iu a quick ovea.
Yorkshire Nvts.—Haifa pound of flour, half

a pound of butter, half a pound of coarse sugar,
three ounces of ginger. Mix these with as much
treacle as will make it into a paste. If made in

winter, the treacle should be warmed, lloll out
thin ; cut into cakes with the edge of a wine-
glass, aud bake in a slow oven.

Erratum.—No. 6, page 183, in the directions as
to ioit fish, for " with the shming side uadep-
most," read, tcrith the skin uppermost.

FAMILY PICTURES.

The Family Circle.—There is nothing tiality, a sympathy, which, conld it B^
in this world which is so venerable as the i banished, " chaos would come acjain.'*" It.

character of parents—nothing so intimate '• should be exercised, but it shoiild rjat be
and endearing as the relation of husband excessive ; it should be active, but not
and wife—nothing so tender as that of chil- i overpowering and exclusive. Those parents^
dren—nothing so lovely as those of brothers . will often find themselves egregiously de-
and sisters. The little circle is made one by ceived who flatter themselves into a con.-

a single interest, and by a singular union of fident expectation that the early indulgence
aflFections.

—

Dwight.
j

of the htmiours and caprices of children will
The following selections are from the Rev. i not be succeeded by any injurious conse-

Thomas Wallace's new work, entitled "The
Happy Family," which we strongly recom-
mend to the attention of our readers :

—

Pleasures of Home.— The beneficent

quences ; and that, as they advance iiu

years, reason will assume her erapiie and;
correct every improper propensity. For,,
when the period arrives at which'the rea-

ordination of Divine Providence is, that Ao»t€ soning powers are become strong, it Avill, toO'
should form our character. The first object frequently be found that the passions have,.
of parents should be to make home interest-

ing. It is a bad sign whenever children have
to wander from the parental roof for amuse-
ment. Provide pleasure for them around
their own fireside, and among themselves.

The excellent Legh Richmond pursued this

plan, had a museum in his house, and ex-

erted every nerve to interest his little flock

by long indulgence, become strengthened
also, are too turbulent to submit to the-
dictates of reason. "When the child of in?-

dulgence attains this period, judgment, illx-

formed and exercised only by starts, serves,
merely to chequer his actions with incoi-
sistency

; whilst reflection torments him, \jf
showing to him the folly and extravagancse

A love of home is one of the greatest safe- of his conduct, and by pointing out to him,
guards in the world tc man. Do you ever ' as his duty, the adoption of that path untj)
see men who delight in their own firesides, ! which he is unable to e^^^ter ; because in-
lolling about in taverns or saloons r Im- clination, having, by parental indul^enjce,
plant this sentiment early in a child : it is a ' become the absolute dictator of all his ac-
mighty preservative against vice. tions, drives him the contrary way.
Parext.vl Duty.—Parents who do not Education- or Children.—Educateyour

adequately understand the duties of their children well, \vith -wisdom, from regard to
station, or the importance of those first principle, with a view to their future re-
lessons of real tenderness and afiection spectability and happiness, and you caa
which they are called on to give, frequently never labour in vain. Begin with them,
mistake indulgence for kindness. Not ecoVy; not in a rigorous, precipitate, and un-
seldom should they inculcate on themselves wise manner, but with the tact, sobriety, and.
the necessity of restraint, even of parental good sense of one who knows his own heart,
fondness—a strong sense of the power of and who wishes to produce deep and pcrma-
example, and the danger of increase from

;
nently-valunule impression^ on their mincfti

small beginnings. Nature has wisely placed \ and hearts. Employ ViOforce ; that ii cha-
in the parent's bosom an aiiectiou, a par- iiacieristic only of the ignorant and unfeej
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ing parent, not of the intelligent and effi-

cient instructor. With young children avoid

overburdening the memory with lessons, lest

the brain be injured by unduly tasking the

mind. Take your children by the hand,
walk out with them, show and explain to

them the different objects of nature and art

that meet your eye. Encourage their sim-

ple and artless inquiries, and endeavour to

reply to them in the plainest and clearest

manner possible. Never disregard nor
•despise tJw earnest question of a child ; for

in this way you may often read the minds
and character of your children, penetrate

tlieir hearts, and be enabled, by the Divine
blessing, to elicit and improve their under-
standings, to draw out their juvenile facul-

ties, and to impress and benefit their hearts.

Let their education he practical ; not loose,

general, indefinite, as is so often the case

;

notmerely theoretical andinoperative, but let

it have an object clear and broadly defined;
let it regard great principles while pursuing
great and uniformly important ends. Strive

to make your children value the instruction

they receive. And, finally, let the educa-
tion of your children be decidedly religious

in its character and tendency. Let no sen-

timents be inculcated, no lessons given,

no discipline exercised, no habits reconi-

mended, no spirit breathed, but such as are

in unison with the Word of God, and amply
sustained by it. Educate your childi-en,

not only for this world, but especially for

another and a better ; not only for this fleet-

ing, dying scene, but for the enduring
scenes and ceaseless engagements of eter-

nity. Prepare them for dyijig tvell—dying

with security, comfort, and even joy.

THE SCHOOL-ROOM.—-No. VI.

MATTER AND ITS PROPERTIES—LESSON II.

We resume our remarks on the essential or

universal properties of matter, with an ex-

planation of

8. Inertia. The meaning of the word is

strictly irmctivity, but passiveness more cor-

rectly expresses the sense in which it is now
used by philosophers. It has been shown,
that bodies have in themselves no greater

tendency or power to come to a state of rest

whilst in motion, than to put themselves in

motion when at rest ; and henee we are led

to understand that it is one of the funda-

mental properties of matter, that it tends

always to remain in the same state, what-
ever that state may be, and is capable of

being influenced by any force brought to

bear upon it. This property is termed
inertia ; and it cannot be misunderstood, if

due attention be given to a few examples of

its application. When a man rides in a

carriage or on horseback, he feels, at first

suddenly starting, a tendency to fall back-
wards. This is produced by his inertia,

which tends to keep him at rest at the

moment that the forward motion is being
commimicated to him. But if, when in

rapid motion, the carriage or the horse is

suddenly stopped, the man feels a tendency
to be thrown forwards, because, by reason

of his inertia, he perseveres in the mo-
tion which he shared in common with the

vehicle that transported him, and is not

deprived of that motion by the cause which
interrupted the vehicle. A ludicrous in-

stance of this occurred some years ago,

shortly after the general peace. A troop

of yeomanry, Avhich was raised about that

time, was supplied with horses from one of

the cavalry regiments then disbanded ; and
these horses were well trained to obey the
word of command. On the first day of
exercise the whole line was advancing at a
brisk trot, when the word '' halt " was
given, the horses immediately obeyed it

and stood still ; whilst the riders, who had
been accustomed to use some little exertion
in pulling in their steeds when they desired
them to stand still, were thrown, almost to
a man, over their horses' heads, fortunately
without any serious injury, for the ground
was soft.

As common experience proves that mat-
ter does not put itself in motion, we might
be led to suppose that rest is the natural
state of all inert bodies. But this is not
the case ; and it is a vulgar error to sup-
pose that matter set in motion has, in itselfy
a tendency to be retarded and finally to

stop, unless fresh force be constantly sup-
plied to sustain the motion. Various
causes, such as the resistance of the air,

and of friction, and of gravitation, operate
to make moving bodies come to rest, and
inertia must not be regarded as a ten-

dency to rest rather than motion, but as a
total indiflerence to either of these states,

or a tendency to resist all change, either a

change from rest to motion, or from motion
to rest, or a change in the intensity or in

the direction of motion. Inertia implies the

tendency of matter to preserve its present
state either of rest or motion, unchanged;
or, in other words, the necessity of force to

produce change of any kind, either in the
velocity of motion or in its direction.

9. Attraction, or the tendency which bo-

dies have to approach each other, whatever
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:nay be the cause of such tendency, is the

laot of the essential properties of matter.

There have generally been distinguished six

kinds of attraction : the attractions of cohe-

sion and gravitation, and capillary, chemi-
cal, 7nagnetic, and electrical attractions. Of
these, the attraction of gravitation alone is,

properly speaking, an essential property of

matter; the other five maybe called acci-

dental varieties of attraction.

The attraction of cohesion is thatby which
the constituent particles of bodies are kept
together, in consequence of which they pre-

serve their forms, and are prevented from
falling to pieces. This species of attraction

takes place between bodies or atoms, only
when they are at very small distances from
each other. For example, if two globules
of quicksilver be placed near to one another,
they will run together, and become one large

drop. Cohesion properly exists only between
particles of the same kmd, and is called ad-
hesion with reference to particles of different

kinds.

The attraction of gravitation is that power
by which distant bodies tend toward each
other. By tliis power in the earth it is that
bodies, on whatever side of the globe, fall

in lines perpendicular to its surface, because
the point towards which they ultimately tend
is the centre of the earth ; and by this power
it is that all bodies upon the surface of the
globe are kept to it on all sides, and pre-
vented from flying oiF to the distant regions
of space. It is by the power of gravitation

that the moon is carried in its course round
the earth, and that the planets are preserved
in their respective orbits in their revolutions
round the sun. It is the grand principle
which unites the sun with the surrounding
planets—the satellites with their primaries
•—the difl"erent systems of creation with each
other—and produces beauty and harmony
throughout the universe. The law of gra-
vitation was discovered by Sir Isaac Newton,
and is thus expressed: " AU masses of
matter attract one another, with forces di-

rectly proportional to the quantity of matter
contained in each, and inversely propor-
tional to the squares of their distances from
each other."

Capillary attraction, from capilla, the
Latin word for a hair, denotes the force by
Avhich small tubes, or porous substances,

raise liqmds above their levels. For in-
stance, if a small glass tube, open at both
ends, be dipped in water, the water will rise

up in the tube to a considerable height
above its level in the basin ; and the smaller
the bore of the tube, the higher will the
water rise. On the same principle, a piece
of lump sugar will draw up a fluid, and a
sponge wiM draw in water ; and by the same
force, oil ascends in a lamp, and sap ascends

I

in trees.

I

Chemical attraction, or affinity, is that
: species of attraction which operates at in-

: sensible distances, and unites the particles

j

of different bodies so intimately as to pro-

j

duce a uniform whole, which cannot be se-

j

parated by any mechanical effort. For in-

, stance, sand and salt, exposed to a strong

j

heat, combine by this law, and become

I

glass ; and no mechanical force can sepa-
I rate the glass again into its constituent par-

I

tides of salt and sand. Sulphur and
quicksilver, when heated together, will form
a beautiful red compound, called Vermil-
lion. It must be observed, however, that
particles of substances, which have no
affinity for each other, will not combine.
Shake sand and water in a bottle ; when-
ever the agitation ceases, the sand falls, be-
cause the particles have no affinity for each
other. Again, oil and water have no
affinity for each other, but potash has an
attraction for both ; the three will therefore
combine, and form soap. But the potash
has a stronger affinity for an acid than it

has for either oil or water; and so, when
soap is dissolved in any water containing
an acid, the potash forsakes the oil and
unites with the acid, thus leaving the oil to
rise to the surface of the water. Such
waters are called hard, and are not good for
washing on account of the floating oil.

Magnetic attraction is that which is pro-
duced by the loadstone on iron and steel.

Of the properties of this attractive power,
we shall speak more largely in our lesson on
Magnetism.

Electrical attraction is the property pos-
sessed by several bodies, such as glass,

amber, sealing-wax, &c., of attracting and
repelling light bodies, when excited by rub-
bing. Further remarks on this most in-

teresting topic must be deferred to a future

article.

TO A SNOW DROP.
Hail lonely harbinger of Spring's return.
Thou, the forerunner of the flowery

race

;

Hail, thou who com'st from Winter's
dreary bourn.

Bursting cold earth to show thy lovely
face

;

P'rhaps thou'rt here on purpose to instruct
me

Fearless to weather all the storms that
blow.

That I, when tempests cease, may be, like

thee,

In paradise, where flowers immortal grow.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

FEBRUAKY 24 TO MARCH 3.

February 24, Second Sunday in Lent.

February 24, 1818. The Bevolution in Paris,

which commenced with an emeute on the 22nd,

was completed by the abdication and flight of the

king. Louis Philippe, and the formation of a pro-

visional government.

February 25, 1723, Sir Clirislopher JFren, a
celebrated architect, died, in the 91st year of his

age. He was born at East Knoyle, in Wiltshire,

October 10, 1632. He rose to the highest emi-

nence in his profession, and in 1663 he received a

commission to prepare .designs for the restoration

of St. Paul's Cathedral. The old building being

afterwards completely destroyed by lire, in 1674
the foundation of the new Cathedral was laid

—

a building which is reckoned amongst the most
magnificent productions of architectural genius.

It is said to have cost £736,752 2s. 3id. Some of

the most remarkable of his buildings, besides

St. Paul's, are, the Monument on Fish-street-hill

;

the Theatre at Oxford; the Library of Trinity

College, Cambridge ; the hospitals ol Chelsea and
Greenwich ; the church of St. Stephen, Walbrook;
those of St. Mary-le-Bow; St. Michael, Cornhill

;

JSt. Bride, Fleet-street; and the great campanile of

Christchurch, Oxford. He was also the architect

and builder ofthe fifty churches in London, known
as " Queen Anne's Churches."
February 25, 1747, a special meeting of Dis-

senters was held in the Con'jreg;itional Library,

to consider the Government Education Scheme.
It was resolved to give the strongest opposition
to the measure. Meetings for a similar purpose
%vere held about this time at Leeds, and several

oilier towns.
February 25, 1814, Napoleon Buonaparte

escaped from the Island of Elba, whither he had
been consigned after his defeat in Russia and the

surrender of Paris. He had been in the island

but a few months, when, on the night of February
25, 1814, he secretly embarked in some hired

feluccas, accompanied by about 1,200 men, and
landed, on the first of March, in the Gulph of

Juan, in Provence. In two days afterwards he
entered Lyons, and on the 20th of March reached
Paris, where he was received with loud acclama-
tions.

February 26, 1723, died Thomas D'Urjey,
usually called "Tom D'Urfey." He was bred
to the bar, but with too much wit and too little

diligence for the law, he trusted chiefly to his

pen for support. He was an accepted wit at

Court after the Restoration. Charles II. would
often lean on his shoulder and hum a tune with
him, and he frequently entertained Queen Anne,
by singing catches and glees.

February 27, 1734, died Dr. John Arbuthnot, a
physician, and eminent as a wit and a man of

letters, in the reign of Quten Anne. His wit and
pleasantry sometimes assisted his prescriptions,

and in some cases superseded the necessity of

presci'ibing.

February 28, 1798, died Mr. J. Strong, who,
though blind from his infancy, distinguished him-
self by a wonderful proficiency in im chanics. At
an early age he constructed an organ, his only

knowledge of such an instrument having been
previously obtained by once tecreting himself in

a catbedral after the evening strviije, and tliefeby

getting an opportunity of examining the instru*
ment. At twenty years of age he could make
himself almost every article of dress. He made a
sjreat variety of miniature figures and machines,
beside almost every article of household furniture.
February 28. 1802, the " Treaty oj Amiens"

was signed. The success of Buonaparte at Ma-
rengo and Hohenlinden enabled him to dictate
terms of peace to Austria, the result of which was
the treaty of Luneville with that' power, and
ultimately that of Amiens with Great Britain.
February 29, 1744, died Dr. J, Theophiltis

Desaguliers, an eminent natural philosoi)her.
He was the first person who lectured on Experi-
mental Philosophy in the Metropolis. His coach-
man, Erasmus King, from the force of example,
became a kind of rival to the doctor ; for he, also,

undertook to read lectures, and exhibit experi-
ments in Natural Philosophy. His "Lyceum"
was at Lambeth Marsh, and his terras of admission
were proportioned to the humble situation he
had filled.

Memorandum,—The birth-day of a person born
on this intercalary day can only be celebrated in

leap year.
MARCH.

March is the third month of the year, according
to the common reckoning. With the Romans It

was the first : they named it from Mars, the god
of vrar, because he was the father of their first

prince. Our Saxon ancestors called it Lenet Monat^
or Length month, because the days then first began
to exceed the nights in length. The ancient Chris-
tians called it Lenci Monat, or Lent month. But
as Lenct, or Lent, means Spring, March wag also
called Spring month. As the season is often •

stormy, it was also called Hlyd month, «r the
Stormy mouth. On the 20th of March the sun en-
ters Aries, and makes the vernal equinox.
March 1, St. Davids-day. St. David, or, in

Welsh, Dewid, was a native of Wales, and the
tutelar aaint of that country. He was the son of
Xantus, prince of Cardiganshire, brought up a priest,

became an ascetic in the Isle of Wight, afterwards
preached to the Britons, founded twelve monas-
teries, ate only bread and vegetables, anddrank milk
and water. He was very eloquent, but his example
was still more powerful than his eloquence. Ho
died in 544. This day is kept as a festival through-
out the whole Principality, as well as by the na-
tives of Wales who reside in other parts of the
kingdom. The leek is usually worn in the hats of

the Welsh on St. David's-day ; the poorer classes

using a garden leek, the more rich an artificial leek

composed of ribbands and silver foil. The origin of

this custom is not exactly known.

March I. 1831, the ministerial measures for

Parliamentary Ri'form were introduced into the

House of Commons by Lord John Russell.

March 2, 1791, the llev. John TFesley, A.M..
died in London, in the mth y»»ar of his .age. He
was born at Epworth, June 17, 1703. While pur-
suing his studies in the University of Oxford, he
became deeply impressed with the importance of

inward religion, and associated with several stu-

dents of similar disposition, whose strictness of

inantievs obtiined for them the appellation of 3/«-

thodisls, which name he and his followers after-

wards bore. In 1738, after his return from Ame-
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rica, whither he had s:one on a relisiotis mission,

he commenced the systematic labours which Iiave

made him the founder of the great rehgious body
called Methodists. His loUowers increased
rapidly, as did also preaching-houses, or chapels,
to supply Avhich places with preachers Mr. Wes-
ley assumed the inalienable right. His zeal and
dilisrence were extraordinary ; he was almost per-
petually travelling, and his religious servic«8, in
addition to numerous literary and controversial
labours, Avere almost beyond calculation. All this

he was enabled to effect by very early rising, and
the strictest punctuality. His labours were con-
tinued till within a week of his (-.eath. Mr. Wesley
was social in manners, polite and agreeable ; in the
pulpit he was fluent, clear, and argumentative ; his
style in writing was of a similar description. His
great mental charactcristicswere, energy and a love
of power ; a "double portion " of which latter cha-
racteristic seems to have distinguished his suc-
cessors, the preachers, or " the Conference," and
never more than at the present moment. Mr.
Wesley's works, irrespective of numerous
abridgements and reprints of old authors, amount
to 32 volumes. At the Conference ofPreachers held
in 1849, it Avas stated that the number of Wesleyan
Methodist preachers, under the care of the British

and Irish Conference alone, was 1,770, and the
number of members in Society, 4()8,211. The
number of Mr. Wesley's followers in America is
still larger.

March 2, 1797, Horace JFalpole, Earl of Orford,
died, in his 79th year. He was distinguished
chiefly by hi« delight in literary curiosities, and
his taste for antiquity and the fine arts. His
villa at Twickenham, called Strawberry-hill, con-
tained a splendid collection of pieces of art and
curious and valuable relics of antiquity.
March 3, 1605, Edmund JValler, an eminent

English poet, was born. His intellectual powers
were of a superior order; he was a prompt,
elegant, and graceful speaker ; and his merit as »
poet is spoken of in high terms by Dr. Johnson.

{
He greatly injured his character by acts of mean
and abject pliancy to the political parties alter-

nately in power during his life, for some of which
he was made to smart severely.

March 3, 1843, five wagons and a cart, convey-
ing Ctiinese silver to the value, it is said, of
£1,000,000 sterling, entered the Mint, escorted by
troops, and followed by a large crowd.
March 3, 1848, Iajuis Philippe, who had abdi-

cated the crown of Trance February 24, arrived
safely in England.

HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

Hard Times Conjugated.—A country-

schoolmaster thus describes a money-lender

:

" He serves you in the present tense—he
lends you in the conditional mood—keeps
you in the subjunctive—and ruins you in

the future."

Dining with the Dardanelles.—

A

gentleman was boasting in his travels that

he had been caressed everywhere, and that

he had seen all the great men in Europe.
"Have you seen the Dardanelles?" said

one of the company. "Yes," replied he,
" I dined with them at Gibraltar, and found
them to be excellent oompany."
Awful Warning.—"My son," said an

old turbaned Turk, one day, taking his

child by the hand, in the streets of Cairo,

and pointing out to him, on the opposite

side, a Frenchman, just imported, in all the

elegance of Parisian costume—"my son!
look there ! if you ever forget Allah and his

prophet, you may come to look like that
!"

French-English.—" Vat a ver comical
language de Anglais is," said a French
gentleman, the other evening at table
" Do you think so ?" "Oxii, ver droll. I

tell you. I vonted to see Angland—ver
good. I arrived at Dovers, I was very
much hungry. I look in my dictionary for
* potage,' soup—sope. ' Madame,' said I

to the landlady, ' I vill take some sope, if

you please. ' In one minute de lady
beckoned me. I vent vid her to de cham-
ber. ' Dis is soap,' said she, * and de
water !' * I'ardon, inadame, not savon, but

sope.' 'Dis is soap,' said she. * No, no
madame, not dat; potage sope.' 'Well,
sare, dis is soap I' ' Parbleu, madame ! de
sope—sope, comprcnez vous V 'Dis is soap !'

' Dat sope—dat potage, madame ? I am not
one imbecile,—one fool! I want de sope; not
one lump of savon sope, madame !' But she
vouldn't understand; and so, sare, I wash
my hands wid de savon, and 'vvent to bed.
De hands were ver clean ; but, for vant of
de sope, de stomach was ver empty!"
A Yankee Wedding.—Some time ago

there arrived in Boston a couple from Rhode
Island, who came to get joined, quietly, in
the bonds of matrimony. As soon as they
were fairly domiciled, the would-be bride-
groom, who was a rough, but apparently-
honest, specimen of the country Yankee,
sent for the proprietor of the hotel, who
quickly answered his summons. "Say,
lan'lord," inteijosed the stranger, pointing
to his modest Dulcinea in the corner of the
parlour, " this is my young woman. Naow,
w^e've cum all the way from E-hode Island,
and want to be spliced. Send for a minis-
ter, will yer ? Want it done up right straight
off." The landlord smiled and went out,
and half an hour afterwards a licensed
minister made his appearance, and the
obliging host, with one or two waggish
friends, were called in to witness the
" scene." "Naow, Mr. Stiggins," said the
Yankee, " deu it up brown, and yer money's
ready ;" and forthwith the reverend gentle-
man commenced by directing the parties to
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join hands. The Yankee stood up to his
blushing lady-love, like a sick kitten hug-
ging a hot brick, seized her by the hand,
and was as much pleased as a racoon might
be supposed to be with two tails. "You
promise, Mr. A ," said the parson, " to
take this woman " "Yaas," said the
Yankee at once. " To be your lawful and
wedded wife ?" " Yaas, yaas." '* That
you will love and honour her in all things ?"
" Yaas." " That you will cling to her, and
her only, as long as you both shall live ?"
"Yaas, 'ndeed, nothin' else!" continued
the Yankee, in the most delighted and ear-
nest manner ; but here the reverend gentle-
man halted, much to the surprise of all
present, and more especially to the annoy-
ance and discomfiture of the intended
bridegroom. " Yaas, yaas, I said," added
the Yankee. " One moment, my friend,
responded the minister, slowly, for it
occurred to him that the law of Massa-
chussets does not permit of this per-
formance without the observance of a
*; publishment," &c., for a certain length of
time. "Wot 'n thunder's the matter,
mister ? Doan't stop—put 'er thru. No-
thin 's split, eh? Ain't sick, mister, be
yer !" " Just at this moment, my friend,
I have thought that you can't be marriedm Massachussets." "Cant? Wot'nnatur's
the reason ? I like her, she likes me; wot's
t' hendur ?" " You haven't been published
sir, I think?" "Haint a goin' tu be
nuther ! 'Ats what we cum 'ere for. On the
sly; go on, go on, old feller." "I really,
sir " said the parson. "Railly! wall,
go ahead. 'Taint fair, you see; taint, I
swaow; you've married we, and haint teched
her. Go on—doan't stop 'ere! 'At aint
jes the thing, naow, by grashus, 'taint!"

"I will consult " "No you wunt, no
you don't ; consult nuthin, ner nobody, till
this 'ere business is concluded, naow mind,
I tell ye !" said Jonathan, resolutely ; and in
an instant he had turned the key in and out
of the lock, amid the titterings of the wit-
nesses, who were nearly choked with mer-
riment. "Naow, say, mister, as we ware,"
continued the Yankee, seizing his trembling
intended by the hand again, "go on, right
straight from ware you left ofi". You
can't cum non o' this half-way business
with this child ; so put her thru, and no
dodging. It '11 all be right, goly!" The
parson reflected a moment, and concluding
to risk it, continued, " You promise, madam,
to take this man to be your lawful hus-
band ?" " Yaas," said the Yankee, as the
lady bowed. " That you will love, honour,
and obey " " Them's um !" said Jona-
than, as the lady bowed again, " And that
you will cling to him so long as you both
shall live?" " Thnfs the talk!" said
John; and the lady said "Yes!" again.
" Then, in the presence of these wit-
nesses, I pronounce you man and wife."
" Hoorah !

" shouted Jonathan, leaping
nearly to the ceiling with joy. " And what
God has joined together let no man put
asunder." " Hoorah !" continued Jonathan,
" Wot's the price ? How much ? Spit it

out: don't be afeard. You did jes like a
book, old feller ! 'Eres a V— , never mind
the change. Send for a hack, landlord!
Give us yer bill ? I've got her ! Hail, Co-
lumby ! Happy land !

" roared the poor
fellow, entirely unable to control his joy

;

and ten minutes afterwards he was on his
way to Providence depot, with his wife, the
happiest man out of jail.

RESULTS OF READING ARD THOUGHT.
BY A SEXAGENABIAN.

•' Bashfuluess " is not having courage to be
confident. " Modesty " is another thing"!

A limb of the law once told a friend of mine,
who could be sly and scheming enough upon oc-
casion, that he would have made ajirst-rate at-
torney. What was worse—I fear the other took
it as a compliment.

Great gaudy livery servants always seem, in my
vision, like gigantic caterpillars. There was a
grand caricatiure of one of these vermin saying
to another—yawning in the sunshine, and half
asleep in the hall, •' What's taxes, Tumraas?"

"Politics" are as much a science as mathe-
matics, and just as abstruse, and requiring as
much application before it can be mastered. A
modern " politician " is a man who talks eternally
for or against a ministry or party, without having
a gleam of understanding as to the good or bad
of either.

The essential difference between harmony and
melody is this—harmony acts upon the nerves
only, melody acts upon the intellect. One is all
bodily, the other all mental.

Young ladies' " Albums " are amongst the worst
spawn of a foolish and corrupt time. I loathe them.
Often, when much against the grain, I kave been
tormented to write silly verses, or verses not silly
in such, I have been sorely tempted to add a receipt
for making an " apple dumpling " or a " pancake "
on the other side of the leaf.

One great privilege of youth is, that, when
young, we remember all we read. In mid-age
we retain what we particularly wish to retain. In
old age we recollect nothing. Looking at the
facts, is it better or not that young men are de-
sultory and general readers, as they are general
lovers? Perhaps better. It is time enough to
confine ourselves to particular lines when one can
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do no better; when we begin to want limitation,

to feel the convenience of being^ domestic, and at

length "love home for home's sake."

I am convinced that with myself, and probably

many others, the sound of musical chords stimu-

lates and excites the power of thought. This,

however, is by the harmonies merely ; for if an

air be played which excites the mind, the power
of thought is immediately distracted and inter-

rupted by the air, to which the mental attention

is then directed. Thus, I can think vividly when
some piece, of which the sole merit is the har-

mony, is executed on the piano-forte ; because,

without attending to its construction, my ear is

alive to the chords. My solution is, that the

brain is thus excited through the nerves, and
under this excitement seizes and entertains ideas

with greater force and vividness than it does when
more quiescent. In short, this is an innocent sort

cf dram-drinking through the ear.

No set of people ought to have had less to do
with metaphysical theories, and no set has been so

bedevilled with them, as painters and connoisseurs

in art. What is the end of it all ? Why that, whilst

the ponderous daubs of West, and the monstrosi-

ties of Fuseli and Haydon have been bepraised,

the greatest painter that England has yet produced,

Hogarth, has been set down as a painter of
" caricatures and drolls 1" A droller caricature

than this sentence never passed the lips of the at

once flippant and pedantic " would-i>e-wise" praters

of" Raphaels, Corregios, and stuff."

We have a curious method of capturing trout in

the north. When there is a large etone under which
they are known to lie, the pursuer t akes a largt;

iron hammer or " mell," and strikes the stone with

all his force. The stun of the blow is communi-
cated to i\iQ fish, which float up, or are taken out

senseless. This process always reminded me of

Oliver CromwelVs closing one with tite Long Par'
liament.

The grand difference between ancient and
modern civilization is this, that the ancients, in

their most polished states, still made slaves of

their women ; whilst the moderns with all their

wisdom suffer themselves to be enslaved by them.

DIGGINGS.

"SMALL, BUT GOLDEN, GRAINS."

Avoid that which you blame in others.

Men climb to honour by prudence and
industry.

Frugality is a fair fortune, and industry

a good estate.

Every man is a pilot in a calm sea.

Patience and time will run through the

roughest day.

Quench not hope; for when hope dies

all dies.

Sometimes words wound more than
swords.
Advise not what is most pleasant, but

what is most useful.

He that knows himself esteems himself
least.

Many go out for wool, and come home
shorn.

Mothers' darlings are but milksop heroes.

Sell not thy conscience with thy goods.
The path of virtue is the path of peace.

Temptations cannot enter Avhere the heart
is well guarded.

Prefer loss to unjust gain.

Much is expected where much is given.
Little sins commonly lead to great evils.

"False friends are worse than open ene-
mies.
Extremes and violent measures are fire-

damps to prudence.
Drive thy business, or thy business will

drive thee.

Distress and difficulty are often the spurs
to diligence.

He that will be angry for anything, will

be angry for nothing.
Keep not, nor covet, what is not your own.

Many are deceived by their own vain
opinions.

Opinion is the great pillar that upholds
the Commonwealth.

Live not up to your expectations, but to

your possessions.

Praise is the hire of virtue.

The sting of a reproach is the truth of it.

To beget esteem we must benefit otliers.

Zealously endeavour to maintain good
principles.

Youth is the season for improvement.
Urbanity will often lend a grace to actions

that are of themselves ungracious.
The mind is the touchstone of content.
The golden age never was the present age.

Slow belief is the handmaid of wisdom.
Reconcile enemies, and cement friend-

ships.

Deserve success and you shallcommand it.

Despise none ; despair of none.
No tree takes so deep a root as preju-

dice.

Rejoice in the truth and maintain it.

Rule the appetite, and temper the tongue.
Self-exaltation is the fool's paradise.

In your worst estate, hope ; in the best,

fear ; in all, be circumspect.
Real greatness is of the heart.

Much coin, much care ; much meat, much
malady.
That which opposes right must be wrong.
Repeat not among strangers what you

hear among friends.

Unemployed time is the greatest burden
to an industrious man.
Quick resentments are often fatal.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Ip, D.—"We think that fines, when used und«r
'whslesome regulations, and accumulated for good
purposes, are by no means reprehensible ; but if

acotmulated for suppers, strong drink, or the

purchase of anything by the use of which the

'moral or even the industrial laws may be in-

fringed, we think that then they are accumulated
for evil purposes. Such suras might at all times

be easily and more appropriately applied to the

purposes of a benevolent or sick fund, for the

relief of those amongst whom they are levied.

We also think that no tines whatever ought to be

'imposed without common consent. If imposed
by the power of a, few, and not by the will oi all,

tliey assume an arbitrary character, and are at

-variance with the spirit of justice, by which they
•ought always to be regulated.

E. L.—You seem not to be aware that belore a
watch is ready fur the pocket the component
ipartsmuat Jiave passed through the hands of not
rfewer thrfa ^ne hundred and fifty different work-
:men.
A Carpenter.—The reason why bay, or large

'wiiulows, are preferred to a row uf smaller win-
dows in rooms, is that the bays admit the
light in masses, which thus sets oft' all forms to

advantage.
li. .Iames.—We cannot determine the date, but

we know the invention of locks to be of great
antiquity. Sculptures of locks similar to those

: now used in Egypt have been discovered on the
great temple of Karnac, whence Denon infers

. locks were known in Egypt about four thousand
years since. A lock resembling the Egyptian is

used in Cornwall, and the same has been seen in

the Faro Islands; to both which places it was
;
probatily taken by the Phoenicians.

T. B.—The extent of our sympathy for you is,

• that we think your father has served you quite
right.

II. G.—Patience is the virtue which you must
• exercise. A little time will put you right again.

Thomas lloss.—The reason why deep cellars

are cool in summer and warm in winter is

that the earth is a slow conductor of heat, and
-frost cannot penetrate it beyond a few inches.

A Housewife.—We cannot say; but Cobbett
tells us of a person in America who placed several

hogsheads of cider out ol doors ; the frost turned
to ice the upper conte>its, and a tap drew off from
the bottom that Avhich was not frozen. This was
the spirituous part, and as sliong as the very
stron<^est beer tliat can be made. The top part
when turned was weak cider. The experiment
is, in our opinion, not worth the trial. Good
water is sufficient for domestic purposes.

Henry Palphreyman.—Your position ren-
ders you ineligible to compete, as we consider
you not a working man.
E. L,—Because the e^g contains sulphur and

sulphuretted hydrogen—that is to say, one part
of hydrogen combined with sixteen parts of sul-
phur, which combination changes the colour of
the silver when immersed in it.

Emma.—Yes.
P. R.—They are the remains of the colonics

formed by the Romans in this country, and
peopled with the Roman inhabitants, Avho came
hither from Italy, accompanied by their Avives
and children. Within the circuit of their fortifi-

cations they built temples, palaces, baths, and
other splendid structures, in accordance Avith
their luxui'ious habits, and Avhich have been de-
stroyed by fire or siege. These beautiful tesse-
lated pavements, of Avhich you speak, are frag-
ments of these buildings.

T. S., Emma, X. Y.—Some of the lines are
pretty, but the subjects chosen are not suitable
for our pages.

T.J.—Your stanzas are creditable to your talent
and social feeling; but they do not reach our
standard for poetry.

A Friend.—We have ah-eady tliought of the
point to which you refer, and will give it further
consideration. We are much flattered by your
compliments.
A Manchester Printer.—Your proposal would

compel us to take four pages from the Magazine,
merely for the purpose of a cover. A remoA'eable
cover mighi easily be made for each number by
those who Avish to keep their copies for binding.

T. Davies (Birmingham).—Your article is not
suited for publication in our Magazine.
E. H. D. (D*rwen.)—We Avould advise you to

obtain Weale's Rudimentary Treatise on Me-
chanics, and Goodrich on Fireside Education.
The price of the two will be about half-a-crown,
and they may be obtained from any respectable
bookseller.

r. M. C. (Paislej'.)—We are sorry that your
lines on *' The Fall of Hungary" are not suited for

publication in our columns. If you intend to have
them printed, Ave advise you to ask some friend

carefully to revise them, as they contain several
grammatical errors. We agree with you in your
remarks upon the use of foreign words iii our lan-
guage.

J.—Mr. Alison calculates that the United King-
dom might be made to keep one hundred and
eighty millions of human beings.

L. L. J.—It Avill be utterly out of our power to

comply with your request.

M. GUIZOT'S NEW WOEK ON THE ENGLISH EEVOLUTION,
TRANSLATED BY A. R. SCOBLE, ESQ.

This worjc is now ready for delivery, Price FOURPENCE. It is an unabridged and
"literal translation of M. Guizot's celebrated Discourse on the Causes of the Success of

the English Kevolution of 1640—1688, a translation of which is now publishing at

•Six Shiilings.

Prefixed to the Work is given an original BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH of

M. GUiZOT.

rrinted and published by John CasjjiOiI,, of 335, Strand, London, and sold by all Booksellers.
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THE WORKING :MAN.

Xo. VIII.—WAGES.—Third Article.

We stated last week that wages are regulated, like all other articles of merchandise,

by the demand and supply. Are there many hands and little work r—then wages

will be low. Are there few hands and a great abundance of labour?—then the

wages will most certainly rise. We have shown that Free-trade would enlarge and

increase the markets for our national productions, and that, as Parliament has

much to do with the removal of restrictions on commerce, our working men, by
procuring freeholds and obtaining votes, can enlarge the Suffrage, send Free-

traders to the Hou^e of Commons, and thus secure to the country plent)'' of labouj,

and consequently good wages. These subjects were discussed in our last paper,

and we now observe :

—

rV^. That Educatiox, Morality, and TEMPERANCE,would do wonders to increase

trade. An ignorant and uneducated operative, generally speaking, is but a poor

customer. lie buys but little comparatively of home or foreign produce. His

house is badly furnished, himself and family badly clothed, and perhaps badly fed.

But as soon as you educate and moralize a family, you increase their wants, and

make them, if they can afford it, good and extensive purchasers ; so that good

morals are more connected with national prosperity than many peoxjle imagine.

We had almost said that we care not which a man buys, home or foreign wares.

For, if he purchase what comes from abroad, the foreigner has to be paid by some
national production, and therefore trade is increased, and the profit of the trades-

man to boot. If he buy our own manufactures, then he does good ; for, after all,

we are more dependent upon our home than foreign trade. We are the greatest

purchasers of ourselves. Very likely our exports did not amount to £60,000,000

a year, but our home consumption must have been very much more, and we feel

assured that it would be quite possible to double or treble our present trade without

any addition from abroad. Let any one glance at the wants of our own population,

and lie will perceive that they are not, on an average, one-third supplied. Talk

of emigration arising from a superfluity of hands !—were the real wants of our people

to be gratified, instead of desiring to export our countrymen, we should require

swifter machinery and an actual importation of labourers to meet the demand.
Any working man who will survey his own wardrobe, bedding, cupboard, pantry,

book-shelf, &c., may satisfy himself that what I say is correct; and especially if

he will just obser\'e how many of his neighbours are no better off ihan himself.

Now, it is well known that a good deal of this want and discomfort arises from

the use of strong drink, I went into a house the other day, and there were a three

-
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legged stool, a chair, and an old table ! This was all the furniture for sitting and
dining; so that if a friend came in and sat down, either theman or his wife had to stand
up ! Surely such a scanty supply of goods is not good for trade or high wages.
I afterwards understood that the man was a drunkard, and this explained all. I

have known a man keep his best coat, and a woman her Sunday gown, at the pawn-
broker's for months together. This was neither profitable for wool or cotton

merchants, weavers, spinners, tailors, drapers, dressmakers, or any other labourers

in our manufactories. In some cases the furniture and wardrobe of a drunkard are

hardly worth five shillings ; and, therefore, instead of enriching his country at large,

he is a mere cumberer of the ground. It may be said that brewing, distilling, &c.,

employ a large number of hands, and therefore all the money is not lost. Granted

;

but still we assert that a shilling spent in strong drink will employ fewer hands,

and create less labour, than the same amount laid out in clothing or other neces-

saries of life ; so that an individual who wastes his money on these liquors is

actually keeping doivn the trade and, consequently, the wages of the day.

Yonder poor woman has been at work for twelve hours, and now has to sit up
imtil past midnight mending stockings that ought, long ago, to have been thrown
to the dung heap. The consequence is, when this occurs on a large scale, that the

draper has fcAV orders for stockings ; he, therefore, gives but few to the manufacturer;

the manufacturer has but few made, and stocking-weaving is slack and wages low.

We wish our working men and women to observe these things, and deejjly reflect

that, by joining the Temperance Society, they would, to an incalculable degree,

increase labour and wages at the same time. Let the money, then, be spent in the

real necessities and comforts of life, and there will not be a hand out of work, and

the remuneration will be all that any reasonable person can desire. There will,

then, be no need of strikes or trades' unions, for wages will rise spontaneously, and

every one will have plenty of work and be well paid. Thvis our operatives, by
becoming moral and temperate, can at any time increase their own prosperity, and

that of the whole nation, and even, to some extent, of the whole world. They
possess in their own hands the key which can unlock treasiu'es quite as valuable as

those of California.

V. By Reading, Thinking, and Improving their Minds, they can refine their

taste, and then they will increase trade. I have no idea that working people should

be shut out from the comforts and refmements of life ; or that changes of raiment,

pictures, china, ornaments of various kinds, should be the possession of the

wealthy alone. They ought to be in every house. The cottage on a small scale

should vie with the mansion—ay, and would do so if taste were a little more

improved. It v/as never intended that the working classes should have only the

bare necessaries of life. Every house ought to have a clock, and every man
and woman a watch. Time ought to be redeemed by all, and to do so we want

an almost infinite increase of time-pieces. Then, why should there not be a piano,

or other musical instruments, in the dwelling of the operative ? The money
spent in drink would buy them, and the time wasted by bad management,

gossiping, or at the pot-house, would be ample to make men and women excellent

performers. Martha MaJcepeace has shown what a deal of time and monc)'^ is

wasted in washing. "NVhy, if people chose, instead of a room being full of soap-

suds, steam, wet clothes, tobacco-smoke, and ill temper, there might be a glorious

family concert every night. Mr. Shapcott and his seven xconderful sons, with their

saxhorns and skill ia music, are all working people, and yet they play enchant-
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ingly ; and one of them can teach sixteen instruments. Such is the result of

industry and sobriety. I like also to see a good library and plenty of well-

linished pictures in a Avorking man's house. Why not liare a few nice ornaments

on the chimney-piece, instead of an old gi'easy candlestick, a broken tobacco-pipe,

a cracked jug and tea-pot, and knives and forks Avithout points, edges, or handles

:

But one knoAvs not where to stop. Iraprc/e your taste ; add to your comforts

;

and then, O ye hardworking Englishmen and English women, you will immensely

increase labour and consequently raise wages.

^1. A LITTLE MOjiE Thougiit, Justice axd ^Morality, IX BuYixG, would do no

harm. ^\liy always beat doAvn the price, and wish to have tilings for nothing ?

Is that the way to keep up wages ? Calico must be had for next to nothing—cloth

for a song—shoes and hats below cost price—shirts, both for male and female, for

a sum which renders the verification of " The Song of the Shh-t" necessary, or else

vhe tradesman would be paid less than the seamstress ; and thus all kinds of oppres-

sion and cruelty are kept up by working men and working women, Avho boast of

being keen and driving hard bargains, and, at the same tune, fill the heavens %\ith

their exclamations against the villains that lower wages and grind the faces of poor

labourers and mechanics. There is John Stingy's wife, Sally, tells everybody that

she giA'cs next to nothing for what she buys, whether food, clothes, or fumitvu-e,

and yet wonders that the earth does not open and swallow up the vile wretches

that pay such miserable wages ! Poor Sally turns upside down, and over and over,

a hundred pieces of meat before she buys one, and then agrees to have a lot which

has been fingered by a hundred hands more snuffy and filthy, and damp with per-

spiration, than her ov.'n. This serves her just right. Such dirty niggaids ought

to be compelled to carry about a fork with them, and not imm.olate meat and cheese

with all manner of diseases that may breed fevers or the cholera.

AVe are for Justice to all. Choose an honest tradesman, and stick to him. Give
him a fair price, and depend upon it he will use you and his work-people well.

Cheap shops are not only a national curse to oiu* opera Lives, men, women, and
children, but are, after all, the dearest in the end. llierc is more robbery in deal-

ing \s-ith these sharpers than on the highway. To encourage them is to patronise

pickpockets of the lowest, most cunning and cowardly character. As for those

professors of Christianity who are always beating every one down, avc would as

soon believe in the Cliristianity of Satan as in theirs. "We want nothing but jus-

tice : justice in wage:-, justice in buying, justice ui scUing, justice in legislating,

justice in commerce, and justice in religion, and then there will be no low v/ages,

nor any people out of work

.

VII. lIoNOUuAiiLi: AND Eqvitable Masters. In our visions of ** the good time
coming" we behold a new race of employers, who shall feel that their work-people
are their own brethren and sisters— agents essential to their tiade, and, to a great

extent, partners in the concern ; and, therefore, shall deem it a point of common
honesty to give them the highest amount of wagc-s compatible with the interest of

all. " Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself," shall eventually regulate the
price of labour. There is an old book which commands "masters" to give their

servants what "is just and equal," and the injunction, by-and-bv, shall be obevcd.
Employers shall feel that to give unjust wages is felony of the vilest description,

because it is so crafty as to evade the law. The man who is guilty of it is far worse
than common swindlers, pickpockets, house-breakers, shop-Hfters, or highwaymen
and will be deemed such at the bar of heaven. It will ."joon also be better knoTFii,

K 2
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that ill-gotten money never spends well. Many a family, left in affluence by
oppressive masters, have come to poverty as the just retribution of the Eternal.

Employers, hoAvevcr, we are happ^-^ to say, are improving, and some need little

improvement ; and before many years have rolled away, honour and benevolence

will characterise the wages of the land, and there will be no cause for complaining

among us.

cro:mwell and his times.

CHAPTER IX.

" Delicacy of sentiment, the domestic virtue?, and paternal love, are amonj the features by which
Cro'nwell is best characterised. • • His piety was sincere, but it was not always sobt-r.

—

Merle D'Aubignb.

CROMWELL IN PRIVATE—THE FATHER

—

THE FRIEND—THE CHRISTIAN.

We have seen Oliver in the battle-field

with sword in hand, doing, what he re-

garded, rare service for the Parliament and
his country. Beside him, even " the hero
of a hundred fields " appears but to little

advantage. It does not,, however, appear to

have been the love of martial glory that

converted Cromwell into a soldier, but the

pvue and ardent love of country. This was
his inspiration. This, as it came upon his

spirit, he evidently regarded as a breath
from heaven, and it seemed impossible to

him to do otherwise than obey its impulse.

"While musing upon it in this light, the

fire burned, and he rushed into the deepest
of the conflict. And matchless were the

victories he achieved.
But now that the first civil war is ended,

and the din of battle has for a little

passed away, let us follow him into the

calm retreat— the inner sanctuary of his

home, and see how he demeans himself in

the narrower circle of those loved ones who
entwine themselves around his heart, and
claim a relation to him emphatically their

own. In him the heart and the character
of the father were never lost in the insensi-

bility and daring of the soldier. The social

feeling lay deep in his nature. He had in

early life entered into the tcnderest and
most endeared of all earthly relationships.

The husband had the joy of becoming a
fathei, and that father with feelings kno-vvn

only to the parental soul, had seen his

children rise up around him possessed of
every virtue, and promising to give to his

old age no common comfort and happiness.
How could he be otherwise than interested

j

in their welfare ? Though he tore himself i

aAvay from their embrace to save his country
!

from impending danger, they had still the
same place in his heart's love. The fact of
being separated from them endeared them
still more to the father. Neither scene nor
circumstance could brins: with it oblivion of

his family. To the last degree faithful to

Ids country, he was still mindful of them,
and lost no opportunity of opening his heart
to them in a free, generous, and loving cor-

respondence.
Without regard to the dates when they

were wTitten, we maybe permitted to intro-

duce some of these parental epistles. If
Cromwell was "the model of parents," his

letters are models for all parents.

One of the most distinguished officers of
the Parliamentary army was Colonel Ireton,

who had been long knoAvn to Cromwell,
and who, in the earlier part of 1646, married
his daughter, Bridget. A few- months after

her marriage, her father wrote to her the
following letter. "It is short and simple ;

I

but perhaps no parent at the head of an
: army has ever written one more suitable
' and more affecting" :

—

i " Dear Daughter,—I write not to thy
' husband

;
partly to avoid trouble— for one

line of mine begets many of his, which I

doubt makes hun sit up too late—parlly
' because I am myself indisposed, or not in

the mood at this time, having some other
considerations.

I

" Your friends at Ely are well. Your
sister Claypcle is, I trust in mercy, exer-

' cised with some perplexed thoughts. She
sees her own vanity and carnal mind, be-
wailing it. She seeks after (as I hope also)

what will satisfy. And thus to be a seeker
; is to be one of the best sects next to a finder

;

!
and such a one shall every faithful humble
seeker be at the end. Happy seeker, happy
finder ! Who ever tasted that the Lord is

gracious without some sense of self-vanity

and badness ? Who ever tasted that gracious-

ness of His, and could go less in desire

—

less pressing after full enjoyment ? Dear
heart ! press on ; let not thy husband—let

not anything cool thy aft'ections after Christ.

1 hope he will be an occasion to inflame
them. That which is best worthy of love

in thy husband is that of the image of

Christ he bears. Look on that, and love it
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best, and all the rest for that. I pray for

thee and him ; do so for me."
Oliver was in the midst of no common

scenes "when his son Richard entered into

marriage with a young lady of the name of

Mayor, and to whose father Cromwell was
most sincerely attaclied. The union pleased

Cromwell well ; and the following letter,

addressed to the young wife, 'is like soft

music in the midst of a howling tempest."
It was written " from aboard the John,"
under date of August 13th, 1G19, and runs
thus :—
"My dear Daughter,— Your letter

was very welcome to me. I like to see any-
thing from your hand, because, indeed, I

fitick not to say, I do entirely love you ; and
therefore I hope a word of advice will not
be unwelcome nor imacceptable to thee.

" I desire you both to make it above all

things your business to seek the Lord : to

be frequently calling upon him, that he
would manifest himself to you in his Son

;

nnd be listening Avhat return he makes to

you—for he will be speaking in your car

and in your heart, if you attend thereunto.
1 desire you to provoke your husband like-

wise thereunto. As for the pleasures of

this life, and outward business, let that be
xi\nm the bye. Ee above all these things,
by faith in Christ; and then you shall have
the true use and comfort of them, and not
otherwise. I have much satisfaction in

hope your spirit is this vay set; and I de-
sire you may grow in grace, and in the
knoAvledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ, and that I may hear thereof. The
Lord is very near, which wc see by his

Avonderful works ; and, therefore, he looks
that we of his generation dra^v near to him.
This late great mercy of Ireland is a great
manifestation thereof.* Your husband will

acquaint you with it. We should be much
stirred \ip in o\ir spirits to thankfulness.
Wo much need the spirit of Christ to enable
lis to praise God for so admirable a mercy.
—The Lord bless thee, niy dear daughter."

This Kichard was very dear to the father's

heart. Cromwell was supremely solicitous

about his happiness both jiresent and I'utm-e.

Nor is evidence wanting tliat the young
man was turning his thoughts to other and
higher interests than these of earth. In
writing to him, his father addresses him in

the following familiar and spirit-stirring

style :

—

" Dick Crom\vell,—I take your letters

kindly. I like expressions when they come
l)lainly from the heart, and are not strained
nor aii'ected.

'• I am persuaded it's the Lord's mercy to

News had just arrived that the Irish army
before DubUti haci been defeated.

place you where you are. I wish you may
own it, and be thankful, fulfilling all rela-

tions to the glory of God. Seek the Lord
and his face continually: let this be the
business of your life and strength, and
let all things be subservient and in order to

this ! You cannot find or behold the face

of God but in Christ ; therefore, labour to

knoAv God in Christ, which the Scripture
makes to be the sum of all, even life

eternal. Because the true knowledge is

not literal nor speculative ; no, but inward,
transforming the mind to it. It's uniting
to, SLXicl parlicipntiiiff of, the divine nature.
2 Peter i. 4 :

' That by these he might be
partaker.*? of the divine nature, having
escaped the corruption that is in the world
through lust.' It's such a kjioiclcdge as
Paul speaks of (Philippians iii. 8-10) :

' Yea
doubtless, and I count all things but loss for

the excellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus my Lord ; for whom I have suffered
the loss of all things, and do count them
but dung, that I may win Christ, and be
found in him, not having mine own
righteousness, which is of the law, but that
which is through the faith of Christ, the
righteousness which is of God by faith ; that
I may know him and the power of his resur-
rection, and the fellowship of his sufferings,
being made conformable unto his death,'
How little of this knowledge is among us !

My weak prayers shall be for you.
'* Take heed of an inactive, vain, spirit

!

Recreate yourself with Sir Walter Raleigh's
history: it's a body of history, and will add
much more to your understanding than
fragments of story. Intend to understand
the estate I have settled. It's your con-
cernment to know it all, and how it stands.
I have therefore suffered much by too much
trusting to others. I know my brother
Mayor will be helpful to you in all this.

" Yon will think, perhaps, I need not
advise you to love your Avife. The Lord
teach ynu how to do it, or else it will be
done iil-favouredly ! Though marriage be
no instituted sacrament, yet, Avhcre the un-
defilcd bed is, and love, this union ai)tly

resembles that of Christ and his church.
If you, can truly love your Avifc, what love
doth Christ bear to his church, and every
poor soul therein, who gave himself for it

and to it ! . . , Commend me to your
wife ; tell her I entirely love her, and re-
joice in the goodness of the Lord to her. I
wish her every way fruitful. I thank her
for her loving letter."

But this is not enough. Deep are the
yearnings of parental love. Writing to his
son's wife's father, he says:—" I hope you
give my son good counsel ; I believe he
needs it. He is in the dangerous time of
his age ; and it's a very vain world. Oh !
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how good it is to close with Christ betimes !

There is nothing else worth the looking
after. I beseech you call upon him. I

hope you will discharge my duty and yoiir

own love. You see how I am employed,
I need pity. I know- what I feel. Great
place and business in the world is not
worth the looking after. I should have
no comfort in mine but that my hope is in

the Lord's presence. I have not sought
these things. Truly I have been called

unto them by the Lord, and therefore am
not without some assurance that he will

enable his poor worn and weak servant to

do his will, and to fulfil my generation."

These letters place it beyond all contro-

versy that Cromwell Avas not only a father,

but a Christian father. The religious ele-

ment entered very deeply into the whole of

his correspondence. His house was of

glass, and hence " there is no great man
recorded in history into whose domestic life

we can see more clearly than into Oliver's."

Yet his affections and his sympathies were
not confined to the narrow circle of his

family and near kindred. He was a man of

large soul, and of generous feelings. He
had his friends and his fellowships. Kor
was his love an inarticulate, lifeless, fruit-

less thing. Most distinct were its utter-

ances, and full of life and results were its

goings forth. Never did man love more
sincerely, and never did true love assume a
more practical character. Of this the proof
is furnished in a communication Avhich he
addressed to General Fairfax, just as he was
recovering from a serious and threatening
afTiidion. The letter is characteristic of the
man, and discloses how close and tender
must have been the intimacy between these
two illustrious officers. It is Avritteu from
London:

—

" Sill,—It hath pleased God to raise me
out of a dangerous sickness; and I do most
willingly acknowledge that the Lord hath,

in this visitation, exercised the boAvels of a
father toAvards me. I received in myself the
sentence of death, that I might learn to

trust in him that raiseth from the dead, and
have no confidence in the flesh. It's a blessed
thing to die daily. For Avhat is there in this

world to be accounted of .' The best men,
according to the flesh, are things lighter

than vanity. I find this only good, to love

the Lord and his poor despised people ; to

do for them, and to be ready to suffer Avith

ihem : and he that is found Avortliy of this

hath obtained great favoiir Avith tlie Lord

;

and he that is established in tliis shall (being
confirmed to Christ and the rest of the body,
the chm-ch) participate in the glory of a re-

surrection Avhich Avill ansAver all.

" Sir, I must thankfully confess your
feivour in your last letter. I see I am not

forgotten; and truly, to be kept in your
remembrance is very great satisfaction to

me ; for I can say in the simplicity of my
heart, I put a high and true value upon your
love, Avhich, Avhen 1 forget, I shall cease to

be a grateful and an honest man."
HoAv any man can read these letters, and

such as these, and entertain the shadoAv of-

a doubt in reference to CromAvell's Chris-
tianity, argues either the most deep-rooted
animosity, or the last degree of mental and
moral obliquity. Heligion was in hinr what
it sliould be in every man—a reality—a life.

It Avas Avrouglrt in AAith his very being, ar«l

had its dcAelopment and expression in his

every-day pursuits and business. He im-
pressed it on others, not as a faint and
shadoAA-y representation, but as a true copy,

every line of VA-hich is so clearly brought out
as to be easily seen and traced. His regi-

ment felt the living power of his example,
and became more deeply imbued Avith the

same religious influence. Tv'e learn that
after the battle of Edgehill they Avished to

form Avhat they called " a gnthered church,"
and that the officers looked about for a fitting

pastor, Avhen, to the honour of their Chris-

tian character, they selected Richard Baxter,
one of the most distinguished ministers of

the seventeenth century. He Avas invited

to Cambridge, Avhere Cromwell Avas then
quartered, and a call signed by the Avhole

staff of officers Avas put into his hands.
Baxter declined the invitation. This he
afterwards regretted. In reference to it he
says :

—" These very men tliat tl}cn invited

me to be their pastor, Avere the men that
afterAvards headed much of the army and
some of them Avere the forAvardest in ail our
changes, Avhich made me aaIsIi I had gone
among them, hoAvever it had been inter-

preted; for then all the fire Avas in one
spark." True—good Hichard Baxter—
quite true :—but Avho can tell the latent

force Avhich lay concealed in tliat one spark ?

Or Avho can predict the result Avlicn even a
single spark falls red hot on some great maga-
zine of gunpoAvder ? The kingdom Avas noAv

one vaststore-house of conibusiibles, andhad
not the light which Avas to guide the people
been carried by a Avise and faithful hand,
the nation Avoiild soon have been in flames,

and reduced to Avide-spread ruin. Infinite

honoxir is due to CroniAvell for the part
Avhich he acted at this crisis. It in-

vests his nnme Avith a halo of glory A\-liich

time Aviil brighten, and eternity Avill per-

petuate. His conduct Avas governed by the

purest and most benevolent principles.

Christianity is the true Conservative poAver.

Its genius is love :—and its practical opera-
tion is to produce the hu'gest amoimt of in-

dividual happiness compatible Avith the in-

terests of universal humanity. Oliver
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acted from no blind impulse. If he was
enthusiastic, his enthusiasm was the effect

rather of an unusual faith, than of uncon-
trolled feeling. His errors partook of the

spirit of the age. " At this epoch failh was
everywhere, except in a small number of

libertines and philosophers. It impressed
. on the faults and sometimes even on the

crimes, something grave and even moral, by
giving to the victim of policy the conscience
of the martyr, and to error the conviction

of truth." If in the line of conduct which
he pursued, we can now discover calcula-

tions which reason condemns, these miscal-
culations were not the result of a weak and
imbecile judgment, but sprang rather from
an excess in his religious belief.

Nothing is to be gained to either the re-

cords of history or the cause of humanity by
concealing the blemi^h^;? of Oliver's life.

Imperfection is incident to our nature.

There are spots on the disc of the sun ; and
there are defects and weaknesses in every
man's character. If Cromwell's piety was
sincere, it was not always sober. It needed
to be enlightened. And so did the piety cf
the age. The pulpit itself did not always
reflect the true light. The notion of a par-
ticular faith in prayer prevailed much in

Cromwell's court. It was a common opinion
among them, that such as were in a special

manner favoured of God, when they offered

up prayers and supplications lo Him for his

mercies, either for themselves or others,

often had such impressions made upon their
minds and spirits by a divine hand, as sig-

nified to them not only in the general that
their prayers would be heard and graciously
answered, but that the particular mercies
that were sought would be certainly be-
stowed. They went farther than '

this.

They believed that it might be intimated to

them in what way and manner these mercies
would be afforded, and even pointed out to
them future events beforehand. They thus
laid claim to a species of inspiration. Not
a little pains was taken to cultivate and
support this belief. It was openly main-
tained and defended by some of those who
were called to preach before the Protector
and his court. So convinced was the illus-

trious John Howe of the evil tendency of
this principle, that he took the most serious
objection to it. Howe had been chosen the
Protector's chaplain, lived in Whitehall,
saw more of the court than any other man
of his day, and was admitted to the know-
ledge of more secrets than even those who
held the most eminent public stations in

those critical times. Being called to preach
one day before Cromwell, he set liimself

industriously, and with irresistible force of
argument, to oppose this doctrine, and so
overthrow that spiritual pi-ide and con-
fidence which such fancied impulses and
impressions were apt to produce and cherish.

Cromwell heard him with great attention,

but not with unmixed pleasure, Howe
observed him sometimes knitting his brows,
and manifesting great uneasiness. Nor
does it speak well for Oliver that he after-

wards became somewhat cool and reserved
in his carriage to Howe. Yet this error in

the religion of Cromwell is the key which
opens and explains much of his life. If his

piety had been more rational, his conduct
would have been more consistent. His
character is' wanting in harmony and in-

tegrity. It is not complete—not one.

We are dealing not so much with the
outer as with the inner man of Cromwell.
We are seeking to find out that "law which
by an invisible bond unites great errors

with great piety." Far away from the
strife of parties, the din of wars, and the
angry arena of this world's politics, we are

forcing our way into the most sacred le-

cesses of the man's retirement, to see how
he transacted the weightier affairs of his
soul and the world to come. What is the
posture of his spirit ? How does this great
man demean himself before God ? How
childlike his whole disposition and carriage

!

If he be not sincere, then we despair of
human nature. His hypocrisy was in
honest dealing ; his ambition, in subduing
the strongest passions of our common
humanity. Having conquered himself, he
found it easy to overcome everything else.

The victory by which he overcame was his

faith. This was the secret of his mag-
nanimity and his success. Religion was
inwrought with his whole mental being.
He could no more act independently of the
principles of his faith, than of his intel-

lectual attributes ; and, sometimes to his

own disadvantage, the moral had the as-

cendancy over the intellectual. Nothing
can be more offensive than the cant and the
cunning of hypocrisy. And were it pos-
sible, from an examination of those prin-

ciples which formed the basis of his cha-
racter, to fix such a charge upon our Oliver,

we should earnestly labour to thro^v back
the last fold of the veil which would hide
the moral deformity from the eye of a keen
and judgment-giving world.

Rules for Mech.\nic.s.—1. Perform every operation in the proper season. 2.

Perform every operation in the best manner. 3. Always keep your implements and tools
in the best order. 4, Finish one job before you begin another. 5. After finishing a job
always return your tools to their proper places.
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THE CARPENTER'S BOY.

*' I WISH to speak to Miss Lelia Vermont,"
said a carpenter's boy, as he entered a

stately mansion in a fashionable street in

New York, in 1830.

"Help yourself to a seat in the entry;
you Avill be attended to presently," was the

haughty reply. Then, turning to an indi-

vidual with whom she had been conversing,

and with a sneer (having noticed the lad to

have some carpenter's tools in his hand)
said, "I have such a dislike to speak to a
mechanic. I hate to encounter one."

" Possibly he is on business," said the
individual.

" Oh, I never speak to one e;ccept on bu-
siness," was the reply. " He has come, I

presume, to erect an arbour. 'We applied

to Mr. Thomas this morning to have one
built, and I take this to be his apprentice."

" Mr. Vermont, the father of Lelia, for

this Avas the lady inquired for, was a mer-
chant of good standing and o^^Tied consider-

able property ; hence Lelia's haughty aris-

tocratic pretensions to respectability. Had
Mr. Vermont been the father of the carpen-

ter's boy, Albert had no doubt occupied as

lofty, and perhaps a much more prominent

Eosition in society than did the infatuated

elia. But, alas ! Albert was an orphan
boy—a desolate stranger in a strange land.

" Pity he is only a mechanic," exclaimed
Lelia, as she gazed with unspeakable de-

light on the green goose of a mechanic, as

she deemed him. *' If he had been a lawyer,

or a professor of some sort, he might have
been"

" A noble soul," interposed Mr. Shrivy,

who was a professor, though not an aris-

tocrat.
" I was going to say, from his appearance

he might have merited"
" Be cautious, Lelia."
" Allow me to express my sentiments

;

he might have merited the hand of one in

the higher walks of life. A noble-looking
lad he is, truly."

" But were he a lawyer, doctor, or pro-
fessor, and indulging the views he now
doubtless cherishes, my word for it, he
would aspire to something noble."
"And where should he seek for noble

spirits T)ut among the respectable classes of

society ?

"

"Ah, Lelia, many a noble heart has
throbbed beneath the leathern apron of the

mechanic, as ever swelled beneath the

silken vestments of the lawyer, doctor, or

professor."
" Mr. Shrivy, I am surprised to hear you

xiphoid such a low, vulgar, set of blockheads,

fill of whom you know to be as ignorant of

refinement as are the aborigines of th6
west."
"Not at all, Leila."
" But who has ever heard of a mechanic

being a great man }
"

"I have. Name but Franklin, Fulton,
Whitney, Watt, Arkwright, and a host of
others I could mention—and where do you
find their equals ? The greatest men in "the

annals of the world, the men who have done
the most to enlighten and advance the
prosperity and liberties of the human race,
have been mechanics."

" Iv Is a menial employment, and beneath
the station of a gentleman."
"Not so, Lelia; there never was a doc-

trine more untrue. They are almost the
only professions that have subsistence,
reality, and practical utility."

"I am sorry, Mr. Shrivy, to see you en-
deavour to elevate the mechanic to a level
with respectable society."

" Why, Lelia, to the wise they are flood-

gates of knowledge, and kings and queens
are decorated with their handiwork."
Here the conversation was interruptedby

a gentle rap at the door. The lad had be-
come impatient, knowing that his eraployer
would require a certain amount of work to

be done. With a modesty seldom to be
found in one of his sex, he requested Miss
Lelia to give him some necessary directions
relative to the locality of the labour. The
professor left, and Lelia attended Albert to

the garden. The arbour was soon finished,

and the "carpenter's boy" was almost as

soon forgotten.

About two years from the period of which
wc are speaking. Miss Lelia made a visit to

Albany. The coach company, and those
constituting her travelling companions, she
was informed by the proprietor were to con-

sist of Dr. W. P., Professor M., and a young
mechanic, all of tlie city of New York.
Lelia, while viewing the select company,
was thrown into consternation by a wild

shriek from the driver. " Leap, leap, leap

for your lives !
" resounded through the

coach.
The horses had taken fright. They were

descending a long hill. The driver, having
lost all control over the noble animals, saw
that it would be death to remain where he
was, it could be but death to leap for life :

he leaped. The gentlemen put open the

door and threw themselves out in confusion,

leaving Lelia, the only female in the coach,

and the young mechanic to shift for them-
selves. 'Seeing this, the young man, who
had previously attracted Lelia's attention,

being the only male remaining in the coach,
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proffered her assistance, which Avas most
gladly accepted. Taking her in his arms,
and placing his foot firmly against the side

of the coach, he bounded so clearly upon
the bank as to be entirely beyond the reach
of danger: they escaped unhurt. The next
moment the coach was dashed to atoms
against a tree ; the horses were caught soon
after by some labourers on the road. Lelia

was melted to tears by the unparalleled
kindness of the stranger, who had proved
himself a genuine friend in risking his life

to save hers. Such disinterested friendship

was beyond conception. She inquired his

name.
*' The carpenter's boy who built your

arbour," replied he.
" Take this as the reward of your valour,"

said Lelia, tendering to him her own splen-

did gold watch.
"I have my reward," said he, respectfully

declining the rich and valuable present.

" I pray you, then, not to decline accept-
ing my address," placing her card in his

hand, " that should you need a friend you
may know Avhere to find one."

They were within a short distance of

Albany, and concluded to walk the remain-
der of the road. Lelia and Albert were the
only passengers who were able to walk.

In a few days after tliis event, Lelia re-

turned to New York, and Albert, as soon
as he could arrange matters, established
himself in business at Albany. His efforts

were attended with success far beyond his

most sanguine expectations. In all his

dealings and associations Avith men, he had
a single eye to the promotion of one prin-

ciple, that " all men are born equal," and
that inequality of respect should be awarded
to men in proportion to their amount of
virtue and intelligence.

Seven years had elapsed wlien Mr. Ver-
mont's name was found among the list of op-
plicants for the benefit of the insolvent law.

This circumstance for a few days produced
a slight change in the conduct of Lelia

;

but it was like the early dew which soon
passed away. While she had fine apparel
and plenty of money, she was not so circum-
scribed in the usual routine of pleasure.
Retrenchment is, perhaps, the most difficult

part with those who are reduced in circum-
stances, at least it appeared to be the most
difficult part of the Avay to Mr. Vermont.
How to descend from the lofty eminence of
wealth and fashion, and to retire to ob-
scurity and seclusion, he knew not. He
had been too long the child of prosperity to

bear adversity with fortitude. He had no
profession : dig he could not, and to beg
he was ashamed.

"Would to heaven," said he, in perplexity

of soul—" would to heaven I had been a
mechanic !

"

" La, pa !
" said Leila, " what has come

over you ? I have frequently heard you say
that you would as soon be a boot-black
as a mechanic of any sort; that it was a
menial employment."

" I grant it, Lelia, but it was one of my
fashionable errors. Were I a mechanic,
now that my fortune is gone, that my riches
liave taken to themselves wings, my trade
would be a resource."

" Have you forgotten having spoken of
mechanics as a presuming set of blockheads,
who you said stalked about the streets with
their tools with as much scoir/ froid as a
lawyer with his books, or a doctor with his

instruments ?"

"No, I have not forgotten, but I have
abandoned, totally abandoned, my former
erroneous sentiments. I have very recently
discovered that there exists no dificrence

between the books of a lawyer and the
tools of a mcclianic, save that the latter

requires the exertion of the hands, and the
former that of the head ; they equally pro-
mote the operator's design, though I be-

lieve the mechanic contributes more to the
public good and the public prosperity."

It was deemed expedient by Mr. Vermont
to retire with his family from the fashion-

able street and mansion in which they
resided. Every vestige of splendour being
now gone, it Avas with a feeling of relief that
the husband and wife sat down together to

lay plans for the future. They determined
to, and eventually did, take lodgings in a
respectable boarding-house, where there
was a single transient boarder besides them-
selves. This gentleman, they were in-

formed, was from Albany, and would remain
but a week or ten days at most, having
come to the city to purchase some articles

of merchandise which were not to be found
at Albany.
The dinner-bell rang, and the little group

assembled in the diminutive dining-room,
the new comers were introduced collec-

tively to Mr. Albert Orville, Avho at once
recognised Lelia. Dinner passed in a very
agreeable manner. Mr. Vermont, having
just retired from mercantile life, could
speak of the turmoil attendant thereon, the
losses through failure and fluctuations of
the market, of the restless anxiety, of the
tortured state of mind incident to such as
engaged in it—all of which Mr. Orville was
a perfect stranger to ; consequently to him
it was an interesting subject, inasmucli as
he was preparing to embark in a mercantile
career.

To Lelia 'twas a luxiiry to gaze upon this

self-made nobleman of nature, rather than
to feast upou the choicest viands before her.
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His light but ele,!:?ant frame, evidently spirit

worn, a pale, intellectual face, ever beaming
with the beauty of an ardent soul, a forehead
singularly fair and high, a well-formed head,
a calm and graceful address ; all Avere objects
of admiration to the wondering Lelia.

The limits we have allotted to this narra-
tive will not admit of minute detail of
circiimstances ; let it suffice that Mr,
Orville's stay was protracted some four or
five weeks beyond the appointed time for

his departure, in consequence of a growing
attachment betweeA himself and Lelia.

Dut}', however, called him to dash away for

a time the cup of happiness he longed to

drain to the bottom.

Six months after this period, Mr. Orville

returned to replenish his store ; but more
especially to suggest the following proposi-
tions to Mr. Vermont.

First, the union of himself and Lelia
(having obtained her consent by letter).

Second, to offer Mr. Vermont the manage-
ment of his store, having learned his diffi-

culties.

The first of these the old man acceded to

Avith evident pleasure, but when Orville com-
menced and said,

'' Now, my piirpose is, if you will accept
of it without attributing to me a selfish mo-
tive, to remove your entire family to Albany,
v.-here you shall during life lack none of your
comforts, if they can be obtained by honest
industry—

"

This astonishing intelligence was more
than the good man was prepared to receive,

and he was completely overwhelmed in a
flood of tears—tears of unspeakable grati-

tude. The old lady, rubbing her hands,
with an occasional ejaculation of "Heaven
be praised ! " Avhile Lelia sat motionless, too
full to utter a word.

" What ! oh say !

" exclaimed the old man,
" who can this generous benefactor be ?

"

" Possibly, my fond, my faithful Lelia
can tell," said Mr. Orville, as he handed
Lelia lier own card.

A glance was sufficient. " Is it possible !

"

exclaimed Lelia. "Is it the Carpenter's
boy?"

.

"Tes,'^ he answered, in accents of love,

as he pressed her to his bosom, "it is the

Carpenter's boy."
" And the preserver of my life," she

added,
" May he be the sweetener of it too,"

continued the old man.
The scene that followed the above may

possibly be vaguely imagined by the reader,

for I shall not attempt to describe it, lest I

do it injustice.

"the latest accounts from Albany are

higlily favourable. Everything goes swim-
mingly under the new arrangement. The
old gentleman is in the store ; Albert super-

intends an extensive business ; and liClia'?

firstborn, although called after her father,

seldom goes by any other name than " The
CArvPEiNTKlt'S BOT."

GEORGE CRABBE.

CiiADBE hns been called " the poor man's
])oet," because his muse chose chiefly to

dwell among the scenes of humble life.

" Poor man !" How often we apply the

name to the wrong persons, forgetting that

poverty is a comparative term. Tiie pos-
scss(n- of thousands a year, whose wants
exceed his means, is poor. The operative,

with his hard-won weekly earning,?, may
enjoy all tlie pleasures of competence. With
a "Martha Makepeace" to Avelcome him to

his neat and cheerful home, and The
WoiiKiNG Man's Fuiend to instruct and
enliven his evening hoiu's, he has enjoy-

ment, real and substantial, such as many a
lord might well envy. Cheap literature has
brought within the reach of the working
classes the most precious tiling and the

greatest luxury which wealth can buy.
Knowledge may now be theirs, and theirs

all the refining taster, which come with it

—

tastes which are a blessing in themselves,
and add a fresh charm to everything else,

developing the poetry Avhich lurks in every

loving heart, and hovers over every happy
home.

Crabbe's early home was an humble one,
and not so happy as humble homes often
.are, and as all homes should be. His father

was collector of salt duties at Aldborough,
in Suffolk, v«hich is described as being, in

tliese days, a "poor and wretched place."
Here the poet was born, on the Christmas-
eve of 17-54:. The salt-master was a man of
violent and imperious temper, whose pre-

sence brought .storm as often as sunshine
into his household. It is a sad thing when
an unoffending child learns to tremble at

the sound of a father's footstep. George,
however, had a refuge in the unfailing

kindness of a meek and loving mother.
The entire companion>hip of the gentle
mother and lier gentle boy is a touching
picture. These were not the days of
" I'cople's Editions," or sound cheap pe-
riodical literature; so the poor lad's oppor-
unities of acquiring knowledge were scanty
enough. Nevertheless George early showed
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such, intellectual taste, as to induce his

father—who seemed willing to do all he
could for his family, except to control his

temper—to exert himself to secure a supe-
rior education for his eldest son. The boy
was accordingly sent to a scliool wliich pro-
mised such, but where the hapless aspirants

for knowledge had much bodily misery to

endure, and little mental culture as its re-

ward. From this seminary the youth had
the happiness to escape after a tisae, to one
of a better order at Stow Market, where lie

made considerable progress in mathematical
science, and acquired the elements of clas-

sical learning.
; _

.,'-.'

From Stow Market he came horn6't6wait
an opportunity of getting apprenticed to a
surgeon—that bemg the profession chosen
for him. In the meantime, he had the
mortification to be employed in piling

butter casks on the quay, the father's

means not permitting him to support his

son in idleness. Poor fellow I more bitter

r»iortifications than this were in store for

him. In the miserable pursuit of " patron-
age " he had time to appreciate the " dignity
of labour," and to learn how far the man
uho can earn his bread by the toil of his
hands is elevated above the genteel hanger-
on for great men's favours.
Ere long relief came by George's being

apprenticed to a village surgeon, near Bury
St. Edmund's. Every change, however, is

not for the better. If young Crabbe had
no longer to pile up butter casks, he had to
sleep with the ploughboy by night, and to
liclp him in his work by day,—his worthy
master, holding the double situation of
surgeon and farmer, and, no doubt, think-
ing that it would be well for his apprentice
to combine a practical knowledge of agri-
culture with a theoretic knowledge of Sur-
gery — the paucity of information as to
the one being made up by the fulness of
practice as to the other. Moreover, the snr-
geon had daughters, and the yotmg ladies
laughed at the new apprentice, who, hav-
ing had his head sliaved during an illness,

came to them in an " ill-made scratch wig."
AVhat lad of fourteen could endure this ?

The cup of George's sorrow was full.

Well, time passed on, as it will do whether
people are happy or miserable ; and, three
years after, we lind our hero at Woodbridge,
apprenticed to a respectable snargeon, and
enjoying brighter days thun had hitherto
fallen to his lot. Here, at the age of 18,
][ie, ver^' poet-like, must needs fall in love,
the object of his affection being a yourtg
lady, some years older than himself, who
resided ^vith an uncle in the neighbourhood.
Xhe attachment, though formed at so im-
paature an age, was true and constant on
both sides, enduring many trials and much

dark despondency, till, at the close of eleven
years, it was rewarded by Miss Sarah Elmy
becoming Mrs. Crabbe.
In 177-5 Crabbe's apprenticeship termi-

nated ; and the liistory of the next eight
years is the sad one of a roan neither dissi-

pated nor idle, -n-illing to work, but who
could get nothing to do which he was fit for

doing.

From Woodbridge he returned to Aid-
borough, to his old occupation on the quay
—thence to London, for tlie purpose of in-

creasing his medical knowledge, but •with

means too limited to gain much by his
visit;—after eight or ten months, back
again to Aldborough ; first in the capacity
of assistant to a surgeon and apothecary
there, then as surgeon and apothecary on
his own accovmt. In nothing, however,
did the poor youth succeed. He could
scarcely expect it, indeed, for he felt con-
scious that, from his imperfect training, his
knowledge of his profession was extremely
deficient, and that he Avanted, likewise, the
manual de.xterity necessary. The man who
is master of his business, whatever it may
be, can go to it day by day with a firm step
and smiling face. He is independent, and
he feels it. But woe betide the man or
woman who is tied to an employment for
which there is conscious incapacity ! Such
was our poet's condition. Certain that he
would never succeed in surgery, he hoped
that he might in literature. He had '.\Tittcn

verses from his boyhood, and while at
V/oodbridge had gained a prize oifered by
a certain " Lady's Zslagazine," for a poem
on Hope. Now he determined to try his
fortune as a literary adventurer in the
great metropolis.
A box of clothes, a small case of surgical

instruments, and three pounds in money,
were his sole possessions when he readied
London. On this slender stock he set about
his business in the usual way, courting pub-
lishers and palrons. But all in vain, for
many a weary day. The publishers had no
doubt there was merit in his pieces, but

—

they did not want them. The besought
patrons declined patronising. Funds grew
smaller and smaller. Whatever could be
wanted was pledged or sold to get bread.
During this trying period the young man
kept a journal for his Sarah, whom he ad-
dressed under the name of Mira,—a journal
which does him great credit. It shows in-

tegrity, manly perseverance, and regularity
of conduct. There is nothing of the alter-

nate riot and want which make up the his-
tory of many of his brother adventurers.
He t'isited none of the sights, and indulged
in none of the amusements around him;
but worked on constantly, and hoped on,
when weaker minds would have given up
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all in despair. Sometimes his purse con-
tains but fourpence-halfpenny

;
yet the fact

is recorded with wonderful equanimity.
Once he is sorely discomposed by an acci-

dent which tears half away the sleeve of his

only coat ; but he gets a needle and thread
from his landlady, acts as his own tailor,

and rejoices in having restored the injured
garment to a state of wearableness. In
these months " he hardly ever tasted
butcher's meat (he tells Sir Walter Scott
afterwards, in the time of his prosperity),
except on a Sunday, when he dined usually
with a tradesman's family, and thought
their leg of mutton, baked in the pan, the
perfection of luxury."
Thus a year was spent, and the poet's

prospects had become as gloomy as possible.

He had applied to Lords North, Shelburne,
and the Lord Chancellor Thurlow, but im-
successfully. At length he thought of Ed-
mund Burke. It seemed a last chance, and
the night after he left his letter at the great
orator's door, he was in such a state of

agitation, that he walked Westminster-
bridge till daylight, " There is a silver

lining to every cloud"—and i^oor Crabbe's,
Avhich had been dark enough, was nov\^ turn-
ing. Burke took him by the hand at once,
domesticated him in his own family, revised
his poems, took them to the publishers, and
opened up for him the path to prosperity.

Mrs. Burke entered heartily into her hus-
band's views, and made his residence with
them—not that of a barely-tolerated de-

pendent, but that of a respected friend.

There is an anecdote told of her which
proves her genuine ladyhood more than all

the titles in the British empire could
" One day some company of rank that had
been expected to dinner did not arrive, and
the servants, in consequence, reserved for

next day some costly dish that had been
ordered. Mrs. Burke happened to ask for

it ; and the butler saying, ' It had been kept
back as the company did not come '—she
answered, ' What ! is not Mr. Crabbe here ?

Let it be brought up immediately.' " One
powerful friend procures others. Thurlow
now sent for the hitherto-neglected poet,

acknowledged that he ought to have noticed
the first poem sent to him, and said that he
heartily forgave the second—then putting a

paper containing a bank-note for a hundred
pounds into Crabbe's hand, promised to

serve him more effectually afterwards. His
first use of this money was to relieve the

more pressing wants of some less fortunate

literary adventurers.
The poet wishes to become a clergyman.

Religious feeling of a certain kind he un-
questionably possesses. In his journal to

Mira, and in a note-book kept for his own
use during his early struggles in London,

as well as in his later correspondence, wo
find beautiful passages, expressive of trust

in Providence, and resignation to its decrees,

along with evidence of general thoughtful-
ness as to the soul's condition. Still the
elements of living evangelical piety seem
wanting. Nor is there any idea of the high
motives from which the sacred office should
be sought : he wants " a living," literally,

and he seeks it in the Church. He was of

that class who, adopting the sacred pro-
fession from motives of this kind, regard
participation in all worldly amusements, at

least occasionally, as quite consistent with
its exercise. Our present design, however,
does not embrace the discussion of such
grave themes—we write of Crabbe as a man
and a poet, not as a Christian and a clergy-

man.
Through Burke's influence he obtained

ordination from the Bishop of Norwich, and
in 1781 became curate to the rector of Aid-
borough. It was a proud return to his

native village. But a prophet's honour is

not greatest in his own country : the new
curate was not kindly received by his towns-
men, nor happy amongst them. Nor was
he left long with them. His ever-zealous
friend Burke had spoken of him to the

|
Duke of Rutland, and he had what was i

considered the rare good fortune to be ap-

pointed domestic chaplain to his grace.

Again he left Aldborough, the scene of so

much early poverty and so many mortifica-

tions, to take his place at the ducal table of

Belvoir Castle. Once there, however, he
found that castle walls do not shut out
mortifications more than cottage ones.

Crabbe had, in fact, too independent a spirit

to suit well a position of this kind. Bond-
age always galled him, even when the

fetters were golden. In the end of 1783
he retired from this situation, in conse-
quence of the Duke of Rutland being ay-

pointed Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, and
married his long-loved Sarah. Some small
livings in Dorsetshire had been previously

given him by the Lord Chancellor ; but the
income derivable from these being narrow,
his Grace of Rutland offered the yoimg
couple apartments in the Castle. There
they remained nearly a year and a half;

' but finding it too grand a home to be com-
fortable, especially in the absence of the

noble owners, who seem to have been
always more tender of the chaplain's feel-

ings than were their household, they gladly

left it, and took up their abode in the vil-

lage of Stathern, of which Crabbe took the
curacy, and where they resided four years

—

the happiest period the poet thought of his

whole life.

Soon after Crabbe's introduction to Burke
" The Library " was published with tolerable
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success. Ill 1783 " The Village " was given

to the world and received with great favour,
** The Newspaper " followed in 1785 ; and
from that time twenty-two years elapsed

ere Crabbe appeared again before the public

as a poet.

We cannot stay to follow him through all

the changes of this long period. The early

death of "the Duke of Rutland blasted his

hopes for speedy and great advancement in

the Church. Nevertheless, he had not

much to complain of. He held the Rectory
of Muston, in Leicestershire, with another
living in the neighbourhood. On the death
of Mrs. Crabbe's uncle, he succeeded to parr

of his property in Suffolk, and, placing

a curate at Muston, removed with his

family to Parham, the home of Miss Elmy,
where he first met her. The uncle, Mr.
Tovcll, had been a wealthy yeoman, living

after a fashion now unknown. Life at

Parham, as described by Crabbe's son and
biographer, presents a curious contrast to

Ihe habits ol the same class in the present

da3'. " My great uncle's establishment,"

says our author, "was that of the first-rate

yeoman of that period—the yeoman that

already began to be styled, by courtesy, an
esquire. Mr. Tovell might possess an estate

of some eight hundred pounds per annum,
a portion of which he himself cultivated.

His house was large, and the surrounding
moat, the rookery, the ancient dove-cot,

and the well-stored fish-ponds, were sucli

as might have suited a gentleman's seat of

some consequence ; but one eide of the

house immediately overlooked a farm-yard,
full of all sorts of domestic animals, emd
the scene of constant bustle and noise. On
entering the house, there was nothing ?l

first sight to remind, one of the farm—

a

spacious hall, paved with black and whitp
marble ; at one extremity a very hand-
some drawing-room, and at the other
a fine old staircase of black oak, polished
till it was as slippery as ice, and having
a chime-clock and a barrel-organ on
its landing places. But this drawing-
room, a corresponding dining-parlour, and
a handsome sleeping apartment up stairs,

were all tabooed ground, and made use
of on great and solemn occasions only
—such as rent days, and an occasional
visit with which Mr. Tovell was honoured
by a neighbouring peer. At all other times
the family and their visitors lived entirely

in the old-fashioned kitchen, along with
the servants. My great uncle occupied an
arm chair, or, in attacks of the gout, a
couch, on one side of a large open chimney.
Mrs. Tovell sat at a small table, on which,
in the evening, stood one small candle, in

an iron candlestick, plying her needle by
the feeble glimmer, surrounded by her

maids, all busy at the same employment
;

but in winter a noble block of wood, some-
times the whole circumference of a pollard,
threw its comfortable warmth and cheerful
blaze over the apartment.

" At a very early hour in the morning,
the alarum called the maids, and their

mistress also ; and ii the former were tardy,
a louder alarum and more formidable was
heard chiding the delay ;—not that scolding
was peculiar to any occasion ; it regulax'ly

ran on through all the day, like bells ou
harness, inspiriting the work, whether it

were done ill or well. After the important

j
business of the dairy, and a hasty breakfast,
their respective employments were again
resumed ; that which the mistress took for

her especial privilege being the scrubbing
of the floois of the slate apartments. A
new servant, ignorant of her presumption,
was found one morning on her knees, hard
at work on the floor of one of these pre-
serves, and was thus addressed by her
mistress :

' You wash such floors as these ?

Give me the brush this instant, and troop
to the scullery and wash that, madam!. , . .

I

As true as here conies Lord Rochford,
I to call on Mr. Tovell. Here, take my
mantle ' (a blue woollen apron), * and I'll

j

go to the doori'
" If the sacred apartments had not been

opened, the family dined in this wise:—The
heads seated in the kitchen at an old table

—the farm men standing in the adjoining
scullery, door open—the female servants at

a side-table, called a bouter ; with the prin-

cipals, at the table, perchance some tra-

velling rat-catcher, or tinker, or farrier, or

an occasional gardener in his .shirt-sleeves,

his face probably streaming with perspira-

tion. My father well describes, in ' The
AVidow's Tale,' my mother's situation,

when living in her younger days at

Parham :

—

" But when the men be>ide their station took,
The maidens with them, and with these the

cook ;

When one huge wooden bowl before them stood.
Filled with hug^e balls of farinaceous food ;

"With bacon, mass saline ! where never lean
Eentath the brown and bri:<llir.^rind was seen :

^Vhen from a single horn the purtj- drew
Their copious draughts of htavy ale and new;
When the coarse cloth she saw, Avith many a

stain,

Soil'd by rnde hands who cut and came ag'ain

She could not breathe, but, with a heavy sigh,

Rein'd the fair neck, and shut the offended eye ;

She minced the sanguine flesh in frustums fine.

And wonder'd much to see the creatures dine."

*' On ordinary days when the dinner was
over, the fire replenished, the kitchen
sanded and lightly swept over in waves,
mistress and maids, taking off their shoes,

retired to their chambers for a nap of one
hour to the minute. The dogs and cats
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conimenced their siesta by the fire. Mr.
Tovell dozed in his chair, and no noise v>as

heard, except the melancholy and mono-
tonous cooing of a turtle-dove ; varied,

liowever, by the shrill treble of a canary.
After the hour had expired, the active part
of the family were on the alert ; the bottles

(Mrs. Tovell's tea equipage) placed on the
table ; and, as if by instinct, some old ac-

quaintance would glide in for the evening's
carousal, and then another and another.
If four or five arrived, the punch-bowl was
taken down and emptied and filled again."
Trom 1792 till 1805 Mr. Crabbe resided

in Suffolk, first at Parham, afterwards at

various other places of wliidi he obtained
the curacy. In 1805 he returned to his

own parish of Muston. Literary composi-
tion, much of which, when finished, Avas

committed to the flames, and the study of

botany, to which he v/as enthusiastically
attached, and to which he had early devoted
himself, divided his time with clerical

duties.

In 1807 " The Parish Hcgister" was pub-
lished with great success. The reviews
praised it, the public bought it, friends con-
gratulated, and eminent individuals compli-
mented the author, who henceforv.ard took
a fixed and respectable place amongst
British poets. In 1810 " The Borough"
appeared; in 1812, "Talcs in Verse ;" and
in 1819, "Tales of the Hall;" for which,
with the remaining copyright of his pre-
vious poems, he received from Mr. Murray
the sum of £3,000. Considerable force of
thought, with much minuteness and tiUth-

fulness of descrijjtive detail, are the most
marked characteristics of these works.

During this time he had experienced im-
portant domestic changes. In 1813 Mrs.
Crabbe died, leaving only two sons of a
numerous family. She had suffered much
from ill health, and a nervous disorder had
somewhat affected her mind, which clouded
tlie domestic happiness of the poet, who
was as affectionate a husband as he had
been faithful as a lover. In 1814 he re-

signed the living of Muston for that of

Trowbridge, in AViltshire, Avhcre he formed
his final home, and the cheerful society of

which pleased him greatly. Afterwards,
for several successive seasons, he treated

himself with a visit to London, where he
was much noticed by the aristocracy of rank
and the aristocracy of talent—visiting at

the houses of the most distingushed nobles,

enjoying the society of Rogers, Moore,
Campbell, and others of the poetic brother-

hood, and leading altogether a very gay
life for a clergyman, and an aged one.

The last few years of his life, however,
seem to have passed in a more scrioxis

manner. As to external circumstances,
Providence had been very kind to him. One
son was his curate, and he and his family

formed part of the old man's household.
The other had a living in the country at no
great distance, a second home, where the

affectionate father could collect fossils and
plants, and play with his grandchildren,

—

this last employment affording great de-

light to his simple and kindly nature. Years
failed to rob him of the freshness of his

affections, so that he enjoyed to the last the

happiness of being able to interest himself
warmly in the concerns of others. Benevo-
lence Avas a pleasing trait in his character

all along, a trait Avhich his prudence, in

always making his expenses less than his

income, enabled him to carry into practical

exercise. To relieve the distressed he
grudged ncitJier money nor labour. Nor
did he ever ^ease to feel a special interest

in poor scliolars, struggling as he had once
done. Whenever he visited London, he
made it his business to search out and help
some such. A monimient over his grave,

in the church of Trowbridge, records that

George Crabbe died on the 3rd of February,
1832, in the seventy-eighth year of his age

;

and closes its inscription with the line of a

contemporary writer, which describes him
as

—

" Naturc-'e sternest painter, jet hot best."

The Effects of Loch Lomoxd on the Human Mind.—As an instance of the differ-

ent impressions produced on different n\inds by nature's grandest objects, ]Mr. Hamilton
tells us. in his interesting memoir of Lady Colquhoun, that when Leigh Richmond
visited Loch Lomond, he devoured the landscape through his great round-eyed spectacles,

and hushed his fidgetty companions with the sentence, " The eye is not satisfied with
seeing." But a shorter glance sufficed for the very busy Charles Simeon, of Cambridge.
Turning to his guide. Sir James Colquhoun, he exclaimed: "Sir James, you turn to

this side and say, ' This is mine ;' and you turn to the other side and say, ' That is mine ;'

but I look up and say, ' Heaven is mine !
'
" On the same spot Dr. Chalmers exclaimed,

" I wonder if there Avill be a Loch Lomond in heaven !
" Dr. Crcsar Malan at the sight

knelt down and prayed ; and the missionary, MacDonald, wrote of it in his diary: " O,
how sweet and tranquil was the bosom of the lake ! I thought of the peace of God that

passeth iind&fstandUtQ."

i
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"OKANGES! THREE A PENNY!"

It would be pleasant to know how many
})orson3 in this country derive or help up
their means of subsistence by the sale of

oranges, from the merchant who imports
them in large quantities, to the man or

woman, the boy or the girl, forming the

last link in the chain of commerce, who
presses them on the passers-by with tlie

tempting proffer of "Fine oranges ! three

a j)cnny!" And far more pleasant still

would it bo to find a constantly-increasiug

number of those who, eschewing the

drugged and fiery liquids of the "gin-
palace," have a penny to lay out whenever
they like to regale themselves or their fami-

lies with this cheap, delicious, and refresh-

ing fruit.

It is said that there are no fewer than
forly-four different varieties of the orange.
The fruit is produced in some places by
shrubs rather than trees, their leaves and
twigs bearing a rc.icmblance to those of the

laurel. In other places the orange is a

liner and more beautiful tree than either

the citron or the lemon, and, like them, it

hns prickly branches. In Spain and Italy

the orange attains to a great size, and forms
a considerable amount of timber. It is a
remarkable fact, that the older orange trees

are, the more valuable is their produce

;

and when even more than a hundred years
old, they bear plentiful crops of a highly-
piizcd, thin-skinned orange, free from pips,

and full of juice. The oranges we consider
least palatable are obtained from young
wood.
The best oranges arc imported from the

Azores, or Western Islands, in the Atlantic
Ocean, belonging to Portugal, from which
it is distant about 800 miles. Here the trees

in the orange gardens are magnificent, and
at the proper season appear bending under
the weight of their luxuriant fruit. It is

not easy to conceive the rich appearance
presented during the principal fruit months,
wlien the emerald tints of the unripe, and
the golden tree of the mature fruit, blend
with the thick, dark foliage of the trees,

while the bright odoriferous blossom
difiuses around a delicious sweetness. The
gardens are of large extent, always en-
circled by a high Avail, and Avithin there is

a thick plantation-belt of the faya, cedar,
fern, and birch, which serves as a defence
from the sea-breezes. Sometimes the
gardens overhang the sides of a glen or a

ravine, and the orange trees.intermingled
Tviih the lofty arbutu.-xs display, their charms
10 ])ccuHar advantage.

When the trees have blossomed, the
|

coming crops are purchased by the mer-
chants, who incur all the risk arising from
the casualties to which the fruit is exposed
—from ungenial winds, A-iolent storms, or
the attacks of insects. The fruit is not ripe
till JMarch or April, and that which falls is

never sent to England. The oranges, if not
suffered to lie on the ground, arc sold for a
trifle. The children of Villa Franca are
described as having a jaundiced appear-
ance, as if saturated with orange juice, from
the abundant supply they can so easily
obtain. Scores of children, too, may be
seen at the appointed season picking the
fruit, the greater part of which is still green,
and putting their gathering into small
baskets, amidst shouts, and laughter, and
pranks, as though they were engaged in
some amusing game.
The process of packing goes on mean-

while. A pile of fresh fruit being collected,
the people employed take their positions,
with similar feelings to those of the young
already described, while a party of children
prepare the dry calyx leaves of the Indian
corn. A little fellow gives one of these
husks to a labourer seated on the ground,
who wraps an orange in it, and it is then
passed en by an intermediate labourer to
the packer, who places it in an orange-box
—each one performing his task v.ith great
celerity, till the chest is full, and a car-
penter bends over it several boards, secures
them with a willow band, and saws of!' the
ragged ends. The orange chest is then re-

moved on the back of an ass, to the port
where the vessel lies to receive its cargo,
and to bear it to England.

It is a beneficent arrangement of the
great Creator that all fruits should not be
so transitory or perishable as to demand
immediate consumption. While in some
instances there are fruits which require to

be used as soon as they are perfect, others
may be preserved through an cntivc year,
till a new summer comes to recommence
the same round. One example of this is

the storing of apples in our own land. But
others are even more remarkable. For
there is a contrivance in some of the perish-
able fruits of hot climates, Avhich enables
them not only to be preserved, but trans-
ported far and wide ; adding to the wealth
of those who produce, remunerating the
labourer whenever employed, and con-
tributing to the enjoyment of those Avho
consume the fruits.

The orange, for example, ripens without
the aid of the parent tree, or the parent
clime, without" light, and Avjthout heat,
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giving us, in these regions of snow, the
fruit which is produced by a tropical sun.

To these circumstances it is, therefore, ex-
pressly adapted. Had the exterior structure

included a fluid only, as the cocoa-nut does,

and as to all its immediately useful pur-
poses it might have done, this fluid would
speedily have become fermented. But, to

guard against so injurious a result, the
orange is divided into compartments, each
one of which is so small that fermentation
cannot take place. How strikingly does
this structure bear its testimony to that
divine hand by which it was so exquisitely
fashioned ! Such an arrangement was not
necessary, be it observed, as regards either

tiie tree or its fruit. The fluid of the orange
might have been secreted as that of the
cocoa-nut is ; it would have been equally
useful to those who possessed the tree ; but
its enjoyment by others Avould not have
been attainable.

The oranges of St. Michael's, in the
Azores, are now the best to be met with in
the markets of Europe ; but they are not
native productions of that island. They
were sent thither by the Portuguese, as the
same fruit was originally transmitted by the
Spaniards to the Continent of America.
On the banks of the Rio Cedeno, and in the
midst of a forest, Humboldt found some
wild, orange trees, laden with large and
sweet fruit. As the orange cannot be
reckoned among the spontaneous vegetable
productions of the New World, they were
probably the remains of some old Indian
plantations. It is now widely difi'used

;

Ave therefore import oranges from Spain,
while Portugal, Italy, and Malta, yield
others of good quality.

It may be interesting to know, that the
entries for home consumption amounted,
at the average of three years, ending with
1842, to 334,070 boxes a year ; and assum-
ing each box to contain 650 oranges and
lemons, the number annually entered for

consumption will have been 217,14.5,500, ex-
clusive of 26,863 entered by number, and
£7,013 worth entered at value. The duty
produced, at an average of the above years,

£70,833 a year. The imports of oranges
from the Azores amount, in ordinary years,
to about 130,000 chests, each of which con-
tains about 500. There is thus an annual
supply from the western isles alone of

65,000,000.

Sir "Walter Raleigh brought the first

oranges into England ; and it is stated that
Sir Francis Carew, who married the niece
of Sir "Walter, planted their seeds, which
produced the orange trees at Beddington,
not far from Croydon, in Surrey, described
as being there, by Bishop Gibson, in 1595.
As, however, these trees yielded fruit, they
could not have been raised from seeds. The
probability is that they were brought from
Portugal or Italy, towards the close of the
sixteenth cen'tury. They were planted in
the open ground, and protected by moveable
covers from the inclemency of the Avinter

month?. In 1738 they were surrounded by
a permanent inclosurc, like a greenhouse;
but they were all destroyed by the severe
frost of the following year, aided, perhaps,
by the confinement and damp of their in-

tended defence.

Many orange trees, some of them said to

be three hundred years old, may still be
seen at Hampton Court. They are gene-
rally removed about the m.iddle of June into

the open air, when the blossoms diff"use a
delightful perfume. In the south ofDevon-
shire orange and lemon trees may some-
times be seen trained, like peach trees,

against garden Avails, and sheltered, during
Avinter, by straAv mats, Avhich are said to

yield oranges as large and fine as any iu
Portugal.
The orange, particularly the Seville

orange. AA-hich has a bitter rind, is frequently
employed in medicine. The juice is a
grateful acid liquor, Avhich proves of much
use in febrile and inflammatory disorders,

Avhile a tonic is prepared from the rind,

Avhich thus acts as a stomachic. Hoav com-
monly, too, may a " St. Michael's orange "

be seen on the table by the bed-side of a
sufferer. How often has its grateful juice

relieved the parched mouth and throat

amidst the heavy and oppressive heat of

noon, and the long, dreary, and exhausting
hours of a sleepless night ! But Ave must
pause : Avhat a variety of thoughts may be
suggested, Avhat a diversity of feelings may
be aAvakened, as we look at the Avindows of

our orange merchants, or at the baskets of

the humble sellers, Avho, in almost every
street of the metropolis, and in all the

roads of its suburbs, salute us Avith the

cry of "Oranges — fine oranges, three a
penny!"

SMOOTH THE PATH.
'Tis well to AA-alk Avith a cheerful heart,

"Wherever our fortunes call

—

"With a friendly glance, and an open
hand.

And a gentle AA-ord fov all

Since life is a thorny and difficult path,

Where toil is the portion of man.
We all should endeavour, Avhile passing

along,

To make it as sn;ooth ^« aac can,
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A FEW DAYS IN ALGERIA.
By Heixrich Laube.

THE FIRST NIGKT IN AFRICA.

The country of Algeria is now called Xew
France. People speak of Algerii as of

Marseilles or of Bourdeaux, only that the

Mediterranean Sea, the French Sea as Xa-
poleon wished to call it, lies between. It

is well worth the trouble of sailing across

for him who wishes to improve his know-
ledge of the French character, for there

may be found, not only Africa, but the

most naive revelation of the French world,

such, in fact, as is not obtained in Euro-
pean France.
In going direct from Paris to the South

the traveller first becomes aware of a

change of climate at Lyons. Among the
vine-covered hills of Burgundy, on the

banks of the Soane, he will already have
experienced the fervid heat of the sun ; but
this heat is greatly increased when the

river is enclosed by the hills, on which lie

the suburbs of Lyons. Nevertheless, the
proximity of the Alps and the body of
water contained in the Soane and the

Rhone, which flow through and around the
city, lend a fresh vigour to the atmosphere
unknown to our hot summer days, and
which, on account of the purity and dryness
of the air, is seldom experienced in South-
ern Europe.
The traveller gladly ascends to the higher

part of the city of Lyons, which is called

Fourciere, that he may avoid the narrow,
winding lanes of Lyons Proper, and also to

obtain a view of the great city, with its

numerous bridges, its two rivers with their

wharfs, and of the hills on which are built

the manufacturing and revolutionary
suburbs. The Soane, winding round the
hills, flows into the middle of the city, and
at its most westerly point is swallowed up
by the tumultuous Rhone, which here, sud-
denly turning southward from the west,
hastens on to the Mediterranean Sea.
There cannot be a more beautiful road

towards Africa than along this enchanting
river, with its Alpine green waters, which
have come down from the Lake of Geneva
through the Jura mountains. Looking from
the Fourviere, the traveller sees its home,
tlie Alps ; he sees how the yellow wSoane is

borne along mingling with its waters, and
how the country to the south extends itself

into meadows and vineyards, and strong
will be his temptation to hasten also along
its course for two whole days by Yienne,
Tournon, Valence, Pont d'Esprit, Avignon,
Aries, from the fearful gulf of Lyons to

Marseilles. A carriage will convcv him

from Marseilles to Toulon, and once in the
week, at least, a government steamer sails

from Toulon to Algiers ; and in three days
and three nights from the time he goes on
board, he v.ill stand upon the shores of

another hemisphere.
AVe could not resist the temptation. To

Toulon accordingly we went, and found the

Tartar, a fine Government steamer, lying in

the ifiarbour just ready to sail. We took a
boat and were rowed to her. Galley-slaves

from Toulon were busy getting ammunition
on board. The steamer was conveying a
regiment of infantry to Africa, and the
vessel was under the command of officers of

the marine, who, although at sea, were still

gallant and polite Frenchmen. Every lady-

passenger on board received their bow and
all conceivable attention. On our return the

captain apologized to one of the ladies, be-

cause he had been prevented by his duties

from noticing her at the first moment. The
naval officer on board ditl'ers nothing from
the polite Frenchman on land ; and though
he may lack none of the qualifications of a
seaman—though he may show courage and
determination when the occasion demands
it—yet he will never become a thorough-
bred, thorough-spun sailor, like the English-
man. The French coast never can produce
the incomparable sailor-race of England,
however much the nation may strive after

it. The observations which this little trip

enabled me to make as regarded the internal

arrangement and order of the vessel, and
the knowledge of the French marine, sug-
gested to me rather earnest intention and
creditable effort, than the success of perfect

magtersliip. The nations which have ob-

tained subistantial freedom have invariably

been those which were faaiiliar with the
sea, which were at home on the sea. The
wilderness of waters, with its horrors and
wearisomeness, matures the human being
to a genuine independence.

The cabin for the passengers was small
and insufficient, with very few berths.

Fate was against us, and, as the first-class

passengers exceeded the berths in number,
we, who arrived late, were obliged to camp
out, like those of the second-class. Thus
we were obliged to content ourselves, both
night and day, with the open deck, for in a
vessel where the officers, the lading, and the
coals require so much room, there is no
place of refuge for the unlucky passengers.
Unfortunately, also, the sea soon became
extremely rough, and the rain poured down
in torrentg-^a misery which was not trivial.
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in addition to all the usual discomforts of a
sea-voyage. But even in these trying cir-

cumstances French politeness did not belie

its character, and our lady companion was
provided -with a berth. For myself, I found
a shelter from the rain of heaven and the
fury of the wind beneath some small steps,

and my old cloak did the rest. Lying thus
on deck, I let the elements do their worst,
while the paddles close beside me Avorked us
onwards tov.ards the Balearic Isles. Once
there, and out of the restless gulf, we were
told that things would begin to mend—that
from that point southward other winds
would be begin to blow—that we should be
in another climate—and that now, in Sep-
tember, the unclouded sun of Africa shone
on the Balearic Isles.

The scccmd day Avas still grey and stormy,
and the Tartar jji'ogressed but slowly. The
melancholy night again descended, and the
desert of the sea expanded itself drearily

around us. The French!—three days and
nights seemed likely again to exhibit that
French inexactitude and sanguine excess of

hope which had deceived us so often already.

On the following noon, however, a bird

made its appearance on the mast, a joy.'ul

token that the Hesperides could not be far

off. A lieutenant, who, in a truly prosaic

French manner, had brought his fowling-

piece with him on deck for such an occasion,

shot the little welcome creature which had
seemed to us so poetical.

It now actually seemed as if we had
passed the boundary of another zone. The
sun broke forth; the Island of Minorca,
with its violet-coloured surf, showed itself

to our right ; beyond gleamed forth yet

other of those lovely islands, and, trusting

to the African sun, we took in no fresh sup-
ply of coals, but still bore onward to the

south.
Both the heavens and the sea kept faith.

The next day rose bright and clear above
us ; and we went on at the rate of eight

knots an hour. Tov.ards noon land was an-

nounced—Africa ! They were the blue dis-

tant peaks of the Lesser Atlas, beyond Al-

giers, which were in view. Towards sunset

we apjjrcached the Bay of Algiers, yet

without being able to see more of our time
famed corsair-city than a few country-houses
in its neighbourhood, because the bend of

the harbour conceals the view of the cily

from the open sea. How strange it ap-

peared to me ! I could not help fancying

but that Algiers must be still a nest of cor-

sairs, and we Christian slaves who here saw
their graves.

The firing of a cannon announced the set

of sun and the closing of the harbour; we
must also this night remain on board, as if

phlegmatic Turks still ruled in the fortrt^ss,

as if no inquisitive French people waited
impatiently for the weekly steamer with
letters and newspapers from Paris

!

»

A most brilliant moonlight streamed from |
heaven upon land and sea as we cast an- 1

chor in the harbour of Algiers. Algiers ]

itself towered upward on the hill, white as
J

snow, and Avith somewhat of a dream-like I

appearance. Taking the line of the shore '

for the base, it extends upwards on the hill,

becoming narrower and narrower, in the
form of a triajigle, the lofty apex of which
is the Kashba, or old Moorish palace. ]5x-

cepting on the higher range, where a few
palm-trees rise above the white mass of

houses, all is smooth and bald, and presents
a sharp outline against the sky. These
trees, in the daylight, prevent that other-

wise bare and melancholy impression which
is produced on the mind by the vieAV of a

treeless mountain-city. On tlie contrary,

the rich colouring given by the sun to

mountain and sea, stamp upon this un-
broken and sharp outline a strong charm,
which reminds us of classic countries.

But Ave had not much time to enjoy this

moonlight vicAv, for our eyes Avere attracted -

to the black stretch of sliadoAv throAvn far I
outAvard by the coast, from Avhich boats, *

roAved by dai-k-comple.xioned men, Avere

soon seen approaching our vessel. Were
they bringing chains and Avhips for us
unfortunate slaves ? No ! These negro-
manned boats Avere conveying French
people, Avho, impelled by curiosity or friend-

ship, surrounded our ship, and shouted
forth many a familiar salutation.

At length came the permission to land.

A German merchant, Avho resided in Al-
giers, arid Avho himself oAvned many black,

slaves, received us on this hasty and, to us,

unexpected disembarkation, Avhich, for the

most part, Avas managed by the blacks.

We noAV heard, for the first time, that

croaking, gurgling, hissing language of

guttcral sounds spoken by this people, and
Avhich, hurled rapidly from the lips, startles

the hearer like the speech of serpents.

V/as this, then, the so much-praised
Arabic.'' I stood on the harbour-steps, and
listened to it Avith a strange Avonder. I

seemed noAv to understand Avhy the French
had taken so much pains to free their

language of the aspirated It's and ch's, of

Avhich sound thi^ Simitic hissing-groan

seems composed. An old Turkish oiticer

sat on the steps beside me, and Avith a long

Avhip, and very fcAv Avords, kept the

tumultuous half-naked rabble in order.

That long Avhip seemed almost necessary,

for these black porters pounced like ravens

upon our luggage, and, Avithout any selec-

tion, ran aAvay Avith it like robbers. I noAV

saAVj for the first time as human beii.gs,
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those almost fabulous creatures wliich the

sea separates from intercourse with Ger-

many, and stripes were iniiicted on their

flesh that they might not steal my portman-
teau and travelling-bag ! But it was not

exactly so ; the fellows were honest enough,

only they were governed by a discipline to

which the regularly-trained porters of Euro-
pean cities are unaccustomed. It was extra-

ordinary to me how they managed to carry

their loads. They tied them with twine

upon a pole, which they supported upon their

shoulders, naked but for a little cushion,

and then away they ran at a sort of trot,

perhaps because the swinging motion thus

given to their burden lessened somewhat of

its weight.

The lower part of Algiers, which adjoins

the harbour, is principally inhabited by the

French ; and here the streets are wide—at

all events, wide enough for carriages ; and
in the new erections, especially in the
Place du Government, the native style of

building has given way to French arcliitec-

ture. This part consists principally of

three streets all meeting on the three dif-

ferent fiides of the I'lace, which is large,

and on the fourth side open tovvards the
sea, so that it commands a beautiful view.

Coming up the first street, the Jiiie de
Marine, the stranger sees before him,
beyond the Place, tlie old Moorish city on
the ascent of the hill, crowned by the

palace. On the left stands the Cafe do la

Bourse ; to the riglit, the magnificent erec-

tion of the C'oJ'e dc la Bcycna ; and again,

to Ihe riglit of this, the second street runs
westward to the gate Bab el Oucd, or the
Gate of the "West. From this point the
Toad leads by the old Roman road to the
garden of the Dey, and down to Sidi Fer-
ruch, where Bounnont, in 1830, landed
with the French conquering troops. Cross-
ing the Place in an oblique direction, the
third street on the left conducts to the
Easleru Gate, Bab Azotin. From, this point
tlie stranger can either go down to the
shore, past Cara Mustapha, to the far-seen
Malaon Carree, which stands at the north-
eastern entrance of the Plain of Metidscha

;

or, turning his back to the shore, he may
ascend the hill outside the Moorish Algiers.
The range of hills which li.?s to the south of
the city, and which overtops the Kasopba
itself, extends many miles, and is broken
into valleys and ravines. It is called the
Masi.ive, and separates Algiers from the
Metidscha.
On our arrival wc turned out from the

Puc de Marine, and, ascending a flight of
steep steps, found ourselves in the interior
of a Moorish house, which, by means of a
few additions, has been transformed into a
sort of half-European inn. This interior

was, in fact, the court which forms the

centre of every Arabian house, and which
is generally ornamented with a fountain. In
this hotel the court had been converted
into kitchens and eating-rooms ; nor v.as I,

indeed, aware that it was the court until,

on looking up, I saw the stars shining in

from above. The servants of the house
were a wonderful mixture of nations : one
of them, a Jew of Tunis, with a red fez,

who had acted some time as interpreter to

Prince Piickler Muscau, served as head-
waiter ; a black boy cleaned knives and
shoes; and a chamber-maid— a singular
idea in France, where, as in Italy, men are

employed for all the services of the cham-
ber—conducted us by a flight of perilous

steps to a room in the roof, the only one
which was unoccupied. This girl, imme-
diately abandoning the very bad French
which she spoke, addressed us in a dialect

which suddenly startled us. For tlie mo-
ment I thought it to be some dialect of an
Arabic tongue, because, though it was
somewhat stronger than the hissing jargon
in the harbour, was to me equally unknown.
The girl liad heard us speak German, and
now pcliteiy addressed us in her provincial
x\lsatian, which, having only a very remote
resemblance to German, and now uncx-
l)ectedly heard in Africa, was at first quite
unintelligible. Clever Alsace ! which speaks
both German and French so peculiarly that
the German requires the Frenchman and
the Frenchman the German to interpret

it!

Our garret was not in but vpon the roof,

so that the roof itself was our floor and our
promenade. Looking out in the moonlight
over sea and city, I endeavoured to make
observations both as regarded the situation
of the place and the position of th? heavens;
but next morning it seemed to me that the
sun rose on the wrong side. I had either
completely deceived myself as to tlie points
of ihe compass, or this unexpected situation
of liie sun v.as some peculiar African custom
of his. The mistake, however, originated
thus :—In locking at the map of Algiers we
are accustomed to place ourselves with our
face to the north, but when we arc actually
in the city our position is changed by the
curve of the harbour, and our faces are
turned to the east.

Curtains of gauze defended the bed from
rausquitoes, which are here very trouble-
some. In the middle of tlie night I v.as

awoke by a cry; it was that of the ISIuuzzin,
who, from the tower of the mosque, pro-
claimed aloud in the open air the hour for
the night-prayer to Allah ; a woadoriully
striking and beautiful custom. ^Vhoeve'r
is in pain or is lying awake in solitude, is

reminded by tliis nocturnal voice of the
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great Father (Allah, or Jehovah), who
cares for all.

Now, for the first time, I was made aware
that I was among a people who sought for

God in quite another way to what I had
been taught. If, thought I, Hengstenberg
were here in my place, what would he say ?

Would he not instantly start from his bed
and forbid to the Muezzin that heathenish
cry ? Would he not see in spii-it how,

sooner or later, all these millions of mos-
lems would be carried off by the devil ?

How would he get all these liorrible afiairs

into any rational order ? How would he
get to sleep again ? And thus, blessing
myself that I was not Hengstenberg with
all his perplexities, slumber again stole

over my senses, and thus I overslept myself
that first night in Africa.

(To be coniimied.J

HISTORY OF A HOUSEHOLD.

Letteii II.

Sir,—The flattering reception -wliicli my commmiication has received from you
has given me much pleasure. My wife, who first suggested my writing, felt no
little pride in seeing my letter in print ; but no sooner had she become sensible of

this gratification, when an idea struck her which caused no small consternation and
perplexity. Our eldest boy, Dick, whom I incidentally mentioned in my last,

considering that he is only about eight years old, is a great reader, thanks to his

mother's care and attention ; and, for a child of his age, is unconnnonly inquisitive,

and not easily satisfied with, what may be called, a put-off answer to a question.

He has heard or read all Mrs. Martha Makepeace's letters ; and as The Woiikixg
Man's Fuiexd is continually about, he is always tm-ning over the leaves to amuse
himself, and in this he has hitherto been encouraged both by his mother and me.
Now, however, a difficulty occurs, and that is no other than my letter ; not but

that in an ordinary way she would have been proud to show him his father's name in

print ; but here it is connected with such unhappy family details as we have
hitherto been anxious to keep from his knowledge. I myself hardly know M'hat is

right in this case. Truth is truth, Mr. Editor, and as such we ought not to shrmk
from it ; but is it well to let our children know all tlie truth in every case ?

When I Avrote my first letter I did not take these things into consideration. You
see, Sir, as I grew up, and, as it were, out of the slough and slime of my cai'ly

home lifted my head, as one may say, into a better atmosphere, I felt somewhat
ashamed of those former circumstances, and did all that lay in my power to dissever

myself from them. The principle I think even you will not object to, for I had
determined to begin a new career, to start a new race as it were, and to have done

with the old things altogether. The good gentlemen who had become interested

in me at the temperance meeting, regarding me as a brand plucked from the burn-

ing, never deserted me ; nay, they even stood by me more firmly, because of my
lather's Aveakness and backsliding, for they were sincere in their efforts at our con-

version. One of them—I shall never repay my debt of benefits to him—was more
than a father to me after that time. I have often thought, Mr. Editor, that such

eras in our lives are our true christenings; and such friends as Mr. was to me
our true godfathers.

AVell, Sir, I was removed entirely away from my family influences, and put

'prentice to a carpenter, a temperance man, and I worked in a shop where the

temperance principle had been introduced. You are aware, Mr. Editor, that, at

the period to which I refer, tioo pledges were in use—the one requiring abstinence

from distilled spirits only, the other abstinence from all intoxicating liquors. I

regarded even the first of these pledges as sufficiently binding upon me, though I

readily signed the second when it was afterwards presented to me. But the

tempter has many strings to his bow, if you will permit the expression ; for if I was

now wholly removed from the temptation to drunkenness and recklessness, I was

beset by a temptation of another and more a subtle kind—pride and vainglory.

The praises that I had received, and the attention that was paid me, for the strength

I had shown in maintaining my principles, fostered my self-esteem no little. But

i
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in tact the temptation to intoxicating drink in me was never strong. Ihe disgust

produced by witnessing its effects on my unhappy parents was sufficient of itselt

to deter from its indulgence. But that, of course, I kept to myself.
_

My life, as an apprentice, was a very happy one. Our master was a thrivmg, in-

telligent man, who provided for his apprentices and workpeople every means of

mental improvement in his power. He used to say that he was bringing up

masters, and not men, even to the humblest of his boys ; and he offered them every

inducement to improve and elevate themselves. I enjoyed no small share of his

favour, and, as I grew up to man's estate, fomid that I should be welcome to

connect myself more closely with him, namely, as a son-in-law—but of that more

hereafter. I am somewhat rambling from my subject.

At one-and-twcnty I found myself master of a good trade ; the head, as it were,

of the workshop ; the member of two mutual improvement societies and reading-

rooms ; an occasional lecturer ; and the reader of my own essays. I looked upon

myself, therefore, as a person of some account, and, I confess it, looked down "with

considerable shame upon the parents from whom I sprimg. A feeling of this kind

is, perhaps, natural to the man whose object in life is solely to raise himself—to get

on, in a worldly point of view. Hence it is that so many hing genealogies are

made to bring down the descent of our great families from some lofty head ;
they

are ashamed of the mud from which they sprung. To a certain extent, as I became

older and wiser, I outgrew the early morbid di-ead of my parentage bemg kno\vn

;

but still it has influenced me more than I was aware of, and my letter to you, Mr.

Editor, and our little Dick—Mary, our next, is too young to read for herself yet,

and the baby of course knows no'thing—has caused me to reflect on these things,

and to inflict on you this story.

Well, you see. Sir, the case is this : when I married, though I told my wife candidly

all the sad history of my family, for I thought it would be wicked in me to deceive

her in any way, yet, -when my little lad grew up to an inquii-ing age, and, as I have

said, he was a'desperately sharp and inquisitive child, I did not see that I need tell

Ivim a'oout his wicked grandfather and dt-unken grandmother, and poor, depraved

and vagrant imcles and aunt. Ruth, as you know, stuck stedfastly by her principles

and did well, as I shall tell you, so I never once mentioned any brother or sister

that I had, excepting his uncle, my eldest brother, who went beyond seas, and his

aunt Paith, who was like one of ourselves. Of his grandmother, poor thing, I

said nothing, but that she was dead. Of his grandfather, however, I could not

help talking to him, for I was very fond of him ; O, Sir, you know not what that

poor, crippled creature was to me—old in his middle-age, like a fettered Titan, as

one may say. I coidd not help, for the life of me, telling the little chap a deal

about him, and, God forgive me, I made him up into a sort of hero, fancying him
rather what he might have been than what he was ; and the little fellow—he's a deal

of his old grandfather in him—sets himself up like a hero and says :
—" Father,"

says he, "I'll light for Temperance, like my old grandfather !
" For you sec. Sir,

he's never tired of hearing of that great meeting where poor father, and Ruth,
and me, took the pledge together. I've told it to him over and over again, and he
fancies his grandfather a sort of champion of Temperance, and if anybody were to

tell him the contrary he would be for knocking him down.

My letter, therefore, puts me in a great perplexity. I have unconsciously, or

rather inconsiderately, deviated from the truth in my histories to the lad, and now
I do not rightly know what to do. The little chap will be heart-broken to have
his old heroic grandfather thrown down from the pedestal on which I have
thoughtlessly placed him. It will stagger his faith in virtue, and it will, I fear,

invalidate m\ Avords in future. And, oh ! sir, every right-thinking and right-meaning
parent dreads, of all things, the loss of his child's respect and esteem. And how
important it is that our children should receive nothing but truth from our lips !

We are placed, as it were, in the position of Providence to them ; they look up to

^
us as guides and teachers on whom they can confide, and our most earnest efforts

should be never to shake their faith in us. This I have known as a principle, but
I have not adhered to it in this case. In this case I have coloured the truth, and
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made it present another face than what it had. But then comes the difficulty, Mr.
Editor, how much of the truth ought we to tell our children ; for in many instances
they can neither understand the whole truth, nor is it fittmg for them.

•'The right thing," says my wife, "is never to deviate from the strict letter of
the truth, but only to tell so far as the well-being of the child requires. As the
babe cannot be fed on the food of men, neither can the mind of the child digest or
receive those dark and bitter truths which make up the experience of liuman life."

*' Good, and very prudent, my little wife," replied I; and as I write these
words I am interrupted.

I''ick rushed into the room. He had laid his hand on the last number of The
WouKixG Max's Fiiiexd, when his mother's back was turned, and, as ill luck would
have it, had read from end to end my letter ; and nov/ he rushed into the room, his
face crimson with anger, and tears gushing from his eyes :

" O, father !
" exclaimed

he, " what have you been writing about grandfather ! and you made me think him
so noble, and I've often played at being grandfather; and he didn't keep the
Temperance pledge after all—and he was a wicked man ! O, father ! why did
you do so?

—

tchij did you do sor" repeated he, again aid agahi, stamping his foot
with rage. *' I am so disappointed ! You should not have done so, father—you
should not !"—and, overcome by his passion of grief, he tlu-ew himself on the sofa,
and wept bitterly.

I am reproved, Mr. Editor, by my child. I have deceived him, and he has
pimished me. I knew not what to do. He would not be comibrted by me, nor
even reconciled. I left him, therefore, to his mother.
"Dick," said she, as he sate at her feet, with Ids head on her knee, " you are

fond of leading of old heroes—of Samson, and Hercules, and the rest of them ; but
they were all of them weak in one way or another. They were all of them over-
come at last. The Philistines overcame Samson ; and Hercules, as you know,
came to a dreadful end. Yet they were heroes for all that. So was it with your
grandfather. He, at length, was overcome by an enemy, and so died. Ycmr
father, who loved him so much—as much as you love him—only told you part of
his story, just as if he had told you the story of Samson and Hercules, and left out
tlie sorroAvful end of each. Be as strong as your grandfather ; be a hero, like
Samson and Hercules, but be more tlian they vrere—be strong to the end

!'

*' But can I be so ?—can anybody be so r" asked the boy, looking up in her ii.icc.

'* ^Yith the help of God, they can, and you can," replied she ;
" and your father,

when he comes home to-night, shall tell you aboiit men who stood iirm to the end

;

who were heroes in death as well as in life !"

Poor Dick was reconciled both to his gi-andfather and to me. To-night I have
been reading to him of Washington, and Alfred, and Franklin, and, best of ail, of
Christ himself.—I am, Mr. Ectitor, yours, faitlifully,

John Weldox.

t^° As John Yv'eldon's communications appear likely to be of a different cha-
racter from those of our valuable correspondent, Mrs. Martha Makepeace, we shall

afford him an opportunity of completing his history as speedily as possible, by
inserting his communications weekly. A letter from Martlia Makepeace will be
given in our next number.

The BiRMiNGirAM Coach ix 1749.—A Birmingham coacli is newly established to our
great emolument. "Would it not be a good scheme (this dirty weather, ulicn riding is no
more a pleasure) for you to come some Monday in the said coach from Birmingham to

Breakfast at Barrells (for they always breakfast at Henley); and on the Saturday
following it would convey you back to Birmingham ; unless you woiild stay longer, which
would be better still, and equally easy, for the stage goes every week the same road. It

breakfasts at Henley, and lies at Chipping Norton
;
goes early next day to Oxford, stays

there all day and night, and gets on the third day to Loudon ; which from Birmingham
at this season is pretty well considering how long they are at Oxford ; and it is nmch
more agreeable, as to the country, than the Warwick way was.

—

Lady Liuborouffh'a
Letters to Hhenstoiie.
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THE LAWS RELATING TO MASTERS AND WORKMEN.

ARTICLE III.

Having taken a review of the laws relating to combinations of masters and work-

nicn for the purpose oi lowering or increasing the rate of wages, or tlie hours of

Avork, and pointed out in what respect and to what extent such combinations are

allowed, it will not be unimportant to notice what provisions the law affords f()r

Bctiling the disputes which must, of necessity, arise between workmen and their

employers, in the endless variety- of circumstances resulting from the changes, the

improvements, and the progress of manufacturing art. And it is almost unnecessary

to remark, that, in dealing with such disputes, it would be worse than useless to

employ any cumbrous, dilatory, or expensive machinery for the purpose of deter-

mining disputes between parties, one class of whom, at least, is, in general, likely

to be not overburdened with money for litigation. Without admitting that the

remedy which the law provides is quite as simple or effectual as it might be, and
as the nature of the disputes require, we may remark, that the course of proceeding

pointed out, which Ave shall presently describe, appears to be framed on a fair basis,

and to aim at the advantage of neither class of disputants to the prejudice of the

other.

By the Act 5 Geo. IV., chap. 9G, the folloAving subjects of dispute, arising

between masters and Avorkmen, or betAveen Avorkmen and those employed by them,

in any trade or manufacture in the United Kingdom, may be settled and adjusted

i]i the manner prescribed by the same Act :
—

1. Disputes respecting the price to be paid for work done, or in the course of

being done, wliethcr such disputes shall happen or arise between them (1) respect-

ing the payment of Avages as agreed upon ; or (2) the hours of work as agreed upon
;

or (-3) any injury or damage done to AVork, or alleged to be done ; or (4) respecting

any supposed delay in finishing the AVork, or not finishing it in a good and Avork-

manlike manner, or according to any contract ; or (o) to bad materials.

2. Cases Avhere the Avorkmen are employed to Avork any ncAv pattern, Avhich shall

require them to purchase any new im])lements of manufacture, or to make any
alteration upon the old implem.cnts, for Avorking, and the masters and Avorkmcii

cannot agree upon the comxpensation to be made to the Avorkmen for the same.

3. Disputes respecting the length, breadth, or quality of pieces of goods, or, in the

case of cotton manufacture, the yarn thereof, or the quantity and quidity of the

wool thereof.

4. Disputes respecting the AA'ages or compensation to be paid for pieces of goods,

tliat are made of any great or extraordinary length.

5. Disputes in the cotton manufacture respecting the manufacture of shaAvls,

cravats, policat, romal and other handkerchiefs, and the number to be contained in

one piece of such handkerchiefs.

G. Disputes arising out of or touching the particular trade or manufacture, or

co:rtracts relating thereto, Avhich cannot otherAvise be mutually adjusted or settled.

7. Disputes between masters and workmen engaged in sizing or ornamenting
gojds.

In case dispute shall arise on any such subjects, the master, or the Avorkman, or

both together, may demand to have an arbitration, or reference of the matter in

dispute, in the folloAving Avays :

—

1. W/ic7'e both 2}arties shall come before, or agree in writing to abide by the decision

ofy any justice of the peace of the county, borough, or place within which the

parties reside, the magistrate may hear and finally determine the matter in a sum-
mary Avay.

2. If, however, they do not both come before, or agree to abide by the decision of, th*

magistrate, then the magistrate is required—on complaint made before him, and

proof being given, upon oath, that application has been made to the party com-

plained of, for setflcment of the 'lispute, and that it has not been settled—to summo*.

such person, on some day not exceeding three da.ys after this application, e^clu'^ive

.of Sandfly.
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If the person summoned do not appear at the time named, either in person or by-

deputy, or, appearing, do not do away with the complaint, then the Justice is

required, upon the request of either party, to nominate arbitrators or referees for

settling the matters in dispute.

The magistrate is to propose not less than four, nor more than six persons, one-

half to be master manufacturers, or agents or foremen of master manufacturers, and

the other half are to be workmen in such manufacture. Out of this number, all of

whom must reside in or near the place, where the disputes have arisen, the mustor

is to choose one, and the workman another, and the two selected are to hear and

settle the dispute, within two days. Provision is made for aijpointment of other

referees, in case those appointed do not act in the reference.

In case the referees cannot agree, then they are to go before a magistrate, aad

state the points on which they cannot agree ; and upon this statement of the referees,

the magistrate is empowered to decide, within two days. This decision is not

subject to any review or appeal.

Ample powers are given for enforcing the attendance of witnesses ; and, also, the

performance of the award or decision of the arbitrators or Justice, on the disagree-

ment in question.

The expenses and compensation for time of the parties in dispute are to be settled

by the arbitrators or a magistrate ; but no master manufacturer is to be allowed

them, unless it shall appear that the proceedings of the workmen were vexatious

and oppressive.

It is to be observed, that the parties may agree to any other mode of settling their

disputes, the result of which is equally binding, and the same powers of enforcing

compliance with the aw-ard or determination are given.

It is expressly provided by the Act, that the powers given by it, shall not authorise

any magistrate to establish a rate of wages, or price of labour, at wliich the workmen
shall, infuture, be 2}ciid, unless both j^arties agree.

The complaints of workmen, as to bad materials, must be made within three

weeks of their receiving the same ; and all complaints from any other cause must

be made within six days after the cause of complaint has arisen.

All the agreements, submissions, awards, and other proceedings under this Act,

are, very properly, made free from the stamp duty.

THE JUVENILE CABINET.

THE LEAVE BOY.

Two boys were one day on their way from
school, and, as they were passing a corn-

field in which there Avere some plum trees

full of fine ripe fruit, Henry said to

Thomas

:

" Let us jump over and get some plums.

Nobody will see us, and we can scud along

through the tall corn, and come out safe on

the other side."

Thomas said: "It is wrong. I do not

like to try it. I would rather not have the

plums than steal them, and I will run along

home."
"You are a coward," said Henry. "I

Blways knew you were a coward ; and if

you don't Avant any plums, you may go

without them, but I shall have some very

quick."
Just as Henry was climbing the fence,

the owner of the field rose up from the

Other gide of the wall.

Henry jumped back, aiid ran off as fast as

his legs could carry him.
Thomas had no reason to he afraid.

So the owner of the field, who had h»ard
the conversation between the boys, then

asked Thomas to step over and help himself

to as many plums as he wished.

The boy was pleased with the invitation,

and was not slow in filling his pockets with

the ripe fruit.

Which of these two boys was brave—the

one Avho called the other a coward, but ran

away himself; or the one who said that he

was afraid to steal, and stood his ground ?

A FABLE FOll YOUNG EEMALES.

In a beautiful recess, formed by the inter-

wreathed branches of a thick wood, there

once grew together a company of flowers.

Although they were of several kinds, they

lived in great friendship with each other,

and as they had burst foith in their sylvan.
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retreat in the early spring, they promised
by the aged trees around a long and most
happy existence. Nothing could be more
delightful than the summer days and nights

which they spent in each other's society.

There was no envy, no jealousy, no pride—
those dreadful plagues of the fair flowers of

the human race ; and they were luckily

ignorant of any degrading luxury and
wasting dissipation to sap their young
strength, steal the finer hues from their

fresh and tender leaves, or to bend them
out of that exquisite ease and graceful sim-

plicity which they inherited from nature.

The loveliest belle, while she envied their

wonderful beauty, might have more justly

envied their quiet repose and cheerfulness.

The breeze came to them with an equal love,

and stirred them gently ; the dew fell

silently from heaven, and freshened their

opening bloom ; the sun kissed them, and
ripened every charming feature, and the
golden bee hummed around them in the
mellow afternoons ; and when the wind and
storm arose, they remained sheltered by the

strong arms of a giant vine, which they had
long cheered with their radiant glances, and
which, in return, bent over, and guarded
them to the full extent of his power.

There is a glory about flowers which
always touches me. They are types of girl-

ish innocence. E »'ery one who looks at them
feels that if they have any consciousness
they must be happy ; they bear upon them
such an unequivocal impress of supernatural
care and love. They are so clearly nature's
pride — her favourites; the freshest— the
sweetest, the most perfect of her creations.
"Who that knows the world, its dark and
awful tempests, its gloomy calms, its fierce-

ness, its hatreds, its anguish, its disease,
who would not be a flower, ignorant of these
tilings, to open and breathe a grateful joy,
and pass silently av.'ay under the glory of a
summer sky ?

One day there came a lord, and he paused
as he gazed on them. He admired all, but
most he admired a tall and superb rose, that
spread out its half uncurling leaves with the
simple delight of health and youth.

" I will have that flower," he said, " for
myself. It shall be forthwith transplanted.
It will be the surprise and delight of the
great and the lovely. It will excel every
other." And so he went for his gardener.

The tall rose had listened with new feel-
ings. Strange thoughts of tremulous plea-
sure thronged upon her. She nodded her
beauteous head and rejoiced.

** Dear rose," said a little blue violet that
peeped out beneath, '* you had better be
where you are, in my mind. I never knew
^ny good to come from transplanting such

tender creatures as you from their natural
homes."

" Saucy and dull violet," replied the
queen of all the flowers, " thou mayeyt re-

main, but I am inspired with a new exist-

ence, I wonder I never before knew what
it was to be admired, or how much I excel-
led all of you. It is a delicious sensation

;

I am now the happiest of flowers !

"

She was interrupted by the gardener,
who dug away the earth around her, and
carried her to the palace of her master.
For a few hours she was intoxicated with

delight. Everybody praised her. She won-
dered that she had been so long ignorant of
her merits, and how gratifying it is to be
praised ; but in a little time she Avas neg-
lected, her colour faded, her fresh leaves
grew dry and withered ; she hung her head,
all her charms disappeared. The lord took
her and cast her into the road ; and as she
was leaving her brief residence, she met the
gardener Avith another rose all dripping with
dew, and blushing with pleasure.
"Alas!" she said, as she was dying,

" alas, for my sweet and simple home ! May
all lovely flowers take warning by me, and
shrink from the hand that would drag them
from their happy seclusion to exhibit their
beauties in the glare of public notice, and
leave them, like me, afterwards to perish
unpitied!

"

THE HAPPY TAILOn.
" I wish I could do just as I had a mind

to do," said a young child, just as his fa-

ther's men had returned from their day's
work.

" And what would you do then? " said
another little boy.

" I would turn myself into a man, and
have people to work for me, and have
nothing to do but ride and sail all the time."

" Now, I don't believe, Ben, that men
live any better than we do. You know they
always tell about their trials and cares, and
if they are troubled every day, they cannot
be happier than we."
"Yes, they can, Bill. Don't tell me of

their cares, and trials, and everything else
you can think of. I know very well, and
you might know it too if you would think,
that grown people enjoy themselves, and
are happy all the time."

" It may be so, but I don't believe it."
" You are one of those fellows, Bill, who

don't see an inch before them. You can't
reason, you can't converse, you can't do
anything as you ought, and yet you pretend
that men are not happy when they sail and
ride all the time."

" Now, I think, Ben, I know quite as
much as you. It is not only I who say so,

but all men say that childhood is the best
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part of our lives, and that if we misimprove
this season we shall regret it to our dying
day. I am glad that I am not old."

*' O Bill ! you don't know anything about
mankind.
"Nor do I wish to do, until I am pre-

pared to act well my part in life. No ! I

do not want to be a man until I have judg-
ment enough to make a distinction between
right and wrong.

" The bigger fool are you

!

" If we call one another fool, Ben, we
shall be sorry for it. I am not angry, and
why should you be."
With a loud laugh Ben ran into the house,

while Bill quietly walked to his home.
' "WILLIAM SAUNDERS, TAILOR,"
may be seen over the door of a fine stone-

front building in the central part of a prin-

cipal town. He has plenty of work, and
employs two or three journr-}men. He is

punctual to his appointed hour, and I know
of no one who has employed Saunders ever

coming away from his shop dissatisfied. If

he cannot make a coat or a vest thi^ week,
he will tell you so ; and if he promises it on
a certain day next week, at that time it will

be finished. He never said, to my know-
ledge, perhaps ycu can have it then. He is

sure, but not slow. He is also very careful

to give each customer the remnants of his

cloth. He is strictly honest, and it has
always turned to his advantage.
For a dozen years Saiaiders has been in

business for himself; and, being so indus-

trious and punctual, the principal work in

the toAvn is now carried to him. His cus-

tomers all like him, and arc pleased with the

style and neatness of everything he under-

takes. He now owns the house in v\hich he
lives, and the one adjoining, and he is a

liberal man. He gives much to benevolent

societies ; but the objecthe takes the greatest

interestiuis the Sabbath-school. AVhen there,

he is in his element. He is engaged hand
and heart for the welfare of the young. He
desires nothing more than to see them pros-

per, both spiritually and temporally. "When
a young man who is perfectly steady and
honest is'about commencing his occupation

for life, Saundei's is always ready to lend a
helping hand ; and there are many who feel

the warmest gratitude towards him for the
friendly aid he has afforded them in their
necessity. He is emphatically a happy man.
His wife is kind and affectionate, a discreet

and careful mother, and, in the words of the
poet, she is as

•• Cheerful as birds that welcome in the morn."

But few families enjoy more hapi)iness than
that of Saunders. As both parents belong
to the household of faith, their offspring ap-

pear to be treading in the same blissful path.

*'"VVho is this William Saunders, the

happy tailor ? " perhaps the reader is ready
to inquire. It is no other than that little

boy who said many years ago, " I do not
wish to be a man until I am prepared to act

well my part in life—until I have judgment
enough to distinguish between right and
wrong."

" But where is Ben? You have not told

us about him yet," says the reader. Nor
need I. Go to that beer-shop and that
nincpin-alley, three or four rods apart, at

the outskirts of the town. Do you see an
immoral man all wan and haggard—whose
very looks speak infamy, death, and de-

struction—whose mouth is filled with curses
—whose clothes are tattered and dirty, and
before whom is placed an empty pint pot ?

Do you see him ? In imagination you do.

That is he, Benjamin Edwards, who many
years ago, when a little child, said, " Grown
people enjoy themselves, and are happy all

the time."

Young reader, whose track are you in ?

Saunders^ or Edicards' ? It is an indis-

putable fact, that you are either vicious or

good. If vicious, you are standing where
Edwards stood twenty-five years ago. You
are no better than Ben was when he was as

young as you. Do you not tremble, then,

for the consequences' of idleness and vice ?

Ah ! young friend, as a friend I would
warn, entreat, pray, and drag you from the

fatal delusion. Haste away from idleness,

folly, and sins, and you will be useful in

life, and happy in death.

Of Industry in Business.—There was one certain pump in a certain town which

was said to have better water than any other pump in the place. Everybody, therefore,

went there for their water ; all day long they were pumping, and pumping, and carrymg

away jugs, and pails, and buckets full ; and in truth the water was clear and fresh
;
and

when people drank, it was as if invigorating dew streamed into all their limbs. Because

everybody fetched their water from this pump none Avas left standing in the well
;
but,

on the contrary, the spring supplied it with ever-fresh water. Because it was considered

the best, it was in reality the best. Is it not just the same with many shops and trades ?

If vou can once gain the confidence of the public, then you get custom ;
with custom

evervthing gets cleared off, and by that means you have an opportunity of constantly

supplying yourself with the newest and the best wares, and thus still increasing the

number of your customers.
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.—No. I.

OBJECTS AND ADVAXTA
Of all modern sciences, physical geography,
or the science of the globe, has latterly

made the most rapid, the most remarkable,
and the most important progress. A -whole

crowd of valuable discoveries—all tending
to increase our knowledge of the wondrous
ball on whicli we live—seem to have burst

on us at once, with the express design of

invigorating and impelling our progress in

geographical science. The use of steam, to

wliich modern mechanism has given almost
a new existence, aiid certainly a new power;
the conquest of wind and Avave by the

steam-ship, and the almost miraculous
saving of time and space eftected by the

steam-carriage ; theneAvnecessity of remote
enterprise, originating in the urgency of

commercial and manufacturing difiiciilties
;

the opening of the thousand islands of the

Indian Archipelago, till now known to us
as scarcely more than the seat of savage
life, or the scene of eastern fable ; the

breaking down of that old and colossal bar-

rier of restrictions and prejudices, which,
more than the wall of China, excluded
England from intercourse with a population
amounting to a third of mankind ; and,
most of all, those vast visitations of apparent
evil, which the great Disposer of things is

evidently transmuting, year by year, into

real good, by propelling the imp*)verished

multitudes of Europe into the wildernesses
of the world ; all exhibiting a stupendous
combination of simple means, and a not less

astonishing convergency to the one high
purpose, the mastery of the globe—place

physical geography at the head of the

sciences essential to the happiness and
power of human kind.

What, then, is physical geography, and
what its objects and methods as a science ?

It is the history of the earth in its whole
material organization—of its figure, and
other conditions, as a planeta.ry body—of

the composition, structure, and elevation of

tlie continents and islands which compose
its solid supcrfices—of the extent, depth,
tidal, and other movements of the oceans
and seas which form its liquid covering—of

the rivers and lakes which give circulation

to water through and over its solid parts

—of the atmosphere which envelopes it,

and ministers so largely to all natural phe-
nomena—of the great physical elements of
light, heat, and electricity, in so far as they
affect the conditions of matter on the globe
—and, finally, of the innumerable forms of
organic existence diffused throughout the
whole of this vast creation.

GES OF THE SCIENCE.

To arrive at a perfect system of phyrdcal
geography, we ought, therefore, to be ac-

quainted with the phenomena presented by
every portion of the earth, v.ith every
animal, every plant on its surface, every
mineral contained in its bosom, every varia-

tion in its atmosphere—
*' Pleasant to kno^v, and worthiest to be all

Had in remembrance always with delight;
But what created man crin comprehend
Their beauties, or the Wisdom Infinite

That brought them forth, but hid their enures
deep ?

"

When we take this view of the subject,

so far from regarding it as limited, and as
one with which we are already fully ac-

quainted, the best-informed cannot but ac-

knowledge their deficiency, and tlie un-
learned might almost be ready to draw back,
appalled, not by the obscurity or want of

interest, but by the vastness of the theme.
Yet, though it is true that, in its most ex-
tended sense, physical geography inclvidcs

almost every branch of natural piiilo.sophy,

there is nothing in this science to deter the

uninitiated from its pursuit. The student
is neither called upon to collect facts, nor to

draw inferences from facts which have been
observed by others; this nas been already
accomplished for him ; he is merely invited

to become acquainted with a few general
principles, and to observe the application

of these to the works of nature.
Whatever gratification an ignorant ob-

server may derive from the contemplation
of the natural beauties which surroimd us
on every side, it is certain that the harmony
and glory of creation can be fully appre-
ciated only by those who arc, in some mei-
sm*e, acquainted with the laws of nature,

_

The study of these laws, possesses, at the

same time, the advantage of fixing the

mind on Nature's Ruler ; for a law not
only necessarily implies a lawgiver, but, if

these laws are found to be uniformly and
universally carried into eftect, we are further

led to the perception of the continually-

watchful providence by Avhich the natural
world is governed and sustained, and, con-

sequently, to that both of the omnipotence
and omnipresence of the Deity. We trace

the hand of creative wisdom on every side

;

each object teems with evidence of the

supreme goodness of the Author of Nature
;

all things appear arrayed in new and more
beautiful colours ; and order and harmony
are found to pervade the whole. Science,

when thus pursued, is not ** falsely so

called;" for
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" Phi'osophy, baptized
In the pure waters of Eternal Love,
IJ;is eyes indeed ; and viewing^ all she sees
As meant to indicate a God to man,
Gives Him the praise, and forfeits not her own."

Further, the practical advantages to be
derived from physical geography are very
considerable, as it enables us to judge of the
litnoss of any country to provide man with
food, and consequently for his habitation.
It thus forms a guide to direct the emigrant
in the choice of a place in -which he may fix

his abode, and also in the selection of crops
adapted to succeed in the region in which
his lot may be cast. Ignorance on these
points has led to much disappointment and
many futile attempts ; and there can be
little doubt that the more this science is

generally known, the less liable shall we be
to meet with failure.

Again, the narratives of travellers, their
surprising adventures both by sea and land,
constitute an unfailing source of recreation
to persons of all ages. In imagination Ave
accompany the enterprizing wanderer across
the wide ocean, ascend with him the lofty
and snow-clad mountain, or trace the river
to its source, or traverse the parched and
sandy desert. A desire is thus kindled
within us to become acquainted with all that
is remarkable on the face of the globe, and
to obtain some knowledge of the causes
which give rise to the various phenomena
thus brought before our view, and of the
laws by which they are governed. Here
physical geography comes to our aid ; and
affords not only an explanation of remark-
able phenomena of rare occurrence, dis-

played, perhaps, in some remote region of

the globe, but also of various familiar, but
interesting, facts in natural history, daily

passing before our viev/, though not unfre-

quently almost without notice, and without
our having any perception of the constancy
of the laws by which they are governed.
This science, therefore, embraces a very

wide range, not only directing our attention

to the more striking and wonderful, because
more uncommon, phenomena of the natural

world, but leading its student to observe

and to reflect, to derive subjects for thought
and admiration from all that surrounds him

;

thus enhancing his pleasure, both in the

perusal of every description of portions of

the earth's surface, and in the contemplation
of all the works of creation. Evident traces

of beneficent design present themselves on
every side—the student himself may per-

ceive them ; the more he knows the more
does he wish to know—his spirit becomes
athirst for knowledge ; and it is Avell that it

should be so, for

" The desire wliicli tends to know
The works of God, thereby to glorify

The great workmaster, leads to no excess

That reaches blame, but rather merits praiso

Tho more it seems excess."

He has entered on a vast and inexhaustible

field full of treasures, which those who seek

shall find—hidden treasures of Avisdom,

power, and goodness ; and if his researches

be pursued with a proper spirit, he will

learn that " the mind, employed on that

which is great, becomes itself greater."

Q.Q.

A WORKING MAN'S EXPERIENCE.

Mr. Editor,—I am much of the opinion of Martha Makepeace, that a good wife "vvill

generally make a good husband ; but husbands also should remember that this

rule will ajDply to them. "Workmen iii general want a few lessons in domestic
economy ; and if you deem the following brief narrative, which relates to myself
and parents, suitable for the purpose, you are welcome to insert it.

I was born and bred in a small country towni, about 200 miles from London. My
parents were poor, and had to bring up six cliildren with an income of 9s. per week.
There are thousands at present in similar or worse circumstances. My father and
mother were so illiterate that they coidd not teach me to read, nor could they afford

to send me to school. But I was xcry fond of reading and writing. My copy-books
were sometimes my mother's clean hearth-stone, on which I scrawled with cinders

;

sometimes on my knees in a clean pinafore I traced with my fingers in the dirt, or
with a piece of chalk on an old slate or a board ; but I got many a threshing for

what Avere called my mischievous tricks. But the schoolmaster of the Aillagc was
paid £10 per annum by a benevolent gentleman for the instruction of ten poor boys,
to be taken at the age of seven and discharged at nine years old. I was fortunate
enough to become one of the ten, and was taught to read the New Testament and
repeat the Church Catechism, that being all the schoolmaster was enjoined to teacli.

At nine ^'cars of age I was sent to a farmer, by whom I was put to hard work; but
my father refused to have mo boimd apprentice, as was usual, imtjl I was twenty-
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9ne. as he had the ambition to think he could bring me up to some trade ; but the

villa"-e shoemaker and tailor wanted as a premium the amazing sum of £5 to teach

me the art of making and mending shoes. That was an obstacle my jmrents could

not remove. My fother, therefore, though reluctantly, made an agreement with

the farmer that I should remain with him imtil I waa twenty-one.

I did not, however, abide by my father's agreement, and the farmer, being one of

those who procrastinate, neglected to purchase an indenture. He was somewhat
tyrannical, ordering me up at four o'clock in the morning to work, and requiring

other things which I considered an infringement on my rights. I told him plainly

that I would not submit, and took it on myself at once to become my own master,

though only thirteen years of rige.

This was a great grief to my parents ; they considered me ruined for life. But,

although so young, I had learned tAVO or three important lessons from my parents,

both by precept and example—namely, to be industrious and frugal. One day,

while among some mechanics, I attempted to use one of their tools. A kind-hearted

man, who knew my circumstances, oflered me employment and wages, and to teach

me his trade, free of expense. I closed at once with him, and have continued at

the trade to this day, which is now about twenty-three years. I have a wife,

and six children all under twelve years of age ; and, owing to fortunate circum-

stances, I am able to support them. But I know that there are thousands, with

the same income as myself, who are in poverty and misery, through mismanagement.

If such persons would'take a few hints from my mode of procedure, I am persuaded

they might improve their present condition :

—

1st. As a general rule, / never take things V2}nn credit. Pay for things as you
have them, and it will prove a great restraint on your expenses ; it will preserve

you from many temptations ; and Avhen you receive your wages ou Saturday night,

you will have no disagreeable drawback

.

2nd. I endeavour to carry the full amount of my xcagea home as soon as I leave off

on Saturday night
;
purchasing, at the same time, with a few pence, some little

presents for the children. Some men spend two or three shillings to make them-
selves drunk and foolish ; but sixpence laid out once a-week on some useful thing

for children, will make a half-dozen pairs of eyes sparkle with joy and gladness.

Besides, when a man returns punctually at the accustomed hour on Saturday
nights, his good woman will be sure to have all things in order ; the nice hot toast

and butter will be seen on a clean plate before the fire ; the tea-kettle will be puffing

away its steam ; and all will seem eager to minister to your comfort.

•Srd. I endeavour to lay by in store one-tenth ofmy xceekly ?fO(7e5,which will amount
to about £7 per annum. Let no one say, this is impossible with them. I know men
receiving an equal amount of wages, who will foolishly spend double that. By laying

by 3s. per week, I have, in a short time, got a small capital, upon which I can
reckon in time of need. Now, let a working man spend his weekly wages as

he earns them, and, if sickness or loss of employment overtake him, he is in.

poverty at once ; he must either get credit, sell his goods at a great sacrifice, or go
to the pledge-shop, and give £20 per cent, for money. Exposure to these evils will

average more than 5s. per week to any working man. My wish is to increase my
present comforts^ and to ensure the future ; and hitherto I have acted up to this plan.

I find that I can save £8 per annum, and a friend promises me £2 more, this makes
£10 per annum ; so that I can at the present purchase four or five shares in the
Freehold Land Scheme : this will enable me to stand on an equal ground with the
farmer, my former master. And as I have broken this leaf out of my book, leaving
the originsil still engraven on my memory, perhaps you, Sir, will feel disposed (after

correcting errors) to lay it before your readers.

A Self-Reformer.

Keep Pushing.—Keep pushing : if you run against a snowbank or a rail fence, don't
go back, but push it forward on one side, and go on. It is of no use to cry and lament

;

it will not help the matter in the least. Tears never leaped a stream or dug through
a mountain. Push forward, and keep pushing, and your fortune is ha^.f made.
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DIGGINGS.

"SMALL, T.VT GOLDEX, G

A fault is made worse by endeavours to

conceal it.

Evil aid and inconstant love vanish like

the shado-R- of a cloud.

Confine your tongue, lest it confine you.
Follow the perfections of your enemies

rather than the errors of your friends.

He who often swears distrusts his own
word.

It is easier to stand on an eminence than
to climb up to it.

Keep aloof from quarrels
witness nor a party.

Prudence guides the vdse
governs the foolish.

Pride is the eft'ect of self-ignorance.
Sincerity is the parent of truth.

Uninvited guests sit on thorns.
Personal beauty will fade, but the beauty

of the mind endures for ever.

Choleric men sin in haste and repent at
leisure.

Expect nothing from him who is lavish of
his promises.

Ingratitude is unpardonable, and dries up
the fountain of all goodness.
Labour brings pleasure, idleness pain.

lAINS.

be neither a

but passion

Contention comes by prido, and is sup-i
ported by envy.
Do nothing you would wish to conceal.
Friendship multipUes joys and divides

griefs.

Measure yoixr life by acts of goodness,
not by years.

Man purposes, but God disposes.
Open rebuke is better than secret hatred.
One ounce of discretion is worth a pound

of wit.

Prudence is the true Court of Exchequer
Small griefs are loud, but great ones are

mostly silent.

Safe is he who serves a good conscience
Anger is the weakness of the under-

standing.

Common sense is the grov/th of aU
countries.

Disunion is the parent of animosity, and
the friend of confusion.

Much is wanting where much is desired.
Happy is he who limits his wants to hisi

necGssiries.

Fair and honest dealings seldom fail to
bring their due reward.
Fame is like a magnifying glass.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Cabbages may be kept good, in a cool place,
for a considerable lensfth of lime, in the following:

«ay :—(Jut off the coarser outside leaves, so as to

ieave about two inches of the stalk, below the
leaves ; scoop out as much of the pith as you can

;

tic a string round the stalk, and hang up the cab-
bage upside down. Fill the hoUowyou have made
Mi.h clear coid water. By adopiin-.^ this plan,
changing the water every day, n.it or.Iy cabbages,
but brrcoli, caviliflowers.and other ve^^'e^able pro-
ductions, having similar sialks, leay be kej)t green
during a severe winter.

Cabbage Jelly.—Get a srond cabbage or savoy ;

cutaway the green outside le-ivis; cut it vM.o
halves or quarters, and wash it well. Boil it till

the outer leaves are quite tender ; press the water
carefully out, chop it small and add a littie butler,
pepper and salt. Tress it tightly down into a
mould, bake it for three-quarteis of an hour,
either in a side or a Dutch oven, turn it briskly out
on to a dish, and serve it up hot. This maiies a
pretty and savoury dish.

A Nice Dish for Children*.—Boil one pound
j

of rice in water till it is about half done; thm '

sweeten it with moist sugar ; peel some apples
and cut them into small pieces ; add a little sweet

j

gpice, or a blade or two of cinnamon; stir in a
small piece of bntter-; then put the contents into

|

a dish, and bake for half an hour.
i

Baked Apple Ddmplings.—Make some paste I

j

as directed in Ko. 3, page SO, article '« .Meat Pud-
dings." PioU it well out, and cut it into pieces of

I
a sulticient size to wra]) v. ell round your apples.

! Pare your apjiles thinly, scoop nut the core, aiid

j

iu the hollow of each apple put one clove, and as

j

much moist sugar as the hollow will contain.

I

Enclose the apple sccnrulyin a crust half .ia inch
thick all round, and bake till they appear of a nicu

!

pale brown, hue iu no d'>^'ree burned.

j

Potato Pie.— VV;,«h and pei I as many potatoes
as arc likely, when cut up, to fill y-ur pie-dish.
Cut them into very lijin slices; have ready some

J

onion? chopped fine, seasoned with silt and pep-
I per. Put a layer of potato in the dish, and then a
layer of the seasoned oni m, and so on till j on have
nearly filled the dish. Cut some butter into bit*,
and spread over the top. Then cover it close up
with paste, as you would an ordinary pie. Uso
the paste recommended in >'o. 4, pa-.'c IJl, article
•• Common Paste." Bake till the crust is nicely
done. "When you take it up, pour in half a tea-
cup full of meat gravy, or strong brotii, or the
same quantity of hot water with a spoonful or twu
of ketchup.
Another,—Proceed as above, but put thin

slices of him, or bacon, or any coJd meat you
m^y have by you, between each lajer. Either of
the above lorms a cheap and savoury dish for
families.

Potato Medley.—Boil some potatoes, and
mash them. Boil, also, separately from the pota»
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toes, any greens you may choose—savoys, turnip-

tops or spinach are the best. Press the water

well out of them. Then chop them well np, mix

with the maslied potatoes, and season uiUi salt,

pepper, and butter. Grease a pudding-mould, or

shape, press your mixture well into it, and put it

into a hot oven for about teu miuutes. If you are

careful to preserve the grcrn colour of jour spi-

nach or lurnip-tops— w hioli you may *X) by putting

a small quanlilij of soda in the watc-r

—

tiiis will

iiiulce a very pretty dish. If yju liave not a pud-
diirg-moiild, a l)asin will answer the purpos.-.

N.B.—Cold vegetables mny be made iaio a nic«3

dish in the same way.

AVEEKLY CALENDAR.

ISIARCII 4tu to 10-ni.

March 4, 15S3, Bernard Gilpin died, aged CG

lie was an English divine ; and, on account of

Lis zeal and piety, he was styled " The Apo-rtle of

the North." In the eaily part of his life he dis-

played his zeal as an advocate for the Catholic

laii'h; but afterwards his relig-ious opinions

became unsettled, and he finally became a Tro-

ttstant. Under the reign of Queen Mary he was

exposed to fierce persecution, and calmly prepared

hiiiiselt for martyrdom ; the death of the Queen,

however, secured his peace and safety. In addi-

tion to the exemplary discharge of his duties as a

parish priest, he founded schools for the education

of youth, and contributed greatly to the advance-

jnL'iit of virtue and religion.

March 4, IflSI, IVilliam Fenn, a member of the

Societv of Friends, signed the celebrated treaty

with the Indian natives, as to the purchase of the

land on which he founded the city of Pennsylvania.

March 4. 1765, died Dr. William Slukeley, an

eminent scholar and antiquary, one ot the

ionaders of the Antiquarian Society. Hi« life

^.vas spent in gaining and communicating know-
It dge.

.March 4, 1792. died Robert Adam, Esq., a cele-

brated architect, who, in onjunction with his

broihcr-j, built some ot the fiist marvsions of the

iMi'trop lis. The work, however, for which the

Adams are chiefly celebrated is the elegant range

ot buildings in the Strand, called the Adelphi.

This Greek word, denoting the relationship of

brothers, was conferred in compliment to them.

March 4, 179!>, the fin t Missionaries, sent out

by the London Mi^sionr.ry Society in the ship
•' Duff," arrived at Tahiti. Tliey landed on the

7tii ; on the 11th they were joined by their wives

and children ; and on the 19lh public Christian

worship was established,

March 5, 1531, died Antonio Allegrida Corregio,

one of the greatest and most original of painters,

lie took his name fi-om a small town in the

duchy of Modcna, where he was born in 1496.

His death occurred under very peculiar circum-

stances. On the completion of his great work,

"The Assumption of the Virgin Mary," the illibe-

rality of his employers, ignorant canons of the

church, showed itself not only in refusing him
tlie stipulated price, but in compelling him to ac-

cept the paltry sum of five hundred crowns,

which,; the more to hurt his feelings, was paid in

copper^ lletuniing with this sum to his starving

family, the heat of the weather and the weight oi

his load conspired to overcome the unfortunate

artist; who, imprudently slacking his thirst at a

spring of cold water on the road, a pleurisy was
the consequence, which carried him off in the

fortieth year of his age.

March 5, 1597, the son of the Constable Duke
de Montmorency, was baptized, Henry IV. being

^i^ousor. So euinptiiyu3 ^ras the banquet, tliat

all tlie cooks in Paris were employed eight days
in making preparations.

March 5, ISU, Mr. Priichard, cx-consul of

Great liritaiu at Otaheite, was seized by the
French authorities and placed in confinement.
This arbitrary exercise of autiiority by M. liruat,

the Frencfi acting Ciovernor, was pieeededby a
proclamation declaring a certain district of the
islanrl in a sta'e of siege, in consequence of an
expected riiingof the native? ; and Mr. PiitcharJ
was, by implication, supposed to be connected
with this movement. The conduct of M. Bruat
was subsequently disavowed by his Government.

Jlarch 6, 1849, Sir Charles James Napier wa3
appointed Commander-in-Chief in India. On the

17th he was sworn into his ofricc; on the 24lh ho
k'tt London for India ; and on May 6 he landed at

Calcutta.

March 7, 1755, died Thomas Wilson, Bishop of

Sodor and Man, in the 93rd year of his age. He
discharged the functions of his office with great
prudence, fortitude, and piety— the pastor and father

of a happy island for nearly threescore years. He
repeatedly rejected richer bishoprics, saying " he
would not part with his wife because she was poor."

March 7, 1804. the British and Foreign Bible
Society was established. During the torty-five

years of its existence, the Society has put into cir-

culation nearly twenty-two million copies of tho
Scriptures, either in wnole or in part; and its ex-
penditure for this purpose has exceeded £3,500,000
sterling. The Society has promote<l the distribution

or the printing and translating of the sacred volume
in wliolc or in part, in eighty-one, and, indirectly,

iu fifty-nine languages or dialects.

Jlarch 8, 1702, William III., King of EnglanJ,
died at Hampton Court, of fever, brought on by a
fall from his horse. His general character was
amiable, and he conducted the affairs of the king-
dom with great prudence and success, amidst
many difficulties arising from party feeling.

March 8, 1750, an Earthquake shook all London.
The shock was at half-[)ast five in the morning.
It awoke people from their sleep, and frightened

them out of their hou-cs. Bells in several steeples

were struck by the chime hammers, and some
stones were thrown from the new spire of West-
minster Abbey.
March 9, 181G, Peace w&i concluded between

Great Britain and Lahore.
March 10, Midlent Sunday—so called from its

being the middle Sunday between Lent and

March 10, 1792, JoJin, Earl of Bute, died. He
was Prime Minister soon after the accession of

George III.; and, of all who guided the helm of

Stete, the most unpopular.
March 10, 1820, died John Pinkerton, F.S.A.,

an ingenious and prolific writer on medals, poetryi

biography, travels, voyages, ^c,
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

To otTK CoHiiEsroNDENTs.—Very numerous

inquiries having been made from nil parts of

the kiiig-Jom as to who arfc eligible to be com-

petitors for the Piizts we have offered for the

beet Essays of Working: Men to our forthcoming

SUITLEMENTAHY NUMBEll, WC hcg tO State in

explanation, that a preference will be given to

theproductions of those who conic under the class

of operatives—such as handicraftsmen, mecha-

nics, or working artisans—over the productions

of those engaged in the cuunting-house, or who

act as warehousemen, shopmen, &c. Any of

these, however, that may be desirous of contri-

buting to our Magazine, will find a channel for

their articles, if approved of, in the pages of our

regular weekly numbers.

A. P.—The difference between the domestic

dog and other varieties is in the tail of the former

being curved upwards, and always tipped with

wliite when any of that colour is on it.

T. Bkuce.— 1. The reason is, that in the time

of Richard I. money coined in the east part of

Germany came in special request in England, on
account of its purity, and was called Ea>terling

money, as all the inliabitants of those parts were
called Easteriings ; and soon after some of those

peoplc'skilled in coining were sent for to London,
to ;bring tlie coin to perfection, which was soon

called sterling from Easterling, 2. As a medium
of commerce, money is first mentioned in Genesis,

chap, xxiii., or in the year of the world 2139,

3. Silver has increased thiiiy times its value

i'ince the Norman Conquest ; that is to say, a

pound at that period was three times the quantity

it is at present, and ten times its value in pur-

chasing any commodity.
G. L.—No ; a diamond is the hardest of known

substances, and cuts or scratches every other

body.
P". Lane.—Distilled water, as commonly pre-

pared, ahvays affords minute traces of foreign

matter, especially when subjected to voltaic

decomposition, and can only be considered as

perfectly pure when re-distilled, at a low tem-
perature, in silver vessels.

A. K. (Manchester.)— We think not. When
Mr. Arkwright's machines wer^' first introduced,

they were considered by the working classes ad-

verse to their interests, and repeated attacks wci"e

made on the factories built for them ; yet the

result has pioved tlio absurdity of these ])re-

judices. It is doubtful whether 30,00J persons

were employed in all the branches of the cotton

manufacture at that time ; whereas, in consequence
of these very inventions, which the workmen en-

deavoured to destroy, there are now upwards of

1,000,000 directly engaged in its different depart-

ments,
S. T.—We believe, on experiment, it would be

found to do more. An ounce of sold is sufficient

to gild a silvir wire more than I.SoO miles long.

A YouNO .Man.—They were Roman and Grecian

measurements of lime. The Lustrum among the

Piomans was the space of five year?, and the I

Olimpiad among the Greeks was a'so fi*e years. I

B- B.—The word Canter is an abbreviation of
Canterbury ; the name of the pace used by the
monks of former ages in going to that city.

S. T.—Try again.
A. PuiiDiE.—The Cinque Ports are five in

number. The word cinque is one of those French
words which continued lo keep ils place amongst
us after the English language was substituted for
the French in legislative procetdings. The ports
are Dover, Deal, Use, Winchelsea, and Hythe.
Mary.—The French.
J. Stagey ( Aldgate).—The dogger is quartered

in the London arms in commemoi-atiou of Sir
VVilliam Walworth, who, having felled Wat Tyler
with his mace, despatched him with his dagger.

P. A.—A mere superstition.
Thomas Hart—We will do our endeavour,
G. F.—Write again.
D. FAlUBUOTiiiiU.—Sunsliine extinguishes the

fire by engaging the oxygen which had hitherto
supported it.

F. D.—Grapes do NOT improve in flavour after
gathering.
Inquirer.— It is a mere superetition, and by

no means general; but the reason we have Jieard
assigned ifor watching at the church porch at
Midsummer eve is, that persona so doing will, at
midnight, see the spirits of the persons of the
parish who should die that year come and knock
at the church dor, in tlie order and succe**ion in
which they are to die.

David.—Andrew is the tutelar saint of Scot-
land, and he suffered martjTdom on a cross,
hence the form of a cross was chosen as part
of the insignia of the Scottish oider of the
Thistle.

W. Mathews. — In Wales, avc believe. Die
white rose is always planted on a virgin's tomb,
and the red rose is appropriated to the grave of
any one distinguished for benevolence of clia-

ractcr.

D. S.—The velocity of a musket ball is, on an
average, 1,000 feet per second, and its range
half a mile.

J. Storey.—Alum is used to whiten ill-coloureii

flour, and to harden and whiten bread made from
flour which has been malted. By fraudulent per-
sons it is used as an adulteration ; for a large
quantity of it added to the dough enables it to ab-
sorb, conceal, and retain mucii more water than
it otherwise Avould. Bread made from such
dough will come out of the oven much heavier
than it ougiit, and the additional weight will be
merely water. Two adhering loaves ol such bread
will generally separate unevenly, one taking more
from the other than its share.

g^^" The overwhelming mass of letters ^vhich
we receive weekly compels us to say that it i$

impossible for us to overtake and answer them
all. Wc must, therefore, crave the indulgence of

our kind friends who may think they have been
neglected, but to whom we beg to give our as-

surance thit we feel particularly gratified by
their communications, and would be exceedingly

happy, were it in our power, to reply to every

one. Tins, however, being impossible, wc can
only say that we shall continue to answer all tliat

we can, without prererence.

Printed and published byJyiiN Ca^sell, of 335, Strand, London, and :o!a by all Booksellers.
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THE WORKING IMAN.

NO. IX.—THE WOraCING MAX AXD IIIS LIBHAPvY.

Tjiere wcajive periods in the history of Mind. Fiysf, man, in the infancy of tho

Avorkl, wont forth and looked on tha siuface of creation with an unscientific eye.

All was beautiful, bat he knew little of the science of anything which he beheld.

Socoudli/, he began to inquire into the nature of things, and became a philosopher.

Thirdly, he turned bookmaker, and recorded his observations and experiments.

Foarihiy, men bent their attention to reading and study ; and by their firesides, and

ill their family circles, to re\iew history, traverse the globe, siu'vey the heavens,

aad investigate the whole circle of the sciences. And, fftJihj, having obtained

knowledge by books and rcflcctien, men and women walk foith new beings, looking

at everything with the eyes of scholars and philosophers.

AVc have passed through the first and second of these eras ; the third has

arrived ; the fourth has dawned, and the fifth is approaching fast. The key of

knowledge has been found, and the universe unlocked ; and much of what is

C3!itaiiicd in this immense storehouse has been brought forth, examined, described,

and registered. "We are collecting not merely for a British., but a World's, Mu.seum.

And now the great want of tlie age is a lively, healtJnj, cheap LiTEiiArrnE. There

is much that is cheap and lively, but not healthy. A great, deal is most awfully

contaminating ; and millions have been ruined by thi.* poisonous trash. Our gaols

and penal colonies have been peopled through the vile productions of the jiress ;

and not a few have been brought to the gallows by this tremendous power, when

employed to debase mankind. From a boolc which, perhaps, cost only a penny,

these unhappy beings imbibed principles which made thorn street-walkers, or led

them to the treadmill, the hulks, to Botan^'-bay, or the fatal drop. Man is born

without thoughts or opinions. He is not the fountain but the recipient of

knowledge, and therefore all his motives, affections, passions, words, actions, and

character, must depend upon his idea^. Give him nothing but good and useful

thoughts, and he may be an angel of light ; but indoctrinate hira M-ith those ^^•hich

are corrupt, and ho can sink below beasts or demons.

Hence the absolute necessity of good and cheat Books. They must be good, or

they Mill injure the people : they must be cheoj), or the masses AviU not be able to

buy them.

In saying that books must be ffood, we do not mean that they must all be

religious, in the stricter sense of that word, but that they all ought to contain what

win bcJiofil the reader. There should be in them not only that which will do no

harm, but what will actually convey to the mind some positive good. The time of
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every man, woman, and child is too valuable to be wasted on books of doubiful

tendency. We not merely require truth, but the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth, itmay therefore be said that one of the chief wants of the age is good Books.

They must also be cheap. Working men and women cannot buy knowledge, if

sold, as in former times, at a guinea or two guineas a volume. Yvhen a Bible cost

twenty- five pounds, no one was so rash as to expect that there would be one in

every poor man's house. A single copy, chained to a desk in the Church, was

deemed a vast boon to any parish. History and science were once as dear as these

Bibles, but, thanks to the printing press and steam, the price has come down, and,

as a consequence, every poor man's family may hereafter have a good supply of

mental food.

We have said may, for we cannot assert that the article is already in existence,

in any degree equal to the necessity. As hinted above, much of our cheap liter-

ature is of the very worst description, and our labouring population are feeling

this very deeply. Hence the Proprietor of The AVorking Man's Friend and

PAiiiLY Instructor has received a great nimiber of letters from operatives, asking

to be directed in furnishing themselves with a library. It is well known that The

W^ORKiNG Man's Friend was commenced with the desire to give the labourer a

healthy publication. The result of a few weeks* effort has shown that we have

succeeded, if not to our ov/n, yet to the general satisfaction of the public. W^e

hope greatly to improve this Family Instructor ; but still, such as it has h'.therto

been, we have received the most flattering commendations from every part of the

country. Besides this, many of the leading journals and magazines have recom-

mended it to their readers and quoted from its pages.

Encouraged by this patronage, it is our intention to commence

A WOUKING MAN'S LIBRAKY,

to consist of hoeniy-foxir volumes, one of which will be issued monthly, price 5/^-

pence. The object is to furnish the working man with a set of Original and

Instructive Works, embracing History, Biography, Voyages, Travels, Science,

Art, Physiclogv, Geography, &c. &c. The most able writers in each department

will be employed, and it is believed that the articles will be, both in matter and

style, calculated to arrest the attention, instruct the minds, and better the con-

- dition of our readers.

i Wo wish our fiiends to know that one great obstacle in our way is " the Tax on

Knoicledf/e." The work of IJr. Chaiuhers on this subject has, no doubt, opened tlie

eyes of many. Both he and Mr. KaUjld have shown that this unjust and destruc-

tive impost is one of the greatest impediments to the improvement of the country.

«*The Miscellany of Tracts," which the Messrs. Chambers circulated, to the

number of 80,000 per week, was discontinued because of the duty on paper, which

amounted to no less than £G/220. Here we have - a Food Tax" of the worst descrip-

tion. To starve the mind is to ruin it for both worlds.

It was a king of the olden tunes who said, " that if the soul be without knowledge

it is not good." Solomon had no wish to reign over that worst of all description of

barbarians, the human savage. Man has in his nature all the principles which may

sink him below beasts and demons. He may surpass lions, tigers, wolves, and

serpents, in rage, venom, sensuality, and cruelty; and he may vie with hcnds in

cunning and malignity. Correct knowledge is the only thing that can curb and

soften 1 is animal propensities, or regulate and elevate the nobler powers of his soul.
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His comfort, his happiness, and the prosperity of his species, depend upon educa-

tion ; and therefore no senator can be a patriot or a Christian who taxes knowledge.

He cannot even !;c an economist, because the country has to pay back in judges,

police, gaols, and penal settlements, double the amount that is received from this

branch of the revenue. In taxing knowledge, legislative folly has arrived at its

climax. Tlie Bread T'ax was bad enough, but this is a thousand times worse. What
use to feed the body, and starve the soul ; to fatten the animal, and at the same

time famish and paralyse the immortal mind which was intended to guide its appe-

tites and passions r Our working men must resolve to become freeholders, and

obtain the suffrage, that so they may assist in abolishing this iniquity.

Notwithstanding the facts which have recently been disclosed as to the com-

parative failure of publications on which a large amount of talent and of capital was

expended, we have boldly ventured, though with humble pretensions, to issue our
" WouKixG Max's Pkiend and Family Ixstkuctok." Whether these taxes, or

any portion of them, will be remitted, is a secret locked up in the breast of the

Cliauccllor cf the Exchequer. That a repeal ou(/ht to be effected is certain ; that it

will be effected, can only, at present, be placed among possibilities. But until that

important era arrives, the evil may be partially met by an increased circulation.

Therefore we earnestly entreat our readers, as they value the possession of knov/-

edgc, to employ themselves actively in diffusing it.

Wc congratulate oiu'selves on the support wg have already received. Still wc
are persuaded that the sale of *• Tirtt WouiaxG Man's Fiuexd axp Family
IxsTurcTOu" might be easily doubled. Could not every one of our readers, who
IS himself pleased with our pul>lication, obtain one additional purchaser :'^' 1£ so,

liow speedily could the work be accomplished. And, so far from any one being

injured by this little outlay, all would, we trust, be abundantly benefited. One
pennyworth of wholesome knowledge contained in a single nunxber, is of far

greater value than a hundred pounds' worth of intoxicating, enervating, and

debasing, liquors, or anything else which contributes to mere Fcnsual indulgence.

As to the literary trash, in the purchase of which so much money is expended, avj

will not condescend to institute a comparison.

Wc have City and Toicn Missionaries, but every working man and Avorking

woman ought to be a factory or workshop missionar)'. These arc, after ail, the

most efficient agents to benefit their jjpecies. He who induces his sliopmatc to

give up that which is useless or injurious, and substitute for it that wh.ich will do

him good, may be a greater benefactor than Howard. The latter ministered to

prisoners ; the former may be the means of closing prisons altogether. Howard
built cottages for the poor ; but the Avorking men of our day may build their own
cottages, and teach their neighbours to do likcAvise ; and nothing Avillmore forward

this consummation tlian a c/icrj) and l-.eciltlnj literature. A Avord spoken dies on the

ear, and is limited to the reverberations of the voice ; but a good thought, written

and printed^ may speak to millions, and be recalled at pleasure. Hence flic Press
gives us stereotype memories, in Avliich Ave may have an infinite store of truth,

happiness, virtue, and philanthropy.

Our readers give us credit for having cndcaAoured to make The Working

• ThiiL this effi'it may bo mai'c wi:h as little trouble as possible, four hills are sldch'id up iciih

^l-is nnmhcr. If the jaircliascr wilt &eparate thrm, and circuljlo thciu ii:ii'?r),' ! i- c ..ii.ii >• *• oi-ii-g

'i-. at ilie saiiie tiD'.e lih g'obd \lr>rd, wc shaM acc^^unt it a great kii>dueiti.

L 2
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Man's Friend and Family iNSTpa'CiOR, healthy, instructive, useful, and lively.

"VVe have not sacrificed the grave to the gay, nor the gay to the grave. To us every

good thing is, directly or indirectly, cheerful ; and we have never seen the necessity

of clothing truth in mourning, or causing her to utter her inspirations in sighs and
groans. We have, therefore, laboured to make our readers wise and happy at the

same time, and it is our intention to abide by this principle in The "Working Man's
Library. We trust that our volumes Avill be full of instruction—that their pages

will not be charged with opium—but that their pungency will prevent the neces-

sity of a snuff-box or a smelling-bottle to keep our readers awake. To accomplish

this object we must have good writers, and pay them according to their merits. Eut

to meet the expenditure on one hand, and '^ the Tax on Knoicledge" on the other,

we must have a large circulation, especially as the books are to be cheap. For this

reason we wish our working friends to feel the importance of aiding us in this

undertaking, by giving it all the publicity in their power. It would be a loss to us

for the experiment to fail, but a still greater loss to the Avorking classes, for whose

benefit the Library is designed.

"Knowledge is Power" in every sense of the word; for as the food we eat

renews and strengthens every part of our body, from our bones to our brain, so

Tiseful learning renovates and invigorates tlie whole man ; Scie7ice makes him an

intelligent and skilful laboiurer or mechanic ; History and Biography are livmg

lessons extracted from the dead ; Domestic Econotny furnishes the house and fills

home v.'ith comfort ; Physiology and Mhitdl Fhiiosophy make us wise as to our out-

ward and inner man, and teach us how to preserve the health of both ; sound Poli-

tical Lifortnation enables us fu-mly to demand, peaceably to obtain, and rightly to

use our rights as citizens; Voyages, Travels, &c., associate us vnx\\ our brethren of

all lands, and with the varied scenery and objects of our globe ; Astronofvy carries

us through the heavens, and gives \i5 skill to survey, measure, and weigh the stars ;

while Ficligion conducts us in the pleasant paths of equity and benevolence to etcrn-.'.i

life. Need we repeat again that " Knowledge is Power," or that we wish to give

this Power to every u-orking man and icorking xvoman in the realm ? and thai, wo

can and will accomplish this object, if oui readers will lend us their aid and obtain

a lar"-e circulation. Nothing but a wide circulation can secure the object Ave under-

take ; while, on the other hand, such an extensive ditf'.ision of light and truth will

impart far greater benefits than it is possible for us to reap from any pncaniary

advantages arising from an extensive sale.

THE LITTLE RILL.

The riii, which at its mountain source,
j

Shall^a// afo;?<? the work essay,

Possesses such a feeble force,

Tliat vuin is all the school-boy's skill

To make it turn his tiny mill,

Or floftt the bark of fairy size.

Which ^velte^ing in its current lies :

—

That rill may roll from dell to dell.

And other streams its bulk may swell,

Till, rutliless and resistless grown,
It rends the mountain's rocky throne,

Or forms the lake's majestic tide,

Where auchor'd navies proudly ride.

Thus he, who, in his heart iucluied

To bless or benefit mankind,

May find his labours cast away.
But if combined, with heart and hand,
1 lie master spirits of the land
Will vice and bigotry assail,

They will not, a.nd they cannot fail

;

For like that widening decp'ning rill,

Their phalanx waxes stronger still,

And gathering might, and stretching wide.

Rolls onward with resistless tide,

Till guilt, o'evwhelm'd with shame and
dread.

In shades of darkness shrouds its head,

And Dagon, from his basement riven,

Falls down before the ark of heaven.
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CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER X.
" His miiul was -wonderfully inventive, supple, prompt, firm, and perspicuous; and he possessed a

vi^rour of character which no obstacle could daunt, and no conflict weary. He pursued his desia^ns

wiih au ardour as exhaustless as his patience."—GuizoT.

cess of his mind. He -was a man ; and iu
saying this, we are only admitting that he

CllOMWELL IN THE MIDST OF CONFLICTING
ELEMENTS—THE STUIFE OF PARTIES—
THE FATE OF CHARLES — THE PARLIA-
MENT ANDARMY—THE POLICY OF OLIVER.

History is a mirror in which we see the

past. But as there may be a bad mirror,

so there may be bad history. An historian

should be fa'ithful. Facts should be his only

data. Every statement should be searched

and sifted to the last degree. He should

lay aside the highest names and the greatest

authorities, till he has travelled over the

same field, tracked every foot-print, and
satisfied himself that the ground is good.

If to doubt be the first lesson in philosophy,

such philosophy is essential to a trust-wor-

thy historian. He should be accustomed to

the most rigid modes of investigation, and
allow himself to be sAvayed by nothing but
the demonstrations of truth.

Had this been the character of historians

in times gone by, it would not have re-

mained till this later day to form a correct

judgment of the man—^Cromwell. But
history is sadly defective. Not only is the

mirror broken, but the pieces which are

wanting are more needful than many of the

fragments lying closer at hand. Unless we
could find these various pieces, and so ad-

j ust and connect them as to form one perfect

Avhole, we can get no correct or faithful

view of the man or of the scenes in the

midst of Avhich he lived and moved. This
is to be regretted. We have reached a crisis

in the afi'airs of Oliver and of England.
Questions of deepest moment, affecting both
the man and his country, were coming up
with the birth of each succei-sive day, stir-

ring the spirit of the nation, forcing them-
selves ( n tlie thoughts of every reflecting

man, and demanding an early and satisfac-

to;-y settlement. And yet in the absence of
anything lilce authentic records— on meie
isolated expressions and confidential utter-

ances—on the fleeting shadows of report
and rumour—and on certain disjointed acts

as on so many unconnected links of a chain
•—historians and biographers have ventured
to give the life and times of our Oliver. Can
we wonder, then, that Cromwell should be
represented as fomenting contentions in the
army—as being underhand and concealed in
all his movements— and as efiectjng every-
thing by h\pocris.y and master-strokes of
duplicity ! We are far from saying that in
all which he did he was p\ire in the last re-

was a partaker of our common humanity,
with all its weaknesses and imperfections.
It is but common honesty to allow to him
the errors incident to our nature, even in its

best and uplifted condition. Where he was
to blame, let him be condemned; but let

him not be censured in circumstances in the
midst of which others, pursuing a more tor-

tuous and doubtful course, would be defended
and justified. AVith all his faults — faults

inseparable from the workings of humanity
at such a crisis— he loved honest dealing.

If in any sense he is to be charged with du-
plicity, then we hesitate not to say that his

duplicity was " simply such as a man of

common prudence and sagacity must almost
naturally have been tempted to exercise in

the very singular and trying circumstances
in Avhich he was so frequently placed. It

was a duplicity as painful to his own feelings

as it w^as foreign to the generally religious

tone of his character ; and which he had not
yet learned to adopt upon any other grounds
than those of the strongest apparent neces-
sity." And if we can pick up a few frag-

ments of the broken mirror of history, wc
may see it reflected not very darkly, that

instead of only plotting in the midst of plots,

his was an earnest, manly str\iggle for the
freedom which he had purchased with blood
—for the well-being of a purer, simpler, and
more unfettered liberty of conscience— for

his own personal safety— and, to crown all,

for the restoration of the unhapiiy Charles
to all the poAvers which he could hope to

wield with security to the throne and benefit

to the subject.

Things ecclesiastical were distracting the
nation, and rending it to pieces. This must
be borne in mind. Leave out this link in

the chain of history, and there is mucli in

the character and conduct of Oliver for which
it will be impossible to account. Deep was-

the strife among the religious sects. Each
party was striving for the maJjtery in the

State. The Episcopalians, Avho had drunk
but too deeply into the spirit of LaUd, were
intensely eager for imiformity, and " so

great attachment had tlie King to episcopal

jurisdiction, that he was ever inclined to put
it in balance even with his own ])ower and
kingly otiice." The Presbyterians, to v.-hom

Charles had fled, were loud and clamorous
in their demand for The Solemn League
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AXD Co\i:s\y,'r, aiid entreated iiim, on
bended kiiee, and even Avith tears, to take
the Covenant, and sanction their worship,
and then they would light to the la^t man
for him. The Independents— the most ge-
nerous of the sects— were panting for a

fresher life and a freer liberty, not for them-
selves only, but for man— universal man.
Charles having been conquered by arms,
and having lost all hope of prevailing with
the Parliament by means of treaties, derived
his latit resource from these intestine dissen-

sions, which began to run very high among
the conflicting parties. Presbyterians and
Independents fell into .serious contests, and
their religion? as well as civil disputes
stirred and agitated the whole kingdom

;

and hence, before quitting Oxford, the King
Avrote privately to Lord Digby, being not
without hope that he should be able so to

draw either the Presbyterians or the Inde-
pendents to side with him for extirpating
one another—that he should be really King
again. Vain expectation ! The cup which
he was thus raising to his lip was suddenly
and for ever dashed to the ground. His
condition became, to the last degree, disas-

trous and melancholy. "As the dread of

ills is commonly more oppressive than their

real presence, perhaps in no period of his

life v\as lie more justly the object of com-
passion. His vigour of mind,which, though
it sometimes failed him in acting, never de-
serted him in his sufferings, was what alone
supported him ; and he was determined, if

he could not live as a King, to die like a

gentleman; nor should any of his friends

ever have reason to blush for the prince
whom they had so unfortunately served.

The murmurs of discontented officers, on
the one hand, harassed their unhappy Sove-
reign, while they overrated those ser-

vices and sufferings which they now saw
must for ever go unrewarded. The affec-

tionate duty, on the other hand, of his more
generous friends, who respected his misfor-

tunes and his virtues as much as his dig-

nity, wrung his heart with a new sorrov/,

Avhen he reflected, that such disinterested

attachment would so soon be exposed to the
rigour of his implacable enemies."
The Presbyterians, who were now the do-

minant party, having succeeded in getting
established, by an ordinance, their mode of

worship, in all its forms of congregational,
classical, provincial, and national assem-
blies, the inhabitants of each parish were
ordered to meet and choose elders, on whom,
together with the minister, was devolved
the entire direction of all spiritual matters
within the congregation. So far they were
gratified. But, though the Assembly of

Divines had voted Presbytery to be of divine

right, the Parliament very wisely refused

their assent to that decision. They were
rather inclined to a free toleration of all the
Protestant sects, against which, again, the
Presbyterians protested and declaimed, de
daring that " such indulgence made the.

Church of Christ resemble Noah's ark, and
rendered it a receptacle for all unclean
beasts !

" With marvellous inconsistency
" they maintained the eternal obligation im-
posed upon them, by the Covenant, to extir-

pate heresy and schism ; and so menaced all

their opponents with the same rigid perse-
cution under which they themselves had
groaned when hold in subjection by the
hiera.rchy 1

" In such a state of things the
Monarch was greatly at a loss to determine
on which side it would be most for his inte-

rest to place himself. The Presbyterians
were, by their principles, less averse to

the regal authority; but were rigidly bent
on the extirpation of prelacy. The Inde-
pendents were resolved on widening the
foundations of government, without regard
to any one party above another. Charles
paused. Like a man watching the flow of

the tide, he saw Avave roll upon wave, and
each wave rise higher and higher still ; but
knew not at Avhat point the next wave might
touch. His only hope Avas, that it might
bear him, in its mighty sAveep and flow, to

some yet unknown resting-place. Let us
see.

AVe haA'e found that, Avhen the King, in

disguise, made his escape from Oxford, he
continued his flight Avith all speed, and at

last thrcAv himself into the Scottish army as

it lay before NcAA-ark. The generals and
commissioners affected great surprise on the

appearance of Charles. They shoAAcd all

the respect due to his dignity; but, under
the colour of protection, set a guard upon
him, and in fact made hinr a prisoner. The
Scots informed the Parliament of this un-
expected arrival, with the assurance that

they had entered into no private treaty Avith

the King. The Parliament laid claim to the

entire disposal of theKing's person, in press-

ing Avhich they Avere involved in frequent
altercations Avith the Scottish commis-
sioners. The parties entered into a contract

that, " upon the receipt of tAA-o hundred
thousand pounds, voted under colour of

arrears of pay, from the Parliament, to-

gether Avith a promise of as much more, the

Scots should commence their march toward
their OAvn country, and leaAC the King in

the hands of his enemies. No actual men-
tion of the person of his Majesty Avas made
in the articles thus concluded betAveen the

tAvo nations ; but the commissioners on both
sides sufficiently imderstood the intentions

of their employers, and acted accordingly.

^

The Lords then voted that the King might

i
reside at Newmarket ; but the Commons
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agreed that Holinby-house. situate on his

ou-n manor of Iloruiby, in Nortliampton-
shiro, would be the fitter place; and the

Lo'.vcr House, as was become usual with them,
carried the matter their g^^ti way."

_

Truly humbling v/as the condition of

Ciia^'lcs. lie was not only a prisoner, closely

and for ever guarded, but his friends were
kept at a distance. No intercourse, cither

by letters or conversation, was allowed him
with any one on whom he could depend, or

who was known to cherish any attachment
to his person. The Scottish generals would
enter into no confidence with him. Every
proposal which they made him tended rather
to his humiliation and ruin.

As Charles was King of Scotland as well

as of England, the Scots pretended that

they were entitled to an equal vote in the

disposal of his person. So thinking, they

kept the King as a pledge for those arrears

which tliey claimed from England. Having
received but little regular pay since they
had crossed the Tweed, the sum due to

them, according to their own account,

amoiuited to nearly two m.illions of money.
A very moderate sum to be sure ! After
many discussions it v/as at last agreed that,

in lieu of all demands, they should accept of

£400,000- one-half to be paid instantly,

and the other half in two subsequent pay-
ments. Intelligence of the final resolution

of the Scottish nation to surrender him was
brought to the King. He happened at the

very ,timo to be playing at chess. Such
was his self-possession that he continued
his game without interruption. Being de-

livered over by the Sects to the English
commissioners, he was conducted by a par-

liamentary escort to Holmby-house, "to
co^ntinue in strict, though very stately, se-

clusion, and await the destinies there." It

is said that, on his jomney thither, the
whole country—moved partly by curiosity,

partly by compassion and affection —
flocked to see him. If any still retained
rancour against him in his present condi-
tion, they passed in silence ; while his well-

wishers, more generous than prudent, ac-

companied his march with tears, with accla-

mations, and with prayers for his safety.
" Singular indeed was the spectacle now
presented by England to foreigners, and to

all who were capable of reflecting among
Englishmen themselves. The King, the
legal head of the Government, and the
source whence the power of its other ex-
isting branches had been originally derived,
was a captive to the authority he had
created : the peers, hourly sinkii g into in-

significance, maintained only a iLcble ap-
peal ance of yet forming a legislative, and
still less, as they had assumed to be, an
executive order in the State, by conceding

in all things to the pleasure of the Lower
House ; the Commons imited in themselves
all power, legislative aiui executive, and
ordered all according to their so'.ercign

will."

The dominion cf the Parliament was of
short duration. Having subdued the Sove-
reign, they were soon involved in no com-
mon difficulties vdth the army. The Pres-
byterians enjoyed the superiority in the
Commons—the Independents predominated
in the army. The Presbyterians, in their

proud position, began to talk of diminishing
the army, and thus, on pretence of easing
the public burdens, levelled a deadly blow
at the opposite party. 'J'hcy proposed to

send a strong detachment, under Skippon
and Massey, into Ireland. The army had
but little inclination for Irish service ; they
were still less disposed to disband, and to

renounce that pay which they had earned
in the heat of conflict and of danger.
Many of the private men, as well as officers,

had nearly a twelvemonth's pay still due to

them. The army su'^x^ected some design.

They conjectured that this deficiency was
contrived purposely in order to oblige them
to live in free quarters, and, by rendering
them odioiis to the country, serve as a pre-
tence for disbanding them. Here lay the
seeds of discontent. Serious commotions
arose in the army. A petition was pre-
pared, and addressed to Fairfax, craving an
indemnity, to be ratified by the King, for

any illegal actions of \ hich, during the
war, the soldiers might have been guilty

;

together with satisfaction in arrears, free-

dom from pressing, relief of widows and
men maimed in battle, and full pay till dis-

banded. Intelligence of this fell like a
thunderbolt on the ear of Parliament. It

shook the House to its centre. Officers were
summoned to answer for this act of the army

;

and the Hous;e voted that the petition tended
to introduce mutiny, to put conditions upon
the Parliament, and to obstruct the relief of
Ireland. They threatened to proceed
against the promoters of it, as enemies to

the State and disturbers of the public peace.
This extreme procedure led to the most
fatal results. The soldiers burned with in-

dignation at the tliought that, having been
made the authors of liberty to the nation,

they themselves should be reduced, by a

faction in Parliament, to the most grievous
servitude. Ccnimissioners were sent to

make them proposals for entering into the
service of Ireland. They scorned the pro-

posals, and continued to urge their claim.

The ofTicers, to the number of two liundred
or more, signed an application to the Par-
lianicnt, m which they asserted their right

of petitioning, and eomi)lainedof the impu-
tations thro>vn upon them by the House.
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The army felt their power, and resolved to
be masters.
The Parliament were as resolved to pre-

serve their supremacy. But they were
wanting in power. They betook themselves
of the expedient of sending a commission
to Saffron Walden, in Essex, as the head-
quarters of the army, to inquire, in the name
of^ the Parliament, into their supposed
grievances, and to make them oertain offers.

Cromwell was included in this commission.
He clearly perceived that such a state of
things could not continue. He had the
deep mortification of seeing the Presby-
terians wielding the whole authority in
Church and State, and absolutely ruling
over the King, the Parliament, and the
purses and consciences of the people ; while
the army, comprised chiefly of the Inde-
pendents, had, in fact, achieVcd all for the

'

Parliament. Is the army, then, to be
blamed for claiming the right of petition ?

Or, now that the destinies of our England
were in their hands, was it too much for
them to ask that the duration of parliaments
should be limited—elections better regu-
lated—tlie representation more equally dis-

tributed—improper privileges, and parti-

cularly that ofbeing screened from creditors,

given up—not bishops, but their coercive

power and civil penalties taken away—the
King, Avith certain well-defined restrictions

imposed upon him, restored to liis rights

—

the laws simplified and lessened in expense
—monopolies set aside—tithes commuted,
&c. &c. ? Opi)osed by the domineering
Presbyterians, the soldiers became still

more determined and resolute. It occurred
to Cromwell that now was his hour. His
mind was filled with the idea that it would
be to the national advantage, and to his

0A\Ti individual security, if the King,
humbled by his present situation, would be
content to resume his poAver, on the con-

dition of moderate prerogative and Episco-
pacy ; and, liot ignorant of the important
rank which, at this moment; he occupied
jn the councils and sei-^-cc of his country,

there was nothing extravagant in thinking
that he himself might become the instrument
of replacing Charles upon his throne.

Cromwell tlie restorer ! What an epoch
are we approaching—just touching—in the

history of the past days of old England !

K O S A M U N ]3.

By Mary Howitt.

CIIAPTEII I.

IIOSAMUND A TATPER.
Lipt; in tlic v/orkhouse was not as hard and
desolate to Rosamund as it was to many of

the other young paupers. Slie was a forlorn

little castaway on tiie great ccoau of life,

and the merciful Providence who had watclied

over her through all the dreary chances ofher
existence did not suffer liev to perish. The
great gates of the poorhouse opened and
received her, as it seemed to her, wil.b the

tender embt aces of a motlicr. She was very
small of her oge, was mnrked by tiie small-

pox, and had various dismal scars upon he-
person, as from burns and such injuries, so

tliat it was plain her life had been a hard
one.
Theworkhouse toherwasa friendly home;

its hard fare was luxurious living ; and its

straw mattress might have been the down
of a palace, so soaiidly did she sleep on it.

'J'he delight which slie had at first in lier

food was a vast amusement to the paupers;
they wondered where slie could have com.e

from, to think the parish fare so excellent;

they laughed to see her eat, because she was
so ravenous. All thought her ugly, and
called her so. Tliey called her ill names,
and said that she and Ezra were a tit couple

;

chiy made her seat herself beside him, that
they might see which was the ugliest ; they
tried t.'; excite her by their ridicule to fits of
passion, as they excited Ezra, whicli thereby
increased the natural dcfoimity of his coun-
tenance. Rosamund was frightened at Ezra
when she saw him first, for he was a cripple
with withered feet, and moved about on
crutches. Like her, lie was an orphan, and
had no other guardian than the parish. The
workhouse had hvv: lis home for the greater
part of his life ; iic was kicked and culfed
without mercy, for either he or his crutches
seemed to be in everybody's way One day
Mr. Griffin, the master of the workhouse,
stumbled over one of these unlucky crutclies,

and from that time he never had a good word
from him, for the paupers laughed to see
Mr. Grifiin stumble, and for that laugh he
held Ezra accountable.

Childreii arc like looking-glasses, which
reflect bac;k an image of the spirit Avliich

surrounds them ! Poor Ezrarefiected back
a very melancholy and distorted image. He
was pale and meagre, with thin, Aveak hair,

and Aveak eyes. It Avas a faA'ourite taunt of
some of his A\'retehed persecutors, Avhcn
Ezra had been crying, or Avhen a cold east

Aviud had bloAvn in his face—and to liiiu
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none but east winds ever seemed to blow,

—

that he had been fringing his eyelids with
red worsted. This made iiira very angry,
and poor Ezra's anger expressed itself in

fierce, though impotent rage. It is not
saying too much when I assert, that poor
Ezra had never heard a kind, nor a gentle
nor a pitying word, nor a word of encourage-
ment, much less of praise, for manv a year.

His life was bitter to him, and his bodily
suflerings were not small. He hated the
workhou.se, and he hated everybody in it

;

and they all, in return, called him a Avicked

little imp. Mrs. Griffin, the mistress of the
workhouse, called him so as well as the
paupers ; and yet Mrs. Griffin was not a bad-

j

hearted woman, only a hard, managing
body, who thought it her duty to make the '

parish money go as far a.s pob.sible, and by
no means to make the workhouse a heaven .

upon earth. She was very fat herself; she
said that she lived as the paupers did, and '

that this was a proof hovr good the living
,

must be; but it was a singular fact

that none of the paupers, even though
|

some of them liad been ten or fifteen years
in the poorhouse, ever equalled lier in

size.
j

AVcU, poor Ezra was a sort of Pariah ,

rvcn among the paupers. It was an esta- .

Mi^hod opinion that he was bad and stupid,

and therefore every body treated him as if

he were so. The master of the workhouse- '

school said that he could teach him notliing ; '

he called him a dunce, and everybody would
have called him a fool likewise had not all I

agreed that he was sharp enough when he
'

pleased—.•^harp enough for mischief. It

was he, they said, that stuck a \nn in the
towel on which all the paupers had to wipe
their faces on Christmas morning, when
they were going to have a Christmas dinner.
It is tiue he denied it, but everybody be-
lieved him to be the culprit ; therefore he
had neither roast bfef nor plumjjuduing,

'

nor half a pint of beer. '• And serve him
right !" they all said. And did not he knock
Mr. Griffin's snuff-box into the copper of
porridge one day when he saw it lying on
the copper-edge, whereby all the poor folks

had to eat gnuff-porridge enough to poison
them. He denied it, to be sure, but nobody
believed liim ; so he was put in the black
hole for two days and a night, and had

,

nothing to eat but bread and water. Yes, '.

there was no doubt but that Ezra was a
very imp of Satan : all were agreed on this
subject, the paupers, and Mr. and Mrs. ;

Griffin. This was the only subject on which
they were agreed.

I

When little Rosamund, the second waif
and stray, was picked up by the parish cha-

'

rity, and placed under the fostering care of
Mr. and Mrs. Griffin, the paupers laughed i

and said she was one of Ezra's sort ; she
was about as ugly as Ezra, and would give
the parish as much trouble.

To Rosamund, however, the poorhouse
seemed a very grand and desirable home,
so very ignorant and si.niple was she. Her
thankfulness amused everybody ; and, as I

said, the porridge that the paupers found
such fault with, seemed to her dainty food.

The old pauper women scolded and quar-
relled among themselves, and kicked the
cliildren about, at wliich they cried ; but
Rosamund must have been used to much
greater hardship, for even the cruelty and
hardness of the old paupers seemed a.5 no-
tiiing to her. She was always smiling and
grateful ; always wiliing to do a good turn,
even for the one who had last ill-used her.

What sort of life could she have led before
she came there } It was a hard life, indeed

;

but she said nothing about it.

Everybody called her an ugly little thing.

But there was no novelty in that. The sor-

rowful knowledge of her ugliness had been
forced upon her soul before she entered the
workhouse, and now it had no sting for her.

They said that she was a match for Ezra,
and that she should bear him company, and
she was not unwilling to do so ; for she had
not been many days in the workhouse be-
fore her heart was filled with compassion
for him.
One night Ezra had been thrust from the

fire by half-a-dozen sturdy childi-en, and he
now sate in a corner, with a crutch in cither

hand, ready to knock any one down who
approached him. The children were mak-
ing game of him when Rosamund, blue with
cold, stole in towards the fire.

" Go and sit doAvn with Ezra! " exclaimed
they. " Go and bear Ezra company, for

you are a fitting pair !

"

" Let us sit together, Ezra," said Rosa-
mund ; "let us bear one another company
—let us be good to one another 1

"

Ezrahadtakcnuphis crutch, from amotive
of vengeance, when Rosamund ap])roached
him ; but when she spoke these gentle words,
and seated herself, in the chilly twilight of
that dismal corner, upon a little wooden
stool beside him, he dropped his hand with
the crutch, and began to cry. Any one but
Rosamund would have laughed at his crying
thus, as it seemed without any cause, but
she did not.

"I hate them all!" said Ezra in a low
voice. " I hate everybody here !

"

" Xo, you don't," said Rosamund, mildly,
" you don't hate me

;
you cannot hate me! "

" I wish the workhouse was burned do«-n,

and they were all burned with it !—that I
do !

" exclaimed he bitterly, without heed-
ing her words.

"Ezra," said Rosamund, softly, "I will
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tell you sonotliing. I was once more miser-
able tlian you are. Oh, so miserublo ! and
I was very little then. I will tell you."
And she told him something ; but what it

was I do not know, because she never told
it to any one but Ezra.
Ezra listened to her with a cheek which

flushed c; imson with indignation. " I wish
I had been near her," said he, in a low
voice of supjiressed rage, " I would have
throttled her !—that I would !

" No one
heard Ezra's words but ilosamund. He
had left off crying nov/ ; but again in his

energy he grasped Jiis crutch.
" No," continued Rosamund, " I did no-

thing 01 that sort ; oh, no ! I tried to make
her love me. I did so want her to love me !

I loved her, and thought if she loved me, it

would make her good, and then she would
nx>t do such thing.s. Ezra, we had not
eaten anything for three days Avhen she
died. That is the blessed truth, and that
made me so ravenous. She died by the
road-side, and there was nobody Avith her
but me !

" Ilosamund Avas silent ; it seemed
as if the Aveight of that past sorrow pressed
upon her. Ezra was silent, too ; for the
poor girl's words had sounded depths in his

soul that she knew not of.

When liosamund spoke again, it was in a
cheerful tone. Ah, Ezra !

" she said, " this

is a nice place. I never thought once that
I should be as comfortable as I am now.
"When I came here first I seemed to be in

heaven. Sometimes I used to wake at night
and forget that I was here, and think I Avas

still Avith her ; but Avhen I Avoke up and re-

membered all, and that I had noAv a home,
I Avas so li.appy, and tlien I Avent to sleep
again !

"

Rosamund had given Ezra a subject to

think upon. The little, history that she had
Avhispered to him made a deep impression
on him, and he experienced a ncAV pleasure,
that of human sympathy. He Avas not
now ahvays present to his OAvn mind. He
thought a great deal of Rosamund. Ke
Avatched her Avhen the pauper cliildren

laughed at her, and Avhen the old AAomen
scolded hor and knocked her about, and he
Avas greatly astonished to see that their

treatment never e.x.cited angry passions in

her breast. She Avas cheerful still, and
obliging even to those Avho ill-used her. It

AA-as A ery odd, he thought ; for it often made
his blood boil, and made him grind his

teeth together, and grasp his crutch, so

great was his desire of vengeance on them.
A ray of sunshine stole into the dark,

melanclioly soul of poor Ezra, and that Avas

the kiiulness Avhich liosamund shoAvcd to

him.
One afternoon ]Mrs. (jriiTin called Rosa-

mund i:ilo lier parlour, it Avas a very pretty

little sunny room, Avith flowering gcianiums
in the Avindow, and Avliite dimity curtains.

There Avas a carpet on the floor, and a great
arm-chair stood on each side the Are. Mr.
and Mrs. Griflin had just flnished tea. A
piece of buttered toast remained en the
plate ; and Avhen Rosamund entered, Mrs.
Griffin poured out a cup, put in two lumps
of sugar, and drained into it every drop of
cream from the jug — for Mr. and Mrs.
Grilhn drank real creani to their tea.
" There," said she to Rosamund — " there's

a treat for you !
" and she set the cup before

her, and put the piece of toast into her
hand. " There's a famous treat !

"

Rosamund's face flushed crimson, for it

Avas, as Mrs. Grifiin said, a famous treat to

her. She hardly knew the taste of good
tea and buttered toast. To Mrs. Griffin's

surprise, hoAAever, Rosamund, instead of
eating or drinking, looked into her face, as

if she Avanted to say something.
" Well, child ? " said she kindly; for she

Avas in a very good humour.
" If you please, ma'am, might I giA^e part

to Ezra?"
" Lauk, child, no ! Take it yourself, and

be thankful," returned Mrs. Griffin. "Give
part to Ezra, indeed !

" and she laughed, as

if the ideaAvas strange and unreasonable.
"Rosamond drank the tea and ate the

toast. She thought both excellent ; but
hoAv much more Avould she have enjoyed
them if she might have shared them Avith

poor Ezra, and to him she Avould have given
the larger half !

She thoughtmuch of this indulgence, and
it confirmed her in the idea that the Avork-

houso Avas a happy home, and her mistress a
very good Avoman. She did not, hoAvever,

tell Ezra of her private indulgences ; but
she often praised Mrs. Griffin to him, and
endeavoured to raise his opinion of her.

But Ezra, Avho had lived longer in the AA'ork-

house than Rosamund, Avas hard to be con-
vinced. Among other things that he ad-
vanced against her, Avas, that she AA-as so

great a friend of Mrs. GarroAvay's. Tliis

Mrs. GarroAvay Avas a staymaker Avho lived

in the toAA'n ; and, according to his account,

and the paupers both old and young agreed
Avith him, there never Avas such a terrible

Avoman as she. She had already had tAvo

parish 'prentices from the workhouse, and
she had beaten and half-starved them, so

that one had run aAvay, and the other had
put an end to her miserable life.

An indescribable horror grew up in Rosa-
mund's mind toAvards Mrs. GarroAvay. She
connected her someway Avith the frightful

remembrances of her earlier life

—

\Aiih that

Avoman, young or old, of Avhom she had
AA'hispered so mucli to poor Ezra. But, as

he saidj Mrs. GarroAvay Avas Mrs. Grimu's
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friend, and on summer afternoons now and
Uicn drunk tea wiih licr in the little sunny
])arlour among the flowering geraniiuns,

and now and then also walked with her in

1)k' preat workhouse garden.
\V hencver she came, tlie paupers said she

wag come about a new apprentice, aiul great

was tlie terror of the young paui)cr girls

lest they should be apprenticed to her. It

was said that the parish had interfered

between her and her former apprentices, and
that she had managed to clear herself. She
made it out that parish 'prentices were
always so bad, that neither she nor any one
else could manage them. The parish, thcre-

fose, appeared, satisfied, although the pau-
pers were not so.

I said that Mrs. Garroway might be seen
kow and then walking with the fat !Mis.

Griffin in the great workhouse garden. So
filie might, but only a few of the i)aupers

saw her, because only very few of them were
permitted to go into the garden, which was
separated by a high wall irom the court in

which the pavipcrs took exercise and the

pauper-children played.
Very large and very formal was that

workhouse garden. It was divided with
straight walks, edged with thrift, wirich in

summer bore pretty pink flowers ; and at

one end, ivear the master's parlour, was a

little flower-garden, in which grew plenty of

pinks, gillyflowers, and moss-roses. Of
course very little sunshine, and very few
of the pleasant influences of the brighter
seasons, reached the great, dreary court-

yard where the paupers breathed the fresh

air ; but the sun shone freely, and tiie birds
sang, and the butterflies fluttered about
tl;e workhouse garden, for there was no-
tliing to hinder them there ; and though
tliere were lio honeysuckle harbours, nor
smoothly - shorn lawns, nor translucent
fountains, still the garden was very pleasant.
There were long rows of currant and

gooseberry bushes in it, and raspberry
bushes, and apple and plum trees—tiie fruit

of whicli went to Mr. and Mrs. Griitin

;

and there were tall rows of scarlet-runners,
and hixuriant peas which belonged to

them:>clves likewise ; and huge beds of cab-
bages, audstill linger beds of potatoes, which
were groAvn for the paupers, liut all was
us neat as a i)aiace garden, for INIr. Griilin

was very particular, and lie made such of
the paupers as he could trust to do such
work— and they were not many—keep the
fjfarden neat, so that there was not a weed
in it. The larks sang over head; and black-
birds and throstles, hedgo-s])arrows and
tomtits built wherever they coidd stick in a
nest ; and long guslies of sunshine lay on
the carrot and onion beds, and on all the
pot-herbs, niargovum, and mint and lemon

thyme, and even upon the melancholy rue
which grew plentifully here. Yes, truly itwas
a pleasant garden, and it would have done
anybody good to liave heard the birds singing
there on a summer's morning. Mrs. Griffin

used to open her parlour and her bed-room
windows to hear them, for herrooms opened
into the garden.
Perhaps it was as a matter of favour that

Rosamund Avas permitted to walk in the
garden, for children Avere seldom trusted

there, or perhaps it was because Mrs.
Griffin saw how tidy and handy she was
about everything ; therefore by the time
she was about twelve years old, she ^va.L^

employed a great deal in the garden, that
is in the spring and summer seasons. She
dropped in potato-sets ; she picked peas and
beans for Mr. and Mrs. Griffin's own eat-

ing ; and lastly, she was set to work in the
little flower garden itself. Mrs. Griffin,

who, as you know, was very fat, did not like

stooping ; she, therefore, made liosamvmd
do all the work here under her own eye.

She often sato at her open parlour-window
and directed her, and Kosamund was so
good-tempered, and so handy and clever,

and tied-up and weeded and watered so
tidily and so successfully, that she (piite

won the mistress's favour. Itosamuud was
one of those who were lucky with flowers.

If she stuck in a slip of sweet-briar, or a
sprig of fuschia, it was sure to grow, and
she now reared all the geraniums and tho
balms of Gilead whicii flowered in the sunny
window of Mrs. Griffin's little parlour.
The garden was Rosamond's delight, but

she did not tell poor Ezra this, because she
would not make his lot more bitter by com-
parison with her own; she was even guilty
of a little deceit towards him as regarded
it, and she spoke to him most of the hot
sun and the weary work she had to do, lest

he should envy her. But in truth she was
full of enjoyment. It would have been
greater, it is true, if Ezra might have been
with her, and if she herself might have run
about and chased the butterflies ; but, of
course, she dared n(>t do this. But she
peeped into tlie birds* nests wlii(;h her
(piick eye soon discovorod in the leafy,

neatly-cut hedge, and in tlie forkf d branches
of apple or plum trees, and gazed on them
with loving and admiring eyes, and cherished
the thougtit of thejn as fondly in her heart
as if slie had been ttie motlier-bird hersetf.

Rosamund was born with a strong love,

and a keen perception, of the beauty of
natnril objects, though no one found out
such taste in her, or cultivated it. She
loved the beautiful thrift that bordered the
Avalks, and took the utmost deliglitin clear-

ing it of weeds. She had not words to ex-
press her admiration of Mrs, Griffin's little
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fiower garden, noi- of the beauty s'.ic saw
in the gold-spano'led blossom of the scarlet

bean, or in the delicate pink of the apple-

bloom. The gold and purple of sunset, the

prismatic light of the dew-drop, wore all

sources of happiness to her, whidi none but
licrself knew or could understand

;
yet all

saw their effects in her, saw the effects of

that spring of cheerfulness within her which
scattered her desolate pathway with many
flowers—real flowers of life, of which the

mere outward ilowers, the rose and the lily,

are but the types.
" Rosamund is getting quite pretty," said

the pauper women among themselves ; and
they no longer cufied and snubbed her, and
thrust her from the winter's hearth, " And
Ezra has been better of late," said they,

also ;
" he has lost that impish look that he

used to have !"

" He begins to read now," said the

schoolmaster ;
" he is a deal more docile

than he used to be—and time he Avas, for

he must be now turned of twelve "

The parish was at a loss to know what it

should do with Ezra. He would, they said,

he a pauper all his days, and a tax on the

parish. He was weakly still, and had bad
eyes— though they were certainly much
better than they had been ; but he was a

poor cr'^aturc, and never would walk with-

ovit crutches. But, nevertheless, he had
trreatly mended of late. TJiey gave the
schoolmaster great credit for all this ; and
the schoolmaster, because he was praised
for his sake, grew somewhat kinder to

Ena.
Kosarnund, as you know, had made Ezra

the contidant oi' her sorrowful history.

One day he seated himself beside her in the

great room—-for Ezra, who was still lame
and weakly, was still permitted to go occa-

sionally into tho women's room, as he used
to do when he was much younger. It Avas

V. liot summer's afternoon, and all the

women, young and old, had taken their

sewing and knitting into the yard, so that

liosamund and Ezra were uninterrupted, i

don't know what made Ezra begin to talk

of old times, but he did so. lie told her
that ills earliest remembrances were of

Travelling about with horse-riders. Some
things he could only remember indistinctly,

as if they were seen through a mist ; others

were very dear, and these were mostly of

a sorrowful and terrific nature. Most dis-

iinctly he remembered the death of his

mother ; he must have been about five

years old then. His mother had ever been
very tender towards him ; not so his father,

which Ezra imagined now might be-because
he was lame, and could not learn to ride as

another boy did, whom he remembered was
his half-brother. This elder child was very

beautiful ; he had long, curling hair, and
b^zra remembered Ijim as if glittering in
jjold, and this he now supposed to be the
beautiful spangled dress in which he ap-
peared before the public. To his childish
imagination he seemed like a shining angel

;

and yet he had no feeling of love towards
him. He could remember, as concerned
his parents, a great deal of unhappiness,
violent quarrels, and a strangely-hurried
and perplexed life altogether.

Lastly came what seemed now to him
like a dark winter's journey — a journey
through a night which lasted as if for

years. He said he could not imagine
how it was, but E-osamund suggested
that it was merely a winter's night
drawn out by suti'ering until its minutes
seemed like hours ; for ahe could recal

nights in her terrible childhood that were
of this kind. Ezra said that through this

long night they travelled in a wagon, him-
self and his mother : for his lather, and
brother, and all the fine- horse-riding com-
pany, had set off suddeidy, and left himself
and his mother behind. During that long
journey his motVier was taken very ill ; he
remembered people witli lanthorns now
and then looking in at the back of the

wagon at her. She grew worse and worse,

and must have been mad, or delirious per-

haps, for she talked of dreadful things. She
had horrible pains and thcin she died. The
wagon stopped, and the men with lan-

thorns looked in again and found her dead.

They said slie was poisoned. The people
Avho said so were farmers who took her and
her child from the v.agon ; they laid the

body in an ciithouse, and himself upon
some fresh hay. He said that he could re-

member even now the pleasant smell of

that clean, fragrant hay, and how he sank
among it, as if it had boen a feather-bed;

and there he slept soundly for a day and a

night. He knew he slept so long, because

the people said so. His mother was buried

in a churchyard near the farmhouse, and he
rumself was taken to the workhouse.
Ho had the scarlet fever soon after he came

into the house ; they all said he brought it

witli him. It raged in the house and seve-

ral died of it. He fancied that this was one
reason Avhy everybody disliked him so. for

they laid the fever to him. It settled in his

eyes, and made him much weaker than he
iiad evtr been before, and his life was a

torment to him. He said that his passions

were very fierce, and he was very unhappy;
everybody made game of him, and in return

he hated them." Often he used to think

what he would like to do to bo avengr-d on
his persecutors ; but he Avas Aveak and
feeble, and always eamo by the Avorst in

every attempt of the kind. He had not any
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desire to learn to read uor to do anything
they wished him, nor to be good—rather,

indeed, lie had a pleasure in being wicked.

But when Rosamund came and smiled so

kindly, and was so cheerful and sat down
beside him, and said to him, " Let us sit

by one another ! let us be kind to one
another!" a better spirit seemed to enter

into him, and made him happy. How
happy he had felt at times, he said, it was
not in his power to tell. It was to him, for

a long time, as if something pleasant had
happened ; and when he tried to remember
what it was. he found it was the conscious-

ness that llnsamund was kind to him, and
did not dislike him, nor laugh at him, nor
abuse him ; and when he heard them say
she was ugly, he wondered how that was,
for to him she appeared very beautiful.

Such had been the effect of Rosamund'?
kindne-ss to Ezra. Nobody, however, in the

workhouse gave her the credit of it, Mrs.
Griffin said that they had cured him of his

wicked tempers by the black-hole and bread
and water. The schoolmaster said that he
had beaten his stubbomess and stupidity

out of him ; and the poor paupers said that

they all had had a hand in training and
taming him.
The parish now began to have hopes that

they might make something of him. He
was' nearly foui-teen, and they thought him
most fit for a tailor ; but as no tailor in the

parish just then wanted a 'prentice, the

schoolmaster made a head monitor of him
;

and it was wonderful how the workhouse
school improved from that time.

(To be continued.

J

THE CAXDLE.

The Candle, with which all ranks of people
arc so familiar, is an invention the impor-
tance of which we are prone to overlook.

Its formation is interesting ; and much
benefit is derived from its use when the

great orb of day ceases to shine on our
hemisphere. We propose, therefore, to

look at a candle in various aspects.

In America there is a small tree about ten

or twelve feet high, with crooked stems
branching forth near the ground, and leaves

growing irregularly. It yields flowers and
dry blue berries, which make no show ; but
on its leaves and the bark of the young
shoots being bruised, they emit a delightful

and refreshing fragrance, not exceeded by
that of the myrtle, or, indeed, any aromatic
shrub. From the berries of a species of this

tree, which grows commonly in Carolina,

the inhabitants collect a wax, and hence it

is called the candlehcrry tree. Towards the

close of the year, the season when the ber-

ries are ripe, a man will remove with his

family to som^r island or sand-bank near the

sea, where these berries aboimd. For a

shelter duiing their stay of four or five

Aveeks, he builds a hut of palmetto leaves.

As he cuts down the trees for which he made
his journey, the children strip oflf the

berries and' throw them into kettles, in

which they are boiled ; an oil then rises to

the surface, which, becoming cold, hardens
to the consistence of wax. It is afterwards
purified in other vessels ; and on candles
being made of it, they burn a longtime and
yield a grateful odour.
We resort to various substances in the

manufacture of candles. Wax candles are

sometimes made in moulds, but they do not

[

bum so well as those which are made by
': pounng melted wax over the wicks, which,
for the convenience of turning and placing
them successively over the cauldron, are
usually attached to the circumference of a
hoop. When the wax has accumulated
about the wick, to a proper thickness, the
candles are rolled smooth upon a table, and
have the ends cut and trimmed. On sper-

7nacite being added to wax, spermacite
candles are formed; but, from being so
.readily fusible, they are frequently attended
by some inconveniences. The term compo-
sition candles is traced to a manufacturer,
who, having on hand a large stock of sper-
macite candles, Avhich were of a dirty hue,

[
advertised them under the above name, and
thus obtained a sale for them, from the idea

I

that they were formed from some new com-
!

bination of materials. Those now sold as

j

composition candles are chiefly mixtures of
' spennacite, tallow, resin, and, occasionally,

j

wax. The substance by far most generally
I used is tallow—the fat obtained by melting
' the suet of the ox and sheep, and straining

j

it so that it may be free from membrane.
I Extensive as are our supplies of native
I tallow, we annually import large quantities

!

of that substance, particularly from Russia.

!
But whatever be the substance of which the

i candle is formed, it can only be used by
1 burning ; and we shall find much philosophy
involved, if we trace it from the time in

I

which it is placed in the candlestick to that
in which it entirely goes ovit.

j

It is no uncommon thing, be it observed,

!
for the chemical combination of two bodies
to produce a change of temperature. Mix,

,
for example, snow, at the temperature of
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thirty-two degrees, Avith common salt, at

the same temperature, and the compound
will fall many degrees below the temperature
of tiie snow and the salt. In like manner,
add pure water to sulphuric acid, at the
same temperature of sixty degrees, and the
mixture Avill suddenly visa to two hundred
a.nd twelve degrees—the temperature of
boiling water. It may be taken, therefore,

as a general principle, that chemical com-
bination is one of the numerous causes
by which heat may be developed or ab-
sorbed.
An extreme increase of temperature is

attended by the presence of light, and the
two principles just adverted to form the
foundation of the common process of com-
bustion or burning. When afire is kindled
there is always such a combination betv/een
the particles of the bodies employed as to

l)roduce licat to such an extreme that it

yields light. If the body emitting light be
of a solid forin, like coal, the effect is called

fire ; but if it be vapour, as in the case of
a candle, it is called flame.
That this may be seen more clearly : if you

take a piece of tallow and hold it over the
fire in an ironspoon, it will soon be observed
to melt ; but if, when in a fluid state, you
briug to it a light, it will not burn, as might
liave been expected. Let it, however, be
again held over the fire till a vapour rises

from it; and if, then, a light be brought it

Vv"ill be instantly inflamed. Here, then, it is

evident that in order to produce the com-
bustion of wax or tallow, there must be
sufficient heat to convert it into a vapour :

then, and then alone, it v.ill become in-

flammable.
Now, then, wo can see Mhy a wick is

necessary to be placed in the wax or the
tallow. On the Avick being lighted, it be-
comes jed hot; and the tallow or wax of the
top of the candle, being melted, is drawn up
betAveen the threads, and, thus exposed to
intense heat, is vapourized and inflamed.
The disagreeable smell Avhich is produced
Avhen a candle is blown out is caused by the
escape of the wiburnt vapour, Avhich may
be seen to rise from the top of the Avick

;

and if a light be brought near, it Avill in-

stantly be ignited.

A candle is, in fact, a portable gas ap-
paratus, for hydrogen gas is yielded by the
heated Avax or talloAV, and a flame is sus-

tained by the action of the ignited Avick,

Avhich requires to be nicely adjusted to its

appointed service. If the wick be too large
the candle flares and smokes, producing in

the room a jjeculiar suflocating smell, and
often Avanting snuffing, as avc frequently see

in badly-made candles. If, on the contrary,
the Avick be too small, the candle burns
dimly and gutters. The Avick should.

therefore, be so adapted to the candle as to
secure a steady and agreeable light.

Flame is often identified Avith light, but
this is an error ; and flame may, indcwl, be
extremely hot, Avithoutbeing proportionably
luminous. The flame of hydrogen gas, for

example, is scarcely visible in day-light

;

but the heat of it is shown by introducing
into it a piece of flne platinum Avire, Avhich
immediately becomes white hot, and gives
out abundance of light. The light of all

flames has a similar origin, and depends on
solid matter ignited and rendered incan-
descent, bv the heat of the flames. If, for

instance, :^nely poAvdcred magnesia or lime
be cast into the flame of hydrogen, the
flame becomes immediately much more
luminous. The substance to Avhich all com-
mon flames owe their brightness is finely-

divided charcoal. This substance is pro-
duced by the decomposition of the Avax or
tallow of a candle ; but as charcoal, unlike
magnesia or lime, is itself combustible,
it not only renders the flame luminous, but
is burned in the act of so doing, and passes
off invisibly, in a Avell-regulated and perfect
flame.

Of this formation of charcoal the proof is

obvious Avhenever a candle flares and
smokes ; for the unburnt charcoal soon
collects in the upper part of the flame, and
if not removed is apt to fall into the cup of
the candle, Avhere it forms a kind of second
Avick, rapidly melting aAvay the talloAv, and
disfiguring the candle, and occasionally,
Avhen candles are inadvertently left burning,
falling on the table, and setting fire to any
combustible AA-ithin reach.

If you look steadily at a candle, you Avill

perceive that the flame consists of tAvo

cones ; the outer one bright and pointed,
the inner one of a dark colour, and having
a blunt point. The difference arises be-
cause the vapour Avhich is formed all round
the outside of the wick is burnt, thus produc-
ing the bright-coloiired flame ; but that Avhich

rises inmiediately above the centre of the

Avick, and forms the dark-coloured cone, is

an unburnt vapour, because no air can get
to this part, and air is essential to combus-
tion.

That the interior of a flame of a candle
consists of unburnt vapour }nay readily be
made apparent. If, for example, you take
a very narrow piece of card-board, about
four inches long, and hold it for a few se-

conds just above the A\ick of a burning
candle snuflcd short, itAvill be found, on re-

moving it, scorched in two places in the

direction of the length— the two places, in

fact, in Avhich it has come in contact with
the exterior cone ; Avhile in the centre it

Avill not be in the slightest degree aflccted,
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because there its vapour is not in cumbus-
tion. If, too, you take ii small square of

glass, and place it quickly over the flame of

a candle, you will i^cc a circular rim of

lijjjht, formed by the burninj; vapour, while

within i3 a dark spot, formed by the vapour
that is uncousumed.

It has already been intimated that a sup-
ply of air is indispensable to combustion, but
the fact demandJ an ampler notice. If apiece
of lighted caudle be placed under a tumbler,
so fixed to a table that no more air can
enter the glass, the flame v.ill be observed
to grow more and more feeble, and in a
short lime to go out. The same result

would occur in a room, if there were not a

constant supply of air, by the door, and
window, and various crevices. This being
supplied, and the air surrounding th? flame,
it becomes heated, so that there is a con-

j

slant current of hot air ascendhig, Aviiich !

urges the flame upwards, and gives it a !

sharp-pointed form. i

Flame is extinguished by cooling ; this is

obvious by causing it to pass ihrough a piece
of fine wire-gauze, which, when held hoii-

zontally in the midst of the flame, extin-
guishes its upper part, because the inflam-

mable vapour, or gas, in passing through
the wire, is so far cooled as to be put out.

In other words, as the metals are good con-
ductors of lieat, they carry away so much
of that produced by the combustion of the
candle, when used as described, as to pre-
vent the entire consumption of the vapour.
To be satisfied that much vapour, or gas, is

thrown off M-ithuut being consumed, it is

only necessary to place a lighted paper
over the wire-gauze when thus employed,
and the vapour will be instantly in-

flamed, if it be still sufficiently hot: the
effort will bo vain if the temperature is too
far reduced.—So much then for the philo-

sophy of a candle, which may aid us in un-
derstanding many facts Avith which it is de-

sirable fur all to be acquainted.

A FEVf DAYS IN ALGERIA.

By Heinkich L.vube.

THE rEOFL-E OP ALGIERS.
Nothing struck us more on our fii-st goin^

fit than the cc-loured men and the veiled
v.umcn The lialf-clothed figures of every
variety of colour, yellow-brown and red-
brown,, and every diflerent shade of violet

and dirty black, produced from their man-
ners and way of life, a painful effect on
the spectator. He feels as if some peculiar
kind of beast were near him, and this is

ever depressing when the form is human.
The grand theory of equality can nowhere
be more questionable than here. And
thc»e, also, arc human beings ! is the first

exclamation. After a few days, however,
we pass them by with as little thought as if

they were mere domestic animals, and are
ready to adopt the belief that human beings,
OB this side the ocean, and in the regions of
the torrid zone, cannot be comprehended in
our theory of equality.
The women, enveloped from head to foot

in white linen, though even of the lower
class, looked like a sort of aristocracy, com-
pared with the ragged, tattered porters.
This white linen garment, however, is only
the outward evidence of a principle whicli
extends not beyond the oxdxcard. The wife
of the Moor is never seen in the street un-
attended

; she, also, is equally enveloped,
but in a much more splendid manner. It
is very diflicult to undiratand the position

\

pf wmuuu in thii country, because the
!

French are but imperfectly informed on the
subject. The French in Algiers assert, th.at

the Mahornmedan does not allow a woman
to have a soul. The well-known houris in
paradise, according to them, are not a
beautiful after-existence of earthly women,
but a distinct race, peculiar to that spiritual

state. I have examined all the portions of
the Koran which bear on this subject, and
find that the Frejich opinion is irreconcil-
able therewith. The prophet, however, is

clear on one point ; he considers that tKO
women arc only equal to one man, notwith-
standing tlie woman is, in his estimation, a
human being, in the full meaning of the
word. He says, in the Koran, speaking of
evil-disposed women, that they are sent
into the v,-orld for the punishment of bad
men ; and he distinctly gives Avoman a place
in paradise, Avhcre, he says, the old bccom.e
voung ; the ugly handsome; and hence the
houris may just as Avell be good Avomcn,
after death, as a peculiar race of beings
fitted to their notions of heaven.

As regards their civil rights, the Koran
is, in every case, mild and just. Even the
unfaithful wife can be convicted only on
the evidence of four witnesses, and then it

rests with the husband to deliver her up to

death. "Women are also admitted to give
evidence in courts of justice, but according
to the already-given estimate of their wortn
— two female witnesses being only equal to
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one man. The laws regarding Avomen be-

came much more stringent after the Turkish
conquest; and. Turkish Mahommedanism
is now much more general than the pure
Arabian faith. The Prophet permitted to

a woman considerable intercourse with her
male relations. This is unheard-of among
the Turks ; and in Algiers it is contrary to

every rule of etiquette.

The class which takes the highest rank
here is of the Tiukish race ; and these are

easily distinguished by their handsome
beards and the pride of the old blood of the
conquerors. After the conquest of Algiers
by the French, the greater number of this

Turkish race emigrated, and hence the
smaliness of this class. Of the original in-

habitants may be reckoned three principal

races : the Moors, who live in the city ; the
Beduins, who take up their quarters out-

side ; and the Jews. Negroes, and people
of colour, Avho come here from the interior

of Africa, pass only for an insignificant

rabble.

The Moor is the merchant and artizan.

He is somewhat stout and effeminate of form,

fair complexioned, and, not unfrequently,
handsome. He dresses in turban and flowing

robe, such as avc are accustomed to see in

pictures of the Orientals ; and the sight of

him reminds us of the Arabian splendour in

the legends of Grenada, and under the Khali-
fate. This, however, is only in his exterior

;

for the spirit of a powerful race remains no
longer in the Moor. A thousand years
have passed since the Arabian dynasty was
in its prime, and now nothing is left of that

once compact world but a dismembered and
outward form. The merely crafty Moor is

of no value as a defence against invasion.

As he formerly quickly Submitted to the

Turk, he latterly became unresistingly sub-
ject to the French. For this reason the
Beduin 7— who is tumultuously warlike,

though he is not to be relied upon—despises

him, as Avell as for Avearing trousers, an
article of dress repugnant to the Beduin.
The Beduins—who, in their white woollen

bemuses, or cloaks, defend themselves
alike from the heat of the sun as from the
cold of night, are divided into the Kabylc
and the Hadjute. The Hadjute is the
robber-proper, Avho lives almost entirely by
theft, and who makes no distinction on the
subject of faith. His brown, shining, and
compressed countenance, Avith its short,

rough beard, bears a stronger resemblance
to the Calmuc than the Arab. In Algiers,

when a Hadjute enters a house of business,

he is obliged to remain below in the court,

and the articles which he requires are handed
to him from the gallery, because his charac-
ter as a thief is so Avell known. The French
call these people Efwhes, which, as {i term

of contempt, indicates not alone that they
are cowards and base, but that their coward-
ice and baseness are of no ordinary degree.
Indeed it ' is a striking fact, tli'at these
tliievish boisterouslj'-Avarlikc hordes are
perfectly incapable of resisting the bravery
of the Europeans. Even in their impetuous
attacks they are inferior to Eiuopcau
troops. The calm, self-possessed courage
of the French appears like the dclibcratiou
of moral principle in opposition to wild
bluster and inflated rage.
The Kabyle are favourably distinguished

from the Hadjutes. They are the inhabit-
ants of the 7nountains, and are, therefore,
usually on foot. This circumstance con-
tributes to the formation of a stedfast clia-

racter. The Kabylc living on the slopes
of the Lesser Atlas is evidently not of Arab
descent. He is, for the most part, fair and
tali, from Avhich cause it has been conjec-
tured that he may be a remnant of that
Vandal kingdom which was formerly founded
by Gcnseric upon ihe countries adjoining
the African Sea. The other races living

about Constantine are essentially distin-

guished by their quiet demeanour from the
rude Beduin hordes. They range through
^he old Deylik of Algiers, and are as little

influenced by any teachings of the Koran
as the savages of the primeval American
forests. It has been presumed that the
greater part of these African races, from
Timis to Fez, may be the remains of the
Canaanites who were driven out by Moses;
or thej' may be Phoc^nician tribes, Avho have
come from the Phoenician colony of Carthage.
The stranger has a good opportunity of

studying these wild people on the market
morning betAvecn the Place du Govcrnmimt
and the Bab-azoun gate ; there he will find

them, in every variety, and all apparently
poor. From the voluptuous secret cham-
bers of Mahommedan life, downward, tlic

reality falls much short of Avhat our excited
imagination pictures it. Palace and house
are both small, and the people poor. The
small quantity of grain Avhich is brouglit to

market, together Avith the lean and shrivelled

forms in Avretclied clothing, present a mise-
rable market-picture. The native product
also, and the Avares Avhich I saw afterward.s

exposed for sale and barter at tlie fair on
the plain, Avere of the most Avretched de-

scription. The climate, Avhich is so Avarm
and productive, and the earth, which i*

Avell Avatercd by tlie Avintcr rains, and Avliich

is of a fine quality, and vigorous as the
soil of a garden, brings forth the most
magnificent produce—the banana, the date,

the jujube (a fine fruit, Avhich bears a re-

semblance to an olive), the Avhitc melon, the

orange, the Barbary fig, the peach, the

pomegranate, and grapes of an enormous
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size. Everything which grows spontane-

ously, however, is left to its own Avild luxu-

riance, untriinmcd and uncultivated, for

man here is rude, indolent, and uninventive.

Strange and interesting it is also on

nnothcr'account to stand at the Baba-zoun

gate, for here the Government camels

ariivc— the ugly, extremely ugly camels—

and crouch down under the few pahn-trcc--

that grow here. Probably this hot country

may have as many concealed advantages as

this animal— this ship of the desert, this

father of the pilgrim, as it is called. The
Moor is afraid of the dog, and the camel is

half sacred to liim. He \vashes himself with

the foam of the camel's unsightly mouth.

But of a truth tl:is animal is possessed of

wonderful -properties—knowledge <;f place,

power of discovering water, patieiicc, cou-

rage, unwearying endurance until it perish.

It is cheered by music, and animated by it

to renewed exertion ; by night it keeps

valch in the desert ; it endures hunger,

thirst, and heat, and yet its milk does not

dimini.sh ; it is said also to lay up a store of

meat and diink. In death, also, every

portion of it is serviceable—its flesh, its

skin, its hair, and even its stomarh. The
formation of this practical wonder is a

master-piece of the useful, even as the horse

is of the beautiful—its head is elevated

above the sand of tl;c desert, its half-closed

eyes arc defended from its influence, audits

broad and light foot bears it easily over

sand or stone.

It is to be regretted that our knowledge
of the coimtry, its people, manners, and
animals, is not obtained from the natives

themselves
;

partly because they are not

commimicative, and their language is so

imperfectly known, and partly because our
intercourse with tlicm is necessarily only

superficial. Of the European tongues Span-
ish is the most intelligible to them. We
find here many remnants of Spanish life

besides tobacco and cigars ; for, with the

exception of Turkey, Spain is the most
Oriental of the European countries, and re-

tains innumerable traces of the Moors. The
fai'ther we go westward along the African
coast, the more this afhnityincreases. Oran,
in this respect, is strikingly dillerent to

Algiers.

P)ut now to return to the people. Here
we find the Jew imhappy in his position, as

he is everywhere else. Even Mahomet,
more inclined to Christianity than Judaism,
hated the Jew ; and this universal hatred
which the Jew meets with has remained as

faithful to him as he has been to his faith,

the one, in fact, sustaining the other. The
Jews were treated by the Turks and Arabs
as they were treated by us in the middle
ages. The colour aud cut of their clothes

w ere prescribed to them ; they were not

allowed to ride on horseback, nay even a

.Jew Avould not have ventured into the city

on an a?s. Where a Christian would have
been bastinadoed, a Jew would have been
burnt or hung. But for all thi.s the Jew
avenges himself by his superior acuteness.

Within the last few years Ben Dnrand was
their triumph and their pride in Africa.

Ihis African Talleyrand, who understood
at the same time how to be \iscful to Abd-
el-Kader and the Governor of Algiers, and
who united, as it were, in himself the quali-

ties of fire and water, died about the time
of my arrival in Algiers, when on his return

to that city by the desire of Abd-el-Kader.
His death occasioned the utmost excitement,

as well as the greatest sorrow, among the

Jews of Algiers. By some hi.s death was
ascribed to poison ; others believed it to

be caused by an acute disease of the

country, and this, in the end, became the

general opinion ; but it did not lessen the

degree of sorrow felt. The pride of Israel

had fallen ! A Jew, who was settled here

from Europe, described this Ben Durand to

me as one of the most wonderfully gifted

of men. He was tall, handsome, lively iu

disposition, luxurious and delicately nice

in his person. In an evening, wlien he
made his appearance, as was his wont, on
the Place chc Government, every one seemed
attracted to him. On these occasions the

most elo(picnt language flowed like honey
from hi.i lips ; his words were seductive

alike to men of all nations, and infused, as

it were, refreshment through soul and
spirit.

"Wherever the French flag waves there

congregate the Jews, and, permitted to have
equal right.s, not only by French law but
custom, the Jew, tinder this lenient admi-
riistration, is the first to give up his pcculi.ir

prejudices and to become amalgamated with
the community. I have seen Avith astonish-

ment, in Paris, that among the numerous
Germans living there, three-fourths are
Jews, and that in the enjoyment of this

complete emancipation their great national
faults cea.<cd to exist. Some merchants of
the JcAvish faith, from Germany, who had
traded industriously and successfully iu

Algiers, received us to their houses with
German hospitality. Nationality hardly
exi.sts on this African coast. People en-

quire about men only as men, and it fre-

quently hai)pcns that it is not until after a
considerable acquaintance that the dis-

covery is made, that this or that strange
language is the mother tongue of their

friend.

At the time of the conquest of Algier.s

the number of Jews in the city was esti-

mated at from five to six thousand. Of the
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only

into

real population of Algicj-.s it is impossible
to spciik \vilh accuracy. The French assert
that there are many Moorish women in the
intricacies of the houses of Algiers who
know not to this day that xYlgiers has been
conquered, and is possessed by the French.
This may be an exaggeration, but any en-
trance into the houses, or the forming of
any exact census, would be impossible.
The Upper Town, which is now entirely in-

habited by Moors, is kneaded together like

dough, and the inhabitants escape from
roof to roof if a stranger enter, and ^."1

return when he has left the place.

An Italian Jew was our Cicerone
these more secluded parts of Algiers. I

made his acquaintance in the moonlight on
the first evening of our arrival in the Place
da Government, and he soon cfievod him-
self as my guide in my first lesson in Moorish
lanes and vvuy of litV. A Frenchman, from
Dauphino, by name Lamonta, an agreeable
fellow, with whom I had travelled for seve-
ral days, received the proposal with plea-
sure, inasmuch as our initiation into the
mysteries of jMoorish life would thus have
something of a romantic character. And
romantic enough it was ! Attended by our
old guide, we soon entered beneath a gloomy
arched passage, where all Avas so dark that
ue had gone on some time before we per-
ceived that we were no longer beneath the
arches but in steeply-asceudjr.g streets, so

(To be CGntimicd.)

narrow that three persons could not walk
abreast ; and where the i;pper stories of the
houses extended oulv.-ard, contracting the
space above to that degree that neither sun
nor moonbeam could find its way below.
This style of building, however, is not un-
suitable to the climate. The Moor prides
himself en streets which neither sun nor
rain can penetrate, and regards scornfully

tlie French who build European houses, and
lay out broad roads instead of the former
hollow and narrow ways. At night the
streets in the upper town arc of a perfectly

break-neck order ; but who builds streets for

inquisiiive foreigners ?—and such were we.
Every now and then we cr*me to a steep

step, cither ascending or descending, or to

a man lying in the path, who had there

taken up his quarters for the night, his-

woollen rags being a sufficient covciring and
the earth a sufiicient couch. Our Cicerone
counselled us not to speak; and, therefore,

we crept along as tlirough interminable

caves without ilie slightest knowledge of

our Avay. I'llurdcr and robbery came into

the minds of both of us ; but Ave had not
been warned in Algiers against any adven-
ture of this kind ; and I indeed recollected

having heard in Paris that you were as safe

in the narroAvcst street of Algiers as on the

public Quai Voltaire, in Paris. The truth

is, that danger oiUy begins outside tlic gates

of Algiers.

THE ROUTINE OF DAILY LIFE.
Ly Miss H. M. Rathbone, Author or "PcOSe Allen," &c.

NO, III.—THE
*• What a pity, mother, it is that you can-
not lie a bit longer ! It is so cold and dark,
and your cough is very bad this morning."

" It's very troublesome, Alice, l;ut Avc've

no money left, and scarcely anything to eat

;

and I should lose my pla.ce if I didn't go to

Mrs. Jackson's on the day she fixed; so

good bye, my dear : there is a little milk
and a crust on the table for your breakfast
and a sup of broth you can Avarm for your
dinner. Don't you get up just yet, it Avill

be quite time enough an hour hence for you
to go to school."
Mrs. Carter noAA' pinned a thin wcll-Avorn

woollen shaAvl closely round her neck ; then
ghe put on a pair of old boots, sighing as

she perceived their loaky condition, and left

the house, coughing as she encountered the

keen cutting Avind, and not having dared to

take anything Avarm before setting out, lest

there should not be enough for her child.

Besides nieeting the thick fog of a Ko-

SEMPSTRESS.
vember morning, she had to pick her Avay

through muddy crossings, and her frail

clothing became damp, and her thin boots
Avet through, by the time she reached
Mrs. Jackson's abode. Thoughts of a
Avarm breakfast in the comfortable ser-

vants' hall si.istained her spirits, Avhich,

hoAvevcr, fell in an instant, Avhen she Avas

told, at the back door, that the children

Avere so uiiAvell Avith the hooping-cough.
I\Irs, Jackson said she could not superin-

tend the Avcrk that day, and had sent to

say that Mrs. Carter liad better go home
again, No money Avas tendered to make
up for tliC poor Avoman's lost time, or the

Avcar and tear of her clothing ; and slic

Avalked slowly OAvay, uncertain Avhere she
should next turn her steps. To her great joy,

she discovered a halfpenny at the bottom of

one of her large pockets, Avhich Avcre filled

with ])ieccs of tape, patterns, and innumer-
able odds and ends of sewing maicriajs

;
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aud, cnteriug the first baker's shop she
came to, she bcnti;ht some bread ^Vhile

cutiiig it, the good woman who had served
Iicr, courteously invited her to dry her
clutlies by their fire. This little act of kind-
ness cheered Mrs. Carter ; and she then re-

Golved to extend her walk to a lady's house,
Avhere she had been told to come fur some
work which she was to take home. She
had already been there twice that week

;

but each time the lady had forgotten to pur-

chase some necessary lining, and she had
had her walk for nothing. So it again
proved on the present occasion; and, tho-

roughly disconcerted, not only at the cheer-
lc:..vness of the home to which she was re-

turning, but with the ulterwant of conside-

ration shown by both ladies for the useless

expenditure of so much time, she came back
to her own lodgings. Alice, she found was
gone to school ; and the widow, coughing
incessantly, proceeded to wash and iron seve-

ral articles of clothing, wliich she had only
just completed, Avhen her little girl returned,
cold, wet, and hungry. Her eyes glistened
when slic first perceived her mother ; but
they soon overflowed witli tears on hearing
of the ill success Mrs. Cnvter had encoun-
tered. Alice had also brought back a full

copy-book, and told her mother the mistress
had said she must bring a new one the day
after to-morrow, with another pen.

" Pleaven only knows wlierc I am to find

money to pay fi/r them, and the back rent,

t oo," said the widow, with a deep sigh. " Open
the door, Alice, dear, there is some one
knocking ;" and the new-comer exclaimed,
as she entered, " Good morning, Mrs. Car-
ter! I am very glad to find you at home
to-day ; for IMiss Mason wants a gown
altering very badly, and she sent me to ask
whether you coulil come directly, and stay
the afternoon. She wants the gown to wear
at a very particular party this evening ; so

I tru:it you are at liberty." " Yes, Miss
Thomas ; and I am right thankful to have
a spell of work, however little it may be,

for I get on but badly, employment is so
slack in Ihe^e hard times ; and one of my
best employers, Mr. Yaughan's lady, can
no longer afford to put out her sewing. If

it was not for your young lady, I don't
know what would become of me and Alice;
una she pays so regular, I always say /ler

money's as sure as the bank. T am quite
ready now, Miss Thomas." " Well, then,"
returned lier companion, " we had better
go, as I can tell you there is no time to
lose."

The afternoon was busily spent in sew-
ing (without a moment's intermission),
ISIiss Mason herself helping, and tea was
brought up to the sempstress and the lady's

maid, to save time. By seven o'clock, the

hour appointed, the dress was completed,
and Mrs. Carter, with Miss Thomas, and
the housemaid, stood at the head of the
stairs, that they might watch the procession
of gaily-habited ladies walk into the dining-

room. Had their employers seen thorn,

they would perhaps have thought that the

spectators were gazing on the scenes with
wishful eyes, and longing to partake similar

luxuries. Eut this was not the case, the
lady's maid being wholly occupied in

noting the diiFerent fashions, and delighted
to observe tliat her young lady was the best
drcsf^ed and handsomest of all the ladies

;

while Mrs. Carter looked at the men
servants, her thoughts revert irig to a son
she had lost two years previously, and
thinking she wouldhave hadnothing more to

wish for, in this world, could she but have
seen him so comfortably clothed, and serv-

ing so excellent a master as Mr. Mason.
When supper in the servants' hall came to

an end, the widow, havuig received two
shillings for her half day's work from tlie

considerate Miss Mason, returned home,
and seated herself by the low fire, close to

which little Alice had been extended on
the floor, half asleep. The child roused
herself up on her mother's entrance, who had
brought her a bun, which she began to eat

like one who had not had a sulficient

meal that day, Avhile she rested her
curly head on her mother's knee, think-

ing liow particularly happy she then
felt ; and while thus engaged in sweet com-
munion, Mrs. Carter and her child were
startled by a loud knock, while some one
tried the latch, and called to the in-

mates :

—

"Gracious me, Alice, whose voice is that?

I feel afraid to open the door," said ^.Ir.s.

Carter, growing very pale, and her knees
trembling so much that she could not riiC

from her seat.

Surprised at her mother's strong emotion,
the little girl jumped up and ran to the

door, which she quickly unlocked to a tall

young man, who came in without asking
leave, and looking hastily round, advancea
slowly toAvards Mrs. Carter, as if hesitating

how to address her. He stood some seconds
before her Avithout speaking, while each
moment she became more frightened, and
seemed unable to ask the young man who
he was or what brought him to her lodgint^a

at that time of night. At last he exclaimtcl,

in tones rendered almost inaudible by agi-

tation :

—

" Do you not know me, mother ? Have
you forgotten your son Ralph, that you do
not bid him welcome r"

Mrs. Carter stretched out her arms, as

she feebly rose to meet his embrace, her
head grew dizzy, and she would have fallon
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but for her son's support. Poor Alice was
greatly disti'esscd, she had not understood
the stranger's words ; she had never seen
any one faint before, and she was so flur-

ried she could hardly get the water for
which her brother asked. But the widow
soon recovered, and then joy restored
strength to her worn-out frame, and she
could fold Ralph in her arms, and weep
over him, and bless him ; until, an hour
having slipped away, she became suffi-

ciently composed to listen to the history
of his adventures, and why he had stayed
away so long. Ralph told them how "he
and his master had been taken prison-
ers by the wandering Arabs, which had
led to the report of their death, and
he related their subsequent long journey
overland to Madras ; sometimes making
Alice laugh by his strange descriptions of
eastern customs, and sometimes causing
his mother to shudder as he vividly detailed
the various escapes from tigers, wild ele-
phants, and serpents. It was very late
before the widow and her children could

boar to separate, and when the former at

last laid her head on the pillow, her
tliougiits dwelt far more upon the infinite

joy that her dear, handsome, excellent son
was restored to her in good health and
matured strength, than upon the new pros-

pects ill life which he had opened to her
and Alice. The kind baronet, whom he
had served as valet, had desired him to

oiler the situation of gate-keeper of the

principal lodge in his park to Mrs. Carter,

where she would have a comfortable home,
light employments, country air, and her
two children dwelling with her under the
same roof. Sir Harry Mordaunt could only
spare Ralph for one day, and on the fol-

lowing one he was to escort his mother and
Alice to their new and pretty home. Such
was the somewhat romantic ending to poor
toiling Mrs. Carter's hard day's work, and
her heart Avas lifted up in mute thankful-

ness to the Almighty, protector of the

widow and the orphan, for His great

mercy.

AN AMERICAN'S OPINION OF ENGLISH REFOIIMERS.
By II. B. Stantox.

No. YI.
Pitt's Contixental Policy—Tierney—Whitbread—Castlerf.agii.

In- exfimining a little further among the

statesmen who opposed the continental
policy of Mr. Pitt and his successors

—

though by no means intending to notice all

who thus distinguished themselves—a less

notorious person than Mr. Sheridan at-

tracts the eye ; but one who, when we
regard the solid, every-day qualities of the
mind, greatly surpassed tliat celebrated
orator. I allude to Mr. Tierney. Like
Mr. Perceval, he was bred to the bar ; but
unlike him, he was not a mere lawyer, nor
was his comprehension hemmed in by nar-
row prejudices, nor his soul shrivelled by
bigotry. Though his reputation in this

country is dim when compared with other
luminaries that shown in that "SVhig con-
stellation in the A^wxv of the present cen-
tury, yet it would be difficult to name one
who shed a more steady and useful light

along the path of the liberal party, during
the ^rst ten years of this century—always
excepting Mr. Fox. Mr. Tierney was fore-

most among the reformers in the perilous

limes of the treason trials, in 1791—was a

prominent member of the society of
" Friends of the People "—penned the ad-

mirable petition to Parliament, in which
that association demonstrated the necessity

and safety of an ciftarged sulTrage, and an

equal representation—and, having attained
a highly respectable standing at the bar,

entered Parliament in 1796, the year before
Fox, and the heads of the Opposition un-
wisely abandoned their attendance \ipon the
House, because they despaired of arresting

the course of Pitt. Mr. Tierney was at

once brought into a prominent position.

He took up the gaiuitlet, and during two
or three sessions was the main leader of the

remnant of the "Whigs, who stood to their

posts ; and he showed himself competent to

fill the occasion thus opened to him. Night
after night he headed the diminished band,
arraying the rigid reasoning powers and
tireless business habits which he brought
from the bar, against the haughty eloquence
of Pitt and the dry arguments of Dundas

—

blunting the cold sarcasms of the former
with his inimitable humour, and thrusting

his keen analytical weapon between the

loose joints of the latter 's logical harness.

He was solicitor-general of Mr. Adding-
ton's mixed administration ; but the disso-

lution of that compound soon relieved him
from a cramped position, whence he gladly

escaped to the broader field of untrammel-
led opposition. Here he did manful service

in the popular cause, effectually blocking

up all avenues to advancement, both in the
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comparatively secluded walks of tho pro-

fcs.siuu which he oriianiented, and the m )rc

r;i;:^Ljcd and conspicuous paths of politics,

AvJiich ho dcliglited to tread. During a

pnrt of the dark nii^ht of the Continental
Coalition, he fruided the helm of his party
with a skill and vigilance which its more
renowned chiefs might have profitably imi-

tated. His ability to master the details, as

well as trace the outlines of a complicated
subject (so essential to success at the bar),

induced his colleagues to devolve upon him
the labour of e.xposing those exhausting
schemes of finance by which Pitt and his

successors drained the life-blood of Eng-
land's prosperity, and swelled a debt which
the sale of its every rood of soil could
hardly discharge. Thus he acquired a

knowledge of trade and finance, second
only to that of the later Mr. Iluskisscn.
It is meet that the unassuming talents and
services of such a man, *' faithful among
the faithless," should not be overlooked
when naming the modern E,eformers of
England.
Some who have not looked into the par-

liamentary history of the times we are now
glancing over, suppose Mr. AVhitbread to

have been merely a great brewer, who,
having purchased an obscure seat in the
House of Commons by his ill-gotten wealth,
held his tongue during the session, and sold
beer in vacation, liut he possessed an in-

tellect of the most vigorous frame, which
had been garnished by a complete educa-
tion, and liberalised by extensive foreign
travel He was the companion and coun-
sellor of Fox, Erskine, Sheridan, Grey,
Mackintosh, Romilly, and Brougham—"a
frequent visitor at Ilolland-house—a ready
and strong debater, always foremost in the
conflicts of those violent times—for a short
pwiod the trusted leader of his party in the
House—and in 1814, when the quarrel be-
tween Queen Caroline and her husband came
to an open rupture, he was selected, with
Brougham, to be her confidential adviser
and friend. Generous in the diffusion of
his vast wealth— gentle and kindly in his
affections—the warm friend of human free-
dom, and the sworn foe of oppression in all

its forms—he gave his entire powers to the
cau^e of progress and reform, and resisted,
in all places, at all seasons, and when
others quailed, the foreign policy of Pitt,
Perceval, and Castlcreagh. The return of
Napoleon from Elba alarmed all classes of
Englishmen, and for the moment swept all

parties from their moorings. An address
to the throne for an enlargement of the
forces was immediately moved by Grenville
in the Lords, and Grattan in the Commons
(both A\Tiigs), and supported by a large
majority of the panic-struck opposition.

Whitbread stood firm ; and, though de-
nounced as a traitor and a French Jacobin,
made an able speech in favour of his motion
that England ought not to interfere for tlie

restoration of the Bourbons- Such a fact
illustrates the inflexible metal of the man,
more than a column of panegyric. His
political principles ai>proached the standard
of democracy; and this, with his plebeiau
extraction and rather blunt manners, gave
lijm loss favour with some of the Vull-
blooded patricians of his party than with
their common constituency, lie died in
18 lo, and, like Romilly and Castlercagh,
fell by his own hand.
Many worthy and not a few illustrious

names might find a place here. Grey, the
dignified and uncompromising— Kamilly,
the sagacious and humane—Mackintosli,
the classical and ornate—Grattan, the chi-
valrous and daring—Burdett, the mauly
and bold—Horner, the learned and modest
—Holland, the polished and generous—

•

Brougham, the versatile and strong—all of
whom, with otliers scarcely less notable,
sustained the drooping cause of freedom
against the policy of Piit and his followers,
aad kept alive the sacred fires, to break
out brightly in happier times. But, each
may be noticed in other connections. We
will now speak of two statesmen of a dif-

ferent school.

Lord Castlercagh was the life and soul
of Pitt's continental policy during the six
years before Napoleon fell.' Like Sheridan,
he was an Irishman ; but, unlike him, he
strongly resisted every measure which pro-
mised to bless his native country. Ever
ready to bribe, bully, or, butclier, he
plunged England deeper and deeper into
debt and into blood, and seemed to regret
when there was no more money to be
squandered^ and no more fighting to be
done. As the best atonement he could
make, for permitting her to come out of the
conflict with a free Government, and with-
out being utterly ruined, he went to the
Congress of Vienna, and humbly begged
leave to lay her constitution and her honour
at the feet of the allied despots whom she
had impoverish?d herself in sustaining
against the arms of France. With no more
eloquence than a last year's almanack

—

utterly incapable of cutting even a second-
rate figure as a Parliamentary debater

—

yet, because of his intimate acquaintance
with the affairs of the kingdom, his blunt
sense, promptness in council, unflinching
courage, unfaltering attachment to the
throne,andunscrupulou3cxecutionof its de-
crees, he led the Tory party in the Commons,
and controlled the counsels of the King
through eleven of the most turbulent years
in England's recent history. Though not
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the nominal Premier, he was the real head
of its ministry dm-ing tha war with America,
and in the times Avhich preceded and fol-

lowed the overthrow of Buonaparte, and
Lore a leading share in the subsequent
despotic transactions which assumed the
soft name of " the pacification of Europe."
At the Congress of Vienna he represented
the power which liad staked all, and nearly
lost all, in restoring tire Bourbons. 'Jhis

gave him the right to demand, in her name,
tiiat the victories she had bought or won
should redound to tlie advancement of

constitutional liberty. But this cringing
tool of tyra^iny, so far from bearing himself
in a manner worthy of his great con-
stituency, succumbed to the dictation of
Austria and Russia, and aided them in
forming the Holy Alliance, that politico-

military Inquisition lor "the settlement of
Europe." His subsequent course in en-
dorsing the military surveillance: wliich this

Holy Inquisition exercised over the people
of Europe, encountered the tireless hostility

of the liberal party of England, whose
leaders made the island ring with their pro-
tests. At length, this bold, bad man, this
*' ice hearted dog," as Ebenezer Elliott

called him, having opposed the abolition

of the slave-trade, the amelioration of the
criminal code, the modification of the corn I

laws, Catholic emancipation, Parliamentary
reform, and every other social and political

improvement, during twenty-five years,

suddenly finished a career Avhich had been
marked at every step by infamous deeds.

Immediately thereupon, Mr. Canning, who
succeeded to his place as Foreign Secretary,

filed his protest against certain proceedings
of the Holy Alliance, and England with-
drew from that conspiracy of royal rogues.

Mr. Canning suceeded Lord Castlercagh as

Foreign Secretary in 1823, and Lord Liver-

pool as Premier in 1827. Like Castlereagh,
Canning v»as of Irish descent; but, unlike

him, he had some Irish blood in his veins.

Like him, he sustained the continental

policy of Pitt ; but, unlike him, liC did not
desire to degrade England, after she had
destroyed Napoleon. Like him, he exer-

cised great sway in the councils of the

country ; but, imlike him, it was not so

much the influence of mere official station,

as the voluntary tribute paid to a splendid

and captivating genius. For thirty-ii'C

years this remarkable man participated in

public affairs ; and, whatever opinion may
be formed of his statesmanship, he wa.s un-

doubtedly the most brilliant orator that has

appeared in the House of Commons in the

present century.

JOHN" WELDON'S HISTORY.

Letter III.

Sir,—My last letter must be regarded as an episode, and as such I hope it is not

out of place.

I am going to make you a sort of father-confessor, and tell you my faults and
failings, as well as my good qualities ; for as I wish to write that wliich shall

benefit your readers, I must not set myself up as a faultless monster, or how should

I be an example to thern or anybody else r

Well, Sir, I wa?, as I said, master of my trade ; esteemed by my shopmates and
employers. I was an occasional lecturer on history, physiology, and so on. I was
a writer of essays ; a reader of all sorts of books, but mostly of a sciontilic, tlico-

logical, and philosophical nature. I despised novels aiid romances, and cared for

no poetry but Shakspere and Milton. But I was no great reader even of them.
ISIy memory was good, and once having gone thn^ugh them, I retained a geiieral

idea, could quote them occasionally, and thus passed for an intellectual and well-

read young m^n. I believed myself to be so. I was no humbug ; for I pretended

to nothing which I had not been at some pains to acquire.

As a good, sober workman, I hf.d plenty of employment, and my wiges were

more than sufficient for my wants ; hence 1 was early an accumulator. Jsly studies

in i)liysiology mride me careful of my health in the most essential partictulars. I

used a batli' daily, v/-as scrupulousl)'' clean in my habits, and took groat pride in

being so. When I left the shop, 1 washed anl dressed, and appeared as a gentle-

man. I wore gloves when I Avent out, and would not allow a speck of dust on my
clothe.H. It is astonishing what respect I gained from this cause. People who difl

not know me to be a journeyman jomer addressed mo as sir ; an'l I y;m3 familiarly

spf.k?n of as Mr. Weldon.
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Vanitr y^'oa not at the bottom of this personal care and attention. I knew the

importance of cleanliness, neatness, and order, as moral inlluences ; but the respect

that Thev Avon for me added, I doubt not. to my self-esteem. I look back to myself,

then, as a conceited, shallow fellow, with aU my knowledge and importance. I

had among my other prejudices, at that time, a contempt for woman. As many
half-educated men do, I looked on man as the lord of creation—as the top of the

tree.

I was a hard, proud, self-willed man—mere inan, and nothing else. Fuf)rtu-

natcly I carried up with me from my childhood no gracious and tender memories of

womanly love and kindness. My unhappy mother had been to me no object

inspiring respect. Of Lucy, my eider sister, I never spoke ; and Pculh, though, like

her old Moabiress namesike, she had remained failliful to me, was not one to excite

in me any sc-niimcnt beyond what I had for the sex generally. She was often

wounded by the slighting w:^.y in which I spoke and thought of women. She often

cried, but that was to me a sign of her weakness. I believed all women cried—so
did children. She vras brought up a dressmaker. She had no tastes similar to

mine, nor, indeed, if she had, could she have gratified them. She had no time. I

endeavoured for a while to induce her on SuiuLiys, and in the occasional hour that

she might steal from sleep, to read works that I considered of an improving charac-

ter, and such as a rational being should study. I3ut she would not get through
them. She fell asleep over Dugald Stewart's " Moral Philosophy," with the candle

burning by her bed, and was so found by her mistress. She never read any more
philosophical "work-. She was, however, very fond of novels, romances, and poetry.

AV'hen work was t^lack, one of the girls was permitted to read aloud in the work-
room, and this fell mostly to Ruth's part. 1 dispiied the trifling minds of these

girls, to Avhich trashy novels and Himsy poetry was the fitting aliment.

I mentioned in my former letter that I should have been welcome as the son-in-

V of my master. The girl was amiable, gentle, and domestic ; but I saw her only
I i.iployed ill knitting, in worsted work, and such like. She had no taste for read-

iiig, cared for none of my favourite authors, and read nothing deeper than the very
lightest literature. My i-ister read to more purpose even than she did. I Avas then
in the heyday of my intellectual life, as I called it, and as Miis diel not greatly

.c my fancy, I puii)osely turned a deaf ear to the chaimer, and soon after left

.' old master and the town altogether.

i'or the next tliree years I roved about a good eleal ; worked in various of our
*.:ge towns, associating myself wherever I came with the young men who frequented
the institutes, athenieums, and reading-rooms of our class. The experience and
knowledge of life I thus gained was of great use to me. ITie old proverb says that
" tii.e roiling stone gathers no moss ;" of the stone, the luud, barren stone, this

may be true ; and, perhaps, as regards the moss of the proverb, which means
nwnay, it may be true likewise. I mimaged, however, to gather a little even of tliis

bastv moss, money, as I went along, rolling stone though I was ; and at last I got
to Loudon, where, in the excellent employment of Messrs. , builders, I obtained
-ituaiion which led to my great advantage.
ii.uia wTOie to me of her failing health ; she wished also to be near me, as I now

considered myself settled, ;md as her inclinations led her to the BcrUn-wool
business, I looked out for a situation for her, and through the aid of Mrs. , the

iu of one of my employers, she soon was comfortably settled in a situation which
• lias kept for many years.

My employers were Dissenters ; and by one of them I was asked to assist in
teaching an evening school for young men and women, which Avas about being
esudjiiahed in the chapel school-room. It was a thing quite to my taste, and I
gludly acquiesced. The lady wlio kept tlie Berlin-wool shop, where my sister lived,
was a member of the same congregation ; and as Ruth was frequently required to
make out bills, it was desirable tliat she should write a neat, ready hand, and also
be quick at such small accounts as were needed. liar opportunities of learning, as I
said, had hitherto been .'=mpll, and, perhaps, some little inclination had been
wanting on her part ; but now it was proposed that she also fchould attend the
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night-school—the chapel heing near—and avail herself of its advantages. Hiith was
earnest now in learning ; and the pleasui'e of meeting me there three nights in tlio

•\veck was no small stinndus.

Among the young women who attended the school, was the servant of an old

lady who lived in the cliapel-ynrd. I noticed her the first evening I entered the
school : her name was Emma Wilson. She was not, perhaps, so pretty as some of

.the other young women, but there was a something in her whole appearance—her
neat, braided hair, over which was the prettiest of little caps ; her small white
collar, and her well-£tting diess, which irresistibly attracted me. I never had no-
ticed a woman's dress so much before. It was the face, ho v.-ever, the intelligent,

sensible, yet perfectly womanly expresssion, that took my fancy. She always sate

in one place, as if she had a right to appropriate a seat to herself, which no one
seemed to think of disputing with her, and she always copied out poetry ; she
would not make use of any of the reg\dar copies. It seemed to me as if she came
merely to tianscribe poetry, for she wrote a neat hand. I fovmd that the old lady
with v.hom she lived was nearly blind, and that Emma wrote her letters. She
studied arithmetic, too ; had got as far as Vulgar Fractions, and seemed likely to

go a-head of half the school. One night in the week we had a history class, and
at this she was also very regular and attentive.

Iluth and she soon became acquainted. I was very shy of sho^\'ing her any
attention, for I had all my old pride of sex about me, and I would not willingly

have had my fancy entangled by any woman, however much I might, at times,

enjoy a flirtation with them : but -with this Emma AViJson I could not flirt ; she
gave me no opportunity ; and I was, unaccountably to myself, a little afraid

of her.

I was extremely attentive at the evening school, and soon came to be considered
as the best teacher. I was chosen, therefore, to read history- and give lessons in

grammar, in which I did my best.

But someway I could not get this Emma "Wilson out of my head. I often

thought of her during the day at my work. I was angry with myself, for I dreaded
falling in love. I dreaded marrying a woman who mignt disappoint me. I deter-

mined to be doubly on my guard.
The intimacy between this gud and my sister increased, but to that I had no

objection. I often wondered, iiowever, v;hat they talked about when together. I
thought it must be nryself. I saw them, at times, exchange little notes, and my
curiosity was piqued. I wished to hear their conversation when alone, for by this

means I thought I could form an idea what kind of girl this Emma was. I never,
thought of asking Ruth's opinion of her friend, because I had no respect for her
judgment, and I believed there was so much partisanship among women, that she
would not confess any faults she might know her to have. One night I came to

the school-room just after them ; they were standing together in deep conversation
while taking off their bonnets. Kuth had just given one of those mysterious notes
to Emma, who seemed very glad to receive it. I stood unseen behind the open
door, and heard a long conversation—not about myself—not about any profound or

elevating subject of science ox literature—but about " the sweetest little crotchet
collar that ever Avas seen, and cuffs to match."

I was satisfied. I stalked into the room without condescending to take any
notice of them. I set down Emma Wilson for a trifling little fool, like the rest of
them, and believed that I was now cured.
Don't let me tire you, Mr. Editor, iuid I will not linger much longer. I believed

myself cured, but I was not. I grew some Avay accustomed to the idea of the sweet
little crotchet collar and cuffs to match. I begun to reason about it. There was
no harm in such things, I thought, and had not I myself admired Emma's little

white collar, aii my wisdom and philosophy had not prevented me from doing so.

Where then could be the harm of her making such ?

One day—it was Christmas-dav—when all the world had a holiday, I asked Kuth
lo persuade Emma to take a walk, and promised to join them. They did so,

Emma's mistress not objecting. We had not walked far before ilutli took a littlg
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packet from lier pocket, saying it was the little crotchet collar which she had begun
for her friend, as she wished. I did not let the cpporttinity escape me, and laughed
at them., and at women in pjeneral, for occupying; their minds and their time with
sucli trifles ; inveighing, as I had often done before, against the expense, the folly,

and the frivolity of worsted and crotchet-work, knitting, and such like, of Avhich

women were so fond.
•' Oh," said Emma, "how little you men unders-tand women! Trhling and

frivolous as you may think it, there's many a heart-acho soothed, and many an
injury forgiven, over a bit of worsted-work. You men smoke your cigars, and have
your pots of beer, and your clubs, and como home to scold ; wo poor v,-omon sit

down and forget our troubles over our silly crotchet-work, and aio in good humour
to receive you when you come home. A man ought never to begn.dgc a little bit

of pleasure or pastime like tliat. But they do so ; that I know by what I've seen."

I had never heard Emma say so much as this befor-^. The spirit with which she
spoke pleased me. I asked, therefore, what s-he riad seen, for I wisho'J her to talk.

•' Well, if you must know," sa-'d fhe, smilin;.*, " I lived with the daughter of my
pvesint mistress two years, and I think if I had lived much longer it would have
killed me. I madt np my mind then that I never would be married."

" How was that?" ?sked I, almost involuntarily.

Emma went on wiLuout n(;ticing my interraption, " She- was a beautiful woman,
"was my mistiess, and had a good fortune, but she had such a horrid wretch of a
liusbar.d ! He did everything but beat her. She had no children— liothing to

make her life pleasant. She had many books, however, and she read a great deal,

and she played music beautifully ; but this I noticed, that whenever he was in his
honid tempuis—and that was veiy often—and when she wa^ so frightened and
miserable, she neither got to h: r books nor her music, but to her work. She
worked great pieces of embroidery. They were as beautiful as pictures—I never
paw such work : the drawing-room was full of them. There were chairs and a
sofa, arid she was working a screen when I left ; and nothing seemed to do her as
mnc-h good as her Berlin-work. Siie seemed to forget all her troubles and his
imkindness over it, and was j-o cheerful and pleasant when ho came home again—
the wretch ! Mar.y a time when I've been dusting that drawin^^-r' om, I've said
to myself, what hujidreds ;tnd thousands of tears flnd sighs have been got rid of
over this work ! And then, though women generally, th^nk goodness ! have not
lialf the trouble that she had, yet all of them have their Utile troubles, and there is

jif.t one of them that does not know the com. fort of a bit of work, especially if its

pretty, at such times."
llutli put in her Avord and said that she thought the reason why women had so

much more patience in little things than m; n was, because they had nice little

work that they could take up at odd times. " Now, here is John here," she said,
*'he'd never have patience to thread a little needle-eye every five minutes; l>ut

that's nothing to a woman."
Emma supported the idea with a strong assertion. She said that whi^never she

was cross she got to her crotcheting, and that made her good tempered agiiin.

I said I hoped then that she would always be working crotchet when I was near
licr.

I said it involuntary, and I thought when I had said it that it was llie silliest

thing 1 ever uttered.

With this, Mr. Editor. I conclude for the present. —Yours ever,

joiix Wkldox.

AxTiaviTY OP Bronze.—BronKc appears to have been amongst the most ancient
of the mnnufacHiros of mixed metals. The earliest coins, statuettes, warlik'^ wcaitons,
and agricultural Uujh, wore of bronze. It has been stated that the ancieiits wore ignoruit
of hr.T>;s, hut this is now knnun not to be the ease, for we liave cxuniples of combinutionu
of C()p|)cr r^nd zinc. althoir.,-h it i^ quite certain that neither the Greeks nor iho Komans
knr'w (if the latter metal in its pure state. The oxide of zinc, tutia, or calamiiic earth,
>\as known to thorn, and employed for making yellow metal.
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Letter IX.

Mil. Editor,—BkExVD, and the Vvirious preparations of wlieaten and otlier flour akin

to it, enter so largely into "household economy," that I may, probably, render

service to some of your readers, by giving the results of my experience ia tlie

matter.

I may tell you, in beginning, that my Jem and I were brought up, and lived for the

first four- and-twenty years of our lives, in a part of the country where most of the

inhabitants make their own bread. We were, therefore, as you may suppose,

used to home-made bread; and so partial were we to it, that we could scarce conceit

any other. For a short time after our marriage we were supplied from father-in-

lasv's with a good large loaf once a week ; but, in consequence of distance and other

circumstances, that became inconvenient to both parties, and we were obliged to

\iOi\e^^hakers bread." Tiiis seldom pleased us. It was always too new or too

stale, or too bitter, or too slack-baked, or too burnt, or too something or other. I

was used enough to make bread myself when in the country ; but not having an

oven of our own, and not then being aware of any other mode of baking bread at

home, we went on for a longtime, grumbling and wishing, and using such bread as

we could get. ^Ye frequently changed our b-Jcer. We tried what they called
*' cottage bread," and " genuine country bread, brought from a farmhouse in Hert-

fordshire twice a week ;" but our taste always led us to suspect that the " cottage

loaves" were made in some London bakehouse; and the "country bread" was
certainly \inlike any to which we had been used.

I determined, at last, to try what I could do myself. I got some flour at a good
corn-chandler's, and some yeast

—

barm v.'e used to call it in the coinitry— fi-oni a

neighbouring brewer and publican, and made bread according to the following plan :

I put half a peck of flour into an earthen pan, and placed it near the lire to get a

little warm. I then took a small tea-cup full of yeast, a table-spoonful of salt, and
rather more than a quart of water, w^ith the chill just taken off. Making a deep

hole in the middle of my floui-, I stu-red my liquor through a coarse sieve, or a

gravy-strainer, into the hole, drew the flour fiom the sides gently over it, covered

it uj) with a thick cloth, and let it stand near the fire for about an hour. I then
kneaded it well into a toughish dough, covered it up warm, to rise, for about an
hour, then moulded it into two loaves, and took it to the baker's. Soznetinies I

baked it in tins, slightly greasing the tins first. I occasionally used part brown

flour, which I found requii'ed rather more yeast and liquor than when white flour

alone was used.

So Ave went on for some time. Generally spefiking, my loaves turned out pretty

Y/ell, and we enjoyed them. But there were several drav/backs. I was often trou-

bled to get yeast, and it was frequently sadly bitter. Then I had to take it some
distance to be baked ; the baker grumbled to bake it at all, because I did not buy
my flour of him ; he often required it to be taken at times tliat were not very con-

venient to mo ; sometimes it was heavy, in consequence of his lettmg it remain out

of the oven too long ; every now and then my little batch was about a pound weight
short of what it ought to have been; and then I had to pay a penny a loaf for

baking, and that the baker told me I ought to consider a great t\n'our !

This was not all. I used to take ovir little joints of meat to bake also ; and wo
often fancied that they -were marvellously shrank when we got them bade ; and
however fat the meat was, there v/as rarely any dripping. The same fiite befel the

potatoes or padding which I put under the meat. ^Miuther these articles evapo-

rated, or whether tire baker's " cat" was to blame in this matter, I don't undertake
to say ; all I know is, that we were the sufferers. However, to my stoiy.

I wont one evening to fetch home a little batch of bi-ead, and as I was returning, a

drenching shower came on. I could not obtain shelter, and came in dripping wet,

with what I had hoped would have tiQ-ncd out a peck of nice bread, but which I
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found had been pulled tuid messed about. Jem, seeing the plight I Avas in, and the

tricks that had been played with the bread, ctiught up hLs hat, and was going off in

a tci-rible hurry to give Mr. Baker wh^t he called, " a good blowing up.' 1 knew
i/ifif would do no good ; so I persuaded him to sit down and dry the loaves a bit,

wlulc I changed my gown. When I returned, he said :
" I tell you what I've

often bffcii thinking abuut, old woman, and now the time seems come for me to

curry it out."' "To have bread from f.;ther*s again, I suppose," said I. '*"\Vhy,

no," he replied ; "I did thijik of that, but Giles say.^ he could not afford tobringit
for less than a shilling ; and as we must have it once a week at furthest, that would
hi paying too much for our whistle. No—my plan is one that v.ill make you d.uice,

Mis. .Miikepeace. "\Miut do you thuik of having a nice snug oven of our ovm ?

You havt oftcns and oftcns mahcd for one, you know." " That's true enough," said

I ;
" but, as my dear mother used to say, ' Wishing' s a poor trade ;

' and, as you
sometimes say, -If wishes were horses, o'en beggars might ride.' You don't think
our Ituidlord would put us up an oven, do you:'* •'! don't mean to ask him,"
said Jenii " to tell you the truth. I measured our chlmnoy-place the other day. I
then called at II adman s, and inquired the price of a range which I saw standing
at his door, juat the right width. It has a grate in tlic middle, with moveable
cheek, so that you can have a large or small lire ; there's a boilor on one side

that will hold about three gallons of water, and on the other side an OA'en, large

rr.ough to cock a shoulder of mutton, or half a peck of bread. The ordinary fire

serves to boil the water, and to heat the oven, without the least trouble. I sec that

my description makes your- eyes twinkle, Mrs. Martha !" **Tiiis is all verj- fine,"

said I ; "but, as you sometimes say, who's to hud the tin? Such a concern as

you speak of will inake a hole in ton pounds, I suppose." " Xotliing like it—nor
«'\X'n half ten pounds," replied Jc.n ; " I have made my reckonings, and I find tbat,

rJloAving ten shillings for our present grate, which I am sure we can get for it, tiic

whole affair will not cost more than four pounds." " Well !" said I, "but where
are wo to get that: I doa't see how we can spare four pounds at once; and you
know you as goovd as vowed never to go iai debt for anything." **I know," s'ay«i

he, " 'tis a goqdish bit of money for such as us to look up ; but I'm sure 'twill

l)c a saving in tlie long run; so I've made up my mind lo have it, if we even
liavc to pinch oiu"selves a bit. You know I talked about getting myself a coat, and
you a gown, this spring ; but your wet clothes and this bad b itch of bread has put
luc out so, that I'll willingly make my coat do a few months longer." "And,"
said I, " I'll willingly wait the same time for a new go-wn." So the bargain was
struck and sealed ; and in the course of a few days our new rr\r.;^-^ \\::< >;pt, and the
oven was occupied, much to our satisfaction and comfort.

AVcll, Mr. Editor, so we went on for about three years, enjoying om- bread, and,
now and then, a nice pic or pud;lin;.;, a cake, or a pastv, and baking our little

joints of meat. "What with tlio Jiot havro^ to go out all weathers to fetch ;uid
carry broad and meat, and having no roguisli tricks played with cither, we very
boon saved what our range cost, besides always having—what every woman knoAvs
the value of—water boding, without any adclitional trouble, or making up a great
fire. Still, there was one dra\vback—the plagxiy yeast. For a reason which I Avill

explain at a future time, I did not at all relish going to tlie brewhouse for it ; and,
for the same reason, the brewer's men sometimes refused to let me have it; and it

Avas often so 6<7/<'r that, though I Avashed it, and ran it through bran, and tried
other schemes, I could never wholly sweeten it. Then, it Avas not always equ.d in
strength, so that my bread was noAv and then hennj. Here, however, let me
remark tha*:, though in such case a loaf is smaller, it does not Avci^h less than if it

Avcro larger. It is not quite so pleasant either to the eye or taste ; but it is a long
Avay off from being spoilt ; and I am not sure, after all, Avhcthcr your very Ihjht
bread is the most economical.

AVe got relieved from these unpleasantnesses in rather a curious Avav. My Jcni
had begmi to subscribe to a Mechanics' Institution, ami spent pnrt of two eveJiings
in the Aveek there, reading some useful book in the reading-ro(^m, or listening to
fon>c interesting lecture. Now and then he met Aviih remarks Avhich led him to
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suspect that bread fermoited trith yeast was not the most economical or wholesome.
Shortly after, a working man, who was fond of chemistry, and studied it at his leisure,

was advertised to give a lecture on " the Philosophy of Bread-makingJ" My Jem
went, and, as he said, " listened with both ears." He tried to repeat part of the
lecture to me ; but much of it was too learned for us plain bodies to understand.
This much, however, we did understand,—that bread was justly said to be the staff

of life because of its valuable nourishing and sustaining properties ; that the pro-
cess of fermentation by yeast decomposed—or destroyed—a part of the nourishing
property of the Avheat ; and that, in short, it lessened the quantity, and injured tJic

quality. He said that by making bread in the usual way, there was a waste of
tico pounds offlour in every fourteen pounds; that bread so made was by no means
eiisy of digestion, and that the use of it caused, in many persons, flatulency, heart-
burn, and complaints of the stomach and bowels. After explaining these things
more fully, and confirming all by experiments, he recommended the use of
xinfermented bread, giving directions how to malce it. As Jcui could not recollect

this part exactly, and as he had some knowledge of the lecturer, we got him to

spend an evening with us, when, after laughing good-naturedly at our ignorance of

what he called " the philosophy of the thing," he explained the matter more fully,

and gave me a correct receipt. Here is a copy :

—

*' Take two ounces of carbonate of soda, one ounce and a half of tartaric acid, and
a piece of sal ammoniac, about the size of a hazelnut, powdered. Let these be well

mixed in a perfectly dry state. Then blend them intimately with half a peck of dry
wheaten flour—oi you may use one-third barley flour—and about two ounces of

salt. Make a deep hole in the middle of the flour so prepared, and pour in as much
cold water as will make dough somewhat less stiff than bread dough is usually

made. Mix it briskly and well. Make this quantity into three loaves ; put them
itnmedialely into a quick oven, and let them bake for one hour and ten minutes. The
exact time will depend, of course, upon the heat of the oven ; but a very little

practice will determine the right length. You will thus have three loaves of sweet,

palatable, nutritious bread."

The lectiurer said that, for the convenience of persons who could not m;ikc this

compound, or readily get it made, the " Bakiny Powders" which were so much
advertised, would answer the purpose ; but that the compound made according to

his receipt was superior in quality, and 7mich cheaper. Let the soda, acid, and
ammoniac be wjU mixed, put into a Avide-mouthed bottle, closely corked, and kept
perfectly free from damp, and it will remain good for almost any length of time.

The articles should be bought at a respectable druggist's ; and if a quiirter of a

pound of each be bought at a time, it will cost little more than half what it would
if bought by the omice. Most di'uggists will readily mix it for you.

After what I have said, I need not say, Mr. Editor, hoAV delighted we were to got

this receipt. I set to work the next day. At first I had a little trouble in mixing
the powders "intimately" with the flour; but by the third or fourth time I got on
nicely. I have now excellent bread. It is sweet and pleasant ; there is miicli stay

in it ; it will keep good a long time ; and gives us satisfaction in every respect. I

rcconunend. it, therefore, most cordially and couiidently, to you, and to all your
readers ; and that you may form a correct opinion about it, I propose to send you a

small loaf with this my letter. *' The proof of the puddmg "—but yoa know iliit

proverb without my quoting any further.

One dijficulty I can anticipate, namely, the baking part of the story. I fear t]i;;t

my new plan cannot be carried out by those who have no oven at home. But if

your readers did but know one-half t\iQ comfort it would be to them, I am sure they

wovdd not mind "pinching" a bit, as my Jem termed it, to obtain one. The beit

thing next to that is, what is called an " American oven." This may be bought at

almost any tinman's or ii-onmongor's ; it is a great improvement upon the old but

useful " Dutch oven," espei,ially for the purpose of baking. Ic may be placed on

a footman or a stool before a common sitting-room fire, and can be used for meat,

pies, puddings, and all sorts of pastry. Only remember never to wet more of the

pre])ared flour than you can use in such an oven at one time. Having never used
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one myself, I cannot say how long it -vvill take to bake a loaf or to cook a joint pro-

l>crly. This will be found out aficr a trial or two.
^ly Avish to be particular has made mo occupy more of your space, Mr. Editor,

thin I perhaps ou^ht ; but I hope I have written usefully, and with a strict refer-

ence to *' Household Economy.'
Februar}' 25, 1850.

'

Martha MAKEPEAcrE.
P..S.—Should any of your correspondents have any difficulty, or be able to sug-

gest any improvement, ir, may be useful to all parties to state it.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Obseuvr!—The '^ Baking Powder^' mentioned
in Ihe IJecuipts for cake?, l)un.s, &c., in No. 8, i3

that the rccfipt for which is given in the foregoing
letter by Martha Malxcpeaco on lloascholU Eco-
nomy.

Omelettes.—An omeletlc is n sort of pancake,
the baais of which is eirgs. As tliey enter largely
into the dietary of the vegetarians, now a numerous
clas*, several receipts are suljoincd. Some little

practice is required before they can be turned out
to perfection, though the direction'* are very simple.

The best kind of pan in which to fry them is one
about six inches in dla'jieter. .\bout two ounces
of butter should be placed in this, and molted to a
boiling licat. The omelette must then be poured in

and stirred round with a spooji. .\3 soon as it

begins to set, lean the pan by tlic iiar.dle toward.s
you, and silash the boiling fat well over the edges,
alter the manner in which eggs are poached in a

frying-pan. Lift up llio edges of the ouaelettc also,

that the boiling fat nia}' get underneath. Let it

remain a little more than half a niinule to be nicely

browned, and then turn it out on the dish, so that
the browned sitle may be uppermost, lie careful
not to do them too much, and serve them up as hot
as po.ssible.

IIebb OMt!tETTE.— Ureak six eggs into a basin,
and add a little parsley and young onions finely

chopped, and salt and pepper to taste; beat them
well up together, and fry as directed above.

Anotueh.—Break four eggs into a basin; add
two table-spoonsful of good clicese grated, the same
(|iiantity ol boiled French beans chopped small, and
salt and pepper to taste,

Anotheb.—The SJime as the last; but, instead
of the cheese and French beans, add two table-
spoonsful of boiled asparagus chopped, or green
peas boiled soft.

Anotiies.— lircak tliceggs into a basin. Wash
eight or ttn small mushrooms, slice them, and put
them into a saucepan with half an ounce of butter,

a g wl squeeze of lemon, and Fait and pepper to

ta««te. Let them simmer till tender; then pour the
beaten egsrs into the pan, and place the mushrooms
in the middle.

Sweet Obielettes.— As above,but insteadofthc
vegetables and seasoning' tlirre natned, add any
kind of j«m, .-oft preaerNed fruits, currant jelly,

or dried currants.

Another.—Make a smooth batter thus: beak
np three e^'gs, and add a quarter of a pound of
fl mr, a quarter of a jtoiMid of moist >u','Hr, and a
pint of 'jfood milk. Pour three table— pji-nsfui of
this bttter into the boiling- butter. "When firuif-d,

turn the oineletle over upon a flat saucepan lid,

buttered and hot, and from this to a e'otli.

Spread a little jam, marmalade, or j^-lly, upon
eacli, and fold tlitm acros-, trimming- llie edges
neatly. Or, instead of thi.; jam, iCc, silt pounded
sug-ar over them.

ALMOND Omelette.—Beat np four eires, with
aqnarter of a piril of new milk, as much fi -ur us

will make rather a stiff batter, a little salt, about
a dozen sweet alnioods pounded, or an equal
quantity of almond lli»nr, soiu'^ grated lemon-
I'cel, and po\vdered sugar to taste. Fry a<s above
directed, and sift a little powdered sug^.ir over
before servin;,' up.

TUE SCIIOOL-KOOM.—No. VII.

MATTER AM) ITS PROl

"\Ve now pass on to a consideration of those

jiropcrtics of matter •wliich are accitlcntol,

that is, whicii depeud on circiiiustaiiccs, and
arc susceptible of variatiou, 'Ihc iirsL of

those is

—

1. Density, or closeness of texture.

Bodies are mo.st dense uhen in the .'^olid

statn, less dense when liquid, and least

dense of all wlien gaseous or aeriform. In
tliis lu.iiiiier the degree of density depends
upon the closeness of the atoms to each
other. The more dense in siiLstaueo that a
body is, the more heavy or weighty it ir<.

Uut on this point >vc shall dwell more

'ekties.—lesson hi.

largely when we come to speak of llie

specific gravity of bodies, as it is tallrd.

2. Elasticity is that property by which
certain forms of matter admit of being com-
pressed, and return to their original con-
dition whc7i the compressing force is

removed. Aeriform bodies alone arc per-
fectly- elastic; that is, exert a force in re-

turning to their i)revious slate, e(|ual to

tliat which comi)resscd or displaced them.
That litjuids are clastic is evident from the
fact that they return to their original bulk
after undergoing compression ; but as their

compressibility is comparatively small, their
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elasticity is so also. Nearly all solid sub-
stances possess some degree of elasticity.

Steel is one of the most elastic of metallic
bodies, but its elasticity is not nearly so
great as that of India-rubber, -which extends
to almost any degree.

3. Ductility is that property by -wliich

metals may be drawn out into wire. ' Gold is

the most ductile, next silver and platinum,
and then iron, copper, zinc, tin, and lead,

4. Malleability is the quality by which
bodies are capable of being extended by
hammering, or, as it is more properly
termed, by i/npaci. In general the most
ductile metals are also the most malleable

;

but there is a remarkable exception in the
case of platinum and iron. These are more
ductile than copper, zinc, tin, and lead

;

but copper and tin are more malleable than
platinum, and even lead and zinc are more
malleable than iron—that is, they can be
extended into thinner leaves Avithout break-
ing. The malleability ofmetals is generally
increased by heat.

o. With hardness, as a property of many
solid bodies, we are all familiar. Thus,
"as- hard as flint" is a common proverb.

-""TnTe diamond is probably the hardest of all

substances, for it cannot be cut or scratched
by any other ; so that the lapidary is obliged
to use diamond powder in the same manner
as he uses emery in other cases, for cutting
and polishing this gem. Glass, agate,
granite, and steel, are other instances of
very hard substances.

6. Briitleness is that property by which
bodies are capable of being easily broken
into fragijicnts, and it belongs chiefly to

harch^dies. Iron, steel, brass, and copper,
when heated and suddenly cooled, become
brittle.

7. Dilaiahility is that quality of bodies
by which they are capable of being expanded
or enlarged in their dimensions, without any
addition being made to their substance.

8. Tenacity is that property by which
bodies arc not easily torn asunder. Thus
iron wire is the most tenacious of all ma-
terials. An inch-square bundle of fine iron
wires will sustain a weight of from 60 to 90
tons per square inch. Hence, cables made
of fine iron wire, twisted together, will sus-
tain a far greater weight than chains having
the same weight; and they are now coming
extensively into use. Many of the suspen-
sion-bridges on the continent are constructed
with wire ropes ; and there is one at Tri-
bourg which is 700 feet between the points
of support, being 100 feet wider than the
Menai bricWc.

We have noAv briefly enumerated and
explained the various properties of matter,
both essential and accidental. We shall
conclude our present lesson with some re-

marks, by Dr. W. B. Carpeaiter, on the
Indestructibility of Matter :

—

"Few errors are more common than the
idea that there can be a waste or destruc-
tion of matter, or at least of some kinds of
it. Such an idea Avould seem to be abun-
dantly confirmed by daily experience. We
see the vv'ood or the coal of oin- fires, the
wax or tallow of our candles, the oil of our
lamps, gradually burning away ; the ma-
terials seem entirely to vanish, and to leave
little or no trace behind them. But they
only change their form. In all cases of
ordinary combustion tAvo elements, carbon
and hydrogen—of which, most of our com-
bustible substances are chiefly composed

—

unite with the oxygen of the atnuisphere,
and give ofl" light and heat in their union

;

and, as the result of this union, it may be
shoAvn that water and a gas, termed carbonic
acid, are produced.
"Both of the substances Avhich are thus

given ofl' to the atmosphere are again taken
Irom it by plants, and are by them made
subservient to the purposes of tlie growth
of animals. Vegetables have a wonderful
power of dccomj^osiny the carbonic acid of

ihe air—that is, of separating it into its two
elements, of Avhich they take the carbon,
giving back the oxygen to the atmosphere.
In this manner the carbon is again reduced
to the solid state ; and it may either enter

into the formation of Avood, or may become
part of the Avax and oil Avhich many plants
produce in abundance. Vegetables also

employ the carbon Avhich they Avithdraw

from the air, as one of the materials of the

substances Avhich they produce for the
benefit of the animal creation ; and these

substances, taken in as food, partly enter

into the construction of the solid frame-

Avork of their bodies, but are chiefly exlialcd

in their breath. Thus, of the carbon Avhicli

is taken from the atmosphere by plants, a

large part is restored by the breathing of

animals, or by the uses to Avhich man i)uts

tlie nniterials he obtains from them, and tlie

remainder is given back by the decay of the

vegetable and animal fabrics not so euv-

ployed.
"Thus, Ave see that, in the most familiar

of all eases—in Avhich the idea of the

destruction of the substance most strongly

occurs to our minds—there is really no lo^s

of material, but only an alteration of its

condition."

Density or Am and Water.—Air Avould become as dense as Avater, from its oaa'ii

weight, at a depth of 34 miles; and Avuter "would be of double density at 93 miles, and as

heavy as mercury at 362.
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AVEEKLY CALENDAR.

MARCH IOtu to ICth.

March 10, 1823, dird, Benjamin Wett, P.B.A.,
tl.u celebiulcl hi^'tmicai paiuicr, lt.aviii» to the

wi.rld a spotleeji cliar;irtcr s-B a man, riiul a ?rea
nniiic in t!.c annals f.i Kngiisli Art. He was liorn

ill 17..8, near bprinsfitNi, in I'ennsylvania, of

razes were comnr.itted in that neigbbourbocd, and
ill otUer parts of the Mctio^iulis.

2klarch 14, 17i3, the Excite scheme was fint
iiin\ eil in the lloii<e of Coiiinioii:? bj resolution',
which were powerfully resi»tpd, btit, on the 16:h,

(luakcr parents. lie b^gaii to dra<v with'.ut
| finally carried, end the Excise Bill brought in

iiaviii^ seen iwimters or paiutings, or even pruits,

and recei%cd hia firf-t Itssons in the art of pre—

paiii:g his colon » from some wandering' Bed
li.liai:s. After exfrcisirig- lii-s p.^ncii in <Mlfert.iit

part? of Amtrica, he went to ltal> in 1760, and
c.iine to Ln?!aiid in 17C3. Otie of hi.s earli^-st

irieiids wa- Dr. Dnimmond, Archbishop of York,
wlio introduced him to George III , by whose
or.ier he executed bii picture of llegu'.us ; and
whose patronage he enjoyed abnc furty J<:ar^.

(/n ihe death of'jjir Joshua Iteynolds in 1791, West

On the 4tli of Apiil the biil was read a first tinie,

and carried by a majority of 36 ; the niajurity be-
ing 2mG, 'l.e niinoritj 2M. There were petitions
against it from every trading tonn in the king-
dom, and great tumults in London. The measure
was so U!ipopii ar that it was for that lime
dropped,wheteup«)n public feeling was manifested
by lieneral illumirjations.

Mar(h 14, 17.37, Admiral Juhn ^yn;? was shot
at Portsmouih, under the sentence of a court-

i niaitiiil. His alleged crime w us th tt of nut having
va? eircted TrcsitJent of the Uo\al Academy, done his duty in an action between the British and
which honour he held, with Ihn exception of a French fleets on the 20th May preceding; but
£Lorliii;ervaL t.llhi«de:t!i.in ifl.'O. subsequent examination has led to the belief that
March 10, 15G6, Datid Rizzio, an Italian mnM

clan, w!io had o'jiiiiiied an e.\tiaon1iiiary degree of

conCdeucc and favour with Marj*. Qiictii of Scot^,

was assassinated in her presence. In Holrrood
hou'c, at E'Unburgli, is still shown the chamber
where the Qneen sat at sapper, when Kszzio was
dra;.'ged from bcr side and muidered ; and ;il;0 the
priv.tc- ftaircase by wiiich Uutbveii entered witlj

the assassins to ptrpetr.i'e the 8ava?e deed.
March 10, 1822. Dauid E. Clarke, LL.D., a
1 'bratcd traveller, died, aged 54. Hi* travels

<ve been published In two quarto volumes:
th< y possess deep interest.

March II, 1G43, Ilerculet Clay, residing at
Newark, in commcuioratiun of an extraortUmry
deliverance during i!ie siege by the pariiarncnta-
rianariin, gave .£200 to the corporation in lrii?t,

the interest to be applied, one moiety to the pay-
ment of t!ie Ticar for a s»-rmon to lie preached on
every 11th of Slarch, and the other to be given lii

breiul to the poor. These customs are contuiuc-d to
\i\\i d.y,

•Mart.^i 12, lCS-2, Clieltea HofpHal was founded;
an asylum for disabled and in\alid foldievs.

^larch 12. 1GS9, King James II. lauded at Kin-
. <•, Iie!and, wiih an army he brorght from

J ranee to as»ist the recovery of the throne he had
ab/lieated. He proceeded to commit various ont-
rages, till Wid am HI. defeated him at the battle

ubsequer
he was ra.«hly ccndemned, and cruelly sacrihced
to vile consioeraticns.
March 14, 1758, General (Fade died, aged IT).

He coMiininded against the forces of the Pre-
tender in 1715; and having f.i.ished the contest,
remained in Scotlai d as Commander-in-Chiei.
While holding that office his soldiers eff cicd the
famous military road through tlic Highlands,
which tended more to the civilization of llie coun-
try ttiait all the sovereigns bc-tore the reign of
Georgcl. ever effected.

March 14, 18'^i3, died, in his 80th year, FreJirick
Klopttock, a German writer, author of " The
Mea«iali," and other works, chiefly poetical. His
t'uneral was a ] ubiic one, and conducted in a
manner denoting aXl'ectionate nspect for his

talents and charac'cr.

March 14 1849, Shere Singh, Chiittar SInph,
and the principal >ikb chiefs, K^gether with 16,000

men of the Sikh army, surrendered, with all their

arms and 41 guns, to Major- General Gilbert, at
Ra>vul-Pindee.

March 15, B c. 44, Julitu Ceesar was a>'6a3si-

nnled by Brutus and his associates in the Senate-
house of Rome, in the 56lh year of his age. He
is said to have conquered three liundred nations,
taken ei^bt hundred cities, defeated three hun-
dred millions of men, and thtin one hundred

of the I'ojne, :ind compelled him to fly to Fiance. ' millions on the field of battle.
.March 12, 17('3, died Auhrey de ^cr^* the twen-

tic:h and last Larl of Oxfoid of the de Vere?. He
was so f«8sive uiider Oliver, the rrot<ctcr, that
he was not even fined ; and when >Viili:>m came
over, he went over to him from James II. He had
been ea»y with the gay and frolicsome Gharlci II.,

grave with ^Vi^iam HI., and giaccful in old age
in the court of Queen Anne. ,

Marrh \l, 1712, Queen .^f?tic announred In the
" 11 jal CJaz^lte" her intention to tuush publicly
for th«* "king's evil," or scrofula, bhe* waii the
list i>f our sover' ieiis who cx»rcisfd thli (Bup-

March 15, 1813, the Anli-Cum-law League
commenced a series of weekly meetings at Dniry-
lane Theatre.
March 16, B c. 37, Tiherius Claudius Js'ero, a

BomJTi emperor, wa.« snlfocatel with pillows. The
principal portion of bis reign was marked by ser-
yiiit) on the one hand, and despotic ferocity on
the other. His life was fir from happy, and he
endrd a course of ecnsuAlity and debaticher}- in
much mi«ery.

•March 16, 179e, Giutarus III. of Sweden, was
assa5?inated at biockhclm, by .\nkerstron), a dis-

poned) iniraculcus gift. The efiicacy of *be roy.il cnntfnted otficer ; but the King did not expiic
lonch was believed in by some for i.early "iOO till the 2y;h.
years

.Mar.:h, 13, .06.5, died, Bclisarius, n celebrate*!
|reuer:.I of the lloman arniy, alter experiencing
the Severest trials of icyal in.ratitiide.

March 10, 1810, Thomas Mount Jones, a g'ut-

ton, dined at * The- Pl< iigh.'J between Peckhain
and Sydenham, aud ate Six pounds of bacon, and
drat.k nineteen pots of beer! This is recorded

Manh 13, 18 :S, a l«fgc Mieling of Chartisfs
j

on a pane of glass iu the parlour wi:.dow of that
WuS L' Id un J\.e!i:;inTto!.-'.eUiU.ou. b-veral cut- ' pubLc-hiuse,
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

To orn Cohrsspondest!?.—Very numcrows

Intiuiries having been made from all parts of

Ujc kingdom as to who arc eligible to be com-

petitors for the Prizes we have offered for the

best Essays of Working Men to our forthcoming

SuPPLEMENTAiiY NuMBSR, wc beg to State in

explanatio!!, that a preference will be given tn

tliepro-'.nctions of tliose whoc:)rac under the class

of operatives —sMch as handicraftsmen, mecha-

nics, or working artisans—to t!ie produclions ol

those engaged in the counting-house, and similar

pursuits. Any of these, however, tliat may be

desirous of contributing to our Magazine, will

find a chann'jl for their articles, if approved of,

irt the pages of our regular weekly numbers.

A. P.—The sea is on the average tliree miles

deep; but a; its bottom is as uneven as tiie land,

so its depth is various. A late writer asserts tliat

the sea moves from one hemisphere to the other

every 20,900 years ; amotion which is governed
by the revohiriou of the line of apsides round the

ecliptic; and hence the alternatioui of land and
marine remain?.
Walter.—Nc,
A Youth.—We think that, under the circum-

stances, your complaints are uncalled for; you
sho-.dd remtm'icr that to labour is the necessary
condition of man in every btite, and is the useful
condition of all animated beings as tending to

tlieir liealth and enjoyment. Employment is

lirippiness, and the want of it miseiy, while in-

dustry leads to healtliful circulations and compe-
tence in old age. Youth is the spring, manhood
the summer, and age the winter of life. In the
first we should prepare by education, in the
second reap the fruiis, and in the third enjoy the
jjtores of our lormer indnstiy.

P. D.— \Vater freezes at 3^ degrees.
T. Lawson'.—No; the jiotatw is orioinally a

native of CliUi, but known in England at the
lieforuiutiou.

Charles.—The English language consists of

about forty thousand words.

A. B. C—The Stuut dynasty on the English
throne commenced wiih James I.

G. S. (Pimlico.)—1. The le: jfih of the Thames
is 220 miles. 2. Th- iju in;ity of water di;ch,'.rged

in;o the sea by ali the rivers in the wotld is about
thirty-fix cubic miles in a day.

A SVheklwuujiit.—We should advise you to

begin wiili circles, ovals, cones, cylinders, and
globes, and shadow them so as to give the ellect

<»f solidity. This, wc believe, is the best way to

form the hand to drawing.
A. S. A.—Yes.
11. D.—No; the names of the d.vys of onrwoek

are derived frr m the names of certain Saxon
objects of worship ; but the names of our months
are derived from the Lat'n.

JuVENTAS.— rerhajis " Hudibras " gives tho best

pichnviot hum:in life nnd passions ever drawn.
Eanny.—The lines arc unsuit^ible.

P. ^.—No ; sounds arc more intense as the air is

denser.

T. TviVEBS.—Yoa are in the wrong, for every
building standing' alone is an echo when ad-
dressed at a proper distance; but if there are
trees or other objects to the- right or left, tlse

various echoes destroy each other.
Thomas Love.—It is of very hish antiquity

as tlie fi)l lowing pa-ssa^re from jereiuiuh shows :

" Tiiough thou wa-h thee with nitre, and take
much SOAP, yet thine iaiquity is marked beforo
me."
Tyro.—Carbon constitutes the base of the

woody fibre, and is a component part of sudrar,

and of all kinds of wax, oils, i,'umf, and renins.

A. G. S.—The reason is that ihe temperature
of the bldde is increased, and the fineness of the
edge proportionably increased.
X. Y. Z.—We are not aware ; but a beautiful

coinage of platinum has lately been issued in

Kusria, the metal being found in cnsiderable
quantities in the Cralian Mimntalns of Siberia.

A. D.—Youonyht to apologise.
b. James (Xottin^ham).— It is a disputed point.

Ilowe'l f ays, that ' Henry YIII. woie, ordinarily,

cloth licse, txce[)t there came from Spain, by prcit
chance, a pair of silk &to>.kin<,'s. King Edward, his

son, was presented wiih a pair of long .Spamsh .-silk

stockings, by Thomas Grtsliam, his merchant."
But that woollen stockings were not only in use,

but perhnps knit in this country during tho reign of

Henry YJII. is beyond doulit, as we have an
authentic household record noting the circum-
stance.

Edward Ross.—The phrase " bearing away the
liell " originated from the prize in horse-racing,
formerly, being a wooden bell adorned with flowii.-s.

Thi.? was at torwards changed tor a silver bell, and
given to him who should run the best and furthest

on horseback, on Shrove Tuesday.
G. F. R. —We cannot advise in the case.

A. U.—No, it is the claw of th-j spider's mandi-
ble that distils the deleterious liquid that poisons.

The liquid is analogous, in its nature, tu ihat which
exudes from the montii oi the scolopcndrea, and
the tail or sting of the scorpion.

L. A.

—

Qiiiie correct; moreover, metals may
be considered as so intima'e a union of oxygi-n and
alkali as to dely the power of gahanic action to

separate thcni ; t<>r they appear to have been jjene-

ratcd in veins l>y sfiW galvanic action, and, there-

fore, are not separable by the .same agency.

J. IliGHfs.—The height of the aurora bore.alU

Is undeiermined ; sorao s;iy seven—others, one
hundred miles.

P. :'..—Tnu Freeholder, published montldy at

our (tticc, will inform you.

gJ'T' J'hc overwhelming mass of letters which
We I eceive weekly compels ns to say that it is

impossible for us to overtake and answer them
all. We nuBt, therefore, crave thf iufJulgence of

ourk nd friends who may think they have beoi
neglected, Lu: to whom we beg to give our as-

sur.iiice that wc feel particularly gratified by
their communications, and would be exceedingly

happy, were it in our power, to reply to every

one. This, however, being impossible, we can
only say that we sh:ill continue to answer all that

we can," without preference, and shall also answer
as many as wo can in our Supplementary Numbt^r.

I'rintcd and published by John Cassixl, of 335, Strand, London, and sold by ell Booksellers.
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THE AVORKING MAN.

No. X.—THE PLEASURES. AND ADVANTAGES OF LABOUR.
Part I.

There is a very false notion in the world respecting employment. Thousands

imagine that if they could live in idleness they would be perfectly happy. This is

a great mistake. Every industrious man and woman knows that nothing is so tire-

some as being unemployed. During some seasons of the year we have holidays,

and it is pleasing on these occasions to see the operatiyc enjoy himself ; but we
have generally found that, after two or three days of recreation, the diligent mechanic,

or laboiu-er becomes, quite unhappy. Wc have often heard him sigh over the

Avretchedness of being idle, and seen him tie his apron over his holiday clothes and

ask for a job. The fact is, we were made to labour, and our health, comfort, and

happiness depend upon exertion. "Whether we look at our bodies or examine

our minds, everj'thing tells us that our Creator intended that we should be active.

Hands, feet, eyes, and mental powers show that we were born to be busy. If we had

been made to be idle, a very large portion of our bodily and mental faculties would

be redundant. Sir Charles Bell has exhibited the wonderful structure of the

human hand ; other physiologists have entered into a minute description of our

bodies generally, and have displayed their wonderful adaptation for the business of

life. Metaphysicians, also, have dilated on the mind and its operations, and have

brought forth to view its man-ellous powers, demonstrating that man was intended

to be the lord of this lower creation.

But then all depends upon labour. There are the same mind and body in the

savage that haunts the wilderness ; the gourmand that merely eats, and drinks, and

sleeps ; the lady that lounges on a sofa, and boasts that she never does anything, nor

ever wets her fingers ; and the myriads of active hands and hearts that change the

desert into a paradise, and furnish it with all the comforts, enjoyments, andluximes

of life. Industry and toil make all the difference between the useless and the useful.

Did the world consist of ladies we should be starved, famished, and poisoned ; or

did it contain none but gentlemen unfit for manual labour, we must all perish for

want of the common necessaries of life. A world of kings, lords, Alexanders,

Caesars, Caligulas, or Jezebels, would soon leave the globe without an inhabi-

tant. Exertion, activity, study, and toil, all properly directed to some useful end,

are the great requisites of every ago and country. Give us these, and we can

soon have a happy, a prosperous, an enlightened and a refined era. But to attempt

to enumerate the curses of indolence, or the bleff.«ings of industry, would h& an

M
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endless task ; and, therefcre, we shall here onljr refer td a few of the latter^ as con-
nected with the happiness of the labourers themselves.

I. LABorn IS good roii health : but to be healthy we must have good appe-
tites, good digestion, and a good circulation of the blood that has been made out
of oiu' food.

1 . A good appetite. Every one knows that nothing is so conducive to a healthy
appetite as labour. Fortunes have been spent on drugs to produce a zest for food.

>Sauces, condiments, bitters, spirits, pale ale, &c. &c., have been taken in frightful

abundance, and all to little purpose. All the arts of French cookery have been
tried, and fricassees, patties, pastry, sweet-meats, and sour-meats in profusion,

have been caUed for, tasted, and sent away in disgust. The tortures of the Inqui-

sition have been surpassed by the cruelties that have been practised on the

digestive organs, and all to produce what working men and working women obtain

without pill, potion, or culinary legerdemain. 'Tis as good as a play to see a

labourer and his famOy eat their plain meals, consisting sometimes of dry bread, or

potatoes and salt. Now, this healthy appetite is worth something. A piece of

barley-calte to a hungry person yields far more real pleasure and luxury than the

most sumptuous viands to an individual who, from debauchery or want of exercise,

has no desire for food. I remember, when a boy, we had some sour bread in the

house, and at breakfast I could hardly get on %vith the meal, and sadly complained

of the acidity ; but I went to gardening, stayed out beyond the usual time, and
came in almost ravenous. I was ready to eat anything and everything with a zest

;

and on tasting the bread Avhich was so disagreeable in the morning, exclaimed,
*' Why, mother, the bread is sweet !

" My parent replied, •' How true are the

words of Solomon, ' To the hungry soul every bitter thing is sweet
!

'
" And thus

a little healthy exertion had apparently wrought a miracle, and changed the sour

to sweet.

It is said that those D.D.'s, the Dog Doctors of London, have rather a re-

markable way of curing the fat, lazy, lap-dogs which have lost their appetites by
idleness and good living. After having taken a vast deal of physic, and been fed

upon plum- cake, pastry, &c., their indulgent mistresses are sometimes compelled,

to the great grief of their hearts, to send away their favourite poodles to the

canine hospitals of these cynical D.D.'s. The mode of cure is very simple and

summary, at least we have heard so. Tlie dear little creatures are put into a ward

and kept for a certain time without food, until their corporations are reduced, so as

to enable them to run without much difficulty, and then they are whipped round

the room a certain number of tunes every day. The treatment answers mar-

vellously, for the patients have not been under it long before they are ready to eat

any dirty crust, or gnaw any filthy bone, that may be thrown in their way ; and

thus, without one particle of physic, these favourite curs are cured in a marvellously

siiort peiiod, and restored to thou- aifectionate dames in as healthy a state as they

were before they had been almost poisoned and killed with luxury.

How matiy a City alderman, who has reached twice his natural size by ease,

turtle soup, and all the endless luxm-y of City festivals, and at last, after having

spent hundreds on doctors, and taken perhaps a fuU cartload of draughts and pills,

has died of plethora, might have been ciued by these despised, but really philo-

sophical. Dog Doctors ! "We know a lady who was enormously stout, and constantly

ill, to whom a friend prescribed the following simple remedj-, and pledged his

honour that it should succeed :—She was to rise early, work hard in her garden, or
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iit any useful exercise, and anoint her eyes every day at twelve o'clock witli

" lasting spittle." The success of the experiment -was based on two conditions

—

the saliva was to be "fasting," and the hour was to be "twelve" at noon. "We

knew another whR was afflicted in the same way, and the prescription was, " Live

on sixpence a day, and earn it before you taste any food or drink." A robust

captain was taken captive in one of our wars with the Algerine pirates, and was

sent to hard work under a burning sun, and doomed to live on black bread and

cold water. *' How did you get on r" said a physician to him -when he came home.
" Why, I was rather thin," he replied, "but still I never was so well or had so good

an appetite in my life." The doctor who told the anecdote looked rather wag-

gishly, and added, " Since his return to liberty and luxury, he regularly employs a

phj'sician, and takes medicine daily."

Perhaps we arc as fastidious in drmking as in eating. Tea, coffee, chocolate,

soups, beer, porter, ale,. stout, brandy, rum, gm, hoUands, wine, spruce. Sec. &c.,

]nust be doctored, mixed, and cooked in all sorts of ways to suit the tastes of

idlers. One girl is sent away for spoiling the coffee, another the tea, and another

the soup ; when the secret of all is, that the mistress does not rise before twelve,

and has not walked two miles for the last ten years, and therefore has no natural

taste for food or drink. To those who are really thirsty, no drink in tlic universe

can be sweeter than a cup of cold water, though it is possible that this may prove

rather insipid to a vitiated palate and an unnatural appetite.

AVc offer these remarks, that our labouring men and women may not suppose

there are no comlbrts or advantages connected with their lot. Is it nothing to have

a good appetite f)r our food ? Those who have sat down to their meals with an
utter loathing for Avhat was sot before them, could -write and speak feelingly on this

subject. There is hardly an afiliction more painfully distressing than to have to

cat without being hungry ; and, therefore, from this one fact, we may learn the

iumiense value of labour as a source of happiness, in giving us a natural desire for

food. How many gentlemen walk, ride, hunt, shoot, dig, and row, for an appe-

tite ; but the smith, the carpenter, the bricklayer, the railway labourer, the post-

man, the weaver, &c. &c., are rewarded for their toil, not only with the Avages they

receive, but with the hunger they feel.

We iure not saying that every operative has invariably a good appetite. Injudi-

cious food, stimulating drinks, excess of labour, the want of ventilation and
cleanliness, and the folly of taking medicine for every little pain or sensation, may
destroy the desire for food. Still, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, the

r; mcdy is at hand without our taking a single drug. The want of appetite iii

sometimes nothing more than the stomach asking for a holiday, and the very best

tiling would be to let it take its rest. Depend upon it, that as soon as food is neces-

sary, and the digestive organs arc fit for work, hunger will return.

Omitting, however, these exceptions,, we maintain that the working men and
Avorking women of our country have aji inexhaustible fund of happiness within

their reach, and the feeling we are now describing is not one of the least. That
" Hunger is the best sauce," is an old proverb. To sit down to a plain meal with a
good appetite, is better than to dine v»'ith the Lord Mayor without one. Our com-
mon mercies are often unheeded, and yet they are frequently our most valuable

ones : and what is more, they are often found just at hand, and where we least

expected. Labour has been represented as a curse ; but instead of this, it is a

blessing. Adam waa created to labour. He had to dress and till the garden of
M 2
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Eden when there was no curse in the world. Labour is one of heaven's best gifts.

Appetite is created by labour, health is sustained by labour ; our food, our clothing

our furniture, our books, our roads, our conveyances, our dwellings, our wealth,

our luxuries, come from labour. A working man that produces* from the soil but

one potato, or a grain of corn, is worth more to mankind than all the warriors that

have ever lived. We have more to say on the blessings of labour in its effects

on digestion, circulation, sleep, &c., but conclude for the present, trusting that

what we have advanced will aid in removing the impression that honest labour

is either dishonourable, or incompatible with the largest amount of real happiness.

(To he continued.)

CKOMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER XI.

"Cromwell relieved the country from Presbyterian intolerance. * * « * But it required all his

Strength to do this, and to keep down the spirit of religious and political fanaticism."—bouTUEY.

with rather fomenting the spirit of rebellionCKOMWELL—HUME S OPINION OF HIM

—

THE ARMY AND THE PARLIAMENT

—

CHARLES OBSTINATE AND INVINCIBLE.
The brightest steel may be tarnished by
simply breathing upon it; but the moment
the dimness has passed away, it leaves the

polished surface brighter than before. So
is it Avith a man's character and the breath

of slander. The more any one is misunder-
stood and misrepresented during life, the

greater will be the relief in which he will

stand out on the page of impartial history

in after-time. Many a noble spirit has been
crushed under the ever-crushing effects of

misrepresentation and falsehood. Many a

lovely character has thus been blighted, and
has gone doAvn to the grave under the

Avithering and desolating influence. The
only relief and support enjoyed by such men
has arisen from the consciousness of right

and truth. They knew that their record

was on high—that their vindication lived

—

and that though ages might roll away, at

the bar of a more advanced, enlightened,

and truth-loving age, their righteousness
would come forth as the light, and their

judgment as the noon day.

bo it Avas with CromAvell. Justice was
denied him while he lived, and ever since

his death time has been heaping upon him
calumny and contempt. He has been
maligned, reprobated, anathematized. His
purest and most benevolent actions have
been misconstrued.
We have seen that he Avas one. of four

Parliamentary Commissioners sent to Saf-

fron Walden as the head-quarters of the

army, Avith a vicAv to adjust existing differ-

ences between the Parliament and them. In
fulfilling this commission he has been charged

among the soldiers, and as having been ac-

tuated throughout the Avhole business by
the most sordid and selfish motives. Let
us listen to the great English li;»toriau

Hume. He says :
—" This artful and auda-

cious conspirator had conducted himself in
the Parliament Avith such profound dissimu-
lation, Avith such refined hvpocrisy, that he
had long deceived those Avho, being them-
selves very dexterous practitioners in the
same arts, should naturally have entertained
the more suspicion against others. At
every intelligence of disorders in the army
he Avas moved to the highest pitch of grief
and of auger. He Avept bitterly ; he la-

mented the misfortunes of his country ; he
advised every violent measure for suppress-
ing the mutiny; and by these precipitate

counsels, at once seemed to evince his OAvn
sincerity, and inflame those discontents, of
which he intended to make advantage. He
obtested heaven and earth, that his de-
voted attachment to the Parliament had
rendeicd himself odious in the army ; that
his life, Avhile among them, Avas in the ut-

most danger ; and he had A'ery narroAA-ly

escaped a conspiracy formed to assassinate
him. But information being brought, that
the most active officers and agitators Avere

entirely his creatures, the parhamentary
leaders secretly resolved, that, next day,
Avhen he should come to the house, an accu-
sation should be entered against him, and
he should be sent to the ToAver. Crora-
Avell, Avho in the conduct of his desperate
enterprizes frequently approached to the

very brink of destruction, knCAV hoAv to make
the requisite turn Avith proper dexterity and
boldness. Being informed of this design,
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he hastened to the camp, -where he was
received with acclamations, and was in-

stantly invested ^^•ith the supreme com-
mand, both of parliament and army.

" Fairfax, having neither talents himself
• for cabal, nor penetration to discover the

cabals of others, had given his entire confi-

dence to Cromwell ; who, by the best-

coloured pretences, and by the appearance
of an open sincerity and a scrupulous
conscience, imposed on the easy nature of

this brave and virtuous man. The council
of officers and the agitators were moved
altogether by Cromwell's direction, and
conveyed his will to the whole army. By
his profound and artful conduct, he had now
attained a situation where he could cover
his enterprises from public view; and, seem-
ing either to obey the commands of his su-

I perior officer, or yield to the movements of

the soldiers, could secretly pave the way for

his future greatness. While the disorders

of the army were yet in their infancy, he
kept at a distance, lest his counterfeit

ftTersion might throw a damp upon them,
or his secret encouragement beget suspi-

cion in the Parliament. As soon as they
came to maturity, he openly joined the
troops ; and, in the critical moment, struck
that important blow of seizing the King's
person, and depriving the Parliament of any
resource of an accommodation with him.
Though one vizor fell off, another still re-

mained, to cover his natural countenance.
"WTiere delay was requisite, he could employ
the most indefatigable patience : where
celerity was necessary, he flew to a decision.

. And, by thiis uniting in his person the most
opposite talents, he was enabled to combine
the most contrary interests in a subserviency
to his secret purposes."
Here we have assertion upon assertion,

and each as "baseless as the fabric of a
vision." Cromwell had no desire to strike

a blow at the King, if the King would have
left off aiming to strike a blow at the nation.

But a free, life-breathing, and soul-stirring

people were not to be made the vassals of a
cruel and relentless despotism. Cromwell
itied Charles, and hoped that he might
)C the in?:trument of restoring him to

the confidence and love of bis subjects.

But the unhappy Monarch had taken his

course, and nothing could divert him from
it. Even his friends forsook him. No one
could depend upon him. His continued
falsehoods had disgusted and alienated the

ereatcr number of his partizans. " Incurable
in his duplicity, because he held himself
bound to no engagement with rebellious

subjects, Charles meditated their ruin while
he was employing their aid." And was he
to be allowed to effect their ruin •without

any opposition being offered on the part of

i;

the nation ? "Were the faith and the liberty

of England of so little consequence as to

be tossed about like a tennis-ball, even by
a Royal hand, and made the sport of every
wind ? Were the people to stand and look
calmly and quietly on, while a proud and
imperious Sovereign is converting the throne
into a wheel of crushing oppression—the
altar into an appendage to the Inquisition
—and the Church of God into an arena of
ecclesiastical gladiatorship ? It was well to

protest. It was something far better and
more manly to set about the great business
of working out their own freedom.
Cromwell and the other three Parliamen-

tary Commissioners could do but little with
the army. A merely nominal settlement
was secured. The House, on the return
and representation of Cromwell, voted eight
weeks' pay in ready- money, and bonds for

the rest. A committee of Lords and Com-
mons was then appointed to go down to

head-quarters and see the army disbanded.
The soldiers took still higher ground.
"Eight weeks of pay!" said they. "We
want nearer eight times eight!" and
sternly refused to be disbanded. The
power was now in their hands. The Par-
liament was very much the creature of their

will, and was forced to conform many of its

proceedings to their pleasure. The soldiers

were not only dissatisfied with the scanty
performance of the pecuniary promises of
the House, and with the more scanty mea-
sure of freedom it condescended to allot

the good people of England, whom it had
ever been deceiving with much fair speech,
but was in fact ruling with tyranny and op-
pression. In one of their addresses they
told the House that they did " not look upon
themselves as a band ofjanizaries, hired only
to fight the battles of the Parliament—that
they had voluntarily taken up arms for the
liberty of the nation of which they were a
part ; and that before they laid those arras

down, they would see that end well pro-
vided for," Cromwell had strong sympathy
with the army; but conciliation, and not
rebellion, was the goal to which he was
pressing. His path was beset with a
thousand obstacles which he must wholly
overleap, and still press forward, or

he must set himself the fearful task of
entirely removing them. If he had de-

serted the army, it must have been at the
hazard of his life and the salvation of his

country. If he had abandoned and sacri-

ficed the Parliament, it might have quenched
the last ray of hope which remained to

render possible the restoration of Charles
and the tranquillity of the country. Like a
merciful mediator, he came between, and de-

precated the very thought of an open rupture,

bespite all his efforts, things came to such
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a pa^s as to compel him to clioose a side.

Nor did he for a moment hesitate to throv,-

himself into the arms of his military col-

leagues, and into the bosom of the party to

M'hich, by stern and holy principle, he was
most heartily attached.

In opposition to the Parliament at West-
minster, there already existed a military

parliament—the constituent parts of which
were a representative, composed of a certain

number of private soldiers, or inferior

oihcers, Avho were called agitators, or,

more properly, adjutatohs ; and a council

of superior officers, in imitation of the House
of Peers. These two bodies were in direct

antagonism the one to the other. If

neither concede, fearful is the struggle

Avhich must ensue. The breach which had
already become so wide, threatened the

most tremendous consequences. At this

junctxire, the Presbyterians, who feigned to

believe that Cromwellwas secretly fomenting
the army, and supporting them in their oppo-
sition, and who had sufficient strength in

the House to carry any measure which they
proposed, resolved to commit Oliver to the

Tower. Their plot failed. Having been
privately informed of their design, he
quitted the city for his quarters, on the very
morning that his arrest Avas to be moved
for. That he might not, if possible, commit
himself, he had the address to write to the

House, and without taking any, even the

least, notice of what had been intended
against him, informed them that his prc-

t3ence among the soldiers was required, to

disabuse them of much misinformation they
had received respecting the designs of the

Parliament, and requested that the General
might be sent to aid him in the good work.

Cromwell escaped the Tower ; but the
tide of discontent was rolling in with re-

sistless surge and fury. Incident after

incident occurred to accelerate the course of

events. "While the Parliament had voted
that all the troops which did not engage for

Ireland should instantly be disbanded in

their quarters, the council of the army had
ordered a general rendezvous of all the
regiments, in order to provide for their

common interests. In thus preparing
themselves for opposition to the Parlia-

ment, they struck a blow which at once
decided the victory in their favour. On the

second or fourth day of June, 1647, " a
party of five hundred horse appeared at

Hoidenby, conducted by one Joyce, who
had once been a tailor by profession, but
w-as now advanced to the rank of cornet,

and was an active agitator in the army.
Without being opposed by the guard, whose
affections were all on their side, Joyce came
into the King's presence, armed with pistols,

and told him that he must immediately go

along v.ith him. ' Whither ?
' said tli.e

King. ' To the army,' replied Joyce. ' By
what warrant ?

' asked the King. Joyce
pointed to the soldiers whom he brought
along—tall, handsome, and well accoutred.
' Your warrant,' said Charles, smiling, ' is

writ in fair characters, legible without spell-

ing.' The Parliamentary Commissioners
came into the room. They asked Joyce
' whether he had any orders from the Par-
liament ?

* He said ' No.' * From the
general ?

'
' No !

' 'By what authority he
came ?

' He made the same reply as to

the King. ' They would write,' they said,

'to the Parliament, to know their pleasure.'
' You may do so,' replied Joyce, ' but in

the meantime the King must immediately
go Avith me.' Resistance was vain. The
King, after protracting the time as long as

he could, went into his coach, and was safely

conducted to the army, who were hastening
to their rendezvous at Triple Heath, near
Cambridge. The Parliament, informed of
this event by their Commissioners, were
thrown into the utmost consternation.

" Fairfax himself Avas no less surprised
at the King's arrival. That bold measiu'e,

executed by Joyce, had never been commu-
nicated to the general. The orders Avere

entirely verbal, and nobody avoAvcd them.
And Avhile every one affected astonishment
at the enterprise, CromAvcll, by Avhose coim-
sel it had been directed, arrived from Lon-
don, and put an end to their deliberations."

So says Hume. But on Avhat evidence
docs he rest his belief that it Avas at the sug-
gestion and by the counsel of Cromwell that
the King had been seized ? We can find

nothing but the most naked assertion. We
have searched for proof, but not tlie shadoAV
of a shade comes into vicAv. We do not say
that CromAvcll was Avholly ignorant of the
movement—that the step AA-as not in accord-
ance Avith his Avishes—or that he Avithheld

his sanction from the measure after it had
been taken. But to say that he Avas posi-

tively concerned in the King's removal, is

at once to strip him of all that moderation
of conduct by Avhich his past life had been
uniformly distinguished; Avhile so flagrant

an assumption of poAA-er over the person of
the Sovereign,, in contempt and defiance of

the Parliam.ent, Avas an undertaking Avhich

challenged the most prudent daring of any
one single man. It is clear as day, Ave think,

that it Avas the general act of the army,
efiectcd by their representatives, the adju-
tators, of Avhom Joyce Avas one ; and that
Cromwell, so far fioni being even consulted
by them, Avas looked upon as an obstacle,

rather than as an auxiliary, to the carrj'ing

out of their vicAA-s, Nor is it improbable
that the immediate instigators of the deed
were more inclined to conceal than to com-
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munioato their intr^ntions. If Cromwc-U had
all along kept up a contidcntial corrcspond-
onre Avith those officers of the military

(•(•iincil •who aj^recd with hiiu in tlie niodc-

1 utioji of their views, it does seem probable
li::it he both knew the measure which was
rontnaphitcd, and so far countenanced it as

Id take no steps to prevent it. The chief

actors belonged to a party not expressly
cjiiimandcd by any one, but who were for-

v.ard to do what they knew the whole army
Avi^hcd to be done. Certain it is that Oliver
h :.l not the actual direction of either the
jiarty or the plot, but left it to the violence
(jf its planners to execute in their own
time.

i''c\v, if any, felt astouishmcnt at the
daring of Joyce ; or thought it necesssary
to inquire who were the authors of a scheme
tlie executor of which the great body of the
army were prepared to support and defend
vviih their lives. But so persuaded was the
King that no one would have attempted
sucli a thing without the countenance of

(;r;;ateu persons, that he could not except
the biavc and virtuous General from a share
in the transaction. Charles could see none
hut Fairfax and Cromwell, and the rest of
tho superior officers, engaged in his removal
from lL)lmby. As has been very pertinently
said :

" Charles perished on a scaftbld, bc-
cau.-c never, in any instance, till too late,

could he conceive of power as separated
iroia rank and legal authority; nor form a
notion of that mighty though silent prin-

ciide, eternal in the multitude, which, rivet-

ing their minds each to the other by a
sympathetic chain, the links of which are
iiiiperceivable even by themselves, unites
them as one man, to resist oppression— to

.•^uccouv the innocent distressed ; or, in fact,

t) achieve any purpose which appears to

thciu expedient, and adapted by the times
to their performance of it.

So far from concealing that he was th-'^

agent of the military, Joyce rather gloried
in what he had done. If asked who were
his employers, his uniform answer Avas

—

Tin; AiiMV. Addrcising Charles himself,
he said :

" Let the army be drawn to a ren-
dezvous, and the ([ucstioi; put to them, and
I will be content to be hung, if three parts
out of fuiu" do not acknowledge me in what
I have done." Still Charles was not con-
vinced ; and, when Fairfax and Cromwell
both denied having commissioned Joyce, he
replied ; "I'll not believe, unless you hang
him."
With whatever degree of horror and de-

spair tlic Tarliament Commissioners, who
were in attendance on the King, were seized
on the removal of his person, his Majesty
w as Uiuisclf tUe subject of no common satis-

faction, lie, no doubt, hoped that, ** in

this new shuffle and deal, some good card
would turn up for him;" hoped, with some
ground, that the Presbyterians and Inde-
pendents might be got to extirpate one an-
other, lie, therefore, rode willingly. The
Pai'liament Commissioners followed, wring-
ing their hands with grief. They came to

Ilinchinbrook, where Colonel 5lontaguc
received them with all hospitality, and
entertained them for two days. Colonel
Whalley, with a strong party, deputed by
Fairfax, met his Majesty— offered to de-

liver him from Joyce, and conduct him
back to Ilolmby and the Parliament.
Charles positively declined. The Parlia-

ment had never been in such a plight

before. All officers in the House were or-

dered forthwith to go dovai to their regi-

ments. Cromwell had gone. In company
with Fairfax he had an interview with
Charles on the 7th day of June ; but to what
etfect ? The King was more inclined to the
side of the Independents and the army.
" It was held impossible for Charles to come
to an understanding with the Presbyterians,
considering as he did that episcopal govern-
ment was essential to Christianity, while
the Presbyterians were bound, by their co-

venant, to abolish episcopacy. On tlie

other hand, there was always an opening for

some arrangement with the Independents,
who were disposed to use all their exertions
with Parliament to tolerate episcopacy, as

well as the other sects. They were con-
vinced that, if the opposite party once got
the upper hand, they would tyrannise over
conscience as much as the bishops them-
.selves had done in the early years of
Charles'5 reign. In fact, the Presbyterians,
whenever they offered to treat with the
King, always proposed that steps should be
taken to suppress the Independent opinions,

as well as those of other sectaries."

Charles had no sympathy with any of tho
scctaiies. He had lioped to have rendered
stable his throne by their divisions and
mutiuil animosities ; and, iinally, to have
cemented that now broken throne with their

blood. He was perverse in the extreme.
He would take neither counsel nor advice
from those Vfho were ready most eflectujiUy

to serve him. Cromwell perceived this;

and after frequent fruitless attempts to

bring the; Kiiig to a right state of mind, he
gave him up as hopeless. It now remained
for Oliver to gather up his strength, and
stand prepared for coming and yet deeper
conflict. The future is pregnant with
mighty events. Who can tell what is com-
ing up with the birth of time ? Cromwell
calmly waits. His soul is full of deep
musings.
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ROSAMUND.
By Mary Howitt.

CHAPTER II.

HOSAMTJND A PARISH PRENTICE.
Rosamund was about the same age as

Ezi-a, and was. as I have said, a great

favourite with Mrs. Griffin. That good
lady, who was growing stouter than ever,

said, smilingly, that she would look out a

good place for her—one, if possible, where
she might get a good trade into her fingers.

So one fine summer Sunday afternoon,

Avhen the young broods were just fledged
in the nests of the workhouse garden, when
the pink-thrift was in full bloom, and the
white campanulas, and the moss-roses, and
fringed pinks, and sweet peas were in full

flower, all of poor Rosamund's setting or

tending, Mrs. Garroway walked up to the
workhouse to inquire if she could have
another apprentice.

Had Mrs. Garroway been other than a
friend, some said a relation, of Mrs. Grif-

fin, it would have been no use applying
again for an apprentice after the bad luck
she had had with the former ones, more
especially as the public had censured her
no little. But she had cleared herself, and
Mrs. Griffin, good Avoman as she was, took
her part, always agreeing \\ith her that
" parish 'prentices " were the plague of
any one's life, and that Mrs. Garroway was
not to blame for her ill-luck. However,
now there was a chance in ten thousand for

her, for Rosamund was just ready for a
place. She was not much to look at, it

was true, a poor, little, stunted thing, that
was marked by the small-pox ; but then
she was in reality as sharp as a needle, and
was clean and tidy, and handy at any sort

of work, and very pretty-behaved and well-

dispositioned. Mrs. Garroway, therefore,

could not do better than have her; and
seeing that in this way Rosamund might
get a good trade into her fingers, she did

not see, nor did Mrs. Griffin, that the parish
could do better than put her 'prentice, with
five pounds, as they had done the others,

and Mrs. Griffin would be bound, by her
honour, that Mrs. Garroway would have no
trouble with her, for a better girl than she
never went out of a workhouse.
The overseer of the poor and the board

made a little demur about letting Mrs. Gar-
roway have another of their parish 'pren-

tices, but Mrs. Griffin, who was a very
managing woman, over-ruled them ; she
often did so. She said, on this occasion, a
great deal against parish 'prentices in ge-

neral, and a great deal in favour of her
friend Mrs. Garroway ; and, as to Rosa-

mund, she said that she was such a poor-
looking girl that it was not one in ten
thousand that would be troubled with her

;

therefore they ought to be thankful to get
her out where she would have a chance of
learning a good trade, for Mrs. Garroway
was the first staymaker in the neighbour-
hood.
The overseer and the board consented,

and Rosamund was informed that on the
folloAving Monday she was to leave the
workhouse, and to be bound 'prentice for
seven years to Mrs. Garroway. This news
seemed to take all the strength out of her
poor little body. She was in the power of
others against whom remonstrance was
unheard of in that place, and she sate doAvn
meekly, as if under a great burden. But if

Rosamund said little, not so the paupers

;

there seemed likely enough to be a revolt

amongst them. However, there was the
black-hole and bread and water for any who
showed a rebellious spirit ; even Rosamund
might have that punishment. The loud
murmurs, therefore, became gradually si-

lenced, and she and Ezra mourned together
over her hard fate ; and on the appointed
Monday morning she left, almost heart-

broken, the great dreary poorhouse, which
was so abhorred by many, butwhich had been
to her a happy and a merciful home ; and,
with abvmdie containing a change of clothes,

all new, she was conducted to Mrs. Garro-
way 's. The old pauper men, women, and
children, took a kindly leave of her, for

they all loved her and pitied her, and, with
a deep sense of their kindness on her soul,

she began her new life.

Mrs. Garroway 's house was small, but
very neat. It stood in the to\\'n street, and
was one of a closely-built row. The door
was green as grass, and it had three steps
leading up to it, which were as white as
snow ; there was a brass plate on the door,

with Mrs. Garroway's name and trade upon
it, and above was a little brass knocker
that had a sharp, shrill sound, like the bark
of a little dog, or the still sharper tones
of Mrs. Garroway's voice when she spoke
to her parish 'prentice ; and this brass plate

and knocker were as shining as gold. Below
stairs was a little kitchen, small and damp,
and scantily furnished ; on the ground-floor
was the stay shop, and a little parlour be-
hind where Mrs. GarroWay worked all day
long with her sharp tools—her scissors, her
needles, and her steel stilleto with which
she pierced the lace-holes—and among her
keen lithe slips of whalebone, which she
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occasionally used for other purposes than
stays. Above-stairs was the front room,
with a sofa in it, and a glass and chimney
ornaments, Avhere the ladies tried on their

stays; and behind this was Mrs. Garroway's
bed-room. Above Avas a large desolate gar-

ret, open to the roof and very comfortless,

where stood a poor bed, scantily supplied
with bedding, and a broken chair. This was
Rosamund's chamber.
Such was the house which Rosamund

had now to keep clean, and very clean she
kept it. Mrs. Garroway would not allow a
speck of dust, much less of dirt, on any-
thing, and that was very praiseworthy in

her— but other things there were which
would not admit of much commendation.
The sorrows of Rosamund's life had now

begun in earnest. The bitterness of her
early experience seemed renewed to her,

and she now wept for herself, and remem-
bered the days and years at the workhouse
as time spent in Paradise. And for seven
years this life was to endure—seven long,
long years— of which only three months
as yet had passed. Her present life re-

minded her of that long, terrible winter-
night's journey, of which poor Ezra had
spoken.

It would often have been a consolation
unspeakable to Rosamund, if she might
have gone up to the workhouse now and
then and talked with her kind friends the
paupers and with Ezra, and have walked in

the garden, and heard the birds sing, and
seen the beautiful flowers, and said a few
words to dear, good Mrs. Griffin, whom she
now loved like a mother, but Mrs. Garro-
way would not allow that. For some rea-
son or other she seemed quite jealous of
Rosamund holding any intercourse with
her old friends. She, however, went up to
the workhouse just as usual and took tea
with Mr. and Mrs. Griffin, and walked in
the garden, and on such occasions she said
what a prize she had in Rosamund ; that
she was so clean and handy, and so good-
tempered and civil to the customers ; that
j^hc never had a girl who suited her so well,
and that she was much obliged to Mrs.
Griffin for recommending her.
On one of these visits Mrs. Griffin, hav-

ing ordered her husband to gather a great
posy, said to Mrs. Garroway :

" Just carry
these two or three flowers to that poor
wench; she used to be so fond of flowers."
But Mrs. Garroway forgot all about them

;

and Mrs. Griffin, when she was gone, stuck
them into a brown jug, and put them in the
empty fire-grate, and thus Rosamund nei-
ther saw the flowers nor knew of the kind
intention.

Rosamund longed for a garden, and for
flowers, and for the song of birds ; for there

was no sunshine, nor any pleasant thing
in her life. At the back of the house was a
little inclosed space, which had once upon a
time been a garden. There were traces of
old flower-beds in it, and a root or two of
violets and London-pride, ha\-ing been
hardy enough to survive the wreck and de-

solation of many seasons, struggled yearly
into feeble blossom ; and in spring, also, a
few pale, drooping snowdrops came out of

the unfriendly soil, and stood shivering like

houseless beggars. These were a little

comfort to Rosamund, and they suggested
to her the pleasant idea of re-cultivation.

" If I could only see Mrs. Griffin, or even
Ezra, I could beg a few flower-roots, and
then I could make a garden here !" said she
to herself.

But there were other things wanting to

accomplish her purpose besides flower-roots

—time and tools among the rest ; but these
last Rosamund thought she could find. She
worked harder, therefore, than ever ; and
in the evening, before dark, she began to

dig up the old, trodden soil of the garden
with the kitchen fire-shovel. It was weary
work enough, but it was not long before

she met with an interruption She was
seen at this employment by Mrs. Garro-
way, the window of whose working-room
looked out into this back-yard.

If Rosamund had time to waste thus, she
said, it must be turned to better account.
From that day, therefore, she made her sit

do\\Ti to stay-making. Every moment of
time which could now be dragged from her
hard servants'-work was spent in stitching,

Rosamund was patient and obedient. The
summer came—the beautiful summer ! The
violets and the London-pride had lived out
their feeble lives in the little back-yard

;

and the larks sang, the butterfles fluttered

about, and the flowers—the red, the white,

the blue, and the yellow—shone out in the
beautiful sunshine of the workhouse gar-
den ; but Rosamund saw them not, or only
in imagination,
Mrs. Garroway went up as usual ; for

whenever she wanted " a mouthful of fresh

air," she always bent her steps thither, and
always carried with her excellent reports of
Rosamund, She had now, she said, taken
to the stay-making, and was very quick and
handy with her needle. There never was a
parish 'prentice like her ! She did not
scruple saying this behind her back; but
she never spoke one word of commendation
or kindness to her face. That was her way

;

and a hard, cruel, comfortless way it was.
What would not poor Rosamund have given
for one word or look of kindness ! but she
had it not. And this was to last for seven
years— for seven long, long years ; and the

first twelve months were only just past!
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Things went on much better, hov/ever,

with poor Ezra. He remained at the work-
house as a sort of deputy-schoolmaster. The
parish thought he was thus very Avell em-
ployed, and they therefore did not look out

for a tailor's place for him. On Sundays
he went with the pauper children to church.

He walked now at their head—or rather

•went, for he used crutches still ; and from the

gallery-loft where he sate with the children

he could get a sight of the tip of Rosamund's
little straw bonnet as she sate in the aisle

below among the poor people; for Mrs. Gar-
roway, though she made a point of her going
to church, did not think it needful to pay for

a sitting for her. It really, hswevcr, mat-
tered little to R-osamund where she sate.

In her happier days she had sate in the loft

among those pauper children, but the sermon
then interested her very little ; then she
only looked at the hue folks in their pews
below, and listened to the singing and the

organ. Now, however, she listened and
attended to the sermon, and to the reading
of the lessons. The old vicar was dead who
then used to preach, it is true, and there

had come in his place a good young clergy-

man, who endeavoured to tread in the foot-

steps of the great Master, Christ, and he it

was who had done most in keeping poor
Ezra in the workhouse school ; but of that

Rosamund knew nothing. She knew no-
tlring, indeed, of Avhat went on at the work-
house, and Mrs. Griftiu supposed that she
now cared nothing about them. " That's
just the way," she said, *' with them all. I

never knev/ a parish 'prentice that turned
out good for anything that Avas not Ashamed
of the workhouse ! They get their hearts

full of pride, and then they are ashamed of

what they sprung from!" So said Mrs.
Griffin, but she did not know the truth.—

I

was, however, speaking of Rosamund and
the church service.

Perhaps there was something in the ser-

mons of the new vicar that a,rrested Rosa-
mund's attention, and perhaps her present
sorrows and hardships turned her heart
towards religion ; be that as it may, her
greatest pleasure was now going to church
and listening to the preacher. She shed
man 3'^ tears in church ; often they were tears

of consolation, sometimes even of joy. Now
and then she nodded to Ezra, and to some
of the old paupers, her dear friends, as they
left the church, but not often, for Mrs. Gar-
roway expected her to walk behind her from
church, carrying her big Bible and Prayer-
book, and she did not allow much lingering,

even for friendship's sake.

I said that the young clergyman was
Ezra's friend, and I will just mention one
little particular to show tbe great comfort
Avhich he derived from his thoughtful at-

tention. Ezra was now growing tall ; as
far as they could judge, for his age was not
accurately known, he was upwards of six-

teen, and lame as he still was he had begun
to slioot up rapidly. His crutches, there-
fore, soon became too short for him, in
truth, just at this time they needed lengtli-

ening every two or three months. But
neither Mr. Griffin nor the parish would
have given him thus much thought and at-

tention, and he must have sulfcred great
inconvenience, for they would have con-
sidered a new pair of crutches a year quite
enough for him. The good clergyman,
however, as if by instinct, knew what was
really needful for him in this little but im-
portant particular. He was very attentive
to the state of his crutches and even to his

lame feet. He somctiznes said that he
thought them not incapable of cure, and
volunteered to consult a great London
surgeon about them. The comfort which
poor Ezra experienced through the thought-
ful kindness of this benevolent man is not
to be told. It gladdened his soul and fos-

tered that upspringing harvest of good
within him, the seed of which had first

been sown by Rosamund.
Let it not, hov/ever, be imagined that

Ezra altogether forgot Rosamund. He did
not; but intercourse between them was next
to impossible, for Ezra was now, in effect,

apprenticed to the parish school, and his

duties were increasing. One summer
afternoon, however, he asked leave to go to

Mrs. Garroway's to see his old companion,
and he carried down with him a large nose-
gay. Mrs. Griffin was in a very good
humour that day, for the board had praised
her on account of these two young people

;

she therefore gave him leave willingly.

Ezra waiked off cheerfully, almost merrily,
with a new, well-made pair of crutches ; he
had so much to tell Rosamund.
But Rosamund was gone out witii a pair

of stays in a direction the very opposite of

the workhouse, when Ezra called. This
was a great disappointment to hira, but he
left the flowers for her, and, as Mrs. Gar-
roway protested that she could not tell at

what time Rosamund would be back, there

was nothing for him but to retrace his sleps'

to the workhouse. On her return, wiiich

was very soon after he was gone, although
her disappointment in not seeing him was
greater even than his own, she felt an un-
speakable delight in the flowers he had
left. They were like old friends to her

;

she knew where they all grew ; there wa.i

the pink thi'ift, just as ever ; and there were
the white campanulas, and the moss-roses,

and the fringed pinks. 'Ihe sight of tiieni,

and tlxe ])eculiar odom- of each, carried her

back into that garden where i»he had cu-
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jnY':fl so much pleasure — more, by far, than
ir r:ceniod to her slie should ever enjoy
af^ain. Her great joy over the flowers pro-

duced a reaction m her mind. She wept
bitterly ; she now knew how unhappy she
was, and wh it a very hard life she was
compelled to lead. But she had nobody to

tell her troubles to.

Of late she had often thought herself ill

;

had thought that she should perhaps die
;

she now again thought so. She wept very
bitterly down in the kitehenthat afternoon,
and drew water from the hard kitchen pump
for her beautiful flowers. It would have
given her no little pleasure to have kept
them down stairs to herself, but her sense
of duty forbade this indulgence. She put
them therefore in a large blue jug, the
prettiest piece of earthenware in the house,
aiul set them on the little table in the win-
dow of the room where the ladies tried on

j

tiicir stays. It was not ^vrong, however,
p1i'? thought, to put a slip of sweet-briar
into a vial bottle of water in the kitchen
viiidow, for perhaps it might strike root,

and then it would be a pleasure to her, which
c\vn Mrs. Garroway could not object to,

I spoke just now of the hard pump from
v.liieh Rosamund drew water for the flov.--

ers : this leads me to mention one circum-
Ktaace which made Rosamund's service at

Mrs. Garroway's particularly severe. There
w.is down in that lady's kitchen a pump
which supplied the house v.-ith water. It

\va> one of the hardest pumps from which
Wiitcr was ever drawn. Mrs. Garroway
knew this perfectly well, but it troubled her
ni/, because she very rarely drew any ; but
as she vcas one who required a ^reat deal of
w.i.-hing and scouring to be done in her
liou.se, a great deal of water was required,
oil of which Rosamund had to pump. From
the very first this labour had seemed too
much for her, and of late it had caused
Rf^vere pain in her side, and often she was
obliged to stop in the middle, and often
also to rest for some time after tho water
was drawn. She kept her trottbles to her-
self, and Avhen she was saddest wmild sing a
hymn. She had taken to singing hymns of
lute. She found a deep meaning in many
of those which she had learned in the
workhouse school, though .at that time she
did but little understand them.

She often sung :

By the sufr<?rinf thou liast borne

;

Ily thy cruel crown of tJiorn

;

By thy eves Trith anguish mot;
Py thy wroan> aiid bJoody -neat,
Jos»i3, ihoM wilt bear a part
In the oufTerinws of my heart

:

i

JesH!", thon wilt be my friend ;
|

Ciiiiile and kfci> m«' to the «>nd !
j

V. '. it was a consolation to Rosamund to ;

sing little hymn/5 of this kind—a very great *

consolation ! "What a pity, then, it w'as that
even the singing of a hymn should some-
times put Mrs. Garroway out of temper !

But, indeed, it did so, for people of bad
tempers are like slaves under the hand of a
hard master ; they are often compelled, as
it were, to do many unjust and cruel
things.

Mrs. Garroway was imdcr the bondage of
a very bad temper, which had been so long
indulged, that against it she had no free-
will. If it had not been so, the gentleness
and meekness of Rosamund must have
subdued even her. I am the more con-,

vinced of this, because, as she sate day
after day, pricking her sharp needles througli
the white and the grey jean, she thought
now and then of Rosamund ; for she was so
patient, and obedient, and submissive, that
she became almost a marvel to her. Once
Mrs. Garroway, as had been her wont with
her former 'prentices, struck Rosamund
across the shoulders with a lithe piece of
whalebone ; its stroke was as keen as a
whip of wire, and that Mrs Garroway knew.
Once she had struck her, but she never had
been able to do so a^ain ; fur the mild,
suffering expression of ilosamund's counte-
nance touched her soul. She sometimes,
therefore, thought of Rosamond as she sat
at her work : and now, the deep cough that
she heard sounding upwards from tho
kitchen, or coming below from the garret,
troubled her a little. She remembered the
disgrace which had nearly fallen iipon her
regarding her fkjrmer parish 'prentices

;

and now, if Rosamund should be ill or die,

woiild not people say that she had been the
cause of her death ? But no ! how couhl
they ? Rosamund never complained, and
she herself had never lost an opportunity of
praising her to Mrs. Griffin, and even to
some of her customers; the whole parish,
therefore, knew how much satisfied she was
mth her.

Rosamund suffered greatly from her
cough. One day she said to herself, as she
was obliged to 'stop in the middle of her
pumping, " That pump will be tho death
of rae!"

They were words lightly spoken, but they
sank deep into her soiil, and from that time
she never lost the idea that she should
not live long.

"Winter and summer, winter and summer
went round, and, amid sorrow and sufiVriug,
three years and a half were gone, out of the
seven long, long years. Ezra was now
gone from the parish. The good clergyman
had sent him to a grammar school ; for he
had discoterod great talents in him ; and it

was said that, if he ever returned at all, it
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would very probably be without his crutches,

for a great doctor in London had really

undertaken his cure. These "svere great
tidings through the parish, and every one,

rich and poor, praised and loved the good
clergyman for it.

One night Rosamund had a dream. She
dreamed that she was ill in bed, in her
garret, suffering from cold; for her blankets
were scanty, and very thin, and her sleep

was comfortless in winter, and it was noAv
January. She dreamed, therefore, that she
lay thus in her bed of sorrow. There was
great darkness all around her, and great
cold likewise, so that she seemed under the
power of these two strong and terrible

agencies, cold and darkness. Gradually,
and yet rapidly, they were dispersed, and
seemed to dissolve away, and instead there

came warmth and light, as of an inconceiv-
able glory—as if the very heavens had been
opened; and from amid this great splen-

dour came a voice, sweeter than the melody
of birds, which said: "The end will be
soon, for now the darkness and the cold
have departed, and the great glory will

begin, and then there Avill be peace and
great joy, and she shall have her reward!"
And these last words, " She shall have her
reward!" sounded again and again—as if

from voices all around—far above her—far,

far away into the great glory of the light

—

and so she awoke.

It was early winter morning, about three
o'clock, very cold and dark, but Rosamund
felt neither the one nor the other, for the

joy and the consolation of her wonderful
dream were strong within her.

The next day Mrs. Garroway was startled

by one of her best customers saying, " That
little maid of yours is ill

;
you should let

the doctor see her."

Mrs. Garroway said that she had a bad
cough, and that she sometimes thought
she would not be long-lived. She was a
very good girl, she said, but that she had
been very weakly as a child—always had
been weakly. But she would get her some-
thing for her cough.

Mrs. Garroway was now in earnest about
doing something for Rosamund. She was
afraid of being in any way blamed by the
parish. She ordered a cough-mixture for

her from the druggist's, and bought her a
new flannel petticoat. This was very ac-

ceptable, for it served as a blanket for her
bed.

As Mrs. GarroAvay now sate pricking
through the hard jean with her sharp
needle, she thought more and more of
Rosamund. She wished noAV that she had
never struck her, and many of her hard

words came back to her mind with bitter

remorse.
The news of Rosamund's illness soon

reached the workhouse, and Mrs. Griffin,

wrapped up in a great red and green plaid
shawl, came down to see her. That was
the greatest happiness Rosamund had had
for a long time.

" Lord bless you ! she's far gone in a
consumption!" exclaimed Mrs. Griffin,

when she and Mrs. Garroway Avere to-

gether; "she'll never be fit for work
again!"

The parish doctor was therefore sent to

her. She was up in her garret, in bed
with the new flannel petticoat over the
quilt, for Mrs. Garroway thought it looked
well that she was provided with warm, new
under-garments.

" She mustnot lie here," said the doctor ;

" this room is enough to kill a horse ; and
she has not clothes enough on the bed by
half."

Mrs. Garroway therefore, who was afraid

of blame in any degree, had a bed made ii\

her own room, and there she lay with a
fire in the grate. This was very comfort-
able, and Rosamund's poor heart over-

flowed with gratitude. She regarded her-

self as surrounded by comforts. The good
clergyman came to see her, and this added
to her happiness ; for his words had long
been consolatory to her, though he knew it

not. From him she heard good news of

Ezra. The famous surgeon in London was
really performing a wonderful cure on him

;

he would soon need crutches no longer
;

and, better still, his great abilities and his

amiable character had made him many-
friends. He was to be educated as a cler-

gyman, and Mrs. Griffin, and the work-
house schoolmaster, and the whole parish,,

in short, prided themselves upon him.

These were, indeed, good tidings to Ro-
samund. It did not wound her that no one
praised her or believed her to have been at

all instrumental in the good work whicli

had been wrought in Ezra. No, she

thought not of herself. She was gradually

preparing to receive that reward which far

transcended the praise of man.

Rosamund's last illness was short.

Only three years and three-quarters

were completed of her long apprenticeship

when she died. But she had completed

that apprenticeship which fitted her for a

higher service ; which fitted her to take her

place with angels. Her earthly remains

were laid, at Mrs. Garraway's cost, on the

north side of the church among the name-
less paupers ; but let us not say that her

life was in vain.
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CHRISTOPHER CHRONICLE'S LECTURES.

No. III.—GLASS.

Opening Rkflections.—On resuming
tliese lectures we have chosen a subject

connected with which there is, perhaps, as

much room for agreeable speculation as

any other that comes within the range of

the term social arts. When we reflect upon
the numerous commodious, as well as ele-

gant appliances of glass to our domestic com-
forts, its importance and value are mate-
rially heightened in our conceptions, and we
are almost insensibly led to the conclusion
that the structure of a modern city, however
complete it may be in other respects, would,
if deficient of glass, be very far from realis-

ing the perfect idea \vith which it is gene-
rally associated in our minds. "Windows
constructed of bladders, of horn, or of the
membraneous substances of quadrupeds and
fish, would ill comport with our ideas of

modern comfort. They might keep out the

cold, and at the same time admit a certain

portion of light ; but in this particular they
must ever be lamentably deficient. That
amount of light, which has been so happily
defined as merely rendering the *' darkness
visible," must have peculiarly applied
to the quantity which would struggle
through them ; and when taken in conjunc-
tion with the tax, by which our humane and
merciful Government has marked the limits

of the day's supply, must have kept our
dwellings in a state of opacity that would
have better fitted them to be the abodes of
gloom, than those of that joyous light with
which every Englishman's home should be
thoroughly pervaded. This, however, is

but one application of this useful material.
When we further consider its adaptation to
lamps in the lighting of streets ; its useful-
ness in the construction of cases, and the
covering of the faces of watches and clocks

;

its magnifying and diminishing powers, by
which we are brought into a closer intimacy
with the stupendous as well as the minute
in creation, and the wide range of its

applicability in the economy of a household;
we feel how much we have been benefited
by its discovery, and how difficult it would
be satisfactorily to supply its place were it

now, by some sudden means, to be cut off'

from the arts of life. A manufacture which
confers so many social advantages is well
deserving of a place in these lectures.
The Origin and Antiquity of Glass.—The discovery of glass was purely acci-

dental, and was made in Syria, at the mouth
of the river Belus. Here some merchants
happened to be driven by a storm at sea,
and kindling a fire upon the beach, supplied

it with the plant called kali. The salt of
this plant mixed with the sand, which,
vitrifying with the heat, became glass.

Although this is the generally received ac-

count of the discovery of glass, yet there
are some who think it was known before the

flood. Others again trace it to the time of
Job, who says, speaking of the value of wis-

dom, that " gold and crystal cannot equal
it;" and others make it coeval with the art

of the potter and the manufacture of bricks,

reasoning from the fact that, wherever there
is vehement heat, some degree of vitrifica-

tion takes place. Let this, however, be as

it may, the people of Sidon, so far as we are
aware, were the first who brought glass into

use, and the first glass-houses mentioned in

history are those of the city of Tyre, where
it was manufactured for ages.

Glass amongst the Romans.— The
first mention we have of glass bein^ made
amongst the Romans, is in the time of

Tiberius, when we are told of an artist who
had his house demolished for having made
glass flexible. About this period, however,
the taste of this people was of the most mag-
nificent kind, and coveted gold and silver

manufacture in all that appertained to their

domestic utensils. The quality of glass,

therefore, made use of by them, was of an
inferior kind, and the fragments which have
been found of it at the stations or towns
they inhabited, have consisted mostly of a
thick blue-green metal.
Glass .\mongst the Britons.—Some

have asserted, that before the Roman in-

vasion glass-houses had been erected in

this island, as in many parts indisputable
proofs of the existence of a knowledge of
glass-manufacture have been found. Amu-
lets, having a thick rim and narrow per-
foration, denominated glass adders, and
used by the Druids, have frequently been
picked up ; and we are assured that they
did manufacture a considerable quantity of
glass vessels, of blue, green, and yellow, and
some of them curiously streaked with other
colours. If such were the case, the Britons,
at the Roman invasion, must have been fur-

ther advanced in some of the arts of civi-

lization than they usually get credit for.

The Application of Glass to Win-
dows.—The application of glass to windows
was first made in Italy, next in France, and
then in England. Artificers skilled in this

branch of trade were brought into England
about the year 674, to glaze the church and
monastery of Wearmouth. Up to this period

the art ofmaking window-glass wasunknown
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in Britain ; nor was it commonly applied to

windows befoi-e the end of the twelfth con-

tuvy. Till then it was exceedingly rare to

find it used in private houses, being rather

considered as a mark of luxury and mag-
nificence. Indeed, glazed windows in dwell-

ing-houses were uncommon even in the time
of Henry VIII. Up to this period they
were moveable furniture, bore a high price,

and were taken great care of ; in fact, so

valuable were tlrey held, that even in the
reign of Elizabeth, in 1573, when the Earl
of xS'orthumberland left Alnv.ick Castle, the

windows were all taken out of their frames
and laid carefully by. Before this period
farm-houses used lattices of wicker, or fine

strips of oak, placed checker-wise, such as

we SCO at this day composing the dairy-

windows of some of our farm-houses.
The casement or frames, too, hung on
hinges, as sash-Avindows were not intro-

duced till the beginning of the reign of

Charles I., and were not general till about
the end of the reign of Queen Anne.
A Manufactory established.— Hi-

therto Venice greatly supplied as she
excelled, all Europe in the fineness of her
glasses. But, to supply the growing dc-

inaud in England, a manufactory was begim
in 1557. The finer sort was made in

Crutched-friars, London ; and flint-glass,

little inferior to Venetian, was manufactured
in the Savoy-house in the Strand. In 1635
fine Venetian flint drinking-glasses were
imported, as the art of making these was
not brought to perfection before the reign of

William III. The first plates for looking-
glasses and coach-windows were made in

1673, at Lambeth. At the present day,

England even surpasses the Venetians in

her manufacture of glass, and is no longer
supplied from abroad.
Kinds of Glass.— The manufactured

glass now in use may be divided into three
general kinds : white transparent glass,

coloured glass,and common green, or bottle-

glass. Of the first there is a great variety :

as tlie flint glass, the German crystal glass,

the glass for plates, mirrors or looking-
glasses, the glass for small vessels and
vials, and the glass for windows and other
lights. All these, again, difter in the qua-
lities of the materials for making them. The
flint, mirror, crystal, and best windo.x-
glasses require great purity, so as to be
pc] fectly fiee from all colour, and for this

reason in their manufacture either white
Lynn sand, calcined flints, or white pebbles
are used. The others do not require the
same degree of nicety in the choice of mate-
rials, altliough they will not be so clear as

they ought to be if either too brown sand
or impure salts be allowed to enter into

their composition. Of coloured glass there

is a great variety, dift'ering in their colours
as the various occasions for which they are
wanted demand. These differences, of
course, depend on the accidental prepara-
tion and management of the artists by whom
they are manufactured. Glass beads are
coloured with manganese only.

The Propeuties of Glass.—Some of
the properties of glass are very remarkable.
It possesses great electrical virtues ; is one
of the most elastic bodies in nature ; is less

dilatable by heat than metalline substances
;

is better adapted for the condensation of
vapour than these; and a drinking-glass,
partly filled with water and rubbed on the
brim with a wet finger, will emit musi-
cal sounds, higher or lower, as the glass is

more or less full. Its most distinguishing
property, however, is its power of resisting

fire. This element, no matter how strongly
applied, cannot calcine or change it as it

does other bodies, but can only melt it, and
then carry it oft' by evaporation. To this

last all the precious stones are subject.

Even the diamond, the hardest and most
ponderous of all lapidary substances, can be
dissipated by a less degree of heat than is

necessary to dissipate common glass.

Painting in Glass.—The ancient man-
ner of painting in glass was very simple, if,

in fact, it could be called i)ainting, for it

seems rather to have been a sort of cement-
ing together of pieces of divers colours, to

make a certain whole. It consisted in the

mere arrangement of pieces of different

colours, in a kind of symmetrical propor-

tion, and constituted what we now call

Mosaic icork. As the art, however, was
found suitable for decorating churches, a

means was discovered of incorporating the

colours in the glass itself by the process of

heating. A French painter at Marseilles

is said to have given the first idea of this

improvement, but it was not carried to any
height until AlbertDurer and Lucas of Ley-
den took it up. It wasjiractiscd with great

success until the Reformation banished the

art from our churches, and by the end of the

reign of Elizabeth, its practice as an art had
nearly become extinct. For some time it

continued to langiiish, imtil about the year

1700 a person of the name of Price revived

it, and practised it with success ; and since

his time the art has been more or less in

use, but has never obtained the popidarity

which it formerly enjoyed. In the windows
of some of our ancient churches there are

yet to be seen some of the most beautiful

and vivid colours imaginable—no transpa-

rency have Ave ever beheld to equal them.

They far surpass those of the moderns, who
willneither go to the expense nor take the

necessary pains to produce such oflects, from

the reward not being such as to hold out a
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sufficient' inducement to tempt their skill.

The colours used in painting glass are very
dirterent fiom those made uoc of in painting

cither in water or oil colours, as the niodcrn
art of executing debigns is very difiercnt

from that of the ancient. The first thing
to be done now, i:^ not only to design but to

colour the whole subject upon paper. This
is then distributed, in parts, upon such
pieces of glass as are chosen for being clear,

smooth, and suitable to receive it. Tliis

being done, all the glasses as well as papers
are marked, that they may be known
again; then, applying every part of the
design ui)on the glass intended for it,

it is transferred upon the other by tracing

all the lines and strokes, as they appear
through the glass, with the point of a
pencil. The colours then applied are used
with gum and water, similar to painting in

miniature. Great care is taken not to lav

colour on colour, or lay on a new lay till

such time as tlie former is thoroughly dried.

Yellow is the only colour which penetrates

through the glass, and therewith incorpo-

rates by the lire; all the others, particularly

blue, which is very diflicult to use, remain
on the surface, or sink a very little. When
the painting of all the pieces is finished,

they are taken to the furnace that the

colours may be baked or annealed.

A FEW DAYS IN ALGERIA.

By Heinkich Laube.

THE HOUSES OF ALGIERS.

The luxury and the voluptuous indulgence
of this people must be imagined on a small
scale and within narrow bounds. "We were I

convinced of this one day by the house of
j

the present biahop. It was formerly the
\

residence of the Algerine prime minister,
j

and is celebrated as a jewel among Moorish
houses. It is just behind the I^lace du
Goicvemmeut, and we were on our way
throu.,-h tlie upper town to tlic Kascliba, or
palace, when our attention was attracted by
a French sentinel standing before a small
gateway. From the outward appearance
of a building no idea can be obtained of its

interior, as frequently the most miserable
approach leads to a .spacious and wealthy
residence. Lut the circumstance of a sen-
tinel standing here convinced us that this

little gateway led to something more than
common, and we soon learned that it was
the residence of the bishop. At our request
it was thrown open to us.

In certain particulars all Moorish houses
resemble each other. They are built on
the four sides of a square, this square form-
ing an open court, wliich, in hot or rainy
weather, can be defended by an outstretched
canva<s, which still leaves the free circula-
tion of the air unimpeded. There is mostly
a fountain in the centre of the court, and
on all the four sides extend arcades or gal-
leries, into which open the doors and A\in-

dows of the rooms—the windows, however,
being very fc '.v. Flights of steps and narrow
btuirs had to the flat roof, from which a
view of the court is obtained. Owing to the
greater proportion of space being given to
the court, the rooms are email and narrow,
even if of considerable length. The bishoj>'s
house consisted of two etoiics, and the gal-

leries which surrounded it being repeated
in the upper story, and supported by elegant
twisted pillars of marble, produced a very
good effect, giving it a resemblance to the
Byzantine style. Tlie use of marble here
is of rare occurrence, and is confined only
to the most wealthy; for as it is not a na-
tural product of the country, it is either
stolen or purchased in Italy. The walls of
the rooms, or at least the surbasc, were
covered with bright-coloured tiles ; the
floors were mosaic, and these, as well as
the heavy ceilings of gilded woodwork,
were of that kind which is known by the
name of arabesque. There were many
beautiful specimens of stone cornices which
were chiselled out like exquisite lace. A
small cha])cl, with its brightly-painted win-
dows and its insignia of Christian worship,
would have produced a singular eflect upon
us amid all these traces of a Mahommedan
style, had we not been prepared for this

singular mixture by the Moriscc-Spanish
churches in the Basque country, and in the
district bordering the Pyrcnnces.

The compressed but strongly-coloured
type of the buildings of this country is the
natural character of tiic country itself; as,

indeed, all art must be which closely imi-
tates the outline given by nature, or at

least makes that the ultimate design.
Vegetation here does not expand itself into

magnificent trees, but creeps along the
cround with splendidly-flowering tendrils.

In tlic same manner houses and cities

I

appear to flatten themselves to tlie surface
1 of the ground, while within their ualls

;

cushions and carpets draw down the human
I

being into the sanjc prone position. As
;
here and there ])alnis and aloes shoot up-

; wards iu a blender i>t}?c, to elevate them-
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selves the taper-spired minarets high above
the mosques.

The mosques themselves are unattractive,

empty spaces, unarched and without taste,

the floors being scattered with rushes.

The largest mosque in Algiers was situated

near us, in the Rice de Marine, and thither

I frequently went, until the taking off the

shoes and the absence of any object of in-

terest made it indifferent to me.

From the bishop's house we ascended
the hill, and again were convinced that

from camels to human beings it was not
possible to find anything so ugly and dis-

gusting as was presented here in the upper
town. The view into these tunnel-like

lanes is often quite revolting. Here, life to

the most ordinarily-refined Europeans can
have no attractions.

The higher you ascend through this upper
town towards the Kaschba, the greater is

the number of Jews that you see. Of these,

great numbers have hair of that red-brown
colour which is so frequently seen in the

pictures of the old Italian masters—the Ju-
das colour, which is at first so unpleasing
to our taste.

The Kaschba was the old palace of the

Dey. As it was impossible for the Deys to

make any show of festival magnificence in

the city when coming through this narrow,
secluded region, they mostly rode down to

the harbour on an ass ; and the last Dey, a
man of simple habits, Avas not seen in the

city for many years. He was elected greatly

against his OAvn wish. Many of his prede-

cessors had come to a violent and sudden
death—some having enjoyed their dignity

but a few days. He, therefore, had no de-

sire for the honour ; but as it was forced

upon him, he continued to maintain it and
his life together by the strict seclusion in

which he lived. In the French war, which
was caused, as is well known, by his having
struck the French consul with his fan, he
was unaccountably infatuated and obstinate.

He considered Algiers to be impregnable,
because Charles V. had not succeeded in his

designs against it, and even England, in

1816, imder Exmouth, had been imable to

do anything decisive. He therefore saw the

landing of Bourmont at Sidi Ferruch with
the utmost indifference ; and when the troops

on the 19th of June gave him battle at Sta-

oueli, he took his wives with him to witness
the spectacle, being confident in a favour-

able result to himself. When he saw that

it was otherwise, he rebuilt the fort of Al-
giers, formerly called Sultan Calassi,or the

Emperor's Castle, probably because Charles

v., in 1541, occupied this spot. It was ne-

cessary to take this fort before possession

could be gained of the city ; Bourmont took

it, and with it Algiers, whilst the Dey was
obliged to surrender in his palace.
This palace produces but little cff'ect upon

the stranger who is already acquainted with
the construction of Moorish houses. It re-

sembles them, excepting tliat its courts are
more numerous, and that the whole is for-

tified. The pavilion appeared to us little

better than the summer-house of many a
Silician farmer ; but the labyrinth of pas-
sages, angles, holes, clumsy rooms, and nar-
row flights of stairs, would furnish a fa-

vourable opportunity for the most unheard-
of incidents of romance. This Moorish pa-
lace, however, has not the remotest preten-
sions to a palace, nor even to a castle, as we
understand it. The mosque alone, which
is supported on clustered marble pillars,

appeared to us worthy of much atten-
tion. But the view over city and sea ex-
ceeded anything which we had before ima-
gined. Here is seen that oasis of Algiers,
glittering white in the sun ; here are vine-

yards and trees ; here grows the orange,
the pomegranate, and the jujube, with its

deep shadow; and here, like an oriental

poem, waves the lofty palm, the tree of the
sun, by whose leaves the days, and by whose
circles of bark the years, maybe numbered
—the hope in the desert, promising shade
and refreshment. Here, beside the bubbling
fountain, the stranger first conceives it

worth any one's while to risk his head to

becoKie Dey.
The Kaschba is now fonned into bar-

racks. Fine military music sounded where
formerly was heard the clashing of cymbals,
and polite French officers conduct the stran-

ger where once dwelt only the executioner.
"Two principal roads which the French have
made to the right and left around Algiers
meet at the upper Kaschba-gate. The road
on the right of the fort, and which defends
the eastern entrance of the city, is formed
upon the remains of the before-mentioned
Roman road, and passes by the garden of

the Dey, which appears to have been no
more than a plantation of orange trees, and
which is used now as an hospital. Thither
the Dey could descend from the Kaschba-
gate, Avith his wives, without entering the
city.

The French, true to their principle, that

you must make roads when you would civi-

lize, have laid out a high road across the

range of hills called the Massive—a difficult

work, from the wild and broken region
through which it had to pass. The Arabs we
seldom meet with upon the broad highAvay

;

they regard it an undertaking as foolish as

the building of large and light houses on the

Place du Gouvern?nent, and with respect to

the sun's heat they may not be altogether

wrong. But the hatred which they feel
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towards their conquerors makes them un-
willing to avail themselves even of their

work. They make use of the hollow paths
where, amid thickets of wild fig-trees, aloes,

und cactuses, and other plants of almost an
impenetrable growth, they conceal them-
selves from the sun and the eye of man,
and whence they can suddenly emerge again
at a distance from the European.
The high-road from the Kaschba-gate

gradually ascending the heights of the
Massive, presents the most glorious view
in the world. The traveller looks over the
harbour of Algiers to the blue sea, across
the eastern coast to the Maison cnrree, and
to the mountains of the Lesser Atlas on
the further side of the plains of Metidscha
which stretches for miles at his feet.

One day, taking our loaded muskets, we
rode from the Bab-azouu-gate on a visit to

the country house of a French gentleman
which lay only a mile from Algiers on the
slopes of the Massive. The house stood a
little to the right of the road, and resembled
all other Moorish houses in style. Its in-

terior, however, was much more comfort-
able, as it contained European furniture.

The court was screened from the beams of
the oppressive noon-day sun by the luxu-
riant leafage of a gigantic vine, between the
branches of which lemon trees were trained.
Beneath this lovely verdant roof hung
bunches of grapes, ripe for the mouth, and
of a size such as the Bible describes the
grapes of Canaan to have been which
Joshua and Caleb bore on a pole between
their shoulders. But setting aside all

oriental exaggeration, these bunches were
as large round as a broad-brimmed hat,
and each single grape was the size of a large
heart-cherry. It was delightful to diiie

under this verdant canopy. The doors,
however, were obliged to be shut, and at

night bolted and barred, as a defence against
Beduins and wild beasts. "When this is

done, every such house, which, it must be
remembered, has not a single window on
the outside, is altogether a fortified place

and impregnable to hundreds of Beduins.
As regards wild beasts, they are not
now very common. Oran, the most
westerly point of the colony, and the boun-
dary of. Morocco, is their head-quarters.
There is found the Numidian lion, which
seldom makes its appearance in the district

of which Algiers may be considered the
centre. Now and then, however, wild
beasts cross the plain, and hide among the
defiles of the Massive, as happened to be
the case at this very time. A hyena, and
two cubs, were wandering about the neigh-
bouriiood of this country house, and the

Proven9al housekeeper, who every hour
wished herself back at Marseilles among its

amusing company, described their nightly
bowlings with eloquent expressions of ter-

ror. As the moon was now at the full, I

besought the proprietor of the house to let

some carrion be thrown as a bait in the
neighbourhood of the house, but sufliciently

near for us to shoot the beasts from the

terrace, when they came to fetch it. All was
arranged as I wished ; but the Frenchman
has no real love for the chase ; to shoot a
bird /aire tme broche is all that he can do in

this way, and, therefore, my cheap hyena-
hunt became a failure. We afterwards

took a ramble after quails, Avhich are such
favourite eating in France and the south of

Europe, but our sliooting was at the ex-

pense of our trousers, for the ground is

thickly-covered with thorny bushes and
thickets; so that, excepting on the footpath,

the pedestrian is torn as if by spears and
lances, and often becomes, as it were, pinned
to the spot.

A Duel Avoided.—A famous duellist challenged an Irish barrister, for some remark
made by the barrister whilst the duellist was giving his testimony on the stand in some
important case. The barrister knew precisely as much about fighting as a fancy boxer
knows about Milton's " Paradise Lost." His friends told him, however, that there was
no way to avoid the scrape, and it was certainly expected of him either to fight or
apologise. This settled ^he point—for the proud little Hibernian, though he would rather
eat than fight, still infinitely preferred being shot to making an apology. So the duel-
lists, with their seconds, &c., were soon upon the battle-ground. The challenger was
notorious as a great pistol-shot, and had fought some half-dozen duels before, in one of
which he was so badly wounded as to be left a cripple for life. When other preliminaries
were arranged, he requested, through his second, one favour from his adversary, which
was permission to stand up against a mile-stone that was on the chosen ground. He
sought no advantage, but wished to lean against the stone, being too lame to stand without
support. Ilis request was at once granted, and just as the word was about to be given,
the lawyer issued his mandate to stay proceedings, as he had also a request to make. In
the gravest manner in the world, he solicited permission to lean against the next mile-
stone, and the joke was so good that the challenger took his revenge out in a hearty
roar of laughter, withdrawing his deadly defiance, and declaring that he could never shoot
a man of such excellent humour.
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PAHLIAMENTAllY SKETCHES.

No. II.—ME. D'lSRAELI.
Though this gentieman is only forty-five

years of age, he has for upwards of five-and-

twenty been conspicuously before the pub-
lic; sometimes as a most successful, then
as a most unsuccessful, -writer of political

and fashionable fiction ; sometimes as a

hustings' apostle of extravagant radical

opinions, then as a club and drawing-room
advocate of high conservative doctrines

;

sometimes as tlie parliamentary parasite of

Peel, then as his nxost envenomed and tri-

innphant assailant ; sometimes as the sus-

pected and distrusted hanger-on of the
landed aristocracy, then and now their

undisputed leader— a leadership not so

much acknowledged by that party them-
selves, as asserted by the force of the ho-
nourable gentleman's own abilities, and re-

cognised by the Avhole country. But all

these vicissitudes have been marked by that

surest and only distinctive characteristic of

genius—originality. He has been xinlike

everybody else that preceded him ; it is

nearly impossible he should ever have an imi-

tator ; and all he has ever done and said is

peculiar to himself and to the extraordinary
circumstances that surrounded and continue
to accompany his personal history.

The grandson of an Italian Jew— the
child and champion of a race to whom
his associates to this day deny the rights

of English citizenship — young D'Israeli

had for his father one of the most dis-

tinguished writers this country has for

many years produced, and Avho has ex-

ercised an extraordinary influence over con-
temporary writers for upwards of half a
century— viz., Isaac D'Israeli, author of
" Curiosities of Literature." This work's
enduring excellence is testified by the fact

that new editions are still being called for

at brief intervals, the last being issued only
about a year ago, shortly after the venerable
writer's death. It is prefaced by an intro-

duction from his accomplished heir, Benja-
min, the subject of our present sketch, in

which we are presented with a most engag-
ing and truthful picture of the happiness
enjoyed by the intellectual patriarch in the

bosom of his family, to whose enjoyment
the member for Bucks seems to have con-
tributed in a degree that could have hardly
been expected from so very erratic and way-
ward a personage as he has proved himself
in every relation of public life. We are,

however, so far from wishing to imply any
distrust in Avhat Mr. D'Israeli says on this

head, that Ave are happy to have it iu our
power to corroborate, by our personal testi-

mony, the justice of his pride in having been

a devoted and beloved son— parent and
oifspring mutually rejoicing in each otlier's

celebrity ; and Ave may add, that though
passing much of his youth in the midst of
scenes and associates most unfavourable to

the homelier A'irtues, and though all his
later life has been spent in the more glit-

tering excitement of dazzling political suc-
cesses, he has proved an attached, re-

spectful, and exemplary husband. His wife,

relict of the late Mr. ^Yyndham LcAvis, his

former colleague in the representation of
Maidstone, is considerably older than him-
self, and is in the enjoyment of a large
jointure, £4000 a year, as is generally un-
derstood; the greater portion of it having
for ?eA'eral years been appropriated to the
diminution of the debts Mr. D'Israeli con-
tracted in a career of fashionable extra-
vagance ; but noAv, Ave believe, he is not
only free from embarrassment, but in the
receipt of a considerable independent in-

come from land in the county he represents.
There is no doubt that the circumstance

of his being the son of so eminent a father

procured great additional interest in respect
to Mr. D'Israeli's first Avork, " Vivian
Grey," produced AA'hen he Avas under nine-
teen ; but it abounded in evidences of ex-
traordinary ability, knoAvledge of life in the
upper classes, and defiance of many of the
rules held necessary for the guidance of
society. It Avas in the last degree puppy ish,

effeminate, and egotistical ; but, on the
other hand, it teemed Avith so much mascu-
line good sense, contempt for hypocrisy,
and derision of the solcnm fiddle-faddle of
the self-imagined grandees of the Avorld,

that it Avas hardly possible to say hoAv much
Avas real and hoAV much Avas aftccted. One
thing, hoAvever, Avas tolerably evident—

a

desire to produce a sensation ; and a sensation
Avas produced—a most extraordinary one,
unexampled by anything of the kind since.

Iii those days a fashionable novel Avas an
event ; but here was one eminently fashion-

able and eminently satirical, disclosing the

interior of high life, lashing its pretences,

hollowness, and absorbingly selfish routine,

yet rcA'erencing Avealth and luxury, rank,

and station: in short, such a medley of con-

tradiction, so complete an innovation on
the old silver-fork school, accompanied by
so extraordinary a degree of mental power,
had never been Avitncssed in the same field

before. Mr. D'Israeli heightened the eftect

he produced by the partial concealment of

his name, as regarded the general public,

and by the adoption of other means to get

himself talked about in some shape or other.
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Talkod about he av;\s, to a prodigious de-

prpp; and wlien the excitement began to die

away, he attempted its revival by other

proiiuctions, each remarkable in its way,
, but none of tliem G<iual to the one ^ve have
spoken of, and some monstrously absurd
and preposterous. For instance, a bulky
ouNtcrn romance, entitled the " Wondrous
Tale of Alroy," descriptive of a brilliant

e])isodciii Judaic history ; and the first part
(tlie remainder being never finished) of a
])oem descriptive of the Napoleon er:i, and
called the " lle\-olutionary Epic."
While on tlie subject of Mr. D'lsraeii's

literary performances, we may as well here
brietiy despatch them collectively, without re-

j^ard to the date of their publication. In addi-
tion to those named, the principal are " The
Young Duke," '* Contarini Fleming,"
''Henrietta Temple," and " Vcnelia,

"

l)oliiico-fashionable novels, of Uirce voluuic-s

c.ich, which had more or less success in
their day. Besides, he had written various
})amphlets, elaborate electioneering ad-
dresses, edited an unfortunate morning
])aper, called the Representative, for the kite

Mr. John Murray, the great bookseller, and
l)ublished a brilliant series of letters, alter

the mannerof "Junius,"in the Times, under
the signature of " llunncymede." But his
fiist ^\ork of late years, which revived and
even lur exceeded, the interest produced by
" Vivian Grey," was " Couingsby," pub-
lished in 1844, and since followed up by
" Sybil," and " Tancred," each in three
volumes— the whole forming one scries,
which yet remains to be completed. The
poliiical object of these extraordinary fic-

tions is two-fold: first, to vindicate the
social dignity and importance of labour
and the labourer ; for undoubtedly to Mr.
B'lsraeli belongs the popular inauguration
into all public discussions and writings, and
into the core of the national mind, as it Avcre,
of the labour-question, about wliich we are
are now hearing so much on all hands. And
secondly, to exalt the Hebrew race, of
wliich he is so brilliant an ornament, and
which, also, to his infinite credit, he glories
in defending and panegyrizing, notwith-
standing the narrow bigotry of his col-
leagues, who have twice rejected the Jew
Bill.

The political career of Mr. Benjamin
D'Israeli commenced in 1832, on his re-
turn from a tour in the East and through
Europe. He Avas then what was com-
monly understood as an extreme radical

;

but he has since contended, and with infi-

lilte ingenuity, that his radicalism was not
of that party complexion people were then,
and are now, accustomed to regard it ; but
of the Young England order, in wliich was
maintained the utmost extenMon of the

prerogative of the Crown, the feudal juris-
diction of the Church, and of the " old
nobility," as Lord John Manners has sung
with such solemn silliness all over the
country, and tlie *' paternal government
of the people ;" that is, providing thciu
with games and holidays, and indul-
gences of all sorts, except political

ones. Be the distinction of this difference
now of what value it may, it is certain that
Hume and O'Connell, at the solicitation of
Sir E, Biilwer, gave a strong recommenda-
tion of D'lsraeli to the radical electors of
High Wycombe ; but Mr. Hume, with his
customary penetration, soon discerning
that D'Isracli was only a violent opposcr of
the Whigs for personal objects, in truth
only a Tory in disguise, though paying great
court to the lladicals, so as to unite them
v.ith the Tories to throw out the "Wliig

candidate, the veteran reformer Ciinvasscd
for the Wliig, Col. Grey, himself. The
result was that D'Isracli was rejected,

though by a small majority. His next pro-
minent electioneering exploit was contest-
ing Taunton on Tory-radical principles, re-

versing the Radical-toryism he exhibited at
Wycombe. Mr. Labouchere, the present
President of the Board of Trade, was his
competitor there, and defeated him, he
having previously made an attempt, in

Wycombe style, on the Marylebcne cnnsti-

tuency. The Taunton contest was chiefly

remarkable for his abuse of O'Connell, who
returned it with ten-fold interest, and in a
manner that drove Mr. D'Isracli almost
mad with mortification. Knowing that
O'Connell would not fight, he chailcnged
the sons of the great Irishman : his pretext
for so doing being the circumstance that
one of them had just "given satisfaction,"

in the shape of three pistol shots, to Lord
Alvanley (lately deceased), for .«5omc insult
the elder O'Connell had put upon his lord-
ship, who, certainly, as in D'Israeli's case,

was the original aggressor. The younger
O'Connclls, however, only laughed at the
insane fustian of the challenger, who ac-
cordingly took leave of the subject in a
newspaper letter, wherein he vowed that
O'Connell and he would "meet atPhili])pi"
—that is, the House of Commons, where
he promised to exterminate the Liberator.

At length the time came for realizing this

(hrent. The extraordinary notoriety D'Israeli

had contHvcd to secure for himself, in one
way or other, had c.iTised the greatest interest

to be attfiched to his maiden speech in Par-
liament, whither he had procured admission
in is:i7 for Maidstone. It was the com-
pletest, most ludicrous, mo«'t overwhehnin}^
break-down ever heard of. ItsextravRprince

of sentiment and action, and its crnzy lliphts

of superhuman folly, ronvulscd the Hudicnce
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to a degree that is vividly remembered to this

day by all who were present, now fifteen years
ago ; and the reader who may be curious
about so remarkable an incident in the life of
so remarkable a man, has only to turn to
the publications of the day to learn the merri-
ment produced throughout the land by the

annihilation of one who was going to anni-
hilate everybody. However, it was well

knowntomanythathe had sterling stuff in him,
despite all his vagaries, and Peel was among
those on the then thorough Tory side who
encouraged him to the utmost. This most un-
lucky speech concluded with the remarkable
words, '* The time will come when you will

hear me." It did indeed come, but he had
long to wait for it

;
yet wait for it he did,

with a patience and discretion that formed a
most striking contrast to his former rashness
and vain-gloriousness. His silence was not
broken for full two years, when he astonished
and rebuked the Tories by a declaration that
the Chartists were not to be snubbed because
they propounded unpalatable remedies for

social wrongs, but that it was the business of

Parliament to redress those wrongs, if not
through the medium of the six points, at

least by vigorous and comprehensive mea-
sures of its own. Again, in 1840, he con-

tended that Lovett and Collins were tinjustly

punished for holding political opinions dif-

ferent to those generally received. Gradually
he gained the ear of the house. On the
Copyright and Education question, of

1841, his speeches were regarded as the
best. In 1842, he made his first great
speech — that on Consular Establishments
—foreign policy being one of the strong-

holds of Mr. D' Israeli. It is said that

that speech was treated by Sir R. Peel with
an indifference that first led to the hatred

which his assailant has since so often and so

bitterly manifested towards the right hon.
baronet, whose tariff, however, he had sup-

ported in 1842-3, in sensible speeches.

In 1844 the sun of D' Israeli's fame broke
out in dazzling and most unexpected splen-

dour. Suddenly he rose not only to the very

foremost rank of a parliamentary orator and
perfect debater, but he far distanced every-

body in the house. Peel and Russell alike,

attracting universal admiration and astonish-

ment ; and throughout nearly three whole
sessions did he go on heaping wonder upon
wonder at his brilliancy, ingenuity, and per-

petual freshness in handling one and the

same topic—the perfidiousness of Peel to the

Protectionists in respect to Free-trade mea-
sures, which he had led them to oppose all

his life. D' Israeli had been returned, at the

general election of 1841, for Shrewsbury,
where he was bound over to keep the peace,

as was also Mr. William Yardley, a radical

barrister, now Sir W. Yardley (brother of
the Thames Police magistrate) in respect to
a fracas arising between these personages,
touching some of the early political dogmas
of Benjamin. He had, as we have seen, been
gradually building up his character for com-
mon sense and practical ability, when Peel's
defection called out all his latent powers of
sarcasm, and afforded him opportunities
which he turned to that advantage of which
only genius of the loftiest order in its hap-
piest inspiration is capable. It would be
quite out of the scope of this sketch to give
any analysis of these amazing compositions

—

his successive onslaughts on Peel, which
were of such surprising ability that they ac-

tually divided, we might almost say absorbed,
the interest that attached to the great mea-
sure itself that was then in course of being
carried. Mr. D' Israeli's associate in these

attacks on Peel was the late Lord George
Bentinck—a nobleman of vastly-exaggerated
cleverness, and whose station and zeal

alone lent him the influence he briefly en-
joyed, but which he never would have enjoyed
were it not that D'Israeli imparted so ex-
citing a stimulus to the personal pai*t of the

question. Lord George's death in 1848
helped materially still further to break up the
old Protectionist party, for the Tories dis-

trusted and envied one whom, though they had
received such splended services from him,
they still regarded as an adventurer in prin-

ciple, and, at heart, infinitely too liberal for

them. Last year the consequence was very
apparent, for there was nothing in the shape
of a legitimate opposition. This year matters
are different, and promise to be much more
so. It became clear that if they would not
have D'Israeli, the Tories could have no
leader at all—at least none but superannuated
red-tapists, like Herries, or whining poetas-

ters, like some of the Young England indi-

viduals we have been speaking of. So, after

a world of small plots, and intrigues, and
mancEuvres, from all of which we believe Mr.
D'Israeli kept himself studiously and proudly

aloof, as he could afford to do, he is now the re-

cognised and avowed leader of the ** country

party," who muster upwards of 250 in a divi-

sion, and have approached within 21 of an
equjdity with Free-traders, Ministerialists, and
Peelites, on the first important division of the

session—that regarding Mr. D' Israeli's pro-

posed transfer of what are called agricultural

burdens to the general taxation of the coun-

try. The most important element, however,

in that division, and the most solid acquisition

of D'Israeli's influence is the conversion of

Mr. Gladstone, Peel's late colonial secretary,

and some four or five other prominent ex-

colleagues of the right hon. gentleman, who
ai-e, apparently, resolved to take chance of a
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restoration to power by joining the reactionist

party.

On the reasonableness of that chance it is

beside our present purpose to speculate, and
equally so on the consequences of its being

successful. Enough to say that Mr. D' Israeli,

and all the reasonable men of his somewhat
motley party, have virtually admitted that the

working man's loaf can never agoun be made
dear by act of Parliament ; but an attempt is

being made by those gentlemen to limit the

working man's means of procuring his loaf,

by fettering manufacturing industry through
a hocus-pocus transposition of taxation ; and
resistance to that attempt constitutes the

political battle of the day.

The following picture of Mr. D'Israeli ap-
peared in the Sia7idard ofFreedom at the
time when he and Lord George Bentinck
were directing their tirades against Sir

Robert Peel :—

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
Look on that sallow, parchment skin

;

Those raven, Israelitish curls
;

That yellow marble brow—that chin
Restlessly hung ; a carping churl's

Expression in those glancing eyes.

And in those agitated lips.

Wait till his noble keeper slips

His chain—and suddenly he flies

Upon his prey with mangling hold,

Reckless and ruthless, fierce and bold.

He looks a very fiend—he stands
With frowning face and folded hands

;

While from his mouth—a poison'd clialice,

Flows forth a stream of hate and malice.

Where freedom lights her glorious lamps
He flashes out his rage indignant

:

Where gloom the light of freedom damps
He manifests a joy malignant.

Yet all the passion—all th' asperity.

Is a transparent insincerity.

For this or that he's ripe and ready

;

A flaming radical to-day

;

But, like a weathercock, unsteady,
To-morrow marches t'other way.

His history, like his eloquence,

A most elaborate contradiction
;

A flux of sounds instead of sense,

And, like his novels, all—a fiction.

JOHN WELDON'S HISTORY.

Lettek IV.

Sir,—Emma Wilson was the daughter of a miller in one of our pleasant midland
counties. Her father had married a second time, and had a second family. Her
home with her step-mother, who was a woman of violent temper, had not been
happy ; she left it, therefore, with her father's consent, and took service in London.
She was, at the time I became first acquainted with her, one-and-twenty. Her
affection for her father was very great, and she loved her home. That old mill and
its surrounding scenes seemed to her a perfect paradise. She had copied into her
writing-book, at the evening-school, every poem she could find in which a mill and
a miller's life was described. The only copies she wrote at the school were Mill-
n.vM and Mill-dam-Watek, in large text-hand. I thought her a strange girl ; but,
as I told you, there was an indescribable charm about her which I could not with-
stand.

There was another of the evening-school teachers wh'o was as much taken with
Emma as I was. He was the son of a respectable grocer, and therefore somewhat
higher in life than myself. I was desperately jealous of him ; and he was much
more as-^-iduous in little flattering attentions to her than I. I thought him an ugly
fellow ; but the young women, I found, considered him good-looking. Emma,
however, very soon dismissed him, though I did not know it. She was now never
out of my thoughts, day or night. I was, as the saying is, over head and ears in
love. I o\cn condescended to talk to Iluth about her.
Ruth did not give me much comfort. She said she knew Emma's mind very well,

and that she never would marry ; she had seen too much for her easily to alter her
mind. She never meant to be as miserable as poor Mrs. Bruce, her former mistress

;

and that nobody could persuade her to the contrary'.

Spite of all this, I offered myself. I could not imagine that she would rank me
with Mr. Bruce, " that horrid wretch," as she called him ; but, to my surprise,
she did.
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•'' I liave made up my mind," said she steadfastly, '* never to marry a bad-tempered
man—and you are not good-tempered, Mr. AVcldon."
The assertion astonished me, though Kuth had said so many times.

*' You are proud and masterful," she continued; " I like my way too, and %ve

should quarrel and make one another miserable. No, Mr. Weldon," she said

positively, " I've made up my mind, and unless I can get a good-tempered husband
I'll remain as I am."

I should have believed, six months before, that the wonian did not exist whom I

wovdd haA'e asked twice to have me. I fancied that any woman of my own class

would, as the saymg is, " have jumped at me." But here was one that refused me
because I was bad-tempered !

My self-love was wounded ; but my love for her was sincere, and I determined,
therefore, to win her if possible. At length I obtained from her the confession that

she loved me ; that she had loved nie from the very beginning of our acquaintance,

but that she had made up her mind to overcome her hking, because she believed it

impossible for her to be happy with a man of my temper.

I had now gained something ; my wounded self-love was mollified by the

assurance that I had been loved from our lirst acquaintance. Now, therefore,

could I but induce her to indulge this love, she would soon become blind to my
faults, be they many as they might.

" I have been thinking about what has passed between us, Mr. Weldon," said

she one day, for she still addressed me thus ceremoniously ;
" and I don't see what

right I have to expect an angel from heaven for my husband. I'm not quite so

perfect myself as that comes to ; and even the very best that marry take each
other 'for better and vi'orse.' We must try to help one another ; and to bear and
forbear. You are very clever, I'll never deny that ; and you know a deal, and you
are sober and industrious, and that is soniething ; and, for my sake, you'll try not
to be masterful and short-tempered—snapping at one as if you'd take one's head
off, if one says anything that doesn't please you ; and I, on my part, will try not to

vex you."
I had now gained all I wanted. Emma seemed to me an angel. I thought I

should be a very fiend not to make her happy. I clasped her to my heart ; and, for

myself I must say that never was human being more smcercly a\ ishful to make
another happy than I was at that time. Every v.'ord she had said was so reaKonablo
and sensible, that she had gained my sincerest respect, as well as my most ardent
love.

We married. I v\'as then five-and-twentj^ and quite justified in taking a wife
;

for I had already saved one hundred pounds, and mj salnr\', as foreman at Messrs.
's, was three guineas a week, with every prospect of an increase. I took a

small and pretty house, which I furnished as well as possible—being careful, never-
theless, not to leave myself bare of money. I was, as men of my character are,

proud of my house and proud of my wife, not only for her own sake but for mine

—

she belonged to me, v.as a part of myself. I was a conceited fellovr, I am forced to

confess it, and prided myself greatly on myself, my success, mj industry, my good
character, my power as a man. My wife was a part of myself, but still she was
my inferior ; men and women were not equal

—

" the nnui Avas the top of the tree ;"

lie Avas lord and master. With these opinions—principles I might rather call tliem
at that time—I began my married life.

We were married on a Monday. Emma's father was to have been at the
wedding, but he could not manage it. She only heard this the evening before, and
it was a great disappointment to her.

Emma's mistress gave us the wedding-breakfast, for she favoured the marriage
greatly ; and my employers allowed me to have the four first days of the week lor

a holiday. We Avent to Ptichmond after our Avedding, intending to return to our
ncAv home the following CA'cning, Ruth being there to receive us.

It was very Avet, although it Avas in the month of June ; cold and wet, and A'c-ry

comfortless— even Ave, new-married people aa we Avere, lliought it dull and cheer-

less. Emma got out of spirits, thinking it a bad omen ; A^omen arc always super-
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EtitioiLS where the heart is concerned. For my part I avouIcI have defied tJie

weather ; I should have been happy walking by her side bare-headed in the rain,

but I thoiij^ht it dull and stupid staying in doors. Emma, however, could not go
out in the rain. She had only brought one gown with her—a Norwich crape, or

something of that kind ; very pretty in itself, but she said it would " cockle in the

wet," and she should not be lit to be seen. I laughed at the folly of women mind-
ing looks so much, and the still greater folly of having clothes that a few drops of

rain would spoil. But I never lost my temper, I could not imagine such a thing
possible.

We set off from Richmond after an early dinner, right glad to leave it and take
])ossession of our new home ; where Ruth received us with such smiles, and every-
tliiiig looked so bright and comfortable, that I could tlxiuk of nothing but a heaven
on earth.

Emma's father had sent us a hamper of good country things, and a letter of sueh
cordial congratulations, and such sound good sense, as made me esteem the writer

and love my wife still more for being the daughter of such a man.
I Avould give the letter in this place, Mr. Editor, but it would interrupt the naiTa-

tive ; and it is possible I may have to refer to it again on some litter occasion. The
hamper of good things made a full larder, and helped to furnish a handsome supper
to several of my friends and acquaintances whom I had invited to spend the evening
with us.

Wednesday was still wet ; it was strange weather for June. I still could
not i)er3uade Emma to go out with me. I therefore took a walk alone, ibr I

was tired of the house. As to her, she found plenty to do ; she arranged and
re-arranged every cup-board in the house, placed and then dis-placed both her
clothes and mine in their drawers twenty times at least. iShe was too busy, and
too much excited, to take her work and listen to me reading ; I thought her rather
])crvorse. In the afternoon I again set out by myself, I am ashamed to con-
fess it, in an ill humour. When I came back the sight of the cheerful hearth and
tea ready dispelled all. Emma was smiling and cheerful ; siie had a work-basket
iiiled full beside her. She said she had looked all my shirts and stockings over, and
found plenty to mend. She sate down to them after tea ; and I read to her in a
Wink which I had got from a library, and which to a certain degree combined both
our tastes, " Kowitl's Rural Life of England." It was an evening of perfect en-
joyment.

The next day was fine—fine as a June day could be. We took a little dinner
with us in a basket, some of the excellent country-fare from the old Staffordshire

null, and set out for the day. It was the last day of my holiday, and we meant
thoroughly to enjoy it. Emma was prettily dressed in a light-blue muslin, black
bilk scarf, and straw bonnet. I admired her greatly, and felt as she walked by
my side, with her ann linked in mine, and her neat little feet keeping step for step
with mine, that no occurrence in this world and no chance whatever would dis-

turb my equanimity or distract my entire love for her.

I am a great admirer of a neat foot in a woman ; Emma's, I thought, was perfect.

I always have liked also to see women di'cssed in light-coloured garments, looking
clean and fresh, and bringing ^vith them, as one may say, a fresh and pure atmo-
sphere. I thought my wife, this morning, was just what a yomig wife should be.
Ml/ vifc. Emma laughed at the way in which I pronounced these two words

;

perhaps she did not know what a deep meaning my inmost heart gave to them.
We wont to Ilampstead Heath and strolled on to Ilcndon, where, in the church-

yard, we ate our dijuier. We then returned to the heath, A\hich Avas crowded with
people. On the hill to the left stood Ilighgate church, lookiiig as if it beckoned to
us ; Emma said so, and insisted upon it that we should go there. I rather inclined
to stay where we were ; I liked very well to be in the throng with my young wife,
wliora, I thought, all must admire. IJut she would have her own way, and we
crossed to Ilighgate by the fields. Tlie ground was very wet from the late rains,

and these ficld^j, though hilly, were lilcc a bog. Here and there we had formidable
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waters to cross ; the stiles, too, were very bad, and Emma seemed to me very
clumsy in getting over them. Her dress, too, was getting dirty, and her feet clogged
and slippery with mud. At length we came to a place that exceeded all others,

and here she went over her shoes, leaving one sticking in the mud behind her.

I suddenly became really vexed and angry. She seemed so helpless, and, as I
thought, managed so badly. Then her shoes ! Why did women wear such foolish

shoes ? Why did they not wear decent, strong shoes, like men r

Look at me ! I said, in a boastful angry voice. I was clean ; I had not stuck fast,

and what a figure she was ! I should be ashamed of being seen with her ; she
might get out as she could, and she might get home as she could, for I woidd not
walk with her !

Mr. Editor, I am ashamed of myself now, heartily ashamed. But what I tell

you is strictly true ; it was in this way that I, who called myself a rational being,
vastly superior to a woman, spoke. My poor little wife ! and there she was picking
her shoe out of the mud, and doing her best to clean it and its fellow with, grass. I
turned my back upon her and walked onwards, towards Highgate. I reached the
lane, of course, before she did, and seated myself, still in a tumultuous state of
anger, on the bank opposite the stile, and watched her advancing slowly up the
path. Now and then she looked at her feet, and stopped and wiped them again on
the grass. I saw, too, that she was crying. I had never before seen her shed a
tear, not even at the disappointment of her father's not coming. It produced a
curious effect upon me ; it seemed as if I had broken some charm—had overpassed
gome barrier which I could not retrace. I felt troubled and disconcerted, yet I was
still angry.

As the footpath approached the stile it took a turn to the left, and here I lost

sight of her. But she did not re-appear. I sate wondering and wondering how
this could be. I grew impatient. What did she mean by delaying thus—was I to

run after her r No, that I never would do ! She must have seen me ; I would sit

here till it was dark, but I would not go after her ! We make these sort of resolves

in passion, but we know that we shovdd be fools to keep them. I knew that very
well ; so, before long, I started up, and leapt over the stile at a bound. What good
a sudden impulse, and even a little violent exercise, does us sometimes ! I seemed
to alight on the other side in a much better humour.

Emma was sitting under an oak-tree, weaving a garland of oak-leaves. It Avas

the prettiest thing of the kind I ever saw. Indeed, I had never seen anything like

it before. There were traces of tears on her cheeks, but she looked up and smiled.

She said not a word to me of my unkindness, but only that she Avould now go
home, if I pleased. She rose and threw the pretty garland away, and drew down
her dress as low as possible to hide her dirty shoes.

I cannot express to you, Mr. Editor, how I was cut to the heart. I seemed all at

once to myself like a fool and a brute. I coidd have knelt down at her feet and
asked her forgiveness. I, however, picked vip the oak-leaf garland, saying I would
take it home and hang it over the parlour- glass, for it seemed precious to me as

the work of her skilful fingers.

"You shall not," said she, snatching it from my hand and tearing it to pieces
;

** I would not have it in our house for the world. It would remind me of what
both you and I must forget if we would be happy."

These Avords shoAved me hoAv deeply she had been grieved.

She linked her arm into mine, and Ave Avalked up the lane instead of down it, for

"we were neither of us disposed to return home just then.

The nightingales sang in the floAvering haAvthom-trees ; the full moon rose sloAA'ly

over the hill, as if out of a purple haze ; and my wife and I walked on together,

soul linlied to soul in silent commimion, Avhich, if akin to sorroAv, left us not
imhappy.

Such, ;Mr. Editor, is a scene out of our honey-moon.

I am, Sir, yours ever, John Weldon,
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THE LAWS RELATING TO MASTERS AND WORKMEN.

ARTICLE IV.

THE TRUCK SYSTEM.
A^ioxo the many evils with which the working man of the manufacturing class haw
had to contend, in his struggle to raise himself and his class in the scale of society,

the most formidable is that produced by the well-known truck system, or the plan
of a master paying his journeyman a portion of his wages in articles of food or

clothing, supplied at the shop of the master, instead of in coin. It is almost unne-
cessary to point out the grievous injury inflicted on the working classes, wherever
this system prevails ; in the compulsory thrusting upon them articles for which
they have no use, and which, therefore, they are compelled to part with at a much
less price than that charged to them by the master ; in the inferior quality and
unjust weight of the articles which they have to accept ; in their being frequently
compelled to take articles of cloth of no earthly use, at an advanced price fixed by
the master ; and, generally, in the entire destruction of that freedom, which is every
man's right, to spend his hard earnings when, where, and how he thinks proper.
The evil in question had grown to such a height, and was so grievously apparent,

in 1831, that Mr. Littleton, now Lord Hatherton, introduced and carried a bill

(which is, at the present time, in operation) for the suppression of so intolerable a
nuisance.
We shall proceed to state the leading features of this measure, and point out how

ineffectual it is for the good purpose for which it was intended :—
First. As to the class ofpersoyis tcho are protected by the Bill.

They are artificers, Avorkmen, labourers, and other persons employed in and about
tlie making, casting, converting, or manufacturing of iron or steel, or any parts,

branches, or processes thereof ; or in or about the working or getting of any mines
of coal, ironstone, limestone, salt rock ; or in or about the working or getting of
stone, slate, or clay ; or in the making or preparing of salt, bricks, tiles, or quarries ;,

or in or about the making or manufacturing of any kinds of nails, chains, rivets,

anvils,vices, spades, shovels, screws, keys, locks, bolts, hinges, or any other articles,

or hardwares, made of iron or steel, or of iron and steel combined ; or of any plated
articles of cutlery, or of any goods or wares made of brass, tin, lead, pewter, or
other metal ; or of any japanned goods or wares whatsoever ; or in or about the
making, spinning, throwing, twisting, doubling, winding, weaving, combing,,
knitting, bleaching, dying, printmg, or otherwise preparing of any woollen, worsted^
yarn, stuff, Jersey linen, fustian, cloth, serge, cotton, leather, fur, hemp, flax,,

mohair, of silk manufactures whatsoever ; or in or about any manufactures what-
soever made of the said last-mentioned materials, whether the same be or be not
mixed one with another ; or in or about the making or otherwise preparing, orna-
menting, or finishing of any glass, porcelain, china, or earthenware whatsoever, or
any parts, branches, or processes thereof, or any materials used in any of such
last-mentioned trades or employments ; or in or about the making or preparing of
bono thread, silk or cotton lace, or of lace made of any mixed materials.

It will be observed that the scope of the act comprises a fancied protection to all

those persons,who are commonly denominated the working classes in manufactures.
Second. Let us see how far the e\\\ in question is attempted to be gtiarded against

by the statute.

It provides that if, in any contract between an artificer, in any of the trades
before enumerated, and his employer, any provision shall be made, directly or indi-
recthj, respecting the place tchere, or the manner in tohich, or the person or person.t

icifh whom, the whole or any part of the wages due, or to become due, to any such
artificers shall be laid out or expended, the contract shall be illcf/al, mdly and void.

All contracts for the hiring of any artificer, or for the performance of any labour
by any artificer, in any of the trades in question, must provide for the payment of
wages, in the current coin of the realm only, or such contract is illegal and void.

The entire amount of the wages earned by, or payable to, such ai-tilicers, in
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res]3cct of any labour clone by him in any of those trades, must be actualhj paUl.in
the current coin oi the reahn, and not otherwise; and c\Ci-y pai/;nent rnaJe by: an
emploijer hxj delivering (foods to his servant, either inpart or in entire satisfaction of the

wages due to him, is absolutely void and illegal.

In ease any action be brought by the serA\ant against liis employer for -\vagcs, the
master is not allowed to set-off, or to claim any reduction of the lahourer s denuuid, by
reason of aiiy goods sold or delivered, or supplied to him, at any shop or warehouse kept
by or belonging to the emjyJ-oyors, or in wJdch he has a7iy share or interest. **

The.^e provisions do not, of course, extend so far as to i>revent payment of
wages in bank-notes, whether of the Bank of England or country banks ; nor,
indeed, by drafts or checks on bankers within fifteen miles, provided the xoorhman is

willing to receive such drafts or checks in payment of his wages.
The exceptions to the general provisions of ihe statute we have set out are as

follows :—That the statute shall not be construed to extend to prcvejit any employer
from supplying or contracting to supply his servant with medicine or medical
attendance, or any fuel, or any materials, tools, or implements to be used in his

trade or occupation

—

if he he employed in mining—or any corn, hay, or other
provender, to be consumed by any horse or beast of burden, used by the labourer in

his trade 'or occupation.
Nor does the statute prevent the master from letting to his labourers tlie whole

or part of any cottage or tenement ; nor from supplying, or agreeing to supply
tliem with victuals dressed or prepared tmder the roof of the employer, and there

consumed by the men.
Nor is a master prevented from stopping or deducting from wages the value of

sucli medicine, fuel, victuals, materials, tools, implements, hay, corn or provender,
for the purpQse mentioned, provided the dcdiccCion or stoppage shall not exceed the real

or true value of the articles in respect ofwJiich the stoppage is 7nade ; and that no such
deduction or stoppage shall in any case be made, luiless in pursuance of an agree-
ment in writing, signed by the labourer, authorizing such deduction or stoppage.
The same exception exists as to stopping money advanced by the master to

workmen for contribution to any friendly society or savings' bank, established

according to law, or for relief in sickness, or for the education of any child or child-

ren of the workmen, if the agreement for such deduction be in writing, and signed by

the workman.
A few years back (in 1846) an important case was decided in the Court of

Queen's Bench, on the construction of this statute, which is calculated very much
to impair its efficacy, and to afiord opportunity for evading its provisions. In that

case, it appeared that a frame-work knitter was engaged by a middle-man to weave
gloves at so much per dozen pair of glove-fingers m^ide by him, subject to the

following deductions and charges :— Is, 6d. per week for the use of the framcrs,

which v.'ere rented by the employer ; Is. 6d. per week as a remuneration for the

use of the employer's premises in which the work was to be performed, for the

standing room of the frame, and for the trouble and loss of time of the employer in

procuring and conveying the materials, and for his responsibility to the master
manufacturer for^the due return of the manufactiu'ed articles, for sorting the goods,

and re- delivering them at the warehouse of the master manufacturer ; 7d. per week
for winding the yarn, which operation was performed by a child, whose wages
were Gd. per week ; and the remaining penny was for the use of the winding
machinery, and one penny in each shilling on the amount of the workman's earn-

ings (about 14s. per week,) as a compensation to the middle-man, for a per centage

paid to the master manufacturer, on the amount of goods manufactured by ma-
chinery, rented by him.

The coui't decided that these stoppages, or deductions, did notrequii'e the agree-

ment for them to be in WTiting, signed by the workman, as before mentioned ; nor

were they held contrary to the provisions of the Truck Act, as that act prohibited

the payment only of wages otherwise than in money, and did not apply to charges or

deductions from wages agreed to at the time of the contract for the work being made

between the employer and the workman, or which were usually made in the trade
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ii "i; the custom being, in point of fact, viewed as a part of the contract
1 ;)ic parties.

It is «bvious that this mode of interpreting the statute affords nniple opportunity
ut evading its provisions, and this opportunity has not been lost sit^ht of by those

A\ hose inttrcst it has been to destroy the integrity of the act. In the case we have
cited it is apparent that by the deductions made the middle-man was enabled to

deprive the workman of a considerable portion of the benefits of his toil by these

uuineroiis deductions for the middle-man's benefit.

We shall, in our next article, point out tlio penalties affixed by this statute on the
commission of the offences in question, and their utter inefficiency for the purpose
for M'liich thev are intended.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.—No. II.

THE ]

The earth upon which we live is one of those

planetary bodies which, revolving around
the sun as the centre of their motions, con-

stitute one f»rand and harmonious system,
lied the Solar System. The orbit of the

itii, or path in which it moves round the

h;un, is an ellipse, the circumference of

which is estimated at 600,000,000 miles ; and
the averasfo distance of the earth from the
un is about 0-3,000,000 mdcs. The earth is

irly of a globular figure ; it is not, how-
r, a perfect sphere, but somewhat eUip-

iical, or flattened, at the poles, thus forming
what is properly calledan oblaLc spheroid.

For a long scries of ages it was supposed
t!iat the earth was a flat surface indefinitely

extended, and bounded ou all sides by the
sky ; and this doctrine was attempted to be
revived last year by one who lectured in seve-

ral places in the North ofEngland, under the
name of Parallax. But the sphericity of the
earth is amply proved by the following con-
siderations :—1. If we take our station on
the sea-shore, and view the ships leaving
the coast in any direction, aa they retire

from our view, wc may perceive the masts
and rigging of the vessels when the hulls

are out of sight. On the other hand, when
a ship is approaching the shore, the first

part of her that is seen is the topmast

;

as she approaches nearer the ?ails become
visible, and, last of all, the hull comes
gradually into view. The contrary of all

this would take place, if the earth and water,
were an extended plane. "When a ship
came into view, the hull would first make
its appearance, being the largest object,
next the sails, and last of all the topmast.
But, as it is, the round or convex surface of
the water interposes between our eye and
the body of the ship when she has reached
a certain distance ; while, at the same time,
the sails and topmasts, from their greater
elevation, are still in view. 2. Many navi-
gators, by sailing either eastward or west-
ward, have actually gone round the earth,

A R T H.

and arrived again at their point cf dcr
parture ; and were it not for the frozen
seas within the Polar regions, which prevent
navigation in those duections, it would
long ere now have been circumnavigated
from north to south. 3. Eclipses of tlxe

moon are caused by tlie earth's body coming
between the sun and the moon ; in which
case, the shadow of the earth falls upon the
moon. This shadow is found in all cases,
and in every position of the earth, to be of
a circidar figure ; which imcontrovcrtibly
proves that the whole mass of land and
water of which the earth is composed is

nearly of a globular form.
The earth then, as already stated, is not a

perfect sphere, but a spheroid ; the com-
pression at the poles being estimated at
twenty-six mile:s in the diameter of the
wliole earth. Its greater or equatorial
diameter is nearly 7,926 miles; its polar
diameter 7,899 miles, and its equatorial cir-

cuml'erence a little less than 2.5,000 miles.
Its revolution on its axis is performed in a
natural day ; or, to speak more correctly, iji

rather less than 24 hours. Its revolution
around the sun is accomplished in a year

;

and, therefore, as the length of the earth's
orbit is estimated at 600,000,000 miles, it;j

motion niust exceed 68,100 miles in the
hour.
The first thing that strikes the eye in

surveying a map of the world is the large
excess of ocean over land. Speaking iu
round numbers, the whole surface of llic

globe comprises 197,000,000 square miles

:

of this the land does not occupy much more
than 52,000,000 square miles, or little above
one-fourth i)art ; whilst the ocean covers an
area of more than 144,000,000 square miles.
Next, we may note the great preponderance
of land in the northern licmisphere, of wa-
ter in the southern ; showing, from wliat-
ever cause, a very ditfcreut action in these
two regions of the forces which liave given
its present aepect to the surface.
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The land may be arranged under two
principal heads—continents and islands.

The term continent has been applied to four

portions of the earth, and it is common to

speak of the continents of Europe, Asia,
Africa, and America ; but, more correctly,

there are only two continents—two vast and
detached portions of the globe—the Old
Continent and the New Continent. The
Old or Eastern Continent comprehends
Europe, Asia, and Africa. Its greatest
length is found to be in a line beginning on
the eastern point of the northern part of Tar-
tary, and extending from thence to the Cape
of Good Hope, whichmeasures about 10,000
miles, in a direction nearly from north-east
to south-west ; butif measured according to

the meridians, or from north to south, it

extends only 7,500 miles, from the northern-
most cape in Lapland to the Cape of Good
Hope. The New or Western Continent
comprehends North and South America.
The greatest length lies in a line beginning
at the mouth of the River Plata, passing
through the Island of Jamaica, and termi-
nating beyond Hudson's Bay ; and it

measures about 8,000 miles.

The remaining portion of the dry land
consists of islands of different dimensions,
and of various elevations above the sea.

Australia so greatly exceeds in size all

other islands, that it has been ranked as a

continent, but is, perhaps with greater
propriety, included among the islands. It

may, however, together with the numerous
smaller islands with Avhich the Pacific is

studded, be regarded as a distinct division

of the globe.

Some singular facts may be noted as to

the relation and proportion of land and
water on the surface of the globe. For
example, if we divide the earth into two
hemispheres, according to the greatest ex-

tent of land and Avater in each, we arrive at

the curious result of designating England
as the centre of the former, or earthy half;

and an antipodal point, near New Zealand,
as the centre of the latter, or watery hemi-
sphere. The exact position in England is

not far from the Land's End ; so that, if

an observer were there raised to such a

height as to be able to discern at once half

of the globe, he would see the greatest pos-
sible extent of land ; if similarly elevated

in New Zealand, the greatest possible sur-

face of water.

The political and artificial divisions of the

land are too well known to need repetition

here ; and our space will not permit us to

speak of the mountains and hills, the valleys

and plains, which constitute the leading

physical characteristics of the earth. Our
remarks on these points and on the ocean
must be deferred to future articles.

SoMETHTXG FOR. SMOKERS.—Doctor Gcschcitle came one day into a public-house and
said, *' J ^:r"'> ^'iscovered how people may do with half their regular number of cigars,

and at the same time make them twice as good." People thronged about him, and be-

sought him to make known his Avonderful discovery. At length he did so. " My dis-

covery," said he, " is as follows : you must not smoke at all in the morning—the first

cigar must be taken at noon. By this means, only one-half the number daily is required,
and the flavour is greatly improved."

The Wife of Avdubox, the Naturalist.—Mr. Audubon married early. His
wife has shared with noble courage her husband's wanderings and all his changes of
fortune. She Avas always the calm, wise, cheerful helper and sympathising companion,
whether as the temporary occupant of some log or frame hovel, attached to a trading-

post of the great South-West, where it was necessary for her husband to take up his

quarters in the double capacity of trader and naturalist ; or amid the luxuries and
amenities of European life. She Avas a noble example of that class of matrons Avho

recognise the compact of marriage as a sacred union of purpose as well as of life. She
never aspired to a loftier honour than being the wife of J. J. Audubon. She was so

entirely identified with his successes that it would be impossible to separate her from them. .

She was the companion of many of the long journeys, which he made in his earlier days,

to the far w^est. She crossed the Alleghanies with him on horseback, at a time when this

was the only mode of making this journey. She shared Avith him the Avayside hovel on
the mountain ; laughed Avith him over the petty inconveniences of travel, and partook
all his enthusiasm Avhen he fell in Avith some long-coveted or entirely ncAV specimen of

natural history. When it became necessary for him occasionally to leave her amid
strangers for long months together, he Avould go Avith the calm feeling that, like the

favourite bird of his oAvn discovery, his eyrie Avould be safe in the jealous strength of his

mate, and open and AA'arm to receive him on his return. Hoav many dark hours the deep
shadoAvs of savage Avoods have been brightened by thoughts of his home, and the Avarm

heart that Avas there to welcome him ! Many noble, unpremeditated bursts of tenderness,

in his biography of birds, refer to the anticipated delights of re-union with his family.
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FAMILY PICTURES.

Cheerfulness.—Persons who are always
cheerful and good-humoured are very useful

in the world ; they maintain peace and hap-
piness, and spread a thankful temper
amongst all who live around them.
Woman's Kingdom.—Home is woman's

kingdom—small in extent but great in im-
portance. Value is not determined by size

or weight ; or a sovereign would not pur-
chase a bag of corn, or a diamond an estate.

Home is of more value than an estate ; for

it is for the home that the estate is culti-

vated ; and without the home the estate is

of no value. The estate is ma7i's province :

the home is woman's. The duties of woman
are, therefore, as important as those of man,
and her services as valuable.
Home Charities.—The trite maxim that

" Charity begins at home " has lost credit

with some minds, because of its often being
employed to intimate that charity must end
there. But it is a true and beautiful maxim,
in two senses. In the ^rst place, we owe
our first duty to our family ; and, in the
secojul, if we ever have any true charity for

others, it must be acquired by exercise at

hojnc. One great object of the Divine
Founder of the family institution was, that
it might be the nursery of all kind and
generous sentiments, from which, as from a
million radiating points, might flow forth

streams of light and love to the entire cir-

cumference of human want and woe. There
are, it is true, other reasons why the
home affections should be cherished. It is

beautiful in itself when love spreads its in-

fluence over the family. A kind word, or
even a look of affectionate interest, from
wife to husband, or from brother to sister,

may dispel a cloud which else would lower
for days, or allay distress which no medicine
could heal. This world has few lovelier

sights than a family moving harmoniously to

the impulses of a love which speaks, in every
glance of the eye, in every exprosh.ion of
the countenance, in every utterance of the
tongue—which finds us happine.s.s in all

gentle and loving ministries of one towards
another.
Home can never be transferred, never re-

peated in the experience of an individual.

The place consecrated by parental love ; by
the innocence and sports of childhood ; by
the first acquaintance with nature ; by link-

ing the heart to the visible creation, is the
only home. There is a living and breathing
spirit infused into nature. Every familiar
object has a history ; the trees have tongues,
and the very air is vocal. There the ver-

dure of decay doth not close in and control

the nobler functions of the soul. It sees,

and hears, and enjoys ^Wthout the ministry
of gross and material substance.

—

Leslie.

Principles.—There are five principles
which should govern and mould every fa-

mily. First, the \)rmi:v^\Q oi mutual respect

aim deference. While there is the utmost
and endearing intimacy, there should be no
unbecoming or improper familiarity. The
respect to which the various relations are
entitled, from differences of character, age,
and authority, must not be disregarded or

violated. Secondly, the principle oimutual
love. There should be the purest and most
undissembled regard ; no coldness, no sour-
ness, no unkindness, no jealousy, no sulki-

ncss, as unbecoming, as harsh and inju-

rious. Let there be, on the contrary, nothing
but domestic kindness and domestic love.

Breathe the spirit expressed in these words :

^' By love serve one anotherf and in all the
little attentions and offices to be performed
from hour to hour, as well as in the constantly-
recurring higher duties, let the sentiment
of chaste and pure affection be ever prompt-
ing, influencing, and controlling. Thirdly,
the principle of mutual activity. Habits of
industry should be invariably cultivated and
exemplified. The happy family cannot be,

under any circumstances, the slothful, apa-
thetic family — the family planning no-
thing, doing nothing—altogether indittcrent

to wise, well-directed, necessary effort ; but
the industrious, active, persevering family,

awakening their useful and vigorous ener-
gies from day to day. There should always
be something to do ; and everything should
be properly and thoroughly done. Fourthly,
the principle of benevolence, inducing soli-

citude for the happiness of one another,
should be daily exhibited. There should
be no selfishness, no disposition on the part

of one to concentrate his thoughts and
wishes in himself, or herself, independently
of the comfort and best interests of those
around. The happiness of one should be
the happiness of all, and all should desire

the happiness of each ; and, by the continual
smile, by the interchange of kind ex-
pressions, by the pouring forth of sincere

desires for personal and domestic comfort,
by the readiness to serve, by the sympathies
unfolded in trial and sickness, by the joy
felt when happiness was realized by any—it

should be apparent how solicitous the

various members of the family are for the

permanent welfare and enjoyment of each
other. And, to crown the whole, the fear
of God should be the grand principle to

originate, sustain, elevate, and mould all.
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Consecratiou to God—an enliglitencd and
uniform desire to serve " the one Father in

heaven," and sedulously to promote his

honour—will chasten, ennoble, and purify
all that is said, planned, or done. These
principles -vvill be to every family of infi-

nitely greater worth than the most precious
jewels. Families everywhere should re-

member that without adequate principles to

enlighten, guide, direct, and purify, there
can be, Avhatever the education acquired, or
the property possessed, no real, no perma-
nent domestic happiness and domestic ele-

vation. It is good principles which make
home virtuous and happy.

Liverpool.

" BE HAPPY AT HOME."
BY "\V. JACKSON 35 O S O M W O R T H.

Be happy at home, whatever thy lot,

Whatever thy calling or station in life ; _
Be it palace or cot, be it humble or not,

Let the place of thy rest be no dwelling for strife.

The world may look cold, and the storm may grow high,
And the tyrant may press thee and crush thee to earth

;

Thou canst bear the dark eye that thy faults would descry,
In the refuge of home, in the joy of its mirth.

Be happy at home !—let the libertine scom.
Or call thee a coward, or pleasureless swain

;

Let him fill up his horn, and bibble till morn,
For thine is the pleasure, and his is the pain.

The world may caress him and bless him to-day,

For it giveth its joys to the well-garnered store
;

But in poverty's day it will spurn him away.
For it frowns on the man who can purchase no more.

Be happy at home, no matter how poor,
Let it be thy kingdom, thy pleasure, and boast

;

Thou'lt have comfort in store, that will cherish thee more
Than the whole world can give when thou necd'st it the moat.

Be happy at home ; it will gladden the heart.

And save many stripes from the chastening rod,

And when death, with his dart, shall bid thee depart,

Thou mayst find thyself nearer to mercy and God.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Mackerel should be chosen fresh, r.nd it is a

fish which vei7 soon becomes tainted. The skin

of a fresh mackerel is of a sca-grcen colonr, with
a beautiful shade of a pinkish colour over the

under parts ; the ejes bright, and the gills a clear

red. Clean them by cutting their giils, so that

when pulled out the entrails will come out with
them. IVipe them well Avith a damp cloth, but
do not let remaia in water. Trim the tins and
the tail.

To Boil Mackerel.—Put them into a long
shallow kettle, with a handful of salt ; let them
simmer nearly half an hour; if overdone, they
will be watery and insipid. Take them without
brcakinsr, drain, and place on a fish-straiuer and
dish. Stjrve up witli melted butter and parsley
finely chopped ; or, should parsley not be ap-
proved, with plain melted butter, to which
ketchup, auchovy. or any other sauce can be
added, according to the taste of the eater. At a
more advanced stale of the season gooseberries
boiled soft, mashed with bread finely crumbed,
and sweetened, is used in many put* of Eoglaiid.

Broiled Magkekei..—After cleaning the fisii,

cut it in half, lengthwise, close to the bone.
Sprinkle pepper and salt in each piece, and lay

them on a gridiron, over a clear fire, but not too

close, for about a quarter of an hour. Lay then*
on a dish, and, while hot, spread some cold but-
ter over th.in with a knife.
Another Way.—Split the fish open at the

back, season with pepper and salt, add a few little

bits of butter; tie it up with some clean tape, and
lav it on the gridiron, first greasing the skinny
part. Broil for about a quarter of an hour or
twenty minutes, turning ic two or Ih.cc times.
Serve up hot, and add, if desired, plain melted
butter.

Tickled Mackerel.—Clean and split in half.

Lay them in a dish, sprinkling salt and pepper
over each layer, till they are t^vo or three deep.
Just cover them with half vinegar and half

water, and place them m the oven for about half

an hour. Tliese are best eaten cold, with a little

more vinegar, salt, and pepper.
Another—Choice!—Clean the fish well, cut

each fish into three or four pieces, and take out
the bones. Seasou them well with salt and pep-

RLT, cloves, allspice, and mace, all poundfd. Hub
le mixture well in. Try them in oil till they are

nicely brown; when cold put them into a stone
jar, cover them with vinegar, and tie down till

w.inted for use. Tlicy will keep good a week or

ten days.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

MARCH 17TII TO 23rd.

Krrata.—In No. 7, pai^c 22?,, " Martin Luther,"
for l-j;U lead 1184; and •* Galileo Galilei," for

1689 read 1589.

March 17, Fifth Sunday in Levi.
March 17, «. Patrick's Daj/.—S-Mni Patrick,

whose original name was S'uccuthus, was born
towards the end of the fourth century, in Kilpa-
trick, between Dunbriton and Glasgow. At six-

teen he was carried off, with many of his father's

vassals, into slavery, and compelled for six months
tn keep cattle on the mountains in Ireland, from
wlience he escaped through the humanity of some
sailors. He travelled into Gaul and Italy, and
received an ajjostolical mission to convert the
Irish from Pope Celestine, who died in i'di. De-
termined on attempting ihe conversion of the
people, he penetrated to the remotest corners of

Ireland, baptized multitudes, ordained clergy to

preside over them, instituted monks, gave alms
to the poor, educated children, founded monaste-
ries, and performed many astonishing acts of be-
nevolence, during forty years, and died at Down,
in Ulster, where he was buried. He has been
called the Jlposlle of the Irish, and the Father of

t!»e IlibonniUi church. He is also esteemed the
tu'.elar saint of the country ; and " Si. Patrick's
Day" is observed as a gnat festival, and is de-
noted by wearing green shamrock, or trefoilieaves,

and by feasts an<l convivial meetings. This day
ib' a high festival in the Catholic church ; it is also

observed at court, and the nobility crowd to pay
their compliments in honour of Ireland's tutelar
feaint. There is a brotherhood denominated
•* Knights of the illustrious Order of St. Patrick,"
to consist of the Sovereign for the time being as
•• Sovereiffn" of ti.e order, and several others, as
•' Masters'," &c.
March 17, 1610, Philip Jiiassinger died. He

was a distinguirhed Knghsh dramadst, Jtnd some
critics have rahktd him next to Shakspeare.
March 17, 1800, the Queen Charlotte, a British

ship of war, of 1 10 guns, blew up ofi' the harbour
of Leghorn, when Capt.iin Todd and above eight
hundred of the crew perished by the explosion.
March 18, 979, Edward, King of the West

Saxons, was stabbed. He was crowned at Kingston
on Thames, in 97'), when he was only fourteen
years of age. Four years after he rode up to
Corfe Castle, in Dorsetshire, to pay his rispects
to his mother, Elfrida. She received him with
ftpi)arent allection ; but while he was drinking,
one of her servants, by her older, stabbed him in
the back, and he soon after expired on the road.
The treachery of the crime occasioned a general
distrui-t. No one would drink without security
from him who sat beside him that he was safe
while the bowl was at his lipb ; and hence is said
to have originated the customary expression at
table of, •• I pltfdge you," when one person invites
another to drink first.

March 18, 1G34, Richard Weston, Earl of Port-
land, died. He set out in liffc with a good charac-
ter, but his desire for power, and his rapacity,
nnltcd to Jealousy and extravag-ance, brought him
into pcneral discsteem, and the family and fortunes
for which he laboured so greatly were extinct early
In the next reign.

March 18, 1745, Bobert WalpoU, Earl of Oxford,
died. In 1715, he held the important poyts of First
Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer. He was an able minister. Tie Is the
reputed author of the saying, " that all men have
their price," upon the principle involved in which
he is said to have acted, buying the services of
those whom he could not gain by other means.
This, however, has been denied by his biogApher,
Archdeacon Coxe.
March 19, 720 B.C.—The first eclipse of the

Moon on record hapi)eued on this dny.
March 19, 1355, Pressing for Seamen to man

the navy commenced.
March 20, 1726, .S'(V Isaac J^ewlon died. He was

born December 25, 1G42. He is admitted, by tlib

general consent of the learned, to have been the
greatest master of the exact .sciences that ever
existed. At a very early ago the natural bent of
his disposition displayed itself in the construction
of machinery, and in a taste for calculation and the
art of drawing. He went on rapidly acquiring
learning, and constantly making new and important
discoveries—admitting no principles but such as
were founded upon experiment, but resolute to
adopt every such principle, however new or un-
usual. His modesty kept him for some time un-
known to the world; but his reputation at last

broke out with a lustre which scarcely any writer
before his time ever attained. His habitual tem-
perance, and the constitutional equanimity with
which he was endowed, contributed to the i)re-

servation of his health and the enjoyment of his

faculties to a good old age.

March 20, Sirring Quarter commences, and lasts

ninety-three days. The sun emcrs the constel-
lation Aries, or the Ram, which is the first zodiacal
sign.

March 20, 1831, Z)««can M'Caig, an ordained
minister in the Church of Scotlatui, was examined
at the Police Conrt, Edinburgh, on the charge of
purloining a Bible from the shop of a bookseller.
His library being searched, several stolen books
were found. He heard the charge very com-
posedly, and begged he might be bailed, in order
to give him an opportunity of preparing his
sermon for the ensuing day. He was commuted.
Some time afterwards the charge was clearly
proved, as were also eleven other distinct acts,

and he was convicted and sentenced to trans-
portation for fourteen years.

^iarch 20, 1793, William Murray, Earl of
Mansfield, died. He was eminent is a lawyer,
and dignified as a judge. In eloquence and btniuty

of diction he has not been excelled by any suc-
cessor in the high office he tilled.

March 21, 1556, Thomas Cranmer, the first

Archbishop of Canterbury, was burnt at Oxford,
by order of Quern Mary. He obtained a grant
from Henry Ylll. to have the iiible translated
into English. He attended the King on his
death-bed, was appointed one of his executors,
and crowned Edward VI., to whom he had been
godfather. At the stake he held up his right
hand, with which he had been induced to sign a
recantation, and warned thepeople against Popery,
exclaiming, until his utterance was stifled, " This
unworthy hand ! Lord .Jesus, receive my spirit!

"

March 21, 16*9, George Carew,Earl of Totness,
died, aged 73. He was a learned man and a sol-

dier. His biographer describes him as " a faithful

subject, a valiant and prudent commander, au
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honest counsellor, a gentle scholar, a lover of an-

tiquities, and a great patron of learning."

March 21, 1636, James Usher, Archbishop of
Armagh, in Ireland, died. He was celebrated,

both as a divine and an historian.

March 21, 1798, died John Little, Esq., aged
84. He was a miserable miser. A few days be-
fore his death his physician advised him to take
occasionally a glass of wine. He would not en-

trust even his housekeeper with the key of his

cellar. He was carried to the cellar doors, and in

person delivered out one bottle. By his removal
from a warm bed to a damp cellar, he was seized

with a shivering fit, which terminated in an apo-
plectic stroke, and occasioned his death. On
examining his effects it appeared that he had
£2b,WiQ in different tontines; ieil.OOJ in the
Four per Cents.; and £2,000 in landed property. In
a room which had been closed for fourteen years

were found 173 pair of breeches, and a numerous

collection of other articles of wearing apparel,
besides 180 wigs hoarded in his coach-house, all

which had fallen to him, with other property, by
the bequest of relations.

March 22, 1665, London was visited by tlie

plague, which raged with such unabating fatality,

that three, four, and five thousand of the inha-
bitants died weekly.

March 23, 1801, Paul, Emperor of Russia, was
strangled at St. Petersburg.

March 23, 1819, Augustus P. F. Von Kotzcbue
was stabbed in his own house at Manheim, by a
young enthusiast named Sandt. He greatly dis-

tinguished himself in literature and in politics.

Indulging in some calumnious accusations against

the students of the German universities, he be-
came an object of their detestation, and thus he
came by his death. He is known in England
chiefly as a dramatic writer.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

To OUR Correspondents.—Very numerous

inquiries having been made from all parts of

the kingdom as to who are eligible to be com-

petitors for the Prizes we have offered for the

best Essays of Working Men to our forthcoming

Supplementary Number, avg beg to state in

explanation, that a preference will be given to

theproductionsof those who come under the class

of operalives—such as handicraftsmen, mecha-

nics, or working artisans—to the productions of

those engaged in the counting-house, and similar

pursuits. Any of these, however, that may be

desirous of contributing to our Magazine, will

find a channel for their articles, if approved of,

in the pages of our^regular weekly numbers.

H.Taylor (Manchester).—We cannot publish

your letter, as it assumes the character of an ad-

vertisement.

R. B. (Holbeck).-—A velocipede is a wheel-car-

riage, and therefore^ we should think, subject to

toll.

Tyro (Pembroke Dock).—The year 1850 is the

last year of the first half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, and not the first year of the second half of

that century, as has been erroneously supposed,

A. M, S. (Liverpool.)—We cannot supply you
with any particulars relative to Shane Castle, in

Ireland.

C. M'Lean (Glasgow).—We are obliged by your
offer of some articles on bleaching, but are afraid

they would be too long for insertion in our pages.

T. P. (Bridgewater.)—It is not our intention, at

present, to issue any portraits or other engravings

m connexion Avith our magazine. We shall pos-

sibly have an article soon on the best course of

reading to be pursued by working men. We can-
not inform you of the charges made for lantern

slides by other firms than that of Carpenter and
Westley.

W. h. (Manchester).—We hav« no means of

aupplyiag you with the information you require.

S. J. C. (Hollingworth.)—We would advise you
to obtain a catalogue from some good Mechanics'
Institute, andtnake a selection therefrom for your
own use.

S. H. J. (Glasgow.)—We do not understand
your letter, nor have we room to publish your sug-
gestions.

Fair Play.—We cannot give you any advice
upon the matter, as we have determined never to
have anything to do with the private affairs of our
correspondents.

W. P. B.—We are sorry that we cannot just
now lay our hands on the poem to which you
allude ; but as soon as we can find it, it shall ap-
pear in our pages.

Z. X. (Manchester.)—A large number of excel-
lent works on the subject of death punishments
have been published by Charles Gilpin, London,
and a list may be obtained from your bookseller.

A Labourer (Portsmouth).—You had better
follow the directions given in Martha Makepeace's
letter on washing—making the solution a little

stronger, and allowing the clothes to soak for a
day or two.
M. J. (Glasgow.)—We are acquainted with uo

other receipt for making copying' ink than the
one to which you refer; and that, we know,
is very seldom found to succeed.
M. W. (Stourbridge.)-Write to the Secretary

of the Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi, Lon-
don, giving full particulars of the invention, or
improvements that you have made.

(g^=" The overwhelming mass of letters which
we receive weekly compels us to say that it is

impossible for us to overtake and answer them
all. We must, therefore, crave the indulgence of
our kind friends who may think they have been
neglected, but to whom we beg to give our as-

sur;ince that we feel particularly gratified by
their communications, and would be exceedingly
happy, were it in our power, to reply to every
one. This, however, being impossible, we can
only say that we shall continue to answer all that

we can, without preference, and shall also answer
as many as we can In our Supplementary Number.

Printed and published by John Cassell, of 335, Strand, London, and sold by all Booksellers.
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THE WORKING :MAN.

No. XI.—PLEASURES AND ADVANTAGES OF LABOUR.
Paet II.

Ix our last number we stated that working men and working women have little

need of bitters or dinner pills to give them an appetite. The troubles of the indolent

and the industrious are frequently just the reverse. The former have plenty of food,

but sometimes no desire for a mouthful ; while the latter have too often had the

craving of a famishing lion, and very little to satisfy their hunger. One party has

too much to eat, the other too little ; and yet the man who has on his table sufficient

to feed an elephant has no appetite ; while the poor man, who has little more than

enough to bait a few mouse-traps, feels as if he could eat a large joint, with all its

accompaniments. Some people, as they look at these extremes, put them down to

the mysteries of Providence. To us there is no mystery at all. The Dives, with

the burdened larder and no himger, is only suffermg tlie just punishment of living

an idle life ; while the needy, craving labourer has been brought to want by bad

government, unjust laws, unfeeling employers, improvident habits, or ignorance and

vice. Nature, Providence, and Revelation are not so dark as many suppose, and

there is hardly a difficulty which a little thought and common sense would not ex-

plain. Most of the things, also, which are wrong may be put right with far less

trouble than the generality of people imagine. We can have good appetites ^vithout

doctors or pills
; good laws without revolutions ; and plenty for all without robbery

or the criminality of stackburning. Let our working men read, think, become tem-

perate and moral, and resolve to be freeholders and have the Suffrage, and there

shall be an abundance for every one, except the idle. For the latter we cannot

adopt a better regimen than that which the apostle prescribes, " If any would

not woijc, neither should he eat." But, lest we seem to digress too far, we observe,

II. That working people have not only good appetites but ffoocl digestion. Every

one knows that it is not enough to eat a meal ; for, imless it is digested, it would

be better out of the body than in it. Some persons, after they have partaken of a

meal, complain of its lying like a hard lump in their stomaclis ; so that they have

first to take tonics to produce hunger, and then a host of pills to aid digestion.

Talk of the Inquisition, indeed ! Why, the history of our tonics and stimulants

throws thumbscrews and racks into the shade ; and yet the evils of the former are

not only patiently endured, but voluntarily inflicted. One of the blessings of labour

is emancipation from this thraldom. Our working people not only eat with a zest,

but digest what they have eaten without pain. I'he rich idler hardly swallows a

mouthful without his stomach t^vitting him yaih. his cruelty for the rest of the day,

and perhaps all night into the bargain ; but the healthy operative cats his meale,
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and hoars no more about what has become of them than he would if he had packed

them up and sent them oflF to Jerusalem, or Jericho, except that he is all the

stronger to bear his toil. Such are some of the blessings of being fully employed.

It ought to be remembered that the design of eating and drinking is to noiuish the

body by supplying the waste that is constantly taking place, and that there can be no

nourishment without digestion ; so that it is not the quantity of food eaten, but the

portion digested, that does us all the good. Many people, by means of the magic of

cooks and doctors, eat twice as much as nature requires, but no advantage is

obtained by this folly. Unless we digest what we eat, we shall gain weakness

rather than strength. Nothing makes people feel more languid in body and spirit-

less in mind than to have to walk about, or sit still, with a mass of undigested food

in their stomachs. Now, with a very little care, working men and working

women may avoid this calamity. Exercise not only produces appetite, but

also strengthens the digestive organs. It is amazing to see what some working

people can eat without any inconvenience. Many of them live on th'; most indi-

gestible substances, and yet never hear a word of complaint from tlicu iiuier man.

Their stomachs by labour are made the most accommodating and good-humoured
creatures in the world—so much so, indeed, that their minds are positivelj'' inocu-

lated with the same good temper. There is a greater sympathy between body and
mind than most people imagine ; many a woman has been made a vixen, and hun-

dreds of men cynical grumblers, by indigestion.

It may, perhaps, be objected that some hard-working people have bad appetites

and diseased organs of digestion. We grant it ; but then we must be allowed to

say that, in nine cases out of ten, this is theu* own fault. If it were important to

have our stomachs out of order, and consequently out of temper, one might give

some such prescriptions as the folloM'ing :

—

1. "Eat your food very fast, or rather wash it down with a large quantity of

liquid ; it will make little difference whether the drink is very hot, very cold, or

just lukewarm." 2. "Use plenty of stimulants, smoke frequently, and it will

serve the purpose all the better if you will add a due proportion of siuxff." '^.

"Sitting up late in a public-house, drinking rather freely, and using the pipe

without restraint, are very nice things to spoil the appetite next morning, and

unfit the stomach for its duties." 4. "Eating as much again as nature requires,

so that the digestive organs may never have a moment's rest day or night, is a

glorious plan for wearing them out, so that by and by they will be able to do nothing.

This works as well for breaking up the constitution as making a man labour daily

during the whole twenty-four hours without any intermission for rest or sleep.

This receipt is an excellent one to shorten the days of any man or woman, and the

same regimen will do admirably to render the closing years of their lives wretched."

5. " If any one would like to add to indigestion a number of other diseases, we
should advise them not to be at all particular about cleanliness. Take care not to

wash your body for years together ; never go into a bath, and mind that your linen

is not veiy often changed."—By these simple rules any one can bring on a veiy

great variety of diseases—can hasten his entrance into the Union, and hurry himself

to the grave long before his time. Low spu-its, melancholy, irritable feelings, and

bad temper, can also be very effectually obtained by the use of these prescriptions.

\Mien we consider how hardly some working men and women labour to be ill,

and yet the length of time that the appetite and digestive organs hold out against

this bad treatment, we have a marvellous proof of the beneficial effects arising from
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being fully employed. Thousands would have been in their graves long ago but

for their daily toil. The old song

—

" To rise with the lark is conducive to health"

—

contains a sentiment which, if attended to, would have driven half the diseases

from the world.

And if employment has such a corrective and restorative influence on the body

under injudicious living, what would be the physical and mental vigour of our

operatives, if to the healthful effects of labour they added a little physiological

information and reduced it to practice } For years iu succession there would be a

healthy appetite and speedy digestion. The mind would be free from all those

qualms, irritations, and hypochondriacal affections which torture idle and lazy

people. The pulse would be reguhu:, the path of life would be peaceful, old age

green and cheerful, and the last moment free from physical anguish. Were some

of our wealthy idlers, who are paying enough to physicians to feed and clothe

several poor families for a year, only to steal a sixpenny knife and get sent to the

treadmill for a month or two, they might tlirow all the physic to the dogs, and sit

down and eat a coarse plain meal with an appetite, and with the certainty that

every particle of food would be M'cll digested ;—so miraculously efficient is a due

amount of labour and exercise to produce health.

III. Food must not only be eafen and digested^ but the new nourishment must be

sent to every part of the body : this is done by means of the circulation of the blood.

It is calculated that we all have an entire new body in about ten years. Many a

labouring man takes into his frame, in food, drink, and air, from four to six pounds

a day; and therefore, in some cases, nearly a ton in the course of a year. Xow
unless there was a considerable waste going on, our bodies, in a little time, would

become an enormous size. AVc are always decaying, and being recreated or new
made. This is a glorious provision to prevent our ever becoming old. It is a

remarkable fact that our most aged people are, as it respects their outward man,

not more than ten years old. Methuselah, at the age of 969 years, had a body that

had not belonged to liim for more than the tenth of a century. Here, then, is a

constant renewal of our frame ; but this can only bo effected by means of a good

circulation, and to accomplish this nothing is so beneficial as plenty of exercise.

Persons that sit still have a languid pulse, their l)lood is not properly circulated,

the nourishing or new-making of the body is retarded, and weak nerves and

muscles, and, some say, even weak bones, are the result.

"\\'e, to a great extent, make our own constitutions. Take two children at their

birth, and let the one be brought up in delicacy and never allowed to labour, and
the other be inured to toil from infancy ; and the consequence will be, that the

former will have a weak constitution, and the latter a ?trong one. AVhat a difference

between yonder lady and a dairy-maid, or that sickly gentleman and a healthy plough-
man. At birth there was, probably, not a particle of difference ; and, had they

then changed places, the lady would now have the rosy checks of the dairy-maid,

und the gentleman the muscle, and nerve, and bt)nc of the ploughman ; while the

dairy-maid and husbandman would be as pale and weak as the lady and gentleman.

Exercise, with respect to the circulation, performs miracles. ITie renovation of the

body, from food, is as great a wonder as the work of creation. We are recreated

by food, drink, air, and exercise. Without the latter. Heaven has ordained that

we shrdl be weak. A sickly, nervous frame is the scourge with which nature

phastiscs those who do not exert thomselve'^. Cause a Samt-on or a Hercules to
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lounge on a sofa, and live in luxurious ease, and his strength would depart. For
corporeal vigour there can be no substitute for exertion.

Many of the rich, who have nothing to do, are aware of this fact, and resort to

various gynmastic exercises ; but their labour, beyond the acquisition of health, is

of no profit. Not so the operatives of the land. There is not a stroke that the

smith strikes with his hammer, but adds to the wealth of the world. The toil-worn

mechanic and seamstress leave our globe far richer than it was before they com-
menced their exertions. The daily revenue of our earth can hardly be calculated,

but every sixpence can be traced to labour. Man is the most destructive of all

creatures ; what enormous havoc he eveiy day makes of the productions of the

field, the factory, and the workshop ; and, but for the renewal of these riches, we
should all soon be starved and famished. Here those great benefactors of their

species, the working men and working women, step in, and create a constant supply

equal to the incessant demand ; and thus the labourer blesses the world and blesses

himself at the same time. He ministers to the wants of all ; and, in so doing, adds

to his own bodily vigour and comfort. His appetite is healthful, his digestion

natural, his circulation free, his pulse firm, and his vigour renewed daily. Those

persons who talk of the hard lot of labour, talk nonsense. Labour is one of

Heaven's best gifts to man. "When excessive, when unremunerated, when robbed

of its rights, it is hard ; but then the evils are to be traced to cruelty, injustice, and

tyranny, but not to toil. We were made to be industrious, and no small portion of

the bliss of paradise arose from there being a garden to be dressed and to be

kept.

(To be continued,)

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER XII.
" A soldier who had gained more laurels, and done more wonders in nine months, than any age or

history could parallel."

—

Neale.

CROMWELL AND THE CORPORATION OF LON-
DON — ESPOUSES THE INDEPENDENT
PARTY—HIS INFLUENCE IN THE ARMY

—

DESIRES TO BEFRIEND CHARLES—IS PAIN-
FULLY CONVINCED OF THE KING'S
TREACHERY — A LETTER OF CHARLES
COMES INTO HIS HAND.

If we fix our eye on a dark thunder-cloud,

we may see the lightning coming out and
playing on its darker margin, then receding,

and the cloud again muffling itself up in

still thicker gloom. It appears and disap-

pears, till, freeing itself from its deep re-

treat, it bursts forth like one great outspread

flame of living fire, striking terror into every

bosom. Now, it is beyond contradiction,

that never was summer's cloud more sur-

charged with electric fluid than England
was, during the reign of Charles, with ele-

ments which might contribute to the sta-

bility of the national faith and the national

freedom, or to their certain and speedy
overthrow. A man may play with the light-

ning of heaven with impunity ; it is a much

more difficult thing to deal with those ele-

ments which come into action in all popular
excitement and agitation—in the strife and
contest of party feeling. Cromwell felt

this. He took upon him no common task
when he thought of adj usting the differences

which existed between the Sovereign and
his Parliament, and between the Parliament
and the Army. It was not to be done by
sprinkling a little rose-water on the wound
of either party. It required a severe sur-

gery. The knife must be applied ; and how
painful soever the operation, in no other

way can the body-politic, or the body-eccle-

siastic, be saved. Oliver was the man to

make the incision. He knew* the nature and
the extent of the wound, and with a firm and
skilful hand he would operate. The prepa-
rations were rapidly advancing, and the day
was not distant for the grand experiment.
The new votes ofParliament did not meet

the expressed desires of the army. A me-
morable rendezvous took place on Triploe-

heath, when the force assembled is said to
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have amounted to nearly twenty-one thou-
sand men—" the remarkablest army that

ever wore steel in this world." Matters
here came to an issue. " The general and
the commissioners rode to each, regiment.
They first acquainted the general's regiment
with the votes of the Parliament ; and Skip-

ton spoke to them to persuade a compliance.
An ofiicer of the regiment made answer,
that the regiment did desire that their

answer might be returned, after perusal of

the votes by some select officers and agi-

tators whom the regiment had chosen."
This was the motion of the regiment. The
soldiers to a man called for justice. "An
armed Parliament, extra-ofhcial, yet not
without a kind of sacredness, and an Oliver
Cromwell at the head of it, demanding, with
one voice, as deep as ever spoke in England,
Justice ! Justice !—under the vault of

heaven "—was not to be lightly esteemed.
The army daily drew nearer to London, in

the hope of overawing the Parliament. It

now moved to St. Aloan's, and from the
rendezvous itself a joint-letter was des-

patched to the lord mayor and aldermen of

the city, enforcing the claims of the soldiers,

in which they say :

—

" The si\m of all these our desires as sol-

diers is no other than this : satisfaction to

our undoubted claims as soldiers, and re-

paration upon those who have, to the
utmost, improved all opportunities and ad-
vantages by false suggestions, misrepre-
sentations, and otherv.'ise, for the destruc-
tion of this army with a perpetual blot
of ignominy upon it ; which injury we
should not value if it singly concerned our
own particular persons, being ready to deny
ourselves in this, as we have done in other
cases, for the kingdom's good; but under
this pretence we find no less is involved
than the overthrow of the privileges both of
Parliament and people ; and that, rather
than they shall fail in their designs, or we
receive Avhat, in the eyes of all good men,
is our just right, the kingdom is en-
deavoured to be engaged in a new war ;

—

in a now war, and this singly by those who,
when the truth of these things shall be
made to appear, will be founcl to be the
authors of those said evils that are feared,
and who have no other way to protect
t/tcmselves from question and punishment
but by putting the kingdom into blood,
under the pretence of their honour of, and
tlicir love to, the Parliament ; as if that
were de.arer to them than to us, or as if

they had given greater proof of their faith-

fulness to it than we.
" Btit Ave jicrceive that, under these

veils and pretences, they seek to interest
n their designs the city of London, as
if that city ought to make good their

miscarriages, and should prefer a few self-

seeking men before the Avelfare of the
public. And, indeed, we have found these
men so active to accomplish their designs,
and to have such apt instruments for

their turn in that city, that we have cause
to suspect they may engage many therein
upon mistakes, which are easily swallowed
in times of such prejudice against them that
have given (we may speak it without
vanity) the most public testimony of their

good affections to the public, and to that
city in particular.

" As for the thing we insist upon as
Englishmen—and surely our being soldiers

hath not stript us of that interest, although
our malicious enemies would have it so

—

we desire a settlement of the peace of the
kingdom and of the liberties of the subject,

according to the votes and declarations of
Parliament, which, before we took arms,
were by the Parliament used as arguments
and inducements to invite us and divers of
our dear friends out, some of whom have
lost their lives in this war, which being now,
by God's blessing, finished, we think we
have as much right to demand, and desire
to see, a happy settlement, as we have to

our money and to the other common in-

terest of soldiers which we have insisted

upon. "We find, also, the ingenious and
honest people, in almost all parts of the
kingdom where we come, full of the sense
of ruin and misery if the army should be
disbanded before the peace of the kingdom
and those other things before-mentioned
have a full and perfect settlement.

" We have said before, and profess it now,
we desire no alteration of the civil govern-
ment. As little do we desire to interrupt,
or in the least to intermeddle with, the
settling of the Presbyterial government.
Nor did we seek to open a way for licentious

liberty, under pretence of obtaining ease for

tender consciences. "We profess, as ever in
these things, wlien once the State has made
a settlement, we have nothing to say but to

submit or suffer. Only we could wish that
every good citizen, and every man who
walks peaceably in blameless conversation,
and is beneficial to the commonwealth,
might have liberty and encouragement

:

this being according to the true policy of all

States, and even to justice itself.
'* Those, in brief, are our desires, and the

things for which we stand ; beyond whicli

we shall not go. And for the obtaining of

these things, we are (hawing nenr your
city

;
professing sincerely from otir licarts,

that we intend not evil towards you ; de-
claring with all confidence and assurance
that if you appear not against us in these
our just desires, to assist that wicked party

which would embroil us and the kingdom.
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neither we nor our soldiers shall give you
the least offence. We come not to do any
act to prejudice the being of Parliaments, or

to the hurt of this Parliament in order to

the present settlement of the kingdom. We
beek the good of all. And we shall wait

here, or remove to a farther distance to

abide there, if once we be assured that a

wpeedy settlement is at hand, until it be
accomplished—which done, we shall be most
ready, either all of us, or so many of the

army as the Parliament shall think fit, to

disband or to go for Ireland.

"And although you may suppose that a
rich city may seem an enticing bait to poor
hungry soldiers to venture far to gain the
wealth thereof,—yet, if not provoked by
you, we do profess, rather than any such
evil should fall out, the soldiers shall make
their way thiough our blood to effect it.

And we can say this for most of them, for

your better assurance, that they so little

value their pay, in comparison of higher
concernments to a public good, that rather

than they will be unriglitedin the matter of

their honesty and integrity (which hath
sufl'ered by the men they airn at, and desire

justice upon), or want the settlement of the

kingdom's peace, and their own and their

fellow-subjects' liberties, they Avill lose all

—

which may be a strong assurance to you
that it's not your wealth they seek, but the

things tending in common to your and their

welfare. That they may attain these, you
shall do, like fellow-subjects and brethren,
if you solicit the Parliament for them on
their behalf.

*' If, after all this, you, or a considerable

part of you, be seduced to take up arms in

opposition to, or hindrance of, these our
just undertakings, we hope we have, by
this brotherly premonition—to the sincerity

of which vre call God to witness—freed our-

selves from all that ruin vv^hich may befall

that great and populous city; having
thereby washed our hands thereof."

To this document is attached the name
of Oliver Cromwell. He v,-as noAv supreme
in the army ; and, having openly espoused
the cause of the Independents, became the

acknowledged leader of this lioble-minded
party. He well kncAV that so long as he
could depend on his soldiers he had nothing
to fear from his parliamentary colleagues.

He acted with firmness. The restricted

restoration of the monarchy Avas now the

goal to which he pressed. "Favoured as

he now Avas by almost every possible ex-

trinsic circumstance—by the general dislike

to the Parliament—by the King's domici-

liation with the army, and present popu-
larity with the troops—and, more than all,

by the extensive authority he himself pos-

sessed, as the actual, though not titular

military head, and the rcjjrescntative of a
powerful religious party,—we may readily
credit that he was neither remiss in his

endeavours to procure such terms from the
King as should confer a rational freedom
upon the country, nor in such as might
secure his own permanent security and
greatness. But Charles, possessed with the
idea that his importance to every party was
so great, that it must instantly turn the
scale in favour of the one to which he
should surrender himself, hesitated so long
between the offers made him by the Scots,

the Presbyterians of the two houses, and
Cromwell with the Independents, that he
lost the opportunity of making his peace
Avith either. Cromwell's terms were the
more moderate—he insisting mainly upon
such retrenchments of the prerogative as
were indispensable to the just liberties of
the people ; and agreeing to the re-establish-

ment, Avithout its coercive powers, of epis-

copal government, not as a matter of right,

but upon the broad basis of toleration to all

religious denominations."
From the character and extent of those

contentions, A\hich still diA'ided the civil

and military poAvers, and even threatened
to rend them asunder, Charles hoped to find

means to reinstate himself in all his former
absolute authority. Never Avas poor mortal
more deceived. In rather a familiar conver-
sation Avhich took place betAveen them,
Ireton,Avho AA-as not only related by marriage
to CromAvell, but in constant and closest

correspondence Avith him, plainly said to

Charles, " Sir, you have an intention to be
the arbitrator betAvecn the Parliament and
us ; and Ave mean to be between your Ma-
jesty and the Parliament." On a subse-

quent occasion, Charles so far forgot him-
self as to let fall the Avords, "I shall play

my game as Avell as I can ;" to Avhich Iretou

replied, " If your Majesty have A game to

play, you must give us also the liberty to

play ours." Charles Avas not sincere. He
felt little if any interest in the people's good.
What he had lost in fight, he tried to regain
by the meanest and most despicable ends.

The Independents Avould have restored him
upon the easiest terms, but they became
estranged from him by his extreme vacilla-

tion and treachery. It Avas his boast, often

reiterated, "You cannot do Avithout me

—

you Avill fall to ruin if I do not sustain you."

Kot only did they do Avithout him, but taught
him that he Avas in their hands, and tt'at his

very life Avas at their disposal. The idea of

restoring him Avas at length abandoned, and
justice Avas invoked upon him as a public

delinquent. CromAvell still inclined to the

side of conciliation and agreement. He Avas

Avilling to cede a good deal to the Monarch if

he could but bring him to terms. He went
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further than his son Ireton. He pressed
the King's cause with great earnestness. So
eager was he for a settlement, that he was
suspected of being in private correspondence
with Charles, and was in danger of being
treated as a traitor to his country. He was
heard once to say, " I think the King the

most injured prince in the world, but this

flaying his manly hand upon his sword) shall

right him." Oliver made a most temperate
use of the e.vtraordinary power which he
now enjoyed. He shrank from a revolution.

Kor was his a feigned and hypocritical soli-

citude. *' May God be pleased to look upon
me according to the sincerity of my heart

towards the King," was the utterance of a

man who invoked the searching look of

OmMiscience in his inmost soul.

On the 16ih of June the army accused
eleven members of the Commons—the chiefs

of the opposite party—ofhigh treason, whom
the honourable house is respectfully required
to put upon their trial. On some more or
less plausible pretext, " they ask leave to

retire for six months." They soon with-
drew, it is said, " to France— to deep con-
cealment— to the Tower otherwise." The
army then determined upon wresting the
city militia from commanders who were the
mere creatures of the Presbyterians, and
replacing it in the hands of those who had
conducted it during the war. This they
would have efTccted but for the clamour and
the violence of the citizens of London, who
were generally pledged to the Presbyterian
party. Their not succeeding in this contri-

buted to their future triumph. They begin
to move from place to place All London is

moved. Shopsareshut— fear hath taken hold
of men's hearts. At length the army lay

circled round London and the Parliament

—

now advancing, now receding ; and kept
the city and the house in perfect subjec-
tion. Such was the consternation which
the military inspired, that, on their march,
they were met at Hoxmslow-heath by the
two speakers, Manchester and Lenthall, at-

tended by eight peers, and above sixty com-
moners, chiefly Independents, who unani-
mously declared that they came to them for

protection. The soldiers conducted their

unexpected friends with shouts to London
;

reinstated the speakers and the members
;

and, assuring themselves of complete suc-
cess from the flight of those eleven leaders
of the opposite party whom they had ac-
cused, escorted the Monarch to Hampton
Court, and established their own head-
quarters at Putney. The army saw that
both the King and the Parliament were at
their mercy ; and, having h st all confidence
in Charles, their whole fury was soon turned
against the life of this self-deluded prince.
It ever)- day became more evident that he

could not be trusted ; that he had no affec-

tion for, or confidence in, the army, but was
jealous of them and of all the officers; that
he had intrigues in the Parliament, and
treaties with the Presbyterians of the city,

to raise new troubles ; that he had a treaty
concluded ^\'ith the Scottish Commissioners
to engage the nation in blood ; and there-
fore no man— not even the most temperate
and pacific—could be answerable for what
might occur. The adjutators conceived
that, since Charles had declined the pro-
posals of the army, they were no longer
bound by these proposals: and that their

chief duty now was to consult their own
safety and the good of the kingdom, and to

use every possible means to the obtaining
of these ends. They were under the im-
pression that God had, on the one hand,
hardened the King's heart, and blinded his

eyes, in not accepting the proposals, where-
by they held themselves absolved from offer-

ing him any more ; and, on the other hand,
that the Lord had led captivity captive, and
put all things under their feet; that they
were, therefore, bound to finish the work of
the Lord, which they conceived was to alter

the government according to their first de-
sign ; and to effect this, they were resolved
to seize the King's person, and take him
out of Cromwell's hands. This was more
easily conceived than done ; both Cromwell
and Ireton were in direct opposition to
these adjutators. At the hazard of placing
his ovm. person and authority in imminent
danger, Oliver determined to make another
bold effort to befriend his Majesty. After
conferring with such ofScTErs of the council
as continued faithful to the late views of
the army, a rendezvous of the troops was
appointed to be hold between Hertford and
Ware, with a view of making the proposi-
tions to the King once more agreeable to

the soldiers. Having, by some means, re-

ceived intelligence of the biisiness to be
brought forward, the troops resolved to lay
hands upon the King the day before the
meeting should take place. Cromwell was
informed of this, and generously provided for

the Monarch's safety by writing to his mili-

tary guardian. Colonel AVhalley, warning
him of the design. He did not even now
despair of Charles, and was desirous of
saving him not less from the excesses of
his own despotism than from the rage of
those levellers who had risen up as an ex-
treme party in the military. The rendez-
vous was held on the day appointed. When
the more violent of the republican party
appeared in the field with distinguishing
marks in their hats, and declared their re-

solution to stand to their engagement, not to

be dispersed till the things they had de-

manded were effected, and the government
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of the nation established, Cromwell, undis-
mayed by this audacity in the anti-mo-
narchical faction, accompanied by his

loyalist officers, rode up to one of the re-

giments which displayed these distinguish-
ing marks, and ordered the men to take
them from their hats. They hesitated.

They refused. Cromwell immediately caused
twelve, who appeared most refractory, to

be seized, and one of them to be shot on
the field ; besides having several of the
officers apprehended. By such prompt and
decisive measures the troops were reduced
to submission, and forth'ndth remanded to

their quarters. Though the object of the
meeting was not secured, an important end
was obtained. Oliver and his son Ireton
had frequent interviews ^vith Charles and
his agents. Propositions were made to him
of a most equitable character. The Monarch
was entreated by his o"\vn most attached
friends and supporters to accept the terms.
He became very gracious in these inter-

views. But his graciousness was only put
on as a cloak to conceal his dark and treach-
erous heart. He declined the most favour-
able offers. How haughty his temper and
bearing ! "I can turn the scale which way
I please ; and that party must sink which I

abandon." So spake the Monarch; to

which Berkeley, his own agent, very perti-

nently replied: "Sire, a crown, so near
lost, was never recovered on easier terms! "

Weary of treating with the Monarch to

no purpose, an incident fell out which de-
termined Oliver's future covu'se. A letter,

which Lord Oxfc^d stated that he had seen
and held in his own hand, addressed by his

Majesty to his royal consort, then in France,
in answer to one from her, which had been
first intercepted and then forwarded to the
King, fell into Cromwell's hands. It hap-
pened thus. Information had been sent to

him that the letter addressed to the Queen
would be despatched at a certain time, care-

fully sewn up in the flaps of a saddle, which
a man, not in the secret, would carry on his

head to the Blue Boar, in Holborn, whence
it would be forwarded to France by way of
Hover. Cromwell informed Ireton, and both

determined to seize this opportunity of
learning the King's thoughts. They left

Windsor disguised as private soldiers ; and,
on reaching the hotel, placed a trooper,
whom they had brought with them, as a
sentinel at the door, sat do^vn, and called
for some refreshment. At ten o'clock the
messenger arrived. Under pretence that
they had orders to search everything, they
seized the saddle, carried it within, ripped
up the lining, found the letter, closed up
saddle again, and returned it to the terrified

messenger, assuring him that it was all

right,—that he was an honest fellow, and
might continue his journey without fear.

The Queen's letter, to which this was a
reply, had reproached his Majesty with
making too great concessions to those vil-

lains that opposed his interests. The an-
swer was sure to disclose the secret feelings

and intentions of Charles, No sooner had
they sent away the messenger, than the
impatient generals withdrew to a private

room, opened the letter, and read :

—

" My time is come at last. . I am now the
man whose favour they court. I incline

rather to treat with the Scotch than with the
English army. For the rest, I alone under-
stand my position. Be quite easy as to the

concessions I may grant. When the time
comes, I shall know very well hoAv to treat

these rogues, and instead of a silken garter,

I will fit them with a hempen halter."

Ireton and Cromwell were speechless.

They looked at each other. They left the

hotel in great haste, and rode back to

Windsor.
Now was THE CRISIS. A separation be-

tween Charles and the people of England
was inevitable. But let our readers pause
and reflect. Let the last two chapters be
carefully studied. No man can pass a judg-

ment on the coming fate of Charles, or on
the part performed by Cromwell, till he has

made himself master of this deeply-intricate

and touching portion of England's history.

Long had Oliver been waiting "the great

birth of providence." Now came the throes

which preceded that mighty birth. What
is born ?

Some paradoxical writers, by an equivocation, deny the existence of matter : but phi-

losophy treats justly of an actuality, called matter, whose various quantities and densities,

in various motions, produce all the phenomena sensitive to relatively material beings,

and this to them is matter.

Instructive Allegory.—A humming-bird met a butterfly, and being pleased with

its beauty of person and the splendour of its wings, made an offer of perpetual friendship.

"I cannot think of it," was the reply, " as you once spurned me, and called me a

crawling dolt." " Impossible !" exclaimed the humming-bird ;
" I always entertained the

highest respect for such beautiful creatures as you." " Perhaps you do iioio," said the

other; "but when you insulted me I was a caterpillar. So let me give you a piece of

advice : never insult the humble, as they may one day become your superiors."
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"I DO HATE COLD WATER."
No. I.

You could not have worked with Tom Jack-

son in the shop for a week, without hearing

him say so again and again. It was one of

his " pet phrases," if not the choicest of

them all ; being uttered not only when his

dislike might seem naturally expressed

at the sight of the object so repugnant, but

when it was difficult to conceive how it was
called forth. I shall never forget that oft-

recurring sound; the words were always

tittered in the same tone, and the emphasis

was sure to be on the second word: " I do

hate cold water
!

"

I never heard Tom describe how this

hatred arose. Perhaps when a boy, or a

youth, he went on the ice when it was not

sufficiently firm, and so fell in and was well

ducked, long before the Humane Society

provided its apparatus of rescue and restora-

tion, and was then dragged out, with no
small trouble to others and suffering to him-
self. But then, that would only account for

his disliking to be "in for it " under such
circumstances ; he might still have thought
cold water a capital thing in its way, and,

therefore, the imagination may not be cor-

rect. Gratiano's reasons were Like two
grains of wheat in two bushels of chaff; you
might search for them all day without find-

ing them, and if found they were not worth
the trouble. The reason for his dislike, if

Tom had one to give, was, I apprehend, of

precisely the same value.

For is not water one of the wonders of

nature ? Familiar, even to neglect, who
observes i:s beauty—beautiful as it is ?

"Where can you find a more fitting emblem
of purity ? And then, see how it flow.s in the

river, dances in the brook, amidst the little

heaps about which it plays ; rages in the
torrent, and becomes alternately mountains
and valleys on the bosom of the ocean

!

Look at it as a mirror, reflecting all that

grows on the borders of the lake, the passing
clouds and the deep blue sky ; or lliink of it

as changed into clouds, and even into rock
crystal ; now a vapour floating in the firma-

ment, and then a solid and transparent mass.
It has even a language of its o\vn. Do you
doubt it ? Listen as it drops from the roof
of a cave, murmcrs in the tide, dashes in the
•water-fall, and roars in the ocean-wavei

Notwithstanding all this, however, of

which Tom most probably read little and
thought less, his hatred to water continued
from year to year unabated. Nor was it

without cflcct—it acted practically, and that
with no little power. For c.'cample : once in

the twenty-four hours, perhaps, Tom had

what he called "a wash," but what was
more properly " a dry-scrub." As he had
much to do with iron-work, he often bore a
strong resemblance to a chimney-sweeper

;

but he never improved in this process. His
face and his hands continued in the same
state from year to year ; his feet, though I
never saw them, were, I have no doubt, fao"

worse ; and as for the rest of his body, it was
as likely to be dipped in the waters of tho
moon, as to have any application from the
river or the pump.
Tom's wife could not be called his better-

half, for they were as much alike as two peas
in a pod. Susan could never have known
what a washing-rfay meant. She " dabbed
out" a few things, as she said, now and
then ; but a slop basin might almost have
served for her washing-tub, and her " get-
ing up " never put her washing out of coun-
tenance.
Tom's children were a poor, slim, pale-

looking set ; ill-clothed, ill-fed, and as dingy
and begrimed as such a father's and mo-
ther's children might be expected to be.

And then the face of one was sadly scarred,

because it fell into the fire when its mother
was out, and another went on a crutch from
having tumbled down stairs, when his mo-
ther had " taken too much." The whole
family, when together, presented, indeed, a
sorry sight

;
yet, even then, Tom often

said, " Well, of all things in the world, I do
hate cold water !"

I was but a lad when I first knew Tom,
vet I could not help seeing further into his

hatred than he ever appears to have done
;

but since I have reached manhood, and got
a wife and children about me, I have often
thought I would not do as he did, for as
many guineas as I could count in a month,
leaving out the Sundays.

I do what I can with my shopmates, but
I want all working people to look carefully

into this matter ; and, as I am writing
now, I will just state what knowledge I have
picked up about it. Wnat a marvel is the
human skin ! It consists of two thin layers
—the outer skin and the true skin; and be-
tween them is a very fine layer, which is the
scat of colour. Just beneath the true skin
are minute bodies, which are scattered over
the whole surface of the frame ; and by little

vessels from them, opening bv very small
pores on the outer skin, there is a perspira-

tion constantly flowing. It is usually
carried off in the form of vapour, and is

hence called the viscnsible perspiration. It

varies, in the course of twenty-four hours,
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from 1^ lb. to 5 lbs. in weight, and tends to

reduce the body evei-y day to nearly the

same standard of weight.

Absorption also takes place through the

skin, either from the direct application of

fluid to the surface or by means of the air,

which holds more or less of watery vapour.

Many substances may thus be rapidly re-

ceived into the system, the skin acting in

this case like a sponge when water is poured
upon it. But apart from friction, absorp-

tion will go on, and sometimes very ac-

tively, as for instance when the system has

been reduced and drained of fluid. Ship-

wrecked sailors, when suffering from ex-

treme thirst, have often found it greatly

relieved by the falling of a heavy shower of

rain, which has thoroughly saturated their

clothes.

Other facts lead to the same conclusion.

A man who had lost nearly three pounds'
weight by perspiration, from vvorking lor an
hour and a half in a very hot atmosphere,

when placed in a warm bath for half an hour
actually regained eight ounces. A lad of

Newmarket, almost starved, that he might
be reduced to a certain weight, was weiglicd

at 9 a.m., and found to have gained nearly

thirty ounces when weighed one hour
afterwards, though he had only taken a

glass of wine in the interval ; the wine
having stimulated so greatly the absorption

of the skin as thus to occasion this great

increase. These, facts will suffice ; or others

to the same effect might easily be cited.

A due consideration ofwhat has now been
stated will show that a sound condition of

the skin is intimately connected with that

of the body at large. As it is designed to

be an outlet for the removal of matter which
would otherwise encumber the system, it is

most important that the pores should not

be obstructed ; and as the skin also acts as

an inlet, we should avoid all that is noxious
which it is liable to absorb.

We have all heard and read of HiM who
washed his disciples' feet, showing thereby

that personal service on the part of men of

high degree for the welfare of the meanest
is truly noble ; and that the drudgery of the

act exalts the more its moral grandeur.

But we may look at the fact also as illus-

trating one of the habits of ancient life,

attention to personal cleanliness, and the

experience of a healthy refreshment from
frequent and copious washings, which are

often grievously neglected in our times,

though their necessity has greatly increased.

And, then, what a preventive of disease is

the free use of cold water I Of all immediate

causes of disease, that of checked perspiration

is the most proUfic of evil ; a mass of blood

being thus thrown back on the internal

orgaas, and setting up morbid action in any

part which may be most susceptible of it. A
robust and healthy man, for example, when
in a state of profuse perspiration, stood in the

sea for five minutes in repairing a steam-boat,

and brought on, by so doing, a disease which
confined hira to the house for four months.
Even after the lapse of twenty-three years,

and though his health had gradually improved,

he sufi'ered from cough and breathlessness,

and Avas liable to cold and illness from every

trifling exposuie. And certain it is that va-

rious morbid affections of the skin arise, in a
minor degree, from obstructed perspiration,

in addition to those acute and destructive

maladies which result from direct exposure

to cold and damp, when the skin is in a very

relaxed state.

It is also worthy of remark, that a frequent

and copious use of cold water prevents all

sense of chilliness ; in these circumstances it

ceases to be roio?; and the glow it produces

on the skin is an enjoyment to be felt, not to

be described.

It may be desirable, in some instances, to

begin a course of ablut'.ons with tepid water,

gradually lowering the temperature till cold

water is used ; but let no artizan, nor artizan's

wife, rest till a fair trial is made ; the dirtier

the business that is done the more urgent ne-

cessity is there for it, and the greater the

advantage that is certain to be derived. Let
every one be assured that a thoroughly clean

skill is one of the best means of preserving

health and of averting disease.

But another exemplification of Tom Jack-

son's hatred to cold water has not been

touched, and yet it is of equal, if not of

greater, importance. I have reached, how-
ever, already the utmost limit I intended, and
must therefore reserve it for another chapter

of his history.

Sam. Chisel.

It has been quaintly and eloquently said

by Sauerteig: " Mere washing is perhaps one

of the most moral things a man, in common
cases, has it in his power to do. Strip thy-

self, go into the bath, or were it into the

limpid pool or running brook, and there wa«h
and be clean ; thou wilt step out again a

purer and a better man. This consciousness

of perfect outer pureness— that to thy skin

adheres no foreign speck of imperfection

—

how it radiates on thee, with cunning sym-
bolic influences, to thy very soul ! Thou hast

an increase of tendency towards all good
things whatsoever The oldest eastern sages,

with joy and holy gratitude, h;td felt it U) be

so, and that it was the I\!akei's gilt and will.

It remains a religious duty in the East. Nor
could Herr Professor Strauss, when I put

the question, deny that for us at
i
resent it

is still such here in the West. To that dingy
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operative emerging from his soot-mill, what feel something of this ; they have a saying,

is his first duty I will prescribe, and offer help ' Cleanliness is near of kin to godliness,' yet

towards? That he clean the skin of him. never in any country saw I men worso-washed,
One knows to a certainty that with soap and and in a climate drenched with the softest-

water he can wash. Even the dull English I cloud-water, such a scarcity of baths."

JOIiX WELDOX'S HISTORY.

Lettkr V.

Sir,—Some of your readers, like myself, are great men at their Athenfeums, clubs,

mutual-improvement societies, or, like the reformed blacksmith of whom I early told

you, great guns at temperance meetings. I was all these.

Soon after I was married, I was invited to speak at a temperance soiree. Accus-

tomed as I was to such things, I had never got rid of that nervous feeling which the

standing up before an expectant audience always produces. I felt it doubly on this

occasion, for there, on a front bench, sat my little wife, looking as pale and terrified

as if it was herself, and not I, that was about to speak.

That nervous platform-fever, as it is called, is, Mr. Editor, a miserable feeling. It

teems for the moment to prostrate the whole man. Let me tell you, now I am on
the subject of my first appearance before the public as a speaker, I had been from
the time when I was first present at a temperance meeting, and had become a pledged
teetotaler, a great attender of public meetings of all kinds ; there was an excitement in

them that I liked, and even as a boy in my apprenticeship, and amongst ray shopmates,

I made speeches greatly to my own, if not to their edification. I wrote my speeches
in those days, and learned them by heart. I practised oratorical graces before the

piece of broken glass in my chamber, for, fortunately, being a privileged apprentice, I

had a little room to myself, and could there gesticulate, as I believed, unobserved.

My fellow-apprentices, however, who had heard me through the wooden partition that

divided my sleeping-room from theirs, holding forth in the early light of summer
mornings, contrived, unknown to me, to bore holes large enough to get a view of my
proceedings. One morning, therefore, when I was ascending upwards in what I

believed to be a splendid climax, moving my arms and hands after the fashion of
some favourite platform orator, I was startled by the words, " Well done, Jack !

"

** Go it. Jack I
" from my invisible audience. I was stopped. If a pail of cold water

had been thrown over me, the effect could not have been greater.
" What comes next ? " "Begin again. Jack!" cried they, bursting into peals of

laughter. But I was effectually silenced. I stole into bed again, feeling as if I had
made myself the most ridiculous fellow on the face of the earth.

I should have been ridiculed no little, and, perhaps, persecuted for these propensi-
ties, even by my teetotal fellows, had I been of a character different to what I was.
I contrived to silence them ; nevertheless, the " Go it, Jack !" and the " Well done,
Jack I

" haunted me for a much longer time than I would have confessed to any
one.

My first appearance, however, before a really large and important audience, was an
event which I never shall forcrot. I was then on my travels, and was working at Hud-
dersfield. There was to be a large meeting at Manchester, at which many working
men and others were to speak. The subjects to be discussed were the rights of
labour, and the future prospects of the working man, under which head temperance
and an enlarged and liberal education were advocated, as well as political rights

generally. Two young men of my acquaintance, both gifted with considerable powers,
and burning to distinguish themselves as orators, proposed to me, therefore, that
we should all go to Manchester, and speak on this great occa'^ion. I was ver}' willing

for it was a thing quite after my own heart. The meeting was to be held on a Mon-
day evening, and one of these young men having a friend in Manchester on the com-
mittee, our names were soon enrolled among those of the working men who were to
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spealc, and tliat all the more willingly, as the committee had been disappointed in

several who were expected, and as our Manchester friend did not scruple to blow our

trumpets very loudly.

One of my companions was a little fellow of a light and elastic make, as if his

limbs were whalebone; he had black hair, keen, black eyes, and something of the

Jew in his whole appearance. He considered himself the best speaker of the three.

He had laboured hard to rid himself of anything provincial in his dialect, and had
acquired instead a mincing, fine-mouthed way of talking, which contrasted badly

with his shabby dress ; for though he had something of the dandy about him, he paid

far less attention to the essentials of a well-appointed exterior than I did. He bought
second-hand clothes of a smart and showy style ; sprigged velvet waistcoats, green or

light-brown coats, with silk or velvet facings, which when worn thread-bare and
greasy, as his always were, had to my mind a repulsive appearance. His boots were

always old, and his buttoned-up waistcoat often suggested the want of a shirt. Never-

theless, he passed among us for a clever fellow, more particularly as he had studied

French, of the use of which he was very fond, and which he spoke with considerable

fluency. In this he had decidedly the advantage of us all. The name of the super-

fine orator was Lorenzo Mitt.

Very different to him was Daniel Carter, my other companion. He was a tall, big-

boned fellow—one of the most ungainly men I ever saw, but one of the best-hearted.

He was as strong as a giant, and amused himself and annoyed others by his wonder-
ful feats of strength. He could bend an iron poker till the two ends met, and lift

almost an unlimited weight. His huge shock head was brimful of ideas, but all

was a chaotic jumble, out of which, had he only given himself time, and kept

himself cool, he could have produced an amount of knowledge, set off by original

wit and sound, shrewd sense, which would have given him a high reputation among
any set of men—barristers, parliament-men, or doctors of divinity. But he was im-

pulsive and headlong. He dashed at his subject as if he was taking a plunge in the

dark, and soon floundered ; the very multitude of his ideas seeming to trip up his

heels. Another of his misfortunes was, that his utterance, which was naturally thick,

became almost unintelligible when he was excited or when his thoughts were in full

career. He was aware of all his defects, for he was a fellow of wonderful good sense

and candour, and strove to overcome them. In the end he succeeded in great

measure ; but at the time I am writing of he was like a wild, untrained colt from the

mountains.
I myself was about two-and-twenty, the coolest, and without vanity I may say it,

the best trained, and the most systematically taught, of the three. Like Mitt, I had a

strong northern dialect; but, although I had carefully studied Walker for pronun-

ciation, and our best authors for style and language, and had in great measure over-

come my provincial way of speaking, I was by no means ashamed of it ; and naturally

disliking everything fine and finikin I strove after a simple and manly v/ay of speak-

ing before anything else. When, however, I was excited or angry, or when most at

my ease and in my jocose moments, I slid into my old dialectic mode of speaking,

often unconsciously.

Well, Mr. Editor, such are the three orators (two of us joiners. Mitt and myself

—

Carter, a plumber and glazier,) who were about to proceed to Manchester, each with

his speech in his head or his pocket, and all hoping and meaning to cut a great figure

at the approaching meeting.
Mitt was by far the poorest of the three. Carter, like myself, had for sometime

been an accumulator, but with less success, for he had a mother and two sisters that

he helped greatly ; one of them was an idiot, and the other left a v/idovv-, after a
miserable marriage, with a large family. Generous, however, as he was to his rela-

tions, he always had a good coat to his back, and a clean shirt to change. lie was a

wholesome fellow to look at, though he was as heavy-limbed as a cart-horse, and a
perfect laughing-stock for his awkwardness.
We were working at Huddersfield, as I said. We had had a good job of work there

which was just ended, and we all expected to have a good sum of money in our pockets.
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We were to leave Huddersfield on Saturday at noon, and walk on through the same day

to Manchester, where we intended to present ourselves, on the Monday morning, to the

committee, and receive such instructions from them as were necessary, all being right

there, as we knew, for our friend had sent us the printed announcement of the

meeting, with our three names as large as life ; the order in which we were to speak

being, first. Carter, then myself, and lastly. Mitt, All this being arranged, I was
greatly surprised when, on Saturday morning, Mitt, who did not lodge in the same
house with me, came with a very disconsolate air and begged of me to lend him four

pounds, to buy himself a decent suit of clothes and a pair of new boots, to make his

appearance in on Monday evening. When I remonstrated with him, he assured me
he had not more than fifteen shiUings in the world. How he had managed I could

not imagine, for he had received the same sum as myself; nor did I know till some
years afterwards. Carter, who was with me at the time, was as much astonished as I

was, but we could make out nothing further than that he had no money, and unless

we could, one of us, lend him some, he must either give up going, or appear in his

old clothes. We were good-natured enough not to wish the first, and as for the

second, we could not consent to it for our own sakes ; for his coat was not only

threadbare but rent, and his boots, second-hand at first and a little too small for him,
were trodden to one side and, in fact, unfit to wear.

I knew the demand which Carter had on him for his money, and therefore, though
reluctantly, I lent him the four pounds, and shortly afterwards had the pleasure of
beholding him rigged out in what he thought the guise of a perfect gentleman. He
had on a green dress coat with a velvet collar, a black silk waistcoat and light-blue

trowsers, a pair of dress second-hand boots, and a new shirt with wristbands to his

finger ends. He called this a rehearsal. I thought he looked like a fool, and I told

him so, for I was at the time in a very ill-humour, the reason for which I must
explain.

I had written out my speech,—I was going to take my old topic of temperance.
Mitt said also that he should dilate on the same subject ; but I did not much mind
about that, as I was to speak before him. I had taken great pains with my speech,

for as it was decidedly the first great public occasion on which I had spoken, I in-

tended it to be the best speech I could possibly deliver. I had put into it all my
scientific knowledge which would bear on the subject, and really felt proud of it. We
had agreed among ourselves that we should not hear each other's speeches before-

hand ; this was Mitt's proposal, for he said we should then not borrow from one
another. I carried mine in the pocket of my working jacket, and conned it

over at my work, intending as I walked to Manchester to make myself master
of it. On Friday, however, I could not find it. I supposed, therefore, that it had
fallen out of my pocket in my bed-room, and did not trouble myself about it. When
I came home it was not to be found. I hoped, however, that when packing up my
things the next morning it would turn up ; but it did not. Mitt came just when I

was convinced that it was completely lost. I imagined I had lost it from my pocket
on my way to my work, and I was not only vexed at my carelessness, but completely
confounded now for want of time to rewrite it. I knew that I must sit up half the
night for this purpose ; and I may, I think, be easily excused for calling Mitt a fool

when he came before me grimacing in his second-hand finery.

But I must not weary you, Mr. Editor. I managed to make myself master of
my speech ; and on Monday morning Mitt introduced us to his friend in the committee,
and we were all invited to drink tea in the Committee-room, with a great number of
other persons, preparatory to the meeting.

Mitt cut a great figure in his green coat and sky-blue trousers. He came in the
evening with his hair dressed superbly, and he wiped his lips daintily with a white
pocket-handkerchief. Carter laughed, fit to kill himself—he was the most cordial

laugher I ever saw ; he dragged his coarse black hair down over his forehead, put his

huge shoulders up to his ears, and vowed that he would make his appearance thus on
the platform by way of contrast. Mitt came to tell us that the committee had made
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some re-arrangement, by which means his name now stood first and Carter last ; we
knew very well that this was his own doing, and that he had managed it with his

friend. It made most difference to me. I was vexed; but I said nothing. Carter,

cared not where his name stood, so that it was not shoved back to the end of the

meeting.

It was a crowded assembly, as those Manchester meetings generally are, and was
held in the Carpenters'-hall. I felt very nervous as the appointed hour approached.

I could not at tea eat a morsel, for my mouth seemed already in that parched state

when to swallow anything solid is impossible. We went to the platform with a
crowd of others. Carter whispered to me, " How dost thou feel, Jack ; / wish I was
anywhere but where I am."

" I have not got one idea left! " said I, with truth, for ray mind seemed a blank.

I had an awful feeling of failure before me. My heart beat so violently when I first

took my seat, that the sound of it in my ears seemed louder than the noise of the

gathering meeting. I was made still worse, and yet I could have laughed, by Carter

whispering into my ear, in the most doleful voice, " What fools we are. Jack, for

coming ! My tongue is just like a bit of woollen cloth in my mouth !

"

;Mitt did not speak to either of us ; he seemed absorbed, and the perspiration gave
an oily look to his face.

My terror and agitation, however, decreased, as one speaker after another addressed

the meeting, and the enthusiasm and good nature of the audience communicated itself

to the platform. There were many excellent speakers there.

" We shall do, Jack I
" chuckled Carter, leaning forward with his long elbows on

his knees, and rubbing his hands together. " By Jove ! we shall do I

"

" Lorenzo Mitt " was announced by the chairman, and our little friend stepped for-

ward. *' Ladies and gentlemen," began he, in his most superfine voice, and then followed

a few lines of French poetry. '* Speak English, can't you 1 " said a loud, cheerful voice

from the body of the meeting, IMitt bowed ; and mincing and mouthing, began an

oration which seemed to take my breath. It was my speech, almost word for word,

which he was delivering. The trick that he had played me made ray blood boil ; the

perspiration started from every pore of my body. I knew not what to do, and nothing

but the place where we were prevented me from knocking him down. Then what a

position I was in ; without a speech to deliver and my turn came next ! ]\Iy feelings,

Mr. Editor, can hardly be imagined. I turned round to speak to Carter, but he was

applauding open-mouthed, for spite of the mincing, line eiumciation of Mitt, the

speech took amazingly.

I stamped my foot, and slapped my hand on my knee with such angry energy that

even Mitt heard me. But he did not look round. I fixed my eye upon him, and if

ever I hated human being, I hated him at that moment. The loss of my speech was

now accounted for, and the whole of his manoeuvring. No doubt he had taken it

from my jacket pocket as it lay in the shop on Friday, and hence the necessity for our

not hearing each other's speeches.

It is said that there is a power in the eye which makes itself felt even when unseen.

Mitt never turned to where I sat, but it must have been the power of my eye that

quailed him, for he soon began to flounder; he seemed to lose the key-note, as it

were, to his thoughts. The audience applauded good-naturedly when they saw liim

at fault, and gave him time to recover himself. He began again, but again he grew

bewildered and confounded. I should have pitied him from my soul, under ordinary

circumstances, but I now triumphed. I never took my eyes from him, and gradually

coming forward on the platform, stood on a line with him. Finally, he broke down
irrecoverably. It was a miserable failure. Some of the audience applauded, others

laughed, and others again hissed. Discomfited and ashamed, he shrunk into the

crowd at the back of the platform, and the next moment I saw Carter steal after him.

The good-natured fellow, the last in the world to desert a friend in distress, was

grieved to the heart for him.
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A song was now called for to fill up the awkward blank in the business of the

evening, and afterwards a fine piece of music was played. This gave me time to

arrange my ideas a little, for I had no intention of being silenced. My whole soul

was ronsed, and I felt ready for anything. I stood up, therefore, before the meeting,

as bold as a lion, full of indignation, which I would not express because I would
rot ally myself in any way with the fellow who had just made such a miserable

failure.

I forgot everything but that I had a speech to make. Temperance was my theme.
I remembered the reformed blacksmith, at that early meeting at which, as a boy, I

became a pledged teetotaler, and in my broad, simple dialect, which belonged to

that time, and without any attempt at oratory, I gave an unvarnished history of the
event and its effects. My father, my mother, my brothers and my sisters, once more
seemed to stand in life around me. I became excited and affected as I drew a picture

of my home. I wept, and my audience wept with me. I believe I was eloquent, for

I r,poke the language of truth and earnestness, and I totally forgot myself. 1 thought
only of ray parents—perishing through drink ; of my brothers and my sister, outcasts

in socisty from the same cause, and at that moment, each unhappy drunkard seemed
to me as my fr.ther, my mother, my sister, or my brother.

At times I was interrupted by thunders of applause; but mostly a deep silence

hung upon my words, amid which half-stifled sobs were heard in various parts of the
nie::ting. At length I had finished, acd sate down amid shouts of " Go on I

"

I luid not, to ray knowledge, made use of one argument in my former speech. In
fiict, I had forgotten all about it.

Ci.rter was next called forward. He was nervous and agitated. I longed to

say a cheering word to him, but I was not near enough. He was evidently suffer-

ing from the failure of Mitt, and dreaded the same thing in his own case. After
a ll-w plungincs about at the beginning, he soon got warm in his subject, but then
another difficulty began. Idea after idea, came crowding up ; his words grew rapid

as lightning, and his enunciation almost unintelligible. "Take time I
" people

shouted; " Speak a little slower !
" But it only made him worse. At length he

suddenly paused, and with inimitable humour, asked permission to sing a song. The
audience applauded to a man. He had a fine tenor voice, and he sung a capital song
of his own writing, which describing, both with pathos and humour, the want of
Ir'arning in the poor, for the subject he took was Education, not only fully atoned
fur the faults and unintelligibility of his speech, but gave to it a most effective

termination.

Whether the introduction of this song was an impromptu idea, I cannot say. I

xatherthinkit was ; but he would not confess it. However, it saved him, and put him
in good humour with himself.

After the meeting, I found that I was looked upon as one of the heroes of the

evening. I was invited to supper to at least half-a-dozen places, and people
thronged round me, eager to shake hands with me, and thanking me fur my excelUnt
speech. I declined, however, going anywhere ; for I longed to bo alone with Carti r,

to tell him the villanous trick that Mitt had j)layed me. He could hardly credit it

at first, for he thought well of Mitt ; and I question if he would have fuliy believed it;

had we found Mitt at our lodgings, as we expected, and if I could not have produced
my own written speech in evidence. Mitt, however, was gone. He h<id come away
from the meeting, hastily packed up his things, and, telling our landlady, to whom
Carter was well-known, that he should settle all with her, decamped.

This was one of those cases which have not unfrequenlly occurred to me through
life, in which I have been, as it were, forcibly compelled to give up some favourite

plan—have been driven out of my own course, and liave afterwards found my great
advantage in it. Had I been left to my own intended path at this meeting, my speech
would not kave been nearly as effective ; and in the nervous, anxious state in wliich I

was, I might very probably have broken down as Mitt did. From seeing this kind
of prevention, as it were, I have learned to take ever)' cross circumstance much more
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calmly than I otherwise should have done ; and to believe that there is in it, though
I may not see it, an over-ruling for good either to myself or others.

Mr. Editor, you must allow me to add a few words to this already long letter, by
returning for a moment to our lodgings at Manchester, and our run-away friend.

Mitt had not only played me this scurvey trick, by which, for anything he cared,

I might have been left in the lurch without a word to say, while he had carried off all

my laurels, but he was gone off indebted to me four pounds, besides my share of his

score at the lodgings. Carter was furious against him, for it was one of those mean,
selfish, and dishonourable actions, which made every drop of blood in that good
fellow's heart boil with indignation ; and he vowed that if Mitt came within reach of
his arm—and it was a long one—he should not go unscathed. I was in no lenient

humour myself, for I could neither forget his dishonesty in stealing my speech, nor
in going off in my debt, for I knew the value of four pounds fully.

It was not until some years afterwards, when I came to London, that I again met
with Mitt ; but he had in the meantime become my bitter enemy. The benefits which
I had conferred on him, and the injury he had done me, had, as is the case with malig-
nant natures, filled his heart with bitterness against me.

It was wonderful to me for a long time who and where was the secret enemy that

scattered poison about regarding me. I met with the influence of it now and then
among my temperance friends, and repeatedly and undisguisedly in a publication

called " The Burning Bush," an infidel periodical, which made many dead sets at

temperance and religion in the people, and, to my surprise, I found that my quon-
dam friend, Lorenzo Mitt, was the editor. This explained all.

My meeting with him in London was somewhat singular ; and as it will necessarily

bring me back to my young wife and my little household, I will, with your permission,

return to it in my next letter.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

John Weldon.

A FEW DAYS IN ALGERIA.

By Heinrich Laube.

A day's JOURNEY AND BACK EY DILIGENCE.

We had been told, with pride, in Paris,

that a diligence was established in the

province of Tittery or Algiers. This public

conveyance, descending Irorn the heights of

the Massive, crossed the plain to the most
southerly point of the province, as far as

Blidah, the holy city. It was firmly be-

lieved, when this was first started, that the

colony and the Arabs might be blended
together by friendly intercourse, and, by
this meant;, a happy amalgamation of the

two peoples would be produced. Many
wonderful things were at that time expected.

Country houses and estates on the hills,

and tracts of land on the plain, were sold at

Marseilles and Lyons, and even at Lisle.

People expected that a farm on the Chiffa

would soon serve as good mortgage-
able property with the monied men of north-

ern France. Sometliing rather fairy-tale-

like and chimerical this, we must confess ! i

Keverthelcss, such was the case. An advo-
j

cate from Lyons, who was on a journey ofi

discovery to find some of this chimerical
1

property, joined our party to Blidah. He
had for some years considered himself the
proprietor of an estate on the Metidscha;
but owing to the want of maps, he had not
been able to ascertain accurately where it

lay ; nay, indeed, after considerable inquiry
in Algiers, he began to apprehend that he
might discover no such estate to be in exist-

.

ence. Now, however, he was about to set

out on his travels to ascertain whether that
which he had paid for, and on which he had
so long prided himself, were a mere ideal or

not.

The diligence rolled merrily along the
heights of the Massive, seldom passing
either through a desert or a solitude ; for

the whole length of this mountainous road
is scattered with small dwellings inhabited

principally with German emigrants from
Elsace and Swabia. These are the only

colonists who have already formed them-
selves into little villages ; and they culti-

vate the land as land is cultivated in Ger-
many, and even carry out manure to their

fields in four-wheeled wagons.
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"White barracks, lying to the right of the
j

road, gave a variety to this treeless and
j

sunny landscape ; whilst Spahis, the most
beautiful cavalry in the world, in their scar-

\

let Turkish dresses, and mounted on Bar-

bary horses of the co\intry, appeared and
then vanished between mountain and valley,

A new village, around which Avas a con-

siderable encampment, before long invited

us to repose. It is called Duera, and con-

sists of a tolerably respectable-looking row
of houses. At the inn we found billiards,

and even dominoes, provided for the amuse-
ment of the guests ; and in the common
room the traveller feels liimself transported

into some province of France.
Beyond Duera the road becomes more

dreary, and the huts of the Arabs, which
are made of earth, and resemble dog-ken-
nels, become more unfrequent. On descend-
ing the southern slopes of the Massive we
saw below, stretching wide on cither hand,
the plain of Metidscha, smiling like the

promised land when Moses looked down
upon it from the mountain. The breadth
of the plain is about ten miles, and the

range of the Lesser Atlas, which encloses

it, is about the height of the Riesengeberge.
In the far horizon a light blue outline,

as of clouds, is seen, which is said to

be the mountains of the Great Atlas

;

but this appears to me doubtful, as, spite of

the clearness of the atmosphere, the dis-

tance at which they lie is too great for them
to be visible. To our right, at several

miles' distance, we saw Koleah, a little town
by the sea, and a pointed mound, said to

be the burial place of a Christian Queen,
probably of the time of St. Augustine.
Exactly opposite, and in the shadow of the
Lesser Atlas, glittered the minarets of
Blidali ; and on the straight road, midway
of the plain, lay Buffarik, whither we drove
rapidly, in order to proceed thence with
fresh horses.

The plain, which in some parts is marshy,
is overgrown in this direction with low
bushes. But neither the marshes, which
might easily be drained, nor the want of
wood, nor the nature of the soil, need be
any impediment to the most producctive
tillage. The soil is capable of producing
the finest qualities of grain ; nay, indeed
the sugar-cane and cofice might easily be
grown here to advantage. The country,
spite of the extremely dry heat, is suth-

ciently sustained by the nightly dews, by
the vicinity of mountain and sea, by flowing
waters, aiid by the rains of the vernal
months, to make it one of the most capable
regions on the face of the earth. The
spring, which consists of January, February,
and IMarch, ^i\es birth to the most lux-
uriant vegetation ; and, in the drycst season

of the year, although we found the country
parched and hot, yet it was by no means so

much baked up and inactive as with us
during a hot summer.
As yet but very little has been done in

the way of cultivation The Arab produces
only the smallest possible quantity of barley

and maize for the use of himself and his

horse. It is the German colonist alone

who handles plough and spade. The
Frenchman is not a good colonist. He is

too socially inclined to be capable of that

plodding activity which steadfastly begins at

the beginning and works on in solitude.

This suits the German, but it is not in ac-

cordance with the French character.

The Town of Buffarik, the natural capi-

tal of the plain, has been laid out on such
an extensive plan, that the houses which
are already built are scattered so widely

apart that the inhabitants are exposed in a

peculiar manner to nocturnal theft. The
German settlers at this place complained
bitterly that the Bcduins Steal their cattle

at night, and that when they asked help
from the governor, he replied, that he could
not go to war for every cow. They said

that Duvivier, who was stationed in garri-

son at Blidah, and who had become half an
Arab by his unremitting study of the coun-
try, managed things very differently. If

the natives stole the cattle of the colonists,

he presented himself on the first market-
day among them, carried off twice the num-
ber of their cattle, which he retained until

the missing property Tvas restored.

At Buffarik, our companion, the French
advocate parted from us, it being his inten-

tion to rejoin the diligence on its return,

by which time he would have ascertained
whether he was a landed proprietor on the
Metid.scha or not ; the estate which he sup-
posed himself to have purchased, lying at

no great distance from the tOAm.
The road from Buffarik to Blidah is

greatly inferior to that from Algiers to

Buffarik, and its deeply-worn ruts resem-
bled those of the old roads along which our
ancestors used to creep before the days of

universal traffic and macadamization. But
the white minarets before us, towards which
we slowly advanced, and here and there a
rude hut forming a military station, re-

minded us that we were still in African
France. Our two out-riders, two Chasseurs
d'Afriquc, the best cavalry of France, re-

mained a quarter of an hour behind us,

"

whether for their own convenience on ac-

cotmt of the dust, or whether that was the
most approved mode of forming an escort

I know not ; but in their absence we each
carried a loaded musket, which, indeed, is

always held in readiness on every excursion
by land. Our driver also entertained us
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Avith accounts of various attacks of Beduins
^vhich he had encountered on this very road.

He was a native of Luxembourg, and spoke
German ; but for our comfort, he assured
us that the robber-parties were always
small and easily driven back by fire-arms.

Another piece of information he gave us,

which was less agreeable, namely, that

when we arrived at Blidah, we should not
be able to enter it, as the city was in the

possession of the Mahomraedans, and the

French had merely a fort with two large

encampments at about a mile's distance

;

and it was at one of these, the camp supe-

rieur cle Blidah, or at least in a building

belonging to it, that we should sleep. We
had, indeed, come a long way to little pur-
pose. We only obtained, in driving along,

a view of the orange-gardens, which inclose

Blidah on the side of the plain.

Making a circuit to the right from the

entrance of the sacred city, we directed our
course along tjie ramparts to the camp,
and, arriving at this barrack suburb, drew
up before a wooden house which represented
the inn of the place. The camp, properly

speaking, lay at some distance behind a

new earthen rampart, presenting its ranges
of cannon, and lying higher than the roof

of our sutler-hostel. Without waiting for

refreshment we set out to the camp. As a
letter of permission Avas requisite from the

War-ofRce in Algiers to obtain admission
into the camp, we had duly provided our-

selves with one, which, after the sergeant
on duty had read, he saluted us politely and
bade us enter. Poor man ! this was un-
fortunate for him. For no sooner had we
entered than the commanding officer, who
was perhaps in an ill humour, or perhaps did

not like our physiognomy, ordered us to

be shown out again, and sentenced the

obliging sergeant to three days' imprison-
ment, because he had introduced us with-

out previous announcement. In vain the

man referred to the above-mentioned letter

of avithority. " Who is your commander ?"

was the short reply. The sentence was ad-

hered to, and we were expelled.

On this occasion, at the remotest outpost
of the French in Africa, I saw what a

magical power lay in the word "journal."
Lamonta calmly remarked to the inter-

mediate person, a sub-lieutenant, that he
would very soon have the honour of for-

warding to the commander here a copy of

the Courier Frangais, which should contain

an "account of this un-French civility."

Scarcely was this repeated to the com-
mander, than he sent out a message saying,

that he had but just ascertained that a lady
was in company with us, and that he was
inconsolable for his want of courtesy. In
shoyt. he came out to receive us, and he him-

self now acted as our cicerone, who but a few
minutes before had both driven us and our
lady away with displeasure.

The defences are insignificant and insuffi-

cient against any but a native enemy. But,
slight as they are, only four weeks after-

wards, when battle after battle was fought
at this place, this moderately-fortified camp
kept its place as an undoubted stronghold.

It is situated immediately under the first

slopes of the Lesser Atlas. To the right

lies the gorge through which flows the
Chiff'a, and to the left a luxuriantly-fruitful

valley which leads to the orange-gardens of

Blidah. The city is a mile distant from the

camp, but no one dares to pass this inter-

vening space unless attended by a military

escort, A chasseur-officer, who, with true

French kindness and sociality, joined him-
self to us, and proposed to arrange for us a
reconnoitring expedition with his troop

round the hill to Blidah-Burg where Duvi-
vier lay—nay, even a hasty ride through
Blidah itself.

But alas ! we could not avail ourselves of

this kind offer, for Lamonta was obliged to

go back with the returning steamer. He
wished to visit Oran, and we were not
willing to part company with him.
We enjoyed upon the ramparts the mobt

beautiful evening that could be conceived.

The sun sank on the Chiff'a side of the

Atlas, and lit up with the most gorgeous
colouring the Queen's mound, the plain,

and the distant city of Koleah. The loftier

heights of Atlas, only a cannon-shot from
us, stood forth dark blue in rose-tinted

shadow, Duvivier's fortress shone out at

the angle of ihe hill above Blidah, like the

castle of some southern knight ; the loftiest

minaret of Blidah towered up like a golden
spire, and amid this foreign landscape, and
the death-silence of evening, the French
sentinel stood upon the wall with a sharp

and picturesque outline in the red light of

this transparent atmosphere. As it became
dusk the shrill sound of the trumpet was
heard, and the European drum was beaten

—

the signal of night—the signal of the need-

ful double watch—the signal of the Euro-
pean world at the foot of Atlas.

The following morning, when on our way
back to Buff'arik, we were recommended at

the first log-house station to use great pre-

caution, as the brushwood and the hollows

of the plain had appeared animated in the

night, and in the greyness of the early

morning spectral while bemuses had been
seen to ascend, as if out of the ground. Am-
buscades were, therefore, to be apprehended.

We drove onward with considerable

anxiety over the dewy plain and through

the deep-rutted roads, the Luxembourger
speeding on at an amended pace whenever
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the road admitted of it, being well acquainted
with this sort of peril, and pointing out to us
from time to time, with the handle of his

whip, tlie white figures that appeared for a
moment and then again A\'ithdrew among
tlie hushes.
At the next post-house the matter was

cleared up. These numerous parties of

Beduins were without hostile intentions.

They were merely on their way to the great
fair, which was held this day at Buffarik

;

and, besides this, they belonged only to

friendly tribes. The nearer we approached
Buffarik the nearer to us rode our escort

;

but we arrived in safety, and then, with our
muskets on our arms, we mingled among
this strange crowd, among whom we soon
distinguished several French officers. But
our French advocate, who had left the
diligence the day before on his voyage of
discovery, was nowhere to be seen. He
had not returned to Buffarik. Perhaps his

land of promise lay further off than he ex-
pected

; perhaps it had proved a reality

after all.

The >\Tetched articles which had been
brought hither for sale were spread in an
open space on the bare ground just outside
the town. Here a few tents were erected
for the sheik and for the leaders of the
various tribes. Camels and asses lay at

rest, and the dark-complexioned people
thronged idly about, hissing and gurgling
in their strange tongue, killing sheep, or
exercising their Barbary horses. These
horses, which are of Arab descent, are
somewhat larger in size than their original
stock, and less perfect in form and sym-
metry ; but they are more swifl-footed, and
wear better. They remain in perfect health
imder the worst grooming and the most
cruel abuse. The Bedouin uses as a spur
a long iron point attached to the stirrup,

which cuts the horse's side into deep and
long wounds, so that it is very rare to see a
horse which is not extremely bloody from
this cause.
We had here an opportunity of seeing the

Bedouins practising their war-games, which
are called by them fantasia, a word pro-
bably derived from the Spanish. I heard
several other words also which I had heard
in Spain, as, for instance, the word " arrez,"
which is used for urging a horse forward,
precisely the same as is used by the Spanish
muleteer in driving on his mules. These
fantasia were thus performed : two Be-
douins careered against each other at full

gallop, swung their carbines round their
heads, brought them to their shoulders, and
fired them on. It was unquestionably a piece
of wonderful dexterity, whether they shot
well or ill, and in any case it presents great
danger to the spectators. It is a wavering

and imcertain discharge, which appears to
mc like an unnecessary and an unproductive
disturbance, perfectly in accordance with
the empty military swagger of the Bedouin.
We felt ourselves, in every respect, as if in
the midst of savages, whose attempts at cuL
tivation had not advanced beyond the efforts

of children. The Caid, who, with the chiefs,

presided over these /a»^asm, wore upon his
head an awkward plume, which Avaved about
in a most inconvenient manner, and obliged
him to put his hand to his head at every
movement of his horse, in order to keep it

on. He had a dusky negro countenance,
and his costume was as gaudy in its orna-
ments as that of a savage.

The fair was thrown into a state of extra-
ordinary excitement by the arrival of a chief
who had just escaped from the prison in
which he had been confined by Abdel Kader.
This chief, whose name was l3cn Zegri, was
a descendant of those Zegris in Spain of
Avhose combats with the Abencerrages the
Spanish morisco romances sing. He sate
upon a horse of pure Arab^brced beside the
Caid, and he was distinguished from the rest
by an air of superiority, and altogether a
nobler cast of countenance. He had a sin-
gular habit of closing his eyes when he spoke,
which gave a jeering expression to his face.

When the war-game was ended, the Caid,
Zegri and the other chiefs dismounted, and
seated themselves on cushions in the open
tent; their red boots were taken off, and
sandals put on, and they now sate in state
to receive visitors. These were principally
yoimg men ; they embraced the Caid and
the other chiefs with many degrees of cere-
monial. In one case they kissed the hand,
in another the turban ; the shoulder of one
was embraced, of another the arm ; or the
visitor kissed his own hand which had
been merely touched by the great man.
This last is a common mode of salutation
in Africa, as is also the mutual kissing of
the shoulder.

The civil authorities, the Caid with his
assistants, sate in a second tent. With
these was «eatcd a French officer in his blue
unifomi, who made himself very amusing
by the droll pantomime he carried on, but
which could be very little intelligible, al-

though highly entertaining to his com-
panions.

Not far from this tent were the shambles
where the cattle were killed by decapita-
tion, as criminals are in this country. When
the head was cut olf the animal Avas skinned,
and lastly its entrails were removed.

Excepting tliat of Zegri, I did not see
among the crowd of Beduins one single
countenance which did not bear the Arab
stamp. Everywhere was there the high
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African cheek-bones, the depressed nose,
and the thin, coarse beard. Of the old
dominant race there appeared to be no
remains, except in the occasional effemi-

nate Moor.
Immediately after we left Buffarik two

jackalls crossed the road. I sprang from
the diMgence and fired at one of them,
which made a halt and turned round to
look at me. The gun, however, missed
fire, and the fellow escaped. I crept after

him for a quarter of an hour through the
bushwood, to the no small detriment of my
trousers, but I saw no more of him.
We had now re-crossed the plain—that

m^agnificent plain which will one day floAv

with milk and honey. From the ascending
heights of Duera we looked back upon it.

It lay behind us like a broad river of bless-
ing—the most beautiful park-like ground
that I ever saw, covered with oleanders,
and which in the spring is one bed of
flowers

!

In the coffee-house of Duera we found a
German whohad been obliged to flee from his

country, on account of his connection with
the Burschen-schaft, and who had now
settled himself as a colonist near Buffarik.
He acknowledged the country to be won-
derfully beautiful, and yet, in a melancholy
voice, he deplored his exile from his be-
loved " Lower Silesia—his father-land !"

Arrived at the Kaschba-gate, we drove
to the left, in the direction of Babeloued-
gate, along the old Roman-road, and passed
the garden of the Dey. How grand old
Rome appears when here, beneath a liot

sun, in another quarter of the globe, we
meet with the enduring traces ofits peace-
ful possession ! Far to the south in the
neighbourhood of the Greater Atlas and the
desert, Roman masonry is to be found

—

the slowly-erected massive evidences of
scure dominion. In comparison Avith the
old Roman empire, the empire of France is

merely a dominion on the surface.

The morning after our return we wit-
nessed several native dances in the Place
du Gouvernment. First a few Bedouins
danced a miserable fandango to a Pandean
pipe ; then a number of negroes made gri-
maces, like a set of insane creatures, to a
little drum : they stretched out their limbs,
as in the cachucha, and twirled themselves
round without stopping. We were much
sooner tired of their performance than they
were themselves Thirdly, there was a
shawl dance, which, however, was quite un-
intelligible to us ; and, in fact, all these ex
hibitions were as unpleasing to us as were
the people and the animals. Everything
which is seen here in the streets is ugly ex-
cepting the horses and the descendants ol
the pure Moorish blood.

PARLIAMENTARY SKETCHES.

No. III.—SIR ROBERT PEEL.
We cannot do better than follow up our
sketch of Mr. D'Israeli by a similar one of

a person whose history is so inseparable
from his own as the right hon. baronet
named at the head of this article. Avoiding
the usual hacknied rhapsodies and common-
place disquisitions to which this theme, so

fruitful in trite garrulity, has given rise,

we proceed to narrate the leading incidents

in Sir Robert's career with as little ampli-
fication as may be necessary simply to re-

mind the old political reader of facts well

known to him, in the order of their occur-

rence, and to acquaint the tyro with the
principal circumstances in the biography of

one of the most conspicuous characters in

the civil records of the nineteenth century.

Sir Robert is the second baronet, being
the eldest of nine children, four of whom
have married into the families of the Duke
of Richmond, the Marquis of Ailsa, Lord
Henley, and Lord Mountcashel ; another is

in the church ; another married a church
dignitary ; another married the Right Hon.
G. Dawson, formerly M.P. for Derry, and

who, after having long been a placeman
under his brother-in-law, has finally been
quartered on the public as second Com-
missioner and Deputy-chairman of the Cus-
toms ; and another Avas reprensentative of
Newcastle, near the family-seat ofDrayton;
—so that it will be seen Sir Robert is not
altogether so unconnected personally with
the aristocracy as is generally taken for
granted when speaking of his father's son.
Further, we may state, while touching on
these domestic matters, that one of his own
daughters is at present Viscountess Villiers,

and will be Countess of Jersey Avhen her
husband, the Conservative (though not al-

ways Peelite) member for Lord Bathurst's
little Gloucestershire borough of Ciren-
cester, succeeds to the hereditary earldom.
His eldest son, Mr. Robert Peel, now
twenty-eight, has long been attache to the
Swiss Embassy. His second son, Fre-
derick, after obtaining considerable classical

eminence at Trinity College, Cambridge,
has lately been returned for Leominster
to Parliament, where he has given fair
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promise of future excellence by some sen-

sible speeches on colonial and bankruptcy
questions. His third son, William, having
distinguished himself as a midshipman in

the late disturbances in the Chinese waters,

was promoted over the heads of numerous
and equally-deserving seniors ; and now, at

the age of five-and-twenty, is a captain in

the Koyal Na\'y. His fourth son, John
Floyd Peel, is an officer in the Scotch Fusi-

lier Guards. His fifth son, Arthur Welles-
ley Peel, is still, we believe, at college ; and
one daughter, Eliza, remains unmarried.
The mother of these children is the daughter
of the late General Sir John Floyd, Bart.,

who was second in command at the taking
of Seringapatam ; and whose son, the present
baronet, is also a colonel, who has seen
much service in the Peninsula, Waterloo,
and subsequently ;—so that it is pretty e\-i-

dent, from all the seconsanguineous associa-

tions, that Sir Robert has no great cause to

be dissatisfied with the system that has given
him such a position in the social scale, say-

ing nothing of his political status, of which
we shall speak presently.

Sir Robert is considered to be one of the
wealthiest commoners in England ; and
according to a very recent statement he
made in the House of Commons, when
charged by Lord Henry (brother to the late

Lord George) Bentinck, with having de-
stroyed the agricultural interest, three-
fourths of his money is embarked in land,
and only one-fourth in the funds. Nearly
all this capital, estimated at not far short
of a million sterling, was inherited from his

father, who was bom exactly 100 years ago,
this month, at Peel's Cross, Lancashire, in
a very himible rank of life ; but who, partly
by plodding industry, and partly by good
fortune in bringing into operation one of
the great improvements in the cotton manu-
facture, realized a large fortune in his 23rd
year. With this he entered into partnership
with Mr. Yates, of Bury, whose daughter
he married in his 33rd year. In 1800 he
was created, by Pitt, a baronet, chiefly be-
cause he contributed £10,000 for carrying
on the war, and partly, no doubt, because
his position entitled him to that honour; for

such was the magnitude of his works that
he employed no less than 15,000 hands. In
1805 he married a second time, his wife be-
ing the daughter of F. Clerke, Esq. Dying
in 1830, in his 80th year, leaving all his
children in affluence even long before his
death, he was succeeded by the present
baronet, now in his 62nd year, being 32
when he married.
From his earliest years Sir Robert was

marked by the circumspection and decorum
that have since distinguished his long and
eventful public life. At Harrow, where he

was a form-fellow of Byron's, and at Oxford,
where he took a double first-class degree,

and became M.A. and D.C.L., he was noted
for his caution and reserve. At 21 he was
returned for the then close and still corrupt
Irish borough of Cashel, county Tipperary

;

and soon after, his father being in great

favour with the Tory cabinet, he was chosen
to second the address, the nature of which
we need not dwell upon, seeing that

gagging bills, spies, terror, and bribery,

were the chief resources of the ministers,

Perceval, Liverpool, Sidmouth, and the

rest. One of his speeches at this time
being much applauded, his father ex-

pressed his delight in the house by saying

—

" I remember when I used to observe that

boy, whilst a youth, and when I already
anticipated that he would confer honour on
himself and family." Little, however, did
the old man anticipate that he would live to

see him Secretary of State ; and still less did

he foresee the far greater importance, not
merely as an official, but as a statesman,
which he has since reached. Within one
year from his entrance into parliament, he
obtained the office now held by Mr. Hawes,
the Under Secretaryship for the Colonies

;

and the year after he was made Chief Secre-

tary for Ireland. For six years he held that
post, on ultra-Protestant principles, ruling

Ireland exactly in the intolerant and
bigoted spirit of his colleague, Castlereagh;
and for eleven years after that he continued
to be the champion in parliament of those
very principles of sectarian and unchristian
ascendancy to which he himself finally gave
the death-blow. Resigning the Irish secre-

taryship in 1818, he undertook the chair-

manship of the bank committee, and in that
capacity introduced his famous bill of 1819,
generally known as Peel's Bill [though its

chief merit belonged to Leonard Homer],
for the resumption of cash payments ; and
which has continued to provoke so much
controversy among all currency disputants,

from the days of Attwood and Cobbett
to those of Spooner and Muntz, at the
present writing. The principle of that
measure, however, has since been inviolately

adhered to, notwithstanding the frequent
temptations to depart from it for temporary
convenience, as in the case of the panic of
1847-8. In 1822 he succeeded Viscount
Sidmouth as Home Secretary, with a seat in
the cabinet, heading the anti-Catholic

party, and, to a certain extent, dividing the
leadership of the House of Commons with
Canning, until the dissolution, 1827, of the
Earl of Liverpool's administration, which
being succeeded by the premiership of Can-
ning, Peel and five of his colleagues re-

tired through avowed hostility to the eman-
cipation Tiews of the then first minister.
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Canning's death, the same year, having

led to the short-lived administration ot Lord
Goderich (now Earl Ripon), and Wel-
lington having assvimed the government,
Peel became his Home Secretary in 1828.

The January of that year was signalized by
his defeat on the Test and Corporation Acts,

the repeal of which Lord John liussell

•wrung from him immediately ; and, profiting

by the experience so enforced, government
now suddenly themselves proposed the re-

peal of the Catholic Disabilities, under cir-

cumstances that will be for ever memorable.
The hitherto inflexible Iron Duke protested

that he conceded the rights of British

citizens to his Irish fellow-countrymen, to

prevent the horrors of civil war ; and the

more discreet Peel declared that he should
"follow the example of the pilot, who did not
always steer the same course to guard his

ship from danger, but a different course,

under different circumstances, as they arose,

in order to save the vessel from the very
dangers which the captain and the crew had
most dreaded." The excitement thus pro-

duced throughout the three kingdoms was
immense—immense even as compared with
that attendant upon the Reform Bill. The
bigots and the intolerants were frantic with
rage at what they considered their betrayal,

and with mortification at being deprived of
their power to persecute. Peel, who had
been elected for Oxford University in 1817,

was called upon to resign ; and having done
so, and stood again, was ousted by Sir R. H.
Inglis, who has kept the seat ever since ; the

vanquished candidate coming in for West-
bury, by arrangement with the owner
of the borough at the time. Sir M. Lopez,
uncle of the Tory baronet of that name who
now represents South Devon. The schisms
created by the Catholic qviestion amongst
the Tory party manifested themselves at

the general election of 1830 ; and the feeling

in favour of Parliamentary Reform became
so strong that the Duke, who had scouted
public meetings as farces, and declared the

condition of the country to be all that could
be desired, took occasion of being in a

minority on Sir H. Parnell's motion for re-

vising the civil list, to go out, and Earl Grey
came in.

Peel, who had succeded to the baronetcy,

now took the management of the Anti-

reformers ; and, by his great dexterity and
knowledge of parliamentary finesse, he proved
himself the ablest obstructive that ever de-

frauded a people of their rights. But vain

were his efforts as long as the people believed

in the sincerity of those who had alwaj's

avowed themselves their friends. The king,

the court, the church, the army, the navy,

the peerage directed by Wellington, a clever

and powerful minority in the commons guided
by the adroitest of tacticians, all the vermin
of corruption fighting with the desperation
of mortal agony, failed, utterly failed. Re-
form triumphed. For three years the people
patiently waited the convenience of the rulers

to whom they had entrusted the meajis of

realizing their promises. The Whigs preva-
ricated—denied, belied, opposed their solemn
undertakings. Retribution quickly overtook
them. Grey and Brougham were the two to

whom the coimtry most naturally looked for

progressive liberalism. Grey and Brougham
were the most determined reactionists. Grey
and Brougham were expelled office by a paltry

intrigue of their own subordinates in 1834,

and never afterwards had an opportunity of

abusing their trust; for while the rump of the

government under Melbourne i-esumed place

after brief intervals, they remained in power-
less discontent—the Earl till his death in

1S45, the Baron till the present moment. The
first of the intervals alluded to was from Nov.
1834 till April '35. The Duke having been
sent for, told his Majesty, William IV., that

the new state of things under the Reform Bill

rendered it necessary that the Premier should

be leader in the House of Commons, and not a

member of the Peers ; but that his grace

would consent to hold the chief office, and
several other ofiices also, till the return o! Sir

R. Peel from Rome, whither a royal messen-
ger, named Hixdson, was despatched in all

haste. Sir Robert came back, but only to

encounter defeat in his own parliament the

very first night, on the election of Speaker
;

and the same thing occurring thrice, succes-

sively, on the Irish Tithe Bi!l, he went out, the

Whigs coming in avowedly to carry the Ap-
propriation Clause, but from which they have
superstitiously kept aloof ever since. The
second interval we have spoken of occurred

in May 1839, when government having been

defeated on the Jamaica Bill, Lord Melbourne
announced his resignation on the 7th, and on

the 8th Sir Robert received the Queen's

command to form a ministry ; but on his sti-

pulating that she should dismiss the Whig
ladies of her household, as being essential to

his independent action, her Majesty, acting

under the advice of those most interested in

her so doing, declined, in writing, on the 10th

;

and immediately Lord Melbourne and his

followers, triumphing in the success of their

Bed-chamber Plot, came in once more, but so

damaged in character, that Peel's power rose

rapidly in the Commons,—so much so that in

May 1841 he proposed a vote of want of con-

fidence, and the eight nights' debate follow-

ing that motion left ministers with a majority

ot one, in a house of 625. Tdiuisters dis-

solved, and went to the country with their

quackish and forlorn hope of an 8s. Cora-
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deteruiiaed anti-free-

up to almost the last

duty— they being as

traders as the Tories

minute before the dissolution, which was
rc-sortei to merely for the sake of gaining

time to perpetrate ?ome scandalous jobs,

such as forcing Lord Plunkett out of the Irish

Chancellorship to make a peerage and pension

for their Attorney General Campbell, whom
they have lately forced into Lord Deuman's
place as Chief Justice, after keeping him for

he last three and a half years in the cabinet

as Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, at

i:4,000 a year.

Immediately on the meeting of the new
Parliament in August 1841, ministers were
outvoted by 91 on a want-of-coofidence motion,

and Sir Robert took office, with a strong

House of Commons, whose subserviency to

him increased every day till the outbreak of

the astounding D' Israeli rebellion, of which
we spoke at siich length in treating of the

member for Bucks. In his address to the

electors of Tamworth (a pocket borough in

which he succeeded his father), on accepting

office, Sir Robert said, ho " never had been
the decided supporter of any band of parti-

zans, but had always thought it much better

to look steadily at the peculiar times in which
they lived ; and, if necessities were so press-

ing as to demand it, there was no dishonour
or discredit in relinquishing opinions or mea-
sures, and adopting others more suited to the
altered state of the country. For this course
of proceeding he had been censured by oppo-
eite parties—by those who, upon all occa-

sions, thought that no changes were required,

as well as by those who, in his opinion, were
the advocates of too violent and sudden inno-

vations. That middle course, however, he
would continue to pursue. He held it impos-
sible for any statesman to adopt one fixed line

of policy under all circumstances ; and the
only question with him, when he departed
from that line should be, ' Am I actuated by
any interested or sinister motive ? Do I con-
sider the measure I contemplate called for by
the circumstances and necessities of the
country-.'

"

The precise practical drift of these remarks
was not recognized at the moment of their

utterance ; but it became obvious enough
when he commenced those free-trade changes
in the tariff in 1842, which he consummated
by the abolition of the sliding-scale in 1846

;

and the history of his labours in which cause
it is whoUy unnecessary that we .<;hould here
advert to, for the particulars are fresh in the
memory of every one. Since then Sir Ro-
bert has been a general supporter of the mea-
sures of Lis successors, voting for their Jew
Bill, Irish Bills, and routine measures. The

only attempt he has made in the shape of le-

gislation on his own account has been a sug-
gestion that the West of Ireland should be
colonized by means of the London Companies,
assisted by the state : a proposition that has
met with no response whatever on the part of
the public or individuals in either country.
We promised at the outset to indulge in no
disquisition on Sir Robert's character, his

want of consistency, and so on ; and, adhering
to that pledge, we leave the reader to estimate
the man from the facts we have detailed. But
that recapitulatioit would lack its most praise-

worthy ingredient if we did not add, that all

parties areunanimous in conceding ungrudging
and open-handed credit to Sir Robert for his

police measures, his improvements in the ma-
chinerv- of justice, and his ameliorations of the

atrocities of a still sanguinarj', unequal, and
unreasoning criminal code.

The following portrait of Sir Robert Peel
was written by a distinguished poet,

shortly after the abolition of the Corn-
laws :

—

TAMWORTH.
With eye awake, with purpose steady

—

Watching as tigers watch their prey,

Still for defence or action ready,

Or saije retreat, or onward fray

—

And scheming most of all when seeming
To shun the very thought of scheming.

He has the science of avoiding
Whate'er can bind or compromise

;

His every attribute employ'd in

The appearing more than being wise

And slippery—yet so glibly tripping,

He slips not when you'd swear he's slipping.

Call him not great when Fame rehearses
His triumphs : his true victories.

His noblest deeds, are his reverses,

His glory is his sacrifice

—

Xot at the helm of influence sitting,

No ! but that proud position quitting.

His—his will be the proud reflection,

That, at stern duty's patriot call,

He made the generous election

To do—to dare—to suffer all

:

A convert under truth's coercion,
A martjT sufTring from conversion.

Rare—rare the example is, if any
In modem story shines like his

;

We have our grievances — and many—
But wc can pardon much for this.

That in the trying, templing hour,
He preferred principle to power.
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Letter X.

Mr. Editor,—Next to the duty of getting money honestly^ is that of spending it

prudently. Li the brief acconnt I sent you of my old school-fellow, Lydia Worth.
I said that she was a good market-woman ; and glad indeed should I be if I could
bestow that praise upon every working man's wife with whom I am acquainted. It

is a most important qualification ; and the woman who has it brings a rich dower
to her husband, even if her whole worldly effects be the clothes in which she is

married. On the other hand, the working man's wife who has it not will get or,

but poorly, even though she bring him many pounds, and though his earnings are
good. I am not now speaking of waste or extravagance ; that is a downright 5m,
I speak of what my Jem calls " toa^it of tact," which, I suppose, means want of
skilful management, and that I regard as a misfortune. I know more than one
industrious couple who are every now and then getting sadly behmd-hand, com-
plaining that they can't " keep the wolf from the door," owing chiefly, if no*
entirely, to this very thing. The husbands earn tolerable wages, and they do not
appear to be v/asteful

; yet, for want of a little skill in shopping, their money goci
they scarcely know how. They are often obliged to pinch themselves ; they ar>
always in some tradesman's books ; and then one of my dear mother's sayings
comes true :

'* They that get into debt get into trouble."

Now, in the cases I know of, I think I can trace the evil to one of three' causes :

either they buy unnecessarily, or they go to bad markets, or they take up goods
upon credit. Some of them, I have reason to fear, commit all these blunders. If,

then, I may be allowed to give such persons a leaf out of my own book, I would
say

—

First,

—

Don't buy ujinecessarily . Buy nothing which you do not really want

—

nothing which you cannot readily and speedily apply to some useful purpose. We
are not obliged, as were our ancestors, or as people are now in some parts of the
world, to lay in at some large fair all we are likely to want for months to come.
In or near all large towns we can buy anything we need at almost any day or hour.
But I fear that some women are too fond of shovping : they are in love with it for

its own sake ; there is a charm about it which they cannot resist. If they happen
to have a few sliillings by them, it " bums a hole in their pockets," as the saying
is. Like children, who, if they have a halfpenny given to them, run to the first

stall or sweet-shop to spend it, not because they are hungry, but because they love

to spend a halfpenny. A young woman goes out on a Monday morning to buy some-
thing she wants for the house. In her way to the shop she meets with two or three

acquaintances who are gossiping at some corner. They stop together and look at

some article exposed for sale, with an enormous ticket pinned to it, and they unite

in praising it as "wonderfully good," and " amazingly cheap." The young wife

says that she does not need it, and passes on. At the next corner, perhaps, is one
of those curses of our nation, a "gin-palace." A dram is proposed, it being
"rather a raw morning." The young woman hesitates, but her scruples are over-

come, and their halfpence are clubbed together, and "a small glass a-piece " is

swallowed. On returning past the "bargain" shop, the article appears more
tempting than before. The tongues of the more elderly acquaintances are more
eloquent in its praise. The heart of the yoimg woman has become more expanded

;

and the article is soon bought, and deposited in her basket, by the side of some
potatoes and onions. When the fumes of the " small glass " have worked off, she
finds the article less valuable than she thought it, and having laid out her shilling

for what she did not want, and cannot at present use, she is obliged to go without
sometliing that she could use, and the want of which makes her uncomfortable.

This passion for shopping, depend upon it, is a great and an expensive failing.

What is not needed, or which cannot be used for a long time to come, is dear at

any price, especially to persons who haye but little money beforehand.
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Tliorc is more than one evil connected mth laying in a stock of anythin jr merely

because it seeins cheap. In the first place, feio things of ordinary consumption

improve by keeping ; and if some portion grows mouldy or becomes unuseablc, you
get a dear " bargain." In the next place, people are tempted to use more ofan article

than they otherwise would—more, I mean, than they would if their stock were

small ; and thus, again, they lose by their " bargain." Far be it from Martha
Makepeace to condemn those who are able to take advantage of seasons and oppor-

tunities for laying in a stock of useful and necessary articles. Let those who have

the means of preserving the articles in good order, and the prudence to use them
economically, do so by all means. ^Vhat I mean, Mr. Editor, is—but perhaps I

can best explain my meaning by giving you a fact or two.

I knew a small family who were over-persuaded by a neighbour to buy a fat pig

which he had fed and killed. It weighed about five score, or one hundxed pounds.

Pork at that time was selling for 8d. a pound the best joints, and 6d. the inferior

ones. The man oifered them the whole at 6d. a pound, and the family jumped at

it as a • great bargain." Of course they could not use much of the meat while it

was fresh; the rest, therefore, was to be salted down, or pickled, to " last them,"
as they said, " through the summer, when it would be so very nice with a few peas

or beans." They had to buy a pickling-tub, which was furnished by another

neighbour as a " gre^^t bargain," at 4s. 6d. For want, however, of knowing the

proper way of salting down, and for want of a cool place in which to put their tub,

a considerable quantity of their fine pork was tainted, so that they could not eat

it ; the " bargain " of a pickling-tub proved leaky, and let out the brine ; and, to

make my story short, this family found that, reckoning all they were able to use,

their " bargain" of a pig stood them in about 2s. 6d. a pound !

My second case is that of a working man's wife, living near me, who stepped
out one morning to buy some meat for dinner, and also a pepper-box which would
have cost her tenpence. In her way to the butcher's she passed an auction-room.

She looked in, and just at that moment the lot put up was a dozen pepper-boxes,
•which the auctioneer declared to be cheap at a shilling a-piece. The lot was about
to be knocked down for 2s. 3d., when my neighbour, colouring deeply, called out,
" Ilalf-a-crown !" The lot was knocked down to her, and away she trudged home,
exulting in her " astonishing bargain." She ranged her dozen pcpper-boxcs in a
row, when it suddenly occurred to her that she had forgotten to buy anything for

her husband's dinner. She had but a few pence left, and the dinner-hour was
close at hand. Instead of a nice bit of meat baked Avith some potatoes under it, as

had been agreed upon at breakfaot, all she could muster was a bit of coarse, tough
beef-steak, and a few badly-cooked potatoes. It was in vain that she tried to

bring her disappointed husband into good temper by pointing to her dozen pepper-
boxes ; he wished her and the pepper-boxes in a very bad place ; and for some
time afterwards, whenever she asked him for money, he inquired " if she wanted
it to buy pepper-boxes with :"

A third case was that of a working man. Yes, ilr. Editor, of a working man,—
for we women are not the only beings who act foolishly in these matters

;
you,

*• lords of the creation," musn't think of engrossing all the wisdom and prudence
and thoughtfulness ; for in "household matters," let me tell you, you often make
very egregious blunders. But I'm no railer. Well, this tccn-fcing man, as he was
coming home one Saturday night with his wages in his pocket, was wonderfully
struck with a picture which he saw in a window. The piice asked was 2.5s., but
he struck a bargain for a guinea, and walked home with the picture, stopping
every now and then to admire it, congratulating himself that the frame alone was
worth the money. But even if it had been, lie had far better have applied his long-
hoaidcd guinea to some more useful purpose. His *• dear wife " was to have had a
new pair of boots that night, and their "little Kitty" a new straw bonnet, to go to

church in together next day ; but •' dear "wife " was obliged to 'sit at home bare-
footed, and "dear Kitty" bareheaded, as gloomy and as glumpy as could l)e,

having no consolation except the pleasure of gazing at the fine picture of *' Jupiter

•visiting Danae in a shower of gold !" The poor fellow told my Jem that many a
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time, when they were short of money for housekeeping, has he sat and looked at

that picture, and wished that he and it had been further apart the night that he
bought it. You may say, why did he not sell it if it was such a bargain ? Alas !

it was no bargain, and though he tried two or three times to sell it, he could not
find a purchaser.

I could easily multiply instances, Mr. Editor, but I think it is unnecessary. As I

said once before, so I now say again, to the wives of working men especially, put on
your " considering cap" before you make a purchase. You have, most of you, a

certain sum of money, ^ms^ enough to buy certain articles which you consider actually

necessary ; of course if you spend a penny of this limited sum upon anything else,

you must go without a pennyworth of what you actually need. Now, suppose in

going to the butcher's or the baker's with five shillings, I was to see a pair of brass

candlesticks for sale a shilling cheaper than I knew them to be worth ; why if I buy
these—say for two shillings the pair,—shall I not have two shillings less to market
with ? And will three shillings pay for meat, bread, and flour which come to five

shillings ? I should think not ; and it will but be poor comfort to me, and my Peggy
too,—who, good girl as she is, bustles about and does two or three little things for me,
while I sit down to write these letters—it would not, I say, be very satisfactory to

them to hear me say—" Well, we've got but a poor dinner for to-day and to-morrow,
but then we've a nice bright pair of brass candlesticks !

" Peggy might say, with her
good-natured tone, *' Oh, never mind, mother ;" but Jem would be likely to say, in

his drj', droll way, " Well, Martha, I've heard of bread and cheese and kisses ; iveve

got potatoes and brass candlesticks !" Were this to take place, I should feel greatly

ashamed of myself, and should take good care not to make such another blunder.

But working men and women are not the only persons who blunder thus. I have
known decent tradespeople almost ruined by buying " bargains ;'' laying out their little

ready cash in too large quantities of spoilable articles, or in things for which there

was not likely to be a quick return,—things that, by long keeping, as the saying is,

*' eat their heads oflf." I knew one tradesman who used to sell a barrel of Yarmouth
herrings in about a fortnight; he must needs buy six barrels, " a great bargain ;" but

before he had occasion to open the third barrel, they were quite unfit for sale, and
he had " a dead loss." I knew another, who, for about four pounds, bought a

large stock of a certain article which sold but slowly, so that it was nearly five

years before he got the purchase-money back. I remember reading, in
" The Vicar of Wakefield," about Moses, the vicar's son going to a fair

to sell a horse, and bringing home, instead of the money a gross of green
spectacles, said to have silver rims, which, however, turned out to be only
washed copper. That is an amusing story ; but it is not without its moral. The
sight of a gross of green spectacles was not a very pleasing spectacle in the vicar's

family in the hour of their trouble ; nor will the sight of pepper-boxes, or pictures,

or brass candlesticks, or tainted pork, or maggoty Yarmouth bloaters, be very pleas-

ing to those who have been induced, by their own want of judgment, or by the

roguery of others, to make such foolish bargains. What is not really wanted, or

cannot readily be used, is dear at any price, and unless you have more money than
you know what to do with, which is not a very common complaint amongst working
people—you will have to pinch, or to suflfer for it in some way or other.

Working men's wives may think that in this, and in other letters, I bear rather

hard upon them. I think, ^Ir. Editor, I have shown that I don't want to screen the

men, when they do any foolish thing ; still, I do seriously think that vomen are most
to blame in this matter of sJwpping. The men generally leave it to them, and they,

therefore, are responsible. Now I have seen stuck upon some mantel-shelves and
walls, a number of tawdry, foolish images and pictures—unlike anything on the

face of the earth, or above or below it ; and useless articles of glass and crocker}-,

which cost now a shilling and then a shilling, that ought to have been spent on some-
thing useful, in the way of food, or clothing, or furniture, or in the purchase of

some instructive book. I like to see a few good pictures or ornaments about a room,

where persons have a taste for them, where they can afford it, and where there are
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Other thiii;;s to match ; but I don't like to see thera in company with crazy chairs and
tables, rairu:ed clothes, and scantily-furnished cupboards. But I must beware that

while I am condemning tninecoisary purchaups, I am not guilty of icritinrj M7j-

npccssarilij. At any rate, though I have enlarged on but one of my three directions,

I must conclude for the present, summing up this part of my subject in one of my
dear mother's choice sayings

—

Buy what you do not need, and you will soon need what
you cannot buy.

March 18, 1850. Martha Makepeace.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Fine Japan BLACKlNfi.—Obtain the following

inijrcdii'nts of a respectaljle drujrjTist and oilman:
— ShiimHC, two ounces; coppfra!", one ounce;
tingle glue si/e, four ounces; treacle, four
ounces; iNory bl.ick, eight ounces; water, two
pints; common olive oil, one ounce; spirits of
vitriol, two ounces ; common vinegar, two pints.

Boil the shum:ic in water in an earthen pipkin
till it is nearly iialf reduced ; arid the copperas
(brui:Jed), and boil again a nunulc or two till it is

dissolved ; then strain it off, and add to it the
tjize. Put the treacle in a ba>in, mix with it fir?t

the oil, then the ivory black, and stir them all

well together; then add the boiled liquor, next
the vin'gir, anri, wlien it has stood twelve Ixuirs,

the t'pirits of viriol, and stir briskly together.
Let it coulinut' in the basin twenty-four hours,
then bottle, bung, and seal down with bottle-
wax. Tliis will be found a cheap and beautiful
blacking.

Anothf.u.—Ivory black, six ounces; treacle,

three ounces ; jrnm arable, half an ounce ; vinegar,
half a pint; small beer, one pint ; oil of vitriol,

half an ounce. Mix the ivory black and treacle

well togi;thcr. Dissolve the gum in a small quan-
tity of warm water, afterwards the vinegar, and
lastly the oil of vitriol. .\dd the oil of vitriol

only by a small portion at a lime, and stir the
iiii\ture after each addition. Bottle it, but do
not cork for twenty-four )»ours.

Blacking Powder.—Ivory black, 12 ounces
;

indigo, one ounce; suear candy, four ounces;
copperas, one ounce ; ^ lun arable, one ounce. Let
the whole be finely powdered, and well mixed to-
gether. Put it down tight into a tin cannister,
and it will keep for any reasonable lent;th of time.
When wanted for use, it is prepared by boiling it

ten minutes in a pint of vinegar and a pint of
water ; or if only a portion be desired, the quantity
of liquid accordingly. In blacking shoes and
hoots be sure to remove all the dirt and dust with
u hard brush, cleaning well out of the seams. If

liquid blacking be used, stir it up with a piece
of cane, with which wet the brusli ; rub it well
over the shoe or boot, being cartful not to make
it too wet. Begin polishing immediately. A soft
brush produces the finest polish,—a hard one the
quickest.
Blacking Paste.—Ivory black, one pound;

treacle, one pound; powder blue, two ounces;
rape oil, one ounce; oilof vitriol, one ounce. Mix
the rape oil and the vitriol in a small basin, «lir

with a piece of wood, and let them stand iweniy-
four hours. Then put them to the treacle, and,
having stirred them well, add the powder blue
and ivory black. Mix them all completely, and
add vinegnr suHicient to form a stiff pat.t(', which
divide into four parts and wrap in oil i)appr, till

needed for use. This paste may be perjuuiud, if

desired, by adding a small portion of essence of
lemon and oil of carraways.
The Celebrated Norfolk Fluid. — This

will preserve all kinds of leather, and render it

soft, pliable, and waterproof. Take lin:jeed oil,

a pint and a half; yellow resin, two ounces ;

frankincense, one ounce; bees-wax, six ounces;
oil of turpentine, half a pint ; neats-foot oil, one
pint. Pvit the linseed oil, resin, bees-WhX, and
frankincense into an earthen pipkin, and melt
over a slow fire, keeping it constantly stirring till

the whole is dissolved. Then add tlie neats-foot
oil, and take it off the lire. In a few minutes add
the turpentine, stir it well, and let it stand till

cold. Bottle and cork down close. Itisnscdas
follows:— lirush clean the boot, shoe, or harness,
iKcc., and lit them be thoroughly dry ; warm
them for a short time before the fire; then stir

the fluid with a cane, with it wet a soft brush,
and lub the fluid well over the leather, letting

the seams, &c., have a good coat of it. In a Jew
days black the boots or sho.>-, and they will be fit

for wearing. This fluid will not only preserve
ntw leather soft and pliable, jirevent its cracking,
and increase its durability; it will also consider-
ably soften and restore hard or old leather.

A CoMroiiTAi5LE QUANTITY OF Whisky Puxch.—It is diftlcult to form a correct
cstim;itc of tlic quantity of whisky punch, which some can comfortably discuss at a
sitthig. In the case of a gcutlciiuin whose life had been insured tor ti large sum of
money, the payment, at his death, was resisted by the Insurance Company,\ipon the
pica that he had caused his death by excessive drinking. The matter came' to a legal
trial; and among other witnesses examined, was one who swore that, for the last
eighteen years of his life, he had been in the habit of taking every night four-and-twenty
tumblers of whisky punch. "llccoUect yourself, sir," said the examining counsel.
"Four-and-twenty! you swear to that. Did you ever drink five-and-twenty ?" "lam
on my oath," replied the witness, " and 1 will swear no farther ; for I never keep count
beyond the two dozen, though there's no saying how many beyond it I might drink, to
make myself comfortable ; but that's my stint."

—

(broker's Pojnilm' Sovys of Ii eland.
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THE JUVENILE CABINET.

THE BISHOP AND THE BIRDS.

A worthy bishop, Avho died some years

ago at Ratisbon, had for his arms two
fieldfares, with the motto—"Are not two
sparrows sold for a fartiling r" This strange

coat of arms had often excited attention,

and many persons had wished to know its

origin, as it was generally reported that the

bishop had chosen it for himself, and that

it bore reference to some event in his early

life. One day an intimate friend asked him
its meaning, and the bishop replied by re-

lating the following story :

—

Fifty or sixty years ago, a little boy
resided at a little village near Dellengen,
on the banks of the Danube, flis parents
were very poor, and almost as soon as the

boy could walk he was sent into the woods to

pick up sticks for fuel. When he grew
older, his father taught him to pick the
juniper-berries, and carry them to a neigh-
bouring distiller, who wanted them for

making Hollands. Day by day the poor
boy Avent to his task, and on his road he
passed by the open windows of the village

school, where he saw the schoolmaster
teaching a number of boys of about the

same age as himself. He looked at these

boys with feelings almost of envy, so ear-

nestly did he long to be among them. He
knew it was in vain to ask his father to send
him to school, for he was aware that his

parents had no money to pay the school-

master ; and he often passed the whole day
thinking, while he was gathering his juniper-

berries, what he could possibly do to please

the schoolmaster, in the hope of getting

some lessons. One day, when he was walk-
ing sadly along, he saw two of the boys
belonging to the scRool trying to set a bird-

trap, and he asked one of them what it

was for ? The boy told him that the school-

master was very fond of fieldfares, and that

they were setting the trap to catch some.
This delighted the poor boy, for he recol-

lected that he had often seen a great num-
ber of these birds in the juniper-wood,
where they came to eat the berries, and he
had no doubt but he could catch some.
The next day the little boy borrowed an

old basket of his mother, and when he went
to the Avood he succeeded, to his great
delight, in catching two fieldfares. He put
them in the basket, and, tying an old hand-
kerchief over it, took them to the school-

master's house. Just as he arrived at the

door he saw the two little boys who had
been setting the trap, and with some alarm
he asked them if they had caught any birds.

They answeredin the negative; and the boy,
his heart beating with joy, gained admittance

into the schoolmaster's presence. In a few
words he told how he had seen the boys
setting the trap, and how he had caught
the birds, to bring them as a present to the
master.

" A present, my good boy !
" cried the

schoolmaster ;
*' you do not look as if you

could ajBFord to make presents. Tell me
your price and I Avill pay it to you, and
thank you besides."

" I Avould rather giA-e them to you, sir,

if you please," said the boy.
The schoolmaster looked at the boy as

he stood before him, Avith bare head and
feet, and ragged troAvsers that reached only
half-Avay down his legs. " You are a A'ery

singular boy," said he ;
*' but if you aa-IU

not take money, you must tell me Avhat I

can do for you, as I cannot accept A'our

present Avithout doing something for it in

return. Is there anything I can do for

you?"
" Oh, yes !

" said the boy, trembling Avith

delight ;
" you can do for me Avhat I should

like better than anything else."
" What is that ? " asked the schoolmaster

smiling.
" Teach me to read," cried the boy, fall-

ing on his knees ;
" oh, dear, kind sir,

teach me to read! "

The schoolmaster complied. The boy
came to him at all his leisure hours, and
learnt so rapidly that the schoolmaster re-

commended him to a nobleman Avho resided

in the neighbourhood. This gentleman,
Avho Avas as noble in his mind as in his

birth, kindly befriended the poor boy, and
sent him to school at Ratisbon. The boy
profited by his opportunities, and when he
rose, as he soon did, to Avealth and honours,

he adopted tAvo fieldfares as his arms.
*' What do you mean r " cried the

bishop's friend.

"I mean, ' returned the bishop with a

smile, *'that the poor boy AA'as myself!"

THE DROWNING BOY.

About sixty rods from the bank of a small

river near Plymouth, Connecticut, there

stood, many years ago, a public school-

house. The river Avas but a shallow stream

of Avater, except in the spring of the year,

Avhen the melting snoAV and heavy rains

made it a great torrent.

One day, about the first of March, Avhen

the river Avas much SAVollen, a number of

boys Avere playing upon a bridge Avhich

crossed it. It Avas a dangerous place, but the

boys Avcre enjoying their play, and did not

think of danger till one of them, a fine little

felloAV nine or ten years old, fell off from the
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bridge into the middle of the stream. His
companions looked around for help, but not

a person was in sight within a quarter of a

mile. What could they do ? A little below
the bridge the river emptied into a large

pond, and toward this pond the river was
rushing most rapidly. One of the boys
thought of the school-house, and running to

the door, found the teacher there, though it

was play-time, and told him what had hap-

pened. The teacher did not lose an instant.

He ran as fast as possible to the point below
the bridge, as far as he supposed the little

boy might by that time have floated. "When
he came to the edge of the water, he saw
him near the surface. One minute more
would have carried him into the pond !

"Without slacking his pace, and with all his

winter clothing on, he rushed into the water,

rescued the lad from the roaring flood,

brought him to the shore, and succeeded in

restoring him to life.

His parents knew nothing of their child's

danger till the teacher carried him in his

arms to their dwelling. Their hearts were
full of thankfulness.

How kind was the Providence that
watched over that little boy ! Had the
teacher gone home, as he usually did, to his

dinner that day, no human arm would have
been near to rescue him. But the teacher
was also the minister of the neighbouring
parish ; and on that day he was spending
the play-time in the school-house, and was
preparing for his duties on the following
Sunday, Avhen the accident occurred. That
kind teacher, that good minister (then a
young man), was the late beloved and
venerable Bishop Griswold.

PITY THE SLAVE •

A PRAYER FOR TREE CHILDRBX.
Father, while the daylight dies,

Hear our grateful voices rise,

For the blessings that we share
;

For thy kindness and thy care.

For the joy that fills our breast.

And the love that makes us blest,

We thank thee. Father.

For an earthly father's arm.
Shielding us from wrong and harm

;

For a mother's watchful cares.

Mingled with her many prayers
;

For the happy kindred band,
Midst whose peaceful links we stand,

—

"NVe bless thee, Father.

Yet, while 'neath the evening skies,

Thus we bid our thanks arise,

Father, still we think of those
AVho are bowed with many woes

;

"Whom no earthly parent's arm
Can protect from \\Tong and harm

—

The poor slaves, Father.

Ah ! while we are richly blest.

They are wretched and'distrest

!

Outcasts in their native land,

Crush'd beneath oppression's hand,
Scarcely knowing even Thee,
Mighty Lord of land and sea !

Oh, save them, Father !

Touch the flinty hearts that long
Have, remorseless, done them wrong

;

Ope the eyes that long have been
Blinded to each guilty scene

;

That the slave—a slave no more

—

Grateful thanks to Thee may pour,
And bless thee, Father

!

SCIENTIFIC MISCELL.\NY.

Illustratioxs of the Law of Gravi-
tation'.—According to Newton's theory of

universal gravitation, all bodies in the solar

system reciprocally act upon each other,

that is, every particle of matter attracts

every ether particle. In this way, the earth

and every particle at its surface have a re-

ciprocal action upon each other : similarly,

the earth gravitates towards the sun, and
the sun towards the earth. If the same
attracting body act upon several bodies, at

different distances, the attracting forces

are inversely proportioned to the sqxiares

of the distances. For example, the earth
attracts the moon, and the earth attracts

the sun ; but the sun is four hundred
times further off than the moon, conse-
quently the attractive force of the earth on
tfic sun is unly one hundred and sixty-

tliousandth part of attractive force on the

moon : now, suppose the earth to draw the
moon one-twentieth of an inch in one se-
cond, it would draw the sun only one three
million two-hundred-thousandth of an inch
in the same time. Whatever gravitation
be, its operation is apparent throughout the
whole solar system ; it is manifested in the
drop that falls from the caves ; it keeps the
moon in its orbit ; it directs the planets, and
all their .satellites, however distant, in their
cornplicated revolutions. Hallcy's comet,
which paid us a visit in 1835, occupies 7o or
76 years to complete a revolution. Its
aphelion, or greatest distance from the sun,
has been estimated at 3,425,000,000 miles

;

and yet this body, at that incomprehensible
distance, is ruled in its progress by the
same law of gravitation as that by which a
leaf from a tree falls to the ground. The
return of this comet had been predicted by
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Halley, Clairaut, and others. Pontecoulant,
in computing the time of its last appearance,
found that the comet, in its revolution be-
tween 1682 and 1759, was accelerated 135
days by the action of Jupiter; that it was
retarded 51 days by the action of Saturn,
retarded 6 days by Uranus, and nearly 12
days by the earth ; that, upon the whole,
the comet reached its perihelion 66 days
earlier, in consequence of the disturbing
forces of the planets, than it would have
done had it performed its journey free from
planetary influence. Taking this influence
into account, and using more correct data
\yith regard to the masses of the planets,
this celebrated author determined the time
of the comet's last arrival to be the 13th of
November, 1835; it actually reached the
determined point on the 16th of November,
only three days later than the computed
time, only three days on 75 years, or 27,39J:

days : considering the immense and intri-

cate calculations that were required to de-
termine the various changes in the comet's
orbit, throughout its stupendous course, it

must be admitted that the prediction was
surprisingly exact. But the sagacious
philosopher expressed some doubts as to a
few days, because some of the masses of the
planets had not been accurately determined.
Jupiter exercises the greatest influence on
the comet's motion : throughout its whole
revolution its motion was never free from
the influence of Jupiter ; any error, there-
lore, in the mass of Jupiter, would affect

the resvilt. Now, Pontecoulant assumed
that 1,054 such masses as that of Jupiter
would equal the .sun's mass. Recent inves-

tigations have proved that the mass of Ju-
piter repeated only 1,049 times would make
up the sun's mass. Had Pontecoulant used
this corrected admeasurement in his calcu-

lations, it would have protracted the pre-
dicted time of the perihelion passage three
days, and the computed time of its passage
and the actual time would have exactly
coincided! Thus by the most rigid appli-

cation of the Newtonian law of gravitation

it was predicted that a celestial wanderer,
which had been lost to human sight for 75
years, would return on a given day : the
correctness of the prediction must be con-

sidered an astonishing miracle of science,

and a grand proof of the progress which the

human intellect has made. When this ce-

lestial pilgrim surveyed our little world in

1759, it was spoken of as "of prodigious
magnitude and horrible aspect." The
himian mind has since been relieved from
the marvellous ; and, on its last visit, in-

stead of being an object of popular terror,

it brought to the votaries of astronomical
science an indubitable confirmation of their

sublime theory. By kindred calculations

the motion of the planet Jupiter is so accu-

rately determined that astronomers have
computed, ten years beforehand, the time
at which he will pass the meridian of

different places, and the predicted time is

found to be correct within half a second
of time ! Hence, may we not truly say

that

—

" That very law which moiilds the tear.

And makes it trickle from its source,

That law directs the earth—a sphere,

And all the planets in their course 1
**

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

:.IARCH 24th TO 30th.

March 24, Palm Sunday.—The Sunday before

Easter, so called in memory of our Saviour's tri-

umphant entry into Jerusalem, Avhen the multi-
tude took branches of Palm-trees, and went forth

to meet him, crying, " liosannah!" It is the

custom in Catholic countries to carry branches of

palm, or, speaking more properly, as palm-trees
do not grow in this quarter of the globe, slips of

the willow, Avith its velvet-looking buds. And it

is common for the young and persons of the work-
ing class in this country to rise early and obtain
branches and sprigs ot willow, which are placed
in their windows, and, in some instances, in their

hats. The Church of England has some special

services for the day.
March 24, 1603, Queen Elizabeth died at Rich-

mond Palace, in the seventieth year of her age, and
the forty-fifth of her reign. She had been raised

iropi a i)rison to a throne, which she filled with
considerable dignity. " She was rather great as a

politician, than either estimable as a moralist, or

amiable as a woman ; but, taken altogether, the

page of history has seldom to record a reign more

honourable to the intellect and capacity of the
person presiding over it, thnn that of Elizabeth."
March 24, 1726, Daniel Whitby, a learned com-

mentator on the New Testameni, died. lie was
born at Kushden, in Northamptonshire, in 1638,
and was eminent for ability and honesty through*
out his life.

March 2.5, Lady Day.—The annunciation of

the " Virgin Maty," or our " Our Blessed Lady."
The "annunciation" refers to the declax-ation

made to the Vir»in Mary by the angel (iabriel,

that she should be the mother of our Lord Jei-us

Christ. It is a high festival in the Romish
Church, and is said to have been instituted in the
year 350. " Lady Day " is the first of the four
quartex'-days in the year, when rents, &c., become
due.
March 25, 1688, parochial charity schools, for

the education of the children of poor persons, were
instituted in London and its vicinity.

March 25, 1748, a fire broke out in Change-
alley, Cornhill, whicli raged lor ten hours, con-
suming all the buildings in Change-alley and
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Birchin-lane ; and In CornhlU, from Change-alley
to St. MichaelValley, including several celebrated
taverns and coifee-houses, and many valuable
shops, five of which were booksellers'. Eighty
houses were destroyed.

March 2'i, 1471, or 1474, theart ofprinting with
fusible types was first introduced into England,
by William Caxton.

.March 27, 1625. King James J. died, at Theo-
balds, near Cheshunt, Hem, in the fitly-ninth year
of his a?e, and at the commencement of tlie

twenty-third year of his rei^n in England. Hp
had several good qualities, which were sullied with
weakness, and several bad qualities, wliich Avere

em')elli8hcd by humanity.
March 27. 1802, tlie brieC Peace of Amiens was

concluded between England and France.
Marcli 2>i, Madndy Thursday ; in Latin dies

Mandali, the day of command; the Thursday
before Kastcr, said to be the day on which our
Lord washed the feet of his disciples, and com-
manded iliem to wash one another's faet. It was
Ion:,' a custom, in this and other countries, for the
king and queen, and persons of liigh estate, to

wash the feet of a certain number of poor people.

They afterwards gave them meat, clothing, and a
small bag t»f money. Hence many suppose the
word " Maundy" to be denved from the Saxon
word Mautid, a name for a basket, and, more lat-

terly, for any gift or offering contained in a basket.
A relic of this cnstoin is still preserved at St.

James's by an annual distribution ot alms. The
Queen's sub-almoner, and other cfHcers belonging
to the Lord Chamberlain's office, distribute, to a
large number of poor men and women, some meat,
brcud, money, &/•.

March 28, 13S0, frunpoieder was first used in

Europe by the Venetians against the Genoese. Its
power is said by the Germans to have been dis-

covered accidentally by Berthold Schwartz: but
our Koirer liacon, who died in 1"J7S, was certainly
acquainted with it. It is said to have been known
in India so long ago a^ the year (.'JO.

-March 28, 1C77, ff'enceslaus Hollar, an en-
^aver of considerable eminence, dird at West-
minster. His works, which r.rc ^ery numerous,
consisting' of portraits, landscapes, nitnral his-
tory, i<£c., are now hi:ihly esteemed; yet he often
worked at fourpcnce an hour, and perished in
poTprty.

.March i8, 1766, a dreadful eruption of Mount
Fcsurius happened.
-March 2S, l8Jl, Sir Ralph Abercromhie died in

E?ypt. He received his death-wound on the
21st, during' liis memorable victory over the
French at Alexandria.
March 28, 1802, Pallas, a new planet of the

primary order, was ili«covered by Dr. Olbers, of
Jireinen, in Germai:y,

.Marcli 29, Good Friday.—Kept in commemo-
ration of the death of Christ. " Holy Friday," or
" the Friday in Holy Week," was the more aiicicnt
and general appellation. The n.ime " Good Fri-
day" is peculiar to the English Church. It is
observed by many as a day of devotion, and is a
close holiday. It iq marked by the nvj'irity of
th« inhabitants of London and the snijurbs, by
the use of " hot-cross buns," or buns marked with
a cross, for breakfast, and hundreds of poor per-
sons are engaged in " cryin? " them through the
streets from a very early hour in the morning.
The custom is supposed to be tlerived from the
sacred cakes which were offered in the Arkite
temples, styled houn. It i^ a high day In the
Roman Catholic Churches.

March 29, 1.31-5, Raymond Lulle, the most cele-
brated chemist and alchymist of his time, was
stoned to death by the natives of .Mauritania,
whither he had gone on a religious mission, ac
the age of eighty. His attention was directed to
chemistry by the power of love. A lady, verv
handsome, of whom he was passionately fond,
refused to marry him. One day, when he re-
newed his solicitations, she showed him her
bosom, inflamed by a cancer. Young LuUe in-
stantly took leave, with the resolution to cure,
and, if possible, to conquer the heart of his
mistress. He searched with all the ardour which
affection and compassion could ins;«ire into the
secrets of medicine and chemistry, and had the
good fiirtune to cure and to marry *h'-r. .^fter her
death he attached himself to the church.
March 29, 1772, the Hon. Emanuel Swedenborg

died in London, aged 83. He was b'lrn at Stock-
holm. His father was bishop of West Golha.
He was a man of considerable learning, and pub-
lished many philosophical and theol>gif; il works.
His followers have since been established under
the title of " The ^'ew Jerusalem Church." Tne
baron's religious views are highly mystical; and
some have said that most of his tl'iedlogiCil works
were written after, in consequence of a severe
attack of fever, his understanding was consider-
ably impaired. But, however ingenious or fan-
cilul his writings may appear, all acquit him of
any intention to impose or deceive.
March 29, 1788, Charles Jf^esley, brother of the

celebrated John Wesley, died in London, a^ed 80.
" He was a humble (Christian, a lofty patriot, an
able divine, and a powerful preacher. He was the
poet of Methodism. Of the 770 hymns in the c-pI-

lection now in use among the Methodists, 623 were
written bvhim."

.March'29, 1833, Samuel Drete, of St. Anstell's,

Cornwall, died, aged f)8. Dr. Adam Clarke savs :

•• He was a man of primitive simplicity of mauner<i.
amiableiiess of disposition, piety towards God, and
benevolence to men, seldom to be equalled ; and for

reach of thought, keenness of discrimination, purity
of language, and manly eloquence, not to be sur-

passed in any of the common walks of li.'e." He
commenced life as a liumhie siiotni.;k<'r, and could
scarcely express his ideas upon paper in any intelli-

gible form ; but by dint of study and application he
rose to considerable emnence as a writer, and was
for some years editor of a popular monthly maga-
zine.

•March 30, 1282, the Sicilian Vesper^s massacre
took place. The word resper nuans erenivg
song, answering to the evening prayers in the
Church of Ensland. "Sicilian vesper.s" denote
a memorable era in French history; being a ge-
neral massacre of all the French in the island of
Sicily, to which the first toll that callf-d to vespers
was the signal. The number d»>stro\ed was
computed at 8,000. The ground of the quarrel
was political.

March 30, 1814, a meeting of upwards of 1,200
delegates from all parts of the I'nitfd Kingdom,
assembled in London as an " Jinti-State Church
Conference," to consi<!er the b' s* m ansoftliect-
ing a severance between Church and State ; it

was resolved to hild the Couterencc everj' three
years, and the first triennial meeting is ah-
nounced to take place in London, ,\i)ril, 1850.

March 30, Easler-ere. Thiti was anciently
celebrated with more than ordinary pomp; tiiere

being solemn watchings, with multitudes of
lighted torches, both \n churches and private
houses.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

To OUR CoiiiiK.si'(iNDiiNTa.—Very numerous

inquiries having been made from all parts of

the kingdom as to who are eligible to be com-

petitors for the Prizes we have offered for the

best Essays of Working Men to our forthcoming

SUITLEMENTATIY NuMBEU, we beg to State in

explanation, that a preference will be given to

the productions of those who come under the class

of operatives—such as handicraftsmen, mecha-

nics, or working artisans—to the productions of

those engaged in the counting-house, and similar

pursuits. Any of these, however, that may bo

desirous of contributing to our Magazine, will

find a channel for their articles, if approved of,

in the pages of our regular weekly numbers.

G. T.—It is a practice traceable up to the days of

Henry "VII., when It was customary in the hall or

parlour to write texts of Scripture and good maxims
on the painted cloths.

G. A. P.—The chancel is so called from its

formerly being parted from the body oC the church
by cancellae, or lattice-work.

. Nepiii (Wolverhampton).—The knowledge of

the directive power of the magnet was unknown
to the Greeks and llomans, and to the European
nations generally, until late in ilie twelfth cen-
tury, and does not appear even then to have been
brought into common use for nautical purposes.

It has, however, been so known and so used in

China, Japan, India, and Arabia, from periods of

high antiquity. It was introduced into Europe
by the Crusaders during the twelfth century;
but there is not the slig:htest foundation for the

belief that it was used by European seamen at no

early a period, though there can be but littie

doubt that by the middle of the thirteenth cen-

tury it had come into partial use and into gene-
ral knowledge. It was long contended that the

inventor of the compass as a nautical instrument
was Flavio Gioja, a native of Amalti, near Naples,
about the year Void. This statement is palpably

untrue; but it is highly probable that Gioja

greatly improved the compass, either by changing
its mode of suspension, or in some other important
particular. By whom the suspension now generally

m use was invented is altogether ui.knoAvn. The
suspension of the wJiole machine itself on two
circles, technically called jimbals, is, liowever, on
all hands, admitted to have been English ; as was
also the discovery of the dip, or inclination, of the

needle, whicli was made in 1591, by Ilobert Nor-
man, anautical-in.-itrument maker, at Wapping.
Thomas Stonjo.—It is uncertain ; but Sir Walter

Scott thus writes on the subject:—"The origin of

the term Old Nick as a cant name for Satan, is

found in Nixas or Nicksa, a river or ocean god,

worshipped on the shores of the Baltic. Hence the

British sailor, who fcius nothing else, confesses his

terror for this terrible being, and believes him the

author of almost all the various caljtniities to which
the precarious life of a seaman is ho constantly

exposed."
li.W. (Woolwich.)—The following is the best

receipt for Blue Ink with which we are ac-

quainted. It produces a superb li(iuid blue, ad-
mirably calculated for writing Avith, when the
process is properly managed, and the Prussian
blue giure ; but it will not succeed with every
sample of that pigment :—Take of pure Prussian
blue six parts, oxalic acid one part; triturate
with a little water to a perfectly smooth paste;
then dilute with a proper quantity of soft water.
A little gum may be added, if required, to pre-
vent the finid spreading on the paper.
T. C. (Manchester.)—The following is a good

receipt for making paste blacking :—Ivory black,
20 lbs. ; treacle, 15 lbs. ; good vinegar and oil of
vitriol, of each 4 lbs. ; India rubber oil, 3 lbs. Mix.
Vivo (Edinburgh).—With regard to vegetarian-

Ism we have our own opinion. Like all other
systems of a similar nature, it has its a'avantag«8
and its disadvantages ; and while we do not feel

inclined to practise it ourselves, we would not
attempt to dissuade any ono from adopting a vege-
table diet. Follow your own inclinations in the
matter.
A Scotchman (Lelth.)—Natural history is, in our

opinion, the most interesting object of study to
which the human mind can be directed. Its

claims to our attention will not be forgotten, nor,
indeed, have they been neglected; witness our
articles on the Physical History of Man, and ou
Physical Geography. By-and-by, we shall take
up Geology, Botany, Zoology, and so on. Indeed
no efforts will be wanting, on onr part, to make
working men acquainted with the plhlosophy of
their occupations. We do not fear that scientific

knowledge will make them worse workmen; on
the contrary, we are convinced that an acquiUnt-
ance with the principles of science will enable
them to pcrlbrm their work better, and with less

labour.

C. L. (Earle's Barton).—Saint Crispin, and his

brother, St. Crispinian, were shoemakers, and
patrons of that '' art, trade, mystery, calling, or
occupation." In Alban Butler's " Lives of the
Saints," we are told that " these two glorious

martyrs came from Rome to preach at Soissons,

In France, towards the middle of the third century

;

and, in imitation of St. Paul, worked with their

hands in the night, making shoes, though they
were said to have been nobly born." From this

circumstance, and the fact that shortly afterwarda
they suffered martyrdom, they weze chosen as
patron saints of the fraternity of shoemakers and
cobblers. St, Crispin's-day, the 2oth of Octobur,

was in former times, observed as a festival and
holiday by professors of the "gentle craft" of
shoeinaking.

g^^ Tlie overwhelming mass of letters which
we receive weekly compels us to say that it is

impossible for us to overtake and answer them
all. We must, therefore, crave the indulgence of

our kind friends who may think they have been
neglected, but to whom we beg to give our as-

surance that we feel particularly gratified by
their communications, and would be exceedingly
happy, were It in our power, to reply to evory
one. This, however, being impossible, we can
only say that we shall continue to answer all that

we can, without preference, and shall also answer
as many as we can in our Supplementary Number.

I'rintcd and published by John CASiiELi., of 335^ Strand, Loudon, and sold by all Booksellers.
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. Xn.—PLEASURES AND ADVANTAGES OF LABOUR.
Part III.

The high man pays dearly for health—the labouring man is paid to be healthy.

Exercise is the best physician. Those who have strength and a good pair of legs

need not to be drawn aoout by a donkey, in a cab, a brougham, or a carriage-

and-four ; nor will they envy those who are. Coaches are fine things for doctors.

The more they increase, the more need will there be of medical men and drugs.

Were our carriage folks to walk, or to work, they would save themselves a mar-

vellous degree of weakness and physic. Were we to give a few prescriptions to

render people ill ,we should place idleness and neglect of exertion as No. I. of

the series. People that never walk make for themselves feeble legs, and those who
never work create for themselves weak arms, delicate hands, and infirm or crooked

f;pine<*. Labour has its joys as well as its sorrows, and a far higher reward than

that of wages. If this fact were better understood no one would be idle. Far

better is it to work for no pay at all, than to suffer the ills of having nothing to do.

Go and sweep the causeway, mend the road, or relieve yonder poor traveller by
carrying half of his burden, rather than sit still. What if there is no pay in

pounds, shillings, and pence, there will be health, and the satisfaction of doing

good, which, after all, are higher wages than the idle sinecure gains witli his

£10,000 a year. 'Tis almost amusing to see a strong man or woman, with their

faces tied up, going to the doctors for physic, and walking through mud six inches

deep. Why, if they had only scraped or swept the roads, or did a hundred other

little odd jobs for exercise, for the public good, and their o\vn comfort, they might

have thrown off the bandage from their heads, and sent the physic down the draip

to the rats.

We have shown that a good appetite, healthy digestion, and a free circulation of

the blood, are among the blessings of labour ; and now observe

—

IV. That working people cvx sleep soundly. Solomon says, "The sleep

of a labouring man is sweet, whether he eat little or much ; but the abundance of

the rich will not sufl'L'r him to sleep." There is sound philosophy in these words,

and they afford no small proof that the King who uttered them was one of the

wisest of men. They are, also, another proof of the correctness of the old adage,

** Labor onviia vincit—Labour overcomes all things." "Good morning, sir," I

say to the person who never exerts himself; "how do you do this morning ?

"

^
" Very poorly,'' is the reply ;

" I was so foolish as to eat a supper last night, and

I have heard the clock strike all the hours. I must take some physic to-day, or I

shall be ill for a long time." Here, forsooth, the poor supper caught all the blame

;

o
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tlie man never dreamt that liis idle life would have made the matter quite as bad if

he had eaten nothing. I wish another a good morning, and slie says, " Alas ! alas !

I am just fit for nothhig, for I took no supper last night, and I ha^-e not closed my
eyes.'' Thus a great supper, a little supper, or no supper at all, keeps some people

awake ; but the labouiing man or woman knows nothing of these torments. His

sleep is sweet, whether he ate little or much.
We are no advocates for great siipj^ers. They make the digestive organs Avork

long hours, and sometim.es prevent them from having a wink of sleep ; and to keep
the stomach hard at it all night long, is as bad a-; to have the roar of a steam-engine

next to our pillow. Depend upon it, if we never allow our digestive organs any
rest, or refuse to give them a holiday, they will make a sad rumpus Avhile we are

asleep ; will cry shame at us, and frighten the brain into a thousand horrible dreams.

By the bye, the miserable, horrif^-ing visions, that some people have, are nothing

more than the head calling out to the noisy stomach, and asking what is the matter ?

and then trying to conjure up an answer to its own query. How effectual, then,

must labour operate, when it enables a man to sleep soundly amidst all these quaiTels

of the nerves and intestines. The operative who has done a good day's work, sleeps

like a top. Whether he eat little or much., his repose is sweet, and his nights are

dreamless.

It is almost impossible to estimate the value of a good night's rest. To the sick

person it is worth all the medicme in the world. "Lord," said the disciples of

Christ, "if he sleep he will do well." This shows that the}' were on a par, in

practical pharmaceutics, with many who have been more renowned. Our poets,

notwithstanding they generally use so much midnight oil, speak with ecstasy of

this boon of Providence. Young's apostrophe,

" Tired nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep .'"

is often quoted, and cannot be quoted too often. Every evening, perhaps, the

labourer comes home worn out. His arms, his legs, his head, his senses, are of

little use to him. He is sometimes too tired to eat. He slumbers with the food in

his mouth. He is fit for nothing. The only luxury that he asks for is a bed, and

he is not over nice about that. He neither requires feathers nor down. He can

sleep on anything. If straw or flocks are wanting, he can manage in his chair, or

even on the floor, and there enjoy the sweetest oblivion of all care, weariness, or

trovible. Shakspeare introduces Henry IV. as envying this refreshing tranquil-

lity which was denied to himself :
—

" How many thousands of my poorest subjects

Arc at this hour asleep ! Sleep, gentle Sleep,

Kature's soft nurse, how have I frighted tliee,

That thou no more wilt weigh my eyelids down,
And steep my senses in forgetfulness ?

Why rather, Sleep, liest thou in smoky cribs,

Upon uneasy pallets stretching thee.

And hushed with buzzing niglit-flies to thy slumber
;

Than in the perfum'd chambers of the great,

Under the canopies of costly state.

And lull'd T\-ith sounds of sweetest melody ?

O thou dull god ! why liest thoii with the vile

In loathsome beds, and leav'st the kingly couch
A watch-case, or a common 'larum-bell ?

Wilt thou, upon the high and giddy mast.
Seal up the ship-boy's eyes, and rock his brain?,
In cradles of the rude imperious surge,
And ia the visitation of the winds,
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Which take the ruffian billows by the top.

Curling their monstrous heads, and hanging them
With dcaf'ning clamours in the slippery clouds,

That, with the hurly, death itself awakes ?

Canst thou, O partial Sleep ! give thy repose

To the wet sea-boy in an hour so rude,

And in the c;ilmest and most stillest night,

With all appliances and means to boot,

Deny it to a king ? Then, happy lowly clown

!

Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown."

Lut Henry Avas not the only prince who has felt that operatives and labouiexS Avort

inf)rc happy than himself, and could enjoy their hard beds with far more comfort.

Vv'liat a poor recompense to have a diadem of gold outside, and a sleepless, feverish,

imitated brain within !

But mere repose is not the only blessing of sleep. Physiologists tell us that

durhig oiu* slumbers the nutrition derived from our food is solidified, the circulation

is equalized, and thus the body is new made. When any part of the body is more

l)articularly exercised, the blood flows to that department. Hence, hard-thinking

wearies the brain, and, unless relaxed, will bring on a congestion in that organ.

AValking tires the legs, and working the arms. But Avhen we cease from theso

operations we feel refreshed. Let a person, for example, who has travelled a great

distance and wearied liiniself, sit down and put his legs up on a chair, and he will

soon find himself very considerably relieved. There is no doubt that in such cases

the blood that had especially flowed to the aid of the members that were most taxed

A\ ith toil, returns to the other parts of the body, and thus refreshes the frame. And
then, during the recumbent posture in our beds, ever j^ part seems at rest, except our

industrious, palpitating hearts. These, like the Creator, never slumber nor sleep, but

send forth a stream which, like the conals over the plains of the Orientals, refresh

and fertilize the whole body. The nutriment thus deposited, in consequence of the

perfect rest of the frame, is solidified into new bone, muscle, nerve, skin, &c., and
when the labourer wakes in the morning he feels himself a new man. He has a

new head, new heart, new arms, new feet—in a word, he is new altogether, and
comes out of his chamber as a giant ready and rejoicing to run a race. Thus
appetite, digestion, circulation, and refreshing sleep, are not a few of the sweets

which flow from toil. God has given us a world which requires labour—which can

by labour be changed into a paradise, and he has given us a body and a mind
dependent upon labour for health and vigour ; and thus our worki;ig men and
working women, when usefully employer!, bless themselves, and bless the earth at

the same time.

"NVe ought, perhaps, to have said, respecting sleep, that it must not he ion much
vrolongcd. Let it degenerate into sluggishness, and it defeats itself. A medical

man once said to me: "There are three main causes of disease— 1, too much
eating; 2, too much (hinking ; 3, too much sleeping;'' and Ave have reason to

believe that he Avas not far from the truth. Seven or eight hours, at furthest,

we are told, are ample time for sleep. It is said to be a fine receipt to produce
Aveakness and disease, to lie in bed awake after avc have had our due pro-

portion of rest. The reclined positioii is injurious to our braiii, nerves, and
Avhole body. People who, from affliction, are confined for any length of

time to their couches, feel A'cry debilitated when they get up. Indeed, it is a

general axiom, that " lying in bed is very Aveakcning ;" and you never kneAv a

strong person who indulged in this baneful practice. Children in infancy and youth
2
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require plenty of sleep to solidify their frames ; but grown-up people who will have

this false-named luxury, must pay the heav}'- tax of weakness and disease for their

folly. We cannot follow a healthier or more pleasurable maxim than the one con-

tained in the old rhyme

—

" Early to bed, and early to rise,

Will make a man healthy, wealthy, and wise.*

We might add, in conclusion, that good animal spirits are also attendant upon

healthful labour. The mechanic needs no stimulants to keep his courage uj).

Indeed, these will be sure to put his courage down. The tippler may be elated for

a short time after his sup ; but he could fill volumes with the tale of horrors that he

endures after the effect of the liquor is gone. The labourer who drinks only of the

limpid stream, may have the courage of the lion, and be as cheerful as the lark.

Body and spirits, brain and mind, sympathize ; and the health of the former has a

vast influence on the vigour and happiness of the latter. Where appetite, digestion,

circulation, and repose are natural, the mind will suffer little from lowness of spirits
;

and, if duly cultivated, may range through science, literature, and religion, and

plant for itself a paradise this side the grave !

HuRKA ! then, for honest, healthful labour ! Nothing deserves our more hearty

cheers of •' three times three !
" Labour makes health, makes wealth, makes com-

fort, makes men and women ministering angels to our world, and confers on them

a dignity compared with which crowns are toys, and titles empty names. All the

truly great of all ages have been labourers ; and the only real and lasting honours

are those which have been gained by the sweat of the brow or the toil of the brain.

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES'

CHAPTER XIII.

" The powers of Europe had most of them secretly fomented the rebellion, and made no attempt
to avert tlm catastrophe which it brought about."

—

Southey.

OLIVER'S EFFORTS TO SAVE CHARLES—
THE parliament's APPRECIATIOX OF
HIS SERVICES—HIS DISINTERESTED CON-
DUCT— ALL ENGLAND MOVED— SOLEMN
MEETING AT WINDSOR, AND SOLEMN
BUSINESS IN HAND.

It is a fearful thing to see a man blindly

Hearing some tremendous precipice, Avhen,

perhaps, another step may plunge him head
long to its deepest foot. So it was with
Charles. He daily became more infatuated.

He wilfully blinded his mind to the conse-

quences of his conduct. Whatever esti-

mate he placed on his life and fortunes, he
held the lives and liberties of his people at a

low price He Avas unwilling to make any,

even the slightest, sacrifice himself to the

public good, but he would not have shrunk
from offering up the whole nation as an ob-

lation to feed his ambition and pride. He
was deaf alike to the voice of reason and of

justice. The common weal was, in his view,

of far less moment than his own private pre-

sonal interests. His duplicity and his treasons

stand revealed in the light of the sun. Let
any one read the letter of the Earl of Gla-
morgan, the King's secret agent in Ireland,
addressed to Charles IL, and say whether
perfidy and treachery could have been car-
ried farther than by the unhappy monarch,
whose line of action was forcing on a divorce
between him and his people. Glamorgan,
as quoted by the Roman Catholic historian,

Lingard, says :
" One army of ten thousand

men was to have come out of Ireland,
through North Wales ; another, of a like

number at least, under my command-in-
chief, have expected my return in South
Wales, which Sir Henry Gage was to have
commanded as lieutenant-general ; and a
third should have consisted of a matter of
six thousand men, two thousand of which
were to have been Licgeois, commanded by
Sir Francis Edmonds ; two thousand Lor-
rainers, to have been commanded by Col.

Browne ; and two thousand of such French,
English, Scots, and Irish, as could be drawn
out of Flanders and Holland. . . The main-
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tenance of this army of foreigners was to have
come from the Pope, and such Catholic

princes as he should have drawn into it,

havingcngagedtoaffordand procure £30,000
a month, out of wliich the foreign army was
first to be provided for, and the remainder
to be divided among the other armies. And
for this purpose had I power to treat with

the Pope and Catholic princes, with parti-

cular advantages promised to Catholics for

the quiet enjoying their religion, without
the penalties which the statutes in force

had power to inflict upon them. And my
instructions for tliis purpose, and my powers
to treat and conclude thereupon, were
signed by the King under his pocket-signet,

with blanks for me to put in the names of

Pope or princes, to the end the King might
have a starting-hole to deny the having
given me such commissions, if excepted
against by his own subjects—leaving me,
as it were, at stake, who, for his Majesty's
sake, was willing to undergo it, trusting to

his word alone."
Such were the intrigues of Charles at the

very moment when Cromwell was hazarding
his rank and influence in the army, and
even his life, to befriend and save him. And
yet this crevice in the history of that event-
ful period admits but a portion of the light.

There was no power which the monarch
was not willing to enlist, and no scheme,
how perfidious soever, which he was not
prepared to adopt and prosecute, if he could
but gain the mastery over the struggling
spirit of England. It is no pleasure to us
to lift the veil from such a character, and
expose its deep blemishes and deformities.

We would rather hide than reveal— rather
excuse than condemn. But Justice is im-
perative in her requirements. "We must be
faithful if we are to be credited; nor is it

])oshible to understand the position of Crom-
AVfll and his great compeers, unless we are
fully informed on the subject of the King's
conduct. Charles bade defiance to the army

;

but, finding that the army were not to bo
trifled with, he meditated his escape. Crom-
well informed him of his danger, and assured
him of his services. There were those who
counselled him to secure his person by
quitting the kingdom, while the Scottish
commissioners endeavoured to persuade him
to come to their terms, by augmenting his

fears as much as lay in their power. Some
proposed that he should conceal himself in
England ; but others, thinking that to be
unsafe if not impossible, advised his going
to Jersey. Cromwell would have prepared
the way for his flight to France. Escape
he must ; but whither must he go ? He
was "surer of flying, than /.hither he should
fly." A report became current that the
strict watch of the garrison at Hampton

Court had been relaxed, and the sentinels

had been withdrawn from the posts which
they usually guarded ; and that a vessel

sent by the queen was cruising off the coast

towards which his majesty was to proceed,
for the purpose of carrying him off. Even-
ing coming on, the King mounted on horse-

back, accompanied by two or three of his

chief advisers, left Hampton Court, rode
through the forest, but the night being dark
and stormy, and the roads bad, they lost

their way, and did not reach Sutton till

Ijreak of day. At Sutton they were in-

formed that a committee of the county was
then silling by order of the Parliament

—

the King then continued his journey to

Southampton, from which place he sent to

Colonel Hammond, governor of the Isle of

Wight, a true well-wisher to the King's
person, but an inflexible partisan of the

Parliament, expres.->ing his great fe:irs and
apprehensions of the ill intensions of the
Commonwealth party. Ha:n-".jnd was
seized with consternation axw .".l.inn. He
desired to know where the Kiug was—ac-

companied the messenger to the Earl of

Southampton's, and was res. ved to have a
])ersonal interview with the ni .narch. Whea
Charles was informed thattiiegovernor had
come with them, he struck his breast and
exclaim.ed—" What ! have you brought
Hammond \\-ith you ? Oh. you have undono
me; for I am by this means made fast from
stirring !" Hammond was soon introduced
into the royal presence, kissed the King's
hand, and having been received in the most
gracious manner, conducted Charles over to

Cowes. Next morning they proceeded to

Carisbrook Custle. Xo sooner was the

King's escape discovered by the guards at

Hampton Court, than Colonel Whalley
hastened to the Parliament with a letter

which Ciiarles had left upon his table, show-
ing the reasons of his withdrawing, and his

resolution not to desert the interest of the
army. The Parliament at once declared it

ireason for any person to conceal his Ma-
jesty. The manner of his escape was soon
afterwards discovered, and also that Charles
had put himself in the hands of the gover-

nor of the Isle of Wight. Here he became
a prisoner, but had liberty to ride abroad
daily. On his incarceration, he placed in

the hands of Hammond, a communication
which he had received from Cromwell
shortly before leaving Hampton Court, in

which he was informed of the risk that he
would incur by staying any longer in that

palace. This hastenedhisflight, but whether
he escaped by Oliver's advice is somewhat
questionable. Cromwell no doubt approved
of his detention, and was glad to learn that

he was in such safe keeping.

His Majesty had been there only a fevi
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weeks when Cromwell wrote to Hammond ' will accuse him of selfishness and personal

as follows : '
aggrandizement ? "What shall Ave say of

"Dear Robix,—Xow, blessed be God, his appropriation of this property? Ho\y

I can write and thou receive freely. I never generous his otfer to the State! How it

in rny life saw more deep sense, and less bespeaks his affection and his zeal

!

will to show it unchristianly, than in that
,

« Xq the Honourable the Committee of

VN'hich thou didst write to us when we were Lords and Commons for the aifairs of

at Windsor, and thou in the midst of thy • Ireland, sitting at Derby-house : the

temptation,—which indeed, by what we un-
j

offer of Lieutenant-General Cromwell for

derstand of it, was a great one, and occa-
| the service of Ireland,

sioned the greater by the letter the general
j

" 21st March, 1647.

sent thee; of which thou wast not mistaken
1

c The two Houses of Parliament having
when thou didst challenge me to be the

; lately bestowed £1,680 per annum upon me
penner.

.
! and my heirs, out of the Earl of Worcester's

" How good has God been to dispose all
]
estate, the necessity of affairs requiring

mercy ! And although it was trouble for
\ assistance, I do hereby offer one thousand

the present, yet glory has come out of it
;

I pounds annually to be paid out of the rents

for which we' praise the Lord with thee and
j of the said lands ; that is to say, £500 out

for thee. And truly thy carriage has been
|
of the next Michaelmas rent, and so on, by

such as occasions much honour to the name
of God and to religion. Go on in the

strength of the Lord ; and the Lord be still

with thee.
" But, dear Robin, this business hath

the half year, for the space of five years, if

the war in Ireland shall so lono; continue,

or that I live so long, to be employed for

the service of Ireland as the Parliament
shall please to appoint, provided the said

been, I trust, a mighty Providence to this i yearly rent of £1,680 become not to be sub-

poor kingdom and to us all. The House of
j
pended by war or other accident.

Commons is very sensible of the King's
j

"And whereas there is an arrear of pay
dealings, and of om* brethren's, in this late

\ due unto me whilst I was Lieutenant-gene-

Iransaction. You should do well, if you ral unto the Earl of Manchester of about

have anything that may discover juggling,
[
£1,500, audited and stated ; as also a great

to search it out, and let us know it. It may
; arrear due for about two years being

be of admirable use at this time ; because we
j

governor of the Isle of Ely; I do hereby

shall, I hope, instantly go upon business discharge the State from all or any claim lo

in relation to them, tending to prevent

danger.
" The House of Commons has this -day

voted as follows :—They will make no more

be made by me thereunto.
"Olivek Cromwell."

Whilff Charles was passing his time in

the Isle of Wight, under the surveillance of

addresses to the King ; none shall apply to
\
Governor Hammond, the Parliament voted

him without leave of the two houses, upon
p-.dn of being guilty of high treason. They
will receive nothing from the King, nor

shall any other bring anything to them
frum him, nor receive anything from the

" Let us know how it is with you m point

that four propositions should be presented

to him ; and that if he accepted them, he
should then be allowed to treat with them
in person. Commissioners were sent to his

Majesty, who disguised his real intentions,

and feigned to be favourably disposed On
their return, the commissioners presented

of strength, and what you need from us. the report of the journey and its results

Some of us think the King well with you,

and that it concerns us to keep that island

in great security, because of the French,
&c. ; and if so, where can the King be
better ? If you have more force sent, you
will be sure of full provision for them."
Cromwell having rendered more than

common service to the Parliament and the

country, there was a good deal of talk and
debate about settling a certain sum per
annum upon him and his heirs. On the

7th day of March an ordnance was passed
to settle upon him £2,500 a year out of the

Marquis of Worcester's estate. It might
be deemed a crown revenue, but how gene-
rous and disinterested was the conduct of

Parliament resolves to hold no further com-
munication with the King. Sir Thomas
Wroth rose in the House and said :

—" Mr.
Speaker, Bedlam was appointed for mad-
men, and Tophet for kings ; but our King of

late hath carried himself as if he were fit

for no place but Bedlam. I propose that we
lay the King by, and settle the kingdom
without him." Ireton, in supporting the

motion, affirmed, that in denying the four

bills, he had denied safety and protection to

his people. The Presbyterian party stoutly

resisted the proposition. Where is Oliver ?

Has he no utterance at such a moment ?

In his view Charles's bad faith had reached

a point at which the management of the

Oliver ! Where is the sordid earthly spirit
; kingdom should be taken from a Prince

of which so much has lioeu said ? Wiits ' -^ho was no longer the father, but the de-
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reiver of his pcopln. Hear liim :
—" Mr.

»^;)e;ikcr, the King is a man of great sense
—of great talents—but so full of tlissimu-

lation, so false, that there is no possibility

of trusting him. While he is protesting his

love of pcuCCjhe is treating underhand with
the Scottish Commissioners to plunge the
iKition into another war. It is now ex-

])C(;ted the Parliament should govern and
dclViul the kingdom."
Cromwell was right. Lord Lauderdale

avid two other iScottish commissioners,
shrouding themselves in the deepest se-

eresy, arrived at Carisbrook Castle nearly
at the same time with the deputation from
Parliament. To re-establisli him in his

rights, jind on the condition that his Majesty
would confirm the Presbyterian polity in
England for three years, they promised him
tlio intervention of a Scottish army. Like
a drowning man, Charles caught hold of
every straw. He accepted everything. In
two days the treaty was concluded and
signed, btit buried in the garden until it

could be made known with safety. This
Bcttled, his position became worse than
ever. The royalist party, inflated and bel-

lowing, threatened to rise with shouts of
God and King Charles ; the great Pres-
byterian party, with the city of London at
their head, became hourly more discon-
tented with the state of affairs ; while the
levellers, or radicals, would have made con-
fusion confrainded.
News having reached Oliver that Charles

had endeavoured to make his escape from
Carisbrook Castle, he wrote to Hammond
as follows:

—

" ])i:AU Ror.iN,—Your business is done
inthehouse. Intelligence came to the hands
of a very considerable person that the King
attempted to get out of his window, and
thnt he had a cord of silk with him whereby
t') slip down, but his breast was so big that
tlio bar would not give him passage. This
was done in one of the dark nights, about a
fortnight ago. A gentleman with you led
him the way and slipped down. The guard
that night had some quantity of wine with
them. The same party assures that there
i.s atpiafortis gone down irom London to

remove that obstacle which hindered, and
that the same design is to be put in execu-
tion in tlie next dark nights. He saith that
Captain Titus and some others about the
King are not to be trusted. He is a very
considerable person of the Parliament who
gave this intelligence, and desired that it

should be speeded to you.
" The gentleman that came out of the

window was Master Firebrace ; the gentle-
men doubted are Cresset, Ikirrowefl, and
Titus ; the time when this attempt at escape
Was, the 20th of March."

Elements of terror and destruction are
everywhere under and around the small
governing Parliament. All England is

ready to break forth into a flame. Nothing
can be done with the King. He is not to

be bargained with. Tlie army must con-
quer or ignominiously die. Alive to this

fact, Cromwell is an.vious to effect a union
among the friends of the popular cause.
The business now becomes awfully serious.

The leaders of the army meet at Windsor.
" The longest and the strongest heads in

England were there." It was a meeting
for prayerful and solemn conference. Ad-
jutant-General Allen reports what they did.

In the year preceding, he says, '* we in

that army were engaged in actions of a very
higii nature ; leading us to very untrodden
paths, both in our contests with the then
Parliament, as also conferences with the
King Fell into treaties with the
King and his party, which proved such a
snare to us, and led into such labyrinths

by the end of that year, that the very things
we thought to avoid were all brought back
to us, thereby endangering the ruin of that
blessed cause we had with such success
been prospered in till that time ; for now
the King and his party, seeing usj not an-
swer their ends, began to provide for them-
selves by a treaty with the then Parliament.
The Parliament also was highly displeased
with us for what we liad done. The good
people likewise, even our most coidir.l

friends in the nation, beholding our turn-
ing aside from that path of simplicity we
had formerly walked in and been blessed
in, and thereby much endeared to their

hearts, began now to fear and withdraw
their affections from us The King
and his party prepare to ruin all by siulden
insurrections in most parts of the nation

;

the Scot, concurring with the same designs,

comes in with a potent army under Duke
Hamilton ; we in the army in a low, weak,
divided, perplexed condition ; some of us
judging it a duty to lay down our arms, to

quit our stations, and put ourselves into

the capacities of private men."
Having thus reviewed the ground over

which they had gone, and far from being
satisfied with the course which he had
adopted, he proceeds to tell us:—" Wc
spent one day together in prayer, imiuiring
into the causes of that sad dispensation

;

coming to no further result that day, but
that it was still our duty to seek. And on
the morrow we met again in the morning,
where many spake from the Word and
prayed ; and the then Lieutenant-general
Cromwell did press very earnestly on all

there present to a thorough consideration
of our actions as an army, and of our ways,
particularly as private Christians ; to see
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if any iniquity could be found in them,
and 'what it Avas ; that if possible we
might find it out, and so remove the cause
of such sad rebukes as were upon us at

that time.

"We concluded this second day with
agreeing to meet again on the morrow

;

which accordingly we did, and were led by
a gracious hand of the Lord to find out the
very steps by which we had departed from
him, and provoked him to depart from us

;

which we found to be those cursed carnal
conferences, our own conceited wisdom, our
fears, and want of faith, had prompted us
the year before, to entertain with the King
and his party And yet we were
also helped, Avith fear and trembling to re-

joice in the Lord, who no sooner brought us
to His feet but he did direct our steps, and
we were led to a clear agreement amongst
ourselves, that it was the duty of our day,
with the forces we had, to go out and fight

against our potent enemies, with an humble
confidence in the name of the Lord only.

" And we Avere also enabled then, after
serious seeking the Lord's face, to come to
a very clear and joint resolution, that it was
our duty to call Charles Stewart, that man
of blood, to an account for that blood he
had shed, and mischief he had done to his
utmost, against the Lord's cause and people
in these poor nations."

Serious business this—and serious men
these ! Three days spent in conference and
in prayer ! They deal with heaven and
with earth. What line of action will they
adopt ? Will they proceed to the impeach-
ment and trial of their King ? Will they
proceed so far as to involve him in con-
demnation and then inflict the stroke of

death ? How England's heart throbs ! Are
these strong palpitations indicative of health

or sickness ? Are the>^:: the ^ushings of life,

or the throes of coining deatn. .>

"I DO HATE COLD WATER."
No. II.

Ah ! I thougl^t it would be so. Staggering

from one side of the pavement to the other

;

now on it, and now in the road—now leaning

against a house, and now jostling a passer-by,

Tom Jackson was at length tripped up. He
has fallen across the gutter, and if any vehicle

comes rapidly by, the wheels may go over his

head.
Of Tom I have already given some account.

We have seen how he hated cold water—so

much that he was always " in his dirt "—

a

full proof that if you had anything to say to

him, it was well to get on his ivindward side.

And now it is but too clear that had he dis-

covered the same enmity to beer and spirits,

purl, and rum and milk, he would not have

reduced himself below the level of the beasts

of the field. Yet this he did ; not merely

once, though that had been a serious evil, for

the beginning of intemperance, like that of

strife, is " as the letting out of water," but
again and again, until he was rarely sober,

and just before I lost sight of him, dnmken-
ness was rapidly bearing him to the grave.

Would you have a deep impression of the

value of water .' Picture the travellers in the

desert. Parched with thirst, they have hope
of relief as they catch sight of a well, but on
approaching it with intense anxiety, they find

it dry— one of the greatest calamities that

humanity can endure. Their dreadful situation

admits of no resource. Now a cup, not of

spirits, nor of wine, but of cold water, is in-

describably precious, it would enable its owner

to pass onwards, and thus save life ; but
without it, the bitterest sufferings ensue : the
eyes burn with anguish, the tongue and lips

swell, a hollow sound distresses the ears and
brings on deafness, and the brain becomes in-

flamed, till in complicated and excruciating
agony the traveller perishes !

All nature owns its obligations to water.
Look, for example, at the vegetable world.
No other liquid than water can yield what is

necessary for the seed to germinate, the
leaves to open, the flowers to unfold in all

their beauty and fragrance, and the fruit to

expand. Water contributes to the fabric of
the plant, or the tree, though the most
gigantic that appears, and is equally essential

to all its products.

It is worthy of remark, that so important
is water to the element of plants, that in some
parts of the world vegetable food is grown in

lakes and rivers, just as we cultivate it in this

country in our fields of potatoes, turnips, or

corn. In the south of France, and in Italy,

the water-nut first appears in the markets.

The seeds of this most important vegetable,

which grows in the water, consist of a pure

edible fecula, or starchy substance ; the nuts

eaten raw, roasted, or in soups, and they are

wholesome and nutritious.

Pi'oduced freely in India and China, Cash-
mere has been styled, emphatically, the country

of the water-nut. Almost every piece of

water yields this remarkable vegetable. In
one lake aloue, 60,000 tons of it are raised
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every year, and it is the sole subsistence

of 20,000 persons, who think it an almost in-

tolerable calamity when driven to partake of

any other kind of food. The superficial ex-

tent of this lake is 100 squcire miles, by which
some idea of its extraordinary productiveness

may be formed, supporting, as it does, 200 per-

sons to the square mile. Nor are they a

poor, sickly, feeble race who live in this lovely

valley on nuts alone ; they are described by
travellers as models of beauty, symmetry, and
strength.

Equally indispensable is water to animal
life. If the reader has ever lived near, or oc-

casionally visited the sea-shore, he cannot

fail to have noticed those round masses of

jelly, which are left there by the retiring tide.

Now each of these is an animal, the Medusa,
or jelly-fish ; it can move hither and thither at

pleasure ; it can rise to the surface of the

ocean, or descend to its depths with equal

facility ; and it can even capture prey, for let

but a fish come in the way of this apparently

helpless creature, and it emits a fluid so pun-
gent that the victim becomes paralyzed and
motionless, and is easily devoured.

And yet, were one of these living jellies t»

be taken from the sands, and set aside in a
vessel, what would remain, though it had
weighed five or six pounds, after a few hours
had elapsed ? A small piece of membrane,
weighing a few grains, and some water, which
the chemist cannot distinguish, however nar-
rowly he examines it, from common sea-

water ! So diflFusive is the fluid, that what-
ever substance we deprive of its liquid by dry-

ing, whether it be a soft mass, like an oyster

or a mussel, or hard, like the shell of a lobster

or a crab ; whether it be the soft nerves and
muscles of the human body, or its bones, or
its teeth, fitted as they are for hard and con-
stant service—nothing escapes but water. It

is water that forms all the fluid portion of the
blood, which mingled with the solid matter of
the various textures of the frame, gives them
the required consistency, and frees the sys-

tem from whatever would incumber or do it

injury.

Let us look a little further into this matter.
As important ends are intended to be accom-
plished by the circulation of the blood, and as
the greater part of these are eflFected by very
minute vessels, health depends on the purity

of the circulating fluid, and on the energy
and regularity with which it is distributed.

Nearly all the internal ** ills that flesh is heir

to " are nothing more than alterations in the
force of uniformity of the action of the blood-

vessels. Hence the pulse is so valuable a
criterion of health and disease, and in every
stage of the latter it is uniformly consulted.

In inflammations the minute vessels are

iuvaricibly found enlarged and dibteuded with

blood ; thus an inflamed eye has the minute
and colourless vessels so enlarged, as to admit
the grosser red particles. And, if the hand be

inflamed, and the person be bled in both arms
at the same time, twice or three times as

much blood will flow from the diseased side

as the other. It is only then as the blood is

pure, and the vessels in which it circulates

are in a good state, that health can be
enjoyed.

Now this healthy condition depends on the

taking of proper food, and the due discharge

of the functions of the stomach. We are so

constituted, that as soon as the masses we
swallow come into contact with the sides of

the stomach, the latter pours forth a fluid

called the gastric juice, which has great

solvent power, and then what we have taken
becomes chyme. But now other parts of the

body come into action ; for the liver gives

forth its bile, and the pancreas * its juice, that

the chyme may become chyle. It is now
taken up by little vessels, called the lacteals,

whch are prepared to select every nutritious

particle, and to reject whatever else there may
be in the fluid ; then by others it is conducted
to the heart, and having been duly acted upon
by the atmosphere inhaled in breathing, it

is prepared to take its part in the general

circulation.

What then is this wonderful solvent—the

gastric juice ? It is water, containing a little

acid. How essential then is water to human
health—to human existence 1 Without it

there could neither be blood, nor the means
of producing it ; and " the blood is the life."

" How com[)Iicate, how wonderful is man
;

How passing wonder He that made him such !"

It follows therefore that common water is a
liquid of greater importance to man than any
other, admirably adapted, as it is, for thedilu-

tion of our solid food, and the aiding its per-

fect digestion and assimilation. It is now
generally agreed that water is by far the safest

and most salutary beverage in which man can
possibly indulge ; supporting the tone of the
stomach, without exhausting its vigour; and
furnishing also the most suitable supply to the

secreting vessels, and towards maintaining the

ereneral humidity or elasticity of the body.
Thuse who use pure water only as their

general drink, are therefore, other things being
equal, the most free from disease, retaining

the vigour and different functions of life to a
more advanced age. A celebrated man says,
" of all the productions of nature and art,

water comes nearest to that universal remedy,
so much sought after by mankind, but never

yet discovered."

What, then, must be the effect of the spirits

which millions, besides Tom Jackson, are now

• In a c»lf the pancreas U the sweetbread.
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accustomed to drink several times a c^ay ? To
impair the digestion, to corrupt the blood, and
to inflame the vessels in v/hich it flows. How
many evils are attributable to '' hot blcod T'^

It has inflicted on multitudes the direst re-

morse, consigned them to gaol, and hung
them on the gibbet. Intemperance opens
and W'idens the path to all evil ; it keeps the
blood in a feverish state, and a trivial excite

ruins the health, murders the body, and de-

stroys the soul I

Need I say more? Surely a due conside
ration of these facts will lead the reader to

present a contrast to poor, wretched Tom
Jackson ; and to account water, which he so
often said he " hated^''^ one of the most pre-

cious temporal blessings from the Giver of all

Good.
ment may cause it to hoil. Intemperance

J
Sam, Chisel.

JOHN WELDON'S HISTOPvY.

Letter VI.

Sir,—About two years after my marriage the Messrs. were employed to

make alterations at one of the theatres ; and, as the work v/as of a difficult and
somewhat delicate kind, I was sent daily to oversee its progress, more especially as

it was in the winter season, when performances were going on nightly, and it was
necessary to leave the work as far as possible in a finished state each evening. '

Scarcely was I in the theatre when my attention was arrested by a deep and
almost incessant cough in one of the dressing-rooms near which we were working,

and, looking in, I sav/ a woman of wretched appearance, with a singularly haggard
and mournful countenance, mending the dresses of the ballet-girls. The sight of

this woman saddened me, and my ears seemed strangely alive to the incessant and
hollow cough. In the morning was a rehearsal of a pantomime, in which great num-
bers of girls danced, whilst others appeared in the fantastic character of cats and
monkeys. My readers, perhaps, have never seen the interior of a theatre by day-

light. Very different is it to the blaze and splendour of night. Now and then a

gas-lamp serves to make obscurity visible ; whilst the undecorated stage, the canvas-

covered boxes, and the actors going through their parts in their everyday costumes,

bonnets, and shawls—and some of them shabby enough—produces anything but an

exhilirating effect. The principal monkey, the "king-ape" of the piece, was per-

formed by a girl about twelve. She was a melancholy-looking child, with large

black eyes, and a profusion of black hair. It was a part which required not only

agility, but great cleverness. Whether she was not equal to the part—whetiier, as

the stage-manager said, she was stupid, and would not do her best—or whether, as

she declared, he had a spite against her— I know not ; but it seemed impossible for

her to please him. She grew disheartened, and at length cried bitterly, whilst the

stage-manager, w^ho \v?.s evidently a man of violent temper, rated her soundly. The
disturbance on the stage brought out the wretched needlewoman, who I found v/as

the girl's mother. She now appeared in a nevi' character ; no longer mournful and
patient, but a regular vixen. She scolded both the stage-manager and the girl,

boxed her ears, called her stupid and lazy, and then bade the rehearsal go on. It

went on ; and she returned to her mending and her bad cough, which was increased

by her excitement.
" That is a strange woman," said I to the stage-manager.
** She has no business out of a hospital," said he, coolly, and with more forbear-

ance than I expected.

"And she understands these rehearsals?" I added, wishing to know something

about her.
" She has been on the stage herself," returned he. " When she was younger, she

was rather clever in genteel comedy ; but she can do nothing now. We employ her

in mending, or anything pf that kind,"
" Has she no husband ?" I asked,
" Yes," he replied, " but he has nearly killed himself with drink. She tells me

that the doctor has gi-ven him up. He has burnt out his inside with brandy. Mr.
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-," continued he, naming the lessee of the theatre, "met with him somewhere in

the provinces. lie was with a strolling company there, and Mr. was struck

with liis talents, for he was first-rate eitiier as a valet, a Frenchman, or a Jew. This

girl, Lavinia, was with him ; she's a clever little thing, but as stupid as an ass. Her
father, liowcver, was a brute to her, for he's an infernal temper. Mr. brought
him up to town last year, but, bless you, lie was half dead then with driak ; so he
v»as made prompter, for he reads excellently. But no reliance could be placed on
liim. He drank brandy neat, and often was so drunk before the play was over, that

he could not stand on his legs, and that, you know, won't do."

There was something in this melancholy history that interested me. I inquired

the name, and was told it was J>tanley.

After rehearsal I called Lavinia to me. She came reluctantly, wrapped in an old

plaid shawl. She seemed ill-tempered and averse to notice. I, however, had sent to

an eating-house hard by for a plate of pork and peas-pudding, and I doubted not of

ultimately winning her confidence, because I knew that the surest way of propitiating

tiie half-star\'ed was to set food before them. Her countenance brightened at the

slight of the well-filled plate.

" I have had some dinner with the ballet-girls," she said; "may I take this to my
mother?"

This pleased me. I sent for a second plate, and carried it myself into the dressing-

room. The woman now looked more cheerful, and she and the girl divided it

between them.
From her I heard the same story as from the stage-manager, with other particulars

which related mostly to herself. She said she was from the north of England ; that

she was the daughter of a poor Baptist minister, whose name she mentioned ; but
that both her parents dying of consumption wliile young, she was brought up by an
aunt, v.ho, having lived many years in the service of the Lovvther family, had saved
money. \Vhen but sixteen, she foolishly married a youth only two years older than
herself, and knowing that this step would be highly displeasing to her aunt, it was con-
cealed until the birth of her first child compelled her to make it known. This marriage,

which, she said, she had bitterly repented, cost her the good-will of her few remaining
relatives. She went, however, to her husband, who had a good trade, but they were not
happy together ; therefore, taking with her her child, she gave the final touch to her
relations' displeasure by joining a theatrical company, where, according to her acccount,

she was very successful. Two years after this separation, her husband discovered her
at Alnwick, when performing in the character of Ulrica in Charles XII. ; and again

she lived with him, and in fact they had remained together, with little intermission,

ever since. She said that at that time he was steady, and appeared to be reformed.

Unfortunately, he was one of those who cannot long maintain a steady and respectable

course. They had many ups and downs in a very few years.
" Oh," said she, " it is a long life that I have had !—a long life and a sad one;

and yet I am not turned thirty."

Her husband, she said, had written some plays ; he had done a deal of literai-y

work, and edited some newspapers. It was eighteen mouths since Mr. —— , the

lessee of the theatre, met with him. He had been a good friend to him ; but not,

said she bitterly, to her. It was an unfortunate day for her when she came to

London ; she had lost three children, and had fallen into bad health, or she would
hava gone back to the old manager in the north, and taken Lavinia with her.

Lavinia might be made something of, but they were giving her now more work than

she could do ; they were killing her, and they did not pay her half enough ; und that

Mr. , the stage-manager, was no more fit for his business than a log of wood.
She was evidently soured by ill-healtli and disappointment. She said that her ovax

health was gone ; that the doctors considered her consumptive ; that her husband
was out-patient at one of the hospitals, and could not last long; he had had two
attacks of delirium fremevft, and that his liver was gone. He had killed himself with

brandy ; and that she should soon follow him, and then what was to become of the

children.
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She cried bitterly ; and, in truth, the case seemed very distressing and hopeless.
The next day I chanced to hear an angry dialogue between the mother and

daughter, which had reference to me. The mother wished the girl to ask me for another
dinner, which she refused. On inquiring after the husband, she said he was worse

;

that she had told him of my kindness to them, and he begged I would go and see
him. They lived, she said, not far from the Theatre, and he wished to thank me
himself. I suspected that this desire was not altogether disinterested ; nevertheless,
I promised to go on the following Sunday, when I should be at liberty.

I kept my word. Their lodgings were of a low description, full of squalor and
misery. The mother received me at the door, with a child of about three years old in her
arms. I had evidently been anxiously expected, and she was on the look-out for me.
Friendless indeed must they be, thought I to myself, and hopeless their condition,

when the casual kindness of a stranger is an event of so much expectation. The
man was in bed. I heard, as I reached the door, a weak, husky voice, which was
interrupted by the deep, hollow cough peculiar to the brandy-drinker, ask something
to which my little friend, the Ape-king of the Pantomime, replied, " Yes, father, he
is here."

The question, then, had reference to myself. A thin, feeble arm put aside the

dirty bed-curtain, and a face frightfully thin and sallow, with hollow dark eyes that

appeared unusually large, looked eagerly forth. It was a picture of misery for

which I was unprepared. How great, then, was my surprise, when the wretched
man fell back upon his pillow, exclaiming, " Gracious Heaven ! it is John Weldon 1"

The woman rushed forward, and the girl stared me in the face with her large,

melancholy eyes. This recognition took me by surprise : nor was it till after a. few
seconds that I could imagine who of ray acquaintance the sick and apparently dying
man could be. It was Lorenzo Mitt. The discovery was not less astounding to me
than it had been to hini. But this was no time to return evil for evil. Nor, thank
God ! did I feel any inclination to do so. My soul was penetrated by compassion
and sorrow, and my first wish was to abate the wretched man's self-condem-

nation.

He did not speak for some minutes, and the woman's efforts to rouse him pro-

duced no effect. He was not insensible to shame ; he was confounded, and lay like

one stupified.

" There my little friend," said I to Lavinia, who had now taken the child from her

mother's arms, giving her a shilling, " go to the coffee-shop at the end of the

street, and get some coffee and buns for yourselves, and don't come back at present;"

for I wanted them out of the way—they were a restraint upon me.
" Mitt," said I, as kindly as I could, turning to the lad as soon as the children

were gone, '* we will not talk of past times. All old sores are wiped out between
you and me.''

" Oh ! sir, did you know him formerly ? Did you know him in Yorkshire ?" asked

the wife. I ansvv^ered in the affirmative, withdrawing, at the same time, from the

bed, that our conversation might be inaudible, during which I hoped he would recover

himself. She knew my name well, and the influence I had exerted upon him during

the short time of our acquaintance. Through me he had become a teetotaler, and
while he remained such, he supplied her and the child from time to time with money.
This rendered intelligible the disappearance of his money when at Huddersfield,

which had puzzled me so much at the time, though his reasons for his concealing

his marriage from me I still could not understand ; nor did I seek for an explana-

tion. The motives of some men are always involved in darkness—Mitt was one of

this class. Our conversation was interrupted by the feeble voice from the bed. I

turned to it. Mitt grasped my hand, but did not speak. His wife brought a small

quantity of brandy, which he drank almost neat. This seemed to give him strength.

He overwhelmed himself with reproaches ; almost curses. He was the same Lorenzo
Mitt as ever

;
grandiloquent and oratorical. He begged pardon, in the most slavish

manner, for all the injuries he had done me ; exalted my virtues to the skies. I could

not help despising rather than pitying him ; for it was a melancholy revelation of
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human nature. He said he had not long to live ; that his wife and children would be
left in absolute poverty ; and he besought of me, with passionate tears, to befriend
them.

I knew not what to do. Mitt, of all my early acquaintance, had least claim upon
me. I never liked him, and he had greatly injured me ; but now dying, as he lay

before me, I had not the strength to reluse him. I felt like one caught in a snare,

who is deprived of free will. I promised to befriend his wife and children; and, with
theatrically up-turned eyes and clasped hands, he prayed God to bless me.

I was more angry than affected by all this, and I left the house feeling as if I had
been made a tool of. My wife, however, looked at it differently.

" What is the use of all your Christianity, John," said she, " if you cannot prac-

tise it? If Mitt was your friend, you would never see his widow and children starve

while you had a crust to divide with them. But a heathen would do as much as

that .' You must do more ; you must do good to your enemy, and that with all your
heart."

Emma was in bed at that time, for it was just after the birth of our second child.

I found that her words were true, and the next day when one of Mitt's neighbours
came to tell me that he was dead, I felt that I could act up to their spirit.

Mr. , the leader of the theatre, who had been the cause of Mitt's coming to

London, bore the expenses of the funeral, and a subscription, which was made vo-
luntarily among the actors and actresses, provided the widow and children with
decent mourning.
The more I saw of the widow the less I liked her. Poverty and suflfering had

blunted her self-respect. She was not ashamed to beg; and although she knew the
little reason I had to esteem her husband, she seemed to make a claim upon me
for help, in virtue of the promises which had been forced from me on his death-
bed. Even Emma, with all her exalted views of Christian duty, soon grew
wearied. We were. both of us much more favourably impressed towards the
girl Lavinia, and conversation with the stage-manager and such of the actors as

were capable ofjudging of her character still further confirmed this impression. We
wished, therefore, not only to remove her from the theatre, but from the influence of
her mother, and, for this purpose, tried to get her a situation in a family ; but that

was not easy, as great prejudices existed against one so brought up. I consulted with
my employers, who, being Dissenters of great wealth, might, I hoped, have influence

with such of her mother's northern connexions as still remained. This plan
so far succeeded that a small weekly stipend was obtained for her and her youngest
child ; and Emma and I, seeing that nothing else could be done for the present, took
Lavinia into our own family, where, as Dick, our eldest, was a troublesome child,

just running about and always in mischief, she might be useful, especiall)' as Emma's
hands were now full with a young child.

Now, Mr. Editor, for the present I must stop, not, however, omitting to say that

the widow Mitt lived to enjoy her little stipend only about three years, and that then
the youngest child was taken by that good aunt—now in declining years—by whom
the mother had been brought up. Of this I shall also have something more to say
hereafter.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

John Weldon.

Keep Stiruixo.—A still pool soon becomes stagnant, A machine without motion
becomes rusty. And man—great, glorious, majestic, in his creation—without action,

still, lifeless, dead, becomes an icy weight—a common nuisance—whom everybody feeU
disposed to kick out of the way. We live in stirring times. It becomes every man to do
something—to exert liimself for the common weal—to be zealous, active, and push
ahead. What better are vou than a man of snow, -which the children laugh at and pelt

till it is knocked over and lost, while you fold your arms, tie your feet, and sit still, day
after day, gazing with a vacant stare above and around you ? Arouse, or the worms will

soon begin to feast on your carcase.
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A FEW DAYS IN ALGERIA.
By Heinkich Laube.

VISIT TO A DOMESTIC CIRCLE.

The lady who accoinparaed us had an op-

portunity of being introduced to a Moorish
family circle, to which a man, of course, is

inadmissible. She related to us on her re-

turn as follows :

—

" Tne lady who obtained for me this

favour attended mo in company with a hand-
some Jew who was dressed in the modern
Moorish style—that is to say, he wore the

red Tunisian fez on his head, the closely-

fitting jacket, the white short troAvsers,

Avhite stockings and shoes. He conducted
us. in the first place, through the usual

labyrinth of lanes and entries to his o\yji

beautiful house, for the possession of which
he, being a Jew, had to thank the French.
It was sumptuously furnished, more espe-

cially the state chamber, in which stood the

rich marriage bed, the only furniture which it

contained, with the exception of a divan

and a chest of drawers. The walls were
hung with tapestry of gold and silk ; upon
the divan lay cushions of gold brocade, and
gold brocade-hangings fell over the crim-

son silk cushions of the bed. In this room
alune have I seen the oriental luxury of

v.-hich we read so much in romances.
The beautiful wife of this handsome Jew-

had her eye-brows and the inside of hei

eye-lids painted of a fine black. Her dress

was becoming, nay, beautiful; a sort of

medium between the Greek costume and
the old German style. A narrow silk dress

fell, without a girdle, stiffly around her

form^ ; a gold-embroidered bodice, the waist

cf which Avas short, and with narrow shoul-

der straps, fitted beautifully to the bust;

she wore vdde, white Greek sleeves, which
left the arm bare, and which were a portion

of her lace chemise which, made half high,

rose above her boddice. liound the hips

vras loosely bound a beautiful silk scarf,

which produced a good eficct. Over all

•this, on state occasions, fell a piece of

bright-coloured silk, stillened with embroi-
dery of gold and pearls, somewhat in the

manner of that worn by Catholic priests at

mass. The girls wear silk cloths thrown
over the head ; the married Avomen a tall

heavy wire cap, from which cither a black

or a white veil falls so that the face, arms
and shoulders remain uncovered. These
last remarks, however, ripply to women in

general, not to our beautitul Jewess.
Arriving at the Babazoun-gate we took

one of the French hackney carriages, which
stand there, and, passing through the gate,

drove along the road parallel with the shore

to a Moorish house, near the Maison Carree.
It lay to the right on an eminence, and
commanded a magnificent view over the
city and the sea. The house was apparently-
shut up, but on our knocking, the door was
opened by some bashful negresses, Avho, at
the sight of our gentleman companion,
seemed inclined to rush away in terror.

He, however, made our request intelligible

to them, in Arabic, and then stepped aside
to a garden pavillion, in which men were
already sitting. When he had disappeared
the harem of this country-house was opened
to us. "\Ye beheld sixteen Moorish ladies

sitting together on the occasion of some en-
tertainment. Their mules, bearing on their

backs the chimney-like vehicles, in v.hich
wealthy Moorish ladies pass along the
streets, stood just by. The house be-
longed to the wife of the late Treasurer,
and here she lived with three married
daughters.

On our entrance, the women rushed away
like frightened children, all except the old
mistress of the house, a gigantically fat

lady, and she remained and extended to

us her hand, which we kissed. We
passed out of the square court, which was
shaded by the leafage of vines and oranges,
into a room which was surrounded with
cushions, very simple, excepting that an
extremely rich carpet covered the floor. In
an adjoining chamber stood a large bronze
canopy bed, with red silk hangings fringed
with gold. There lay four merry lads, who,
not having been well, were brought hither

for their recovery—boys being under the

care of the women until their marriage.
The other ladies made their appearance

again by degrees, looked at us, whispered
to each other, and laughed. Our European
mode of sitting above everything else excited

their miith. Among the younger, some
were very pretty ; but their costume, al-

though elegant, hung awkwardly about
them, and their movements Avcre clumsy
and imgraceful. They Avore an exquisitely

fine-laced chemise, in the form of a man's
shirt, Avith Avide Turkish trous'rs, bound
round the Avaist by the customary handsome
scarf, tied in front. Upon the bosom lay,

as if fastened to it, several gold pieces. A
richly embroidered girdle, somewhat in the

form of narrow stays, encircled the Avaist.

The naked feet Avere thrust into little ex-

quisitely-embroidered slippers ; a piece of

gorgeous silk Avas Avound round the head
in a graceful manner, and pearl ornaments,
necklaces, ancle and arm bracelets and
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ilnf^s, showed the taste which existed for

splendid orniiTuent.

After we had sate for some time very

comfortably upon the low cushion, two
nojfresscs came in and, kneeling on the floor

in tlie middle of the room, presented coffee

in cliina cups without handles, set in silver

saucers. Tliis they offered to us on their

knees ; it was the finest coffee, and tasted

like warm spiced cream.
After we had been conducted through

the house, in which, however, there was
nothing particular to be seen, we separated

with that sort of feeling which i.^ always left

by strange people, strange niamicrs, and a
strange language. For a moment we en-

tered the pavillion of the men, and saw
amongst them several both grand and beau-
tiful heads. They were playing with a kind
of cards which were unknown to me

;
pro-

bably Spanish cards. The threshold of the
door was here, as everywhere else, covered
with shoes wliich had been taken off.

The garden of this country house was laid

out in the Dutch style : little coloured tiles

encircled the flo.ver-bcds, the plants of

which were, however, in the most neglected
state. This garden looked miserable in

comparison with the grand panorama which
lay below and all around.

CONCLUSION.
During oiu* short stay in Algiers but

little could be learnt of the actual life of
the lower class of natives. The slight op-
]).)riunities, however, which presented
themselves for our acquiring such know-
ledge we availed ourselves of. We visited

the cellars and wretched dens where at

night the common African amuses himself,
and there we found such an imperfect and
ill-conditioned life, as could hardly be
called human, V/hen the Mahomniedan
slides away from his religious faith, which
is his only moans of civilization, and,
creeping to the wiuc-cup, endeavours to

adopt European modes of pleasure and
sociality, he becomes not only a beast, but
a beast of a very inferior order.

AVheu contemplating this degraded peo-
ple amid their miserable orgies in the cellars

of Algiers, I lost all belief in the possibility

of their moral or intellectual elevation. Oil

entering these cellars, or Moorish cafes, as

tliey are called, you will find two or three

nati ves sitting stifily and stupidly on a bcnch>
each bending over a sort of hddle which they
hold between their knees. From these in-

struments they produce a rude, screeching-

kind of monotonous music, consisting only

of one note, and this thoy will continue for

hours tjrjgether. By way of accompaniment,
they scream forth every now and then aii

inarticulate song, to which a miserable girl

beats time, also, upon a little drum. The
whole thing is a most murderous attempt at

music. Meantime the company sit around,

each with a cup of red wine before them;
their inexpressive, stolid gaze, rivetted upon
it as by a spell, so that they seldom turn

their eyes even upon the stranger, and still

less frequent are excited even to a feeble

inarticulate expression of surprise.

My evening strolls in Algiers never failed

to strengthen in my mind the belief that this

feeble existence must give place to active

European life. When, on returning from
those melancholy exhibitions of a degraded
humanity, I stood once more in front of the

grand European Cafes, and saw myself sur-

rounded by all the refining and ennobling

influences of Eui-opean life and intelligence,

and then glanced upwards to the white hill

of Algiers, it seemed to my mind but as the

wliitcd sepulchre of oriental manners, and
my glance sped proudly again over the glit-

tering sea towards Euro])e—the region of

actual life, the first breathings of wliich have
now reached this African world, and must
ere long displace its mummy -like ex-

istence.

The Anofx and the Fiexd.—A painter, while journeying, accidentally foil in with
a most beautiful child, and wus so enraptured with its countenance, that he immediately
re.solv<'d to paint it, and carried his determination into execution. Hanging the paint-
ing in his study, he made it his guardian angel ; and when he was desponding or angry,
souglit encouragement and calmness by gazing on its beautiful face. He thought th:it

if he could meet with its counterpart he would paint that also. Years passed away, and
the painter riuccecded in finding no one so very ugly looking as to satisfy his idea of an
opposite to his darling picture. But, by chance, whilst visiting a prison, after having
almost given up in despair, lie saw a young man stretched upon the floor of his cell in a
perfect paroxysm of rage. This struck him as his desideratum, and he lost no time in
transferring the face to canvass, and placing it side by side with his ideal of purity, inno-
cence, and beauty. And wlio, think you, reader, he discovered was the original of this

last painting? The same thU, when a child, hdd furnished him with his long cherishi-d
and f)e:aitifid pictui'c--th.(i iimoccnt, happy, and (larling babe! And how had tliis sad
change been cfi'ected ? By the teacliings to which he had been subjected, and to the
examples set bc.f'ore him. Let all take warning from this lesson, and do what they can to
l>rcvent angels from becoming fiends

!
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AN AMERICAN'S OPINION OF ENGLISH REFORMERS.
By H. B. Stanton.

No. VII.—CANNING.
Canning's father "was a broken-down

Irish barrister, who, having little know-
ledge of the law, and less practice, left

Ireland for London, where he eked out a
scanty existence by writing bad rhymes for

the magazines, and tolerable pamphlets for

the politicians. He died on the 11th of
April, 1771— the day on which his son
George was one year old. The mother,
left penniless, listened to the flatteries of
Garrick, went upon the stage, tried to sus-
tain first-rate characters, failed, sunk si-

lently into a secondary position, married a
drunken actor, who then had two or three
wives, and who, after strolling about the
provinces a few years, died in a mad-house,
when she married a stage-smitten silk mer-
cer, who had a little more money than her
late husband, and a rather better character.

Failing in business soon after, he tried the
stage in company with his wife, where he
speedily broke down, and she continued for

some years to figure in third-rate characters
at the minor theatres. In such company as

would naturally surround such guardians,
the future Prime Minister of England spent
the first nine or ten years of his life. He
had a respectable paternal uncle in London
—a merchant of some wealth. An old
actor, by the name of Moody, detected the
glittering gem of genius in the unpromising
lad, went to this uncle, and urged him to

take his nephew (whom he had never seen)
under his care. He complied, sent him to

a grammar-school, then to Eton, and,
dying, left the means of educating his ward
at Oxford. Young Canning shone conspi-

cuously at the University, as a wit, an elo-

cutionist, and a poet, and contracted some
aristocratic friendships which served his

turn in subsequent life, especially that with
Mr. Jenkinson, afterwards Lord Liverpool.

After he left the University he became
intimate with Sheridan, who knew some-
thing of his mother and his own history, and
by him was introduced to Fox, and other
leading "Whigs. Though impregnated with
liberal principles, his ambitious eye saw that
Whiggism was an obscured luminary, and
so he turned and worshipped the ascendant
star of Pitt. Entering Parliament in 1793,

just at the bursting of the continental

storm, he at once took his seat on the Trea-
sury benches, and soon became a polished

shaft in the quiver of the great anti-Galli-

can archer. In or out of office, he followed

the fortunes of Pitt and his successors, till

he quarrelled and fought a duel with Castle-
reagh, in 1809, when they both left the
Cabinet, and Canning remained under a
cloud till 1814, when he was banished as
minister to the court of Lisbon. From this

time he never had the full confidence of the
old school Tories, though he was their most
brilliant advocate in Parliament, and gene-
rally shared office with them, and sustained
their measures. After Castlereagh died,
Mr. Canning drew closely around him the
more liberal Tories—such as Lords Mel-
bourne, Palmerston, Glenelg—and made
up, in conjunction with Mr. Huskisson, a
" third party," called " Canningites," who,
under the auspices of Brougham, in 1827,
formed a quasi coalition with the Whigs.
After the death of their chief, many of his

followers went completely over to the AVhigs,
aided Earl Grey in carrying the Reform
Bill, took office under him, and subse-
quently, in an evil hour, became the leaders
of that party.

With the exception of giving a hearty
support to the abolition of the slave-trade,

and advocating the cause of Catholic eman-
cipation, Mr. Canning sustained the worst
Tory measures from his entrance into Par-
liament to the death of Castlereagh—

a

period of thirty years—bringing to bear
against the people's cause all the resources

of his classical learning, vivid wit, vigorous

reasoning, captivating manners, and unri-

valled oratory. Undoubtedly, he despised

the truckling course of Castlereagh towards
the Holy Alliance ; and, either because he
wished to escape from a " false position,"

or because his colleagues desired to cripple

his influence, he was just about to go out

to India as Governor-General, when the

suicide of Castlereagh altered his destina-

tion, and he exchanged a subordinate fo-

reign station for the chief control of that

department of afi"airs. Immediately, Eng-
land took a nobler position toward the con-

tinental alliance in which she had been en-

tangled by his wily predecessor. The new
secretary protested against the interference

of the allied Sovereigns with the popular

movements in Spain; and early the next
year (1824) stated in his place that Ministers

had refused to become parties to another

Congress, This was the longest stride to-

ward progress for thirty years, and well

might the House of Commons ring with

enthusiastic plaudits. This was promptly

followed by the virtual recognition of the
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independence of the new South American
Jlepublics. Calling Mr. Robinson to his

aid as Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
Mr. Huskisson as President of the Board
of Trade, the reorganised ministry (good,
easyLord Liverpool being its nominal head)
adopted a more liberal policy in commerce
and finance, which, coupled \vith its course
in foreign affairs, drew to it a large share
of confidence in the middle classes, and
softened the asperities of the Opposition.
During the four years that Canning con-
trolled Liverpool's ministry, taxes were re-

duced, several restrictions removed from
trade, the endless delays in chancery
inquired into, the death penalty curtailed,

resolutions passed looking toward slave

emancipation, the corn laws slightly modi-
fied, and a bill for the relief of the Catholics
was carried in the Commons, but thrown
OTit by the Lords. Liverpool died early in

1827. After a quarrel with Wellington and
Peel, Canning, in May of that year, reached
the culminating point of his ambition, the
Premiership of England. But, at the end
of four months of vexed and troublesome
rule, he died, much lamented by the people,
who were expecting good things from his

administration.
Viewed from one point of observation,

Mr. Canning's later policy was favourable
to the cause of reform ; but, in another
aspect, it may be doubted whether his half-

way measures were not, in the long run,
detrimental to that cause. He was raised
up to save the Tory party, if they would
have consented to be saved by him ; for,

had he lived, he would have continued
gradually to yield to the advancing spirit of
the age, ana kept them in power many
years. But their distrust of him after the
peace of 1815 crippled his genius, mortified
his pride, and determined him in due time
to rend the party which would not permit
him to rule. Through the aid of his per-
sonal adherents, his " third party," he did
for the Tories in 1826-7 what Peel did for

them twenty years later—yielded to liberal

opinions—split the party in twain—and
formed a quasi coalition with his ancient
opponents. Though by this means some
measures, such as Catholic emancipation
and Parliamentary reform, were sooner
carried (though only to a partial extent)
than they otherwise might have been, yet
it is hardly to be doubted that the liberal

cause is now more depressed than it would
have been had no such coalition been
formed, and no such concessions made.
But, on the other hand, Mr. Canning broke
the power of old-fashioned John Bull Tory-
ism—the remorseless, insolent, sfatti quo
Toryism of French revolutionary times,

—

and introduced the more complying, civil,

progressive Toryism, which emancipates
Catliolics, and repeals corn-laws.
Mr. Canning was like Mr. Fox in one

respect. Each introduced a new era in his

party. The aristocratic Whiggism of the
last century, to which I have alluded, is

graphically hit off by Brougham, when he
says the heads of the few great families

who controlled the party " never could be
made to understand how a feeble motion,
prefaced by a feeble speecli, if made by an
elderly lord and seconded by a younger
one, could fail to satisfy the coimtry and
shake the Ministry !" Fox openecl the
door for men without ancestry or wealth to

enter the party, and find the place to which
their talents assigned them, whether at its

head or its foot. He introduced the Whig-
gism of the type of Grey, Brougiiam,
Romilly, Russell, and the '* Edinburgh
Review." It has served its day and gene-
ration, and has become so like modified,

Canningizcd Toryism, that the chief dis-

tinction between them is in the different

modes of spelling their names. Within the
last twenty years, the people of England
have advanced a century, Avhile the Whig
leaders have not kept pace even with the
calendar. English liberalism looks with
longing eye for "the coming man;" and
when he appears he will be as far in advance
of the Greys and Russells of to-day, as

they are before the Pitts and the Percevals
of past times.

To return to Mr. Canning. During the
last five years of his life, he was the con-
necting link between the old and the new
order of things. Having served under Pitt

in his youth, he formed an alliance with
the disciples of Fox in his maturity.
Having advocated the complete destruction
of the'^ Irish Parliament in 1799 and 1800,
he proposed a qualified emancipation of

its Catholics in 1823 and 1827. Having
sustained the European coalition for the
overthrow of Napoleon, he repudiated
its legitimate offspring, the Holy Alliance.

Having drained England of her wealth
to nourish and maintain absolutism on
the Continent, he shrank from per-

mitting her to pluck the fruit of her
own culture. In these latter years, he
might have been properly called either a
Liberal Tory or a Conservative Whig. He
was the friend of Catholic Emancipation

;

but though public sentiment was not ripe

enough, during his administration, to ac-

complish this reform, his efforts tended to

bring it to that maturity which, soon after

his death, enabled this proscribed sect to

gather the fruit from that tree of religious

toleration which his hand had aided to

plant in the breast of English Protestantism.
But on the vital subject of parliamentary
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reform lie would yield nothing. It was in

reference to this that he had his famous
quarrel with Brougham, who, by-the-by,
was for many years the pitted antagonist of

Canning. The point in controversy was the

disfranchisement of a rotten borough, Avhich

had been convicted of bribery. Both girded
themselves for the contest. Never was the

rugged intensity of the one, nor the polished

strength of the other, more conspicuous
than on that occasion. Brougham's attack

was compared to the conclave sjjeculwn, in

which every ray was concentrated with focal

intensity, and poured in a burning stream
upon his shrinking victim. Canning's, to

the convex mirror, which scattered the rays,

and showered them down upon his foe Avith

blinding fervour.

Turning from the statesman to the

orator, we find him occupying a place

equalled by few of his cotemporaries—sur-
passed by none. He was the Cicero of the

British Senate ; and, using the term oratortj

in its precise sense, he shines unrivalled

among the English statesmen of cur day.

He is an admirable refutation of the some-
what popular error, that a reasojier must
necessarily be as dull and uninteresting as

the llev. Dr. Dryasdust—that wit, raillery,

vivid illustration, and suggestive allusions,

are incompatible with sound argument

—

tliat to be convincing, one must be stupid

—

that logic consists in a lifeless skeleton of

consecutive syllogisms, divested of the flesh,

blood, and marrow of eloquence—and that

the profundity of a speech is to be measured
by the depth of the slumbers into which it

precipitates the auditory. It is thus that

many a man has gained the reputation of

being a great reasoner, when he was only a

great bore ; or been accounted wiser than
his more vivacious associates, because he
wore a stolid visage and held his tongue

—

completely putting to rout the venerable

maxim of '" nothing venture, nothing have."

Though few public speakers of his time

dealt more with the lighter graces of oratory

—wit, fancy, epigram, anecdote, historical

illustration, and classical allusion—so, few

excelled him in the clearness of his state-

ments, the solidity of his arguments, and
the skill with which he brought all his re-

sources to bear upon the point to be

reached, and the power with which he
pressed it home to the conviction of his

liearers. A burst of laughter from all sides,

excited by his infectious wit, or a round of

applause from his friends when some galling

sarcasm pierced the mailed harness of the

Opposition, relieved the tedium of a cur-

rency debate, intolerably dull in most hands,

but which he, by mingling figures of speech

with the figures of the budget, always made
interesting, and thus kept his party in good

humour while he drove these wearisome
topics through the thick skulls of knights
of the shire and country squires, of which
material the Tories were largely made up.
Throwing around the path v/here he led his
auditors a profusion of flowers, gathered in
all climes and refreshing to all tastes, he
was ever carrying forward the heavy chain
of argument, delighting Avhile he convinced,
and amusing that he might convert.
But these rare qualities produced their

drawbacks. So skilful a master of so be-
wiiching an art could not be sparing in the
exhibition of his peculiar powers. His
pleasantry and by-play, when handling
momentous questions, oflended graver men,
who could not believe that so much levity

was consistent with sincerity. He excited
the jealousy of plainer understandings, who
saw things as clearly as he, but could not set

them in so transparent a light. His corus-
cations \yexe not only glittering, but they
often dazzled and confounded less ornate
minds. His sarcasms stung his enemies
to madness ; and, not content merely
to drive his opponents to the wall, he
hurled them there with such force that they
rebounded into the arena, to become in

turn the assailants ; and his friends found
that a brilliant attack, led on by him, often
resulted in a counter assault, wluch sum-
moned to the rescue all the forces of his

party. And more than this, his port and
bearing left the impression upon most
minds that a consummate artist was acting
a part, and not a sincere man speaking
from the heart. His obscure origin (ob-

scure for one Avho aspired to be a Tory
Premier) and his early coquetry with tlie

Whigs, aflRxed to him the ei)ithet of " an
adventurer," and he never shook off the
epithet nor effaced the impression that it

was fitly bestowed. The people of Eng-
land, whether he was Treasurer of the
Navy, Foreign Secretary, Prime Minister,

or Parliamentary orator, never w?iolly es-

caped from the suspicion that the son was
following the profession of the mother, but
had chosen the chapel of St. Stephens
rather than the theatre of Drury-lane for

the display of his genius.

Turning from the orator to the man, we
find much to delight the eye. George
Canning never forgot the humble mother
that bore him. So soon as his resources

would permit, he made ample provision for

her support ! and for years after he entered

Parliament, and even when a foreign am-
bassador, he wrote her a weekly epistle,

breathing the kindliest affection. Though
he could never elevate her tastes and asso-

ciations above the connections of her youth,

he used to throw aside the cares of oliice

that he might visit her, and the humble
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cousins with Avhom she dwelt, at Bath
;

luul there, when in the zenith of his lame,
would walk out with his plcbiun relatives

and receive the homage of the lordly visi-

tants at that fashionable resort in their

company. This marlcs him a noble man.

He delighted in literary pursuits—would
drop the pen, when preparing a diplomatic

dispatch, to talk over the classics with his

university acquaintances—was a brilliant

essayist, and wrote Latin and English
verses with grace and beauty.

THE IIOUTIXE OF DAILY LIFE.
By Miss H. M. Ratiiroxe, Avtiiok of "Rose Allen," Sec

Xo. IV.—THE IIACKXEY COACHMAN.
Six 8HILLIN08 a week would seem to some
of us a small pittance upon which to live

;

Tot Ralph Waring and his poor invalid son
thought themselves very fortunate in pos-

sessing such an income, and dwelt content-

edly in a little attic room above some livery

stables, for which th«y paid only eighteen-

pcncc weekly. The warm rays of a bright

July morning early awoke the invalid, who
lay still an hour, enjoying the quiet which
yet reigned in the streets, and longing to

breathe the fresh air. Presently he called

his father, who woke at the first gentle

n\'irmur of his name, and after satisfying

himself regarding his son's night, proceeded
to arrange the bed as neatly as any woman's
hands could have performed the task. A
small fire was kindled to heat the cocoa, and
supply warm wat?r, with whicli the old man
carefully sponged the fevered frame of Ar-
thur, who, though his years numbered three-
and-twenty, Avas weak and helpless as an
infant, and laboured under a chronic disease
' f the heart, from which he could never re-

)vcr. But this great trial did not render
ither father or son melancholy

|
the latter,

:idc'ed, talked gaily all the time, and blithely

\vished his parent good morning, as, whip
in liand, Ralph went about his business,
aving Arthur's slender fingers busily en-
igcd in carving little wooden figures, whicli
casionally brought him a few welcome

-iiillings.

"With twenty cr thirty other conveyances,
I'alph and his cab took their place on the
tand, Avhence he was soon called to drive
uo or three peoi)le to the pier-side, who
were going to embark for Beaumaris. ** I

don't think the horse can take another
trunk, sir," he said to the gentleman in

command, after a fearful pile of packages had
di?<appeared in the cab. "Nonsense! he
could take twice as much ; the cab is not
half full,"was the discouragingreply ; and he
drove ofiF, the poor horse hardly able to drag
his heavy load up one of the steep streets,
" Drive faster, you lazy rascal, we shall hi-

too late for the boat!" shouted the gentle-
man a moment afterwards. '* Indeed, sir,

I dare not; my master will be very much

displeased if the horse is injured, or should
drop down, as several have already done
this hot day." "Oh, well, if yoii can't
mend your pace, I shall get out, and you
need not look for anything yourself. What
is your master entitled to for tlie precious
time during which we have made use of his

cab r" " Sixpence, sir," replied Ralph re-

spectfully, and without exhibiting the least

resentment at the gentleman's behaviour.
He was returning to the stand, when a
young man beckoned to him to draw up,
opened the door himself, jumped in, and
desired him to drive as fast as possible to

catch a train which was to start in a quarter
of an hour. The cab rattled over the stones,
a burning sun pouring down, and making
the busy townspeople almost ready to ex-
claim, with a certain eminent person,
" O sun I I tell thee how I hate thy beams,"
Arrived at the station, the young man let

himself out, hastily put half-a-crown into
Ralph's hand, and, joining a party of ele-

gantly-dressed ladies who appeared to be
waiting for him, disappeared in an instant.

Ralph felt overjoyed at his good fortune,
and indulged himself in a reverie about buy-
ing a Ijook for his invalid son, and what it

should be, debating between a work on
natural history that he knew Arthur much
desired, and an entertaining book of travels

that he had often looked at, with longing
eyes, in a book-stall

lie now drove to the stables, that the horse
might rest, and took the opportunity of
running up to his poor boy, who, wearied
Avith the heat, noise, and close confinement,
lay with his hands crossed over his breast,
praying for help to bear his appointed cross.

His look brightened upon seeing his father;
but the hitter's watchful care perceived his
exhausted state, and, ])Utting a shilling on
the bed, told him to fix on what book he
would like best, and then taking the remain-
ing sixpence— for eighteenpcnce of the
half-croAATi belonged to his master, Mr.
Grifiiths—he ran out to get a lemon and a
little suL^ar. Gladly did Arthur drink the
refreshing lemonade which his father quickly
made, and soou seeming quite rcTived, he
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insisted the shilling should be kept to buy
Ralph a new hat, which he sadly wanted.

" Bless your heart, Arthur, my boy, that's

quite a mistake of yours ; Avhy I think my
old beaver is very tidy, and will last for a

long time to come. I'm sure I saw a nice

young lady looking at it, as if she thought
it very neat, only yesterday ; so that settles

the matter."
" But, father, you want better nourish-

ment than you get. I wish now you'd buy
yourself a bit of good mutton or beef; it

would do you good."
"No, no, Arthur, my boy, I could not

eat it, unless you would help me, which the

doctors won't allow you to do ; and, indeed, I

don't think meat somehow agrees with my
constitution as well as potatoes ; and so I'm
going to buy you a new book, which you
know I shall like as much as you do ; so

then we shall both be gainers."

The vrork of travels was decided upon
;

and Arthur, cheered by the visit, turned to

go to sleep, while his father resumed his

station upon the stand. His services Avere

next required by some ladies who were
shopping, and they drove about from place

to placeTin the melting heat, with a perse-

verance worthy of a better cause. At last

one of them desired Ralph to take them to

Iso. 16, in Gilbert-street. Somewhat sur-

prised at the order, he ventured to ask if he
had rightly understood the command. The
lady replied in the affirmative, and he drove

on "for a good half hour into the very depths

of the town, and drew up, as he had been
ordered, at Xo. 16, Gilbert-street,—a noted

place, frequented by horse-dealers, who had
horses on sale. Several gentlemen and
grooms were standing at the entrance, who
looked in great surprise at the new arrival

;

while the ladies whispered to each other and
seemed perplexed. An impertinent youth,

seeing that they hesitated, went up to the

cab, and, with affected humility, said to

them: "Allow me, ladies, to conduct you
into the saloon ; doubtless you are wishing

to purchase some Spanish jennet ?
"

No answer was returned; and, beckoning

to Ralph to come nearer, the eldest of the

set said, "I am sure we have made some
mistake : we expected to find a jeweller's

shop where we Avere to meet our mother,
and my brother certainly told us it was in

Gilbert-street. Do you know of any name
like k where there is such a shop ?

"

" No, ma'am : there is a street called Hil-

bert-street ; but I don't know whether there

is any jeweller's shop. Would you wish me
to drive there ?

"

" Yes, I think that would be best

;

and pray don't be stupid, but turn back
directly if it docs not look like a street avc

should be likely to frequent.'

Ralph could hardly suppress a smile, and
conveyed the Avandering damsels to a quiet,

retired street, where a chemist's shop at the
corner seemed the only establishment for

buying and selling. Fortunately, Avhile the
debate was going on, as to the next step

they should take, the young ladies' brother
happened to pass by ; and, after laughing
heartily at his si&tsrs' mistake, he told Ralph
to go to Gilbert's, the jeweller's, at No 16,

Lord-street. Here he was dismissed, but
did not perceive until again on the stand,

that the ladies had left a reticule, a paper
Avith a quantity of writing on it, and a par-

cel of buns, on one of the seats. He did not
know Avhere to find them, as they had left

Lord-street, but the jeweller, Avho kneAV the
family, took charge of the articles ; and
Ralph then reeived a summons to take a
gentleman out into the country.

The afternoon felt hotter even than noon
had done, and he was not sorry to leave the

dusty town, and driA'e along lanes, shaded
by fine beech trees, and past fields whose
new-moAATi grass filled the air with delicious

perfume. When the gentleman reached
home, he told Ralph to wait for a box
Avhich had to be returned to some milliners

;

and, drawing his horse into the shade of a
oak, Ralph listened to the warbling of an
black-cap, and thought of his poor son,

until the tears streamed doAvn his face.

He ventured to gather a daisy and one or

tAvo buttercups from the laAvn to take to

him, and just then the butler called to him
to draAv up to the house door. He had re-

ceived the box, AA-ith directions as to its

disposal, AA-hen a little girl rather timidly

off'ered him some fine straAvberries, her
father telling her to put them in a basket.

Ralph thankfully accepted them, for Ar-
thur's sake ; and Avhen he told the good-
natured gentleman about his son's illness,

a bunch of grapes, and a nosegay of beauti-

ful roses, fuschias, and honeysuckles, were
forced upon him, in addition, for the inva-

lid. His spirits rose high Avith the thoughts
of Arthur's pleasure, and he trusted he
should not again have to drive out that

evening, for it was noAv seven o'clock ; he
had been out many hours, and he longed to

be Avith his son once more.
" Arthur, my boy, look here," he

called out as he opened the door ; and the

feeble invalid uttered a cry of joy, Avhile he
trembled all over with excess of pleasure.

He could hardly notice the fruit, though
liis mouth was parched with thirst; and
his father fed him Avith the cool, fresh

StraAvberries, like a bird feeding its young
ones : but the floAvers, so superior to any
he had beheld for three years, at least,

absorbed hisAvhole attention. Every piece

of crockery in their room, except one cup,
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was put in requisition to hold this bounti-

ful supply ; unci \vhen two hours had ilown
rapidly away, in contemplating the beauty
of tlie roses, and in the blessed interchange
of every thought and feeling with his father,

it was time for him to settle for the night.
Again did Ralph gently perform the office

of a skilful nurse ; and when the smoothed
bed had been made comfortable, and the
remaining cup filled with fresh toast and
water, he read aloud the 41st and 4Gth
Psalms, and then, kneeling down, prayed

simply and earnestly for a blessing upon
his child ; imploring the gift of sweet
sleep and freeaom from pain, if such were
the will of their heavenly father, and re

turning grateful praise for the blessings

which had that day lightened their path.

The little service over, the tired invalid

sank into a peaceful slumber, and his old

father sat beside him for a long time, ere he
prepared for bed, contemplating the ex-
pression of innocence which rested on his

young brow.

THE ANGLO-SAXON RACE.
By Elihit Burritt.

Britaix has been frequently denominated
the Mother of Nations. Whatever may be
her title to this appellation, nothing is more
evident and true than the fact that her
island has been the elaboratory of a most
remarkable race, in which nearly all the

races that peopled Europe, from the Roman
to the Norman conquest, were combined.
All that was vigorous in the Celt, the Saxon,
the Scandinavian, and the Norman, was
absorbed into what we call the Anglo-
Saxon race ; and when the combination was
completed, on the island of Great Britain a

new world was discovered, as if it were on
piirpose for the irresistible expansion of

that mighty race. As an illustration of one
of its physical qualities, it is estimated that

its population doubles itself in So years,

Avhilst that of Germany doubles itself in 76

;

of Holland, in 100; of Spain, in 106; of

Italy, in 135 ; of France, in 138 ; of Portugal,
in 238 ; and that of Turkey in ooo years.

When, about 2o0 years ago, one or two
vessels crossed the ocean and planted here
and there, along the coast of North America,
a few germs of that race, its whole popula-
tion in the Old World did not exceed six

millions. England, Wales, and Scotland
numbered fewer inhabitants at that time
than New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio
do now. Hardly two centuries and a half

have elapsed since that epoch, and now
there are at least twenty-five millions of

that race in North America and its adjacent
islands—a number exceeding the whole
population of Great Britain. In 1620 the
Anglo-Saxon racenumbered about 6,000,000,
and was confined to England, Wales, and
Scotland ; and the combination of which
it is the result was not then more than half
perfected, for neither Wales nor Scotland
were half Saxonizod at that time. Now it

numbers 60,000,000 of human beings,
planted upon all the islands and continents
of the earth, and increasing everywhere by

|

an intense ratio of progression. It is fast
absorbing or displacing all the sluggish
races or barbarous tribes of men that have
occupied the continents of America, Africa,
Asia, and the islands of the ocean. See it

girdling them from year to year with its

vigorous plantations ! If no great physical
revolution supervene to check iti propaga-
tion, it will number 800,000,000 of human
beings in less than 150 years from the pre-
sent time—all speaking the same language,
centred to the same literature and religion,
and exhibiting all its inherent and inalien-
able characteristics.

Thus the population of the earth is fast
becoming AngloSaxonized by blood. But
the English language is more self-expansive
and aggressive than the blood of that race

;

it is, if we may speak it reverently, the John
the Baptist in the mission of that race

—

uttering its voice and teaching its words to
the scattered tribes and tongues of the
earth, in every distant wilderness of barbar-
ism. When a community begins to speak
and read the English language, it is half
Saxo7iizecl, even if not a drop of Anglo-
Saxon blood run in its veins. Ireland was
never colonized from England, like North

• America or Australia ; but nearly the whole
of its seven or eight millions already speak
the English language, which is the prepara-
tory state to being entirely absorbed into the
Anglo-Saxon race, as one of its most
vigorous and useful elements. Everywhere
the English language is gaining upon the
languages of the earth, and preparing those
who speak it for this absorption. The young
generation of the East Indies is learning it

;

and it is probable that, within fifty years,
twentj'-five millions of human beings, of
Asiatic race, will speak the language on
that continent. So it is in the United
States. About 50,000 immigrants from
Germany, and other coimtries of continental
Europe, arc arriving in that country every
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year. Perhaps they cannot speak a word of

English when they first land on its shores
;

but in the course of a few years they master
the language to some extent. Their chil-

dren sit upon the same benches in the com-
mon schools Avith those of native Americans,
and become, as they grow up and diffuse

themselves among the rest of the population,
comp.letely Anglo-Saxonized.
Thus the race, by its wonderful self-

expansive power of language and blood, is

fast occupying, and subduing to its genius,
all the continents and islands of the earth.

The grandson of many a young man who
yeads these lines will probably live to see
the day when that race will number its

800,000,000 of human beings. Perhaps
they may comprise a hundred nations, or

distinct governments. Perliaps they may
become a grand Constellation and coiumou-
wealth of republics, pervaded by tlie same
laws, literature, and religion. Tlieir unity,

harmony, and brotherhood, must be deter-

mined by the relations between Great
Britain and the United Slates. Their
union will be the union of the two worlds.

If they discharge their duly to each other
and to mankina, they must become the
united heart of the mighty race they repre-

sent, fcedijig its myriad veins with the
blood of moral and political life. Upon the
state of their fellowship, then, more than
upon the union of any two nations on earth,

depend the well-being of humanity, the
peace and progress of the world.

THE LAWS RELATING TO MASTERS AND WORKMEN.

ARTICLE V.

THE TRUCK SYSTEM.
Ha\'ixg In our last article explained the effect and provisions of the Truck Act, as

fur as regards the class of persons intended to be protected by it, and the mode in

\\'hirh the protection is afforded, it remains for us to consider,

Thirdly : Thejmnislrmeiit to ivhich the masters who infringe the statute are liable.

In addition to the masters not being allowed to set off. against wages, in any action,

goods supplied in contravention of this statute (which we have before stated), it is

provided, that no master shall be entitled to maintain any action against any icorkman,

for any goods, wares, or merchandize, supplied to the latter,from any shop or 'warehouse

Icept by or belonging to the employer, or in which he has any share or interest. If, also,

any workman, or his widow, wife, or child, not of age, become chargeable to any
parish, the overseer may recover from the employer of the workman all ivayes the

latter may have earned within three calendar moyiths 2ii'cvious to such charge, which have
not been paid to the workman in the current coin of the realm.

In addition to these civil disabilities, an employer, doing an^r of the acts rendered
illegal by this statute, shall, for the first offence, ybr/<:'i7 a sum not exceeding £10 or less

than £5 / andfor the second offence a sum not exceeding £20, nor less than £10. The
third or any subsequent offence shall be deemed •d.m.\%({oxi\cQ.y\ox

,
pimishable, hov;ever,

by fine only, which is not in any case to exceed £100. The magistrate has power to

award a portion of the penalty inflicted, to the informer, but it is not in any case to

exceed £20.
It is wisely provided that no justice of the pieacc, being aperson also engaged in any of

the trades or occupations enumerated in the act, or the father, son, or brother of any
such person, shall act, under this statute, as a magistrate.

However stringent and effective this act may appear to be, it is notorious, that ever

since its passing, the offences provided against, have been, and are now, carried to

such an extent, in particular trades and districts, as to render the statute a dead letter.

This was brought clearly to light by an investigation of a Committee of the House
of Commons, a few years ba^k, appointed for the purpose of inquiring into the Truck
System. The modes adopted of evading the statute are indeed of a flimsy descrip-

tion, and would be made to appear as flagrant violations of the act in case of a prose-

cution ; but, for the reasons we shall presently point out, informations under this

statute are rarely to be met with—a victory to the working man being his greatest

loss. According to the evidence of some of the witnesses, examined before the com-
mittee in question, the evil has rather increased since the passing of the statute

;
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^ith the addition, that the masters adopt cautious and cunning expedients to avoid

tiutection, and a collision with the provisions of the statute.

We have not space to spare, nor if v.c had, would it be quite in accordance with

the object of this series of articles, at any length to dissect the revelations made
before this committee ; but it may be well to mention one or two instances produced.

One of the chief articles supplied at the sliops of the masters, in contravention of this

statute, is, of course, bread. A witness produced a loaf of bread, which he received

in part payment of his wages; and the loaf, having been handed over to a professor

fur analyzation, turned out to be as to 24 per cent, composed of clay .' Another witness

stated, that he was compelled to take gown-pieces, in part payment, at 7s. per piece,

the market-price heiny only three shillhiys per piece ! In another class of goods—

.

potatoes—it was evidenced that nineteen pounds of dirt to the half load were regularly

thrust upon the men, in part payment of wages.

A greater evil still was proved to exist, in the plan of compelling the workpeople
to take articles of cloth, ^c, for which they had no use or occasion ; and these bought
at a very advanced price, fixed by the master, they were compelled to hawk about the

country, and ultimately to dispose of at a yreat'loss.

One of the foremost causes of this state of things is, that the tcorlcmen or their

friends are the only persons who have an interat in enforcing the act, and thus the

disagreeable onus of obtaining compliance with it rests upon the class of persons
whose dependent position renders it an almost wanton act of daring, on their part, to

complain. Suppose that a workman, or a body of men, determine to complain, and
succeed in obtaining a conviction, the man, or the class of men, is immediately for-

saken, not only by the particular master offending, but by all the masters in the

neighbourhood ; and the unfortunate complainants are driven to seek in other places

the employment from which they are thenceforth shut out in this particular dis-

trict. As might be expected, therefore, it appeared clear, from the statements of
witnesses before the committee, that they had not courage to complain, from want oi'

adequate protection.

Like many other offences also, the commission of it is attended, on the one hand, with
fuch profit, and on the other with so inadequate a penalty, as to hold out a stronrj pccn-
uiary inducement to the master to infringe the prorisio)is of the act. If, as would seem to

be the result of the evidence on the subject, a master by means of the Truck system can,

out of the nominal wages of his workmen, obtain a profit or reduction of 2.> per cent.

it will, by some, be considered, on calculation, a good commercial speculation, to run
the chances of detection and punishment, against the cvtainty of pecuniary profit.

Wc regret to be compelled to arrive at the conclusion, that a great source of evil,

in this inatter, remains to be rooted out ; and that the attempt made by the Legisla-

ture to repress or reduce it has completely failed.

Or.c of the first steps of cllicacy that might be taken, would be the establishment
of some independent system of inspection, with which should rest the duty of detect-

ing infringements of the law, and of euforcing the penalties attached to them.

Wc should mention that the statute, of which we have been writing, is the 37th
chapter of 1 and 2 William the 4th.

AxECDOTi: OP On-iTOR Henley.—Henley was drinking in the Grecian Coffee-house
ill company with a friend, when he wa.s hcaal to say, '* Tray, what has become of our old
acquaintance, Dick Smith ':"— Friend: " I really dou't know: the last time I heard of
him he w;i.s at Ceylon, or r of our West India settlements."—ZZt'n%: " Ceylon,
Sir ! You have made tw( . Cuylon is nut one of our settlements, and is in the
East Indies, not in the \\\si."—rrimd: "That I deny,"—//f«.xy ; ''The more shame
for you : even.- boy eight years old knows the truth of what I say."

—

Friend: "Well,
well; be it as you will. Thank Gud, I know very little about these things.

—

Ilcnlcy :
*• What, you thank God for your ignorance, do you i "—Friend. " I do. Sir : \vhat then 'r

"

Henley

:

'" You have much to be thaukful for."

—

Litcs nftke British Painters.
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM.—No. VIII.

THE LAAVS OF MOTION.
Having now given our readers some general
ideas with regard to matter and its proper-
ties, we shall, before proceeding to treat of
the mechanical powers, say something of

the three laws of motion.
Motion may be defined as the changing

of place, or the opposite to rest. As we
stated in our remarks upon Inertia, matter
has always a tendency to preserAC its actual
state, either of rest or motion, unchanged

;

and all motion must, therefore, of necessity
be produced by the application of force.

The laAvs of motion, consequently, have
reference to matter, not in its natural state,

but when put in movement by external
agency of some kind.
The first law of motion was discovered

by the celebrated astronomer Kepler, and
is thus enunciated by Sir Isaac Xewton :

*^ Ecery body uiust 2iersevere in its state of
rest, or of uniform motion inM, straight

line, unless it be coynjielled to cfiange that

state byforces impressed ujoon it." We all

know, that if we place an inert mass of

matter in any particular spot, it will not
leave that spot of itself, but remain in the
position in which we placed it until it be
removed by some external cause. Again,
if we roll a ball upon a smooth surface

—

upon a sheet of ice, for example—it will

continue to move on in a straight line,

until stopped by some obstacle. These
obstacles are the resistance of the air, the
force of gravity, and friction ; and if these

were removed, bodies when once set in

motion Avould go on continually moving in

the same direction and Avith the same
velocity.

The second law of motion is due to Ga-
lileo, and expresses certain general facts

relative to the action of new forces upon
bodies already in motion, or in the act of

being set in motion. " Every change of
inotion 7nust be jJroportional to the impressed
force; and its direction zcill dcjoend xq)on

that of the straigJd line in which theforce
is tjnjyressed." Thus, if a ball be rolling

along the ground with a force that would
carry it to a point A, and it be struck on
one side with a blow which, had it been at

rest, would have sent it to B, it will not go
either to A or B, but to a point between
them. This principle is very readily under-
stood; but the precise rule which governs
the motion of a body, thus acted upon by

two or more forces at the same time, re-

quires some explanation.

Suppose two forces to be pulling the same
body in exactly contrary directions (as if

we were to fasten two horses of equal
power, one to the front and the other to the

I

back of a carriage), it is evident that the
' body will not be moved in either direction.
But if one force be greater than the other,
it would be pulled in the direction of that
one, with an amount of force equal to the
difference between the two. Now it is

obvious that if they be made to pull, neither
exactly against each other, nor in the same
direction, they will neutralize each other
in a greater or less degree, and the body
will not be moved in the direction of either.

The law by which the direction and amovmt
of the body'-s motion is determined under
each circumstance, is termed that of the
composition of forces, and is simply this:

If a body at A be acted on at the same
moment by one force that would have
driven it to B, and by another that would
have carried it to C, it moves in the direc-

tion of the diagonal of a parallelogram, of
which A B and A C form adjacent sides;

and its amount is determined by the length
of the diagonal, compared Avith that of
either of the sides.

A number of familiar examples might be
mentioned, to show how continually this

principle is in operation around us. If a
boat be rowed straight across a river where
there is no current, it will reach the point
opposite to that from whence it started

;

but if there be a current, it will be neces-
sary to direct the head of the boat in some
degree against the current, in order to pre-

vent being carried down the stream. In
conformity with the same law are produced
some of those feats of horsemanship, Avhich,

when thus explained, are found to be less

wonderful than they seem to be at first

sight. Thus, a man, standing on the saddle

of a horse at full gallop, jumps from it, and
ii lights again at some distance, the horse
having passed over a space of many yards
in the time between his leaving the saddle

and returning to it ; but he does not really

jump forwards ; for, as he partakes of the

motion of the horse at the time of leaving

it, this carries him on at the rate necessary

to bring him down upon the saddle again,

after having jumped upwards, as if he were
leaping from the floor. In this manner he
may he carried through a hoop, without

any other than an upward jump. But if he
were to jump from the saddle of a horse at

rest, and the horse were to be put in motion
at that instant, he would be left behind by
just the amount that the horse had moved
in the interval. Or if the horse had been
in rapid movement at the time of his up-
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ward leap, and had then been suddenly
checked, he would be thrown forwards, as

in the first instance, and would descend
again just where the saddle would have
been if the horse's rate of motion had con-

tinued.

Another very interesting example of the
composition of forces affords direct proof
that the earth really turns round upon its

own axis. A stone let fall from tlie top of a
high tower does not fall exactly at its foot,

but at some distance to the eastward. The
reason is simply this : the top of the tower
and its base are not moving round the earth's

centre at the same rate ; for the top moves
through a larger circle than the bottom, and
will, therefore, pass over a larger space in

the same time. The stone, when let fall

from the top, partakes of its movement; and
as, during the time of its descent, the bot-

tom of the tower has not passed on quite so
far as it has itself done, it will fall a little in
front of this—that is, in the direction of the
earth's movement, or eastwards.
The third law of motion was discovered

by Xewton, and is thus stated: ^'Action
must always be equal and opposite to reac-
tion ; or the actions of two bodies upon each
other mnst be equal, and directed against
opposite sides.^'

Action is the impression of force. A blow
is action

;
pressure is action. Reaction is

resistance, or rather the action of striking

or pressing back, even though the body
stricken or pressed upon do no more.
Then, when a boy throws his ball against

the wall of a house, the wall reacts on the

ball, and causes it to rebound; and nume-
rous instances of a similar nature will

readily occur to our readers. It is by this

law, also, that the movements of living ob-

jects are rendered effectual. When we walk
on the ground, the ground resists the pres-

sure, and we feel ourselves steadied. A
bird, in flying, pushes itself onward by the

flapping of its wings against the partially-

resisting medium of the atmosphere. Tlie

partially-resisting force of water, in the same
manner, allows a fish to propel itself by its

tail and fins. Hence, likewise, the reason

of rowing with oars, the recoiling of guns,

and many other actions, all of which are

produced upon this principle.

But we must now conclude. The three

laws which we have just stated lie at the

foundation of the science of mechanic^, and
they arc the laws by which, under the supcr-

intciidence of the Almighty, the movements
of the great System of the Universe are di-

rected and supported.

THREE PICTURES
fA woman sits with a sleepless eye,

As she hears the distant bell.

As twelve it tolls, tiien with deep-drawn sigh
The gruff" watcliman's cry— "All's well!"

The tear rolls down from her cheek once fair,

On the child upon her knee
;

The bride and her infant child are there,
But the father where is he ?

A young man stands in a noisy throng,
And his drunken laugli goes out.

His voice is loud in th' bacchanal song,
And it swells the mighty shout

;

** Drink ! drink, ay ! drink ! and dispel all gloom

!

With a loud fierce laugh, cries he :
—

" Oh, why should we now prefer our home,
To this pleasure and this glee?"

A widow, young, o'er a new grave weeps

;

Aye I the widow, late a bride !

Yes, weeps she there as her watch she keeps
By the lonely, drear grave side,

A weary load has her short life been
Since the ])lighted word she gave

;

She longcth now but to slumber in
The peaceful, silent grave.
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DIGGINGS.

SMALL, BUT GOLDEX, GllAIXS."

Attempt not too hastily, nor pursue too

eap;erly.

Sneer not at ^vhat you cannot rival.

Since we were born for mutual help, we
should know the world.

Many he dreads in turn whom many dread.

Recklessness is the parent of misery.

Rather mistrust too soon, than be de-

ceived too late.

Simplicity of life and manners produce
tranquillity of mind.
Quench all immoderate desires.

He who would reap well must sow well.

He that swells in prosperity will be sure

to shrink in adversity.

Modesty is not an ornament, but a guard,
to virtue.

One eye-witness is better than ten hear •

says.

Of all studies, study your present condi-
tion.

Nothing is more contagious than a bad
example.
Kail at your conscience, not at a fellow

creature.

Thefts never einich ; alms never im-
poverish

;
prayers hinder no work.

The crutch of Time does more than the
club of Hercules.

Contentment is to the mind as light is to
the eye.

Content can only be purchased by a vir-

tuous life.

Envy is a turnkey by birth, and an exe-
cutioner by profession.

Employment is the great instrument of
intellectual dominion.
None can feel the weight of another's

burthen.
Gratitude is a property of which no one

can rob the possessor.

Man is a tree, the fruit whereof is never
ripe but in the latter season.

Positive men are most often in error.

Punctuality begets confidence, and is the
sure path to honour and respect.

The longest day must have an end.
Yv''it once bought is worth twice taught.

He who goes the wrong road must go the

journey twice over.

Most things have two handles, and a wise

man takes hold of the best.

A mischievous cur must be tied short.

When an ass is among monkeys they all

make faces at him.
Every crow thinks her OAvn bird the

fairest.

The devil lies dov>-n in the miser's chest.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

VF.uETAnr.E Sour.—First, get as many carrots,

turni])?, oiiioiiir;, and Jerusalem artichokes as you
may lliink necessary; wash them well in cold

Aviiter, and dry them on a thick towel. Put them
into a deep frjinsr-paii with a little butter and
moist fiigfar. Place your pan on a ckar brisk

lire. a!ul stir them well about till they appear
nicely browned. You may shake a very small

<liiantity of flour over them during- the process,

but be very careful that you do not allow them to

Vie burnt. Then pour over a quart of good broth,

and 1( t all si-.nnicr till the vegetables arc quite

tender, carefully fckimming off any iai which may
aiise. Turn the whole contents of the pan into a
B;iucep-jn, or boil(!r, with a quart of writer ; add
salt and pepper to taste, and a dessert spoonful of

moist sugar; let it boil slowly for about a quarter
of an hour, and serve with bread either plain or
toasted.
Veuy Cheap Sour.— Get a sheep's head,

chopped in half, and soak and clean it thoroughly.
Put it into a boiler with one gallon of water, about
a pound of dripping, or some cuttings of fat

mutton. Let this boil till the fat is melted, and
the scum carefully taken off. Throw in a turnip
or tAvo and some onions, and a stnall cabbage cut
into shreds. If you have any bones by yon, put
them in, also any crusts of stale bread ; a pint of

eplit peas, or half a pound of broken rice, may be

added. Season with salt and pepper, and b')il

slowly for two houi.^. This will be foui)d che;q),
savoury, and nouri>liing.

Flekt Pudding.—To two pounds of Hour
add about half a pint of stale bread grated or
crumbled, half a pound of finely-chopped beef
suet, half a pound of dried currants, or raisins
chopped, a teaspoonful of >alt, ar.d as much milk
as will make it into batter of a middling stifFiu'ss.

After mixing the whole thoroughly, wet and flnnr

your cloth, pour the batter in. lie it well up, and
let it boil iu plenty of water for two hours and a
half.

Apple-jam.—Peel, quarter, and core some good
boiling apple? ; the larger the better. Throw
them into cold water, but take them out imme-
diately with your hand?, and ]nit them, dripping
wet, into your stewpan. Cover the pan up, and let

them simmer till reduced to a smooth pulp. Stir

them often, to prevent their burning, but cover
the pan immediately. Mix treacle well with the
jam, in the proportion of half a pound to each
pound of jam, as nearly as you can guess. Add a
little powdered ginger, wnd some grated lemon-
peel, or nutmeg. Stir these last articles well into

the whole mass. Put it in pots, and when cold,

cover down with bladder, or thin gutta percha.
If you prefer it, you can use moist, or powderQCl
lump, sugar, instead of treacle.
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WEEKLY CALEXDAll.

MARCH 31 ST

March 31, Easier fJnnd'y}/.—Th\3 is the fi'Stivnl

of til'! anniversiiry of the comincmoi-ntion of our
gjiviour's resurrection. It is distiiiguialied by its

piiculiar name, throucfh oiir Saxo.i ancestors, who,

at this season of the year, held a great festival In

Iionourof the goddess Eas Ior, probably the Jhtarle

of the heatlicn nations. The French call this fos-

tival Paques, derived Horn the Greek Pnscha,
which is also derived from the Hebrew Paech,
nxaniut,' p^.Hiovor ; and whence we have the Kug-

II di \\ox(\ paschal applied to the lamb, which was
u^eil at tae Jewish I'assover, and which formed
part of the evcniji^j menl, the last of which our Sa-

viour partooli, before his death, with liis twelve
apostles. Ea*ter-day is obserTcd all over Chrls;cn-

dom witli pccuMai- rit<!S.

Eastcr-day is alsvays the first Sunday after the

full moun, wiiicli happens upon, or ne.Kt after, tlie

21 -.1 dny of March ; and if the full moon happen
upoM a Sunday, Kaster-dav is the Sunday after.

March 31, 1651, Coch-Jlfilling was prohibited by
Oliver Cromwell. This barbarous amusement was
practised by :he(Jreel;s and Romans; bat tlien-^'tcra

vated cruelty of the battle-royal, or Welsh vi'iin, is

peculiar to Kn.,dand. Happily this, a'ld >imUar
Bports, are much on the decline, and many of them
are now rarelv lieard of.

.March M, 181-4, the Allied Sovereigns entered
rari>, after liavinijdcrcated the French ariui', under
the command of Napoleon Uuonaparte, on the pUius
of Waterloo.

r^Iarcli 31, 1827, Ludwig von Beethoven, a very
cniiuent musical compuscr, died, a;?ed .t7. His pe-
culiar miric consists in originality of Invention, ex-
traordinary passages, and great cni;ri,'y of manner,
and profound seientitic modulation.

APRIL.
ArRiL is the fourth month In the year. The

w.);il is derived fron Aprilis,oi aperio, '^ Jopen^ or
selj'urth," because in this montti the earth be;,'iii^

to ijpeu her l)osom for the production of vejjetables,

and the whole business of creation seems to be re-

sumed. The sun enters the sign Taurus on the
2t)[h of this mouth.

April I, Easier Monday. This and the follow-
in:,'- day are renowned as " holidays " tlirou:;h'iut

ni i=t manufactories and trades in the Metropolis.
I'iie result is, in but too many instances, much
di^jiiiation, profligacy, and disorder. In rctVr-

eiice to the Ka«;ter holiday?, a celebrated wi ite!

sa.v-!: "Durin» Easier Monday a determined
Koitlav-maker contrives, by tlie aid of a little, or
n>t a little, stimulus, to l)c hippy in a tolerably
• ":.in;)iHry manner. On the Tucidnv ho /i7nc/c'5

liiiri.-elf happy to-day, because ho felt himself su

ye>!erday. On t!ie Wednesday he cannot tell

what lias come to him; but every ten niimites he
wishes himself at Lome. On tlie Thutsday he
finds out the secret—that he is heartily sick o)

doit)^ nothing', l)ut is a^liamed to confess it; and
then, what is the use of iroiii'^ to woik before his

money i« spent .' On Friday he declares that he
is a fool for throwing away a great part of a
quarter's saring without /taring anytliing to show
for it ! And <ju Stituiday he comes to the c(m-
clusiou that j)layin^ and drinking are not quite
80 protitnlde as sobriety and industry, and vows,
ptrhaps. that anotlier time he will be more mode-
rate in his pleasures and pastimes." Withm tlie

last few ) ears, however, a marked improvemtnt

TO APRIL 6Tn.

has taken place in this respect; and tho B;I{i-;h
Museum, the National Gallery, and othpr public
exhibitions of art and science, are crowded by
operatives, their wives and children, to their
great gratification and information.

On Easter Monday and Tuesday, the Spital ser-
mons are preached in Christchurch, Aeugite-
sti eet, London. The word spital, an ubbreviatiuu
of Hosjiital, is connected with these serm ins, in
consequence of their being preached for the bene-
fi: of Christ's, St. Bartholomew's, St. Thomas'.--,
lirideweil, and Bethlem Hospitals. The boy-: of
Christ's Ilosoital (tlie Clue Coat School) lu the
iiuriiber of between TOO and «00 go in procession
to the Mansion-iiouse, where they are received by
the Lord Mayor,—a bun, a glass of wine, and a neiv
silver ehilling being given to each boy. Tliu Lord
Major, sheriffs, and otiier civic functionaries
then go in jirocession to Christcliurch, where ono
of the bishops, or the Lord Major's chaplain,
preaches the annual sermon.

April 1. This is ^idgarly called " Jpril fool
day," from the practice of passing some.joke, or
deception, upon children, and pe-sons oi' ratiior
weak intellect; sucli as sending tlicm to inquire
for "the history of Eve's moLher," " pigeon's
milk," •• strap oil," fcci " All fool's day" is s.iid

to be a corruption of nuld, that is, old fool's day,
a day named in the anvient Roman calendar,
April 1, 1505, Rene Descartes, a philosopher,

metaphj-sician, and matheni iticiau, was b >ru at
La Ilaye, in Tourain. The philosopliy of Descar-
tof:, which prevailed for a considerabie part of a
century, may he deemed n sort of stage between
the school of Aristotle and the e.xperimenial, or
uiolern piiilosophy.

April 1, 1810, Napoleon Bonaparte married
Marii Loui-^a, .Archcruchess oi Austria, on which
occasi n some of the waggish Parisians called him
" MM poisson d'Avril," a term Avhich answers to
our April tool.

April 2, 1801, Lord Nelson^s victory nt Copen-
hagen was obtained, when eighteen sail of th« lino
was either c lotured or destroyed.

April 3, 18iii, Reginald llcber, bishop of Cal-
cutta, died. He was born April 21, 1783. He was
iireseuted to the living of Hodnet in 18U8. In
18i3 h; accpptid the see of Calcutta. On Apnl
1, I8:;f>, he wa-5 seized witli an apoplectic fi', and
died tvv.i (I y^ after. He appears to have be.n au
amiable an l virtuous man. lie published t-omc
volumes of travels in the Crimea, Upper India,
&c., and some hymns and poems, which are much
admired.

April 4, 1774, died the celebrated Oliver Gold-
smith, native of Ireland. He was the author of
" Tiie Vicar of Wakefield," and other work>. Hh
had great powers of wit, .-nd much learniusj. }!»?

was si:n;)le, humane, generous, and honest; but
he was also passionate and peevish; was incapa-
ble of managing the common affairs of life with
prudence; and was often in circumstances of po-
verty and misery.

April 5, 1G,I3, James VI. left Scotland to ascend
the English thrane, luuler th',» title of James I.,

upon the. death of Queen Elizabeth, wtio by her
will had declared hiui her successor. The letter
iVom the council communicating ihi^ fact was
addressed, " llight high, right excellent, and
mighty prince, and our dread sovereign lord."
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April 5, 1605, John Slow, the antiquai-y, died,
aged eii^lity. He was originally a tailor, but de-
voted himself to literary pursuits. His popular
work is " The History of London."
April 5, 1753, the Brilish Museum was estab-

lished.

April 5, 1811, died, in his native city, Glouces-
ter, Robert Raikes, aged seventy-six. He was
the originator of Sunday-schools, in 1780, and
spent his life in acts of kindness and compassion

;

promoting education as a source of happiness to

his fellow-beings, and bestowing^ his exertions
and bounty to benefit the helpless.

April 6, 1199, died Richard /., commonly called

Coeur de Lion. He was the first King of England
who applied the plural term to the regal dignity.

April 6, 1348, died Laura de Noves. She was
born in 1304, and is celebrated for having been

beloved by Petrarch, and for having returned hia
passion by indifference. He fostered his love
at Vaucluse, a romantic spot, wherein he had
nothing to employ him but recollection of her
charms and imagfination of her perfections. These
he immortalized in sonnets while she lived. He
survived her thirty-six years.
April 6, 1695. died, at the age of eighty-nine.

Dr. Richard Bushy, the celebrated master of

Westminster School. He educated most of the
eminent men who filled the great offices of the
State about the period he flourished.

April 6, 1803, Colonel Montgomery was killed

by Captain Macnamara, i.i a duel, at Chalk Farm,
in consequence of a quarrel about their dogs.

Captain Macnamara was tried at the Old Bailey,

and being " a man of honour " (?), was acquitted
by a jury of men of honour !

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

To orn Correspondents.—Very numerous

inquiries having been made from all parts of

the kingdom as to who are eligible to be com-

petitors for the Prizes we have offered for the

best Essays of Working Men to our forthcoming

SuvPLEMENTARY NUMBER, we beg to State in

explanation, that a preference will be given to

the productions of those who come nnder the class

of operatives—such as handicraftsmen, mecha-

nics, or working artisans—to the productions of

those engaged in the counting-house, and similar

pursuits. Any of these, however, that may be

desirous of contributing to our Magazine, will

find a channel for their articles, if approved of,

in the pages of our regular weekly numbers.

Homo (London).—Join the Whittington Club,

or the City of London Literary and Scientific In-

stitution, Aldersgate-street.

S. M. N. (Redclilf.)—You had better write to

Mr. llobertson, at the Patent-office. Fleet-street,

London, who Avill give you all the information

you require with regard to the registering of

inventions.
A Clerk (Glasgow).—An interesting descrip-

tion of the Elgin Marbles, by Sir Henry Eilis,

Avas published in the Library of Entertaining

Knowledge.
J. 1). (iJrighton.)—We do not think the article

you mention would be adapted for insertion in

our pages.

T. C. (Leith.)—Can you inform us why ough is

not pronounced in the same way in the words

plough, cough, through, enough, and ought f If

so, we thinit we shall be able to tell you why
daughter is not now pronounced like laughter, as

it used to be formerly.

A Correspondent writes: " In the Notices to

Correspondent?, page ICO, you say that the reason

of the Nightingale's not visitiiiir Northumberland

or Scotland is attributable to tUc want of warmth.

This I think is wrong ; for it is ibiiud in much more
northerly latitudes in other countries. It is only

partially distribnted over the countries it visits or

inhabits. Thus in England it has never been heard

further north than York, nor does it occur in any
part of North Wales ; and the limit of its western
range is, I believe, Somersetshire. The reason of
this is by no means well explained ; and it would
appear to be perfectly arbitrary, as some of the
counties which are not favoured by its melody are
remarkable for balminess of climate and softness of
air."—Our authority was White's " History of Sel-

bourne."

A. GuNN (Nairn).—We do not possess the
book to which you refer, and cannot, therefore,
make the extract.

H. W. (Gloucester.)—If you will have the
goodness to repeat your question in an intelligible

form, we will endeavour to answer it.

Alpha.—You will find an answer to your
question in our articles on " The Pleasures and
Advantages of Labour."

B.—The receipt for the baking powder is

given in No. 10, page 316, of the " Working Man's
Friend."

Blatta.—We have been much interested by the
account of your attempt to cultivate a love of books
and useful knowledge amongst your friends and
neighbours ; and we heartily wish that your next
effarts may be crowned with abundant success.

We cannot, however, comply with your request; for

as you contemplate the formation of a merely local

reading society, very few, if any, of our readers

would be able to join you ; and, consequently, the

insertion of your notice would be almost useless.

In such a matter, individual exertion alone can
bring about success.

g^^" The overwhelming mass of letters which
we receive weekly compels us to say that it is

impossible for us to overtak-e and answer them
all. We must, therefore, crave the indulgence of

our kind friends who may think they have been
neglected, but to whom we beg to give our as-

surMnce that we feel particularly gratified by
their communications, and would be exceedingly-

happy, were it in our power, to reply to every

one. This, however, being impossible, we can
only say that we shall continue to answer all that

we cani! without preference, and shall also answer
as many as we can in our Supplementary Namber,

Printed and published by John Cassell, of 335, Strand, Loudon, and sold by all Booksellers.
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VOLUME THE SECOND.

Laboub is life!—'Tis the still water faileth
;

JiUeness ever de?paireth, bcwaileth:

Keep the watch wound, ftir the dark rust assaileth ;

Flowers droop and die in the stillness of noon.

Labuue is glory.'—the flving cloud lightens;

Only the waving wing changes and brightens ;

JJle hearts only the dark future frightens:

Flay the sweet keys, wouldst thou keep them in tune.

* 9 • • • * • .

^VoRK—and pure slumbers shall wait on thy pillow;

AVork—thou shalt ride over caie's coming billow ;

Lie not down wearied 'nealh wo's weeping willow

:

/rorA- with a stout heart and resolute will.

Work for some good—be it e>er so slowly ;

L.^BOVR— iill labour is noble and holy.

—Osgood.

LOXDOX

:
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TO OUR HEADERS.

Custom seems to require that no publication assuming the foim of a Volume

should be issued without a few sentences bj w^ay of Preface. We gladly con-

form to this custom, for the double purpose of, first, thanking our friends for

the great encouragement they have given to our humble efforts ; and, secondly,

of assuring them that we shall leave no means untried—that we shall spare no

exj)ense—by which we may render our periodical still more worthy their

regard.

In addition to the regular contributions of ladies and gentlemen whose literary

fame has long been established, and Avhose sympathy with the operative classes

has rendered them deservedly popular, we have a mass of contributions, con-

stantly accumulating, from the pens of operatives themselves, from which, from

time to time, we shall select articles which will alike reflect credit upon that

important Order, and render essential service to the great Body of which they

arc such worthy representatives.

London, 335, Strand. • "•
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Female Servants,Some Words for,

77, 105, 144.

Hints on Health, 86, 150, 249, 314,
408.

Highland Superstition", 175, 204.

Jordan and the Dead Sea, The,
12.

Journey to the Ruins of the
Palace of the Inca Atahualpa,
271.

Marriage Ceremonies, 411.

New.ipapcr Office. The, 267, 309.

Portfolio, The, 406.

Salt, 376.

Self-respecting Working Men, 314
Spring-tide, 201.

Weekly Calendar. 31, 63, 95. 127,

1.59, 190, 223, 255, 287,319,351,
383, 415.

Working Man's Garden, 285, 350,

381, 412.

Sugar, Tea, and Coffee, 301.

j Wood Blocks aud]MetftlT7pe8,82.

JUVENILE CABINET.

Annivers.aries, 318.

Are you kind to your Mother!
31.

Brass Balls The Three, 188.

Ctcdmon, the Anglo-Saxon, 379.

Ceremony, 253.

Chide mildly the Erring, 31.

Code, 253.

Days, Names of, 159.

Eiicyclopa;dia, 253.

English Leaves, 57.

Forks, something about, 125.

Gloss upon a thing. To put a,

2.53.

Haberda*her, Origin of the word,
252.

Handbills, 2.52.

Library, The, 252.

Months, The, Origin of their

names, 157
Moon, Something about the, 409.

Natural Music, 316.

Onion?, 92.

Pepper, 92.

Proper Names and Surnames,
188

Reading, 2.53.

,
Sacred Institutes, The Sixteen,

219.

Shoes, 347.

Signs and Sign-boards, 188.

i Solecism, 2.53.

Terms relating to Books and
Printing, Origin of, 219.

There's no sucli word as Fail, 58.

Tombs and Coffins, 283.

SCIENCE.

Achromntic Telescope, The, 336.

Antiquity of the Earth, The, 120.

Coal. Fire, The, 51.

Copper Tea.ket.<le, The, 112.

Coral Formation, 246.
Mountains, 29.

Ocean. The, 55.

School-room, The, 61, 93.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Aititicial Eggs and Bacon 190,
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Bottled Gin?er Beer, 318.

Bubble and Squeak, 280.

Clear Blancmange, i90.

Cauliflower and Broccoli, 405.

Discoloration occasioned by

Braises, To remove, 254.

Disinfectant, Cheap and EfRcient,

190.

Dutch Beef, 63.

Effervescin? L)ran?hts, 346.

ICnglish Hag-gis, 2Hi.

Fat or Drippings To Clarify, 157.

Fish I'ies, 217.

Flummery, 190.

Frying Fish, 816.

German mode of making Tea for

Holidays, 217.

Giblett I'ie, 251.

Ginger Beer, 315.

Ginger Beer Fowd^rs, 318.

Ground Glass, To imitate, 281.

Imperial Drink, 346.

Knucklo of Veal, 2')4.

Lamb's Head and Pluck, 383.

Lemonade, 346.

Lemonade Powders, 346.

Lemon Kali, 345.

Macaroni Pudding, 28.

Macaroni Soup, 23.

Naples Macaroni, 28.

Nectar, 346.

Omelette, Improved, 92.

Peas. Green, 405.
Pea-Soup, Green, 405.

Peas, Stened, 405.

Pickle for Beef, Pork, Hams,
&c., 62.

llabbit, Savoury, 157.

Bagout, Mutton, 91.

llefreshing Beverage, 346.

Bhubarb for Children, To pre-
pare, 127.

Bhubarb Jam, 2.54.

Kimbarb Pasties or Turnovers,
127.

B-hubarb, Preparations of, 426.

Bice Pudding, with Rhubarb,
i36

Bhubarb Puddings and Dump-
lings, 126.

Bhubarb Tarts or Pies, 126.

Sandwiches, Improved, 3S3.

Sauce for Meat, Poultry, or Fish,

217.

Seidlitz Powders, 318.

Sheep's Head and Trotters, 383.

Sherbet, 316.

I

Soda Powders. 318.

j

Spiced Reef, 62.

I Spring Soup, 127.

I
Suet and other Fat, to melt, 157.

I

Tea for Holidays, 217.

I

Tripe, Fried, 383.

! Veal, Knuckle of, 254.

I Veal Pudding, very choice, 92.

i Vermicelli Milk. 29.

j Vermicelli Puddinj^s, 28.

j
Vermicelli Soup, 28.

i

j
HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

! Abernethy and the Student, 221.

i
Ancient Opinion of Love, 190.

iBad Temper, 221.

j
Blushings, Anecdote of, 221.

I Borrowed Countenance, 221.

j

Calm and Dignified, 319.

I

Coughing with Difficulty, 318.

|C.R.E.D.I.T.,317.
Cure for Weak Eyes, 318.

!
D.E.B.T., 317.

i

Dogmatism, 317.
I False Report, 318.

i Fuller's Earth, 189.

! Garron, Counsellor, 221.

i
Horsefly, A, 221.

]
Little Folk, 189.

; Jlanners, Anecdote of, 221,

j
Melted Suet, 189.

i
Much the Same, All.

I

Negro Eloquence, 318.

I
Negro Wit, 221.

I
Quarterly Washings, 318.

I

Secrecy, 221.

Snuff-takers' Toast, 189.
' Strange Food, 221.

Striking a Balance, 190.

Toil conquering Pride, 222.
Dncle Benjamin's Sermon, 221.
What Breed? 317.

' "Where are the Vowels, 317.
. Xanlippe, Anecdote of, 221.

: SCRAPS.

:
Ancient Price of Labour, .50.

i

Bouquets in Bail-Rooms, 2J2.
> Don't Stand Still, 51.

;
Drunkenness, Simile on, 81.

• Economy, 282.

i Exercise, 276.

j
Fallen Majesty, 28

L

;
Feast of Hermes, 297.

I Friends, Gain and Loss of, 333.

I

Good Humour, 297.

! Happiness at Home, 222.

i
Happy, Art of being, 319.

1 How are You off for Soap, 245.

! How I live, 147.

I Human Panorama, The, 301.
: Human Voice, The, 401.
1 Ideas in Mu«ic, J32.

i

Lessons taught by Tombs, 2 32.

Love not your Children un-
equally, 50.

I

Man of ids Word, A, 251.

j Merciful Provisions in Nature,
; 60.

! More Children, the more Potatoes,
' The, 36.

• Natural Criticism, 68.

I

Never get Angry, 24.

j
New and Oil Clothes, About, 109.

I

Origin of Paper-money, lOO.

Present, The, 396,

j
Province of the Press, 208.

Punch, 30.

Sabbath, The. 50.

Stethoscope, The, 414.

Taste, 203.

Thinkers, 40.=).

Time, 40.i.

Travelling, in 1753 and 1850, 54.

Work and Idleness, 346.
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THE WORKING MAN.

No.Xin.—RECIPROCAL DUTIES OF EMPLOYERS AND WORKPEOPLE.
Pakt I.

We have always regretted the position and feelings of working people, and those by

whom they are employed. In many instances nothing could be worse. On the

one hand you often find the rough, domineering taskmaster ; on the other, the ill-

tempered, complaining, dissatisfied operative. Now, hardly anything could be more

imjust or impolitic than these dispositions. Workpeople and their employers are

mutually dependent on each other
;
just as much as the head on the digestive

organs, the hands on the feet, or the blood on the heart and lungs. In the human
body all is sympathy and dependence ; and our Creator intended that society

should be equally united. I knew a man who was lame, and walked with a staff,

and he told me that it required the greatest effort to prevent his stick from coming

to the ground just at the same time as his infirm foot. His hands seemed to say,

we must help that weak limb ; and never, when left to themselves, did they fail in

this kind office. I cut my forefinger the other day so as to disable it, and the other

fingers immediately undertook, to the utmost of their power, to perform its duties,

nor would they allow it to work imtil it was perfectly restored ; even the little

finger again and again proffered its service. How often, as we have noticed these

operations and sj-mpathies, have we thought of the following paragraph from that

old-fashioned book, the Bible :

—

" For the body is not one member, but many. If the foot shall say, * Because I

am not the hand I am not ofthe body ;' is it, therefore, not of the body r And if the

ear shall say, ' BecaiLse I am not the eye, I am not of thebody ; is it therefore not of the

body ? If the whole body were an eye, where were the hearing ? If the whole body
were hearing, where were the smelling : But now God hath set tlie members, every

one of them, in the body as it hath pleased him. And if they were all one member,
where were tlie body r But now are they many members and one body. And the

eye cannot say unto the hand, I have no need of thee ;' nor again the head to the

feet, • I have no need of you.' Nay much more those members of the body which
seem to be more feeble are necessary. And those parts of the body which we think

to be less honourable—upon these we bestow more abundant honour
;

" and
if any of our members are deformed, to them we endeavour to give more than ordi-

nary' gracefulness. "For our well-formed parts have no need ; but God hath tempered
the body together, having given more abundant honour to that part which lacked

;

that there should be no schism," or division, • in the body ; and that the members
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Bhould have the same care one for another. And whether one member sujEfer, all

the members suffer with it ; or one member be hoiicured, all the members rejoice

with it."

"VVe have quoted this passage, because it would be difficult to find a better

example of what society ought to be. Let us have social, ci-\-il, political, and
ecclesiastical institutions formed on these principles of recognized dependence,
equality, justice, benevolence, and sympathy, and we shall have no complainino-,

nor any cause of complaint. There will be no haughty, oppressive employer, nor
any idle, ill-behaved, discontented, or despised operatives or labourers. It may,
perhaps, be asked, what amount of attention and labour a master may reasonably

expect from his workpeople r and, on the other hand, what those whom he employs
may expect in return r "We shall endeavour, in this and a follomng paper or two,

to examine these subjects, and to throw out a few hints on each. We begin with

the employers.

I. What may a master kationally expect op those whom he employs ?

1. Punctuality. Labour, time, talents, &c., are marketable articles, and when
any individual engages to serve an employer, he proposes to barter away so many
hours in the week for so much money in return ; so that there is a sense in which
every working man sells himself. The transaction is as much a commercial one as

the purchasing of sugar, corn, or tea. So much precious time on the one side
;

and so much precious money on the other. Every bargain is a bargain, and cannot

be violated without injustice. If the master does not pay equitable wages, he is

guilty of a robbery ; and if the operative does not devote to his master the stipu-

lated number of hours, he is a dishonest man. Hence punctuality is not merely

a question of order, but one ofjustice. "Wlien the bell rings, and the doors are open,

the employer has a right to expect his workpeople. The time allowed for meals,

&c., should be rigidly observed. Ten men, one minute after time, would make one

hour in a week, which would amount to fifty-two hours, or neai-ly a week, in a year.

Where several hundreds of people are employed, this one lost minute would

amount to a serious damage in the course of twelve months. On this subject a

"word to the wise is enough. As no operative can feel satisfied to have a part of his

wages withheld, so no labouirer ought to feel happy unless he is giving to his

employer an ample equivalent.

The want of punctuality always works badly. It is very sad for any person to

become irregular. Not only his master's business, but his own affairs will suffer.

On the other hand, regularity will grow into a habit, and, consequently, a pleasure.

By repeating an action we become adepts, and thus use makes us masters in every-

thing. It is difficult, at first, to touch Avith skill the keys of an organ or the

strings of a violin ; but exercise and perseverance render these movements almost

involuntary ; so early rismg, punctuality in meals, and everything else, can grow

into a habit. I have known persons who. from custom, always rise at a certain

hour, and do everything by rule, and are most uncomfortable if anything prevents

them from being orderly, llegular hours at labour are an immense blessing, if

they produced nothing more than punctuality in our various pursuits. And then

no employer likes to see his workpeople come to their labour after the proper time,

or at irregular hours. Sach conduct makes the master dissatisfied, and the work-

man himself uncomfortable ; and sometimes, if charged with his fault, the latter

becomes impudent, and thus many broils ensue. A punctual servant is almost

sure to rise, and has in his regular habits an immense source of happiness, and
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very frequently of leisure. Here, then, as in everything else, " honesty is the best

policy." The labourer "svho gives his master punctually all the time which he

promises, not only acts justly to his employer, but cultivates in himself habits of

integrity, order, and industry, and thus lays a good foundation for his future plea-

sure, promotion, aud leisure. It was some years ago said of the then Henry

Brougham, that " his unwearied industry created leisure for every pursuit."

2. A master may expect dispatch from his workpeople.—The Scripture exhortation,

" Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might," is of immense value.

"What is to be done, should be done at once. It is a relief to the body and the

mind. Many persons have broken up their health by having too many irons in the

fire. I have known operatives fond of new jobs, of beginning them before they

finished their old ones, and thus their minds became burdened with the feeling that

nothing was completed. It is amazing what a charm there is in the word
*^
finish."

How light a man feels when he has ended his task, and especially so if he has

despatched it with energy. He seems to himself to be taller, stronger, and ten

times more a man than he was before. And he actually is the better. The power

of the mind over tlie body is very great ; and when we are jaded with the thought

that there are fifty things in hand and nothing finished, the very body is worn out

with care. A good day's work, finished well and with dispatch, aids digestion,

makes sleep dreamless, and turns even the fatigue of labour into a source of

health.

,\s we said concerning punctuality, so we repeat respecting dispatch—that the

workman who loiters in his occupation, sleeps over his task, cr talks away his

time, is a dishonest person, and injures himself as well as his master. How manv
orders have been lost because the employer could not depend upon the diligence

of his men. Thousands upon thousands are by this vice alone kept out of the

labour market annually. " Seest thou a man diligent in his business,'* says Solo-

mon, "he shall stand before kings, and not before mean men ;" and again, "The
hand of the diligent maketh rich." One of the Hebrew words for diligence signifies

" t J hasten or hurry," and intimates that the active individual never sleeps nor

loiters over his engagement. Such men and women not only labcur with pleasure,

but, if they choose, are sure to get on. The engine does not move freely until the

steam is up, but when it is fairly started, it glides over the metals with an ease

and rapidity that renders the motion of its wheels so invisible, that they seem to

sleep in their flight ; and thus we have the two opposite ideas of extraordinary

lleetncss and perfect repose blended. The lazy man never gets the steam up in his

body, and hence every exertion is toilsome ; but the diligent operative sends the

fire ihrough his whole frame, his blood circulates, and his heart beats freely, and
more than half the labour of his occupation is taken away by his promptitude, and
he actually enjoys more rest in his toil than the idler does in his sleep. Thus
dispatch is as healthy and pleasurable to the servant as it is satisfactory and pro-

fitable for the master.

0. Economi/ is due io our employers. " Waste not, want not," is a good old

proverb. " He that is faithful in little is faithful also in much." A person who
takes no care of the materials committed to his hands by his master, will never duly
husband his own property. Economy and wastefulness are habits that will influence

us in all things, both when we are engaged about our own substance or that of
another. To tcaste another's goods is the same as to rob him. The loss in both
cases is equal, and the principles whence they spring very much alike. The man

B 2
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that takes care of his employer's goods is sure to look after his own, and thus is on

the road to prosperity. It would be difficult to calculate the immense loss of

property that every year occurs from carelessness and want of economy. Some

persons are worth nearly half their wages more than others, because they never

injure or waste anything. The employer being wealthy, or the stock abundant, is

no excuse for carelessness. A loss is a loss, and a robbery a robbery, whether I

talce from the heap of the miser, or the smaller store of the indigent. " Gather iip

the fragments, that nothing be lost," is a Divine command. Heaven allows nothing

to be destroyed. There has not been a single drop of water wasted from the

creation until now. The decomposed elements of last autumn are the aliment of

our present spring. Economy, rigid economy, is one of the laws of nature ; and

we shall not realize **the good time coming" until we have a careful and economical

world. Let this spirit prevail, and not only will the master be saved from loss,

but, in many instances, the servant will rescue himself from the Union.

4. A master has a right to the skill and ingenuity of his worJqjeople. When a man
engages to serve an employer, he voluntarily sells to him his talent and ability, so

that, for the term of service they are not his own. There is no slavery in this,

because the transaction is fr-ee, and the engagement is generally of short duration.

Here, again, the faithful operative serves himself. Talent improves by exercise.

He who never taxes his skill to the utmost of his power, will retard his own progress.

It is a fact that, as yet, we have but little of the talent of the country brought out

into fair play. Thousands of men and women have never, as yet, done their best.

The talent of England is not inferior to that of other lands ; but we have droAvned

a large portion of it in drink, paralyzed it by indolence, or neglected to call it forth

by eflbrt. It is a bad speculation for a servant not to do his utmost to excel in his

trade. Myriads that might have been hrst-rate hands, are, in consequence of this

foUy, botchers all their days ; and, however much they may haverobbed their masters

and society, have robbed themselves more. We have, it may be, more persons, both

men and women, with five talents than with one ; but ingenuity, like gems, must
be polished; and those who whet their faculties to serve their employers and do

them justice, will confer on themselves, after all, the greatest advantage. "The
sluggard desireth, and hath nothing ; but the soul of the diligent shall be made fat."

5. All who are emjiloyed should show themselves trusttoorthg .
" Whose fathers,"

says the Patriarch, *' I would have disdained to have set Avith the dogs of my
flock." The dogs could be trusted, but not the men. Nothing on earth so true

and faithful as a dog. What a reflection on our integrity that an unclean animal

should surpass us in integrity ! The value of a faithful servant is incalculable ; and

all may and ought to exercise this excellence. " I can trust her with untold gold,"

said a mistress ; "Your order shall be executed punctually," said a master ; "I
will give that job to a man who will do it better than myself," said another. These

are high encomiums. The persons who deserve them need neither titles nor rank

to increase their dignity. A faithful servant or operative has more nobility, royalty,

and dignity in his soul, than has fallen to the lot of myriads of jjrinccs and priests.

We, however, need not enlarge. Workpeople, whether men or women, who are

distinguished for punctuality, dispatch, economy, ingenuity, and irtisttcorihiness, are

just to their employers and to themselves, are sure to be in repute, and are doing

much to hasten on the happy time which our world is yet destined to see.

In our next article we will mention a few things which working men and women
have a right to expect from their employers.
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CROMWELL AXD HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER XIV.
•• As lie looked at the Kiiu, now dead, what sensations must have crowded into his saddened heart I

Cromwell before tlie dead body of Charles is a scene v/ortliy to bedpscribcd by a Milton, or a Shakspc-are

or by some jjcniui still more sublime than tiiey."

—

Meule D'Albigne.

delivered over to military authority, ^ubuiittedrUOM'.t'ELL IN COFLICT MITII THE IIOY.VL-

ISTS—ASSENTS TO THE TKIAL. OF CH.^J'.LES

— SIGNS THE DEATH WARRANT ON WHICH
ins JLVJESTY IS EXECUTED.

I^iFK is a thiiig too precioua and sacred to be

thro\ni invay. ^Sa no creature can give life, no
creature is at liberty to take it away. Heaven
ha? thrown around it the most avrful sanctions

and penalties. It theretbre becomes one of the

most subtle and diJIicuIt questions in moral

jurisprudence! whether, on any pretext, or for

any conceivable crime, we are at liberty to

dispose of human life. Our penal laws are

greatly modified and reduced. There are fewer

capital punishments. Moralists arc still di-

vided whether the crime of murder should not

b2 followed \vith the penalty of death. But
this is not the only capital offence. High
treason is still held obnoxious to the extreme
sentence of the law. This crime it was which
was preferred against Charles, and for wliich he
w;i.s tried and executed. That he was guilty of

wilfully betrayhig the interests of his country

and liis people, we have already proved ; but
wh'ithor his conduct fairly involved him in the

)>ositive crime of treason, admits of still further

incpiirj'.

The three days of conference and of prayer
at Windsor being closed, the leaders of the

ai-iiiy were in great danger of adopting a mis-

taken course of action. Tlieir next step might
involve the most ?eriou>—the most tremendous
consequencGo. Alive to this fact, Cromwell
onc'j more interposed " to check the movement,
which was hurrying on tov.ards a violent ca-

tastrophe. He strove to restrain the preten-

sions of the republicans and enthu -i -uits. He
was grieved to see the power passing from the
liands of mo'len;te men, and extended to

earne-rt and active persons of inferior condition,

but who were void of experience and •wisdom.

He a.^^setabled, one day, at dinner, the principal

lud'.'peudents and Presbyteri-uis, and earnestly

entreated them to suspend their quarrels and
combine together. But it was A\-ithout result

;

the minds of all were inclined to violence and
war ; and Oliver was at length compelled to

yield."

The King, still kept in close confinement at

Carisbrook Castle, was busy in secretly carrjing
on his intrigues with England, Scotland, and
Ireland, and, reduced to tiie hoix,-less Ik lief that

he couhl lind no instrument to his restoration

in the army, endeavoured to si't on foot a new
treaty with the rarllament. That body, now

propositions to which the arbitrary' monarch
refused to accede. On liis refusal, they resolved

that they would make no more addresses to his

Majesty, neither receive either Ids future mes-
sages or letters. He was thus ^^rtuaIly de-

throned. Even Cromwell began to lose hLs

confidence in him, and said in the house that

"the King was so great a dissembler, and so

false a man, he wa.s not to be trusted 1" Oliver

then laid his hand upon his sword. Ominous
action, that I—ominous to the Iving, and no less

ominous to the Presbyterians, whose constant
aim seemed to be to oppose the army in aU
their movements.

The protracted imprii^onment and the in-

creasing calamities of Charles, awakened no
common degree of jwpular commiseration on
his behalf, and this, for a time, became a serious

bar to the completion of the schemes of tlie

military power. Insurrections broke out i)i

various parts of the kingdom. The Cavaliers

were everywhere plotting and working ujrjn

the people. The Scottish army, of more than
forty thousand, is still full of fire, and clothed

with steel. Wales is full of confused discontent.

The coimtrj- is all up. " The gentiy are all for the

King ; the common people understand nothing,

andibllow the gentry." The spirit of discon-

tent is spreading on every hand, and loud is

the clamour for the King's deliverance and
restoration. In the spring of Kit 8 everythbig
becomes indicative of a second civil war. " In
South "Wales several officei*s, who had g;untd
distinction in the Parliamentary army, joined

the CavaUers beneath the royal flag. In Scot-

laud the Parliament voted a levy of 40,000

men in the King's defence. At this signal the
Iloyalistn in the north of England broke out,

and the chiefs ot the Parliamentary army in

Irchiud went over to the King's standard.

Shortly after this event the Kentish Royalists

drew together in great nu:nbers. Even in

London, troops were raised for the King, and
armed bauds marched through the streets to
join the insurgents."'

As tlie chief strength of the hisurgents lay in

Wales, it was deemed expedient to de.-:patch

Cromwell thither with a b'xly of tnMjps, so as

at once to jiut do',\'n the rising sjwrit of msur-
rcctJou. Cromwell hastened to the scene of
action, and iuielligence soon reached London
of his having taken Pembroke Castle, af^er an
obstinate resistiuice on the part, of the Ix'siegcd.

Jleanwhilc a new enemy had risen in the
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nortli. A Scottish and English army, in equal

defence of the King and of Presbyterianism,

liad there unfurled the royal standard. " On
the 8th ol July the Royalist army from Scot-

land crossed the border ; but the hearts of the
Scottish nation were not with their army. The
faithful Presbyterians complained loudly that,

Avhile everything was done to restore the King
to his rigiits, nothing was done to put Christ
in possession of His. Pembroke Castle sur-

rendered three days after the Scotch invasion.

On the very next day the victor hastened
northwards, writing to his friends at Derby
House :

" Send me some shoes for my poor
tired soldiers ; they have a long march to

take." With these ill-shod, ill-clad soldiers,

he traversed England from west to east, and
then from north to south, Avith the rapidity of

lightning ; and suddenly the cavalrj' sent word
to the Duke of Hamilton, v/ho commanded the

Scotch army, that Cromwell was approacliing.
" Imx:!03sible !" replied the Duke ;

" he has not
had time to come." But the outposts were
already engaged with the advanced guard of

the Parliamentarian General. CromAvell de-

feated the Royalists ; dashed upon the Scots,

whom he foimd near the Ribble ; routed them
thorougiily ; crossed the river with them

;

followed them close as they fled, still con-

tinuing their invasion, to the southward ; came
up witli them in a delile near Warrington, and
compelled them to surrender. A fortnight's

campaign had sufficed to sweep away the

whole northern army. The conqueror marched
into Scotland, where he was joined by the

Presbyterians, who gave liim a magnificent
reception at Edinburgh.
The Parliament v.'ere still negociating with

Charles. The Presbyterians forming the ma-
jority of that assembly, demanded that a per-

sonal treaty should be entered into with the

King ; that the Independent schismatic army
should be disbanded ; that Independents, Ana-
baptists, and all other separatists should be
suppressed, and no toleration allowed them

;

that the solemn league and covenant should be
enforced, and the Presbyterian form of church
government more perfectly and universally

establi.slicd. They therefore revoked their vote
of " no more addresses," and sent commission-
ers to the Isle of Wight, once more to offer

Charles terms for an accommodation. Under
such auspices commenced the treaty of New-
port, during the progress of which his ]Majesty

was allowed almost unrestrained liberty, on
the express stipulation that he should not
attempt his escajjc, while the articles were
pending, nor for three weeks subsequently to

their possible unfavourable close. The army
being absent on important expeditions, Charles
luid the opportunity of again ascending the

throne under the sanction of these represen-

tatives of the people. But the Presbyterians

persisted " in mixing such bitter ingredients in

tlie cup of conciliation, that the Monarch again
dashed it untasted from liis lips." Deep was
the desolation of his soul. Cut off from those
he loved, and denied the service of his former
chaplain, we find him thus musing :

—" ]\Iy

agony must not be relieved v.ith the presence
of any one good angel—for such I account a
learned, godly, and discreet divine—and sucli

I would have all mine to be. To thee, there-
fore, O God, do I direct my now solitary

prayers ! AVhat I want of others' help, supply
with the more immediate assistance of thy
Spirit. In thee is all fulness ; from thee is all

sufficiency ; by thee is all acceptance. Thou
art company enough and comfort enough. Thou
art my king, be also my prophet and my priest.

Rule me, teach me, pray in me, for me, and be
thou ever with me."
While Cromwell is staving off the enemy at

the peril of his life, going down into the deepest
conflict of the battle-field, to save his country,
these hollow-liearted Presbyterians are en-

gaged in suborning one 3Iajor Huntington
against this first of England's sons Hunting-
ton preferred tliat " Cromwell and Ireton had,
from the beginning, instigated the army to dis-

obey and resist the Parliament ; that they had
pledged themselves to make the Kmg the most
glorious prince in Christendom, wliile tliey

were only making use of him, and wliile their

real object was to perpetuate the power of tlie

army ; that Ireton said, when the King and
Parliament were treating, he hoped they would
make' such a. peace, that the army might, with
a good conscience, fight against them botli

;

and tiiat Cromwell had, both in public and
private, maintained as his lirlaiciple, that every

individual was a judge of just and right as to

the good and ill of a kingdom . tliat it was
lawful to pass through any forms of govern-

ment for attaining his end ; and that it was
lawful to play the knave with the knave."

This false witness was allowed to go un-
published ; but he had a conscience, and that

';onscience not seared. 3Iilton tells us, that,

••struck with remorse, he came of himself and
jesought Cromwell's pardon, and fully con-

fessed by whom he had been suborned."

The successful battle of Preston, fought on
the 1 7th of August, threw both kingdoms into

the hands of the Republicans. The army hav-

ing quelled all insubordination and disturb-

ance, and indignant at the treaty still pending

between the Presbyterians and Charles, sent a

party of horse, under the command of Ulajor-

(xeneral Harrison, to seize his 3rajesty at New-
port ; whence they conducted him to Hurst
Castle, and ])laced a strong guard upon his

person. He liad been previously advised to

escape, but refused.

About the same period, a remonstrance Avaa

presented to Parliament by the forces, in which

they required that the House should return to

their vote for " no more addresses ;" proceed
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against the Kinp; in a way of justice ; decree

that tlie I'rince of \Vale.s and Duke of York

should reudiT tlicnisclves by a certain day, or

Ptaiid exiled for ever a-^ traitors ; that the Par-

liament should speedily terminate their sit-

tin;;s ; that all future rarliaments should be

annual or biennial ; and that no king should

ever be allowed but upon the election of, and

as upon trust from, the people, by their repre-

Beutatives. To work upon the fears of the

members, they threatened to march to Ix)ndon

if their desires were not immediately complied

with; and the House taking no steps toward

their satisfaction, they entered the city, and

lodf;ed tlieir general in "Wliiteliall, taking up
their own quarters in St. Jiunes's, and else-

where a.s they judged proper. The same night

Cromwell arrived from Scotland, but protested

that he knew nothing of the whole design.
" (jod is my witness," said he, " that I know
nothing of what has been doing in this House.

But the work is in hand : I am glad of it, and
now we must carry it through." Next day he
took his seat in the House, when he received

very liearty thanks for " the great and emi-

nently faithful services performed by him to

the Parliament and the kingdom."
Before the Commons had finally determined

to bring the King to trial, Cromwell had
several meetings wth some of the leading

members of the House, and a few others whom
he could trust, to consider the critical state of
affairs, and the l)est means to free the nation

from the evils with which on all hands it was
now threatened. The army, as an entire body,

not being under his acknowledged direction, it

was not only wise and politic, but in the high-

est sense patriotic, on the part of (.'romwell, to

take counsel with the more temperate and
pacific men of the age ; for it wiis by their as-

sistance he hoped in some degree to calm the

passions of the contending parties, and by some
middle path to conduct all thhigs back to

their wonted rest and security. The ground
on which lie now stood was heaving and rock-

ing beneath him. How does it become him to

act ? Is he to yield himself to the mighty
Rwecp of that current which is now bearing
all before it with resistless force ? or is he to

withdraw from public life, and sacrifice the in-

terc-ts of a great and struggling natiou ? I)e-

cidi- he must ; and what uu-speakable issues

are involved in that decision !

^Meanwhile the Monarch had been brought
back to Wind.sor, where once again he lived in

regnl state and s])lendour. The amiy had left

"Windsor for London, where everything was in-

dicative of impending calamity. It having
been proposed in the Commons to bring the

King to trial on a charge of high treason, Crom-
well betrayed no common degree of trepida-

tion and fear. His words are memorable on
K) memorable an occasion. Kising and ail-

drcssing the Speaker, he said : " If any man

whatsoever have carried on this design, the
design of deposing the King, and disinheriting

his ix)sterity, or if any man have such design,

he must be the greatest traitor in the world.

15ut since the providence of God has cast tliis

upon us, I cannot but submit to Providence,
though I am not yet prepared to give you my
advice." It was with no common reluctance

that Cromwell finally and ftdiy committed
himself to the stream of public opinion, and
consented to tlie trial of Charles. He had
tried every means in liis i)ower to prevent this

great public calamity ; but now that the mea-
sure had been determined upon, it was beyond
his influence to arrest it.

Not a fiiw of the religionists, both Episco-
palian and Presbyterian, protested against the.

King's trial. Several foreign princes did the
same through their ambassadors. Tlie Parlia-

ment, without paying any attention to their

protest, erected a high court of justice for

trying the Sovereign, wth John liradshaw as
lord president. For the more speedy accom-
plishment of their important work they voted,
" That, by the fundamental laws of the land,

it is trea.son for the King of England for the
time being to levy war against the Parliament
and kingdom ;" to which the Lords not con-
curring, they passed it the next day, \\ithout

their consent ; and the day after, declared
" that the people are, under God, the original

of all just power ; that the House of Commons,
being chosen by, and representing, the people,

are the supreme power in the nation ; that
whatsoever is enacted or declared for law by
the Commons in Parliament, hath the force of
a law, and tlie people are concluded thereby,

though the consent of King or Peers be not had
thereto."

This obstacle being removed, the court, com-
posed chiefly of members of Parliament, olncers

of the army, and gentlemen of the country,

met on January 8th, l«48-f», in the Painted
Chamber. Charles was brought to the bar on
the -.Mtth, when the president acquainted him
with tlie causes of his being brought thither :—
" For that he, contrary to the trust reposed in

him by the jieople to see the laws put in exe-
cution for their good, had made use of his

power to subvert (hose laws, and to set up his

will and pleasure as a law over them ; that, in

order to effect that design, he had endeavoui-ed
the sui)pression of Parliaments, the best de-

fence of the pcojde's liberties ; that he had
levied war against the Parliament and i)eoplc

of England, wherein great numbers of the

good people had been slain, of whicli blood the
Parliament, presuming him guilty, had ap-
pointed this high court of justice for the trial of

him for the same." Then turning to the clerk

of the court, he ordered him to read the charge
against the King. Charles interrupted him,

saying: "I am not inti-u-sted by the jteople;

they arc mine by iiihcrituuce," and demanded
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by what autliority they brouglit him thither.

The president answered that they derived their

authority from an act made l3y the Commons
of England assembled in Parliament. The

Fving said the Commons could not give an

oath ; that they were no court, and tlieiefore

could make no act for the trial of any man,

much less of him as their Sovereign. The pre-

.sident maintained his first position, and com-

manded the clerk to proceed with the reading

of the charge. This being done, the King was

required to give his answer to it, and to plead

guilty or not guilty to it. Charles demurred to

the jurisdiction of the court, aflfirming that no

man or body of men had power to call him to

account, being not entrusted by m;ui ; and,

therefore, accountable only toGodforhisactions.

The Iving was then removed from the court

;

brought up again on the •22nd ; and, finally, on

the 23rd, when, refusing to plead as he had

done before, his refusal was entered, and wit-

nesses publicly examined, to prove the charge

of his levying war against the Parliament.

The Solicitor-General then demanded of the

court that they would proceed to tlie pro-

nouncing of sentence against the prisoner at

the bar ; whereupon the com-t adjourned into

the Painted Chamber, and, upon serious con-

sideration, declared the Kmg to be a tyrant,

traitor, murderer, and a public enemy to the

Commonwealth ; that his condemnation extend

unto death, by severing his head from his body,

and that a sentence grounded upon those votes

be prepared ; which, being agreed upon, the

King should be ordered on the next day follow-

ing to receive it. The sentenced, being en-

gi'ossed, was read on the 27th ofJanuary ; and

thereupon the court resolved that the same

should be the sentence, which should be read

and published in Westminster-Hall the same

day. The sentence ran thus ;—" That the King,

for the crimes contained in the charge, should

be carried back to the place whence he came,

and thence to the place of execution, when his

head should be severed from his body." It was

agreed that this sentence should be carried into

execution on Tuesday, the 30th of the same
month. A scaffold was erected in Whitehall,

near the banqueting-house, on the day previous

;

and the warrant for his execution, signed by
nearly threescore of the commissioners. Here

is the stern and deadly document :

—

"DEATH AVARRANT.
" To Colonel Francis Hacker, Colonel Huncks,

and Lieutenant-Colonel Phayr, and to every of

them.

" At the High Court of Justice for the tryin*

and judging of Charles Stuart, King of Eng-
land, 29th January, 1G4S-9.

" Whereas Charles Stuart, King of England, is

and standeth convicted, attainted, and con-

demned of high treason and other liigh crimes;

and sentence, upon S.aturday last, Avas pro-

nomiced against him by this court, to be put to

death by the severmg of his head from his

body ; of which sentence execution yet re-

maineth to be done :

" These are, therefore, to will and require

you to see the said sentence executed, in the

open street before Whitehall, upon the morrow,

bemg the thirtieth day of this instant month of

January, between the hours of ten in the

morning and live in the afternoon, with full

efiect. And for so domg this shall be your

warrant.

" And these are to require all officers and

soldiers, and others the good people of this na-

tion of England, to be assisting unto you in

this service.

" Given under our hands and seals.

" John Br.vdshaw.
" Thomas Grey (Loi-d Groby).
" Oliver Cromwell."

(And fifty-six others.)

Not only is the warrant signed and sealed,

but the deed is done. Scarcely had the first

light of the morrow dawned upon the world

when that light Avas dimmed and darkened by

one of the most tragic scenes that the sun ever

beheld. About eight in the moniing the King,

attended by a guard, Avas brought from St.

James's, through the park, to Whitehall,Avhere

having drank a glass or two of red A\-ine, and

after spending about tAvo hours in a private

room, he Avas conducted to the scafibld out of a

AvindoAV of the banqueting-house ; and, haAing

made a speech, and taken off his George, he

knelt dOAvn at the block, and the executioner

performed his office. The body Avas ordered to

be interred at Windsor. The Duke of Lennox,

the ]Marquis of Hertford, the Earls of South-

ampton and Lindsey, Avith some others, having

leave from the Parliament, attended it to the

grave

!

Solemn day! The glory of England now

glitters in a cloud. The throne is vacant. The

regalia lie imclaimed. The nation sits in sack-

cloth !

A man should never be ashamed to own that he has been in the wrong, Avliich is but

saying, in other words, that he is wiser to-day than he was yesterday.
^

It is not Avhat wo earn, but Avhat we save, that makes us rich. It is not wh.t aag cat,

but what we digest, that makes us strong. It is not what Ave read but what Ave remem-

ber, that makes-US learned. All this is very simple, but it is worth remembenn-.
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CONTENT AND DISCONTENT
Bv 3lRS. E. S. Leggett, Xfvt York.

HrTTY and Susan Layton were as different in

their dispositions as they were in appearance ;

the one had a clear, ro.-y complexion, laughing

eye, and joyous expression, with which the luU-

ne-si of a round iigure and nimble step would
accord ; wliile the other had a shnmken, tall,

straight body, witii thin lips, dull, grey eyes,and
and naturally no sinile at all, unices a painful

distortion of one side of her mouth, when an
unfortunate occurrence in housewifer}- was
dwelt upon, might be so iuterpretcd. I never
saw her inin ; but she would walk around the

house as though there was death in it. Even
when they were children, Hetty would always
come bounchng into the door, with her apron
full of fruit or flowers, and her dress all in tatters

from the exertion to gather them; whUe Susan
would follow her demurely, with no evidence

of the hai)pine.ss and delight which beamed in

every expression of her sister's face and spoke
i)j every word she breathed. It was not that
Susan was cross either, but a continual discon-

tent seemed to liang uixjn everytliing she said

or dill. If it rained it " was to disappomt
her ;" if the birds sang, " everything, even the
birds, were happier than she." Of course we
lovefl Hetty — how could we help lo\ing her
best? Even her cake tasted sweeter than
Susan's, if it was browner ; for it seemed as if

tlie song with which she sat gaily at work was i

in our ear, and we could always hear it when '

we touched or eat anything of hers ; while, if

it wa.*? Susan's tuni (we used to take turns in

those days in housekeeping), she would sigh at

breakfast-time for fear she would miss her luck
in baking, nnd if by chance she did, she Avould

mope about imtil next baking-day came to re-

deem her credit ; but Hetty wouhl say, " Don't
fret, Susy ; if it is a little heavy it v.-ill last tlic

longer;" thus did the little annoyances of life

embitter every day of it. It would read any
one a les.«on to see the tv/o girls. With one
the gentle streams, which might have beauti-

fied the flowers, ever ready to spring upon its

banks, were checked in their course, and turned
to fall over rxiks and in muddy currents, while
t hi- other wa>< a song of gladness in its silver

rippling, pausing now in glassy rings of pla>'ful-

ness, and dasliing its tiny spray upon the sweet
flowers which grew hourly m Hetty Layton's
b<j>om ; a«5 it is said that " the boy is father of
the man." so were the disixjsilions which were
nxitiug themselves about the growth of the
minds of' them, to be the cloud or it.s silver

lining in all their future live?.

In visiting the sick (a sacred duty \fith them
both), their natural characteri.stics wei-c felt, i

There was in the ncigh'xiurhood a young crca- i

tare, who was lingi-ring for moutha at the edge
|

of life, and the voice of comfort was always so
welcome, and it would seem when Hetty came
to her with her basket of nice fruit and a few
flowei-s, and brought pictures, and would sit by
her chair, with her white hand laid in hers

;

the invalid would smile, and her languid eye
would brighten to the cheerfulness of the kind
creatiu*e beside her ; and hope would seem to

be by her in those short seasons; and the
mother of the sick girl would follow Hetty to

the little gate, aud beg her to come soon again,

for her \isits *• did 3Iary so much good ;" but
when Susan came she never brought flo'.\ers,

and would sit at a distance and ask the at-

tendant if she failed fast, and dwelt upon her
alarming s>'mptoms, and relate other cases of
like nature aud increased suffering as the

disease advanced, until oftunes a faint hyste-

rical sob would come from the low couch, and
Susan would return to say, " what a ixx>r turn
Mary had while she was with her,"

Well, the girls grew up to be young women,
and the toes of one would ache, while phiched
up in a tight shoe, so uitolerably that her
whole frame seemed to partake of the agony;
and Hetty, although her foot was larger in its

proportions, danced and tripped u]X)U the green
with all the light gracefulness of enjoyment, as
her plea.sed countenance would seem to say,
" the world and everybody in it owes my share
of hapfjiness—why shall I not claim it?" If

the old fiddler " forgot to come." or the string

of his violin snapjied, and there was none
other, you would always hear her voice in time,

makiug music for the little companies in the
neighbourhood, shocking greatly her sisters

propriety, who would exclaim against her
making " herself so common, and transforming
her sweet face into sometliing more like the

great i)ionies in the garden ; and besides, slie

would add, " You need not expect to attract the
arlminition of the young men by it, for I do
believe they were laughing in their sleeves at

your labour;" but little could tJie kind-hearted

creature be convinced that so ill-disjiosed a
jKjrson could li> e as to ridicule or dislike her
for her efforts to please, when she felt that all

her pulses were in harmony and good will to

the least of the cora})any.

And so time passed ; and, notwithstanding
the great difference in the attractive manner
and (Usixjsition of the two, it began to Ikj ru-

nioiu^d alx)ut among the*" young folks," that
" Susan Layton liad a l»eau," aud, stnmger than
fiction, it was tme.
John W.ilkcrwas a youug man calculated in

every respect to render a wife happy, if she

were not predetermined to be otherwise ; he

was eucoiin«ged by her parents to continue hi.s
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visits, and Hetty ui'gecl upon her sister the

gentle mannei*s and iiuiver?al good name he
enjoyed, but buian was unmoved. " Why is

it?" persisted Hett>' ; "you can't fmd a fault

about liim :" At length she aclcuoAvledged

that she was so scrupulous ; that he did not

look neat enough ; she liked hira very well,

but she knew that the polished linen, white as

enow, on his bosom, had no connexion with his

MTistbands ; in plain terms, it was a false
dickey (we used to call them dickeys in those

days), for his Amstbands were tucked up every

other night, and so she would not marry him,
for she hated deceit, and that closed John's

courtship ; but, in a few month:-, preparations

were going forward for a wedcUng ; and Hetty,
happy in the choice of a lover, did not inquire

into the secrets of Ids washerwoman, and be-

lieved that all was gold which glittered. She
reposed in trustful confidence that, as the time
had come for her to leave the old house and
the vine at lier father's door, the shadow of the

roof-tree of Henry Fielduig would shelter her
as lovingly as had the dear trees about lier

native liome ; and so, after she had taken her
last walk among the familiar places she had
loved ; looked her last upon the little brook,

and her family of ducks, and stooped to drink
from the clear sjiring, as she used to do when
a child, she daslied away the natural tears

which lunig upon her lids, chmg awliile in

the arms of her parents, embraced her sister,

and took her cheerful presence from her cliild-

hood's home. And now, as we have separated

the sisters, we vdll separate their stories.

The house to wliich Henry Fielding brouglit

his young wife, was a great old-fashioned

building, with a stone hall and broad staircase,

and heavy mouldings ; the huge doors showed
the security and strength of its wood-work,
and the thick solid masonry promised a home
for many generations of the Fielding family

;

it had been the ancestral homestead, and with
each descendant the j»ride of family increased,

and so also increased the beauty of the grounds
;ind gardens around it. The smooth-cut free-

stone, showing taste as well as wealth, liad

been bestowed upon every part of the stately

mansion. The door-yard Avas filled with trees,

very old, and evergreen, and beneath were
immense bushes of boxAvood, trimmed and
fashioned in vaiious shapes of urns, and cones,

and baskets. To be sure, they Avere stift'

enough to look at, but everything Avas in

keeping, and they Avere green even Avheu the
hills Avere covered AAith snoAV, and Hetty called

it her " Evergreen Home ;" and, dear child,

lier oAvn heart Avas just like it, for tliere wa.s

alAvays a freshness aiul beauty about it, even
•when the cold Aviuter of attliction came ujwn
her. As years came and Avent they brought
their cares with tliem ; a large family Avas

springing up and filling the halls and shad;

Avalks with the voiccij of childhood ; and happy

as had been all her days as maiden and AAife,

the devoted mother thanked God daily that
he had best0A\-ed so much to make her patli

pleasant ; but it is not sunsh'.ne alone Avhich
gives fragrance to the floAvers, or dcAT that
moistens the earth ; there Avere clouds in the
horizon of this liappy family, and they Avere tlie

first that had even thi-eatened its tranquillity.

I have said it Avas a pride in the OAA-ner of
Fielding 3Ianor to retain its possession ; but
Avith the in'operty AA-as increasing incumbrances

;

and, combined AAith a large famdy and gene-
rous liAing, the estates of the fine place Avere

much involved, and it became necessary for

great domestic economy ; but a cheerful spirit

ruled tlie hearth, and presided at the board ; and
Avhat if, during the Avarm months, the cool and
si^acious bed-chambers AA'cre crowded Aviili

strangers, and nurses Avith other's cliildrcn in

their arms, plucked the gay tioAA^ers from the
borders, Hetty aa'OuUI say : " It is so pleasant
for the boy to have company, and so lively

—

that Emma (her eldest daughter) enjoys it so

much, that we feel sorry AAiien summer is gone ;

for all that are Avith us seems so much like our
OAAm, that the toil of serAing them is nothing.'

And so, like tlie sun, she brightened everytliing

she looked upon, and eren labour Avas gildetl

by lier .smile. '' So long as God gives us
healvli, dear Henry, do not regard me ; Ave are

haijpier and rest better in the performance of
our duty. These are small ills. See our
children blooming and healthy around."

Tims she AAOuld clieer the drooping spirit of

her liusband in sea'-ons of despondency, making
light of those vexations Avliich beset a large

household and slender means.
Emma, the companion of her motlier, and

ready assistant, partook of all tlie SAteet amia-
bilities of her disposition ; but a delicacy of

health had folloAved lier from childhood,

and now the bloom upon her fair cheek
looked " too bright to be good," lier neigli-

bours said. But AAith the buoyancy of youtli

and her natural sprightliness of temper, she

AA-ould not grieve her kind parents by com-
plainings ; and although her couch Avas the

scene of times of severe pains, and a slight

low cough disturbed her rest, still there Avas

but occasional anxiety felt for their beloved

daughter, so Avell did her innocent deceit cover

the " AA'orra in the bud." But a fcAv years

ibund tlie invalid groAAing frailer, and the

comfortable chair Avas Avheeled m the most in-

Aiting spots, and the brothers brought in deli-

cacies to tempt the appetite. Yet still content

and hope Avas ever Avritten ujwn the counte-

nance of the ti-u.stful mother ; and Avhen

finally the chilly Aviiids of autumn brouglit the

invalid to sit in the bright sunny south parlour,

it AA'as a real delight to see the labour of love

Avhich showed itself in everything— little vases

of fioAvers Avere jilaced around, Avhich Emma
had arranged, aud light fancy-Avork disj)os<;d
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of to tlie attentive friends who visited the sick

girl, were u real source of pleaiiure to tlje

p;eiitle child. *' For I am not a burden, " she

would say, " and I can help you yet, moth'jr."

And so the whiter i)a.ssed ; and when tlie

daisies and violets came into her lap, and

decked tlie little green banks above the garden-

wall, she laid her angel-head upon her mother's

slioulder and yielded her tender spirit to her

3Iaker.
" Dear Emma's sickness was a great comfort

to us," Hetty would say to her sympatliising

friends for a great part of the time ;
" it was

not heart sickness ; and then we saw all our

friends so often, and they were so kind, aiid F

always had her near me, and now I know that

she is safe ; and, perhaps, had she live^l, she

would have lefl us, and had care and anxiety

to distress her."

Thus was she ever distilling sweets from
bitter fruit—thus did she show the meekness
of content and the humility of a true Ciiris-

tian. Xot so with Susan, having at a late

period in life connected herself witli a person

of estimable qualities, and settling uptm one of

the most desirable locations of the beautiful

Kai't lUver. She rendered those around .-^o

uncomfortable by repining of her lot, that her

s<jciety was a burthen to all. Her husband
was a man, as I have said, of estimable amia-
bilities, and, in selecting his second partner,

lie had hoped in Susan J>ayton to find a com-
panion and friend who would till up the

vacancy left in his heart, by the death of a
most beloverl nife, at the same time giving

to his young daughters a tender guardian for

their future years. Alas, for his prosjiects

tlJe beautifid i)ath of his former life of plea-

santness he soon discovered were laid waste
by the spirit of discontent he had brought in

their midst ; the dear haunts and .scenes about
his really picturesque home, the cool bowers
and shaded walks, upon which he had be-

.stowed so much labour and felt so much pride,

drew no feeling of admiration from his v.-ife,

and the home for whicii all his youth had
been spent in toil to obtain, a ' home in the
coimtry," was regarded by his companion as

one very great drawback to her enjoyment.
" She always had hoj)cd to live in the city,

and now, from her connexion, it apix-ared that
her destiny was fi.xed -she never had enjoyed
the thing she desired ; of cour.-^ it was not to

be looked for." And witli nuirmurings such as
these, she fmally succeeded in rendering her
husband's hou^e so uncomfortable, that, after a
few years of their marriage, he consented to

yield his wishes to her and return to the city

he had quitted with lontlviiig, in the hojM? of
l)rocuring the domestic comfort of a cheer-
ful helpmate and a smile to givet him by his

hearth.

But when did ever change of circimistance

minister to n mind so diseased f The malady

had grown with the victim from childhood,

and years had strengthened it ; and now no
remwly could be found to apply to the full-

grown incubus. A stranger to have entered

in the beautifully-appointed drawing-rooms,

all tastefully decorated witli draperies and
delicate sjjecimens of art, would be led to the

belief that the drop-curtain held no i)icture be-

liiud the scenes to mar the comfort apparently

showing it.self in all things.

But as each heart knoweth its own bitter-

ness, so Ilichard Lewis knew the cloud upon
his doorway would never brighten ; no domes-

tic sunshine would gladden the future. And
his girls, who were fast ai)proiiching tho.sc

years which need the fostering of tender

guidance to direct them through the mazes of

youth, received no gentle influences from her

who had assumed the resjwnsibility of a kind

director. And tlms her life i)assed on, un-

loved and unloving ; she shed no joy, and gave
no comfort ; those who had trustfully reix>sed

in the promises of hope, found them like the

apples of the Dead Sea, tilled with the ashes of

deception

.

And now, in her imix)verished di.'^content,

we will return to Hetty, who moved still in

tlie ornament of a quiet spirit, in tlie centre of

the orbit, her home. And although fortune

had again (as the world would say) frowned
more fiercely ujx)n the family of love, yet
" why need we mourn over a few acres gone ?''

" My husband," she cheerfully replied to a
groan which involuntarily burst frtjni Henry
Fielding's full heart, as tlie ancestral halls of

his fathers receded from his lingering gaze,
" have we not the world before us, and our

growing family to prop us, as our shadows
lengthen ? and, besides, we have health and
strength, and brave hearths with us, to take

to the luxuriant west ; and these are all we
need, they tell us." And thus, with a woman's
soul and woman's courage, she cheered the

drooping partner whom she had f^o faitlifully

served and loved, through good report and evil

report, througli the passes of better and worse,

richer and jworer ; and she never saw her
" greenwood home," nor the stately lx>xw<v)d

urns, nor the grave of her dear cliild beyond
the garden walls again; and v.iien she wrote

to her friends she would .s;iy :
" But we

have found another jp-eunwood, and the tre««

we used to think so grand are children com-
pared to the venerable forest ones which shade

our cottage, and we are so happy ; we have
seen so much of the lK>autiful world by leav-

ing the little one 1 had always livefl in ; and
then the flowers— eveithing is a garden here;

and tlie little lx>rders a^Kjut us ai"c bright

with tliOKC I brought with me, and they grow
so much gayer in this rich soil ; and our

boys are all about u^, too, and we live like

monarchs in our new kingdom, and we liave

most loving subject.s. If we hatl dear Kmma
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with ixs, just to look through the long, long

dark woods, and to see the boys with their

wives and little ones about them, and to hear
the birds singing just as gay as she was herself,

sweet child !

"

And so, from the day she was first rocked in

her cradle imtil the last when the flower parted

and fell in iipon her naiTow resting-place, was
the life of Hetty a continual feast, and her

memoiy was blessed to those who had lived in

her smiles.

THE JORDAN AND THE DEAD SEA.

"What is it that invests this river with so

thrilling an interest, and causes it to in-

spire such deep emotions in the Christian's

heart, leading him to look upon its waters

with less of superstition, indeed, but far

deeper and purer reverence, than is ren-

dered by the devotee of India or of Egypt,
to the Ganges or the Nile ? It is not the

alternate beauty and grandeur of the

scenery of the Jordan—it is not the singular

and diversified aspects of life, presented by
the scattered tribes who dwell upon its

banks. No ; it is the memory of the Divine

burden its waters once bore, and the mighty
works enacted of old upon its shores.

The sacred traditions of the Jordan refer

to the upper regions around the Lake of

Gennesareth, and the lower portion in the

neighbourhood of the Dead Sea. Gennesa-
reth is a large and beautiful sheet of water
(twelve miles long by six or seven broad),

and its borders were the scene of most of

our Saviour's miracles, and of the leading

incidents of his ministry. The traveller,

sailing on its bosom, can see the snowy
summit of Moimt Hermon ; and, hanging
over the sea, the city of Safed, to which he
can fancy the Saviour pointed when he said,

"Ye are as a city set upon a hill, which
cannot be hid." In another direction his

eye rests on the top of Tabor, on which our
Lord is supposed to have been transfigured

;

and the Moimt of Beatitudes, where Jesus
taught. On its shores are the ruins of

Bethsaida, Capernaum, and Chorazin, the

fated cities upon which Jesus gazed as he
Tittered the doom, "Wo unto thee,

Chorazin ! Wo \into thee, Bethsaida ! for if

the mighty works which have been done in

you had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they
would have remained unto this day."
Such are some of the absorbing associa-

tions connected with Gennesareth, and
such the memorials of the Son of God, upon
which the traveller may yet look. 'Ihe

shore on which he stands Jesus once trod,

the waters on which he sails once bore him
on their bosom, the mountains which sur-

round him were consecrated by the myste-
ries of his history, and echoes the voice

of his teachings ; Avhilst the cities, now
desolate and in ruins, wore the objects from

which he di-ew his lessons of warning and
his illustrations of wisdom.
Following the course of the river for

nearly two hundred miles,* the traveller
finds the valley of the Jordan open upon
the plain of Jericho, with the mountains of
Moab on the left, the desert of Judea on the
right, and the Dead Sea before him. Here,
too, are scenes of deep historic interest.

On those mountains of Moab the hosts of
Israel journeyed, under the guidance of
Moses and Joshua, more than three thou-
sand years ago.

There Moses stood looking on the pro-
mised land when Jehovah said to him,
" This is the land which I swarc unto
Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, say-
ing, I will give it unto thy seed ; I have
caused thee to see it with thine eyes, but
thou shalt not go over thither ;" and the
great lawgiver, seeing his people encamped
on the " plains of Moab," lay down and died.

And there, at the foot of that mountain
range, and along the banks of that river,

for thirty days, there was weeping and
mourning. But the people of God had
reached the gate of their promised home
after long, Aveary years of wandering and
privation, and the host at last prepared to

"go in and take possession." They press
towards the border of the stream, or rather
the flood, for it is the season of the " swell-

ings of the Jordan," and the waters of the
river have overflowed their banks ; foremost
are the priests, bearing the sacred burden
of the ark, whilst Josliua stands pointing,

with the "rod of God," to the spot where
they are to venture in. With a firm tread,

persuaded of the presence and power of the
God of miracles, they step in, and at once
the waters roll back and stand like a wall

above them ; whilst below, the tide rolling

away, leaves dry ground for the hosts to

pass over. When all had crossed, and stood
with dry feet on the opposite side, the ark
was brought up and the river resumed its

natural course. Then, amid these hills of

Palestine, there resounded the loud, long
shouts of praise and triumph, whose echoes

* The distance is less than fiO miles on a
straight line.
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fell upon the afl'righted ears of the neigh-
bouring city of Jericho.

On this same spot where Israel had passed
over, there stood, a thousand years after, a
man of austere appearance. His life had
been spent in the wilderness—lying there,

on the right—where locusts and wild honey
had formed his food, and the hair of the
camel his covering. His words are those
of reproof and warning. The people, whose
God did such wonderful works to their

fathers, and made them walk on dry ground
to the land of promise, have gone astray
from his service, and corrupted his worship

;

and John (for it is he) calls them to "re-
pent, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at

hand." Drawn by his earnest and com-
manding words, all Jerusalem went out
after him to receive baptism, as an emblem
ofthe cleansing power of the new dispensa-
tion whose advent he proclaimed. But in

the midst of his sacred work he pauses, liis

eye rests on the form of one who is ap-
proaching him, a man of mild and heavenly
aspect ;

" Forbid him," exclaimed the bap-
tist, saying " I have need to be baptized of

thee, and comest thou to me :
" And Jesus

said, " tutfer it to be so now, for thus it be-
cometh us to fulfil all righteousness." And
the Saviour was baptized with water, " the
Spirit of God, descending in shape like a
dove, lighting upon him." As he ascended
from the liver, a voice from heaven pro-
claimed, " This is my beloved ^on, in whom
I am well pleased. 'He.vr ye him."
The no.xious waters of the Dead Sea,

which lies before the eye of the traveller as
he stands at the mouth of the Jordan, roll

over the ill-fated "Cities of the Plain"
Sodom and Gomorrah, which were con-
sumed by " brimstone and fire," and buried
beneath the boiling flood of Jehovah's
v.Tath.

But from these sacred associations, which
render the valley of the Jordan, its banks,
its streams, and the mountains which
encompass it, in the loftiest sense of the
expression, classic ground, let us turn to

a brief examination of the present aspect
of this interesting region.

In the year 1848, the government of the
United States of America fitted out an ex-
pedition, under the command of Captain
Lynch, of the naval service, to explore the
Jordan and the Dead Sea ; and it is to the
report published by that gentleman that we
are chiefly indebted for the particulars
which follow.

The Jordan rises in Moimt Hermon,
whose snow-streams collect in the little

lake Hulch (the Mf-rom of Scripture;, and
running thence for a distance of seven milc:>,

expand into the beautiful sea of Galilee, or
Lr»ke Gennesareth. From this "ipot the

river pursues a tortuous course of at least

200 miles, until it reaches the Dead Sea.

Its channel lies in a deep and fertile valley,

once thickly peopled, and still abounding in

ruined monuments of by-gone times. Its

banks are sometimes steep and rocky,
sometimes sloping to the water, and covered
with thickets, rising above a dense under-
growth of grasses and flowers. On issuing

irom Lake Gcnnesareth, the river sp? edily

contracts, and in its subsequent course
varies from forty to two hundred yards in

width.
The American expedition passed from the

Sea of Galilee into the Jordan on the 10th

of April, 1849, in two small boats, and found
themselves sailing on a clear stream of some
eight or ten feet deep. They were soon
surprised by the roar of a cataract ; and
during the seven days they spent upon the
river, their progress was interrupted by no
less than twenty-seven of these dangerous
obstacles, some of which they descended

—

the waters rushing and leaping headlong
around them,— whilst others they were
obliged to avoid by the laborious process
of cutting out side canals, through which
they floated their boats. In the wider por-
ions of the stream are numerous little

islands, many of which are covered \vith

shrubs and wild flowers. These, and the

thickets on the banks, are filled with birds

of varied and beautiful plumage, and with
wild beasts, amongst which were found the
tiger and the boar. With two exceptions,

and these inconsiderable, (the Yarmakh
and the Jabok), the Jordan has no tribu-

taries, but some occasional rivulets descend-
ing from the nearer and steeper mountains.
I he present inhabitants on either bank are

Bedouin Arabs, but they are not numerous,
ihey live in tents covered with hair or skin,

and are described as fierce and savage in

character, unscrupulously plundering each
other, and making incursions into the more
cultivated portions of Palestine. They are

warlike in habit, and look with contempt
upon the arts of agriculture. Their social

condition is, of course, very low—the women
being the drudges of the camp, in common
with" the donkeys and camels. A lively

picture of their manners is presented in the

following extract from Captain L3mch's
narrative:

—

•' We were amused this evening at wit-

nessing an Arab kitchen in full operation.

The burning embers of a watch-fire were
scraped aside, and the heated ground
scooped in a hollow, to the depth of six or

eight inches, and about two feet in diameter.

Within this hole was laid, with scrupulous
exat'tness of fit and accommodation to its con-

cave surface, a mass of half kneaded dough,
made of flour and water. The coals were
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again raked over it, and the fire replenished.

A huge pot of rice Avas then jjlaced upon
the fire, into which, fro:n time to time, a

quantity of liquid butter was poured, and
the compound stirred with the stout branch

of a tree, not entirely denuded of its leaves.

When tire mess was sufficiently cooked, the

pot was removed from the fire, the coals

again withdrawn, and the bread taken from
its primitive oven, besmeared with dirt and
ashes, and dotted with cinders, it bore few
evidences of being an article of food. In
consistency, as well as in outward appear-

ance, it resembled a long-used blacksmith's

apron, rounded off at the corners. The
dirtiest ashpone of the southern negro would
have been a luxury compared to it. The
Avhoie party gathered round the pot in the

open air, and each one tearing ofi" a portion

of the leather bread, worked it into a scoop

or spoon, and driving peil mell into the

pilau, made a voracious meal, treating their

spoons as the Argonauts served their tables

—eating them for dessert. With a wash in

the Jordan, they were immediately after

ready for sleep, and in half an hour were
as motionless as the heaps of baggage
around them."
When nearing the mouth of the river, the

travellers came to the Pilgrim's Ford, and
were witnesses of a scene which occurs

annually in April. It is the bathing in the

consecrated waters, of a host of Christian

pilgrims. This ceremony is conducted with
as much outward pomp as enthusiasm. A
vast multitude of devotees, of both sexes and
all ages, and from all parts of the world, as-

semble in Jerusalem, whence, headed by
the Mohammedan Governor, and an im-
posing military escort, they may be seen is-

suing from the Damascus gates, as the morn-
ing of the appointed day dawns on Mount
Olivet. Some are on foot, and others

mounted on horses, camels, or donkeys,
whilst the aged and infirm, the women and
children, are carried on panniers slung over

the backs of camels. By evening they have
pitched their tents on the plains of Jericho,

and by da\ATi of the following day are mov-
ing to the river-side, to the spot where tra-

dition affirms that Jesus was baptized.

The yoimg leap boldly into the sacred waters,
•whilst the timid and the old let themselves
down by the branches of the overhanging
trees, or by the assistance of the rest. And
having thus bathed in Jordan's flood, the
cherished purpose of long and toilsome pil-

grimage, the multitude retrace their steps,

bearing on high, branches ot willow or
acacia, which they have dipped in the stream,
and may be seen picturesquely gliding

among the mountains of Judea.
Having struck their tents once more, tlie

members of the expedition hastened to ex-

plore that awful and mysterious gulf, the
Dead Sea. On approaching this, the Jordan
gradually widens, until at its mouth it is a '

hundred and eighty yards in breadth. Its

banks are here low and marshy, and issuing

from between them, the boats were soon
sailing in the treacherous waters, of which
it has become a proverb amongst the Arabs,
that "no man can venture on that sea and
live." The unhappy fate of more than one
exploring party has served to deepen t.lic

gloom naturally associated with ic. The
curse of God seems to rest on it yec, as on
the cities over whose ruins it sweeps. Cap-
tain Lynch says :

—
" At times it seemed as if the dread

Almighty frowned upon our efforts to navi-

gate a sea the creation of his wrath. . . .

But although the sea had assumed such a
threatening aspect, and the fretted mountains,
sharp and incinerated, loomed terrific on either

side, and salt and ashes mingled with its sands,

and fetid, sulphiu-ous springs trickled down
its ravines, we did not despair. Awe-struck,
but not terrified ; fearing the worst, yet

hoping for the best ; we proposed to spend a
weary night upon the dreariest waste we had
ever seen.'' But suddenly the wind abated,

and the sea as rapidly fell, and within twenty
minutes from the time they almost expected
to be engulphed, they were " pulling away at

a rapid rate over a placid sheet of water, that

scarcely rippled beneath them."

Of another excursion, when crossing the

Gulf, for the purpose of visiting Kerak, the

Kir Moab (or capital of Moab) of Scripture ;

a voyage of only eleven miles, the narrative

says:

—

" The fierce angel of disease seemed hover-
ing over them (the men), and I read the fore-

runner of his presence in their flushed and fe-

verish sleep. Some with their thin bodies bent,

and arms dangling over the abandoned oars,

their hands excoriated wdth acrid water, slept

profoundly ; others, with heads thrown back,

and lips cracked and sore, with a scarlet flush

on either cheek, seemed overpowered by heat

and weariness, evenin sleep ; whilstsonie, upon
whose faces shone the reflected light from the

water, looked ghastly, and dozed with a ner-

vous twitching of the Umbs, and now and then,

starting from their sleep, drank deeply from a

beaker, and sank back again to lethargy."

The Dead Sea stretches from tlie Jordan, a
distance of forty miles, nearly due south, and
is of a nearly uniform breadth of between eight

and nine miles. The shores are gloomy and
sterile, whilst its thick heavy waters send forth

fetid exhalations and spray surcharged with

greasy bitter salt.

In exploring this strange monument of the

wrath of God, various discoveries were made
of a nature to confirm the truth of the nan a-
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tive of Moses respecting the destruction of the

Cities of the Plain. The nature of the

soundings convinced the party that they were
sailing above a *' plain sunk and over-

whelmed " by some *' extraordinary convul-

sion, produced by an eruption of fire, and a

general conflagration of the bitumen which
abounded in the plains.'' " It is for the

learned," the narrative adds, " to comment on
the facts we have laboriously collected. Upon
ourselves the result is a decided one. We
entered upon this sea with conflicting opinions.

One of the party was sceptical, and another,

I think, a professed unbeliever of the Mosaical
account. After twenty-two days close inves-

tigation, if I am not mistaken, we were unani-

mous in the conviction of the truth of the
scriptural account."

It is supposed by the learned, »hat the Cities

of the Plain fo^me^ly stood on the site of the
southern portion of the Dead Sea. We know
that they occupied a pleasant and fertile val-

ley watered by the Jordan. The catastrophe
which involved their destruction was evidently

attended by volcanic eruption and conflagra-

tion. I ndeed the entire region presents to the
eye of the geologist abundant traces of these
phenomena.
We have spoken of Captain Lynch's visit

to Kerak, the ancient capital of Moab.
From his narrative it appears, that there is

here a Christian settlement. Of a population

of about three hundred families, three- fourths

are of ou.- own faith. Their church is a *' low,
dark, vaulted room, containing a picture of

St. George fighting the dragou, two half-

columns of red granite from the ruins of the

castle, and a well of cool water in the centre."

The number of this isolated body amounts to

about a thousand. They are said to be im-
posed on, in every way, by the more powerful
Muslems. They have commenced building a
better church, as a means of keeping together,

and as a refuge for the women and children la

time of trouble ; but " the locusts and the sirocco

have, for the last seven years, blasted the

fields, and nearly all spared by them hjis been
swept away by the Muslems." They sent by
the members of the expedition an appeal to

Christians in more happy lands, to help them.

CHRISTOPHER CHRONICLE'S LECTURES.

Xo. IV.— DOMESTIC INVENTIONS.
('in.MNF.YS.—However surjirising it may appear,

yet is it a received opinion that, notwith.-<tauding

tiie ingenuity of the Greeks and the luxury
of the Komans, neither of these people Jiad

chimneys to their dwellings. In whatever re-

mains of their ancient architecture, we have
been unable to trace any vestiges which would
lead to the eonclu^iion that they knew the art of

constructing suclj a flue as would serve to carry

ol\' tlie smoke from their domestic fire-places.

Even in this particular what an advantage has

the modem wonKi.vG .man over the ancient
(
';csiirs, in tlic comforts of his home ! Whatever

lie possesses!, in the shaj)e of fiuniturc, is usually

free from so<jt ; but whatever tliese po-isessed,

in the sliupe of furniture, was therewith covered
:in(l begrimed. Beckniann says :

" We find

tliat, among the ancients, furniture of every
kind, ceilings, and walls were soon covered over
with soot ; and, from this, even the images of
ilieir ancestors were not secure ; which, thougJi

tlicy were to be found in the hoiuses of the great,

and stood in niches intiic liall, became Idaek witli

.'^moke, and, on that account, were justly named
fumo.sfc." Although tlie antiquity of chimneysis
not disputed, yet we have no such information as

will enable tts to fix on any precise period for

their origin The oldest account of them oc-

curs in the year 1347, in an inscription found in

Venice, and wliich says that, at tliis i)eriod,

many were tlu-oun down by an earthquuke.
Twenty years later, we have an account of one

Francisco da Carraro, Lord of Padua, going to
Rome, and finding no chimneys in the hotel
where he lodged, caused two to be constructed
and arched by masons and carpenters whom ho
had brought along with him. These were the
first chimneys that were seen at Rome. I're-

vious to tliis they had been used in Padua, but
we are not informed whether they were com-
mon. In the tenth, twelftli, and thirteenth cen-
turies the convre-p-M of the French and the
curfew-bell of the" English seem to i)rove that,
at the.5e periods, tlierc were no chimneys
amongst these people. Indeed, so late as the
reipni of Henry WW. in England it would ap-
pear that no tire was allowed in the University
of Oxford ; for, after supjnng at eight o'clock,

the students went to tlieir books till nine in
winter, and took a smart run for half-an-hour
to warm themselves before going to bed. In
tlic time of Elizabeth, Harrison thus writes, in
a pa.Hsagi- prefixed to llolinshed's " Chronicle :*•

— *' Tlure arc old men dwelling in tlie village

wliere I remain, who have noted three things
to be marvellously altered in England within
their sound remembrance. One is the multi-
tude of chimneys lately erected ; whereas in

tlieir younger days, there was not above two
or three, if so many, in most uplandish towns
of the realm (the religious houses and manor
places of the lords always excepted, and per-
adventtire some groat personages), but each
made \\\i fire against a rere-dosse—rx sort of
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raised hearth upon which food was dressed,

without any passage for the smoke—in the hall

where he dined and dressed his meat."

Fire-places.—In the middle ages people

made fires in their houses in a pit in the centre

of the floor and under an opening formed in the

roof. "Wood was then the principal fuel, and,

in order to use this with economy, a contri-

vance towards the close fire-grate was first

made. This consisted of iron trestles, called

hand-irons or and-irons, still occasionally to be

met with in some of our old farmhouses under

the singular name of " dogs." In Canada,

Nova Scotia, and those parts where scarcely any
fuel but wood is used, it is seldom that any
other kind of utensils occupy the kitchen fire-

place, as they are best adapted for supporting

those large billets of wood which the severity

of the winters in these climates render neces-

sary for fire. In Paris, however, where little

else but wood is bunied, they are very much
used ; and previous to the mtroduction of close

fire-places, they were found even in tlie bed-

cdiambei's of our kings. In a sleeping apart-

ment of Henry VIII., at Hampton-court, there

was a pair. In the days of Shakspeare tliey

wei'e very common ; and we find him, with

some degree of minuteness, describing in " Cym-
beline" a pair which belonged to a lady's

chamber :

—

" Two twinkling cupids.
Of silver each, on one foot standing, nicely

Depending on their brands."

Strutt, -WTiting in 1775, says: "These and-

irons are used at this day, and are called col)-

irons ; they stand on the hearth, where they

bum wood, to lay it upon ; their fronts are

usually carved, -with a round knob at the top ;

some of them are kept polished and bright

;

anciently many of them were embellished with

a variety of ornaments." "With the increased

consumption of coal the transition from "dogs"

to grates was obvious and easy. The and-

irons were still retained and formed the end
standards, and the grate wms raised upon them
so as to seem a sort of cradle. From this, con-

venience soon suggested fixed fire-places, when
the grates were made with sides, piers, and
hobs, so as to occupy the whole space ^\^thin

the chunney-jambs. It ^vould be tiresome to

follow the improvements from the first general

introduction of stoves about the year 1780 to

the present time, but in no branch of manufac-
ture is there more taste displayed than in the

endless variety of ornaments on the stove-

grates of the present day. "With the use of

coal came close fire-placey, and the invention

of the poker, and about the same period the

adoption of fenders, the first of which were
pieces of bent sheet iron, placed before the fire

to prevent the brands from rolling ofl" the

hearth-stone upon the modem floors. These
now have become amongst the principal orna-

ments of the modem fire-place.

The Curfew.—This was the instrument
vdth which our ancestors extinguished their

domestic fires. It is derived from the couvre-

feii (cover-fire) of the French, and was made
of copper, riveted together, and was ten inches

high, sixteen inches \\'ide, and nine inches

deep. Although the introduction of the curfew
to England is usually attributed to "William

the Conqueror, it was in use in this country
long before his tune. King Alfred, the restorer

of the University of Oxford, ordained that

all the inhabitants of that city should, at the

ringing of curfew-bell, every night at eight

o'clock, cover up their fires and go to bed. The
Conqueror, then, would seem rather to have
revived an old custom than imposed a new one,

which was generally considered as a badge of

subjection. Its adoption, too, in England,
would seem to be tiie result of wise reflection,

for we find that a Saxon chronicle makes fre-

quent mention of toAvns being burnt, from their

being built of wood ; and as a gieat portion of
England v/as so biult at that tune, the curfew
seems a precautionary measure, established for

tiie general safety rather than for anything
else. Shakspeare, Milton, and Gray, severally

allude to the curfew in their Avorks ; and even
at the present day the practice of ringing the

bell is not, in some places, extinct. It is yet

rung nightly in Southampton, Downton, King-

wood, and many other towns towards the Avest,

as at "Winchester, as well as at Abingdon and
Sandwich. It brings a quiet pleasure over tlie

mind to reflect upon this, although there may
be little use in continuing in tliese i^laces a
custom wliich in others has become obsolete.

Bellows.— It appears that om* common bel-

loAvs were early known to the Greeks, for Strabo

tells us that Anacharsis, who lived in the time

of Solon, that is—about five hmidred years be-

fore Christ—invented the bellov;s, the anchor,

and the potters wheel. This, however, is doubt-

ful, as Homer notices the last invention. Wo
have no means of tracing this useful utensil of

tlie fire-place from its origin into England, but

we may remark that the modern hearth can
hardly be said to be furnished, if a pair of bel-

lows is not to be found hanging somewhere in

its neighbourhood.

Table ajs'd Table-cloths.—The ancient

Britons took the ground for their table, and the

skins of wolves and dogs for their table-cloths ;

but after the arrival of the Saxons, forms Avere

more strictly attended to, and the peo])le, then

called Anglo-Saxons, were celebrated lor their

hospitality. Their customs and habits as-

sumed greater regularity, Avhilst they sat at

large square tables, and on long benches,

according to rank. The tables, at this

period, Avere square, and Avere not dis-

l)laced until the old oaken table, of long

boards upon tressels, came into use, and AA'hich

are common in some of our mansions at tliia

time.

—

Tadle-c'lotiis Avcr«us?d by the Snxon:?,
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and some of them were very costly. At one

lieriod the lonl of the manor, as lie woiiUl now
|

be calleJ, wu5 entitled to the tiiblt-cloth, towe!,

&c., of the house wlicre he dined. Tho table-

cloth, hi particiihir, wa.s an article of ta.ste and
,

value. Some cost a.s much a.s eighteen jwunds,

but these, of course, mu;>t have been owned by
!

our nobility and most opulent prentry. We 1

know of no article of furniture wliich conveys

to our mind a fairer idea of the cleanlines-s and '

comfort of the household of the working man
i

than the sight of a clean table-clotli spread for !

his meals ; and a father, in olden times, giving

advice to his son, particularly recommended
him, as one means of .success ui life, to have his

,

table covered with a clean cloth. !

Kmves, Forks, and Spoons.—Tha most I

ancient knives were iwinted, as it was usual for
I

liim who carved the meat to help it round on
j

ilie jjoiiit of a knife. Those of the ancient
j

]$ritons were of great length, and resembled

weapons of defence, or daggers, rather than i

knives to eat with. A table-knife of tiic time ;

of Queen Elizabeth is described with a handle
;

of white bone. It has been said that knives

were first made in England in l'j(j3 ; but
Chaucer, who flourished in the lourteenth cen-

tury, alludes to a knife as a l>hejfield tkioittlc;

and whittle is to this day among the manufac-
turers the name of a common kind of knife.

"A Sh fyi.'ld thwittle btr;- hr in his hnsp,"

is the line of Chaucer, in his " Revc's Tale."

In the " Kom. of K. Alisanndcr," we find men-
tioned in a couplet, a pastime, or sleight, prac-

tised by the ancient gleemen, or^jugglers, of
throwing up knives and catching them in their

descent :
—

*• Knyfe fiUjiriK ».w\ eke singin*,

Carulyiiiij and turneying."

Now-a-days we have a variety in the style and
taste of our knives as in other things. We have

them square, round, and pointed ; but it was

not till within these few years that round-topped

knives v.ere adopted in France.

—

Forks were

not introduced to England till the reign of

James I., when they were brought from Italy,

and much ridiculed here as effeminate and lu.vu-

rious. Before this, skewers of silver or gold

were made use of for forks in carving. We be-

lieve, however, the word forka appears in an

inventory offmniiture belonging to Edward I.

—

Spoons were originallymade of rootsof box,aiid

of brass, bone, or horn, and some were made to

fold up for the jxjcket. When they were intro-

duced to England we are not aware ; but in an

etymological work in our ixjsse^sion we find

them mentioned in connexion with a curious

custom of our ancestors. They are called

apostle spoons, which were gifts presented by

the sponsors to a child at its christening, and
were so named from their having the head

of one of the apostles at the extremity of the

handle of each spoon. They were usually

twelve in number, and generally of gold or

silver. The number and quality depended

much on the wealth of the donor. Shak.spcare

thus alludes to them in " Henry VIII. :"

—

" Come, come my lord, you'd s^pare your spoons."

We also find an allusion to them in Bii^hop

Corbett's ixK-m on the birth of Prince Charles :

•' When private men get sons, they <:et a spooii,

"Without eclipse of any star at iioou."

JOHN WELDOX'S HISTORY.

LliTTER Vn.

Sir,—In my fourth letter I gave you a little scene from our honeymoon, in which

I appeared to great disadvantage. But you are, as I have said, a sort of father con-

fessor ; and Emma and I have agreed that, if these letters are to be useful, the whole

truth must be told. You shall liave a balance-sheet, as it were, laid before you, in

which the debtor and creditor account shall be duly filled in ; and thus your reader*

will tind that where the wish is to do right, and the aim that of faithful stewardship,

the balance will, in the end. fall on the right side. Life, Mr. Editor, is not so hard

a taskmaster as many would make us believe. It is only when we give the reins to

our passions and evil tempers that we find a scourge held above us, not merely to

chastise, but, if possible, to bring us back to the guidance of reason.

Well, Sir, it was by the recurrence of scenes similar to the one I have given, and
the self-examination which they afterwards caused, that I camo to the opinion which

Iluth had long held, and which had been early adopted by my wife, that I was a bad-

tempered man. I should, doubtless, have remained so—nay, must have become
worse— for there is no standing still in what is wrong, had not the evil spirit been, as

I may say. cast out of me before it liad become strong enough to take to itself seven

other spirits, worse than itself.
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I dwell a deal on temper, for it is of more importance in domestic life, for good or
for evil, than people often imagine. Too little is done in childhood and youth, even
by the best disposed parents and teachers, in training and tutoring the temper.
Reading and writing, music and dancing, all are taught with great labour and ex-

pense
;
yet the value of these in domestic life is nothing, in comparison with a good

and well disciplined temper. Solomon, of old, knew this when he said, " Better is a
dinner of herbs where peace is, than a stalled ox and strife therewith."

Many couples there are who, in their courting-days, have been all sunshine to each
other—as loving and amiable as turtle-doves; but who, when bound together for

life, do nothing but snarl and quarrel, and lead a regular dog-and-cat life, and this

often, not because they are especially wicked and quarrelsome, but because their

tempers are unaccordant, their wills unbroken, and they have not learned forbear-

ance towards each other in love. I have seen a deal of this in my time. To say

nothing of my unhappy home, where the very elements of discord lived, I saw
anything but happiness in the respectable family where I served my apprenticeship,

and where, as far as outward circumstances went, there was nothing to disturb it.

Both husband and wife were teetotalers, and that from honest conviction, and both
professedly religious people. They had excellent health, and a well-conducted
family ; he was an industrious, thriving man, and she a prudent, economical, and
managing woman

;
yet a cloud hung over their domestic life, its spirit was that of

perpetual discord, the apparent cause of which was the daily, necessary household
expenses. Every pound of sugar, every loaf of bread, every ounce of tea, was, as one
may say, fought for before it was obtained. The wife, through the long continuance

of this strife, had grown querulous and even malicious ; and as he would not allow

her money to provide the necessaries beforehand, but doled it out only at the moment
it was wanted, and always unwillingly ; she saemcd to make a point of asking it from
him at the most inconvenient and the most inappropriate times. This led to scenes

of painful contention, which I at first felt ashamed of witnessing, until at last I

became familiar with them as the others were, and then found in them subjects of

joke for the shop. Nevertheless, they caused me to reflect. I saw where both were
wrong, but principally the husband, because he was- the originator of this wretched
state of things, and with him the remedy \ay,— I early resolved, therefore, that when
I married I would avoid the rock upon which these two struck, and thus secure to

myself that domestic bliss which I looked for in married life. But I forgot that

the tempter has many baits, and that these are selected by him very cunningly to suit

his prey. I forgot that I was violent, irritable, and overbearing, and that I must pass

through a discipline before I could go smoothly in harness with the life-companion

that I might choose, and whom, as an honourable man, I v.as bound to make
happy.

And here let me remark, Mr. Editor, that if those married couples who have at

length happily attained to that harmony of life at which all rightly-ihinking men and
women aim in matrimony could tell us of their experience, they would say that the

real time of trial is during the earlier years of their married life ; often, that those

very years are years of painful self-discipline and much self-inflicted sorrow. Nay,

indeed, I hardly see how a man and woman, each perhaps of strong will and decided

character, can live together without there being at the commencement some puUing-

counter, some discord, and some disunion. The flowers of the honeymoon soon wither,

and thoi'ns are discovered beneath them. Happy they for whom fresh flowers spring,

and ever spring, covering the thorns, and at length bearing them no longer ! The best

horse, Mr. Editor, requires breaking-in before he goes steadily in harness ; I have used

the simile before, but it is not a bad one, for matrimony is a species of harness, and often

very uneasy harness. Nevertheless, the pair of yoke-fellows may draw the heaviest

load through the roughest roads, over the steepest, stormiest mountains, through the

most discouraging morasses (and life has all of these), if they are but guided by one
accord—if each bears but his share of the burden, and does his part towards light-

ning that of his fellow. Then, the longer they pull together, the more harmonious
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and the better will be the understanding between them, until they become no longer

two but one ; disunion is then impossible—separation is death.

Both Emma and I had strom; wills ; in other respects wc were alike, but with a

difference. I had the spirit of a despot, and in every case must rule ; she of a

ninrtyr, who will die rather than yield. Our affection was sincere, and our views of

life cheerful but earnest. We were, I flatter myself, Mr. Editor, not ill-matched.

In order to avoid those sources of petty but bitter discord which I had witnessed

during my apprenticeship, I allowed my wife such a sum for weekly household ex-

penses as, on due consultation with her, we conceived necessary for these purposes.

This money I jravc her every Saturday evening, when she and 1 went out marketing

together. Out of my wages I reserved a smaller or larger sum, according to circum-

stances, for accumulation, for this had now beconie a habit with me, and if there

was one thing in which I was more rigid than another, it was in never being without

a little savings' fund. I had, of course, greatly reduced my savings by my marriage

and the necessary furnishing of our house. This, however, never caused me a regret.

And as regarded what remained, I found it very unexpectedly augmented on tlie

morning after our marriage, when at Richmond Emma ])ut into my hands her sav-

ings'-bank book, in which I found livc-and-twenty pounds ten shillings entered in her

name. And of this I knew nothing. She had never spoken of it to me, nor had I

an idea of her having saved one pound. This, and the smallness of my own savings'

fund, gave a new stimulus to my exertion.s.

Eumia, who, as I have said already, had gone pretty far in arithmetic, and was a

good accountant, made herself a little housekeeping-book, in which, for her own
satisfaction, she kept, very methodically, an account of her weekly receipts and
expenses. Nor was I, on my part, an unreasonable man. I wished that my wife

should always dress neatly, and make a creditable appearance, for my sake as well as

her own ; and I was not within an odd pound, now and then, forlier own spending, the

benefit of which I must confess—and let all husbands take this into consideration— often

fell to my share. Emma had all a good wife's pride in seeing Ik r husband's shirts,

collars, and stockings, in the best order, and she never was within a few shillings out
of her own money to keep them so. She had also, in no inconsiderable degree, that

feeling peculiar to all good housekeepers, a love of house linen. The savings out of
her housekeeping-money, according to mutual agreem ent, were devoted to this purpose

;

and many a good table-cloth, many a good pair of sheets and pillow-cases, were thus
obtained, without any one missing a single comfort. She would even in this way
indulge herself in a little bit of crochet, and such like work, which I soon learned to

tolerate, but which, strange to say, was more and more rarely seen in her hands, in

proportion as I saw less objection to it. For the best of women, Mr. Editor, as I

dare say you know, are often ver\' contrary beings.

All was right, then, as regarded money, that great source of evil and contention,
and Emma wrote word to the good old miller in Staffordshire, her father, that there
never v.as such a husband as his daughter's, wliich made liim exceedingly happy.
But, nevertheless, I was not tlien what I should have ])een ; and many a cloud there
was over our domestic happiness, which, if it did not last long, made it gloomy
enough at the time, and many a sigh of bitter self-reproach was lieaved by me, and
many a tear shed by my little wife. But the fault, Mr. Editor, was mine. I frankly
and entirely confess it, and often at that time when I was so much in thraldom
to my bad temper did the very gentleness, and forbearance, and blamclessness of mv
wife unger me no little. The devil that is in us. Sir, cannot bear the sisrht of an
angel in another. Let some of your passionate, unreasonable husbands think of this.

I am, Mr. Editor, yours faithfully,

JoH.v Welcon.
With the above letter we have received a communication from I\Irs. Wcldon. and

thovigh it appears to have been written unknown to her husband, yet, as it bears
directly on the subject of his letter, and contains matter of some interest, we shall
make free to publish it entire in our next Dumber.— f/ir/'. WorJdiig Mans Friend.]
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ALPHONSE DE LAMARTINE.

Ox the 2yth February, 1848, an angry and
excited multitude were assembled in front

of the Hotel de Ville, of Paris. It was the

second day of the revolution. Louis Philippe
was a fugitive, royalty was abolished,

and the people, in the iirst flush of their

victory, had come to demand the adoption
of the red flag—the symbol of the excesses

v<-hich had marked the first revolution.

Infatuated by the sudden possession of a

power from which they had hitherto been
jealously excluded, they rent the air with
their vociferations, denounced vengeance
on the Provisional Government which had
inaugurated the republic of order and mo-
deration, and demanded the head of one
to the prevalence of whose counsels they
attributed the failure of their own wild
schemes of ferocity and retribution. As
they filled the air with their cries, he stood
before them, with folded arms and im-
blanched eye, and with no weapon of de-

fence but his own high spirit and conscious
rectitude. In calm and silent dignity he
waited till the clamours that assailed him
had ceased. At last he spoke :

" You de-

mand from us the red flag instead of the
tri-colour one. Citizens, for my part, I will

never adopt the red flag. I will explain in

a word why I will oppose it with all the

strength of my patriotism. It is, citizens,

because the tri-colour flag has made the
tour of the world under the republic and the
empire, with our liberties and our glories,

and that the red flag has only made the
tour of the Champs-de-Mars, trailed through
torrents of the blood of the people !

" The
effect was electrical. The riotous multitude
responded with acclamations, and eagerly
grasped the hand of him whose head they
had claimed.
The orator Avhose eloquence thus stilled

the passions of a revolutionary mob was
Lamartine. He was the leading member

' of the Provisional Government ; and to the
power of his genius and the influence of his

counsels France and Europe were indebted
for the peaceful attitude at once assumed
by the young republic, and the unexampled
tranquillity with which his country passed
through the most trying crisis of a nation's
history. During the momentous events
which followed the last overthrow of the
monarchy, Lamartine was the first citizen

of France. "Witli the self-possession and
firmness of an accomplished statesmen,
joined to the imshrinking courage of a true
hero, he guided the vessel of the State in

safety through the storm of revolutionary
convulsion. Curbing the licentious extra-

vagance of his colleagues in the council-

chamber, and restraining the fury of the
populace in the streets, his wisdom and
eloquence saved France, when a Guizot and
a Thiers fled or hid themselves in terror or

despair.

Lamartine was born on the 21st October,

1792, at Macon, on the river Saone. He
has himself painted, with exquisite beauty,
the home of his childhood,whose scenes and
associations, it is evident from many touch-
ing allusions in his writings, are still green
in his memory. His father was a cavalry
officer under Louis XVI. ; and, being a legi-

timist in principle, refused to serve under
the first republic of the empire. He retired

to a little estate at Milly, and devoted him-
self to the society and instruction of his

family. Here the first hours of the fu ure
poet and statesman were spent, and here his
character was formed. His mother was a
remarkable wom.an, and his intellect and
heart were powerfully afiected by her influ-

ence. His writings are filled with reference
to her. The reminiscences of his mother,
the beauty, piety, and love which shone like

a bright vision upon his early life, seem ever
to refreshen and invigorate him.
There is something so fond and touching

in the following portrait that we cannot
withhold the extract :

—

" It may be said that she lived in God as

much as it is given to any human being to

live in him. There was not a single side of
her soul that was not constantly turned to-

wards him, that was not made transparent,
bright, and warm, by that radient beam
from above, which flows directly from God
upon our thoughts, and v;hich penetrates
into us through the darkness of our souls,

as the light of Heaven shines through the
crystal of our closed dwelling."
He thus describes their intercoxu'se :

—

" It was in my mother's soul especially

that I sought for nurture. I read through
her eyes, I felt through her feelings, I loved
through her love. She translated every-

thing for me ; without her I would not have
known how to spell in the book of creation,

which was open before my eyes ; but she
directed my finger and placed it on every-

thing. Her soul was so rich in brilliancy,

colour, and warmth, that it illuminated and
heated everything it approached. "We were
living a double life. It was thus that my
my heart formed itself within me on a model
at which it was not necessary I should look,

so completely was it commingled with my
heart."
No wonder that the man whose boyhood
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was thus trained, and whom nature had
already gifted with a quick intelligence, a

sensitive imaginution, and an atfoctionatc

heart, should display the deep religious

spirit, the tenderness of sentiment, and the

firm unwavering reverence for truth and
purity which inspire the poetry of Lamar-
tine. But the sweet dreamy tranquillity of

the old Chateau at Milly was at last ex-

changed for otiier scenes. Reaching an
age at which the instructions of his mother
were deemed insufficient, Lamartine was
sent to school at Lyons. This was in his

twelfth year. The change was felt to be in-

supportable, and, watching his opportunity,
he ran away. He had already journeyed
nine miles on his way home, when he was
overtaken and carried back a captive. His
fault was severely punished ; but two
months' close imprisonment did not break
his spirit, and he was resolved not to stay.

His determination was at length yielded to,

and he was removed to the College of
Jesuits, at Belley. This was an important
incident in Lamartine's life. His new
teachers quickly understood the character
of their pupil, and gained his confidence,
whilst he rapidly advanced in attainment
under their guidance.
Lamartine was naturally of a religious

temperament. This disposition had been
fostered by his motlier's influence ; and the

circumstances which surrounded him at

Belley gave it a complete ascendancy over
his imaginative mind. He became a de-
votee. His greatest happiness was to es-

cape of an evening from the recreations of
his fellow-students, steal into the church,
and, hiding himself in the thick gloom cast

upon the pavement by one of the pillars,

remain buried in a trance of mute inex-
haustible devotion, during which, he says,
" I no longer felt the earth beneath my
knees nor beneath my feet, but lost myself
in God, like the mote which, attracted by
the heat of a summer day, rises, swims,
loses itself in tiie floating atmosphere, and,
becoming as transparent as other, seems
aerial as the air itself, and brilliant as light."

His education completed, he spent a short
period of retirement at home, devoted to

tranquil pleasures, of ^vhich he gives us
many charming pictures. It was at this

time that he paid his first homage to the
muse. Again leaving Milly, he travelled,

Rome and Naples became the scenes of his

meditations. It was amid the venerable
monuments of the eternal city that he first

imbibed that passion for liberty which has
uniformly marked his pul)lic career. Italy

then was rife with liberal sentiments, and
in company with a poor teacher, whose ac-

quaintance he had casually made, Lamar-
tine would gaze on the historic ruins of

Rome, and whilst musing on the ancient
glories of its people, " shed bitter tears

"

over the nations " abandoned to tyranny
of every kind," It was in such meditations
and converse that he learned to hate the
oppressions of Napoleon, undazzled by the

glitter of his military successes. He says,
" they murmured together imprecations
against the tyrant of the iiumau mind, the
i-rowncd soldier, who only meddled in the
revolution to draw from it strength to

destroy it, and subject nations anew to every
prejudice and every servitude." In tliis

political creed he has never wavered. True
to the cause of human liberty, he was not
tempted to serve or flatter the great hero of
his age ; and he declares now, when the
people of France art fawning upon one
whose only inlierita.ace is the name of Na-
poleon, that the hatred he lirst conceived
amid the monuments of Rome, " reflection

and time have only justified, despite the
vile flatterers of his memory: a hatred," he
adds, " with which I am proud to have
lived, and with which I hope to die."

The time spent at Naples was one of en-
tire seclusion from ordinary society. La-
martine had found a congenial friend in

Aymon de Virieu ; and the two, tempted
by the indolent, dreamy life of the fisher-

men of the bay, " the warm and brilliant

nights spent beneath the sail in that cradle
rocked by the waves under the deep and
star-spangled sky," assumed the guise and
habits of metropolitan sailors. They re-

sided in the family of an old fisherman, and
Lamartine fell in love with his daughter,
Graziella, She died at an early age, but
holds a prominent place in the poet's

writings, as she once did in his heart. He
has recorded this period of his life, the
pleasures and perils of his fishing excur-
sions, the simple manners of the sailor'3

cabin, and the purity, beauty, and tniQjic

history of poor Graziella, with exquisite and
bewitching pathos.
We must rapidly indicate some of the

leading events of Lamartinc'.s subsequent
life. On the fall of the empire he entered
the military service of Louis XVIII. When
the corps to which he belonged hurried, on
the return of Napoleon from Elba, toward
the Belgian frontier, he refused to forsake
his coimtry. Mounting the wheel of a car-

riage, he made his first public speech, per-
suading his companions in arms not to emi-
grate, but to remain in France, and make
common cause with the republicans, for the
sake of constitutional liberty. With the
majority he prevailed ; but being himself
forbidden to appear in Paris, Lamartine re-

tired at first to Mllle, to await the progress
of affairs. But fearing the danger of con-
scription, he speedily took refu-r. in Switzer-
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land, and at the close of the "hundred
days"—that singular episode in the history

of France—returned to Paris, und renewed
his service in the King's guards. But the

uncongenial life of a soldier was soon and
finally abandoned, and we next meet with

our hero as a man of letters. He had
yielded for a season to the dissipations of

the gay capital, and both health and cir-

cumstances were seriously injured. At this

time he might have been seen, with pallid

countenance and enfeebled step, " timidly

hawking about in Paris, from bookseller to

bookseller, a poor little copy-book of verses,

wet with tears." His pur.se was all but

empty, when at last a noted bookseller

promised to examine his effusions, and de-

sired him to call again. On the eighth day
he received back his manuscript, Avhich

was declined. The poet says :
" I took up

the volume, I went down stairs, my legs

trembling beneath me, and my eyes mois-

tened with tears I returned to my
room in despair. The child and the dog
wondered for the first time at my sullen

silence and at the gloom that overspread

my countenance." His genius, nevertheless,

did not despair. He persevered, and
finally succeeded in getting a publisher for

his poems. He sent them forth in 1820,

under the title of " Meditations Poetiques."
They attracted but little notice until acci-

dent favoured them—an accident which,
whilst it established Lamartine's reputa-

tion, confirmed his destiny. A celebrated

critic, Jules Janin, saw a copy of the little

work on a " book-stall," and at once, per-

ceiving its extraordinary merit, wrote an
elaborate review of the new and unknown
poet, enthusiastically praising the deep and
varied inspiration of his muse. Other
critics followed in his wake ; Lamartine
was quoted everywhere; and forty-five thou-

sand copies of his Meditations were spread

over France in five years. This splendid

sucess secured the patronage of govern-
ment, and the young author received a

diplomatic appointment. It was wliilst

attached to the embassy at Florence that

there happened one of those singular ro-

mantic incidents that mark his history like

a tale of fancy. He was one day musing,
as was his wont, when he heard a sweet
voice singing, in subdued tones, the words
of one of his own Meditations :

—

" Perchanre, the future m ly reserve for me
A happ.iU'SS, whose hope I now resign;

Perchance, amid the husy woilrl may be,

Some soul unknown ressponsive still lo mine.''

The voice was that of a young and beautiful

Englishwoman. Each found in the other

the " soul responsive," and they were mar-
ried the same year at Naples.

The revolution of 1830 found Lamartine

with the appointment of plenipotentiary to

Greece, which the new government was
anxious to confirm ; but, declining this, the
poet set out on a journey to the East. The
incidents of this voyage, and the reflections

it gave rise to, have afibrded one of the
most remarkable and interesting volumes it

is possible to conceive. The tourist travelled

in state in his own chartered vessel, equip-
ped with arms, a full crew, and a library of
five hundred volumes. In his Avanderings
through Syria he was attended by an im-
posing retinue of mounted followers. His
wife and daughter accompanied him. It is

not difficult to imagine the mingled emo-
tions with which such a man would visit

the consecrated places of the Holy Land.
His enthusiasm partookbothof a devotional
and poetical character; and his " Voyage
en Orient" is marked equally by the reli-

gious fervour of the former, and the ro-

mantic sentimentalism and picturesqueness
of description of the latter. It is in this

work that he speaks with the fondest ten-

derness of his mother ; for it was she Avho
first taught him to dream of the classic

scenes of Palestine. Another being of love-

liness and interest has her memorials also

here,—his daughter Julia. She died at

Beirul, and tears seem to have dropped on
every subsequent page of her father's

journal. It was during this voyage that

Lamartine encountered the eccentric Lady
Hester Stanhope, whose predictions, re-

specting his political career, afterwards
met with so singular a fulfilment.

Shortly after his return from the East he
entered the Chamber of Deputies, in which
he attained an honourable position as an
orator ; but it was the revolution of 18^8
that first brought him before the eye of
Europe as a distinguished public man. He
had doubtless contributed to that revolu-
tion by his immortal work, " The History
of the Girondists;" and in the hour of

his country's necessity he proved himself
worthy to be summoned to a nation's

council. His political principles had been
long matured, and consistently maintained
amidst all the changes which France had
undergone in his time. In his " Travels in

the East " he says:

—

" I belong not to these men (aristocrats)

;

but to the party who do not despise those

who are below them in society at the same
time that they respect those above them,

—

whose wish, be it a dream or not, is to raise

all men, witliout regard to their place in the

arbitrary liierarchies of politics, to the same
light of knowledge, the same liberty, and
the same moral perfection."

Our readers need not be reminded of the

course pursued by Lamartine as the Foreign
Minister of the Young Republic of France.
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It was he who signalized the birth of that

republic, by proclaimincf on the 2Gth Febru-
ary tiie abolition of the punishment of
death for political offences—" the noblest
decree that ever issued from a people the

day after their victory." It Avas he pro-

cured the abolition of slavery in the French
colonies. Such were the uses he made of
power. And durinu; the critical months that
followed the revolution, he was the soul of
every movement for moderating tlie excite-

ment and soothing the passions of the peo-
ple, and ensuring respect for properly and
law. Never has history presented a sub-
limcr spectacle than that of the poet-states-

man riding amongst the rabble of Paris,

maddened by the victory of revolution, sub-
duing them to peace by the eloquence of his

words and the magic influence of his simple
true-hearted character. His country has
ungratefully laid him aside; but if his
health be spared, we venture to predict
that his services will yet be called for. He
has one feature v.hich is a rare thing

: among the politicians of France,

—

Faith ix
Honesty. He writes: "You say that

j

everything dies, and that there is no longer

any faith or belief. There is a faith. This

faith is general reason : language is its

organ, the press is its apostle. It seeks to

reconstruct in its own image religions,

civilizations, societies, and legislations. It

seeks in religion God, one and perfect as

its dogma; eternal morality as its symbol;
adoration and charity as its worship : in

politics, humanity above all nationalities

;

in legislation, man equal to man, men the

brothers of men—legislative Christianity."

And again :
" The hour is at hand when the

light of the Pharos of reason and morality

will pierce through our political tempests,

and v.-e shall frame the social code which
the world begins to foresee and to under-

stand—the symbol of love and charity

amongst men, the charity of the gospel.

May Heaven regenerate men, for our poli-

tics are a disfjracc to its, and inako angeh
i
tceep !"

COUNTERACTIXG INFLUENCES.

AxY intelligent individual possessed of I and are proceeding so slowly on the path of
sound moral feeling, and habits of close ! upward progress.
observation, if residing in one of our most : In order to solve these momentous ques-
populous districts, cannot have failed to I tions, we will attempt to portray the most
remark, with a deep feeling of anxious

j
obvious of those counteracting and adverse

wonder, the moral aspect of things around i influences which blight and mar our social
him. In and near the locality stand nume- prospects ; those vampire vices which draw
rous churches and chapels, the pulpits of ; the life-blood of society, and leave it weak
which are generally occupied by able and ! and exhausted, destitute of moral health
laborious ministers ; there, too, he will and energy.
meet with abundant evidence that the ! As the Jirst in power and magnitude, we
schoolmaster is abroad; witness the many

|

would deplore the fatal and mysterious power
schools, public and private, supplied with

|
of iyiteniperance over its votaries. We see

teachers well qualified to impart almost
: man, who, by the aids of science, can from

every branch of education suitable for tlie
\
the charged thunder-cloud draw the light-

youth of both sexes. On Sabbath evening
,

nings of heaven, and, holding the reins of
he will see our pathways thronged with

:
the subtle fluid in his hand, can, by direct-

children, hastening, with their little mental , ing its motions, despatch those swift mes-
hoard, to stand before those teachers who,

j

sengers which convey intelligence to almost
by their labours of love, open the gates of ! every quarter : man, who can bind together
knowledge to children who might never

|

in bands of iron the most adverse elements,
have entered the temple had they not been and from their combined energies extract a
!-ought out and earnestly invited to come in. : power which shall in its uses pervade and
He would see, also, through the influence

|

impel almost every movement in the com-
and liberal exertions of workmasters and ' mercial, social, and moral world : yet this
others, there has been furnished to the

j

rational and reasoning being, who possesses
working clas.se.s well-assorted collections of ! such powers, and is capable of fulfilling such
books, containing useful and interesting glorious destinies, like Samson, lavs him-
information, improvements in practical

|

self down to sleep in the lap of this a'ccursed
science, with selected portions of light Delilah, and onlv awakes to find that he is
literature. Having taken this survey, the shorn of his strength, and that God has de-
observer will pause, and inquire why, "with parted from him. We are told in ancient
all appliances and means to boot," we have fable, that Prometheus stole the fire from
secured such a small amount of actual good, heaven with which he animated the imago
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of man which he had made ; but in the an-
nals of intemperance " truth is stranger than
fiction," and the most incredible incidents of
heathen fable lose their extravagance beside
the realities of our experience. Here we
are aware not of one man, but of a numer-
ous class of men, who labour in their voca-
tions, not to bring fire from heaven, but from
a far different place, the fires with which
they inflame their guests—men from whose
ever-open doors issue forth more plagues
than ever escaped from the fabled box of
Pandsira. But, ah ! in the case of too
many of their victims, not even Hope re-

mains behind ! It is these bitter and burn-
ing fountains of intemperance, welling up
at every corner, which pour forth the thou-
sand streams that carry along death in
all its terrors ; crime in all its gradations

;

misery in all its phases ; madness, nuu'der,
and suicide into every thick haunt of hu-
manity—into homes where are sons before
whom, for years, the parents have been
casting the pearls of their love and grief,

their tears and entreaties, to win them to
the paths of sobriety, but they, like their
swinish prototypes, only trample them
TUider their feet, and turn again to rend
them; into homes, where nightly sits the
pale mother by the dark hearth, with her
children cowering round her knees, pain-
fully listening for the reeling footsteps of
him who is misnamed husband and father

—

he comes, and announces himself by hoi-rid

oaths and threats, while his trembling
family oppose nothing to his ruffian Aiolence
but sobs and shrieks ; into homes where,
presiding over the miserable menage, sits a
female drunkard—we will not profane the
sacred names of wife and mother by bestow-

ing them upon that monstrous libel on wo-
manhood ; on her who, instead of being
found like a fruitful vine by the house-
sides, laden with clusters of blessing, stands

like the deadly u^s tree in the midst of a

scene of desolation, where everything of

life, every bud of promise, every blossom of

hope, put forth by the olive-plants around
her, lies dead beneath the blasting influence

of her fatal shadow.

And now, vt'orking men and working wo-
men of Britain, a sister invites you to " look
on this picture and on that ! " On this,

whereon we have endeavoured to picture

forth the many advantages, religious, moral,
and educational, which stand out as the

most prominent and pleasing features on
the face of a community consisting of many
thousands ; on that, whereon we have es-

sayed to draw the dark lineaments of the

fiery fiend, at the blast of whose burning
breath " our blossom has gone up like dust,

and our fruits, like the apples of Sodom,"
although they seem fair to the eye are too

often found to be full of bitter ashes.

Janet Hamilton,
A Shoemaker's wife,

Langlone, near Coatbridge,
Lanarkshire, N. B.

[The above, from a Working Plan's Wife,
was intended to have been inserted in our
Supplementary Number ; but our commu-
nications for that number were so numerous
from Working Men themselves, that in

conformity with our design, we were com-
pelled to make it give way. We are so

pleased with its spirit, however, that we
have found a place for it in our regular

issue.

—

Ed. Working Man's Friend.]

Never get Angry.—It does no good. Some sins have a seeming compensation or
apology, a present gratification of some sort; but anger has none. Aman^ecZ^nobettcr
for it. It is really a torment ; and when the storm of passion has cleared away, it leaves
one to see that he has been a fool ; and he has made himself a fool in the eyes of others
too. Who thinks well of an ill-natured, churlish man, who has to be approached in the
most guarded and cautious way ? Who wishes him for a neighbour, or a partner in busi-

ness ? He keeps all about him in nearly the same state of mind as if they were living-

next door to a hornet's nest or a rabid animal. And as to prosperity in business, one gets
along no better for getting angry. What if business is perplexing, and everything goes
" by contraries," will a fit of passion make the winds more propitious, the ground pro-
ductive, the markets more favourable ? Will a bad temper draw customers, pay notes,
and make creditors better natured ? If men, animals, or senseless matter cause trouble,

will getting " mad" help matters, make men more subservient, brutes more docile, wood
and stone more tractable ? An angry man adds nothing to the welfare of society. He
may do some good, but more hurt. Heated passion makes him a firebrand, and it is a
wonder if he does not kindle flames of discord on every hand. Without much sensibility,

and often bereft of reason, he speaketh like the piercing of a sword, and his tongue is an
arrow shot out. He is a bad element in any community, and his removal would furnish
occasion for a day of thanksgiving. Since, then, anger is useless, needless, disgraceful,

without the least apology, and found only *' in the bosom of fools," why should it be
induljrcd at all ?
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HOUSEHOLT) ECONO:\IY.

Letter XI.

Mr. Editor,—I have been told that a book -svas published some years aj^o, with
this catching title,

—" The art of getiiny monci/." I have chosen a theme less

popular, perhaps, but not less useful, the art of spending money ; and if the saying
be true, that '• a penny saved is a penny twice earned," I may render some service

to workiiig men's wives by showing how this maybe done.

I have already said, that it is contrary to the principle of household economy to

buy nnnecessarily

;

—that is, for persons who have just enough to support themselves
decently, to buy what they do not actually need, or which they cannot readily apply
to some useful purpose. My next advice is,

—

Go to the best markets.—Some people say, *' Go where you can get things the

cheapest ;" I say, go where ym can get them the best. Cheapness with these

people means lore priced ; but low price shops are not, necessarily, cheap shops;
nor are low priced articles necessarily cheap articles. Cheap things seem to be the
order of the day. People are everywhere crying out, "Give us cheap articles;"

and tradesmen of every class are heard answering, " Here they are !" This cry on
the part of the people gives rise to excessive competition and is ruinous among trades-

men. A man tries to sell cheaper than his neighbour, till he is obliged to shut up
shop, and undergo a searching examination in the insolvent or bankruptcy court.

"Working people shoiUd think of this. I wonder they don't see that by this eager-

ness for cheap goods, and by this readiness to go to " cheap shops," they £ire driving

tradesmen to the expedient of giving very low—may I not add, very xcicked,—cer-

tainly very unjust prices for the articles they produce. Suppose, for instance, one
man sells shoes at 7s. a pair ; his neighbour, in order to attract custom, offers shoes
at 6s. a pair ; why, is it not evident that if these 6s. shoes are as good as those at

7s., that he who sells these must give less wages to the people that made them
than does his neighbour ! He must do so, unless, indeed, he sacrifices a shilling

to benefit the public, a species of public spiritedncss which but very few are

disposed, or can afford, to practice.

It is curious, Mr. Editor, to observe how Cvigerly this demand for "cheap"
things is met. My Peggy is learning a little grammar ; and I heard her the other
morning repeat a lesson about "degrees of comparison;" there was "positive,

comparative, and superlative, as good, better, best," and so on. Thus the articles

that are exhibited for sale are "cheap," "cheaper," "cheapest," " very cheap,"
"amazingly cheap," "cheaper than ever," "the cheapest in the town," "the
cheapest in the world!" We have offers of cheap land, cheap houses, cheap
furniture, cheap clothing, cheap meat, cheap bread, cheap fuel, cheap amusements,
cheap music, and cheap books. But do these things in all cases meet the wishes
and the expectations of the purchasers r Certainly not. As " all is not gold that
glitters," neither is everything cheap that appears so ; and it is marvellous to me
that people havn't long ago found out that loio prices and cheapness have no
necessary connexion ; and that such things may prove dearer in the long run than
those for which the seller demands a higher price.

Now, for example, as to cheap land. I question whether the dwellers in that
noted place " Snig's End," crack much about the cheapness of their bits of land !

As to houses, it is certain that many a "cheap" house has turned out miserably
inconvenient and unhealthy ; or has soon tottered to its fall, their inmates either

perishing or escaping by a very hair's breadth. Thanks to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, or somebody else, we are, it seems, to have land and bricks cheaper
than hitherto ; this, it is to be hoped, will, with other movements, knock all

delusive schemes on the head, and cause dwellings to be erected in which the
health and comfort of the inhabitants may be preserved and promoted.
As to " cheap "furniture, that has often proved to be an assortment of creaking,

worm-eaten bedsteads, ricketty chairs, crazy tables, and moth-eaten or rotten blankets
and carpets. 1 know a case in which a gentleman wanted to buy a pair of tables.
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A respectable cabinetmaker asked him £7 10s. for a pair. The gentleman after-

wards saw a pair that he thought quite equal, marked, "Cheap! £o os." He
jumped at what he considered a great bargain ; but before he had had the tables

two years, he had laid out £3 upon repairs ; and they are a very so-so pair after all.

The same remarks will apply to " cheap " clothing. A carrier in our neighbour-
hood got a good soaking the first time he put on a " cheap " waterproof overall.

Another neighbotur bought a "cheap" waterproof hat, "warranted," which let

the rain in at the crown, and out again at the brim. It soon went " tlippetty flap,"

and he gave it the name of the " shower-bath hat." It was stated the other day,

in a newspaper, that men's shoes, "warranted strong," could be bought in some
parts of the IJnited States of America for 4s. a pair. Low-priced enough, surely !

but were they cheap ? Hear what a Scotsman, Avriting home to his friends in

England, says about them :
—" They will last two weeks in good weather, and

nearly half through the iirst wet day." My upstairs neighbour, Mary Thompson,
bought a " cheap " gown-piece some time ago. The draper warranted it " to wash
to a rag ;" and this proved literally true, as Mary found, to her great mortification,

the second or third time of washing it ; and as to colour, that had all faded and
fled ! In fact, many articles of " cheap " clothing prove famous ventilators. The
sun and wind find easy access to the pores of the wearer's skin. They are made of

coarse and bad materials, glued and pressed, made fine and smooth to the eye, and
marked " superfine ;" and as to the making, they appear to be put together, as the

saying is, " with hot needles and burning thread."

And is every article of " cheap" food wholesome, nourishing, and economical ?

There is a "cheap provision warehouse" not far from me, scarcely an article in

which I could conceit to eat; and I do not reckon myself remarkably "dainty,"
neither. I am sure that some of the "cheap" bread is far from wholesome or

economical. A medical gentleman said, the other day, that he attributed many
bad cases of stomach and bowel complaints, and cholera, to the cheap bread sold

in many of the poorer districts ; and he was pleased to add, Mr. Editor, that if

people generally used bread made according to my receipt, he should soon have
very little to do. As to " cheap" meat, the very sight—I may say the very thought
—of some of it, is enough to turn even a strong stomach. A great deal of meat
and fish, not seized by the market inspectors, is wholly unfit for human food, and
ought not to be given even to cats and dogs. A few months ago, some fellows

were bawling and making a great noise about some cheese, which they praised up
as " famous American," at threepence a pound. Two or three of my neighbours

bought some ; but before it had been in the house a week, it became as hiu'd as a

block of wood, and they were obliged to throw it away !

As to " cheap" music, and "cheap" a7nusements, I can only speak as I am told;

but I have reason to believe that, in but too many cases, they are cheap roads to

ruin, strewing with flowers a path that was before but too enticing. And as to

"cheap books," many of these have made young people of both sexes familiar with
many tilings about which it would have been well for them through life to have
remained in profound ignorance.

You perceive, Mr. Editor, that I have thus far used the word cheap in the sense in

which it is commonly used—namely, to signify merely that which is loic-priced. Many
of the things I have named really may be had cheaper now—in every sense of the

word cheap—than they could, for instance, when I began life. My mother told me
that soon after she was married, bread was sold at Is. lOid. the quartern loaf, and
that of very inferior quality ; now I can buy a good loaf for sixpence, and can mixke

a still better one for fivepence. I can now buy as good calico or cotton for livepence

or sixpence a yard, as was used to cost tenpence or a shilling when I'was a little

girl. Then lump sugar was a shilling a i^ound, and moist tenpence-halfpenny
;

now I can buy the one at fivepence-halfpenny, and the other at fourpencc. Then
I gave fivepence for a pound of salt ; so that it was common to say of idle or slow
people, " You don't earn salt to your porridge ;" whereas now I can get ten pounds
of good salt for threepence. So with other things.

Talking with my Jem, the other day, about the present low price of many articles
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of food and other thinj^s, ho said, that next to the kindness of Providence in

f^ranlin:; us good harvests, and so on, wc owed the present cheapness to our more
ready intercourse witli other nations of the earth ; to the removal of various

restrictions on free- trade ; to the lowering of the duties on foreign articles ; and
sucli like. Then he began repeating what he had heard some of the lecturers say

at the Mechanics' Institution, the upshot of which was, that this nation owes more
of its present prosperity to such men as Peel, and Cobden, and Bright, than to

Nelson or Wellington, or any other of those great lighting men who have thousand-

gtiinca statues stuck up to their memory. And then he began talking a great deal

about what he calls the principles of political economy. These are things I don't

pretend to understand, and with which I don't wish to meddle. I know that it is

xcry palifie to study and to practise household economy ; that is my text, and to that

I wish to stick. I can't say in what way cheapness iiiliuences wages ; but I know
to my comfort—and this branch of economy my little Peggy can understand—that,

even at the present rate of wages, I, as a working man's wife, can now market
much more to my satisfaction and comfort than I could a few years ago. And
whoever or whatever has been the means of bringing about this state of things,

thousands of the families of Avorking men—aye, and of tradespeople too—have
abundant reason to be gratciul for the change.

]^ut now, Mr. Editor, as to the question of real cheapness. Though many a low-

priced article, as I have said, may turn out to be dear

—

very dear ; on the other
hand, many a high-priced article may tuni out to be cheap

—

very cheap. I call that

article cheap which best anstcers the purpose for which it is bouyht, and which answers
that purpose the lonycst. Suppose, now, I wanted a shawl—which, thanks to my
Jem, I do not— which would be the cheapest? one at ten shillings, that let through the
•wind—that soon faded—or that was worn out in one season ; or one such as Jeni
bought me four years ago last Christmas, for which he gave a guinea, and which is

now almost as good as when I first had it ? A workmate of my husband's wanted
a watch ; for three poimds he could have had one which the maker warranted to go well
•without repair for three years ; he thought that dear, and bought one at two pounds

;

but though he has had it only eighteen months, he has already laid out ten shillings

and sixpence upon repairs and defining, and it has lost h'.m some hours by deceiving
him as to the real time. I knew a poor fellow who was engaged as errand-porter
to a certain house in London. He often wanted to find the addresses of merchants,
tradesmen, and others, lie could not afford to give thirty shillings for a new "Post-
office Directory," but seeing one marked eighteen ponce on a book-stall, ho pur-
chased that. To his great grief, however, he found that it was ten years old, and
that half the people named in it were either dead, or had removed. That, you -svill

say, was not much of a bargain to him. I could easily multiply cases, but every
reader will readily call cases to mind in which the article for which he has given a
high price has turned out to be a decided bargain.

I was about to add something here on what are called ^^ cheap shops " but as I
think this worth more space than I ought now to occupy, I must leave it for the
present.

Talking of cheap articles as those which best answer the purposes for which they
are bought, there is one I should be sorry not to mention before I conclude, and
that is cheap books. It is certain that books may now be had much cheaper than
they could a few years ago. And though some low-priced books contain a vast
deal of horrid trash, their contents poisoning the minds of the young, and intlaming
the worst passions of the human heart, deser\-ing only to be burnt by the hands of
the common hangman, yet there are a great many books—entertaining, instructive,
useful, really good books—that are now placed within the purchase of almost every
man, woman, and child. And here my Jem comes in again with scraps frorn
lectures and newspapers about " taxes on knowledge," and says that if the duty on
paper wa% taken off, and if it didn't cost so mucli for advertising and other things,
they might be sold still cheaper. I take it for gi nted Jem is right, especially
after reading what you say in No. 10, page 201. But wlicn I find that I can get a
nice neat Bible for my Peggy for fourtecn-pcuce, and when I see set out in our
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stationer's window a row of sucli pretty volumes at 6d. and Is. apiece, I am
greatly rejoiced. I see that even working people have little or no excuse for re-

maining in ignorance. What v/ith cheap books and public libraries it will be a

disgrace, not to say a crime, for any man, woman, or child, to remain in ignorance.

And here I cannot help praising you up a bit, Mr. Editor, for your exertions to

diffuse knowledge by means of "cheap literature." Success, therefore, to The
WoKiciNG Max's Fiiiend and Family Ixstiiuctoe, ! say I, and may its circulation

increase tenfold. Your wonderful Supplement took Jem and I by surprise, and
made us, I assure you, rather proud of our " Order." And then your plan of a

Working Man's Library ; my Jem is in raptures at the very idea, and says he
shall be almost tempted to stop away from the Mechanics' Institution to read them.

By the way, I must tell you that my Peggy, on hearing us talk about it, said,

** Oh, naother, are any of those sixpenny volumes to be for such as wer" That
question I could not answer, but as children are not forgotten in The Working
Man's Friend, I can hardly suppose they Avili be forgotten in the Library. At
least, I hope the volumes will be so written that even children may be entertained

and instructed by them. Your four bills were soon put into the hands of persons

who are likely to become purchasers. And what do you think old Quidnunc, our

newsman, said to me last Saturday r " You did a good job for me, Mrs. Martha,

when you sent your first letter to John Cassell about his new magazine. You
have been the naeans of putting a good shilling or more a week into my pocket

;

and noAV I have given out a parcel of the bills about the library, and liope to get a

few customers for that." "I shall tell Mr. Editor that," said I, "and if what I

have heard of John Cassell be true, I am sure he'll rejoice to know, not only that

his Magazine is sold, but that every number is carefully read, and its contents

talked about, and that many a working man—and many a working man's wife—is

profiting by the lessons it contains."

Time, paper, and other matters, admonish me that I must not say any more at

present.

April 2, 1850. Martha Mak-epeace.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Naples Macaroni and Vermicelli may now
be had very cheap. They may both be uselully

employed in families, in a variety of ways.

Macaroni Soup.—Put a pint and a half of

water intu a stewpau, with half an ounce of batter

and a quarter of an ounce of salt. When it t>oils,

throw into it a quarter of a pound of macaroni,

and boil it till it has swelled well out and is quite

tender, but n^t at all broken. Take it out of the

water, and lay it on a seive or thick toAvel for a

minuie or tv.o; then put it into a clean stewpan,
with a cupful of good <rravy or bioth, salt and
pepper to taste, and a little cayrnne ; toss itabotU
over a clear fiie. When boiling-, add an ounce of

grated cliet'fe. Toss it round and round till well

mixed, and serve up.

Anotiieh. — Prepare the macaroni as above
]3oil down one pound of stewing beef and a raslier

or two of bacon, in two quarts of water. When
it is tender, take out the meat and put into a
I'ryingpan, with a few onions chopped fine. Fry
till tliey are nicely browned, then return them
into the soup with the macaroni. Give the whole
a gentle boil up for about ten minutes, adding- a

little grated cheese, and salt and pepper to taste.

Macaroni Pudding. — Take two ounces of

macaroni in warm water for a quarter of an
houi ; strain it, and add a pint of boiling milk,

in which you have boiled a Uttle lumon peel, and

cinnamon, and an ounce of butter. When the
macaroni is tender, sweeten it with moist sugar ;

beat up one eg^ and >tir into it ; put into a dish,
and bake lor about twenty minutes.

Another.—Simmer tlie macaroni in milk and
water for a quarter of an hour; add new milk to
tl)in it. When cold beat up two yolks of eggs,
season with a little nutmeg, cinnamon, and a
little almond-flower water. Put into a dish for
baking. A lajer of orange marmalade, or any
kind of jam, may be placed in the centre; or,
French plums stoned and plumsped ; or, shred
marrow, or good mutton suet finely beat nitha
little sug-ar and dried currants, well washed,
may be strained over the macaroni. Bake for
twenty minutes.

Vermicelli Pudding.— Boil a pint of milk
with a piece of lemon peel, half a bay leaf, and a
blade of cinnamon. Add one ounce of vermicelli.

When reduced to half add two eggs and a little

sugar
;
pour it into a buttered mould, or dish,

and bake for half-an-hour.

N.B.—These puddings may be either baked in

a common oven or steamed. If steaming be pre-
ferred, place the dish in a little water in the stew-
pan, and cover closely down. Let the pudding-
r'maiu in the steam about the same time as
directed for the baking.

VlUMlCELH Soui".—This may be made in the
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aaoe nay as directerl itbovc for ni:icaroni soup;
only, a> ihs vermicelli ia con?if!erab!y finer than
macaroni, it ^iil require le^?* toakin? and boil-

ing^. It should be T'erfccUy fentl r; but, in t-onp

or bro'fi, the threal-iikc appearance should be
preafrvcd.

Vkkmicklli Milk, for invalids. Bnil a pint

of milk, and, \vhc:i boiling, add as ranch vcrmi-
ce'li SIS will make it about the thickness of u-elU

made grueL It may be served plain, or. if re-
quired, it may be seasoned wi;h a bit of ciina-
mon, or a little oranje-flower water, and tu^ar.

MOUNTAINS.

T«E whole surrace of the earth gives strildng

evidence of dfesign, and of design contemplating

the sen'ice of man. But one of the most re-

markable CAidcnces of that design^ L^ given in a

moontaln map of the globe. Variety of tempe-

rature, the supply of water, and the change of

level, are essential to variety of production, to

fertility of soil, and to the vi;rour and health of

the human frame—the exiK-dient to meet them
all is provided in the mountain districts of the

great continents. A mountain cliain girdles the

whole of the mas© of land from the Atlantic to

the Sea of K:imichatka. Elinor chains, ?ome
parallel, somebranchingfrom the great northern

chain, and .«omc branches of those brandies,

interiect every region of the globe. The whole
bears a remarkxible resemblance to the position

of the gpiae in th? human frame, with its col-

lateral muscular and venous connexion with
the body ; and an outline \iew of the moun-
tains of our hemisphere would be strikingly

like a sketch of the human anatomy.

The direction oi' mountain ranges nj^ually

accords with that of the gitatest exten.-«iou of
land, ill all regioua where they occur, whether
of large or small (hmensions ; their lenprth is,

th^efore, generally very great in proportion to

their width. It rarely hapjKns that both sides

of mountain rangcj present a ^Lmilar character,

one declivity being a-ually much steeper and
more abrupt than the other, a circumstance
wliich has considerable influence upon the tem-
perature on the opposite sidea of mountains.
The declivities are generally steepest v/hore

great depressions occur ; and accordingly, when
mountains abut on the sea we find their steepest

slopes are most frequently presented to tliat

fide. Thus, the ridges of the Scanduiavian
Mountains, and those of Greenland, both pre-
sent .heir boldest escarpments to the North At-
lantic Ocean ; and the lofty ridce of the Atlas
gradually decluics towards the Salxara, or Great
Desert, but iji very abrupt on the northern side,

where

—

" Mauritania's giant <«ha<low8 frown
I roin icouutaln clifTto coast descending sombre
down."

Isolated or detached mountains are usually
of volcanic origin. In some instances these ob-
tain a great elevation, of which Etna, Ararat,
t'lc Peak of TeneriflV", and 31&wna Koa, form
• Munple*; but the loftiest .>:uuuiiits generally
lorm parts of extensive mountain r.inge!.

Of the countries of Euroi)e, Spain is a coirn-

try of mountains, or rather a vast table-land
intersected by six ranges of lofty, rugged, and
barren hills. The Pyrenees form a chain of
nearly three hundred miles long, and upwards
of fifty broad—a province of mountains, inter-

sected by valleys of romantic beauty and
exuberant fertility. The Apennines, another
remarkable chain, beginning at the Gulf of
Genoa, strike direct through the heart of Italy,

and end in Calabria—a line of eight hundred
miles. But the Alps, from their position be-
tween the two most brilliant nations of the
continent— France and Italy—and from the
extniordjnary scenes of memorable event* of
which they have been the theatre, since the
earliest periods of European histor)-, are the
most celebrated range of moimtains in the
world. The higher Alps, beginning at the
(iulf of Genoa, and extending north and east

throucrh the Orisons and the Tyrol, stretch

between four and five hundred miles. They
then divide into two branches, one of wliich

reaches even to the Euxine. The breadth of
thl-! va.?t range is, on an average, a hundred and
fifty mile.s. The l:;st grer.t European range of
mountain.^ is the Dofrafeld chain, wliich tni-

verscs the whole of the western ?ide of Sweden,
Xonvay. and Lapland, from north to south, ex-
tending for nearly u thousand miles. It exhi-

bits many bold and lofty summits, covered with
perpetual snow- the most elevated of which is

Sneeliatta, rather more than eight thousand ftet

above the level of the sea.

The two most remarkable ranges of Aiia an-,

the Caucasus, extending seven hundred mile;

from west to east, with branches shooting north
and south ; and the Himalaya, a mountain
chain of nearly three thciL»and miles in length,

uniting with the Hindu Koosh and the moun-
tains of As-am. This range is probably the
loftiest on the glolje, averaging eightei n thou-

sand feet— several of the iwaks exceetling

twenty-six thousand feet in height. Many of

the passes are above the summit of 3font

Blanc, and the whole constitutes a scene of in-

describable grandeur, a throne of the solitary

majesty of Nature.

The whole northern portion of Africa, with
the exception of the eaj«tem extremity, 1*

occupieil by the extensive range of the .\t\»f

mountains and tlieir various branches. Othet

ranges are those of Sumen and Taranta, whicl
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are prolonged in the Donga Mountains, or

Mountains of the Moon, -which extend far into

the interior, forming a succession of elevated

teiTaces and table-lands throughout Abyssinia

and the adjacent country. The central part of

Africa is very little known. In the eastern

portion occur the Nieuveldt, Kous, and Cedar
Mountains ; and in Western Africa the peak of

Cameroon rears its head to the height of

thirteen thousand feet above the level of the

sea.

In North America, the Kooky Mountains,
running parallel to the shores of the Pacific,

extend fi'om the Isthmus of Panama to the

borders of the Arctic Ocean ; aud the Alleg-

hany or Apalachian Mountains stretch from
Alabama and the northern confines of Georgia
nearly to the banks of the Saint LaAvrence
Kiver. In South America tlie Andes or Cor-
dilleras present a mighty tmbroken range of

elevated summits, ri.sing like a vast wall on the

western side of the continent, and extending
fx'om the dreary regions of Tierra del Fuego to

the most northern boundaries of South Ame-
rica. Tliis range, which almost equals the
Himalaya chain iu extent and altitude, con-

tains, among other jieaks of immense height,

those of Chimborazo, which rises 21,440 feet

above the level of the sea; Illimani, which
rises 24,300 feet ; and tlie Nevada de Sorata,

25,250 feet above the sea, the highest knov.'n

mountain in the New World.
A very essential use of the mountain chains

is their suj^ply of water—the fluid most neces-

sary to the existence of the animal and veget-

able world—and this is done by an expedient
the most simple, but the most admirable. If

the surcharge of the clouds, dashing against the
mountain x'innacks, were to be poured down at

once, it 3aust descend with the rapidity of a
torrent, and deluge the plains ; but those sur-

charges first take a form by which their de-

posit is rendered gradual and safe, and then
assume a second form, by which their trans-

mission to the plains becomes gradual and un-
intcrmittiiig. They descend on the summits
in snow, rrd are retained on the sides in ice.

The snoAv iceli the glacier, the glacier feeds the
river. It is calculated that, without reckoning
the glaciers of tlie Grisons, there are fifteen

hmidred square miles of glacier in the Alps

alone, from a hundred to six hundred feet deep.
The glacier is constantly melting, from the
mere temperature of the eartli ; but, as if this

process were too slow for its use, it is con-
stantly moving downwards at a certain num-
ber of feet each year, and thus bringing the
great body of ice more within the limit of lique-

faction. All the chief rivers of Europe and
Asia have their rise in the deposits of the
mountain glaciers.

In addition to all these important uses, the
momitains assist in forming the character of
man. The mountaineer is generally free from
the vices of the plain. He is hardy and ad-
venturous, yet attached to home ; bold, and yet
simple ; independent> and yet unambitious of
the wealth or the distinctions of mankind.
Whether sliepherd or hunter, he generally dies

as he lived ; and, though daring in defence of
his native hdls, he has seldom strayed beyond
them for the disturbance of mankind. The
Swiss may form an exception, but their hirehng
warfare is not ambition, but trade. Their
nation is pacific, though individuals let them-
selves out to kill or be killed. The trade is

infamous and irreligious, ofi"ensive to hmnan
feeling, and contrary to human duty ; but it

has no more reference to the habits of the

mountaineer, than emigration to California has

to the habits of the farmer of Massachusetts

;

the stimulant only is the same— the love of
gold.

Wa have adverted to the mountain system
of the globe as ginng a remarkable illustration

of the Divine expediency. "\V"e judge of power
by the magnitude of its effects, and of wisdom
by the simplicity of its means. In this instance

the whole of the results seem to arise from the

single and simple act of raising portions of the

eartli's surface above the general level. Yet
from this one act w'hat a multitude of the most
important conditions follow!—variety of cli-

mate, variety of production, the inigation of

the globe, health to man and the inferior ani-

mals, the defence of nations, and the actual

enlargement of the habitable spaces of the

earth by the elevated surface of the hills— not

to mention the beauty and subhmity of the

landscape, which depend greatly on the colours,

the forms, and the diversity of mountains.

Punch.—Punch is said to have been first made by the English at Nemle, near Goa.
This liquor got the name of Punch, from its being composed of five articles—that word,
in the Hindostance language, signifying five. The legitimate punch-makers, however,
consider it a compound of four articles only ; and some learned physicians ha'-'e, there-

fore, named it Diajjcnte (from Diatesseron), and have given it according to the following

prescription: "Rum miscitur aqua— dulci miscetur ascetuin—fiet ct tax tali focdere

—

nobile Punch." And many of our worthy grandfathers used to take a dose of it every
night in their lives, before going to bed, till Dr. Cheyne alarmed them by the information
ihat they were pouring liquid fire down their throats. " Punch," said he, " is like

opiwn, both in its nature and manner of operation, and nearest arsc7iic in its deleterious

and poisonous qualities ; and no," added he, '* I leave it to them who, knowing this, will

yet drink on and die."
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THE JUVEXILE CABINET.

AllE YOU KIND TO YOUR MOTHER?
Come, my little boy, and you my little

girl, what answer can you give to this ques-

tion ?

"Who was it that watched over you when
you were a helpless baby ? "Who nursed
you, and fondled you, and never grew weary
in her love ? "Who kept you from the cold

by night, and the heat by day r "Who
guarded you in health, and comforted you
when you were ill ? "Who was it that wept
when the fever made your skin feel hot, and
your pulse beat quick and hard ? Who
hung over your little bed when you
were fretful, and put the cooling drink
to your parched lips ? Who sang ttie pretty

hymn to please you as you lay, or knelt

down by the side of the bed in prayer ?

Who was glad when you began to get well,

and who carried you into the fresh air to

help your recovery ? Who taught you how
to pray, and gently helped you to learn to

read? Who has borne with your faults,

and been kind and patient in your childish

ways ? Who loves you still, and who con-
trives, and works, and prays for you every
day you live ? Is it not your mother—your
own dear mother ? Now, then, let me ask
you, are you kind to your mother?
There are many ways in which children

show whether they are kind or not. Do you
always obey her, and try to please her ?

When she speaks are you ready to attend

to her voice ? or do you neglect what she
wishes you to do ? Do you love to m;ike
her heart feci glad ? or, like many rude boys
and girls, do you say, " Oh, it is only my
mother ; I do not mind her !

"

CHIDE MILDLY THE ERRING.

Chide mildly the erring
;

Kind language endears

;

Grief follows the sinful

—

Add not to their tears.

Avoid with reproaches
Fresh pain to bestow

—

To hearts that are stricken

Add not a fresh blow.

Chide mildly the erring.

Jeer not at their fall,

If strength were but human,
How weakly were all

!

What marvel that footsteps

Should wander astray,

When tempests so shadow
Life's wearisome way.

Chide mildly the erring,

Entreat them with care—
Their natures are mortal,

They need not despair.

We all have some frailty,

We all are unwise,
And the grace which redeems us
Must sliine from the skies.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

APRIL 7th to APRIL 13th.

April?, Low SuNDAY.—The first Sunday after

Eister. It was a custom among' the primitive

Christians, on the first SunHay after Kaster, to re-

peat some part of the solemnity of that srrand

festival, whence the Sunday took the name of Low
Sunday, bein^ celebrated as a feast, though iu a
lower decree.

April 7, 1807, Joseph J. Lalande, one of the
most diftinguislied astronomers of the age, died
at Paris, a^e*! seventy.

April 7, 1815, Lord Abinger, Chief Baron of the
Exchequer, died at Bury Si. Edmunds, while on
circuit.

April 8, 1471, Albert Durer, an eminent painter,
rngraver, sculptor, and architect, died at Niirem-
burg. lie was brought up with his father as a
goldsmith ; but afterwards turned his abilities ex-
clusively to the fine arts. He was the first to

teach the rules of perspective, and the proportion
of the human figure, in Germany. He made great
improvements in copper-plat** and wood engraving.

April 8, 181 1, A'apoleon Bonaparte abdicated
the throne of France, and was after wards consigned
to the Isle of Elba, with the title of ex-emptror,
and a pension of two millions of livres.

April 2. l')20, died, llajfaelle d' L'rbino. He was
born at Urbino in liti-i, Ue was diiiiiugui<'hcd

both as a painter and an arcliitect, and displayed
mastery in every branch of the art. His srcatest
works remaining are the frescoes in the Vatican
at Itome. His oil pictures are everywhere most
highly prized ; and more than 740 pieces have
been engraved from liis designs. Seven of his

celebrated " cartoons " have been engraved by
various artists of celebrity. The originals are
preserved in the lloyal Palace, llampton-court.
He died on hla thirty-seventh birth-day.
April 7, 1807, Jo/m Opie, an eminent painter,

died. He was born in Cornwall in 17C1. Self-

taught in his yx>uth lie attained to liigh rank as

an English historical painter, and became pro-
fessor of painting to the Itoyal .\cademy.

April 9. 1747, Simon, Lord /,ora/,'was exe-
cuted on Tower-hill, for hi^h treason, at the age
of ninety. He was a man of b^d character, and
the coolness with which he wrouiiht his profli-

gate purposes throughout an abandoned life ho
carried to the grave.

April 10, 18o7, James Greenacre and Sarah Gale
were tried for the murder of Hannah Brown,
whose mutilated remains wtre di>covcred in the
Regent's-canal, and in different parts of London.
Greenacre was found guilty, and executed In front

of the Old Bailey on lltt; ;^id of May; and Gale,
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as an accessory after the fact, wa» transported for

life.

April 11, 1512, was fought the famous Battle of
Ravenna, in th«* north-east part of Italy, when the

celebrau'd hero, as he is termed, Gascon de Toix,
was slain in the moment of victory, in the twenty-
fourth year of his ag^e.

April 11, 1713, the celebrated Peace of Utrecht
was concluded, and with it concluded the twelve
year?' war for the succession to the throne of
6pain.
April 11, 1770, George Canning was born. He

was a hig-hly-gifted orator and a distinguislied

statesman. In early life he displayed talents of a
brilliant descri;)tion. In the former part of his
pu))lic career he appeared too often the minister
of expediency: but his conduct in later life, and
as his independent influence increased, certainly

exiiibited a predilection for the adoption of a
theory cf broad and manly policy, in reference
both to the foreign and domestic relations of the
country. A more lengthened sketch will be found
in No. 13 of The Working Man's Friend,

April li, 65, Seneca, the philosopher, a native
Off Corduba, in Spain, died at Rome, in the fifty-

third year of his age. His moral writings have
secured lastin<r celebrity to his name. He was
preceptor to Xero, who, in the wantonness of
power when emperor, sent an order to Seueca
either to be put to death by one of his officials, or

to destroj- himself. The philosopher chose the
latter, opened his veins, and took poisoii. During
these operations he conversed calmly with his

friends. It is supposed, by some writers, that Se-
neca was acquainted with the Apostle Paul, and
that he war. one of the auditors when Paul
preached in " liis own hired house" at Home.

April 12, 1498, Columbus first saw the mainland
of America.

April 12, 17G5, Z>r. Edtcard Young died, need
84. He war born at Upham, in Hampshire ; was
chaplain to George I., and wrote several useful

books, consisting of poetry, theology, and morals.

The work by whicl\ he is best known is his
" Xight Thoughts," on which high encominmshave
been bestowed by eminent critics.

April 12, 1782, Admiral Rodney defeated the

French fleet, under Count de Grasse, in the West
Indies.

April 12, 1814, a general illumination in London,
on three successive nights, on the termination of

the war with France.

April 13, 1829, the Catholic Relief Bill—a. bill

for the relief of the Catholics from certain political

disabilities under which they had laboured for many
years—was passed.

April 13, 1824, Jane Taylor died, one of the con-
tributors to the " Associate Minstrels," " Original

Poems," &c. ; and authoress of "Display," and
several other works of celebrity.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A Factory Woman will be inserted in our
next number.

J. Baldridge.—A peck of flour weighs four-

teen poun^is avoirdupois weight.
W. Harrison.—We should deprive our publi-

cation of some of its most popubr and attractive

features if we were to adopt your suggestion.
" There is no accounting f r tastes."

KuTH Haythorne. — The receipts are from
first-rate authorities ; but everything f'epenHs

upon the goodness of the ingredients, carefulness

in mixture, and skill in using. As to the cookery,
that is, of course, a matter of taste.

. J. Parrish (Sallfieet).—The common name for

tomatoes is love-apples, with which fruit you are

probably well acquainted.
T. Berry (Bideford).—A short notice of

Swedenborg appears in the "Weekly Calendar for

March 29.

T. Morton (SheflSeld).—We are obliged for

the scraps you have sent us, and shall possibly
make use of them.

J. WiLKiNS.—2so licence is required for the
sale of books and magazines.
Cumbria.—Certainly ; the baker is obliged to

make up any deficiency in the weight of the loaf.

C. Ros.s (Newthorn).—We shall be glad to re-
ceive any communication from yoa, and to give it

our best attention.

Cicero.—We must again decline to have any-
thing to do with the private afiairs of eur readers,
especially in legal matters.
W. C. (Sheffield.)—As a book-keeper, you cannot

be called an operative, and arc, therefore, ineligible

to compete for the prizes we have offered. If j our
articles are deemed worthy of insertion in our
weekly numbers, we shall readily give them a
place.

A Constant Reader.—We have not heard that
any reduction has been made of the wages of car-
penters and .ioiners in the metropolis.

A Subscriber (Wadhurst).— We have never
heard of such things, and therefore cannot tell you
what they are.

Zeta (Pontypool).—We arc not sure who is the
author of the line,

" Do good by stealth, and blush to find it fame."
—A subscription was commenced, some little time
ago, lor the purpose of erecting a monument to
Caxton,in Westminster Abbey, but sufficient fnnd.s

were not raised, and the project is still in abey-
ance.

W. P.ENNETT (Leeds).—Reasoning from analog}',

nonennial would denote occurring every ninth
year, though we have never met with the word.
Numeration does not go further than quadrillions,

which come next after trillions. AVe hnow nothing
of the physician whose name you mention.

J. Walklr (Kilburnie).—The essay you men-
tion would be much better suited for a medical pub-
lication than for our pages.

T. T. (Worcester.)—It is not our intention to
fill up our pages with crotchet patterns. We
aim at imparting information of a more solid

character.
T. S. (Norwich.)—We shall publish a Supple-

mentary Number every month, and award prizes

for such compositions as we may judge worthy
of insertion. You need not therefore be afraid

to send up any article you may have prepared.
A Factory Boy (King's-cross).—In our next vo-

lume we shall, probably, adopt your suggestion with
regard to the insertion of arithmetical and alge-

braical questions for solution by our readers.

A Greenock Apprentice.—We will consider
your suggestitm.

Printed and published by John C.^sseil, of 335, Strand, London, and sold by all Booksellers-
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THE WORKING MAN.

No.XIV.—RECIPROCAL DUTIES OF EMPLOITERS AND WORKPEOPLE.
Pabt II.

As long ago as the days of Sophocles, we read in. one of his plays, " The poor are

not without the rich, nor the rich without the poor." The dependence of society

on its various members has been acknowledged in all ages, although the consequent

obligations have too often been forgotten. Tlie history of the conduct of masters

towards their men, and of men towards their masters, has too often proceeded on
tlic i^rinciple that they owe to each other scarcely a single duty. AVe have as much
caste in England as in India. Servants, in not a few cases, are viewed as an inferior

order of beings ; and employers, in return, are regarded as unfeeling tyiants, whom
it is perfectly lawful to slander and rob. In such conduct, the folly is hardly sur-

passed by the "wickedness. However, we see indices of a better day, and we hope
lliat our little periodical will do something to hasten it. Last Saturday, we
mentioned a few of those things which we considered that masters might reasonably

expect from their labourers, or operatives ; and we now shall take the other side of

the question, and bring forward some of the obligations which the former owe to

tlie latter.

II. The Duties of Employers to those whom they employ.
1. Equitable toatjes must stand first and foremost in this catalogue. There is no

robbery more infamous or abominable than that of oppressing •' the hireling in his

wages." Common thieves, burglars, and highwaymen are prodigies of honour
when compared with the iniquitous employers, who, by such injustice, pick the

pockets of their dependants. The former go boldly to work, and risk the conse-

quences, but the latter contrive to plunder without rendering themselves amenable
to the laws ; so that we have the meanness of the reptile combijied with the crafti-

ness of the serpent. Then the persons who are pilfered are individuals to whom
employers are indebted for their wealth. Masters, as we have repeatedly said, are

as dependent upon their servants as servants upon their masters. What a scene of

confusion would take place to-morrow morning in the mansions of our gentry,

nobility, and clergy, if all the servants were to run away during the night ! Or, what
if our weavers, spinners, hedgers, ditchers, miners, stokers, porters, and journey-
men and journeywomen, were all at once to start off and leave their various occu-
pations, what would become of our trade and commerce, or where woidd our manu-
fa turers be this time next year? We should stand the chance of havuig worse
h an April fools'-day throughout the land. We grant that the scene may be reversed,

c
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and that the emigration of masters would be a woeful calamity to those whom
they employ; but still people who can work are more independent than those who
cannot work at all. I would rather be a cook, a laundress, a tailor, a shoemaker,

a ploughman, or operative, without a fortune, than have the riches of Crcesus and

yet be unable to use my own hands, or procure the service of others. There is no

independence on earth equal to that of a trade ; nor does our world contain a

more important class than working men and working women. We owe un-

speakable obligations to labour. Our comfort and ease spring from toil. A world

as full of resources as we can imagine, and peopled with the most lovely, holy, and

intelligent beings, presents to our view nothing but a waste if labour be taken

away. Our Creator gave us the globe as he did the ore in the mine : neither the

one nor the other are of any use without a working population. California has

yielded no revenue for ages for want of diggers, and would have produced none to

the day of doom but for the human moles that are burrowing in its sands.

Is it, then, too much to ask justice for the men and women that provide bread

for the hungry, clothes for the naked, medicine for the sick, luxuries for the

wealthy, and splendour to the ambitious ? Gems do not drop from heaven like

hailstones, nor are precious stones polished and set in gold by seraphs. Hard hands
and industrious souls are requisite before our table can be supplied with food, or

our sideboard groan under its weight of plate and dainties. Sui-ely, then, these

toiling ones, who thus minister to our wants, ought to be amply remunerated ; and

one would suppose that if we made any mistake at all it would be on the side of

generosity, and that over pay, rather than under pay, would be the only blunder

under heaven made in reference to wages. Not unfrequently every shilling that

the operative earns is worth five to his master, and fifty to the country ; and is this

the man with whom we shall badger about a sixpence, or whose pocket we shall

pick with more than the adroitness of a common sharper ?

There is not a crime in the book of revelation denounced with more severity

than injustice to labourers. The old Jewish prophets were alv/ays dragging the

criminals forth, and pouring heaven's bitterest vial on their heads. And their

predictions have had tremendous fulfilments. Providence has invariably frowned

on ill-gotten wealth, but on none so fiercely as on that wrung from the sweat of

the labourer's brow. Give me the shoeless foot, the hatless head, and the shirtless

trunk of the parish bird, or the beggar ; but may heaven save me, my ofispring,

and my property, from the cankering touch of a penny gained by oppression

!

Like the virus from a mortified carcase, it would corrupt the vitals of all that it

infects. We have seen family after family brought to ruin, as the just recompense

of their father's iniquity. The wealth to which they were heirs was obtained by

grinding the faces of the poor ; and, perhaps, there is nothing on earth so difiicult

to purify as treasures obtained by injustice. Like the blood-stain on the garments,

or hand, of the murderer, it is difficult to wash it away.

What a tremendous example we have of this in some of the aristocracy of our

day. England can boast of the paradox of having the richest and poorest nobility

in the world ; and, what is more marvellous, these contradictions blended in the

same individuals. Some of our peers have revenues surpassing those of the princes

of other countries, and yet have not a penny to call their own. Their poverty has

kept pace with the increase of their incomes ; and, were it not for those refuges

of the destitute—the army, the navy, and the church—their children must go to

the union. They actually send their sons to Navarino, or India, to be shot at for
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a morsel of bread. We read ydth. beating heart and stiffened hair the judgments

that lightened on Sodom and Gomorrah, or Jerusalem ; but here is a standing curse

before our own eyes, and why r In reference to some, at least, the answer is easy.

Tlie money was gained by injustice, and there is, consequently, an alloy in it,

which no alchemy can remove. Sycophancy, oppressive rents, despotic taxation,

hard-worked and ill-paid labourers, have been its sources ; and, therefore, you
cannot enrich these gentlemen. Grind the peasant how you please, imtil he works

for a fjcnny a-day—advance rents until the farmer is poorer tlian his serf—put on

tax after tax, so that the whole wealth of the manufacturer and operative shall

How into the coffers of the aristocracy, and yet you only impoverish them by your

liberality. You might as well attempt to enrich a drunkard as an oppressor. It is

like casting gold into the sea. You may buiy cargo after cargo in its waves, but

the ocean is not full. From the days of Cain, the cry of injustice, " Give, f/ive,"

has been uttered, and never, perhaps, more greedily than now, showing that the

more you grant the more is demanded.

We say again, that there is no sin which bears on its front a deeper or blacker

mark of heaven's ire than unjuiit wages. All history is full of its woes. The
labourer is our brother, the child of our common father. lie has a body like our

own, and, notwithstanding his hands and face are hard, as some of the honourable

effects of toil, yet his soul has as clear a stamp of the Divine image upon it as that

of a philosopher, or monarch ; and then he is our ministering angel. He has

laboured for us. Our comforts are the fruits of his patience. lliat very rude

appearance procured us o\ir enjoyments and our wealth ; and, in despising it, we
poiu: contempt on the hand that supplies our wants. Surely, then, .-working men
and working women ought to be well paid. To hold back a farthing from them

. Avliich is their due, is plunder of the worst descrij)tion, and exposes us to the wTath
of the Eternal. Workpeople have an equitable, a reasonable, we might say a Divine,

claim upon their employers for just wages ; and we are happy to know that we
have myriads among us who wish for notliing more. ** A fair day's wages for a

J'air (hn/s trori-" is all they ask. They wish no sinecures in the Government, the

Ciiurch, the Anny, or the Navy. They are too noble-minded to desire places

Avithout duties, or pay without labour. They want neither charity bread, charity

clothes, charity dwellings, chai'ity education, nor charity religion. Free-trade,

unlettered labour, and equitable remuneration, are all they desire ; and all who resist

their claims are as certain of ruining either themselves or their offspring, as were the

inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah after the decree of heaven had gone forth. It

is true, the vial may for a while be withheld, but nothing except repentance and

ample restitution can avert its scourge. "Heaven," said Caesar to the Helvetians,

" often grants to the wicked a longer period of prosperity, and of immunity from

punishment, that vengeance when it comes may be the more heavily felt ;" and all

history has illustrated the truthfulness of the declaration, and nothinc^more so than

the fall of oppressive masters.

II. Workpeople may reasonably expect kind treatment and gentlemanly manners

from their employers. There is something vciy expressive in the word, gentleman;

it supposes that the individual who bears the title is '•^gentle " in his behaviour, and

tliat ho reduces to practice the exhortation of the apostle,— *^ He coitrteotis." This

signification fhows that there is nothing in the characteristic referred to which may
Ti'it be exemplified by every working man. No reason can be assigned why
operatives, both men and women, should not be perfect gentlemen and ladies in

c 2
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their manners towards every one. It does not take more breath, nor require more
words, to say a thing politely than roughly. And if servants ought to be kind and
urbane, much more ought masters. We have been rather surprised sometimes to

Und the same individual who seemed to be a perfect gentleman in the parlour,

degenerate into a rough, rude trooper or barbarian, the moment he entered the

presence of his workpeople. In the drawing-room you would have supposed he
had spent years under the care of a master of ceremonies ; but in the factory you
would have supposed that he had never been to school or seen a book, and especially

not a Bible, in all his life. At the dinner or evening-party you could not help ex-

claiming, "What a perfect model of urbanity and piety ! " but in the workshop you
pitied the man as one whose early education had been entirely neglected, and felt half

disposed to invite the ladies of the Bible Association to call and induce him to

obtain a copy of the Scriptures. The contrast was so complete that you could

hardly believe your own eyes or ears ; or if you did, you were struck with the

versatility of talent which enabled a man to act the gentleman and the Goth, the

Christian and the Turk, the saint and the blasphemer, with so much ease.

*' Our master is a rough 'un, and swears lilce a dragoon," said a workman con-

cerning an employer who had just been talking about his edification under an

evan^^elical ministry. There is, we fear, too much of this in the world. Working
people are called rude ; but in numerous cases, if they were half as uncivil as their

employers, they would be unbeara,ble, even in a pot-house. Now, nothing is

gained by all this. No unmannerly employer is, or ever can be, respected, on

account of his rudeness. Besides, workpeople are men and women, ]3rothers and

sisters, not only to one another, but to their masters and mistresses, and, therefore,

ought to be treated respectfully, and have set before them a good example. That

idler, who is so polite, and so often drops in for what he can get, is not so respectable,

or deserving of respect, by the whole distance of the poles, as that weaver, spinner,

hedger, or ditcher, who enriches his employer by his toil.

We have a fine example of politeness and afiection in the salutations of Boaz and
his reapers recorded in the book of Ruth. We feel assiired, as we read this narra-

tive, that Boaz was a gentleman, and that his men had been influenced by his

example. Here was mutual interest, mutual esteem, and mutual respect. This ought

to exist everywhere, and would add immensely to the improvement of all parties.

Among the Greeks and Latins the same words meant manners and Diorals, intimating

that, in their creeds, impoliteness was immorality ; and we are. disposed to think

that there was more orthodoxy than heresy in the opinion. "WTien we have some-

times seen the perfect contrast between the politeness of the man and the rudeness

of the master, we have thought it would not be a bad move if these despised

operatives were to open a school to teach good behaviour to some of the upper

classes among us. At all events, good, kind treatment, and courteous manners, are

as much a duty which employers owe to their servants as their servants to them.

The moke Children the more Potatoes.—Some poor folks say, the more children
the more pniyers ; but I say, as written above, the more children the more potatoes, as I

will prove to you. There sit round the supper table myself, my wife, and my four chil-

dren. Now, as I cannot bear to see the little ones go short, I divide the potatoes among
them equally, for I would rather want myself than that they sliould. The children, liow-

ever, are very good-hearted, and cannot bear, in their turn, that I should go without my
meal. They give me, therefore, each one a potato out of his heap, and thus I also have
my four potatoes. If, therefore, I had five children, it stands to reason that I also should
have five potatoes.
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CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPT Ell XV.
"The time had now come when good and evil, salvation and peril, were so obscurely confounded

and intermixed, that the tirmest minds, inc.ipable of disentang-ling them, had become mere instru-

ments in the hand of I'rovidenct', who alternately chastises kinij3 by their people, and people by their

kings."—GUIZOT.

CROMWELL CHARGED VITII THE DEATH OF
CH.VRLES—TESTLMONY OF HISTORIANS TO
THE CHARACTER OF THE MONARCH—THEIR
TESTIMONY EXAMINED—CROMWELL VINDI-

CATED.

(Jharles is beheaded. We bend over his life-

less form. As we muse on tliis great tragedy
in tlie great historical life of Knglaud, to wliat

depth is our sjiirit moved I In v/hat light is

this deed to be viewed ? Can it be justified or

even defended ? A mind not fiilly eulighteued.

!i judgment not free from bias, a man \\'hoje

love of truth does not rise infinitely above
every otlier consideration, can never be intni.«ted

^itll the settlement of this delicate question.

Political and ecclesiastical prejudices have
hitherto determined the conclusions of his-

tori;uis, biographere, and writers in general.

Each one has been endeavouring to find the

sliibboleth of his own school, and just in i)ro-

jxjrtion to the difficuities whicli have beset liim

h:w been tlie vindence with which he has

e.\ccrate<l and anathematized tliose who dif-

fered from liim ; as if truth lay in calling men
names, or even in repudiating every oijijiion

but that which we ourselves have embraced.
M'l; are the aix)logists of neither weakness nor
wickedness ; but we love honest dealing. Let
tlie devil have his due ; bad as he is, nothing
is gained by making liim worse or more malig-
nant than truth will allow. "We do not say
that there was no error in putting Charles to

death. Notwithstanding his treachery and liLs

wrong-doing, his life, in common v/ilh the life

of tile meanest of Ins subjects, was too sacred

to be thrown away. Grant that lie liad been
guilty «)f betraying the interests of his country,
tliat lie had .sacrificed the public good to pro-

moti; liis jKjrsonal ambition and pride, tliat he
))laced in immeihate peril both tlie freedom and
the faith of a great i)eople, and that he was,
therefore, obuo.xious to punishment, ttill it is

more than difficult to defend the ej^trerae

churiicter of the penalty wliich he was called

to endure. We liave no wish to deal har&hly
with the conduct of Charles, and we have as

little desire to e.\oneratc those wlio were more
immediately involved in his e.Kccution and
death. We plead for justice to botli. We
desiri- to hohl the balance with an even hand.
Let the l>eam take its own inclination. In the

name of all that is honourable and true, let not
its motion be interfered with, or be determined
b/ a false linger-action,

^" We turn to >vritteu testimony. Hume tells

us that wlicn on ^he scafToM the unhai^py
3Ionarch "justified his own innocence in the

late fatal wars, and observed tliat he had not
taken arms till after the Parliament had en-

listed forces ; nor had he any other object in his

warlike operations tlian to preserve that au-

thority entire, which his predecessors had
transmitted to him. lie threw not, however,
the blame upon the Parliament ; but was more
inclined to tiiinkthat ill instnunents had inter-

posed and raised in them feai's and jealousies

with rigard to his intentions. Though inno-

cent towards his people, he acknowledged the

equity of his execution in the eyes of his

Maker ; and observed that an unjust sentence

wliich he liad suffered to take effect Avas now
punished by an unjust sentence upon himself.

He forgave all his enemies, even the chief Jn-

stnmients of his death ; but e.xJiorted them
and the whole nation to return td tiie ways of

peace, by paying obedience to their la\\-ful

sovereign, Ids son and successor. When h'i

v.as preparing himself lor the block, Bishop
Ju.von called to him: "There is, .Sir, but one
stage more, which, though turbulent and
troublesome, is yet a very short one. (Consider,

it will coon caiTV you a great way— it wll
carry you from earth to heaven ; and there you
shall find, to your great joy, the prize to v,-liieh

you hasten—a crown of glory." " I go," replied

the King, "from acormptibleto an incorru|;tible

crown, Vthere no disturbance can have place."

At one blow Uis head was severed from his

body. A man in a vizor perlbnno'.l tlie olfice

of executioner ; another, in a like di -guise, held

up to the spectators the head, >tr uming Avith

blood, and cried aloud—" 'J'his is the head of a
traitor !

"

" It is im]>ospiblc to describe the grief, ind5g-

nation, and astonishment Avhich took pl.^ce, not
only r.mong the spectators, who were over-

whelmed With a Hood of sorrow, but throughout
the whole nation, as soon as the report of this

execution Avas conveyed to them. Xever
monarch, in the full triumph and success of

victory, Avas more dear to his people than his

misfortunes and magnanimity— his pa'.iencc

and piety, had rendered this unhappy > rince.

In proportion to tlicir former deliu-ions, Avhieh

animated them against him, Avas the violence

of their return to duty and af:" etion ; Avhile

each reproached himself, either A\ith active dis-

loyalty towards him, or Avith too indolent de-

fence of his oppressed cause. On weaker

minds the effect of these complicated pasiicus
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was prodigious. The very pulpits were be-

dewed with uusuborued tears ; those pulpits

which hud formerly thundered out the most
violent imprecations and anathemas against

him. And all men united in their detestation

of those hypocritical parricides, Avho, by sancti-

fied pi'etences, had so long disguised their

treasons, and in tliis last act of iniquity had
thrown an indelible stain upon the nation.*********

" The character of this prince, as that of most
men, if not ox" all men, was mixed ; but his

virtues predominated extremely above his

vices, or, more properly spealdng, his imper-
fections, for scarce any of his faults rose to liiat

pitch as to merit the appellation of vices. To
consider him in the most favourable light, it

may be atlirmed that his dignity Avas free ii-om

]iride, his humanity ii-om Aveakness, his bravery
from rashness, his temperance from austerity,

his frugality from avarice. All tlicse virtues,

in him, maintained their proper bounds, and
merited unreserved praise. To speak tlie most
harshly of him, we may affirm that many of

his good quahties Avere attended with some
latent frailty, Avhich though seemingly incon-

kiiderable, was able, when seconded by the ex-

treme malevolence of liis fortune, to disappoint

them of all their influence ; his beneficeht dis-

position Avas clouded by a manner not very
gracious ; his virtue Avas tinctured with super-

5 tition ; his good sense Avas disfigured by a
deference to persons of a capacity inferior to

his OAvii ; and his moderate temper exempted
him not from hasty and precipitate resolutions.

He deserA'es the epithet ot a good rather than of

a great man ; and Avas more fitted to rule in a
regular established government, than either to

give Avay to the encroachments of a popular
assembly, or finally to subdue their pretensions.

He Avanted suppleness and dcxtei-ity sufficient

for the first measure : he Avas not endoAved Avith

vigour requisite for the second. Had he been
born an absolute jjrince, liis humanity and good
sense had rendered his reign happy and his

memory jirecious. Had the limitations on prc-

rogatiA-e been in his time quite fixed and certain,

his integrity had made liim regard as sacred

the bomularies of the constitution. Unhappily,
his fate threAv him into a period Aviien the })rece-

donts ofmany former reigns saA'Oured stronglyof
arbitrary poAver, and the geniusof the people ran
violently toAvards liberty. And if his political

prudence Avas not sufficient to extricate him
from so perilous a situation, he may be excused;
since, even after the event, Avhen it it is com-
monly easy to correct all errors, one is at a loss

to determine Avhat conduct, in his circumstances,

could have maintained the authority of tlie

cro^A^l, and preserved the peace of the nation.

Exposed, without revenue, without arms, to the

assault of furious, implacable, and bigoted fac-

tions, it Avas never permitted him, but Avith the

most fatal consequences, to commit the smallest

mistake : a condition too rigorous to be imposed
on tlie greatest human capacity."

Clarendon hesitates not to assert that he Avas
" a prince Avhose example Avould have had a
greater influence upon the manners and jwety of
the nation, than the most strict laAvs can have.
To speak first of his private qualifications as a
man, before the mention of his princely and royal
virtues, he Avas, if ever any, the most Avorthy
of the title of an honest man ; so great a lover
of justice, that no temptation could dispose him
to a Avrongful action, except it Avas so disguised

to him that he believed it to be just. He had
a tenderness and compassion of nature Avhich

restrained him from ever doing a hard-hearted
thing ; and, therefore, he was so apt to grant
pardon to malefactors, that the judges of the
land reprcrented to him the danger and insecu-

rity to the public that floAved from such his

indulgence. And then he restrained himself
from jiardoning either murders or higliAvay-

robberies, and quickly discerned the fruits of
his severity by a wonderful reformation of those
enormities. He Avas Aery punctual and regular
in his devotions ; he was never knoAvn to enter

upon his recreations or sports, though never so

early in the morning, before he had been at

public prayers ; so that on hunting days, his

chaplains were bound to a very early attend-

ance. He AAas likeAvise very strict in observing
the hours of his private cabinet devotions, and
Avas so severe an exacter of gravity and rever-

ence in all mention of religion, that he could

never endure any light or profane \A'ord, Avith

AA'hat sharpness of AAit soever it AAas covered

;

and though ho Avas well i)lcased and delighted

Avith reading A'crses made upon any occasion, no
man durst bring before him anything that Avas

profane or unclean. That kind of Avit had never
any coimtenance there. He Avas so great an
example of conjugal affection, that they A\-ho

did not imitate him in that particular, durst not

brag of their liberty; aiid he did not only per-

mit, but direct his bishops to prosecute those

scandalous vices, in the ecclesiastical courts,

against persons of eminence, and near relation

to his scrA'ice.

" His kingly virtues had some mixture and
all"»y that hindered them from shining in full

lustre, and from producing those fruits they

should have been attended AA'ith. He Avas not

in his nature very bountiful, though he gave

very irtnch. This appeared more after tlie

Duke of Buckingham's death, after Avhich those

shoAvers fell very rarely; and he paused too

long in giving, Avhich made those to Avhom he

gave less sensible of the benefit. He kept state

to the full, Avhich made his court very orderly,

no man presuming to be seen in a place Avhere

he had no pretence to be. He saAV and observed

men long before he received them about his

person ; and did not love strangers, nor very

confident men. He Avas a patient hearer of

causes, Avliich he frequently accustomed himself
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to at the council board, and judged vt-iy well,

and was dexterous in tlie inediatiiijr part; so

tliftt lie often put an end to causes by persua-

sion, whicli the stubbornness of men's humours
made dilatory in courts of justice.

*• lie was very fearless hi his person ; but, in

his riper years, not very enterprising. He had
un excellent miderstandinx, but was not confi-

dent enough of it ; which niado hiui oftentimes

change his own opinion for a worse, and follow

the a^ivice of men that did not judge so well as

liimself. This made him more irresolute than

the conjuncture of his affairs would admit ; if he

had been of a rougher and more imj)erious

nature, he would have found more respect and
duty. And his not a])))lying .some severe cures

to api)roaching evils proceeded from the lenity of

Ids nature, and the tenderness of his conscience,

which, in all ca.sesof blofxl, made liim chooie the

softer way, and not hearken to severe coun.scls,

)i<jw reasonably soever urged. This only re-

strained him from jjursuing his advantage in

the first Scottish expedition, when, humanly
speaking, he might have reduced that nation

to the most entire obedience that could have
been w'ishe<l.

" ."^o many miraculous circumstances con-

tributed to his ruin, that men might well think
tliut heaven and earth conspired it. Though
lie was, from the first declension of his power,
so much betrayed by his own servants, that

there were very few who remained faithfid to

him, yet that treachery proceetled not always
from any trea.sonable i)uq)Ose to do him any
harm, but from particular and personal ani-

mosities against other men. And afterwards,

the teiTor all men were under of the Parliament,
and the guilt they were conscious of them-
selves made them watch all oprxjrtunities to

make themselves gracious to those who could
dt) them good ; and so they became spies uix)n

their master, and, from one piece of knavery,
were hardened and confirmed to undertake
another, till, at last, they had no hope of pre-

servation but by the destruction of their mas-
ter. And after all this, when a man might
reasonably Ijelieve that less than a universal

defection of three nations could not have re-

duced a great King to so ugly n, fate, it is

most certain that in that very hour, when he
was thas wicke<lly murdered in the .siglit of
the Sim, he had as great a share in the hearts

and affections of his subjects m general, was as

much beloved, esteemed, and longed for by the

people in general of the three nations, as any
of his predecessors had ever been. To conclude,

he wa8 the worthiest gentlenuin, the best

master, the best friend, the best husband, the

best father, and the bejtt Christian, that the age
in which he lived produced. And if he were
not the greatest king, if he were without some
parts and qualities which have made some
kings great and happy, no other prince was
ever unhappy who wa.s possessed of half liis

virtues and endOA\Tnents, and ."o much without

any kind of vice."

A much more recent writer think."? it ap-

parent '* that he maintained to the last his doc-

trines of divine right, i)assive obedience, and
non-resistance ; and his so doing argues more
than his bitterest enemies could then advance
for his deposition, though not for his death.

But nothing in his whole life ' became him like

the leaving of it.' Indeed, his courage and for-

titude upon Ids trial, during the inten-ening

days between it and the execution, and at the

last awful hour, were such as evinced that his

intentions must have been upright in the main,
to enable him to draw from thera, as he did,

his latest earthly consolations ; and that his

errors had arisen more from greatlj' too ex-
alted notions of the extent and irresponsibility

of his kingly ])ower, than from any inherent

disjiosition to abuse it."

< 'arlyle, speaking of the " atrocity, ferocity,

uuspeakability, of the fact" of the King's death,
boldly alfii'ins that, "in tliose irreverent times
of ours, if all the kings of Europe were cut in

pieces at one swoop, and flung in heaps in St.

^rargaret'.s-churcliyard on the same day, the
emotion would, it strict arithmetical tnith, be
small in comparison ! We know it not, this

atrocity of the English regicides ; we shall

never know it. I reckon it, i)erhaps, the most
daring action any body of men to be met with
in iiistory ever, with clear conscioa<ness, de-

liberately set them.selves to do. Dread phan-
toms, glaring supernal on you,—when once they
are quelled and their light snuffed out, none
knows the terror of the pliantom ! The phan-
tom is a poor paper-lantern with a candle-end
in it, wliich any whipster dare now beard."

Merle d'Aubigne, looking at the case more
seriou.sly, and in a totally different light, thus
expresses himself: " We will not attempt to
describe the death of the unhappy Charle.s.

Whose heart would not be wrung by the con-
templation of those mournful scenes? Our
feelings revolt against the fanaticism which
led a prince to the scaffold ; we bum wth in-

dignation agauist those feet swift to shed blood;

we desire to aiTest the deadly axe, and spurn
away the fatal block. And yet we cannot be
blind to the conviction that the divorce between
England and the Stuarts was inevitable—that
it was the decree of God himself. Succeeding
ages have branded the scaffold ; but they have
also ratified the solemn sentence.

" Charles I. was superior to his son : he wan
virtuoas and sober, and would have desired to
adopt (what is impossible) a certain middle
course between Protestant i.s-m and Poper>',

rather than I'opcry itself. But there was no
sincerity in him : and he was, from long habit,

too docile to the fatal suggestions of thi- Bour-
bons. It is evident that if he had been victo-

rious in the contest, the liberty and religion of
England would have been destroyed.
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" If the safety of the nation was incompati-
ble with Charles's remaining on the throne,

was it necessary that he should pass from the
throne to the scaffold? Most certainly not.

To connive at his escape into a foreign country
would have been the most fitting course—an
expedient that was afterwards adopted in the
case of James II., and in our own days, in that
of Charles X. It was also that, which in all

probability, as we have seen, Cromwell desired

to have followed. But the fear of comjjromising
the future tranquillity of the nation now con-
demned the King to a severer penalty. We
must deplore such times as those, when men
were so prodigal of human blood; we must
lament that even the majesty of the throne could
not protect a guilty prince ; but all the docu-
ments of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies attest that men were in those ages con-
demned to death as we now condemn them to

a brief imprisonment."
These extracts reflect almost every shade of

opinion which has been either cherished or ex-
pre.=!sed on the character and fate of Charles.

Let us gather up these scattered rays of light,

and concentrating them into one focal point,

let them fall, thus concentrated on the one
individual man, till we can see each feature of
his character standing out clearly revealed.

We deny not that many good qualities en

was the country so barren of talent and virtue,

that he might not have called to his councils
men of the first character and qualifications.

The consciousness that he was pursuing a
crooked policy, led him to look out lor the
merest sycopliants to surround his person—men
who refused not to bow down and lick the dust
off his feet, and whose selfislmess ultimately
led them to sacrifice both him and the coun-
try. He sowed to the wind, and he reaped to
the whirlwind. If he had been true to his

country, the people would have been to him a
tower of strength. If he had ruled in righteous-

ness, he would have died full of honour, and his

memory would have been embalmed in the
affections of a devoted nation.

Painful as the conclusion is, it is forced upon
us by his whole conduct, that he was guilty of
betraying his countiy. Had he been left to
himself, he would have sacrificed both its faitli

and its freedom. Having acted contrary to the
constitution, he had violated his coronation
oath,—he had, in fact, forfeited his crown. Was
he above law ? Was there no tribunal to which
he was amenable? We see not why a sovereign

should betray the faith and the freedom of In's

country, and be obnoxious to no punisliment.

But what shall be the punishment ? We would
take no man's life. If Charles was a traitor,

then, according to the laws of his realm, death
tered into the character of Charles. And we i was the penalty of treason. In spite of that
would be the last to utter a single syllable to

detract from those qualities in their force and
loveliness. We admire virtue, whether it look
out from beneatli the crown and i)urple of
royalty, or, like a gem of the first water Avhich

becomes more brilliant in proportion to the i obnoxious to death, but death ought
depth of the darkness which surrounds it, it is | have been inflicted

law we should have inclined to another course.

And, perhaps, had the same views obtained

then as now on the subject of criminal punish-

ments, not a man would have atfixed his name
to the death-warrant. By laAV Charles was

not to

.'seen shedding its holy radiance over the darker
scenes of dependance and poverty. Charles

was not a compound of pure and immixed evil.

Nor did his good qualities suffer so much from
the presence and existence of vice in the man,
as from the absence of those other properties

which give integrity and unity—completness and
haiTTionyto the character. Constituted ashe was,
he must ever have appeared to positive disad-

vantage in any condition of life, or in any given
or possible circumstances.

We are not unwilling to admit that he was
surrounded by men, who first, and for the most
.selfish ends, flattered his vanity, and then, in

the hour of need, proved xmfaithful, and aban-
doned him to the tide of circumstances. This
was his misfortune. Yet he cannot be held
innocent. His fir.st ambition should hare been
to provide for the good of his people. To this

everything should have been made subordinate.
This involved his own interest : the stability

of his throne—the perijetuity of his kingdom.
And from this he .should have suffered nothing
to divert his thoughts. If lie could not depend
on those around him, the greater the necessity

for individual determination and purpose. Nor

j

We cannot be mistaken. It is a settled

i point that the King should not have suffered

the extreme penalty of the law. And yet to

speak ofhim as a martyr is sheer nonsense. If

his love of truth and liberty had been such that

he counted not his life dear in their defence, we
might concede to him the honour. But a man
who perilled both, and was prepared to barter

both for purely selfish ends, is not a man to be
put in the calendar and worshipped as a saint.

Nor can we see how Cromwell can be

charged with the death of the King. No man
of the day was more sincerely anxious to save

his life. It was wth him an effort—a business.

If the thing could by any possibility have been

done, Cromwell would have accomplislied it.

It was not till Charles rendered his OAvn salva-

tion hopeless—it was not till his treachery and
wickedness stood revealed in the sigjit of the

sun—it was not till the voice of an oppressed

people, and of insulted justice, called for retri-

bution, that Cromwell consented to the death of

his sovereign. WoiUd that he had thought of

some expedient for disposing of the King, at the

moment when he dipped his pen in that black

—black ink, vnth which he signed the death-
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warrant
: It would have invented the cliaracter

of Oliver with fcevcu-lbld glory, and over-
powered his bitterest enemy. Here he failcl.
And the failure can never be repaired. He did

it ignorantly ; but he did it for the betrt. We,
tlierefore, write it, once for aU, that Charles'
WAS .NOT A M.UITYR—THAT CROMWELL WAS
NOT A MURDERER.

BUSH LIFE.

BV JlRS. C. 31. KlRKLANO,

People who liave only heard or read of life in
the wilderness have but cnide notions of it.-' ac-
tual characteriatics. No way of life more abf-o-
lutely require:* to be tried, in order to be under-
stood. The accepted idea perhaps includes
wolf-hunts, and bear-titrht.-;, anddeer-sliooting;
sleeping in the woods, foriUng riyers, following
Indian trail.<?,or wading .stream.s, in search of fish.
This view of things is a j>oor preparation for
the reality of life in the wilderness. It makes
charming books, as witness the many of which
it lias formed the staple, but for the plain truth
of the matter such as forces itself u|)on every
man's convictions, alter he has transferred his
domicile and lii.s household gods to the woods,
we might as well go to the melancholy Jacques
when he lies

" Weepunr and commenting
Upon tli<; sobbing deer,"

for a practical notion of forest life. It is, in-
deed, a life of hardship, but" with a difference."

Hardships are not always trials. 'J'here is a
n;u.->ing power in wild adventure, which makes
hunger and cold and hard lodgings and press of
danger only inspiring. These are not the
thnigs that try the .souls of those who exchange
a condiUon of high civilization for the jiriva-
tions of the woods. Far more wearisome,
because somewhat mortifying, are the jK-'tty
circumstances attending the daily cares for
nusra subsistence, which form the staple of
.sober existence in a new country; where a
ma:i goes not to hmit and fish, but to repair
his fortunes by industry and economy; to
" buy and sell ahd get again ;' to win the trea-
8u;-.-s of the .-oil with hands used oniy to the
jKii

;
to fell primeval trees with an axe that

hius never cut anything larger than a lishing-
rod. .SucJj an adventurer may carry everything
with him but the one thiiig needlul, viz., habits
suited to tlie exigence. Even a stout frame
JUid a stout heart ^\^ll not suffice at first. Time
•lone can sicconi])lish tlie assimilating process,
•nd for time he cannot wait.

Emigrants ore apt, at the outset, tb feel
lomewhat of refoming zesU. They have just
left regions where life wears a smwth aspect

;

*rhere convention hides nmch that is coarse
and unpleasant

; where the round of hmnan
bu-mess and duty is comprised in a few conve-
nient formula-s, or seems to be so; and where
-ach man, using, as it were, the common sense

and exiHjrience of the whole, naturally fancies
himself wi.ser than he really is, and where he
IS indeed practically w .ser tlian isolated man
can easi y be. .So the emigrant feels as if lie
had much to tell—sometlung to teach—as well
as sometliing to learn. If he must depr-nd
somewhat on his neigldwurs for an uisight into
the peculiar needs of his new i>osition, he is
disposed to return the favour by correcting,
both by i)reccpt and example, some of the
awkward habits, the ear-wounding modes of
speech, and unnecessary coarseness which he
sees about him. Above all does he determine
that the excellent treatise on famiiug which
he has studied and bi-ought with him shall aid
h!ni m introducing, before very long, something
like a rational system, instead of the short-
sighted, slovenly, losing, hand-to-month prac-
tices which are wasting the riches of the land.

Ihe waking-up is (|uite amusing. To find
that nobody perceives his own deficiencies
wlule eveiyoody is taking great pains to make
yours apparent

; that your knowledge is con-
sidered among your cluef disabilities ; that you
are, m short, looked upon as a pitiable igno-
ramus, stuffed only with useless fancies, offen-
sive pride, silly fastidiousness, and childish
love of tnlles

; that your grand farming theories
are laughed at, and your social refinement.s
viewed as indicating a sad lack of common
sense and good feeling ;- the blank and helples.H
sense of unfitness tliat comes orer one under
such circumstances Is inde.'^cribable. This is
always sujjposing that you are unequal to
bodily lalxjur. If you can chop or plough,
there is confessed to be something of you even
though your ideas be silly. JJut if, comin-
from a land where head is all-jxiwerful and
hand only subsen lent, yom- muscles are feeble
and your brain active, you must be cout<?nt
wtii the position of an inferior, and for awhile
play the part of a cliild in the hands of older
and wiser j)eop!e.

This asjject of bush-life lacks the pleasant
stimulant with which the imagination is apt to
invest it. Where are the hunting and fi.«hing
which were to cheer your leisure hours ? Vou
have no leisnre hours ; and if you had, tosnend
them m hunting or fishmg wouhl set you down
at once as a ** loafer"-the 1 ;.st term of con-
demnation where everybody works all the time';
lives to work rather than Avorka to live. Your
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fine forest dreams give way before tlie necessity

for " clearing."' If you take a morning walk

over the breezy hills, it will probably be in

search of a stray cow ; and you may lind it ne-

cessary to prolong your stroll indefinitely, re-

turning, under the blazing smi of noon, to

dinner instead of breakfast. Your delightful,

uninterrupted evenings, Avhere so many bcofci

were to be devoured, in order to maintaui a

coimter-influence to the homely toils of the day,

must be sacrificed, perhaps, to sleep, in order

to be ready for an early start in the morning,

in search of additional " hands" at the thresh-

ing, or that most viiluable and most slippery

of all earthly goods in the new country—

a

" hired gnl." If you chance to have an old

friend undergoing a similar probation ten or

twenty miles off, and feel a yearning desh-e to

seek counsel or sympathy at his hands, be sure

that after you ha^e made up yom' mind to

esacrifice everytliing to this coveted visit, which

you feel will set you up in courage for a month
to come, you will find you " cannot have the

horses," A^ithout such a derangement of the

business at home as would bespeak an insane

disregard of your interest and lead your v\hole

dependency to look upon you as as a fool past

praying for.

Has new-country life, then, no pleasures?

Many ; but they are not exactly those we anti-

pate. To recur to the testimony Avith v/hich

our musings began :
—" Xone can tell how dear

the memoiy of that vn\d bush-life becomes to

him who tried it mth a jiiting spirit T' And
it could hardly become dear to the cultivated,

if it were that mere dull, mechanical, animal,

grabbing evistence that some suppose it to be.

Sviierem then consists the charm ? It is hard

to specify ; for, like other charms, it has some-

thing of inexplicable magic in it. We spend

our lives, here, in Vv'ea\ing nets for ourselves,

yet Ave delight to throAV tliem off ; even as the

merchant A\'ho prides himself on the well-fitted

coat, the neat cravat, the spotless gloves, the

shining boots, in Avhich he proceeds to his

counting-house in the morning, enjoys Avith all

his heart the jn-iAdlege of exchanging them for

the easy douilleite, soft slippers, and general

neglege of a quiet evening at home. Dress, and
ceremony, and formal behaviour seem neces-

sary in the city

—

seen;, not are,—for luunanity

is more truly dignified thrai convention, aiid

more effective in every Avay :—but in the Avoods

we may folloAV nature—dress to be A\urm or to

be easy, or to be picturesque, if we^lke, Avithout

shocking anybody. We have in tOAvn perliaps

all the essentials of liberty ; Ave arc more alone
and independent in a cron'd than in a thinly-

settled neighbourliood ;—but in the country A\-e

have the sense of Uharty, tlie free breezes sug-

gest it ; the Avide expanir; of prospect ; tlie

unconstrained manners of those about us ; the
undi5gui.-(^d prominence of the common matters
of daily life— so carefully kept out of eight in

our anxious refinement— all remind us and
seem to us symbolical of an ideal liberty.

There are no fixed " business hours" or " visit-

ing hours ;" we may Avork all day if Ave like,

or we may make a call at seven m the morning

;

and although Ave shall never care to do these
particular tilings, it is yet pleasant to think aa^c

muT/ do them. It is true, other people's large
liberty sometimes infringes a little on ours

;

but after all, there is a \'ast surplus in our
faA'Our, since Ave have really more of it, Avith

all chance deductions, than Ave knoAV Avhat to

do Avitli. The idea—the feeling—is the main
thing. This is cert.ainly the chief source of the
fascination of a Avild Avestern life.

The inspiring influence of progress is hoAV-

CA-er very potent in its Avay. To see everything
about you constantly improving, is delightful.

There is an impression of young, joyous life in

such a state of society. As the breath and
atmosphere of infancy is said to infuse ncAV

animal spirits into the slugglish veins of age, §o

the fresh movement of ncAv-country life stirs

the pulses of him Avho has long made part of a
social system Avhich claims to have discovered

everything and settled everything, and to be
resting on the result of past effort. If it be

happiness to have all one's faculties in constant

and profitable use, the dweller in the Avoods

should be happy, for every day brings ncAV

calls ulion his poAvers ; upon his ingenuity, his

industry, his patience, his energy. Let him be
'• many-sided" or even " myriad-minded," he
A\ill find use for all his faculties ; it is only one-

sided people—of Avhom there are, alas! so

many !—AAho find bush-life intolerable.

This calling out of one's poAvers certainly

giA'es a ncAV aspect to many things that AA'Ould

seem intolerable if we Avere so placed as to

depend on the ser\'ices of others. There is

something in human nature Avhich glories in

performance, be the matter ever so humble.

We might stand by in irrepressible impatience

to see another bungling at some expedient,

AAiiich appears very tolerable when it is our

OAA^l Avork, as Ave have seen a gentleman really

vain-glorious of a garden-gate of his OAvn manu-
facture, Avliich he Avould have discharged a

Avorkman for making. We put a portion of our

very selves into these rude specimens of our

liandiAVork, and Ave love them Avith a most

paternal affection as long as they last. Is not

some of the ennui of life referable to a disre-

gard of this hint of nature? Would not some-

thing of the vapidity of Avhich the spoiled chil-

dren of refinement complain be remedied by

the habit of doing something for ourselves

—

even if it were imperfectly done—instead of

requiring tlie incessant interAention of servants

and tradespeople? It would perJiaps not be

easy to find a rich man aaIio is odd enougli to

keep an amateur Avork-bcnch, or a lady bold

enough to perform some of the lighter house-

hold duties, suffering from that disgust of life
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which is the torture of some of the idle. It is

at least certain that dyspepsia is a complaint

unknown in the woods.

The enjoyment of liealth io then another of

the pleasant things of true ni.stic life. We
talk not of agues ! They must be caught and
let go again— endured and forgotten— before

one can know how truly healthy our western

country and its out-door habits are. After one
is acclimated, there is probably no more favour-

able climate for health and longevity in the

temperate zones. No skies —not the boasted ones

of Italy—are clearer. The stars and the aurora

seem brighter there than elsewhere, and a long

succession of brilliant clear days is too common
an occurrence to be noticed. This naturally con-

tributes to good health and good spiiits ; and if

people have sense enough to live with some
attention to the laws of health, they may defy

the druggist, and live till they drain existence

to the lees, enjoying the draught more and
more as years mellow its flavour.

Do the western populations of America
generally make as much of their health-privi-

lege as they are sure to do of a " water-

privilege ?" Alas ! where ague kills its units,

hot bread, hot meat, pickl&s and strong tea

—

say notliing of accursed whisky— slay their tens

of thousands. No people live so insanely as the

western brethren ; in truth, nothing but the

kind and genial climate saves them from the

complication of hon-id ills which be.set the

gourmand in our old cities. Butter is considered

rather more a necessaiy of life than bread ; in

fact, that which we call bread is almost un-
known in some regions, hot cakes supplying its

place at every meal. The " stafi' of life," hov/-

ever, is tea— strong, green tea. This is usually

taken, unless poverty forbid, with breakfast,

dinner, and suppei% and without milk or sugar.

"With this is eaten fried meat, almo.st uni-

versally (we speak throughout exclusivel}' of
country habits), fried and swimming in fat.

Infants partake of all these things ; and if

they are teething and fretful, they often have
a peeled cucumber given them to nibble, by
way of quietus, which indeed it may be sup-

posed admirably calculated to become. That
many young children die, is, therefore, less

astonishing than some live. Those who do sur-

vive probably owe their chance of future years'

hot bread to their being allowed to creep about
in the open air as soon as they are old enough
to be out of the mother's arms. The fine

climate do?3 all it can for them, and it does
everything for those who will accept its kind
ministering.

No inconsiderable variety and amusement
are produced by the imfettered agency of nature
and natural objects. AVherethe earth is hidden
under piles of stone, nothing short of an earth-
quake can produce very striking occurrences of
a natural kind ; but in the woods hardly a day
pas.^es Avithout something noticeable in earth,

air, or water, or among their denizens. Tom
Stiles, in felling a huge old oak, brings to

ligiit perhaps a hundred and fifty pounds
of honey, Avhich turns the whole neighbour-
hood into a bee-hive for the nonce. John
Nokes, mowing Avithout boots, gets bitten

by a rattlesnake, and a thrill of sympathy runs
through the settlement. The road to his house
is thronged with people from far and near,

coming to urge remedies— all infsxllible—and to

offer aid as nurses or watchers. Perhaps the
musk-rats work so stealthily and so well that

tlie mill-dam will be completely riddled or un-
dermined, and the whole pond will run away in

the night, leaving a huge scoop of long grass and
stumpsinstead of the fairexpanse ofwaterwhich
the setting sun delighted to dyewith crimson and
purple. Then every hand that can be hired is

in requisition, and eveiybody Avho is not
hireable tliinks it necessary to spend nearly the
whole time in looking on, lamenting, suggest-

ing, advising, and prognosticating. Now the
great business of the young men and boys is

setting traps for quails and prairie-hens, and
again every fallow is bespread with nets to

catch pigeons ; or perhaps Mr. A , after

sitting up all night to watch for the fox that
robs his hen-roost of late, comes very near
shooting that " loafer," Sam B , who,
though he Vvill not work, unreasonably con-
tinues to eat, and of the fat of the land too.

Or ijoor John Smith's stick chimney takes fire

and bums Ids house and all that is in it, hardly
excepting liis wife and children. Then some-
body must take wagon and horses and tread
the whole region roundabout for aid in the
shape of clothing, provisions, furniture, farming
utensils, and stock, to set him up again ; while
the neighbours fall to chopping and notching
logs for a new house, and finish by having a

famous raising, and installing the sufferers in

their rejuvenate domicile, with perhaps more of
worldly goods than the fire fomid to consume,
and hearts full of gratitude and joy.

Do these things and all that they typify

seem trifles ? Those whose hearts quake at the
rise and fall of stocks should be a>hamed to call

them so. To the dweller in the woods they
can never be trifles. And this bi-ings to what
is perhaps after all the secret cliarm of a life

far removed from pride and formality— the feel-

ing of brotherhood. There is in every human
heart not totally sophisticated a capacity for

this ; but Avhere men are crowded together in

large cities, or subjected to the friction of keen
and pitiless competition, it is well-nigh oblite-

rated. Where all that each man gains may
be said in some sense to be so nmch abstracted

from the common stock, and where thebrotherly

feeling is not kept awake by any obvious de-

pendence upon others, individualism and self-

ishness are too apt to prevail. But when, on
tlie contrary, whatever each man does for hia

own profit is sure to turn to the advantage of
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all about him; Avhen the means of life and I ceremony— all the bonrls of life .are drawn
I'omfort are drawn directly from tlie bounteous ! closer ; the heart is obliged to act, and the tone
bosom of the earth, not impoveriching, but en-
riching the source and fitting it better to afford

wealth to a coming generation ; when the cir-

cumstances of life are such that each man is

obliged to be personally indebted to his neigh-
bour for many of those offices Avhich affect most
nearly our business and bosom, while common

of manners becomes freer and more genial ; less

polite perhaps but more humane ; and afler

some little experience of this, a return to the

cold polish of city intercourse seems indeed a
plunging into "frigid impertinences,"—a de-

scent from the free mountain air which braces

every nerve to health and pleasm-e, to the
toils compel contact and consultation, and the ' calmer but more stagnant atmosphere of the
state of things is adverse to any separation by

|

plain.

FROM EMMA WELDON TO THE EDITOR OF " THE WORKING
MAN'S FRIEND."

Letter VIII.

Sir,—When Jolm finished his letter last night, instead of reading it to me, as he
has always hitherto done, he folded il up quietly, and, Vvithout sealing it, put it be-

hind a great shell on the chimney-piece, saying he should take it with him next

morning. I could not think what he had been writing about ; but as the baby was
poorly—it is cutting its eye-teeth— I had no time to ask him about it. This morning,
however, he forgot it ; and as the baby was better, and I was setting the things to

rights on the chimney-piece, I laid my hand upon it. I knew there could be no
secret in that which was meant for your thousands and thousands of readers, so I did

not think it wrong to read what he had written.

I have read it ; and the letter should not go at all, Mr. Editor, only I know you
will expect it ; and what be has written about house-keeping money is very right and
true, and I hope such of your readers as are miserable tyrants in this way will follow

his example and just see, for variety's sake, what a difference it would make if they

would let their wives have their little bit of money regularly and without grumbling.

Sir, I hope you will not think it impertinent in me writing you a letter, which will

he like a sort of postscript to John's ; because if you print his letter as it stands, without

any remark upon it, your readers will have a veiy wrong idea of him. There were
faults on my side, S:*", twenty times more than on his ; and though I don't deny that

he used to be passionate and full of hard judgments, and, what was worse than all,

very exact and severe Vv'ith little Dick, which was the greatest trouble of all to me,
for I always thought beating 'a child the way to ruin its temper,—yet I was not less to

l}Iame in other ways.
If you, Mr. Editor, are a father-confessor to John, you shall be so to me also;

and I will, without reserve, say my little say,—which, perhaps, you will kindly put

into your own words, as editorial remarks on his letter, and you can say you have

heard it all from a good quarter, which you know would be right. Mow for my
confession.

Like John, I early came to see of what importance good temper was in family life.

It was a bad temper which, at sixteen, drove me from my father's house ; but, as far as

I am concerned, nothing but good has come of that, therefore I do not repine. I

only mean to say as early as sixteen I had learned to tremble under the tyranny of

bad temper. Bad temper is so common that it seems to me to be one of the original

sins, and, indeed, I suppose it as the consequence of original sin—the frviit, as one
may say, of a bad tree. I often wonder our minister does not preach about it from

the pulpit. Well, Sir, I left my home to escape from a bad temper ; but I only

changed the scene to read another lesson on the same subject.

My first service was iu tlie family of a wealthy country gentleman. I had the good
luck to please his lady ; and as I was tall of my age, and clever with my needle, I

was much employed about her persoa. She was a dashing woman, and her husband

or

an
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a recrular country gentleman. They were wealthy, and enjoyed life as it seemed,

and had three beautiful children. Outwardly they were all smiles and politeness

;

slie had the sweetest manners in company, and he seemed a real gentleman. They
had hundreds of acquamtances, both in the country and in London, and people
called them very charming ; but, O ! Sir, they lived miserably together. I who was,

as one may say, behind the scenes, saw how ill they behaved to each other, and how
spiteful and malicious they were. It was a shocking example to their children, and I

used to wonder they never thought of that. She in particular was very witty, but her
wit was all sting. She used to say the bitterest things to him in this way, often in

French, which she knew I did not understand, but I knew of what kind they were
;

and he, in return, would fling about her jewels, or dash down the tea service, or any-
thing else that came in his way. It was dreadful to see it ! and yet they loved one
another, for he used to bring her handsome presents, and when he broke his leg in

hunting she fainted, and really was so affected by his suflferings that I could not doubt
it. I got a great lesson in this family, for I used to see how one thing led on to

another, till it was as miserable as I have said ; and I determined that I would begin
at once to keep my temper in subjection (and I had a deal to try me with this lady),

so that if ever I married, I might, as far as I was concerned, make my home and my
husband happy. One morning the gentleman, in his passion, broke the lady's dress-

ing glass ; a regular storm followed, and I gave warning to leave.

We were then in London ; and as Mrs. Bruce, of whom John made mention in one
of liis letters, visited my mistress, she hired me, when I was about leaving, to be her
maid and parlour-maid at the same time. O ! Sir, this was worse than the other
place ! You know something about it from what John has said, and here my former
lessons were more and more impressed on my mind. Here I saw what an awful
being is a man who knows no law in his conduct towards others but a tyrannical

temper, and here it was that I determined never to marry if marriage would make
me thus miserable. Mr. Bruce, a gentleman in the eyes of the world, made me be-
lieve all that ever was written about Blue-Beard and such monsters; and yet. Sir,

would you believe it, even he, in some sort, loved his wife. She was ill with brain-
fever—it was her sufferings that brought it on—and if you had heard him beseech her
forgiveness when he believed her dying, you would never forget it. She recovered;
and one day as I sate by her bedside, she said to me in her low, mournful, voice

:

*' Emma, I must have been very delirious; I thought ^Ir. Bruce was here begging
my pardon ; I thought he wept, and was very kind. Oh, I must have been very
delirious !

"

I was much affected by this. It seemed. Sir, like a delirious dream that lier hus-
loand should be kind to her ! I did not undeceive her, for he was again cold and
haughty, and I knew was pursuing his wicked courses again. He had not then been
to her bed-side for three days. It would have been better for her, poor soul, to have
died than have lived to bear the heart-ache that was yet in store for her.

If I might have had a hundred a year I could not have remained in that family.
Fortunately for my poor mistress, she went with a kind relation to Italy for her
health ; and I was taken by dear good Mrs. Dewey, her mother, where John and
yourself, Mr. Editor, first made my acquaintance.
You see, Sir, how important 1 had reason to consider a good temper. With

the help of God, I had done something towards correcting my own, at least I

thought so, and I was everywhere called good-tempered, I knew, however, in the
secret of my heart, that I was not naturally so. Naturally I was as conceited and
overbearing as our John was, but I had been so much praised for my good temper,
and I had managed so much to keep it under control, that I came in time to think
myself something extraordinary in this way, and to value myself on it.

John, who, like an honest man, pretended to nothing which he did not possess,
was ready enough to grant that he was hasty-tempered, and was sincere in wishing to
become different. The effort on my part, during our early married life, was less to
become really what I seemed to be, than to maintain the character I had gained.
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There was, therefore, in reality, at that time a soinethini^ unreal about me, which often

made me constrained and unnatural. I often did violence to my own feelings ; often

I did not sj'inpathise with my husband in his strength and warmth of feeling, because

I was so much afraid of an outbreak. I stood, then, always in opposition to him in

my character of gentleness, and Heaven knows it led to many bitter contests and
much unhappiness on both sides, O ! Sir, I wanted always to stand so high in his

opinion, for I did not consider then that the truest love is most full of forbearance.

Well, the thing I -vtanted was to be always right ; but I was often and often

wrong. Never shall I forget one Christmas-day. We had bought a turkey for

dinner. It was the first we had ever had, and we meant to make a great feast

with it. We invited Daniel Carter (you know about him) and Ruth to dinner,

but it happened so that neither of them came. He was not in London as John
imagined ; and the lady Ruth lived with was so ill she could not leave her ; and a

good thing it was they could not come, for John and I got wrong about something
in the morning, and a dreadful day we had of it. I felt as if I should never like

turkey again as long as I lived. The worst of it was that I knew John was in the

right, and that I was behaving very stupidly in keeping up the quarrel, when by a

w;ord I could end it. But there are times when the proud spirit will not speak the

word of peace, even though it longs to do so. That was my case ; and John, clear-

sighted, as he always is, knew it was so. Ail at once, though he had been very angry
and bitter against me, I saw his countenance change ; it beamed with honest delight,

and, in a voice of inexpressible tenderness, he said, " I used to think you perfect,

Emma ; but I never loved you so well as since I found you a poor, common mortal,

like myself!"
His words, but still more his voice, the peculiar tenderness of which at imes had

taken such hold of my heart in our courting days, quite overcame me, and I burst

into tears. He drew his chair close to mine, an^, taking my hand, continued in the

same voice, " Emma, you do me a great unkindness by trying to hide your faults

from me. You want me to believe you have none. I did so at lirst, and I did not
like you half as well as since I have found out my mistake. / have faults. Heaven
knows, without end ; and it was a great trouble to me to think you had none. Re-
member, Emma, it is only he who sometimes stumbles that can S3'mpathise with him
who often falls. I am the one who falls ; be contented then, dear wife, to stumble
now and then for my sake !"

! Sir, I can tell you nothing about my feelings at that moment. I knew that

John had much to forgive in me, and, like the sinner in the Gospel, I loved most be-

cause he forgave so much. I never felt so humble before, and I never loved so much.
My whole heart—my whole being—now lay open before my husband ; but he v.'ould

not let me ask of him forgiveness. He was too generous for that. " No," said he,
" I have nothing to pardon in you ; I am only too happy to know that you can be in

fault like me. Hurrah !" shouted he in his cheerful, manly voice, and determined to

give joyful turn to our conversation, " I am as happy as if I was just married !''

Dick vras a baby in the cradle then. The sound of his father's voice woke him,

and the little fellow lifted up his fat arms and shouted too.

How happy the evening was ! The little servant girl that we kept was gone out to

spend the day with her mother, and it was a happiness for us to be alone. I brought
out the dish of cold turkey, which had been such miserable eating at dinner, and
minced pies, and cold plum-pudding, which we could not enjoy before, and in real

sincerity we held our Christmas feast. It was the nativity of a new love in our souls.

Little Dick, baby though he was, was as merr}; as any of us ; he reflected the joy that

was in our faces, and he sate, in his little night things, on his father's knee, sucking
a turkey-bone, and crowing and screaming for joy.

Tliat Christmas-day formed an era in our married life.

1 am afraid of going on too far, but. Sir, I have a little more to say which I think

you ought to know, and which I am sure John will never mention. I had, at first,

very little sympathy and patience with some of his tastes and pursuits. Though a
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teetotaler, he smoked cigars, and had soiue disagreeable bachelor ways which mea
L:et living one among another, and which are unpleasant and offensive to a woman
who has been used to nice ways, and has a sense of delicacy I could not help feel-

ing disgusted with all such ; and, it is my opinion, Sir, that many a man first loosens

the hold on his wife's heart by coarseness of manner. Our hearts, it seems to me,

are held by a tliousand little strings, and if you break only one of these you loosen

the whole. But, Sir, I do not say this to complain of my husband, for there are few

men so candid and generous as he is ; and as soon as he saw how these ways dis-

pleased me, he left them off. Very good, he was ! And in other things I was wrong
and unreasonable. For instance, he was fond of chemistry, and made, what I thought,

all sorts of messes, spilling acids and burning things over my clean kitchen hearth

and dresser. This used to vex me very much, besides which I thought it a waste of

money. I spoiled a deal of pleasure to him in this way ; but when he quietly re-

moved all his things to a little room he had at the IMessrs. 's, his employers,

and, instead of coming home regularly when his work was done in the evening, stayed

there to try his experiments in peace, you may think how I was punished. I used

often to wish him back again with all his " nasty messes," and I even begged him to

bring them back ; but he said, with so much kindness and good faith, that he really

could manage so much better at the other place, that I had nothing more to say, only

I took care not to be so selfish again.

I hope. Sir, I shall not tire you, but there is one other thing I should like to men-
tion, as it is a means of making domestic life agreeable. I am sure we have found

it so at least, and so must all your readers who already practice it. John mentioned
to you a letter which my father wrote to us on our wedding. Among other things he
said was (I will give you his exact words) :

" Dear John and Emma," said he, " always

make it a rule to be civil and kind to one another in little things as well as in great.

I don't mean before people, because for looks' sake you will do that, but when you
arc by yourselves, which will be mostly. I never, for my part, could see the sense of

putting on good manners before company, if you are to put them otF when the

company's gone. If it is a right thing that you should be civil and well-behaved

before company, which comes only now and then, and which seldom cares much
about you ; of how much more importance is it that you should be so to each other,

you who are always together, and who ought to love one another better than any
one else ! Indeed, it seems to me that this is the only common sense of the

question. And, dear children, remember that if you are always good-mannered to

one another, there is no fear of your not being so to strangers. It is a saying,

I know, that * familiarity breeds contempt,' but I think that it need not be so ; let

your familiarity produce esteem."

Well, we both thought that poor old father was right, so we agreed that we would
try to act up to his rule, and, with the blessing of God, it has succeeded.

But, Sir, I must stop though my mind is still full of many things that I should like

to tell you. And after this long letter, which I hope has not tired your patience, you
will, I hope, make a few remarks at the end of John's letter, so that your readers may
not run away with a wrong idea.— I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

Emma Weldox
P.S.—While I was on the subject of good manners I might have said, tliat we

make it a rule never to contradict one another before people. If I tell a story,

and make a little mistake ifl it, John very kindly lets it pass, and only tells me after-

wards, so that I may be right next time. Many of your readers know how dis-

agreeable it is to be rudely told tiicj' are wrong, and to be contradicted. Some
husbands and wives get such a habit of this, that I often wonder they can 0[)en their

mouths before each other; and besides this, it is always unpleasant to other people
to hear.—E. W.

Exalte:! ima;,'ination.s may work miracles; but it is only when wc immolate self to principle

t^at wo are tiiUy virtuouc. Then ttlonuUoo» a celestial power subUu« the mortal iu our breasts.
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PARLIAMENTARY SKETCHES.

No. IV.—MR. COBDEN.
We had not intended introducing this ines-

timable "Working Man's Friend"" into our
Parliamentary G allery till towards the close

of the Session, when, we make no doubt,
the effect of his continuous example and
labours will have still further manifested
itself in the compelled reduction of those
governmental extravagances which he is

diminishing day by day, despite the open
resistance and the more dangerous insidious
concessions of avowed opponents and hypo-
critical supporters on either side of the
Speaker's chair. It was then our pur-
pose to bring before the reader, as in a
focus, the result of the economic exertions
of Mr. Cobden since the abolition of the
Corn-laws; and to show that even if he
had not had that great victory to appeal to,

he has, nevertheless, done enoughto earn
the enduring gratitude of his countrymen,
as one of the most substantial benefactors
of the age, so far at least as practical good
can be accomplished by the genius and
probity of independent men in the legis-

lature. It is a fact, also, well known from
various quarters, that Mr. Cobden is re-

garded in France just in such light as his

friends here could desire that he should be
regarded there and in iiistory hereafter

;

and, in order to show this, we have taken
the substance of the following sketch from
a popular French work, in Avhich the career
of this distinguished man is, with certain

qualifications, both clearly and cleverly

drawn.
Richard Cobden, the son of a Su^x

farmer, was born in 1804. His childhoo'd
was passed in guarding the sheep round
Goodwood Castle, the princely residence of
the Duke of Richmond, Avho probably little

dreamt then of the many imeasy hours
the young peasant of Midhurst would one
day cause him. At his entrance into life

he had received no other education than
that of the class in which he was born—that
is to say, he could just read, write, and
count. However, as he already showed
signs of an active mind and resolute
character, he was taken by one of his
uncles, who had made an establishment in
London, as a manufacturer of cotton prints,

and employed by him in his counting-house
as clerk. At the end of five years his uncle
failed, and he again found himself without
a home, possessing literally no other capital

than his head and hands; and with this he
commenced his career.

At this time all cotton prints of the best
kiiid were manufactured in the neighbour-

hood of London, whilst those of inferior

quality, forming the larger portion of Eng-
lish production, were manufactured at a
much lower price in the neighbourhood of

Manchester. Young Cobden conceived the

idea of establishing himself at Manchester,
and there producing, with the advantage of

his experience in London, cotton prints of

the first quality. His thorough knowledge
of the means of manufacturing employed
in London, his upright and resolute

character, without doubt, procured him
friends Avho advanced him funds. By
some, it is said, he began by joining a
Manchester house as commercial traveller

;

however this may be, in a short time he
succeeded in establishing himself as a
cotton-printer, equal in design and colour
to those manufactured in London ; and as

labour was cheaper in Manchester than in

London, he was not long in reaping great
benefits on his sales.

These details are important in the bio-

graphy of Cobden, who would have never
become the chief of a party comprising the
most opulent capitalists of England, if he
had not proved beforehand that he had a
talent for business, and that he had no need
to enter into public life to make his fortune.

Cobden quitted his manufactures before he
had time to do more than lay the foundation
of a good fortune ; he Avas, however, already
counted among the rich manufacturers of

Manchester whear he entered on his political

career.

Till 1835 he had appeared exclusively

occupied with the business of his trade
;

nevertheless he paid great attention to poli-

tical affairs. His leisure was entirely de-

voted either to repair by assiduous study
the inconveniences of a defective education,

or to complete, by frequent travels in France,
Belgium, and Switzerland, the information
gathered in the closet. The first sign that

Mr, Cobden gave of a certain political apti-

tude, was a small pamphlet, written in 1S35,

in opposition to Mr. Urquhart, who was
urging a war against Russia. The Man-
chester manufacturer became the advocate
of peace ; turned into ridicule the preten-

sions of diplomacy ; opposed the absurdity

of the old doctrine of the balance of power,
and endeavoured to establish it that the
mission of England v.-as to make commerce
with the whole world, and to wur witli no
one. This pamphlet, soon followed by an-
other, written in the same spirit, had a
marked success in Manchester, and h'

quickly obtained a decided influence amo>-g
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the industrial aristocracy of Lanca-

shire. The first use which he made of this

intlurnce hud for its object the foundation of

an Alhcmcum ; and it was at the inaugura-

tion of whicli that Cobden, the man who was

hereafter to deliver so many speeches,

made his debut as an orator. He was then

31 years of age, and he has since often

been heard to say, that his first appearance

before an audience completely took away
his self-consciousness. He spoke, however

;

but he spoke without hearing or seeing

—

hiseycs obscured by a cloud—and so agitated,

that it was only the next day, on reading

his speech in the papers, that he could call

to mind wluit he had said. It is not an
indifferent proof of the moral energy of the

Chief of the League, that this timidity has
survived all his endeavours and the num-
berless speeches which should have con-

quered it. At tlie last meeting of the
League ^Ir. Cobden declared that he never
mounted the platform without experiencing
a nervous fear. The word which issues so

firm and calm at the same time is always
preceded by an interior struggle, to conquer
which the orator is obliged to bring all the
force of his will.

Mr. Cobden's debut as an orator was soon
followed by a new essay, which established
him as a man of business.

Not more than ten years ago Manchester,
the second town of England, with 270,000
inliabitants, its prodigious industry and
colossal fortunes, was under the jurisdiction

of a Lord of the Manor, who directed abso-
lutely the administration of the city, levied
farces on the consumption, received duties
on sales, and granted patents.

Mr. Cobden undertook to relieve the
manufacturers of Manchester of this degrad-
ing vassalage ; and after a long struggle
against the Tories, the obstinate supporters
of all that dates from of old, the poAver of
the Lord of tlie Manor, the last vestige of
feudalism, gave place to a municipal corpo-
ration. Mr Cobden had distinguished him-
self in the struggle, and his fellow-citizens
began to appreciate in him a superior intelli-

gence, a bold and determined character. He
entered first as alderman iu the new muni-
cipality ; he was soon after named President
of the Chamber of Commerce ; and whilst
his influence was increasing every day,
he is seen, in spite of all distractions, a prey
to the incessant activity which was to cause
his success, passing from business to the
studies of the closet, and from the studies
of the closet to the con-sideration of multi-
l)lied excursions to every point of the globe.
It was while traversing Germany, from
Hamburgh to Vienna, in 1838, that Mr.
Cobden first formed the id'^a of the League.
The aspect of the feudal ruins which border

the Rhine and the Danube—an aspect so

sweet to the eye of the romantic tourist

—

only awoke in the mind of the future tribune

of English industry reflections of oppres-

sion and rapine. He thought of the armed
bandits 'who formerly issued from these

fortresses, to plunder the peaceful mer-
chants, till the time when the latter

formed the Hanseatic League for the

protection of commerce and industry; and,

by an association of ideas, little flattering to

the English aristocracy, he asked himself if

there was not reason for a league between
the merchants and traders of England
against the pretensions of an aristocracy

which, mistress of the soil, arrogated to

itself, as a last feudal privilege, the ex-
clusive right of selling, and at an arbitrary

price, the necessaries of life ?

At the end of 1836 great suffering was
felt from the failure of the United States*

Banks, and from a deficient crop. The year
1837 promised better, but in 1838 a new
and greater deficiency in the crop revived
the distress. Some gentlemen, among
whom were Dr. Bowring, M.P., Colonel
Thompson, Mr. Paulton, a young writer,

were the first to direct public attention to

the disastrous effects of the Corn-laws. A
small association was already formed with
this view at Manchester when Mr. Cobden,
pre-occupied by the same thoughts, arrived
from Germany, in October 1838. Shortly
after his coming, the Manchester Chamber
of Commerce met to deliberate on the ques-
tion. The president of the Chamber, Mr.
AVood, M.P., one of the "Whig party, pro-
posed a petition to the government praying
for a modification of the Corn-laws, Mr.
Cobden rose and proposed another petition,

praying for the total and immediate abolition
of those laws, and the suppression of all

other protective duties established on all

kinds of produce ; in a word, the petition
proposed by Cobdon was a declaration in
favour of commercial liberty in the widest
sense. After two days' warm discussion, the
obstinacy of Mr, Cobden subdued the ma-
jority ; his proposition was can-ied in pre-
ference to that of the president, and the
Lancashire journals announced that the
Chamber of Commerce had pronounced for

the total and immediate abolition of the
Corn-laics, and the application of the prin-
ciple of commercial liberty on tlic most ex-
tended scale.

Immediately the petition addressed to

Parliament on the 13th December, 1838,
by the Manchester Chamber of Commerce,
was known in England, letters were received,

from nil the industrial towns of the king
dom, addressed to the petitioners, offering

to unite with them. About two hundred
delegates were sent from various parts of the
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country, to confer with the men of Manches-
ter on the course to be taken and the end
to be attained. United in general assembly,

they ratified unanimously the principle con-

tained in the petition of Cobden, viz., the

total and immediate abolition of the Corn-
laws, and all other protective duties.

When they came to present the petition

to the liouse of Commons, the most thorough
reformers, astonished at the nalce confi-

dence in the result of a petition so revo-

lutionary, said to them, laughing, " Abo-
lish the Corn-laws ! why you would imme-
diately overthrow the monarchy." However,
a member of the House, Mr. Villiers, who
has gloriously attached his name to this

great economical reform, in bringing for-

ward annually the same motion during

seven years, was audacious enough to take

the rash petition under his protection. He
demanded that the subject should be imme-
diately taken into consideration; his pro-

position was received with the most pro-

found disdain, and the motion was rejected

by an imposing majority.

The contemptuous reception of their first

attempt did not discourage the tAvo hun-
dred delegates of English industry ; tliey

met the next day, and it was at this meeting,

at the end of an energetic speech from Mr.
Cobden, that the association was baptized

by the name of the League, which was
shortly to become so famous.

Tv.'o years of Cobden's life were entirely

absorbed by the work of organization, to

which he devoted himself with all the tena-

city which so eminently characterises him.

He visited all the principal towns of England,
stimulating the public mind by exciting

lectures, establishing everyAvhere local

associations attached to the central com-
mittee of Manchester, and finding time to

contribute to the editing of the journal and
pamphlets published by the association.

Towards the end of the year .1841, the

League obtained an important success. Mr,
Cobden, its leader, had just been elected

member of Parliament for the borough of

Stockport, and inhis person, the association
could at length make itself heard in the
House itself. What Avas to become
of the man of tlie League in the midst
of this aristocratic assembly ? Mr. Cob-
den was 37 years of age, and it is

seldom one succeeds in England Avho

appears so late on the political stage ; be-

sides, he had not received that preparatory
education necessary to English statesmen

;

he had never been either at Eton or at

Oxford. He left his counting-house and
entered Parliament to carry a measure
which Avounded to the quick the dearest in-

terests, and the most inveterate prejudices,

of four-fifths of its members. He had there

little chance of success. But, on the other

hand, he represented the League, an asso-

ciation already arrived at a state of poAver,

Avhich Avatched over him from Avithout, and
held itself ready energetically to sustain

liim against the snares and the A'iolence of

his numerovis adversaries.

Mr. Cobden is as clever a statesman as

the most subtle diplomatist. He understood
from the first thaX, in his new position, sur-

rounded by enemies Avho only sought to

catch him in fault, to arrest him at his first

step and to destroy him, he should com-
mence by acting on the defensive. He be-

gan then Avith great prudence, speaking

rarely, and confining himself to the corn

question; ahvays rigorously exact in his

assertions, a stranger to all personalities,

reasoning Avith a firm soberness, and care-

fully avoiding all declamation. Many pf

his friends pressed him to take part in

general discussions, for fear, said they, lest

he might be considered as a monomanc, a

man Avith a fixed idea. Cobden replied that

he Avas Avillingly contented to be tlius quaU-

fied, provided that his i xcd idea Avas

adopted and put in practice, not seeing be-

sides, added he, hoAV he could serve the

cause of commercial liberty in expending

part of his energy on other questions.

( To be continued.)

Ancient Pkice of Laeoue,.—In the year 1352, 25th EdAvard III., Avages paid to hay

makers Avere Id. a day. A moAver of meadoAvs, 3d. a day, or od. an acre. Reapers of

corn in the first Aveek ofAugust, 2d. ; in the second, 3d. per day, and so on till the end of

August, AA'ithout meat, di-ink, or other alloAvance, finding their oAvn tools. For thrcshmg

a quarter of wheat or rye, 2^. ; a quarter of barley, beans, peas, and oats, l^d. A
master carpenter, 3d. a day, other carpenters, 2d. A master mason, 4d. per day, other

masons, 3d,, and their servants, Ud. per day. Tilers, 3d., and their "knaves," Ud
Thatchers, 3d. per day, and their knaves, l^d. Plasterers, and other Avorkers of mud
Avails, and their knaves, in like manner, Avithout meat or drinlc, and this from Easter to

Michaelmas ; and from that time less, according to the direction of the Justices.

Love not your Children Unequalia" ; or, if you do, show it not, lest you make the one

proud, the other envious, and both foolii>h. If nature has made a diflcrfence, it is the part of a

tender parent to help the weakest.— Cc^^ci!^,
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THE COAL FIRE.

<Jo.\x has been long used for fuel in tliis coun-

try. In thf year 1205 the burgesses of New-
castle received a royal licence to dig coal and
•tones in the common s<jil. In I'JOr; ^^ gene-

i-ally was coul u.-^ed tluit the jiarliament com-
plained to the King of the air being hifected

in conscijucnce, and proclamations were ac-

tually i:<!<ued to prohibit its employment. Dut
thesi' re-itricti«)ns were cither di.sregarded or

Hoon witljdrami ; for at the coronation of Kd-
ward III., a debt of ten shillings was incurred

for coal tired. Il.irriauu, .sjKtakJng of tlie coal

trade, says :
" It beginneth now to grave from

the forge to the kitchen and liall, a.-; may ai)-

peare alreudie in most cities and towucs tliat

lye alK)ut thw coast, wliere tliey have little

other fewell, exccpte it be turfe or has.socke
"

In [:jO*> coal;* were sold in Loudon at nine shil-

lings a clialdron ; and it is .stated in a work
called '* English Grievances Discovered," that,

in }!,'>'>, the average price was above twenty
sliillings per chaldron. The subsequent ex-

tension of tlie coal trade, and its enlargement
beyond all parallel, within the memory of the

present generation, would fonii, if written, a
liistory of no onlinary interest.

The coal now used is not, be it obsen-ed, a.

simple substance ; on the contrary, it is a com-
pound of carbon, bitumen, and earthy matter,

in varying proportions. Stone coal, or anthra-

cite, is destitute of bitumen. Lignite, or Avood

coal, is a substance only partially mineralized.

Coal which contains a due proportion of bitu-

men, and but little earthy mixture, is the most
valuable ; it cakes in bm-ning, and leaves but

a small residuum of aslies, Avliich always con-
sist of tlie earth contained in the coal.

A mere glance at coal would lead to the
idea tliat, a.s to its origin, it ditfered in no re-

«Iject Irom that of any other substance gathered
out of the earth ; but more accurate inquiry

and exanunation would conduct to the conclu-

.-ion—ut whicli all sound geologists have ar-

rived—that coal has ^vcfietable origin.

Various are the facts on whicli this conclu-
pion is based. We have, for in.stance, exarn-
])les of a process similar to that by which coal
is sui)i)0?ed to have been formed, and of the
ch.<tnge of vegetable matter into coal at differ-

ent stages of its progress. Peat and lignite

may be selected as supplying ca.«es in i>oint.

Peat consists of vegetable matter, which,
v.hcM ."saturated with moi.sture, as it is in many
l)lace5>—the Irish bogs, for instance—and when
botli the access of the external air and the
c.»csipe of the most volatile parts of the vege-
table mass are prevente<l, peat is bltuincni'^ed

by fermentation. In other wonls. j)eat be-
ro.nes, in sucli circumstances, vegetable as it i.*,

a sort ofthick liquid coal. The further down

the people dig into the ma.s3 of peat, lie more
completely bituminous are the portions they
raise : the sludge at which they ultimately
arrive is, in the highest degree, bituminous

;

and it is only for this sludge to be dried for it

to become a solid mass, wiiich bums mo.='t

readily and fiercely. As, however, peat is not
subjected to pressure, it does not become
mineralised : it is rather a spongy mass, some-
what more soMd in the lower than in the upper
liortions.

Lignite, or wood coal, is another form of
vegetable substance, which has become bitu-

minous, and, in diflereut degrees, minei-al also,

and yet it has not lost the woody fibre, texture

and form wliich it originally had. At Jlovey

Tracey, in Devonshire, a substance is found
which is supposed to be more recent than the
chalk. It consists of trees wliicii grow to

greater mass and solidity, and in wliich the

woody fibre is far more firm and lasting than
the plants of which the true coal is tliought to

be composed. Here, then, is a substance found
in strata or beds, alternately with beds of clay,

which is at once wood and coal. In the Bovey
coal, as it is called, there is the grain, fibre, and
fomi of wowl, but it is highly bituminous, and
different jiortions are mineralised in varioas de-

grees. Some parts are soft, and will bend like

a piece of board ; others are brittle, and have
the substance, weight, and fracture of a mine-
ral. With such manifest changes on a vege-
table substance, in which we actually perceive

the bitumen and the mineral—the two gi-eat

characteri>tic3 of coal—the presimjplion is fair

that coal it.self is the product ol similar pro-

cesses, more completely effected, and carried

fonvard during a still longer jieriod.

Another I'lxct gives great force to this infer-

ence—it is, that traces of vegetable remains are

most abundant in immediate connexion with
seams of perfect coal. When tlie process of

Ibrming coal is complete, we can only discern a
mineral mass of carbon and bitumen, and con-

sequently in ijerfect coal no vegetable i-eraains

are found. I5ut as coal is universally dejjosited

in seams of no very great thickness, alternating

with beds of indurated clay, shale, and .similar

substances, so in these are discovered stems,

leave*, and other fragments of jdants, and .some-

times so partially converted into coal, as to leave
no r<»om to doubt tliat the entire mass of coal is

comj)o.«ed of vast quantities of smilar plants of
which these fragments alone escaped to attest

alike the exi.stence and fate of tlie luxuriant
forest.^ in winch tJiey once flouri-hed.

One more fact ai>i)ear-( to place the vegetable
origin of coal beyond all reasonable suspicion.

On mining a .seam of coal, the sui-face of the
substance on which it re<ts is called (heiloor,
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and the under snrftice of the substance is called

the roof. Now it sometimes happens, that

when the coal is removed, there will appear

most beautifully and delicately traced on the

roof, the leaves, stems, and other parts of va-

rious plants. Here, then, the history of coal is

written as with li\ing cliaracters. A mass of

vegetation originally occupied the space now
filled with perfect coal ; while at least the

upper surface of the mass retained uninjured its

vegetable form and structure; the stratum now
resting upon it, was most probably deposited

gently and gradually, and thus received on its

under surface the tracing of every leaf and fibre

of the plants on which it pressed. These after-

wards fermented, blackened, and hardened into

coal, and by colouring the traced impression on

the stratum above, made visible what might
otherwise have remained unseen.

To quote the words of Dr. Buckland :
" Few

persons are aware of the remote and wonderful

events in the economy of our planet, and of the

complicated applications ofhuman industry and
science, which are involved in the production

of the coal which supplies with fuel the me-
tropolis of England. The most early stage to

which we can carry back its origins, was among
the swamps and forests of the primaeval earth,

where it flourished in the form of gigantic trees.

From their native bed these were torn away by
the storms and inundations of a hot and humid
climate, and transported into some adjacent

lake, or estuary, or sea. Here they floated on
the waters, until they sank saturated to the

bottom ; and, being buried in the detritus of

adjacent lands, became transferred to a new
estate among the members of the mineral

kingdom. A long interment followed, during

which a course of chemical change -, and new
combinations of their vegetable elements, have

converted them to the mineral condition of

coal. By tlie elevating force of subten-anean

fires, these beds of coal have been uplifted from

beneath its waters to a new position in the

hills and mountains, where they are accessible

to the industry of man." In all these pheno-

mena, who can fail to trace the hand of a most

wise and benevolent Creator, who so cUrected

the operations of his physical agents as to

subordinate comfort and happiness of his in-

telligent creature man ?

But, it may be asked, are we not likely, ere

long, to reach the limit of this most remarkable

and wonderful provision ? When, indeed, we
consider the extent to which, in Great Bi'itain

especially, the consumption of coal is carried,

and the interests, as well as comforts, of the

whole population, so greatly dependent on its

continental supply ; when we reflei^t on its use

in the arts and manufactures, and for purp..ses

of locomotion botli by land and water ; wnen
we observe, moreover, that the whole frame-

work of society in our couutry rests to s j great

a degree on the steam-engine, which cur coal

alone enables us to employ, we might fairly en-

tertain some apprehensions of the exhaustion

of this mineral, and of the serious consequences

that would inevitably follow so great a cata-

strophe.

It may, however, relieve such anxieties to

know that our favoured island is still very rich

in coal. The northern mines, which supply

the metropolis, and the southern parts of Eng-
land generally, are wrought in strata which
extend over eight hundred square miles, Avitli

an average thickness, in the best portions, of

thirteen feet of excellent and workable coal.

But in South Wales—the richest depository we
possess of this precious mineral—there is a

coal deposit extending over twelve hundred
square miles, and which is stated to be of

the vast average thickness of ninety-five feet of

workable coal, but not equal in quality to that

obtained from Durham and Northumberland.
It lias been calculated by Mr. Bakewell that

the immense mass in the South Wales forma-

tion would supply England with fuel for two
thousand years after our English mines shall

oe worked out.

Nor should it be overlooked, tliat though the

consumption of coal may yet increase, the

mind of man is in active operation. As his

wants or his enterprise stimulate him to con-

stant exertion, and as the light of science shall

enable him to conduct his researches with skill

and success, supplies and resources of every

kind, far beyond all present knowledge or hope,

will certainly be discovered. It is not to be

doubted that as knowledge and experience ad-

vance, improved raetliods of mining coal will

be devised, so as to obtain that which, with

present appliances, is inaccessible. Nor is it

unlikely that more economical modes will here-

after be adopted in tlie use of coal, not only in

private dvvrellings, but in working the apparatus

of our gigantic establishments. A few years

ago one bushel of coal was made to produce a

force of steam which, forty years before, would

have required sixteen. Otlier economical ar-

rangements have subsequently been made, and

others, perhaps beyond all present calculation,

will assuredly follow. It is a Avise regulation

of the company of the Great Western Railway

to reward the engine-men who eflect an "eco-

nomy in stores ;" thus reaching the maximum
of distance with the minimum of fuel.

But we have a far higher and nobler confi-

dence. Nothing can afford a greater evidence

of Divine foresight and design than the storing

in the strata of the earth such enormous sup-

plies of fuel ; nor can anytliing more clearly

demonstrate that for man tliis world Avas made
and furnished than his endowment with facul-

ties for hivention, experiment, and discovery,

to make the utmost use of existing materials,

as is seen in the almost endless purposes to

which the steam generated by burning coal is
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emplo)'ed. He, then, who has so marvellously

provided for our imcc will do so still. There
will yet be coals surticient for all the purposes

of mankind, or some discovery will be made to

render ita employment unnecessary to their

continuance or comfort.

A FACTOPwY WOMAN'S LETTER.

Mr. Editor,— I wish to make a few remarks upon a portion of the letter on
•' Early Training, by Martha Makepeace," wliinh appeared in No. 8. I think she

goes too far when she says that Lydia Worth and her family may be regarded as a

specimen of what may be done by persons, however humble their circumstances, by
a little care and management. I think that Mrs. Martha is totally unaquainted with
Jacfort/ towns, and the requiTements o( the factori/ system. Had Lydia Worth been
trained under that system, could even she have been presented as such an example .'

I think not. I am no scholar, and therefore you must, please, correct my bad spell-

ing, &.C. But there are many in our village who take in your Working Man's
Friend, and all consider it the best thing that ever came out for the working class at

the price ; I wish, therefore, to state my case to Mrs. Makepeace, and to your
readers in general, with the kindest possible feelings towards her, and expressing the

growing interest with which I read her letters. I hope that if she can point out to

me a better mode of managing my household affairs than I have at present, slie will

kindly do so. My case is not the worst in the village, for there are women who go to

the factory that have five small children.

My father was a sober, industrious man, a spinner in a cotton factory. l^Iy

motlier worked in the same factory. When I was eight years old I was called " a
fine girl ;

" but, instead of being sent to school, I was sent to the factory. Now, Mr.
Editor, what chance had I of learning needlework ? We have no " Lady Bountiful "

in our village ; and what chance had I of learning to cook .' My mother had no
time to cook, except from four o'clock on Saturday afternoon until half-past

five on Monday morning ; and in that time she had all her household work
to get done. Then, again, my husband was not in the British School, like

Charles Worth, till he was fourteen years old ; but was, like myself, sent to

the factory when nine years of age, and has had to go there ever since. As we both
worked at the same factory we became acquainted, and afterwards became man and
wife. Here, again, I must inform Mrs. Martha that we had no Lady Bountiful to

furnish a house for us in which we could live for a time rent free. When such as

we get married, we are obliged to be contented with a house that is rented at 3s. a
week, which has not so many floors, with parlour and outhouse, as Charles and
Lydia had, because the masters know that we have not furniture to fill such a place,
nor time to attend to it.

Well, Sir, we have now three cliildren living. One of these is a girl eight years
old, who has to nurse and to do what housework is done through the day till I am let

loose from the factory at night. Thank God for the Ten Hours Bill for such women
as I ! I have to leave my three children in bed in the morning when the factory-

bell rings ; and if I happen to be five minutes too late, I am fined twopence. When
I come out to my breakfast I have my three children to dress, while my husband is

getting the breakfast ready ; and before I have got my breakfast and given the
children theirs, the factory-bell is rung again,—the half hour is gone, and, like most
factory hands, I have to run with part of my breakfast in my hands ! I wonder
whether Lydia W^orth could do with a spr\ant, such as my little girl is, only eight
years old }

I think, Mr. Editor, that if either Martha Makepeace or Lydia Worth were
situated as I am, t/iei/ would not want many of your readers to peep into their houses.
I think t/ieij would have to stammer out—" I am sorry you have caught me in such
a sad mess i" Martha speaks about plates and dishes; but those are things that we
can only get to sec once a week—and that is on Sunday—for it is coffee and tea all
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the week through, and we only need each a basin ; we have no time for either coflfee

or teapot. As to the chiklren, they have tin cases. Sometimes mv husband boils

a few potatoes at night. If we get up before the bell rings in the morning, my hus-

band will light the fire and set the kettle on the hob, vrliile I set the basins and
things ready on the table ; but sometimes when we return we find that the fire has

burnt up too briskly, and our water has all boiled away ! What with the trouble

"which this and similar things occasion, and the blame which one of us is but too apt

to lay on the other, of course we have no time to look after plants. As to needle-

work, I have to get that done for me, and to pay dearly for it, and the same with my
washing ; though I confess I like Martha's plan of washing much, and some of ray

neighbours have adopted it, and like it much.
Martha Makpeace says that 'tis only having a better method, but how can those

have method who have no time to adopt it? I have to buy my week's meat on
a Saturday niglit, after such as Lydia have had their choice in the morning ; and as

there is no market within less than six miles from us, we have, no doubt, to pay at

least ten per cent, more on that account.

Mv. Editor, my husband and I are as happy as we can well be, considering our
circumstances, though we are not able to sit and work together, like Lydia and her

husband. Indeed, as to sitting, there is but little of that in a factory, I can assure

you; it is oftener ruiDiinr/, for the machinery is so rapid in its motion that it turns as

much work out now in tlie ten hours as it used to do in the twelve. But I will say

no more on this factory system at present, but give you an outline of our wages and
spending :

—

WAGES. S. d.
I

EXPENDITURE. S. d.

My husband's wages, per week .8 6 i Rent 3

My wages 7 6 |
Fire and candles 1 2

j
Washins: and soap 1 6

Neighbour for looking after children .

.

G

I

Sick-club 4

Burial-club 1

Flour and brum 2 8

Fle?h meat 1 3

Coffee and tea 1 2

Sugar 1 tl

Potatoes 6

Butter 1 8

Milk 7

Working Man's Friend 1

16 o; IG

—I remain, yours, J- J-^

Near Chorley, March 18, 1850. A Factor}- Woman.

Don't Staxd Still,—If you do you will be ri.m over. Motion—action—progress—

these are the words which now fill the vaults of heaven with their stirring demands, and

make humanity's heart pulsate with a stronger bound. Advance, or stand aside
;
do

not block up the way and hinder the career of others : there is too much to do noAv to allow

of inaction anywhere, or in anv one. There is something for all to do; the world is

becoming more and more known ; wider in magnitude—closer in interest—more loving

and more eventful than of old. Not in deeds of daring ; not in the ensanguined field
;

not in chains and terrors ; not in blood, and tears, and gloom ; but in the leaping, vivify-

ing, exhilarating impulses of a better birth of the soul. Bender— aro you doing your

part in this worlc ?

Travt.lling in 175.3 AND 18r)0.—The followmg advertisement appeared in " Felix Farley "

on the 7th iFarch, 17r,:j :—"Bristol Hying coach to London, in two days, will set out from the

White Hart inn, Eroad-street, every 3Ionday, Wednesday, and Friday, at two o'clock in the

moniing, and continue all the snnuner months; each passenger to pay 24 s., and be allowed

20 lbs. weight." Now the journey can be performed in a couple of liour.s.
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THE OCEAX.

Next to the dry laud the most important por-

tiou of the globe to man is that mighty reser-

voir of water whicii t^urroundij the laud, i>eiie-

trates into every lar^^e portion of it, supplies

the moisture without which all life must
rapidly iK-rish, and foiins the great means of

intercourse without which one-half of the globe

w(>uld be ignorant of the existence of the other.

In the ocean, we liave the complete contrast

to the land, the whole giving an extraordinaiy

evidence of tliat extreme diversity of means
which tlie Creator wills to exercise for every

purpose of his creatures. The land is all

variety— tlie ocean is a i)luin of millious of

i»quare miles. 'J he land never moves—the

ocean is in perix;tuul movement. Below the

surface of the land all animal life dies—the

ocean is inhabited through a great portion of
its depth, and perhaj>s through its whole
depth. The teruj>erature of the land is as

varying as its surface— thg temperature of

the ocean is confined within a few degrees.

Tlie temperature of the eartli appears to in-

crease with the depth towliich man c;m descend
—the temperature of the ocean, at a certain

dejtth, seems always the same. On land, the

sublime and the beautiful deix;ud on variety

of form—the mountain thooting to the skies,

the valley deepeniug )>eneath the eye, the rush
of the cataract, the sharp and lofty precipice,

the broad majesty of the river, the rich and
coloured culture of the distant landscape. In
the ocean, the sublime arises from total miifor-

mity ; an unbroken snrfuce, stretcliing around
as far as the eye can gaze, forms the grandeur ;

the clouds and colours of the sky, reflected on
its surface, form the beauty. Even when the
phenomena are most similar, the effect is dif-

ferent. .Sunset on land is lovelier, from its in-

laying of gold and jjurple light on the diversi-

ties of hill and valley, forest and field : at sea
it is merely one gorgeous blaze—splendour on
cloud above and wave below. But moonlight
at sea is lovelier than on land. Beautiful as it

is, even on the imperfect outlines of trees and
hills, a large i)ortion of the lustre is broken
and lost by the obstacles and varieties of the
landscai>e. But at sea there is no obstruction ;

its lustre falls on a mighty mirror ; all around
10 light, all alwve is majesty; the absence of
every sight and s<^)Mnd of life dcejiens the sense
of calm admiration, and the imf)re8aion almost
amounts to a feeling of the holy.

Nothing, in the distribution of hind and sea,

is more remarkable than the superior nmgiii-

tude of the world of waters to the world of
land, in a glol)e whose chief purpose* was evi-

dently tho supfMjrt of man. TIip ore.Tti covers

three-fourths of the globe, without reckoning
the numerous inland seas. The Pacific alone ie

larger than all the land. From the west coast

of America to the eastern coast of Africa spread^}

one sheet of water—a traverse of sixteen thou-

sand miles. The valley of the Atlantic has a

breadth of five thousand miles, while its length

reaches from pole to pole— its surface is an area

of more than twenty millions of square miles.

Uniform as the ocean is, it is a vast theatre of

contrivances. To prevent the impurity which
must arise from the decay of the millions of fish,

and perhaps of quadruped and reptile life, con-

stantly dying in its depths, it is saline, contain-

ing in solution a miV'S of salt, exceeding in bulk

and weight the solid land of all Euroix?. To
prevent the stagnation of its waters, wiiich

would reinforce the corruption, it is constantly

impelled by currents, by the trade winds, and
by the universal tide. At the equator the tide

moves with a rapidity winch would shatter the

continents, but it is met by shallows, by ridges

of rock, and by islands—a vast system of na-

tural breakwaters, which modify its force, and
reduce it to an impulse compatible with .safety.

Tlie water of the sea retains its fluidity down
to four degrees below the freezing iMjiut of fresh

water. The object is, perhaps, the preserva-

tion of the millions of animated beings con-

tained in the waters; but as, in the tropic

latitudes, its exposure to the sun might en-

gender «iisease, or create tempests, vast re-

frigeratories are provided at lx)th the poles,

wiiich are constantly sending down huge
masses of ice to cool the ocean. Some of these

floating masses are from tea to twelve miles

long, and a hundred feet high above the water,

with probably three hundred feet below. They
have been met with two thousand miles on
their way to the equator, and have sensibly

cooled the sea for fifty miles round, until they
wiioUy dissolve. Of course, on subjects of

this order, human observation can do little

more than note the principal effects ; the rest

can be only i>robable conjecture. It may l>e,

that human sagacity has never asccrtauied the

hundredth part of the puri>oses of any one of
the great agents of imture. Still, it is the

business of science to inquire, as it is the dic-

tate of experitnce to acknowledge, that every

addition to discovery givi*s only additional

proof of tlic sleepless vigilance, Iwundless re-

sources, and practical benevolence of the Great
Ruler of all.

The variety of uses derived from a single

principle is a constant and a most admirable
characteristic of nafure. Tlie j»riiiiaiy purpose

of the ocean is probably to supply the land

with the moistmo necessary to production

;

but the collateral ellects of the mighty re-

servoir are felt in ivsults of the fii>t import-

ance, yet of a wliolly distinct order. The
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ocean refreshes the atmosphere, to a certain continent, they rush, wth impetuosity, into

degree renews its motion, and obviously exerts the GuLf of Mexico ; thence they proceed along
a powerful agency in preventing excessive heat the coast of Xorth America, till they come to

and excessive cold. The tides, which prevent the south side of the great bank of Newfound-
its stagnation— a stagnation which would land, when they turn off and run down through
cover tlie earth with pestilence,—also largely the western isles. This motion is most pro-
a^ist narigatiou in the estuaries, in the lower bably owing to the diurnal revolution of the
parts of tlie great rivers, and in all approaches earth on its axis, which is in a direction con-
to tiie shore. The currents, a portion of tliis trary to the motion of the sea. The third
great agency, fullil at least the triple office of motion of the sea is the tide, which is a regular
agitating the ma-ss of the ocean, of speeding swell of the ocean every twelve hours and a
navigation, and of equalizing or soiteniag the half. This motion is now ascertained to be
temi)eratiire of the shores along which they ov»mg to the attractive uifluence of the moon,
pass, in all directions. ' and also partly to that of the sun. Tliere is

But when speaking of the advantages con- ;
always a flux and reflux at the same time in

ferred upon u» ]ry the ocean and its accessories, '
two parts of the globe, and these are opposite

it Ls difficult to know when to stop. We behold to each other ; so that when oiu* antipodes
in it the great centre of aU changes and periodi- i

have high water, Ave have the same. AVlieu
cal action, whether immediate or remote, on i

the attractive powers of the sun and moon act
the surface of the earth. It is the recipient of hi the same direction, which happens at the
all waters, speedily restoring them by evapo- times of new and full moon, we have the high-
ration to the land—it is the receptacle through est, or spring tides ; but when their attraction

ages of all the materials derived from the decay is opposed to each other, which happen? at the
of continents, from which it elaborates other quarters, we have the lowest, or nea/) i/f/e5.

strata, possibly to be again elevated uito moun-
tains and plains—a new surface of a new habit-

able earth. The quaint language of old Pur-
cha*:, though little akin to that of modem

Such is the ocean—a most stupendous scene
of Omnijwtence, which forms the most mag-
nificent feature of the globe we inhabit ! When
we stand on the sea-shore, and cast our eye.s

science, yet well expresses the admiration due over the expanse of its waters, till the sky and
to this magnificent part of creation :

—

" Tiie sea maintaineth a wall of defence and
watery gan-ison to guard the state— it entcr-

taineth tlie sun Avith vapours, the moon with
obsequiousness, the stars also Rith a natural
looking-glass, the sky wixh clouds, the air with

the waves seem to mingle, all that the eye can
take in at one survey is but an inconsiderable

speck in relation to the Mhole of this vast
abyss. "What a noble image of infinity, im-
mensity, and immutability does it present to
our mind I This mighty expanse of water is

temperateness, the soil vAxh. supijleness, the • tlie gi-and reservoir of Xature, and the source
rivers with tides, the liilLs with moisture, the of evaporation which ennches the earth •with

Talleys Mith fertilitj-. But I am plunged in an
\

fertility and verdure. Every cloud that floats

ocean when I go about the ocean's praise. I in the atmosphere, and every fountain, and
hhaU sooner droA\Ti myself in its deeps tlian rivulet, and floxNing stream, are indebted to

measure tlie true dej^ths of the sea's com-
,

this inexhaustible source for those watery
mendations."

I

treasures which they distribute through every
The ocean has three kinds of motions. The ! region of the land. In fine, whether we con-

first is that undulation which is produced by I
sider the ocean as rearing its tremendous bli-

the wind, and wliich is entirely confined to its lows in the midst of the tempest, or as stretched

surface. Tlie second motion is that continual
|
out into a smooth expanse ; whether we con-

tendency which the whole water La the sea has :
sider its va-^t extent, its mighty movements, or

towards the west, which is greater near the
j

the coimtless beings which exist among its

equator than towards the poles. It begins on i rolling waves,—we cannot but be struck Arith

the weetem side of America, where it is astonishment at the grandeur of that Omnipo-
moderate; but as the waters advance west-
ward, their motion is accelerated; and, after

ha-ving traversed tlie globe, they retuni, and
strike with great violence on the eastern shore
of South America. Being stopped by that

tent Being who holds its waters in the " lioUow

of his hand," and who has said to its foaming

surge, " Hitherto shalt thou come, and no fur-

ther ; and here shall thy proud waves be

stayed."

TiTE Sabbath.—It is very remarkable that the heathen nations, who can be supposed to

have had no knowledge of the law or history of Moses, accounted one day of the seven more
sacred than the rest. Hesiwl stjics the seventh day " The illustrious light of the sun ;

" and
Homer says, " Tlicn came the seventh day, wliich is sacred or holy." Almost all nations

too. who have any notions of religion, have appropriated one day in screw to the pmposes of

public devotion, though they have diflered with regard to the particular day. The Jews perform

their religious worship on'Satm-day; tlie Chiistiaiii on fcunday; and the 3Iahometiais on
Friday, because the Hegira occuned on that day.
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THE JUVENILE CABINET.

r.NGLisii SL\^^:s

!

It will surprise many for whom these pages

are intended, to learn that once there were na-

tive slaves in tliis beautiful and highly-favoured

land, now known as the " land of freedom."

Eight hundred years ago tlie number com-
prised in this unhappy class was as three to one
of the population. The conquered Britons

were all slares. Anglo-Saxons taken in the

wars between the kingdoms of the heptarchy
were deprived of their freedom, others were
reduced to bondage in consequence of their

crimes ; tlxe insolvent debtors were enslaved,

and, under the pressure of famine, voluntary

submission to a state of slavery was resorted

to by many, in order to escape the horrors of
want. " In the last case the unhappy indi-

vidual formally surrendered, in the presence of

witnesses, his sAvord and lance, which were the

emblems of freedom, and took up the bill and
goad, the symbols of his thraldom. He then
knelt, and placing Ids hands between tliose of
his master, accomplished the act of degradation
for himself and his posterity.

It was an immediate and general effect of
the introduction of Christianity that the lot of
this oppressed class was ameliorated, and its

numbers diminished. By ecclesiastical canons
the people were directed to take care not to treat

bondsmen harshly, but as fellow-Christians ; to

allow them certain ix)rtions of time to labour
f<ir their owTi benefit, and not to sell any
C'hri.stian or innocent man away from the land.

Voluntary emancipation was also recom-
mended, and many instances are on record as
the consequence of such humane advice.

However, enfrancliisement was conferred in

varying degree* ; and, though many who had
been purcliased with the trees and the brush-
woo<l of the laud which they tilled, were freed
from tJie dread of future disgrace by whip or
brand, they had still certain heavy obligations

imfKised on them, in the form of services to be
rendered, or payments made. Sometimes, in-

deed, the emancipation was complete, but then
it was most commonly a boon bequeathed by
will. In the testamentary docimients of that
period we find many such clauses a*; the fol-

lowing :
" And 1 will that my serfs shall all

be free; and 1 Avill tiiat all the men to whom
I grant freedom shall have everything which
is under their hand, except the land at Har-
ling, which I give to Archbishop Stigand, my
lord, as it stands, only that the serfs are all to

be free." " And I grant the land at Tit to the
brotherhood at St. Patil's Church, for the sup-
port of their table, with all that is upon it,

except the serfs there. Let them emancipate
thi'Sf" for my soul's sake."

Wulfatan, who was Bishop of Worcester, in

the time of the Conqueror, wft.<? a most stretiuous

advocate for the abolition of slavery. His bio-

grapJier thus obsenes on the subject :
" There

is a sea-port tomi called Bristol, opjwsite to Ire-

land, into which its inhabitants make frequent
voyages.on account oftrade. AVulfstan cured the
people of this town of a most odious and in-

veterate custom, which they derived from their

ancestors, of buying men and women in all

parts of Kngland, and exporting them to Ire-

land for the sake of gain. You might have
seen with sorrow long ranks of yoiuig person.^

of both sexes, and of the greatest beauty, tied

together with ropes, and daily exposed for sale;

nor were these men ashamed— oh, hon-id wick-
edness !—to give up their nearest relatives

—

nay, their own cliildren—to slavery. Wulfstan,
knowing the obstinacy of these peojile, some-
times stayed two months amongst them, jireach-

ing every Lord's-day, by which, in process of
tune, he made so great an impression upon
their minds, that they abandoned their wicked
trade, and set an example to all the rest ofEng-
land to do the same."

Slaves were sometimes sent abroad to be ex-
posed in the markets of Europe ; and we are

told that it was a transaction of this kind
coming imder the notice of Gregory, which
suggested to his mind the sclienie of an evange-
lising mission to our then benighted country.

However, it was more common to retain them
on the soil, and transfer them in all sales and
grants, -with cattle, timber, or other property.
Thus, Bishop Wilfred, when the South Saxon
king bestowed upon him the isle of Selsey, re-

ceived the slaves appertaining to it, amounting
to two hundred and fifty. But he diligently

brought them under Christian instruction, and
on the day of their baptism, to the a.«tonish-

ment of a slave-holding race, granted their civil

freedom, with this sublime observation :
—"My

brothers ! you, who are co-heirs with me of the
kingdom of Heaven, can be no longer bonds-
men." It was a noble saying, and one which,
in the present flays of Christian England, in

more observe<l in the letter than in the spirit.

The following particulars are related of Wil-
fred during his i^ojouni in Chichester, the inha-
bitants of which, it appears, were almost all

pagans, living in a state of the rudest bar-
barism, and unable to avail them.<5elves of the
abundant sujtply of food oifered by the sea till

instructed by the bishop. They could take
nothing by fisliing but the rank eels of their

l)onds and ditclus. Willreil, tlierefore, collected

all the eel-nets he could j)rocure, and sending hiH

own attendants out to sea, they caught fi.^h of
various kinds, which he divided between his

own family, the owners of the nets and the

IH>orest of the natives. He gained, we are told.
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the affections of the people by teaching them
this useful art, and they listened tlie more rea-

dily to his preaching concerning lieaveiily riches,

seeing that he put them in jDossession of great
temporal benefits. 'No kind of food was more
common at the tables of tlie Anglo-Saxons in

general than the eels, wlxicli were found in pro-

digious quantities in the numerous mud ponds
of their uudrained and very partially cultivated

soil. Thus we read of four thousand being an-
nually presented by the monks of Eamsay to

those of Peterborough, and charters of grants
made of bays and rivers, in wliich quantities

varymg from two himch-ed to sixty thousand
' were annually caught.

Wilfred was descended from a noble family,

and is allowed to have been one of the ablest

men of his day. He was learned, elociuent, and
regular in his conduct ; he was graceful in per-

son, and engaging in mauncrs ; but he was also

ambitious and un}ielding. His death is thus
recorded in the Saxon chronicle :

" 709, Bishop
Wilfred died at Oundle, and his body was cai--

ried to Iiipon."

there's no such word as tail.

The proudest motto for ihe young—

•

Write it in lines of gold
Upon thy heart and in thy mind,
The stirring words enfold

;

And in Misfortune's dreary hour,
Or Fortune's prosperous gale,

'Twill have a holy, cheering power

—

" There's no such word as fail."

The sailor on the stormy sea
May sigh for distant land

;

And free and fearless though he be.
Would he were near the strand !

But when the storm on angry wing
Bears lightning, sleet, and hail,

He climbs the slippery mast and sings

—

" There's no such word as fail."
"

The weary student bending o'er

The tomes of other days,
And dwelling on their magic lore,

For inspiration prays
;

And though Avith toil his brain is weak,
His brow is deadly pale,

The language of his heart will speak

—

" There's no such word as fail."

The patriot statesman bends his knee
Before Fame's glittering shrine.

And would an humble suppliant be,

To genius so divine
;

Yet though his progress is full slow,
And enemies may rail,

He thinks at last the world to show
" There's no such word as fail."

The child of God, though oft beset

By foes without—within

—

These precious words will ne'er forget,

Amid their dreadful din
;

But upward looks with eye of faith.

Armed with the Christian's mail
;

And in the hottest conflict saith

—

" There's no such word as fail."

THE LAWS RELATING TO MASTERS AND WORK]MEN.

ARTICLE VI.

"We have previously (in the third number of this .series of articles) explained the pro-

visions of the Act of Parliament, now in force (5 Geo. IV. cap. 96), by which certain

disputes between masters and workmen engaged in the trades pointed out by this

Act may be heard and adjusted; but as there remain on the Statute-book several

enactments on this subject, affecting particular trades, which are not superseded by the

general statute in question, we should not be carrying out the object of this series of

articles did we not shortly allude to them. This publication being specially designed
for the instruction and entertainment of the working classes, it cannot be considered

an unnecessary or a useless task to explain, as shortly as we can, the laws affecting

particular classes of our readers, on matters of every-day occurrence with them ; and
we entreat the indulgence of the general reader, in our explanation of what may
appear to him dry legal detail, but which is, in reality, of infinite importance to large

masses of our labouring population, and of our numerous subscribers.

After concluding the explanations of the provisions to which we allude, we shall

resort to subjects of a more general interest, with a desire, as far as we can, to accom-
plish what we stated, in our first article under this head, is a great want in the

general education of all non -professional persons.

It is obvious that the ordinary remedies afforded by the law, in cases of broken
contracts, or in the interpretation of a contract, the parties to which may alike be
desirous to perform what each considers its meaning, are entirely inapplicable to the
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case of a dispute between a master and his servant. The state of dependence of the

latter, his want of means and credit, render an appeal to the expensive, dilatory, and
troublesome process of an action at law for damages, or a suit in equity, to obtain

performance of a contract, the most absurd thing under the sun, on the part of the

servant. Such a process also, if adopted by the master, would be equally ridiculous

and futile. The result, therefore, would be, that unless the legislature provided some
easy, inexpensive way of affording protection to the servant against his master when
unjustly treated, and gave the master a ready and summary means of punishing his

servant for misconduct in the performance of his labours, the manufacture of all the

staple commodities of the country would run the risk of being impeded ; and the

aspect of the manufacturing district would, in a short time, become that of a class of

heartless tyrannizers on the one hand, and of rebellious malcontents on the other.

It is impossible to say how far our great progress in manufacturing a.-t, within the

last century, may be attributed to the cautious jealousy with which the legislature has
interfered in the natural and original relations between master and servant (looking

upon them as persons equally capable of contracting with the other), while it has
provided for the easy settlement of disputes, which, by reason of the ordinary

channels of law, being closed against the disputants, would otherwise have produced,
if not appeals to physical force, the most wide-spread disaffection an.«l ill-feeling.

Suppose you tell a gang of miners, for instance, that if they infringed the terms of
their agreement, their master would sue them for breach of contract in the court of
Queen's Bench, or make them defendants to a suit in equity, will it be believed that

such a threat would have the slightest effect in preventing them from deserting their

work, or performing it negligently, dangerously, or fraudulently ? But tell them that

a neighbouring justice can fine or imprison them on the spot, without expense or
delay, and you supply a very cogent argument to the idle, the dishonest, and the
dissolute, why they should refrain from exercising their evil dispositions in their

dealings with their master. And, to put the other case, of what avail would it be to

tell a master that his men couid sue him at law or in equity, if he did not keep his

engagements with them, when he knows that they have no means to contend with
him } But suggest that his unjust dealing may be punished by a magistrate, at a day's
notice, with little or no expense on the part of the workmen, and you put it out of
his power, with any certainty, to calculate upon immunity if he wrong them.

Such appear to us the considerations upon which the legislature has proceeded in

making laws affecting the very delicate relations of master and servant.

We shall proceed to notice the different statutes on the subject, which arc now in

existence, under the head of the different trades to which thev relate :

—

I. As to disputes between silk-masiera and their vrorkmen.

The statute 13 and 14 Chas. I., cap. 15, provides that every silk-winder, or doubler,
who shall unjustly, deceitfully, or falsely purloin, embezzle, pawn, sell, or detain any
part of silk delivered him to v.ind or double, and the buyer, or receiver, of such silk,

may be ordered to make such compensation or recompense to the party aggrieved as

a magistrate shall think lit.

If the party offending do not make recompense, within fourteen days after conviction,

he may be apprehended and whipped, or set in the stocks, in the parish where the
offence vras committed, or in some adjacent market-town in the county.
By the 20 Chas, II., cap, 6, the magistrate is empowered to commit the offender

to prison, until he should have given satisfaction to the party grieved, or have
suffered the punishment prescribed by the former act.

The two statutes just mentioned being confined to " .silk-winders and douhlers,''*

these provisions are, by the 8 and 9 Will. I., cap. 3G, extended to all persons whom-
soever, who should embezzle, pawn, sell, or detain any silk so delivered to be wrought
up, and the receivers of the same.

II, As to disputes between clothiers and their trryrkmen.

The 7th James I, cap. 7, contains a provision (similar to that contained in the 13
and 14 Charles II. cap. 15) empowering a magistrate to award compensation against
iny sorter, carder, kember, spinner, or weaver of wool or yarn, who shall make
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away with or detain the wool or yarn delivered to him by any clothier, maker of
bays, says, or any other person making such cloths or stuffs.

The punishment is the same as that provided by the Act before set out against silk-

winders, and affects receivers as well as the principals.

By the 14 Geo. III. cap. 25, if any picker, scribbler, spinner, weaver, or other
workmen employed in the manufacture of Avoollen cloth, or in preparing the mate-
rials for that purpose, do not return the implements, tools, and materials delivered
out to him to be worked with or upon ; and fails to give a satisfactory account touching
the same to his employer ; or if any such person fraudulently steams, damps, or
waters the wool or yarn delivered to him to be worked up, or lakes off, cuts, or picks
out the list, forrcl, or other mark, of any piece of cloth,—the magistrate, on con-
viction, is to commit him for one calendar month to the House of Correction.

If any person so employed, shall abscond, without returning the implements and
materials, or accounting for the same ; or shall sell or dispose of the same, or if any
person shall fraudulently buy or receive, such implements or materials of any person
entrusted with the same,—upon conviction, the same punishment is awarded as against

persons not returning or accounting for the same.
A very stringent power is given to the magistrates to issue search warrants against

persons suspected of receiving such tools and materials.

For a second offence, the offender is to be committed to the quarter sessions, and
there adjudged to not more than three calendar months' imprisonment. On a second
conviction at the sessions, he may be imprisoned for six calendar months, and once
publicly whipped.

III. As to disputes between masters and servants, in wooWen, linen, fustian, cotton,

and iron manufactures.
By 1 Anne, stat. 2, cap. 18 (which is still in force as regards persons employed in

the iron manufactures, though repealed as far as it related to the woollen, linen,

fustian, or cotton manufactures), any person employed in the working up the iron

manufactures, who embezzles or purloins any materials with which he may be
intrusted to work upon, shall forfeit double the value of the damage done, for the use
of the poor of the parish ; and in case the offender shall make default in payment of
the forfeiture, he may be committed to tlie House of Correction until satisfaction be
made ; and if he be unable to make satisfaction in the opinion of the magistrate, he
may be publicly whipped and imprisoned for any time not exceeding fourteen days. This
provision of the statute is extended also to receivers.

The 13 Geo. 11. , cap. 8, provides for the punishment of any person hired or em-
ployed in the working of any woollen, linen, fustian, cotton, or iron manufactures,

who should purloin, embezzle, secrete, sell, pawn, exchange, or otherwise illegally

dispose of any of the materials with which he may be intrusted to work up such manu-
factures, or who shall reel false or short yarn.
The penalty is a forfeiture of double the damages occasioned to the master, together

with costs, for the first offence. On default in payment, the offender may be whipped
and committed to gaol, with hard labour, for fourteen days. For the second, or any
subsequent offence, the forfeiture is four times the damages done, with costs ; and if

he do not pay the forfeiture, imprisonment, with hard labour, for not less than one,

nor more than three months, and to be once or oftener pubhcly whipped. The same
penalty is incurred by buyers or receivers of such articles.

Mekciful Peoyision IX Nature.—Darkness and light divide the course of time,
and oblivion shares with memory a great part even of our living beings. We slightly

remember our felicities, and the smartest strokes of affliction leave but short smart iqion
us. Sense endureth no extrciuities, and sorrows destroy us or themselves. To weep into

stones are fables. Afflictions induce callosities ; miseries arc slippery, or fall like snow
upon us, which notwithstanding is no unhappy stupidity. To be ignorant of evils to

conic, and forgetful of evils past, is a merciful provision in Nature, whereby we digest the
mixture of our few and evil days, and our delivered senses not relapsing into cutting re-

membrances, our sorrows are not kept raw by the edge of repetitions.

—

iiir Thos. Browne.
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THE LEVEII.

The mechanical ix>wers arc simple machines,

founded on the principles and laws of motion,

by means of which we may either cause a small

weight to overcome a large one, or, by means
of a great weiglit, we may make a small one
move througli a space proportionally great.

The.-c simple machines are six in numljcr, and
are usually thus enumerated : the lever, the

irhccl and axle, the pullci/, the inclinedplane,
tlic wedge, and the screio. In our present

Irs.'^on we shall confine ourselves to a short

illustration of tlie difterent kinds of levers.

I5y a lever is understood an inllexible bar,

supi>orted, at some part of its length, by a prop,

or fiikrum ; and it is employed to move a

xoei'jht, or overcome a resistance, bearing on
one point, by a power applied to another. The
]>ortions of the lever situated on each side of

tlu! fulcrum are called the arms of the lever.

In our idea of a lever we have simply three

tilings to consi<ler,—the power, weight, and
fulcrum ; the relative di.^tances and iwsitionsof

these govern the action of tlie lever. There
are three varieties of the lever ; in the first, the

jHjwer is at one end, the weight at the other,

and the fulcrum somewhere between them ; in

the second, the weigiit is between the fulcrum
and the power ; and in the third, the jwwer is

between the fulcrum and the weight.

A< examjjles of th'.- first order of levers, the

following may be mentioned among familiar

objects :—The handle of a pomp is a lever of

this nature—the fulcrum being the point on
which it turns—the water to be raised, and the

friction to be overcome, being the resistance—
and the force expended in piunjiing being the

power. A common poker, when u.^ed to i-aise

the coals, is another examj)le of a lever of the
first order—the point at which it rests on the
bars of tlie grate being the fulcrum, the coals

ihe weiglit, and the force of the hand the power.
A crow-bar, ajjplJed to elevate a stone, or any
otlier mass, is likcAvise a lever of this kind ; and
tso are all instruments for cutting or holding,

t^uch as scissors, pincers, ijliers,snuirt,'rs, garden-
shears, &c., which are t,omix).--ed of two i)arts

which cross each other in the middle, that is, of
two levers acting contrary to each other, their

fulciiun, or centre of motion, bemg the pin

which keeps them together.

iyf levers of the second order, also, numerous
examples may be found in common things.

A wheelbarrow is a lever of this kind ; the

fulcrum iK'ing the point at which the wheel
pi-esses on the groimd, and the weight being
that of the barrow and its load, collected at

their centre of gravity. A pair of nutcrackers
is another instance of the same kind of lever ;

for the Iiingo is the fulcrum, the resistance of

the nutshell is the weight, and the hand
applied at the extremity is the power. In
opening a door we employ a lever of the sec-ond

order. Ai\ oar is another lever of this kind :

for the blade presses against the water in such
a mumicr that the latter serves as its fulcrum

;

the hand of the rower is the power, and the

boat is the resistance or weight, against which
the oar acts where it pa.-ses through the row-
lock. The rudder of a ship or boat is anotlicr

example of the same kind of lever, and may be

explained in the same way.
The most striking examples of levers of the

third kind are found in the animal economy.
The limbs of animals are generally levers of

this description. The socket of the bone L-i tiie

fulcrum ; a strong muscle attached to the bone
near the socket is the power, and the weight of

the limb, together with whatever resistance is

opposed to its motion, is the weight. In this

case a sliglit contraction of the muscle gives a

considerable motion to the limb. Ijut the

muscles are endowed with an extraorduiary

degree of force. Borelli has calculated tiiat

the immediate force of the biceps, or double-

headed muscle, which bends the arm, in au
ordinary man is equal to about 300 Ib.-^., while

that of the muscles which raise the lower jaw
is much greater. lie has al.so demonstrated
that wlien a weight of bo lbs. is held up ui

eriuilibrium by the elbow of the arm, when
.stretched out parallel to the ground, the muscle
named dcltoides, which raises the arm in this

po.iition, exerts a force of GO,000 lbs. "We have
many instances of the extraordinary force of

the mu.seles as (Usplayed in the feats of several

individuals. Dr. Desaguliers mentions one
Topham, a carjientcr, who could readily lilt

alx)ut 800 lbs. He rolled up a strong pew-
ter dish with his fingers, and bent a jwker

three inches in circumference, to a right angle,

by striking it ujKjn his arm, whilst he bent and
unbent another about his neck. Other ex-

amples of a lever of the third order are to be

found in the shears used for shearing sheep, and
in a pair of tongs. In both the.se cases tlie

power is the hand placed immediately below
the fulcrum, or point where the two levers are

connected. The treddle of a turning-lathe may
also be considered as a lever of this kind. The
liinge which attaches it to the fioor is the lul-

crum, tlie foot applied to it near the hinge is

the power, and tlic crank upon the a.\is of the

fly-wheel w ith which its extremity i.s connected
is the weight.

The fundamental rule governing the action

of all thesj forms of lever is jirecisely tlie ^ume.

When the lever mth its ixjwer and weight are

in equilibrium, the power and the weight will
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be to each ether in the inverse proportion of

their respective distances from the centre ; that

is to say, the power is to the weight as the

distance of the weight is to the distance of the

power. Thus, suppose tliat we have a piece of

meat exactly balanced, when hung from a
steel-yard, by the weight on the opposite side

of the point on which it turns (the fulcrum)

;

now, if the weight be 2 lbs., and its distance

from the fulcrmn be six times that of the point

from which the meat is hung, the latter Avill

weigh 12 lbs. Or, to put the same gene-

ral statement uito a different form, the

power multiplied by its distance from the
centre will always be equal, when the lever is

in equilibrium, to the weight multiplied by its

distance from the centre. Thus, in the case

just stated, suppose the meat hung at a dis-

tance of three inches frym the fulcrum, the 2 lb.

Aveight must be moved to a distance of 18 inches

in order to balance it ; because 2 multiplied by
18 is <^qual to 12 multiplied by 3. Hence, by
knowing any three of these terms, we may find

the fourth, as in a common Kule-of-Three sum.
|

For Wii have only to multiply the two terms
'

belonging to the same side of the lever, and
j

divide by the term belong to the other side, to
I

get the fourth term. If, for example, we wish
'

to know what power, applied at a distance of
i

15 inches from the fulcrum, Avill balance a '

weight of 18 lbs. at 2^ inches from the fulcrum, i

by multiplying together 2 J- and IS, we have the
;

jn-oduct *5 ; and on dividing 45 by 15, we get

3 lbs., the number required. Or, if it be re-

quired to know at what distance a weight of

80 lbs. must be placed to balance a power of

16 lbs. applied at a distance of 25 inclies, by
multiplying 1(J and 25, we obtain as the pro-

duct -iuo ; and this, divided by 80, gives 5

inches, the distance required.

The preceding statements apply to tlie state

of equilibrium of a lever ; when it is used, how-
ever, for mechanicjl purposes, it has to over-

come resistance, or to put a weight in motion ;

and the power applied, therefore, nmst be some-
thing more than is exactly equivalent to the

weight or resistance.

Of the extraordinary power which we are

enabled to exert by means of the lever, some
conception may be formed from a consideration

of the famous expression of the Greek philo-

so])her, Archimedes :
'' Give me but a place

Avhere I may stand, and I will move the earth."

The principle upon which this assertion was
made is perfectly correct ; but he seems to

ha\"e omitted in h'.§ calculation one important

element—the time necessary to have produced

the effect. Now, if we suppose the earth to be

a weight fastened to the end of a lever, and
that Archimedes could have taken the moon
for a fulcrum, it has been proved that he must
have stood at the distance of 28,800,000,000,

000,000,000,000,000,000 miles from his ful-

crum, and have worked at his lever for

(jO,0 15,317,828 years, in order to move the

earth one inch !

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Excellent Pickle for Beef, Pork, Hams,
&c.—To every gallon of eold water put half a

pound of coarse sugar, half a pound of bay and
two pounds of common salt, and t%A'o ounces of

saltpetre. Add half an ounce of ground allspice,

tied up in muslin or thiu calico, K';ep the beef

or hams as long as they will keep perfectlij fresh,

then sprinkle with a' little salt and sugar, and
drain tlie liquor from them in a day or two. Then
put them into the pickle, rubbing it well into

every part, and letting them be Avell covered with

the pickle. A small ham may remain in the

pickle a fortnight; a larger one tliree weeks. A
piece of beef weighing from six to ten p.)unds,

will be tit to cook in a fortnight; if larger, three

weeks. Lean maat will require le?s time than that

which is fat. An ox tongue will require about
twelve days. Meat thus pickled will eat well out of

the lirjrior'with out drying. Afterthis liquor has been
used for about six weeks, it ought to be boiled,

and scummed carefully, and a quarter of a pound
more of coarse su^ar and hale a pound of salt

should be added. Let the trough, tub, or pan be
kept closely covered, and put in a cool place. As
salt and sugar are now so cheap, new liquor miy
be made for each salting. If the meat, &c., is to

be dried, then drain it well from the liqut.r, and
take a clean sponge and dry it thoroughly. If

smoked in a baker's chimney, the meat should
be sewn in a coarse cloth. Hriras, joints, and fish

may be smoked on a small scale thus :—Drive out
the end of an old cask, and turn it upside down
over sjme sawdust of green hard wood, such a=?

oak ; hang the ham, joint, or tongue, &c._. on
sticks across the cask, and cover it, to confine the
smoke, letting in a very little air below, so tliat

the sawdust may smoulder slowly, without burn-
ing. "When all is ready, heat a kitchen poker red
hot, and run it in under the sawdust. Six or
eiijht hours will suffice for a small ham ; other
things in proportion.
SpiCEn Beef.—Get eight pounds of thin flank

of beef; remove the gristle and bones, and rub it

over with a quarter of an ounce of saltpetre and
half an ounce of bay salt. Mix spice in the follow-
ing proportions:—One oiinct! of black pepper, one
ounce of allspice, half an ounce of ground ginger, a
quarter of an ounce of pounded cloves, and a little

pounded mace. With a little of this mixture, rub
the beef over ; then add a quarter of a pound of
common salt and a quarter of a pound of coarse
sugar. Let the beef remain in this pickle ten or
twelve days, turning and rubbing it every day

;

then take it out, cover it with some of the spice,

and some margerum, sweet thyme, and parsley,

chopped very fine. Roll it i:p tight, binding it

with narrow tape. Put it into a pan, with half a
pint of water and half a pound of beef suet,

chopped. Bake it in a slack oven. When done,
take it out of the pan, lay it on a clean board, and
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place a \veit;ht upon it. When cold take off the tape.
Tlie fine jelly which will be lound at the bottom
of the pan will form an excellent basis for soup.
A cow-heel maybe boiled, in the usual quantity of
water, with a few onions, and the above maybe
added to it ; this will require very little additional
seasoning', either of salt or spice.

>'.E —A brisket of b^ef may be cured in the
same way, but not rolled. Slip out the bones
when the meat comes from the oven, and put a
•leavy weight upon it till quite cold.

Dutch Bref.—Get a lean piece of beef, rub it

well with coarse sugar, and turn it often, for two
or three days. Then wipe it, and salt it with
common salt and a little saltpetre beaten fine;
rub these well in, and turn it every day for a fort-

night. Roll it tight in a oarse cloth, and smoke
for a day or two, turning it upside down two or
three times during the process. Boil and pres-s,

as directed above. It may be cut into very fine

slices, or grated, and eaten between thin slices of
bread and butter.

AVEEKLY CALENDAR.

APRIL 14th

April 14, Second Sunday after Easter.
April 14, 1471, thfj Battle ofBarnet was fought,

in the wars between the houses of York and Lan-
caster ; and the Earl of Warwick, called the
" King Maker," was slain in the field,

April 14, 1517, Cairo icas taken by the Sultan
Selim, who thus became sole master of Egypt.
April 14, 1685, Thomas Otway, the dramatic

poet, died at a public-house, in the Minories, of
want. His death is said to have been caused by
devouring too eagerly a roll which he purchased
to allay his hunger. His fame stands high as a
tragic writer; one of his plays, " Venice Pre-
served," still excites considerable interest,
April 14, 1800, Beilby Porleus, Bishop of Lon-

don, died at Fulham, aged seventy-eight. He
was a man of deep erudition, of considerable
ability, evangelical in doctrine, and exemplary in
conduct.
April 15, 1839, Captain Elliot, superintendent

of the British trade in China, and several mer-
chants, were arrested by the Chinese Government,
wlio declared that they would not be set at liberty
till they had delivered up a large quantity of
opium, which they had imported to that country,
contrary to the edict. The merchants consented
to do this, and opium to the amount of about
i.'.j,000,00{i was delivered to the Chinese Govern-
ment by May 30th.

April IS, 174G, anniversary of the victory over
the Pretender, at CuUoden, near Inverness, in
Scotland ; an event which terminated the rebel-
lion oi 1745.

April 16, 1788, died in France, in his eighty-
fiist year, the celebrated Count de Buffun, a man
of genius and great eloquence, and the most able
interpreter of nature that perhaps ever existed,

—

and oiten styled the " French Pliny." For fifty
year;; he spent fourteen hours a day in study; and
the number of works he executed even in that
time excites admiration at the extent of his know-
ledge a:;d industry. His chief work, " The Gene-
ral Natural History," has been published in Eng-
lish in various forms,—that by'Sniellie, of Edin-
burgh, in eighteen volumes, octavo, is considered
one of the best.

Arpil 16, 1818, the beautiful optical instrument
called the Kaleidoscope, was first introduced into
London. The name is derived from two Greek
words, which signify " to see a beautiful form." It
was invented by Dr. Brewster, of Edinburgh, to
whom, had its exclusive formation been ensured, it

must have produced a handsome fortune; but it
having been seen by a working optician, its remark-
able properties became known before any number
of them could be prepared for sale. The novelty
was so enchanting, that opticians and toymen

TO APRIL SOxn.

could not manufacture them fast enough to meet
the universal desire for seuing the delightful and
ever-varying combinations presented by each turn
of the magical cylinder. It was computed that not
fewer than two hundred thousand instruments were
sold in London and Paris during three months.

April 16, 1825, Henry Fuseli, Professor of Paint-
ing, and Keeper of the Royal Academy, died, aged
eighty-four. He was a bold and original thinker,
and invested many of his subjects with impressive
grandeur. As some of his subjects were beyond
the limits of common comprehension, he was, by

I some, accused of extravagance, but many of his
designs are accounted master-pieces of art by com-
petent judges. His illustrations of Milton and
Young contain some fine specimens.

April 17, 1761, Benjamin Hoadley, Bishop of
Winchester, died, aged eighty-five. He was dis-
tinguished for his moderation and candour, for hi3
skill in controversy, and for the excellence of his
private life.

April 18, 1687, died John Fox, a learned English
divine, and celebrated church historian, greatly
esteemed and lamented, in his seventieth year. He
published several controversial and other works ;

but that by which he is best known is his " History
of the Acts and ifonuments of the Church," cora-
m.only called " Fox's Book of Martyrs," which has
been printed in a variety of forms.

April 18, 1C89, the infamous Judge Jefferics died
in the Tower, whither he had been committed by
the Lords of the Council, after he had been taken in
the disguise of a common sailor, for the purpose
of leaving England. He was born at Acton, near
Wrexham, in Denbighshire, and being raised to

j

the bench polluted its sanctity by perversions of
the law. His habits and language were vulgar
and disgusting. James II. found him a fit in-
strument for his arbitrary purposes. Bi>hop
Burnet says of him, " He was perpetually either
drunk or in a rage, liker a fury than the zeal of a
Judge." He required prisoners to plead guilty,
on pretence of showing them favour; but he af-
terwards showed them no mercy, hanging many
immediately. Some he caused to be hanged
without trial. Under his jurisdiction Engl;md
was filled with terror from one end to the other,
and was shut out of all hope, till the arrival of the
Prince of Orange, on whom the two Houses of
Parliament be.-towed the crown. He died in the
Tower, of intemperance and a broken heart.

April 18, 1794, died, Charles Pratt, Earl of
Camden, an eminent and upright statesman, who
acquired distinguished honour by his declaration
against the legality of general warrants. He
was a wise and amiable man, firm of purpose and
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mild in manners. At his death he was Lord Pre-

sident of the Council.
April 18, 1802, Dr. Erasmus Darwin died. He

attained great eminence as a physician and a bo-

tanist. His decease was' sudden Hiding- in his

carriage he found himself mortally seized, pulled

the check-string-, and desired his servant to help
him to a cottage by the road-side. On entering

they found a woman within, whom the doctor
addressed thus, " Did you ever see a man die? "

—"No, sir."—" Then, now you may." The ter-

rified woman ran out at the door, and in a few
minutes Darwin was no more. The doctor
strenuously opposed the use of strong liquors,

from a conviction that they induced dreadful
maladies, especially gout, dropsy, and insanity;

hence his patients were never freed from his im-
portunities, and the few who had courage to per-
severe benefited by his advice.

April 19, 1529. On this day a few of the elec-

tors and princes of Germany published a protes-

tation, against a decree of the Diet of the Ger-
j

manic empire, and petitioned to have it revoked.
Hence the name of Protestant was given to reli-

gious reformers, and has since been the general
denomination of Christians dissenting from the
Church of Rome.

April 19, 1775, the American war commenced.
This was originated in the bad feeling excited in

America by the imposition of stamp duties and
other taxes. Most of the old British colonies

united in a general assembly, and determined to

discontinue all importations from, or exportation^

to, Great Britain and the West India Islands, till

such time as the obnoxious acts of Pailiament
should be completely repealed. The nation was
thus plunged into a war which lasted till the year

17S3, when a peace was concluded, recognizing-

the independence of America.

April 20. On this day the sun enters Tatiruj,

or the Bull. This sign was figured and wor-
shipped throughout the East, as the god ^Jpis, or

a symbol of the sun.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

NOTICE RESPECTIXG OUR. SUPPLEMENTART
NDMBER.

ij^^ For the future, should any article sent for

competition to our Supplementary Number turn out

to be a mere copy, and not an oriq^inal composition,

the forwarder of such article will be held up, with

full name and address, to public exposure. We
give this notice because several persons have tried

to impose upon us pieces of poetry, as well as prose,

not their own, and as a caution to such dishonest

individuals, that, if found out, they may be sure

of the exposure which such petty piracy deserves.

Lecturus.—We have no belief in the acquisi-

tion of Latin, or any other language witliout a

master. If, therefore, you are desirous of study-
ing Latin, we would advise you to look about for

some competent instructor. No grammar will

suffice of itself to give you anything like a proper
knowledge of the language.
W. L. (Tunstail.)—We have referred your letter

to the writer of the article in question. Edward,
the Black Prince, derived that name from the
colour of the armour which he constantly wore.

My First (Reading).—If we were to give a

list of Temperance Hotels, it would subject us to

the advertisement duty.
W. S. will find on closer examination that there

is no real discrepancy in the articles on Cromwell
to which he refers. In the first article, the utter-

ance attributed to Oliver is introduced on the
authority of Lord Clarendon, and was delivered
to his soldiers in the prospect of taking the field

(if battle. In the second, the words put into his

mouth are the basis of a charge preferred against
him tAvo years or more afterwards by the Earl of
Manchester, and should seem to be so put as to

lead to tlie conclusion that they were the expres-
sion of some personal enmity cheiisUed by
Cromwell, against the monarch, and which he
would take any opportunity of gratifying, and at

any hazard. The former is a possible case ; the
latter is not to be entertained for a moment.
W. C. (Manchester.)—Under the head of the

"Juvenile Cabinet" we give " something suitable
for the Working Man's Children."

H. C. (Shrewsbury.)—Cages for bindinsf up the
first volume can be ordered through any book-
seller. Their price is sixpence. The numbers
for six months will bind up very well together,
and make a handsome volume. Would it not be
the most economical plan to have two volumes
bound in one ? The price of the first volume is

Is. 6d., or Is. 8d. cioth, extra.
J. T. (Derby.)—Christopher Colon, or Colum-

bus, was born in Italy, in the territories of
Genoa, in the year 1442. He first saw the main-
land of America in 1498 ; after it had been visited
by Sebastian Cabot and Americus Vespucius.

E. G. (Manchester.)—That the whole human
race derive their origin from one common stock,
is a fact placed beyond dispute by the researches
of modern philosophers. Differences of colour
and such pecidiarities arise from climate and
other physical circumstances. These matters
were fully explained in the articles on the
"Physical History of Man," which appeared in
our first and second numbers, and to these we
must refer our correspondent.
Homer.— In addition to the '"Iliad" and

" Odyssey," your namesake is said to have writren
some hymns, and a satirical poem called " Ba-
trachomyomachia ; or, the Battle of the Frogs
and Mice." Many critics, however, affirm that
these last are the productions of some other
writer.

J. W. B. (Houndsditch.)—1. Read works on
history, biography, travels, science and art, in

preference to woriis of fiction. Good poetry also

will do you no harm. 2. We do not think chess
and draughts at all conducive to immorality,
unless you play for money. 3. You cannot em-
ploy your leisure time better than in reading
good books, attending useful lectures, or taking-

necessary and healthful exercise.

P. J.—If we were to insert news in our maga-
zine, Ave should be obliged to pay duty, and, con-
sequently, to raise our price to twopence. Be-
sides, most people can get a sight of a neAvspaper
once a Aveek, even if they cannot afford to take
one in themselves.

Printed and published by John Cassell, of 335, Strand, London, and sold by all Booksellers.
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. XV.—RECIPROCAL DUTIES OF THE EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYED.
Part. III.

Duty is one of our best words, and suggests to us volumes of thought. It is

derived from " dtce," and signifies that " 907nething is owing which must be paid.*'

We have the term in different forms, in French, Italian, Spanish, Latin, Greek,

&c. ; but we are most fond of it in its Grecian acceptation—of necessity. "/
must," " / a?n hound," " / am under an obligationfrom which I cannot free myself"
aie some of its senses. Such is the true import of " dx'ty." The word ** obligation"

is very near akin to it. This, in Latin, signifies, *' I am bound, because of some
relation or duty." We wish people would study etymology more. There is an

immense fund of philosophy, both natural and moral, in Hebrew, Latin, Greek,

French, and Saxon roots—aye, and along with it quite enough poetry to keep the

study from being dry.

We are vastly pleased with this Saxon term ^Uhity" We like the idea that

all people owe something to all people, that must be paid before we can have
mankind happy or prosperous. The human family are like a body that has been
broken on the rack ; every limb is out of joint, and therefore we have a disjointed,

disabled, miserable, weeping world. We may carry the metaphor a little farther,

and say that we are like the bones in a charnel-house, or the scattered fossils in

our gravel-pits, mines, or quarries ; and it requires no small skill to discover the

original relationship ; more still to reunite bone to its bone, and joint to its joint

;

and, more than all, to clothe them with flesh, and pour the life of love and brother-

hood through the whole.

It is well to find that there is a " must" about our duties ; that we must attend to

them, if we would have society social and orderly—if we would have misery and
crime driven out of it—if we would have all ranks intelligent, moral, respectable,

respected, contented, peaceable, and happy—and if we would avert the indignation

of our Almighty Creator and Father. Kings and rulers must recognize the rights

of their subjects ; and subjects must recognise obedituice that is due to just laws

and authority. Parents, children, relatives, neighbours, friends, nations, and
enemies, must practically observe the great law of love, before we can have this

tortured, racking, disjointed world united and blessed. Among others, masters and
servants must regard their obligations and duties, if they would derive that benefit

and satisfaction from each other which they ought to participate. We have already

adduced a few of those duties which workpeople owe as a just debt to their employeri
D
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and which, on the other hand, employers owe to their operatives and laboiuers. In

the latter case we mentioned ** Wagbs" and " Res^jectful Deportment and BeJui-

viour ;' and now propose

III. To consider that workpeople may reasonably expect their employers to

SYMPATHISE WITH THEM IN THEIR DIFFIctlLTlES, AND IN THEIR EFFORlS TO IM-

PROVE THEMSELVES, AND BETTER THEIR CIRCUMSTANCES;

1. Sympathy in their difficulties and trials. The life of our working people has a

host of difficulties to contend with. We grant that there is much waste and cxtr^*

vagance in many of our cottages. Numbers as yet have not learnt the value of a

penny, nor the best way of spending it. But still, if their economy and manage-

ment were the best, few have, as yet, an overflowing coffer or board ; and were it

not that a considerable amount of care and frugality are exercised, we should have

our peasants and operatives more bare, and our Unions more crowded. "We have

sometimes thought, as our wealthy folks are fond of the drama, that they might get

up a good play among themselves, without going to the theatre. What if our

families of five or six children, who have now £500 a year, were to try to live upon

£50, or, as some of our peasants, upon £25, and to do so for three or six months

in succession. There would be more to stir the feelings, and call forth the various

powers, faculties, and emotions of the soul, than in any of the tragedies of Shaks-

peare ; and we are certain that the moral would be infinitely advantageous, though,

perhaps, too striking and exquisite to demand an encore.

"Do unto others as ye would they should do unto you," is only a command to change

places with others, and to act accordingly. One reason why our Creator has given

us an imagmation of such vivid power is, to enable us to fancy that we are in the

exact circumstances of other people, and then to proceed as if the vision was a

reality. All employers, workpeople, buyers, sellers, rulers, legislators, might thus

become poetical in the best sense. What an immense blessing it would be to the

Emperor of Kussia to imagine himself one of his own slaves, or Siberian exiles, for

six months in the year ! Here would be more tragedy for him than any Muscovite

Shakspeare has ever dreamt of. If we were to punish the legislators and doctors in

divinity who advocate capital punishments, we would, if we had the power, make
them think of the two texts, " Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself," and "Do
unto all men as ye would they should do unto you," until their souls became so

full of the subject that they imagined themselves Rushes and Mannings, with the

ropes round their necks, felt their windpipes cracking, life ebbing, and saw their

naked souls, with a falsehood in their mouth, standing exposed, detected, and

trembling, before the bar of eternal truth, purity, and love ! Depend upon it, if

they could be kept in this state for a few hours, we should never hear another

word about strangling men and women, or sending them unprepared into eternity,

in order that we may save ourselves the trouble and expense of converting them,

making them good citizens, and fitting them for heaven.

So it would do masters an infinity of good to fancy themselves in the very cir-

cumstances of their servants ; working as many hours, receivmg the same wages,

eating the same food, living in the same houses or hovels, lying on the same beds,

we'aring the same clothes, having the same number of children to maintain, the

same difficulty to make two ends meet, receiving the same black looks, and scoiited

with the same contempt and abuse. There would be plenty of tragedy in these

imaginations, if properly followed out
;
plenty of fine feelings stabbed, and an

abundance of tears, fears, terrors, jealousies, and all sorts of woes. Now,- this is
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all -vve mean by ^^ STjmpathy.'^ It is to suifer what another suflfcrs. The word is a

good old-fashioned Greek expression, and means that we put ourselves in the

places of other people, feel all their pains, endure all their hunger, thirst, starva-

tion, straits, contempt, and are touched with all theu* soitows. And though it is

painful, yet it is good, thus to commiserate the poor and the miserable. 13y the bye,

here is another lovely word, Avhich has just slipped off the end of our pen. " Com-

miscratt
"—what does it mean, but to suffer in our oavh souis the miseries of other

people r—and therefore one of the likeliest feelings in the universe to render us
" corn-passionate.'*

Workpeople may reasonably expect sympathy from their employers. They are

the same flesh, blood, bone, sinew, soul, and spirit. They are not the less men and

Avomen for being operatives and labourers. The great Apostle Paul was a tent-

maker ; the beloved disciple of Christ a fisherman ; and the father and mother of

us all, gardeners. If Adam and Eve were to come to earth again, they would not

look with disdain upon their working sons and daughters, nor rate tbem for im-

pudence in calling their, "father and mother." Our progenitors would see that

the world has been altered for the better since their time, and that the working

people have done it. What a dirty, ragged, miserable condition we should now be

in, if there never had been any other people except those who cannot use a spade,

an axe, a saw, a shuttle, a needle, a lapstone, a washing- tub, or a scrubbing-

brush ! Working people deserve our sympathy, because they are the ministering

sjoirits to whom we are continually indebted.

And then, our operatives deserve especial sympathy from their employers be-

cause they are essential parts of the fii-m, and the sources of its wealth. Whoever
else may be so, these are not ""^ sleeping partners " in the concern. From the sweat

of their brow come the profits that keep the establishment from bankruptcy ; that

educate the sons of the masters at Oxford or Cambridge, and provide dowries for

tlie daughters. They keep the gilt on the harness and carriage, feed and pay the

wages of the livery servants, French cooks, and black attendants at the table. We
do not ask for less of these luxuries, because they arc all good for trade. We like to

see costly furniture, splendid equipages, &c., because they have called into exercise

so much labour, and given employment and wages to so many of the people. The
money is worthy a hundred per cent, more as Avages than as cliarity. liabour Ls

worth its weight in gold for the health it gives, independent of wages. We would
not cut do\ni the enjoyments of the ricli, whether employers or not. We only >ask

that the money may be gained honestly and honourably, and that sympathy may
n(yt be shut out of the drawing-room or coacli-and-four. Ladies and gentlemen,

masters and mistresses, we entreat you not to forget that your servants and opera-

tives are your own brethren and sisters ; that they make your wealth, produce your
necessaries and luxuries ; that they also have their wants, pains, and sorrows ; and
that if you do not sjnnpathise with them, you have not a human heart—have no
claim to a Christian character—and only differ liom barbaiians in having your
cruelty relined by a polite education, or glazed over with a religious profession.

Sympathy v.itli all is a Dlty we oirc to all, and ?nv.sf be paid, or we sliall be
scourged here, and have a sad account to give hereafter.

'J. AVorking men and women deserve sympathy i7i every effort to improve them-

selves or better their condition.

It is no advantage to employers to have uneducated workpeople. Many t
damage to machinery, manufactuies, furniture, &c., is done through ignorance.

i> 2
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Thousands upon thousands are annually lost from this source alone. No one who
patronises ignorance can be a patriot. For want of instruction property is wasted,

mind paralysed, human nature degraded, anarchy cherished, gaols and penal colo-

nies peopled. We are happy to know that there is a thirst for knowledge every

day increasing in the land ; that the people feel that they must and ought to

educate themselves, and therefore want neither charity nor government schools.

Still, in this work, employers may do wonders by countenance and encouragement.

They may commence libraries, aid and encourage mechanics' institutions, lectures,

and schools, and thus show that they desire to advance the respectability and com-

fort of their workpeople. "We trust that a time is coming when the competition

between employers will be, not who shall have the finest dogs and horses, but who
shall have the best educated and most respectable operatives Mid labourers on

their premises.

Then the working classes ought to labour to better their condition by clubs, free-

hold and building societies, that they may not in sickness and old age have to

subsist on charity, or go to the union. Here the sj-mpathy of the master is outt

and would act well. Policy, prudence, and humanity, call for its exercise in these

particulars. Give the labourer property, and he has a stake in the land. He Avho

has windows of his own, will not break those of other people. Besides, it is the

mark of a low, debased, and grovelling mind only to care about our own advantage,

and to be satisfied that others should have no opportunity to rise, and no aid from

us to assist them in their efforts. Trade, or a large firm and good profits, are not

incompatible with philanthropy ; if they are, the sooner they are decreased tho|
t

better. Every master may be a Howard if he likes, without losing a penny of pro-

perty, or a particle of comfort or honour. There is so much good feeUng at present

in our workpeople, that any employer may procure for himself wreaths of glory

far beyond those which have adorned the brows of poets, philosophers, conquerors,

or kings, by merely exercising the proper sympathies of nature and humanity
towards the people in his employ ; and he who will not thus exert his power, writes

his name in the sand, and leaves his possessions cumbered with the curse of the

Eternal.

Political rights, also, are secured to our working people by the constitution of the

country. Representatio7i is one of its great principles ; and therefore he is guilty ol

treason who supports political monopoly. Besides, the master who declares that

his men are not fit for the franchise, proclaims his o^vn infamy. They ought to be

fit. He ought to have fitted them, especially when we consider the low standard ol

intelligence and morality in many of those who at present have votes. Surely it

would not have cost much money or toil to have raised our operatives as high.

Oh, if employers were but wise, and would only make common cause with theii

men in the work of reform, all the extravagance, corruption, and injustice in the

Government would melt away like wax in the fije, before another six months are

past and gone. Sympathy, lilce honesty, is the best policy ; it is a duty and a pri

vilege to exercise it, and our workpeople and their employers ought especially tc

realize its good fruits.

Natural Criticism.—I always listen \n\h pleasure to the remarks made by comitry-peoplt

on the habits of animals. A countryman was shown Gainborough's celelebrated jiictiu-e of th(

pigs. " To be siu-e," said he, " they be deadly like pigs ; but there is one fault—nobody evei

saw three pigs feeding together, but one ou 'em had a foot in the trough."

—

Jesse.
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CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER XVI.
" O ye loud waves ! and ye forests high

!

And O ye clouds that far above me soared

!

Thou rising sun ; thou blue rejoicing sky

!

Yea everything that is and will be free,

Bear witness for rae, wlieresoe'er ye be,

With wliat deep worship I have still adored
The spirit of divinest liberty."—Coleridge.

CROMWELIi NOT ALONE IN HIS STRUGGIiE FOR
ENGLAND'S LIBERTY — HIS ILLUSTRIOUS
COMPATRIOTS—DEFENCE OF THEIR LINB OF
ACTION.

Just as there has been on the part of despotism
a constant effort to enslave humanity, so there

has been on the part of humanity no vulgar
struggle for a more perfect freedom. In the
midst of the most crushing and enthralling in-

fluences, there have ever appeared those nobler
spirits who refused to barter their liberty for

any price. The fires of persecution only burned
into them still more deeply the love of princi-

ple. It was dearer to them than life. Not-
^\athstanding all that they were called to
eacrifice, and suffer, and lose in their struggle

for freedom, they never became the less attached
to their distinctive and peculiar principles. If
they lost caste with men who, like so many
reptiles, were seen creeping on the earth and
licking up its very dust, they had the testimony
of conscience and the sympathy of the good.
If tliey had to look out on a dark and frowning
world, still sunny and cheerful was the light of
their spirits. They believed that their mission
was to fulfil the purposes of heaven on behalf
of suffering humanity—that it involved the re-

generation and the peace of the world, and
hence they lifted their shield in the face of the
sun, and challenged to the combat.
But one was pre-eminent. In casting the

eye over some wide and beautiful landscape, it

at length fixes on one individual object which
seems to give character and impression to the
whole scene. Or, to change the metaphor : in
looking at some great and universally-admired
picture, and all its diversified groupings, there
is one figure which occupies the foreground in
designed relief, and without which the painting
but would be a combination of colours and forms
destitute of expression and meaning. Or, to
take yet another illustration : how numerous
soever may be the characters in some more
perfect dramatic representation, the scene must
have its hero. Each character has his part,
but all the parts are dependant, more or less,

for their effect on the one chief actor. Crom-
well has hitherto been our hero. The life and
doings of the greatest man cannot be separated
from the lives and histoiy of men unspeakably
his inferiors. Independently of these lesser
spirits, the one above th^m could never have

reached his proud pre-eminence. Every scene
may have its hero, but leave him to act alone,

and his heroism will melt away like a cloud.

It is impossible to predict what a single master-
mind may effect, but where would be his mas-
tery if there were no other minds over which to

exercise it? Cromwell stood not alone. He
had his compeers and his coadjutors. Others
shared with him the toils and the triumphs of
that great struggle which pi'omised freer life

and liberty to England's people.

Amongst his illustrious fellow-labourers,

stands first and chief, John Hampden—one of
those kingly spirits in the form of a man who
make us proud of our common humanity.
Though born in London, he was descended
from an ancient and wealthy family in the
county of Buckingham. He was a man of rare
endowments, and became a leading member of
the House of Commons. Having most reso-

lutely opposed the payment of the ship-money,
he, at the commencement of the civil war, took
up arms against the King, and accepted the
command of a regiment m the parliamentary
army imder the Earl of Essex. He was a
brave soldier. He never hesitated to nish into
the thickest of the battle. In the severe strug-
gle which took place between the Royalists and
Parliamentarians he received the mortal wound
of which he died a few days after. Clarendon
says that " he was a gentleman of a good ex-
traction and a fair fortune ; who, from a Ufe of
great pleasure and licence, had, on a sudden,
retired to extraordinary sobriety and strictness,

and yet retained his usual cheerfulness and affa-

bility, wliich, together with the opinion of his
wisdom and justice, and the courage he had
showed in opposing the ship-money, raised his

reputation to a very great height, not only in
Buckinghamshire, where he lived, but generally
throughout the kingdom. He was not a man of
many words, and rarely began the discourse, or
made the first entrance upon any business that
was assumed ; but a veiy weighty speaker, and
after he had heard a full debate, and observed
how the House was like to be inclined, took up
the argument, and shortly, and clearly, and
craftily so stated it, that he commonly con-
ducted it to the conclusion he desired ; and if

he found that he could not do that, he was
never without the dexterity to divert the de
bate to another time, and to prevent tha de-
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tennining anything to the negative, whicli

might x^rove inconvenient in the future. He
made so great a show of civility, and modesty,

and Immility, and always of mistrusting his

own judgment, and esteeming his with whom
he conferred for the i^resent, that he seemed to

have no opinions or resolutions, hut such as he

contracted from the information and instruc-

tion he received upon the discourses of others,

whom he had a Avonderful art of governing,

and leading into liis principles and inclinations,

whilst they believed that he wholly depended
upon their counsel and advice. Xo man had
ever a greater power over himself, or was less

the man that lie seemed to be." Tlie testimony

of Hume is not only more remarkable but

more just, when he affirms tliat " many Avere

the %-irtues and talents of this eminent per-

sonage ; and his valour, during the Avar, had
.shone out with a histre equal to that of tlie

other accomplishments by which he had ever

been distinguished. Affability in conversation;

temper, art, and eloquence in debate ; penetra-

tion and discernment in council ; industry,

vigilance, and enterprise in action ;—all these

praises are unanimously ascribed to him by
historians of the most opposite parties. His
virtue, too, and integrity, in all the duties of

I)rivate life, are allowed to be beyond exception.

AVemust only be cautious, not^vithstauding his

generous zeal for libei-ty, not hastily to ascribe

to him the praises of a good citizen. Through
all tlie horrors of civil war he sought tlie

aboUtion of monarchy and subversion of the

constitution—an end Avhicb, had it been attain-

able by peaceable measuri;s, ought carefully

to have been avoided by ever}-^ lover of his

country,"

Whatever may have been his defects, they
were such as are mcident to liumanity ; and liis

great virtues cannot be denied. These Airtues

shed their lustre over all that he did. Xor
was he Little and pusillanimous in action.

Such Avas liis intense dcAotion to truth and
freedom that he Avas looked upon as the
FATHKR OF HIS COUNTRY. Never did the tide

of patriotic feeling gush fresher or freer from
the human heart. His patriotism was no
stray feeling Avhich came over his soul at certain

intervals of time, and for tbe moment toucl:ed

the depth of liis being : it was in him a living

and indAvelling principle. It impressed itself

on his whole character. It gave a deejier

meaning to all that he did. And noAv that he
has passed aAvay from this earthly scene of
action, hoAv fragi-ant still is Jiis name ! hoAv
cherished his memory ! Time Avill never con-
vey that name or that memory to obliA-iou.

Both the one and the otlier Avill be as fresh as

the dcAV of moruuig till humanity is luiiver-

fally regenerated and blessed.

During the prosecution of this celebrated

patriot for refusing to pay the .ship-mouey,

BuLSTRODE WiiiTELOCKE Avas his Ic'ul ad-

Aiser. He Avas a lawyer of great eminence,
and a decided anti-royalist. It is tnie that he
was averse to a civil Avar—it is no less true that
as a member of Parliament, and one of the
commissioners appointed to treat vnth the King
at Oxford, he adAOcated pacific measures ; still

he was the SAVorn enemy of oppression and
tyranny in every form and under Avhatever

name. He AAas chairman of the committee for

drawing up the charges against the unhappy
Strafford, but is said to haA'e taken no part in

the measiu-es which led to the death of Charles.

He Avrote in favour of religious toleration, and
in the Westminster Assembly he protested

again jt the assmned di\'ine right of Presbytery.

He Avas in advance of many Avho sat as mem-
bers of that august convocation. His A'iews

Avere A\ider and more enlightened. He ob-

jected to any man's conscience being fettered

and bound. He was not afraid to leave truth

to the force of its OAA'n hidden and interior life.

And happy Avould it be for this Avorld's

humanity if the truth Avere everywhere left to

the freedom of its oaau action.

Honourable mention must be made of John
Pym, Avho distinguished himself as a zealous

opponent of the court. He had a seat in Parlia-

ment, and AA'as one of the five members AAho

Avere deiaanded by the King to be delivered to

him as traitors. He was a man of stem reso-

lution, and of corresponding intrejiidity. He
rendered good sersice to the cause of liberty.

^Ind so little proAddeut Avas he of his oaati private

fortune during the ciAil Avars, that the Parlia-

ment, from a sense of obligation, undertook to i)ay

some feAv debts Avhich he had contracted. He
Avas extremely obnoxious to the Koyalists.

Hume suys that he was " a man as much
hated by one party as respected by the other.

At London he AA'as considered as the victim to

national libertj', who had abridged his life by
incessant labours for the interests of his country.

At Oxford he Avas belicA'cd to have been struck

with an imcommon disease, and to have beeu
consumed Avith A'ennin, as a mark of Divine

vengeance for his multiplied crimes and trea-

sons." AYitli this quotation before us, Avhat can
Ave tliink of the historian ? Here is a man Avho

disputed the force and Aveight of testimony in

other and liigher branches of inA'estigation,

giving credit to the merest vagaries of ignorance

and superstition. A man that wrote against

the miracles of the Bible, beheA'ing and giAing

currency to a statement Avhich involves Bome-

tliing more miraculous than any miracle ia

Revelation ! What connexion can be traced

betAAcen Pym's conduct and this inflicted

malady ? Happy Avould it have been for Hume
had he had died A\ith a heart so pure, and 4
conscience so full of holy calm :

William Prvnne acted a most conspicuous

part in the scenes of this deeply-tragical period.

Trained for the bar, he rose to great eminence

in his i)rofeScion. He AAas barrister, bencher.
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and reader of the Society of Lincoln's Inn. lie

was a man of lofty |)rincij»le, and of stern in-

te^^rity. " Mis attoiidancc ujKjn the lectures of

l)r. I'rC'^ton, a distinsfuishcfl I'uritan, strfjii;rly

attached him to tliat sect ; and he be«r:ui to

write as early a^; 1<;27, attacking the drinking

of healths, love-locks, popery, and armiiiianism,

wliich he dec*me<l the enormities of the apre. In
li;.;-.' he published his^ work against theatrical

exiiibitions, entitled ' llistrio-JIastix ;' and
having therein libelled the Queen, he was the

subject of a star-chamber prosecution, and con-

demned to pay a fine of £">,00(», to be expelled

the university of Oxford and Lincoln's Inn, to

be deo^aded from his profession of the law, to

stand twice in tlie pillory, losing an ear each
time, and to remain a prisoner for life. J'rynnc

continued writing agauist prelacy in prison,

until, for a virulent piece, entitled ' News from
Ipswich,' he was again sentenced by the star-

chaTnl>er to a fine of £.''j,000, to lose the re-

mainder of his ears in tlie pillory, and to be
branded on each cheek with the letters S. L,,

(seditious libeller). This sentence was al.so

executed ; and he wa^i removed for imprison-

ment to Caernarvon Castle, and afterwards to

tlie island of Jersey. In lfi40 he obt;uued his

lil)erty, was elected member for Newport, and
bore a prominent part in the trial of Laud, his

B)rmer persecutor." Hume tells us that "this

ame I'rynne Avas a great hero among the

Puritans ; and it was chieHy Avitli a view of

mortifying that sect, that, though of an honour-
able profession, he was condemned by the star-

chiimber to so ignominous a jmnishment. The
tliorough-paced Puritans were distinguisliable

by the sourness and austerity of their manners,
and by their aversion to all pleasure and society.

To inspire them with better humour was cer-

tainly, both for their own sake and that of the

public, a lau<lable intention in the court ; but

wlicther pillories, fines, and prisons, were proper

ex))edient3 for that purpose, may admit of some
question."

Such outrages on our humanity "may admit
of some question !

" Marvellous admis.sion I

J Fad the historian been tme to the impulses and
the promptings of his own nature, .such barbari-

ties would have been recorded in the most
caustic language which the vocabulary of Ills

mother-tongue could have supplied. Had
Cromwell, in dealing witti his opiwnents, ap-

priKiched to anything like the same severity, his

name would have been held up to everlasting

infamy, and he himself pronounced the most
heartless tyrant.

J'rynnc was not the only one who was called

to sulfor for his hone.^t attachment to i>rinciplc

and to truth. We might bring up a long and
illustrious line of confessors and wortliies.

Not only was the liberty of England in danger,

but also her faith. There were those who were
ea.i^'erly seeking to reduce religion into the

merest fonualism. Au outward conforuiity I

was held to be of higher moment than au in-

terior spiritual life. It was notliing that a man
was in communion with God, if he were not
within the pale of a certain ecclesiastical iHjlity.

It was a tiling of no account how pure and
Christ-like were the utterances of a man's
heart, if he would not pronounce the shibboleth
of a part)'. And such men there were—men
who could sacrifice neither con.scie:ice nor truth.

They were forward to maintain their principles

in the light of the sun. They shrunk not from
any trial or from any loss to wiiich those prin-

ciples might conduct them. Bitter wa.s the cup
which they were euUed to drink. Sutrcrings

were inllicted upon them which makes humanity
more than blush. Let us again listen to our
great English liistorian :

—" Barnard, lecturer of
St. Sepulchre's, Loiidon, u?ed this expression
in his prayer before sermon :

' Lord, open the
eyes of the Queen's majesty, that .«he may see

Jesus Chri.-t, whom she has pierced Avith her
infidelity, superstition, and idolatry.' lie was
questioned in the high commission court, for this

insult on the Queen ; but, upon his submission,

dismissed. Leighton, who had Avritten libels

against the King, the Queen, the Bisliops, and
the whole administration, was condemned by a
very severe, if not a cruel, sentence ; but the
execution of it was suspended for some time, in

expectation of his submission." "What was the
crime of this pious man ? And to what was he
sentenced ? He jjublished two works—one
entitled Zion's Plea, and the other TriK
LooKJNG Glass of the Holy Wau—which
were pronounced libellous. He was, therefore,

condemned to stand in the pillory, to have hia

ears cut olT, his nose slit, to be branded on the
cheek, to be publicly wlupped, and imprisoned
in the Fleet, where he remained eleven years,

and flied insane. To take the keen edge off

these cruelties, and of which he evidently felt

ashamed, our historian says :
" All the severities,

indeed, of this reign were exercised against tho.se

who triumphed in their sufferings, who courted

persecution, and braved authority; and on
that account their pmiishment may be deemed
more just, but the less prudent. To have
neglected them entirely, had it been consistent

witli order and public safety, had been the wisest

measure that couM have been embraced, as,

perhaps, it had been the most severe punish-

ment that could have been inflicted on these

zealots."

^Ve deny that Leighton and men of his pure
and uplifted spirit ever courted persecution.

They were simple lovers of truth. And we
solemnly protest against the floctrine Uiat man
is res]X)nsible to his fellow-man for his religioiw

opinions and belief. To punish a man because

he differs from another in his views and senti-

ments, and to talk of such puni.shment a.s just,

is to offer the deepest insult to the human rea-

son. It is this which ha.s so seriously impeded,

the development and progress of humanity.
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This it is which has made the church an object

to be loathed and abhorred. Happily a better

time is come. Thought has been emancipated.

Man can no longer be punished for his free

opinions, so long as they disturb not the rela-

tions and the interests of the body-politic.

One of the chief and.most zealous abettors of

those cruel inflictions on holy and devoted men
was the ever-memorable Laud, Archbishop of

Canterbury. Nothing would satisfy him but

such provisions as should make it obligatory on
every individual, under the severest pains and
penalties, to conform to the church as estab-

lished by law. He was the favourite minister

of the King, and prevailed on liis Sovereign to

give his sanction to all those novelties which
savoured more of popish or pagan superstition

than of protestant purity and simplicity. At
the commencement of the Long Parliament, he
was impeached by the Commons, and sent to

the Tower. After lying there three years, he

was brought to his trial before the House of

Lords, and was acquitted. With this acquittal

the Lower House could not agree. They passed

a bill of attainder, declaring him guilty of high

treason, to which the Lords were under the

necessity of acceding, and the archbishop was
accordingly beheaded. It is said, that, having
during his trial behaved with spirit and vigour

of genius, he shook not imder the horrors of his

death ; that, though he had usually professed

himself apprehensive of a violent death, he
found all his fears to be dissipated before that

superior courage by which he was animated.

Leighton, and men of kindred soul, may be
tortured and racked, imprisoned and executed,

for maintaining what in their conscience they
believed to be the simple truth of Gk)d,—and,

Hume thinks it but pure justice ! How dif-

ferently he writes about the fate ofLaud. How
his very soul is moved toward the suffering pre-

late ! What a depth of piety he can discover

in the aged man ! Mark his words :
" Those

religious opinions for which he suffered contri-

buted, no doubt, to the courage and constancy

of his end. Sincere he imdoubtedly was, and,

however misguided, actuated by pious motives
in all his pursuits ; and it is to be regretted

that a man of such spirit, who conducted his

enterprises with so much warmth and industry,

had not entertained more enlarged views, and
embraced principles more favourable to the

general happiness of society." Pity, indeed.

Master Hume, that his principles were not more
favourable to the general happiness of society

!

But why did he persecute men who had em-
braced such principles ? And why should he
get credit for the most pious motives, while they
are accused of the most rebellious and insurrec-

tionary designs ? Future history will be more
true, more faithful.

Other men seem to claim our notice. We
might speak of Sfxden, so far-famed for his

intellectual might and greatness of soul— for

his profound learning and legal eminence ; a
man all whose sympathies were Avith those who
stood on the side of liberty and of conscience,

and all whose efforts, amid the disputes between
Charles and the Parliament, uniformly went to

prevent an ultimate appeal to the sword : we
might introduce Sir Harry Vane, who, as

member of Parliament for Hull, took an active

part against the Royalists ; Avho was a principal

mover of the Solemn League and Covenant,
and also of the Self-denying Ordinance ; and
who, though he outlived the Protector, and con
sidered himselfin no danger on the Restoration,

was yet arrested and committed to the Tower,
where he was at length beheaded :—we might
specify others, and not a few, but our limits! pi

forbid, except just to touch on the position and
fate of Viscount Falkland, who it is acknow
ledged was superior to all those passions and
affections which attend vulgar minds, and was
guilty of no other ambition than of knowledge
and to be reputed a lover of all good men. He
was chosen a member of the House of Commons
in 1640, and having espoused the cause of the

Parliament, took an active part in politics.

From his very youth he had a strong inclina-

tion to be a soldier, and in the civil war went a

volunteer with the Earl of Essex. He was in

tensely solicitous to promote and establish peace,

and passionately professed that the very agony
of the war, and the view of the calamities and
desolation the kingdom did and must endure,

took his sleep from him, and would shortly

have broken his heart and ended his days. He
was killed in the battle of Newbury. Virtue

adorned his life, and glory croAATied his death
Clarendon says :

" Thus ffeU that incomparabla
young man in the four-and-thirtieth year of his

age, having so much dispatched the true busi

ness of life, that the eldest rarely attain to thatlnoi

immense knowledge, and the youngest entet lioo

not into the world with more innocency : who-
soever leads such a life, needs be the less anxious
upon how short warning it is taken from him."

He elsewhere remarks, that " if there were no
other brand upon this odious and accursed civil

war than this single loss, it must be most infa-

mous and execrable to all posterity."

Softly, my Lord Clarendon, softly. But for

this civil war, and where would have been
England's faith and England's liberties ? We
profess not to justify all that was said, oi

written, or done, by those illustrious men who
espoused the popular cause ; and yet but foi

the part they nobly acted, the people would
have been trodden down and enslaved—truth

would have found not a sanctuary but a sepul-

chre—freedom, not a shrine but a stake

!

ffli
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FEMIXIXE PERFECTIONS, OR THE UNREASONABLE BACHELOR.
By a. B. Johnson.

Ab the study of geo^rrapliy and liidtory i.s be-

come uiiiversial, everybody doubtless knows all

that has been published couccming the kiug-

dom of Tuscora, and its renowned sovereign

Alphonso the Beautiful. .Still a little private

record exists of the court, that has not yet found

its proper place in any published annals of that

far-celebruted monarch. He was, as everybody
knows, only nineteen years old when he was
called by Providence to a«cend the throne of his

illustrious ancestors ; yet he possessed a very

manly tigure, and his muscular energy was so

great, that he could bend an iron crow-bar by
tin- mere strengtli of liis hands ; while his in-

tellectual powers were thought to excel his

phy;<ical.

Alplionso, though he was so exalted iu sta-

tion, young and beautiful, shunned all the

amusements with which his courtiers sought to

gladden his accession to power. He was evi-

«lently unhappy. He lost his appetite, and
sleep forsook his pillow. Alarm for his health

soon became general, till at length, so inuninent

seemeti the i)eril, that hi* oldest and most re-

1 apected minister of state, the venerable Poke-
funatus. disregardbig the severe etiquette of the

court of Tuscora, fell on his knees before the

young monarch, ;ind implored Ixim to reveal to

liis faitiful servant the grief that was but too

evidently preying on the royal breast.

Pokefunatus knew that whoever presumed
to question the sovereign on any topic, forfeited

his life unless his majesty should remit the

penalty; but the loyal old man was milling to

ha/ard his life and to lose it, if he could thereby

restore the king to health and happiness. He
noon found that he had need of all his devo-

tion, as Alphonso's beautiful face seemed con-

vulsed with surprise and sudden rage, at what
he characterized as the bold impertinence of a
nupjrserviceable slave. All colour fled from liis

cheeks and lips, and his scimitar seemed to leap

from its scabbard, and gleam aloft by its own
impulse, so rapid was the movement «»f Al-
plion.so to terminate at a blow the offence and
the offender. But th« old counsellor was .«o

greatly beloved fur the mild dignity with which
he had borne liis liigh honours, and for the

many imjwrtant services that he had rendered
to the state in the past and preceding reigns,

tliat all the courtiers who filled tlie audience-

cliamber manifested involuntarily .so deep a
consternation as to cause Alphonso to arrest his

jturitose, and re.spite the offender till he ."hould

have passed some reasonable time in prejmra-
tion for death, and in bidding a final adieu to

Ids family.

Even this melioration of the catastrophe failed

to restore trant^uillity to the alarmed court.

The sudden outbreak of so fierce a wrath seemed
to leave no man secure for a moment; espe-
cially as prmces who indulge themselves in acts
of tyranny, can at Jiny time create occasion for
tyrannous conduct. Alphonso saw in the con-
straint of his attendants that they were uneasy;
hence, for the purpose of restoring confidence,
and perhaps from a revulsion of feeling in
favour of an ancient servant, he convoked all

his principal officers, and graciously declared
that while he would punish every coercive in-

terference ^v^th his private thoughts, he was
willing to state voluntarily the trouble that
oppressed liim. It proceeded from the love
which he felt toward his dear subjects, and the

!
consequent duty thereby incumbent on liim, of
furnishing them with a lineal descendant to
occupy the throne at his decease ; while per-
sonally he jxjssessed such a repugnance to the
whole race of womankind, that he feared the
aversion was unconquerable : imless, indeed,
one could be found whose voice was habitually
lower than that of any female he yet had heard ;

for in a loud voice seemed to lie his great anti-

,
pathy. If within a month such a female could

,
be found, he would marry her, and even Poke-

' funatus should be pardoned.

I

His majesty's gracious determination, and a
I hope that the prime minister might be e.xtri-

I

cated from his present peril, induced a search to

i

be instituted throughout the kingdom, for a

j

young lady who would suite the royal require-

I ment ; but though all the ladies of Tuscora
i

lowered their voices for the occasion, and spoke

;

almost in a whisper, yet when suddenly excited
I by either grief or joy, or i)erchance by anger,
they would speak so loud as manifestly to be
disqualified from becoming the wife of an abso-
lute king who could not endure loud speaking.

Wliile the termination of the month was ra-
' pidly advancing, the mes.wngcrs returned slowly
t
and sorrowfully to report the failure of their

I

mission. Gloom again appeared in every coun-
tenance, and the life of the ill-fated minister

j

.seemed hoix.less, when suddenly as the last

I minute of the last day of the fatal month was
j

transpiring, an unusual clamour was heard out-

i
side tlie palajce, and jjresently a breathless mes-

!
senger announced to the assembled court that

,

he had found a lady with a voice so low and
harmonious that when he fu-st heard it, he mis-
took it for the soft breathings ofan ..^olian harp.
Every jjerson was delighted except the king.

He was manifestly disappointed and displea.'*ed.

He intimated that the month was expired, and
that the messenger was too late to gain a throne
for the lady, or to save the life of the criminal.

Ssill, lest his justice should be questioned, he

,
sauted I'okefunatus a respite during another
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mouth ; and if within that period a female could

be fomid who was amiable v/liile disappointed

and contradicted, he would marry her and par-

don the prisoner.

The messengers had encountered sufficient

difficulty in the former search to almost des-

pair in the present, which seemed to reqnh-e a

greater deviation from the or(Unary moral or-

ganization of human beings than tlie otiier had
from the physical organization. Yet they de-

parted with a determination to fulfil the new
requirement of the sovereign, if such a lady as

was designated should happen to exist. Tliey

naturally visited all the boarding-.;chools of the

metropolis, as more likely places than any
other, for iinding the object of their search ; not

omitting the various -watering-places, wliere

more mature womanhood disports its loveli-

ness during the heats of summer, for that hap-

pened to constitute the period of the year when
the search was in i)rogres3. As rumour ap-

prised the female world of the object of the

messengers, they Avcre greeted everywliere v/ith

an amiability that no imagination could ex-

ceed by delighted and lio;)eful expectants ;

who, however, maintained the required degree

of amiability only while they were hopeful.

This Avas just Avhat the messengers had feared ;

and they all returned to court, sad, slow, and
successless, as the month verged tov/ard its

close.

The last day arrived. Brightly shone forth

the sun, maldng sadder by contrast the apjiear-

ancc of the returning messengers. Tlie king,

surroimded by all his great officers, w.is seated

on his tlirone, to Iiear what was already known
informally, the failure of the second experi-

ment. Des])ondency Avas visible on cTcry face,

despite the forced efforts of obsequious loyalty

to counterfeit delight. The life of the unfortu-

nate prime minister was fast tending to an

abrupt termination, when agam a tardy mes-

senger announced, in breathless liaste, that he

had found a lady Avho could preserve good hu-

mour and Idnd feelings under the severest dis-

appointments. The king could scarcely restrain

his indignation. lie insisted tliat the sentence

had been in effect pronounced, and tliat the

minister sliould no longer be respited. .Still, a

moment's reflection sufficed to assuage his rising

impatience. Even the most absolute princes

must not disregard the deeply-rooted feelings of

their subjects ; and he saw, in the general de-

jection, that he must omit no form of apparent

lenity and justice. He, accordingly, granted

another month's i^ostponement, with the pro-

mise of pardon and marriage, as heretofore, if a

lady could be found Avho ntver cried.

This requirement was deemed more difficult

of accomplishment tlian either of the otliers,

and the messengers could scarcely l)e induced

to attempt the searcli ; but so great was tiie

sumpatliy for the unfortunate old counsellor,

that they at length resolved to find a dry-eyed

lady, if one inliabited the kingdom. Fame soon
promulgated what the king was seeking, and
not a tear was shed in 1'uscora by any female,

young or old, during the Avhole month. But
this availed not. They all had been accus-

tomed to cry when they were vexed or per-

plexed ; and the messengers returned to court
dispirited and sullen.

The king received them in all the pomp of
royalty as usual. He had heard the failure of
their mission, and attended now only to givu

due solemnity to the sequel. Right pleased

Avas the royal woman-hater in the perverse

contcmi)lation of living hereafter in imdis-

turbed celibacy, while even his enemies— if

kings have enemies —could not reproach him
therewith, after the great efforts he had taken
to procure a consort. But in the midst of
these secret felicitations, again a tardy mess-
enger rushed into the presence-chamber, and,

prostrating himself before the throne, an-

nounced that he had found a lady who never
cried.

This time, however, tlie month was clearly

ended, and no one presumed to question th»
justice ofAlphonso when he declared that exe-

cution could no longer be delayed against

j'okefunatus, nor his own royal person be far-

tlier disturbed in seeking for a partner to share

liis throne. The unfortunate old man, who had
been 1)vouglit from a distant fortress, and who,
surrounded by the king's guards, was in an
anteroom of the palace, was therefore sum-
moned into the presence that he might be sen-

tenced personally by the king ; for such is the

cTjstom of the realm when a great officer of

Tuscora is to be beheaded. Not long was the

fatal summons uttered before a distant door was
throwm open, and through it was seen to issue,

in slow and measured pace, a gloomy procession

of armed men -with the prisoner in their midst.

Palo and manifestly feeble, yet with a dignity

which conscious rectitude can under any circum-

stances alone supply, he advanced toward his

offended master, leaning for support, and evi-

dently with no stinted pressure, on the arm of

hi.s yomigest but most devoted daughter—the

lovely Adeline. Engrossed wholly by the sor-

rows of her father: she knew not that lier

be;iuty was attracting the admiring gaze of

king and courtiers. .Still, no tear dimmed the

radiance of her eyes, and when she addressed

some Avords of consolation to her venerable

parent the soimds Avere so soft aind melodious

that the king felt that he could listen to them
for ages Avith increasing delight. Female love-

liness had never Ijcfore touched his heart ; and

he exclaimed, almost involuntarily :
" Who is

this heavenly vision y"

" Sire," said the tardy messenger, " she is the

lady AA'ho never cries ! I found her Avith her

father in the distant fortrej',s of Clontorf, or I

should have been able to return in time to save

hcrfutlier's life."
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" Sire. " said the other tardy me.«sPujErer,

falling on his kuees suppliantly, ' t>he is the

young lady who i.s always amiable : The dis-

tance that I h;ul to travel in rctiiruin^j from
tlic prison, which she inhabited night and day
with her father, occ;uioned my unfortunate

tardineiis."

" Sire," said the rcmaininpr tardy messenger,
•* she is the lady wliose voice is always low 1 I

liad heard of her by fame ; but resohiiig to

trust no evidence but my ovn\ sense*:, in a
matter which concerned your majesty, I went
in person to Clontorf; and thou;;]i 1 joa:Tieye<l

with tlie utmost expedition, I utiha|)pily laiied

ill rt'tunung sufficiently early to save the noble
prisoner from death."

" And who shall take hiB life?" exclaimed
AlphoDso ;

" the father of so much sense and
loveliness miut not be lost to our kingdom !"

All the prejudices of the kin^ against mar-
riage were <lissipated ; for he found that they
had originated in erroneous prepossession?. In-

stead of sentencing hi.H ancient counsellor he
foilhwith restore«l him to favour ; and sa* for

the l>eautiful Adeline, she soon l>ecaine queen
of Tnscora. Alphonso the beautiful and Ade-
line the (j<xk1 long reigneil the haj)i)ie^t

monarchs of the age in which tliey Hourisiied,

and tlieir descendunt-s still occupy the throne
of the Bame ancient kingdom. Even to this

remote day a decriie e.xists, wliich wan promul-
gated by Al])honso on the morning of his mar-
riage, that whenever intellectual, moral, and
cori)oi-eal excellence combine in the same
woman, no man shall withstand her influence,

under the penalty, on disobedience to the de-

cree, of universal contempt.

PARLIAMENTARY SKETCHES.

No. IV.—MR. COBDEN.
(Concluded fro7n pajc LOJ.

Tur. first .«!ession paf^sedthus without any stonn.

The new member was, as it is said in Engliiud.

assured of a hearing in the house, and that is

all that a debutant could accomplish for the

first year. The opening of the session of lS4;i

found the manufacturing districts in a state of

great distress and agitation, i>roduced both by

the high price of food and the stagnation of

trade.

The borough of Stockport suffered particu-

larly from tliis double scoui'gc, the dcamess of

l»rovi»ions and the want of emi>loynient. In

February l,si;j tliis distress of the industrial

]K>pulation became the object of the delibera-

tions of Parliament. Tlie debate lasted during

many days, or ratlier during many nights. At
kiigth 5Ir. Cobden rose ; and, after an ani-

mated picture of the frightful mLser>' of the

people in the north of England, and ospecially

at Stockport, he directed his attacks against

the head of the Cabinet, Sir n. Feel, declaring

him to be, in his quality of priniipal supi)orter

of the Corn-laws, jK-rsonally re5ix)nsible fur all

the fUsasters wliich desolated the country.

Tliis form of discussion was warm, but there

was notliiug in it contrary to the usages of I

J'ailianientary debate, as ]>ractised among our

neiglilKjurs. I'nder any other circumstance it
,

would not have been sufiicicnt to cause Sir K. i

Feel to lose the resene and moderation which
ordinarily distinguish him, but the mind of tlie

|

illustrious baronet was at that moment iu a
Btate of great excitement. A few days before,

his Secretary, Mr. Drununond, had been assas-

.sinatid by a niudman, wlm had taken him, he
said, for Sir R. Feel. The l;uuily of th . minister

wer^ in continual alarm for liib safety, and the

uneasiness wliich wa3 manifested around liim

had, in the end, disturbed his calm.
However this may be, the honourable chief

of tlie League had scarcely sat down, when Sir

Robert Feel hastily rose, liis features contracted
by emotion and anger, and in his reply he went
so fur as to accu.«e his adversary of inciting an
assas.sin against him. At these words a cry of
indignation burst from the ministerial benches,

and trom all sides are heard the words tnurderer,
assassin. Frightful disorder is manifested in

the house ; ilr. CoIxIlu n.^es to ref)el the igno-

minious interpretation given to his words ; but
his voice is drowned by cries. lie i)er»ists. The

!
disorder lasts till three o'clock iu the momuig.

i Tlie house rises in the middle of the agitation,

and tlie members of the Tory party are heard

j
to say to say to each other, with joy, on retir-

I

ing, that Cobden is now lost, and for ever annihi-

lated as a jKjlitical man. They deceived them-

I

selves strangely ; they had reckoned without
the League,

I

Some hours after, the news of the moral

j outrage committed on the person of C^lxleu

j
reached Manchester. A meetmg is immedi-
ately convoked ; ten thousand men assemble
in tlie Free-trade Hall. The orators relate the

indignity done to the chief of the League ; the

assembly unanimously vote on address to

Cobden, to expre*s its conlitlence in liim, and
indignation at the attack directed against his

honour. The atldress, posted afterwards on
the public places of Mancliester, is covered, in

two days, witli forty thousand signatures, 'ilie

same demonstration is repeated at the .<anie

time in all tlie great manufacturing towns of

the kingiloiii. and in les^ th:ui a month Cobdeu
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had received as many deputations and ad-

dresses as a king receives aft«r an assault on
his person.

Tlie English aristocracy had but little ex-

pected this result ; it understood, but too late,

that in attempting to dishonour its adversary

it had raised him, glorified and decorated with

a prestige which was to increase each day till

they were forced to humble before him.

It has been seen with what grace Sir R.
Peel has since made honourable amend for the

outrageous words which he had formerly pro-

nounced. They had remained engraven on
the heart of Cobden, who remembered them
on every occasion, sparing his adversary nei-

ther invective nor irony, till at last, in the sit-

ting of the 2 7th February, 1846, a malicious

allusion of 3Ir. D'Israeli, who was desirous of re-

Tenging himself for the concessions of Sir R.
Peel to the Leaguers, afforded the latter an op-

portunity of nobly retracting. Ck)bden, in his

turn, declared himself satisfied with the ex-

planations of Sir R. Peel, adding that, after

this declaration, he hoped that no person would
consider himself justified in returning to this

subject ; and since then the expression ofmutual
esteem has subsisted between these two eminent
men.
At the same time that Cobden thus

triumphed under outrage, the League, which
triumphed equally, resolved to transfer to Lon-
don the seat of its operations. The executive

council hired the vast hall of Drury-lane
Theatre, and later, the still larger one of Co-
rent-garden; and there, during two years,

maintaining a general agitation throughout the

country, it weekly declared its doctrines to an
immense and incessantly-renewed audience.

Necessity, justice, and advantages of the free

importation of com, and free-trade in general

;

history of the corn-laws ; selfishness and op-

pression exercised by the landed proprietors ;

com merchants who arrogate to themselves the

right of imposing and trading in the miseries

of the people ; pictures of the miseries of the

people ; refutation of objections, whether from
the agricultural interest, from the interests of

the English power, or from the interests of the
working classes; exposition of the political

object of the League ; reactionary movement
of the industrial classes of England against the
privileged aristocracy ; beneficial consequences
of commercial liberty for the poorer classes, for

the agriculturists as well as for the manufac-
turers, for the aristocracy itself, which will

I)erish if it opposes itself to it, for England in

general, aad, in fine, for humanity at large
;

repudiation of all old political errors, establish-

ment of the fraternity of nations by means of
commercial liberty.

Such is the brief programme whic!; tlie ora-

tors of the League—Cobden at theii ead —have
for seven years developed in England, under
every form, with the pen and the tongue, with

every kind of style and eloquence, from the
most common-place familiarity, mingled with
sallies and bon-mots, to the highest and most
impetuous pathetic, in every place, from the
metronolis to the most remote hamlets ; for the
crusade, commenced in the manufacturing pro-

vinces, was already far advanced in the agri-

cultural disrricts, when victory put an end to

its operations.

As to Mr. Cobden's style of eloquence, the

same qualities which have raised him in some
sort to his position as head of the movement,
those same qualities of the man of action, a
stranger to every personal prepossession, and
wholly absorbed in one object, have caused his

preponderancy as an orator, especially as cate-

chist of the doctrines of the League. His elo-

quence, the more admirable (as Sir R. Peel has
said) as it is the less adorned, is the triumph of
the natural and the simple. He is never bril-

liant ; he converses : his conversation takes

every tone ; it goes from the familiar to the pa-

thetic without ceasing to be conversation ; and
a profound, obstinate, and inflexible logic pre-

dominates through every evolution of this word
so flexible, so varied, and so clear. Each day
and each moment he takes a new path, and
each path conducts him to the same end,

the abolition ofthe Corn-laws and the establish-

ment of commercial liberty. From the first

word he utters to the last, one feels the man
who ceases not for an instant to be in com-
munication with his public, who necessantly

gives and receives impressions—the man, in a

word, who truly impro^isatores. He seizes on
every idea for his subjects, and the forms which
he adopts are the most simple. Thus, he will

commence a discourse in these words :—Inhabi-

tants ofLondon, what is there new among you ?

You have known something of what we liave

done in the North ; what is passing here ? In
the midst of his argmnent he will let fall some
sally calculated to fix and recall the attention

of the audience. Thus, a bench falls and pro-

duces confusion. " Do not be afraid," said the
orator, " it is the presage and the symbol ofthe

fall of the monopolists." On another occasion,

after having spoken of the duties on coffee,

touching on the question of the tariff of foreign

and colonial sugar, before an audience in which
there was a great number of ladies, he em-
ploys this transition :—" Next comes the sugar.

Ladies, you cannot make coffee without sugar,

and all the sweetness of your smiles would not

be sutficient to sugar it."

His ardent temperament, but of a latent

ardour, the more energetic in fact as it is more
concentrated in word, rarely hurries him to ex-

plosions of emotion or anger. Irony is the arm
which he prefers, sometimes simply jovial of

that good hearty English joviality, sometimes

sharpened to a point of bitterness, which ren-

ders it more terrible than indignation.

It is with this eloquence so varied, but always
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stiiinped with simplicity and naturalness, even

m its highest flights, that Mr. Cobden found the

secret of pleasing, moving, instructing, and
convincing, and imparting each day to the soul

of some thousands of liearers not only impres-

sions but resolutions, for Colxlcn is alx)ve all

a man of s'.ction. "You ought not to come
here," he has often said, " as to a place of

amusement ; the object which we have in view
claims personal, energetic, and persevering

efforts. Speaking does but little, an i I should

be ji.shamed to appear before you if that was
not the least of the instruments which I have
used in the service of our cause."

In his appearance Mr. Cobden is dark, thin,

short, and nervous ; he has sharp features ; his

physiognomy is thoughtful and calm, not with-

out a certain shade of resolution, but it has
nothing which particularlycommands attention;

it is on tl;e whole more agreeable than impos-
ing. It has often been a matter of surprise

that a man so frail in appearance should liave

been able to l>ear such fatigue of mind and
body. Mr. Cobden has been known to travel

fifteen hundred miles in eight days, and to
speak in six different meetings. The secret ol

liis physical strength lies in his extreme so-

briety, and in the happy faculty which lie pos-
sesses of being able to sleep at will in the
intervals of the most violent efTorts. Thus it

has sometimes happened to him, that on leaving
a meeting of four thousand persons, after a dis-

course of two hours, and still having in his ears
the shouts of applause, he has tiirown himself
on a bed and fallen ajsleep, with the calm sleep
of an infant.

The secret of Cobden's moral force is not

only in the 8Uj>eriority of his mind and the

tenacity of his character ; it is also in his mo-
de.sty, and the simplicity of his manners. Com-
pletely free from vanity, he has never offended

the vanity of otliers; in the middle of a bitter

struggle of seven years, he has not created a
single personal enemy.

WEST RIDING.
As rolls the placid stream along

Its onward course serenely strong.

Through rocks and ravines calmly wending,

Yet ever to the ocean tending

;

The thunder-storm may burst around

—

The awful earthquake shake the ground—
The varying moments in their flight,

Bring the contrasting day and night

;

While seasons, on their shifting range,

Visit its shores with constant change.

Still it flows on, until its strength

Reaches the ocean-goal at length.

Such is the power, the influence

Of sober thought and quiet sense.

It knows no refhix—no delay

—

But takes its most majestic sway
Spite of resistance, rolling on
Until its noble work is done.

'Tis not the cataract's noisy shock,

Wliich, dashing down the mountain rock,

With its impetuous rush surprises,

That in its progress fertilizes.

Xo ! but the gentle, quiet tide,

Kissing the flowerets on each side.

And moving still, with steps serene,

Through lauglung Tales and meadow:j green.

SOME WORDS FOR OUR FEMALE SERV^VNTS.
By Silverpen.

CHAP
A WISER recognition of the claims of labour

has been made, of late years, by the reflective

portion of society— and this a portion confined

to no class, but existing wherever a nobler and
more active Christianity, whether the result ol

thought or of the education of books, influences

the progression of truth and mercy ; and this

mercy is self-interested, lor its results pay back
its price tenfold ; as the employer, who both re-

cognizes and acts up to his own duties, directly

teaches the employed, that they have theirs,

both relative and conditional.

Leaving the more recognized claims of labour
to their outspoken voice, there are others which
need an outspoken voice too, because unrecog-
nized. Moral claims that, in their liumble pro-

vince, tend as much to increase the health of
towns, to diminish crime, to spread enlighten-

ment and education, to give progress to the
moral life of the humbler clatuies, and to im-

T E R I.

prove their physical comforts, as the appa-
rently more urgent claims.which, appearing ou
the social surface, readily attract attention.

One of these humble claims is the female ser-

vattt labour of towns.
This class of lalx»ur could be affected by no

law of the state, as in the case of factories and
mines. Hence benefit must grow out of indi-

vidual homes by the spread of conviction, or the
more useful application of education, in the
governing power, principally of woman over
woman. When it is believed tliat the servant

employed has faculties and affections capable
of improvfciuont, has physical energy which can
be turned to i^ood or evil, has connexions and
dependents, which, through her influences can
be degraded or raised, then only will female
servitude cease, as in loo many cases, to be the

anomaly it is.

The great social error, from which ariset
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suspicion, on the one hand, and fear on the

othei", seems to me to be that Avhich affixes to

the lower kinds of physical labour the stigma

of degradation, involving witli it presumptive

and certain immorality. Why is this ? Why
does tlie labouj- of cooldng my dinner, or

lighting my fire, necessarily imply degradation

of act, or principle ? The soiled hand that

ministers to my comfort is not necessarily that

of a foe ; the lips that answer to my demands,
or questions, speak by no force of nature un-

truth, instead of truth. Yet we act as if Ave

thus believed ; and pride ourselves upon our

better knowledge. Have I instructed pitiful

ignorance?—have I set an example of in-,

llexible truth and justice?—have I won by
gentleness, or soothed by kindness ? If I have
done these things, yet found no touch of God's

nature in the hvnnaii hearts of those I have
done thus to, then let me decry menial labour

as a thing having annexed to it irremovable

vice, and still act Avith degradmg tyranny, and
still revel in the pride of iny narrow thoughts.

Till then, let me not affix to humanity so

irreverent a belief, or uphold that to instruct

error is but to increase crime. If I do, I am
the loser, the one to be pitied, because I am
poor in the love and respect of human hearts,

raised u])by ni}' pity, or ennobled bymy teaching.

It appears to me that all honest labour has
proportionate dignity and happiness annexed
to it. Thus, in pitying menial labour, we forget

that hai)pines3 is a relative good, consequent
upon duty rightly perfonned ; and that the
keen comparison of rest, as well as enjoyment,
follows all right work. The Sabbath of the

ploughman is indeed a sabbath of rest ; the
holiday of the mechanic, or the maid of all

work, has apportioned to it more comparative
enjoyment than to the leisure of those Avho

lalDour less and rest oftener. We say, and
teach our children to say, *' She is only a maid-
servant ;" as if servitude for bread merited
scorn. Rut we must not measure existent

A^irtue by its social grade, nor be forgetful that

the meanest has his place and his Avork, that

require as much necessary virtue in their rela-

tion to society, and tend as much to their OAvn

proportionate moral good as those of higher
claims. When Ave shall remember this simple
truth, Ave shall no longer degrade, by contumely
and susi)icion, but raise by pity and mercy.
Let us annex what sconi or degradation we
Avill to idleness and dependence on the labour
of others, but let us ameliorate right labour by
our appreciation of its honesty and usefulness

;

for, Avhilst my servant is honest and just, and
earns her independence, she is no more to be
degraded by my pity, than I Avho pay her ser-

vices. She has her duties, I hare mine ; mine
are to teach, and give her means to raise her
sex and class, and be the contributor to her
humble pleasures, instead of the scorner of her
ignorance.

The large proportion female servants bear in

the census of toAvns shows that their labour is

a necessity, that may influence to good or CA'il.

When Ave rememljer that this necessity exists,

in relation with tlie comfort and ssicredness of
our homes, Ave can at once admit that good
and progression may as Avell arise from this ne-
cessity as ev^il. Order, cleanliness, and truth,

are household gods that should exist on CA'ery

hearth ; modesty and candour, A'irtues that
should hallow and Avatch aix)uiul the cradles of
our children. Yet aac take this mass of female
labour, ignorant and untaught as it is, and un-
hesitatingly denounce, if Ave do not find tliat

virtues, necessarily of education, weigh not
heavier than the price Ave pay. At one dere-

liction, at one sin, at one error in virtues,

Avhich Ave may not practise ourselves, Ave turn
out the hireling hand to crune or pauper mar-
riage, acting as if the sins of ignorance can-
celled all moral obligations on our part.

Tlie hours of factory labom- have been
abridged by act of parliament. Yet these,

lengthened out as they used to be, were short

in comparison AAath those of hundreds of poor
toAATi-servants, even in houses of the Avealthy

classes, and amongst people Avho profess to be
educated. The greater the appearance of gen-
tility, tlie heavier often is the servant's Avork.

What shall avc say to labour, hard muscular
labom-, from five or six in the morning to

twelve or one of the night following ; this

not for one day in the week, but every day,

Sundays and all ! Can Ave A\'onder that thou-
sands of females die annually in the London
hosjoitals of diseases of the hip and knee-joint,

or in Avant and misery pine through lingering

months of consumption ; females tliat, the year
before, came up from their coimtry homes in

health and often beauty. I once knew a beau-
tiful girl—a flower from her native marshland
—Avho Avas tempted up to London by the hopes
of high Avages. She obtained and kept a place
for nine months as housemaid in the home of
a AA'ealthy merchant. Slie Avas one of five ser-

vants
; yet at the end of tliis time her father

had to fetch lier home by sIoav and expensive
stages, for she AA'^as dying, and Avithout hope.

As the old man said, " I did not knoAV her, but
thought it Avas her ghost." Trulls she Avas

one. Nineteen hours of daily labour, and tAvo

and three flights of stairs, AAith the Aveight of

heavy trays loaded Avith plate and glass, had
done their AA'ork Avell and quickly. Fortunately,

the poor creature had a resting place at last,

for her merciful mistress had turned her forth,

on the third da)'^ of her inability to labour, as a

beast or machine that could no longer perform

its duty. The nine months' honest service

Avas a forgotten thing—Avcre dust and aslies.

To this taskAvork of labour, other deteriorat-

ing evils are added, in projiorticn as the em-
ployer is less humane, less AA'ealthy, or less re-

spectable in society. Ix>ok at the untruth and
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fraud forced upon the? erv'ant, in homed where
gentility is assumed at the expense of plaiji

dciiling and just action ; see the envy and
littlenesses of another cla.s<, and the starvation

ofapfrudc still lower. Mr. Dickens's ifarchioness

is no e.xapgeration; it is faithful to the life,

and a hundred niistre?se.s such ai Sally Brass

couid be easily f()un<l, if search were made.
it was a dreary ni^^lit, in the end of last Oc-

tol>er, when an errand of inquiry took me into a
jx)or mean street lying between Gray's-inn and
Holborn. At about the sixteenth hou?e I rap-

ped, for the door had the gentility of a knocker,

and, moreover, was painted green. I had to

repeat this a second and a third time ; at last

there was a shufHc within, the door opened, and
a .^hock-lieadcd creature, hideous from .squalor

and dirt, thrust her head forth, and interrogated

lae with the monosyllable " Eh?" I made my
inquiry, and the creature, thrusting her feet in

the shoes that had slipped oil" at her last step

shook back her hair, and retreated again. I

stood for a minute or two upon the door-step,

and saw, by the dull lamp-light of tlie street,

that the hoase belonged to an undertaker,
for a miniature black colfin-lid, gaily studded
mth brass-hcadetl naiJ.^, was seen above the
limp, hall-toni blind, loosely stretched across

the parlour window. As this marchioness
did not reappear, I entered the dirty passage,

littered with pewter pots, ciiildrtn'.s play-things,

pattens, shoes, fragments of potato and ajjple

l)celings, and found, by good chance, the top of
the kitchen staircase, and there, in a loud voice,

I made my second inquiry.
'* Kli I what?" interrogated some coarse voice,

evidently speaking to this marchioness ;
" you

mean to s;iy you didn't steal ?.lr. Xubbs's sugar ?

Come, tell me, or I'll strike you."
" I didn't," answered the girl, doggedly

;

•• but 'tis no use speaking the truth—you never
believe."

" "Wiiat :" shrieked tlie virago, " you dare
to contradict, you parish tiling, when 3Ir.

Xubbs has given u.s wamhig in consequence."
" Save me, nnister, save me !

" slnieked the
girl, for her mistress proceeded to bl<)ws, and
.she evidently appealed to the mercy of the un-
dertaker. '• 3Ii.ssus knows, as well a.s I, she put
her finger in the sugar, and the tea too ; and
now she strikes, 'caase I fetched 3Irs. Brown,
as is a-dying in the front attic, some tea, and
made her kettle boil."

" Very good," said the undertaker, giving a
gentle tap with his hammer, for he was not
wrotli, " very good. Peg ; l)nt when the parish
put you here, the Ixjard paid me nothing for

your mercy to other people, and so don't come
near me, or I'll " The undertaker did
not finish his sentence, but struck another nail

on the head, by way of metai)hor ; anrl thus in-

cited, the mistress seemed to deal her blows
riglit and left, far and near.

" I'll luck up everythuig a^ idii't uuder lock,

now, and take out the Ijeautiful fire a;i ia

a-buniing from five in the moniing till one the
next. And look here, at thi.s line cut-aud-come-

again loaf; you thought to have yer tea, did

you ?
"

" Ha 1 ha I ' and the undertaker rapped trick-

somely another nail.

" Beat me, missus," said the pitiful, entreat-

ing creature, evidently caring little for blows,

in comparison with the agony of huuger; " for

though I'se didn't steal Nubbs's sugar, I won't
say anythijig about the four days' wasliing, or
the sleeping on the kitchen hearth, to any of
the lodgers, if you won't keep back the bread.

I'm so very hungry, that I cried all lust night,

indeed I did ;" and then the abject creature

wept, till my heart seemed turned to stone with
anguish.

" Cried ! fidtllesticks " was the mistress's an-
swer ;

" that's your parish humanity again, is

it ? You won't see the colour of bread thia

night. GrO on wth your washing."
" And by and by, with a little shroud work,

'as will be such a treat to your parish hu-
manity." Thus speaking, the undertaker rai>
ped another nail, and langlied amazingly.

The courage of hunger wa.^ greater than the
abjectness of fear ; for, as the pitiful creature

shuffled across the kitchen to her labours, she
muttered, "Well, next time a." how the beadle
asks me if I've bread enough, I'll tell the
truth."

This threat produced a new commotion of
blows and strife, in which tlie undertaker
seemed to join with alacrity, till the wretc^ied

servant, screaming with terror and pain, rushed
from tlie kitchen on to the .-tairs on which I

stood. What I might have done I know not

;

but at this instant a very decent man passed
me, and protected the girl from the descending
blows of the undertaker's wife, whom he pushed
back into the kitchen. I followed him without
invitation ; for my desire to see what g'K)d ]iij«

merciful intermission wrought overjxjwered all

other feelings.

Such a den of squalor and filth I never saw
before, and never wish to .see again. It wa.s

not the squalor of poverty, but the jifiualor of
evil passions and ignorance ; for gin and porter,

meat and bread, stood upon a table, and the
man, as I afterwards learnt, was considered by
his neighbours to earn much money. Conceive
a low, damj) kitchen, into which the light of
the cheerful sun couUl never shine, and oidy
warned by a hundfid ot dull fire, tliat was
scarcely distiiiguis)iable, fiinn the lieaped aslu'.H

on the hearth. Four or fire lodgers' kettles

and a huge Iwiling ]x>t were huddled on the
hob, a line of wet rags were hung above, and
on a shelf higher stdl a plume of tattered

fonther>, a dredging-box, a sjnir, and another
symlx)lical colhn, that was really emblematieal
of the living grave around, in which no
Uumuuity could cuicr, A child wui *>kct) m
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the cradle, whilst beside, on a low bench, was
the nndertakei's solemn work ; and there too

not unaptly stood the drooping inane creature,

beaten into seeming idiotcy by the cruelty of

those she served.

Nubbs (for him it was) stoutly xindicated the

girl in the matter of the sugar, and made it very

clear that the undertaker's wife was herself the

Kinner. At this the merciless mistress slunk

into a comer, and gave way to an abundance of

tears, declaring tliat she loved the girl as her

own child—everybody knew she did. As to the

undertaker, he was in\isible the instant after he
had seen Nubbs's face ; but Xubbs took the girl's

hand and led her upstairs into the street, naked
and shoeless as she was.

" She is very hungry," I said, touching the

mechanic's arm.
" She shall have bread, and justice too," he

answered, respectfully touching his hat ;
" pa-

rish officers arn't all without hearts. As for

the girl, she is a good one, and has borne cruelty

like a martyr. But it's no use having a heart

or feelmgs in them sort of places, for mercy
is a sin to them that don't know what it is.

And I say that a girl that would do a poor,

needy lodger a kindness, in spite of blows and
hard work, might be made a feeling, better

creature, if them as employed her knew how,
and treated her vnth kindness."

As Mr. Nubbs thus spoke his opinion, he
stopped before a baker's shop, and in we entered.

A loaf was got, as well as a paper of ham from
a neighbour's, and whilst the fara'ished parish

child eat her meal, I heard her miserable history.

When the meal and the story Avere ended, Mr.
Nubbs called a cab, and took her on her
way to the city parish she belonged to.

Peg had justice and soon a better place. She
has more than confirmed Mr. Nubbs's opinion
of her ; and now, with brighter looks and happier
mind, I count poor Peg as one of my hiunble
friends.

This scene is drawn from real living life. I

will take another from a grade higher in society.

Mr. Winks has a situation in the Excise, and
liis salary may average from one hundred and
fifty to two hundred and fiftypounds per annum.
As he has a wife as well as four children, he
very prudently and properly wishes this sum to

go a great way, but instead of allowing Mrs.
Winks a dress the less, or himself cigars fewer
times in the week, his whole system of economy
exists and is centred in pinching and screwing
poor Susan, the maid-of-all-work. He does this

tlie more, as Susan, loving the little Winkses, is

very cheerful and contented under it all.

" Beer," reasons Mr. Winks, as, tete-a-tete

with Mrs. Winks, he mixes his hot glass of gin-
and-water before retiring for the night, "is quite
un unnecessary thing for servants, my dear;
quite ! They have no mental ideas, no wear
and tear of mind i it's sheer animal drudgery,

and therefore comfort to them is a very un
necessary thing—like education, it is a thing
lost and thro\^^l away."

"Well, John," confidentially wliispere Mis.
Winks, " you may think so, but Susan knows
what comfort and pleasure is too, for it was
only to-day that she asked me for a holiday
next Sunday. Besides, she told little Tom that
at home she was used to have roast goose on
Christmas-days ; and not, as we gave lier, cold

boiled mutton, and kept the goose for our-

selves."

" Servants, my dear," continues Winks, " are

universally fibbers, they never speak the truth

;

and so the matter of the goose is a romance, a
servant's romance, quite, my dear. But what
a clock is it ?

"

Mrs. Winks looks at her watch, and says—
" half-past twelve."

" I thought so. It was eleven when I raked
out the kitchen-fire," adds Winks, taking up a
lump of sugar in the tea-spoon.

"And late enough, too," chimes in Mrs.
Winks, though usually more merciful than
Winks; "though Susan did grumble that the
night was cold, for she's sitting up to finish the
baby's new dress ; and after all, John, Susan is

very handy at her needle."

"'Tis well she's good for something," mutters
Winks, ringing the bell ; "for board and lodging

aint a trifle."

The door opens, and Susan comes hi, for-

getting the raked-out fire, and exhibiting the
little dress %vith aglowof satisfaction, declaring

that when its on " the baby will look beautl-

fuller than ever."

Mrs. Winks is about to say something byway
of thanks, but Winks presses her foot and speaks
instead.

" To morrow is washing morning, I tliink,

Susan, so I'll ring you up at four, as I know
you like to rise early, and you'll have the cotfee

ready exactly by eight, as I've got to be at office

soon. Now bring the warming-pan, and fetch

me my slippers and dressing-gown. * * *

Dear ! dear ! what a cold night !

" Thus ex-
claiming, Mr, Winks retires to bed.

It is the dreariest, coldest, part of the year.

Cold, chill, January, when mercy should be
kindliest in the heart of man, and prompt by its

warmth of pity ; when even such as Winks
should show the Avorld more just. But Pity is

an unknown goddess ; so Winks having one
thrifty maxim ever in his mind, to get the most
out of what he pays for, wakes every half hour;

and, by the rushhght that bums in the bed-

room grate, watches—till even his temper is

ruffled—each waning half hour, as the Imnd of

his watch creeps round. The last time he
arouses himself 'tis half-past three, and so not
wishing to wake again, and considering it

signifies little arousing a maid-of all-work half

an hour too soon, he takes the bell-rope and
pulls it violeutly three or four times. " What
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a nuisance servants are," he mutters, "so sleepy,

w) indolent ;" and then, ringing again in the

Lipse of a few minutes, he turns himself to

sleep. But it is sleep of a very light kind, an he
listens for Susan's footsteps on the stairs.

" My dear, my dear," he says at last, arousing

>Irs. Winks, " that girl is not up yet, though I

have rung twice. Give her warning I will, for

her idleness is unbearable."
" liing again," says Mrs.Winks, not liking to

go fortli into the cold ;
" why, dear me, its only

now striking a quarter to something."
"To four," rei)iies her husband, " but get up.

I can't i)ay Susan for idleness, indeed I can't.

Tlius aroused, ^frs. AVinks goes forth from
her chamber, and raps loudly on Susan's door :

" Susan, I'm ashamed of you ; 3Ir. Winks has
been ringnig tliis half-hour."

'"Coming! coming, ma'am !" says Susan, "but
tile nights are so short that—

"

" Make her get up instantly," cries Winks.
" Su.san, Susan," continues the obedient mis-

tres.s. " I really must give you warning; your
idleness is incorrigible. Get out of bed in-

stantly." As Mrs. Winks thu.s says she opens
Susan's door, hears the poor, sleepy, tired crea-

ture stumble out upon the floor, waits till she
thinks she ig dressed, and then retreats back to

her own chamber, complaining to Mr. Winks
that it really makes her ill to be disturbed at

Buch unreasonable hours.

Until half-past eight or so Mr. and Mrs.
Winks sleep .sound and well, disturbed by no
visions of Su.'ian's lalx)urs, or dream what a
toil.-'ome thing is honest, hard service that has
no reward, not even civil words. They have
thought of no refreshing cuj) of tea for Susan ;

but Su.san is thrifty, and slips out when the
shops begin to open, and buys a wondrous
half-ounce of rich bohea, making with it a
soothing cup, over Avhich she mentally declares
"that .she does feel better, thank God, and
none the worse for somebodies that you may
work and work for, and all without satis-

faction."

Long after the cofTee has been made ready
5Ir Winks comes down, and, being late and
im.-'t his ofTice time, scolds everytx)dy, routs
everything, and is in such a bad temper, that,
as Susan declares, "ho grows worser and
worser " At la.st he departs, with tlie threat
tliat if dinner isn't ready to the minute he
comes back he'll turn Sa-^an off, tliat he will.
By and by, after the children are dressed and
two of them sent to school, there is lunch and a
nL'W novel to get for 3Irs. Winks; that lady, con-

sidering that to assist poor Susan on a wash-
ing day by making a bed, or washing the

tea-things, would be very degrading, takes up
the " 3Iidnight Bell," and leaves Susan to the

comforts of all-work and the wash-tub.

The day wears on with its multifarious

duties ; the dinner is ready to the time ; and
Mr. Winks returns in a better humour. Su.-san'»

washing is done by seven, tea cleared away,
and the younger children in bed ; upon which
she comes in her clean gown and cap, to maka
herself comfortable by the bright little fire in

the kitchen.

She has not sat long before she hears a low
knock at the back door. She answers it, and
returns with her brother Joe, a very decent^

looking man. She seems very glad, and places

him a chair by the fire.

" You mustn't be do^vn hearted, Susan,"

says Joe, very solemnly, and speaking very
low, " but iKX>r father"

" What .^" asked Susan, eagerly.
" Has had a bad fall, and is very ill. The

doctor thinks you had better come and see him
to-night."

Susan bursts into tears, and, forgetting all

about Mr.Winks' denimciation against followers,

hm-ries to the parlour, to ask leave for an hour.

" What !" exclaims 3Ir. Winks, lying down
his pen, from counting up the third column of

a tailor's bill. " What ! a mere story to wa^te

my time. Nousense ; go along."
" For only half an hour, then, sir," says

Susan ; " poor Joe is waiting for me, and
father is very bad."

" Joe," cries Mr. Winks, " 1 thought I told

you I allowed no followers. How dare you
disobey?" As he thus si)eaks, Mr. Winks
rushes from the parlour into the kitchen.
" Go along, sir ; I allow no followers, A mere
scheme ; mere nousen-se."

" Father is very bad, sir," answered Joe,

respectfully.
" You lie, sir," roars Winks.

"He speaks the truth, sir," says Susan;
" and, come what may, I must see father."

" Go, then," answers Winks ;
" go altogether.

Go, and come for your box to-morrow, when it

is examined." Without another word, he

thrusts Susan and her brother from the

kitchen, throws down the paltry (piarter's

wages on the door-step, says, for a last bene-

diction, that all servants an^ falsehood-tellers;

and closes hi.s door upon weeping Susan, the

maid-of-all-work.

CTo be cmitinued.)

\ Simile on Drinkknness.—An American preacher, descanting on the impossibility ofthe
dnuikrad retracing his steps after he had gone a certain length, made u.^^e of the following
snnile :—" My brethren, it is a very easy task to row a boat over the falls of Niagara ; but it i»
an all-sufficient job to row it back again."
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WOOD BLOCKS AND METAL TYPES.

Such must be the topics widcli demand at-

tention, -whenever the rise of printing is to be

traced ; aad to these, therefore, we proceed to

direct the reader's mind, assured that, in doing

so, tiTtcm -will be a reward for the effort required.

Xearly a thousand years ago the art of print-

ing was kno-vvn to tlie Chinese. Timg-taou,

the fii-st ruler of the Tsiu dynasty, a.d. 037,

lias been considered the inventor of it ; but ii

appears, from Chinese history, that, a few years

Ijefore that time, the ruler Tang ordered v.hat

are called the " nine classics " to be engraved,

printed, and sold generally. As to the art; be-

ing then practised there seems to be no differ-

ence of opinion ; but the question was discussed

"Whether the books should be gratuitously de-

livered or sold; liom the immense number that

would be in demand.
The mode of printing adopted by the Chinese

ii more simple, less expensive, and, until re-

cent improvements were made, more exjie-

<litious than our o^\^l. It is that of printing

by means ofwood blocks ; and, as their langu:"gc

consists principally ofarbitrary characters, they

have not considered it necessary either to cut or

cast an assortment of type?,whichmay be set up,

distributed, and recomposed, but prefer taking

& block of wood, and cutting the characters

on it, so that there are as many of these blocks

for asay particular work as tliere are separate

page?.

To explain the process more particularly :

—

The first part of it is to A\Tite out the page in

the square-formed Chinese character, and care-

fully to lay the writing on the block,which has
already been smoothly planed, and covered

over with a glutinous paste. The paper is now
mbbed till it is quite drj% and when as much of

it as can be got away is removed, the letters it

Ijore are seen adhering to the wood in an in-

verted fonn. These, however, are somewhat
<lim in appearance ; but, on oil being applied,

they are brought out fully and vividly.

The block being now prepared for engraving,

the first operation is to cut straight down by
the sides of the letters, from top to bottom,
and to clear the spaces between the lines, with
the cxcej^tion of the stops. Tlie horizontal

strokes being engraved, the artizan now pro-

ceeds to the oblique, and then cuts the perpen-
dicular ones throughout the entire line— a
course wliich prevents the necessity of turning
the block round for every letter, and conse-
quently a loss of time. The engraver now
])roceeds to the central parts, and it is not long
before the page, usually containing five hundred
characters, is complete. The complement for

an ordinary artizun is one himdred characters

a day, for wliich he obtains no more than six-

pence.

The printipg apparatus of tJic Chinese is no

less simple and curious ; it con.s!sts of a brush,

a pot of liquid ink, and a piece of wood bound
round with the fibrous parts of a species of palm,
to serve as a rubber; while a pile of paper stands

on one side of the table, Avhcre tJicse articles

are arranged. The block, which we have just

seen to be engraved, being inked mth the

brush, a sheet of diy paper is taken with the
left hand, and placed carefidly en it ; the

printer then hastily seizes the rubber with liis

right hand, and passes it very rapidly cnce or

twice over the paper. lu tliis way the printed

impression is produced ; en the removal of the

first sheet, another, another, and another fol-

lo-iv, until the whole nmnber required is throA\'U

oti". A less complicated process than this, it is

impossible to conceive. Without a v.heel, a
lever, a screw or even a wedge, a Cliincse

printer will Avork off no fewer tlian 3,000 im-

pressions in a day. His whole stock consists

merely of his gravers, blocks, and brushes, wliick

he may put on his shoulder, and easily caiTy

from place to place. He does not add to his

burden by eitlier taking with him paper or

lamp-black for his ink, as these articles may be

obtained wherever he chooses to stop. He has

only to borrow a table ; and, thus proAided, lie

may print his books by himdreds or thousands,

just as the supioly j^roduces a demand, or the

demand creates a supply. One thing is clear

;

he works very cheaply. No heavy taxes re-

strict his circulation. Ten sheets of his demy-
sized ijaper cost only one-halfpenny ; and Avhcn

his pages are printed, they have only to be

folded exactly in the middle, collated, adjusted,

stitched, cut, and sewn ; ajid the whole he re-

ceives is but nine-iience a tliousand.

The Ciiinese were the earliest printers, using

at first, as they do to the ijresent day, Avood

blocks ; but they did not become the instruc-

tors of Europeans in their art. Before "\'asco

de Gama had discovered the j'assage to tl.e

East by the Cape of Good Hope, tliey liad in-

vented it for themselves. J^iniilar wants liad

led in this instance, as in others, to .similar

means being devised for tlicir relief; and Avood

blocks Avere at first Uicd in I'.urope, as tlity

certainly were, and are still, in tlie so-called
" Celestial Empire."

The earliest document conccrHing wood-
engi-aving for block-printing is given by Papil-

lon, AAho assigns tlie honour of the invention

to tAAO noted persons, noAV familiarly called

the Tavo Cunio. It is pleasing to state that

tliey AA-ere tAvin-brother and sister, tlie first

cliildren of tiie Count di ('un!o. Their AAork,

AAhich Avas executed about li's."). was a repre-

sentation, in eight poems, of the actions of

Alexander tlie Great, AAith Latin Acrses.

Playing-cards appear to have been used not

only in the higlicr but among the lov.-cr ranks,
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in the fourtcentli century. It has been con-

jecturerl that tlie cai'liest of those were pi-o-

ducvd by s'envillinri. A piece of tliiu m^tal,

or i^asteboard, bfin'r ])iorced accorclbi;^ to some
li^uro, and t!un placed on a card, the flsrure

would be transferi-Lii to it, wlicn tlie piece of
metal, or pastclward, called the stencil, vio.^

ynieared over with a hritsh dipped in li<iuid

colour. It has also been sujJiKJsed, from the

cheapness of playin«r-c.nrd» at that period, that

the outline which the process of sfencillinja:

tilled up with colour, was formed by «ome nide
prm'ess of Avood-en^ravin^/. 'J'here is evidence
that cards were printed before the middle of
the fifteenth century. The great card-makers of
this jieriod were the Germans. Formsc)inei(ler,
or fi-^are-cnttcr, is a name they still give to a
wood-engraver; and it is said to occur in the
town-books of Nuremberg as early as 1441.
Cards were at that time in gi-eat variety: some
like the missals, or Ma<.--books, that were u.«ed,

executed wth great skill, and radiant with
purple and gold ; and others descending in

appearance, until they met the eye with a rude
outline jjroduced by a wood-block, and smeared
with colour by the use of the stencil. The im-
XH'essions of the engraved card.s were taken off

by nib})ing, in the way we have already seen
practised by the Chinese pnnter, and whicli is

adopted to the present hour by the engraver on
wood, who takes off proofs from his block to

j>how his employer by means of his tool, called

a burnisher.

In the rude efforts of art now described, we
observe one step taken to'.vard.s the exercise of
the art of printing; but there was another when
the paintings of saints and other objects, in

luissals and IJibles, were copied in outline.

(in)tcsque as they were, they became exceed-
ingly pojmlar ; and, being accompanied by a
few words or sentences of Scripture, they sup-
plied an inducement— perhaps tlie first— to the
people to learn to read. The earhest print
from a wood-block of which we have any cer-

tain date, is in the collection of Karl J^pencer,

the possessor of so many curiosities in litera-

ture. This print represents St. Christojjher

can^-ing the infant Saviour across the sea. It

w;i.s ibund pa-ted within one of the leaves of a
Tatin manuscrijjt of the year 1417, in one of
the most ancient convents in Gennany, and
bears tlie date 1 IJ^.

,^feanwhile the Italians, German.?, Flemings,
and Dutch be;:an to engrave on copper as well

as wo<}d ; and IwHiks of images, as they were
called, Avere now produced, some with, and
K.iiie witliout, the text. The pages in the.'*e

books were placed in pairs facing each other ;

aui!, as only o:ie side of the leavi^s was iin-

pr.sscd, the blank pages also same opjiosite to

oiif another. The text corresixinding to the
figures is sometimes placed below, sometimes
on ihe side, and not unfre<iuently it proceeds as
a hil>el from the mouth of the person or figure.

One of these book.4 is called " Biblia Pauper-
urn," or" I'oor Man's Bible." It consists of forty

plates of small folio, which serve as illustrations

of the sentiments extracted from the Scrip-

tures, the whole being engraved on wood on
one side of the leaves of i)ai>er, so that when
folded they are placed opposite to each other.

Each iilate or jjage contains four busts, two at

the top and two at the bottom, together wiih
their historical subjects. The two upper busts
represent the prophets, or other persons, whose
names are always written beneath them ; the
two lower busts are anon)nnous. The middle
of the plates, which are all marked by letters

of the alphabet, in the centre of the uppermost
compartment, is occupied by three liistorical

pictures, one of which is taken from the New
Testament. This is the tpye, or prmcij)al sub-

ject, and occui>ie8 the centre of the page, be-

tMcen the two antitypes of other subjects which
allude to it. The in.->criptions,Avluch occur at the

top and the bottom of the page, consist of te.xt-s

of Scripture and Leonine verses, so called from
Leo, the inventor : the ends of the verees

rhyme to the middle.

We have now arrived at a period of signal

advancement. Keferring to the year 14.'i0,

frithemius, a contemjiorary and careful his-

torian, says : "About this time the art ofijrint-

ing aufl casting single tyjjc was found in the

city of McHtz, by .John ( Juttenberg ; who,
having spent his whole estate in the discovery,

received the advice and assistance of Jolm
Faust and others. Having begun with cutting

characters of the letters \i\Vin wooden planks,

in their right order, and completed their forms,

they printed a vocabulary ; but could make no
further use of these forms, because there was
no pos.sibility of separating the letters whicli

were engraved on the planks. To this suc-

ceeded a more ingenious invention ; for they
found out a way of stamping every letter of the

Latin alphabet, in what they called mntrices,

from which tliey afterwanls cast their letters,

either in copper or tin, hard enough to Imj

printed ujjon, .which they llrst cut with their

own haiuls. It is certain that this art met
with no small difliculty, from the beginning of

its invention ; as I heard thirtj' years ago, from
the mouth of I'eter Schoefler de (remsheim,

citizen of .Mentz, and son-in-law to the first in-

ventor of the art. For when they went about
printing the Bible, Ijcfore they hud worketl off

the third quire, it had cost them already more
than 4,00(J florins. But the aforesaid Peter

Schoeffer— then sei-vant, and afterwards son-iu-

luw to the first inventor, John Faa'^t—being a
l)er3on of great ingenuity, discovered an easier

way of casting the letters, and jjcrfected the

art as we now have it." In Guttenberg, there-

fore, rests the honour of origuiuting the art of

printing with separate types ; to Schoeffer, is

due their impnjvement ; while Faust api>ear3

to have beeu the friend and adviKcr of both.
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CHRISTOPHER CHRONICLE'S LECTURES.

No. v.—DOMESTIC SUPERSTITIONS.
Astrology.—It is not our pur^wse to inquire

into the principal superstitions and impositions

put forward by the authorities of the ancient

world ; but an acquaintance with the motions
of the heavenly bodies, and with the variations

in the state of the atmosphere, gave its pos-

sessors the power of predicting probable astro-

nomical as well as meteorological phenomena
with an occasional degree of accuracy, that

invested him with a character somewhat akin

to that of divine beings. These were called

astrologers, or foretellers of events, and were
common among the ancient Britons. With
them scarcely any circumstance, whether
trivial or important, could be perfonned with-

out calUng in the aid of this art ; not even
the combing of the hair, or the courting or

manying of widows, could be entered upon
but on certain days set apart for such duties.

It is not to be supposed, either, that this weak-
ness Avas peculiar only to the common people.

Persons of the greatest learning and distinction

cherished the science, and the Astrologer was
held in so much esteem, that all our ancient

kings, earls, and barons retained him in their

families, that he might be ready to be con-

sulted on any emergency. He was kept also

to cast the horoscopes, that is, the representa-

tions of the configurations of the planets at the

nativities of their childi'en, and to predict

what would be the fates of them in life. We
cannot believe tliat these jjredictions were
always verified; but, when they failed, the

grand motto of the astrologer was, " The stars

govern men, but God governs the stars ;" so

that he slipped all blame from himself, and
thus brought in the sacred name to silence

murmurs, and enable him to continue his pre-

tensions, with unawakened suspicion. Both
Queen Mary and her more masculine-minded
sister Elizabeth lent their ears^ to the pre-

dictions of the astrologer; and Lilly, in the

time of Cliarles I., received large sums of

money from that monarch, to inform him in

what part of the country he might safely re-

main concealed until he chose to discover

himself. It will be remembered, also, that

when the monarch was a prisoner at Caris-

brook Castle, he consulted an astrologer as to

the hour most favourable for his escape. The
principal superstitions connected with this

science are those which arose frcmi the days of

the months being catalogued as propitious or

unpropitious for the performance of certain

transactions. Thus the future fortune or dis-

position of a child was judged of by the day
upon which he was born. "If born on one
day, it would live ; if on another, it would
die early ; if on another it would be sickly.

One day was useful for doing one thing,

another for another thing, and so on tlirougli-

out tlie calendar. It was out of these supersti-

tions that almanacks, as records of days, arose,

and, on first being printed, were crammed
with predictions from the stars. One of the
most celebrated makers of these was Lilly,

already referred to, who issued one in the time
of Charles I., and foretold the victories between
him and his Parliament. One of his rules was,
that " all comets signified wars, terrors, and
strange events in the world ;

" shipwrecks,

floods, destruction of fruit by caterpillars

;

death to horses, oxen, and cows ; hard weather
and storms ;—in short, a heterogeneous accumu-
lation of horrors, that it is only the imagination
of an astrologer that could conjure them into

existence. When, however, we feel inclined to

visit this art with our ridicule, let us remember
that out of its crude elements arose tlie sub-

lime science of astronomy, which imparts to us

the most exalted views of the powers of tlie

Creator, and compels us to assimilate with his

name all that is wonderful above us, and that

is seen in the cerulean ocean of sun and stars

which illumine and beautify the little earth of
our own existence. This will at once check our
desire to ridicule, and make us acknowledge
that, at least in this instance, out of evil mucli

good has come.
The Moon.—In contemplating alone and in

silence this planet, we feel that there is con-

nected \N-ith her path through the " midnight
sky" a mysterious beauty, which sets the mind
uix)n an ocean of wonders nearly allied to the

region of superstition. It has frequently been
remarked, and is still a vulgar opinion, that the

moon has the effect of producing or heightening

madness ; but notwithstanding the name of

lunatic (from hina, the moon), no well authenti-

cated proof of thi» exists. None of the planets,

however, would more readily be entered into

the creed of popular superstitions. In lonely

;md mountainous countries this would parti-

cularly be the case ; for the terrene shadows,

which are her invariable attendant, floating

darkly and heavily along the side of a moun-
tain—now obscuring familiar objects with a
shadowy darkness, and passing over them again

to disclose them to light—have something in

themselves so mysterious to an unenlightened

imagination, that even in men they will occa-

sionally inspire a terror equal to what is found

todisturb the mind ofboyhood. Within this fifty

years, ere the schoolmaster had stepped so widely

abroad, almanacks gravely informed us to kill

hogs under the influence of the growing moon,

and the bacon would prove all tlie better in boil-

ing. We were also told to take certain medicines
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when the moon was in certain signs, as well

as to sow certain seed wlu-n she was on her in-

crease. All this shows to what an extent the

influence of this planet was vulgarly supix)sed

to exert over the sublunary affairs of men.
^^'hen she was at her fnll, country people would
Kay, " It's a fine moon, God bless her," whilst to

tlie new moon women curtseyed, and sometimes
repeated a tJiort address, that they might go
to bed and dream of the individuals destined to

be their future husbands. Nay, have we not
ourselves, in our youth, turned our coin in our
pocket,on the first appearance of the new moon,
that we might never want money during her
reign ? The connexion of the moon with the

weather, too, was always an object of great re-

gard. In Scotland this was, and still is, in

Mome districts particularly, the case ; and an
old song of that country, written before the
reign of James III., has this stanza :

—

Late, late, yestreen I saw the new moon
Wr the aul<l moon in her arme

;

And I leir, I feir, my deir maister.
That we will come to harme.

This allusion to the new moon appearing
^ith the old one in her arms simply means when
that part of the moon which is covered with
the earth is seen through it. A hazy ring

round her is still considered to foretel rain ; but
in this there is some appearance of reason ; for

the circle is cau.>jed by wator being precipitated

in the atmosphere, which commonly indicates

rain. These, and a thousand other marvels
ascribed to the " Queen of Night," are fast

passing from amongst us, leaving us, to be
sure, less fanciful, but certainly more enligbt-

er-ed and rational creatures.

Thk Weather,—Throughout the whole
range of natural jihenomena there is no sub-

ject which offers so many prognostications of
the future as this ; and perhaps there are more
plulosophers belonging to the weather-wise
school than to any other. These are, however,
to be found chiefly in the country ; and as their

studies are not very recondite, and certainly by
no means abstruse, they follow them merely by
a cast of the eye, and without any interruption
to other pursuits. In pastoral regions they are
very plenty, and tliis proverb of theirs is not
often incorrect :

—

A rainbow in the mominj
Is the shepherd's warning;
A rainbow at night
Is the shepherd'ii delight.

All weather prognostications, however, when
undirected by the instruments of science, must
be successful only by chance ; yet, although
this may be said of the powers of men, it

can scarcely apply to those (f some of
the inferior animal^. These would, in par-
ticular instances, seem to have an earlier

presentiment of a change in tike state of the
weather; and in some parts of th« country the
following observations, in rod* doggrel, arc

proverbial, and are wortli remembering, if for

nothing more tlian to .<!erve as an indication of
that observing faculty which time developcs,
and consolidates into such established proverbs.

When ducks beg-in to bathe.
And crows be^iii to cry.

Then tr.ivellerp may loolt

For a wettin? from the sky.
When piisjies liciv their pawf

,

And wash tlieir wiiiskcT'd mawg,
They hold forth a similar sign ;

But when swallow and kite
Are hifh in their flij^ht.

The weather is sure to be fine.

It is unnecessary here to pursue this part of our
subject further, for, excepting the knowledge
which meteorological instruments, such as the
barometer and thermometer, give u«, the
shepherd's philosophy is that to which all

men must come, in reference to the weather,
and which is

—" That the i)roperty of rain is to
wet, and that of fire, to burn ; that good pas-
ture makes fat sheep, and that a great cause of
the night is lack of the sun."

Trees.— These beautiful offspring of the
earth were employed in many superstitious

rites by our ancestors. Foremost amongst
trees stood the oak, which to fell was ac-

counted fatal, and which, with the parasitical

misletoe, it will be recollected, was sacred to
the Druids. There were various names which
distinguished oaks, such as Evangelist, Apostle,
and Gospel ; and the danger of felling them is

superstitiously illustrated in the family of Win-
chilsea, one of the earls of which, having hewed
down a grove, found his countess dead in her
bed, whilst his eldest son was killed at sea by a
cannon-ball. The yew, being the tenant of
many churchyards, was associated with sorrow
and gloom ; and Pamell mentions it as

Bathinw a charnel-house with dew.

Shakspere, also, in his " Twelfth Night," says,

—

My shroud of white, all stuck with yew.

And Beaumont and Fletcher

—

Lay a jjarland on my hearse
Of the dismal yew ;

Maidens' willow branches wear;
Say, I died true.

Superadded to these testimonies we may
remark that not many years since sprigs of
yew were strewn on graves at rustic funerals.

The withered bay was considered an omen of
death, and it was believed that the fir, withered
or burnt mth lightning, foretold the death of
its owner. The tremulous leaves of the aspen
are superstitiously thought in Scotland to be
unable to rest, as it is said the wood of that
tree furnished the cross of Christ. The dwarf
birch is supjwsed to be cursed with a stunted
growth because it supplied the rod with which
Christ was scourged. The Glastonbury thorn
id associated with a tradition of being first

planted by Joseph of Arimathea. Collison,

in his *' History of Somersetshire," speaking of
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Glastonbury, says, that " besides tlie holy
thorn there grew in the Abbey-churcliyurd a

miraculous walnut tree, which never budded
before the feast of St. Barnabas, or June 11,

and on that very day shot forth leaves and
flourished like its usual si>ecies. This tree is

gone, and in the place thereof stands a very
fine walnut tree of the coniuion sort. It is

strange to say how much this tree was sought

after by the credulous ; and though not an un-
common walnut King James, Queen Anne,
and many of the nobility of the realm, even
when the times of monkish superstition had
ceased, gave lai-ge sums of money for small

cuttings from tlie original."

In these glimpses of the past we see how
much superstition mingled with the lives of

our forefathers.

HINTS ON HEALTH.

THE XECESSARIES OF LIFE :—AIR.
Air ia the first great necessary of life. Men
have been known to live many days mthout
food: no human being could exist three minutes

without air. An examination of the structure

and functions of the lungs demonstrates the

importance of a supply of pure air. The lungs

are composed of a vast number of small air

cells. Keill estimates their number at one
hundred and seventy-four millions ; and Munro
says the whole extent of their surface is equal

to thirty times the surlace of the body. The
lining membrane of these minute air vesicles is

of the most delicate texture. The air cells pre-

sent the most active absorbing portion of tlie

whole body. This is i>roved by a simple fact.

If a person remains in a room newly pamted
the fluid excretions of the body will receive the

odour of the turpentine.

Tlie lungs are contiguous to the heart, and
have most important functions to perform in

the purification of the blood. Dr. Combe says

:

"All physiologists are agreed as to the fact, that

the arterialization of the blood in the lungs is

essentially dependent on tlie supply of oxygen
contained in the air Avhich we breathe, and that

air is fit or unfit for respiration in exact propoi--

tion as its quantity of oxygen approaches to or

differs from that c.c-ntained in pure air."

Dr. Southwood Smith, in his " riiilosophy of

Health," gives a description of the functions of

the lungs, which also demonstrates the great

importance of pure air. It appears tliat when
respiration is performed naturally, there arc

about 1 S respirations in one minute, 1,080 in tiie

hour, and 25,J)20 in the 'J4 hours. By each
inspiration a pint of air is sent to the lungs

—

that is, 18 pints in a minute ; in the hour more
than two hogsheads ; and in the 24 hours more
than 57 hogslieads. AVhen the body is in a

state of health, there will be seventy-two pul-

sations of the heart in one minute. Every
pulsation sends to the lungs two ounces of
blood. Thus, one hundred and forty-six

ounces, about an imperial gallon, are sent to

the lungs, for the purpose of arterialization or

purification every minute. In one hour there

are sent 450 pints, in iM hours nearly 11,000

pints. The blood performs a complete circuit

' in the system in IGO seconds, and 540 circuits

in 2 4 hours. There are three complete circula-

tions of the blood in every eight minutes of
time. Tins action of the heart and lungs goes
on unceasingly from tlie day of birtli to that of
death. Tlie object of this beautiful arrange-

ment is to ventilate the blood. A constant
pupply of fresh air is an absolute necessity of

our nature. If we are deprived of it we die at

once. If the air is vitiated we suffer languor,

wliich very often results in disease. A very
small amount of deterioration will produce these

results.

A wholesome atmosphere, such as would be
found on the clear mountain side, contains in

every 100 parts, 79 parts of nitrogen and 21 of

oxygen gas. In any room in which human
beings are placed, one-fifth of its contents con-

sists of oxygen, or vital air, m bile the remain-
ing four-lifths consist of nitrogen, which, if

breathed by itself, would be instantly destruc-

tive to life. If a room was made perfectly air-

tight, every person in it would die from the

oxygen gas being consumed by breathing. Tlie

air would also be rendered unfit for the pur-

poses of life by another process which is always
going on. The lungs not only inspire

—

i. e.,

take in,—but they expire—?, e., expel— the air

that has already done its office in the system.

A pint of air, strongly loaded with carbonic

acid gas is expelled at every expiration. Hip-

pocrates says, " the Avhole body inspires and
expires." Tliis describes a condition without

which life cannot exist. The act of breathing

takes in fresh air for the purposes already

stated, and expels these gaseous matters, A\hich,

if retained in the frame, would prove fatal to

health and to life.

There is a vast ocean of air surrounding tlie

globe, sudicient for all the purposes of animal

and vegetable life. God has been kind ; man
is ignorant, and often unmindful of the bless-

ings by whicli he is surrounded. Tlie result is

bodily and mental suffering. The consequences

of a ix)llute 1 atmosphere may be .shown in a

number of facts. Most of our readers will re-

collect reading of the Black-hole at Calcutta,

where one hundred and forty-nin" persons were
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imprisoned in a small placo, without any ade-

(juatc ventilation. In tlie niomin;» only tv.cnty-

tlirc! of them were living, and most of tht- sur-

vivors were in the fir.-«t stages of a pntiid fever.

TIjcs'O poor people were literally .sufl'tcated by

bad air, as cUbctually as althou.^'Ii more slowly

than, if they had been immersed over-head in

water. The same operation is going on in our

badly-ventilated workshops and dwelling-

houses. Consumption is the necessary con.se-

queucc. Tailors' shops in the metropolis have

been described as particularly unhealthy, and

a competent authority says, " great numbers of

the men die of consumption." A decline is

the general disease of which they die. Out of .52

deaths of milliners and dressmakers, reported

from one union in one year, no Ics.s than M
were from diseases of the lungs, aixd of tliwe

28 were from consumption.

Wherever there is a large assemblage ofper-

sons there must necessarily be a nmnbcr of

agencies in operation, tending to corrupt the

air. It will occupy a sei)arate paper to de-

scribe these.

For the information of our working-class

readers, we may state that the lunfjs are that

part of the animal economy wliich the butcher

designates as Urjhts.

N.B. Owing to circumstances ^ the author

of these papers mislaid the M,S., andthvs
the 2ncblicatio)i Ims been delated. U wiU
noiD go on regularly.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

Letteh XII.

Mil. Editor,—In my tenth letter, I cautioned the wives of working men—and»

indeed, all good housewives—against yielding too readily to the love of shopping ;

and I observed that articles which are not really wanted, and which cannot soon

be brought into use, are dear at any price, however cheap they may seem at the

time. In my last letter I endeavoured to show that loic price and cheajmess are not
always the same thing ; and that many a low-priced article turns out to be very
dear. Therefore, I recommended your readers to go to the best markets. I wish
to say a little more upon this subject, because it enters essentially into Household
Economy.
Go TO THE i5i:>T Mauket.—In the Jlrst place, I say to those who have but little

to spend, and who wish to spend that little to the best advantage

—

Go to tJiose shops

tchere you have reason to believe there is a constant stq)ply ofgood articles. I should be
very sorry to offend any dealer in small wares—any shopkeeper who is trying to

turn an honest penny, by opening a little parlour, for the sale of such things as are
thought suitable for a particular neighbourhood ; but it is certain that some of those
places called " chandlers' shops," or '* general shops," are not exactly the places
where persons who wish to have fresh, clean, wholesome, good articles, would
prefer dealing. It is true that a shop where you can at once obtain almost every-
thing you want, is a great convenience ; by dealing at it, much time and walking about
maybe saved; and, if it be well supplied Avith good articles, at reasonable prices,

it may even be a blessing to a neighbourhood. But this is not always the case ;

and, as I said, some of this class of shops are not such as I could desire for myself,
nor such as I would recommend to others. The owners and conductors, not having
much capital, and many of them being but indifferent judges, even of the articles

in which they deal, can lay in but small stocks, must buy at a dear rate, and under
many disadvantages, and cannot, of course, afford to sell verA' cheap. Besides,
such small traders are obliged to occupy close, confined situations. They are not,
in every case, remarkable for order and cleanliness ; and their stock and display are
anything but inviting. The articles are not only of an inferior description, but are
often so jumbled together, that one scarcely knows what one buys.

I wish to treat this subject as delicately as possible, for the reason I have stated;
and, no doubt, there are many exceptions ; but, at some of these shops, I have seen
butter and candles—dripping and kitchen stufl'^brcad and bloaters—cheese and
soap—sugar and brick-dust—treacle and lamp-oil—tea and tobacco—coffee and
snuff—blacking and whitening— rmd many other contraries, so very close to each
other, that one thing often partakes of the flavour of another, and some artieles

Ket a smack of all ! Necessity has occasionally driven me to such places for a little
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firewood, or matches, or sand, or brick-dust, and things of that kind ; but when I

have time and can choose, I select shops that are in light, airy situations—Avhere

one can see what one buys—where cleanliness and order evidently prevail—and
where a constant supply of articles of good quality may be obtained. Such shops

I have always found cheaper than those smaller, ill-furnished, and badly-conducted
shops to which I have alluded.

Again : Go to the best market. Shall I be misimderstood if I say, secondly—
Don't be too eager to enter cheap shops ! I mean those shops where the owners
pretend to sell cheaper than their neighbours—nay, cheaper than all the world
besides. Many of these shops should be avoided altogether, especially by those

who are not good judges of the quality of the articles they buy. My Jem calls

them "cAeai shops," and, as it regards some of them, he is not far out. Don't
mistake me. I mean shops where they pretend to be selling off at 20, 30, and even
50 per cent, under prime cost. "Why, how is it possible that they can live in the

grand style that some of them do, if they really sold their goods for so much less

than they cost ? Does not the thing speak for itself ? Can they buy and sell, and
live by the loss ? Or will they say, as an Irishwoman once said, when asked how
she could afford to sell under prime cost,— '* Ah, and sure now, doesn't the quantity

I sell make up for it?"—I mean shops where "tremendous sacrifices," and
*• ruinous sacrifices," are daily made. Why, who am I, pray, a perfect stranger to

these gentlemen, that they should be willing to make "tremendous," and even
** ruinous," sacrifices to benefit me? Really, the "ruin " of some of these " sacri-

ficers" is along, long time coming! I know one house where a large printed
notice—" SELLING OFF

—

at an immense loss "—(a big word that '* immense !")

"as the occupier is about to quit the premises"—I say this notice has been sticking

up for three years, and the "occupier" seems no more likely to "quit the pre-
mises " now, than when he first put the notices in his window !

Another of these generous, disinterested, sacrificing gentlemen has stuck upon
every other pane of glass, " Selling off—no reasonable oflfer refused—must close on
Saturday." This man once offered himself as bail, or security, in some case which
was brought before a magistrate. The magistrate asked him if he was worth £200

;

he said, " Yes." " But you are about to remove, are you not ?" " No." " Why,
you write up, ' Selling off.' " " Yes, every shopkeeper is selling off." " You say,

•No reasonable offer will be refused.'" " Why, I should be very unreasonable
if I did refuse such offers." " But you say, ' Must close on Saturday.' " " To be
sure

; you would not have me open on Sunday, would you :" A curious scheme
this to entice, if not to entrap, the unwary.
Then, again, there are shops where they pretend to be disposing of " Bankrupts'

effects, for the benefit of the creditors." In some cases these are old stocks, not
worth buying at any price—faded silks, damaged muslins, soiled Imens, and such
lilce—and in many cases it is downright pretence, wicked falsehood. Then, as to
" salvage," as it is called—goods said to be saved from wrecked vessels, or from
fire, or flood. About two years ago a fire broke out in a small linendraper's shop
near me. The fire was soon got under, but some of the stock was burnt, some
scorched, and some wetted. Well, a large shop in a street adjoining was opened
for the sale of the " salvage," as was pretended ; but the quantity exhibited was
three or four times larger than the man ever had in th« shop where the fire took
place, and a gossiping servant-girl let out the secret that most of the stock was
newly brought from a large warehouse, the edges and outer folds being first

blackened or wetted, to give them the appearance of having been rescued from the
fiames !

I mav mention, further, those shops where a ticket and price is fastened to an
article in a high pile, so as to lead you to suppose that to be the price of every one
in the pile ; but where, when you go in, you find the one marked to be very in-
ferior, and all the rest double or treble the price ! Or where you see pinned to an
article an enormously large black 2s., and 11 2d. at the bottom corner, so small, and so
faintly written in pencU, that you cannot discern it till it is pointed out to you by
the smirk, simpering shopman ! I might proceed with the description, but I think
I have said enough to explain the class of shops I mean, I like, in trade as well
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IS in all other things, to have " all fair and above-board." I don't mean to say

that there are not genuine Hales under circumstances such a^ I have named, or that

these are not sometimes opportunities for buying bargains. Tradespeople, especiidly

those who deal in articles of clothing, wish occasionally to clear off their stocks

for the season, or as fashions change ; and may be glad to sell at reduced prices,

after they have sold the freshest and best at a good profit ; but, so far as I have
had an opportunity for judging, a large number of such shops as I have referred

to above, are—to use words I often see quoted from somebody—" a mockery, a

delusion, and a snare."

Owing to the general improvements which have taken place in shops and shop-

keeping, and to the brisk competition which prevails in every department of trade,

there are now plenty of shops, in good situations, where no trickery is practised ;

where you have light and space sufficient to enable you to judge of the quality of

every article ; and where the character of the shop is established for the sale of

warranted goods at a reasonable profit. These are the shops to which I recom-

mend every working man's wife to go—every one who wishes, as a good housewife

will do—to lay out her little money to the best advantage. Tliat was my dear

mother's plan, and that has been mine, as far as circumstances would allow.

But, Mr. Editor, my third piece of advice, to which I attach considerable im-

portance, is this

—

Don't take up ant goods ox credit. Buy nothing but what you really

want ;
go to the best market for it ; and take the money in your hand to pay for it

at the time you buy it.

Then, in the first place, the article you buy—be it food, clothing, or furniture

—

will be, truly and properly, your oven ; and you may eat, or wear, or use it with an
honest, a cheerful, a grateful heart. I am sure I shouldn't like my Jem to go
strutting about on Sunday in a suit of clothes belonging to another man ; but a suit

of clothes which is not paid for, does belong to another man, and he who wears them
will feel ashamed to meet his tailor in the street. At least, that is my feeling ; and
my Jem never thinks of ordering anything new till he finds that he has money
enough to pay for it. I know a family where the husband, in the course of conver-

sation, boasted of always having plenty of ** butcher's meat'' in the house, lliis

was thought a vain boast by some who knew that his trade and means were not

very good. But the secret came out in the course of time : he had not paid his

butcher's bill ; and, of course, it teas the butcher's meat, and not his own, upon
which he and his family had been living ! Now, I would say to all the readers of

The Working Man's Friend, eat your own meat. It may be coarse and homely,
compared with that of some of your neighbours, but it is your own ; you have paid

for it with money for which you have worked hard. This thought will add sweet-

ness to it, and perhaps give you a good appetite, and promote digestion into the

bargain.

And then, Mr. Editor, it is delightful to think on the other advantages which
the ready-money system will give those who adopt it. One of my Peggy's copies,

the other day, was, " Money commands respect." It may be true that more respect

is often paid to money than ought to be paid to it. Some foUts seem quite inclined

to worship k ; but no shopkeeper or tradesman can be blamed for being glad to

meet a ready-money customer, whether the purchases made be large or small.

Ready money will make even a working man's wife independent and respectable.

It will secure the civility, the attention, and the readiness of the seller. His whole
stock, so to speak, will be at your command. He will soon learn that 'tis to his

interest to use you well, for that if he does not, you are not disposed to *• put up
with any nonsense," but will soon hie away to another shop. " Short reckonings
will make long friends." Of course, I do not object to a plan which many of those
who receive weekly wages find convenient—namely, that of making weekly payment*
for clothes and other articles, including those of household consumption : that plan
certainly comes nearest to that of paying ready money ; but, though most shop-
keepeis will be satisfied with this, if the payments be regularly made, it will not, in

the long run, be found the cheapest. The tradesman must, even in this case, put
on a per centage, however trifling.
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Now contrast with, these the consequences of haAing tilings upon credit—oJ

going "upon trust," as it is called. In the^>'5^ place, you ai'e not likely to get s^
good an article, or, if you do, you will have to pay dearer for it ; for the shop-
keeper who has to keep books, and to v.-ait for his money, and receive it in

dribblets, must, in self-defence, charge dearer for what he supplies. Then, secondly^

you cannot maintain your independence
;
you will go to shop as if you were almost

afraid or ashamed. You subject yourself to annoyances, if not to insults. You
run the risk of occasional refusals. You may be put off with inferior articles ; and
you are always in danger of being pressed—of being "troubled," as it is some-
times significantly called—for the money.
My Jem picked up a story at one of the meetings he attended, which may furnish

a good illustration. The wife of a working man, whose earnings were not largo,

and who, unfortunately for himself and family, was very fond of strong drink, was
obliged to take up goods upon credit at a " general shop," in the neighbourhood.
Late on Saturday night the poor woman used to go, with a greasy, dog-eared
memorandum-book, in which " many small items made up a sum." At Iti-st she
used to pay off one week under another ; but, by degrees, she got behind-hand,
till the owing pence became shillings, and the shillings pounds. Then she began
to feel ashamed. She would stand peeping in at the windows to see if all was
clear, as though she was about to steal somethmg. Then she would go in trembling,
when the burly shopkeeper would at once accost her, with, *' Well, ^Irs. Thing-
imey, how much money have you brought me to-night?"—" Well, Mr. Scrape,"
the poor creature stammered out, "my John has been paid but a part of his

wages to-night; but he says you shall be sure to have some more next week."

—

*• Why you've often promised me that way, and 3'et your score gets longer ; and I

think you must have a pretty good cheek to ask me to let you have anything more.
I suppose your John, as you call him, has been out on a spree again. I wish
he'd let me have a little of the money he spends in swipes, and not send
you whining here."—" Why, sir, he was very poorly Monday and Tuesday ;

but you may be sure of more next week."— "Well, it's very hard for

me to let you have good goods this way, week after week. I'm obliged

to pay for what I have, and if people don't pay me I shall soon be in the
* Gazette.' Well, what is it you want to-night?" "Why, a piece of bacon,
if you please." "Indeed; why bacon's bacon now, I can tell you. Well, there

are some pieces in that tray ; look out what you want ;
" and he pointed the woman

to a parcel of ungain lumps, cuttings, facings, and odd scraps, the edges of which
were yellow as gold. " Why, I don't much like these bits ; they look rusty like,

and maggotty." "Maggotty, indeed! there's no maggots but in your head."
•' Well, what is it a pound? " " Eiglitpence." " Eightpence for such as these r

"

*' Yes, and cheap too. Now, my good woman, don't stand hindering me here ; if

you like it, take it ; if not, leave it, and I know who'll be the gamei." So this

working man's wife was glad to get some miserable scraps of rusty bacon, an over-

stale loaf, some bohea and coarse sugar, and a few rushlights ; which were set down
at a higher price than she could have bought the very best for, even at that shop,

had she dealt for ready money, to say nothing of her shame and mortification.

But now, mark what followed. A pleasing change took place in the character

and conduct of this woman's " John." The drunkard became sober, and the pro-

digal thrifty. Instead of wasting a day or two at the begimiing of the week, and
two or three hours every night at the public-house, he worked steadily, and made
** seven days a week." The money formerly spent in " swipes " was put carefully

by for four weeks, at the end of M'hich enough was reaUzed to pay off the old score

for rusty bacon, rancid butter, damaged bohea, and other ailicles of similar quality.

Or. the fourth Saturday night after this change, John desired his Lizzy to put on a

nice shawl and bonnet he had bought her, and go and pay old Scrape what
was due on the book, and bring back with her a piece of good bacon,

some Cheshire cheese, a quarter of a pound of good tea, and some loaf

sugar, and to paxj for it. She went ; and instead of peeping about and trembling,

she went in with firm step and assured tone ; and, though there were other

customers in the shop, she said, " Oh, Mr. Scrape, I'm come to pay that
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little bill I owe you." Mr. Scrape bowed and smiled, and said, '* I'm very
glad to sec you. Mistress Xeicman ; pray, take a seat, I'll wait upon you in a
mijiute." Then, dismissing; the other customers, he continued :

** 'Tis a fine

evening, Mrs. Newman. Pray, how is your John r I thought he looked uncom-
monly well as he passed yesterday." And then, whdc casting up the columns,
and counting the money—"That little Caroline of yours, what a fine, rosy, curly-
headed dear it is! and how clever she is in doing errands ! " The balance was
then paid, except an odd 3 id., which Mr. Scrape insisted should be divided among
*' the three little dears at home.'' lie added, "And now, Mrs. Newman, what
shall I have the pleasure of serving you with to-night?" AVell, I want a piece of

bacon, if you've a nice cut of about three pounds." "I have some of the best
AVilts. There's a side I have just cut for Mrs. Sterling, the banker's lady. There's
a prime cut from the streaky part—take that bit." "What is it a pound?"
" Why, I charged the Sterlings 8ld., but I'll put it in for you at 8d. There, it

Aveighs four pounds and a half, and about an ounce over. Come, I'll put the bit

in for 3s. ;" less per pound than lie had charged for the stale scraps. The bargain
was struck. Some "good Cheshire" and other articles were added, ditv^-jmidfor,

and one of the lads was ordered to " get a basket and clean cloth immediately, and
take the whole home to Mr. Newman's !

" Nor was this all. The obsequious Mr.
Scrape said to the poor woman whom a short time before he had treated with such
harshness, " Now, before you go, will you take a glass of our home-made wine ? or
do you prefer a little drop of something short ?

" Mrs. Newman did not prefer or
take either, but left the shop, Mr. Scrape bowing her out, a living witness of the
independence and satisfaction connected with ready-money transactions.

I can easily imagine, Mr. Editor, that this letter of mine will be read by some
who have brought themselves into bondage, and v/ho may lind it somewhat difficult

to release themselves. But if they will reflect seriously on the advantages of the
course I have recommended, I think they will be willing to enter upon it, at the
expense of even a few weeks' self-denial and application.

I conclude this somewhat long letter with a few lines from a scrap given me by
a friend, cut out, I believe, from an American paper :

—
" KicEP OUT OF J)KBX. Avoid it as you would war, pestilence, or famine. Hate

it with a perfect hatred. Abhor it with entire and absolute abhorrence. Dig
potatoes ; break stones ; do anything that is honest and useful rather than run in
debt. As you value comfort, quiet, independence, keep out of debt. As you
desire a healthy appetite, good digestion, a placid temper, a smooth pillow, sweet
fcleep, pleasant dreams, and happy waking, keep out of debt. Debt is the hardest
of all task-n;asters ; the most cruel of all oppressors. It is a millstone about
the neck. It is an incubus on the heart. It furrows the forehead with premature
wrinkles ; drags idl nobleness out of the port and bearing of a man ; takes the
soul out of his laugh, and all freedom and stateliness from his walk. Come not
under its dominion. Pricnds, I say to each and to (dl, but especially to the young,
and most of all to young working people, KEsr out of deut !"

lliis may be thought somewhat extravagant ; but I believe it is not much, if any,
beyond the truth.

April 22, IHoO. Martha Makepeace.
r.S. I have just got sight of the last number. The poor " Factory Woman's "

letter is one I shall read with attention. Hers is not a case to be treated lightly.

FAMILY itECEIPTS.

Ragout Mutton.—Take of the scraij end of a
|
but not quite cnoug^h to cover the meat. Season

neck of mnttnii, about three ponnds, with as little

fat as possible. Si-purati; tho meat from the
bones, and cut it into pioces about two inches
liui^ and one inch wide/ I'ut two ounces of
buttrr into a stewpan, and when the butter is

niellcd add two tablct^pooiisful of flour; stir

witii a wuoilrn spoon till yovi ba\e a good l)ro\Tn

Ihit kcning ; add the meat, and stir it well round
for nearly half an hoar ; then add some water,

with salt and pepper to tnstc. adding four tea-

spoonsful of coarse snsjar and a few sprigs of
frcfh parsley tied in a buncli. t>tir the Avhole till

it boils, and then set it to siranoer. Peel three or
four middliiiij-Bized turnips, and cut them into
pieceii an iiicli square ; put some butter or c-leao

fat inlo a frjingpan ; fry the turnips till brown,
the n drain them from the fat, and put them into

the stewpan with the meat when it is done, which
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will be in about an hour from the time it began
to simmer. When reaJy to serve, skim oft' any
fat whicli may float on the top, take out the bunch
of parsley, and serve up the contents of the stew-
pan as hot as possible. A little onion, chopped
line, may be fried with the turnip, and put into

the ragout, for those who prefer it. This, the re-

ceipt lor which is taken partly from M. Soyer,
will be found a very savoury, and not an expen-
sive, dish. The bones boiled down will make a
basin of good broth.

Improved Omelette.—Put six eggs into the
smallest sized omelette-pan that can be obtained,
in which one ounce and a half of butter has pre-
viously been melted and made boiling hot,
"When the omelette is nearly ready to serve, which
it will be as soon as the egg is set, fold it in the
pan by means of an egg slice, and allow it to

zemaia half a minute longer, so that the edges

may unite. Take it out of the pan with the egg
slice, place it on a hot plate, and set it on the
table immediately. Salt and pepper may be used
when the omelette is served up, or sugar, or other
sweets, according to taste.

Vert Choice Veal Pudding,—Let the crust
be made as usual for puddings, hnl with veal suet.

After lining the sides of the basin, place com-
pletely round the inside thin slices of raw ham.
Fill up with layers of lean, cut from the kidney
end of the loin, thin slices of the kidney with a
little of the fat attached, and a few oysters, or

small mushrooms, A slight squeeze of lemon
may be added if preferred. Season with salt and
pepper to taste. The bones may be boiled down
in a small quantity of water, seasoned with salt

and pepper, and poured into the basin when the
pudding is opened.

THE JUVENILE CABINET.

PEPPER.
One of our commonest and most neces-

sary culinary spices is pepper. We use it

profusely in seasoning our meats, and even
the poorest and most economical housewife
regards it as an indispensable ingredient

in the cooking of her very simple dishes.

We should all be quite at a loss if now de-

prived of it, and yet only a few centuries

since it was unknown in this country, our
ancestors finding in the green herbs
*' yielding seed after their kind," all the

warm and pungent qualities needed to sa-

tisfy their unvitiated tastes.

Pepper is brought to us from very distant

lands. It is a native of the East Indies,

and can be cultivated only to the extent of

a few leagues on either side of the equator.

It grows luxuriantly in the Spice Islands,

from whence British merchants import
nearly eight millions of pounds annually.

When a pepper plantation is about being
made, ground covered by wood is chosen,
and then cleared by felling and burning.
Beds six feet square are then formed, in

each of which is fixed a pole, or a slender
living tree, around which the plants, which
are set one on either side, climb and flou-

rish. In three years they reach a height
of from eight to twelve feet, and begin to

bear fruit. They are then carefully sepa-
rated from the support, cut down to the
length of three feet, and laid horizontally

in a circle on the bed. In a very short
time the ends take root and new shoots
burst forth, which generally rival the parent
plants in the luxmiant abundance of their

fruit. When fully grown, the pepper
plants yield two crops in the year ; and, it

is said, that not un frequently the crops are

so rich in the island of Java, that the leaves

cannot be seen for the immense quantity

of fruit or berries. These are at first

green, but when ripe are of « beautiful red.
A pepper plantation looks very brilliant

when its berries are ripe, and in the harvest
season presents a truly oriental and in-

teresting scene. The children of the sun
in their picturesque costumes, and the Eu-
ropeans in their light ungraceful garments,
moving through these beautiful beds of a
vegetable Avhich is to be found only in those
countries where its pungent, stimulating
properties are necessary to the wants of
the inhabitants ; surely it is the Lord's
hand which hath done this. It is the same
Being, who "giveth food to all flesh," that
hath so ordered the distribution of plants
that not only does the inhabitant of each
country find around him what is best suited
to his necessities, but also most calculated
to create commercial connexions with his

neighbours.
When the berries of the pepper plant are

gathered, they are spread on mats or on
the ground, and left under the influence of
the sun and dews until they become dry, of
a black colour, and wrinkled surface. They
are then called " black pepper." What
we term white pepper is prepared from the
ripest of the berries, which are soaked in

water to deprive them of their red skins,

and then carefully dried in the sun.

We have said that about eight million

pounds of berries are imported into Eng-
land annually ; of this quantity nearly one
half is retained for home consumption, and
the remainder is again shipped for the Con-
tinent, &c.

ONIOXS.
The onion is a vegetable, which every

good housewife is careful to provide a store

of. It is very nutritious, and gives an
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a'^recable flavour to many of our best

dishes. All our young friends are, there-

fore, well acquainted with its appearance,

and, perhaps, when they next see one, they

will think of what we are now going to re-

late to them.
Onions are natives of Egypt, and were

much prized in that country from very
early times. They were taten as food.

They were sworn by, when the oath was
considered one to be had in deep remem-
brance ; and they were worshipped as gods.

The fearfulness and folly of this sin re-

minds us of the idol-makers mentioned by
Isaiah, who used one part of the ash-tree

as fire wood, and of the residue made a god,

and prayed unto it, saying, *' Deliver me,
for thou art my god." Onions grow wild

on the deserts of Cairo ; they are of a

peculiarly delicate flavour, and are con-
sidered as refreshing as fruit by the
weary traveller. Hasselquist observes that,
" AVhoever has tasted onions in Egypt,
must allow that none can be better in any
part of the universe. Here, they are sweet

;

in other countries they are strong. Here,
tliey are soft ; whereas, in the northern
and other parts, they are hard, and their

coats so compact that they are difficult of
digestion. Hence, they cannot in any place
be eaten with less prejudice, and more sa-

tisfaction, than in Egypt."
This vegetable formed a principal part

of the food of the Israelites, while engaged
in building the pyramids ; and Pliny men-
tions it as one of the articles on which larjje

sums of money were expended. That the

children of Israel were pleased with it, we
learn from the regrets they uttered in the

Arabian desert, for " the leeks, and the

onions, and the garlic."

The onion soup of the modern Egyptians
is considered by travellers an excellent

dish ; and it is that most frequently offered

to strangers, when invited to share the
hospitality of an Egyptian host. Some of

the poorer classes live, it is said, entirely

on onions, which are sold in their markets
at very low prices, both raw and cooked, in

a variety of Avays.

In all eastern nations the onion is a
favourite vegetable ; but to the Turks arid

Arabs it is particularly precious. At
Bernou and Samaria large plantations of
onions are general ; and at Palestine they
are so sweet and so numerous as to rival

those of Egypt. Perhaps we could not do
better than close this short notice by trans-

scribing, from Mr. Nicholls' " Farmer,"
the mode of cultivating them. " They
may be sown," he observes, " on the same
ground for a number of years in succes-

sion, by preparing it for the purpose, and
adding such soils as will constitute a dryish
loam. Stimulating manures, such as soot,

lime, &c., are all good for onions, when
used with discretion. The best sorts to

cultivate are the blood-red and the Stras-

burg ; and they succeed best when sown
mixed, Dig the ground well, working it

very fine, and sow the seed about the latter

end of March, or the first week in April."

THE SCHOOL-IIOOM.—No. II.

THE WHEEL AND AXLE.
TiiE limited space which wc Iiave it in our

power to devote to these lessons, compels us to

pass over th«j difrerent varieties of bent and
comf)Ound levers, and to i)rocced at once to a

brief explanation of the Wheel and Axle, the

second of the 3Iechanical Powers.
Tlie space through whicli a man can raise a

heavy weight, by au ordinary lever, is small

;

because, when he has pres.sed down tlie end to

wliich lie applies the power as far as he can
advantageously do, lie has no means of raising

the weiglit further, except by altering the ixj-

sition of the fulcrum, and 8Ui)i)orting the weight
in some other mode whilst ho is doing so.

When a continuous motion is rociuired, as
"When we desire to raise a stone to the top of a
building, or water from a well, an ordinary
lever could not be made use of, except in a
very inconvenient mode. For such purposes,
however, the tc/tcel and axle offers every fa-

cility ; as it is only another form of the lever,

so arranged as to have the continuous action

required. Hence it has been called the conti-
7iual or perpetual lever, and its mechanical
efficiency depends on the ratio of the radius of
tJie wheel to the radius of the axle, or the
length of the lever by which the i)Ower acts, to

the length of that by which the load resists.

In the various fonns of the wheel and axle,
tlie weight hangs from a rope coiled round
the axle ; but tlie power is aiJpUed in various
modes. The wheel may have jjrojecting pins
upon its surface, to which tlie hands may be
applied, as in that employed for steering a
ship ; or it may have teeth cut upon its edges,

into which another wheel may work. liut it

is not necessary for the efficiency of the
machine that the power should be ajjplied to a
comi)lete wheel ; since a single spoke of that
wheel will answer the puri)ose just as well.

This is, in fact, the principle of the common
windlas.s, used for raisuig water out of a well,

earth and stones out of a pit, and various other

yuch purposes. Sometimes the axle has no
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fixed liandle or lever, but bars are inserted

into holes cut into it, and these are shifted as

occasion requires. This is the construction of

the windlass, wliich is fixed in tlie fore-part of
aship, for the purpose of heaving the anchor. In
order to gain sufficient power, the J^ars must
be very long ; and these can only be worked
through a small part of a circle, without coming
in the way of the declc. "WTien they have
been moved as far as they will go, therefore,

they are shifted into a fresh set of holes, and
again drawn down. The axle is sometimes
placed in a vertical position, so that the bars
may go round liorizontally. This is the case
with the capstan, which is usually placed near
the middle of a ship's deck, and is used for

drawing up goods from the hold, &c., being
turned by men, who walk round and round
upon the deck, pressing the bars before tliem.

The applications of the principle of the
wheel and axle in the construction of various
machines are very numerous. Besides those
already mentioned, wliich are only varieties in

the form of the simple wheel and axle, we
may notice the different kinds of water-wheels
which are employed as moving powers. In
these, tJie weight of water, being applied to
the circumference of the wheel, exerts a pov.er
which, when communicated to the axle, is

multiplied in proportion as the diameter or
radius of tlie wheel exceeds that of the axle.
Where there is a small stream having a con-
siderable fall, the kind of wheel employed is

that which is termed an overshot wheel, the
float-boards of which are so formed as to receive
the water as it falls, and to deliver it, by the
turning of the wheel, into the stream at the
bottom, so that its v.-eight may act on the wheel
during the whole time that it is making the
descent. As the wheel moves round, its suc-
cessive float -boards receive the successive
quantities of water wliich are brought by
the streamlet ; and thus the whole" quan-
tity tliat falls is made to exert its power
on the wheel. Of course the higher the fall

the larger may the wheel be made, and the
greater M'ill its power be. On the otiier hand,
when the stream has little or no fall, but a
rapid current, it is made to turn a wheel merely
by its impulse on the float-boards, which are

made, not to hold the water, but to be struck
by it. Such a wheel is termed an tmderahot
wheel. Where a strcran has a rapid current,

however, it is seldom that we are unable, by
damming it up, to produce some fall ; and
the water may then be advantageously
brought, not to the top or bottom of the wheel,

but to the side, so as to be received by the

float-boards, and to act upon them, during its

descent throiigli about a quarter of the whole
circle, to the bottom. .Such a wheel, which is

the most common of all water-wheels, is

termed a hrenst-\\\\(tA.

In the paddle-wheel of a steam-boat, also,

the iirinciple of the wheel and axle is applied ;

and combinations, or series of combinations, of
wheels and axles, constitute the principal part
of mill-work of all lands.

But it is often required that the suvfaces of
the wheel and axle should act immediately
upon each other ; and this could not be ac-

complished if they were both smooth, as their

friction would not be sufficient to turn the
machine. But if tliey are covered with minute
roughnesses, these will create sufficient friction

to cause the revolution of one to put the other
in motion, provided the resistance to be over-

come is not too great. Tliis plan is much
adopted in mill-work, especially for the smaller
parts of spinning machines, the requisite

amount of rouglmcss being obtained by cover-

ing the surfaces of the spindles with buff

leather, or with wood cut across the grain.

But the most usual method of directly trans-

mitting motion from one wliccl to another,

larger or smaller than itself, is by means of
teeth, or coys, of a certain romided form, whicli

lock into tiie intervals between the teeth on the

surface of the other. In this manner tlie

action of one upon the other is insured, so long
as tlie strain is not so great as to break oft' the

tooth.

Tlie illustrations we have already given will,

we think, suffice to prove the great utility of

the wheel and axle. We cannot, of course, in

these lessons, cuter into detailed explanations,

but merely indicate the leading pruicii)les and
applications of the machines lo wlxicli we
refer.

LOVE ALL!
Love all ! tlicre is no living thing
Which God has not created

;

Love all ! there is no living thing
Which God has ever hated.

His love sustains the meanest life,

W'hate'er doth live or perish
;

And man may not disdain to love
What God has loved to cherish!

Love all ! for hate begetteth hate,
And love through love incrcaseth

;

Love all ! for hate shall faint and fail,

While love, like God, ne'er ccaseth.
Love is the law, the life supreme,
The goal wlicre all are tending

;

The hate shall die, the strife shall cease,
-But love is never-ending

!
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

APRIL 21sT to APllIL 27th.

April 21 . T/iird Sunday after Easier.
April 21, 753 B.C., liomulus commenced the

foundations of Home, Oa this day his brother
iiemus was slain by Romulus or his workmen,
for havin» ridiculed the slenderness of the walls.

Thus raised in blood, they became the sanctuary
of refugees and criminals, and, to increase the
I)opulation, ncisjhbourino- females were forcibly
dra»?ed within its boundaries.

April 21, 323 B.C., Alexander the Great, son of
Philip of Maccdon, died. He was a pupil of tlie

renowned philosopher, Aristotle. After tlie assas-
sination of Philip, Alexander slew his murderers,
and succeeded him in the sovereignty ; conquered
Thrace and lUyricum; destroyed Thebes; be-
came chief commander of all the forces of Greece

;

conquered Darius and all Asia Minor; subdued
K?ypt, Medea, Syria, and Persia ; visited the
Temple of Jupiter Ammon, and bribed the
priests to salute him as the son of that g-od,

exacting^ divine honours from his army ; spread
hi^ conquests over India; invaded Scythia;
visited the Indian Ocean, and, laden with the
spoils of India, returned to Babylon, where he
died of drunkenness, in the thirty-second year of
his :i<fe. After his death, all his family and infant
ctiildren were put to death ; his ijenerals quar-
relled for the empire, and, after bloody wars, dis-

tributed the prize in shares to the sanguinary
winners! So much for human glory! "Better
it is to be of an humble spirit with the lowly,
trian ti divide the spoil with the proud."

April 21, 1843, the Duke of Sussex, one of the
sons of Georg-e III., died at Kensington-palace,
in his 74ih year. He was highly respected for
his strenuous advocacy of the principles of civil

and religious liberty, and for the aid he afforded
to patriotic and philanthropic enterprises. His
funeral took place at Kensall-green Cemetery,
which his Uoyal Highness had selected in pre-
ference to the royal vaults.

April 22, 1142, /Wer ^/>e/arcZ, a learned doctor
of the church, died, azed 03. He was the cele-
brated lover of the no less celebrated Helo!se,the
niece of a canon, who placed her under Abelard
to be taught philosophy, of whom she learned
also the art of love ; and, preferring an infamous
reput;ition to the bonds of wedlock, caused her
tutor's ruin,

April 23, at. George's Day. — St. George, or
George of Cappadocia, is a name whereby several
Orders, both military and religious, are denomi-
nated. Tiiese took their rise from a hero famous
throughout ail the East, and called by the Greeks
the f(reat martyr. He is generally represented
on iiorseback, Jiaving a spear in his hand, with
which he is piercing a dragon that lies on the
j^'round. I'rom the Greeks he has been received
into the Latin Ciiurch, and England and Por-
tugal have chosen him for what is called, a
patron saint. Great difficulties, however, have
l)eon raised by historians about this saint, or
huro, and his very existence has been called in
(question. The Order of the Garter, which was
instituted by Edward III., is the most noble and
ancient of any lay Order in the world. The
'* Knights Companions" are generally princes and
peers, and the Kins' or Queen of England is the
bovereigu of ti>e Order,

April 23, 1G16, Miguel Cervantes de Saavedra,
the celebrated Spanish author, died. He was

born in 1511), He is best known in England as
the author of " Don Ciuixote," an admirable
satire on romance and knight-errantry.
April 23, 1616, William Sluikspeare died. It

was the anniversary of his birthday, whereon he
had completed the 52nd year of "his ag-e, Th«
name of Sliakspeare is the most illustrious in the
history of English dramatic poetry, and, to a
very considerable extent, of English drama also.

He possessed a knowledg-e of the human heart,
which, in its diversity, at least, has never beea
surpassed. His imagination was powerful, poeti-
cal, and so felicitously creative, that, presuming-,
the existence of the vivid offspring of his fancy,
the adopted feelings and manners seem to belong-
to them alone. His productions abound with easy,
natural, spontaneous humour, moral sentiments,
and profound exhibitions of genuine passion,
deep leeling, and elevated conception.

April 23, iiii, died Richard Payne Knightt^
one of the most eminent Greek scholars of his
day, and deeply conversant in all matters of lite-

rary antiquity and oivertu. He bequeathed his
matchless collection of medals, drawings, and
bronzes, worth at least £30,0(J0, to the British
Museum,
April 24, 1731, died Daniel Defoe. He was

born in London in 1603. He wa^ a writer of great
natural ingenuity and fertility. O.ne of his pub-
lications being pronounced seditious by a vole of
the House of Commons, he was prosecuted, con-
victed, and sentenced to fine, imprisonment, and.
pillory. The publications by which he is most
known are "The Trueborn Englishman," "Re-
ligious Courtship," and especially "Robinson
Crusoe," which has been translated into many
living languages.

April 24, 1793, /Farren Ha*/tnn'» was acquitted*.
For some years he held the station of Governor-
General of India. He returned from the govern-
ment in 1786, to meet an impeachment of high
crimes and misdemeanours before the first tribu-
nal of his country. After the proceedings had
been protracted through a period of nine years, all

the talents and influenceof a powerful party t>einsr

arrayed against him, he was acquitted. He died
August 22, 1818.

April 25, St. Mark"s-day, or Etc. This was for-

merly a gieat fast-day in England. On this day,
also, blessings on the corn were implored. It is

still a custom, in some parts of the country, for

persons to sit and watch in the church porch o\\

St. Mark's-eve, from eleven o'clock at night until
one in the morning. The third year (for it must
be done thrice) they are supposed to see the
ghosts of all those who are to die the next year
pass into the church. This superstition, as may
be supposed, has. in some cases, been attended
with injurious effects.

April z'y, 1595, Torquatus Tassn, the poet, died
at Rome. He began to write verses at nine years*

of age. Ilis celebrated epic, " .Jerusalem Deli-
vered," is that whereon his poetical fame is

chiefly grounded. The most remarkable feature
in his character was a hopeless p^S:>ion for the
princess Eleanora, sister to the Duke of Ferrara,
that he conceived early in life, and nourished till

his death.
April 25, 1509, Oliver Cromicell was born in

Huntingdon. As the leading events of the lite of
this ^reat man are detailed iu successive number!)
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of The Working Man's Friend, it is not
necessary to lurnish any particulars in this
Calendar.
April 25, 1800, JVilliam Coicper, the poet, died

at East Dereham, near Norwich. He was born
at Great Berkhamstead, in Hertfordshire No-
vember 26 1731. He was an elegant and accom-
phshed scholar, and was greatly honoured for his
talents, and revered for his love of virtue. His
modesty and diffidence were so great as to lead
hirato shun all publicity. His mind was often
clouded with fearful apprehensions, and he more
than once attempted self-destruction. When not
subjected to these dreadful affections, he was
cheerful, and even playful. His poetry and cor-
respondence are well known, and their popularity
la the best praise of their liigh merits.

April 36, 1711, David Hume, the historian and
philosopher, was born at Edinburgh. He is bestknown by his " History of England," which
however, appears to have been written under
strong prejudices in favour of the House of Stuart
His philosophical writings have placed him at
the head ot modern sceptics.
^^ April 26, 1716, 3ohn Lord Somers died, ao^ed

• ^^^"fl
^"''^ Chancellor, and at different

periods held other offices of high trust, which he
ennobled by acts of distinguished virtue and
patriotism; he vindicated public liberty with
courage, and maintained it with success to theend ol his life.

April 26, 1521, Ferdinand Magellan, a cele-

brated Portuguese navigator, in the service of the
-bmperor Charles V., was, as is generally sup-
posed, either assassinated or poisoned by one of
lus own people, in the island of Maran, one of the
Ladrones. One of his ships circumnavigated the
globe, and arrived at Seville. Magellan discovered
and passed the Straits at the extremity of South
America, which still hear his name
April 27. MT!, Edward Gibbon,' i\iQ historian,

was born. His great work is his " Decline and
±all of the Boman Empire." which forms a distin-
guished object in the literary history of the
eighteenth century. Gibbon, though ao accom-
plished scholar, was evidently an unbeliever in
the Christian revektion.

• ^r'lF' ^'^^^' ^^^ ^"illiam Jones died in India,
in the 48th year of his age. He was one of the
l^nghsh judges in the Supreme Court of Judica-
ture at Calcutta. He was distinguished by his
learning, his zeal for science in general, and by the
sterling excellence of his character.
April 27, 1794. James Bruce, the celebrated

travellennto Abyssinia, died. After havin<' en-
countered innumerable perils in distant re<?ions,
in search of the source of the river Nile, he met
with a premature death by falling down a stair-
case, at his seat at Kinnaird, near Falkirk in
Scotland. Some of his statements were so're-
niarkable that their veracity was doubted; most
of them, however, have been supported by every
subsequent information concerning the regions
he visited.

"

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE RESPECTING OUR SUPPLEMENTARY

NUMBER.
1B^=° For the future, should any article sent for

competition to our Supplementary Number turn out
to be a mere copy, and not an original composition,
the forwarder of such article will be held up, with
full name and address, to public exposure. Wo
give this notice because several persons have tried
to impose upon us pieces of poetry, as well as prose,
not their own, and as a caution to such dishonest
individuals, that, if found out, they may be sure
of the exposure which such petty piracy deserves.
Further, we would respectfully suggest to our
numerous contributors to this number, tlie ne-
cessity of writing upon such subjects as they think are
not hkely to be generally taken up. We make this
observation from the fact of our having received
a great number of papers upon " The Education
of the Working Classes," which, thouRh in some
instances, very good, we are unable to make use of.
M. H.—The Supplementary Number is open

to the productions of the wives and daughters of
working men, providing these are of sufficient
interest to entitle them to the appellation of an
article lor which a volume, or volumes, will be
awarded. *

Anxious (Spitalfields).—Your vlews,with regard
to Government Education, will, we fear, render
your essay inadmissible into our Supplementary
Number. '

W. D. (Camledge-mill).-Aa all our other cor-
respondents express satisfaction at our proceedingwe do not feel disposed to change our plan to suit
your wishes only.
Jane.- Do not listen to those who tell you

that your linen and cotton articles will be injured

by following the directions as to washing given in

h,^J'f.Jv^^ .^^'^ "*^^'! ^^'^'^ »P«" by manylarge families lor several months, and all unitein expressing themselves satisfied and delighted,
bilks and coloured articles must be washedin the usual way.
Mechanicus.—A very useful pamphlet on Ho-

tl^I Tf published, not long since, by Mr. Graf-ton, watdimaker. Cheapside. London.
1*. S (Chippenham).-Chickens,we believe, maybe produced from eggs hatched by Mr. (Jantelo'aPatent Incubator.

a"iv.io»

o/-?^*^°^"^^^'^^'-~^'^^ o"J^ ^ay to get a boyadmitted mto the Blue-coat School is, by a pre-sentation from one of the governors.
.
Alfred E.—We should tliink that you could

invest your money far more advantageouslv thanm the Cahfornian Gold Mining Company. We donot like the name; it does not augur stability
G. W. C—Your suggestion, with regard to the

insertion of articles on •• Gardening " in our Maca-
zmc^i^s^under consideration ; and will, perhaps, be

P. B. (Hunslet-road.)— When the Romanarmy, under Scipio, put an end to the third Punicwar by the capture of Carthage, they razed the
city entirely to the ground. At the present day
a heap of rums is all that remains ot the proud
city that once rivalled Home herself. Some ex-
cavations have recently been made, without pro-
ducing any very important results.
Correspondent (Lyme Regis).—Yes, A very

recent and well-known instance of secession from
the Romish Church is Dr. Achilli. For an ex-
planation of the meaning of Shrove Tuesday, see
the Weekly Calendar.

Printed and published by John Cassell. of 335, Str,nd, London, and sold by all Booksellers.
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. XVI.—IlECIPROCAL DUTIES OF EMPLOYERS AND WORKPEOPLE.
Part. IV.

The liberty, happiness, and glory of England and the world will be consummated
as soon as good feeling shall be established between masters and those whom they

employ. So long as the former shall look on the latter as mere Avorthless

dependents, beings of an inferior caste, created only to be ** hewers of wood and

drawers of water," and, therefore, to be always kept do-wn as little superior to

beasts of burden, there will be a want of that philanthiopy which Christianity

enjoins, and which is so necessary to elevate the masses ; and, on the other side,

our working men and women must banish from their minds the idea that all

masters and mistresses are necessarily imjust, haughty, oppressive, and tyrannical.

Without at all insinuating that we have arrived at perfection, it is yet a cheering

fact, that we have among us a very large number of kind, upright, sympathetic

employers ; and also of real clever, faithful, honest, industiious, and, therefore,

** riyht honourable," mechanics, oj)eratives, and servants, of each sex and of every

occupation. We repeat that we have not arrived at perfection, but we are going

on towards it. We believe that no employers, however excellent, have as yet

been fully alive to a sense of their responsibilities, or the boundless good which

their position enables them to effect.

It is said that in London one main object of many tradesmen and merchants is,

to die worth a ^^ plum." This *^ plum" means £100,000. Now we can make any-

thing fasliionable. We can dress the human body in the most grotesque and
frightful forms, so that if a child had been born v/ith protuberances where we place

pads and waddbig, we should have wept over its deformity, and shut it up as a

monster. But we are so marvellously accommodating that we can look at ugliness

mitil we transform it into loveliness, and worship it as a beauty. Hence there is no
custom or fasliion which we camiot adopt. There was a time when there was in

Holland what was called the " tulijy mania." To deal in tulip-roots, and especially

to speculate deeply, was considered the very acme of \visdom. TTie price advanced
beyond all bounds, and numbers of families proceeded so far in this folly as to lose

fcver^' penny they had.

History shows that man is the most plastic of aUJjeings. Only think what a

brutish, savage, cruel, melancholy, droll, laughable(prodigal, niggardly, learned,

foolish, vulgar, polite, malignant, pious, benevolent creature he has been made.
Look at the same people from century to century, and you can hardly believe they

aiC the same. Now, as we have such a tractable nature to train, all we huye to do
6
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is to alter the customs and fashions of the age. What if, instead of its being the

height of ambition to die worth this "£100,000 plum" masters and employers

were to desire above all things the physical, intellectual, and moral improvement

of their workpeople. A family of operatives in health, in comfort, raised by
education and religion to happiness here, and bliss hereafter, would be really and sub-

stantially worth all the £100,000 'Opiums " in the universe ; and a period is coming

when to achieve this infinite good shall be with employers an object of anxious

rivahy ; and then we shall have, in the best sense of the word, good servants,

operatives, and labourers. We have stated in former articles a few of those things

which employers may reasonably ask from their work-folks, and which, on the

other hand, those who are employed may as justly expect from those whom they

serve. Y/e shall now notice,

IV, That ejicouragement oxicjht to be exercised toioards apprentices and worhpcople,

*^ Encouragement" is a beautiful word, it comes fi-om ^^cor" the "heart," and it

means ** to put heart into a person." A great deal of our training, education,

government, &c., is calculated to put people out of heart, and take all coiu-age

from them. That was a fatal time in the history of your child when you called

him a fool, and declared that he would never be fit for anything. Thousands of

apprentices, and workmen, and workwomen, have been ruined all their days by
being reviled, abused, and assured that they never would make any progress. An
operative once told me that he had a most cruel master, who used to beat him and

curse him most mercilessly, so that he was almost in despair :
*' But," said he, ** I

was once very ill, and obliged to lie down in the shed. Well, my employer came
in, and he asked, * AMiere is Tom ?

' One of the men replied, ' Why, poor fellow,

he is very ill, and quite unable to work.' * Is he ?
' said the master, ' I am very

sorry, for I never had a better, or more active, promising boy in my life.' " The
workman added, " My master did not know I was so near, but I heard his words

and they went to my heart, and did me more good than medicine. They encou-

raged me ; they were the making of me ; from that time I took heart, and, thougli

he was a hard-hearted man, I would have done anything to serve him."

That old philosopher, Moses, showed that he was not far behind Solomon in

wisdom, when, on presenting his successor, Joshua, to the children of Israel, he

uttered the words—" Encourage him / " "A man's spirit will sustain his infirmity
;

but a wounded spirit who can bear ?
" Give a human being heart, and he will face

every foe, brave all dangers, and endiu'e all hardships ! The histories of adven-

turers fully illustrate this remark. The almost incredible perils that Cortes,

PizaiTO, and their indomitable followers encoimtered, with the hope of finding

wealth and honour, are a striking commentary upon the invincible power of en-

com-agement. Keep a man's spirits up, and he will undergo anything to attain an

object on which his mind is set ; let his courage fail, and he will despair in the

midst of every resoiu'ce to fui'ther his undertaking, Childi'en and yoxmg people,

especially, live upon hope. Damp their ardour, and you ruin them for life. And
the same may be said of our laboiu-ing classes. MjTiads of these are noAV in

the most abject misery, in consequence of never having had any encouragement to

better their circumstances, or improve their minds. Our gaols are filled, our hidks

crowded, and penal colonies peopled, with the victims of despair. No one ever

gave them any hope. Their parents ill-used them, and, instead of inspii-ing them

with confidence, did and said everything that was calculated to sink them in their

own estimation, Their employers treated them as cyphers, or cumberers of the
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;;roimd, called them all manner of dcgradiiii; names, and perhaps made them a

laughing-stock. Now this is too much for poor human nature to bear. There was
a fund of philosophy in the fable of the ancients, that ^vhen Pandora opened her

luckless box, and let loose all the ills wliich have since scourged our Avorld, "Hope"
4lone remained to soothe us in our toil. Had hope Hed, the hmnan race might have

])ecome extinct. It is, therefore, one of the most important principles of political,

intellectual, moral, or religious philosophy, to encourage humanity with hope for

the future.

Tliis should be especially done in the case of learners or apprentices. Whatever
is new in practice has some difficulty ; and then many trades and callings are really

vcn*- hard to acquire, and it is only after many a failure that any partial success can

be obtained. Here, then, is a noble field for patience and encouragement in

the master or teacher. The pupil may be awkward, and so were we when we
began—perhaps far more so than the brother, or sister, or child we are training.

Notliing but a miracle could make a person at once an adept in any handicraft that

lie has never practised. It may be simple and easy to us now, but it was not so at

first, nor can it ever be so to ajiy one when he conmiences. Human beings are not

bom readers, writers, arithmeticians, grammarians, linguists, mathematicians,

carpenters, weavers, spinners, hedgers, ditchers, seamstresses, engravers, &c. &c.

"VV'e aie the children of education, and all who excel have, probably, in former

years, tried the temper of those who gave them their first lessons ; and none of us

woidd ha^ e gained the least success, if we had not had some hope that our labour

would not be in vain.

And then learners should not only be encouraged that they may go on, but also

animated with the desire of excelling in their occupation. It can never be for the

advantage of masters to have bungling operatives. But then nearly all tuition has

proceeded on the principle that only a few can arrive at pre-eminence. Nothing
can be more false or absurd. If we persuade a manufacturer that he cannot effect

his purpose, and bring any goods to the market that will sell at a remunerating

price, he will never enter on any specidation. If we tell a merchant that his ships

will sink, he will never send one of them to sea. So, if we say to a learner, " Oh,
you stupid block ! You, indeed, ever master a trade ! never, never, so long as thy

name is Tom, wilt thou ever be fit for anything but a botch ? What a fool I was
to undertake to teach such a numskull !" Repeat this language day after day, and
accompany it with a few cuffs on the side of the head, and you have a fine receipt

for making the poor wTetch a lazy bungler tdl his days. I may be told that some
clever fellows surmount all this bad treatment and discouragement, and after all

( xcel ; and so they may, but then tliey arc indeed a precious few. And hence we
have often heard it asserted, that " there is not one mechanic in ten that thoroui^hly

knows his trade ;" and no wonder, when everything has been done that could be

devised to prevent his learning it perfectly.

But if, instead of this foUy and injustice, kindness and encouragement were
\ised, we should have no want of intelligent and clever working people, (iood

operatives jmd mechanics would be the ride, and poor, inefficient hands the excep-

tion. Li training men for that bane of the world, war, we maishal before them all

the names that have excelled in the field of slaugliter, and thus inspiie our youth
with an ardour to reap laurels by dcsolatijig the earth ! And if example can thus

quench the last spai-k of humanity in the soul, how much might be done by setting

before the apprentice the various individuals who have risen to eminence in his art,
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trade, or mystery ! He might be told that " Whatever man has done, man may
do ;" that there is no end to human progress or perfectibility ; that it is like cer-

tain lines in mathematics, which may approach for ever, but can never touch. Let

everything be done better and better, and then we are on the high road to perfec-

tion, and though we never reach the goal, yet each single step puts us nearer. The
wood-pigeon utters a sound very much like "l>oo/ doo!" and makes one of the

most careless, unsightly, and uncomfortable nests of all the birds. The story goes,

that " Once on a time that sharp, chattermg fellow, the magpie, was sent to in-

struct all the feathered races in building their domicile, and that having succeeded

wondrously well with most, it came to the bird in question ; but, as it was putting

on one stick after another, the wild dove kept saying, ' Doo I doo I doo ! doo
!

' till

at last the magpie lost his temper, and gave up the lesson." Now, we have some

thousands of these *^Doo ! doo !'* sort of people, who never take one step forward,

and consequently never excel ; and this "vvill be the case with all trades until we
use more encouragement, and labour to convince those we teach that they can, and

ought, and must arrive at eminence in their occupations if they choose.

Not only good words, but premiions, would work well. Competition has done

wonders for our country. And what if all should not obtain the prize ? yet those

who come short of the reward have gained in the effort and improvement more

than ten times its value, and in a second trial of strength may eclipse their rival.

And then, further, workpeople shoidd be encouraged in every attempt to improve

then- minds, better their circumstances, render their homes happy, and their

countiy free and prosperous. Bayonets, blunderbusses, cannons, military and

naval automata in human forms, are but a poor safeguard to any nation. All the

warlike states of antiqixity are biuied in ruins. England owes nothing to its wars

but its national debt ! Working men and workmg women form the basis of the

national pyramid. Let the foundation be sound and firm, and all will be secui-e
;

but to make it such you must have the people enlightened, good artizans and

labourers, temperate, moral, well provided for, and happy. There is not a race

of people on the earth more disposed to raise themselves, and bless their fatherland

and the world -with their inchistry, intelligence, and religion than the working

classes of England. All they want is labour, just remuneration, good treatment,

sympathy, and encouragement.

Origin of Paper Money.—The veracious Spanish historian, so often quoted by
Irving, in his " Conquest of Gianada,""Frao Antonio Agapida, relates that the Count de

Tendilla, while besieged by the Moors in the fortress of Alhama, was destitute of

gold and silver wherewith to pay his soldiers, who began to murmur, seeing they had not

the means of purchasing the necessaries from the people of the town, " In this dilem-

ma," says the historian, " what does the sagacious commander ? He takes a number of

little morsels of paper, on which he inscribes various sums, large and small, and signs

them with his own hand and name. These did he give to the soldiery in earnest of their

pay. How, you will say, are soldiers to be paid with scraps of paper ? Even so, I

answer, and well paid too, as I will presently make manifest ; for the good count issued

a proclamation, ordering the inhabitants to take these morsels of paper for the full amount
therein inscribed, threatening severe punishment to those who refused, and promising
to redeem them at a future time with silver and gold. Thus, by a subtle and most
miraculous alchymy, did this Catholic cavalier turn worthless paper into precious gold,

and make his late impoverished garrison abound in money." Irving adds, that the

Count de Tendilla redeemed his promise like a royal knight ; and this miracle, as it

appeared in the eyes of Frao Antonio Agapida, is the first instance on record of paper
money, which has since inundated the civilized world v\ith unbounded opulence. This
happened in 1484.
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CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER XVIL
" In this itate of desolation to which we were reduced, you, O Cromwell ! alone remained to

conduct the gDvernmeot, and to save the countrj-. We all willingly jield the palm of sovereignty to

your unrivallid ability and virtue. * * • Nothing- iu the world is more pleasin? to God, more
agreeable ti) reason, more politically just, or more gener;illy useful, than thiit the supreme power
i^huuld be vested in the best and wuest of men.''

—

Milton.

forth a navy, to appoint magazines and
stores, and to dispose of them, &c. &c.
The Commons ordered a now great seal to
be engraved, on which that assembly was
represented, with this legend — ix the
FIUST YEAR OF FREEDOM, BY GOD's BLESS-
ING, KESTORED, 1648. It was declared
high treason to proclaim, or any otherwise
acknowledge, Charles Stuart, commonly
called Prince of Wales. The King's statue
in the Exchange was thrown dowai, and on
the pedestal were inscribed these words :

EXIT TYRAXNU8—REGUM ULTIMUS ; the
tyrant is gone—the last of the kings. The
Duke of Hamilton and several others of
the nobility were condemned for high trea-
son, and suffered the last penalty of the
law.

DISTRACTED 8T.VTE OF THE NATIOX —
Cromwell's new appointment—iiis

DEPARTURE FOR IRELAND—SUCCESS OF
HIS ARMS—HIS CONDUCT QUESTIONED.

V/iTii the death of Charles came not the

restoration of peace. The dove with her

olive branch hovered over the land, but she

found no sanctuary into which she might
enter—no altar on which she might descend
and rest with folded wing. There followed

a period of deep agitation. The kingdom
Avas convulsed to its very centre. No one
could foresee into what frame or mould the

future government would be cast. It was
still a problem in whom should be reposed
the executive power. Hitherto the Parlia-

ment had retained every branch of the
executive in their own hands, now they
surrendered that power, and gave it up, in

its general branches, to a Council of
State, mth this anomalous provision —
that this council were to frame their acts

in conformity with instructions which they
should receive from Parliament ! Few, if

any, perceived or understood that while
the constituent parts of a government may
be made subject to the constant operation
of check, the one from the other, it is yet
absurd to think of any one branch com-
manding and controlling all the rest. All
was chaos—all dark and deep confusion !

The dissolution of the monarchy soon
followed upon the death of Charles. On
the very day of his execution, the Com-
mons, by express act, forbade the procla-

mation of any other king. A week after-

wards they voted the House of Peers to be
" useless and dangerous, and, therefore to

be abolished." Next day they resolved
that the office of king had been found, by
experience, to be unnecessary, burdensome,
and dangerous to the lib«;rty, safety, and
public interest of the people. It was con-
sequently abolished, and forty of the mem-
bers were constituted a council of State,

legal wTits from whom should issue by the
style of THE Keepers op the Liberty of
England, while they themselves were to

be entitled

—

the Committee of Estates
appointed by Parliament. Seals were
ordered them bearing that inscription, and
the names of England and Ireland, %vith

power for one year to command and settle

the militia of England and Ireland, to set

A few days after the execution of Charles,
there appeared a most extraordinary work,
entitled "Ikon Basilike;" or the por-
traiture of his most sacred majesty in
his solitude and suffering—a work profess-
ing to come from the pen of the sovereign
himself, and to contain the devout medi-
tations of his latter days. It produced a
powerful excitement in the public mind, and
did much to enlist the sympathies of the
nation in favour of the unhappy monarch.
Hume declares that " it is not easy to con-
ceive the general compassion excited to-
wards the King by the publishing, at so
critical a juncture, a work so full of piety,
meekness, and humanity. Many have not
scrupled to ascribe to that book the subse
quent restoration of the royal family." So
eagerly and universally ' was the book
per used by the nation, that it passed through
fifty editions in one year, and it is not impro-
bable that through its influence the title of
7-oyal martyr was given to the King by his
friends and partizans. Milton compares its

effect to that which was wrought on the
tumultuous Romans by Antony's reading
to them the will of Caesar. Yet Milton,
who wrote an answer to it under the title of
" Inconoclastes ; or, the Image breaker,"
entertains the strongest doubts as to its

authorship. Indeed, from his day down to
the present, it has been a question among
critics and learned men whether the work is

to be ascribed to Chafles himself, or to a
certain worldly and ambitious theologian of
the name of John Gauden, who was chap-
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lain to the Earl of Warwick, and one of the

Presbyterian leaders, but who afterwards

rose to great preferment in the Episcopal

Church. "When Hume wrote his history,

the evidence on the two sides was so

equally balanced, thar, with regard to the

genuineness of the work, he thought it was
not easy for a historian to fix any opinion

which would be entirely to his own satis-

faction. As might be expected, to him the

arguments of the royal party appeared the

strongest. Much more recent and searching

investigation has shown that the weight of

evidence lies on the other side. In a letter

addressed to Lord Chancellor Clarendon,
after the Restoration, this ambitious man,
Gauden, thirsting for higher preferment as

a remuneration for services done to the State,

urges his claim thus—"Not on what was
known to the world under my name, but
Avhat goes under the blessed King's name

—

the Ikon or portraiture of his Majesty in

his solitude and sufferings. This book was
wholly and only my invention, making, and
design, in order to vindicate the King's
wisdom, honour, and piety."

A single leaf from this precious document
may not be uninteresting, as a specimen of

affected piety. The following are a few me-
ditations on the various events of the civil

war :

—

" The various successes of this unhappy
war have at least afforded me a variety of

good meditations. Sometimes God was
pleased to try me with victory, by worsting

my enemies, that I might know how Avith

moderation and thanks to own and use his

power, Avho is only the true Lord of hosts,

able, Avhen he pleases, to repress the confi-

dence of those that fought against me with

so great advantages for power and number.
" From small beginnings on my part he

let me see that I was not wholly forsaken

by my people's love or his protection.
*' Other times God was pleased to exer-

cise my patience, and teach me not to trust

in the arm of flesh, but in the living God.
" My sins sometimes prevailed against

the justice of my cause ; and those that

were with me wanted not matter and occa-

sion for his just chastisement both of them
and me. Nor were my enemies less pu-
nished by that prosperity which hardened
them to continue that injustice by open hos-
tility, which Avas begun by most riotous and
unparliamentary tumults.

" There is no doubt but personal and
private sins may ofttimes overbalance the
justice of public engagements ; nor doth
God account every gallant man (in the
world's esteem) a fit instrument to asseit

in the way of Avar a righteous cause. The
more men are prone to arrojaio to their

own skill ralour, and strength, the less

doth God ordinarily Avork by them for his
own glory.

'* I am sure the event or success can
never state the justice of any cause, nor the
peace of men's consciences, nor the eternal
fate of their soul.

" Those with me had, I think, clearly and
undoubtedly for their justification the Word
of God and the laAvs of the land, together
Avith their own oaths ; all requiring obedi-
ence to my just commands, but to none
other under heaven without me, or against
me, in the point of raising arms.

" Those on the other side are forced to fly

to the shifts of some pretended fears, and Avild

fundamentals of state, as they call them,
Avhich actually OA^erthrow the present fabric,

both of Church and State ; being such ima-
ginary reasons for self-defence as are most
impertinent for those men to allege, Avho,

being my subjects, Avere manifestly the first

assaulters of me and the laws,—first by un-
suppressed tumults, after by listed forces.

The same allegations they use Avill fit any
faction that hath but poAver and confidence
enough to second Avith the sAvord all their

demands against the present laAvs and go-
vernors, Avhich can never be such, as some
side or other Avill not find fault Avith, so as

to urge Avhat they call a reformation of them
to a rebellion against them."
While various parties in the state were

busying themselves in concocting and fram-
ing forms of government, the religionists

Avere intensely earnest in putting forth their

respective views, and in giving currency to

the most extravagant assumptions and
opinions. " The leveller insisted on an
equal distribution of power and property,

and disclaimed all dependence and subordi-

nation. The millenarians, or fifth-monarchy
men, required that government itself should
be abolished, and all human powers be laid

in the dust, in order to pave the Avay for the

dominion of Christ, whose second coming
they suddenly expected. The Antinomians
even insisted that the obligations ofmorality

and natural laAV Avere suspended, and that

the elect, guided by an internal principle

more perfect and divine, Avere superior to

the beggarly elements of justice and hu-
manity. A considerable party declaimed
against tithes and hireling priesthood, and
Avere resolved that the magistrate should

not support by poAver or revenue any eccle-

siastical establishment. Another party in-

A'cighed against the laAV and its professors
;

and, on pretence of rendering more simple

the distribution of justice, were desirous of

abolishing the Avhole system of English
jurisprudence, Avhich seemed interAvoven

Avith monarchical government. Even those

among the republicans Avho adopted not

such extravagances, were so intoxicated
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with their saintly character, that they sup-

posed themselves possessed of pcculi;Lr pri-

vileges; and all professions, oaths, laws,

and engagements, had, in a great measure,
lost their influence over them. The bands
of society were everywhere loosened; and
the irregularities of men were encouraged
by speculative principles still more unsocial

and irregular."

The royalists, who had been degraded
from their authority and plundered of their

property, were indignant. The presby-

terians, who were now reduced and disap-

pointed, bf.came enraged and haughty. The
only soUd support of the republican inde-

pendent section was a numerous army of

fifiy thousand men, and not a little formi-

dable from its discipline and courage. All
was unsettled ; and but for the great influ-

ence, both civil and military, acquired and
possessed by Oliver Cromwell, all would
have continued disjointed and broken. His
authority was all but unlimited. All

England was awed into submission. The
now republic daily gained upon the con-
fidence and the affections of the people.

The situation alone of Scotland and Ire-

land gave any immediate disquietude to

the young government. Ireland was in a

state of open war, and immediate efforts

must be made to subdue that country. Let
it be borne in mind, that during the former
rebellion the Irish had conceived the design
not only of erasing from their country every
trace of the English nation and of the Pro-
testant faith, but also of crossing over into

England, and of there abolishing the re-

formed religion. During that rebellion the
massacre of Protestant Christians exceeds
all belief. " On all sides they were attacked
unawares, ejected from their houses, hunted
down, slaughtered, exposed to all the perils,

all the tortures that religious and patriotic

hatred could invent." There was no indig-

nity to which humanity could be subjected
which they were not called to endure.

' Cruel fightiiig, desperate violence, and
frightfid misery, afHicted the unhappy land
during eight years. Armies, or savage
hordes, rather, full of hatred, disobedience,
and cruelty, met and fought. Murder, pil-

lage, conflag^ration, wasted the most fertile

parts of Ireland." While the authoritv of
the English parliament was established in

Dublin, and some other towns which had
reviously fallen into their hands, the rest

)f the kingdom was divided into factions,

unong which either open war or secret hos-
ility prevailed. The lord-lieutenant, Or-
jiond, stood on the side of the royalists.

^Vith him went the nobility ; while the* clergy
md the body of the people took the opposi-
ion. Checked in his progress by distracted
counsels andcontrary influences, the parlia-

mentary forces successfully maintained their

ground against him. Yet these forces were
somewhat impaired. Cromwell therefore

sent a reinforcement of four thousand horse
and foot in order to strengthen Jones, and
enable him to defend himself against the

Marquis of Ormond, wlio lay at Fenglass,
and was making preparations for the attack
of Dublin. Matters assuming a more serious

aspect, the Commonwealth began to turn
their thoughts to this scene of deep agita-

tion and tumult. The lieutenancy must be
transferred into other hands. But where is

tJie man equal to the task of reducing Ire-

land to submission r All eyes were turned
to Cromwell. All parties concurred in hi.?

appointment, with supreme civil and mili-

tary authority. He was not insensible to

the magnitude and the difficulties of the
undertaking. Ho appeared in the house
next day full of anxiety and seriousness, and
declared his " unworthiness and disability

to support so great a charge." But he gave
himself up with " entire resignation to the
commands of the house," not concealing
from himself or from them the manifold
difficulties he should have to meet and sur-

mount in fulfilling his mission. Listen to

his words :
" That kingdom is reduced to so

great straits, that I am willing to engage my
own person in this expedition, because of the
difficulties which appear in it ; and more out
of hope, with the hazard of my life, to give
some obstruction to the successes which the
rebels are at present exalted with. And all

that I desire is that no more time be lost in

the preparations which are to be made for so
great a work." No time was lost. The new
lieutenant applied himself, with his wonted
energy and vigilance, to make all necessary
preparations for his departure. Under his

directions the Commons made incredible
exertions to raise money, provide ships, and
collect forces. Cromwell departed for Ire-
land at the head of 12,000 men. At his

setting out, we are told, he was drawn in a
carriage with six horses, and attended by
many members of the Parliament and Coun-
cil of State, with the chief of the army—his

life-guard consisting of eighty men, who
had formerly been commanders, all bravely
mounted and accoutred, both they and their

servants. He joined his forces at Milford
Haven, the place selected for the general
rendezvous. In the prospect of Crom-
well's advent all the parties that had ra-

vaged Ireland now united. Oliver hastens
to the spot. Ormond has already sustained
a signal defeat. Animated by the recent
reinforcement which he had obtained from
England, Colonel Jones sallied out, sud-
denly and unexpectedly attacked the Royal-
ist party employed in repairing the lort,

totally routed tncm. pursued, and fell in
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with the army. These he threw into dis-

order and confusion, chased them off the

field, seized their tents, bags^age, and am-
munition, and after killing a thousand men,
and taking above two thousand prisoners,

he returned in triumph to Dublin. Crom-
well was already there. Thence he has-

tened to Tredah, or Drogheda, which was
well fortified, and in which lay a garrison of

three thousand men. At once he dashed
into the deepest of the fight. Having made
a breach, he ordered a general assault.

Though twice repulsed with loss, he re-

newed the attack—himself and his son Ire-

tan leading on the army. Their valour

trampled down all opposition. The town
was taken, sword in hand; and, orders being
issued to give no quarter, a fearful slaughter

ensued. It is said that only one person of

the garrison escaped to tell the tale of this

universal havoc and destruction.

This scene and tale of death had its effect

on other places. Ha\'ing led his army, with-

out delay, to Wexford, he began to batter

the town, and then the garrison shared not
a very different fate from that of Tredah

;

in fact, every town before which Cromwell
presented himself now opened its gates

without resistance. Garrisons formerly in

the Royalist service deserted to him one
after another, which soon put an end to

Ormond's authority, and Oliver became
master of all Ireland. Ormond soon after

left the island, and delegated his authority

to Clanricarde, who found the state of affairs

to be desperate and without remedy. The
Irish were glad to embrace banishment as

a refuge. Above 40,000 men passed into

foreign service. There is a fearful truth in

the remark, that " Oliver descended on Ire-

land like the hammer of Thor ; smote it, as

at one fell stroke, into dust and ruin, never
to re-unite against him more !

"

Ko one can read Cromwell's own report

of this Irish war, which he forwarded to the

Parliament, but with the most painful feel-

ings. "We give a single extract :

—

" Divers of the enemy retreated into the
Mill-mount—a place very strong and of

iifficult access—being exceedingly high,

having a good graft (ditch), and strongly

palisaded. The governor, Sir Arthur Asn-
tou, and divers considerable officers being
there, our men getting up to them, were
ordered by me to put them all to the sword.
And, indeed, being in the heat of action, I

forbade them to spare any that were in

arms in the town ; and, I think, that night
they put to the sword about 2,000 men ;

—

divers of the officers and soldiers being fled

over the bridge into the other part of the
town, where about 100 of them possessed
Saint Peter's church steeple, some the west
gate, and others a strong round tower next

the gate, called Saint Sunday's. These,
being summoned to yield to mercy, refused.
Whereupon I ordered the steeple of Saint
Peter's church to be fired, when one of them
was heard to say in the midst of the flames,
' God damn me ! God confound me ! I
burn, I burn !

*

" "The next day the other two towers
were summoned, in one of which was
about six or seven score ; but they refused
to yield themselves, ana we, knowing that
hunger must compel them, set only good
guards to secure them from running away
until their stomachs were come down. From
one of the said towers, notwithstanding their

condition, they killed and wounded some of
our men. When they submitted, their

officers Avere knocked on the head ; and
every tenth man of the soldiers killed, ana
the rest shipped for the Barbadoes. The
soldiers in the other tower were all spared,
as to their lives only ; and shipped likewise
for the Barbadoes.

" I am persuaded that this is a righteous
judgment of God upon these barbarous
wretches, who have imbrued their hands in

so much innocent blood, and that it will

tend to prevent the effusion of blood for the
future, which are the satisfactory grounds
to such actions, and which otherwise cannot
but work remorse and regret.

" And now give me leave to say
how it comes to pass that this work is

\vrought. It was set upon some of our
hearts that a great thing should be done,
not by power or might, but by the Spirit of
God It was this Spirit who gave
your men courage, and took it away again ; I

and gave the enemy courage, and took it I

away again ; and gave your men courage
again, and therewith this happy success

;

and, therefore, it is good that God alone
have all the glory."
We are no lovers of war. We solemnljf

deprecate the shedding of human blood;
nor are we so enamoured with the character
and doings of Cromwell as to become on all

occasions his apologists. We think there
were grave errors in his conduct ; and in the
aftair of this Irish war, there is much to

censure and condemn. Let us look at it,

Hume asserts that ** Cromwell pretended
to retaliate by this severe execution th«

cruelty of the Irish massacre. But he well

knew that almost the whole garrison dHiii

Tredah was English, and his justice w«l
only a barbarous policy, in order to terrifjf H
all other garrisons from resistance." Thii|lact

does not appear. Nor is it at all obvioui

that the spirit of retaliation was the secret

and impulsive cause of Cromwell adoptiaf
such a line of conduct.
On the other hand, it is maintained tha

<' he arrives in Ireland anarmed soldier
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solemnly conscious to himself that he is the
soldier of God the Just ;—an armed soldier,

terrible as death, relentless as doom:—doing
God's judgments on the enemies of God !

"

Meile D'Aubigne takes much the same view
when he says :

—" One solution readily

offers itself, and I think it is a true one.

We should cease to regard him in his indi-

vidual character, and look upon him only as

a general and a judge—the representative of

that inexorable Justice whom the Pagans
represented with a bandage over her eyes
and a sword in her hand.
"There is, however, another solution,

which explains not only this famous expe-
dition, but also the whole of Cromwell's life.

This great man shared in the error which
the Papacy had held during the middle
ages, and which most of the Reformers en-
tertained during the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. He did not make a suffi-

cient distinction between the old and the

new covenant—between the Old and the
New Testament. He thought that a Chris-
tian, and particularly a public man, ought to

seek his rules of conduct in the Hebrew
theocracy. The terrible judgments in-

flicted by God's command on th'? unbeliev-
ing nations in the times of the judges and
kings of Israel, appeared to him not only to

authorize but to necessitate similar judg-
ments."

It may be that Cromwell had a deep-
rooted enmity against the Papists ; it may
be that he confounded the spirit of the
Je'.vish economy with the freer and sub-
limer genius of the Christian faith ; it may
be that he looked upon himself as the soldier

of God the Just, and felt that ho was but
th'^ minister of heaven in inflicting retribu

tion on those who had butchered thousands
of innocent Protestants ; but all this comes
short of a vindication. Can Oliver be vindi-

cated ? This is a point of serious inquiry.

SOME WORDS FOR OUR FEMALE SERVANTS.
BT SrLVERPEN.

CHAPTER II
Mr. and Mrs. Borrow are people of independent

property, nevertheless they are the most de-

pendent needy people in the world, by raising

their luxurious necessities to a i>oint far

above their means. 3Ir. Borrow's income may
average eight hundred a year, but his exj>endi-

ture, in all probability, may amount to twelve.

Jle mus«t reside in an exceedingly-fasliionable

street ; he must have his club ; he must have
an occasional opera-box ; and as Mrs. Borrow's

expenditure is in a larger ratio than his own,
they both live in a sort of perpetual warfare
\*ntli their needy tradesmen, escaping them-
selves whenever they can, and leaving the de-

grariation of refusal and untruth to their two
unfortunate female servant?, but more particu-

larly to be lx>me by Jane the hous*rmaid.
" There's* Mr. Simpson'.", the butcher's knock,

I know," says Jane to the cook, as they sit

ILstle-ssly over their breakfast, " and I don't

tliink I can face him again. It is .<m) very hard
to be alwayg saying ' Xo ' to civil words." Mr.
Simpson repeats his knock, and Jane has to
answer the door.

" Don't tell me an untruth, girl," says the
tradesman, the inptant he sees the servant's

face. " Mr. Borrow 's at home, I know, and not
yet out of bed ; so I shall be obliged if you'll

knock at his door and tell him I phall wait till

he comes down." Jane knows not what to do.

Mr. Simpson is peremptory, and she dreads her
master's anger. Mr. Simpson, however, steps

Into the hall without invitation, and Jane is

bbliged to go up gtairs.

" Wliy did you let him in ?" says Mr. Borrow,
in an angry whisper, peeping round his dressing-
room door, as it stands ajar. " You know I

hate to be pestered and disturbed by ^-ulgar

people. Let liim come at a more reasonable
time."

Jane repeats Mr. Simpson's peremptory mes-
sage.

" Say I'm out, then," whispers the still more
angr}-^ .Air. Borrow. " I shall pay liim when I

can, and that's enough ; so don't bother me."
As he thus speaks, he gently (lest the butcher
should hear) but determinately shuts the door,
and disappears.

Jane stands trembling on the top of the stair-

case for some minutes before she can venture
do^vn. ^Vhen she does face Mr. Simpson, she
says, Avith downcast eye and trembling lip,

that ^Ir. Borrow had gone out early that
morning, though she cannot say where.

"'Tis painful, I know, my good girl." replies
Mr. Simpson, " to tell an untruth, po get another
situation where at least people bear the burden
of their own sins. To me, the untruth is use-
less. Mr. Borrow is at home, and as I cannot
see him, I wU my lawyer. Good morning."

The moment the butcher has disappeared,
Mr. Borrow creeps down stairs in his dressing-
gown, and enters the breakfast parlour. In an
instant he rings for Jane.

" How's this ? I can't eat this bread ! Where
are the rolls?"

" White, sir, will not let us have any more."
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" jS^ousense," answers the gentlemen. " Go
and fetch them."

" I cannot, indeed, sir ; he's so uncivil."

" You must. Go instantly, I . say. How is

it possible I can breakfast %^ithout rolls ? Tell

liim I'll send him a check next week."'

^he baker will know, as well as Jane, that

this is a subterfuge. But she must go, and,

with a sigh, she puts on her bonnet.

"VThen she enters the shop, the baker turns

away, and hums a tune ; so Jane has to wait,

till he again approaches the counter.
" Check, indeed !" he answers ;

" as we say

in our trade, pi-omises are made of crust, easily

broken." This is all he says, and Jane has

again to mention her errand.
" Well, there," lie says at last, as he throws

down on the counter a couple of cold rolls

;

" take 'em, and tell your master that hot rolls

and no money don't do for John Vrhite."

Jane's heart is ready to break, but she dare

not teU her master what "Wliite has said, so she

has to add one untruth to another, and say all

the rolls were cold. Wli n ilrs. Borrow has

made the tea, it is found that there is not suf-

ficient sugar. Jane has to go to a grocer's in

the next street. There are several people in

the shop, most of whom Jane knoAvs. The
upper shojjman comes forward the minute he
sees her.

" Mr. Jones," lie says, addressing her, " can
book nothing more, though he will be happy to

supply you if you have brought tlie money."
Jane blushes scarlet ; her feelings bid her turn

away, yet she knows she must speak what she

has been told.

" Mr. Borrow will settle your account next
week." At this all present smile—smile actu-

ally as if Jane were the culprit. She looks

down, blushes still more, and stands irresolute.

" He will leave the sugar, then, till next
week," answers the shopman. Even Jane,

schooled as she is in the fsibrication of untruths,

cannot outface this last rebuke, she turns away
and quits the shop.

" 'Tis all your own fault," scolds Mrs. Bor-

row, upon Jane's return. " You never can de-

liver a message pi'operly. Why didn't you tell

Jones that Mr. Borrow will pay liim next
week."

*' I did, ma'am."
" You did not ; pray quit the room !

"

Jane goes down into the kitchen to the cook.

In telling her advcutuie she sits down and
cries. " If musters and mistresses would be-

lieve that we have feelings, and can speak the

truth, wc should be better than we ai'e ; indeed
we should. But tnith seems the worst friend

to a servant, and lying the best." With this

false morality forced upon her, Jane resumes
her labours of the day.

,

The tailor, the milliner, tlic bootmaker, all

severally make visits, but Mr. and ilrs. Boi-
row are not at home. There come visitors of

another description ; but these Jane can easily

discriminate. By four o'clock Mr, Borrow is

dressed and ready to go out.
" Don't pester me with my bills when I re-

turn," he says sharply to Jane, as she opens
the street door for him ;

" throw them aside ;

they can be seen at any time."

Various bills and notes do come, and Jane
obeys the order. In the hurry, however, of her
many duties, she throws aside a letter, sealed

with the impression of an earl's coronet, which
was delivered by a footman, with the message
of " immediate." When Mr. Borrow returns

home from his club to dinner, he inqtiirea if

any letters have been left.

" Xone, sir," says Jane ; but, soon after, the
memory of the immediately-to-be-delivered

conies to her muid, and as she crosses the hall

she takes it up, and goes down with it to con-

sult the cook.
" Tell him it has come this minute," advises

the cook ;
" for if we speak the truth we are

not believed ; so a lie, if there is a necessity,

answers the same purpose."

Thus, with a lie, the fruit of their own-
taught morality, the letter is placed before Mr.
and Mrs. Borrow. He opens it, reads it, and
thrusts it across the table, between the fruit and
wine, towards his wife.

" Why, merciful me," says the lady, starting

up, " of all things to think of this, after all my
finesse, my trouble, my calls upon Lady Fern-
gro\'e, to be thus disappointed. To have dined
with Iier at seven, and it is now half-past eight.

I shall go distracted—I certaijily shall !
" As

she thus speaks, she rings the'bell violently for

Jane.
" How dared you keep back tins letter ?" is

the question the minute Jane enters. " It was
delivered at four !

"

Jane remembers that, to apeak the truth,

would add to the crime ; and though she would a

confess her error to one more gentle, her mis- \
tress's fury prompts her to add new untruths to

the old one.
" In my moral home," continues the lady,

when she has abated her passion a httle, " it

grieves me to find such an incorrigible story-

teller, after, too, my allo\ving you to go to

church every Sunday afternoon, and buying
you a new prayer-book : it is really surprising

you are so wicked a person." After the lady's

digression, Mr. Borrow has a few geiitle words
to say ujion the sin of denying the truth, and
Jane retunas to the kitchen in tears.

Next morning Mrs. Borrow makes a visit

of apology to the countess, who, having con-

descended to invite her, considers herin\itation

and herself slighted, and conducts herself to-

wards ]ilrs. Borrow witli much coldness and
hauteur. Tlxis adds to Mrs. Borrow's humility

towards the countess, a.id h.er ire towards Jane.

Jane, upon being confronted \n\.\\ the foot-

man, confesses her errar, but weeps and says
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how useless it was to speak the tiiith when the

truth was never believed. But Jane's first sin

pleads for itself no mercy in the heart of the

fashionable lady. The money is borrowed,

her wages paid, and Jane is thrust fortli.

When inquiries are made as to hor character,

both by word and letter, one thing is said :
" I

cannot, as a moral gentlewoman, recommend
Jane Turcell, as she is an incorrigible liar."

It is useless to tell the sin and guilt that

follow on this relentless, miscalled justice.

Home the girl has none ; her money is soon
spent ; every avenue to honest labour is clo.-ed

against her, and 8he has but one course left for

bread.

As she stands, some year after, shivering in

her guilty finery at the box-door of the opera,

Mrs. Borrow, on the arm of her dear friend,

Lady Femgrove, passes her. Their eyes meet;
and when Mrs. Borrow has passed on, she
wliispers to her friend,

" That unfortunate housemaid of mine, Jane
Purcell, stood amongst the crowd. It is a
pity. I had an excellent character with her,

but she proved an incorrigible liar; and /
always act conscientiously. Lady Femgrove

;

you know I do.'" The lady passes on, and Jane
is forgotten.

Two months after, and in the depth of win-
ter, in the agony of want and infamy, a desti-

tute creature is picked from the streets, and
carried to the workhouse. Nobody watches
be.sides her bed ; all shrink from her ; all look

askance, except it be the parish surgeon. In her
dying hour to him she whispers her tale:—

" 1 was disbelieved, sir, when I spoke the
truth, and liad lying thrust upon me. ^Vlun
I practised, once only, the lesson taught, tlioy

thru.st me forth. For one lie, sir, I am what
I am, and God knows it. We poor servants^
sir, wovld be better if some mercy and pity
were shown for tJie ignorance we bring from
our poor homes and untaught childhood.'"

In the suburbs of a large provincial town
dwelt the family of a retired oflicer. It con-
sisted of the father ami motlicr and tliree

grown-up daughters. As the father was a
confii-med invalid, the sole management of the
household, as well as afiairs, fell u\)Ou the
motluT ; but she had to share this duty with
her daughters, esixjcially with the two young-
est. As these aspired to be mistresses, no
servant could obey their multifarious com-
mands, giving up the effort a.s an impossible
thing usually at the end of a week. These
two daughters were in reality the mistress ; the
dictum of their word wa.s law ; their mother
they treated as a cypher; only qualified by
nature with a pair of hands to iron their dresses,
mend their clothes, prepare tlieir dinner, and
clear up the miscellanies of an everlastingly-
littered room, in the shape of shoes, pocket-
handkerchiefs, bags, work, curl-jjapers, and
occa.=ionally a book. Thus, leaving this

drudgery to another, the better portion of their

day was spent in decorating themselves, and
walking into the towni—returning home, gene-
rally ill-tempered, to squabble witli their mo-
ther, but, more especially, to vent their spleen

upon tile unfortunate maid-of-all-work.

I chanced to be staying at a house, no great
WJiy oflT, with an old baclielor uncle and maidea
aunt, who, among other virtues, were very
thoughtful and charitable, whilst always up-
holding two maxims —that education is a ne-
cessity next to tlie necessity of bread, and
rcliuement of mind and manners to be encou-
raged by genial kindness. One evening, soon
after my arrival, tliere came into my uncle's

little study a pretty, clean, but poorly-clad
girl of about seventeen. She had lost her
father, and her mother being almost destitute,

she had come to consult old Aunt Mary about
her thought of going to live at the officer's.

" It will only unsettle you to go there, I am
afraid, my good girl," said tiie elderly lady.

,

" I will try though, ma'am," replied Maria

;

" for as the mistress of the Sunday-school says
I'm very patient, 1 may be able to bear cross

words and keej) the place."

The place was procured. As Maria had but
few clothes, my elderly relative furnished her;
gLvingher,amongstother things, a left-off printed
muslin dress, with one flounce very near the
bottom. For a week 3Iaria went on very well
in her new place, for when the young ladies

met my aunt one morning they Avere loud in
tlieir praises ; but that same day poor Maria
chanced unfortunately to put on the one-
llounced gown ; so, when she carried up the
tea-kettle, the young ladies, who were sitting

round the fire, espied the tlounce. It was a sin

that immediately kindled a tiame of envy in

their hearts, as in company, as well a^ at otlier

times, they loudly promulgated their oi)inion,

that dress ruined all servants ; and, moi-eover,

that the ability to read was in itself an unpar-
donable crime.

" 3Iaria," said Miss Mary, when Maria car-
rierl in the tea-tray, " I desire you'll pick off

tliat (lounce immediately."
" Flounces are the ruin of your class," added

Miss Laura.
" Servants have no busines.s with thera."

spoke Miss Matilda.
" I can't have you taken for one of the young

ladies," chimed in their mamma.
From that hour, both young ladies and the

old one were sjjies ui)on Maria. I'eeping into
her work-box, to see if slie had got an unpro-
per collar ; into her drawers, to see if tliere

were a bow upon her cap, or a pair of gloves
that had cost more than sixi)ence, or a pair of
shoes with sandals. So tlrnt by tins means they
soon had a fair knowledge of Jilaria's wardrobe

;

then, one by one, the orders came to reduce the
borders on her caps, to forbear curled hair, to

take the plaits out of her gown, the width from
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her sleeves. Maria obeyed \viUingly, at fii'st.

all their^e petty mean desii-es.

A few days after the affair of the flounced

gown, we met the young ladies on our return

from town. My elderly friend inquired for

Maria.
'* Why," replied Miss Mary, " Maria is not

the girl we took her for, at first. She is very
Ibnd of dress ; it is quite a failing Avith her.

Only think of her impertinence in wearing a
floimced gown. We were actually asto-

nished !

"

" Was it a chintz muslin?" asked my aunt.

"Oh, a most beautiful thing!" whispered the
exaggerating Miss Matilda. " To tell you the
tnith, I don't think she came honestly by it,"

" She has," replied the lady gravely ; " it

was mine. I gave it to her, the flounce in-

cluded."

"Why, ladies," I asked, "may a maid-servant
not wear a flounce ? I like to see servants well

dressed. Depend upon it nothing so raises

proper individual self-respect, as the possession

and use of the decencies of life."

" Oh," replied Miss Mary, rudely tossing her
head, " you are a Londoner—one of your lite-

rary people. We of the town of N— think
differently." I made no answer.

" Added to the flounce," laughed Miss
Matilda, " we have the gentility of reading.

Only think, instead of mending pa's sixth pair

of stockings, she was, at nine last night, ro-

mancing over a thing called ' Natui-e and Art.'

When I saw the girl's presumption, I couldn't

believe my eyes."
'• I hope it taught her mercy," said my uncle,

drily ;
" that very book I myself lent Maria,

out of the scliool library ; for, as she reads
well, I was anxious she should have some
innocent source of amusement, after the labours

of the day." The young ladies coloured, made
no reply, remarked that they were in a hurry,

and bade us good morning.
" That, my dear Mary," remarked my uncle

to his sister, " is a little specimen of the little

imtaught world, that we— each man and
woman in it— with the better argument of
knowledge and Christianity, should individually

make better, day by day ; and, with God's
help, so we shall."

The next time we heard of Maria, she had
quitted her place : the sin of a cap with a pink
bow on her Sunday out, and the greater sin of
being discovered vmting a letter to an uncle
at sea, were too flagrant to be overlooked, and
she was hastily dismissed. Miss Mary informing
her that the family never kept a servant who
could read and write, as in that case no letter

or correspondence could be safe from eyes so
proverbially curious as those of a maid-sei-vant,

and that the sooner she forgot her accomplish-
ments the better.

Maria soon obtained another place, at a
villa opposite, her old situation. The new

mistress, being liberal-minded, and very kind,

soon admired Maria's diligence, raised her
wages, and encouraged her taste for cleanliness

and decency. By the end of the summer,
Maria actually, one Sunday, answered the hall

door in a puce silk dress (an old one of her
mistress's), and a cap trimmed with the fatal

pink. These were seen and duly noted frcrs.

the parlour window of her late situation. From
that hour, night and day, mom and noon, from,

some window, high or low, Maria was watched,
and a faithful record made of her transgres-

sions.

Soon after this event Maria was left ia

charge of the house whilst the family were
absent, and during those six weeks the es-

pionage became a systematic pursuit. When
she arose, when she had a friend, when she

walked in the garden, when she had a letter

from her mistress; what she eat, what she

drank—all these things were noted with ac-

curacy and diligence. A few days after her
mistress's retxmi, a valuable ling was missed
from an open drawer in the library. Maria
was unsuspected. In her innocence she men-
tioned the loss to various people who fre-

quented the house. By this means tlie loss

becarne a matter of gossip, and reached the
ears of her former mistresses. Now the fruits

of their espionage were carefully reperused.

The humble silk gowa was magnified into a
dishonestly-gotten satio, one, the cotton gloves

into expensive kid, the letters from her mistress

into letters not her own, and, last of all, they
whispered to their confidential acquaintance

they thoKffht— nay, they v,'ere almost sm'e

—

that they had seen the girl ^\ith a ring.

This piece of confidential scandal was re-

tailed in sundry directions, and soon reached

the ears of Maria's mistress. At first she was
incredulous, but new reports were brought as

to Maria's other delinquencies, and then she

asked the girl. a

" Why, ma'am," answered Maria, after a few f
minutes' consideration, " I think I can tell you.

I was sewing the rings on to the clean muslin

curtains for the drawing-room, and had sewn
on all but the last, when some one knocked
quickly at the hall-door. In my hmry, and
fear of losmg it, I slipped the ring on to my
finger and answered the door. This must be

it, ma'am." The mistress believed, but in a
few days after the ring was foimd restored to its

old place. This seemed to confirm Maria's

guilt, and she was dismissed with reproaches.

A week or so after this, as the elderly lady,

my friend, entered the cottage of a sick woman
she sometimes visited, she overheard, as she

ascended the staircase, the voice of one ofMaria'a

former mistresses.
" Xow," said Miss Mary in a voice that

sounded as if triumphant, " the girl will have

no longer pink bows and floimces. You see

what comes of fine notions ; we said they would
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be her ruin. And it wll really do her good if

her pride comes to the parish."

Mis8 3Iary coloured when my uunt entered,

bowed und withdrew. My aunt questioned the

woman as to her idea of Maria. " Why,
ma'am," was the answer, "Maria had help to

clean the house before the family returned, and
the same woman has assisted iu the house-

work since. It is street gossip that this woman
has a daughter she encourages in improper con-

duct; the nng was, perhaps, thus taken and
afterv/ards, through fear, re.stored."

That night my uncle sought the suspected

woman, and made some casual inquiries about
the ring. Thinking the fact was not merely
suspected but known, she at once confessed she

hafl taken the ring with a view of keeping it,

but, fearing the consequence:-, returned it to the
drawer.

ilaria'rt truth and honesty were thus vindi-

cated. Jly uncle wad proud that here was
anotlier humble proof that education raises,

not debases, and that refinement is no bar to

morality.

In.stead of the i)arish and degradation, Maria
was that same niglit received into one of the

cheerfullest, happiest homes in tlie suburbs of
X , as parlour-servant, to wait upon my
worthy relatives. Four years have passed since

that niglit, and Maria has proved the gcntle.st,

the !iurable.<t, the worthiest of servants, and
has tlie i)ity of an angel for those who ask hrr
sympathy. .She nursed the old man's sister

with unwi-arying love, and has bound him to

her by the love she showed. Now, when the
old bedridden man weeps over the memory of
his sister, no face can sooth him like that of
Maria, for she it was who was so gentle to the
g(X)d star of his life. Progressing onward from
the story of " Nature and Art," she reads aloud
to the old man the "Holy Living and Dying;"
ati she pauses by the way he teaches her that

mercy is a thing from God that bears good in

its holy season.

Maria's former mi-stresses were somewhat
disgraced by their avowed spleen and envy.

Soon after they quitted N , and were
forgotten. But not long since, on a cold, au-

tumn evening, my servant u.shered in, unan-
nounced, a miserably-clad woman, witli an in-

fant at her breast. She sto jd droopingly at the

door ; but when I s^wke she came up to my
table, and disclosed the features of 3Iis.s Mary

of N . She sat by my hearth an
hour, and told me her tale of misery : how .<»he

had married disgracefully ; that h(?i' husband
was in custody on a charge of shoplifting ; that

the persecutor was merciless ; that she wanted
bread ; and, as she wept, she said—" I have,

indeed, disgraced myself." She had, in truth—
the first step was in despising others. She and
her family have since followed the huoband,

under assumed names, to one of the penal set-

tlement.*?.

I have taken these illustrations from real

life, and sketched them >vith no overdrawing

pen. I might midtiply them in all grades

—

in all classes ; but I have drawn suthcient to

prove that the bigotry against education and
improvement of the lower classes proves the

proportionate want of education and feeling in

those bigotted ; that the sins of ignorance are

not mercifully eiiougli dealt with, and that

whilst we are accusing politicians of laggard

energy in furthering a system of national edu-

cation to be enforced by the state, we neglect,

in our ovm homes and by our own hearths, an
individual but— in the aggregate—mighty social

power of furthering progi'ession in a moral and
religious light. Before 1 say mere, I will draw

one further illustration, taken, as the foregone,

from actual life, as showing what may be done

in the taskwork of an endeavour to exalt and

not debase.

About New and Old Clothes.—When the tailor brings you home your new coat he
brings with it some pieces of the cloth that remain over, that jou may have something
to mend it with when it is necessary. As long as your coat is new, or in good condition,

the pieces of cloth are just at hand, very easy to be found ; but as soon as it gets old, and
wants mending, you cannot find the pieces lor the life of you. You have quite lost them;
and now you must either go in rags, or have your coat mended ^\•ith a piece that does
not match, or put it away altogether. Now, is not this very much like what happens in

human life ? As long as we are young we have a superfluity of material to supply any
want or injury, or even to waste ; but when we are old, and want our strength and our

powers, we find them gone, wasted, lost. Therefore in your youth preserve carefully

your strength, for a time may come when you will want it. I have yet another simile

about clothes. You have an old coat; you are very comfortable in it; and yet it is

exceedingly shabby, all in rags, perhaps, and not at all fit for you to wear, much less for

you to be seen iu at church, or in the market; but you keep weaiing it on, saying to

yourself, " Oh, it will do !
" At length you really leave it off; you give it to somebody

else to wear; and now, at last, you see, what you ought to have seen long ago, that it Is

dis?racefully shabby. Now, arc not there many old prejudices, many worn-out opinions

and habits, that are very like this old coat of yours ? You do not readily see their enor-

mities in yourself, but ]>ut them on another person's back and you can see them plain

enough. Think about this.
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PARLIAMENTARY SKETCHES.

No. A^—LORD PALMERSTON.

With the single exception of the Duke of

Wellington's the name of Lord Palmerston has

been more continuously prominent before the

public than that of any other individual of the

present century. He was high in office —
Secretary-at-War— at the most momentous
period of our histoiy the year (1809) that Sir

R. Peel first entered Parliament, and long be-

fore Lord John Russell was heard of. He has

alternately been the colleague and opponent of

these and many other Prime Ministers since.

There is considerable probability of his being

yet Premier himself; and meanwhile beholds
the next highest and most onerous post in the

State, the duties of which he discharges Avith

an assiduity and a zeal whose only alleged

fault is that they sometimes degenerate into

a mischievous super-activity. His versatility

in accommodating himself to the views of

hostile cabinets is unmatched, jirobably, in

modern history, unless in the case of Talleyrand,

Avho swore allegiance to seventeen different go-

vernments, and would have at least completed
liis twenty perjuries had he lived till now. This

lias naturally exposed Lord Palmerston to the

recriminations of all parties, at least of the two
parties who have hitherto divided political

power in England ; and there have, of late,

been other elements of annoyance employed
against him, which have certainly served to in-

crease his notoriety as a partizan, if not to en-

hance his fame as a statesman.

Notwithstanding his lordship's early associa-

tions with the minions of Continental despot-

ism, his share in the Holy Alliance arrange-

ments, and subsequent connexions of a like

nature, it is well understood that in the Grey,

Melbourne, and Russell Cabinets, the foreign

policy of tlie noble viscount lias been much
more liberal than that of his colleagues. Hence,
while these Cabinets have been collectively

popular with the leading organs of Refonn
sentiments in England Lord Palmerston him-
self has always been an object of special vitu-

peration, because of his alleged interference in

the affairs of other states. The meaning of this

is, that the emissaries ofAustria, Russia, Prussia,

and, until lately, of France, mortified at his

frustration of the tyrannous tactics put in force

to suppress the expression of opinion, and to

smother the liberties of the people throughout
Europe, fomented a clap-trap cry of inter-

meddling against Lord Palmerston. It may be

said, at first sight, how is it possible that

foreigners in London could bias the English

press to run down a distinguished native

minister? But that such has been the case,

and still is the case, is so well known, that it is

a matter of boast in certain diplomatic circles I

in our metropolis, that a storm can be raised

against his lordship at twenty-four horn's'

notice. Need we wonder at this, remembering
the acclamations bestowed by " the leading

joiu-nal," and many of its sycophantic followers,

on the atrocious repression of the Hungarian
revolution— on the butcheries by Ward, Tor-

rington, and Brooke, in three separate British

dependencies—andon the denial of the common-
est rights of humanity to the Italian exiles at

the hands of Governor O'Ferrall, at Malta?
Besides, what materially facilitates the crea-

tion of clamour of this sort against Loi'd

Palmerston, is the constant collisions between
his department and the Colonial-office, pre-

sided over by Earl Grey, but to the causes of

which dissensions we shall make no specific

allusion here. Enough for our present pm"pose
to say, that though Lord Palmerston is rejjre-

sented as a firebrand and a perpetual mischief-

maker—one who is continually embroiling the

ministry in all sorts of troubles—yet, someliow
or other, they cannot get on Mithout him,

though, on the score of relations, he is the

feeblest member of the " Family Government,"
having scarcely a fifteenth cousin, much less a
swarm of fathers-in-law, brothei-s, and brotliers-

in-law, to support him. Personally, Lord
Palmerston is most popular, however obnoxious
his assumed policy may be to certain critics.

His high breeding, long familiarity with all the

usages of the highest foreign and domestic so-

ciety, his cultivation of the refinements of life,

his frank bearing, and courteous disposition,

have all combined to make the man a favourite

in private even among those who are most bitter

in assailing the minister in public.

At the moment we are writing, the foreign-

prompted press of London is as envenomed as

at any time during the last twenty years in its

abuse of Lord Palmerston ; but, without wish-

ing to imply that his lordship does not occasion-

ally offer some seeming justification for what is

alleged respecting his excessive eagei'uess to

interfere, when he knows that his colleagues

will not consent to such mterference being pro-

perly followed up, we may point to the great

fact that the peace of Europe, as far as Eng-
land is concerned, haa been preserved in his

hands, in the face of the most imminent perils,

and at the same time freedom throughout

Europe has gone on increasing, despite occa-

sional disasters of terrible magnitude. Had
Lord Palmerston been better supported by
those who have longer enjoyed a reputation for

liberalism without using it half as Avell, that

peace would have been infinitely more solid,

and the price of its maintenance to us and
to the nations of the Continent vastly
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moi-e economic. It Avaa a conviction of this

;;Oit, at the close of last session, and shortly-

after an avowal of his noble sympathies with

the glorious cause of the llimgarian patriots,

that ijrcmpted one hundred liberal members
of the House of Commons to subscribe £5 each

for the purpose of presenting Lady Palmerstou

vvith his portrait, which is now being painted

by Partridge, for her ladyship's reception-room,

iu her mansion on Carlton-teiTace. With
these few preliminary remarks, we now pro-

ceed to give a brief outline of the leading inci-

dents in the noble viscomit's career.

His lordship, though not able to boast of

the territorial or pecuniary possessions of some
of our aristocracy, claims a lineage more an-

cient and noble than many of the most eminent
in Herald's College ; for the family of Temple
can be traced, directly and legitimately, from
a son of Leofric, Earl of Mercia, v/ho fomided
the Abbey of Coventry, and married the

famous' Lady Godiva. The accomplished
fSir \y''. Temple, the eminent minister in

the reigns of James, "William, and Anne,
was al-o among his lordship's more recent

predecessors. Lord Palmerston is the third

viscount, the title being an Irish one, and
was born iu 1781, consequently, is now in

his GGlh year—a very early age, considering

Iiow long he has been in public life ; and the

reader will probably be surprised to learn that

he looks full sixteen years younger than he
is, being more buoyant and elastic than most
men at fifty. He continued a bachelor up to

IS-jJ), when he married a sister of the late Lord
3Ielbourne (then Prime Minister), she being

the widow of Earl CoAvj^cr, mother of the

present Earl Cowper, and of Lady Jocelyn.

Her ladyship had long been a leader of fashion,

and stiil continues to be so, her reunions being
considered the most distinguished things of the
kind in London. We mention this simply be-

cause it is an element, and a material one, m the

personal popularity of his lordship among his

foreign traducers at the various embassies in

London, and among many of their associates in

defamation who have not foreign predilections

to plead for their calumnies. He was educated
at Harrow, and then, as was the fashion with
certain scions of noble houses of liberal ten-

dencies, went to Edinburgh to study moral
l)hilosophy under the celebrated Professor

Dugald Stewart, for two years, after which he
entered St. John's College, Cambridge, of Avhich

he became hon. 31.A. in 180(j, and still con-
tinues a member, voting for Prince Albert
bemg made chancellor, instead of the then
Earl Pouis, a couple of years ago. On the
death of Pitt, in 1800, he endeavoured to suc-

ceed that minister as representative for the
University ; but, singularly enough, his present
colleague in office, the ^.larquis of Lansdowne,
then Lord Henry Petty, a disciple of Fox, I

whose Chancellor of the Exchequer he was at

'

the time, defeated him. He was beaten again
for the same seat, the year folloAving, by Sir

Vicary Gibbs, but succeeded in 1811, on the
late Duke of Grafton, then Lord Euston, suc-

ceeding to the peerage. He continued to repre-

sent the University till 1 8^31, when his advo-
cacy of reform so shocked the retrograde col-

legians, that they rejected him in favour of the
present Mr. Goulburn, Avhose bigotry has
secured their affections from that hour to this,

Mr. Yates Peel, the brother of Sir Bobert,
being retuiuxed with him on Tory principles.

Meanwhile, his first defeat at Cambridge did

not keep Lord Palmerston out of Parliament,
for he became a Lord of the Admiralty under
the Duke of Portland in 1807. In the adminis-
tration of Perceval he was made Secretary-at-

War, contmuing to hold that important office

throughout the whole of the contest with
Xapoleon, and long subsequently. At the expi-

ration of the Liverpool Association, including

Castlereagh, Sidmouth, Bathurst, &c., Lord
Palmerston obtained a seat iu the Cabinet of
Canning, ofwhomhe was a greatadmirer and per-

sonal friend, and has since laboured to cany
out that statesman's views of an anti-despotic

foreign policy. Lord Lyndhurst was a colleague

of Palmerston under Canning, at Avhose death
Lord Goderich (the present Earl ofEipon) suc-

ceeded as Premier, being su])ported by Hus-
kisson, the present Mr. Herries, and others,

including Palmerston, who still presided at the
War-office. On the dissolution of Goderich's

Cabinet, the Duke of Wellington, Peel, Aber-
deen, Hemes, Goulborn, Grant (Lord Glenelg),

and others, again including Palmerston, suc-

ceeded. A modification of this ministry took
place in 1828, which led to the secession of the
more liberal members of it, viz., Palmerston,
Huskisson, and Grant. In the first Grey
Cabinet, of 1830, Palmerston was made Foreign
Secretary, Sir James Graham being at the
head of the Admiralty. In the second Grey
Cabinet, of 1832, Palmerston continued as
before. Lord Stanley being Irish Secretary

;

and so matters remained till 1834, when Mel-
bourne succeeded Grej% owing to some still

unexplained treachery on the pait of cer-

tain suborduiates in office, and which led

also to the expulsion, or rather to the non-
reappointmcnt, of Brougham, The Whigs,
and with them Palmerston, went out in

183i; but, after the lapse of a few months,
Peel, Wellington, Lyndhurst, Aberdeen, Her-
ries, Goulbuni, Ellenborough, and the rest,

having been ousted, after repeated defects, in

Peel's owii Parliament, 3Ielbourne came back
again, in 1835, and with him Palmerston, who
now remained in till 1839, Avhen Melbourne re-

signed, after being beaten on the Jamaica BUI.

Stanley and Graham having withdrawn on the

Appropriation Clause, in 1834, now joined Peel

who, however, could not carry on for a single

week, owing to the Bedchamber Plot, as the
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intrigue about the Queen's female household
was called, and Lord Melbourne, Palmerston,
and his friends, as before, were once more re-

instated. In 18il they were again sent adrift,

and Lord Palmerston remained out of office

very much longer than he ever did before,

namely, for five years, when he came in, with
Lord John Russell for his chief, in 1846, and
the son of his old chief. Grey, for a cabinet
equal, the present Colonial Secretary being
only Under-Secretary (as Lord Howick) in the
two preceding Whig Cabinets. How long the
present Cabinet is likely to last the reader is

able to form as reasonable a conjecture fot* him-
self as we could possibly suggest.

It must be obvious, from the foregoing sum-
mary, that anything in the shape of a biography
of a man who has so continually, prominently,
and officially figured on the political scene as

Lord Palmerston, would, in reality, be not
merely a history of England, but of Europe, of
the world at large, for the last forty yeai-s and
upwards. There is no parallel, in ministerial

annals, to the career of his lordship ; and the
difficulty is proportionately great in am%ing at
a just estimate of the character of one who has
acted under such various and conflicting cir-

cumstances, for so prolonged a period. Of his

consummate ability there has never been a
question raised, though his judgment has re-

peatedly been impeached by friends as well as
foes ; but there is really so little knoAvn, and

tmder the existing state of things, so little can
be known, of the actual machinery of the
Foreign-office, that it is impossible to pro-

nounce, with any pretensions to accuracy,

on any particular transaction in his depart^

ment. The hostility of foreign despots, and of

their organs here, is at all events one con-

clusive proof of his utility to mankind : and
should circmnstances, as is by no means im-
probable, afford him increased power to follow

up his intentions, there is little doubt that at

least the full and unequivocal moral weight of

the Bi'itish Cabinet's sympathy will be thrown
into the scale of popular progress throughout

the world, and the inquisitors of Vienna, Rome,
St. Petersburg, and elsewhere, will be no longer

able to make mysterious -allusion to the re-

ciprocal feelings that animate tlie Court of

St. James. It only remains for us to add,

that, though Lord Palmerston almost invariably

confines himself to the discussion of foreign

affairs and relations in the House of Commons,
he has ever enjoyed the reputation of being one
of the most effective speakers within its walls

;

while, as a debater, properly so called, he is

inferior to none, his rei^lies being unexception-

ally admirable, and none the less so from the

great good humour and good temper that

characterize them, though the latter is some-

times thought to border on the flippant or the

frivolous.

THE COPPER TEA-KETTLE.

When the frost of winter drives every member
of the family around the hearth as the evening
draws on, the bright copper kettle is a pleasant

object on which to look, while its familiar yet

monotonous hum is no less agreeable to the

ear. It is found now very generally among
the families of England, and its absence is

indicative of gi-eat poverty. Well acquainted
as Ave are, however, with its appearance, there
ai-e many interesting facts connected with it

often overlooked, and to these, therefore, we
now propose to direct the reader's attention.

Copper, the substance of which it is made, is

a metal of a beautiful red colour, and so malle-
able that it may be readily beaten into thin
leaves. As an article of commerce, copper is

never quite pure, for it always contains a little

charcoal and sulphur, and frequently lead and
arsenic. It is commonly obtained from the
yellow copper ore, or copper pyiites, which is

a compound of copper, iron, and sulphur.
j

Copper is found in the island of iVnglesca,

and in many parts of England. A little has I

been met with in Derbyshire ; and there wtis
}

formerly a very famous mine at Ecton, in
'

Staffordshire, belonging to the Duke of Devon-
shire, and from which immense quantities of I

rich ore were derived prior to 1770. The main
body of the mineral treasure in that spot is

supposed to liave long since been exhausted,
and tliat the subs quent workings have only
been from branches of it. In Coniwall no re-

gular researches were made for copper ore till

the latter end of the fifteenth century, when a
few adventurers worked imperfoctly some in-

significant mines, probably with as little benefit

to the public as profit to themselves. In the

reign of Elizabeth, half a century afterwards,

though the product of the mines would be

greater than before, from the increased industry

of the people and the improved state of the

arts, yet little advantage seems to have been
derived to the county of Cornwall at large from
the working of copper.

In the next reign, however, the mmes weri-

insj^cted, tlieir value determined, and a system

of worldng them to great advantage introduced.

Various improvements subsequently took place,

particularly in tlic reign of George I. Great
credit it due on this account to ]\Ir. John Cos-

tar, who, being an excellent metallurgist, and
a good natural philosopher and mechanic, suc-

ceeded in drainmg some considerable mines.

He then introduced a new method of dres.'^intj
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and assaying the ore, and not only improved on
the old machinery, but invented new engines.

He seems, indeed, to have given a new charac-

ter to the copper-works of Cornwall, and to

have been the father of many of the processes

wh'ch render them as profitable as they still

are found.

A variety of operations becomes necessary in

the manufacture of a te ['.-kettle, and indeed all

the re.«ources of the cojjpersmith's art are

brought into requisition. A piece of metal of

the proper size'bMng cut from the sheet, about
an inch of the surface at each end is filed over

and brightened ; it is then cut with a pair of

shears at intervals of an inch along one end

,

and every alternate portion is bent back a little

;

it is now bent into a tubular fonm, the loicut

edge being introduced between the cut portions

of the other ; these, when the parts are ham-
mered close, lying alternately in and outside

of the rude kettle. The seam is then brazed by
means of burnt borax and a little solder, and
the vessel, when cooled, is hammered on a steel

head, until the seam is smooth, and its body
has its proper form. Two inches of the tube
are next to be turned inward to form the top of

the kettle, and a suitable cavity for the lid being
made, the lower end i.s turned inward a little

all round, and then cut Avith shears, the bottom
being inserted, and the alternate projecting bits

of metal hammered upon it ; after which it is

soldered. It is now pickled in diluted sulphuric

acid, and planished till it is bright by the ham-
mer. The lid of the kettle is dished by stami>-

ing it in a die ; the handle is cast, and the
spout, after being duly formed, is soldered or

rivetted into its place.

If copper be exposed for some length of time
to the effects of atmospheric air and moisture,

it will be covered with a greenish blue sub-

stance, which is verdigrease. This substance,

the carbonate of copper, is highly jwisonous,

and many persons have been killed by eating

food prepared in A'essels on which copperas has
been foi-med. Too much care cannot be taken
in keeping copper utensils perfectly clean ; for

it is worthy of remark that, if this be attended
to, they may be used with perfect safety, as

vegetable acids have no effect on the metal
while hot. But to prevent the possibility of

danger, copper vessels, when not very large, and
particularly ifintended to hold liquids, or dress

food for human sustenance, are tinned inside.

This is done by brightening the metal, then
moistening it with a solution of sal ammoniac,
and afterwards throwing in a quantity of grain

tin, while the vessel is moved about over a
moderate fire.

The employment of the copper tea-kettle as

an utensil for the purpose of boilmg Avater,

the heat being generally applied from a com-
mon coal fire, suggests to us one of the ways
in wiiich heat is commimicated from one body
to another—namely, by condtiction. If, for

example, you place your hand on a piece of
wood or stone, that substance becomes warmer
from your doing so ; in other words, heat has
been conducted to it by the application ofyour
hand.

To prove that substances have different

powers of conduction, the following simple ex-
periments may be easily made. Take a small
iron rod and another of wood, precisely similar

as to size as well as form. If now, you wrap a
piece of paper as tightly as possible round tlie

%oood, and then bring the paper into the flame
of a candle, it will be scorched; and if it be
allowed to remain long enough, it will certainly

take fire. The same effect Avill probably be
expected if you wrap a similar piece of paper
round the iron rod, taking care, however, that

the air between the metal and the paper be
excluded, and then subject it to the action of

the flame. But the contrary is the case ; for,

on exanuning the paper, no mark nor aijpear-

ance of buniing will be perceived. How, then,

do we accoimt for these different residts?

Simply from the iron and the wood differing in

their powers of conduction. Wood being a bad
conductor of heat, that which is received from
the candle is concentrated on the spot where it

is throNvn, and as it is augmented by continued

application, it becomes, in due time, sufficiently

intense to ignite the paper. The iron, in com-
mon with the metals, is, on the contrary, a (/oof/

conductor of heat, and therefore, though the

same amount is communicated as in the jirevious

experiment, instead of being concentrated, it is

rapidly carried from particle to particle, and it

would take a long time for the iron to become
sufficiently hot to set the paper on fire.

Another experiment leads to the same con-

clusion, but illustrates still further the various

degrees of conductive power possessed by dif-

ferent bodies. If rods of different substances,

as silver, copper, brass, charcoal, earthenware,

and glass, be dipped into boiling water, and
after remaining there for a few minutes, they

be severally touched with the hand, some will

be found so hot as to be uncomfortable to the

touch, while others will be scarcely raised above
the temperature of the atmosphere at the time.

According to their relative temperatures are

their relative conducting poAvers. The sub-

stances which have the greatest den.sity have
generally the greatest conducting power.

Metals are, however, the best conductors ; they
have been thus arranged in the order of their

conducting powers : silver, copper, brass, iron,

and tin ; cast iron, zinc, lead ; and next in order

to these are stones, earthenware, and glass.

As in the arts it is necessary to employ sub-

stances which have particular properties, lists

of the conducting power of a great variety of

bodies have been published. An illustration of

their value may be easily imagined. lSup])Ose,

for instance, that a worker in metals is required

to form a vessel in which water, or any other
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liquid, can be boiled in the shortest possible

space of time. Now, looking over a list of the

conducting power of metals, he would be led

to the choice ot silver, that being at the very

top, as the most distinguished of them
all for its power of conduction. But, as silver

is an expensive metal, and one which cannot

be used in the manufacture of large articles,

except for persons of the greatest wealth, he

casts his eye again over the list and selects

copper. This is a judicious choice, for copper

is universally acknowledged to sm-pass the

other metals for the manufactm-e of all vessels

which are to be exposed to the fire, and in-

tended to contain a fluid, or other substance,

during the operation of boiling. Thus, for in-

stance, in making a tea-kettle, the fii-st thing

to be considered is, the clioice of a substance

adapted to this process ; and, therefore, inca-

pable of liquefaction at the temperature of a

common fire. Lead would be an unfit sub-

stance, because it melts at a comparatively low

degree of heat. Coal would be equally unsuit-

able, because it would suifer combustion. Va-
rious substances, not othenvise improper, would

be at once rejected, because they are too porous.

Copper, therefore, " bears the bell," as fully an-

swering the purpose, and, while le^s costly

than silver, as the next to it in rank for its

power of conducting heat. Iron is, hov.ever,

often employed in the making of kettles.

What, then, is the process, when people are

engaged, to use their o\\-n plu-aseology, in

" making the kettle boil," or rather the water

that it contains ? The fire that is kindled sup-

plies heat to the vessel ; and, as soon as the

heat is applied, the metal ot the kettle conducts

the heat to tlie water. And now, perhaps, tlie

reader, jumping to a conclusion, thus I'casons

:

" I see it : the particles of water in immediate

contact with the bottom of the heated kettle,

must have a slight increase of temperature

;

these heated particles, from mere contact, would

give a slight increase to those adjoining them,

and thus, the process being continued in the

same way, it is at length completed."

Not so fast, my friend ; for in the mental

velocity you have evidently acquired, like many
others of a similar temperament, you assmne

where you ought to demonstrate, and overlook

what nmst be distinctly perceived, in order that

your conclusion may be accurate. Your rea-

soning would indeed be sound had the particles

of wliich the water consists fixed and deter-

mined places ; but so far from this being the

fact, they have great freedom of motion ; and

then, while you have supiwsed that the conduct-

ing power of water is considerable, it is, on the

contrary, so very small as scarcely to be de-

tected by the most delicate instrument.

We must unravel the secret of boiling in a

very different way. All liquids expand when
their temperatures are raised. This is evident

in the common thermometer ; the liuid in which

rises and falls, according to the elevation or
diminution of the heat to which it is exposed.
But as a consequence of this natural law of ex-
pansion on the raising of the temperature, A\iien

the particles are heated and expanded, they
become hghter than those by wliich they are

surrounded, and being lighter, they rise, while
others sink to the bottom to be heated in their

turn. Thus, there is a constant succession of

particles of water rising and falling—the one
as heated, the other to be heated—until all the
water in the kettle has an uniform tempera-
ture ; the vv-ater becoming hot, at last boils, and
a column of steam issues from the spout of the
kettle.

The temperature of water, imder the common
pressm'e of the atmosphere, cannot be raised

above 212 degrees of Fahrenheit's scale, always
attached to English thermometers, which de-

rive their names from the two Greek words

—

thermos, heat, and rnttron, a measure. In tlie

preparation of some liquids, the pressure of the
atmosphere being removed by means of an air

pmnp, the liquids boil, of course, at a lower
point. In stating that 212 degrees is the boil-

ing point of water, it should be renvarked that
much heat may afterwards be commimicated,
for the sensible heat of the water is not increased,

for all the additional heat that is communi-
cated is expended in converting the water into

steam.

Heat is not always sensible to the touch, nor
does it always give evidence of its presence by
affecting the thcrnionyiter. A piece of metal,

for exami)le, weighing a pound, may have a
certain sensible heat or tomperatme, but an
ounce of the same metal will equally affect the

thennometer, though it cannot be supposed
that the ounce of metal has the same amount
of heat as the piece that weighs a pomid. 31uch
heat, also, is received by substances, when
changmg their states from solids to liquids, and
from liquids to vapours, which the thermometer
cannot appreciate. The presence of heat may
be demonstrated, but it cannot be measured

;

and in tins state it is said to be latent. The
discovery of latent heat is miiversally ascribed

to the la-te Dr. Black, of Edinburgh ; and it

may be doubted if any one fact has done more
than this towards a just view of the operation

of natural causes.

A simple illustration will render this fact

more apparent. Bring into a warm room, in

any convenient vessel, some snow or ice, and in

it let a thermometer be fixed. Now, supposing

the snow or ice to have a temperature of thirty-

two degrees Fahrenheit, what effect will be pro-

duced before the thermometer shows that the

vessel and its contents have the temperature of

the atmosphere of the room ? Tlip first effect

is the melting of the ice ; but during the whole

period occupied in this process, the thermome-
ter gives no evidence of the increase of temper-

ature; but the moment the liquefaction is
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completed, tlie mercury begins to rise, and does

so gradually, until the water has the same tem-

perature as the atmosphei'e of the apartment iu

which the experiment is made. It is probable

that these effects would not be anticipated by the

person who first made the experiment. Here,

then, arises a question. As it is ascertained that

there is no increase of sensible heat during lique-

faction, what opinion is tobe formed ofthe cause?

It is certain that heat must be received ; and it

can only be concluded that it is so applied by
the substance, as snow or ice, as to be the cause

of a change of state, from that of a solid to

that of a liquid. The heat thus applied, then,

is said to be latent ; it is often designated con-

stituent caloric.

The tea-kettle may also be taken as giving

evidence that heat may be received by bodies

wtliout increasing their temperature, and tliat

the heat so received becomes a constituent part

of a new state of the same particles of matter.

For, when the kettle is placed on the fire, it is

allowed to remain till the water boils, and it is

then removed. The vessel is not removed be-

cause the water is hot enough, but because it

cannot be made hotter ; aud this fact may be
ea.sily proved, by introducing the bulb of a

thermometer into the liqmd ; since, if tlie kettle

be allowed to remain on the fire, and it be
"b'ov/n so as to communicate a great heat, the

temperature \fi\\ not be raised in the slightest

degree. The water in the kettle having at-

tained the height of the boiling point, or 'J 12^,

cannot be made to rise higher. The heat after-

wards communicated is spent in converting the

water into vapour. This aqueous vapoui- is in-

visible ; but, as the atmosphere is of a much
lower temperature, it is condensed when it is-

sues from the spout of the tea-kettle, and thus
becomes apparent.

And here we may notice a curious fact, and
one that may easily be witnessed. Pour into a
glass flask a small quantity of water, and place

the vessel over a lamp, or any other source of
heat. As soon as the liquid begins to boil, and
the vessel is filled witli steam, or the vapour of
water, close the mouth ol the vessel so that the
vapour may not escape. If the heat be con-
tinued, the water will gradually diminish in

quantity, and at length entirely disappear, so
that the flask will appear to be empty. But,
removed from the lamp, and suspended in

some cool place, moisture wWi soon be seen de-

lX)sited over the inside of the vc^^sel ; and, in a
sliort time, there will be as much water at the
]x)ttom of the flask as there was at first.

In this, then, we have an evidence, and the
proofs are innumerable, that whatever change
of condition there may be in any substance, there
can be no destruction of matter. None can be
detected, liowever far we ramble, however high
wo soar. Annihilation is merely a speculation
of tlie ignorant or the partially inlbrmed ; and
It i.s utterly unknown in the universe of God.

The flask, in the case before us, when filled

almost to bursting with the highly-elastic va-

pour, ajjpears to be empty ; but let it be
weigherl when the water is put in, and there-

fore before the heat is applied, and then weighed
again when the water has been converted into

steam, and no one can detect the slightest pos-

sible difference in the weight.

\^^hen the water is poured from the kettle

into tlie teapot, the source of heat being re-

moved, the water will begin to cool, partly from
the process already explained, that of conduc-
tion. If the teapot be made of a substance

wiiich is a good conductor, it will soon become
as hot as the water it contains, and conduct
away its heat to the atmosphere, and to any
other body in contact Anth it. Such is the con-

duothig power of the metals, that when a teajxit

is made of any one ofthem, the handle is formed
of ivory, bone, wood, or some other badly-con-

ducting substance. "When a teapot is of silver,

and the handle is of the same metal, it is not
immediately connected "nath the pot itselr, but
is separated by a small piece of a non-conduc-
tor. To avoid inconvenience from a heated

handle, wood or ivory is frequently employed
for this imrpose. Were the handle of metal,

sucli is the rapidity of conduction, that the hand
would not be able to endure the heat. Even
the handle of a copper kettle is often gra-sjied

with difficulty from the same cause, and unless

the hand is accustomed to hold hot substances,

the use of a kettle-holder is necessary.

Surprise has often been occasioned by persons

placing a kettle of boiling water just taken from
the fire on the palm of the hand. In this there

will be no mystery to the reader who has be-

come familiar with the facts now stated. Such
magicians always take care that the vessel they
use should have the bottom well covered with
soot ; this is a iiorous form of charcoal, one of

the very worst conductors of heat, and thus

they sustain no injur}'.

It has been said that the water in the teapot
becomes cool partly from conditctio?i ; it is

therefore desirable to remark that radiation
also acts to the same end. For heat radiates

from a hot body, that is, it passes off" in rays or

straight lines, Avithout the interference of any
conducting body, just as light radiates from a
body that is luminous.

So much, then, for the philosophy of a tea-

kettle. It would, however, be difficult to say
how much is connectetl with it, were all its de-

tails minutely traced. And surely the teapot

is worthy of special honour if it suggested, as it

is stated to have done, the use of steam as a
mechanical power. The story is associated with
the ingenious Mai'quis of AVorcester. It is said

he observed the lid of a teapot to rise and give

escape to the confined steam, and it was tlien

the thought arose that the expansive power of

the same agent might be employed as a moving
force
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JOHN WELDON'S HISTORY.
( To be completed in Twelve Letters.)

Letter IX.

Sir,—It is a well known proverb that " when poverty conies in at the door, love flies

out at the window." This may have occurred to the minds of some of your readers

with regard to the little domestic history I have given you. There is some show of

truth in the proverb, I don't deny that. The genuineness of love can only be proved
by trial, and yjoverty is the severest trial to which it can be subjected. Poverty strips

love, as well as life, of all its mere outward adornments. Poverty is a hard muster,

that allows of no sham nor humbug ; there can be no pretence of love under his rule

if there is no reality ; and hence, if poverty, the stern reality, comes in at the door,

all such love as is mere tinsel and make-believe flies out at the window. There's an
end then of the sham love without fail. But the real, genuine love, will stand face to

face with poverty and defy it. It's a brave thing is true love ; there's nothing like it

in this world but honesty ; and true love and honesty are own brothers, as I

take it.

Well, Sir, I and my wife have gone on capitally, as your readers think, while our

outward circumstances were good—while I was saving, and she was buying good
sheets and blankets out of the surplus of her house-money. Capitally we went on,

as they think, but they wonder how we should have gone on if we had been tried like

them; or if, like Job of old, our house had been blown down by a great wind from
the wilderness, and our sons and daughters buried in the ruins ; or if the Sabseans

had fallen upon our ploughing oxen and our feeding asses, and driven them away,

and the three bands of Chaldeans had carried off our camels. Yes, indeed, theirs is

a very reasonable cause of wonder; and because it is reasonable, they shall be satis-

fied in the best v/ay I am able.

Sir, 1846 was a sorrowful year to us ; a year of strange trial and dismay. The pro-

verb is true—I am dealing in proverbs just now—winch says that " troubles coaie in

clusters." It was so in old Job's days, and it is so now. At the commencement of

1846 our third child was born, a little girl; Mary we called her, after my wife's own
mother. Dick was a big stout lad then ; and the second, a boy likewise, our little

John (Emma would have him called after me), was the idol of our hearts. There
was something uncommon in this child ; we never lost a night's rest Vvith him ; he
seemed as if he was not everyday human nature. People used to stop in the street

to look after him ; and I sometimes thought we were too fond of him, too proud of

him. He never had a day's illness in his life. He was the most loving, the most
sensible, little thing that ever lived. He twinedhiraself round his mother's heart and
mine desperately ; I never beat him. If I had done so, I think I could never have

been happy again ; but the truth was he never wanted it.

Well, Sir, at the beginning of 1846 we had our three children. We had everything

comfortable about us ; we were respected in our parish ; our landlord reckoned us

such good tenants that he gave us a quarter's rent to do up our house rather than part

with us ; and I, who had gained experience with the Messrs. , as to the fitting-

up and decorating of houses—for we did a deal of first-rate work of that kind—spent

some money and all my spare time, for three months, in making it the completest,

prettiest, little place you ever saw. Emma's father had made us promise to go down
to see him about midsummer, when the weather was fine and the days were long

;

and she thought a deal of this visit, for she had not seen her father for many years.

And as her step-mother had volunteered an invitation for all the children and our

little servant Lavinia, who still lived with us, both my wife and I looked forward to

it with much pleasure. Emma and the children were to go down for a fortnight.

We had laid out the whole plan. We were to set out by rail on the Saturday ; I was
to get leave of absence over Monday, and thus, with a return-ticket, I should have

nearly three days with them.
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Of course I had never seen the old miller and the mill, which were so much t'^

Emma; but I had a sort of school-boy's fancy for the outin;^, and though it wouloi

cost us all a considerable sum of money ;
yet, for once, I made up my mind to spend

it without grumbling or regret, and to have as much pleasure ouc of it as it would
bring. Dick was as full of it as we were, for it was talked of all the year ; and poor
little Johnny, in his sweet way, talked about " ganfather" from morning till night.

And now I must mention a person who is yet quite unknown to your readers ; this

was Mr. James Callingham, one of the book-keepers at our place of business. He
had been at this time about four years in the employ of the Messrs. I never

liked him, and yet I should have found it puzzling to say why I did not. He was
very civil to me, although, generally speaking, the book-keeper in an establishment

like ours holds himself above a mere foreman. We were, however, both of us mem-
bers of the Aldersgate Literary Institution, and there, after business hours, we often

met, and then on more equal ground. I was often at the library there, for I had a
turn for chemistry, and I wanted continually to consult chemical works, to help me in

the experiments I was about. In this way we got to be civil to one another, and he
was always trying to persuade me to let him lodge withi us. I consulted with Emma
about it, but, being some way unable to get over my dislike to him, we at first

declined it. We had never had a lodger, and we did not wish to have one. He,
however, bothered us very much. Would we take him for a month only, till he could

get other lodgings ? We reluctantly consented ; but it cured us for ever. My dislike

to him grew to real aversion ; and yet I had no actual, definite reason for disliking

the man. Emma often thought me unreasonable.

He left us ; and again I saw him only in the counting-house and at the Literary

Institution, where, now, as if by mutual consent, we hardly noticed each other. At.
length, one day he asked me, in a very cordial manner, to go to the lecture-room that

evening, as he was about to give some readings from the works of Charles Dickens,
and should like me to be present, as he had great value for my opinion. It would
have been ungracious to refuse so small a request. I went ; and I must confess that

better reading I never heard. He thoroughly understood what he was about ; and I

Avas vexed with myself for having so stupidly taken a prejudice against him. After
the reading, I made a point cf telling him how much pleased I was ; and I did this

all the more candidly because I thought I had been unjust to him. He could not be
so very bad a man, reasoned I,who could understand and interpret the noblest creations

of Dickens in this way.
This was in the month of May, when the weather was fine and the days long, and

when my little household was full of the approaching visit to " ganfather." Well,
Sir, one evening, after these first readings, as I was leaving our yard, and had gone
may be three hundred yards from our gate, I met Callingham hurrying back,

" Oh, Weldon," said he, on meeting me, " will you do me a favour ?" And so

saying, he put his hand in his breast-pocket and drew out a pocket-book :
" Will you

keep thirty pounds for me till to-morrow morning?" and he took out a twenty and
ten pound Bank of England bill ;

" It is part of a legacy I have had left me," con-
tinued he ;

" I have just met a friend, who has asked me to go to Sadler's Wells with
him, and I don't like to take all this money with me, and was just going back to lock
it in my desk ; but I am short of time ; my friend is waiting up the street. You'll
keep it for me till to-morrow morning.'"

While he spoke I had taken out my pocket-book, and, opening it, he laid the
bills within it. I saw nothing unreasonable in the request. I closed the pocket-
book, put it in my breast-pocket, and saw him hasten up the street, according to what
he had said. I was destined to nothing but strange interruptions that evening.
There was a grand musical meeting at Exeter-hall, and crowds were entering it as I

passed. All at once I was stopped by a gentleman whom I knew, having been a
good deal at his house while considerable alterations were going on in the interior.

" Mr. Weldon," said he, hurriedly, " will you stand by my children for a moment.
I have sent away the carriage, and now there is some difficulty about our tickets. I

will not be a minute ; just take them out of the crowd a little," and with these words
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I found three very lovely young girls looking up to me for protection. I felt pleased

with the trust confided to me, and shouldering and elbowing a way for the ycung
ladies, waited with them in front of a print shop till their father returned.

After this I made the best of my way home. Arrived there, I took out my pocket-

book, intending to lock up Callingham's money for the night. On opening it, how-
ever, my surprise and dismay can hardly be conceived. The money was not there !

How was it ? I had certainly seen two notes, one of tv>'enty the other of ten

pounds, placed in it. I could not have been deceived. No ! I must have been
robbed in the crowd at Exeter-hall ; and the more I reflected on this possibility the

more was I convinced of the truth of it, more especially as several pick-pockets had
lately been convicted of emptying purses, and restoring them afterwards to the

pockets of their owners. No doubt, therefore, I was a victim of this improved trick.

The pocket-book had been emptied and then retmnied to me. I had never lost even
a pocket-handkerchief before. It was a most mortifying and distressing occurrence,

and I felt quite desperate. Emma could give me no consolation, and could suggest

no other explanation. As to Callingham, would he not expect the money from me ?

Should I not have to refund it, although he had as good as forced it upon me ? It

was, in every way, a dead loss either to him or me, and the law, and honour, would
require me, doubtless, to make it good.

As soon as I had ascertained that it was really gone, I set off to Sadler's Wells that

I might give the earliest intelligence to Callingham of my loss. But I missed seeing

him leave the theatre, and at midnight I was knocking at the door of his lodgings,

but he had not returned. I waited in his sitting-room till he came. He was aston-

ished to see me, but instantly suspected the cause— I had lost the money. He swore

he had put it in my pocket-book. I did not question that, but I hoped he had taken

the numbers of the bills, as in this way there was a little help for us. He had not

done so.

There was something very queer in his manner, and but that I at the time could

have sworn I saw him put the money in my book, so firmly did I believe it, I should

have said he knew something about it. He appeared to me quite sober. But there

was no sympathy with me in my distress, and the loss to which, through him, I must
be subjected. Besides which, he seemed so readily to suspect that it was gone. I

was puzzled and confounded.

When I urged upon him the hardness of the case as regarded me—that I had not

offered to keep the money, but that it had been, as it were, forced upon me, he ob-

jected that I had shown no unwillingness, but, on the contrary, had taken my book
out and opened it to receive it without so much as a demur. I had had it, he said,

and he should look for it at my hands ; and added, how did he know what I had done
with it.

This insinuation not only wounded me, but made me highly indignant, and we had

a violent quarrel.

I laid the case before my employers, and, in their opinion, I was responsible for

the money, and must refund it ; but they advised Callingham, considering the circum-

stances of the case, to make it as easy to me as he could, and to take it by instalments.

But he would not hear of it. He was the hardest creditor I ever had, and in ten

days I was arrested by him for the money. I had fifty pounds in the savings' bank,

and, with an indignant heart, I drew out thirty and paid him.,

The Messrs. were very angry with Callingham for this hard and hasty

procedure against me, and to end the matter with him, I may as well tell you that,

about twelve months afterwards, he decarnped with upwards of nine hundred pounds

of their money in his hands, not one penny of which they ever recovered, and this

led to a firm conviction in our minds that he had, by some slight of hand, abstracted

the notes from my book before I closed it, though how it was done was past my power

of conceiving. He had taken his passage and sailed in 'an Australian vessel before his

embezzlement was discovered, but, as wc heard, remained at the Cape of Good Hope,

and was killed near Graham's Town in an encounter with the natives.

Well, in this way I was thirty pounds poorer at one stroke. Emma voluntarily
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gave up going down to her father's for that year. I was sorry that she should do so,

but I thought she was right, for the journey would have made a great hole in another

ten pounds. We were both of us, however, very sorry for this afterwards, because

by this means poor little Johnny, our darling child, lost the pleasure, and never was
seen by his grandfather alive.

My heart, Sir, grows almost faint as I think of what follows ; but I have yet other

things to relate. And first I must say a word or two about our little theatrical La-
vinia, who soon had an important part to play in our tragedy.

Nothing but the utmost patience and an honest sense of duty could have enabled

my wife to persevere in what, for a long time, seemed a hopeless attempt—the putting

common sense into our little servant's head. She had been ill taught in every way,
and her utter want of truthfulness and conscientiousness, made the most discouraging

part of the business. When first she came to us, between two and three years before,

she reminded me of her father in all she said and did, so much so, and so unpleasantly

indeed, that if she had been in my hands, she and I should soon have parted com-
pany. She was oratorical even about sweeping up a hearth ; she made set sjieeches,

and had a tinsel, flimsy sort ofway with her that showed a want of sincerity, and in

short was disgusting to me, because it recalled so exactly my quondam friend.

Fortunately for Emma, she had not this pre-knowledge to contend against ; and
fortunately for Lavinia, Emma was not one to do anything by halves which she once
took in hand. The greatest cause of anxiety, however, was the effect which her
example and teaching might have on the children, more particularly as she was a

great favourite with them, and many of her theatrical accomplishments made her very

amusing to them. The girl, however, had good in her, and by degrees put forth little

buds of promise, which rendered the work of teaching and training her, and even of

forbearing with her, not by any means hopeless. She began to show a wish to do
right, and was grateful for the benefits she received, and that rather by deeds than
words, which was satisfactory in a character like hers.

Nevertheless, much remained to be done. She was especially careless and for-

getful, and at times it seemed almost doubtful if Nature had not altogether omitted
memorrj in her composition. We had no servant but her. She was now turned
fifteen, and had grown stout and perfectly healthy, although she would always remaiu
short, like her father.

AVell, Sir, it was now August, and we had a little got over our loss, and the dis-

appointment of not being able to pay our long-talked-of and long-wished-for summer
visit, when one night, after we had all been an afternoon ramble on Hampstead-
heath, Lavinia with us, we were greatly alarmed by symptoms of croup appearing in

little Johnny, soon after we got to bed.

I know nothing more alarming than to be roused up in the night by sudden illness*

Everything takes such a gloomy, disheartening, character then. Fortunately, his

mother knew that a warm bath was the best immediate remedy. She called up Lavinia
to prepare it, while I went for the doctor. The nearest doctor was out, and the
secorfd, having only just returned from an anxious case, was in bed. I had trouble to

rouse him, and he seemed to me unaccountably slow. But I would not go without
him. When we arrived the child was better, the dreadful symptoms had abated, and
he lay as if asleep on his mother's knee, having had a mustard plaister on his little throat.

She had seen this made use of in the first family where she lived, and where one of .the

children was liable to croup ; and as we were so long in coming she made use of her
own knowledge. The doctor said she had done right, and, easing my mind as to
further present danger, took his leave.

This was in truth the first time the angel of real affliction entered our house. The
loss of the money was nothing in comparison with the anxiety which took hold of ray
heart. A dismal presentiment of sorrow weighed upon me night and day. Supijuse
he should die, I said to myself twenty times in the course of the day, and yet tlicre

now seemed no cause for extraordinary anxiety. Many children besides Johnny had
the croup, and they would live after all to be old men ; why need I then alarm my-
self so much ?
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He seemed quite well again ; but to my fancy there was a great change in him.
There was an anxious, grave expression in his countenance which was not natural to

him, and he would sit on my knee, nestled against my breast, without a desire to

move for hours together. He grew as it were into the very core of my heart. His
mother had a baby in arms at that time, and Johnny therefore became doubly my
charge. His little crib stood on my side the bed, and more than half the niglit he
slept in my arms. In this way his affection for me became unbounded.

But now I must stop. I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

John Weldon.
P.S.—I was greatly surprised to see your remark at the end of my seventh letter.

Emma, who, like a good wife, hates a secret from her husband, told me when I had
read it, what she had been writing about, and how she had mentioned sending me out
of the house with my chemical experiments. Sir, I shall have something to say
myself particular on that subject. My wife has no need to reproach herself as it has
turned out, and as you and your readers will see in the end.

THE ANTIQUITY OF THE EARTH.
From The Pre-Adamite Earth, by the Rev, John Harris, D.D.

As far as the visible universe is concerned,

revelation and science harmonise with rea-

son, and are decisive on the subject, that

the formation of its material preceded the

formation of everything else. Turning first

to the inspired record t"o ascertain the origin

of things as they now are, we learn, of our

earth, that it assumed its present state a

few thousands of years ago, in consequence
of a creative process, or of a series of crea-

tive acts, concluding Avith the creation of

man, which extended through a period of

six ordinary or natural days. Possessed of

this fact respecting the date of man's
introduction on the earth, we proceed to

examine the globe itself. And here we find

that the mere shell of the earth takes us

hack through an unknown series of ages,

in which creation appears to have followed

creation at the distance of mighty intervals

between.
But though in the progress of our in-

quiries we soon find that we have cleared

the bounds oi historic time, and are moving
far back among the periods of an unmea-
sured and unnieasurable antiquity, the geo-

logist can demonstrate, that the crust of the

earth has a natural history. That he can-

not determine the chronology of its succes-

sive strata is quite immaterial. We only
ask him to prove the order of their position,

from the newest deposit to the lowest step

of the series; and this he can do. For
nature itself—by a force calculable only by
the God of nature—lifting up in places the

whole of the mighty series in a slanting,

ladder-like direction to the surface, has re-

vealed to him the order in which they were
originally laid, and invites him to descend,

step by step, to its awful fovmdations.

Let us descend with him, and traverse an
ideal section of a portion of the earth's
crust. Quitting the living surface of the
green earth, and entering on our down-
ward path, our first step may take us below
the dust of Adam, and beyond the limits of

recorded time. From the moment we leave
the mere surface-soil, and touch even the
nearest of the tertiary beds, all traces of

human remains disappear ; so that let our
grave be as shallow as it may, in even the
latest stratified bed,we have to make it in the
dust of a departed world. Formation now
follows formation, composed chiefly of sand,
and clay, and lime, and presenting a thick-

ness of more than a thousand feet each.
As we descend through these, one of the
most sublime fictions of mythology becomes
sober truth, for at our every step an age
flies past. We find ourselves on a road
where the lapse of duration is marked

—

not by the succession of seasons and of years,

—but by the slow excavation, by water, of

deep valleys in rock marble ; by the return
of a continent to the bosom of an ocean in

which, ages before, it had been slowly

formed ; or by the departure of one world
and the formation of another. And, accord-

ingly, if our first step took us below the line

which is consecrated by human dust, we
have to take but a few steps more before Ave

begin to find that the fossil remains of all

those forms of animal life Avith AA'hich Ave are

most familiar, are diminishing, and that their

places are gradually supplied by strange

and yet stranger forms, till, in the last fos-

siliferous formation of this division, traces

of existing species become extremely rare,

and extinct species everywhere predominate.
The secondary rocks receive us as into a
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new fossiliferous world, or into a new series

of worlds. Taking the chalk fwmation as

the first member of this serie?, we find a
stratification upwards of a thousand feet

thick. Who shall compute the tracts of

time necessary for its slow sedimentary
deposition ? So vast was it, and so widely
different were its physical conditions from
those which followed, that only one trace of

animal species still living is to be found in

it. Crowded as it is with concliological

remains, for example, not a shell of one of

all the seven thousand existing species is

discoverable. Types of organic life, before
unknown, arrest our attention, and prepare
us for still more surprising forms. Descend-
ing to the system next in order, the oolitic,

with its many subdivisions, and its thick-

ness of about half a mile, we recognise new
jjroofs of the dateless antiquity of the earth.

Yox, enormous as this bed is, it was obvi-

ously f'^rmed by deposition from sea and
rivei water ; and so gradual and tranquil
was the operadoju, that, in some places,

the orgariic remains of the successive strata

are arranged vrith a shelf-like regularity,

remindiiig' us of the well-ordered cabinet of
a naturalist. Here, too, the last trace of
animal species still living has vanished.
Even this link is gone. We have reached
a point when the earth was in the posses-
sion of the gigantic forms of Saurian rep-

tiles— monsters more appalling than the
poet's fancy ever feigned—and these are
their catacombs. Descending through the
later red sandstone and saliferous marls of
two thousand feet in thickness, andwhich ex-
hibit, in their very variegated strata, a suc-
cession of numerous physical changes, our
subterranean path brings us to the carboni-
ferous system, or coal formations. These
coal strata, many thousands of feet thick,

consist entirely of the spoils of successive
ancient vegetable worlds. But in the rank
jungles and luxuriant wildernesses which
are here accumulated and compressed, we
recognize no plant of any existing species.

Here, too, we have passed below the last

trace of reptile life. The speaking foot-

prints impressed on the preceding rocks are
absent here. Nor is there a single con-
vii;cing indication that these primeeval
forests ever echoed to the voice of birds.

But between these strata beds of limestone
of enormous thickness are interposed, each
proclaiming the prolonged existence and
final extinction of a creation ; for these
limestone beds are not so much the char-
nel-houses of fossil animals as the remains
of the animals themselves.
The mountain masses of stone which now

surround us, extending for miles in length
and breadth, were once sentient existences
—testaceous and coralline—living at the

bottom of ancient lakes and seas. How
countless the ages necessary for their accu-
mulation, when the formation of only a fe'w

inches of tlie strata required the life and
death of many generations. Here the mind
is not merely carried back through immea-
surable periods, but, while standing amidst
the petrified remains of this succession ot
primaeval forests and extinct races of ani-
mals piled up into sepulchral mountains,
we seem to be encompassed by the thickest
shadow of the valley of death.
On quitting thesf; stupendous monuments

of death, we leave behind us the last ves-
tige of land plants, and pass down to the
old red sa7idstone. The geological character
of this vast formation, again, tells of ages
innumerable ; for, though many thousand
feet in depth, it is obviously derived from
the materials of more ancient rocks, frac-

tured, decomposed, and slowly deposited in
water. The gradual and quiet nature of the
process, and therefore its immense duration,
are evident from the numerous " platforms
of death " which mark its formation, each
crowded with organic structures which lived
and died where they are now seen, and
which, consequently, must have perished
by some destructive agency, too sudden to
allow of their dispersion, and yet so subtle
and quiet as to leave the place of their habi-
tation undisturbed.
Immeasurably far behind us as we have

already left the fair face of the extant crea-
tion, while travelling into the night of an-
cient time, we yet feel, as we stand on the
threshold of the next, or Silurian system,,

and look down towards " the foundations of
the earth," that we are not half way on our
course. Here, on surveying the fossil struc-
tures, we are first struck with the total

change in the petrified inhabitants of the
sea, as compared with what we found in the
mountain limestone ; implying the lapse of
long periods of time, during the formation
of tiie intervening old red sandstone which
we have just left. But still more are we
impressed with the lapse of duration, while
descending the long succession of strata, of
which this primary fossiliferous formation
is composed, when we think of their slow
derivation from the more ancient rocks ; of
their oft-repeated elevation and depression;
of the long periods of repose, during whick
hundreds of animal species ran through their
cycle of generations, and became extinct

;

and of the continuance of this stratifying
process, until these their beds had acquired,
by union, the immense thickness of a mile
and a half. Next below this, wc reach the
Cambrian system, of almost equal thickness,
and formed by the same slow process Here
the gradual decrease of animal remains ad-

monishes us that even the vast and di-eary
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empire of death has its limits, and that Ave

are now in its outskirts. But there is a soli-

tude greater than that of the boundless de-

sert, and a dreariness more impressive than
that which reigns in a world entombed. On
leaving the slate rocks of the Cambrian, and
descending to those of the Cumbrian for-
mation, we find that the worlds of organic
remains are past, and that we have reached
a region older than death, because older

than life itself. Here, at least, if life ever

existed, all trace of it is obliterated by the

fusing poAver of the heat below. But we
have not even yet reached a resting-place.

Passing down through the beds of mica
schist, many thousand feet in depth, to the
great gneiss formation, Ave find that we have
reached the limits of stratification itself.

The granitic masses below, of a depth Avhich

man can never explore, are not only crys-

tallized themselves, but the igneous power
acting through them, has partially crystal-

lized the rocks above. Not only life, but
the conditions of life, are here at an end.

Now, is it possible for us to look from our
ideal position, backAA-ards and upwards to

the ten miles' height—supposing the strata

to be piled regularly—from Avhich Ave have
descended, Avithout feeling that Ave have
reached a point of immeasurable remoteness
in terrestrial antiquity r Can Ave think of

the thin soil of man's few thousand years,

in contrast Avith the succession of AvorldsAve

have passed through ; of the sIoav formation
of each of these worlds on Avorlds, by the

disintegration of more ancient materials,

and their subsidence in water ; of the leaf-

like thinness of a great proportion of the

strata ; of the consequent flow of time ne-

cessary to form only a fcAv perpendicular

inches of all these miles ; or of the long

periods of alternate elevation and depres-

sion, action and repose, Avliich mark their

formation—AAdthout acknoAvledging that the

days and years of geology are ages and
cycles of ages ! Let us conceive, if aa'c can,

that the atoms of one of these strata have
formed the sands of an hour-glass, and that

each grain counted a moment, and Ave may
then make some approximation to the past

periods of geology—periods in the compu-
tation of Avhich the longest human dynasty,

and even the date of the pyramids, Avould

form only an insignificant fraction. Or,

remembering that no one species of animals

has, so far as Ave knoAv, died out during the

sixty or seventy centuries of man's historic

existence upon earth, can Ave think of the

thousands, not ofgenerations, but of species,

of races, which Ave have passed in our

doAvnAvard track, and which have all run
through their ages of existence and ceased

—of the recurrence of these changes again

and again even in the same strata, and of
|

the many times over these strata must be
repeated in order to equal the vast sum of
the entire series—Avithout feeling that Ave are
standing, in idea, on ground so immeasurably
far back in the night of time as to fill the mind
Avith awe ? " How dreadful is this place !

"

Here, at as incalculable a soccular distance
probably from the first creation of organic
life as that is from the last creation—here
silence once reigned ; the only sounds
which occasionally broke the intense still-

ness being the voice of subterranean thun-
der ; the only motion (not felt, for there
Avas none to feel it), an earthquake ; the
only phenomenon, a molten sea, shot up
from the fiery gulf beloAv to form the mighty
framework of some future continent. And
still that ancient silence seems to impose
its quelling influence, and to alloAv in its

presence the activity ofnothing but though*-

,

and that thought— Avhat direotioii niore

natu.ral for it to take than to plun'^G still

farther back into the dark nbyss of ueparted
time, till it has reached a First or Eificient

Cause ?

But, although \<e seem to b^ thus con-
ducted almost into the frontiers of eternity,

the moment Ave glance our eye in that

direction all the cycles of geology dAvindle

to a point. In the presence of Him, AA'ith

Avhom a thousand years are as one day, we
recover ovu'selves to perceive that these

cycles are immense only in relation to our-

selves. Accordingly every step of our doAAn-

AA'ard path has been sugjjestive of a begin-

ning ; for everything speaks of derivation.

Each rock, for example, points dowuAvards
to its source ; we can trace the lineal ex-

traction of each successive stratum. And
even noAV, haA'ing reached the crypt of

nature, and standing at the bases of her
gneissic columns, should the question be
asked, " Whence their derivation ? " geology
points to the older granitic masses, ofAvhose

Avater-Avorn, crystalline particles they are

CA'idently composed. " But Avhence that

granite ? " Mineralogy shows that it is

composed of three very distinct mineral
substances. Crystallography demonstrates
next, by cleavage or mechanical division,

that each of these three substances is com-
pounded of atoms, or molecules, inex-

pressibly minute, and each ofthese of others

still more minute, and so on to an indefinite

extent
;
yet that each of these possesses a

determinate geometrical figure, and com-
bines in fixed and definite proportions.

Chemical analysis now takes up the process

of reduction, and shows—taking the car-

bonate of lime, for example—that each of

these integral molecules is divisible into

tAvo compound substances ; and, still fur-

ther, it shoAvs that even each of these is a

compound body. But here the process of
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decomposition ends. The elementary mole-
cules thus obtained, of calcium, carbon, and
oxygen, are three of the fifty-four or five

substances which to us are indivisible and
ultimate, and which, as it has been beauti-

fully expressed by i)aubeny, deserve to be
regarded as the alphabet composing the
great volume which records the wisdom and
goodness of the Creator !

We have now reached the ultimatum of

physical science : it has done its work. All

that we look for at its hands is, to admit
the analogical evidence which the natural

history of the earth affords of a true and
real beginning ; and to satisfy the intel-

lectual necessity, the imperative require-

ments of reason, by admitting that such a

commencement there must have been pre-

paratory to the due reception of the sublime
and inspired affirmation, " In the beginning
God created the heavens and the earthy

THE KOUTINE OF DAILY LIFE.

Bv Miss H. M. IIATHUONE, Author or " Eose Allen," &c.

^o. Y.—THE 3IUSHPt003I GATHEKER.
Lo.NG before dawn, one September morning,

did Bessie Palmer rise to go forth into the

dewy tieldc, that .she might be in time to look

fur mushrooms to sell at Covent-gardeu 3Iar-

ket. Other girls, similra-ly engaged, occasionally

greeted her, as she pursued her occupation

;

but jlie did not enter into convei"sation >\ith

any of them, and went on busily filling a

luuuerate-aized basket, lined with -a delicately-

white damask cloth—which, perhaps, helped to

insure the ready sale that generally awaited the

orphan's bringiugs ; fur Bessie had neither

father nor mother, and claimed kin with no
one. She lived "rtith a kindly-disposed, but

precipe, Avorldly couple, who paid her little

attention beyond giving her house-room and a

place at their own board ; and the young girl

would have been solitary indeed, had she not
cherished a secret but precious conviction in

the depths of her heart, that there was one who
Avould gladly leave parents, brothers, and sisters,

lor her sake. "When her pannier couid hold no
more of the little white-lieaded vegetables, she

retraced her steps homewards—watching, with
joyful admiration, the mist rolling ofl" the land-

scaj/e, before the ri.-Iug sun, and leaving every

blade of grass, and eveiy leaf genuned with
sparkling dew-drops. The air was clear,

bracing, and exliilarating ; and more than once
she saw a pheasant or partridge rise up from the
late crops of barley, and a.s a party of keen
spoilsmen passed her, she wondered how they
cuuld take pleasure in destroying such beautiful

cicatures. Her way home led her across the

churchyard ; and tlie rosy hues of morning
liglited up the rich-stained glass of a large

gotliic window, beneath which rose au himible

grave, wiiose plain wliite stone bore the names
of Bessie"o parents. Sljc knelt down beside it

and prayed, as she had often done before,

offering up tlianksgiving for daily mercies, and
invoking a blessing not only upon the revered
authors of her being, but upon one whose name
she never breathed aloud.

The beauty of the scene around, the sweet
consciousness that she was beloved, and the
natiu-al gleefulness of youth, all combined to
exliilarate her spirits ; and, after qiuttiug the
church-yard, she sang aloud in very gaiety of

heart, until interrupted by her protector, Jonas
Appletou, who called out, " Hark'e, lass ! I'm
nearly ready to start, and that's more than you
can say for yourself, I reckon." It was, indeed,

and Bessie hastily ran up stairs to her own little

garret, where a small cracked looking-glass re-

flected a face and form that the noblest lady in

the land might liave envied. A pretty straw
bonnet, simply trimmed ^^^th a pale pink lib-

bon, a nice collar, whose plaited frill might
have issued from the hands of a quuker lami-

dress, a perfectly clean print gown, and a most
becoming little shawl, soon took the place of

her wet garments; and, in spite of the summons
she had received, she foimd herself, basket in

hand, and her dark neat-fitting gloves drawn
on, outside the " 3Iarinei-'s Cot," before Jonas
Appletou appeared with the boat.

Wliile thus waiting for him, two girls of

her acquaintance, also on their way to mar-
ket, came up to Bessie, and, after retailing,'

various passages of village-gossip, asked her
whether she had heard of Williimi Hers'ey's

intended maniage to Jane Ashton. " Zs'o,

I have not," she replied with a throbbing
heart, " and hov/ do you know that it is

tiiie?" "Well, every one says if.is, and
that the wedding 's to take ijlace next month

;

j

they have been asked once in church, Betty
I Smith told me. .Jane 'II be a pretty bride, there's

i no doubt, and I should tlunk she would ask you
to be her bridesmaid, Bessie ? " The loquacious

j
damsels were now hurried away by their

mother; and the orj)han, her head drooping

I

like a rose in a shower, and her whole aspect

1 changed, as if the last five minutes had adfled

I
five years to her life, followed Jonas to the

I

wheny, and was rowed by him to the Tower-

1 staus. Fortunately the old waterman never
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converged cii these occasions:, and Bessie, sunk

in sa4 rsvojo, stav'ietl when the boat stopped,

and he, j-oiuevrhat gruffly, desired her " to look

sharp, and not go to sleep in the wheny."
How fall and overpoweringly noisy the streets

felt, as Bessie walked dreaniiiy on, often rudely

jostled as she unwittingly took the VvTong side,

or did not make way for those she met.

It was eleven o'clock Avhen she reached

Covent -garden, and taking her usual station,

hoped sonic one would speedily buy her mush-
rooms and release her. Many jokes were i)assed

upon her Jibsonce of mind by her more light-

liearted companions, and many imj)ertinent

gazers stared at her beautiful countenance, all

unheeded l)y Bessie, who could with difficulty

rouse herself to name the price of her vegetables,

Vi'hen questioned.

A servant in livery bought some of her mush-
rooms for a dinner party ; then after another

hour had elapsed, a bustling, shrewd-looking

woman came, and drove a hard bargain for the

greater part of what she had left ; a transaction

witnessed by a staid old gentleman, evidently

belonging to the Society of Friends. Interested

by Bessie's youth, the sad expression of her

sweet face, and tlie indifference slie had just ex-

hibited, he said to her, " Thou hast allowed thy-

self to be cheated once, but I mil not let thee

do so again, so tell me truly what is the cost of

the mushrooms thou hast left? I should be

glad of them all, they look so fresh ; did thou

gather them thyself?" " Yes, Sir," replied

Bessie. " The morning air, at thy time of life,

should have given thee a more rosy colour; but

perhaps thou hast cause of anxiety on account

of the welfare of some one dear to tliee ?" Bessie

blushed so deeply, and looked so pained at this

question, that the old gentleman again asked

her what Avas the price of the mushrooms, and
did not resume the subject of her sad looks ; but

having paid the sum she named, took leave of

her with a kindness that caused her eyes to fill

with tears.

She now left the market, and somewhat
miwillingly entered the abode of the motherly
fi'iend, Avho generally provided dinner for

her, on Bessie's Saturday excursions into the

city. Here she had to undergo another ordeal

of questions, put with a friendhness wliich made
it hard to resist telling the cause of her grief to

one so kind ; tlien came the anxious pressing

her to eat, when she could not do more than
swallow a glass of cold water ; and, tbllowed

by a still greater trial, in her hostess' spealdng
of William Hervey's marriage as a settled thing,

in conseciuence of tlie death of an old cousin,

who had left him a well-established bu ,iness

;

but to which site alluded without mentioning
the name of his intended bride. This seemed
to Bessie only a contirmation of her worst feurs,

and she got away as soon as she could, right

thanltful to be alone. So she had fourteen long

miles to walk by herself, since Jonas did not
return with his wherry until many hours later ;

and the sun was setting by the time she drew
near home ; and when she airived once more at

the churchyard, she could not resist again
kneeling by her parents' grave. But, oh, how
changed did the world within and without
appear ! How she felt alone upon the earth,

and wept long and bitterly as the thoughts of
her orphan state ! and blighted atfection weighed
her down to very ground, and made her almost
w ;h to die, rather than encounter another day
of such bitter mental suffering. How long she
remained in the churchyard she had no idea,

only, when she at last turned from the grave to

go home, the hunter's moon had risen, and wa,<

shedding a flood of softened brilliancy over the

still landscape. Not a sound met her ears until

she had closed the wicket-gate, and tm-ned into

a path which crossed the remains of a fine old

forest, leading to the " Mariner's Cot," when a
song of harvest-home, accompanied by other

tokens of merriment, was heard from a neigh-

bouring field ; and a moment afterwards William
Hervey jumped over the adjoining fence, and
immediately joined her, exclaiming— " Dear
Bessie, how fortunate that we should thus meet!
I was just going to .Tonas Appleton's, to beg you
would come out and walk with me this lovely

evening; for, Bes.sie, I have news to tell you,

and I have something to say to you that

has long been in my heart; but I could

never rightly speak to you of my wishes mitil

this night's event has put it in my power. Will
not you lean upon my aim, Bessie? You seem
tired, darling ; let me look at your dear face, that

I may know how you really are."

But Bessie's emotion could no longer be con-

cealed, and she wept for some time without

being able to speak, and until her lover's dis-

tress, at what appeared to him so unaccountable,

at length restored her comix>sure, and she tried

to relate the event* of the morning. William
Hervey's indignation was at first excessive, yet

it soon gave way to tenderer feelings, and he

did not lose much time before he consoled

Bessie for all she had gone through, by such a

frank, manly, warm-hearted declaration of his

devoted affection for herself, as might well have

made any girl wiling to confide her happiness

to his care. It was late, very late, before the

lover's parted ; and then not until Bessie had

again visited the dearly-loved grave, and, wth
her betrothed, implored a blessing on tho

step which they had taken that night. Nothing

could exceed tlie beauty of the evening, or the

unclouded splendour of the hunter's moon which
shone on the ancient oa' s of the forest, robed

in every autumnal hue of red, yellow, and
brovvn ; yet, although the peace of the hour
and scene made a deep impression upon the

lovers, William Hervey thought its loveliness

far exceeded by the shy glance of fond affection,

and the hallowed expression of trust, purity of
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heart, and holy love, that illumined the sweet

young countenance of his future bnde.

The chimes of the little "ivy-mantled" church-

tower rang out the hour of midnight as Bessie

Palmer laid her head on her pillow, while happy
dreams soon closed the most eventful day other

young life.

THE JUVENILE CABINET.

SOarETHING

In a recent number of this journal your kind

friend Christopher Chronicle described to you
many of our domestic invention^, and amongst
them that of forks. It occurred to us while

reading over his " lecture," which we did ^vith

very much pleasure, to ask you to take a peep

at the tables of other nations, and see what
were the substitutes for the gold and silver

fkewers of our ancestors. In Italy they were
fpoons, called ligula, pretty little things made
of silver, which served both in eating soup and
eating meat. Of course you know that the

Romans did not sit at table, but reclined on
couches round it, supporting their bodies on
their left arms. Our Saviour was thus recHn-

Ing when Mary anointed his feet, otherwise she

could not have performed that duty while he
was at meat ; and, therefore, having but one
hand disengaged, knives and forks would have
been rather an inconvenience. Besides, food

of every kind was brought to the tables of the

middle and lower classes, cut into small morsels,

and persons of rank kept a servant for the pur-

pose of cutting theirs in their presence. This
person, who was termed a " carptor," performed
liis duty according to certain prescribed rules,

u.sing an ivory stick, and a knife, the only one
placed on the table, and which usually had a

highly-ornamented silver handle. Under these

circumstances, the wealthy and tasteful Ro-
mans did not require anything but their spoons
in eating their meats. The French, as they
were named the Gauls, wore at their girdles

small knives, which they made use of for cut-

ting fjom the joint of meat placed on the table

any portion they required, and this tliey then
pulled to pieces with their teeth and fingers.

The Hungarians jerked their meat into their

mouths wth their hand«: and eat their soup by
dipping bread in it. All dipped in the same
dish. The Spaniards, the Swedes, and every
other nation were alike ignorant of the use of
knives or forks. The Chinese had then, as they
have at present, small ivory sticks, of very fine

workmanship, and inlaid with gold and silver.

Two of these are given to each person, who
dexterously employs them in conveying not only
meat but rice to the mouth. The Persians,

and all other eastern people, used only their

fingers Judas dipped in the same dish with
our Lord on the very evening he betrayed him.

'\Vc no>v 'etum to the Romans, because they
are the first of whom it is recordt^l that
they used table-forks. It is said that Ihey

ABOUT FORKS.

were common amongst them three" hundred
years ago, and that from them we obtaned the
knowledge of these useful articles, through an
eccentric countryman of our own, named
Thomas Coryate. This man wa« a native of
Odcombe, in Somersetshue, and, in 1612, tra-

velled into France, Switzerland, and Italy.

On his return to England he published a book,
containing an account of his travels, entitled the
" Crudities of Coryate," in which he thus .speaks

of the introduction of the fork :
—" I observed a

custom in all the Italian cities and towTis

through which I passed, that is not used in any
other country that I saw in my travels, neither
do I think that any other nation of Chiistendom
doth use it, but only Italy. The Italians, and
almost all strangers that are commorant in

Italy, do always at their meals use a little fork
when they cut their meat. For while with
their knife, which tliey hold in one hand, tliey

cut the meat out of the dish, they fasten their

fork, which they hold in their other hand, upon
the same dish ; so that whatever he be that,

sitting in the company of any others at

meal, should unadvisedly touch the dish of
meat ^vith liis fingers from which all of the
company do cut, he -will give occasion of offence,

unto the company." He then proceeds to de-

scribe how good he himself thouglit this custom,
and how he was ridiculed in England for adopt-
ing it ; and amongst others he tells us, " by a
certain learned gentleman, a familiar friend of

mine, one Mr. Laurence Whitaker, who, in his

merry humour, doubted not to call me at table,
' Furcifer, ' only for using a fork at feeding, but
for no other cause." However, not\^'ithstanding

this early prejudice against it, as an effemi-

nacy borrowed from the luxurious Romans, the

use of it increased rapidly, and soon became
general in England ; but the Welsh and Scotch
still rejected it ; and Dr. Johnson asserts thp.t

amongst the Highlanders even knives have been
introduced only since the Revolution. Before
that period, every man had a knife of his own,
as a companion to his dirk or dagger, with
which he cut the meat into small niorseis for

the women and children, who lifted it to their

mouths Avith their fingers. In many parts of

Spain forks are still regarded rather as curiosi-

ties than as useful articles ; and in I'ortugal,

the lower classes of people are never given

them when they dine in taverns, or other places

of public resort. In France, on the contrary,

the tavern-keeper provides forks, spoons, and
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plates, but each guest is expected to have his

own knife. It is a remnant of an old Gaulish
custom.

Sheffield is now famous all over the world for

its cutlery of every desci'iption. The operatives

are of course aware of this, and there is an
anecdote told relative to their vanity on the

subject :—" About fifty years since Sheffield

first became famous for the manufacture of

forks, knives, scissors, &c. ; a very curious

knife, and one of many uses, was executed
with care, and sent to the ' Cutlers' Comj^any

'

in London. On one of the blades was en-

graved

—

' Sheffield made
Both haft and blade

!

London ! for thy life.

Show me such another knife I*

Cutlers' poetry was not even in Shakspeare's
lime very famous for its beauty; but the,

London cutlers showed that neither the rhyme
nor the knife astonished them. They finished

and sent down to Sheffield a small penknife,

^vith one well-tempered blade, in which was a
cavity, and in the cavity a piece of straw, un-
singed and fresh. There were some lines on
the blade, which led the Sheffielders to break
the knife ; Avhen they found the straw, but not
being able to discover how it could have been
placed there, they acknowledged themselves

outdone."

A PSALM OF LIFE.
By H. W. Longfellow.

Tell me not, in mournful numbers,

Life is but an empty di-eam

!

For the soul is dead that slumbers,

Aiid things are not what they seem.

Life is real ! Life is earnest

!

And the grave is not its goal

;

' Dust thou art, to dust returnest,"

Was not spoken of the soul.

Not enjoyment, and not sorrow,

Is our destined end or Avay ;

But to act, that each to-monoAV
Finds us farther than to-day.

Art i.-i long, and Time is fleeting,

And our hearts, though stout and brave,

Still, like muffled di-um.*, are beating

Funeral marches to the grave.

In the world's broad field of battle,

In the bivouac of Life,

Be not like dumb, driven cattle 1

Be a hero in the strife I

Trust no Future, howe'er pleasant

!

Let the dead Past bury its dead !

Act,— act in the living Present

!

Heart within, and God o'erhead

!

Lives of great men all remind us
"We can make our lives sublime ;

And, departing, leave behind us

Footprints on the sands of Time ;

Footprints, that perhaps another.

Sailing o'er Life's solemn main,
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother.

Seeing, shall take heart again.

Let us, then, be up and doing,

"With a heart for any fate ;

Still achieving, still pursuing,

Learn to labour and to wait.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Prep.vrations of rtiiuBAiiB.— Pthubarb is

now cheap, and it may be used in a variety of

ways, without incurring- much trouble or ex-
pense. It has a slight medicinal virtue, operat-

ing on ordinary constiiutions as a gentle aperient,

purifying: the blood, and performing other salu-

tary operations.
lliiUBAKB Tarts, ou Pies.—"SVipe the stalks

clean with a damp cloth ; cut them into lengths
of about four inches ; lay them in a dish ; put in

as much water as will just reach the top, and as

much bugar as Avill bwecten to your taste. Put
the disli in an oven, or on a hot hearth, and let it

simmer very slowly for about three- quarters of an
hour. Or you may put the rhubarb in a block-
tin saucepan or stewpan, made perfectly clean.

The rhubarb thus prepared, when cold, may be
made into tarts in the way in which apple or

other fruit tarts are made. Directions for making-
j

the crust will be found in .No. 4, page 121. For
iarls baking the crust will be sufficient, if the I

rliubarb be tender. For large family pies, the
rhubarb may be cut into pieces about halt an inch
long, and no previous preparation will be neces-
sary. Unless the rhubarb be old, it is not neces-
sary to skill lh« stalks.

PuuBARB Puddings and Dumplings.—Cut
the rhubarb into pieces about an incii long. Let
them simmer in suijar and water, as directed
above, for half an hour. Then put some thin
plain crust round the inside of a basin, slightly

greased ; fill with the fruit, cover with crust,

pinch it well down along the edges, tic a fl airecl

cloth over the top, and boil it an hour and a

half.—Or you may roll out your paste to a quarter
of an inch thick, spread some rhubarb, prepared
according to the tirst directions, roil it up, tie ou
a floured cloth at both ends, and boil for an hour
and a half.

Rice Pudding with Rhubarb.—A cheap and
acceptable pudding may be made thus:—Boil a
pound of rice ia water till it la quite soft;
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sweeten to taste, and stir in a quarter of a pound
ot suet, finely chopped, or two ounces of butter.

Set it aside, and lay as mucli rhubarb as you
require at the bottom ot the dish in which you
inlL-nd to make your puddin", cut into pieces
about two inches Ion?. Prepare this w ith sujar
and water, as directed above. When the rhubarb
is lender, cover it well over with your prepared
rice, and let it be baked for one hour ; or, if you
prefer it, you can stir the prepared rhubarb into

the mass of rice, as you would plums or currants.
y.B.—These preparations of rhubarb will be

greatly improved by a slig-ht squeeze of lemon.
KnuBARB Pasties, or Turnovers.— Make a

hot crwit with dripping^ or lard melted in boil-

ing' water; roll it out quickly, and cut it into cir-
cles with the edge of a pint basin. Lay ?ome
prepared rhubarb in the middle; turn over the
cru-st, ST as to form a half circle ; pinch it well
round, to present the syrup from coming out,

and bake according- to the size. When slightly

brown they will, in most cases, be done enough.
String Soup.—Cut the stems of rhubarb into

pieces three inches long; put them into some
beef or veal gravy, with two or three onions, a
few thin slices ot bread, crust and cramb to-

gether, a little flour kneaded in butter, and salt

and pepper to taste. Skim off all the fat and
skum ; simmer till tender ; strain, and serve on
toasted sippets.

To prepare Ehcbarb for Children.—
Cut the stalks into piece?, about two inches long.
Put them into a stone jar, with a little water, and
as much sugar as you think necessary. Set the
jar in an oven, or on a hearth, or in a saucepan of
water, till the contents are perfectly done. Spread
a portion of this on plain dnmpling-s, on boiled

lice, or on slices of bread. Rhubarb thus pre-
pared, will remain good for two or three weeks, or

a month, if well covered down.

WEEKLY CALEXDAR.

APRIL 28th

April 28, Fourth Sunday after Easter.
April 28, 1847, the Eimouth emigrant ship,

from Londonderry to Quebec, was wrecked on
the coast of Scotland, and 165 passengers lost.

April 29, 1779, died at Pershore, in Worcester-
suire, the Rev. John Ash, LL D. He was an
eminent minister among the Dissenters, but is

better known by his " Complete Lnglish Dic-
tionary," a Grammar, and other works in phi-
lology.

April 30, 66 B.C., Lucan died at Rome, in the
2Sth year of his age, by bleeding, at the command
of Xero. Lucarr^was the author of " Pharsalia,"
in which he gives an account of the wars between
Pompey and Ctesar.
Apiii 30, 174.3, the battle of Fontenoy took

place, between the i'rench, under Cuunt Saxe,
and Ih'j Euglisli, Dutch, and Austrians, com-
manded by the Duke of Cumberland.

April 30, 1789, General Washington, after
establishing the independence of America, wa?
installed President of the United States, at New
York, amidst the acclamations of thousands of
spectators.

April 30, 1827, the first stone of the London
University was laid.

MAY.
Mav, the fifth month of the year, is said, by

some, to have derived its name' from Maia, the
brightest of the 1 leiades. Others ascribe its

name to its having buen dedicated by Romulus
to the Majoret, or Roman senators and nobles.
There is no month the beauties of which have been
so much celebrated both in prose and poetry. It
was the great rural festival of our forefathers.
At the dawn of May morning the lads and lasses
left their towns and villages, and repaired to the
woodlands by the sound of music. There they
gathered the May, or the blossomed branches of
the Hawthorn, and bound them with wreaths of
flowers ; then returning to their homes by sun-
rise, they decorat<?d the lattices and doors with
their sweet-smelling spoil, and spent tlie remain-
der of the day in sports and pastimes. Among
the customs of May-day may be noticed the
chimney-sweepers' holiday. In the metropolis
and suburbs, the sweeps go in procession, with
music, 8ic., In dresses, accompanied by a man

TO MAY 4th.

carrying a large hollow framework, gaily decked
with evergreens, garlands, &c. This they
call " Jack-in-the-Green ;" and around it they
dance grotesque dances, some one of their com-
pany going round with a ladle, soliciting alms
of the spectators. In many places the mi k-
maids go in procession, with garlands and
music; and in most villages the children make
tastefnl garlands and posies, with which they go
from h.' use to house, chanting, " Please to re-
member the garland." " Maypoles" also are set
up in many country places, with garlands, and
around these places '' .May-games" are played.
May 1, 304, Dioclesian, the Roman Emperor,

publicly abdicated the crown, after a reign of
twenty-two years, in the greatest prosperity, and
retired to a private station at Salona, his native
place, where he is said to have found more happi-
ness in cultivating his garden than he had for-
merly enjoyed in his palace in the fulness of his
power. He had risen to the imperial dignity from
the rank of a common soldier, so that he had the
means of appreciating the relative value of the
opposite extremes in human condition.
May 1, 1700, died John Drijden, one of the

most eminent English poets ot the seventeenth
century. His works are various. He translated
Virgil, Juvenal, and Persius, besides writing a
great number of poems, chiefly satirical, and
twenty-seven plays.

May 2, 373, died Athanasius, Pntriarch of
Alexandria. He is celebrated for his o;>po8ition

to the Arians, and from his name having b^en af-

fixed to the creed which contains his doctrines.
May 2, 1519, Leonardo da Vinci, an illustrious

Italian painter, died in the arms of Francis 1., at

Fontainbleau. He left behind him many great
works to perpetuate his name. His most im-
portant work," The Last Supper," has been the
theme of admiration from the time of its comple-
tion to the present moment. Several engravings
from it have been published. This artist was the
Srst to publish scientific tables of anatomy, and
the first intelligent essay on the principles and
practice of the art of painting.

May 3, 1495, the Island of Jamaica, in the
West Indies, was discovered by Christopher Co-
lumbus.
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May 3, 1655, Jamaica was taken Irom the vSpa-

niards by the Euglisli, who have remained in pos-
session of it ever since—an acquisition, if ic be
one, which they owe to the enterprizing; spirit of
Cromwell.
May 3, 1814, died the E,ev. Thomas Coke, LL.D.

For some lime he zealously laboured in ihe Esta-
blished Church, but afterwards joined the Wes-
leyan Methodists. He expended nearly the whole
of liis patrimonial fortune in the cause of Christian
31i^s^ons, for the establishment of which he crossed
the Atlantic eighteen times. He died on his voyage
to Ceylon, whither he had gone with a band of mis-
sionaries, in the sixty- seventh year of his age. He
was a popular preacher, and published several use-
ful works.
May 3, 1842, died Sir Robert Ker rorter, a

painter or" considerable merjt. He painted several
altar pieces, and some large pictures of *' The
Storming of Seringapatam," "The Siege of Acre,"
and " The Battle of Agincourt." He was I'.ppointed

historical painter to the Emperor of Russia in 1804,

but yielding to his preference for the military pro-

fession, he quitted Russia, and accompanied Sir
John Moore to Spain. He afterwards visited Rus-
sia, and was preparing to proceed to England, when
he was seized wilii apoplexy and expired.

May 4, 387, died Monica, the mother of St. Au-
;,'usline. She was a woman of great piety and
strong maternal affection and solicitude.

May 4, 1471, was fought the Battle of Tewkes-
bury, Gloucestershire, gained by Edward IV. over
the Lancasterians.

May 4, 1677, died, aged forty-seven. Dr. Isaac
Barrow, an eminent mathematician and a learned
divine. Charles II. used to say of him that he ex-
hausted ever}' subject whereon he treated.

May 4. 1795, died, aged seventy-nine, John James
Barthelemy, the celebrated author of " The 1'ravels

or Anucharsis the Younger in Greece." He was a
man of deep learning and simplicity of character.

Unhappily, lie became involved in the troubles of

the French revolution, and endured great hardshipa
from the turbulence of men opposed to his views of

social happiness.

NOTIQSIS, TO CORRESPONDENTS.

R. B. (Deanston.)—The word Pnblic, being a

noun of multitude, ought to be coupled with ii

plural verb ; but, in common parhuice, the strict

rules of grammar are frequently disregarded, and
it is a frequent expression to say, the public is

informed. A plural verb is, however, correct.

Lionel Lincoln.—Follow the receipt given

liy Martha Makepeace implicitly, and you will

have beautiful bread.
James Macbeth.—We say the same to you.

The quantity of " baking powder" refjuired for

fourteen pounds of flour will cost you 8^d. or 9d.,

if purchased at a respectable chemist's. Your
mode of making " mince-meat" would convert it

into tspple-sauce or apple-syrup. Lukewarm
water, not hot, should be used in making the
" richer paste."

D. G. (Dundee.)—If you order the volumes of

the Working Man's Library of any boiikseller

in Dundee, he will be able to obtain it in his usual

parcel from his London correspondent. Each
volume will be complete in itself.

M. C. (JSewburgh.)—We are much obliged to

you for the information you have sent us regard-

ing Mr. Paine's process for the decomposition of

water.
G. B.—1. The name of " Peeping Tom " was

bestowed on a tailor, at Coventry, for indulging

a fault in which you very evidently share—curi-

osity.—2. Cold water is, in general, far preferable

for washing the person with.
L. V. B. (Chennleagh.)—Perhaps you would

better ensure the regular reception of The
Working Man's Friend by taking in the

monthly parts, instead of the weekly numbers.
T. B. (Sherburn-hill.)—We are sorry that you

experience such difficulty in obtaining the num-
bers of our magazine, but cannot suggest any
remedy, except that named to the above corre-

spondent.
A BiNNiEHiLL Collier.—The tone of your

letter is so exceedingly flippant, that we, for some
time, felt inclined to take no notice of it whatever.
We have no reason to doubt the accuracy of the

statement to which you refer, as it was taken ftom
good authority. The effect produced entireh de-
pends upon the metal bemg cooled suddenly or
slowly. If suddenly cooled, it becomes brittle ; if

slowly, it becomes soft and tough.
John of Haughlet.—Joseph Hume was born

at Montrose, in the year 1777 ; he is, therefore,
seventy-three years of age. He realized a compe-
tency in India; and was returned to Parliament as
member for Weymouth, in 1811. In 1818 he was
elected for Montrose, for which he continued to sit

till 1830, when he succeeded j\lr. Whitbread in
Middlesex, and represented that county till the
general election in 1837, when he was returned lor
Kilkenny. He was an unsnccesful candidate for
Leeds, in 1841 ; but was again returned for Mon-
trose, on a vacancy occurring in 1842. He has,
therefore, been in Parliament for about forty-eight
years.

J. O. E.—We do not understand your question,
and therefore cannot answer it. if the will had
been proved at Doctor's Commons, we could have
told you how to proceed ; but as you \ourself do
not know where it was proved, how can you ex-
pect us to tell you 1

T. Allen (Whitechapel).— 1. Hexameters and
Pentameters are the technical names for lines of
poetry of different lengths ; a hexameter contain-
ing six metrical feet (not six times twelve inches),

ani a pentameter five metrical feet. Whiston's
remark alludes to the fact that no Jewish hexame-
ter verses have come down to us. 2. Dr. Dick has
written a number of books, such as :

" The Chris-
tian Philosopher," "The Philosophy of Religion,"
" Celestial Scenery," " The Sidereal Heavens,"
" The Improvement of Society by the Diffusion of

Knowlege," &c, &c. Sever;d of these may be

pbtaiined at the price of eighteenpence per volume.
J. H. (Keighley.)—You had better Avrite to

Professor de Morgan for an answer to your ques-
tion ; "Why is the answer of an unit, divided by
a fraction, greater than the unit itself'.'" We
have no leisure time to in\estigate a question ol

such mathemaiical profundity.

Printed and published by John C^ell, of 335, Sti-andf London, and soid by all Booksellers.
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The Philosophy of Mind is one of the easiest studies in the world ; and one of

the simplest. A man, or woman, or child, has nothing to do but to look within,

and observe what is going on there. All mental operations may be expressed by

the one word, *' Tholght." " Thoiujht " is from " think," and " tJmih'" is the

same as " thing ;" and, in some of the Teutonic languages, we read think for thine/,

and thing for thinh. Now, there are but two descriptions of things in the world,

Ufcnely, those which are %v,it1ioift us, and those which are within us. Other beings

and ourselves constitute the sum of our knowledge. But, as we carry ourselves

about with us everywhere, whenever and wherever we like, we can exam.ine our

souls as well by night as by day ; as well, or even better, alone than in company.

.We cannct analyse our bodies without destroying them, but we can dissect our

souls, to any extent, without using a knife. Memoi-y and consciousness supply us

with present and past thoughts and operations ; and refection enables us to bend

over our spiritual nature, to explore its powers, faculties, and emotions. By the

bye, this consciousness and reflection are a kind of sixth and seventh sense ; for as

the bye, the ear, the nose, the palate, and feeling have to do with outward objects,

so these enable us to search out what is doing within.

But, without further remark, we conclude that all our readers are in the habit of

viewing and reviewing their inward man ; and, if they do, they find that all their

thoughts are mental things ; and that outward things are nothing to us until they

become thinks, thoughts, or mental things. Th^re may be inhabitants in the sun,

but as I never heard them, nor saw them, nor smelt them, nor felt them, nor tasted

them, and cannot be conscious of them, I have no idea of their forms, natures, or

attributes ; and, therefore, though thej' may be things, they cannot be thinks or

thoughts to me, and consequently, to my mind, they are nothing. Things out of

the mind are called " objects," but things in the mind are termed '* snhjects ;" and
hence aJI objects are nothing to us mentally, until they become subjects, or the mind
has laid hold of them. What a glorious thing it is that we can perceive an object

and make it a subject

!

Now, the things, thinks or thoughts in our minds, arcvariomsly riewed. We can,

for example, re-collect them. At the command of the mind they run together like

soldiers at the sound of the trumpet. This is memory. We can also separate

them
; put them into now order ; weigh them ; measure them ;

praise them ; blame
them ; reason about them ; weep over them ; rejoice in them ; make them up into
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Ugliness, cr poQticjal beauty ; aUaw them to- inspire us with, all kinds of emotioiis,

and hurry us to all sorts of action. Feeling is nothing but thought in a state of

excitement, or passion ; and action is only thought in motion. AVe need not say

one vv'ord more to show that the sum and substance of ail mental operations and

character are, thinking, feeling, and reducing our thoughts to action.

Eut hoAV are we to obtain thoughts, seeing we are born without any: The

. ansv/er is easy : we have eyes, ears, nose, palate, and a network of sensibility,

called feeling, spread over our bodies, to enable us to obtain knowledge. The

whole visible creation, also, is an encyclopaedia of truth, and every single object is

an idea, or rather a volume of ideas. Every action, of man, also, in aU ages and

countries, when perceived by the mind, is a thought, and calculated to do us good,

or do us harm. But then how are we to gain the necessary information on all

these points, seeing we cannot live in all ages, nor be present in all countries ?

Here w7-iting comes to our aid, and supplies us v.'ith the necessary information.

Hence the value of a eook.

That paper, ink, pens, aard the letters of an alphabet, should throw all the pro-

digies of sootlisayers, magicians, necromancers, and diviners into the shade, is a

marvel of marvels. By means of this wonderful apparatus we seem almost to

raise the dead, roll back the chariot of old time, rebuild cities long since in ruins,

fight over aga,in the battles of tyranny and liberty, and place before our mental

vision lands and regions the most remote ! No one, therefore, can overrate the

value of a good book. But the press has been desecrated. Thoughts, black as

tlie iixk that wrote them, are still in print, and myriads of souls have been stained

by their pollution ; ay, and stained for eternity ! As a 1700^ book is a great blessing

—an angel of benevolence and mercy ; so a wicAed book is a great curse—a destroy-

ing demon, full of venom and malignity, however nicely bound, eloquently "written,

or beautifully illustrated. There is poison, not only in beer, ale, porter, wine, and

s^airits ; there is some of the worst description in many of our publications. A
wrong, or wicked, or obscene thought may debauch the sotd for life and for ever

;

and one polluting idea may become-the parent of millions, for thoughts multiply

faster than fishes. Unless, then, we purify our literature, we mtist have a depraved

population. AVorking men, and working women especially, must take heed what

they read, or else they will be injured unspeakably. We have sho^vnthat ^^tJioughf'

docs everything for us, and therefore our destiny must be suspended upon our

manner of thinking ; and as we derive so many thoughts from boolis, our choice of

what we read is a matter of greater importance than marrying a wife, selecting a

business, or any other of the common pursuits of life.

It is otu- intention, in this and a follov/ing paper or two, to offer a few remarks

on the reading of the icorking classes : and we begin

—

I. With HisTOP.v. Of all objects, man is the most interesting to man ; this, pro-

bably, arises from tlie fact tirat people of other ages and climes are only ourselves f

under different influences. We delight to know how they thought, felt, talked,

and acted. How did they dress their food, clothe then* bodies, build their houses,

or perform their religious rites ? What were their marriage ceremonies r How did

they treat their children? Were they carnivorous, or vegetarians? Did they^'

drink water, millc, beer, or wine r Were their fields cidtivated, and how ? Had
J.

they any literature ? What was their language, and were there any poets amoag^kj^

them ? How did they travel r Was money plenty ? Were they a hardy race, or

not ? Did they live to a good old age, and how were theii- dead buried ? We

i
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lai^rht fill ix volmne with such questions as these, the ansv.-ers to which would
deliijht VLB beyond' nicasiiro ; and wc arc not rashly to conclude that an idle

curiosity Ls the only motive for these inquiries. W'a are born without idea?, but
vc hunger for knowledge as we do for bread. Our ihtellectual {\nd rhoral man
depends upon edifying tliouii^hts, and wo must liave mental food somewhere ; raid

v.-o turn instinctively to our fellow-man, v.'hether dead or alive, to give us informa-

tion ; ajid those who lived in other days and other climes are the mo^jt interesting-.

Hence the ehann of Histyr;/ and BwgropJnj.

We feel persuaded that, vrhen history and science arc written v.ith life and
spirit, novels will, to a very great extent, be abandoned. The fact that fiction iy

fiction, takes from it a high per centage. Heal lile, also, viewed in all ils bearings,

is full of iiitere (t and frequently of romance ; and with this advantage, that tlio

vice or virtue ro.ny be imitated or avoided, and' the good or evil fortune may as:airi

occur. "SVorks of fancy delight in exaggeration, ih what is improbable, or pcrh^ips

impossible : but correct history x^fuct, from beginning to cud ; and, couscqucntlr,

an exhibition of what man has done, and, under similar circumstances, may
again do. His virtuous successes open to us a land of promLie quitb as in-^'iting as

that which Moses beheld from Picgah ; while his faults and crimes are written hi

lines of blood, and set before us rocks ar.d quicksands, frowning precipices,

yawning gulf?, and bmsting volcanoes, -which, unless Vv-e avoid, wc must
peri.^h.

We are sorry to say that History^ in its great moral lessons, and e?pecially''

]ii?tory for worldng men and women, has yet to be WTit'ten. Our historians hiivci
'

in too many instances, been Whig?, Tories, Aristocrats, Absolutists, High Chuj^-ch-;'

men, Anti-Cromweliitcs, bigots, sceptics, misanthropes, and despi^crs of tlicT

operatives and labourers, and their creed has jDolluted their pages. They have, for

the most part, written for tlie com't, the aristocracy, or the wealthy, and have
drcoced up the truth in all sorts of outlandish and unnatUrai forms.- AVliat

ould oft'end their patrons, they have suppressed or garnished \6 suit the

|tr.=;te of their readers. Like religion. History has been made a sectarian,

•nd has been sold to be the slave of party, rather than exhibited as the light

[of the world. Hence we have the masses, for the most part, passed by. Kings

md queens, whose scentrCs, like their beaits, are of iron
;

generals, who havo

urlsvt'am to glory through rivers of blood, and wave laurels dyed in human
oftore ; subtle and sycoj>hant statesmen, chancellors, lawyers, and political flunkey's,

Jfcc. f;c., stand before ufj everywhere and ask our homage; while the men and

'/omen that did the work, cultivated the fields, sunk the mines, drove the factcrics,

aanncd the ships, made the v/ealth of nations, and produced the chief of their

omfurts, are detmed hardly worth a stroke of the pen. The fact is, ihc 'feopte

lare scarcely patronised histor}^ and therefore there has been no suitable supply;

)ut let our operatives and labotuers demand good and cheap books on this subject.

Hid there will soon be a:n overflowing market. Ample fortunes «re yet 'td be liittiJ^

n this department of literature.

l-ivery man and woman ought to be acquainted with ancient and modern hi; ':
-y.

'he world before the flood ; t!*e rise tlnd' dissemination of post- diltiWan nations

;

]ijiiBOgy])t, v/itli, her arts and Ifcarning ; Carthage; Phceniciii, Babylon, Nineveh, Tji"T,

leijftidon, Persia, Greece, Pvome, Arabia, India, China, Turkey, the African people

|\.m-crica, and European nations, especially including out avrw little isle and Ii elancJ,^^

pord matcrilds for thought v/hich should be brought' out, pcrusid, and digested'^

r -'
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by all our labouring classes. The miiids of the humblest labourers and mechanics,

together with those of their wives and sisters, should be a map of the world, and

a chart of all antiquity. Thus labour would bo beguiled, domestic intercourse

rendered edifyinff, and the minds of all improved, '''s sii^Hr.uhi! i* &i aonuio^ai ^lava-

^ 1-1-1. -1,- . ;"%v ^i\ii nv^-^l'L oroT^ti Uom 0(1] ro 4^ia
But we may be asked to recommend particular oooks. JiCir^ we- are at' a Iqe«.

Many are verj' dear, and, as we have said, poisoned with the creeds of the writer's.

We would advise our readers to peruse all with caution. Look at the facts more
than the colouring of the authors. Become philosophers in history ; commefit; for

yourselves, and draw your own inferences. Head the best histories you caiv get.

Macaulay's "History of England" was made for the market tind rib't Ibr'the

masses, and therefore is dear ; still a few men might club together and buy that.

Tlie beer-money would purchase a splendid library of historians ; anyhow much
better to have shelves full of books, and a head full of truth, than, a stoinach full

of poisonous trash, obtained from the still or the mash-tub ! Multitudes of our

operatives, vvith a little economy of time and money, nilgKt, pure^^

through universal history. The Messrs. Chambers have done something in the

way of history ; Messrs. Knight, Bohn, and Bogue have also rendered good sei-vke

to this department ; and the Tract Society has many valuable histQrieS;.)jf|iic^^y^^^

be bought for a small sum. The operatives who wish to read, if they will o^ily

look about them, ask a few questions of ministeis and others, read the advei'tise-

Meiits in newspapers, periodicals, and magazines, may soon find everything vvorth

liaving inthe vray of history. We woidd advise,f^,J^(^fee§|ja,j-\jd1^ji9}4 ¥4i§lai)jd,

and then extend their researches to other nations, djc'^ 'avjiy". vjifni-'^, iyiin-fi . riii

' -A gO'bd deal more, tpo, ij;iay be said on reading, bttt we Svill defeif aiiyiftitlier

' ;fmark§ mWa^uj:W^ik^Mhnn . hioH ilsmaoiO -j /£>> lu^o gimlioY

:i<A -^iinhU iii. .Ljiiihnd.i^ ^: i:- ro'rr -
_ 3;>obiioo •nil .x^kiU'ia bUVJ-iiAii

3i£ Uium-jUi'/bna uoha^- . .
.

' .hm «>"£ a7/ .m^^rjjBVjjg oJ iisiioi:(

IDEA.S IN Music—The Italians in public places, either frcra Indolence; or ffotVi a'ftar of

openly declariug their opinions, speak httle and much at the same time ; that is, by articulating

isome solitary words preceded and followed by one of the vowels, a, e, i, o, u, all enforced by an
expressive pantomime, they make their thoughts understood without the aid of speech. Go, for

example, and tell a composer that such a man spoke very freely in a coffee-house agaiiifet his

work. " What did he say ?" " /, a, ?<, o, of such an ah- ; e, ;, a, «/, of another." He willper-

fectly understand you ; this is another instance of the principle of instrumental musi<;. Men of

more northern latitudes are but little acquainted with this specie.^ of dissimulation ; but it is

natural to Italians. If, therefore, a musician is incapable to discover any meaning in a sonata,

rest assured that the sonata has no meaning ; and if Fontenelle could not understand a good
sonato, you may take it for granted that it Avas owing to his possessing more Ant than imagina-

tion and feeling. A fine jnece of instrumental music has always a reference to some sentiment

or passion, which has its characteristic accent, its peculiar movement ; one is expressed in acute

sounds, another in grave, another between the two, consists of long-drawn tones. If it be said

that a sound is not an idea, yet it must be allowed that a tone is. To be a good musician, an
idea can and ought to be attached to every musical phrase of a different character. In short, to

be alive to the beauties of harmony is to love the order which pervades the pysteni of the Creator.

When I behold a true musician, I say to myself, " That man is a lover of peace ; he is my
friend." When one philosopher tells us that he comprehends the language of birds- that he

hoars the music of the stars as they roll above us—it is the pure harmony of his nature that

effects tUeie prodigies. In short, Iwill say Avith Shakspeare-^^i'l To vj^i^ii-milD Dili •y.nK

' • ••The man that hatli no music in himself, , r, . . .

Nor is not mov'd with concord ofsweet sdttKHf^ ''"'^ «9-/i98.'>b 3

Is tit for treasons, strdtagenis, and spoils; -^-ii^ JbyrmoiDiuad
Tlie motions of liis spirit are dull as nigUtj ifiilJ sai'ixjJiob ^siiotoiv -. .

And his alfections dark, as Krebus. ;,io« aid of.ns^f^d ^aiMa ^cl n.i:f:

- . , . ^^'^"r0 1>tP,'?W*^'*-^**'^?'iS^"iiv.'oi.orlj loi ion bsm .boO 'lo ot:.

C^cm^,^^renc^(tf;Greirii. ^^ r,.^fci :'.,: oh ml <ji ,mixl oo-s oi gniJos'fi^ ion. ii a ti^ -
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rfi£ri)9m Jififi ciuujocCROMWELL AND HIS TIMES, o^'^'^"^^"^ ^^ ^/

,blt07/- edi '10 qcrn « ...

,V3.

" Every revolution is a transient period of barbarism, in whicli man, while lie diisplaya partial efltttti-

ples of the most heroic virtue and g-enerous self-devotion, is often half savage. • ^ * Hence it is

the highest glory of truly civilized nations to repress and subdue, by the sentiment of honour, by a system
of severe discipline, and by a generous code of warfare, respected alike by all the belligerent parties, itiat

tendency and proneness to cruelty and barbarity inherent in man."-'ScHLEGEL. ,^

di

CROMWELL AND THE IRISH WAR—HIS CON-
DL'CT INDEFENSIBLE— ?fEGOTlATIOKS BE-

TWEEN CHAHLES STUART JJSD TUB SCOT-

TISH C0MMISSIONER^~r^<J|lOM\fEI^^ECAL^D
rUOM IRELAND.

^
, ,r ..

It is a serious thing, tlfiis trish business. We
have no wish to conceal the fkct that every

place that ventured upon resistance was, with
almost niagio rapiUity, carried by assault; that

the military movements of Cromwell were such

as, perhaps, had never before been known In

the conduct of any European army; that this

great soldier did more, in a few short months,
than any sovereign of England had effected jaa

a long series of years ; and that the English
authority Avas placed upon a firmer basis than
iit any previous period iu oiir national history.

Still we caauot but deplore " that a man—

a

Christian man — should have been called to

•wage so terrible a war, and to show towards
liis enemies greater severity than had ever,

]jerh3ps» been exercised , ,l)y the- pagan leaders

of antiquity."

Nothing can save Cromwell from the charge
of extreme cruelty. His conduct often ap-

proached to savagism. We are not ignorant of
the summons which he sent to the Commander-
in-chief of fbe; towik of Eo8s, iu Hriiich he
says :—

. ; .:

" Since my coming into Ireland, I have this

witness for myself, that I have endeavoured to

avoid the effusion of blood ; havhig been be-

fore no place to which such terms have not

been first sent as might have turned to the

good and preservation of those to whom they
were offered ; this being my principle, that the
people and places where I come may not suffer

except through their own wilfulness.
" To the end I may observe the like course

with this place and people therein, I do hereby
summon you to deliver the to^vn of Koss into

my hands, to the use of the Parliament of
England."
Kot only have we this protest from Oliver

himself, but he has obtained not a few apolo-

gists. Thus writetione:— " Inthemidstof tliis

terrible war, there are actions which elevate

at once the character of the stmggle and of
the general iu command. Is it not a feature

that deserves our admirutiou in history, when
we hear Cromwell, after the most glorious of
his victories, declaring that he will mention no
man by name, because his soldiers ft^ht for the
cause of God, and not for their own glory ?

And is it not affecting to sec him, iu his de-

spatch to Parliament on th^ tak^pg ofDrogheda,
preserve an absolute silence as to his own ex-
ploits, and abstain from relating that he
mounted to the assault In person, after.!his

troops had met with a severe check, and that
the success of this affair was due to his owu4n-
trepidity ? This certainly is not the iJypocri-

tical braggart whom some liistorians have de-
scribed." Xor is this writer alone iu Ids opi-

nion. It is stoutly maintained that, by such
a line of action, he struck terror into the heart
of Ii'eland ; and by the promptitude and seve-

rity of his measures, pre\'ented a greater efl*i-

sion of blood, and more effectually reduced the
rebels to subjection. Nay, there are Avriters in

whose views and sentiments we can discover

nothing in common with those of our own hate,

who go so far as to admit that no statesman
ever did so much for the well-being of that un-
happy country. The most barren districts were
converted into fnutful fields. The soil was
everywhei-e cultivated—the face of the country
covered with useful and ornamental buildings,

fine i)lantations, and new enclosures. Peace
returned—industry flourished. All things be-

came ne^v. Even Clarendon and Villemain are
forced to admit that the change wliich took
place was equal to a ti-ansformation.

Still we are not satisfied. Nor does it place

Oliver's conduct in a more favourable light to
tell us that he had an invincible hatred to the
religicMis system which prevailed in Ireland.

We are gravely told that " the Papacy, by viti-

ating the revelations of Clu-istianity, by estab-

lishing again in the world a sacerdotal caste,

which it was the object of the Gospel to aIX)l>iJh

cveryAvhere; by retarding the nations wherever
she was dominant, and by keeping them, in aU
respects, in the rear of the others, will have to

answer, before God and man, for the poverty
and sufferings she has entailed on an island

which, before it was subjected to the I\>pe, wfta

at the head of all Christian coimtrics, afld

which is now, alas ! at the lowest .'tep in the
scale." It is atBrmed that all '• impartial judges
must acknowledge that it is from the Seven-
hilled City Avhenec flow those torrents which
have inundated this interesting and unhappy
nation with ignorance, superstition, servility, and
wretchedues« ; vnth humiliation, famine, and
pestEence, and death !

" Xay, it is conceived that

this view is confirmed by the past history and
present condition of other nations. " Portugal,

Spain, and Italy are sunk by their clergy into

the mire, from which they cannot extricate
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themselves. France would be in the same
state if it had not alv/ays preserved a Pro-

testant elemeut, which for some time was
predominant, and which has never entirely

perished. And if we desire to see what Popery
niaivcs nations in these days, v,e have only to

cast our eyes on Belgium, wliich, next to Ire-

land, is the most Popish country in Europe.
We shall find there a fertile soil, a land offer-

mg immense resources, and a people once at

the head of European manufactures and com-
merce, hut of Vyhom the fourth prat is now
reduced to mendicancy, and is dying of hun-
ger ;" and hence it is concluded, that if Crom-
well " loved Ireland— if he desired its happi-

ness and iDrosperity—he must have \risliecl,

above all things, to sea Popery and the ]Mas£

disappear, and to behold the establi-^hmcnt of

evangelical Christianity and of tl'.e Bible."

Granted that he might desire this as a positive

good ; but to attain the end was he to butcher

so many thousands of Ireland's mirgxiided cliil-

dren ? What has a man's religious opinion to

do with his position and deserts as a citizen ?

It is true that the saying of the Mass had been
prohibited for more than eighty years in the

sister island ; but this itself was an infringe-

ment of I'eligious liberty. If v/e cnnnot fetter

thought, W2 ought not to repress it? freer utter-

ance*. Man is not le^onSble to man for his

belief. It is a thing befT^^een his conscience

and his God. Speak of toleration ! ^Vhy, of

all intolerance, nothing is more intolerant than
to punish man's free tiioughts ; but to take
advantage of a successful siege to put to death
tlious'ands on thou-raids of devoted Papists,

because they were Papifts,—oh ! let it not be
named. It is a crime which might have veiled

the face of day. It is a deep, dark blot on the

escutcheon of CromAvell. Iso time will Avipe

it out : it is indelible. It Tvill detract from
thy name, Cromr.'ell, and tarnish thy glory, till

the years shall cease to be numbered !

It alters not our opinion when we are told

that Ids severity was directed not against the

people, but only against the heads, or chiefs, of

this religious body. His ovm words are suf-

ficiently expressive when he says, " I shall

not, v.here I liave power, and the Lord is

pleased to bless me, suffer the exercise of the

3Ih?s where 1 can take notice of it ; no, nor in

any way suffer you that are Papist?, v.here I

can find you seducing the people, or by a]iy

overt act violating the laws establisiied ; but
if you come into my hands, I shall cause

to be inflicted the "pTmishments appointed
by the laws^to use your ov/n term, secv.n-

dtmi (fraritatehi delicti— ui^oo. you, and sliall

tiy to reduce things to the.r former state

in tills behalf. As for tlic people, what
thoughts they have in matters of religion in

their own breasts, I cannot rench ; but shall

think it my duty, if they v^alk h.onestly and
peaceably, not to cause them in tiic least to

suffer for the §ame.^ And shall endeavour to

vralk patiently arid in love tovrards them, to^'

see if, at any time, it shall please God to girS'

them another, or a better, mind. And all

men under the power of EnglaiVd, within, this'

dominion, are hereby required hud enjoined'^

strictly and religiously to do the same.'' Let
''

us admit that the priests, from the highest to

the lowest of their, grades, were the prime in-

struments of fomenting the late i-ebellioh, aind

of goading on the people to tliat naindless'

Protestant massacre whicli sfalns the annals of*''

Ella—let it go imdenied that , they stand
'

'

chargeable with all the crime which was corti-

mitted, and with all the blood wliich w*^as shed
—is this to be taken as an apology of Crom-
v.-ell's conduct? Let every class be held

,.

amenable to lavvr for their actions, and let latv"
deal vdth them according to their deserts ; but
let no one rush upon the divine prerogative,

and determine the retributions of human con-
^

duct. Before Cromwell assumed that he was
'

but executing the " righteous judgment of God
upon tlie barbarous wl-etches who had im-
brued their hands in so much innocent blood,"

he should have satisfied himself and the world
that he held such a commniissiori from heaven,

and that his not fulfilling it would have been
rebellion against God. He eiTcd—grievously
erred. He had no more pretext for his severe

procedure tov/ards the priesthood than towards
'

the people. Are men to be branded and
butchered for their religious opinion's ? Is

Catholicism to be fettered and boimd, and Pro-
testantism to be left imshackled and free?

Besides, what was the procm-ing caiise of the
Irish Protestant massacre ? Was it not Uie
extreme persecution to which the Catholics

'

had been subjected ever since the conqUest of
their country by Henry the Second ? tThy
should Protestantism e^'er have been forced

upon the i^eople ? And b cause the people re-

fused it, as a thing repugnant to their 'feel-

ings, why should they have been trodden domi '.

and oppressed? The ma-sacre admits of no
justification. It is a nameless d' ed But it

was only the fatsl effect of a nation struggling

to be free. And wliy should a riian, wi.o, to

preserve the faith and the liberty of Engl, nd, "_

had consented to the death of his Sovereign, *;,

turn round, and punish others for iasserting '.

their freedom and independence ? Ths qiies-
'

tion to be dr'tcrmined was not whose faith is"

right, that of the Protestant or that of the

Catholic? Kor was Cromy,-ell sent into the
world to arbitrate that great question. He
shoulJ have acted independently of man's faith

and religious opinions. But, after lie had become
master of the c'ountiy, to threaten the priest-

hood with the severest penalties if they con-

tinued to adhere to the.r oavji ecclesiastical

systern, or to pei-forin worship a;ccording lo the

i-ornis and dircCtoiy of their qvai clmrch, was a
fp'-iits of persecution fov A\-Mch -ive liave ub
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word in our language sufficiently strong to ex-

press oui" auhon-ence. 3Iuch as r/e admire

Cremwell, we cannot sacrJice truth. V/e

grieve to writciit :^" Ouc thing is clear—that

no name in history is so fumihar to the memo-
ries of even the common Iri?h to tliis day, and
no name is so universally execrated, as that of

Cromwell. In England he is undoubtedly
;

remembered too little to his praise ; but in Ire-

1

land it must be allowed that he. by his mih-
|

tary and other s^cverities, hos left a fame that
|

will never cEe to posterity'^ justeijt hoiTor and
detestation. ^lost singularly ^vill our terror-

j

striking lord-governor's ])rivate letter.^, wi-itten

during liis propfress in the i.^land, and evincing,
|

as they do, hi.-; habitual religious feelings, and
|

the tendere4:t r.ffections towards hi- family and
friendi= in Kngland, contra.'it with the mistaken
zer.l, the iKjIIcy, or any other of the supposed
rv.^onrces of that public conduct by ^^liich

thousands were divested of every tie that had
united them to tlieir families, tlieir homes,
their country-, and their exi.^tence." ATould
that we c<:)uld have thrown the veil of eteroal

obhvion over tiiis scene in our hem's life ! It

is wrlttea in blood, and nothing but an act of

Heaven's love can wash it out. Let us for-

get it.

After Cromwell had made himself master of
the countiy, and before leaving its soil, which
was stni wet with the blood which he had
phed, he penned and published "A Declaration
for the Undeceiving of Deluded and Seduced
I'eople ; w^hich may be satisfactory to all that
do not wilfully shut their Eyes .ngainsl the
Light : In answer to certain late Declarations
and Acts fi-ameci by the Irish Topish I'i elates

and Clergy in a Conventicle at Clonmacnoise,"
in which he .sets forth that all Christians belong
to the spiritual estate, and that there is no
other difference between them than in the
functions they discharge ; that the term clergj'

and laity is anti-Christian, and leads to discon-
tent and division ; that men should never have
recourse to carnal means for the advancement
of religion; that the people were the last ob-
jects of the care and solicitude of the priest-

hood ; that if the people were a flock, they
could bo but badly fed under such pastors

;

that the mass was an unmeaning ceremon)',
and therefore not to be tolerated ; that the
priesthood, in the propagation of Cathdl!ci-m,
had made use chiefly of fire and sword ; that
not an inst.ince could 1>o given of any one man
since his coming into Ireland, not in arms, being
massacred, destroyed, or banished, concerning
whose massaci-e or destruction justice had not
been done ; that he should not ^villingly take,
or 3ttfi*er to be taken .-.way, the life of any man
pot in arms, but by the trial to which the peo-
Ipte ?-e subject by law: that if the jxiople

'hould run to arms by the ui.=tigsit:on of
h' clergy or otherwise, they could receive

jju mercy at his liunds ; that England had

experience of the blessing of God in pro::e-

cnting just and right'.B<jus oau=--'S, ;tnd that if

ever men were engaged in a righteous euuse ux

the world, this wvjt would hn.rdly be second to

it ; thit he had come to ask an account of
the innt-vcent blood that had been shed, and
bring to nn account all wlio, by apj^aring in

arms, had souei^^L to justify the same ; to break
the power of a company of lawk-ss rebel-;,

and, by the assistance of Grod, hold forth and
maintain tlie lustre and glory of English
liberty , that such as had been formerly iu
arms might, by snbmltting themselves, have
their cases presenti-d to the State of Englfnd,
which no doubt would be ready to take iuto

consideration the nature and quality of tiieir

actings, and deal mercifully witli them, and so

with tljose wh'i were still in anns ; wlxiic such
as persisted and continued in arms <;ou!d ex-
pect nothuig else but what in the providence
of God (in -r.hat U falsely called the chance of
wi-'.r) might come upon them ; that such of the
nobility, gentry, and Commons of Ireland, as

had been actors in the rebellion, might de}>end

on the protection of their property, libciiies,

and lives ; but that if after all this tlie i^eopk-

should headily run on after the counsels of
their prelates and clergy, and other leadei-s, he
hoped to be fi-ee from the misery and desola-

tion, 'olood and ruin, that should befall them,
and that he should rejoice to exercise the
utmost severity against them

!

Strange conclusion this ! Strange document
altogether I Some conceive that it-s utterances

sound as " a powerful Protestant voice, the
like of vrhich, perhaps, was not heard in the,

seventeenth century " We are not so ena-
moiu-ed with its Prr-testantism. It savoius
too much to our tas*e of a narrov,--souled

bigotry. TThatever olTences were obnoxioiLs

to punishment, Cromwell was wrong in oppos-

ing and jjimishing men for their reiigiou.s belief.

Cromwell, having obtained such signal suc-

cess: in Ireland, returned to London in the
montli of ilay, and was received by the Par-
liament and the people " as a soldier who had
gained more laurel?, and done more wonder.'^

in nine montlis, than any age or liistory could
parallel."' And yet " fortune was preparing
for him a new scene of victorj' and triumph in
Scotland. Charles was at the Hague v.hen
Sir Joseph Douglas brought him intelligence

that he was proclaimed king by the Scottifh

Parliament. At the same time Douglas in-

formed him of the hard conditions annexed to

the proclamation, and extremely damj^ed that

joy vrhich niiuht aiiie from his being recognised

sovereign in one of his kingdoms. Charle.=,

too, considered that those who jiretend^d to

acknov.Iedge Ins title were, at that very time,

in vjetu.il rebellion against hw family, and
wot'.ld be sure to entrust very little authority,

in his hands, and scarcely would jifford hi«

,

pcrson.ll libe'rty and security."
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Meanwhile, he left Holland, and having
pa?sed some time at Paris, where no assistance

was given to him and very few civilities were
paid him, he made his retreat into Jersey,

where his authority was still acknowledged.
Here Winram, laird of I'Liberton, came to him
as deputy from the Committee of Estates in

Scotland, and informed him of the conditions

to which he must necessarily submit before he
could be admitted to the exercise of his sove-

reignty. He gave Ti'inram a civil answer, and
desired the Commissioners to meet him at

Breda in order to enter into a treaty -\\ith

regard to those conditions. Conditions more
severe were never imposed by subjects upon
their sovereign They were :—That he should
issue a proclamation, banishing from court all

excommunicated persons—that is, all those

who, either under Hamilton or Montrose, had
ventured Iheir hves for his family ; that no
English subject who had served against the

Parliament should be allowed to approach
him ; that he should bind himself, by his royal

promise, to take the covenant ; that he should
ratify all acts of Parliament by which Presby-

terian Governments, the dh-ectory of worship,

The confession of faith, and the catechism,

were established ; and that in civil affairs he
should entirely conform himself to the direc-

tion of Parliament, and in ecclesiastical to tliat

of the as.sembly. These proposals the Com-
missioners very solemnly delivered to the King
His majesty's friends were divided in opinion

as to the part which he should act at such a
crisis. ^lost of his English counsellors dis-

suaded liim from accejiting such conditions

The Duke of Hamilton, the Earl of Lauder-

dale, and others of that party who had been

banished their ccimtry for the late engage-

ment, were then with the King, and, being de-

sirous to return home in his retinue, eamestly

pressed him to submit to the conditions re-

•piired of him. Encouraged by the advice of

the queen-mother and of the Prince of Orange
his brother-in-law, both of whom thought it

ridiculous to refuse a kingdom for the sake of

giving his sanction to Episcopacy, Charles was
induced to comply. But what chieily in-

linenced liini was the account brought him of

the fate of yotmg ^lontrose. This illustrious

nobleman, ha\ing laid do^vn his sirms at the

command of the late King, had retired into

^ance , but desirous of improvhig his martial

genius lie took a journey to Germany, where
jie heanT of the tragical death of the late

^ing and, at the same time, received fi-om his

young master a renewal of his commissioii as

CJaptain-General in Scotland. His ardent and
ci.^ring spirit no^v l^urned within himi He
gathered followers in Holland and the north

0f Goi-many, set out for the Orkneys with

nboift 500 men, most of whom were Germans.

On his arrival, he armed several of the in-

habitants of the Orkneys, «nd carried them

over- with him to Caithness. Notwithstand-
ing titte -^^-eakness of Montrose's army, the
memory of past events struck terror into

the Committee of Estates. They immediately
ordered Lesley and Holbome to march against
him with a force of 4,000 men. The Royalists

were put to flight ; all of them either killed<*r

taken prisoners ; and Mpntrose himself, having
put on the disguise of a peasant, was perfidi-

ously delivered into the hands of his enemies,

by a friend to whom he had entrusted his per-

son He was brought to speedy trial, and
condemned to " be carried to Edinburgh Cross,

and there be hanged on a gibbet thirty feirt

high, for the space of three hours ; then to be
taken down. Ids head to be cut ofi' upon ia

scaffold, and affixed to the prison * his legs and
arms to be stuck up on the four chief towTis of
the kingdom- his body to be buried in the

place appropriated for common malefactors,

except the church, upon liis repentance, should

take off his excommunication !
" So perished

the gallant 31arquis of Montrose: "'the man.

whose military genius, both by valour and con-

duct, had shone forth beyond any which, during

these ci\\\ disorders, had appeared in the three

kingdoms."
.

,-;
. y-i

Charles, who had all the while been cohtih'-

ing at Montrose, and through whose military

exploits he hoped to recover a throne, having

come to an agreement with tlieContmiSsioners

of Scotland, set sail for that co^mtry, ahd»

being escorted by seven Dutch ships of war,

arrived in the Frith of Cromarty! Before he
was permitted to land, he was required tc> sign

the Covenant ; but, to show how little ^.-on-

fidenoe was reposed in his ivord and character,

when he professed his readiness to i^ign that

deed on board the ship, even bef^ie he landed,

Livingstone begged him to Avait until his 'arri-

val ; but it was in vain. And when again, at

Dunfermline, Charles wished to append his

signature to a new declaration, by which he re-

nounced popery and episcopacy, and asserted

that he had no other enemies than tho?eof the

Covenant, the Eev. Patrick Gillespie said to

him :
" Sire, unless in your soul and ecmscietiee

5-0U are satisfied, beyond all liesitation, of the

righteousness of this d«K*laration, do not sub-

scribe it , no, do not subscribe it, not for the

three kingdoms.'"
" 3Ir. Gillespie, Mr. Gillespie," heplietl +lie

King, " I am satisfied, I am satisfied ;. . .

.

. .and

therefore will subscribe."

As soon as the English Parliament found

that the treat}' between the King and the Scots

WT3uld, probably, termitiate fai an accommoda-
iionj they made prepai^ations -fei- wwdt wWelx

they deemed to be all bait inevitable; Crom-
well, having brolcen the force' arid cotll'age of

the Irish, was^ Summoned hom^ He left tlie

command of Ireland to Iretoh, Ms son-in-hiw.

Oliver is already inr'lAJBKfcm'iliut^WliatJi^dlivw
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TitE fatljerpf£Uen O'Brien was a small farmer,

wkoic s;tU3iw>n, >yheB the child began to think

at all, jswnied to her the realization of. all that

is happy and all that ii cheerful in tliis world.

Childron do think very early—much earlier

than tlieir elders suspect ; but, happily for

them, they are easily contented. They look

at the bright side, and, imconscious of the su-

perior advantagci and the greater comforts of

others, liave no temptation to discontented

comparisons, and no motive for uneasy envy.

iUlen's earliest memory of marked and posi-

tive happiness—tliat is to say, of an incident

which conferred particular pleasure — was con-

nected wth a child, a very small child. She
remembered how her father told her to " make
a lap, noW;," and placed tlie wee thing upon the

knees which she prepared with much ado to

receive it. She was told that this was her little

brother—-herowTi little brother ; and she hugged
it ill troubled happiness, almost afraid to toucli,

lest she should hurt it. She gazed ujwn it with
that undefined feeling of mingled awe and
pleasure with which little children regard less

children. She looked at its fragile hands, and
wondered, if she took them in hers, whetlier

tliey would fade or drop to piecejj, like the deli-

cate blot»oms which she had often killed v/ith

kinduesK. And when it cried—oh, but she was
astonished 1 That such a little thing should be
s^o ungrateful while she coddled and cared for

it, aud nursed it ever so tenderly, was more
than she could well endure. She thought it

well deserved, and ought to have a whipping,
only that a whipping might hurt it—^and that

she would not conseait to.

It was, however, not a great while before a
safe acquaintance grew up between the new
eomer and Ellen, He was called Patrick, after

his father, and his father's father before liim.

KUen was three years his senior. That <liffer-

ence in their ages woxild have been a wonder,
only that it was explainable. Another little

Patrick, his predecessor,was " called home," as

Ims father said, '' before he liad scarce a taste of
the world at all." And Ellen, from hearing so

often of the^ other little Patrick, and from her
indistinct memory of a baby tl\at she saw one
day, as if in a dream, and did not see any more,
learned to think of infants as of little things
tliat would die if they wero not carefully

watched. And this Patrick she was resolved
should not slip away for want of attention from
hi* sister ; th€refore she nursed him as carefully

as if that had been her sole vocation.

The wonder about babies grew less as Ellen

I/IFE.

grew older. At first, in her childisix little heart,

slie thought every little baby must be a little

Patrick, aud that no new one could come wtiile

there was another about. But familiarity de-

stroys marvels. She found there could be
little Phelims aud Terrences as v/ell as

Patricks, Bridgets and Kathleens as well as

Ellens. Cliild after cliild lifted its clamorous
voice for food and nursing in Pati-ick O'Brien's

cottage, until at last when he was asked re-

specting his cliildren,. he was fain to count
them upon his fingers. And he ahvays began
with Ellen and liis thumb—Paddy came next,

and the formula was—" There's Ellen, then
little Paddy that was called early, then Paddy
that is now—sure Ellen and Paddy ai*e the

thmnb and forefinger to us. What would the
mother do without them, at all?

"

Ellen grew to a fine stout girl, with a cheer-

ful open face when you spoke to her ; but there

was a shade of care and thought over it when
in repose, Avhich you may often see in the

oldest daughter of a poor man. She moved
and acted as if while the tribe who had ex-
hausted the family names of the O'Briens were
bom children to her mother, she was boni
before them for a deputy mother 1o them all.

Legs and arms were all over the cottage, in till

sorts of places ^vhere they shouldn't be ; and
she jerked them out of harm's way, Avith a
half-j;etulant dexterity which was pleasant to

observe. Tow-heads and shock-iieads popped
up continually, and she pushed them aside with
a " There, now, won'tyou be aisy I

" which was
musical, with a vtnj little discord. And there

was an easy aud natural carelessness of autho-
rity and half rebellion in obedience, wliich was
truly puzzling to strangers, but which gave no
discomposm-e to Ellen or to her mother. In-

deed, 3Irs. O'Brien sat, the centre of her off-

spring, \rith the most contented ah* in the
world, pl}'ing her knitting-needles with easy
assiduity, and dismissing child after child from
her arms, as tJiey severally grew out of her im-
mediate province and into Pollen's. Or she
bustled, if there was bustling to do, with per-

fect indifference, it might seem, to one who did

not know her, as to whether there were chil-

dren in the house or not.

But sometimes her interference became ne-

cessary as a measure of last appeal, smd she

came down with hearty whacks, which were
invariably ix)ulticed with a word or two half-

scolding and half good-natured wit. The chil-

dren were thus reconciled to the propriety and
necessity of certain summary inflictions, which
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at the same time they took care to avoid, when it

could be dons vvitxiout too much trouble. Often
th'jj-e were voice;-; heard in a higher key than is

considered proper in ii drawing-room, and some-
times t'p.ere was a debouchment of children out

:it the door, and n coni^equent squealing of little

}iigs, Slid flutterins: of chickens before it, which
bliowed the mothei*'s activity at ejection. J?ut

no drawiug-rooni ever sheltered more gentle

)icart3, and no mother of high d:>grce ever

followed a t^coiding with more patience than
Mrs. O'Urien did. Tliere wa.s no malice in her

;

and a half-laugh stood ever in her eye, as she
looked out at the door on tlie living miscel-

lanies she ]}ad put in motion, and said, " Sure
you can't turn a hand, or .«tep any place at all,

for pigi<, chick(ni,s, and childer !"

There id often more room in the heait tlian

in the hous<i. The O'Briens began to feel

theni^elvey crowded—or rather to feel the in-

convenience of too inany sitters for their

stools, without knowing precisely, or rather

without permitting themselves to acknoivledge,

what caused their discomlbrt. There were
too many roouths for the potatoes, as Patrick
senior and his v.ife were at last compelled to

admit in tiieir matrimonial committee of ways
and means ; and tlie question now b?came,
Jiow could they dimini.-h the one, or increase

the other. The lesser fry were out of the
question. Nothing could be done in the way
of removing them ; nor did the thought occur
to father or mother, who loved tiie children

with true Irish hearts, that the smaller children

v/ere in the way, or that any of the little ones
could possibly be spared, if the lord-lieutenant

liiniself wanted a baby. Ho they began can-

vassing at the other enA of the long list.

•* There was Ellen," said the father, doubt-
fully.

•' Ellen ! Sure you'll not be putting her

away, and nobody to mind the childer ? What
i.s the wages, I'd like to know, would make her

Ijlacc good to us ?"

Ami Ellen it was decided was a fixture.

" There is Paddy," said the mother, with
some hesitation. " Sure he's a broth of a boy,

and it is time he should do for himself—it is.

It's little hi life he's good for here, anywa,y."

The father did not think so. Many Avere the
little "tums" that Paddy cheerfully midertook,
but all of them could not in conscience be made
to appear to amount to an indispensable ser-

vice, or anythmg like it.

" Look at him now !" said the mother. And
they looked at Pat, whose all good-natured face,

unconscious that it was the subject of observa-
tion, bloomed like a tall flower amid the lesser

0*P»ricns who clustered about him.
" Sui'e there's a tribe of them ! " said O'Brien.
" P.ut look at Paddy ! lie's the moral of

yourself at liis age, Patrick ; v/ith the same
iziver-a-thought, lazy look !

"

It was questionable whether the wife's affec-

tionate reminiscence was a compliment or not

;

and ail expression of sad humour, between a
smile and a scowl, passed over O'Jirien's face,

as lie regarded his elder son, tlie lieir to his per-

sonal beauties and accomplislinnnits— and to

his cast-oft" clothes. It was of little use the

latter v/ere, for the father usually exacted so

much of them, tliat when they descended to

the son, sad makc-jhifts were necessary to keep
up in them any shovv ofintegrity, however super-

ficial. And the stitches which were hurriedly

taken between wiiiles, by his motlier, iiad a com-
prehensive character, \yhich bvouglit distant

parts of the garments into a proximity very far

from their original intention. Tliediiierenoe in

size between father and son permitted a latitude

in this re.spect, and the gathering together of tlie

fabric produced anai)pearance more picturesque

than elegant. As to the extra length of the

gciiments, that soon corrected itself, and Paddy
unior's ankles presented a ring of I'agged fringe,

jcr a couple of well-developed calves protruded
in easy indifference. Indeed lie trav abrQth of

» 1>->y> good-natured and " bidable," as lie vv as

ragged and careless. It was time tiiat ]ii.sg;ood

properties should be made available, and that

some of the otlier young ones .should have a
chance attiicir fathers \yardrobe. -

It was a tad thing to part Avith Paddy ; but
necessity knows no law, and he avus apprenticed

to a iarmer with move land and fewer chiklreu

than Patrick O'Biien; audit was no less sore

to Paddy to leave the homestead than ior Iiis

brothers and .listers and father and raotlier to

give up the "moral of his fatner" 'J hose

vvhose hearts are not united by a cooimunity in

privation, and whose ea.sy lives present no exi-

gencies in whicli tliey arc compelled ^o feel

with and for each other, can tieparate without
tears, and be re-uuitcd without ernotioii. liut

the few miles of distance which were now to be

placed between little Paddy and tlve cot Avhere

lie was born, seemed to liim almost an un-

bounded descrc ; and the goiog away froni

home, though for so small a journey, was equi-

valent to banishment. He took a sorrowful

review of all the familiar objects which liad

been his companions from liis birtli. Tliere

was not a scratch oh the cabin walls that did

not seem to him as a brother ; not a mud-hole
around the premises that was not as an old

lamiliar friend. But he manfully tore himself

from all ; and it was with no little sensation of

independence that he feJt that henceforth he

was really to earn his own living, and to eat

bread which should not diminish the breakfasts

of tlie rest. There were othe^ circumstanceif,

too, ^is yet vjideveloped, whidi aided l^jm in

becoming recon^led. The iimmte^of the new
home were not stra^ige to little ,1'addy, and one

of them, in especial, he Iiad a cliildisliM'eakness

and fondness tor. It is not our intention to say

that Paddy and little Norali knew anyt^iing

about wV'it boardi;]£-sphoQl misses iCi^ll, v^i^dying
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affection; for sach nonsense was beyond their

years, and schools were above their opi)ortu-

nitics. But leave we Ptiddy to establish him-
self in his nev/ home, wJiile we return to the

O'Briens. j. ,., . . ,.

SoiTow a bit of difference, ^ley soon found,

did Paddy'.s absence make in the consumption
of food. 'i"ho potatoes were as extensively de-

Tonrecl as ever, and little Paddy's hand-turns
were much missed. His bright face gone left

a blank which nothing seemed to fill ; though
Mrs. O'Brien, blessings on her, as far as enume-
ration went, soon made up the same tale that

there was before Paddy's extradition, 'fhere

^ra^ a half thought hi the father's mind of

christening the new comer Paddy al&o, t-ince

the removal of hi.s fiivourite boy was like deatli

to him ; and he really began to feel as if name.s

woijJd run short if the wearers v,-cre not dupli-

cated. This notion, however, was over-ruled

by the bright face of Pat him.self, who came at

the fiivt opportunity to bid the new brother
good morning.

" Wlilch of fae childer is that wid you,

Paddy?" said his mother, who had removed
wilh her Icnitting to the bed in the dark corner.

" Sure it'.s none of our chi'.der at all," said

Paddy, while Norah blushed for the Gnt time
in her life, and both had the first glimpse of a
new revelation. " It's only the m.aster's Xorah.
I tliought maybe the walk would l>e lonely."

^Irs. O'Brien looked on the consequences of
h-^r own fear ofloneliness — con.scquenccs which
liad mifttii)}ied around her till an hour's solitude,

a.-lr'ep or awake, iiad become one of tiie never-

to-ret«n!i: joys which the song sings of. She
had ap;ophetic drearn of a similar destmy for

Paddy and Norah, but said notliiug to put pre-

cocious notions into children's heads. Ellen
did not half like her brother's bringing a
stranger home with him ; and she would have
let >i'orah perceive her displeasure, but Jicr

I'f'art was too kind to do anybody a willing

disservice. Norah was soon put at ea.se

—

almost. But the double visit was not repeated
till lo:ig aftenvard. iteanwhile Paddy and
Norah were " set to thinking.'* That visit,

made in the innocence of tlieir hearts, robbed
tliose hearts of a portion of that innocence.

Before, they had been a.si a new brother and
siijter ; now, as they grev»' hi years, constraint

inci"ea.-;ed Iv.twetn them. At last, resolved

upon what he called a better understanding,

paddy iorced Norah to confers in words v.'hat

he might easily have taken for granted ; and
theyple.iged themselves, young as they were,

to a life of privation, :pid the saino chance
of more niwuths than food, whicii had befd
Paddy's own idea of a household ever since jie

could rcmeuiber—lus experience in tha^new
hofAG e.Koeplod.

j'iwltiy v.-cnt home one evening without
Novah, fully rcsolyed to diAnilge what he had
dotewniiK'd oi\,- in set worV;— a labour he

might have saved himself, for it was all guessed
long before. His time was out now in a few
months, and he had resolved, as soon as one
bondage was concluded, to enter into another.

In the years that he had been away, he had
visited home too often to be surprised at the.

changes which had taken place. Ellen looked
old— she seemed the mother of her brothers and
sisters, for care fast brings the marks of years.

And thie mother, tall, gaunt, and thui, looked
as if she might have been the grand-parent of
tiiG children around her. Patrick senior was
better saved, but time showed hi- msirkis on
him, too, and those not ligiit ones. He wa.s

more peevish than formerly ; he retained the
same black pipe longer in service, and kept it,

too, m use luoro constantly, for tliere was
scarce an hour of the day Avhen its fragrance

was not issuing ; and as i;troug tobacco i-j too

apt to require strong accompaniments, we are

compelled to aclaiowledge that Patrick O'Brlou
v.-as contracting a taste for less hannless pota-

tions than buttermilk.

Poor and content is rich. Poor and discon-

tented is poor ill leed. Ellen folt the infection

of unhappiness, and the very children seemed
to have gro^Ti miserable. 8qu dor and negli-

gence hnd marked the whole hoosebold, and
Paddy j'.ad learned to make his visits unplea-

sant performancss of duty, instead of the
hilarious occasions that they oacc were. It

wiu-i no wonilcr tiiat he prefeiTed a quiet even-
ing in his second home, v/liere ho could tit and
watch Norah's busy fingers, rather than a vi,-it

to his ovni father's house; for there oracUcd
and dissonant voices jaired harshly, children

cried, and the welcome which he once met liad

changed to the utterance of mutual complaints,

and perhaps to vmsuspended jarrings among
those whom he loved.

There seemed a spell on the place. Ellen
said—" Sure there's no luck here any more."

And a neighbour wlio had a son over sea, put a
new thouglit in her head. Ellen wss often

desired to .'^.ct as amanuensi.s to ansvifer his

letters. If her epistles were not clerkly they
v.-ero v/ritten as dictated, an! it may be
sh.rewdly suspected that the person to whom
they vrerc written liked them none the less,

that he detected the hand writing, though they
were sign:;d " your afTeotionate laother." Sucli

a paradise as .^Vinerican letters revealed to h'^r,

could not fi;il to ma'tce her own discomforts

worse by. contra.st. But tlie paradi.-;e was to

her for a long tin^e a t'ning unhoped for, uu-

tliougUt of At l^|t a ficvr resplutipji Qq9ui;;^-cd

to her.
. ^ , ,^

" Sure, mother," slie ^aid one (Jay, " we'd

better be in Aiiuiriky,"

"Tlie moOier smiled at the impossibility. But
Eileii had set her heart on it. She was the

prop of t'ae nous,;—the only one in it, indeed,

v;hp had any streugth or determination left.

Nccil we say she carried her point? She
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reasoned father aad mother into the desirable-

ness of tiie change, and they could but ac-

Lkaowledge that any thmg would be preferable

to their present situation. Tlie coi-respond-

ence to which she had access furnished her
with arguments, and the will once foUnd for

thd enterprise, the way presented no longer in-

superable obstacles. All had been discussed,

•and the journey was fully determined upon,
when Paddy reached the cottage with his plans
in his head—selfish plans, Ellen afterward said

they were,
" Sure," ,eried $lj^ ^s ixe eaVered,^*' A^J'S's

Patrick, too, will go with us.'* ' ' '

''

"To be sure I -vyill— where?" answered
Paddy, delighted onc^ more ,i;f),fi^d,)ws home
cheerfid. • ;

-.,..''/..',.""'. •!'"!.'';'. ''';'",

^ To Ameriky, Patrick," said bis Mher,
taking the pipe from his mouth to watch his

son's face.. The son looked sad, astonished, and
bewildered. It was all new to him, and lie

could ma.ke no reply, save to repeat

—

"A-mer-iky!" ., -

.'-'<; i.^- J) ri^>r p
"To be sure," said Ellen. "Vtiiat'H'we

wait here for, doing no good at all ? There's

Phelim may be president, and JiDke a djuke,

and Terrence a parliament man, and Bridget
sjjmsy marry a lord, and —"

Sii .
" And Ellen ?" inquired Pati-ick, with ia quiz-

zical look, which contrasted curiously with his

wo-begone expression. - :

i- ',

X :

" )Sure the best of the land will be hers,"

« said her mother. " Ilasn't she been the born
ii/plave of the wliole of ye's ? She didn't go away
svfroni her mother's side, not she, for betther
onboard and keeping !"

"
i

,ss ' Mother!" expostulated Paddy/'"
I"*"^^!

riq "3Iore she didn't," continued the moffier,'

lo vexed at her son'.s cool reception of their good
-frinews as she deemed it. " She didn't find new
ftnyavng mates, and forget the mother that bore

uK'iii'oaod

'•lb ^j,ii^

^rtj

9rf fxsirt bajj ; -ri'iUn itjo

10l o^lii-iq nr miilb ili; 9i

•«i hym jii-jil •jia'a irjo

-B'iIp the t)iography of Lord Palmerston is the 1 ftirther doings

" Blotlier !" said Patrick, " yc sent me a=vvay,

ye kno-tv ye did. Snre I'd not gone to the
Queen's palace aeself, but ye sent me away, so
you did." " ' > • j ./' f.'

" Thrue for'^6]i,;t'ati*^f' said Elle*i, break-
ing in to keep the peace. " Thrue for you ; and
more betoken of that we'll welcome ye back
again. Your service is up come Easter, and
then we'll all cross the wide sea together!" *

Poor Patrick ! All the various modes In

which he had conned over his intended com-
munication were put to flight in a moment.
This was no time to speak of any such pro-

po-ials— for with half an eye to such a contin-

gency, Patrick knew his mother had spoken.

Xever had the way back seemed so long to
Patrick as it did that night. He had committed
himself by no engagement to go with his family

to the new land over sea ; but he saw that they
all chose to take his going for granted. The
children supposed it of course, thinking of
nothing else; and the elders deemed it the best

way to admit no question. Norah listened in

vain that night for Paddy's cheerful whistle as

he neared the house. She wondered, and fell

asleep. But there was no sleep for Patrick.

Iforah was too diffident to ask Patrick how
he sped the next day—but didn't she burn to

know ! At length, and with a very sad face,

he told her all except his mother's covert and
undeserved reproaches. !Norah listened wth a

tear in her eye, for she could not dissemble.

She did not interrupt him,.aJQ.4:\yheAH^9.e^ed,
sliesaid: ,:,^:-.f.^, .,,,,;^j'j b!-n "o.'— " Sure you'll go with theaaa, Patrick, deaj !

"

' ^ Sure I'll do no such thing, Iforah, darling !

"

And he hugged her to his heart with a sudden-

ness which she could not foresee, an energy slie

could not resist, had she wished it.

,
, . ^ (To be contimied.)

1(1

•190 Vli 01291 Iliv; ,>I.,--jf lAf fv.'
litjoi-Hrrrrr-),, t-.,;fy;,rr-. -j/ft

lKAaT;;,iJ
'" «;>/V;!:""N*^ i^I.-wJOSEPH HUHE.to noitootih 9d) «f .

.1 (history of ministerial vicissitudes at home, and
'OiDg-bvernmental change abroad, for the last forty

xif years, the life of Joseph Hume is equally the
ioiihistfcry of popular progress eveiywhere during
llu'tthe same prolonged period. We believe there
t'.tii% no man iju our unnals who has exhibited the
'jTigame continuous con^sistency for anything like

J-^Oithe same time, ce^t-tainly none in om- day ; for

hfr/t^ough JeremyBentliam and Major Cartwright
'ijjjwere honest and trae for fourscore years, and
i'oci^pwards, respectively, the one was a closet

9d jtolitician, the other an out-oif-door agitator;

3rfT and both had crowds at their back appianding
what they had done, and stimulatmg them to

Itllnie, ^"th^ contrary, ha.=;

passed all the years w^e have mentioned in the

midst of an assembly where his doctrines were
most obnoxious to the vast majority ; and, in-

deed, continue so to this day. The antipathy

to his politics was extc^nded as far as possible

to his person. There was no sort of parlia-

mentary annoyance that was not directed

agaiui-t him by whig mid tory alike ; and many
of the radicals who lent him a «asual support

at intervals, up to th© ^pawing of the Reform
Bill, only served, by their indiscretion, their

perftdK;?, or then- maliciou.s envy of Hurne, to

brin^ ridicule and odium on the cause he

espoused, and to afford his antagonists in the

i
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house a pretext fbr -scoffing at the prayers of

the proplo out of it. We need not mention the

mischief arising from the disgraceful apostacy

of Burdctt and Brougham, and many of the

more loudly profe?ping of the present ministry,

Uobhou.sc' and Shiel, for instance ; and, later

«till, O'Ferral and Ward. Unlike any and all

of these, however, Hume, though always a

party man—that is always of the people's

party—never was a partisan. He has often

been upbi-aidcd as taking navroTv views of

national questions, and looking at political ques-

tions in a limited and circumscribed bearing.

The direct contrary has been the fact. While
j^he individuals just named have been absorbed

JLn personalities, assailing the character of a
pai'ticular mini-ter, or the private conduct of

particular political families, Hume has always
.'^fispiscd and disdained such warfare, though
.^pqme of the highest in the land resorted to it.

'^^J2vcn in the whole of the Aiolent doings in

jjQ^ueen Caroline's business, when the worst pas-

jfWons of the nation were rampant in every

,jclrcle, Hume, though one of the most con-

j.^icuous ofher majesty's supporters, and one of

the most uncompromising in defending her
against the persecution of which she was? being

^ mad^ the victim, never lent himself to the

paltry expedient of raking up the private

.scandals of the king's champions with a view
.'tp frightening them from going on with the in-

miiiy. This wa.s done by crowds who either

, then were, or since have become, or now are,

'peers of the realm—ay, and not a few peeresses,

too. Had Hume adopted the same course, he
would liave been much more justified thanmany
who did ; for hewaea special target for the fury of

George the Fourth's party, inasmuch as he was
'j'lttie leader and exponent of the feeling among
the masses towards the queen. The John Bull
newspaper, which was expressly started by the
court for the purpose of defaming and running
down her supporters, pursued Hume Avith spe-

cial .«pite ; and all who remember tliat noto-
rious publication in tlie days of its early hcen-
tiousncss, or htive heard Of the reputation it

then earned for itself, wll readily believe that
any regard for truth was the smallest of con-
siderations in the direction of its libels against

"'".'the opponents of its employers Still this pro-
'•dvooatioo never betrayed Hume into an adoption
'»T"'Of anworthy recrimination ; and the same
-'fiprincjple has Jrigidly governed him through
y^'ttfe. Thougli one of the most outspoken of

.'''f-'inea who ever canvassed a question, though
-Bikxrntifttially ransacking abuses in which i)rivate

h^>kite»ests are necessarily most deeply involved,
vir iHnd though, ever in the van of all political

''o^tyngglep, faehaaxJsoyer onpe descended to scur-
"n(4«j<v-v>or to^rep©ti,ti<>n; of tinle-tattle for the
I'^^feke of privately woHuding his public foes.
oi '.'Hitticfc, thcaigU. always, ft thorou^ligoing
•^rf dwttficrat hi the good sense of the worcu he has
'^''^fl«ver hPMr a derua-fjogue in the bad sense,

Well for O'Connell had he imitated Hume in

that respect, as he did in many otliers ; for had
the Liberator abstained from shocking not
merely the prejudices, but the natural and
honourable feelings of Great Britain, by his

melancholy outrages of language, it is impos-
sible his coimtry could be left at the death of

such a man in the predicament we now behold
it, with fewer Irishmen in the possession of the

elective franchise throughout the whole island

than are on the registry for the Wes?t Riding
of Yorkshire, and who return two British mem-
bers to parliament. Still more impossible

would it be that we should witness the humi-
liating spectacle of a majority of Irish members
now in the house endeavouring to perpetuate

this state of things by opposing the bill brought
in this session for diminishing the qualification,

and so extending the right of voting. While
alluding to an Irish question, we cannot but
remark that at this very moment ministers are

taking vast credit to themselves for their in-

tended abolition of the Irish viceroyalty ; and
very properly so, we admit. All England ap-

plauds that resolution : but who was it that

first familiarised the public with the arguments
that have prepared the way for such a proceed-

ing ? Who proposed to do the same thing

five-and-twenty years ago, and which, if done
then, vvould have saved both countries millions

of treasure, and heartburnings, and violence,

which no amount of treasure is equivalent to ?

Nay, who had a motion on the books this very
session for the object at last taken up by a
government, not in the spirit of legislators, but
of routine clerks, who feel that they must have
something to seem to be engaged upon, so as to

keep the machinery of state, or rather of place,

from actually rusting ? The answer is—Joseph
Hume. But not a word says the minister of
Joseph, and not one word says Joseph of him-
self. This is only one of the thousand reforms

the honourable member has kept driving at

till he has driven a conviction of their neces-

sity into the heads of our rulers ; and then he
has contentedly foregone all claim to praise for

his individual share in the achievement, and
forthwith betaken himself to the demolition of
the next nuisance in " our time-honoured in-

stitutions." With these general remarks we
now proceed, as usual, to furnish a few biogra-

phical particulars of the subject of our sketcli.

Mr. Hume was bom in Montrose, one of the

district of burghs which he now represents, in

1777, consequently is in his 75rd year ; but not
only are all his mental faculties in their full

vigour, but his physical powers are not the least

impaired, as far as regards his capacity to sei-ve

the public. He is ^-irtually as young an mo.st

men not half his age, and this after a long and
active residence in India ; but his temperate
and regidar habit>», joined to an originally good
cOn-^stitUtiOn, have prolonged his ability to be

vj.scftil td Wb fdlow-creatures much- aliet the
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usual period of retirement from public turmoil

;

and, to all apocarauce, he will live to expedite
and to mtness the consummation of many other

of those benefits to manlcind which he v/as

laughed at for dreaming would ever be possible.

His father was the captain of a small trading

ves?el, and this will probably account for the
extreme into-est Jlr. Huine has ever taken in

questions of nautical improvement of every
kind, whether in the royal or tiie mercantile
marine, the condition of the seamen, the removal
of absurd restrictions (especitdly the irrespon-

sible control of t]:ie Trinity Eoaa-d) on everything
connected Vtdth shipping, such as excessive

lighthouse duos. Only on Tuesday the ICth of
Apiil, jiG presided at a great meeting of ship-

owners, ehijj-builders, l:c. SiC, in the City of
London, supported by both protectionists and
i'ree-traderp ; and the issue of the proceecliiigs

was, that government v.ere com])eiled to witli-

draw tlieir JMercantiie 3larine Bill, v\rhich Mr.
Hume s'iiov.-ed, most conclusjveiy, would work
reiiiUs the very opposite to tJiose contemplated
bj'tue mistakenly-benevolent intermeddling ill-

informed promoters of that ineasure.

iilr. PImne, liice most men of remarkable
cliaracter, ^vns blessed v/itk an exemplary mo-
ther, upon v/hftm the care of a young family
devolved by tlie early death of her husband.
By the proceeds of a .small siiop in her native

place, she contrived to give them as good an
education as the neighbourhood would afford

;

and Joseph was put for tliree years to a sur-

geon, after vrliich lie attended medical classes

in Eiiinburgh t nivei-^ity for three years more.
Admitted a member of the college of surgeons
therein 1795, he entered tlie London college

two years afterwards, having meanwhile made
tt voyage to India and back, continuing in the
East India Company's medical naval service for

four years, wlien, in ITCy, he proceeded to

Bengal ; and here thoie energies which have
been so well displayed in his j-iubs.equent career

found scope for theii- operation. At that time
the If'bour of acquiring tlic native languages was
rarely submitted to by tlu? Company's servants.

Sir. Hume did acquire tiiem so efiectmilly, that
on our army taking the field m the Marhatta
v.-ar, in 1803, iVIr. Hume was found of invalu-
able use as interpreter ; was made payma-ster
and postmaster of tlie troops because of his

knov»ded;;o of the native language; and tilled

several other oiiices with great benefit to the
state, great .srititifaction to all parties concerned,
and With hirge and Iionourable pecuniary ad-
vantage to Ivimaeli".

Ou peace being proclaimed, he returned to

Enghuid in 18U0, and devoted himself, with all

his characteristic ardour andap])lication, tothe
acquirement of that general knowleilge which
i-.liGuid compensate ior his comparatively de-
ficient i'iXi-ly education, and for his subsequent
ab::cnce from his native country. With habit.9

of mind vrhicli led him to direct a particular

share of his attention to facts, he visited every
placa of manufacturing celebrity in the thi-ee

kingdoms, and made a tour of minute observa-

tion tliroughout the United Empire. He .<5pent

ISll) and 1811 in travelling for inform.ation,

like Cobden, over tlie greater part of Europe —
Spain, Portugal, Turkey, Greece, the Ionian
Island.?, Sicily, Malta, Sardinia, &c. &e. ; and
this will also account, in no small degree, for

the extraordinary intimacy he exhibits v.ith the

discussion of all foreign aflairs in Parliament,

while it will likewise contribute not a little to

increase tlie reader's indignation at college

stripling.^ getting up and twitting the veteran

for unaequaintance vdth questions of imperial

magnitude. It is true that sort of proceeding

has gone oat of fashion for some years ; but it

once prevailed to a most OiTeusive extent, and
was one of those artifices employed to damage
the just influence due to tlie great and varied

practical knowledge, no less than to the in-

tegrity and zeal, of Mr. Hume. Ileturned for

Weymoutii in 1812, he exliibited, in a most
remarkable manner, tlie sincerity of his devo-

tion to the real interests of the worldng classe.«!,

and his di.sdainof a spurious popularity ; for he
energetic:dly resisted the Framework Knitters'

Bill (winch was then urged forward with short-

sighted impetuosity by tlie artizans of Leicester

and Xottingham), and defeated the Luddite^,

as liicse misguided and much-erring men were
called, greatly to their annoyance and to his un-

popularity at the pi-riod ; but, the year after, he

helped to turn the tables on the tyrannous
master^', in setting the woikmen free from the

operation of the pernicious Combination Laws.
Mr. Iluiiie was reiiurned a.=5 a ministerialist, hh
Indian prepossessions naturally inclining him
to support the executive ; but, so independent

was jiis course— so unsparing his liostility to

error and injustice in any and every quarter

—

that the parliamentary owners of Weymouth
would not have him again. Ke might have
readily got into Parliament at the next general

election on what were then considered inde-

pendent principles ; but lie would not accede

to the conditions which the boroughmongering

system of corruption rendered all but univer-

sal ; and the consequence v/as, iic remained

out till 1818, devoting himself meanwhile to

incessant agitation ag.'iinst all abuses, but more
particularly those of ihc Court of Directors of

tlie India House, against whom he stood alone

for years; till at last he I'oused tha public to

that crusade which finally beat doun the

monopoly, iuid threw the India tiade open to

the community ; though some mischievoa- privi-

leges are .stdl retained by the CompauyV char-

ter, whose renewal in lS5i will, VvC trust,

receive it« fatal blow at the hands of this the

ablest and most constant of its enemies.

In 1818, and again in the yeir following,

Mr. Hume vras elected for the diitriut burghs he

now represents, after very severe coatcst.3. He
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curitinned iai tills scat (with four years for

Aljcrde'jii) till 1880 ; when the ma^cfrtitude of

liLs sarvices up to that [)enod, in every possible

Aviiy in wliich the sabstuntial liberty of the

empire could be promoted, pointed hiiu out tis

the lU'jst Jltiiug r^pre$'jntative of the jrreat

metropolitan county of iliddle-^ex, for which
l;e was returned, despite the mo;it incredible

exertions of all the sections, lay and clerical,

of the liictions a.i^aiust Avhose cupidity and
domination his indefatigable eiTorts had boen
directed. rerhup.-i, we cannot more briefly,

or more strongly, co!ivey an idea of these ex-
ertions, or of the value placed upon them by
those whose approval are beyond all price iii

suuh cases, than by the Ibllowing exi)ressive

document :
—

'* l'reedo:a of tlie City of London to Joseph
Hume, Esq., M.P., in 1821. ThcrjKj, ilayor.

A Coiiunou Council, holdeu in the Chamber of
tlie Guildhaii of the City of Loudon, on Friday,
the -J (>th day of October, 18-21. iiesolved, that

tlie thanks of this court be given to Joseph
Hume, Esq., ItLP. for the jMontrose district of

Loyal Burgiis, for his assiduous attention to
his duty in rarllameut, and for his indefati-

frabie exertions in promoting every object

wliich may tend to economise tlie public ex-
]!endituro, and especially for his motion ia the
House of Conunons, on the -'7tli of June last,

' That an humble Address be presented to his

r.Ia.iesty, humbly to request that, with a view
to allord relief to tlie country I'rom a part of
its burdens, he will be graciously plca;.ed to

direct that a minute investigation be iustiiuted

into the mode and expense of tiie nuinagement
and collection of the several branches of the
i'evenue ; that a careful revision be made of
all salaries and allowances, especially of those
wh ch have been increased since 1797, in order
that they may be adjvisted with reference to
the increased value of the currency, and to the
distrejwel circuinstauces of the countiy in ail

its departments, in oi'der that every reduction
may be luade therein Avhicli can be efiected

without dotriinent to tiie public interest, and
in particularm the number of the ar;iiy, and
tl:e expense of its est.tblislimeuts.' Resolved,
tliut the Ireedom of this city be pr.'t-'inted to

Joseph Hume, Esq., in a gold box, of the value
of loo guineas. Lesolved that the i-.ight lion,
the Lord Hayor be retiuested to order the said
box."

Close on thirty years have elapsed since the
event here recorded, and from that day to this

he Jias in all ix-spects been the man he had
been up to that noble recognitioi of liis worth.
It would be pcifectly impossible to mention
any prominent topic of public interest all tliat

J
wlsile ia wiiicli the iianieof Joseph Hume lias

Kot conspicuously figured; and ever luid in-

variably X)n that side wliich appe.ired to him
most conducive to ilie liappiness of the greatest
niuuber, irreii)ecrive of all considcnitioas of

party, liberal as well as illiberal. The reao-

tion against reform that ensued ia ISO 7 lost

liini his election for ?iEiddlc ex, when he was
returned for Kilkenny ; and, after an un.-uc-

cessful contest for LeciLj in 1811, he c:ime ia

the year follo'.\'ing for liis present seat. Glou-
cester, 3Ionmouth, Xcitiugham, Berwick, and
various other places in diiTc'cnt parts of the

country, Iiave also, li'.e Loudon, presented him
tlieir freedom, or pieces of i)late, or other evi-

dences of tlieir ai)preciation of his na ional

value ; and though tins species of compliment
is now by no means a? freciuent as it v.iis some
years ago, it is well knoAVU to all observers of

public events that respect and admiration of
the chai-acter of Hume are on the increase eveiy

day ; and thougii he has now many coadjutors

of great c-nunence in the hou^e, his inllueuce

there is likewise daily progressing, not merely
because of what the man has done tlirougii jui

honoured long life, b'lt what he is doing, and
doing well, and what it is likely he will con-

tinue to do during the remainder of a career

in whose prolongation every man has an in-

terest who feels an interest in liis fellow-man.

There is only one ]X)iiit in wiiich we have any
misgivings as to 3Ir. Hume's short-conungs.

We feai- tiiat, in liis countless labours in tlie

iniiuecUate sen'ice of his country, he has kej it

no record of those labours for the use of here-

after. It Avould be a national misfortune that

he should pass aAvay, and not leave behind him,

as he alone can do, a continuous and c uneetcd

nan-ative of the state in which he found the pub-
lic mind, and the conduct of public rulei-s and of

the ruling classes, when he began his piu-lia-

uientary life, tracing, ste]) by st.p, the gradual

awakening of uationiil intelligence, and the gri-

duiil creation of that chead tiibmial of opinion

before which all men are compelled to bow, or ;if-

fect to ju-ostrate themselvet^ ; andtellmg us t'ne

means by whicli these results were wrought,

and the impediments to tlieir acco:iipiishuiciit

overcome. Such are the exigencies of uiir poli-

tical condition that we are impelled onward iu

search of new and growing needful relonns

;

and present necessities will not alio/.' ciie exiat'

iug or the new generation to linger on the j)er-

formances of the benefactoits of the past. "Who
now dwells on tlie smuggles for the Test and
CorporatitHi Acts, Emancipation, A'egro Sla-

very, and the Bill of 'JJ y Yet with what
avidity do we not read the memoirs of the

men who cliieliy contributed to those victoriw,

though miuiy of them either lived down, or aro

now oui-liviug, the resi>ect tliL-y then cai'ucd.

How diifereut, iu the iatt«-T cs.-ient-al, is the

ca^e of Ilmiie,—always consistent, always pro»

gresi'ive, and, more than all, always full of

hopeiulness liimself, in tlio midit of seeming
hopelessness, and insiiiringothers hy hiscxj-.niple

never to be tleteiTed i'roiu worldng as loi^; us

there is woik to do do, let wiio vdil fu.bid its.

performance. His country and lus own fame
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have one claim upon Hume, and one only ; and
that is, that he will devote a ijortiou of the

evening of his days to the collection and anno-

tation of materials that will serve to convey to

our children something like an adequate notion

of tlie grounds upon which tlieir fathers loved

and venerated the great and economic reformer

and inestimable patriot of the nineteenth

ceutuiy.

f.^.ftn. MONTIIOSE.
i'Ete'to place and power aspires not,

But indomitably bold.

In his zealous labour turns not,

Nor discouraged quits Iiis hold :

Every step in liis career

Hears his impress—" PersciVei'e
!"

Perseverhig lie has brouglit

Many a proud one 'neath his sway

;

Persevering he has taught
How to sweep abuse away

;

Hated by all knaves and jobbers,

j\s policemen are by robbers.

m:

SOME WOKDS FOR OUR FEMALE SERVANTS.
By Silverpen. '

^ „

C H A P T E K III

Tellusnotofeloquemie, . ^^^^ j,^^
Of the powers of orat'r:^-

,J^^,
Give us courage, knowleag;^,

^}}0\\,^^fi.ifi\
Honest i^urpose, energ\' • '

., •

HT 1 K -i. 1,- 1 y'j(rjib::>ao
Jlany a culprit waits his doom ^ ,, .

When arraigned by Joseph Hltmie*, . , ^
That robust and iron frame vlfitftLb'>xnmt
Knows no Avcai-iness, no res^^,^^.,,, 'ySdJ.,

Midst all change he stands thq.^a^^j.j
,jij>.

Faithful to his sacred tru^t—j,,.,, -oa'amr
Factions rise and factions,fall,,

j^^^^j -ofiinsv-*

lie has kept aloof from all., , yoilA^iit-ffi tl

„,,,To one honest purpose true, '-if': ot ifrn>.

-f,^
See him probe wi*^h searc-liing't^t-* jd-jv/*-.

'• Peel or llussell, which of you — roooj; lail

Which will serve the people best^anifrov-)

,j.,,In that cause the worthiest, hoifmo'j tjiI lo^

., r Shall my chosen leader ha.'' an'yl vd mod*

Thus unswerving, persevenng,.!:- Jouq^e-r ariJ

Bustling, batthng, pressing on^*"^"' ''fftoo-'

Sometimes midst applause and cheering,

And midst groans and growls anon—
Every act in his career loiq iliiw bntii

Bears his motto, " Persevere! "«nn ,^>bii=ii5 Jsbo

hR91 O* fc'JIUi

-« .9fff TO '\9Ui'.

1 bed 6-eo'ii'iiin

: 1IbT:o 'is^fivb!;

v/oHol ot olqrnr.

7r>'if i (mo ^Ai\ iO

-rqot

A

I ONCE knew a family that lived in a beauti-

ful retired village in the county of Norfolk. It

consisted of females, but during the autumn of

each year of one or two gentlemen disengaged

by the vacation from their professional duties

in London. They inhabited a secluded cottage,

bound in by fields and its walled garden. The
life of these ladies was retired, as mucli, per-

haps, from choice as limited means, narrowed

by their merciful generosity. Whilst the lady

at the hall sent in a bone of uncooked mutton
to the poor unassisted Ijing-in woman, tliehs

was to spare from their own table a delicate

dinner or a nice little pudding, wann and un-

expected, or a gown to a pauper, or a shiliing

to one breadless ; yet they themselves were
often with old patched ^oves or a shabby
bonnet.

Some necessary repairs to a pump in the gar-

den brought them acquainted with a poor Nor-

wicli weaver, wlio, in the dearth of work in the

shawl fabric of the loom, earned a few shillings

as bricklayer's labourer. The elder lady was
attracted by this poor weaver's love of flowers,

as, day by day, ho Ktooped to admire the cai-

natious in the flower border. She listened to

liis eloquent sorrows, and \isited his ^vretclied

home, where liis \vife, l^y twenty hours' labour

djiily in the loom, barely kei)t them from star-

vation. Dirt, mi^eiy, squalor, were spread

around^, )^t, withal, decency aud virtue '^'*el'e

guarded as sacred things, to be untouched by-

poverty. The man, tliough unlettered, M'as

above his class. The lady helped him till he
got work, and took his eldest daughter iis a
domestic. She was a fine girl of scA'cnteen

years of age, but a sad, uupromisitig pupil she

proved for a time ; dirt, negligence, Ij'ing,

petty tlieft, were bad vices to battle against.

It was like introducing the i<pirit of disordiet-

into the paradise of order. Yet i)atience liete

proved an angel. The younger lady of tSf6

household, by no means so old as this unptii-

mising pupil, was made to set tlie direct ex-

ample of order and cleanliness. Slie was not

allowed to be waited upon ; she performed all

offices, not menial, in liet- owi\ little chiunber ;

she saAV to the plate and the china closet, to

the arrangement of the parlours, yet this yourig

girl could play the music of the old ma.-^ters, as

well as that of Thalberg and Onslow, and de-

liglit in books that taught the noblest of hio-

rality, order, cleanliness, and usefulness "ivere

not thus incompatible A\ith wisdoM. '

By degrees Alice, the weaver's daughter,

began to mend, tliough for a time wofidly

incorrigible. There was an indifferent influence

at home in her mother ; from this irtfluehce dh^

was for a time kept as much as possible. NO
untruth was overlooked, no duty allowed hy
her mistress to be neglected ; the fcilcnt^ stetii

Uispleaeiire that foiU>wed the guUt di '^WW *

>;i

10 f
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neglected task, had more eftect than anger.

Alice quailed befcwc this silent reproof, that re-

fonnod as well ai5 brpiighttIie4"ewarilo^/dutiful

obedience. /

As the winter came Alice was taught to

read by her raistrcss each evening, in tlie Lour
immediately after tlieir early supper ; and
^Vlice ])roved a veiy thriving scholar. "When
she could read well, she was instriuitd in

writing and aiithmetic. Tlio.-^e were ]iai)py

evening hours, wlieu, by the quiet kitchen

li artii, Alice wrote her coi)y and prepared her
sum to >hovr her mistress by supper-time; how
sweet wl»s tlK) praise ! how proud was Alice of
her accomplis'fmieHt ! At her home on Sunday
evcning.<, Iww expectantly the i)arents lo(jked

for her coming, as some on& na>v raitied alxjve

them by learning! Her hifiuence Was seen ])y

. the respect shown, by the dread tJiat she should
seethe house littered, or the hearth dirty. How
difierent was this to the Sabbath of he.- early

day;;, when squalor and misery ^vent hand in

hand with plenty ! Now, unfitting labour was
cast aside, and after tcit' there ivere the .Scrip-

tures to read aloud ; and after " Tait's ^laga-

zine," or the •' Edinburgli Journal," whicli tier

mistress had lent to Alice. Tlien she was the
adviser of all around, a sovt of silent, taolt ex-
ample to follow. The elder brother now tidkcd
of his own desire of learning, and usked Alice

to jH'ocure books for him.
Alice grew to love her new home and Hs

inmates. Mercy and f;dth met her every step.

From the abject sloven of a town alley, .'^he

became so trim in her dress, so superior in her
carriage, that she was the wonder of the village,

'ihc clergyman often said Alice ^•.^s an ex-
aniple. lier mistress was far above the mean-
ness of forbidding her taste for dre?5; she
(iicourag d it, i.& tencUng to the girl'.s improve-
ment. Yet Alice was never in gaudy or im-
proi>er clothes, yet alv.ays vras well-dressed in

accordance with the time of day. Her bed-

chamber Avas pleasant and well-funiijlierl and
sarrcd, as ajil servants', as much as their mis-
tress's, ought ti) be; her meals pleutilul and
undisturbed ; her home made lifeppy, her plea-

sure forwarded luid recognized. What wonder,
then, tliat Alice booame so humanized, so

useful

!

Alice had soon many lovers, yet she encou-
raged none. At last, when i^htt had lived in

her place aix>ut four yciirs, one, more jierscver-

ing tluui the rest, obtained a sort of tsvcit con-

sent to Avalk with Jier, and as he really loved

her ajKlwas in exceedingly good civcunurtances,

all his frienls and her friends concluded time

the match was certain.

HoAvever, one wnter'^ evening, K»rke year
after, a i-ing took Alice to the gardea-g:ite, and
there slie stood a long time. WImmi she bix^uglit

in supjjer at nme ok;lock, her eyes lo>kcd so

Aery re<l that her mistress iu<|U)TcU what was
the matter ?

" O ma'am," said Alice, bursting into tears

and covering her face, " 'tis Tom from Lon?-

don." iJ

And this Tom proved an old lover ; the ovao

loved. lie had left the country before Alice

went to service, because her father was agaiuat

their acquaintance, so young in life. He was
a coach-painter and designer, and had so im-
proved himself by study and reading, that he

now earned large wages, and was come back
into the country wifli a detei-mination to find a

superior wife if he could, one suited to his:new
ide's and tastes. As he afterwards said, " I

knew I loved Alice very mnch, but then her

mother is a sloven and her children neglected,

.so I mu.it think nothing of Alice, as my home
niHit be clean and orderly." "When he did her:r

of what Alice now was, "his heart," he said,

" leai)t up with joy, and he resolved that

slie should be his wife." AVTien he came to the

garden gate and saw AVcc grown into a fine,

nay, even elegant woman, he could scrtrccly be-

lieve old times ; he tdok iier iiaitd' aid fa^iy
cried with joy.

--'-'- ''^ ' ' ''u u ./ ;'^v:io
.

.:._

There was the other poor tnisting lover to be

thought of, hut Alice said, '• I cannot he happy
with any one else, pia'am, for I love Tom."
Andhennistress said, " If thatls <he case, Alice,

you must tell the truth gently and kindly, but

at once, though 50U are in error to have en-

couraged this belief so long." " He would come,

ma'ani," answered Alice, simply, "though I told

him not, and perhap:? t(Jo J thduglrt^MnTftiia I

forgoltenme,"' '

'
. .1 ,,---,..

,,-j {,,»

At the end of twodays Alice was the afitancb*'" J.

bride of the coach-painter, and ho returned tiS>!'''->

London ; thenceforth writing her weekly letterii, C ^

and she the same to him ; he tayhig that }i« '"

had bought the ring, and wore it on his fingei't"'''

how well, how heartily he could work, now '
hope shortened the longest day.

Alice Avas not married for another four long

years, 'till she liad saved up a little sum of

money and put together household linen. Tom
writing the while wliat furniture he had bought,

what pictures, what a nice book-case, how he
had seen the l^iecn ride through the park ; antl./ •

how she had smiled and looked pretty, <iod ble«j
'

her, but she scarcely smiled so sweet as Alice.

One lovely autumn morning Tom came in

his bran new suit, and with the wtHlding-ringr

There was bi-eukfast made in the dining-pal- !'

lour of the cottage, for Alice aiul her rely.tirt's,

with a prime plum cake beside the hissing nrii;

and dishes decked Avith tlowers. After that, ill <f:

delicate printed muslin, "\\iiitc cloves, laoe •

collar, and richlr-trimuied. straw-bonnet, Alice,

the humble maid-seiTant-of-all-work, on ii«r

fatlicr's anu wont forth to be marrie«l in the vil- .1 i

lage cliurch, as innocent and haj^y as th«'0'i

richest lady in the land. .' !>'.o:A '• !; .:'
,

>

"Witii ten bright hohest poinifWywith Algoldott' n; •'

guaiTl bcneatliher nianiage ring, six silver tea*><.rMi

siKJons, and a Iblio Bible, all the gift of her
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mistress, with many Qther pveseiits» Alice, after

\viue and cuke, left the cottage home, having
livetl ia it nine happy years, gracetl by mercy,
and yet no more than commou cliarity from
Avouuin to woman. She six-and-twcnty years
of age, her hiu-^band thirty, Avith comfort and
indepeuucnce in prospect, int^tead of pauper in-

digence, the result had they married nine j'-ears

before.

The reality of this jwcture is softened doTSTi.

yVtiid I to say how refined, Jiow above lier chiss

as the wife of a London mechanic Alice is, it

might read like a fable to the luibelieving. Bat
I know no picture more pleasant to behold
than Alice as she sits beside her husband and
her comfortable hearth, reading to him whilst

he works over hours, or herself sevting, advising,

by her weaver-inherited eye for colour, lier hus-
band, in the tints of his heraldic painting.

1 allow that in this class of relative duties

ingratitude, treachery, evil-.?peaking, or immoral
conduct of tlie employed, often repulse the hand
of the employer that has been put forth most
X'ighteously to serve. Yet even liere, in many
cases, theie is an extenuating view : the em-
ployers Jiave rarely lack of education to plead in

behalf of neglected duties ; but the cmploj'ed

have too often ignorance as the pitiful and ex-
tenuating x^lea for the neglect of virtues and
(lutie.?, tiiat are not so much those of the heart
as tlie ofl'spring of educated ntorcdiii/. Ingra-
titude or treachery is not alone confined to the
class Avlio exist by the labours of the hand ; in

all grades of llib we occasionally meet vt.th

evils of the kind, that serv^e as no exception,

but siiow, rather, some radical evil of education,

or false self-interested view, that in its ultimate
end proves its own nothingnesa.

Wei-e servants better educated, their own re-

lative duties would be clear and deiined, imd
the right ijerformance of those duties would
enhance by its own results a proportionate self-

dependence and elevation. AVe take them often

from homes of squalor and filth, where, perhaps,

even the rude decencies of life have been un-
knouii—wiitre treachery and deceit, lying and
fraud, have been in daily practice. Yet they
serve us, and we turn them forth again to the
world \ritli those evils, aggravated, jjerhaps, by
oui" own conduct, and forget that by marriage
or age most of these females retuj-n to tlieir

class as mothers or governing relatives, to nur-
ture again auotlier generation into the same
prejudices and the same pitiable ignorance ; or,

if they come to us Avith A'irtues, as I believe in

my heart in most instances they do, does our
oAvni ministering enlightenment increase them ?

Do Ave by tlie evening hours of daily rest, by pur
personal attention to comfort, by our men-jfnl

sympathy Avith their pain or pleasure, tiy to

humanize ? This is done, but not .so often as

it might be, Vt'e are accustomed to treat them
as aliens, and Ave draAV no rightful bond be-

tAveeu mistress and servant.

In my idea, women are too dependent on their

servants. In the higher classes, Avhcre the la-

bours of servitude are easy, this is not so much
an evil ; but I believe the higlior educated fe-

males of the ai'istocracy arc less dependent than
Avomen in grades beloAV them. It is a false

notion to believe tliat a multiplicity ofdemands
is a mark of breefling. Better educatio)i and
hig'ner iiitellect tend to independence of conduct,
as AA'ell as a right appreciation of labour. Ileal

knowledge begets thought, and thougiit mercy ;

for intellect is not shoAvn in the mere learned-

ness of conA'entional education. True intellect

and true AAisdom,both of the heart and of books,
are shoAra by the light of their own knoAvledge
which they shed around, and the mercy and
hapijiness Avhich they create.

There is in all houses, Avliere Avant is ex-
cluded and the serA'ices of life considered, a cer-

tain degree of good Avhich infiuences ciA'iiiz:!.-

tion. Absolute physical Avaut degrades under
all ibrms ; and AvJien you take a servant from
tiiis, one great bar to progression is removed ;

and in our OAvn poAver tliere lies the means of
making this l^cttor inlluence beneficial. One
CA'ening hour from each day, that might be
easily spared l)y many, Avoidd soon initiate the
moyt rude in. the plain art of reading : that
accomplished, Avhat a source of benefit and en-

joyment arises ! for it is useless to suppose that
labour can be eternal. Man has come from the

hand of God, not a machine, but a sentient and
a conscious being. This is the best and holiest

argument against those Avho say, " I pay, and
from the hour you rise until the hour you sleep,

in sickness or distress, in pain or jileasure,

yours must be a round of labour, for this

reason, that I give you money." Such
reasoning is pure fallacy, and this Ave shall

ultimately find.

This teaciiing AA^ould trencli on no reciprocal

duty; implies, or Avould necessarily produce, no
degrading familiarity ; on the contrary, it Avould

induce respect, and create a desire of iiu[)rovc-

ment. The hour or tAvo of rest Avould after-

Avards produce more eilicient labour ; and tl»e

results of mercy and better knoAvIcJge Avould

be sent forth in their large benefits Avhen that

female became a Avife and mother.

I have already stated reading : I Avould in-

clude in the benefit ai-ithmctic and Avriting.

Many may ask, "Are our kitchens to be school-

rooms ?" I say let the kitchen, themeanestGhis-

gOAv cellar, the foulest London garret, be places

not too lowly, or 1;oo mean to breed virtue. 3Ir.

Leigh Hunt, in one of his admirable Avorks, tells

us of a little kitchen-maid, hi a foreign inn, avIio

Aviping her hands, sat down to an old spinet in

the kitciien, and played some Avaltzes beauti-

fully. 1 do not ask so much from ev^ry Idtchen-

maid, or Imusemaid, or maid of a'l work. I am
contented if the}' read and Avrite well, aaid liaA e

a fair shelf of cheap hooks and tract-s iicces>ible

and near. Tliese AA-ould foster many a human-
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iziug and cherished feeling, and i)re5erve the

little know'cdec already acquired. In the

inf.nykitchen>! of England and Germany some-

thing like tlii-s has bc-en accomplished. In oar

puUcc oSIce.^, in our pri-sons, in our shops ; and
w'.iy then in the humble kitchens ofthe working

cla»se.«, in tiie nur.^erie.-; of oar children, i<hon!d

not simple but amelioi-ating comlons pre-

vaiL In our nurseries, the better education of

g-rvauts would largely induence the morality

and future destiny of our children.

Attention to physical comfort should be the

caro of the thoughtful and tlie liind, A London
physician, who has ibr some years been com-
piling ob.»ervatioi;s on the sanitary regulations

of certain distiicts, made the following note :

—

" Visits to twenty female sen^ants employed by
the middle and higher middle classes of society.

A general want of kindness obsen'ab'o. The^e
twenty females were dinded amongst sixteen

bid-chiunberj; six chambers had bedsteads, ten

had none, the flock being pla:ed on the floor.

Five looking-glu-sses, thi-ee chc^-ts of drawers,

seven chaira, gu.mi.=hed the axteen rooms ; in

only one case wa.s there carpet or wmdow-cur-
tuins. In only one instance did tlu mistress of

household SL-em to take interest in the illness of

the sufferer ; and, by a very natural coiu-se of

things, tills was in t'.ie house wiierc the signs of
comfort were observable. The disea-ses in all

ca.«es, but t!ie cue hi:-t mentioned, were the re-

sult of out-v.om plv.sical power."

I once .>av.- a servant.^' chamber in a West-
end lodg:ag-hoase. It was on the very top-

most floor, scarcely five feet below tlie le.ids ; a
sort of narrow den, some saveu feet by eight,

v.-lth no window opening to the air, but two on
tiie InnuLig it.elf, perfectly imcurtaincd, and
with tiie glass removed from them, aj the land-
luf'.y cxpl;;ined, •' for the superior comfort of
Ventilation." In tliis place, n;ght by night,

f^ur imman creatures slept on beds stretched on
the floor. No wonder, then, t'lat f}T)hu3 fever
had been twice ia the house vaihln the space of
two years.

-\ greater increase of physical comfort, a
Avorthier appreciation of labour, and the moral
in.luc-iice of even such a small share of educa-
tion as cou'.d be gained in the inter\'als of
labour, v/oulJ produce results scarcely to be con-
ceived in lliG ncrrow rounds of daily life. De-
crea.s2 of early and improvident marrir-ge, and
the consequent diminution of a pauper cluss,

foccQd by starv'ation into crime-, would be one
obscrNuble good eflect. A better di.schargc of
duties, relative and collateral, would increase
the ph .v-ures of labour, and s)iow that all real

earnest work has an efficient power in creating
means of self-respect and comfort. Stability

to placii and person would follow on the exer-
cise of a larger ^liare of mercy by the em-
ployer ; and education show the advantages of
cJiaracier in its claims upon society.

I would have female ser\'ants humble
friend i ; friend* tiiat wouhl cling to us under
all circutn»tnuces, not merely as their morce-
narj' helpers, but iis those tliey should look up
Xo and re«i>ect, as beings showing our superi-
ority of education or fortune b}' the gi-ace of
our actions and benefits. Nor does it nece.«-

sr.rily jmjjly the requisite of wealth to effect

this benefit : humble means and humble em-
ployers can largely exercise the jiow^r ofmercy
and sympathy. I would have the enjoyment
and happiness of the world increased by all

available nier-.n-. I would have neither le.-s

music, less books, less pleasui-es of a)i innocent
kind ; but I would have waited minutes, hours
of ennui over profitless finger-labour, turned
to the better pur»x)se of increasing the happi-
ness lind moral respc-ct of those Avho toil for

us, and share our roofs, and partake of our
bi-ead. I would liavc labour beget an interest

that should last l>eyond the day of labour ; nor
throw aside a iKXwer once righteously and long
employed for our benefit, as we would that of
some outworn or obsolete machine.

Habits of providence, decency, cleanliness,

truth, wisdom, cheerfulness, are holy and out-
lastmg virtue.-, that, like the tree of Scripture,

bear the noblest fruit. The Lirger the pro^ior-

tiou of these virtues we inculcate; by example,
the gi-eater their extension through the cla.sses

we infiuenc -. liut, v, hilst we look upon female
labour as so much di-udgery compensated by
so nmch money—whilst we .^liow no comp:is.-ioa

for the en-ors ofignorance, no pity under suffer-

ings, no intere.-t in humble pleasures, no re-

spect for the worth of honesty, no attention to
the refining spirit of comfort, but cold indiffer-

ence on all these points—we shall have to
comi'lain of female senant Uibour ; but when
we shall exert a true Christian spirit, a iviser

enlightenment, a pi-ofounder knowledge of the
human heart — when one word, " iicmje," Fhall

expivss by the heart and voice of servitude,

comfort, and charity, and kindness—then, and
then only, shall woman's relation to woman,
as mistress and servant, soiwaut and mistrt.'.s

be wortl'.y of the sex and age ; and. r.s thei*e

arc thousands who thus " serve und wait,"
what is said here may increase their number,
and ameliorate and improve tlie condition of

FEMALE SP-llVAKTS.

Living friendly, feeling kiudlv.

Acting fairly tc".v:'.rd9 men ;

Seeking to do that to others.

They may do to mc again.

HOW I LIVE.

Hsitlng no man— pconiing no man
Wronging none by word or ueetl.

But forbearing, soothing, ?ervlug

:

ThtL? I live— this is my cretd :
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CHRISTOPHER CHRONICLE'S :(yP9TU]j:|S|^ '^^'i^ -^^^'^J"'

'io Jioa c

Hb'W' ihaSiy'bf iifJ are in the habit of seeing

things of evoiy-flaj' life pass before us without

m;vkin(>- a single reflection on their origin. The
cait, caravan, cabriolet, omnibus, chaise, coach,

chariot— in short, veliicles for carriage of every

description, roll along our streets, and they

.suggest no idea whatever beyond that of their

momentary convenience or inconvenience, as it

may be. There is, hoAvever, much that is curi-

ous connected with the lii.story of coaclies, and
although they are now looked upon as a mark
of oimlence and .splendoui", in days gone by
there was an idea of effeminacy connected with
their use, which, whilst it marked tlie robust

character of our ancestors, at the same time
served to stamp with disrepute their too fre-

quent employment.
The Avord coach is said to be derived from

the village of Kotzi, near Presburg, from
v/hich we are led to infer that it had its origin

in that country. It may be defined as a tra-

A'elling vehicle suspended on springs and moved
upon Avheels. It is notliing more, liowevcr, than
an improvement on the car or caravan, although
it has now arrived at that state of ingenious
commodiousness that it may be constructed so

as to emulate the convenience of a domestic
apartment. The coach of Napoleon was one of
the mo<t ingenious pieces ofmechanical contriv-

ance Ave ever saw in the vehicular style, as

tliat of Creorge III. was the most costly. This
AVas bttilt in the year 1762, and used to be kept
in a mean shed in the King's mews at Charing-
Ci'oss, until these "were removed to make room
for the National Galleiy. The superb charac-
1-cr of this piece of state machinery deserves a
particular description. The carriage is com-
posed of four tritons, who support the body by
cables attached to the roots of their fins ; the
two placed on the front of the carriage sustain
the driver on their shoulders, and are described
as sounding shells to announce the approach of
the monarch of the sea ; the other tAvo ai-e

l)laced at the back, and carry the miperial fasces

tipped Avith tridents, instead of the ancient axes.
Tlie foot-board of the driver is a .scallop shell,

supported by bunches of marine plants. The
pole represents a bundle of lances, and the
Avheels are in imitation of those of ancient
triumphal chariots. The body of the coach is

fOTrhed of eight palm trees, the top branches of
Hvhich are .so contrived as to support the roof;
and at each of the four angles are trees loaded
with trophies emblematic of British victories.

The centre of the roof is oi-namented by three
boys, representing the genii of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, holding in their hands the
sceptre, the sAVord of state, and the ensigns of
Icnighthood, sustaining the imperial crown, and

No.VI.—COACHES.

having their bodies ad6rnetl'''Mfli*ftStoriftB"'^

laurel falling to the four coitiei-s of the roof.

The upper part of the body of the coach,

betAveen the palm-trees, is fitted AA'ith plate

gla-s, AAiiilst the pannels beloAV are embellished

AA^th paintings. On the front appeai-s Britan-

nia enthroned, and holding in hei* hand the

staif of liberty, attended by Eoligion, Justice,

AVisdom, Yalour, Fortitude, and Victor)-^, pre-

senting her AA'ith a garland of laui'd. Oi the

back the God of the Sea is seen issuing fi-dm hia

palace, preceded by sea-horses, and attond'edby

the Winds, Rivers, Tritons, Naiads, &c., carrying

from every quarter of the world, tribute to the

British shore. On one of the doors is a bwiuti-

ful representation of jMars, MinerAa, and Mei*-

cury, supporting the British crown; and on the

other, the Genius of England is seen reeei\'ing

a cornucoposia from Ingenuity and Industry.

The other four pannels represent Peace bui-nmg
the implements of Avar ; History chronicling

the reports of Fame, and the protection of the

Liberal Arts and Sciences. The interioi- of

this magnificent vehicle is lined AAith crimf^on

velvet, richly embroidered AVith gold, and the

woodAvork of the exterior is triple gi.t, Avhilst aW
the paintings are highly varnished. Sneh is a
someAvhat minute description of this elabbiT<te

piece of state workmanship, which is consideit?d

to be one of the finest equipages in the A^Othl,

and Avhich cost the British people £T,C (51 1(5'^.

ud., made up of the folloAvingitcnfisS^^^^"^"''^'''

Coachmaker (including wheel-
"'^^' '' ^^^"- -^"'^

AATight and smith).. ..'i-i':'.':i^i^'£*,67^ l'.¥'-C

Carver ........ . ..! JV'^X Wl"^. '%h^'^ '>^^>'0

Gilder.

.

.., i,;^^^^:'^^:^^:^'^ ^''^^^W^
Painter ..":;.:,:/;'; .'.":*i'.i'^.'/?i

^'^ ^*y =^«f^''«

L
(

Merccn^' 7:";;!;?! :j?:;*?:^ i'l^^^^-^^io^ -s^io

Bit-ma]cerf»};„:"Ji :,:;'. I'i'lv.i^" ^^'^^'^^ ^^^^^0

Sadler. V. yl'i^VilJ^^"^ Wl^twolo
Woollen-draper... ;f

7' V.^J.V''^^^ ^ ^'''6

Cover-maker' :..^'^.ii^.^.J=i.?^"; '^*^^' tf'O'#^'«0

U tl! hn>t -J /^*^T^\,»,* • ••*fi* J • r '

Byway of^ compatis(^ft'S<'itlf 'thfs' ccr.-tfj^'rtfti-

cliine, let us introduce theHe^c:iipti6n'of'*d«bal

carriage, as given by Sir Waltor Seoti Mthe
days of Cliarles If. " Thfe Lord-Iiiehf^Mlrt of

the County," say.s Sir Walter in 'OdMoi-
ta'iity,', "a fl^erson of ducal rank, alone p^^-

tendc'd to the mngnifi6encfe of a wlveeJ^cat4*j^,4e,

a thing covered Avitli tarnrsherl gilding .-Mid

sQulpture, in shape like the vulgar picture of

Noah's Ark, dragged by eigltt long-tfliled

Flanders' imwe?. QiU'rying eight iHsiaesiaslid 'six
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outs!(U-s. The insi^^iee wero their graces in

person, two maids of lionour, two ciildren, a

chaplain (stulled into a sort of lateral recess,

formed by a projection at the door of the
veliicle, and called, trom its appearance, the
boot), and an equerry to his grace, ensconced in

a corresponding contrivance on the opposite

aide. A coachman and three postilions, who
wore short swords, and tie w.gs with three

tftils, had blunderbusses slung behind them,
and pistols at their saddle-bow, conducted the
equipage ; and on the foot-board, behind this

moving mansion-house, stood, or rather hung,
ijx triple pile, six lacquies, ia rich liveries,

armed to the teeth."

Mounting still higher the ladder of antiquity,

we come to the vehicle of Queen Eliza '^eth,

which was the first that was called a coach in

England. In lo64, we find that one William
Boonen, a Dutchman, became the Queen's
coachman, and tc> him is ascribed the intro-

duction of coaches to this country. In 15S8
Queen Elizabeth went from Somerset-house to

faul'ti-cross, to return thanks for tlie destnic-

tion of the Spanish Armada, in a coach j)re-

sented to her by Henry, Earl of Arundel. An
old print is still extant representing her Ma-
jesty in this coach, whicli seems to have been
one of the clumsiest and most uncomfortable
machines imaginable. At that time neither

wooden nor macadamized causew^iys had been
invented, and the streets being anything but
smooth, must have given the royal person of
*' Uootl Queen Bess'' a most unmannerly jolting

ia her jo;u-ney. Indeed, for years afterwards
vehicular travelling was not easy in our streets;

but, notwithstanding, fashion multiplied car-

riages go rapidly, that Dekker, in satirizing the
follies of his day, remarks, that the " wife of
ttSfiXY citizen must be jolted now ;" and in 1636
there were n(, fewer than six thousand of them
kept in I.x)nd()n and the neighlxjurhood.

Although the introduction of coaches, as we
understand them, has been set down to the
days of Elizabeth, yet this must refer only to
their general use ; for we find it remarked that
" chariots covered with ladies therein " fol-

lowed the litter in which Queen Catherine, the
wife of Henry VIII. was carried to her coro-

nation. Still further back, we read of William,
Earl of Derby, dying of a bruise received from
*' a fall out of his coach, in the yeare 1253, tlie

thirty-eighth of Henry the Tliird ; and in the

Saxon period of our history there existed a
rude kind of car> upon four wheels, with a

swinging hammock^ between two erect poles,

li.xed to the axle^ which seems to liave been
the original . suggestion of the coach. This,

lioweyer,. vviJUld ^epm to relate only to our own
oonatry; for t>ere are tobe seen in paintings

at Hcrculaneum, carriages resembling post-

chaises, drawn by two horses, and the driver

sitting upon one. Notwithstanding all this,

however, the invention of coaches, as we con-

ceive them, is ascribed to the French, and are

not of very great antiquity even there, reach-

ing no higlier than the reign of Francis the First.

At their beginning they were intended only tobe
used in the country ; we must suppose to ob-
viate some inconveniences wMch the people of
those days experienced in travelling ; and for

some time there were only two coaches in
Paris. One of these was the Queen's, and the.

other Diana's, the natural daughter of Henry
the Second. The fii-st courtier who possessed,

himself of one was Jean de Laval do Bois,

dauphin, a man whose enormous bulk hindered,

him from riding on horseback, and who, to

.

prevent his " larding tlie lean earth as he
went along," got a coach. How these \ehicles

have multiplied in that city since, may be
guessed from the fact that, at the beginning
of this century, it was computed there were no
fewer than fifteen thousand rolling about its

streets. We liave not the means by us of
finding their number at the present day ; but,

perhaps, with the march of wealtli and in-

crease of population, it is not an over-estimate

to take them at n-arly twice that number.
Throughout Europe coaches are drawn by

horses ; but in Spain they use mules. In the
dominions of the great Mogul they are drawn
by oxen, which, according to our ideas, must,

appear a very primitive and rustic " turn out.'*

In Denmark reindeer is sometimes yoked ; bat
this is more for curiosity than use, as the.se

animals are less suited for heavy draught thau
for speed.

Everywhere but in Spain the seat of tiie

coachman is usually raised before the body of
the coach. In that countiy, however, he has
been displaced by royal ordonnance. This
arose out of the Duke d'Olivares, who foimd
that a very important secret which he had
spoken in his coach had been overheard and re-

vealed by his coachman. To prevent a similar

occurrence for the future, the seat of tlie

Spanish coachman has been made tlie same
with tliat of our postilion, or tlie French stage-

coachman, namely, on the first horse on the lefr.

Perhaps there is nc public article of luxury
which marks the process of wealth amongst a
people more than the increase and suraptuosity

of the coach or carriage. Msiitland, whose
" History of London" was published in 17S9,

says there were then in Marylebnne only thirty-

five persons who kept their coaches ; but the
splendid equipages in that opulent parish would
now extend many miles. Notwithstanding'

this, the trade of coarhmaking is on the wane.
In an article written fifteen yeai-s ago in the
** Quarterly Review," we find it remarked thar,
•* three years back, the town coach could nut be
had under four hundred guineas ; three huiidred

is the price now. The travelling chariot, com-
plete, could not be purchased under three hun-
dred and eighty guineas ; three hundred will

suffice now. The to^^^l cabriolet, with pateaat
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boxes to tlie wlieels, commenced stone hundred
and fifty guineas ; one luxndied and twenty is

now the figure ; and so "with all the rest of the
tribe."

In connexion with this subject we may
ihay make an observation on the heraldic

de\ices Avith which the ])anels of coaches are
decorated. The introduction of hereditary
arrnorial bearings, in Enghind, took place
in th? year 1147, when the second crusade
was undertaken, and were originally embroi-

dered upon sumptuous vests and mantles, and
used as court dresses. These, with the pro-

gress of time and the arts, came to be employed
more generally, and on a greater variety of ob-

jects, until they found their way to the panel

of the carriage, on which it has been the cus-

tom of tlie nob:lit3,' to have them emblazoned,
Vvith all the beauty and effect which gold, silver,

and colour can lend to the ideas they severally

rei^resent.
,

HINTS ON HEALTH.

Xo, III. THE INFLUENCES WHICH AFFECT THE PUEITY
ATMOSPHERE.

OF THE

The atmosphere may be corrupted in two ways

:

by the accumulation of decaying vegetable and
animal matter in the neighbourhood of human
habitations, and by tiie imperfect ventilation

of dwellings and vvorksliops. It is nov\' avoII

known that a population lining in the neigh-

bourhood of marshes are subject to a class of

diseases not kuoAvn to tho:e who live in a more
liealtliy and salubrious situation. The cholera,

which has been on tv/o occasions so destructive

in its ravages, first originated in a sv.-ampy

part of India, and it found its favourite seats

in the filthy and undrained districts of large

towns. Graveyards, and all other abomina-
tions, ought to be removed as far away as pos-

sil/le from the alxxles of tiie living. The v/oric-

ing man will do Vvcll to select his dwelling in

as open and airy a situation as possible. No
advantage can compensate him for residing in

a place where deleterious influences may be at

work to poison the health of himself or family.

No duug-iieaps, pigsties, or cesspools should be
peniutted near a dv»elliug. Public attention is

now directed to drainage and sewerage as the

most important part of sanitary law. I

Eut there are many infiuences at work

'

within manui'actovies and dwellings over which
i

a worlung man has more control than lie has
;

in the choice of a house, or in regulating the
}

condition of things surrounding it. A proper
'

.•system of ventilation in our present ill-con-
j

fitmcted dwellings is practically impojsible,

but much may be done to impvove them. Few
persons who suffer from these causes liave any

|

c©ueoption of the real natuie of the evils to
j

v/hich their health and strength fall victims.

How many persons go to ciowded chapels or i

theatres* and next df-y complain of headache
j

and lassitude, and indit^position forfood or labour,
j

Tills is the consequence of breatJiing for several
j

Jiours an impm-e atmosphere. To make the
,

matter plain, we will look at what is going ou
j

in. a room where human beings are placed.

:

In the first place, cxi^ry pair of lun^s iu a room !

are consimiing a pint of air at every breath, the
best that can be got, and expelling a pint of
air, which, if retained, would prove equally
fatal v.ith the deprivation of air itself. A further

consumption of the oxj'gen, or vital properties

of the air, is made by the gas-lights, lamps, or
candles. A single candle consumes as much
oxygen as a human being, ^^vo common jets

of gas consume more fresh air than suffices for

the respiration of three men. The au* is cor-

rupted, too, by the escape of watery vapour
fiom the limgs. The quantity of water pro-

duced by ixn adidt is about an ounce every
hoiu\ I'hen th.tre is the discharge of watery
vapour from the skin ; thisaUo is about an ounce
—malung two ounces of vapour every liour. In
fact, the v>'hoie system is always in action to

throw off waste particles. It is a law, that
every organic; substaiice which is expelled
from the body is hurtful to life. If the air

v>-hJeh is throA\-n off from the lung's, and the
watery vapour which escapes from the skin, are
taken again into the system, a certain amount
of injury is done.

A numerous class of diseases ai'ise from im-
purity of atmoiphere, amongst which ai-e

scrofula, consumj^tion, and other pulmonary
discuses, fevers, convulsions in children, and
general depression of health. The ibllowing

excellent remarks of Fir James Clarke are

worthy ot all attention :

—

" Let a mother w^ho has bT?en anxious by the
sickly loolcs of her childreii, go from pure air
into their bedroom in the morning, before a
door or v/indow has been opened, and remark
the state of the atmosphere— tlte close, op-

pressive, and otlen foetid, odour of the it)om

—

and she may cease to wonder at the pale, sickly

aspect of her children. Let her pay a similai*

visit sometimes after means have been taken,

by the chimncy-ventiluliofl, or otherwira, to

.secure a full and continual renewal of the air

in the bedroom during the night, and she will

be able to account for tlie more healthy appear-
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:^fpice of her cliUdreii, which is sure to be the

consequence of supplying them ivith pure air

to breathe."

We cuuld illustrate tliis by several well-

kuowu ius;t:inceij. One cr two muit suiQce.

The strougest evjcperiineutal evidence is that of

the Dublin Lyiug-ia Hospital. On account of

delcctive ventilation, in 1791, every sixth child

died within nine days after birlli, of convulsive

disease. After the place had been thoi-oughly

ventilated, the mortality was reduced to one
in twenty. In a place in Glasgov/, called, from
its overcrowding, " the Barracks," fever was
always present. After a sy.stt-m of ventilation

had been introduced, a case of jever very
rarely occurred. The importance of this sub-

ject is not yet fully felt by any class in the
commimity. The emi)loyer exposes his work-
men to an impure atmosphere, not only to the

injury of theii- lieaUh, but to his own detriment

ijuid loss. 'J"he workman ex])osed for many
bours during t!ie day to such deleterious in-

CneuQcs, mistakes entirely the nature of the

remedy. He fecljj langu'd and weaic, and
rushes to gin and porter. 'J'liis renders matters
worse. Tlie sytem is stimulated unnaturally,

and will ultimately sink under the double taxa-

tion. I'ure air is in itself a healthy sLianuUiHt.

Let those decide Avho like to see the sun rise,

and go out into the green fields to inhale the

morning's breeze. Those know nothing of it

who rise fioui mider a lead of bed-clothes, in

what is called a warm and comfbrtal.ile bed-

room, and walk down stairs to breakfast, and
from the table to the workroom, and from the

workroom at night to the back-])arlour, amid
fumes of tobacco and drink, and from there to

bed. Give iis, in preference, tin; man who
breaks stones for a crust, but can look abroad

uiwn the face of nature, and drink in the i)ure,

clear air, bearing upon it no odour but the

fragi'ance of flowers.

We have in our next to give a few hints pn
the improvement of worksiiops and dwellings

as regards ventilation,

ih

THE LAWS KELATING TO MASTERS AND WOPJCMEN.

ARTICLE VTL
We have to treat, /

• IV. 01' disputes between masters and Avorkmen in lent/tera manvfactarcs.
By the act 13 Geo. XL, cap. 18, sec. 1, persons hh-ed, or employed in cuttinjj,

paring, washing, dressing, sewing, making up, or otherwise manufacturing of glove.s,
breeches, leather, skins, boots, shoes, slippers, wares, or other goods or nuiterials to
be made use of in any of the trades or employments relating to the manufacture ^f
leatlier or skins, who fraudulently purloin, embezzle, secrete, sell, pavvn or
exchange any skins, gloves, or other materials, which they are entrusted with to
Avork up or manufacture, or the articles themselves when manufactured, such as
gloves, breeches, boots, and shoes, or v/ho do, or wilfully permit, any act to be done,
whereby the value of such materials or articletj is lessened, may be ordered by a
magistrate to make compensation for the damage done to the injured parties, to an
amount not exceeding double the value of the articles ormaterials made away with,
with costs.

The amount awarded may be rccoA^erod by distress and sale of the offender's
goods ; and in default of payment, and of a sufficient distress being taken on his
goods, Iris joerson is to be committed to the House of Correction, and kept to hard
labour for fourteen days, and aho whipped.

1)1 the event of a second and any subsequent conviction for a similar offence, the
olFendcr is to forfeit/owr times the value of the damages sustained by the owner of
the goods, and costs. In case of non-i^ayment, he may be committed to prison,
with hard labour, for a term not exceeding three months,'nor loss tlian ©no moutli,
and be publicly whipped.

It is also enacted that all receivers of such materials and articles from the pcrsoriB
ofteiiding in the maimer pointed out, shall make compensation, within two days
after being ordered so to do by a magistrate, or else bo subjected to the like penalties
^and punishment as are inflicted on the original offenders.
*; ITiis statute ako provides for the payment of the workmen's wages bi mon^y,
nnd not in victuals or goods in lieu thereof, except at and by the workmen';^
request or consent ; and that all goods and materials delivered out to be wroughf;
up, shall be delivered with a declaration, at the same time, of the true weight,
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quantity, or tale thereof, on. pain of forfeiture to the labourer of dwbl9.;th,^ y^})Ae

of what is due for the work clone. . ,, i, ,-. , '^una -rr . ,,

All wages, demands, frauds, abuses, neglects, -aJiiddofaidts,. of,,^hgJaba"^^
the masters, may be heard and detemiined by twoimagistratesjrojj ^i^q (^oyL^tfY*.j^i

place, where the controyersy or dispute arises. '
'. -, ,,;"'_./'

, Any journeyman employed in these trades neglecting the performance df Kis
;niaster's work, cither by leaving his work, or by getting pther employ^^ent before
!flnishing the work upon which he had been previously employeclj , ni^y .^,e iill-

prisoned and kept to hard labour for a month, or any less period. , .y, , c.m t

_ V, As to disputes between masters and workmen in the hat^ zcq^^^f ^{^^e^/,y

jusfiah, cotton, iron, leather, fur, henijifflax, mohair, or alik inaniifacti<,r(}s. . ^^,^

The statutes 22 Geo. II., cap. 27, and 17 Geo. III., cap. 50, imposi2i.;P]eiiajL^^s

upon workmen, engaged in any of these trades, who purloin, embezzle, seerei;?,

^ell, pawn, exchange, or otherwise unlawfully dispose of, the materials entrustcdi to

them to Avork up, or who shall reel false or short yarn ; also on workmen, in any
of the ways aforesaid, disposing of the tools or implements which are entrusted to

them to work up the materials ; or any drugs or ingredients for dyeing, preparing,

or manufacturing the same ; and on wx^rkmen, for eight days successively mlfuUy
neglecting the performance of any work upon which they have been engaged ; or

who shall take in materials to manufacture for another master, after h^^ing alre^ady

taken iu materials for manufacture for one master ; or who shall procure or permit
themselves to be employed in any other occupation, sooner than eight, days before
the completion of the work first taken ; or who shall receive materials, in order to

be manufactured, in a fictitious name ; or who shall receive such materials to be
manufactured by themselves, tmd afterwards, vdthout the consent of the owner,
deliver them to any other person to be manufactured; also upon any carrier or

other person, employed to deliver the materials to any workman, who shall design-

edly deliver the same to any other person than he to whom they were ordered, or

intended to be delivered ; and on persons not returning, within eight da^-^ aft^r

preparing, or working up the materials, so much thereof as shall not have been
used. ,.:'!;'-, ,:'------\-'^ y-ziiikA

The penalty inflicted on receivers islyeryteavy. .^^' ^^^^^ ^^ f-'^ilimtit

Joua-neymen, servants, or apprentices employed in any of thti^e^ tt-ade^^ €[F€#)t
Allowed, Yvithout the consent of their masters, to dye any of thematerials -Used in

then business, for theii' o^^'n profit ; or to receive any such materials for the purljose

of dyeing the same. Penalties are also imposed on persons procuring such mate-
rials to be dyed by any journejanan or apprentice/ZmtHoTit tk^-^^onsefit oiP'^is

master, or offering them for that purpose. '

'
'' '"''

' -" -'J'-r ot

A late statute, 6 and 7 Vict., cap. 40, extends to the mannufacture of -woollen,

T.voi'sted, linen, cotton, flax, mohair, or silk materials, in or by the stocking-frame,

OL- an3' other machine employed in the manufacture of li-amework, knitted, or

looiaed fabrics, and every trade or emplojTnent coiuiected with the maHx:^«6ture of
atockiiigs, gloves, and other articles of hosiery.

' "'''^^ ''^'' m-n^im oJ tifj^uo

This statute imposes a penalty not exceeding £10, with' td^U, 'dii A^y ^eVson
entrusted v\'ith woollen, worsted, linen, cotton, flax, mohair, or silk materials, or
"ivith any tools or apparatus for the piu'pose of working up or preparing such
anaterials, who shall, in any of the ways ^before-mentioned, dispose of them.
The penalty may be distrained for, and if there be no sufhcietit distress found,

the offentler may be committed to gac^l, >^'i^th hard labour, for not exceeding thjpee

calendar months.
,

;-i ccri,-^ ST -j Ti
'^^ "V r^~'i'"

"'•"'' ^'
'''.'"'"-'' '^•'--j*j<-

Persons entrusted Mith tools or'materials, hot retTiriifrig'tli'6^

daj-^, after notice in writing from the owner, requiring them so to do (uiilesfe pre-
vented by rearsonable or sufficient cause), are liable to the same penalty. "• '

If any person entrusted with materials to be manufactured, do not manufacture
and return them within seven clear days after the time agreed on, or within seven
days after being required to do so, no time having been agreed on (vmless preverited

from so doing by reasonable and sufficient cause), or returns or leaves, without the
consent of his employer, the materials, without havmg performed, as he could have
done, the work he was employed to perform, or d mages the materials 'Rrhich^ave
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been entrusted to him to work up or manufacture ; or, having contracted to perform
any work by himself or others, neglects to fulfil his contract, or absents himself

from his work, he is liable to forfeit a sum not exceeding forty shillings, and the

amount of the injury done to the materials, with costs. In default of pajTuent of

the penalty, the offender may be committed to prison, with or without liard labour,

for two months.
This statute invests the magistrates -with power, on application, of the worlanan,

to order payment of wages due to him and unpaid, together with costs for loss of
time and recovering the same ; and also to authorize the workman to return his

work unfinished.

Frames, materials, tools, and other implements connected with the manufactures
affected by this statute, are not liable to be distrained upon for rent due from the
wprkman, unless they belong to him.

%^^"TTf' HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

fr. i Lr.TTEii Xni.
vMk. Editor,—I wonder if it would be possible to propose any improvement,
jjWhether in making roads, building houses, cultivating lands, or navigating vessels,

c to which either ignm-ance, or p-ejudice, or conceit, could not, or would not, make
cfome objections. If one thing could be thought ofwhich, more than another, would
c,be free from objection, one might rationally suppose that one thing M'ould be, a
,,-series of practical hints on household economy—of plain, simple rides for the pro-

:: motion of cleanliness, order, economy, and comfort. And yet, objections are made
-jio such hints and rules, and made, strange to say, by some who would be the first

-f to reap the benefit of those rules, and who, for their ovm. sakes, and for the sake of

:: othei'S, ought to hail their publication with delight.

ii I remember now, that my Jem told me it would be so with me and my few
hints. "Depend upon it," said he, " Martha, that if you go on showing up such
families as that of Sam Spring and Robert Kandom, and laying down rules for

j.them, you will raise a nest of hornets about you. People don't like to have their

xiflilings exposed, nor to be dictated to, however judgmatically." This seemed
9;arather strange to me ; and though I knew that Jem had lived in the world nearly
.'j^ree years and a quarter longer than I had, and that he was not used to speak at

firandom, I thought it impossible that a little Avell-meant advice could be unpleasant
to any one. I find that Jem was right ; but it shows of what strange materials

,,,80me men and women are composed. Yet why should this discourage me r I must
^oWeeds turn liEroRiiEE; and ail reformers have had to contend with objections,
•icwhether their aim wa.s the reformation of church or state—of fam.ilies or individuals

lo—of the cabinet or the kitchen—the Parliament or the washhouse ; whether tliey

sought to improve the framing of treaties, the enacting of laws, the levying of
taxes, the construction of sewers, or, the making of dumplings !

it ily Jem, being a bit of a politician, reads the papers as a matter of coiu-se ; and
if fliow and then he comes home full of complaints against some of our gTcat men at
the head of affairs, because they don't at once chime in with Hume, and Cobden,

,i,and Gibson, and others, who wish to cut down the expenses of Government ; to

ijoieduce taxation ; to check extravagance ; and to promote the sT)rcad of knowledge.
But—to compare small things %Wth great—I question whether the difficulties which

riiJern sayji are placed in the way of these Reformers are greater, in their degree,
,tl|an, thpse placed in the way of Jem's wife, in her attempts to inti-oduce a moderate
reform into some families of working men. Since my letters first began to appear

D iW- your ^]\,'oB,K.^xG ^^Ian's Fkiend, !Mr. Editor, 1 have had praises poured upon me,
xi'iar bi>yp^4 my deserts, or expectations, not only by men and women, but even by
Jj^ehildren. Sop\e have gone so far as to say, that they wouldn't be without some of
o/Uhe directions I have given them for any money. But I have heard of some tiro or
jj-^/irae—and I am happy to say only two or three—who are of a different temper.
/vYow,pla^s,V-,^j^^ ^,/*.!^e all.yen* AV.eli, i/" t/tey could be tum^ied oitt; but-that is
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impossible, iii a vast Yariety of cases, aiid tliereforc tlic pviblicadon of ihcni will be
sure to breed discord iix sqme families, and discontent and dciiidiidun'cy fat

others. ;'"'; ^" '''- ''''

Now you may naturally suppose, Mr. Editor, tiiat I cannot sit down coirifortdlily

under such remai'ks. I feel that I am put, as it Avere, on my defence ; and as it is

tolerably certain that the-^e objectors read The Wokkixg Man's FiiiEXD, I hope
you will be able to spare me a little space. I may premise, that I have never
thought, for one moment, of setting m.yself up as dictator-general. I have merely
offered siigr/estions aird recommendations, founded upon long experience and obser-
vation, and calcrdated, as I sincerely believe, to benefit those for Avhom especially

The WoniciNG Man's Pkiend is designed. I have no intention—no wish—to

accuse any -working man's wife of wilful neglect or mismanagement ; far less have
I any wish to lov\'er one of them in the estee:n and good opinion of a husband, or
of any one eke. I respect my "Order" too much for that. No; my sincere wish,
my steady aim, has 'heen, to render them more comfortable in themselves, and to

make them—what I am sure they might, except in rare cases, become—a blessing to

their families and those around them.

It may be well, however, before going further, to state the nature of the objec-
tions, and the description of persons from whom they proceed. I have heard but
of throe cases, and in two of these the objectors are, singularly enough, of, what
are called in my Peggy's granunar, " the male gender;" the very beings fi'oni

"whom I might have expected a cheer ; those, as I have said, who would be the
first to benefit by my suggestions.

One of these objectors, a very inlellectxud man I understand he is, says, "Why
are the pages of The Woukixg Man's Friend filled with a parcel of letters about
washing, and cleaning, and marketing, and cookery, and courting, and all that
sort of thing ? There's tliat John Weldon, Avho says he's foreman in a large car-

lienter's and joiner's establishment. Now I, as a working carpenter, wish he'd
give us some directions as to carpentering and joining

—

that would improve us in
our trade ; but what do we working men want to be bothered abo^rt women's
concerns for r " I suppose, Mr. Editor, that John Weldon is able to answer for

himself; certahily / pretend to no skill in carpentry, and shall, therefore, only
notice llie objection so far as I am concerned. I presume this gentleman revels ii|.;

" single blessedness ;
" or if he is married, I rejoice that I am not his v.-ife. If he-

is single, are washin.g and coolcing matters of so little moment in his estimation ?

Oi', if he is married, are they managed so exquisitely in his household that no hint
is acceptable, no direction needed, no improvement possible? Bur, if so, has he
no sympathy for those who, unfortunately, arc placed in chcunistances Vv'hich

render such hints and directions valuable ? And, besides, has he never read the r^.

full title of this Magazine ? Does he not know that it is 'Ihe Family iNSTurcroR-
as well as The Working Man's Friend ? And does it not aim to prove itself the
working man's Friend by communicating instruction tohis, family ? Out upon such
conceited men ! say I. These lords of the creation are the very fii'St to grumble
if their clothes are not in order, without one string or button wanting ; or if their

dinner is not ready to a moment, and cooked to a nicety ! None so loud in their

complaints if a room is untidy, or washing is about ; and yet, forsooth ! not one
page out of two-and-thu-ty must be occupied vdth a few plam, sunple, practical

directions about these things ; all the space must be sacred to cai'pentiy and
joinery ; and that, too, in a magazine designed expressly for the improA'ement of
households—for the increase of family comfort ! \\o women sometimes say, of a
certain class of males who interfere too familiaily with household matters, that
they deserve to have a dishcloth pinned to their tails. I would say of a man who
can't endure to hear a word said about such matters, that he deserves to Avear the
same shirt for a month, to have iil-cooked meals, a slatternly wife, unruly children, a
sloppy, steamy, smoky room, a — but, no, I don't Avish such misery for any huraaji
being ; therefore, I conclude by saying, let such a man think of his own comfort, as

Avcll as that of other people, before he finds fault Avith the contents pf a very
gmall poation of a publication intended to make things better

!
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Another working man, I understand, professes to like The Working Man's"''*

PkikxI) as to its general contents, but thiuk^; "it would be improved by the
leaving out of Martha Makepeace's letters." Well, that may be true : but Avhat is

the reason he assigns? **"\VhT," he ikx-i, " thepe letters have proved anything
but peacemakers in families, and her name ought rather to have been ^Slartha

Brcak-Y.i'XQ.Q." Indeed ! -well, that's rather a serious charge ; but how? "Why,
some husbands, after rcarling these letters, see that things arc not so comfortablii as

]Siartha says they might be ; then they begin to hiid fault v.ith their Avives ; then
the poor Avomen vindicate themselves and recriminate ; und then they go on
jarring and Avrangling till they begin to wish that ]Martiia ?.Iakepeace Avas any-
Avhere but in Tjie Working Man's Friend, Well, I knoAV that it is the
province of light to make manifest, and if the light I have let in to some dAvcliings

has revealed the dust and the cobwebs, AA'hy Avould it not be the best way to get a •

broom and remove the unsightly things as quickly as possible ? If my ad^-ice as to *

cleanliness, order, and economy, have made cases of sluttishness, disorder, and
'"'

waste manifest, and roused the ire of short-tempered husbands, Avhy let the blarnc '

'

rest on the heads of those Avho are blamcAvorthy, and not on the heads of those Avho
would fain introduce improAemonts. Find fault vith flie evils and mitta to remove
them; but don't quarrel Avith one another, nor witli Martha Makepeace !

The tJdrd objection comes from a different quarter, and is not by any means so

easy to deal Avith. I refer to the case of the *' Factory Woman," stated by herself/'^^''

in such simple and affecting terras, in No. 15, page 53. I Avill notice this mor^'i ''''

particularly j)resently. But, first, alloAV me, Mr. Editor, to propose one or two ''-

questions to these objectors.
">

First, are not cleanlmess, order, management, and economy desirable—na}-, arcsT^r

they not necesnaryl They are desirable in ail families, and increasingly so in pro-
portion to the number of their members, the smallness of their means, and the
confined and inconvenient character of their dwellings. Where there are many in
family, and but little space to croAvd them into ; much to do, and but limited time -

to do it in ; many things to proAide, and but little money to buy them Avith ; irif-ic

such cases, above all others, it is, surely, desirable that there should be strict order
and economy. But it is not only desirable, it is absolutely necessary. Thcs
things are essential ^cy Ae«^/t. Health is a blessmg far too A'aluable to bo triilt.-d' .•

Avith, and ought to be carefully guarded against all by Avhich it may be weakened'.
'"'

or injured. A dirty house, and an imwashed skin, have invited disease and pes-*- 'rn

tilence to many a poor man's habitation, as Avas abundantly proved during tl>e-'l'

late visitation of cholera. Not only ought the ceilings, walls, and liooi's to bo kept
clcanj but most articles of furniture and bedding should be well looked to, cleaned,
and aired. An untidy room breeds, so to speak, a quantity of dust and tlue, and ihusf "^ i

becomes a harbour f u" unpleasantnesses v/hich I aa'III not name. Clean skins aiii'i/!

clothing, clean and tidy rooms, are among the very first necessaries of existence j -;;

and how essential they are to comfort, both of body and mind, I need not say. As
to r/ood inannficmcnt and economy, especially AA'hcro AA'oges are scant, the necessity
and advantages of these arc too obvious to require mention. I cannot enter into n
particulars; things of this kind must be regulated by time, occupation, nndcir^inb
cumstances ; I only say, let no one AA'ho desires either health or comfort—his OAvn
or that of his neighbours—grudge the small space dcA'oted to those objects in The
"Working Man's Friend and Family iNSTiircTOR. As to the discussion of these
matters introducing bickerings into families, AA-hy should / l^e blamed for that ? It
is a sure sign that things are not as they ought to be, either in the hovscs or in the
tempers of such people f Let them, I repeat it, strive to improA'e both, and tlieu
they will have less disposition to nickname Martha Makepeace ! But, '.^'A} vo^'r

Secondly, is all this prartieable? For that's the main point, after all. 'Tis iio 13.46

to tell me that I oiiyht to have a clean and orderly house, and to manage time and
money, and all beside, AA-ith strict economy ; the question is, can this be done by a
person situated as I am ? Far be it from me to impose hard conditions upon any
Avorking man's AA'ife ; I have too much feeling, I trust, for that, fiaving felt AAhcro
the shoe pinches, I have letvrnt to make allowances for those that wince. I think
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that, with some rare exceptions, my plans are practicable ; that they may be ca^^ried

out, if not in all cases to the full, yet to some good extent* But there mjii^t Be^co-
solution and determination. An easy carelessness, such as young -wcjicipn.'^Ke

sometimes prone to, will introduce want of order and economy ; sucH acts.are

repeated till they become habits, and thus disorder and waste axe confirmed and
perpetuated. They say " What is bred in the bone "—but, no; I will not apply
that proverb, because I am siu-e the evil wr^y 6e remec?i€ffin the, Yast majority of
cases. :..,•:.,.;;

. --:.;,:. •- ,-j:-^ b,-,; ^.^f-j,-) '..'i.
•

It is objected, " But you set the standard too high, and thus arethe caiiste of dis-

coui-agement and discomfort. JI Lydia Worth, for instance, is to be the pattern
for all working men's wives ; and if all are to be blamed whose houses are not as

neat, and whose families are not as well ordered, as hei^s, why thenmischief is

likely to ensue ; because there are thousands of working men's wives whose circum-
stances are altogether different, and who cannot jjossibly do as you gay she does, or

even come near it. It may be all very well for you, with your careful, intelligent

Jem, and your handy little Peggy, to have your house and your household concerns
in such nice order ; bvit thousands of poor women have had no training—rhave
thoughtless, profligate, ill-tempered husbands—have half-a-dozen children, all at

home, and all luider ten years of age. Take the poor factory woman, for instance,

a type of thousands more ; and you certamly don't make allowances for such per-

sons. The majority of them woidd, no doubt, be glad to do as you recommend,
but they fhid it to be absolutely impossible. Woidd it not have been better for you
,to have allowed such families to grub on in their owti way ? for, as the

I>oor old drunken woman said, while she lay in the gutter and people wished
to remove her, 'What does it signify, so as you are comfortable?'"

^,
, Now, in ansAver to this, I ask,

—

Is it not tcell to have a good 2)attern f Which family

is most likely to be orderly and thrifty—one that copies Rachel Random, or one
that copies Lydia Worth? People generally fall short of the mark; but, as the
*' digging" has it, " He that aims at a star will shoot higher than he that aims at a

bramble." My Peggy was writing in her copy-book the other day; I found that

each line was worse than the one above it : the reason was this ;—after writing the

first line, she ceased to look at the beautiful copper-plate, and copied her own
imperfect line ; the consequence was, that the second was worse than the first, and
so on, till I placed her pattern full before her ; then she improved. It is by exam-
ining perfect models that we arrive at a knowledge of our imperfections. I take

two families of working people : the wages of each amount, say, to 30s. a week.
In the one family I find cleanliness, plenty, comfort ; in the other, disorder, squalor,

want, and misery. I wish to improve the latter ; hence I hold up the example of

the former. " Oh, but by doing so you introduce discontent, dissatisfaction,

bickering, and recrimination." Well, and whose fault is that ? Is it not the fault

of those who, with equal means, are in such very dissimilar circumstances, and
that owing entirely to mismanagement ? I have indulged in no personalities, but

if the cap fits any one, they must be content to wear it till better management
entitles them to take it off. As to the poor Factory Woman, I pity her most sin-

cerely. It is ]M^t possible that if I were on the spot, I might be able, in some small

degree, to mitigate the evd, but as to a remedy^ that must be left to abler heads
than mine. The fault, however, is not in any plans I have recommended, but in the

system which will not allow the introduction of those plans. That is certainly a

bad state of things which requires a wife and a mother to be torn from her family

at six o'clock in the morning, and to remain absent from it for nearly twelve hours,

because- her husband is only able, though working all those hours, to earn eight

shillings a M'eek ! It is high time that such a system was exposed and broken up.

"^Vhy do not such men as Lord Ashley and his colleagues apply themselves to the

reduction of this fearful evil ? But my Jem is of oijinion that the evil lies too,4ptp
to be very easily or speedily remedied- Is it at the price of 6T<ieh, privafj^o^Si,i*yid

misery that we obtain calicoes and prints so cheap ? .' k n'mi^a tno/m^.

2. I ask, is nut the old proverb still true, *' Where there s a loill tJ^eres a way? "

There must be inclination before there can be effort. <Jases will, probably, be
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found, in which tfie whole of a new plan, however excellent, cannot be caxried out,

bnt it does not therefore follow that 710 improvement can be made. Let the ex-
periment befairly made, and if it does not succeed at first, or succeeds only in part,

act on the maxim which is now taught our children in every school, "Try, try
ajrain/* I could furnish some curious illustrations, both pro and con, of the power
ot the ^vill in these matters ; but I have already exceeded my usual boimds. At
present I \\'ill only add, that though in this letter I have dwelt upon objections made
to my plans and suggestions, I am very, very far from being disheartened. An old
ac(jLuaintancc of my mother, of a remarkably cheerful turn of mind, used to say,

to any person that she thought was a little downhearted as to anytliiiig in which
they were engaged, "Ah, well, don't ye be dis-encourajed !" And I assure you,
Mr, Editor, I am not " dis-encouraged." If one croaker or grumbler is occasionally
heard» his rjyowla and croakirxfjs are drowned in the voices of a hiuidi-ed theeriny and
cHcouraffxrifj. Therefore, till I'Oit bid me leave ofi", I shall continue to furnish those
hints to the wives of working men, by which, according to my yiewt^rtjiieii^r.ccn^Q^^

mav be greatly increased. i*:;! vi r-.A rif../ I'u ,, .,^ •!.

iJilay 6, 189b. Mabtha Mak-EPea.ce,
U. ilL f-Ui-ilAir. .

".

-i^Ti" 'iot'

'

FAMILY KECEIPTS.

loured, and have an ill flavour. Suet prepared in,, To Kender, OB CiARifr, Fat or Dripping.—
''

VfTjeii drippiucs are taken out of the pan, or when
tlcar fat is skimmed off the top of the water in

':irbtch meat is boiled, put it into a pan or basin in

which is a cupful or more of warm water; sjirinkle

over it a Uttle salt, and stir it well up. As it cools,

the water will go to the bottom, and a cake of good
clear fat may b« taken from the top. Pare a very
littk otf the uDder side, and wrap it up in clean
writing-paper till it is needed lor use. This will

make excellent crust for pics, and will be found
cheaper than the commonest (or worst !) butter.

To MiTLT Sdet, and othek Fat.—Pull thesuet
into pieces, and separate it from the skin and veins

;

then cutor chop it into small pieces, and put it into
a -very dean iron saucepan—a small jar is stil
better. Place either on a hot hearth or hob, or in

an oven, and let it melt slowly. When ilioroughly
melted, and while hot, pour it through afiiiegruel-
strainer into the pot or pan in which it is intended
tO' be ktpt for ns«. Or, if that be preferred, it

can. be uoured into water, and then put by, as
directed in the last receipt. If the flaj.or flea, a^
it is sometimes cal.'ed, (the fat with whicli the
breast of pork is lined,) be required to be rendered,
or melted down, cut it first into piece* atout ou*-

inch square; jiielt as above, and pour it into bla<i-

ders or pots ; if the latter, tie it down when cold
with blaiider ai-.d paper. If a saucepan be used
for melting- in, be very careful that the contents

iiare nut burned, as iu tltat case it will be disco-

rl

>i\^ ill

the above manner, that is, carefully melted, uud
then put by in thick slices in paper, will keep for
a length of time ; and if bought a month, for in-
stance, before Christmas, will effect a savinj of
twopence or threepence per pound, as butchers
usually charge that sura e.\tra at that season.
Savoury Rabbit.—Get a ?ood-sized rabbit.

Skin, clean, and prepare it for cooking. Separate
the joints, and cut the body into four pieces.
Sprinkle them with flour, and set thern aside on
a plate. Then take out the liver, and cut it ioto
thin slices ; cut half a pound of bacon, rather fat,
into thin rasli-jrs ; slice, also, a good-sized onion,
awd about a table- spoon full of p:iralcy leaves. Put
the bacon, liver, ice, into a clean stewpan, or
saucepan, with an ounce of butter or dripping,
and a teacup full of water or milk. Place it over
a gentle fire, and let it simmer till tho bacon, &c.,
are done enouarh. Then put in your rabbit,
sprmkle in a seasoning of pepper and salt, stirring
thewh'jle about till ail is W'iU browned, which
will be ill about fifteen minutes. Then add one
quart of warm water, and a few sweet-herbs (aud
a squeeze of lemon, if }ou have it;, and lei the
whole simmer gently for ab mt an hour and a
half. Serve up h^t, with some nicely-boiled or
mashed potatoes, or turnips. This plan answers
well with the large Belgidu rabbits, whidi may
be had cheap.

r.. THE JUVENILE CABINET.

|«0>THS, AND THE ORIGIN Or THEIR NA3IES.

^^
Janlaby, the first month in our ye:;r, took its

, .Wame uraong.-t the Romans, from Janus, tire

^ cod of the year, who wa.s said to have two
faces, one of which looked at the past, and the
other at the eoming events. The Anglo-
Saxouii named it - Wolfniouat," the montJi for
wolves, and also " ijwla Altera," the month

e..:'aftep tlifc pliaa^Oi aUiuling to tiie winter sol-

btice in December.

I Febrcaky -was derived from the Latin
I
-viovdfehrua, expiation or sacrifice, because the

j

liomans ofTered in this month many sacritices

I
to their gods. The Anglo-.Saxoiii called it

" solmonath," or cake Dionth, because in it

they offered up cakes to the =uu.

j
3IARCII was so named by KouiiUus, in Jiouor

1 of the god 3Iars, whoin he believed to be hia

I

father. The Anglo-Saxons tenned it " Kehd
f
Monatli," or council montli, becau:?eit was the
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mouth appointed for tlie meeting of fhe llilcrk

of the people to oonier on public affairs.

Ai'JRii- is derived from the worOi aperio to

open, becuuse in that month the bekuty of tlie

Oldening influence of sirring is most apparent.

Its Saxon name, '• Eoster monath," was given

it in honor of the goddess Eoster, to v/hora

they celebrated festivals and offered flowers.

May derived its Roman name from IMaia,

the mother of Mercuiy, and its Saxon, Tri-

milchi, from the custom of milldng the cattle

during that mouth, three times a djiy.

JuNi: was so called from the Latin trord

juveutis, to signify that it was the most gay
and most lovely part of tlie year. The Saxons
named it." lida monath," or the first month Of

tlie sun's descent.

JuiiY, named in honour of Julius Cresar by
the lioiuans, v/as by the Anglo-Saxons called
" iida aftera," or the month after the iiescent.

August received its name from A ugitstus

;

by the Saxons it was called " welded mpnath,"
or xjasture month. ' ' '

Si:\'T£MBER being the seventJi, montll ft'om

Maroh, which \vas the first of the Komim year,

was therefore by the Romans so named ; with
the Saxons it was "halig monath," because

they ollered in it ji^ij^^jr ^acnf)iqfiS to their

deitijes. ,•",-
, !.

'""'",

OcTOBKU .signified to the Komans the eighth

montll from "ira-ch. To the Saxons its name
" winter moiiath," signified the beginning of
winter, because they reckoned its commence-
iiient from the first full :noon of this mo:itli.

XovE.MBiXJ, the ninth month from I^Tarch,

was by the Saxons termed, " bloth monath,"
or blood month, because dunng it they killed

tlieir winter store of meat.
Dkcember, the tenth month from March,

was named by the Anglo-Saxons " leola

monath," the month of the change or solstice

;

these appropriate names, however, have long
since resigned for the more clasiical iloman
appellations.

There is an amusing description of the
months transcribed in Timperly frotri " The
Slicpherd's Calender," of which the follovdng
is a copy :

—
JA^'UAl^r.

I make me to be called Janyuere

;

In my time is great stormes of coldeness.

For unto me no moneth of tiie yere
Jlay compare il' I aduancc me doubtless,

For in my time w;is, as clerks do expresae,
Ciroumc) sed the Lord 0/nnipotent,

Axyfk adoured by kyuges of the orient.

FEnUUAHY.
I am Febru.:?ry, the most hardy

;

lu my season the pure mother virginall

Offered her Sonne in the temple truly,

Making to God a present speclall

Of Jesu Christ, the Kynge of kyngos, all

Betweae the urmes of the bishop Symon,
To whom pray avc to have his remission.

MARCH.
31jirch am I called in noblesse florislnugo, ki /

"Which amonge monthes am of great noblossei'

For in my tyme all tin] Iruites do ibvid(Itt;a04^

springe, .; . . '.;.:
.

,-

To the seruyce of man in grete largesse.

And leuf is in the tyme of holynesse.

That e^ery man ought to hav(j repentaunce
Of his sinnes done by long continuance.

Amonge all monthes, I am lusty Aprill,

Freche and holsome, onto eche creature

;

And in my tyme the dulcet dropes distill,

Called cristall, as jjoetes put in sciipture,

Causing all stones the longer to endure:
In my tyme Avas the resurrection

Of God and man by diuine election.

IMAYi;.

Of all the monthes in the yere I am kinge.

Flourishing in beauty excellently ;

For in my tyme, in vertue is all tliinge

;

Fieldes and meades spredemost beauteously,

Andbyrdes singe with riglit swcte harmony,
Rejoicing loners with hot loue all endewed
yvith fragrant flowers all about renewed.

JUNE.

Who ofmy season taketh right gode hedo,

Ought not at all my name to adiuill,

For in my tyme, for all the commons wede
From shepe is shorne all tlie liesh and wuU,
And had in merciiaundyse oy grete shippes full

Oner the .'jco., wherefore we ougiit to pray
Unto ourLorde and thankc him night and day,

.JULY'. ',,'''",/,

If that my tyme were prayso'd iall ft^ght,

Amonge all monthes lam one of the chiefe.

For I enripe, thorowe great force and might,

Finites of the earth, to man and Beastes relielfe^

Feedyng'i horses, kynes, muttons, atid strong

bicfe, '

\

Witfi ether properties that I could tell

But i must ijass—I may no longer dv/elL

AUGUST.
I am named the hote monetli of August,

For redolent heate of Fhebus brightens

;

In my tyme echo man ought for to have luofc

To labour in harvest, with great busyncs

To repe and shufiie, esciiev/ing ydlcnes.

And ryse early wit:: pcvtyte (lyligence,

Thanking our Lorde of his great prouidence.

SErTr..-\fB>:u.

Who can my name poriitely remember.

With the commodities of my re-AtJon,-

Ought of right to Call me ScTtcmber ;

rieutous of goodcs, by all maner fiij^on.

As wheato, rye, otcs, beanea, fyiches, and

pearscn, [off

Of wliieh frnitd euery m^n Ouc^t'td haueiiii

store,
'^..,-,,

To Hue discretely, and thankc oilr Lorde th^iKs-

I'ore.
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OCTOBER.
Among tJic other October I Jjijjlit

Fremlu utito \intsners mvtu' all /,

And in my tyrae Bacchus is icuJy dight
All mancr wyne to presse aiii clarify,

Of which is sacred as vro see daily

The blessed body of Chrisit in flc.^he and bloile,

"Which is our hope, refection, and fode.

HOATMBER.
I, Xouomber, -".vill not abyde beh)Tifle

Toshewe my kindly worthyncsse and ore,

For in my time the blastos of the iv^iide

Abalt'th leuucs and shedcth their verdure,
AVlicrefure eiiry prudent creature

Oought for to lyue riglit as they would dye.
For all things taketli end naturally.

DECEMBER.
December eury man doth ine call.

la who.se time the mother inuiolate

Delivered was in old ox stall

Of Jesu-; Christ, fJ-od'.s owne sonne incarnate,
"Wherefore I thinke me the most fortunate
Of all the othcT, to whom pray Wi; then
That we may come inito liis bU.^se. Amen.

NAVIES OF DAYS.

Sunday.—The Anglo-Saxon names for the
day.-^ of the week have descended to u^ almost
unclianged : they call Sunday " Sun's-flaeg," i

because on that day they sacriliced to tiie .<un,
'

for any affairs of friend.'ihip or love. Yet wifcli

all this, they believed that the first and last

dayi of a lunar montli were always fortunate.

The first, because the moon wa-s tlien young,
and of cour^^e natiu-ally propitioiL? ; and the

last, becau--s she Avas departing and would
leave a good and fair report behind.

I Tuesday.—" Tucsco's-daeg," or Tuesday,

I

they imaghied lucky for some things, but not

j
for otliers. F'or instance, it was good to buy

j
and sell on that day, because Tuesco was nn oid

i
man, and Vi'ould endow them with A\isdoni and

I caution ; but it v/as dangerous to take a
journey, for the old (Uslikc travelling ; and to

get miirried, for they love better to bless the
quiet enjoyment of the evening of life, than
the brightness and the bliss of the morning of
youth.

"Wednesday.—" 'Wodcn's-daeg," or "Wednes-
day, was a high day with the Saxons, for

Woden Wiis a warrior, and had a noble wann
heart. The old and the young loved him, for

he had blessings for all.

Thursday.—" Thor's-daeg " was a doubtful

day, because Thor was the favourerl, the be-

loved, iuul therefore tlie capricious child of

Woden, and tlie fortune of his day v.-;isthoug}it

to depend on his wayward temper. He was,
however, highly reverenced.

Friday.—" Friga's-daeg " was unfortunate

for travellmg, becimse she was a fond but
and they regarde^l it as the best day in the

j

jealous wife, and hated roads and seas, and
week, and the most lucky, because the muu's

inrtuence Ls always so beneficial and so cheeriul.

li' a man was bom on Sunday they believed
that his life would pass an without troubles or
adversity. The phra.se, " The better day the
better deed," originated in those suj^ci-stitions.

-AIoNDAV. — Our 3Ionday was their " ^loon's-
daeg,' or Moon's-day, because on it tliey s;icri-

\

ficod to the moon ; L>ut as she is changeable in
lier appearance, and cold even when brightest,

|

they tiiought l>er day not good ; particularly
j

eveiy other means of wandering, of wl'.ich

Thor sometimes availed lumself.

Saturday,—" Seater's-dacg " was a day for

much industry, and yet; it was always a plea-

sant, joyous one. 3Ioving from one residence

to anotiicr was alone disapproved of by Seater,

because like his owii standing on a fis:i'.s back,

jjossctsions then taken v,-ere l)otli uncertain

and unCiimfortable. In this |upprstitior« ori-

ginated our own vulgar i)hra.se of " Saturday's

ilitting makes a short sitting."

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

MAY r>TH TO MAY 9th.
May T), Rogation Snvdcttj.—Thii day takes its

name from the Latin liogare, to ask, or beseech ;

because on the three Mib.t«quent dajs supplica-
tions were appointed by Mainmerties, bishop of
"Vienna, in the year iGU, to be oifered up with
fasting', to avert some calamities tliat had befallen
his diocese. In the besrinniu? of the sixth cen-
tury the first Council of Orleans appointed these
days to be yearly observed.
May 4, ll^O, £arl Ferrars was hanged at Ty-

burn, lor the murder ot Mr. John Johnson, his
steward.
May 5, 1821, ynpoleon Bonaparte died at St.

Helena, in the «,x.ili y_-ar o! liia cominenient.
May t;, iSil, Sir Henry I/ardinge v,&s appointed

Governor-General of Imiia
May 7, 1815, Savings' Banks proposed. On the

Clh Angtist, 1817, they were generally established.

From that period to the 20th of November, 1849,
the i(ros3 amount received ani credited, including
interest,^ was X*')9,731,7ofJ 17s. 7d. ; of which
£jt>,2jb,799 149. lid. was on account of savingi'
banks, and X3,47j,957 2s. 8d. on account of
friendly societies.

Jlay 7, 1839, Lord Melbourne announced to the
House of Peers liiat, in consequence of a division
in the Hou>e of Commons, on the 6ih, on the Ja-
maica Bill, when the majority of iMinisters wa<5
only five, they had determined to resi-^n. On the
8th Sir R. Peel received her Majesty's comniaiids
to form an administration; bul owing to the
refusal of the Queen to dismiss the laJies of her
household, on which Sir R. Peel ins.isfed, .he de-
clined the commission, and on the- lOth Lord
Melbourne wa.s reinstated.
May 7, 1843, the iitsf Monster Meeting ""%
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great meeting- of the Irish llepealers—was liehl

on the Cm rax' h of KiWare.

May 8. 1129, the French, headed by the cele-

brated Joan 0/ Aro, compelled the Eni^lish to

J-aise till- scigeof iJrieans.

May 8, 1791, Anlhomj Laiorencc Lavoisier, a
celeliraied French chemise and medical writer,

Mas beiieuded by the i^fuillotine, under the tyranny
of Robespierre, on the charge of being- a con-
ppiiator.

May S, 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte, after having-

been nearly ten years Fmpsror of the French,
landed at Klba as an exile.

Mny 9, Ascension Day—Holy Thursday.— The
day on Avhich our Saviour's ascension iS cele-

brated in the Romish Church. On this day it is

a custom, of established usage, for the ministers ot

each parish, witii the parochial otiicers and other
inhabitants of the parish, followed by the boys of

parish school, headed by their master, Lo sjo in

processiim to the dirtei-ent parish boundaricb,
whicii boundaries the boys strike wiiii peeled
willow wands that they bear in their hands; and
this is called "beating- the bounds." In some
places tho boundaries are disputed, and a slight

skirmish, generally bloodless, ensues.
May 9, lSi9, Sir Boberl Ifilson died, aged 73.

As a military orticer he digting-uished himself
during his campaign in Egypt, and other places.

He was lor some time Member of Parliament for

the Borough of Southwark.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Jane.—"Everjlhing is beautiful mi/5 season."

Ton shall have receipts for preserving and pick-

ling as the difierent articles are ready to be
picUled and preserved. At present most of them
nre in embryo.

T. HiiiiDUs D.—As far as we can judge from
the papers you have sent, those you propose will

be veiy arc;'ptalile.

"\V. Leslif..—We have long ago detected the

.gross plag-iiuy which you and others have pointed

out, Thegniity i)erso"n ought to be made asiiamcd.

, J. Z. and I'. W.—The topic you suggest is im-
portant and shall be bmne in mind.

E. Cantv.—The occupation of schoolmaster is

certainly one which greatly taxes the physical and
mental powers ; but a schoolmaster can hardly be
regarded a.« " an operative."

Gi.o. Mitchell.—Adhere .v/nciZy to the direc-

ticiii-i iriven in JN'o, 9, and you will ha.\*i palatable,

nourishing, ch(!(iphie\ix\. Make it witn the alte-

rations yuu suggest, and you will be sure to fail.

Vv'e slate this on our own experience, for nearly

two years, and on that of several of our ac-

quaintances.
An iNQUiniNG Youth.—The letters "D.C.L."

signily Doctor of Civil Laws. " Civil Law " is

that code of laws wnich evef>' nation, common-
v>'ealth,or city has established for itself.

C.—Lady Huntingdon founded Treveca College,

in Wales, and also about sixty-four chapels.

J. D. (Chelsea.)—The communi^alions we have
received in praise of the jL>rat-/iCrtZ value of the

leiteis on "Iloa!-:chokl Econjiny," are ntimerous;
but Jbr that, reason, among others, we mu«t de-

cline inserting them.

A WORKIKO Carpenter should have given us
his name. We are assured, by numerous cor-

respondents, that the letters on which he remarks
have been ins'runipntal in increasing the com-
fort of many families, including more than o.ie

located in the district of " Uethnal-green."

Whitesmith.—The earliest method of magnct-
Jr.hig a bar of hard iron or steel was by drawing it,

throuahout its whole extent, at right angles over
one of the poles of a strong mugnet ; but'thc mag-
netism thus developed is feeble, and apparently at

the extremities of the bars, or in some consecutive

points formed by peculiarities in the material of
the bar, or In the mode of operation. Du Ilainel

placed two steel bars of equal lengtli pavailal to
each other, connecting their corresponding extre-
mities by pieces of soft iron interposed; then,
taking two bundles of magnetic bars, he united
their poles of contrary name near the mkhllc; ot"

one of the steel bars, and, by inclining the bundles,
made one of them pass towards one extremity of
the other bar, the second passing in the contrary
direction, and then successively repeated the oper-
ation, wliL-n both tlie steel bars became strongly
magnetized, but witli contrary magnetisirts at the
corresponding extremities of each. ,

W. r. { iiluckburn.)—The best English ^am-
mar for beginners, Aviih which we are acquainted,
is Allen and Corn well's; Gilbert's l':agli:5h Dic-
tiiinary is the most comprehensive ot its kind,
and Spier's Fixnch Dictinnary i-s very excellent.

i The priites of these books you may learn froai
almost any bookseller.

vS. H. (Beverley.)—The Seven Wonders of tlio

World were: The Colo.ssus of Khodes ; 2, The Se-
pulchre of IShiusolus, King of Caria; 3, The ralace
of Cyrus, King of the Medes ; 4, The Pyramids of
Egypt; n, The Statue of Jupiter Olympius; (i,

Tho Tenip'c of Diana, at Ephesus ; and 7, The
w alls of JJabylon. It would be ditficult tu sajf
what are now the seven wonders of the world.

A. U. A. (Lyraington.)^-Wc have sent your sug-
gestion regarding cai'-iy niari-iages to Mrs. Martha
iMakepeace, who doubtless will lind an opportunity
o! saying something upon the subject.

S. M. (Worcester.)—Among- recent -writers on
Logic we nniy mention Archbishop Whately and
Mr. John Stuart Mill. Dr. Whately has also

published a very excellent work on Rhetowc.

A. A.—It was an institution of Chawndas,
legislator of Thurium, a city uf Magna Grwcu,
that whoever proposed a new law was obliged to

come i'lto the scnale-houso with a rope about his

neck, and remain in that situation during the de-
bate. If the law was approved he was liheiated,

if it was negatived he was iiumedjatety strangled..

It was a barbarous but efteclual means ol pre-,

venting an increase of iaws.

Brnevolvs.—We quite agr«e with the views
expressed in your letter, but us tiiey iiave already
been developed at some length in our p.,!ie», we
think a new series of articles would tie supor-
tluous.

Printed and published by John CASseitL, of Z'ib, Strand, London, and sold by all Booksellers.
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No. XVIII.—BOOKS AND READING.
Part II.

It has been said that "reading makes a full man, -writing a correct man, speaking

a ready man." Now all our operatives ought to be *'full," *^ correct," and
** ready," The capacity of the soul for receiving knowledge is endless. We could

learn and increase in wisdom and intelligence for ever. The mind is always striving

to fill itself with some kind of information. An empty head is as disagreeable as

a beer stomach. "Women, in this particular, seem to be the rivals of men. Hence
many have become regular news-earners. Their memories arc, in many cases,

li-\-ing newspapers or magazines ; and the tea-table, washing-tub, or the *' other

side" of the coimter, where the fair Herald, Chionicle, or Gazette, reads over

her record of the events of the day—the facts and the fictions of memory or

imagination—are almost enchanting. Many a shop has been attractive, many an

article sold at a high price, many a thing bought that was not wanted, and many a

fortune made, because the lady who presided over the concern was a good talker,

and always had something novel or marvellous to relate. Thousands upon
thousands of pounds have been gained by the tongue ; and all this arises from

the fact, that we are fond of constantly obtaining some sort of information, good,

bad, or indifferent.

Books arc delightful companions, because they feed our craA-ing for ideas.

Hungry people will eat almost anything, and the same is true of the mind. What
garbage the press has thrown out to the ravenous multitude ! You are shocked,

reader, that any people should receive such stuff. But the poor soids, in the

majority of cases, have nothing better ; or else have been so accustomed to subsist

upon what is gross and disgusting, that their mental dainties, to have a zest, must

be well seasoned with pollution. "We have either starved the masses, or given

them intellectual carrion ; and then we stand amazed that they exhibit so little

taste, refinement, and morality ! ITie wealthy and learned have long boasted that

they are the only persons fit to preside over literature and the schools, and have

had matters pretty well their o^^•n way for nearly six thousand years ; and now
they tell us that t/ie pcoji)Ie are simpletons, sensualists, or semi-barbarians ! Another

.six thousand years would only reiterate the same tale. Never will the matter be

mended until our working men and women take it up themselves. Heaven never

intended us to eat charity bread, nor to he brought up in charity schools, nor to

think by proxy. In the acquirement of knowledgo, as in the acqui.'^i'.ion of woaitli,

God helps them who help themselves.
6
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Last Tveck we endeavoured to shavv the importance of reading History. How^
dark antiquity must appear to tliose who neglect to study the records of foimer

days ! As they look hack, the whole is a blank—a mere nonentity ; and for all

the information, or instruction, which they derive therefrom, might as well not

have been. Like Banvard's views of the Mississippi and Ohio, history displays to

us a moving canvas of the ages and events that have passed away ; and invites us

to contemplate and consider this evanescent grandeur of nations and empires.

The pencil, or brush, of the artL<?t is nothing, when compared with the graphic pen
of the historian. Garrick's epitaph on Hogarth might be inF?cribed on the tomb of

all who, by theirmagic language, bring before oxa minds the stirring records of the

past :

—

. ::

'. r .',J i- :jV3 ; ::..:• ::i**Farevrell ! great paitiier of raankiJid,^;...- .,_f- -

vy.^-f T -• "*. Who rcfiched the noblest point of art V-^^'"
' ^' Whose pictured morals charm the mind; '-• - .- jg.>«j j/.u

"Tqr^Tn- And through the eye correct the heart.". ;rc>^^ j- ^f.^rr^j/. -

History has its " pictured morals." "WTiat are Cain, Abraham, Moses, Pharaoh,

Nebuchadnezzar, Alexander, Jezebel, Judas, Demosthenes, ?Tero, Napoleon,

Luther, Bacon, Shakspeare, Milton, CromAvell, George Tox, Franklin, and the

events of their days, but the most thrilliag *' pictured morals "which the manu-
script of-the writ^ and the letter-press of thfe pxiater j&sihibit to tli,^ e^e 9i' the

We enlarge here on this topic, because we feel assured that multitudes of our

working friends are but little aware of the mines of pleasure and profit which lie

buried in history. Novels may have their charms ; but tlie^^e is, also, a drawback
in evet^' one of them. The tale is not ta-ue; and, thterefore, liowever marvellous

and stirring, the effect is evanescent ; and, after Ihe ^excitement is goi^, we are

almost disposed to weep over the weakness that wept ovtx such sentiniental

fiction. The Claras, and Julias, and Lotharios, and Balbinos,:have n^ver been^ ;ind

rrever will he ; hence, we were touched and thrilled at something less than Jhe

fchade of a shadow. But there was a real Cain, a glorious Abraham and Moses
;

3in execrable Pharaoh, Xero, and Jefferics ; an infamxius Jezebel and Herodias ; a

true Paul and John ; a profound Bacon and Newtoa; and a philanthropic Howard.
Not only men; but nations—not merely clansf but cities and empires—have ap-

peared in almost every phase of physical, intellectual, and moral debasement, and

exaltation. Every kind of drama has been acted in oiu- world. The comedies and
tragedies of the stage are less than childr^'s toys, when compared >vith ..the feal

drollciies, biiifooneries, despotisms, and massacres of former ages. Byron says:

•
*' Truth Is always strange.

Stranger than fiction. How much would novels gsiiH b^- the exchange !"

Yes, and it is this ^* truth" that gives to narratives their deepest impoit. That
Cleopatra or Madame Roland was a veritable woman ; that Marc Antony or Br.

Franklin was in body and mind a man like ourselves ; and hence the soberness of

histoiy is more instructive and stirring than the most thiilling delineations of

romance. Tl\e latter is only a dream of the brain ; the former is a substantial

object of noonday vision. The novelist may stretcli his imagination to tlie utmost,

and paint with all the exuberance of the most fertile fancj^aud yet there is more
interest in the history of " The Dairyman's Daughter," or of^^lmost any workln

raaji, or Vvoman, taken at random, and faithfully told, thaii in the most splendli

characters of fiction. In the latter the lovers, sages, heroes and heroines, are nonenti*

tie* ; in the fomfier they are true men and women . The one consists pjf fpitfcer dryn^les
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or oreades, centaurs or satyrs., sylphs or fairies, and too often are scarcely " the

likeness of anything in heaven above, or the earth beneath, or the waters xindei the

earth;" but the other shows us our species, our own brothers and sisters, and
therefore presents living examples, whose footsteps we can follow, or unfortunate

physical or moral wrecks which we ought to shun.

Biography is one of the most interesting, branches of history ; it gives us, not

man hi the mass, but in the individual. It is a grand sight to behold a nation in.

movement, each inspiring each, and one spirit pervading the whole ; but it is not

less instructive :to dissect this mass of humanity, and view evqry member apart.

We are all i/idividuals, and have much to do alone and apart. An inanimate log

may be borne along with the flood, but it requires life to swim against the stream.

Without personal struggle and personal effort no out* can succeed ; but then we
want encouragement. Only a few " hope against hope ;" the majority of our race

need an example of previous success to induce them to enter on any enterprize.

Cohimbus, Cortes, and Pizarro are not everyday men. Happily we live in a day
when biography is rich with all that we can ask to inspire us to go forward. On
this topic, there are cheap books in abundance. What a fund of narrative, inci-

dent, and incentive for our operatives, there is in the little volunxes on " The

Pursuit of Knowledge under DiffictcUies !" Here we have, in a small compass,

ancients and moderns, Englishmen and foreigners, M'calth and poverty, youth and
age, overcoming their various obstacles, and rishig to eminence. Painters, poets,

opticians, chemists, mathematicians, and of the highest renown, have built their

own fame, and almost created out of nothing the nuitcrials and tools with which
they wrought. Shakspearo himself was a greater wonder than any of his works.

What a miserable education he must have had ! His father could not write. Ilia

books ai-e an encyclopajdia. of every thing ; and the mystery is, where did he obtain

his mental ' stores r How the man must have laboured ! He is, we had almost

said, the tinest example the world ever had of self-tuition. Boyle, and the air-

pump ; I)avy, and chemistry ; West, and painting ; Watt, and the steam engine j

Dollond and the telescope ; Arkwright, and cotton spinning ; James Brindley, and

canals ; Smith, and geology ; Hill, and languages ; Milton and Sanderson, blind ;

Demosthenes, a stammerer ; and volumes of names besides, tell us that poverty,

want of education, and opposition of every kind and degree, not only sink into

nothing before the human mind, but actually become stepping-stones to fame and

glory. Genius has rarely arrived at the Promised Land without tirst marcliing

through the Red Sea, lingering for a while in the wilderness, and crossing the

Jordan. She has been pursued by the Egyptians, refused hospitality by Edom,
and cursed by Balaam ; and yet has triumphed in spite of all !

Our readers will perceive that we enter on a hopeless task, when we attempt to

enumerate the biographies of the illustrious dead. We have mentioned a few, and

few is all we can name. Wo trust that our friends will become reviewers for

themselves, and read extensively^ on this subject. Good memoirs are abundant,

and are multiplying daily. '* The Prison World of Europe, or lafe of Howakd, by

Dixon," ought to be in eveiy one's hand. There is also the history of the late

truly noble William Allun. But we must stop, and leave our contributors to

pursue the matter. The bright and dark sides of human character, the prosperous

ind adverse events in the lives of othcts, are fraught with lessons of wisdom, and
e'^'' :o none more so than to working men and women ; especially when we see

>' ihat the greatest benefactors of our species have sprung from mechanics.
O 1}
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operatives, and labourer's. These facts tell us tji^ all may better their lot

if they will. - j.^

We must not conclude without saying that there are other histories besides

those of men, women, nations, and empires. Everything has its history. The
gnat that lives only a day, has a biography that might bring an nngeL from heaven

to read, and repay him for his journey. There is not a pebble, or a particle of

sand, but, if it had the gift of speech, could tell a tale extending through ages, to

'^
' which sages would listen with breathless attention. Bu'ds, beasts, reptUes, fishes,

and insects, present in their history volumes of thought^ interesting alike to

-children and philosophers. Vegetables, flowers, shrubs, and trees, "from the

^^' cedar of Lebanon to the hyssop that grows on the wall^" from the lofty oak, pine,

or palm, to the lowly moss, are objects of thrilling interest. Their climates, liomcs,

habits, forms, uses, missions, and so forth, give us' ideas of power, wisdom, love,

benevolence, and beauty, and show us what our world might be, if we would but

read, mark, learn, and meditate. Nor are the heavens less interesting than, the

earth. The drapery of the skies, the rainbow and aurora borealis, the moon, the

planets, the sun, the stai-s, lead us out into infinity, into the very paths of angels,

j|!
, or rather of the Deity himself. What seraph could write tlie history of Sirius

the dog-star, or of the ages that have passed under its piercing gazer In the

!Milky Way we have brilliant eyes, millions of miles distant, surveying our steps,

measuring our days, and counting our minutes ! ,,,„.,,.. .

But Ave will say no more on this subject : we only wish to remiml -our working

mb fiiends that vre live in a world of wonders ; that there are dheap books on all these
" objects of natur-al history ; and that there is no need of a snulf-box, a cigar-case, a

noggin, a tankard, a gin-palace, or a pot-house, to give us animated thoughts, or

refresh our spirits. History, in all its branches, affords an inspiration beyond them
all, and healthier for body and mind, and worth more than all the material

stimulants in the world. The tree of knowledge is now the tree of life, and has no

ohi flaming chorubim to guard its fruits. All may take, and eat, and live for everl

SONG OF THE HUMBLE.

'Jhougli lowly my cottage, and frugal its fare,

Affection, and truth, and devotion are there

;

And wlien evening arrives, and tlie day's toil is o'er,

My husband couies home, aud I bar ^p the door.

lie goes to the crib where his Uttle ones h'o,

And I know the sweet light that there beams in his eye ;

Then hu tui'us to his supper, though humble it be,

^V'i.th u kindness of heart that is heaven to me !

'd-j; I love him too well to repine at my fate—
-vaT. Frugality still keeps the dun from our gate

;

^.U\: Aud I ho])e tliat liis children may lise to repay

'JUc toils jtud tlic sorrow? that Wear him away.

__. ^^
<>h, iuliocent, upright, and pure be their ywith :

'hi-^cnr vi'iitfj ^^'^y ^^^^y '"-''^^ ^^'" '"y ^U'^" *^"''' 1^''"1"P^^ <'"^' truili

:

;,, ,/i,/. „ And wlu'U lltrcy's mihl mes>'eng<'r l>earfl nu* from lite.

£eMVfc.)T)y tftcmorytiear h« « motlier And' \\ilNi3;'*n'^rt U-iitttu,* i<t JkKxh- Cf,|
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CROMWELL AXD HIS TIMES.

•:..-:.• r: CHAPTER XIX.

'^Mt'rteihy which most threatened the dlsturbaoce of the Parliament was th!»t of Scotland, when
all m(ere8t6 were DnUed iu oppo.-icion to thi present authority in England. They had also many
who favoured their design in our mtion, as well Presbyterians as cavaliers."—Ludlow

CROMAIXLL APPOINTED CAPTAIN-GEXERAX
OF ALL THE FORCES— HIS MEMOBABLE
VICTORY AT DUNBAR—HIS POSSESSIOJT OF
EOINBLEGH CA^JTLE—UI3 JREBLKE TO THE
SCOTTISH CLERGV.

Thf, war-cry \a still to be heard. Cromwell
has leJ"t Ireland bleeding at the feet of Ireton,

his Mu-in-Iaw. Uul Scotland is in arms. The
cause will soon appear. The Scots who pro-

fessed to desire no more that to moderate the

power of the late king^, swid to complete the

triumph of then: peculiar religious principles,

when they beheld their monarh led to the pub-
lic scaffold, and Presbyt-jrianism no longer in

the ascendancy, as it had been in the English
parliament, immediately adopted measures for

proclaiming Prince Charles monarch of Scot-

land; and within twelve months after hi*

fatlier** death, were known to be actively pre-

paring an army to invade England, and sup-

port his pretensions to the crown of the three

kingdoms. If Charles had thought of ascend-
fng his native throne only, Cromwell and the
EugUt^i might have remained quiet ; but as he
aimed at the recovery of the three kingdoms the
postureof affairs became every day more alarm-
ing. TheScotshad putthem-'»elvesindirectopix>-

cHion to the commonwealth of England. They
had espoused the s&rj interests of that family
which they had declared guilty of so much
I)recious blood, and resolved to force the same

this end they had made their terms with

Prince Charles, waiting only an opportunity

as soon as they had .strengthened themselves,

by foreign assistance which they expected, to

put their design into execution—that England
would be reduced to great difficulties incident

to the keeping up of an army in expectation of
being invaded by the Scots—that the peace and
the prosperity of the country were deeply in-

volved—and that the effusion of so much
preciouit blood might be saved. But nothing
tliat was said or urged could induce him to

alter his resolution. Cromwell then proposed
that, notwithstanding the unwillingne."*fi of the
Lord Fairfax to command upon tliis occasion,

they should yet continue him to be the general
of the army; professing for himself that he
would rather choo.<e to serve under him in liis

post, than to command the greatest army in

Euroi>o. The Council of State, not approving
of this advice, appointed a committee of force

out of themselves to confer farther with the
general on so weighty business. It was Crom-
well who moved for this committee. In their in-

terview with Fairfax, they went first to prayer
that God would direct them in this basiness.

Deep were the stirrings and the devotion of
heart. 3Iuch prayer was offered ; after wluch
they proceedtfd to the matter in hand. Fairfax
ha\'ing grounded his unwillingness to invade
Scotland \x\mx the provisions of the league

upon England. The attempt to replace tl»e
|
.<kND covenant, Cromwell, with no common

youthful prince upon the throne of his fathers,
i

force, replied :

—

gave birth to a second resolution. " With
Oliver Cromwell bom a Scotchman—with a
hero king and a unanimous hero nation at his

back, it miglit have been far otherwise. With
Oliver bom Scotch, one sees not but the whole
world might have become Puritan."

To arrest the progress of the war. Parliament
resolved to send all the forces they could mus-
ter into the north, and thus save their own
country from impending calamity. Fairfax
was requested to head these troops. He pro-

fessed himself wholly averse to such a pro-

ceeJiug ; but declare<l that, in case the Scots

should attempt to invade England, he would
be ready to lay down his life in opixxsing them.
Every argument and motive was employed to

persuade him. It was represented to him that

the Scots had already declared themselves the
enemies of England—that by public protesta-

tion they had bound tliemselve* to impose that
govemmeut uihju the Euglisli wliicli the Eng-
Ubh had found it uece^^sary to abolish-'that to

" I con/ess, my lord, that if tliej- have given

ns no cause to invade them, it will not be justi-

fiable in us to do it ; and to make war upon
them without a sufficient ground, will 1^ con-

trary to that which in conscience we ought to

do, and displeasing to God and good men. But,

my lord, if they have invaded us, as your lord-

ship knows they have, shice the national cove-

nant, and contrary to it, in that action of the

Duke of Hamilton, which was by order and
authority from the Parliament of that kingdom,
and so the act of the whole nation by then-

representatives ; and if they now give us too

much cause of suspicion that they intend

another invasion upon us, joining with their

king, with whom they had made a full agree-

ment without the asseut or privity of this

commonwealth, and are very busy at this pre-

sent in rai.-'ing forces and money to carry on
their design ; if these things are not a suffieicnt

grouuil and cause for u.s to endeavour to provide

for the fialety of our own country, and to prv^
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vent the misciicd -vvhicli nn iuvasiou of the Scots

would bring upon u?, I humbly submit it to

your excellency's judgment. Tliat they have
tbrmei-ly iuvixded us, and brought a Avar into

the bowels of our country, is known to all

;

wiierciu God was pleased to bless us with suc-

cess against theui ; and that thciy now intend

a new invasion of us, I do ius really believe, and
have as good intelligence of, as we can ot any-
thing not yet actod. Therefore I say, my lord,

that upon these grounds, I think we have a
most just cause to begin, or rather to x*etum

and requite their hostility first begua upon us ;

and thereby to free our country (if God shall

be pleased to assist us, and I doubt not but he
will,) from the gi-eat misery and calamity of
ba\-ing an army of Scots witlihi our countrj'.

That there -will be a war between us I fear is

unavoidable. Your excellency v.ill soon deter-

mine, whether it is better to have this war in

the bowels of another country or our own ; and
that it svill be in one of them I think it is v/ith-

ont scruple."

The committee having failed to succeed with
Fairfax, they returned to the Council of State,

and a fomiul report of the business was agreed
to be made to Pariianient. The House then
voted Cromwell to be c3.ptain-geueral.of all

their land forces ; ordering n commission to

that eftect to be forthA\ith drawn up, and re-

ferred to the Coimcil of State, so as to hasten the
preparations for the northern expedition. This
"Was carried v.ithout opposition ; and Cromwell,
on his promotion, received the congratulations
of all classes of the people. A single exception
must be taken. Three officers of the anuy,
named Rich, Staines, and Watson, suffered

themselves to conceive such violent apprehen-
sions ofCromwell's designs, and to cherish such
mahgnaut envy and hitred of his talents and
person, as to entertain the idcaot assassinating

him. Happily the plot was discovered; and
the Council of State resolved on visiting t-ltem

with corresponding punishment. In the most
generous manner, Cromwell interposed in the r

behalf, and procured not only their pardon, but
entreated that the attempt should not be more
publicly made kno^vn. This act, which be-
spoke a true bravery, much advanced his repu-
tation and glory. Oliver Avas now the man ol

the age. " Bathed in the eternal splendors—it

is so he walks our dim earth ; this man is one of
few. He is 'projected with a tenible force out
of the eternities, and in the times and their

arenas there is nothing that can withstand
liim. It is great ; to us it is tragic ; a tiiing

that should strike us dumb ! My brave one !

thy old noble prophecy is divine ; older thuu
Hebrew David ; old as the origin of man ; and
shall, though in wider ways than thou sup-
posest, be fulfilled:"

Being now in command of all the forces of
England, he immediately inarched his troops
and entered Scotland with an aiijiy of 1 6,000

men. The command of the Scottish army was
given to Lesley, an ofucer of great exjierieuce,

wiio entrenched himself in a fortified camp
betAveen Edinburgh and Leith, taking care to

cut off everything which could serve to the sub-

sistence of the English army. Cromv.ell ad-

vanced the Scottish camp, and endeavoured by
every expedient to bring Lesley to battle. The
" canny" Scotchman knoAving that, tliough

superior in numbers, his army was much infe.

rior in military discipline to the English,

kept himself within his entrenchments. His
army daily increa.-ed both in numbers and
in courage. Cliarles himself camo to tlic

camp, and by his exertions and bravery in a
certain action, gained on the aMections of the
soldiers. The clergy became alarmed, iliey

ordered Charles immediately to leave the camp?
and after a i)rocess of purgation and se\)arat!on,

and thinking that they had an army comixysed
entirely of saints, they concluded that they could

not be beaten. Cromwell Avas in no enviaijle

position. He had no provisions but Avlfit he
received by sea, and his army Avas reduced to

great straits. Finding that his marches and
counter-marches, betAveeu his sources of supply
and the Scottish capital, had subjected Im
forces to immense loss, he determined uix)n re*

treat, Avhile retreat Avas yet in liis power. He,
therefore, drcAV o.T his remaining forces—
scarcely nuTiibering 12,000 men—toward**

Dunbar, where he shipped his heavy baggage
and the sick. Tiie Scots army had, meanwhile',

increased to 2 7,000 men ; and foiloAving him in

all the elation of anticipated triumph, thougiit

they had Cronivveli Avliolly in their poAver.

Tiiey fell upon his rear-guard of hoi"se in the
night ; and having the advantage of a clear

moon, beat them up to the rear-guard of the
foot. This attack, coming somewhat suddenly
upon Ci-omAvell's army, put his troops into

temporary disorder ; but a thick cloud inter-

posing at that ver}' moment, and intercepting

the light of the moon for nearly an hour, his

men took tiie opportunity of securing them-
selves, and no doubt Avould have made their

retreat to England, but the enemy had possessed

the;nselves of all the passes, and there Avas no
Avay left but to yield themselves i)risoners, or

fight upon most imequal and disadvantageous

terms. In this extremity a coimeil ol Avar was
called ; and, after some debate, it Avas agreed to

fall upon the enemy the next morning, about

an hour before day. The several regim nts

were ordered to their respective posts. On the

night preceding the memorable engagement,
whde the Scots yet hovered uiK>n the hills like

a thick cloud, menacing nothing bus ruiii and
destruction, he called liis i>rincipal oiliccrs to-

gether, and gave general instructions to his

army to seek the Lord by prayer. Mucli of the

night Avas spent in deep intercession. He iht-n

bade them all take heart, lor God had ceitainly

heard ihew, an«l Avould appear lor then*.
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3Iorning dawned upon thoir vision. Itrevewled

the fact that Lesley and liis aimy lay encamped
on the heights of Lammermuir, a range ot i)ill8

Avliich overlooks the to\vn of Dunbar. IS'^o

position could have been more advantaxeoiii?.

TJiis intrejrid yet cautious officer was induced

to descend into tlie i>liun, with a view of attav'.k-

ing the English in tlieir retreat. Cromwell,

looking through a glass, saw the enemy'scamp
in motion, and gave orders immediately for an

attack. He and his army ruahed mto the

thickest of the fight. " Tiisi Covi.nant 1 Im
Covr.NANx!" wii3 tlie slun'.t which lilled the

air, R.^ it rotjc from tlie thou.-iand thousand
voices of the Scots- '* The Lora> or Hosts !

The Lord of Hosts '
' eciioed Cromwell and

lii.s true-hearted soldiers. Tlie ScoU, though
double in number to the Knglish, were ?oon j.ut

to liiglit, and pursued, wiili great slaughter.

The cliief, if not the only, resistance was made
by one regiment of Highianders—a portion of

thooirmy which was least iufecttd With fanati-

JiCism. But two of Ol.vtr's regiments of loot

that were in the van beliaved tlKiuselves With
iiuch bravery tliat tiiey not only austained the

cliarge of the enemy's horse, but beat them back
Uix>u tlieir loot, and, following tliem close, forced

botli horse and foot to ret eut up the iiili, from
which they ha I ventured to make the attick.

'J'ho Ixidy of the enemy, hnding their van-guard
which cunsisttHl of tlu;lr choicest men, thus
thrown l>ack upon them, began to shift lor

thems Ives, in the eflurt to do wliicii tney fell

into sucli precipitation and disorder, that few
of them dared to look behind them. "Almost
from the lirst clash of t:.e hostile weapons, it

bceame apparent to wh c'l side the victory

would incline. Never did Cromwell nijre

enthusiasticalli', ajid yet more calmly, evert
liim elf; never, with his sliglit'y-silvered locks,

and piercing lookw of stern comi)osure, <li I Jie

appear so like the ancient genius of war, ios.s

conte diug for an uncertaui triumph, than
assuring it to every soldier of the little band, in

wliose every hireast iiis energies expanded. In
tlie thick of the li.ht, the sun then rising in

in;!jesty from the sea, he sezed upon his sppear-
ance Avith a poet's feeling, united with an in-

tense conviction of tlie presence and favour
of the God of Battl .«, crymg aloud, ' Now let

Cod arise, and his enemies shall be scattered 1

'

And, in truth, vain were all the advantages
which tlie Scots derived from their numbers,
and the pouring of their masses down, wliile

the English had to toil and light their way up,
the steep hills of tliis bloody contest '' Iso vic-

tory could have been more complete. About
three thousand of the enemy were slain, and
nine thousand taken prisoners. All llieir bag-
gage, urma, artiliery, and ammunition fJl into
th;; hands of the English. Cromwell pursued
liis advantag ;, and took possession ot Iklinburgh
and Leith. Never liad Cromwe 1 obt^iiiL-d

Buch a triumph. The successful issue of the

battle detei-niined " that in military action

nothing can supply the place of discipline and
exi)erieiice ; and that in ]>rescnce of real danger,

where men are not accu.stoined to it, the fumes
of enthusiasm presently dissipate and lose their

iuilaence."

After he had achieved tliis signal victory,

Cromwell wrote to the Parliament in the fol-

lowing terms :
—

'• Tiius you have the prospect of one of the

most signal mercies God hatli done for Eng-
land and His people in the war ; and novv'iaay

it please you to give me the leave of a few
v/ords. It is easy to say the Lord hath done tlii.s.

It would do you good to see and hear our poor

foot going up and down, making tlieir boast of

God. But, .Sir, it's in your hands, and, by these

eminent mercies, God puts it more into yonr
hands to give glory to Him ; to improve your

pov/er and His blessings, to His jn-aise. VTe
that serve you, beg of you not to own us, but

God alone. 'We pray you own His people more

;

fur they arc chariots and horsemen, of Israel.

Di.sown yourselve.s, but ovrn your authority,

and improve it to curb the proud and tiie inso-

lent, sucli a.s would <bsturb the tranquillity of
England, though under what speciouo pretences

soever. Helieve the oppressed; hear the groahfi

of [Ktor prisoners in Engl.'iud. Be pleased to

reform tlie abuses of all professions; and if

there be anj' one tliat makes many poor to

m.ike a few rich, that suits not a commonwealth.
If He who strengthens your servants to light,

please to give you hearrs to set upon these

things, in order to His glory, and the glory of

your commonwealth ; then, besides the benefit

England iliall feel thereby, you shall siiine

forth to other nations, who shall emulate the
glory of such a pattern, and througli tlie power
of God, turn in to the like !

" Tiiese ure our desires. And that you may
have liberty and opportimity to do these things,

and not to be hindered, we have been, and
sht.ll he (by God's assistance) willing to venture
our Jives ; and will not desire you should be
precipitated by importunities, from your care

of safety and preservation ; but that the doing
of these good things may have their place

amongst those wiiich concern wellbeing, and so

be wrought in their time and order
" iSince we came into Scotland, it hath been

our desire and longing to have iivoided blood in

this bu.siness, by roa.son that God hath a peop'e
here fuaring His name, though deceived. And
to that end have we oflered much love unto
such, in the bowels of Christ ; and concerning
the ti-uth of our heai'ts therein, have we ap-

I)ealed unto the Lord. The ministers of Scot-

land liave hindered the passage of these thinga

to the hearts of those to whom we intended
them. And now we hear, that not only the

deceived jieople, but some of the minis'ers have
also fallen in tIii.^balUe. This is the great hand
of the Lord, and worth/ of the consideration of
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all those who take into their liands the instru-

ments of a foolish shepherd—to wit, meddling
with worldly politics, and mixtures of earthly

powers, to set up that which they call the
kingdom of Christ, which is neither it, nor, if it

were it, would such means be found effectual to

that end ; and neglect, or trust not to, the word
of God, the sword of the Sph'it, which is alone

powerful and able for the setting up of that

kingdom ; and, when trusted to, will be found
effectually able to that end, and will also do it

!

This is humbly offered for their sakes who
have lately too much tm'ned aside, that they
might return again to preach Jesus Christ, ac-

cording to the simplicity of the Gospel; and
then no donbt they will discern and find your
protection and encouragement."

Previous to the battle, the Scottish clergy had
wrestled night and d.iy in ijrayer, and they
dreamed that the victory must lie on their side.

It was a day-dream ! They professed to have
received special revelations from heaven, and
that Cromwell and his heretical army had been
delivered into their hands. Oliver, without
any such revelation, saw otherwise ; and after

the victory, he took up his pen against these

high-minded ecclesiastics. His utterances nve
" from the innermost temple of the human soul

—intimations still creditable of what a human
soul does mean when it believes in the

Highest. The hapless generation that now
reads these words, ought to hold its peace when
it has read them, and sink into unutterable re-

flections, not unmixed with tears, and some
substitute for sackcloth and ashes if it liked. In
its poor canting, sniffling, flimsy, vocabulary,
there is no word that can make any response to

them. This man has a living God-inspired
soul in him, not an enchanted artificial substi-

tute for salt as our fashion is."

In writing to the Governor of Edinburgh
Castle, he says: "The mhiisters in England
are supported, and have liberty to preach the
gospel, though not to rail, nor, under pretence
thereof, to overtop tlie civil power, or debase it

as they please. No man hath been troubled in

P^ngland or Ireland for preaching the gospel

;

nor has any minister been molested in Scot-
land, since the coming of the army hither. Tiie

speaking truth becomes the ministers of Clirist.

" When ministers pretend to a glorious re-

formation, and lay the foundations thereof in

getting to themselves worldly power, and can
make worldly mixtures to accomplish tlie same
—such as their Inte agreement Mith tlieir king
—^and hope by him to carry on their design,

they may know that the 8ion jjromised will not
be built with such untempered mortar."
A few days after this he wrote again ; and in

this communication we find him retorting on
the clergy tlieir favourite argument of Provi-
dence, and asking them whether the Lord had
not declared against them ? He insisted that

the appeal l.ftd been made to Gpd in the most

express and solemn manner, and that in the
fields of Dunbar an irrevocable decision had
been awarded in favour of the English army.
His words flash from his soul like lightning
from the bosom of the cloud, '• You say you
have not so learned Christ as to hang the
equity of your cause upon events. We, for our
pai't, could wish blindness had not been upon
your eyes to all those marvellous dispensations

which God hath lately wrought in England.
But did you not solemnly appeal and pray?
Ditl not we do so, too ? And ought not you
and we to think, with fear and trembling, of

the hand of the great God, in this mighty and
strange appearance of His, instead of slightly

calling it an event ? Were not both you and
our expectations renewed from time to time,

whilst we waited upon God, to see which way
He would manliest himself upon our appeals ?

And shall -we, after all these our prayers, fast-

ings, tears, expectations, and solemn appeals,

call these bare events ? The Lord pity you

!

" Surely we, for our part, fear, because it

hath been a merciful and gracious deliverance

to us. I beseech you, in the bowels of Clirist,

search after the mind of the Lord in it towards
you ; and we shall help you by our prayers,

that you may find it out : for yet (if we know
our hearts at all) our bowels do, in Christ Jesus,

yearn after the godly in Scotland. We know
there are stumbling-blocks wliich hinder you.

The personal prejudices you have taken up
againit us and our ways, wherein we cannot
but think some occasion has been given, and
for whicli we mourn ; the apprehensions you
have that we have hindered the glorious Ite-

formatiou you think you were upon ; I am
persuaded these, and such like, bind you up
from an uuderstandmg and yielding to the

mind of God, in this great day of His power
and visitation. And, if I be rightly informed,

the late blow you received is attributed to pro-

fane counsels and conduct, and mixtures, in

your army, and such like. The natural man
will not find out the cause. Look up to the

Lord, that He may tell it you."

From Dunbar Cromwell now advanced to

Edinburgh. Part of the Scotcli army had
retired into the castle. The ministers of the

city also had taken refuge in the same fortress.

Cromwell gave them unfettered liberty to

come down and preach to their respective

flocks. They persisted in their determination

to remain in the castle. It was, therefore, re-

solved to excavate the immense rocks on which

that fortress stands, and blow it into the air.

While tlie Derbyshire miners were toiling

below, the miuister^i sat quietly above. Crom-
well summoned the governor to .sun-entlcr.

He hesitated. He Avas in a strait betwixt

two. After a good deal of parleying and
delay, he agreed to capitulate.

Tliese ecclesiastics I How anomalorts i3

their line of action ! M^iu who. from the vcr^
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principles of that Ciiriytianity which they pro-

fess, and whose lessons of faith and freedom
they are set apart to inculcate and enforce,

are but too often found in oppo?*itioa to the

popular interest. The Bible is the bo<>k of the

people, Christianity contemplates the masses.

With the progress of the reMgion of Jesus must
come the raign of freedom. It proclaims
liberty to the captive. It promises to emanci-
pate mind, and lift it np. Those who teach

«uch a religion should breathe its npirit.

They should sjinpathize with the oppree?ed
and the t^odden-do^^^l everywhere. Whatever
may be the condition of any portion of the
race, it is not to be overlooked that it i<tands

ilentified with our common humanity. As
Bums has beautifully taught txs to sing—

** Wbat though ou hamelyfare we dine,
Wear hiyldin' grey, and 'a that;

Gie tools their silk*;, and knares their wine, I

A man 's a man for a' that.

For a' that and a' that.

Their tineel show and a' that

;

The honeet man, though e'er sae poor.
Is king o' vn^n for a' that.

" Then let us pray that come it may.
As come it will (or a* that.

That gens'j and worth, o'er a* the earth.
May t>ear the gree, and a' that.

For a' that, and a' that.

It's comin' yet for a' that.

That man to man, the warld o'er,

Shall brothers be for a* that."

It is not Christianity that is inimical to tho
freedom and the brotherbood of man. It is

when men get warped in their judgment, and
narrowed in their views, by human systems,

that they become intolerant and despotic.

Humanity has long been struggling to burst

its bonds. The hour of its predicted freedom
will soon strike.

PATRICK O'BRIEX.

A TALE OF HUMBLE LITE.
Bt H. Hastings Weld.

CHAPTER II.

2soa.vi£ was satisfied. Tltere is no denying
that. But how wa.s Paddy to satisfy his father
and mother and Ellen? How was he to ex-
plain to the little O'Briens that they were
gciag to America, and Brother Patrick was to

remain behind? Xerer was a worse day's
work done for Xorah's father than Patrick's

that day, we are very sure. ^Never was a poor
fellow so dissatisfied wnth himself A few days
before, all seemed to promise to falsify the
a<lage, that the course of true love never did

. run smooth. An«I now never was stream so

rafOcd.
" 'Tis but a word and all's over," he said to

himself, as he turned hi? head homeward the
next evening, prepared to face the worst. But
liis fears wliispered that there would be more
than one word or two. and those high ones

;

Hnd by the time he had reached his father's

door, all his courage was gone again. When
he entered he found the good wife there who
liad the son over sea. She was fully installed

as one of the council, ahice she also had resolved

upon crojwiag the water. All the various
items and charges of the voyage were calcu-

lated, and Paddy was counted as one of the
party—not without lamentations, which he
annvcd in sea-son to hear, that he had grown
too tall to be counted as one of the " childher."

It \\-u.A a dt.sperate ca-^e, and there was
notlxlng for it but desperate courage. "Mother,"
said Patrick, "and fkther, and Ellen, and you

childher, you've pushed the thing so far that
you drive me to tell you all, once and for ever,
that I cannot go !

"

Patrick senior let his pipe fall with astonish-
ment. The mother turned pale wth sorrow
and displeasure. Ellen arose, and going to
Patricks fade—he had,not taken a seat—drew
him out of doors. They walked a few steps
from the house in silence, and reaching a tree
paased there. Patrick folded his arms, and
leaning against it, bowed his head, and stood
in troubled silence. Ellen placed her hands
upon his. and never a word was spoken till,

when she felt her brother's hot tears fall upon
her hand, she cried :

" Sure, Paddy, you are not going to leave us
now !" And she fell upon his neck and cltmg
to him with the evidences of earnest and fran-
tic affection.

* Indeed, indeed, Ellen darling, it is you that
leave me. It is you that go away from the
land where God has been good to us, to seek a
new home and new friends over sea. I cannot
go there with you, Ellen ; indeed I cant."

" And what will this land be to you, Paddy
dear, but a land of strangers—no mother, no
father, no sister nor brother in it ? Where 'U
be the henrtlt ride that you '11 find a home
at ? Come, brother, with the rest of us, where
father will lift up his head again and mother
be happy !

"

*' Amen to their happioess, £^Uen, and yours
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too. Go your v.'ays -ivithoirt me. Sure I 've

given my word ou it, and iiuist tarry to t:i]\.e

cure of ray ciicn home, sister dear."
" Is it that you iiie.ui

!

" cried Ellen, starting

bivck indigniXnt. " And shall v/e plough the

£cas while you ciing to her apron-string ! "Will

you be a.s easy in your uudutiful bed,M-hile the

mother thrit bore you is tossed ou tlie ocean,

and the sifter that toiled for you is down, down
in the deep sea, maybe? Oh, i'atrick ! by the

days of }uur vrc-e, woe childhood, coins along
with as iioW. Is it thuj, sellish tis you are, that

you lose all nuturttl afi'cciion ? Did ut the
clargy tell us, only bunday was a week, to

honour father and mother?"
** Xhrue for you, EUen. But who would ba

our father aud niotlier, if our f.ither had not
left his fatht;v and niothw to clave to his wife ?

Oh, go along witli you. Ellen, to break my
heart so, and my word of words given to Norah
that I will stay with her aud cherish her— for

better for worse !

"

Ellen said no more. Patrick did not re-

enter the house, but in-oceeded home^vard—to

the place which was now doubly home to h'm,
since the home of his chiidhood was about to

bo broken up. But the efforts of his mother to

change his determination did not cease, and
many a half-altercation he had witii liis family
ifl his now frequent visits. Still, though
strongly tempted to yield, he never would give

full eou>ent, and the sight of Norah reassured

him in his resistance. The few weeks that re-

mained between the fixing upon the purpose of
emgration and tlie day of departure were a
Irn'g, long time to Patrick, and a season of sad
trouble ; and he could not speak with freedom
to any of his distress. JSTorah was h)gh--pirited,

and the bare suspicion of the manner in which
her name was bandied, and her love for Patrick

hH but cursed at the house of liis father, Vv'ould

h?-ve led her to forbid Patrick ever to sp:ak on
the subject to her again. "With slow reluctance
the family gave way to Patrick's re-olute de-

termination, and ceasing unkind rejiroaches,

loaded him with tendernesss that much more
aflected his detenuined spirit. The day of part-
ing came at lavt, and Korah herself proposed
that she should accompany her betrothed to

take leave of his kindred. It was a dangerous
thin^ for him to suffer, PatnCk i n w ; but how
could he a-\-oid it ? And Avhat v.ould he hare
thought of her, too, had she not pro])osed it ?

Unmixed and bitter was the grief with wJiich
Patrick's kindred took leave of him to com-
mence their long journey. 'I'hey sorrowed as

persons who should see his face no more ; and,
without extravagance or ]iyi)-;rl)ols, th3 passion
of grief which they felt and exhibited niay be
termed hoar! -rending. Scarce a v.ord did they
give to Norah. Tlie mother looked ou her
a!mo-!t with aversion, and tlie father scarce

heeded her presenc;- at all. Ellen only said

:

" Cherish him, Noruh—love him, for you see

what he foregoes for you. (iod forgive him if

he is wrong, and me if he is ri.-.dit."

They vvx-re gone. Xoi-ah th.ouglit it v."is but
natural, at fir.^t, that i'atrick slioukl be sad,

for the interview which she had witnessed

I

made her uiihajipy too. But she was not v.'cU

j

pleased that his gloom continued. "Weeks and
I months passed, and still Patrick liad not re-

j

suined his former light-lieartedncss. J<or did
there appear any indication of its return to

I him. 'the wedding-day, to wliich he once
looked forward with continual expectation,

and of which, at one time, lie daily spoke, ho
now seemed to dread, and scarcely mentioned.
And when he did speak of ir, it was Avith a
forced appearance of interest. iXorah was
olfended at hi-; coolness, and as he did not
press, as formerly, a positive and early date,

you may be sure that she did not increase in

impatience for the nuptuals to which Patrick
appeared to be growing daily more indilTereut.

lie thought her ungrateful that she did not
duly estimate the sacrifice he had made for

her ; and she considered him weak-minded
that lie had over-estimated his afiection for

her, and undervalued his own kin, and was
now repenting. Patrick was indeed moi"e

miserable than he had ever been in his life

before. Not a vrord had he heard from his

connexions in many long months ; and what
Ellen said to him under the tree before his

fathei-'s door now haunted him - " Shall we
plough the seas while you cling to her aprou-
strings ? "NVill you be easy in your bed, when
the mother th;!t loves you is tt>ssed ou the sea,

and the sister that toiled for you is drowned?"
By day these words haunted him, and by night
his mother and sister rose out of the sea to

come to his bedside. And truly, wlieii he
waked in cold pei-spiration of terror from thcfj^

visions, it Avas hard to persuade him that they
Avere not true, rnd tiiat the .'.ea had not verily

given up its dead to reproach him.
" JS'^orah, dear," he said, at length, one even-

ing, as they sat alone, " my Ir.jurt is broke, so

it is."

She answered Avith a look in Aviiich deep
sorrow mingled v. ith all her old afiection. Isor

did she re.-ist Aviienhe drcAv her lo his side, aud
placed her head against his bo^om. He felt

that he could not say Avhat he must Avheu he;-

eyes met his. !^o she nestled lovingly to him
Avhile he sat long in silence. Siie guessed, but
AA'ould not ask, Avhat he Avished to say, aud at

length he continue<l

:

" Eveiy morning Avhen I Avake it is to hear
Avhat they said to me, when I Avouldnt go with
them. And every night when I lie down, suj'c

the clatter of tiiat leaA'c-taking drives sleep

aAvay. And Avhen the eye:- shut for \ eiy Aveari-

ness, and I have cried myself into a troubled

slunber, it is no rest. Sometimes niy mother
comes to me, Xorah, aud sometimes my sister.

1 Know that they couic ffviu the dce|>, deep
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SCSI, for tlicy are all cLi'ipping wet. Xcver a

vorfl do tJK^y j:ay with their luoutlis, but their

eyes, Xorah. God save us, what was tliat ?"

Noriih had ciius^ht his contagious horror, and
clunj? clo.^cr to hijn as they both sliivcred with
ti^vror. It was iiiauy niiautos before Patrick

coui.l rcsuiTKf his naiTutive, but after a trembling
pause he proceeded :

•' They come to me, Xorah, aiul f knoio it's

tlicm. NV'heu I w;iUe, doii"t I feel the cold

AViitiT of the soj, chiliin;? my temples' The
?;iint-; save U3, Xorah, from .suf.h visitoi-s to our
bridal bed I Y'ou think nie changed, and tliat

my lieart is turned, and my manner is unkind

—

but, Xorah dear, what will I do, what can I

do?"
"It's «11 your sick fancy, ratrick— and

maybe your conscience is not easy," said Xo-
lah, shaking off the spectral influence of
Paddy's dreams. " ii ti all your own nolioii,

Paddy dear. Your mother and all of thean aro
well aijid happy, barring that rhcy feel the lo.^s

ot yuii as much as you do their absence. And
I know tlieir consciences are not ea.sy, Patiick,

for tlie haixl words they said to you mu.^t Icitve

a deep wouml in their own hearts. You must
go to tkem, Patrick."

'• What, Xorah ! and leave you? '

"And why not? Sure, Paddy dear, you're
not worth a body's having now, and that'.s the

,;trut^i, .You are not the same lad that you
Wfrv at all ; an<l what will I do witli such a
jnau ? It'.< a ion;; lane that has no turn, and
all will cpme light by-and-'oy."

" Xorah ! ''

" AVell :

•

" Vroiddn't you go with me too ?
"

" .Sure I thought you'd be asking that, Pa-
trick. MUen said you were sjlfi-h ; and wasn't
^t the truth she »>aid ? ^ViH you change, the
luad from your heart to mine ? Haven't I a
f.iihor ami niotlier, and si.sters too? \Vili I

give them jip and go away, because you can't
give yours up? It isn't reason, Patrick."

In vain did our hero .strive to alter X^orali's

determination. Her argumf;nt.s wore unan-
sv.-erablo, and he wa.«« fain to submit. After
many days' irresolution he resolved, but still

notwitiiout doubts and misgivings, tc follow hi*;

parents to America. The resolution was taken,
tlie sp"ctrnl appearances wliich had snnoycd
Jiim ci'Mscd. Ho was half-temj)tc 1 to retreat
from Ids purpose, but Xorah gave him no
encouragement, and liis nocturnal visitors

threatened to lenew their visits ; eo that he
ViA^ fain t-) adhere to his resolve, and take a
Pteerago i)rts.sage t) llie great oilrcpot of the
X^ew AYorld—Xew York.

Groat wai his iimay.;Mnent upon arriving there
to fmd that it wa.* a phice so large, and one of
many huge places ; and tliat to inquire Ibr his
family tliere, was of ao little utility as it would
b(! to ask for hi.s master'.'* dog in Dublin. It
wa.s a .sad trial to Patnck that he Jiad come to

a str.iugc land, he verily believed, to no p«r-

p()..-L'. But it was necessary for him to do it, or
.starve; and, linding employment, he worked,
with a heavy heart, it i.s true, but not Avithout

hope. Chance—or we should better say Pro-
vidence—directed him to a priest, to whom lie

related hi3 dithcult position and almost ex-
tinguished hopes. Tlie kind fattier wa.s .struck

with his tale, and, after a moment's ponder-
ing, referred to his record of priestly acts, and,
sure enough, there he found the naine of E^ll^
O'Brien— O'Brien no longer !

" Mighty easy it was, then, for her to come
over," shouted Pat, forgetting his revei-euce.
" Fine talk hers to me ubout selfishness, and
fli-owning, and all that. Very pleasant it was,
no doubt of it, to wiile and read tljcm long
letters. But it hag given me the lir.st trace of
them, anyhow, and that's something."
With tills clue the jiersevcring young Irisli-

nian was not long in tracing tlie party to their

late 8topping-ylace

—

InU', lor tliey were there

no longer. He followed to Albany, and there
again j{)^t the scent : f.-r a party of poor emi-
grants is not so easily foUowe.l. Again he
heard of them in Bufi'alo—away, it seemed to

him, at the verge of tiie world ; and again he
pursued.

" Sure he would find them now," he said,
" if it was only to have a ily at that traitpr,

Ellen — Go.l bless her!"
In Buffalo he wt-s ouce more disappointed,

for from Buludo they iiad flitted aho. " It's

the Wandering J*;v>- Eilen has married, no
doutjf ," he said, '• to lead me this dance ; and
she to rate nic sol Wait till I find them once
more."

Time woidd be unprofitably spent in tracing
all poor Patrick's journeyingrf, including man/
au excursion (jom the mam route. Wherever
the sinews of his countrymen were busy upon
public works and other enterprises, in whioh
the labour of the sturdy Iliberniiui is found so

valuable, there Patrick wandered ; and patient

perseverance at la.st was jewarded. He hati

traced out au inpromptu village on a raJl-road

track, where the deivers had put up cabiin
which they wouhl be sorry to leave. As liet

looked curiously through tlie little settlement,

he was eturdod to heai- hi.s own name shouted,
and in a moment more one of his many bro-

thers had him by the neck, with a hug as

stitling as if he had taken lessons in the new
country of one of tho.se undisputed natives-^
the black bear.

Patrick liud much ado to stop hi.s brother's

clamour, that he might surprise the oihers.

AxiiX he v.'as a.^toni.-he(l, moreover, to find litrl^

Plielim, for he it was, with a .Sunday face on
in the middle of the week, I'his mystery was
solved wlien they reached tlic .cabin, lor there

was a gaihering in honour of tha tir.it Patrick

of the nevv' generation, who had that day, dur-

ing the priest's visit in his round on the works
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been first empowered to answer his name like

a Christian.
" It's this you were up to, is it ? " shouted

Patrick, bursting upon them. " I thought it

wasn't to make Phelim a president, and Michael

a djuke, that you come over !

"

Tears, shouts of laughter, frolic, pathos,

poetry, and prose most unadorned, made up the

delightful melange at that unexpected meeting.

Patrick found that his family had, indeed,

made a happy change. There Avas no gain-

saying that. And he himself experienced no
difficulty in procuring employment ; but he was
far from being so well content as the others.

He wrote to Norah upon his arrival at New
York, and again when he had found his father

and mother ; and he wanted sadly to invite her

to join him in America. But for the same rea-

son that he did not return to Ireland he dared

not ask her to come over ; for if he could not

leave his friends how could she hers? He
would have gone •' home," as he persisted in

calling it ; but, strange to say, Ellen was not
in the least humbled in her exactions by the

fact of her own marriage. She loved Pat.

better than anybody in this world, her own
husband and her own child not excepted, and
it was with a feeling of wrong that she heard
or thought of his loving any one else, or being
beloved by any

Sad news began now to come from the old

country. The O'Briens had no letters ; but
others had, and the newspapers were full of

the dreadful destitution and the deaths from
starvation in Ireland. Now iX)or Patrick was
worse afliicted than he had been by separation

from his parents. Tidmgs came of starvation

and death in houses the inhabitants of which
he knewwere wealthier far than Norah's father

;

and he feared and dreaded that she might even
want for a bit of bread, while he rolled in

plenty. Had he pursued his own inclination

he would have posted back, but Ellen said,

" Dont think of such a thing ! Is it mad you
are ? "When there's ijeople dying there of
hunger, will you go snatch the bi*ead from
their mouths ? Or Avill you go ' home,' as you
call it, and feed the three kingdoms from your
own pocket?" Patrick was hurt, and he
thought, of the two, Norah was far the better

comlbrter.*****
Deep indeed was the distress that rested

upon unhappy Ireland. And Patrick's fears

for his friends at home were but too well
founded. Sickness and famine invaded the
district in which Patrick was born ; and though
hifj old master at first was bountiful to those
around him, stern necessity at last brought itt

admonition that he must hold his hand. There
is distre.ss that opens the heart ; but when it

comes to dividing your living with your neigh-

bour, to become at last fellow in his nce<l, the

instinct of self-i)re«>ervation chills charity.

Nevertheless, the good fai'mer gave — and
gave a day too long \ for the time came when
he could count his own scanty provision in

food and in purse. Impoverished, he learned

at last to suffer and to sicken. He buried
his wife out of liis sight, and his children

sunk one after another into the grave. He de-
nied himself bread to feed his famishing family
— almost rejoicing, while the dead lay un-
buried in his house, that with the release of
child after child, the need of food and the wail
of hunger diminished. And now, at last,

Norah and himself only remained of all that
happy household ; and they had but to prepare
their last food and to die. The immense de-

mand which had been made upon the charit-

able had proved too great for the supply ; aiid

men had ceased at last to think it^a strange
thing that people died of hunger. '

.^^;- ^

Often did Norah think in her distress of him
who was now far away. And heartily she re-

joiced for his sake that he had not remained to

add another claimant on the public charity,—to
the thousands who pleaded unavailing for it.

But it was sad to think that he must one day
hear that her he loved had sunk into the grave,
the last of her house, for to death she firmly
looked as the only hope of release from sufler-

ing.

A footstep broke the silence ; but it hardly
disturbed her revery. It was the kind eccle-

siastic who had been present at tlie death of
her mother and her brothers—who had seen
her sister's eyes closed, and to whom she her-

self looked, at no distant day, for the last

offices af the chiu-ch. His frequent visits had
become part of her daily experience, but she
saw now that lu.s face wore something more
than the usual calm expi*ession. Slie looked
up inquiringly, and he placed in her.hand^ a.

letter, addressed to his care for her. ^, ^ . ,^.,., ,7

She knew the handwriting, and could scarce

command firmne?s <o break the many seals and
wafers with Avhich over-caution had secured the
letter. It was from Patrick, and inclosed moie
money than she had before seen for many
weeks. " Now, God be praised," she cried,
" my father shall find comfort again !"

'• He has found it, daughter," said the priest

in a solemn voice from the bedside. Norah
hurried there, to receive, in the last faint smile,

a father's inaudible blessing.

Need we say that the good priest gave No-
rah «)und advice : to wit, that the money
which she had received were better expended
in fmding her way to Patrick, than protracting

a weary existence in the place now so sad to

her. Ellen's wclconie wan not the least heai-ty

which Norah received ; and all agree tltat there

was a Providence in the eyeuts which guided
Patrick before her to America. Norah is

cherished as one of the "childher; "and Mra.
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O'Brien insists that her mistake at the bedside

years before was only a bit of prophecy, for her
heart always yearned to NoraU a^j one of her

own. All are well pleai?ed; and though a

shade of sorrow for her kindred is habitual to

the countenance of Mrs. Norah O'Brien, it adds
to the sweetuesw of its expression, and is a bet-

ter look, in its resignation, than one of discon-

tent or of vacuitv.

As to the young cou.sins in the neighbour-

hood, we leave their Htatistics to the next

census. They have proved jewels of comfort

to Grandfather Patrick, who, though luile

infirm, is still useful to " mind the cliildher ;

"

while Mrs. O'Brien, the grandmother, \ii\jouTi,

like SisjT)hus, to keep little feet in hose, with

no hope that her work will ever cease wliile

her breath lasts, or her fingers can ply a needle.

JAMES WATT.~No. I.

The no less interesting than remarkable
subject of this sketch, James Watt, was
born at Greenock, in Scotland, on the 9th

of January, 1736. So delicate was his con-
stitution, even from his birth, that little hope
was cherished of his attaining to manhood.
To his mother he was indebted for his first

lessons in reading, and to his father for those

of writing and arithmetic. He was subse-
quently sent to the grammar-school of his

native place, but his attendance was inter-

rupted by frequent attacks of illness. Com-
pelled to pass a large portion of the year in

his chamber, he still cultivated his mind
assiduously in every interval of sufteriuj;

;

and there was the promise in what he did

accomplish, of no ordinary achievements, if

his physical strength should become in any
degree proportionate to his intellectual

energy.
Observing that the tendency of his son's

mind was to mathematical studies, Mr.
Watt provided him Avith the means of pro-

secuting his experiments, imposing no re-

strictions but those which prudence required.

It wa.s no uncommon tiling for this child,

when only six years of age, to be found
stretched on the hearth, tracing with chalk
various lines of angles. A friend, miscon-
ceiving his character and employment, on
one occcasion asked Mr. Watt how he could
permit his son to trifle away his time ? Mr.
Watt replied, *' You judge too hastily ; be-

fore you condemn, you should ascertain

what the child is doing." The visitor then
discovered that little James was engaged in

solving a problem of Euclid !

His turn was, however, not only mathe-
matical but mechanical. On his father

giving him some tools, he handled them
most dexterously, taking to pieces and
putting together again all the children's

toy$ he could collect, and spending much
time in constructing new ones. He after-

wards made a small electrical machine, and
amused his Utile friends, when able to enjoy
their company, by its shocks and its sparks, i

An amusing incident is recorded of his

aunt, Mrs. Muirhead, with whom he was
sitting one evening at the tea-table, thus
addressing him :

•' James Watt ! I never
saw such an idle boy ; take a book, and era-
ploy yourself xisefully ; for the last hour
you have not spoken one word, but taken
off the lid of that kettle and put it on
again, holding now a cup, and now a silver

spoon; watching how the steam rises from
the spout, and catching and connecting tlip

drops it falls into ; arc you not ashamed Qf
spending your time in this way?" Mrs.
Muirhead, like the rest of her race, had no
power of anticipating the movements of
that child in after-days, or she would have
regarded the experiments in which he was
now engaged with very different feelings.

His powers of communication, in early
life, appear also to have been of no com-
mon order. A friend of his mother, with
whom he had been on a visit of a few weeks
in Glasgow, requested Mrs. Watt to take
back her son, stating that .she could no
longer endure the excitement he constantly
kept up by the relation of striking tales,

which, whether humorous or pathetic, she
described as alike overpowering in effect

;

keeping not only herself but her fainily in

breathless expectation, and often to a very
protracted hour.
He might well communicate large'y, wlio

was always adding to his stores of informa-
tion. AVliatever he saw supplied him with
fresh materials of thought and remark.
His taste for the beautiful and sublime in
nature was as fully developed as tliat for

the mo«Jt profound studies. All that com-
mended itself, as mental aliment, his rapa-
cious appetite eagerly devoured. Botany
and chemistry, by turns, engaged hi; at-

tention ; and, as he rambled over lofty

mountains, his observant eye was attracteci

by the inert crust of the earth, and thus
he became inspired with the love of mine-
ralogy and geology. " The human face

divine"— tlie mind* that lights it up with
intelligence—and the chara-'tpr of man ge-

nerally, became to him delightful studies.
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Jsot only did te look on the higher ranks
of life ; he entered the cottages and cabins

of the poor, and made himself familiar ^vith

their hi«;tories, traditions, and supcrstitiotis.

He became acquainted \yith general phy-
sics, and perused with avidity all the books
on medicine and surgery within his reach.

IS'or did his inquiri'S confine him to a theo-

retical knowledge of the subjects he studied.

s(t far as possible he resorted to practice

;

thus he was found one day dissecting the

head of a child, who had died from .some

unknown disease, hoping to ascertain the
cause of its death.

On the recommendation of Dr. I>ick,'VVatt

proceeded, when about nineteen years of

age, to London, und engaged himself for

three years to Mr. John Morgan, a mathe-
matician and nautical instrument maker,
residing in Finch-lane, Cornhill; but at the

expiration of twelve months lie was obliged,

by the state of his health, to quit this

spot. During this period, however, he had
constructed, without any assistance, one of

the beautiful but delicate sextants, to which
the art of navigation is so greatly indebted.

Watt now returned to Glasgo^v, where he
proposed to open a shop like that of his

late employer ; but his design was frus-

trated by the Corporation of Trades in that

city, who regarded him as an intruder, and
not qualified, by a necessary apprentice-

ship, to carry on such a business. So
much, however, was he respected, that the
Professors of the University interposed,
gave liim the xise of three rooms within the

Callcge, and also appointed him mathema-
Ucal instrument maker to that institution,

^shortly afterwards the opposition of the

local trades appears to have given way, for

"Watt opened a shop in Glasgow for the

.sale of mathematical instruments. It was
natural, however, that every trace of his

.early and most gratifying connexion A%-ith

the Glasgow University should be care-

fnlly cherished; and it still preserves in-

struments and pieces of apparatus of ex-
quisite workmanship, which were executed
entirely by the hand of Watt, when he was I

unable to command the assistance of others,
j

Watt was only in his twenty-first year
j

when he was regarded with so much favour
b}' the University ; and his natural talents

and attractive manners soon gained for him
the esteem and friendship of all the
eminent persons connected with it at

tliat time. Among these was Adam
Sinith; the celebrated author of the
"Wealth of Nations;" Black, afterwards
greatly distinguished for his theory of " la-

tent heat;" and Robert Simpson, Avho be-
came illustrious by his works on geometry.
They imagined, indeed, that, Avhen re-

leasing Watt from the persecution of the

Glasgow Trades* Corporation, they were
rendering a service to a very industrious
and clerer artizan ; but on better acquaint-
ance they discovered a mind of no common
character or acquisitions, and to its eftbrts

they promptly gave not only their just ap-
preciation, but their warm and generous
support. The shop which Watt had opened
soon became the constant resort of learned
and scientific men, who flocked thitlier to

discuss questions which they regarded with
the liveliest interest. Among these was
llobison, the author of a well-known wotk
on mechanics, and one of the c<>ntributors

to the " Encyclopcedia Britannica." Of Watt
he afterwards said, and his testimony casts

a pleasing light on Mr* own character :—

-

"I had always, from my earliei?t youth;
a great relish for the natural sciences, and
particularly for mathematical and mecha-
nical philosophy,when I was introduced, by
Doctors Simpson, Dick, and Moor—gentle-

men eminent for their mathematical abilities

—to Mr. Watt. I saw a workman, and ex-
pected no more ; but was surprised to find a
philosopher as young as myself, and always
ready to instriict me, I had the Vanity to

think myself a very good proficient in my
favourite study, -and was rather mortified at

finding Mr. VVatt so much my superior.

. . . . "VMi^never anV puzzle eame in

the way bf any of the young students, we
went to Mr. Watt. He needed only to be
prompted, for everything became to him the
beginning of a new and serious study, and.

we know that he Avould not quit it till he had
either discoveted its insignificancy, or till

he had made something of it. He learned
the Gei-man language, that he might read
Leupold's " Theatrum Machinarum ;*' so
did I, to know what he Avas about. Similar
reasons made ii.s both learft the Italian lan-

guage When to his superiority
of knowledge i% added lUc nai^e simplicity

and candour of Mr. Watt's character, it is

no wonder that the attachment of his ac-
quaintances was strong. I have seen some-
thing of the world, and am oWiged to say I

never saw such another instance of general
and cordial attachment to a person wliom
all acknowledged to be their superior. But
that superiority was concealed under the
most amiable candour, and a liberal aMow-
ance of merit to every man. •

'

*' Mr. Watt was the first to ascribe to the
ingenuity of a friend things wliieh were no-
thing but his own sunnisc?^ followed out and
embodied by another. I an^ the niote en-
titled to say" this, as 1 htive'dftett t^.xperieticed

it in my own case.-"
'

It is particularly worthy of remark, that
while Watt's quenchless ardour enabliE>d him
to surmount the difficulties that were pi-e-

sented to hi* mind,- and to achieve -so much
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tt> the delight and satisfaction of others, he
allowed no subject ofspeculation or research

to- interfere with the routine of his daily

avocation*. He relinquished the time
usually appropriated to relaxation, and even
sleep, lest these should suffer in any de-

gree Unceasing labour seemed to be his

natural element, and not only did he pursue
that which was agreeable, and therefore

comparatively easy, but also that to which
he appeared the least adapted.
A striking proof of this is mentioned.

"Wholly incapable of di>itin;5uishing one
sound from another, and, therefore utterly

insensible to those " charms " which are
said to "soothe a savage breast," he under-
took to build an organ, and succeeded in

this woikj as he did in every other he at-

teuipced. Of it his biographer thus speaks

:

—" The new instrument displayed the most
important improvements in its mechanical

parts, in the stops, in the indications and
regulations of the strength of the bliust ; but

you will be astonished to learn that its hnr-

monic qualities were not less remarkable,

and delighted its best performers. Watt
solved an important part of the problem ;

he found out the teiitperament assigned by
a master of the art, by the help of the plie-

uomena of the beats of imperfect conso-

nances, then very ill understood, and of

which he could have gained no knowledge,

except from tlie profound but very obscure

work of Dr. Robert Smith of Cambridge."
We have now arrived at a mast remark-

ablo era in liis history ; but for this we must
enter on another paper. ^v

.

HIGHLAND SUPERSTITIONS.—No. I.

TfiEBL are two ways of telling eveiy !«t<»ry ;

and certainly few tales vary more, accoriihip; to

the bias of tlie reUiter, than that of Highland
character and nianuers. <>iic tells you that the

Highhmdera of the last century were little else

than freebooting barbarians ; another describes

them as courteous, generous, Jiighly ix)etical,

brave, with warm affection:^, aiul of incor-

ruptible fiflelity—a nation of gentlemen. Both
dee'criptions are true, but neither i.< complete.

Both are one-sid<jd, the fomier sliowing only
th'.' fc-xtemal ai*pect of Highland life, such us it

appeared to tlic** beyond its own pale ; the
latter coHtining it>elt' to the internal economy
of this strange people. Till after the rebellion

oi 1745, which <iv,ttroyed the power of their

cliief«, the erudition and character of the ."ieot-

lirth Celts was peculiar, and, in some respect.*,

fetranjftjly auomalou.*. Thfv nui.st not be con-
ibu:tded witli their neighbours, the Lowland
Scots, who are a different race, si»eaking another
language, and wlK».-;e liabit.s of life and modes
i)i thinking were a^ mtlikc tho«) which pre-

\ ailed in the mountain.s as can well b'.- con-
ceivi^l. The people who cultivated the fields

anfl dwelt in the gfXKlly towns and pleasant
>iUage< of the .South of Scotland were a sober,

in-iu.strious ra.oe —agriculturistij, operatives, and
tradvr.v of all kiu<)4—quietly pursuing their

various oceuputious in subjection to tlte general
laws of the country. Not r*o the Colts. Sub-
ject of tlio king^m. to be sure, they were nomi-
nally, but they really knew and cared very
little about its laws. The sovereign of each
djm wajj ii^ chief, who^e power over life and
pjr«|>eity was Mii»rt>mc ; but who, to do him
jiMtioe, ieldoBi cUo:<e to exercise it despotically.

.•fO^'^athfng," i»»^s Mr. Grunt, of Laggan, '• can

l^e mori- erroueous than the prevalent idc^
that a Highland Chief was an ignorant and tn\-

principlid tyrant, who rewarded the abject suIm

mission of his ibllowers with relentle*^ aiielty

and rigorous opprest>ion. He was, on the con-

trary, the father of his people ; graciou-J, conde-

^eudijig, and beloved, far from being rided by
arbitrary caprice. He Avas taught, from the

cradle, to consider the meanest individual of hi?

clan as his kinsman and his friend, whom he

was lx)rn to protect and bound to regard. He
vcha taught, too, to venerate old age, to respect

genius, and to place an almost implicit de-

pendence in the counsels of the elders of his

clan."

Within the magical circle of his own dan,
the Highlander showetl many admirable quali-

ties. His tiliiil and family affection was of the

strongest kuid. The duty of supporting hia

parents in their old age, was performed by
him in the most tender manner, and without

any thought of deserving praise for it. To
ncgkct so sacred a duty would he. considert-d

shamefid ; to fulfil it only a matter of cour.«e,

involving no particular merit. For Ids kindred,

liLs chief, or the honour of his clan, no sacrifice

was too great for hini to make. Although

so poor that many of the conveniences com-

mon to the humblest dwelHngs in the Low-
lands were imkuown in the homes of these

mountaineers, they nevertheless possessed a re-

finement of manner, an ease and grace pf bear-

ing, and a pohshed courtesy, such as would not

cUscredit the higher ranks in the most civilized

land. The fact is singular, and has been

variously accounted for. Some find the r<.ason

in tlie presence amon;;st them of a sort of court

in the chieftain's cattle, always filled with re>
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taiuers, and these, again, luixiiig in daily and
familiar intercourse with the people, so tliatthe

aim and tone of the court was spread over the

whole comnnmity. Then there was the univer-

sal pride of descent— for be it known to the

reader that all the Celts had noble and heroic

ancestors, in consideration of whose greatne.<s,

each claimed and each gave to the other no
small measure of respect. A more praise-

worthy cause than either of them has been

suggested,—in the warmth and unselfishness of

their affections. The heart is the best teacher

of politeness ; and in thi:5 case there was the

additional advantage of a certain dehcacy and
tact which seemed natural to the Highlander,

but which was probably the result of liis pecu-

liar social condition. Amongst themselves they

were so honest, that locked door was imknown
to them. Strangers who sought no permanent
settlement with them were treated with great

hospitality. For their virtue and poUteness the

Scottish Highlanders are distii)guished to the

present day. Their personal braveiy and gene-

rosity are proverbial. To obligations, which
they recognised as such, they were remarkably
faithful. Neither alluring temptations nor
frightful danger could induce them to break
these. The fidelity with wliich the secret of

the Pretender's hiding-place was kept, though
so many knew it, and the temptation to betray

so strong, is only a fail- specimen of the devotion

and faithfulness of this warlike race.

So much for the bright side of tlie picture.

Looking at it in another aspect, however, it

must be confessed tliat the Highlander's per-

ceptions of obligation were so one-sided and
limited, that few beyond the precincts of tlieir

o'Wn glens derived much benefit from them.

To hc^tile clans they were fierce, vindictive,

and revengeful. Tlie Lowlander knew tliem

chietiy through means of the predatory excur-
sio)iti, by which, putting might for right, they
contrived occas'onally to ease him of his super-

fluous possessions.

It is amusing to notice how sedulously these

lX)or people cultivated those traits of character

which it has been customary to regard as pe-

culiarly gentlemanly—pride of birth and desire

of militaiy distnction, sensitiveness a.s to insult

and revenge for injured honour, and, withal,

a very aristocratic love of idleness. The .Celt

could, indeed, endure the greatest hardshi])8

and fatigue in pursuing his favourite occupa-
tions of war and himting ; but he was not at

all much inclined to bend his noble back to
mechanic toil. Hence, the material comforts
and conveniences of a Highland hamlet were
of the vtry lower*, kaid. The Highland cha-
lacter was formed oil what the world too long
considered a heroic model, such as the poet and
romance writer have loved to celebrate. The
v.'orld is at length growing wiser, even its

poets, at once influenced by and influencing

the spirit of the age, are beginning to discover

that in a pure, loving, unselfish and working
life, dwells a heroism and a poetry of a far

higher kind than has ever been furnished .by

the savage displays of human malignity and
depravity, which, under the names ofvalour and
glory, so unworthily received men's homage.
To say that the Highlandera were super-

stitious, gives but a faint idea of the power
which the visionary world had over them. It

was to them as real, and almost as influential,

as that of living men and palpable objects in

which they lived and moved. Their super-

stitious feelings were not occasional and acci-

dental, elicited by different circumstances; they
wereinterwoven with theirown mental existence.

According to their owti belief, they were con-
stantly surrounded by supernatural beings,

often maligaantones, whose evil designs could be
renderedfutileonlybythegreatest vigilance, and
in some cases by the most fantastically absurd
charms. Night was the grand season of power
to these spirits, and to venture out tiien alone,

was considered such a defiance of that power,
as might subject the presumptuous offender to

severe punishment. If, indeed, he had suffi-

cient presence of mind to adjure the spectre, in

the name of the Deity, to retire, it was com-
pelled to obey ; but its appearance was so sud-
den, and the terror excited so great, that the
lips often refused to speak the all-powerful

words. The widow of a gentleman, in Strath-

spey, being left in i-ather reduced circum-
stances, found it necessary to attend personally

to the management of her little property. Part
of tliat consi.sted of a mill, which she often

visited to see that the miller Avas fairly appor-
tioning the share ofgrain which belonged to her
as rent. On one of these visits she prolonged
her stay till the shades of evening were falling,

and on her return home, as she approached a
little bridge she Jiad to cross, Avhat was her
horror to see her husband standing beyond it,

d*'essed as he used to be on grand occasions'

He quickly cros.sed to her, took her hand, and
led her to tlie other side, and then saying,
'• O 3Iarjory, Marjory ! by what fatality

have you been tempted to come thus rashly

alone, when the sun has gone to sleep," disap-

peared in the wood. The terrified lady hurried

home, her wrist blue from the toucli of the

apparition; and on recovering from afaJntAvhieh

ensued, prepared immediately for her death,

which occurred a week after. Rather a severe

penalty for indulghig in a twilight walk ! No
doubt these illusions of a disordered imagination
often caused tlieir own fulfilment. Tliough the

ghost was but a shadow, the terror which he in-

spired was real, and always i^mious, some-
times fatal.

A curious feature of this phantom dominion
was the fact that persons actually believed

they had made appointments to meet unearthly
visitors at certain times and place«. In theue

.:)trange assignation* the invited party \re»t in
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a very agony of fear, but no entreaty, nothing

short of absqlute force, could prevent liia ful-

fillmg the supiwsed. engagement, even though
he returned from it, time after time, all bruised

over from the fearful contlict he hod to main-

,tain witli liis uneavthly foe. In a spirit of

.'juiserably-niUtaken piety, he fancied that his

enemy wag some malignant being permitted to

torment him for his sins. And a malignant
being, likely enough, it was sometime?, but one
of fleih and blood, availing him»elf of thi-s de-

lusion to take revenge which he couUl obtain

in no other way.
We may wonder that all this folly could

exist amongst sane pcrf^on.*, but we must judge
tliem by their drcumstances and means of in-

formation—not by ours. Knowledge, which
in other lands exorcises spirits, but strength-

ened tlie Celt's failh in the supernatural, for

his knowknlge consi.*ited of tales of the heroes

of Ilia race, and ot the marvellous occurrences

of the past; and the more familiar the mind be-

came with these the more constaiilly did it

dwell in a land of shadow*. Everything, in

fact, in tJieir circumstances tended ui the same
direction. Their long winter evenings were
spent at each other's houses, hearing and re-

lating tales which fostered to the utmost their

imaginative tendencies. In summer, in pur-
suance of their paetoral occupations, many of
them, removed to tlie higher districts of the
country, and there, iu their lonely homes and
wild rambles, they had al>undant leisure to

hear voices in the winds, and see unearthly
forms iu the mists wliich, in beautifully-fan-

tastic shapes, rose from the mountain tops

—

tliyse mountains so solemnly grand that they
seem intended for temples in which to worship
the great Creator ! This famiUarity with na-
ture, in its sublimest forms, has given a peculiar

impress to the Celtic mind. Its every-day lan-

guage is poetical, and its superstitious tales par-
take largely of the same elem*4it.

The Highland ghost is never pi-osaic, never
appears on a common-place stage. All tliat is

wild and grand, impressive and even honible,
in the sights and sounds of nature, is, albeit,

in the end the elfect of the visitation. Those
who are sceptical enough to care little for the
principjil in the scene, may find gomethmg to

interest them in the accessaries. Take for

illustration a very ancient tale, rescued from
oblivion by Mrs. Grant :

—

" A boat is returning with some warriors
from an expedition to Lochlin; and.tlirough
the darkness of a tempestuous winter-night,

attempts to reach the coast of Argyleshiro.
" A young man, standing near the prow, is

disturbed and threatenwl by the apparition of a

Xprwegian chief, wlwjm he had slain in battle.

This spectre being arrayed in complete armour,
anxl not ai^pcaring like the shadowy forms of
fleeting mist that usually haunted the tempes-
tuous blasts, the young warrior wa» hunied on,

by an impulse of indignation, to aim his spear

at the seeming chief. Wliile lie plunged, its he
thought, his weapon into the unresisting shade;

he lost his balance in the elFort, and sunk into

the waves, unjcen b.' his companions, whose
attention was occupied in conducting, with
much labour, their lx>at through the surge.

They proceeded to some distance before they
missed their friend, whom tliey lamented with
hoi>ele3s sorrow, as swallowed up by the waves.
They had, however, passed veiy near a tmsll

islet, perhaps one of the Oi'cades w*h ch the

fury of the stoma and the darkness of the night
had prevented their seeing. Tiie chief, for some
little time, with the assistance of his spear,

floated on the surface. He was presently raised

up on an enormous billow, which threw him
upon a claddish or flat pebbly strand. Though
stunned by the violence of the surge, he had
strength enough to climb a rocky shelf, and
there, languid and mournful, waits for the
dawn, which brings him no hope or comfort.

The account given by the solitary chief, of his

sufferings and situation, is very different from
what we meet with in the poems of the Fin-
galian age, in wiiich the descriptions rarely

descend to minuteness—the great leading fea-

tures only of scenery, or of sentiment, being
brought into view. On the contrary, Cowper
himself, could we suppose him in a similar

situation, could not paint the scene or the feel-

ings of hoiTor, anxiety, and lassitude, succeed-

ing each other m his mind, with more minute
fidelity, and more lively truth of colouring.

He describes the barrenness of this desolate

islet, where he merely supiwrted life by the aid

of a few shell-fish, gathered in the clefts of the
rockii ; the short and gloomy days of a hyper-
borean winter, and the long and mournful
nights of weary vigilance, iu wliich every short

slumber wa.s haunted by images of

•The cold, the faithless, nnd the dead.'

Could he have mdulged in peaceful musings the
recollections of Suilmatha, the maid of his love,

his condition Avould have been more tolerable

;

could he have sung undisturbed the praise of his

absent fair one, his soul, which seemed fonued
to delight in ' concord of sweet sounds,* might
have been soothed by the melody of song ; but
it was the peculiar misfortune of this hard-
fated lover to suffer the privations^ \vithout

tasting the quiet of solitude. The wnales and
the sea-fowl, night and day, disturbed him with
endless turbulence and clamour. The fonner
drove the fi:<h in shoals before them, and with
their bellowing and sjHJuting kept up a perix'tual

agitation. The latter, hovering in countless

multitudes of various species over the shoals of
fish, driven by the whales on shallow bank.s,

and into little o]>enings of the island, dar-

kened the air, and deafened him with ceaseless

clamour.
" The ?un he Tiever beheld in this gloomy so-

journ ; duiing its thort and sickly pi-ogrcss
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through the chill and cloudy atmosphere, its

obtuse rays never reached his drear abode. If

the moou at times burst fortli with transient

lustre, it merely showed the incessant agitation

of turbulent waves, and the white and restless

Avings of screaming sea-fowl.
" Thus estranged from every pleasurable sen-

sation, from quiet, and even from hope, this

forlorn exile wandered forth on the stormy
beach, on one of the darkest, saddest days lie

had yet encountered.
" The whistling blasts, discordant cries, and

watery tumults, as usual, formed a dismal con-

cert round.
" On a sudden, all seemed stilled at oiKse,

The elementary strife, the spouting whales,

aad clanging birds were hushed into profound

siienco. The melody of a sweet and well-

knowi voice, accompanied by the exquisite

tones of an unseen harp, that seemed hoveirag

in the air above him, tilled him with speechless

wonder and delight: 'Come!' it seemed to

say, ' come, to the home of thy youth, to the

dwelliiig of thy fathers ! Why lingers my war-
rior on the storm-beat isle, far from his faithful

.Suilmatha y The song was continued with

much eloquent tenderness, soliciting the return

of the chief, and expressing the sorrow which
his absence had occasioned to his beloved. It
is mterrupted, however, by a cliofus of virgins,

who invite Suilmatha back to the windhig hills

of her native land, where the shades of her
kindred await her, and forbid her to linger
longer in the gloomy isle of the strangers. The
lover continues :

' The heavenly music passed
away, and left me dark, and lonely, and sor-

rowful : the voice of my beloved sounded faint

in distant clouds. Again I see nought around
me but the stormy beach and oGhoing roclcs.

Again the mingled clamour arose, and the
eagle, the ospray, and the sea-mew rushed fear-

less by me to their prey, But my soul sank
within me, for I knew it was the music of the
departed; I had heard the virgins of other

times call Suihnatha to the clouds of our hills,

and I knew she had moumcd for my absence,

but would never more rejoice for my retuni.'
" In spi-ing,the kindredof the warrior, warned

by a dream of his forlorn state, go to bring him
from the place of his retreat, and inform him
that Suilmatlia, coming to meet his bark on its

return, and not finding him among his compa-
nions, had sat daily on the shore, and jmied
away, and died with grief." 'f-

TAKE CARE OF YOUR EYES.

Thh eye is the window of the soul. It i&:

through this wondrous aperture that the

spirit looks out on the face of nature, and
conteniplates not only the earth and its

inhabitants, but the numberless worlds that

bhine forth in all their splendour and beauty

from the firmament. As, too, it is aided,

in astronomical research, by the power of

the telescope, so the microscope offers its

assistance that the mysterious of the animal

and vegetable creation may be unravelled
;

that while we may have a glimpse of the

intinitude of Divine power, so it may be

demonstrated that nothing is too minute to

escape the providential care of God. Mo-
dern inventions and discoveries have greatly

extended the field of observation, aftbrding

us evidence far surpassing that possessed

by our fathers, that the whole universe is a

mirror, into which the eye may look, and
\

behold the wisdom, power, and love of God
beaming forth with a radiance only sur-

pivwsed by the revelations of that " word
whioh God hath magnified above all his

iiame."
On the use of the sense of sight in the

ordinary business of life, it is unnecessary

to dwell. It is true that much is effected

by the blind, when properly tr;uned, hut

that many things clessiictble and important

to the community at large can only b«
accomplished in the full exercise of the
visional powers, is equally manifest.
The arts give a new value to the admir-

able organ Avith which we arc endowed,
and among thesCj the art of printing is enti-

tled to special notice. What a contrast

does our condition preseiit, in this respect,

to that of those who lived in this country in

former times ! Anthony Wood speaks, for

example, of a library, which was given to

Durham, now Trinity College, Oxford, as

containing more books than all the bishops
of England had then in their custody ; and
adds, "After they had been received, they
were for many years kept in chests, under
the custody of several scholars deputed for

that purpose." In the time of Henry IV.,

a library was built in that college, and then,

it is stated, on the same authority, *' the said

books Avere put into pews or studies, and
chained to them."

Contrast Avithsuch circumstances the pre-

sent state of literature, even in reference to

what has recently been done in London
alone, where about 4,000 new Avorks, or new.

editions of old Avorks, issued from the press

in 1819. That in such a massof puhlicationsj,

there might be foimd, on cxuuiination, much
trasii and twaddle, is readily admitted ; but
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it should be obser\*ed, that works of a pro-

fane and polluting charactor arc entirely

excluded from this calculation. Of the cir-

culation of religious Rocietics it also takes
no account whatever. Xor is it the least

remarkable circumstance in the estimate,

that one-fifth of these works are on religi-

ous principles.

It is, moreover, a delightful and animating
feature of the pre^^ent state of things, that
never were books so cheap as they are now,
and that thus all that is really valuable to

tlie humbler classes of the people, in the
productions of literary genius and talent,

p.re easily accessible. A shilling will now
buy a capital book ; and, as the reader of
The WojiKiNG Man'b Fkiexd has evi-

dence, a penny may procure much interest-

ing and valuable knowledge. Never, there-
fore, did so emphatic a charge issue, not
only from the ordinary business of life, but
trom the productions of the press and the
whole universe of God, as that which now
appeals to us :

" Take care of your eyes."
it is sometimes supposed that the eye is

affected by a native weakness, but such a
notion is absolutely unfounded. AVhat

^

would DoUond, the great optician, have
j

said if such a charge had been brought
;

against one of the exquisite instruments
j

bearing the impress of his name ? Or, what I

would S:ephenson, the engineer, reply,
j

were it insinuated that one part of that
j

marvellous structure, tlie Britannia Tu-
bular-bridge, was too feeble for the pressure

j

it will inevitably have to siistain ? And i

shall it be ch:irged on the Great Supreme,
|

who is " wonderful in counsel and excellent

!

in working," that enduring man, with mind
\

to be cultivated, and preparing the eye as
\

the great instrument of acquiring know-
ledge, he subjected it to an inherent de-

j

bility ? Impossible! Except in abject igno-
rance or wilfulness, there cannot be sup-
posed such an anomaly among the works
of God; which, whether vast or minute,
are remarkable for nothing more than their

perfect jvdaptalion to the end they are de-

signed to answer.
We must, therefore, at once dismiss the

\mwarrantable imagination that the most
roble organ of the body—noble, because
fitted to the no])lcst end—is the weakest,
arid the most liable to be deranged and dis-

qualified for the performance of its proper
functions. On no such accoimt does it de-

mand our "care." We must justify the
charge with which we set out on other and
widely different grounds.

It is, indeed, only because there are no
degrees in perfection that we are prevt^nted

at the outset from challenging for ttie eye a
pre-eminence among the physical products
of the Great and Divine Aniticer. ObserYe^

for instance, the wonderful contrivances
with which the Creator has guarded it ; »he
condescending and gracious care with which
He ha=; provided for its security against the
smallest injury. Think of the bony cavity

in which the eye is lodged, and, stron*
as it is, the still stronger arches of bone
that serve as a shield in the moment of
danger ! Mark the eyebrows and the
muscles v.hich screen it so effectually

from the injurious effects of a too-dazzling
light i Examine the eyelids, those two
curtains, which cover and protect this organ
during sleep, and which, when we are awake,
answer another and highly important pur-
pose, cleaning and polishing the eye, so

that it may be quite ready for the transmis-
sion of the rays of light. Consider the car-

tilaginous edges of the eyelids, which keep
them so completely in shape, and the eye-

lashes, which shut out so much that is an-
noying, and, by intercepting imnecessary
light, render the image of objects more dis-

tinct, lively, and impressive. Learn, if it

be not kno^vn, that there is a firm, elastic,

and insensible membrane which keeps
safely the delicate interior ; and that the
iris acts promptly and faithfully to prevent
the entrance of too much light. And then
dwell on the universal sympathy of the eye
with every other part of the body, by which,
apart from all these means of security, it

can summons a host for its defence. We
repeat it, it is only the perfection of the
Divine works that prevents our regarding
the care ofGod for the eye as extraordinary
and unparalleled. The necessity of care

on our part is chargeable entirely on our-
selves.

It would be considered strange were a
man to ill-use his spectacles, his telescope,

or his microscope ; and yet the abuse of the

cye^ is exceedingly and lamentably common.
Instead of a wise husbanding of their power,
an imwarrantable and extravagant exercise

of them lays the foundation of most case*

of disease. Were this most perfect of all

optical instruments treated according to the
optical principles on which the Creator
formed and arranged it, they would not
occur. No wonder that in this instance, as
well as every other, ho has inflicted a
penalty on the violation of his lavv's—

a

penalty of weakness and suffering.

One abuse, which is extremely common,
and one of the most prolific and least sus-

pected causes of weakness of sight, is the
exposure of the eyes to the frequent alter-

nation of weak and strong light. Many
have even lost their sight from this cause.

And it is easy to conceive how muc'i mis-
chief may arise in such circumstances.
When the eyes are closed, and all light

shut out, the retina—that expansion of
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the- optic nerve on which all objects seen
are most exquisitely painted — becomes
exceedingly senbitive ; and, consequently,
it is ill prepared for immediate exposure
to a strong light. The etieots tliat arise

when this is done are analogous to

to those occasioned by great and sudden
ohunges of temperature in other parts

of the body. If a person thrust his hand
for a few minutes into ice-cold water,
and then suddenly and instantly transfers

it into lukewarm water, its sensibility is so

increased that he will suppose the water to

be actually hot. Just so is it with the eye

:

lor by long continuance in darkness the
retina becomes highly excitable, and the
blood-vessels easilyassurae anundue action,

in which dangerous disease may readily

supervene. We all know how unpleasant
is the sensation when a lighted candle is

suddenly brought into a room where we
have been sitting in previous darkness.
How uneasy are the sensations occasioned
by going from a dark room, iu which we
have been confined for only a short time, to

the blight light of day. What protracted
debility of the eyes frequently results from
long confinement m the partial gloom of

the sick chamber. Similar changes, there-

fore, though in a less degree, may, when
often repeated, seriously injure the sight.

Would Ave learn the })roper course to be
pnrsued, and observe the natural law. we
shall find that the manner iu which the
light of day is poured on the earth is in

beautiful harmony with the necessity of the
eyes. Never does it come suddenly and
abruptly. Long before the sua appears
above the horizon, its approach is ushered
in with the faintest possible light, which
very gradually increases in strength, arul it

i? only alter considerable time has elapsed
that the orb of day siiines foith in full

spl-ndour. This arrangement of InfinHe
Wisdom most completely secures the visual

organs from the danger of being injured by
a sudden change from darkness to bright
light, as they would otherwise be, and as,

indeed, they often are, in those countries
wh-^re the sun remains so short a time
below the horizon, that a short twilight is

exchanged for the full brightness of day.
The inhabitants of those regions are obliged
to exclude every ray of light from their
sleeping chambers, and when these are left,

they are, of course, cxpostd to the bright
glure of the sun. Blindness 13, therefoie,

.
among them a very prevalent disease.
-A slight reflection will shoiv us many

%vays in which there is a departure from the
proper rule; and by which serious, and
sometimes incurable, weakness of tlie eyes
is produced. lii^w many carefully shut out
ail light from their sleeping room-j, that rest

may, as they think, be less disturbed ; and
long after the Light of the sun has been
shining about their dwellings, arise,. and
expose their eyes at once to its bright glare.

Often is the bed placed in such a position,

that, taough the room may not have been
thus completely closed, the eyes are opened,
on awaking, on a bright window. Persons
not unfrequcntly sit in their rooms after

twilight, with the eyes shut, as they sup-
pose perhaps, to give them a salutary rest,

and then suddenly expose them to the light

of candles or lamps, never thinking that

the uncomfortable sensations momentarily
experienced are the result of injury to the

organ. To surround a lamp with thick

shades, which darken every part of the room,
except the work that is being done, the book
that is read, or the paper that is being
written on ; and alternately turning the
eyes from the brightly illuminated surface

of the one, to the dull gloom of the other,

is obviously exceedingly prejudicial.

A fact may serve to illustrate and enforce
the principle we wish to be remembered.
A lawyer took lodgings in Pail-Mall ; the

front windows of the house, facing the
street, v%-ere exposed to the full blaze of the
meridian sun, while the back room, having
no opening but into a small, close yard,
surrounded by high walls, was very dark.
Yet in this room he carried on his profes-

sional labours, while he went into the other
to take his meals. His sight soon became
weak, and at length he was troubled with
constant pains in the eye-balls. He tried

glasses of various kinds, and resorted to

oculists, but without deriving any lelief.

At last it occurred to him that his going
and coming suddenly from the dark room,
in which business was despatched, to the
bright blaze of the dining-room, was the
cause of his disorder ; and so it proved.
On hiring other lodgings, more favourably
situated in regard to light, and discon-
tinuing for a while writing and reading in

the evening, a cure was soon effected, his

eyes regaining their former power.
Another case may be cited as just in

point. A young traveller, of robust con-
stitution and sound health, arrived late in

the evening at his lodgings in an inn.

Being fatigued, he soon retired to bed, and
fell into a profound sleep, from which he
wasawakened on the following morning, very
disagreeably, by the bright rays of the sun,
which were reflected by the wall and floor

of the chamber upon his face. He imme-
diately arose and closed the window-cui-
tams, which, unhappily, were white, and
again fell asleep; but the sun aroused him
more rudely than before, for its direct rays
now shone through the thin cur tain, full upon
his face. The immediate consequences of this
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occurrence Avere, a free secretion of tears,

combined with a slight redness and trouble-

some tension of the eyes. These would have
soon disappeared had he not, on the follow-

ing morning, exposed himself again, in the

same manner, to the direct rays of the sun.

On the third day he was attacked by a vio-

lent ophthalmia, which for a time obstinately

resisted all curative means, and finally left

the eyes suffering considerable debility.

Such a predisposition was there for inflam-

mation, that, for a very long time, he was
unable to bear the slightest wind, or the
least heating of the body, without suffering

from red, weak, and watery eyes.

Instances are on record of prisoners who,
when restored to liberty after long confine-

ment in dark dungeons, have been urged,
by the sufferings occasioned by being
brought into the light, to intreat that they
might return to the comparative comfort of

their abode of captivity ; and it is beyond
dispute that when the exclusion of light has
been complete and long-continued, a sudden
influx of light may so injure the nerve of the
eye as to produce incurable blindness. The
tyrant Dionysius knew the fact, and acted
upon it in gratifying his revenge on his

miserable captives ; and Regulus was in the
same way cruelly blinded by the Carthage-
nians.

The facts now cited may suggest some
practical considerations deserving ofremem-
brance. The manner in which nature illu-

minates the earth should be borne in mind,
for example, in the arrangements of our
sleeping-rooms. Here the bed should be
so situated that the daylight shall never
break in a direct line on the face, but fall

backwards over the head. If the windows
are opposite to the rising sun, they should
be so guarded by curtains, or some other
means, as to soften and modify the intensity
of its rays, and thus render the light agree-
able to the eyes. Even a simple curtain will

be sufficient for this purpose.
A light which is too feeble should be

avoided when we read, write, or are at work
in any way. Some persons from avarice,
some from mistaken economy, and others
from ignorance of the true principle which
should regulate the degree of light proper
for the labouring eye are in the habit of em-
ploying themselves at night in rooms very
inadequately lighted. The dull glimmering
of a poor candle or a feeble lamp is all they
have, as if they were more anxious to save
tallow, or oil, than eyesight. Too little

light debilitates the visual power, by strain-
ing it, and compelling inordinate action, in
order to gain distinct perception. Of this
there is sufficient evidence in the uneasy
sensations that are occasioned by attempt-
ing to work, for a short time only, by an in-

adequate light ; and, as soon as they arise,

they should be regarded as the premonitory
signs of more serious evils, to which such a
habit may lead. The itching, the painful
sensations, the watering of the eyes, and
other symptoms, speak indeed a language
so plain, that one would think the most
stupid might understand its meaning. The
eyes are strained ; they have been labouring
in darkness, and this is their mode of beg-
ging for light or repose. Had they but or-

gans of speech, they would have urged the
request long before compelling obedience
by the smarting and pain. And yet many,
alas ! have continued to commit this error,

until incurable weakness of the eyes has
left them to mourn, when too late, their ig-

norance and folly.

Too much light, on the contrary, dazzles
and confuses the eyes. If they are conti-

nually exposed to it, as they are in apart-
ments injudiciously selected and lighted,
a degree of morbid sensibility will, sooner
or later, be induced, and unfit them for use-
ful action ; and highly concentrated lighi is

especially pernicious. Instances are men-
tioned, on unquestionable authority, of per-
sons ignorantly watching the progress of an
eclipse of the sun with the naked eye, and
having the vision, in consequence, seriously
impaired ; and of others who became in-

curably blind. Extreme as these cases are,

it is not difficult to perceive that the same
cause, in a less degree, may, in the course
of time, prove highly debilitating to the
vision. It is, for example, extremely in-

jurious to read a work at an open window,
which receives the strong reflection from
an opposite wall, against which the sun
shines. An apartment into which the
direct rays of the sun shine is much more
easily endured by the eyes, than one where
they are thus tormented by its rejlected

rays.

For work in the evening the light should
always, as in the day, be sufficient to enable
us to see easily and distinctly, and without
occasioning any effort, labour, or straining
of the eyes. Some persons wear shades
before the eyes wlien they read or work by
candle light, thinking they are protecting
these organs ; while they are actually com-
mitting a serious error. This will be seen
at once by a remembrance of the facts

already stated. Shades keep the eyes in
an unnatural state of darkness, that vmfits

them for the stronger light to which they
are exposed when the shades are removed

;

and thus tlie evil consequences arise wLicli
have been described when alluding to the
effects of sudden changes from weak to
strong light.

There are, however, exceptions to this,

as Avell as to other rules. For there are
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persons v.-hose eyes are prominent, standing
out far from the head, and whose eyebrows
and eyelashes are weak and deficient ; and
deprived as they are of nature's shade, an
artificial one may be required. The best is

a shade of thin green silk, which does not
wholly exclude, but only softens, the rays
of lii^ht. The worst are shades of varnished
leather, or any other brigJit, impervious
material. They are so because they screen
the eyes too much, and cause the pupil to

be too widely dilated ; and thus more light
is permitted to enter it from the highly
illuminated surface of the work being done,
or of the paper being read, than consists
with its healtliy condition. The eftects

produced are not dissimilar from those that
arise from exposing the eyes to a too con-
centrated light.

One habit, utterly at variance with all

that has been stated, and which has pre-
maturely ruined the eyes of hundreds, and
of thousands, is the habit of reading and
writing by twilight. Some have even been
mad enough to attempt these processes by
moonlight; a most serious and miserable
economy, by Avhich, in the hope of saving a
fev/minutes, men risk, or absolutely endure,
a serious loss. This folly has, indeed,
given rise to some cases of weakness of the

• eyes, for the removal of which all medical
treatment has proved unavailing.

_
The habit of reading or writing by a side-

light shoiild be constantly avoided, as one
by which not a few have seriously impaired
•their vision. Most men do it Avithout
• thought; but some do it from principle,
hoping by tliis means to preserve their eyes.
To avoid the injurious consequences of the
bent position while leaning over the table,
'they are in the practice of sitting upright,
holding their book in their hand in the even-

ing, and so arranging the light that it may
shine upon them sideways. liCt us look a
little into this matter, and we shall not fail

to see how erroneous is the principle they
assume as sound.
The iris of the ey6 is ]bUat delicate curtaiu

provided by nature to protect the tender
retina from the injurious action of unne-
cessary light. When the light is suffi-

cient to injure the nerve, this curtain also

is for the purpose of excluding it ; and
when there is too little light for distinct

vision, the iris dilates to admit more.
But here, be it observed, the sympathy

existing between the iris of each eye is so

perfect, that they always act more or loss

in concert. "When one eye is in the shade,

as it is while reading by a side light, the

other eye, being influenced by it, will be
unable to preserve that state of contraction

which the necessity of the retina requires,

and consequently one eye is exposed to a

greater degree of light than is consistent

with its healthy condition. Is it, then, sur-

prising that the person who continues this

injurious practice day after day and night

after night, for a series of years, should, in

the end, injure the eye, and expose it to

weakness, if not disease ? It is stated by
an eminent German oculist that in early

life, when he was in tlie habit of reading

much by this sort of light, he was not un-

frequently annoyed, even in sleep, by the

pain which it occasioned in one eye.

These circumstances account for the un-

easy sensations occasioned by looking in-

tensely for a long time through a telescope

with one eye, while the other is closed. But
others remain of equal importance. Theso
for the present we reserve, but we hope
shortly to furnish other reasons for the

charge—Take Care of your Eyesl

JOHN WELDON'S HISTORY.
(To he completed in Twehe Letters.)

Letter X.

Sin,—I now proceed with my story. Johnny was better, and for the present anxiety

was removed from our fireside.

It was now the end of September, and my wife had an unusually large wash. It

hfid been ironing and mangling day, and the linen hung to air on a couple of large

<!luthcs-horses in the kitchen. The baby happened to be umvell and fractious, and

my wife, instead of seeing it done lierself, as she was in tlie habit of doing, ordered

. Laviniii, the last thing before going to bed, to draw back the clothen-horses to the

,
end of tlie kitchen, and to take down the fire, which had then burnt low. But, with

somewhat of her former conceited wili'ulness, instead of doing so, as she afterwards

iicknowledged, she actually mended the fire, in order, as she said, that the clothes,

which she believed to be damp, might be thoroughly aired. By some mysterious
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means, the fire, thus afresh kindled, caught the dry clothes, and towards two o'clock

in the morning we \yere awoke by tVie aUvni of fire, and by finding the lower rooms
already enveloped ia flinies. It was a dreadful waking. The ni^ht was wil i and
stormy, with the early equinoctial gales, and the glass of the lower windows, shivering

to atoms before the flames, admitted wild gusLs of wind, which blew up the combus-
tion as with enormous bellows.

The staircase was soon one mass of raging fire. Hundreds of people were collected

below, as it seemed in a few seconds, and almost before we were aware of our danger.

All was alarm and terror—the neighbours screaming, and hurling their furniture out

of their windows. Fortunately, a fire-engine station was near, and an engine was
soon on tlie spot.

As to myself, I thought of saving uotliing until my wife and children were removed
from danger. Escape by the staircase was impossible. I bfcanic aware of this, as,

vrith my two youngest children in my arms, I attempted to make my way downward.
As I stood for a moment deliberating what I should do, 1 heard a voice at the win-
dow of Lavinia's bedroom, which v.us at the back of ours—the most v.clcome voice I

ever heard. It was that of Daniel Carter, though how he came to be there seemed
miraculous, for I knew not that he was in London.

" Come here, Weldon»" he exclaimed ;
*' here you can escape. Bring Emma,with

YOU and the children.'

I did not stop wondering at any thing, and seizing Emma by the arm, rushed for-

ward. Carter was in the room, in his shirt sleeves: he was endeavouring to force

Lavinia down the ladder by which he had ascended, but she refused, until she knew
that Emma and the children were safe. I was aware of this even at that hurried

moment. He had already thrown her mattress and feather bed from the window, in

case of fall; and nov.', sei/Iug Emma in his powerful arms, he bore her down
the ladder as if she had been a child. The next moment he was up again. He seized

on Dick, who slept in Lavinia's room, and was now screaming with all Ins might, and
I followed with my two little ones. When Emma had them in her arms, and Dick
at her feet, she uttered a short but fervent thanksgiving to God for having preserved
our lives.

Carter and I re-entered the house by the same way. The fire was now somewhat
abated by the streams of water which were poured upon it. The flames had reached
our chamber from the stairca.se, and the bed-hangings and other easily indammable
articles taking fire, the whole was burning. Here, to our surprise, v.-e found Lavinia;

she was herself considerably burnt, but she was frantically turning over the bed. We
soon found that the poor girl having in her anxiety and terror overlooked tlie baby,
whom I brought down, and imagining it to be forgotten, had rushed again up the

ladder, and amid the yet unabated flames gone in search of it. She appeared like

something stupid and deaf as we entered the room, and it was with the utmost diffi-

culty we could convey to her mind the assurance that the child was safe.

This instance of devotedness on her part affected us grecrtly. She was grievously

burnt, and was conveyed within a few hours to a hospital. But from this time
Lavinia was bound to us by other ties than those of servitude.

Our house was the only one burnt. By the mercy of Gotl the flames were soon
got under. But our loss was great. The alarm of the fire had roused the whole neigh-

bourhood, and many of our neighbours, even some with whom we had no intercourse,

immcnliately olfered us shelter. At the end of our street, however, was apuolic-house,

which I, of course, being teetotaler, had never entered as a customer. The landlord and
landlatly were only known to me passinirly ; he as a jolly good-tempered man, she os

a buxom woman, who had always a good word for the children. Tliese now came to

us and would have no nay, but we must go to their house, and that for good neigh-

bourhood's sake. She had got beds ready, and breakfast, and urged us so cordially,

bringing cloaks and warm shawl-s to wrap the ciiildren in, that we could do no less

than accept their offer, more especially as their house was large, and our number
would not inrronvenience them as it would our other neighbours; and besi.les thi%
here we could be aitogctkcr, wiiich we could not expect in a private house. .-.t
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The children were put to bed ; and then I learned from Carter the cause of his

being there so singularly at the very time he was wanted. He never w£is much given

to letter-writing, and thus I had known nothing of his movements for several years,

and he had now surprising things to tell. He had been in Belgium and Germany, as

far as Cologne, studying the painted glass windows of churches. Of late he had had
a good deal of work of this kind, and now having finished a large job in the north,

he had determined to come to London for good. On his way he had visited his rela-

tions, who were so dependant on him, and to whom he was much attached, and in

the compassion of his large heart had taken upon himself the charge of his widowed
sister's eldest son, who unfortunately was blind, and with this poor lad he had now
come to London, hoping to get him into an asylum for the blind, where he would be
well cared for, and taught to do something for himself, more especially as Jje had
great talent for music.

He had arrived only last night in town, and having left the lad at a Temperance
lodging-house, had walked up to our house, hoping to reach it before we went to bed.

On the contrary, it was past twelve when he reached our door, and not inclining to go
to an ordinary public-house, though it was a wild, windy night, he had taken a walk
onward into the countrv, till feeling unaccountably impelled to return he did so^and
arrived in time to give the first alarm of the fire—probably to.save our livese :i'i/?:r

It seemed like an interposition of Providence on our behalf. The braVe' fell6w

looked upon it as such ; and, now filled with generous sympathy, emptied his leathern

purse upon the table before me. It contained eleven sovereigns and a few shillings,

for Carter never saved much money. The silver he took for himself; and it was all

that I cDuld do to prevail on him to take back the gold also, and to believe that, great

as my present loss was, I had yet money in some measure to retrieve it.

•'' Mr. Editor, misfortunes, like ours, prove how much ready kindness there is in the
human heart. I never knew till then how many friends we had. Fortunately our
landlord suffered no loss, as his property was insured ; and so earnest was he to con-
tinue us as tenants, that he oflfcred us a much better house, which was then vacant,

at the same rent as an inducement. Both my wife and I inclined to it, though I

could not immediately decide. As soon as I had ascertained that the fire was ex-

tinguished, and had left the small remains of our household property, as I believed,

in safe custody, I went down to our place of business. The news of our misfortune
had reached before me, and my excellent employers assured me of aid in any way,
even to the advancing of money. But this I respectfully declined, as I did not wish
to incur debt, and, in fact, needed not to do so, having, as I told them, twenty pounds
still in the savings* bank, and fifty pounds lent, on a note of hand, to a gentleman
whom I named, and for whom our firm, about two years before, had built, by con-
tract, a terrace of houses ; and this money I could have any day on demand, with
two years' five per cent, interest due.

** Good Heavens !
" exclaimed my employers, " Mr. was yesterday in the

Gazette ; there are no less than three mortgages on those houses, the first and second
of which will take every penny. Here's poor Wishart, who was induced by Mr.
•

, he tells us, to place a hundred and fifty pounds in his hands, and it will all

be lost 1

'••

*I knew that Wishart had done this. He was a young man ofgreat taste and talent,

a decorator ; and it was through his persuasion that I had withdrawn my money from
the savings' bank and placed it in this man's hands, in the hope of getting better in-

terest. Wishart came in at this moment ; he looked pale and out of spirits ; he said

that many other industrious, hard-working people, like ourselves, were at this y^ry
moment driven to despaii* by this man's bankruptcy.

To me it was misfortune on misfortune. I felt confounded by it ; and, for the first

time in my life, seated myself before my employers. Twenty pounds was now all that

was left to me in the world ; and of my household wealth, which had not been small

for a rajm of my condition, only a few hours before, nothing remained but a mere
wreck. For a few seconds I felt something like the despair that Wishart had spoken
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of, and then waking, as if from a stupifying dream, I hastily rose, apologising for my
momentary forgetfulness.

*' Sit down, sit down, Mr. Weldon/' said the two brothers, most kindly ;
" we arc

very sor:-y for you."
I now lound that they had been hastily arranging a little scheme between them-

selves. They proposed that I and my family should remove, with the remnant of

my tilings, to an unoccupied house belonging to them at Bayswater. It was intended
to refit the interior before it was again let. This would not be done before the be-

ginning of the year, and probably it might remain untenanted till midsummer. We,
therefore, could be housed there rent-free. It was large and handsome ; and
though it had been unoccupied some time, was, it was believed, perfectly dry. The
plan seemed to me a good one.

My employers said that they themselves would send in a few things for us imme-
diately, and again offering me money, if I needed it, I was allowed a man and a horse
and cart to remove my few things at once.

You will not, Mr. Editor, believe that it was by any means a handsome load of
goods which was delivered that night at the large empty house at Bayswater. The
furniture of the back room where Lavinia and little Dick slept was all that remained
luiinjured. All my wife's carefully-got-together house-linen was destroyed, partly in

the kitchen and partly in a little Uuen-pre&s which I had made of carved oak, and
which was a handsome piece of furniture. Some of my clothes were saved, not so

those of my wife and the children ; and the most painful part of it was that, though
the house had been left, as we believed, under the care of police, some villains had
made their way in, and carried off the contents of a chest of drawers in our bedroom,
which had escaped the fire. Tlius they were without a change of raiment. No; it

was a very shabby load of poor and half-burnt things which arrived that night at

Bayswater.

But my employers had been as good as their word, A couple of iron bedsteads
and bedding had been sent in by them, and the next day a cab brought us from
their wives such a miscellaneous quantity of useful articles as none but kind-hearted

women, who were motliers and housewives, could have thought of. Others, too,

were equally liberal. I still taught in the chapel Sunday-school, and in a Ragged-
school, which the principal members of the congregation had established, and all,

rich and poor, sympathized with us, though I positively refused a subscription which
some of these friends proposed setting on foot for us.

There are, Mr. Editor, ways in whieh even a working man, if he has an indepen-
dent mind, cannot accept relief, and this was of that kind. My sister Ruth has-

tened to us on the first intelligence, and offered, with a liberal heart and tearful eyes,

the whole of her savings. I also declined this help, unless unforeseen circumstances
rendered it necessary. Ruth understood my motives ; but she was able to help u.s

substantially by making up a quantity of clothes furnished by herself, tlie lady she
lived with, and Emma's kind mistress, Mrs. Dewey, and of which my wife and the
children stood in such great need.

The new circumstances in which we were placed were amusing enough to the

children. They thought many things entertaining which were anything but so to

us. In some respects, however, they were better off. The large and vacant house
afforded them excellent playroom, and the view from tlie front windows over
Kensington Gardens, with its crowds of gay people, furnished them with never-
ceasing amusement.
Among other things with which our kind friends furnished us was some excellent

carpeting. This Emma put carefully by, to lay down in our own house whenever
we might again have one. In preparation for this time, to which we began imme-

' diately to look, I set up a bench in one of the unoccupied rooms, intending to employ
my spare time, early and late, in making furniture, materials for which I was allowed
to have from my employers at cost-price.

Let no one think u.s unhappy at this time. I was full of energy and resolution,

and Eruma nwer raunnured. The got)d old man. her Hulier, sent us ten pounds as
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soon as he heard of our misfortunes, and proposed to fetch the two boys for the

winter, that we mi^ht thus be relieved of their charge. As regarded Dick, we cheer-

fully consented ; Johnny we still thought delicate, and preferred keeping with us.

The thought of a visit from her father, whom she had not seen for many years, made
my wife happy.

Emma was now without a servant, and with n baby in arms. Lavinia was sadly

missed by us. We had neither state nor ceremony, but ail was clean and whole-
some ; and Dick, and even little Johnny, were made helpful in many ways. Yes^

here we wei'e, and merry we were ; and, truth to say, I know not that ever I came
home with a stouter or a lighter heart than at this time

;
yet I had not a penny in

the savings' V>ank. nor any reserve-lund whatever, which had never happened to mc
before since I had earned my own living. And never had I been more cordially or

more joyfully welcomed home. No, Mr. Editor, tiiough my Job's cup v.-as pretty

full of tribulation, the fuel of true love had not burnt iiito aslies nor even into

cinders yet.

But now I approach an event which fi 'ed my cup to overflowing. We had been
nearly two weeks in our new quarters, und Emma's father was expected in a few days
for whose reception we had fitted up an extra bedroom with the very best we could

afford. It was a great journey for an old m.an like him, more especially as he had
never before been in London, and the least we could do was to make him feel that he
was welcome.

All at once, in the midst of this pleasant expectation, little Johnny wos again

seized with the croup. Perhaps it was owing to the natural coldness of a large, un-

tenanted house, perhaps to a change in the weather— I knoAv not; it was God's will

to take him, and that was enough. One evening, as I was about to leave our place

of business, I was met by a messenger from my wife, bidding me hasten home, as

Johnny was much worse than ever. I paid a cabman double fare to ensure speed,

and was soon at my own door. Never «hall I forget that coming home. All

was still, save that awful ringing sound of the child's breathing, v/hich was to mc like

a knell of death. A neighbour, whom my wife had called in, and -a medical man, were

with her. Johnny lay on her lap ; his sweet countenance was livid and purple, and
his head thrown back, as if to aid his difPcult breathing.

*' O Docto.' ! '' exclaimed I, " cannot you save him ?
"'

The little fellow must have recognised my voice ; his eyes faintly opened, and his

arms were lifted. I took him from his mother and laid him on my knees. The
movement brought on a dreadful spasm, and then followed convulsive twitcliings of

the whole body. Neither of the women spoke. My wife was pale as death. All

available remedies had already been tried. The doctor did not give me any liopc.

But I v.'ould not be satisfied ; whatever medical skill and knowledge could do I in-

sisted on seeing tried. But it was vain. I witnessed the fearful struggle between life

and death ; the gasping, the strangulation—O, my Ood ! and I could not help hun,

could not spare him one pang ! I suffered an agony like death myself, and every

pang which convulsed his little frame passed in anguish through my whole being.

Sir, you may yourself have lost a beloved child—a child, beyond all others, precious

to your soul. If so, you knov/ my feelings. He died in my arms.

There are few things which show us more forcibly what mere nothings we are as

individuals in the great human mass, than the going forth, as I did the next morning,

*o my daily work. P^verybody, everything, looked as usual, and yet I was altogether

changed. I had been stripped and wounded, but no one knew it—no one sympa-
thized with me. I was nothing to them ; they had no part in my sorrows. They had
had their griefs, their lacerated hearts, but I had shown them no pity and no love

!

AfHiction gives birth to sympathy; I had now a heart of pity for the whole world, for
,

all had, I believed, tlieir unknown and concealed sorrows as I had mine.

At our place of business I found a letter from my employers, who were out of town,

bidding me take certain plans and estimates to a Mr. ('ourtnay, who lived a few miles .

from liondon, and for whom wc were about to build a picture-gallery. These plans

were t-^ bo immediately l.ud before him, and I was to bring back his remarks. It was
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a relief to me to leave our bustling place of business for a few hours. It x^im a
brilliant autumn-day. after a niijht of frost ; and the country-seat to v.iiich I was
;.-oing stood in a T\-joded and beautiful region. A tranquillizlnic influeuce stole over

my spirit, and while I lamented the loss of my child, I was enabled to bless God that

i:i his mercy he had given me so precious a life, even for a short time.

I was taken into a library where Mr. Courtnay was writia;^. and when I laid the

plans before him he rang the bell, and desired his servant to request Sir Michael
Farraday, if he was disengaged, to give him his attention for a few minutes. The
name cauglit my attention, for I had a profound reverence for tliis great chemist. He
entered. I had long been familiar with his portraits: but his bland and intelligent

countenance more than equalled my expectations. The plan of the new g diery was
discussed ; and I was called upon to explain, and even to draw a fresh ground-plan
according to new suggestions.

The sight of Sir riichael Farraday had given a turn to ray sad thoughts. There
was a certain question relative to ray humble chemical endeavours, which I secretly

longed to propose to him and ask his advice upon, and wliich the affability and per-

fect simplicity of his manners encouraged mc to hope I might, if circumstances wpre
favourable, venture on without offence. Chance gave me the opportunity of doing so^

Mr. Couitiiay was called out of the room to some visitors wiio ^ere with his wife, aud
he carried the plans with him to show the ladies. Sir Michael Farraday aud I were
thus left alone.

The opporcunity was not to be lost. I requested permission, as respectfully a.>> I

knew how, to a«k his advice on a que^^tion, which I believed him before any other

man in England capable of giving ; and, in as few words as possible, I told him that,

being engaged in a large building estabhshment, I was desirous of discovering a
durable cement or stucco for houses which should, at a moderate expense, have the

ffect of a casing of hewn stone.
•* That is, indeed, a desideratum," said Sir Michael.
I told him how far I had, by the means of a little chs?mical knowledge which I

possessed, advanced towards a discovery which I thought would form such a deside-

ratum in the minds of the public, but that now I was stopped by a dilBculty which it

equired better knov.ledge than mme to overcome. Finding that he listc^ncd with
^reat apparent interest, I opened to him my whole views, adding, that as yet, for

f\aat of time and better experience, I felt unable to perfect them.
Yours will be a great and most useful discovery, my friend," said he, very

tindly ;
" your practical knowledge of chemistry surprises me. Your ideas iue qu.te

orrect ; but have yon never thought of— ' and here he mentioned certain thing*
vhich, for obvious reasons, I do not particularize.

I told hira I hitd done so, but that I had been met by other diliiculties, which i

nentioncd.

Sir Michael pondered for a moment, and then said that he would give me a note to

I brother chemist, who would, he thought, aid me better than himself; adding, most
onsiderately, "he i^ a man you may spc-ak to v.ith oonfideuce. Let me advise you
o'.vever, to be careful as to whom you contide this scheme. ^Vhy, there is a fortune
u it," added he, smiling.

I thanked him, and said that I had spoken to no oue but himself on the subject.
" Your confidence shall not be abused by me,'' said he, offering me his hand, which
took with reverence.

Mr. Courtney now returned, and I received ray instructions from him. As I whs
bout to take my leave. Sir Michael gave me a note to his friend, saying that I could
resent it at any time ; and turning to Mr. Courtnay, he said, -' Your man of business
ere turns out to be a good chemist. He has a new Portland quarr\- in his brum,
'ou'll be hearing of him oue of the^se days."

The meeting with this truly great man, and the encouragement he thus gave me,
,ad lifted me for the moment out of the darkness of ray own grief. What a proud
nd happy man I should have been had my aogel child only been alive I This thought
aised again the floodgates of my sorror* i ; and, Sir, let me not seem weak and
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womanish in your eyes, when I confess that I wept. I seated myself under a tiee in

a secluded part of the park, for I was overcome, and my best endeavours at that

moment seemed like vanity.

At length a voice within me replied, as ifto the murmuring of my rebellious spirit,

*• What, and if the mother of thy children had been taken from thee !" --^'fir n

I was silenced. It is seldom that the vial of tribulation is poured oVe^'us to its

last drop. My child was removed from me in divine wisdom, and now L dared not

murmur, lest a greater grief should befall me.
Here let me bring this long letter to a conclusion.—I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

John Weldon.

THE JUVENILE CABINET.

PKOPER >"AMLS AND SURNAMES.
Coeval with the existance of man is the

origm of names. God himself bestowed the

first, and then he brought to the man whom he

had thus distinguished, every beast of the field

and fowl of the air, to see M'hat he would call

them ; " and whatsoever Adam called every

living creature, that was the name thereof."

Simple distinguishing appellations, therefore,

have their high origin in a custom instituted by

the Lord himself; but surnames are man's own
invention, and were not known until many
centuries had passed. They were at first used

in eastern nations, where the remarkable

peculiarity was introduced and still exists, of

the parents being distinguished by the name of

their eldest bom. Thus " Abu-bekr," which
means the " father of Bekr," * and " Om Suly-

man, the " mother of Solomon."

The ancient Romans had usually four names.

The first was termed the " Prenomen," and was
bestowed on the infant immediately after its

birth, to which event, or some peculiarity in its

appearance, it generally had reference. The
second was the '• Nomen," and denoted some
particular family ; thui the Pompeii (the family

of Pompey), the Manlii (the family of ZHanUus).

The " ^Vgnomen " was the third, and was a title

of honour bestowed in after life, on accoimt of

some remarkable or noble action, as Africanus

Germanicus ; and the fourth was the " cogno-

men," and was the same which we understand

by the term '• soubriquet," or " nickname."

The Roman ladies sometimes assumed pre-

nomeub, but in general they used the family

name only, as "Julia" (one of the Julian

family) ;
" Tullia " (one of the family of

'Jullius) ; and, when there were two or more
sisters, a distinction was made by affixing

numerals, as Prima Tullia, Sccunda Tullia,

Tertia Tullia.

Slaves had no name.-? but those which for the

time being they borrowed from their masters.

Thus, the same slave would at one time bear

tJie name Lucipor (Luci puer), the slave of

Or, " the latlier of the girl."

Lucius; and at another, Publiuor(Publiip,uer),
the slave of Pubhus.

Like the Romans, our own ancestors be-

stowed on the infant, as soon as it was born, a
prenomen, or pi'oper name, sometimes evincing
much taste and sometimes the reverse in their

choice. For instance, "Egbert" (bright-eyed),
" Editha" (the blessed gift), were beautiful,

and we may believe appropriate appellations

;

but what could be more absurd than calling

an infant in swaddling clothes Edmund (the

prosperous patron), and Aethelba^d (the noble
and brave) ?

Surnames were not pennanenfly established

in Britain imtil after the Norman Conquest,

and were then chiefly adopted as family deno-

minations from some individual considerations,

or peculiar circumstances. Thus, the continued

possession of office in one family, the hereditary

pursuit of one particular trade, a favourite re-

sidence, or a renowned ancestor, was frequently

the occasion of the adoption of a surname, and
of its permanent appropriation by certain fami-

lies. Hence have originated the names Stewart

(Steward), Turner, Joiner, Chandler, Smith,

Archdeacon, Parson, Major, Park, Eowerbank,
and many more.

SIGNS AND SIGN-BO-VRDS.

The Saracen's Head.—John Selden,m his

" Table-Talk," remarks, in reference to war

:

" Do not undervalue an enemy by whom you

have been vanquished. When our countrymen

came home from fighling with the Saracens,

and were beaten by them, they pictured them
with huge, big, terrible faces (as you still see

the sign of the Saracen's Head is), when, in

ti-uth, they were like other men; but this they

did to save their credit." This observation he

made in derLsion, for he knew that l^ing wa? a

shameful device.

The Barber's-poi^e has been the subject of

many conjecttu^es ; son^e having imagined that

it had reference to the word i>oll, or head;

others to the large brush used in sturing up the*

I'Ather of aoap t and others to the pole pr Avandt
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which, in fomiev ftges, kings held in thwr hands
as H means of defence or punishment, while

submitthig to the operation of shaving. The
true origin, however, of this siugular sign is.

unconnected with any of thcf^e circiuivtavces,

;,j and is to be tracc(J sinjply to the hopest c^esire

j-^of the imaginative barbers, to nialce as public hs

jwjsible their knowledge of eurgery, and their

entii'c wllliugne;?s to ojh'U a veui at any mo-
merit. The spiral red band pnintcd on the

pble was considered emblematical of the blood,

and the white, of the linen bandage.

The Threk Brass Bai^ls.—At one time
there came from Lombardy to London a com-
pany of wealthy mcrchimts, who lent money,
in any .sums, large or small, i)rovided they were
paid a most exorbitant interest for tlie accom-
modation. Shortly after their arrival, they

placed their arms, which happened to be three
''^

blue balls, over their counting-hous6; and from
^' this circumstance pawnbrokers, who also regard

tliemselves as money-lenders, adopted the same
as a sign. Common people.howevcr, deny this

account of tlie origin of the sign ; and affirm,

that the three brass balls are merely an emblem
of there being two chances to one against their

redeeming whatever is pledged.

SOMETHING ABOUT TITLES AND ORDERS.

The first monarch who had ever assumed the

title of " Majesty," wliich is now so universally

ajxplied to all sovereigns, was Charles the Fifth

of .Spain, It Avas a novel and liigh-sounding

name, and of course was quckly and generally

adopted. Some short time after this period the

celebrated iulerview on the " Field of the Cloth

of Gold" took place between Henry YIII. and
Frances J., when the latter, with the usual

courtesy of his nation, availed himself of the

opportunity to compliment his youthful contem-
porary by addressing to him the new and flat-

tering title of " Your JLajesty." rrevioa.sly,

Henry had been stykd only " My Liege," or
" Your Grace," the latter of which epithets was
originally conferred on Henry lY. " Excellent

Grace " was given to Henry VI. " Most High
and flighty Prince" tr) Edward lY., and
" Highness" to Henry VII., which last appel-

lation w. s also somet mes used to Henry YIII.
Some short time after the interview alluded to,

the Pope bestowed ou Henry the additional

title of " Defender of the FaitU ;" and this, wth
the addition of " Sacred," or " Most Excelloit

Majesty," mada by Jamc^ !f,,^,comi)leted the

title of British iTipnarchs. " ,

BJHrX^OK OF CHIN.i.

Accoi-ding to an ancient cu.stora, theEmperor
of China assumes, as soon as he comes to the

throne, a title expressive of the leading senti-

ments of Ills miud^ and which he desires should

be regarded as embleniatical of his future

action.s. To this are of course added all those

which are hereditary, and whioli in magni-
ttcencc^of sound at least, exceed any titles

known amongst us. A fcAV of these we sliall

mention for tlie amusement of young friends :

" Ten Thousand Years," " Brother to the Sun
and Moon," " The Flower of the Imperial

Race," " The Sun of the Firmament of

Honour," *' The resplendent Gem in the

Crown of the Chinese J^mpire."
'

•"'-

EMP£ROR OF PERSIA.

The Per -Ian monarch assumes as many ab-

surd titles as the Chinese. Amonest others, he

designates himself, "The high King, whose Court
is like that of Solomon's, the Asylum of the

World," " The Jewel in tlie King of Kings,"
'* The Phoenix of aood Fortune," " Uhe Emi-
nence of never-fading Prosperity," " 1 ho very

Grace of Beauty," '• The Diamond above all

Diamonds," " The Light which eclipses the

Sun's," " The Ray which the Moon reficcts,"'

" The Prince among earth's l*rince«," and

many others equally absurd, wliich show how
prone man's heart is to vanity, and how uni-

versal is the folly irhich leads him to desire the

fancied exaltation confen-ed by adscititious

distinctions.

MARQnS.

Formerly those who were appointed to the

government of the frontier counties or marches

of France were styled " 3Iarchio," or '* 3Iar-

quesses." The title became hereditaiy in the

tima of Charlem.igne, who appointed several

noble and brave men to be governors of those

places which bordered on the enemy's coun-

tries. The first who in England had the

honorary appellation of Marquis bestowed on

him was Robert Vere, earl < f Oxford, whom
Richard the Second created "Marquis of

Dublin,"

HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

A Snlff-takkr's Toast.—" He that is not

a friend at a pinch is not worth a snuff."
" FuLLKR's Earth." — The well-known

author of '• British AVorthiej;," wrote his own
epitaph as it appears in AVestmin.ster Abbey.
It consists of only four words, but it speaks

volumes, namely, •* Here lies Fuller's e«rth."

Little Folk.—The littler folk be, the

bigger they talk. You never see'd a email

' man that did'nt wear high-heeled boots, and a
' high-crowned hat, and that war'nt ready to

j

fight any one, to show he was a man, every

inch of him.

—

Sani Slick.

3[elti:d Slttf.— It is ndt generally known
' that names may be affected, and even changed,

! by the state of the weather. Such, howt-ver,

I

is unquestionably the case. The late 3Ir. Suet,

' the actor, going once to dine about twenty miles
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from London, anrl being only uble to got an
outside place on the coach, arrived in such a
bcdrnggled stfite from an incessant rain, and so

muffled up in great-coats and handkerchiefs,

that his friend inquired, doubtingiy, " Are you
.Suet?" "Nol" replied the wag, '' I'm drip-
pin r/ J

'

STKniijrw A Balance. — Curran, wlieu Mas-
ter of the Rolls in Ireland, was going one day
to a levee at the Castle. There was a great
press of carriages ; v.hen, all at once, he was
startled, by the pole of tlie carriage which fol-

lowed liim crashing through the back of his.

He hastily put his head out of the window,

crying to the coachman— " Stop, stop! the
pole of the carnage beliind is driven into m !

"

" Arrah, then, its all right agj-in, youi honour,"
said Pat, exultingly, " for Tve just drove my
pole into the carriage before." Tills is a snmple
of the Irish bull Cun-an used to cite as perfect.

An Ancikm' Opinion of I,ov]:.—It is a
pretty soft thing thi? same love ; an excellent

company-keeper—full of gentleness and affa-

bility ; makes men fine, and go cleanly;

teacheth them good qualities, handsome pro-

testations ; and, if the ground be not too barren,

it bringeth forth rhymes and song?, full of pas-

sion and tenderness.

FAMILY KECEIPTS.

Artivicial Eggs and Bacon.—Make some
clear bhiiic maiige in a while dis. . Lei it be about,

a (]Uiiiter uf hii inch Ihir.k; cut this into rounds
%\ilh the top ot a teacup, and lay thetn (ii the
riirli in "hi(;hi]iey ari' to be served. Make some
y«.Iow Dutch ntunmcry.ruu it into very small (or

doil's) tt acu()s, i:i the form of the yolk of an egg,
and ])lace one on each round of the blmcinanze
Cut six straig-ht pieces of blancmange about the
leng!!!, witltli. and thickness of rashers of bicon,
on whicli lay three streaky of preserve'! damsou
or led I'nrraTjts, and terve all on the same dish.

Cle.vu Blancmange is made by dissolving
isinglass, or gelatine, in milk, over a slow fire.

It Ji) y then be used as above, or shaped in

various nays, as stars, flowers, &c. ; or it may b(-

ca-t into lorm by being placed in moulds. A
linle flavonrjng may be acld»-d, if required.
Jt'LUHJiEUY is a species of thick hasty iiuddiBg,

mide with flour, oatmeal, or rirc, f! ivourod with
milk, creain, almonds, orange-flnver water, rose-
water, almond-uater, lemoir &c., according b*
fancy. French Uumraery is made with equal
;>arts of blancmangi* and cream, sweetened and
flavoured. Dutch flummery is blancziiange and
egijs, flavoureil with lemon, and sweetened. All
these are poured into forms or shapes, and served
cold. Some of ihem are inexi)enssv.*, and easily

made, and pres-^^nt a pleasing variety upon occa-
sions where a little t iste aiul show are desiied.

A CuiiAP AND Efficient Uisinfectani.—
Pound a few w eli-clried raw coffee beans in a ni'>r-

tar, or between stones, and otrew the powder
over a moderately-heated iron plate. Walk al^out

the room or the house with this lor a minute or

two, and it will effectually clear awny offensive

smells. Coffee taken hot from a roaster v.ill

answer nearly the same purpose.

WEEKLY CALEXDAIl.

MAY lOrii T

[Owing to a portion of the copy being mislaid,

the notices for May 10 and 11 were omitted. They

are now given.]

M>iy 10, 1775. Caroline Matilda, the unfortun

jiate Quten of Ueum^rk, and youngest sister of

George III., died at Zell, in' his electoral do-

min ons.

May 10, 182?.— r/ie Curporativn and Test Acts
were repealed. I3y the Corporation Act, enacted in

ICGl, no person could tie legally elected to any
oflite, relating to the government of any city or

corporation, unless within twelvemonths before he
had received the sacrament of the Lord's Supper,
according to the rites of the Church of England ;

and he was also erj dntd to take the oaths of al-

legiance and supremacy at the same time that he
took the oath of otiice, or, in default of eith<:r o^

those requisites, his e' action was declared void.

The Test Act, enacted in 1G8;3, directed ail officers,

civil and ixilitary, to lake the oaths, and make
the declaration against tr/insubstanliation within
six months after admission ; and, also, within
three mouths to receive the sacrament of the

MAY IStu.

I Lord's Supner, according to the usa?e of the,

Church of England, in some pnblic church, and
to deiiv'er into court a certificate thereof, sisrncd

by the minister and churchwardens, and also to

prove the same by two credible witnesses, upon
forfeiture cf £500, and dia.tdlity to hoid iht>

same office. By subsequent legislation the same
tests, except the sacrament, were exacted of dis-

senting ministers, practitioners of the law,

teachers of schools, &c. Th^se acts were, a gross

violation of the rights of conscience, and injiri-

ous to the put)lic weal in many re.-pecis. In a

single year (1736) i,'-.i07,06[) v*fere raised from fines

imposed on Dissenters, who conscitntioudy re-

fosed to serve in oiices. Of course, repeiico
eff >rts were made for the repetil of these acts, in

which, at length, both Frotestatit Dissenters and
Catholics united. Eor a time the Governiucut

1

put them off with annually passing amnesty bills,

i exempting Dissnuteis, who had violated the acts,

I from the op-jration of the peu:dties. But this

i was far from satisfying them; and on the :i()th of

February, 1828, was struck the first successful
I blow against the supremacy of the Cluuch of
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England since the Restoration. Lord John
llu-sell inove<l t'lat the House resolve itself into

a co:niintt<:e lo tak** int) cniitiderafion the re^u-
iatioMs of the C 'rpor^lio'i an I lef^tActs. Stormy
deb it»is fo'l-wed hut a division shone 1 2;i7 lor

til"; inol'on aoil 193 a</aiIl^t it. Miaisterg so ig^ht

dt'Iay, Imt !i re«-lution »vh« a<lo;)tt«-1 for toe imme-
diHie r'-peal of the aet; ; th- Ministers wetectm-
tent wif I some 8'isht tnoditic itions, and speedily

tho<?e <iff-;|»riiig3 fag^ri4na:id bigoted ag'e ceased

to he tilt" l;uv of th" rca'm.

May 11. 177*. Tfilliam Pitt, Earl of Chatham,
dit'd. Thi:< celnbra .'<l lv,'^!i~h st'it4?8iiian was
born at M conuoc. « oi- i>*a I. N'oeoiber 15, 1708.

He eiitorcd th»t ParliafH^-nt in \~6v>, and rdjHdly

attained the fi st rank as a parliiinientary orator,

fecnrin» at th« same liin ; the u.-teem of the

nation as an a!)l>? and ugilant op[io-er of im-
politic and unonstitntion 1 measnre* in geiieial.

In iTJfJ he was ni* le x-.r^-tary of State, but, on
acco'iotof his ii'.s^ility co a portion of tlie royal

family, h^- was d SMii.-sed from office. It iva?,

however, sooi found no'ipssary to reinstate him
and Ilia triend?, when he formed a new and most
efficient mi istry. On th* death of George II, he
retired, hwded with honours and emoluments,
which lie never seems t'> have sou'/ht or coveted.

In 17oG he ^vas again called to form a cabinet,

when he was yai*e I to the peera?e. In 17G8 he
resigned oHice, hut continuAi lo take a leaoin?
part in many popular ques:ion?. He opposed
with all the force of his eioquence the ig-uorant

and infatuated proceedings which led to the in-

^ioriou* American content, the re;!ults of which
he predicted with meluncholy acctirucy. It was
d-irin» a discussion on this subject in the House
of Lords, that, on risinof to reply to some argu-
ments advanced by the Duke of Richmond, he
fainted and fell back on his seat. The house im-
mediately adjourned. He never recovered from
That state of eiiha->stion, but died on May 11 in

his s-iventieth \ear. Hi- remains were honoured
with a pub'ic ifineral and a nioriument in West-
miiiiler Ai/bey; and an annuity of £4,000 per
annum, out of the civil list, was annexed to the
earldom of Chatham.
M ly \'l, Sunday after Ascension Day.
^la> \l, 1G41, ih- E'lrl of Slrafurd was be*

n^adt'd. He was prime minister duriir^ a portion
(»f the reig'n of Charles I ; but being accused of
various tyrannical aet.^, he was trii::d and executed
at the instance of the Pariiament. Ou the 21 st of

April in the same year, Charles sent him a letter,

a?suriijg him, " on the word of a kinj, that hf
should not .sufTer in life, honour, or fortune;"
and his fate siiows ho-.v little reliance was to be
placed on the royal word of that deluded sove-
reian.
May li, 1791, died Francis Grosc^ a celebrated

ill'iStiator of British cus-tom'?, topography, and
antiquities. His ** Ar.liquiti»-s of Knjfiand and
Waic-", Scotland and Ireland," with hundreds oi

rngrrt%ing3, were pub'ished In several quarto
volumes and lia-l a very txt.en»ive sale. He was
an a:^reeal<le and facetious cojK^>anion, and though
r m^rkably corpulent, was :.otive end indus-
trious. He wai loo fond of the pleasures r f the
tai.le, and, most ijkt-ly as th'' re^u't of indulgence,
he died ol ar-oplexv a? tiie jigoof fiitr two.
May 1^, 18 ;7. Wheat rose to a h'it/h price, in

consequence of aiitged scarcity. At Jie Windsor
coin-niarUet it was sold for jL'ol per load, Htr
M^Jcity Qute.i Victoria iisued orders tliat only
feconds flour rhnnld be used in the roysl house-
hold, iin 1 th4t th« allowance of bread rbould be

restricted to one pound a head f,>rcach person
dieted la the roy;il palace. Several noitle and rich
faniilic:" id>ued similar orders 'or their h->u-e!»old£.

Most of tiie societie-* in tlie kiagflom, formed en
the princi|)le of total ab<iinerjce from strong
drinki, held special meetings, and circulatmi
thousands of tracts, ior the pU'pose of sli iwing
that, notwithstanding t'lis dread of fam ne .,iKi

these economical )irec<i.m\nn:', tjcttvaen eiffhl tfiow
saiul and 7iine thousand quarters of icliule.wme
and nutritious barley were usedJar distilling awl
breicing intoxicating liquors in the space of one
year !

May 13, 1796, Vaccination^ or innoculation for
the cow-pox as a prestrvalive from small-pox,
was firot introduced into the metropolis. Dr.
Jenner commenced his investigations ou this sub-

I

ject in 1776; it is now practised with success in

\
almost every part of the world,

j
May 1.3, 18.ii, Baron George Cvvier diediRg'-d

sixty-three. He was born at Montt)eli.ird in
France He was an eminent naturalist. He was
ap>oinei Counsellor of the Uuivtrsity of Paris
b. N ;poleon, and (Jliaucellor by Louis XVIU.

;

was made Grand Officer of the Legion of Honour
bv Charles X., and Peer of France by Louis
Philippe.
M iV 14, 1616, Henry IP"., Kin? of France,

stylea " The Great," was assassinated, at Paris by
a fanatic named Ravaillac,
May 14, 18i0, died, Henry Grattan, an eminent

Irish orator and staiesiuan. He was horn about
the year 1750, and in 1775 was brought into the
Parliament of Ireland, After the Union he ob-
tained a seat in the uiitcd House of Commons in
l>iO'>. He was xlistinguished as an orator; and
his style had the gonins, the enthuiiajm, the
brilliancy, and the pathos, which mark Irish
eloquence. He stood in the front rank of Re-
formers, and was the special champion of Catholic
emancipation.
May If), 14o2, the Bailie of Hexham, in North-

umberland, was fought, when the Yorkists g'aiiied

a complete victory over the Lmcaetrians.
May 15, 1740, died, Ephraim Chambers, author

of a voluminous work, '•The CycJop.;d!a," which
for many years was very popular, but tome por-
tions of wl.'ich have now become, comparatively,
valueless, in consequence of more recent dis-
coveiies and improvement in art and science. It
ha.s served } 8 the basis of many succeedin? works.

ilay 15, IbO:), the late king George III. had a
double escape from being shot. NViule reviewing
the Guards in Hyde Park, a bullet was accident-
ally Hrcd from a musktt, and passed through the
thigti of a gentleman who stood at a small dis-
tance from his Maje-ty. The same ever.ing, an
insane man, James II adfield, attempted to shoot
the king at Drury-lane Theatre.
May 18, I7:i6, John Jf'ard, of Hackney, was ex-

pellea the Ilou^e of Commons for forgery. This
nolorioiis culprit, after his expulsion, was coo-
-iigned lo the i.iJU.ry, on which di-^graceful cngim;
he was publicly exhibited, at a p(.r:od Avheu he
was supposed to be Morth £.^00.000. The hou-e
which he erected for his residence in Church-
sireet, Ilacknty, was for many years known by
the name of ' Ward'.* Corner."
May IG, 1817, Daniel O'ConnelldieA at Genoa,

on I. is way to Rome. He was born August 4,
1774. He fcladitd the Ja« , and wa> called to tho
bar in 17U8. He si>on turned his attention to
politics, and especially to the civil and eccle-
siastieul disabilities ot the Catholics of the king-
dom. The Jimancipation Act of iHiiQ opened to
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him the door of ihe lIou?e of Commons, when a

new field opened before him. He became " the
member for ail Ireland," but entered with his

whole soul into schemes of universal philanthropy.
He engaged largely in popular agitation, and soon
caused the cry of " Repeal " to res mnd from every
parish in the sister island. The Government was
alarmed by his " monster meetings," and sub-
jected him to a trial, which resulted in a con-
viction, on which he was adjudged to pay a tine

of £"<J,000, to be imprisoned for one year, and give

sureties to keep the peace for seven years. He
was sent to the Richmond Pcniteniiar^r, but on
bringing a writ of error into the House of Lords,
the lords reversed the judgment, and he was
liberated, after spending three months in prison.

Shortly after this, divisions and strife crept into
the Repeal Association, and Mr. O'Connell's con-
stitution being greatly impaired and his spiriti

depressed, he repaired to the Contiueut with the
hope of improving both. Death, however, over-
took, him. He bequeathed his heart to Rome,
where it arrived on the 27th, and was inurned
with great solemnities.

JSIay 17, U70, trial by jury was instituted, in-

Btead of the ordeals by fire or water, and trials by
combat, which had for centuries prevailed.

ilay 17, 1727, died at St. Petersburg, in about
the fortieth year of her age, that most extraordinary
personage, Culherine I. She was the illegitimate

offspring of an obscure country girl. The place of
her birth was Ringen, a small village near Dorpt
(about sixty miles south of Narva), in Livonia.
Her beiug taken prisoner at Marienburgh, when
that town was captured by the Russians, was the
occasion of her becoming the favourite, and, at
length, the consort, of Peter the Great. Upon the
demise of that monarch, in 1725, Catherine was ele-

vated to the throne, and declared Empress of Russia,
chiefly through the intrigues of Prince Mtnzikof.
By the most unwearied assiduit}-, and unremitting
attention, by the softness and complacency of her
disposition, by the inelo3y of her voice, and by

an extraordinary liveliness and gaiety of temper,
Catherine acquired such a wonderful ascendancy
over the mind of Peter, that seemed necessary,
not only to his comfort, but eveu to his very ex-
istence ; she was his inseparable companion on
his journeys, and even in all his military expedi-
tions. The great reason why the Czar was so
fond of her was, it is universally said, her pos«
sessing that " soul's refreshing green"—an ex-
ceeding good temper ; ahe was never seen peevish
nor out of humour. Being herself a "contented
spirit," her uniformly-amiable and cheerful de-
portment excited others to rejoice in, and to value,

the present moment..
•' Good humour will prevail,

\NTien airs, and flights, and scieams, and
scolding fail.

Beauties in vain their pretty eyes may roll ;

Charms stiilie the sight, but merit wins the
soul."

—

Pope.
May 17, 1838, died at Paris, in his 8Uh year.

Prince Charles Maurice de Talleyrand. He
figured greatly as a dijilo^natist iu th«s cabinet of

Napoleon, and otVier rulers of France. He was
visited on his death-bed by Louis Philippe, and
his funeral was conducted with great pomp and
solemnity.
May 18, 1S43, at the opening of the General

Assembly of the Church <-.f Scotland, a secession

took place of about 400 miaiilers, or one-third of

the establishment. This secession was occa-

sioned by the refusal of the Government to give

up the right of nominating miuistersto cJiuiches,

which the seceders deemed an unwarrantable in-

trusion of the State into matters purely spiritual;

hence the seceder* are called " Noniutrusion-
ists." They have since established themselves as

a distinct body, with numerous churches or

chapels, and a large and powerJul machinery for

religious and benevolent purposes.

Mav 18. 1814. Naworth Castle, Cumberland,

the seat of the Earl ol Carlisle, a fine specimen

of an ancient baronial residence, was btirnt down.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

M. S. (Batley Carr.)—The data of the invention,

and the early history of the manufacture of glass is

involved in considerable obscurity. According to

Pliny it originated from the following accident :—

A

merchant ship, laden with natron, being driven

upon the coast of the mouth of the river Belus, Iu

tempestuous weather, the crew were compelled to

cook their victuals ashore ; and having placed lumps
of the natron on the sand , as support to the kettles,

found, to their surprise, masses of transparent stone
among the cinders. Considering the trifles tliat

have led to the most important discoveries, this

anecdote is very probably founded in truth. The
Phoenicians were the earliest mannfacturers of

glass, and long held nu «isclusive commerce of this

article ; and the ancient Egyptians were certainly

acquainted with the art of glass-making. From
Alijxaudria the Rou>an« were supplied with the
material ; but before the time of PUny it had been
introduced into Italy, France, and Spain. Glass
utensils have been found among the ruins of Her-
culaneum. The Venetians, in the thirteenth cen-

tury, carried on an cxlenalve raanufactnre of, and
trade in, this article, the processesof making which
they long kept secret. The earliest manufacture of
liint-glass in England was begun in 16.')7, and that
of plate-glass in 1673. The application of glas.s to

the glazing cf windows i.9 of comparatively modern
introduction.

Crito.—True. A great discovery has rarely
ever been appreciated during the lifetime of the
discoverer. The case of Galileo is well known.
Tliat of Dr. Harvey is equally remarkable. Hume
tells us " that no pliysician in Europe who had
reached forty years of age, ever, to the end of his
life, adopted Harvey's doctrine of the circulation
of the blood, aud that his practice in London di-
minished extremely from the reproach drawn
upon him by that great and signal dL-tcovery."

Science has had its martyrs as well as philo-
oophhy and religion ; and many of the greatest
beuefactors of the race have had to suffer perse-

cution, imprisonment, and even death.

Printed and published by John C.\^sei.i., of 335,. Strand, London, and sold by all Bookjellers.
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I3ooKS, History, Science, and so forth, for Working Men and Working Women

!

Why, the mention of such things would have made our great-grandfathers and

great-grandmothers almost faint, notwithstanding their sturdiness ; and if ghosts

Avere fashionable now, it Avould doubtless be asserted that cheap literature for

servants, operatives, and chimney-sweepers, had disturbed their graves. For it is

impossible to say where the matter will stop. The Society for the Diffusion of

Useful and Entertaining Knowledge seemed almost to lead the van in this alarming

movement. Then came the "Penny C3'clop8edia " and "Shilling Volume" of

Mr. Knight. The Messrs. Chambers also united in the same ruinous business of

giving the vulgar people more knowledge for a ** Penny " than the lords used to

have for a pound. The Tract Society, too, had the audacity, not only to send out

cheap books, but lo mix everything up with religion ; so that the country is

positively threatened with cooks, housemaids, nurses, footmen, grooms, mechanic?,

and peasants, that will have more information, intelligence, i)iety, and morality*

than the kings, lords, clergy, and gentry, of the olden time ! Sure it is one of the

most political of all political and prudent taxes, to keep up the duty on paper,

books, and advertisements ; for, if matters go on at this rate, the days of despotism,

bigotry, monopoly, sinecures, battle-fields, and blood, will soon come to an end,

and tyrants of every grade and degree will be rendered as nervous, rickety, and
lielpless, as old Giant Despair, in " The Pilgrim's Progress!"

And now, behold ye !— worse than all, " Tun Wouking Man's Friexd " is found
on the breakfast-table of many of the humble classes ; and there is danger that these

will be so enlightened as to refuse to be any longer led by the nose, either to the

poll-booth or places of worship. If v»-e proceed at this rate, the spell of wealth and
priestism will be gone, and the only patent for power, influence, and respectability,

will be intelligence and morality ; and, consequently, the working man may rise as

high in tlie scale of intellectual and religious being as the squire or the peer. Alas!
alas ! that one should live to sec the day, when brainless wits decked with
coronets, and even royal craniums debased by vice, should be weighed in the same
balances with the real intelligence and piety of plebeian heads and hearts, and bo
iV)und wanting ! ! Surely these are some of the portentous signs of the last dscys !

Still, the afFiii: has gone so far that we cannot stop it. It would bo ai easy to
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prevent the sun from, reaching the tropic of Cancer, and bringing the dog-days,

a.^'to stay this diffusion of intellectual and moral light. Little, perhaps, did the

simple-hearted George III. perceive what would be the result of his pious wish,

that " every poor child in his realm might be able to read the Bible." Tae gentry,

and especially the clergy, foresaw the consequence, and long withstood the project,

•' Teach the people to read the Bible, and they will be able to read everything else,

and it will be impossible to keep them from exercising their gifts !" Such were the

predictions uttered fifty years ago, and our own age shows that the reverend sages

who uttered them were no false prophets. Our working men and working v^'omen

will read ; ay, and what is more, are now demanding tiseful literature. Oh, that

they would but put up with '* Mother Hubbard," and " Jack the Giant-killer !
!

"

It lias been said that ** fashions move dowmoai'ds^ but that intelligence and

morality go iqnoards ;' and certain it is that fishermen were the first preachers of

the gospel. *' Not many mighty, not many wise men, not many noble," embraced

the truth in its native purity. Until Christianity had been secularized, the rich

^nd the great keipt aloof ; and, even now, not a few stand as far off as ever from the

divine equity of " pure and undefiled religion." The great demand for substantial

literature in our day is not heard from palaces, or mansions, but from the fields and

th^ factories ; and, in a little time, light and foolisli reading,—like formality,

ritualism, and superstition,—will J>9.ye,to confine themselves to sqfas and saloons.

The papers we are now writing were actually called for by multitudes of our

operatives. Tiiey send letter after letter, desiring us to give them some good advice

fij to books and reading. ,
In. compliance with these urgent requests, we have

already offered a few remarks on history and biography ; and noiy \ye prppeiepl with

some suggestions on the other branches of study.
.

, ,, . ,,,

vljti. Science. j1> 'lo.iij i^ooji pri:.^. :yi{\--

,

"We have already said that science is correct Jinoicledge, It ought to be observed

that sense and science often teach a very different doctrine. The eye of sense woiild

suggest that the sun runs round the world ; but the eye of intelligence assures us

that the world runs round the sun. Many other facts of the same kind might be men-
tioned, proving that our minds are given us to correct our senses. It may be suggested

that this arrangement is not perfect, and that it would have been better if our senses

li^d done the work at once, and left nothing for our reasoning powers to effect. But

this is only saying that it would have been better for us to have been irrational

!

A little thought and modesty would whisper to us, that our Creaioii was at least

as wise as we are. He ,}ias made everything " very good," and our physical and

mental constitution is not a violation of this law. Besides, if the senses, as mere

bodily organs, are imx)erfect, the mind is given to supply what is wanting, and

therefore the plan is, after all, complete ; for the sensqs aid the mind, ^and the mind

effects what, l<?X\e sight, hearing, &c., in the very,p.J5L^ure ,9^ things^/wpulci, t>e im

possible. And then, further, it was intended that we should employ our reason

for, as our bodies without labour become weak and sickly, so the ,i,nind cannot be

strong without exercip^e,jf "Xondej,porter, with a hundredweight on l^is SJti-Quldcrs,

would have felt ten j^ounds a tremendous burden, if he had spent three parts of his

life lying on a sofa^ And just the same is it wifh those pcox)le Vv'ho never think.

Their only distinction is mental imbecility. Had Lord Bacon, Lpcke^ Mjltpn,,

Shakspeare, or Sir Isaac Newton, never toiled with their intellectual povv'ers, they

would have been as impotent in mind as the i)oor or the vulgar.

We wish all our readers to reflect, that God has given them minds, but that the
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strengthening of their mental faculties must be their oirn -w-ork, and that there is

nothing in the world can effect this bat intellectual exertion. You may feed people

on the most nutritious food, but the more you fatten them, the weaker they are,

and the less fit for labour. Only see with what difficulty my lady's darling poodle

punts across the room ! Esop tells us, that •* an old lady had a hen, which layed

an egg a day ; and, being anxious to increase her store, she gave the animal a double

portion of barley, hoping thereby to gain two eggs instead of one ; but the hen,

thi'ough this extra feeding, soon gi*ew very fat, and quite gave up laying." Every
thing must have exercise, or else it will become indolent and inert ; and, therefore,

the necessity for science to correct our senses, instead of being a disadvantage, is a

blessing. Had we been bom with microscopic and telescopic eyes, Ave should

never have heard of Lord Rosse's telescope ; or had we been created with wing«,

steam-carriages and railways would not have been contidved ; and thus more
bodily power would have prevented the need of intellectual exercise ; and, as cor-

poreal strength wo'ild have superseded mental energy, miiny of the wonders «f

scientific discovery would never have enchanted us. -

Everything m nature is done by fixed laws, and hence the order that- j>4?evAilis

evcrvAvhere. Water, air, electricity, and bodies of every sort and kind, have their

peculiar properties, affinities, and attractions, all the world over. Air, at the same
level above the sea, weighs the same in all countries, has the same elasticity, and,

wherever Ave go, is composed of the same proportions of oxygen and nitrogen.

Iron is iron, gold is gold, hydrogen is hydx-ogcn, wool is wool, and wax is wax,
whether in England, India, Africa, or America. Now science teaches the qualities

of these substances, and, consequently, how we may use them to minister to our

comfort, health, pleasure, luxury-, or injury. Yes, and it does not confine itself to

our earth, but it ascends the heavens, and investigates the stars, and presses them
into our service ; so that here we have a correct system of diA-ination—a scientific

augury and astrology—which, with an unerring voice, guides many of our steps.

These remarks show how important it is, that every working man and womuu
should read and study science. It may be objected by some, that this is impos-
sible. But the reply is easy. All minds are alike, to a great extent ; science also,

when properly explained, is simplicity itself ; and then we have at present such a

variety of cheap books on almost every branch of study. We remember once

having persuaded a few boys to buy a section of a work which treats of ** Astro-

nomy" and we read through the work with them. The lads v/ere astonished

to find, that for less than what would buy a dozen humbugs, they could obtain so

much correct knowledge of the heavens. It will be only to put by a feAv pence

daily, or Aveekly, and then they will soon have enough. A pint of beer given up
daily, will soon procure a valuable number of books ; and how much better to

have a library on the shelf, and knowledge in the mind, than a poisonous liquor

in the stomach, and a material demon in the brain. So that ignorance or indolence

can now frame no excuse, either from the want of money or books.

All persons have also talent enough to become scientific. Science, v.-e have said,

is the correct knowledge of nature and its laws ; and these laws are simplicity

itself. The falling of an apple from a tree contains the whole law of gravitation.

The nmning of a few drops of dew into one, is an example of attraction which a

child can comprehend. Mathematics, too, begins with numbers and form;*, and
every single body gives us an exemplification of both. Women may study all

these things as well as men, especially our young women. We hope that a time
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is coming, Avhen every mail will resolve never to marry an imscicntitio wii'e (for

without science there will be but sorry housekeeping) ; and when every -woman

will prefer living and dying in single blessedness, rather than be yoked to an

ignorant husband ; yes, and take care that the knowledge is in the head before

the ring goes on the finger. Let the mind be once well stored, and it yi'On't very

soon be emptied. You cannot spend knowledge like you can molieyi Th^ liiore

you give away the mpre you will have.

lf9(i OffT JrfyiLTf' When land is arone, and iaoH€y»pBnt,i or i?arJ5iA«o gcr-

a i-^aav/ Jia uJiri; .'j!n(;y /i, - Lcaniinij is uiost excellent^', ; j >. g.iaHAH)— >i;jT<?:i'»!l(m 4.

^'M;5''wK^"fe'liM1tf'if n(it'be found on each side of 'tli0:'fiy(i-f)MV;^^8''i;ha^ ^n and

Sally may be intellectual friends and companions ? More books, and fewer,rii;bans

and less drink, would be a glorious change for all parties. And then what bright-

eyed, bright-minded children there would be ; every face moulded intellectually

by the father and mother. Tliere would then be a^r end of dull eyes, stupid looks,

and gawky mouths ; for the very image of God would again appear in the human
face diYine, and everything in the >yorld would wear a new and glorious aspect.
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Oozing, oOzing', ever onwurd,
Slow, but surely, o'er the lands.

Bearing frost-bound seeds n-sunward,

f:-oft tlie golden si reanilet wends,

By the niountnins, -^rlld and cniggy,

O'er the moors and thi-ongh the dells,

Sweeping off opinions shaggy,

Bringing beauty, still it swells ;

una
,(yyy ^x^Q city's darkest places, '"^ "''•'

'"^' Bearing life and light, it springs f«f'"^ ^f
I

-f^-'-'

Sheiling-dotted wildernesses '-''

Listen Mhilst the riplot sings, iH

Flowers arc springing, where its coursseS^^

In the dewrts bleak and lone. ' '

'

Open wider then its sourccp.

Help it, bix>thers, help it on. -

it-. ;.' •:( .'i -: . ' .: '..;.; --.i: '

'

- / > jliani yi>l'.

f !' ft .It' Is wearjr tQll^iS; toiling . , r/- p.^hr;- iftorl

Through the long and darksome »iglifcs/

It is dreary to be toiling,
l,f

Ay, without rt glimpse of liglit;

It is weary to be toiling ,
s .

With a longing, thirsty lujnd,

Oh, 'tis dreary to he toiling

With an eye ior ever blind. _,,

Aid u.s,theu, O brothers^ aid ixs,

In our e;u-nedlne.«3 to see;, ). 'ili -i,jjod

Aid us, when coUl hearts uphr^^vV^Sait n^
In our longings to be tree,

,,ji > - jif^i;

Guide u.s to the gathering torvfJit^>p,rr Pa.
When our souls a-thirsiing groan

;

iVjul tho joy-awakeniug cuneut,
. ,

Help jt, brotUciia, liftll> it„9«ij,,i, ^ii] ai);,iu

-^iriti olai vAbiuiii

.•rnu;:ff'->'ft f)fr''"rrrf"H';

Mjiny drippings fill the bucket.

Many littles make the gi-eat.

Simple truths will show tlie Wicket
I.,eading to great "Wisdom's gate.

In the lanes, then, on the gutt<?rs,

Broadcast heave the golden ^lowei-s—
Sow the seed upon the wrttersj^migim r

And the harvest is secure , 'r.s^VK'xi >'.

For the so'l is rich and anjjjle,
'"''

- '

Wheroon weeds too long liaSftj'fgrtvwft,

Ji/('\Vhcre the few have learnt to trample,
'^i' And the many fallen unkuowii.
'-'i'TIien cut the lT])as coppictii- • ' ' " •

•

^+ '^ From the .«pots wh^re suVi m*^ sJlxMiei-^

And tile t;treani in which oni-' hoiJef i:Ji
^

Help it, brother?, help it on; -i .- '

'
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Founded on the tiubtilf;} saudr-*, ,,!;

. JIammon's ]>riests may wi'.tch :tii,wrjP|yivci,

Nodding sore, on every hu?i47r-j.\i(q

For at,i:rreut, little noted, ;-...., ,; -r^v* /

Saps each cjistoin-criiisted w'all.

And huge evils, hah" uprooted,
,

,

; .
, Crumbling, tottv;r to tlv-'irj ^f^,4f 1 /.i,i j,

i;-Fre;i.udJce!<, old and rott.t;n, ., rf, ')ruv.'yHi

jixon.i: BurotiJjg. jneUaway tc^siiri; u.-j- -.u-.f^

i^.jaThing&.UTihaJJpwed.heM-lKigwUeff,,;. ,;,,.!.;

)(i 1 AVeiiT the line of dai;k desjjair

;

tfrBrightoiing raycj are on u^ beajiniug.

Justice, Truth shall wja iinon :

Oh-, the Hood that now is stroaiuing,

:ji j^^ Help it, biptUerj;,,U«li» it.Wi,;, ajt// h
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CROIVrVVELL AND HIS TliMES?'-^ XlOlI K

r -r-.
CHAtTEE XX,

If the companions of our eKildh'ood shouTd turn out to bo•' It is natural to belicvp in great men.
bcToeg, and their coiulilion rtfhl, it would not 8uri)rise u$. . , . Nature eeerns to exi«l far the
c;&c<i;ynl. Tlie world is upheld by the veracity of good aiea.^Xb^y,ijDfi^e thq «»ujVlLA^ti^^a9fi^(^'

—

£meusun.

CROMWELL HAVING TRIUMPHKD IN SCOTLAND
rCKSlKS CHARLES TO ENGLAND—BATTLE
OF AVonCCSTEK—CHARLES'S FLIGHT—RE-

SULTS OF CHO.MV.ELL'S C0NWE6T!i ON THE
CIVIL AND BELlGiqCS CONDIJIO^ OF. TUE
STATE. ' " •• •- •'"' -''-'^'' ^'''I'^-'J-r

If tJie world nm-rt hai'e its heroes, humanity
mu.thavc it^ models. Nothiug is more loveiy

tliau to .see ;?reatiieas combined with goodness.

Such qualitifed should never be looked upon as

antagonistic—oj)po.;ed the one to the otiier.

'j'heir union is not only compatible, but a tiling

to be realized. ^\'e have seen them in combina-
tion, and to what a dignity have they raised

their possessor I It may indicate a mind" ofno
common order to be able to conduct a military

camjjaign to ever-advancing and certain vic-

tory, but to discover in the warrior those purer

qualities of the heart which go to make up
moral excellence, is a sjjecies of greatness be-

f()r(; which everytiiing else dwindles into insig-

nilicancc. "With nothing to commend them but
their birth and station, prince and i)otentates

become less than little in the prescnoe of a good
man. Cromwell was a great wairior, but lie

was a better man. He was a man on whose
free spirit there was tiie impress of Heaven's
light and life. If he was mighty in battle, he
Avas mightier still in virtue.

It liesjjeaks a true humanity to find him
panting after renovated healtli and vigour,

that he might devote liimself with deejjer ear-

nestness to the salvation of his country. AVith

the retuniiug current of health, his patriotism

A\olled up as from .some more hidden epring.

lie lost .*»jght of everything in the good of the

commoaiwcaltli. 'Jliis was dearer to him than
crowns, and thrones, and empire. If he was
iunbitious, it cannot be denied that it entered
largely into his ambition to confer the largest

amount of good on the people of England. This
Avas the goal to which he presse<l. This Avas

the prize Avhich he set before him.

After a jjericxl of such intense anxiety, and
of severe labour, together Avith tlie action of a
rigorous Avinter, we are not surj)rised to leam
that his health wa.^ seriously ailVcted: in fact

h'- became dangerously ill. The Council of

liberty to return to Engtanrf for chan^ of air*

that thereby I miglit the better recover my
health. All which came unto me Avliilst TiT.

"NV'iight and Dr. Bates, whom your lordship sent

down, Avere Avith me.
"I shall not need to recite the extremity of

my la«t sickness ; it v/as »o violent that, ihdeed,

my nature Avas not able to bear the Aveight

thereof. But the Lord Avas ])leased to deliver

me beyond expectation, and to give me cause

to say once more, ' lie hath plucked mc out of
tlie grave.' ily Lord, the indulgence of the
rarliament expressed by their order is a very
high and undeserved favour ; of Avhich, althougli

it be fit I keep a thankful remembrance, yet I

judge it Avould be too much presumption in me
to return a particular acknoAvledgment. I be-

seecli you giA'e me the boldness to return my
humble thankfulness to the Council for sendinj?

two such Avorthy persons so great a journey to
visit me. From Avliom I have received much
encouragement, and good directions, for recovery
of health and strength ; Avhich 1 Jiud noAV, by
the goodness of Got], groAving to such a state as

may yet, if it be his gt»od will, render me use-

ful according to my poor ability in the station

Avherein he hath sM.t me.
"I wish more steadiness in your affairs here

than to depend, in the least degree, upon so
frail a thing as I am. Indeed, they do not, nor
OAvn any instrument- This cause is of (Jod, and
it must pro-MH:r. Uh I that all that have any
hand therein, being so j)ersuftded, Avould gird

up the loins of their mind, and endeavour in all

tilings to AA'alk worthy of the Lord J
"

Oliver haA'ing recovered from Irie aicknes.*,

braced up his manly soul for renewed action.

Charles looked upon the defeat of the Scots as a
fortunate event. The armies Avhich fought on
both sides Avere almost equally his enemies, and
the v»nquii<lied, l>eing under tlie ne<'Ossity of
applying to liim for sup)»ort and sucwjur, had
to concede 1o him yet greater authority. He
Avas crowned at J^eone Avith great pomp and
.«olenuiity. But amid all this apjwarance of
respect, Charle.=! was in the liands of the most
rigid covenanters. Thoirgh treated v'ith great

courte.-iy and respert hy Argyle, he was little

State i<ent down tAvo of the most eminent
i
better tlnin a pri.soner, and Avas Btill exposed to

physicians to attend him. He felt and acknow-
ledged this jTct of kindness. After be liad be-

come convalescent he Avrote to the president of
tlie council, in terms of gratitude and joy :

—

" My Ix)i-»1,— I received yours of the 'J71h of

all tlie rudeness and pedantry of the ^clcri-

astics. (.Charles did not rai'oh like his position,

and made an attempt to regain his liberty. He
joined a body of royalists anIio had been pro-

sciibctl by the Covenanters, and. having s^retly
May, with au older from the rarliament for my [ made his escape fitjm Argylo, flod lOMrardd tho
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Highlands. He was pursued, overtaken, and

induced to return. As soon as the season

favoured an expedition, the Scottish army-

was assembled under Hamilton and Lesley,

and the King was allowed to join the camp.

After a few days' march, Clunies enc.imped

at Torwood. The town of Stirling lay at his

back, and the whole north suppHed him witli

provisions. But where is Cromwell? See, the

conquering hero comes ! Again health sits

blooming on his countenance ; and his soul is

on fire Avith the intenseness of patriotic love !

Oliver passed the Fritli and Fife with his

•whole army, and taking his pos^ition at the

back of the king, made it impossible for him
to keep his post any longer. Charles, re-

duced to despair, resolved to march into Eng-
land, in the hope that all his friends, and as

many as were discontented with the present

government, would flock to his standard. The
army, which numbered 14,000 men, or more,

rose from their camp, and advanced by suc-

cessive and extended journeys towai*ds the

sonth. Cromwell, somewhat surprised at this

movement of the royalists, despatched letters

to the Parliament, exhorting them not to be

dismayed at the approach of tlie iicot&—sent

orders everywhere for assembling forces, and
followed the King with all the expedition

possible. It is twelve months this very day
since the memorable battle of Dunbar. IS'^ow

comes the battle of Worcester—a battle which
caij have but one issue. With an army of

about 80,000 men, Cromwell fell upon AVor-

cester, and attacking it on all sides, and meeting
with but little resistance, broke in upon the

disordered and dispirited roj'alists. " I'he

small Scotch anny is on every side driven in.

Its fiery jjulsiugs are but the struggles of death

—agonies as of a lion coiled in the folds of a

boa !
" The whole Scbttish army were either

killed or taken prisoner.s. The streets of the

city were strev.'ed with the dead. The king
liimself was forced to make his escape from the

field. But whither can he go? Driven from
Scotland, he seeks an asylum in England ; and
now England threatens to throw him from her
more sacred soil as a thing worthless and
of naught. " The King kft A\'orcesterat three
o'clock in the afternoon, and, without halting,

travelled about tv;euty-s:x miles, in company
with fil'ty or sixty of liis friends. To provide
for his safety, he thouglit it best to separate
himself from his companions ; and he left them
without communicating his intentions to any
of them. By the Earl of Derby's direc-

tions, he went to Bo.scobel, a lone house on the
borders of Staffordshire, inhabited by one Pen
derell, a farmer. To this man Charles en-
trasted himself, The man had dignity of sen-

timents nmch above liis condition ; and though
death was denounced against all who concealed
the King, and a great reward promi.«ed to any
one who should betray him, he professed and

maintained unshaken fidelity. He took te

assistance of his four brothers, equally honour-
able with himself; and having clothed the
King in a garb like their own, they led him
inio a neighboin-ing wood, put a bill into his

hand, and pretended to employ themselves in

cutting fagots. Some nights he lay upon straw
in the house, and fed on sucli homely fare as it

afforded. For a better concealment, he
mounted upon an oak, where he sheltered him-
self among the leaves and branches for twenty-
four hours. He saw several soldiers pass by.

All of them were intent in search of the King

;

and some expressed, in his hearing, their ear-

nest wishes of seizing him. This tree was af-

terwards denominated the I'oyal Oak, and for

many years was regarded by the neighbourhood
with great veneration."

In this retreat he was far from being 6ecui*e,

Every one was on the look-out for him. Any,
even the least indiscretion on the part of his

most attached ft-iends might have proved fatal.

Attended by the Penderelles, lie first made his

way to Bentley, then to Bristol, where it was
hoped he rhight have been able to take ship,

and for a time leave the shores of England.
Here he lived in disguise, and as a servant in

a family strongly attached to the royal cause ;

but he was recognised by the butler, and con-

sequently became greatly alarmed. The butler

was made to swear that he would reveal his

secret to no one. He kept his promise ; still

Charles AVas impatient to make his departure.

Is'o ship would set sail for cither France or

Spain for a month or more, and he must cither

wait or go elsewhei-e for a passage. He left

Bristol, committing himself to Colonel AVind-

liam, of Dorsetshire, i\n affection^ite partisan of

the royal family. He continued several dayi
in the Colonel's house, and a report of his death

having been put into circulation, this relaxed

the more vigilent search of his enemies. He
passed through strange and manifold adven-
tures. At length a ship was foimd at Shore-

ham, in Sussex, in which he enibarked for ]N''or-

mandy. It is someAvhat remarkable that,

though no fewer than forty individuals had at'

different times been privy to liis concealments

and escapes, he should iievei:'hav'4 been dis-

covered.

Cromwell looked upon the battle of AA^orCes-

ter as the crowning victory. The din of war
}

has scarcely died away—the heart of the slaiii

has not yet ceased to throb—the earthly forms of

the brave dead are liot yet cold—the .-^moke of

tlie battle-field lias not yet sufliciently risen

and dispersed to reveal the scene which at the

moment lay out-spread before him, and yet

Cromwell sits douni to write to the Parliament

the issue of the struggle. On the very evening

on which the battle was fought—at the very

hour when darkness Avas mantling the world

—

at ten o'clock at night, he addresses tlie Speaker

of the Parliament of England in these words ;

—
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" Sir, — Ilteinf; so weary, ami scarce able to

T, rite, yet I thought it my duty to let you
kuuw thu.5 m'liclu 'lliat upon this day, being

t!i<- Ird »-.f September (reniarkiible for a mercy
\oucIiHaft;(l to your force.-; on this day twelve-

],)rjn(ii.s ill Scotland), we built a bridge of boats

over ^eyem, between it and Teme, about half

a mile from 'Worcester ; and another over

'I'l-iii?, witliin pi.stol-sliot of our other bridge.

Lleuteuaul,-gei^era,I Fleetwood and Jlajor-

genvT,;^! Dej^n niarchcd from Upton on the

.sont'Ii-we.st riido oif'SeYcm up to Powick, atown
A\ iiich was a paii the .enemy kept. We, from
riir side of Severn, yassed over some horoc and
f)ot, uud wore in coujunction with the lieu-

tciKint-general'a forces. 'VVe beat the enemy
from hedge to hedge, till we l)eat liim into

Worccste)-.
.

,
, . , ,

*! The eii.emjrijjeii drew all Ills forces on the

otlier side the {o\yn, all but what he had lo^t,

and made a very con.=iderub!c fight with us for

three Uoiir.s' space ; but in the end we beat him
tot.illy, and pursued him to liis royal fort,

which we took, and^ indcel liave beaten Ids

v>liole army. "<^iien we took thi? fort, we
turned,his own guns upon h'm. The enemy
h;if!i h'.i(\ great los.s and certainly is scattered,

unl run several ways, "We are in pui-suit of

liim, and have laid forces In several places that

Ave hoj^e will gather him up.

"Indeed this l^ith been a yyry glorious

lucrcy, and as stiff a content for four or five

houivj as ever I have seen, liotli your old

fuicc - aiul those new-rai-sed have behaved thcm-

sel\ cs v/Ith vciy gi\at courage, and he that

made them come out made them willing to

liglit ioi- you. Tfie Lord God Almighty frame

(n)v hearty to real tliankfulne?^ for this, which
j

is alone UIs doing, "ihope I .shall wHhin a day

or two give you a;aore perfect acconnt."

Tfia heart Wii.? too full to give exprfsslbnf to

its dfcej[>i;r emotiojis iuthe first, and that a single

letter. On tlie following day my lord-general

tai;es liis ^eu ii^ hand again to address the

Si/-:iker, and record thij " crp^vning mercy " in

hi hiilitiuy life.-^
, ^j^

••
>\i-,— I ani iiot yet able' to 'give ^oii an

fc-vuit account of tlie great things the lord liath

wrought for this c minonwealth aurl for liis

p^pi^k- ; and yet J am unwilling to be silent,

but, ;i(curdlng to my dniy, .siiall rcpre.'ient it to

yon as it comes to Imnd.
'•

I he battle was fought wllh vanoiis Snc<iess

fur ^-Kj.ie liuurs, but .-^till iipiielu! on your part,

and hi tiie endbeciu^ie aua'T»r<)lut(' victory, and
so. ivt? i^W*^^ '^ ^

' andruiii

of ,y"i arniy, and . .on of the

t<nvii, oii. men entering at Llie eii^my'." heels,

:aid fighting witli tliemiu tlie streets witli very

great eoiuage. AVe took all tlieir li.icg 'ii^ 'i"''

artillery, \\liat the sjain are I c;ni give you no
account, bi'cause wc have not taken an c:cacf

vii \v, but they are very many, and must needs

be .^o, because the dispute was long and very

near at hand, and often at pusli of pike, and
! from one defence to another. There are about
six or seven thousand pri.«ioners taken here,

and many officers and uobieinen of very great

quaUty. l>uke Hamilton, the Earl of IJotiies,

and divers other noblemen ; I hear the Earl of

Lauderdale, many olficers of great qn:\lity, and
some tliat will be tit subjects lor your justice.

" We have sent very considerable parties

afcer the flying enemy; I hear tliey have taken
confiderable numbers of prisoner.-!, and are very
close in the pursuit. Indeed I Iiear the coimtry
ri.scch ujwn them everywhere ; and I believe

the forces that lay, through Trovidence, at

Bew^Uey, and in Shrop.shirc and Statibrdshire,

and those with Colonel Lilburu, v/ere in a con-

dition as if this hatl been foreseen, to intercept

what sliould retiu-n.

" A mor.-* particular account than tlu» will be
prepareil for you as we are able. I liear they
had not many more than a tijousand liorse iu

their body that fled ; and I believe you have
near four thousand forces fallowing, and inter-

posing b"tween theiu and liome ; what lish

they will catch, time will declare. Their army
was about sixleeu thousand strong, and fought
ours on the Worcester side of Severn almost
with their Avhole, whilst we had engaged alxmt
half our army on the other side, but with par-

ties of theirs. Indeed it was a stilf Im.^iness;

yet I do not tliink we have lost two huiidi-ed

men. Your new-raised forces did perform sin-

gular good service; for Avhicli they deserve a
very high estimation and acknowledgment ; sm

also for their willingness thereunto, forasmuch
as the same hath added so much to the reputa-

tion of your affairj. They are all despatched
hoane again ; which I hope Avill be much for

the cixse and satisfaction of the country; Wiiich

is a great fruit of these succes.sos.

"Tlie dimensions of this meroy are above my
thoughts ; it is, for aught I know, a crowning
mercy. Surely, if it be not, such a one wes!i;iU

have, if this provoke those tliat are concerned
iu it to thankfuhicos ; and the I'ariiament to do
the will of iiim who hath done his will for it,

and for the nation ; whose good pleasure it is

to establish the nation and the cljange of the

government, by making the people so willing

to the defence thereof, and so signally blessing,

,

the endeavours of your servants in this late

gre::t work, f am bold humbly to beg, that all

thoughts may tend to the pronioting of liis

honour who Ic.th ^Tougivt so great salvu-tion ;

and that the ftjtness of these crintinuod mcrcie-s

may not t)jfa-i<m pride and wimtoun:'ss, as
formerly the like hatii done to a chosen nation \

but that the fear of the I^ord, oven for his

nieroie.'S -loay keep an auriiority and a people

so prospere4, aui^ bhs-ed, and witiie.vsefl unto,

humble and f:uUiful; and that jn^tice and
righteoiisaesB, mercy and truth may ilow from
you, iH a thailkfiil return to our gracious God."

Jixlund is subjugated ; Scotland in humbled
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into submiosion ; England lias ?een Charles

seci-etly leave hex- shore-s, and the royalists

prostrate at the feet of Parliament. ^\'hdt is

lefc for Cromwell to do ? Fresh and thickly-

clustered are the laurels which adorii hw brow.
Splendid have been his achievements. Ills

diadem glitters in light. He siti enthroned in

the afl'ections ofa generous and now free people.

This of Worcester " is the last of my Lord-
General's battles and victories, t^jchnically so

called. Of course his life to the very end of it

continues, as from tlie beginning it hatl always
been

—

a batplk, and a clangerous and strenu-

ous one, with due modicimi of victory a^signed

now and then ; but it will be with otlier than
the steel weapons hencofoi'th. He here sheaths
his war-sword ; with tliat it is not his orders

from the Great Captain that he fight any more."
Such was hin succesj tiiut llie Parliament

knew not how to be sutUciently lavish of their

testimonies of respect and allection. They .sent

commissioners to congratulate his lordship on
his multiplied virtues ; to take notice of his un-
wiearkd labour and pains in his late expedition

to Scotland ; of his diligence in pursuing the

enemy when he tied into England^ of the great

hard.sliii)S and hazards to which he exposed
liimself, i)articulaiiy nt the battle of Worcester,
and finally, of the fact that his enterprise iiad

been so signally blessed, and crowned with so

complete and glorious an issue. He was met
also by some of the leading members of Parlia-

ment, togetlier with the Speaker, the Council

of State, the civic authoritiCvS, the militia, and
vast multitudes of the people. He entered

London in a carriage of state, and was received

by the citizens Avith acclamations and every
po.<:sible demonstration ol' joy. On September
ICth, being the day he again took his scat in

House, and received in per.-!on the solemn thanks
of the members ; he and his principal officers

Avere welcomed to a splendid banquet in the

city; and not long afterwards, tlis anniversary
of the victory of Vv'orcester v»as orderetl to be
kept as a festival for ever throughout the three

kingdoms.
It is pleasing to contrast the conduct of Crom-

well in these later engagements with his line of
action in the Irish wai*. He is as moderate and
merciful in this as he was relentless and cruel

in that. The mast absurd reports had been
put in circulation as to Oliver's real design in

his march against Scotland. It was currently
reported that the Enghsh intended to cut the
throats of all between sixty and sixteen yesus
of age, cut olf the right hand of the youths under
sixteen and ?»bove six years old, burn the
women's bivasts with hot ii'Oiw, au^ij desti-oy all

i

before them I What WAs tho etlboto*; , Scarcely a i

Scotchman was to be seen under sixty years of
age, and but very few women and children. It

is said, but we are not prepared to vouch ibr its

truth, that in the whole march from Berwick to

Edjubuigh the army did not me^^t with' ten'

nien I Cromwell published a declaration to < is-

abuse, if possible, the mind ofthe Scotch of the
false impression which it had' received. And
from first to last his condnct AVas moKt Immanc.
On his entrance into Scotland, hd found the
inhabitants of Punbar reduced to su6h distress

and Avcnt that he distributed among them
wheat and peas to the amount af more than
£400 ; treated the jjeople, as he advanced, with
every demonstration of kindness, and mosti
severely punished those wlio injured tliem. On
the battle-tield of Dunbar lie issued a i)roelu-

mation, which breathed the jsurest humanity.
Having learned that there Avere not a few who
could not leave the field in consequence of the

wounds which they had received, he gave free

liberty to all parties to I'cpair thither and. re-

move their wounded friends and relatives to

such places as they should think fit. " Pei'haps

there never was genersd at the head of an army
who entertained a more cordial aiiection towards
his enemies." ,, .

To arrange and settle the' affiurj of the Scot-

tish kirk, Cromwell constituted a commission of

some most godly men, with the expressed de-

sire that in the election of pastors they shoidd

have regard to the choice of the most religious

portionoi the flock,even if these should not con-

stitute the majority. This was fuliowed with
the outcoming and deeper action of a revived

religion. Witnesses, in whose veracity we can
place implicit faith, assure us that " tlkix)Ughout

the wlwle of Scotland, during the period of

Ciomv/eli's domination, there prevaik^l a degree

of civil peace beyond v.liat had almost c\er

before been experienced ;" and »ot onl^^ so but

that " thereweve more souls converted to Christ

in that short period of time tiian in any season

since- tl*« Reformation, though of triple its

duration !

"

Tills was Cromwell's "crowning mercy
He felt assured that in due time it would ap-

pear to the world that in all his campaigns he

studied the glory of God, and the honour and

liberty of the Parliaihent. ^^nd time has rati-

fied it. In what page of history shall we fin.l

the record of wars wliich Tuive resulte*.! in such

beneficial consequences? 'Jlie glory of tlie

field becomes dimmed and obscured by the tri

mnplis of peace and order. Oliver was a brave

-soldier, but we adhiire him hiore as a tnic

patriot. He was mi/irhty in ^ar, but mightiei

still when he sheathed his swoid, and hung his

arwpui'iu the hall

!

Every human being has his faults, mid the forgiveness of trivial faults we have' a right t<

demand fi-oni fricudshii). The fiijest cu)ni>ositioii ijii Itiynari rittttirt', Hkfe the finest china, niaj

have a flaw, and yetpresenf a beautiful pattern." ' '" ' • •^-'- -'-'-•'
- .

i
. .; :..; ,, ,'
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SPRING-TIDE

What a contrast is prepeuted by the season

that ie now aflvancin.2j, and that from which we
have recently emerged ! In winter, nearly the

Avhole vegetable, and a gi-eat part of the smaller

tribes of the animal world, arc lyiu<; buried

amidst its <larkness and desolation. The eye,

accustomed to observation, looks abroad from
day to day, but only to behold the earth in its

torpid and sterile state. AVhere varied sounds
had been hearJ, the sounds of active life, there

is ^•tiHne8i; it se?ms almo.st as if the pulse of

existence, e.vccpt in man, were standing still.

Jiut Aviien rii)ring comes, a change which,
apart from iU familiarity, woidd be truly as-

tounding, meets the view. The sun, the great

depository of light and heat, is " as a giant

coming forth from his chamber, and rejoices sis

a strong man to run a race ;" and as his influ-

ence is diffused, blessings are scattered, in rich

abundiince, through earth, and air, and water.

,. ,'—7~~''-—
^

,
' " " New no more

Thi; ef^part?iv& atmosp^iiTc is cramped with cold;
JJiit, full of life and vivi:yiiig soul.

Lift? the light clouds subliinfi, and spreads them
then,.

Fleecy aud. white,.o'er all surroun'ling heaven.
The hawthorn whitcus; an<l the jnitrA" groves
Fut furtb their bud?, unfolding by degrec.->,

Till the wiiole leafy forest stanrlg displayed
In full bixiiriince tn the sishiif gales;
^Vhere the deer rustle tlirousjli tl^e tivioiu^hraj^ej
And the birds sinfj concealed/' ' '

'

•'-'-: :^niiiroj;jjo ji'
• 'J'hc full develoiM«ent of regetitWe po'^rer is

*3pecially worthy of repeated attention. To
quote the beautiful and impressive words of
James ^lontgomery :

•• In spring-time the green
cdmcs? out of the ground, like the suQusion of a

blush over a beautiful countenance ; we sec uot
"ttiierc it l>e*iui?, we Ueteet it aot ia the process,
'' ' f^' "i.-d! n-.tlt 't--, .'.ni-(,;i '-,

nor know we where it ends ; yet, under our very
eyes it steals out, spreads abroad, aud deepens
all over the landscape. It is a visible antL-

j)rogTe3sive effort from an innsible cause. We,,
examine it not in detail, for that woidd require

an eye whicir could seo tl»e grass grow ; but we
simply admire it in the iniprcs.-iion it make.^ on
our }y)di\y senscii, and our intelluctual porcep-
ti'in of what is yot * good,' as Go'i iironounetd
all his works to be, when they oame from hi.s

creative hand. This is the reverse of all the
efforts of art, especially iti that art which is the
nearest of kin to nature. In painting, tUC;

process is everywJiere disceniible in strokeji,,

dots, tints, and outlines, wiiicii, how delicately,

soever touched or harinoniously combined, show
decidedly where tin; Jiuud of taste Ims been
employed to pirxluce tlie ideal of the real, thC;

shadows of sub.itances. Of all the phenomena
of the year in its infancy, tlowerlcs^ veidutc is

the most ex(iuisite and evano.soent ; here there

is neitlier line nor limit; the hue in noi. laid

on; it emanates from beneath, and is tlie

counterpart of the pure bine of the firmamciU>

after the stars have disappeared, and tlio sun ia

yet unrisen. In the renovated green of the

earth, equally refreshing to the sight and exhi-

larating to the spirits, we anticipate the flowers

(already germinating under our feet) in their

future existence, aud their certain jswocessiou

ad the seasons advflfncev'f'iUK ov/io 'ji!}.,vj

" What prodigies ci^m p'(iw^f DiVhit pe^fbrm
More ^rand than it proflu^es year by year, .

And all in si2:ht of inalteinivu man ]

Familiar xviili the effect, we sii-fUt llie cau^e,
Aud in the constancy of natiue's course,

Tli»? regular return of f^ciiial inonthi.

And renovation of af»ded world,

See nought to wbujder at."

JAMES WATT.—No. II.

; »
"l,-,

/ fi ,' , , (. r

At tJife tuifte in which ;^Vatt WJfs fertgagcd in

fcilsiues.H, as a mathematical instrumciU-nuiker,

cwrying on variuus cxi>erijncnts and construct-

ing <Iivers maciiinrs, v/hilc he enjoyed the

frifndshij) of tlw? most distinguished men by
wlioan he was suirouudi^» the steam-engine
was iu a ycry Imnibh; state. It was at iK'st

but a ru le machine—the product of simple cx-

l)erim?nfs on tlic compression of the atmo-
sphere, and the condensation of steam ; and
this fact .>;hould be distinctly remembered, in

ordpr to the just appreciation of Watt's geniiw
and laNjurs.

''••' The earliest occasion on which tJic attention

of 'NVutt is SiviU to have bccu directed to steam,

was when his mond £obi.son entertaiaed an
idea of propelling wheel-carriages by its agency.
It is a fact that, in 1 7«j2, some experiments
were tried on tlie force of steam ; this was
t^.'sted by a nmall model ; but the daaiger at-

teiulant on working under so i^reat a pres.sure

a.s was then recjuircd, prevented the carrying
out of the prlncijAe involved,

(Xher circumstances, liowever, gradually oije-

rated to the removal of existing diJiicultie<>, and
one is especially entith^l to notice. It is usual
t'»-providc. for the students of universities, ex-
perimental apparatus; and, in the collection

for illustrating the lectures dehvered to the

natural jdiilosophy claos i«. tlj«> UttivjiTait/, of
>(U: .//iJi , -f.-d
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Glasgow, there was a working nioflel of att at-

mo.^plioric engine, by Xewcomen, applied to a

pump for raising water, which, however, had
never been found to woriv satisfactorily. The
professor of cxperinieiital phi oaophy of that

time, and the founder of the celebrated Auder-
soniiin Institution, sent this model to "Watt's

workshop to be repaired. Its de.'ects were
soon ajiparent to the eagle eye of that able me-
chanician, nor less promptly were tliey sup-

])lied ; and the model was speedily returned,

fully prepared to Avork to the high satisfaction

of the professor and his student^!.

Tlie result thus attained would have satis-

lied a man of ordinary character, and he might
have regarded it with no little complacency.
Wiuit others had overlooked he had perceived,

and what they had utterly fiiiled to do he had
readily and eli'ectually ace nnplished. But that

model, now set to work so satisfactorily, became
to him a subject of profound meditation ; and
a course of practical inquiry respecting it may
be said to have formed the commencement of

his brilliant career of mechanical discovery.

On this he entered gradually ; new facts were
now disclosed to him, not, be it observed, as the
result of accident or inspiration, but as the re-

ward of in-ofound investigation and elaborate

experiment, marked, at the same time, by the
utmost delicacy and address.

Out of the apparently-accidental circum-
stance of repairing the model of Newcomen's
enginc,Watt discovered the method of graduat-
ing the thermometer, the latent heat of steam,
the principle of evaporation, and tiiat of the
conversion of ice into water ; one new fact fol-

lowed others with marvellous rapidity, and the
accumulation that arose was but the stepping-

stone for still further progress.

It was at the early age of twenty-nine that

Watt had arrived at these various and import-
ant discoveries. At fii'st sight it may seem
matter of surprise that they did not at once at-

tract public attention, and secure for him an
honourable rev/ard. But it sliould be observed
that, as yet, he was a comparatively obscure
aitisau in a provincial city, and that the facili-

ties for making inventious known at that time
were far inferior to tliose of the present day.
There was a still greater obstacle to advance-
ment in the reluctance so commonly manifest
to admit the possibility of improvement in any
art whicli necessarily opposes existing interests.

For t1iis there was now no ordinary range of

influence ; for Watt was giving his daily and
nightly hours, and tluit Avith the utmost inten-
sity, to the ri-'volutionizing the arts and manu-
factures of the country, by displacing the power
employed in them, and substituting an engine
•whose efficiency depended on principle.s only
recently developed, and as yet but imperfectly
understood. He could be satisfied with
nothing short of the entire accomplishment
of hJ8 oUJect, and in renderilig steam, thence-

forward, the great and dominant motive
power.

Watt, urtliappily, had not sufficient capital to

carry forward his schemes on his own account,
nor couid he inspire others avIio mght have
rendered him assistance witli the conlidenco
needed for the construction ofsteam-engines ou
any large scale. He, however, gave up his

shop in Glasgow, and devoted himself to the
business of a civil engineer. In this capacity
he was engaged to make a survey of the river

Clyde, and he furnished a valuable report ou
its projected improvements. Ho al-o made a
plan of tlie canal by which the produce of the
Monkland colliery was intended to be carried

to Glasgow, and superintended tlie progress of
that work. Other engineering enterprises still

further occupied his attention : as the navi-
gable canal across the isthmus of Crinan, after-

wards completed by Rennie ; improvements iu

the forts of Ayr, Glasgow, and Gix?enock ; the
construction of the bridges at Hamilton and at

Kuthcrglen ; and the survey of the country
through which the Caledonian canal was de-

signed to be carried.

Meanwhile, the great object ou which liis

mind was intent—the employment of steam as

the chief motive power— remained in abeyance.
On the delay that thus arose, 31. Arago, many
years after, appea'ed in eloquent terms to the
assembled members of the A'ationjtl Institution

of France. "If," said he, " forgctftil of my
duties as the organ of this academy, I could
think of making you smile, rather than ex-
pressing useful tixiths, I would find here matter
for a ludicrous contrast. I would call to your
recollection the authors who, at our weekly
sittings, demand, with all their might and
mnin, an opportunity to commimicate some
little remai'k—some small reflection—some
trifling note, conceived and written the night
before ; I would represent t)iem to you cursing

their fate, when, according to your rules, the

reachng of tiieir communication is postponed to

the next meeting, although, during tliis cruel

week, they are assured tliat their important
communication is deposited in our archives, iu

a sealed packet. On the other hand, I would
point out to you the creator of a machine
destined to form an epoch in the annals of the

world, undergoing patiently and without
murmur the stupid contempt of capitalists,

conscious of his exalted genius, yet stooping for

eight years to the common labour of laying

down jflans, taking levels, and all the tediou.s

calculations c(.»nnccted with the routine of

common engineenng. While in this conduct

you cannot fail to recognise the serenity, the

moderation, and the true modesty of his cha-

racter ; yet such indifference, howfivcr noble

may have been its causes, has something in it

not altogether blameless. It is not without

reason that society visits with severe rej>ro-

batiou those who withdiaw gold from ciicu-
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lation, and hoard it in their cofTor?. Is he less

culpable who deprives his country, liis fcl'iow-

citizenn, his age, of trcasiues a thoui^nd times

more precious than the produce of t! e min'i

—

4\ Jio keeps to himself his immortal invention?,

soin-ces of the moj^t noble and jiuro.st enjoy-

ments of the mind— Mho abstains front con-

ferring upon labour those power> hr which
would be multiijlied, in an infinite proportion,

,lhc products of industrj' : and by which, with

,advnnt;ipfe to civilization and human nature, he
Avould smooth away the inequalities of the

condition of man ?"

If, however, circumstances thus delayed the
realization of Watt's Avurmc.-t hope?, it was
beyond that power to diminish, much less to

extingiiish them. .So far from such an issue,

he kept his great object constantly in view, and
lunpod inteuf^oly for its complete accomplish-

ment. At leiifrth liis friends brought him into

communication with IJr. Roebuck, the proprietor

of tlio Carron irori-works, and who renfcd,

also, extensive co:il-Vyorks at Kinneal, from the

Onche s of ILimilton. It was this sjentloman

who lirst employed AVatt as a civil engineer,

;ind wlio, when niade acrjuainted with the ini-

)):ovements which he had projected, took out a

pitcnt for an enfiine on the principle of a model
Avliich had been con.iructed by Watt at a place

ciUfd JJcIft-hoUiSe, near Glasgow, and this in-

trotluction to J\'oiLuck was thii-: the dawning of
llie fk>y of Watt's future and e.xtraordinary

S'lccesfl.

Clouds, however, ?o(in gathei-ed upon it wlien
little expected. An expcWmentiil engine on a
largo scale was, indeed, at once constructed
and fitted up at Kinucal-house, which, on its

fir-t tiial, more th;in fullilled the CKiJCctations
of Watt; but some iH-adicaldifiiculties appeared
in its details, and ber6jxi those could be ob-
viated, lioobuck became entangled by failure

in otlicr imdertukings, and thu.s further progTess
w.as for a time .su.spendcd.

Advantages were not Avanting, in the midst
of tho*e disappointments ; some had accnied
from ftuther elfort, and others liad arisen from
greater laibliclty. This was especially theca.«e
on tliu laboiu-s of Watt l)ecoming known to
3Ir. ^latthew fioidton, v/hose establislmient at
{-oho. near !?irmingham, wi»s conducted mth
unexampled enterprise and spirit, and liad be-
come the most celebrated nninufactoiy formetal-
woi'k in Knglf.nd, and, indeed, in the world.
lie proposed to purchase Roebuck's interest in

the patent, and the arrangement being ap-
proved by VA'att, he removed to Soho, where
ample accommodation was afforded liini in the
erection of a foundry, with every facility for

carrying fonvard his plans on a greatly-ex-

tended scale.

It is necessary in tracing AVatt'j history, to

Htato, that when he was in his 20th year, he
married his cousin, 3Iiss Miller. He was then
so greatly depressed from disappointment in

carrying out his schemes, as to sutler from a
very severe nervous attack ; and was greatly

indebted to the superior understanding, gentle

mannei's, and affectionate di.^position of 3Irs.

Watt, as the means of his restoration to health.-

Of this union two sons and two daughters were
tlie i.-siie, of wliom two died in infancy, one was
marrie<l to Mr. Sillier, of Glasgow, and the

fourth is the present jlr. James "W'litt. About
nine years siibscquently to his marriage, while

Watt was engaged on the Caledonian canal, in

the north of Scotland, ilrs. Watt died in giving

birth to a fifth, and still-born child.

" Would that r might have transcribed,'' s.ays

r»r. Arago, "in all tbeir simple beauty, some
lines of tlie journal in which Watt daily recorded

his inmost thoughts, his fear.s, his hoi)es ! Would
that you could see ii.m after this heavy afflic-

tion, pausing on the threshold of that home
where his ' kind welcomer' awaited him no
n.ioro ; imable to summon coin-age to enter tb.ose

rooms where he was never more to meet ' the

comfort of Iiis life.' Ro.«sibly so faithful a pic-

ture of a very di-ep sorrow might at Inst put to

silence those obstinate theorists, who, without
feeing struck by the thousands of instances to

tlie contrary, do yet refuse qualities of the heart

to every man whose intellect has been fostered

by the fertile, sublime,. auU imperishable truths

of the exact sciences!"

It is indeed a great fallacy, and one that

should be expdt-ed so long as it prevails, that

any kind of K)uad and valuable knowledge can
])rove unfriendly either to the personal or do-

mestic character of its possessor. Tiiat which
is injurious ought.at once and deternn'nately to

be withstood ; for a right state of mind is of
infinite importance, suid the man who is bad at

home is c/ood nowhere.
But of Watt there is still much to be told.

Hitherto wc have had to dwell chiefly on liis

labours and trials ; we huve yet to expatiate ou
his ultimate and distinguished success.

'J'.\sir..— Ta9(e ip the tMscnminatirg tnli-sman, enabling its owners to see at onoo tlie real
merits of pevFons and things, to ascertain at a glancethe value of individuals. Nothing escape.^
liim A\ho wf Iks tl:e world v.ith liis eyes touched by this ointment ; they are open to all around
him—to admire or to condemn— to gaze \\ith raptmtj or to turn away with di.'^gust, wliere
another shall pass and sec nothing to excite the sbghfest emotion. The fair creation ot Nature
and tlie work of man afford him a wide field of continued gratification. He who finds anything
too lofty or too humble, his admiration does not possess this faculty.
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SoWe of ttre IligHlaiKtsupcrstitiwis are clearly

of Pagan, some of Roman Catholic origin, while

others are of amixed character,ortraceable only

to tendencies found in the human mind under

all circumstances. The fairies, a prolific race

evcrywliere, abounded in tlie Highlajids. The
pure, oi-iginal, Celtic fairy was a benevolent

being, but in time his cliaracter degenerated

by an admixture of tiie malignant ipialities of

the Gothic elves. The kidnapping of human
beings Avas the chief crime of tliis tiny race,

unbaptized infants and their mothers being the

pai'ties iriost liable to be carried oif. The dan-

ger was lessened, however, by the fact that the

unhallowed robber could not approach in an

invisible foiin, and the mother had only to

command it in the name of the Deity to retiie,

•when it wag obliged to obey. While the

mother slept it was the duty of friends to

\^tch. If this was not convenient, the next

bsst things was to draw the bed in whicli the

endangered parties lay into the middle of the

lloOr, after which the attendant Avalked round

it three times, waving the open leaves of a

Bible, and commanding all the enemies of man-
kind, by the power and virtues contained in

that book, to fly to the Eed Sea, &c.

In Koss-shire, beside an old chapel dedi-

cated to St. Bennard, there is a spring of

\fater whch was supposed to possess super-

natural virtues, and near it a stone trougli,

(ialled the Fairies' Cradle, in which, when
a fairy imp had been substituted for a liw-

man child, the bereaved parents placed the

changeling, and their own little one was
i'estored. Channs of difTerent kinds were re-

sorted to throughout the country for the resto-

ration of children supposed to liave been

changed. Pity the poor little thing who, in

consequence of defective growth, or some other

natural mislbrtune, came to have its right of

place amongst the luiiuan family suspected

—

its fate was sad indeed I ;,.i: .,.

The fairies were a veiyiinerryjracej. and, it

ififtust be confessed, showed excellent taste iai

the selection of their sylvan ball-rooms. A
pi'etty sight these Jetea of theirs must have
T>een,'—a thousand elegant little figures trip-

l>ing it so lightly on the green jirass, in the

clear moonlight. At this moment I write in

tlie neighbourhood of a curiou^^ly- shaped,

artificial-lookiug hill, long by universal con-

sdvt the proi)erty of tlie fairies, and one of tlieir

chief places of rende/aoiis. And, certainly,

if they had any taste for either the sublime or

the beautiful in natural scenery, they could
nicit'have chosen a more deiiraUc place

-Ofabode. Stand on its summat, and btlow
you sec a clear full river, quietlj^ meandering
among rich fields and fine trees, with here and
there an elegant villa, or more liomely fium-

hou.sc, enlivening its banks, tiU you watch It

pouring its waters into the sea—tlie grand, the

everlasting sea. Turn the eye in another
direction, and one of the finest of Highland
glens stretches out before you, .bounded l^j^

magnificent mountains, presenting
, eveyy

variety of form and appeai-auce, froui tlie

high, bare, blue peaks, lising proudly above
their fellows, to thu lower, richly - wooded
summits which, quite clofc to you, terminate
the ridge. 'J'hc fairy hill itself stands in shape
like the hull of a sliip inverted, the sides cO'

vercd M'ith foliage of every hue, the top a smooth
green level plain, large enough for all the sub-
jects of fairy-land to meet on. Here their gay
revels were held, to the sound of sweetest
music, and here, if every tale be true, many a
liapless wight from the neighbouring town was
enticed into their comiDany, never again to,,be
seen at mortal occupation. But, alas !

" the
gooil neighbours" (as they were called) are

dispossessed. No sound of harp is now heard,
not even a lingering plaintive note of complaint
reaches the ear, unless in the sighjjig of the
trees and the murmuring of the river, some
unearthly spirit mourns over the happy times

that are gone, when tlie laii(J^\vasJar^^ jBi}pi|igh

for men and fairies both. '
. . .

_ ,

,V

Thorites of hallowcon are cot peculiar to the
Highlands, and are, besides, .so well known by
Burns' description, that it is unnecessary to

recount them. Thei'c i^ oii,e, howeyei-, not men-
tioned by Burns, wliich is still jractised in the
north of Scotland—^^the charm of the egg. AVe
may describe it in Mr. Hugh Miller's words,

w'ho considers it a very elegant chaaun :
— " An

ale glass is filled with pui-e water, and into the
water is dropped the white of an ep,g. The
female whose future fortunes are to be discloseii

(for the charm seems appropriated exclusively

by the better sex) lays her hand on the glass's

mouth, and holds it there for tlie space of

about n minute. In that time the heavier
parts of the white settle to the bottom,
while the lighter shoot up into the water, from
which they are distinguished by their opacity,

into a variety of fantastic shapes, resembliug
towers, and domes, toAvns, fleets, and forests, or,

to speak more correctly, into forms not very un-
like those icicles Avhich one sees during a severe

frost at the edge of a waterfall. A resemblance
is next traced, which is tei-med i-eading the

glass, between the images displayed in it and
some objects of cither art or nature ; and these

ai"e deemed to constitute a liieroglyphic of the

person's future fortunes. Thus, the raniparls

of a fortress surmounted by streamers, a plain

covered with armies, or the tents of an encamp-
ment, show that the female whose hand
covered the glass is to be united to a soldier,

and that her life is to be .spent ,)n|^pjtnpp and
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garrison?. A fleet of ships, a clmrcli, or pulpit,

a liiMf-lini.-hed building*, a fte!d stnj>po«.l into

liUTOws, a garden, a forest,— all those ami lif'ly

other (Scene-!, siHbrd syinhols equally mieqiii-

Vocal. And there ai'C inchmoholy hicro^ly-

jjhic?, too, that speilk of death when inquired

at ro;^ard!ng- marrin^'o ; there are the solitary

tomb, the friuf^ed shroud, the coffitij and the

tkall and cro?s-bcnes. '
> ..

"' Ah !' said a ymmp: girl, whom I overheard

a few years ago regretting the loss* oi'a dooeuscd

companion,—' ah ! T kiiuw when she first took

ill that them -was Mttlctohoi>c. Lasthalloween

she arid I went to 3In;. —— , to bresik our eggs.

Betsie'a-was first cast, and there ro.se under her

liand an ugly sknll. Mr.-. said nothing ;

but rerer.=;ed the glass, while pfK>r JJetsie laid

lier hand on it a .-second time, and th'm there

rose a coffin. ^Irjs. —— called it a boat ; and
I said I saw the oars ; but Mrs. >—^— \reU knew
what it meant, and m did I.'

AVho ha> not heard of Highland second-

Jrjght ? And wl:o doe:? not fancy immediately

an aged man, with long, flowing Avhite hair, a

figinc of unconimon height, slightly bent by
tlie weight of years, but showing well what
that stnmgly-knit frame once way, an eye

whTcTi, in younger days, might be compared to

the eagle'.', butA\'!iOie glance is now softened

by the cares of many a trj'ing d-ay ; that eye is

once more lighted up, but with an expression

so strange, so unearthly, so inspire<l — what can

it be ? llo.sfile artnies are pa.'fsiiigi'n vision before

him— tliey meet—in stern silence they kx)lc at

each other f»/r a riio»ient—ami then comes the

fearful otiscf, the death-.«;tniggle, the flight, and
the j)urpuit. The aged man at length breathes

freely. His is a fearful endowment, he says

;

it v.cll becomes him to be a staid and melan-
choly man. ^nch is a Highland secf, and such

t!ic .second-sight, in its grandei* revelati<^i?.

The faculty, however, fs not confined to this

cla.<^s of'^)ersons, nor the revelations to great

public evcntis. ' Old and young xvere subject to

tlie iu?pir?ltion ;' and the onlinaiy occurrences

of domestic life occasionally tho^ jjredicted.

C'oVoliel Stewart relates two instances of second-

slglit, 6hc? of which was connected wifh his

o:vn family. " Late in ati autumnal even-

ing," he writes, "in the year 1773. the

son of n UelgTdiouring gentleman came
to my fnthor's hbttse. He and my motlier

v.ere from home; but' set'oral fiieTuls were in

tli(! house. ' Theyoung gentleman spoke Httle,

and seiomed ahj<orbCd In deep thonglit. Soon
afier he Arrived he inrpiired for a boy of the
l.imily, then Jibout three years Oi age. When
ir^^'Wi into i-h'etitii"^.fytlie nuric was trying on
a j'ulr of nc^v'sli^hs, and Comphiining that they
did not fit. *"rht'y will fit him before he will

haT(' dccftsirtrifbl- thrm,' <^a;id the young gentle-

man. This callM f'/rth the chidings of the

nurg?, for jjrcdicting eril td the child wlio was
Et<'Ut and healthy. When he returned to the

party he had left in the sitting-room, who had
heard his Ob.s«rvatiouH on the shoes, they

cautioned him to take care that the nurse did

not derange his new talent of the second sight,

with some ironical congratulations on his pre-

tended acquirement. This brought on an ex-
planation ; wlieu he told them that, as he ap-

proached the end of a woo ien bi'idge thiowil,

across a stream a sliort ibstanceli-omlhehou/6,

he Avas astonished to see a crowd ot ptoi>lc

pitR^jng the bridge. Coming nearer, ho ob-,

served a person carrying a small colhu, tol-r .

lowed by about twenty gentlemen, all of hi;»,

:

acquaintance, his own father aiiU mine bcijsjg

of iheimmber, with a concourse of tiie country
])VOple. He did not attempt to join, but sa.w

them turn off to the right, in the dirtiction of.

the church-yard, which they entered. He tlijeu

proceedcil on his inteuded visit,much impressed

from what he h:ul seen, with a feeling of awe,
and believing it to have been a representation,

of the deat.'i and funeral of a child of the

family. In this apprehen.sion he was the more
confirmed, as he knew my father was at lihiin,

and that he had left his own father at home an
hour before. The whole received perfect con-

iirination in his mind by the sudden death of

the lx)y the following night, and the consequent,

funeral, which was exiictly similar to tliat be-,

fore represcnt^^d to his imagination.." ,,,,17

'• This gentleman Avas not a ja'ofessed seer.

This was hi* first and lus Jast vision ; and, aa

he told me, it was sutlicient. ]StO reasoning or

argumont could convince liim that the appear-

ance was an illu.-;ion. Now when a man of

education, and of general knowledge of the

world, as tiiis gentleman was, became so be-

wildered in hi.s imagination, and that even RQ

late as the year 17 73, it cannot be matter of

surprise that the poetical enthusiasm of the

Highlanders, in their days of chivalry and
i-omance, should have predisposed them to

credit wonders Tvhich 40 .deeply interested

them. - 'I ' ' ''.'.
, .j;;;. !.:- .,;

" The other • inttance ccoilrred in the year

177."), when a tenant of the iate Lord Breadal-

bane called upon hm\, bitterly lamenting the

loss of his son, who, he said, had been killed in

a battle on a day he mentioned. His lordship

told him that was imixwsible, as no aceouuta

had been teceived of any battle, or even of

hostilities having commenced. I5ut the man
would not be comfoi-tcd, saying tiiat he saw
his son lying dead, and many oflicers ami
soldiers also dead around him. Lord Brcadal-

l>ane, jierceiving that the poor man woiihl wot

be cOTisoled, left him ; but when the nccouiit

of the battle of Bimkei-'s-hill arrived some
weeks afterwai'ds, he learnt, with no suiall

surprise, tliat the young man Inul been killed

at the time and in the ananuer described by
his father."

The notion is still extant nmougst some
people, ovi-n in this, the ninetev'Uth centi:ry,
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that siipeistition, on the whole, had rather a
beneficial effect tlian otherwise on its sutrjects.

And it is true that ifc did sometimes, -with the

Celts, deter from evil and eucoxn*age good ; hot
wherever we find this tendency, it is clearly

traceable to a certain mixture of truth bound
np with these superstitions, and the etFect of

wliich could not be entirely neutralised by its

absurd incumbrances. The fe.ir of unseen wit-

nesses, suggested perhaps by the creaking of a
door or the rattling of a window, has been
known to paralyze the aiTQ of a Highlander
When about to commit crime, and prevent the
accomplii^brnent of the e\il design. A father

is deterred from wrong-doing, lest the curse of
it should fall on his descendants. Even at a
period so recent as 1771, we find a man of the
highest respectability, and who had mucli in-

tercourse with the Avorld, believing himself en-

during a curse for tlie crime of his ancestor.

Colonel Campbell was grandson of the Laird of
Glenlyon, wiio commanded the military at the
massacre of Glencoe: " In 1771," says Colonel
Stewart, " he Was ordered to superintend the
execution of Van sentence of a court-martial

on a soldier of marines, condemned to be shot.

A reprieve was sent, but tlie whole ceremony
was to proceed until the cruninal was upon his

knees, with a cap over his eyes, prepared to
receive the volley. It was then he was to be
informed of his pardon. Xo person Avas to be
told previously, and Colonel Campbell was di-

rected not to inform even the firing party, wlio
were warned that tlie signal to fire would be
the waving of a white handkerchief by the
comnianding;ofr;cer. "When all was prepared,
and the cl rgyman had left tlie prisoner on his

knees in momentary expcctiit on of bis fate,

and the linng party were looking with intense
attention for the signal. Colonel Campbell put
his hand into liis poclcet for tlie reprieve, and
in pulling out the packet the white handker-
chief accompanied it, and catching the eyes ot
the. party they fired, and the unfortunate pri-

eoner was sliot dead.
" Tlie paper dropped through Colonel Camp-

bell's finger?, and, clapping his hand to his
forehead, he exclaimed, ' T\\e curse of God
and of Glenco is here ; I am .in unfortunate,
J'uined man.' He desired the soldiers to be
sent to the barracks, instantly quitted the
parade, and soon afterwards retired from the
service. This retirement was not tlie result of
any reflection or reprimand on account of this
unfortunate affair, as it was known to be en-
tirely accidental . The impression on his mind,
however, was never eftaced. Nor is the mas-
sacre, and the judgment which the people
believe has fallen ou the descendants of the
"principal actors in this tragefly effaced from
their recoil ectin. They careftilly note that,
while the family of tJie unfortunate gentleman
who suffered is still entire, and liis estate pre-
served in direct male succession to lus posterity,

this iS not the case with the family, posterity,

and estates of the Laird of Glenlyon, and of

those who were rhe principals, promoters, and
actors in this infamous affair."

Boas ling was a f:u!ing attendant with mucli

danger, according to the Highland creed. To
praise a child, whether related to you or not,

without invoking the blessing and protection of

God on it, was to expose the httlc one to fearful

risk of injury from evil eyes or evil beings of

one kind or other. Nor was the indulgence of

vanity safe at any age. The stories wliich tell

how misfortune followed boastful exhibitions

are numberless. One may suffice ; and really

in this case the vanity was of so pardonable a

kind, that the punishment seems undidy scA-ere.

A lady in Itoss-shire, blessed with a famih' of

twelve sons and twelve daughters, all grown to

maturity, came to Inverness to present them
to Queen Mary, on occasion of that sovereign

spending a ftnv days in the Highhind capital.

They Avere mounted on noble steeds—tlie young
men dressed in Lincoln green, the daughters in

purest white. On being ushered into the royal

presence, " the matron, dropping on one knee,

made obeisance, and toid her sovereign she had
brought twelve squires and twelve damself,

ready to devote themselves to her service."

The Queen started from her seat, overwhelmed
with astonishment and admiration, and cried,

" Madam, ye sud tak this chaire, ye best de-

serve it." After this exclamation, the ceremo-

nial Avas properly adjusted, and the family re-

turned home, enchanted Avith the grace and
loA'eliness of tlieir accomplished sovereign. It

Avas, however, remarked, that from that day
they were neAer again seen together, and that

this imprudent mother Avas the sad .<^urAivor of

the far greater number of the children thns

rashly exhibited. '']['

Excessive and repining sorroAV under be
rea\'eraent Avas frequently reproved by .super-

natural visitations. This is accomplished in

A'arious Avays, usually, hOAvcA'er, by the departed

appearing to reproach the mounior for dis-

turbing his rest by impious lamentations.

Sometimes the poor spectre seems in a sad

jjlight, cold and drenclied, and in no good

iuimonr either, as is eA'idrnt from the hearty

scolding he bestOAvs. At other times the look

of reproach is mingled v\-ith tlie old look of

love, and the admonition breathes more of

sorroAV than of anger. Mrs. Grant tells a beau-

tiful story connected Avith this subject, Avhich

may be received as an instructive allegory by
those Avho Avill not take it in the literal sen.se

in which it Avas originally believed.

"In a remote and inaccessible gien once lived

a peasant, Avho had the misfortune to lose his

children in succession AA-hile they Avere veiy

young. Though a man much respected for

Avisdoin and kindness, he had mourned exces-

sively over his bereavements, and wlien the

fourth child Avas removed his grief Avas alto-
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gether uubouaJed. It was iiecesoaiy, however,

ia accoriliinco with Highlaud custom, to pre-

pare a feast for liirf friends and on going to

lii;> herd to felcli a Iamb ou a dismal snowy
evening, lie wa.s surprised to fiad a stranger

stvimling b'^fore thy entranc:".
" He was a.sto'.u-shed in .such a night to meet

a prTaon so lar from any frequented place. The
stranger was plainly attired, but had a coun-

tenanciJ exprej^slve of singular mildness and
benevoU'nce, and, addressing him in a sweet,

impressive voice, asked him what he did there

a'uidst the tempest, Ue was tilled with awe
wliich he could not account for, and said that

ho came for a lamb.—' What Icind of laxnb do

} ou mean to take ?' said the stranger.
—

' The
very best I can find,' he replied, ' as it ia to

entertain soma friends ; and I liope you will

sliave of it.'
—'Do your sheep make any re-

(•iitance wlien you take away the lamb, or any
disturbance afterwai'ds ? '

—
' Xcver,' was the

answer.—' How differently am 1 treated,' said

the traveller. ' When I come to my sheep-

Ibld, I take, as I am well entitled to do, the
li 'st lam!) to myself; aud ray eai's are filled

with the clamour of di.scoateut by these un-
grateful sheep, whom I liave fed, watched, and
protected'

" He looked upm amaze ; but tlie vision wa-s

fled, lie went, however, for the lamb, and
brought it home with alacrity. He did more ;

it was the CLstom of these tunes—a custom,
indeed, which was not extinct till after 17i5

—

for people U) dance at late wakes. It was a
mournful kind of movement, but still it was
dancing. iJie nearest i-elation of the deceased
often began the ceremony weeping ; but did,

Jiowever, begin it to give the example ot forti-

tude and resignation. This man on other oc-

casions had been quite uuequal to the perfonn-

ance of this duty ; but at tins time be imme-
diately, oa coming m, ordered the music to be-

gin, and danced the solitary measure appro-
priated to such occasions."

The r.-'ader must have very little sagacity or
knowledge of the purport and consequences of
viisions, \vho requires to be told that many sons
were bor:i, lived, and prospered afterwards iu

this rcfonn ->d family.

A singular custom of this people was, the
sending of messages by dying persons to de-

ceased fiiends, such as— " H' you are per-

mtted, tell my dear brother, that I liave

merely endured the world since he left it ; and
that I have been very kind to every creature

he used to cherish, lor his sake." Few have
ever realized, so vividly as these ignorant

inouiitain!;era, that the reparation which death
)uukes is but temporary, and that, although it

interrupts the vieible expression ot mutual
affection, it by uo means annihilates that love.

The survivor is cheered by the assurance, that

the love which he cherishes for his dei)arted

friend U fully aud coasciou^ly returned, aud

! thaf^' iliough iinseen, his friend is ofcen 'h'ear

! him, watclung him Avith interest and affection'.

I
Tims death was robbed of much of its horror,

I
and the Celt talked of it with the utmo,->t calm-

ness. To wish "a friend a decorous cL'p;!rture,

was considered a very polite and kindly ex-

pressiofx of good will.
^^

. ^. . ., ^,.^.,

So much for the morality of H'ghl.aiia .^uperr

sLition. Ou the other hand, we find it en-

couraging revenge by every motive of love and
reverence for the injured departed, bj the

desire of their approbation, the fear of their

displeasure. And besides it embraced a mul-
titude of silly, degrading fancies, charms, and
observances, confusing one's perceptioiis of

right aud wrong, and shoAving a miserably

erroneous idea of the nature of that govem-
meut which our wise, beueficent, and aluiighjy

Creator is carrying ou in this Morlc^.
, .-

Happily these things c^n be spoken of 'as

past. Traces of them, indeed, still reinaih,

but their power aud dominion are gone, O'he

host of mischievous, malignant beings, wiijo

made men tremble who trembled at nought
else—and kept old and young, the weak aud
the strong alike, in cruel bondage to the terroi'S

of luireal dangers—are now dispossessed, even
in the most remote glens. A few strong oneis,'

to be sure, remain behind, but they are on the

whole very innocent, and seldom create more
serious evil than a temporary fiutteiing of the

heart as they fleet across the human path, aud
a goodly amount of subsequent gossip in t.Iui

hamlet. The prophetic di-eam comes biit

rarely, and the charms, ones omniiwtent, are

resorted to with a faitli so feeble and faHcring

that they refuse to do their work. The re-

sponses of the OiTended oracles are daily he-

comiug more obscure, and threaten speedily fd

cease altogether.

In manners, customs, and'gciieral habib,
the Celt is now nearly assimilated to the Saxon.
The spread of kno^vledge, the, progress of in-

dustry and the useful arts, with fretiucnt and
friendly intercour.^e with their southern neigh-

bours, have produced this change. Even their

ancient language is quickly receding before the

tongue of tlie Sassanach. Many in the High-
lands itself can speak no Gaelic. Nevertheli-ss,

they are very proud of their Highland de.scent,

and the eye brightens, and the step becomes
naore ehistic, as they talk over the stnring tales

of the times that are past, nieir loyalty, too,

assumes somewhat of the old chivalrous toiie

when they remember that our gracious Queen
has chosen to have a Highland home of her

<5wn, and that even in her great Englis!! castle

her sons have ai)peared dressed in tlie ancient

garb of the Gael. The national spirit is not

extinctj.but it now hapfilly exists con'sisteutly

with a loving remembrance of the fact, tliat

" God hath made of one blood all nations of

mcu, for to dsvell on all the face of the earth."
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Tli^ BOXDS OF: SOCIETY.
By Alpiioxse De Lamautixi:.

God has endowed civilized soqio^ty,- \rith tbe
faculty of developing and perfeciLonating
itself in accordance 'vvitli human nature, but
never in opposition to that nature. He has
also given to man certain primordial and
natural instincts which man cannot violate

without perislring as a social being, and re-

lapsing into a state of savagcism. These
laws are not human laws which Ave may
uiscuss or deny, make or unmake, as it may
])lease our caprice or our imagination. Thev
are laws promulgcd by nature, and inscribed
by the Creator himself upon the fibres of
humanity,

. ^,,,, . ,. „.

Amongst tbesQ absolute Ia.ws of ciyiiized
society there are tv."0 v\fhich are niore abso-
lute than the others, and which, if they be
set aside, will cause the downfal not only
of society but also of humanity itself.

These two absolute laws of civilization

are, the family and tlie property.
The family was created by God himself

when he created the different sexes. In
order to prolong his existence upon the
earth by successive generations, man is

obliged to unite himself to. woman. From
this union, sanctified by religion and con-
secrated by the law, results the child. Tlie
father, the mother, and the child, constitute
the family.

. ,

Now, if tlus'^iiiiibn^'t)?f' 'tie f^^
mother be fortuitoi'is, hvbjiifenta'neous, un-
sanctified, unconsecrated by religious and
civil society, a child alone resiilts, but no
family. The child knows neither his father
nor his mother; he receives neither their
cares nor their assistance, nor their aftection,

nor their love, nor their goods after them.
He is a lost being upon the earth, who has
the material senses of man, but not his
moral senses—love, gratitude, respect, pity,
filial piety, duties, and hapjjincss. He "is

an imperfect man, an unfinished being.
He lives at hap-hazard, like the brute ; he
is connected v,-ith the past by no patrimony;
he is linked to the future by no inheritance

;

he
^
vegetates, unhappy and alone ; he

perishes early ; he does not perpetuate
himself, or if "he does, it is without knowino-

his ' children, hj beings as isolated and as
miserable as himself. A father in his turn,

he has no wife at his side whom he may
love, no fatlier nor mother to look up to

with gratitude ; no children, brothers nor
sisteis, to look down upon with aifection.

The Avoman has neither father, nor mother,
nor husband, nor sister, nor children, to

cherish, to care for, to bring up, to educate
around her. She is the female of a male:
she is no longer either the woman, the
daughter, the Avife, the mother, or the sister

of a man. The family nlonc can give her
these titles. Destroy the family and all

these relations, ail these pious exchanges
of services, betAveen the man, the child, the

father, the sister, the old, and the inlirm,

are destroyed ; for the family is only the
abridgment of society—tiie one contains the
Avhole of the other in three, or four, or five

persons. Tlie family is the source of

humanity, the mould fashioned by God, into

AAdiich he casts all civiiization, 'J' '

NoAv, that the family niay be firmly

established, may subsist and perpetuate
itself, it requires a durable, transmissible,

and reasonably-lasting basis upon the earth.

This bafiis is property—property under all

its forms, land, capital, money, profcssioiis,

trades, commerce, economy, revenue,
AA'agcs, or the savings of hiboar. All this is

property—property Avliich all civilizatiou

recognises and guarantees, in order that the

family may derive confidence, security, and.

a future from the assurance that a jnan may
enjoy the fruits of his property and of liis

labour, may accumulate and increase his

Avealth, and may transfer it, Whenevfer it

may please him, to others.

This is the cause of the institution of

property in every place, except among
savages. And savages ronain savage only

because they do not give sufiicient develop-

ment to the laAv of property. Whore this

laAv does not exist in all it:-; development,

the family is itself imperfect and precarious.

Popidation stops, humanity i>ciishes. Men
cease to exist because thefanrily, the sourice

of men, is at an end!"': '-i' \-:'u.->n: n.-v) f

rHOVJJscK OF Till; Tress.—The Tress (says Curran) is the great pubbc monitor; its duty
is that of the historian and the \y'\ivic^6-r-^^ lulfalsi awt'cat, nil vcri nan a:i((lcat dec'ie''—
that its horizon .hall be extended to the fartliest vei'gc of truth ; tliat beyond that limit it

shall not dare to pass; that it .^^liall speak truth to tlie king, in the lieariug of tiie i-eoplc ;

and to the i)eople in the ho.u-ing of the king ; that it shall not i)crplcX the one nor th.e other

Avith a false alarm, lest it los^e its character lor veracity, and become an unheeded Avaincr of

real (iHJiger; Icvst it vainly AViU'U them against that great trun.'igressiou, of wiucU,'tlie in-

evitable conBtqucuuc is death.
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THE KOUTLXE ^6^ ^DAILY tlFE.

Bv 3IISS II. ?!. ItATfiBONE, AuttioR Of ''Rose Alles," cic.

Nbl'Vl.—Till-:

It wa.-; on the tuorning of the 2 1th of Dccciiibor,

iind. a keen frost had whiteue.i e^^^y buiMiJif^

ia the large tumi of Liverpool. Icicles hnng
from tlic rooCi of Die houses, antl every -window

<li.si»layed brllliiint and ftmtastic forms of

f«.'athe;-j, rjitlered i'tags, or distant castles ; and
the few veliicle^ tliat ventured ont on the slip-

pery roads rattled along the streets witli the

clear, ttliATi) articulation peculiar to a frosty

aLtiioiphere. Pek-r Gubbins rose while it v.*as

yet (lark, and having vainly attempted to break
the tliick ice in his washand-bason, resolved to

omit t.lM3 ceremony of v/ashing altogvtlier that

nioniing, and wrapped himself up in tliick

^voolIen hooc, a stout blue cloth ooat witli

many cape>, and a sc:irlet comforter, knit for

him by hij* eldejit daugltter. wJiose rojy face,

dimpled witli liie sunnie.-t smiles, came into the

dark little room .^t that moment to ])resent him
with this her Chri.stmas gift. " Why, father,

you looii quite smaitl and I'm glad you're

ready, for tlie time's getting on ; and you'll Ix^

"wuiiting your broaktast this cold morning."
I'etcr hugged his favourite daughter, then
soalded himself with tlie Jiot coft'ec she hadmadc
for him, and after a great deal of kissing had
been gone thioagii betv/ecn lilm.self and hi.--

miwiellaueous ofl'.vjn-ipg, -ivlio clustered round
him like Ko many bee?, he i«.>ued lorth into the
biliiig atmo.s])Iieie.

A sharp nm brought him to the place of his

apjjointed beat, tolerably vrami; and lis ap-

pearance was joyfully hailed hy tlie lialf-starved

ix>licem;m on duty, who, liaving been jjachig up
and dowii the street for .six or eight hours, was
in rBj)ture3 when Iih delicious d)-c;ams of food
and blanket:' were at length rcidized. For a
whole Ijour of darkuf^e did Fetor stamp uj) and
down without anything to divert his thougkta,
-which tuiTied thi' tly on dou-ie-jtic mattei-s

;

tucli ai tlie .surgeon's and alioeniaker's little

bill.s, the baby's first tooth, doubts as to his

Avile's ua}>ability of ehoo-Lng the bit ofmeat that
was to gra;e their board on Chnstmas-«lay,
mingled with yearning anlieipations of that

evening's t<uppcp, and the affectionate welcome
that ever awaited his return homo.

I>ut seven long hours had to be gone through
before these visions -ould become naltttta ; ftml

recjilling his observation a? th^; church-clock
Ktruck eighl. he amiiied himself by listening to
the moniing coUyquIos tJiat took i)lac', as
iisua', v.hen the niilk-maifs horn brought
nu;nerous cooks up the area-steps, looking un-
u.u;dly gracious upon this festive occasion.

Vajious cries epou followed the delivery of milk.
" W..nt c!ie-e-c-; s'-"* and " Ilcrrings, fresh lier-

ri' g :

;

" iu every variety of bass, tcuor, aud treble

FOLICE^IAN. O
— the latter being apparetitir the favourite oii***

The streets were b<<;oming- nioro frcqnentefl'

numerous persons engaged iii commercial pirfi

suits were hastening to their oiiicc* ; and Fctt-f

smiled as life noted how the lowest tn ranli

started the earliest, beginning ^vith the poor
widow Avho cleaned the olTices every moming'-4
sufceeded by bffice-bby.<i, clerks of dilferedt

grades, thence ascending to junior partner's.,

and wound up by the senior merchants who
continued as late as ten o'clock to lilc into towh'j

secure in unimpeachable dignity—armed, iii

most c?ses, by twenty or thirty years of j-unc-

t'.ial activity. Yet Peter's duty did not le in

the busiest jiart of the town ; his boat took hiit^

round and round a quiet, gentoci-looking?nuar^,'

wliich had a g^'rden in the centre, wiierc chil-

dren and uursemakla played, gossii>ed, and
shouteil. ' ..' ' '

,

'

'

.

'• What's the ' i^^il," I wonder," thougUl
I'eter, "tlurt all c<x)k.s prefer those Odd cactus
plants v/liieh never liave either leaves orllowctii

that I can discover; but fbr all that, them
cooks v,'ater aiid nurse th.ose stunted bits of
green cucumber tliingp. as if tli; y were httte

babies."— 1 low my son Bobby docs grow, to )ye^

sure ! if he had not a cast in his eye he'd be »
fine-looking Ijoy of his years; now Ids riiother

tliinks it maiv'es him the handsomer, but that's

all fancy ; bless him, he's a good lad anyliow:
and my diiughtfr Pcdl, she's as good a lasj? as »
fatjier need wi.ih for." ''

Here J'eter's cogitations were intcmiptefl by'

tlw ringing on the pavement of the inspector's

stair. Jle returned it by letting his own heavy'
stick fail on theground, while tlie police-ofliccrs.

salutation rafiidly wentthe round of hisdivisiofli,'

and rejoiced Peter by reminding him that nojiw.

apjacaclied. t'p and down, up and Joaat)'^

round and round the square, he paced ; £:om->^

thnes helpinji up, a screaming child, who hati,

tumbled down on the slippery pavement ; sonio-f"

times directing stnuigers to djil'erent parts of
tlie town ; and once separating a cou;vle of boy3
who, playing at pitch farth.ng, quarreled, audj
were deciding their cause by a regular l^attJ^L

•'Bless her heait, how rosy I'oU does Jook!f*|
he exclaimed, as lie perceived his comely
drtH^ht^T, neatly and sprucely dressed, coming
towards him with a ba?ket containing her
n-.arketingj » atid front Vhfch >ht hitij^ilngly

produced a siiulll, '5<atot)^'^l^ot' ve;tl'p!e, whrclt
she forced u^Km hrr fathf'r, dcspltd all jK^lirt^i'

regulat'onsl "Who was that walking with"
you, Polly, iriy l^i^.-^ that you partoIfVom at the
corner?'* "Only .Munes Wcbst'-r, wlio helped
rntr to' c-4tTy"iny basket;" a^d I'oriy'a rOKjr'

cheeks bccuinc rosier than ever, aud tiie luadO
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off ia agreat-Uuriy, saying it was quite time
she waa at homo, iis slie bad a world of things

to do before iiij:ht. lively parties of yoxmg
meu aud boys of all ages uow passed along the
M|uaie, bearing skates iu their hands, ami
occupying every nook where the smallest por-

tion of ice could be found. Presently a glide

was formed on the road-side, which templed
many a laugliiug man and merry maiden to tiy

their skilJ, aud which Peter could not liud iu liis

heart to prevent. At last, however, two young
ladies came up to it, who were talking too gid-

dily to heed their steps, lost their footuig, and
measured their length upon the cold ground.
Cue of them had hurt herself a good deal, and
Peter vta< despatched for a carriage to convey
lier home, and incuvretl a severe rebuke from
the inspector lor Jiaviug pennitted the slide to
reniaiu.

When three o'clock, Peter's hour of release,

Hp}iroaehed, he was not sorry to see his good
wife herself coming to meet him, that they
JtiigJit do their Christmas shopping together;
and arm in arm they walked down to^vn to the
market. " What a siglit of tilings to be sure !

Une wonders where the money comes from to
buy them all," said Peter, as they entered the
gaily-decorated building, and proceeded to make
their piux-hases. A piece of beef for roasting,

some raisins and sugar for a puddmg, a
few oranges, and a bit of cheese, w^cre all

their means aflbrdetl; aud it was quite dark
wi.en these were chosen, and they left

the busy throng and walked to tlieir ovra
dwelhug by lamp-light. A little before
tliey readied home, a phaeton was suddenly
overturned in tJie middle of Dootlney-street,
the horse having tsiken fright at a vociferous
exhibition of Punch and Judy, whose tall, white
watcli-box i)erplexed the animal not a little.

The owner of the phaeton was a \ery stout old
gentleman, who had been drivmg his lady wife,

a portly temale ligure. It was with difficulty

these unwieldy percoas were hoisted up ^gain

into their original i>osition, nor could they help

the policeman iu his endcavoujs to collect the

immense variety of articles that had roiled

ui)on the ground where their carriage had been
upset : sausages, eggs, grafies, apples, nuts, a
turkey, cakes, vegetables, aud confectionary,

formed only a portion of the cargo ; aud al-

thougli tlie more solid part of the eatables

remained in their ban p rs, many of the .smaller

ailicles wer3 irrevocabiy lust. The gentleman
olTered Peter half-u-ciown for his trouble, but
tills Peter ratlier gruffly refused; and the lady,

with better tact, put together a selection of

good things, and gave them to 3Xrs. Gubbius
for the young ones, a gift her mother's heart

could not reiuse.

Xo sooner did Peter and liis wife enter their

own house than they Avere surrounded by a ring

of little amis, and detained at tlie kitchen-door,

wliile Bobby held a piece of misseltoe over

their heads, and each,iu tuiii, Idssed daddy and
mammy at least a dozen times : and could only

be persuaded to lea^ e off by hints of %\hat

their mother's basket contained. Then excla-

mations of joy i-esounded on all sides ; and little

morels known of the remainder of Peter Gub-
bins's day, tlian a general surmise that the fcAv

bom's then mtervening before bed-time Avere

spent in eating a plentiful supper, seasoned by
outrageous merriment; inperfonning a country

danc-e, and cracking of nuts and jokes, inter-

spersed with occasional songs, and concluded by
Peter's voliuiteemig his favourite christnuis

ditty commencing

—

"A merry i hap am I when Christmas comes,
^Vilh mince-pie, turkey, roasted beef, and

plums."

Nor could 3Irs. Gubbins persuade her husband
to take any repose before the time again came
round for him to brave tlie frost and parade the

Sipiare half the night ; but I'eter took his leave,

declaring he would make up for it by lying in

bed the next momuig till the Christmas dumcr
should actually be on tiie table.

CHRISTOPHER CHRONICLE'S LECTURES.

No. yil.—E0AD8 AND STEEETS.
WiiAT advantages do we enjoy over our imme-
diate fathers, and what advantages shall our

children eujoy over us ! Every day developes

some new discovery in the march of civilization,

and, as the world grows older, man wmplities

liis means and multiplies his convenieaiees. No
art perhap.j mark^ the progress of society more,
or helps to advance it with greater sjieed, than
that of road-making. Of this both the Cliincse

and the Romans were aware, and therefore

began early, and became excellent roaxi-mukers.

The most gigautic schemed of modem conquest

were apt to be frustrated even iu our own day by
the want of roads ; but as the impedunents of
uatiure must be surmounted and rendered sub-

servient to human ambition ajid jwwer, the
Alps must be tracked with roads. Accordingly,
Napoleon cut one over Cenis, thirty miles long

and eighteen yards broad ; another over Sim-
plon, thirty-six miles long and twenty-five yards
broad ; partly, too, throng] i galleries hewn iu

the rocks, one G^^ feet ; anotlier over Genevre
6,000 feet high ; another from Nice to

Monaco ; aud another over St. Qothard, 8,26 i
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feet high. Altogether these may be considered

the most wonderful effoHs ofImmau labour since

the erection of the Pyramids of Kgypt, ami will

remain monuments alike of the geuiui and
iimbition of the French emjieror.

Frevious to the invasion of Britain by the

Ilomans, this island was tracked out with nar-

row paths unpaved and imj^raveled, but covered

with green turf. Tliese, as far as was conve-

nient, were worked upon by the lionians for

civil and comniert-jal purposes, as they neees-

fsarily formed the lines of communication be-

tween the inhabitants of the larger towns.

They were, liowever, in many instances, unsuit-

able for niililary purpo5e.s, and the liomauj,

being a warlilce people, found it necessary to

construct causeways, or elevated .paved straets,

to enable their tioops to traverse the country

more ea.>5i'y than otherwise they could have

done. At a later period of our history these

loads Avere called by tlie Anglo-Saxouj: military

ways, whilst the Biitish trackways were deno-

minated country roads. They also distinguished

the liighways by one wagon's way, four feet

broad, and Uyo wagons' ways, eight feet or more,

wiiich, according to Fosbroke, the antiquary,

points out the ongin of our narrow village

roads. Subsequently, we find roads made of

f^tone and mortar, and of wood and stone for

earriage.5, as distinguished from those narrow
paths or bridle-ways which are yet to be found
in «omc of our rural districts, in order to pre-

vent robberies, it was deemed es.«entiai to have
tlia roads made as open as possible, ami accord-

ingly all thorns and woods by their sides were
hev.n down, wliilst narrow roads were held in

tlte liglit of being only necessary pass«d, and
were so called.

The first tui"upike-road in England was made
in the reign of Charles If., and had to be fui>-

ported at the ijoint of the bayonet. la propor-
tion, to the iguonince of a people they ai-e in-

clined to be suspicious of any innovation uix)n

tlieir accustomed prejudices, and in this case

thoy assembled in a mob, and pulled down the
gates. It was not till the reign of Queen Anne
that turnpikes were cpmpletely established, auU
till then all roads were kept in repair by the
parishes. They received their designation from
the poles or bars being swung upon a staple,

and turning either way when dues were paid.

The law fixes their width at sixty feet, and
parish roads at about thirty.

Notwithstanding their establishment trarel-

Mng wa.* both difficult and dangerous in Kng-
laud. We have a recorded instance of this in

1703. In that year Charles III., King of Si>nin,

on Iiis way from Fort^;mouth to \Vind.sor, slejit

at Tetwortli, where Frince George of iJenmark
went to meet him, by the Queon's desire.

During this journey, one of his attendants stat(it>

that—" AVe .set out, at sLx in the morning, by
torchlight, and did not get out of tlie coaches
(save, only, when we were overturned, or stuck

fast in the mire) till we anived at our journey'.-^

end. We were thrown but once, indeed, in

going ; but our coach, wliich wa:-^ the leading

one, and liis liighness's body coach, would hare
euRered vciy much, if the humble boors of Sus-

sex had not freqiu'utiy ix)ised it, or supiK>rted it

with their slionlder^from Gotlalming almost to

Petworth. 1'he last nine miles of tlie way cost

us six hours to conquer them , and, indeed, we
had never done it if our good master Iiad not
several times lent ns a pair of horses out of hig

own coach, Avheix-by we were enabled to trace

out the way for him." Forty yoai"!* lat-er than
this a scn'ant of the Duko of Somerset, \vriting

to another at Petworth, that his Grace intended

to travel from London there, on a certain day,

directs that "the keepers, and persons who
knew the holes and the sloughs, must come to

meet his Grace, with lanterns and long jjoles, to

help him on his way."
In 17;'^ 4, improred ttmipike-roads wn-e

made , but, so averse were the people to th' if

introduction, that timinlts arose, and, at the
end of the reign of George II., a law had to be

passed, enacting it felony to pull down a toll-

bar. Up to this period, pei*80Ks mostly tra-

velled from Scotland to London on horseback.

We have an account of two performing a jour-

ney from Glasgow to the FiigMsh metropolis in

17;^!). It says there wiis no tui-npike-road

until tlie travellers came to Grant'nnm, abotft

one hundred and ten miles from London. " Up
to that point tliey trayelled on a narrow cna?e-

way, with an unmade soft ix>ad on each side of

it. They met, fiom time to time, f^trings of

pack-horses, froin thirty to forty in a gang, the

mode by which goods seem to be tranf<i)Orte<l

fi*om one part of the country to another. The
leading horse of tlie gang earned a bell, to

give warning to travel rers coming in an oi>po-

site direction ; and when they met these trains

of iiorses, with their jiacks across their backs,

the causeway not affording them room, they
were obliged to make way for tliem, and plunge
into the roadside." How different the mode of

travelling now-a-days : Our trains of pack-
Uorses are railway-carriages, Avhich, ff our
grandfathet.-4 were permitted to see at their

speed, would frighten them back to their

graves.

A hundred years ago, fifty miles a day was
con.eldtred to be a prodigious rate of speed to

travel at, althougli it was to announce .so im-
portant an event as the de;rth of (Korge II.

At that time the coach started from Edinbnr^t
to London but once a month, and took sixteen
or feigiitcen—for it was not particular - days on
the journey. We can nowtmvel at the rate of
fifty m.les an hour ; and take an early break-
fast in London, and .«up and Hlee)> comibrtably
in Fidinburgh within tlie same day.

With iT>ad-making street-paving is inti-

mately connected : and althongli several citi<«

had paved streets before the Christian era,
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t-hos€' wliich are at present the ornament of

Europe, with tlie exception of liome, were
mostly destitute of this convenience, till about

the twelftli or thirteenth centvuy. It is siiid

that the CiU'thaginian.s had the first paved

streets, and that their example was folloAved by

the Komans ; but, before thi.^-- period, it is

known that Semiramis paved liighwuys. We
liave no Inowledge whether the Greek streets

were paved ; nor do we know whether tliose of

Jerusalem were paved, alihougli we read in the

'Jalniud that they were swept every day. which
implies a hard and solid bottom. At both i

Jlerculaneuin and Tonipeii, we hare had proofs

ot their streets having been paved with lava,

and the sides raised higher than the carnage

way, for the accommodation of foot-passengers.

. Of modern cities, Paris is generally supposed

'-to have liad the first paved streets ; but it is

certain that Cordova,. in fcjpain, possessed this

accommodation so early as the middle of the

ninth century. The circumstance which led

to tjie paving of Taris is somewhat singu-

flar. It arose, from tlie oflence which the dirt

in the streets gave one day to a royal nose.

Philip II. happened to be standing at a window
of ids palace near the Seine, and experiencing

an olfensive stench, which was occasioned by
the carriages thi-owing up the dirt, he fortli-

with resolved to remedy the nuisance by having

tiie streets paved. Accordingly, the orders for

this purpose were issued in 118i, and on that

occasion a change of the name of the city took

^jjl&ce, aa iiitiierto, on account of its dirtiness,

it was called Lutetia, but was henceforth to be

named Paids. As tiie city extended, however,

street-paving did not extend with it, for in

l(i4l we find tliat many quarters of Paris were
not paved.

In Germany, Augsburg seems to have been
amoDgst the most early paved city. Ilaus

Gwerlich, a rich merchant, having caused a
neat footpath to be made before his house in

the oxen market, in 1415, gave rise to this ; for

j
t|ie little couvcnienci V\'as so mucli admired,

J^hat, after that time, all the streets were paved

. .Mxcce.¥sively at the expense of the Government.
Berlin, in the first half of the seventeenth cen-

oi^tuy, was not entirely paved ; and Laing, in his

^'^\i<ote& of a Traveller," speakingof this city, in

^'18-n, says:—"It is a line city, very like the
Oage she reproseuts-r-very tine tind very nasty.

liTlie streets are spacious and straiglit.Avith broad
margins on eacii side for foot passengers ; and
a band of plain jiag-stonco on these mavgiuy
;|nake them much more waikable than the

'..gtrcL'ts of mo.st continental towns. But these

margins are divided from the .spacious carriagef-

way iu the middle by open kennels, telling the

J.;fno.<t uitutterable things. These open kennels

are boarded over only at the gateways of the

palaces, to let tlie carriages cro.^.s them ; and
niu.'^t be particulai'ly coiivenient to the inhabit-

ants, for they are not at all particularly ngree-

ij

able. Use rficonciles people to nuisances which
might be easily removed. ' A sluggish, biitc6n-

siderablc )iver, the Spree, stagnates thi'ough

the town ; and the money laid out on stucdo

work, and the outside decorations of the houses,

would go far towards covering over their drains,

raising the water by engines, and sending it, in

a purifying stream, through every street and
sewer. If bronze and luivrble could smell,

BKicher and Blilow, Schcrwin and Liethen, and
dark-winged angels and two-headed eagles in-

numerable, would be found on their pedestals,

holding their noses instead of grasping their

swords. It is a curious illustration of the dif-

ft-rence between the civilization of the fine arts

and that of the nseful Rvti», in their intJnences

oh social well-being, that Berlin lias not, as

yet, advanced so far in the enjoyments and
comforts of life, in the civilization of the useful

arts, as to have water conveyed in pipes int.o

its city and into its houses. Three hundred
thousand people have taste enough to be in die-

away ecstasies at the singingof^Iadame Pasta,

or the dancing of Taglioni, and have not taste

enough, to appreciate or feel the want of a sup-

ply of water m their kitchens, scullcrre?, drains,

sewei-s, and water-closet r-! The c!\iIfzatioti of

an English %illage is, after all, more real civili-

zation than that of Piiris or lisrlin." ,
,"

Bad as London is in many parts, there is cc;-

taiidy no comparison between its s.mitaiy condi-

tion and that of Berlin. The pavmg of its streets

did not commence before the year 1090,, jis v,e

find that in that year the eliurch of St. Mary-
le-Bow, in Cheapsitle, was unroofed by a violent

storm, and four of its pillars or beams, twenty-

six feet in length, sunk so deep in tlie ground,

that scarcely four feet of them appeared above

the surface. The streets then consisted of soft

earth, but with the gradual extension of trade

and opulence jjaving commenced. Several cf

the principal str«;ets, such as Holborn, were, for

the first tim?, paved by royal command in the

year 1417. In the King's order it was said that

the highway mimed Holborn, in London, was
so deep and miry, that many pcinls and luizards

were thereby occasioned, as well to tire King's

carriages passing that way as to those of his

subjects. He, therefore, ordered two vessels,

each of twenty ton.s burthen, to be employed

at his expense for bringing stones for paving

and mending the sauie. <>ther streets were

paved under Henry Vlil.T^somc in tlie suburbs

in 1544, others in lyTi and 1C05, i\nd Sijiitli-

field market was first pave<l iii 1014^^^'
'

A new era ill paving has beeii cbmihenced,

by the substitution of wood f<!>r Ston*^ ; but, xm-

fortunately, its suporioriiy itf ' so^o respects is

more than counterbalanced by its defet-ts'. /Its
nvd in London waf< fir^t siigs^^ted by Mr.: Ym-
laydon, in 18->5 ; -l^ilt its fr^-eat disadv^^antagc is

the slipperifness with' which it is attended in

wet weather. Another is the difhculty of

laying a firm aJid durable foijivliffiio'i ;
^^''^
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ancther, tliat Uie atmosphpre exhaled from it hare been laid down with a composition, the

when It i? wet, fs likely to predispose to certain r»rinci|)al iuKiedient in wliicli i;* caoutchouc,

disea.^e.^. Asphalte is another inaterial which Tliejie have all their merits, but fortho ciirriagiJ-

has lately been brought into use for foot- road there is perhap-s nothing, ou the whole, to

pavements ; whil.^t some courtyards and stables be found equal to the system of raacudamizing.

HOUSEHOLD ECOK
j:- I :,•

Letter XIV^j;- .. ,, ..... ....^j

M:;., Lj>itor.—I suppose there is no facuLy among tTiose "with \vfiicli' wi^ human
Icings are endowed, 'more stubborPi, more determined, than i/ie vh/1. It caa, in a

moment, }.iace a thousand difficulties in the vray ; in the same short space of time

It can ua easily remove a thousand. Let the will be secured, and every hing Is

easy : let the'will bs wanting, and nothing can he accomplished. The will can,

instantaneously, place lions and tigers in a path where they are least likely to

be found : the'will can, in an instant, scare them from the wilderness or the forest.

It can rear or remove mountains. It can raise a tempopt, or produce a calm.

AMiile the will can conquer almost cverj-thing, it is itself almost unconquerable ;

and while it can weaken all else, it remains itself almost omnipotent. Query—i-s

the will most powerful i/i man or in icomanf My Peggy and I looked into her

giammar-book, to find out whether the will was male orfemale : we fancied, from
what we read there, that it must be of " the ferninine geiider." I suppose this is

the reason why some "nouns of the male gender" make themselves merry while
t liking or writing about " a woman s icill !" As if men had i.o will ot their own !

or as it tJteir wills were always as pliant as the dougk <)f which we women make
our dumplings ! I don't mean to render railing for railing, or I could say soa.e-

thing to some males about their wills, which would take a li.tle of the shine out of

their—I was about to say—slanders. However, I am quite willing to admit that

women have wi Is of their own, and that—like rat onal br-ings as they are—when
they believe themselves to be right, and arc determined upon anything, it is no
very easy matter to move them. ^ly dear mother had a book into Avhich she used
to copy out cuiious epitaphs, mottoes, and scraps of poe!ry : aniong them was this

verse.:

—

" W'iiere is the man that hath the wonrfrous skill

'f stem the torrent of a woman's will

!

For if she will, she will, joti may depend on't

;

And if she won't, slie won't, and there's an end on*t."ir il'.h i- rfo'

I don't Icnow whether this Avas meant as a jest or a truth ; T^heth'Sf the writer
intended it as a compliment or as slander. Perhaps, poor Than ! he spoke feel-

ingly ; he may have had a wife who had, as mo say, *' a will of her own;" and
that will may, on occa.sions, have been more stubborn than was pleasant or conve-
nient to my -ientleman ; or it may have inierfcrcd vrith some eiigage'ment or
pursuit of his, which she—like a wise and prudent womuu—believed to be wrong
or disadvantageous ; and he may have written the lines in a p<rt. Or, perliaps, he
was given to philosophizing, or moralizing, and left tlie lities upon record, as his

opinion concerning woman's will in general. Be this as it Uiay, I find no
particular fault with the man for putting it in print. I am quite ready to admit
that — though I consider myself possessed of a^ g«>od a t<»mper as can well be
expected in such a tc'Tn])er-tr}-ing world as ours — / have a will of my ov^ti

;

and tliat, when 1 have duly considered a thing, and have resolved upon doing it,

my will is as stubborn and afi ,4iJU[i,cult to bp^id as the ni^^^t gtiaried btahch' of an
;pncient oiik.

.

'

'.' ',!',''''.'!' ''•''_'-'"''•'

v.: But some one may say, "^\^lat in the world Ls the woman driving at now? "^''hat

has either the stubbornness or the pliancy of a wonii»n's will to do v/ith Ilous-jhold
Economy? A p,reat deal, or I should not have introduced it; for I rather pride
myself upon keeping close to my text. In my last letter, I referred to objections
and diiruulties, fts standing very frequently in the way of important improvements;
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v;?m ftfi" tffiin;vu.,; i%.M , - ^ ,rih,..^j,i
._

,r

1 dbserved, that these objections arose more frequently from clifjinclwation towards
^tiie proposed improvement, than from the force of the difficulties tliemselves ; and
aI conchided by asking, whether the old proverb was not still true, " Where there's

''a will there's a way?" This is my present text. My object is to show, that if a
woman be tndy (Usiroiis of doing a thino, and resolutely determined, to accomplish it,

she can, in most cases, accomplish it, notv/ithstaiiding difficulties ; and that

difficulties arise more from, weakness of inclination than from ^vant of ability. It

is true, as one of my Pegay's copies has it, " Use is second nature ;" and that when
habits have been formed and indulged in for years, it becomes difficult to adopt a

new course ; but even here—even, over habits which seemed inveterate—the v/ill,

yes, the will of a woman, can, and in many cases doc^, triumph.
Yes, Mr. Editor, "Where there's a will there's a way." The first thing is to

determine npon a plan ; the next is, to determine to carry it out. A sickly, dead-
alive, shilly-shally, indeterminate wish— a sleepy, lazy desire—will accomplish
nothing. It is wrong to act rashly, and \\ithout thought ; and it is foolish to be
ahvays thinking and never acting. " Wishing, of all employments, js the worst."
For a woman to see her rooms in confusion and dirt from one end to the other, and
merely to wish them clean and tidy, will not effect any change ; uiiloss, indeed, she
has got " Fortunatus's wishing-cap," that my poor Harry, now in India, used to

read about. I have learned the power of this icilUnf/ to do a thing, by experience.

I have sometimes had more to do than I thought I had time, or strength, or means
to accomplish ; some job that I was loth tc undertake. I thought of this plan, and
of that, and for a time could iix upon none ; at last, after wasting an hour in think-
ing, I fixed on my plan, jumped up and set about it h\ good earnest, working Avith

my icill, as well as -with my hands ; and then the task was speedily and easily

accomplished. By perseveriiig in this coursc> I have acquired, as I think, better

habits, and am never afraid to look work boldly in the face.

jiJ am sorry to hear—as I now and then do—a working mar/s wife, and cspeeie.lly

aiiyouug woman, say, " / catii do this," and *' I c/ni do t'other." In some cases

it means "/ nrm'i," which is not pretty ; and in other cases it means " I am not

able," which is not true. Both those excuses proceed from want of will ; and,
a^ain I repeat it, "Where there's a "svill there's a way." Let me not be mis-
taken. I don't moan to say that a determination of the will, however strong, will,

in every case, work out a complete deliverance. Poets may say what they please,

but even *' a woman's will" can't stop the tide, nor change the wind. Take, for ex-
ample, the case of the " Factory Woman." Her determining, Avhile brooding over her
hardships, to have an increase of wages, would not induce the mill-owner to give her
oiie penny more ; ncx would her determining to stay at home and take care of her
children, and her house, make good the 7s. Gd. per week wages she would forfeit by
so doing. Such cases as these— and I am sorry they are so numerous—must bo
regarded as exccj)tions. Privations and hnrdsliips such as hers tend to cow the
spirits, to weaken the will, and so to discourage all attempts at oven the slightest

improvement. Yet even liere, though a determination of the 'will" may not
work out " a way " of deliverance for a family from such abject bondogo, I ihiulc iz

very likely that it might help them a little. *''i' r.'<< i.viv,-Mf(f >hTn.- }>;; .7 ,)t to 1,- -iv

Again, while I speak of the power of the Will, let-no "rna!ny*-^let' no 'womai*—
suppose for a moment that I ri^coxirmcnd ohslinac-y ov stvhbotvjness ; that lam for

any woman's carrying out the determinations of her 6vra will, right or wrong,
seasonable or unseasonable. This would indeed be 10 introduce "oiscord" and
confusion into households ; and I should then well merit the nickname courteously
given me by the gentleman I referred to in my last, " Martha Breakpeace !" This
obstinacy on the part of some women, who claim to be notable and thrifty house-
wives, is the secret of not a few family squabble s. The wife " determines tlmt she
will" have the washing done, or the walls whitened, or the floors cleaned, or the
chimneys swei t, just at the time whkh is the most inconvenient and unpleasant to

the husband, who, if he dares to remonstrate, is set down for '• Mr. Crosspatch !"

No, Mr. Editor ; I am supposing tlie determination.^ of the will to be guided by-

reason and propriety ; by a regard to mutual comfort and harmony ; by a desire to

accommodate and to please. This may sometimes require the sacrifice of one's
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own will, or a blending of one's own will with that ol" others, so that all may
*' pixU one war.''' Reason must have fail- play : if my luisband's reaionings

against a thing' are soiind, let me yield to thorn, and let his will become mine ; if I

belieTC my reasouingfe on the other side to be soun 1, let mo ply him wit a tlv-im till

my will becomes idn. If I cannot do all I wiish, let me meet lijs -will halfway, »nd
try to "bring him over to accept half. I hupc, Mr. Editor, none of your readers

will ol)ject to have reason brought into exerci.-c, as to Mieh matters as househ Id

conccaTis, on the ground that it is too sacred a thing to be so employed; domestic

peace is worth ha^•ing at any price; and if reason can settle a disi>uie about wa&hing

a towel, ( r cooking a rasher of bacon, it may not prove an unworthy or dishonour-

able fmployment. At the same time, don't let every little triiie be made matter

for grave and serious deliberation, and regular logical debate. Don't dispute for

an liour abotit where this piece of furniture, or that table leqm ite, shall be placed
;

in such tilings as these gi- e imd take, bear and forbear. Don't be like the young
married couple, who are said to have ([uurreiled regularly once a week about where
iiie cradle should stand, but whom Providence never blessed with a child ! Such
conduct, in mim or woman, is truly ridiculous, and will be sure to be punished
ivith domestic misery. , , .

But to be a little more practical. Suppose The WoiiKiKO ^Ian's Fhiekd an9
Family Instkuctok is introduced into some working man's family. The husbajid

reads, and comes at length to ^Martha Makepeace's letters. These ftirnish matter
for conversation. It is thought that some improvement might be made in that

family : husband and wife agree that the experiment shall be made. Changes aie

cffifected, and the residt is, a large increase of domestic comfort. In this case tdl is

well: nobody is injured, and several are benclite<l ; Martha Makepeace is praised,

and the parties, delighted and grateful, tharik Joux Cassell for having sent out
such a useful publication. Or it may be the wife that reads ; and she sees plainly

that many changes for the better might be inti-oduced into that family, if her
Thomas would but go less frequently to the Black Horse, or the Red Lion, or the
(ireen Dragon, and bring more of his earnings home to her on Saturday night.
Thomas sees at once the propriety of her remarks ; he is pletised witli the pictures

of domestic comfort which are shown to be the result of economy and good ma-
nagement ; and he says, " Weil, Bessy, lass, it shall even be as thou wishes." lie
forswears association with the odd-coloured animals just named ; he becomes a
thoughtful, thrifty, and kind husband and father ; and here, agam, is a vast increase
of domestic happiness ; another A-otc of thaiJis to Johx Casskll for his Magaziiu;.^

and another proof that *' where there's a wili there is also a way." ^ r

But suppose a ease somewhat different from this. Indeed I can fuinish one in
point from my own actual knowledge. You must know, Mr. Editor, that my
Jem has taken it into his head to buy two or three of your W(.ekly numbers, : to
give to some of his acqup.intance to whom he thinks they may be usefid. lie gave
some numbers to Sam Spring, of whom I gave you some account in former letters.

Sam began reading some of those letters, at which Sarah's blood began to boil,

because she thought them a reflection upon her. She denied that ahe was cither
thoughtless or wasteful ; and when Sam good-mitturedly reasoned with her, and
went on to read some more of my letters, after a little bickering, and looking round
the room three or four times, she at last said :

" Ah, it's all very well for Martha

;

but you know, Sam, that it's quite impossible for ue to do as she does ; and I wish,
she'd been further before she ^viote them letters." Finding that the ice was thus
broken, I thought I woidd venturo to look in. Sure enough, things were pretty
mucVi as Jem had stated. At first Sarah was ven,- queer, and seemed almost dis-
posed to pick a quarrel. I took her babe in my lap wliile she hung up a few Avet
clothes, and began to talk mildly to her, suugesting a few alterations in her mode
of washing, etcetera. She be gan to defend herself', and to lay the blame on want
of room, want of time, Sam's crossness, and this, ;uid that, and the other ; but as I
saw plainly that it was nothing but want of zci/f, I talked her over into a willing-
ness to try the plan I marked out for her in No. 4, promising to give her
an hour or two of help and direction some Tuesday moniuig. 1 did so ; and
I ciui't describe to you, Mr. Editor, the amazing increase of comfort I have been
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tiio moans of introducing. Sarah found it liard -work at first, but having made up
]\QT mind to it—having wilJcd to brhii; it about—and Sam being delighted to help

as far as he could, she has, in three or four v,-eeks, become quite a different woman,
and the room begins to be neat and comfortable. Sam has now some inducement
to speiul his evenings at home ; and he docs so, except on those ever.ings when he
goes with my Jem to ihe Mechanics Institution, of which he has become a meni-
1>^r. Thus proving that " where there's a will there's a way," and proving also

t.he trulli of what Charles Iloscheld says in your Second Supplementary Number,
that " if women would always make their homes what they should be^ many a man
would find his place at the iireside, and taste and enjoy the comforts of home."
And this encourages the hope that I may ypt be /useful, iuothqr. families, and
amoiigst the rest, in that of Robert liandoni...-u .ii.jn,i n^, i;:w :\<:,\i\/,\ ^<m :,*,r.\ >',),d fejiK.'i

I could furnish a sad counterpart to the case <5(f-'Sttfah-Sptirg,' but 'I'withhold it,

at least for the present, till I have tried my skill upon the parties again. Jem
encourages me. by telling me that they begin to feel ashamed of their present con-

dition cA'cr since they read the numbers of The Wokking Man's Piciend which
he gave them; this, I say, encourages me, for I remember to have read somewhere,
*' where there is now slvmie there maj'- one day be reformation'^

I Avill only refer to one other case First, the cry of '* I can't," met me ; then
was added, " I don't see whj' I should put myself out of the way to please ray

Richard, for I'm sure he's not very studious about pleasing inc." Xow I don't

understand this kind of talk ; that is, I can't reconcile it to any principle according
to which such things ought to ^\e managed. If this woman's cliarge against her
" Richard" is true, why then Imust 'say he ought to be ashamed of hhnself : the

man.that v.'on't study to please his wife don't deserve to have one. Still, I can't see

h'>w her determination is likely to mend the matter. True, to make the changes he
requires may cost a little trouble, some acts of self-denial, some givin<^ up ; but is

not a husband's goodwill and affection Avorth more than all that : I recommend
her, therefore, to set her mind upon pleasing him, whether he chooses to return

the kindness or not. She has found out v>'hat he wishes; and, nccording to her
o^^n shoAving, he requires nothing impossible nor tmreasonohle. Let her resolve,

then, to comply without delay. 1 used, at one time, to have a little trouble with
my Jem. Soon after coming home fatigued, he A^x)uld seem a bit sulky, an<i an-

SAver me rather short. I looked round the room for a reason, and found that there

was some little unpleasantness Avhich I could remove in a moment. I did so ; and
then the dull look— for it rarely came to a IroAvn—Avas exchanged for a smile, and
one of those droll looks peculiar to him; and then all Avas comfortable for the rest

of the evening, yaw Ave know one another's Avav's, and all goes on pleasantly.

But, that things may go on "pleasantly" AA-ith me and your readers, Mr. Editor,

I must conclude here. If any think that Avhat I haA'e Avritten has little to do A^-ith

'household economy," Avhy they must be A-erv' young houiSekeepers ; and if any
working man's wife has plans to recommend, Avhich she thinks more practicable or

more eliicicnt than mine, or Avhich may be added to mine, let her send them to you
for publication. I am not so opmiatiA'c as to imagine that my plans admit of no
improAcment. I am prepared to examine, and ready to adopt, whatever is suitable

or excellent. If any think, as I said in my last, that I haA'e placed the standard
too high, I say again, let them come as near it as circumstances AA-ill alloAv. And
to those AAho object merely because of a little trouble and difiicoilty, I say/in con-
clusion, as I said at litst, " Wheut: there's a will tueue's a aa'ay." '* '*'

May, 21, 1850. ........ Martha MAIiEPkACE.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

.. FuviNc; l''i.sn.— Let llie tisU be well ck-anetl

aiid thfi roe extracted. Unb it in sulf, and let it

leipain in the salt for a short time, to render it

firm ; tlun rrll it in a cloth ;uid wipe it till it is

tljorouglilj dry. flave a dish ready, ^^ith some
Aolks of ti,'?>' "ell l'<;ucu; tiun thr tifh Hboiit in

this, and then spiiukle it well o\sr with tioui

from a drrdgfnsr-box. Place a quantity rtffry-

ing-oil, or bfiy's-lard (oil is best) ni a clean frying-
pan, and ^h<Mi it has arrived at the boiling heat
fry the fish jjently in it, illitisofafinceqn.il
light brown. Do not let the oil or fat boil.

Drain the fat well oil" from t-e fish, and
pidce it ou a cloth before the tire, it may be
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eaten hot or coUI. The bejt fishes for this pur-
pose are sole.*, plaicf, or Hounders, wUicb, if

Ijrsje, will re<iuirc Ui be cut i;! pieces. M^cacrci
iliOuld be split in half down tlie back. Whitings,
ijf ail orJiniiry size, may bo done M'hol'j, or they
inay be slior'tetieJ by takin-.,' off their lieads.

Salmon and halthut will «al beautifully, couked
thus ; each of thes«s will require to be split down
Uk" back, and, as they aie t!ien somewhat thick,

lliey will require to be fried slowly.

Fi»n Pies.—Savoury and inexpensive ^i-shes

m:iy be madoif many li^h hi coniuion use. The
ibUowiug is one of the best :~Boil two pounds ot

small eels ; then pick the flesh off, and throw the

hones buck into the liciuor, with an onion, and a
litils mace, pepper, nni salt, and let them boil

while preparing; yoor pie. Put the flesh, with au
anchovy, parsley, Sa.t, pepper, and some grated, or

linely-crurablcd, bread, with a little butter, at

ilic bottom of a disli ; then take the fle?h of some
soles, or small cod, and place them on tiie layer, wiib
a little more salt and pepper. Pour the gravy
over, and bake, ttU the crust, about halt' an hich
thick, U nieely biSowaedJ Make the crust accord-

In^ to the iti reel ions ^iven for an ordiuai-y pie-
crust, vol i.. p. 1:21. Less expensive, tiiouiih not
equally savo\iiy, pies may hi made ot' eels a! me;
or 6f cod (ish.soleg, or phiice, cut in small pieced,

and seasoned wit!) chopped parsley, a sque«-7.c of
lemon, and ^-alt and pcpp-r.
Sauce foii .Meat, Polltut, or Fisu,—To a

small tt-acup I'ull oi water, in a saticppun, put two
tablcspooniuls of vinei,'ar, and a lew grains ot'

cayenne, aitd thicken it wlili the }'olks of two e^gs,
and a sraail quiuitlty of flour. Put iu a bit <.( but-
ter, about tlie size of a walnut. Squeeze Into it a
little lemon juice. Shake tliopau well over a clear

Hie, tl!l the sauce is quite hot ; but do not h'.t it bud.
(JKRM.VX MODK OF M\KING TK.V FOU UULl-

DAYS.—Put iis much good tea a:- is iikcly to be j e-

quired for your comjuny into a clean muslin ba^,^

with a sufficirnt quantity of sugar to sweeten it,

a blade of cinnamo.i, and a tiit of candied orantre

and lemon peel. Put this haq into as much milk
ai Nou are likely to want for your company, and
I't it boil for a few minutes, when it will be
ready to pour out. Serve with it biscuit or tea-

cake.

-THEiLAWSRELATING TO MASTERS, AND WOPJCMKN.
•'/rrro J Mh'ri -.ono o//^rf ot ori^p/A*- v>irf <j-

.

'

AUTICLE VIII.
"j; iii'.vr:

We have to treat

—

Of the statutes aiFecting disputes between masters and icorJcmen engaged In the

mnnafacture of clocks and iccUchns. ;

By the 27 Geo. II., c. 7, any person hired or employed in the trade of clock ci^

watch making, or any pai't or branch of those trades, to make, finish, alter, repair,

or clean, any clock or watch, or part thereof ; or entrusted with any g(dd, silver,

or other metal, to be, or which L«, wholly or partially, wrought or manufactured for

any part of a; clock or watch ; or any diamond or other proclous stone, fixed or
.set, or to be hxed or set, iii or about any clock or watch ; who shall purloin,
embezzle, secrete^ pawn, sell, exchange, or otherwise vuilawfuUy dispose of, any
i lock, watch, gold, silver, or other metal or materials, or any diamond ov precious
stone, shidl forfeit for the first offence £20, and for the second offence £40. In
case of nonpayment of the former penalty, the offender may be imprisoned, with
liard labour, for fourteen days, and be once publicly whipped ; while on nonpay-
mciit of the latter peiialty, he may be imprisoned, with hard labour, fi^r tiiree

moiiilis, and be publicly wliipped twice, oroftcner.
'

Persons knowingly receiving, accepting, or taking, by way of gift, .paw4l,
pledge, sale, or exchange, any of the before-mentioned :u*tiaLcs, slwll be subiect '^
biiuuar penalties. • . . ,

i^'"

^'c.r/, as to disputes i6^iC(?e/i mas^t;/* and servants in husbandry^ artificets^ calico

printers, hamlicia/is/nM^-,^}ie^$f,. colliery Melmenp j^Umejif ^luasmen, potters, aiid
other labourers: , „ , . .,.,.r,,.,. r,,-,^ ,''•'..,-,.

'',l.,,.7f
-'

^ ..V.

By 20 Geo. II., c. jiO, all complaints, difTerences, and di>;putes, wliich arise
between ma.sters, or mistres.-es, and servants in husbandry, liircd for one year or
loiKji-r, or between artificers, handicraftsmen, miners, colliers, keelmen, pitmen,
i^assmen, potters, and other labourers eniployed f)r any certain time, or in tniy
«;thcr mauuL-r, may be he;u-d and determined by one or niore justice or justices of
the peace of tlie county, riding,', city, liberty, town corporate, or place where the
iniihter or mistress ii>habits. The justice may order the payment of so much wages
to the servant as seems just and reasonable, provided the sum in question do.s net
exceed £10 iu the case of, any servant hi husbandry, nor £5 iu tUe case of any
lutiticer, handicraftsman, miner, collier, keelman, pitman, glassman, potter, or
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labourer. If th.e amount adjudged be not paid within twenty-one days, it may be
levied by distress and sale of the master's goods. In case of &nj misdemeanor,
miscarriage, or misbehaviour of any servant of the classes before mentioned in his

service, the justice may coram-it the offender to the House of Correction, there to

remain and be corrected, and held to hard labour, for a reasonable time, not cx-
ceefling one calendar month, or may abate part of the wages due to the ser\'ant, or

may discharge the servant from his service or cmplo^-ment. In case of misusage,
refusal of necessaiy provision, cruelty, or other ill treatment by the master of the
servant, the justice may discharge the servant. From the decision of the justice,

except in the case of a commitment, there is an appeal to the quarter sessions.

Ey 27 Geo. II., c. 6, the provisions of the before-mentioned statute are extended
to tinners and miners employed in the stannaries in the counties of Devon and
Cornwall.
By 31 Geo. II., c. 11, the same provisions are extended to servants in husbandry,

ihouf/h hired fur a less time than a year, the former statute affecting only servants in

husbandry hired for a year certain.

By 6 Geo. III., c. 25, it is enacted, that if any artificer, calico-printtrr, handicrafts-

man, miner, collier, keelmaii, pitman, glas^man, potter, laboiu-er, or other person,
shall contract with any person lor any time or times, and shall absent himself from
his service before the term of hi? contract i? completed, or be guilty of any other

misdemeanor, a nragistrate of the county or place where the artilicer is found may,
on complaint of the employer, his steward, pr agent, grant his yavrant for the
apprehension of the servant, ancl may, after hearing the case, commit him to the

house of correction for a term not exceeding tluee months, nor less than one
month. :;• •; ;-(-,;•

By 4 Geoj IV., c. 3i, it i'.; jjrovided, "that, if any servant in husbandry,' artificer,

calico printer, handicraftsman, miner, collier, keelraan, pitman, glassman, potter,

labourer, or other person, shrtll contract with any person or persons to serve him,
her, or them for any time or times, or in any other manner, and shall not enter

into or commence the service according to the contract (the contract being ia

writing, and signed by the contracting parties) ; or, having entered into the service,

shall absent himself li'oai the service before the term of the contract, whether it be
in writijrg or not, is completed ; or neglects to fulfil the same ; or is guilty of any
other misconduct or misdemeanor in the execution of the contract, or otherwise

respecting the same ; a magistrate of the county or place v/here the servant con-

tracted, or was employed, or Ls found, may issue his warrant to apprehend the

servant, and, after examination, may commit him to the house of correction, there

to remain, and be held to hard labour, for a time not exceeding throe months, and
abate a ])ropoTtionalpart of his wages for the period of his imprisonment ; or may
punish tlie offender by abating the whole or piu-t of his wages ; or may discharge

him from his service." By the same statute it is enacted, *' that, if the master
resides at a considerable distance from the parish or place where his business is

carried on, or is absent for a long period of time, either beyond the seas or at a

considerable distance from the place of his business, and entrusts his business to

the management and superintendence of a stcAvard, agent, bailiff, foreman, or

manager, a magistrate of the county or place where the servant is employed, may
summon the person superintending to answer the complaint of the servant touching
the nonpayment of his wages, ancl may make an order on the steward f )r the pay-
ment of tiie wages due, provided the simi in question does not exceed £10. Jf

the amount be not paid A^-ithin twenty-one day*, it may be levied by distress, and
sale of the goods of the master." '''" t"'' -1 vkc-' i^j j .

•'

The magistrate may order payment of waf^Gfe ttfxrtiy {je*fsc>h 'liaThed in the 20th

Geo. II., c. 19, and 31 Geo. 11, c' 11, Avithin such period as ho shall think proper ;

and in case of nonpayment, the same m-xy be levied out of the goods of the maitcr.

It has been held that the statute 20 Geo, II., c. 19, extends to every description

of labourer, wliether employed for a certain time or to do specitij work.

Under the 4th Geo. IV.) c. ii4, it is necessary that the relation of master and

servant should exist, to enable the magistrate to intezfere. If the contract be
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merely to do certain work, the workman may or may not devote liis entire time to

the performance of the -work. It has been held, that this is not a contract to serve,

nor does it create the relation of master and servant, and that the magistrate has no
right to interfere imder the act.

Thus a person having contracted to build a wall for a given price, in a limited

time, and having failed to complete liis work, and having been imprisoned by a
magistrate uaider tliis statute, it was held that the magistrate had no jurisdiction,

as the contract did not create the relation of master and servant. The workman
was not bound to employ his whole time in the work, nor to abstain fi'om working
for any other person xm.til it was finished. ajiVia^

JUVENILE CABINET,

OKJAIM Off TERMS HEIiATlSKi TO BppKS AND
PRI>TING. ...

rRlNTI.\c;-JlOLSKS CAJ.LEO " ChAPKLS."—
J'lje first prinliiig-olUce in Eiiglaud was a

ruined diapel in \Vestniiubter Abbey; it was
ctmvertfd to this purpose by Caxton, tl>.e " foun-

der of the Britisli I'resH." The custom of calling

printing-offices chapels originated iu this circuui-

istauce.

rATERNOSTEit-KoAV.—Formerly all the book-
sellers in Loudon lived in or near St. Paul's

Church-yard ; imd. as tho books which they then
pubiiilu^d aiul sold wore nxoat commonly books
of ijrayer, containing the " i'ater Xost r," or

"Lord's I'rayer," the "Credo," and the " Ave-
Maria," no we find lUuiObt all tlie streets and
lanes in tliat quarter of the city still bearing
such names as " Pateruoster-rovr,," f Creed-
hme," \' AvC'-Maria-lane," " Ameu-coruer,"
and s6'dtt.'" '

'

/
. '.];. ovy.-

The term " Stationer."—Tlie title of" Sta-

tioner," was Qs$ujue I in tlie lirst years of the
invention of printing by the London Book-
siiUers, from their custom of keeping fixjed sheds
or s^talls, unlike hH other venckrs» wU9 were at

that time itinerant. t , rf.

The Trade.—Jiooksellers were the first

c-ommerpjol people who styled theiDt-cjlves "the
trade," which they did to mark- the distinction

between men engaged in literary pursuits and
tJie common dealers in ni^'chandizo. '

Origin of the Wout) " Volume."—IVriting
on the inner bark of the lime-tree, su})L'rse(led

amongst th.c Romans tho mode of Writing on
leaves. The Latin n.'uno for this bark was
"liber;" and, thei'cfore, a book formed of it

wns cal'.ed " a liber." In order tlust tlicse bark
books miglit be conveniently carried, they were
rolled up, and in that Ibrm were called
*' volume ;" and this t<jrm was afterwards ap-
plied to tiU book<, IK) matter what might have
been their form or construction.

Leap or a Bojk.—At an earlier period than
it would be possible now to discover, leaves of
trees were used for the tr^nsmlfwon of ideas by

writing, 'J'he Latin Word "folititn!'; ntetoUsllsiif,

and hence the words "Iblio," luid " leaf," as, ap-
plied to books. . .^ . . . . ;

I

'

Leaves of trees, are st^U used, to form l>oo^:
by many eastera nations. The most curious of
these are nuxde at Ceylon, of the leaves of tli'd

talipat-trec.
,

'

Page of a Book.—All the ancient raatifiP;

scripts extant arc writtcTi ti^^dn parchmelitV"

and tins parclnnent was in former times called
' pagina," from the word " i)ango," to write.

AVhen a " pagina" was written upon, the tilled

side was termciA '.'iwet(VJ »s»4 th^jbtenk gwiei

"verso." ,, .., ;,.; /,,! r.:* i', ,;l : ;<. .1 ;il

K0.MANCE.— The corrupted Latin spoken by:
the Franks, after their settlement iu Gaul, was
called " liomaash," or " a mess of languages^''^^

it being composed of a confused medley of ini-;

j)ure Frencli and ungramniatical Latin. The'
first compositions in Avhich this dialcCt '«>&&*

nsed in wi*iting were lictitious narratives, arid

hence originated the term " llomaaskes," or

Romances. -

BiM>iNG IN Boards, r^ The j mosti ancientr

mode of binding books was In thin W(X)den.^

boaixis. After some years folds of paper pasted
together -were used instead, and this substance,

though so different from the formea*, preserved

the name of boards, and a book bound with it

is said " to be bound in boai'ds." The term
" paste-^oard" has the same origin.

i
' .jfi'ii.ri

THE SiKTEJBN SACRED INSTITUTES.

.-v. long time ago, there lived in China a wii^''

and virtuous emperor, named Kang-hy, wh6
b-ing desirous of beneliting his people, and im-
proving tlieir moral and social condition, re*

iolved, before he undertook so vast aAvork, to

prepare himself for it by commenchig the pro-

posed imi^rovements A\ath himself. Accord-
ingly, he passed much of his time in study, and
in conversing with the oldest and most ex-

perienced men of his empire. At length, as the

result of his labour, he wrote a book, and en-

titled it the " Sixteen fcSacixjd Institutes of
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Koiijr-hy ;" but as he died almost imnicdiately

after its coiujiletiou, he could onlj bequeath it

to his subjects, and cause a prayer to his suc-

cessors to be recorded, that it iniprht be read to

tliein, publicly, on the first and fifteenth of
every month Icr ever. 3Iany emperors Iiare

tilled the throue since that periocl, and though
bnt few of them liave manifested anything like

t^io anxiety for the well-being of the peojile

wliich filled the heart of Kang-hy, yet none
have failed to cause a due observance o^ his la.-it

•\vislies. Twice CAcry month is the lx)Gk read
in the cars of all the people, andoccasionully a
discoiusc is delivered by way of cnforchig the
precepts it contains. Wec^hali tnuiscribe from
a translation of this book, the heading, or text,

of eacii of its sixteen cliapters :
—

1, " Be strenuous in filial piety and fraternal

love, that you may duly perform, your social

duties."

2. "lie faithfully attached to your kindred,
that your union and concord may Ije con-
bpicuoas."

o. " Let not ' onr rights ' engnge raors of our
attention than ' our duties,' that you may aroid
litigations and di.<putes."

L " Attend to your farms, tliat you may
bare full stores : and to your mulberry trees,

that you may wear pleasant clothing,"

6 "Observe moderation and economy, that

you may presers'e your health and increassc

your property."

6. " Extend your schools of instruction, that

happiness may become more general."

7. " Try all new doctrines by their fniits."

8. " ilake knoAMi the laws and the penalties

to the ignorant and heedless, that crime niay
be prevented by either i:)rudence or principle."

0. '• Let himiility and propriety of behavioat

be duly manifested, for the preservation of good
habits and laudable customs."

10. "Attend each to your prcrper employ-
ment, that the i)eoplc may be fixed in tliyir

piu-posps." 1

11. " Let the education of your youth be at-

tended as the seed time of your garden*, in both
cases you shall reap of the same grain you have
sown."

12. "Abstain from slander, cIs! how shall

the earth be blesse 1 by the prosperity of the

upright?"

1-i. " Disiuade from the concealment of

thieves, that the innocent suffer not \nQi the

guilty."

14. " Truly pay your tribute while the law
commands it, to spare tlie evil of enlbrciiig it."

15. "Let your neighbour be as your own
flesh, then will there be no more thieves."

16. " Le't love for your Creator be the power
which shall move you to fulfil all thcis

duties."

A HOUSEHOLD DIRGE.
By 1L H. Stodd.Vrd.

Tvt lost my little May at last,

."^he perished in tlie spring,

"VVlitn earliest flowers began to bud.

And earliest birds to sing

;

I laid her in a coimtrj' gi-ave,

A rural, soft retreat,

A marble tablet o'er her head,
And -tiolet.-! at her feet.

I Avoiild that he were back again,

In all her childish bloom ;

3Iy joy and hope have followed her,
2tly heart is m her tomb

;

I know that she is gone av.ay,

I know thut she is fled,

I mi- a Jier everywliere, and yet

I cannot make her dead.

I w*ke tlie cliildren up at da\v3B%

Aud say a simple prayer, :
, ; >;/;..;• t

And draw them round the moroiug meal.
But one is wanting there

;

I see H little chair apart,

A little piualore,

AjmI memory fills the vacancy,

Aj time will

—

uca eriuore !

I sit within my room, and \irrite

The lone and weary hours,

Ajid miss the little maid again
Among the Avindow flowers ;

And miss her with her toys beside

^ly desk in silent play,

And then I turn and look for her,

But slie has flown av.ay.

I drop my idle pen and hark.

And catch the fainte-^t sound ;

^^he must be playing hidc-and-scek
In shady nooks around ; . .

^

She'll come and chmb my chair agaia.

And peep my shoulder o'er,

I hear her stifled laugh—but no,

She Cometh nevermore.

I waited only yestemiglit,

n»e evening service resid.

And lingered for my idol's kise,

Before she went to bed,

Forgetting she had gone before.

In ahiuiljcrs soft aud sweet,

A monument aljove her head,

And violets at her feet

!
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HUMOHOUS SELECTIONS.

-itsufuj. ruMii srrioyao vj;u! giom imTTf

—

^ll^j;

t^aid a 3I)ss T-aiiguish to her tipconntry lover.

" I can't say," .'inswcred he, " for I never ate

any ; but I can tell yoii what, I am tremen-

dous at a young 'itossuui."

—

American paper.
Stxr.rcY.

—
"Wliat, is mine, even to iny life,

jii licra I love ; but ^he,i5eore,t qf,i^^^fTicif(\is

uotniine*

—

V'uiaii.
, . , . ,;,•,

A li\i) Iv.MVKa.—Lady Bath, with a very
bad tcjnper, Jiail a good deal of ^v^t. Lord
J>iUli saying to her in o?ig of hex pa^-^iion?,

" Tray, vay dear, /^eep your temper,'', slie re-

plied, "/,efp my temper! I don't like ,jt so
r.ell—I womler you i*hould.

"
' /

(JOHNSELLOR Gatirov, during liis cioss-

txiimhiation of a prevaricating old female
witness, by tvhich it %vas essential to prove
that a tender of money had been made, had a
scrap of paj)er thrown to him by a counsel on
the other side, and on it wa.s written :

—

" GaiTow, submit—that tougli old jatie

Can never prove a tender 'maid T.

MA>']VT:ns, first Earl of liutland, eooh rtffcer

his creation, told Sir ITiomas More, when that
great man was mnde clia'iceTlor, that he was
too much elated with his j^refcrment, and veri-

fied the old proverb — " Honores mutant
J/ore.5." " No, my lord," said Sir Thomas,
" the pun will do much better in English

—

'• Honours change Manners !
"

Blushingo, one of the Italian ']f>^in*tk-i!i

having been blamed for colouring the faces of
Peter and Faul too red, excused his work by
saying he painted tiie apostles so, as bluslilng

at the livesof sinners;'-
'' '''' ''•''' ''• J

A HoRSEFLV.—Two gentlemen angling in

tiie Thame, at 5fe\ynham, lately, could not
agree uppii the apj,carance of one of their
favourite baits, the horsefly, and theyagi-eed to
refer the. question to a rustic whoi,iv they saw
ploughing at a little distance, and iiccosted
thus:—" Did you ever sec a horsefly ?" " AVhy,"
said Hodge, with no small astonishment,
'• Xoa, drat it, ne^-cr need a hm-se ft>'; but 1

once seed a cow fall dov»n a pix;cipict I"

A Borrowed CocnvTEyANCE.—A Gascon
oihcer, demanding liis salary from the minister
of war, maintained that he was in danger of
dying with hunger. The minister, wlio saw
that his visage was full and mddy, told him
that his face gtivq the lie to his >tatement.
"Ah, Sir," s:f»a the G.uic^ij, /' dout trust to
that; tJtis face is. not. wine-^ it i/elongs to )ny
landlord, who \\i\i given me credit for a long
time past. ' , , , ,, ^ ,, ... ,

; ,

ABERNEXHf'/AJfDiiiniB WrwmBKTj^i-" What
would you do If a man Was blown Up with
gunpo^vder';'" aaid Abeinethy to a student.

*"I w^uld wait till he came down again," rd-

plied the student. " Then," eaid Aljernethy,
** suppose I shouM kick you for gJAing me ?.iioh

an fmpndent answer, what mu.-'cles AVould t

put in motion?" The young nnmveiy coolly
replied, " The fle.^ors and exteiiHors of my
ann ; lor I shordd floor you directly." Aner-
nethy was unwrlhng to give his pnpil an op-
portimity of putting those mus<iles iu "motiolii

and wl:^ely laughed off the alfaii*. -^

XtGRO AN-iT.—"Hov,- much, you charg'ei

massa nragisfratc, to marry ma and ^Utii

Dinah ?"'—" Why, CI(^m, I'll marry yon for tv;o

dollars." "Two dolbrsl "WTiat you cliatgo

to marry white folk?, nias?a ?"—" We generally
charge tliom live dollars, Clem." * Well, you
marry ns like white folks, a:nd I give you live

dollars too." " Vi'hy, Clem, that's a curious
notion ; but, as you desire it, I'll maiTy you
like white folks for five dollars. The ceremony
being ov^r, and Clem and Dinah made one, the
ir:agistrate asked for his fee. " Oh, no, mass;;,

you no come up to the 'greemeut—you uo ki.ss

de )[)ridc " ",Get out of jny office, you black
ra?cal !" Aiifl so, ,<Q^£yqft'jYa^., n>avifie(l//iQr 'uyj-

^'^^"«-...
-,

"
,

"...',.'' .'""',',' '"' '

XANTiprE, the -wife of Socrates, was re-

markable ibr her ill-humour and peevish dis-

position, the continually toimeuted him witlj

her impertinence ; and one day, not satisfied

with, Msiiigi t^ie most bitter invectives, sho
emptied a Aefsel of dii'ty water on his licad

;

ui'ori which the pliilosopher cuoUy observed,

that after thunder i.here yeneraliy falls lain.

UxCLE Benjamin's gEU>fON.—Notanany
years ago I heard uncle Benjamin discus-
sing this matter to Ids sou, who was com-
plaining of the pressure. " liely upon it,

Sammy," said the old man, ras he leaned
on liis staff, with his giey looks flov.ing in
the breeze of a May morning, "murmur-
ing pays no bills, 1 have h^cn an observer
many times these fifty years, and I never
saw a man helped out of* a hole by cursing
his horses. Be as quiet as you Oau ; for
nothing will grow under a moving harrow,
and dif^content harrows the mind. Matters
are bad, I acknowledge; but no ulcer is

any better for fingering. The more you
groan, the poorer you grow, lleiuning at
losses is only putting pep])er into a sore
eye. Crops will fail in all soils, andwc may
be thankful that we liave not a famine. Be-
sides, i always took notice, thnt whenever I
felt the rod pretty smartly it wz.'^ as luucli as
to say, ' There is something whicli you have
yet got to learn.' Sammy,di>n't forget that
your schooling is not over yet, tiioiiigh you
iiiiiyc a wiie aud two chiiiieu.'' "Ay,"
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cried Sammy, "you m^ay say that, and a
mother-in-law and two apprentices into the
bargain ; and I should like to know v;hat a
poor man can learn here, when the greatest
bcholars and lawyers are at loggerheads,
and can't for their lives tell what has be-
come of the hard money." "Softly, Sammy,
I am older than you; I have not got these
grey hairs and this crooked back without
some burdens. I could tell you storieis of

the days of continental money, when my
grandfather used to stuff a bulky box
with bills to pay for a yearling or a
Avheat fan, and when the women used thorns
for pins, and put their tea-pots away in the

garvftt, You wish to know Avhat you can
lfi84?iB»; .Xon may learn these seven things :

—First—That you have saved too little,

ar.d spent too much. I never taught you
to be a miser, but I have seen you give your
dollar for nothing, when you might have
laid one-half aside for charity, and one-half
for a rainy day. Secondly—That you have
gone too much upon credit. I always told

you that credit was a shadow ; there is a sub-
stance behind which casts the shadow—but
a small body may cast a great shadow, and
no wise man will follow the shadow any
further than he can see the substance.
You may have learnt that you have fol-

Towed a shadow, and been decoyed into
a bog. Thirdly—That you have been in

too much haste to become rich ; slow and
easy wins the race. Fourthly—That no
course of life can be depended upon as
always prosperous. I am afraid the younger
race of Avorking men in America have a
notion that nobody can go to ruin this side

of the water, iProvidence has greatly
blessed us, and we have become presump-
tuous. Fifthly—That you have not been
thankful enough to God for his benefits in
nust times. Sixthly—That you may be

thankful our lot is not worse. "VVe might-
have famine, or pestilence, or war, or

tyranny, or all together. And, lastly, to

end my sermon, you may learn to offer,

with more understanding, the prayer of your
infancy, ' Give us this day our daily bread.'

"

The old man ceased, aiid Sammy put on his

apron and told Dick to blow away at the
forge bellows.

Toil Conquering Pride.—John Adams,,
the second President of the United States,

used to relate the following anecdote :—
When I was a boy, I used to study Latin
grammar ; but it was dull, and I hated it.

My father was anxious to send me to col-

lege, and therefore I studied the grammar
till I could stand it no longer ; and, going
to my fatlier, I told him I did not like

study, and asked for some other employ-
ment. It was opposing his vrishes, and he
was quick in his answer. "Well, John, if

Latin grammar does not suit you, try ditch-

ing ;
perhaps that will. My lueadow yonder

needs a ditch, and you may put by Latin
and try that." This seemed a delight-

ful change, and to the meadow I went.
But soon I found ditching harder than
Latin, and the first forenoon was the

longest I ever experienced. That day
I ate the bread of labour, and glad was I

when night came on. That night I made
some comi^arison between Latin grammar
and ditching, but said not a word about it

;

dug next forenoon, and wanted to return to

Latin at dinner ; but it was humiliating, and
I could not do it. At night, toil conquered
pride ; and though it was one of the severest

trials I ever had in my life, I told my father

that if he chose I wovdd go back to Latin
grammar. He was glad of it, and if I have
since gained any distinction, it has beezi

owing to the two days' labQ.^):._4ji.,tii3.ti abo-
minable ditch. ,,,•,,- {<v, ,- ;' ,.

Hatjjeness ax IIome^—To be happy at home is the ultimate result of all amtdtien; -tHc ciia

to Avhich every enterprise and labour tend, and of which every desire prompts the execution.

Bouquets in Ralt.-Rooms.—At a lecture lately it was stated, that lio^vers, during the

day, gave out oxygen gas, which supports life, and that during the night they emitted
carbonic acid gas, one of the most deleterious and poisonous gases kno^^n. The headaches,
and other aches, usually following bulls, &c., Avhere it is now the fashion for the liulies to

display large bouquets, may be caused by the gas emitted.

Lessons taught isy Tombs.—When I look upon the tombs of the'^reat, (fe^tytinotion of

envy dies ^vitliin me; when I read the epitaph of the beautiful, every inordhiatc desire goes

out ; when I meet with the grief of parents upon a tombstone, my heart melts with compassion;
when I see the tomb of tlie parents theni'^elves, I consider the vanity of grieving for those whom
we must quickly folloAV ; when I see khig^s lying by those who deposed them, when I consider

rival wits placed side by side, or the holy men that divided the world Avitli their contests and
disputes, 1 reflect -with sorrow and astonishment on tlie little competitions, fiiction?, and debates

of mankind; when I read the several dates of the tombs of some that died yesterday, and some
six hundred years ago, I consider that gkeat day when we shall all of us be contempararicSj

and make our appearance together.

—

Addison,
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AVEEKI.Y CALENDAPu

MAY 19x11 TO 25th.

yidy 19, Whit-Scndat.—This day is set anar»

thro'ighout Chriatenclo'n for the celebration ot llie

deficient of the Holy (iliost upon the -apostles of

Christ, on the day of Pentecost, in tuC visible

appearance of fiery cloven lonsfues, and in tliosQ

miraculous powers wliicli were then conferred upon
them, a? recordcl by llie sacreil historitin. It

aonears to have been called Jf'Iiit Sunday, or
IVhiien-Sunday , hecanse the c.itcclnimens, or new
converts to Cliristianlty, tvIio were tlion baptized,

ag well as those who had been baptized before, at
Eiistcr, appeared in tlie ancient cinuch in while
garments, os type.- of that spiritual purity they
were supposed to liave receivod in liaptism, and
which they were bound to preserve Ifi the future
course of their livea. In mi n}- places it is a season
of mucli fc?tivitj-, and, in biit too matiy instances,
of riot and dissipation. On the two loUowni^ days,
Whit- Monday and Whit-Tuesday, tens of thousands
of persons malie holiday, and spend most of their

time at fair?, excursions by rail\v;iy-carriages and
^team-vessels ; visiting the Museums, and various
oxliibitions of art and science. Some spend tlie

time rationally and usefully, and return to their

occupations with renewed energies ; others spend
it in profligate indulgence, and lose a great jjoriion,

if mt the whole, of the week, to their own dis-

grace, and the distress of their families.

^lay 19, 153G, y//m ^oJeyn, second wife of Henry
VIII., and mother of Queen Elizabeth, fell a victim
to the brutal passions of her royal husband, by the
hand of the public executioner. She was accused
of improper tamiliarities with some gentlemen of
tlic court ; but few parsons credited the charges
against her.

May 19 1692, the o^reat sea-battle was fought
cflCa/;e la Rogue, the north-west p)int of Nor-
maarly, near which the British burnt thirteen
I'.'L'nch men-of-war.

May 19, IS04, JVapoleon Bonaparte accepted
"the crown of Charlema/ne " and the title of

I'.inperor, which had been decreed the day before
by the Senate. 0;i the 2nd of December follow-
in? he wn-i crowned Emperor of France in the
Church of Notre Dame, in Paris.

May 19. 1819, a pistol was fired at Queen Vic-
toria. o;i her return from a drive in Hyde-park,
I.o:i(lon. No political feeling appeared to have
dictated the act.

May 19. 1819, a lar?emcetin» was held in Capn
Tntni, to tspr<-ps thie indignation of tlic whole
colony of the Cane of G'od Hope aaainst the at-
tempt of the CoI'Miiil-office to make the Cape a
pen il ci)l>ny. This and subsequent meet: r.gs and
acts induced Carl Grey to forego hii purpose.

May 20, 15% exoii'ecl at Valladolid, in Spain,
Christopher C'olmnhns the di>!Cov<»rer of the New
AVoiid lie M.ia i^urip^ at Seville. His omb is

before the choir of i he cathedral. The mnnumont
consists of one stone only, on which is eni^raven,
in the Spanish l.ii.guage, " To Castile and Arra-
gon Columbus gave another world "—an inscrip-
tion simple, expre-;ive, and just.

May 20, IG98, Hdicnrd Stokes lost his sight, by
the discharge of a pistol, carelessly lei't lying about,

and playfully leveled at him T;y his brother.
Edward, thus rendered blind, was entered at ^
Clare Hall, Cambridge, and was rector of Blaby, -^
Leicestershire, for fifty years. He performed the
service of the church for many years, with only
tlie assistance of a person to read ihc Icssmis. To
the last be walked about his own premise.? un-
guarded, with an ease and quickness which would
not allow a stranger to imagine that he was eitlicr

old or blind. Us used to hunt briskly; a person
always accompanied him, who, when a leap was to

be taken, rang a bell.

May 21, the Sun enters the constellation

Gemini.

May 21, 1736, thebody of iSaniuef Baldwin, Esq.,
was, in cumpHaqce with an injun'ttioo in iiis will,

immersed, without ceremony, in the sea, at Ly-
miu^ton, Hants. His inorive lor this singular
mode of entombment was to prevent his wife from
" dancing over his grave," which, it seems, she had
frequently threatened to do, in case she survived
him.

May 21, 1811, Lord Sidmovth's Bill, the object
of which was greatly to limit anu uqpede the ope-
rations of Protestant Dissenters, was rejected, or
withdrawn, on the motion for the second reading,
in consequence of the strong and decided opposi-
tion made to it by all denominations of dissenters,

and by many libjial churchmen.
May 21, 1819, died jMiss Jfaria Edgeworth. dis-

tinguished as a writer on education and morals;
the authore:is of several novels and tales of a moral
'.endency.

May 21, 18i9, the fir.st lueelii.g of the Metropo-
litan Eiiianciai and Parliuineutary Heform Asso-
ciation, was hi-ld in th^ ^p4ou ^ftVisrn, Bishops-
gale-strect, London. ;

'

'

ilay 22, 1849, died Robert Vernon, Esq., a gen-
tleman to whose memory msdern art, its pro-

fessors, and the country, owe a large debt of gra-
titude. Before his death he presented to the
nation his entire collection of paintings, the gems
of modern art, m^de at the cost of a l^rge fortune,

and collected, by a liberal hand, from the artists

thenuelvcs. These picture^: form what is termed
" The Vernon finUer'j," uliichiire being arranged
for public exhibition in Mariborough-hou.-^e, one
of the residences of the late Adelaide, Queen
Dowager.

May 23, 1707, w^s horn Charles Von Linnt^,

more gcneiatly dei>i?nktttd by his latinised name
Linncpus, at ilasbult,in the province of Smaiaml,
aivedea. .-^s a botaiiis', «nd the founder of a
system of botanical science, lie lias tak"n his

station among the j'reat men who are enti'led to

the pmiee of orfginal genius. After two or three
alticks of apoplexy, he .lied January 11, 177<i.

May 2?, 178^, died fFiUinm H'or>llelt,ot\f of the
most celebrated engravers of the Eugil^ih school.

He acquired a style nf his oavu. No artist ever

used together more ifl'..ictively the etching needle
and the graver. In foliage, water, and rucks, he
is still unrivaled. In addition to many splendid

landscapes, he engraved " The Death of Wolfe,"
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"The Battle of la Ilo^iie," and other historical
pieces of eiiiiiunt merit.
May 24, l.')j3.(lied JVicholas Copernicu?,^ cele-

brateil philnsv pher and piiysici^m. lJi:» genius
led liitn tn astronomy, and he travelled to teach
his system ai liome, which was tliatof P; th.igoras
revived. It is now universally received, cob-
jlrnied hy phenomena, and to be explained by the
law of g"iavitatio:i. The " Coptinican hypo-
Ihesia " makes the sun the centre of the system,
and the earth to ino\'e not only round the sun,
but round its own axis also. The fhaiuber in
whicli Copernicus drew breath is still carefully
preserved. He was buried in the ancient church
..f Thorn, his native p.ace, in rrassia.

Z^Iay 24, 1837, -.vaii trie eighteenth anniversary of
the birthday of the Princess Victoria, and, ais3,
the day on uliich, by Act of Pirliatnent, she at-
tained her majority in the event of a demise of
the Crown. A great number of congratulatory
addresses were presented to her, and the day was
kept as a kind of holiday. There was an iliuiai-

natioa in the evening, and a state ball at St.

j
Jani'-s's Pal-ice. The day was very generstlly

celebrated tinoiighout the country.
May 24, 1849, the first meeting of the Man-

chester llegis*r?;tioa and Financial Rf f irm .issi-

cialio.i was held in Xewali's-buiidings, Man-
chester.

May 2.'), 16S9, Charles II. arrived at D ever, from
his exile.

i May 25, 1805, died jlrchdsacon Paley, in his

sixty-second year. He was a learne I divine, and
an elegant writer on morals. He ipublished
several books, which have long been regarded as

standard works on tlie subjects on uiiich they
treat. His " Hoia3 Paulina?," " View oiihe Evi-
dences of Christianity," " Js'atural Theology," are

regarded as masterly treatises. His " Elements
of .Moral and Political Philosophj ," though dis-

plajing much vigour and discrimination, are open
to exception, as in too many instances he places

the obligation to duty on the ground of mere ex-
pediency.

NOTICES TO CORRESPOXDENTS.

In consequence of our very large circulation,

Vie hjve to j)ut to press sevnral days before the

date of our respective numbers ; it is impossible,

therefore, to pive imnicdiaie answers to cor-

respondents. AVe tannot undertake to reply to

correspondents whose ii quiries refer to matters
Of" mere private and pcrs»,;i;d iiiiport. ^Ve ol)ject,

ftlso, to reply to anontjmoxts corrcs-jiondcnts ; that

is, to correspondents who merely rifiix tome ordi-

iiarv 3])pellalion to their notes, as " A Friend,"
" A'^York^ng Man," " A Well-wisher," "A. M.,"
" J. B.," &c.

To our frifuds of the operative class wlio wish
tc coni]>cte for the small jiremiums of books oiVeti

lor aalicles published in ihe Monthly fc'upple-

nients, we ai:ain slate, that we cannot insert any
jirtip.le, even if apjifoved, until we receive the full
aildress. including the proper name, residence, and
pr.dts-ion of the v.jitor.

WaI-TRR WEi.r/ON.—Wesliall endeavour to use
at Je.is-t one of your articles in our next Monthly
fcuppleme.'it.

Gi'onnE FIoLDi>'G.—Tou will see in our April
Pupplonmn that you are not fori-olten.

J. M'Faulanu.—"Graham's Exercises on
Etymology," ailieap ctiilion cf which is published
by Chambers, if Edinburgh, will be of great ser-

vice to J
on.

O. D. SSa'.vyf.b.—The important subject of your
note is Uiidei couL-ideiation.

HtGii lllDDLK.— We cannot judge of ycur
o?say without seeinsr it,

T. liOGEasoN.—\Ve cannot conscientiously re-
commend " a pint of ale or porter " to any woik-
ing man, even "at his oav i firisiite;" not be-
li-ving, with yon, that the result of hi> taking it

will lie either *' an inf ri>ase of respect from those
arwnnd him," or " a fk-nrer head and a happier
heirft."

T. liiJLMEB.

—

Twelve Supplementary Numbers
will foiin a very iuifje^Liiig volume, when bound
together, with tilie and index.

Curious —The best receipt we have for liqu'nl
glue ii the following :—Dissolve four ounci.s of
slieh-lac in tliree ounc-s of naplitha (aputhc-
carics' measure}; put the shcll-lao into a wide-
moullicd bottle, and pour the naphthi upon it;

cork it up, and stir it with a pitce of wire t«u
or three times during the first thirt>-six hour-..

I Or it niay be made without any measurement at
all, by adding shell lic to naphtha until it bi-
comes of the consistence of cream. When t^e
«heli-lac is thorougiily (ii-solved, h loiins a liquid

I
glue, always ready for use, peculiarly applicable

j

to the pattern-inriker, joiner, or carpenter, and
j
perfectly wattrproof, with which the largest joint
may be rubbed close.

j"lvi;ms; J. M.; C. Mountain.—To these
correspondents, and many others, we must say,
to qu(.te old liejbert, "' P-.\-T-l-i:-N-c-K."

J.I). Leks.—The articles to which you rcf^r
are not written by the gentleman jou nanne.

Tyi'u.— We believe no adjudication has yet
been announced ; but the annual meeting (;f the
Alliance is at hand.

J. B.—As the Supplements are publislied only
monthly, we cannot iiUroduce any ajiicie which is

not completed in one number.
AV. Hakki.SO.n".—Th(j same remark will ap{«ly to

your comi.",un:c:ition, which we should otherwi.-e
willingiy puldish.
Some CoRr.Es;i'ONDENTS to whom small prizes

have been awarded, Itave sent us articles lor

competition for the third Supplement : as wo
have a number of fresh competitors, wc tliink it

but fair to allow them u share of our limiteel space.
Of souT" of these second contributions we may
gladly avail O'ljs -Ives at a future ptiiod.

W. SAUNDKns.

—

We decline siiving receipts for

th6 maiiufacliue of m-dicatid lo/enges. We hav

o

nothing to say in favour of " bitter ales," except
that they prov.' biltef to many who use them.
W. J.FonESTKK '^Stirling).—An article on the

ijcromntic telescope will shortly appear in our
coiuirtns.

Printed and juibli.'rhcd by JoijN Cassell, of 31^, itrauil, L,on;ivii, apd sold by a|l iJooksdlcra.
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. XX.—READING AND BOOKS.
Part IV. .

^VriiTiN'G, reading, and printing, are not the least of the wonders of this wonderful

.vorld. What a marvel it is that a man's thoughts can distil from the end of a pen ;

that they can be taken np in metal type ; be put a second time on paper ; be multi-

plied by thousands through the press; and pass, by means of the organs of vision,

nto other souls, and with such inspiration as to stir every passion, and constrain

:hosc whom they thus move to publish them to all around. Here we have miracle

ipon miracle ; mind, in quick succession, affecting mind, by means of matter, and by
xgcncies ahke simple and complicated. What a prodigy is the book that contains

he *' Travels of Captain Cook round the V/orkl;" The " Organum" of Bacon ; the

' Principia " of Newton; the Poetry and Prose of Milton !

Hence the importance of reading ; because it enables us to store our memories with

he deeds and thoughts of other minds, and in a few hours enrich ourselves with

knowledge which cost them months, or eveii years, of bodily and mental toil or

travel. And it is a pleasing reflection that the sublime thoughts of a Milton can

occupy and thrill the souls of factory-boys and factory-girls, or any other operatives

or labourers in the land. WTiat one mind has thought out, and written, and made
plain, any other mind can receive and comprehend. Away, then, with the aristo-

cratic sentiment, that none but the wealthy can appreciate poetry, or science, or

literature. One of the most marvellous voliunes of poetry in prose was, not merely

read and comprehended, but imagined and composed, by a tinker, while in prison.

It is a remarkable fact, worthy of the deep attention of the sons and daughters of

toil, that, in the temple of fame, the noblest column, in almost every department of

human study, has been awarded to those who were once poor and low, and earned

their bread by the sweat of their brow. Here, then, is a fact, attested by all history

and biography, and intended by Providence to lift up the heads and spirits of our

working men and women, and prompt them to cultivate their minds and morals by
reading, tliinking, and all other rational and religious means.

We have already directed our readers to History^ Biography^ and Scioirc, and

shown the value of such studies. Cheap literature has placed a rich supply of these

mental stores within their reach ; and duty, interest, and pleasure alike invite them
to make use of privileges and advantages which have been offered by no preceding

age. We are now about to commend another important, pleasant, and profitably
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literary occupation, much cultivated by foreigners, and which English operatives, if

they choose, can prosecute with as great, if not greater, facilities than the French,

the Germans, or the Pole^:^^'
''" ^'^'^'^ ''' "-u^ni uJ l..i«o^ two

. Language.
^ . ;

.

.

. ^ . i.n,.,^. -,, ,..

On the Continent, ife^'is'teiy common to find lahourers, servants, and others

of the working classes, who can speak twfibr' three languages. In Switzerland

most of the people understand French, Gerihan, and Italian, and the same may be

said of several other nations ; and why should not the English be as learned as their

neighbours? Il; tas been asserted that owr organ^ of speech are not so facile ; that

tve have neither time nor talent for such pursuits ; that the occupation would be an

unprofitable one; and, above all, that the learning of languages is so difficult that

only a few persons of remarkable genius can ever succeed. There is not one of these

objections that has the least foundations in truth, as we hope to show by a few obser-

vations upon each.

_/}.. Our organs of speech are the same as alt Other people's. Our Creator has not

made German, Italian, Polish, or Russian organs of articulation. A French infant,

brought up in England, would find no more difficulty in pronouncing " Th," than his

father and mother do in calling it "jT/' and the same may be affermed of all other

countries. Whatever difficulty there may be in sounds is the result of education and

habit, and cannot be traced to any original construction of the larynx, the palate, the

nose, the lips, or the teeth, except in a few cases, in which there are natural impedi-

ments. Of course, we are speaking of those persons whose apparatus for talking is

perfect, and of these we again repeat that they have naturally the power of learning

any language under heaven. Yes ; and even when habit, which is second nature,

has given us a peculiar mode of pronunciation, it is amazing what effort and labour

can effect. Besides, we have in our own language a very large variety of sounds,

perhaps more so than any other tongue in the world. It is a fact, that while we.

sputf.er, and groan, and hiss, and make such awful faces at French, German, &c.,

we have almost every one of their sounds in English. But what if we have not ?

The classic pronunciation of a language, however desirable, is, after all, the least

important part of the business. Foreigners are almost excessive in their kindness

to our blunders, and perhaps it would not be amiss if we reciprocated their polite-

ness. A Frenchman, hov/ever poor, is too well bred to laugh in our faces because

we make such a to-do with his "«, e2t, oit, eiiy m, on, tin," &c. ; while we, on the

contrary, are ready to insult him most grossly if he call ** tkirty," " tirty," or **diriy."

We had almost said that it belongs to the understood *^Laws of Nations" that

foreigners are not expected to speak so well as natives. v,,: oj

As far as adults are concerned, then, the question of pronunciation can soon be

settled, for we have a great variety of foreign sounds in our own mother tongue, an4

those which we have not we can attain as nearly as is necessary. The perfect pronun-

ciation of a language is not at all essential, and strangers are very patient and polite

to our mistakes. And then, in the case of children, the matter may be completely

remedied ; for, let us only introduce other tongues, and our children will early catch

their sounds, and grow up prepared to speak, with refined elegance, any language;

under heaven. The excuse or olbjection arising from the organs of speech is, there4

fore, a futile one. There is not one difficulty in the way of articulating French,'

German, &c. &c., which may npt be surmounted with ease by any of our factory-

boys, mill-girls, or day labourers. French is really more easv to learn and speak
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than English, because its sounds are more fixed and regular. For example, the

French have only one sound to their "a," while we tiave at least half a dozen. "What

a puzzler our " gh," in its sounds l,f, w, and y, must be to a stranger ! Here, as in

everything else, "labour conquers all," and the Englishman who likes can be an

adept as a linguist. Women, too, might especially excel in this department of

learning, and, for the sake of the young committed to their care, ought to devote to

it a large ampup.t of pittention. The time wasted by men and women in learning idle

songs, telling useless talcs, and circulating scandal, would be quite sufficient to make
them Frencli or .German scholars, and thus yield a rich revenue of pleasure and

profit, oc «;i 2Jj!iiin:ii£i lo ^ aiuii:oI •j^:) BdH ^Va s/o-Li Juip. : ',.70 |'l;Jr^--a-.-.'»- •

2. As to, time and talent^ tnc English have just as ranch as any other nation. It

is a very common tiling for idle people to impute their defects to natiu'e, to Satan,

or even to the Almighty. Some arc so very jDiously impious, that they say *' it

has not pleased God to give them much ability," and seem amazingly resigned to

the decree which has doomed them to be simpletons. But there is more indolence

than godliness in this resignation. The Creator has given noble powers to us all,

and has cast our lot in an age in which we have every facility for mental improve-

ment ; and, therefore, we shall in future be ignorant and foolish by no other

fatality but that which we impose upon ourselves. I have known a youth of

common talent, an apprentice, who had a hard place, was surrounded with the

worst description of shopmatcs, and had to work fourteen, sixteen, and sometimes

eighteen hours a day, 'contrive, notwithstanding, to read a great many books, learn

through his Latin grammar, and study a number of other things. " Where there

is a will " we shall generally find " a way." We have seen a little of the world,

and especially of the live s of operatives, and wo have known very few of either

sex who have not had plenty of time to learn a language or two beside their o\^^l.

Tliere is among Us no lack of time or talent. Our chief defect is our -want of faith

in ourselves, and, consequently, a deficiency of resolution. Were the time and
breath which are -wasted in foolish and idle conversation, in our factories and
workshops, properly employed, Tve might have scholars to such an extent among
our operatives as would diive the lords, ladies, squires, and CAen clergy to their

books, for feai- of being placed on the back gi-ound by the working classes !

3.' It has been said that independently of pronunciation, language generally is

80 (UfficuU that few can succeed. It was customary of old to make everything

appear hard. How many a boy was fonncrly frightened at the thought of going

into arithmetic. As a blessed preparation for the study, his mother taught him
to say—

" Mulijplication is vexation.
Division twice as had

;

The rule of three doth puzzle me.
And prat ticc drives nie mad."

Poor fellow ! it "Was no wonder he begged for holidays, went " a moochin'jl' and
turned pale at a slate and pencil. We have hitherto acted with the same degree

of prudence respecting language. Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, are said to be hard;

French, German, Italian, Jvorribbj difficult. The expressive, energetic, and poetical

Irish, Gaelic, and Welch, aie to be abolished because of the tune required to learn

them, and the many obstacles in the way of the pupil. Now all this is perfect

nonsense. To an Englishman all languages must be easy, if he will take the

trouble to learn his own properly. Our mother-tongue, as we call it, is a large

compound of foreign tenns and idioms. It is borrowed from so many source?, that
I 2
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we cannot study it without being introdu-ced to the principal languages of the

^vorld ; so that it might be made a key not only to liatin, Greek, Hebrew, French,

and Ger;^an, but also to S:uiscrit jand Chinese*. If we supposed , eyery word a

character, we shovild soon find that there is net so much difference between many of

our idioms and those of the Chinese, as some may suppose. It has been often

insinuated that our having appropriated so largely from other nations is a defect

;

but thq very reverse is the truth. These imports are to our speech, what our

immense foreign cargoes are to our commerce, they constitute no small portion of

our wealth. Our tongue would be poor indeed if confined to Anglo-Saxon. It is

because we have made sp free with the words of other nations, that we have a

language adapted for all the purposes of common conversation, poetry, science,

philosophy, metaphysics, theologj', and the most flowing, copious, sublime, and
profoimd eloquence. Every shade of sentiment can be distmctly expressed, eveiy

new discovery definitely named, and hardly ever has thought to struggle for

utterance. "We had almost said that an Englishman is born a,linguist, and cannot

speak his own native tongue without articulating, to a remarkable extent, the dead

and living languages of the world ; and hence, whether he reads Latin, Greek,

French, German, Spanish, or Italian, he is struck at the appearance of so many
old acquaintances, which, in a different costume, had been liis familiars from the

cradle. AYe w'ish our working men and women, and especially our young readers,

to know that there is not a study more easy to pursue, or more profitable to the

mind, than language ; and trust that ma!iy of tliem will enter on this delightful

ihi^dpleasiirable exercise. ' ' .'.''['^^'.

'

./. 4'; We are continually asked, " What good unll result from the study of language ?

We are such a money-loving people, that we can do hardly anything without the

inspiration of '"the Pcnc*? Tabled We heard of a negjo who made what he
thought a fine verse of poetry. It wa^ composed 'to stim\ilk,t<i! lljs (fdmpahions to

exertion. The words were

:

•
'

" Go on, go on, 50 on, 3"o oa,
Go on, go on, go on ;

>ii -j^i . Go on, g-o on, g-o on, go on,

,.,?f y., Go on, go on, go oh !"

If an Englishman were to make one verse to express the sublime aspirations of

our monarcjis,. lords, l^adies, clergy, squires, commons, &c. &c* it would b6 i

—

.>-so.-i-gvI)':)nij;8 ofit 1(1 >.? ;.fq'. Money, money, money, money, ,,, , -..i-.',!

;if>8lo<iiHXfeSifi 9d x/mr 'is/'.Kiw/ iMoney, money, money;

8dJ ^^K r/o t>aEf ,;T..H<f j;oi[ rte>''n^o»«>'''''0''«y'"^^^^
-

, / .1 Money, money, money

!

Granted, it is so ; and yet-we could show that, on the most sordid principles of

silver, gold, and bank-notes, the knowledge of language is profitable. We are

arrived at a new era in the world's history. Free-trade will soon be universal

;

passports will be abolished ; and instead of the blood-prints of the soldier's foot-

steps, we shall have the free and friendly intercourse of all men, and the inter-

change of everything that can do each other good. He, therefore, that can speak

most languages will be able to reap the largest profit. The next age also 'will not

only be one of steam-vessels and railroads, but of general travel ; atid it will be

moTG' common for operatives to visit Paris, Brussels, Frankfort, liomc, &c., than it

Syj)^^'!f6f!|n^rl^ fot princes or peers ; and iio small part of the pleasure U:ill arise froin

being a]ijle to exchange thoughts, through the medium of language, with the people

v/e visit. England and France and the Continent must be one, and nothing will

more rapidly hasten the day than our being able to converse in our different
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languages. And farther, if our language throws light on others, how much do we
borrow from them in return. No one ever read through a book in Latin, Greek,

Hebrew, German, French, Italian, Spanish, or even Sanscrit, without feeling

thankful for the means it afforded him of bc-iter \mderstanding his own. Tlie

variety of language, also, is only the ^'a^iety of mould into which thought has been

cast in different tiges and countries ; so that its study is the study of universal

intellect, or rather universrJ metaphysics. And, lastly, how we enrich our own
vocabulaiy by other languages, and at the same time, as it were, brighten and
polish every term we have been accustomed to use from the cradle.

Langu?.ge, then,- is pos«-ible, profitable, and pleasant, and our operatives can

easily form themselves into classes, procure cheap books, obtain cheap teachers,

instruct each other, become accomplished linguists, and enjoy the benefits «Bil

beauties of foreign litcratui"e. ft'^oa -j

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CIIVrXER XXI.
" I know no actii)n §a good and allowable but may derive a contagion by pa.«^il)g• throngk ill hands

Lilt V. e are not to jiulgc of the nature of any thing-or action by that which is oiily acei'lental to it.

The nature of war consisis properly either in the repelling of an intcMided or the revensiiiig of a re-,
celrcd ri!J iry. Bat whether tliis be done with imjuit lapine^i and hideous crueltiea Bpjn tiie iano-
«eijt, or iiuly and justly, the n itnrc of war ii still the saiue."—SocTU.

CKOiiMELL AiiiixG AT uxivERSAii PEACE—
i

TiiUTH : Patience, sweet Peace ; tliis heaven
THE DUTCH WAR—THE RUMP PARLIAMENT and this earth are growing old, and shall be—OLivea's pitopoSAi. for the settlement ' changed like a garment— tbey shall mcit away
OP the nation.

j
aud be burned up, and all the wiorka that are

The following beautiful dialogue between I

»». tiiem ; aud the mo.-it Jiigh eternal Creator

Peace and Truth is found in a rare old ' shall gloriously create new heavens aud a new
I>amphlet published in 1644, and wa.'i written ' e^rth, wherein dwellcth righteousne**, when
in Newgate by one who was persecuted and ,

('"r kisses shall have their eudlesa date of pure

imprisoned for conscience sake, while Cromwell '^^^^ sweetest joys I

WJis carrying on liia campaigns, and sieges, and
wars.

Truth : In what dark corner of the world,
sweet Peace, are we two met ? How hath this

evil world bamshed me from all the coasts and
quarters of it ! and how liath the righteous
God, in judgment, taken thee from the world

!

Peace : It is lamentably true, blessed Truth

;

the foundations of the world have long been
out of course. The gates of earth and hell

have co:ispired together to intw^rrupt our joyful
Jiiettuig, and our holy kisses. With what a
wearied, tired wing have I flown over nations,
kingdoms, cities, towns, to had out precious
Truth.

Truth : The like iiKiuij-iw, in my flight and
travels, have I madfr for Peace ; and am still

told she has left tiit- world aud fled to heaven.
Peace : Dear Truth, what is the world but

a dungeon of dai kna-i.^ wiiere trath is not ?

TttUTH : And what is the peace tlieieof, but
i\ fleeting dream—tlxiue ape and countLTfeit ?

Pe.vce : Oh : where is the promi.-c of the
Go I of heaven that Kighteou*ness and Peace
glial 1 kiss each other '::'

Cromwell's soul was in fellowship with truth.

H'j strugjled not more earnestly for the free-

dom than for the faith of lus country. lioth

were in ixiril ; but he knew that witlwut a pure
faith there could be no true liberty. AVhere-
ever we And a coiTupt fonn of religion, the in-

tellect of the i)eople is in the same degree en-
slaved, and whatever may be the symbols of
liberty which float before the eye and the
imagination, freedom has no existence but in

name. Oliver was reitolved to break every
fetter. He aimed at nothing Icsa—notliing
lowtr than per&ct cmaucipation. His first

desire was to enshrine truth hi u pm-er sanc-
tuary, and with tnith enthroned he was pre-
paied to shut the gates of Jame.^. The god of
war irave place to the gc-uius of peace.

The republic became a great fact. 3Ien of
(he first mark now emerged from their obscurity,

and rose to no common i;fluonee and elevation.

The military geiuus of the jyeople could not be
denied, and officers of great repute were intro-

duced into every branch and department of
service. The army, not more numc-rous than
powerfttl, served to retain every one in implicit
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eubjectiou to established authority, and to

stvjlce terror into foreign nations. In fact,not-

\sithstanding the late Avars and bloodshed, j;nd

the spirit of faction which still survived, tlie

power of England had never, in any period,

appeared so formidable to the neigiibouring

kingdoms as it did at this time in the hands of

the Commonwealth. All history bears testi-

mony to this fact.

Blake, a man of great courage and generous

disposition, was raised to the rank of admiral

;

and though he had hitherto been accustomed

only to land service, he soon raised the naval

glory of tlie nation to a greater height than it

had ever attained in any foimer period. A fleet

was put under his command with orders to

pursue Prince Eupert. The prince took shelter

in Kinsale ; and escaping thence, fled towards

the coast of Portugal. Blake pursued and
chased him into the Tagus, but the King of

Portugal refused Blake admittance, and ai<led

the prince in making his escai:)e. To avenge
this insult, the English admiral made prizes of

twenty Portuguese ships, richly laden, and
tlu-catened farther vengeance. The King,
dreading so dangerous a foe, made all possible

submissions. The English triumphed. Prince

Rupert, who had made sail towards the West
Indies, soon afterwards returned to France,

where he disposed of the remnant of his fleet

together with his prizes.

All the American settlements became subject

to the republic. So also did Jersey, Guernsey,
Scilly, and the Isle ofMan ; even the sea which
hiid been so much infested by privateers from
tliese islands was now rendered safe to English
commerce. The Isle of Man had hitherto made
no common resistance. When summoned by
Ireton to surrender it, the Earl of Dei'by re-

turned this spirited and memorable answer:—
" I received your letter with indignation, and
Avith scorn return you this answer, that I can-

not but wonder wlience yon should gather any
hopes that I should prove, like you, treacherous

to my sovereign ; since you cannot be ignorant

of my former actions in his late JMiijesty's

service, from \vliich principles of loyalty I am
no Avhit departed. I scorn your profibrs ; I

disdain your favours ; I abhor your 1 reason ;

and am so fur from delivering up this island to

your ad\ antage, that I shall keep it to the
utmost of my power to your destruction. Take
this for your final answer, and forbear any
farther solicitations ; for if you trouble me Avith

any more messages of this nature, I Avill burn
the paper and hang up tlie bearer. This is the
immutable resolution, and shall be tlie un-
doubted practice of him Avho accounts it his

chiefcst glory to be his Majesty's most loyal

and obedient subject." '

''•
'

But of Iroton AA-e hear not miich ' thloffe! tn
the siege Limerick he brcame infected Avith the
plague, and shortly after died. Though the

Bon-in-law -o* Crounvell, and €rottvAA-ell any-

thing but the loved object of our great Englioli

historian, yet Hume has done justice to the

memory of this excellent man. He says—" A
memorable personage, much celebrated for his

vigilance, industry, capacity, even for tiio

strict execution of justice in that unlimited
command Avhich he possessed in Ireland. He
AA'as observed to be inflexible in all his pur-

poses ; and it Avas believed by many that lie

Avas animated Avitli a sincere and passionate
loA'e of liberty, Rnd never could have l>een

induced by any motive to submit io the smallest

appearance of regal government. Crom.Aveil

appeared to be much affected by his death ; and
the republicans, Avho reposed gixat confidence

in him, Avere inconsolable. To shOAV tlieir re-

gard for his merit and services, they bestoAved

an estate of tAVO tliousand pounds a year on his

family, and lionoured him Avitli a magnificent
funeral at the public charge. Thougli the
established government Avas but the mere
shadoAv of a commouAvealth, yet Avas it begin-

ning by proper arts to encourage that public

sjiirit Avhicli no other species of civil policy is

eA^er able fully to inspire."

Ireton Avas succeeded in the command of the

Irish army by Lieutenant-General Ludlow, Avlio

continued to push the advantages agfonst the

Irish, and cveryAAdiere obtained an easy victory.

The British dominions being uoav a^ holly re-

duced, the Parliament, in tiiis ncAv state of
affairs, had leisure to look abroad, and put
forth their efforts in foreign enterprises During
the life of Frederic Henry, Prince of Orange, the

Dutch republic had maintained a neutrality in

tlie ciA'il wars of England, and had nev>.'r inter-

posed except by her good otliccs betAvoen t!ie

contending parties. But Avhon William, Avho

had married an English princess, succeeded to

his father's command and autlionty, tlie States

Avere accused of taking step'S mure favourable

to the royal cause, and of betraying a great pre-

judice against that of the Parliament. In pro-

cess of time there sprang up a quarrtl between
tl;e two republics. Thi-: quarrel ended in open
war. Tiie superior povver of the En-rlish Com-
monAAealth, togflhor Avith its advantages of
situation and naval skill, juomised success.

Tromp, an admiral of great reiiov.n, received

Irom the Dutch States the command of a fleet

of forty-two sail, in order to protect their navi-

gation against the priA'aleers of the English.

Bhike, Avliose fleet was inferior in numbers, met
him in Dover-roads, Avhere from strossof AA'cather

he had taken shelter. He maintained the fight

bravely for five hours, and sunk one ship of the

enemy, and took another. IS'ight jiarted tlie

combatants, and the Dutch fleet retired foAvards

the coast of Holland. Elated by tlicir past

successes, the Parliament deimmded that, Avith-

out any further delay or inquiry, reparation

should be made for all the damages Avhich tlie

English had sustained. This being refused,

they despatched orders for commencing w*nv
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against the United Provinces. Blake sailed

northward -\rith a nliinei-otis fleet. Tromp fol-

lowed him with above a hundred sail. Engage-
ment succeeded engagement. In one action

the Dutch had the certain advantage. Blake
was wounded. Two ships were burned, and
one sunk. After this victory, and in bl*avado,

Tromp fixed a bi'oom to liis mainmas-1:, as if he
were resolved to sweep the sea entirely of all

English vessels! Vain bravado! The lion of

England was not to be so easily cowed and
scared into his lair. " Great preparations were
made in England in order to wipe off this dis-

grace. A gallant fleet of eighty sail Ava? fltted

out. Blake commanded, and l5ean under him,

together with Monk, who had been sent for

from Scotland. When the English lay ofl"

Portland tliey descried, near bi*eak of day, a

Dutch fleet of seventy-six vessels sailing up
tlie channel, along \nth a convoy of 300 mer-
chantmen, who had received orders to wait at

the i.sle of IJhe till the fleet should arrive to

escort them. Tromp, and under him De Kuyter,

commanded the Dutch. This battle was the

nto.-t furiou> that liad yet been fought between
these warlike and rival nations. Three days
was the combat con timicd -with the utmost rage

and obstinacy ; and Blake, Avho was victor,

gained not more honour than Tromp, who was
vanquished. The Dutch admiral made a skilful

retreat, and saved all the merchant shi])s ex-

cept thirty. He lost, however, eleven ships of
war, had 2,000 men slain, and nearly ],.5O0

taken i>risoners. The English, tliough many of
their ships were extremely shattered, had but
one sunk." .

.

m '

The Parliament W^te sldw tO move in " the

farther settlement of the Commonwealth."
The tumults which had so long agitate 1 and
convulsed the nation had, like the sea, Mhich
after some heavier .«torm, has rocked itself to

re.'^t, almost entirely subsided. But still no-
thing efTcctual ha.s been done, or was now
doing. It was evident, therefore, that the men
wi'.o had so loiig held the direction of afi'a rs

should f6rtln\ith either returvi to their con'-ti-

tuent?, and take tlieir fiense upon the assem-
bling of another and more complete represen-

tation, or upon the formation of a permanent
government, or el.se at once frankly confess

that tliey either feared tlie confusion likely to

be generated by the contlict of men's minds
un(m sucli subjects, or that they actually in-

tended to retain their seats till, cne by one,

they should be removed by the hand of death.

It is to be kejit in mind that the Hou^e was
iiovV greatly reduced, and did not number more
tlian one-fifth of its original members. It was
tliu.s looked upon asthe fag-end, or, as it was
afterwards nicknamed. The KiMPof the Long
Parliament. This TJunip, if it cannot pretend
to bo a'* reputable full Parliament," takett good
care in the bill for a new representative go-

VtniTnent to provide that all the present mem-

bers should continue to git >Yithout re-election

;

and not only so, but that they should be n
general election committee, and have a veto ou
the introduction of every new member. Crom-
well was not to be hood-vyinked and befooled.
" Cost what it may cost, this liump Parliament,
which lias by its conduct abundantly defined
what an incunibrance i>^, shall go about its

business. Terrible voices, supernal and other,

have said it, awfully enough, in the hearts of
some men ! Neither under its own shabby
figure, nor under another more plausible, shal^
IT guide the Divine mercies and jfiLkaculoi^ij,.,

affairs of this nation
!''

'

, ,(.

Cromwell watched tlicjr proceediijg.s with no
common interest. He had a conference with,,

a number of the members and some chief

officers of the army at the Speakers hou-se.

Being convened, Cromwell observed that now,
" the old Kin^ being dead, ai^dhis sondefeatqd,

he held it necessary to ceme to i^, settlement of
the nation ; and in order t(ic)"cto, he had re-

quested this meeting, that they might consider

and advise with him what was fit to be done,

and from them to be presented to the Parlia-

ment." A lengthened conversation followed,

part of which we here give as jireserved and,

recorded by ^^^litelocke, and which throwa
some little light on the actual state of aflfairs.

SrEAKEn : ilylord, this cx)mpany were very
ready to attend your excellency ; and the busi-

ness you are pleased to pi'opound to us is very

necessary to be considererl. God halh given
marvel'ous success t() our forces under your
command, and if we do not improve these mer-
cies to some settlement, such as may be to God'a

hopour, and the good of this Commonwealtl^,
we shall be very much blameworthy. . ,,

Harri.sox : I think that which my loJ"d-y.

general hath propounded, is 1|o advise as to a,,

settlement, both of om* civil and spiritual ; anc^

so that the mercies v.hich the Lord hath givc|^_

unto us may not be cast aw^y : lif),Yir Jijiitf ;fti^y;.

be done is tlie great qu stion. .,,, .^,^.,

"WiiiTELOCK : It is a great question, in-

deed, and not suddenly to be resolved ; yet it

v.-ere a pity that a meethig of so many able

and worthy i^ersons as I see here should be

fruitless. I should hmnbly offer, in the first

place, wiacther it be not requisite to be under-

,

stood in what way this settlement i.s desired—
wluther of an absolute republic or with any
mixture of monarchy ?

Cno-MWEEL: My lord-commissioner White-
lock hath put us upon the right point ; and,
indeeil, it is my meaning that we should con-

,

sider whetlier a republic or a mixed monarchic,
ca' government will be iK'at to be settled ; and,.

if anything moniu'chiGal, then in whom that
power .shall be placed ?

Sir Tuo.vv^si WiDOUiNGTON (who had re-

signed Ms conuuiision of the great seal upon
the late Kiiig's death): I think a mixed
m9nar(;hi<;al ^overumcut will Uq uiyot auitaUlv
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to the laws and people of the nation; and if

anything monarchical, I suppos j we shall hold

it most just to place that ijower incmo ^f the
sons of the late King.

Colonel Fleetwood (who afterwards

married Cromwell's d;iughter, the widow of

Gene^•{ll, Ireton) : I think that the question,

wii^ther an ahso'ute republic or a mixed
iponarchy is best to be settled in this nation,

will not be very easy to be determined.

Lord Chief Justici: St. John : It will be
found that the goverament of this nation, with-

out something of monarchical power, will be

found very difficult to be so settled as not to

shake tlie foundation of our laws and the liber-

ties of the pcox>le.

Speaker : It will breed a strange confusion

to,settle a government of this nation without

something of monarcliy.

Colonel Desborougii : I beseech you, ray

lord, why may not this, as well as other na-

tionf , be governed in the way of a republic ?

Wiiitelock : Tlie laws of England are so

interwoven with the power and practice of

monarchy, that to settle a government without

something of jnonarchy, would make so great

an siltcration in the proceedings of our laws,

that you have scarce t^me to rectify, nor c.cin

we well foresee, the inconveniences which will

anse thereby.

Colonel Whalley (who had the cu-tody

of the late King's person at Hampton Court)

:

I do not well understand matters of law, but it

seems to me the best way not to have anything
of monarchical power in the settlement of our
goveiTimeiil ; and, if we should resolve ujxin

any, whom have we to pit<;h upon ? The King's

ejidest son hath been in arms against us, and
]«8 second son is likewise our enemy.

,SiR Thomas Widdrington : But the late

lying's third sou, the Duke of Gloucester, is still

among us, and too young to have been in arms
again:st us, or infected with the principles of om-

enemies. .. ,,,. ;

j^VHiTJ^LOCK : There may be a day given for

tjie King's eldest son, or fo» the Duke of York,

Uiii . -JiH;;;: !!:.; j : ^. ..:;.,•. ,,,.

• "iloilv/ 5iIT .TJiinKiii I . !'"'. li; / v.^.v '

'

tiisoi)Uigs:{[i ft'I'ov/'oJfi: i-Y liffjj-r hm/o'

:h>J Oil b'lnor feUi\JN-hl.

j J^.PpjajB,J)Ei^MONi>, I>ras3-Moulder, Me4way Brass Foundry, Maidstone,

his brother, to come into the Parliament ; and,
upon such terms as slialNbe thought fit and
agreeable, both to our civil and spiritual liber-

ties, a settlement may be made with them.
Cromwell : That will be a business of more

than ordinary difficulty ; but really I think, if it

may be done \vith safety and preservation of
our riglits, both as Englisiimen and as Chris-

tians, tliat a settlement with somewhat of
monarchical power in it would be very effec-

tual. . ,

Did Cromwell aim at monai'chy and the
crown ? So we must believe if there be any
truth in Hume's assertion, " His power and
ambition were too great to brook submission to

the empty name of a republic, which stood

chiefly by his influence, and was supported by
his victories. How early he entertained thoughts
of taking into his hand the reins of government
is uncertain. We are only assured, that he
now discovered, to his intimate fi-iends, these

aspiring Aiews, and even expressed a desire of

assuming the rank of King, Avhich he had con-

ti'ibuted, with such seeming zeal, to abolish."

This is mere naked assertion. "We demand the

proof. On Avhat evidence does it rest ? That
Cromwell Avas free from all ambition, or that

lie was indiliercnt to the position which lie now
occujjied, avc are not careful to maintain. But
we can discover nothing in the man, or in his

entire demeanour, to indicate that lie Avishcd toi

uproot the reimblic which he had but just

founded, and whose interests were dearer to

him than life. It would have been a suicidal

act. He and the Commonwealth must liave

perished together. Still it remained a problem,

what shape or form the Government was to

talce. There is no time to be lost. The vessel

of the state, lilce some noble ship in a storm, is,

on dark and troubled waters. iS^o hand may
take tlie helm but the mo.st skilled andthemoot
nerved. Either it must be left to dritt amid
rocks and reefs, or at once be conducted into

some haven where it may ride in safety.

Either we shall find it safely moored, or one

great wreck, strewn and scattered on tlie wave;

'L:f.: i^.;;':a{'h-o-ih -i(^f/;:i;)Ui<: 7' -'./U. ;;teai--*;i

I< i^vFi to think on childhood^' sunny day/, "
^

,'i)f pleasant rambles in ttie wood.s and nelds;

Xfio'I am old now and my hair is gV^Jf. ; ,.,p ..

' \ jjleasing solace to my mind it yields. l^\ ^{^

]\ry heart was light, for then I kncv.' no care''; V

jP'Jicre primrose beds, orvioletsgrcAv, I'dstray,

^6. gather posies gteeped in fragrance rai;?,,,
^

j6V ^W^}ik\ >vith;^ie boughs of lovely Jl^j^i. 'j,

;i/»p'i([ bfZfi aUVOCl^dj 10 THJiOVyJl MJOIT'i-'l/rjll

and summei' come and go, again.

ce a ^tniijps6 Sf^l^ in ^he old man's

iiii^.!i'hi9,ve iroit'a rugged pat^ ^ihcl'tijiiri,

"]\ry hope hath felt the dreary Avrnter's gloom.

And spring

."^.And scarce

roonfi

Then guess the feeling I hav6 often, when
My childhood's days come fleeting o'er

X'9J«ii' ;i'i/JJjI V, :

my
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By En5ja ©uvjVB^

In lookin,!? back upon my school-girl friencl-

ship?, I ai^rays select Jteta Hallowell as the

most intji-estiu!?, and tlie most satisfactory to

dwell upon. 'JTio influences of friendship, love,

society, and time, have made the most beauti-

ful developments in her character. She was a
niorry, lii^ht-hearted creature ; but was more
remarkable at school for an affectionate disjK)-

sition, and a refincil and delicate taste, than
for any quick perception of intellect, or even
proper application. She was a butterfly, fly-

ing from one thing to another in her studies,

ju-it as the interest of the moment led her;

acting as if all the duties of life were merely
for amusement. I used to look at her and
wonder silently how she would ever be able to

endure any trouble that might come upon her
in the future ; she seemed so volatile, s ) deli-

cate, so totally unfitted to come in contact with
the tliousand and one struggles and trials that
spring up in every one's life-path. " Surely,"

I would say to myself, " trouble would over-

whelm such a frail spirit, or harden it, and de-

prive it of its refined beauty." But I have
ahvays been the very worst person in the

world to judge of character; and I never could
prophesy in that knowing manner, that so

many wise ones do, on the effects that certain

intiueuces, or circumstances, would produce on
different natures. Nor has experience done
me any good. I am no better judge now

;

and, although events have taken place in my
own life, and in my own circle, that would
have enlightened most persons, I am no
brighter, no quicker ; and T make just as many
blunders as I did when I played with dreamy
philosophy and the study of character at seven-
teen.

But I commenced witji Meta Hallowell, not
with myself, ^feta was beautiful in person as

well as in spirit. She had a graceful, willowy
ligure, delicately developed ; a sparkling—yes,

a brilliant —face, witli eyes that were flashing

or melting, just as she felt gay or sentimental

;

and a finely-shaped mouth, whose lips trembled
with every shade of feeling ; and around it

hung the expression of intuitive refinement and
delicacy that always hovers around the mouth,
if tliere be any refinement in a person's nature.

Then her laugh was the most musical thing in

the world, and her voice the sweetest of all

voices. This sounds enthusiastic ; but Jfeta

Hallowell w;\s, itnii is, a subject wort!iy of en-
thusiasm. Slie has never worn out; she is

better, Lovelier, and purer, than;jyhen I first

loved her in luy scliool-days.

We left school at the same time, but our
positions were very different in the world. Siie

belonged to a gay family, and was immediately

'Hli

' '
' isf!) 9.)/>Iq ot J>nil, toom ji

"uaVA Dial yd? 'to grfO'^

,1 > <i()OiiTa.sx'-\. aaviojoO
,T jt'lsinih yi[\vnai(n') iM'n&at

piunged in tci i\\4 wtiirl offUsii ioiiabtis life; whne*

I led a very quiet, sob-r existence, which wai'
well suited to my shy nature, but formed S-

strong contrast to pretty 3Ieta's sphere or
action. One might have supposed our inter-

course would have been broken off ; on the cotfi^

trary, we remained as intimate as when w^
studied the same lessons, and sat at the samel*

desk. True, a great deal of the Visiting had \6"

depend upon Meta, as home duties neCessaniy^

kept me from her ; and she seldom passed a
day without peeping into my " little nest," as*

she called our cozy library; and once in a
while she would enliven an evening by drink-

ing tea with us. Thus she kept me "booked
up" in all the gossip and doings of the fashion*

able world. '^
, j.' ;m

She had no parettt?; llfei* ai'iStcir, t<td ' years
her senior, and a widowed aunt, were her only
near relatives. Sreta and her sister were iti

comfortable circumstances; they had a nice

little fortune apiece, which, of course, the
world magnified. Their aunt had, however,
quite a lai-ge life income, whicli, united with
their own, made a very handsome appearance.
^Ei-s. Hunsdon, the aunt, was a silly, one-idead
woman. To be fashionable was tlie sole aim of
her existence. She had no children, and tm-ned
all her attention to the establishment in life of
her nieces. See had not cleverness nor inde-

pendence enough to be a leader in the gay
world, but was always found fastened on to
some c/i5^//i(7j«f|)erson, whose shadow she mad6'
herself—going and coming, liA^ng and breath-
ing, as near like her model as possible. Pottf

'

soul! how much labour she endured for her
position in society ! Her eldest niece was her
exact counterpart ; and, at the time of Meta's

entree. Miss Hallowell had secured an excel-

lent offer from a most unexceptionable person,

'

according to their ideas of such things ; and
the preparations for the approaching wedding
were cai-ried on in a grand manner. Tlie whole
town rang with Miss HallowcU's magnificent
wardrobe, the beautiful gifts presented by her
husband-elect; anl I heard no less tiian a
dozen different accounts of what was to be her
wedding-dress ; each account professing to come
from iliss "W., the fashionable dress-maker and
ynodisle of the day.

One morning Meta canip (lancing into the'

library, where I had snugly seated myself tor

a quiet hour's sttidy, after haying settled for

the day the afr;xij-s of my little domestic ' kiiig-

doni.-':;,'
•' '" '

'-'^'t-^;: ''^-' " " -• .'-

" Ah
!

' ttii^fe a treat"," sii6 excliilnreil ;' *^ ^/^re

is true comfort;" and, taking i^ssession of her
favourite lounge, she gave me u half-laughing,

half-serious account of the bustle and prepara-
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toiy arranfjements for the approaching wedding.
f' How stupid is all this ceremony, Enna dear,"

she continued ;
" aunt fusses about, and Therese

looks as grand as a queen. Then Mr, Folwell

Ls so wearying ; how Tettie can fancy him is a
\yonder to me. I have never heard him call

her 'dear Therese' yet; it is always 'Sliss

Hallowell '— such dignity cliills me. When I

marry, there sliall be no grandeur about the

affair. I want quiet, home love. My husband
sh.ill call me ' Meta, darling,' varying it once
in a way Avith ' angel bird,' and all sorts of

sweet exj.'letives ; he shall love me dearly, put
me in a nice little home like this—just such a
library ; here he shall study and write, and I'll

sit beside him, sew and sing, and look at him,

and bless lieaven for making me so happy."
" Why, Meta, your aunt and sister would

lift their hands in horror," I said, laughingly.

•'But where are you going to find such a nice

lover— will Mv. Lawson be all this ?

';'., A look of vexation overspread Meta's pretty

'face as she replied, " Oh! no, not Mr. Lawson. I

know aunt would be delighted with him, but
he. is almost as stupid as the rest of them."
'""

Jlr. Lawson stupid !" I exclaimed. "]\Ieta,

TVhere is your taste ? lie is quiet and calm, I

admit, but not stupid. You naughty girl, not

to love him ; he i8 just the husband for you,
madcap. To be sure, he might not indulge in

so many affectionate expletives, as you say
your husband must, but lie would watch over
your happiness tenderly."

" Better marry him yourself, Enna, since

you thuik him so agreeable," said Meta, a little

quickly ; then springing towards me, she threw
her arms around me, exclaiming, "I have just

such a lover as I have pictured, pet one ; and I

depend on your assistance in my love affair."

Now, young as I was, I was a perfect model
of propriety ; the idea of being an assistant in

a " love affair " friglitened me out of my wits ;

for I was, in truth, a born " old maid," as my
old nur.se, Katy, used to call me.

." Me assist you ? " I asked. " How can that
(Ibe possible ; I, who never go out anywhere,
never see any one ?

"

" For that very reason," replied Meta, laugh-
ing heartily at my fright and astonishment,
" you are just the very one ; and that is why I

have selected you. This paragon lover of mine
dislikes ceremony as much as I do. He is per-

fectly unexceptionable; when I tell you his

name, you will admit that he is. If he liad

addressed Tettie, I know she Avould have had
him ; that is, if the rich j^lr. Folwell had not
come in the uay; but, thank Heaven, he did
not want Tettie !

"
, ";/'V:;l"J' T- f 'I!!';'" Tlien v.liy do you need any assisiaiice

?
*• I

asked, in a perplexed tone.
" Because we wish to have our courtship per-

fectly unsuspected," .she answered. " Charles
Morris — there, you see I have made no bad se-

lection—Charles Is a little embarrassed ju.st

now ; some unfortunate speculations and busi-

ness matter.^; entangle him. Our engagement
may last a year ; and I never could endure hear-
ingAunt Margaret announce with such self-com-

placency, that her niece, Miss Meta Ilallowell,

v/as engaged, actually engaged, hero, at the

commencement of her first season. If we were
to be manned now, within a month or so, I

would endeavour to bear it ; but to hear it at

every dinner-party, every morning visit, and
every soiree, would surely kill me, and put an
end toall Charles's pi'ospects of future happine.«<.^.

Our plan is this, to keep perfectly quiet until his

affairs are en traine, then announce our inten-

tion of marriage to Tettie and Aunt Margaret,

just immediately before the ceremonj-, and thus

avoid all talk and inference. But poor Charles

says he cannot exist without seeing me once in

a while as a lover, so with your permission we
will chance to meet here now and then. I

know he has a calling acquaintance with you

—

there lies his card uppermost on your card-

basket."
" Yes," I replied. " He called yesterday. I

did not know his call was intended to prepare

the way for such a momentous affair as this."

"But you will help me, Enna, pet, will you
not?" said Meta, coaxingly. "There is no^

impropriety in it, prude"—and I consented. It

was wrong, I know; mysteries and conceal-

ments rarely turn out well, and are always
injudicious ; but I Avas very young, entirely my
own mistress, for my dear old father and Aunt
Mary fancied I had the judgment of a Avomau
of forty ; and, moreover, I could not refuse

any thing to dear Meta. I had not liked Mr.
Morris heretofore ; true, he Avas, as . Meta
had said, " perfectly unexceptionable," being

a young merchant of good standing in society,

and having the reputation of some AA-ealth. I

knoAV very Avell that there Avas no fear of 3fr?.

Hunsdon objecting to him ; but to me he had
ahvays seemed too bland, too artificial ; he
never, by any chance, forgot himself, then I

had heard a gossiping story about him, althougli

1 did not respect the source from Avlience it had
proceeded, still it had prejudiced me against

him. I had been told by a scandal-loving coa-

nexion of ours that ^Ir. Morris, a year before,

had addressed a Miss Wilson, and Avould have
eloped Avith her had not her friends interposed.

This IMiss Wilson Avas an ugly, red-haired

heiress, Avitli little brains, excessive vulgarity,

but an immense estate. She Avas entirely out

of the set of his associates, and if he had nd-

dres.sedher it had been from mercenary motives.

iBut now that I heard Sleta's account of licr

engagement Avith him, I dismissed Kate Hol-

ton's story fi'om my mind a.^ a contemptible

gossiping falsehood, AA'hich I sliould have been
ashamed of listening to, and endeavoured to

find him as agreeable and good as dear 3Ieta

said he Avas.

Dm-ing the ensuing winter Meta and 3Ir.
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3Iorrii met repeatedly at our house. We
rarely received company in the evcniugs, there-

fore they were always sure of being uudis-

tuH>€d. It was my father's custom to retire

early, and luy good aunt 3Iaiy is by nature

imsu.-picloui and innocent as a child. She and
1 would sit in the library, sewing and knitting,

listening to 3[eta's merry talk; then, after ilr.

3[()rris would join the circle, J generally pro-

ix>^ed music, which made an excu.se for Meta and
her lover to go into the drawing-room, wiiich

opened on my library. Meta was a good musi-

cian, she played very finely, and had a beautiful

voice. I used to declare the music sounded
better from the library; so by this little i>iece of

management on my part, the lovers were left

together. After a few pieces the music ceased,

and, for an hour or more, their low, murmuring
conversation would come soothingly on my ear

like the sound of sweet melody. I uied to

smile as I would look around me. "We would
have made a pretty picture if that sweet music
of loving voices could have been made visible

on the canvas. I was the only observing, con-

Ecious one of the circle; for dear Aunt Mary
wa.s as uncou.-cious as Zoe and Flirt, the little

hound and pet kitten that napped comfortably
on cither side of the library flrc. My aunt, in

her large ea>y chair and reading-stand before

her, while her knitting-nee lies fairly flew,

would be completely absorbed in some work
of Motion, her greatest delight, never dreamhig
that a real love-story was progressing under
her eyes. She has alway.^ been an inveterate

novel-reader, this same Aunt Maiy ; but I must
say for her, that tliis tfi-ste, so pernicious to

many, i)reventing tliem from performing their

d.TiIy duties with interest, making real life

tame for them, has had no bad effect upon her
•—a more industrious, excellent woman never
breathed ; and it has often amused me that, ul-

tliough she dotes upon love-stories on paper, and
can follow patievitly and unweuringly tlie writ-

ten account of the most intricate romance, love
in real life iK)ssesses but little interest for her.

She breathes adiflerent atmosphere while read-
ing—seems in another state of existence, which
completely vanishes so soon as the book is laid

aside ; and she takes up life and life's duties
in the most matter-of-fact, conscientious man-
ner imaginable. I often wonder what she
does with all the love-stories she reads, for she
never makes use of them in every-day affairs

;

and even when a real little bit of romance,
which has taken jilace in actual life, is pointed
out to her, slie is entirely wanting in sympa-
thetic appreciation^ regarding it as ciuLte

ab.'^urd.
'

/ .

.

The winter passed quickly on. Tlie only
event of moment that occurred was Meta's re-

jection of Mr. Law.son. How ^Irs. Ilunsuon
stormed, and the haughty Jlrs. Folwell lec-

tured, and I could not help regretting it myself
—Mr. Luwson ^vas uo gentlemanly, so ^ood.

I knew it would have been far better for Meta
to have loved him, his influence over her im-
pressible nature would have been so beneficial

;

and when, by chance, onoa or twice I met liim
in company A\-ith Meta, and noticed his seriou.s,

grieved countenance, my conscience felt smit-
ten, and in sadness I would compare him with
Charles Morris, the compaiison being anything
but flattering to the latter.

The spring opened upon my pair of lovers,

who were still as adoring as ever. One tiling

I do remember as strange, and at the time it

annoyed me, although 1 felt at the time as we
do in dreams, not able to express or even realise

the actual annoyance. Although 3Ir. Monis
knew—could not help knowing—tliat I wad
fully aware of his engagement with jleta, he
never once spoke openly about it to me—never
hinted at it ; and two or three times, when other
unavoidable engagements prevented 3Ieta from
joining him at the appointed time, and on liia

coming in the evening I would hand him Meta's
note of excuse, containing a love poulet for

huu, he would read it without remark, and,
to my surprise, stay the accustomed time, en-
tertaining Aunt ilary and myself as if he had
come for tliat puri^osc. That clever authoress},

Mrs. Grey, makes one of her heroines express
an opinion that certainly does apply to such
men as Charles Monis. She says, " I have the
highest opinion of men's honour amongst them-
selves, but, you may depend upon it, there u
very little in the case where we women, witU
our interests and affections, are concerned.'

'

The travelling season came on; and Mr.
Jlorris promised to mc«t ^leta at the fashionable

watering-place she was going to with her auut
and Mrs. Folwell ; but the season passed with-

out his doing so—business, he said, prevented
liim ; and when 3Ieta returned in the fall, she
looked pale, dispirited, and unhappy.

"I could not hear from Charles," she said,

"without exciting suspicion. Had you been
in town, Enna, he would have written through
you ; but, a.s it was, I hud to pass the weary
season without any intellgence from Iiim. Nine
unhappy weeks have they been, and truly, I
tiiink, even the horror I used to have of Aunt
ifargai-et's fuss and bustle over my engagement
has almost vani.-hed. I tliiuk I coulrf bear
with it better than this misery of sileiice aufl

separation."

They met again ; but after the interview
Mita seemed still teaiful and nu-vous. It w(^s

evident she wearied of the^ coi^cealment,. , but
her lover did not. .

" I have acted very foolishly," .she said to me
evening, when, instead of meeting Mr. ^lorris

at our house, he had sent her a note of apology
filled with e.xcuscs for liis unavoidable business

engagements ;
" I have entered uito this secret

engagement so thoughtlessly, and Heaven only
knows when or where it is to euil."

Wc were alone. Auut Marj-, not being very
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evening. Every uiglit her pale sad face rested

on my shoulder, starting nervously at every
noise, and then, when the carriage would come
for her at ten o'clock, she \vcuid. kv^a nie good-
night with trembling lips, and disappointn^.ent

in her heart ; and for an hour ai"ter I would
rest my head on my pillow, her glazed and
heavy eyes and wretched countenance would
come up before me like a epectre,

A few raornuigs after this last convert^ation,

I received a visit from the Mi's. ilolton who
had first told me of the gossip a,bout Mr. Morris
and Miss V.llson. She had been absent from
town several months, and came in upon us

unexpectedl}^ just as we were arising from a
late breakfast. I had not even read jthe

morning paper, which I had iu my hwid. as

she entered. i ri ;.nr-,o!f- ii,/;; ,i-u-'^_ .,j!i

"Ah ! I suppose, thetn, y0« liave itteaordithe

news," she said. , ^' , .u 'i ,'|i

" Why we rarely hear news, Iiate,(exeepting

from you," replied Aunt Mary^ . - I ;;;i;.:

Sirs. Holton laughed, but was evidently too

much interested in her new piece of gosjjip to

nctice Aunt Mary's sarcasm. She turned to

me witli a m.alicious expression of countenance,
and said, " iS^otwithstanding it interests you so

particularly, Enna, you' bear it vciy property, I

must confess."

I stared, as I well might, for I could not un-
derstand a word of what she was sayii^g.

" What is it you mean, Catharine,", suid my
aunt, a little decidedly.

Mrs. Holton stood a little in av/e of Aunt
3Iaiy, and said quickly :

" Oh, Imean nothing,

to be sure ; I did not believe the report about
Enna when I heard of it this morning, iiot\\'itli-

standing even Mrs. Wilson herself told me
Betty had been outrageously jealous of her."

" Mrs. Wilson !—Eetty !—jealous of Enna 1
—

what are you talking about, Catharine Holton?"
exclaimed Aunt Mary, really angiy. " Truly

that imruly member of yours does. make, you
take strange liberties." t't;: i ;;,..'•;!(! a

" I only say what every one ^Isesaya " said

Mrs. Holton, in a piqued tone, '• that Mr.
Morris's attentions to Enna lias been the

means of his obtaining a rich wife. This ncAvt-

paper will tell you, if you choose to look at it,

that yesterday he eloped with Betty Wil.-oii.^

The whole affair has been managed s.dnuiab] y

;

her mother never dreamed of such a thijig

until the bird had flown. 1 went to see 5fis.

Wilson this morning, as soon as I read it in

the paper, and she Avas ravhig away at a ter-

rible rate. She say^s she knew Betty wjss
|

teri'ibly jealous of you, Enna, all last winter ;
j

but she tliought it had all blown over, as Betty
'

had not mentioned his name for a long while."

I have no doubt Kate Holton felt more gra-

tification in giving this account of Mr. Morris

imd Miss Wilsou^s marriage, tJaan she had ever

experienced before, for my terror and Avretched-

ness were expressed on mjr face, although I

well, had retired immediately after t^ea. Meta
threw hejself on the lounge, and drawing me
to ficr, rested her head on my shoulder, and
sobbed like a child. I caressed her silently,

and my tears mingled with hers. Frank and
open, Meta could not have a thought or shade

of feeling v/ithout disclosing it to me. Her
concealment of her engagement from her fa-

mily had arisen from delicacy, shyness, and
the strong dash of romance in her character ;

then the artificial natures of her aunt and
sister prevented all confidence with them ; but

with those she loved and depended on she was
as confiding and candid as an innocent child.

" Charles says I have grown suspicious and
fretful," she at last said, as her sobs became
more quieted. " I know I am altered ; our

separation in the summer was so painful to me
as to make me restless in temper. I confess I

am tired of concealment ; and when I told

him so, the other evening, I was mortified by
the cold manner AWth wiiich he received it. He
said it had been ray own proposition ; that

some time would necessarily elapse before we
could be married ; and that the same objections

existed as at first to an open announcement of

our enga:;;emcnt. 1 felt wounded to the quick;

and when I passionately accused him ofno lon-

ger loving me, he very coolly left me to become
more reasonable, as he said, and came here

into the library and talked to you and your
aunt. I have not seen liim since ; no engage-
ment should have kept him from me ; he
knows how Avretchedly I must feel, even
though I may be unreasonable, and cherish

groundless suspicions; and yet his note this

evening is so calm and unmoved."
I soothed and encouraged her in the best

way I could; but I thought within myself it

was a cloudy affair. Again and again they
met ; but their meetings failed to produce
liappiness for Meta. He was cold—she sus-

picious.

" He never alludes to a past misunderstand-
ing," she said, one evening, to me, after he had
left, for he no longer staid the whole evening,

as formerly ; nor did he come so often. " When
he knows we have parted miserably, and we
meet again, instead of soothing and assuring

me, he commences talking on some" indifferent

subject, as if nothing had occurred. Hhe has
changed, why not candidly avow it ? So I
told him this evening, and he told me my ab-

surd jealousy made me both selfish and imkind.
O Enna ! I am miserable. This state of
alPairs cannot last much longer ; it will kill

me. ]>o tell me, Enna, am I unjust in my
accusations ; is not Charles altered ?"

I scarcely knew wliat to say ; and by sooth-

ings and caressings evaded a direct answer.
Altered he surely was ; he no longer sliowed

any particular desire to meet her ; sometimes
a week and more woiUd: pass without his

coming; while poor Meta rarely omitted an
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listened with a forced calmness to all her gos-

sil<in;j details of the affair. Up to this day I

am sure i»he thinkis I was jilted by 3Ir Slorris,

but at the tLnie I could say nothing, so anxious

was I for ixwr Meta. I knew that the elope-

ment would be a toun-talk, for during the

lust few months Miss "Wilson had made her-

self very prominent. Although not belonging

to that clianned circle yclept, par excellence,
" society," she had made herself a mbjeet of

conversation with them, by her splendid equi-

page, her rich and noisy costume, and lavish

' expenditure of the immense income left to her,

nntranimcled, by her father, two years before.

Young, aristocratic beaux, with little money,
had saucily pitied the "poor thing's isolated

position," and more than oncj had declared Ills

generous, self-sacrificing intention of '• taking

the girl, and slio^nng her how to spend her

money," but here Charles Morris had quietly

stepped in and carried her off ! I may as well

mention here, the part of Mrs. Holton's recital,

which I subsequently learned, was true.

Mr. Morris had, before meeting with Meta,
addressed Miss AYilson. This occun-ed soon
after the death of her father. The mother, a

sensible, shrewd old woman, had influenced

Miss Betty to refu.se the aristocratic lover.

Then he met with Meta, mth whose family he
had always been on intimate terms. At first I

believe he was sincere, or at least as sincere as

a selfish nature would pennit him to be ; but
during the previous summer he had discovered

that the silly heiress was dying of disappointed
vanity and jealousy, fancying from his frequent
visits to our house, that he had tratLsferrcd his

affections to me. By some chance they met

;

he found her ready to throw herself and her
half million into his arms, almost without the
asking, which temptation he could not, ofcourse,
withstand. This was the cause of his coldness

and indifference to poor ileta, for I suppose he
did not wish to give her up entirely until cer-

tain of the heiress.

Although I listened to MrlJ. Wolton's conver-
eatiou in dignified silence, the agony 1 endured
Avas almost unbearable. I could almost have
put her out of the house, so anxious was I to go
to Meta i and heartily did I rejoice when this

gossiping woman rose to go. A« the door closed

on her. Aunt Mary exclaimed, " \\'hy, Enna,
one might believe Kat« Holton's story about
Mr. Morris's jilting you was tme, you look so

wretchedly."
" Do 1 '(" asked I, with an hysteric laugh

and sob mingled, and for a few momenta my
weeping was so violent that ray poor amit
i-eally believed it, and turning it over in licr

mind, innocent soul I siic wondered slie had
not divined it before. At last, under promistf

of secrecy, I told her the wliole atfair, for 1

knew she would fret unceasingly.
" I*oor Meta : foolish girl \" taid Amit Mary,

as I conclndcd. " She onght to consider htTn

self well off for being rid of hun ; he's a good-

for-nothing fellow, and she never would have
been happy if she had married liim." • ,;

Just as she was taking this matter-of-fact

view of tlie subject, the library door opened,

and in rushed Meta, looking wild «nd.9tiMriied.

Aunt Majy left uk. ; • • JjI' t cto
'• Tell me, Enna," she said, clinging to me,

" have you heard any thing f I know you
have, d!arling, for yon ynW not look at me.
Tell me all you have heard, for indeed it will

be better for me. I cannot sufler more than I

have those six months past ;" and she &uuk on
the floor before me, overwhelmed with ^her

anguish. She had heard the news fi-om «ome
morning visiters, and had escaped from home
quietly, to come to me for comfort. TlKi<Bily

consolation I could give, was sympathy. T)ie

whole day pas.setl sadly enough, aad I ielt

almost hopeless for the future, when euddenly

a ray of light beamed upon me, as I heard her

exclaim, " Well, thank Heaven I no oneknows
my miserable folly but you, Enna. I shall not
be mortified and wounded by the insolent pity

of society. I saw that her pride wai* roused, and
there is every hope for both man and woman so

long as that remains. I took advantage of tiiis,

and loet no time in routing her self-esteem.

"What an altered creature she seemetl, pacing up
and dOAvn my library a half hour afterward. I

thought all the time of Queen Elizubeth's recep-

tion of Leicester, in " Kenilworth," after she

had learned his perfidy to her and his poor wife,
" Sweet Amy liobsart." 3Ieta queened it

nobly over herself ; and after the first struggle

had passed, pm-er and better influences came
to her aid and strengthened her. I liad trem-
bled, as I have said, for the effect of any gi'eat

trouble or disappointment oa 3leta's character,

fearing the mo*t injurious consequences. This

proved how little 1 knew. . The influence of

trouble was beneficial to her. It served to

quicken and strengthen her intelkct; shook
off the dreamy sentimentality that had hung
like a mist over her fine mind ; aud ehe took a
better, clearer \-iew of life's pursuits and duties.

A few years after tliis affair Meta. married
well and happily. Her husbaml is a distin-

guished man ; and my friend leads the gay life

of a woman of real society, not in a little pro-

vincial circle, like that in Avhich she had been
brought up, and whicli had disgusted and
wearied her by its silly, trifling vanities and
notliings, bnt in stirring scenes of life, interest-

ing herself in the gran;l and noble pursuits of
her husband, who i« aBtatesmttn and a sclwlar;

receiving and entertaining Ihccrowdsof jpeople

who arc attracted around b?r by liei- husland's

talents, and her oWh briliicuit, bewitching

manners.
Our intimacy still continnes ; aftd whenever

I read one of her sparkling letters, or j>uy her

a visit, and see how heartily and healthily sho

cDjoys^lifp, i can ecarccly eonceawrthmtghe was
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ever the love-sick, romantic Meta Hallowell of

forqoer days ; and I see with delight that she is

now under the influence of the most beautiful,

the most holy of ull feelings—true, spiritual

love J aijd tlx^t she ft;taius only a smiling, pity- 1 unworthy object

ing recollection of that season of her past life,

when she had for awhile lingered in the depths
of mortality, held down by the enervating in-

fluence of til at hollow mockery—love lor an

PARLIAMENTARY SKETCHES.

Ko. VII.—COLONEL THOMPSON.
•'Who is that .?" is one of the most frequent

questions to be heard in the Strangers' or

Speakers' gallery of the House of Commons, as

the inquirer poiuts to a little, squai'e-set, bright-

complexioned, benevolent-looking, vivacious

old man, with a snow-white head, who is

almost ever present, be the debate what it may,
and is to be met with constantly in the corri-

dors and passages, as Avell as in the interior, of

St. Stephen's. Almost invariably there is an
exclamation of i)leasurable surprise and grati-

fied admji-ation on the part of the questioner, as

he learns that that in Colonel Thompson. And
why shoixld such not be the case? What
Qlass of men is there, conscious of claims to

self-respect or public approbation, who should

not pay honour to the spotless character, ardent

patriotism, scholarly accomplishments, profes-

sional gallantry, practical humanity, manly
intolerance of wrong, and child-like purity of

ipotive, which have ever distinguished the

veteran member for Bradford since his name
fii'st became familiar in the mouths of men,

—

now forty years ago, to go no farther back ; for

liiore than that i^eriod has elapsed since his

denunciation of slavery, when he w^s governor

of Sierra Leone, first startled the oppressors of

tie negro in the stronghold of their despotism,

yiid marked out the subject of our memoir
as one of the future prominent benefactors of

l^is race—a iiromise he hi^s most amply realized

f^ a thousand forms, in every quarter of the

globe, and almost in every possible way shice,

hy pen, by tongue, by purse, by vote, and, above
all, by example.

,, Colonel Thompson is one of those who
Sju.stained the reiil respectability of the po-

pular caiise at a ,time when ^o be a radical

)y9S to be little less than infamous. Even as

Igite as some five-and-twenty yeai-s ago, it was
the uiijiv^jrsal habit of Whig and Tory alike to

rtdiciUe ^s, ignorant, illiterate, vulgar anarchists,

tlip^e.who Ij.cld opinions such as ave now re-

garded as jinything but extreme. People in

t^iese (lays cannot pos.ibly form an idea of the

insolent tyranny of the minions of a dominant
l^littQcracy in the House of Commons towards

men of liberal opinions who had ivot gone
through the ordeal of fashionable instruction ;

and no qne u^ n^vii at tlie tiine can now
..7- )'f ' it tj'jiiiao"

imagine what a weapon in the hands of Can-
ning and his sycophant foUoAvers Avas Hume's
want of an miiversity education. Hence the

vast importance to the peofjle of a man like

Thompson, who, on their own chosen ground,

was the equal of any, and the superior of almost
all the oligarchical deriders of the masses— not
only an university scholar, but a distinguished

prize-man in their most honoured college ; both
a classic and mathematician of the highest order;

familiar with the whole I'ange of belles lettres ;

of exalted eloquence in speech, and prompt
and i^ungcnt wit on paper ; versed alike in the

principles of i)olitical economy as an abstract

science, and in their immediate application to

the every-day business of life ; conversant with

mercantile matters in all their x-elation to bank-
ing, which more or less embraces the whole
commercial code ; and, at the same time, at

home in all details of both the naval and mili-

tary services from actual experience, and in tlie

jurispiiidence of nations from his residence

abroad, and his acquaintance with the living

languages not only of the west but of the re-

mote east. Colonel Thompson, we say, was of

mestimable utility from his acquirements on al 1

these points, and from his over-ready zeal in

rendering them subservient to the interests and
true honour of the great 'mass of his fellow-

countrymen at home, and his fellow-creatures

throughout the world. He is tiie same man
still ; his feelings are unblunted by upwards of

half a century's intercourse with the good and
bad of manldnd, though his fine nature and the

generosity of his disposition have too often laid

liim open to the designs, of the selfish and mi-

scrupuloi!Sj his faculties unclouded by incessant

mental toil, and his fi-ame but little impaired

by the vicissitudes of climate,—thanks to liis

exceeding temperance, for the colonel is not

merely an abstainer from intoxicating drinks

of every kind, but even from animal food ; and

his forbearance in that re^jcct appears to be

attended with no less salutaiy consequences

than in the person of the hale ajiid hearty mem-
ber for Salford, %. Brotl^erton.

Colonel Thompson was born at Hull in 1783,

consequently is now G7 years old. His father,

who long sat for 3Iidhurst, the Sussex borough

now represented by Mr. Sj)euccr 'VV^lpole, was
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a banker at Hull ; and hence one mateml
reason, no doubt, of his son's intimacy with the

currency laws in all their bearings—a very fa-

vourite subject wth him for a great number of

years ; and still so, for one of the last of his pub-

lications ha? been a catechism on that ques-

tion, issued during^the panic of 1848, and of

scarcely les<s value to all students of the

science of monetary principles than was his

celebrated "Catechism of the Corn-laws" (of

"Which we shall make mention i)resently) to

every one investigating tlie landlord intricacies

of the bread-tax. From his father, too, he in-

herited that love of religious toleration and in-

dependence of secular control in spiritual mat-
ters, which have ever distinguished him ; for

the elder Thompson was a leading Methodist

preacher in Hull, and un(ler\vent much annoy-
ance of all sorts in vindicating the then most
unfashionable and unpopular tenets of that per-

suasion ; his wife likewise being a 3lethodi.<t of

exalted hereditary repute, for she was grand-

daughter of the Eev. Vincent Perronct, vicar of

Slioreham, memorable as being one of four

clergymen who followed John "Wesley when
that illustripua man seceded from the Estab-

lishment.

Notwitlistanding these parental anteced'ints,

however, young Tliompson at first imbibed the

high-flying Tory notions then prevalent on
general politics, owing in a great measure to tlic

inculcation and example of the head-ma.-teT at

Hull Grammar-school, under whom the future

eminent radical made rapid progress, taking

with him, at eighteen, the reputation of great

natural endowments and extensive scholarship

to Cambridge, where he not only fully sustained

his character in that respect, but enhanced it

by the acquisition of the degree of Bachelor of

Arts in Queen's College, of which he subse-

quently became a fellow, having graduated as

seventh wrangler. At this period the war-
fever was at its height throughout Europe ; and
yoimg Thompson being infected with the

general mania, was desirous of entering the

army ; but, from some cause or other, his rela-

tives insisted on his adoption of the navy, pro-

bably from the greater credit that then attached
to that service, for England's only chance was
then on the ocean. Napoleon being omnipotent
on land, the British military forces only an ob-

ject of scorn abroad and derision at home, and
no trace whatever discernible of the fame that

was to be afterwards won in the Peninsida.and
in the heart of France itself. Accordingly, in

180.3,Perronet Thompson became a midshipman
on the Newfoundland Station, in Vice-Admiral
Gambiei-'s tlag-shJp Isis, 50 guns; and in that
and other vessels saw a great deal of active ser-

vice in those stirring and exciting times, in

capturing prizes, blockading, and the various
other incidents of the period. Ha\ing thus
spent three years, his relatives consented to his

entering the arnty, which he accordingly did in

180G, as Second-Lieutenant in theHiflc Corps,
with whom he was present at the attack on
Buenos Ayres the year following, being one of
the many British officers who were captured in

that disastrous and disgraceful affair, owing
to the incompetence and imbecility of tlie Com-
mander, General Whitelock, who was disgraced
in July, 1807. The militaiy abuses and ex-
cesses of all sorts, especially the tj-rannous

infliction of the lash, which young Thompson
witnessed here, engendered in him that burning
indignation to which he continued to give
startling utterance for .several years afterwards
in innumerable speechci and essays againsft

flogging, infinitely to the exasperation ofthose
in authority ; so much so that on the occasion
of the last brevet he alone was the only man en-
titled to promotion who did not receive it,

many unknown, obscure, and much younger
officers having been passed over his head.
There is no other possible way of accounting for

this indignity than by the supposition that his

incessant denmiciations ofthe "cat" at last com-
pelled its almost total abandonment, when the
public mind was inflamed by the proceedihgs
before 3Ir. Wakley on the memorable Hounslow
inquest, a couple of years ago; and hence the
resentment of the magnaniinous myrmidons at

the Horse Guards ; while the object of it was
fortunately in aconditlon to despise it^mof4ll|v
professionally, and pecuniarily.

''

On his liberation from South America he

j

returned to England, where he had the hap-

I

piness of renewing his acquaintance with his

I

father's early friend, Wilberforce, who being

I

then a supporter of the ministry of the day,

j
and consequently possessed of considerable in-

fluence, obtained the disposal of the goViemor-
' ship of Sierra Leone, which .settlement had that
year been ceded by a private company to the
cro%\'n, on the passing of the Negro Eman-
cipation Act. This oflSce VTilberforce prevailed
on Thompson to accept ; and accordingly, having
exchanged to the half-pay, he s&Ucd for the
seat of his most difficult and trying duties, for

the new act had naturally produced a most
decided revolution in affairs on the coast of
Africa, and the governor was determined to
carry out the measure to the letter and in
the spirit intended by the friends of humanity
who had framed it? provisions, llie slave
dealers immediately set al>out tht\arting his

designs, with all the desperation ofmen whose
dearest interests were at Stake ; and at last

they ?o far succeeded tliat they prevailed on
Lord Castlereagh to recall him, Infinitely to the
regret ofthe native population, to whom ho had
endeared liimself by his benevolence, and ob-
tained their rc.-;i)ect ly his conciliatory firm-

ness. But, most fortunately for the cause of

both negro and white man afterwards, he did
come home, escaping unscathed the pestilence

of the most deadly climate in the world (being

almost the only governor of Sierra Leone who
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ever did so), and living to turn his dear-bought

experience there to the advantage of mankind
everywhere. The vices of Toryism as a system

so revolted him, that he at once and for ever

seceded from its supporters in political life,

though many of tliem were his best friends in

private, and also in his i)rofession ; for we next

find him in the army again, first as lieutenant

in the 7th Fusiliers, and then in the 14th

Dragoons,inwhich regimentshe served through-
out the Peninsular campaigns, from 1812 to

1814, being prominently engaged in many of

the most cUishiug exploits of that eventful

epoch. But all this while he was assidtiously

cultivating every moment of leisure he could

obtain, and wrote several contributions on the

science of moral and constitutional govern-

ment, giving expression to the greatest hap-

piness principle of Bentham, though it was
many years before the latter pliilosopher pro-

pounded his well known theory on that sub-

ject, and long before Thompson made liis ac-

quaintance.

Becoming a captain ui the 30th Foot, at the

Peace, he exchanged into the 17th Dragoons,

for the purpose of acquiring the Arabic lan-

guage, that regiment being then actively en-

gaged in the Pindarry campaign; and such

was his proficiency that he was chosen inter-

preter and negotiator with the Wahabees of

the Persian Gulf in 1819-20, the treaty he
concluded with them by direction of Sir W, K.
Grant, being the first public act in which the

slave trade was denominated piracy.

The active part he has taken in putting down
slavery with a strong hand, will account for

his vehement opposition to the withdrawal of

the African squadron, though Cobden and so

many other friends of his general policy are

favourable to that proceeding, on various

grounds, moral and financial. In the cam-
paign just alluded to. Captain Thompson served

with military distinction equal to his civil

honom's, occupying an important post while

the regiment returned to Bombay, whither he
also proceeded in 1821, in which year he like-

wise came to England, by way of the Red Sea,

the overland route across the Desert being then
a very different affair to what iX)or Waghorn
made it subsequently. He was accompanied
iu this journey by his wife and a son, then six

years of age, having mariied, in 1811, the

daughter of the liev. Thomas Baker, of York.
Kis niilitajy promotion now proceeded in tlie

regular routine of seniority, till , the year 1829,

when he obtained an imattached colonelcy of

foot, which he Has retained ever since, the last

brevet having failed to elevate him beyond tliat

grade, for reasons we have already ghinced at.

Shortly after his return from India to this

country began those political labours which he
has since pursued with equal zeal and discre-

tion, saye as regards himself ; for he not only

has uever profited one farthing by what he

has done, but has expended many thousands of
pounds in doing it. Associating himself, first

as contributor, and -aft&i^vai\i>i as joint pi-o-

prietor, with Dr. Bowring and Jeremy Ben-
tham^ in the " Westminster Review," he sup-

plied to the pageis of that then trenchant and
influential quarterly periodical many of those

masterly articles whicli won for it its peculiar

celebrity. Among these Avas the famous
" Catechism of the Coin-laws * — the first

really fatal blow to the bread monoix)lizers

—

a production so utterly exhaustive of the sub-

ject, that it is not too much to say, that not one
argument or illustration of importance has
been added by all the speeches and writings

devoted to the same end, from the first day of

its appearance to the day of tha abolition of

the sliding scale. Cobclen, to his immortal
honour, not only admitted but proclaimed this

the day the League was dissolved at Manches-
ter. The " Catechism " was the source of the

information and of the inspiration of all the

Anti-Corn-law agitators; for it not merely
disposed of all the objections of the Protec-

tionists, but suggested infinitely more than the

acutest of them ever dreamt of, and then

swept them away, one by one, till nothing re-

mained but the monstrous selfishne^^s of the

landlords on the one hand, and the intolerable

hardship to the community on the other. For
the first time in the whole discussion of this

most mystified business, pleasantry and humour 1

were combined with tife severest logic. The
'

people were entertained and instructed at the

same moment ; and the oligai"chs were simul-

taneously covered with derision and defeat, and
had notliing to fall back upon but a law-made
privilege, whose injustice Colonel Thompson
had made palpable to the whole world.

For reasons not necessary to be here stated,

his connexion (as proprietor) with the " West-
minster" ceased in i'836; but he has collected

all his writings in it of most value ; and with

others of his productions in various channels,

issued them in a collected form, in six volumes,

at his OAvn expense, for almost gratuitous gene-

ral circulation, every mechanics' institute in

Great Britain being amongst the recipients of a
copy. Though nevej very anxious for a seat

in Parliament (where he, nevertheless, has made
a most excellent member, both as a debater and
a business man), the liberals in various parts of

the country were naturally anxious to have in

the fvenate the services of so ihvftluahlc a friend I

to the caus^ of human progression. He first I

cam« in for l[us native Hall iij 1 8:^5 , by a small
]

^majority, and hiw^ to withsja^d a most unscru-

^>u'.ous and nijonstrously expensive opposition

in committee, entailing on h.iin an outlay of

some four thousimdjiouuds. He had previously
been very nearly successful at Preston, but was
afterwar«is defeated at Maidstone, I\Iaryleboue,

ManchcBler, Hull again, tind Sunderland, where

the notorious Railway Hudson was his victor;
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indeed, wherever the Colonel has put up, tliere

ihe forces of corruption have been brought to a

fccu3 against hiin — the highest tribute it is pos- ;

siLle he could receive, though it is only fair to
j

his opponents to add, that he is admired and
j

respected by them for his noble private cliarac-
|

ter aad honourable public bearing ; but he has
|

done far too much good to the people not to i

render it easential to the anti-people's party to

circumscribe the sphere of his influence by
lowering his political status to the utmost ex-
tent of their combined and individual means.
He was elected, in 1847 by the electors of Brad-
ford, who, to their own honour, are proud of

their representative—the pride and ornament
of the thorough intellectual independent radi-

cals of England for at least this last quarter of
a century, and likely, we believe and hope, to

be so for many years yet to come.
MVe have in the present instance reached

the lunits assigned to these our Parliamentary
Sketches, and are therefore reluctantly com-
pelled to close this most imj>erfect notice of a
man whose career could not be even faintly

portrayed within infinitely more extended
space than is at our command.

BRADFORD.
His hath been a life of travel,

Viewing cities—studying men ;

Tangled sophisms to unravel
Artful knots t' untie again.

His to dissipate delusion,

Truth to drag from error's den,

And to make deceit's confusion
Plain, as honesty is plain.

.^Bver battling with the oppressed

'Gainst the oppressor, he 5»hall stand,

Blest a.7 generous men are blessed,

Wlio with ready, outstretched hand,

^Vid the weak and raise the lowly
Firm thro' all vicissitude.

His the mission high and holy.

Trusted to the free—the good.

Xot a hair-breadth will he v.ander

When conviction points his way :

Censure scares him not, nor slander,

To t'om back, or halt, or stray
;

Xo temptation can allure him ;

Ask what Liberty commands,

—

In her service you ensure him,

'3Iidst her flrme.«t, foremost bands.

Heady wit and racy diction ;

Illustrations quaint and new

;

Fancy's touch without her fiction ;

Truth adorned, but still most true.

Clan, creed, country, do not narrow
His affections, nor control

;

Straight as flies the archer's arrow,

Straight he speeds him to his goal,

"SVhat's the goal ? Emancipation :

.Slaver>-'s fetters to unbind ;

Liberty for every nation ;

Love and peace for all mankind

!

Eights maintaining—^n•ongs redressing';

I^aw revered and imderstood ;

Sovereignty both blest and blessing ;

Universal brotherhood

!

JOHN WELDON'S HISTORY.
( To be complete.I in Twelve Letters.

J

-•jr,];IiTJiT^ I'.OfiriU T'i r-''"""!^ LeTTER. XI.

Sir,—The best thirfg that could have happened to us at this time was that visit

of Emma'.s father. lie was a man of deep, unpretending piety ; and, ha^-ing suf-

fered much himself, knew how to administer consolation to others. I liad not seen
him till now, and my esteem and affection grew for hini daily. He stayed with us
a week, and we endeavoured to put as much pleasure into the time as circumstances
allowed of. Everything in London was new and mar^•elIous to him ; and Daniel
Carter, who had just then more time at his command than I had, and to whom
London Avj;s almost equally new, took him from place to place, thinking notliing
too much trouble that would amuse or interest him. It was a great relief to
Emma, who would have found it almost impossible to leave home, to know that he
was in such good keeping. I took him down to our great place of business, which
seemed quite astovmding to him. He had no idea of a concern of such vast magtii-
tude. My employers knidly noticed him, and even offered him refreshment. This
was i condesceiLsion and favour from them which touched me very much. The
attention that was .shown wa-s partly for my sake ; the good old man felt it so, and
it gratified him much to find that the husbaml of hi,s daughter Avas thus respected.
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After the good old man had left us, taking Dick with him, Banl'el Carter prcf-

posed to board and lodge with us. He was a man easily pleased, and who, being '

of sober and regular habits, gave little additional trouble. True, the little blind

lad would be with him for the present, but he was a quiet, inoffensive child, and
wordd shortly, we hoped, be got into a blind asyhmi ; nor would either of them
require more tha.n oiu- present temporary quarters could offer them. I had always
liked Carter; I knew his worth, and what an honest, genuine fellow he was, as

unlike our former inmate, Callingham, as light and darkness ; therefore, no objec-

tion existed in my mind towards him, if Emma foiuid none. Carter, therefore, came ;
'

and, about Christmas, Layinia also returned. The poor girl Avas scarred, but, for-

tmiately, not mucli disfigiu'cd ; but, if her person had somewhat suffered, her mind
and character were changed for the better. Emma had often visited her during
her long confinement in the hospital, always taking with her something which
would be a treat to her. Her sole wish now seemed to be to show her gratitude,

and to make amends for the misfortunes she had occasioned us. The death of

little Jolinny was a great grief to her. She had grown, we thought, during her
illness, and her countenance had lost that pert conceitedness which had formerly
been so displeasing to me. Her return was welcome to us all.

1 had not lost much time in presenting the letter which Sir Michael Earraday
had so kindly given me, and the gentleman to whom it was addressed promised to,

take the subject into consideration. But either he did not look upon the idea as

favourably as Sir Michael had done, or he was too much occupied to give it much
thought ; therefore, after calling many times, without being able to see hmi, I felt

timid in troubling him further ; and, though I never doubled of my ultimate sue-

,

cess, particularly after the encouragement I had received from Sir Michael Earra-,

day, 1 thought it best to go labouring on in my own way, although I might do so
^

for years before I brought the plan to bear. And, in part, it was so. Accident,
that great helj)er in so many cases, at length, in the autiunn of 1848, threw me
upon the right track. In a moment I saw that my laboiurs Avere. crowned with
success, and that by means so simple, that it seemed as if I had been. :|iftor^^stupid

than a child not to perceive it long before. But I must not anticipate. | ''./'<

Ift, return to the beginning of 1847. Carter was living with us; Lavinia had
returned ; and the new furniture which I meant to make industriously for our now
house, proceeded but slowly, my spare time and thoughts being devoted anew to che-

mistry. Carter soon fomid employment at the new Houses of Parliament ; got excel-

lent Avages ; and was full of life and spirit. I haA'e not yet mentioned how much
this good, noble-hearted fellow was improA'cd since those uncouth days when he
made his great speech at the Carpenter's Hall, in Manchester. He had given up
public speaking now, and cared comparatively little for Athenaeums and Mechanics'
Institutes. All his thoughts and attention were turned to painting on glass, and
other, so called, Mediaeval arts. He had even purchased, «Qjiif^,,l"ait^e^, gxpeixsive

works on this subject.
i- i - /- -

I had now for some time x^ast been doing the duty of head foreman in our
establishment ; accordingly, Avith the commencement ol this year, my salary Avas

raised a pound a Aveek. The tide Avas tinning Avith us. Emma began again to lay

in a little stock of household linen, and other useful things ; and I, putting aside

chemistry for the present, began industriously to Avork at the furniture, that I

might haA'e A'arious useful articles ready by Lady Day, at AA^hfch tiiiie I Avas deter-i

niined to go into a house of my OAvn. '

i

"'
'_ '.

'I. ., I

I must noAv, INIr. Editor, turn back fof a rnomcnt to reef firit Mt'er, and, Avith a
feeling of melancholy, remind you of that imhappy sister Lucy, Avho had become
an outcftst on the Avorld. The hard judgments against Avhich my AA'ife had so early

comm»enced a Avarfave had, in part, reference to this unfortunate relative. Her
career had been one of folly and crime ; and she had paid the penalty of it. My
Avife and I diflered essentially in one point. She would eA'er endeavour io Avin

back the smner by love and forgiveness, holding that sin of itself punish.es the

sinner more severely than the hardest inflictions of human justice. I, on the con-

trary, stood by the old laAV of A'engeance. I could not pity crime; I A'ould only



unish it. This absolute diffwence in our opinions, as apijlied to my own unhappy
elations, had caused my wife much pain ; and, at length, as by mutual consent,

he subject was dropped between us.

ITiis, Sir, must serve as an introduction to what follows. Some few months
fter Carter had become our inmate, I was sent down to Winchester by my
mployers to overlook some work which we had to do in the Bishop's palace. It

vould occupy us about a fortnight, and as I was desirous of attending service in

he line caihedral there, I arranged with my wife that, mstead of returning on the

niturday as was my custom, I should spend my one Sunday in Winchester for the

'lu-pose I have mentioned. Our work progressed very satisfactorily, but my
ruuquillity was disturbed by an anonymous letter which I received on Friday
norning, bidding me beware of an intimacy, dangerous to my happiness, which
vi\6 growing between my wife and my friend and inmate, Daniel Garter. My first

ecling was indignation against the writer, who dared to insinuate what I believed a
ta.sc lie. I crushed the letter in my hand, and trampled it mider foot like a loath-

omo thing.

Again I looked at it. The handwriting was evidently disguised, but I thought
t boie a resemblance to Callingham's, for he had not yet left his place ; and though
then did not know, of course, how unprincipled a man he was, I believed it the
roduct of his malicious and mischievous heart. Its insinuations I did not credit.

would have pledged my life on Emma's fi lelity to me as a wife, and Carter's as a

hend ; nevertheless, it affected me strangv^ly.

I said to myself, twenty times in the course of the day, " It is a lie—a base lie !" but
till it troubled me, and I at length determined, instead of remaming at Winchester
ls I had intended, to retiu-n home the following evening, and that without any
innoiuicement of my intentions.

It was about eight o'clock, and perfectly dark, Avhen I reached home. Lavinia
>l)cned the door to me ; she had the baby asleep in her arms ; the little room which
ve occupied was dark, and the fire dead out. I was convinced at a glance that my
vife was not in. I suppose that there was something stern and strange in my
nanner. Lavinia looked tcmfied.

** Where is yoiu- mistress ?" said I.

** I don't know," replied Lavinia, in a hesitating manner.
''* Speak, girl !" said I, shaking her by the arm. *• Is she out r"
•' Yes," said she.

"When did she go:"
'« Just after tea."
** And with whom f"
** With Mr. Carter," she replied.
" Then he is not at home either !" I know not what I muttered, for a strange

rage possessed me, Lavinia burst into tears. In this wild outbreak of senseless
oassion on my part, the baby in her arms awoke, terrified by sounds so new, but
my heart had no pity for the little wailing infant.

t From Lavinia I leamt that about six o'clock my -wife had gone out with Carter ;

that he had come home hurriedly ; had changed his clothes, but refused to take ten,

though my wife had ui-ged it ; and then that both went out together, my wife
caiTving -^^'ith her a bundle. She had heard them say that they woidd take an
omnibus at the Royal Oak, and that she had told Ijavinia they pei'haps might not
be back till late, but she was not to sit up for their return, and therefore they had
t^en the latch-key to let themselves in.

There was something strange in this—an evident mystei*y ; and the apparciitTj;*

'

familiar teniis on which they were displeased me. I lit a candle, and seated myself
in the cold and comfortless sitting-room. Lavinia brought in tea, and lelit the
fire

; but I never touched the tea, and the fire again went out. I did not really
believe my wife and friend guilty. I said to myself at least fifty tirnes, " It will
all be explained ; it will ! it will ! I know it wiU !

" Nevertheless, for the first

time in my life, I felt something of the nature of jealousy, and that intense hatred
which accompanies it. I could understand how a man might shoot his rival
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1"

through the heart, even if that rival had been his best friend ; and then suceeede
to this energy of hatred and v-Tath a sense of deep raisen,-, -which almost over

^vhelmed me. Better by far, thought I, that she lay in her grave beside otix

Johnny, than prove herself unworthy. What would death, "what would poverty

b^ to me in comparison to the loss of my v.^le under such circumstances r

'"^.Mr. Editor, how ingenious the human heart is in torturing itself ! But, indeed,|I'''

no living creature can conceive bf the misery thait I theti endiuredi-vshb has not

suffered something like it.
' ':.." v< v ' :;' s;.; : i

; ,
•• •

Soon after ten I heard the latch-key m the door, and my wife and Carter entered.

Lavinia, who had not gone to bed but who had evidently been on the watch, ran

to meet them. She told them that I was come home, adding something about the

, excited state in which I appeared to be.
'^

'^'-'The next moment both Emma and Carter were in the room, both exclaiming, 48i

"vi-ith one voice, on the dark and comfortless state of everything around me. THe
fact, was the candle had never been snuffed, and the fire had again gone out.

Emma, as usual, nished forward to embrace me ; but I fiercely put her back, f&t

their easy manners, and the apparently accordant state of their minds, even as re-

garded the room, still more irritated me. I put my wife back, as I said, fiercelifii

rejecting her offered embrace, and starting up, demanded where she had been.
At once wounded and terrified, Emma burst into tears; ** Oh, John," she said,

** what is come to you ? "^^^lat do you mean r"
'* AVhere have you been r" I demanded, more sternly even than before.

'
'

•* Tell him, Daniel," she said, turning to Carter. " O what can you mean r

** DoTZi'e?/'' repeated I, scornfully, " the devil !" I was struck by her familial

style, for hitherto I had only heard her address him as Mr. Carter.
-^

Carter burst into a peal of laughter. " Weldon," said he, "I did not think you
had been such a fool ! Why, the man's jealous I

" ' '

My -VNife saw that I was in no state for raillery. " Be silent !" she said. to hiii^,

sternly. " And John," continued she, turning to me, "this is a grave matter. Y€«q

are very angrj'. Some strange mistake has got into your head. But never mind.
You ought to have known me better than even to have suspected me ; mdeed yox)

ought! Oh, it is very wrong of you—very AATong ! But this, nevertheless, is

~tr]ie—I have been acting, in one respect, perhaps, contrary to your wishes, for you
are a stern man— stern, sometimes, even to injustice. John, I have been Milb

Lucy ;—she is dead. But for Mr. Carter I should not have seen her in her misery
—nor in her penitence. She is dead now; she can neither sin nor suffer more.
To-morrow she will be buried. Mr. Carter has promised Ruth and me to see hei

laid in a decent grave. Huth it was, John, who first found her out. I could not

let Buth go to her, for it was a horrible place where she was. But she was yoin

sister, John, and she was ?/n*72<?. In death, at least, she had claims onus. I have

been three times to see her ; twice since you were in Winchester, once several

weeks ago. I dared not tell you, because you were so stern and bitter agixinst he^
;

. and I would not that you should forbid me to go. Mr. Carter has been very good.

Bhe'was not in a state to be removed to a hospital ; so he hired a nurse for hey,

even in that miserable den ; and her gratitude was unspeakable. O, John, theie

was good in her, though she was a fallen creature ; but God is often more merciful
than man. Mr. Carter saw her last night ; she was very near death ; but she

prayed once more to see me. I worked very hard yesterday to make a shroud foi

her, that, when dead, she might lie decently, and Ave took it with us to-

night." Emma wept. •' I shall never forget it," contuiued she, " as long as I live

—and even John, if you were still more angry, and continued to be so, wliich ]

know you will not—I should iiever repent what I have done. I arrived in tiine to

see her breathe her last, but she wa^ totally uiiconscioi;^ ; she had been sq the

wfhole day. Thank God, howevex, she is now at rest !
"

, : . ,,

.1 She was silent, and sate doAvn again, overcome by her feelings*. Carter, in the

meantime, had gone out for wood. He returned, and, Avithout a tvord, relit

the fire

Very min

11

?. A complete reaction had taken place in my mind, yet were mv feelings

dnigled ; sclf-fcproached, I strove after self-extenuation.
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' Heaven forgive me I" I exclaimed ;
" I may have made a great fool ot myself,

md behiiveci Ulv.0 a brute to you, Emma—but look there !" audi threw do>yu the

uionj-mous letter Avhich I had reoaived. •-,'':o,Vi i- >'',-t:! .k^z^i .',/;? .yrmffol
Carter read it. " The cursed, cowardly, ba«e slanderer i

*' exclaimea hc^j -"-aptl

rou have bjeen fool enough, "Weldon, to be influenced by this !
" and su sayiuf,- he

rumpled up tht Icttei* as I had done, and then hurling in on the floor, trampled it

iuder foot, uttering at the same time ver^' energetic curses upon the writt^-, be he
svho lie might.: .-,!,,. ,, ;, ,

.. ; -
: ;

'. .... \- ,

Have done wiitK this',/ said Eirmia, comprehending the drift of thn letter, ar^d

jtanding before me in all her womanly uprightness, her whole countenance kuidlirig

with a blush of real modesty. •• And"^now Ustcn, John, for I have a piece of news
;o toll you—very plcasaixt news, Daniel Carter is engaged to lluth. I have wished
t might b(. so uycr since I knew him, and—you need not deny it !—you have dope
he same. It was net settled all, at once ; but, however-, now it is settled. This
was a piece ef good news Avliich I sent you m a letter this morning to Winchester,

)ut yoiU have come away in such a hurry that I am forced to tell it you. And
row," .said she, smiling, let us have no more curses—no more storming and luviu^.

SViake hands at once Ukc good brothers-in-law, that arc to be, and loving friends

that have been I ", . .r.j; ' ^ , ;>;irij'/. : ;

Carter gave his large open palm cordially ; I laid mine upon Jt ^ith right good
will, and the two hands gave a grasp which had the full heart in it. .,; ,'/

Eumia Avent on speaking :
" That's right ! That's what I like to see. An4 now,

John, I have vet more to tell you. Lucj' left a child—a little gii'l. She is but
young—only five—very pretty ; and she is called Joanna. Fallen as the mother
was,,nature was not dead in her heart, and this little forlorn creature was very dear
to her. I have brought her home here ; she has slept two rights under this roof.

It was a very bold ti ing for me to do, unkno\^^l to yoii ; but it's Rutli's wish to

adopt her.' and she will take her home to her when she has a home of her own.
This is the understanding between her and Mr. Carter. (Emma was now precise

in thus ceremoniously speaking of him.) But till then let her remain u'ith us.

She is a pretty child, and her name endears her to me. For my sake you will

consent to it, John I " she said, tenderly taking my hand. " You owe me some hing
for the horrible flight you have justgiv. nme; and you shall pay .me,m.an,act,,of

Christian love—towards one who was once dear to you ! ", '

i.,.,,i, . , a.la— •
t

'

If my wife had asked me to turn Pagan, I think I should liave (ion4 it. '^tTiese

women, Mr. Editor, have wond rful power over us ; they can make us do just wlv^i;

they like, and that, I dare say, you have found out long ago.

Tdc tlrdnqw burned brightly in the giato. Lavinia brouglit in suppeiv and a^l

was right again— at least, outWcirdl)'. But I could not rally my spirits, though I

made a show of doing so. I felt as if I had just escaped some dreadful accident—
as if I had just awoke from some deadly dream, which, though I had discovered to

be only a dream, I could not shake from mv alarmed apprehension.

j' '-"' "' Iain, Sir, vours faithfullv,.
ri7r,ob .5;-.ri yr •

John Wej.dox.
- <; --yAum V.J 'fv,\

ban

:

How ARK You OFF FOji Sqap?—The ori;jpn of this phrase, immortalised by Captain
Miinyatt, in his " I'efer Simple^" baj? b^en tluis explained :

" During tlie war, Avlicn I'orts-

nionth Aras'crowtfedVith naval and mHi'tary officers, tlie latter, in their progress tlirbngh the

(•treef?;, We're acT'o-jfetf by 'jl certain dtiss of the fair sex, •with, " How arc you sodger officer ?**

"Whilst to the bliu-jackets it was stm ply, " How are you, officer?" Tills, in iir«jci-?s of tiirie,

became con'Upted-' such id the mutability of human affairs, forms of salutation, of coun^e, in-

cluded:— to " How are you off for soap?" An answer to this question woiilif, liowever, ac-

cording to rrofcsj^or J^icbig (" Letters on Chemistry ") be no unfair test of the state (jf civiliza-

tion of a community ; that is to say, the quantity of soap consumed by ^ nation would be no
inaccurate roeasui'e whereby to estimate its wealth and civilization.
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EvEEY department of science furnishes the

mind of a diligent observer "with facts which
help to render him more refined and more
sensible of the unison of the works of na-

ture which are continually going on around
him. To some persons, however, all scien-

tific investigations are tedious and unin-
teresting ; some feel no interest in the
progress of science : it matters little to

this class that a new chemical salt is

discovered, that another planet is added to

the list of those already known to be circu-

latmg round the sun ; all these matters are

regarded with apathy The difference be-

tween this class and that of the observers

of science is simply this : that one walks
through the works of creation with his eyes
open, and is continually finding proofs of

design in all he sees ; while the other goes
through the Avorld with closed eyes, and
sees no beauty in anything. These non-
observers lose half the pleasures of life.

One need not be a philosopher to appreciate

the triumphs of science ; it needs only an
inquiring mind to make all scientific reve-

lations interesting. Give us the man who
can find beauty in everything, and not the

one who confines his views to the con-
sideration of himself. To a mind well

tutored there can be no solitude ; to be alone

is only to be surrounded by thoughts which
purify and exalt the mind. The artizan

may understand and love science as well as

the prince ; he will find more pleasure in

studying the laws of science, when once he
has ventured into the path, than in nightly

spending his hours of relaxation in the

smoky tavern or tap-room.
When we reflect on the brilliant path

which science opens for its diligent votaries,

we can only lament that so few should feel

interested in its progress. Let all remem-
ber that Ferguson was a cottager's son,

Herschel a wandering musician, Playfair

a poor man, Stephenson a collier ; and that

these men, by studying various sciences,

have rendered their names known to all the
world, and that those of them now living

mix with the most learned in the kingdom.
A glorious career is thus opened for those
who have the energy and talent for a life of

scientific pursuit; and for those who cannot
spare the time, or lack the ability, it is

enough that they become so far acquainted
with these studies as to be able to derive
instructipn and gratification from the la-

bours of able and talented individuals.

Those who take some slight notice of
science generally, direct their attention to

the consideration of some of the most pro
minent phenomena, and leave many facts

equally interesting, though not so conspi-
cuous, entirely unnoticed. Thus the earth-
quake, the volcano—which work with irre-

sistible fury, and sometimes shake the earth
to its centre—excite the attention of all

;

Avhile the operations of an agent which
works with noiseless, but ceaseless steps-

excite little inquiry. Comparatively few
know anything of the structure, or modus
operandi, of a small animal, which has by
its uninterrupted exertions modified the
form of the tropical seas. The coral
PORMATIONS extend for many hundreds of
miles, both in length and breadth; and all

who calmly consider upon this fact, must
acknowledge that the gigantic works of this

small animal are more wondrous than those
produced by the more speedy and terrible

agent. These, by the tremendous power of

their convulsions appal the senses ; while
the other works so gradually, that years ard

required to show the eff"ect of this con-
tinued labour.

The workers which build the coral forma-
tions are so insignificant in appearance,
that, until the year 1720, they were consi-

dered to belong to the vegetable kingdom.
We are indebted to M. de Peyronnet for

the discovery, that these animals belong to

the polypi tribe ; they are generally named
Zoophytes, or plant animals ; though, by
some naturalists, they have been called

IAthophyies, or stone plants. Many species

are known ; those with which we are best

acquainted are about thirty-eight in number.
They are found of many colours, as white,

black, red, purple, green, yellow, &c. ; the

species best known are the white, red, and
black ; they may be found in The Mediter-
ranean, but much more abundantly in the
Indian Ocean ; indeed, it is in this sea, that
the mighty changes have been wrought by
these diminutive workers.
The general shape of the growing coral

is in the form of a plant, something like a
cauliflower, with a fixed stem and calcareous

subdivided branches, according to an ac-

count of these animals in the Oxford En-
cyclopedia. If a coralline plant be strictly

observed while still growing in the sea, and
the animal be not disturbed, either by the

agitation of the water or by the touch of

the observer, the little polypi will then be

seen in infinite numbers, each issuing from
its cell. In some kinds the head is covered

with a little shell, resembling an umbrella,

the arm spread abroad in order to seize its
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prey, while the hinder part remains attached

to its habitation, whence it never wholly re-

moves. If, in our researches after the na-

ture of these plants, we should break oflF a

branch of the coralline, we shall perceive

that its whole substance, which isjasged
and irregular, is covered by a raucous fluid,

and in almost every part studded with little

jelly-like drops, which, when closely ex-

amined, will be found to be animals of the

polypus kind.
Captain Basil Hall thus describes a coral

reef in the seas around Loo Choo, the zoo-

phytes in these seas belonging chiefly to the

genera asteria;—"The examination of a

cor?.l reef, during the difi'erent stages of

one tide, is particularly interesting : when
tlie sea has left it for some time it becomes
dry, and appears to be a compact rock, ex-

ceedingly hard and ragged; but no sooner

does tlie tide rise again, and the waves
begin to wash over it, than millions of

coral worms protrude from holes in the

surface, which were before invisible. These
animals are of a great variety of shapes
and sizes, and in such numbers that

in a short time the whole surface of the

rock appears to be alive and in motion.
The most common form of the worm at Loo
Choo was that of a star, fiom four to si.x

inches long, which moved about with a

rapid motion in all directions, probably in

search of food. Otlicrs were so sluggi-^h that

they were often mistaken for piece.' of rock
;

these were generally of a dark brown
colour, and from four- to five inches long.

"When the rock was broken near the level of

high water, it was found to be a solid stone,

but if any j^art of it ivcre detached at a level

to which the tide reached every day, it was
discovered to be full of worms, of various
lengths and colours, some being as fine as

threads, and several feet long, generally of

a bright yellow, and sometimes of a blue
colour ; while othei'S resembled snails, and
some were not unlike lobsters and prawns in

shape, but soft, and not above two inches
long.

The red or true coral grows in an cx-

Janded and somewhat flattened form ; the

esh is of the colour of red lead, inclining

towards vcrmillion, soft, slippery, and full

of minute veins. The mouths of this

species consist of eight valves, which rise

up in a conical form ; they have eight claws,

each of which has a double fibre at both edges.
The red cgral is found in the Mediter-

ranean, on the shores of Provence, from
the Cape dc la Courenne to l]jat of St.

Tropcz, about the isles of Majorca and
Minorca, on the south of Sicily, on the
cast of Africa, and about Cape >»egro, in
the Etluopic Ocean.
The black coral is found on the shores of

the Indian Ocean, in the Mediterranean
Sea. It grows in a shrubby form, reaching

the height of about two feet. This species

is covered with grey flesh.

Corals of all species are most abundant
in the equatorial zones, and diminish, both
in number and variety, as we recede from
the tropics. The reefs disappear about
52 dcg. 15 min. north latitude, and 29 deg.

south latitude.

Some ranges of these reefs are very ex-

tensive ; throughout the whole of the Poly-
nesian Islands, a length of three thousand
miles, they are found to exist. One of

these, the Aurora Island, is very remark-
able, being above fifteen hundred feet

above the level of the sea. Captain Wilkes
sounded it at the base of the clift", and found
no bottom with a line nine hundred feet in

length. This island bears conclusive tes-

timony that it has been elevated by an up-
heaving force. The forms of reef vary
greatly, but they have all been classed

under three heads, namely

—

1st. The Atole or Lagoon-shaped Reef.
2nd. The Barrier Keef.
3rd. The Fringing Ileef.

The Atole, or Lagoons, are basins of water
surrounded with coral, thus forming salt-

water lakes in the sea. The interior water
of these lagoons is connected with the
ocean by one or two outlets or channels

;

this is a very common form of reef; the size

of some of these descriptions is enormous,
while others are very small. In the Mal-
dive Archipelago, which is about four hun-
dred and seventy miles long, aixd fifty miles
broad, the largest lagoon is eighty miles by
twenty, numerous channels dividing the
outer ring, these divided parts assuming
the lagoon form. Thus a series of rings, or

atolcs, form one large lagoon. The channels
which lead from tne ocean to the interior

are nearly always on the side least exposed
to the winds ; this circumstance has ren-

dered many of the basins within the reef

safe and commodious harbours, and doubt-
less many mariners owe their lives to this

providential arrangement.
Barrier reefs are like lagoons, with this

excepiion, they inclose land as well as

water— that is, m the interior basin an island

is formed. Some of these are very exten-
sive ; on the western coast ofNew Caledonia
there exists qne above four hundred miles
long, and above forty ijiiles distant fjrom the
shojre.

Flinging jecfs are produced where the
coral animal works close to the shore, and
leaves no water between the ma^s it rears

and the solid land. The island of Mauritius
is of this class.

The strength of various species of coral

diflx'rs very much ; the strongest flourish in
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rough water, others live at different depths,
and the interiors of lagoons are inhabited
by a very delicate species, whiph, ; cannot
bear exposure.
Much discussion has taken, place on the

question as to the manner in which the
atole and barrier reels are formed. Sir

Charles Lyell supposes that every lagoon
is raised on the summit of a submerged
volcano. Many arguments might be
brought to support this hypothesis ; vol-

canic matter has been found in many of the

lagoons, and the reefs are uniformly of a
very great depth immediately outside the

reef, Darwin, however, endeavours to

refute the hypothesis of Lyell. "He says :

*' To escape this most improbable admission,
which implies the existence of submarine
chains of mountains, of almost the same
height, extending over areas of many thou-
sand miles, there is but one alternative-^

namely, the prolonged subsidence of the
fotmdation on which the atoles were pri-

marily based, together with the upward
growth of the reef-constructing coral. On
this view every diiRculty vanishes ; fringing
reefs are thus constructed into atoles the
instant the last pinnacle of land disappears
beneath the ocean." It is very probable that
both these eminent geologists are right

;

many coral reefs being formed on the suni-

mits of mountains which may have subsided
as the coral has grown upwards; while other
reefs may have been formed accoi-ding to

Darwin's hypothesis. It is a well-ascertained
fact that the coral animal cannot live below
a certain depth ; therefore, if we find the
coralline structure beloiv this depth, we
are naturally led to think that the base of the

rock must have subsided ; and if we find the
coral above the level of high water, we
are then convinced that the foundation
must have risen, as the zoophytes can-
not live above the level of high water,
nor can they subsist below the depth of
one hundred and eighty feet.

The method in which coral islands be-
come inhabited is very simple: tlie lagoon
becomes gradually filled up by the labours
of the animals ; the coral at the level of

the water becomes crushed by the action
of the waves ; this detritus is mixed up
with the sand of the" ocean ; sea birds
now begin to alight on the rocks ; sea plants
begin to grow ; then birds from the land
visit it, and deposit seeds; the sea con-
tinually adds to the reef, and a soil is

quickly formed. In these regions a .wild

luxuriance soon springs up ; the birds begin
to warble, and all nature puts on a shining
facte, and rejoices at its handiwork.
The method by which the 6oriiVte^t'ii

formed is open to great'dispute, Soiiiehave
said that the whole masses are onlv excre-

-Jf'^ \M.ii, ^.Xli,!. .'.lUiu

mentary deposits ;'''b'utV as 'Miltier' apily

says, " the formation of coral is one of those

chemical processes in the laboratory of na-
ture which the skill of man has tiot enabled
him either to imitate or comprehend. But
the fact is clear, that huge masses of solid

rock are formed by these diminutive living

agents—sea-workers, toiling and spinning

to the music of the waves—whose construc-

tions are capable of resisting the tremen-
dotxs power of the ocean when niost agitated

by winds and tempests. The coral sub-

stance appears to bear the same relation tq

the insect as the shell of a snail, or aii

oyster^ 4pGS to either of those animals,

without which they can no longer exist

;

and it is upon the death of the animacula
that their separate structures become firmly

knit together by some mysterious cement,,

and serve as a basis for the erection of fresh^

races, which, as they die off, increase the

growth of the firm and solid fabric," ,r

The various species of this animal appear
tobe furnished with minute glands, secreting

gluten, which, upon exudation, convert the'

carbonate of lime in the ocean into a fixed/

concrete substance, twisted into every va-

riety of shape. The rate at which coral reefa

increase is very uncertain, and most prppt

bably the rate of increase varies, owing to,

the difference of species, and to the situa-.

tion in which they are placed. Captain-

Beechey found a reef, in the year 1826, with'

about the same depth of water over it i^

Captain Wallis had found in 1769. Thus,-

in fifty-six years little alteration seems td^

have taken place. It must, however, be.

.stated that this reef is situate off Point
Venus, in Otaheite, and is consequently
acted upon by fresh Avater from the inlan^
rivers flowing into the sea at this place. It-

is well known that the coral-builders havfe*^

a great aversion to fresh or even brackish'

water. Thus we can form no estimate ofl^

the growth of reef from this instance*!

Darwin says that Keeling atole has beeHj
greatly increased within a moderate period^.

Matilda atole has, in thirty-four years, beeii. i

changed from a reef of rocks to a lagoon
fourteen miles in length, with one of itS^

sides covered with high trees, Experi-^-

ments have been made to ascertain th

rapidity of the coral growth, ar.d, in one'

instance^ in twenty months a mass of coral/

two feet tliick was deposited on the copper,,

bottom of a vessel. The coral-fishers of the,,

straits of Mbssina calculate that this animal
requires ten yeats to attain its full growth.'

Many places passed over by Captain Cook
in his voyages have long been dry reefs.

Thus we see that, although we can find no''

correct and certain facts which prove the;

rate of increase, we see enough to convince

us that they are continually progressing

;



nc jrare lives and-dics, and then unot^r
race forms ^jfs wonderful structure on its

ancestors' tomb.
The cpral animals seem to derive their

fuod Ircnn the aniraalcula. which live in the
jccan. ^lany people gain a livelihood by
gathering the coral rock. The fisheries ex
rend over tlie Persian Gulf towards the
Biibtiou of T'Vr.iice, the lied Sea, around
Majorca and Minorca, Corsica, the coasts of
Provence and Catalonia.
We have now seen the great results which

"ow from the labours of an apparently in-

iguiftcant animal, and we may well apply
the lessQj^,yyhich. is jead to us :

—
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The smallest BT:G^y^'lNGs "will end
IN LA.RGB RESULTS, IF WE WORE WITH
PATIENCE AND PBKSE\'XRA.j;CB,

Wehaveseen^^ioeqa olijodob o^i s v
'(-. ii.i.f!i;'j -J. ,"'

" Tl»e living Lill ascend
The mausoleum of its architects,

F=till i\yia^ upwards as their labours closed
;

Slime the material, iHit the slime wa? turned
To adamant, Ly their petrifying touch;
Frail were their frames, ephemeral their live?.

Their masonry imperishable. All
Life's needful functions—food, exertion, rest-
By nice economy of I'rovidencc,

Were overruled to carry on the process,

AYbich out of water brought the soiid roclc."—Milne R.

HINTS OX HEALTH.
'jC:

MEANS OF IMPROVING THE VENTILATION 'OF WORKSHOPS
AND DWELLINGS.

ExTERiENCE has shewn that many of the diseases which afflict the population of this

country arise from bad ventilation, and from retaining near the abodes of the livinj^

corrupting and putrefying substances. No provision has been made in our dwellings,

5hops, or warerooras, for the admission of fresh air. This evil is not confined to any
one class. If a stranger c:oes into a west-end drawing-room on any evening when the
lady is at home, he will find the truth of this remark. The room is loaded with per-

fume, and brilliant with artificial light. The world has been ransacked to ornamerit
the walls and ceih'ngs, and to deck out the persons of those wlio throng it; but that

ivhich is cheapest and best—that which gives to the cheek its colour, to the eye its

brightness, to the form its vigour, is as carefully excluded as if it were one of the
direst enemies of man. No care is taken to admit the fresh air of heaven. The
risitors on such an occasion retire, perhaps, without reflecting, that for some hours
they have been breathing a poisoned atmosphere ; and that the following day will

bring the legitimate results— drowsiness, aching head, and nausea.

A great evil arises from carefully excluding the air, by shutting the doors and
tvindows at all times. The following diagram will describe an ordinary living or
sleeping room. The letters/ a show the foul air. It will be seen that the

)Dly means of procuring a supply of air is through the door A, when open, ^
)T through its crevices when
hut, which passes on, and up
he chimney, as sh.own by the

irrows. All the upper part re-

:eives the bad air, and, as there

spo motion, itremains in astag-4^
i4nt state. In such a room,
he only chance cf getting fresh

\\x is by sitting on the ground.
Ihisissupposing that the window
-vill not open, or, what is the
•ame thing in effect, that it is

ever openqd. A very excellent

meiihs of changing the air of a room is that of using the door as ^ fan, opening and
shutting it many times rather ranidlv.

^1 A fire-place is an admirable ventilator, as the smoke and warm air rushing up the
^1 chimney draw away witb them all the bad air that comes within the scope of their influ-

<nce. It is imiyossible to counteract all the defects of construction, by any means
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that art can suggest; but a great improvement may be effected, and by very simple
means,. Tlfe .following diagram represents the^ame room, with a ventilator in-

z\ ^ serted. in the door, and an-
other in the window. By this

means, two or three currents

of air are established, and the

whole of the lower part of the

room, is kept free from foul

air. The letters c v represent

one of Dr. Arnott's ventila-

tors, when open ; the arrows
show the currents of air, and
the ventilator, a, and string

fixed in the door, the means
by which air is admitted.

Dr. Reid says, that every
individual requires ten cubic

feet of air—a quantity double the bulk of the human body—every minute. A simple

experiment will prove that a fire-place is a good ventilator. Place a candle on the floor,

between the door and the fire-place, and the flame will be biown towards the latter.

A ventilator is a very simple matter, and may be obtained at a very trifling cost.

The following diagrams show two views of one made by Mr. Daw, when closed and
when opened. By
means of the string,

the flap or valve

may be raised or

lowered. To place

this it is only ncr

cessary to remove
a few bricks. The
arrows indicate the

passage for the air

when the ventilator

is open.

The following diagram shows Dr. Arnott's ventilator ; the door of which is so

balanced, that it opens without assistance when there is a quantity of heated air at

the top of the room, and closes on a pressure of smoke rushing against it on the

other side. The second diagram shows a window or door ventilator, when open.

The arrows indicate the passages for the air. The sloping front is of glass. It may
be easily shut ; and is so arranged, that the air does not rush in rapidly in a current,

but gradually, and thus a supply is kept up, without creating objectionable draughts.

A hi the first of the follov. ing diagrams shows the ball by which the balance is adjusted.

^^^^^2^

froiJof")Ij
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A cheaper mode of admitting fVesh air triay be adopted, that of removing a pane of

;ln«!s from the window, cr a panel I'rom the upper part of the door.

Bed-rooms may be improved by the same means. Many persons block up the

_ re-place, with the view of keeping out the cold. This is objectionable, as it destroys

an important means of ventilation. On rising in the morning the doors and windows
ought to be opened. It is injurious to sleep in a bed closely surrounded by curtains.

In fact, French bedsteads, without any curtains, are much better than four-post, or

carap bedsteads. Some bed-rooms are without fire-places, but wherever there is

one, a fire should be lighted occasionally, both for the purposes of warmth and
entilation.

Reference ha«j been made to the corruption of the air by gas, candles, and lamps.

Side-shops, work-shops, and work-rooms are often rendered very unwholesome from

this cause in particular. It not only injures the health of the parties, but destroys

the goods. The following diagram shovvs Faraday's gas ventilator. It is suitable

for sitting-rooms or shops. It prevents the dispersion of consumed air, i.e., the air

which has been deprived of its oxygen by combustion. The air enters on the left,

as shown by the arrow, and passes off down the pipe, f ap, which may be called the

foul-air pipe, ar.d which passes into the chimney, or outside the door
\ g p\% the gas-

pipe.

f

The diagram on the right shows another means of taking off the bad air. The
bell-mouthed tubes fixed over each other take the air which runs into them, as in-

dii-ated by the arrov.s, and passes away by a tube that passes outside of the building.

Many improvements will suggest themselves to the working man. The whole
subject is one of great moment, and is, as yet, but very imperfectly understood by
any class. If a man is determined, he may effect great changes in his dwelling, con-
ducive to his own comfort and that of his family. He will be met with slight diffi-

cahies, which knowledge and patience can alone overcome. Nothing worth
having has ever been purchased but by labour ; and surely, when we see the devotion
witli which many of the industrious classes follow pursuits of much less importance,
we arc not expecting tpo much that they will expend some time and industry in at-

tempting to secure the inestimable blessing of health.
;

A >lAN or ms Word.— Dr. .Tohnpon has represented one of the early dukos of Devonshire
ftp 5iO etrictly faithful to liis wortl, that "if lie had promised you, an acom, and none had grown
that year in his woods, he would not have contented Iiimself with tliut excuse, lie would have
M;nt to Denmark for it. ^o unconditional was he in his word, so high as to the i»oiut of
honour,"



cU^2 TUBiWCyXJtWiG MA^f'Si FEIJiND,

itiVENltE CABINET,

*'''^!Dl'. Jolinsbn siaj^'this word is ingciiidxittj-

ftednced by Mirishew from the Gcriiifiu phrase,
*^ kdbt irk rff/sAl"'— have yoni this? While
others derive it from the berdash, or neck-

<li-e-is, tv'liich Avas at one time so much in

I'asiiion in England as to cause those who sold

it to be distinguished by the name of " her-

dashers" It would be difficult now to detcr»

mine which party was correct ; but we learn

from iwclent clironiclers that^ however these

traders obtained their distinctive appellation,

.ihey hy no lueans confined their commerce to

,'the sale of one article. In the reign of lidward
the Fourth there were but twelve of these

"berdasiier.*, or haberdashers, in London ; but,

in less than one century afterwards, the whole
street, from "Westniinster to Charing-cross, was
inhabited by them ; and from the inventories

of their Wares, which have been preserved, we
find that their ehops contained almost as great

a variety of"" rich and rare " tritles, as are to be
found iu the jireseiit day in the gorgeous ware-
iiooms of their tasteful successors. Amongst
the articles mentioned are, " gloves from
France and Spain," " kerseys ofFlanders dye,"
*' frigado from Paris," " spurs and cai>s from-

girdlcs from Spain brooches,Milan,"

daggers, swords, knives, glasses, painted
cruises, dials, tables, balls, iiikhonis, tooth-

silk buttons, earthenware pots,

salt-cellars, spoons, and tbi

\Ac'ks, puppet
hawk's-bells.

dishes."

THi: X.IBKAUY.

In tlie library of Trinity College, Cambridge,
there is an old book carefully preserved, cnti- I

tied " The Canterbury Book," wliich contains,
j

amongst other curious things, a catalogue and
j

description of all the volumes belonging to the i

first Christian church in that city, collected by
j

its founder, Augustine, in the year 5D7. The '

first mentioned is " The Gregorian Bible in two
volumes, with the title of the Book of Genesis
written in red letters, both volumes contaiiilng

several purple and rose-coloured leaves inserted

at the beginning of each book."

-'
f fibfe1^,'iTihife#o^ki)h'' -me-Wti/nHn rnd<r-

standing," observed t '**'Tho.«c'who have i-cad

everything are thought' tb uiVdei-stand every-

thing too ; but it is not always so. Reading
furtiislves themind onlyAvith ttiaterials of know-
ledge ; it is tliinking makes wliat we read ours.

TVe are of the l^lminating kind, and it is not
enough to cram ourselves with a great load of

collections ; miless we eliew them o\"er again,

they will not give lis 'slr6rigth "an#;ii6!irish-

" If I were to pray for a taste," remarked
Sir John Herschel, " Whfch would stand me in

stead, under every variety of circumstance, and
be a source of happiness and cheerfulness to

me through life, and a shield against its ills,

however tilings may go amiss and the world
frown upon me,' it would be a taste for reading.

I speak of it, of course, only as a worldly ad-

vantage, and not, in the sLghtest degree, as

superseding, or derogating from, the liigher

ofhces, and surer and stronger panoply of re-

ligious principles ; but jjs a taste, an instru-

ment, and a mode of pleasurable gi-atificatiun.

Give a man this taste, and the means of grati-

fying it, and you can hardly fail of making a
happy man, unless, indeed, you put in his

haiids a perverse selection of books. You
l)lace him in contact 'with the best society in

every period of histor>' ; with the wisest, witti-

est ; with the tendere^st, the bravest, and the

i purest characters Viho have adorned humanity
nations, a con

world has been
created for him."

" How I pity those," said iladame de Genlis,
" who have no love of reading, of study, or of

the flue arts. I have passed my youth amidst
amusements, and in the most brilliant society ;

but I can assert with perfect truth, that I have
never tasted pdea?nix}s j=o true as those I have
found in the study of books, in writing, or in

music. The daj's that succeed brilliant enter-

tainments are always melancholy, but those

which follow days of study are delicious ; we
have gained somethiu^» we have acquired some

j
You make him a deiii^gu of all

I
temporary of all ,ag^9.'j^,^.'pie \i

2. " A Psalter, called the Psalti?r ofAu^us- , new kiiowledge, and we recall the past day, not
tine, from having been prescntied'tb Wnl by . ^^ly ^vithout ditgust
Gregory." '•'

-

n. " A book of the four Go<:pelfe."

I

wily without ditgust and witliout regret, but

; with consiuumate satisfaction."

A .
" ApocryjDhal lives of the Apostles."

S. " A book of :\r:irtyrology."

(>. " A Psalter, ornamented ^vitii ajuijnati^e
painting of Samuel." ..,.jj ,.,f-

,;, .
,'

7. "An Exposition of the Gospels and Epis-
tles."

'i'he catalogue closes with the remark :

—

" These are the foundation, or beginning, uf the
Jibrary of the whole En^l:s)i clijirph."

HANDBILLS.
Handbills owe their oilgin to the ancient

custom of painting one i>art of the city walls

white, for the purpose of Ascribing on them,

in red chalk, whatevier either the Government
or private individuals wisshed to have made
generally km>\\ii. Every evening these places

\vere vif^ited by tlie citizens lor the like pur-

pose, as we MOW iCso)t JQ jCoflVe and reading-
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SOr.KCISM.

The chief city of Cilicia was folmetly fcklled

Soli, or Solae ; it i^ the same which in after

:i<jo3 was known as rorai^eiopolis, liaving been

i-fbuilt by I'oinpcy, alter it was dcstroyecV by
fi^iranci. This city wa-s founded by isolon, yu
Ills rL-turn from t^ie court of Caes^^;, and
peopk'ci by a coiony of the Atheuiaus. ^Vft(^"

some tijup it. wax observed that tUtise quitp

lost the puvity pf tlieir lawgvioge, by con-

versing witli the barbariaiiii, and became at

length so remarkable for their mde pronuuciar

lion, and uncoutli exprcs.sioiis, that the word
" solecisitt " was invented, as synonymous with
impropriety of speech and unlitne^s of language.

n-jn I '

'

Tli/(^ vv^-oQidiju tablets ou wlv^ittim. Grt'^kn

wrote, tlieii'lavv.^ ^\ere fastened together at one
end ; and as they were large, and roughly
liewn, they had much the appearance of the
trunk of a tree, cut into planks ; they were
tlierefore called " codex," wluch means " stump
of a tree," or " part of a txunk," and hence
originated ouivtenuj ''tQQrto^jL lu .

;;: !i, CEBPMOSY. ; ' :,

WH«i, Brennm contpiered the Roiuana on
thi^:l>9nk9:jp£:the AiUa. the inhabitants fled

{from the^ c^^^y, and, with the ix-st, the vestal

1 vh-ginsi 'whi> took refuge in Caeri, a city of

I

Uetruria. Here, being treated with mucli

kindueaa,, and alloucd tp pcribrm all the lusual

I

rites of tlfpir.worsliip uumole.sted and uuques-

i

tione4, ^liif!^ resolved on distinguishing the.>KJ

!
foi7i>j5 for the .^future by tJie wortl. "c?erimo-

I Dic."'^" 9r ";<:;(;^,Qwon;ijs," i^wd^T .^9 perpetuate

I

for i?.yer,tli<j rqmembnvpcp of the Ifiin^^iess a^d
ar^te^itiou shQwu.tl^emby.strangf^rSf ^^ j. .,„(";.

i%i ' lo yxiiiiii 'iH y -'. i--'} -*.l:i'2,i'niiih od ol ii
'

t))ob ot v/on ii^vKftcVofiAtifjVJ^ " v<vAv.j>Vv

The word encyiilrtpa^dia, o^ cyclopaidia, is

derived ft'onV the Greclc, and meant simiily
'^ the whole cii"cle cf kn6wlcd.^e." Andrev/
Matthew AcqTtaviva, rrilice of Tcrancl, fii'.?t

'cbnceifed the idea of ;m encyclopicila, auld

Ephrailn Chaoibers rmblijjhed the |lr:;t lii

liritaift;''""'^
''' .^"^iiiMii^'^^^i ^^' .^^^''-^:i;--^

TOVl^T^A CLOSS. UjPON A TUJISC!.

,
By thid e?cprt'Sj!ion. we understand putting a

favourable construction, or intorin'otatjon, on
some doubtful circumstance. It had its origin

ill a c^ngle Greek word, signifying " gloss,"

wliich ineant to put one written word to ex-
plain another. Larger expositioius and <"om-

mentfiries were uftcrwanl!*, ivonx the same
v.-ord, termed;'* glossaries." ,i,:,. lUi ,oui--ii

Yir. Ill luq iJ0'( ,im-.

ji. [ .^Jooif 'to at)i

vJni'Xjfl Jg'jd 9dt ff'

UlU'liTHE JACKET EST THE TrvEE.:,,};,^
By John "Woons, Wagon builder, Weducsburyii >.-)Uin) ah

f7. i.o.iv/ '.r(t dij^pj.^,^
^^^ ^j^^ tgtj^j.,^, j^^j,^.^ }^j^„gg ,,p .,^ yp^ tree;

'^^f;'-'

^|''' -^^-m"^'
,

ItAvas left therein infancy's rambles by nic;
-udl-jv-na-i ,-U'.«>- .-i//i.:i

,
As r view it, it tells me a tale of the pa.'^t,

^ ^ftiliu

,/f

Of mnoccnt joys much too })lissful to last ; inAnmJ. itht

!And it tells me, likewise, of that dreamy time, U.' > /iinhT "ta v-ir.idi! nii r.<.

J
,,"\Vhen the bound ofmy world was the sounii of thetihiralwJ bio na ki yi-idf

, /bu I., i.j '.'-Ir'' iWith that old tatter'd jacket that hattgs in 1?he ti^ee;''
'.'"5^ ''^i"'"']^f^J

'' ^""'^

iiK dnjoY y.n

I'"' Jofiilli'C'l

.1;//

'.dt no gnidrc

The forms of the dead i-e-appear unto me ; ^ ^ , r r r* tl t

Tlie grave seems to opeu—time backwftrdji 16 roltj" "/ \'^

J'
And I roam with my playmates by streamlet and kn6tl':^'^''V^

"''

Once more in our games, we arc happy iqid freCj ,' ,? ,.'".^f

Jievived by the jacket that hangs in the tree, '"Vf"^
"' ^ '

'' ''"'

Thou old tatter'd Jacket, hanging high in tUfc tree,

A sou' -stirring sermon thou i>reachest to me-^ 1

Of childhood's sweet voices, in chorus of praise

;

Of calm, sinless nights, and free, blfimeless dayp
;, ^

Of an innocent band round a mother's knc(J,-7-^^,.jy
,.y.^,

Old jacket, though silent, thou speakest to me

My old tatter'd jacket that still clings't to tluc;trce,,ii 1

A world-wearied wanderer weeps beside thee ; ,1.
(,, j^,,^jj j,,^i

I'^or conscience reminds him of passion and strife, , , ,, V , .

iVnd injemory shows ban a sad mis-spent life; 1

,
JIo is oldpr, moix) wisevrhot ."^o h:}ppy And ft'ec—^ '

''"* .''>Jl^'«-/

As when wearing the jacket that hangs in the tree.
h-miu:" U)

Then cling, little jeket, i-fill clhig 16 tlietr6o.

For thi.«i spot from henceforth sliall be sacred tome;
And oft I'll revisit thy hallowing slu'inc,' "' -'"

Whei-e the Great Spirit spoke tb thJh'<*ii}Mt of mffte;

And when world-storms encompass me, flither I'll Act,'

And renew my lost strength at the foot of the tree.

1 /ill •
.

: b:r/ m Ii

! jlqimj ii

"linifi^isd

A
J
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DIGGINGS.

•q>.

"small, but g

The eye of the master does more work
than both his hands.
^'Sdbrn to do a mean action.

^Sorrow, carried to excess, destroys both
J? ' the mind and the body.
^'' He Avho swims in sin Tvill sink in sorrow.
'/'''' In youth and strength think of age and
^^pfM'feakness.

Pil .,/Mock no man in his misfortunes.
/!); '^ Memory is the treasurer of the mind.

In every material action of your life con-
sider well its probable result.

,_, Let nothing be lost that it is possible to
find by a diligent search.

lOiiiuA- good tale is often spoiled in the telling.

r^- V'Givility is a kind of charm that attracts
"J the love of all men.

'

'
Fortune is constant in nothing but incon-

J,:
s*ancy.

./ Callous heiarts that are insensible to

others' misery/, aw.' susceptible of no true
delight. , ^!f,v.•:-

-f .; ^•Ji.iclge not of men or things at first sight.
'^^ ^. ,Jealousy begetteth revenge; revenge

iiourisheth jealousy,

L . Suspect a talebearer, and trust him not.
-{j;.; tUsurp not the privileges of another.
•"iw Unskilful workmen quarrel Mith their

^'

"tools.

Without innocence beauty is unlovely,
and quality contemptible.

Pride ia a beauty is like a flaw in a dia-
mond.

OLDEN-, OnATX.S.

i
He Avho says what he likes will be su

i to hear what he does not like.

I

Fortitude without wisdom is but I'as

iness.

I Empty vessels make the greatest sourtt

I

Converse so as to please others, not
' order to please yourself.

I
Some do first, think aftetwar'ds^ and

pe?it for ever.

Diligence is the mother Of Sttcces.S'.

Cool heads invent systems, warm hdft!

embrace them.
Good men's cars are always open to p

men's prayers.

Many men are wits in jest who are f0

in earnest.

Mend your manfters, and that will m^
your fortune.

Popular pleasure is like a bubble ;j^
blown up, and soon bursts.

Power discovers the real dispositiott*:

man. • i
•:

Speak well of yourfii'end'i;Of your enjfc

say nothing. ^^. '^' '^

Unsatisfactory results art erer the c

sequence of imperfect plans.

Sobriety, temperance, and tranqiiill

are Nature's best physicians.

Defile not your niouth with impure wtJif

Business is the salt of life.

Affectation is at best a deformity.

Courage without conduct is like ai»

without ballast.

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

'l^nxJBARiJ Jam.—Take any quantity of rhubarb
you please, choosing the finest and most perfect

stems, peel off ths thin outside skin, cut the stem
Into small pieces, and put them into a preserving
pan, or stone jar, with a reii/ Utile water; jusl

tiioiigh to keep .it from burning. Boil tliis to a
pulp, stirring and beating ii utll with a wooden
spoon. Pass the pulp through a tolerablj' fine

cullender, and put it back into the pan, or jar, add-
ing three-quarters of a pound of powdered loaf-

sugar to every pint of pulp. Let tliis boil for half

an hour. I'ut it into preserve-pots, and, when
cold, sift some powdered loaf-sugar over the top,

and tic it closely down with bladder, or thin gulta
percha. This is a cheap and useful preparation.

GiBLET Pie.—Take the giblets of two sfcese or
ducks, clean thcni thoroughly, scalding- the
feathery parts and the claws, that they may part
more readily witli their feathers and skin. Stew
thejn with a small quantity of water, onion,
pepper, and salt, and a little sage, till nearly
(lone enough. Then set them by to cool. Lay a
beef steak, or a mutton chop or two, at the bottom
el your dish, then tho giblets, and, if you please, a

few potatoes sliced on the top. Put on a
made according to directions given in V
page 121. Jjakc it till the crust is well done, j
in a poition of the gravy, reserving the rest§
put in when the pie is cut open.

;

Knuckle of Veal.—Have the knuckia
,

chopped. Cut off some of the meat in lumps.
a knuckle weighing three orfour pounds put as nr

quarts of water, and as many small teacups fu

broken rice. Coil for two hours. Add onion,
and pepper, to taste. A few grair.s of Cixyenne

be an improvement. Some persons add a rash
two of bacon.
To Remove Discoloration occasionei

BnuiSES, &c.—Should the eye, nr any other j

be blackened by a fall, a blow, or running ag

any hard sub£tance, apply a cloth rung out of

warnr water, and renew it initil the pain cc;

The moisture and heat liquitics the blood, and s

it back to its proper cliannel. Use warm wate
hot, but never cold water, to a bruise. "We

this from an American paper. The editor adds-

doctor would charge a dollar for this advice, bu

give it gratis.'"'
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WEEICZ.Y CALENDAR.

MAY 26th to MAY 31st.

May 26.—Trinity SuNDAV.—This is the Jay set

apart for the celebration of " the Mystery of the

Holy Trinity." Stephen, Bishop of Lieg^e, first

drew up an olfice for this purpose, about the year
9;^ ; but the festival was not formally admitted
ipto theUomish Church till the fourteenth cen-
tury, under the pontificate of John xxii.

Constant twilight now commences in the lati-

tude cf London, and continues till the 18lh of

July.
May 26, 607, died Austin, the first Archbishop

of Canterbury. He tras originally a monk at

Rome. About the year r)9(), he was sent by Gre-
gory L, at the head cf forty other monks, to con-
vert the English to Christianity. Tliey were very
•uccessful, and, among others, King Ethelbert
himself became a convert.
May 26, 73o, died, of lingering consumption,

Sfide, the Fenerable. He was a singular pheno-
menon in that ignorant and illiterate age. His
learning was extensive, his application incredible,
and his piety exemplar)-. He published a valuable
ecclesiastical history, and other works, the last of
which was a translation of the Gospel of John
into the Saxon. His scribe said to him, •' There
1%: now, master, but one sentence \»*:»tiug."

Bede said, " Write quick ;" and when the young
man said, " It is now done," the venerable sage
replied, "It it now done;" and soon after ex-
pired, in the act of prayer, on the floor of his cell.

. May 26, IHii, died Capel Lofft, an admired
poet, and the friend of iilouoitield ; a distin-
guished writer in the law depaitment, as well as

1~in defence of liberty, and au amiable and bene-
volent man.
May 27, Tar.viTY Monday.—On this day the

brethren of the Trinity-house, according to their
charter, meet annually, in their hospital for de-
cayed sea-commanders and their widows, at Dept-
ford, to choose and swear in a master, wardens,
and other officers, for the year ensuing. The
importance of this institution to the naval in-
terests of this countrj', and the active duties
required of its members, are of great magnitude,
and hence the master has usually been a noble-
man of distinguished rank and statesman-like
qualities, and his associates are always expe-
lieoced naval ofiicers. A fair is usually held in

lieptford in connexion M'ith this annual vi^it of
the bretlu-en.

May 27, 15Cl,dif;d at Geneva, in the fifty-ilfth

year of his age, John Calviu, the celebrated re-
former. He was born at Noyon, in Picavdy. He
early renounced Popery, and juined the ranks of
tb^e reformers; and, by his learning, eloquence,
piety, and zra', rendered great service to tbe
cause, both from the pulpit and the press. He
was, notwithstanding, somewhat gloomy and ob-

> Btlnate, and the tone and Inngnage of most of his

controversies were generally har&h, bitter, and
Contemptuous.
May 27, 1679, the Habeas Corpus Act was

passed. This is the subject's JFrit of liight, in
ises where he is aggrieved by illegal iniprison-
iient; and, for the personal liberty ot individuals,
ihe Habeas Corpus Act is next in importance to
Magna Charta. So long as this statute remains,
no subject of England can long be detained in
I'rigon, except ja those ca$?8 in which the law

i

requires and justifies such detainer; and, lest

tliis Act should be evaded by demanding unrea-
sonable bail, or sureties, for the prisoner's ap-
pearance, it is declared, by a subsequent Act,
that excessive bail shall not be required. The
Habeas Corpus Act can ouly be suspended (and
that for a short and limittd time) by the Parlia-

ment, in cases of extreme emergency; during
which suspension, suspected persons may be im-
prisoned, without assigning any reason for its

being done. In such cases, the nation parts with
a portion of its liberty for a time, in order, as it

is presumed, to preserve the whole for ever.

May 27, 181'.). the Legislative Assembly of the
French Republic, consisting of 7J0 members, held
its first sitiing.

^lay 28, 1516, Cardinal Beaton, " the Bonner
of Scotland," wat assassinated in the castle of St.

AndreAv's. The immediate cause of tliis murder
was his severity to the Reformers, and particu-
larly the barbarous and illegal execution o( the
famous Georg^e Wishart, whom tbe Cardinal con-
demned to tbe flames, alive, for heresy; and he
exultingly beheld from his own Avindow the dis-

mal spectacle of Wishart's sufferings and death.

May 2i, llo'J, JFilUain Filt Avas born. He Avas

introduced into Parliament at an early age. At
tlie age of twtn!y-three he became Chancellor of

the Exchequer, and, Avhen only twenty-four years

of age, he became Prime MiniBter, He acquired
great popularity by his eloquent advocacy of par-
liamentary and financial reform. He Avas, upon
the whole, a minister of commanding poweis, and
still loftier pretensions. He lived in extraordinary
times, and had to act nnder very peculiar circum-
stances. In higher points he seems to have been
more the man of expediency than of principle.

As a financier he Avas expert in practice rather
than scientifically grounded ; Avhile the Avaste and
profusion of his Avarlike expenditure Avere ex-
treme, and Avill long be felt in their consequences.
Though love of poAver Avas certainly his ruling
passion, he Avas altogether above the meanness of

avarice, and his personal disinterestedness Avas

extreme.
May 28, 1839, died at Geneva, in the 51st j-ear

of his age. Sir Humphrey Danj. This distin-

tinguished philosopher, avUo did so much to en-
large the bounds of chemical science, applying it

with success to various trades and manufactures,
was a native of Penzance, in CornAvall. He was
knighted in 1812, and afterwards created a ba-
ronet, and elected President of the llojal Socjety.

His conception was clear and vivid, hu imagina-
tion fertile and inventive, and his eloquence
fervid and forceful. He submitted conjectural
an.ilogits to close and patient comparison Avith

knoAvn facts, and tried them by an appeal to in-

genious and conclusive experiments; and most
important and beneficial Avcre tbe results.

May 29, 1660, Charles II. was brought back to

England, and restored to the throne of his ances-
tors ; hence this day is called Resloralion dat/.

It is still celebrated in some parts of England
with ceremonies ; and some persons wear oak
leaves and oak apples gilt on tliis day, and affix

oak boughs to Uieir doors, to Gommemorate the
concealment of Charles in an oak tree, after \n%

defeat at the batUe of "Worcester, Sep. ?, 1651.

. iijiii ,il4ilj lUo.. :^
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May 30, 1431, Joan r.f Arc, " the Maid of Or-
leans," was burnt. Slie %v;is servant in a small
country inn, on the borders of Lorrrane. Fancj'-
ing that she saw visions and heard voices exhort-
in<» her to re-estsblish the throne of France, and
to expel the foreign invaders, she proposed to

Charles to raise the sieg^e of Orleans, and conduct
him to Eheims, to be crowned. Believing her to
be in-pircd, troop? were placed at her command,
the English w^re dismayed, and she obtained vic-

tory after victory. She was, at length, worsted in

light, and taken prisoner. She was tried for

sorcery, impiety, idolatry and magic. She was
found guilty, and condemned to perpetual im-
prisonment, and to be fed on bread and water.
Afterwards this sentence was revoked, and she
"was condemned to be burnt in the market-place
of Kouen, which infamous sentence was accord-
ingly executed.
May 30, 1640, died Sir Peter Paul Ruhens, the

most celebrated painter of the Flemish school.
His great characteristics as a painter are freedom,
animation, and striking brilliancy and disposition

of colouring. His works are numerous, and are
found in churches, palaces, and galleries throughout
Europe. His universal aptitude rendered no branch
of the art uncultivated by him, so that the amateurs
of history, landscape, portrait, and even common
life, have all a motive for possessing some of his

works. The number of engravings from his designs
exceed three hundred. His chief work is generally
considered to be the " Descent from the Cross," at
Jintwerp.
May 30, 1654, Christina, Queen of Sweden, re-

signed her crown, and retired to private life.

Upon her abdication she caused a mtjdal to be
struck, with this legend—"Parnassus is worth,
more than a throne."
May .30, 1744, died, at the age of fifty-six, Alexan-

der Pope, a celebrated Enghsh poet. No English
writer isas carried farther correctness of versifica-

tion, splendour of diction, and the truly poetical art
of vivifying and ailorniiig every subject that he
touched. In bis character he was somewhat vain
and irascible, though not incapable of generous
and elevated sentinients ; and was as firm in his

attachments as implacable in his dishkes.

Mav 30, 1778, died, in the 8jth year of his age
M. F. A. FoUaire, the most celebrated literary

character of his a?e. He was bom at Chateny,
near Paris, in 1694. His writings, on almost
every subject, amount to seventy one octaTa
volumes. His works display a most remarkable
talent for wit and raillery ; but having spent the

early part of his life amongst tlie most dissipated,

during a very sensual and corrupt period, im-
morality and licentiousness pervaded his manner*,
conduct, and, not unfrequentlj', his writings. He
has been deemed one of the chief apostles of infi-

delity.

May 31, 1838, a riot occurred at Boughton,
near Canterbury, attended with loss of life. A
lunatic named Thorn, but who assumed the name
of Sir William Courtenay, Knight of Malta, and
King of .lerusalem, having been leleased from
confinement, attached hinaself to the lowest rab-

ble, and incited them against the Poor-law Act.

On this day, a farmer of the neighbourhood,
whose servant had been induced to join the,

crowd which attended this madman, sent a;

constable to fetcti him back; but on hlsj

arrival on the ground he was shot by Thorn. On!
this outrage the military were called out, and!
Lieutenant Bennett proceeded to take the raur
derer into custody ; but Thorn advanced, and
filing a pistol, killed the lieutenant on the spot
His deatii was avenged by one of the soldiers, avIm

fired at Thorn, and laid him dead by the side

Lieuteiftiit Bennett. The people then attacked
the military, who were compelled to fire, and it

was not until several were killed that the moft

dispersed. Many of the inhabitants considered
Thorn a saint.

May 31, 1847, died suddenly, Thomas Chalmerg
D.D., aged 67. He was a man of extensive learn-

ing, being well acquainted with chemistry, nia<

thematics, astronomy, political economy, and
mental, moral, and natural philosophy. As
man, he was humble, disinterested, and benevo-
lent. As a preacher, he was very popular, ai

his di-!courses were earnest, powerful, originat

and practital. As a writer, he attained consider*

able celebrity while living, and several important
works of his have been published since his death.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

T. S. (Bungay.)—Wc have before stated that
we cannot insert medical receipts. You had
better apply to a skilful practitioner.

"A Tradesman's Daughter" has our
tlianks. We have the- pleasure of receiving
many such communications.

We must again say, that we cannot engage to
pronounce on tlie ini rits of all the papers sent to

us. We have now on our table nearly three hun-
dred articles ; some of them lengthy. We select
those for Immediate publication which we cou-
scientiously believe to be the most suitable, and
which ;ifFord the greatest variety ; but this by no
means implies the rejection of all the rest.

SlWEL.

—

^Esthetic is a word derived from the
Greek. It is the designation given by German
writers to a branch of philosophical incjuiry, the
object of which is a philosophical theory of the

beautiful ; or, more definitely expressed, a phi*
losophy of poetry and the fine arts. The wor4
was first used as a scientific terra by A. Baum*
garteu, who considered beauty as a given pro-
perty of objects, of which we are becoming
sensible.

W. Woods.—-Your correction shall be insertedl

shortly.
W^e' shall be greatly obliged to our corre«i

spondents to attend to the hiuts we have before!

given them, as to the mode of preparing theul
manuscripts, especially those which are intended|

to compete for insertion in the Supplcmcnta
Numbers. Let them write on one side of Ufil

paper only

—

legibly, and allowing sufficient '/'aeij

between the lines for any correction, where ne«

I

cessary. This will greatly facilitate the rcadingl

j
of their papers, and may, in some cases, lead tc|

their earlier publication.

Printed and published by Jojjn Casseli, of 3o5, Strand, London, aqd sold by all Bookseller?,
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One of the directions which Mahomet gave to his soldiers \^•a8, that they should
• ^ye i«

fjig j^igfi of the Booh." By this appellation he meant Christians and Jews.

The injunction show* that the Prophet of Mecca, though a comparative barbarian,

had some appreciation of the value of learning, and thought that men who read, and
especially who read such books us the Old and New Testaments, might be trusted

with life and a certain amount of liberty. This fact proves that Mahomet was
rather farther advanced in the philosophy of mind and government than many of our

modern senators and gentlefolks. He had no faith in ignorant people ; and hence

he taught his followers all that he knew and believed—for every Moslem can read,

and is a bookman. ^Many of those who, in our day, think thr.t Providence has made
a mistake in not placing the sceptre of universal empire in their hands, have no
confidence in educated humanity. Barbarize it, oppress it, ill-treat it—keep it from

learning, books, rights, and liberty—and they have some hope that the world may
hold together a few hundred years more ; but, alas ! alas ! if you educate the

masses, refine their tastes, improve their condition, make them philosophers, scien-

tific men and women, give them their rights and liberties, make them intelligent,

religious, and happy, and thus render them what God intended that every human
being should be ; then all good government, forsooth, will be soon overturned, and

the Church and the Throne brought to an end !

We need not tell our readers that we have no sympathy with these croakers.

Man is man, just as iron is iron, and gold, gold, all the world over ; and as the pre-

dous metals can be made into useful and beautiful forms anywhere and everywhere,

and will be more valuable the more labour you bestow upon them, so it may be said

of the human family. Refine the people, take pains with them, spend time and
money upon them, and the revenue of good of every kind will be infinite. Anarchy,
rebellion, crime, wretchedness, self-will, physical, mental, and moral degradation,

arc, directly or indirectly, the result of ignorance. Drive ignorance in every shape
and form from the world, and we have nothing to fear from men or demons. Up
with the schools and down with the gin-palaces ! diminish pot-houses and multiply
printers

! make publishers of publicans and booksellers of brewers I and we shall

have a merrier old England than poets or philanthropists have ever yet dreamt of in

any of their cogitations by night or by day.

K '

. , . .
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Having said a few words about Idstory, biography, science, and language, we
now come,

IV. To Poetry.—In a refined and literary sense, the poet is " the highest style of

man." The Greek root, whence we derive his name, means a maker^ composer, or

creator. It is his office to clothe everything that he descants vipon with pathos,

beauty, or sublimity. The walks of the true poet are amidst all the touching, lovely,

awful, and majestic things in the universe. The ancients made him an inhabitant of

Parnassus, a mountain sacred to the muses and Apollo. But the fact is, he dwells

nowhere exclusively. He traverses creation, and has no home but the universe. He
delights in mountains, vales, rivers, streams, streamlets, lakes, seas, and oceans. He
sails on the clouds, rides on the wings of the wind, and mounts the chariot of the sun.

Pebbles, daisies, insects, flowers, trees, birds, beasts, fishes, dewdrops, rocks, cataracts,

are his companions, and he endows all with intelligence' and speech ; so that he can

elicit more wit, humour, truth, science, and divinity from a stone or a fly, than men
of ordinary minds could from a philosopher or an archangel. Nothing seems hidden

from the poet's eye, for he surveys heaven, earth, and hades^ If we follow him, he

leads us into all mournful and all merry scenes, and makes v.s weep or rejoice,

tremble with fear, burn with indignation, exuU with hope, and throb with love, just as

he pleases. Here, then, is a high order of humanity. A poetic soul is one of

heaven's choicest gifts, to instruct, move, and bless mankmd.^
Our readers will perceive that we have not made poetry to consist of rhymes or

blank verse. There, is. often more poetical sentiment and beauty in jprose than in

song. A modern poet has justly said,
'

. \r',

"The world is full of pokry>
""^ ^^^^'

^

And so it is. You can hardly turn anywhere without being saluted with objects from

which genius might construct a dirge, an elegy, a hymn, an anthem, an epic, a

comedy, or a tragedy. And when written naturally and plainly, as all poetry to be

natural and popular ought tPj.Jby,' working imen^atidwtirkihg women Can enjoy this

charming and enchanting department of litera'^ure With as much pleasure and delight

as the learned and the noble. Not a few of our best poets have been working men.

Genius cannot be made an aristocrat. She spurns the idea of rank and title ; and"

takes as much pleasure in the loom, the W^orkshop, the sheepfold, and the plough, as

in palaces or halls. It is a mistake to suppose that poetry never reposes but on a

sofa or bed of down ^ or that iier sweets c^iii' only Ije tasted by yonder sentimental

ladies on the lawn, ox tnose^ pale-faced young' gcntletnen in black, who do nothing

but read and siijh. We kindle our fires from the hardest substances in nature.

Flint and steel in. collision tave' wiiriheii'tlie liearts of tnillions, and so the most

touching thoughts that tave ever lighted and thrilled Ih'e soul with ardour, have

originated entirely in the hardships of some of earth's poorest and most afflicted

sons and daughters. How much we owe to the poverty of Shakspeare, the blindness

of Homer and Milton, and the prison of John Bunyan !—for we must class the author

of " The Pilgrim's Progress'' and *' Holv War'' with the poets ; and we especiafly

beseech our working men and wornen to iiefiect, that neither the field, the factory,

the workship, the washing-tub, nor any other male or female avocation or labour,

necessarily excludes them from the beauties, sublimities, and inspirations of poetry.

All may read IMilton, Shakspeare, Young, Goldsmith, Pollock, &c. &c. We have

now cheap editions of our best authors. A few pence saved from drink would furnish

A library with books which would give the soul more vigour, pleasure, energy, and
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'
'

' "'—-•

delight, than all the gin, beer, or wine in the world. Homer, Virgil, and others, arc

also translated, and, if they were not, our young operatives of both sexes might soon

learn to translate for themselves. We candidly confess that we never expect to see

the middle and higher classes become what they ought to be until the working people

push them on. To how many of our gentry and clergy have polite learning and

literature been of little or no use ? Who would suppose, to see some of them act,

or hear them speak or preach, that they had ever climbed Parnassus with Homer or

Milton ? Learning with them has been little better than a mechanical, parrot-sort

of drudgery. There has been no soul in it. How few poets have emanated from

Oxford or Cambridge ! and we are afraid that this mental Mesmerizing will go on for a

few centuries more, unless our.operatives make an onward move. It is a remarkable fact,

that the. classics studied at our universities were not written by imiversity men. Some
tell us that Homer was a beggar, and we all know that Virgil was a keeper of sheep,

and no doubt Sappho plied her distaff; so that it is one of the greatest mistakes to

suppose that the smith must leave his anvil, the shoemaker his last, the weaver his

loom, the seamstress her needle, the laundress her furnace, the shepherd his crook,

or the labourer his spade, pickaxe, or hammer, before either of thera can relish the

sweets or enjoy the transports of poetry. There is hardly an occupation which is

incompatible with a very high degree of mental culture. We have known mechanics

with minds almost brimful of verse, who not only cheered their hours of toil with the

repetition of these sublime thoughts, but also animated and instructed their shop-

mates. A minister of religion told us that his first ideas of the beauties of poetry

were given him by a fellow-journeyman with whom he worked when young, and to

whom he was indebted for all his future improvement and delight from that

pleasurable source.

Many of our operatives of both se^es have also been composers. Need we mention
Burns, Prince, Robert Nichol, or the Ettrick Shepherd ? We have seen beautiful

verses and poems, written by factory ^irls, and others, who earned their bread by
their toil. The chief thing is to read, obser\e, and think. Let the mind become
the storehouse of truth, and especially of the beauties, sublimities, discrepancies,

and accordancies of nature and history, and we shall never want mental food, nor au
inward feast. What a miserable plight that poor wTctch is in whose soul is famish-

ing unless he has a pipe in his mouth, a tankard in his hand, and a race of buffoons

and harpies at his elbow !
" A good man shall be satisfied from himself." Let the

heart be a fountain of knowledge, and our own thoughts and feelings will be our
best companions. A thinking individual loves at times to be alone. Give him a
book, and he can dispense with other society. He finds the living inferior to the

dead. We have no Newtons, Bacons, Spencers, Shakspeares, or Miltons, now ; and
further, even all these men are the better for being buried. They have left their

living souls in their books, and are as pleased to converse with a chimney sweeper,

or be carried to the factory, or kitchen, in the pocket of a mill boy, or scullery girl,

i^s to ride in a state carriage with monarchs. We can extol them without making
them proud, and differ from them without their being offended. Their written

thoughts, also, sink deeper into our minds than their living words could have done
;

and we can persuade them to tell us the same tale over and over again without ex-

hausting their patience.

What a blessed thing is reading ! and what a glorious branch of literature is

poetrj', by whose mpans the operative can have his mental apartments furnished ft!i

K 2
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richly and beautifally as those of the Queen. Thought, when once in print, becomes
universal property, and can be pos&eissed by labourers and artizans. The age of

literary monopoly has passscVaway.- The poor man may not expect to have his cottage

furnished as splendidly as a regal palace ; his wife may not wear velvets, satins, and

furs ; his infant may not sleep in gilded or golden couches, nor be; fed with a silver

)5p9ah,^^)cpiu,j^.silver pap'-diish;;b]at what of all that ?^fihe has not the eclat, he

has not the pliigue of nobility; dhd in mental resources may be as rich, or richer

than the majority of princes.
;
Th^ great and good thoughts of our best writers

would as soon beautify and bless th^,miiid;iof a spinner, plough-boy, or milk-maid, as

that of a duchess. We are anxious that all- should have elegant souls. The v.orld

has had a plenty of vulgar minds, and has lorie enpuffh groaned under the curse they

have mfiicji^jl^^.g jjp^ ^^^ g^. nioiaii/r Boitlno
j
Tovroq 9xl» ^y/s-ma ,bTA .iswoq ibiI

' 'Let, then, 6ur working iiS^n&ttdw'6men awake to a sense' ofth€iF capacity, capa-

bilities, and privileges, and resolve np^jlonger tp be accounted Jpyv, oi degraded. In

.^'ep^iv^pd, moral affairs <?yjery oni^pwiisi iraise himself or herself, rrjff.we would have

elegant minds, we must make them Ourselves, by refined reading;' reflection, and

stdjiy ^ and the poets, in this inspect, ap pur bestj |;ea,ql)er?. You, cannot make what

i? ,la% OJ^;H^fftr (VfiefefiiPPI^iic^^ 8«cb things intoverse, but it is

inot in the power of rhynie to tender th^m elegant. Tiie province of the triie poet is

beauty, majesty, s^m|)ath^, sublimit
j^, and theref'ore ;his wi-itings refine and elevate

tJiQ .mind,v 'We;hop^nltl!atyQ».r the; shelves of all our operatives there will soon be ai

goodly number of"^onpcbestieoetifeftt %V'brksvaH'"freB^'riiatke*'^letti'llt, find inwardly

di^-ested
'i-H:nl o^('l[i U^^qitrA'ii Ahiil^, \ oh i'\o -vnltl') o^^y.lunyl-n Ur.v. Ijocj ^i ,

.>,.
.

° yio-i(\\v.ia ficprhaq Jkh; .>fi;- v/ -s-n \ (i!'i:')7/-rr.;iiimoO;:)iIi ioio ilur^i-i'l n\,;'

.iEf)o' vrri ,9iol9T9Tl.t ' ^'/•^^qf T'l-^ / n -tHnv ' Tir if.flt ' ftihrrntyrflfTTtoff t<5ricb {ot;/"f

,0
1. ''•rmff ; <J0'( moil YlbiTiii Ji iolj^:Ly'..:u^ J,^ix;:^-A_i^'2(infrgK u^^^ :.k.\".

"This republic was flot without gldry abroad, or wifihbiit Tirtae,'Ufterty,;ania Jdifttce at'hWtio. ...
The ,u8ar»al,ioji of Uiis groat man was fi glorious one."—Chatbacbkiand.: -. n i m

CRoarWELL'S C03STEREWet5 WITH' WHtTELOCK
' i^^orposTTioN OF 'rufi Aijun' to thE' par-

• T&TAMENT—PEETENSTO^JS OF THE HOUSE TO
- liisSbEVE rrffF.TF—BROKEN tr^ BY OLnTP.E

—

TRAGICAL SCENE. "'''I
'

' ' '

"

CroMwele's' confterei16e- ' bi-ol<^-f %i^ '' ^trithout

coming to nny practical' rcj>tilt. ' Tinie rolled

ori, ighd still notliing' Avas done.' The spirit of
dibiooiitent' and disqui^itude was every day be-

coming deeper and stronger in the people and
in the army, -while the Parlianient looked Upon
itself as the supreme power of tlie nation, sub-
ject to no control, and responsible to no autho-
rity. Croniwell clearly perceived that a clieck

must be interposed, or the ruin of the Republic
Was inevitable. How thit; coiild 1)6 effected was
a question of deep moment. He' ehtfei-Gd into
free communication with Whiteldfelt, who AVas

rather inclined to Mnditiatfe the Pai-linmcnt.
That dangers threatened the State he Con Id not
deny. How to avert them was a diinculty
from which his Sluggish spirit shrank and
recoiled. Since both he and CroniM'ell had

ParliaTnenthedicfiiotsee vvhat'ipowcr they had
to interfere, or by what expe(llent they could
curb and control their proceedings. The fol-

lOwtig dialogue then took place between them

:

Cromwell: What if a tiakii" Sttould take

upon him to be a king? '
' ' '

-

'
"

WniTELOcK: I thirikthifc'r'ciheay would be

Worse than the dis''ase.'
'''""'"''''

CRoiMWELL : Why do you think so ?

WnrfELOCK : As to your own person, tlie

title of king would be of no advantage, because

you have the full kingly power in you already,

conceniing the militia (the military forces), as

you are general. As to the nomination of civil

officers, those whom you think fittest are seldom

reftised ; and althohgh you have no negative

Vbte in the pai^sing of laws,'yet what you dis-

like aviU not easily bo carried ; sind the taxes

are idlret'idy settled, and In your power to dis-

poi^'e thenidneyrai'sed; ahd'as to foreign affairs,

though the ceremonial application be made to

the l^arliament, yet the expectation of good or

bad success in it is from your excellency ; and

taken their comtnission and authority from the i particular solicitations 6f fdr'eign ministers are
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made to you only, 'o that, I apprelicnd indeed

less annoy, iiud dangcl", and porhp, but nob less

power and real opiX)rtunitics <5f doing good, in

your bein^ genorjil, tharji woulcj be if you Had
assumed tlie title, of kin".

CRO.M\rELL : t have'nfeafd'sOrA'c'of yA\tr iJf-o-

fcssion observe, that- 'lie ^v^ho'is ft^tiially^in**,

•whether by electioi^ or, ^escciU, .y.(^'L being, pn^fi

king, all acts done by him as king are lawful

and justifiable, as by an^'feihg ^vlio' hath'the

crown by inlieritnue.e fix)nlr J*ft^<|bref*tbdl*s ;' sAvd

that, by an act of rarliament.-^jH^^i^y yn.'s
time, it i.s .safer for tho?6 who act under a kijig,

be his tftleiVhatitWTll, thirt Ifer thos^^whhci'.^ct

under any other i)ower. And, surely, the power
of a king is, so grea^«in<^ iugji>;>*apd , so \i^>^^r-;;

sally understood and reverenced by the pepple
of tliis nrnti»n, tfet t\iti l^iUi^oYiiitiiM Wotcjilly

indemnify, iiy- a great TO8a.suiTi^ tlwwj^'tlffeir'flM

undei^ it, buttlike\vj»^Jjjt^Q£r3^U3e/»nd;»^>;iijjT

tage in such tim^s as these, to ^urb Jhe inso-

lences of tllf)'s6''-\<^Pom thd- i^p6y^^i;"pO\<^eri

cannot controU" c«- -i^ Ifeastfijwa IISJJ Jper/ioas

kind of government we should have ; now, it

will become particular, who shall be our go-
vernor, whether or the family of the Stuarts or
of the. family of the Cromwells. Thus, the stateof
our controversy being totally changed, all those
who' were for a commonwealth (and they arc a
'Very great a*id considerable party), ha\ing their

hppes therein frustrated, will desert you—your
hands will be weakened, your interest strait-

efied, and yoiir cause in apparent danger to be
ruih^d. '

'•>'
'

-'

,
.,CriO|.MWEx,L: I confess you speak reason in

this: but what other thing can you propound
thdr may obviate the present dangers and difli-

ciilties wherein we are all engaged ?

>;i.,^¥iUTf:LOCKc Jfc will be the greatest diffi-

•cuUytQ.fiad out such nn expedient. I have
naa m'any things in my private thoughts upon
thteba^i^.ss.«ome of Which, peAaps, are not
Jit opi^afe f^ me to comnmnjcate.

C^o.MM'EX-L : I pray, my lore;!, Avhat arc they ?

Yoti may trust me with them ; there shall no
'ppejudi©e>ome to you by any private discourse

themselves wJ»9 ?,ro l^jf^^^iM/^l^ql^/i .jni!-^'>^^ /, .b^twixtfUS ; I shall never betray my friend ;

WlIITELOCK : I ^ ti in the geneKar with
what you ilre jiffeased *<?^.i(?h^e'V.siMM'm1e
of king; ttut vfi^ii\«r> SJi-iyxfUt Xfl^Aiene^ t&
take this tjtle upQit, y(^;p5s-^in5^ uo^, are,

will be for the good and advantage cither of
yourself and friends or of the Commonwealth, I

of rarlianunt, 2 Henry VII., which will be
little regarded or observed to us by our enemies,
if they should come t(y/gpt ^ i^I>W hajiiC

of us.

be

our ownyouiiji^ y^as free, with me as with y
n'eifrt, and sTmll never suffer by it.

'- • WiiPtEiAiCK : I make no scruple to jnit my
,^fe aud, fortune in your excellency's hand, and
so I shall, if I impart these fancies to you, which
arc weak, and perhaps may prove offensive to

do very much doubt, notwithstancjiug that ajct j. your, excellency ; therefore, my best way will

be to smother them.
Cromwell : Xay, I prithee, my Lord

/"WlfltiKclt; let' ih(t know them; be they what
they will, they cannot be offensive to me, but
I sMll. tjike it kindly from you ; therefore, I
prfiy, at) not conceal these thoughts of yours
from yoiq-fiuthfulfriehd.^ . ; .;

,

>

"WFirtBfLO^K- Your' excellency honours
WU with a title far above nie, and tfince you

Crom^vell : "V^'hat do you apprehend woi^ld,

the danger of taking this title? ^ ' ^-^ -^
WniTKLOOic .' Xhpdaaigcrv.l'tUiDlQVTVDuMljc

this: one of the main poiftti''©f'co«tiVi\^ersy

betwixt us. and, pprad.y€«"^'rifsfi in,.>yJki9thor the
government of this, na^ic^i sUaU, lje,q»i^b|jsh?d Iju-e pleased to coH>maud it, I shall discover to
m a.monjji-cby,, .c^Tnin ^..^-eo.s^vtie-.or cqiuh^ou-
wq^jil t^ ^ and u»p.;?t jof", P,u>: fjji^nils h^vc engaged
Avith ua upoa,thp liopespf lUpvii^g thtV.^^KTn-
ment settled in a freo.»tAt(f, auij .t^ /ijiVi:^ th;>t,

haveund^gpnealjL their, lu^z^rd^a>x<1diitrwuHies;

they being persuaded, ihough I tUijfk.JRiwh
mistaken, that (linder ,the gpyemnvjntQf,?! oom-
mon wealth they sliould icijjpy ii(iore, U])ei^ty.' and
right, 1)0111^^ to their spiarifuL^ undj civil opn-
cern.s, t)uvp they..slwl>_uii^iet\^ monarchy, the

• pressures and dislikp jWiiqrcOi, are, ^, , :(Ve<h, in
their memories au.d .suflVvingsi IsQw, if your
excellency sh/Ul tf»k« pppnyoatUctiiJeaf king,
tliis Btatp pf ypur pause.will, bq, tljpreby, whpUy
determinprl, and moparoby, eat4b)isj,ie^ in ypur
person; and the Viuo^t^(Mi',wiilj ,^9, no, njpw,
whether our gQvwnfp«pts]Vall'bcJjy.a^uon;fi-ph
or by a, fi-ce st9to,,j)>.it w;l;et}uk-^f(>piiji«}-clt or
Stuart shall be our king an,d',^OJa,arq'p: w^ tliat

question, wherein before sp grd^t parties of tlie

nation were engaged, spd v,;XiiQh waa.univorsftl,
will, by these means become iii, effect aprivj^^e
controversy only : before, it was uatipniil, what

¥0%. my thwglits hereui, and humbly desire

you not Jo t^o hi ill part wh;it. I shall say
unto 3-ou. n/.r- . ' x

, (jKOMyrEHir.: I shaJlnofc; .but X shall take
i\, as 1 sj^id, vejy kindly from you.

, •;>7HiTEii,ocK : Give me leave, then, fu'st to
copsider your ex<:eileRcy's condition. You are
environed with secret enemies. Upon the
.sulKluiug of the public erjcmy, the olhcers of
your arjuy account themselves all victors, and
to liave had an equal t^liare in the conquest
with you. The success wliich God hath given
n* hatii not a little elated their minds, and
luany of tlicm are busy and turbulent spirits,

and arc not -without their designs how they
imiy, «ii.<nwapfc yowr excellency and sojne of
.thppweh cw get up : into the saddle; how they
may t)ring you down., and set up themselves.
Xljjey want no counsel and encouragement
herein, it may be, from some members of I'ar-

liantent, who may be jealous of your power and
greatuess, lesc you should grow too high for

ti^em, aud in time overmaster them ; and they
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will plot to bring you do^vn first, or to clip your
wing^s.

Cro.m'wxI/L : I thank you that you so fully

consider my condition ; it is a testimony of your
love to me and care ofme ; and youhave rightly

considered it ; and I may say, vsithout vanity,

that in my condition yours is involved, and all

our friends, and those that plot my ruin will

hardly bear your continuance in any condition

worthy of you. Besiderj this, the cauje itself

may possibly receive some disadvantage by the
strugglings and contentions among yourselves.

But what, sir, are your thoughts for prevention
of those mischiefs that hang over our heads?"
WHiTEtocK : Pardon me, sir, in the next

place, a little to consider the condition of the
King of Scots. This prince being now, by
your valour and the success which God hath
given to the Parliament and to the army under
yom- command, reduced to a very low condi-

tion, lx>th he and ail about him cannot but be
very inclinable to hearken to any terms
M'hereby their lost hopes may be revived of Iiis

being restored to the crown, and they to their

fortunes and native country. By a private
treaty with him, you may secure yourself, and
your friends, and their fortunes

; you may
make yourself and your posterity as great and
permanent, to all human probability, as ever
any subject was, and pro\-!de for your friends.

You may put such lunits to monarchical power
as will secure our spiritual and civil liberties,

and you may secure the cause in which we are
all engaged ; and this may be eflectually done
by having tlie power of the militia continued
in yourself, and whom you shall agree upon
after you. I proiX)und, therefore, for your ex-
cellency to send to the King of Scots, and to

have a private treaty with him for this pur-

jjose, and I beseech you to pardon what I have
said upon the occasion ; it is out of my affec-

tion and service to your excellency, and to all

honest men ; and I humbly pray you not to

have any jealousy thereupon of my approved
faithfulness to your excellency and to this

(Commonwealth.
Cromwell : I have not, I as?iu*e you, the

least distrust of your faithfulness and friend-

ship to me, and to the cause of this Common-
wealth ; and I think you have much reason
for what you propound. But it is a matter of
so high importance and difficulty, that it de-
serves more time of consideration and debate
than is at present allowed us. "We shall,

therefore, take a further time to discourse of it.

More than ever impressed with the peril to
which the Commonwealth was exposed, Crom-
well set himself to work mth an earnestness
which promised no common results. Supreme
in the army, he was icsolved 1o bring the Par-
liament into submission. Conscious of liis

power, he still acted with x)nidence. He
needed no proof to convince him that the Par-

liament wery only seeking to perpetuate their

power, and satisfy their selfish ambition
; yet

he went no iarther than only to talk in a
louder and more frequent strain of the great
things THE AR3IT had achieved for the country
and the cause of liberty. The cry then waxed
louder and louder still against tliis self-sufQ-

cient assembly. An immediate change was
demanded. The pulpit began to echo the voice
of the popular mind. Parliament became
alanued. Having at the beginning of these
dissensions thought it convenient to declare
that their sitting should terminate in about
three years ; they now deemed it more prudent
to pass a vote that they would dissolve tliem-

selves within the space of the current year.

The soldiers took hi.^h ground, and declared
that if the House itself would not very shortly
put a period to its session, that they must take
the business into their owm hands. Cromwell
was opposed to anytliiug like precipitation and
haste. He confessed that he was pushed on
by opposing parties ; that " the impatient
spirits of some would not wait the Lord's
leisure, but hurried him on to an action which
all honest men would have cause to repent,"

and " the consideration of the issue whereof
made his hair to stand on end." Parties were
now divided, and circumstances soon transpired

which determined Oliver's future conduct. It

is said that private information was conveyed
to him, " that a consxjiracy was forming against
him, in which were engaged not only several

Presbyterians and Royalists, but also some con-
siderable members of the House of the Inde-
pendent party : affaii-s. therefore, were in such
a situation that the Parliament was either to

be subdued, or himself ruined." !Xot a few of
the officers were jealous of his supremacy.
Major Streater openly declared that "tlie Ge-
neral designed to set up for himself." To which
Harrison, who was one of Cromwell's devoted
partisans, answered that he did not believe it,

but that " the General's aim was only to make
way for the kingdom of Jesus !"' Streater

briskly rejoined— '• Unless Jesus come very

quickly, he will come too late. He will find

his place occupied." Rubbish this ; but it

must be cleared away to get to the foimdation

on which the future Commonwealth is to rest.

On the 19th of April, 16 o3, Cromwell simi-

moned a meeting of several members of Par-

liament, and the principal officers of the army,

at his house in Whitehall, and once more pro-

posed that some expedient should be adopted

for putting a period to the present Parliament,

and the future canying on of the Goveniment
of the Commonwealth. His o\ni idea was,

that " the supreme authority should be by the

Parlitunent devolved on known persons—men
fearing God, and of approved integrity; and
the government of the Commonwealth com-
mitted unto them for a time, as the most hope-

ful way to encourage and countenance all

God's people, reform the law, and administer
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justice and impartiality." This i)roposal was
somewhat too vague to obtain support. It went,

moreover, to trau.<l'er tlie avIioIc civil power to

the men who were already in the uuchccked
possession of military authorit}'. Strong ob-

jections were taken to tliLs line of action. A
long and heated debate followed, Xot a few
contended that " it would be a most dangerous
thing to dissolve the i»rc.-ient rarliument and
BCt up any other (jloverument ; and that it

would be neither warrantable in conscieuce

6r wisdom so to do ;"' while many of the

ofiicors openly and unreservedly avowed

—

" that it was necessary the change should
take place in one way or other, and the

members of Parliament not be permitted

to prolong their own power." The con-

ference having been continued to a late

hour, and the patience of some exliaustcd, it

was broken up, without having arrived at any
conclusion. The same parties were invited to

meet next day. Very few attended. The
debates of the preceding day were resumed,
and the following proposition gravely sub-

mitted: " Whether forty persons, or about
that number, of Parliament men and officei's

of the army, should be nominated by the Par-
liament, and empov/ered for the managing of

tlie affairs of the Commonwealth, till a new
J'arliament .should meet, and so the present
3'arliament be fortliwith dissolved ? " "While
tliis was being canvassed, intelligence was
brought to Cromwell that tlie liousc was
sitting, aaid was iu the act of passing a bill to

prolong its own duration. Filled with indig-

nation, and mider the impulse of no common
excitement, he rose from his seat, and ex-
claimed, " It is not honest

; yea, it is contrary
to common honesty ;" and then, drawing him-
self up to his highest height, added, " I must
go down." He immediately broke up the
meeting, and hastened down to the House,
taking with him a company of tlixee hundi-ed
mu-sketeers, some of Avhom he placed at the
doors, some in the lobby, and the remainder
on the stair.i. In his plain suit of black, with
worsted stockings, he entered the hall of legis-

lation, and, with calm con\posm"e, seated him-
self in his usual place. \Ve can imagine the
consternation and confusion into which the
House was thrown at the firm tread of his
maidy step ; and, when he entered the assem-
bly, what flutterings of heait and paleness of
face mu.«t have seized the members ! Oliver
said nothing, but sat down, and listened at-

tentively to the debate. A motion, to the
effect that the House should at once dissolve
itself, having been previously put and nega-
tived, it was then proposed that the Speaker
siiould issue writs for the filling up of the
vacant seats, and thus perpetuate its own
existence. Now was the crisis. Cromwell
must interpose now or never. He at first ad-
dressed himJielf to his friend, Cliief Justice St.

John, and told him that lie had come with a
I)urpose of doing what grieved him to the very
soul, and what he had earnestly, with tears,

besought the Lord not to impose upon him

;

but there was a necessity, iu order to the glory
of God, and the good of tlie nation. As the
Speaker was about to put the question, he
Avliispered to Licutenant-G<incral Harrison,
" This is the Ti:aE I must do it." Accord-
ing to hi.s own coufes.-ion, " the Spirit of God
was strong upon him, and he could no longer
consult flesh and blood." After a deep pause,
of a few moments, Oliver rose, and taking off

his hat, addres.sed the House in terms ofrespect
and commendation. Having thus secured
their attention, and waxing warmer and still

moi-e vehement as he advanced, he changed
his language of praise into that of biting
reproof and of cutting condemnation ; charged
the members with injustice and self-interest,

and distinctly informed them that he had
come to put an end to a power of which
they had made such bad use. He became in-
creasingly excited : and when Harrison said
to him, " The work is very great and danger-
ous ; I desire you seriously to consider before
you engage in it," the only reply which he
made was, " You say v,'ell." Nothing intimi-
dated, Oliver was resolved to do his work. He
walked up and down the floor of the house,
and then stamping with his foot as a signal to
liis musketeers, the soldiers entered. A scene
was tlien enacted whicli might have challenged
the genius of Shakespeare to give it full eftect.

Casting his keen and searching eye round the
Assembly, and round again, darting fire and
vengeance from his inmost soul, he said

—

" For shame !—get you gone ! Give place to
honest men—to those who will more faithfully
discharge their trust. You are no longer a
Parliament. I'll put an end to your sitting. I
tell you, you are no longer a Parliament. The
Lord has done with you. He has chosen other
in.struments for carrying on his work !"

The members were transfixed. .They re-
mained mute with astonisliment. Having
somewhat recovered from this tremendous
shock and revulsion of their feeltnge, several of
them at length rose to expostulate Avith the
authoritative and imperious general. Let us
listen to the plea which they set up on their
own behalf:—

Sir Pkter Went-woetii ; It ill suits your
excellency's justice to brand us all promiscu-
ously aud iu general, Mithout the proof of a
crime.

,

Cromwell,
: hccoroing yot more incensed,

would suller no one to be heard but himself;
stepjiing into the centre of the house, and
vehejnently continuing his reproaches, said,
" Come, come, I wU put an end to your pratiiig.

You are no Parliament. 1 say you are no Par-
liament. 1 will put an end to your sitting,

Begone 1"
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Sir Harry Vane : This is not honest—yea,

it is against morality and cottimou honesty:

CRoMweli/ (with a loud t'Oice) : Sir llariy

Vane ! Sir Hiiri-y Vtihe ! llie Lord delirerme
from Sir Harry Tane ! " H6 then toolc him by
the' cloak, exclaiming, " Then art a juggling

'To Aliierriraii Mleftniei sai&, M rto equivocal

"vVo'rds "that lie had en'ricliM "himself by cozen-

ing tHe State, for which he should be called to

account, and delivered him in custody to one
of the guard. In plain terms he then ordered

the soldiers to turn the members out—an order

which they executed with gl-eat promptitude,

while the chop-fallen representatives withdrew
with sullen indignation, and swearing ven-
geance against the man Olivei*. As they
passed, Cromwell pointed to Sir Henry Jilartin

and Tom Challoner, and asked, "Is it fit that

such fellows as these should sit to govea-n— men
of \lcious lives, whoreinasters, adulterers,

drunkards, gluttons, extortioners—men without
faith and without principle ?"

The Speaker had not yet left 'the chair.

Harrison now went up to him and told him
that, seeing things were reduced to this pass,

it would not bfe'^nvenren^ fo* him. "to remain
there. "'^'\ '';' "';' '

' ^' i>'"^i ^ff'tn; -

The Sp£iid:ti ;"I "WiiFiioticotoff'aowaimnless

^'- .mm\ 9dJ' bnuoiB ylbiw Y^m-.U rng;
!

Harrison : Sir ! I will lend you my hand.

AiDd putting his bapd within his, the Speaker
cam e down,

, .^p. . .

^ ..

Cromwell, in ,a ^ud, ^id imperiitive tone,

protested—" It is you that forced me to this.

I have sought the Lord night and day, that he
would rather slay me thtm put me upon the
doing of this work." ^larvellous to j-elate, not
a single member of the House diew his sword
against OUver, or made tlie least resistance to

his authority !, , .

,

The House being clear^ij. of. eyery member,
Cromwell turnetl his eye to tlie'tabte of' the

HoiitiCj and, obierviug the mace upon it, said,

" "What shall we do Avith this fool's bauble ?
"

and ordered one of his soldiers to take it away
out of his sight. He then commanded that

the doors of the House should be locked, took
possef,sion of the kcys,,j^d.5yj^idrew to his

house in Whitehall.
.

' ,, ,,
." '

'\.t
'

So ended this tragical scene, aiid'wnth it

ended the existence of a Parliament that had
made the world resound with its deeds.

England is now without a throne— a sove-

reign—a parliament i What shape or form is

the future government to take ? Who will be

man enough to lash himself to the holm of the

State, and steer the vessel thrgugh the storm ?

All England A%»a Vmm^^^m'i^^^,,. Xvl

'i/utnj;(jnfoo •iji'Aivo ?.id'io xt^Bq n dtr-

Ji'A'JJPii Vr'i rwot a-ffo Hid oi hotnuit

8B7^ ildl beta b-i&'Hl bHtl <n[ i^^^ H-tiKMii UJ? U iilvA.n// bnc xnmi « rri o9?i>9i

i>/f h.".o:) jd (T'lOi^ rrr.'.

ij? {he ITnlfed ktates ^C\v cities inive been the

slow growthi of successive generations of men.
The new settlemeut of a man's infancy becomes
the village of his boyhood, and the city of his

later life. It even becomes old bef6re he is

fully aware of his own senility, ahd lie is

some,tiiijes startled ,at hearing it designated in

fondness by the young as oar good old city,

wl|ep.. the whole period of its existence' flits

befpfe iim like a vision of yes-tci'day. Utlca

is a ci|,y of" this descriptiori, and several pcr-

gons reside in it, and are in the vigour Of life,

wl)o retain a vivid recollection of having often

seen walking in the streets of Utica, Whilfe yet

a snmll village, a short, slender man, leaning

ojj. a stout, rough cane or stick, himself almost
be^t double with age and rlieumatism. His
name was I'ardee, but his christian nanie no
qn^^cnp^w;, and his surname was rarely apj>lied

to hi^UijfOii: he was usually spdke'ii' of as the

ol(i hermit. He seemed wholly' abstracted

from all surrounding objects, and his indistinct

ai'ticulation, Avhen l>e was occasionally com-
pelled to speak, evinced.au Imbecility of in-

tellect or a mind in ruins.' A tradition existed

that hQ came fioih iPliiljldelphia, ftnd Vttiv once

in easy circumstances, though perhaps never

very affluent ; and a practised eye might easily

detect, amid the tatters in which he was clad,
j j

that he had been a gentleman a,ccustoi»ed to
j |

the amenities of social refinement. His pecu-

niary fortime had been ruined by the bad
conduct of a son, whose extraordinary adven-

tures and mysterious death we are now to

narrate as they were currently spoken of in

Philadelphia at the time of thejr occurrence ;

and a recollection of them still lingers in the

memory of some of tli,e old Pluladelphians,

especially among those of the Quaker denomi-

nation, which onoe numbered his mother

among its members. ,,, ,',,.., ,

Yoang Pardee being aa pnly cliild was uni-

formly treated Avith great tenderness by his

father, who was a widower, and perhai)s always

fond of seclusion, and thus peculiarly disposed

to concentrate hi* affections and hopes on his

motherle.ssison. The .fatbfii- never refused any

reQuestibr money that the son chose to make;
and that the requests might not be unreatiou-

able, the father tVankly infonued the son of the

extent of Ins fortune, that the son should

graduate his cxactioas by his own prudence
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rather than by the fathtrr's coercion'.' f Tb6
young man, nnsubfUied by tbis kindness, was
prodigal in Jus expduses from a, very early

period, anl in the ng^rtiyatcd form of ex-

pending on crcctit ; tiU the old man, becoming
aware of tlioje det*ec(3 in Tris son, grew in-

creasingly anxious ^at he shoaiM acfjirirc ft

literary education, thiit he niitrht jw>35<ed8 some-
thing which could not be srinandcrcd.

The young man had obtained the <:«*dinaty

rudiments of iiisfrtlctioA, and havifig often

heard that college wa?' a cleA-cr i>lace for en-

joyment aild froli'c, he readily aeewled to hits

father':} wi.sii(?S fo Wcbriic A i-tiulent of Yale
College at Xew tiavcn, ^her6 he waa 6i>eedily

entered as a frcshiririn. -He comm^ticed his

collegiate course x^it'h SbWt^ ' v{ig*ue notions of
acquiring college honotfrs,' no^', 'ho^t'ever, by
hard study, but by the forc6' of native genhis,

wl^ich he kne\v he, possessed" abundantly be-

cause he felt i't;''antl, ^hat' his genius migiit

Imve fair play, he resolved on indulging only
moderately in his fpi4ner dissipations. But,
unfortimatcly, his love of ^6'.f-ihdulgence was
too powerful for his intellectual restraints, and
he soon gave full rein to In's bUl habits of ex-
penditure, augmented by the enlargetl sphere
in which he deemed hlmWclf situatetli- ' '

lie ha'l been out late one night at an oyster
supper with a party of his college comi)anions,
and lie returned to his own room.nejjttle ex-
cited by the hilarity of tlie carousal and the
medley of things he had eaten and drunk. He
undressed in a hurry and wa8-''apfcedil^ in bed

5

for he was desirous of losing as little as possible
of tlie short period wliicJi yet remained f6t

sleej). But sleep he could not. lie thought
involuntarily of th6 ^xpenfies to which he was
subjecthig the care-worn old man at Thila-
delphia, and of the grief with whicii he was
afflicting him hy dissipation. He tried to
banish such reflections, iand to substitute there-
for a recbUection of the pleasures in win'ch lie

had just parMcipated, and an anticipation of
tlie enjoyments of a like supper that had been
planned for the following night. But sleep
would not be thus evoked, and he was more
wakeful tlian ever. At length lie Ijecame ex-
ceedingly irritated, and kept feverishly turning
his body from side to side, vainly mistakuig
his mental uncasinesis for an uneasiness of his
bed ; Avliile every moment that he lay awake
abridged the short period that remained for

repose, and rendered it still more necessary
that he .should speedily fh"'p. fu the midst of
this conflict of opposite foelings Ive suddenly
experienced a sensation as if some person was
rocking his 'bedJtead in the manner of a
cradle. He tr!cd to jump out, bnt 00 wliich-
ever side he attempted t/i vc;ich the floor,

the bedstead became elevate<i, and. lie was
rolled back again into tlic centre of the bed.
He became hon-ibly alarmed, and woiUd have
screamed for assistance, but, before he could

utter a syllable, 6C«nething heavy and exceed-
ingly hot iiprang upon his breast, and while it

elFectnally prevented his utterance, it held him
motiorilesa and prostrate. He lay thus for
some moments in a sort of speechless agony,
when the body that was crushing liim Uowa
extended itself slowly to hie ear, and wjiis-

pcred therein, b\it vrith a voice so liiisJcy, and
in accents so lierce and incoherent, thii,t he
could recognise no meaning to its communi-
cation ? but alter Usteiiing with, all the self-

possession lie could comaiaud, he thought i^
told him that if he would resort to the aUn-
tree that stood opposite to hi* window in tl)e

public square, he would find a charmed purse,
which would supply all his future pecuuiaiy
wants, how large soever they might happen to
be; and that he should never be molested for
the use he might make of the money, unless he
should contract therewith the tbrce cardinal
vices, when the owner of the purse 'wpvUd re-

claim the gift, and, as a penaJ.tyffpj; i^ ^Tfiijijlf-,

seize his body. .

'"_ ' ,"''

After thi* communication all became again
silent. The body that wa^ pressing on I^s
breast slirank gradually from his ear, and
gradually lifted itself from his chest. The
burning sensation subsided slowly, the bed
ceased from rocldng, and the sufferer, relieved
thus from constraint, bounded from the bed,
and stared wildly around the room. All
things therein looked precisely as he liad placed
them, and the morning sun was pouring its

cheerful; beaip^ in at his window. He began to
su.^pect that what he had heard and felt was a
dr(^am'-, and on a little reflection he became
sure it was nothing more. Thus consoled, he
wet lii8 parched lips and tongue with a draught
of cold water, and dressed himself in haste,
but being too late for morning prayers in the
ohapel, he hurried to recitation, though with
an aching head and an ominous consciousness
that he should receive many bad marks for his
literary deficiencies. ' '• ••

•:
-

'

In returning from recitation, wh^re' he had
not failed from obtjiining the deficient marks
he had anticipated, his way led him past the
elm-tree that he had been told of in his dream,
if dream it was, and he could not forbear from
looking down at the indicated spot ; but his
surprise was excessive when he saw among the
gras.-i, close to the trunk of the stately old tree,

a curiously-wrought asbestos purse, which he
almost involimtarily picked up, and found it

heavy witJi g»id tha^ .glittered tlirough its iji-

terstices,,,^.;;., ,".._ :\,,-'.'\[^-/
'• ;''•

The pur.ic was cmamentea. on its surface
with various characters that resembled Hebrew,
although tUffering iu some particulars; but
prominent amid the ornaments was the device
of a skull surrounded with flames, while a
headless Agnus Dei, with its cross broken,
seemed to clasp the iimuth of the purse. He
felt a nervous irresolution as to whether he
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should cast down the ommous pui\se to the

place from wheuce lie had taken it, or maKe
liimself master of the exhaiistless treasure

which its possession portended ; for as so

much of the night's vision had proved to be

a reality, why mi^ht not the remainder be
a reality, and he, by accepting a diabolical

present, subject himself to be seized by the

terrific owner, and carried he durst not
name whither. But this contingency was
to happen only on his contracting the three

cardinal vices ; and although he knew not
distinctly what the services might be, yet

as he was firmly resolved to contract no vices

permanently, he certainly could incur no
danger hy availing himself of the means of

enjoyment thus pro\adentially cast in his path,

especially as he should thereby relieve his

father from the bui'den of his future expense?.

This consideration he tliought meritorious

;

and, therefore, with the self-complacency of a
man who feels he is acting from a woi-thy mo-
tive, he placed the purse in his pocket and
walked home to breakfast, less to gratify any
appetite that he possessed than to relieve, by a
cup of strong coffee, the dull pain that oppi-essed

liis forehead.

He dozed at diffei'ent intervals through the

day in listless prostration of bodj- and mind ;

but at the approach of night his headache
subsided, and his vivacity revived, until at the
hour appointed for his evening rendezvous he
became as brilliant and as well as ever. He
was even gayer than usual ; for possessing the
means of unstinted gratification, he was liberal

in calling for xy'me at the tavern where tlie

meeting was held, and in regaling his com-
panions as well as himself. Cards Mere also

resorted to, by way ofvarying the amusement

;

and as all the players were excited by deep
drinldng, bets and stakes soon became high,

and the virtue of the purse M'as frequently

tested by copious abstractions therefrom ; but
it suffered no diminution in bulk or weight,
remaining continually full, with the gold
gleaming through the iliterstices as brightly

as ever. Assured thus of the efficacy of his

purse, the owner dismissed all doubts of its in-

exhaustibility, and played recklessly and high,

though losses seemed to fill him witli rancour,

and stimulate him to revenge as much as though
lie owned no purse to supply his deficiencies.

From the card-table the jovial companions con-
cluded, by an easy transition, to pass the re-

mainder of the night in such haunts as the ex-
citement of wine and cards rendered congenial.
They accordingly broke up in a tumult, upset
upon the floor the tables with all their burden
of decanters, tumblers, and candles, and sallied

forth to conclude in darkness an ill-spent even-
ing, with, if po.?sible, a worse-spent night.

Thus passed the days and nights of young
Pardee, but not without an episode in the form
of a '^cntlc acquaintance with a young lady of

Baltimore, the only child of an old millionaire

of that city. She was residing at a boarding-
school in Newhaven, and was just at the dan-
gerous period of Avomanhood when conduct is

controlled by the feelings rather than by the
intellect, and when the world with its dim
future is viewed through the medium of our
hopes rather than through the light of expe-
rience and observation. The parties had seen

each other in the streets, and laughed as they
met in pure exuberance of youthful animation.
They had met in various rambles about the
suburbs of the city, and as the rules of her
school forbade any authorized interviews with
young men, unauthorized ones became in a
manner sanctioned by necessity; and she even-
tually acquu-cd an intimacy "with Pardee, a
larepossession in his favour, and a fondness for

his conversation and attentions. The physical

excesses in which he indulged, and whicli

blunted his sensibilities, and rendered him
as unsusceptible to her partiality as unwortliy
of it, heightened his vivacity while in her coui-

pany, and promoted his power over her. But
he knew her pecuniary value, and often con-

templated tlie possession of it by a clandestine

marriage, when an incident interposed whicli

ill-nature may attribute to the recklessness of
his character, or charity may assign to a latent

magnanimity and generosity that properly be-

long to youth, even when depraved. Among
his classmates and ft'iends was a poor young
Englisliraan, who was also acquainted with the

heiress, and felt toward her an attachment as

ardent as Pardee's was frigid. The Englisliman
was evidently not the favoured admirer of the

young Baltimorcau, but the two young men
kne^v each others temperament ; and Pardee
one evening, in an outburst of conviviality,

voluntarily Aowed to relinquish to his friend

the pursuit of the lady. He also kept his vow,
and gradually abandoned her acquaintance,

lea\ing the field open and undisturbed to his

friend, who so well used the opportunitj^ that

before the young lady's term of scholarship

expired she became his wife ; and he after some
involuntary repugnance on the part of her

father, w^as received as a son, and lived subse-

quently at Baltimore in splendid leisure. He
eventually became, by successive deaths in his

wife's family, the possessor of several millions

of dollars' wortli of property, which he, un-

expectedly to the lady's fViends, and w'ith no
tlianks to her prudence, long enjoyed and
worthily graced.

Pardee having thus, "like the base Judean,
cast away a pearl worth more than all liis

tribe," continued in hisdownward course, though
admonished by the tutors of his college, and
threatened by the professors, till the cup of

forbearance overflowed, and a letter from the

president informed tlie father that his son must
be removed, or lie would be expelled. The old

man received tlie communication with the re-
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gret and disappointment that :ire natural to a
parent under such circumstance?, and he forth-

with recalled the waywafrd youth ftoih ^ew-

haven to hi3 paternal home, •where his moral

habits might be corrected, tliough hig literary

proj^eicts wonld be fm;?trated.

fTo be contimtcd,)

THE NE'W'SPAPKR OFFICE ; A SKETCH.

BY XIT.

CHAPTEH I.

PEHHArs the readers of The Working
Max's Friexd are, generally, not aware
that the ii:tutlemeu connected with the
Neu'spaper-press are in their collective

capacity u-^ually called the Fourth Es-
tate, amon!»st the population of these
realms, from the fact of their influence
being considered equal to that of the other
three. ,Seedt/ iJthough tiie coats of many
of these gentlemen are; brown or thread-
bare-white as may be the once black pants,
which many of tliem wear ; red as may be
some of their noses, and pale as may be
many of their cheeks; yet, with pen in
hand, are thedC men as a body possessed of
a social machinery so influential, that it is

scarcely possible to calculate its limits. To
one who is acquainted with this power, what
ideas does " TiiK Press," taken in its aggre-
gate sense, conjure to his mind I What pen-
o/i-paper-scratchings does he hear ; what
yards of lineal black characters does he see
in the back-rooms of Newsi)aper-offi.ces, pre-
paring to put that Press in motion ! The
consequences of what he hears and sees, it is

impossible for him or any other man to
conceive; and yet these consequences, for
good or for evil, are so tremendous, that it

is only their disclosure that could make
them known.
The living apparatus of one of these

offices, taken apart from what it can per-
form, seems to be just as powerless a piece
of macliinery an may well be imagined.
An editor, one, two, or three sub-editors,
as the case may require, three or four con-
tributors, who are only occasional comers
and goers, witli several reporters, form-
ing, a.s a whole, a very feeble-looldng
body of men, frequently pale and Avom

—

Kpirit-depresscd beings,' with little to en-
liven them beyond their own imaginings,
whicli are often bright; tuoir own hopesj
which alternate between shade and sun-
shine, and a guinea in their pockets, with
a prospect of another—i.^., when tiiev have
worked hard for it—to set the wolf Hunger
at defiance. Look at them in a body, and

you see nothing to indicate them to be of a
diti'erent calibre from the other passengers
by whom they are jostled on the pave;
except, perhaps, the jaunty air which some
of them carry, and that apparent freedom
of restraint which is the necessary at-

tendant of men who, of all others in the
world, are the most unmechanical in their
habits. Such do they appear together ; but
separate them, and let them be distributed
in those places hi which they pursue their

vocations. Let each be domiciliated in his
own apartment, with the little but mighty
instrument of his power in his hand, with
all quiet around him, and whether by night
or by day watch the varying emotions of his
coimtenance, as it gives e.xpression to the
inward workings of the mind, which is pour-
ing its light in a dark stream upon the white
sheet bsfore him. Watch his countenance
then ; and if it be a congenial subject upon
which he is writing, you will discover traits of
expression which the pursuit of no other
occupation could elicit, or the enjoyment
of any other pleasure produce. And why
do we discern this ? I3ecause the man is

full in the element of his power—a power
v.hich no wealth can purchase, no change
of circumstance can wrest from him. In
such a position it has often fallen to oui- lot

to see men of this kind, and several of them
that go to make up the complement of a
newspaper-office we shall here merely touch
upon with as rigid an adherence to truth as
the unnatural pursuits of the characters will
admit.

THE EDITORS.
THE I'UACTICAL EUSINES.S EDITOR.

The Editors of the Press are of three
kinds,—tlie literary editor, the political
editor, and the practical business editor.
Of tiiese three, we have no hesitation in
declaring it-as our conviction, that the last
is tlie most suitable for performing the
duties and fulfilling satisfactorily the ends
of a newspaper. The reason of this is

obvious. lie has no literary tastes to
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gratify; consequently is. not likely to- be;

envious of the fame of his literary contrib.ur

tors. To political feeling he is {ndiftereaSit,

except to the niain views of the .papec he
conducts; and is therefore not to M disr

turbed by trifles ; but to the business ;of

the paper, its welfare as a profitable^sp.ocuU'-

tion he directs himself, and, with that Jtiijlg-

ment which is neither led away with lihe

charms of literature nor biassed by the
petty prejudices of politics, works out the
views of his journal with a practical, busi-

ness-like success. Of course, the liteiature

and the politics all take the direction of t\\^

views he entertains ; but those, nice shades
of differences which are .perceptible to his

staff of contributors, and whiph often lie

only in the composition, are to him too

minute for consideration ; and although a
fine expression may be appreciated,: or a
happy epithet enjoyed, still these are; all

suffered to pass, as being, in.his estimation,

unworthy of a moment's notice. All ele-

gance of style goes for nothing. It is

the drift of the argument that' is looked
at ; the clearness with which it is worked
out, and the strength in which it is con-
veyed. These are the points at which the
practical editor looks in the articles which
come under his revicAv; and it must be
confessed, that these are really t/w points,

and the only ones, necessary for such an
Ephemoron as a modern newspaper to deal

with. What time have the general readers
of newspapers to pause in ecstacies over a
beautiful expression, or ponder th» senti-

ments of the lUerateur^ or those of the the*

orizing politiciali ? None. What is wanted
is that which comes home at once ; which,
for its practicability, is said \o strike the
right nail on the head, and which becomes
fixed in the mind as something to be carried
away, and retailed in the current convfersar

tion of the hour. To bring our position

more clearly but, we will instanbe two men
—working men too-^well known !to the
WoiiKiNa Man, who^in our opinion, w<Juld
and would not have made good editors of
newspapers. The men we mean are Benr
jamin Franklin and William Cobbett/ The
former would have made a good practical
business editor; the latter, a bad practical
business editor. The former had a rnind
like the skies above the moon, ever Re;repe

;

the latter had a mind which resembled the
tempest, from the continual political jifei--

ment in which it revelled. His. nuad^.if
we may say it, WsL^-per. se^ supolitieal vol-

cano; it was never cool, .though jinbstly
clear. Its argumentative strength "ivas all

but illimitable, and its practical iliu^tiJative

ideality unmatched. Yet it was not the
mind to edit a newspaper. It could have :

managed the property of no one but that of i

its po^^p^pr., It,jC,0jgLl4 Jiot have built up a
papjerjiWhJjtf^.it ^tU^, duty,of an editor to

day,hntx}p,}vqu.l^^,'kf^\^^f^ul(p^cl,.do7VJi, so to

speftk> itlije; be^t; .j^pgr ijjiij.the. world oyer
whiphfiWnfiightJiaYft-ii^fft,galled po preside.
]?>ro\v, .i#ijiOiPpositipn,jt^} fllj^jthis, , stands
the. mind- r of FranklJH. He 'could ^ave
edited tpr built up,;a paper as Well, as a
govcrpnx^ut.,. With.aJiufjly-ijaii^ncQd men-
tal pvg*uiza};iop>; J^nd; a iCorj."espondii^g ;tem-
perajn^jit, , he looked at everything tlirough

th©:; ^ifidiiUm of temper, w^iich, in .our
estijination, is another wo,r^ ^9^* >vis^om, in
coaducting the affaii's. of uicij. ..^o jxoetical

hallucination intervened be tweon,h>sjr).,ental
vis^ion^aj?,^ tii(f' pJbject ]>e had an View,; po
sjjjioky eloud fram. the enibers, of a, -political

five^ placed ,his i)u4gTO^,^it uruler, a liaae of

obscupity. ,He.;l9.Gk,ed a^ .tilings as they
werCj and> wha,t is, papfre, .Iv* setq^ihem as

they >vere. Such a jmiad ^ Ids wiis made
to construct and direct, and such minds are,

iiViPwriPpiinipiiX', th,^iniq^t^j\<iita]ij^ to^p^-^aide

dy^E A»4j ?pil4»filrmo5^§5^g^y^pa|tfr^, ,/

•'^^'^''''''^'''THif^poi;iTic'ATL''EDirbii.
"^ "*'''•'

.'Oil 'ilii •' Y.',./. ..'•-:.; .
. ,. .fO'.'it

•riWh^^we-eaeaftby tUei.political edjibpjf is^

one whoge jcffiind ijs jientir.<?ly- absorbed by
that, ; side, jof .polities' on whi^h iiis.paper
raoikSy'an.diwhich >youlddeal i4> nothing else

if necess^ity did iiQt compel it, • Whatever
the views or, opinipns nuay .be of thh> indivi-

dual, whether ,pf tiLe,T.pi'y.,^V'hig, or Radical
school, thi:'y; ;wiU f ftU , Jaeceiosarily jtake their

colpiuring frpm his; id^iiyJiGVP'tiG,al;,a;nd, pr-

ganipi peculiarities.! Of-.,cpur&?y if lie.fis ,pf

the pugnacious brood, he will be contijiu^lly

'fsthowing ,fighVi''i^o4':Pea("p^ittijjg tiJt ,l:iurst

fuom hiw/ tho«» ffampsj i<)f
,
;pa§sion-;>vfeiQh axe

the. jusual •cppciQfl*ita?i^;ftf.a.wfeak a^id iivrit*

ablai )3.at\ir^.;(i(-iJ,e, will ,{ppj^Qi^qd}y,:,fli'>play

hiSi incapacityi rtq rb§ay^ by j t^kw^g : advantj[».ge

of. .evej-y tricing .;,o<;je*§ifjP/tp Jly up, IjHe a
cook ia her kitch.eni;it^u3,?^nd^Fjng.hiinself

as. truly ridiculptip as H^r,^; geAev^ily,harm-
less., : For ,(0Jir;.o>vn p;aj/.^,; wkojif wq.look
intoi. an; ar*iclfij;,wiittien/ byuft pprspa of
this vkiadyi,"yve iifeel son'ket.hipgi,<U)i«'< ,the

influea'Cev yolo a:. .<?ftntem,p,tiblp . piityuMeaUng
over )U3,; &»ft horwewfrj muoii >ye may- be
tickled- by . :th«/ .jqp-US!^, rputig?acy , of , ;the

writings .a^d ] ho\y|eYet:) .-i^v^llr tie . >:ieyys en-

teactained, ..may hP . put/ ibOffchj
.

yet, have we
about ua. U:>9fiKt •ofi.pa'ttnp.t-hiCslpTfeeling of

lititlehess' lae&oOiaitcii, jAvith,; ijt,' ..that, greatly

,dettactfc from rttiylhipgjse ally[true apd good
\Mbich: the-arti^ec'iBigfe* ^jjhffrwl^^^-.coflvain.

It wowl^/be .l\'eUf ifi t^is€! p.ug^^iijipu.s g^ntle-

m«inL j wotUjii isttu^mber Sifft < [\J!m.i ma^ : who
beaffS;.isoalvYays jiifiigr^^t^B an4" a*^ ptr^onger

,cliaract£r ithqn/ itiiie, j«ian(iivJ[?,o,iresei}ts ; and
the , writer, .never i hiad 4his : . truism . more
stroaigly.ftxempliAed.t^Qijhis, wind than on
one ocoasiOo, ia the lio^itise of 'Commons.
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The particular circumstance is hot clear in

his memory which called Sir James Graham
to reply to about two hours of abuse, deli-

vered, by insinuation, at the system of policy

pursued by the administration of which he

had then recently formed a member. The
abuse appeared to us to be txnmeasured,

and, in our weakness, intolerable. But how-

was it taken by Sir James ? When the op-

position had tired of their subject, he drew
his " slow length " from his seat, and ap-

proached the table, upon which he slightly

leaned with his right hand ; the other held

his hat. He stood on the left limb, and
carelessly folded the other over it, letting

the toe of its foot rest upon the floor. He
looked the personification of ease when he
began to speak. And how did he speak ?

Did he deal in sneer, sarcasm, or epithetical

illustration? No. His conscious strength,

his taste, his sense, and his judgment, all

concurred to forbid this. He replied with
calmness, and the dignity which usually

attends it; introduced nothing irrelevant

;

spoke to facts, and, in oiu: estimation,
** floored " his antagonists. Now we arc not
an admirer of Sir James Graham, speaking
of him as a public man. The Post-ofhco
affair is too deeply engraven on our memory
to allow us to erect him in our mind as a

character to be admired
;
yet can wo pay

this tribute to the inherent strength which
lurks in him, and which the pugnacious
editor would do well to cultivate in himself.

His example has ever since impressed npon
us the maxim tliat " To bear is to B)i

There are political editoHi'^tb 'bd found,
very different from suclx as we have faintly

been sketching—those who preside over
their journals with a rational mildness,
and reason upon the questions they handle
with, at least, an appearance of profundity.
Their articles are neither so declamatory
nor so denunciatory as those of tlic pay
school; their moral organism seems to

be higher, their belligcrant lower. As a
celebrated man wlio, in our oiiinion, would
have stood eminent in this class, we will

instance Sir Walter Scott. Had he edited
a newspaper, he would have done so after

the manner of this school. He would have
sweetened acrimony with humour, and
treated anger as a mere imaginary phan-
tom ; he would have taken the blows of his
opponents, and scarcely have felt them
wound him. Like the six-feet high North-
umbrian, when sneered at for being beaten
by his dwarfish wife, he would have replied
"It docs her goo<l, and me no harm."
Speaking of him in a literary point of view,
had he edited the " Edinburgh Review "

or the "London Quarterly," neither of these
journals would have exhibited the same

neivou?! causticity of criticism for which
they have in many instances been lemark-
able. The contributors would generally
have taken tlieir cue from the editor, and
diffusion, mildness, and humotir woiild have
predominated over pi'ecision, severity, and
brillianc}'. Such a newspaper editor as he
would have made would have been unsuit-
able for any of the leading London journnls,
He would have done very well for the head
paper of the Scotch capital, where a story
about a "kilt," or a salraou-speariug ad-
venture, could be wrought into its politics

and relished with a species of national
/70?/f, which no other country, even in its

own national tastes, can equal. I"or this

he was adapted, speaking in a nev/spapcr
sense, although in other respects he has
displayed the powers of a retrospective
rather than a prospective great mind. •

i

:

At present Ave remember no living man,
prominently known to the public, who
would come up to our ideal of a political

editor. If the qualities of two of the
members of the House of Commons were
fused together, perhaps cin: standard would
be neaiiy attained. The men to whom we
allude are, to each other, oppositionists.
They are D'Israeli and Cobden. The bril-

liancy of the former would have appeared
still more brilliant had it been coupled with
the ratiooinative qualities of the latter, iind,

of course, vic^ versa. But still the articles

of such a union, we fear, would crvcraplify

a pugnacious spirit ; there would be a
smart severity in their tone, which would
materially detract from their merit as great
ephemeral productions. Perhaps we arc
fastidious and liypercritical ; but we think
that if the political letters of Junius are
great for anything, it is for the unruffled
calmness with which their sarcasm is

levelediJ ' -iii-.->nj;j -aii ni L-" i,.

• '"T -ujij jrriid' oT :i \'-

.,, ,A TILE HTBRAJIY ED;T0R.

Cleat and sound literary judgments are
as difficult to be fouiui as dear antl sound
political ones; for prejudice will step in
and do the usual work of pdrvc-rsion in the
department of literature, as well as in the
science of politics. The literary editor,
liowever, is mostly in the main a milder
character than the political. He is, per-
haps, more irritable, arising from his calmer
pursuits, his less contaction with the rougher
elements of the world, and the more refined
tastes withi Nvldch lie is usually imbued

;

but his irritability is neither so violent nor
so dangerous as that of the other. It is

difiicult, however, to find one of. entirely
" indcpendelit mind "^

—

i. e., ptrlectly free

from some bias tluit does not inliuence his

judgment As a whole, they are seldom
philosophers^ Even Br. Johnson, with all
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his strength ofmoral conviction, saw enough
in the liberal principles of Milton to rouse
his prejudices ; and the greatness of the
poet was forgotten in the republicanism of
the man. As it was with l)r. Johnson, it

is still too much the case with the critic of
our own day. This truth will particularly
he felt in a study of the higher class of
periodicals and reviews—of the two lead-
ing Quarterlies, Blackwood's Magazipe,
Fraser's, and perhaps Tait's. In these,

where prejudice would be expected to be
least, it is most rife ; it pervades .almost
every article, down even t;o a nursery rhyme.
This is easily accounted for. . The colour
of the Review's or the Magazine's poli-

tics is first to be considered, and next
the colour of the politics of the individual
whose book is to be served up for dissec-

tion. When this is known, the reviewer's
pen takes the direction of the views of his

journal, praising or condemning with as
great a show of impartiality as possible.
One of the bitterest critiques we have read
for some time is to be found in a recent
number of the "London Quarterly." It is

of Thomas Babington Macaulay's "History
of England." It is a tissue of fault-finding
from beginning to end ; and the reson need
be no mystery. Macaulay is a AVhig, and
the reviewer is a Tory ; and from this cir-

cumstance, in all probability, the whole of
the gall and the bitterness springs.

It is in the daily and the weekly journals,
rather than in the monthly and the quarterly
magazines and reviews, that impartial lite-

rary criticism will be lound. The reason of
this is, that in tbe former there is not that
necessity for party-writing in a critique that
there is in the latter, nor is there the
necessity for that careful examination and
collation of authorities which an article for

the others demands. The newspaper re-

view must neccssarilj* be brief. Conden-
sation must form one of its rnost essential
features ; and the judgment which it gives
must be more general than partic.uJar. Al-
though it is written to be read, yet, by th^
generality of neAvspaper readers, it, is, per-
haps, not read ; hence there is not that
elaborateness necessary to produce it.

AVith the article for a magazine or a review
it is very difterent. There it is siu'e to be
read, and that with an amount of qiiiet. care
proportionate to the interest of

,the book or
the fame of the author who hag written it.

Hence the bias which runs throu.gh it

;

lience the political perver^ip;n which, .more
or less, thin or thick, spreads pvei; it, in
order that the mind of the reader, may not
escape some tinge of the particular views
of the journal, or in order that the book of
the author maybe damned if afoe,or more
widely circulated ifa fiiend. This is generally

the case ; but there are hajipily many excep-
tions, in which all the dignity, candour, and
truth which an impartial mind can com-
mand are exercised without the slightest

shade of political feeling or interest step-

ping, between the judgment of the critic and
the execution of the author.
Of literary editors, always supposing

them reviewers, there are abundance cap-
able of performing the work of a news-
paper, although the limit of their know-
ledge would be perhaps too circumscribed
to,assmrie the reins of the, ," Quarterlies;"
and it is npt so difficult to name Avriters

who, in our opinion, would not make good
newspaper litevary editors as those Avho

would. For example, notwithstanding the
brilliant and v^riedj qualities of Macaulay,
we questiprr ,if he would make a good news-
paper reviewer. Indeed, we really think
he would not. It is true he couples a pic-

turesque brilliancy
,
with an apparent

fidelity in narrative ; captivates us by the
absolute prodigality of his co^ia verbonon ;

imparts splendour, even to dullness, by the
vividness and pregnancy of his imagination

;

in every sentence displays the magnificent
rhetorician with the seeming mastery of his

subject; is profuse in eloquence, and affluent

in ideality
;
yet the most of these qualities

are, in our opinion, defects, rather than
otherwise, for the style of a newspaper.
They all imply the necessity for space, and
sjiace is what cannot be spared in a news-
paper. What Butler says of books is true

in a yet higher degree of newspaper writing,

in which plainness and breyity cannot be
too much commended— '

" As 'tis a greater mystery iu the art

Of painting, to foreshorten any part
Thau draw it out ; so 'tis in books the chief
Of all perfecfions to be plain and brief."

Defective as Macaulay might hav6 been,
however, for this office, he would have filled

it infinitely more suitably than would Thomas
Carlyle. In Avhatevef Macaulay Avrote we
should have been certain of finding just

sentinaent aird good sfense, whereas in Car-

lyle we should scarcely have got either. As
a writer ne, in our opinion!, merits the least

degree of popularity of any prominent
author at the present day ; his style is to us

the most unnatural, and many of the senti-

mQnts it, has of late conveyed to the public,

we hold of no greater weight than as so

ijnany assinine he-hawings. In short, we
look upon him as a sort of literary conjuror,

straining after mc^gical effects by fbrcedand
artificial means ; and we know of no writer

\yho deals so largely in th& nionsti-ous huni-

i?<_(7 of sentiment,' arid is less deserving of a

sober perusal. The style of the late Lord
Jeff"ery approaches nearer to our idea of the

style for a newspaper than that of any other
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writer with whom we are acquainted. His
facility and variety of illustration, his epi-

grammatic point and conciseness, eminently
qualified him for giving brief reviews, and

for making them be relished into however
short a space they might have been com'
pressed.

JOURNEY TO THE RUINS OF THE PA.LACE OF THE INCA
ATAHUALPA.

luE readers Of the first volume of *• Sailings

over the Globe" cannot fail to liavebeen deeply

juteri'stt'd, and doubtless painfully so, in the

Jiistory there given of the Inca Atahualpa.

riie recent state of bis capital lias been gra-

l>iiically described by Humboldt, and from his

.iccount we shall tlieretbre glean some facts

^vilich cauuot fail to be appreciated by all who
value fui'ther information as to the Inca,or the

country in which his capital was reared.

After a residence of an entire year on the

crest of tlie chain of the Andes, in the high

l)laius of Xew Grenada, Pastos, and (^uito,

whose mean elevations range between 8,o00

and 12,80.0 English feet, Humboldt rejoiced

in descending gradually through the milder

cliiuate of the
,
q^uiua-yielding forests of Loxa

to the pliuns of the upper i)art of the course of

the Amazons, a terra incognita rich in magni-
iiccnt vegetation...,,,,

f
, .

/
The small town of Loicah'as gtv^h^is name

to the most e/ficacious of {i,ll the species of me-
dicinal fever-bark—quiua, or cascarilla ftna de

Xoxa. Xt was first bj-ought into Europe either,

as Sebastian Badus asserts, to Alcala de Ife-

narcs in 1G32, or to Sladrid in lO'fO, on the

arrival of the, wife gf tjie viceroy, the Countess

of Cinchon, who hafl been cured of intermittent

fever at Lhna, accpmpanied by lier phyaician,

Juan del Vego.
, 7

In order to ide^(jpnd pouth-jsouth-east irom
the mountain-knot of Loxa to the hot valley

of the Amawns, it is first necessary to pass

over mountain wildecnesses of a peculiar cha-

racter. Xhey mostly rise above 10,12.^ English

feet ; they arc stormy, often enveloped for

days in dense mist, or visitod by violent and
formidable t^huwers of haO, consisting not

merely of hailstones of different .splicrical

forms, usually a good deal flattened by rota-

tion, but also sometimes of less regular forms,

the hail having rmi together into thui jjlates

of ice, which cut the face and hands. The
vegetation of these wildernesses is peculiar,

fk-om the absence of trees, the short, close

branches of the small-leaved, myrtle-like

shrubs, the large-sized and nimierous blossoms,

and the perpetual freshness of the whole from
the constant imd abundant supply of mois-
ture.

The impressions produced on the mind,, 9pu-

tinues HumboMt, l]ty the natural character of
these wildernesses of the Cordilleras are heigh-
tened in a remarkable and unexpected manner,
from its being in those very regions that we
still see admirable remains of the gigantic work,
the artificial road of the Incas, which formed a
line of communication through all the provinces
of the empire, extending over a length of more
than a thousand English geographical miles.

We find, placed at nearly equal distances apart,
stations consisting of dwelling-liouses of well-
cut stone; they are a kind of caravaUiCrai.
Some of them are surrounded by a kind of for-

tification ; others arc designed for baths, with
arrangements for conducting hot water; tluj

larger were designed for the use of the fa-
mily of the monarch himself I had previously
seen, measured, and drawn with care, buildings
of the same kind, in a good state of preserva-
tion, at the foot of the volcano of Ootopaxi,
near Callo.

Nothing that I had seen of the remains of
Roman roads near Italy, in the south of France,
and in Spain, was more imposing than these
works of file ancient Peruvians, which are,

moreover, situated, according to my barometric
measurements, at an elevation of 13,253 Enghsh
feet above the sea, or more than a thousand
feet higher than the summit of the Peak of
Tenerifie. The ruins of what is called the
Palace of the Inca Tupac Jupanqui are situ-

ated at the same elevation on the Assuay.
Proceeding from thence to the southward,
towards Cuenca, the road leads to the small
but well-preserved fortress of Canar, belong-
ing, probably, to the satfie period as that of
Tupac Jupanqui, or to that of his warlike son,

IluaynaCapac.
We saw still finer remains of the old Peru-

vian artificial roads, on tlie way between Loxa
and the Amazons, at the baths of the Incas, ou
the Paramo de Chulucanas, not far from Guau-
cabamba, and in the neiglibourhood of Inga-
taiubo, at Poaiahuaca. These last-named re-

mains arc at a so much lower elevation, that I
found the difference of level between the Inca's
road at Ponudmaca and that on the Paramo del
Assuay about y,700 English feet. The ascent
of the road is .",7;J0 English feet greater than
the height of the Pass of Blount Cenis above

]U^j(fJ|ik^^qf CqiUJ. There are two great artiti-
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cial Penivian paved road-*, or systems of roads,

covered witli flat stones, or sometimes even

•with cementcJ gravel (macadamized) ; one

passed through the wild and arid plains be-

tween the Pacific Ocean and the cliaiu of the

Andes, and the other over the bridgos of the

CordiUeras. ^ILlc-stoacs, or stones markhig

the distances, are ofcen found placed at etjual

intervals,. •
.

, .;r , . ; , -i ;
•

The road.was conductqd ,acyot® rivert and
deep ravines, by bridges of stono, \Vo»d, or

rope; and tliere were also aqnediict-, or iir-

rangem2jit3 for bringing water to tlie hostel-

rios, or caravanserais, and to the fbrti'esscfs.

Both sy.-fccms of i-oadi were direoted to the

central point, puzpo, the seat of government of

the great empire. As the Peruvians employed
no wheel-carriiLgCt!, and the roads wore conse-

quently only designed for the march of troops,

for men carrying burdens, and Ibr lightly ladea

llamiu>^, we liud th.?m occ^isLonally interrupted,

on account of the steepness of the mountains,

by long flights of <tcps, provided with resting-

places at suitable intervals. Francisco Pjzarro

and Diegro Almagro, wIjo, in tUeii* distant ex*

peditjons, used the luilit.iry roads of the Incas

with so much advantage, ibuad gi-eat difficni-

a scale, and hence, also, the estabBshment of a
highly-improved postal system. Among nations

in very diflerfeht stages of cultivation, we see

the national activity display itself with peculiar

predilection in some particular directions ; but

we can by no means determine the general

state of culture of a people from the striking

development of stich particular and partial

acti^ity. Egyptians, Greeks, EtrusCahs, and
Romahp, Chinese, Ja^janese, and Hindobs, show
many interesting contrasts in thesp respects.

It is diffiaitt to prohonnce what length of time

may have b?cn required for the execution of

the Pctuvift'n' i-oad?'. T^Iie great roads in the

northern^ i^art of tli'e' Empire of the Incas, in

the liiglilands of Quito; must, at all events,

have been completed in less than thirty or
thirty-five years ; i. e., within the short period

intervening ])€twecn the defeat of the ruler o^
"Quito" and fl!6 death of Herayna Cipac ; l^ut".

entire obscurity pt^vails as to the period of tl^
formation of the southern, and, more properly^

siJeaking, Peruvian, iroads.

In the' long day's journey from the gigantic

rboks of Zauiaca to the valley of San Felipe

we were obligtHl to 'ivade tbrough the llio de
Gtiancabamiba (which flow? into the Amazon)

ties for the Spanish cavalry at tlie place*' no less' than twenty-seven times, on account pf

Avhere these steps occuvrc^l- The impediments
presented to their march on these locoajions

were so mucJi the greater, beoau>^e, in the early

times of the conquest, tht? fSpaniards ui^ed ordy
horses, instead of the carefi.illj'-treadin2rmTdo,

wlio, in the tlitiiculp part^ .>f the imountadns,

seems to deliberate on every step he takes. It

was not till a latci*. penod that mules were
employed. '.

•, , . i. ; r,- . • ''; >

'

'

Sarmicato, w^o jsav^. tl^^-.jroaflSi.of ttei Incas
whilst they were stilt in a perfect state of pre-

servation, aaks, •• how a nation unacquainted
with the use of iron, could have completed such
grand work:?, in so high ?i^d rocky, a region,

extending from Cuzco to Quito on the one
liand, and tp the.const of Chili on the other?
The Eaiperpr Charles^," ho add*, :" wth allhife

power, could not accomplish evion a part' of
wliat the well-orderedgovemment of the Incas
effected, through \\i^. obedient people oi^er

whom they ruletl." Heuiaado Pizarro, tlie

most educated flad civilized of the three bro-
tliers, explciims- " J\\ the Avhole of Ohristendom
there are no where suclx fine roads as thoie
which we here admire." '

AViien enterprising r,ao€s inhabit a land *-herc
the form of the ground prescat.«i to tliem dllll-

culties on a grand sicnU, wliicli they nniy cn--

counter and pyercpmo, this c.7n>te.-*tvvitli nature
becomes a n^pus of inereasing their stnength
51nd ])0wer, as, well atf. their jcouroffo.! Under
the despotic, ceulr;dizjng system Of thc'Inca
rule, .security and rapidity of corntnimicatlon,

r'specially ui the movement of troops, bceatne
an important ncco.j^.sty of govenunent. Hcnci
{lie construction pf altilicial roads u<u so grand

the windings of the stream ; "wliile we coiiti-

nwally saw neat* us, running in a straight line

'Along thp side of a steep precipice, the reipain^

of the high-baflt road crtf the Incas, ^yith.fts

hc^telries. Tlie mountain torrent, though X)nly

from 120 to 150 English feet broad, was so

strong and rapid, that in fording it our heavily-

laden mules were ' often . in danger of being
-iwept awAy by the flobii. Tliey carried , our
matiuscripts, our dried phmta, an4 all that we
had been collecting for a year past. Uiider

such clrcumstancer-, our watches from tho
other side of the stfearn were contUiued with
very anxious suspense, jintil the long traiij. of
eightcGTi or twenty beasts had passed in .safety.

The same 'R\o de Guancabaral^a, ixi the lower
part of its course, •whete it has i?uiny falls and
rap5ds,' is inkde'to serve in a very singular
manner fbr the conveyance of the correspond-
ence Avith the coast of the Pacific. Iij order
to expedite the transit of the few letters from
Truxillo, Arhich are intended for tlie prpviuee
of Jaen de Bracamores, a " swimming cpwier"
is employed. Tliis jjost-messenger, who is

ii^n^Jly a young Indian, sAvims in two days
fiom Pomahuaca to Tomcpenda. He carefully

places the few letters entrusted to him in a
large cotton jiaildkcrchicf,,,Ayhich he Avinds

ipMnd liis^etid, ita the n^hn^r of a turban.
"^Ali^i he cbitios to AA-aterfHlls he leaves the
rivfef, aiid' irfalftres a circuit throjigh the Avoods,

Itt V5rdcfto Tiijscn tlie fatigue of SAAimmiiig for

jp'long a tirtie, he soraetimfis throAV.^ one arm
round a j^icc^'of a very. light kindofAvood,
M»nietimcs aUo a CiCnd goe.< Avith him to bear
hira OQ.napany. The pair have no concern about
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l)n)visions, as they are a^Avays sure of a liospi-

tiiblc reception in eny of the scattered huts,

vliicli are abundantly surrqundedi with fi-uit-

trces, in the hca|LffiijalUuer,^a!i,<j;eyJ'AK:wa'nn:d

Cavicos. 'Ha^j)iix.iW<?'W*^^^i^iJ^ ft-9m,erQeo-

diles. ^
'

the beautiful <iu»necar trees. Wheat yields, on
an average, flltoen to twetity-lbld ; but the
liopes of a plentiful han^est are sometimes dis-

a^ppointed by hight'fro^ts, occasioned by the

grefit radiation of heat towards the unclouded
sky tlirongh the dry and rarefied mountain air.uut'.s. .. ,,,,-ii . liu'c C H '/"^ ;ni^ T^i^y wiiuiiji;!! LUK uiy luiu inicjii;ii iiiuuiiLUiii

Tlie' Oovernor" p]f/the,^nr6]ir»Bce>pf vTiacn .«i*
;
The frosts are not felt in the roofed houses.

I'racamoro*; assurfid me, tj^t itftt^PI .CQuried by. f 'I'he ancient residence ofAtahualpa has

igular, •^yfit€i;-j)Oijt ,,>>;9fC[. rarqly?' either

or lost. 'Hqon .;iftcj;,; p))r,,JTetttn*- to

tiiis sin

wetted or lost, f^qon .fiitcR, piy

Europe frgm ATcxico, I rcceJvccV in Farie, let-

ters from XoTTic^K'ndu, .whirli l|ad ibeen sent in

the manner nboye i^escfib.cdj. S^ev^rpl, tribes of

\vikl Indians^, livifiK ou ,^l|q,lj|an]>|5^of tht- Ul^er
Amazons, make theij;

J

jpurjip)(.H ^^ ta similar

manner, sWinim|iij^ 'do\yn ,tjie[,^tyea4*.8oeia.bly

in parties.
]
I had tljic 0|p,pp^-tui>ity ofr!?c<'jng, in i

tliis raaiiricr, in tUc bjedof U:^<;, viv^Vvtlie^hiends

of thirt^^' or Iprty pei\scflis (m^ij ,womenr aad
cliildrcn),of ihe ^rilje 9;t tjIieiXibflj'jW,! on their

arrival at' tomependa^jn, ,,nj(ljuo.= '-if!t'1(» ikh' i

"NVe rchiainecl lor sevcn'tp^^i, 4a)?f;;i)VithP liOt

valley of the AmazQf^i^i In order to; pass from
thence' to the shores, c^ the i,'acjfic,liho.Andes
liave to be cros^ctt. , Ftill iiis?en.di^g,-^thB cele^/

brated silver inine^ of C'liQta. af^.i^X'achpd 9 a^d
from thentie, \yithaic\y.interrupt^fls,/thf^rwte

descends, "lintil'^ile, low .girpund^, ofj.Peru , auc
gained ; passing intofmediutfjyovcp t^je piyjient

Caxamarca, where, tlirec himdrecl and
,
sixteen

years a/j6, the mo!*t sangiiU^iar^.tllr^ijBiiia ia tlie

annals dftll^ Spanii^li Conquest,tP(^k plppe, and
also over Aronta and GangamafjC^. Ascending
more 10 the south, the (qstftrn .ilscliivity /of the
Cordilleras, \\'^ arriv^iV, as .|Ui^^t.,.}v;;j^ dofiing
in, at artdcvatc'd jiijiin.'wJxQre tl^p argentiJCw-

ous monhtairi qf Giial C?yoc, tnejprintJpulflitc

of the ci'lcbfated silver inii^esof Ch,ota.,afliQrded

I remai-kable sjie^tiiii;!^. ..Jjesid^J? Ijpingper-
lorated to Ws'iui'hinit'^b'y^ ni^^u^'ijiuf^jr^ gal
leries, iith^'iii dylry^ d,i;-ccHpn^,,Lt (,proBC?vt^

also rifeturfrT'opytling's' ii;"{he rna^^ ,pt . t\ve

siliceous rdck,' 'through whi^lt tliie ,imt<^es^ng
dark bluii skj^* tii' these, elev>M^^ jiDC^g^WS- ia

visible to aTj^pccta'tdi' standing, 'jit Ihq fpptof
the mountairil Tht^sco^ic^nings afp, pppularly
called " windo'vps."'' ;

'

*I'li,e sfr'angCjijcss «i^f ^\\<d

view presented to tl^''\Vafe ?fiJl f^'rtljer, increased
by the numc^rous'sAsiil sheds and diATCJljng-

houscs which nestWdbn ^hc side qf ilie forM'CfS-'^-

1 ke moimtain AvhbrcVcr a tlat surf;i(;e,pernjitt<3d

tlieir erection. The miners cany down, the oro
in basket.*, by very'st(*ep and dangerous paths,
to the places whefe the process of"cmatgamar
tiou is pcrfotrtiefl.' The narrpw path froRi,

Micuipampa: to'the ancient city pttjie, Inpas, it

difficult cvtinifof nttiles. Its anciein^ nf^njjj.wiv?

Cassamarca,-thfe Frb^-'t-to^Vn. The fcrtih? Y«tlV?Jf

of CaxamarcaafroiVfi'd disarming i)i-08pcc;t, ,A,
smaii i-iver windS ' throUgh' tlVe'elcv?^^cd plaip.

The soil is extrcmcl3^f(fei-tne,and('i'lie plain, full

of cultivated heldii 'and' gardens, traversed by
avt nue.s of willows, 'la'i'^e flowered red, white,
and yellow varieties of datura, mimosas, and

<3ne feidc fruit 'gnrd<?ns and irrigated fields of
lucerne. CohnnnB of pmoke are seen at a di.s-

taiibo, rising from the warm baths of I'ulta-

marca. Atahualpa S])ent a part of the year at
theiiie baths, where some slight remains of his

palace still appear. Tlie destruction of the
ancient buildings was accelenrted by the de-

vouriiig tliirst of gold which led men, before

the close of the sixteenth century, to undermine
Or woa}ien the foiWidations of all the houses.

'J'he palace of the Irtea was situated on a hill

of porphyry,"whTtfh had originallybeen hollowed
at tlio surface, so that it surrounded tlie i^rin-

cipal building almost like a wall or rampart.

The most cfinsiderablc ruins still visible, but

Ivliach are only tix)m thirteen to sixteen feet

higli, aax? opposite the convent of San Francisco;

tlioy consast; as may be observed in the house
of the oatique, of live cut blocks of stone, two
or three feet long* and placetl upon each other

witliout cement, ' " ' ' '
'

.

We were shoivn ?rtt{)S''c«t fit thd tock.'and

also what is called the Inca's foot-bath. The
washing of tlie monarch's tfeet was accompanied
by spmcinoonvonicnt usages of court etiquette.

Minor Ijuildings, designed, according to tradi-

:tion,.for tlio ri(*rvants, are constructed, partly

like the others, of cut stone.^, and provided

with sloped i-oiils; antl partly with well-formed

bracks, alternatfcly ^'nth siliceous cements. In
the latter class of construttlorts tlic'fe arevaulted

recessas.
i,i(!:

In the principal building the room is still

shown in which the unhappy Atahualpa was
.kjcpt a pri^onci' for nilie ihoiiths; and there is

pojntbd out to the ti-aveller'tlic wall on which
tlve captive signified to what height^ he would
fiiU *he rootn Avidigold, if set Tree. According
ta several writers, the prince salil that "gold,

in ,b!arj:»,, plates, artd vesw>fe, ?hould be heaj)ed

U{) as liigh as he' could reach with his hand."

i In the chapel of the state pris-on, built on the

ruins of the Inca's palace, the ?tone, still

Hkarked by the indelible st;uns of blood, is

shown to tlic cr^duloiis. 'Jhere is no reason,

tww^ver; to doubt the fact, confirmed by many
eye-witnesses,; tlmttho Ihca, in order to avoid

toeing burartalive^ contiented to be baptized by
ins 'fantttic pcrsoctitorr the Dominican nionk,

ViQentei dei Valverdo. ' life wtls >nit to death, by
,stra(ngu4ation,.]>tiblicly, and in the open air.

The desire which we feel to behold certain

objects, doe» Hot depend solely on their gran-

deur, theix beauty, or their importance. It is

interwoven in each individual with many acci-

dental impressions gf his youth, with early
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predilections for particular occupations, with

an attachment to the remote and distant, and
with the love of an active and varied life. The
previous improbability of the fullilme»t of a
wish, gives beside to its realization a i)eculiar

kind of charm. The traA'eller enjoys, by an-

ticipation, the first sight of the constellation of
the cross, and of the Magellanie clouds circling

round the Southern Pole ; of the snow of the

Chimborazo, and the column of smoke ascend-

ing ft-om the volc&no of Quito ; of the first

grove of tree-fems, and of the Pacific Ocean.
With the • longing which I felt for the first

view of the Pacific from the crests ofthe Andes,
there niingled the interest Avith which I had
listened, as a boy, to the adventurous expedi-

tion of Tasco Nunez de Balboa, who first,

among Europeans, beheld the eastern part oii

the Pacific Ocean, the " South Sea." '

'»•'' "
When, after many undulations of the

ground, on the summit of tlie steep mountain-
ridge, we finally reached the highest point, the

Alto de Gxiangamarca, the heavens, which had
long been veiled became suddenly clear: a
sharp West wind disjiersed the niist, and the

Kw- io yjtr. had lou ,&LickJ j/i^ie xo u ,: -. |..:..:
,

.•

.-.•ill f/Ilii 07^ 9800lf &'JlljjriDii>lll j;
, M,iJi.,vH,

u ' v,[; Jmfl ..iL-wfo y/al n ,9lJ,THE QXD CORiS[ m^Wmiy-'-'
- -ii .*H^ib-f'jmfeiilJhai} ; b'j:ot>^:^oi\s HALi,ii>A¥.axiW ^na

deep blue of the sky in the thin mountain air

appeared between uari'ow lines of the highest
cirrous clouds. The whole of the western de-

clivity of the Cordillera by Chorilles and Cas-
cas, covered with large blocks of quartz, 13 to

1 5 English feet long ; and the jjlains of Chala
and Molinos, as far as the sea shore near
Tnixillo, lay beneath our eyes in astonishing

apparent proximity. We now saw, for the
first time, the Pacific Ocean itself; and w'e saw
it clearly, foiTfning along the line of the shore

a large mass from which the light shone re-

flected, and rising in its immensity to the well-

defined—no longer merely conjectured— horizon.
The joy it inspired, and which Avas vividly

shared by my companions, Bonplaud and Car-

los Monturar, made us forget to open the ba-

rometer imtil Ave had quitted the Alto de
Guangamarca. From our measurement, taken
soon after, but .sOmeAvhat loAAer down, the

point from Avhich we fijst saw the sea Avould

be only somcAvhere between 9,;]80 and 9,600

English feet above the IcA'el of the sea.

—

Abridgedfrom UunidoldC's '^ -AsjJects of Na-
ture/' Vol.11. ""-> fiK lo -rtj'Tlin,'! !

Oh, <;lj(e plji cp^'cpoAvis|fi1)tit^Mi^
;

'

As he rocks in His airy libme^' " ',''
'

' ','

'

In the topmost boughs of the dtirk ol'd'|)ine,','^-

Orthe oak Avhere squiiiets roaiti. ' '

,'"'

And the old com croAV is a gladsome hUct^'^'
'; ''^

With his coaj; of shining jet,
,

.'';"•"!',"

As he skims aAvay o'er the moors' and 'ledy" '
''

When the Avinter, spring has met, ''|
. ;'^_'^'^;^

And bravely Ayingeth it, late and g'^i',''*
^'"''^'''

lIoAve'cr the breezes bloAV.
,

'"';'' '^
;^f^'^

Ayr laughat my :fanQy if yoti'>^li,
^;;^J^:' 'i^^

i'or tlie old co^ji cfbAV is ihe jibSt nitfn'^Bfrdi
,

And a toiler stanch is he, ' j
;,ii!-,:i ;•'

HoAv he comes and goes there, to and ffd, " "

'

With a inhid to Avorking free; '
-''' '

'

*- -

IIoAV he buildeth his nest Avith a watchfflil^inj

^Vnd biddeth his mate Avell fare.

And tcndeth the Avants of his younglings 'all •

With a pai-ent's tendei-est care

;

. <

i

And boldly he breasts the blasts of life

lIOAve'er so rbugli they bloAV

:

E'en many a man full ihuch may learn

From the homely old com croAv.

What though he taketh Ins tithe of grain,

There are more take tithe than he,

Who do not repay it so Avell again,

Kor Avin it s'o honestly.

For the old corn crow Avears a priestly coiiti'

^'ot a blacker among them all,

And tlie old cotb 6t^ ie * i)reacher' true,

"t^^io spcakctli to gl'eat arid small,

Koi* idling asks he Avealth and ease

At the cost ol high or low

:

Let the ridges green, Avilere the grub has been.
Tell of the old corn crow.

The pheasant may eiK)rt in his loi:dly robes.

And the grouse in safety pajr,

Aiid the partridge AvlxiiT through the sheltry

i-uui I'J'ake,
,, ,,

'^,.
. :V „ ,,.

'.

,^,,.

,
jFor these hajvc th? rich4M.aji's.c^r;e,;

But the old corn croAv is the poor ii^an's bird,

And a sore scorned bird is he

;

Yet little he recks, but nestles on
In the bouglis of the dark pine tree

And toileth UAvay for his dnily food,

HQwe'cr the breezes blpAv:

Hedoeth his duty, and docth it avcII,

The h^unble old corn crow.

I have lifted the tube with a deadly aim,

And looked on his trickling gore,

But the savage thrill of the sportsman's joy

Shall press my A'eins no more.

Then let him Iiop on my garden wall

Without a dread of strifi;,

For the God w ho made all living things

jMade none unworthy life ;

And thousands of things by man arc prized.

For pleasure and idlo th.oAV,

Who bear not a tithe of the earnest Avorth

To be found in the old com crow.
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' CHRISTOPHEli CHRONICLE'S LECTURES.

Xo. VIII.—AXCIEXT FURXtTCKE.

It is sometliing to make us thankful for, to

know that our domc.-;ric estal»li<luncntf arc in

every way t.uperior to wiiat even princes ami
j)rclates cnj<r,ed tliree liinnlred year* ago.

Massive tables, formed ot planks iaiJ m^ou
trestles oaken benches for seats, and straw li>r

cari>elB-. was llie rude 8i)«cies ol aocoimuotln-

tion with which the imnces of our early

history were witistied. In the tUiuenth century,

if a gentleman's hou-«e contiiineti three or four

beds it was considerod to be well provided.

Before the reign of Edward the I'uurth the

walls vvere coniiaonly Ijarc. without waii»i*cot,

or even plaster; and neither bo«jk5 nor jtietiu-es

formed a place amongst the furniture. Cliairs

and looldntr-glasses, also, were unconiinon.

The introduction of looking-glasjied, as luriii-

turc-, was about the time of Charles Uie Second,

and it is only i>incc the importation of maho-
gany that furniture of an ornamental cbaraeter
has come into general use.

Before the Koman invasion the Utitoiis xtz.

posed on the skins of wild beasts spread upon
the Hoors of their rude dwellings. Heath and
rushes were aftenvards substituted, and down
to the thirteenth century straw was used a» a

couch even in the chambers of royalty. Feathers

and down are, comparatively speaking, a

modem luxury. In the tourteeuth century the

bedstead wa* an extremely rude piece of fur-

niture. There is one, however, still extant of I

the days of Ifichard tlie Third, wlio took it

with liira to the Blue iioar Inu, at Leicester,

the night before the battle of Bosworth. In
this battle the monatich fell, and his bedstead
remained unclaimed In the ix)**se5sion of tlie

innkeei)er. It is of large dimensions, and tVom
this circumstance it has remained a stationary

article of furniture in the Hhie Boar, and, like

an ordinary bedsteid, i? still i«lept uixm by
traveller's. About a centnry after the battle ot

P.osworth, a chambennaid wa? sweeping imder
the bed, and happening to rtrlke the lx)ttom

^\^th her broom, so'cral goM broad incce? fell

upon the floor. Mentioning tlie circumstance to

her mi.'^ress, the betl.stead wa.< examined, wlien
it was found that it had not only served for

the bedstead of the monarch, but alra for his

treasury. The bottom was tbundto be double,

hollow, and well supplietl with gold coin of tlte

time of Itichard. The head waa coustructod in

the Slime manner, j.nd equally stored. I^ip

very pillars a\ hose ma3i;Iveiiea:> and >vei{<ot hd
ever}' one to think them eolid, weic fuuud to be
hoUow, and also full of momy, lu *hort, the
widow who kept the inn all at oqcc became tlie

richest person in the town. Tlie. wealth, how-
ever, was defined to do hrr little good. In
tho^e days every one kept what money lie pos-

se&jed in his coflferst, accordingly her riches ex-
cited tije cupidity of her ostler, who one night
murdei%d her and plundered the house, but
was aftorwarda taken and executed for the
crime.

^iotwithstanding the ideas of wealth, splen-

dour, and luaguiticeiice with vhicli we ure apt

to associate the name of (jueeu Elizabeth, yet

in her reign tike luxury of a fork and the com-
fort of a carpet was telUora felt. Rushes and
fingers were tije invariable substitutes for these,

whilst a roimd log served tljc purpose of a
pillow or boliiter. Even the lord of the town
seldom enjoyed a bed of down. Axs. old ^\Titer

sayf : "As for servants, if they had any sheet

alx)ve them it was well ; for seldom had they

any imder their bodies to keep them from the

inioking etraws that oft ran through the canvas

oft lie pallet>and rased their hardened hides." At
this period Skipton Castle, one ofthe mastsplen-

did mansions of the north, did not contain more
.than ifcven or eight beds, nor had any of the

chambers either chairs, glasses, or carpets. In
an account of a merchant's house we find men-
tioh made of a table, a few chairs, and the par-

lour wainfcoted ; and this merchant is suppo.'ed

to have been more conveniently supplied than
the neighboiu-ing gentry. His plate, however,
consisted of only sixteen spoons and a few
goblets and ale-jMSts.

However deficient our ancfestors at tins

period were in comfort-, they 2X)ssc??ed some
things in which tlicy exhibited both ta.'ste and
.splendour. Tlius we find them particularly

costly in their be<l-lian^ngs. We read of

carved and inlaid l>edstead£, embroidered Mith
coats of arms, and of hangings of cloth of gold,

paled with white damask and black velvet

;

blue velvet, jxjwdered with silver lion?; black

satin, with gold roses and estutcheons of arm.«;

tapestry of cloths of gold and silver, for

hanging on the walls
,
gold plate, enamelled

with prtjcious stones, and cloths of gold for

covering tables—all which must have exceeded
in magnificence any I'umilure of the present

day. indeed, tlM»se were the kind of articles

which constituted the riches of great people,

and they desceudetl from generation to gene-
ration, aa ancestral bequests. ITie wealth of

Cardinal Wolsey, we are told, cousistetl of

several parcels of plate, ricTi sftiffs, aiid orna-

ments of househoIOl.

In .<ome of our old ruuc^ioii.- are stilt pre-

served buauiif\il si)ccimeus of the taste of oqr

forefathers in household furniture. In draperies

and hungings they were eminently di.'tin-

gui.-hed. Tliey took great pride in having a
rich betl. Every large man.^on possessed what
was called a stdtc-bed, which was appropriated
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to visitors of rank, as is still the c;i6tom witli

families in tlie middle rank of life. The furni-

ture of this bed usually consisted of silk daii^sk,

and also of brocades of silk, when these v,'ere

discontih'tied for ' garments.
"

' N<!;(;dle-TN'6Wi a'fso

took a j>roiniherit 'jKlaee^ ahfion^st' th« fm^iitui-ti

of our iwicestors, ,'>,Indeed,'itf>wttS a-fceHt-ivith

the lEi-itiskiady 'to have woiJked.a-coiiii>lete

suit .of bed furniture, ; . jtind»i fey; aau old •cuitoin,

comtnoii ^\1Dnl<;n nyj^re pvcinbiited ^Voni raaiTyJng
till th.ejfh^d spun q. regylju' set. ,o^ bed funu-
turp-rjind tdj. their liifirptig^ tl^ey ^yiere galled

sjjinsters, wliich plu'use is jslill pvesitrved in all

proceedings at law,' and iii. b^vnus oT ,niai-i-inge,

aS'pubhshed ill chuirtih.'"" .*
r i % i

;./e,radlcs- are of Very i^iii^kj^'jiMM^
^' 'the days of Henry 'T.,'' h repres^iiled- as a

'

wooden oblong chest, swinging by links of iron

btetwe6n vtw^O Jijotjife,^ stirmounited by birds' ior

otnaBaiaits.. ;<Dladirs,.also, areof liigh OJitlquity,

a»d4heir fohli ?,t tlWJ i^resient day is essentialiy

thvJ;Same;asat was ^feA^eral. hundred years ago.

,Xh^^ be«lf|yej<;l,iH>;'^i\vliiqh,ji5, s^ill conimoji: in^

the West of England, is considered to be a fair

^eprpseutatiou of the ancient cliair, aiid is

tliQught' to luu'c had it* rise iu fixe sloping

^lUCw-chaii-s of the iW^iian matroniJ.
'

''^'With the introduction ^f woocl-caf'J-iiigitlhb;

Eitglish mansion assumeii a high bi-dc* of cm-
'ijellishment. GrinliUgGibbone - greatly iin-

IMXJV^ietl this art, eoiafe Of the linest^syecimenB
of,' which, from his liand aj-e;.ta bC; seen, in St.

X^'iul's Cathedral. Ifljhiijijtimeithft waib of
;c9pms v.tjre Grna»iei>t'edj with' itestopns of fr\ut

and flowei-s, as Avei'e chunney-pieces and stair-

cases,.^ The furniture, al go, partook of similar

embeUislnhents. tt M'as usually of wainut
and oak, until ,tlie introduction of mahogany
^fttle more than one hlmdred years ago.

'"'Tapestry m'aybfe des'6ribed as'a kind bf Woven
hangings <3f \Vool and silk,"frequently riiised-^nd

«ilM>ichfed With gold land- silveriii^epres^nting

figTM'es of ni(^i,;histoiicid:subj(ictSi.iaiid^ea^es,

anin»hls,'&c. I. These wax? i used a-scartainB- lor

u-^U*» and such is their sntiqjiity, tha* their in-

.yfiii^ion ;is attr^bnte^ ;to th« ri^Ieid:*?*^, 4n^; ^*!er^:ians,

vjri^^^ver,!^^!!^- ni9ai,ufact^re vi,^ ij^^jfli^^to,

Our Aiiglo-S used snkeniglo-Saxon ancestDrs

hangings for their \yalls, with, the figures of
^oliie'h bii'dsAvorked tfpoii tlieni Iby't-he nfee'dleV

llie'desiruetion of Troy was 'h, favotet'e pat-
tetil'j'- and' <Jfae Itiy i* '^d ' tdi5hiatie>et6i-tled

O'^i'A i: '.jiij "!<-.;, :u'j. ic .i-'.;i;j.jiM: .'.1! ,;.::'

the actid^'s, of her husband, in memory of his
piobity.

. ,
'4'h« particular nianufacttire which we call

iapestrv, was invented in Flanders about the
'y^fl'ilei'jlud'tlie Tiii\'!xt<i built by Henry VII.,
Kt RitihiWotfd', is 4aid to have' exhibited in gor-
geous tapesti-y the deeds- Of kings and heroe.s

who had signaliised . tJieinselves by their con-
quests throiighoufriFrance.:; \i "1

; , The -w;aU» of Hampton CoMiit ; 'vrerc likewise

hung, with tttpestry, ^n4 the boardof-green-
qloth-rpon^, adjoining tlio hall, boasts of this

sumptuous coyeruig at the present day. An
old print of tlie couaicil-chi^mber of Heury the
Eightli rexu-esents tlie apartment lined with
tapesfiy, wjought alfernately with roses and
fleuili^de-lis-, and the 1H\foiie';^i)lenaidly em-
broidered._ ^

. ^it:.,iii...jj':> '.:;'. ;- .

*'T1^ inaro^ oi atm^i^ ^js a' tvriter on this

subject, *^was'ii*5t ipptied to tapestry from the

most celebrated fflianufactories in Europe being

at Arriis, thechief tpwn of: the Fas de> Calais,

and Ipniiievly cii^pital of Artoisj. in France : the

tourist passes through this decayed .seat of art

iu his route from Dunkirk to Paris. There was
also another great manufactory at Touniay. In
Ib'OG or 1C07, Heiiiy lY. introduced at Paris

the taiJBSti-y art witi^ artists', frbni' Flanders

;

tliis must; hoNvevei", havb been subsequent to

the celebri1?y of m'ras, for Shakspeare mentions
taipesWy fts f»5?(W in thG-playof'i/<i7?tto." The
tapestfj' hangings of tiie oldHouseofLordswere
too ciiripus and interesting to be passed over.

They represented ,one of England's proudest

victories v»ith her best bulwarks-rrthe, defeat of

the Spanish Armada in 1588. They were of

Flomiiih inanufacture, and Avere the gift of the

States of Holland to Queen Elizabeth. About
forty-three yfcars since, they were cleaned, and
put up in their present i)tace. Tiley'were divided

in'tocotnpart'nients by ft^mes of brown-stained
-<voidd;'t^pi-eseivt4ii^ tlifc sevei'al stages of the

battle, portl-ttit heads of tlie English officers

foariuSng, a. border to : eocii deaigni

;

J A3' .pointing arose, thpruse of taijestry de-

iq}^^ ; it
i

WHS / punibrouii, .and its effect gene-

rally Jieavy and gloomy, i'iiper now supphes

,its pldce, this havmg attained perfection both

in refei*ience to design, brilliancy of colour, and
execution, ^t wa;j mtroduced early in the

,
seVeriteeiith fcdjirtuvf, and' cbhtinues to be in

high ekteerti',':^* rt Wfehcfs iSghtneife and elegance

with tfeoiidm^^^-'^'-',
^'' ^'-''

W 1

sameelaw of naiurb thaitlie ciqctric globe, in wlrirliug roumK coUectjs flrei'it invi

heat, by the

gorates the

aitd oilier ciicin a ting iluids "through the whole

y scct^e^f^ioU ; it teiidi to augineiit the tone and
vou« cncijry beconrcs grca^eV, aiid increases the

action of- the stdniacli-'witlif i-eiSi^ect to appetite aiid digestioii ; nVokt powerfully obviates a

plethorici^tate, <5r too great a fuUtteijs^of Ihe'V-esSbte, as well as aS.siiJts a vegetable diet in re-

moving it when pi'esent; it likewise renders the hoilyiessiialdle to mahgnant influence, orto^
the attacks of putrid dJ8ea.«cs.

—

^quirreH vn Indigestion^
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

Mu. Editob,—I kuow iWt; "vvnetWr any of your leaders will ihjmLk.'I am going
out of my pjbvince if l^n 4owu a fe^v thoughts on the subject of TiiMP£K. . And
yet, thoug^h .temper may not- be essential to. household ecoranny, it is, all must
acknoMlexi^iv most intimately connected with, household comfart. It is said that " a
smoky room and a cross vriie is——'" but I "HOn'tiuiish the quotation, because,
though I dearly love old savings, I don't love libels, and if the sentence I began to

quote is not a £ibc4 upon women, I don't know what is. "A cross leife," indeed !
—

just as if there ^'as no such thing as a cross husband. But though a room free from
smoke, a clean house, neat furniture and apparel, order, economy, and good mana";e-
ment, are most desirable and excellent, yet even these, if found in connection -wiih

ill-tempers, will cease to be source^, pt comfort and happiness. Good temper may
not chase away smolvc, but it .ii).auyj]Dkake that^.^d,^
than that, quite endurable. [,,,- .;,..•..' uoi; -u -Aad vd :;nL.:r,.''. :-.: o ui-.; \' n
A scene which I recently had the grief to witness, but wldeh 1 4o not wish, here

to describe, has forced this subject of temper on my attention. While thuiking
upon that, and some similar cases which came to my recollection, I have in my
oAvn mind set them down in three separate classes—namely, the ^tfter- tempered,
the iorf-tempered, ismd the j^oorf-t^mpered—and I hate made afew remarks upon
each. - /' '

'

" ''"'

,

'

'

'" ' '"'^'' •'•"
With respGcft to the .QfEEPv-TEMPEiirD, I am not quite sui*o whether they ought

not to be' put ahiimg the ///-tempered. But as the parties I have in my mind are
pleased and displeased, frowniiig and smiliug, cross and good-natured, by fits and
starts, and as,it is rather difficult to say whether good or ill-tempers predominate,
I think it I'lght to give them the benetit of the doubt, and so I put them in a class
by themselvea. The class is by no means a small one ; and they are certainly
\Qjry troublesome sort of folk. They sometimes cast a cloud over what woidd
otherwise be bright sunshine, and they often mar and maim that which, but for

them, would be perfect excellence. Some of them are like beautiful china, with
here and here a bit chipped off, or a crack, and which tou are obliged to set in a
particular position to prcyont the dahia^e from being ot)served. 1|jl the majoritj' of
the ca.se3 with, w'hich, I atn acquainted,. 1 have reasoi;i to hope that only one branch
of the hovlsc'hqld is queer-tempered

—

ordy he or s7ic. But m more than one case
the husband and the wife .miiy Z»o/A. be called queer-tempered. Every njow and
then there is a smart collision ; not a downright quarrel, but a stickling for oi>inion
—a strife for mastery—which is ajij-thing but. ple?*sant to the parties themselves,
while it is a 8ad eyesore to strangers.i And it generally turns out to be about
tilings that are not worth a straw. One family I am acquainted with in \ifhich, in
one sen.se, the matter Ls nicely balantied or qualified : one member of the houise-
hold, I do not choose to eay which, being hasty and boistef-ous, the other deliberate
and placid ; the'lacid of the one is partly corrected by the sweetness of the otlier.

My Jem calls thi$ having^he tempers ** nicely dovetailed :
" but I don't quite like

the comparison.
;

" .
n ->. -.>).......

.

One unpleasantness al)out these g^ce^-tempefed people is, tliaj^ you never know
Avhen, or wliere, or how to have them. If they are " not i*. tte mood," it is in
vain for you to strive to please them or,to get help from them. Vou must watch
your opportunity—whether for comnmnicatin^ iutormation, or for asking a favour

el or

aprpcns

hohey is n^ost'neeclcd. The hu^barid, whilie' at
work or on hi.^ wiy home, jueets with* sometliino;' that doesn't please him ; and
though his wife has got a juc,e peql reacjy and sre,et3 .him wltli a smile, he sits
dou^l with her and the children without saying a >vord, to eitlier, or gi^-ing merely
a grunt, or a "yes," or a "no," to any queslion that is put to him. Instead of
cheerful intercourse, all is gloom or gliirapmess for an libur or two. Or the wife
may be the ofTeriding party. Something has happened of a pleasing nature, which
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the husband hastens home to communicate,; but the Avife, because her copper flue

is out of order, or her bread has turned out heavy, or the line has broken and let

her clothes in the dirt, or her babe is " cross," or " Bet, that clumsy thing ! has
broken the teapot that was dear mother's faTOurite for thii-ty years," or some other
matter not of very deep interest to the husband, is sullen or complaining, and the
poor man. can hardly get a ciAii answer from hex. It is true, that in the cases I now
have in my mind, these breezes do not blow long, and rarely rise into a storm

; yet
the family atmosphere would certaiiily be much more pleasant, if it was not d'is-

turbed by them at all. ' The persons to whom I now refer are not what people
would call bad tenipered-^-far from it ; nor do I mean to say that the faaalies, of
Avhich. they foiTn a part, are not, upon the whole, happy families. But I think it

must be allowed, ihki if both members were ;zv8 .fr
*

" Free from temper's ffawi'iiAWenily,"

their happiness would be more perfect, and far less liable to interruptions.

But what then, iir. Editor, shall b6 said of the decidedly baD-'jtempeked ? Of
persons the prevailing features in whose characters are pecAishnesS; discontent,

jealousy, irritableness, and anger,—persons whom yovi will fail to please, though
you strain every nerve to do so r If they cannot find fault with the act, they will

question the goodness of the motive ; and if both the motive and the act are good,
they will complain that the time was unseasonable. I could mention wives whose
every horn- is rendered miserable by the absurd jealousies, the selfishness, the
noisy anger of a husband, wlioni no efforts can please ; who seems determined not
to discern any excellence however conspicuous, -nor to acknowledge any service

however praiseworthy. If dinner be prepared, it is 'not the meat or the joint my
lord wished. If it be roasted, it ought to have been boiled ; if boiled, it would
have eaten better roasted ; if it be hashed or stewed, how much better it would
have been made into a pie ! Or, if the hieat and the cooking be both right, there

ought to have been different vegetables ; or, if aill these be right, dinner ought to

have been ready ten minutes sooner ! If orders arc issued., it is in tones harsh and
peremptory—more like those of a negro-driver than of a chosen friend and com-
panion ; and if praise is ever bestowed, it is so muttered and growled that it sounds
almost like censure. . 'v.. /, ' -'

'
(:''

'^•' .'j'c/i

But it may be that i/ie "wife is t^e ii^a|)^y "pSo^i^scii^- "of bad temper. If her poor
husband escapes any ill effects of it at breakfast-time, yet, if he happens to bo a

few minutes beyond the usual hour for dinner, he is accused of having spoilt what
she was at so much pains to cook ; and, if he returns later at night than she wished
or expected, jerdousy puti- in a score of foolish inquiries or insmuations. If the

husband be peaceably disposed, he may for a time put Up w'ith these outbreaks, or

seek to allay them ; but if his efforts to do this fail. Avhat wonder if he seeks refuge

from these domestic Avars in the enticing, but dangerous, asj-luni of some neigh-

bouring tavern Or tap-room ? Tlien, who can say where the mischief will end ?

Povertj'' m.iy come in '' as an armed hian :" and, if it be true that " •wh.au 2iovertij

comes in at "the door, love flies out at the window," is it not also true that poverty
will increase ill temper j irritate tliat which before was but too excitable, cause

recrimination where the're should be miitual forbearance and forgiveness, and
so make that altogether unbejiraWe which oiherwiso might have been patiently

endured? -^{> Ji:n,r iv,,,;,^-;. ;), '. ;•; .^ ;'«.; f-v ..if

There are casb'!^ iii 'M'hlell, itiihappily, hotTt''h^Hhmd ancl icife are ill-tempered.

Misundcrstandiiigs ensue : these are often brooded over in sullen silence; and a

whole (lay, or more, is allowed to pass Avithout the interchange of a single Avord !

Or, the silence is broken by hot and hasty Avords ; terms the most aggravating aie

bandied, and then scenes ensue A\hich ar« flpt.,-e.asily described. A>> one or the

verses in my Peggy's favoiirite book has it-r- :
" Hard names at first, and an^ry words, I

That are but iioisy breiith," ^ I

groAV into .tcts of brutal A'iclence, by Avhich the liberty of tlie parties is endangered,

the peace of neighbourhoods biokcn, and the laAvs of God and man violated ! It

is not very pleasant to haA'e intc-rcom\se Avith bad-tempered persons. When you
cuter their company you must study your gestures before you make them, and
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" look at your words " before you utter them, for they make you " oJBfenders for a

word," or a look, and take oflFence where iio offence was intended. Is not this bad.^

I could furnish illustrations, but I am not disposed to do so, because to describe

evil too minutely, sometimes puts ideas into people's heads w^hich otherwise they

might not have had—^just as the disgusting details furnished at some tiials in our
courts of law, reveal schemes of wickedness which novices in. crimp woj^d scarce

have thought of.

I do not pretend, Mr. Editor, to determine Avhether bad tempers are worst in )nan

or in woman. I don't wish to institute comparisons in such matters, nor to give

occasion to any " (/i/^j^r-tempered " reader to accu.se me of partiality or unkind-
ness. If ever the battle of the sexes is to bo fought, Martha Makepeace will refuse

to be one of the combatants ; and of all fields in the world for such an unnatural
struggle, the pages of The Woukikg Max's Fiuend would be most unsuitable.

Many excuses are made for the exercise of bad temper ; but they are, as far as I

have heard them, as inexcusable as the tempers themselves. Some lay the blame on
Providence :

" We were lor/i with bad tempers, therefore people must take us as

they find us." Others lay the blame upon those around them : "People know our
failing, therefore they should not irritate and provoke \25," Xow the first of these
classes forget that they were born with reason^ as Avell as passion ; and if they are

conscious of the strength of their passions, they should beware how they allow
their passions to lead them headlong without bit or bridle. As to the latter class,

it will be a poor excuse for an ill-tempered wife to say that she is only giving her
husband " a Koland for liis Oliver;" or for an angry husband to say to his "wife, as

an Irishman is reported to have said to his: " 13itc my nose off with mustard, and
I'll have at you with pepper I

" Remember the old sayings :
'* Two blacks won't

make one -white," and " Recrimination is no acquittal."

Of course, in such fiunilies happiness, and even comfort^ is quite out . of the
question. Domestic bliss, which some writer has said is *' one of the few blcssiiigg

which have survived the fall,"

•• P'liea from thp realms of pcise and strife."

And I cannot conclude this part of my letter better than with a few " diggings
"

from a store more rich and prohfic than that of California, though but lew mere
'gold hunters " think of searching it :

—

" Better is a dinner of herbs,where love is, than a stalled ox and hatred therewith."
* Better is a drj' morsd, and quietness t^j-crp^-ith, than a house full of sacrifices,

with strife." , '

"Better is a handful,, with quietness, than both hands full, "n-ith travail and
vexation."
"It is*better to dwell in the wilderness, than with a contentious and angry

woman ;" and I suppose the same may be said of a contentious and angrj' man.
But, happily, ^Ir. Editor, for the peace of society, there are not wanting large

numbers of oooD-TKMPEEr.D people, both male and female
;
persons who, notwith-

standing their humble lot and scanty meaus, are yet jogging on through life, enjoying
plenteous measures of comfort and happiness. In some instances the good temper
of the wife has smoothed that of the husband, naturally rugged ; in others, the
amiable temper of the husband has softened and subdued that which was irregular
and crabbed in the wile. In other pleasing cases, both are alike good-tempered.
The days and years of such couples

" Glide softly on, with down upon their feet."

I do not intend, Mr. Editor, to give illustrations of what I mean by good temper
;

nor is it necessary that I should write many sentences in its praise. Its excellence
is seen wherever it exists. It beams in the countenances, breathes in the words,
and influences the actions of its possessors. Like health, or hunger, it gives flavour
to the coarsest viands. It brmgs content and peace into the humblest dwelling.
The inmates may be in straitened circumstances

; poverty may overtake them

;

but mutual sympathy will afford present relief, and mutual counsel will help out
of many a difficulty. Let a thoroughly good-tempered fellow be placed in a factory
or workshop, and he will be the very last man upon whom his mates m ill think of
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, If.'f, If'.- •^l t

inflicting injury^ even in ,p a goodi-tetnperecVsoul !
" is one of the

highest praises pronounced upon a woman, whether she be the wife of a labourer,

atradesman, or ftnobte. ' While' ill temper will disfigute' the most comely, and
degrade'the'ihost/exaltcQl, good teinper will give be^iity to "the plainest, and dignity
to the most lowly^; K^ppy tb-CffiS/who pos&eafe j3.igQOi1iLte9i.pe3: liaoMieerable those
who are destitute of'itli^i'-'n !r;r[ i' •. f?

'.-• -r /'h^o-.j > .v;,h-.5rf h'^u.>^

But, Mr. Editor, att are riot 5o>'w with good'tempers. It is tiot a marketable nor
a puichasQable cpramodJty., Yet it may be acquired : of this there are hundreds of
living Avitnesses. But Iiqw??- Byrefleicting on the character of i^i temper, its ugli-

ness, its deformit)', its consequences. It exposes its possessors to inconvenience
and loss ; robs them of comfort, aiidiutcrfe res injuriously with their happiness. It

is an eye-sore to others ; making persons uncomely and unpleasant to those whose
affection, tjstee,mj^nd confidence it is their interest to-possess. By determining no
longer to cherish such' a°foe to our peace ; by casting away the serpent that stings

us. By reflecting, on the other hand, on the beauty and excellence of f/ood temper,
its personal value, and its influence] oiSfj^eJiqiijljers. By calling to mind the trifling

and foolish ,nat\ire of, those thjn^s^ wj^ich /ys-e ^Ioav to ruffle 9u.r temper, and which,
to' use a.conimon expression, ^' "pu£"u^

,
put.'*/, '.T3y refusing' to,iiarbour those thoughts

an4 feelings, and to dAyell uppn' tho^e c^jyum^tt^nq^s whicl; are likely to sour or

irrit^ite the temper, 3FoT" 't)ier,6 is, ,

a
"b|Tiglw^ as jyell as a dar|c side to most objects;

and why not prefer the brighV? "
AVlify mjili^e /tor . o beds of thorns, when we

may lie down on roses ? 1 know, that there is pii^cK. to harass and perplex working-

men andWorking men's, wives, especially tKose w^o' have large families ; but if we
are to be sullen and cross merely because we meet with losses, troubles, and disap-

pointments, then farewell peac^ aig^^j3pnjfort„ii^^J^u|,j\^OT^^ By. bringing into

exercise rea^pi^ai^i^ ^9(?d sepse :~V:; niti^^^rr'lxAtJuob ly^h^^nv

.\ ,JOn Oi> ,("{J<i9foM I9if 1 Andiyounbodyberuled b}t

^ ,
. ,^ Kesist with all strength that veniaH'* ",

. ..Dii-,.- ,i9l doaimeiq of[\'4;^a^. conquer Sin'? host hy d'cnM? '"^
'-,

> .1 i . -.Cl Hnorii:')'! •if; For *wb(ire there's a will there's 'k trayb': ??•.'«•;

By iB3d^feitig'A4feQ.f-'d*k'??il and feelf^bhtpol, \\'atehing'6'Vei:*^6uy'fe'i^linfgs and tempers,

and eiieckihg the ill feeling; the bad teniper^'the' vferyin^tftnt'we are conscious of

its rising. And, flnaily, by copying the best mMclfe^, <;alling'to mind those of Avhom
we have read, dr'mth Whom wd ate'acqUaiiit^d, whose' good tempers have endeared

them 'ty their- '<^i*cle^' 'dnd- ^deaVdikl'ing to imitJlte them. > By these and similar

meatus I hftVektibt^^tfts^n^,' 'Aurally of bad tfeiSpel',i-tij!^8tipe*ior to their beset-

mehtj ahd%e(76hi6 (M:Mble;^d'eVfen^xeh^^
^'But 1 iTiuSt iiot go 6n iu thiis' straiii, Mf. ik^itftr^- ctt^L'l^U be aeciif^ed of preaching

=a; siBi'n^6ti inbtottd df Svritlrig a Idter: All I •citi' :say- in *xcbse is, that such is the

beauty-^the blessedness—of good tefmper, that it ii^ worth having at any price ; and
surely Mtf<?^ at f*e ea^y a price as^ thrti of reading' ' a letter, or listening to a sermon.

In the 66ufse 6f the few letters I haVe t^bnt yt>ti, I Hav<^ re6ommended several things

as essential to domestic coniftjTt ; btit I venture to say, that valuable as any or all of

those things maybe, they will fail to produce true happiness, unless to them all be
Ithat which'InoWifecbriiriifehd^OooG'TEM^Eft. •'' 'if^i • i'-added

June 4, I850.=> ."' ''-'^^
.

M .i)iJ u) oboxrr g/fJ bnx> .pAMILY itECEIPTS.

i!rx/;'t ^msmk •Makepeace.

BoTJCLfe ATJD- 3feobAsr.**Ttols) disH rdcrivagits'

odd name from the sounds emitted durina^ the pro-
cess of preparalioi), CJut some slices from cold

roast or bdfled beef, or'frorrt cold kalted pork.
Sprinkle them with pepper and salt, and fry

them till brown. Then jmt them int) a dish
to keep hot. Have in readiness some well-boiled

cabbages and carrots, chop them small, pepper
and salt them, and put them into the pan. Keep

8tiirrin*fthBni about for some time till they boil up
with the noise from which the name of the dish is

derived. If the fat left from the fried meat be
unpleasaiit, ^bu may drain it off and substitute

butter, or cold gravy if you have any. When
quite ready, sprinkle over the cabbage afew drops

of vinegar. Place the cabbage in the middle of a

dish, and place the pieces of meat neatly around

it ; or plaoe the me^t in the centre and garnisn
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round with the cabbage. Cold bulled pork is

belter than beef for this purpose, as bfief ii gene-
rally hard when rc-cooked. In either case the
llices should be thin, and rery lightly friid.

English Haggis.— Take the heart, tongue;
ami liver of a sliecp, and a pound of fat baeoit.

Wash them all very clean, and boil them till ^bout
hall done. Then chop them up small, as for

mould, and let It boll for two hours. It may be
eaten hot. or turned out and cut in slices, cold.

To iMiXATt: (JuouND Glass.—Clean well the

window you wish to operate upon. Take a himp
of fresh-made glazier'^ putty, And dab the glasi
over \vith it carefully and with regularity, till you
have covered the, whole surface, lie careful not to

let It be touched ot spieared till It has hardened.
mincing, with the flesh of (k godd-sf'^ied Yarmonth

f
wlileh'wHl ha ^oijtlyJ This will resist the damp^

bloater, or pickled herring-, careftiUy freed (Vom
bones. Grate the crumbs of a penny loaf; prate
bout a teaspoonful of lemon-peel, and «dd pepper
and salt to taste. Beat up two eggs ; well mix the
whole, and put itinto a bettered, tinor eartheiintz^

and will last a long tinie. It can be cleaned off

when desired, with a little .spiritR of turpentine or
strong yellow, soap and water. Tins will be found
'iseful for wlridows that are much exposed, and for

patiiriej, oBiccsi &;c.il Ji/U .iu<s;--:jiiJiv/ ^u»'.

-

• -W' - j '. . .'
,

"
. ' . yj fli ,Y.1innolah iii ^e.c.jl.

THE LAW RELATING TO LANM0R3t>S AND TENANT^^'"^^'^

There is no ftpfeject ii^n^ftfeH witli the law, yMc*f'fei' widely or Hlo^^^^

classes of the community, as that of the relative rights and liabilities of landlords

and tenants. "Within one or other of these classes (i;K;luding lodgers, in the latter

class,) almost every one who knows ther blessing of i shelter or a home is to be
found; and, while it is obvious, therefore, that the l^ws which touch upon the
relationship of landlord and tenaitt tntist be of universal interest, it is t)ut too true

that few are aware of its prdvisioris^ e\'Oh Inci tery geuoral'^ehse : and of coriscquence,

continual misuuderstandingS and disputes dt^ Ui6 I'^stilt.' , This is not only the case

in the lower, biit in th6 weli-informed classes of society.
'

'

\
['

'

|
'

'

It may be a somewhat doubtful question, whether the '"^^Scj fesitteiisiv'e summary
powers, with which the landlord is endowed by the law, 'for recovery of his rent,

and the preference he has, in his romedies against thp goods of his tenant, over all his
felloAv-subjects (succumbing only to the superior rights of her Majesty), do not, in

many cases, operate prejudiciallj', especially when it is considered that the summary
poAvers of the landlord are extended over rtZ/ property' du the premises let, whether
belonging to the defaulting teiiaui or not. Doubtless, the reasons for the pre-
ferences thus giv«n by the law, arose from coiLsiderations $i^ch as these—thathome
and shelter are such important materials in the ordiniiry ^njoypiept of life, that he
who supplies thoBft should have a^ efficient remedies as possible given him for

recoveiy of his rent in return ; that if the recompense for capital laid out in building
houses were less certain than it is, there would be but little encouragcixicnt for the
erection of new buildings, and sp, hoju^e accoiyinfipd^tipn wiauld by np means increase
in the same ratio as the demand for it. It niight.be urged that while the ^^^l^laxy
remedy of di&tress is:giv€n;tp a; lajadibr^.^ the supplier of even the p;tiU greater
necessary of life-^food—has no pr^fcreiiUai remedyiover the Vendor of a luxury or

an ornament ; and that if there were any advajitage to be given or reserved to any
class, it should be in favour of theiforjner, who nuxy be said to have claims to con-
sideration superior even to the landlord, who provides only what cannot strictly be
called a necessary of lite. Ck>nvcntionally • we coixsidor home and shelter to be
necessaries ; but it must be admitted, that though a man could not survive long
without foodf he might be a houseless wanderer, for years. Without, howevei",
pursuing these inquiries further, it remains for us to explain the laws as they ai'e.

We propose to pursue the follomiig order, in treating the subject :

—

1

.

The different natures or d/escripUQ^ (^ Itf;v^)ipy, and the mode in which they
arc created.

2. The remedies provided ftaitbeiiandliard/iBi.thflacatOTeryxrfjihiSiXent, by dis-

tress and otherwise. ' J'J ;''l' ';'••" I ->v; •( . i> '').!((.>- ;...M.' .J..;

3. The mode and tim;e ofeitlier i>di^y'd^tqri^inijig a teiQariOy, -by iiQtice to quit,

or otherwise. , ,, :

! i

4. The powers of landlords to recover possession.
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'5. The law relating to fixtures and repaii's.

6. The laAV respecting taxes.

In addition to which, we shall remark tipori niany incidental subjects, not of suf-

ficient importance to deserye a separate heading.

I. The different natures and descriptions of tenancy ; of these there are four :

1. A tenancy for a term of years, which is the highest order of tenancy.
2. A tenancy from year to year. ^

^

3. A tenancy for a less period tliql^ a/yedr'>!^S,,from quxtt to quarter, month to

month, or week to we^k^
4» A tenancy at A\ill. , ,

A tenancy for a term of years must be created by writing, unless it be for not longer

than three years, for winch purpose a verbal agreement will suffice. This writing

is called a lease, and must be a deed under the seal of the owner for the time being
of the propei'ty leased. The grantor need not be the freeholder, inasmuch as a
lessee may himself not only underlet from year to yeai", but uiiderlease for any time
less than the whole of his term, unless prevented so doing by his own lease. Leases
generally contain covenants, or promises and stipulations, on the part of both the

lessor (the person granting), and the lessee (the person taking the lease). For this

reason, it is customary to have two copies or parts executed, one of which is called

the lease, and the other the couiiterpart. The tenant keeps " the lease," executed
by the landlord, and the landlord " the counterpart," executed by the tenant.

We have before said, that a tenancy for a term not exceeding three years, may
be created by verbal (or, what the law calls, parol) agreement. It is unsafe, how-
ever, to make any such verbal agreement for a term certain ; for the reason, that

such agreements are fi-equently very difficult of proof, and, if not proved, the

tenancy would be considered as for the ordinary period, from year to year;

whereby notice to quit, in the manner we shall hereafter point out, would become
necessary on the part of either ' the landlord or the tenant, in order to determine

the tenancy.
It ^^ill be in the knowledge (>i laQsXot. ouir readers,, that the Chancellor of the

Exchequer has proposed several material alterations in the Stamp Duties which
were imposed by the old Stamp Act ; and, amongst such alterations, is one greatly

diminishing the stamps whi(^; axe, itD-bfi" affixed to leases. The following is the

scale now in existence :— .::: is,- i . i' i : ^ ' '< '
.

Where th§'Teiit'i^*'-'i " uncler £20, thd'dutyis£l
,',' '^20, aiid under 100, ,,110

100,' ^,^';;'^:-,200, „ 2
20O, „ 400, „ 3 0,0
400, „ 600, „ 4

,,
' „ 60Q, ,, 800, „ 5

l^'«^J T>''T 800'^-'-,""' i,^0 ;; G

; -JJ^'^'^, 1000, tnd iifiWards „ 10

It should be stated, 'that a Icciae is valid, without a stamp ; but no lea-sc or coim-

terpart can be given in evidence itia court of law or equit}> unless it is stamped.

So that those who give or receive leases unstamped, run the risk of being pre-

vented from enforcing any claim or right they may have under the deed ; unless,

for the puipose of getting it stamped, they pay a penalty of £5, and the amount of

the stamp. The power, however, of getting deeds stamped sxibsequently to their

execution, will be materially diminished, if not entirely taken away, by the

proposed biu:"';^;^
':''- 'V

'7^' '-

;

]'''':''
^;;

A tenancy for a terin of years expires, \v'ithoi t n3tice, at the end of the term.

If a tenant for a term continue in possession af.er its expiration, he is considered

as,a,year^y, tena,^t,,^t 1^ sajEO^ r^t as h» paid \md^r the l^ase.

.<y' . ' . .:if>. -' [i);-<rn'' • ).>, ^i . ,M.j ti'O ?''! ^K» -Vf ,P-"i1 '••'

!'! >L)ii:i;&r \i -I. ::...'V •

.

.

Economy.—Jrcre liari^imouy is not coonomy. Expense, aiiu great expense, maybe an essen-

tial part in true economy. Kcyuomy is a distributive viilue, and consists not in paving but in

selection.— Walker,
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JUVENILE CABINET.

TOMBS AND COFFINS.

The first historical record of the burial of

tlie dead we find in the twonty-tliird chapter

of Genesis, where it is mentioned that "Abra-
ham buried Sarali, his wife, in the cave of the

fit-Id of 3Iachpelah, before Marare." It Avas

the custom of the eastern natious at that

jieriod to select natural caverns for the pur-

I)o.se of convertin;j them into tombs, and, where
sucii were not convenient, sepulchres Avcre hol-

lowe(Pout of rocks, or constructed in the fides

of mountains. Of these latter many remain
to this day, the great majority of them pre^

senting a curious similarity in the general mode
of construction. A small, simple, and un-
adorned door-way, cut in the pei-pendicnlar

face of the rock or mountain, leads to one or

more excavated chamber?, commonly oh a
level with the door, but tjomctimes having a
descent of several steps. Around these cham-
bers are niches, in which the bodies of the dead
repose. The bones of the noble or wealthy
rest in stone coffins with scnlptoarcd lids; but
those of the fjoor are exposed to view, having
been from the first only yrappejj round with
linen grave-clothes.'

The astonishing event coincident with the
death of Christ, when the "graves were opened,"
was, the removal of the stones from the doors
of the sepulchral caves. It was the preparation
when this occurred ; and as all servile labour
then ceased, and was unrenewed through the
ensuing .Sabbath, the chambers of the dead re-

mained open to the inspection of the living.

There are tv/o remarkable exceptions amongst
the ancient sepulchres already described : one
is " The Tombs of the Judges," and the other
" The Tombs of the Kings." The former is

entered by a beautiful portico, beyond wliich

are three rooms, richly sculptured with flowers
and leaves, and containing seventy crypts, in

wluch are supposed to have rested the remains
of the judges of the Jewish Sanhedrim. The
latter is entered through a large square court,
sunk in the solid rock, on one side of which is

the jiortico, ornamented with carved chu^ters

of grapes between groups of flowers, inter-

mingled Avith Corinthian capitals, and formerly
one of tlie most beautiful specimens of ancient
sculpture extant at Jerusalem. A low passage
leads to many excavated chambers with crj-pts;

but the exquisitely-carved stone doors which
once closed their entrances arc now broken in

pieces, and lie in scattered fragments on the
floor. Josephus observes that .Solomon coiF
cealed inamente treasures in this tomb, which
were not discovered until thirteen hundred
years after his death, when Hircan, the high-
priest, took from it three thousand talents of
gold.

The sepulchres of the ancient Egyptians re-

sembled those of the Israelites, being either

natural or artificial caves ; but the dead were,
according to their ideas, more higlily honoured
by them than by any other nation, as, no mat-
ter how poor or how lowly his station in life,

an Egyptian never ronoved his dead out of his

sight until the body liad been carefully em-
balmed, to prevent the expectation of aglorion.'J

resurrection being disappointed by conuptiou
and the worm. Surely the wisdom of Egypt
was " foolishne^l " Uelzoni obt^ervcs that Uie

various classes of society are distiijguisliablc by
different mpdes of preservation. The bodies of

the lower clfisses arc folded in coarse linen, and
iiaid in the niches ^nth the muipmies of cats,

monkeys, and crocodiles ; while the bodies of

the rich or noble are Isiid in ornamented wooden
cases, with wretiths ol" tlowers round their heads,

and leaves of the acacia in their hands and on
their bosoms. : i

-

Tlie inhabitants) of the Canary Islands also

embalia then- de^d, and bury them iii tlie caves

of tlui mouiitains, and the cuveras near the

sea-coast. In one spacious sepulchre it is said

that there were upwards of one thouiujid

mummies found, each .six being joined together

by having the feet of one sown to the head of

the next, and so on. We have no clue as to

the views of this people in the cn>tom of em-
balming, but we may believe, that .some vague
idea of an immortal state urges them to en-

deavour to protract, as long as possible, the

period of natural decay. 1'hey do not know
that it was written— "The body shall return

to the earth ;" and, also, that " all men shall

rise again with their bodies."

The Chinese do not use natural excavations

for tepulcliral uses. They build their tombs
on the southern side of a hill, and generally

paint them blue, except the pillars in front,

which are usually of white marble. The tombs
of the mandarins, and other persons of rank,

resemble magnificent palaces; they ai*e elevated

on terraces, surmounted by obelitks:, and sui^

rounded with every variety of graceful, weep-
ing, cypress trees. The doors to these " pa-
laces of the dead" are of white marble, and
are inscribed A\ith the name, rank, and virtues

of the deceased. In April and August the

graves and sepulclires of the hmnbler classes

are swept, repaired, and ornamented with
tinsel-paper : a libation of wine is then poured
out, prayers are offered by some near relatives,

Who kneel' "beside the gi'aves on mats, with
their foreheads touching the ground ; and,

finally, rice, fowln, and sonofetimes a large

roa.'-'ted pig, arc i")resented as a welcome fea^t

to tlie dead. Mr. Davis remarks, that at thet^u

fctasons, " whole ranges of hills, sprinkled witU
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tombs, may be se^n covered with these testi-

monials of attent'iort." ' A ; ' •' / /

The Romaia catacombs are amongst the most
intt! resting sepulchres in the world. In. life

and in death they have afforded shelter to

Christian^. In the early perscctitions many a
servant of God sought security in their vast and
extraordinary windings ; and Jerome mentions
that, in his day, the devout were accustomed to

go doA\Ti into them da Siiiidays.tt)' Visit the
tombs of the rhartyrs, atid ptay ftjr' a' fike spirit

as had sustained them in their hours of trial

.

The catacora1)s coBfnst of subtefi^tt'ean gallie-

ries, formed, in qTiari-ying m^aterfals to extend
^nd beautify the capital, in ancient times ; ahd
iiiso in pbtajning the pazzublana,- or volcainic

earth, which yields 'the IjOfflaTi cement of c6ni-

merce. These galleries turn and t^nst in the
most extraordinary manner, probably following

veins of po^ziiolana. TJiey atfe usually abotit

ei^ht feet high iand flvfe ^iue, diid an either^de
are three tiers of ceWg used asgi'aves. Over
ihany of these thcrc'are Latin inscriptions, re-

cording the' n'ame'^ ' and ' thp h6p(is of th'e de-
parted, some of '\vliiCh''ili^''Ve}y' shffrt -{irid

beriutifiilljr '^ihiffle,' sis ' '*^ Vifctoi^na' ^ sleeps"

—

" Virgmius I'emaMcd but ^ shfort time with xii^'

-^" Gt^m'Clhl sleeps iii'^ce "i^" In €hi1st the
firfet and the last '"-^** In peace«Bd in'Ohrigt."

In Our OThifeoulilry' there' ate rio curious

tombs or set)ulehiHeif.' 'The bodiesi <Vf' out" de-

parted friends have be<m pl&ded 'iiii coffin^ and
now repoJse in grAvc^s Ivffliin the preciScts

of our cfeutches. ' The first historicfrl recx)rd''1ve

ha^'e off'ft British <i6Sin.ti 6t' thit to ivftieh

King Arthtii- was'bttWed-.' "tt was called "5ht-
cophagus Ugheils," bCca'tise it-^a^ ' composed ot

crrie enormous piece of oak, which had been
liollowed Out for the piirpose: Stoiie or marble
tbiffins -were aftervv-'ards used, and it is even
said that glass coffins of great antiquity ha-v^

been found in som« of 6nr old btirtal 'grounds.

Ili'the eariy ages, tO'AVhicli we now refer, but
little ceremony was observed by tli6 Britorts on
the detrth 6f a king. ' The T^ody was usually
consigned to the careof the humbler members
of the householcl, to be prepared tV>r intermerit

;

*nd thofii»h, after a certaih number of days, it

was borne to the )?r«ve by nobles, the coffin

w^s always cf the most simple desmption.'ahd
the grave-clothes were of " unwrought linen."

It was quite diflterent wheh an ecclesiastic died.

His body was carefully washed, by member's of
tiiis own oTdfcr, clothdd in 'thief richeist'refetriiettt*,
J* ' ' '' .lifiil: jf; .; r.fr'jii-. -^vj; /.'-/;• -'iq fivi\

and laid in a highly-ornamental coffin, !
which the most costly emblems of the priest'

office had been previously placed. Many
tliese, consisting of cups, rings, and seals, hav<

been at S'arious 'times found in the graves o
ecclesiastics la JSaliobury,. Plain ; but thing!

stm more extraordinary than these old relict

have been found in other gra^ves in the sanit

plairk—^letters to the- dead, engraven o» piecej

ofettme, and some on small plates of silver,

-ooiitaimn^ requests for the loan of money,
which the b©firQ\M<^j ;

i)r9|iii^©di pxjf^9,y }n. the

nextworidi r.:'r.!f '-.'jf. (r'r^rr-.T's' v-o ' '

The '^ Sftul-sceat," or paymemf.qf the clergy

for their atttadajace at: the death-bed and the

gi-ave^ waa. never .neglected r
by. t)je ancient

Britons. Wefiftd provision' made /pr it in all

theii- old wills, oonie frf which contain bequests

of coiisidei-able.iKH-tions ?{ ",gQl<,l bulUou

.others, *' goldeji jcups, bracelet^, witli, garincnts

and bed-'OlotlMJs 5" -^d otl^ew. "JUundreds of

sAvine;" Tl»e flrtlqsaiHnd, interesting pustoin of

strewing gr»W* with, fre^ flywci^s^ wfu> al^»o, at

that,time,-niuchi oi)^^v.ed 1^ ili^^iriiddlc and
Imver-idapses,? ibufc the w)BaIiliy,te,'vtAf|cd, their

iregretbyerecting in^umei^t^jju cUm-che^, and
.engraving ou brasB the-yirtufs?;P^ the.d^p«ii"tcd

" Sepulchral bra&^Siwei-fi-fir^t Imppr^cd into

this country ifopa tjje • ]Jse,therlands. Few of

the walls or floors, of our mor<^;ai;i^Jeut churches

failed to present som« quaint, portraiture

—

sametimes a 'wi\ole ia^.U-yrrTulfily but spi-

ritedly :delineat<!(l ;; gon»e fafiqjful.cross, or

orozier ; orsomq fl^Ti'ingi lab^, i^ribed with

angnlftT letterssv/and; cAPcfuIfy pwbeddtd in

stone.; Som* ofipM-catht'^r^M >^'f;r« in this

w&Y 1 ornamented ^ wJfU' ai . PW^s,'i<)f, of brass

garniture, t& an pxtejit whjvh wpul^ scarcely

'be' otmceiYed by those- ^^^l30; have...p^d.no at-

tcation to the subJi^fXr Many of, these early

plates are. ftiW in •existei^ce : and many others

have been, added in eubsjsqui^nt years,' In

Ireland it is still the etistom-not only,to strew

the ncm'-madc graw- -jvith flp,wer;>, but tP plant

the ground all rqund them with evergreens and

rose*. Ther^ is,a Uttle. grave in a churchyard

-in'Co^k surrounded toy white ^-o^-lrees, and on

its pretty head-itoue are the &)ilowmg lines :—
" Fair boy 1 tliou shouUiat hivi" wept for uie,

Uot I have had t^i) mourn for Ihte;

Yet noMoDg shall my porrowjiif be.

These roses I have planted round,

To deck thy loVd and hallowM ground

;

Wht h spring'-'gales next these roses wave,

'' l^eii' fcaTe^ shalldeck thy mother's grave.'

^ (liiivr-H " of!t ui-yff oJ itjrf h^Auui^ .: .: j ,.•: rfti/,- b-jAnii >,j((j oy; nvi'v-
""VAaxKN MXJE9TYi««Mn Petottaut^ in describipg I/aanbctli cjliurch, t^kes fOC,C3s,wn to mentioii

afn instance of fallen majesty in the person of Mary d',Este, the unhappy .queen of James II.,

who, fleeing with her infimt prince from the ruin impending over thcfr house, crossed the

Thames from the abdicated "Whitehall, and took shelter beneatl^ the wqJLs of the ancient edifice

a whole hour from tlie rain, the night being veryInclemtaat. , Ilere she ^\ aite^l with aggravated

misery till a conamon coach, procured from the next hiu, arrived, and pouveyed her to Graves-

end, whence, bidding an eternal adieu to the»>e kingdoms, she sailed to France,.
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•
. 'I i'(t:i K'i'n i tl-'>* 't?'jtit i!j;v' "i >r:r/A') 'nv-' "^'^ " i;'!- >

THE ^WORKINrG
I
MAN'S GAllBRN,«,t;; ^< '

iT9iq i95»d hurt •^'jjJSfiJjLSmasdt t»T»fromf: oth ecfmooRjBO nfimc

VOC.t i'.lli'j'., If'
X"(;:-;:i::^*lrf; i&st^i;^, '|^fS^.' ..:;;;';

riir.RE never was an ;1geWbi-c ri«h than the pro-

ent in the luxury of garrlt!m,a»lti the daKzling

111(1 strange variety of new hllcl fare flower.^,

^acli perioflical llow^r-shoW is crdtvdetV "wdth

jcauties till then imhcanlof ; and' crory suo-

leeding publicatioii on tlie skjience of j^ardcning

loscribes tlie charActefaftd cuhUr© of whriB

)hnit, whose heterogeneous nature is fre?iutatitly

ts chief claim to' itotice. Amon^f atU these,

However, rich attd tare thoiij^ ittaaiy^of tliein

[nay be, there are nbne which to us ]r»osse?4 an
nterest like that which' attftiAhtS^itself :tO the

gardens and the fl6wers of the^wtnrldng main.

Latterly we have Ti^?itfed mhny of the oottage-

lomes in the n^^hbohrho^d ii!>f Ixsirton^ind

iround .<onie hate 'otrsferved' gfeVderts -which

ooked ^\nld and neglected;'A^hile dthcrSifcore,

jvidences ort:vste and'chreftrt' attewticwj i '/ 'i'-

The workfti^ mahV itovi^firri flWthehatnrtll

'alphabets of <ircatio'n,"'^Wfc1i G<«H*vmsrif ar-

ranged Over Earth's 0i)^'I*gy,'iTniM'int4»jfn

le.«soh on eaclifldt\'€r,'' Ahd^iAevoryljerbon
ivliich We ti'ca'd/'inscribin'g • '. ;'.ii ;'-".

J ^^^ '•'words w^iieh'.'HKKWVWid.'-.iiii •

Will lendTT? frlotrt e^tVr.Vfrflftr^Cnodiiiv/ f{t

To hope, aiWlioUnesst ond"(Jod<Y
[ o) J> (Infi

But which are thc^e fkvSvers,' *<vhos>e ^nmfeuririp'

we claim foi^ Hfc tror^kingTrfstti?' IThfey juk

those which grfret tW^ 'bri^htJ guiwhineivBud

wrestle A^-tth the H<*eze;' without! loeingma

particle of efthei' tlie bc^slutyoT'ithfi perfume
which God bestMvtd on tlr'eni', to •> cheoT' iiran^s

[^areful mood f ' thet a»*e tho«0 which; arenthe

first to come 16 us fii the 8jpilngj and tlio laslt

to leave us ill' tlie auflinW> r tH?y fti» tinjae

wliich, from- tihie immctnoTiftl,'ha.voTboen to-

]jarded as fhfe lovelie^ti thfwigh ndt 'thic

jrightcst br stthngcSt, WoWets itt fbecteatioil

;

and they arfc' fh'ose' vVhioW^ Jnofe Khan ; stny

[Others, we will fltid afewiiikted A\-it*i hBtory «Ad
heraldr\% bicauSd, in' the -early a^es, whwi
men'.s hearts Wtre MYre opbn to the tmwjhSngs

of nature than they are ab pro^enc, then pare

and perfect loveliness pointed them ofit as

proper symbols df thosfe fceliiigs' and sympa-
thies which fill up tli€ gratje and sweetness

of home circles, and fomi the sccirct incehtives

to those great or noble actions, the very rela-

tion of wiiich quickens the pul£«s of th^ sage

as well as the youth, and inspu-es the poet's

Bongs, in all times and all countries^.- -Thf^y-HPe ••»ftidoi»y-whose conduct through the precedin

those wliich are thus linked with the daily oc-

urrcncesof dom^stifelWe ;' #itlVthe hi.'^Voily of
[n-itions, and ihe' i)flvirt^"c!irdWcIM< 'of th*''

rent ; and thelt rtjttnes' aire-^the RoJ^s the
ily, the Violet .tlid Iris, thel)a5!*5', tht Porget-

'me-not, and hundreds more bf* the fikd Wttd,

Jor which we would, nitli that feweet i^iiiger,

Mrs. J remans, say— ••' ol-vn.

Thanks, Ue^ngfs^ Igye. for these tny lavisji boons,

Andi n'^ost of all, tlieir Jicavcnn'iinl inducnccs,

6 l^hbil that diKi'tit us flowei^s ?' ^
;

-

,
,

; ,"\y« rUardly*l^q>V ^o,\y vchM^\ Pf fffi^ft lovely

ftowees to . dtijcribe /if,sj:^ pu^, .a^, ^x^ jM;oyo:je to

pdajkc' piia.O;!' »i-Vi«r W Wi.9'^ jkhk suwect.of a
weekly cl^li^teii,,>i'e-,^'dievx,^t^'k to

give^he, j)recje4«npc ta.t^e l^^ije^ th^ ;' (iueen of

flpwer;^"r77^^,^,t^ps'p. a,tp»e ,)yIiiGJi.','blovm in

the working,. ifl,aft'4,gfirdcJi, |)ij;t of. ji'tl which
(iod ma4p (to ibefiaifyit^i^.ea^tli, Paint crs.^ud

sculptors
.
vH«>ye, deljgiitod in, ileh^ieating the

beauties, of tthejosej^A/J^cl pycts aud.historia;]^

Uj^yc mjHle, .it typical fl^" evi^rythin.? lovely .and

true, ,
wicl

J
^cnUfi in. /liuifiau nature, ()( ,thJs

," r/espleftdeut ilow<?r," tlM^re ^re up>yar(ls of one
h>xndred,!4i^tiH(;t ,^jt)eQ|e^, 'i^i^d, more, than^tvyo

tho.i^Mi«i<^v.afipf^eg*^,'l^>lic;4p,y,^l%^ i^iriqiy^t

Cabbage ftosr^Ros^ CQ]>tif<^i^>f;9<^^9Urn*

dred-Jeave^, • 'i'his i^ lib? yeffy, r.os9 itselt; " the

fairest !»«?: jvhere p^ »f9,rosp>5,f Jtiis.ji, native

I^lnnd ofr ]Rliod©*N.if5ln;W.Jf< i'-J^t it.i;i called

•VGultfart lk?rk<'" and i& ce|L^|)ratcd,sis,l>eing

,tJbe flofnerfrpm wjiit^i^th^ del^cidw pea-ifunuj-r-

''BajOr«, precious thaw gold"'—kpown. as "attar

gni,' or "'Ofeto-ofo'esey" ipidistUlc^liby tjie iu-

liAbjtawts ofrtJashnwrQf-f It isiliiose same people

©fX!ajdjnT«*Fe M(\¥) ' tiold t,he ^vcIJTlwjown, " feast

•of pio««j&y".wJikiJ»,«>omei(inios' eonti^iu^e Jiorniany

weeks, duiiug ;ill oX yvhich -the ga^fcveUers
Siirr^iund tJnemselvo8i>vith -tiveryt^upg tjjat is

lovely and 1wi}lii|ftt in fiow>ers and light ; and,

bel^viog that ti^ey are. indebted to a benjcficeAt

dejtiy, wJ)<Hift tjioy -tVint tl^" ^^iy>^^ o{ h'l^r

gmnoe»"' tior their onjpymeiHts^they icommence
,
each day; and close, each^vxiiiing, with,songs of

ntyoicjng and
:
pniiser ifor .t«ch aVunfiant yn^

beautifjil najmifes^tafcions. of, hjs ]o,va ,ai^d .povvfi^i;.

In i-'«wift there, is i> j'cstivai .juawAed ''Gul
Keaxec,'' or tl>p,."i^aU*J'ipf^ «f iJO'SCs," wh^Ji
mucli resemWosj'tUe '.Kea&t af'(Ja^iinere,5 " imd
in Fraacei there is one held apnwaUy, wJucU is

named " La Jlotaifre.'' Tlji* latttr last^ but one
day, duriag wUieJi, hpwevor,, there JS ajgrcflt

display of roses; Iwuses aad public mon,MJiients

are festooned with them, and vilUige t^treets

and path-ways strewn with them, that the

year has entitled her to wear the " wn ath of

'i«o«oA;'itiuiy feel hoifftiHCCTely h«f young coni-

paivion* n'jolceiin her; triaimph.- ;L'ntil tlie next
year s»he("ieT'pallBdi(i*'ithc iiQ«e«p<,^'.. ..Qr.<^'iLa

In Bei)^ ' tlib cabbagfc rose ' is exttJnalvely

cnltlvft'tcd by miuiulactiu'ers of rose-water;

and in some few places of England it is prp^
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pagated for the same purpose. Druggists pur-

chase its leaves by weight ; and it is said that

from six pounds of them they distil one gallon

of rose-water.
' This rose is most readily increased by

suckers, which it sends up freely, and which
may be separated from the parent stem in

' autumn, early in winter, or early m spring.

The best method is, to dig down to the root,

and then, with the hand, gently 'disengage the

young shoot, taking cai-e to bring \vith it as

many root-tibres as iwssiblo. A bed or border

of rich loamy soil, contaming a good propor-

tion of sand, is most proper to plant it in ; and
if for fourteen days it be caiiefully and mode-
rately watered, in the morning before sunrise,

or late in the evening, the sucker will by that

time have taken firm root.

The cabbage rose, and almost eveiy. other,

may be easily propagated \yj layers, in the

following manner:—First make choice of a

plant in full vigour, bearing some low-growing
shoots. Of these choose one of the most healthy,

and cut in it a slit of three or four inches in

length, through two, or three eyes if possible

;

then, having placed a pebble, or a grain of

wheat, in the slit, to prevent its closing, peg it

down cautiously, and, with a little forked stick,

support the shoot in its proper position.

Few, except professional pei-gons, attempt to

raise roses from seed, though it is of all others

the most simple mode, and least subject to

failures. "When the seed has bee«i mellowed
by the frost, gather it, rub it out of the pips,

and keep it in a little vessel of dry sand imtil

the next spring; then sow it in light, rich soil,

and the following year you \rill have an abun-
dance of line young ijlants.

The Chinese, or MoNTiiiiY KosE (Rosa
Indica), is the next afterthe splendid "hundred-
leaved " which we would desire to see cultivated

in the working man's garden. It is particularly

adapted for training against cottage walls.

There are upwards of two hundred varieties

of it ; but the most beautiful are the " Tea-
scented" and the " Noisette." The Tea-scented
is delicate, and requires rich sandy loam, and
a southern aspect ; but the Noisette is a hardy
plant, and a most abmidant %werer. It was
brought to us from America, Avhere it was
raised from seed by 3Ir. Philip Noisette.

The Musk Rose (Rosa 3Ioschata) is another
lovely trainer, which is a native of Anituica.

It bears large bmiches of flowers at the ex-
tremity of its stalks, wliosfe delicious musky
odour is most powerful after a light shower, or

in the evening. Except to cut away dead
wood, this rose should never be touched A\ith a
knife. Autumn is its time for blowing.

The Ceustek-flom-ered Rose (Rosa Mul-
tiflora) is a lovely plant, bearing large clusters

of flowers, of from twenty to fifty in each ; its

mo.«it beautiful varieties ai-e the " Seven
bisters," aud the " JJoursault." \Vc remember

once seeing in a cottage-garden an aspen tree

;

it was awkwardly placed, and altogether quite

an eye-sore ; yet the landlord positively pro-*

liibited its removal. The tenant, however (ho
was a damask-linen weaver), Avas a man of

taste, and, as he was forbidden to root out the
" cumberer," he determined to improve it ; ac-

cordingly, he planted beneath it a fine young
Roursault-rose, wliich soon tA\ined round the

trunk of the tree, climbed to its head, and
drooped down in rich, graceful festoons. We
need hardly add that the loveliest object in his

garden was the quivering aspen.

At some future opportmiity we shall mention
other varieties of this lovely tribe ; at present

we shall conclude by noticing its " class " and
" order ;

" but first we would describe what
thes^ termsmean. A "class" is the largest

division of plants uud flowers ; an " order " is

a division of a (jlass ;
" genera " is a subdivi:^iou

qf aa order \
" si?ecies," of a genera ; and " va-

rieties " are divisions of species. All the plants

of a vlass have one common property or cha-

racter ; to belong to the same order, they must
have i<w, common i>roperties ; three io belong

to the sarne gpnus ; those that have all their

constant qualities alike are of the same variety.

Now, the rose is of the twelfth class, termed
" Icostmdria," because it has twenty, or more,

stamens attached to the inside of the calyx;

aud it is of the third order, " Polygynia," be-

cause it has many pistils. Thus, we see, th«

cJass is determined by the stamens, and the

order by the pistils. In a futm-e chapter Ave

hope to give an explanation of these botanical

terms ; at present we must leave the flower-

beds, to say something about the

Working Man's Erlit-trees, most of

which belong to this same class (Icosaudria)—
for instance the Apple, Pear, I'lum, Cherry,

Stmwberry, and Raspberry. We shall com-
mence with the Apple first, because it is the

most generally cultivated, and next because it

is, of all these fruits, the most useful. Aii

ancient Avriter observed that, " were all othefi

fruits wanting to us, apples Avould make us

amends ;
" and if this was true in his days,

when they were used chiefly in making " dump-
lings and cider," how much more now, Avlieu

the good wives of England know how to con-

vert them into niunberless wholesome dainties.

Young ax^ple-trees should be planted in Sc])-

tembei-, in order that they may make fresh

roots before the A\inter sets in, and be prepared

to push forth young shoots in the spring. Tliej

may be planted at ten yai'ds apart, and shouldi

be occasionally watered during the first year. It

is very important tliat apple-trees should bo

open to the sim and air,'and be carefully shel-

tered from northerly ajul north-westerly winds ;

tlie ground should be kept free from weeds iuid

rubbish, and moss and mistletoe be removed as

soon as they are perceived.

The best kind gf applet for the garden of

i
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! working man are the peach, nonpareil,

den-pippin, Holland-pippin, cat-head, and
Sssets; and these should all be cspaliered;

ot so much on account of their extremely
rnameutal appearance \vl)cn so troinetl, as for

fie following reat-ons, given more than one
undred years ago, hy Mr. llichaa-d Bradley :—

«• Whoever delights in gardens will not be
oj rjthout espaliers ; they afford a large quantity

f fruit, even their lowest branches are abund-
;ii ntly productive ; when they are covered with

javes, they shade the plants which are set in

he border, whctlier these be kitchen-lierba or
elicute flowers; and, in winter, when they are

caflc'ss, they suffer the sun's rays to pass

lirough, at the same time .tbat, they break the
urce of the breeze."

I'ormerly dwarf apple-trees were much cul-

ivated ; they were planted in pots, and for

heir size were generally very productive. It

3 said that the plant was considered unprtrflt-

ible, unless the fruit out-weighed both it and
he pot it grew in. At large entertainments it

vas customary to place several of those minia-
ure trees on the supper-tables.

The apple-tree is mentioned in Scripture

;

)ut there is no doubt that the fruit meant was
he citron, which is one of the most beautiful

rces of eastern climes, being remarkable, even
inong the lovely tribe to which it belongs, for

lie beauty and fragrance of its flower and
ruit.* Solomon has compared "the word fitly

poken " to " apples of gold in pictures of
ilver ; " an image which would apply less ap-
)ropriately to the apple than to the citron

tree, with its shining leaves, its rose-coloured

blossoms, and rich yellow fruit. It is supp03ed

also that the fruit which tempted. Eve to dis-

obedience was the citron ; and we know that

the Englisli druggists sell a species of it under
the name of tbo "forbidden fruit."* Di".

Kitto has reraai'fccd, that he nowhere in "VVes-

tem Asia saw an apple which, au En.gUshnian

would praise, except in one place, called
" <]rumitch/' among the moimtaius of the Black

Sea. Apple-trees, however, are carefully cul-

tivated atSidon, Mount Lebanon, and Damas-
cas ; but no one would think of enumerating
tbem with the pomegranate, the palm, and the

other fniit trees, wliich were once the glory of

the " field of Palestine."

Young trees should be pruned carefully, to

prevent their branches crowding, and old trees

must be pruned also ; but, except when out

of leaf, neither should be touched with a knife.

Pippins are riehly-flavouied apples, and are

the best kind to use in making apple-jelly.

Cat-heads are excellent in apple-jam.

Fourteen hundred varieties of the ap})le

have been enumerated by Mr. G. Don ; and
the benevolent intent of such an arrangement
is at once seen in the great extension thus

given to the usefulness of the plant.
" Speak to the earth and it shall teach thee "

of the boundless love and Avisdom of Him who
provides, day by day, such abundant and suit-

able fooil for the support of our bodies, and
also freely offers us tlie " bread of life " for the

nourishment of our souls. May our fervent

j

prayer be, " Lord, evermore give us tUid bread !"

I
Amen! ,,>•('. h-ji-it, v'^.^ui'i ^'

* The citron is one of the oranore tribe. V^ .* ShAddoc,K,, (citrus dtecuinaha).

WEEKLY CALENDAiLi'irodn

,. JUI^ElsiTO JU:xE8th. ^i ' '

JUNE. ,I,V ,'ll/,'.;,. ...

Ji NE, the fiixlh mouth of this .yeat,: according to

sdine writers, derives its riame from the latin

Junius, because it is reckoned as the month for

youn<r people. Others derive it from Junius
Brutus, who (h-ove the Tarquine from Rome, and
settled the government upon the people. Bome
tiiink it is derived from the g-oddess Juno, iu ho-
nour of whom a festival was celebratei^ at the be-
ginning of tlie month. June answers to the
Jeivish Tcnmnuz, the tenth of their civil, and the
fourth of their sacred year. It is now Summer,
and the hopes of Sprinp be^in to he realized.

June 1, 1594, AichoUia Foitssin, 9. celebrated
painter, was l)0in at Andely, in ^'oimandy; and
died on the first of June, 1665, in the 71st year of

his age. His most remarkable picfures were.
The Seven Sacraments of the Church of Rome;"
The Death of Gerraanicug;" " The Martyrdom

" St. Erasmus ; and " ITie Laat Supper." A s«t
the paintings of " The Seven Sacramenti" is

now in the possession of the Duke of liutlaud.
June 1, 166C, a great sea-fight look place be-

tween the English fleet, commanded by the Duke
" .\lbemarle and Prince P.upert, ajainst the

Dutch, under De Ruyter and Van Tromp. The
Jinglish fleet was defeated, according to some"
historians, and successful, according to others. It
is certain, however, that the English suffered
greatly, in the loss of men and ships ; and this is

ascribed, chiefly, to the misconduct of the Duke
of Albemarle.
June 1, 1794, Richard, .ErtrZ Howe, a celebrated

English admiral, obtained a complete and de-
cisive victory over the French fleet ; in conse-
quence of which Illuminations, and other modes
of rejoicing, took place all over the kingdom.
Jnne 1, 1811, died, off Gibraltar, Sir Datid

JVilkie, one of the most eminent painters of the
Enghsh SchooL He begiui to draw and paint
before he could read or spell. ^In very early life

he displayed a remarkable facility for compre-
h«mling-tne cMrddter oi whatever he was set to
draxv. He goon rose to eminence, and no artist
of this country ever produced pictures of greater
interest and notoriety. His " Blind Fiddler,"
'' Village Politicians," " Village Festival," " Dis-
training for Rent," " The Penny "Wedding,"
" Reading the Will," " The Chelsea Pensioners,"
&c., are known and admired by persons of ail
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classes. A marble statue to his memory is placed
in the hall of the National Gallery.
June 2. First Sunday after Trimly.
June 2, nsO; dreadfui liiots took place in

London. A bill having; been introduced into the
House of Commons for the relief of Eoman
Catholics from certain penalties and disabilitiee,

an eccentric member of that house, Lord George
Gordon, collected a VAst mob, consisting of the
members of a Protestant Association and the
rabble of the Metropolis, at the head of whom he
marched in procession to the House of Commons,
to present a petition against the proposed mea-
sure. A dreadful riot ensued, which was not
suppressed till after the destruction of many
Catholic chapels and dwellings, the prison of
Newgate, and the house of the Chief Justice,
Lord Minsfield. This led to the arrest of Lord
George, and his trial on the charge of high
treason ; but no evidence being adduced of treason-
able design, he was acquitted, though the mag-
nitude of the mischief which his imprudence had
occasioned, induced a general belief that he was
an insane and dangerous enthusiast.
June 2, 1831, died, aged s'3,John Jackson, Esq.,

member of the Koyal Academy. He was a por-
trait painter of considerable eminenee. He had
aa uncommon readiness and skill of hand, and his
colouriiig was deep, clear, and splendid.
' June 3, 182^, died at Paris, the Abbe Rene Just
J/ay-i/, an eminent French natural philosopher,
remarkable for his discoveries in crystallography,
the whole theory of which is founded on his inves-
tigations. The accidental fall of a beautiful spe-
cimen of calcareous spath, crystallized into prisms,
led him to discover in some of the fragments the
lurmof thecrys^talrhomboidesof the Iceland spath,
and from this casual circumstance the whole of
his theory respecting crystals, the means of »d-
raeasuring and describing them. Sec, took its

origin.

June 4, 1738, George the Third, grandson of
George II., was born jn London. He began his
reign October 25, 1760, and died January 29, 1820.
A brief estimate of the general character of this
monarch will be found in the Calendar January 29.

June 5, 1723, was born at Kirkaldy, Adam
Smith, a distinguished writer on morals and
poliifcs. His most celebrated work is his " In-
quiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations." This has become a standard book in

Europe, and may be deemed the formal precursor
of the modern science of political economy.

June 5, 1724, died Henry Sacheverell, D.D., a
political divine, who obtained great notoriety

during tho reign of Queen Anne. He preached

some sermons of an incendiary description, the
object of which was to rouse apprehensions for tha

saiety of the (diurch, and to excite a rancorous
hostility against the Dissenters. Being foolishl^

impeached in the House of Commons, he was tried

and sentenced to be suspended from preaching for*

three years. This prosecution, however, raised

such a party as eventually overthrew the ministry,

and made Dr. Sacheverell's fortune. Forty thou-'

sand copies of bis sermons were sold, and he mada
a sort of triumphal progress through the kingdom.
His abilities, even according to writers on his own
side, were contemptible. Bishop Burnet says of

him, " He was a bold, insolent man, with a very
small measure oi religion, learning, virtue, or good
sense."
June 6, 1762, died Lord George Anson, who

signalized himself by his voyage round the globe,

and whose merits as a naval commander raised

him to the peerage.
June 7, 11)20. Anniversary of the splendid

interview between Henry VIII. and Francis I.,

within the English pale, near Andres, in France.

The costly ceremonial on this occasion is much
celebrated by historians. The English were said

to have carried their manors, the French their

forests, on their backs; and the very place upon
which the monarchs met, from the richness «C
the tents and pavilions, was thence called Le
champ de drop d'or, " the field of gclden cloth."

June 7, 1779, died William jyarhurton. Bishop
of Gloucester. At first he followed the profeasioBr'

of an attorney, but aftertvards relinquished it for

the church, and became an endneully able and
learned prelate. His writings, chiefly contro-

versial, show that he was a man of vigorous facuW
ties, supplied with a great extent and varitty at
knowledge, but impatient of opposition, and
proud of supeiiority.

June 7, 1832, the English Reform Bill received

the Hoyal assent. The Scotch and Irish Bills

speedily followed; and the month of July, after

a two years' contest, which had greatly shaken
the empire, saw the new constitution of the

House of Commons established.

June 8, 1370, died Edwai'd, the celebrated

Black Prince, in the 46th year of his age.

June 8, 1831, died Mrs. Sarait. Si'ddons, the

eminent tragic actress. She maintained her

supremacy as " the Queen of Tragedy " Avithout

a rival, from the year 1782 until her retirement

from public lite in 1812. She was endowed with

a majestic and commanding person, a striking

countenance, and a fine voice, in the modulation

of which she possessed extraordinary power, and
evinced remarkable judgment.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Sabbath Schools.— The founding of. these
valuable institutions is generally ascribed to Mr.
Jiaikes, of Gloucester; a correspondent, however,
wishes us to inform our readers, that Sabbath-
schools existed in the north of England in 1757,

and in Scotland before that time. If this be the
case, our Sabbath-school historians are greatly at

fault.

Pkimuose.—The author of the " Vicar of

Wakefield " was Oliver Goldsmith, a man of

great talents and amiable character, but of way-
ward and irregular habits. There have been

several biographies of Goldsmith ; the two most
recent are by Mr. Forster, and the Amerlcaa
writer, Washington Irving.

H. GooDE.—The bishops derive their emolu-
ments from various sources; chiefly from endow*
ments of land, which have risen very greatly in

value since they were first made, especially in,

towns where costly buildings have been erected

upon them. There are, also, if we are rightly

informed, some good pickings from fees at c^se-
ciations of churches, burial grounds, &;c.

Friuted ftiid published by John Cassell, of 336, Strand, London, and sold by all Booksellers.
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Novels and Romancbs are very nearly allied to Poetry, and, generally, are more

ead. In each of these kinds of writing, the imagination is chiefly employed, though

the real poet very far surpasses the mere novelist. The former moves with a mea-

sured and noble gait, or soars on seraph wings ; but the latter is sometimes low,

vulgar, childish, careless, and insipid. Fiction is, for the most i>art, of a light and

merry cliaracter, and hence but few writers of this school venture into the regions

f sublimity. Comedy, rather than tragedy, is their element ; for even if they

become pathetic, and make you vveep, yet the sorrow is so purely unreal, sentimental,

and even grotesque, that you afterward smile at your own tears. In our present

paper we have a few hints to impart concerning this description of literature.

V. Novels. These are, for the most part, very bewitching, and on that account

we ought fully to understand their character and influence. We should always be ou

our guard respecting what is fascinating, because, in a large number of instances,

ur judgment is beguiled and weakened to the same degree that our minds are en-

chanted. The chief art of the juggler lies in the skill that he has to suspend our

reason. We are carried away before we are aware. Now there is a great deal of

legerdeipain, or sleight of hand, in books, and especially in TaTeg and Romances ;

and, consequently, they ought to be taken up with the greater care. In giving a

little advice to our working friends on this subject, we observe

:

1. That novels and romances consist, to a wide extent, oflif/ht reading. Tliey often

.mdertake to exhibit what never has been, and never can be, so that there is little

that is real ; and the morsel which is so, is generally exaggerated or caricatured to

iuch a degree, that the substantial part is nearly concealed. An individual who has

read nothing but works of fiction, would have very few correct ideas of the real

-vorld, and would be neither fit for heaven nor oarth. The great design of reading

ihould be, not only to obtiiin thoughts, but to store the mind with such as are great,

good, and correct. Those who i-ead but little, will have contracted minds ; and those

^•ho peruse hardly anything but works of fancy, will be almost as ignorant as those

jvho do not read at all. Novelists do not teach astronomy, nor mathematics, nor

hemistry, nor natural history, nor real biography. They would not be read if they

led us out into God's real world. They create a universe of their own. It is true,

they borrow their materials from ours, but then ihey unmake, or new-make, every-
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thing ; so that you read as a sceptic, and as you go along, you are continually saying,

"This is riot true." You have fairies, nymphs, dryads, oreads, sylphs, giants, &c.,

but not real men and women. )^oif we ask our working friends, if it is at all likely

that tlieir minds should ever become enlightened or strong by perusing nothing

but this description of literature? What if we fed a labourer, a quarryman, or a

itjiner,- on pastry an< sugar-plums [ Would , he be , able to ..foIlGw his arduous

employment? Everyone says "No' he would be only fit for a saloon and a

sofa." So the mind, which is fed and filled with nothing but fiction, will be as liglit

an4 visionary as the: fanciful sentimentalism on which, it f^eds,- -We ht^ye kpowxif

many who read hardly anything but tales, navels, ^dporaarices ; ^% yve never found

a deep-thinker among them. ' ,, .,r,.,r

^^.; Jf)^,;??W^^.iypu, hay? generally a good deal said ahout little or nothing. After

perusing three volumes, and perhaps sitting up until long after midnight to do so, if,

after this great expenditure of sti:ength, time, and loss of rest to boot, you ask your-

selfj,",Ti\^ell, what is it all about ? " the reply is not by any means satisfactory. The
hoy w'ho gave a guinea for a dozen marbles, or walked six miles to see a penny

puppet-show, was far wiser than you. Writers of fiction are often very sparing of

truth. It is not their province. They do not profess it. It rather stands in their

way. The real and the imaginative—fiction and facts—do not agree. You have more
substantial mental food in a single proverb from the life of a sage, than in many
volumes of romance. The former gives you pure gold in its most condensed form, the

latter blows bubbles out of atoms, or makes mountains out of mole-hills. We heard

of a gentleman who invited some weary railway labourers to tea, and, for the refresh-

ment of half-a-doZen of these sons of hunger, had placed on the table a small plate of

bi-ead and butter cut as thin as a sixpence. Either of them could have swallov/ed

the whole at a mouthful. Novelists are, for the most part, intellectual confectioners

;

and their pastry is remarkably light, and only fit to be taken after a substantial meal.

No person, who had to live upon such puffed, airy sweetmeats, would ever be fit for

solid mental toil. We make these remarks because we want to have the working

classes to consist of strong-minded men and women ; and, as^ time for reading and

study is by no means redundant in their hands, we should be sorry to have that

precious boon wasted on trifles. But to have strong minds we must imbibe and

clierish strong thoughts ; and these are generally " few atid far between '' in works of

fiction.

3. By these writings yhhiitj persons are unfitted for the real tcorld. It does not

require a moment's thought to show that, as we are to inhabit this earth for a term

of years, longer or shorter, as the case may be, the great design of education should

be to fit us to use aright, and innocently enjoy, its manifold blessings and advantages.

Providence has been infinitely bountiful to us. We cannot count our stores of

wealth and happiness. And yet, in the midst of this abundance, how many myriads

are wretched and poor ; and in how many cases must their misery be traced to igno-

rance ! They remind us of Hagar and her child. She was, we are told, both herself

and son, dying of thirst, and had given up all hope, although there was a well just at

hand. The narrative throws a flood of light on liuman liistory. Few individuals arc

sunk so low, that no blessing is left. If they would look about, they would find tliat

the well of salvation is near. Knowledge may be compared to the messenger which
^

was sent to Hagar to show her the fountain. A person who has extensive informa- •

tion concerning the world, both temporal and spiritual, has always a refreshing
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draught at hand. Hence, correct instruction is the best guide, and most important

earthly guardian angel we can have ; and rending, especiall}', should instruct us in all

our physical and mental wants and resources, and fit us to enjoy them.

But novcl-"WTitcrs do little in this way. Instead of leading us into the world,

and showing us its various objects and their uses, they conduct us into a fairj-laud,

and, if we become fascinated with their ^-iews and sentiments, ws are, to an equal

extent, unfitted for our real position. How many sigh for scenes which nowhere

exist, and have an utter distaste for the myriads of bounties which Providknce

has placed at their disposal. They arc, as wo have already said, unfitted for

heaven or for earth ; for as this world w not romantic enough for the novelist, so

heaven is too holy and sublime ; and, therefore, he creates an Utopia in his own
fancy, which never has and ne^er will exist, except in i\iG captivated imaginations

of his admirers. lie is, after all, nothing but an exquisitely-polite and refined

tormentor, who makes his victims laugh and weep over unreal joy or son-ow, and
sigh for bliss they never can obtain, while they rufusc the cup of solid and lasting

happiness which Heaven has put into their hands. We believe that thousands of

the dissatisfied, gentimental, murmuring, yawning, useless persons that infest,

rather than inhabit, 6tir world, may be traced to novel-teading ; and as we wish

our working men and women to be real, and not mere sentimeutal, characters, to

use and enjoy the gifts of Puovidence, and to bless the age with their toil, know-
lodge, example, and piety, we earnestly intreat them to read none but those books

which will lit them for their destiny.

4. We have rarely /cnoicn any novel-readers trho icere deep thinkcrg. profound

intellects are produced by a profound investigation of the world of matter and
mind. Science and philosophy are not born in u.s. They arc human productions,

the result of arduous toil. Men have laboured in geology, geography, botany,

natural physiology, natural histo^^', astronomy, mathematics, mechanics, meta-

physics, language, &c,, and have given us the result of their studies and researches*

"SVhat we can now read in a page, and enunciate in a sentence, cost them years of

deep thought. These great teachers are our pioneers, and stand ready to guide us

tlirough the universe, and ixnlock to us its most enchanting secrets and mysteries,

riid thus render us x^^ofound, by telling us and showing us all the great and glorious

things which they have explored. ITicy instruct us, also, what vse to make of tho

j^tars, the planets, the sun, nnd the moon. They exhibit to us the qualities of

matter and mind, and how the latter can influence, and is influenced by, the former.

AVe rise from, their works wiser and better men and women, quite prepared to read

r-Taturc, Providence, and Ilcvclation, and to use tlie truths and faciei tlicy unfold for

vi\i ovm good and the benefit of others.

But how stand:i the case as to the writers of romance ? Tor the most part, f/ici/

I)ass those tilings by, and hence those who addict themselves to mere works of

fiction cannot become profound thinkers. They Jive in an unreal world, a incre

human creation, the production, of the little brain of man, aiid pass over God's

great and infinite univcr-c. TIj v.ho *- onlv !(.an'!cd i:i fu ti'rii n.ovi .-^ in a contracted

sphere, and his circi; )o searches into

t]|ie real universe has no iiiL.i.^uruLiic iiuut to ins crbit. Is ovcis, tlicreforc, cannot

ake men and women mentally great. If we would enlarge our minds, we must
rrow the wings of science, philosophy, and religion, and then, by their aid, we
n trace creation^ and encircle the throne of the Almighty.

5, The reading of these works, in too manv ca.scs, nnJits persona for the pe^Msal of
i 2

'
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what is truly valuable and profotaid. To the lovers of romance, science and philo-

sophy are dull. They speak of books on language, mathematics, metaphysics,

chemistiy, mechanics, &c. &c., as "very diy." Even Religion, with its divinity,
,

subhmity, innocence, purity, and benevolence, is a melancholy theme, only fit for

hospitals and departing spu'its. The Creator has, forsooth, made a dark, unin-

teresting, insipid world, not by any means inviting to these light-minded vision-

aries, and therefore they wander about amidst the dreamy scenes of the human
fancy ! How we have heard these devotees of fiction laugh at all profound erudi-

tion and science ! Alas ! it makes their heads ache to tax their brain Avith a knotty

thought. You might as soon expect a lady who has never left the sofa, to carry a

hundred weight on her shoulders, as to hope that these sentimentaUsts should

burden themselves with true science or philosophy. Myriads have been rendered

superficial in intellect, weak in moral power, and almost useless as citizens, by the

constant perusal of love tales and romance, and are unfitted for any great mental

effort for their own improvement or the elevation of their species. ,

6. Not a few of our novels are immoral in, their tendency. Many of our love tales

end in seduction. Such histories as those of '* Jack Sheppard," have increased the

number of our convicts; and other fictions, which have dwelt on the marvellous

revolutions of fortune, by which wealth and rank haA'e been acquired without fore-

thought, labour, or economy, have cherished habits of indolence and extravagance.

The so-called/or^Mwa('e people in our world are few; the majority, if they rise, vmst

raise themselves by toil and foresight^ and to harbour any other ideas in the minds of

mankind is a pernicious delusion. Besides, what is gained without trouble is too

often spent Avithout consideration ; while that which is earned by the sweat of the

brow or the brain is valued. All persons may better their lot if they will. Our
physical, mental, and moral condition, may be improved if we are willing to take

the pains. Fortune, as some term Providence, will help us if we help ourselves.

13ut to expect to rise icithout effort, is a deception which many of oui* novels have

taught to the ruin of myriads. Life is a great matter of fact to us all, and it is in

our own power to make its tale mournful or joyoyis, wise or foolish, virtuous or

immoral; but in working out our rational elevation, we shall r<>Cjciye .mQrQjujury
than good from tales and romances. iis:a ^Ai ha^.,ioi'

7. Novels are, generally, very dear, and we need not say that, as yetj^our working

friends have no money to waste. Many of these fictions are spun out into three

volumes, and in almost cA'ery case the price, however small, is tooTnuch. i Thqre

is the same difference between purchasing a romance and a work oh history or

science, as there is between a penny loaf and a penny raspberry tart, or four far-

things' worth of lozenges. In the latter there is little nourishment, and that which

may be there is very indigestible, and, however sweet, will probably make tis ill.

We never knew a healthy body which was fed upon pastry, nor a healthy min
vhich lived upon novels. They arc, in too many cases, dear and deleterious i

proportion as they are savory.

>r Lastly. Tv^MTu is more interesting than fiction. The world Of ma^ot aiiii'ini.n(|

are productions of eternal Avisdom and benevolence, and, therefore, as creations o

the divine mind, must infinitely sni-pass any of the productions of the human fancyl

Astronomy, geography, natural history, physiology, &c. &c,, possess charinS thatj

might fascinate us lor ever. There is not an insect, tree, flower, bird, beast, or

even pebble, but contains in itself m.ore marvelloiis truth than all the novels in the

world. And until we have gone through the real charms and beauties of creation,
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it is neither wise nor grateful to resort to the little, stripliiig» aiid deceptive 'ptt^

ductions of dreaming sentimentalLstP. '^
" ".V"?

AVe do not intend by these remarks to condemn every work of imagination.

Some of them have been founded almost entirely on fact, and the chief part of the

fiction has been in the names -vrhich the various characters have borne. " Cltrts-

tian" " PliahlCy" and " Bye-end" in John Banyan, are persons that greet us in

erery-day life. Still, too many even of these works would be evil in. thcij<teu4«riwy»

and unfit us for the more solid studies which de^-olve upon us alii?/ "'.ll ' f)af^^

'.' >>'< 'jd'iv. '.['y/ni-.: mil ! anlA ! ooneroH biiij nori

lliJ- : , , ... I ' "I"'" ' I '
i

I I J I i rnn>. pn irf^twr fmT .idgljoxfi

otii eici{&u\»iin:~ .bluodn lyd no lxf?jr£rr rfjgibnirrf

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES. ^ ao-rlo^modt /r^biird

,:j'^lio)al nilci'jhisqua,-;

'^' CHAPTER XXIII. ^^^^ '^f^^ ^0 Lsfei/iaq ineJjifio'j

" When wc call up before our minds as a whole and in detail the chequered web of our social

affairs, consisting-, a* it does, of manifold complications, truly, how touch seetns often to reiC onoNE
bf'loved head 1 llow often is the experience repeated that, upon the determination of a single

individual—upon the fact of it comin* to maturity, or the contrary—a larpe part of the immediately
••ngiiiuw^^ coarse of bmnan affairs depends—^war and peace, order or destroctioQ, proaperijty or jnavf»^";-r-

IJJCKE.

CUOMWELL AKD THE ASSEMBLY OF NO-
TABLES—HIS SPEECH—NEW COXSTITTT-

TIOS—OLIVEH PROCLAFMED LORD PRO-
TECTOK — RECOOXI8BD AND CONGRA-
TULATED LY THE COURTS OF EUROPE.

It is beautiful to sec the sun emerge from
the darkness of some long, long eclipse.

and with so much success that, according
to the confessions of all, they had nev^r
before in any of their devotional e.\ercises

enjoyed so much of the Holy Spirit as wjjs

then communicated to them. Cromwell
opened this assembly on July 4th, 16-53, arid

addressed them for three hours in words
All creation seems to partake a fresher life

[
pregnant with meaning. He reviews the

and to put on new forms of JoveUness. I methods of Divine Providence towards the

Entjland has just passed through a second nation in the depth of its toils and suffer-

civil war. The elements which had first *ings; the posture of affairs at the-time when
overthrown despotism and then, threatened
the order and stibility of the Common-
wealth, were now hushed and laid. The
light which had been so often dimmed and
oij?cured now shone forth with greater
power, and the nation began to bask in a
brighter sun and under a purer skv. The
political atmosphere was cleared of almost
every stomi, and everything promised a

period of comparative tranquillity. The
dissolution of the Hump Parliament had
left the whole power, civil and military, of

the three kingdoms in the hands of Crom-
well. Tired of anarchv and of Parlia-

the King and the Parliament were pn
direct opposition the one to. the other

;

the means by which the forces of the nation
were winnowed and purified ; how, by
simply owning a principle of godliness and
religion, God blessed and furtliered their

various imdertakings ; bringing offenders

to justice—and the greatest of them ; bring-
ing the state of this government to the
name of a Commonwealth ; searching and
.'.ifting all persons and plans; how the

King was removed and brought to justice,

and many great ones with him—the House
of Peers laid aside, the House of Commons

ments, he now employed his great power in
j

itself—the representative of the people of

re-organizing the national affairs. He felt . England—winnowed, sifted, and reauced
the difficult^" of the task ; but difficulties ' to a mere handful. He then calls up the
only gave ti.\edncs3 to his purpose, and

|
various military engagements in which ho

more positively determined his course. In
[

and his fellow-officers and soldiers had
conjujiciion with a Council of State, lie : acted so conspicuous a part, with the re-

formed an Assembly of Notables, to whom
the great work he had in view might be
be confided. He made choice of tlie be.st

men in the land. Even Hume cannot but
admit that in this notable assembly were
some persons of the rank of gentlemen

;

that they began with seeking God by
prayer; that this office was performed by

pcatcd and signal successes with which
their arms htid b*en crowned ; tells them
how he liad desired and used all the fair

and lawful means in his power to let the
nation reap the fruit of all the blood and
treasure that had been spent in a cause
which Avas so dear to him, and for which
he had so often adventured his life ; how,

eight or ten gifted men of the Assembly,
t
that having fought for the rights and
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liberties of the nation, if he had sluggishly
given up, it would have been a crime which
would have branded him as base and hypo-
critical, and worthy to be accounted as the
hater of God and his people. Seeing
plainly that the cause of the people of God
was a despised thing, he reminds them with
what solicitude he laboured to establish a

ministry that would give free and faithful

utterance to God's living truth ; how this

business was trodden under foot in Parlia-
ment, and how, therefore, he set himself to

get rid of this poor, old, worn-out Parlia-
ment alto^ether. This having been at
length effected, he assures them that he
was moved to this step not from any real or
supposed necessity, but that it behoved
him, to the end he might manifest to the
world his singleness of heart and integrity
of purpose, not to grasp at power himself,
or keep it in military hands—no, not for a
day; but, as far as God enabled him with
strength and ability, to put it into the
hands of proper persons, that might be
called from the several parts of the nation.
He takes for granted that those whom he
had thus called together, and whom he
now addressed on affairs so momentous,
would have been both taking the argument
of necessity for a government and the
appearance of the hand of God in the
present movement, that it should have been
resigned into the hands of wicked men and
enemies. He farther tells them that if

God should give them hearts " easy to be
entreated" — give them to be peacably-
spirited, full of good fruits, bearing good
fruits to the nation, to men as men, to the
people of God, to all in their several sta-

tions—this would teach them to execute
the judgment of mercy and truth. Then
he desires them to be faithful with the
saints

; to have their hearts touched as
Christ, being full of the Spirit, was touched
with their infirmities, that He might be
merciful ; so they should be pitiful—have a
respect unto all, and be pitiful and tender
towards all, though of different judgments.
His own soul is full, and he concludes
thus :

—

" I beseech you—but I think I need not

—

have a care of the whole flock. Love the
sheep, love the lambs; love all, tender all,

cherish and countenance all, in ail things
that are good. And if the poorest Christian,
the most mistaken Christian, shall desiie to
live peaceably and quietly under you—I say,
if any shall desire but ti) lead a "life of god-
liness and honesty, let him be protected.

" I think I need not advise, much less
press you, to endeavour the promoting of
the gospel, to encourage the u^inistry, such
a ministry and such ministers as be faithful
in the land, upon whom the true character

is : men that have received the spirit, which
Christians will be able to discover and do
tlie will of—men that have received gifts

from him who is ascended up on high, who
hath led captivity captive, to give gifts t©

men, even for this same work of the minis-
try....! speak not—I thank God it is far

from my heart—for a ministry deriving itself

from the Papacy, and pretending to that
which is so much insisted on—succession.
The true succession is through the Spirit
given in its measure. The Spirit is given
for that use—to make proper spcakers-fortli

of God's eternal truth: and that's right-
succession. But I need not discourse of
these things to you, who, I am persuaded,
are taught of God much more and in a
greater measure than myself concerning
these things.
" Indeed I have but one word more to say

to you, though in that perhaps I siiall show
my weakness: it's by way of encourage-
ment to go on in this work. And give me
leave to begin thus. I confess I never
looked to see such a day as this— it may be
nor you neither—when Jesus Chri.st should
be so owned £ls he is this day iu this work.
Jesus Christ is owned this day by the call

of you ; and you own him by your wiiliug-

ness to appear for him. And you manifest
this, as far as poor creatures may do, to be
a day of the power of Ciirist. I know you
well remember that scripture, ' He makes
his people willing in the day of his power.'
God manifests this to be the day of the
])ower of Clirist, having through so much
blood and so much trial as hath been upon
these nations made this to be one of the
great issues thereof: to have his people
called to the supreme authority. He makes
this to be the greatest mercy, next to his

own Son. God hith owned his Son; and
he hath o^^'ued you, and made you own him.
I confess I never looked to have seen such
a day—I did not. Perhaps you are not
known by face to one another ; indeed I ara
confident you are strangers, coming from
all parts of the nation as you do : but Ave

shall tell you that indeed v.e have not allowed
ourselves the choice of one person in whom
we had not this good hope, that there was
in him faith in Jesus Christ, and love to all

his people and saints.
" Thus God hath owned you in the eyes of

the world. . . .You are as like tlie forming of
God as ever people were. If a man should
tender a book to you to swear you upon,
I dare appeal to all your consciences, neither

directly nor indirectly did you seek for your
comiiig hither. You have been passive iu
coming hither, being called; and, indeed,

that's an active work, though not on your
part! 'This people have 1 formed.' Con-
sider the circumstances by which you are
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called hither ; through what strivings,

through -what blood you are come liitlier

;

where neither you nor I, nor no man living,

three months ago, had any thouglit to have
seen such a company faking upon them, or

rather, being called to take, the supreme au-

thority of this nation ! Therefore own your
cull ! Indeed, I think it may be truly said,

that there never was a supreme authority
consisting of such a body—above one hun-
dred and forty, I believe—never such a body
that came into the supreme authority before,

under such a notion as this, in such a way
of owning God, and being owned by him.
And, therefore, I may also say, never such
a people so formed, for such a purpose,
were thus called before. ... I would all

were fit to be called. It ought to be the
longing of our hearts to sec men brought
to own the interest of Jesus Christ. And
give me leave to say, if I know anything in

the world, what is there likelier to win the
])oople to the interest of Jesus Christ, to

tbf love of godliness (and therefore what
stronger duty lies on you, being thus called),

than an humble anci godly conversation?
so that they may see that you love them

—

tliat you lay yourselves out, time and spirits,

for them ! Is not this the likeliest way to
Ijiiniij them to their liberties ? And do not
you, by this, put it upon God to find out
times and seasons for you—fit seasons by
XJUtting forth his Spirit ? At least you con-
vince them that, as men fearing God have
fought them out of their bondage under
the regal power, so men fearing God do
now rule them in the fear of God, and take
care to administer good unto them. But
this is some digression. I say, own your
call, for it is of God ! Indeed, it is mar-
vellous, and it hath been unprojected. It
is not long since either you or we came to
know of it. And, indeed, this hath been
the way God dealt with us all along ; so
that we hare seen nothing, in all his dis-

])ensations, long beforehand, which is also
:i \titness, in some measure, to our in-

tegrity.

" I say you are called with a high calling.

And why should we be afraid to say or
think that this may be the door to usheV in
the things that God has promised—Avhich
have been prophesied of—which he has set
the hearts of his people to wait for and
expect ? We know who they are that shall
war with the Lamb against his enemies :

they shall be a people called, and chosen,
and faithful. And God hath, in a military
way—we may speak it without flattering
ourselves, and I believe you know it—he
hath appeared with them, with that same
l)cople, and for them ; and now, in these
civil powers and authorities, does not lie

appear ? These are not ill prognostications
i

of the God we wait for. Indeed I do think
somewhat is at the door; we are at the

threshhold ; and therefore it becomes us to

lift up our heads, and encourage ourselves

in the Lord. And we have thought, some
of us, that it is our duties to endeavour this

way, not merely to look at that prophecy in

Daniel— ' And the kingdom shall not be
delivered to another people'—andpassively
wait. Truly God hath brought this to your
hands, by the owning of your call, blessing

the military power. The Lord hath directed

their hearts to be instrumental to call you,
and set it \ipon our hearts to deliver over
the power to another people. But I may
appear to be beyond my line here ; these

things arc dark. Only I desire my thoughts
to be exercised in these things, and so, I

hope, are yours.

" I am sorry I have troubled you, in such
a place of heat as this is, so long. All I

have to say, in my own name, and that of

my fellow officers Avho have joined Avith me
in this work, is—that we shall commend
you to the grace of God, to the guidance of

his spirit ; that having thus far served you,
or rather our Lord Jesus Christ in regard to

you, we shall be ready in our stations, ac-

cording as the providence of God shall lead
us, to be subservient to the farther work of

God, and to that authority Avhich we shall

reckon God hath set over us. And though
we have no formal thing to present you
with, to which the hands or visible expres-
sions of the officers and soldiers of the
three nations of England, Scotland, and
Ireland are set, yet we may say of them,
and we may say also with confidence for our
brethren at sea—with whom, neither in

Scotland, Ireland, nor at sea, hatli there
been any artifice used to persuade their

consents to this work—that nevertheless
their consents have flowed in to us from all

parts, beyond ovu- expectations; and we
may with all confidence say, that as we
have their approbation and full consent to

the other work, so you have their hearts
and affections unto this. And not only
theirs ; we have very many papers from the
churches of Christ throughout the nation,
wonderfully both approving what hath been
done in removing of obstacles, and approv-
ing what we have done in this very thing.
And, having said 'this, we shall trouble you
no more. But if you will be pleased that
this instrument be read to you, which I have
signed by the advice of the council of offi-

cers, we shall then leave you to your own
thoughts and tlie guidance of God, to dis-

pose of yourselves for a farther meeting, as
you shall see cause.

•• I have only this to add :—The affairs of
the nation lying on our hands to be taken
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care of, and we knowing that both the
affairs at sea, the armies in Ireland and
Scotland, and the providing of things for

the preventing of inconveniences and the
answering of emergencies, did require that
there should be no interruption, but that
care ought to be taken for these things

;

and foreseeing, likewise, that before you
could digest yourselves into such a method,
both for place, time, and other circum-
stances, as you shall please to proceed in,

some time would be required, which the
Commonwealth could not bear, in respect
to the managing of things, I have, within a
week past, set up a council of state, to

whom the managing of affairs is com-
mitted ; who, I may say, very voluntarily
and freely, before they see how the issue of

things will be, have engaged themselves in

business, eight or nine of them being mem-
bers of the House that late was. I say I

did exercise that power, which I thought
was devolved upon me at that time, to the
end affairs might not have any interval or

interruption. And now when you are met,
it will ask some time for the settling of your
affairs and your way. And, on the other
hand, a day cannot be lost or left vacant,
but they mu.st be in continual council till

you take farther order ; so that the whole
matter of their consideration also, which
regards them, is at your disposal, as you
shall see cause ; and, therefore, I thought
it my duty to acquaint you with thus much,
to prevent distractions in your way, that
things have been thus ordered ; that your
affairs will go on in the meanwhile, till you
see cause to alter this council ; they having
no authority or continuance of sitting, ex-
cept simply until you take farther order."
With these great words yet fresh upon

their heart, the assembly undertook their

work like men in earnest. They proved
themselves equal to their vocation. Thc-ir

measures introduced the most important
ameliorations into the Commonwealth. They
established order and economy in the
finances, improved the condition of prison-
ers, and suppressed arbitrary taxation.
They gave to the nation a fixed code of
laws, abolished presentation to the cure of
souls, suppressed tithes, diminished the
army, purified the clergy and the church.
As might have been expected, they met
with no common opposition. Cromwell in
vain endeavoured to reconcile conflicting
feelings. His enemies, who breathed nothing
of his deep-souled charity, were not pre-

pared to appreciate either his motives or his
conduct. This opposition became so deter-
mined as to paralyze the exertions of the
assembly. More than one writer has hinted
that Cromwell was behind the scenes during
the whole period of their exhibition on the

political theatre —planning the most in»i

portant parts performed by these actors o
his appointment, and ever ready to sujiporl

them, if it should appear necessary, by tht

full terrors of military display. To us this

seems more than improbable. Yet the met
themselves soon became conscious of theii

unfitness to conduct the national affairs.

The fact of an extensive empire, placed in

critical and altogether unprecedented cir

cunistances, and demanding the most com-
prehensive and vigorous legislation, over
powered them; and conceiving that th.e

sitting of the assembly any longer would
not be for the good of the Common-
wealth, they at once resolved to deliver up
to the Lord-General Cromwell the powers
which they had received from him. The
assembly had sat but five months and twelve
days. It Avas styled the Little oi' Barq
bone Parliament ; this latter designation
being derived from the fact, that one of its

members much noted for his lon^ prayers,

sermons, and harangues, and who was a
leather-seller in London, bore the unhappy
name of Praise-God Barkboxe. This
name struck the fancy of the people, or^

which is more likely, was seized upon by
some of the wags of that da^', and trans-
ferred to tlie Little Parliament.

'.',f^"-.-^'-['

Upon the resignation of this assembly, it

is said, Cromwell lifted up his eyes with
astonishment—at first refused to receive

the instrument of resignation ; but it being
represented to him that the welfare of th«;

nation absolutely required his acceptance
of it, he then complied. All eyes were now
turned to him as the only saviour of Eng-
land. The supreme power was again in tUe
hands of the leaders of the army. It now
rested with thein to give shape and form to

the future government. They unanimously
resolved to give that government a form,

more nearly approacliing to monarcliy ; the
necessity of which all men had been brought
to acknowledge, in terms, more or less ex-,

plicit. The authority of a single individual,

who should be known by the appellation of
Protector, was deemed the best expedient^

to temper the liberty of a Commonwealth^
The instrument of administration, includin^^

the plan of this new legislature, was pre-^

pared without delay ; and, as it was sup-j

posed to be in harmony with the views o^
my Lord-general, it was immediately voted
by the Council of Officers. It was decided
that from henceforth Cromwell shojul^^-
sume the, name and title of—

, , ,, ,. i,,,i i

Lord Protector oftheCommonwtialth:
OF Ekgland, Scotlaxd, and Ireland,

and into his new office he was installed

with great pomp and solemnity. It was a

sunny day for dark old England. And haij
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England improved her d.'.y, what might not

Enp^Iaud have been and done !

Four days were spent in drawing up the

instrument by which the whole government
of the three kingdoms was to be regulated

to all succeeding generations. The chief

articles of the inMrument are these :—

A

Council was appointed, which was not to

exceed twenty-one, nor be less than thirteen

persons. These were to enjoy their office

during life or good behaviour ; and, in case

of a vacancy, the remaining members
named three, of whom the Protector chose

one. The Protector was appointed supreme
magistrate of the Commonwealtli. In his

name was all justice to be administered

;

from him were all magistracy and honours
derived ; he had the power of pardoning all

crimes, excepting miu'der and treason; to

him the benefit of all forfeitures devolved.

The right of peace, Avar, and alliance

rested in him . but in these particu-

lais he was to act by the advice and with
the consent of his Council. The power
of the sword was vested in the Protector
jointly with the Parliament, while it was
sitting, or with the Council of State in the

intervals. He was obliged to summon a Par-
liament every three years, and allow them to

sit live months, without adjournment, pro-

rogation, or dissolution. The bills which
they passed were to be presented to the

Protector for his assent; but if within
twenty days it Avcre not obtained, they
nore to become laws by the authority alone
of the Parliament. A standing army for

Great Britain and Ireland was established,

of 20,000 foot and 10,000 horse, and funds
were assigned for its support. This was
not to be diminished without the consent of

the Protector ; and in this article alone he
assumed a negative. During the intervals

of Parliament, the Protector and Council
had the power of enacting laws, which were
TO bo valid till the next meeting of Parlia-

inicnt. The chancellor, treasurer, admiral,
chief-governors of Ireland and Scotland,
and the chief-justices of both the benches

ii nlhst be chosen with the approbation of

Parliament, and, in the intervals, with the
approbation of the Council, to be afterwards
ratified by Parliament. The Protector was
to enjoy his office during life, and, on his

4eath, the place was immediately to be sup-

1
plied by the Council. This was the instru-

ment of government enacted by the council

of officers, and solemnly sworn to by Oliver

Cromwell.

During the interval that elapsed ijetween

his inauguration and the period which had
been fi.\ed for the summoning of his first

Parliament, the only ripple that could be

heard in the political waters Avas a petty

Royalist conspiracy, Avhich Avas no sooner

discovered than it Avas quelled. The
miserable jealousy Avhich Avas felt by num-
bers of the old nobility Avas more than coun-

terbalanced by the unresisting submission

of the people to his now more justand equal

sway ; and addresses from some of the most
considerable places in the kingdom poured

in to congratulate and acknoAvledge the

poAver of the Protector, and proml-^e him
obedience. All the courts of Europe
hastened to recognise the new governor of

England. Ambassadors from France, Spain,

Holland, Portugal, and Denmark Avcre all

eager to do him homage.

When CnmiAvell began his protectorate

the States of Europe Avere deeply disturbed.

The French and Spanish Monarchs were in

open hostility ; and it became a question

Avith him as to the part he should take be-

tAveen the rival sovereigns, or Avhether he
should at all interfere. At length he
espoused the cause of tJie French, since

Spain, and not France, had been the terror

of Europe through all the late preceding

reigns, and had become more especially the

enemy of England. Treaties with Holland

and Portugal were also concluded on the

conditions laid down by Cromwell. All

Italy trembled at his name, and seemed
under a panic-fear as long as he lived. His

fleet scoured the Mediterranean ; and the

Turks durst not offend him. EAcrywhere
he made the name of Englishman as great

as even that of Roman had been.

At home and abroad his conduct was
magnanimous and his career glorious. His
protectorate introduced a new state of

things. Peace sat smiling on every home-
hearth throughout the land ; while Avithout

and abroad anarchy had given place to

order, tumult to quiet, and the Availings of

death to the rejoicings of hope and the A-oice

of gladness

!

TiTE Feast op HehjieS.—Among the Egyptians, honey and figs, Avith one mutu.al and

Etcnuil statcmt-nt. " Hoav SAveet a thing is truth !" comrosed this shn[.Ic mystery.

iioou JlLMOvn, saya -Johnson, may be dehned a liabitof behig pleased; a constant and pe-

•cmiial yoftJicss of manner, ea^inejis of approach, and serenity of dispo.'^ition, like that Avhich

;vcry man perceived in himself aa'Iru the fir^t transjorts of neAV felicity have subsided, and his

hou^'hts are only kept in motion by a sIoav succession of soft impulses. Good humour is a state

ietAvcen gaiety and imcoucern, the act of emanation of a mind at Ici^fure to regard the gratiUcU'

Jem of another.
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THE HERMIT OF UTICA.

By J. B. Joii>so\.

CHAPTER II.

The young man was not wholly insensible

to the degradation which he had suflercd, and
assured his father that he would in future con-

duct himself with greater circumspection, and
that he was entirely willing to be regulated by
his father's wishes, except in one particular,

which happened to be the only one his father

had much at heart, namely, his removal to

another college. To that he felt an uncon-
querable aversion, and his father forboi-e from
pressing it, and contented liimself with ac-

cepting, as a substitute, tiiat his son should
enter tlie law-office of Bragg and Twist in

Chesnut-street, eminent counsellors at that

period ; where, after a clerkship of three years,

he could be admitted to the Pennsylvania bar

as an attorney.

During a few weeks after the consummation
of this arrangement, young Pardee's attend-

ance at the law office was exemplary ; but he
gradually became Aveary of the di;ll routine of

reading what he did not understand, and dis-

gusted witli copying papers about matters in

which he felt no interest. The recollection of

his inexhaustible purse revived in him as his

relish for legal pursuits decayed ; and he began
again to liire horses and carriages for amuse-
ment by day, and to attend billiard and card-

tables to pass agreeably his evenings. Nor was
helongAvithout making acquaintances, who, like

liimself, were fond of regaling themselves at

taverns, eating late and expensive suppers,

drinking all manner of stimulating beverages,

and ending the night with still more ruinous

licentiousness.

l^om remaining out late, he gradually de-

clined into the practice of staying out all

night, and appearing at home at dinner only,

or occasionally at tea. To the anxious in-

quiries of his father as to the manner in which
he passed his time, he always named some
reputable acquaintance with whom he pre-

tended to have lodged the past night ; and
though his increasing irritability of temper,
involuntary nervous sliudders and glassy eyes,

gave unerring indications to most observers

that his habits were becoming ruinous, yet his

father, knowing of no means to prevent what
he fear> d, endeavoured to be ignorant of what
he could not prevent, and to cherish the forlorn

hope that persevering kindness, and more
mature rellections, would eventually produce
a favourable change in the young man's con-
duct.

The young man himself fully jiarticipated

in the same hopes. He knew that his conduct
was destructive, and he intended to reform it

;

but so long as he refrained from contracting

the three cardinal vices (and he was firml

resolved that he would not contract tliem, no
indeed, any other permanently), he might i

well enjoy in his youth the pleasures of lif

and use liis purse freely. Distant visions <

sober habits, marriage, and domestic comfort

with respectabihty of character and public use

fulness, were not absent from his sober coi

templations ; and the only question Avliic

seemed unsettled between him and his fatlu

was, as to the time when the reformation wa
to commence.
Thus passed months, and even some years

but no change of conduct for the better secme
neai'cr, or so near, as at the beginning of th

law-student's cierkbhip, except occasionally fc

increasingly brief periods. Tlie
i
ecuniary re

sources of tlie father began also to fail ; he wa
continually paying bills for every concei\'abl

extravagance of his son, until at length h

deemed that a time was come v.dien, if ever, li

ought to have a solemn explanation with th

young man, and inform him kindly but /irnil

that his extravagances must be abated, or t he-

would abate themselves by the total extinc

tion of the father's remaining little prox)ert^

The son listened to the eclaircissement wit]

amazemc}it. He had never contracted an

debts ; lie had always disbursed from ])is o\v)

purse all his expenses. The old man onl;

sliook jiis head mournfully, not doubting bii

the young prodigal had become distracted b;

dissipation, or so demoralized by vile associa

tions as to persist in the avowal of a falsehoofl

'J'hat nothing, however, might be left nndon<
to restore the son to reason, the father exhi

bited fdes of bills from tri^desmen— tailori?

livery-stables, tavern-kee])ers, and others, ioi

money loaned, goods delivered, and expense;

incurred by the son, and which the father Isac

paid rather than destroy the son's remaining

self-respect by a repudiation of his engiige

ments.

The yoimg man looked at the bills with a!

much amazement as the fatlier looked at him.

He acknowledged that the bills were correct,

but he had paid them himself out of liis own
inexhaustible resources ; and to still furtliercon-1

vince the incredulous old man, he ])ut liis Jiand

in his pocket to pull out his purse. But the

purse was gone. He searched his pockets, and
re-searched, and searched again ; but tlie purse

was not found. He ran into his bed-chamber,

thinking it might Iiave fallen on the lloor or

been mislaid among his clothes; but all liip

eflbrts were fruitless ; the purse had vanished.

As a last resort, he hastened to the tradesmen,

aiid asked them how they dared presume to
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send t?ieir bills to his father for payment, wlieu

he had ah-cady paid tlie bills hirnstrlf. TJiey

all treated hini at fir.-;t as thougli they thouglit

lie was bantering them in jest ; and some
deemed tlie joke excellent, and laughed at it

lieartily ; but finding he grew angry, a few of

tlieni became angry in return, and told him he

luid paid nothisig at any time, though he had
frequently i)reteiuled to i)ull out a purse wliicli

he had asserted was full of gold, and with

which assertion they supposed lie was amusing
liimself, as young gentlemen are occasionally

want to do in like circumstances.

The united testimony to the same cfTect of

all the creditors to whom he applied .-.taggercd

till! yomig man's contidcuce, and he began to

tliink, with :\Iacbeth, that he had been ludtered

Avith in some double sense. Still, if he had been

deceived in relation to the reality of a purse,

he Avas doubtless equally deceived in relation

to the penalty which was to be incurred on his

contracting the three cardinal vices ; but this

was no equivalent for the loss of the reality of

the purse, for lie felt in no danger of contract-

in:^ such vices, whatever they mi.^lit be. To
solace himself, therefore, for the mortili-

cations of the day, he resolved to enjoy

a countervailing frolic on the coming
night. He accordingly went early to some
of his usual haunts, and played inces-

santly until past midnight, drinldng all the

time to supply the necessary excitement for tJie

clue suppression of troublesome rellections.

From the card-table he went to a taveni, where
he met some old companions, and drank still

more, that he might display his iude])endence

of public opinion, which he knew was now
openly and loudly against him. I'l-oni the

tuveni the party intended to adjourn to u

liaunt of still greater licentiousnes.« ; but
Fardec had drank too much, and could not
accompany them ; and in a condition of

entire jjrostration he was carried upstairs and
])laced in bed for the restoring hiihience of skep
and quiet. He lay thus quite insensible until

I

nearly daylight, when his outcries alarmed
>ome of the lodgers who were near hiui, and
they rushed into his room. They found lum
sitting up hi bed, and distorted with the most
intense terror. He affirmed that he had seen

Hatan, who insisted that he had become a
drunkard, a gambler, and a libertine, and that

thcsb Avere the three cardhial vices, Avliich

being' contracted, he must now surrender his

body, a'jcordhig to agreement.
The lodgers listened, some AA'ith horror and

Fomc with ridicule, to this recital ; and as they
deemed it the effect of (Iclirium trenienti, pro-

duced by excessive dissipation, they e»dea-
voured to sootJie his terrors by assuring him
that nothing would harm him, and that he had
better ehdeaA'our to compose himself until

morning, Avhen he Avould doubtless feel better.

He seemed somewhat tranquillized by these

arsurance^. though he earnestly prayed not to

be aj;aiu left alone. Xo one of them, however,
liked to lose his rest for a stranger, Avhom they
supposed to be yet intoxicated, and all finally

Avithdrew to their respective rooms, leaving ou
Ills table a lighted lamp, Avith Avhich he Avas

fain to be satisfied Avhen he found they Avould

do no more for him ; but scarcely had they re-

turned to their chambers, when shrieks louder
than the former, and more prolonged, recalled

them to his bed-side ; but he Avas not there, nor
could he be found anywhere. One of the win-
dows of the room Avas open, but he had Qvi-

dently not escaped thence, for they looked out
and nothing of him could be seen, although
day-light had begun to dawn. The lamp which
had been left m the room Avas extinguished,

but not from lack of oil, for it Avas almost full,

and a strong odour of brimstone was very per-

ceptible to juany of the congregated persons.

These circumstances Avere not much regarded
at the time, but they Avere afterAvard, and Avith

fearful interest, Avlien all inquiries and re-

searches failed to yield any clue to his disap-

pearance. Some persons supposed he had
jumped from the window and tluowTi himself
into the Delaware, and that his exhaustless

purse Avas nothing but a delusion of monomania,
produced by too intently indulging his imagi-
nation in the amusive contemplation of such a
purse ; and of this way of thinking Avas the
celebrated Dr. liush (see his " Treatise on
Gladness," Aviiere the incident is alluded to and
explained philosopliically) ; but as the young
man's body Avas never found, though the river

was dragged Avith great care, and cannon Avere

fired over the deep parts Avhich the drags could
not fathom, public opinion gradually subsided

into a full conviction, derived from an attentive

consideration of all the circumstances, that he
had literally, and in solemn truth, been flown
away Avith by Satan.

Not thus, hOAVCAer, thought one warm heart,

encased though it was in a very fragile female
bosom, rendered still more fragile by the mys-
terious disappearance of the object toAvard

which it yearned, despite the injuries he hart

inflicted on it in fame, ftunily, and health.

Though a Avonnin in ruins, yet with charac-
teristic Avomanly faith, like tlie charity of Holy
Writ (of Avhich woman's faith must have been
the aix)stle's archetype), she persLsted iu
" hoping all things,' as she had long persisted

in ' enduring all things." Denied by the stem
and jiolitic customs of society any sympathy iu

the sorroAV that AA-as hurrying her to an untimely
grave, she was the more bowed in secret by hx*

solitary potency, aiul chnig the more perti-

naciously to the desperate expectation that,

sinner as she Avas, peijured as I.e Avas, and ob-

noxious as both were to the AA-ralh of man, yet

God is merciful, and might vouchsafe to her
(who shall dare to say he Avill not?) a future

luiion witli the lost youth, in Avhom she alone
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saw any good intentions ; a union in a wortd

where sin and sorrow are to be excluded, and
not in' the present world, whidi, tool and in-

grate that he was, he had rashly, like a froward

inlant with a precious gera, for some worthless

gratifications, thrown away; and all its

doihestic joys, health, purity, usefuluesy, and
lo'Ce, that she could have endnringly given

ilim, had he not poisoned their fbuntain «t its

source? ' ' '

Even the poor old father is supposed to have
yieldedto the general conviction in relation to his

son's diaboUcalexit,forhenever ceased to mourn;
which could not reasonably have been his con-

duct had his son died a natui"al death, the com-
inbn lot of all. He long, howerer, resisted the

belief that the young man was dead, and would
^persist in lea\-ing a lighted lamp in the hall at

iiight, that his son might, on his return home,
not be mcommoded in retiring to his room.

But when the sad reality-was eventually foi-ced

upon his beliefby the lapse of time, he solemnly,

cue night, after sitting up late—as if struggling

mortally against the conviction of his intellect

iratil he could struggle no longer—extinguished
the light, and with it all the hopes that bound
liim to life ! The next day he clotlied liimself

in mourning, which he never relinquished, aHd
perhaps never replenished: for he persisted in

discharging all the pecuniary liabilities that the

son had contracted, and they proved sufficiently

numerous to take from the poor old man all his

remaining property. From some reasons that

have never been ascertained, lie ultimately

Svandered to Utica, where he resided for many
'years, knowing no person, and jjermitting no
person to know him for any purposes of social

intercourse ; though the kind people of that

pleasant place would gladly have administtTed

to his wants. He continually moved his lips,

-as if in conversation with some one, and a poi)U-

'lar belief existed that he was expostulating

with his son for his unworthy conduct, and that

'the son, unseen by any eye but the father's,

was condemned to expiate his unfilial conduct
'by thus wandering on earth to see and iiear the

paternal destjlatlon he had created. The more
discreet portion of the citizens of Utica were of
course incredulous on this point ; and the

^worthy clergyman of the village deemed the
^'isni^po-^ition eo heretical, or contrary to the
''intelligence of the age, that he preached
a seniiou to disprove it; but the old man
continued to move his lips as usual, either un-
conscious or regardless of the s^ieculations he
was occasioning. He was entirely iuoffen-

I'sive in his conduct, troubling no one, and
4^ 'rarely troubled in return ; walking quietly
^ bftck and forth from his little hovel, which ivas

situated somewhere near where Hopper-street
now intersects Genesee, and which he had con-

Btruoted himself with a few rough boards, and
' which was permitted, through suffei-ance of

the landowner, to retain its location. He gra-

dually became iitcf-easingly infirm, until, on3
winter, after a heavy fall of snow, the neigh-

bours became alarmed by not discovering at

his door the usual marks of egress. They
eventually knocked, and hearing no resix)nse,

they forced open the board which constituted

the door, when he was seen sitting on his

broken and only chair, before an emberless
fire-place, entirely dead, and frozen to the con-
sistence of a statue. As all knew that he left

no heir, the little room in wliich he lived was
searched to ascertain if anything valuable

could be found. NoUnng was dicovei'ed ex-
cept a large gold watch and chain, the relics

of better days, and they were impressed with
tha initials of his son, whose property they once
had been, and to that circumstance owed pro-

bably then- preservation ; for they contracted

.^strangely with the straw and tatters Avith which
the)'^ v>rere surrounded. Tlie watch had fallen

on the lloor, as if it hud slii^ped from the

old man's grasp where he was fomid sitting,

and its hands, which were stopped by the
fall, indicated that the accident had occurred

exactly at midnight ; just at the hour he had
some years before extmguished the light on
the .oad night when he became convinced of the
actual death of his son. Conjecture affirmed

that the watcli had fallen from his hand at th?

moment of his death, and that his death at that

pai-iicular hour was caused by a poignant re-

collection which he always indulged on eveiy

recurrence of midnight. The watcli and chain

supjjhed the means of a decent burial to th^e

poor old hermit, and to erect over his grave a
simple monument, which is still capable of
being seen by the curious, and on which (taking

the hint from a sentence chalked up iu several

places on the inside of hi^ cabin) was inscribed

:

" Here lies a broken-hearted father." To wluch,

however, some unknown ascetic philosopher,

about nine years ago, unfeelingly and stealthily

added

—

" 'llie fool who spurned all presentgootl.
Because he hail not what he would :

lie wiser thou, and, come what may,
God's will be done in conduct say."

We are aware of the proverb which com-
mands us to say nothing of the dead but wluit

is good, and we are consequently reluctant to

save from oblivion and transmit to posterity

the above censorious doggrel in connection Avith

the poor hermit's memory, and iu a matter go

important as the moral compioxion of Ids wiiolc

system of conduct; but after great deliberation,

and the advice ofjudicious literary and clerical

friends, we have concluded to insert the lines,

that our memorial may comprise all that is

known of his life and dcatli, and alho place in

curious contrast thp opposite estimates which
different intellects may honestly form of the

same cJiaracter. M?iy his i-emains hereal'tei' rest

in pe?sice:
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SUGAR, TEA, AND COFFEE.

How beautilally the vi-^'table world is ailui^ted

TO tlic support of unimal life, and how this Ls

made pubsv^Tvient to the Avellare of nuin, has

been well described iu the words of St. Fierre
—" The MlUit^'ish cow pastures iu the cavity of

the valley; the bounding sheep on the declivity

of the hill ; the t»craiabhng go:it browses

amonff the shrubs of the rock ; the duel: feeds

on \he water-i)lant.< of the river ; tlie hen,

with attentive eye, ]>icks up every- grain that is

st-attercnl and lost in the fleld ; the pigeon, of

rapid wing, coIUctrf a siudlnr tribute iVoni the

refuse of tl»e grove ; and tlie frugal bee turns

to account even f!ie small dust on ihe flower.

There is no corner of tho cartii where the

whole vegetable crop may not be reaped.

'J"h(»se plant.s whidi arc rejected by one are a

delicacy to another, and eveu among the lluuy

tribes contribute to tlieir fatness. Tlie hog
devours the horse-tail and the hen-bane ; the

px)at, the thistle and the hemlock. All return

iu the evening to the habitations ot man, with
niiiimurs, with bleatings, with crien of ioy,

bringhjg back to him the delicious tributes of

innumerable plants, transibnned, by u process

the most inconceivable, into honey, butter,

vg}i^, milk, and cream."
In other instances vegetable products serve

r.nr purpose in ditferent way^ : those mcn^:oned
at the head of tliis pai)er do so to a remarkable
extent, and, thertforc, we proceed to dwell

briefly on tho?e familiar but inestimable arti-

cles of sugar, tea, and coffee.

' The sugar which is us"d for domestic pur-

po.'^es i.s extri>cted from a reed or cane, which
temiinates iu leaves or blades, wiiose edges are

like that of a fine saw. The body of the cane
is strong, but brittle, and when rii>e of a hne
straw colour inclined to yellow ; it contains a

soft, pithy sul>stance, which yields a copious

.sui)ply of nice, of a sweetness, it has been said,

the least cloying and mo^t agreeable \« nature.

Tiio distance between each Jomt ol the c^jne

var.es accoi"ding to the nature of tne soil ; in

general it is from one to three inches m length,

and fi-om half an inch to an inch in diameter.

/J he length of a whole cane dejjends upon
•circumsianeee: in stroug lands, richly manured,
vlt sometimes mea^mre.s twelve ftet from the
I stock or root to the upjjcr joint; tlie general

height, howe\er, without tlie flag part, is fiom
tlirue leet and a half to seven feet, and in very
rich lands it has been known to put fwth uj)-

ward.s of one hundred suckerin or shoots. A
large part <u onr htigur is obtained Irooa the
AVest indies.

Tijc stigar-cane aL<o grows in Taliiti, and there

its verduiv^is of a much liglitcr and more agree-

able tint than that of the West Indies ; and a

Jield of it can bo more i*eadily distinguished at

a great distance. It was first described by
Cook and Ceorge Forstcr, who were, however.

but little ac<iuaiuicd with its valuable proper-

ties. Bougainville brought it to the Isle of

France, from whence it wa.s conveyed to

Cayenne ; and, since 17f»-',it ha.'^ been taken to

Murlinique, liayti, aud several of the smaller

West Indian islands. It was earned, with tlie

bread-lruit tree, to Jamaica, by the brave but
imlbrtunate Caj;tain Bligh ; and was iiitro-

(iuced, from the island of Trinidad, to the neigh-

bouring coast of Caraccas. The Tahitian sugar-

cane is much richer iii juice than the common
one ; and on an equal surface of grouud yields

one-third more sugar.

AVhcn tlie sugar-canes are quite ripe, they
aj"e cut down and carried to a sugar-house,

wliere tiiey are passed Ixitween two heavy iron

cylinders, fixed in a vtartical position ; and by
liiis means all the juice of the plant is jn-essed

out. It is now conveyed into large copper

vessels ; a small quantity of slaked lime and
wood-aslies is then added—the lime being used

to neutralize any uucombined acid, which would
Iirevent the crystallization— and the boiling

then commences. As the boiling i^roceed.", a
thick scum is formed on the surface of the

liquid, which is continually removed. Tliia

boiling witli lime and wood-ashes is repeated

several times, the iuice being carried ort" suc-

cesjjively into smaller vessels. Whtn it has
become a thick fluid, it is again boiled with
lime and alum, and is afterwards jioured into

wooden coolers, where it partially crystallizes.

The only process that now remains is to

pour tlie whole mass uito the hogsheads in

which tlie sugar is to be exported. As, how-
ever, the molasses or treacle will not crystal-

lize, many holes are bored in the lx)ttom of the

liogsheads, that it may be separated from the

sugar. AVhen the treacle is drained oft', the

holes are filled up, and the hogsheads are

ready for the European market. About a
pound of raw sugar is produced from a gallon

of juice.

To make loaf sugar a process is necessary
called refining. For this puri>ose tlie raw
sugar i.< redissolved iii lime water, aud then
boiled with some coagulable substunoe, such as

bullock's blood. About fifty gallons of the fluid

are then put into a copper iiau. «o large that
the fluid shall on'y cover the bottom u few
inches deep, that, when a great heat is applied,

it may not boil over. The scum whicli rises to

the top i^ taken off: in this, manner all tho im-
I>urities and colouring matter of tl»e stigar is

removed, and when the syrup has been evapo-
rated to a pl-oper consistency, it is allowed to

flow into earthen vessels of a conical form, and
thus the sugar is formed into tlie white loaves

witli which we are familiar.

Other vegetable substanfce.^ besides the cane
yields sugar. Large manufactories liave been
formed, at diflerent times, for the pixxluction
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of sug-ar from beot-root. It has been stated

that four or five pounds of sugar may be ob-

tained from a hundred pounds of root, and
that it diiiers but little iin taste from the West
India sugar, when properly refined.

"WJien sugar is analyzed, it is foimd to con-
sist of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon. 'J'he

oxygen and hydrogen arc in the pro]:)ortions

to form water, and of carbon there is about
forty-two per cent. The latter substance is a
component part of all vegetable and animal
substances, coal, bitumen, and many minerals,

Ko question in science is perhaps so entirely

wrapped in mystery as the origin of the va-
rieties in the vegetable kingdom. Tlie number
of simi)le substances entering into the com-
position of plants is exceedingly small, yet tlie

tints of blossoms and flowers are ahnost always
as various as the species, and there is probably
no one jDlant which has not a specific use,

adaptfed to tlie support or pleasure of man.
Yet among these simple substances carbon
always lux-pon derates ; but how such various

proportions are obtained from a few elementary
principles, no art of the chemist has lutlierto

Ibeen able to explain. Even though some ve-

getables i^roduce sugar, some resni, some gum,
and some oil, yet in all these diversified pro-

ducts the component substances are nothing
more than oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon.

The first mention in tins country of tea, of
whose chemical properties we know but little,

is i)i an Act of Parliament passed in KJfiO, by
which it is charged with a duty of one shilling

and sixpence per gallon when drunk in public-

Iiouses. In the following year, Pepys mentions
it in his Diary in the folloAving terms;

—

" Sept. 25, I sent for a cup of tea (a Chinese
drink), of which I had never drank before."

In 1664 a present of two pounds two ounces of
tea was made by tlie East India Company to

Charles II., possibly all that could be obtained
in London. The price was then about two
guineas per jwund. The following are the
singular terms used in the first order sent to

Madras ;— " In regard tea is gi-o\Mi to be a
commodity here, and we have occasion to make
})resents tliereof to our great friends at court,

we would have you yearly send us five or six

canisters of the roughest and freshest; that
which colours the water in which it is infused
most of a greenish complexion is best es-

teemed."

The tea-tree is usually cultivated in valleys
or on the declivities of hills, and the neigh-
bourhood of a running stream, or the bank of
a river is considered desirable. 'J he seeds are
carefully deposited in lioles of five or six inches
d«ep, four or five in each hole. "\\'lien the
young tree appears it is very carefully attended
to, being occasionally watered, and closely

examined, that its tender leaves may not be
injured by desti'uctive insects. The youngest
leaves produce the best infusion, but it is not

considered advantageous to gather any until

the third year, when the tree usually attains

the height of four foet, as an early gathering
would prove vciy injurious to the future growth
of the tree, and frustrate any hope of profit

arising from the superior quality of the young
leaves.

The first gathering is perfonned in the month
of I\Iarch, Avlien the best tea is prepared. The
second takes place m the month of April, but
the tea is coarser and cheai^er than tlie former,

and prepared with less care ; it is still, hoAV-

ever, of a fine sort, and occasionally the

smaller and more delicate leaves are selected,

and sold as tea of the first produce. In the

month of Jime, those trees which were left

untouched in the spring, are covered wiih an
abundant crop ; the leaves are now larger and
coarser, and are consequently of an inferior

price, but the abundance of the harvest com-
pensates the owner for the delay and infe-

riority of the produce. Above nine-tenths of

the tea consumed in Cliina and in Europe are

prepared at this season.

"When the leaves are gathered, baskets full of
them are taken to a drying-house, which is

generally a public building in the neighbour-

hood, and where persons may send their leaves

and dry them by their own servants, on pay-
ment of a small sum to the owner of the

house. Tliese houses are jtrovided with a great

number of small stoves or furnaces, eacli pro-

Aided Avith a thin plate of iron at the top. A
gentle fire is kindled in the stove, and increased

until the iron is sufficiently heated, Avhich is

knoAvn by a peculiar crackling noise Avhen a
fresh leaf is throA\n upon it. The party con-

ducting the ijrocess begin by throAving a heap
of fresh leaves on the heated iron, and then
rapidly shifting them from jilace to place, that

they may all be sufficiently heated, yet not
scorched. As the leaves shrink and curl np
Anth the heat, they are all sAvept quickly off

the iron, and throAvn upon a large table,

covered either Avith paper or soft matting,

lliere they are receiA-ed by another set of Avork-

men, who dexterously roll the leaves between
their hands, Avhile a third set stand b}-, fanning

tliem that they may cool rapidly, and take the

proper curl. "NVhen the leaves are quite cool,

they are again throA\-n upon the hot iron plate,

and again rolled betAvecn the fingers as before;

and this operation is repeated tliree or four

times, until it is ascertained that they are

quite dry. The common tea, of the last

gathering, is usually exposed to tlie vapour of

hot stater, before it undergoes the operation of

dryuig, probably in order to soften the harsli

leaves, and allOAV them to take the proper

curled form ; but, according to the Chinese, the

steaming process is liecessiiry to drive aAvay a

certain noxious quality always found in the

coaj'ser kinds of tea. "NVlicu the tea has under-

gone the process'of" drying, it Is packed up in
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baskets for i-omc months ; but previous to the

liuul packiug for sale or exportation, it is taken

out once more and dried before a gentle fire

:

it is tiMjn closely trodden into vt-'ssel;;, or chests,

prei)ared to receive it.

Familiar as the process of makins^ tea is

witli us, the following circiunstanee is not a

little amusing. A traveller in the south of

lAiroiMj wished for that refreshing beverage,

but doubted the abilityof his hostess to prejiare

it. ijhe, on the other hand, was indignant at

his Kuspicions, and in due time she served it in

a manner she considered beyond all possible

e.-tccption ; it was with a S])rig of saffron and a

ca[)sicum in a tureen, with soup
,
plates and

wooden spoons.

Coffee is the produce of the Coffea Arabica,

so named from it" growing sjjontaneously near
llie town of Caifa, in Arabia. At present, the

native countries of coffee are Ethiopia and
Arabia Felix. It there reaches fourteen or

lilteen feet in height, and is an elegant shrub,

Avith wliito flowers. The fruit is a red berry,

and in this berry there is a little seed, covered
with an envelope, botanically called jiarchmeut.

Tliese r.cuh vary in different districts, and in

diverse parto of the ^\urld, The coffee is not

eaten in the state of the raw beny, but is

roasted, and then ground for use. The powder
is infused in boiling water, and drank witli or

without milk and sugar.

In the East the infusion of coffee is drank by
itself, and how strange any addition to it is con-

sidered maybe gathered from the following fact

:

—A iiumber of Bedoween Arabs weredis])uting

resjjecting tlie sanity of tlie late Lady liester

iStauliope, one j^arty strenuously maintaining
tliat it was impossible for a lady so charitable,

so munifice;it, to be otherwise than in full pos-

session of her faculties. Their opjionents alleged

acts as jtroofs to the contrary. One of them,
an old man, called for silence—a call from its

aged amongst tlie Arabs seldom made in vain.
" She is mad," said he ; and, lowering Ids voice

to a whisper, as if fearful such an outrage
against established usage sliould spread beyond
his circle, added, " S/ic puts sugar to her
coffee

!

" J'his decided the controversy, as

absolutely conclusive.

A great change has passed on the peoj)le of

England, in reference to the uyo of cofl'ee,

during the la.<t two centuries. It is stated by
"Wood, thai, while Xathaniel Conopius, a Cretan
baron, continued in Biiliol College, in Oxford,

lie made the drink for his own use called coffee,

and usually drank it Qxury morning, being the

fnst coHee, as the ancients of that house in-

Jbrmed Wood, that was ever drunk in Oxford.

Conopius left the college in 1048. Two years

after, Jacob, a Jew, opened a coffee-house at

the Angel, in the parish of 8t. Peter-iu-the-

Kast, (Jxford, and " there," ?ays AVood, " it was
by some who delighted in novelties, drank."

lie adds: "In loOO, Arth. Tillyard, ai)otlie-

cary, sold coffee publicly in his house, against

All-.Souls College. This coffee-house continued

till his Majesty's return and after, and then

they became more frequent, and had an excise

set upon coffee."
'

It is mentioned in the " New Vlevr df Tion-

don,*' jiublished in 1708, that "one Janics

Farr, a barber, who kept the coffec-houiff,

which is now the Eainbow, by the Inner Tem-
ple-gate (one of the iirst in England), was in

the year 1(;5 7 prosecuted by tlie iucpiest of 8t.

Dunstan's-in-the-^Vest, for making and .'elling

a sort of liquor called cofl'ee, as a gieat

nuisance and prejudice of the neighbourhood.

And who could then have thought London
would ever have had :J,000 such nuisances,

and tliat coffee would have been (as now,
170S) so mucli drank by the best of quality

and j)hysicians." ' •

That such places rapidly became ntimerous,

and much frequented, appears from a i)oein,

published in quarto in the year 1()G.:>, and en-

titled, " The Character of a (Joffee-house,

v>hercin is contained a description of tlie

persons usually frequ( uting it, with their dis-

course and humours ; as, also, the admii'alle

virtues of coffee. By au Eye aU|d Itar Wit-
ncfss." One part is tus follows :

—

" Of some and all ccuditions,
Even vintners, sur^ccii^, and pbysiciaui ;

Tlie blind, the deaf, and agid cripple.

Do lure resort and coffee tipple."

We need not tr^ce the subsequent history of

coffee-hou«es, except to remark that the first

one for mechanics was established in lyil.

This honour is due to I'otter's original coffee-

house, o-i, Iligh-strcet, Bloonisbmy, facing the

east end of Oxford-street.

On a chemicJil analysis, coffee gives two or

three parts of caffeic and gallic acids, and a
narcotic oil mentioned by several writers, but
denied by others. It has also an alkaloid,

named caffein ; and it is very remaikable that

the composition of this is identical with that of

thehi (derived from tea) ; they aiT, in fact, one
and the same thing, obtained from two different

plants. This is a fact to which we know no
parallel : ."iOO.OOOjOUO potinds of tea are con-

sumed annually, and ouu,oo(},oito ])ounds of

coffee are consumed nnnu;dly, the matter of

both beverages containing the same salt, (,^flee

acts in the same manner as tea on the fvsteni,

the only difference is that of flavour. Jn roast-

ing the coffee berry, an empyreumatic oil is

develoi>ed,iu conjunction with the acids alreH<ly

memioned, and this makes the diflercucc which
exists l>etween cofli'c and tea.

The finest coffee is brought from the Levant,

or fl'om its native country; but the greateit

l)art of that used in this country is the i)roduce

of our West Indian colonies. Humbohlt esti-

mated the annual consumption of coffee in

Europe at I'J 0,000,000 pounds.
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'OSOCJIAL BEFOHM THE PHECURSOE, OF ¥OLYIWALl REFORM^ f-
9ib '- -'/oTjj yfivo ^7iKrj em jsi axnii^jiL^a^:nomu7o.n .rijrfj I)i£ ol ,ai*63 xf«rni/fl arfj

We have arrived at a stage of. progress in our history that 4en:ai{3s'^ii?'i^e*r1(5xiV

attention of every thinking man. Tko Commissioner of. the Mominf/ Chronicle,

with his powerful pen, has sliowu upon "what a volcanic foundation British society

at present rests. A host of political adventurers arc seen rushing to the discussion
of the question ^^•ith much bluster and noise; and "svould have us believe that Acts^
of Parliament can cure the evils under which the nation groans. But the state of
things is too organic to be removed from the system by any Parliamentary pill,. ,"

|

Fearful features are presented by the existing state of things. Co)uj)etition^' -with.

an iron hand, is brmging starvation into the prosjject of classes usually supposed to

be in comlbrtable circumstances. England appears to be fast sinking to the same
level with Ireland—one vast colony of paupers ! A degree of self-respect, Avhich
Englishmen have not yet lost, alone prevents it, and even that appears to be fast

breaking down. Crime, poverty's gattnt offspring, is riding rampant over society ;

and vice, from the fearful crisis, assumes a deeper dye.
It is evident that this state of tilings cannot long continue ; nor can it remain

stationary. It must daily become worse, until some suitable remedy be put in

operation. What can be done ? Who can undertake society's renovation ? Much
can be done ; and all may do something. There must no longer be dependence
upon Parliaments, or Leagues, or Conclaves of any sort. Individualiiy must be
brought out, not into the political arena, but into the domestic circle, carryihg out-

Social Keform.
^*

[

Parliaments can do much. Th(^ Can lighten' taxation when practicable Avitli'

sound government; they caii stimulate industry; dbove all, they can open rtiorc

widely the portals of freedom, and give the masses political emancipation. Leagues
caii bring collective wisdom to bear upon an evil, and thus awaken rulers to the
importance of bringing remedial measiu-es into operation ; but the great duty lies

not upon Leagues and Parliaments, but wiih. the Vress and Me People. Let the
Press be true to the People, and the People true to themselves, and we fehail soon-

have all that legislation carj. effect done tor us^ and thef Peo|>l'6^ ^ill' beeomfe' great!

and prosperous.
- 'i ^.

.
i

, i,.- ;i ,?) .. ,, ; ., .,, ,y,

'ITie duty of the Press is, to show, regardless of popularity, from whence the
proper remedy must come. It must show that the People have, in a great measure,
the remedy with themselves ; that they have aheady freedom enough to stimulatd
them to demand and obtain more, if they be but triie to themselves and to one ano-"

ther. One great winter say is :
** There never was a people enslaved who deserved

to be free." Another, not less great, says: '*If men are to wait for liberty until

they become Avise and good in slavery, they may wait for CA-er." Both enunciate
great truths, however anomalous they may seem. There must be a certain amount
of freedom obtained to stimulate to a proper prosecution of rights, before the first

aphorism is practicable ; and, with that amount of freedom, the people may work
out their own emancipation. If they do not, it is evident that they do' not deserve
it. Let the people but govern their ot^'ti condudt' with intelligence, prudence, -Artd

virtue, and the victory is their own. " ; •) '4
But what can the people do in their present condition ? may be the question asked

by thousands who are toiling, between hope and despair, lor that which scarcely
suffices to keep body and soul together. We know lull well that 'tis but little us6i

to preach prudence and foresight to such. Their glance into futurity discloses

nothing but a workhouse for them in life, and a pauper's coffin when dead ; and w<j

shall be the last to add insult to misery. - -1 ,,

Nevertheless, there is one fact of which we canhot be ignorant." '/W^'^anrit^t
shut our eyes to the ten thousand DiirNKEiiiES that meet our gaze at every turni'

in the streets of our cities, and the lonely by-ways of the country ! Neither cah
we deny that the toiling masses of our comitrymcn arc the best custcniers of tho
proprietors of these places. This fact teaches us that much reformation, is required
in our homes and habits, before our aspirations for perfect frtcddm ciin "b<fe re?dized,
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Intoxicating drinks have forged the hea^-iest chains that fetter us. Therefore we
entreat all \rho lo*\e true libemy—who loijg for the political and social cleyation of

the human race, to aid that movement jyv'hich aims at the entire overthrow of the

drinking system. ...
A sober people will think, and a thinking people will become intelligent. A'

sober people, also, give the best promise of being a Dioral people. And from a»'

intelligent and moral people, liberty, in all its forms, and in all its fulness, cannot'

long be withholden. The combined power of temperance, education, free thought,''

fair discussion, and good morals, may surely giA-c us, even under all our disadvan^
tages, a power sufiicient to enable us to work out our redemption. " For a peopl^'

to be free, it is sufficient that they irill it ;" and to will liberty they must first Hee^^

and understand, and love it. And in order to do this, it may be well for thera to

make less noise and to think more than some seem willing to do at present. At^^

least, such is the opinion of
, BAWE^nNi '^'^

Tj-v.'-il I'.'r/t lorgl

ion ; Oi/niiif.'j

JOHN WELDON'S H I S T O K Y.

Letter XII. ' ^^y^ ^tf uia
.

,'lf i'TfT :i' rrf

Siu,—I now bring matters do^-n to the present time. "We moved into our new
house at Lady-day, as I intended. It was bare enough of furniture at iirst, but by
degrees it filled up ; and now, I say it with thankfulness, we lack nothing

—

nothing,
Mr. Editor ; and is it not one of the gi-catest blessings of life to be able to say so :

Dick remained many months with liis grandfathx?r, and won even the love of^
Kmmji's stepraother. She humoured him in everything. Bos grandfather wrote
U-; wi7Td that he should be sorry to part with him, because he kept the old lady in
such good humour. !So v.e let hun stay, and Emma and our little Mary paid'the
next summer that visit of a fortnight which had been so long deferred, and I
Iftched them all home again with my return-ticket, as I had proposed before, and
spent three days at the old Staffordshire mill where Emma was born, and whitk.
lived in her memory like a lovely poem. I did not wonder at this Mhen I knew the
place and its situation, on the banks of the fertile Dove, to which none of our.

English rivers, as far as my experience goes, can compare. This was tlie most
rurid and the pleasantest country place that I had ever been to, and I no Longer
wondered at my wife's attachment to it. "We found Dick like a litrle king hero*
and the old mistress, Emn^a's stcj>raother, behaved verj' kindly to us. It iji true,
that Emma took her down a new gown as a present. It was a handsome, silk, a^
costly as we could afford ; and this not only put her in good-humour 'vyi^.iiS;aU»,
but greatly pleased the excellent old man, which was much better. ,' ,.'

- In my last I mentioned to you that in the autumn of 1848 I completed my labour^
as regarded the jiew stucco. I hud already spoken to my employers of what I was
^ming after, and they promised me any a.s.sistance I might require, as they were
perfectly aware how desirable such a discovery would be, and how pjfolit;abji to its

discovertr.,,„;p.,,ij..;j ,,.,.^

'

-
.

. -rf /
Accident,, ag. I nave "said, cleared away all ray difficulties at once, and, by tlie

permission of the Messrs. , I covered a lofty and exposed wall in our yard ydih.
my new cement in the month, of November. It may probably, Mr. Editor, not be.
lemembcrtd by your readers that tlie winter of that year and the following spriu"-^
were remarkably wet. Xo circumstances could have been better for testing the
excellence and durability of my cement. I laid it on less than half an inch thick,
dividiixg it bylines to represent stone-work. The cost of it Avas somewhat less,
than that of ordinary stucco, the workmansliip being of course the same, so that,,
to say nothing of the saving by its superior durability, the advantage wa:? inmy
favour.

I asserted of my cement that it would harden by time and the action pf the ?ir
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into an apparent casing of stone, and that, after it Avas once hardened, fhipposing thai

it was laid on sufficiently thick, it might be worked like the litiest Portland stone ;

that it was wholly impervious to wet, and, by means of its chemical preparation,

was incapable of producing that vegetable growth which disfigures so fatally oui

best stuccoed buildmgs in London. I asserted that, by the use of this stiicco, wc
might produce, spite of our moist and variable atmosphere and oiir severest winters,

buildings of the ordinary cost, which would be equal in appearance and durability

to the same if built of stone, while ornaments, capitals of jjillcirs, architraves, &c
being cast in this cement, would bo as imperishable as stone, and that its line

smooth texture rendered it particularly applicable for all ornamental work of this

The real secret of my preparatiori had been divulged itriiB one ; and great was
the curiosity and interest felt, by builders especially, to see the residt of this

experiment. For myself I had not much anxiety, and in order more fully to shovv

its superiority, I had', at the suggestion of my employers, covered another -\\tdl 11

with ordinary cement. The difference in the two was soon apparent. Mine never
changed. Simjjly by the operation of the air it became coA'cred with a hard
coating, not, in the first instance, thicker than an egg-shell, but from the moment it

Ko formed, perfectly impervious to wet ; the whole presenting the appearance of

the best quality of Portland stone finely chiseled.

The two walls were visited every morning, not only by my fellow-Vv'orkmen but
by my employers, and the interest they took in it was extreme. " It will do,

Wcldou," said they many a time to me, with the beaming countenances of men
who sincerely sympathized in my success. Poor Emma was desperately anxious,'

and every day made inquiries after my Avail. Eut neither frost nor Avet affected

it, and the ordinary stucco made but a poor figure beside it.

Before the Avinter Avas over I had already received overtures Irom several first-

rate builders as to the purchase of my discovery. I Avould not entertain them,
however, thinking it only right that my employers, if they Avere so disposed,

should have the first benefit of it. But to my surpi'ise, and I must confess to my
chagrin also, I received no proposals from them. '

.^j^' .',,

I wrote a respectful letter to Sir Michael Farraday, inviting him to see tliis

satisfactory exhibition of the ncAv "Portland Stucco," as I called it, inAA'hich, as I

reminded him, he had some time ago not only taken a kind interest, but, in fact,

had encouraged me to persevere. He called, but, unfortunately, I Avas out of
London on business. He saw my employers, hoAA^ever ; and the favourable ojDinion

he unhesitatingly expressed, induced them, I believe, to ofi'er me terms immediately.
This was the thing I Avanted. I had become identified, if not publicly, at least by
many acts of generosity, kindness, and good Avill on the part of my employers, Avith

them and their concerns. I Avished to remain Avith them, and to Avork/br them, in

the best sense of the term, as Avell as tmder them ; therefore I should have preferred
their having this discoA'ery of mine, even on terms less advantageous to me, than
that it should go into the hands of strangers, and perhaps dissever me from my old
employers. It is Avell AA'hen the Avorkraau is attached to his employer by other
bonds than these of mere Avork and wages. The Messrs. , however, Avere

thorough, hard-headed men of business, and required, in the fullest sense of the
Avord, " a day's Avork for a daj^'s Avages." They neither expected to find perfection
in their men, nor did they pretend to perfection in themselves ; but they Avere just

in the highest degree—just to themseh'es and just to the people under them.
Theyliad, out of the yard, the character of stern, proud, and somewhat overbearing
men—and something of this might even at times be seen AA'ithin it ; but no builders

in London changed their men so seldom as they. 2\Iany, indeed— as myself, f r

instance—had never left them from the day I first entered their employmt^nt

;

and if, occasionally, they kept doAvn the rate of Avagcs, the regidarity of their

employment, and the interest they took intheiv people in times of sickness or other

domestic trouble, as has been shown in my case, made them the most desirabli;^:

masters to serve.
*

-m rtii

It wfts Avith sincere satisfaction, therefore, that I received their offer ; I disposed

tliat,

loa]
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pf my discovery to thera, on tcims which appeared to me very advantageous, not

oulybocuusc I obtained a present sum of money, but was insured a share of the

after-profits. The first thing I did, Mr. Editor, when I thus found myself secure

of a certain surplus income, was to insure my life. Emma v/as near Jier confine-

ment at the time the negotiation about my patent was going on ; and, in order not

to disturb her mind, I said but very little about it ; it being, I thought, enough for

her to know just then, that my employers judged favourably of my discovery, and
that, in all probability, it would lead to our ultimate advantage. On the very day
our agreement was signed, and I was put into the possession of what seemed to me
a large sum of money, my little son was born. He came, I thought, surely on a
good day. Still I said nothing to my wife ; and I resolved not only to insure my
life, which, though it might be a good tiling for both wife and children in the end,

Would, I knew, startle and perhaps trouble her, by reminding her of my death—

•

women are so superstitious I—but to do sometliing still more, and which should
be, of all other things, the most pleasing to her. I did not ponder long what this

should be. I went to the National Temperance Provident Institution, in which I

.

had already insured my life, and invested one hundred pounds in the name ot

Juanna Weidon, then nearly seven years old, which should there accumulate for

her advantage, to be paid to her, for her own sole use, when she should attain the
a^ic of twenty-one. I had great satisfaction in this, and still more when I saw the
pleasure it gave to my wife.

" Better tlian the money, dear John/' she said; "better than the good news
about the patent ; better, even, than all the good things we possess, is this tender-

nt'ss and Christian love in your heart !"

I was abundantly rewarded.
Another thing I must add, Mr. Editor, to this egotistical list, and then I have

done. In this I think I am sure of your approbation, because it was the reading
of your *' "WoiMcixG Man's Eiuex:) " which led me to it. I have taken in the
J'le.choldcr from its commencement ; and an excellent paper it is, and one which
ought to be in every working man's hand. I have bought two several freeholds,

the one in E'^sex, the other in Kent. Of cour?e I have long had a vote for London.
id now, Sir, whenever there shall be elections, either general or particular, in

these separate instances, I will do my b6^t erideavbUr to send an honest man to

Parliament.
So much Sir, for my affairs. I must now fell you sometliing of ray old friend

Daniel Cart(!r—my brother-in-law as ho is now, and as he has been for the last six.

n^.onths. Ho was, you may remember, a plumber and glazier by trade ; and, soon
afrer he came to London, got employment at the new Houses of Parliament.
Whilst working in the north, he was employed in the biiilding of a Catholic
•athedral, and was set to work at some remf.rkably fine windows, under the
direction of a Catholic gcntlc^man, who was profoundly skilled in glass-painting,

and other mediaeval arts—which means, I believe, arts of the ISIiddle Ages ; this is

a word now much in use, and it is as well to employ it. Carter, who, it seems, had
naturally a turn for these things, though it had not been called out till this time,
became a perfect enthusiast on these subjects ; and, as I have said, not only began
to collect books Avhich treated of them, but actually went as far as Cologne, that he
miglit be able, from actual inspection, to know what the best specimens of this

class of art really were.

The unoccupied rooms in the large house at Eayswater offered him a good oppor-
tunity for carrying out an idea Avhich had suggested itself to him, and this was no
other than the maklng,^ ih Srtiall, an exact copy" of the grand painted %\andow in
Cologne cathedral.

Carter was a plodding, patient creature, with allhis impulsiveness, and gifted
with the utmost stcdiastness of pui-pose; the difficulties that he met with, ther^ore,
though enough to daunt and discourage any ordinary man, only seemed to nerve
him to more patient eurdeavour. How great his undertaking really was may be
imagined, when I state that he determined not only to prepare his model in the
most perfect raai^ier, but to see the glass burnt and painted inidcr liis own eye.
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Wishart, the young- man I have ah-eacly mentioned, as a decorator—the same who
lost his money as I did mine by Mr, -—r-—'shaukruptcy—came,in as an excellent

coadjutor ; he drew all the designs in the most accurate manner ; and I, by my
knowledge of chemistry, was able to give a little assistance when Carter's failed

;

for he had studied glass-burning industriously, and produced glass of a surpassing
'
brilliancy. ' !'iH/.ii

' I ^ as soon convinced that there was something quite out of the common way in

'what he was doing ; and, when a portion was completed, induced him to lot it bo
' seen by some person capable of judging of it. I was right. Ileal judges pronounced it

a great work of art, and prophesy for him a great career. He has been visited by
the Catholic gentleman for whom he worked in the north, and through whom this

taste, and this then undeveloped power, were called forth. This gentleman was so
greatly plea.sed with the Avork that he immediately gave him a commission for it,

on very advantageous terms, offering to furnish t\m^P, ftYj^Bi ,t9 -tJ^e, i^^il^oyftt pfthe
whole money, if necessary, for its completion. ;

,r.,r
, /^ ^^rr ,-:^- : -• >< [

Carter is now full of hope and happiness. The window progre5;scs glorlotisly
;

but it is a large work, and will only be first seen by the public at the great Exhi-
bition of Art which will take place next year. The whole intervening time will

be required for its completion, a»,d there, it is expected, a distinguished place Avill

be awarded to it. ,„,- ,.;,f t,.,r .; ! v.nir ..Kun-or v"'!' -r^t ^vf^^.-n^^rt .Jvv^

He is a happy fellow. Ruth, as I said, has now been his wife these six montlis.

They began their wedded life Aritli two children : the little blind Tom and our

Joanna, as we called her. Each had their own adopted child. Joanna had greatly

improved, and, I must confess, had found so Avarm a place even in my hard hef.rt,

that if I could have prevailed on Ruth to give her up to iis altogether I would
have taken her as my own daughter ; but she would not. Her claim was stronger

than mine, and therefore I yielded, knowing that from henceforth Joanna, Avould
never be without a home.

, ,
,

;,

Have I not now done r No ; there is yet a word to be sakl, . Ljivinia is the best

of servants. We are now able to keep two, although we still remain in the small
house to which we removed that Lady-day from BaysAvatcr ; the place, therefore,

is much easier to her. She, however, is less a servant than a friend ; but a friend

who is in the truest sense of the Avord, and to Avhich the Saviour gives so high a
signification, a faithful servant. Her mother died about two years ago, and her
little sister, then about six years old and to AA'hom Lavinia was greatly attached,

has been placed, to her unspeakable joy, in the Orphan Asylum at Stamford -hill.

Thither Lavinia bends her steps on the Sunday afternoon, or whenever s]:^e-caii

obtain a holiday, and for this child she has already began to save money., too Jl

Nor must I omit in concluding, Mr. Editor, to say, that little blind 'J'om is com-
fortably and most hopefully placed in the new Blind School at St. John's-wood.
Carter hopes he may turn out a musician, and it is not improbable he will.

Now, Sir, I conclude, and wishing you and all my readers a large^^haxj? of WQ^rldly

happiness and domestic love, I am, Mr. Editor, yours faithfully, 5;^'^ jJoJd^^iili oil

'.'/ 107 -s aj;w ."f : ft -foff 1 ncf forrfroo f.r.njirn'^ b 1o hv>u\"-v> 'u-.u -iJn '

P.S.—Pray let both Emma's and my kind regards be given to Mrs. Hartlia

Makepeace. I began with her, and with her I will end. She is a worthy woman,
and though she is not always right, and though, as the ^lanchester working woman

'.says, she expects impossibilities from poor men's wives, yet she has a good heart,

'i and plenty of good sense. Therefore, Mr. Editor, present our kind good wishes to

her, and tell her that Emma and I here invite her and her Jim to come to see us,

and to eat of our bread and drink of our cup. We shall find many points in unison

between us ; and Emma, whois proud of her children, wants Martha to see them.
I send you with this our exact address. An omnibus from Charing-cross will set

thein dowtt at oui' door, and only cost them threepence ^^ch;''p^]:^!j^^"'J'- '^^*'^^'^^^^
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writes for immortality tLrough tlic columns
of a newspaper, and as few put their names
to what they do write, it is an evidence of

weakness in the last degree for any such
contributor to suffer his equanimity to be
disturbed by the redressings, the pruning^,
or the modifications of anv editor whatever.

CHAPTER 11.

,;, -, , , X]i>: cox'CRiBL'ioii. .:j finds others altogether suppressedjOrwhatin

„ There are two kind* of contributors^^the t histyes Avere his happiest expletives, modi-

practical-miaded contributor, who deals fied by the editor. Butasnomannow-a-days
with tact* and figures, wko sees things

pretty much as ttiey are, who abhors a

simile as much as nature does a vacuum,
and who seldom risks a prophecy. The other

is the thcorizing-minded contributor, who
writes imaginatively, creates pictures that

shall never exist, and exemplifies all the

cliaxacteristics of an impracticable dreamer,
j
The editor must be supposed to be the best

It is scarcely necessary to say that some of i judge of what is most suitable for his paper,

this latter class write so mysteriously that ' in however contemptuous a light the sell-

common sense and uncommon sense alike I esteem of the contributor niay hold hirn.

have to hang over their sentences, and It should always be borne in mind that it

puzzle themselves for their meaning. They is not his interest to denude the articles of a
seem to have compounded them in the > contributor of any of their essential charac-

alembic of the alchemist, and brought | tcristics. Both their interests are identical

tliem forth in such a state of ujideveloped so far as tlie paper is concerned ; for when
raysteiiousnes.s that none can unveil their

{
it dies, they, in a political or literary sense,

sense. This, in everything that wears the 1 die with it.— So far, we have been considering
form of print, is objectionable, whether it I the editor to be capable of writing a good

'ume, ! article ; but it is by no means an absolute.jb found between the boards of a volume,
or in the columns of a newspaper; and,
when found in this latter, it can only be so

through editorial indulgence or editorial

ignorance, both of which, in our estimation,

are alike culpable, and deserving of repre-

hension. It sometimes liappens, however,
.that the editor Ls not vested with the power

necessity f'or' an editot to be capable of

writing as well as his contributor. "What is

wanted in him is a sound judgment, and
what Is wanted in the other is a ready and
ingenious talent at argument and composi-
tion. It does not follow that, because a man
cannot write well, he cannot judge well. It

of altering the compositions of his ccntribu- I
is certainly in his favour, much m his favour,

tors, and this, in our opinion, is impolitic, ' to be able to write well, and he ought to

as we could easily show. If an editor ' have a tlxorough knoivledge of the meaning
takes the pre?:idency of a paper, he should and force of word-s, and the construction of
take it as an independent man, with a free ' a perfect sentence -but even without these

will, entering on a tenure unshackled ;
' qualifications in a high degree, it often hap-

eise how is the perfect consistency of the ! pens that an editor is a better judge of an
• instances, to be preserved ? article than even the writer of it is himself,paper, m many instances, to De pre

The broaa principles of the paper may, to

be sure, be kept intact ; but there will occur
discrepancies which cannot be reconciled.
Tlie slightest reflection will snggest to
every mind the idea that plurality of will

in the management of a journal cannot be

however leariied and practised in his art

he may be. Milton thought his " Paradise
Kegaiiicd" his greatest work; but the
A\nTrldT)ronoTinced against him ; and " Para-
dise Lost," according to a high authority, is

not the greatest epic that was ever written,

so sure as singularity; and whenever the merely because the "Iliad" >vas written
'editor is a co/jaWe—and none should be

I

before it.
•'""^ ^''•' "' ^j' •; '

apporilted to that high responsibility that f Confribwfors of " I^eader? " are looted upon
is ^n ineapable—we are of oj^mion that he! »« the main-«taya of jouraali?ra; and it is, per-

fihould possess the unlimited control over
those contributions upon which the respon-
sibility of the paper and his own rcsijon-
hibility I est. As it Is natural for a man to
IJkC' iiimself better than it is for him to
like his neighbour, so is it for each to in-
cline to think well of his own compositions

;

and, therefore, to feel as if a sort of mental
butchery were perpetrated upon him when
he sees some ofhis sentences re-constructed,

llaps, oft tbi:^ actionnt, that some of thciu have
cultivated iu themselves* a greater amount of
self-esteem tlian of fcelf-knowltdge. "VVe write

this vitji n^ di.'jrefpectfv,! feeUng ; on the con-

ti ary,wo write it iu the siniofci ity of ahumble and
admiring biothef , who has had occasion to ap-

plaud the i>elf-cstecra of men of talent, when
they have acted too wisely for others, and not
too well for themselves. Self-esteem, how-
ever, in the eyes of the world, i^ one of those
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sentiments which, when carried too far, as it

is very apt to be. assumes a most offensive

beaiing, not\vithstaticIing we consider it a highly

necessary element in the organization of power-
ful v.riters, as might be instanced in the cases

of Cobbett, Swift, and several others avIio have
phone in the political Iiemisphere of letters.

'Our allusion to the weakness is with the
'j«rish to help to reform it, as it causes be-

tween men of letters unnecessary jarrings

and sudden separations, which the world l^c-

gins by laughmg at, and ends by cither pitying

or scorning. 'J lie contributor who has this in-

firmity in a high degree is often difficult to deal

witli in his connection with a newspaper office ;

and if his articles cany a very favourable
opinion in the public eye, it is of course still

more difficult to satisfy lus pretensions. It is

nothing more than reasonable that a successful

writer should exact a high sum for his contri-

butions. Ifthey are a valuable property to the

I)aper, he should make them a valuable ])ro-

perty to liimself Give the talent of the r£N
its price, say we, as already that has been given
to theswoRD: but. as m the article of the sword,
there is a certain degree of control to l)e exer-

cised, so let there be in the article of the ten.
As there is no species of property more pre-

carious than that of a journal, so is there

none in which more care and judgment should
be exerted in its management ; and pre-

cisely in proportion to the weight which its

leading articles are expected to have upon
the public mind, so should deliberation and
consultation be taken in their concoction.

It .sometimes happens, liowcver, that reguhu-ly-

einployed contributors will insist upon tlie

choice of their own subjects, which, as a mat-
ter of course, they handle in accoi'dance with
the views of the paper for which they vrrite ;

but then tliey will take up subjects which, no
doubt, appear to them quite apropos to the

passing time, but which appear go to nobody
else. Here, then, the thing " is out of joint ;"

and the article, however excellent, appears and
passes unnoticed. This necessarily leads to the
conclusion that no " leader," wiohed to be of
any weight, should be written without a con-
sultation— /. e., without the '• heads " of the
establLjhment meeting together or communi-
cating with each other on the subject to be
chosen, tlie facts and arguments to be em-
ployed, and the whole tone and drift of the
matter satisfactorily di.scussed , and settled.

Where a sy.->teiu of this kind is in practice,

what is to be expected as the result ?

Drivelling imbecility?— certainly not: but
strength in the article, variety m the thought,
and consequent inliueuce over the public nund,
"whicfi must le:ul, sooner or later, to the esta-

blishment of the journal as a lucrative specu-

l.tion. Self-raiauce is at all times a manly
and a noble quality ; but let it be remembered
that in no profession is it sooner exliaust«d

than in that of the pen, and, through the fasci-

nation which the successful use of that instru-

ment begets, there is none in which it is more
apt to be inadvertently abused.

THE SUB-EDITOR.

The nrind of the sub-editor of a London
journal miglit not inaptly be illustrated by a
sieve into which a number of crude and
unformed articles are thrown ; but out of which
they are shortly afterwards shaken, stripj^ed of
their deiorniity, and wearing attractions for

cvety eye. To the distributiveness of mind
wliich this simile implies, there must in an
eminent degree be connected the capacity of
rapid concentration of thought, as v.ell as

versatility of power, in turning from one sub-

ject to another,; also the almost intuitive

faculty of seeing at one glance from the top of
a page of wilting or a column of i)nnt to the

bottom, and extracting and condensing its es-

sence into one short, striking, and comprehen-
sive paragraph. The occupation is a trying one,

from the very diversity of subjects which it

involves for rapid consideration. The con.se-

quence of this is a sometimes Avcariness, ac-

companied with a recklessness of spirits which
the writer can no olhenvise describe than
as a sort of desperate feeling, whicli, while
it lasts, makes men indifferent to the world
and even to life, and which may be con-

sidered as a kind of incipient madness. Sir

Walter Scott complains of the same kind of
feeling in writing to a literary brother. From
this the readers of The Wohking M.a.n's

FniEND Aviil infer that the sub-editor of a daily

London journal does not live the life of a sine-

curist, such as the Kight Hon. Lord Coinmy-
name may lead by holdhig an office in the

British Mint.

THE EEPORTERS.

Everybody knows what are tlie duties of

these gentlemen, tlie very name of the occu-

pation fully defining its nature. They are

the men v*ho furnish tiie matter from which
the contributor constructs his articles ; tiiey

are the men who fill the newspaper, through
Avhom the public are informed, and by wliose

moral courage, active industry, and shrewd in-

telligence, tlie broad-sheet becomes the indis-

pensable thing it is to modem society ; in short,

they are t}te men who form the foundation of

The Xewspapek Office, from whose labours

the whole of that wonderful fabric takes its rise,

and to wliose moral courage we are happy to

be able to quote the following well-merited

compliment, a<> a suitable close to our SKv/rcH :

" Wliat most extraordinary men are these re-

porters of the English newspapers ! Surely, if

there be any class who are entitled to tlie ap-

pellation of cosmopolites, it is these, who pur-

sue theii* vocations m all countries indilferently,

and accommodate themselves at will to the

manner3 of all classes of eociety ; tfeeii- fluency
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ol" i>tyic as writers, U oiily surpassed by tlieir

facility of Juiigiiage in couvor^iitiou and their

attainments in elas^L-ical and polite literature,

only by their prolbiind knowledge of the world,

acfpiired by au early introduction into the

buillin;; Hcencs. The activity, cuer<Ty, and
cuur:if(c which they occasionally display in the

jiurouit of infonnution are truly remarkable.

During the three days at raais they might be seen

mingling with cniiaille and gamins behind the

barriers, whilst tlic viitraille was ilymg in all

directions, and tlic desperate cuirassiers were
dashing their licrcc horses against those seem-

ingly feeble bulwarks. There stood they, dot-

ting down '.heir obi^ervations in their pocket-

books, as unconcernedly as if reporting the

proceedhigs of a reform mccling in Finsbury-

$quare."

THE BRITANNIA BKIDGE.

TirTE Britannia Bridge across the Menai Straits

may now be said to be finished, and we arc

linked by an unbroken line of railway to

the Tsle of Anglesea, and the capitals of

lOngland and Ireland are brought within a

(hiy's journey of each other. A few par-

ticidars with regard to the principles upoJi

w hich, and the manner in which, this work of

^\onderous vastitude and almost incalculable

im])ortance has been constructed, will doubt-

less piove interesting to our readers.

Tlie Jh-itannia liridgc, as is well known,
foi-ms a part of tlio Chester and Holyiiead

Uiiilway, and was built by direction of the projec-

tors of that line, according to tiie plans and under
the suiierintendence of JMr. Jvobert Stephen.son,

or the natural obstacles which that gentleman
had to surmount in its construction we cannot
here speak ; w'e will only mention that the

Adnn'ralty Board stijjulated that it should be

elevated a good hundred feet above high water
level, to enable large vessels to sail beneatli it,

and that, in its c(mstruction,neitlier seaflTolding

nor centring shouhl be used, as they would ob-

struct the navigation of the Straits, L'ndis-

nniyed by these dilliculties, Mr. Stephenson
proposed to throw across the stream a magnili-

ccnt In-idge of two cast-iron arclies, each of

which commencing, or, as it is temied, s]>ring-

ing .'>0 feet above the water, was to be 400 feet

broad and 100 feet higli. This project, iiow-

ever, which has, on very competent authority,

l)een calle<l "o)ie of the most beautiful struc-

tures ever invented," was rejected, for various

sound reasons, by tlie Admiralty ; and i\rr.

Stephenson had to fmd out some otlier method
for attaining tlie desired end. After much nia-

tiu'e deliberation and anxious thougiit, he
boldly announced that he had formed his de-

sigii, and was ready to curry it into execution.

Jlie oiitbne or ininciple of his new i)lan was,
that tiie rcrjuired i)as.sage of j)!wsengeit! and
goods across the Conway and 31enai Straits

should be elfected tlirough low, long, hollow
straight tubes—one for uii-trains, the oilier for

down one.s—composed uf wrought-nou *' boiler-

plate.-," firmly riveted together, ilctouceivvd

that, in order to turn aside tlie force of the wind,
the^e tubes ought, like common water-pipes, to
bo nuide oval or elliptical, and tliat they should
be constructed, at tiieirtinal elevation, on tem-
porary platforms,ui)held by chains,which might
be .sui).5equenlly allowed to give an auxiliary
support to the bridge. He proposed that the
extrennties of the tubes should rest on stout
abutments of niasoniy, terminating the large
embankment by which from either side of the
country each was to be approached ; the inter-

mediate portions of the aerial passage reposing
at tlie requisite elevation upon three massive
and lofty towers. Of these, one w^as to be con-
structed, at high-water mark, on each side of
the Straits. J'he third, no less than "210 feet in
heigiit, was to bo erected, as nearly as possible
in the middle of the stream, on a tiny rock,
Mhich, covered with ten feet of water at liigli

tide, although at low--\vater it protruded above
the snrtace,had long been considered as a grie-

vance by boatmen and travellers incomiieteiit
to ibresee the important service it was destined
to jjeriorni.

'J'he toTir lengths of each of the twin tube?,
when supported as described, were to be as
follows:

—

Feet.
From Carnarvon embankment, termi-

nating in its abutment, to the towef
at high-water mark 274

From the Carnarvon tower to Britannia
tower, situated ujion Jiritannia rock in
tlie middle of the stn-am 47-2

From liritannia toAver to that, at high-
water mark, on the Anglesea shore . . 472

From the Anglesea tower to the abutment
terminating the embanlaucnt which
approaches it. 274

Total length of each tnbe l,t!)-2

Xotwithstanding that the bare proposal of
this maginfieent conce])tion was unanswerable
evidence of the coniidence which the projector
himself entertained of its principles, yet, in
justice to his profession, to his employers, to the
public, Uo well iu$ to lumaeif, Mr. Stephenson
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deemed it proper to recommend that, during the

construction of the towera and other necessary

preparations, a series of searching experiments

should be made by the most competent persons

that could be selected, in order to ascertain the

precise shape and tliiclcness of the immen.se

wroiight-ij-on aerial galleries that were to be

constructed, as also the exact amomit ofweight

they would practically bear. This investiga-

tkm was entrusted to three eminent engineers

and mathematicians, Messrs. Fairbairn, Hodg-
ktnson, and IMwin Clark ; and its chief results

may l;c thus concisely stated.

The first experiments had reference to the

resisting properties of cast and of wrouglit iron

rosi)cotive!y ; and from these it was finally de-

termined tliat the whole of these aerial galleries

should be made of wrought iron. The matei'ial

liaving been decided upon, the /br?rt was the

next point for consideration. Cylindrical and
elliptical txibes both failed on trial ; but rectan-

gular tubes were found, by repeated tests, to be

admirably adapted for the purpose. The third

important pi-oblem to be determined was, what
should be the thickness of its top and bottom

;

and the investigations on this subject soon de-

monstrated that if, in.stead of obtaining this

thickness by riveting together two or three

layers of plates, they were placeil in horizontal

strata a foot or two asunder— the included hol-

low space being subdivided by small vertical

plates into rectangular passages or tlues extend-

ing along the whole top us well as bottom of
the tube —an immense addition ofstrength, Avifch

very nearly the same weight of material, would
be obtained. This plan Avas adoptetl ; and ex-

periments were then made to ascertain the pre-

cise amount of lateral strength necessary to pre-

vent the bridge being injured by .storms ofMuid.
The riveting process was likewise subjected to

severe trial, as also the best form and applica-

tion of the slender ribs called " angle-irons," by
which not only the plates were to be firndy con-

nected, but the tube itself materially strength-

ened—in fact, the angle-irons were to be its

bones, the thin plate-iron covering being merely
its skm.

These experiments having been l)rought to

a satisfactory conclusion, a, model tube, one-
sixth of tlie dimensions of the intended Britan-
nia Bridge, was very carefully constructed ; and,
liaving been repeatedly loaded and overloaded,
until it was crushcnl, the residt fully demon-
strated to JJlr Stephen.'jon's satisfaction Its

power to resist pressures on its top, bottom, or
sides, five times greater than it would actually
be called upon to bear.

And now the (jucstion arose, wJicrc these
gigantic twin tubular galleries should be con-
structed, and, when constructed, by what
power they should be raised to the lofty posi-

tion they were decreed to occupy.

After much reflection on 3Ir. Clark's valu-

able buggestions on these subjects, Mr, Stejihen-

son determined—^Isb. That the fcui' shortest

galleries, each 2."0 feet in length (to be sus-

pended at the height, in some places, of 100

feet between the two land towers and the abut-

ments of the approaching embankments), should

be at once permanently constructed on scaf-

foldings in the positions in which they were
respectively to remain. 2nd. That the four

longest galleriesi, each 472 feet in length, which
were eventually to overhang the .Straits, should

be completely constructed at Jiigh-Avater mark
on the Carnarvon shore, upon wooden ])lat-

forms, about 400 feet westward of the towers
on which they were eventually to be placed.

3rd. That to the bases of the^e towers they
should, when finished, be floated on pontoons,

fii-om which they were to be deposited on abut-

ments in the masonry purposely made to receiA'c

them; and, 4tb. That the tubes sliould Im
raised to and finally deposited in their exalted
station.s b)"" the slow but in'eaistible power of
hydraulic presses of extraordinary forC/C and
size.

As soon as this decision was made, acti\-e

operations commenced. Wharves, platfoi-ms,

shanties, and Avork.?hoi)S were constructed in
" double quick time ;" and a bu.^y scene began,
which strangely contrasted with the silence,

traiiquillity, and peaceful solitude that- had
jjniviously charactei'lscd the spot* JJut, on
these particulars Ave must not dwell ; but
rather give some particulars witli regard to the
materials and manner in Avhich th? tubes wer<j

made. • !.., ,
^..i- j ; ;i-.'

,

.-^ •

,.)

And first, a word or two about the wroii'glit-

iron plates^ of which the top, side«, and bottom
of the tube are composed. The dimensions of
those for the long tubes are as follows :—
For the 6o^?;o?n;— Twelve feet in lengtli,

2 feet 4 inches to 2 feet 8 inches in breadth,
7-l()ths to ^ inch hi thickness.

For the top:~->8ix feet in length, 1 foot

!> inches to 2 feet i^ inches in breadth; % to i
inch in thickness. '

•
•' ''•' " •''.. 'ii;'<i, ..;

For the sides :-^^ix feet to e feet Gltiches
in lengtli, 2 feet in breadth,^' to ^ inch in

thickness.

'fhese plate.«, after having been carefully

rendered jierfectly flat by being passed throngii

two uncompromising massive iron rolk-i-s, are
carried to the punching-machine, and a row of
rivet holes, averaging an inch in diameter, are
pierced along each edge, at the distance of
4 inches from each other and 1 i inches from the
edge. When they have been thus punched all

round, and before they are brought to the tube,

they arc framed together on the ground, in

compartments of about twenty plates each, and
connected to each other by what are termed
covering-plates and angle-irons. ,, ,, , ; , , //

These covcruig-plates are fastened to tJiG

lai'ger plates, and tlie larger plates to one
another, by means of rivets of various sizes ; and
in the construction of the tubes there have been
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required no less than two millions of rivets,

averaging T-Sths of an inch in dianxeter, and
four inches in length. The quantity of rod-

iron consujTM'd for this puriwse has therefore

amounted in Icngtli to 12 « miles, and in wdght
to about 900 tons ! The plates of the tubes,

having througliout been scientifically adjusted

in the difl'erent positions best suited to resist

the variety of strains to which, from external

or internui causes, they can iwssibly be sub-

jectetl, ai-e linally connected together by small

ribs, which are firmly riveted to the plates.

The quantity ()fa7t///e-i>oyi thus worked through
the tojj, bottom, and sides of all the tubes

antouuts to no less than (i.j miles! The sides

are, moreover, connected to the top and bottom
of each tube by small triangular plates, called

(fUHHtts, which powerfully prevent the bridge

tj-om twisting or writhing under the lateral

pressure of the wind. 1

So much for the method on which the tubes

Were constructed. Omitting all details re-

garding the towers on which they are sup-

l>orted, the mode in wliich they were floated to

tlieir i-estiug-i)]acc on vast pontoons, and the
manner in which tliey were slowly raised to
their aerial eminence, by means of mighty
hydj-aidic presses, we will conclude this article

by quoting, fiom a contemporary journal, some
fclcxiuent sentences written at the time of the
opening of the bridge :

—

•' J'ancy yourself, reader, boated on the little

sea that parts tho.<?e rocky riiores. On either

side are piers, loftier than " London's column,
pointing to the skies," and aeross tiie awful

|

void i.", dimly visible in the morning light,
|

a bulky tube. As the grey clouds that skirt
\

* the trailing garments of the niglit ' roll off,
j

and {lie roseate dawn blushes on the cHlfs,
j

to be caught and reflected, as by a thousand-
j

sided rnin-or, by the waves, you descry multi-
|

tudes gathering chi eitlier shore, and climWng
j

to every pinnacle, rresently there floats over
j

the eminences of the eastern ^Iwre, a smoke
that rises neither from the hearth of home, nor
from ijie brazen throat of the smelthig furnace.
It is the white mane of the flre-.steed, which he
flings, panting us he goes, on the moniing air.

Three such ii-on owu-sers, lltirnessed together,
and i-iddcn by men who guide them more
proiuUy than Alexander his tamed Bucci)halus
— a.s well they may ! for they shall bear tliem
to nobler triumphs thaJi were liis— advance,
till they i)ause a moment at the entrance to
tliut mitrietl path— as though its perilous s-im-

pUcily gave them dubitatiou— and then pa.ss on.

amidst apjjlanding shouts. For «ome minutes
they are lost to your eager sight—eagerness

rises to anxiety till they re-appear—f.nd when,
at length, they triumphantly emerge, your
heart leaps in exultation, as if you, too, shared
the hazard of tlie enterjmse and the glory of
the ovation. AVonder and admiration fill, your
breast, as you look again and again at tlic

unshaken corridor that seems to rest on nothing-

ness. Yon think involuntarily of all that is

grandest in the works of man—of I'yramids

and C^olossi, of Stonchenge and Elephanta.
You reflect that what you see is literally a
work—built up, bit by bit, of materials that

were not long since sleejnng in the womb of
the mountain, by men i)erhaps as lately in the

cradle, and fast tending to the grave. Y'oii

muse on the birth of the idea of which that

magnificent structure is but the embodiment

—

on the slow and painful elaboration of that

thought into a theory and a plan— on the

power of that one will Avhich could bend so

many to its puqjose, and could surmount ele-

ments of opiK)sition worse than the distance

and the altitude—on the vast and complicated

orgiuiization of brains and hands, which,

guided by that one idea, governed by that

regal will, worked as though ten thousand wei-e

but one in being, wliile so multitudinous in

power. Y'ou mark the characteristics of utility

and s]-)Ontaneity that seem to individualize it

from all ancient Cyclopean erection — that it i.i

not Vmilt to be the burial-place of monaiThs,'

the memorial of a tyrant, or the teni]3le of d'

faith—tliat slaves have not reared it—a nation

has not been taxed to exhaustion to pay for it

— bnt that, as material advantage was it!*i

object, so enlightened intere.«t achieved it/>

Yon speculate on the changes it may witne.ss,

and the generations it may outlive—whether

the amis of the giant earthquake shall rend

asunder, or tlie encroaching flood crumble

away, its rocky pillars— whether, ilirongh it.4

Umg-drawn aisle, the natives o( the two islands,

no longer alien in any .«ense, will pass and re-

J

pa.ss—whether, as along the roads Avliids-f

lioman power and wealth had made, there

marched the avenger of Koman guilt, so along

this will tramp the rude dcbtroyers of an ettete

civilizatitni, the legions of the world's next

great monarchy— or whether, happier thought!

along this iron aqueduct will stream on, age

after age, the agents of a universal ' commerce
in good words and Avorks,' the citizens (;f a
commonwealth wide as the world and lastin^M

as our race." ' ''

•

r,\: r.fii '^ii'iviliu till .I <j\ ji'j'-t •lii:"^ i jj .J M;i.-i'- Ui/Ii..^ ,.iU:lii' :.) iJ " -jA ,i.i.'v\

When yon seetfVlt)€?i-,W^ti'iisfp,'6r'a sCbiTiJoii, iii'ji1)ox of miW6T^\A,'^'6ii'Aoii6i\o\^'d^ii
think it happy on account of the mafnilicent materials by which it is surrounded. Thus,.*

when you see vice lodged in the midst of wealth, be not deceived. (Jive not liomago lo wliatia

wrong, on account of the sj-lcndour that cncomjiasses it.
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SELF-RESPECTING WORKING MEN.
An Anecdote communicated by Dr. Harrison Black.

In 1832 an. ngent was sent by the French Go-
vernment to tlu? countiy to ascertain how onr
mechanics' institutions were conducted, and to

gain particular information as to tlie schools pro-

vided for the education of the children of the
workin "classes. The a,!rent visited several towns
in England and Scotland, and wasmuch pleased

with all he witnessed. Wiien at Glasgow an
incident occurred Avhich is worth recording :

—

An English gentleman took him one evening
to a devotional meeting held by Sunday-school
teachers ; and, soon alter he entered, the intel-

ligence of Avho he was, where he came from,
and what was his mission, became known to

those assembled. The agent remarked to his

friend that he h?.d not often met A\ith a more
courteous or intelligent assemblage of ''^ ladies

and f/entlemcn." No reply was made, as the
opening prayer was then offered up by one ofthe
male teachers. After this a hymn was given out
by one of the females, and, at the conclusion
of the service, a prayer was offered up by an-
other of the teachers. The agent, who under-
stood English well, Avas net a little surprised to

find, that in the course of this prayer the Al-

mighty was reverently besought to " blefes and
prosper the Stranger now present, his country

and its people, and the good cause in Avhich he
was engaged." The agent bade his friend adieu

for the night, after having expressed his admi-
ration at the propriety of conduct and deep de-

votional feeling of all present.

Next morning they visited two large facto-

ries. In one of tliem, much to his astonish-

ment, the agent found some of the " ladies" of

the i)receding evening in plain Avorking clothes,

busy at their looms. In the otlier, a large en-

gineering establishment, he found several of the
" yentJeinen" in leather aprons, Avielding heavy
hammers over red-hot bars of iron. One of

these men, who kindly and intelligently ex-

plained all the operations gomg on, stated that

he was an Egyptian, and had been sent over at

the cost of the Pacha, to learn engineering

practically for the benefit of his coiuitry. " All,

my friend," said the French gentleman to his

English companion, as they Avere departing,
" these working men have learned to respect

fhemsches, and now they AAill be respected by
every one else."

HINTS ON HEALTH.

Xo^ Y._THE NECESS/xRIES OF LIFE.—WARMTH.
The second important necessary of life is Warmth. There is an intimate connection

bet-wixt life and heat. It is, therefore, of great consequence that the body should

be kept in that state of warmth favourable to the healthy action of the system, and
protected from the sudden variations of weather. Sudden cold has a depressing

effect upon the vital cnei»gies, and when very intense destroys life. It is no un-
common thing in the extreme north for persons to have the exti-emiiies of the body
and poi tions of the face so benumbed with cold, that they never after recover, but
drop off. We arc infonnecl, that in the retreat of the French army from Moscow,
in 1812, in one niglit above 30,000 horses perished, and a number of men so great

that they feared to declare the amount. On this night the thermometer fell, very

suddenly, to 19 deg. bcloAv zero. Vast numbers of the rnen were found around the

expu-ing watch-fires, cold and lifeless, but in the sitting posture, with theii- liands

stretched out as if they were still anxious to obtain a small portion of v,'iu-mth. In
this attitude they were overtaken by the cold, and perished in thousands. We
have many authenticated instances of persons having been buried in snow drifcs for

some hours, and wlio have recovered, although taken out insensible. Napoleon
used to say, that death by cold is the easiest of all violent deaths, as the victims die

sleeping. He had ample experience, if that will give value to his testimony.

The "heat of the healthy living body always exceeds that of the siu-rounding

atmosphere, hence the necessity of clothing and shelter. There is a great evajio-

ration of heat ahvays going on. Heat escapes from the body and is communicated

to the external air,'so that there must be a constant generation of heat to keep up
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the supply. This is one of the causes operating to render the aii* impure -wherever

a number of human beings are confined. In the black-hole at Calcutta the tirst

symptom was a profuse perspiration. Our feelings of heat and cold very often

disagree "witli the thermometer, Avhich is accounted for on the principle that the

insii-ument sotm ac(iuircs the temperature of tlie air, while a variety of circum-
stances may prevent the human body from feclmg the change. This may be
explained, in some degree, by the process of fanning. When the surface of the
body is hot, and the air immediately surrounding it has become, by contact, heated
to the siune temperature, the feeling is oppressive and unpleasant. What does the
fan effect r It puts the air in motion, displaces the warm air, and brings a cooler

air into contact with the body. Every one knows the grateful feeling of a gush of
cool fresh air upon the heated face in a crowded room. When the warmth of the
body is i^assing aAvay very rapidly, all animals instinctively try to check the evapo-
ration. The dog or cat draws itself up so as to expose as little of the surface
of tlie body as possible to the cold air. The poor "houseless wanderer, without
home orbhcltcr, crawls into a corner, and huddles himself up in a small space. On
etting into cold sheets we do the same thing, and only venture to stretch out our

limbs when the bed has acquired a temperature equal to that of our bodies.

It is instructive to ascertain how the -Umighty has arranged in this important
particular for tlie animal creation. They are either provided with suitable covering
cr with an instinct that prompts them to the best thing under the circumstances.
»S wallows and other birds migrate. Aquatic birds are protected by feathers,

v>hich are very imperfect conductors of heat, as in the case of the eider duck. The
eider down is the most imperfect conductor of heat that is known. Fishes, incases
of frost, rush to the deep waters ; and some aniriials f-lccp thrcuighout the whole
AS inter. In northern clunatts animals are covered with fur and wool ; in milder
(lin.atcs .he coat is lighter and smoother. From an observation of this kind many
Viiluable hints may be gleaned, as the laws of nature are laid down by divine
Avi>,dom. We find, as a beautiful instance, that many birds have a power of dis-

tributing over their feathers an oil, which prevents the Avatcr from commg in con-
tact v.-ith the body, however long the animal may lioat upon the surface. Now,
the instinct of the human being is less perfect ; but he has reasoning faculties,

A\ iiicli the inferior animals have not. By employing these properly, as we have
before remarked, he may save himself much annoyance and suffering.

The modes by which warmth can be maintained are—first, shelter in houses

;

ccondly, clothing ; and thirdly, exercise. As we shall take up the second and
third of these in separate aiticles, we propose to make a few obsei'vations upon the
hrst of these heads. Men build houses as a protection against the weather.
Savage tribes build wigwams or huts ; but even in the midst of civilization we
lind miserable cabins, scarcely better than these miniature models of architecture.
-Many of our towns have large neighbourhoods yvit\\ the most wretched dwellings.
The great object of a house is to secure warmth and shelter. Care ought to bo
taken in securing these objects—not to exclude air or light. Erick is better for

building thim stone. The present construction of houses is very bad. A great
part of the wamith of the fire is wasted, by going up the chimney. It is lor

working men to look Avell at these things ; a great part of their comfort de])ends
upon the choice of a home.

In the first place, choice of a dwelling ought to be made with care. A shilling a
week will be ill saved in rent if a man gets an ill-drained dwelling, or one that is

not water-tight, or is open to drafts in all directions. An attack of fever may lay
him on a fsick bed, exhaust his means, run him into debt, or take his life, so' that
he may leave his family dependent and helpless. lie should look out for an open
situation, as far away from grave-yards, manme-heaps, and offensive manufactories
!s possible. He must see that the doors are well fastened, as well as the windows ;

that the walls are dry and whole, and that the house is able to afford shelter. Maaiy
houses are such An-ctched places that, to \ise the language of a poor man the writer
heard lately describe his dAvelling, " A man is in danger of being bloAvn up the
chimney when there is a strong wind." The owners of property are not carclu
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about this ; but, if they saw working men more particular, they would be compelled
to improve. Not long ago we were speaking to a man about ventilation, and he
said, " Why, Ave have no want of fresh air in our house, for a Avind comes in at the
bottom of the door htto cut our legs oflV Now, we want to explain that a room
may be very cold by having ill-fashioned doors or windoM's, and yet not be thoroughly
ventilaied. Look out, when you want a hous.e^ for one that will give }'Q\,\ wcmnth^

At +r ')-','f<Trnf i'''M 9i(t .vftrroffp^^nuy—uUiiLL!

f^l hfTC >,•* /t')'J

<(\ r.i

TFaf'Sfjart froiii'th6 dwellin^^' oriWlfiTf\Hbs

strange, sublime music Tjeen often lizard by
thivellers. It appears an awful phenomena
even to those who have no snpferstitiOuji feiirs

With reference to its cause, who knoAV that

the hand of the Loid' hath wrou;rht all these

things, and Ihat the' wonderS Avliich appal t!ic

Weak hearts of men, are biit
''" Hismiimsters,"

atting iii harthbny Wnththfe ^raiid principles of

fos intelligent design's', y
'''."^ '

'^ '_ ^^'
'

'

"' The great granite roc*^ wliich orcrhaiigs' the

M'atcrs of the Grinded, had long been I'cgarded

\dth wonder and awe, on account of tlie full

pealing sounds which it emitted^ each day,

ftbotit sunrise. Amongst others, Humboldt
heard an exaggerated account of the pheno-

ttienon, and resolved to Satisfy himself ?.s to its

cO'ri'eCtnie^s;
' He sat aJl night lipon the rock,

aiid at' the dawning of the day was rewarded
<br his night of watchiiig. JHch tones, like

fliose of a; full organ, came, sOftly at first, from
beneath, and then rising higher and higher,

ibr a Ibw mohieuts filled the air vith wild,

Mysterious music. Humboldt felt the sublimity

of tlie phenomenon, Avhich he explains m a

inai^.ner at once simple and truthful. The
sounds were caused by the passage of rarified

air through the fissures of the rock ; the im-

pulse of the current against the elastic scales

which intcrccpttd the crevices, produced tliat

peculiar expression which the valves in the

pijies give to the music of an organ. ' • ' j

in isjK, a tourist, while travcvsingoneof the

wild p,m\ lonely passes of the Pyrenees, was
surprised by " a dull, low, moaning, aeolian

t^ound," Avhich seemed to proceed from the

mountain of Maladetta, on the opposite side of

the pass. The sun was at the time resting on
the spot from whence the music seemed to pro-

ceed, and, no doubt, was the cause of the asceu-

eiojn of the rarified air through thej)ores of the

tnig^ity mass, which made '• sweet nicl<?fly " as

if, escaped. But amongst all the varied, sono-

rous, and mysterious sounds, which either reach

us in their full melody from the secret chambers
6f the earth, or are intercepted in their pi-ogress

by some unseen agency, none are more .strange

or miir^ ;9ielodiouis |h,an^,tU*^^ei wlUch a slight

jLifhMi; •>i!;l.ii'jtx.') ojij'j/ilr.ja "io iost{< a ei 3-i9ili

.iricDi! ^;.:;:I nuofe lfcr»iv;r'jJ " ydf fjoll^a ,Usi7r sdJ

GABINESX' •<!^y«'-"«Jio"<'*'' ^siiiotulddhfimot

i'jipuwill f r;fif^ib oMi hituo?. a kooubo-!'\

T"" , :^.,,.•.,f^. ,,!!>,, f,-f.v„r Ml- MVf:ff •>'//

stroke draws from a stalactite organ in the care
of Adelsberg, in the province of Camiola. The
columns, or apparent pipes, of this instrument
give each a dilferent sound, not one tone being
wanting, from the low, deep bass, to the <;kar,

shrill note of the highest treble. It iis strange
to hear such sounds emitted from such an in-

strument, or, indeed, from, any instlidnent in

the petrified solitudes of that vast eavem, who>o
utmost dimensions are not yet known, tliough

its varied^ Avild, and maguifioent chambers and
galleries have been explored to the extent of

several miles. An Americaa traveller, who,
some tinao since, visited this eaye in company
with some friends, thus observes: "Every-
where the most wonderful variety of stalactites

and crystals met one admiring view, iAt one
tiipe we saw the guides lightiitg.up stane distant,

gallery far above our hciids, whicli had all the

appearance of verandahs adorned >vith Gothic
tracery, At another, we came into what seeme<J

the loug-draAvii aisles of a Gothic cathedral,

brilliantly illuminated. The wlumsical variety

of forms surpasses all the powers of descrip-

tion. Here was a throne, with a canopy 5 ther«

Ayas a statue, with a bearded head ; and* further

on, the fi.^ure of a warrior, Avith a helmetand coat

of mail,and his arms crossed. We passed ou, and
entered the " IJall-room." It is customary for tliO

inhabitants of Adelsberg, and the surrounding

c imtry, to come on AVliit-^Ionday to tliii

grotto, which is brilliantly illuminated ; and
the part called the ball-room is actually em-
ployed for that purpose by the peasantry, A
gallery, very appositely formed by nature,

serves the musicians tor an orchestra. It is

impossible to describe minutely all the wonder-

ful varieties : the " fountains " seeming, as they

fall, to be frozen into stone ; the " graves,"

wth weeping willows waving over them ; the
" picture," the " pulpit," the '* prisons ,"' then

the stfilactitcs, which resemble folds of linen,

and ax'C so thin and transparent, and one which

is called the "curtain," hangiiig in natural

folds like a white and pendant sheet. jKvery-

where you hcai- the dripping as of a conthnial

shower, showing that the juighty work iSiStill

going on, though the sevei-al stages of its piv
gress axe impeiceptible. Our laiitention ,wa« so
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excited that we bad walked two hours Avithout
,

feeling the least fatigu:*, or being isensible of the
;

pa.''iage of time," i

In '• ^Veyer*!; Ctivc.' in the State of Virgipia,
j

tliere i< another stalactite organ ; and ali-o a •

remafkable chamber c-^llefi the " tambouvino,

or drum-room," containing beautiful conge-

'

lations resembling curtains, b<:-side which are
,

large sonorous sheets that sound like a dnam
j

upon being struck. In another, apartmeut

.

there is a slieet of stalactite extending along i

the wall, called the " tragical sounding-board,"

remarkable for its sonorou«nes.-». AgWitle Stroke

profiuces a sound like distant thunder.

We have all heard of the gigantic statue of
;

Memnon, which emitted mn4cnl sounds as the

first beams of the morning fell upon it. Of
this circmnstance rarious explanations have

been given, but none more likely than that

Avhich rejtolves it into a trick of the P^gyptian

pnesthood, which the sonorous character of the

ttone fjivourt'd ; a concealed irttv)ke at the mo-
ment of the 8unN appearing cmsed both the

note and the wonder of the listmers. As it

now fits in lonely grandeur the sun's rays fall

ufKni Jt anheede«l ; but a slight blow causes a

metallic, bell-like tone.

'I'he cave of C'acahuamilpa bas also ir* mys-
terious mu.*ic ; bnt it is not very pftr\verful, and
i"* not often heard. A travelling parry di-"-

c^'tvered in it, some time t*ince, the skeleton of a

man l>ing on its side, the head nearly covered

with crystallization ; some hapless indrvidual

who had either fte<J from pur-nift, or been led

by ra.ih cnrio«ity to renture alone into the

iKbyrintb, and perished. " I can imagine,"

says a narrator of the event, " the unfortunate

man wandcrmg amongst obelisks, imd pyra-
mids, and alabaster baths, and Grecian
columns ; amongst fro2en torrents that could
not a.«suage his thirst, and trees with marble
fmit and foliage, and crystal vegetables that
mocked his hunger : and pale phantom.', with
long hair, and figures in shrouds, that could
not relieve his distress ; and then his cries for

help, where the voice gives out an echo, as if

all tlie i>ale dwelleis iji the cave answered in

mockery ; and tlien his torch becoming ex-
tingiiislied, and he lying down, exhausted and
in desx>!»ir, near som»i inhospitable marble
porch, to die !

" This is a beautiful, a forcibly

and poetical outline; but yet it presents no
exaggerated picture of the sad original.

TOZ MUSIC OF BELLS.

Bells are obscr\'ed to ho heard further placed

on plains and hills, and still further in valleys

than in plains ; the reason ofwhich will not be
difficult to assign, if it be considered, that the

higher the sonorous body is, the rarer is its

medixnn : consequently, the less impul.se it re-

ceives, and the less proper veliicle it is to convey

it to a distance.

The invention of bells is by some attributed

to the Egyptians. lie this as it may, it is

certain that they were always used to announce
the festivals in honour of Osiris. Among the

Hebrews, the high priests in grand ceremonies

wore a kind of tunic, ornamented with small

golden bells ; and the prophet Zechariah speaks

of bells hung to war-horses. At Athens, Xhn

priests of Froserpine and Cybele used them
during their sacrilices. Bells were known al.so

i

among the Per?ians. the Greeks, and the

j

Komans. It is said that Paulinus, Bishop of

I

Xola, a city of Campania, in Italy, introduced

bells into the cluixch, about a.d. 40O, to

gummon the people to worshiji, and to distin-

1
guish canonical hours. The practice of ringing

; bells in changes, or regular peals, is said to b«

I

peculiar to England ; whence Britain has l^ecQ

j

termed the rinyiug isUitid. The custom

{

seem to have commenced in the times of the

I

Saxons, and was common before the Conquest.
i It is with as reduced to a science, and i>eals

j
have been composed which bear the namesof
the inventor? . The music of bells is altogether

melody ; but the pleasure arising from it con-

sists in the variety of interchanges, and tho

various succession and general predominance of

consonances in the sounds produced. Our
great moral poet, Cowper, thus poetizes the

«)unds of bells :

—

" There is io souls a sympathy witli sounds ;

And as ihe mind is pitch'd, the ear is ple^s'J
With melting airs, or martial, bri.-k, or gTs.v«^:

'

Some chord in unison withwiiat we hear
Is touch'd within m«, and th? heart replies.

How soft the mu*ic of thevillai^o bells,

Kalling at infrvals upon the ear

In cadiyice sweet, now dying all away,
>Jow pealing lond again, and louder still.

Clear and sonorous as the gale comes ou !
'^

HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

DocM.\Ti?M.—Douglas Jcrrold defines fioff-

matism nt^ pt/ppip^xn come to it.« full growth,
"Where are the Vowels? — Is there a

•word hi English which contains all the vowels?
— i'jigvestionab/tf.

'Mvvu THE S.^mt:.—Why is twice eleven
like twice ten? Because twice eleven are

DunD. E. B. T. are the initial letters of
Every Body Twee."

C. R. E. D. I. T. are the initial letters of
" Call Reg'ilariy Everj- Day— I'll Trust."

What Breed?— " Bob, is that dog a
hunter?" "No; he's half hunter and half
setter. He ' hunts ' bones when he's hungry.

twenty-ftco, and twice ten are twenty, too.
j
and ' sets ' by the stove when he'.x .^atL-fied."
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Cat.m and Dignified.—At the session of a
;

certain court in America, Judge C was i

violently attacked by a young and veiy im-

pudent attorney. To the manifest suri)ri?e of
i

everybody present, tlie judge heai'd him qtiite

througli, a.s though unconscious of what Avas
\

said, and made no reply. After the adjourn-

ment of tl.e day, and wlien all had assembled
'

at the iun where thejudgc and many of thccourt
I

folks had their lodgings, one of the company,
j

referring to the scene at court, asked the judge
'

" why lie did not rebuke tlie impertinent

felloAV ?" " Termit me," said the judge, loud
I

enough to call the attention of all the com-
pany, lunong whom was the fellow in question,

j

*' permit me to tell you a story. My father, i

when we lived do\vn country, had a dog - a
mere pupj)y, I may say. Well, this puppy
would go out every moonlight niglit, and bark
at the moon for liours together." Here the

judge paused, as if lie had done witli his story.
" Well, wJiat of it ?" exclaimed half-a-dozen of

the audience at once. "Oh, nothing, nothing

whatever : the inoon kei^t right on, just as if

nothing had happened !"

CuKii roK Weak Eyes.—An elderly gentle-

man, accustomed to " indulge," catered the

room of a ceitaiu inn, wliere sat a grave friend

by the lire. Lifting a pair of green spectacles

upon his forehead, rubbing his inflamed eyes,

and calling for hot brandy-and-water, he com-
plained to the friend that " his eyes were get-

ting weaker and Avcakcr, and that even spec-

tacles didn't seem to do them any good." "I'll

tell thee, friend," replied the Quaker, " what I

think. If thc;e was to -^vear thy spectacles ove*^

thy mouth for a few montlis, tliy etjen avouIU
get round again."

Quarterly Washings. — '• JJatlie every
day!" exclaimed the widow .Smashpipes, as she
dropped the flat-iron upon the horse-shoe, and
looked her neighbour Suubbs right in tlie eye,
" AVhy, you don't tell ! I never used to think
of sti'ipping my Jeames and giving him a right

good wash but four times a year : oiiet in the
spring, onct in the summer, onct in the fall, and
onct in the winter ! llowsouievcr, some chil-

dren ketch dirt sooner than odiers."

Xegko EEOQLENCi;.—The following is said

to iiave been uttered by one of the " coloured
brethren," at a tOAvn in Xew Hami)sliire, in

the course of an address on the deatli of a re-

formed infidel :
—" De last word d;it dis dyin

man Avas heered to say—de last word he was
known to speak—de last word . he was noticed

to utter—de last word he eber pronounced

—

•

de last syllable he eber breaved—de last idea

he eber 'jaculated—yes, my breddren, de berry
last word he eber was known breav forth,

sound, or articulate—was, ' G-1-o-r-y !
'

"

Coughing avitii Dieiiclxty.— During
Curran's last illness his physician observc^J

that he seemed to cough with more difficulty.

He answered, " That is rather surprising, ds I

have been i^ractisiug all night."

A Faese ItEPORT.—AMien Mr. A. Gluuwas
dismissed from the Customs at Edinburgh, the

entry made against his name in tlie books was,
" A Gim discharged for making a false re-

port."

FAMILY llECEIPTS.

COOLING DRINKS FOR SUMMER USE.

Bottled Ginger Beer.—Five pounds of loaf

sugar; four ounces of honey ; tiveounci's of lemon
juice; five ounces of good ginger, bruised ; four

;rallons and a lialf ot water. Boil the bruised

cringer in one gallon of tliy water for lialf an ho\ir;

then iuld the su;;af, the juice, and tlic honey, with
the re'iiaindi.'r of the waiter, and strain tliruugli a

cloth or sieve. When co/(Z, add the while of an
f'gg and a (piarter of an ounce of essence of lemon.
Let it stand four doys, then bottle and cork, tviuL,'

down the corks. This is said to be exccUcnt, and
to keep for months. It is taken from an c;ipen-
sive work by Dr. Tereira.
Anothet.,, cueapeu. — Moist sugar, two

pounds; bruised ^ing'er, two ounces; cream of

tartar, lialf au ounce; two lemons, sliced. Put
these hito a jian, or tub, and pour upon tliem two
gallons of i)oilin5; Avater. Cover up and macerate
until barely lukewarm ; then strain, ana add four
ounces of yeast. Let it work for tinee or four
days, according to the weather. Then take off

the scum, strain throui;li clean flannel, bottle and
cork, fastening down tlie corks with packthrea,d
or wire. This will keep uell. Loaf sugar may
be used instead of vnoist, if preferred.

GiNGER-BEEii rowDEUs.—Half a pouud of

lump sugar, powdered; carbonate of soda, one
ounce and a quarter; powdered ginger, two
drachms. Mix these well together ; divide tlieni

into twenty-four equal parts; and put each into
a l)lue paper.—Then tai^e tartaric acid, two
ounces : divide into twenty-four (ujual parts, and
put each intoawhitft paper. Dissolve the con-
tents of one of the hlua \i\\>Q\i in a glass or muif
three i)arts filled with cohl waur. Tlieu throw in
tlie contents of one of tJic while papers ; stir it

briskly with a spoon, and drink olf while ellVr-

vescing. The above ingredients may be kept iu
separate wide-mouth buttle?-, or preserve pots.
In that case, take a good teaspoontul of the lirst

mixture, and a smaller (piantity of the acid.

Skidlitz Powdeks —Tartrate of soda, two
drachms; carbonate of soda, two scruples ; mix
thi se and put in blue paper. Put tartaric acid,

thirty-live grains, in zt'/nfc paper. Mix in half u
pint of water. This forms one dune.
Soda Powders.— Piu thirty grains of cai--

bonate of soda in each blue paper, and twcJJty-ilve

grains of tartuiic acid in each tchitc paper. Mix
as directed for gint;er-bcer powders above.

*** lleceipts for lemonade, kali, raspberry
drink, &c., iu our next.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

JUNE &TH TO JUNE 1.7TH.

June 9, Seevmd Siunday after Trinity.

June 9, ihe Femt of i^'esta waa aunuall}' cele-

bratud ou this day ; agd the Boman ladies used
to walk in procession baiefootfd to the temple of

the ffoddcrS. fetla was uever beheld by men ;

fnnl from t'liC circumstance of the seclusion of

Ve*ta cRme the term to be applied to Catholic

virgins iii religious houses.
June 0, lT6y. died, NicIfloJ Louis, Count Ziii-

zemlor/, a oative of Saxony. He was the founder
or the restorer of tlie sect of the United Brethren,
C!)ii^monly called iloravians. Iii? manners were
somewha: eccentric : but the purity of his general

purp3<«s wa? undoubted, and he 'UPceeded in

raiiin? a Christian superstructure which ha.<

loii^ been the admiration of Cfairistians of all

denomiiiaiions.
June 9. 18.i4, dird, at Sprampore. in the 73rd

year of h5» asre. Dr. fFilliam Carey. He was a
native of Norihamptonsliire, and a working shre-

luaker of such inferior abiliiy that, it is said, he
could never nanke two shoes alike, so as to form,
properly speakinj, a pair. But he had a remark-
able taste for tlie study of Oriental languages,
and a singular facility inacqmringthclimwiedse
of them ; and he became one of the first scliolars

of the a?e. He went out as a missionary to

India i% 175.'} ; and for several years laboured pa-

tiently on amidst much ridicule, contempt, and
opposition. He acquired an accurate knowledge
of the Bengalee, Sanskrit, and Mahratta laii-

g^iirjees, and was professor in the College of Fort
Wilham, at Bengal. He was not only an eminent
Oriental scholar, but a man of science, aiid a
humble and devout Christian.

June 10, 173.';, died, aged 57, Thomat Ilearne,
a learned antiquary. He was sent when a boy to

be kitchen-asiiistant to the learned and pious
Francis Cherry, Esq.; but, beinj uncouth in his

]>erson, clownish in his manners, and " having
iiii nose always in a book," he became the ridi-

cule of his fellow-scrvantJ. Complaints were
inado that ITcaine could not even clean the knives

;

bnt Mr, Cherr)-, whose kindness would not suffer

liini to di^mi8s any servant -without examining'
into the whole of his conduct, found that this

scrub in his kitchen possessed a mind far above
his station, on which he undertook to provide
for his education. His improvement was rapid.

At seventeen he entered Edmund Hall, Oxford.
Tlie scholar, the historian, and the antiquary
are eminently indebted to Hearne's researches.

Hi* appearance wa« that of remarkable stupidity,

and h.s treneral manners vulgar and unsocial.

It wa« SHI. I of him that " he had no relations but
manuscripts; no acquaintance bnt with books;
no progeny butedite«l frajiments of antiquity."

Jane 11, St. liamabas Day. The festival of

this-saintwriHtVirnierlyoblerve'i with superstitious

rite*. Garlands of roses and woodroof nsed to

I be worn ; and »irls were paid for gathering them,
[out of the parish-rates. Midsummer, or ni-zht-

l]es? days, non begin, and continue until the 2nd
of J uly. There is still this saying among country

I people :

—

" Bamaby Bright, Bamaby Bri?ht

!

The longest day, and the shortest night."

June U, 1757, King George J. died of apo-

plexy, with a fit of which he was sei2«»d while in

his carriage, at a short distance from Osoaburgh.
in Germany. He was in the sixty-eighth year of
his age, and the thirteenth of his reign.
June 11, 1793, died, in his 72 .d year, TTilliam

Robertson, D.D., an eloquent preacher, and a
distinguiihed historian. Ilis histories of Scot-
land, Spain, and .A.nierica, have ail bee:i popular
for many yearg; they are admired for skilful and
luminous arrangement, distinct mode of nana*,
tive, and highly graphical desciiption.
June 12. 1381, TFa/ Tyler, at the herid of a re-

bellious multitude, nmountiugto 100,000, appeared
on Blackheath. The object of this insurrection
was the abolition of the poll-tax, which, witli

some other reasonable reqnei-t.s they obtained ;

but their leader being killed in Smithfield, the
charters of enfranchisement were disgraceiully

revoked by Parliiment ; "the low people," as

Hume the historian contemptuously calls them,
were reduced to tiie eame slavish condition as

before; and several of the ringleaders severely
punished.
June 12, 17.>G, or 1759, died William Collins, the

poet. His odes, from which he derives his chief

poetical fame, are almost universally regarded as

the first productions of the kind in the English
language for vigour of conception, fcoldness, and
variety of personification, and genuine warmth of
feeliiig. Yet his efforts were not successful in a
pecuniary point of view. His constitution waj
naturally lax, and dijappointment, distress, anrt'

irregularity so completely disarranged his nenou^
3) stem, that dreadful de;ireision of spirits fol-

lowed, for which he had no better remedy tlian

the fatal one of the bottle. Although he did
not suffer from absolute aberration ot mind, it

was" thought best to confine hiin in a lunatic

asylum ; but, finally, he was consigned to the
care of a sister, in v.iiose arms he terminated his
brief and melancholy career.

June 13, 16-25, Henrietta Maria, youngest
daughter to Henrj' IV. o; France, landed ar Dover,
and was married to Charles I., at Canterbury, on
the same day. She was beautiful, and pos?es:;ed

of great talents ; but was faithless to her unfor-
tunate consort, after whose death on the scaffold

she lived in Frnrice, and privately married her
lavourile, Lord Jermyn.
June 13, 1790, Monastic Establishments were

uppressed in France.
June 13, 1823, Roljert ^ctmwn, of Irthington,

near Carlisle, died, at the age oi one hundred and
eighteen years. From early youth he had been .<i

laborious worker, and was at all times healthy nnd
stronj,', having never taken medicins, nor been
visited with any kinl of illness, except the mea.-les,

when a diild, and the hoophjg-cougli when above
one hundred years of age. His principal food was
bread, potatoes, hasty pudding, broth, and occa-
si<>nally a little Hcsh meat; his chief licverage was
water, or milk and water mixe^l. He dlsllhcd

strong drinks, and never nsed snuff or tobacco.

June 14, 1 C4o, the Battle of JS'aseby, between
the Koyalists under Charles I., unA the Parliament
troops uuder Fairfax, was decided this day by the

entire route of the king's army, and the seizure of

all his artillery and ammanition.
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June 15, St. Vitus's-day. This saint was a Sici-
lian martyr, under Dioulesian. Why the diaease
called St. f^ilus's dance was so denominated is not
known. Ur. Forster describes it as an affection of
the limbs, resulting from nervous irritation, closely
connected witli a disordered state of the stomach
and bowels, and other organs of the abdomen.
June 15, 1520, a "bull" of excommunication

against Luther, as a confirmed heretic, was issued
by Pope LeoX. Luther displayed his contempt for
tlie holy see, by burning' the Instrument of denun-
ciation in the presence of the assembled students
and professors of Wittpmberg.
June 15, 1825, the first stone of the New Lori'

don bridge was laid Avith great pomp and cere-
mony by the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor, John
Garralt, Esq.
June 15, 1791, a remarkable chan"e in the

weather took place within a few days. The ther-
mometer, which stood at 75, fell to 25 degrees.
The hills of Kent and Surrey were covered wiili

hoar frost, and whitened with snow. In many
places there was ice of the thickness of a shilling.

June 15, 1844, died, at Boulogne, aged o7,

Thomas Campbell, the poet. Inl7y9 he published
his " I'leasures of Hope," which at once secured
his reputation as a poet. He also published
"Annals of Great Britain, from the Accession of

George III. to the Peace of Amiens;" "Speci-
mens of the British Poets;" Lives of Mrs.
Siddons, Petrarch, and Frederick the Great, &c.
He was also editor of the " New Monthly Maga-
zine" for several years. He greatly impaired his'

constitution, and embittered some of the last years

of his lite, by tiie indulgence of a fatal passion for

strong drink.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

CuRiosis.

—

1\i^ Iguana in the Zoological So-
ciety's Gardens is a living specimen. It was
obtained from Jamaica, and presented to the
society by Dr. A. Sraelte. Its colour is a green-
ish giey. Its serrated tail is a formidable weapon
of defence, with which, when alarmed or attacked,
it deals rapid blows, right and left. When un-
molested it is inoffensive, and indulges itself by
l\ing at length on an elevated branch. Its

Javourite food is ripe pears.
An Artisan.—Soluble glass, as it is termed,

which is coming into use for covering wood and
otlier purposes, is composed of fifteen }).arts of
powdered quartz, ten of potash, and one of char-
coal. These are all melted togethtr, worked in

cold water, and then boiled in five parts of water,
in which it entirely dissolves. It may then be ap-
plied to woodwork, or to any other required sub-
stance. As it cools it gelatinizes, and dries up
into a transparent, colourless glass, on any sur-
face to Avhich it has been applied. It renders
wood near-ly incombustible. [We copy this reply,

to our correspondent, from a iVew York j)aper.]

S. B. — We decline to recommend *' lieer,"
whether made from tnangel wurzel or from any-
thing else.

F. Matthkw.—We have before stated our in-
tention to publish the Monthly Supplement apart
from the Weekly number's, and to make them up
into a neat volume at the end of the year.

G. IlOBEUTSON.—" Etching on glass " is a deli-

cate process. The glass must first be thinly
coated with a varnish or wax, capable of resisting
the acid by which the suhject is to be " eaten in,"
or " bitten.'' The design must then be scratched
on the glass so prepared with an etching needle, or
pointed tool of steel. A border, or wall of wax, is

then placed round the glas*, andli(iuid hydrofluoric
acid is applied, or the glass is exposed to the action
of hydrolluoric acid gas. The former renders the
surlaco of the etching transparent, the \a,iiQr opaque.
A very simple way of periorniing this operation is

to wet the design with sulphuric acid, and then
to sprinkle on some finely-pulverized fiuor spar
(fluoride of calcium), by which means hydrofluoric
acnl is set free and attacks the glass.
An Ultra Obdfkllow.—Yours is a legal ques-

tion, which we cannot undertake to decide. But
Ave do not think you have any cause for alarm.

J. E.—We cannot recommend your emigrating^
to California.

T. Jones.—The Indian preparation for fixing
or setting, pencil and chalk drawings, is nothing,
more than rice-water—that is, Avaler in which rice

,

has been boiled. The drawing should be laid in'
a flat dish, and the rice-water poured hastily over
part of it from a butter-boat, or broad-spouted
pitcher. Draw it gently out of the water, and
place it in a slanting position, that the superfluous
fluid may run easily off. When thoroughly dry,
the work will be completely fixed, so as to bear
cleaning, when required, with stale crumbs of
bread, or even soft Indian-rubber.

Thomas W. asivs why it is that hail, Avhich is

frozen rain, falls in warm weather? Tlie reason
IS, that the vapours, being greatly rarefied by the
heat, rise to a very high region, where the cold
seizes them, and converts them at first into drops
of water, and then into 1 ailstones. When several
of these stones unite as tlrey fall, or when, in con-
sequence of their great coldness, they congeal all

the particles of water they touch in their fa'l,,

they become ^' large and angular." The hail-
stones which did such mischief last month in
Dublin and the neighbourhood axe stated to have
been from half an inch to an inch and a half in
diameter.

Heeschel.—The light and distance of the
fixed stars, compared with those of the sun, are
the only means by which Ave can form an esiiniate
of the actual magnitude of these bodies. Caretul
experiments have accurately asoeriained the com-
parative light emitted by the sun and the fixed
stars ; thirs the light of Sirius has been found to

be as 1 to 20,000. For the sun, therefore, to
appear to us no brighter than Sirius, it Avould re-
quire to be removed to 141,400 times its actual
distance (the proportional intensity of light being
inversely as the squares, of the respective dis-
tances).

Henry W., Birkenhead.-—The. number of de-
grees contained in a circle is 3(J0. The number
is not, of course, afl'ected by the size of the circle.

The absolute length of a degree varies uith th^j

size of the circle, but all the degrees form the
I Slime proportio7i of the respective circles of which
I they are part.

%
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Ko. XXIII. — READING AND BOOKS.
Part VII.

What an almost infinite source of instruction and happiness, or degradation and
misery, is Reading ! If rightly employed, it ran impart an endless variety of infor-

mation and pleasure ; hut if misdirected, it may be our ruin. Hence the importance

of a few words of advice. Our working men and women especially need this, because

they have no time nor money to lose, and their elevation depends upon their intelli-

gence and morals. Some, whom we call fortunate, are so uvfortunately situated,

that they can pass through life with eclat without intellectual culture, or virtuous

dejwrtment. Such are a few of the disadiaiUarjes of rank and wealth. What a

calamity to be born of noble blood, or to a large fortune, if thi*; mere accident should

lead us to neglect our mental and moral improvement ! To be an immoral simpleton

is a curse, for which royal parentage and the wealth of Croesus would be no compen-
sation. One of the blessings of poor plebeian families is, that, if they rise, they must
rise solely by intelligence, honour, and honesty. The sons and daughters of toil have
none of the prestige of ancestry or riches to give them a patent for ignorance or vice,

or a passport to societA,' at large although destitute of any intelligent and virtuous

claim.

Operatives must not be mere polite butterflies, or unsexed men and women, with-

ont gender or generousness. The star that marked their nativity was pojrrfy, and
they need not blosh to own it, nor wish to change it for that which heralded the birth

of an Alexander, a Napoleon, or a Wellington. Read history, and you will find that

It is, after all, one of the most fortunate planets in the zodiac. Most of our great men
and great women were bom poor. But for destitute and title-less individuals, our
world would have been a wilderness, not merely for the want of mechanics and
labourers, but for an almost entire absence of philosophers, scientific individuals, and
philanthropists. At Oxford and Cambridge, the sizers^ or poor stiidents, generally

carry away the prizes, and constitute the material out of which the real scholars are

made
; while the wealthier and titled men—the pensioners and gentlemen commoner*

—do very little for their own improvement or the good of the world. These schools

are bad enough now ; but had it not been for poor students, we have reason to believe

tiiey would have sunk into perfect insignificance, if not into barbarism ; and therefore

to be bom "without a silver spoon in one's mouth" is not so unlucky as some people
imagine.
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But it should be remembered that there is hereafter to be no real honour without

intelligence and good morals ; and to obtain these, we must labour hard with our

minds. Among all the Romances about "good luck," and so on, we have none that

tells us of a single individual who became wise and good by chance, or who won
intelligence and piety by the throw of a dice, the turning of a wheel, or a lottery

speculation. Work, work, work, is essential to the acquisition of wisdom and good-

ness. Not simply the hands, but the mind and heart must toil and struggle before

wc can arrive at true greatness ; and it is a glorious thought that poverty can yield

an incentive which may elevate its fortunate subject to an eminence which princes

might envy.
,

''
,

"'
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Englanb is the inost gloriously revolutionary nation in the world, and for this

reason—that its changes are intellectual and moral. Other countries hope to renovate

the intellectual and the moral by means of the physical and the civil, but we improve

the physical and the political by means of the intellectual and the moral. They
begin in the body, we in the soul. They work on matter, we on mind. They labour

at the surface, we penetrate the immortal spirit. They cleanse the outside of the

dish and the platter, we purify the heart. They knock out the brains of their

enemies, we teach and civilize our foes, and thus put brains into them. Heformers,

with us, carry neither swords, staves, brickbats, blunderbuses, nor cannon. We leave

these to the unchristian, inhuman, and barbarian part of the nation. Words are

cur weapons; reason and equity our power; truth, justice, and philanthropy our

shield ; and with these we can subdue the world. Here we have victorious

instruments which all may wield. Working men and women can arm themselves

with these, and achieve conquests which throw your Trafalgar and Waterloo into

everlasting disparity. But then, to accomplish this, they must read and think, and

reduce their knowledge to practice ; and, therefore, we have a few more words to

say about books and reading. We notice,

—

VI. Periodicals and Newspapers. These are now our most popular literature,

and are doing an immense work in the land ; more, indeed, than any other produc-

tions of the press. Their number is truly legion, and their influence incalculable.^

It was lately stated, at a public meeting, that we have at least tioenty-nine millions

of newspapers and periodicals, of an immoral or doubtful tendency, distributed

annually. From the quarter from which this intelligence came, we are persuaded

that many of a very injurious character, and which command a large sale, were

entirely omitted in the above enumeration. It is a fact that, though we are in the

nineteenth century, and vaunt almost indecently about our intelligence and religion,

we have as yet but a comparatively small number of journals and magazines worthy of

our age^ and to which we could give unqualified commendation. A very large number

is in the hands of the enemies of truth and liberty ; and this evil will be remedied by

none but our working men and women. Let them resolve to buy only those which

arc, in every sense of the word, healthy, and adapted to benefit mankind, and a

•great change would take place ; and further, let them determine to patronise those

tvhich are befitting our times, and calculated to diffuse just principles, instructive,

liberal, equitable, and philanthropic thoughts, and we shall soon have an abundant

supply of the right kind.

It should not be forgotten that, after all, the chief patrons of cheap literature are

the working classes ; and, therefore, they have the press as much in their power, as
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if its type, ink, paper, workshops, and offices for publication, were entirely their own*

They may, if they choose, bring authors, printers, publishers, and retail venders to a

stand within the next twenty-four hours. Here, as in temperance, the only thing

needed is abstinence. It is not necessary to go to parliament for an Act to close our

gin palaces. Only give up the use of spirits, porter, &c. &.C., and by next week the

shutters will be closed, and the signs taken down. Men do not convert wheat, barley,

and grapes into poisons from motives of benevolence. The grand object sought is,

money ! money ! money ! money I It may, also, be said that wicked or useless

books are not published to be given away. Gain is the summum bonum sought ; and,

consequently, the traffic in physical or mental poison can be stopped at any time that

our operatives wish.

It would, indeed, be a glorious fact to see the sale of literary or any other trash

confined to the middle or wealthy classes. Some of our newspapers, which command
the largest market, are distinguished for nothing so much as their dishonesty, love of

arbitrary power, political corruption, and ecclesiastical abuses. These have a large

sale among the wealthy ; but still it is quite in the power of the operatives of the

realm to compete with such journals, by patronising what is liberal intellectual,

patriotic, and honest. For, after all, the masses outweigh the aristocracy. The
property of the million is greater than that of the millionair.^s ; and the multitude,

though not rich individually, yet, in the aggregate, constitute the wealthiest portion

of the nation. Nothing is so much needed to bless the empire as that our working

people should know their almost omnipotent power ; and then use it in a moral,

patriotic, and benevolent manner. They can reform the franchise, abolish strong

drinks, equalize taxation, obtain their jast quota of constitutional liberty, and

regenerate the press, as soon as they please to make a rational effort.

We need not say that the influence of the press is immense, and no part of it more
80 than its periodicals and journals. By these the thoughts, feelings, words, actions,

and, consequently, the character, of mjTiads are entirely formed. Their domestic

habits, their pleasures, their principles of trade, their politics, their morals and

religion, flow from these sources alone. Their whole library is the magazine and the

newspaper. And they not only peruse these publications and form their creed of

every kind from their contents, but by conversation they influence thousands who
read very little. Every man or woman v.ho talks is a teacher; and there is a good

or a bad principle in all we say. Our great colleges and academies are not the most
extensive teachers. There is a school in every field, factory, and fireside, T>herc

human beings assemble, which does more to form the character than the priesthood

or the pulpit ; and in these circles our light and cheap literature has a powerful

sway. Hence the necessity of having good periodicals and newspapers. A penny
pamphlet or a cheap newspaper charged with poison, may seal the fate of thousands.

Some of our best and most intelligent working men have been ruined for ever by the

press. God gave them talents of the first order : some of them, in eloquence, might

have ranked with Demosthenes ; their hearts, also, were benevolent ; they longed

d laboured for the good time coming ; human misery touched their deepest

sympathies ; and oppression galled them almost to madness. They not only thought

and felt, but acted -svith energy, and yet they did nothing except to throw back the

march of truth, liberty, and religion. Perhaps they found a gaol, or a penal colony,

instead of that universal paradise for which they sighed and toiled ; or else they

gave up in despair, and died without hope ; and in some instances, after ha^-in^

M 2
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failed, changed their principles, and gave all their influence to establish the tyranny

they once sought to overturn.

Now, all this failure, imprudence, false zeal, versatility, and desperation, could

be traced, in a majority of cases, to the vile periodicals and newspapers which they

read. Had they acted on sound principles, they might have performed miracles of

philanthropy, for which the country would have committed their names and deeds

to monuments more lastmg than those of warriors and emperors. But the press

corrupted and slew them, and they died as fools die, unhonoured and unwept

!

It is impossible to exaggerate the power of our newspaper and periodical litera-

ture ; it is the most effective engine for good or for evil that we have among us. i

"What falls from the lip of the teacher or preacher may be forgotten; but, to use
j

the Avords of Horace, ** Litera scripta manet," " the written Avord remains :
" the

|

press stereotypes it, and from the book it is recast in the memory, and becomes a 1

principle of life or death in the soul. We advise, nay, we earnestly entreat, our

working men to read, and read largely, and especially to peruse our best magazines

and journals. T^q magazine, as the name imports, should be, not merely a 5<ore-

house, but a storehouse of truth, liberty, and sound morality. No others should be

read. As gm, beer, porter, and wine, are an embodiment of Satan in carbon,

oxygen, and hydrogen, so depraved literature is the demon in print, clothed in ^

black letter, or, by a fascinating style, transformed into an angel of light.
j

Newspapers are the dep^is of news. We all have a greater or less interest ini

what is doing in our country and the world. Each of us is a part of the great 1

1

humaCn family ; a head, an eye, a heart, a hand, or a foot, of that stupendous being

which we call MAN ; and we as naturally influence the vast body, directly or in-

directly, as we do the little frame which we individually inhabit, Our activity or

indolence is felt by. our brothers and sisters at the antipodes or the poles. Uni-

versal humanity is a wheel within a wheel; the machine, though many, is one, 1

and cannot do its work aright unless each circle, however small, moves in harmony !

and does its part. Besides, our own country is especially an object of deep im-

portance to us. Its trade, its courts of judicature, its literature, its railways, its

travellers, its colonies, its dependencies, its legislators, its monarch, its philan-

thropists, and its religion, are matters that concern every man, woman, and child 1

in the realm. Hence every working man and working woman should take in a

newspaper. We say, " tcorJdng woman," for every female ought to be u politiciaui

not only that she may sympathize with the other sex, and share their thoughts and

wishes, but because injustice bears heavily upon her. Unequal taxation is one of

her bitterest scourges, and monopoly robs /le)' of a thousand blessings, comforts and

pleasures. And then, woman ought especially to feel for the injured, and her fine

sensibilities should be consecrated to the emancipation of our world. - 'i

In conclusion, we say, read neAvspapers, read periodicals, but let them "fee' of the

right sort. Avoid the corrupt trash of the day, as you would a serpent. Let

every man and woman, also, agitate for the abolition of all taxes on knowledge.

Why vshould not such healthy journals as the Stayidard of Freedom, &c. &c., become
daily papers, and counteract the poison of those which now command the marlf.et,

and give their influence to error and corruption ? It is only for the working

classes to take up the matter, and spend in knowledge even a small portion of

what they have wasted in folly and drink, and we shall at once have another

Samson, who wiU oyerthycw the temple of Dagon, without himself perishing in

Hsruijis.
;•''>•« "^;" ""'^ ^'^SK-....;.(.-.n ^
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CKOMAYELL AXD HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER XXIY.
•'The glare of talent* and success is apt to obscure defects which are incomparably more mis-

chievous than any intellecHial poners can be cither useful or admirable. Nor can a lasting renown
—a renown 'hat alrne de-crvcs lo be courted of a rational being—ever he built upon any foundations
save tlio«e whtcli are laid in an honest heart and a firm purpose, both conspiring' to work out the
good <.f mankind. That renown will be as imptrishable as it is pure."

—

Brougham.

ci!o:\nvELL's pnorncTOUATE P/Vkliament —

•

THE PROTKCTOn'S SPEECH— DIFFICULTIES
wnicri )5ESF.T ins path—t)I?SOLfTION OF
THE PARLIAMENT, WITH OLIVER'S ADDRESS
—THE NEW OATH OF AWfBGIANCE TO THE
PROTECTORAT]^,^ .^^,. . .r^ ,,j .^ ,./ . .

Oliaer has been proclaimed Protector of

EnghiiKl ; but he has nottliro\vn himself into a

bed of roses—or if ofrosefe, not wthout thorns.

His subseciuent life-path has its difTiculties and
its strufjglcs. Many a rough and rugged step

lias he still to tread ; but Cromwell -was made
up of rugged ancf irresistible elements, and was
not easily to be intimidated or overcome. If

the light -vvluch fell upon his foot-prints re-

vealed to him the steep which he had yet to

ascend, it as clenriy pointed to the -distance

which he liad left behind him. '

,'! T
'

<

By Article Seventh of the Instrument of
Government, it was jjrovided that the first

Trotectorate Parliament should meet on
.Sc'pteml>er 3, r<i.'34 ; ihkt it should not be dis-

solved, 01' prorogued, fqr at least five months,;
and that it should not continue beyond three

years. I>ut in the interval which elapsed be-

tween the dssfolution of the Barebone Pai-lia-

ment and tlio convocation of this new asscnibly,

there y.'erp acted, and acted again, the most
tragical scenes On the wfde stage of this old

England. 5Ien who ptofessed to preach Chiist'R

holy go?pel, " vomiting forth from their own
inner man into other inner men, greedy of <uch
pabulum, a very flamy luhginous set of doc-

trines," declaring that the Protector had de-

ceived tlie Lard's people, that he was a per-

jured villain, ^nd th.at his reign would not be
long ! Your llfth-monarchy men muttering
their unbelief in any govcrrtmcnt but the reign

of Chri.^t and hi* .iainta ! Christ and his saints

just about to come ! Your Uoyalists plotting

and planning how they might compass the
death of Oliver Protector, and so damage and
overthrow the Commonwealth. Your royal

proclamation travelling all the way from Paris,

where Charles. Stuart had found an asylum,
ofTijring £.51)0 'a year, with colonelcies in the
army, and othei*re\vnrds <;uiiable, with the jn-o-

mi;5e of being a made man, on tlie >\'ord ami
faith of a Chri.stian King,, to any one who
would 1:511 by sword, pistoljor poison, a certain
base, mechanic fellow, by name Oliver Ci-om-
well, for usurping the throne of England. Why
do men rage and imagine a vain thing? The
Protector knows how to deal with all this .'

In the face of all this, Cromwell is directing

his energies to the consolidation of the Com-
monwealth ; the raising of the needful sup-

plies ; the framing of laws and ordinances for

the peace and welfare of the nation ; the

settlement of a gospel ministry ; the reforma-
tion of the Church ; the construction of au
ecclesiastical platform, sufficiently wide and
free for all parties ; the amendment of exist-

ing laws ; the reform of the Court of Chancery

;

and other measures of great practical moment,
the eAect of which we shall discover as we
proceed.

In calling Ids new Parliament, Cromwell
did not observe the old course in sending
writs out to all the little boroughs through-
out England, which used to send burgesses.

He tooK a more equal way, by appointing more
knights for every shire to be chosen, and fewer
burg'essCs. By this means the number of the
wh.ole was mu6h lessened, and yet the people

everywhere were left to make their own election.

The Parliainent was to include four hundred
members. Expectation was highly awakened
in the pi-ospect of its meeting. How will it

demean itself ? Is it likely to prove competent
to the mighty business which lies before it ?

Is it to turn out a sham or a reality ?

The third day of September dawns upon
England. It is, the Lord's day. Oliver

believes—it is the living faith of a living

soul— that such a day ought not to be ttikeu

up Mith ceremonies. He met the mem-
bers in great «tate in the Abbey-church of
Westminster. Upon the close of the service

they proceeded, in number about three hundred,
to the Painted Chamber, where Cromwell, with
hea<l uncovered, and with soul on fire, addressed
thera very briefly, and desired them to meet
h m on the morrow. On Monday the Protector
rode in state from Whitehall to the Abbey-
church. Alter the sermon, which was preached
by3Ir. Thomas Goodwin, a noble puritan-mun,
his Higluje5S proceeded to the Painted Cham-
ber. He took his seat in a chair of state set

upon steps. He stit covered ; while the mem-
ber*, upon benches round about, sat uncovered.
For a moment or two the deepest silence reigned.

All were in suspense and expectation. Crom-
well alone s;iw into the fiiture, and could read
the destinies. With a manly bearing he rose,

took off his hat, made his eye flash fire over the
whole assembly, and then addressed them in a
speech Ot remarkable depth and iwwer.
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" Gentlemen, you are met here on the great-

est occasion that, I believe, England ever sav:,

having upon your shoulders the interests of

three great nations with the territories belong-

ing to them; and truly—I believe I may say

it without any hyperbole—you have upon your
shoulders the interest of all the Christian

people in the world. And the expectation is

that I should let you know, as far as I have
cognizance of it, the occasion ofyour assembling
together at this time.

" It hath been very well hinted to you this

day that you come hither to settle the interests

above mentioned ; for your work here, in tlie

issue and consequences of it, ^^dll extend so

far, even to all Christian people. In the way
and manner of my speaking to you I shall

study plainness, and to speak to you what is

truth, and what is upon my heart, and wliat

wll in some measure reach to these great con-

cernments.
" After so many changings and turnings,

which this nation hath laboured under, to have
such a day of hope as this is, and such a door
of hope opened by God to us, truly, I believe,

some months since would have been beyond
all our thoughts ! I confess it would have
been worthy of such a meeting as this is, to

have remembered that which was the rise of,

and gave the first beginning to, all these troubles

which have been upon this nation : and to have
given you a series of the transactions, not of

men, but of the providence of God, all along
unto our late changes : as also the ground of

our first undertaking to oppose that usurpation
and tyranny which was upon us, both in civils

and spirituals ; and the several grounds parti-

cularly applicable to the several changes that

have been."

He then rehearses to them the stupendous
providences and dispensations of God—reminds
them that the great end of their meeting was to

heal and settle the broken and distracted affau's

of the nation— calls up to their thoughts the
condition of the country when the present

government was undertaken, when every
man's liand was against his brother, when
everything was arbitrary, and even the autho-
rity of the magistrate v.as trampled under foot.

In spiritual things he tells them the case was
more sad and deplorable still ; men forgetting

all the rules of law and nature— turning the
grace of God into lasciviousness ; while liberty

of conscience and liberty of the subject—two
as glorious things to be contended for as any
that God hath given us—were both abused for

the patronising of villanics. He shows them
that the axe had been laid to the root of the
ministry, since no man, though he liad never
60 good testimony, and though he had received

gifts from Christ, might preach unless ordained

;

and thus liberty of conscience was denied to

men who had earned it with their blood.

Another error he points out, and that is, the

mistaken notion of the fifth monarchy as a
thing pretending more spirituality, by setting

up the claim that they who hold the personal
reign of Christ are the only men to rule king-
doms, govern nations, and give laws to people,

and determine of property and liberty and
everything else. Ife glances at the errors

which had crept into the church, showing that,

amid the national distractions and divisions,

the enemy had been sleeplessly awake and
active; that the Jesuits had come in in swarms

;

that the work of God had been greatly hindered,

especially in Ireland, and then in Scotland;
that war was fomented in both countries ;

that trade ceased, and the resources of the na-
tion were well nigh exhausted. In this state

of affairs he tells them that the time had come
when a remedy must be applied ; that the re*

medy was the setting up of the present Govern-
ment, which had been done for the interest of

the people alone, and for their good, without
respect to any other interest ; that this Govem-
naent had some things in desire, and some
things it had actually done ; that it had desired

to reform the laws, so as that they might be
made plain and short, and less expensive to

the peoj)le, while their administration had
been put into the hands of just men, men of

the most known integrity and ability ; that it

had further endeavoured to put a stop to that
" heady way " of every man making himself a
minister and preacher, while due care had been
tidien for the expulsion of all those who
might be judged any way unfit for this work ;

that one thing more the Government had
done— it had been instrumental in calling a
free Parliament ; and now England, recently

plunged in war with foreign States, is at peace

with Svvedeland—enjoys peace with the Danes,

peace with the Dutcli, peace with the crown of

Portugal—is upon a treaty with France ; nay,

there is not a nation in Europe but is in good
understanding with England. He then im-

presses upon them that their whole treasure

v.'as exliausted and spent when the Government
was set up, and gives this as the reason why
the burden of taxation still pressed so heavily

upon the people, though it was then being

abated at the rate of £30,000 per month.

After running over this wide field, and
touching on every incident of any importance

in the history of the past, my Lord Protector

thus concludes this remarkable speech :

—

" You were told to-day (Jilluding to the

sermon to which they had just listened in the

Abbey) of a people brought out of Egypt to-

wards the land of Canaan ; but, through un-

belief, murmuring, repining, and other tempta-

tions and sins, wherewith God was provoked,

they were fain to come back again and linger

many years in the wilderness before they

came to the place of rest. We ai'e thus

far, through the mercy of God. We have

cause to take notice of it, that we are not
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brought into misery—not totally wrecked

;

bat have, as I said beiore, a door of hope

open. And I may say this to you : ii the

Lord's blessing and his presence go along with

the management oi aft..irs at this meeting, you
will be enabled to put the topstone to the work,

and make the nation happy. But this must
be by knowing the true state oi afliiirs ! You
are yet, like the people under circumcision, but

raw. Your peaces are but newly made. And
it's a maxim not to be despised, " though peace

be made, yet it's interest that keeps peace ;

"

and i hope you will not trust such peace except

eo far as you see interest upon it. But all

settlement grows stronger by mere continuance.

And, therefore, I wish that you may go for-

ward, and not backward ; and, in brief, that

you may have the blessing oi God upon your
endeavours. It's one of the great ends of

ealling this Parliament, that the ship of the

Commonwealth may be brought into a safe

harbour, which, I assure you, it will not be

without your counsel and advice.
' You have great work upon your hands.

You have Ireland to look unto. There is not

much done to the planting thereof, though some
things leading and preparing ior it are. It is

a great business to settle the government of

that nation upon fit terms, such as will bear

that work through. You have had laid befoi"e

you some considerations, intimating your peace

with several foreign States. But yet you have
not made peace with all ; and il they should

gee we do not manage our affairs with that

wisdom which becomes us, truly we may sink

under disadvantages for all that's done ; and
our enemies will have their eyes open and be

revived if they see animosities amongst us,

which, indeed, will be their great advantage.
" I do, therefore, persuade you to a sweet,

gracious, and holy understanding of one ano-
ther and of your business, concerning which
you had so good counsel this day; which, as it

rejoiced my lieart to hear, so I hope the Lord
will imprint it upon your spirits, wherein you
shall have ray prayers.

" Having said this, and perhaps omitted
many other material things, through the frailty

of my memory, I shall exercise plainness and
freeness, and say, that I have not spoken these

things as one who assumes to himself dominion
over you; but as one who doth resolve to be a
I'ellow-servant with you to the interest of these

great affairs, and of the people of these nations.

1 shall trouble you no longer ; but desire you to

repair to your house, and to exercise your own
liberty in the choice of a speaker, that so you
may lose no time in carrying on your work."

This we call a manly, candid, masterly
speech. Seldom if ever did any one rise to the
seat of supreme power who so conspicuously

united in himself all the qualities of a great,

wise, and good governor. It stands as a fact

revealed m the light of Uay, that ia hiy own

person he was an example of all those higher

and purer virtues which adorn private and do-

mestic life— a man ol devout feelings and of
stern integrity— while those around liim wero
eminent for their piety and their learning. II©

was fond of literature, and was chosen Chan- ^
ccllor of the University of Oxford. He was
a lover o.. all good men, and bestowed his

favour upon all irresijective ot name or de-

nomination. Cruel as his line ot action had
been in Ireland, and notwithstanding the

blood which he there shed under the pretext

Oi putting down popery, he was now tolerant,

and maintained a principle of neutrality among
all the conflicting religious .sects ; and eveu
" suspended penal laws against Eomish priests,

and protected several of them under his hand
and seal." He threw oil on the troubled

waters—was supremely anxious for the peace
of the State and the unity of the Church—was
forward to promote merit, and reward faithful

service—was resolved that justice should be
administered with impartiality, and truth be
enshrined in her own sanctuary—was prepared
to uphold England's greatness, but not pre-

pared to lavish and waste her rciources ; and
had he been supported \vith corresponding
vigour and determination, his career would
have been most illustrious—most beneficent.

Impediments of eveiy kind were thrown in his

way. Parties whom no persuasion could in-

duce to coalesce for any purpose but that of
opposing the public good, hemmed him in with
difficulties which no genius but his own could
subdue, and in seeking to overcome wliich, his

character assumed something more oi the stern
and the relentless. Elements these which
have been seized upon by his enemies to tarnish
his fame and dim tlic lustre of his glory.

It is said that Lord Broghill, who had oomo
over from the side of the lloyalists to the service

of the Protector, tally appreciating the evils

which beset Cromwell, and with a view of re-

lieving him and the country, suggested the ex-
pediency of forming a matrimonial alliance

between young Charles Stuart and the Lady
Frances, one of Oliver's daughters. This alli-

ance, it was supposed, would bring about the
restoration of Charles, and as the prince was in
favour of the scheme, he gave his friends the
liberty of promoting it in every way possible.

The thing was mooted to Cromwell. He was
not to be tickled with a straw. He saw through
the whole design. He was immoveable. Let
this be taken for what it is worth. To us it is

a mere Irish rag.

The Protector dismissed his first Parliament
from the painted chamber with the express
injunction to go and do their projjcr work.
Proper work, indeed, if they had had the gump-
tion to know what these words really meant.
They went from their proper work to that
which was improper. The very first subject

whi«h that assembly took oi)OU themselves to
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debate was, " Whether tlie House shall ajiprove

the Government to be in one single person and
a parliament." They overlooked the simple
fact that this was a question mth which tliey

had nothing to do at this first stage of tlieir

• proceedings, nor indeed at any subsequent
stage. They had not been called together to

frame a government, neither to intermeddle
with the form of government already in exist-

ence. We deny not that a representative par-
liament has a right to deliberate upon the
person who shall in future possess the executive

power, as well as upon any alteration of the

functions that may attach to that power, pro-

vided always that the executive itself has the
privilege of a negative upon the result. But
this Cromwell had not. And had the question

taken by the Parliament been decided in the
negative, wthout Cromwell or his executive
ha^ing the power of a veto, it must in virtue of

the instrument ofgovernment have dejjnved the

Protector of his power aiter the lapse of twenty
days fiom its being passed, and that by the
vote of the very men who derived from himself

the authority to pass it I Cromwell saAv this ;

and though he manifested great moderation
and temper in permitting the subject to be
debated for three successive days, without the

Blightest interference, yet, finding that the
debate became somewhat intemperate, and that
language was being freely employed by the
republican party derogatory to his essential

eminence and authority in the State, he was
resolved to put an end to it. He suddenly
sent a message to the House to meet him in the

painted chamber. It was no common meeting
this, and in no vulgar words did Oliver speak to

them. Hear his manly A'oice :

—

" Gentlemen,—It is not long since I met you
in this place, upon an occasion which gave me
much more content and comfort than tliis doth.

That which I have now to say to you will need
no preamble to let me into my discourse, for

the occasion of this meeting is plain enough.
I could have ^vished with all my heart there

had been no cause for it.

" At our former meeting I did acquaint you
what was the first rise of this Government,
which hath called you hither, and by the

authority of which you have come hither.

Among other things which I then told you of,

I said you were a free Parliament. And truly

so you are, whilst you o'ati the Government
and authority which called you hither. But
certainly that word— ruKE Parliament—
implied a reciprocity, or it implied nothing at

all. Indeed, there was a reciprocity implied
and expressed; and I think your actions and
carriages ought to be suitable. But I see it

wUl be necessary for me now a little to mag-
nify my office, which I have not been apt to

do. I have been of this mind, I have been
always of this mind, since I first entered upon
my office—if God will not bear it up, let it

sink ! But if a duty be incumbent upon me to

bear my testimony unto it (which, in modesty,
I have hitherto forborne), I am, in some mea-
sure necessitated thereto. And, therelbre, that

will be the prologue to my discourse.

"I called not myself to this place. I say
again, I called not myself to this place ! Of
that God is witntss ; and I have many wit-

nesses who, I do believe, could lay down then*

lives bearing witness to the truth of that

—

namely, that I called not myself to this place !

And, being iJi it, I bear not witness to myself
or my office ; but God and the people of these

nations have also bonie testimony to it and
me. If my culling be from God, and my tes-

timony from tlie people, God and the people

shall take it from me, else I will not part with
it. I should be false to the trust that God hath
placed in me, and to the interest of the i)eople

of these nations, if I did."

He reminds them that he was by birth a
gentleman, that he had been called to several

employments in tlie nation, that he had endea-

voured to discharge the duty of an honest man
in those services, that he had seen a happy
period put to sharp wars and contests \sith the

then common enemy, and that he had hoped
in private to have reaped tlie fruit of his hard
labours and liazards, the enjoyment of peace

and liberty, and the privileges of a Christian

and a man. He appeals to his integrity. He
is in a strait to say wliat he could say. He
tells them how he advised the dissolution of

the Parliament which sat during the civil war

;

how, under this arbitrary power, poor men
were punished without reason by the confisca-

tion of their goods and estates, and by the im-
prisonment of their person? ; and that the only
remedy proposed for this evil was, a succession

of Parliament composed of the same men, which
was only another way of perpetuating the

wrong to be removed. He refers them to the

calling of the Little Parliament out of the

several parts of the nation, with a view to the

settlement of affairs, and that he might lay

do\vn tlie power whxh was in his hands ; then
to its subsequent resignation ; to th.e frame or

mould of a new government, and to his elec-

tion to the Protectorate ; to his acceptance of

this high office, with the approbation of the

officers of the army who had been instrumental

to fight down the enemies of God and of his

people in the three nations, amid the civil

festivities and joys of the metropolis, with the

consent and concurrence of the judges of the

land— yea, lifted into it amid the prayers and
rejoicings of a whole nation. He then asks them
how they had come hither? If it were not by
writs sent out at his command. And whether
they were not chosen A\ith the clear understand-

ing that THEY SHOULD NOT HAVE POWER TO
ALTER THE GOVERNMENT AS NOW SETTLED TS

ONE SINGLE PERSON AND A PARLIAMENT?
He fears not to say that he was in possessiou
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of the govemraeut by a good right from God
and men ; that wliile they were a free parlia-

ment, lie was Protector, and the authority by
which tliey had been called ; and that he might

fairly ba'ance this providence in the sight of

God v/ith any hereditary interest : but that

they sliould sit and not own the authority by
which they sat, was a namele^.s inconsistency,

lie proceeda to fundamental:—the govern-

jnent by a single person imd a parliament is a

fuadanicntal — that parliament:} should not

make themselves jx^rpetual is a fundamental—
liberty of com«ciunce in religion Lj a funda-

mental. ^Vjiother fundamental is the militia

placed so equally that no one party, either in

rarliainent or out of it, have th<; power of or-

dering it. From fundamentals he goes to cir-

cumstantials— to finance— the army— the

working of the government, and other points

which were to be matter of consideration be-

tv.een them and hinu lie protests that he

could sooner be willing to be rolled into his

grave and buried with infamy, thau consent to

the wilful tlirowing away of this Government.
He again tells them that they had been called

together to save a nation—nations ; that they

had been put into their trust by the best people

of the Christian world ; that they had had it in

their power to settle the affairs of the State in

sucn a way as to have ensured confidence, peace,

and prosperity, and that having failed to do so,

who was to answer for these to God or to the

people ? yolemn question this, my Lord Pro-

tector : and it demands a solemn answer. But
lie concludes. And such a conclusion I

" I had thought within myself that it would
not have been dishonest nor dishonourable, nor
against true liberty

—

no, not the liberty of par-

liaments^ if, when a parliament was so chosen
as you have been, in pursuance of this instru-

ment of government, and in conformity to it,

and with such an approbation and consent to

it, some owning of your call, and of the autho-
rity which brought you hither, had been re-

quired before your entrance into the House.
This was declined, and hath not been done,

because I am persuaded scarce any man could

doubt you came with contrary minds. And I

liave reason to believe the peo[)le that sent

you least of all doubted thei'cof And there-

fore I must deal plainly with you. What T

forbore upon a just confidence at first, you ne-

cessitate me unto now ! Seeing the authority

which called you is so little valued, and so

much slighted,— till some such assurance be
given and made Icnown, that the fundamental
interest shall bo settled and approved accord-

ing to the proviso in the writ of return, and
such a consent testified a.s will make it appear
that tlie same is accepted, I have caused a
stop to be plt to vol'tt entrance into tile

ParjoIAMENt House.
" I am sorry, I am sorry, and I could be

sorry to the death, that there is cause for this

!

But there is cause : and if things be not satis-

fied which are reasonably demanded, I, for my
part, will do that which becomes me, seeking
my counsel from God. There is therefore

somewhat to be offered to you ; which, I hope,
will answer, being understood with the qualifi-

cations 1 have told you ; namely, of reforming
as to circumstantials, and agreeing in the sub-

stance and fundamentals—that is to say, in the
form of government now settled, which is ex-
pressly stipulated in your indentures not to be
altered. The making of your minds known in

that, by giving your assent and subscription to

it, is the means that will let you in to act tho^e

things as a i)arliament which are for the good
of the people. Ani this thing, when once it is

shown to you, and signed as aforesaid, doth de-

termine the controversy ; and may give a happy
progress and issue to this Parliament.

" The i)lace where you may come thus and
sign, as many as God shall make free there-

unto, is in the lobby without the Parliament
door.

" The instrument of government doth declare

that you have a legislative power without a
negative from me. As the instrument doth ex-
press it, you may make any laws ; and if I give

not my consent within twenty days to the
passing of your laws, they are ipso facto laws,

whether I consent or no—if not contrary to

the frame of government. You have an abso-
lute legislative power in all things that can
possibly concern the good and interest of the
public ; and I think you may make these na-
tions happy by this settlement. And I, for my
part, shall be willing to be bound more than I

am in anything concerning which I can become
convinced that it may be for the good of the
people, or tend to the preservation of the cause
and iiiterest so long contended for."

The " somewhat " to wliich the Protector
alludes in this conclusion is a bit of parchment,
with these unjnistakeable words engrossed QU
it ;—

" I DO HEREBY FREELY PROMISE, AND EN-
GAC.E MYSELF, TO BE TRUE AND FAITHFUL TO
THE LORD PROTECTOR AND THE COMMON-
WEALTH OF ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, AND IRE-
LAND ; AND SHALL NOT (ACCOUDING TO THE
TENOR OF THE INDENTURE WHEREBY I AM
RETURNED TO SF.HVE IN THIS PRESENT PARLIA-
MENT) PROPOSE, OR GIVE MY CONSENT, TO
..VLTEU THE GOVERNMENT AS IT IS SETTLED IN
A SINGLE PERSON AND A PARLIAMENT."
The parchment lies on a table in the lobby,

and beside it may be found a pen already
pointed, and a bottle of fine indelible black.
Sign it, honourable gentlemen, .sign it. Till

tlien, not a single bolt in you big dark door will

fly back, nor a single key force its lock. Sign
it, or go back to your homes, and your coRstitu-
cnoies !

It was subscribed by Mr. Speaker Lcnthall
ami oue hundred and thirty of the flij^lwfff

.
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Cromwell lias retired. K'o one attempted a
reply to his speech. No one entered a protest

to his procedure. The one hundred and thirty

eubscribers agalA, t^i^^ t|^,,,places in thie

House, but immediately adjourn for that day.

"^Yhat unll the others do ? How is the Parlia-

ment to be made up ? We are in the midot of

new excitemenls—aew expectations.

CLARE, THE POET.
M Ij.'l,

We have undertaken to relate tlie early

struggles of an illiterate peasant boy to rise

above the ignorance and Avretchedness of his

class. His unaided, but successful, efforts to

secure the advantages of education, may stimu-

late many to copy his example. It may en-

courage some, and ought certainly to reprove

the indolence of thousands, to know that he

was bom in the humblest condition in life,

with every possible circumstance tliat could

discourage ambitious views—^\ith nothing in

his lot which of itself was conducive to mental

refinement—and that, notwithstanding these

great disadvantages, he chose to exercise his

talent in the fme arts, and succeeded in

achieving eminence for himself in poetry.

Clare's birth had devoted him to the day
labour of a peasant. At that time, now more
than half a century ago, his parents v/ere lining

in the small rural village of Helpstone, in

Northamptonshire, and working as field la-

bourers for the .surrounding farmers. Their

cottage, the birthplace of the poet, more
humble, if possible, than their condition,

scarcely sustained the mo.ss-grown thatch over

their heads, so crazy and tottering had become
the mud-built walls. It had sheltered suc-

cessive generations of the same family, and
was thus associated with some of the most
tender and pleasing recollections of the mind ;

and yet "within it lived no traditions of the

pa.st, or hope for the future, of a better lot than
bad fallen to the present occupants. After

making every allowance for the ameliorating

influence of the family affections, which have
jwwer to soften the severest trials, and can
gild with a religious light the darkest feature

in the lot of struggling hiunanity, we find

nothing in the condition to which Clare was
bom, either to inspire with hopes, and beget
unwonted exertions, or to raise the expectation

that a mind so placed would ever seek to enter

upon the pursuits of literature.

His first introduction to book-learning was
at a dame-school, the unique source of edu-
cation known to the villagers of Helpstone,
and, if we believe Shenstone, to most rural

hamlets of the time :

—

*' In every village, mark'd with little spire,

Erabowcr'd in trees, aud hardly known to
fame.

There dwells, in lowly shed and mean attire,

A matron old, whom we schoolmistress name;
Who boasts unruly brats with birch to tame."

Here he continued tilf Kts Mher's rfeans
were well-nigh exhausted by the weekly fee,

trifling as the pittance was, that went to the
" nmtron old ;

" and liis attainments little more
than enabled him to blmider through a verse
of the Bible when he was withdrawn ft-om

school. It is true he was but of tender age,
for the softness of childhood was still upon
liim when this happened, and his aflTectionate

mother, satisfied with her son's early profi-

ciency, boasted of his scholarship ; but Clare,

though too young, yet, to carry out his wishes,

by no means agreed that he had '• finished his

education."

It was during the interval between childhood
and hardy youth, the most im.portant period in

man's existence, Avhen all his jx)wcrs, uncon-
firmed, are easily withm the control of good or
evil agencies, that this poor peasant, after being
fretted with the dry mechanical labour of
learning to read, was abandoned to accident,

till riper age .should nerve his sinews for the
toils of life. To all appearance he was a boy
that would owe his preservation to his dullness.

His own portrait, artlessly draAvn from recol-

lection, some years after, is not in flattering

colours :
—

" A more uncouthly lout was hardly seen.
Beneath the shroud of ignorance, than he;

The sport of all the village he has been,
Who with his simple looks oft jested free."

His loutishness was, perhaps, not remarkable
in the locality ; very likely, on that score, he
might have passed in the crowd unobserved

;

but there were certain peculiar habits which he
indulged—a custom of shimning the sports and
pastimes of the young villagers, and a delight

in rambling through woods and fi.lds alone, or,

at most, in the company of only another—some
chosen friend—which got him the not very
favourable attention ofneighbour gossips. These
persons, when they v/oiUd meet and chance upon
the topic were " pretty sure that the boy's mind
was touched," and "perfectly certain that he
would yet turn out a simpleton !

" And true it

was liis mind had been touched

—

" Nature looked on him with a witching eye,"

and drew him, almost unconscious of her power,
to seek in her sequestered haunts the refined

pleasure of contemplating the exquisite beauty
and grace of some of those objects in creation

that seem to court the shade of unobtrusive,

artless retirement. What delight he habitu-
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ally derived from conversing with the simple
" daisy," " the pale lillie, mean and lowly,"
" the first prhnrose, dipping its leaves in dew;"
ID observing the motions of the "tootling

robbin ; " in " tracking some channel over the

growing wild, where dripping blue-bells on the

banks did weep ; " or in listening to the music
of the grove—the feathered songsters, the
wimpling streamlet, and the summer's breeze

—

all their sweet harmony blent in concert, he
best evinced by his poetry in after-year:-, which
the world accepted as a posey, fresh gathered,

of the wild flowers of rural England.
Already the poetry oifeeling was awakened

in liis breast. It was this tliat occasioned some
of those peculiarities which offended Ids grosser

playmates; but the cause was yet to be hid
from the world for a time. The poetry of ex-

pression comes after much labour and many
faihires ; and at length, in accounting for the
bewilderment of bygone days, the poet throws
over his hearer the fascination with v.hich he
confesses to have been spell-bound himself:

—

•* Who can speak his joys when cpriag's young
morn

From wood and pasture opened on his view?
Wht n tender green buds blush upon the thorn,
And the first piimros.- dips it? leaves in dew ?

£acb varied charm, how joj'd he would porsue.
Tempted to trace their boauties through the day.
Grey gudled eve, and morn cf rosy hue.
Have both beheld him on his lonely way.
Far, far remote from boys and their unpleasing

play."

This was the teacher that rendered him dis-

satisfied with his educational attainments, and,
to make up his deficiencies, set him upon a course
80 arduous that few would have had the courage,
and still fewer in his circumstances the wish, to
pursue it. The desire of the poor half-informed
boy to give expression and permanency to the
emotions and sentiments of his mind ; in one
word, to become a poet, impressed him intensely
with the necessity of a better education, and he,
therefore, resolved by his own labours to earn
the fees that sliould pay for it. A trifling oc-
currence, which greatly strengthened him in
this resolBtion, was his accidentally meeting
about this time with " Kobinson Crusoe," which
he borrowed from a more favoured companion,
and read with the interest which flic pages of
Defoe possess for all his readers. In the capa-
city of a plonghboy he now hired himself to
the surrounding farmers, to lead the fore-horse
of the harvest-team, or discliarge such other
duties about the farm as were within the com-
pass of liis strength, and might reward him with
a trifling income.

But Clare at length joined his father in his
labom-s as a thresher. The employment is

very laborious, and his strength was still only
that of a 6chcol-loy ; but the good old man,
seeing him willing, though weak, made him a
flail fcuited to his years ; and, henceforth, morn-
ing and evening regularly found him busy in

the bam, a volimteer labourer, chiefly to satisfy

his mental cravings. Indeed, the declining
strength of the father would have made the
income of the son, how trifling soever in
amount, a desirable addition to the means of
the family; but the afToctionate parents, ra-

ther than deprive their boy of the education
for which he toiled, were content with scantier,

coarser fare.

Eight weeks' labour brought him just enough
to pay for one month's schooling, so that it was
no easy task he had undertaken ; but then,
his end gained, conceive with wliat a manly
pride ho would scamper at mid-day to the
neighbouring village of Glinton, his own earn-
ings in his pocket, to pay his way, and place
himself under the tuition of Mr. Seaton, the
schoolmaster ! His diligence in the duties of
the class, and his proficiency, marked by fre-

quent rewards from his teacher, are the best
proof, if further proof be necessary, of his ap-
preciation of the opportunity which he had so
dearly earned. With great effort and many
interruptions, he in this way acquired the httlc

scholarchip he ever was possessed of. Erudi-
tion was no part of his aim, and forms no ele-

ment in the subject of our story. It was a
prodigious labom- for him to reach the simple
attainments of a common education ; but when
we see the magnanimity with which the humble
pca3ant-boy surmounted every obstacle in pur-
suit of his object, it easily wins upon our praise
and admiration.

It was when he was about thirteen years of
age that, being in the field one day with a
companion, he had the fortune to fall in with
'• Thomson's Seasons." Being a stranger to
the book, he examined it with considerable
eagerness, and once and again was observed
to return that day to its pages with growing
a-vidity. The work was the poetry of agricul-
tui-e—of nature as she may be seen a-field ; the
great source of delight to him during years of
his life. It was the felicitous expression of hia
own inexpressible emotions ; the impression,
therefore, it made upon him was intense. The
book was not his o\vn, but he waited impa-
tiently for the means of possessing a copy.
Every lialfpenny which he could honestly
divert from other purposes was added to the
devoted hoard, and. when the necessary sum,
only a shilling, had been raised, we are told
the poor ploughboy was so eager for the book,
that he started for Stamford while it was yet
dark, and reached the town before the shops
were opened in the morning. Having spent
his shilling. r.nd possessed himself of the
" Seasons,'' he returned through Burghley Park,
ou his way licmc, alternately reading and
rhyming— now sympathizing with the glowing
beauty of his author, then with the delicate
grace and sentiment which he thought he saw
under the sunlight of a spring morning in the
objects of nature around him—and he com-
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pleted his first poem and his journey to Help-
stone about the same time.. -, ' ..i.

From this day we may date Clare's more
serious labours in the cultivation of poetry, the

exercise of his own talent, and the study of the

works of others. ZS^ovv, too, began the toils

and cares of life to engross him— to oppress

him, we fear—through tlie livelong day. For
he had scarcely well entei-edregularly upon the
labours of the peasant ere his father, totallj-

disabled by rheumatism, was tlirown with the

family entirely upon liis support. But still he
was to be seen, after the day's toil, " when the

blue eve crept deeper round tlie 1411," wander-
ing alone by the edge of the wielding stream,

silently contemplating the face of Nature, and
musingly engaged with the creations, of his

mind. A pleasing writer in the " Quarterly
Eeview," in noticing his first publication, says :

*'For the boisterous sports and amusements
which form the usual delight of village youth,

Cb.re had neither strength nor relish ; his mo-
ther found it necessary to drive him from the
chimney-corner to exercise and toplay, wlicnce
he quickly returned, contemplative and silent.

His parents—we speak from knowledge—wer^
apprehensive for liis mind as well as his health,

not knowing how to interpret, or to what cause
to refer, these habits, so opposite to those of

other boys of his condition ; and when, a few
years later, they found him newly employed in

writing—and in writing verses, too— the gear
was not mended in their estimation. ' "\Vhen

he was fomteen or fifteen,' says Dauie Clare,
• he would shoAv me a piece of paper, printed

sometimes on one side, and scrawled all over
on the other, and he would say, " Mother, this

is worth so much ;" and I used to say to him,
" Aye, boy, it looks as it warr !" but I thought
he was wasting his timeJ " Clare's histpry, for

a few succeeding years, is composed in two
words, spare diet and hard labotir, cheered by
visions of fancy which pro^ii|^i^.7u)^ liappier

days. /, ,
"

The first time that he serioiisly thought of
giving some of his poems to the v.orld was
about the fall of the year 1S18. Two years
before this he had left his native village, to

enter the sei-vice of a gentleman living at

Bridge Castleton, when the change of scenery

had the eflfect of stimulating his muse to in-

creased activity. A more eventful circum-
stance was his meeting with " Patty of the
Vale," his future companion for life, a virtuous

young woman, the daughter of a small tenant-
farmer in the neighbourhood, whose charms
engaged his affections and likewise his muse

;

but he quietly remarks, that " a poor man's
meeting with a wife is reckoned but little im-
provement to his condition, particularly with
the embarrassments I laboured under at that
time." Perhaps marriage is all the more de-

sirable when difficulties are interposed. " It,

was," he says, "in the dead of winter, 1818,

when knowing it impossible for me to pay a
shoemaker's bill of more than £;3, ha\-ing only
eighteenpence to receive at night, I resolved
upon printing a little volume of poems by sub-
scription." He met with a kindly-disposed

printer, at Market Deeping, who, to cut do\^^l

the expense to the necessitous circumstances
of the poet, otTered for a pound to print " Pro-
posals" for a subscription edition; but that
sum was almost a fortune to Clare, who could
see little pro.spect then of realizing it. Love,
however, was in the case, and he resolved to

succeed. Tlie rest oJ?'llie'sfoiV'i'i best told in

his own terms :-r^ ..

" At the latter end of the year," he says, " I
left Casterton, and went to Pickworth, a ham-
let which seems by its large stretch of old

foundations and ruins to have been a to^vn of
some magnitude in past times, though it is

now nothing more than a half solitude of huts

and odd farm houses, scattered about, torae

furlongs asunder ; the marks of the ruins may
be traced two miles further, from beginning to

end. Here, by hard worldng, day and night, I

at last got my cue jjound saved, for the print-

ing oi the ' Proposals,' which I never lost sight

of; and having Avritten many more poems, ex-

cited by a change of scenery, and being over

head arid ears in love—above all, having the

most urgent propensity to scnbbling, and con-

sidering my latter materials much better than
my former, which no doubt was the case,—

I

considered myself more qualified for the under-

taking : so I wrote a letter from this place

immediately to Henson, of 3rarket Deeping,

wishing him to begin the 'Proposals,' and
address the public ln"mself, urging that he could

do it far better than I could ; but his answer
was, that I must do it. Afl(5r this, I made
some attempts, but not having a fit place

for doing anything" of that kind, from lodging

at a public-house, and, being pestered witli

many inconvenience.", I could not suit myself

by doing it immediately, and ?o from time to

time it v,as put oft". At last I deteiTnined, good or

bad, toproduce something; and asweliad another

limekiln at liybath. about thfee mile.-»from Pick-

worth "—(Clare was at this time employed in

lime-burning)—" I often went there to work by
myself, where I had leisure to study over such

things on my journeys of going and Teturning.

On these walks, morning and night, I liave

dropped five or six times to plan an address,

&c. In one of these musings my prose

thoughts lost themselves in rhyme. Taking a

view, as I sat beneath the shelterof a woodland
hedge, of my parents' di.sti'csses at home, of

my labouring so hard and so vainly to get out

pi" debt^ and of my still added perplexities of

ill-timed love—striving to remedy all and to no
purpose—I burtit out into an exclamation of

dibtrese
—

' "What is life
!

' and instantly recol-

lecting that such a subject would be a good one

for u poem, I hastily sq-Qitcd do\vn the first
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two verses of it, as it stands, as the beginning

of the plan wliich I intended to adopt, :ind con-

tinued my journey t ) work. But when I got

to the kiln I could not work for thinking about

what I had so long been trying at , so I ^at me
down on a lime-scuttle, and out with my pencil

i'jT on adcbress of some sort, whicli, good or bad.

I hatl determined to send off that day ; and for

that purpose, when it was finished, I started to

.Stamford with it, about three miles off: still

along the road I was in a hundred minds
whether I sliould throw up all thoughts about

tlie matter, or stay till a further opportunity,

to have the advice of some friend or other ; but,

on turning it over in my mind again, a second

thought informed me that I had no friend ; I

was turned adrift on the broad ocean of life,

and must either sink or swim ; so 1 weighed
matters on both sides, and fancied, let

what bad would come, it could but balance

with the former ; if my hopes of the ix)ems

failed, I should not be a pin worse than
usual. I could but Avork then as I did

already ; nay, I considered that I should reap
benefit from the disappointment ; the do\m-
fall of ray hopes would free my mind, and let

me know that I had nothing to trust to but
work. So with this favourable idea I pursued
ray intention, dropping down on a stone heap
before I entered tlie town, to give it a second
reading, and correct what I thought amiss."

It may be interesting to see an extract from
this laboured production. In the " Addreas,"
he says :

—

" 'ilie public are requested to observe that
the Trifles humbly offered for their candid
perusal can lay no claim to the eloquence of
ix>etical composition (whoever thinks so will

be deceived), the greater part of them being
juvenile productions ; and those of a later date,

the of&prings of those leisure intervals which
the short remittance from hard and manual
labour sparingly afforded to compose them. It

is lioped that tlie humble situation whicli dis-

tinguishes their author will be some excuse in

tlieir favour, and serve to make an atonement
for the many inaccuracies and imperfections
tliat will be found in them. The least touch
from the iron hand of criticism is able to crush
them to notliing. May they be allowed to live

their little day, and give satisfaction to those
-who may choose to honour them with a perusal

;

ihat will gain the end for which they were
^e.i.gned, and their author's wish will be gra-
lilied."

The " prospectus " secured him no more than
seyen subscribers ; but, when hope was almost

crashed, his poems ivere brought under the .^

attention of the London publishers, and, in tli« -

spring of 18'20, a selection from them, for

which he received £'20, came out in a small

pocket volume. With a spirit of resignation

nearly approaching to despair, he say.-^, in the//

preface: "If my hopes do not exceed, theu
hazard i.-; not of much consequence ; if I fall, If
am advanced at no great distance from my low i

condition ; if I sink for want of fnends, my old;

I

friend, necessity, is ready to help me as before.-'

It was never my fortune as yet to meet ad- t

vancement from fnend.«hip. My fate has ever '

been hard labour among the most vulgar aad'^'

lowest condition of men ; and very small is

the pittance hard labour allows me, though I

always toiled even beyond my strength ta

obtain it."

His appeal to the public wa? this time met
with a generosity which must have quite sur-

passed any expectations he could ever have
formed. The volume went through four edi-

tions in the course of the first twelve months.

By the liberality of several noblemen, among
whom were the present Prime Minister, the

Marquis of Exeter, Earl Fitzwilliam, Earl

Spencer, Lord Milton, and Lord Kadsiock, his

comfort was secured against the terrors which
had hitherto pursued him, of starvation or the

workhouse, by a life annuity of £4.5, beginning

from the 1st of January, 1820. He married in

the spring of the same year, and in 1821 ap-

peared again before the public with his *• Vil-

lage Minstrel," in two vols. "The Shcpherd'rf

Calendar " and *' 'llic Rural Muse " appeared

respectively in 1827 and 1S35, the latter with
marks of a cultivated taste and a refined criti-

cism of language beyond those which dis-

tinguished his earlier productions ; but the

characteristi'c simplicity, so appropriate to the

rural muse, and the natural truth and beauty

which adorn his poems, show the autlior to

have been intimate with his subject, and to

have viewed it at all times with a jwct's eye.

This was the felicitous change which had
occurred in the condition of the poet whos(>

early privations and struggles we have briefiy

recorded. Would that it had been succeeded

by no other ! A calamity, the severest in the

catalogue of human suffering-?*, has, alas ! be-

fallen John Clare. He is still, through the

liberality of kind friends, surrounded with all

the comforts his condition \nll admit of; but
reason has been driven from her throuo, and
he remains an inmate tijf a prirate lunatic

asylum!

Who are they vmo atosT easily gain and lose Friexds?—Four sorts of people ; the
rich, the young, the powerful, and the favourites of the rich and powerful : but when the rich

iKJcorae poor, the young old, the powerful rediicetl to privacy, and the favourite disgraced, they
are left Uke a whale on shore.
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FAMILY PICTURES IN OTHER LANDS.

PEnsLv.

Persians of all ranks rise as soon as it is

light, and perform tlicir morning devotions.

Then comes breakfast, which consists of grapes,

and otlier kinds of fruits that are in season,

cheese, and goats' milk, and finishes (as every-

thing does in Persia) with a cup of coffee. Tlie

artisan then proceeds to his work, the trades-

man to the bazaar, and tlie gentleman to the

public room (divan khaneh), in which he re-

ceives visits from his friends and dependants.

Until nine o'clock he is usually thus engaged,

when he repairs to the court, and takes care so

to place himself that bis presence may be ob-

served by the person to whom he pays his

obeisance. A servant always accompanies bim,

whose sole duty it is to jjrepare his smolang
apparatus, as whenever he can retire unob-

served, he regales himself with his kaleon.

About noon all the men are again found in

their homes, that being the time for mid-day
prayer, for dinner, and for a short i-epose.

After the lapse of two hours they are once

more at their iisual occupations, at Avhicli they

remain until evening, wlien carpets are spread

in the open air, and social family circles are

formed. The chief amusements consists in

reading passages from tlie favourite poets.

At ten o'clock supper is announced, and then

a servant goes round witb a ewer and basin,

and pours water upon the hands of each.

Trays are then placed upon the carpet, and
every one applies liimcelf with earnestness to

the gratification of his appetite. The manner
in which the trays are placed, one to every two
guests, throws some lii.'bt upon the circumstance

of the dinner which Jcsepli's brethren ate Avith

him and the Egyptians. " They set on for him
by himself, and for them by themselves, and for

the Egyptians, which did eat with him, by
themselves ;" and " he took and sent messes

imto them from before him." This was a great

lionour, according to the ideas of a Persian,

who knows not how he could show a guest a
higlier distinction than by sending him some
particular dish from his ovra tray, or by giving

him his clioice o? a moi-sel from the dish of

Vihicb he was himself partaking. .
'

, i,"
1 1'ljj.'ii; 1

.

During the half-hour which the evening meal
occupies, the fingers of every one arc busily

employed in forming lugmehs, or handfuls of

rice mixed with olher things, which are con-

veyed to the mouth, and jerked in, without
spilling a grain of rice, or a drop of sauce.

By-and-by, one or two arise from their stooping

posture, but still keep trifling with some sweet
dish, until the host erects himself, and with a
loud voice pronounces, " Alhumdulillah I"

—

Thanks be to God !—which is solemnly re-

sponded to by all the company, and the traya
are at once removed.
The Persians have no candles, and for lighfc-

ing their apartments use little brass cups, filled

with piu-e white tallow, having a cotton wick
in the centre. Sometimes, however, they bum
sceiited tapers, the wax of wiiich has beea
mixed up with oil of cinnamon or some
other sweet substance, and which therefore

emit a pleasant fragrance while burning.

TURKEY.
" There were many things," observes Urqu-

hart, " in the domestic economy of this Turkish
farm-house which interested me exceedingly;

but they would be diffipult to describe, and,
perhaps, wearisome in a description. All was
simple and primitive, but not disorderly. There
were few stores and commodities; but such
things as existed were tolerably abundant, and
no painful stint was exhibited. A neighbour
wanted some flour, for he had neglected to go in

time to the mill at Narle-dere-keni, to get some
of his own corn ground. He was told to go
into the store-room and take what he wanted.
Lying out of the way more than two miles

from the high road, in a corner, and at the

very head of the plain, Dudkali was not on the

way to any places except the two small Yerook
villages over the lake, and it was, therefore,

very little frequented by passengers ; but to-

day three wayfaring Turks, evidently very poor
men, stopped to rest themselves for an hour at

the farm ; and immediately on their arrival,

bread, coimtry cheese, some pomegranates, and
a fine water melon were placed before them

;

and, before they took their departure, our in-

visible but not inactive hostess sent out from
the harem a tiny cup of coffee for each."

CAUCASUS.

Ditton, in his tour to the Caucasus, came
into the neighbourhood of the home of one of

the boatmen, Avho liad engaged to row himself

and party up the river Eion. " After ascend-

ing the high bank," he writes, " he conducted

us a distance of about an eighth of a mile,

across a very level piece of ground, covered

with short grass, and overshadowed by huge

walnut-trees, at whose roots grew the grape-

vine, and whose branches supported its thou-

sands of shoots. On arriving at his home,

where were two huts, made of hewn planks,

we were led to the unoccupied guest-house,

there being several women in the other, the

boatman's wife and sisters, which, of coui'se,
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excluded us from its hallowed precincts, -with-

out esijecial licence. Here we prepared our

u<ual dinner, aided by our officious host, and
then started again ; but the violence of the

%\-ind obliged u- to return.
" "We were now permitted, by the courtesy

of the females themselves—'Wlio, an we were

unfortunate travellers, yielded something of

theirnational prejudices—toenterthe dwelling-

house, which I have called a hut. It consisted of

one room, with only the earth for a floor ; on

each side were wide plank divan.^, which serN'ed

for beds and seats. The walls were about

seven feet high, and sup'Xirted a jx>inted

roof witliout any ceiling. The fire was made
in the centre ofthe room, and the smoke escaped

through the crevices, the planks being far apart.

There were no windows. The family whom we
found in this pnmitive establishment, consisted

of a mother and two gro^vn-up daughters, two
small children, and a young married woman.
They all hail their faces tied up, like the Turkish

women, leading nothing visible except the eyes.

Vv'e seated ourselves on the divans opposite

them, and after awhile, noticing that we were
harmless and imobtrusive, they allowed their

face bandages gradually to fall off, and by even-

ing their features were no longer concealed.
" The married woman was ofbetter form than

the othei-s, and had a large oval face of a most
perfect model, and such as is seldom seen, ex-

cept among the Armenians. The occupation

of the family appeared to be this : the men are

much of the time on the river, carrying dowia

produce and i)assengers; but when at home,
cultivate the grape, making a common red
wine, planting and gathering millet. Tlie

women, when not occupied by their domestic
animals, or in ste-vving small beans, and making
millet cakes, are spinning thread. Tlie latter

occupation is a pastime to them, and they v,'ork

Tery gnrccfully. The wife thus engaged, as she

sat on a low stool near the fire, directly op-

posite me, had thrown otf something of the
timidity wfth which she had at first welcomed
u<, though she could not overcome a pleasing

diffidence which accompanied all she did before

so nuiny strange guest*. She held the fiax high
up in lif-r left hand, so as to carry the thread over
tr) the right side, where the right hand had ccme
up to meet it, after giving the bobbin the neces-

sary twirl." She used no wheel, and yet she

spun rapidly, and made beautifully fine and
even thread.

The evening passed in the hut of the boat-

man of the Rion was one of quiet enjoyment,
and the attention and hospitality oflercd by the

children ofthe wilds were thanlcfully accepted

by fastidious English gentlemen. Both i>artics

felt anxious to please, and both were successful.

" Small service is true service while it lasts

—

or friends, however humble, scorn not one;
The daisy, hy the sliadoTv that itcaits.

Protects the Ungerlng dew-drop from the stui."

T.aiTARY.

Tlic women of the Tahtar tribes, whea
young, are often handsome and well-shaped;

nor do they hide their faces like the women in

the towns ; on the contrary, when travellers

happen to pass by, the women who are in the
tents will come out to the door to look at them.
They are civil and obliging to strangers, and
any one who visits their tents is sure to be wel-
come, and to have the be^t fare they posses.s set

before him.

The men leave everything that we should
call "work " to the women. It is their daily

business to milk the cows and goats, to fetch

water, to collect fuel for the oven, to bake tlie

bread, to prepare the milk for making curds,

butter, and cheese, and to cook the family meals.

About the inirMle of the day they get some
spare hours, which they employ in weaving
carpets or coarse cloths ; in making felt ; in

sewing, knitting, carding wool, or in spinning.

Suchdutiea as the.se are performedby all, except
women of the very highest rank, In spinnirjg,

the Tahtar women do not U:ie a wheel, but twist

the thread by means ol a reel, which is con-
nected with gome silk, cotton, or wool, fitstenedL

at the girdle. This reel is spun round and let

fall, and as it goes toward the ground it spins

out the thread ; it is at once taken up, the
lengthened thread wound round it, and again
twirled and thrown from the hand. This
seems a very slow process compared with our
way of spinning, but the Tahtars are so expert
that they fill their reels as s\Yiftly as oior best

spinners could do their ferns.

THE KHYAULU TL11E3IA^S.

The women of the Turkmans do not hide
even from strangers, but the unmarried fe-

males seldom enter the men's tents, though no
objection is made to their conversing freely

with their father's guests. They are in general
well-made, and their complexion U as fair at
first as that of an English female ; but as
they advance in age the sun browns them a
little. This may remind us of the surpassing
beauty of Sarrh (who Ava.-< a native of the
same latitude, and accustonjed to the same
habits of liiV), which attr.ictcd the admiration
of the dusky Egyptiiui . The Turlanan feni ales

are all indu.-itriou.s, and in every respect their
occupr.tions and u.«agcs resemble those of the
psttriarchal women. Besides the c;ues of
Ijonsekeeping, they work the tent-coverings of
goats-hair, and woollen carpets, A\hich are in-

ferior only to those v,Tought by the women of
the Tahtar tribes in Persia. Their looms are

of primitive simplicity, and they have no
shtrttler*. but pass the wtxjf with their hands.

^V'hile the women are employed in thc.«e

laboors, the men pass their time in perfect
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idleness, except that at sunset they feed

the horses and camels, -vvithout even amusing
themselves by any kind of trifling occupa-

tion.
'/

They are fond of sitting till a late hour at

night at their fires, surrounded hy their fami-

lies, when they converse on the events of ihe

day, or relate extraordinary adventures. The
tent ofa Turkman is divided into two portions

of unequal size ; the smallest is termed the

men's apartment, and is covered with rich car-

pets, which serve as beds to the unmai-ried

members of the family ; it is also the room into

which strangers are introduced, and in which
all the members of the househoid meet to par-

take of their meals. The other portion is called

the " women's tent," and, uninvited, no man
dares enter it but the master of the family.

This may illustrate the conduct of Jael to the
fugitive Sisera. She introduced him to her
own portion of the tent as an assurance of
safety ; and when afterwards Barak presented
himself before her to inquire after his enemy,
though he suspected he had taken refuge in

Jael's tent, he did not venture to enter it, until

ghe said unto him, "Come, and I will show thee

the man whom thou scekest."

HTMX OF THE TURKISH CHILDREN.

(Sung at a time of excessive drought.)

Allah : Father I hear us ;

Our souls are faint and weak.
A cloud is on our mother's bro^Y,

A tear upon our cheek.

We fain would chase that cloud away,
And stay that sx:dd'iiing tear;

For this it is to-night we pray

—

Allah I Fatlier ! hear

!

We seek the cooling fountain

;

AJas! we seek in vain I

The cloud that crowns the moHntaiu,
Melts not away in rain.

The stream is shrunk, which through our ];^ain

<>nce glided bright and clear;

Oh ! ope the secret springs again

—

Allah ! Father ! hear !

We bring thee flowers, sweet flowers,.

All withered in their prime ;

No moisture glistens on their leaves,

They sickened ere their time.

And we, hke them, shall pass away.
Ere wintry days are near ;

Sliouldst thou not hearken, as we pray-
Allah ! Father ! hear I

I
A .ti'

.

"*~

TiirJ iTHBMGHROMATIC TELESCOPE.

The term Achromatic is derived from the

Greek a, without, and chroma, colour. An
instrument is therefore called achromatic
when it is so constructed as to destroy the pri-

mary colours which accompany the image of

an object when seen through a prism oi a lens.

Light, be it observed: is not homogeneous—
that i:!, simple and indivisible : but compounded
of rays which are unequally refrangible, and
'iiireriug from one another in other physical

]>roperties. In passing into a retracting

medium .some of the rays of light are more re-

Iractcd, or bent out of tlieir course, than others.

Tlius, if u ray falls on a drop of water, a piece

of glass, or a bottle containing a transpaient

fluid, it does not reach the eye as it would had
no such object been placed in it* way. In
these and all t^irailar circumstances, light is re-

fracted or diverted from its direct course by
the body which is thus interposed. This will

be appurent from a very simple experiment,
which any one may make.

Take a basin, ha\ii)g a flower or any other

object painted at the bottom of tlic inside, and
ph'xe it on a table. Then stand at such a dis-

tance that the object is entirely concealed by
the rim of the basin ; ask now any one to pour

water into the basin, and, though you do not
move a step, you will soon see one part of the
flower, and then more, imtil the whole of it is-

visible. Why? The reason is, that ut lirst

the flower was hidden by the rim, because the
rays vi'jiecied by it could not meet your eyes,,

but, as the water was poured in, it refracted,
or bent downwards, the rays, so that the oJjject

was rendered visible.

It is, then, from this refraction of light, nnd
from the rays being refrangible in different de-

grees, that the image of an object, when seen
through a lens, is rendered confused and indis-

tinct, and api>ears encircled by a coloured
ring. This circumstance, therefore, presented
a formidable obstacle to the use of the tele-

scope ; and, accordingly, soon after the inven-

tion of that adminible )u.-;trument, the utmost
eflTorts of mathematicians and artists were ex-
erted to remove the imperfection.

The compound nature of light, and conse-

quently the theory of unequal refrangibility,

were, however, not known till the time of New-
ton ; and after the true source of the difficulty

had been made known, it continued for a long
time to be believed that to attain achromatism
is impofsble. Newton himself arrived at thi!>
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conclusion, as the result, however, of imperfect

experiments. Subsequent discoveries have
proved that the conclusion was erroneou;?, and
that the rays of light may be bent without be-

ing separated. But after all the progress that

has been made in the arts, as well as in the

theory of colours and light, the subject of

achromatism continues to be one of the most
delicate and emban-assing, both In regard to

tlieory and practice. ' '
'^'

'

''<'

The pnnciples on which it is effected hiaj^'be

briefly explained a?^ foUowa :—A sunbeam, re-

ceived on a screen, after passing through a
«mall round hole in a window-shutter, appears
like a round white spot ; but, let the pyramidal
glass called a prism be interposed, and the beam
no longer occuiiie.** the same space. It is sei^a-

rated into the prismatic coloui'S —red, blue,

yellow, green, orange, and violet ; and while

its breadth remains the same as the spot, it is

spread over a line of considerable length. The
act of spreading is called the dispersion Of the

coloured rays ; and these, in ])assing through
transi)arent substances, are dilforently bent, so

that the lights of difTercnt coloiu's come to a

point at different distances, thus giving rise to

the indistinct and rlug-cploured in^age already

described. ' '

• ' '
' '

Suppose, then, the rays of the sun to fall on
a convex lens in parallel directions, the violet

rays existing in the white light, being more
refrangible than the rest, will be the more
bent, and will meet at a point not far distant

from the lens, forming there a violet image of

the sun. On the contrary, the red rays, which
are the least refrangible, will be brought to a
point at a considerable distance from the lens,

and will there form a red ima^e of the sun.

J f, therefore, the leiLs be the object-glass of a
telescope directed to the sun, and. an eye-glass

be so adjusted as to see the image or picture of
the sun formed by the object-glass, it cannot
see distinctly the different images between the
violet and tlie red. Ii adjusted to one colour,

It will noi see distinctly aay of the others;

one distinct image will, tliercfore, appear, with
indistinct imafteti of the rest, protlucing, con-

sequently, great confusion of vision.

Tlie possibility ot reJVacting light without
producing colour was discovere<l and experi-

mentally proved by Mr. Chester Hall, a coun-
try gentleman, under whose direction some
achromatic telescopes were made by a London
artist in 1733. But, from whatever cause, no
notice was unliappily taken ot this discovery ;

indeed, it api^ears to liave been entirely for-

gotten, and contributed nothing whatever to
advance subsequent res<5arches, 'J'he merit of
the discovery of achromatic compensation is due
to JoJm Dollond, the oi)tioian, of St. Paul's

("liurchyard, who arrived at it through a long
course of skilful and systematic experiments,
undertaken for this express purpose. Its pos-

sibility had, however, been previously asserted

by the celebrated Euler, who, reasoning from
the structure of the eye, which is a perfect

achromatic instrument, proposed various hypo-
theses for destroying the coloured images.

"I have," says Dollond, "after numerous
trials and resolute perseverance, brought the

matter at last to such an issue, that I can con-

struct refracting telescopes -with such aper-

tures and magnifymg powers, under limited

lengths, as, iu the opinion of the best and im-
deniable judges who have experienced them,
far exceed anything that has been produced,
as representing objects with great distinctness,

and in their tnie colours." This, which must
be prouomiced the fiuest and most important
improvement made iu optics since the great
discovery of the unequal refraction of the
several rays of light, was the result of great
judgment and ingenuity, aided, however, in a
very small degree, by thepo\Yers of calculation.

Such a procedure, however, was probably the
best suited to the habits of this distinguished

practical optician, and it had at least the ad-

vantage of leaving behind it no doubt or hesi-

tation.

On observing th? spectra—the images of the
sun already described—formed by prisms of
different substcuiccs, it was perceived that the
dilferent colours, though always ranged in the

s.-^mc ,order, cjo not occupy the same relative

lengths. A prism of ^i'/t^ glass, for example,
exhibits proportionably less red and more violet

than a prism of crown glass ; and in some other
substances the dilFerence is still more remark-
able. Hence it follows that the primary co-

loured rays, in passing through different sub-
stances, do not undergo the same relative

refractions— that is to say, the angle formed by
tAvo rays, the red and the violet, for instance, is

greater when the light is refracted by some
substances, than when it is refracted by others,

though in all substances the violet is more
refracted than tlie blue, the blue more than the
green, and so on. The angle formed between
tlic extreme rays of the spectrum measures tlie

dispprsinn of the rays ; and it is found by expe-
riment that the dis^persive power of common
Jiint glass is, to that ot crouvi glass, in the ratio

of about three to two ; so that if a ])rism of
flint j^lass give a spectrum of tlireeinclies long,

a similar prism of crown glass will give a spec-
trum of only two inches.

Here, then, were the means of solving the
long-felt difficulty— the construction of two
lenses, placed in contact, one of Jlint and the
other of cro:a7i glass ; thus the dispersion is

counteracted, and a well-defined and colourless

image of the object is percieived in the use of the
achromatic telescope.

It was the telescopes thus made by ^fr.

Chester Hall, which afterwards received the
name of Achromatic from the celebrated Dr.

Bliss, of Oxford; but they were neither eX'
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liibited nor sold, nor was any account of their

construction given to the world. It was about

twenty-five years afterwards that, pui'suing

the same object, John Doilond arrived at the

same result. He re-invented the achromatic

telescope, manufactured the mstrument for

sale ; and for more than half a century, he

and his son, Peter DoUond, supplied all Europe
with this invaluable instniment.

Meanwhile, Sir William Herschel was pm--

suing his astronomical researches with indefati-

gable zeal. Towards the close of tlie year
1785 he began tlie Herculean task of con-

structing a reflecting telescope, forty feet in

length, and having a speculum fully four feet

in diametei'. The metal used for the speculum
was cx)mposed of pure copper and pure tin, in

the proportion of 32 copper and 10.7 of tin.

The tube of the telescope was 39 feet 4 inches

long, and its width 4 feet 10 inches. It was
made of iron, and was 3,00.0 lbs. lighter than if

it had been made of wood. The observer was
seated in a suspended moveable seat at the

mouth of the tube, and viewed the image of the

object with a magnifying lens or eye-piece. The
focus of the speculum, or the place of the image,

was within four inches of the lower side of the

mouth of the tube, and came forward into the

air, so that there Avas space for the part of the

head above the eye, to prevent it from inter-

cepting many of the rays that go from the object

to the miiTor. The eye-piece moved in a tube

carried by a slider directed to the centre of the

speculum, and fixed on an adjustjble foundation

at the mouth of the tube.

This splendid instrument, which used to be

an object of wonder to all travellers who passed

Slough, near AVindsor, was completed on the

27th of August, 1789 ; and the very fiiist mo-
ment it was directed to tlie heavens a new
body was added to our solar system. To era-

ploy the memorable words of Sir W. Herschel

:

*' In hopes of great success with my forty-feet

speculum, I deferred the attack upon Saturn till

that should be finished ; and having taken an
early opportunity of directing it upon Saturn,

the very first moment that I saw the planet I

Avas presented with a view of six of its satellites,

in such a situation, and so bright, as rendered

it impossible to mistake, or not to see them."

In less than a month Sir William discovereil,

with tlie same instiument, the seventh satellite

of Saturn—" an object," suys SirJohn Herschel,
" of a far higher order of diificulty."

Sir WJUiaia Herschel was followed, as a

maker of large refiecting telescopes, by Mr.
John Hamage, a merchant in Aberdeen, v/ho,

so early as 1806, had tsncceeded in making re-

flectors w.th specula six inches in diameter.

He made various other telescopes; but his

greatest effort was that in the year 1823, when
lie cast and polished a speculmn tueuty-one
inches in diameter, and fifty-four feet in focal

length. It is said to have been purchased

by Professor Xichol, for the Observatory of
Glasgow.
As no discovery whatever was made by Mr.

Ilamage's telescopes, excellent as they were,

the reflecting telescope may be considered as

having reached its acme in the hands of Sir

W. Herschel. The current of invention, there-

fore, thus checked in its accustomed course,

took a new, but a valuable, direction ; and the

improvement of the acromatic telescope be-

came an object of general pursuit.

The difficulty of procuring flint glass free

from flaws and imperfections prevented Doi-

lond from constructing telescopes which could

at all rival reflectors such as those of Herschel;

but they were peculiarly adapted for transit in-

struments and mural circles, and, by giving au
accui-acy to astronomical observations iire-

viously unlaioAvn, they have perhaps as power-

fully contributed to the progress of science as

those splendid and mighty instruments which
were chiefly applicable to the discovery and
observation of phenomena.
The monopoly of achromatic telescopes soon

passed into foreign states. So heavily was the

manufacture of tUnt glass taxed by the British

Government, that even the pliilosopher who
made a pound of it exposed himself to the

highest penalties. As if the resolve were taken

to put down the achromatic telescope by sta-

tute, it was enacted that a single pound of

glass mQlted Jifty times should pay the duty

upon flfiy pounds ! An exception was after-

wards made in favour of the Royal Society,

who were permitted to erect an experimental

glass-house ; l)ut the act of grace came too

late, and nothing important arose from the

permission tliat v.-as granted.

Far different was it, however, with a

humble peasant in the gorges of the Jura.

The late M. Guiniiiid Avas born in a loAvly vil-

lage, among the mountains of Xeufchatcl, in

Switzerland, So indifTerent Avere the circum-

stances of his father, that his son was called to

assist him as a joiner when only ten years old,

and Avithout having acquired more than a very

imperfect knowledge of the first rudiments of

learnuig ; a deficiency Aviiich avus never after-

AA-ards supplied, as M. Guinand always read

Avith dilliculty, and Avrote very imperfectly.

He must even at this period have been a lad of

considerable talent, and of no ordinary energy

of character. Going, when betAveen thirteen

and fourteen years old, into the employment of

a cabinet-maker, and chiefly engaged in making

cases for clocks, he acquired from an acquaint-

ance some kuoAvledge of the art of casting and

Avorkiug in metals, Avhich Avas of great value

Avhen, at the age of twenty, he entered the

service of a Avatch-case maker, the manufacture

of Avatches forming a very considerable branch

of industry in that part of the country.

At the house of a person for Avhom he then

worked, M. Jacquet Droz, the constructor of
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everal automatic figures, which sixty years ago
nade the tour of Europe, young Guinand saw,
or the first time, a very fine rejlecting teles-

jope, wliich had been made in England. Ob-
;aining leave to examine it, he produced a

iniilar telescope, and one wliich was pronounced

jy many competent persons to be of equal ex-

X'llence. Great as was the surprise of 31. Droz,

it was increased when he discovered that the

nstrument liad been produced without any
knowledge of tlie theory of optics. He there-

fore placed a treatise on the subject in the hands
f young Guinand, who rather decyphered than

read it, but who so entirely imbibed its sub-

taace, tha-t after witnessing the making of one
pair of spectucle.s, he was able to form and po-
lifili lenses, and to make excellent spectacles for

himself and others. He also got up telescopes,

with tubes of pasteboard, at a cheap rate.

Guinand's mind was greatly excited by what
he heard of the discovery of the achromatic
telescope, and 31. Droz Imving obtained one,

he was permitted to examine its structure.

The imperfect state of the arts in Switzerland
at the time, forbade, however, his constructing

a similar instrument. It was not till several

years after, on an acquaintance visiting P2ng-

land, that he obtained a piece of flint glass,

which, though not i>erfect, enabled him to

make some tolerably good achromatic glasses.

He was now thirty-five years old, and seeking
such chemical knowledge as might assist him
in experiments on vitrification, his evenings'

employment, during six or seven yeai-s, was to

melt a few pomids' weight of glass, carefully

noting down any observation that might aid

the object he constantly kept in view.

3Iarked success invigorated his efforts, in

whicli he experienced many failures ; and the
intelligence that learned academicians had
oillred prizes for achromatic telescopes, was a
furdier stixiiulant to Ins exertions. Abandoning
Ids business for the more lucrative one of
making bells for repeaters, his means became
more nnijile and his leisure hours more numer-
ous, lie ])urchased a piece of ground on the
banlcs of the Doubs, where he constructed a
luriiucc capable of fusing two hundred weight
of glass. Uut he encountered in his labours
many misiuips. Tlie failure of Ins crucibles,

the bur.-!ting of his furnaces, and a thousand
untoward accidents which would have greatly

disco:icerted infenor minds, only served to

impel liis onwards. Tlic threads, and specks,

and globules, wliich destroyed the homogeneity
of his glass, were tlie subjects of his constant
study ; and. he at last succeeded in obtaining
coiisideruble pieces, of uniform transparencyand
reiractive power, sometimes t^velve and, in one
in.-Jtance, eighteen inches in diameter,

ior some time after 31. Guinand had thus
far succeeded in his object, he was accustomed
to divide Ids blocks of glass by that which ap-
peared the only fitting method, sawing them

into sections perpendicular to their axis,

polishing the sections, then selecting such
parts as were specially adapted to his purpo.se,

and returning the remaining portions to the

crucible. By this means he had frequently the

mortification of i>erceiving that the glass wag
divided, so as to present a less extended sur-

face of perfect material than the state of the
block would, if previously known, have ren-

dered possible ; and he was frequently able to

procure discs of only small diameter, when,
could he have been fully aware of the par-

ticular circumstances of the gla.«s throughout
its substance, he might, by cutting it in another
direction, have obtained a more satisfactory

rekilt.

'iliis disadvantage was remedied in a way
apparently as untoward as it was singular and
unexpected. While his meti were one day
can-ying a block of glass on a hand-barrow to

a saw-mill, which he had constructed at the
fall of the River Doubs, a short distance from
his house, the mass accidentally slipped, and,

rolling to the bottom of a ix>cky declivity, was
broken into several pieces To make the best

of this seenring misfortune, such fragments
were selecteil as appeared best adapted to the

pur))Ose, and the?e were softened in circular

holes in such a manner that they furnished

discs of a very satisfactoiy quality. Further
examination.4 enabled Guinand to perceive

that the fracture had in a great measure fol-

lowed the variations oi' density in the glass, and
he acted thenceforth in accordance with the
idea thus ol;tained.

During several years of his life, Guinimd
constructed achromatic telescopes with glass of

his own preparing. The superior value of his

labours became gradually appreciated, and he
was visited by such men of science as travelled

in tlie neighboui-hood of the retired spot in

which he lived. liy one of them a knowledge
of his merits was conveyed to 31. Frauenhofer,
the chief of a celebrated e^stablishment for

optical instmments, established in Benedict-
beurn, in Bavaria, at which he induced 31.

G uinand to settle for nine yeiU's. After greatly
increasing 31. Frauenhoiei''s reputation, he re-

turned home.
Guinand lived and laboured several years

after this time, and produced telescopes of

great magnitude, and remarkable for their ex-
cellence. It is said in a highly interesting

memoir of him—" They have been constructed
by an old man upwards of seventy, who him-
self inanul'aclures the flint and ci'own gla.ss

which he uses in their constmction, after

hanng made with his own hands the vitrifying

furnace and his crucibles ; who, without any
mathematical knowledge, devises a graphic
method of ascertaining the ijroportions of the

curves that must be given to the lenses, after-

wards works and polishes taem by raeau.s

peculiar to himself ; i.nd lastly, constructs all
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the piarts oftlie different raduntings, either with
joints or on stands, melts and turns the plates,

solders the tubes, prepares the "wood, and com-
pounds the varnish." Guinand died when
verging on his eightieth year, and his son con-
tinues to labour in the employment wliich his

father so singularly commenced, and so ener-
getically and successfully pursued."

;

Telescopes for astronomical purposes may be
purclmsed at any price, from ten shillings to a
hundred pounds, and upwards. A telescope
with a double achromatic glas.-^ of 2| inches in
diameter, and 3] feet focal length, and one
particularly reconmieuded, costs about twenty
guhieas. "A large amount of astronomical
knowledge may, however, be obtained," says
Dr. Henderson, "by the aid of a telescope of
small power, and at the expense of a few .shil-

lings. I find the folIo\viug combination of two
|

len^ies to give tiie distinct vision and greatest,'

mr'i't .r^-ii-

degree of illuminating power •.-'•Procxure a lens

97-lOOths of an inch in focu«, and 4-10th3 of an
inch in diameter, which is called the eye-glass ;

get another one 35 9-lOthsofan inch focus, and
one inch in diameter. When these two glasses

are placed in the extremities of a tube 36

S-lOths inclies asunder, their magnifying power
will be 37 times. With .such a power the .spots

oil the sun's disc are fully developed ; the

phases of Venus; also all the iiTegularities of

the moon's surface, displaying its mountains
and caverns. The singular appearance of Mars
may also be viewed ; likewise Jupiter and his

satellites ; comets ; the phenomena attendant

on solar eclipses^ and 8e\-eral interesting ne-

bulae. '
'
-' •

How easily and cheaply, then, may much
dehghtful and invaluable knowledge be ac-

quh-ed! " •f'J "•"
'

-!v yd 1

'..11
. I' • •

—

'

,|i .I'I'll, B.

s-jori'i p. ni

CHRISTOPHER CHRONICLE'S LECTURES.

-d

ncl ^(I't bnit '/' u . . „
,. «nt vp . ?fo.,lX.—STEEET-LIGHTIXG.

It is as curioos as it is interesting to mark the

footprints of Time as they impress themselves

upon a people in tlieir advancement from bar-

barism to civilization. The improvements and
inventions in each succeeding age may be con-

sidered as those footprints by which we are

enabled to trace social developments, and
througli M'hich we are enabled to see the dis-

tance which it has taken between those prints

to make any decided change from better to

worse, or vice versa. It is remarkable, how-
ever, to observe how really slight the change
has been in the construction of some domestic
utensils which have been common almost from
time immemorial. Civilization has been im-
able to improve much upon these. All it has
been able to do has betn to cover them with
ornament, leaving their adaptation to con-

venience and usefulnes.s much the same.
Amongst these might be noticed lamps, the
invention of which is attributed to the Kgj'-p-

tians, although there is some doubt nix)n this

point. They, however, were veiy common
amongst the Greeks and Romans, being made
of baked clay, bronze, brass, .silver, and gold
The excavations of the city of Herculaneum
hare discovered some ppecimen.*, which, it is

supposed, an eruption of Vesuvius buried up-
wards of two thousand years since. In Eng-
land, amongst the Anglo-J^axons, they were
rare ; but in the fourteenth century the Insh
used them, made of glass. They seem to have
been lit with paper; and melted tallow, or

Jdtchea stuff, was burned in them, instead of
Qtl;" t'lfjro'l frvr Ji

j

The domestic use of the lamp has in many
instances been superseded by the recent inven-

!
tion of gas ; but it is perhaps impossible to con-

I

ceive that this will ever take place in reference

I

to our streets. Without the lamp to protect the

j
flame from the changes of the atmosphere, our

! modem cities, so far as artificial light is con-

j
cerned, must have still remained in Cimmerian
darkness. Home was not lighted; the conse-

quence was, that whoever walked her streets at

night was compelled to carry a lantern, or creep

home in the dark. Had this not been done,

Cajsar and Pompey might have encountered
each otlier, and their Roman noses, as repre-

sented tousin thepictm-es.have come in contact.

Both the inconvenience and danger of dark-

ness now readily suggest themselves to our
minds, which are so much accustomed to bril-

liancy of light, that it even surprises us if we
enter a village of a thou.sand iuhabitants and
find it not lighted. jVeithei- were the cities of
the Greeks lighted, although a passage of Je-

rome would seem to make it probable that the

ancient city of Antioch enjoyed that conve-

nience. The pa.v5age alluded to sivys, that in an
altercation between a Luciferan and an Ortho-

dox, they chsputed till the s.treets were lighted,

when the listening crowd departed, and the dis-

putants tiicu spat in each other's face, and also

i*at:red. This was an exti-aordinary way of

ending a dispute, if it indicates a custom.

It would appear, also, that in the fifth

century the streets of Kdessa were lighted, as

we find tlie governor of that city ordering lamps

to be kept bmning in tiie streets during the
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night, and that a part of the oil which was be-

fore given to the monastei'ics and churches was
employed for that purpose.

The practice, however, of illuminating streets

on certain occasions of joy would seem to be of

groat antiquity. During a particular festival

of the Egyptians, lamps were jjlaced before all

the houses throughout the country, and kept

burning the whole night. During the festival

of the Jews, and the feast of the Dedication of

the Temple also, a number of lamps were

Jiglited and kept burning before the houses of

e people. Such illiuninations also were
mmon in Greece; and when Cicero, the

'orator, wa-i returning home late at night, after

the conspiracy of Cataiine had been defeated,

the streets of Home were illuminated as a mark
of public honour to him. Oil birthdays it was
very common for the houses of the ancients to

be illuminated by suspending lamps from
chains ; and the fathers of the first century

fi-equently inveigh against the Christians, be-

cause, to please the heathens, they illuminated

"their houses on idolatrous festivals in a more
elegant manner than they. 'This they con-

sidered as a species of idolatry. ' ' •

i
'

Of modern cities, Paris was the first that

lighted its streets. "Themvention of lighting

the streets of Paris during the night," says M.
St . Evremond, " by a multitude of lamps, de-

serves that tlie most distant nations should go
to see what neither the Greeks nor the Romans
ever thought of for the police of their repub-

lics." This took place in the beginning of the

eixteenth century, when the streets wei-e so

greatly infested with robbers and incendiaries,

tiiat the inhabitants were, from time to time,

called upon to keep liglits burning after nine in

the evening befoit; the windows of those houses
•which fronted the street. The order which
e Tccted this is dated 1524, and was renewed in

J 52G and 15.53. Inlb^S, faints or large vases
lilled with pitch, rosin, and other combustibles,

"were erected at tlie corners of the streets ; and
when the street was so long that it could not
be completely lighted by one, three were erected

in different parts of it. At this period Paris

contained 912 streets, so that tlio number of
lights then used n>ight have been about 2,73«;.

The incommodiousness of tliese J'alots, how-
ever, would seem to have boon soon exjio-

rienccd, for during the same year lantxirns were
substituted for them. For a long time, how-
ever, the city continued to be very imperfectly

lighted when tlie Abbe Laudatl, an Italian,

conceived the idea of letting out lanterns and
t')i-clies for hire. In 1G62 he obtained tlio ex-
clusive privilege of this establi.*hment for

twenty years, and he erected, not only in Pariti,

but in other cities of the kingdom, booths or

p)st:3 where parties might hire a link or
1.intern, and for a certain sum might Ixj at-

1 iidvd through the streets by a man bearing a
- -lit. The charges were roguUitcd not by

distance, but by time. For a laptem for a
coach five sous were charged tor a quarterofaii '.

hour, and for a foot-passenger three sous , and
'}

to prevent disputes a well-regulated hour-glassi'

was ordered to bo carried along with each '

lantern. It was in lUCT, however, that the',

lighting of the streets of Paris was placed upou,!
the looting upon which it remained down to the'^

beginning of the ijresont century ; at the same^
time its police was so much improved, that it

afterwards served as a pattern to most of the
other cities of Europe. Four years later wd',
find an order issued that the lanterns every'
year should be lighted from the 20th of October

^

till the end of March in the year following, an4['*

even during moonlight; "because the latter
*

was of little use in lf)ad weather, and even in!

fine "\yeather was not sufficient to light some of
the most dangerous streets." In 1777, the roa<^

between Paris and Versailles, about nine miles
'Jm length, was lighted at a great expense by

the same contractors who lighted Paris. The
city of Nantes was lighted the same year, and
Strasburgin 1779. In 1771, the lamps of Paris
are stated to have numbered G,232.

' The streets '• of" Ainsterdam were lighted as

early as 1GG9. The lanterns Avere not gla.ss,

but horn, as we find the lamp-lighters or.lered

to Wipe off every day the smoke of the train-

oil winch adhered to the horn. At the IIaguQj[

we find an order issued so early as 155.3, that.,

the mhabitants should place lights before their^,

doors during dark nights ; and afterwards
,

small stone buildings were erected at the
;

comers of the pruicipal streets, in which lights

were kept burning. In the year 1G78, how-
ever, lamps were fixe^l up in all the streets.

Copenhagen was first ligJjted in 1681; Ham-,
burg in 1G75; and Vienna in 1G81. In 1679
Berlin had advanced so far towards this im-
provement, that the inhabitants were obliged,

in tunis, to hang out a lantern with a light at

every third house. Leiixsic was lighted in 170^,;^
Dresden in 1705 ; and Hanover in iG9G.

,
,..>

The ycai" 1G68 furnishes us witli the fa»U of
the Londoners being remmded to hang out
lanterns duly at the accustomed hour. In
1G90 this order was renewed, ajid every house-
keeper was required " to hang out a light or

lamp every night ajj soon as it was dark be-

tween Michaelmas and Lady-day; and to keep
it burning till the hour of twelve at night,"

In 1716 we find it further ordained "that all

housekeepers whose houses fronted any street,

lane, or pubhc passage, should in every night,

between the second night after every full moon,
and till the seventh night after every new
moon, set or hang out one or more lights, with
sutiieient cotton wicks, that should continue to

bum from six o'clock at night till eleven o'clock

of the same night, under .the penalty of one
shilling."

These regulations, liowever, were very im-

perfectly carried out, so that it was found ne»
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cessaiy, in 1730, for the Lord Mayor and Com-
mon Council to make application to parliament
for power to enable them to light the streets of
the city in a better manner. This resulted in

an act which empowered them to erect a suffi-

cient number of such sort of glass lamps as they
should judge proper, and to keep them burning
from the setting to the rising of the sun through-
out the year. Eight years later it was again
found necessary to apply for another act of par-
liament, to regulate still further the lighting of
the city, owing to the great number of robberies
committed in the niglit time. This was granted
accordingly, and in 1786 Oxford-street alone
contained more lamps than all Paris. In 1733
Birmhigham was lighted for the first time with
seven hundred lamps. '

'

Such was the state of street-lighting tow^ards
the end of last century, wlien the first idea of
applying coal-gas to economical purposes sug-
gested itself to Mr. William Murdoch, who, in
1792, employed coal gas for lighting his house
and offices at liedruth,in Cornwall. This, how-
ever, it would appear, is not the first applica-
tion of coal-gas to the p'oi-poses of artificial

liglit. It would seem that the Chinese have
been gas-consumers on a gi-and scale for ages
before the knowledge of its application was
acquired by Europeans. In the extensive coal-
fields of China beds are frequently pierced by

the borers for salt water, when th» inflam-
mable gas is forced up in jets twenty or thirty
feet in height. From these fountains the
vapour has been cottveyed to the salt-works in
pipes, and there used for the boiling and eva-
poration of the salt ; other tubes convey the
gas intended for lighting the streets and the
larger apartments and kitchens. This, like

other arts of the Chinese, remained unknow^n
to us until within a recent period. ,

To Mr. Winsor England may be said to be
indebted for the benefits of gas-illumination.

In 1803-4, after several experiments, that
gentleman lighted the Lycfeum theatre ; and
shortly afterwards, in lSt)7, one side of Pall

Mall, with gas distilled from coal. Soon after

this companies were Ibrmed for prosecuting gas-

manufacture upon an extensive scale, and the

diUl glimmer of the oil-lamp was soon banished
from all the great thoroughfares of the metro-

polis. In the coui'se of fifteen years not only
was every alley and street illuminated, from the

same, source, but gas was generally introduced

into shops and houses, and has now become
general in every town and city of the empire.

In London alone there are no fewer than
eighteen public gas establishments and tv/elve

companies. The capital invested in such works
and apparatus is estimated at the enormous
amount of three millions ofpounds sterling.

n^ iw^TxXl to uv)i/.-i ;-^., t :'. /••,ff rhtusil i; tn go

'>v :fo9w B ^-.-jiali' Lexteu XYI.

Mr. EoiTor.,—A reniMc l.as"T)eien made upon me and my letters, which it may
not be amiss to notice, as it will afford me an opportunity of setting myself right
with some inquisitive persons ; and, at the same time, of saying a few words that
may be useful to some of my own class.

When my J^m came home from his work the other evening, I thought he looked
a little queer. But as that pecidiar look of his is often the preface to something
droll or interesting, I generally leave him to have the first say. He sat down to

tea as usual ; and, after he had taken his first cup, he looked me very steadily in
the face, and said :

" There's a serious charge against you, Mrs. Martha Makepeace;
so you'll have to put yourself on your defence."—r" Indeed ! " said I ;

" pray let's

hear the charge."—" Well, it is that you neglect your household concerns to Avrite

long letters to the Editor of The Working Man's Friend." I stai-ed, and so

did my Peggy. " And pray," said I, " Mr. Accuser, what part of my household
affairs have I neglected?"—"Nay, Martha, gul," said Jem; 'Tm not your
accuser ; I'm only a reporter. But I met Matt. Dawdle this evening, as I was
coming home ; and, after we had chatted a little about trade matters, he said :

• I
can't think how it is, Jem, that your wife finds time to Avrite them long letters to John
Cassell's ^Magazine. My Doroth)' and I have read them ; and tliough there's some
goodish things in some of them, we can't help thinking that a working man's wife
might employ her time better than in writing for books. And we think, further,

that she must neglect //er oic?i household concerns while she's writing to tell oZ/ier

women how they ought to manage theirs.' "—" And may I ask you, Jem, what you
said to him in reply?"—** Why, to tell you the truth, Martha, I answered him
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very short ; for I didn't much like his sneering tone ; and I knew, besides, that his

Dorothy, in order, perhaps, to be true to her name, was a regular dawdle. So I
said ;

' Well, Matt, that s my business and not yours.' He saw that I wasn't
pleased ; so he said no more."—" Have yoa any fault to find r" said I.

— '• Oh, no,"
replied Jem ;

" not a bit—not a bit. But I thought I'd tell you what I had heard

;

and now you may make what use of my report you please."

Well, Mr. Editor, the use I propose to make of Jem's report is, to show—to
prove if I can—that there are few working men's wives who might not secure a
little time—if not for Avriting letters—yet for reading, and some other improving
recreation, if they Avould but set their minds upon ha^ing it, and would shape their

household concerns accordingly.

Let me, however, once for aU, explain exactly who it is I mean when I talk about
vorking men's wives. I mean, the wives of mechanics and artisans, of operatives
and labourers of the average class, and earning a fair average amount of wages : of
men who either leave their homes, and return at stated hours to their meals and to
tlicir rest, or who work at home for the support of their families. Of course my
plans are not made of Indian-rubber or gutta-percha, and are therefore not quite
so elastic or so flexible as some persons may wish. It is as impossible to lay down
a plan that would suit all tastes and all circumstances, as it, would bo to make a
gown that would please and fit every woman. I have a fair average standard in
my " mind's eye ' while I -vNTrite—a sort of hemi ideal, as I once heard a fine speaker
call his plan—to which I endeavovir to conform all my plans and recommendations.
I hope I know how to sympathize with factory people—that is, with the woman
who has to go to the factory with her husband and her biggest children at six in
the morning, and fag there till six at night I and with women who have to stand at
the wash-tub from four in the morning till ten at night ! and with other women
placed m similar circumstances ; but I confess that I cannot adapt my svstem of
household management to circumstances such as theirs, because that would require
me to make nice calculations—to have, what my Jem calls, " a sliding scale," and
to bring the standard of family economy and comfort far below what I am convinced
it ought to be. Besides, don't you see, that if I were to adapt my plans to-day to
the circumstances of a family having only twelve or fifteen shillings a week to live
upon, I might, next iceek^ be asked to adapt it to the condition of those of Avhom
Jem reads in the papers, who earn only seven shillings a Aveek ; and so I might go
on lowering and adapting till I come down to very pauperism. This I cannot do.
I have, I think, fixed upon a me ium standard, one which I know will meet the
case of a very large portion t>f the population of this country, and of a very large
portion of the readers of The Working Max's Fiiiexd.

Jem has told me of another rcmarl: he heard made a few days ago. " Martha
Makepeace's letters are very good in their way ; but they arc suited more to the
aristocracy of the working classes, to small masters or foremen, or to middling
tradespeople, than to the bulk of operatives." There is scarcely an end to answer-
ing objections and remarks. I repeat, that I have no notion of bringing the stan-
dard down so very low ; t/iat would seem to imply satisfaction with a low state of
things

; and though I regard contentment as a very great -virtue, I cannot think that
persons ought to be content to remain in a low and uncomfortable condition, when
they have means and opportunities of raising themselves. I want working men
and women to regard their present state, not as a resting-place, but as a siartivg-
point, from which they are to proceed onward and upward. IJnless the standard
be placed a little higher than the general condition, and the advantages of a su-
perior position clearly pointed out, there will be little inducement to aim at
teaching it. People say, " Its no use fighting agamst fate

; '

' now that same word " fate"
is a word of very dubious meaning ; I have read someAvhere that " what some people
call their fate is nothing more nor less than their own choice." So I think it is in
many cases with which I am acquainted. Of this I am quite sure, that if the good
advice given, from time to time, in the pages of The Working Man's Friend
•were but carefully pondered and acted out, the standard of management and com-
fort in households might be gradually placed higher and higher, till the great mass
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of the -woricirig poputation became, what science and mdustrj% united -vviih 'so Drietv

and good management, wouid entitle and enable them to be

—

co7vfortabic, respect-

able, useful, and lionourable. And I think, too, that Vv'hen our operatives generally

have attained that state, their demand for the various manufactures of the country
will greatly improve the condition of the factory people, and set thousands of wives
and little children free from the bondage which now galls and Oppresses them. I

suppose my Jem would call this a little bit oi political economy . It may be so ; at

any rate I know that it would affect hoicsehold econQmy m a niauner and to aji extent
most desirable and most delightlul.

. .j. ,,^..,-!^ ...._\ ,/.
,f., ,

'....- ., \ s ,

,But to return to this question 6i fi^hdingiime for alittje ftierifb,!'^^' other

recreation, notwithstanding the multiplicity of domestic emploj-ments. I assure

you, Mr. Editor, that I Avould not write as I do if I found that, iu order to get

time for it, I was obliged to neglect any one branch of household duty. I have no
notion of a woman's reading, or writing, or gadding out, or anything else Avhich

leads her to neglect her duty to her family. I should not like to have the charge

brought against me that I once heard brought against a female who went about
the kingdom preaching and lecturing. People said that, while she was making and
delivering lectures and sermons, her poor husband went with holes in his stockings,

knd her children with unwashed flesh and untidy clothes. I am not going to

settle the question as to whether it is right or wrong for a woman to go about
thus—I know that /would not do so ; but I do say that a v/oman ought to attend

to her husband and children, and not to allow any questionable duty to be an
excuse for the neglect of duties that are imquestionable. I am not conscious that

I neglect any duty, though I do spend a little time in reading and writing.

"When I was a child I had for one of my copies, *' Order is heaven s first law ;'*

and my dear mother had two or three sayings in reference to such matters which
I have never forgotten. One was, " A i/;«fi for everything, and everything ^n' f^5

ti77te;" and another, "Time and opportunity"- once lost will never return." If

such maxims as these were acted upon, there would be a great deal less helter-

skelter, hurry-flurry, and fewer imitators of the foolish man who lost an hour in

the first partof the morning, and then spent the rest of the day in running about

looking for it. Of course he never found it. Another of mother's sayings was,
** Take time by the forelock." The meaning of this she explained by telling us

children that Time was represented by artists as an old man ncai'ly bald, but
having one lock of hair in front. If a person could lay hold of it as Time passed

swiftly on, he might hope to stay him for a moment ; but if he neglected to " take

Time by the forelock," there was no hope of staying him even for a moment, us it

wordd be impossible to catch hold of his bald pate. The moral seems to be this

—

that if a person exercises forethought, and is careful to improve the present

moment, he may find time for all that business or recreation requiresvtl''- ,>!/!:;!?
'

Let none mistake me! I don't mean to say that the time necessary for the

accomplisliment of a particular object can always be ottaincd at once, or, as it

were, in a lump. It has been said, " Take care of the pence, and the pounds will

take care of themselves ;
" and, I may say, " Take care of your mimites and your

hotirs will take care of themselves." I may want a sovereign for some particular

purpose, and may not be able to secure it by putting away a crown, or half-a-

cro-wm, or even a shilling, at a time ; but a sovereign contains twenty shillings, and
a shilling contains twelve pence ; and if by putting away my pence I get them into

shillings, and go on putting away till I have twenty of these shillings, I secure my
object. So in reference to reading, or Writing, or any other recreation. By a little

management I may save a minute out of this job, and another minute out of that

;

and then when I come to put these odd minutes tbgether, I find I have a quaiter of

an hour or more, in which I can sit down to read, or write a letter to a friend. As
to' reading, I have often taken up a book and read a few sentences, and then thought
upon them while going on with my work. And by icriting a sentence now and a

sentence then, I find that ** many a meiklc makes a muckle." ' '

It is said that " woman's work is never done." I don't assent to tli'at' statement,

unlcsjs they mcaii'by it that there are duties ii;cumbcnt on yromah that will never
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ccaso to have claims ijpon them ; then^ the saying is as applicable to man as to
irojnan. But, surely, it was never intended that the zchole of a woman's time is to

be occupied in washinj^, scrubbin;^, cookiiig, darning, and mending. "Women have
tninds as -svcU as bodies, and who will dare say that those minds ought not to be
cared for and cultivated :

'\^\xXfacts belie the statement that a working man's wife with a family can*t find
tune to read, or to write a letter. Suppose such a woman has made up her mind
to go out iu the afternoon with her children, or to take tea with a friend, or to

spend the evening at some entertainment ; why, by bustling about in tlie morning,
and doing her usual work in less than the usual time, she can manage to devote a

tfew hours—yes, a few hours—to recreation, without neglecting any duty, and with-

out ihiding the least ditHculty. Similar to this is my experience.
It is not for me, Mr. Editor, tc speak of the enlargement of mind that would result

to females from spending a few minutes now and then in reading and VvTiting ; nor
of the entertainment and delight they would experience in the exercise. In
the last few numbers of The Working Max's Fiiiend this subject has been
treated in a way well calculated to impress the minds of the readers. For mvself
I will say that the pleasure I derive from these sources I would not give up for anv-
thing the world contains ! Oh ! to have the wisdom of the wise, and the examples
of the good, and the counsels of the experienced !—all at one's command for the
trouble oi reading a few pages of books that may be purchased for a few pence ; and
to be able, by writing a few lines, to convey intelligence, instruction, caution,
comfort, to relations and others. "What a rich treasure ! what an unspeakable
blessing ! ^Vnd why should not working men's wives ej:ijoy and diffuse it r ITianks
to Divijie Providence, we no longer live in an age in which women are regarded as
mere slaves ; and why should they be doomed to peipetuid drudgery ? Why
should life be with thetn nothing but— '.'; ;-' ^" •^"/^•'^^i in^.-i-Pii,''

! (ij7/ T' " Double, double, ^ '••

,. , Toil and trouble?"

or,
•• Work, Tvork, T\ork, '

Till thtf brain begins to dwim ;

Work, work, work,
Till the eyes are heavy and dim ?

"

or slave, slave, slave from six or seven o'clock in the morning till no one can say what
time at night, without a minute jGor calm thought, or self-improvement, or whole-
some recreation r Lord Aahley is finely talked up, because he has exerted himself
to abridge the hours of labour in factories. "Wouldn't we working men's wives
gladly suliscribe to put another feather or two in his lordship's cap, if he would
get an act of Parliament to abridge the period during which we have to labour !

I think, Mr. Editor, that women ought to read, not oidy for the general improve-
ment of their minds, but also that they may perfi^rm their ordinary duties with
ffreater ease and with better effect. Since my Jem has attended the lectures at the
Mechanic's Institution, he often amuses me and Peggy by giving us the " why'*
and the " wherefore " of many things which used to pass without the least observa-

respects, of greater imi)ortance to females, than to many of the males to whom it is

addressed in those institutions. As many of thase subjects are now familiarly
discussed in books—in cheap books—there will henceforth be little excuse for
ignorance.

.'Vnd then, Mr. Editor, why may not a Avorkiaig man's wife xcrite as well as read ?—write for the benoMt of others, as well as read for her own benefit ? I suppose it

Avill be admitted that a working man's wife has mind,—that she Ls capable of exer-
cising thought, and of fonning opuiions; that she can devise plans, try experiments,
;i;rl make observations r Then, can it be wrong for hci* to express her opinions,
provided she does it in a becoming manner, and on suitable occasions ? And if she
be able to commit the result of her thoughts, and experiments, arul observutioua
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to writing, will any one grudge her a few minutes now and th.en, or pen, ink, and
paper, for tlie purpose of so doing ? And if what she writes is likely to benefit

others,—to be useful to those of her own class, for whom few haye hitherto seemed
to care,—is she not justified in trying to get it put into print,—nay, is it not her
duty to do so, especially when such a medium presents itself as The Working
Man's Friend and Family Instructor ? Well, only grant me all this, and / am
fully justified in the course I have taken. But if it can be clearly made out, that

in AViiting these letters I am either wasting or misimproving my time—that I write

to the neglect of matters which ought fully to engage my attention—or that no one
mortal being is the lease bit in the world benefited by them j prove this, I say, and
then you will hear no more from

FAMILY RECEIPTS. t^i am

SU30IEE DRINKS.

Lemon Kali.—Twenty-four grains of citric I

acid ; one scruple of carbonate of soda ; two )

drams of powdered su^ar ; two drnps of essence

of lemon. These must be liighly dried, intimately

mixed, and kept very dry in a wide-mouthed
bottle. To a half-pint tumbler about three-parts

full of water, add a desert-?poonful of the above
powder; stir briskly, and drink it off in a state

of effervescence. Tartaric acid may be sub-

stituted for citric, but the drink will not be so

fine.

Sherbet.—Half a pound (avordupoise) of car-

bonate of soda ; half a pound of tartaric acid

;

two pounds of loaf sugar, powdered ; three drams
of essence of lemon. Let the powders be very

dry ; mix them intimately, and keep them for use

in a wide-mouthed bottle, closely corked. Put
two good tea-spoonfuls into half a pint of cold

water, siir briskly, and drink off.

Uastberry, Steawberby, Cdrrant, or
Orange Effervescing Draughts.—Take one
quart of the juice ot either the above fruits ; filter

it, and make it into a syrup with one pound of pow-
dered loaf sugTir. To this add two ounces of tartaric

acid. Keep it in a bottle well coiked. When
required for use fill a half-pint tumbler three-

parts full of water, and add two table-spoonfuls

of the syrup. Then stir in briskly a small tea-

spoonfnl of carbonate of soda, and a very delicious

drink will be formed. It may be coloured with a

small portion of cochineal.

Imperial Drink, for Families.—Two ounces

of cream of tartar, the juice and peel of two or

three lemons, and half a pound of coarse sugar.

Put these into a gallon pitcher, and fill with boiling

water. Add two pennyworth of essence of lemon.
(This may be omitted if thouglit too expensive.)

When cold it will be fit for use. '£he sweetening
must be rei;ulatcd according to taste.

Draught Lemonade.—Make as above, but with
one ounce of cream of tartar, and one ounce of tar-

taric or citric acid, and powdered loaf sugar instead

of moist. Colour it sU^htly by the Infaslon of a
small portion of hay saffron.

Lemonade Powixers.—One pound of finely-

powdered loaf sugar, one ounce of tartaric or citric

acid, and twenty drops of essence of lemon. Mix
immediately, and keep very dry. T wo or three tea-

spoonfals of this stirred Driskly in a tumbler of

water, will make a very pleasant glass of lemonade.
A Refreshing Beverage.—Slice three good-

sized orang-es and two good-sized lemons. Put
them Into a pitcher, with a quarter of a pound of
brown sugar-candy, powdered. Pour on these
two quarts of boiling water. This is an excellent

drink in warm weather, either for persons in health

or for iuvalida.

Nectar.—One dram of citric acid ; one scruple

of bicarbonate of potash ; one ounce of white sugar,

powdered. Fill a soda-water bottle nearly full of

water; drop in the potash and sugar, and lastly,

the citric acid. Cork the bottle up immediately,
and shake. As soon as the co'stals are dissolved

the nectar is fit for use. It may be colonred with
a small portion of powdered coctiineal.

Ginger Beer, for Sall.—Two ounces and a

half of good strong brown ginger, bruised ; three

pounds of moist sugar; one ounce of cream of

tartar ; two good lemons sliced ; a quarter of a

pint of good yeast, and four gallons of water.

Boil the bruised ginger and the sugar in the

water for half an hour. Then put tbe sliced

lemoa and cream of tartar into a large pan, and
pour the hot liquor over them ; stir it well round
several times, and when reduced to about the

heat of new milk, put in the yeast. Cover it over

with a thick cloth, and let it ferment for three or

four days, according- to the weather, frequently

taking off the scum. Strain tlirough a cloth into

a cask, and bung it down close. At the end of

three weeks bottle and cork, tjing the corks well

down with packthread. This' will fill nearly five

dozen bottles of the usual sire. It will improve

by keeping, and wiU be good for many months.

WoBK AND Idixsess.—There is a perennial nobleness, and even sacredness, in work. Were

he ever so benighted, forgetful of high calling, there is always hope in a man that actually and

earnestly works : in idleness alone is there perpetual despair. Doubt, desiie, sorrow, remorse,

indignation, despair itself—all these, like hell-dogs, lie beleaguering the soul of the poor day-

worker, as of every man ; but he bends himself with free valour against his task, and all these

are stiUed-^aU these shrink murmuring far off into their caves.— Cor/y/e.
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JUVENILE CApmj:!*

SHors.

There is no article of dress more common at

tbe present day than shoes, nor is there any
other Avhicli is more conducive to both our

hejilth and comfort. It is painful, tliereforc,

to be obliged to add, that they are expensive in

proportion to their utility, and that in families

Where there are many children the shoemaker's

bill is very frequently an item much dispro-

)ortioned to the income. Under these circmn-

itances it is hoped our young friends "will be

jlad to learn that, at the cost of a few pence, a

)air of shoes or boots may be made to serve a

long time in constant wear, without losing the

Ori;_nnal neatness of their shape, or rcspect-

Ibility of their appearance. Before proceeding

liiy further, however, we Avould remark, that

the useful and inexpensive process alluded to

fe by no means intended for the arloption of

those to whom the Lord has given much of tho

world's goods'*. It is meant simply for those

Who can only live honestly by living econo-

mically; and is there any question that it

would be equally sinful in the latter to dis-

regard it, as in tlie former to make use of it for

the sake of hoarding up the wcaltli, of which
tliey are not masters, but stewards? We refer

to gntta percha as soling for boots and shoes.

JVIuch valuable testimony as to its applicability

to this i^urpose has been lately afforded by
Tmany competent witnesses ; and, amongst
other.s, by Dr. James Camming, who remarks,

that it " possesses properties which render it

invaluable for winter shoes. It is, compared
Avith leather, a slow conductor of heat ; tho
cfloct of this is, that the wsirmth of the feet is

retained, however cold the surface may be on
wliich tlic person stands, and that clammy
d;tmi)ne.ss,soobjectionable in the wearof Indian-
rubber shoes, is entirely prevented. On first

u.-ing gutta percha shoes, the wearer is forcibly

struck with the superior warmth and comfort
which is produce(i by this non-conducting pro-

perty ; and I confidently predict that all those

wlK) try gntta percha >yill be ^teatly con-
sumers."

[

' ,;.,,,,,',,, r,";.V,'.,

By a little care any one may acquire the art

of appljing gutta jxircha soles, as the process

is very simple. Intake the pole of the boot or

slioe perfectly clean and dry, scratch it with an
awl or a fork until a rough surface has been
raised on it ; warm it before the fire, and spread
over it some of the parings of the guttapercha,
or some of the " solution " sold for the pur-,

pose. When a moderate quantity has been
spread evenly over the boot, warm it and the

jptta percha sole until both arc soft and
icky ; then lay them together, and press

them carefully, so as to drive out the air.

Whoa dry and hard, pair the edgesi with a
sharp knife. - >

Gutta percha is tlie gum or sap of a tree,

known to botanists as the Isonandra piiUa,

which grows in abund.ance in the islands of

the Archipelago of Asia, and is obtained by
incisions made in the bark, from which the

sap runs freely, and afterwards hardens. It

was inti'oduced into this country in ISiS, by
Dr. Montgomery, and is already become an
important article of commerce, being capable

of application to many purposes of utility and
elegance.

Next in usefulness to leather shoes with
gutta percha soles, are the sabots, or wooden
slippers, of the FrencJi. For men standing in

wet ditches and drains, or in farm-yards and
cattle-sheds, no cheaper or more certain defence

for the foet can be provided. After a little

practice they can dig, plough, and tramp on
the roads with them.

Children accustomed to them from infancy c;>n

dance, run, and slide on the ice with them ; and
to women stopping about a farm-yard, or on a
cluy-Uoor, they are invaluable to preserve

health, and cheaper and more la^jting than clog^

or pattens ; besid^s^ they are vcay easily ijliiiped

off and on. . ,

These remarks on tho comfort ofgutta perclia

soles and French sabots remind us of the siu-

giUarly-formed shoes worn by our ancestors;

and, indeed, we find it almost diflicult to be-

lieve that the well-shaped, strong shoe, the neat

cloth boot, and the very pretty slipper of tho

})rcsent day, are but modifications of the.sc

curious articles which at one time were fasliioncd

with toes of such a prodigious length that it

was found necessary to loop them up by chains

or i-ibbons to tlie jrarters ; and at another,

with heels of such a height, that i)eoplc moved
about in constant fear of being thrown on their

faces by the least accident.

In this country none but the most indigeut

go without shoes, even within doors ; and none
who wear them ever i)resume to remove them
in the presence of a stranger. In oriental na-

tions, on tlie contrary, few enter a i*oom with
shoes on their feet; and taking off the slippers

before a superior is considered a mark of re-

spect, to which the same meaning is attached

as to the removal of the hat amongst us.

'i;ho Persians never enter a room until tlicy

have cai^.t off their boots or slippers ; and a
krausgres.*ion of this custom is regarded as

either the lieight of ill-breeding or a premefli-

tated insult When we consider, however,

that tliey not only always sit upon the floor,

but ]-epose ou it and eat from it, we shall not

be surprised that their feelings are as much
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Vounded by seeing some oiie with soiled shoes

tread upon theii" carpets, as ours would be

•were a visitor to mount on our beds, and chairs,

and dining-tables. In ordinarj' cases it is con-

sidered sufficient to leave the slippers at the

door of the ifipartment ; but in reference to the

king, it is expected that they should be cast off

before reaching the place where he first be-

comes visible. We know that a similar cus-

tom existed amongst the Hebrews ; fbr Moses
was commanded to " ptit off his phoes from off

his feet" when the Lord talked with him out

of the burning bush ; and Joshua, when in the

pre-ence of the " captain of the Lord's host,"

Avas desired to "loose Ms shoes from off his

feet," because the place whereon he stood was
"holy." John the Baptist refers to tlie same
usage when he declares himself unworthy to
" stoop doAvn and unloose" the shoes of Jesus.

But another use is made of the shoe in eastern

countries besides wearing it for comfort, or re-

moving it in token of respect, and that is,

converting it into an instrument of disgraceful

punishment. We read that, when a Persian

presumes to speak his inind too xmreservedly,

or to utter anything in his own defence, the
king orders him to be smitten on the mouth
with a shoe or slipper ; and so frequently is

this punishment inflicted, that the common
phrase, " You have eaten the shoe," which is

used to express it, may be with truth addressed

to almost every man in the kingdom^ Tliis

unmanly custom reminds us of St. Paul's being
smitten on the moutli, by command of the high-

priest, when he spoke in his own defence

;

and his indignation on the occasioai shows
that it was felt even by him as a pecu-
liarly insulting demonstration of power. On
other occasions, also, the shoe was used. "We
read that Boaz redeemed the inheritance

of his kinsman accorduig to the law of Mases^
taking Iluth to be his wife ; and when he
did so, in the presence of the elders of the

people wliom he Iiad gathered together as wit-

nesses " to confirm all, he plucked off liis shoe

and gave it to his neighbour, and tliis was a
testimony in Israel." In retference to this last

custom Urquhart observes :
" At a JcAnsh mar-

riage I was standing beside the bridegroom
when the bride entered. As she crossed the

threshold he stooped down and slipped off his

shoe, and struck lier with the heel on the nape
of the neck. I at once saw the interpretation

of the passage of Scripture respecting tlie

transfer of the shoe to anotlier, in case the
b'^thei'-ln-laW did not exercise his privilege.

Tlie slippdr in the East, being taken off in-

doors, is at hand to administer correction, and
is here used in sign of the obedience of the
wife and of the supremacy of the husband."
In this custom has originated the highland
usage of striking the bride witli an old slipper;

and the Irish one, of throwing a shoe after

lier as she leaves her father's home for the

dwelling of her husband. Is it not strange

hoAv many associations that are interesting are

connected AVIth this common article of our
every day wear, and how many historical

events, characteristic of the progress of civi-

lization, it awakens in tlie mind ! Besides
those we have mentioned, there are many
others which should be alluded to did space

permit ; but for the present Ave trust sufficient

has been said to excite a little reflection in the
minds of our young readers, and to make them
not unwilling that Ave should, at some future

period, make "shoes'"' the sutiject of another
paper. n-jiu >-,iv(fjv.o)

ANNIA'ERSARIES.

Ther5 are but three anniversaries, that Ave

know of, in the Avorld, observed in dishononr of

the dead. One is, the tifth of ]S^ovember, Avhen

our young errand-boys bum the effigy of Guy
Fawkes ; another is, the 12th of July, when the t

" prentice boys" of Deny burn the image of the

faithless Lundi; and the third is held in Persia,

in commemoration of the caliph Omar, Avho

supplanted All, the lawful successor of Mo-
hammed; ji^'^ '^^ ^^'to\ J5 n;xlj(y vilii

Early on thfe'tHdWifn'^'bf'fhe day appointed

for the celebration of this last-named festival,

the Persians erect a large platform, and then

place on it a disfigured and deformed imnge,

intended to represent the caliph. Addressing

themselves to tliis, the assenibled multitude

pour upon it all manner of rcAilings and re-

proaches, and at length, having exhausted their

powers of abuse, they attack it with sticks and
stones, and shatter it to pieces. The inside ia

holloAv and full of SAveetnieats, Avhich thus

become dispersed, and are greedily dcAOured by
the mob.

Some days after this, a festiA'al is held in

honour of Ali. A covered gallery being erected,

outside the tOAvn, the chief men of the place

take their station thereon. In front of thi

gallery is a kind of pulpit, eight feet high,

covered AAnth cloth. Here, 'he person appointed

to pronounce the eulogium upon Ali read.*;, for

an hour or more, from a book called the
" Jloctel Xameh," or "Book of the 3Iurdcr,"

containing a history of the assassination of Ali

There are certain passages of Avhich the reader

pronounces only the first Avord, leaving the con

gregation to finish; at the end of each, the

chief men lift up their A'oices, and ask God to

curse for ever the murderers of Ali, and then

the people respond—" Rather more than less."

"When all has been recited, the multitude return

in procession to tOA\'n, preceded by tln-ee camels

bearing representations of tiie tombs of Ali and

his two sons, Hassan and Hossein, The lapse

of years has left undiminished the strength of

the affection of the people for a faA'ourite caliph,

and the depth of their sorroAV for his suffering!*
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and death. Are they not in this a reproach to

us, and shall they not at the last day rise up
in judgment against us, and condemn us ? At
nil events their conduct on this aad similar

festivals should be made a matter for much
thought and prayer. Let Ui examine our
hearts, and see how much love, and sympathy,
and gratitude, wc feci towards that great and
good Being who died not as man dietU, but
who laid down His life that we might live

;

and let u? then try whether it is not in the

power of each of us, even the younger little

friend who may read these lines, to contribute

in some degree towards increasing the know-
ledge of God amongst the heathen, and leading

them to believe in and confess Him whoza to

know is life eternal.

Wiien the Persian prays he places before

him a small pad or bag, containing a portion

of the sacred soil of the tomb at 3Iecca. so

that his forehead may rest thereon, when, in

his prostrations, he brings it to the soil—giving

tlie idt'a of worship upon holy ground. This
practice has suggested to some au idea of the

possible use to which Niuiman, the Syrian, de-

signed to apply " the two mules' burden of

earth " lie desired to take with him to Da-
mascus—namely, that lie might worship the

God of Israel upon a portion of the soil

IxjQo^i^eii ;*'ithi, :)aisJW^ j-^v;

luH.v-'. 'Ill f(.)'.i-,.i >/ .i'>iifi, ,..rl r '-.usijxf ",J9^
- •() nrlol. ' yloil

"

I

He who gives little from his store,

If little be his means,

j

Treads on as far the heavenward shore,

As he who gives leu times the more, ., , • i u. ^

If ten times more his gain-«. aaio'j rti
\

He may be useful here who would, - ' •• •

And walk within a zone of light

;

Thou hast, a treasury ,9^.g994,j , ^j,, ,^,.,^,^^

Cast m thy mate! ,, ^^, noumdalao siD i6\ i

Thou niay'st not hare one piece of gold''*' !

To bless the poor man's palm
;

'''''
'

But angels will Avith joy behold, '

If thou hast words which can be tbld
His troubled heart to calm

;

For kind words are as honey'd Streams,
And he, the walker of the sod,

"Who gives them to his brother, seems
A messenger from Ood !

'

CAStlW' THY MITE!
There are abuses deep and loud,

.ilj

il •.liJO'>

Hoarse voices shrieking "Brea^^^**^"'^

And there are noble spirits bowed.
And forms that flit among the crowd^"'^^

Like phantoms from the dead.
Crush but one atom of abuse;

Stay but a particle of sin,

And God will sanctify the use"

{

- -to

-rf/t

.riq

i oi

iunu

'." .""Of, all thv powers therein.

And if thy brother weaker be,
5 ii'l If folly mark his path

;

' 'f''And if thou be from folly free,

"-/If knowledge clingeth unto thee,'«''''f"8

Give not contempt nor wrath ;
.:^'>iiq[

But give from gamer of thy woriW, l'"'

And from thy store of tnitli and light,

To serve thy brother's wants on earth,
II Cast inthy Inite !

'Jk)

'''"' "'
• m "iAi Of T' IU<UiA tfitf 'io

••••' '(. "' ~
; '^vn 'I .lUi'l '^n'rAp*

Tub Art oe beixg, Happy Every I)ay,—Ye^, indeed 1 wjiq 4p iyw tliiRk l;iio>vs

how to be happy every day ? Don't be iii a hiirry, my friend, I may not understand the
art in the most perfect manner ; but I think I can put you ia the way of being so—at

least show you how to try, and that may help a little. Thus : every morning when you
get up determine to give somebody pleasure during the day, and, if possible, more than
one ; then go to your work, and, a.bovc everything, do your duty thoroughly, Tliis will

make you very cheerful ; for the consciousness of doing right always makes people happy.
Puring all this time be endeavouring to carry put your early-morning determination
w^hercver you find au opportunity, and you will not wait long for one. For this purpose,
it does not need that you should do some great thing, or make some costly present ; for

often a kind glance, a kind work, or a kiud action is enougli. Doubly happy will you be
if you have persuaded yoiu: neighbour to act upon the same system as yourself; for, he
may now, quite une.vpecledly, send a plci\sure either into your house or jour heart. How-
beautiful the bond of human-brotlier would be if everybody thought how short a lifeliuie

he had to spend among others, and endeavoured as much as possible to occupy it with
ood and beautiful actions ! And this human, love begpm,cs still nobler when the object

is to do something which shall, benefit the community, the nation in wluch we live, or
humanity at large. Desires of tliis kind elevate any man, let his life be as humble and
circumscribed as it may ; they give au inward dignity and aobility, and fill his heart with
a joy that raises him above all petty annoyances ajQcl ey,eiJ,^]5>;i),ye,5yrrow.j fkej unite hilT
with all mankind through the Do^d of loYC,

,

;,„';',.,'» .,'
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THE WORKING MAN'S GARDEN.

The Irisfe a very beautiful flower, ofwhich there

are eighty-nine species, most of wliich might
he succesfully cultivated in the working man's

flower-garden. It is an historical flower, too,

having heen chosen by Louis tlxe Seventh of

France, as his heraldic emblem, when setting

forth to join the ai'my of the crusaders at Je-

rusalem, and afterwards adopted into the quar-

terings oi the national flag, receiving at the

same time the name of the " Lily of France."

Some flowers of the Iris tribe have fibrous

roots, others have tuberous, and others bulbous.

The first are the most hardy ; the two latter

succeed best in sandy peat, or any other light

rich soil. Every third year the bulbous irises

must be taken up, and the off-sets removed

;

because, as these grow one beneath another,

they soon descend so low as to be out of reach

of the air, and consequently they become deli-

cate, and at last decay and die.

The Dark Purple Iris (Iris factidissima)

grpws wild in England, but in Scotland it is

regarded as a rare flower, and is known as the
" Gladwyn Iris." Its leaves and roots are

used as a medicine.

The Chaecedonian Iris (Iris Susiana)

bears large and beautifully-striped flowers, it

was anciently called the " Turkey fleur-de-lis,"

and is still considered one of the most lovely

of the tribe. It is tuberous-rooted, and there-

fore requires a dry rich soil and abundance
of light. (A tuberous root has large fleshy

knobs, as the potato, or in one solid bulk

growing downAvards, as the turnip.)

The Snake's-Head Iris (Iris ttiberosa)

was brought to us from the Levant. Its colour

is almost black ; and it is one of those flowers

Av^iich have the peculiar property of emitting

electric sparks.

The FEORE^^TIXE Iris bears blossom of a

dazzling white. The French call it " lajianibe

blanche" or the " white flame," and employ it,

under the name of " orris root," as an ingre-

dient in tooth and hair powders.

The Iris I'ersica is a native of Persia, and
will not grow in this country in the open air

;

but it will bloom luxuriantly, if kept in a wann
room in hyacinth glasses, filled either with
water or pure sand.

The jris roots are eaten by tlie American
Indians, after they have been boiled in water,,

or stewed in milk. The very numerous species

of this tribe spring up on the commencement
of the rains, and soon cover tlie parched and
bare-looking plains Avith a robe of the deepest

green, adorned with all shades of gay and
sparkling colours. " Thus," observes Professor

Lindley, "in places like the hard dry karoos

No. IL—THE IRIS—CURRANTS.

of the Cape of Good Hope, where rain falls

only three months in the year ; in the parched
plains of Barbary, where the ground is rarely
refreshed by showers, except in Avinter ; and
on the most burning shores of the tropical

India, beyond the reach of the tide, and buried
in the sand, the temperature of which rises to

180 degrees, bulbous-rooted plants are enabled
to live, and enliven such scenes with periodical

beauty." Thus are the arid plains of the Hot-
tentot, which no Imman being could cultivate,

covered by the hand of the Lord with food to

strengthen the heart, and beauty to delight the
eye. " Oh ! that men would, therefore, praise

Him for his goodness, and for his wonderlul
works to the children of men !"

Botany.—The Iris is of the third class,

having three stamens, and of tlie first order,

having one pistil. This order is characterized

by the peculiar arrangement of the leaves,

which are said to be equidistant. If we pull

one from its place, we shall find that what
appears to be a flat expanded leaf, does in

reality expose only half its sm-faoe, the leaf

being folded together, so that its mider-side is

entirely concealed. These folds are adherent
together at their upper i^art, but at the lower
they are commonly separated by a new leaf

;

from between the folds of these leaves the
flower-stalk rises.

The external whorl of the flower, as well as

its interior, is brightly coloured ; its three

petals stand erect, curving slightly over the
centre of the flower ; and the top of the pistil

spreads over the centre, and resembles a richly-

shaded petal.

In the course oi these pages we have men-
tioned some few botanical terms which yet
remain to be explained, and perhaps now,
instead of calling them out liere and there,

it would be better to close this chapter by a
short explanation of all the terms which are

used in reference to the different parts of a
flower.

1, Peduncle is the name given to those

foot-stalks that bear only flowers.

2. CAX,YX,or flower-cup, is the circle of leaves

which extend from the peduncle, and in which
the flower itself, as it were, sits.

.3. CoROEEA, or blossom. This part usually

falls off when the seeds are beginning to ripen.

4. Petals, or flowerleaves. ^Mienoneiow
of these form tlie corolla, the flower is said to

be single ; when there are two or more rows,

the flower is double.

5. Pericarpium, or seed vessel.

6. Receptacle, or that jmrt by which all tUq

others are united.
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7. Stamens, or filaments bearin°: knobs on
their points, ranged within tlie corolla.

8. Pistils, orcrans standing on the rudiments

Of the fruit.

NrcTARV, or glands of the corolla which
secrete honey.

Clbhants.

Few gardens, even tlic smallest, are \dthoat

currant trees, and yet judj^ng by the size and
flavour of the fi-uit, not many who possess them
:ire aware of tlie be^t inetliods of cultivating

them. There are three dis-tinct species of cur-

rants, the black, red, and white, each of which
ni'.iy be pro])airate<l either by seeds, cuttings, or

suckers. The seeds may be sown as soon as

they are ripe, and \viU come up the following

spring ; suckers should be taken from the old

trees in .September or October, by digging down
to the roots, and then drawing them ofl' care-

fully with the hand ; they should be planted
immediately, and moderately watered, and not
be again removed until the close of the follow-

ing autumn. Cuttings succeed best when set

in the middle of September, in strong loamy
soil ; they do not always succeed, and even
those of them which take root should, not be

roved until the second spring.

The utility of currants in domestic economy
lias long Ijeen established, and is so universally

known to all classes in England, that a very
few words on the peculiar properties of each of
the species wll be sufficient.

The Black Ccrrants arc the largest fruit,

the most useful in medicine, but the least

agreeable in flavour. Jelly made from them is

frequently and successfully used in the cure of
sore throats ; and in America is so much re-

c<;mmended, even by physicians, in cases of
quinsy, that it is usually known as " squi-

nancy " and " quin.sy jam." The leaves of
this ])lant are very fragrant, and pos.sess more
Ijowerlul medicinal virtues than tlie fruit. An
infusion of tliom was once the chief remedy
administered to those who suffered in eniptive
fevers : and they are still boiled in water,
together with a proportion of the inner bark,

and given to dropsical patients. "We believe,

however, that the most harmless way in which
an infusion of them can be partaken of, is when
they are used exactly as we use tea. "VVe once
knew an old Isuly so fond of black currant tea,

that whenever, during the summer, she spent

an evening with any of her fnends, she took

care to provide herselfwith a few leaves, which
she quietly dropped into her cup, and thus ob-

tained the favourite flavour. The black cur-

rants of Siberia attain the size of a hazel-nut.

Ked Cckkants make a most delicious pre-

serve, whicli is much employed by the rich in

sauces, and for other culinary purposes. This
preserve is called "red-currant jelly;" and,
though it is rather expensive, we should like

to see a pot or two of it in every cottage home.
In the chamber of sickness it is invaluable, one
spoonful of it in a cup of water fonning a
grateful, cooling drink, and one perfectly safe

in almost all cases.

"Wiute Curkants are very delicately

flavoured, and make a favourite Irish preserve,

called " Tyrconnell's jelly," because it was in-

vented by Lady Tyrconnell, who was vice-

queen in the reign of James IT.

Currant trees are sometimes espallered, and
sometimes trained against a wall ; these me-
thods improve the truit in size, but not in'

sweetness. "We have ever found the best on.'

those plants which were allowed to retain their

natural shape, but were kept free from old

wood and moss. As soon as they are in full

leaf they sJiould be carefully picked free from
caterpillars by little boys or girls, wlio will

thus ensure, by a few hours' labour, an abun-
dance of fruit. A bunch of common broom
stuck in the centre of a bush is supi>osed to

protect it from the caterpillars ; but we advise
'

our friends to trust to the more certain method
of picking them all ofl". Currants aw ripe in

July, the very season when the heat of the at-

mosphere renders them so particularly valuable

to the working man, who. even if he has not a
garden of his owni, may readily procure a
freshly-gathered leaf full, for one-half the cost

of a draught of drugged ale.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

JUNE lern

June IC. Third Sundau after Trinity.
June 16, IT^i^J, John Churchill, the g^rcat Duke

of Marlboroagh, died at AVindsor-lodje, in a
state of idiocy, in the 73rd jear of his age. In
tht; course of his life he acquired great fanae aa a
military commander: and his achievements, under
King William and Queen Anne, were rewariled
by munificent public »rants, and by a public
funeral in Westminster-abbey.
, June 16, 1743. On this day was fought the

TO JUNE 23XD.

fdiUioua Battle of Dctti7igen, in Germany, when
tlie British and allied troops, commanded by
George II. in person, obtained a decisive victory
over the French army.
June 16, 1830. An eruption of Mount Etna

took place, which destroyed eight villages, many
of the inhabitants of ^rhich were buried under
the ruins of their houses.
June 17, 1C8S. Anniversary of the trial of the

SSVEN Bisuors, who had been committed to the
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Tower for presenting a tery judicious and loyal
address to James II., but which that weak and
arbitrary bifot termed a seditious libel.

June 17, 1703, John If^esley, founder of the reli-

€^k)U6 sect called tlie Wesleyan Methodists, was
born at Epworth. For a brief character of this
celebrated man, see the Calendar, March 2.

June 17, 1719, died Joseph Addison, in his 48tli

year. He held varioiii oilices under government
during the reign of G(»orge I. ; but it is as a man
of high literary attainments that he is most justly
regarded. This character is supported by the ex-
quisite humour, the chaste imagination, the accu-
rate taste, the correct sentiment, and the graphic
power, displayed in the "Spectator," as well as in
the " Tatler " and " Guardian," in which, also, he
took an active part, lie succeeded in the forma-
tion of a style, the model of the most happy that
has ever since been prevalent in this country. His
literary talents were uniformly exercised in the
cause of virtue, and of social happiness and deco-
rum.
June 18, 1805, died, in his 85th year, Arthur

Murphy, author of several esteemed dramatic com-
positions, a much-admired translation of Tacitus,
and some able political pamphlets.

Juni> 18, 1815—On this day was fought the memo-
rable Battle of Jf'atoloo, in which the allied army,
under llie command oi' tlie Uukeof Wellington, ob-
tained a decisive victory over the French army,
under the command of Napoleon Buonaparte.

"In the Calendar, March 31st, it is stated that the
Jellied Sovereigns entered Paris on that day, "after

i

having defeated the French army on the jdains of

.

JFaterloo ;
"—that entry, however, took place after

the surrender of Paris by Marshal Marmont, and
previous to the retirement of Buonaparte to Elba.
The battle of Wattrloo was not fought till June in

tlie following year.

June 18, 1817, Waterloo-lridge. over the Eiver
Thames, from the Strand toLaniijeth,anoble struc-
ture, erected at the expense of private individuals,
was opened for the public accommodation, with mili-
tary and other ceremonies.
June 19, 121'). On this day Magna Ciiarta,

t"he " dreat Charter" of the liberties of England, !

«nd the c~»tis of our laws and privileges, was ex- \

•torted from the arbitrary and capricious King
j

John. It was siirned on ilunny-raead, a meadow
on the banks of the Thames, between btaines and i

"Windsor. It was granted to Ireland Nov. 12, i

lil6. :

June 19, 1707, died at Ilair.pstead. Dr. William
\

Sherlock, Dean of St. Tauit, and Master ot tiie •

Temple. At the revolution he was greatlv embar-
rassed how to act. The Government gWe him
tiBiG for eoasidetation, qnd; iicltd- by hife wife's
intreaties, he jJbmpiieclj. A little While after, an
arch bookeclfer, seeiiigiiin handing her along St.
Paul's Churchyard, said, " There goes Dr. &iier-
lock, witli his reasons for taking the oaths at his
fingers' ends."
June 19, lS30,,died, inhjs 77th year. Sir Joseph

Banks, A clistiupiilslied English naturalist. He
undertook several'haiardfnis voyages, for ilie pur-
pose of making researches relative to lire favo iriie
science. He was fk^r some years President of the
Boyal Society.

j'une 19, 18!^0. tlie first sKjne of the- iie» .ffun-
gerford Market, Strand, was laid by Lord Dover.
June 11). Ibl9, the colossal /uZ/2i2ar iron bridge,

called " The Drilannia Bridge," mW.ndiid to cr°ss
the Menai Straits for the purpose of the Chester
and Holyhead trains, was floated to its destina-
tion. For a description of this wonder of the age,
see No. 23, p. 311.

June 20, 1837, William IV., whose health had
been declining for soiue time previously, died at
^YindsO! -castle. He was nearly seventj-uvo years
of age, and had reianed seven years. On tlie

same day Queen Victoria succeeded to the throne,
and on the 22nd was proclaimed in the Sietropolis
with the usual ceremonies.
June 21, the longest day. This, in London, is

sixteen hours thirt\-loiir mmutesand five seco:ids,
allowing nine minutes and eixteen seconds fori
refraction. Though this is called " the longest
day," two or three days before and after are about
the same length. On this day the sun euteii
Cancer, and makes the Summer Solstice.

June 22, 1714, died of a stroke of apoplexy, in the
fifty-second year of his age, Maithe.w Henry. He
was early instructel by his father, Philip Henry,
in the Latin, Greek, iiid Hebrew languages, arid

was as first entered atGray's-ina to itudy the law,
but his strong predilection for di\inity' induced
him ultimately to decide for the mini'stry. He
was pastor of a ro: gregation of dissenters at Ches-
ter lor twenty-live years; but at length, in 1702,
he removed to Hackney, and took l hirge share in
occasifiiial services m various dissenting places of
worship. His learning and extensive knowledge
rendered htm very papular, both as a writer and a
preacher. Ili^; writiui^s are nuniernus, but the
most celebrated is las " Exposition of the Bible,"
in six ([uarto volume*, lie had not completed t.'iis

work at the time ol his death ; and from Itonians
to Revelations \v.is written, with some assistance
from his aianurcripts, by several diiseulingdivines.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

p. D.—The reason is, that a never-failing ine-
quality of temperature excites, diminishes, or
suspends the process of evaporation.

iNQViREii.—Why heat is considered one of the
primipal causes of the phenomena of the atmo-
sphere is, because it raises and suspends the
evaporated waters invi-^ibly in the air until some
Hiore powerful attraction dissolves the union

;

and the deserted moisture, exposed to view, falls
'again to the earth, and revisits it in the varied

- forms of clouds, mist, rain, dew, snow, hail, sleet,
and hoarfrost.

P. P. S.—No ; the lines are Spenser's.

G. L.— It 13 now classed amongst the vulgar
errors : indeed the ivy will not attach itself to very
young wood at all ; it always prefers to climb a
dead or dying branch.

S. R.—The sixth of a ruby is chromic xcid, whlcU
is the cause of the brilliancy of its colour. Other_
gems, such as tlie garnet, are coloured by oxide ul
iron.

1 • u"'.; •".- ,,;v

E. .Dking.—Till combines with copper at a
mucti lower t'^mperature than is necessary to fuse
the copper alone. This is the reason why it \a

preferred to other metals for lining copper vessels.

Printed and published by JoUN Cassell, of 335, Strand, Loudon, and sold b/ ail BooK^eliers.

.
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. XXIV. — READING AND BOOKS.

Part VIII.

"We propose speedily to finish, all that we have to advance On Reading and

Books. We trust that our subscribers have not been wearied, and we feel assured

that, if they have perused attentively what we have said, they are not dis-

pleased that we have written so much. The subject is one of the very highest

importance. A nation of readers, with good books within their reach, and a

disposition to imbibe their sentiments and reduce them to practice, must rise to

eminence. The finishing stroke, if wc may so speak, will be given to society when
the working classes shall have advanced themselves to that degree of intelligence,

knowledge, politeness, and morality, which they especially owe to their OAvn comfort

and respectability. Some persons have a foolish notion that to be well-behaved to

others is a degradation ; and hence, to show their independence and dignity, they

are rough, impudent, and vulgar in their deportment ; but a really sensible man
cannot afford to exhibit insulting conduct, or to be low in his manners. He feels that

though he might owe deference to no one else, yet he is under an obligation to

respect himself, and therefore is boimd to behave well, that he may sustain his own
honour. In exercising kindly feeling and politeness to others, we do credit to

ourselves ; while, on the other hand, rudeness is a disgrace to every one, whether
man or woman, the prince, the lord, or the pauper. The perusal of valuable books

is a most important source of refinement. You soon find out by the manners
whether you arc travelling or conversing with a reading man or woman ; and, in

not a few cases, the very face and features instantaneously telegraph the intellectual

character of the mind. We have already enlarged on History, Biography, Science^

Poetry, Novels, Newspapers, and Periodicals ; and we now come to one book which
has had an immense influence on our country and the world, and which, therefore,

|l«re could not pass over without a dereliction of duty.

VI. We offer a fewremarks on The Bihle. We are not going in this paper to take

IP the subject of its genuineness, authenticity, or inspiration : not that we have

y objection to these topics, if our readers should wish it, although for the present

e pass them by. We iure just going to observe that the Bible is a book of great

tpularity among us. It is read by millions, and its sentiments have had an

mense influence on our national character. At this we need not wonder, because

1 people are alFocted by the books they study. The Koran has a sovereign power
N
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over the followers of Mahomet ; the Hindops are guided by their Shaaters ; the
Chinese, by Confucius

; and the Persians, by Zoroaster. HM w€ adopted. Homer
as our oracle, and studied the "Iliad," and taught it diligently to our children, and
made it our text-book in morals and theology, then of course we should have been
an empire of Iliadites or Homerites. Now, it is not a matter of speculation, but a
great fact, that the Bible has been aijiong us, and has been re^d ai;id ^tijidied by the
greatest spirits that the country has produced; nor was it eyer sought wit^h sp.

much avidity as at the present time. Whether, therefore, we approve it or not, it

is our duty to make ourselves acquainted with its sentiments. Leaving rejigion

out of the question, it is a national obligation to peruse the Scriptures thoroughly.
It is a good book, or it is not ; and if the latter, then the mischief which it is

spreading is incalculable, and we are not pati-iots if we do not expose its baneful

eifects. On the other hand, if it is the best publication in the world, as its adherents
assert, then we ought to embalm its sacred truths in our own hearts, and illustrate

them in our lives. Unless we do this, we arc neither lovers of our country ,npr

o e world.
.jl^^ j^^.^^ halisnigrib ,9aBoaib lujia {

"We have thuS said enough to prove that it is' th6 duty of evtfry yhe toMead'the
Sqriptm-es

; for if it is wrong, and yet read by such numbers, then we ought all to

be ready to show its impositions ; or if we cannot do this, if it is so based in ti'u.th

as to defy opposition, the only rational course is to fall in with ii& ca^tmQtii)tk9w

The following thoughts may have some weight with our readers:—i-' ' I it.o ^-o/iff-v/o'

i/. The Bible is a book of great antiquity. This is allowed by ail. ' To suppose

that it is not so, would intimate that we believe in a greater mirEtele than any
recorded in its pages. For example, it must have been written as early as the time

of Christ, because there has been no possibility of composing it since. From that

period until now, Jews and Chi'istians have been virulently opposed to each other

and therefore it is beyond the region of probability to imagine that, at any time,

they have consented to forget their hostility, for the purpose of making a book
which shall impose upon the world : for it should be remembered that the Hebrew
Bible used by Christians and Jews is exactly the same ; and, consequently, if the

book is a fabrication of later years, these two parties, Who have lived in almost

mortal enmity, must have agreed at a certain time to lay aside all hostility, that

they might be guilty of a literary and religious forgery. As to the New Testament,

which is written in Greek, and only received by Christians, it is well known
that those who have believed in it have been so divided into sects from the first

century, and have been also so closely watched by Jews and other opponents, that

it is out of the question to imagine that it is the composition of a later period. At
any rate, those who make this assertion ought to be ready with facts to prove what
they insinuate. The time is gone by when men may indulge all sorts of fancies

concerning any author or event, and palm it upon the public as a truth. We now
allow nothing to be history unless its verity be unimpeachable. To any one who
asserts that the sacred volume has been fabricated since the first, ceritury^ its

adherents haA-'e a right to say, "Give us the evidence. Show us that what you

declare is authentic history. AVhen was it done ? Where did it take place ? Who
were the fabricators ? And by whom was the transaction recorded ? " Now, these

questions must be answered well, and without mystery, before any' aseeiJtiom Can

be admitted as worthy of credit. .
,

If any oae told us that Horace waa the composition of the sixteenth century, or
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that Shakspeare wais written a hundred years ago by an impostor who was ashamed

of his o\vn name, "rt'c should immediately ask for his proofs ; and if he failed in pro-

ducing satisfactory e^'idence of the truth of his assertions, and merely added that it

was his own decided opinion, we should attach lio importance to his declaratioH.'

So, should any one aver that the Scriptures are a fabrication of any period since the

days of the apostles, we ask for their -witnesses ; and, if these are wanting, we pay

no heed to their own private sentiment oh this matter. We might argue the anti-

quity of the Scriptures from the style of composition, and the reverence in which

the book has been held by Jews and Christians. The former counted the words,

letters, and stops of the Old Testament. If a copy fell to the groimd by accident^

they expected some curse to light on their nation, and thoy never touched it v.'iih.

unwashed hands. This was the feeling of the sons of Abraham long before the

time of Christ, and therefore we argue that the Bible is of very great antiquity, and

as such demands our study. It tells us of the origin of the human family, and

their primeval simplicity and happiness. It shows us that moral disorder, like

physical disease, originated and stUl arises from the transgressions of the laws of

the Creator. We have in its books some of the most striking records of ancient

manners and customs. Patriarchal and pastoral life are detailed, in a gi-aphic style

that almost throws poetry into the shade. And then it has selected its histories

and biographies for the evident purpose of branding vice, and showing the manifold

loveliness and blessings of virtue. We candidly confess that, after having read'

most of the theories respecting the origin of the world and the sins of mankind, we
never met with a more rational account than that contained in the Scriptures. But
supposing this declaration to be a matter of opinion, still it behoves our working

men to read the Bible, seeing its liistories and biographies abound with so maiijfo

beautiful and sublime sentiments concerning the ancient times. Somehow or *

other, we all like to view the ages which are passed. Perhaps it might be said that

most of us are antiquarians by nature, and therefore are charmed with whatever

belongs to the olden time ; and the Scriptures, more than any other volume, are

adapted to gratify our curiosity ; for if an ancient coin, or a piece of Koman pottery^!

are such valuable relics, how much more interest is attached to the world before

the flood, and the men and women who inhabited it I

2. We have all along said, that all men and women, and especially the working
classes, ought to be politicians, and make themselves well acquainted with their

politicajl rights ; and wo recommend the Bible because of its pure politics. It •

teaches that all mankind sprang from one family, and therefore are brethren and
isters ; consequently, they have the same common rights, and it is their dut}* to

ove one another. Every human being, whether prince or peasant, whether

nonaxch or pauper, saint or sinner, bond or free, is bone of our bone and flesh of

)ur flesh; and to injure or despise any of our race is not only unjust, but inhimian.

According to the Bible, there is a law older than any of the statutes of kings,

jBaperors, republicans, or legislators—there is the law of brotherhood and kindred^'i-

\#id in the Scriptures this dictate of nature is .strengthened by the fact, that th^^j

reator is our father, and we are all, whatever may be our rank or nation, hisu

Mldren. So that, when we oppress or rob any one, we injure a child of the King

i kings and Lord of lords; and he will not hold us guiltless. When we kill a,,,

an being, whether by malice or neglect, whether on the gallows or in the field/

.battle, we slay one of the progeny of heaven, and should first assure ourselves

t we have a warrant from their omnipotent and omnipresent Paretit. The New
If 2
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Testament knows nothing of black or white, bond or free, barbarian or Sgythiajij;

but places us all on an equality, or, if it makes any exception, it is in favour of th^

poor and needy, and those who have no helper ; around whom it throws its shield,

and demands that we shall feed them, clothe them, educate them, plead their

cause, protect them from all injustice, and give them every civil and political right

that we enjoy ourselves. Unless we do this, we do not love our neighbours as our-

selves, and therefore are not Christians. -.-„-.., .. .

In this view of the Bible, as a perfect political book, independently of every other

consideration, we commend it to our readers. We can find nothing like it any-

where else. Neither the Greeks nor Romans taught such doctrines. "With them
it was lawful to rob, plunder, murder, and destroy. Their gods delighted in blood.

Indeed, their heaven, or Elysian fields, weie the especial possession of warriors and

desolators, who had trampled every human right in the dust. "We do not find

tslaves in their paradise. Women, too, were no great favourites there ; and working

women would have been an abomination. Their deities encouraged all this par-

tiality, injustice, and oppression. The man that gained their favour must be one

of the illegitimate offspring of some of these sensual, debauched gods and goddesses,

or he must be well steeped in human blood, and covered with crimes of plunder

and oppression. Had he slain thousands ; had he reduced thousands to slavery

;

had he crowded his store-houses and treasury with riches taken by violence from

other people ; had he left city after city a smoking ruin, and caused heaven to

resound with the cries of perishing widows and orphans—then he was, doubtlte^,

welcome to the feasts of the gods, and Jove, Mars, Apollo, Juno, MinerVa, "VenuS,

Vulcan, &c., stood really ta greet him witli t)^eir pmiles, ^i^.^;.^rp"VY3tl;bfrgi)^^

undying garlands:' '''^l
"'^ ^^^"''^ ''''

"V ^"^ ' ^rruJio't f.-o dihr 'ur,ri,ri^?. of- nobbkhoi em
It is worthy of remark, t!iat after alt tbat we have heard of the fine' seht^ 6f

Grreek and Pvoman poets, orators, and philosophers, we have few pleading for the

emancipation of slaves, the enfranchisement of the masses, and the universal bro-

therhood of universal man. And if we turn to India, Persia, or China, we in vain

look for such levelling and yet ennobling doctrines. Here, then, we have a glorious

reasorl' for recommending the Scriptures as a book worthy of deep study,,
, lit^

politics are the purest we have ever read. AYe can find nothing equal ; and we
believe that our own proud position among the nations can be traced chiefiy to the

sacred volume. We have a constitution that approaches nearer perfection tha;].

perhaps any other in the world, because it recognises the rights of all. Perfect

representation is one of its provisions ; and if this is not carried out into practice,

the cause must be attributed to men who have usurped the rights of their brethren,

and to the people themselves, who, through indifference, fear, or bribery, have sold

their birthright, rather than to any defect in the constitution. And hence "ivd

need not fiy to violence to secure our rights ; we have only to employ that moraj

power which the Bible teaches, and Ave may gain all that we can rationally desire.

"Ifbw it may justly be asked—How it came to pass, that we have political advan-

tages,, suqh as neither China, India, Persia, Greece, Rome, or ixny modern kingdoni

of Europe, enjoys? And we answer, most confidently, that we owe them to the

Scriptures. We have a Bible-reading people. We have worn out niore copies (d

the Scriptiu-es than some Christian nations have circulated amongst theni ; and, bj^

the common laws of mind, our reading has influenced our thoughts, words, and

actions, and our political condition has been changed and improved thereby. The
brotherhood of the "hun^an family, their equal birth, equal natures, equal rights.
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&V..-a5'^t^ugHti}i the Bible, tare fore c-d themselves upon our ai

1^0. bur^^fe '^^ " ^^ ,iic.i}q-jjAS yju, ti ,10 ,v>;u.ijp3 an 1

attention, and modi-
flo ilfi axs ^eoiiq li/d

^ .WXai-e mo¥i^ tt^ iW^A hmWb'^ect, but fo? We t>r^s^t^^ 'sfopr'^ ahU^db slTtlf'

merely repe^tinjc "^N'hat -^re have bcifbrc stated, that whether the Seriptupes are

inf^ired or n(it, > ttfeTdttfyxifaiHFto give them an impartial perusal. -I t^'-i^s-*

* ion O-US 9TO^-I3/b brUS .89T^

. hoold ni b3j/fgilsb ' T /-a:-. ' '

^ ^

'
- •

-

bxiB 8Tom«yr Ito xroi v jpILAJ'TER XXY

.

fyrc* ana-eBefgy nhicb none but nien driven mad by oppression would venture to encounter."^
M '.(*.vrLAY.

"

< ]:^M'>\ ri.L AsB hIs^ "S eiv np'ifBiaAifc^T-^ | desolation cf plains stripped of their fertifify

iT-s FSSiFi^il^et Aidvt^'CfiskitrKNTiMS- 1 afid beauty—the ruins of the Trails uikIct

soLtrriOK—qrws PROr'CEcaoK.ytiiujcATED jwhkh peaceable citizens lie burietl'^-*^

—;XMf5 qfY^LJii; ijLOT—THE jPKpf^iJ'J^'ESi many public marks of ealamities that are to

OF THii COMMON WEAl^tli'.'^ ','. ' '{ ^bVist after him, will be,sad inonument?;

The lovQ pf'gfcry is flielasr infifinitv'of '^^'.io^ »re to immortahze his vanity and
noblt" ntind^. -yoVfhat. *<e' aire to he in-vfayiy. H© will have passed, like a torrent,

difltrentftt^-.thc -^probaiiun qf tho&e iur^? ravage the earth; not like a ma^csti^

\vJiose/nu43t »er live {«id act—jiot tluvt we
j

li^er, to bear to H joy and abundance. Bis
are toUampleuiider fjot cVeryprize which ' name vriTl have its place among- conquerors

is h'tld'ftirttf'footir emulation—not that we 1 in the annals of posterity, but it will not

are forbidden ''to strus^ie with our fortune
i

be to be found in the list of good kings.;

paR-sion, Totherw^ise the most deba^incr, and I

^-nd.
. . , ,

worjihy only of expcratioi^, iqay be purified i Such Tva» not the ambition of CromiareU.
and devoteJ to the highest a^^ most dig- 1 The deeper and the farther down we .see

nifl^d*'nds;bnt if it'terminate in selfi-h { into his heart, we find a!! its yearnings arid
purpogiesand tin^iforihy objects, it sinks the | aspirations after the public good. He was
mart below;, the level of his common hu- 1 absorbed in the interests and the happiness
mftnity., IJn princes ?nd rulers it 'hus be-|of his people. If his conduct was s-ome^
comes most hated ^nd most liatefnl. In times arbitrary and severe, it was but like
what Kurninfi: words ha«* the eloquent Mas- j the amputation of a limb to save the whole
.siliou txprepsed it :" If thi*< poifatwa iafect

: body. If he sometimes showed an exce^jSr

the hq;at of the prince; if, forgetting that
he is the proie,ct.6r of public tranquinity, ^e
prefer his hvn false glory to the love and
the happiness of his people; if he had
rather cqnquty provinces. than reign over
hearts, and thufk it more itTustrious to be
thn cc^troyei' of *vrry npi.{+lib''urin2" nation
tJiun the father of that which is confided to

of power, it was rather as a break to the^

exeesses, the extravagances, and the mad-
nesses of others. He rose above the crowd.'
He Lad many competitors, but he alone
reached the goal ; and because they dared
not to look so high as that prpucler emi-
nence which he had reached, they iumed
their envy into opposition.

' n,

hi-. cMCi if the lanic£rtutix>ns of hi* subjects * 3Ir. Speaker Lenthall and oae hundred
be tlic only song Of triumph that a9companies and thirty of the members had taken the

- -i -r-orics ; what a ?couT?e ha.^ God, in his oath of allegiance to the Protector and his
c-ivea lo'«ian,'irt glvinji^ him .such a Common *ealrii, and, on the third day fol-
""" ~'"'~ " ' "'"'' ~~'^' lowing, resolved that they /would permit

none to sit in the House who had not signed
the recognition. It was no common effort

on the part of many to stifle their resent-
ment. They could ill brook their recent
h^mihs^t^jn. yet jsi^n they must, orlhfi
doors 6t the Parhament throw oac^

Hi^ glory wiy be eyersutlicd wiih
Some n-t^-c'mcn will sin;! perhaps hi^

itic'S, the

. rb momi-
nems wiU-rbe • erected »(* bumortalize his

H^mjueshi ;,l^ut^the Ashes, stiJl smoking, of

ifies that dhce w«:e floiirishing— the wiae
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their darkest and heaviest shadows upon
them. At length the great majority of

the members subscribed the recognition,

and once more the House addressed itselif

to matters of business. The government
by a Protector was a bitter pill which
they could not swallow. It was very bitter.

And this being virtually, if not in fact, the
subject of debate day after day, Cromwell
became impatient, and his soul burned with
the fire of a just indignation. The ParHa-
ment had done nothing, nor was it likely to

do much, for the public weal.
Meanwhile one of those incidents occurred

which are common to humanity, and which
sunk deep into Oliver's tender and affec-

tionate heart. On Thursday, November
16, 1654, Cromwell's mother, an old lady of
ninety-four, departed this life. A little

before her death she gave the Protector her
parting blessing in these words :

" The Lord
cause his face to shine upon you and com-
fort you in all your adversities, and enable
you to do great things for the glory of your
Most High God, and to be a relief unto his
people ! My dear son, I leave my heart
with thee. A good night!"
she had said these words, she
So inexpressibly tender and strong Avas her
attachment to Oliver, that " at the sound of
a musket she Avould often be afraid her son
was shot, and could not be satisfied unless
she saw him once a day at least." Xor can
we withhold the following beautiful apos-
trophe :

—"Thou brave one—mother of a
hero—farewell ! She, old, Aveak, wearied
one— she cannot help him with his refrac-
tory pedant Parliaments, with his Anabap-
tist jjlotters. Royalist assassins, and world-
wide confusions ; but she bids him be
strong—be comforted in God ! And so,

good night! "

Time, which under heaven is the great
comforter of the sorrowful, was not allowed
to exert its assuaging and soothing influ-

ence on the broken heart of Cromwell. He
must hasten back from a mother's grave
into some of the busiest doings of this world.
He finds Parliament dreamy and supine.
He sees there is much to do, and that chal-
lenging the fixedness of purpose and the
force of determination. My Lord Protc ctor
is getting ready a powerful naval armament,
but for Avhat no one can guess. He has his
committees and his commissioners. The
political sky becomes dark and lowering,
"llicie is a storm looming in the distance. It
comes nearer and nearer still. At home
and abroad things portend some coming
evil. But Oliver is all vigilance. If his
mother left her heart with him, he had not
left his heart in her grave. It throbbed and
tlu'obbed again for his beloved England.
He can suffer this Parliament no loncrer. It

is in its fourth month. According to the
instrument of government, it must not be
dissolved within five months. Cromwell is

impatient. He cannot, will not wait. He
is resolved upon its dissolution. Entreaties

to the contrary are all in vain. And dissolve

it he did. A fortnight later he might have
done it legally. But no one needed to tell

him, the first soldier of his day, that a sol-

dier's month counted but eight-and-twenty
days. The Parliament had sat five lunar
months, or one hundred and forty soldier's

days, which was far too long for any good
they had done. On Monday morning, Jan.

22, 1654-5, he sends a message to the Par-
liament to attend him in the Painted Cham-
ber, where he addresses them in no very
mistakeable language :

—

,

" Gentlemen,— I perceive you arehere'ds

the House of Parliament, by your Speaker,
whom I see here, and by your faces, which
are in a great measure known to me.
""When I first met you in this room, it

was, to my apprehension, the hopefullest

day that ever mine eyes saw, as to the con-

siderations of this world ; for I did look at,

And Avheik^as wrapt up in you, together with myself,

fell asleep.* "ihe hopes and the happiness of—though
hot of the greatest—yet a verj- great people,

and the best people in the world. And
truly and unfeignedly I thought it so ; as

a people that have the highest and clearest

profession amongst them of the greatest

glory—namely, religion ; as a people that

have been, like other nations, sometimes up
and sometimes down in our honour in the

world, but yet never so low but we might
measure vith other nations; and a people
that have had a stamp upon them from God
—God having, as it were, summed up all

our former honour and glory in the things
that are of glory to nations, in an epitome,
within these ten or twelve years last past

;

so that we knew one another at home, an,d

are well known abroad. ,.

" And if I be not very much raistaken,we'

were arrived, as I—and truly, I believe, as

many others did think—at a very safe port,

Avhere we might sit down and contemplate
the dispensations of God, and our mercies;
and might know our mercies not to have
been like to those of the ancients, who did
make out their peace and prosperity, as

they thought, by their own endeavours

;

who could not say, as Ave, that all ours Avcre

let down to us from God himself; Avhose ap-
pearances and providences amongst us are

not to be out-matched by any story. Truly
this was our condition. And I know no-
thing else we had to do, save as Israel Avas

commanded in that most excellent psalm of

David :
—

* The things Ave have heard and
knoAvn, and our fathers have told us, Ave

AA-ill not hide them from our children;
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sliowing to the generation to come the

praises of the Lord, and his strength, and
his wonderful works that he hath done.

For he established a testimony in Jacob,

and appointed a law in Israel, which he com-
manded our fathers that they should make
known to their children ; that the genera-

tion to come might know them, even the

children which should be born, who should
arise and declare them unto their children,

that they might set their hope in God, and
not forget the works of God, but keep his

commandments.'
" This I thought had been a song and a

work worthy of England, whereuuto you
might happily have invited them, had you
hud hearts unto it. You had this opportu-
nity fairly delivered unto you. And if a
history sliall be written of these times and
transactions, it will be said, it will not be
denied, that these things that I have spoken
are true ! Tiiis talent was put into your
hands. And I shall recur to that which I

said at the first. I came witli very great
joy, and contentment, and comfort, the first

time I met you in this place. But we and
these nations are, for the present, vmder
some disappointment. If I had proposed to

have played the orator (which I never did
affect, nor do, nor I hope shall), I doubt not
but upon easy suppositions, which I am per-
suaded every one will grant, we did. meet
upon such hopes as these."
He expresses his deep disappointment at

meeting them under present circumstances,
inasmuch as they had neglected the oppor-
tunity of making those good and wholesome
laws which the people expected from them,
and to settle those affairs which pertained
to them as a parliament. He accuses them
of keeping him in comparative ignorance of
their proceedings, although he was far from
being an unconcerned observer. He de-
mands what injury or indignity had been
offered them — whether he had unseasonably
intermeddled with their doings, or whether
he had not rather patiently Avaited to see
Avhat would be the utmost issue of their
proceedings, and what God Avould produce
by them ? He plainly tells them that, in-

stead of peace and settlement— instead of
mercy and truth being brought together,
and righteousness and peace kissing each
other by their reconciling the honest people
of these nations, and settling the woeful dis-

tempers that prevailed, which had been
glorious things, and worthy of Christians to

have proposed—dissettlement and division,
discontent and dissatisfaction, together with
real dangers to the whole, had'been more
rtiultiplied Avithin the iiv.?. months of their
sitting than in years before ; Avhile founda-
tion had been laid for future troubles both
ibroad and at home ! He dilates upon

the cause Avhich he had at heart as ilie

cause of God and his people ; but with
the neglect of Avhich he charges them
without fear or reservation. lie puts it forth

as undeniable, that while the cavalier party
were busy plotting conspiracy — a fact of

Avhich he had the most certain knowledge

—

they were listless and inactive, nnd tliat if

God had not stepped in, no one could have
anticipated the result, inasmuch as the aim
of parties evidently Avas to pervert the peo-
ple, divide the army, and plunge the whole
nation in a battle of blood. He traces all

discontent to their apathy and heartless in-

difference to the public good—the loss of
those golden opportunities Avhlch God had
put into their hand for the effecting of a
happy settlement. He tells them that there
existed a government already in the posses-
sion of the people for fifteen months, owned
by God as being the dispensation of his pro-
vidence after twelve years of fearful war, and
sealed and Avitnessed unto by the people them-
selves. He accuses them of pressing their

finger upon their brethren's consciences
;

of asking liberty and not giving it, and so

forcing many of the godly to forsake their

native country and seek their bread from
strangers, and take up their abode in hoAv-

ling Avildernesses. He asserts that there
Avas a just liberty to the people of God, and
the just rights of the people ought to have
been respected ; and that he himself de-
sired not to keep his place in the Govern-
ment an hour longer than might preserve
England in its just rights, and protect the
people of God in the just liberty of their

consciences. He reminds them that they
had been called together to accept a govern-
ment already formed, andAA'hich Avas so well

adapted to avoid the extremes of monarchy
on the one hand, and of democracy on the
other, that no particular interest either of
himself, his estate, his honour or family,

had prompted him to undertake the
government ; and that he repudiated the
very idea of its being in any sense he-
reditary. He protests that there were
among them those for Avhom he Avas pre-
pared to lay doAvn life itself, and that it

pained him to the inmost soul to have
occasion to speak to them in such severe
terms, but he had a duty to perform, and
nothing should induce him to shrink from
it ; that the cause Avhich he had in baud
Avas either of God or man— if of man, he
Avould never have touched it Avith a finger

;

but if of God, he Avould bear it up. He
challenges all that fear God to contradict
him Avhen he said that the man lived not
who could come and charge him Avith

haA'ing in these great revolutions made ne-
cessities to enrich himself and his family,

since all which had happened had been the
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wise disposings of the Almighty, and that

to deny this was nothing short of very
blasphemy. His conclusion falls upon the
ear and the heart like a peal of mighty
thunder.

*' You may say this is cunning, and poli-

tic, and subtle ; take heed again, I say,

how you judge of his revolutions as the
product of men's inventions ! I may be
thought to press too much upon this theme.
But 1 pray God it may sdck upon your
hearts and m:ne. The worldly-minded man
knows nothing of this, but is a stranger to

it; and thence his atheisms and murmur-
ings at instruments—yea, repining at God
himself. And no wonder, considering the

Lord hath done such things amongst us as

have not been known in the world these

thousand years, and yet, notwithstanding,
is not owned by us !

fit ]
^ • V ^ *

*' I have troubled you with a long speech;
and, I believe, it may not have the same re-

sentment -oith ail that it hath with some.
But because that is unknown to me I shall

leave it to God, and conclude with this :

that I think myself bound, as in my duty to

God, and to the people of these nations for

their safety and good in every respect—

I

think i t my duty to tell you that it is not
for the profit of these hationS; nor for com-
mon and public good, for you to continue
here any longer. And, therefore, I do de-

clare unto you that I do dissolve this Par-
liament."
The Cavalier plot, to which Cromwell

makes allusion, v/as not the dream of a

feverish and disturbed brain. It was a

reality—a tragical reality. And this it was
which acted as one of the chief motives
and causes for his dissolving the Parlia-

ment. The conspirators had little chance
of success. The Protector was too vigi-

lant, too far-seeing, and too well-informed.

Hume would have us believe that there was
no point about which Cromwell was more
solicitous that to procure intelligence of

what was going forward both abroad and
at home ; that for this purpose he drew
exorbitantly on the revenue of the Com-
monwealth ; that he had postmasters in

every direction in his pay; that carriers

were bribed ; that secretaries and clerks

•were corrupted; that the greatest zealots

in all parties were those who conveyed pri-

vate information to him; and that nothing
could escape his vigilant inquiry. This last

sentence has emphasis and truth, but uU.

the rest is mere balderdash—a compound
of nonsense. Nor can we baptize it with a

much more dignified name when we are in-
' formed that, on the publication of a certain

spirited discourse, exhorting every one to

have recourse to conspiracy and assassina-

tion as the speediest and most direct method
of inflicting vengeance, Cromwell knowing
well that the inflamed minds of the Royal
party v.-ere sufficiently disposed to put the
doctrine into practice against himself, told

them that assassinations were base and
odious, and that he would never commence
hostilities by so shameful an expedient ; but
that if the first attempt or provocation came
from them, he would retaliate to the utter-

most :—that he had instruments whom he
could employ, and that he would never de-

sist till he had totally exterminated the
Royal Family ; and that this menace, more
than all his guards, contributed to the se-

curity of his person.
The plot was discovered. The principal

agents were arrested before even they were
prepared to act. Among others a Major
Jolm Wildmanwas apprehended, his pap&rs
seized and sent up to the Protector. Among
these papers was one entitled, " The Di-
CLAIiATIOX OF THE TREE AND WELL-AF-
FECTED PEOPLE OF EnGLAKD NOW • IX
ARMS AUAINST THE TYRANT, OLIVER
Cromwell, EsariRE." It contained some
truth, but more treason, and it soon fell into

merited oblivion. The design of the whole
party v,as nipt in the bud, and the tree of

the Commonwealth struck deeper its robt,

and yet more firmly. The spirit of a£^fca-

tion, quelled in one place, manifests iti<elf

in another. The most considerable rising

was at Salisbury—the judges of the circuit

were seized, the people incited to open re-

bellion, and Charles proclaimed King of

England. Cromwell was nothing dismayed.
The malcontents were met by his true-

hearted military, routed and put to flight,

and the leaders of the rebellion afterwards

beheaded. The insurrection was arrested,

and the Royalist party rendered more hope-
less than ever of future success. The Pro-
tector reinforced his army, and challenged
every opposing power. .'

' ' •' •'
'

'

We repeat "it, that the love of gldr't'iR

Cromwell was that he might make England
glorious and great. This was the object

which he had in view in all his wars. But
for the freedom and the faith of his cduntry,

and he would never have laid his hand
upon his hilt. Pax qv.tjrito bello—
peace is sought in war—were the character-

istic words which he had engraved oa his

medals and his coins, and formed the device

which he Avore on his coat in the -day of

battle. " Cromwell had tried various means
to accomplish the work which the condition

of the country rendered necessary. At first

he had recourse to an asscnrbly of notables,

nominated by himself; and next td a Par-

liament, elected by the nation. Neither the I

one nor the other attained the object. He
then thought that since others were cither

.
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unable or miu-jlling to do anything, he must
.tpply himaclf to the task. He was soon
foujid employing the same activity in or-

ganizing an4 building up, which he had
made ^^Cf{0^^,|{^ .dissolving and throwing

dfi^vn.,, ,,.
":

|jur<"TThB ancient English principles were
t/^ibuppcaring. Xcw and forei,^n principles

--.Mere intruding themselves into the nation

Th^ political ideas of Fiance were imported
int<> jinglmid. Eichclleu Iiad urged forward

<,jtht-' great work to which he had devoted his

Ixfp:—^ht^Xloyal jupremacy—absolute power.
- >![;•(.••. Charles had earnestly applied
to the task, and some of his first ex-

ploits were, as we have seen, to silence

the reprttientatives of the people, to levy

taxes forbidden by the Commons, and to

govern without a parliament. He Avould,

indeed, have a few petitions—very humble
petitions'—but that was all. There must
be no opposition. There must be in Eng-
land, a:5 in France, but one v.-ill. Magila
Charta was banished to the state-paper
office, and the barons found a master. Ab-
soliitif^m had ascended the Englislx throne.
" Thus it was a real revolution which

Charles I. undertook to cfl'ect ; and the
English people, by opposing it, opposed a
revolt against the oldest institutions of the
country. The cavaliers were the revolu-
iionists ; the roundheads the conservatives.

The establishment of the dcmocratical sys-

tesi was a necessary reaction against the
invasi(»u of the absolute system. The
founder of the English republic was not
Croriiwcll, but in reality Charles the
Fir^t. . . . The onset of absolutism awoke
English liberty, which lay sleeping, and
which v.ould have slept longer still, and all

Europe •\\ith it. ]3ut this violent blow
aroused her : she rose, she stood erect, as
she is to this day, and will remain so, Deo
j'uian/e, until the end of time. Liberty did
more than simply awake from her slumbers.
Ilc-tempered in modern times, she started
up stronger, more complete, and more pro-
found. This awakening was almost a new
creation. Perhaps this interlude of dcs-'

])otism, accompanied a hi FrancaUe with
music and dancing, was destined to be placed

I between these two liberties—of the middle
lOgcs, and of modern times—in order to

odccidc their transformation.
"It was necessary that all,.the elements

of feudality, of corporations, of classes,

A .ftf.kiO'J'ja Lj

whose rights and privileges constituted the
liberty of the middle ages, should be
mingled and confounded together, in order
that a new power—the power of the common
law—should rise above and rule over tliera.

The liberty of the great charter and of the
middle ages Avas, in an especial manner,

,
that of the aristocracy. The liberty of the

I

people was now to be inaugurated. The
charter of the thirteenth century was the
emancipation of ihe barons ; the revolution
of the seventeenth century was the manu-
mission of the Commons. Freedom is as
necessary for the people as for the peers.

The Commons had been too long trodden
under foot alike by prince and baron. They

I

then took their place at the side of these
two powers, and there Westminster still

beholds them seated and enjb}'ing greit
influence. '

•' - .:

* * * -V . ) /. *.- >i

" Thus the French absolutism, thrust by
the Stuarts on the people of England, pro-
duced the effect of those iced waters which,
being poured over the body, excite imme-
diately a powerful reaction, increase the
circulatioa of the blood, and give to the
entire man a new warmth and a new life,

"The despotism of Charles I. brought on
the transition from an imperfect state, which
still lived on privikges, to a real and ra-

tional state, in which liberty was proclaimed
a common good.

'• If Charles began this transformation by
following the lessons of despotism which he
had learnt of a popish court, Oliver Crom-
well accomplished it by the principles of
Christianity and true liberty which he had
fouTid in the gospel." r

So writes the author of the "Protec-
torate," and he a foreigner. We subscribe
to every word. He speaks like a man wl;o

loves tiie people, and knows how to prize

their liberty. His is a true Cromwellian
spirit. With all his faults—and we are not
blind to those faults—no mxn ever had
deeper, wider, more vital conceptions of

human freedom tl\an our own Oliver. In
his estimation it was next to the soul itself

in value. Nor could man be great otherwise
than by being free. To work out his free-

dom is the one business of Cromvvell's life.

He is bent upon his work, though it be not
yet com])lete. He is resolved to do it, And
it shall be done. England's faith rests in

God and ia Cromwell. Her hand is out-

sttctc;hcd to aiccept the mighty boon.

InE T[i3tAX Panora.ma.—Jfanlund moves onward throu,',h the night of time like a prooos-

8 ou of tirrcli-bearers, and words are the lights which the generations caiTy. liy nicaus of tliese

tiioy kindl'-' al»ifUng lamps biijide tjie track which they have i>5issed, and some of these, lik-i the

stars, shall sliiuc lor cwr aud UVt/. . : -
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LEAVES FROM THE BANKS OF THE RHINE; A VISIT ^

TO MARIENBERG.
By Fredrika Bkemer.

TKAXSLATED FOll THIS MAGAZINE BY MARY HOWIXf^ ijor(j OSJ V- i

CHAPTER I.
;

I rKF.L once more—and indeed I have felt it ever since my childhood—a hungering
and thirsting after happy human beings, and after the happiness which the sight of

such occasions. Wherever, on my "vvay through the world, 1 meet a human being,

I always feel compelled to ask, either secretly or openly, " Art thou happy ?
"

Thus have I queried also on my way tlnough Germany. Thns I inquired of th'e

coiinilent bankers, the millionaires uf Hamburg, and of the poor carriers in the
Munden valley. The heavy demeanour and the dissatisfied countenances of th6
ihimer were a sufficient ansAver to my silent inquiries. The latter shrugged their

shoulders :
*' Who is happy r

" This shrugging of the shoulders, and this reply*,

extend through the whole of the human race. >

Still I have seen many persons happy ; but the happy hziman beiufj—happy I mean
in the highest sense of the word—I have v.oX. yet seen. Shall I find him in thi
course of my journey ujDon the banks of the Rhine r

'

*' Am Khein, ain Itheir., da wach?en unsve Rcben ;

Gt segtiet scy der Khein, gei5Pgnet spy der Kliciii !
"

These are the first lines of a song which I heard from my father in my childhood,
ahd which I learned to sing and love before I understood them. And thus did my
Heart sing within me one beautiful day in August, as I, and those who Avcre dear

to me, glided along the Rhine, in the steam-boat Concordia, from the stately, old,

imperial city of Mayence, on our way to Murienberg. the ultimate object of ouir

journey. The sun glowed above us ; the waves glittered ; the company on board
was cheerful, and we had music, wine, and an abundant table, which made our
journey an uninterrupted festival. Joyful anticipations arched themselves, like

j

rainbows, upon a daik back-ground, and, blending themselves with these festivfe

feelings, gave me a presentiment that we, also, should have cause to bless th6

Rhine.
And for what were we seeking upon its banks ? Not the purple grapes of

pleasure, but those of health ; were seeking them for one of our party, for the
youngest, the most beloved, and with them for the comfort and joy of home—life's

best v/ine. We were journeying to seek them at the bath of Marienberg. '

||

And now I have sat down here to relate to you diA'ers things about the Wittier

and the mne of the Rhine : of its mountains, castles, ruins, memories, and legends,

however, not one word. There has been quite enough MTitten on those subjects

already
;

perhaps too much, because they have become in imagination more
important and more beautiful than they are in reality—I mean the castles and the

mountains. The castles, the so-called ruins, lose them.selves in the mountains, and
appear small by comparison ; and the mountains, or rather the hills, are devoid of

beauty, devoid of picturesque outline—eternally the same. If you have seen one
view, you have seen all ; and tieto is that which is particularly wanted hero. You
are always shut in, confined between these hills, which look patched and ragged
with their A'ineyards ; upon the hill a gloomy, grayish-black ruin ; at its foot a

town with a white church and green trees ; the one bank exactly resembling the

other : between them the Rhine, broad, pouriiag its turbid, grey waters silently

onward, with innumerable small eddies, majestic, but monotonous. All this is

beautiful, but too unvaried, too conti-acted ; at least I felt it to be so. I thought of

the river Dal, of its crystal waters, of its cascades and its calmly flowing waters, of

the hills, and the dales, and the vast prospects tlience. But, indeed, we should

not draw such comparisons. So said I to myself, but that did not help the matteji
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I continued indifForent to the Rhine. I had heard, and read, and imagined too

much about it.

Towards evening we arrived at Marienberg. Marienberg, formerly a convent for

noble maidens, now an elegant hydropathic establishment, is situated upon a hill

exactly opposite to Boppart, and about fourteen miles from Coblentz.

If you cast a glance down that narrow and pretty valley where the fountains

throw up tlieir water in silvery jets and curves, and whose small stone Cupids offer

to the wanderer, not the draught of love, but of health, or along the terraces where

tlie pomegranates are in flower, or down the cross-walks of the great building paved
with the grave-stones of former abbesses, you will there see, pacing about or con-

versing together, groups of people, as much unlike the former inhabitants as the

dancing girls with their strcanung hair in *^ Robert h Diable" are luilike the

former nuns. But bimilarity or dissimilarity are here wholly matters of indiifo-rence.

It is true that the ladies hero walk and rush about Avith floating locks ; but that is

because the physician has prescribed and probably required it, because otherwise

the hair would not dry after bathing. And if people here take more exercise, run
abi)Ut and play at active games, and dance with more zeal than common, it is

principally lo make them warm after the cold embraces of the Voll-hid, the DuseJi^

the B/uuse, the Sitzbad, the IVelleyibud, or Avhatever else the beloved baths may be
called.

People feel themselves in the beginning wearied by this amphibious life, by the

girdle of Neptune and so on. By degrees, however, they become fond of it, and
whether or not they obtain from it the benefit they hoped for their health or their

ailments, at all events the greater number will infallibly obtain one thing both for

body and soul, and that is—refreshment. -cVnd people need refreshment in this

life, upon which every day, as it passes, scatters so much dust, both for mind and
body. The bath helps to wash this ofl". And it is refreshment, above every thing

else—refreshment, which Ls the quest of a great portion of the people, who stream
from everv" quarter to the baths and fountains of the earth. The stimulating,

revivifying power of the cold bath is now recommended in all countries. It is also

recommended at Marienberg. Two of the most cheerful men we have met with
here have come hither on account of melancholy I They have now been here three
months. And one thing I must say to you respecting the cold-water cure, namely,
you must not expect too rapid an improvement from it. This mode of treat-

ment can only be efficacious after a prolonged trial, and that for the most natural
of reasorLS—though as for the explanations of these I must refer you to a hydro-
pathic doctor. And another thing I must also wai"n you against, and that is, not
to carry tlie system to excess—not to become a fanatic in hydropathy ; because the
water-spirits are like human spirits, ungrateful towards an excess of love, and
become either indifferent or pitiless tyrants towards their adorers. In these cases,

instead of attaining the acme of iiealth, as the patient had hoped, by taking bath
,1 upon bath, and duach upon diisch^ without reference to his own powers, he rapidly

loses his health and strength, after which it is no easy matter to recover them.
Examples of this kind arc not wanting at Marienberg.

But how many others are there not of a gladdening kind ! How many an invalid
who, when the question is asked, •• How are you now:" replies, with a look of
'beaming delight, " Better, better I" And how much happiness does there not lie

in tliat little word—the first advamce from sickness ; the first round in the ladder
of hope ! And when once a human being gets his foot upon that, he very soon flics

up into the seventh heaven, at least on the wings of aftection and hope. It is well
if reality follow in the same path.

The compnny here consist;* of from seventy to eighty persons, mostly of middle
a^, and of many difftrent nations—English, Russian, I)utch, Danish* and Bwe-
'l'>h. Of GemiMns there are a great number, the greater proportion being of the
Miiddle class. There are not any distinguished persorts here, but many who are
irreeable from their accompli>hments, their manners, their appearance, and even

idents. CJentlcmen and ladies walk much together, and find much to say to each
other. At %11 events they seem to find much to say to each other at this place.
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P'eoijip are hpre in a higJl degi'ee cominunicatiTe and social.- tfiiey: 0941 j^^SySO, ^yeiy.

day, lif they will ; and they who take pleasure in nmkin^; thepi^<,4^'M
; O^S^Uf^^

with human nature may do so hero, and become the eojiiidants o^,i^eopl,e,s'way ot^^

lifb,' of their family eonnexions, sorrows, and joygf,.and,,mQreo,y42r, pf thei^- religious

belief and disbelief. Yes ; and this last topic appears to mq.to be a pviucipal topic

of conversation in Germany. Many a time—nay, frequently the very first tiiidb^J

jxltL cohverae \^^th any one, be it in the steamboat or the ball-room, when y5u rif^^

tcijclhg a walk or sitting together at table—you will be informed Avhat are the''

stranger's opmions about God, about his divine revelation, abQutfTn,ankihd,and th6^

world, about this life and that which is to come. The late religious contentions in.'

G<^rmany haA^e waked up anew these questions in the breast of every one ; and,,

hoivever dissimilar the answers may be, still one sees how people inquire, and'

eTrdfe^aVbur, and labour, that theymay become in harmony \vith themselves, and'that^

tSwniay acquire for themselves an independent convictioii of tHe truth. And this^

is £Ui excellent thing, because it is well when people eai-nestly employ them-seiveS^'

litittn that which is of the highest importance. Intellectttal and moral growth i^

anfeys promoted thereby. The eagle of thought spreads his wings in our days for

ari'iever-bolder flight upwards. Let him whirl, round, cast his search!nig glance on.

all sides, and take his way ! He, also, will one day build his eyrie, and tind rest rh

the" topmost branches of the eternal tree of the world'. ,,
,

"
i

"'""

Kobody can have been any time in Germany and have iaeaxd/iWiseWhients of

sb, many people, not only on political, but religious subjects^ without uniting iri

tife prophetic words which Geijer uttered lately to a distinguishedl;<E^erma^^histo-

itiiiii i'^' I feel as if Germany stood upon the verge pf a revolution.'V,„i^ ,.^11.

^^'^'' ''

There is, ni particular, a fermentation in the minds of the young men. ^ye
have even at Marienberg some secret republicans, followers of Feurbach an^.

Bliino-Bauer, who are longing to go up and down the world tl^at they may improve
if. One of these is my ijarticularly good friend^ because. Ipt it be as it may with
his head, his heart is in the right place. Tliis young man is aTSTorth German, a^d
jji^6tJisely that same melancholy person of whom I have spoken, who is agai^

becoihe cheerful, and who now rushes like a whirlwind over hill and stream, and
jris^sfs upon the comj)any at the bath going with him tq see the ilbiminations, the

titoispeets, the glorious things

—

ah!—ah !—wu)idarbar ! As he is one of our " conl-

ni^tftee of pleasure," there is no knowing but that he may seduce us out one of

thi^se fine days farther than we ought to go. We have here a " committee of

pleasure," which consists of two young men, and an ekler one, who acts as mode-
ratoi" of the too excusive plans for the rambles and ymusef]acntSiO,f the company .4t

|T must iiow itiftk&'jl^bu better tteqitaanted with' «ome^o|V the ba,thi^ ^aupid |Wj^|;er- >

drinking company of this place, for instance, with that, old couRselio,r.|ron?. Paj;m-
stialdt^ who has a countenance as clever as that of the late Knigge, aftd "vyt^ich beams
•\vith beautiful delight when he speaks of Pestalozzi, OA' of; sorne fjjie and ^qble
(trait, which for the rest is so striking in his Umff<nig mit Me^.isfihqi}.^ ^^q,&\^q yy^^i

j.'hat other elderly gentleman^-an Englishman and a coloneWwhP) isirsof wndfpf
_^talking about " the goodness of Providence," and making others observant therebi";

and with the pretty and motherless sisters from Cologne, so young, and yet at

'the same time so serious, and who take so much pleasure in hearing,conyei'satian
,pn religious subjects ; on all that is important to mankind^ on the pcjpuliarities' pf

|o^eign countries and people, especially those of Sweden^ and who ^jro tjiemsclves

so'fond of talking about then- brother, "so excelleait andspfbeloyp,d Jvj'"^*^d i>'U^

I
y^ft Butch couple whose faces might be painted—-he so clevffi"* -IvMty » ,^ j

A intej'cpt-

. mg'-T-she so gay, kind, and handsome, « la Ma/Jancimm ». .ancl,jWi;tlir7fJ>ut ..l^Qr^'ryou

^^.}ist ^ake 4 deep and Sorrowful interest—those two yoiittg;jnj./}]aj-,r:\yi,^li,,1^I>eir, pure
,!'aiid ,noble souls, but With the bloom of death upon iJlei^^ ><^bj?pW.r"^j>^Q;i}vpuld,*' so

^'^^rftdly believe in the doctrines and promises of ChristifloUyi'.'aj^jb^fWaclq.ftappy in

r)>o,doing, but who now believe in—nothing, andi arc-not .!i)i<^f^ ;j,^n(^,^lso,.,a;i^4 in

^"p4^;ticular, with that Miss W., who is not-'handsome,. an<^(ji^i lojt^gcr, ypup!^,, but

with "A^hoiii ^du Htould'li^teir {jease conTersingyiii^even ^e^sj^i t)^f\g,^«^Ufti^i^ed,
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ft'a'hid'^ritti begnh—and our young gentlemen here find it just th,e same ; an4^

hen—but I am already introducing too many to yoiu- acquaintance ! These, How*^
l^ver you would like, and many another beside.

Among the curiosities here I have observed a gentleman, a good and exceUeij^j

'man in other respects, -who cannot bear that women should eat much, and who ha8,j

taken a great fancy to, and who shows great respect towards my mother because he ,

sees her eat so little. He is our vis-a-vis at table. I fear in the meantime that his

young wife, to whom he has been married only four weeks, will cause him great

sorrow, not merely on account of an excellent appetite, but by a considerable

endency towards en bon point. If that should happen, her husband would, it is to

he feared, shoot himself through the head. In the walks down the valley I have
met Avith another curiosity—a very, very little lady dressed in white, old, pale, and
like a shadow, with a pair of large, black, glassy eyes gleaming forth from a

countenance of corpse-like paleness, who sits in a wheel-chair drawn by an ugly

but tolerably good-tempered lad, and by the side of which walks a tall, handsome,
and proud-looking lady. She is eighty years old, blind and feeble, but still wishes

to be brisk and healthy ; is here for the benefit of the baths, and is impatient at not
being permitted to take a Vollbad. Is she out of her mind r No. She is aagelic,^^,

and her beautiful, gifted, and proud attendant is—a fit subject for aroixance !

llither come daily new guests, often merely to pay their respects in passings

Frequently an interesting conversation begun here between two guests will be
interrupted by the steamboat, which is ready to start, never more probably to be
renewed in this world. With pleasure I feel, amid all this, how people, for the

time, are drawn near their fellow men—how readily heart and soul open themselves
in friendly intercourse. But how is it the happy hutnan being will hardly be met
with at this place ?

In the meantime we amuse ourselves, or we strive industriously to do so ; fpi*

these pleasure-excursions, and these rambles over the mouutains, are felt to be
painful enough to the weaker part of the company', and to those who, still novices

in the hydropathic system, are suffering from its first efiects, and are not accustomed
to climb up and down the Rhine hills. Amongst these latter am I, and my initia-

tion into these pleasures had been somewhat violent and almost appalling. There
happened to be on this particular occasion a great party of pleasure, at the head of

.which was our young republican. Immediately after dinner, which is here eaten

at one o'clock, we set out. Our party consisted of thirty persons ; the weather
was glorious, and the greater part of the company seemed to be in high spirits.

We had three donkeys Avithtis, for the convenience of the ladies, and at our setting

out I was seated upon one of them. I found, however, its motions so uneasy,
and I felt myself so very uncertain as to whether I and my steed should
not very soon have a tumble together on some of these steep, stony roads,

that it was not long before I dismounted, and after that I remained upon
my feet. We entered a narrow valley, along which muimui'ed a little brook.
Our procession produced a very picturesque effect as it wound through the passes
pf the hills and among the trees. The various-coloured dresses of the ladies and

;
the scarlet saddle-cloths of the a-sses shone brightly forth fiom among the dark
green shadows. Every now and then, however, we had to cross and re-cross

the little brook, which was not an easy matter for the ladies, because the brook
was wide although shallow, and it required a certain degree of skill, and sometimes
.also rather long legs, to be able to set the foot exactly upon the stones which rose
out of the water here and there like footstools. There were, however, half-a-

dozen ready hands immediately stretched out in aid of the hesitating or miscal-
culating. The young gentlemen were certain, in their politeness and goodness of
heart, to convey the ladies safely across, they did not themselves exactly kn6v»'

how—I mean the ladies. A tall and slender young doctor sjiatched up i?i his arms
a mcny little girl of eight, who belonged to our party, and bounded witli his

burden from one stone to another, and yet he did not look at all strong! This
crossing of the brook occurred very often, because, as the brook took a most
winding course, it was not possible in our course tluough the nairow valley to
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avoid it. In the meantime we are now safely across it. I was walking with, a
Danish professor, talking with him about the learned men of Denmark. Before
us walked the republican, leading by the hand the little girl dressed in white, who
was relatmg to him with rushing volubility a long history, of which it was im-
possible for me to catch anything exceptmg pji, pja, pja, pju, pji, pji, pja, pja, pji,

pju, pju, pju, pja, pja, pja, pja, pja, and so on, betwixt and between which were
heard the bass tones of the republican sounding forth, " Ei das

!

— Oh potz tausand!
—Neiti das war ?—Donnerwetter !'' all which expressions seemed to give still greater

impetus to the little torrent of talk of which I am not sure that the republican
"Understood any more than I did. Now and then he walked by my side to talk

|

about Jenny Lind, whom he had heard in Hamburg, and about Sweden and
Dalecarlia. From all this he would abruptly break off, and, with the rapidity of

'a. rolling stone, rush down the hill and extend his hand in aid of some hesitating

,'bi: trem^bling fellow- creature, most commonly a lady, sometimes also to an elderly .

.gentleman, or to give the right direction to our course, or to drive on somebody's
|

stupid donkey, and every now and then fire off one and another merry joke at ^

"^Ir. Yan P , who does not rank among his favourites. After this he would
return to me and talk again about Sweden or about his own position in life and
his gloomy anticipations for the future, for spite of all his cheerfulness there lay

"ir deep melancholy at the bottom of this young man's soul.
"' Dui-ing all this we kept walking on and on, and one hour followed another. It

was always the same valley path ; always the same stream which kept crossing our
road, and which we must contrive, one way or another, to get over. There were,

however, always the same attentive and helpful gentlemen ever at hand. Old Mi's.

T., seated upon my former donkey, rode across the stream ; and the creature,

driven on by blows, sprang not only across it, but up the opposite steep bank.
Again the young doctor seized the talkative little girl in his arms and bounded
across "VA'ith her from one stone to another. At this point, however, the stream was
wider than usual ; and whether it was the fault of the stones or the fault of the

burden is not for me to say, but certain it is that, at the last step, our kind doctor

lost his balance and tumbled forward, to his own and our terror, with his burden,

,
which, however, he managed to plant most beautilully, not in the middle of the

Vwater, but fortmiately among the tall grass on its bank. The little girl jumped
'nimbly to her feet again, with very much the appearance of a shaggy kitten, shook
herself all right again with a somewhat confused countenance, and then burst out
with such a merry peal of laughter that the whole company followed her example,
pven the young doctor himself, and thus our terror was changed into mirth. While
9,11 this was going on, poor old Mrs. T. and my former steed had a tumble together

down a slope, and Mrs. S. hurt herself and dirtied her dress ; and this was much
^less amusing.

,
/

1 But still we kept going and going onward, ever onward. We should certainly

come to our journey's end at last. No ! no ! Far enough from that yet ! But, in

the meantime, we can rest. The meadows at this point were beautiful, and the

prospect delightful. The gentlemen gathered flowers for the ladies. I rejoiced

over some which were new to me, and in the thought that when at home with my
isister I should become still better acquainted with them.

But now we have recovered our breath, and again we must proceed. It was de-

lightful enough for me. I forgot all my fatigue in the conversation of my copa-

panions, and in the picturesque effect of our procession, and in my surprise at the

striking views which opened here and there ; less remarkable, however, for extent

tiian in height and depth. ^; . , [[' 1 L \
,^,,We had been ascending, although gjiaJluaJly-, ifora long:Uija«^^ V^ien at length we
reached a tall and stately ruin. It was that of St. Goar. We entered it. We
climbed up steps, peeped into empty, mysterious chambers, pressed through slits in

the walls, clambered, and climbed, and still climbed. At length we reached the

top, and here there was really a splendid view. From this point the stranger

discovers that the tract of countiy bordering the Rhine is upland. At this height

lie extensive plains, and many towns with their churches. The castles ^qqh from
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this point are ia the highest degree picturesque, and the air here is cool. This is

the true place to rest, to breathe in. But, no ! the republican would not let us
have anj jest } we must again go on, on, if wc would reach the end of our journey.
!tho breeze of tlie liills had scarcely time to cool our hot and streaming brows, when
wc were compelled to betake ourselves off—to where and for how long I knew not

;

but this I did know, that I began half to repent of having resigned myself into the
handii of these indefatigable mountain wanderers.
"We again began our ramble ; the -N^-inding stream no longer crossed our path.

The road became less difficult, and we were now surprised at every step by the
mo-t beautiful views. Before long we saw at a considerable distance a little town.
Anon it was just below our feet, and I was now assured that in a couple of hours
I should be resting myself in that little town ; but it was not a very cheering as-

surance to my wearied limbs, because we had yet so very far to go before we
reached it. But how could I help participating in the republican's joy over this
beautiful landscape—over this beautiful Rhine r and when he said, *' Oh I how I
have longed to bnng about this party !" I would not for anytiling in the world
Lave given utterance to my wish that it was brought well to an end. I saw a
young Englishman, who had a disease of the lungs, standing beside a wall, over-
heated and suffering from cough. IIis friend, the young physician, appeared much
distressed. The elder member of our committee of pleasure looked very thought-
ful. The rest of the company did not seem to regard weariness, and our young
republican appeared not to have the slightest idea that there could be such a thing
in the world.
Again we went onward and still onward, and, for myself, I became more and

more weary. The path lay, as before, through meadows. The lively little girl

now sate quite still upon an ass, which she was vrilling should carry her, and one
of the young gentlemen always walked by her side, holding her hand. I was
cheered by these traits of kindness, and could not help having a hearty laugh at
the ridiculous figure of Mr. Yon P— , as he lay upon an ass on the back of which
it was his desire to mount, whilst the republican kept encouraging him to renewed
efforts by exclaiming :

" Um Gotteswillen, Herr Von P— ! Ein keeker deutscher
jiingling! ! !

"

The fifty-year-old youth laughed with right good- will, laboured with hands and
feet, and was at length rewarded for his trouble by mountinjj upon the back of
the animal. .

"^ '
'

''

Again we went on and on. "We were now upon a high road, which, windih<»-
in a serpentine manner, continued to descend. It is more fatiguing to descend for
a length of time than to ascend, because one is in a manner compelled to keep
huiTying onward ; the very least you can do is to keep moving your feet. At all

events, 1 felt this to be the case, as every moment I became more and more knocked
up, and, with a sort of despairing resignation, mechanically moved my feet, going
On, and ever downward, and all the time talking about systems of philosophy^with
the Danish philosopher, and feeling myself every moment more like the shoemaker
of Jerusalem.

We had now been walking for six hours, and the sun had long been set, when we
At length once more found ourselves on the banks of the Rhine. Here we had the
pleasure of finding a table spread for us in the open air, upon a terrace close by the
water side. We took our refreshment by the light of coloured lamps. Tlie air was
calm and delicious. We heard upon the river the firing of guns, and the lively sound
of the French horn, which the echoes of the hills repeated. Everything around us
was beautiful as a festival. But we were now, everi/ one of us, tired—everv one,
with the exception of our young conductor, who had arranged all this pleasure for
'S. For my part, I had a secret feeling, as if my limbs would drop off with my
'Wariness, and my only wish was to be once more safe and sound at Marienberg.

Vt length the much-desired hour arrived, when we were all to seat ourselves in a
•arg. boat, and glide along the Rhine. We had masic and coloured lamps, and as
"e Sed along the beautiful new moon beamed upon mountains and rivers, through
uartint^ clouds, and produced a magical effect. It was enchantingly beautiful. I
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could see this, but I was unable fully to feel its beauty, and when our excellenjf^,!

colonel talked about "the goodness of Providence," he talked to a perfect stock«(.

Our young republican talked and joked, and made a deal of fun of Mr. Von P -s^k

who smiled with a grimace, seized the oars, and helped to row, and did all in hi«tf

power to enliven himself and us ; whilst the other young men of the party sang thaf^^

beautiful hymn, '* O Sanctissima." ^^'

In this way we arrived at Marienberg ; but it was then night, and every on^
hastened to rest. For myself there was that night no rest. The aching ofmy limb^^l
prevented my sleeping. The following day the greater part of the company wer^j.

tOWjdjtaiieindjsppsed, aiidthe young Englishman had burst a blojadrVesseJ.
Oi £101)0398 oRi b-jhnoiiit gyc^ merr^'-raakings cause us woe.'' Un m ^n ^moJusi I

ilgioioliol '(ifiiSTo-jg-iobiiJ ,^
, . y ,

'• '''nnota-oi .z'6-':

lot zhA bnB ^u'J^k1^b6A irv i Cfo be continued.

J

^i b\iAd 9>'is'.

':pAj m -citloh-iR ^f-odi \o "
- -: fj ^j ^y'i'j,

•

'»riJ bioffqj/ iW\An • ,.,
, -iUf .%siiUy

• -iiDaluiii tafiAR^LIAMENT ARY S K E T C H E Ss^'iotf to e^
-4ii iiQici'imlii'l bioJ. I'j ,.. . .'Ki.:. / •. ... i^iJ«i?,nr 8£il ,30'-

•.,i;-iV,',i..q -f.-n T-.n-rf^r>J. Till;—LORD JOHlSf

n
bii

m
11

,81^

The Manners family have been ennobled for

many centuries ; and the high deeds of several

have been worthy of their high birth, ac-

cording to the standard of excellence that

prevails amongst their class. Passing over

the usual heraldic flourishes of the peerage
lists, which descant on the honours of the

race in Northumberland, the first person we
shall name is John, tenth Earl of Hutland,
who had been summoned to Parliament, in

1679, as Baron Manners, of Haddon, Derby-
shire ; and was created Marquis of Granby,
in Nottinghamshire, and first Duke of E,ut-

land, in 1703. It \vas the third son of this

duke who, as Marquis of Granby, was
the military commander that led the Eng-
lish armies with so much credit during the

seven years' war in Germany ; and who, by
his kindness to the private soldier, not less

than by his domestic virtues, and noble
public conduct in the field and in peace,

left behind him a name more popular than,

probably, that of any British general in

nistory--a popularity which he lived to en-

joy for seven years after the cessation of

his duties as a soldier, though he died at

the early age of fifty, exactly eighty years

ago. The next most distinguished of the

family was the late Duke of Rutland, who,
though dying at the much earlier age of

thirty-three, had acquired much and de-

served celebrity by his administration of the
functions of Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland for

three y(?ars—his Viceroyalty being marked
by great splendour of state ceremonial,
and by a winning cordiality of manner that

endeaa."«d him personally to all classes, even
to those who felt the full weight of the

tyrannous' system of the Government of

which he was the organ and the instrument.
Unlike thp late Duke ^f Northumberland,
his grape's raagnificeoQQ jvv*s not the r^ero

MANNERS. " ''"' ''^'- --- -i'

.(]

vulgar ostentation of wealth for its owi\,^,

sordid sake, butwas a becoming employmenjt p.

of affluent means in the support of obserYr.jj

ances, which, however ''barbarous " in IJie,^^

abstract, as Mr. Cobden has rightly desig^-^

nated them, are not to be neglected on th^.^j

part of one situated as his grace was with-!j_

out imputations from which a generous,^^

nature and highly-cultivated intelligenoe
^^

will ever shrink. '

.^^

His son, the present and fifth dvike, in- .

herited all his father's tastes with a^t his^'^B^

father's possessions. The former he coh-,.!

tinues to retain to the present day; butiY
their indulgence has considerably impaired.j.
the latter-. The princely bospitalities ofj^
Belvoir Castle have been celebrated fo?

nearly half a century, and are so still; but^q
it is well to know that the prodigality of tb^, ,7

entertainments in honour of George .IV-,,,

who was a frequent visitor there during thej'

'

Regency, made most formidable iiupads on, .

a splendid rent-roll of upwards of £150,000

,

a year, and entailed upon the Duke's sons,,

^

certain privations that will keep them oil

very short commons during their father's,,

life, though at his death they will come into
,

revenues adequate to their original positioi^ .

and expectations. It is but fair to these,,

young noblemen, Lords Granby, John, and
George Manners (all three being in Par-
liament) to say that, unlike the late scan- -

dalous dissensions between the bankrupt-.

Duke of Buckingham and his consequently ,

pauperised son, the Marquis of Chandos,/,
the arrangements alluded to among the

|]

members of the house of Belvoir wer? 3;*.,,'

conceived in the most affectionate spiH^* ,

and have been carried out in the best fa^h-
.^

Indeed, the domestic ties have eycr *^^
,jj

most strong amongst the^i, and.t^^.,^-;

mainly helped to «3tempt theiu,,f(.|P!i,,tlJ^,^',^
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'^ [fiuito tb wTnch the ]^olitics of their party
^ avie tbo often subjected their class, espe

ally ^vh«l joined with cei-tain landlord
i liilTauctices, frqvn tvhich, also, the Llanuers

D»ily ^a,.n)^st hojaousably exeuxpt. In
roof of this it is only necessary to say,

a{it., tl^e Dujie of Rutland is beloved

Ihi

y
'
Jiis. ; tenantry fc^r thQ

^

liberality of his

e^iings, thbiigh he, arid his sons are

'constant and most
-bf. protection, and

nidhgst tlie moist

trenuous tidv&^afcfe^

ould restore it, in all its monopolist ofien-

iveness, to-morrow, if they had the chance.

Ve have heard it stated, on what we con-
ider good authority, that the Marquis of

rranby, in the adjustment of his Father's

fficulties, whereby the estates are in rapid

rocess of being 'freedJ from &li incum-
rances, has insisted tliat his two younger
rothers. Lord John and Lord George
lanners, shall have £G,00O,ia) year nt the
)uke's death (they now consenting to ac-

ept onlv £600', so .is tb expedite matters
o their /athef's satisfaction), though in the
rdinary course of things, under the ori-

:inal settlement, they are entitled to only
i3,000 per annum when his grace dies,

kit this is only one of innumerable in-

tances of the feeling we have spoken of,

tud Avhich ^yas f;amiliarised to the country
n~lSii^'\ij ia very elaborate series of do-

nestie pictures in the famous political

lovel bif " Con-nfngsby," between the
luthor of whiiih, l)'rsracii, and the Rutland

''; aijiilv, there has always existed the warmest
'" rieridshi'p, as indeed there does at the pre-

leijt moment between that rcrbarhable per-
ionage and Lord John Manners.
It wa^ Lord John's connection with

[)'Israeli, ox rather mth the Young Eng-
land party of whom D'Israeli'was the head,
:hat flrsl lent pojitical importance to his

lordship. The Young Eriglanders were a

im^li ccc|eritric sect, who sprang into a sort

if mediotfe' cele)*rity shortly after Peel's
accession! to' ofHcc in 18 iL They never
mastered; above a do^cn, or at most twenty,
members* !ru,t were remarkable for literary

talents, a'rijd b.' cbhi.bfn'ation of tastes in-

clihing, ontlie'orife Ir-tiid, to feudalism, and,
on the other, to cxiti'cnic popular freedom;
being decidedly hostile to t\iat intermediate
liberalisrii tb which Peel was so puriial.

Thus they v\-cre fo^ exalting the prerogative
of the sovereign^ jplidefing the church a
grand instrument of gjqfei*nment, fjs in the
days of the cldef^Tiidpl'^^afid Plantfigcnets,

and granting ^^'S*^ '
'hbn-political indul-

gences to tile 'pti^-Ae'^'iiich.^'ViS aepess to
crowji TanH^j'^nrcd ana'i'ajmerft 1h time.of
•carpity, Y'^*^cs^ tin's gn(fhe!3,'a'ritl p;tsl}iii^^,'a^

(Lhe .njiiiqiVal fei^^ir^'c,'^ khd'^b forth, 'As
the diOcren,ccs b'G;t\Y'eeii-Pe^' and his old fol-

"owers widened, those gehflemeu were gra-

dually absorbed either into the rank* crf>'>

ptotection or free-trade, and lost thbr.j

distinction their original isolation had?
conferred upon them. The Hon. George ,.

Smythe (son of Lord Strangford), bet):qj,jj

known as Canterbury Smythe, from re.- i
presenting tliat ecclesiastical city, wlm^
had acquired considerable feputatibn
not only by his publication of a cleve4»''rf

volume called "Historic Fancies," but bytq
some able speeches on diplomatic Bubjectso't
in Parliament, headed the Seccders to
Peel, became Under-Secretary for Foreign
Affairs to Lord Abderdeen, and has for

the last three years been the reported
writei- of the best of those articles in the
Morning Chronicle which uphold the
general policy of the late cabinet, and cen-
sure the conduct of Lord Palmerston in
particular. Mr. Monckton Milnes, the
once Conservative member for Pontefract,
author of a collection of poems of con-
siderable merit, called " Palm Leaves,"' I

and various other publications exhibiting- n

a considerable intimacy with the politicisrf

and peculiaries of the east, followed MrJ'JS

Smythe's example, but with Whiggish"ffT

rather than Peelish bias. D'lsraeli, on th«'|r

contrary, stuck to protection, as we nceti^il

hardly say, and Lord John Manners stuck td'^i

him on all points save the emancipation of f^s

the Jews. His lordship's bigotry on thafJ'""

question is the only reproach that can becJl

urged against him as decidedly inconi*rfa

patiblo with the liberality of his professions'"
and his otherwise generally estimable cha-'''>I

racter, unless, perhaps, we except some of
his prejudices in favour of the Spanish '

Carlists who have fled hither at various
times from popular fury in their own coun*

;

'_

try, and towards many of whom he haS"J
shown great favour ; as, for instance, a^^dt

sisting at the marriage of General Cabrera-'Q
to an JEnglish lady here the other day. '>l

Lord John Manners is the secon^son of;''{

the Duke of Rutland, by whose ma*iage tb'^^

the sister of the present Earl of Cailisle his

lordship is nearly related to the Whig Chan-
cellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, and t^''^

the numerous Howards allied to tliat fune*,'^

lionary. He was born in 1818, and is, cotvJ'^^

sequently, now in his 32nd year, though h^'^^

looks considerably yoimger ; hi:* per^oUaid^
appearance, by the way, being greatly in hiA'^2

favour, therein materially differing frbili^^

many of our young aristocrats, who prcsent^^^
us with the very reverse of one's pre-cbn-^f
ceived notions of what the bearers of itlu^»^c

trious names and historical associations'^
ought to be. Entering Parliament for the^-^

Duke of Newcastle's borough of Newark* {J

along with Mr. Gladstone, the present mcm-'J''
ber lor Cambridge University, in 1841, h«< J
soon distinguished himself for a gravity oP^-^
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njanner and earnestness of purpose very
clifferent from that of young Tory nobles of
his years, who had hitherto made the House
of Commons a sort of convenient lounge for

killing time, in the shape of affected atten-

tion to public concernments for five or six

months in the year. He showed much sym-
})athy with the working classes, by the pub-
ication of a little volume called *' A Plea
for National Holidays," which, though it

exposed him to a good deal of quizzing, on
the score of its innocent enthusiasm in the
advocacy of an impossible perfectibility in

mankind, gave promise of much future
ability, as well as present proof of the right
sort of feeliiis:, which he has maintained on
numerous occasions since ; and this it is that

has recommended him so strongly to the
factory delegates, on the short-time agita-

tion that has so long disturbed the manu-
facturing districts of the north. But before
he had attracted much notice in this line,

he had made a very singular sort of reputa-
tion by divers publications of a politico-

religious leaning, which were, by the ma-
jority of readers, regarded as decidedly
Puseyitish, while others, and not a few,

pronounced them to be downright papistical.

One of these was a letter to Lord Edward
Howard, son of the Duke of Norfolk,
entitled, "What Should the English
Catholics Do ? " in which he appealed, in a
very extraordinary fashion certainly, to the
Conservative prejudices of the spiritual sub-
jects of the Vatican against the overtures
for political purposes of what he called the
latitudinarian radicals. The sentiments
he avowed, on this occasion, in favour of

the Stuart dynasty, and, generally, of the

right divine of kings, shocked a good many
people, and confounded and perplexed a

good many more ; but the world at large

was too busy, thinking of its temporary and
pressing necessities, to feel any very absorb-

ing interest in his polemical speculations ; and
it became the fashion with the liberal wits

to annoy the intolerant Tories—the Spooners,
Plumptres, Frewens, Newdegates, and the

rest—by twitting them with Lord John's
proposition for establishing in large towns
monastic institutions to teach the masses
how to play at cricket and theology, so as

to remove the reproach of ignorance and
decrepitude, which the reports on the state

of the manufacturing districts demonstrate
^e so lamentably prevalent.
";. Though Lord j'ohn Manners is commonly
regarded as a theorist, if not a visionary, it

is to be observed that he exercises the most
commendable pains to make himself practi-

cally acquainted with every subject in whose
discussion he takes part. Thus it is recol-;

lected now, to his great credit, that the very
first topic upon which he opened his lips in

parliamentbeing the then much- debated and
much-disputed condition of the labourii!^

classes in Bolton, he Commenced by assuiS-

ing the h0U3e;With a modest candour which
well became him, that he had gone down to

the place, and had judged for himself, and
could unfortunately confirm, from personal
knowledge, all the melancholy data which
had been brought forward by the parties

praying for inquiry and redress. This was
not a little remarkable, and no less honour-
able, especially when we recollect that it is

only a couple of months ago since the

Premier, in the 57th year of his age, and
who has been some five-and-thirty years ia

parliament, and prominently mixed up in

every " state-of-the-counlry " question dull-

ing all that time, visited Manchester for thd

first time in his life, and made a personal
acquaintance %Aith the cotton system, upon
which the commerce and conseqvient great-

ness of England depend, far more than on
all other elements of our prosperity put
together. So again, or rather before, dup-

ing the Spanish contest. Lord JohnManners
resided some time at the head-quarters of

Don Carlos; and when the first famine
horrified the world in 1847-8, he made a
tour of that unhappy country, and did much
personally on the spot, and by his example
and exertions here, to rob that appalling

visitation of some trifle of its misery in

certain localities. And he had also pre-

viously investigated the relation of the

priesthood and the people, in reference to

the subject of Maynooth, to which question

he had devoted considerable inquiry, coming
to the somewhat conflicting conclusions-

first, that it would be highly improper, on
principle, to attempt to pension the Roman
Catholic clergy ; and secondly, that, if the

offer were made, itwould be rejectedby them

;

but, at the same time, he voted for Peel's

grant to the college. Indeed, as we have
already intimated, his whole political compo-
sition is made up of contrarieties ; for, while

an absolutist—a defender not only of foreign

temporal despots, but of foreign Jesuits

—

he is in favour of short Parliaments, opposed
to all needless interference with the expres-

sion of popular feeling, such as the 10th

of April manifestation, and the Gagging
and Alien Bills of our panic-stricken ter-

rorists and tricksters of 1848. On one
occasion, when the great oracle of the

Whigs, Macaulay, descanted on the out-

break in Wales, Lord John remarked " that

he never heard historical Whiggism brought

to attack modern Chartism without a shock

to his feelings at such inconsistency. Mr.
Macaulay had spoken of Frost as a linen-

draper who wanted to become a dictator.

Why, what was Hampden but a private

gentleman who wished to levy Avar against
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;he constituted authorities of his country ?

Thev were also about to vote a statue to

Jliver Cromwell. He could not see with
ivhat justice they could thus palliate rebel-

.ion in one age, while they punished it in

xnother," Again, he is anxious for main-
taining principles which, he declares, would
* render the church triumphant and the

monarchy powerful, and restore content-

ment to the starving, over-worked, and
leluded people ; but these principles in-

volved a ready obedience on the part of the

governed, and a most awful responsibility

on the part of their rulers," Yet he is

against the centralizing tendencies of the

age in all poor-law and similar matters
;

is against the income-tax being applied

equally to the mentata;id physical labourer

as to the possessors of fixed capital and in-

come ; and, as already stated, is a decided
supporter of the working classes, though,
perhaps not in the same sense as the old-

tried, popular favourites who sprang from
the people, and are of the people, and know
that what the people want is not the patron-
age of those above them, but a thorough
political equality in the eyes of the law and
of the constitution. Still, Lord John de-

serves well of the working man ; and it is

not in The Working Man's Friexd that

his merits shall be estimated censoriously.

Lord John, like Mr. Roebuck, and many
others of undeniable public fitness for the

senate, has been out of parliament from the
general election till witliin the last few
months, when he came in for Colchester,

previous to which he had been a candidate,

either nominal or real, for many places, one
being (in June, 1849) the City of London,
which he was foolish enough to contest on
the odious and most uncongenial princi-

ples of religious intolerance, against Baron
Rothschild. It was melancholy in the ex-
treme to see a person of his natural disposi-

iiiyn and enlarged intelligence playing the
€at's-paw to a knot of exasperated zealots,

who, in the guise of a religious triumph,
thought to avenge their political grievances
by the annoyance of the authors of them.
His lordship made a very poor exhibition in

every way, and greatly lowered himself in

,sB the esthnation of those to whom the charac-

!^|^ter we have gixen of him had justly recom-
nded him. His defeat was overwhelming

and humiliating ; for though the liberals,

disgusted with the vacillation and procras-

'tinaiion of government in respect to the
"Oaths Bill, were quite apathetic, and could
^ot be roused till the last minute, the Baron
"Jwlled nearly three to one over his lordship,

%hose City backers made lavish and unscru-
]aulous use of the funds they had supplied

w

him with ; for it is hardly necessary to add,

he was not in a condition to stand a contest

for any place, much less a locality where the
necessary and unavoidable outlay is so enor-
mous as in the British metropolis. So com,-

plete was the discomfiture of the intolerant^,

that they were unable to offer any opposi-

tion whatever on the death of Mr. Pattisoa
shortly after, when Sir James Duke was
elected without even the threat of a contest.

Since his late return to Parliament Lord
John has been a constant attendant in the
house, where he may be seen every night
on the first row of the Opposition, his bro-

ther, the Marquis of Granby, generally on
one side of him, and Mr. D'Israeli on the

other. He has not spoken often this ses-

sion, but the few occasions he has done so

have served to show that he has turned to

account his leisure since he ceased his con-
nexion with Newark. He is now far less

liable than he was before to the reproach of

being dreamy and Utopian ; is most atten-

tive to the business details and routine
observances of the house ; and takes a prac-

tical interest in many of the most compli-
cated questions of the day, though thev
may be of a dry, repulsive character, ani
have no affinity to those social puzzles, as

to the relationship of the church to the
state and of the state to the people, which he
hitherto made his chief study. For instance,

his temporary connexion with Liverpool as

a Protectionist candidate, though he did

not go to the hustings, has led him to so

earnest a consideration of the condition of

the merchant navy, in its various relations,

that he has been selected by that great
port, and by the shipping interest generally,

to oppose the Government measure called

the Mercantile Marine Bill, which, having
been once already brought on and aban-
doned in its original shape, is now to be re-

introduced in an amended form. He has
likewise shown a very marked improvement
as a debater, having on one occasion, a few
weeks ago, made a spontaneous reply to

Lord John Russell quite worthy of D'Israeli
himself, in defence of whom the speech was
volunteered, as that gentleman, having al-

ready spoken in the debate, was personally
unable to meet the arguments of the premier.
But this renders it only the more surprising,

and the more lamentable, that Lord John
Manners, imlike the late Lord George Ben-
tinck, will oppose his leader by resisting
the claims of the Jews to be admitted to the
free priylleges of citizenship, to which the
whole conduct of that maligned and most
ill-used people, for so many ages, has shown
them to be entitled.
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B9fiiiJ9i:rro8 I vz-oxiif ijoY
-gnin970 njs ax x£tjb .,-5 ffj

•>nrt i; lo 9f)x:xn ,'ffonA

to _;«? 3

1

Phil^ Fretmani
Ml yy.r

^i's. F. :' I am glad, Andrew, you have
ctfitie to talk to Philip here. These letters

frbih America 'Seettl to; rua betwixt kim and
hre'^rits: '

-^ "'
'

''; -^ ^•:' r. '^_

^AiTDTi'irw B. : Hoot ! toot ! Breetun's
tli&^hest kintra after a's said an dune ; be
yd ''Sur& 6 'that mistress ! ' .ilh;;v

^PiirLlP F. : You had better hdor* some
of the contents of the letter toefok-e- you
agree upon a verdict. i^' -••

Andrew B. : Weel, let's hear.
Philip P.: Very well. Tlie first two

letters I take out of the lot are from John
aric^ Esther Parkfi, a young couple I kne^v
ve^ry-well, who went over eighteen months
ago. John Parks says :

" 1 am at the car-

pentering trade, partly learning. I have
five shillings a day (equal to half-a-crown
of your money). Journeyman's wages are
about twelve shillings per day. Some that
take work in lots earn as much as sixteen
shillittgs a day. We live on the best of
provisions, mutton, beef, and pork. There
i'h'iio such thing as n very poor industrious
rrtttii in New York." His next letter is

dated from " Greenbush," a village in the
satrte state, and thus he and his yoiing wife
Wtite :—'" Tell Thomas Avann to come to
America; and tell him to leave his strap
(Whiat he wears when he has to fast a long
titne in England) to some other half-starved
slave. Tell Miriam Avann there is no
sending children supperless to bed here, or
husb^and& to their v/ork without a good
dinner in their bag. No one need be afraid

to come. There be poor-laws here the
f?ame as yours, but less wanted. The poor-
tax' for Grfeenbush amounts only to about
forty dollars in the year for all the town,
and we have about 3,000 pebpie. whicJi is

inore than there is in Ewehurst. I am get-

ting now twenty-one 'dollars a month, but
most trades get more ; and I mean to.have
'Wroi'e whett my time is up in May. Good
jd'irj>enter£ get two dollars a day sometimes,
'«i!lways' a dollar and a half. Bricidayers
t^^€ same as brickmakers." In a postscript,

'^•rltten a few days after, he says, " I have
got a coivs at last. Gave thirteen dollars

^'f^'her. Wo killed a good littJc hog /last

week, and have two more nearly fat."

T^herir, what say you to that as ii specimen ?

timAjfDiiBW-Bi: Think ye every, cbiel that
"^^gs -dwer sea, fa's intil sich. la 'ssam, as

that? :yji:-^^\:: :ji :..;; ^o.-: kv,>- I iioi; .

Mrs. F. : Ay ;-"what'''8ay.iywn:.ita/'Jdiat,

' f*biUp?qs ii/0( no >fjjq wo>I : .1 ^ijih*!
\

.(a neighbour).

ii\

h\

Philip F. : No ; not the idle ones ;a«ii

the drunken ones ; but let us hear a ii4t

moi*e how they live in this country of fi]

beliies and small taxes. Here is ano
'

letter It is vvritten by a man nan^^i

James Watson, who was a farm laboui^e^

before he Avent out. This is his evidenc^jj—•"Dear Fa.ther and Mother,—All who a^*

tired of paying tithes and taxes shouj^^

come here. The only tax we have paid j^

one day's work oa the road, and fifty cents,

or 2s. 3d., for one yoke of oxen. We wejre

worth nothing when we landed in tHj^

place (Aurora, State of Indiana) ; now w^
have one yoke of oxen, one cow, and ni^
hogs, and mean to have another cow. Wj^f

can have what land we can work for payinj
one- th ird of theproduce. We have j ust tal;^
ten acres on these terms. The price ,oi

land called Congress Price is 1 dollar 2a

cents per acre. Rabbits and pigeons ver)

abundant ; so are squirrels^ which are fine

eating, and there are plenty of fish in tht

river for the trouble of catching. Partridges
are very numerous, and wild turkeys alsq.;

anybody may shoot them, for there are i^
game-laws here. W^e got one turkey {(a

25 cents, which made four meals. Meat,^
2 cents per lb. Whilst I am writing t^
children and their mother are eating pi^
served peaches and bread. Fowls, very fii|^

ones, we can buy at 2s. 3d. per dozen ; eggj S.^

six cents for six dozen." There! wh^*^
think you of th?.t for cheapness, and com
fort? 9>uion) vj^^i^y, in.^H ^^yv^.-v
JANE .:

• Why ; pan it w,^ , m^k? ,(
pur

.,
^hop^

keepers sell as cheap, father ?

Philip F. : Because the tqx-g3.th9rerj

won't let them,. my dear. ,(u,jV > .7, . ,;,

Jane : I can't understatia tl^^iy(i)^\h<i,ri\.

Philip F. : By-andrby, Jane, you wit
understand it all ; but youj^gster? must b(

patient and learn. ,',,( ,v,t^t \<{u

ANyiiEW B, : Tootsi
, IV's.' JV-i- B,onsens<

and clish-ma-claver ! Gin yb had eggs ^
dozen for a bawbee, wagps would coi?]4 1"

doon in the sam-e proportioi^.^'^fj^^, w^
be just where ye started ! , f ,;.-.,,,.',',.

y

Philip F* : That I deny, friend Andrew
Mrs. F,: Ye deny, Philip j but can ye givit

any reason for denying it
?njj },, y^,, .

Philip F- : To: be sur^;4 ,cia^,v .>Vages

tatis

ifjieo

Wi

fflt'i

ist

M^

like QtljiQr thing?, depend on the supply 6:

lajKl|)ur JA the.labouirjnarket, coinpared wf|t^

tne demand for it. The price of food doe.'

not alter wages, except labourers be in ex

mfSft, if yovn look to the xMe of \yages longlij"''

1
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o, when it is notorious that England was
t over-peopled, and when more labourers

re wanted than could easily be obtained,

.ges were high, though provisions were
eap ; and there were hardly any taxes ex-

pla lew custom duties, mostly on luxuries,

not totally so.

Andrkw B. : Give us an instance, mon.
Philip F. : Very willingly. Take 1550,

d look at Bishop Fleetwood's " Pre-

>stim," or Book of Prices, a work com-
ied with great care. He there states that

ordinary farm labourer got tenpence a

y, or five shillings a Aveek. This was the

ice of a fat sheep, with the skin into the

rgain ; whilst a fat steer only brought
-enty-five shillings. Do the poor labourers

Borsetshire and Wiltshire get any such
tgesnow-a-days ? Ko ; first, because there

e more of them ; and next, because the

f'mer is so pinched himself that he beats

rt\'n his hinds and employs fewer of them;
r'when masters have plenty the generality

them are liberal to their men in propor-

)h, I am glad to say.

^N'DREAV B. : Supposing it be as ye say,

nna ye see that unless ye could stap po-
tlation it canna last, mon. Stap popu
tion, mon, and then your millennium may
le some sense in't.

Philip F. : No need of that, Andrew,
here plenty of solid meat abounds. At the

rfy time 1 talk of, there was great alarm
(it the numbers of the people were de-

casing, which was really tlie case, as the

titistics amply prove. Numbers of houses
1 over the kingdom went to ruin for want
f'jJeoplc to live in them. So I ad^dse ye,

ndrew, to put no more faith in Malthus,
trd to laugh at the Edinburgh Reviewers.
Andrew B. : Laugh at the Edinbro'
viewers! Heard ye iver the like of that?
ou're jokkin' mon, or else ye've gaen
lean wud

!

Philip T. : Not I. Go to the law-
brary, in Chancery-lane, and look .at the

Idest edition of the statutes at large

—

iind, the oldest they have. Look out for

ie statute of Henry VII., chap. 19, anno
to, and there you will see the whole de-

ricase of the population described at length,

/iih all its effects. The statute is now,
Dwevcr, never printed at length, because

i; does not suit the notions now prevalent,

suppose. For evidence of the same fact,

cc Sir II. Morton Eden's " History of tlie

oor," vol. 1, p. 73. If you want more
estinxony of the then decay of towns, look

tthd statute of Henry VIII., anno 3, cap. 8.

Jant: : But I want to know, father, how
Vie tax^-gatherer prevents tradesmen from
clling us cheap things ?

IJoiin:
So do I, father.

Philip F. : Well, let us take one article

as an example. You know I sometimes
indulge myself with a cigar in an evening.

This cigar is, you know, made of_ a fine

Idnd of toba,cco grown abroad, chiefly in

the \Vcst Indies and America. It is, or

was until smoking was 'invent«d, a mere '

weed
;

yet you know how dear I pay at

Mr. Pigtail's, the tobacconist, for a sraijl

quantity of them. How comes that? Be-
,

cause for eveiy pound weight of cigars ,

brought into Eni^land the Government i

makes the importer pay the enormous sum
of nine shillings in the shape of customs'

duty, wliicli with additional charges^ for

interest of capital advanced, &c., is paid ^t

last by the unfortunate smoker of the cigarSi

to whom the price of the article is-x,ai^ed4^,i

proportion. - -,, /. -'.If '<[ :',<} (\yj/
Jane F. : Then you pay the CBgf^;dji^,

father, and not the merchant. ,;,, ) . ,- ?;.,f

Philip F. : To be sure, I do, child, wpon
such as I smoke. If the merchant paid it

without charging it to his costoiuors, )iq..

might soon shut up shop. .
.

^.v
; .mTq

John F. : Is anything else.^ iiai^^4* M>
heavily as tobacco or cigars ? ,' ^ ,i,,,y i,.

Philip F : Not many things ; but some
are, in effect, quite as heavily taxed by the

obstacles to trade which these duties create..

Tea, for instance, sometimes, because of

the duty upon it, costs the person who uses'

it six times as much money as the Chinese
merchant gets for it. ;•',;)

AxDUEW B. : Hand ye there, PJuJ-iftt

Do ye think to bamboozle us that gs^te^

mon?
: i;/.

Mrs. F. : Now, Philip, really you get so
over the score when ye get on with taxa-

tion.

. Philip F. : Do I ? If this be bf^TB-'

j
boozling, friend Sandy, the bamboo/Ae is

not mine, at any rate ; and if anybody be
bamboozled, it must be the House pf Com-
mons, for this is a statement nuxde by a

witness in 1848, before a select a»d secjret

committee of the Commons. jj . s /tj, j

Andrew B. : Gin it be secret,iiioV//C(?(fl^jB

yc to keu what was stated ? .:.;!? :i.)::i

Jank: Mr. Binks irbajsjiiyou ^\^ftT&,c.tt

think, father. : . nufr / :m 'ifw.ij jj-orrr

Philip F. : Not quite so; fast, if yo»
please ! Though committees aie sometimes
secret, their reports are seldom secret ; and
it so happens that the blue-book, with the
report in which this statement appears, ^a

in that very closet behind you. : .,.

Andrew B. : Say ye sae, mon ! seeing^s

believing. ,/

Philip F. (JuimliMg ottt the blue-book):
There ! see. and belifive! only don't a.sk me
where I got it, good people ; for that ques-
tion I am not tied to answer.
Andrew B. : Na! na ! >

Philip F. : Now put on your spectaclep,
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on

and turn to page 368. There look at ques-
tion No. 4,879, put by Mr. Hume, and read
that part of the answer marked with a

pencil. You see the witness is ^^ Robert
Gardner Esq. " a great merchant of Man
Chester, and very clever man.
AxDREW B. (reads) : "It is a fact that

rlarge percels of tea are bought and sold in

^Ijond at ^d., ^d., or sometimes ^d. per lb.,

[Vfrhen xhere is no cash advance involved

;

whereas, when it is sold to the great bulk
q'f the shop-keepers, with the duty paid and
-two or three months' credit (the terms on
twiiich a great portion is bought), it is

generally at a profit of from 6d. to 8d. or lOd.

per lb. ; to which they further add a con-
siderable' profit. Thus I account for the
46,000,000 lbs. of tea taken into consumption
last year not realizing to the importer more
than £1,350,000 to £1,500,000, but for which,
.^believe, the public paid fully £10,000,000"
j^'pHiLiP F. : There, good people, what do
'you think of bamboozling like that ?

Andhew B.: I canna credit it ! Say ye
this is the report o' the secret committee ?

Philip F. : Read the title-page yourself.

Andrew B. :
" First Report of the Secret

Committee on Commercial Distress, with
the Minutes of Evidence. Ordered by the
House of Commons to be printed, June 8,
1848."

Philip F. : Well, what do ye say to Mr.
Gardner's statement—for it is his, and not
mine, you see ?

JoHX F. : I say, as Andrew Binks some-
times says, " it beats Cut-lugs, and they
say he beat the deil !" That's my opinion,
father.

Mrs. F. : John, I think shame for you

!

John F. : Why do you think, mother,
that we are to go on at this rate for ever,

paying six shillings for tea that we raighi

get perhaps for a shilling, if it were not for

this " taxing system," to call it no worse ?

Philip F. : Hush, John! Well! An-
drew ; do ye want any further exhibition of
the beauties of indirect and excessive tax-
ation ?

Andrew B. : Na ! na

!

Philip F. : But this is only apa/rt of the
matter. There's more to come yet.

JoHX F. : Before you go any farther, fa-

ther, I want to understand exactly what you
mean by "indirect" taxation, and by. *' di-

rect" taxation ?

Philip F. : Very proper, John, that you
should. Well, then, the indirect method is

to tax necessaries or luxuries, so that men
not being able to dispense with these things,
pay the tax perforce. By self-denial, no
doubt, a man pays less ; but when necessa-
ries of life, such as soap, coffee, tea, sugar,
&c. &c., are thus taxed, a person cannot
escape. Hence this mode of taxing is very

unjust and unequal. A working man wi
a family of five children with their mothc
earning, perhaps, two pounds a week, ibh

thus pay as much as a miserly hunks of j

old bachelor with £100,000, whose hat cove
his family, who dines for sixpence, and liy

in a garret, with oatmeal porridge for brea
fast and supper !

Andrew B. : Dinna ye disparage oatme
parridge, Maister Freeman !

Philip F. : I eat it often myself; but
don't approve of it as a diet, exactly. ^

U

little beef, mutton, and bacon, for me af

my family. That's my "dietary," as

poor-law runners call it ! But to the ra?j

ter in hand. This indirect method is ni

only unequal and unjust in its eiTects, but
is a fatal clog to all foreign trade, as I sh^

^J

explain at the proper time, . .

John F. : Now, then, father, explain wfi^
" direct taxes" are.

Philip F. : Certainly. A "direct ta;^

John, is a tax taken directly from a man, i

proportion to his means of paying it, A
income-tax is a direct tax, and niay be maaj
if honestly assessed, the most just of all po|

sible taxes, and most easily collected. ,^

Andrew B, : Say yp sae,,ynph?i Hodj
that }

. >
i

Philip F. : By means of a double gradi
ation. First, by graduating the;t;e/* centac,

levied according to the nature of the incoi)^

which may arise from property solely, as.ft

estate in house or land; or partly frw
property and partly from labour, as in^ "1

mercliant or manufacturer's case, who lia
j

capital, but also labours at his calling : o

may arise from labour altogether, as a Iai»

yer's or doctor's income does, or any otl^f

laborious man's who has no capital in trad|

These ought to be taxed differently, becau^
the income from real property descends, thii

from labour or skill dies with the man, an
ther«for-e ought to be more lightly touched
Andrew B. : Ye're a cunnin' fallow

Freen' Philip !

Philip F. : Tuts ! the reason of the thin{

is plain enough, surely,

Jane F. : I'm sure it is, father; the;

should pay most that have most. How is

man to save for his family, mother, if he i

to be taxed the same as a gentleman tha
has an estate ?

Andrew B. : Bless my heart ! The lasses

aye have an e'e to the main chance. Theii

heads are -Rye xinnin' on husbands an
families. , '

Jane B. : Take a wife of your own, Mr
Binks, before you begin to play off" jokes

ou others, i

Philip Fi. ; Come, come, no nonsense!
Where was I ?

Andrew B. : Ye-were just at what ye ca'

" the second graduation. ?,'ojgo>fni;9vT

nthl

cfnf

tient

ntj(

Pa
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PHrLtP F.: So I was. Well. For the

?cond f^aduation, I would recommend the

ling of Denmark's scale, who, when men
ave lari^e incomes, makes them pay twenty,
IV, twenty-fire per cent., which gxadnally
rclines as the income lowers, until it comes
own to three per cent, on very small in-

ome.s.

A.\T)in!T\" B. : Noo, that's just even-down
onfiscation ; an' nae mistake !

Philip F. : A very great mistake, I say.

Vhat, cannot a duke or a loan-monger,
ith £100,000 a year, afford t^centy per cent

•om it better than a poor tradesman, who
lakes £200 a year, can afford three per
mtf
JoHX F. ; To be sure he can, father! In

ne case the loss is only in imagination

;

ot a comfort or a luxury need be re-

renched. In the poor clerk's case it might
arrow the family of some of the nccessa-
ies of life.

Anukeav B. :
** As the auld cock craws,

tic young ane learns!"
Philip F. : I never saw an answer to
ohn's reasoning, I confess ; but we are
randering. You wanted to know the indi-
ect evils of indirect taxation. Shall I go
II r

AXDRE^' B. : By a' manner o' means.
Philip F. : Well, then, the evils of indi-

ect ta.xing have this great aggravation.
?hey arc certainly enormous

;
yet the e.K-

ct e.Ktent of mischief is uncertain. It can-
lot be calculated exactly.

AxDiiEw B. Hoo comes that about ?

Philip F.: You shall sec, Friend Andrew,
'ake a man with a landed estate, for in-
tance. The products of his land are not
axed. There is no excise duty on corn, or
umips, or hay, or potatoes; yet indirect

taxation, if excessive, may make his land
Valueless, in toto!

Andrew B. : Hech, mon! "valueless,"
say )'e ? Hoots ! Toots !

Philip F. : No " Hoots toots" about it!

The value of land to the owner is the rent.

But what in " rent ?" Merely the SL'itPLUS
after the interest of farmer's capital and
labour, and the wages of all the labourers
who work on the estate, and the bills of all

tradesmen that supply implements, are
paid. Now, then, it is easy to see, on re-

flection, that if all that the farmer, and his

men, and their families, eat, drink, and
wear, be enormously enhanced by taxes laid

on them ; and if the expense of implements
such as ploughs, harrows, harness, carts,

horses, &c. &c., be also enhanced, owing
to taxes paid by those who deal in them,
the expenses of cultivation may be so
swelled that no surplus is left, and of course
no rent can be paid. What say you to that,

Friend Andrew ?

AxDUEW B. : Troth, little ! It 's an
unco snock-sniirl

!

Philip F : It 's true, however, as some
are now feeling, I can tell you. The same
case holds with trade and manufactures

;

the expense of building, and wages of la-

bour, and carriage, etc. &c., may be swelled
by indirect taxing, until trade and manu-
factures become profitless. The people
have not means to pay the dealers sufficient

prices, when prices are swelled in this out-

rageous manner ; and tliis is the whole se-

cret of what is called agricultural and com-
mercial distress. As it is now getting late,

however, we will drop discourse for this

evening, and reserve something for to-

morrow.

SONNET.
By John Greet.

>at;uu

Soofn not the lowly dwelling ; there may be,

In that abode of penury and dirt,

Which e'en the garish sun doth seem to flee,

A man like sculpture with a mine of thought.
What though deej) lines of care the visage grain,

And toil embrown suid ossify the hand,
High purposes may in his ]x)soin reign,

To sway the destinies of fatlier-land.

True greatnt«H covets not the wealth of names,
Nor aught demesnes or title-<leeds bestow

;

Iler chartered palace is the soul that aim-<

T'e.xoroise wrong and smootJi the couch of woe.
Earth's noblest sons are schooled in Imt ami cell,

As purest genuj in gloomiest caverns dwell.

Leamington, May, 1850.
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-VfoIoJ rnoi't gxiiwoig amooixleuo'i sidraoo'ji

-:rBD8 ^i-pjii-g ^0 sJliit bnj3 ,2>IohK ..sjinfilq 9^X
^tenniira 9>lil /li ,9t;j3 ;rfo£9d arfJ no b^toj 1

,Jli58 lo 8oI^rTi3q8 jiJiw h^Jaoi^ yfoijRoflob

^^is''iiatiiraVto' s'tippose that salt,' so iiec'es-

*%a¥v^ to the comfort of mankind, 'ivould be
'jfritiAd widely distributed over the surface

'/t)^ the earth,^-aTtd, with the exception of

^'Wie';arr -n-ie breathe, nothini^ with which Ave

'^n^e a^cqiiaiiitedis more easily obtained. Of
ts'-valilablo condiment, the ocean, with

ich nekrly four-fifths of the globe is

^Hirfv^ed, isan exhaustless storehouse ; while
,^'tb6se who are placed at a distance from
Hfie sea find it accessible in other ways,
^^^ '^alt rocks a:nd strata, for example, are

"T($^rid in allparts of tlie globe. It is stated

•^^jthWt they extend across Anjerica from the

^ Alleghtoy Mountains to the Pacific; and
^%\^ are known in California. In Mexico
"there are salt works, which anmially pro-

''duce nearly two million bushels of salt. In
ilfrica rock salt is very abundant ; on both

'^?des of the Atlas Mountains it occurs in

^"^eat quantities, and is found in Tunis and
^^l^ers. In Abyssinia there is an im-
'^l^eilse plain of salt, four days' journey in

^feitGut'. Spain has a singular mountain of

"fe'Jilt', near Cardona, in Catalonia; it is a

f
solid mass between 400 and 500 feet high,

'ratidliearly three n;iles in circumference.
'The inhabitants make it into vases, urns,

''^ii&ildlesticks, and other toys and utensils.

^^"Irt 'Hungary and Poland there is an im-
^'mense deposit of rock salt, on both sides the
^'Iparpathian Mountains. The same sub-

7 stance is found in other cburitiries, which
;'"^ we'need not now cnumeratie: '

j'''^'An extracrdirt.ai-y scene: of labour appears

M the salt-works of Vielickza, which corer

'^a!^ space of 35,000 square fathoms. The
j'^f^gth of the rilines, with all their passages

,

pi^ alleys, amounts to seven and a half

Gferman miles. This subterranean labyrinth

I'lS' connected with the upper world by ten

"^'iftafts. One is used for draining away the

';\\*ater ; tvvo for the passage of the work-
'' men ; and the others for the raising of the

salt, and the descent of the straw, wood.,

J;^hOrses, and various things required- ' '
^

'~'^:^' Each of the mines consists of fi.ve stories,

^kiHd above another, each being made Tip oi

numerous chambers, cells, and caverns,

"^j66tlneCtcd by horizontal passages; while

""the different stories are united by pcrpen-
'dicular shafts, or wiriding stairs. An in-

''te*tval of fifteen or twenty fathoms is alivays

^'\ett between each of the stories. The depth,

/whiich liajs been rendered ' convenient for

descent by shafts and staircases, is a hun-
"',|dred iind twenty-five fathoms ; the entire
' 'depth amounts to a hundred and fotty-five

'"^thorn's. Though Vielickza is a huTidred

'-Itfi'd' titty feet above the Vistula, and six

east

;cii hrjAjXiq Ota ,7lgxxx2 gaiihr, ifiiov? irtn

Jiff^d-gna ori? oJ a-iuajsom ••(d bloa bxiij /^ib'i

7197 o^.h- "tTK vrooisiD "^0 eerrJm iIp.:-'. orf'J"

[
hurtdred and nihe'ty-nine feet above %>
surface of the sea, yet the mines desc^c
five hundred arid eighty feet below the W
of the Vistula, and three tundi'ed feet btw
the surface of the sea. '

-' ^<--'^''' ''* ^'--^-^

Of the salt prwiueea -"tifej^'^tfe'^'tHtfei

kinds. The best is the crystal silf , AVhfel

is of a isnowy whiteness, and transpar^!'
as glass. It is found only in little veitw
running through the other salt. It wad for-r

merly sent only to the King of Poland, whci
had it fashioned into -various ornaments foi

the decoration of his palaces, iand. M'hotnadt
presents of small pottious of it to the no-

bility, and also to other sovereigns. The
King of Prussia still receives annually two
hundred weight of this finest salt ;v4;he Em-
peror of Russia two and a half, as -such,

and two as King of Poland ; and the Em-
peror of Austria three, as emperor, and one,

as King of Hungary. The statue of King
John Sigismund, which formerly stood a!

"Warsaw, and now stands at the salt-v/orks,]

is made of the largest Mock that has eyeij

been found of this, the finest crystal salt.
^|;

Of this substance the workmen ma,de foi

strangers a variety ,
of articles—as hooks,

needle-cases, crucifixes, billiard-balls, nefe^-

laces, rosaries, salt-cellars, knives, and ink-

stands. An attempt has also been made to

manufacttire mirrors of this sali^' ''
\^

''] -

Another kind is earth salt,' A)%i8&.'''^s','so

called because it is often mixed with eai'th

arid clay. No trouble is taken to obtain It,

but it is necessary to get rid of it, in order

to come at. the better kind." If is either

used up in the mines, for the building of

props, vaults, or steps, or sold at the iiiouth

of the mine for cattle. '"^".''^

rt"
'

'h •

The third kind is the|i'rc^W^dW;'MiBh.lies
in immense and dense riiasses under the

earth salt, and is the principal object of at-

tention. It consists of small crystals, which
adhere closely together. It is as hard as

glass, and of about the same colour and
transparency as common bottle-glass. This
kind of salt has many subdivisioiiSj'aecbrd-

fng to its quality and density. 'T'>!-' "i

The salt oT Vielickza is commonly but

into cylindrical shapes by the workmen,
while still in the mine, and these are rolled

about on wheelbarroM's. They are never

made snialler than two, and never larger

than thi'ec, htmdred weight. Tlie piedes

which break off ditTrh" the loosening of tfee

blocks 'of salt, and «Tiich , though uf 'gppd.

size, are not large enough for the uS'iial

weight, ai-e called "national pieces." They
are sold singly, and according to weight.

The fragments, which are'of small size, and

i4
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not worth selling singly, are packed into

jars, and sold by measure to the neighbpui:-
,

ing peasants.
The salt mines of Cracow are also very re-

markable. They are in a small town, which
is entirely undermined, the cavities reaching
even to a considerable extent beyond its

limits. The length of the great mine, from
east to west, is 6,000 feet ; its breadth, from
north to south, 2,000 ; and its greatest depth,

800; but the length and depth of the veins

of salt in some directions ace».^ ,y^^ un-
known, jj ,z-4t[yizr.

,
In the words of Darwin:—- -

1*^All caverned round, in Cracow's mig-hty mines,
)\ With crystal ^tqUs a g:orffeou3 city shines;

JJ
^cooped iu the biiny rock lonp streets extend

^^j
Their hoary course, and gUtterin:^ domes ascend.
(Down their bright steps, emerging into day,
'Impetuons fountains burst their headlong way,

''O'er milk-white rales in ivory channels spread,
i: And wanderin» seek their subterraneous bed.
isTar gleamin? o'er the town, transparent fanes

J,
'.pear their white horns, and wave their golden

vanes

:

lyong lines of lustre form their trembling rays,
^'^ And the bright vault resonnds with minsrlcd

ill,

blaze."
' ''

"r.
' •-'''

Salt springs are very numerdus. it is

supposed that they are formed by a stream
of water flowing through a stratum of rock
salt. In America they are extensively used
in the manufactvvre of salt. Some of them in

Europe are exceedingly strong. The brine
springs of Cheshire, for instance, in passing
over the rock salt, acquire a greater degree
of strength than that of the salt springs in

i'rance and Germany. They are frequently
discovered by maritime plants growing
within their influence — plants which the
"botanist will seek in vain until his steps
conduct him to salt springs, the sea shore,
,or the mouth of an estuary. In the central
part of the kingdom, at Shirley-wick, in
.Staffordshire, for example, a f^ajtspriag is

'surrounded by such plantJs.
•''-- '".^

Of salt lakes we often read: "we take as
a specimen one in the Sandwich Islands. It

i.s in a valley encompassed by wide hills, not
more than one hundred feet in height,
which seem to have been broken into their

present form out of one mass by a volcanic
explosion. The lake is a mile and a quarter
in length, by about three quarters in breadth.
The waters in no part appear to be more
than five or six feet deep; the whole bottom
being incrusted with a layer of salt above
the black mud, wliich gives a brilliant and
singular appearance to the pool as it is

looked down upon ; while roun,d about the
margin tl^p flakes of pure salt, sno>vy--\Yiiiite,

lie glittering in the «un-beams. ,,. ,,^\],

Thewai^ is a strong
, brine, clear as

crystal ; above the suruu;e of which are
j^any 8-.paIl stones ccv«f^^lj^^jl^ ^W^.

resemble mushrooms growing from below.

The plants, sticks, and tufts of grass, scat-

tered on the beach, are, in like manner,
delicately frosted with spangles of salt.

Here and there distinct masses of. the SJ^i^e

substance attach to the rocks, conswting of
large cubes, regularly crystallized, and v^y
beautiful. The salt, when taken from the
bottom, is of the finest grain. This is laid

up to dry, in conical heaps, within circles

of stones, from three to five feet in dia-

meter, on long grass spread over .the

ground. Near those wholesale stores of

the commodity lie quantities of baskets,- ^n

which to pack it for use. These are made of

tii leaves, many of them containing fiye or

six pounds eacn. Hard by these is a s^ilt-

spring, bubbling up into a basin, a yard in

diameter, and running into the lake at the

rate of about a gallon a minute. The bnne
is twice the strength of the sea water ; a^d
it is probable that the large reservoir itself

is supplied from this and similar sour.eos ;

but whether from a subteranneous comiau-
nication with the sea, from which it is a

mile distant, with a considerable moiunt
between, has not been ascertained There
is, however, much salt mingled with j^l^e

neighbouring soil, as may be seen ^vh^re

the strata break out in various places.

The ancient Greeks were well acquainted
with rock-salt; and, although they obtained
salt also froni certain inlana lakes, and from
natural springs or brine-pits, and fo\uid no
small quantity on certain shores, where it

was congealed by the heat of the sun with-

out labour, yet they derived by far the
greatest quantity from works constructed
on the sea shore. These were naturally

adapted for the purpose by being so low a,nd

flat as to be easily overflowed, by the sea.

In order to aid the natural evaporation,

shallow, rectangularponds were dug, divided

from one another by earthen walls. TJie

sea-water was admitted through canals,

which were opened for the purpose, and
closed again by sluices. . The water, ^yas

more and more strongly impregnated with
salt, as it flowed from one pond to another.
As the brine which was left in the poinds

crystallized, a man entrusted with the icare

of them raked out the salt, so that it l^y in

heaps on the ground to driiin. ,,',
,

The salt-works throughout the Romaic em-
pire were commonly public property,and were
let by the Government to the highes,tbid;d(er.

These were farmed by persons called "pub-
licans ;.'* but they appear to have. sold tJie

salt at a very high price, in consequence of

which the price became fiKcd at which
tho.se who took the lease of the works were
obliged to soil salt to tlie people. The salt-

works in Italy and the provinces were vef

y

uuqiefQ|43^ ,bu> i5L«ouqupi:e4f<iu^t^fp8^j^y
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were left sometimes in possession of their
former owners, who had to pay to E-ome a
fixed rent.

In Spain, and other hot countries, the
sea-water is merely exposed to the action of
the sun until the water is evaporated. The
salt procured by this means is considered
far superior to every other kind for the pur-
pose of preserving animal food ; it is called
bay salt. In such climates as ours the sea-
water, which has been partially evaporated
in large shallow reservoirs formed in the
earth, called saU-pa7is, is poured into im-
mense coppers, and boiled for the space of
four or five hours. In the course of this

process a large quantity of bullock's blood
is stirred into the liqmd, that when it rises

it may bring with it all the impurities ; and
when skimmed off, the remaining liquid is

beautifully clear and transparent. The
contents of the copper are now reduced to
at least one-half, and the liqmd begins to
crystallize : the vessel is then again filled up,
and the brine again boiled and clarified.

This process is repeated three or four times.
After this the fire, being damp?d, is kept
very low for twelve or fourteen hours,
when nearly the whole of the moisture is

evaporated, and the salt is removed, which,
after the s.uperfluous brine has drained, is

placed in storehouses.
In Scotland the process of obtaining this

useful substance from salt water by evapo-
ration, through the agency of heat, has been
conducted from a remote period, and that
to an extent which is probably unequalled
in any other country. It vnll be interesting
just to glance at the method pursued. On
a suitable spot near the shore a long and
low building is erected, called the saltern,
divided into two parts—the Jire-house de-
signed for the workmen and the fuel, and
the boiling-house adapted to the process.
The salt-pan, which is generally of

wrought iron, but having sometimes the
sides of lead, usually measures about fifteen
feet in length, twelve in breadth, and fifteen
inches in depth. On each side of the pan
there is a walk of five or six feet broad.
The roof is partly open to allow the escape
of the steam. Near at hand is a shed con-
taining the cistern, which is so fixed as to
allow the salt water it holds to run through
pipes into the pan. The workmen draw the
water from a point as far below the surface
as possible, as from its being more impreg-
nated with salt ; the process is then con-
ducted with less trouble and expense.
On the settling of the sea water in the

cistern, into which it has been pumped up
from its great store-house, and where it de-
posits its mud or sand, it is allowed to flow
into the pan, or pans—for of these there is a
range in large works—and a strong fire is

I

kindled in the furnace beneath. As somjMj^c

I

as the fluid is lukewarm, the wlutes oj

three or four eggs in two or three gallons
of water, or the blood of sheep or oxen, jg

employed to clarify it. As the heat ji

creases, the frothy scum which appears i

collected into little vessels fixed at eac
corner of the pan, when the liquid speedii
becomes clear. Crystals appear on tl

surface, when the boiling has contint
about four hours, and the amount of watejrj

is greatly lessened. The pan is now refilled L
with fresh sea-water, when the process al-J
ready described is repeated three or four
times. The pan being now no longer sup-
plied with water, the fire is slackened, and
at the end of ten or twelve hours, a larg€
quantity of salt is nearly dry at the bottom
of the pan. This is now raked together
into one or two heaps : it is then placed in,

wooden troughs, so prepared that the mois-
ture may diain away, and in three or four
day's time, it is quite ready for use. Each,
pan of salt requires in the makiug about,
twenty-four hours. The fuel used is small,
coal.

The uses of salt are exceedingly various.

In describing the province of Ji.ain-du,.

Marco Polo, an ancient traveller, says:—-,|
'* In this country there are salt-springs,'

from which they manufacture salt by boil-

ing it in sm9.ll pans. When the wat,er ha^
boiled for an hour it becomes a kind of paste,'

which is formed into cakes of the value of

twopence each. These, which are flat on
the lower, and convex on the upper side,

are placed upon hot tiles, near a fire, in

order to dry and harden. On this species

of money the stamp of his Majesty is im-
pressed, and it cannot be prepared by any
other than his oAvn officers. Eighty of the

cakes axe made to pass for a saggio of gold."

The ancient inhabitants of severafpaits,
of Africa and Arabia employed several large

slabs of the rock salt, with which their

country abounds, instead of stones, in the

building of their dwellings. These pieces

were easily cemented together, by merely
sprinkling the joints with water, which, dis-

solving part of the two surfaces that oppose^j
each other, formed the >yhol^, when dri^d^j

into one solid block.

Chemistry, by its wonderful powers, has j*

employed salt in the production of a great,

variety of useful, and apparently dissimilar
[

substances. It enters into the composition
of sal-ammoniac, of bleaching-powder, ot^

oxy-muriate of lime, of corrosive sublimate,

of muriatic acid, of barilla, of the painters
|

patent yellow, and of epsom and glaubpi''>

salts. It is used in bleaching, in gla:^ingj

earthenware, in assaying metals, in case-

hardening steel, and in rendering iron

malleable. Salt is now extensively used for
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ttening cattle. So eager are sheep and
Itle for it in the States of J^a Plata, in

uth America, that, where they ditjcover a

t of salt clay, they rush together to feed

jon it, and sometimes the struggle is so

eat that many are trodden to death. In
pper Canada, though the cattle have plenty
wild pasture to browze upon in the woods,

3t once a fortnight they return, of their

ivn accord, to the farm, to obtain a little

lit ; and when they have eaten it, mixed
ith their fodder, they repair again to the

oods. In Spain the fineness of the wool
attributed to the quantities of salt given

) the sheep. About a million tons are an-
ually given to animals in this country

;

here it is also much used as a manure for

le soil.

But the qualities of salt, which render it

idispensable to man's welfare, are its uses
s mixed with his food. About one pound
f salt is used with every bushel of flour in

laking bread. Salt also counteracts pu-
refaction, and hence ineats and fish are
reserved by salting. Fatniliarity with it

imiuishes our sense of its value, but in
cfuritries where salt has never yet been
nnd, and whose commercial facilities are
xtremely limited, the inhabitants can only
dulge themselves with it occasionally as
luxury. This is p^irticularly the casd in
he iriteHSr bf Africa. " It Wotild," says

91X5 Xlyid-^ ,98 ^dT i—

—

Mungo Park, " appear strange to an Euro-
pean to see a child suck a piece of rock-
salt as if it were sugar. This, howeA'er, I

have frequently seen, although the poorer
class of inhabitants are so very rarely in-

dulged with this precious article ; but to

say a man eats salt with his provisions is

the same as saying he is a rich man. I.

have suffered great inconvenience myself^

from the scarcity of this article. The long
use of vegetable food creates so painful a

longing for salt that no words can suffi-

ciently describe it."
'

Salt is indeed a natural and necessary'

stimulant to the digestive organs, and its

daily use seems conducive to the preserva-

tion of health and strength. The principal

advantages of its use are, that it promotes
the solution and mixture of the glutinous
and oily parts of our food, and is peculiarly

calculated as a solvent for fat meat. It

has also a tendency to correct sourness or

acescency, and consequently is a whole-
some addition to vegetable food, and pro-

motes the gastric and intestinal secretions,

and a free perspiration. It appears, there-

fore, that salt is more necessary with fat

meat than "With lean ; while less of it should
be taken by the young, the florid, and the
hale, than by those tjf ah opposite age and
habit.

THE JUVENILE CABINET.

C.BDMON, TtTE ANClib-SAXON.
Caedmon, the Anglo-Saxon, is the father of

English sacred song, and indeed of rll Eng-
ish poetry ; and the earliest specimen extant

f .<;acred verse, iu the vernacular tongue, is a

np; of hi.s in praise of the Creator. The date

jof Caidmon'3 birth is unkno^vn : he was of

owly parentage, and passed the greater part
j

of his days in the position of a farm-sen-ant.

rie was a total stranger to the advantages of

human learning, and equally so to his own
genius, till a singulai- circumstance elicited it.

It was a custom with oiir early forefathers, at

tlieir social meetings or evening mejils, to pa?s

the harp round to each guest, who was ex-

'

ix;cted to sing to its accomimniment for the '

amusement of the party. 'I'lie songs were
|

generally rude cfTorts of the moment, founded '

uiioh some passing or recent incident, similar
'

to the improvisatore descants at meetings of'

tlie "Weluh bards. The usage shows that the
\

ait> cl" music and poetry must have been long

cuUivated, in order to have established tliem-

selvcs in ibe household life of our ancestors, i

On those occasious Czedmon was accustomed
to retire whenever he saw the harp approaching
liim, not liking to discover his deficiency iu a
common accomplishment^ He had done so in

one instance when it happened to be his turn
to keep watch in the stable during the night,

where, laying himself downi, he forgot his

vexation in sleep. During liLs sluial)ers he
dreamed that a person appeared to him and,
saluting him by name, said, " Caedmon, sing

some song to me." He answered, " I cannot
sing, and that was the reason why I left the
entertainment and retired to this place, because
I could not sing." " You have the power,"
shortly replied the stranger. " What must I

sing?" said Credmon. *' Sing the beginning of
created things," was the rejoinder ; and im-
mediately he began to sing some verses to that
effect, which he had never heard before, and
which he was able to repeat when he awoke.
AVlicn Caedmon awoke he reflected deeply on
tlie dream, tlie vivid inipresion of which
passed not away with the hours of darknes.s

but had the effect of stirring within him those
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dormant talents which, soon after procured for

him an introduction to tlie good and ^vise

Hilda, Abbess of Streaneshalch, or the "mo-
nastery at the bixy ^t.t^p. l^^tbouse," after-

wards called "Whittijf^ij ftir, v .^

Bede, in his Ecclesiastical HLstory, devotes a

chapter to Caedmon, and, iu reference to him
and Hilda, observes—"There was in this

abbess's monastery a certain brother particu-

larly remarkable for the grace of Grod, who was
Avont to make pious and religious verses, so

that whatever was interpreted to him out of
the Scriptures, he sobft- alle^ put the same into

poetical expressions of much sweetness and
Immility in English, which was his native

toag-uQ.
, Bjf his. verses the minds of many

were often excited to despise the world, and to

aspire to lieaven. Others after him attempted
in. the Englioh nation to compose religious

lX)ems-; but none could ever compare with
liim, for he did not learn the art of poetry
from-men, but God, for wliich reason he could
never compose any trivial or vain poem, but
only those wliielv related U> religion suited hi?

religious tongue." ..,,.> ,1/ : .:
, 7

A copy of Caesdmon's night composition is

found in the mai-giu of a TdS. preserved in the
public library at Cambridge, of which the foU,

lowing is a literal translation :

—

^r

" Xow we shall praise

^,,,, ,,,the guardian of heav^^'f^J^^^^;'
the might of the Creatpj;.,rjj j^^fU ^3,,

and his coimsel,. --, r,> ., ,, ,i j rn'-rti ..1

the Glory-Father ofmen ! * •

'' 'fiow he of all wonders,
tjie eternal Lord,

.,.-i,i()nned the beginning.

He first created, ^i' --:

for the cluklren ofmsB* .ft ',,1'

r.n .; i: r.
Heaven a^ a roof j,-^ ^.„ ^.

.1) ,'IIi<t v^€ holy Creator :. ,,.,.„.,

io >!:j;f.
^^^^ ^^^ world,

j,,5.„,r
If ,,tlie Guardian of mankind,

>:T«i-iMri .,:Wie eternal Lord, . ^^ j^^^^

bhuru cproduced afterwards»,,^j.f j;,'

I, ,.,,,•.,> ^the earth fur men, . , .,..
'

f, ,.,,,,, .the Almighty Master.!?; _.,.,,

In this little ode seven parallel epithets are
applied to the Deity, which expand to eighteen
lines the simple expression, " Let us praise

God, the maker of heaven and earth." Cied-
mon, we are told, left ntany beautiful metrical
paraphrases of some of the most remarkable
portions of Scripture. He sang " The Creation
of the "World," the " Departure out of Egypt,"
the "Incarnation, Passion, Eesurrection, and
AscensicMi of our Lord," tiic "Cloven Tongues
like as of Fire," tlje " Horrors of Hell," and the
" DeUghts of Heaven," besides many more about
the Divine benefits and judgments, by which
lie endeavoured to turn away all men from the
love of vice, and to excite iu theiu th(^,lovepf,
and application to, good actions*. . , ,

His paraphrase on the destruction of Pharaoh

and his host displays very considerable poetic

talents, and 80 does that on the departure'bf
the Israelites, of which the following is ISf.''

Thorpe's literal translation :
—

• - - -->: ,'^iiuoic

" Then the mind of hisiniiS^ sni^Boi stil

became despondent, '
^-* ' .''iff""-'^'^ v.;^_

after they saw '-^J • —
from the south waiys " ''-^^ ^"''

the host of Pharaoh
----^-.__iioming forth,

mo\ing over the holt,

the band glittering.

They prepared their arms

;

the war advanced

;

bucklers gleamed

;

triunpets sang

;

standards rattled/;-- 1 /.a aHT— .t oVL
they trod the nation's frpijtier.

around them screamed; '' -*"'-*'""2. 3hI

the fowls of war,
•"^-'''' ^-'^oiyri^^cf

greedy of battle,'"^,
^^^ '^^'^ 8ni:mi9£)

de^^y-feathered,
^^^-•^'-' "'^ f>ns ;y^iisih

over the bodies of the host';"^^^^"^^.^.*"

, ,
,, . ,,. the dark chosen of the s?diil*(ftve#j?"*^

;

'i;^ ;the wolves sang:'''
^•>"'^';^'''' vTrrr-arpo-it

. 7...-"(„JTieirhon-id even-song'"'* 3"^'^^^' ^"«i

;

:

' y, in hopes of food, "'^^^^ ^^'^ ^'O'

;~,,;;^';>e reckless beasts .'""^ '^^.^^

f^;'^
;.,'/^ v'> tln-eatening death to the Vaiiaii^^''

''^'''''

In liis description of Paradise, &hd "bf" ^fe'

-

pride and power of Satan and his fallen com-
panions, Caedmon is so Miltonic, so ftill :;o?'

grand conceptions sublimely uttered, that it nu-s

been remarked, " that could Milton be sTio\\Ti to"'

have been acquainted wth tJie Saxon poem, the'

inference would be natural that hehad fea^'
from it."

r- -;:• x|->maTo-m5l^

Of the last hours of Caedmoii a viJry *plei}Mn'^"

description has been given. For a fortnight Tic

'

suffei-ed from bodily infirmity, preparing the

way for his departure, yet so moderately that'

during all that time he could both speak and
walk. There was a house in tlie neighbourhood
to which it was customary to remove those who
were ill, or likely to die ; and as the evening
came on of the night in which he was to de^att

'

this life, Cffidmon directed his servant to make
ready a place of rest for him in that hoiisO.

The domestic, though wondering why lie should

desire it, because there was as yet no sign of his

dying soon, did as he was commanded. Having
been taken there, he conversed iii a pleasdnt.

and joyful manner \vith the inmates, till it wa^

;

past midnight, when he quietly reclined Jiis

head upon the pillow and fell asleep in Jesus.

He died 6S0, and was interred at "Whitby,

where, according to "William of Malmesbur}y
liis bones wei-e discovered in the twelffli cen-

tury. The abbey of Whitby is now not above,

a few yards fi-om the sea. At the timQ of its

erection it was a mile distaat ; but such is flic,

power of the waves on that coast, ih^t, as

Tyndale has expressed it, " the fl,oudcs \^-a^te

'

away the gravcll and the earth."
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,We sliali close tliis account of pur first

dirLstian jxi^t vvitU the coucludiiig lines of his

Pai-apUrase of
,

qui* Lord'^s Sermon on flie

Mount, the humility and simplipity of his o\yn

life making pe^tUiarly applicable tlia words <if

our Saviour, " Blessed are the meek :"-^

" Christ orftriippt^t^'^jj^'

said for a truth, ., ' -l .L j^

dOBXBfI<J to ir:0/l Olf J

. Mort OffJ lavo ^K ..;iii

THE WORKING

-Oiu.
'

No. 3.—THE DAISY~.SHAXrl40l^GARLIC

The garden daisy, oV, as it is spmctimes called,
•• bachelor's button," has been procured by the

'Germans from the seed of tlie common field

daisy ; and the pretty flower known as " hon
and cluckens," pr queen's daisy, has the same
arigiu. Daisies are much unproved by being

[rcqucntiy removed from one border to another,

iind having their roots divided. Those who
love the beautiful ranunculus should Cultivate

first the lov.--growing crinison daisy, ind edge
with it,,^he bed^ intended for the ranunculus,

th»t t)je, Tji-^re-worm may find lilortfy ol the
swpet fibres which are its favourite food, and
so leave the roots of |he other uatouchod.

The wiiite double daisy w^as tX one tinie

nan>ed hy British gardeners " Fair Maid of
France," because the Frcnc'i emigi-ants who
were in Kngland during the Itcn-olutioh be-

stowed much care on its cuUi\''ation. There
ai'c live species of the daisy, all of which are

pretty, though the prettiest and most interesting

ispurown field daisy," tlieflcwer that ncverdics "^

I'erluips tlicrc is no other flower in the wortd
sp universally adimred, we might almost say
Ipvcd, as the daisy. It is the emblem of ercr}'-

ttiiiig innocent, and childlike, arid cheei*ftil, and
beautiful : and the poets of every age have been
profuse of lovely aiid appropHdte x^pitHets. The
" bonnie gem," "the ce of the day." '' Florft's

watch," " the flower pf spring," "Marglieritcna,"
" tljc go^yan," " the poet*s darling," rind " day's

eye," are all beautiful arid woll-descrvcd title's,

and eveji its scieutiflc 6ne of "* Bcllis perennis "'

is pretty. The daisy 'is alsP an historical

flowi;r. "It was the de\dce of the luifortitnatc

]\rarg;a-et of Aiijou ; and when that qheen was
in prosperity, lier nobles wore it in wreatlis in

their liajr, and had it embroidered on theit*

robeb." It ,was at that'tirne it reccr\'6tt ^he
name p^' " Marguerite," or

'

'" ttid pesiil." ' Adi'

versity, however, ai'ter a wldle, visited poor
3fargaret, and tjhen'the Ift'tlc flower was throwii

aside, each pud i!vonderlng hoV/ at any time
they could have .fpnnd beantjli' or' attractive-

ness ill if'','"
'•"' .''''•''

*'

Fbr a c(iiitiQf'kteiHvito^t';<cin}titted tttriioj
'inifiO OllJlTjiJi \iyn;\^^ udj \h<f&

that those men '
—

tvet^ happy in this WPrttf^isIaJ in/jfinoh

"'(^habepe in their minds, 'itHt uft mfrf

^fere humble in spirit. oddA ,r.bILH
'

' To them is an eternal rcgidnj" yi-JJaija

a very holy gift giveri, ' I'j'Ju^ sbijiw

even everlasting life, ul nl , tbsa

in the kingdom of heavexu*^ oJ loiqudo

I

cnn in «ky/ rudf - -^y/TjciJo .uidiH bns,
\
-iioi^aq isrfioid iiiiiii.-jo & xwfiftfrpm s'aajK/da
ill iiiiiiitaboO lo 'ivtsn^ oriJ 7ol 9ld8;ilnBmoinh|,i

' >u(ji>^rl'n bfTR piiojq oif/jin of iaxm
'

'
'

''"' " •

-'•.•tf TiY'itijdy^ iBrf,tM Jf^'N'^fi -GAKDEN;^d .-m.jqhua 9dj
unv. ci'jiUMifi': lit'AiitL 'li, ^AioiHy.iv\yi lijoilooq

—•rriiuii aiil mvu ifo/ilw .ifaiJ^rrM ni •{tdirnud

ticcdy fe-^eept by poets and children,' 'when
another ^largartit made choice of it ' as '*her

emblem, and once again its pretty* blossom*
were iiiingled with the diiamo^nl'S on th(»' brow*
pf priricW. This second paitrdne^s wbs Mir/^*u'
ret Pf "Galois, the fWend pf Calvin, and sister t<*r

FrahdS the Fh'Hit, who Usually ttawiedij^^ tite"
" Marguerite of Marguerites." i

; • Hri.ii;il!n

ChWcer,
'
the " father of EngHslx poeti-jf^,"

loVed'this beftniiful little ilower above all pchf«*»'t

in the woiild'.' "He teH^' tas iso i*tll« Ibllowl^l
lines:

—

"' '•':!");'! iai'«;(J ji 'A vnif/rA

Of all the flowers III fljd mead ',, '

'

Than love I most these fldweWbfwli^tb ami red.
Such that men call daisies fii out towW;
To them I have so great affection,' '

That I t,'(>t up, and walking In the mead.
To SCO this flower against ihe sun vHpread,
When it upriseth early by the nji^'rrow.

That blissful sight softeneth my sorrow;
And when thai eve comc< on, I run ybhthe.
As soon as the sun paineth th» wost, '

To see the flovrcr hdw it will go to rest."

The daisy awakes with the'^dn,'hnd aft it

watcliing his bright course till evening falls, it

closes its bosom and sleeps. Oh a dark or
rainy day it ni?ver o^ens—first; bt-canse it loves

the light, and next, because iti^ centre florets

are su m.iiiy little cups, which the niin would
&oo«i fill witli water and dcstrdyi' "Its fringed
border," tlierefore, elbses firrril^. forming a
covering like a tent \ and if you seai*ch ever to
closely Pn a rainy day, you will tiot fihd AW*
open daisy. It is thus both a " weathcr-glas!^"'

and a "watch" for the poor man. It tells hJiil-*

Avhen tP " prepare fpr heavy ra:ins,"' when **tti'

go forth to his labPur," afld ^v'hcu he shpuld' '^'fi^W

frpm hia tpfls."
'-"• '• "' -""''l ''•>< •. '..-.ukki

••Twas.
As thry floated inlifrht away,

' '"By Ihe opfenihi^arid the folflir»*'fioTveT»,-"'>'-»'iyi

' ' Thatlau^'h lo the summer* s' dayJ" • -n ojfi/

BoT.\Nr.^—^The daisy belongs to llie iiiiii-"

teenth class, in which all flowers are placed'

which arc formed of n collection of suniUepi

floivers oi* florets This class ia also called

composite ; it contains five orders, to the oeooivA
(i'ji;iiid'i ic ii\j'iyjiiiicA> Ji-U uoo«'.»ni<ii;uiq kiW

,U11H.
........... ,,..,

,
a lovely' triougni to mark the Ifibhrfi '

,

:hrv floated in licrht away, ' ''di
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of which the daisy belongs, and also the dahlia,

African and French marigold, gold flower, fever

few, China-aster, etarwort, coltsfoot, groundsel,

wormwood, southernwood, mugwort, ashwort,

yarrow, tansy, and many othera. If a daisy

be examined, through a microscope, it will be

foimd that every one of those parts which ap-

pear to as only thread-like llower leaves, are in

reality perfect flowers, each having its corolla,

stamens, pistil, and fruit. The little tuft in the

centre is termed " florets of the disk/' and

those which compose the fringed border are

named '' florets of the ray." If any one of these

be pulletl up carefully at the end by which it

is fastened to the flower, it will be seen that it

is not flatj but is a miniature tube containing a

little thread ending in a curved fork like two
horns, which is the pistil of the floret.

The reason of its bemg of the second order is,

ecause its outside florets have pistils but no
stamens, while the centre florets have both.

We should have mentioned that the daisy is

never found wild in either India or North
America, and can only be preserved as a choice

exotic, tended with the most zealous care in

botanic gardens.
•

If you edge your whole garden with daisies,

auriculas, and pansies, there will be but few '

days in the year in which some pretty flower

will not peep forth, and alTord you pleasure.

And now we would earnestly advise you,

when you feel cheered and interested by the

sight, to call your children around you, and let

tliem enjoy it with you. Gardening is an
amttsement to be coveted for tl>em above all

others: it keeps them from ihischief; it teaches

them early the value of industry, for they find

that even their little labours are rewarded in

due season, by the possession of lovely flowers

and rich iruitiS ; it refines their minds ; and,

better than all these, it fills their hearts with

thoughts of Him who hath made all those

things that are " pleasant to the sight, and
good for food," and who afterwards pointed out

the flowers as visible tokens
" Of the uplio'.ding love,

^'' That is the soul of this wide universe."

We -vnll suppose a cottage in a garden: the

walls covered with the " seven sistei's" and the

"Boursault rose"— perhaps, too, there are other

trainers which we shall notice in some future

chapter; that near the windows thei-e is a

plant or two of the lovely hundred-leaved

;

that the beds opposite are filled with flowers ;

that the walks are bordered, as described

above, along the whole length, even to the end
where the vegetables grow; that the apple-

trees are espaliered ; and that between them
and the edging a variety of sweet herbs have
been jjlanted. We would now see whether there

are many varieties of these latter most useful

productions. There are shallots, leeks, garlic,

chivesi thyme, and pardey. Onions are in an-

other part of the garden, and have a bed of
five feet square to themselves ; we shall there-

fore notice them in some future chapter.

The SHAiiLOTS cover a space of a yard in

breadth and three in length. Shallots are

propagated by planting the off'-sets of the pre-

vious year in light, sandy soil, either in March
or early in April. Towards the beginning of

Jidy their blades turn yellow, and they may
then be pulled, dried, and laid up for use. The
scientific name of the shallot is the " allium

ascalonicum," or the " onion of Ascalon." It

is supposed to be the garlic of Egypt, as a va-

riety of it, commonly cultivated in that land,

is generally knowTi as the " Egyptian Garlic."

The ancients used large quantities of garlic,

and it is still, as much as formerly, a favourite

with the Jews, who season many kinds oi

meat with it. Garlic appears to be a ver^

wholesome plant, and in Kamschatka it i3

prized, not only as a food, but as a medicine.
,

Leeks.—One-eighth of an ounce of seed wiljt

sow six yards in length of the border of the

garden, supposing it to be one yard in widths

The seed should be sovra in March ; in April

the plants should be hoed ; and in July alt

must be taken up, and again replanted in lines

in the same bed, or another, if equally couj

venient. They should then be well watered,

and, unless rain falls, be watered every even-

ing irntU they seem to have taken fresh root.

Leeks are much cultivated by the Scotch, who
still pride themselves on their manner of cook-

ing the favourite dish of our monarch James
the First, of " eock-a-leekie."

CHnTS are proi)agated by off-sets, planted

six inches apart. They love a light, rich soil.'

The best time to set them is the month of

March, cutting off the bkcks at the same time.

In May you ^vill find them give your soup a
delicious flavour, and afterwards the oftener

they are cut the better they will become.

Thyme is raised either from seed, or from

slips planted in 3Iarch or April. V>'e have

many varieties of thyme ; but those most com-
monly cultivated for culinary purposes are the

"pot-th}-me" and "lemon-thyme." There is

a description known as the "cat-thyme," which,

if planted in small quantities, these animals

will devour, but when they find au abundance*

they never touch it.

Parsley is raised from seed sowni in March.

It will grow abundantly in any soil, and almost

equally well in shade and sunshine. The
leaves may be cut several times during the

summer, provided that care is taken to water

the plants in seasons of drought. As the root

is biennial, the flowers and seed do not appear

until the second year ; and, if cut before it

flowers, it not unfrequently lasts for four

seasons. Domestic quadrupeds arc fond of

parsley; but it is a poison to i^oultry and

pigeone.
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FAMILY RECEIPTS,

La.hb's Head and Pldck.—Let the head bo

chopped in a haif, and well soaked iu cold water,
first taking out the braina and tongue. Wash the
liver, lights, heart, tongue, and brains, and put
them and the head into two quarts of water. Bet
them on to boil, and Boutn carefully. When the
lirer, &.C., are about three parts done, take them
out of the liquor, and also the brains and the tongue,
Let the head remain boiling till it Is quite tender.
Chop up the liver and lights, as for mincing ; cut the
heart into thin slices, and put them back into the
flaucepan with the head ; season with salt and pep-
per and a little parsley, and thicken with flour and a
little butter. Chop the brains fine with a few leaves
of scalded sage, and boil them well up in a small
saucepan, with a little thickening of butter and
flour. Place the head, minced liver, &c., in a dish,

with sippets of plain or toasted bread ; and the
brains and tongue in a small separate dish, to be
used as sauce.

^
Sheep's Head and Tuotters.—Have the

head chopped in half, and the bones of four
trotters cracked. Soak them for some time in
,lukewarm water. Wash them very clean, and put
hem into a stew-pan with about three pinta of
oiling water. Scum carefully, and let them boil

•or two or three hours. Add a tea-cupful of
j

Scotch barley, and some swfet herbs, parsley, and !

onions, and season with salt and pepper. This
may be made more savoury by turning about a i

pint of the liq^uor containing most of the fat into
a frying-pan with some onions sliced, and adust
of flour, and frying it till nicely brown. Then
return it to the stewpan, and let the whole boil
together for a quarter of an hour.

Tried Tripe, Scottish fashion.—Wash the
tripe very clean, and stew it iu warm milk till

thoroughly tender, with a small piece of butter and
salt. If the tripe be fat, butter will not he needed.
Se^ iit by to get cold. Make some batter with
three eggs well beaten, allowing a spoonful of
flour to each egg, and as much milk as will make
a thick batter. Season with gihger, and oniona
and parsley, chopped very fine. Cut the tripe in
pieces, about three inches square, dip them in
the batter, and fry in beef dripping. If the bat*
ter be not thick enough to cover the tripe with a
fine brown crust when fried, add a little more
flour.—Some persons like a few thin slices of
bacon and ham, fried in the batter as above, to

eat with the tripe. A little thin melted butter
may be added.

Improved Sandwiches.—G«t some thin, ten-
der beefsteak ; boil it in little more water than
will cover it, seasoned well with pepper and salt.

Place the pieces, tvhile quite hot, between two
slices of bread and butter, and put them aside to

be eaten when cold. These will be excellent
when travelling, or going out in parties.

irw ill 1*J0/ -^lll lit *:^Mi>

>niti ,rf)7f>t fooii ion Uhr

WEEKLY CALENDAR. 'LnTF-^''

JUNE 23bd
June 23. Fourth Sunday after Trinity.
June 26, 1643, died John Hampden, celebrated

for his patriotic opposition to taxation by prero-
gative. He was cousin-german, by the mother's
side, to Oliver Cromwell, and, like his kinsman,
attached himself to the party in opposition to the
court. He was bred to tlie profession of the law.
He entered Parliament in 1626, and was a uni-
form opposer of the arbitrary practices in church
and state, and especially the Government scheme
of raising money, called "Ship-money," without
the advice or concurrence of Parliament. His
resistance to that illegal impost, to use the lan-
guu.;e of Lord Clarendon, "made him the argu-
ment of all tongues," especially as it was after the
deciaiion of the judges, in favour of the king's
right to levy ship-money, that Hampden refused
to i):iy it. Heing prosecuted in the Court of Ex-
chequer, he himself, aided by counsel, argued
the case against the crown lawyers for twelve
days, before the twelve judges; and, although it

was decided against him by eight of these to lour,
the victory, in a popular sense, was in his favour.
He afterwards took a prominent lead in the great
contest between the Crown and Parliament, and
was one of the five members whom the king so
imprudently attempted, in person, to seize in the
Hoube of Commons. He accepted the command
of a regiment in the Parliamentaxy army, under
the Earl of E&sex. In a skirmish he received a
shot ill the shoulder, which broke the bone ; and,
after much suffering, his wound proved fatal six
days after its infliction. His natural endowments
and acquirements, his penetration, power in
counsel and debate, his eeif-coininuad, courage,

TO JUNE 29t^, .
)

perseverance, love of his country, and fervent
piety, were seen, confessed, and luuded, even by
his opponent)!.

June 23, 1846, died Benjamin Robert Haydon,
a celebrated historical painter. He produced a
number of large pictures, displaying much powerful
conception and technical skill. The large size of
his pictures, and a want of due patronage for the
style of art he adopted, prevented him from obtain-
ing many commissions, and he became much em-
barrassed in his circumstances. Ho was one of the
competitors for the paintings to decorate the new
palace at Westminster; but being unsuccessful,
and, at the same time, deeply embarrassed in his
pecuniary concerns, after struggling for some time
with disappointment, hope entirely left him, and ho
committed suicide In his study, before a large pic-
ture of "Alfred the Great and the first HritisU
Jury."
June 24, Midsummer Ete. The summer solstice

has been celebrated throughout all ages by the light-
ing up of fires, and hence, on Si. John's Eve, or the
vigil of the festival of St. John the Jiaplist, there
have been popular ceremonials of this kind, from
the earliest times of the Komish Church to the pre-
sent. The doors of houses were shaded with green
birch, long fennel. St. John's wort, and the like,

interspersed with garlands of flowers; and these
ornaments were adorued with lamps, kept lighted
during the night.
June 21. Midsummeu-day.—Aa//ri7y of John

the Baptist.—Many usages were formerly ob-
served Lhis day; but as knowledge is engendering
good sense, the superstitions of our ancestors
are gradually paesing away. One of the circum-
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stances connected with this day is of acknow-
ledg-ed interest—namely, that it is Quarter-day,
a fact which calls up a variety of ihousjht and
feeling- in the nunds of thousands.
June 25, 1314, was fought the fatal Battle of

Bannockhurn, which plunged for a time almost
every rank of society in England into terror and
distress. Edward II., persisting in his father's

claim to Scotland, resolved by one effort to reduce

that nation, and assembled an army of above
100,000 men. Robert Bruce raised an army of

30,000 men. and took his station in the neigh-
bourhood of Stirling, behind the river Bannock-
burn. The men on both sides fought with almost
incredible fury, but the English were defeated

•with a frightful slaughter. It is related that in

this bloody encounter there fell, on the side of the

Enpflish, one hundred and fifty-four earls, barons,

ana knights ; seven hundred gentlemen ; and
more than ten thousand common soldiers. The
battle secured the independence of Scotland, and
placed Bobert Bruce on the throne of that

kingdom.
June 35, 1844, Joseph, commonly called " Joe"

Smith, the "Prophet" of the sect named Mor-
monites. and his brother Hiram, were murdered
in the Debtors' Jail, Carthage, United States, by
H party of sixty or seventy men, who entered the

prison in disguise, and commenced firing through
the door of the apartment where the " prophet"
and ins brother were confined.

June 26, 1541, Francis Fizarro, the conqueror
of Peru, was assassinated at midday in his palace

at Lima, the capital of Peru, in South America
In his youth he was a keeper of hogs. Becoming
a soldier, he Went to America, and settled at

Panama, where he projected the prosecution of

discoveries to the easlwiird of that settlement.
The Court of Spain intrusted him to commLuid an
expedition. Pietending friendship to AtahuaJpa,
lie was received as an ally, but rewarded his con-
fidence by suddenly attacking him and making
him prisoner, and afterwards causing him to be
brutally murdered. Pizarro committed several

other acts of perfidy and cruelty, which liave

rendered his name infamous. His assassination

was effected by the friends of Almagro, his ori-

ginal associate, with whom he had quarjeled, and
^vhom he caused to be executed when he got him
in,]to, his power. , .

June 26, 1752, died Cardinal Alberoni, who,
frbm the humble condition of a giu-dener, by his

talents and address, rose to be first minister of
state to the King of Spain.

June 26, 18^0, died ^eor^'e IV., at Windsor
Castle, after a tedious illness. He was manly
and graceful in person, and was pronounced " the
first gentleman in Europe ;" but he was immode-

rately fond of pleasure and splendour, and his
habits were profligate and dissolute in the ex-
treme.
June 27, 1777, William Dodd, LL.D., was exe-

cuted for forgery. He was a very popular"
preacher, and an active promoter of several cha-
ritable institutions. He obtained preferments,
and had an income of about £800 a year. But
his extravagance plunged him into difhculties, to
extricate himself from which he forged a bond in
the name of his benefactor, the Earl of Chester-
field. He was tried and found guilty, and sen-
tenced to death. A great number of petitions
were sent in, with the hope of saving him, but
George III. refused to revoke the sentence.
Jnne 28, 1802, Monsieur Garnerin and Captain

Sowden ascended in a balloon from Ranelagh
Garden, Chelsea, in the presence of many thou-
sands of spectators, in three quarters of an hour,
and performed an aerial voyage of more than fifty

miles. They alighted near Colchester. This was
the most memorable ascent in England from the
time of Lunardi.

June 28, 1838, the Coronation of Queert Victoria
was celebrated. The procession lelt Buckingham
Palace at ten o'clock, and arrived at Westminster
Abbey at half-past eleven. The appearance of the
interior of the Abbey, crowded with rank and
beauty, and the most distinguished personages,
was splendid in tlie extreme. Fairs were held
in the parks, and fireworks and other amusements
provided for the people.

June 29, 263, or, according to some, June 26,
Julian, a lloraan emperor, died, aged 32. He
was denominated " the Apostate," from his having
professed Christianity before he ascended the
throne, and afterwards relapsing to Paganism.
He excluded Christians, in great part, from posts

of ti ust or honour, and obliged them to maka
ample amends for the destruction of Pagan
temples in preceding reigns, as also to restore

lands and revenues which had been converted to

the use of their own religion. He received his

death-wound in a battle with the Persians.

June 29, 1712, was born Jean Jacques Rousseau,
at Geneva. Hewasoneof the mosteloquent writers

and singular characters of his age. His writings

have ceased to be popular. They are, for the most
part, of a dangerous description; revealing parti-

culars respecting himself most humiliating and
degrading, and inculcating principles dangerous

to the best interests of families and communities.

He died in July, 1777, of an apoplectic attack.

June 29, 1779, died Anthony Raphael Mcngs,
a distinguished German artist. Amongst other

celebrated works, he painted the altir-piece at

All-Souls College, Oxford.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

S. T. 3.—We are not aware of any material

"improvement" in any of the more recent edi-

tions of Walker's Dietionar%.

G. ToYNE, Ok JoYNE.—We cannot judge sufTi-

ciently of your article until we see the whole.

E,. Elliott, M.D.—We will -endeavour to use

at least one of the pieces with which you have
favoured ua.

A Rector.—Charles Mackay's poems have been
recently published in a cheap form. We thirdi

the volume to which you allude is his " Voices

from the Crowd."

A Scribe.—" Beautiful red ink " may be made
as follows, but it is rather expensive :— Dissolve

twelve grains of pure carmine in three ounces of

water ot ammonia ; then add eighteen grains of

powdered gum arable.

G. Hancock.— It is not our intention to pub-
lish an Atlas. The best ne know of is " Cham-
bers's Atlas for the People."

A number of correspondents have put ques-
tions to us which they may very easily get an-
swered among their acquaintances ; and others

have neglected to send us their real names.

Printed and published by John Cassell, of 335, Strand, London, and sold by all Booksellers.
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. XXV.—READING AND BOOKS.
Part IX.

THE BIBLE.—Part II.

Mehtal Philosophy is one of the easiest of studies, and within the reach of every

man, woman, and child in the world. Only look inwards and reflect upon yourself,

.and you can become a greater metaphysician than Locke, Descartes, Berkeley,

^ume, or Reid. Thoughts produce feelings, determinations, will, or volitions

;

and from our will or volitions our actions proceed ; and then our words and actions

^lake the sum total of our character. Character is sometimes compared to an out-

'vvard robe. In fact, it is the moral vestment which clothes our souls, and exhibits

our intellectual and spiritual shape ; and, as it is generally a closely-fitting garment,

our mental symmetry or deformity must be manifest. We may add, also, if our

readers will pardon us for carrying the metaphor a little further, that the dress of

which we are speaking is homespun. It is true, we beg, borrow, buy, or steal the yam,^

but the spinning, weaving, milling, tailoring, or millinery part of the business, is

our own ; and a regular grotesque sort of thing we not unfrequently make of the^

affair, Joseph's coat of many colours is out-Heroded, or rather outcoatedand out-''

coloured, a thousand times. Hence caricature, satire, and "Punch" have aii;

endless field of amusement.

Show us the material for thought which any nation of men and women have at

Mt their disposal, and we will show you their character, or rather their characters ; for

;,* if the mental wool, yam, &c., be of all sorts and kinds, depend upon it the article

Hi produced will be as various as the article out of which it was made. Hence, in
"' England, seeing our intellectual resources are so multifariovisly diversified, our

.j,^
characters have assumed almost every possible form. It is said that the wings and

-«' body of the moth exactly agree in colour with the garment on which it feeds—that

If it happens to breakfast, dine, and sup on drab, scarlet, blue, orange, purple, and
Treen, it very soon appears in a coat in which all these varieties of hue are blended,

t is certainly so with the mind : the inward man clothes the outward with every

int of thought that has been adopted and digested. Some people talk about having

. mndow in their hearts, but the contrivance would be a superfluity ; only look at

he tcords and actions^ or at the life and character, and you may divine, with

lerring certainty, the aliment on which the mind feeds.

In England we read all kinds of books, and therefore we have among us all sorts

f people. But there is One Volume which has gone through more editions than

ny other publication in the whole world. There have been immense issues of the

lassics» of Sliakspeare, Milton, &c. &c. ; but, still, they all sink into insignificance

rhen compared with the millions of Bibles and Testaments which have been circu-
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lated in the world. Here, then, has been an influence put forth which could not

fail to modify the thoughts, feelings, words, and actions of mankind ; and hence

we find scripture sentiments, like the scarlet and blue on the wings of the moth

which had been feeding on a garment of various hues, interwoven with the opinions

of almost every one. And this being the case, we have very strong presumptive

evidence that there is something very remarkable in a book which has attracted

the attention of so many independent, disinterested, philosophical, and profound

thinkers.

In our last paper we showed that, for its a,7itiquity and pure politics, the Sacred

Volume deserves attention ; and we shall now adduce a few more facts on the same
side of the question.

3. The Deity described in the Bible is a more sublime, benevolent, pure, and

glorious Being than we find in any other book. We are not going, in this place, to

inquire whence the sages, mentioned in the Scriptures, obtained their information
;

we have now to do chiefly with the fact, that they have given us the most rational

character of the Governor of the Universe that has ever been proclaimed by any
of the doctors in divinity who have spoken or written on this profoimd and awful

subject. He is represented as uncreated ; and is from eternity to eternity, the

same ; infinite in wisdom, power, justice, purity, love, pity, compassion, and con-

descension. As omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent. As having created all

things, and as preserving all things ; and we are taught to call him " Oup. Fathku."
He is represented as taking a deep interest in our welfare ; as giving us his Son to

teach us, die for us, and be our example ; and placing at our disposal, to make us

happy, all the resources of his providence, revelation, and redemption. Compare
this Deity with any of the gods of-the Druids, the Chinese, the Indians, the Egyp-
tians, the Persians, the Greeks, or the Romans, and they all dwindle before Him
into the most contemptible vanities. So that the Bible gives us the most glorious

character of the Deity. We are not denying that there are some sublime sentiments

in other books concerning the Godhead ; but then they are all mixed up with so

much weakness, sensuality, and imperfection, that we feel ourselves degraded in

being called upon to do them homage. It has been justly said, that, if the gods of

the Greeks and Romans were to appear among us, we should give them to the

police, and doom not a few of them to be tried and executed.

Longinus, who was a Pagan, sadly complains, in his work on the *' Sublime,"

that Homer made his gods appear far inferior to men; and adds, that " Moses, the

Jewish lawgiver, had a true idea of the Deity, and has expressed it in the begin-

ning of his law, in the words ' Let there be light, and there was light.' " Horace,

whose moral sense was not very acute, tells us that the gods were degraded when
they wandered about in taverns, or interposed in affairs that did not require the

exercise of Divine attributes. Old Pindar, too, is scandalized, that men should

have believed that the goddess Ceres had made such a mistake as to eat a human
shoulder for venison, which reduced the gods to the pamful necessity of supplying

its place with an ivory one, as though it was beyond their power to make one of

flesh and blood. Aristophanes and Lucian could not help laugliing at the theology

of their day ; and yet the mythology of Greece and Rome was as respectable as

that taught by the heathen doctors in divhiity in other countiies.

With these facts before us, then, we cease to wonder that the Bible has had so

many admirers. Its descriptions of the Godhead are unrivalled. We can find

nothing to surpass, or even equal them. And it must be remembered that man-
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kind will busy themselves in searching for the Deity. Even the Atheist supplants

all other divinities in favour of his beloved chance ; and, therefore, only changes

the name. For the chance, of which he speaks, is the doer of everything, and,

consequently, is onuiipotent and omnipresent, as well as infinitely wise, good, and

benevolent. If not vso, how could nature and chance make and preserve so

beautiful a world ? There are bodily appetites which are born with us ; hence,

nunger and thirst. And there are mental aspirations which are not less natural

;

and among these, the desire to become acquainted with the character of Him that

made and rules the world is not the least ; and the Bible, because it yields us a

higher satisfaction on this subject than any other volume, has been a popular book,

and Avill be so until something better is found, and on this account we recommend
it to the serious consideration of our readers.

4. The Bible teaches that all moraUty and religion consist in the exercise of Love.

In the works of ancient sages and philosophers, we search in vain for a true de-

scription of virtue ; and, therefore, on this all-important point the heathen world

remained in the dark, and, as a consequence, it is fruitless to investigate its annals

,
f(jr a full exhibition of moral worth. It is now generally allowed that the character

lof Jesus Christ is the only perfect model of pure virtue that has ever been heard

or seen among men. But the life of the Bedeemcr was only a living example of

that law of universal love v/hich the Bible teaches. No man can, therefore, be a

practical believer, or Christian, unless he imitates the Messiah : for it is said that

" he has left us an example that we should walk in his steps." Now, if all persons

copied the virtues and religion of the Saviour, we should have nothing to desire in

the shape of morality. There would then be no folly, injustice, impurity, cruelty,

oppression, malignity, misery, envy, hatred, or malice, on the face of the earth.

What could any one wish for, if we had a world of perfect Christians ? There

would then be no need for police, jails, judges, or juries ; legislators would have

nothing to do ; all standing armies wotdd be disbanded ; taxation would be reduced

to the smallest fraction ; every human being would be a law unto himself ; and
the intercourse of individuals and of nations would be the interchange of purest

love. *' The lion would," then, '* lie down with the lamb, and the leopard with the

kid." " Swords would be beaten into ploughshares, and sjjears into pruning-

hooks ; nations would not lift sword against nations, neither would they learn war
any more." Now we cannot find such lofty sentiments as these in any volume but

the Scriptures. They are not taught by Plato, Socrates, or Seneca. You cannot

find them among the Druids, the wise men of the east, or in the writings of

Mahomet ; and therefore we recommend the Bible as a book which teaches morality

of a higher standard than any other volume.

We should like to add one more remark respecting the benevolent morals of the

Sacred Volume. We would just point to our May meetings in the Metropolis. The
reports of these show that hundreds of thousands of wealth have been cheerfully

given to better the condition of the world. Hosts of self-denying men and women
not only contribute their property, but also their labour, without the least hope of

any remuneration, except that which arises from the gentle " luxury of doing good."

Schools for the ignorant, hospitals for the sick, teacliers for the heathen, liberty for

ihe slave, and peace for the whole world, are among the laudable objects \^•hich

these institutions have in view. In fact, there is scarcely an evil that oppresses

humanity, but we have societies and philanthropists that sympathize with the

sufferers, and propose to redress their sorrows. Now \^e may justly ask, "From
02
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whence does this stream of almost universal charity flow r
" Again we say that

we cannot find it in the classics. It has not been taught by linguists, or natural

philosophers. Euclid tells us nothing about it ; nor have we heard of any extensive

funds which pure scepticism has laid on the altar of benevolence, to drive ignorance,

disease, want, crime, slavery, and t\Tanny from our world. AVe arc by no means

intimating that our charitable institutions are perfect. We believe they have not

done a tithe of what they might have effected ; but still, it is somewhat to make a

beginning. The oak was once an acorn ; the ocean is an accumulation of drops ; and

therefore we will not " despise the day of small things." And knowing that all

this philanthropy originated in the dictxites of the Bible, we conclude that its pages

will repay the student for an attentive perusal.

Note.—In answer to a note received from a Labourer's Friend, we beg to say that we shall, perhaps,

soon give our readers an article or two on Mental Philosophy lor the Million. In the meantime, we
think that as every sane person carries aboat with him a rational mind, which he is always usmg, there

can be nothing easier than the study of himself. It is only to look in, instead of looking out. Ke will

then find that thoughts or ideas, aflfections or feelings, volitions or wills, constitute all our mental
operations, produce our words and actions, and consequently our character.

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER XXYI.
*' The patriot whom the corrupt tremble to see arise, may feel a greater satisfaction in the mighty

power which heaven has delegated to him, when he thinks that he has used it only for purpose's

which heaven approves—for the freedom, and peace, and prosperity of his own land, and for all that

happiness which the land that is dearest to him can diffuse to every nation that is within the sphere
of its influence or example."

—

Brown.

CROMWELL ENGAGED WITH FOREIGN AF-
;

—the One Consisting of thirty-sbc ships—into
FAIRS—HIS CONQUESTS—HIS RECEPTION
OF THE SWEDISH AMBASSADOR — HIS

LIBERAL SENTIMENTS AND POLICY—HIS
TREATMENT OF THE ROYALIST PARTY

—

HIS PURIFICATION OF THE CHURCH.

This world has never been wanting in true

men— in real kingly spirits. They have ap-

peared in every successive age of time, and in

every condition of society. Many of them had
to urge their way through no common difficul-

ties and opposition ; yet they pressed forward,

and startled the world with their self-sacri-

ficing devotion to the common weal of our

common race. Heaven is never at a loss for

agencies and instrumentalities to carry into

effect its purposes and plans. It can lay everj--

thing created under contribution, and make
what is most adverse and conflicting subservient

to the evolution of the mightiest good.

England is now waiting her new condition

and destiny. The Parliament has been broken

up and set adrift. Plots and conspiracies are

not yet at an end. The whole country is un-

settled and ready for an explosion. Cromwell
manfully grappled viith the difficulties which
beset him, and allowed some little interval to

elapse before he thought of calling together a

second Parliament. Besides, it behoved him
at this juncture to turn his attention to foreign

the Mediterranean, under the conunand of
Blake, whose fame was now spread over
Europe ; the other, conunanded by Penn, and
carrying on board four thousand men, under
the authority of Yenables—wth in.structions

to attempt such of the Spanish possessions in

the West Indies as these officers should judge,

upon thek arrival in that quarter of the globe,

most practicable to be carried by their forces.

About five thousand more joined them from
Barbadoes and St. Christopher. It was agreed
to attempt St. Domingo, as tlie only place of

strength in the island of Hispaniola. Their
resources not being equal to their undertaking,

the English were defeated, and lost six hun-
dred men. To atone for this defeat, the com-
manders bent their course to Jamaica, which
they captured without any difficulty. Though
inferior to the project which Cromwell had
formed, it was a conquest of far greater im-

portance to England. Convinced of this, the

Protector offered all possible encouragement
to the new settlers there, togetJier with every
necessary supply, lie supported it with men
and money ; and from that day that island has

ever remained in the hands of the English.

On the news of this successful expedition

reaching Europe, the Spaniards declared war
against England. The commerce with Spain

affairs. In dealing with these, his conduct was i was cut off; and about fifteen hundred i-esseis

full of vigour and enterprise. He had equip- 1 fell, within the space of a few years, into the

ped two considerable squadrons, and sent them
j
hands of the enemy. Blake prepared himself
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for hostilities against the Spaniards. Mean-
•wbile 'Cromwell writes to him and Montague,
now dissociated with hiui iu tlie command of

*hc fleet :

—

' *• My loving friends,—Yon hrxve, as I verily

"believe and am persuaded, a plentiful stock of

prayer going on for you daily, sent up by the

soberest and most approved ministers and
Christians in this nation, and, notwithstanding

some discouragements, very much wrestling of

faith for you, wliich is to us, and I trust it will

he to you, matter of great encouragement ; but,

notwithstanding all this, it will be good for

you and us to deliver up ourselves and all our

affairs to the disposition of our all-Arise Father

;

who, not only out of prerogative, but because
of his wisdom, goodness, and truth, ought to

be resigned unto by his creatures, and most
/especially by those who are children of his

begetting through the Spirit. We have been
lately tauglit that it is not in man to direct

Jiisway. Indeed all the dispensations of God,
'\vhether adverse or prosperous, do fully read
Ihat lesson. We can no more turn away the

tvil, as we call it, than attain the good ; and,

therefore, Solomon's counsel of doing what we
have to do with all our miglit, and getting our
hearts wholly submitted, if not to rejoicing, at

least to contentation with whatsoever shall

be dispensed by Him to whom alone the issues

of all things do belong, is worthy to be received

:by us.

I- '""Wherefore We have thought fit to send this

honest man, Captain Lloyd, who is known to

m to be a person of integrity, to convey to you
some thoughts, wherein we do only offer to

you such things as do arise to us, partly upon
intelligence, and partly upon such a measure
as we at such a distance take of that great
affair wherein you are engaged ; desiring to

give no rule to you, but building, under God,
, much more upon your judgments on the place

^*^^^^n upon our own ; forasmuch as our intel-

ligences, coming much upon the examination
of merchants' ships and such ways, may not

be true oftentimes iu matter of fact; and,
therefore, we do offer what wo have to say
.rather as queries than a."- resolutions.
' •

" V.'o are informed that not nuny of the

Plata Fleet are come home ; viz., two galleons

and two pattaches, and we hear they are not
In) ricii as thoy gave out. We are informed,
also, that the Spaniards' Fleet in Cadiz is in no
preparation to come out ; and some think they
will not come forth, but delay you upon the

co;i.st until your victuals are spent, and you
forced to come home. Wo apprehend that

when General Blake was there last jear, t!icy

could not have told how to have manned out

a fleet, if the merchants there, and gentlemen
interested, had not (principally for their own
interest iii the return of the Tlate Fl«et,) done
It.

" Wc are iufonned tliat they scut what men

they could well spare by those Six or seven

ships which they sent lo the Wtst 'Indies in

3Iarch la^it. We know also that it hath ever

been accounted that the Spaiuards' great wajit

is men, as well as money at this time. What
numbers ai-e in and about Cadiz you bfest

know. We only discourse probabilitiea-^wjje-

ther now it might not be worthy to be wei^^d
by you and your coimcil of war, whether this

fleet of theirs, now in Cadiz, might not be

burnt, or otherwise destroyed? Whetter
Puntal and the forts avc so- <;joni}idera|)Jy

stronger as to discourage from such ah attempt?

Whether Cadiz itself be unattemptable ;'

''or

the i.sland on wliich it stand.s be noways .to be

separated from relieving the town by the

bridge, the island being so narrow in some
parts of it? Whether any other place be

attemptable, especially that of the town' 'and

castle of Gibraltar, wliich," if possessed and
made tenable by us, would it not be both an
advantage to our trade and an annoyance to

the Spaniard i and enable us, without keeping

so great a fleet on that coast, with six nimble

frigates lodged there, to do the Spaniard more
harm than by a fleet, and ease our own charge?

." You may discourse freely with the bearer

concerning anything contained in this letter,

to whom the whole was communicated, that

I
so he might be able to bring back to us^^a

; more particular account of things. The Lprd

I
guide you to do that which may be pl^asih;^ in

; His sight!" '

' '
.

Hoping to interrfipt the Plate Meet, Btake
lay off Cadiz for some time, but was compelled

to make sail towards Portugal. 'An officer,

whom he had left on the coast with a Squadron

of seven vessels, pursued the Spaniards, 'And

victory decreed tlic glory to the fenglish. The
treasures gained by this enterprise were "im-

mense, and ordered by the Protector to be con-

veyed by land from Portsmouth to Ix>ndori.

But gi'eater triumph yet awaited this illus-

trious orTicer. Blake liaving heard that a
Spanish fleet of sixteen ships, much richer ihi^i

the former, had taken shelter in the Canaritfp,

immediately set sail towards them. Tjie

Spanish admiral had moored all his (;mall6r

vessels close to the shure, and staHonctl the

larger galleons fartlier off at anchor, with
tlieir broadsides to tiie sea. The wind blow-
ing into the bay, Blake was suddenly brought
into the thickest of the enemy. After a ve-

sistancc of four hours the Sjjaniards yielded to

I English valour, and abandoned their sliii)i>,

j

which were set on fire, and consumed -i^h'all

j
their treaf;ure. - .'?i''Hf;rn

I This was the lai?t and gi'eatest action of the

j
gallant Biake. Hume boars just and honour-

I
able testimony to Ids character and merits,

I when he says, " Never man so zealous for a
1 faction was so much respected and esteomod

1 even by the opposite factions. He '^'as by
I prijiciple 831 ijtilexible Kopublrcan ; taid the
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late usurpations, amidst all the trust and
caresses which he received from the ruling

powers, were thought to be very little grateful

to him. ' It is still our duty,' he said to the
seamen, ' to fight for our country, into what
liands soaver the government may fall.' Dis-

interested, generous, liberal, ambitious only of

true glory, dreadful only to his avowed ene-

mies, he forms one of the most perfect charac-

ters of the age, and the least stained with
those errors and violences which were then so

predominant. The Protector ordered him a

pomp©us funeral, at the public charge ; but
the tears of his cotmtrymen were the most
honourable panegyric on his memory."

"While the Spanish war was being carried

on, it appears that the old enemy was forming
designs to invade Ireland ; and Cromwell, who
was too vigilant for his most subtle and secret

foe, wrote to his son Henry, advising him as to

ttie course to be pursued :

—

" Son Hany,— ^Ye are informed, from
several hands, that the old enemy is forming
designs to invade Ireland, as well as other

parts of the Commonwealth ; and that he and
Spain have very great coiTCspondence with
some chief men in that nation, for raising a

sudden rebellion there.

" Tlierefore we judge it very necessary that

you take all possible care to put the forces

into such a condition as may answer anything
that may fall out in this Idnd. And to that

end, that you contract the garrisons in Ireland,

as many as may be, and get a considerable

marching army into the field, in two or three

bodies, to be left in the most proper and ad-

vantageous ijlaces for service, as occasion shall

require. Taking, also, in all other things, your
best care you can to break and prevent the

designs and combinations of the enemy ; and a
very particular regard is to be had to the

North, where, without question, busy and dis-

contented persons are working towards new
disturbances. I do not doubt but you will com-
municate this thing to Colonel Cowper, to the

end he may be more watchful and diligent in

looking to this danger."

The King of Sweden having sent an ambas-
sador extraordinary to England, " to negotiate

a still stricter league of amity between the two
countries," the Protector received him in great

state, and, in his general demeanour towards
him, imited the ease of the courtier with the

dignity of the prince. The ambassador was
received in the banqueting-house of Whitehall.

It was a gay and lively scene. " After a little

pause, the ambassador put off his hat, and
began to .speak, and then put it on again. And
whensoever, in his speech, he named the King,

his master, or Sweden, or the Protector, or

England, he moved his hat ; especially if he

mentioned anything of God, or the good of

Christendom, he put off his hat very low ; and

the Protector still answered him in the like

postui'es of civility. The ambassador spake -in.

the Swedish language ; and after he had done,
being but short, his secretary, Berkman, did

interpret it in Latin." The interpreter having
finished, the Protector, " putting off his hat to

the ambassador with a carriage full of gravity

and state," replied in the following beautiful

and appropriate speech :

—

My Lord Ambassador,—I have great

reason to acknowledge, with thankfulness, the

respects and good affection of the King, your
master, towards this Commonwealth, and
towards myself in particular, whereof I sliall

always retain a very grateful memory ; and
shall be ready, upon all occasions, to manifest
the high sense and value I have of his Ma«
jesty's friendship and alliance.

" My lord, you are welcome to England, and
during your abode here you shall find all due
regard and respect to be given to your person,

and to the business about which you come. I
am very willing to enter into a ' nearer and
more strict alliance and friendship with the

King of Swedeland,' as that which, in my judg-
ment, will tend much to the honour and com-
modity of both nations, and to the general

advantage of the Protestant interest. I shall

nominate some persons to meet and treat with

:

your lordship upon such particulars as you
shall communicate to them."
Than this brief reply a better is not to be

found in the English language. It proves

that " the man who could act his part so grace-

fully must have had a genius of a pecuUar
tui-n, and greatly superior to the common class

of men." Nor could Clarendon but admit,

that, "as he grew into place and authority,

his parts seemed to be raised, as if he had con-

cealed his faculties till he had occasion to use

them ; and when he Avas to act the part of a
great man, he did it without inducing, not-

withstanding the want of custom." What!
did his lordship think that the Protector was
some rustic clown, or the bear of some modern
tea-gardens? Though he was not a fawning,

crouching courtier, he was far from being

destitute of that poliiesse which belongs to the

more educated and refined classes of society.

If he could not, like one of our modern princes,

pique himself on being the first gentleman in

Europe, neither had he to upbraid himself Avith

those vices which are more detestable and de-

grading than the most vulgar manners. Crom-
well always demeaned himself \vith propriety.

Previously to the ambassador's departure, the

Protector conferred on him the honour of

knighthood, presented him with his picture in

a case of gold set round with chamonds, and
showed him other marks of respect.

Much as his life and government had been

disturbed by the spirit of faction, he was su-,

premely anxious to win over his enemies by
demonstrations and acts of kindness. His for

_

I bearance ran out to tlie last degree ; and to
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numerous malcontents, botli lords and others,

lie offered liberty on no other security than

their promise of future peaceable behaviour.

His policy was truly humane ; but when lie

found that no kind usage would put a stop to

the attempts which were made by the Royalist

party especially against his government and
person, he had no alternative but to betake

himself to severer and more stringent measures.

It is said that, *' willing to extend his

tolerant principle to the Jews, the Protector

appointed an assembly of men of various pro-

fessions—divines, lawyers, and merchants—to

take into consideration the expediency of per-

mitting them to trade in England, leave for

which had been supplicated by Mannassah
Ben Israel, one of their cliief Rabbis. But
the general prejudices were as yet too strong

against that people to allow of them obtaining

tlie liberty desired." This oppressed and too-

long-trodden-down portion of the human family

Iiad heard of the fame and liberal prmciples of

my Lord Protector, and naturally hoped, from

the ascendancy of such a star in the political

history of Europe, that under his administra-

tion a brighter and happier era might da^vn

on their nation. So thoroughly did this idea

possess them, that a Jew of great wealth and
distinction came from a remote part of Asia
over to England for the sole purpose of inves-

tigating Cromwell's pedigree, not doubting but
that he would find in this very man Oliver

—

'nu: Lion of the tribe of Jud^ih !

If our immortal Milton believed that the

Tiotectorate was a thing required by the ne-

cessities of the times and the everlasting laws
of justice, and that Cromwell ought now to

fulfil the duties of the charge to wliich he liad

been summoned by the nation like a Clulstian

liero, we shall find that his heroism gathered
strength, and that his reign became the object

of terror to his enemies. The Irish, and still

m<H*e the Scotch, entertained towards him the

most rancorous aversion and hatred. ]\Iany

looked upon him as an apoKtate from the cause

of truth and liberty, and hence plots and con-

spiracies became more rife and frequent than
ev^r. To control such elements cliallenged no
couunon power. But at the very point where
others would have hesitated and paused, or

shrunk and retired, Cromwell put himself in the

most manly attitude, while light and glory

were seen mantling on his brow. If to some
Ills rule felt like the cold and relentless touch
of an iron despotism, it was to others—to the

nation—an administration of mercy. The
feeling of the Royalist party may be conceived

from a letter which they addressed to the I*ro-

tector, in which they say—" You have can-

died all obligations of trust ; and taken away
all postiible confidence from all men, that they
an never enjoy any tiling they can call their

Dwn under this government: and having so

little pleasure in life, they will prefer losuig it

in some noble attempt to free their country

and tliemselves from the bondage and servi-

tude they live imder, to the dying ignobly in

some loathsome prison when you please to be

afraid of them." But Cromwell and his Coun-
cil remind them that " the character of differ-

ence between them and the rest of the people,

which was now put upon them, was occasioned

by themselves, not by the government. There
was nothing they had more industriously la-

boured in, than to keep themselves separated

and distinguished from the well-affected of the

nation. To which end, they had kept their

conversation apart, as if they would avoid the

very beginnings of union; had .bred and edu-

cated their children by the sequestered and
ejected clergy, and very much confined their

marriages and alliances with their own party.;

as if they meant to entail their quarrel, and
prevent the means to reconcile posterity.

Which (it was added) together with the great

pains they took upon all occasions to lessen

and suppress the esteem and honour of the

English nation, in all their actions and under-

takings abroad, and their striving withal to

make other nations distinguish their intereBt

from it, gave ground to judge that they had
separated themselves from the body of the na-

tion : and therefore the government left it to

all mankind to judge, whether they ought not

to be timely jealous of that separation, and so

to proceed against them, as they might be at

the charge of those remedies whicli were re-

quired against the dangers they had bred."

The Protector had, if possible, more trouble

with the Church than with the State. The
union of these two things— so diverse in their

nature, and separate in their functions, and
never designed to be brought into connection

—

has done more to retard the progress of society

than any other cause of which we can con-

ceive. The Church is ever and anon crossing

the path of the State, and obstructing its

course ; and the State is as frequently com-
pelled to stand still and wait till it be ascer-

tained that the Church is safely delivered from
all danger; all the while overlooking the fact

that an institution which cannot support itself

is not worth preserving. Cromwell did not
think the Church capable of organizing itself,

and he felt it his duty to put his hand to the

work. A thousand pities that he ever did put
his hand to it. If it could not organize itself,

how was it to regenerate and bless the nation?
But Cromwell interi)osed. Even before the

dissolution of Parliament he had nominated
thirty-eight chosen men—the best, the purest,

the most uplifted puritan spirits in the land, of
whom nine Avere laymen, and twenty-nino
were clergymen—and formed them into a su-

preme Commission for the trial of jjublic

preachers. Any person pretending to hold a
churoli-living, or levy tithes or clergy-dues,

1 was first to be tried and approved by these
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men. The investigation had special reference

to moral incapacity. These commissioners, to

"whom was added another body selected from
the puritan gentry in the several counties of

England, judged and sifted until by degrees

they had -vvinnowed the Church ! It was a
winnowing indeed. The ordinance by which
the Commission had been appointed, enjoined

the dismissal of all ministers who should be
guilty of profane cursing and swearing, per-

jury, adultery, fornication, drunkenness, com-
mon haunting of taverns or ale-houses, frequent

quarrellings or fightings ! Those who were
inclined to popery, or held popish opinions,

were also to be excluded ! Did not such a
chm-ch need winnowing ? The marvel is, how
it could be winnowed. Chaff may be driven

before the wind, but when it is steeped in

tavern and ale-house legends, it is not so easily

vvinnowed. At leas-t, so it strikes us. Still

the commission did good. Richard Baxter
gives his testimony :

—" Because this assembly
of Tiyers is most heavily accused and re-

proached by some men, I shall speak the
truth of them, and suppose my word will be
taken, because most of them took me for one
of their boldest adversaries. The truth is,

tliough some few over-rigid and over-busy In-

dependents among them were too severe against

all that were Arminians, and too particular in

inquiring after evidences of sanctification in

those whom they examined, and somewhat too

lax in admitting of unlearned and erroneous
j

men, that favoured Antinomianism or Anabap-

tism ; yet, to give them their due, they did.

abundance of good to the chm-cH. They saved

many a congregation from ignorant, ungodly,

drunken teachers, that sort of men, who intend

no more in the ministry than to read a sermon,

on Sxmday, and all the rest of the week go with

the people to the alehouse, and harden them
in sin ; and that sort of ministers who either

preached against a holy life, or preached as

men that were never acquainted with it.

These they usually rejected ; and, in -Uieir

stead, admitted of any that were able, serious

preachers, and lived a godly life, of what
tolerable opinion soever they were ; so that

though many of them were a little partial for

the Independents, Separatists, fifth-monarchy

men, and Anabaptists, and against the Prela-

tists and Arminians, yet so great was the benefit

above the hurt which they brought to the

church, that many thousands of souls blessed

God for the faithful ministers whom they let

in, and grieved when the Prelatists afterwards

cast them out again."

A reformed church and a reforming Pro-

tector will work well for poor England. The
state may yet get right ; and, if the ecclesias-

tical bodies will but address themselves, in good

earnest, to their appropriate duties, Oliver's

closing days may be crowned Avith peace, and
his departure from the world be like the setting

of some glorious luminary, whose last rayS'

linger with seven-fold brightness on the margia
of the hemisphere from which it is retiriiijg;|

rUuEBfi

LEAVES FROM THE BANKS OF THE RHINE; A
TO MARIENBERG.

By Fredrika Bremer.
transi-at^t) for this magazine by mary howitt.

!'V

Visit

xi.'ovBaL.

CHAPTER II.

We recovered ourselves by degrees. IVIr. M , the young Englishman, wr
better, but, but Properly he ought never to have come hither; and the physician

here, Dr. Hallman, dissuades him from the practice of hydropathy on account of

his failing lungs. He, however, is determined to cure himself of rheumatism,
and continues the hydropathic treatment, but derives no benefit from it.

In the meantime the rest of us commence new excursions, make fresh journeys
of pleasTire, and in all cases the object is to climb the hills to see the ueautiful

extent of country around, and to enjoy sour milk and brown bread, because, next to

water sour milk is the passion of the people of Marienberg. Old gentlemen who .

have not tasted a drop of soiu- milk through the present century, have now become '•

perfect enthusiasts for it. I consider it quite as important as water for their

health, and if at any time the sour milk is not good at Marienberg, there is a
murmuring and a threatening on the part of the gentlemen, which has even several

times produced a *' milk-riot ;" by which it may be seen, as the republican says,

that the Grerman stomach is revolutionary.
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1^'' These little excursions, which we take in company of but few people, are

-d'grceablc, and make me, whilst I daily become better acquainted with its beauties

in detail, love this part of the country more and more. Every passing day,

indeed, adds to the interest of this place and its peculiar life.

. Marienberg lies in the very heart of Catholic Gei-many, and, while the Pro-
testants at the baths (and nearly all the visitors are Protestants) are busying
themselves about their health and their pleasures, large processions of Catholics
have now for some time been daily passing by Avith bamiers and standards, to the
singing of hymns and the repetition of prayers, on their way to offer their devotions

at the shrine of the miracle-performing and celebrated Madonna of-Bornhof.

The first time I saw one of these processions, consisting of many hundred per-

sons, of all conditions and of all ages, winding along the banks of the Rhine at the

foot of the vine-covered hills—saw their banners floating in the wind, and heard
the strong and full harmony of their singing voices bearing the prayers of earth to

heaven—I determined to join myself to them, and to sing with them. But, how-
ever, when I had taken a nearer survey, and had seen the want of devotion in these
pilgrims with the rosar^', and had heard the want of refinement in their songs, I

was better pleased merely to hear and see at a distance, for at a distance they pre-

sent really a beautiful and a grand spectacle. The peculiar and often very becoming
costume of the peasants produces a remarkably good effect, when seen as a whole,
and the banners wafted by the wind exhibit the most brilliant colouring. At this

moment large processions, amounting, it is said, from seventeen hundred to two
thousand persons, are expected from Cologne and Coblentz. They are all on their

wa)' to the Madonna of Bornhof.
We also are going thither. Will you accompany us, and see the miracle-per-

fonning Virgin, the crowds of pilgrims, and the festive life on the banks of the
E-hiner We shall find sour milk, and, above all, splendid grapes, at the
public-house, formerly a convent, which is built at the right-hand corner by the
^'hurch.

Bcmhof lies only a few miles from Marienberg, at the foot of those hills which
.are called "The Brothers," and upon which are the magnificent ruins of two
•castles, whose bloody legend gives the name to the hills. In order to reach this

point, we must first follow the bank of the river for some little distance by a road
pleasantly shaded with trees, after which we cross the stream.
The morning of our ramble was a glorious one, and, after a fresh, cold, morning

bath, every «ense seemed awake to its full enjovTnent. Hence it is that the greater
number of people here are as happy as children. I wish to be the same, and I
endeavour to be so ; but, for all that, I never can be right joyful. My joy has
always a tear, a secret sorrow in the background ; so had it at this time. Still one
may be contented and thankful for all that.

We crossed the river which makes a cur\''c near Bornhof, and which presents a
view that can only be dwelt on with delight. Upon somewhat higher ground,
just beyond the bank of the river, stands the white church of Bornhof, among
its green trees. Upon the very water's edge were ranged long tables, furnished
Avith the refreshment of coffee for the pilgrims, the fumes of which rose from an
enormous coffee-pot that was boiling over a pit made for that purpose hard by.
We walked up to the church through a little fair that was being held there,

and where a goodly display of ribbons, candles, holy pictures, books, legends,
and songs were set out for sale, together with fruit, bread, cakes, &c. People
in holiday attii-e were here moving about, crowding up to the church from the
lower terrace, but still with the utmost quietness and order. Some processions
came marching out of the church, others advanced into it, and always to the
singing of hymns, and with their white and red-and-gold-embroidered banners
mingling their beautiful colouring with the green of the trees. The organ pealed,
And the sun shone gloriously above the singing pilgrims, above the river and the
green trees. It was beautiful, very beautiful ! This life of the people is at the same
time solemn and festive, and it may easily be understood how such scenes attach a
people to their religion.
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" I hear you say. You would speak of grave demeanour of the

iProtestants in contrast with these pilgrimages ; of the le\ity, the laxity of morals

;

the worshipping of pictures, the superstitions which they give rise to and maintain.

I, too, have heard all these objections made. But that which I here saw around
me was solemn and beautiful. For instance, look at those handsome, grave-looking

women, in their black dresses, who have just risen from their knees. Are notji

their countenances a living evidence how prayer and labour ennoble the huma™
being ? No ; their worship is neither deceit nor vanity ; and even although^

they should err in form and object, yet we may say, with the young woman
at the public-house, " the mercLftil God will, after aU, have regard to their good
intentions."

We entered the church, and found in a little gaily-decorated side chapel the
miracle-working Madonna. She was a sitting female figure, the size of life, dressed | p

in a light-blue garment and white veil, with the dead Christ—a horrible image

—

lying across her knees. Over this figure she is represented as bending in a
motherly and natural mamier. Before her, or rather before the lattice which
separated her little chapel from the body of the church, what a grave and earnest

throng of supplicants prostrated themselves ! How fervently and long these women
prayed ! Lights were burning before the Madomia—burning night and day. Crowds
were going through the church. In some of the more dimly-lighted portions of the

edifice several people lay asleep ; these probably were weary pilgrims. The organ
was fine, and the singing very beautiful. When the Lord's Prayer was read even
we bowed our knees with the assembly. Let it be as it may, this morning prayer
in this church, among these strangers, was a beautiful occasion.

After this we returned to the public-house which is built against the church, and
in an angle formed by it. Here we breakfasted ; and from this point witnessed the

many-coloured show. We saw pilgrims embark in large boats, and row down the

river amid the singing of hymns. We took a closer observation of the gi'oups

assembled on the terrace, who, for the most part, were vigorous-looking people, with
the German good temper expressed in their countenances. Many of the women
were really handsome. One young, kneeling girl, with her devotional, downcast
eyes, was an exact image of Goethe's Margaret. It was well that no Faust saw
her ; but no such character as Faust seemed to be here.

Our breakfast of excellent sour milk and good bread we ate with Marienberg
appetites, and amid many a merry joke, for we all of us personated some mountain
of the Rhine district, and spoke in its name. Late in the forenoon we set sail in

the river, on our homeward wa}', with the pilgrims, who, during the whole time of

our being together, counted their beads, and cast sly glances at us.

One evening, a few days afterwards, when we were again at Bornhof, the scene

was, perhaps, still more beautiful. The moon, concealed behind " The Brothers,"

cast, as yet, no beam upon the shado^v^y region aromid, but the little lights of the

meadow-shore of Bornliof glimmered like friendly eyes to us upon the river, anxl

served as landmarks. Everything around the church assumed a partial indistinct-

ness, and the indescribable beauty of the evening, and the deliciousness of the air,

difiused their peaceful influence over the mind. A dim light shone from the

windows of the church, and the low pealing voice of the organ was heard. Tlie

evening wind passed with a pleasant coolness through the leafy branches of the

trees, beneath which the people, who could not gain admittance into the crowded
church, were singing and praying.

We noticed one group ofmen and women sitting upon the churchyard wall, in a

comer beneath the trees. They were singing, and all bending over a book, ^\hich

was held open before them by a boy on his knees. In one hand he held the book,

and in the other a candle, which, whilst it threw xuicertain shadows upon the

strongly-marked countenances of the singers, and xipon the leaves and trees around
them, lit up the pages of the book, and gave to the serious countenance of the boy
a singular paleness. The wind lifted his long locks, blew the flame of the candle

this way and that, and brought to us the melodious waves of song. It was a picture

both to see and to hear ! This hj-mn, sung in quartette, Avas full of a pure harmony,

%
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and -was sung to the magnificent tune of Luther's " Te Deum." ' We could not

distinguish all the words, but every verse closed \v'ith these :

—

*' This memorial of his love,

In his holy Testament;"

or,
" la his holy Sacrament."

We contemplated this picture from the window of the public-house. The public-

house was this evening thronged to excess. We found room for ourselves only in

an apartment that was half tilled with German peasants and boatmen,—strong-

featured figures, who were occupied A\ith their pipes and mugs of beer. Every
one of them was a pure Teniers, and all had that expression of good temper or quiet

humour which one cannot help liking ; and amid all this mass of people, the greater

portion of whom Avere of the lower classes, we did not hear one quarrelsome word,

nor witness any unseemly or rude behaviour.

The moon ascended over " The Brothers,'' and then sucn a picture of rare beauty

was presented that, in truth, I could not pretend to describe it Avith pen and ink ;

therefore I shall for ever thankfully preserve it in the sanctuary of my memory.
My Agatha was with me, and enjoyed it too, and that made it still dearer and
more valuable to me.

I now return to Marienberg.

We had formed for ourselves a new committee of pleasure, consisting of our

respectable colonel and two young Italians. These arranged for us the most beau-
tiful entertainments—the one upon " The Brothers," the other dovra in our own
valley, with music, fireworks, &c. The beauty of the evening and of the scenery

on which these entertainments took place, made them actual festivals both for soul

and body. The Parisian feasts are poor spectacles in comparison. Last evening

an entertainment of this kind was given to the ladies. The attention and politeness

A\hich, as a matter of course, the gentlemen here show to the ladies, cannot be
sufficiently praised, and that all the more as it is without any particular love-

schemes. Some few little fiames I have seen, it is true, glimmering here and there

in silence ; but they never proceeded any farther, never kindled, never burst forth

into a blaze. And what may be the cause of this ? That there is no time. What
possibility can there be of having tender conversations, much less of making decla-

rations of love, whilst people are running about to wann themselves between a
sitz-bad and a diisdt ! The water-god is, I am afraid, a severe rival to the god of

love. Li the meantime politeness and fireworks prosper. Long life to them !

That, however, which I stOl lack at our entertainments is the lif/ht heart ; and
the happy hwnan heinrj, where is he to be found

But our little excursions, consisting of three or four persons, into the valleys or

to the heights, to take breakfast or supper, are, after all, the most delightful. And
the daily intercourse with some few of the guests here becomes more and more
agreeable. The young men complain that, in a general way, the habits of social

life prevent their familiar intercom-se with young women. They so seldom have
tlie opportunity of becoming really acquainted with them, of conversing with them
with candour and confidence, and of learning each other's tlioughts and feelings

as regards the most important subjects of life. As this was a complaint which I
Kad also heard from young men in Sweden, and as I was both then and now
invited to aid them, by my pen, I do it here cursorily. The young ladies will not
ertainly take it amiss.

By degrees the visitors at the baths are moving off. The yoimg, amiable sisters

ioni Cologne have lately been fetched away by their brother. It was a feast of
he heart to witness their meeting. The republican is gone. His longest and
warmest leave-taking was with a lame youth, with whom he had become
acquainted here, and into whom he tried to infuse courage and hope, and with
'horn he shook hands as if he never would have done. A few mornings before
is departure he confided to me his passion for domestic life, the want he felt
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thereof, and liis fear that, he never should be able to enjoy it ; because, as he said,

it seemed to him a pure impossibility that any young lady would take a fancy to
him. But a way will open for his felicity, or 1 am much mistaken. May he be
happy! May that honest-, good' heart of his only become the loadstar of his-

rostileSS head. ,;j 10) noiloni ^u-l ;/ •.:';: - U^u ^Id? tV/
]VIi'. Mh— , the young Englishman, took his departure to-day. He was on hi*-

way to Paris to consult a skilful physician there, and to obtain his opinion with
regard to his state of health. If hope of a longer life be there given him, he will,

gd to Palermo for the winter ; but if not, he will return to England to his family,,

that he may die in its bosom and among his beloved ones.*
The company is now greatly diminished, but we have still amongst it the?

Dalmans, >Iiss W., and the young and gifted B., a fine intellect, amusing in con-
T^^^ioji,, aJ!i4 'Wl^ose singiiig it is delightful to hear,

JiU'ieqint 'Hi:' 10 >;
a-'

j ; ..

.

~
The( most beautiful hour of the day is to me the solitary hour of morning. We

are already far into September, but the weather is uninterruptedly beautiful. To
go after the voll-bad dawn into the dewy valley, just when the stm ascencls the
heights, and makes everything below—water-brooks, drops of dew, grEiss, and
floWers-^shine in silvery splendour; to go upon the upper terrace with a large

buiich of muscatel grapes in my hand, enjoying, by turns, these and the crystal clear

water, the breeze, and the dewy freshness of the morning hour, and all the glories

of .pature !—it is enchanting—electrifying! The words of David's psalm, which
make *' the trees to clap their hands, and the vineyards to rejoice, and all nature to*

unite with man in the praise of his Creator," arise of themselves to the mind, as the-

pure expression of the peculiar feelings and thoughts of the hour. Neyer felt I, as

then,. .tjb«;iti'utk'of the words of Martensen, the Danish poet

—

''iniii f/tii i-iii 10 jji. I
•« Our God can make each thing a sacrament;

do ii)\ 'jJ uJ y!n;J ro; He can make everything a means of grace.

/(Ijjiifijfii. fijuiJiloij Whate'er is outwardmay be sacramental."

But, m order to enjoy all these things—festivals, grapes, the beauties of nature,

the agreeable, eare-fi-ee, easy, social life of the place—every one must, to a certain

e^fent, be regardless of others—must have his heart hardened. He must be able

to l6ok down from the hills about Marienberg upon the town of Boppart at their

feet, and to see unmoved its wretched population, its pale, unsightly, begging
children.' And that, after all, a person may very well do, for here he is to himselt"

his' own poor, or his own sick, or else he has such to whom he is allied, and in,

whose company he is come hither. Prom this cause, people seem to themselves to»

have a right to all the pleasure that offers itself. It might be anything but advan-
tageous if this, mode of life lasted very long; all its pleasures would then be
purchased too dearly.

r shall now, however, leave it, in order to make an excursion of a few days to

KAiserswerth. Hither I return no more, but rejoin my mother and sister at

Coblentz, andthence wre propeed together to Sweden.

orlj K' jaitioiori ii.!;iiioJl uj.J::

1^' i^^ESENT.—tn '<i?;^6^''to'eiij(iy the present, it is necessary to be intent on the present.

To^e doing One thing, and thinking of another, is a very unsatisfactory mode of spending life.

Souie people are always \vishtng themselves somewhere but where they are, or thinking of
somethhig else than to whom they are speaking. Tliis is the way to enjoy nothing; to do
noihing well; and to please nobody. It is better to be interested with inferior persons and
inferior things than to be indifferent with the best. A principal cause of this indifference is the-

adoption of other people's tastes, instead of the cultivation of our own—the pursuit after that

for.which we are not fitted, and to which, consequently, we are not in reality inclined. This

folfy.pervades, more or less, all classes; and arises from the error of building our enjoyment on
th4, false founda,tioh of the w;orld's opinion, instead of being, with due regard to others, each our
own.^af;i^j3 orl) vd h'.Aiycio r-um u...- i^i^ui // , -nv. '\o ;.biiiiW .:..;wv i.-rj^: Ljj:! ;iu..ii;ic - -—
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—
*! If ;U? still liye?, and if these pages should meet his eye, he may read in them the warm interest '.

which the Swedish fa'.nilv feel for him and his welfare,

—

F, R.
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PARLIAMENTARY SKETCHES.

No. IX.—LORD STANLEY.
We this week var/ our gallery of Commons'

|
E. Buxton's late motion for the suppression

celebrities by the introduction of a Peer who
j

of trade in slave-grown sugar. The colo-

claims our notice, not merely from the ante- i nial policy of the father was certainly, as
cedents of a long and prominent, if notemi-

j
we shall presently see, not of a character, if

nent career, but from the circumstance of
j
measured even by temporary success, for it

his being the hero of a question that has of was most disastrous and most unpopular
late considerably agitated the political from first to last, to inspire the son to a
world—viz., the conduct of England (that walk in the paternal footsteps ; and it is

is, of Lord Palmerstou) respecting Greece, ! much to be hoped that the member for

and especially with reference to our relation-
|
Lynn will in nothing so little resemble Lord

ship to France, who, with this country and
j
Stanley as in his notions of the imperial

ilu?isia, is one of the three protecting powers
of Grecian, independence. It is not our in-

tention to make much further reference to

thi.s particular topic, inasmuch as to do so
would be to trench on the province of the

government of dependencies ; though, to

be sure, we look upon it as one of the most
improbable things in the world that young
Stanley ever should have the opportunity
of practically imitating his progenitor,

newspapers,which have certainly been most I either in the colonial or domestic adminis-
diffuse, if not particularly instructive, in dc
tails and comments ; but knowing that many
ofour readers, especially those Avhose know-
ledge of men and things political dales
from within the last dozen years, will natu
rally be desirous of learning some parti- { the poet

—

tration. for the tide of political power is

fast tending in a direction that will leave
the Stanleys and their like high and dry on
the barren sands of their oligarchical iso-

lation, musing in unison with the dirge of

culars of the individual who has been so

conspicuous in that business, we proceed to

furnish our usual biographical outline.

Lord Stanley, heir to the ancient earldom
of Derby, and himself a peer by special

" The bark is still there, but the waters are gone I"

From a very early period of his life it has
been Lord Stanley's ill fortune to be an ob-
ject of extreme popular political antipathy,
though personally possessed of many of the

creation, while his lather is still living (Ae,
|
attributes that allure the masses, dazzle

also, was raised to the Upper House during ^ the aristocracy, and fascinate the middle
the l_ate earl's lifetime), though now only in

j
classes of this country. He has a fine pre

his olst year, has a son in the Commons,
j

" ...
member for Lynn (where he succeeded Lord
George Bentinck), in his 2oth year;—so
that the reader Avill naturally infer that the
subject of our sketch began the world, both
socially and politically, at a very early age.
Not only did he enter Parliament imme-
diately on attaining his majority, for the
rottenborough of Stockbridge (disfranchised
by the Reform Bill), but he became Under-
Secretary for the Colonies in the Parliament
of 1827, when Lord Godericb (now Ripon)
was Premier for a short time. This fact
would seem to have stimulated his son, the
young gentleman we have just mentioned,
to turn his attention specially to the colonies,
and more immediately to the "West Indies,
through which he made a personal tour, at
the emd of last year,' and has since given the
world the fruits of his observation, first, in a
pamphlet of about one hundred pages, ad-
dressed to Mr. Gladstone, Colonial Secretary
during the late administration ; and, se-
condly, in a maiden speech in the Commons

scnce, a rattling and ready eloquence, a
frank and generous nature, and is an here-
ditary patron of national pastimes. He is

long descended ; the glories of his house
are part and parcel of the noblest portions
of our literature : they have inspired the
muse of Shakspeare {Richard III.) ; con-
stituted the romance of reality in two oppo-
site extremes of the genius of Scott
(MannkiH, and 1 everil of the Peak ) ; and
have made the icy soul of Hume glow with
warmth, as well as brilliancy, as he chroni-
cled the more than Roman heroism of the
wife of the immortal seventh earl, who so
long upheld the fortunes of his worthless
master, Charles I., whose deserved fate he
most undeservedly shared. Lastly, he is

very rich, and prudent, as well as liberal, in
the expenditure of his ample means ; is

accounted a good landlord in England; and
quite a phenomenon on that score in Ireland.
Still, as we have said, he has always been
politically unpopular; often unnecessarily
so, from sheer perversity on his part ; and

(an address of v^ry unexpected merit, for even when most of a reformer among the
a low opinion had been entertained of the

1 Whigs was most disliked by the Radicals,
speaker's capacity irom some exhibitions \ In 1826, and several times subsequently,
at pubUc dinners and elsewhere), on Sir i he was opposed at Preston, where the family
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influence is very strong, by Cobbett and
"Hunt, the latter defeating him twice, owing
to the very peculiar electoral privileges

enjoyed by that borough, all whose male
^habitants over 21 years of age, and pos-

sessed of a six months' settlement, without
having been chargeable as paupers to any
parish for a year previously, had the right

of voting for members of Parliament. The
constituency at the period we speak of

numbered about 5,000, chiefly thorough
Radicals of the old democratic stamp, such
as were Shiel, and Hobhouse, and others of

the present ministry, in the days of their

honesty and independence. His domi-
neering conduct and offensive tongue on
these occasions rendered him very ob-

noxious to the populace of this country,

and his long and virulent feuds with O'Con-
nell made him still more so in Ireland

;

where he was familiarly known as " Scorpion

Stanley,"—-one of the many felicitous nick-

names which the Liberator fastened upon
the members of the government during the

second Lord-Lieutenancy of the Marquis of

Anglesey, towhom Stanley became secretary

in 1S30, and filled the same office for three

years, during the whole of which time he

was at perpetual variance with the bulk of

the nation, though promoting many really

useful reforms, but Avith such ill-temper and
want of conciliating manner as to render

his gifts sources of exasperation. While,
however, he was battling with nests of

hornets in the sister kingdom, he acquired

great admiration here by a most masterly

speech in favour of the Reform Bill, de-

livered Friday, March 4lh, 1831, in reply to

Feel, whom he utterly demolished, as well

as a variety of Sir Robert's satellites, in the

stirring debates afterwards on that then all-

momentous topic. But the Irish difficulty

became too great for him : his position as

at once the advocate of the Irish Pro-

testant clergy, and yet the reformer of the

Irish Protestant Church, placed him be-

tween two stools, and he illustrated in

the usual fashion the fate of all gentlemen
so circumstanced. He relinquished the

Irish secretaryship in 1833 ; but his debat-

ing powers were so valuable to the Whigs,
as were also his position and connexions,

that he Avas made Colonial Secretary, which,

however, he held for less than a year, inas-

much as both he and Sir James Graham
(Home Secretary at the time) seceded from
Melbourne's Government on the famous
Appropriation Clause, the object of which
was to apply certain of the exorbitant

revenues of the Irish Church to temporal
purposes—a principle which the Melbourne
and Russellite Whigs never dreamt of act-

ing upon once they secvired the paity

advantages of their pretended sincerity as

met I

I ecclesiastical reformers ; and their duplicity
I on that point is the most disreputable trait

in their whole history, as we shall probably
take occa.sion to show when we come to

I

treat of those who were the chief concoctors

j
of the artifice, and have since been the chiei

gainers by it. Though overtures were
made him by Peel, in the crisis of WhiJ
difficulties following the split just alludeq
to, he had sagacity to see that the right
hon. baronet had no chance of any long
retention of power at that period, and de-
clined joining him, though he afforded him
the support of his approval and of his par-

liamentary services for the time being.
On Peel's accession to power in 1841, with
a large majority at his back in the Com-
mons, and a still lai-ger in the Peers, Stanley
became Colonial Secretary, and held that
office till 1845, when Peel's free-trade policy
impelled him into opposition to that course

and there he has remained ever since, at the

head of the Protectionist party in the Lords.

lie had been summoned to the Upper House
in 1844 for his father's barony of Stanley,

of Bickerstaffe, the earl, by the way, re-

maining a liberal Whig to this day, as he
has been all his life, the only thing to his

decided political discredit ever known being
his foremanship of the grand jury that threw
out the bill of indictment against the yeo- ^^-

manry butchers of the people at Peterloo,

in 1819—a circumstance of which Hunt<
the popular champion on that occasion, did

not fail to make perpetual use in hip

hustings harangues against his electioneer-

ing antagonist ever afterwards.

As a leader of the Protectionists, Lo
Stanley has been signally unfortunate ; f<

not only has he never succeeded in defeal

ing any one measure he has opposed, but he|

has never been able even materially to arrest

its progress. Very different was his posi-

tion immediately after his elevation to the

Upper House, when the following character

of him was painted by apolitical opponent-
Mr. Fox, the member for Oldham, if we
rightly informed, viz. :

—

J

''Few public men of our time, Prim
Ministers scarcely excepted, have been
charged with weightier responsibilities, or

actively engaged in a greater number and
variety of political affairs of fijst-class ira*

portance, than Lord Stanley. He has held
successively two of our most important
State Secretaryships, in each instance

during a critical period, with questions of

the utmost urgency and magnitude pi;essing

for a prompt solution—in each instance witk

an overpowering parliamentary majority at

his command, ready to register in the staif

tute-book his individual convictions of th.«

right and expedient. He has been charged

Aviththe reform of the greatest abuses known

taker

uaav

taki

k\

II
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the British empire—the Protestant Church
f Ireland, with the regeneration of the par-

amontary constitution of Ireland, with the
uppressicn of Irish disturbances, and the
xtmguishment of Irish discontents. It has
een his fortune to be the ruler of the Bri-

tsh colonies, first, at a time when, in our
jfcst India IslandB, the whole framework
f society had to be taken to pieces and re-

onstructed, and when, in Canada, the ac-

umulated grievances of a quarter of a cen-
ury were calling for instant redress, with
ebellion and civil war as the alternative

;

nd, again, at a period when, in the newest
f our settlements, the most hopeful and
iromising experiment in colonisation that

aodern times have seen, had to be aided and
[uided towards a successful result. He has
wice held office in strong governments, and
nee been an influential leader of opposition
gainst a weak one. Even his neutrality

ind inaction have been powerfully felt in

he world of politics. He has not only led
)arties—he has held the balance between
arties. Seldom has a public man pos-
essed a larger share of real parliamentary
ower than that wielded by Lord Stanley in

he early part of the session of 1835, at the
lead of some half dozen waverers, when a
ninistry and an opposition, each numbering
heir three hundred and more, waited to

earn their fate from his lips. All things
aken together, we may say that few states-

nen have had larger powers and weightier
lutics, both in and out of office, than Lord
Stanley."

Yet how has he answered the expectations
which this position, and these opportunities,
should have enabled him to realize ? We
have seen that his Irish policy was most
unfortunate, and, it may be added, de-
servedly so, save in respect to the subject
of national education in that country, in
which he undoubtedly rendered good ser-
vice. His colonial policy has, if possible,
been still worse, as the condition of Canada,
the West Indies, and New Zealand, abun-
dantly testified, during the whole of his
possession of the colonial seals, not one
measure of merit remaining to endear his
memory to the colonists or the mother
country, but a thousand reminiscences of
an entirely contrary tendency. In short, his
official career has been one prolonged failure,

and his success is the result solely of his de-
bating cleverness ; for, unlike D'Israeli,
there is not one topic on which any one
would care to hear the opinion of Stanley,
in his capacity of a statesman, instead of that
of a partizan ; nor has he ever added to the
world's stock of knowledge by a single hair's
weight, on any subject he has ever yet at-
tempted to grapple with. We speak not
of his fickleness—his desertion of one set of
opinions, and adoption of the opposite—for
those are faults with which too many of his
contemporaries are chargeable to render
them any particular reproach to him. But
his lordship has left nothing to compensate
for these derelictions of principle, these re-
peated tergiversations.

CHRISTOPHER CHRONICLE'S LECTURES.

No. X.—KNIT STOCKINGS AND THE STOCKING-LOOM.
FiFfi years ago, in many parts of this

ountry, the custom of knitting stockings
kvas very common amongst the female por-
lion of the community; and even now, in

ome of the more remote and primitive dis-

tricts of the kingdom, it still prevails. From
jur cities, however, this domestic art

iias nearly been banished, and the more
modern refinements of the music of the

piano, and the reading of tales and romances,
substituted in its stead. Although the art

oi knitting—making nets for example—is

IK) doubt very ancient, yet that of making
rockings is not of high antiquity. It is

vvcil known that neither the llomans nor
inany of the ancient nations had any parti-

cular clothing for the lower part of the
body ; and that the northern nations were
the first who had hose or trowsers which
covered not only the thighs and loins, but

also the legs. This article of dress consisted
usually of one piece, and it was not till a
few centuries ago that it came to be sepa-
rated into two parts—an upper part for the
loins, and a lower for the legs. This latter
has since been called stockings, from stock,
tru7icus, the trunk of a tree. At first they
consisted of cloth, and were made by tailors

;

consequently, had not the elasticity of knit-
stockings, which expand or contract without
injuring the foot, or in any way impeding a
person in walking.
The period of the invention of the art of

knitting stockings is doubtful, nor is it en-
tirely settled amongst what people it first

had its origin. Savary hazards the conjec-
ture that It is a Scottish invention, from a
tradition in France that the first stocking-
knitters went thither from that country,
and because the .first French stocking
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knitters made choice of St. Fiacre, a native

of Scotland, to be their patron. This, how-
ever, is at best apocryphal ; and from other

testimony it would appear that in. England
woollen knit stockings were known at least

as early as the date at which their invention

is set down in Scotland. It is related that

Henry VIIL, who reigned from 1509 to 1547,

wore woollen stockings ; and Howell, in his
" History of the World," printed in 1680,

in speaking of the trade in the oldest times,

says—" Silk is now grovni nigh as common
as wool, and become clothing of those in the

kitchen as well as the court ; we wear it not
only on our backs, but, of late years, on our

legs and feet, and tread on that which for-

merly was of the same value with gold it-

self. Yet that magnificent and expensive

prince, Henry VIII., wore ordinarily cloth

hose, except there came from Spain, by
great chance, a pair of silk stockings. King
Edward, his son, was presented with a

pair of long Spanish silk stockings by Thos.
Gresham, his merchant, and the present was
taken much notice of. Queen Elizabeth, in

the third year of her reign, was presented

by Mrs. Montague, her silk-woman, with a

pair of black knit silk stockings, and hence-

forth she never wore cloth any more."
The first worsted stackings knit in Eng-

land is said to have been in 1564 by one
William Rider, who was an apprentice to a

Master Thomas Burdet, and who, having
accidentally seen in the shop of an Italian

merchant a pair, procured from Mantua,
borrowed them, set to work and made a

pair exactly like them. Stow, in his Chro-
nicle, relates that the first nobleman who
wore worsted stockings, now so common
to all classes, was the Earl of Pembroke.
Notwithstanding this, however, we cannot
suppose they were very rare, as a household

book of a noble family of the time of Henry
VIII. informs us that knit-stockings, both
for grown-up people and children, were
sold at so low a price as to debar us from
thinking they were foreign articles. Still

cloih-hosen must have been much worn, as

the following anecdote, which we find in

Hollingshed's Chronicles, and which is

related of Dr. Sands, who became Arch-
bishop of York in the time of Queen Mary,
will show:—"Dr. Sands, at his going to

bed in Hurleston's house, had a pair of

hose newly made that were too long for

iiim. For while he was in the Tower a

tailor was admitted to make him a pair of

hose. One came in to him whose name was
Benjamin, dwelling in Birchin-lane ; he
might not speak to him or come to hhn to

take measure of him, but only to look upon
his leg ; he made the hose and they were
two inches too long. These hose he prayed
the good-'\nfe of the house to send to some

tailor to cut two inches shorter. The wife
required the boy of the house to cai-ry them
to the next tailor, which was Benjamin that
made them. The boy required liim to cut
the hose. He said, I am not the master'^
tailor. Saith the boy, because ye are ou^'
next neighbour, and my master's tailoj^

dwelleth far off, I come to you. Benjamin,
took the hose and looked upon them, he
took his handlework in hand and said, these
are not thy master's hose but Dr. Sands',
them I made in the Tower."
About the year 1577 knitting was common

in England, having penetrated even into

our villages where the wives of the pea-
santry used the bark of the alder for dying
the stockings which they had knitted. A
few years later, when Queen Elizabeth was
at Norwich, several female children appeared
before her, engaged in spinning worsted yaiu
and knitting worsted yarn hose. This would
prove that the art was by this time pretty
generally known and practised. For a long
time, however, silk stockings amongst the
higher classes, both here and on the Con-
tinent, continued to be worn on great occa-
sions. In France, Henry II. wore such
stockings for the first time at the marriage
of his sister with the Duke of Savoy, in
1559. In the reign of Henry III. the wile

of a high officer in the state would not wear
silk stockings given to her by a nurse, who
lived at court, as a Christmas present, be-

cause she considered them to be too gay.

Modest economy! how very different ovir

state dames now-a-days ! This notable cir-!

cumstance occurred in 1575. In 1569.
when the Pri\T-Counsellor Barthold vou
Mandelsloh, who had been plenipotentiary
at many diets and courts, appeared on a
week day at court with silk stockings, which
he had brought from Italy, the margrave^
John of Custrin, said to him, " Barthold, I

have silk stockings also ; but I wear them
only on Sundays and holidays "—an extra-

vagance which our poorest modem shop-
keeper might now commit without perpe-
trating any serious injury upon his pocket !„

The first departure from the method of
hand-knitting was in the invention of the
stocking-loom, which was not the discovery
of mere accident, but the result of talent

and genius. The complexity of this machine
is immense. It consists of two thousand
parts, which, almost in a moment of time,
can throw two hundred meshes of loops,

without necessitating a high amount of
either labour or skill on the part of the
workman. The inventor of this ingenious
instrument was one William Lee, a native

of Woodborough, in Nottinghamshire.
There are two accounts given in reference

to this individual and the invention of the

stocking-loom. One says that he was heif
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to a considerable freehold estate, and agra-
;
carried several looms and nine joumeyitien

duate of St. John's College, Cambridge, and
j
to Rouen, in Normandy, where for some

that he fell in love with a young country
girl, who, during his visits, paid more at-

tention to her knitting than to his vows,
jrhen he set his ingenuity to work to dis-

^ver a machine that might facilitate as well

as expedite the operation of knitting, and
afford the object of his affections more lei-

sure to attend to him. The other is, that a
student of Oxford, without money or in-

come, was so imprudent as to marry at an
early period. His young wife, however, by
her skill and industry in the art of knitting,

was enabled to procure them the necessaries

of life, until an increasing family rendered
her labour insufficient for that purpose. The
husband, feeling this, invented a machine
by which knitting could be performed more
easily, speedily, and profitably, and this was
the stocking-loom. The student is reported

time he worked with great approbation.
The king, however, being assassinated, and
internal commotions having arisen in the
kingdom, Lee was forgotten, sank into dis-

tress, and soon afterwards died at Paris.'

Only two of his followers remained in
France ; all the rest returned to England,
where, with a person named Aston, who
had been an apprentice to Lee, they laid

the foundation of the stocking manufactory.
In the course of fifty years after this event
the number of masters so greatly multiplied
that it was found necessar}- to unite thera

into one guild; and, in 1663, they receirwl
letters patent, which gave them certain'

privileges to the extent of ten miles round
London. Howell, writing from the yearl

1561, says: " Nine-and-thirty years after

was invented the weaving of silk stockings^
to have thereby become a man of consider- ' waistcoats, and divers other things, by
able wealth.

[
engines or steel looms, by William Lee,

No matter which of these accounts is the
|
Master of Arts, in St. Joihn's College, in

correct one, they are both very similar, and
j
Cambridge, a native of Nottingham, who

it is generally allowed that Lee was the taught the art in England and France, as

man's name who invented this machine, and
that he was a student at some of the univer-

sities, and was poor withal. A beautiful print,

recently issued, has given us a pictorial re-

presentation of the former. But independent
of this, there is in the Framework-knitters'
Hall, London, an old painting, in which
Lee is depicted pointing out his loom to a
female knitter, who is standing near him, and
below it is the inscription with the date, 1589,
which was the year of the invention. The in-

scription is curious, and runs thus :
" In

the year 1589 the ingenious William Lee,
Master of Arts, St. John's College, Cam-
bridge, devised this profitable art for stock-

ings (but being despised went to France),
yet of iron to himself, but to us and others
of gold ; in memory of whom is here
painted." Thus does poverty, shame, or

neglect frequently track the footsteps of

genius. Poor Lee was " despised," and
went to France. He had showed the off-

spring of his ingenuity to Queen Eliza

his servants in Spain, Venice, and Ire-

land ; aaid his device so well took, that'

now, in London, his artificers are become*
a company, having an hall and a master,
like as other societies."

I

Such was the origin of the stocking-looni,

and in 1714 the number of frames in Eng^
land did not number fewer than eight or
nine thousand. By the year 1753 they had-
multiplied to fourteen thousand. In 1^8,
stocking-frames with a rotatory motion,^
and worked by steam, •were successfully

introduced into Nottingham; and these have
given a greet additional impulse to the^

hosiery manufacture. Of the extent of this^'

Mr. Felkin, of Nottingham, has given the-*

following estimate. He calculates the'

value of cotton hosiery annually made at'

£880,000; that of worsted at £870,000;'
and that of- silk at £241,000. He esii-^^

mates the number of stockings annually'
manufactvired at 3,610,000 dozens; aha^
in the production of these there are used'

bcth, and requested from "Good Queen I 4,584,000 lbs. of raw cotton, value £153,000 j^

Bess" support or remuneration, but got I 140,000 lbs. of raw silk, value £91,000]^
neither, and was rather discouraged than ! and 6,318,000 lbs. of English wool, valu*^'

assisted in his undertaking. Discoun- 1 £316,000 ; making the total value of thte''

tenanced by one court, he was smiled i materials £560,000, which are ultimately''

on by another. Henry IV. of France
had heard of his invention, and promised

a handsome reward. Accordingly he employed is 73.000

converted into the exchangeable value of^^

£1,991,000. The total number of personfi''-
1 1 ;„ ro AArt . .:

.0 -Od

n'linfisi'iS.
sounds.The HincAjr Toice.—God has made the whole earth vocal with sweet sound8.""''i3jii,t

travelled forest echoes the notes of the wild bird, and the habitations of men are made gla4 \

y the song of tlie feathered minstrel. But above all, the human voice, that combines thq,^

licst chann of sweet sounds with the inspiration of thought, i^ given for no ordinary purpotm. •

if earthly pleasoM. la it» ¥rhi8per of afiection hoir gratefUl '. For iU partioSi)atioB iii joy haw
unspeakable! filJ ^'^^^ -J'l'J ^'^^-' "-' ^"^^ '" "^^^'^^ '"^- ' -'
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

Letter XVII.

Mr. Editor,—"VMiat a deal of truth is wrapped up in many of those old sayings^
called Proverbs ! They are short, but they contam a volume of meaning. Some
of them seem, in one sentence, to contain the sum total of the observation and ex-
perience of yeai-s. They interest because of their quaintness ; they are easily

remembered because of their brevity ; and tliey deserve to be remembered because
of the wisdom they contain, and because of their practical usefulness. People
often repeat them without thought—as mere Avords of course ; but there are times

and seasons when their truth is forced upon us, and when we have sixch striking

illustrations of them, that Ave are compelled to utter them Avith the fidl feelings of

our hearts.

A cii'cumstance has lately occurred in my neighbourhood Avhich has forced me,
and many more, to acknowledge the truth of one of the commonest of these say-

ings, orproA'erbs, namely— *• Wilful aa'aste makes avoeful want."
A man, Avhose name was Lionel Lazenhy, but A\"ho, for the last three or foiir

years, has been nicknamed " Lazy-lion, died in a fit of delirium tremens, or, as the

people about h:>re termed it, '* the horrors," brought on by the excessive use of

strong drink, and chiefly by the use of gin. He Avas, besides, more than half

destroyed by a liver complaint, and by some disease Avhich produced eruptions of a

A^ery disagreeable kind ; so that for some time before his last fatal attack he was a

miserable and loathsome object. He had a Avife and live children, three of Avhom
were under ten years of age. These seven human beings Avere huddled together in

one small back room, in Avhich they slept, cooked and ate what bits of food they
could obtain, dabbed out and dried the fcAv rags they had, that M'ere at all Avash-

able, but into Avhich room fresh air was rarely admitted ; Avliile neither brush,

broom, nor mop, appeared to have entered for many Avceks ! The eldest gii'l, who
Avent out as a sort of day-servant to a neighbouring shopkeeper, and the eldest boy,

Avho ran of errands for another shopkeeper, Avere kept tolerably tidy upon their

OAvn scant earnmgs ; but the other three were filthy ui their persons, and ragged in

their attire. Tlie mother had been a fine-looking, rather a shoAvy, woman in her -

better days ; but having,, for the last eighteen months, resorted but too frequently

to the use of strong drinks, to " droAvn her sorrows :" her eyes were sunken, her
checks had become holloAv, her complexion sallow, her voice hoarse, her manners
maudlin, her dress mean and slatternly ; so that, altogether, her appearance was
disgusting.

As Avere the inmates, so was their dwclliyxg. All bore the unmistakeable marks,
not only of deep poverty, but of gross neglect, and a total disregard of common
decency. The Avails of the room and the ceiling Avcre nearly black ; the torn

papering Avas patched in many places Avith pieces of old newspapers and show-bills.

TTie one small window contained tAveh'e panes of glass, seven, however, of AA-hich

Avere broken, and had old rags, and other things, stuffed into them, to keep out the

Avind and rain. The fire-place Avas large and old-fashioned, Avith a huge grate in

it, some of the bars of AA^hich were broken. A couple of bricks were placed on
each side of the inner part of the grate, to reduce the space to be occupied by fuel.

An old mantel-shelf, which had been pulled from its place, was laid doAvn for a

fender ; a broomstick served for a poker, and the lid of an old boiler, Avith the riui

oft', for a shovel. Though a bleak easterly Avind found access tlirough many a

crevice, there Avas no fire, nor any materials for making one ; but on one hob stood

a dirty saucepan Avithout a handle, and a piece of stout Avire, tA^sted so as to make
it serve for a gridiron. On the other hob stood a blacking-bottle, Avith the remains
of a rushlight sticking in it, and by its side a short tobacco-pipe. A crazy table,

two ricketty chairs, a stool, an old box AAithout a lid, a broken half-tester bedstead,

without hangings, the remains of a mattress stuffed Avith hay, a long rack Avith

straw for a bolster and pHloAv, three or four ragged blankets, or rugs, and an old

great coat or tAA-o ; these, Avitli a few odd cups, saucers, and plates, and two or

i
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three knives and forks, constituted the whole furnituie (?) of tliis wretched,
wretched apartment. The closeness and stench rendered it almost insuiierablo ;

the fumes of tobacco, and the scent of gin, onions, and red herrings, being dis-
tinctly perceptible.

Into this place, "which I have thus attempted to describe, were a number of
persons suddenly summoned a few days ago, by loud ra^-ings, fearful shrieks, and
bitter cries. The miserable Lionel Lazenby was evidently struggling with Death
under circumstances the most appalling. He had, it appeared, been seized with a
iit in the taproom of a low public-house, after drinking half-a-pint of gin, with
which he was " treated " by some " kindfriends," who had laid a wager that " old
Lazy-lion would drink off, half-a-pint of gia at a draught !

" He drank it ; a fit

ensued ; and he was brought in a state of raving delirium, by four men, to his
wretched habitation. He continued, for about fourteen hours, to utter the most
fearful curses against some imaginary beings that he conceived were pursuing him
armed with two-edged knives and broken bottles ; and, in an efibrt to beat back
whom, he fell forward on the floor—a lifeless corpse ! Three days after, his remains
were laid in a pauper's grave ; and his wife and the three younger children are
taken into the Union !

But, it may be asked, how does this illustrate and confirm the truth of the
saying which I quoted at the commencement ? A brief reference to the former
circumstances of the family will show this.

liionel Lazenby was the son of respectable parents, who, after giving him a good
education, apprenticed him to a large woollen and linen draper in a neighbouring
town. Here he maintained an excellent character for industry, cleverness in
business, and exemplary conduct. About a year after his apprenticeship had ex-
pired, he married the eldest daughter of his employer, and became a partner in the
business of the then flourishing establishment. Two years after that, on his coming
into possession of good property by the death of his father, and his master, or
partner, wishing to retire, he purchased the entire business, and became sole pro-
prietor. Few young men have began the world with finer prospects, and few have
presumed more confidently upon present appearances !

Lionel and his wife were both of a cheerful and somewhat gay disposition. They
were fond of dress, of company, of " good living," and of other expensive pleasures.
They associated with the " more respectable " tradespeople, with some substantia,
farmers, and with a few retired tradesmen who had acquired an independence.
Their house was elegantly furnished, with grand piano, &c. They attended parties,

and had parties in return ; and as they did not wish to be outdone by their neigh-
bours, they went to considerable expense to make their parties " respectable." They
had a pretty "villa," well furnished, about three miles from the town, a handsome
haise and horse, and a saddle-horse—a half-bred hunter. They kept a groom in
a sort of livery, and two female servants, besides an old female to take care of the
'* villa " during the winter season. Three assistants were employed at the shop,
to one of whom, a very clever and industrious young man, the chief management
jf the business was entrusted, in order that Lionel and his wife might have more
;ime to attend parties, visit the " villa," and make little country excursions.
For some time things appeared to go on well, and Lionel's schemes, both of

3usiness and pleasure, seemed to prosper ; but a worm found its way to the root
)f this enjoyment. There was in tlie town a large inn, called " The Golden Eagle,"
n which a handsome parlour—a " subscription room"—was kept, as a reading or
lews-room, for the use of the principal tradesmen, and the farmers and others who
;amo to town on market days. Here the visitors often took lunch, and the
"esidents of the town generally spent their evenings. Lionel was what is generally
jailed a sober man ; but, being intelligent and communicative, of a cheerful
;m-n, having a fund of wit and anecdote at his command, and being able, withal, to
[ing *• a good song," he was accounted an oracle in matters of business or politics,

md became *' the life and soul" of the evening parties. Of course, he dran/c with
the conxpany ; and he.soon learned to drink deeply, and to remain from home till a
^ery late hour. These habits, as is common, grew stronger, and became confirmed

;
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and these, together with his expensive parties, his frequent absence from home, «nd
his general neglect of business,- led to a considerable falling off in his trade. Then
came a want of his accustomed punctuality with manufacturers ; and a frequent
dishonouring of bills drawn upon houses not disposed to be trifled ^vith. In some
cases his creditors were only pacified by money borrowed at a ruinous rate of
interest. To increase his troubles, his chief assistant^—the clever young man of
whom I spoke—seeing how things were likely to turn out, and having an oppor* ^

tunity of setting up for himself, took a shop in an excellent situation, within aboiit

a hundred yards of Lazenby's, to which he succeeded in drawing away some Othi&i
master's best customers. - '-i.hnc)

As a ball thrown along a sloping ground soon arrives at the bottom, so things
went rapidly down with Lazenby. To attract new customers, he resorted to the

ruinous expedient of selling goods at less than he gave for them : thus really

making—what some only pretend to do— ** tremendous sacrifices." For some time
there was a sharp run between the rival shops ; but Lazenby, with impaired i

energies, and an injured reputation, was compelled to yield. A principal creditor

obtained " a^at " against him in the Court of Bankruptcy. The examination was v

unfavourable to Lazenby. The charge of shameful extravagance was fully proved. '

against him ; while he narrowly escaped that of fraudulent dealing. After consi-

derable delay, and with much difiiculty, he obtained a certificate ; and retired with
his family into an obscure lodging, a ruined man—ruined both in circumstances
and in character ! His property gone ; his reputation blasted ; his constitution

[

injured ; and his spirits completely broken !

After a few weeks Lazenby obtained a situation as salesman in a Manchester
warehouse. Here he might have done well, but for his increasingly unsteady
habits. He next became shopman to a woollen draper, but going late one day, in

a half-drunken state, he quarreled with the proprietor, and was dismissed at a

moment's warning. After remaining idle for some time, he got engaged as ware-

.

housemen at a large packer's : from this situation he was discharged, after about
four months, for repeated acts of neglect, frequent errors in entries, and occasional

drunkenness and abusive conduct. Thus he went on, from bad to worse, both as

to conduct and as to means of subsistence.

Lazenby's family were all this time sinking and suffering in proportion as he
sank. They removed from one lodging to another, each being :neaner than the
former. For some months it was scarcely known how he obtained money, except
that he got occasional employment in valuing goods or in arranging accovmts. His
tremulous hand, the eruptions on his face, his sore eyes, dulness of hearing, hoarse

voice, and very shabby and uncleanly attire, rendered him such a disgusting object

that it became more and more difficult for him to obtain any kind of employment.
The little money that he did get he spent at a low public-house, in the tap-room of

which he was a sort of oracle ; and where his jests and songs were rewarded by
the landlord and visitors -with a draught of beer or a glass of gin! Lazenby '^s

wife, who was a clever needlewoman, got some employment from a respectable

slopseller who had known the family in the days of their prosperity. But the rate

of remxineration was so very small, that it was only by working fourteen or fifteen

hours a day that she could earn enough to buy even scanty food for her children.

Their best articles of clothing and furniture were sold or pawned, one after the

other, till they were left destitute, as I have described ; and the poor woman,
depressed and spirit-broken, resorted to the oft-tried, but always fatal, expedient
oi dram-drinking, injuring her health, and causing her seasons of depression to

become more frequent and more violent ; and she continued in the ruinous prac-

tice do\\Ti to the time when the death of her wretched partner took place. Thus,

,

as the " waste" of this family had been <' toilful" their *' iocvnt'- \v^ most " imfnV
Li many respects it was so :

—

• ;c;,:ii ;.i]',':
.; . . !. ,i;

There was a '* wilful waste" of xnrE, followed by a " wofulwant" of business,,

and of other things essential to comfort, which a careful improvement of time

would have secured.
i'

,
'. '

'.
•

A " wilful waste " of Health, at ^.v^f^^r^j^^^^ m?^i,d.WiM9^3^V ''
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" woeful want " of bodily strength and mental energy,which a careful avoidance of

"the means of weokness and debility" would have prevented, securing to this

imliappy couple—had no casualty interfered— all the comforts and pleasures of a
*' green old age."

A "wilful waste " ofProperty, followed by a " woful want " of the comforts and
necessaries of life, which a prudent management of resources, and due forethought ,

:is to future contingencies, wovdd, no doubt, have averted.

A " wilful waste " of Reputation, followed by a *' woful want " of character,^t.^
a period when it was greatly needed, and which perseverance in a course of good

,

conduct would have effectually preserved.

Li fine—a "wilful waste" of opportunities of moral improvement, followed
by a " woful want" of that influence over family and over circunrstances, which
a diligent use of those opportunities would have secured.
The Moral of this melancholy narrative is obvious : it may be found in the con-

cluding lines of the ancient ballad, entitled " The Old Lady's Fall." An old lady
,

is represented as stumbling in her attempt to get over a somewhat high slile ; and
while the louts are gazing idly at her, and grinning at her mishap, she shakes the
dust from her clothes, and, with a signiiicant movement of the head, says

—

" Learn to be wise by others' harm
Aud you shall do full well."

It is possible, Mr. Editor, that I may furnish you shortly with a few ever^'day
illustrations of the saying which forms the foundation of this letter.

Jime25, 1850, Martha Maicepeace.
^ ^

'.v'l.r *-.;(•> rtr

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

GnEEN Peas—TO boil.—After shelling, wash
them carefully. To a peck of peas, put a tea-
spoonful of coarse sugar, as much carbonate of
soda as will lay on a sixpence, and a sprig- or two
j{ green mint. Boil till tender. Strain through
• cullender, and stir a piece of butter in among
them when taken up.
Stewed Pkas.—Put a quart of fresh shelled

peas, washed clean, into a stewpan. Cut up two
;ood lettuces (first taking off the outer leaves), and
idd themto the peas, with a small bunch of young
Jaral«^, and two or three ounces of butter. Pour
in them a quart of water, and mix them well
ogether. Add six young onions, a dessert spoon-
hl of moist sugar, and a little salt and pepper.
Plate the pan on a gentle fire, shaking it occa-
ionally. In about tvventy minutes they will be
lone enough, when add a teacupful of good milk,
lud a little butter, into which a teaspoonful of
lour has been rubbed.
Stewed Pkas.—Another Way.—Proceed as

ibove, but add some green mint chopped, and
ome small pieces of ham, or streaky bacon.

GREE^' Pea Soup.—Put a quart of old green
peas and two sprigs of mint into two (piarts of

water. Boil till the i)e»s are quite soft, and then
pulp throu;^U a sieve. Put the liquor thus ob-
tained into a Jtewpan, with an onion or two.
Knead a spoonful of Hour into three ounces of

butter, and stir it well into the soup. Season
with salt and pepper, and, if approved, a little

mushroom ketchup. Serve with thin toasted
bread.
Cauliflower and Brocoli.— Choose them

thick and firm. Clean them carefully, and soak
them in salt and water for an hour. Kince them,
and see that all dirt be well removed from the in-

sides. Put them into boiling water with a good
bit of salt. Boil till the stalks are tender. Drain
and serve up with a liitle tliin plain melted butter.

The Same in White Sauce.—Halfbo-1 the:ii,

then cut into sprigs, and lay them in a stewpau
with a little broth, a little salt, and ailustof white
pepper. Simmer half an-hour. Add a little milk,

butter, and flour; shake and sinuner a few ii.i-

uutes, and serve up.

THiNKEns are a.s scarce as gold ; but he whcse thought cmbraceg all his object, pursues it

mweariedly, and fearless of consequenco, is a diamond of enormous size.— Lavater,

Time.—Time is the most undefiuable yet paradoxical of things ; it is the measure of aU
hingg, but is itself immejusurable ; and the grand discloser of all tliiJigH, but i.s itself undisclo:^ed•

like space, it is incomprehensible, because it has no limit; and it would be still iiior« .so if it had.

lime is the most subtle, yet the most insatiable, of depredator? ; and by appearing to take noiliing

3 permitted to take all ; nor can it be satisfied until it has stolen the world from us and us from

he world. It constantly Hies, yet overcomes all things by flight ; and, although it is Hie ijrcsent

illy, it will be the future conqueror, of death. Wisdom walks before it, opportunity with it,'

ind repentance beliind it. He that has made it his friend will have littU' to fear from his

Kiemics, but he that has made it his enemy will have little to hope IVom his friend?.
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THE PORTFOLIO.
[original and selected,]

A TT.\y WORDS ON CLOTHING.
In very many cases the origin ofconsumption

is an ordinary cold, and that cold is frequently

taken through the want of a proper attention

to clothing, particularly in females. We shall,

therefore, offer a few general remarks upon this

subject, so impoi-tant to the health of all

classes.

Nothing is more necessary to a comfortable

state of existence tlian that the body should

be kept in nearly a unifomi temperature. The
Almigiity wisdom, which makes the senses

aerve as instruments of pleasure for our grati-

fication, and of pain for our protection, lias

rendered the feelings arising from excess or

deficiency of heat RO acute, that we instinctively

seek shelter from the scorching heat and
freezing cold. We bathe our limbs in the cool

stream, or clothe our bodies with the warm
fleece. We court tlie breeze or carefully avoid

it ; but no efforts to mitigate the injurious effects

cf heat or cold, would avail us, if nature had
not furnished us, in common with other animals
(in the peculiar functions of the skin and lungs),

with a power of pre;ferving the heat of the body
imiform, under almost every variety of tem-
perature to which the atmosphere is liable.

The skin, by the increase of the perspiration,

carries off the excess of heat ; t\vi lungs, by
decomposing the atmosphere, .supply the loss ;

—

so that the internal parts of the body are pre-

served at a temperature of about ninety-eiglit

degrees, under all circumstances. In addition

to the iinportant sluire which the function of

perspiration has in regulating the lieat of the

body, it serves the further i;urj)Ose of an outlet

to the constitution, by which it gets rid of

matters that are no longer useful in its

economy.
The excretory function of the skin is of such

paramount importance to health, that we ought
at all times to direct our attention to the means
of securing its being duly performed : for if the

matters that ought to be thrown out of the

body by the pores of the skin are retained, they

invariably prove injurious. When speaking

of the excrementitious matter of the .skin, we
do not mean the sensible moisture which is

poured out in hot weather, or when the body is

heated by exercise, but a matter which is too

subtle for the senses to take cognizance of,

which is continually passing off from every part

of the body, and which has been called insen- 1

sible perspiration. This insensible perspira-

tion is the true excretion of the skin.
|

Besides the function of perspiration, the skin
j

Las, in common with every other surface of the \

body, a process, by means of appropriate ves-

1

gels, of absorbing, or talcing up and conveying

'

j
into the bloodvessels, anything that may be
in contact with it ; it is also the part on whicl^
the organ of feeling or touch is distributed. t>

The skin is supplied with glands, which pro-
vide an oily matter that renders it impervioug
to water, and thus sccui-es the evaporation of
the sensible perspiration,

S.\XTNESS OF TIIE SEA.

Pliilosophers have amused themselves in.' f^'

attempting to account for the saltness of the.

sea ; some ascribing it to the salt carried into

it by rivers, or to tlie constant evaporation of
fresh water from its .surface, and others to the
solution of subterraneous mines or submarine
mountams of salt. The fallacy of the first

hypothesis is rendered evident by the circum-
stance of inland lakes both of fresh and sail;

water ; and of the latter, by the ascertained

fact, that sea-water is salter at the equator, and,
with some exceptions, gradually becomes less so

towards the poles, where the immense moun-
tains of fresh water in the state of ice evince
the small quantity of saline matter in the polar

seti}?. If the sea were constantly dissolving

salt, as none of it is carried away, either by
evaporation, rivers, or by any other means, it|

must soon become saturated, and deposit it.S|

salt on the shores, as rivers do mud. Were
this tlie case, neither fishes nor vegetables could

live in it. Wc must, therefore, despair of being

able to account for the saltness of the sea by
any secondary causes, or presume to sui)po3e

that it has not been alike salt from tlie creation.

It is, indeed, impossible to suppose tliat the

Avaters of the sea were fresh since the existence

of fislies and sea-plants ; for as these can
neither live in water saturated Avith salt, nor

entirely fresh, we must conclude that the salt-

ness of the sea has been nearly the same in all

ages. That strata of salt-rock shoidd exist at

the bottom of the sea, as well as in land,, is

veiy probable ; but in that state it is not very

soluble, and perliaps the solution does not

exceed the quantity absorbed by the unctuous

matter of fishes, or extracted on the shore for

culinary purposes. The great utility, however,

of saltness to the sea has never been questioned;

this saltness preserves its waters pure and

sweet, and thereby enables tliem to support the

myriads of creatures which exist in them; it

renders them more capable of bearing ships of

burden, and thus facilitates the communication

between distant nations.

rAllTIIINGS.

Farthing of gold was a coin used in ancient

times, containing in value the fourth part of a

noble, or 20d. silver, and in weight the sixth

part of an ounce in gold. Farthings were coined

Ion:
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laiul froui luverucas to Fort William. The
saldicrs stationed in the Highlands, during the
rebellion of 1745, were employed as labourers

;

and rnilitary roads, to the extent of about 750
miles, wen; successively laid out.

In March, 1799, Colonel Anstruther, super-

intendent of the military roads in theHighlands
of Scotland, in a memorial to the Lords of the

Treasury, relative to these roads, stated that
' they passed through the wildest and most

(ilbiountainous part of the Highlands, where the

people were poor, and country thinly inhabited,

and totally unable to keep in repair eitlier the i

loads or bridges by statute labour, or any other

means." The district to which this observation
'

cferred was immediately in contact with tlie

low countries ; the military roads extended no i

farther northward than the Murray Frith, and I

the fortresses along the Caledonian glen, and i

the country beyond, comprising the counties of

llo.ss, Cromarty, Sutherland, and Caithness, I

j

with the greater part of Inverness-shire and the
j

wliole of the Western Islands being without I

any road wliatever. The internal commuuica-

1

tion was attended with the utmost difficulty
j

and danger ; and to such a degree did the want

'

of safe and easy intercourse between the

nortliern counties affect even the administra-

tion of justice, that, until of late years, the
{

counties of Sutherland and Caithness were not
{

required to return jurors to the northern cir- I

cuit at Inverness.
j

In 1802 the state of the Highlands of Scot-

land claimed the attention ofGovernment ; and,

after receiving surveys and reports, Parliament
determined to defray one-half the expense of

constructing the roads and bridges which it was
deemed expedient to'establish immediately, for

tlie purpose of facilitating commercial commu-
nication ; and commissioners were appointed

to superintend the application of the funds

granted by virtue of this act of the legislature,

43rd George HI.

TUAVEIiLING IN CIUCASSIA.

Our cavalcade, which issued from the yard
of our konag amidst the cries of " Ogmaf

!

ogmaf!" (Farewell! farewell!) from the as-
sembled neiglibourhood, presented a train as
motley and picturesque almost as that of the
pilgrims to Canterbury. Foremost of all,

borne by my Greek, whom I had constituted
my beiraktar or standard-bearer, fluttered in the
morning breeze the white arrows and stars on the
fleld of green silk, already familiar, I presume,
to the English public as the national banner
of Circassia. The standard-bearer himself,
with his dashing dress of the islands ; the em-
broidered jacket and redundant trowsera ; liis

ga'lant bearing and military glee at finding
himself once more on a wai--saddle, formed no
contemptible figure-head to the procession.
Af'.erhim came Alcidc Bey (themetamorpliose<l
writer of these volumes), having Islam Gheri
Indar Oglon on his right, and his rogue of a
Hadji on his left. The former with the bow,
quiver, and costumes, the gentle and dignified

demeanour 1 have already described ; the latter

jogging along in the high turban, anteiy, and
shalvar of the Turk, as fidgetty and talkative
as my other companion was grave and sedate.

As for myself, the dress I wore was like my
sentiments, at that time in a state of transi-
tion ; nor had I yet renounced my European
surtout, or all my European prejudices. The
costume of tlie rest of my train, composed of
my servants and escort, exhibited much tlje

same variety.

—

A Year among the Civ'
casskms.

ALMANACKS.
The earliest almanack printed in England "^

was tlie SheapehearcTs Kalendar, translated
from the French, and printed by Richard
Pynson, in 1497. It contains avast portion
of extraneous matter. The following verses
on the planets will give a good idea of the
astrological information in this and other calen-
dars of the period :

—
" Some hot, some colde, some moyst, some dry,
If three be good, foure be worse at the most.
Saturne is tiyest and coldest, beingr full old,
And .Mars, with his bluddy swerde, ever ready to

kyll;

Jupiter very g^ood, and Venus maketh lovers glad,
Sol and Luna is half good and half ill,

''•'

ftlercury is good and will verily, i

And hereafter shall thou know,
Whiclie of the seven most worthy be,
'And who reigneth hye, and who a lowe;
Of every planets propertie.
Which is the best among them all.

That causeth welth, sorrows, or sinne,
Tarry and heare sone thou shalt,
Speake softe, for now I beginne."

Afterwards follow some prognostications of
the weather. The following method " to know
what wether shall be all the yere after the
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chattiige of efefty moone by the prime dayes," I Trailing to' their feGollectiott the^ . number n
is taken from a MS. ill Lambeth Palace :— I days in each month, we find 4a *' Winter

t

''•* Sondaye pryme, drye wether. ! Cambridge Almanack for 1635," under, tU
.,,,| JVIondaye prymc, uioyst" ether.

. . ^Teusdaye pryme, cold and wynde.
' Wednesdaye pryme, mervclous.

Ol j'i lyhursdaye pryme, sonne and clcrc.

n')'ii>l'^*fyfl*yc pryme, iayre and lowle. ,-, (hq

following slightly-varied form :—

--w^^April, June, and September,, .>,jj mjiias'
,,, ,

..Thirty d^ies have as November; r
'^

,

Ech month else doth never vary -"'i.

)9-3'u Jyrora thirty-one, sav» February ;,r,. . Saturday pryme, raj ne."
^ «ru VV '7

,TJ .k ? .,
^ '

«'"'
^ , . . , J T' ^:>^/5W2uch twenty-eight doth «till confine.

Johannes de Moute-Iiegio, in 1472, composed,
the earliest Em-opean Almanack that issued

II'

iftij?
pave pn Leap-yearet, then thirty-nin^."

from the press; and before the end of that 'And the rh}Tnes commencing " Maltiplioutioi

century they became common on the Conti- i
is my vexation" were certainly made b?%«

nent. In England they were not in general 11570.
;

: . -
i

use until the middle of the sixteenth century.
}

The early history of ecclesiastical computo
Most of the best mathematicians of the time

|
tion is intimately connected with, tliat of caleq

Avere employed in constructing them ; but, be-

fore the end of the following century, almanack-
makers began to form a distinct body, and,

though they often styled tliemselves " studentes

in the artes mathematical!," very few of them
\hnre at all celebrated in the pure sciences.

dars. pionysius Exiguua was one of the iirfi

who wrote on the subject ; after him, Bcdc
Gerlandus, Alexander de Yilla Dei, and Jo
hannes d6 Sacro-Bosco, were the most cefe

brated. The " Massa Compote" of Alexandei

de Villa Dei, is perhaps the most singuiai

'It may not be irrelevant here to make some
i tract on the subject that has come down t

few observations on the memory-rhyones found
I
us. His reason for the title of the book is e?^-

in some almanacks of tlie present day, and I ceedingLy curious—" Sicut de multis lampiis
which date their origin to a much earlier aris in confiatoria viassa una e^citHr, idqo

p^5iQ4., The well-known lines, used by juanyj Ul?rpi,.^>^ff«?^,4'0^ff?;f,X9M

V jjlj^fS ON HEALTHi^«''° '^^''' ''"*'^''°1"^^ ^''o"' "'

% ui .;ob . •) .. No; vt:-x^ARtoiir^::C:i.crriftN(^^':^«
]f.

^«" ^% '^"^^^

TtfK* ftlijcct tJf clothing is to keep the body warm. Not thftt the clothing ira|mr,ts

any warmth ; it only prevents the too speedy evaporation of the natural heat of the

body, and preserves it from contact with the cold air. The lower animals are pro-

vided with clothing suitable to their habits, and the climate in whipli. they d>veli(.

The horse changes his coat at spring and fall. The deer does the same. Birds

change their feathers. Man is left to discover the best mode of protecting hiuiseh"

from heat and from cold. He does so by converting dijfferent products of the yegei4

table and animal kingdom into covering. He thus accommodates himself to thd|

regions of everlasting snow, or to the tropics. In looking at our modern dresses,

we should be at a loss to ascertain on what principle they were designed;, th^y

seem so grotesque and inconvenient. Invention, in fact, pccnis to be e-3^ha]ast?d.in

distorting the human figure. In savage tribes we find various cruel expedients

resorted to, to bring the human being up to some -ideal standard of beauty. The
Tartars have a method of compressing the eyes at the corners, and of pulling the

ears by weights into an unnatural length. Some tribes of Indians flatten the fore-

head and grind down the teeth. In Africa they flatten the nose. In China they

allow the finger-nails- to grow, and they likewise cramp the feet <?f theiywpmen. In

civilized climes they endeavour, by sundry articles of dress, to produce similar

results, and to change the form of that which, among Ids other works, God pro-

nounced to be good. All kinds of absurdities prevail in dress. The tie-wigs and
pomatum of the last century are succeeded in' each genferatliMi by whims • equally

j^idiculous and mischievous. '

'

'

,! ^
' ^

" •
'-" '

" '

V The object of clotliing being to protect the ;body (rom changes of t6;Rii)erat'ure,

<jai?e ought to be takeu to obtain that end withoiii producing other ,evits,an(| without

inflicting pain or inconvenience. Three things, are necessary. First^ ^qth'mg shbuJd

be made of such material as will best secure warmth. In the second place, it ought

to be made of porous material, so as to admit of the passing away of the insensible
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tripiration of the body, and to allow of the ventilation of the skin. Woollen
)thing is well adapted for these purposes, as wool is a bad conductor of heat, and
therefore, calculated to keep the body warm in winter and cool in summer.

Macintosh cloaks are found to be objectionable. They are air-tight, and, by pre-

jrenting the moisture of the body passing away, keep it damp. The great rule to be
observed is to have warmth with comfort. In the third place, the clothing ought to

be made so as to allow of the perfect freedom of the limbs. In the case of children

this is much neglected. The many cases of deformity we see in society spring mainly

from this cause. Much disease and suffering arise from the carelessness, the igno-

rance, or perverseness of nurses and mothers. The bones of an infant are soft—are,

in fact, mere cartilage. Anything pressing upon them continuously checks their

^rowth and proper development. The garments of children should be soft, pliant,

and loose, so as to admit of the perfect freedom of the limbs. Mothers are not aware
Df the immense injury done to children by inattention to small matters, regarding

;hem as trifles. They pass things over as trifles, forgetting that the whole work of

education is made up of trifles. Their own happiness and the welfare of their children

fery much depend upon the conduct adopted during the time of infancy and child-

b-ood. The physical part of education depends almost entirely upon the mother, and
it would be well if our mothers were better prepared to undertake the solemn
lesponsibility imposed upon them. The clothing of a child should be carefully

i|ttended to, so as to allow free play for the limbs, and to admit of ventilation. t

* The clothing of adults is equally important. Many articles now worn are objec-

onable. Headaches are often the result of wearing high stocks. The head is kept
by them in a constrained position, and the circulation of the blood is impeded.
Bandages round any part of the body have a similar effect. Cold feet are sometimes
the result of wearing garters. Stays are very injurious, as they press upon some of

the most important vital organs, preventing their growth and development, and very

Dftcn producing distortions of the spine. All eminent physiologists have spoken
against the use of stays. It is a vulgar error to suppose that they improve the

tiuman figure. All attempts to produce such a result will end, as this does, in pre-

mature disease and death, or in deformity. The rule applies to boots and shoes.

ITie small boot or shoe may, according to perverted taste, improve the feet, but the
effect of pressure is felt in corns, bunions, and in tender feet. Shoes ought to be
nade so as to admit of the free action of the toes. These hints will suggest^ ia
relation to the apparel, other things of consequence to comfort and health. ^jiiT

In clothing it must be observed, that it should be made with a view to cleanliness,

[t ought to be changed frequently. The garments next the skin receive the perspi-

^^ ration of the body, and, if kept on too long, become very impure and unwholesome.
e>i \'^clean shirt every day is desirable. Where that cannot be obtained, a night-shirt

aught to be worn. On these matters we shall have many hints to offer when we
^peak of personal cleanliness.

•q>/j I'iiiT* ciionii"/ h.'iit -if fjr'.'-'-

jff! 'jiiilluq 'to bn:

u.o't o.IiusJJfirizij., --JUVENILE CABINET. V
nili ^AiidO nl ,9F.6a odj si-^nLl: /',:

,,-

'' so^iEETinyG ABoi'T THE MOON. * thougli our youn? friends could not com-
;f'Otte of the raoft interesting sciences with i prehend mKch on this subject, they may be
which mankind is acquainted is astronomy ; it

i
able to understand a little, told to them

ift also one of the most difficult. Our youn/;
j

in simple language ; and they may fmd that
{i'iends, therefore, cannot hope to understand ! little sufficiently interesting to make them de-
much about it imtil they are of an age to read I sirous of knowing more hereafter, Astronomy
B<;ientific works, and hear the lectures of learned
men who have made their chief study the
glorious heavens which we sec above us, and

is not a new scioicc, even in this country ; it

was understood by our ancestors, and taught in
the schools of the Anglo-Saxons eleven hundred

the infinite space beyond, which contains more I years ago. Of course it embraced many super-
suns and stars tlian the greatest mathematician i stitions and absurd notions, such as the doctrine
or philoBOpher could «v£r Bui](iber. Still,

! of nativities and the malignant aspects of the
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stars ; but still, as a science, it was very

tolerably underst<X)d. In the tenth centnry, a

most interesting " Manual of Astronomy " was
published. That is, a book contauiiag the

current opinions was compiled, and, being

written in fair cliaracters, upon parchment,
was given to the public \vriters to take copies

from, and these copies were afterwards either

lent at a high premium, or sold at a most ex-

orbitant price ; as much as £"25 or £30 of om*
money being given for one copy, containing

not more matter than a weekly number of Tjie

"VVoRKxxG Man's Fbie>'T>. Many copies of the

work alluded to are still preserved, and serve

to make us acquainted with the views of our
ancestors on the leading natural phe-
nomena. In treating of day and night, the

sua is always spoken of as feminine, and
the moon as masculine. '" Now every day
in the world," observes the A\Titer, " is the

result of the sun'd light. Truly the sun
goes by God's command between heaven and
earth, by day above and by night under tliis

eai'th, as far down xmder the eartli ua the night-

time as he rises above it by day. She is even
nmning about the earth, and so light shines

under the earth by night, as it does above our
heads by day. On the side where she sliines

there is day, and on the side where she does not
shine there is night." " Truly the moon and
all the stars receive light from the great sun,

and none of them hath any rays but of the sun's

rays." " It happens, sometimes, when the
moon rims on the same track that the sun runs,

that this orb intercepts the sun's so much that
she is all daxkness, and the stai-s appear as by
night. This happens seldom, and never but at

new moon." Such were a few of the opinions
of our ancestors : those of other nations of that
period were not very dissimilar. The Chaldeans
considered the moon as the smallest among the
heavenly bodies, and the nearest to the earth ;

they knew that her hght was borrowed ; fixed

her periodical phases with much accuracy, and
attributed her eclipses to the shadow of the
earth. The Greeks knew the size of the moon,
its distance from the earth, and that its light

was borrowed from the sun ; and some of their

astronomers even affirmed that it contained
mountains, cities, plants, animals, and men.
That it contains the lirst there is now no doubt

;

but there is no certainty as to the others

;

though a modem German philo.=opher, named
Gruithuisen, has asserted that he beheld in it

roads, cities, temples, and beautiful dwelMngs,
surrounded by groves and gardens. It is not
improbable that such are in existence ; but it

would be impossible for any one on earth to dis-
tinguish them. Dr. Dick observes, that " even
the large telescope lately constructed by the
Earl of Eosse, however distinct and beautiful
a view it may exliibit of the mountains
and vales, rocks and caverns, on the lunar
surface, will never be able to show us its inha-

I bitants, although they had bodies five hundred
times hu'ger than those of the inhabitants ol

the earth." He adds, however, that there is a

possibility of tracing the operations of sensi-

tive or intelligent beings, though there is non«
of perceiving tlx^xvforms ; and for this purpose
he recommends a number of persons in different

parts of the world to devote themselves to a
particular survey of the moon, each one to

make frequent and accurate observations, and
carefully to mark every change and modifica-

tion in the dark spots observable on its surface.

By this means he supposes it possible to arrive

at some certain conclusion as to whether any
of the changes which might be observed should

have been caused by the agency of human
beings, or the mere physical constitution of the

moon. Other astronomers have gone still fur-

ther than Dr. Dick, and have suggested the

possibility of corresponding with the lunar in-

habitants by means of signals and symbols;

but this appears a perfect absurdity, as it pre-

supposes them possessed, not only of a lan-

guage similai' to ours, but of astronomers of

equal knowledge, and instruments of equal

power. There can be little doubt, however,

that the moon is inhabited, and that the beau-

tiful and diversified scenery ^vith which we
know it is enriched is looked upon by intelli-'

gent beings capable of enjoying it, and of ren-t

dering worship and honour to Him who created

all the,se things, and for whose glory they are

and were created. It is true that there is

neither water nor a dense atmospiiere in the

moon, and that both of these are found neces-

sary to the support of animal life on the earth

;

but this absence afibrds no valid reason for the

supposition that the moon is -uninhabited. Has
not He who formed some animals to enjoy life

in an element in which others would almost

instantaneously perish, power to adapt tlie

bodies and constitutions of the lunar inhabit-

ants to the atmosphere he saw fit to give

them?
Looking at the moon with the naked eye,

dark spots are perceived on its disk ; but when
it is examined through a telescope, its sur-

face is found diversified by mountains, plains,

caverns, and rocks. The mountains difier much
from ours in form and arrangement ; for except

one chain, which traverses the moon from north-

east to south-west, they are all arranged in

circles, and surround plains of various dimen-

sions, which are, of course, circular also, and

many of wliich contain in some places deep,

round cavities, and in others, sugar-loaf shaped

mountains, many miles in height. The astro-

nomer, Schroter, regarded the caA-ities as

crateis. He also attributed other features on

its surface to volcanic agency ; and accounted

for the fall of meteoric stones on our earth, by
supposing the power of a lunar volcano suf-

ficient to throw heavy masses out of the sphere

of the moon's attraction into that of the earth.
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trhe moon is termed a secoudaiy planet, be-

juse it does not revolve romid the sun as its

»tre. It is a constant attendant on the

a-th, making it the centre of its motions, and
icojiipanying it in its revolutions round the

iM. Wlien we look up at the moon, and see

'4t jr Avalking in her brightness through the

javens, she appears to move round the earth,

juig in one direction and setting in ano-

er ; but this motion is only apparent, and is

,used by the daily rotation of our own globe

jtits axis. ' The real motion of the moon
her progress through the ecliptic from west

east, which she performs in twenty-nine

ys and a lialf. Every one knows that at a

journey we are sure it would be, judging from
the grand and diversified character of lunar

scenery, and the possibility of enjoying imin-

terrupted light during the whole time. Sun-
light during one-halfthejourney, and light from
the earth for the remainder. Perhaps my
young friends are not aware that we shine upon
the moon much more brightly than she does

upon us, and a most magnificent object we may
readily believe our earth appears to the lunar

inhabitants, hanging directly over their heads,

without any apparent motion, except a daily

rotation on its axis. Hoav they must look up
and admire, and wonder if such a globe be in-

habited, and perhaps they even speculate on the

rtain period of the moon's revolution she is
|
possibility o£ forming a telegraphic communi-
cation

MARRIAGE CEREMONIES.

visible. At this time she is in the same part

the heavens as the sun, her illuminated

e being turned towards him, and her dark

to the earth. After two days she has ' Amongst the Tahtar tribes the ceremonies

ived to some distance, and on tlie even- ! of marriage are somewhat remarkable. It is

of the third she is seen not far from where I usual to settle some kind of dower ujxm the

3 sun had set, in the form of a slender i bride. A marriage ring is in use ; but it is

jl^csnt, with its horns pointing towards the I not, as with us, placed on the bride's finger by
'^ ' -

-1- •_. ,_ • the bridegroom, but is sent to her with consi-

derable form, and presents are interchanged

between the families.

Among all ranks the bridegroom appears on

uAt. Each succeeduig evening she is seen

(Vtr U. farther from the Avest, her crescent in- '

\m lising in breadth and brightness, until the

tth, wlien she appears in the form of a half

fllj, ion. After this she stUl travels eastward for

r^n, ht more days, when she assumes the form of

jtft
till moon, presiding in unrivalled beauty and
mdeur over the silence and solitude of the

,,j ii
inight scene —fiilling the beholders with

J [Ik
nder and admiration, and raising their

jjjj^
ughts to Him who hath created her and all

host of heaven, calling them " all by their

jf,j|Ties," and causing them, though they have

his wedding-day in the richest attire and orna-

ments he can possibly obtain ; as was also the

custom among the Hebrews, Avhence the signi-

ficance of the beautiful figure in wliich the

Psalmist compares the rising sim to a bride-

groom coming forth from his chamber in the

morning of his marriage-day ; hence, too, the

prophet describes, not only the bride as adorn-

mg herself with her jewels, but the bridegroom
either speech nor language," to " declare 1 also as decking " himself with ornaments."

ij glory of God," and to utter His praise "to
|
On his marriage-day the bridegroom receives

end of the world." But the moon does not
j
the most obsequious attention from all around

(^
lain long in her full-orbed splendour, she him ; and he is treated with all the considera-

dually loses a portion of her brightness, ! tion and deference which inferiors pay to supe-
"^ I in eight days is again gibbous. Next, she

i
riors of high rank,

omes a crescent, her liorns towards the i

Jiit and seen only in the morning before 1

' .-pse; and lastly, she is again in conjunc-

1

1 with the sun, her illuminated side to the I

tb, and her broad bright disk opposite to

u Tv/enty-nine days, one half day, forty-

All who come to Ms presence sit below him

;

offerings are brought to him by his relations,

and tliese are received by his friends with much
ceremony, who on that day act as his servants.

They pretend to receive his commands as those

of a monarch—to seize one person, to fine an-

other, to fiog a third.

e she was last in that position, and when
j

Tlie joys in the house of the bride are of a
same portion of time will again have rolled I more quiet character. She is bathed, per-

e shall find her again there.
|
fumed, anrl arrayed in the richest garments

he moon, though tlie nearest to the earth
; the family can afford. She also sits in state,

y of- the celestial bodies, is distant about I and, before she leaves her ovm house, or tent,

i,000
miles, so 'that, according to Dr. Dick's I receives presents from many of her friends.

;ulation, a steam-carriage, moving at the
\ When this ceremony is over, she is enveloped

of twenty miles an hour, night and day,
j
in a scarlet veil, or wrapper ; and is then

d require sixteen months to traverse the ; mounted on horseback, and conveyed to the
wliich separates us from her hemisx^hei-e. i dwelling of her husband, who receives her on
circumference of the moon is only 6,848 I the threshold.

:S, consequently its inhabitants could travel
j On the morning that the bride is to be taken

d by rail in fourteen days, at the rate of
|
to her husband, her friends assemble at the

ty miles an hour ; and a most interesting i tent of her fathei-. If lie be a chief, or elder of
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if'i tribe, the bride is accompanied by all the
|
This ia the moment of her power. Eyery la

o'lJiorsemen whose attendance he can command, i of the family into which she is abont to
etifThe party then proceeds, accompanied by j brings her presents, according to their ftlfiri

music and dancing ; and if the place of her
I
or to their regard for the husband. Tl»e^

-K destination be near, a circuitons ix>ute is taken,
|
solicit her to give up part of the dower '

-I i that the enjoyment of this part of the ceremony
i

has been agreed upon; and it not 6<lHi

X'inay be prolonged. When they appear in the
|
happens that their solicitations on this si' i

distance, the bridegroom mounts his horse,
j
are afterwards repeated by the husband Hi

jfinnd, attended by his friends, proceeds to meet
iithe cavalcade. He holds in his hand an apple
Snor orange, and,when he is sufficiently near to be
JJ'ecrtain of hi? aim, he throws it at the bride -nith

self.

The Turkmans marry as early as

Orientals. Excepting a few of the prir

chiefs, hardly any of them have more thai

'^'considerable force. Thebridegroomhasnosooner
I

wife—the tribes availing themselves o)

-o''discharged the fruit than he wheels his horse

<;»^POund, and rides off at full speed to his own
j; tent, pursued A\ith great ardour by all the
/; horsemen of the bride's party, emulous to seize

•icihe fugitive bridegroom before he attains the

»lgoal ; and he who succeeds in this object be-
' comes entitled to his horse, his saddle, and his

clothes. This, however, is only exacted when
the party is wealthy ; for among the poorer

classes a few pieces of silver are paid, as a
j

plurality of wives which the law alloi

rarely as did the ancient patriarchs. The
riages, as among the Tahtars, are celeb

with much pomp, and nearly in a similar

ner. Whenever a son is considered old er

to marry, his father gives him, even befoi

marriage, a couple of camels and a horse
he may defray his private expenses by thi

of trade which they carry on. i

In the province of FrancheComtethe 2^

- fine, to the successful pursuer. But the bride- ment of the orange blossom in the haii

-rgi-oom is very seldom taken; for as it is a i

f point of honour for him to escape, he is

jmounted on the fleetest horse the tribe can
furnish, and his friends do all they can to

'I favour his retreat.

Another curious scene takes place when the

bride reaches the tent which is to be her future

home, the women who have accompanied her i religiously preserved, if jwssible, even thi

tl>ca gather round lier, and implore her not to
;

generations, as an indisputable testimonJpii

alight; while the husband's relatives also I undoubted character

yorowd'about her and beg that she will descend.'>Ai:f! Iliv^ MnnJq ni'i ,i

bride is considered -a, sacred right, obtain) A
undoubted character, and as such proudlyj
tained.

In almost every village of France, therfch

entitled to wear the crown of orange W< it!

has this beautiful certificate of her purity 4

framed or put under a glass shade ; andi

TH'E'''W'01t'K:iNG

••I' i'-. [rr 'I'l

MAN'S GARDEN.
Xo. IV._ THfc LTLt— YE^-rS'S LOOKIXG-GLASS^ B^a^^IONETTE,

^Next to the rose, the lily is the loveliest flower

on earth— the most graceful— the most ele-

gantly simple. Tlie Lord himself taught man
to borrow from it designs for the embellishment

of his architecture and the adornment of his

sculpture. Solomon was instructed of Him for

the building of the temple ; and we find that

Jie carved all the walls of it round about with

figures of "palm trees and open flowers," that

,
,,^lie chapiters of the pillars were of " lily work,"

„ jvnd the brim of the molten sea, which contained

•>^^.three thousand batJis, was carved like the " brim

f,pf a cup \vith flowers of lilies." The " lily of the

field" was pointed out by our >Saviour for its

surpassing loveliness ; Solomon in aU his glory

was not aiTayed like it. This " lily of the field,"

however, and our '* lily of the valley," are of

different species ; the former being the flower

which we know by the name of " Amaryllis

lutea," and which is a beautiful plant, resem-

bling our<5rocus, butlarger ; it sometimes covers

whole acres of land with its brilliant bljos

during the months of September and Ocl

and must therefore have been in full blow

our Lord spoke his sermon on the 31ount,

There are tliirty-five species of the lily, j

of which are hardy, and Avould richly i

the trouble of cultivation. The chief of

are the
^f,

Byzantium, or Turk's Cap, whicU,j

%vild in Syria, but in this country require^

of rich, sandy soil. ^j

The LiLiUM Candiduji, or White Gai

Lu-Y, which grows to a height of four ffl

feet, and forms such a lovely object in ox^jb

borders, that the ancient painters alwa'

sented the Virgin Mary A\ith one of its i

in her hand, as emblematical of the pe,if|w

of her beauty.
./j,;

LiLiuM BuiiBiFERUM, a native of Italy;|j

bears rich orange blossoms, in the monif

June and July, on stems of four feet in idl

en

^
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^iLiiM PitiLADELPHicuM, a mugiiifloent

nt brought to us from America, reaching

ieral>y to the height of six feet, and bearing

jwfy and August bright scarlet blosioms.

>iLiuM TiGni!<LM, wliich grows equally high,

i in August and .September almost bends be-

lli the weight of its splendid orange flowers.

jIlicm Pompon I dm, bearing rich scarlet

3Soms in May and June. The bulbs of this

ver make a pleasaat and wholesome food,

in some conntries are used in exactly the

ic way that potatoes are in Britain.

DLTURE.—TTie proper time for planting

transplanting the bulbs of lilies is in

umn, when the flowers and stalks are de-

ed, and the roots are for a short time at

The bulbs of the white varieties succeed

t when planted after a rest of ten days or a

night, all others may be kept out of the

nd for a month. 3Ir. Groom says, that to

ivate lilies in the greatest perfection, they
jld be removed as rarely as possible, and
r when too close. Many other florists, how-
, think it necessary to take up bulbs every

th year, and remove the ofl^ets, which
jld be replanted immediately in light, rich

h, at a depth of four or live inches.

Then varieties are desired, the seed of the

tagon is generally made choice of; it is

in autumn, and may be sown in boxes of
light earth, half an inch deep. During

winter these mu.^t be carefully sheltered,

in April should be well watered and placed

Te they will have tho morning sun. By
pting this treatment, the plants will have
led by August suflicient height and strength

ear a removal into an open border. The
t summer they will show their first flowers,

alt mixed with the compost with which the

5 intended fot hulfes are^ enriched, greatJ)-

rove their growth and beauty.

HE Lily of thk Vai^ley Cconvalaria
alis) has a fibrous root, which will draw
shment from the heavy loam in the

ly comers of the garden, filling with beauty
perfume those neglected spots in which
r less pretty flowers would die. There are

varieties of it, both of which arc hardy
»aceous perennials, propngated by dividing

roots carefully \\\th a knife, and then
ting each division three inches deep in

ng, common soil. If often removed or di-

d, however, the lily of the valley will be-

weak and delicate, and finally fade away,
oot is bitter, and possesses medicinal pro-
ves ; and the juice of its leaves, prepared
lime, yields a beautiful dye.

ipp i.s no flower more interesting in its

;iations than the lily' It reminds ns of •

'lories of the first Temple, and then of the
er charge of our Saviour to the anxious
pics: " Take therefore no thought for your

|

what ye .^hall eat, or what ye i«hall drin*k ; I

yet for your body, what ye shall put on. i

. . . Consider the lilies of the field : they toil

not, neither do they spin ; and yet I say unto
you, that even Solomon in all his glory was
not arrayed like one of these!"

We hope to see plenty of lilies, as well as
roses, in the cotUige flower-gardens, the tall-

growing ones in the borders, and the pretty
lily of the valley in the shaded nooks.
Botany.—The lily tribe belongs to the sixth

class fhexandria), because it has six stamens;
and to the first order fmonofft/niaj, having
one pistil. Some of the loveliest flowers of our
gardens belong to this class, for instance,

tulips, hyacinths, snow-drops, crocuses, daffo-

dils, and narcissus; buc they are of various
orders. "VVe have said that " the lily

'' has a
bulbous root, and the "lily of the valley " a
fibrous one. Now the diflerencc between these
is, that the former is a thick root, in shape
something like an onion, sending its stem and
leaves from one part and those little fibres

from the opposite, by means of which it draws
nourishment from the earth. A fibrous root is

one made up of a number oif little thread-like

substances, which often run to very great dis-

tances in order to reach a soil favourable for

the plant. We have also described the " lily

of the valley " as a
HEnnACEous Perennial. The term her-

baceous, ( r herb-plant, signifies " that the stem
or stalk is soft, not difl'ering much from the
leaves in consistency, and that it dies every
year." This is the exact meaning of the word
as given by botanists ; and yet all herbaceous
plants do not die annually, for we have
numerous herbaceous biennials, and some her-

baceous perennials. An
Annuax Root is one which does not hyber-

nafe, that is, last through the winter, but
bears its flowers and ripens its seed in one
reason, and then dies.

A Biennial Hoot lasts two years, but
usually it sends up only leaves the first season ;

during the second it produces flowers and ft-uit,

and then fades away.
A Perennial Root may last for an un-

limited number of years. AH our trees are
perennials.

I am fully aware, hovrtivei', that all our
friends of the working class are not possessed
of gardens, but the love of flowers is universal
amongst them ; and there is not one, as
he patiently sits at work hour after hour, who
would not gladly raise his eyes now and then
to some living treasure of fragrance and of
loveliness, smelling of the preen fields, and
putting him in remembrance of the last Sab-
bath, when he walked abroad beneath tho

-" Whispering trees.

To see, and hear, and breathe the evidence
Of God's deep wisdom in the natural world :

"

And what is there to prevent his possessing
this "living treasure," to wake his heart in
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every hour, " to pleasant gratitude ? " Nothing

;

for every working man's room has a window or

windows, and may, if he pleases, be filled a^ ith

sweetly breathing flowers. It is now rather

late to procure boxes and sow seed ; but then it

is " better late than never." We would, there-

fore, advise our friends to procure a couple of

boxes, painted green, and filled with light rich

mould, one for mignionetto and the other for

Venus's Looking-glass (Cam/?am<to S2)eculum).

We recommend the latter, not because there

are not many others which we prefer before it,

but because it is one of the prettiest of those

very hardy annuals wliich may be sown any
time from March to July. This little plant
seldom raises itself above eight inches, but its

branches spread out very much, and are so

covered with blossoms that it presents a " mass
of beauty; " such is BIr. Philips's observation.

Its pretty title was bestowed on it, some sup-
pose, on account of its flowers, which seem to
reflect the rays of the sun ; while others think
that it is indebted for it to their peculiar fonn,
which somewhat resemble the old handled mir-
rors. This plant grows freely in the com fields

of Southern Europe, and is very common in

France ; it varies in colour from violet to blue,

and some are white. The latter, from their

modest yet coquettish appearance, are some-
times called " The Nuns of the Fields."

In the second box we would sowiVIignionette.

The Mignioxette is one of our most ad-
mired annuals. It is a native of Egypt, and
first found its way from thence to France, where
it wa.s welcomed by the appropriate name of
" Mignionette," which signifies, little darling.

From Paris it Avas sent to Ix)ndon, in 1742, by
Lord Bateraan, who made a present of a small

package of the seed to Mr. Bateman, of Old
Windsor. The Spaniards also know this plant

by the endearing name of " Minoncta." And
it is remarkable that the French, who were the

first to bestow it, should noAV give it up for the
less poetical one of " La resede d'Egypt "

—

that is, the " assuager," or "healer from Egypt,"
because in that country it is used medicinally to

assuage the pains of boils, or bruises, or wounds,
riiny, the Latin Historian and Naturalist, tells

us that it was customary to repeat the following

words while using it :—" Reseda, cause tliesc

maladies to cease. Knowest thou—knowest
thou, who hath driven these puUeta here?"
Though the Mignionette is a summer flovfer, it

may be made to bloom almost throughout the
year. If it is wanted for a winter flower, its

seed should be sown in July and well watered.
Botany.—The mignionette is of the elevcntli

class (Dodecandria), because it has twelve sta-

mens and ofthe third order in that class ; kno\vn
as Trigynia, because it has three pistils. Wc
have said in a previous chapter that the class

to which a flower belongs is distinguished by
the number of its stamens; we would now
further explain tliis. There are in the Linnaean
system tA^tnty-four classes ; of the first ten of
these, the niunber of the stamens and the num-
ber of the class correspond exactly. Thus the
1st class, Monandria, has one stamen ; 2nd,
Diandria, two stamens; 3rd, Triandria, tluee
stamens ; 4th, Tetandria, four stamens ; 5th,

Pentandria, five stamens; Cth, Hexandrla, six

stamens; 7th, Heptandria, seven stamens ; Sth,

Octandria, eight stamens ; Oth, Enneandria,
nine stamens; 10th, Dccandria, ten stamens.
Now, the remaining fourteen classes are distin-

guished less by the number than the arrange-
ment of the stamens; for instance, 11th class,

Dodecandria, contains all those plants which
have from twelve to nineteen stamens fixed to

the receptacle. 12th class, Icosandria, has
twenty or more attached to the inside of the
calyx. 1 3th, Polyandria, has twentyor upwards
fixed to the receptacle. 14th, Didynamia, four

stamens, two of which are long and two short.

15th, Tetradynamia, six stamens, of which four

are long. 16th, Momulclphia, filaments united

below, but separate at top ; filaments are sta-

mens which have no powdered tips. 17th class,

DJadelphia, filaments in two sets. 18th, Polya-

delphia, filaments in many sets. 19th, Synge-
nesia, stamens united by antherae. 20th, Gy-
nandi'ia, stamens and pistils together. 21st, Mon-
oecia, stamens and pistils in separate flowera

ui)on the same plant. 22nd, Dioecia, stamens

and pistils distinct upon diflerent plants. 23rd,

Polygamia, variously situated. 24th, Ciypte-

gamia, flowers invisible.

The Stethoscope.—The invention of the stethoscope, which is due to Laennec, is, perhaps,

one of the most useful and certainly one of the most ingenious discoveries of our times,

Avenbrugger had previously pointed out the diagnostic marks to be derived from the percussion

of the chest ; and Laennec showed that the morbid alterations in the sounds caused by respi-

ration might be advantageously conducted to the ear through a tube. This he called the ste-

thoscope, or chest-viewer. When a portion of lung, losing its porosity by disease, becomes

dense and impervious, if the chest immediately above the diseased part is struck with fingers, a

dull sound will be heard instead of the healthy clear one ; or, if the stethoscope be applied to the

same spot, the ordinary respiratory murmur will be absent. Such are the deductions to be

drawn from percussion and stethoscopy, which are certainly valuable adjuncts to the ordinary

methods of diagnosis, but exceedingly bad substitutes ; just as Boerhaave has said that die

mistry is an excellent handmaid to medicine, but a wretched mistress.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

I ^ JUNE 30th to JULY 6th.
* June 30, Fifth Sunday after Trinity. This 1 has also continued to exert his influence through
fceiiig the Sunday betore '• Commencement Tues-

|
the spring and summer seasons, whereby the at-

JPay," is called at Cambridge, " Commencement
j

raosphere and earth have received a warmth pro-
Siinday," and is a day on which the Doctors ap-

|
portioned to the continuity of its action,

pear in their pcarlet robes,

June 30, 1631, died at Liverpool, aged 80, fVil-

liiim Boscoe, Esq., author of the " Life of Lorenzo

de Medici," the " Life and Pontificate of Leo X.,"

Jtc. &c. He was of humble origin, his father and
jriother being both in the service of a gentleman
of pioperty. He received only the rudiments of

»verj' common education, and, through an obsti-

nacy of temper, he could not be prevailed upon to

submit to the drudgery of scholastic discipline.

It was, however, his merit to dLscover in time
lie means of self-educaiion ; and his habits of

mental application soon gave evidence of that

genius which afterwards shone forth with so con-
|picuou3 a splendour. He was a nnojt zealous
Idvocate oiJSegTO emancipation.

f,
JULY.

I
July is the seventh month in the year. The

same is derived from the Latin Julius, the surname
of C. Caesar, the Dictator, who was born in this

aaoiith. It was called by the Saxons henmonath,
which probably expressed the meaning of the Ger-
roan word hain, signifying wood or trees ; and
hence henmonath might mean foliage month. They
likewise called it heynumath or hay month, because
therein they usually mowed and made their hay
harvest. The sun enters Leo, the Lion, on the
23rd of thii month.

July 1, 1690, was fought tlie Battle oftheBoyne,
in Ireland. King William III. joined his forcts to

those of Duke bchomberg, and advanced towards
Dublin with an army of 36,000 men. He was met by
Kinj; James II. at the pass of the Eoyne, with an
army of nearly the same force, and, after an obsti-

nate battle, King William obtained a complete vic-

tory, which decided the fate of James, and estab-
lished William on the throne of the people.

July 1,1816, the renowned Elgin Marbles ^evQ
purchased by Parliamentary grant, and added to

the treasures of the British Museum. The sura
paid was £33,000. The collection is chiefly com-
posed of sculpture from the Acropolis of Athens,
whence it was obtained between the years 1801
and 1812, by the Earl of Elgin, who had been the
Am.bassador to Turkej'.

July 2, Commencevient Tuesday at Cambridge ;

when the Doctors in the several 1 acuities of Law,
I'hysic, and Divinity, and llie Masters of Arts,
complete their degrees.

July 2. 1849, the celebrated Temperance reformer,
7'heobald Matthew, arrived in New York, on a
visit, at the invitation of the authorities of that
city, for the purpose of promoting the Temperance
Movement.
July 3, the Dog-days begin, and continue to

August 11. These days were so called from the
star Canis, or Dog-star, Avhich, according to the
almanacks, then rose and set with the sun, and
greatly increased the heat. But it has been
shown that the rising of this star does not now
take place, at lea^t in our latitude, till near the
latter end of August. The superior heat usually
felt during the dog-days has been more philo-
sophically accounted for. The sun at this period
not only darts his rays almost perpendicularly
upon us, and of course with greater power, but

to the continuity of its action, and
moisture, in itself naturally cold, has been dissi-
pated.

July 3, 1799, died William Curtis, an eminent
writer on botany and entomology. In these
sciences, as well as in ornithology, his discern-
ment was remarkably acute and accurate. He m as
the first botanist of note in this country who ap-
plied botany to the purposes of agriculture.
July 3, 1843, the Cartoo7i Exhibition wsls opened

in "Westminster-hall. This is memorable as being
the first step on the part of the Government
towards encouraging the efforts of British artists

in the highest department of art. The sum of

£2,000 was distributed in prizes to those cartoons
which were thought by the Commissioners to pos-

_
seas the greatest merit. It was intended to select

'l

from these specimens of merit, those artists who

i

seemed most competent to execute suitable pieces
for the decoration of the new houses of Parlia-
ment.

July 3, 1849, Baron Rothschild was returned to
Parliament for the City of London, by 6,619 votes;
his opponent. Lord John Manners, polled only
3,104. The Baron has not yet been permitted to

take his seat in the House of Commons, in conse-
quence of the oath at present required being one
which he cannot conscientiously take as a mem-
ber of the Jewish persuasion.
July 4, the Declaration of American Inde-

pendence which Avas adopted by triirteen of tne
United States in 1776, is celebrated in America
on this day with great rejoicings.

July 4, 1814, a purchase was made by Parlia-
ment of the remaindci- of the Toicnley Collection,

consisting of a very large number of ancient
bronze figures and utensils, of Greek and Roman
coins, gems, drawings, &c., all of which were
illustrative of the sculptures purchased in 1805.

The sum granted for this purpose was £8,200,
and the whole collection is placed in the British
Museum.
July 4, 1821, died, aged 80, Richard Cosicaij,x

painter of considerable eminence. His forte was
portraits, both in oil and miniature ; in the last-

named branch, both in colours and in black-lead
pencil, he greatly excelled. He had a large and
curious collection of books, coins, &c. He de-
clared himself possessed of the power of holding
communion with the inhabitants of the unseen
world.
July 4, 1831, Robert Taylor, who was desig-

nated the "Devil's Chaplain," was indicted f( r

blasphemy, found guilty, and sentenced to be
imprisoned for two years, to pay a fine of £200,
and to enter into his own recognizances in the
sum of £500, and two sureties of £200 each, for
his good behaviour for the next five years.

July 5,1792, died Sir Robert Strange, one of
the most eminent engravers of the English scliool.

He first studied painting ; but having entered
the army of the Pretender, in 1745, he had to re-
main concealed. It is related that, on a search
having been made after him, he took refuge in a
house, in a room of which was a lady seated be-
fore a harpsichord. She allowed him to conceal
himself under the enormous hoop petticoat then
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worn by ladies of fashion. -He thus escaped, and,

in wrateful remembrance of her kindness, he
offered her marriage, which was accepted.

Jaiy 6, 1660, Mr. Evelyn enters in his " Diary,"

"On this day his majesty, Charles II., began to

touch for the King's evil (scrofula). His majesty

Kitting under his state in the banquetting-house,

the chirurgeons cause the sick to be brought or led

up to the throne, where they kneeling, his majesty

strokes their faces or cheekes, with both his hands
at once ; at which instant a ehaplaine in his for-

malities says, ' he put his hands upon them and he
healed thein.' This is sayd to every one in par-

ticular. When they have all been touched they

come up again in the same order, and the other

ehaplaine kneeling, and having an angel of gold!

i

piece of money) strung on white ribbons onS
arme, delivers them one by one to hii majesty,tiJ>

puts them about the necks of the toucii^d as tlj|j

pass, whilst the first ehaplaine repeats, ' thb.t is ^(
the true Light who came into the world.' Thji
follows an epistle (as at first a Gospel), with t|«

liturgy, prayers for the sick, with some alteratloB

lastly, the blessing : then the lord chamberlain)
and comptroller of the household brings a basin

ewer, and towell, for his majesty to wash." Thij

alleged miraculous power is supposed to have been
first exercised by Edward the Confessor, and to

have been hereditary in the royal line, at leasitc

the period of the decease of Queen Anne.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

T. Maitland.—"A brief," in law, is an
j

abridgment of a client's case, as instructions to i

counsel on the trial of an issue, in which the cir-

cumstances are clearly, but briefly stated, with
whatever may be objected to by the opposite side,

accompanied by proofs of the facts in sUjjport of

the case, and the names of the witnesses to be

called, with what points each witness can prove.

Jane.—We cannot give you a better recipe for

cooking the " Avhite haricot beans " than that

which you will find in Vol. I., page 120.

G. C. H. (Manchester.)—You are certainly en-

titled to the assistance you name. You had better

state your case to the parish officers.

W. T. H. (Sheffield) will find his first question

answered in the notice to G. II. The three balls

used as a sign by pawnbrokers are the old arms of

Lombardy, and were first introduced into com-
mercial usage in this country by some Lombard
merchants, who settled in London in the street

that still bears that name, and a branch of whose
business consisted in the accommodation of their

customers with money advances.

JouN Wallensden.—Thanks for your sug-

gestion, which has appeared in the Standard of
Freedom.

J. .1. (Dunfries.)—You had better send us your
article for examination.

R. S. (Newcastle.)—The most effectual plan for

obuiniug a coiwrnand of language is to cultivate

an acquaintance with the productions of the best

standard authors- The practice of reading them
aloud may be adopted with profit. You had better

aim at such a knowledge of words as will enable

you to give clear and accurate expression to your

sentiments, and not be too ambitious in attempting

what you call the " use of sounding rhetoric."

John McLean.—It is generally understood that

metals on being heated, and then suddenly cooled,

become brittle. Our correspondent, however, in-

forms us that copper is an exception; that, on
being suddenly cooled after being heated, its

ductility is found to be greater than before ; In

other words, it becomes soft and pliable.

H. Wilson.—The principal states of America
preserve the religions of the several European
kingdoms by which they Avere originally founded.
Thus the inhabitants ot the United States are, for

the most part, Protestants ; and those of the coun-
tries that formerly belonged to Spain and Portu-
gal, Koman Catholics. There is no established

church in the United State?. All denotninal
support their own ministry and other institui

on the voluntary principle. The provision of'

means of religious instruction throughout
great Eepublic is certainly not less ample th
this country.
A Reader (Glasgow).—Without saying w

is the best work on elocution, we can recommciW
that published in Chambers's " Educational
Course," which will be found a very good one.

J. Johnstone (Glasgow).—We hope shortly

to furnish our readers with a history of the

Court of Star Chamber.
G. H. (Halifax) inquires the origin of the use»f

the barbers' pole. It must be traced back to the

period when the barbers were also surgeons, and

practised phlebotomy. It was customary for the

patient during this operation to grasp a pole which

was kept by the barber surgeon, with the fillet or

bandage used for tying the patient's arm, rolled

round it, that both might be in readiness when
required. When not in use, the pole in this state

was hung out at the door, as a sign for passengen
that they might come and be bled, an opcratiouto
which our forefathers had recourse much more

frequently than is common with us. In course

of time, instead of hanging out the real pole, one

with painted stripes, in imitation of the coloured

bandages, was employed for this purpose. The
use of the pole in bleeding is very ancient. The
usage is represented in an illuminated missal of

the time of Edward I.

R, A. W. (Wellington.)—Charlemagne was a

French adaptation of the Latin Carolus Magnu*,
which meant Charles the Great. The FrencJi

kings contemporary with Henry VIII. were Louis

XII., surnamed the Father of tlie People, and

Francis I., surnamed the Patron of Learning.
J. L., jun. (Coventry.)—We must decline {••

serting your article in defence of Communism.
Mauy R.—Snowdon is in Caernarvonshire, In

North Wales. Its height is 3,571 feet above the

level of the sea. Ben Nevis, in Inverness-shire,

is 4,.358 feet high.
! A. Lover of Bathing.—After nine o'clock tt

I

night is, we should think, rather too late an honr

I for bathing; otherwise the evening seems a sdk-

i able time, that the skin may be freed from ike

j
dust and impurity left by the day's labour. Of

i
the two seasons you name, we sliould prefer the

I moraing. <

Printed and published by John Casseil, of 336, Strand, Loudon, and sold by ail lJook*ellcri.»
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WORKING MAN'S FRIEND,

AND

FAMILY INSTRUCTOR.

VOLUME THE THIRD.

The workslicp must be crowded,

'J hat the palace may be bright

;

If tlie plougliinan did not plough.

Then the poet could not write.

Then let every toil be hallowed

That man performs for man,

And nave its share of honour

la the universal plan.

Ye men who hold the pen,

Itise like a band ini^pired ;

And poets, let your lyrics

"With hope for man be fired ;

Till the earth becomes a temple.

And every limnan heart

Shall join in one great service.

Each happy in his part.
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Short Homilies by Parson Frank:
I. Life, 211.

II. Conscience, 2.50.

HI. Great Thoughts, 270.

IV. Home, 299.

V. Habit, 352.

Spenser, Evening Avlth, 327.
Strawberries, 15^.

Tropical Fruits, 322.
West Indian Experiences:

—

Preliminaries, 78.

Outward Boaud, 99.

Small Beginnings, 136.

Vicissitudes, 188.

Light and Shade, 239.

Romance rubbed off. 293.

The Planter's Fix, 295.

A Little Political, 325.

Weekly Calendar, 27, 56, 111,
140, 168, 196, 224, 252.

Yarmouth Boatman, 392.

JUVENILE CABINET.

Apothecaries, 25.

Affection, A Soh's, 26.

Cashmen? Shawls, 358.

Dress, Allusion to, 335.
Economy, 308.

Fireside, 8i.

Hedgt-rows, History iu our,
221.

Improvement, Self. 308.
Light, Feast of, 195.

Pins, 331.
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Pictures, Family, 241 :

—

Contentment, 241.

Dress, 358.

Early Impressions, 359.

Foolish Schemes, 242.

Gentleness, 242.

Integrity. Benevolence, Pru-
dence, 212.

Orderly Habits, 213.

Temper, 359.

Tongue of the Wise, 242.

Vain Desires, 242.

Poison Tree of Java, 279.

IsWRRATIVES.

Projjrpss of Parish Politics, 40,

69, 94.

Henry Williams ; or. Struggles
for Light, 101:—
My School Days, 156,

Clouds, 176.

Dawn, 203.

Sunshine, 229.

Noonday, 262.

WORKING MAN'S GARDEN.

Beans, 55.

Cabba?e, 83, 109.

Chrysanthemums, 193,

Cresses, 357.

Cucumbers, 193.

Dahlia, 163. 193.

Flowers, 220.

Insects, 55.

Heartsease. 109.

Hyssop, 138.

Lettuces, 138.

Leaves, Decaying, 163,

Lavender, .jH\

Mint, 55.
Marmalade, Apple, 220.
Onions, 257.

Plant Protectors, 55.

Peas, 109.

Raspberries, 109.

Radishes, 357.
Rose, 83.

Sage, 55.

Spinach, 55.

Strawberries, 109.
Turnips, 83.
Teltow, 13G,

Violets, 109.

PORTFOLIO.

Birds, Migration of, 20.

Butterflies, 187.

Cadiz, 92.

China, Population of, 93.

Challenge, Indian's Reply to,

251.
Comparison, A, 166.

Cultivation,Araeliorating Effects
of, 21.

Despatch, False, 139.

Diligence, 166.

Dialogue, 251.

Dinner, A Circassian, 300.

Flower-dust, 167.

Get Knowledge, 92.

Jewels, 252.

Language, 167.

Marriages, English and French,
307.

Nobility, True, 272.

Plants, 21.

Prognostics, Weather, 20.

Rouen, City of, 93.

Strange Circumstance, 279.

Stockings, 279,

Time, 278.

Wisdom, 139.

Window Tax, 21.

FAMILY RECEIPT3.

Beef, Hashed, 27.

Beef, Minced, 27.

Disinfectant, Valuable, 103.

Grease, To remove. iOS.

Flies, To destroy, \()H.

Fruits, Preserving, 167.

Jams :

—

Currant, 168.

Damson, 167.

Gooseberry, 167.

Grsengage, 167.

Magnum Bonum, 167.
Orleans, 167.

Rasperry, 167.
TpIIigs *

Black Currant, 168.

French, 168.

Mutton, Hashed, 127.

Paste, Rice, 108.

Rooms, Ventilation of, 103.

Worts, To remove, 108.

Veal, Minced, 27.

SCRAPS.

Apprentice, Merply an, 194.

Be Consistent, 108.

Corpulent, A Cure for the, 275
Humorous Selections, .'535.

Inquir)-, Freedom of, 330.
Profession, Mysterious, 170.

Waterloo, Fertility of the Fiel
of, 190.

World, Railwaysof the, 321.
Strange Expression, 275.
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THE WORKING MAN.

I

No. XXYI.—READING AND BOOKS.
Part X.

THE BIBLE.—Part III.

Tjie world wants a religion of love. For ages it has groaned under the iron hand
of cruelty. The path of Time is strewed with the ruins of cities and empires. As
we retrace the past, we behold civilization, in the form of philosophers, artists,

gcholars, architects, agriculturists, mechanics, and philanthropists ; but scarcely

have these gladdened the canvas, ere we see the tyrant, the warrior, and their worse-

than-demon hordes, sweeping like a w^ild tempedt or pestilence over the land, and
burying all in desolation, and what was once a paradise becomes a desert, Thebes,

Nineveh, Babylon, Palmyra, Carthage, Jerusalem, Athens, Rome, tell us, with no
common emphasis, that the earth does not require fiends to blast its prospects

:

the direst scourge, plague, and pest to man, is his brother-man. The fame of the

ero is written in blood. Had Nelson, Napoleon, and Wellington not weltered in

e gore of their brethren, the poet would have refused his wreath, and the nation

ve locked up its treasury. We pay, at least, two shillings in the pound as a tax

ir slaughter and a premium on wholesale massacre. Our national devotion rarely,

rises so high as when we have a field of dead bodies over which to celebrate oiu*

" Te Dennis." Mankind, however, are becoming tired of this and every other kind

of cruelty, and ask for the sceptre of love. Benevolence is the one thing needful

to bring about the golden age.

But we cannot find this universal charity taught anywhere but in the Scripture.

Mr. Layard, in unearthing from the sepulchre of ages the ruins of Nineveh, ha»
chiefly brought to light a tale of cruelty and blood. The artist of old laboured to

immortalize the bow, the arrow, the sword, the war-horse, the martial chariot,

and the field of slaughter ; and the Assyrian monarchs and nobles deemed nothing so

glorious with which to decorate the walls of their palaces and saloons as sculptures

representing the furious chieftain, the instruments of death, and the bleeding

victims of their rage. The antiquities of Egypt tell the same talc ; so that we
search in vain into the literary or artistic remains of the ancient world for a religion

of benevolence. It is only in the Scripture that we find a God of love. His Son is

a model of compassion, and his servants the apostles of charity ; and, therefore,

witil man shall invent, or heaven bestow, a volume more fraught with purity, liberty^

and beneficence, we entreat oiu: friends to give the Bible an impartial reading.

•5. We Jiave in the Scriptures some of the most interesting examples o/'Biogkapht.
C haracters are to us what Nature or the Avorks of great masters are to the artist.
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We are all imitators and copyists. Some have asserted that the eameleon takes the
colour of the substance on which it stands. Whether this he true or fable, it is

certain that we catch the likeness of the men and women we admire, whether they
are living or gone to their last home. Of each person whose memoirs are written

"we may say, *' He being dead yet speaketh." Nimrod, Nebuchadnezzar,
Alexander, Herod, Julius Caesar, Pilate, Charlemagne, Napoleon, Hume, Voltaire,

Newton, &c., still live and[ speak in history. And this is the case with the cha-
racters recorded in the Bible. Here we have sages, saints, and sinners ; whose
virtues or vices, whose wisdom or follies, stand out in bold relief, as incentives, or

beacons. Abel, Cain, Enoch, Noah, Job, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses,
Pharaoh, Joshua, Samuel, &c. &'c., aflFord, in their lives and times, materials for

reflection, from which we may derive lessons of the profoundest wisdom. And
then we have, also, the history of the apostles, and especially of the Son of God.
Few persons of taste and judgment, whether sceptics or believers, have ever been
tired of reading Matthew, Mark, Luke, nd John. In them we have four memoirs
of the same beautiful character ; and a model presented to us which all may safely

follow. In the other plbus persons^ recorded in Scriptm*e, we have striking

examples of gentleness, purity, benevolence, and moral courage ; but in the

Saviour we have, in perfection, all the graces that can adorn humanity. Now as

all'memoirs are interesting, and as there are few which do not teach us some im-

portant truth, we have no hesitation in commending the biography of the Bible,

both on account of its thrilling incidents and virtuous tendency.

>-6.- The History contained in Scripture is one of the most ityiportant records m the

te^orld. Could we banish it from our minds, what a blank there would, be in our

knowledge ! We cannot find anything that can be substituted in its place. AVho

Would prefer Ovid's hypotheses to the narrations of Moses r The further we go

Uack into E-on^n, Grecian, Chinese, or Indian history, the more are we lost in

myths and ttiysteries. AVhat a scene of fable and folly the first two volumes of

Mr. Grote's\invaluable "History of Greece" present! The intellect of the

<jrreeks was ofno ordinsir/'vigour. Perhaps we might assert that it has never been

surpassed ; and yet, on theology and cosmogony, their sages dwindle into the most

puerile absurdity. And how refreshing to turn from their childish conjectures to
|

the PentateiicK and the Prophets !
^

We are not^ in these remarks, placing our recommendation of the Scriptures on

the' gi"o^unds of their inspiration, or Divine authority ; but merely viewing the

Bible' and Testament as, among other things, a rtiagazine of narrative, we commend
it to our friends. For were we to allow that its records are only the fictions trf

clever men, it would then become a question whether we could find anything better

to adopt as a creed; respecting antiquity. The creation of the world ; the origin

and primeval condition of the human family ; the entrance of sin and misery ; tlie

deliige ; the dispersion of the nations ; the rise and character of ancient dynasties,

such as Egypt, NitJeveh, Babylon, Persia, Arabia, Edom, Moab, and Syria; the

remarkable character of the children of Abraham, and their influence on the whole'

world ; the history of Christ and Christiaility in its first development ; and a

number 'of' other subjects and events, are certainly deserving of attention, or, at

lleast so until we can find something more rational to guide and satisfy om- thoughts

respecting the 'past.

We are not among the number of those who ti'emble for the ark of religion, o:

the faith of the world. We bwr ijo ill-will to sceptics ; we are willing to examin
poe
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their creed ; and we say to them, Scrutinize the Scripture -with all the acuteness of

lovers of truth ; if you know a better and more rational accoxmt of the originator

and origin of the universe, by all means publish it ; or if you can invent a more
feasible and sublime religion and morality, then it is your solemn duty to bless

mankind with your discovery ; but, even then, we should say, that the Bible need

not bQ burnt, nor laid upon the shelf. It has too many holy, benevolent, humane,
l>eautiful, touching, and sympathetic thoughts, to allow us to cast it into the fire.

Prove it to be a fable from beginning to end, and still it will be one of the fictions

which we must preser%-e as at least equal to the " Iliad," the writings of Plato,

Aristotle, Thucydides, Tacitus, Cicero, Horace, Shakspearc, Milton, John Bunyan,

or Scott. Many have been of opinion that in the narratives of the Bible there is

an internal evidence of trath which cannot be gainsayed ; and it is certain that its

opponents have as yet done very little to impeach its veracity, so that the matter is

still before thp judge, and, consequently, it is worth our while to examine records

Avhich have commanded the assent of the profoundest reasoners and the most virtu-

ous of our race. It is only fair to do this ; nay, it is our duty, because there are

so many millions led solely by the Scriptures, and we ought, if they are wrong, to

undeceive them, but this we cannot do, unless we understand both what they

believe and the ground of their faith.

7. The Scriptures give \ most exxoblixg view of Max. His body is from the

ground, and " all are made of one blood ;" so that, if there is royal blood anywhere,

there is royal blood everywhere. Viewed physically or chemically, we are all on

a par ; or, if there is any inferiority, it is in those bodies which have been corrupted

Avith luxury, and therefore not among the working classes. Our souls, according

to the Bible, " are the offspring of God;" or, as the Greek term used by Paul at

Athens implies, we are a " gemis," or ra^e, sprting from the Creator, and, conse-

quently, possess all the natural communicable attributes of the Deity. It is true,

our powers are limited, for there can be but one infinite, but still our minds are

essentially divine. "\Ye are gods and goddesses in miniature. And this celestial

rank is as much the possession of the scavenger, the beggar, or the slave, as of the
prince or philosopher. Among the Cireeks and Romans only a few were supposed

to have descended from the gods, and the vulgar herd of mortals had no parentage;

but, according to the Scriptures, all are the children of the Most High, and the

masses are as truly *' the offspring'' of Jove, or rather of Jehovah, as peers or

emperors. It is this divinity mthin us that constitutes us voluntary agents, and
renders vis capable of so much evil or good to our OAvn world. Our arts, sciences,

literature, and religion, proclaim our sublime original. The earth teems with monu-
ments of our greatness, and thus confirms what the Bible has said of our celestial

paternity. Oh I it is a glorious fact, that we have one book in the world which
thus ennobles the working men and women of ever\' age, and makes them, in all

the esseutiaLs of humanity, the peers of peers, and, consequently, shows how great

they may become both physically, intellectually, socially, and morally, if they only

cultivate their resources, and stir up the gift of God that is within them. "SYe are

sure that our readers will allow that a volume which thus exalts and commands
every individual man, woman, and child, to elevate himself or herself, ought not to

lie on our shelves unread.

S. The Poetry of the Scrijjtiires surpasses that of any oilier hook. In making this

assertion we speak advisedly. It has been our privilege to dip a little into the

poetrv of the ancients and modems, and we have read several of the former in the
B 2
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language of their authors. We yield to none in our admiration of Spenser, Shak-
speare, Milton, &c. We always take them up with pleasure, and put them out of

our hands with reluctance. Their communion is sweet and invigorating to the

soul. But we have also studied the Hebrew poets in their mother tongue ; and
can assure our readers, that the lyre of Moses, David, Isaiah, and others, possess

a charm, enchantment, brevity, fuhiess, pathos, beauty, and sublimity, which we
have never found anywhere else. It is all one with them, whether they treat of

earth, sea, or sky ; of rocks, mountains, shrubs, trees, flowers, or cedars ; of birds,

beasts, fishes, or insects ; of vice or virtue ; of man, angels, or the Eternal ; of life,

death, or immortality ; of this world or that to come : whatever they touch, they

depict and describe with a grace beyond what is usually human ; and force our

assent to the opinion, that the muse which inspired them was divine. One of the

glorious characteristics, also, of the poetry of Scripture is, that with all its gran-

deur, loveliness, profunditj and majesty, there is hardly a child but can understand

it, so that here we have pre-eminently " Poetry for the Million.^*

But we must conclude this article, or we should have liked to have said, that we
commend the Bible as a reading-book, because the individual who studies it xcill read

and study almost everything else, and therefore become the most intellectual thinker

and accomplished mind in the land. While its pure Saxon-English translation

renders it so simple that a wayfaring man may understand its principal doctrines,

narratives, poems, letters, and morals, yet it borrows such a variety of illustration

from almost everything, that the student is imperceptibly led to meddle with all

kinds of knowledge.

But we shall now end our remarks on Reading and Books, by just saying to our

working friends—Read extensively ; read attentively ; read what will make you

wiser and better ; and, among other books, do not forget the Bible.

P.S. We uxtend an article or two on "reading so as to profit,"

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER XXVII.
" When every inan is his own end, all thing^s will come to a bad end. Blessed were those days

when every man thought himself rich and fortunate by the good success of the public wealth and
glory. We want public souls : we want them. . . . Every man thinks that he is a whole com-
monwealth in his private family. All seek their own."

—

Hacket.

cromwellIs second protectorate par- ! force. It was impossible to say at what
LIAMENT- -THE PROPOSAL TO MAKE HIM

j

point the next wave might touch. Turbu-
KING—HIS REFUSAL OF THE CROWN— | lence must be checked. Order must be

THE NEW INSTRUMENT OF GOVERNMENT
I
maintained. For this purpose the Protector

—HIS INSTALLATION A SECOND TIME AS |
divided England into twelve districts,

LORD PROTECTOR. ' placing in each division a man of known
Cromwell having deemed it necessary to |

integrity and undoubted superiority, with

put his hand to the work of organizing and the name and designation of major-general.

improving the Church, felt that it was no i This office invested its possessor with a

less imperative upon him to turn his most
i
universal superintendence, as well civil as

serious attention to the state of the nation,
j

military, and not excluding even the minis-

The Royalists and the Levellers had coa i ters of religion. Under their influence and
lesced, and, in their estimation, Charles i supervision vice and crime were greatly

Stuart.) was more than Oliver Cromwell.
|
diminished, peace promoted, and religion

The tide of agitation set in with renewed ! and virtue placed on a liroader and more
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perfect basis. As a consequence, their

power which had been delegated for the ac-

complishment of these ends was gradually

contracted, and, finally, the office itself

was allowed to die out.

There are no major-generals in Ireland,

and poor old Ireland is convulsed. It

heaves to its centre. His son Henry had
been sent thither at a time when it was
suspected that Fleetwood, the son-in-law of

my Lord Protector, was inclined to the

side of the discontented Republicans. This

son Henry was none of your wooden-headed
tribe, but a man of real insight—of truth,

of purpose, of soul. To him the father

wrote in these words :

—

" Son,—I find that you are very appre-
hensive of the carriage of some persons
with you towards yourself and the public

affairs. I do believe there may be some
])articular persons who are not very well

pleased with the present condition of things,

and may be apt to show their discontent as

they have opportunity ; but this should not
make too great impressions in you. Time
and patience may Avork them to a better

frame of spirit, and bring them to see that
which, for the present, seems to be hid
from them ; especially if they shall see

your moderation and love towards them, if

they are found in other ways towards you.
Which I earnestly desire you to study and
endeavour, all that lies in you. Whereof
both you and I too shall have the comfort,
whatsoever the issue and event thereof
shall be.

" For what you write of—more help, I

have long endeavoured it, and shall not be
wanting to send you some further addition
to the council so soon as men can be found
out who are fit for the trust. I am also
thinking of sending over to you a fit person
Avho may command the north of Ireland,
which, I believe, stands in great need of
one ; and I am of your opinion that Trevor
and Colonel Mervin are very dangerous
persons, and may be made the heads of a
new rebellion. And, therefore, I would
have you move the council that they be
secured in some very safe place, and the
farther out of their, own countries the
better."

Let it be remarked and remembered that
Cromwell sought to govern Ireland by pa-
tience, moderation, and love. And what
else is needed for Ireland now ? Here is

the panacea. Let this be tried, and it is

not impossible that her hurts may yet be
healed and her wounds bound up !

The Protector cannot longer dispense
with a Parliament. His past experience of
these national assemblies has been suffi-

ciently painful, but he must try again. It

was not impossible that sucji members

might be returned as might be of essential
service to the Commonwealth and to him.
At all events, he hit upon an expedient
which promised much for the purity and the
efficiency of the prospective Parliament.
On the day of assembly a party of the mili-

tary was placed at the doors of the House,
and no member was permitted to enter who
could not produce a certificate, signed by the
Clerk of the Commonwealth in Chancery,
that he was returned to serve in this pre-
sent Parliament, and approved by the
Council. Indignant at this treatment, a
majority of the excluded representatives ad-
dressed a letter of complaint to the Speaker;
and, after some show of investigation into
the cause and reason of such conduct, the
members who had secured their seats in the
House resolved that their vmapproved bre-
thren should be instructed to make their
application to the Council in their own be-
half, and that the House should proceed
with the great affairs of the nation. This
was far from being satisfactory. The re-

jected members published a spirited remon-
strance and protest, in which they said,

unqualifiedly and without reserve, that " the
Lord Protector had, by force of arms, in-

vaded the fundamental law and liberty

;

that he had taken upon himself to be above
the whole body of the people of England,
as if he were their absolute lord, and had
bought them for his slaves ; and had exalted
himself to a throne like unto God's, as if he
were of himself, and his power from him-
self, and the people all made for him, to be
commanded and disposed of by him, to work
for him, and serve his pleasure and ambi-
tion. Therefore, for the acquitting of their

souls, they solemnly protested and remon-
strated unto all the good people of England,
that the violent exclusion of the people's
deputies in Parliament did change the state

of the people from freedom into mere
slavery. That such members of Parliament
as should approve the forcible exclusion
complained of, or should sit, vote, or act,

while many members were by force shut
out, were betrayers of the liberties of Eng-
land, and adherents to the capital enemies
of the Commonwealth. While that the pre-
sent assembly at Westminster, being imder
the awe and terror of the Lord Protector,
was not the representative body of Eng-
land, nor could tax or tallage be justly or
lawfully raised by them."
Now, will it be believed that not a few of

the men who wrote in this bold and fearless

style became the merest sycophants—the
most servile adorers of the man who *' had
taken upon himself to be above the whole
body of the people of England ?" Alas for

the weakness and the feebleness of human
nature ! What is man ? But Oliver gets a
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better Parliament ; and no little thing this

for the peace and safety of the nation.

On "Wednesday, September 17, 1656, the

Parliament assembled. After a sermon by
that master divine, Dr. John Owen, Yice-
Chancellor of Oxford, from the words,
'* What shall one then answer to the mes-
sengers of the nation ? That the Lord hath
founded Zion, and the poor of his people
shall trust in it"—the members and the
Protector proceeded in great state to the
Painted Chamber, where Oliver, from his

place, addressed them in a speech of some
hours' length. In the preliminary part of

this address he says :

—

" Truly our business is to speak things.

The dispensations of God that are upon us
do require it ; and that subject upon which
vre shall make our discourse is somewhat of

very great interest and concernment, both
for the glory of God, and with reference to

his interest in the world. I mean his pecu-
liar, his most peculiar, interest, his church
—the communion of the faithful followers

of Christ ; and that will not leave any of us
to exclude his general interest, which is the
concernment of the living people—not as

Christians, but as human creatures—within
these three nations, and all the dependen-
cies thereupon. I have told you that I

should speak to things—things that concern
these interests : the glory of God, and his

peculiar interest in the world, which latter

is more extensive, I say more extensive,
than the people of all these three nations,
with the appurtenances, or the countries and
places belonging unto them."
He then touches on the being and sub-

sistence of three nations, with ail their de-

pendencies—on the attitude of Spain as one
of determined hostility in conjunction with
the See of Rome—on the reformed religion

in its Protestant and more vital type—on
the fact of being at peace with all other
nations, but not overlooking that an endea-
vour had been made to create an insurrec-
tion at home—on the insurrection itself—on
the character of the last Parliament—on the
sordid motives and base conduct of the
Levellers—on the plots and intrigues of
various opposing parties—on the fifth mo-
narchy-scheme, with all its dribbling non-
sense—on the division of the country and
the appointment of major-generals, with
the peculiar attributes with which they
were invested— on the provision made
for the reformation of the Church and the
stability of the State. He concludes with
some remarkable passages on liberty of con-
science and Christian union, of which we
can give but the most meagre extracts. He
says :

—

" I Tvill tell you the truth. Our practice,

since the last Parliament, hath been, to let

all this nation see that whatever pretensions
to religion would continue quiet, peaceabic^
they should enjoy conscience and liberty
to themselves ; and not to make religion a
pretence for arms and blood. Truly we have
suffered them, and that cheerfully, so to en-

j oy their own liberties. T^Tiatsoever is con-
trary, and not peaceable, let the pretence
be never so specious, if it tend to combina-
tion, to interests, and factions ; we shall not
care, by the grace of God, whom wc meet
withal, though never so specious, if they be
not quiet. And truly I am against all liberty
of conscience repugnant to this. If men
will profess—be they those under baptism,
be they those of the Independent judgment
simply, or of the Presbyterian judgment

—

in the name of God, encourage them, coun-
tenance them, so long as they do plainly
continue to be thankful to God, and to

make use of the liberty given them to enjoy
their own consciences ! For, as it was said

to-day, undoubtedly this is the peculiar in

terest all this while contended for.

" Men who believe in Jesus Christ—that

is, the form that gives being to true religion,

namely to faith in Christ, and walking in a
profession answerable to that faith—men
who believe the remission of sins through
the blood of Christ, and free justification by
the blood of Christ; who live upon the

grace of God : those men who are certain

they are so, they arc members of Jesus
Christ, and are to him the apple of his eye.

Whoever hath this faith, let his form be
what it will ; he walking peaceably, without
prejudice to others under other forms;—it

is a debt due to God and to Christ, and He
will require it, if that Christian may not
enjoy his liberty."

"Now, if I had the tongue of an angel;

if I was so certainly inspired as the holy
men of God have been, I could rejoice, for

your sakes, and for these nations' sakes,

and for the sake of God, and of his cause
which we have all been engaged in, if I

could move affections in you to that which,
if you do it, will save this nation ! If not,

you plunge it, to all human appearance, it

and all interests, yea and all Protestants in

the world, into irrecoverable ruin !

" Therefore I pray and beseech you, in

the name of Christ, shoAv yourselves to be
men ;

' quit yourselves like men !
' It doth

not infer any reproach if you show your-

selves men—Christian men, which alone

will make you quit yourselves. I do not

think that to this work you have in hand a
neutral spirit will do Give me
leave to tell you, those that are called to

this work, it will not depend for them upon
formalities, nor notions, nor speeches I I

do not look the work should be done by

i
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these. No ; but by men of honest hearts,

eng.iged to God—strengthened by Provi-

dence—enlightened in his words to know
his word, to which he hath set his seal,

sealed witli the blood of his Son, with the

blood of his servants : that is such a spirit

as will carry on this work."******
" I have done. All I have to say is, to

pray God that he may bless you with his

presence ; that he who hath your hearts

and mine would show his presence in the

midst of us.
" I desire you will go together, and

choose your Speaker."
The Parliament being constituted, and a

Speaker having been chosen in the person

of Sir Thomas Widdrington,gave Cromwell
uncommon satisfaction in the earlier stages

of its proceedings. One of its first acts was
for the security of the perscm of the Lord
Protector, and the continuance of the nation

in peace and safety. It was therefore made
high treason to compass or imagine the

death of his Highness, or "indirectly to

proclaim, declare, publish, or promote
Charles Stuart." It was also provided by

the same act that all persons guilty in

these points should be tried before high
courts of justice, composed of commission-
ers named, who, or any seventeen of whom,
were empowered to hear and determine by
examination of witnesses upon oath, and
to proceed to conviction and final sentence,

as in cases of high treason, according to

the merits of the case. It may fairly be
questioned whether such an act at all har-

monized with the oft-avowed principles of

the Protector, or whether it was in con
formity with the free and uplifted genius of

a free and mighty constitution. The Par-
liament, however, acceded, and Cromwell
was well satisfied.

The Parliament being reconciled to the
rule of Oliver, a question of deep moment
now engaged the attention of the house.
It was conceived that the Protectoral pre-

rogative was too imdefincd, and gave to its

possessor a latitude exceeding that of kings
;

and therefore to bring the matter to an
issue. Sir Christopher Park, alderman and
member for the city, stood up in his place

in Parliament, and declared that a paper
had come into his hands tending to the

settlement of the nation, and of liberty and
property, and requested that he might be
permitted to lay it before the House. Some
of the members moved that he should
fuither open up the subject of it before the
paper itself was read. When it was read,
it was found to contain '* the humble ad-
dress and remonstrance of the knights,
citizens, and burgesses now assembled in

the Parliament of this Commonwealth,"

proposing an improved form of govern-
ment. But, "though a blank was left for

the title of a single person, it appeared to

be a shoe fitted to the foot of A monarch,
who, with two Houses, was to have the
supreme legislative authority." This docu-
ment v/as met with the most vehement
opposition by certain parties. Yet, nothing
disconcerted, the friends to the measxire

proposed to debate the address. The blank
was filled up with the significant—the all-

potent word—KING ; and on Tuesday,
March 31st, 16-57, Mr. Speaker Widdring-
ton, attended by the whole House, repaired

to the residence of his Highness, at White-
hall, to present this same petition and
advice to the man Cromwell. He gravely
listens, and as gravely replies :

—

" Mr. Speaker,—This frame of govern-
ment which it hath pleased the Parliament
through your hand to offer to me, truly I

should have a very brazen forehead if it did
not beget in me a great deal of consterna-
tion of spirit ; it being of so high and great
importance as, by your opening of it, and
by the mere reading of it, is manifest to all

men; the welfare, the peace, and settle-

ment of three nations, and all that rich

treasure of the best people in the world
being involved therein ! I say this con-
sideration alone ought to beget in me the
greatest reverence and fear of God that
ever possessed a man in the world.

* * * * * *
" I have lived the latter part of my age

in, if I may say so, the fire ; in the midst
of troubles ; but all the things that have
befallen me since I was first engaged in the
aff'airs of this Commonwealth, if they could
be supposed to be all brought into such a com-
pass that I could take a view of them,
at once, truly I do not think they would so

move ; nor do I think they ought so to move
my heart and spirit with that fear and re-

verence of God that becomes a Christian, as

this thing that hath now been offered by you
to me I And truly my comfort in all my life

hath been that the burdens which have lain

heavy on me, they were laid upon me by the
hand of God. And I have not known I

have been many times at a loss which way
to stand under the weight of what hath lain

upon me, except by looking at the conduct
and pleasure of God in it ; which hitherto I

have found to be a good pleasure to me.
" And should I give my resolution in this

matter suddenly, without seeking to have an
answer put into my heart, and so into my
mouth, by Him that hath been my God and
my guide hitherto, it would give you very
little cause of comfort in such a choice as
you have made in such a business as this. It
would savour more to be of the flesh, to pro-
ceed from lust, to arise from arguments ofself.
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And if—whatsoever the issue of this great

matter be—my decision in it have such mo-
tives in me, have such a rise in me, it may
prove even a curse to you and to these three

nations, who, I verily believe, have intended
well in this business, and have had those

honest and sincere aims towards the glory

of God, the good of his people, the rights of

the nation. I verily believe these have been
your aims : and God forbid that so good
aims should suffer by any dishonesty and
indirectness on my part; for although, in

the affairs that are in the world, things may
be intended well-as they always are, or for

the most, by such as ,love God, and fear

God, and make him their aim (and such
honest ends and purposes, I do believe,

yours now are)—yet, if these considerations

fall upon a person or persons whom God
takes no pleasure in ; who perhaps may be
at the end of his work ; who, to please any
ofthose humours or considerations which are

of this world, shall run upon such a rock as

this is,—without due consideration, without
integrity, without approving the heart to

God, and seeking an ansAver from him, and
putting things to him as if for life and
death, that such an answer may be received

from him as may be a blessing to the per-

son who is used for these noble, and worthy,

and honest intentions of the persons that

have prepared and perfected this work,

—

why then, it would be like a match where a

good and worthy and virtuous man mistakes

in the person he makes love to; and, as often

turns out, it proves a curse to the man and
to the family, through mistake. And if

this should be so to you, and to these na-

tions, whose good I cannot but be persuaded
you have in your thoughts aimed at, v.hy

then it had been better, I am sure of it, that

I had never been born I

*' I have, therefore, but this one word to

say to you—that, seeing you have made
progress in this business, and completed the

work on your part, I on my side may have
some short time to ask counsel of God and
of my own heart. And I hope that neither

the humour of any weak unwise people, nor
yet the desires of any who maybe lusting

after things that arc not good, shall steer

me to give other than such an answer as

mav be ingenuous and thankful,—thank-
fnlly ackno\vledging your care and integrity,

and such an .answer as shall be for the good
•)f those whom I presiune you and I serve,

and are made lor serving.

"And truly I may say this also-—that

as the thing will deserve deliberation, the

utmost deliberation and consideration on
my part, so I shall think myself bound to

give* as speedy an answer to these things as

I can,"

Three davs after a letter was received from

Cromwell, addressed to the Speaker, i

which he requested that a committee migl
be appointed to wait upon him and receiv
his answer. The very essence of his answc
comes to us in one little syllcible—no. Th
Protector could not be persuaded, either b
the terms of the address, or by any subse
quent representations of his friends, to as
sume the name and title of Kixg of Eng
LAND. The House addressed him a seconc
time, but still without success. In fact

Cromwell was threatened with assassinatior
if he assumed any such name. The fifth-

monarchy men were for putting down alj

" carnal sovereignties," and setting up a.

reign of Christ

!

On the morning appointed for a second
meeting with the Protector, to the general
surprise and confusion of the house a
lieutenant-colonel Mason appeared at the
bar with a petition, subscribed -by himself
and thirty-two other officers, to the effect that,

having hazarded their lives against mo-
narchy, and being still ready to do so, and
ha\'ing observed in some men great endea-
vours to bring the nation under its old

servitude by pressing the general to take
upon him the title and government of a
king, in order to destroy him, they humbly
desired the house to discountenance all

such persons and endeavours, and continue
stedfast to the old cause, for the preserva-

tion of which they repeated their readiness

to lay down their lives. Cromwell being
informed of this fact, paused, hesitated,

trembled. He desired the committee to

meet him. Conference succeeded confer-

ence. Still Cromwell continued in a strait

betwixt two, when circumstances so pressed
upon him that in the clearest light of

heaven's clear sun he finally and for ^ver

refused the diadem.
We are not sure, after all. if circum-

stances had conspired to favour him,—whe-
ther Cromwell' would not have accepted the

name and title of king, and worn the crown
of England as her anointed sovereign. The
petition and advice conferred upon him the

power of appointing and declaring his su.":-

cessor, and thus rendered the office heredi-

tary. It also recommended that Parliament
should henceforth consist of two houses,

which Cromwell soon afterwards carried

into effect, by constituting his House of

Lords—^the ntmiber of whose members was
sixty-two, including in itself noblemen,
knights, and gentlemen of ancient families

and good estates, together with some few
military officers who had risen to this eleva-

tion from the humblest employments. In
addition to these two parties, this new in-

strument of government provided that the-

Protector should preserve and maintain the

ancient and undoubted liberties and privi*
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.eges of Parliament, and never exclude
members chosen by a free election ; should
see that the laws and statutes of the realm
be observed, and no laws made, altered, re-

pealed, or suspended, without consent of

Parliament ; should have a Privy Council of

twenty-one members; should encourage a

godly ministry for the assertion of the true

Protestant Christian religion ; admit a gene-
ral tolerance in religious affairs to all those

who should agree to a public confession of

faith, to be framed by himself and the Parlia-

ment according to the lulc and warrant of

the Scriptures : and took an oath to govern
the nation according to law. To which was
subsequently appended the form of the

oaths TO be taken by the Protector and his

Covmcil, and also by the members of Parlia-

m^mt. It^noreover gave him the large

pov/er to .•mmon, by his own writ, what
persons soever he should think proper,

being duly qualified and not exceeding
seventy in number, to sit in the other House
of Parliament.

In consequence of Cromwell having re-

fused the royal state and title, the word
Kinj^ had to be erased from this new instru-

ment, and the old name and style of Lord
I'roteclov reintroduced. And now that
Cromwell is fully recognised by Parliament
it is deemed expedient that there should be
a fresh inauguration. All is busy prepara-

tion for this grand solemnity. This second
investiture took place in AVestminster
Abbey with far more pomp and splendour
than characterized the first installation.

Bulstrode tells us that "his Highness
standing under the cloth of state, the
Speaker, in the name of the Parliament,
presented to him first a robe of pur{)le

velvet, which, assisted by Whitclock and
others, he put upon his Highness ; then he
delivered to him the Bible, richly gilt and
bossed ; after that, he girt the sword about
his Highness, and delivered into his hand
the sceptre of massy gold. This done, he
made a speech to him on these several things
presented, and then gave him the oath.

Mr. Manton, by prayer, commended his

Highness, the Parliament, the Council, tiic

forces by land and sea, and the whole Go-
vernment and people of the three nations

to the protection and blessing of God. It

was a scene of rare interest—a day of high
joy."

Is the bright clear stm of this happy day
ever again to be clouded and eclipsed ? Or
is it to shine with growing lustre till its last

setting ? and in setting is it to throw back
on this little sphere of ours such a radiance
and effulgence as shall tell us of the glory
of the luminary which lias thus gone down ?

When Oliver leaves the world, what Avill be
the destiny of poor old England ?

[ To be concluded-.m our next.']

ENGLISH SCENES AND CHAKACTERS.
By "William Howitt

No. I.—A LITTLE MEMOIR OF A GREAT MAN,
WILLIAM FOX OF NOTTINGHAM.

The cause of truth and liberty suffers great

loss from the lives and characters of many
of their staunchest champions not being
carefully committed to the record of the

press. There are many able and most
valuable men scattered through the country,
who have no personal ambition mixed up
with their love of the right. These go on
in their various spheres, be they more or

less obscure, more or less extensive, Avork-

ing for mankind wherever they see oppor-
tunity, so far as they can do that without
qiiitting their own private pursuits or

station, or commencing public men alto-

gether. They work for the love of man and
the truth, and seek no reputation thence

—

nco reward, except the feeling of usefulness.
I It is difficult to estimate the value of this

class of men. They are like the greater

and the less wheels in a vast piece of
machinery, located here and there, and
without which the machine could not move,
spite of the efforts of those who put it to-

gether, orofhim who superintends it. The
influence which such men often possess in
provincial towns is amazing. One such
man frequently gives the life and tone to

the whole place, and to them it is owing
that, when any general movement is re-

quired, these towns are ready to stand for-

ward and act their individual part, without
which individual parts there would be no
whole.
Many of these men, perhaps, enjoy all that

they care for—the sense of real services ren-
dered to their country, and the approbation
of their townsmen during their lives ; but
how seldom is their merit or their memory
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known beyond this narrow sphere ! How
much farther does their influence extend
than their reputations ! and how soon does
that reputation, in the onward rush of
events, sink into comparative oblivion !

William Fox, of Nottingham, the father
of the present active and public-spirited
Samuel Fox, is one of the local warriors of
freedom whose name and fame never ex-
tended beyond their own town and district,

and are now fast, though very undeservedly
and injuriously to the public cause, fading
away from the knowledge of the very inha-
bitants of the place. Let us endeavour to

snatch a few facts and traits from forget-
fulness.

William Fox was a member of the Society
of Friends, and he was one of the true old
school^ of Friends ; one of those who possess
a plain, simple, straightforward way of
thinking, and who dare to speak out their
opinions as plainly. When I first knew him
he was already advancing fast in years. He
wore a drab suit, with deep waistcoat flaps,

and long coat. His grey hair hung on his
shoulders in fine locks, and his countenance
indicated a strong, and, at the same time,
independent understanding. In general
appearance he bore a striking resemblance
to the engraved portrait of Jeremy Bentham.
Whoever sees that may think that he has
seen William Fox ; and, in truth, there was
a great resemblance in the character of their
minds. If William Fox had received a
legal and learned education like Bentham,
it is just as probable that he might have set

himself with his pen to demonstrate great
social truths, and to dissipate great social

and moral fallacies. He had the same saga-
cious and penetrating mind, the same bold
declaration of the truths he clearly saw, and
the same happy manner of placing in a new
and startling light all that he discussed.
But he was educated for and brought up to

trade, which he pursued with a steady and
successful devotion, and satisfied himself
with pouring forth his strong and able

views of things in his conversations by his

fireside, or when public events called on
him to take a more prominent stand in his

own to\vn.

He was a grocer, dealer in hops, and, I

believe, hemp. Careless in his dress and
appearance, he might be seen as gravely
and steadily weighing up his pounds of
sugar at his counter, or seated on the floor

oi his shop, stitching up bags for his hops,
as if his whole existence depended upon it,

j

though he had, by his great trade, amassed
j

a handsome property ; or as if he had no
thought beyond these matters. But, if you
went in, he would ask you into his house. .

and going in Avith you, in his small, and
:

somewhat dark, back-parlour, which had >

nothing but the very plainest furniture in
it, he would soon fall into a sort of con-
tinous delivery of his ideas, which delighted
and astonished you. *

He could be hardly said to converse, ior
such was the native wealth of his intel-

lect, such his strong feeling and perception
of what he regarded as the truth of morals,
and the fallacies and follies of the age, that
a single spark of observation dropped into
it, was enough to spread the fire of life and
action through all the regions of his mind

;

and with the invariable prefacing phrase,
" I'll tell thee what," he would begin,
and go on delivering his opinions so
copiously, that, ten to one, no ordinary
time that you had at command would
suffice to bring his remarks to an end.
Often he was himself called away in the
very torrent and full stream §[ his dis-

course ; or you would feel obliged, though
most reluctantly, to break it ofi", and to take
your leave. In this respect he resembled
the great writer, and still greater talker,

Coleridge.

On many such occasions, he would be So

deeply absorbed by his subject, that he
would rise with his visitors, shake hands
with them ; bid them '* Farewell," and yet
go on talking ; and as they went away,
would go away with them without his hat,

and with his hands thrust into his capacious
waistcoat pockets.

Many a time I have seen him thus walk-
ing along the streets or market-place of

Nottingham with some one, evidently to-

tally unconscious of anything around,
wrapped in his topic, talking aloud as he
went on beside his friend, and the wind
tossing his long grey locks about his shoul-

ders.

My earliest remembrance of him is, of an
old man who, when I went with my parents

into his shop, used to thrust most enormous
lumps of sugar-candy into my hand. After

wards, as I grew up, nothing was a greater

treat to me than to sit and hear him talk.

There was a thoroughly original way of

thinking and speaking in him. He was
always laying bare the follies and selfish

ness of the age. He had all the decided

opinions of the first Quakers against

what they called ** a hireling ministry
;"'

and made war on priestcraft with both wil

and argument. He was particularly zealous

in his denunciations of the " Professions,'

as they are called, or what the Germans
call ^' Brod Wisscnschaftcn"—Bread Sci-

ences—the sciences, used especially for i

maintenance—medicine, law, and divinity

or, rather, of those who practised them fo:

that purpose. There lay, according to hllf

notions, an inevitable bond of suspicion, o

high pretension, and sordid motive, ii
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the very practice of such things for

maintenance, which he never could be

reconciled to ; and, therefore, lawyers,

doctors, ^d parsons were one perpetual

theme of his declamation. To these he
added bankers ; and so conscientiously

did he object to much in the trade of bank-

ing, that I have heard tliat he never kept
any banking account himself. The profes-

sion of arms was to him still more anti

Christian and abhorrent. For a man to

hire himself, for the sake of what is called a

genteel station and livelihood, to kill any
man or number of men, that the Govern-
ment to v.hich he thus sold himself, body
and soul, should order him, was to him no-
thing less than to make a trade of wholesale
murder, and wrap the assassin in the holi-

day garb of a gentleman. How often have
I heard him, with a peculiar expression of

human nature, embody his notions of all

this in one pithy and original sentence :

—

"We are overdone with standing armies.

"We liavc an army of lawyers, with tough
parchments and interminable words, to con-
found honesty^and common sense ; an army
of paper to fight gold ; an army of soldiers

to fight the French ; an army of doctors to

fight death ; and an army of parsons to fight

the devil—of whem he standeth not in

awe !

"

Yet they who suppose that he had any
malice or ill-feeling towards the men whom
he thus severely ciiticized are much mis-
taken. Though he regarded the fabric of

society as most absurdly and mischievously
put together—its maxims and notions as

most unchristian, he was not so uncharit-
able as to regard those whom it had moulded
and educated according to his ideas, to a
very false and, in itself, pernicious career,

as wilfully, and with open eyes, running it.

He regarded them rather as the natural
product, and, to a degree, the victims of

the miserable and false condition of the

world. He knew and felt that human na-
ture is one and the same in all men. That
they are systems which mould individuals

and even masses to what is good or bad.

Against bad systems, therefore, as the hot-

beds of social evil, he directed all the power
of his sarcasm and his reason. This was so

well felt and understood that, though he
never spared parsons, lawyers, and doctors,

there were no men more attracted by his

conversation, or fonder of going to hear him
talk, though he never passed over their

profession on account of their presence, but

rather thumped away with heartier sledge-

hammer strokes, that they might feelit, and,

if possible, benefit by it.

Many clergymen confessed that he had
given them clearer notions of the system
with which they were bound up than they

ever had before; and others, that, could
they begin again their course, Avould shape
it by his lofty philosophy. I once saw a
young man introduced to him as one edu-
cating for the church. " What ! " exclaimed
he, " for a parson ? I will tell thee what, a
parson's is the most infernal trade on the
face of the earth. It is to trade in the souls
of men. It is to engage to teach and
preach just a particular set of doctrines,
whether they can be at all proved to be the
truth or not. It is to swear that you are
called to that profession by the Spirit of God,
whether you feel yourself to be so or not.
It is to subscribe to the truth of thirty-nine
propositions, called Articles, which, if they
could all be true, then black and white,
light and darkness, are the same things. It
is, in short, to say—' Put me into the
priest's office, that I may eat a piece of
bread,' at the same time that you are pre-
tending solely to be seeking the good of
your fellow-creatures' souls,; and you go
and eat that bread, which is wnmg from
those who repudiate your ministry and
maintain their own."

^
The young man was so horrified at this

view of the subject that he declared that he
would sooner be hanged than be made a
parson of.

In William Fox's mouth a curate was a
journeyman soul-saver— a phrase which,
though it may startle those who are tender
in words, presents an idea which is only too
often the true one.
In all parish and election affairs, as con-

cerns in which an honest citizen may be of
signal service to his fellow-men, William
Fox was most .active, and always distin-
guished himself by the same bold and origi-
nal Spirit as marked his discourse. He was
none of those who think that religion is a
thing given only for the closet. He re-
garded it as the rule and guide of active
life, and, without being carried out into that,
to be a mere sounding brass and tinkling
cymbal. If you arc to love your neighbour
as yourself, it is not to be 4one merely by
prayer for him. You must look around you
in society, and if you see him suffering from
bad men, bad institutions, bad government,
or bad anything, you must be up and help
him, or you are no Christian. To such an
extent did he carry his practical notions
of things, that he has been known, when
coming home from a journey by the coach,
in cold winter weather, feeling himself, after
a bitter day's ride on the top, the comfort of
an anticipated home fireside, to invite the
whole body of coach passengers to come
along with him, and take tea or supper; and
great has been the surprise and bustle into
which the quiet family has been suddenly
thro^vn by such a wholesale irruption.
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His sympathy for the poor was deeply ex-

cited by serving the office of overseer, and
personally going the rounds of that populous
parish in which he lived, to collect the rates.

I have heard him say that, as he and the

regular collector have entered the low streets

and courts where the poor lived, he has seen

them in a sudden alarm, as at the approach
of a hostile army, hastily putting up their

shutters, fastening their doors, and retreat-

ing into their garrets till he and his col-

lector had again retired. Seeing, therefore,

how poor were those who had to pay the

poor-rates, he resolved to economise the

parish funds, and thus prevent their mise-

ries as much as possible.

It was the custom, then, in that, as in

many other parishes, for the overseers and
committee who attended the weekly pay-

ments of the paupers, to have a good dinner

at the workhouse, at the close of their day's

labour. This was paid out of the poor-rate
;

but as it was a manifest abuse, he deter-

mined to put an end to the practice. He,
therefore, hastened away, before the close of

the Aveekly payment, to the dining-room,

and thus addressed the master of the work-

house :

—

" Is the dinner ready r"
" Yes, sir."
'' Then bring it in."

"Are the gentlemen ready, sir?"

"Never mind the gentlemen; I say,

bring it in."

This was done.
" Now call the poor people."
" Sir?"
" NoAV call the poor people. Dost thou

no'; hear what I say ?"

" Sir ! This is for the gentlemen !"

" For the gentlemen ! Oh 1 Who pays

for it, then ? Do the gentlemen ?
"

The workhouse-master, staring most
amazingly, " Why, no ; I reckon not. It's

paid for out of the rates."
" Out of the rates ! To be sure it is

!

Tho\i art right. The rates are for the poor

men, and not for the gentlemen. Poor-

rates, eh ? I think we have no gentlemen's

rates. So fetch in the poor at once. Quick !

quick I"
The man went, and William Fox went,

too, to see that he did as he was ordered,

and not to give the alarm to the gentlemen.
The man now thought it was meant by Mr.
Fox for a good joke. In a few seconds,

hurried in a whole host of hungry paupers,

who had not for years set eyes on such a

feast as that. They did not wait for a I

second invitation to place themselves at
j

table. William Fox bade them help them-
i

selves; and at once there was a scene of I

activity that, for the time, justified the
[

name of the house. It Avas a icorkhonse, I

indeed ! William Fox, all the timo, stood
cutting and carving, and handing good
pieces of pudding and meat to such as could
not get seats, or even entrance into the
room. In a few minutes th*re was a
thorough clearance of the table.

Scarcely had William Fox dismissed his

delighted company, when another company
presented themselves ; these were the gen-
tlemen, who stood in horrible amazement.

" Why !" exclaimed they—*' what is this ?

Why is the table in this state ? Where in

the dinner r"
" The dinner is eaten," said William Fox.

" I found a dinner ready, and as I knew
that none but the poor had a right to dine
out of the parish funds, I have served it out
accordingly: but if any one here is in want
of a dinner, he may come home with me,
and I will "ive him one."
The gentlemen, who knew too well the

character they had to deal with, withdrew
mightily chop-fallen, and never attempted
to renew the practice of dining at the pub-
lic charge during his year of office.

In all public matters the same inflexible

adherence to strict moral pi-inciple marked
him. In the elections of the time, v.'hich

were carried on with great violence between
the Tories and Reformers, he was very pro-

minent. In all the squibs, songs, and chap-
ters of accidents, which were issued during
them, "William the Friend" figured con-

spicuously. There requires no saying that

such a man was on the side of liberty and
reform. As he war, in an extensive retail

trade, it might be supposed that it would
endanger, by a decided conduct on these

occasions, the loss of much good custom,
especially as the most wealthy of his cus-

tomers were Tories of the county. But
AVilliam Fox was not a nan to balance
such things. He cared not who left him or

who did not; to the cause which his heart
told him was right, he devoted himself with

all zeal. On one occasion when party spirit

ran high, and each side was bidding high
for votes, Lord Middleton sent to him from
Wallaton-hall, his seat close to Notting-

ham, desiring him to vote for the Tory can-

didate, Mr. Daniel Parker Coke. William
gave a flat refusal Presently came riding

back the same messenger with a note from

his lordship, declaring that if William did

not vote for the Tory his lordship would

take away his custom. William flung the

note down on his counter, went on with his

folding \ip pounds of sugar, and said to the

man, " Go and tell thy master to take his

custom as soon as he likes. Does he think

I am another Esau, to sell my birth-right

for a mess of pottage ?"

His lordship accordingly withdrcAv his

custom, but finding that he himself was
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likely to be the greatest sufferer by the
change, for he could not get so well sup-
plied elsewhere, he was not long before he
returned to the sturdy Friend's shop.

The political profligacy and corruption
which distinguished those times grew, how-
ever, to such an invincible height, that

"William Fox at length resolved to take no
longer an activ« part in endeavouring to

stem it. He declared that, to send honest
men to that house was only to kill them or

to corrupt them ; and that the only plan
was to refrain from sending honest men
there, and to let the corrupt rogues thus sit

in such unmixed and shameless villany, that

they would become the scorn of the whole
country, and must rouse it to a determined
resolve to clear the House of them, as

Cromwell did of their predecessors.
Accordingly, when the present Lord Den-

man was canvassing that borough, he called

i
in his round on William Fox. William was

f on his knees on the shop-floor, mending
• some seed-bags. Mr. Denman, who was
i,

accompanied by some of the leading men of
the corporation, solicited William's vote,

I of course promising 'great things as a re-

I
former. William refused, and told Mr.

j

Denman that, as evil communications cor-
rupt good manners, he advised him not to

I think of going amongst so notoriously dis-

i graceful a set of people. Mr. Denman and
! his friends laughed, but still pressed Wil-
liam to alter his mind and vote. William
Fox, however, who, when he had once
taken his resolve, was as immovable as
George Fox himself, and who during all

this interview had never once risen from his
knees, but had gone on stitching his bags,
now ran across the shop-floor on his knees
to the counter, and there, striking a great
blow with his fist, exclaimed, "I'll tell thee
what ! If an angel from heaven were to

come and ask me for my vote for the present
Parliament, I would not give it ; and if the
devil from hell were to come and threaten
to fly away with me if I did not give it him,
I wouldn't ; and that's all 1 have to say,"
With this he ran again across the shop

on his knees, and went on with stitehing

his bags, nor would he utter another word
on the subject.

NEW ORLEANS.*

Xew Orleans is generally approached from
the sea, the usual time to visit it being during
the winter and early spring months, when the
land route through Georgia and Alabama is

almost impassable, and the river journey down
the Ohio not much better. The first view of
the " Crescent City " is really magnificent, and
justifies much of the high-flown eulogium
passed on it by the Americans. The river

makes a wide bend at this point, and on its

eastern shore, for an extent of at least three
miles, which the eye embraces at one glance,
stretch tlie ranges of lofty buildings and ware-
houses which constitute the city, and give it its

distinctive appellation. The picturesque
Spanish cathedral, with the courts of law, and
other state buildings, rise nobly from a large
square called the Place d'Armes ; and beyond
these are seen the various domes and spires of
the hotels and churches, every structure of any
importance being visible from the river. In
front of the town for its whole length is a mag-
nificent quay called the Levee ; moored to this

lie tier after tier of shipping, succeeded by an
entire fleet of steamboats of immense tonnage,
and beyond them, counted by hundreds, the

•The port from which tlie American expe-
dition for the invasion of the island of Cuba,
under the command of General Lopez, recently
•ailed.

'*^

I

arks, flatboats, rafts, and innumerable other

I

modes of conveyance resorted to by the dwel-
lers on this prodigious stream. The town lies

a few feet below the surface of the river, and
slopes down to the Cypress swamp, which is

seen enclosing it like a girdle. Situated as it

is only one hundred miles from the sea, and
on the banks of a mighty river, which with its

tributaries is navigable for 25,000 miles, and
wliich brings do>vn on its bosom all the pro-
duce of the vast Mississippi valley, nothing
can be more desirable than its position, and its

importance in this respect makes the stranger
regard with more anxiety the apparently slight

tenure by which the inhabitants hold all their

wealth and splendour. The rapid current is

constantly undermining the bank, and not un-
frequently considerable portions of the shore
fall in and are carried away by the rusiiing

torrent ; no earthly power having hitherto suc-

ceeded in arresting the progress of destruction.

The opposite shore of the river, against which
the current strikes Avith fearful force and which
is occupied by a dilapidated-looking suburb
called Algiers, is every season more or less in-

jured, and bids fair soon to be engulphed.
New Orleans itself has not been as yet nmch
aflected, though the crevices which occur
annually, both above and below it, are very
alarming; the very extensive one which oc-
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curred last year covered half the city with
water, the inhabitants for some weeks navi-

gating the streets with boats.

Like London, New Orleans has its season,

and from November to the end of June it pre-

sents a scene of unceasing activity and bustle :

the mornings being devoted to business, and
the evenings to pleasure. During the remain-
ing months of the year it would scarcely be
recognised as the same city, all who can leave

it make their escape lo the towns and watering-
places of the North, or the shores of the Gulf
of Mexico ; all business is at a stand still,

yellow fever takes undisputed possession, and
the principal occupation of the remaining in-

habitants seem to be to nurse the sick or attend
ihe dead to tlie cemetery.

Tlie population, which is not less than
150,000, is nearly equally divided between the

white and coloured races. Of the former little

more than one-half can be considered stationary

residents, the remainder consisting of casual

visitors, or of those whose periodical returns
ft'om the northern states and Europe are regu-
lated by the healthiness or business prospects
of the season. The city is divided into three
municipalities ; the first and third continuing
to be the residence of the original French and
Spanish inhabitants; the second, with its

adjoining suburb of La Fayette, owing its

existence to American emigration, and bidding
fair soon to exceed in extent, and outnumber
in population, all the remainder of the city.

Here, as elsewliere upon this continent, the
genius of the Anglo-Saxon race is destined not
merely to establish its position in defiance of
all attempts to repress it, but ultimately to gain
the ascendant, and in all probability to absorb
within itself all the elements of the prosperity
of the country. The enterx)rise and industry- of
the English, in addition to their extraordinary
capacity for self-government, make them far

more fit for colonization than any other of tlie

European races ; and wherever they have come
in contact witli the inertness of the French and
Spanish settlers, their ultimate predominance
ha3 lesolved itself into a mere question of
time,

A residence of several years in tliis capital of
the Southern States has given me an intimate
acquaintance both with the city itself, and
witli the manners and customs of its inhabi-

tants ; and in order to familiarize my readers
with some of its peculiarities, I will invite them
to accompany me through some of the principal

streets.

Our attention will first be attracted by the
Levee, which was once a fashionable pro-
menade, but is now chiefly interesting as

alfording the best idea of the commercial im-
l;ortance of New Orleans. It extends the
whole length of the town, and its average

^

A\idth is about l.)0 yards. It is covered with i

Leaps of merchandize, cliiefly the production of l

thegreat valley of the ^rississippi, and consisting

of innumerable bales of cotton, wheat, Indian
corn, tobacco, rice, sugar, molasses, pork, and
lard ; and, in short, everything that is brought
in rafts and steamboats from the upper country

to be re-shipped for foreign parts, in addition

to the importations of coflee from Cuba and
! the Brazils, and of general merchandize from
i Europe. All is bustle, noise, and confusion.

! There are swarms of busy, eager men engaged

I

in buying and selling ; himdreds of persons of

all ages constantly ai-riving and departing by
the shijjs and steamboats ; shoals of negroes

shouting and running in every direction, and
innumerable drays always going at a rapid

pace. These are drawn by mules, linked singly

by rattling chains, the negro driver invariably

standing. He thinks it necessary to encom-age

his steeds by every imaginable uncouth .sound,

and follows each shout with the crack of an
enormous whip, which makes a noise like the

report of a pistol.

Every man is smoking, or chewing, tobacco ;

and all are talking, in various languages, and
at the highest pitch of tlie voice. The
measured beat of the Tomtom, which answei-s

the purpose of a crier, and the loud puffing and
whizzing of the steamboats, unite to form a
most deafening clamour. Nor must the

torturing bite of myriads of mo.squitces, aral

the scorching sun, from whicli there is no
shelter, be forgotten.

Every here and there is a small establish-

ment for the sale of oysters, which are remark
ably large here, and the whole population,

with one consent, given to the devouring ol

them, at all hours of tlie day, and in every

fonn of cookery. In the evening, when all thii;

bustle has died away, we should find a stro!l|

much more agreeable, and should then have
leisure to admire the majestic river ; the steam
boats lit up within, and looldng like floating

galleries of fire ; and the opposite shore

though nearly a mile off, distinctly visible in

the clear atmosphere and brilliant moonlight
which these latitudes enjoy, it is not, Ijow

ever, very safe to wander far at that hour, th(

cabarets, or drinking shops, being full of reck

less characters, ready for robbery, and uo
scrupulous about taking away life.

Continuing along the Levee, we shall read
the vegetable market, in which will be founi

all the gorgeous flowers, and rich, strange

looking fruits of the tropics, in addition to th(

usual productions of northern climates. It

crowded with Indians and Negroes, the variet.'

and brightness of their costumes presenting j

strilcing appearance ; while the place is a ver
Babel, irom the multiplicity of l.;nguage

spoken. Close adjoining is the principa

meat market ; by a wise sanitary regulation

no butcher's shop being allowed in the city

A short distance below is the Place d'ArmesI

which occupies the centre of the ancient F
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city, and is a square of considerable extent,

with a green enclosure, in which stand six

pieces of artillery ; and on the side fronting the

river, are the Catliolic cathedral, the courts of

law, and the prison. These buildings were
erected during the Spanish occupation, and are

fair specimens of their architecture. The in-

terior of the cathedral is very plain. At early

morning mass, and at vespers, it will be found
filled with Quadroon women, dressed in black

silk and lace veils, after the Spanish fashion,

and all in the attitude of the deepest devotion.

On entering the courts of law, some surprise

may be excited by tlie dress of the judges and
axlvocates, wigs and robes of oflSce being un-

known in the Repubhc. 3Iany of them will be
found clad in white or blue linen trousers and
jackets, looking the reverse of dignified. But,

notwithstanding that the business of the court

does not appear to be conducted with great

decorum, the judges are all evidently able and
learned men, sound and impai'tial in their

judgment ; and the administration of the law
is regarded with the highest respect.

Below this the city extends for a mile in low
wooden houses, whose overhanging roofs cover

the side-walks of the narrow streets. The i)opu-

hition is almost entirely French, and the dila-

pidated appearance of the buildings, and the

absence of life and bustle so unusual in.Vmerican
towns, give an appearance of antiquity and
decay resembling some of the villages in the

south of Europe.
In thL< part of the city stands the mint, at

wliich the bullion imported from ^lexico is

coined ; the machinery is of the most approved
character, and the enormous amount of gold
from California and the eastern shores of the

Pacific which is constantly arrivmg, has taxed
its powers to the utmost. From this a very
wide street, bordered with rows of trees, and
called the Champs Elysees, runs from the river

in the direction of the Cypress swamp, and the
Lake Pontchartrain. la die centre is thel'ont-

chartraiu liailway, one of the first constructed
on the Continent, and which connects the city

with the lake at a distance of five miles. Its

terminus is the landing-place for the steam-
boats from ^lobile and the other ports of the
north sliore of the Gulf of Mexico. Another
railway, called the Mexican Gulf Railway, also

leaves the city- at this point, and, after tra-

\ ersing a fertile sugar-growing district, is des-

tined to reach a point on the coast called

Ship Harbour, where a port is also to be con-
structed for the accommodation of larger

vessels than can at present cross the bar of
the Mississippi.

In the adjoining streets, as in other parts of
the city, there are large depots for the sale of
slaves, at which they may be inspected and pur-
chased by private contract. New Orleans has
become the great mart for the slave-breeding

Kates of Virginia and the Carolinas, and vea-

I sels are constantly arriving with their cargoes

I

of human beings, in addition to the vast nurn-

I

ber driven in gangs through the country, or
! brought in the river-boats from these states

and from Kentucky and Tennessee. Those
newly imported are here to be observed neatly
dressed, and lounging in groups about the doors,

closely watched by the white overseers ; some
are merrily chatting and laughuig, but the
greater part are either asleep or gazing witli a
melancholy stare, as if taking no interest in

anything surrounding them.
As we return to the centre of the city, through

the Rue de Chartres, in which are the principal

shops, we pass the St. Louis Hotel, in tlie

large and beautiful rotunda of which the prin-

cipal slave-market is held. Here daily occur
scenes to which those engaged in them are
callous, and those accustomed to look on are
indifferent, but which fill the mind of the
stranger with disgust and horror. Negroes of
both sexes and all ages, and many white per-

sons of Ajnerican parentage, but with unfortu-

nately a slight admixture of negro blood, are
exposed for sale precLsely in the manner in

which horses and cattle are exhibited in Eng-
land, except that, in addition to the comment
of the auctioneer, the poor wretches are per-

sonally examined and questioned as to their

age and qualities. Families are sold to dif-

ferent masters; and though the flegroes are
become so degraded as to be sometimes insensi-

ble to their position and its wrongs, yet they
frequently display emotions whicli excite the
most distressing feelings in the spectator. These
occur principally when one of a family is sepa-

rated from the rest, probably for life, for the
purpose of being sent, to the plantations. I

have no space here for any lengthened remarks
upon slavery as it exists in the South, but it is

impossible to avoid observing, that, though the
importation of slaves from Africa has virtually

ceased, the slave-trade in all its vigour, in its

worst form, and to a far greater extent than ever
occurred across the ocean, is constantly carriedon
between the Northern and Southern States. For
the cultivation of laud in the north the negro
is found unfit and miprofitable ; and the in-

crease in their families is daily sent off, from
these comparatively healthy districts, to la-

bour and to die in the cotton-fields and rice-

swamps of the ]\Iississippi.

The French part of the city is divided from
the American by a wide and rather handsome
street, called Canal-street. Like all American
towns, the streets intersect each othci* at right

angles, the principal ones running parallel

with tlie Levee, and the others in a straight

course from the river to the swamp. These
are bordered by open sewei's, crossed by small
bridges, and in some cases two or tiiree feet in

width ; this size being necessary to carry off

the violent rains, and as channels for the aur-

plu3 water whic'i for sereral months in the
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year, during the periodical rise of the river,

flows with great force through the city.

Besides the old Spanish cathedral and that
of St. Patrick, there are two other Roman
Catholic churches, and eight for different de-

nominations of Protestants. They are gene-
rally handsome and well attended ; the seats

all cushioned, and the aisles richly carpeted.

In each of the Protestant churches, a separate

gallery is reserved for the coloured people

;

but in the Catholic all appear to meet on a
more equal footing. "Whatever religion exists

among the people seems in a great measure to

be confined to the churches, though here, as in

most other communities, there is no doubt a
great deal of unobtrusive piety, the more sin-

cere from its contrast with the general indiffer-

ence. Sunday is kept as in most Eoman
Catholic countries, and made a complete holi-

day. In the French district all the shops are

open, and the streets, are vocal with music and
the 'noisy mirth of the gaily-dressed negroes.

A military parade always takes place in the
morning, and in the evening the theatres and
otlier places of amusement throughout the city

are open. Sunday parties and public balls arc

very general both among the French and
Americans : and even those individuals who
have come from New England, where the Sab-
bath is most strictly observed, appear to lose

all respect for thfe diay, and, if possible, to

exceed othiei's in dissipation.

After the churches, the chief public buildings
are the hotels ; two of which, the St. Charles
and the St. Louis, are unequalled for extent
and architectural decoration. During the
season each is crowded with visitors, for whom
the luxury of private sitting-rooms is almost
unknown, but table d'hotes are provided in

spacious apartments capable of accommodating
several himdreds. The vast commerce of the
place, and the fact that its position makes it

the point of departure for passengers to Texas,
Mexico, and California, attract this great influx

of strangers from all parts of the world.
Nearly all the business is transacted in the
winter and spring months ; but during the
whole year, steamboats from the western
country are constantly arriving laden with
produce. More than a million of bales of cot-

ton are annually received at the immense cot-

ton-presses, where they are prepared for ship-

board. The receipts of tobacco, com, and
provisions, are in tlie same proportion ; and
the great amount of business thus created has
caused the establishment of the numerous
banks which adorn the city, while the leading
streets are filled with the offices of money-
changers, whose profits are derived from the

extent of foreign coinage introduced by emi-
£rai?ts from almost every other country.

Till within the last three years, New Orleans
was the capital of Louisiana, and the seat of

goYemment, which is now removed to the in-

terior of the state. The senators and represen-

tatives annually hold their session in the state-

house, a large building in Canal-street, which
still contains the library and archives of the

state. As yet, there is no museum or public

gallery of painting or sculpture, but it is not
likely that this deficiency will long continue
The education of the people in the American
quarter is amply provided for by a system of

municipal taxation, which appears to meet with
universal assent, and to be perfectly successful,

The French part of the town is not so. well

supplied, and education among the better classes

is, to a great extent, left in the hands of tlie ''^

nuns and priests.

In no city is there a better provision made for

the relief of the sick and destitute, and in none
is it more needed. The yellow fever, which did

not make its appearance till 1 7 6 9 , fifty years after

the foundation of New Orleans, has since then,

with an occasional exception, become an annual
visitor. It commences in July, and disappears

towards the end of November, during which
time eveiy stranger is certain to be attacked

;

and of the whole number of cases, more than a

third are generally fatal. The most frequent vic-

tims are those who arrive during the hot months
fi'om Europe. Many entire families perish ; and
none escape without a diminution of their num-
bers, and permanent ill health and a broken
constitution to the survivors. As the sickly

season approaches, nothing can exceed the kind-

ness and attention of the residents. Many of

tlie destitute are provided for at stations out-

side of the town. To all, the charity and other

hospitals are freely opened. Subscriptions pour

in liberally for the relief of the sick ; and the

personal attendance and supervision of those

who are acclimated, and, above all, of the ad-

mirable Sisters of Charity, are afforded, to an

extent that would be thought almost incredible.

JVIany an orphan child is permanently adopted

by private families, and infirmaries and orphan

schools are generally established. It^is much to

be regretted that the great influx of foreign

emigration should make them so necessary.

Although wages are high, the expense of living,

and especially of rent, more than counter-

balances this advantage. Yet great numbers,

chiefly Irish and German, remain here, instead

of at once proceeding to the upper country,

tempted, notwithstanding the competition of

the slaves, by the high rate of wages,.and care-

less of the risk to health and life, and the pro-

bability that the wliole of their little savings

will be swept off on the first approach of the in-

evitable fever season.

No burials are permitted within the city.

The cemeteries, of which there are several, lie

on the borders of the swamp, at a distance of

a mile from the town ; they are large enclo*

sures, unlike any other burial places in. the

Union, contaming streets of tombs and cata-

combs of the dead. The nature of the soil not
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pennittingofinterment.tombs areerected on the
surface, in which tbe cofl&ns are placed. For
the wealthier classes many of these are large

andthandsome ; but the poor are provided for

in ranges of oven-like apertures built in the
division walls, and reaching in tiers one above
the other to a considerable height from the

ground. In anticipation of each fever .season,

hundreds, or, I may say, thousands of these re-

ceptacles are prepared, all of which will most
probably be occupied before its close. Funeral
processions are always large, the dead being
followed to the tomb by all their relatives and
acquaintances, and, where they were much
known, by aU the respectable part of the com-
munity. No attempt, however, ig made at

pump; and the mourners present a motly ap-

]x;arance in white linen habiliments, with broad

I'anama hats, and cigars in their mouths. The
climate renders speedy interment necessary,

I

and the death of to-day is followed by the
funeral of to-morrow.
But I must not enlarge, although New Or-

leans is so picturesque and peculiar that there
are many points on which I should like to
touch. No city on the American continent
offers more varied attractions for a vi.'sit to the
stranger, who will, however, find that, plea.sant

or profitable as a few months' residence may
be, it is not a place which he would choose for

the abode of a life. And yet, as the summer
evenings come on, notwithstanding the annoy-
ance of the intolerable insects, the fearful heat,

and the reckless dissipation ofmany around him,
he will almost regret that the approach of fever

compels liim to leave the merry groups that as-

.semble on the balconies, or on the doorsteps of
the shaded streets, and will long remember the
kind and welcome hospitality which has been
so generously accorded.

" MOSS-ROSES—BUY MY MOSS-ROSES!"

Such is the cry which often salutes our
oars as we now traverse, in the morning, the
crowded streets of our great metropolis.
Many a poor boy and girl—many a poor
man and woman can

" Turn a penny, in the way of trade,"

by the sale of roses at this season ; and if

*' A thing of beauty is a joy for ever,"

then cheap, indeed, is the purchase so fre-

quently made by the passer-by.

There are between three and four hundred
varieties of the rose, all bearing the same
general characteristics, amid their diversity
of size, hue, and fragrance. That lovely
flower, the wilding rose, is one of the
sweetest adornments of the green lanes of

this delightful month, the month of June.
Strange to say, the older writers depreciated
this flower by calling it canker, a name by
which it is still known in Devonshire. It

was called dog's rose and dog's thorn, be-
cause dogs are said to eat the hips. Its

beautiful flushed petals have a slight odour,
scarcely stronger than that which the breath
o;' morning brings us from the dewy grass,
" A great store of hips and haws," says
Lord Bacon, "portends a cold winter,"—

a

statement which, whether true or not, is

generally believed by countr>' people. These
fruits are to the birds a continual feast, un-
til the frcst has rendered them tasteless, or
the wind has scattered them under the haw-
thorn or brier. In the time of Queen Eliza-
beth the wild-brier hips were made into

tarts and conserves, ''by cooks and gentle-

women ;" and the conserve made by the
chemist, from the scarlet fruits of the com-
mon dog rose, is still sold, and considered
better than that which is the produce of the
garden flower. From this flower, too, an
excellent rose-water is distilled.

To this there is a resemblance in the
sweet-brier rose, which enlivens the sober
green of the woods and hedges with a pro-
fusion of red, white, and blush-coloured
flowers, and clothes with beauty and ver-

dure those gravelly tracts where less hardy
flowers refuse to grow. It is like the air

and light of heaven, every one, indeed, of
its best blessings, common to all; and it

may be questioned whether it has beep more
enjoyed by the poets, who have sung the
*' dew-sweet eglantine," or by the peasant,
who, in his walk to labour, has inhaled the
fragrance of its green leaves,which is among
the sweetest of all that scent the morning
breeze.

The several other wild roses, with the ex-
ception of two kinds, are so alike in general
appearance, that they cannot easily be de-
scribed so that the reader may distinguish
them. Two common species, however, may
be recognised. The little white flowers of
the bumet-lcaved rose grow plentifully on
chalky or sandy soils. It is tinged with
cream-colour; its leaves are much smaller
than those of the dog-rose, of a darker
green, and not so glossy ; and its stems are
so thickly set both with long and short
prickhs, that it is difficult to gather a
brarch of the richly-sccntcd flowers. The
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hip is not scarlet, but of a brown, or pur-
plish-black, and full of a sweet purple juice.

The tall Scotch rose of the garden is very
similar to this flower, and probably only a

cultivated variety of it.

The wailing dog-rose is also very common
in the southern counties of England. The
bush is seldom more than three feet high,

but its long winding stems extend to the
distance of several feet. The flowers grow
in large bunches, and are quite white. The
prickles are not numerous on the branches,
and the little round buds which cluster upon
them are almost destitute of prickles. This
flower is very common in Yorkshire.
And then there are the hundred-leaved,

including the delicious cabbage rose, the
white Provence, and several other varie-

ties:

—

"Ah ! sec deep blushing in her green recess,

The bashful virgin rose, that half i-evealing,

And half within herself, herself concealing,

Is lovelier for her hidden loveliness."

A legend of Palestine thus accounts for

the origin of the rose :—A holy maiden was
unjustly condemned to be consumed to

ashes ; but when the torch was applied to

the pile of martyrdom, it instantly became
bright with innumerable roses, the first

that had blossomed out of the precincts of

the garden of Eden. AVith these, it is said,

the delighted people formed wreaths, and,
placing one of them on her head, they con-
ducted her home in triumph.
How inexhaustible are the virtues of a

single bush ! The bud expanding to supply
the place of the flower that strews its petals

on the earth, leaves us scarcely time to re-

gret its loss, or to feel that a charm is gone.
The exuberant flowers adorn the whole
summer, and diminish, by slow degrees, as

the autumn advances, as if nnv.'illing to

leave the parent stem to cold sterility.

The English rose, the symbol of royalty,
|

is of a rich crimson hue ; it is largo, but not
very double. The dog rose, aheady de-
scribed, has the repute of being the white
rose, which once so disastrously appeared
to oppose its claims. Let us take a scene
from Shakspeare's Henry YI. :

—
Plantagenet : Great lords and gentlemen,
what means this silence ?

Dare no man answer in a case of truth?
Suffolk: Witlun the Temi)lo-hall wcAvcre too

loud,

The garden, here, is more convenient.

Plantaffenet : Since you are tongue-tied, and
80 loath to speak,

In dumb significance proclaim your thouglits

;

Let him, that is a true-born gentleman,
And stands upon the honour of his birth.

If he suppose that I liave pleaded truth,

From off this brier pluck a white rose with me.

Somerset : Let him that is no coward and no
flatterer.

But dare maintain the party of the truth,

Pluck a red rose from off this thorn with mc.
Warwick : I love no colour; and without all

colour

Of base insinuating flattery,

I pluck this white rose with Plantagenet.

Suffolk : I pluck this red rose with young
Somerset,

And say, withal, I think he held the right.

Vernon : Stay, lords and gentlemen, and
pluck no more.

Till you conclude that he upon whose side

The fewest roses ai-e cropped from t!ie tree,

Shall yield the other in the riglit opinion.

Somerset: Good Master Yernon, it is well

objected.

If I have fewest, I subscribe in silence.

Plantagenet : And I.

Vernon : Then for the truth and plainness of

the case,

I pluck this pale and maiden blossom here,

Giving my verdict on the white rose side.

Soynerset : Prick not your finger, as you
pluck it off,

Lest, bleeding, you do paint tlie white rose red.

And fall on my side against your will.

Vernon : If I, my lord, for my oi)inion bleed

Opinion shall be surgeon to my hurt,

And keep me on the side where still I am.
Somerset : Well, Avell, come on : who else ?

Lawyer : Unless my study and my books b(

false,

The argument you held was wrong in you ;

VTo Somerset
In sign whereof I pluck a white rose, too.

Plantagenet : Now, Somerset, where is you
argument ?

Somerset: Here, in my scabbard, meditatm|i

that

Shall dye your white rose to a bloody red.

Plantagenet : Meantime, your cheeks c

counterfeit our roses ;

For pale they look %vith fear, as witnessing

The truth on our side.

Somerset : No, Plantagenet,

'Tis not for fear, but anger that my checks

Blush for pure shame to counterleit our roses

And yet thy tongue will not confess thy eri-or

Plantagenet : Hath not thy rose a cankei

Somerset ?

Somerset : Hath not thy i-ose a thorn, I*la:

tagenet ?

Plantagenet : Ay, sharp and piercing

maintain the truth, while tliy consumii

canker eats his falsehood.

Somerset: Well, I'll find friends to \n\

my bleeding roses

That shall maintain what I have said is true^j

Where false Plantagenet dare not be seen.

Plantagenet : Now, by this maiden blow
in my hand,

I scorn thee, and thy faction, peevish boy.

lse,;rf
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Wancick : And here I prophesy, this brawl
to-day

Grown to this faction, in the Temple garden,

Sliall send, between the red rose and the white,

-V thousand souls to death and deadly night.

Tliis scene is sketched by a great master's
liand ; and the prediction with which it

closes reached a frightful realization. The
]i()use of York chose, as we have seen, as

tlicir mark of distinction, the white rose,
".\ hilc the house of Lancaster chose the red
lose. The civil wars which now took place
were known all over Europe by the name of

the " Quarrel between the two Roses." It

was during this period that the following
epigram, savouring, as it does, of the atfec-

tation of the time, and which, indeed, long
survived it, was penned. It Avas sent with
a white rose from a lover of the house of
York, to his mistress of the house of Lan-
caster :

—

" If this pale rose offend thy sight.

Go place it in thy bosom fair

;

'Twill blush to find itself less white,

And turn Lancastrian there."

The scaffold, as well as the field, was in-

cessantly drenched, during this conflict,

AVith the noblest blood of England. It has
been computed that no fewer than 86,000
persons lost their lives in these civil wars.
Twelve pitched battles were fought between
the parties. In the last, that of Bosworth-
field, Richard III., fell by the sword of the
Earl of Richmond, who was then pro-
claimed King, under the title of Henry YII.
As he Mas of the house of Lancaster, his

marriage Avith Elizabeth, daughter of Ed-
ward lY., of the house of York, united the
two roses, which thenceforward became the
royal badge of England.
The yellow rose, which is a native of

Italy and the south of France, is compara-
tively rare in this country; as is the Austrian
rose, which is scarlet within and sulphur-
coloured on the outside. The double yel-
low, which grows wild along the shores of
the Levant, finds the climate of England
imgenial, and very seldom shows its full

and ample colours in perfection.

Even in the cold region of Northern Lap-
u|jland, the rose lifts up its lovely head ; but in

(he sunny plains of Persia it attains to sin-

gular stature and beauty. There rose-trees
may be seen, full fourteen feet high, laden
with thousands of flowers, in every degree

4 of expansion, and of a bloom and delicacy
f scent that imbues the whole atmosphere
*th the most exquisite perfume. In no
untry is the rose-tree so much cultivated,
so highly prized by the people. Their
rdens and courts are crowded with tliem;
eir rooms arc ornamented by vases filled

ith their gathered branches; and every

bath is strewed with the full-blown flowers,

plucked from the ever-replenished stems.
The humblest Persian, who pays a piece

of copper money for a few whiff's of a kali-

oun, or pipe, feels his pleasure increased
when he finds a bud is stuck in it from his

dear native tree. In the delicious garden
of Ncgauvistan, the eye and the smell are
not the only senses regaled by the presence
of the rose ; the ear is enchanted by the
wild and beautiful notes of the multitude of
nightingales, whose warblings seem to in-

crease in melody and softness with the un-
folding of their favourite flowers ; verifying
the song of their poet, who says: "When
the charms of the bower are passed away,
the fond tale of the nightingale no longer
animates the scene."

•' His queen, the garden queen, the rose.

Unbent by winds, unchilled by snows

—

Far fi-ora the winters of tlie Avest,

By every breeze and seas unblest

—

Itetums the sweets by Nature given
In softest incense back to heaven

;

And grateful yields that smiling sky
Her fairest bloom, and fragrant sigh."

There is a pretty German fable of the
origin of the moss-xosc. It has thus been
rendered by a poet of genuine feeling :

—

" The angel of the flowers, one day,
Beneath a rose-tree sleeping lay

—

That spirit, to whose charge is given
To bathe young buds in dews from heaven

;

Awakening from his light repose,

Tlie Angel wliispered to the IJose :

' O fondest object of my care,

.Still fairest found where all are fair.

For the sweet shade thou giv'st to me
Ask what tliou wilt

—
'tis granted thee.'

' Then,' said the Kose, with deepened glow,
' On ine another grace bestow.'
The Spirit paused, iu silent thought
Wlaat grace was there the flower had not I

'Twas but a moment—o'er the Rose
A veil of moss the Angel tlirows,

And robed in Nature's simplest weed.
Could there a flower that Rose exceed ?

It must be delightful to visit Ghaziporo,
on the north bank of the Ganges, about
seventy miles, by water, below Benares.
Not very extensive as a town, it is justly
celebrated as the Gul-istan, the rose-bed of
Bengal. In the spring of the year, an ex-
tent of miles round the town presents to the
eye a continuous garden of roses, than
which nothing can be more beautiful and
fragrant. Tlie sight is perfectly dazzling;
the plain, as far as the eye can reach, ex-
tending in the same bespangled carpet of
red and green. The breezes, too, are loaded
with the sweet odour, which is wafted far
across the Ganges.
The flower is cultivated thus cxtcns'vely
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for the manufacture of rose-water; that of

Ghazipore being justly esteemed as sur-

passing in excellence every production of

the sort. Whether or not this may be at-

tributable to the superiority of the flower, or

to the process of distillation, may be matter
of doubt ; but as the roses do not seem more
fragrant than others of their class, it is

most probably rather to be referred to the

latter cause, unless it be that the wonderful
abundance of the material enables the

manufacturers to become more lavish in its

decoction than is elsewhere possible. It is

no less cheap than excellent : a gallon of

the most delicious rose-water may be pur-

chased for a few shillings.

The Bengalese, at Ghazipore, do not,

however, understand the art of distilling
j

the ottOy or atar, of roses in the same per-
j

fection as the Persians. The spurious i

compound which they endeavour to palm
j

on the traveller is weak, and has a sickly,
j

disagreeable odour foreign to the rose ; but
the purchaser is often deceived by a little

of the true atar being rubbed about the

stopper and neck of the bottle. The prices

demanded for this miserable imitation are

exorbitant; "the explanation of which,"
says Martin, " I received from one of the

venders : he assured m? that long experi-

ence had taught him that it was part of the
character of ihe English to despise every-
thing cheap, and to consider anything
choice and excellent that was extravagantly
priced."
And now, in conclusion :

'' Can there
be," says Macculloch, justly and eloquently,
" can there be that man who shall take
even a rose into his hand, and not wonder
as well as admire, not love as well as won-
der, and not love the giver as the gift ?

Beauty of form, beauty of colour ; variety,

through nature and through art; odours
never wearying, gentle as sweet, and various
as delicate

;
profusion of produce ; a con-

stitution through which it occupies all the

year, and every climate on the globe. Such
is the queen of flowers, the ever-admired
and beloved, of the untutored as of the
civilized, in all ages and throughout all the
world. Even on this little flower has the
finger of God written, in language that

cannot be mistaken :
' In this, too, have I

cared for you, as for my children ; even in

this have I intended your happiness, as for

that I have wrought in a thousand ways.
"Will you not acknowledge it ? Will you
not, at least, learn to enjoy my blessings,

that you may take the first step to the
gratitude which is my due r'

"

THE PORTFOLIO.
[ORIGIXAL AXD SELECTED.]

MIGRATION OF BIRDS.

The annual migration of birds appears to be

much more general in North America than in

Kurope, owing, no doubt, to the greater severity

of the winters there, which would render it im-

possible for the soft-billed birds to find food.

Even in our own country, some of those which

do not migrate are, in severe winters, exposed

to great privations. At first view, it appears

not a little singular tliat, among birds differing

very little in habit, some should remain \nth

us and others should migrate ; but a slight

knowledge of natural history Avill lead to a so-

lution of the singularity. Soft-billed birds,

like the robin, depend upon caterpillars and

worms for their principal food, and, as many
species of caterpillars live through the winter,

such birds are able to procure food. In open

weather, al.so, earth-worms occasionally make
their appearance, as well as small slugs. The

redbreast, accordingly, and more particularly

the wren, may be seen prying, with a keen eye,

into the roots of trees and shrubs for the cater-

pillars that lurk there ; while the wagtail en-

deavours to pick up a scanty meal of the small
winter gnats which occasionally play about
running water in fine weather. The winter
supply, however, of live tosects would be far

from sufficient for the numerous soft-billed

birds wliich haunt our woods and hedges."'ia

summer, and therefore it has been so ordained,

that the nightingale, the whitethroat, and
many others, should migrate during the winter
to a warmer climate, where they can be iu

little danger of perishing by famine. The
swallows, fly-catchers, and other bu-ds which
capture insects on the wing, would obviously

be starved to death at the very commencement
of the cold weather.

AVEATHER PROGNOSTICATIONS.

Are you weather-tcise f is a question often

anxiously asked when all the appointments and
arrangements for the out-door happiness of a
large party have been made, and every desir-

able object anticipated or secured, except the

certainty of fine weather, or even a continuation
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of it, if it already exist. The tone of the an-

swers to this important query is, in general,

expressive of hope of what it might, rather than
of confidence as to wliat it wll, be. The same
desire of information and the same uncertainty

prevail in the deliberations upon the more
important and extensive operations of man
wherever the action of the atmospheric agents

may assist or interfere ; so that the cunning
cheat, who could make a parade of abstruse

learning sufficient to mystify the uninformed,

has, for centuries, found the sale of predictions

as to the state of the weather an abundant
source of profit. Quackery, to use the lan-

guage of a learned Avriter, has too long abused
the public credulity upon this subject ; for it

must be acknowledged that the^e phenomena
are connected with a train of agencies whose
very existence we can never appreciate, and
whose powers are beyond our means of calcula-

tion ; still, by the light which has been thrown
upon the operations of this part of nature, we
can safely take some steps towards an acquaint-

ance with those atmospheric changes which
directly or indirectly aflect all vegetable and

animal life. Provided with this knowledge,

we may often be able to anticipate them, and
timely prepare either to avert or diminish their

injurious infiuence, or take the greatest advan-

tage of opportunities which may be propitious

to the increase of the subsistence, wealth, and
happiness of the community.

Plants are no less extraordinary in theii*

nature than in their structure and properties*

Some plants show a sort of animal life, as the
sensitive plant, which, in these climates, if

kept in an artificial heat, when exposed to the
cold air, or touched with the hand, or any other
substance, it contracts its leaves, or falls do\vn
for a time, as if withered. Several plants open
their flowers in the morning and shut them at

night; others open them at night and shut them
in the morning. Some plants flower only once
in many years, and then perish ; whilst others

resist the all-powerful hand of time for some
hundreds of years. Climbing plants, also, are

equally astonishing in the mode by which they
ascend their props, some turning to the east-

ward round the pole, while others as regularly

turn to the westward. Parasitic plants, sucli

as the misletoe, derive their subsistence from
the bark or leaves of other vegetables or trees.

To finish this specimen of inexplicable variety

in the nature of vegetables, we may add that

the same portion of soil often produces plants

afibrding nutritious aliment, medicine, and
poison to man ; their roots are even intermixed,

without their nature being in the least affected

by their proximity ; and, also, that someplauta

are posscifscd of all thc?e opposite qualities.

THE WINDOW-TAX.

A learned foreigner has made the following

observation on the subject of light :
—" There is

no country in Europe more heavily burdened
with taxes than England. The very light

which falls through the -windows, and which,

m London, during the winter, is mixed with

no small portion of darkness, must be paid
for." By the heavy duties which have been

laid on windows in this country, modem archi-

tecture is deformed ; for few now can aflbrd to

study the beauty of appearance, but only the

saving of expense.

PLANTS.

The manner of propagating and cultivating

plaiits was known to the ancients ; but the

analogy which exists between animals and
vegetables escaped their observation : that was
lelt to the sagacity and industry of the great

nat\iralist, Linnaeus. He was the first who re-

duced the sexual charactcri.stics of plants into

a system, and arranged them into classes in

sucli a clear manner, and on such regular fixed

principles, that it is in the power of every jier-

«on, of moderate capacity and education, to

acquire, in a short period, a competent know-
ledge of the science of botany, and to convince

himself of the similarity that e.\ists between
the animal and the vegetable economy of nature.

AMELIORATING EFFECTS OF CL'LTIVATION.

There is scarcely a vegetable which we at

1
present employ that ciui be found growing

I
naturally. BufTon states that our wheat is a
factitious production, raised to its present con-

dition by the art of agriculture. Ilice, rye,

barley, or even oats, are not to be found wild,

that is to say, growing naturally in any part

of the earth ; but have been altered, by the in-

dustry of mankind, from plants not now re-

sembling them in such a degree as to enable

us to recognise their relations. The acrid and
disagreeable opium gravcelens has been trans-

formed into delicious celery ; and the colewort,

a plant of scanty leaves not weighing alto-

gether half an ounce, has been improved into

cabbage, whose leaves alone bear many pounds,

or into a cauliflowerof considerable dimensions,

being only the embryo of a few buds which, in

their natural state, would not have weighed as

many grains. The potato, again, whose intro-

duction has added millions to our population,

derives its origin from a small and bitter root;

which grows wild in Chili and Monte Video.

If any of my readers should be sceptical upon
the subject of such metamorphoses, let them
visit the fairy bower of horticulture, and thoy

will perceive that her magic wand has not only

converted the tough coriaceous covering of the

almond into the soft and melting flesh of the

peacli, but that by her spells the sour sloe has

ripened into the delicious plum, and the austere

crab of our woods into the golden pippin ; that
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this agaia has been made to sport in almost

en<iless variety, emulating in beauty of form
and colour, in exuberance of fertility and rich-

ness of flavour, the productions of warm<
regions and more propitious climates.

—

D'.

Paris on Diet.

AN EVENING WITH CHAUCER.

By J. A. Laxgfoud, Chairmaker, Birmingham.

There Is perhaps no name in the history

of English literature upon which we pause
with more veneration than that of Chaucer.

All things have conspired to place him on

the highest pillar of the temple of fame.

The age in which he shone " a solitary

star ;" the perennial freshness of his works

;

his just discrimination of character; his

stern Saxon nature ; and genuine English

humour ; have, all united, formed a pass-

port which the world has willingly acknow-
ledged to have received its inscription

and superscription from '* head quarters."

Our succeeding poets have, also, as was

their duty, done honourable worship at his

shrine. Nor shall we be wrong in stating,

that all have drawn some oil from his

exhaustless cruise. jSTames unnumbered
have been lavished on this " Father of Eng-
liijh Poesie." He has been received as our

"Daye Starre." Spenser calls him "the
well of English undefiled." Dryden has

done homage to his genius, by translating

into the language of his day some of

Chaucer's tales. Pope followed in the same
wake. In our own day, Wordsworth has

added his name to the long list of Chaucer's

worshippers, by "modernizing" certainly

not the best of his inimitable tales. Yet,

notwithstanding the constant repetition of

his name, and the general acceptance of his

high position in the list of God's appointed

nobility, it is a question of doubt whether

the reading portion of the v,-orking classes

are much acquainted with his poetr}\ Many
reasons might be given for this : but perhaps

tlxe greatest is the apparently repelling na-

ture of the language in which his poems are

written. This, however, should cease to

deter any who feel a desire—and what
Englishman should not ?— to become ac-

quainted with these glorious works. A
little care and attention will soon master

all these obsolete words and phrases ; and
then what a rich prize awaits the astonished

reader! what rich fruit for his gathering is

there ! The dragon which guards this Hes-
perides may be easily overcome ; and the

golden apples hang thickly on every tree in

this prolific garden. If wc at all succeed in

awaking the minds of the working men to

the beauties of this author, we shall not hav
employed our time in vain.

London, which has given birth to so man
of our great men, also claims the honour t

being the native place of Chaucer. 1328 i

the year generally adopted by the authc
rities on this subject, as the year of hi

birth. He came of an honourable famil)
as is evidenced by the education they wer
able to give the young poet. "VVhethe
they v.-ere noble or not is now of little mc
ment ; for their son has sufficiently en
nobled them, and has given to himself
name which no griffin or other escutcheone
monster could have conferred. He wa
educated at Cambridge and Oxford, at th
latter of which universities the " mora
Gower"andthe "philosophical Stroude,"

a

he himself designates them, were his intimat
friends. As was usual in that age, h
finished his course of study at Paris. H
took an active part in all the "great ques
tions " of his day ; was employed in severa
embassies of great importance ; was ho
noured by the king and many of the grca
nobles of the age with their friendship au'

esteem ; and, after a laborious and activ

life, died on the 21st of October, 14(J0, a

the advanced and ripe age of seventy-twc

,:He was buried in Westminster Abbey ; an
many pilgrims have, with some devotioi

and reverend piety, bowed there at his tomb
It may not be out of place to add here, tha
in religion Chaucer was a Lollard— that is

a follower of that noble reformer, Wick
liffe.

In 1346 Chaucer produced the " Court o
Love." This work marks an epoch in th'

history of English poetry. Nowhere ii

Europe out of Italy, then the theatre of thi

glory of Dante and Petrarch, had a poem o

such great promise appeared. Here wa
hope that England was about to have i

great poet of her own. Nor was the hopi

disappointed. About ten years after hi:

tine work of "Troilus andCressida" fol

lowed. This is a truly magnificent poem
Rich in what it accomplished, and what i

prophesied. There the world first knew tha

j
a nobler work was contemplated. Our poe

I had tried his wing, and found it stron§ ^i

X
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.a»

'" nore

enough for a higher flight. The world has
but. seldom such payment of such promises.
"The Canterbury Talcs " were a rare ful-

filment of Chaucer's highest hopes, and a

people's highest expectation. This was in-

deed a rich legacy to le."^ve the world, and
for once the world has known how to value
it. Its power both in subjective and ob-

jective poetry is very great. Its love of

nature, of man, and of God, are deeply
characteristic of the generous and genial

mind of its author. How it has immortalized
that famous old *' Tabard," as but few
inns have ever been, or have ever deserved
to be, in this world.
Chaucer was fortunate in the early period

of our history in which he lived. The
English language was unformed — its

strength and variety of expression unknown.
There was no standard of excellence ; the
falling short of which was death to a

writer's fame. There were no critics to lay

down laws and rules for an author's guid-
ance—to tell him how far he should go, and
no farther. What is now understood by
" poetic diction," had no existence in his

day. All the advantages which are pos-
sessed by the early poets of all countries
were his. He had a fair and open field for

his spirit to rc'el in and exhaust of its

sweets. There were no names, cither ante-

cedent or contemporary, to whom he could
be invidiously compared. He was alone in

his glory : king of the beautiful realms of

the English muse. Seldom have they been
governed by a more right-divine monarch !

The poetry of Chaucer is rich in descrip-

tive and dramatic power ; or, as the meta-
^.'" physician would express it, he has great
'^' objocti'S'ity and subjectivity. His greatest
^ work, the "Canterbury Talcs," contains
'""labundant evidence of this union of gifts.

^iFew have more clearly defined characters

'"f than he has done in the description of the
^^'' famous pilgrims. A simple couplet, often a

i".^
line, stamps the man or woman indelibly

^. '^ 3n the reader's memory. Take the descrip-

"'' tion of the two opposite kinds of priests,

50 prevalent in every age. Of one he says

—

,
" Full sweetly heard he confession,

^T And pleasant was his absolntlon."

'''j^Iow clearly do we see the jolly; rubicund
"' nonk, who loved his glass and his belly

than the labour of instructing and
aving souls ! The light-hearted, careless,

*' oviai friar, Avho made short workofcon-
T,cssion, preaching, or any other occupation
^'.,That kept him from his pleasure. Take the

pposite picture :

—

Sounding in moral virtue was his speech,

And gladly would he learn, and gladly teach."

leie we have a picture of the true shep-
'^1 erd, the careful husbandman ; the thought-
'""'il, the anxious, and the earnest minister

estW

mpoet

of God ; one who loved man because he
loved his Maker. Fully does it prepare us

for the after fiUing-up :

—

" He never set his benefice to hire,

Leavin;? his flock, acombered in the mire.

And ran to London, lugging at St. Paul's,

To seek himself a chantcry of souls.

Or wiih a brotherhood he so enrolled ;

But dwelt at home, and guarded well his fold.

So that it should not by tlie wolf miscarry :

He was a shepherd and no mercenary."

We could multiply examples of a similar

kind, were it necessary, and did our space

allow,

A fine portrait-gallery might be painted

from Chaucer. Take that of Emily from
the " Knight's Tale," as an example :

—

•• Thus paiseth year by year, and day by day.

Till it tell ones in a morrow of May,
That Emily, that fairer was so seen.

Than is the lily, upon his stalke green.

And fresher than the May with flowcres new,
(For with the rose-colour strove her hue,
1 n 'ot which was the finer of the two)

;

Ere it was da}-, as she was wont to do.

She was arisen, and all ready dight.

For May will have no sluggardy a-night

;

Her yellow hair was braided in a tress,

i'.ehind her back a yardu long I guess.

And in tlie garden at the sun uprist.

She walketh up and down where as her list.

She gathereth flowers, partly white and red.

To n.ake a subtle garland for her head ;

And as an angel heavenly she sung,"

What freshness—what reality there is in

such a delineation ! Prose would but dis-

figure it were we to dilate upon its beauty.

Here is another passage " beautiful ex-

ceedingly :"

—

" The busy lark, the messenger of day,
Salntcth in her song the morrow grey :

And fiery Phoebus riseth up so bright.

That all Ike Orient laugheth at the sight ;

And tcilh his streavirs drieth in the greres.

The .silver droppcs hanging on the leaves"

The last three lines are exquisite. But we
could fill a volume were we to please our
Avill without regard to space.

In few things, perhaps, is the true poet
m.ore to be discerned than in his represen-

tation of scenes of grief and woe. There is

such room for the display of feeling, that,

imless the writer be a true child of nature,

he is apt to become extravagant. Instead
of real sorrow, we have spasmodic ejacula-

tion, and wild hysteric utterances, which
only produce disgust where the poet desired

to enlist our sympathies, and awaken our
pity. In Chaucer there is nothing of

this. His pictures of sorrow go direct to

the heart. He uses the language of nature,

and is, therefore, true to humanity. There
is no extravagance in the use of epithets, no
hyperbole in his images. It is the heart

speaking to the heart. Horace says the

actor must weep to make us weep. So with
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the poet. We fmd this power strong
in Chaucer. Never has a more truly pa-
thetic narrative been told than the " Clerk's
Tale." Yet here all is quiet, unobtrusive
sorrow. The Avoes of Griselda are borne by
the reader. We heartily sympathize with
her many sufferings ; become participators

in her sorrows. Like Macduff's " He has
no children," her words touch the inmost
chords of feeling, and we weep with the
heroine in her affliction, and rejoice in her
triumph. This is a true test of genius, and
Chaucer will stand trying thereby. We
will not mar the beautiful " Clerk's Tale "

by extracts, but content ourselves with giv-

ing a passage from the " Knight's Tale " in

illustration of what we have said. Palamon
and Arcite have engaged in deadly combat
for the hand of Emily. Arcite is worsted,
and^ on the point of death, sends for Emily
and Palamon. Here is part of his dying
speech to the assembled pair :

—

•' Nought may the woful spirit in my heart
Declare one point of all my sorrow's smart.
To you, my lady, that I love most;
But I bequeath the serviceof my ghost*
To you above every creature.

Since that my life ne may no longer 'dure.

Alas, the woe ! alas, the paines strong.

That I for you have suffered, and so long

!

Alas, the death ! alas, mine Emily !

Alas, departing of our company !

Alas, mine heartes queen ! alas, my wife!

Mine heartes body, ender of my life

!

What is the world ? what askcth men to have?
Now with his love, now in his colde grave,

Alone—withouten company !

Farewell my sweet—farewell mine Emily I

And softe take me in your armcs away
For love of God—."

He then recommends her to become the

wife of his once friend, but now victorious

rival, Palamon

—

•• That serveth you, and will do all his life."

We should not envy the man who could
read such a death-scene unmoved !

Like glorious Robert Burns, Chaucer saw
beneath the exterior of life into the soul of

things. With him
•' Rank Is but the guinea's stamp.
The man's the gowd for a' that."

Wealth without honour was but glittering

rinsel. Rank without true nobility was,
indeed, but the '* guinea's stamp." It is

refreshing to read in poems, written five

hundred years ago, such passages as the
following :

—

" For God it wot, men may full often find

A lordes son do shame and villainy.

And he that will have praise of his g^en'try,

For he was boren of a j^entle house.
And had his elders noble and virtuous.
And w'ill hiraselven do no deed^j,
Ne follow his gentle ancestry that dead is.

* Spirit,

He is vot gentle, he he ditkc or earl.

For villaiji's sinful deedcs make a churl."

Again :

—

" He is gentle that doth gentle deeds."

What a fine moral is in this prayer :—
•' Yet may the highc God (and so hope I)

Granten me grace to liven virtuously;
Then am I gentle lohen that I begin
To liven virtuously and ivaiven sin."

The man who is the prey of his passions,

and leads a vicious life :

—

•' He is not gentle, thou?h he virtS seem.
All wear he mitre, crown, or diademe."

Poverty, "honest poverty," is noble or

gentle in his sight. Man is sacred to him.
He saw the deep meaning of the Apostle's
words, " man is the temple of the Holy
Ghost," and he reverences him for his man-
hood. His noble nature is everywhere
manifest throughout his works. Though
mingling much Avith the society of courts,

he was uncontaminated thereby. His mind
looked beneath the vestments and trappings
of royalty, and saw that the royalist thing
on this earth is an " upright man." Is any
one satisfied with his condition in life, then

—

" I hold him rich, all had he not a shirt."

'• But he that nought hath, ne coveteth to have,

Is rich, although ye hold him but a knave."*

There is truth, and therefore wisdom, in

the next extract :

—

•' Povert' full often, when a man is low,
Maketh his god, and eke himself to know

;

Povert' a spectacle is, as thinketh me.
Through which he may his very friend6s see."

There are descriptions in his " House of

Fame" of a most beautiful kind, but we
must not be tempted. We have quoted
more than we otherwise should have done,
on account of the dearness of his works.
We trust the time will come when the

number of his readers will make it profitable

to publish a cheap edition of them. If

the present paper in any wise help tf^

hasten the event, we shall not have writtr-,->

in vain. We cannot conclude better thar*

by giving the stanzas which he wrote upor>

his death-bed. They are Avorthy their au-

thor, and worthy the occasion :

—

" Fly from the mess, and dwell with soothfastness.

Suffice unto tUy good, though it be small,

For hoard hath hate, and climbing sickleness ;

Praise hath envy, and weal is blent over all

;

Savour no more than thee behove shall

;

Bede Avell thyself that other folk canst rede,

And truth thee shall deliver, it is no drcde.

" Paine thee not each crooked to redress,

In trust of her that turneth as a ball.

Great rest standeth in little business

;

Beware also t.o spurn against a nall,t

• A poor man. t Nail,
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strive not as do the a crockfi with a wall

;

Doomd thyself that doomest others dede.
And truth thee shall deliver, it is no drede.

That thee is sent, receive in buxomness.
The wrestling of this world asketh a fall;

Here is no home, here is but wilderness

;

For the pilgrim, for the beast out of thy stall;
Look up on high, and thanke God of all,

Waiv^ thy lusts, and let thy ghost thee lead.
And truth thee shall deliver, it is no drede."

THE JUVENILE CABINET.

APOTHECARIES.
The word "apothecary" formerly signi-

fied any kind of store, magazine, or ware-
house ; and the proprietors of such places
•were termed "apothecaries." "It would
be a great mistake," observes Beckman, "if
in the writings of the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries, where these expressions
occur, we should understand under the latter

term, * apothecaries,' such as ours are at

present. At these periods, persons were
often called apothecaries who at court, and
in the houses of great people, prepared for

the table various preserves, particularly

fruit incrusted with sugar, and who on that

account maybe considered as confectioners."

\t the time when this description of people
ivas known as apothecaries, physicians pre-

pared all their own prescriptions, purchasing
he herbs from which they were compounded
rom the apothecaries, who had procured
nany of them from remote countries. After
. time, however, these herb-dealers began
o encroach on the business of their patrons,

aving, by study and vigilance, acquired a

nowledge of the healing virtue of many of

leir commodities ; but at what time the

reparation of medicine was entirely re-

gned into their hands, or when they ac-

nired, by a suitable course of study, the

ght to an exclusive practice in that busi-

2SS, is not known. "It is probable that

lysicians gradually became accustomed to

Fploy such assistance for the sake of their

n convenience, when they found in the

ghbourhood a druggist in whose skill

y could confide, and whose interest they
shed to promote by resigning that occu-
tion in his favour."

The first apothecaries, who were by law
-^ knovvledged as compounders of medicine,

ed at Naples ; and the well-known edict

Frederick the Second, granting them
my privileges and perquisites, was the

nidation of the position Avhicli those of

own day occupy. By that edict it was
[uired " that the confectionarii should

prepared, and keep them a year or two for
sale in a public shop." These shops were
opened only in certain places ; and at first

they were fitted up at the public expense,
and each had a large garden where
the apothecary was expected to rear all

British medicinal plants, " The prepara-
tion of drugs was becoming always more
difficult and expensive. After the invention
of distillation, sublimation, and other
chemical processes, laboratories, furnaces,
and costly apparatus were to be constructed

;

and it was thought proper that men who
had regularly studied chemiatry should
alone follow pharmacy, and that they should
be indemnified for their expenses by an e.x-

clusive trade. It would appear that no
suspicions were entertained that apotheca-
ries could amass riches by their employ-
ment so soon and so easily as they do at
present ; for they were allowed many other
advantages, and particularly that of dealing
in sweetmeats and confectionary, which
were then very expensive delicacies. In
many places they were obliged on certain
festivals to give presents of such dainties to
the magistrates, by way of acknowledg-
ment; and in this custom has probably
arisen the modern one of sending New-
year's gifts of marchepanes, and other
things of the like description."
The first mention made of an English

apothecary occurs in the reign of Edward
the Third, who, it is said, bestowed, in the
year 134-5, a pension of sixpence a day on
Coursus de Gangeland, an apothecary in
London, for taking care of, and attending,
his majesty during his illness in Scotland.
About the same time that they were

established in England, or somewhat later,

they were also established in France and
Germany, and of the regulations connected
with them in many of the duchies and
principalities of the latter kingdom there
are some curious records. We shall tran-
scribe one from Beckman :

—

' In Halle there was no apothecary's
e an oath to keep by them fresh and suf-

j

shop till the year 1493. Before that period
ent drugs, and to make up medicines i medicines were sold only by grocers and
ctly according to the prescriptions of I barbers. In the above year, however, the
physicians; and a price was fixed at

j

council, with the approbation of the arch-
lich they might vend the medicines so I

bishop, permitted one Siraoii Paster to
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establish an apothecary's shop, in order, as

stated in the patent, that the citizens might
be supplied with confections, cooling liquors,

and such like common things, at a cheap
rate ; and that in cases of sickness they
might be able to procure readily fresh and
well-prepared medicines, Puster was ex-
empted from all taxes for ten years, but was
obliged to furnish two collations in the time
of the yearly festivals of eight pounds of
good sugar confections, fit and proper to be
used at such entertainments."
At the Byzantine court the keeper of the

wardrobe had the care, in the sixteenth
century, of the portable apothecary's shop
whenever the emperor took the field. " It

Avas called ' pandectae,' and contained anti-

dotes, oils, plasters, salves, and herbs proper
for curing men and cattle." What a step
have not apothecaries made ! How greatly

they are advanced in the scale of society !

and deservedly, for they owe it to their own
earnest and honest endeavours after know-
ledge.

A son's affectiox.

" My own kindly mammy,
When once I'm a man,
I'll build a wee house

So cosie

;

And oh ! I'll be kind,
And be good to you then,

For fondling me now in

Your bosie^

" Dry up your salt tears

That so thickly now fall

—

"What for are ye weeping
So sairly ?

Though my daddie lies deep
In the sea, f<ir awa'.

Has he not left you me.
His own Charlie?"

" Oh ! bless you, my darling !

Once more I'm myself;
Thy sweet rosy lips

They reprove me.
How sinful it is

On our sorrows to dwell.

When thy Dad smiles in thee
Still to love me.

" I will live on to love you,
My bonnie wee man !

Oh ! yet we'll be happy
And cosie !

And when heaven sees fitting

To close my short span.

Then I'll lay my old head on
Your bosie."

A. Rodger.

DIGGINGS.

"small, but goldex, grains.

Art and science have no enemies but those

wlio are ignorant.

Better to be alone than in bad companJ^
3Iakc no friendaliip with an envious man.
^lalici i=eldom wants a mark to shoot at.

Grace in -women is the secret chain—the

S2)ell tliat binds for ever.

I^cjspatch is the soul of business, and method
is the soul of de;-patcli.

Applau.^e and preference are tilings ofbar ter

j5e ever vigilant, but never suspicious.

Liberality makes friends of enemies ; pride

makes enemies of friends.

Law should not be the rich man's luxury,

but the poor man's remedy.
Where avarice rules, humanity is absent.

Wise disti-ust is the parent of security.

To say little, and jjerform much, is noble.

The conquest of evil habits is a glorious

triumph.

Voluptuous pleasures bring tormenting pains.

Avoid a .slanderer as you would a scorpion.

Conveniences have their inconveniences, and
comforts their crosses.

Desire not tliat of another \dnch thou thy-

self would.st deny. •

Money is the servant of some men, and the
master of many others.

Learn by the vices of others how detestable

your own are.

Let your anger set with the sun, but not
rise with it.

Sudden trast brings sudden repentance.

Truth never fears rigid examination.

Revenge may gratify a malignant feeling, but
it cannot repair an injury.

Mean men admire wealth ; great men seek

true glory.

Generosity would sict oftcner if she was
oftener trusted.

He danceth well to whom fortune pipeth.

Command your temper, lest it command you.

Levity is the forced production of vice.

Praise not the day till night comes.

A woman and a cherry are pahited for their

OAMi harm.
Great barkers are no biters.

A friend that you buy with presents will be
bought from you.

One good head is better than several handis.

Judgment is the child of observation

.

lie Tfho teaches often learns himself.

5r
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FAMILY IlECEIPTS.

Hashed Mutton.—Cut the parts mo?t under- i

(lone into small thin slicea, witli but little fat.
'

Prepare some gravy by boiling down tlie bones,
gristle, and trimmings, and season with pepper,
salt, and chopped, or thinly sliced, onion. Skim
oft' the fat, strain the liquor, and put it back into
the saucepan, and thicken it with a little flour;
give it a boil up, and then put the slices of meat
in ; let these soak till thoroughly hot, but do not
boil them. A spoonful or two of ketcliup, or of
the liquor of any pickle, may be added, if pleasant.

II ASHED Beef.—Cut the meat into slices, clear-
ing it from fat, burnt outsides, gristle, &e. Set it

aside and boil down the bones, skin, gristle, and
hard pieces of the meat. Season the liquor wilh
salt, pepper, a little allspice, some onion, and a
small bunch ot parsley. Skim the fat from it,

strain it, and set it on the fire again, and thicken
with some flour rubbed smooth as for batter pud-

ding. .\dd a little walnut or mushroom ketchup,
and a few slices of pickled onions or cucumbers,
or any other pickle. When the liquor is quite
hot put the cut meat into it, and let it remaiu till

it is hot through, but cio not boil it. Serve v.ith

toasted sippets.

Minced Beef.—Chop the beef up finely with a
little suet, and warm it up in a small stewpan
with a little broth or water, parsley and onions
chopped fine, and a little vinegar. This will be
done iu a few minutes. Serve with toasted
sippets.

Minced Veal.—Prepare as directed in the
last. With the bones, skin, gristle, &c., make a
little liquor, which thicken slightly with fl mr,
and season with salt, white pepper, a little nut-
meg, and lemon-peel grated or finely chopped.
Serve with sippets or mashed potatoes.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

FROM JULY 7th TO JULY 13Tn.
July 7, Sixl?i Sunday after Trinity.
Joiy 7, In the almanacks this is named as the

anniversary of Thomas a Becket. This celebrated

Roman Catholic prelate was born in London, in

1119. In 1158 he was appointed high chanc-llor

and preceptor to Prince Henry, and a few years
alter Henry H. raised him to the primacy. In 1162

he was consecrated archbishop, soon after which he
fomented disputes between the crown and the
mitre. Henry was ofTcndeil ; and, iu an as.sembly

of bishops, offered six articles against Papal en-
cmachments. These Becket signed; but relaps-

U\s, was ordered to be tried as a traitor; upon
which he fled into Fhnders. After seven years*

exile he returned, and resumed his station;

but his extreme insolence rendered Henry so

unhappy, that it is said he expressed a wish
for somebody to rid him of Becket. This four

gentlemen of his court undertook to do, and
nnirdered the archbishop in Canterbury cathedral

December 29, 1171, Two years after this, Becket
•was canonized, and Henry did penance, as a token
of his regret for the mnrdir. Every fifty years

there was celebrated a jubilee to the honour of

Becket, which lasted fifteen days ; plenary indul-

gences were granted to all who visited his tomb,
and 100,000 pilgrims have been registered at a time
in Canterbury. Offerings of inestimable value were
[irestnted at the shrine of Thomas li. Becket
Henry VIII., however, unshrined and unsainted

iim : the shrine was broken down and carried

iway ; the gold that was about it filling two chests,

vhich formed a load so heavy as to require eight

itrong men to carry them out of the church.
July 7, 14 If), John Huss, an eminent Bohemian

livine, suffered martyrdom. Having adopted
everal of Wickliffe's opinions, and declaiming
gainst the vices of the Popish clergy, he excited
he most violent animoiity of the Archbishop of

„^ 'rague, and the clergy in general. Mandates
ifere issued agaiust him, which he vehemently
pposcd ; he was at length imprisoned. Ou the

6th of July, 1415, he was brought before the
founcil and condemned for heresy, and ordered
to be burnt. Hi* execution followed the next day,
with circumstancfs of great cruelty.
July 7, 181G, Richard Brinslcy Sheridan, the

poet, dramatist, orator, and statesman, died, in

circumstances of poverty, and with a constitution
broken by dissipation. As a public orator, he dis-

played powers which were then unrivalled. As a
dramatic Avriter he attained a high pre-eminence.
He was a favourite companion of the profligate

Prince of Wales, afterwards George IV. But
neither his talents nor his connection with great
men obtained for him the means of counteracting
the effects of his prodigality. " Blunted sensi-
bility, renewed excesses, loss of caste in society,

followed each other in melancholy succession,
until solitude and darkness closed the scene."
July 7, 1831, fVilliam Cubbett was tried for a

seditious libel, the tendency of which, it was
alleged, was to excite the peasantry to the de-
struction of property. After the jury had been
impanneled from nine in the morning of that day
till nine in the morning of the 8th, they were dis-

charged by the judge, as there was no likelihood
of their agreeing as to the verdict.

July 8, 1823, died, aged 67, ^jV Henry Raeburn,
R.A., an eminent portrait painter. His style was
free and bold, and his colouring rich, deep, and har-
monious. On tlie visit of George IV. to Scotland,

1822, Raeburn was knighted, and shortly after re-

ceived the appointment of Portrait Painter to the
King, for Scotland, an honour he did not long enjoy.

July 8, 1837, IFilliam IF. was burled at Wind-
sor with the usual ceremonies. The shops in the
principal streets of London were closed.

July 9, 1442, Chriitopher Coluvtbus, the disco-

verer of America, was born. For an account of

this enterprising traveller see TnK Wokkino Man's
Fbiend. Vol. I., p. 241.
July 10, 1849, accounts were received from the

Cape of Qood Hope, speaking cf the continued ex-
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citcment of that colony on the subject of the intro-
duction of British convicts from Bermuda. Anii-
convict asiociations were forming all over the
country, and resolutions were passed, condemning
the conduct of the governor for not suspending
•' the degrading' measure." The remonstrances
against the attempts to send convicts to the Cape
became louder and louder, till tlic Government at
home were induced to abandon their design.
July 11, 1787. died J^icholas Read, sculptor.

He was Koubilliac's first apprentice. Roubilliac,
on settling in England, had determined never to
take an apprentice on any terms. At length,
however, he was prevailed upon to take young
Read into the house for the purpose of instructing
him. Some few weeks afterwards Roubilliac,
working on a very fine bust, which he would not

'

permit any one but himself to toucli. Read was
daring enough, in the absence of his master, to
attempt to finish it, which he eitiier nearly or
quite accomphshed. Roubilliac, surprised at the
talent displayed, took him apprentice, and they
continued inseparable friends. He afterwards
succeeded to Roubilliac's business ; and there are
more performances by Read in Westminster Ab-
'bey, than by any other artist.

July 12, Cuius Julius Ccesar, a celebrated Ro-
man commander, was born at Rome, B.C. 100, on
the twelfth day of the month Quintilis, afterwards
•denominated July in honour of him. Amongst
•other of his numerous exploits, he twice invaded
Britain, where, though lie made no permanent
•conquests, yet he opened the way for future ad-
•\eaturers. While governor of Gaul he captured
9^00 cities and towns, subdued 300 nations, and
«acrificed the lives of a million of men ; enriching
iiimself and his followers, to an almost unlimited
extent, with the plunder of the subjugated terri-

tories. After this he obtained many other victo-
lies, and one of them, in Asia Minor, with so

much ease, that in writing of it to a friend he
used the words so often quoted, " I came—I saw
— I conquered." While he was planning new
schemes of conquest, a plot was formed to destroy
him, and when attending a meeting of the Senate
on the ides of March, B.C. 43, he was assassi-

nated. It was well said of Caesar, by Lucan, that
" he thought nothing done while anything re-
mained to be done;" that feeling led him to con-
quer and destroy ; but it is one which, rightly
acted upon, will lead to true greatness.

July 12, 1849, a fatal affray took place at Dolly's
Brae, near Castlewellan, in Ireland, between the
Orangemen and the Catholics ; several of the
latter lost their lives, and some of their houses
were wrecked and burnt.

July 13, 1718, died, aged 74, fVilliam Penn.
He was educated for the profession of the law, but
in 1666, being at Cork, in Ireland, he was induced
to adopt the principles of Quakerism. He after-

wards preached against the Established Church,
for which he was sent to the Tower, during his

imprisonment in which, he wrote his celebrated

work, " No Cross no Crown." Having obtained
from Charles II. a large tract of land In North
America, he sailed thither in 1681, with a band of
persecuted Quakers, when he entered into a
treaty with the Indian natives, and founded the city

of Philadelphia, and the settlement received from
the proprietor the name of Pennsylvania. He
abolished negro slavery in his dominions, and
established for their government an excellent code
of laws.
July 13, 1831, died, aged 85, James Northcoie,

R.A., a celebrated portrait and historical painter.

He was a pupil of Sir Joshua Reynolds, but studied

in Italy also for three years. He became an
academician in 1787, and for many years his works
held a conspicuous situation in the annual exhi-

bition at Somerset House.

NOTICES TO CORKESPONDENTS.

When we Inform our correspondents that we
liave now on our tables not fewer than two hun-
dred a7id JiJ'ty or three hundred Essays, papers,

and letters, they will not, we think, be greatly

surprised, and surely not offended, if they do not
all receive />ro»ip< replies. For this reason, also,

we are obliged to decline expressing a decisive

opinion as to the merit or eligibility of papers sent

to us for publication. Our difficulty is greatly

increased by the very small, close, irregular hand
in which many of the articles are written.
We have at least thirty papers on the importance

of knowledge, education, i<ce., to the working
classes ; an important subject, we admit, but om»-

which has already been well handled, and I. i

truth of which is too obvious to need illustrati'<i.

or argument.
Our Rhyming correspondents are numerous ; we

fear we can find room but for few of their pro-

<luctions.

We cannot undertake to return articles not ad-
missible, except in some very special cases.

We must again request our correspondents to at-

tach their rea} name^, occupations, and residences.

\o every paper they send us. Some of these, being"

written on small detached scraps, get misfiiid,

and we are at a loss to know how to address oui*

friends when it is desirable or necessary to do so.

The mere notice—" Please to direct as he/ore,'*

has sometimes cost us half an hour's search.

H. G.—Female emigrants receive houseroon
for a short period, and suitable advice, on theil?|

arrival at Sydney.

In consequence of the great increase in the!

number of oar Correspondents, the serious en^J

croachments on our space which answers to thcj

whole of them would occasion, and the factthat<

with few exceptions, the inquiries refer to mat-

ters of only personal or trivial interest, we hav€|

found it necessary to decide upon the discon-

tinuance of our Notices to Correspondents. Sucl|

letters as require it will be replied to privately

and inforination on subjects of general importj

j
ance and interest, sought by any of our readerSij

I will be given in the body of the magazine.

Ai

receive(

Ifatier,

After
le

K'lirist
(

'year he,
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THE LATE SIR ROBERT PEEL.

OxE of the greatest statesmen of modem times has suddenly been removed from
our midst—a man distinguished by transcendent talent and the highest respect-

ability of personal character, and ^vhose public career as a senator and a minister has
been unusually protracted and brilliant.

This event, and the melancholy circumstances attending it, have produced a most
painful impression, not only in political circles, without distinction of parties, but
among all classes of the people, with whom Sir Robert was for many reasons
deservedly popular. Xo man has ever held a larger space in the public eye, none
has shown more aptitude to embrace a comprehensive policy of public action, and it

is not, pcrhap^^, too much to say, that none has ever rendered to his country more
signal and important services. Since his retirement from office in 1846, he has
continued, by the exercise of his great parliamentary influence, to exert a consider-

able, and, in most cases, a salutary control over the action of Government and the
course of puljlic affairs, and his loss is one vvbich will bo long and severely felt.

Prom a public life so fruitful in incident, we have thrown together, though ireces-

sarily in extreme haste, the leading features of his career. The circumstances
rmder wiiich the following biographical sketch has been compiled will sufficiently

account for all omissions and imperfections.

The right honourable baronet was the eldest son of Sir Robert Peel, Bart., who
amassed an immense fortune as a cotton manufacturer. The position of the elder
Sir Robert Peel gave him influence, and his political abilities and personal probity
1 L-ndcred him an influential member of the House of Commons, in which assembly
he represented Tamworth for eight-and-twenty years. He reached his 80th year, and
lived to see his favourite son, in whom he had, at an early period, beheld the futui-e

statesman, holding the important office of Secretary of State for the Home Depart-
ment. In the year 1773, in conjunction with Mr. Yates, he established a large
cotton manufactory at Bury, in Lancashire. The establishment soon attained
extraordinary prosperity. It is stated that by the year 1803 the firm had in their
employment no fcM'er than 15,000 persons, and. that their contribution to the excise
in the shape of duty on printed goods amounted to no less than £40,000 a year.
In 1787 3.1r. Peel married the dau'^diter of his partner, Mr. Yates, and the subject
of our naemoir Avas the eldest of a family of six sons and five daughters. !Mi-. Peel
soon bccam.e a landoAnier on a large scale in the counties of "Warwick, Lancaster,
and Stafford ; and in the year 1790 he was first returned to the House of Commons
lor Tamworth.
The subject of this brief sketch was born on the oth of February, 1788, in a

small cottage in the neighbourhood of Chaiiiber Hall, near Bury, Lancashu-e, the
then family mimsion, which was at the time under repair. It is said that he
received the foundation of his education under the personal superintendence of his
father. He was then sent to Harrow, where he was a contemporary of Byron.
After leaving Harrow, the young Mr. Peel was entered a gentleman commoiier of
Christ Church, Oxford. Here he soon distinguished himself, exciting the moct
favourable anticipations of his future career. As soon as he was of legal age (in
1809), he was returned to Parliament as member for Cashel. Early in the following
year he was selected to second the Address in reply to the Royal Speech, on the
opening of Parliament. It is recorded that his first speech was decidedly a success-

i ful effort; and, considering that he was scarcely twenty-two years of age, it is

remarkable that he should so soon have taken his position. Before the close of
the same year he was appointed Under-Secretary of State for the Home Depart-
ment. He very early displayed those administrative abilities which distinguished

c
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him in every official position throughout his career ; so that, on the 12th Septem-
ber, 1812, he was appointed to the important post of Chief-Secretary for Ireland.

He had previously been made a Privy Coiuicillor.

In the year 1817 an important change took place in Mr. Peel's position. Mr.
Abbott, the then Speaker of the House of Commons, being raised to the peerage, a
vacancy was created in the representation of the University of Oxford. Ths
upright conduct of Mr. Peel, and the marked ability he had displayed, pointed hi u
out to this important constituency as a fit person to represent them in Parliament.
He was elected ; and he contmued to sit for the University until the year 182 S,

when he resigned his seat, in consequence of the course which he adopted with
respect to Roman Catholic Emancipation. In the same year he resigned his office

of Chief-Secretary for Ireland, and assumed the position of an independent member
of Parliament, frequently taking part in the debates which from time to time arose.

On the meeting of Parliament in the year 1819, Mr. Peel proposed Mr. Manners
Sutton for the speakership of the House of Commons, which had become vacant b}-

the elevation, already mentioned, of Mr. Abbott to the peerage.

We now approach a very important crisis in the life of the deceased statesman —
one during which his conduct was much canvassed, and his motives were severely
impugned on private as well as on pviblic grounds. The political death of Lorrl

Liverpool, in 1827, haviiig led to the nomination, by George IT., of Mr. Canni'iu,^

to the premiership, Mr. Peel, with the Duke of Wellington and several other of th-;

chief members of the Government, resigned their offices. Mr. Canning, in accept-
ing the commission imposed on him by the King, had no doubt calculated on a

continuance of that support which had been given to the administration of Lor 1

Liverpool. Events soon showed that he had miscalculated his own influence over
his colleagues, as well as the state of their opinions. He had on the 10th of April
received the King's commands ; on the 12th he was compelled to lay before his

Sovereign the letters of resignation of no fewer than seven of the Ministers, ^Ir.

Peel's among the number. The simultaneous act of the seven Ministers was repre-

sented by some as a conspiracy to coerce the Crown in the exercise of its preroga-
tive ; by others, as a personal conspiracy against Mr, Canning. Upon Mr. Peel,

especially, the whole weight of aspersion fell, because it was supposed (or pre-
tended) that he was actuated by a feeling of jealousy towards his brilliant colleague.

The ostensible ground of the secession was an unwillingness on the part of the
seceders to serve under a Premier who was so strongly committed to the removal
of Koman Catholic disabilities.

Mr. Peel seized the first occasion of the appearance of Mr. Canning in Parliament

to rise and deliver an emphatic and elaborate explanation of the motives which had
guided him in his public conduct. He denied that there had been any cabal, com-
pact, or concert, on the part of the resigning Ministers, and affirmed that their

reason had been the conscientious opposition they maintained to the concession of

the Roman Catholic claims. The public, and the political parties into which the

House was divided, entertained different opinions as to the real motives of his con-

duct ; some believing that Mr. Peel acted from a sense of state necessity, or from
political conscientiousness, while others attributed his secession to feelings of per-

sonal rivalry. The best defender of Mr. Peel was Mr. Canning himself; who,
although he condemned the Duke of Wellington, Lord Eldon, Lords Westmoreland,
Bathurst, and Melville, expressly exempted Mr. Peel from censure in the most un-
ambiguous terms.

We need not follow the course of these events through the brief administration

of Mr. Canning, terminated by his death, or the still more brief government of

Lord Goderich. When, in .January, 1828, the Duke of Wellington was induced to

accept the post of Prime Minister, Mr. Peel again took the office of Secretary of

State for the Home Department. The formation of this ministry was qtiickly

followed by the resignation, or dismissal, of Mr. Huskisson ; with respect

to which Mr. Peel expressed his approval of the conduct of the Duke, and
repudiated the idea of any cabal against Mr. Huskisson. The popular mind,
JiQwever, took a different view of the question, and looked at the removal of Mr,
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Huskisson as a proof that the new Ministers were determined to get rid of their

more liberal colleague.

In the early part of the session of 1829 (on March 5), Mr. Peel rose in the House
of Commons to propose a measure for the relief of the Roman Catholic Disabilities,

It is quite unnecessary here to repeat the historical facts preceding this great

change of opinion, by which the Ministers who had refused to co-operate with Mr.
Canning because of his known favour to Roman Catholic freedom, now came for-

ward themselves to carry it in the Legislature. It transpii-ed that the Duke of

Wellington and Mr. Peel, having come to the conclusion that emancipation must
be conceded, found it impossible to persuade the King to give his assent ; and
indeed, up to within a month of theii* introducing the measure, they were not quite

sure that they would have the authority of the Crown for so doing. Even so late

as the very day before Mr. Peel proposed the measure in the House of Commons,
the Duke of Wellington, Lord Lyndhurst, and himself were compelled to tender
their resignations—to use Mr. Peel's phrase, they " retired from Windsor out of

office," before they could obtain the assent of the King. An immediate conse-
quence of these proceedings was, that Mr. Peel was compelled to resign the repre-

f«entation of the Lnivcrfjity of Oxford. In order to test the sentiments of his

constituents, he again offered himself; but he was opposed by Sir Robeit Inglis

with success. Driven from the representation of the University of Oxford, Mr. Peel
was immediately retiu-ned for the close borough of Wcstbury, and he continued to

discharge his functions as Home Secretar}^ with that sagacity and administrative skill

Avhich had at lirst led to his appointment.
In the year 1830, and while he was still Home Secretary, his father died, and he

succeeded to the baronetcy. We had omitted to state that, ten years before, he
had married the youngest daughter of General Sir John Floyd, Part.
We have noAv arrived at another great epoch in the life of the late Sir Robert

Peel ; and the nearer we approach to events within the iinmediate memory of the
public, the less necessary it will be, even if the haste in which this memoir has
been written woulc have allowed it, to go minutely into details. It is needless here
to go into the hi;- tcry of the Reform movement, the postponement of the King's
visit to the city, and the defeat of the Government on Sir Henry Parnell's motion.
It is sufficient to say that, en the 16th November, 1830, the Wellington Aelminis-
tration resigned, and Sir R. Peel ceased to be Secretary of State for the Home
Department. Then commenced that opposition to the Reform movement which
resulted in the carrying of the Reform Bill.

Now commenced Sir R. Peel's long campaign as the leader of the Conservative
opposition to the Whigs. For the first two or three years it comprised resistance,
first to the Reform measure itself, and then to the measures which the Whigs
introeluceel in the exercise of the power it hael conferred upon them. These
struggles reunited the Tory party, and mutual animosities were softened if not
wholly forgotten. It Avas during Sir Robert Peel's absence in Italy, that the
Melbourne administration was suddenly elismissed and the Duke of Wellinj^ton
sent for. Sir Robert Peel, by the Duke's advice, was immediately summoned
from Italy, and called upon to form an administration. He rallied arounel
him some of his former colleagues, and formed an administration strong in
talent, but still stronger in the principle upon Avhich its action was avowedly based.
A dissolution of Parliament gaineel for the Conservative party an accession of
strength to the extent of nearly 100 members. Still, however, the phalanx created
by the Reform movement, though broken, was not destroyed, anel the Whig oppo-
sition—between wliom and the Raelicals and the Irish Liberal members a union
hael grown up—found themselves still masters of a numerical majority. The
question of party power was soon decided. Mr. Ward brought forward his motion
with reference to the Irish Church Temporalities—the Whigs committed them-
selves to the appropriation principle—and, issue having thus been joined. Sir
Robert Peel, on a further defeat, resigned office in April, 1835. In the year 1836
he was elected Lord Rector of Glasgow Uruversity, in opposition to Sir John, now
Lord, Campbell.
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As we approach nearer to the present time, our cursory review of the leading
events of Sir Robert Peel's career must necessarily become more brief, because
those events must be fresh in the recollection of all. After the attempt of 1834-5,
it was obvious that prudence dictated that the Conservatives should not a second
time assume power without the certainty of beinj? able to retain it. This it was, no
doubt, that dictated Sir Kobert Peel's course when, in May, 1839, on the Whisks
being left in a minority, he was called upon to form an administration. AVe allude
to the condition which he stipulated for with respect to the ladies of the Queen's
bedchamber, which precluded his taking office. In his speech on Sir J. Y. EuUer's
want-of-confidence motion in January, 1810, Sir llobert Peel propounded, with a
conhdence in the future, the principles which actuated him in waiting for the
time when the Conservatives would be bonie into power. A few months realised

his anticipations ; and Sir It. Peel, towards the close of 1841, came into power at

the head of a strong government. It was during this period of his pubhc life that

lus character developed itseh'" in its full proportions. The measure for the repeal of
the Corn-laws v.-as the culminating point of this series of ameliorative measures,
The resistance commenced by Lord George Bentinck, and sustained by ^Ir. Disraeli,

led to the dissolution of the ministry. It was sufficiently obvious that Sir Robert
Peel himself felt that the time was come when he should once more resign his power.
The Irish Coercion Bill afforded the opportunity—as he vras then met by an adverse

majority, composed of the regular Opposition, and the advocates of protection—he
resigned. After that time Sir Robert Peel occupied the position of moderator in the

House of Commons, lending to the Ministers a conscientious support, that they

might carry out the nev/ commercial policy. It is a very remarkable fact, that the

only occasion on which he felt compelled to oppose the ministry— the late debate on
Lord Palmerston's policy—occurred the very night before the accident wliich caused
his untimely end. This occurred on the evening of Saturday, the 29th ult., as

Sir Robert was riding up Constitution-hill. Ilis horse having taken alarm at

some object, threw him over its head. Sir Robert was taken up insensible, and
on examination it appeared that, in addition to other severe injui'ies, he had sus-

tained a LL-acture of the collar-bone. At first hopes were entertained of his recovery,

but these gvadually subsided. After lingering in great agony he expired on Tues-
day night, the 2nd inst., in the dining-room of his mansion, from which he had
not been removed since he was carried home. Shortly before his death he
partook of the Lord's Supper, and bade affectionate farewell to his family.

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER XXVIII
" The Ens-lish Piiritaa could as little become the slave of a firiostciaft as of a despot, lie was

himself a jud^e of the orthodoxy of the elders : and, if he feared tlie inviiible poivers of tl<»e air, o€

darkncs-s, and^of hell, he feared notliinu'' on earth. Puiitatiisin constituted not the Christian cleri'j,

Sut the Chri-tian people, the interpreter of the divine will. The voice of the majftrity was the voice

of God, and the issue of Puritanism was therefore popular sovereig-nlj."—Banckoft.

CROMWELL'S XEW PAiiLiAMENT OF TWO with him, and gather to it_ whatever of the

HOUSES — ITS DISSOLUTION IX CONSE-
QUENCE OF CONSPIRACY—OLIVER'S SYM-
PATHY WITH SUFFERING HUMANITY

—

HIS LOVE OF LIBERTY—HIS FOREIGN
CONQUESTS.

A Commonwealth Avith the new element

of a House of Lords, is something untried.

Yet it may work well. So thought Crom-
well. "If the heavens ordain that (Jliver

continue and succeed as hitherto, undoubt-

edly his new peerage may succeed along

old is worth gathering. In the meanwhile
it has been enacted by the Parliament and

him. His part is now to put it in cflect the

best he can."
After their adjournment at Westminster,

the Parliament— Lords as well as Com-
mons—met on Wednesday, January 20th,

16o8. Cromwell opened it in a short cha-

racteristic speech, in which he remindeli

them that after so much expense of hlooi

and treasure, it became them to search and
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try what blessings God had in store for

ther,e nations; tliat tlicir past conflict had
been in maintaining their civil liberties as

Jrien, and their spiritual liberties as Chris-

I

tians; that, after a war of ten years, God
I had given them peace ; that there were
[
men who would convert even Divine good-

' ness into wormwood, men of an episcopal
I spirit that knew not God nor how to appre-

j
ciate his works ; that, these apart, they yet

' had a godly ministry, able to search into

the things of God ; that it became them, as
a Parliament, to consider these things, as
well as the peculiar position in which they
themselves now stood, both to the church
and nation. He then concludes thus :

—

" I should be very glad to lay my bones
with yours, and would have done it, with
all heartiness and cheerfulness, in the
meanest capacity I ever yet was in, to serve

,
the Parliament. If God give you, as I

p trust he will, his strength—he Jiath given

I

it you, for what have I been speaking of
J but what you hare done : He hath given
you strength to do what you have done.
And if God should bless you in this work,
and make this meeting happy on this ac-
count, you shall all be called the blessed of

fthe Lord. The generations to come will

bless U8. You shall be the ' repairers of
breaches, and the restorers of paths to

dwell in.' And if there be any higher work
which mortals can attain unto in the world,
beyond this, I acknowledge my ignorance
of it.

" As I told you, I have some infirmities

upon me. I have not liberty to speak more
unto you, but I have desired an honourable
person here by me to discourse, a little

more particularly, what may be more pro-
per for this occasion and this meeting."
The Lord-keeper Fiennes then rose and

addressed the House at great length, in a
speech full of manly thought and rich in
gorgeous style. Bu.siness then proceeded;
Unhappily the feeling between the Lords
and the Commons was anything but cordial
or friendly. The Lower House looked to
the Upper with suspicion and jealousy ; and
the peers were far Ircm being united among
hemselves. Cromwell was under the pain-
ful necessity of summoning both Houses
into his presence, and of exhorting them
to unity, and to the observance of their
jwn rules in the new instrument of Go-
i-ernmciit. This had but little effect. The
two bodies cannot co-exist. One or the
3iher must cease to be, or both must fall

'.ogether. Fifteen short days the Parlia-
pent sat, and it was dissolved !

The Speaker receives a letter from his
Highness, summoning both Houses to meet
lim at Whitehall. Being assembled, Crom-
vell thus addresses them :

—

" The impression of the weight of those

affairs and interests for which we are met
together is such, that I could not Avith a

good conscience, satisfy myself, if I did not
remonstrate to you somewhat of my appre-
hensions of the state of the affairs of these
nations, together with the proposal of such
remedy as may occur, to the dangers now
imminent upon us.

'* I conceive the well-being—yea, the
being, of these nations is now at stake. If

God bless this meeting, our tranquillity and
peace may be lengthened out to us; if

otherwise, I shall offer it to your judgments
and considerations, by the time I have done,
whether there be, as to men, so much as a.

possibility of discharging that trust which
is incumbent upon us for the safety and
preservation of these nations. When I

have told you what occurs to my thoughts,
I shall leave it to such an operation on your
hearts as it shall please God Almighty to

work upon you."
He proceeds to remind them that they

could not be ignorant of those things which
most nearly affected them—affairs abroad
and their difficulties ; affairs at home with
their difficulties. He touches on the Pro-
testant religion as a thing of vital interest

to the nation, and shows how the house of
Austria on both sides of Christendom was
armed and prepared to destroy it, and how
England might become the general object
of all the fury and wrath of all the enemies
of God and religion in the world. He tells

them that if they were apt to boast of being
Englishmen, it became them to do like Eng-
lishmen, and seek the real good of the na-
tion. He impresses upon them that they
were now at peace, and that whosoever should
break it, God would root that man out of the
land. He then alludes to the religious dis-

sensions which were rending all parties—to

the plots and plans of the Cavaliers and their

participants ; to the fidelity of the army ; to

the impossibility of the people of England
ever coming to the enjoyment of true liberty

if another civil war should ensue; to the
dangers which beset the country; to the
wretched condition of Ireland; to the po-
verty and ruin of Scotland—and then prays
God to affect their hearts with a due sense
of these things. His conclusion is grand.

'* While I live, and am able, I shall be
ready to stand and fall with you, in this

seemingly promising union which God hath
wrought among you, which I hope neither
the pride nor envy of men shall be able to
make void. I have taken my oath to govern
according to the laws that are now made

;

and I trust I shall fully answer it. And
know, I sought not this place. I speak it

before God, angels, and men—I did not.
You sought me for it

;
you brought me to
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it ; and I took my oath to be faithful to the
interest of these nations—to be faithful to

the Government. All those things Avere

implied, in my eye, in the oath * to be faith-

ful to this Government' upon which we
have now met. And I trust, by the grace
of God, as I have taken my oath to

serve this Commonwealth, on such an
account, I shall—I must—see it done,
according to the articles of Government.
That every just interest may be preserved

;

that a godly ministry may be upheld, and
not affronted by seducing and seduced spi-

rits ; that all men may be preserved in their

just rights, whether civil or spiritual. Upon
this account did I take oath, and swear to

this Government. And so having declared

my heart and riind to you in this, I have
nothing more to say, but to pray God Al-
mighty bless you.
The Protector, from some intelligence

which had reached him, dreading a combi-
nation between the Parliament and the dis-

affected portion ofthe army, resolved to allow

no time for forming I a conspiracy, by imme-
diately dissolving the Parliament. When
urgedby Fleetwood, and others of his friends,

not to precipitate himself into this rash mea-
sure, he put his hand upon his breast, and
swore by the living God that they should not
sit a single hour longer. He waited not for

his own carriage, but taking the first that was
at hand, with a few attendant guards, he
hastened to the Upper House, sent the Usher
of the Black Rod to the Commons to re-

quire their attendance. The Speaker and
certain of the members proceeded thither.

Cromwell's speech was not very flattering :

—

" That which I told you in the banqueting-
house, ten days ago, was true; that there

are preparations of force to invade us. God
is my witness, it hath been confirmed to me
since, not a day ago, that the King of Scots

hath an army at the water's side, ready to

be shipped for England. I have it from those

who have been eye-witnesses of it. And
while it is doing, there are endeavours from
some who are not far from this place, to stir

up the people of this town into a tumulting,

what if I said, into a rebellion : And I

hope I shall make it appear to be no better,

if God assist me.
" It hath been not only your endeavour to

pervert the army while you have been
sitting, and to draw them to state the ques-

tion about a Commonwealth; but some of

you have been listing of persons, by com-
mission of Charles Stuart, to join with any
insurrection thatmay be made. And what is

like tocome upon this, the enemy being ready

to invade us, but even present blood and con-

fusion? And if this be so, I do assign it

to this cause—your not assenting to what

^•ou did invite me to by your petition and

advice, as that which might prove the settle-

ment of the nation. And if this be the end
of your sitting, and this be your carriage, I

think it high time that an end be put to your
sitting. And I do dissolve this Parliament.
And let God be judge between you andnie !"

This dissolution was a painful necessity.
" If their session had continued but two or
three days longer, all had been in blood,
both in city and country, upon Charles
Stuart's account." So imminent and imme-
diate was the danger, that Cromwell himself
took the inspection of the Avatch at "White-
hall for several nights in succession. On
the night of the very day on which Parlia-
ment was dissolved, the chiefs of this dark
plot against England's protector were dis-

covered and arrested at their rendezvous in
Shoreditch. The avowed design of this

conspiracy was to restore the race of the
Stuarts, an attempt of all others the most
pregnant with danger to the liberties and
happiness of the country.
In this plot Sir Henry Slingsby, the Rev.

Dr. Hewit, a famous royalist divine, and a
few others were conspicuous. Por their

trial, a Justiciary Court was established by
express enactment, which sat for some time,

and administered justice with equal firm-

ness and impartiality. Both the knight
and the preacher were condemed, and, in

conformity with the sentence, Avere be-

headed at the Tower. Others Avere doomed
to the same fate. Not a fcAv were imprisoned,
and subjected to other penalties, more or

less severe. " So the High Court of Jus-
tice dissolved itself; and at this and not at

more expense of blood, the huge Insur-j

rectionary movement ended and lay silent

Avithin its caves again." Once more, andj

Avith more than the spirit of the most chi-

valrous chivalry, has CromAvell " saved pu-

ritan England ; once more approved himself I

invincible abroad and at home. He looks
Avith confidence towards summoning a new
Parliament, of juster disposition toAvards

puritan England and him. With a Parlia-

ment, or, if extremity of need arrive, Avithout

a Parliament, andin spite of Parliaments, the

puritan gospel cause, sanctioned by a highew
than Parliaments, shall not sink while lift]

remains in this man. Not till Oliver Crom*
Avell's head lie Ioav shall English puritanisml

bend its head to any created thing. Erectj

Avith its foot on the neck of hydra Babylon
Avith its open Bible and draAvn SAvord, shalj

Puritanism stand, and with pious all-defi-

ance victoriously front the Avorld. Tha*j

was Oliver CromAvell's appointed functioi|

in this piece of sublunary space, in this sec

tion of swift-flowing time ; that noble, peril

ous, painful function ; and he has manfuUjI

done it, and is now near ending it, aiU

getting honourably relieved from it,"
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In all Ills measures the Protector pro-
cecflcd with the same vigour and enterprise.

Nor could live most distracting distractions

St home take off his attention from foreign

affairs. The poor Protestants of Piedmont
were in a state of deep peril, and Oliver's

sympathies were all with them. He '.vrote

to the French monarch on their hehalf,

and prayed him to snatch these poor sup-
pliants from the hands of murderers, who
had more than once become drunk with
blood. Such were the barbarities practised
on these simple-hearted and primitive be-
lievers, that their mere recital makes our
blood cold. Not only were towns and vil-

lages reduced to ashes, aged people, of both
sexes, were burnt in their houses—the men
were hewn in pieces—the women impaled
naked ; children were torn from their mo-
tiier's arms, and their brains dashed out
against the rocks ! Can we wonder that
Milton, in one of his noblest stanzas, called

to God for vengeance ?

•• Avenge, Lord, thy slaughter'd saints, whose
bones

Lie scatter'd on the Alpine moantains cold

;

Even them who kept thy truth so pure, of old,

When all our fathers worship'd stocks and stones.

For>,'et not: in thy book record their groans,
Who were thy sheep, and, in their ancient fold,

Slain by the bloody Piedmontcse, that roU'd
Mother, with infant, down the rocks. Their moans
The vales redoubled to the hills, and they
To heaven. Their martyr'd blood and ashes

i-OlV

Cor all the Italian fields, where stili doth
sway

The triple tyrant; that from these may grow
A hundred fold, who, having- learn'd thy way,

Early may fly the Babylonian woe."

The sufferings of these poor people lay near
the heart of Cromwell, He did everything
which in his circumstances and high posi-
'ion he could to alleviate their distress, and
n&ure their liberty of conscience and of
orship.

The principle of religious liberty was
ever understood or recognised in this
ingland of ours till the time of Cromwell,
twas left to him to introduce it into the
orld in its force and life. His love of
crty was founded on his love of truth,
hough a Puritan, Oliver was more of the
hristian. He believes in one Catholic

rch, and in the communion of saints,
as the dogma of a creed, but as one of

irod's living truths. He excluded no body
•f Christians from his warm fraternal senti-
aents. His heart was open to all.
Vhen George Fox, that distinguished mern-
er of the Society of Friends, v/as arrested
1 his pious and benevolent efforts by some
ttle. busy official, he wrote to tnc Pro-
;ctor, from his cell, and asked for an inter-
liew. It was granted ; and, after Cromwellm he had conversed for some time, the

Protector said to him. " Come again to my
house, for if thee and I were but an hour a day
together, we should be nearer the one to the
other." And though many of the Friends,
at that period, indulged in such excesses as
to lay them, open to the gravest charges,
and, in some cases, to severe punishments,
yet the spirit of the Protector ever inclined
to mild and pacific measures. " It is certain
that the Protector was for liberty, and the
utmost latitude to ^11 parties, so for as con-
sisted with the peace and safety of his per-
son and government; and even the preju-
dice which he had against the episcopal
party was more for their being lloyalists,
than for being of the good old church."
His opposition to Roman Catholics was not
so much on account of their religious tenets,
as from the fact that they were the sworn
enemies of the Government and the country.
Protestantism had become the law of the
country by a vote of the Legislature, and as
such was imposed upon all men. Still he
was tolerant even to the Papists. He could
be satisfied with nothing short of universal
freedom. When Spain solicited an alliance
with England, he required, as a condition,
not only that the trade to the West Indies
and South America should be thrown open
to his flag, but that that infernal instrument
of oppression and death—The Ixquisitiox
—should be suppressed, and every man
allowed to read the Bible and Avorship God
as he pleased. A Catholic historian has
said:—" When we think of the combats of
the Protestant religion against the Catholic
faith, it was undoubtedly a noble and a
mighty thought to claim for himself the
protection of all the dissident sects, and to
regulate in a fixed and durable manner the
support which England had granted them
on more than one occasion. If it had not

!
been interrupted by death, Cromwell woultl

I
no doubt have resumed a design so much in

i accordance with his genius, and which hi«

I

power would have allowed him to attempt
I

with courage." Cromwell thought it his
vocation to be in the whole world what he
was at home—the great champion of reli-

gious liberty. In all his treaties he stipu-
lated for freedom— the freedom of con-
soience. Listen again to our immortal
Milton :—
" Cromwell, our chief of men, who through a cloud,

Xot of war only, but distractions rude.
Guided by faith and matchless fortitude,

To peaoc and truth thy glorious Avay hast
plough'd.

And on ihc neck of crowned fortune prond
Hast rear'd God's trophies, and his work pur-

sued,
While Darwin strcan» with bjood of Scots im-

bued,
^r J Dunbar field resound thy praises loud,
A.nd Worcester's laure^ce wreaiu ; yet much re-

mains
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To conquer still. Peace hath her victories

Xo less renowned than war : new foes arise,

Threatening to bind our souls with secular chains.

Help us to save free conscience from the paw
Of hireling wolves, whose gospel is their maw."

Cromwell did more than this ; and when
Europe will be free—when civil and reli-

gious liberty shall be as wide as the world

—

on her every banner Avill be found embla-
zoned in characters of light the name of

Oliver Cromwell. .
I

His views were not so enlarged, however,
i

as to lead him to see that perfect freedom of
|

conscience necessarily leads to the entire !

separation of the civil and ecclesiastical
|

power. He was far from regarding the State
|

as a merely human institution. His views
I

were too theocratic. His idea was, that the

supreme magistrate should exercise his con-

science in erecting what form of church go-

vernment he is satisfied should be set up,

and that the public authority should not be

without some sort of director in religious

matters. His good secretary saw further

and clearer. Milton was the resolute cham-
pion of the complete separation of Church
and State. In addressing himself to the

Proiecror, he says, " If you leave the

Church to the Church, and thus judiciously

disburthen yourself, and the civil magis-

tracy in general, of a concern forming half

their incumbrance, and wholly incongruous
v.'ith their appropriate functions, not per-

mitting the two heterogeneous authorities

of Church and State to continue their in-

trigues (with an apparent, though deceit-

ful, reciprocity of support, but to the actual

enfeebling and eventual subversion of

both) ; not allowing any constraint upon
conscience, Avhich, however, will necessarily

continue as long as gold, the poison of the

Church, and the very quinsy of truth, shall

continue to be extorted from the laity, to

pay the wages of the clergy
;
you will cast

down the money-changers, and hucksters

not of doves, but of the Dove itself; I mean
the Holy Spirit of God."

Strong language this of Milton. But the

truth he uttered has been gaining on the

popular mind ever since, and is destined to

triumph in the emancipation of the uni-

versal Church—its spiritual independence,
unfettered liberty, and sun-like glory.

In his various negotiations and treaties

with foreign states, and not less so in the i

prosecution of his warlike affairs, Cromwell I

manfully upheld the honour of the English I

name. His alliance with Sweden he still i

supported; and in its successful enterprises
;

for reducing all its neighbours to subjection,
|

and rendering itself absolute master of the
i

Baltic, he rendered that crown the most efii-
{

I

cient service. As soon as Spain declared
war against him, he concluded a peace and
an alliance with France, and united himself
in his counsels A^ith that powerful and am-
bitious kingdom. Dunkirk was to be be-
sieged by their united forces, and, if taken,
to be given up to the English. The Spanish
army advancing to relieve it, they were to-

tally defeated. The valour of the English ex-
cited universal astonishment. At the end of
the siege Marshal Turenne,who commanded
the French troops, with above one hundred
officers, came up to the English, alighted from
their horses, and, embracing some of the first

commanders, said they never saw a more
glorious action in their lives, and that they
were so transported with the sight of it,

they had not power to move or do anything.
Even Prince Conde, who was associated
with Don John the Spanish general, de-

clared that he had never seen so gallant an
action as that day's performance by the
English was. Dunkirk soon capitulated.

But the French were disposed to claim it

and retain it. They vainly imagined that

they had obtained so precious a morsel from
Spain at the expense of the blood and trea-

sure of England. Xever did they commit
a more grievous mistake. Lockhart, the

English ambassador, a man of consummate
abilities, drew off the English army to an
eminence at some little distance from the

French lines; then, repairing to Cardinal

Mazarine, he, with his watch in hand,
peremptorily demanded a written order for

the delivery of Dunkirk to the English
within an hour from the moment at which
he was speaking, or the treaty between the

Protector and the French Monarch would
be nullified. The Cardinal interpreted this

into a mere threat, but was soon convinced
that it had in it something of reality. The
place was given up within the specified

time. Soon after great demonstrations of

mutual friendship and regard passed be-

tween the French King and the Protector.

Lord Fauconberg, the son-in-law of Crom-
well, was despatched to Louis, then in camp
before Dunkirk, and was received with

every mark of honour. Mazarine, on the

other hand, sen*- to London his nephew,
Mancini, along with the Duke of Crequi, to

compliment the Protector upon the success

of the allied nations, and to express his re-

gret that urgent affairs deprived him of the

honour, which he had long sought, of pay-

ing in person his respects to the greatest

man in the world. Cromwell! that one

gem is sufficiently large and sufficiently

brilliant to adorn thy brow for ever—THE
GREATEST HAN IX THE "WOKLD I ;

Ten

N
Hi
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ENGLISH SCENES AND CHARACTERS.
By William Howitt.

No. I.—A LITTLE MEMOIR OF A GREAT UAS—Co7itinued.

WILLIAM FOX OP NOT'iINGHAM.

0.V all occasions "William Fox struck, -with

all the clearness and intuitive strength of a
superior mind, light through all those

subtleties which selfishness knows how to

throw around any transaction for its own
purposes. On one occasion he was ap-

pointed a trustee for a widow and her chil-

dren, in conjunction with a clergyman of

high standing. On looking into the will it

was found that, by some peculiar wording,
not so much would come to the widow as

was evidently intended by the testator ; but
part of it would go to the children, leaving

the mother in straitened circumstances. On
discovering this, William Fox went to his

fellow-executor, and proposed that, as £60 '

was left to each of them for their trouble, !

they should, under the circumstances, give
;

it up to the widow. i

The clergyman, who, though rich, was
j

not quite so generously disposed as Wil-

1

Ham, replied that he could not do so—
j

making, in fact, a present to the mother, 1

and not to the children ; adding— *' We
|

must not, Mr. Fox, make fish of one and i

flesh of the other."
!

"No," said William, bluntly; "I see'
plainly enough, doctor, it is all Jish that I

comes to thy net;" and, without further!
remark, he marched off to the widow, and I

put into her hand his own £60. •

William Fox was a proof of how com- I

pletely men of firm conduct may put to I

shame even the most ancient and estab- i

lished maxims when they are not sound.
;

He supplied many public-houses with i

hops, and went round to them, at stated I

limes, to take orders. It is an old cus-
i

om amongst such merchants to drink I

soraet-hij^g at these houses, by way of i

jencoura^ing trade, and it has been said i

Ithat this was indispensable ; but Wil-
1

jliain Fox made it a practice never to drink I

itliere. He cared not for the common as-
j

ertion that, if you will not drink in their
)

louses, landlords will not buy of you. He I

inew that he conferred a far greater advan-
}

age on these people by selling a better and I

heaper article than any one else, than by
!

ny trifling quantity that he himself could
rink. His honest dealing, his good-
umoured face and conversation were sure
awake a favourable disposition wherever

e went, and it was not unfrequent that he
ven found an opportunity of dropping a
ood word into the ears of those that assem-
ed in these houses *

One of the worst features of the times
succeeding the French Revolution was the
spirit of infidelity which had crossed over
from France with the republican spirit.

Amongst the artisans of our manufacturing
towns it wrought woful eft'ects ; and William
Fox, on many an occasion, has taken up the
conversation that he has heard going on in
an ale-house nook, and given it a turn
which astonished and delighted every one.
I have heard a man who was present say,

that in a public-house, which was a great
resort of the working classes, one evening a
young man was holding forth in a most
desperately Atheistic strain, and assuring
his audience that the world was formed by
the inherent properties of matter, with a
great deal about chaos, and the necessary
convulsions which had left the world as it

was.
William Fox, who had been standing un-

observed by this orator behind his chair, at

length suddenly broke in with—" I'll tell

thee what, young man; as to chaos and
convulsions iu the earth, neither I nor thou
were there to see them, and, therefore,

should not talk so confidently about them
;

but one thing I can tell thee—there has been
a chaos in thy head, and still is there,

which, if thou does not get reduced with
some degree of order, will, one day, occa-

sion thee such convulsions as I would fain

have thee spared."
The orator was struck dumb by this un-

expected assault ; and, when the laughter
at his startled astonishment had subsided.
William Fox went on and showed what or-

der and beauty there was in the world.

How the very irregularities of hills, valleys,

rocks, and fissures iu the earth, produced in

the early agitations of the globe, had made
it, and evidently were designed to make it,

more habitable, agreeable, and advanta-
geous to mankind. How it was furnished
with not only all the means of life, but with
all sorts of material stored in its bosom for

man to exert his ingenuity upon, and thereby
to embellish life, and give labour and sus-

tenance to all sorts of artists, artisans,

miners, mariners, and skilled workmen of
all descriptions. Finally, how well all this

was reconcilable to the figurative language
of the early Scriptures, and with the purposes
of a wise Creator. If chance did this, then
chance was only another name for God ; for

whatever were the principle and power that

worked and moulded the universe, which
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had given life and enjoyment, beauty and
happiness, to infinite numbers of rational
creatures, were a principle more beyond
conception, and a power more divine, bene-
ficent, and immense, than the faculties of an
archangel, much less the brain of a man
born but yesterday, could comprehend,
through ages of wonder and research.

Every one was delighted, and the inci-

dent was talked of everywhere amongst the
working classes, and did great good.

This truly great man, who, had he had as

large a field of action, would have filled it

with the same truly Christian proceedings
as AVilliam Penn himself did Pennsylvania,
was as much elevated above the ordinary
standard of his own Society as of the world.
The high integrity inculcated and practised

by the early Friends is a genuine and great
glory to them. Much of this as has de-

scended to the present time in the Society,

it cannot yet be denied that the standard of

moral action is by no means so exalted as

it was. Fox, Penn, and their contemporaries
took the great commands of Christ literally,

and without any sophistical attempt to

bend and shape them to their own inferior

purposes. "War, slavery, every oppression,

and every foolish flattery they at once de-

nounced and abandoned. They soared be-

yond the spirit of their times, beyond all

the worldly maxims and prejudices of ages,

into the clear sunshine of the great Gospel,
even Avere it at the cost of life and fortune.

Though much of this spirit, or the rever-

ence of it, still remains, yet it must be al-

lowed that much, too, is lost. The bold-

ness of their virtue is in splendid contrast

to the timidity of ours. In many places,

and especially country places, the general
spirit which formed the discipline of the
Society of Friends has of late years quite

evaporated ; and there have been instances

of sordid proceedings more worthy of a

common court of law than of the disciples

of Fox and Penn. One of these greatly

arrested my attention, when I was a very
young man. Till then I had vainly imagined
that the Friends were walking in the great

spirit of Fox. This rudely awoke me from
my dream, and I struggled hard, but in vain,

for the right,

A meeting-house and land, at Melbourne,
in Leicestershire, had been lent, by a

monthly meeting of Derbyshire, to the
Friends of Castle Donnington, on condi-

tion, that, should Friends cease to exist

there, it should be returned to the lenders.

For eighty years the loan had been enjoyed.

There ceased to be any Friends there, but
the property had become valuable, and the

Friends of Donnington refused to return it.

Of the condition on which they held it, and
by •which they were bound to return it, there

was no question—it stood recorded in their
books. In the world there could be no
wonder at an attempt to evade returning
the property on the conditions—in the So-
ciety of Friends, where they profess to "be
led and guided by the DiAdne Spirit," and
where the " Ancient Friends " had set them
so splendid an example, one Avould have ex-
pected a totally dift'erent result. But the
ancient Spirit was dead. There was not
virtue enough in the holders of the property
to compel them to restore it. There was
not virtue enough in the quarterly meeting

i

to compel them to do the just thing; and a
deputation, some time after, coming down
from the yearly meeting, examining into the
case, and finding it as here stated, yet had
not virtue enough to compel the quarterly
meeting to do its duty. The property still

continues in the wrong hands.
As William Fox was present at the dis-

cussion on this case, I was anxious to know
what was his opinion of it.

" William," said he, *' when that case
was first opened in the meeting, I was not
at all attentive to it. My mind was settled

down into a contemplation of other things.
It had Avithdrawn itself: it was wrapped
up, as it were, into the compass of a half-

penny ball. But it soon struck my ears.

I listened, and was ashamed. Are we come
to this ? Should that property be restored ?

Don't ask me. Ask any child in the street.

Is this house my own ? Then that property
should be given up to its true possessors,
as George Fox would have given it up

—

promptly, manfully, and Avith the satisfac-

tion of the righteous. Ah ! William, these
are days of little men with long fingers !

"

But this true man of the old stamp gave
a still more striking proof of his high and
unshaken adherence to his clear convictions

of truth. When the property-tax, during
the war, was introduced, it was passed ex-
pressly as a war-tax. It stood thus fully

declared, as for the support and prosecution
of the war, in the preamble to the bill itself.

Now, as Friends have always declared war
to be anti-Christian, and as theyhave always
refused to pay taxes contrary to their con-._.

sciences, tithes and church-rates, for in- '''in

stance, but allow them to be taken by
distraint, it was stated in the yearly meet-'

ing of the Friends, that the members oJ

the Society could not conscientiously paj
this tax. Few, however, were the members
who, in this case, imitated the determined
boldness of the first Quakers. There Aven

i:rt:

^0,

eairri:

"Jl

OlBU'

It

some half-dozen, or so, throughout th( cldm,,

country, who stood faithful, and no more oldoai

but amongst these, as Avas sure to be th( kit^\^

case, AA-as William Fox. The facts con Iletid

nected with his refusal to pay this tax, an jOnrJ

so curious that they ought never to be for' '^\t^
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gotten; and the fact most extraordinary of |

all was, that his firm refusal ended in his
|

neither paying one penny of the tax, nor in
j

suffering any rtal hardship for resisting it. j

"When called upon for the tax, he at
j

once declared that it was contrary to

his conscience, and that he could not
pay it. It became necessary for the
officers to distrain, and, for a long time,

they went each half year to take sugar-
loaves or other articles out of his shop, as

being most saleable : but such was the at-

tention excited by this bold refusal, and
the well-knoAvn character of the man, that
nobody wculd purchase these articles, and
at the expiration of the time fixed by law,

they were compelled always to return them
to him.
This is a fact that does not fail to asto-

nish us now-a-days. There must have been
a greater conscientiousness in the authori-
ties of those days, a greater simplicity, than
at present ; a greater sympathy in the pub- I

lie with the assertion of high principles ; i

for nothing could have been easier than for

sufficient articles to have been taken, and
;

sold at a price to tempt the greedy, and a
j

sale thus effected, even were the real but
j

unknown purchasers the officers them-
|

selves. We see this sort of thing done
now continually in the case of church-rates,

and property of £60 value occasionally

taken for six or seven pounds' demand, and
promptly purchased. But such was not the
2d.se at that time. The goods were regularly

aken, offered for sale, and as regularly re-

nained without a purchaser, and were le- I

urned to the owner. It does not appear,
;

lowever, that this was owing to any indii-
^

erence or want of exertion on the part of ;

he commissioners of the tax. They gave
j

hemselves every trouble to have the law
|

nforced. They sent repeatedly for "William
j

'"ox, and expostulated with him. On the

fist of these occasions they were very press-

ing ; and their clerk, a lawyer of notorious
]

haracter, and known by the cognomen of
'

Old Brassey," from his power of face in
j

arrying through any matter, however bad, i

hat his clients set him on, thus accosted 1

Iim :

—

I

" Mr. Fox, what trouble you give to the
j

ommissioners and to everybody by your
|

bstinate refusal to pay this just and neces-

;

ary tax ! I tell you, sir, it is the law of

:ie land, and you must obey it, sir—you
lust bow to it."

I bow like a bulrush to it," said the

Id man, looking much more like a sturdy

Id oak ;
*• I bow like a bulrush to it. I

|

on't resist the law. I let it take its course,

let it go over me. All that I have is in

our power. You take, and don't sell, it

true, because the people won't touch

J-

• ny

..V'J«

;.
*

:-^

jii

.in

pitch, knowing that it will defile the fingers

of their consciences."
" But you must bow to the law in another

way, sir!" exclaimed, sternly, the clerk.
" You must bow down your stiff neck 'in

obedience, and pay the tax. You rmtst

obey the law! "

"So!" said "William Fox; "suppose
then, that an act be passed to set up a new
Nebuchadnezzar's image, wouldst bow down
to it ?

"

•' No, sir ; I would fieemy country first'
"

said the lawyer.
" Yes !

" said William Fox, standing very
calmly with his hands in his capacious
Avaistcoat pockets ; "the wicked flee when
no man pursueth ; but the righteous stands
his ground, as bold as a lion I

"

The blow was so happy and so knock-
down in its might, for the lawyer was so

notorious, that the whole board of Commis-
sioners burst forth into a roar of laughter,

amid which William walked quietly away.
But Old Brassey had not been struck

imder the fiflh rib thus for nothing. He
was aroused to vengeance. Orders were
given to the officers to distrain, and this

time to distrain in such a manner tliat there

should be no escape. Instead of articles

of grocery, furniture was now taken out of

the liousc, which was C(,nveyed, after it was
dark, to a broker's ro./ms, who was in the

secret and the interest of the lawyer. There
was quantity enough taken to make a cheap
bargain of it, and the broker was requested
to use every exertion to dispose of it for

just enough to cover the tax and expenses,

and in the required time. He succeeded:

the furniture was sold, and there was a mo-
mentary tiiumph over the sturdy Quaker.
But scarcely was tne sale effc-cted when the

Mayor called on William Fox and said :

" Mr. Fox what a piece of work do you
occasion about this tax ! Here is a poor

young woman just going to housekeeping
as a milliner and mantua-maker, who has

purchased your iurniture, ana nuw she has

found out tiiat it Is jours, and has come to

me crying her eyes up, saying, * It is Mr.
Fo-x's furniti.;re ; it has been taken from him
for conscience' sake, and I cannot bear to

have it in the house.' So to set her mind
at ease I have taken it of her, 1 can send it

on to you, and you can pay me for it any
time."

" Nay," said William Fox ; "if thou hast

bought the things, they are thine, andtucu
can'st keep them. 1 shall never pay the

ta.x in that roundabout way."
The mayor, however, sent home the fur-

niture, and before the next lialf-year's tax

was due, the war was over, and the tax re-

pealed ; so that WiUiam Fox had not only

strictly vindicated the rights of conscience.
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but never paid a penny to this tax for

wholesale bloodshed, to which the majority
of his fellow members of the Society of
Priends had submitted, William preferred
the martyr spirit of the first age of Quaker
ism to the merchant spirit of this age, and
he stood triumphant and imscathed.

Let the memory of«uch men live for ever.
They are like fountains in the Desert of
Life. They not only give refreshment to

those around them ; they water the valley
of futurity, and send strength and joy to

many a creature that they themselves never
see. The memory of past greatness and
virtue is the prolific source of greatness and
virtue to come. Such men live that thou-
sands of their like may live after thera.

Their actions say daily and for ever—" Go
thou and do likewise I

"

THE PKOGRESS OF PARISH POLITICS.
IN THREE PARTS.

By Silverpen.

PART THE FIRST.
Tex years ago, though desolate and hidden,
I>rnmoor was a Mount tlorcb in the wil-

derress. It was like a lily placed in a gar-

niture of leaves, for the wold swept miles

around it, like a green summer sea, and
thus hid it from all far things, saving the

broad blue heavens which arched it in.

Breadth, and depth, and continuity, were
above and around; but Jonas Topp, the

publican ; Fenner, the squire ; Le Grice, the

curate ; Merton, the philosophic dreamer
;

Tapper, the captain ; Mumble, the corporal;

Tubby, the clerk ; Soaper, the barber ;
Miss

Syrup, of the cottage ; Mary Teme, of the

Grange ; Miss Smithyman, of the hall ; little

Esther, the clerk's 'servant ; Maria, the

forgotten ; and last, but greatest, the lad,

Will. Broadhurst, will best tell what Fern-

moor was Avithin its heart.

In this vital catalogue I have forgotten to

notify one most important personage, Mr,

Tickle, the parish schoolmaster, and this

must not be, particularly as he had a great

opinion of his own learning, and, never les-

sening his dignity by appeal or argument,

always went at once to the foundation of

error, by using the rod very largely in cer-

t lin parish aftai^^s. As this was the case, I

had, I think, better begin with him.

It Avas a bright summer's afternoon,

four o'clock, perhaps, or more, for broad

shadows fell across the quaint little church-

yard to quite as far as the school-house

door ; though higher up, in the western

Avindow of the church, kneeling angels

looked glorified in the scintillating golden

lights Avhich fell heavenAvard upon them.

Just at this time there Avas a great hum
Avithin the school-room, and those Avho

chanced to pass the door could see and hear

that something important was going on ; for

•' Itinna! " " It's mine !
" " Igotit! " "I won

it
! " formed the louder part of this discourse,

of some tAventy-five urchins conjointly, Avho,

judging Mr. Tickle to be deep in his after-

noon's nap, had established a game of

marbles at a reverent distance from the
pedagogue's chair. It, therefore, hap-
pened that the clerk, Avho Avas going to-

Avards the church Avith a ncAV-covered
hassock for the gouty foot of the squire on
the approaching Sunday, stepped on to the
narroAv pavement which ran beneath the
school-house, and putting his head througli
the AvindoAv to peep, coughed immediately,
Avhen he saAv AA-hat was going on. It Avas a
loud, reproachful cough; a metaphor Avith

a strong meaning. In an instant deep Avcre

pens in inkhorns ; strenuously fixed Avere

many eyes upon the hardest Avords ; and
never, I may venture to say, since parish
school-houses Avere built, Avere, as far as

appearances Avent, such a diligent set of
scholars. More than this, the cough must
have had something supernatural in it, for

it aAA-^akened Mr, Tickle, avIio, looking for-

Avard, and beholding the clerk's glassy
eyes, missed the book AA'hich invariably
formed his napping screen, and judging*
Avho Avas sinner in the matter, he looked
round at once ferociously at a fine bright-

eyed boy, seated on a form at the rear of
his desk, for the reason that his laddish Avit

Avas very sharp, and his clothes very ragged;
tAvo things of superlative Avickedness in the

eyes of the parochial Erasmus, Avho, as Avas

very natural, preferred new broad cloth and
dulness.

" You are af it again, are you sir
?**

roared Mr, Tickle, as, slipping off his seat,

he seized the urchin; "abstracting my
book, and letting me hunt for it, yoU|

rascal!"
" Yes ; but here's the sum done," re-

plied the urchin, as, looking fearlessly up
into the pedagogue's face, he laid his fin-

ger upon a page of a Tutor's Assistant,

Avhich Mr. Tickle made much shoAV of, bur

neA'er used, as being, in his private judg-
ment, a book too profound for pauper needs.

"And it Avasn't hard—no, not a bit,"

"You knoAV about decimals?" spoke

I
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with their solutions, had been copied out
and consigned to the clock-case years
before ; and as to do one without the solu-
tion was an impossible thing in the school-

Tickle, whitening with rage. "No ! its a I learning was a shallow thing, these sums,
pretence to hide worser things. Look here !

Mr. Tubby—look here I this is what it is !

"

So saying, the enraged schoolmaster, seiz-

ing a slip of paper he had observed on the
form, carried it with much triumph across i master's mind, he thought to abash tho
the schoolroom to the window, and handed 1 boy and appear great iu the clerk's eyes,
it to the clerk. Its exaoiination in no wise

j
But he was mistaken. There was genius

lulled the pedagogue's ^vrath, for it was a i in Fernmoor, and he knew it nut ; with a
truthful, though harmless, satire against

j

few strokes of the pen the sum was done,
himself in laddish rhyme. " Yes, yes ; this I To deny that it was right was easy ; to ap-
is decimals," he continued, as soon as his

j

peal to the clerk, to lift up the ruler and
wrath permitted. " Yes, this comes on \

fell the boy to the ground, was the work of
edicating the poor. Yes, yes, this comes i a moment, and Tickle would for ever after

on a great lady, like Miss Smithyman,
j

have been the parish Solon had not Square,
paying me over and above for teaching such ! the exciseman, stepped in at that moment
a vagabond. But see the difference, Mr. |

through the door, and inquired what was
Tubby ; see here, Tom BrouTi or Xed

|
the matter. In an instant the bleeding bo^'

Thomas

—

they don't insult their honoured i was on his feet, and Tickle paler tnar.

master . IS'o ; they're content to say, think, i before.

and feel, ' Master knows a deal, and though !
" Stop a bit," said Square, a good-tcni-

we want learning we don't want as much.' i pered, long-headed, north countryman;
That's what tJiey say in their humility; and !

" stop a bit. If schoolmaster can teil a
Avith good smock frocks on, you parish

\
thing o' this sort, here be something a bit

pauper I" {easier. Come, schoolmaster, how's this.-"

As boys, since grown men in Fernmoor,
(
So saying he pulled forth his note-book.

yet recollect, you might have lighted a
candle by the lad's face, it was so red and

and held towards the pedagogue some divi-

sion of measure, very abstruse, thouarh
glowing, for the noblest heart's blood had I very easy to one so learned as Mr. Tickle
flowed there—though pauper blood it was I showed himself to be. But growing pale
called ; and though the pedagogue raised

j
or red, or humming, or saying gauging

his hand to strike, he dared not, for many I wasn't his business, didn't deceive bquare,
of the boys would have rallied round Will,

j
who placing the sum before the boy it was

Broadhurst, leaving, as a matter of course, I done ' in a shorter time than it hud taken
those dressed in broadcloth to shrink to | Tickle to cough. '*Hal ha! bchoolmaster,"
the pedagogue's side, by way of absolving

j
laughed the exciseman, '* your arithmetic

themselves from future whippings. .be of a funny kind. Measure came before
" The Lord have mercy on us, and save

j
algebra, I tliougiit. Eh ! eh I a broken
head for knowing more than schoolmaster
Parson dunna know this, does he. Mr.

us from sin I" piously ejaculated the clerk,

as a sort of placebo to the schoolmaster,
though in his own heart he was right glad ' Tickle ?"

to see Mr. Tickle's pride brought low.
" 'Tis nonsense teaching parish children
more than their katakis, unless they is to

be in the parish ex-sex-i-tif, like you and I,

and then, of course, ' learning is house and
land.' But I'd speak to the squire about
him, or go to Miss Smithyman herself."

" We'll try something else first," growled
the schoolmaster rising, and striding to the

clock-case, in the cavities of which he kept his
private chattels, and which, amongst some
old women of the parish, was considered to

be a great depository of learning. "He
shall have a sum in 'gebra (algebra), and ! tive of customs; neither, on the other hana
see if he can fathom that, eh I ehl" So I to fall out with the schoolmaster, who had

.J.J

saying, Mr. Tickle brought forth some
; some weight in certain quarters of the

scraps of paper, re-seized the boy by his
j
pansn.

ragged shirt, took up the ruler, and thrust-
j

" To think what I have done for this here
parish boy I—to think what I have made ot

him !" whined the pedagogue, scntimeu
tally. " Oh, boys I if you mean to be ah
honour to your parish "

"There, stop; I'm not a woman, ' said

The vestry assembled made choice of
me," replied Tickle, hiding his useless rage
behind parish authority. " Latin and ma-
thematics are not wanted for paupers."

" Xo, no ! Topp says the schoolmaster's
abroad," roared the exciseman; "and it

dunna do to open the public mind too much,
does it ? No, no ; a rural parish hke Fern-
moor does_not want too much light, Mr.
Tubby, does it?" But Mr. Tubby had bv
this time sneaked off; for, as his better
half kept a small chandlery shop, he thought
it quite as well not to cfi'end the represcnta-

], ing one scrap, learnedly covered with figures,

!| before the boy, bid him, at the peril of a
thrashing, to do that sum, whilst the clerk

stood by. Prepared for a case of this kind,

or Tickle's craft was profound, albeit his
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Square, as he stepped to the door, ** nor a '

clerk, but a man ; and so don't tell me of

striking the boy as you did, because he
knew better than yourself. There, learn
the first four rules in arithmetic, and have a
little more human nature in you, and dunna
envy the bright head and good heart of

another, both of which you know you
haven't." With this manly reproof the

exciseman nodded kindly to the ragged
urchin, who still kept his foot firmly on the

spot Avhere he had stood since he had risen

from the ground. Bat this departure gave
the instant signal for a furious exercise of

rule and rod. And now, enraged past all

bounds. Tickle sprang upon the parish boy,

and he resisting, the whole school fell into

commotion ; those wearing broadcloth, and
having comfortable homes, siding with the

pedagogue ; those clad in rags, and with
nothing richer to call theirs than pau-
perism, with him whose sin was a ready
wit. Thus, in order to make a great

show of their scholastic patriotism, the

young broadcloths, willing to save their

own heads whilst vigorously siding on the

orthodox side of the melee, pulled at the

srbool-clock instead of the schoolmaster,

and this being old, heavy-headed, and ill

fastened to the wall—for it had kept the

time of a century of schoolmasters, and set

apart out of eternity the allotted hours for

the seed of moral precept to grow up and
thrive — fell forward with a tremendous
crash upon the very head of Mr. Tickle,

throwing him to the ground, and bedewing
his rusty suit with a full quart of ink, for

on the top of the clock-case, from time
immemorial, the reserve parish ink of Fern-

|

moor had stood. The young broadcloths fled I

one and all out into the churchyard, shout- I

ing out to Mr. Tubby, whom they could
|

espy at the vestry-window, "that Bill Broad- i

hurst had murdered master 1" whereupon i

the clerk came gravely forth, muttering to i

himself a favourite line in reference to the '

heathen

—

'

•' For as their poverty doth rise, so doth their I

rage increase."
!

By the time, however, he had crossed to the '

echool-house, the clock-case had been lifted •

ofi" the prostrate pedagogue, and, though he I

loudly groaned, was slightly cut by the
j

splintered glass, and looked as black as

Sambo himself, he was in spirit quite able

to jump up and battle it out; but it served

his purpose at present to groan before the

clerk. To the clerk were soon added other

witnesses, particularly one little smooth-
faced man, who, hanging on the outskirts

of the crowd, just caught the murderous i

fragment of the talc ; and this, acting like a

galvanic battery upon every nerve in his
|

face, twitcljed and worked, and gave new
{

speed to his feet, which popped in and out
from beneath his white apron like a weaver's
shuttle. It was Mr. Soaper, the barber,
on his way to touch up professionally Miss
Syrup's eight curls—the whole parish well
knowing that she took tea that evening, at
twenty minutes past five o'clock precisely,

with Captain Tapper, who, on an occasion
of this kind, spared an hour from his great
art of bombs and gunpowder, though, as

his excellent servant Corporal Mumble
knew full Avell, the patriotic Briton sighed
at this loss to the nation.

Unlatching the garden gate, which, beside
its trimness and its moss-roses, was full up
to the very porch with raspberries, currants,

gooseberries, strawberries, and cherries,

hanging in nature's own festoons up the cool,

green pathways—for Miss Syrup was an as-

tonishing maker of preserves—the barber
passed into the nicely-sanded kitchen,where
the little woman was standing at the dresser,

with three large jars of preserved cherries

before her, and with a long row of copper
preserving-pans above her head as bright as

burnished gold.
" Shall it be '36, '37, '38. No ! preserved

cherries of this 1839 will be too new for the
dear captain. I'll say, therefore,

"

" Oh, dear ma'am !" said the barber, actu-

ally gasping for breath, " if you only kncAv

—if you kne"w all—iveH, there !—the last day

is at hand you may depend upon it ! Not
even losing so much parish shaving is—is

—

is—oh ! dear, dear
"

" What is the matter ? " gasped the little

woman, turning naler than the ceiling, "not

" Oh dear, no," replied the barber, asso-

ciating the raspberry jam with the true idea—" Oh, no I the Captain, God bless him,
blew off his ncAv grenade this morning at

five o'clock, and an hour ago I shaved him.
But first there 's come a strange gentleman
to the ' Red Lion,' and Jonas Topp is hook-
ing the ' inimy,' as he calls the squire, more
than ever ; Will. Broadhurst has murdered

:

the schoolmaster I and, last they say that

—

that "

,
" What ?

"
)

** They say —" the barber looked round
j

at Miss Syrup's maid, who sat picking rasp-
j

berries by the window.
" Susan," spoke the little woman, "just

go upstairs and lay out my best cap, and
my puce gown." And when the maid was
gone, the little woman peeped forth from
the two doors to see that there were no
listeners ; but the secret being too wonder-
ful to be whispered with a chance of over-

hearing. Syrup took off her cap, and, laying

it upon the dresser, sat down in a chair,

and turned her ear to the barber, who gladly
j

comwunic£|,te4 the mystery which, for au
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hour -at least, had hung pendulous on his

lip, like a ripe cherry.

"Merciful me I" ciaculateJ the little

woman, as she actually blushed with in-

dignation. " Well, young Tom Fonner was
no good, after id\ ; and 1 wonder at it, too,

for he praised ray red currant jelly in '34
;

but —

"

" God bless you, ma'am I don't whisper a
word," reiterated the barber, as he heard
Susan's descending footstep on the stair-

case, "Mrs. Pratt told it to me as a great
secret."

*' He, he I yes, yes ; he, he I Please,
Soaper, let the side-curls hang a little.

Susan, bring Mr, Soaper a glass of my cow-
slip drink. And—and—Soaper, what do you
think of a jar of my best raspberry jam for

the Captain ? " .

" He will like it immensely, ma'am," re-

plied tlie barber, as, sighing sentimentally,
he gave the desired curl a soft flowing
grace. " Yes, ma'am, 'tis a pity that

—

"

" Hush I liush I Soaper, taste the flavour
of the cowslip. You mustn't believe all the
Captain says. Susan bring the glass, so
that I can see the side-curls ; he I he I

"

These flowed so cunningly, and the fla-

vour of the cowslip proved to be so ricii and
peculiar, as to much confirm the good hu-
mour of the little gentlewoman and the bar-

ber, whereupon the former presently retiring

to her chamber with Susan, in a while re-

turned from thence very neatly attired in

the cld-fashioncd, but not-worse-for-wear,
puce-3oloured dress. As matters, both with
regard to Topp and the stranger at the
lied Lion, wanted retailing in a new direc-

tion, the barber took up the great jar, dated
1840, and followed the little woman and her
dog to the house of Captain Tapper.
A band of poor strolling musicians were

playing beside the stone-work and chains
set round the Captain's little front lawn,
whilst, listening to the martial strain, at no
great distance stood the Captain and his

servant, Corporal Mumble, just as Miss
Syrup and the great jar appeared. The
Captain, being a tall spare man, stood as
erect as a flag-staft', and apparently ab-
sorbed with the music, though, in reality,

catechising his servant, the corporal, who,
a pace or two in front, reconnoitered the poor
musicians with much military tact.

" Are they Germans ?— are they Poles ?

—

ate they Cossacks :"—questioned the cap-
lain. *

" Please your honour," replied Mumble,
'' I can't say ; though they ain't the inimy."
" Then welcome them in, and give them

^herewith to eat—and a shilling," replied
tie suspicious captain, as his face lightened

uf with smiles. *' Yes, corporal, foreigners
ire men ; but the French, hang them, ought

to be, and shall be a year hence, blown up
with my new projectile. Yes ! this parich
shall not say Joshua Tapper used gunpowder
in vain. No ! the mounseers may fortify,

they may make their walls of brass—but

—

but—but—my new bomb, when it is com-
pleted, shall blow them and their politics

into the Mediterranean." With this convic-
tion, outspoken for the thousandth time in
words, Captain Tapper (a sort of li\ing
compound of my Uncle "Toby and Captain
Warner, and whose only besetting sin was
a violent hatred against the French, gathered
up in divers campaigns, and brought with
him, like in a strong box, to Fernmoor, at
the close of the war,) stepped up to the little

woman, and taking her arm, led her gal-
lantly into his trim parlour, whilst the cor-
poral and the barber went round to the
kitchen.

Le Grice, the curate, and Mary Teme,
from the ruined Grange, Avere already come.
She, as was well known by that country side,

had been loved, for fifteen years by Richard
Merton, but who, instead of marrying her,
and making the best of his dilapidated for-

tune and the bounteous riches which the
true lover and philosopher*may find in na-
ture, had been mentally inventing and writ-
ing down speculative theories of political

government and human happiness ; instead
of seeing that not out of sjjeailatioji alone,
but out oicutions in alliance, can only come
progressive perfection, whether moral or
political. But this, as yet, he did not
comprehend, or had learnt that thouglit
is only useful as a creator of action;
and that to build, to people, to plough,
to sow, to reap, serve the true future
Infinitely more than dreams I Yes—
wonderful— wonderful — in the old Ked
Lion parlour, at this very firat instant
of the neighbourly meeting, Jonas Topp's
confabulations with the stranger were doing
more for liichard's dreams of the Atlantis,
than a thousand visionary books. Yes, more
for his happiness, more for the weary heart
of Fernmoor, and its cankering prejudices in
so many shapes, than entered even into his
dreams of human good. That moral revo-
lution— that mystery— that doubt— that
wonderment, was—was—was—why, a rail-

way across the \\o\ii—action serving to an
end, in a way which men far beyond honest
Topp in knowledge and in experience
dreamt not of.

Mary looked sad and woe-begone, as
w^omen who have reached thirty-five mostly
do, when they have neither a husband nor
a mental resource ; for, living in the old
Grange with her two servants, life alter-
nated but in cne round, that was from the
fennel in summer to the wood-fire in win-
ter; ffom the blooming climatis through the
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open casement to the feathery snow upon the
leaf-bare wahiut-trees beyond ; or by a mi-
gration like the Vicar of Wakefield from
the " blue bed to the brown." Yet in Fern-
moor the densest ignorance prevailed

;

childlife was untaught, and adult immoral-
ity stepped on the verge of crime ; the
pauper was contemned for vices no man
sought to lessen, and the very souls dead in
the heart of the people, beheld the boun-
teous nature which environed their daily

life, yet recognised and knew it not

!

But Captain Topper's re-entrance with
the little cheerful old maid brightened up
Mary's looks ; and even the abstracted cu-
rate aroused himself. For he was a great
antiquarian, and for thirty years, or more,
had. been collecting materials for and writ-

ing a parish history. Not, unhappily, a
history of what Fcrnraoor was, or was to be,

but as it had been when Tacitus wrote, or
|

some baron of the Roses swept down its i

babes and men with fire and sword. Yet

'

Le Grice was a good man, and an humble
|

man ; he gave from his hundred a year
j

with a generous hand ; but, otherwise, he i

no more lived in the present than a mummy
j

or a petrifaction. But of Bede and Lyd-
j

gate he could tell you ; of St. Chrysostom i

and St. Ambrose, of white and purple, and
of obsolete canons ; whilst of Fernmoor. I

modern Fernmoor, he knew nothing—
|

neither of its crops, its flocks, or, more, its

human souls. The very man he gave in

marriage he would forget by to-morrow, for

with his old quaint books was his memory
;

and having neither wife nor child, and only
one slatternly little maid-servant, who did
just as she pleased, good Captain Tapper,
in spite of the disfiguring article, and the
worthy corporal, had undertaken him : the
one assured that his modern explosiveness \

of gunpov.'der would eventually bring the
parson to modern parish affairs; whilst the
other, wiser of the two, hoped in the end to

make obvious, through the agency of clean i

shirts and darned stockings, that life is a
practical thing !

The corporal had already brouglit in the

tea-things ; and the captain, now ring-

ing for the urn, gallantly placed a chair for

the little woman, for throughout the whole
parish it was well known that that seat was
Miss Syrup's prerogative. " I'm exceed-
ingly Avell to-night—excessively well," said

the captain rubbing his hands, for one of
his oddities lay in informing everybody as

to the state of his health without waiting
for a foregone inquiry; " for our excellent

government icill kuoAV its right in a few
weeks. Yes, ladies, my great explosive

bomb went oft" at five this morning. Yes,
ladies, beautifully. And when the corporal

and I have raised our great earthwork on

the wold, and battered it down again, se-

cundum arton, o^s we ^isei to say at school.
I shall then feel that I have the French in
my fingers—the frog-eaiing mounseers !

For what have we ? V/hy, nothing but
French wines, French olives, French poli-

ties ! If I send to tlie next town for a pair
of gloves tliey are French ; my braces are
French ; and Peg says that the very eggs
she now buys of the travelling chapmen are

French. Pughl I am a Briton, and J.

would spend another tv»-elve years' half-pay
to blow up that nation ; for I hate peace

—

peace is ruining Britain. She is rusting,

upon my honour, ladies, in her very soul !"

*' I never read such things in the county
journal," remarked mild Miss Syrup, put-
ting the sugar as naturally into the cups as

if they were her own; "but Fei^nmoor is

come "to a dreadful pass, if the nation isn't

—

for only think. Captain Tapper, that Will.

Broadhurst has murdered the schoolmaster!

and—and—Alice Butler—but—but—I can't

mention the matter to a single gentleman."
" All the effects of these mounseers and

the v.'ant of war," replied the Captain. "Po-
pulation and French politics are ruining the

nation. But Avhen my projectile has tickled

them on their own coast—when a single one
of them no more dare cross the channel than

wring John Bull's nose—then parishes will

be parishes, and we shall come back to reli-

gion and to-common sense ; but
—

"

" The parish was in an orderly state in

the 19th of Henry VII.," spok? Le Grice,

arousing himself from his latest abstraction,

for his tea was toothsome.
" A fiddlestick for King Henry," was the

Captain's answer. " I tell you, parson,
there is but one golden rule— ' French poli-

tics want British gunpowder.' "

" But will that stop girls from being
wicked, and boys from beating school-

masters ? " asked little Miss Syrup, in her
most innocent manner.

" It will do anything." — *' Mumble !

Mumble!" the corporal had just come in

with a plateful of ham, "nund Peg don't

cut the crust off the toa.st—French, even, in,

our toast: But, Corporal, Britons /mre teeth.

Corporal, let tliose musicians have plenty to

eat, after which they can come outside the

window and play us a tune—but no French
tune—recollect, no French tune."
Mary's gentle laugh at this eccentric sallyi-

brought Captain Tapper back to the duties!,

of the tea-table ; whilst, presently, fiudinf

his tea to be so accurately well creamed SW
sugared, he sighed, for Syrup had astainjtt

her escutcheon ; she would not be Tapper, fet

the reason that her grandmother's maic'en

name had had an article prefixed to it : and thijB

article it was which had decided the Capta'

against matrmiony. At this juncture oft
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tea-table progress the door opened, and the

Corporal thrust in a rueful face. " Please,

yer honour, and the ladies, ye must not
mind waiting five minutes for the toast, for

Peg, yer honour would have off the crust, as

being ilig-int."
" That woman will drive me mad," ejacu-

lated the Captain—" it isn't enough that

*' Tell the gentleman we can sing him
a song of Beranger," was partly heard
through the parlour door ; and if Peg's
obstinacy with regard to the toast had
aroused him, certainly now, forgetful of

everything but his hatred of peace and
Frenchmen, the irritated, unbrotherly Cap-
tain, hearing these words spoken in the

French tongue, bolted from the room, leaving

his guests to follow, or stay, as they willed.

Miss Syrup and Mary followed, and found,
the instant they entered the kitchen, that

the sin of housing French had raised the
Captain's wrath so beyond all bounds, as

not only to have led him to sweep the half-

partaken meal off the table, but now to

seize an old sword of the Corporal's, with
which to drive out the musicians into the
cuurtway, exclaiming, as he did so " French

eat of my bread ! French drink of my cup !

Go on, you Mounseers—go on. ."

" I am French, sir," repUed the elder

musician, respectfully, and, as -if to depre-

cate the Captain's anger, " but a good
friend to

"

" Don't parley-vous to me," choked the

enraged Captain, still following with his

weapon of war. But he was not let off so

easily, for, finding pacifying words fail, the

drum and cornet-a-piston struck up "Marl
brook to the Wars is gone," which so fur-

ther enraged the warlike Captain as to

make him follow them up the village in

single combat. The corporal, who was of a

pacific turn, wisely remained at home ; and
as (from Qld experience) there was no pros-

pect of Captain Tapper's immediate return,

the ladies finished their tea, and then, leav-

ing Le Grice deep in the contents of an old

book he had found on the Captain's three

little hanging shelves. Miss Syrup went
forth, up-stairs and down-stairs with the

Corporal, to " right the dear Captain's

wardrobe," and spy out Peg's delinquen-

cies ; and Mary, putting on her bonnet,

strolled through the Captain's orchard to

the Churchyard.

THE NEPAULESE EMBASSY.

The visit of the Xepaulese Ambassador and
suite to London has naturally excited a great

deal of interest, not only because some twenty-

live years ago we were engaged in an active

war against the kingdom of Nepaul, of which
we aro now the allies and protectors, but be-

ciiuse las excellency is, perhaps, the first Hindoo
of the highest caste who has hitherto visited this

country; and, in addition to having rendered

important services to t!ie East India Company,
is a man of great militaiy prowess and personal

talent.

Since the arrival of theRiponat Southampton,
on the 25th of May last, the principal persons

of the embassy have been seen daily in our prin-

cipal thoroughfares, and at the various places

of amusement with which thisgreat city abounds

;

and liave been followed everywhere by curious

multitudes, anxious to catch a glimpse of their

handsome features and splendid oriental cos-

tume. This curiosity, no doubt, goes beyond
the outward appearance, and many are en-

quiring who these distinguished strangers are,

whence do they come? These questions we
will'briefly endeavour to answer.

The kingdom of Xepaul is situated in the

north-eastern district of Hindostan, and is se-

parated from Thibet and Chinese Tartary by
the snowy range of the Himalayas. It is about
(JOO miles in length, extending from 80 deg. to

88 deg. 50 min. east longitude, and about 100

miles. Its south-western frontier, which consists

ofarange ofrugged hills, also a part ofthe Hima-
layas, adjoins the British provinces of Balu;r

and Oude, once ancient kingdoms, but long

since having formed a portion of the Bengal
presidency. The entire face of the country is

a succession of mountains and valleys, the latter

watered by the Gogra, and other tributary

streams, which flow through them into the

I Gauges. The Himalaya mountains, which form
I the north-eastern frontier, are well known as

containing the highest summits of the globe :

! and of these the most stuijendous peak, called

i Dhwalagiu-i, attains tlie altitude of 28,000 feet,

1 and is either within or immediately ?.djO ning the

!
Nepaulese territcry.

The scenery of the whole kingdom is of <the
most magnificent character, and there in no
portion of Southeni Asia which offers a greater

rewai'd, either to the tourist or botanist, 'i'o

both it has hitherto been nearly untrodden
ground, but the researches of Dr. Hooker and
other European travellers will probably soon
make us more familiar with its character and
resources. All the streams flow southward from
tlie mountains, and enter the British territory

through narrow defiles, which are the only means
1
of access to the country, and which, being easily

j

defended, are the great security against foreign

I invasion.

I The capital, Khatmanda, is situated near the
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27tl3L deg. ofjcnorth lat., and,is a well-built, for-

tified town, containing about 20,000 souls; with
the exception of one or two ether cities of equal
extent, the remaining places are unimportant,
and the rocky nature of the country prevents
its sharing largely in the dense population which
covers the plains of India.

The relations of the East India Company
with this kingdom began in the year 17G7.
Immediately after the retirement of Lord Clive
from the administration, an expedition was
sent to aid the then Rajah of Nepaul, whose
kingdom, weakened by internal dissensions, had
for some years past been invaded and virtually

conquered by the Goorklia tribe, from the pro-
vince of Bahat, who now form the dominant
class of the people.

The expedition proved insufficient to the task
of i-epelling the invaders, and the troops being
required for more serious operations in tlie

Mysore against the celebrated Hyder Ali, were
withdrawn. Treaties Avere subsequently made
by which the Rajah relinquished some portion
of his dominions, but ultimately the Goorkhas
became absolute masters of the kingdom.

The cruel despotism of the government drove,

in 1S06, a large portion of the oppressed iulia-

bitants into the British provinces for refuge,

and soon afterwards the Nepaulese, under their

new rulers, actually invaded our territories,

erecting forts and stockades as they advanced,
and overrunning the northern part of the jiro-

vinee of Bahar. They proceeded to establish

strong lines of posts, which commanded the
great 4-oad from Calcutta to Benares, and com-
municaced witli a fortress of considerable

strength, by which they hoped to secure their

conquest. To these encroachments tiie Indian
Government, which had^hitherto shown great

forbearance, found it impossible to submit, and
as the Goorkha tribe were extending their in-

roads through the protected states in the north
of India, almost as far as the Sutlej, it was de-

cided that measures should be immediately
adopted to compel them to retrace their steps.

Negociations were at first attempted without
success, the Nepaulese continuing their incur-

sions at the very time that they appeared most
anxious for a i^eaceful arrangement.

In 1814 the Governor-General determined
on an invasion of the kingdom, and avery lai'ge

force, under Generals Morley, Gillespie, Wood,
and Ochterloney were despatched by Lord
Moira to secure submission.

The country was at that time entirely un-
known to Europeans, and tlie passes were
strongly defended by forts, and garrisoaed by a
well-disciplined army.

The attack upon the kingdom of Nepaul by
three divisions of the British forces, under the

three first-named generals, entirely failed.

General Gillespie was killed in an assault upon
a small fort called Kalunga, and General Mor-
ley was severely censured on his return for his

recklessness and incapacity.

The remaining division, under General Och-
terloney, was perfectly successful, the enemy
having been defeated in several battles, and
great numbers taken prisoners. The north-
western territory was thus freed from their pre-
sence, and a treaty made, which was kept until

the news of the failure in other parts of the
British army reached the Nepaulese com-
mander.

The unfortunate result of this campaign
greatly raised the reputation of the Nepau-
lese forces, and in February, 1816, another
expedifcon, consisting of no less than
20,000 troops, was dispatched, under the sole

command of General Ochterloney. Tliis emi-
nent soldier very soon accomplished his work,
adopting the Nepaulese plan, so well suited

to a mountainous country, of fortifying every
position as it was occupied : he rapidly took
possession of, and secured all the passes in tho
kingdom, and, turning the position of tli©

Nepaulese army by leading in person a largo

detachment of troops along the mountain
paths, he fought and gained the battle of
Muckwaupoor, whicli destroyed the Nepaulese
army, and placed the capital at his mercy.
The chiefs then submitted, after having shown
great skill and bravery, and a treaty wa«
signed by which tlie boundaries of the king-

dom wei-e settled, and it was agreed that au
English resident should remain at Ivhatmandu
to advise tlie Rajah in all matters connected
with his relations with the Indian Government.
This treaty has ever since been faithfully-

observed.

At the commencement of the war the Ne-
paulese had applied to the Emperor of China,
to whom they paid a small tribute, for aid

against the British, representing that their

object was to make an attack upon the Chinese
empire, after the subjugation of Nepaul. It is

a long way from Ivhatmandu to Pekin, and the

Chinese mode of proceeding not of the most
decided character; at the expiration of two
years, and long after the termination of the

war, the Chinese army appeared in Nepaul.
The General in command sent a message to

the English, to inqiure into the truth of the

report, and professing himself perfectly satis-

fied with the answer of the Government,
severely reprimanded the Nejjaulese, stating at

the same time, that when the English invaded
China it would not be by that route.

The religion of the country is Buddhist—

a

Hindoo sect, so called from Boodh, wlio, under

various names, is worshipped either as an
inspired man or an incarnation of the Deity,

throughout tJie Chinese empire, Japan, and the

various kingdoms of South-Easteru Asia. He
is said to have been born about 3200 yeari

ago, and many extraordinary talcs are related

by his followers of the prodigies which accom-

panied his birth, and of his great genius and
ability, till, at the age of 20 years, he retired

from the world, and having, after a course of
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good actions, attained perfect knowledge and

virtue, was absorbed into the nature of the

Supreme Being. Certain it is that his doc-

trines prevailed at one time tliroughout great

part of continental India, from which its

btUevers were driven, by Bralmiinical perse-

cution, to find a shelter in the mountain dis-

tricts and in Ceylon, to which, as far as India

is concerned, they are now confined. The re-

ligion is a kindof reformation of Brahminism,

1 ejecting entirely the Brahminical priesthood

;

;md wliatevcr defects there may be in its

jjractice, it appears, in theory, to be superior

to the otlier Hindoo sects. The Buddhist be-

lieves that by the performance of certain moral

dutio«, acts of charity, and benevolence towards

others, and particularly by various austerities,

which waste both mind and body, he may
attain a state of perfection, and be ultimately

ab:*orbcd into the Divine essence. He is

taught to trust implicitly to his spiritual

guides, to venerate idols as representing spe-

cific attributes of the divinity, to practice

fi-equent daily ablutions, and to eat and drink

nothing that has been prepared, or even

touched, by the followers of a different faith.

The embassy consists of the Trincfi Jung
Bahadoor, rrime Minister of Nepaul, and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Forces, his two brotliers,

six other persons of military rank, and fifteen

attendants of different classes; it is also accom-
panied by Mr. ^I'Lcod, private secretary to his

excellency, and Captain Cavanagh, political

agent at Is'^epaul. The ambassador left Nepaul
early in April, and was received with the highest

JionoiU's by tlie Governor-General and Council

at Calcutta, where he embarked for Suez, and
after passing through Egypt by the route of the

overland mail, reached Soutliampton on the

•2&th of May, only forty days from the time of

his departure, lie complains much of the in-

conveniences of the voyage ; but states, tliat

his rec&piion here, and tlic wonders winch he
has seen, have more than compensated all his

sufferings. One of the large mansions in Kich-

mond-terrace has been appropriated as the re-

sidence of the embassy, and every object of in-

terest in the city and the vicinity has been visit-

fed by the rrince and his attendants.

"Wherever they have appeared in public, as

on the Downs of Epsom, at the Theatres, Vaux-
liul!, or tlie Surrey Gardens, they have been
received with an enthusiasm which they appear
fully to appreciate. The hospitalities of tlie

Ea?t India House, the Highland Society, and
of several of tlie nobility, liave been freely offer-

ed to them, though tlieir extremely inconve-

nient religion, wliich forbids their partaking of

the luxuries which abouna at these splendid

banquets, compels them to attend rather as

epectators than as guests.

Many anecdotes are told of the dilemmas in

which they have been involved, in consequence
of their strict adherence to the rules of their

faith. On board the steam-ships, kids, .fowls

and eggs, with abundance of vegetables, were

provided for them, and formed their principal

nourishment; and these, with fruits of all

kinds, and from all countries, are still tlieir

chief food. In order to avoid the possibility of

even their cooking vessels or water, whicii was
takrn on board by themselves, whenever it

could be procured, being touched by Euro-

peans, the whole of the fore-part of the vessel

was appropriated to their use, and a special

cooking apparatus erected.

At Southampton the ambassador declined

cnteiing azi hotel, and the offices of the Pen-
insular Company were therefore placed at his

disposal, in order to afford him and his at-

tendants the opportunity of perfect seclusion.

Tlie baggage of the entire suite, contrary to

the usual practice, was directed by the trea-

sury to pass the custom-house unexamined

;

and a package having been accidentally

opened, excited the indignation of the at-

tendants to such an extent, that it is said

swords were drawn, and the unfortunate pack-

age, which contauied a bed or mattress, was
burnt. At the grand dinners which they have

attended, a separate tab]« has always been

placed for their accommodation, covered with

all the delicacies in the shape of confectionery

and fruits which it was possible to procure;

but, except slightly of the latter, it has been
impossible to induce them to partake of any-

thing. The prince is a fluent and graceful

speaker, though not being at all acquainted

with our language, his addresses have of

course been explained by an interpreter.

On tlie 19th ult. lie had an audience of her

Majesty, having been introduced by the Foreign

Minister, at which his credentials as Ambas-
sador Extraordinary from the Kajali of Nepaul
were presented, accompanied by a number of

mo.^t superb and splendid presents, said to be

of immense value. He was most graciously

received, and subsequently attended in state

the di-awing-room at St. James's Palace. On
the occasion of the christening of tlie infant

Prince Arthur, the ambassador and suite re-

ceived the additional honour of an invitation

to the musical entertainment in the evening at

Buckingham Palace.

In person the ambassador is an exceedingly

handsome man, of dark complexion and dig-

nified and graceful manners^ and is i)ossessed

of talents and accomplishments of a very liigli

order. As commander of the forces, he has

successfully conducted some expeditions of

importance, and excels in all military exer-

cises, ijarticularly in horsemanship, of which
some extraordinary feats are recorded, and in

I

the use of the sv.ord and rifle. Tlie dress of

: himself, and of all the chief persons of th«

i

emba.ssy. consists of a magnificent oriental

I
costume, the tunic and turban on state occa-

j
sions being literally covered with diamonds
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and eineralds of great size and brilliancy, and
of almost fabulous value.

Their expenditure, both in travelling and
during their residence here, has been very con-

siderable, and the sovereign of Xepaiil, whose
|

anxiety for more intimate friendship and alli-

ance with this country they are commissioned
to convey, is in every respect most fitly repre-

sented.

THE LOOKING-GLASS.
No. I.—ITS JVIAJfUFACTURE.

The invention of looking-glasses appears to
|

be involved in some obscurity. In Exodus
'

xxxviii. 8, we read—'' Mose.s made lavers of!

bias:;, and the foot of it of brass, of the

looking-glasses of the women which assembled

at the door of the tabernacle of the congre-
\

gation." It appeal's, therefore, that the ar-

ticles referred to in this passage, as looking-
;

glasses, were, in fact, metallic niiiTors. Ac-
j

cordingly, in another book of Scripture, Job
i

xxxii. S, we find the firmament compared to a
|

molten mirror. !

Many mirrors of this kind are found among
'

our collections of Egyptian antiquities. 'J'hey
|

are nearly round, but vary in form, according

to the taste of the owner, and liave handles

of various shapes and substtmces. In tlie

!

liritish 3Iuseum many of tliem may be seen,
i

having handles of wood, ivory, and porcelain.
I

In one instance the handle is in the shape of a .

lotus sctptre, surmounted by the head ofi

Athor, the goddess of beauty, with an in-
\

verted crescent ; in another, the handle has
|

the shupe of a plaited tress of hair, surmounted
j

by two hawks ; and a third terminates in the '

head of a hawk-headed deity ! but the mirror I

in every case is of bronze.
j

Homer does not speak of mirrors ; but they
j

are frequently referred to in the historical
'

times of Greece, and were probably known in
j

that country long before, since every substance
j

capable of receiving a fine polish would answer
j

tlie purpose of a mirror. Thus, basins were
!

employed instead of mirrors, and also cups, 1

the inside of wlsich v, as sometime.^ so disposed,
j

that the imai^e of the per.'jon who drank from i

them was seen jnulliplied. '

The lookin7.;:lasse.s of the ancients were

u-ualiy made oi a composition of tin and
copper, and afterwards more frequently ofj

i^ilvtr. At lir.^t they were made of the purest I

BJlv»T, but iubsequently an inferior metal was
employed. Frequently, too, the polished silver

{

plate was \try slight, but the excellence of I

llic mirror very much depended on the thickness I

of the plate; indeed as the plate was thicker,!

the image was more perfect. Gold mirrors
|

are mentioned once or twice by ancient masters,
|

but it is not improbable that the term golden
]

rather refers to the frame or ornaments than

to the mirror itself, as we speak of a gold
]

watch, though the cases only may be made of

!

that metal.
j

The ancients also formed stones into mirrors,

but so rarely aretheymentioned, that they may
be considered as designed ratiier for ornament
than use. Fiiny mentions the stone now
called the Iceland agate, as particularly suit-

able for this purpose. Domitian is said to luive

had a gallery lined with a sub^tance which
exhibited everything that was done behind his

back. Beckmann considers it to have been a
calcareous spar, Mhich is indeed capable of re-

flecting an image ; but we cannot therefore

conclude that mirrors were formed of it. Xero
is said to have had a mirror of emerald.

The looking-glasses of antiquity were gene-

rally small, and such as could be carried in

the hand. Most of tnose preserved in our

^luseums are of tliis kind. They usually liave

a handle, tliough some are v.ithont this appen-
dage, and are of a round or oval shape. In-

stead of their being fixed so as to be hung
against the wall, or to stand upon the table or

floor, they were generally held by female ser-

vants, befoi'e their mistresses when dressing.

Looking-glasses, liowever, were iUso made of

the length of a person's body, of which kind

the mirror of the celebrated orator Demo-
sthenes must have been when he was accu.<-

tomed to stand before it, that he might detect

and correct some awkward movements of the

body to which he was prone. One apartment

of the poet Horace is mentioned as linetl with

mirrors ; but though it ha.s been doubted wlie-

ther the poet had such an one, it is certain there

were other chambers of this description.

The ancients seem to have had, moreover,

looking-glasses like ours, consulting of a gla.s3

plate covered at the back with a thin leaf of

metal. They wore manufactured so early as

the time of riiny, at the celebrated glass-

houses of Sidon ; but they must have been rery

inferior to those of metal, since they never

came into general use ; nor are they mention-

ed by ancient writers among costly pieces of

furniture, whereas metallic mirrors frequently

are.

Coming now to the looking-glasses in use

among ourselves, we shall find much that is

curious in their manufacture, and also in their

philosophy; we shall consider them in both

these aspects.

The coar.^e green glass, of which wine and

beer bottles are made, as well as tlie cui-gla^a

designed to sparkle on the table, or to liang
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euspcnded from the ceiling, the glass of our I

>vindow-framej«, and the looking-glass now
under consideration, dissimilar as they may I

appear, are all resolvable into two simple sub-
|

tiVdnces, Jlint and an alkali. Only let flint be '

fused with soda or potash, and tlie result of i

melting these substances together is glass.

Pliny asserts that this substance was dis-

covered by accident in Syria, at the mouth of

the river Belus, by certain merchants who were
driven thither by the fortune of the sea. Obliged

to dress their victuals by making a fire on the

ground, where there was much of the plant

called kali ; tliis was burned to ashes, and the

sand or stones of the place becoming acci-

dentally mixed with it, a vitrification tookplace,

from which the liint was taken and easily im-

proved upon. But this is probably a fabulous

narrative. Mankind had made fire in this

way many ages before the town of Tyre existed,

and in certain cases even the ashes of wood
or dried herbs are sufficient solvents.

liut be this as it may, " who," as Johnson
says, " when he saw the first sand or ashes, by a
casual intenscness of heat, melted into a metal-

ized fonn, rugged with excrescences, and clouded
vkitli impurities,—who would have imagined
that in tliis shapeless lump lay concealed so

many conveniences of life as would in time
constitute a great part of the happiness of the

world? Yet, by some such fortuitous liqui-

faction, were mankind taught to procure a body,

at once in a high degree solid and triinspai-ent,

which might admit tlie light of the sun, and
exclude the violence of the wind ; which might
extend the sight of the jihilosophcr to new
ranges of existence, and charm him at one
time with tlie unbounded extent of the material

creation, and at another with the endless subor-

dination of animal life; and what is yet of

more imjKtrtance, might supply the decays of

nature with subsidiary sigiit. Thus was the

first artificer of glass employed, though with-
out his own knowledge or expectation. He was
lacilitatiug and prolonging the enjoyments of
light, enlarging the avenues of science, and
conferring the highest and most lasting plea-

sures; he was enabling the student to contem-
plate nature, and the beauty to behold herself"

In its fusion of flint and alkali, minor cir-

cumstances determine tlie various qualities of
(liflerent kinds of glass. Suppose in the mak-
ing of a looking-glass, plate-glass be used as

the best fitted lor such a purix>se, the ingre-

dients employed will be sea-sand, soda, lime,

nitre, and broken plate-glass. Mucli of the best

sea-sand has been obtained from Alum Bay,
in the Isle of Wight ; but, from whence soever

it be derived, sea-sand is flint, ground or worn
down to the size of small grains by the action

of the sea. The sand must be, indeed, of the

finest and whitest kind, and the grains should
be sharp, and of a moderate size. If very
»miAll. they are likely to clot together, and

consequently not to mix intimately with the

alkali ; and if the grains are large, the fusion

of them takes a longer time. The sand must

also be passed through a wire sieve of the

proper closeness into water, and should be

well agitated, in order to remove all dirt and
impm*ities.

Nor is less c»re required in reference to the

alkali when plate-glass is to be made. Soda,

in this ca.<5e, is proforred to potash, as glass

made with .soda is thinner and flows better

while hot, and yet, when cold, is equally

durable. Another advantage is, that the

neutral salts, of which soda is the base, are

dissipated more readily by the heat of the

furnace, than are the salts of which potash is

the base. The soda must also be used in a

state of considerable purity.

Lime is employed for promoting the fusibility

of the flint and the alkali. From one-fifteeuth

to one twenty-fourth part of tlie whole ma-
terials is tl)e laigest proportion which can

properly be used of this substance. ^langanese

would have the effect of giving a sliglit tinge

of led, but when mixed in due proiwrriou

with the blue of the oxide of cobalt, and the

two combined are met by the natural sliglit

yellow of the other materials, the colours are

so completely neutralized, that scarcely any
definable tint I'emains.

The mixing these materials requires ?rcat

I

care ; and when the sand, lime, soda, and

I

3Ianganese are properly intermingled, they are

\
fritted in small furnaces, wherein the tem-

j

perature is gi-adually raised to a full red or even
' to a white heat, at which point it is maintained;

!
the materials being carefully stirred, till they

I

experience no furtlier change, and until vapour

j

is no longer given ofl". When the process of

I
fritting, which lasts about six hours, is nearly

I

completed, the cobalt andth^ IrckoK glass ar«

I
added. The latter havirig been alieady per-

I fectly vitrified, zcviCiircs but little exposure to

i the tire.

' The ingredients intimately mixed, are now
i cast by means of clean iron shovels into the
' crucibles, which, previously to this, nmst be

. brought to a white heat. These are filled at

once wth the mixture, but as the bulk of tliis

decreases in melting, a fresh portion is added,
and further additions are made mitil the ves-

sels become fully charged with melted glass.

When a crucible is full, the oiHjniug through
which the charge was introduced is materially

lessened with wet clay, so that only a narrow
hole remains, through which the impurities

may be removed, and small portions of tlie

contents may be d^a^vu from time to time for

examination. The scum, which consists of salts,

havmg little or no affinity for flint, and which
rises through the mass, is removed ; it is pur-

chased by refiners of metals, who u.^e it as a
ixjwerful flux. It requires nearly forty hours'

ejcposure to btrong heat, from the time of fill-
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iiig the pots, before the materials are properly

vitrified and in a state for casting.

The glass is emptied, by means of a copper
ladle, from the crucible into a large vessel,

called a cuvette, which has been already

etrongly heated. The cuvette, when filled, is

left some hours in the furnace in order that

the metal may be free from air, and is then
removed to the casting table, over one end of

ivliich it is suspended by means of a crane.

'J'he cuvette is placed at oue end of the table

purposely made higher than the other, and
then tilted over, the contents flowing out on
the easting table, and running down from the

top to the end. The sides of tlie table have
two raised ledges to prevent the glass from
flowing over ; and to render it perfectly flat in

every direction, a metalUc roller, removed to a
small height above the surface by two raised

ledges, one on each side, is passed over the
melted glass from end to end, so that the

glass cools in tliat form. In these processes

the utmost silence is preserved ; the men em-
ployed move about with great caution ; none
arc admitted but those actually engaged in the

work ; and the windows and doors are kept

closed. These precautions are taken to pre-

vent any unnecessary agitation of the air;

were it otherwise the melted glass would be

liable to be rippled or furrowed with inequali-

ties resembling waves.

One end of the casting table is placed near
the mouth of an annealing oven, so that as soon
jis the glass has become solid it may be care-

fully slipped into it ; and one sheet of glass

after another is thus deposited, till the oven
contains as much as it will hold, when the door

is closed and carefully stopped with clay or

cement to prevent the admission of air. Here
the sheets are kept for a fortnight, the tem-
perature being allowed gradually to cool in the

meantime, after which the oven is opened and
the glass removed.
The British Tlate Glass Company carry on

their oi)erations on a scale of surprising magni-
tude. They have a casting-table fifteen feet

long, nine feet wide, and six inches thick, the

weight of which is nearly fourteen tons. The
foundry at Kavenhead, where it is used, is said

to be the largest room under one roof that has

yet been erected in this kingdom; it is ti'S'J feet

long, 1.^5 feet wide, and proportionately lofty,

surpassing, in these respects, Westminster Hall.

The melting furnaces, ranged down the centre,

occupy about one-third of the whole area of

this apartment. It has been observed by Mr.
Parkes that " the spectacle of such a vast body
ol melted glass poured at once from an im-
mense crucible on a metallic table of great

magnitude is truly grand ; and the variety of

colours Avhich the plate exhibits immediately
after the roller has passed over it. renders this

an operation far more splendid and interesting

than can possibly be descril?ed." The anneal-

ing ovens are placed in two rows, one on each
side of the foundry, and occupy the greatest

proportion of the side walls. Each of these

ovens is sixteen feet wide, and forty deep.

Their floors being level with the surface of the
casting table, the plates of glass may be de-

posited in them immediately after they are

cast with little difficulty.

The sheets of glass are cut to a square form
by means of a glazier's diamond. To be polish-

ed, the glass is laid on a table, and imbedded
in plaster of Paris ; it is then sprinkled with
powdered flint, and another large glass being
moved steadily and regularly over the surface

by means of machinery, the powdered sand
grinds one surface of each glass at the same
time.

A coating of coarse emery powder succeeds

to the use of the fine sand, and this is replaced

by emery of a finer grain. The surface is thus
rendered perfectly smooth, but as it is still dull,

the plate of glass is firmly fixed on a large

table, and rubbed over with polishing instru-

ments. These are blocks of wood, covered with
many folds of woollen cloth, and having card-

ed wool between the folds. An oxide of iron,

called calcothal, is sprinkled on these blocks,

and they are then worked over the surface of
the glass, by means of machinery, until it

ceases to be deficient in gloss ; when one side

is thus polished, the glass is turned over, that

the other side may be submitted to the same
process.

In this way then, a large sheet of glass, as

well as those of smaller size, may be pi'oduced.

The comparatively high price of plate glass is

owing to the labour and risk incurred in its

preparation. Not unfrequently does it happen,
that after a sheet of glass has been cast, an-
nealed, ground, and polished, the discovery is

made that there are blemishes in it, Avhich

render it unfit for sale, and cause it to be thrown
into the melting pot. It is only the polishing,

indeed, which elicits the beauty of the ghiss,

or reveals its defects.

According to former practice, when the

glass was ground, ixjUshed, and fully pre-

pared, a thin blotting-paper Avas spread on a
table, or slab of marble, and sprinkled witli

fine powdered chalk. Over the paper was
laid a thin lamina of tinfoil, on winch mercury

I
was iK)ured and equally distributed with a piece

!
of cotton, or a hare's foot. Over tliis was

j

placed a very thin and smooth kind of paper,

upon which, with the lelt hand, the glass-

!
plate was pressed down, and with the right

j

the paper was drawn gently away. The plate

I

was then covered with weights, and the super-

fluous mercury driven out; heavier weiglits

j
were afterwards added, and the plate remained

I
till it became dry, when the looking-glass was

i
complete.

I
In the more modem practice, the common

j
eilrering t»ble is a slab of stone groimd to the
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most perfect degree of evenness, and placed

ill a frame, so that a certain degree of obli-

quity may be given it. All rctmd the margin
is a gutter, through which, at one corner, a
hole is made, so as to allow of the escape of

the mercury when the plug that closes the

liole j.i removed. It is this comer which is

lowest, when the oblique position is given to

the table, ill order that the mercury may run
to it from the other parts of the gutter. On
the silvering table is spread a sheet of tinfoil

of the same size as the glass, or rather a little

longer ; upon which a fluid amalgam of tin and
mercury is poured, and spread over its surface

witli a bru.*"}! till it adheres; more mercury is

tliei? poured ou, till it stand.* about a quarter

of an inch deep over the tinfoil.

The plate of glass being previously made
quite clean, is then .slid gently and steadily on
from a sheet of paper, just dipping below the

surfaces of the mercury, but avoiding to touch
the tinfoil, for fear of tearing it. When the
glass is fairly over the tinfoil, the table is

placed a little obliquely by means of a rack,

when the mercury runs into the gutter, and
the glass subsides on the tinfoil. The whole
surface of the glass is then covered with leaden
seven-jKjund weights, having cloth at the bot-

tom ; by which pressure, at the end of twenty-
four hours the silvering is so firmly adherent
t() the glass, that the weights may be removed,
and the glass raised up in a sloping position,

to allow the mercury to drip off till the sil-

vering has become quite hard.

3[ore recently a machine has been invented
by Mr. Farrow, for silvering glasses, for which

|

lie was rewarded by the large silver medal of i

the Society of Arts. In his arrangements he
|

dispenses with the loose leaden weights, and i

produces the required pressure by mean* of
|

screws. Itfr. Wheeler, a manufacturer of look-

!

ing-glasses, applied tliis apparatus, with some
modifications, to glass plates 47 inches long and
29 inches wide.

3Ir. T. Drayton has made some furtlier im-
provements, which he ha.s secured by patent.
" The table used by ine in .silvering, ' he says,

"is of a similar description to that ordinarily

used; the glass being fixed horizontally upon it

by means of machinery. It is necessary that

the piece of glass should be perfectly level, so

that the liquor poured on it shall act equally

on all parts of tlie surface. The material used

consists of nitrate of silver, to which are added
ammonia, water, spirits of wine, and thirty or

forty drops of oil of cassia. In this state the

liquor can be kept a long time without dete-

riorating. When it is required for silvering,

oil of cloves is to be added to it ; and in pro-

portion to the quantity of the oil of cloves

added, is the length of time required to perfect

the deposit. The deposit takes place equally

well whether the surface is flat or of any other

form. After it is silvered It is washed, to re-

move the impurities which have been dejx>sited

wth the silver; and then placed in a hot-air

closet, where it remains for a few hours until

perfectly dry, when it is varnished, to protect it

from the action of the air, and also from being

scratched. Glasses of any dimensions may be

silvered in the most perfect manner in forty-

eight hours. The silver deposited by this pro-

cess adheres more flrinly than it does by.the

old method. It is also less injurious to the

health of the workmen, as mercury is not used,

and the cost of production is not increased.

Thus, then, we have traced the process of ma-
nufacture. The glass is made, and polished,

and silvered ; it requires only to be framed ac-

cording to the reader's taste; and in another

paper we shall consider the looking-glass in iti

philosophy.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Letter XVHI.

» ilR. Editor,—I proposed in my last to f*i-n.ish some further illastrations of the
Ad saying, •' Wilful waste makes woful want." But, though there are many Lionel
LiEzenbys in the world—persons who might possibly be checked in a ruinous career

)y the relation of such fearful instances of the truth of that saying—yet, as I would
lot expose myself to the charge of exaggerating, and as it may be more generally
iseful to furnish some illustrations taken from every day jiracticeSy I thuik it neces-
ary somewhat to alter, or modify, my text. As the " waste " to which I shall
lofer is not, in most cases, '* wilful," and. as it is not, in most cases, followed by
I' woful want," I have selected another old saying, as the foundation of my observa-

! ions and remarks, " Waste not, want no* ;" or, as I have it in another book,
r Waste not to-day what thou may'st want to-morrow."

]

What I mean by toaste is, the using any article unnecessarily, or the using more
if an article than is necessary, or the using an article.that is necessary in the least

oonomical way. Some people have the happy art of making a little go a great way;
ut the persons I wish to beuefit are tho§e who for want of thought and manage*
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ment, make a great deal go but a little way. While speaking against xcasie^ don t

suppose I wisii to recommend niggardlhiessy or stingyness^ or meanness. This
• latter term, by-the-bye, is often used in a reproachiui sense, as to persons who are
merely -prudent and thoughtful ; desirous, in all things, of '' cutting thoir coat ac-
cording to their cloth," and of living " within their means." I don't think that
stingyness is the besetting sin of -working, or even of poor people. I be-
lieve that "skinflints" are most commonly found amongst those who could
well afibrd to be generous. As far as my observation has gone, I have seen more
instances of willingness to share a morsel and to help a poorer neighbour, among
working and, comparatively, poor people, than among persons who are far better otf

in their cu'cumstances. Still, there is extravagance, and a good deal of vjaste, among
all classes of persons, from the peer to the pauper.

I will not now, ^ir. Editor, say much, about xcaste of time. And yet time is one
of the most prcfious things in the Avorld, and the waste of it is one of the most
serious of aL wastes. The consequences of waste in many other things may be
reiDaired, but tnosrt wilier resuit from. Avaste of time rarely can. My opinion is,

that no human Demsr has a smgle moment to spare—to spend in doing nothing,
much less in douig worse than nothing ; and that all slothful and idle persons, be
they men or be ti^ey women. T\ill have some day to come to a fearfid reckoning.
"Waste of time is a senous matter in reference to household economy ; things will

either be left ui.aone or oe done badly, if the time be wasted in Avhich they might
nave been done Droperly,

I suppose, Mr Ecbtor. I had better not say«nuch about waste of icords, lest any
reader should turn upon me and say, " Physician, heal thyself." And yet, wnat
with chaffing and siandering, quarreling and jesting, there is such an unaccount-
able nuantiry of breath, exhausted in some families, that one is ready to cry out, with
the old cynic, " Save your breath to cool your porridge !" Some people seem to be
always talking, and yet saying nothing ; either nothing to profit, or what would
be far better left unsaid. He was a wise man who said, " In the multitude of
words there wanteth not sin •" and he was no fool who said, " Think twice before
you speak once." The tongues of some people go clitter-clatter, chitter- chatter,

"nineteen to the dozen;" and, after all, what have they said that is either

interesting or useful ? You have bushels of chaff, but scarcely one grain of wheat.
I am not going to decide the question as to whether men or tcomen talk the most

—

that, I think, would be wasting mg words. lVo)nen talk, I know ; but if I am to

judge from what I sometimes hear, and from the long columns of small t}'pe I some-
times glance at in the daily papers that my Jem borrows, I must say that males can,

v.pon occasions, spin a tolerably long yam ! Speech is a noble faculty, and it is a
sad pity when it is used either unprofitably or injuriously.
But to proceed to what are, more obviously, household matters.
PinixG is indispensable in households. But the mode in which fires are kindled

and kept up in many families is very wasteful. I might remai'k on the conduct of
servants ?nd work people, who, not having to jmg for the fuel they consmne, are
often over free in their use of it. Pieces of wood are thrust in, and lumps of coal

are piled on, till there is fire " sufiicient to roast an ox," when but an ordinary
portion is required. This is worse than wasteful—it is dishonest. But I refer to

those who make their oaati fires, and have to bear the expense of fuel. I have seen
as much paper, wood, and coal crammed into a grate at once, as would have
sufiiced, with a little skill, for half a dozen fires. This is sure to defeat its own
object ; the poor flame is unable to rise, and clouds of smoke are pom-ed forth into
the room, spoiling everything contained in it. Then comes puffing and blowing,
poking and stirring, and thrusting in fresh pieces of wood and coal, increasing the
smoke and smother, till there is as much fuel and time wasted in the one act of
getting the breakfast kettle to boil, as would suffice, with management, to get up
the dinner of a large family. A few bits of fresh coal laid at the bottom of the grate,

then a scrap or two of paper or shavings, a few sticks laid across and across, and a
small quantity of nubbly coals and cinders sprinkled over the coals, so as to leave
room for the air or draught to operate, and when this is well kindled up, the tea-

kettle put on, about half filled with water. Thus, T\ithout any use of bellows—

a
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thing I have not had in the house for years—by the time ihe lieartii and tne room
is swept and tidied, there would be a good clear fire. " Sukey " would *• sing," and
breakfast might be prepared in a trice ; and so through the rest of the day—whether
tire be needed for cooking, for ironing, or for any other purpose—with a little

management, a clean, comfortable, neat-looking lire might be secured, and a con-
siderable saving in fuel effected ; at the same time there would be fmver com-
plaints about " bad coals," and about " the wind " being '.' in the wTong quarter.''

Soap, though a great luxury, is one of the necessaries of life. I wish a'l families
of working people so regarded it. Without the use of it, people may exists but they
can hardly be said to /^y^. Its use is indispensable to cleanliness and to health.

Some use it but seldom—many waste it sadly. In the common mode of washing
clothes,*—instead of buying the soap a few days before 'tis wanted, cutting it into

squares, and setting it by to harden—it is often used in a soft state, and then it is

suffered to remain in the hot suds, and a great portion of it wastes away without
being applied to the cleansing of the clothes ; and in its other ordinary uses soap is

left in the pail, or the wash-hand basin, or in some wet place about the sink, till it

becomes as soft as pap, and melts away before half its work is done. Why, people
must know how soon soap dissolves ; and yet the cry is constantly heard— *' Betiy !

how could you be so careless as to leave the soap in the water !
" It is, surely, just

IS easy to lay it up in a dry place when it is not being used ; and if this were
generally done, what waste might be avoided I

Candles are often used in a wasteful- manner. By keeping them too near the
ire-place, so that they become extremely soft, and biu-n out in a very short space
)f time; by placing them in sharp draughts, us passages, staircases, or windows, so

hat they sweal ; by letting them gutter, and not keeping them duly snuffed ; by
dicwing them to burn down into the sockets, so that an inch or two melts away ;

)y leaving them to burn for a quarter or half an hour, while you "just step out on
n errand," or while you gossip Aviih a neighbour. By these and other neglects
nd mismanagements, as much candle is wasted as would suffice for a grand ih\mii-

lation, while the blame is laid on the badness of the tallow, and the dishonesty of
he manufacturer.
Bread is an article of unspeakable value. It is true that it may now be pur-

hased at a cheap rate, but that is no reason why it should be xcastcd. If " windows
I heaven" were opened, and grain was rained down in abundance, even then it

ught not to be wasted. The Teetotalers say that millions of bushels of good grain

, re every year wasted—and worse than wasted—iu the making of various kinds of

itoxicating drinks. My Jem says, that he believes this to be true, and that he
card a teetotal lecturer say, that *' the grain so wasted would supply two millions

f persons with two pounds of bread a day each for a whole year." Tiiis is iright-

il ; and this alone, if there were no other reason, ought to make every person for-

vear the use of strong drink. But I refer now to the waste made in families^ and
; families, too, that I am sure find it difficult to pay their baker's bills. New, and
len hot, bread is used, and loaves are often cut in an ungainful and wasteful man-
er. Pieces of bread and crusts are allowed to remain in the closet, till they
2come mouldy and unfit for use, instead of being collected while they are sweet, and
u'own into soup, or made into puddings. Children, too, are allowed to leave tlieir

xtuals—a thick slice of bread and butter it may be—lying about until it becomes
afit to eat, and is thrown away. It was a rule with my mother, that we children
ere not to have a fresh meal until we had eaten up what she used to call our
orts." Flour, too, is often wasted, in the making bread or pastry, by shedding
on the floor, or by leaving as much sticking about the tub, or pan, or board, as

ould suffice to keep a fowl. In the village where I formerly lived there was an
d vvoman, subsisting almost upon charity, who, observing the waste thus made, used
I ask the loan of the vessel so left, saying, " AVith the rubbings-up of your pan,
id a dust of flour of my own, I can make myself a nice dumpling." In that case
e meal w.is not lost ; but no thanks to those who neglected to use it clean up.
There are many families in which Meat is used without due economy. Either

VoT an ecoioir.icai mole, a$ to time, Ijibour, ami soap, sec Volume I., page 87.
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those parts are purchased Avhich are the least profitable, or the meat is cooked in
the most wasteful way, or due care is not taken of it after it is cooked, so that
portions are spoiled. They say that, '* when a man marries, he has to give one-
half of his meat to have the other half cooked ;" be this as it may, I may safely

say, that many people give one-half of their meat to Hie fire to have the other half
cooked ; and 1 will venture to add—to have it cooked, not only unjjrotitably, but
badly. As I propose, on some future occasion, to say a little on the comparative
merits of different modes of cooking, I will only observe at present, that the most
prohtable portions of meat should be selected, that they should be cooked with the
least possible waste, that care should be taken to preserve the flavour and tlie

nourishing properties of the meat, and that the scraps should be used up, either in

pies or puddings, in hashes or stews, before they have time to spoil.

I think, !Mr. Editor, it is unnecessary to mention other particulars. Those I

have named may set your readers a thinking ; and I hope that, as to most of these,

the old saying will prove true,—" A hint is as good as a /lomily."

And yet this subject of wasting is one on which a homily might well be written.

Amongst the sayings of wliich my dear mother had an ample store, was one which
applies exactly to the subject now before me, '* It is a sin to waste a crumb ;" and
in addition to our being required to eat up Avhat it was judged proper to give us,

we were taught to shake out the table-cloth where the crumbs might be picked up
by the robins and the sparroAvs. I have read a beautiful history of Oxk, who in

days of old provided an abundant meal for five thousand persons ; and wh#n they
were filled, he said, '* GatJicr up the fragments that remain, that nothing he lost."

Now if He, who could as easily have fed five millions as He fed five thousand
would not have a crumb lost, how much less should tee allow anything to be

wasted;—especially those of us, Avho, after toiling Avith all our poAA-ers of body and
mind, find it difficult to obtain a bare subsistence ! The avoidance of Avaste willj

tend, as it Avere, to eke out our store, and to enable us, perhaps, to spare a morsel

to some jjoor creature Avho is in danger of perishing.

The Avords ^'- j)roJiigacy," and ** extravagance,'" are usually applied to those!

persons only, Avho are above the rank of operatives. But I could mentioil

cases in Avliich they are strictly applicable to Avorking men and Avomen, an(

even to persons Avho are dependent, chiefly, upon casual bounty for thei

subsistence. Some months ago, I looked in upon a family consisting of a man
liis Avife, and seven children. The man AA'as employed by the parish authoritie

to break stones on the lagh road ; the Avife, an industrious sober Avomani

Avent out occasionally charing. She had a few fine foAvls, and got a trifle by sui:)piy

i)ig tAvo or three gentlc^folks Avitli new laid eggs. Five of the children Avere at home|
and, except Avhen the mother got a few scraps of meat from the families where sh

Avcnked, their usual dinner Avas potatoes or vegetables, Avith, noAv and then, a re

herring or a rasher of bacon. The husband never brought home a farthing to kee

his family from starvation. On the day that I called the man had, in consequenc

of his having spent fourteen pence on drink the night before, come home to clinneJlm^ci,

The Avoman had got tAVo rashers of bacon before she Avent out in the morning, an"'

"

put them in the cupboard, intending to cook them for herself and the children Avlie

she came home. The man spied these out, lighted a fire, and cooked them, togethc

Avith four new-laid eggs, Avhich Avould have sold for twopence a piece, and devoure]

the Avhole Avithout offering one of the children a single morsel. The fryingpai

Avith a quantity of fat, Avhich the childi-en Avould have been delighted to have hj,

poured over their potatoes, Avas set on the ground near the door, Avhere it wt"
licked clean by a neighbour's dog ! Now, 1 oall that man, though poor, «<'^t^
extravag-.int, and cruel.

"tetlip-*'^^'

As, however, liousehold management is chiefly in the hands of\ AA'omen, Kj, ,|''*

commend these hints to the especial notice of the AVives and daughters of operativiB'-^ ^'^

assuring them that I mean no offence, and that I desire nothing more ardently th

their comfort.

Jul^ 9, 1 850, . Martha MakepeaciBji

"'•^ei

U

re ai\'

PlAN-

stti,

AGE-j
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THE WORKING MAN'S GAKDEN.

No. v.—WORK TO BE DONE THE SECOND WEEK IN JULY.—INSECTS—PLANT-
rROTECTORS—SPINACH—CABBAGE—BEANS—MINT—LAVENDER—SAGE.

Our children -were ofmuch assistance to us last

week, and we must take them to help us this

week also, for insects of various kinds are busy
amongst our vegetables, and fruits, and flowers;

and unless we remov.- them they will soon

destroy all we have Woeu labouring to effect.

Experienced gardeu>.r.i have recommended
many methods for the destruction of these im-

welcome visitants ; but we shall only mention
those which Ave have tried in our own garden,

and found to answer the desired object.

To Remove the Apuides, or black fly,

hich is very injurious to beans and cabbages,

et the young gardenei*s sprinkle the plants well

ith tobacco-water, wliich has been mixed with
ift water in the proportion of one quart to

hree.

To Catch Snails that conceal themselves
cunningly amongst the foliage, and eat up our

8t fruits, let them in the evening scatter

round the plants a few cabbage-leaves, greased

fi the under side ; and early in the morning
j;t them come to the garden, lift up these, and
ike away all the snails or slugs that may be

der them.
Plant-protectors may be formed and ar-

nged by our children as well as by ourselves,

d should certainly be placed round any choice

it-trees or favourite plants. A plant-pro-

ctor is a rim, about three or four inches wide,

tin, zinc, or wood, having about two inches

the outside coated with soft tar. The rim
ust be kept firmly pressed into the ground,
at the depredators may not get under it

;

er it they never can pass. •

Whilst the young hands are thus engaged'
may be occupied hoeing and earthing up all

crops as they advance, giving water where
find the plants require it, and sowing the

of new crops. First,

iWNACii, ol the prickly kind, for winter use

;

then
bage-Seed, for coleworts in spring,

•nt one halfounce will be sulficient for three

•ur yards square.

e would now, according to our promise,

something further about the vegetables

itioned in last week's chapter. AVe began
beans, and so we shall now.
lANS are said to be natives of Egypt, from
06 they were first brought to Europe by the

8. There are many varieties of them,
if which may be classed under two heads—
hite garden bean, and the grey ^eld-bean ;

bearing blossoms delicatolypeaciTled with
streaks, and marked with d black spot.

latter hue is so conspicuous, that it was
ed by the ancients hs a mark of sorrow

;

eie

,,
a

al'

:eii

to?''

:yi'i?l

%

fM

' and the Romans went so far as to pretend that
I they could trace in the shading of the blossoms,
I the characters, or letters which form the word

j

"grief;" and that, therefore, they should be
to a certain extent, considered sacred to the

I

dead. It was on this account they offered them

I

to the gods, as a sacrifice for their departed
friends. Ovid, the ancient Latin poet, thus .

\ describes this ceremony :

I

" The sacrificer came with naked feet; and
' having waslied his.hands, flmig black beans over
I his shoulder, while he repeated quickly nine times,
wlth.cut pausing for a moment, the sentence,

•

' With these beans I redeem myself and mine.'
I All this time he never once looked behind him,
'lest by doing so he should disturb the spirits

whom he believed stood near him gathering
• up the beans."

I Whenever the Romans sowed this vegetable,
I they always carried back a handful from the

I field, and carefully preserved it until the fol-

I lowing harvest ; they also mixed beans with
I every other seed which they offered lor sale.

I Tlie nature of the prejudices which induced
them to ob.^ervc tliese latter customs is not

• now understood ; all we know is, that they in-

I troduced them into this country, and that for
' many centuries our ancestors excelled their

I

teachers in the strictness with which they ob-
served them. The bean is a common article of

' food in Egypt ; and we learn that the ancient
I Israelites used it, from the circumstance of

I
Barzillai's bringing to David in his time of
need a present of beans, with " wheat, and baj'-

. ley, and flour, and parched com." It is

; esteemed as an excellent vegetable in China
• and Japan, and it is the favourite breakfast of
I the Arabs, when stewed with garlic.

At Athens beans were used at the election of
' the senators. The ceremony is thus described
iin ancient history:—

"At a day appointed, towards the close of the

i
year, the president of each tribe gave a list of

. such persons as were desirous of being chosen.

Their names were engraven on brass, and put
into a large uni, with an equal nimiber of black
and white beans. The tablets were then drawn,
and a bean was taken up with each ; if the
bean was black, the individual was rejected

;

I
but if white, he was admitted into the senate."

I In many of our own modem clubs and socie-

I ties, beans are still used at the election of the

I

members.

}
Lv^'EXDER should be preserved as marjorami

I Sage should be cut on a dr}^ day at noon,

j
and preserved in the same way. The green
land the purple' are the only kinds used for
i culinary purposes.
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Mint is a hardy plant whicli -will grow in

any soil, and may be easily propagated by part-

ing the roots in spring. It is used by the
the French as a salad, but ivith us it is cliiefly

valued as a condiment in soups and sauces.

"VVTien about a foot high it should be cut, tied

up into small bundles, then dried, and laid

by in paper tiags.

Saveet Herbs.—We desired that these should
be cut and dried for winter use. There are but
few varieties which are not now in proper
order for tliis operation, so that we may just'

j
look into any cottage garden, and choose a few

I
of those which are best known and most

( approved of.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

FROM JULY 14
July 14, Seventh Sunday after Trinity.

July 14, 1699, died, at Hackney, aged 74, Dr.
William Bates, a distinoruished Nonconformist
divine, whose writings continue to be held iu great
esteem.
July 14, 1789, the Bastile of Paris, the great state

prison of France, was stormed and destroyed by
the populaee. This extraordinary event took place
during- the sitting of the National Assembly con-
vened by Louis XVI. under great exigency. The
French Government at that time afforded no
security to life or property. Persons offensive to
the State were arrested under arbitrary warrants,
called Lettres de Cach't, consigned to the dungeons
of the Bastile, remained there without trial, often
for life, and sometimes "perished from neglect, or
the cruelties incident to imprisonment in the for-

tress. The King, being determined to crush the
popular power, and overawe the National Assembly
in its deliberations, ordered troops to approach
Paris. At this juncture the Assembly addressed
the King, praying. the removal of the troops; he
refused, the troops prepared to enter Paris, the
people flew to arms, the Bastile was taken, and
destroyed; and fatalills prevailed in the Cabinet,
till popular fury arrived at a height uncontrollable,
and the King himself psrished on the scaffold,

with seviaral of his famil3'.

July 15, St. Swithin's-day.—Swithin Jived in the
ninth century. He was preceptor to King Ethel-
wulph, and was by him promoted to the see of
Winchester. There is little or nothing in history
to explain the tradition, that if it rains on St.

Swithin's-day, it will rain forty days following.

It is, however, stated, that Swithin, who died in 868,
desired that he might be buried in the open church-
yard, and not in the chancel of the minster, as was
usual with other bishops, and his request was com-
plied with ; but the monks, on his being canonized,
considering it disgraceful for a saint to lie in a
public cemetery, resolved to remove his body into

the choir, which was to have been done with
solemn procession on the 15th of July; it rained,
however, so violently for forty days together at this

season, that the design was abandoned. This
furnishes no ground for the popular superstition.

It is, however, a fact that the quantity of rain
falling at this period frequently exceeds the mean.
July 15, 1765, died Charles Andre Vanloo, di-

rector of the Academy of Painting at Paris, and
principal painter to Louis XV. He was an easy
and rapid drauglitsraan, was true and vigorous in

colouring, and had a masterly execution ; but his
powers of invention were not great.

July 15, 1)530, George IV. was buried at the
Royal Palace, Windsor.
July 15, 1839, Serious Riots at Birmingham. A

meeting of Chartists having been appointed lor the
evening, the*" police interfered to prevent it, which
so inluriated the mob that a general riot took
place. They set fire to three houses in the BuU-

|jrH TO JULY 20th.
ring, broke into the shops, and committed many
other outrages before the arrival of a strong party
of special constables, armed TOth cutlasses, and
some troops of the dragoon guards and rifle i

brigade, ultimately stopped their proceedings.

!

The dama?e done by the rioters was estimated at

from £30,000 to £40,000.
July 16, 1789, the first French Revolution com-

I menced, accompanied with frightful atrocities,

j
July 16, 1833, the distinctive title of " Tee-

\
totalers" was first given to persons totally ab-

I
staining from intoxicating drinks, at Preston, ki

j

Lancashire. The word Teetotal is a provincial!

j
expression, and of Lancashire origin. It has Uk,

i force of a double affirmative, and expresses afiuai

j

resolve or event. Applied to total abstinence }

means thorough, entire abstinence, in contra
distinction to the partial abstinence practised bjj

1 some persons.

j
July 17, 1674, Dr. Isaac Watte, a Nonconformie

I divine, was borii at Southampton. He was fo
I some time minister of a Dissenting congregatioi

I

in the Metropolis. His reputation as a literal

i
man was greatly extended by liis numerous woric:

j

on theology, and on various branches of scienu
and letters. His "Psalms and Hymns"
still in use in thousands of congregations -ji

! various parts of the world ; and his " Songs, M
I and Divine, for Children," are used in moil
I
schools.

July 18, 18+8, died at Leeds, aged -M, Richar
Winter Hamilton, D.D. He had been an Indi
pendent minister for thirty-four years. As
preacher and Avrlter, he was av<jnmentative an
eloquent. His memory was remarkably retentiv
He was very popular, whether appearing in tl

pulpit, on the platform, or from the press.

July 19, 1674, died, Rembrandt Van Rhyn,
brated as a painter and engraver. His
power was in portraiture, tlious(h he painted *
ral historical pieces. He owed his fame M
painter to the richness and brilliancy of

colouring, and his consummate mastery of chi

oscuro, rather than to the correctness of l

drawing. His etcliinp;s are greatly esteeme
and fetch high prices! " The Woman taken
Adultery," in the National Gallery, is, perl

one of his bej^t pictures. .

July 2J, 1374, died Francis Petrarch, one or'l

most celebrated names in the literatur'j of t

middle ages. He was born in 1306, at Arezzo,

Tuscany. In his twenty-seventh year he fii

saw, at Avignon, the beautiful Laura, whom
has rendered so celebrated iu his poems, butw
did not return his afiection. To dissipate '.

uneasiness he travelled considerably. His 1;

journey was to Venice, in 1373 ; and on his reti

to Avignon, he fell into a languor which ten

nated in his sudden death, he being found dead

his library, with bis head resting on a book.
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. XXVII.—HOW TO READ PROFITABLY.
Paut I.

"We have, in several former articles, shown the importance of Reading, and have

added a few thoughts on Books; but it has been suggested that a word of advice and

direction, to show the working man how he may read profitably, and so as to derive

the largest amount of benefit from this exercise, would be acceptable. We are

most happy to comply with this request, and we say :

—

I. Read with Attextiox. Some persons skim through the books they take in

hand, and, if you were to inquire of them, or they were to ask themselves, how
much they have gained by going through the volume, they would often find that

the labour has been nearly lost. It is evident that they have paid but little atten-

tion. The word " atientio7i" deserves a passing remark. It comes from the Latin.

" ad" " to," and " tendere," "to stretch," and therefore means to stretch the mind

over any subject, or to task its powers
;
just as our arms arc extended, and, as it

were, stretched to embrace, grasp, or reach an object of vast importance, or o

anxious solicitude. The Greeks, to express the action of reading, used a verb,

which signifies, " to know again ;" the Komans borrowed from the Greeks an epithet

which refers to reasoning, for the " Lego" '* I reason," of the Greeks, is the

" Lego," " I read," of the Latins. "We also sometimes talk of *' penisi7ig" a book,

which literally implies that we have thoroughhj \ised or mastered its contents. We
beseech our working friends to mark these expressions, and take good care that

tlicy do notrtad in vain. He who goes through a useless volume feeds his mind

with husks ; but he that reads a good book, without attention, receives no advantage

Av'liatever. He labours in vain, and spends his strength for nought. He might as

v/ell have gone to sleep.

Some persons say they cannot attend, and that their minds will wander from the

matter in hand. We grant that thought is a very fleeting thing, and that it re-

quires very subtle chains to bind it down to any one subject long together. Still it

is noc unmanageable. " The spirit of the prophets is subject to the prophets," and,

if this was said of an influence which was foreign and supernatural, how much more

will the sentiment apply to our own wills and determinations ? Only think to what

a degree of almost perfect self-control some have arrived. It is often the case that

the student or philosopher has a dozen subjects m hanct, all contrary to each other,

and each of an inspiring character, and yet he pursues them without distraction.

In the morning he may first bend his mind to a portion of holy writ, which quite

absorbs him ; he may then read the classics ; afterwards study mathematics ; then

apply liimself to scientific investigations ; study history, poetry, the news of the

day, &c. &c. &c., and yet constrain his mind to attend closely to each of these

topics.

The habit of attention is a great boon, and can be obtained by all. It is only to

I determine to attend, and our minds will soon obey. In the management of horses

,

as well as of children, there is need of resolution. If you do not master a colt, it will

D
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master you ; and so our thoughts will be perfectly Quixotic if we do not restrain thcra.

But as soon as we resolve in good earnest to subjugate ourselves, we can succeed. Per-

haps there is not a better thing to put our mind in harness than to commit some-

thing to memory f and repeat it often, especially in a crowd ; we shall thus bring our

thoughts into perfect subjection, so that we shall be able to read or hear with at-

tention. It is a great mistake to suppose that we have no self-government. Our
word " listen,'' is a striking expression ; it comes from **list " or •' hist," an old Saxon

term for *^desire," and intimates that we have a desire, or, are determined, to hear,

and therefore compel our ears and thoughts to attend. And if in one case we can

speak imperatively to our mind, we can do so in a thousand ; those who doubt what

we say, have only to make the effort, and they will fijid that we are not far from

the truth.

11^ Labour to Understand what you Read. Unless we apprehend the senti-

ments of any author, we are none the wiser. Now, his thoughts are expressed in

his words, and therefore the chief thing is to knov/ the meaning of every term.

This is more easy than man^ imagine ; dictionaries are cheap. Abstinence from

tobacco, sn\iff, and strong drink, would, in a very short tinlc, giyelbur working men
some capital dictionaries ; and hoAv much better to have- a "Wordbook," as the

Germans call it, or a book brim-full of words, and their signification, as our own
property, than to have a nose full of snuff, a throat full of smoke, a brain full of

filthy wash, and a soul full of ignorance ! It will be well to obtam a jwcket dic-

Uonary, so that it can be taken to the shop. Never mind wearing it out. Booksellers

,and printers ought to live as well as other people, and why should not dictionaries be

woni out i.5 well as jackets and trowsers ? It may be pleasing to receive a volumefrom

one's great grandmother, but still it does not say much for the use it has had,vor the

intellect of those through whose hands it has passed. After all, there is a charm in

a volume that has been well thumbed. Books in libraries, with glass-doors before

them, and kept under lock and key, may be very clean, but there i^ reason to be-

lieve that their o-svners' heads are {is free from the thoughts as the vollttfees are from

dust.

Never mind icearing out a good book ; depend upon it that is a good sign. Some
Christians have their Bibles and Testaments too clean by half; if there were more

marks on their religious books, there might be fewer stains of sin on their souls. God
is not served by having the Bible locked up by a clasp. Use your books well, and if

they are worth anything, wear them out ; but never read without nnderstandin(j the

viecning of every xcord. Go to the dictionary, to your shop-mate, your master, the

parson, or any one, rather than be ignorant. Perhaps your little boy, just come

home fron school, car. tell you the signification. Better to be taught by your chikl,

than make hijn, when a man, blu?h that lie has an illiterate father. Besides, it

will freshen the boy's memory, and let him see that yoxx take an interest in his

education by asking him a few questions. Remember that ignorance is the greatest

weakness, the greatest curse ; that knowledge is poAver ; and that by reading and

understanding you can increase your mental power every day ; therefore resolve to

be wise and powerful by all means. There is a limit to the strength of the body ;

but there is no bound to the mental power which the mind can obtain. It can in-

crease for ever, and ever and ever. It is the opinion of some of tlie best philoso-

phical divines, that our intellectual energy will be progressing through eternity.

But there is no progress without an addition of knoAvlcdge, and there is no know-

l^d^e •>vithout tinderstanding;,
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III. Mind youu Stops. The following lines will sliow what nonsense and

absurdity can be made of an author's productions by disregarding the punctuation.

It is called " The Ticehe Wonders." Here it is :—
•' I saw a peacock with a fiery tail

I saw a blazing comet drop do^vn hail

I saw the sky bedecked witli ivy round
I saw a sturdy oak crawl on the ground
I saw a pismire swallow up a whale
I saw the sea brim-full of nutbro^vn ale

I saw a Venice glass full ten feet deep

I saw a well full of men's tears tliat weep
I saw men's eyes all in a flame of fire

I saw a house larger than the moon and liigbcr

I saw the sun even at midnight

I saw the man that saw this wondrous sight."

All this marvcllousness is removed if we place a stop after the words " peacock,"

"comet," "sky," " oak," " pismire," "sea." "glass," "well." "eyes," "house,"

"sun ;" and read the closing half of one line with the beginning of the next ; the

lines will then 1^ read thus :

—

"Tsaw a peacock ; with a fiery tail

I saw a blazing comet ;" &c.

Many people derive but little advantage from wh|^ they read, because they pay no

attention to the commas, semicolons, colons, and periods. Indeed, it is possible to

change a truth into a downright falsehood by this neglect. Half the beauties of-

poetry, and especially of blank verse, depend upon punctuation. Disregard this,

and Milton, Shakspeare, "Wordsworth, Southey, &c. &c., will appear the greatest

simpletons that ever put pen to paper.

IV. PiiONUNCiAffON IS OF GREAT Imtortaxce. We have known words called

by the most outlandish names. The *^ patriarchs" have been termed **partridges ;'

^* austere marc " *^ oijstcr tnan;" ** oblations," ^^ hoblanterns ;" &c. &c. Indeed, the

catalogue mlMit be increased to thousands. And it does not mend the matter if

the word is not pronounced aloud ; because there is a mental pronunciation which

is connected with the eye, and which misleads the mind, and gives it a " partridge

for patriarch," and thus changes Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, into birds, which are

fed to be shot

!

It is a great matter to observe the spelling, and in doing this, to let the eye pass

slowly along th(; syllables. There is nothing like taking a good grasp of

the word by the sight ; there will then be few mistakes. And people should

never frighten themselves at long words. These are all made up of single

syllables, and therefore will not perplex us if we look them fiiirly in the face.

There is nothing so powerful as terror to take away the eye-sight. People that are

frightened, rarely see distinctly ; and those who terrify themselves at a long word,

for the most part read with their eyes either shut or dizzy. *' Indisputableness"

is said to be one of our longest words, and yet it is made up of some of the easiest

monosyllables; " m"-"rf«"-"j3t^<"-" a"-" 6/e"-" Mew." Here we have a littlo

lesson for beginners made out of this frightful word. AVhen we come to a hard

word, which generally means an umisual word, the best way is to obtain the right

pronunciation, and then repeat it twenty or fifty times, until we give the sound

with ease. Hence every one should purchase a pronouncing dictionary ^ and avo

know of none better than "Walkuu's.

We don't like to hear the rich laugh at the poor, because they call " (/eCgrctphy*'
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** geography " &c. &c. They ought to hare taught them better, or else not to sport

with ignorance which they might have prevented. Some of our wealthy folks

have professed to fear that the nation, church, throne and altogether "would come
to an end if Sally, the house-maid, could conjugate the verb ' Ho be;' and

then have laughed at the poor girl for this supposed necessary conversative igno-

rance. This is too bad. However, -we say to every working man and woman

—

Take the matter into your owti hands. Living on charity is poor work, and charity

education is generally as coarse as charity bread or charity flannel. There are now
plenty of cheap books and cheap night-schools, and large numbers of mechanics

who can speak English as well as the Lord Chancellor. Educate yourselves, edu-

cate your children at your owti cost. The money spent in drink and trifles would

do all this. Twopence a week, in most places, can now procure almost a classical

education. Hence, abstaining from a pot of poison and water, would make the boy

or girl a gentleman or lady in speech. And, depend upon it, there is more respect-

ability in Avords than in dress. "VVe have sometimes found people clothed in silks,

satins, superfine cloth, best silk velvet, and ermine, sporting gold watches, chains,

diamond rings, and costly brooches, who lost all their pretensions to aristocracy

the moment they opened their mouths. One word was enough to banish all our

previous notions of gentility. On the other hand, we have travelled with almost

pauper-clad companions, whose speech told us that they had been well educated.

"\Ve have thus digressed a little on pronunciation, but we want our working

friends to rise in every respect ; and we should not make these observations, did we
not know that it is in their power to elevate themselves. Our age is the most glo-

rious that has ever dawned upon the sons and daughters of toil. All may help

themselves if they will. All political restrictions that fetter trade, all taxes that

impede knowledge, all monopolies that rob men and women of their rights*

are Aveaker than a spider's web, Avhen the people resoh'e to use moral and rational

means to abolish them. But this will never be done until we have nmre and better

reading. Many words must be understood and pronounced aright bcrore they can

be the vehicles of correct thoughts, and therefore our observations have more in

them than what is conveyed by the mere idea of elegant and classical diction and

phraseology.

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CROMWELL'S DOMESTIC AFrLlCTIOXS—HIS

OWN SICKNESS — SCENES CONNECTED
WITH HIS DEATH-BED- -HIS DEATH

—

MEWS OF HIS CHARACTER.

CHAPTER XXTX.
Say, why was man so eminently raised

Amid the vast creation ; why ordain'd

Through life and death to dart his piercinj eye,

With thoughts beyond the limit of his frame l

But that the Omnipotent might send him forth,

In sight of mortal and immortal powers

—

As on a boundless theatre—to run
The great career cf justice ; to exalt

His generous aim to all diviner deeds ;

To chase each partial purpose from his breast

;

And through the mists of passion and of sense.

And through the tossing tide of chance and pain,

To hold his course unfaltering ; while the voice

Of truth and virtue, up the sleep ascent

Of nature calls him to his high reward,

The applauding smile of Heaven."

—

Akenside.

That even physical pain may warn and save

a man from vice, is a position which no one

will deny. But there is a higher form o

virtue—the virtue that feels for the sorrows

Virtue is L;trengthened by adversity, of others, and that bears its own ; having
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conscience for its support, and God for its

approver. "It is adversity in some one of

its modifications which alone teaches us
T\hnt V e are. We must be in situations in

which it is perilous to act, before we
can kno^v that we have the courage
which is necessary for acting ; we must
engage with fortune before we know that
we have the power of being its victor."

Ko man was ever schooled in adversity who
was not the better and the nobler. It acts

with li\-ing energy on the roots of all that
is good and pure in the nature of man.
" It is like the influence of the dew on the
plant. "VVe do not trace the operation of a
single drop of moisture ; but we know that
without the cherishing influence of many
such drops, there could not be that flower
wliich is at once so beautiful and so
fragrant."
" Say, does thy secret soul repine to taste

i hs big distress ? Or would'st thou then ex-
change

Those hearts, ennobling' sorrows for the let
(.)f him who sits amid the gaudy herd
Of mute barbarians, bending to his nod,
.\nd bears aloft his gold-invested front,
.\iid says within himself, ' I am a king.
And wherefore should ilie clamorous voice of woe
Intrude upon mine ear ?' Tne baleful dregs
Of these late ages, this inglorious draught
Of servitude and folly, have not yet,
Elest be the Eternal Kuler of the'norld I

Dehled in such a depth of sordid shame,
The native honours of the human soul;
Xor so effaced the image of its sire."

If Seneca deemed the man unhappy whom
the gods had not honoured with aiversity
as worthy of subduing it, then Cromwell is

safe. Sorrow mingled deeply and often in
his cup. The bitter waters laved his feet
at every successive stage of his progress.
Personal and domestic trials crowded into
his history. At the time that his strength
was impaired, that the outer man was fall-

ing into decay, was the circle of those
whom he most deeply loved invaded and
broken. Hampton Court became a house
of mourning. Mr. Rich, the young and
amiable son-in-law of our protector, died on
the twelfth day after the dissolution of the
Parliament. Thus Oliver's daughter, still

only about seventeen, and yet but in the
fourth month of her marriage, was suddeaily
left a widow, llich was the grandson of
the Earl of Warwick. His lordship soon
followed his youthful relative to the house
appointed for all living. Oliver himself
was in his fifty-ninth year, with strength
reduced and health enfeebled. " Incessant
toil — inconceivable labour of head, and
heart, and hand—toil, peril, and sorrow
manifold — continued for nearly twenty
years, now had done their part. Those
robust life-energies, it afterwards appeared,
had been gradually eaten out. Like a

tower, strong to the eye, but with its foun
dations undermined, which has not long to

stand, the fall of which, on any shock, may
be sudden." But what pressed most hea-

vily and cru shingly upon his heart—a heart

distracted with cares, and broken with grief

and disappointment—was the sickness and
approaching death of his favourite daugh-
ter, the Lady Elizabeth Claypole. All his

daughters were models of filial affection, as

well as patterns of every female virtue

—

every higher grace. But the Lady Eliza

beth was the fairest transcript of the family

virtues. She had all " the elevation of

mind and dignity of deportment of one
born of a royal stem, with all the affability

and goodness of the most humble." But
she was now the child of suffering—the

subject of a most painful malady. For four-

teen days the anxious father watched the

dying bed of this beloved child, unable to

attend to any public business whatever.
And when, on the sixth day of August,
1658, she fell asleep, and lay at rest for

ever, it was more than Cromwell could sus-

tain. The sad event came upon him with
crushing force. But his faith triumphed.
The consolations of the gospel abounded.
He not only submitted to the vnll of God,
but acquiesced.

Surt'ering from a tertian ague atlhe time
of this painful bereavement, the shock
which it produced greatly increased his dis-

order. The symptoms daily became more
alarming. Oliver was comparatively ignor-

ant of his real state. The most serious ap-
prehensions were entertained by all but
himself. Even the physicians had but
little hope. And, perceiving their inward
fear betrayed in their very look and man-
ner, he said to them :

" Ye physicians
think I shall die. I tell you, 1 shall not
die ; I am sure of it. Don't think that I

am mad. I speak the words of truth, upon
surer grounds than your Galen or Hippo-
crates furnish you with. God Almighty
himself hath given that answer, not to my
prayers alone, but also to the prayers of
those who entertain a stricter commerce and
greater intimacy with Him. Go on cheer-
fully, banishing all sadness from your looks,

and deal with me as you would with a
serving-man. Ye may have skill in the
nature of things

;
yet nature can do more

than all physicians put together ; and God
is far more above nature." The prayers to
which the great sufferer here refers had
been offered up in deep concert by a com-
pany of godly ministers and others then
present at Hampton Court. On what
ground we know not, but these pious
souls conceived that they had received
a favourable answer to their interces-
sions, and comniunicating theii- impression
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to the dying Oliver, he seemed disposed I

to place more reliance on their assevera-

tions than on the professional skill of his

medical advisers. A day of fasting and
prayer was appointed on his behalf, and
observed with great solemnity both at

Hampton Court and Whitehall. " Prayers
abundantly and incessantly were poured out
on his behalf, both publicly and privately,

in a more than ordinary way ; besides many
a secret sigh—secret and unheard by men,
yet like the cry of Moses, more loud and
strongly laying hold on God, than many
spoken supplications. All which — the .

hearts of God's people being thus mightily \

stirred up—did come to beget confidence in
'

some, and hopes in all—yea some thoughts
in himself that God would restore him." 1

Unfounded confidence this— vain hopes i

these ! Neither prayers nor tears availed S

to prolong his life.

It being now evident that his bodily dis-

temper was but the forerunner of death,
he called for his Bible, and desired an ho-
nourable and godly person there, with
others present, to read unto him the fol-

lowing passage in Philippians—" Not that
I speak in respect of want ; for I have
learned in whatsoever state I am, therewith
to be content. I know both how to be abased
and I know how to abound. Everywhere,
and by all things, I am instructed ; both to

be full and to be hungry, both to abound
and to sufter need. I can do all things
through Christ, which strengtheneth me.
He then said—" This scripture did once save
my life, when my eldest son, poor Oliver
died ; which went as a dagger to my heart

—

indeed it did." And then repeating tlie

words himself, and reading of Paul's sub-
mission to the will of God in all conditions,
he said—" It's true, Paul, you have learned
this, and attained to this measure of grace

;

but what shall I do ? Ah, poor creature, it

is a hard lesson for me to take out ! I find
it so ! " But reading on to where Paul saith—" I can do all things through Christ that
strengtheneth me," then faith began to work,
and his heart to find support and comfort,
and he said thus to himself—" He that
was Paul's Christ is my Christ too

!

And so drew waters out of the well
of salvation." During his aflliction, he
dwelt much on the eternal love of God, the
stability of the covenant, the character and
work of the divine Mediator, the promises
of immutable truth, and the hope of a
blessed immortality. When his wife and
children stood weeping round his couch, he
said :

" Love not this world. I say unto
you, it is not good that you should love
this world. Children ! live like Christians.
I leave you the covenant to feed upon !"

Sich legacy this for a Christian father to

leave hi? orphan fnmiy ! Ht was jiot. liHe

some men, disgusted with life. He did not

covet death that he might cease to act.

Listen to his breathing spirit :
—" Lord,

thou knowest if I do desire to live, it is to

show forth thy praise and declare thy

works." Looking into the unseen—into
eternity, he felt that it was " a fearful thing

to fall into the hands of the living God."
But still his confidence was unshaken. He
grappled with the truth and promises of in-

finite love. What mean these great words.'
" All the promises of God are in Him

;
yes,

and in him amen, to the glory of God by
us—by us in Jesus Christ. ...The Lord
hath filled me with as much assurance of his

pardon and his love as my soul can hold ....

I think I am the poorest wretch that lives
;_

but I love God, or rather the beloved of

God .... I am a conqueror, and more than
a conqueror, through Christ that strength-

eneth me."
Pity that any one should have intruded

on these hallowed moments, or interrupted

the deep current of his thought and feeling.

But the succession must be settled. His
eldest son Richard had been some time

before introduced to the court, and in some
degree familiarized with public business.

From that time he was regarded by many
as the heir and successor to the Protectorate.

He was a man of the most peaceable, inof-

fensive, unambitious character. His ener-

gies and his activity were ever put forth

on the side of humanity and benevolence.

And the question for Oliver now to settle

on his dying -bed was, whether this

son should succeed him. It is said that

a document was drawn up more than a
year before at Hampton-court, sealed and
laid aside, in which the successor was
named ; but this instrument was not to be
found. The name understood to have
been written was that of Richard. No one
can tell. One writer has ventured a con-

jecture. He says: "We cannot refrain

from the supposition that Henuy was the
|

name contained in that secret paper, his J

own second son, and who appeared to pos-

sess most, if not all, of his father's great

qualities. When we think of Oliver's cha-

racter and discernment; when we reflect

that he did not wish his choice to be made
known until after his death ; we cannot
entirely reject the thought that it was
Henry, the former governor and pacificator

of Ireland, whom the Protector had pointed

out as alone capable of carrying on in Eng-
land his work of liberty, prosperity, and
peace." But, in a conversation which
Cromwell had with Ludlow, it is said that

he formally named his son Richard. Be
that as it may, it was so understood; and
now the good man could fall back into the

serene and holier region of spirituality.

In the depth of his confuct, in his great
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death-struggle, Oliver's spirit is in deeper
communion with his God. Nor did he plead
for himself alone. The interest and the
welfare of his people were dearer to him
than life. Conceive of the mighty strivings,

the never-to-bc-spoken yearnings of his

heart when he offered up the following
prayer :—
"Lord, though I am a miserable and

wretched creature, I am in covenant with
thee through grace ; and I may, I will come
to thee for thy people. Thou hast made
me, though very unworthy, a mean instru-

ment to do them good, and thee service; and
many of them have set too high a value
upon me, though others wish and would be
glad of my death. Lord, however do thou
dispose of me, continue and go on to do
good for them. Give them consistency of
judgment, one heart, and mutual love; and
go on to deliver them, and with the work of

reformation; and make the name of Christ
glorious in the world. Teach those who
look too much on thy instruments, to de-
pend more upon thyself. Pardon such as
desire to trample upon the dust of a poor
worm, for they arc thy people too. And
pardon the folly of this short prayer, even
for Jesus Christ's sake. And give us a good
ni^ht, if it be thy pleasure. Amen."
His end was rapidly approaching. Deep

were the workings of his soul. He spoke
but in broken sentences ; and of these but
a few have been preserved. An eye and
ear-witness of the last scene describes it

thus :—Cromwell said, " Truly God is good;
indeed he is. He will not "—then his
speech failed him, but, as I apprehended it

was, " He will not leave me." This say-
ing, " God is good," he frequently used ail

along; and would speak it with much
cheerfulness, and fervour of spirit, in the
midst of his pains. Again, he said, '* I

would be willing to live to be farther
ecrviceable to God and his people ; but my
work is done. Yet God will be with his
people." He was very restless most part
of the night, speaking often to himself.
And there being something to drink offered
him, he w.'is desired to take the same, and en-
deavour to sleep. Unto which he answered,
" It is not my design to drink or sleep, but
my design is, to make what haste I can to
be, gone. Afterwards, towards morning,
hemsed divers holy expressions, implying
much inward consohition and peace; among
the rest he spake some exceeding self-de-

basing words, annihilating and judging
himself. And truly it was observed, that
a public spirit to God's cause did breathe in

him, as in his lifetime, so now to his very
last.

When the sun rose next morning, it

ushered in his beloved and virtuous 3rd of

September—the day so celebrated tor hia

military triumphs, the most fortunate in
his fortunate life, and always kept as a
season of thanksgiving and joy, since the
memorable victories of Dunbar and Wor-
cester. But before the sun of that day set,

Oliver had "entered the eternities, and
rested upon his arms there." With what
inimitable force does Carlyle remark on the
departure of this great, this greatest man
from our world of time. " The exit of
Oliver Cromwell and of English Puritanism;
a great light, one of our few authentic solar
luminaries, going down now amid the clouds
of death. Like the setting of a great victorious
summer sun ; its course now finished. ' So
dies a hero ! Sight worthy to be wor-
shipped !

' He died, this hero Oliver, in

resignation to God ; as the brave have all

done. Here is a life-battle right nobly
done. Seest thou not

—

' The storm is changed into a calm,
At his coinniand and will

;

So that the waves which ra?ed before,
Now quiet are, and still

!

' Then are they glad, because at rest
And quiet now they be ;

So to the liavcn lie tiiein brings,
Which they desired to sec.'

* Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord !'

blessed are the valiant that have lived in the
Lord. * Amen, saith the Spirit.' Amen

;

' They do rest from their labours, and their

Avorks follow them.*. . . .Oliver is gone ; and
with him England's Puritanism, labori-

ously built together by tliis man, and made
a thing far-shining, miraculous to its own
century, and memorable to all the centuries,

soon goes. Puritanism without its king is

kingless—anarchic ; falls into dislocation,

self-collision ; staggers, plunges into even
deeper anarchy ; king, defender of the pu-
ritan faith, there can now none be found.
. . . .The genius of England no longer soars
sunward, world-defiant, like an eagle through
the storms, mewing her mighty youth."
His death created no common sensation

among ail classes. The consternation and
astonishment of the people were inexpres-
sible. Their hearts sank within them. The
nation was in tears. Most of the sovereigns
of Europe went into mourning. Cromwell
was buried, with more than regal pomp, in

Westminster Abbey, and his requiem was
sunjf by a thousand bards.

His character has been set forth, on the
one hand, in the most extravagant pane-
gyrics ; and, on the other, it has been treated
with the most virulent invectives. It has
been said, "What can be more extraor-
dinary than that a person of private birth

and education, no fortune, no eminent
qualities of body, which have sometimes,
nor shining talents of mind, which have
often, raised men to the highest dignities,
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sliould have the courage to attempt, and
the abilities to execute, so great a design
as the subverting one of the most ancient
and best-established monarchies in the
world ? That he should have the power
and boldness to put his prince and master
to an open and infamous death ? Should
banish that numerous and strongly allied

family ? Cover all these temerities under a
seeming obedience to a Parliament, in
•whose service he pretended to be retained ?

Trample, too, upon that Parliament, in

their turn, and scornfully expel them as

soon as they gave him ground of dissatis-

faction ? Erect in their place the dominion
of the saints, and give reality to the most
visionary idea which the heated imagination
of any fanatic was ever able to entertain ?

Suppress again that monster in its infancy,
and openly set up himself above all things,
that ever were called sovereign in England r

Overcome, first, all his enemies by arms,
and all his friends afterwards by artifice ?

Serve all parties patiently for awhile, and
command them victoriously at last ? Over-
run each corner of the three nations, and
subdue with equal facility, both the riches

of the south and the poverty of the north ?

Be feared and courted by all foreign princes,

and be adopted a brother to the gods of the
earth? Call together Parliaments with a
word of his pen, and scatter them again
with the breath of his mouth ? Reduce to

subjection a warlike and discontented na-
tion, by means of a mutinous army ? Com-
mand a mutinous army by means of sedi-

tious and factious officers ? Be humbly and
daily petitioned, that he would be pleased,
at the rate of millions a year, to be hired as

master of those who had hired him before to

be their servant ? Have the estates and lives

of three nations as much at his disposal as
was once the little inheritance of his father,

and be as noble and liberal in the spending
of them ? And lastly (for there is no end
of enumerating every particular of his glory),
with one word, bequeath all this power and
splendour to his posterity ? Die possessed
of peace at home, and triumph abroad ?

Be buried among kings, and with more
than regal solemnity ; and leave a name
behind him not to be extinguished, but with
the whole world, which, as it was too little

for his praise, so might it have been for his

conquests, if the short line of his mortal
life could have stretched out to the extent
of his immortal designs ?

"

Even Hume, who so often dipped his pen
in gall, is forced to admit that " if we survey
the moral character of Cromwell with that
indulgence which is due to the blindness
and infirmities of the human species, we
shall not be inclined to load his memory
•with such violent reproaches as those which

I

his enemies usually throw upon it. Amidst

I

the passions and prejudices of that period.

I that he should prefer the parliamentary to

j

the royal cause, will not appear extra-

j
ordinary ; since even at present some men

i of sense and knowledge are disposed to

I

think that the question, with regard to the
justice of the quarrel, may be regarded as
doubtful and uncertain. The murder of

the king, the most atrocious of all his

actions, was to him covered under a
mighty cloud of republican and fanatical

allusions; and it is not impossible but he
might believe it, as many others did, the

most meritorious action that he could per-

form. His subsequent usurpation Avas the

'

effect of necessity, as well as of ambition

;

nor is it easy to see how the A^arious factions

could at that time have been restrained,

without a mixture of military and arbitrary

authority. The private deportment ofCrom-
well as a son, a husband, a father, a friend,

is exposed to no considerable censure, if it

does not rather merit praise. And upon the

whole, his character does not appear more
extraordinary and unusual, by the mixture
of so much absurdity with so much penetra-
tion, than by his tempering such violent am-
bition and such enraged fanaticism, with so

much regard to justice and humanity."
Nor can we omit the testimony of Merle

D'Aubigne :
" What most distinguishes

Cromwell above all great men, and especially

above all statesmen, is the predominance in

him, not only in his person, but also in his

government of the evangelical and Chiistian

element. He thought that the political and
national greatness of Britain Avould not be

established in a firm manner, unless the pure
gospel was communicated to the people, and
unless a truly Christian life flowed througli

the veins of the nation. Its blood -was

frozen ; and he thought that in order to

restore their former vigour to the British

people, Christianity must again set their

hearts beating. Of all political systems,

surely this is as good as any other •

Much has been said of Cromwell's ambition.

This made him take up arms ; this made
him become Protector ; tJiis agitated him
during the discussion on the kingship. The
ambition of one man I And is this all that

I man can see in his life ? It is a paltry man-
ner of viewing history. In truth, it was a

very different thing, and very different

thoughts, which filled Oliver's bosom. It

was not a feather in his caj) that occupied

his mind : he was fighting the great battle

against the papacy and royalty of the middle

ages, the greatest that history has had to

describe since the establishment of Chris- ,

tianity and the struggle of the Reformation.
The result of this battle was the deliverance

of the present age, and of ages yet to come.
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"Without Cromwell, humanly speakinj?, li-

berty would have been lost not only to Eng-
land, but to Europe... .If there ;is anyone
man who, in past times, has contributed
more than another, more than all others, to

the wonders of the present day, that man is

—Oliver Cromwell. The existing greatness

of England is but the realization of the plan

he had conceived."

ENGLISH SCENES AND CHARACTERS.
Ev William Hoavitt.

No. II.—A LONDON LIFE.

Tilt readers of" The Arabian Nights "imagine has a few precious stones iu it too.

thot nothing so wonderful can ever have oc-

curred on the surface of this wonderful world
of ours. Those cliarmmg palaces of Ilarouu

Alrascliid ; those beautiful princesses ; those

enchanted gardens ; amazing lamps of Alad-
din ; those valleys of diamonds, and islands of

pleasure, amid ever-bright Indian seas ; those

genii, good and evil, now rising from tlic bosom
of the ocean, all sweetness and amiability, and
now soaring up fi'om an uncorked bottle in

terrible majesty to the very clouds ; tliey are

all admirable fables for driving dull care from
our liours of retu-ement, but far too v.ild for

the sober realities of this earth.

They who think so are immensely mistaken.
Greater wonders are to be seen any day in tliC

week, and that without travelling to the Ea:;t,

or coming witliin sight of either a palm-tree or

a Bedouin's hut.

We have only to walk out into our own
London to convince ourselves. There are

more astonishing things collected there \vithin

the compass of a few square miles than Sclu^-

herazade erei* talked of or deamed about. The
fairy palaces and gardens, the miraculous
music, the beautiful women, the wondrous
wealth, the strange things that would startle

any Sultan and confound any magician, by the

exliibitiou of powers before Avhicli the ancient

biiagic wand would become a i-ush.

These things are in London thick as the blos-

soms on a May-tliom. " AVhat sort of city is

London ?" asked his friends of a distinguished

U'renchman. " It is no city," he replied, " but
I province covered witJi houses." In this pro-

hince covered witli houses the heroes, monarchs,
and necromancers of oriental fable would cut

a very poor figure. There tlie merchants are

princes. In Leadenhall-street stands the palace

3f the kings of Hindostan. The Greatest ^fogul,

the Emperor of the Great Mogul, and of all tlie

Moguls, and Rajahs, and Maharajahs, Nizams,
md swarthy Sultans, is just 3Ir. Shepherd, the

.hairman of the India House. We should like

:o know what General Jung Bahadoor Kun-
.vur Ranajee, the Nepaulese Ambassador, thinks

f a few things which he has seen in tiiis little

own of ours. Ilis cap is a mass of d'umonds,
ut he must have had evidence on every side

lat John Bull's cap, the cap-i-tal of England,

The Bank
of I2ngland, to wit, consists of rather precious

stones, having iu the heart of them some
£18,000,000 of gold, besides all the repre-

sentative value of the floating cash of Eng-
land. Why, the country of diamonds is ours ;

and the land of black diamonds, a still more
desirable possession, with whose jetty jewels

our necromancers do their enchantments. With
them Watt, and Telford, and Stephenson, have
yoked the di'agon of steam to the stupendous car

of commerce. With their aid our ships fly over
tlie ocean in defiance of wind and tide; our
trains of coaches rush over the land and strike

through the very bowels of the hills with their

daily tins of thousands of travellers. With
them 3Ianehester spins for the world, and
Birmingham forges the arms that keep the
world in subjection. In the front of the Royal
Exchange stands the black statue of the man
who "lick'd the man that lick'd all Europe;'
and General Jung Baiiadoor Kunwur Rana-
jee sits at the opera ofLa Tempcsta, wondering
at the creations of Shakspeare; vrhile Sir

Charles Napier sits on the plains of Hindostan.
wondering at the creation of British valour and
enterprise. That wondrous empire of the ^ast
which Alexander the Gi*eat peeped into, but
which Clive, and Comwallis, Wellesley, and
Napier since conquered ; making it an appen-
dage to that territory of the little woman of
Windsor, v,-hich stretches through all climates

and all seas, from near the North Pole in Ame-
rica to the Antarctic ; with Australia in one
spot, certain little allotments in China, some
pretty isles in the West Indies, a house of call

at the Cape, a good large hunting-ground in

Hudson's Bay, and a handsome fishery in New-
fomidlancl.

"What was 3faugraby the magician to
Stephenson the magician? We require no bird.

Rock, to carry our news to the end of the world.
Steam is the Rock of the IDth century. Our
necromancer's rod is the telegraphic wire. In-
stead of the flying carpet a balloon would not
be a bad substitute, but an express train is a very
much better. Sinbad the Sailor would find

scores of sailors in our ports who could spin as
long and as amazing a yam. And then what
ports! Oh, ye merchant fleets of Arabia, jus^

sail up the Thames and compare yourselves >
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ye merchants of Bagdad and Bassora, just

look at our warehouses in the miles of London,
St. Katherine's, East and West Indian Docks I

Truly, what are " The Arabian Nights" to the

Nights or Days of London ? Mere moonshine.
The wealth of this one town would make that of

the world kick the beam. And what of " Forty
Thieves?" London can furnish its forty thousand.

In all things good, bad, and indifferent, London
beats the wonder-loving Orient on that scale

' forty thousand-fold. And as for adventures,

what a story is there ! If one could know but
the adventures of one single day in the great

Babel, political, mercantile, and miscellaneous,

turf transactions, and Hudson humbug ; in

trade speculation, stock-exchange trickery,

wholesale hoaxes, and lucky and unlucky
turng on a gigantic scale,—what a book

!

And not less strange a book would be tlie

sober relation of a few of the ordinary lives

and progresses of London men. From Dick
"Whittington to Sir James Duke, what a
biographical dictionary! What a strange trac-

ing tliere would be of little streams running
out of distant mountains and moorlands into

the grand and fathomless ocean of London
wealth ! What ragged and footsore wanderers
there would be seen starting off from solitary

Scotch clachans or shepherds' sheelings, from
Glasgow or Edinburgh wynds, from Yorkshire

wolds or Lancashire factories, all turning their

faces towards the great Mecca of Merchaut-
dom, the city of King Lud, and growing
through more wonderful metamorphoses than
caterpillar or tadpole undergoes, into the men
of millions—the masters of the massy immen-
sity of Biitish affluence—the creditors of

princes, and the rulers of the world. Such
men swarm about you as you tread the

crowded pavements of Cheapside or Cornhill.

Catch the first man you meet by the button,

and, if he does not knock you down, or liand

you over to the police before you can explain

your object, he can turn into the Cock or Old
Joe's with you, and tell you a more wonderful
story of what brought liim there, and made
him what he is, than the story of " Thalabar,
that wild and wondrous lay," with the Dom-
daniel caves under the I'oots of the ocean to

boot.

Other places can show you au old man or

two who has created himself, if creating

means making something out of nothing, and
fumi.?h you wth a narrative of more astound-
ing growth than that of Faust's demon, which
out of a dog swelled in a few seconds into an
elephant ; but such things are not found in

L ondon merely, they are actually sown thick

<p.s beans or barley, multitudinous as the gnats

on a summer marsh, or as plans for the great

exhibition house in Hyde-park. Every third

man has a history worth knoAs'ing.

Let us now take a single grain out of the

heap, a single leaf from the great metropolitan

tree. It shall be one of the least wonderful,
but it shall be true, and such as exemphfies
the very every-day manner in which you stum-
ble on such passages. When you have read
this, step out, and the first man you meet will

most likely tell you something just like it.

He will say, ten to one, " Oh I tliat is noticing

to my case."

In I/ad-lane I one day met an old Quaker
from tlie country, whom 1 had known many
years, but did not expect to see iu London.
He was seventy years of age, and lived at

least one hundred and forty miles from town.
Yet here he was pacing along at an easy rate,

as calm and apparently meditative amid the

crushing throng as if lie were seated in the

corner of his silent meeting in the midland
counties. He was a man of strong shrewd
sense, and as little encumbered with the

wealth of this world as Socrates or Aiidrew
Marvel. Accosting him, I asked wljat could

have brought him up out of his quiet and
remote place into this jostling scene. He
was up attending a committee of the House of

Lords.
" And now," said he, " having done what I

came for, I am going dowoi to S to visit

my old friend Joseph J .'"

" W^hat 1 is Joseijh J an old friend of

yours ?"

" To be sui'G he is," replied my old acquaint-

ance. "We were plough-boys together iu Not-

tinghamshire. We slept together the niglit

before we parted ; Joseph to come to London
and I to go apprentice to a shoemaker."

" But Joseph J— ," I said, " is a very rich

man."
" True." said the old friend—" and I am a

very poor man : but what I tell thee is the

truth. If vegetation thrives best in the country,

men thrive fastest in town. Joseph has grown
certainly, but he has not outgrown the memory
of his old friend. I always go to see him when
I' come to London, though that is not often

;

and I assure thee we talk over witii much
pleasure the old times at the plough tail. W
break clods, fodder cattle, and laugh over oui

laddish triclcs as morily as ever."

I expressed a desire to know how his friend

had got along so well.
" I will toll thee," said he, and thus pro-

ceeded :

—

" It was some years after we parted that 1

first came up to Loudon. It wius a Strang*

stunning place to me, who scarcely knew a sou

in it, and I was naturally anxious to make ou

my old crony. But it was like hunting a needl«

in a bundle of liay. Still I determined to mak
the search, and after an arduous labour I a

length found my friend Joseph with a porter'

knot on his shoulder. He was heartily gla'

to see me. I enjoyed much of his society, i:

the evenings during my stay, at his comfortabl

lodgings. Wc compared fortunes. There \va
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not much to choose between lis. Joseph was
Well off as a i)ortf-r, and I was well ofl" as a

shoemaker. AVe were both Avell-to-do accord-

ing to our notions, and thanked God for it.

Some years elapsed before I again got to

town. Onca more I sought out my friend. lie

J'.atl long left the lodgings where I had visited

liim, and the people could give me no clue to

him. I went to friend Bevan's, of I'lough-

court, the chemist, where Joseph used to work
as a jwrter on my former visit. There they

informed me that Joseph w»s still connected

with the concern, but was gone home to his

dinner. They furnished me with his address,

and I wont on at once to call on him.

Arrived at the place, I was astonished attlie

house indicated in the address. It was large

and handsome, and evidently could only be

occupied by a man of liberal income. "There
is i^ome mistake," I said to myself. I again

referred to the address. The street, and the

number were as I had before read them. There
was uo mistake there, and yet there seemed a

great one in the house it.-Jelf. At first I

tliought I must ask some of the passers-by

whether there was another street of that name
in tlie city, but again I thought the shortest

way would be to ask if Joseph J— still lived

there. I knocked and inquired—" Yes," was
the reply— my amazement rose immensely.

The sight of the ample raid capacious hall ; the

look of solid Avealth ; the respectability of the

servant who opened the door, all confounded

me, till it Hashed upon me—"Oh! it is the

liouse of Joseph's master ; no doubt he is in

some capacity of service here too."

3Iy nam J was asked, and I was soon re-

quested to walk in. I was conducted to a

handsome dniing-room, where sat my friend

Joseph at a table that bore all t!ie marks of

commanding the best markets. 3Iy friend rose

and received me most cordially, lie .seemed

very much at home, and my mind was just as

mucli at sea.

" What can this mean?" thought I. " Joseph

master here I" Tlie porters knot came across

me. but the knot which the porter himself

l;reseuted, sitting at sucli a table, in such a
i house, as coolly as if tlierc were nothing

extraordinary in it, was a gordian knot to

me. I coulil not untie it ; and before I could

attempt to cut it, n>y friend desired mc to sit

down, and cut some roast beef I ate in wonder
and silence. My dinner was, however, soon

done, for the appetite of my wonder put out the

appetite of my stomach, just as the sunshine

puts out a fire. I looked round mc. The only

ix)rter that I could see was frothing in the glass

at my elbow; but the best of furniture, the

richest of Brussels carpets, the finest \\ines, in

the solidest of glass and silver, struck me dumb.
Dmner over, my old friend, not with u new
face, but with new facings, wonderfully trans-

mogrified, Hud yet in his quiet, simi)le manner,

ju.st the .same, said—" Come, Samuel, my friend,

let us adjourn to the alcove in the garden and
smoke our pipes."

" I arose and followed him. "NVe passed
througk the ample house into as ample an old
garden ;—there were many gardens there then ;

tliey are all built over now. There were hot-

beds, and graiK'-houses, aud a fine conservatory f

of flowers ; huge walls covered with fruit-trees,

and at the eud a spacious cool alcove, in which
was a table, with pipes, tobacco, and cooling

drinks, and summer fruits.

We lit our pipes, sate awhile in silencp,

and then, casting my eyes on the peaches
figs, and melons on the table,

—

" They are fresh, Samuel," said my friend,

"they are just gatiiered in this garden, aiid

look well ; don't they ? So help thyself; or

if thou prefers thy pipe, why let us talk old
times over a little."

" Xay," said I, gatliering courage, ** they
are the new times, I think, that want talking

over. Why, how comes all this about,

Joseph ? Hast thou married some rich

woman }"

" I am not married, Samuel," said he.
** Then, prithee, what means all this great

house, and thou the master of it ? Haa
somebody left thee a fortune.'"

" Why," said he, " such a fortune as

Jessy Kersey, the American public-friend,

said his father had left him—the knowledge
of the art of living on a little."

" A little ! dost thou call this a little !"

I exclaimed. " Why, I am astounded,
Joseph, at what I see. It seems to me a
dream. Why, thou must have grown rich

as an alderman."
"Ah, my friend, don't be deceived by

appearances," he replied; thou dost not
know what I have suti'ered since \\e last

met. I have had dreadful losses, I assure

thee. I have lost seven tliousand pounds
by lending to my friends."

" Seven thousand pounds !" 1 said, " why,
it is a very fine thing to be able to lose

seven thousand pounds. Thou couldst not
have done that when we slept togetlier, tlie

night before we parted to go "prentice."

"That's true," said he, "but thou .see

what I have gone through. I dare say thou
hast not had such losses down in the

country. All has gone pretty smoothly
with thee, I hope."
"Ohl extremely smoothly," I replied.

" There have been no inequalities in my
course. I have had no tumbles, because
1 had no elevations to tumble from. I have
had no losses, because I had nothing to

lose. My friends could borrow no seven
thousand pounds from me, for I never had
seven thousand shillings to call my own. I

was a poor shoemaker at first ; I am a poor

shoemnker now ; and I expect to remain so
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to the end. But as there is evidently a I masses of spoiled matter to be thrown by
wonderful difference between thy a^/ and my

I
Joseph to the refuse-heap. Still the ex-

awl, I am naturally curious to learn how I periments Avent on, for it was a point of
this has come about—if it is not impertinent
in thy old fellow plough-lad to ask it."

*' Oh ! by no means," said my friend,

taking his pipe from his mouth, and, after a
pause, and with occasional quiet puffs inter-

spersed, giving me this narrative.
Soon after I had last seen him, he be-

came the regularly-engaged porter at the
Plough-court establishment. Here his eyes
Wjere not idle, any more than his back. He
saw many curious things going on in the
laboratory, and he began to inquire in his

own mind into what was the nature and
mystery of chemistry. He soon learned
that there were treatises on the subject,

and, without saying anything to any one in

the concern, lest he should be thought too
inquisitive, and disposed to pry into more
than might be agreeable, he procured one
of these, and diligently studied it. As he
proceeded, his interest in it increased. He
was struck with the many wonderful pro-
perties existing in what before appeared to

i

him dead and inert matter. He began to
i

comprehend thC'Uature of the processes and
the manipulations which he saw going on
daily in the laboratory. He began to feel a
curious interest in the articles produced,!
and which he daily carried forth to despatch'
to ail parts of the kingdom. He procured,,
by degrees, apparatus, and commenced ex-|

periments at his own lodgings. After
sundry claps and bangs, which startled the
people of the house, and after explosions
of gases, which sent forth stenches enough
to poison Tobit and his dog, he began to

succeed, and thereby was seized with such
an enthusiasm, that, narrowly escaping
blowing off, first the roof, and then his own
head, he was compelled to seek fresh quar-
ters, and to grow more careful.

Issuing, however, unscathed from this

perilous period of self- prosecuted initiation,

he went on swimmingly, and performed in

little every experiment which he saw going

vital interest both to the public, which
would, in the event of success, obtain a
much purer and more effective supply of
this important article ; and, of course, to

the scientific credit and commercial advan-
tage of the house, if it came to be the first

to introduce it. When this endeavour had
continued for some months, and yet was
attended with total failure—notwithstanding
the theoretic persuasion that it was per-
fectly practicable — one morning Joseph
presented a paper containing a quantity of
white powder to the head of the firm, and
modestly asked what he supposed it to be.

Mr. Bevan looked at it— examined it

more carefully — was evidently greatly
struck with something in its appearance,
and carried it away to another party in the
house. There was immediately a close
consultation, and testing of the article

—

and Joseph was soon sent for into a private
office, and asked where he had procured it.

" I have prepared it," said he,

"How! why it is calomel, of the very
quality we are seeking to produce."
Joseph was eagerly requested to state by

what means he had obtained this result, in
which they themselves had so completely
failed ; and the astonishment of the parties

may be imagined when he proceeded to

inform them that he had not been inatten t ive

to what had been going on ; that he had
conceived a great interest in the subject;
and, taking some of the refuse matter
thrown away, had experimented upon it,

according to his own ideas—and that was
the product.

This disclosure, of course, led to further
questioning as to the knowledge which he
possessed of chemistry, to which he gave a
candid reply, and the firm found that, in the
guise of a porter, they had got in reality a
genuine chemical genius. The porter's
knot was clapped on other shoulders, Joseph
was transferred to the laboratory, and, as a

on in great at the laboratory. He had a/ just reward for the essential service which
notion that he was not the most despicable .

his discovery conferred on tlie house, was
chemist between the Barbican and London 1 received as a partner.

Bridge ; but he said nothing ; silence was, I
Such was the secret of the great change

he thought, prudent, and prudence was a i Avkich his old friend had observed with such
great virtue in Quakerdom, to which Joseph

|

surprise. Joseph had gone on ably exerting

now belonged,
But anon there was an experiment on foot

in the laboratory, which engrossed the most
lively attention of the principals. It was to

make calomel by a -new process—one sug-
gested by the progress of chemical know-
ledge. From day to day, and from week to

week, this went on, but it did not succeed.
Every day there was eager examination of

results — fresh plans adopted— and fresh

himself in business, and growing rich as a
i

consequence. His reputation as a first-rate

practical chemist spread ; and in any diffi

culty connected with the science he was I

consvUted, and always successfully. When
gas was in the act of being introduced into

the streets and shops of the metropolis, sucn
difficulties occurred, and were removed by
his advice and suggestions. And here sate |

Joseph, a man of substance and of fame.
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Our friend Samuel had listened to all this

urith profoundest interest, and when the
narrative was ended, he put out his hand
across the table, and shaking that of his

friend, said, " Ah ! Joseph, that is far better
even than being able to lose seven thousand
pounds. I congratulate thee on being per-

mitted to be a benefactor of thy fellow-men
;

it will do me good as I think it all over
again over my lapstone."

It was now time for Joseph to return to

business. "When our friend Samuel called

to take leave of him, he gave him a bank-
note to cover his expenses in town and down
again.
" It was many years," added the old

man, "before I visited London again; I

hastened to my friend Joseph's house. He
had quitted that too, and the people, as

before, knew nothing further. I proceeded
to Plough-court, and was told Joseph had
withdrawn from business and retired into

the country. I procured his address and
went down thither, where I found the quon-
dam plough-boy living at his ease, in a
handsome country-house, with all the
abundance of life about him."

" I was moderate in my desires." he said.

" I had acquired about £80,000 ; it was
enough for me, and I therefore withdrew
from the hurry of city existence."
The old man smiled at " the moderate

desires " of a plough-boy converted into a
London tradesman. " But so it is," he
added, " that is the difference of tomi and
country. With all the millions of yards
of tatching-ends that I have worked up, I

have never done m re than just make both
ends meet ; with all my wax I have waxed
into nothing more t';ian a poor country
cobbler ; while my fellow plough-boy passes
through the Plough-court, and retires, with

!
'moderate desires,' and £80,090."

'* But Joseph richly deserved it," said his

i old friend, " and therefore I suppose the
! good Governor has given it him. He is the

friend of the poor, and may God still bless

I
him ! But," said he, looking hurriedly to-

wards the yard of the Swan-with-twu-Xecks,
"I am going down to scehim just for a day or

: two. This may be my last visit to London
;

I and there comes the omnibus for the rail-

way. Farewell!"

I

That is a story of a London Life told in

i
a casual encounter in the busy throng of

I Lad-lane.

THE PROGRESS OF PARISH POLITICS.
IX THREE PAKTS.

By SiLVEiiPEx.

PART THE SECOND.
The churchyard of Fernmoor was a pri-

mitive place, where the tall grass Avaved,

and where, in the tinted windows, angels
knelt and said their inaudible centuries of

;

prayer. Sitting amidst the graves were :

some li' tie children, weaving garlands of

,

butter-cups and sorrel, not to adorn such :

angel natures as we like to fancy angels i

nave, but themselves, who were no other
;

than Mr. and Mrs. Tubby's five miniature '

dispositions, in all their inherent spite and !

peevishness. Nursing the youngest of,

these immaculate little parish clerks was
Esther, the parish apprentice, a girl of about

\

twelve years old, and the tidiest and the
|

best in the parish, as honest Jonas always ,

stoutly maintained ; but, there being a

Mrs. Topp at home, necessity willed it, as ;

respected her humble fortunes, that the i

way of them should be rough, and the angel 1

of Pity drop more tears than would make !

record of mercy for her in the Book ofl

Heaven. As was customary, cuffs, kicks,

and blows were varying their round of

amusement ; and Esther dared not say *' no,"
for all these little Sternholds were much I

incited to accomplishments of this sort by
|

their mother, who was rather proud than
otherwise of this amiable precocity. One
prick or kick, however, more vigorous than
ordinary, made Esther sob out some excla-
mation of pain, which, being l.c ird, brough'.
to her side a yeoman-like, burly-looking
man, who was just thfn crossing the church-
yard. This was no other than Jonas Topp,
the very life and soul of Fernmoor.

" Pinch again,'' he said jccoselv- " I've
never let the inimy have all the tackling to
itself. Hark ye, you little wasps ! you want
a little of Tickle's rod; and he might do a
portion of his amateur whipping with great
advantage in this quarter. But whereas the
clerk ?

"

" Gone up to the squire's, sir. witli the
schoolmaster and Will 13roadhurst," replied
Esther ;

" and the bov's to go to prison, so
I hear."

.or,
" Better try it ! better try it !

" repeated
Topp, as he continued his walk towards the
stile, where, just as he reached it, Mary
Teme came in sight. Topp's hat was off in
an instant. " Hope you're well, miss. I
was a-coming up to the captain's to see for
you, as Mr. Merton has been waiting mort
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than an hour at the grange. Well, ma'am,
I think Ave're going to tackle the squire at

last, and turn your Sland to profit after all.

Ay, ay, ma'am, many o' them that have
jeered '11 envy yet

!

"

" Never, never, good Topp," replied Mary,
mournfully ;

" you, who have known my
family troubles now so many years, know
full well what mere bog whole acres of it are
become. For the farmers round about us
are too poor to take such land on hire ; I

have no capital, and it is now with such diffi-

culty that I pay the interest of the squire's

heavy mortgage out of the profit of the
scanty produce which it yields, as to make
me afraid that the grange will have to go
before long. It is very sad, for it has been
the property of ray family for centuries."
" Cheer up. Miss," replied Topp kindly;

" times .will grow better, and I shall yet see
you made a happy lady in this very church,
for that's a-coming Avhich 'II put a heart in
Fernmoor."

" But a mere railway cannot give bread to
these wretched, ill-led villages," sighed
Mary.

" We shall see, Ma'am," spoke Topp,
with the air of a man big with information,
" Railways can .give work ; and though
steam canna' make actual corn, it '11 do a
something towards getting it. And, what's
more, Ma'am, it *11 clear up, better than
Captain Tupper's gunpowder, that ere no-
tion of the squire's, that God didn't make
the poor and the rich with the same hands

;

or those o' Miss Smithyman's, that clean
smock-frocks, a bit o' tater ground, a tract,

a dole at Christmas, or a quart o* weak
mutton-broth, is to make poor starving
creturs fit for 'arth. and heaven after it.

No, Ma'am
;

justice caii do, and always
will do, Avhat commonplace, patronising,
ostentatious charity canna

—

-piU a heart
into people.''

Mary Teme shook her head. With all

the natural kindness of her heart, she could
better understand the squire's tactics, or
thehighlady's condescension, than theplain,
good, common-sense philosophy of honest
Topp, which went far beyond the compre-
hension of one who had not even curiosity

or literary taste suflScient to take Fielding
or Kichardson from behind the pickle-
jars in her store-room closet, or one thought
Avhich .travelled beyond the bound of Rich-
ard Merton's home, two miles across the
world. But towards a point of scandal, her
senses were alive, and Miss Syrup had not
taken her two last cups of tea after Captain
Tupper's exit in vain. Sho therefore said,

**Is this true, Topp, about Alice Butler."
"Dinna believe everything ye hear," was

the courteous answer. "Alice is a beauty,
Mjd tUQ squire's daughters have s]iarp

tongues—so I'll wish you a respectful good
evening ; as I take it, Mr. Merton '11 be im-
patient." Thus saying, honest Topp crossed
the stile to the church, and thence through
the shadowed aisle into the still more
shadowed vestry. Having closed the little

oaken door, and taking a glance round at

the old parchment and leather covered
books, festooned with the webs of ascetic

spiders, that must have done their weaving
long ago, no took a seat in the clerk's chair,

ana made an outspoken comment to the in-

tent that he intended to be cool and comfort-
able as he could, without fear of interruption
now the clerk was closeted with the squire.

He, therefore, went quietly to work about
what he had in hand, for though the great
church chest had a padlock upon it, there

j

were two old chests which held all he needed.
I and these so much public property, as not'

}

only to hold the curate's ordinary cassock,

I
the clerk's two wigs, comb and looking-

I glass, but more than one village urchin s

i fishing-rod and baby Avare.

I " Humph!" muttered honest Jonas, bury-
I ing his arm far beneath the dusty shelves in
I search of his uncle's (a long-coffined clerk

j
of Fernmoor, styled Silas Topp) chatties.
** I'll fish 'em! I'll hook 'em. No more,

I

hedges and parish rates. No! no mores

j
listening at my Avinders, three minnits after

I
the stroke o' tAvelve on Saturday nights,!

Avithout a little opposition tackling." Pre-,

sently, however, as the result of his searclii

Avas only from two caxons and an old moth-j
eaten surplice, he considered he ought toj

rest, and after duly doing so, he Avent to

Avork again, and at length he came upon, in

a dim corner, a large bundle of mildcAved
parchments and tattered papers, and AAith

these retreating to the Avindow, he soon dis

covered, amidst the arithmetic of tithes, long
since diA'ided amongst men, a mouldy parch
ment, in the depth of Avhosc Latinity he
Avas scholar enough to Englishise ager co/n-

pascuns, a common pasturage, for Le Grice
had, through a course of forty years, so often

treated his parishioners to antiquated scraps

of learning, as to be Avell remembered, by
one quick of ear like Jonas, and particularly

AA'hen such bore relationj to Fernmoor in n

post time. This document once secured

—

and many a long and Aveary search he had
had—he buttoned it beneath his spotted

waistcoat, and took his way, without fur

ther loss of time, to the hall, Avhere he Avel]

kneAvthe squire Avas sitting injudgment upor
the mortal sin of Avit allied to pauperism.
When honest Jonas had got to the bacli

door and entered the Avash-house, for thf

front door AA-as made sacred to gentility, h(

found Alice Butler standing there droop
ingly. She had come up to the hall, as h<

kneAY, to 'see if [there Avas a letter in th«



rambles. In a little out-of-the-way place

like Fcrnmoor one letter-bag generally

serves the purposes of the whole commu-
nity. In this case the squire's bag performed
the office for the entire village, with the ex-

ception of 'Miss Smithyman, at the castle,

who being what she called a savan (that is,

in plain English, astoundingly learned).

Mary liad stood waiting sometime, for Mis5 • here any more. It is really quite an im
Fenner had not yet performed her part of \ proper example to the servants." " No,
peeping; and John, in the kitchen, liad

nsolcntly bid her wait, for he was helping
himself to the first two glasses of a fresh

dccantcrcd bottle of sherry, just ordered for

the due refreshment of the clerk ; when old

Jonas, with this mighty document beneath
iiis waistcoat, presented himself. Scarcely ; stepped back, whilst Mr. Tubby groaned
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squire's post-bag from her father, who had crityhadalready put on his spectacles, when,
now been absent some months in a distant by one nervous impulse, Alice snatched llie

part of England, on one of his geological ' letter, thrust it in her bosom, and retreated
from the table. Fenner, in the violence of

his rage, would in all probability have struck
her, had he not perceived, for the first time,
honest Jonas standing by the door. IIou--

ever, he followed Alice into the liall, and
bawled out his wrath in the loudest voice.
" And pray, pa," said Miss Fenner, follow-

ing too, " pray don't let such a girl come

no :
" called out the squire, incited by this

merciful remark, and thrusting his head out
of the hall window; "dunna darken my
doors again, that's all, for thy letters shall

be thrust into the ash-'up, mind that!"
When Alice was out of hearing, the squire

aad his good-tempered face been seen,

oefoie Mr Tubby popped his head in to say
ihat Mary was wanted in the study. As
Tonas looked upon himself to be Mary's
Father, in the absence of Butler, he, Avithout

50 much as asking leave, followed Mary
losely into the room where the red-faced
quire was laying down the law to theschool-
nuster, the boy, John Tliomas, a farmer, as
veil as to a little broad-cloth, his son. At
.he same moment Miss Turner stepped into
he room by another door, with a letter in

ler hand, the superscription on which,
vhen exhibited to the squire, turned his

%7alh into a new channel. For the instant
Mice Butler passed close to his magisterial
hair, he rose, and, rudely seizing her by
he arm, said, *' Dunna you mean to say,
;irl, that this letter's from my nephew
Tom ?••

out, " Sin, sin I don't you think so, sir r"

" Nothing but sin and poverty in the

parish—rogues and thieves—jjaupcrs and
poachers. I wish Tapper's gunpowder
would blow up, and scatter all the poverty
and wickedness in it to the ends of the
earth, and only leave rich andedicatcd folks

in it, like us and Miss Smithyman. But
what do you want, eh ?" he asked, as he
caught the fag-end of one of Jonas's hu-
morous comments.

" To see how Will be getting on."
'* Why, he's going to gaol, that's all,**

roared the squire ;
" if I send my owu spring

van wi' un—

"

Good Jonas smiled again.

" Dunna ye think I'll do it, eh ? " con-
tinued the angry old country gentleman.
" Half-murderincj the schoolmaster, up-

The beautiful girl, for she was almost a
^

setting four quarts o* ink on him, beating
li'ld, gave ?. timid yet a joyful glance at

:
the parish clerk; and all for what? Why,

ho letter, and said at once " Yes
'And what bisncs have you with a letter

rem him, 1 should like to know?" conti-
lued the squire; " he canna, and he
hanna, marry thee. No, no I he in na for

uch as thee, a frockless pauper, with thy
•overty-stricken faather to boot, who'se to

urn up the wold some day, and find gold

because Miss Smithyman pays fourpence a

week for his edication. Edication, indeed I

The parish 'II want next a doctor from
Oxford; and this fourpence '11 be the very
ruination o' the village, a setting minds
o' thinking, when all they 've to do is to

work, and to sleep when that's done. Why,
what are parish schoolm.asters paid for,

here, ha ' ha I But, come, what has my : eh ?
"

lephewTom to say to you?"
;

" For not knowing too much, squire, as
Ihe blood all mounted round the girl's you pretty well know," was Topp's prompt

Drehead, but still she looked steadily into
; reply.

he squire's face. " Oh : oh \" he conti-
j

- Much '." was the angry reply. " Wliat
ued, with a laugh, construing the blushes i should you know about schoolmasters ?

f a proud young Mife, winch honest
|
I've lived to choose four for Fernraoor, and

onas knew her tobt, and rarely loved by I that's somcthiniT. But now you. Jack
allant sea-faring Tom, "occasion for the
arish nurse will there De. A little ad-
itioii to the parish rates, eh, eh ! Well,
**ell, we'll see what Tom says;" and, as
e spoke, he ^ore open the letter with a
janl finger, and the clerk mth great ala-

Thomas, stand up, and spell us something.
Let me see—yes. spell catechism ; and let

that breaker o' the Sabbath, by putting his

clock back on Saturday nights, see if can
bear in mind the fourth commandment."

" Hold up your head, Jack, make your
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bow to the squire, and spell well," remarked
little broadcloth's father.

" Do wie credit," sighed Tickle, lifting up
his bandaged head.

" Kat-ter-kis, katterkis," spelt broad-

cloth.

The schoolmaster lifted up his hand as if

the ferula were in it; but the squire was
before him. " Pretty well, Jack ; try again

;

you'll do right next time. Let it be box."
" B-o-x, box."
" Capital, capital," shouted the squire.

" If that inna learning enough for parishes,

I iunna know what is. No, no ! .we dunna
want parish Miltons and parish Shaks-

peares. Poetry ! why any fool can write

poetry. Gi' me a pen, and I'll write ye a

Paradise Lost pretty quickly. And so, be-

cause that vagabond can splutter a bit on
paper, instead o' minding the sheep, or fol-

loriug the cart-tail, he's to be put over the

heads o' th' whole parish. But it shanna
be."

•' I could never do any good wi' un,"

said the farmer, driving in a word betwixt

the squire's homily, " a sitting on the wold
all last summer a cutting figures on the

turf, instead o' looking arter the sheep ; and
in winter a reading or scribbling in the

chimney corner, instead o' dubbing the

shoes, or mending the cart gear."

"And always a- pinching me and little

Sally," added his son.

"I am very sure," again spoke the school-

nastcr, arousing himself with a groan, and
pleading forth his hand like a plate over

he great plaister Mrs. Tickle had put on his

lead, " If the parish was to give the bcauti-

ullest land about it—the most reddest-

jovered pew in the church, or the four most
fattest acres of the parish glebe, I wouldn't

mdertake that villain again. No, for though

ou ca7i mend the clock, you canna make
;he parish think as it did 'afore, and so as

things '11 be, I might as well know nothing

of syntax, or
"

" Or the birch rod," interrupted Topp.

"Peace," cried the squire, well perceiving

what an acute enemy the schoolmaster had
got," and recollect that you're before a jus-

tice of the peace. Go, I shall commit the

vagabond for an assault."
" Will you," rejoined Topp coolly, "that

isn't, I think, so easily done; for there

hanna been peeping in at windows on Sa-

turday nights for nothing. Now, look you
here, squire, you think to hedge in the

parish common, do you, and make it your

own. To take bits o' flowers and rushes

out o' the hands of babies, and send the

poor ma.n's starving cow and horse to the

pound.' You'd better try, however ; and as

for the four acres you turned last into your

park, why, look you here— the old deed of

common rights has turned up at last !
" Ai

at this crisis good Jonas held up the crur
pled piece of parchment to view, with a loc

of earnest delight that might have charm(
the eye of Lavater.
The squire, stuttering with wrath, was 1

no means mollified by sundry ejaculatio]

from the clerk. But wrath was useless wi
one so courageous as Topp—for whilst h

park had had a wonderful power of expa
sion over common rights for the last twen
years, Fenner knew full well that long mis
ing parchment to be genuine, from certa

ancient marks, which Jonas took full ca;

to conspicuously show.
" So, you see, squire," added Jon?

" you had better let the boy alone, a;

don't come peeping, or send your servan
a peeping ou Saturday nights beneath t

Red Lion windcrr,. For I knew the curat

thinking o' nothing but Romans, had m
laid the document, and so don't go on as y
have too long done. Squire Fenner, or I

fight the matter o' them last four acres,

I sell maither's two silver table-spoons a
her grandmother's caudle pot." Th
speaking, Jonas beckoned to AVill Broa
hurst, who had been a quiet spectator oft
whole scene, and made towards the do
the schoolmaster turning away his he
with a groan, but the squire following.

" Yes," added Jonas, in answer to a li

wrathful question, " you'll have a little re

five by-and-by, and we shan't want an hou'

christening, I daresay." So concluding,
walked gallantly forth through the liall do
whilst the squire hastily despatched J

Tubby into the village to thi eaten with 1

of hall-broth and bones, and parish bre
the old woman who had sheltered the p
destitute lad through the past winter, if

gave him again countenance, or let him cr

her threshold.

Though honest Jonas Topp thus but
gallantly with parish oppression in so m
forms, he had been (as is often the case w
great public characters) less vigilant ay

regard to affairs at home, so that Mrs. T<
had all her own in most things, and a v

noisy way it was. Accordingly, wlien Jo
reached the Red Lion kitchen, a great

ture awaited him. First, tliut he hao
stayed to help the captain, who had b

routed back from the wold by the drum

;

tambourine; and next, by the sight of

pauper lad, whose wit was sin, whose gen
was not yet dreamt of in Fernmoor. " ]

he shan't be here, Mr. Topp—the Red L
don't hold me and a pauper. No, I a

agoing to fly in the face of the squire i

Miss Smithyman, no, nor even tne clc

But ruination is come to the village, aU'

isn't now enough that Butter' s daughte
set over so many respectable women, bcca

\k

H
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nany fulks say that she is miirricd to Tom
I'cnncr ; bu"; hcK.', as I am a Ciivlstiiin

«-(inan, Mr. Topp, Maria Fall is actually

.joirig to churcii next Sunday I Yes, is

actually goinp: to have the iinpudcnoc to

\ enter the sacred house because Mr. Dcw-
.j
burnc is goinp; to preach I Well, Mr. Topp,

j, jue tiling you may be ccitain of, and that

[ s. that the old one is a-coming, and '11 most

J,

.ikciy carry you off through the lion win-

j, lows in a cloud of sniokc for your wickcd-
;, ;icss."

J
Steady thoughts of a vcry-much-tothe-

jj
lurpos'.' battie-royal came, as it had often

h.'ne of late, to Mr. Topp's mind ; but,

J,
:urning and finding that tlie boy liad left

j,;hc liousc, he went into the little bar, sat

^5
loun in tlie arnt-chair, and turned his back

(1
ipou the storm.

jt Captain Tapper went home so ill that

„_ light as to need that Miss Syrup should
,, naiiufacturc him a ])osset, and tlie corjjoral

I
;ot h'lni to bed. During the whole Pcnin-

: .ular war the worthy captain liad never ex-

^ jerienced such a defeat ; but it was a de-

i,

cat w iiich strengthened him more than ever

J,
o bombs and gunpowder. " Vet 1 think,

^t
aptain," reasoned Mumble, as he ligiitcd

y . rushlight and set it by his master's bed,

[^ ' that we've an inimy nearer home. Not,
cr honour, but wliiit, in gineral, I think a
leal of womankind ; but our Peg is a

f(
artar 1 Sucli boats o' dripping I such cups
melling o' French brandy ! sucli a waste o'

read I such holes iu the cloths I ycr best
ioUand siiirls not with a button on 'cm,

\lnu ycr best jeans that yer honour fought
\\ at Coiunna, side by .«;idc with the ironing-

4ustcrs I Oh I if 1 migliL drill in sucli a one
little Esther, the parish-girl, teach her

low to keep your honour's kit in order,
c

"

" Tiie great bomb will do everything,"
ras the only answer Captain Tapper gave
s he Lurned to sleep.

Alter husliing the most screaming of the
no little clerks to sleep that night— fur Mr.
,'ubby, though a devotee of Sternliold and
lopkins, lil;cd no music but his own—poor

ijf^stlicr stole to her chamber window. It

onsistcd of but a few panes of glass set in
lie thatch ; but it overlooked the clerk's

retly garden, the village street, and the
ubbling brook, at this hour bright-silvered !

y the moonlight As she looked towards

I he church, siill she saw the boy sitting

here, suppcrless and harmless, she knew

;

Ji tlie clerk's merry words concerning
arish \ictory had f.illen on saddened ears,

here was an impulse, and pity proinptcd
. She sto'o liglitlydown the narrow stair-

asc, took up her own untaslcd supper,
nlatclicd the door, crossed the garden, and

4|tood with it beside «hc boy. Yew words

were spoken ; whilst the one ate, the other
looked on ; but in the inner and the deeper
heart of both children, the infinite voice of
Nature was tliere, and not dumb ; telling,

tliat, for all pity and earnestness, there was
a morrow, that wanted not the neighbour-
ing graves of their parish-buried parents,
or tiie shadow of the holy mouldering
house of God, to make more solemn or
hopeful. Oh, bread! bread I there is in
giving and receiving thee a poetry the rich
can never know—the poor can only learn !

Fearful of her mistress's eye, which had
a great liabit of peeping forth upon the
church clock at unseemly hours, Estiicr
soon hurried back, and tlie boy, after stoop-
ing and drinking some water from the shal-

lows of the brook, plunged into the deep
woodland which feathered the wold to the
south. On this southern edge lay Richard
Merton's house, from whence, often tlirough
the still nights, far-off, people saw his study-
lamp, by which it was said he wrote won-
drously, or paced in thought his ancient
library. It was towards this house
that the boy unconsciously wandered, for

to this desolate orphan, owning nothing
else, the Avild woods and the heath paths
had been a rich inheritance. And now over
the wild rustling sea wood, under the
shadowy boughs, past the bending dew-
bathed flowers, across the silver pathways
made by the moon's rays falling through
interstices of leaves and boughs, he stood
at last beside the moss-covered palings
which divided the lawn of llichard Merton's
house from the wold and woodland. The
windows were unshuttered, the lamp Avas

burning, and there sat the man of learning,
mentally labouring through an ethical de-
monstration of abstract justice ; whilst his

parish, so near, lay desolate in ignorance, and
whilst one poor face, which at the instant

looked upon iiis own, and one spirit, destined
to give a new life to a thousand Fernmoors.,
was turned adrift by the dogmas of Mr.
Tickle and the squire.

"Oh I
" thouglit the boy, believing, in his

ignorance, that in such a room as that, with
books and means of knowledge, the spirit

of a poet must abide, " I am desolate, why
should I therefore sing on the Avoodpath,
and fancy that babies may hereafter gather
wild flowers, and breathe to them the words
I love." lie moved again into the shadows,
still desolate, still mourning this contrast
of apparent poveity and riches, when a
small bird, after flitting awhile from bough
to bough, settled and gave forth its rich

clear song to the first breatli of the morning
air. " Yet," whispered his heart, " this

«irst morning song towards heaven is na-
ture's, as you hear, though from under nn
costlier rooftrce than an ovcvarciiing bough.
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Hope and trust." Comforted by this sweet
faitli of Nature's whispering, he crept into

the fern and slept.

In one of the most secluded nooks of

Feriimoor lay a solitary cottage. The
scenery around, of fern, and moor, and brook-
lets, was most inviting, and its garden was
such as many owning wealthy country-
houses would have envied ; but the path-
way to the cottage-door was green, for few,

saving a beggar or a pedlar, unlatched the
garden wicket. This place had been hired,

and was now dwelt in, by a woman named
Maria Fall, who, up to her seventeenth
year, had been the pride of the tillage, and
much noticed by Mrs.Dewburne the rector's

mother. During that lady's absence abroad,
Maria's father, who had had a quarrel with
the squire some years before, was taken up
for poaching on his preserves, and ulti-

mately transported. The girl, having no
relatives in that part of the country, fol-

lowed him to the transport ship : though use-

lessly, as the poor desolate creature found.
Being utterly without resources, or a home,
the girl fell, ultimately, in the hands of the
Avealthy and designing, and led, from this

time, and for some years, it was whispered,
a degrading life. Little more was known or

heard of her till she came back to Fernmoor,
once again, with some slender yearly income
to live on, and bearing herself to all with
modesty and humble meekness. But this

was no atonement in the eyes of the parish
people. No—no expiation, short of hang-
ing or drowning, could appease their moral
wrath ; so this cottage she hired and settled

in rarely had a human soul beneath its roof,

saving its solitary mistress ; for though this

was the case, yet still it^curiously happened
that there were usually watching eyes within

the solitary neighbourhood, ready to run and
report to the squire or Miss Smithyman
against any man, woman or child, who
might be seen speaking to Maria, or entering
her cottage. In either case, farewell might
be then and there taken of dole and gift,

broth and bones, flannel and tracts ! Mrs.
Tubby sold candles under the rose, the

butcher carried meat by night, and the
miller, whenever he took a sack of flour,

shook his head; none but good old Topp
was brave enough, and Samaritan enough,
to be Maria's neighbour and friend, for he
knew full well her past history, and the

noble and divine penitence of her present

life. Yet Maria would have laid down her

life, if it would have saved the poorest

pauper of the many paupers of desolate

Fernmoor ;
yet the pauper often took and

enjoyed her kindly gifts, and then, like St.

Peter, denied her thrice—ay, more than
thrice, if such could bring a nod or smile

from the petty aristocracy of Fernmoor.

Still, there were a few, an honest few,whori
mud walls, hard work, and little bread, am
weary, mind-depressing penury, in ever;

shape, did not take all sense of honest gra
titude, but thankful for the services ren
dered, left scorn to those weak in intellec

and mean of spirit.

Just as is the case in a hive of bees abou
to swarm, there was a great commotioi
amongst the ladies of the parish that week
Mrs. Tubby leading the married ladies, an(

Miss Fenner the spinsters ; and, under th
pretext of a little extra professional dut;

to the curls, Mr. Soaper was more than one
closeted with little Miss Syrup. At las

the bright, peaceful Sabbath fell on Fern
moor, and on the indignant wrath of th

outraged St. Ursulas. Those sent to pee]

coming at lengtli with the news that Mari
was actually dressing,Mrs.Topp,Mrs.Tubbj
Mrs. Soaper, and Mrs. Tickle (excellen
matrons !) proceeded at once to the church
yard, to find wickedness, and stare it full

out of countenance by the light of their ow
strong domestic virtues. They had, nc
waited long beside the church porch befor

Maria was seen approaching, in her usu'i

meek and gentle manner, and after hei

at the distance of a few yards. Miss Smith*^

man, Avith her two tallest footmen behin
her, carrying most conspicuous prayei

books. By another path, almost at th

same moment. Miss Syrup, Mary Tenn
and Squire Fenner and his three daugl
ters, came on towards the church. Mi:
Smithyman, who always looked very muc
upwards, and Avho, in spite of Edinburg"
and Westminster, and Quarterly Review
and all the abstract treatises on the char

tics of life, had a most capacious ear f»

parish tittle-tattle, looked forward as si

came into the shadow of the porch, an
seeing Avho it was who stepped on
meekly, turned round and gave a perera

tory order to her footmen. It was sufi

cient ; they stepped on a pace or two, u
latched the vestry door, which opened
the church wall, a few yards from theporc
and the mighty lady passed in Avith the air

a tragedy queen. Mary Teme, too, gent

as she Avas, copying, Avithout a momenl
thought, Avhat village learning Avhispen

AA'as the manners of lords and ladle

brushed hastily past Maria, Avith a disdai

ful glance ; the Misses Fenner peered h

neath her bonnet, lifted their hands, a]

retreated back homewards ; Avhilst t

squire, Avith Avhat he called a " shove

passed in ; leaving merciful little Mi
Syrup to make AA-ay gently, and not an
gate saint or sinnership on the threshc

of the house of God. And this Corpa
Mumble observing from his seat in

aisle, mentally exclaimed, *' In this wod
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leaven could alone tell who was blame-
ss; but at least one thing teas certain,

nd that was, that Miss Syrup's heart was
s bright and clear as her g^ti currant

ellyj"
The sermon was on that text addressed

larticularly to the Pharisees, " lie that is

vithout sin among you, let him cast the

I stone." Yet the Pharisees, to whom
- was now addressed, not being soltcned

li heart by so divine an exhortation, looked
; ound from their several pews, and seeing

; >Iaria an attentive and an earnest listener to

-. he good vicar's words, were infinitely cha-

^ ;rined, as is especially the case, when we see

ithers attending towhat we ourselves neglect.

^ io sooner, thcrefore,was the morning service

iver, than these four latter-mentioned ladies

lastened from their seats to the porch, and

J
here awaited Maria's exit, which was not

,ill the aristocracy of the village, including
he two tall footmen, had departed home-
ard. Then as she came out they com-

Z. aenced a war of words, and not permitting
ler to escape, followed her across the church-
ard to the gate. Here their rudeness was
o extreme, and their words so vociferous,
s to cause the dismayed women to turn

^ icadly faint from fear; just at the moment
j liat good Topp (who had never been to

church since he had detected Mr. Tubby
listeninw beneath his windows^ stepped from
the road, and lifting his wife over the stile

with an angry force which fairly astonished
her, drove her on before him up the village,

with anger so fierce and stern as to startle

all who beheld its signs in his good-natured
face. Passing little Miss Syrup on the
way, Jonas asked her to kindly return,

and help the unhappy woman. The good
little soul obe5'ed instantly, and, reaching the
stile, found Maria unconscious on the grass,

and no one near except Will Broadhurst,
who was vainly trying to revive her, and
smooth her ragged disordered dress. By,
however, untying the poor creature's bonnet,
and bathing her face with some water from
the brook, Maria was f^radually restored to

consciousness, and awliile after this to walk
slowly homeward, resting on the arm ot

Miss Syrup, and occasionally on that of Will
Broadhurst. At the garden-gate of Maria's
cottage, however, the little lady's charity

ebbed; so, bequeathing her smelling-bottle

by way of assistance, she went homeward
to a roast fowl and strawberry-pudding,
leaving Will Broadhurst, who had' no dinner
at all, to lay the poor half-revived creature

on her bed, and watch beside her.

PARLIAMENTAllY SXETCHE S

No. X.—L O K D L A N S D OW N E.

, The same reason which influenced the selection premiersliip, and united with Fox and hi.=»

f lAird Stanley for our last sketch—viz., the friends, con.slstuig of Lansdo^vne (then Lord
)assing importance of the particular question Henry Petty, a commoner). Lords Fitzvvilliani,

vith which his name hapi)eu.s to be ideiitilied— .Sidniouth (late ?.rr. AutUngton), Spencer, Er-
ronipts our choice of the nobleman who, in the skine, ElIenlx)rou-(ii, Minto, and iloira ; Messrs.
p|K,'r House, leads the Govenuueut, to whose Cljarlcs (tlie late Karl) Grey, Fitzpatrick, Wuid-
rjUcy the heir of Derby is opfKJsed so vehe- liam, and Slieridan. The admirers of tills ex-
lently now, tliough once a nioat active pro- traordinarily-giftcd body of men called them,
iott-r of the foreign and domestic views of the as well and truly they might be culled, "-AJI the
aajority of the present Cabinet. The 3Iarquisof Talents;" but the name, being echoed in derision
^ansdowne has been a ixjrson of great promise, bytheOx)po?ition,was ever afterwards employed
Lud of uo mean perfonnance, for a larger num-

|
in a deriiive .sense, and so helj^ed a good deal to

>er of years than probably any man alive. It
j

break the coalition, which only held together
nust appear perfectly fabulous to many of our I about a year. Within that year, however.
'eaders, to be told that tlie present active and
•nergetic Prejiideut of the Privy Council, ujon
.vhom devolves almost exclusively, in one
jranch of the legislature, the introduction of all

ovemment meiisures, and the %indication and
iefence of all government proceedings, active

)T negative, entered upon public life so early
.hat he wa.s Chancellor of the Exchequer uo less

han four-and-foily years ago, in the adminis-
ration kno^^^l in political history by the appel-
atiouof"AlltheTaleuts." Thisfamous ministry
vas thus con.-;tituted:—On the death of Pitt,

much occurred to disappoint the expectations of

extraordinary ability in state>niauship which
had been entertained of Lansdowne, who, as the
son of the famous Lord Shelbunie, as well as on
account of his own gi-eat natural talents and
exteu.sive acquisition?, lx)th at Westmin.ster
.•school, as a pupil under the roof of the famous
Dugald Stewart at Edinbm-gh, and at Trinity

College, Cambridge, had earned a vast reputa-
tion throughout the whole circle of political,

literary, and fashionable whiggery, The main
cau.'^e of his failure, however, was not so nmch

Jan. 23, Iboo, Lord Grenville succeeded to the
;
liis fault as hid misfortune. Fuilin ? m raism?
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the necessarj' revenue through direct taxation,
e--;pecially in respect to beer and unnianuftic-
turod iron, he and his friends had nothing for it

but to fall back upon the income and property
tax, which they largely increased, though abuse
of Jt, as unjust, tyrannical, and inquisitorial,

was their chief stock in party trade durmg the
whole time they \vere in opposition. In 1807
he went out of office with his colleagues ; and,
losing his election for the Univei-sity of Cam-
bridge, came in for the family borough of Calne,
in Wiltshire, for Avhich his sou, the present
Earl of Shelburne, now sits ; and that it should
be permitted the enjoyment of the parliamen-
tary franchise, denied to numerous other places
of tenfold its number, wealth, and intelligence,

greatly strengthens the reproach preferred
against the AVhigs at the time of the liefoi-m

Bill, as to their preference of family convenience
to national interest.

Returning to opposition, his lordship somewhat
repa red his reputation by his enforcement of the
views of liis great idol and friend Fox, who
died in Sept. 180G, and of wiio.^e principles it

has often since been his pride to be supposed
tlie principal living exponent. A couple of
years afterwards, pohtics, in his estimation,

gave way to love ; but this again was cured by
his marriage with the beautiful objtct of it,

his cousin. Lady Louisa Straugeways, whose
nuptials re-united the eminent and affluent fa-

milies of Lansdowne and llchester, the latter

being, moreover, of the house of Fox, and conse-
quently related to the laie Lord Holland, afier-

Avards so long an official, as well as private
colleague, of Lansdowne's :— so here again we
have the ruling Vriiig principle of family
aggrandizement in this alliance. In 1800, he
was called to the Upper House, in consequence
of the death of his half brother, and there en-
tered upon opposition to tlie rampsnt toryism
of the day, particularly distinguishing liimself

in resisting the tyrannous measures precedhig
and following the ]Manchester massacre, the
alien and gagging bills, the persecution of the
Queen, and, in short, all the more offensive

portions of the policy of George IV., and his

miuistei-ial tools and sycopliants. Gradually,
however, the moderate toryism of Canning be-

gan to make itself felt in oppo.^ition to the acrid

and intolerable fanaticism of the Eldons, Liver-
pools, and Castlereaghs; and the opposition of
the Marquis underwent a proportionate miti-

gation; so much so, that, in 182 7, he found it

compatible with his patriotism to accept a seat

iu the cabinet, and speedily afterv^'ards became
Home Secretary. This, however, he only held
for a few moutlis, when, being unsupported
by Canning, who had died amidst the regret of
all the moderate and honest men of the ])eriod,

he resigned the seals of the department just

named, and was succeeded in their possession

by another late colleague of Canning's, but of a
very different stamp—viz. Peel, who, up to that

I time, had shown no disposition whateveiin
I abate his constipated notions of things polit

'

I whether in Church or State ; though he
tainly had so far deviated from the Eldoi
code of immutability as to have effected, oi

least attempted, many of those changes in

administration of the criminal law which
subsequently carried, and which, after all, (

stitute his real claims to distinction.

On the expulsion of Peel and Wellingtoi]i

1830, Lord Lansdowne took the presidenc

the council in the cabinet of Earl Grey, an
understood tohave been one of the most energ .

of the ministry in lu-ging on what was tli

undoubtedly the very sweeping and deci n
changes in our politico-social system, propr

by the Eeform Bill. His great wealth, 1
•<

descent, and well-known aristocratic haut<

no less than his long and consistent (the

comparatively moderate) liberalism, and
prestige as a disciple and colleague of F(
and a friend of Canning's, all helped to 1

much influence to the promoters of the 1

who, at the time, vrere stigmatized as penni

adventurers, intent only on rapine and cot

cation, and on the general subversion of all

observances of peace, property, and relig

There seems to be little doubt that, liad

noble 3Iurquis been so inclined, he might,

the breaking up of the Grey ministry, b

succeeded to the premiership instead of 3

bourne, who had comparatively few prcl

slons to the chieftainship of a liberal govt

ment, seeing that he had, for many yeiirs, b
much more of a Tory than a Whig, had gn

practical knowledge of official life, was nc

riously averse to the trouble of business, a i

fessed sceptic as to the existence of principh

man or morality in woman, and a scofier

what he believed to be hypocritical profcssi

of duty in eveiy rank in life. But the 3rarq

was content with the privileges without the

sponsibilities of position. The emoluments

office were no object to one of his mea:

but a seat at the cabinet-council table, know
all the leading events in the Avorld, and

fluencing many of them in embryo ; looked uj

and consulted by his colleagues, between wh
and himself there could be no feelings of en

because he was alike above the temptations

avarice, and the love of official business, Avh

small minds often mistake for a large ambiti(

—this was a position which gratified the tas

the noble 3Iarquis had inherited from

father, and which were strengthened by
Holland House connections, in wliom they w<

also hereditary. Accordingly, v/e find him f

filling under mediocre Melbourne, the same p«

as under the far greater Grey. And again •

find him in precisely the same position of d

nified irresponsibility under Eussell. Thr

has he been Lord President of the Comicil—

t

only example, we believe, of the same in

holding the same office in three admini.sH
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tions (five, if we include the two brief Whig
resignations, in the (^ueen Adelaide and the

Bcdchaniber riots), except, perhaps, Lord
Lyndluir^t, who was thrice chancellor, and
])robably would have been again, old as he is,

if the opposition to Palmerston had led to a

break-up of the "Whigs, which is now out of

the question.

During the premiership of Grey and Mel-
bourne, the presence of those peers in the Upper

]'| House left Lansdowno leisure to indulge the

J,
])redilections we have just spoken of, and he

ti
very rarely took that active part in ])olitics for

v/hich his great knowledge and observation had
so eminently qualilied him ; thus confinning the

general brlief that, like other precocious

juveniles, the premature cleverness of the youth
had emasculated the ripened capacity of the

man. Very different, however, has been the

case since the formation of the present cabinet

has imposed upon him tlic conducting of
government business in tlie peers ; for thougli

in his three-c-core and tenth year, and for much
upwards of a quarter of a century a mere
holiday participator in loarliaiuentary proceed-
ings, he suddenly exhibited all the tact, bold-

ness, i)romptitude, and dexterity befitting one
aspiring to lead large bodies of his fellow men.

ill
lie has approved himself in every way a worthy

jj
antagonist of .Stanley's, judged eimply as a
debater ; while he has ahvays had the advan-
tage in extent of knowledge, and adroitness in

|1 applying it, saying notlihig of the immense
superiority derivable from the consciousness of
the soundness of the priucii)les impeached by
his assailant. Had not the Upper Ilouse long
since degenerated into a mere formality, to

which the public have ceased to attach any
virtual importance, many of Lansdowne's
speeches would luive i)ruduced an imjjression

fully commensurate with his early fame ; for

instance, his speech in reply to Stanley, on th.e

Navigation Laws ; and that in defence of the
Foreign Secretary, on 3Ionday the i;ith of June,
when the Greek police of Palmerston was con-
demned by a majority of tliirty-seven peers,

u'liose centurc has been received by tlie country
;i3 equivalent merely to the breath that con-

jjvoyed it. Unfortunately, however, the compo-
ition of the House of Peers has not allowed a
;hallenge of LansdoAvne on those points on
.vhich he has played the renegade as shame-
cssly as ever Stanley did on others. No one
luestioncd Lansdowne's introduction of liis

uoli.«h and fraudulent Alien Act of 1848,
vhich left England free to all conspirators

gainst all peoples, but interdicted it to all

'"' inemies of contineiual tyranny. The noblest
;pocli in the noble lord's life was during his

'j^l

!emmciation of a precisely similar measure In

*itt's day ; and so again exactly with the
iseless and nonsensical suppression of the
abeas Corpus Act, and the " open-and-advised-
peaking "' enactments of the sea.son of panic

ist

Is

and pettyfogging, this time two years—mea-
sures, the like of which he ridiculed Perceval,

and liathurst, and Sidmouth for, without
mercy.

Cobbett u?ed to remark that the word Petty,

the Lansdowne f.imily name, manifestly is the

French word peti'e, meaning little ; and de-

rived great apparent pleasure from tlie consi-

deration tliat tliere was one family at least

which retained the character designated by its

original significance. This, however, was one
of the many personal prejudices of tliat great

writer, arising from individual antipathy of

some sort or other. With the exception of the

faults we have just named. Lord Lansdowne is

an exceedingly favourable specimen of the old
English noble, in the best acceptation of that

term. X\\ his feelings are thoroughly English
— cordial, generous, earnest, though withal ob-

stinate, intolerant, proud, and prone to attach

infinitely too mucli weight to the importance
of his own immediate clique, or coterie, on the
affairs of mankind, though, at the same time,

affecting a haughty and contemptuous indiffer-

ence to opinion, and exhibiting tlmt indifference

too, very often. For instance, though one of
the most munificent patrons of art in this

country, and though Lansdowne House is known
to be one of the richest storehouses of vertii, it

is all but inaccessible to the public, as compared
with the facilities afforded by the Duke of
Sutlierland, Lord Ellesmere, 3Ir. Rogers, and
numeious other collectors, from the Queen
downwards. So again with the fashionable

parties at Lansdowne House : tliough the envy
and admiration of the becni mondc, tiiey are
not suffered to be reported in the newspapers,
as those are of tlie Duke of Devonshire, the
]\rarquis of Londondv.rry, and other patrician

hosts of the same class. We only mention
these trivial facts as illustrative of the truth of
the exclusiveism and reserve imputed to Lans-
downe, who, in all i^ersonal matters, shrinks

from everything savouring of commonality, or
advertising of himself and his privacy, as he
would from sacrilege.

We have said that he is a munificent patron
of art ; no less so is he of literature. He has
been vice-president of the Literary Fund for a
great number of years ; and in that capacity,

no less than by his constant in-ivate liberality,

has been many a Workinrj Man's Friend—
has mitigated the privations of many a weary
and worn son of toil, in the most exhaustive
and thankless of all pursuits, the cultivation of

letters as a ]jrofession. One glorious and im-
mortal monument on this score has been erected
to his lordship, hi the dedication of the last and
collected edition of ]\roore, " in grateful remem-
brance of forty years' mutual acquahitance and
friendship, with the sincerest feelings of affec-

tion and respect." " It is enough," said Mack-
lin, when mourning over the decay of his

powers in his old age, •' that 1 am he of whom
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Pope said, • This is the Jew (Shylock) that

Shakspcare drew.' " Aud so may the noble

Marquis say, with equally honourable pride, " I

am that Lord Lansdowuc who wp.s chosen as

the recipient of the last honour in the power of

the great poet of the nineteenth century to be-

stow." And as the friend of that patriot bard,

himself now all but vanished from the scene his

patriot g^ius has so long adorned, his lordship

will be known to posterity (in the same way as

is John, Duke of Buckingham, by his connexion
with Dryden,) long after his performances at

the council board, and all his associates thereat,

have been swept down the tide of oblivion.

WEST INDIAN EXPERIENCES: Oil, LIFE AND LABOUR AS
MISSIONARY FOR 14 YEARS IN THE WEST INDIES.

A

Chap. I.—PRELIMINARIES.
My choice of missionary life was the result

of no spasmodic impulse. For a youth it

was rather a matured purpose; one that

bears reflection at this distance from its

formation. Not that my motives were pure,

and only pure. Can this be predicated of

any liuman action ?—can our best deeds

stand the test of this transcendentalism ? I

have found, after many thousands of miles'

wandering, amidst intercourse with men of

all shades of character, that many of your

talkative pretenders arc mere hypocrites ; ,

and the common-sense of the world, Avhen

it hears a man preach up his own motives,
j

is very apt to suspect him to be a rogue in
j

disguise. Certainly there was iri iiyj heart
j

a most genuine devotion to Christian mis- i

sions, and a hearty desire to ameliorate the !

condition of the West India slaves ;
but, '

added to this, there Avas a naturally hilarious
j

disposition—fond from youth of travelling,
j

and a growing desire to see foreign coun- i

tries. These feelings had been fostered by
j

reading the wonderful transformations of]

character recounted in the early history of
j

the South-Sea missions, by books of travel, i

and old romances, which I eagerly devoured.

The requisite preliminaries being ar-

ranged, in due time I appeared for exami- !

nation, before a committee appointed for
j

that purpose by the directors of the
|

Missionary Society; and after going through
j

what must always be formidable in appre-
j

hension, and bewildering in its reality, I was
}

informed that I Avas an accepted candidate, i

My after-experience of the real duties de-

volving on missionaries has frequently sug-
j

gcsted to me the necessity of a wide altera-

tion in our committees of examination.

Supposing the theological views of the

novitiate to be correct, are there not

other things to be ascertained, equally

as valuable as mere verbal orthodoxy ?

The %corklng and enduring capacities of

the candidates require an equal test;

the kind of stuff a man is made of

ought, if possible, to be fully ascertained

before he becomes an accredited agent of

any society. Too little attention, however,

was at that time paid to this part of the
subject, and the painful result often was,
that men Avere sometimes sent abroad that
had to be sent home again after a short
period of service. A man ought not to be-
come a missionary who dreams that any
honourable work, however it may bronze the
face or blister the hands, will lower the mi-
nisterial character ; if he does not believe
that labour is worship as well as preaching
well-composed discourses, he had much bet-
ter remain at home. This is not said in a
captious or fault-finding spirit. I am as

much devoted to the cause of Christian mis-
sions now as I was seventeen years ago, but
I am not equally pledged to the details of
our societies ; and as I write from the
beginning of my missionary life, I hope I
may be permitted to point out freely any
mistakes into which I think these societies

may have fallen, without subjecting myself
to the suspicion of being a renegade or an
infidel.

In due time I was "inspected" and
"tested" by the medical gentlemen ap-
pointed by the society to ascertain the all-

important questionof the possible capacities
of the candidate to endure the wear and
tear of foreign service. Extreme as was
the urbanity and deliberation with whicii
Drs. B. and C. performed their responsible
duties, it is now an ascertained fact that
medical men in England, except they have
resided for some time abroad, know very
little of the principles on which any safe

conclusion concerning the future health of

the young missionary may be formed.
Many a young man, whose spare frame and
wiry texture have caused him to be rejected

as consumptive or feeble, would have been
admirably adapted to endure hardness and
a long life amidst tropical trials of heat
and cold ; while many a worthy fellow of

sanguine temperament, ruddy complexion,
and firm build, Avho has only been looked
at by the doctor, and told that he may go
anywhere with impunity, has fallen a victim

to his first attack of yellow fever. In point

of fact, the judgment of one or t>Y0 sensible
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^ Returned missionaries is worth a dozen me-
dical certificates; besides which, in Jamaica,
n-*. St. Domingo, and in Trinidad, a man
who could not live in the heat and oppres-
siveness of the sea-coast or the lowlands,
might, as actual experience has abundantly
proved, enjoy unbroken health in the
cooler climate of the mountains. Surely
the accumulated experience of forty or fifty

years ought to lead our societies to consider
very plan by which more efficient men,

fewer returns, fewer deaths, and a longer
term of actual service, might be secured.
Those who have laboured longer than my-
self will, I know, subscribe to the remark,
that a variation in the old routine would be
attended with real advantage.
My appointment, along with three others,

iortB\vas to Jamaica ; we were all married, and
as the 1st of August, 1834, was advancing,
it was thought desirable we should enter
upon our labours without delay; accord-
ingly, no time was lost in securing our pas-
sages and providing our outfits. At that
time the arrangements made by the Mis-
sionary Society for the wardrobe of their

gents were not of the best character. A
ertain sum used to be voted in committee
is the amount needed for outfit. An order
lor clothing to these amounts was given to

he missionary, and loith it—not with the
oney, which he miglit have laid out to

nfinitely greater advantage—he proceeded
to the outfitting establishment appointed
nd patronised by the Board of Direction.

|It was seldom that the missionary, in the
jhurry of departure, could examine his out-

fit. It was usually sent on board ship to

await his arrival ; and when the large chest

was opened, perhaps on the voyage, per-

haps in a foreign land, he found a collection

of slop-goods, made up without any regard
to fit or fashion, but Avhich had been
charged first-rate prices by the house that
has enjoyed the monopoly.
Happily the day of embarkation arrived,

and it was a most acceptable relief to our
pent-up wishes to receive this information ;

we were all glad to escape from our close

and unhealthy London lodgings, and were
agreed that the summons to join our ship
on the morrow at Gravesend was the best
news we had heard for a long time.

Our number was a very pleasant one for

a short voyage. The next day we were all

on board our good ship Cleopatra, and our
cabins were immediately arranged. We
parted with our pilot the same evening off

Dover, and, having a fair wind, we were
soon out of the Channel, and fairly at sea.

As I know nothing of sea-sickness, I
found life on shipboard a very enjoyable
thing. It is true that separation from
friends, perhaps for ever, and from the
homes and haunts of the household, as-

sumed a very deep reality after we left the
Land's End ; but let us not forget mer-
chants and captains, who pass these sepa-
rations and endure these pangs heroically

year by year continually, and therefore let

us not pretend to any religious sentimen-
tality and indescribable yearninss, much
oftener written about than experienced.

THE LOOKING-GLASS.
1^0. ir.—ITS PHILOSOPHY.

Tiir story is familiar of the boy who pulled the

bellows to pieces to see where the wind lay.

And certainly a laugh has been frequently

raised at his expense, which was by no means
deserved. He showed a curiosity as to the

cause in operation, which, properly directed,

would inevitably lead to many important dis-

coveries. A desire for knowledge, embodied in

appropriate effort for its attainment, is of great

practical value ; and as in ancient times it be-

came a proverb, " Happy is he who knows the

causes of things ;" so he whose curiosity impels

him to enlightened exertion is in the same way
of attaining to this felicity.

It is no uncommon thing for a Uttle child to

look at the back of a glass for the person who
is seen on viewing the front. Instances of

this could probably be furnished by every ob-

servingifparent. But we will suppose that an
older child sets himself to unravel the mystery.

and we shall find much that is remarkable to
arise in his researches. He takes the glass, but
discovers a board at the back, thus meeting
with difficulty at the outset, and when this is

removed, he looks on only a silvery substance,

which has no power to show him his o\\'n face.

Thus far he is without a clue.

He is equally imsuccessful when he takes out
that knife of his, which is in one of his treasures,

and used for jjurposes innumerable and inde-
scribable, " just to scrape off a little of the sil-

ver," for he can only see through it, as he might
through a 'srindow-pane ; the looldng-glass
presents an enigma which, as yet, he is unable
to solve.

Pondering the matter, as he cuffs his head
again and again, the embryo philosopher says,

at length :
" Then it is not tlie glass, after all,

that shows me my face j" and he naturally

asks: "What use is it?" For he attributes
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the effect to the plate of silver, as he supposes

it to be, laid on the glass ; since, as there are

only two things, the glass and the silver, and
as it is plain the glass does not reliect an image,

so it is clear that tliis must arise from the

metallic surface.

But here it is possible he may be completely

staggered by another circumstance. For if he

should happen to take up a piece of plate-glass,

or even of window-glass, wliicii he will exa-

mine when the glazier is at work repairing

some mischief which perhaps his balls have
done ; and if he happen so to hold it that light

can fall on his face but not on the glass, he will

see a faint image of his face reflected from it.

In this instance the reflection takes place with-

out the silvering ; but it is far inferior to the

image which a looking-glass presents.

A looking-glass, therefore, simple as the one

which the WTiter bought, school-boy like, with-

out examination, and which proved to have a

ridge on the surface that distorted the face,

would involve inscrutable difficulties, but for

knowledge of various kinds. Some of these

have been obviated by a former article on the

tnanufacture of a looking-glass ; others we
hope now to remove by a description of its

j

philosophy.

Every visible object, be it remarked, whether

it be luminotis as the sun, a lamp, or a candle,
[

or illu/niiiated as a meadow on which tl:e sun

shines, or a room, or a book, lighted up by the

candle or the lamp, sends forth rays of light in

every direction, which rays preserve a straight

line in their course, so long as they meet with

no obstacle. The wide and uninterrupted dif-

fusion of light, whether by a luminous or illu-

minated body, is therefore easily conceived.

But when rays of light encounter an opaque

body, which they cannot penetrate as they do a

transparent one, such as gla^s, some of them
are absorbed by it, while some are ref/ected,

and rebound just as a cricket-ball when it falls

on the ground, or strikes against a wall.

Light in its reflection is governed by the

same la\Ys as solid elastic bodies. If, for in-

stance, the cricket-ball be throwii obliquely

against the wall, it v\ill rebound in an opposite

oblique direction ; thus two angles A\ill be

formed, the angle produced by the tlu'owing of

the ball, and the angle produced by its re-

bound, called, in other words, the angle of in-

cidence and the angle of reflection ; and these

angles are always equal. And tlie simplest

views v/hich can be taken of the action whereby
reflection is produced, is to assimilate it to that

which occurs when an elastic body, such as a

cricket-ball, impinges or strikes upon another

body, which it cannot move out of its place.

If, therefore, a ray of light fall perpendicularly

on an opaque body, it will be reflected back in

the same line towards the point whence it

proceeded If it fall obliquely, it is reflected

obliquely, but in the opposite direction ; the

angle of reflection being always equal, as we
have seen, to the angle of incidence.

An experiment will render the fact palpable.

If the windou'-shutters be closed, a ray of the
sun's light admitted through a small aper-

ture, and a looking-glass be so held that the

ray shall fall perpendicularly upon it, the in-

cident or falling ray, may be perceived, but
not that which is reflected by it. And whv is

this ? It is because the reflection of the ray is

dii'ectly retrograde. The ray of incidence and
the ray of reflection both being in the same
line, though in opposite directions, are con-

founded together, and, consequently, the dis-

tinction between the two cannot be made. But,

let the looking-glass be so held that the inci-

dent ray shall fall obliquely upon it, and the

reflected ray will be seen going ofl"in another
direction ; and if a line be drawn, or supposed
to be dravrn, from the point of incidence per-

pendicular to the looking-glass, it will divide

the angle of incidence from the angle of reflec-

tion, and they will be seen to be equal.

The reflection of light is, therefore, easily at-

tainable. If, for example, we blacken a piece

of window-glass, so as to prevent light passing

through it, we may see in it a reflection of the

face, quite sufficient to exhibit the features. In
this instance the' reflection comes partly from
the glass, and still more strongly from the

blackening substance.

Keflectjon will even take place T«rhen no glass

is emjjloyed. On two gentlemen being shown
into a room where there was a mahogany table,

so covered Avith dost that a name might easily

be traced mth the fingers, one remarked to the

other, " The lady of this house does not wish to

cast ?*ey?eci?/o«5 on her visitors." Good house-

wifely, however, warrants only an equally

amiable inference. The polished tea-tx-ay, and
the French polish of various articles of hou.se-

hold furniture, are ready examples. The ma-
terial ofwhich they are fonned has not in itself

so smooth a surface as to yield a reflection ofthe

face, but by covering it with a species of jiipan,

all in-egularities are fitted up, and a smooth

surface is obtained. The blacking maker's

pufls of former days, and probably they are so

still, exhibited a cac raising her back at the

sight of another which appeared on the surface

of a highly-polished and jet-black boot ; and

the reason is the same, the blacking tilUng up
all inequalities of the leather, and giving H a

smooth and i)olished surface, affords such a

reflection of an image.

But nowhere is this so perfect as when the

looking-glass is used, as may now be very

easily understood. For when looking at our-

selves in the glass, we stand where the light

ialls on the face, which light is reflected from

the face, and proceeds towards the looking-glass,

j as well as towards other parts of the room.

When the light meets with the surface of the

glass, this substance, though solid, permits it to
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pass tlirough ; but when tlie light reaches tlie

hiiulcr surface of the glass, then as the mercury
18 ojiaque it stops the light's further progress.

It has reached its limit ; it is stopped by an
impassable substance. What now happens ?

A small portion of the light is absorbed by the

mercury, but the rest is reflected through the

glass, and then enters the eye of the spectator.

The result thus obtained appears to be in-

stantaneous. The lady, as she says, "just takes

a look at herself"—it is done in an instant;

and she is utterly unconscious of the lapse of

any time. But a definite process has been gone
through, the precise steps of which may be
readily determined. The rays of ^ight, for in-

stance, falling on that countenance and form,

traverse the space intervening between them
and the glass, enter the glass, pass through its

substance ; are reflected from the mercury at the

back ; ])ass through the thickness of the glass

a.i,'ain in the opposite direction ; emerge from its

fiont surface ; traverse the space between the

glass and the looker-in, and enter her eyes

;

all in order to her "just taking a look." The
glance may be only that of an instant, yet it

is i)laia that this minute interval may be so

divided as to admit of these successive steps

being taken which lead to the final specified

result.

But the rapidity with w^ich light travels is

absolutely unparalleled, and full of wonder. If,

for example, two observers are placed at the
distance of seventy or eighty miles ; and if one
of them strikes a light at a known instant of
tune, the light will travel to the other so swiftly

that its flight cannot be measured by the nicest

time-keepers. It has, however, been proved, by i manufacturing art.

tin; surface of the glass, they do not all pene-

trate it ; and again, of those which do

enter the glass, some are reflected from its

hinder surface before it reaches the meixury,

these multipli d reflections may be seen very

easily. If a looking-glass be held in an oblique

position, and if a shilling be placed on it, two
reflections of the shilling will be visible ; a
bright one from the mercury, and a faint one
from the surface of the glass. lUit this is not

all; there is also a third from the hinder sur-

face of the glass, but it will be invisible if too

near the reflection from the mercury : the more
obliquely the reflection is viewed, the more
evident do the fainter ones become. It is be-

cause on ordinary observation, the reflection

from the mercury is so much the more vivid,

that the other two reflections entirely escape

our notice.

On the quality of the glass employed, as has

been intimated already, much is dependent. It

used to be common in some houses of business to

have the lower window-frames oi ground glass,

that what was going on within might not be ob-

served. Now ground glass is glass of the usual

materials, but one side of the plate is roughened
by a species of grinding, and this prevents the

liglit from freely passing through. If, there-

foi'e, a piece of ground glass were to be silvered,

it would not, on that account, make a looking-

glass, for it would afibrd no image of the face.

The reason of plate-glass being used, is conse-

quently apparent. Not only is it as trans-

parent as any known solid substance, but it is

so exquisitely smooth that a parallel to it can
scarcely be ^produced by all the resource.s of

observing the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites,

when that planet is nearest to the earth, and
again when furthest from it, that light travels

to us from the sun—a distance of nearly one
hundred millions of miles—in seven minutes.
It will, therefore, move from the one pole of
the earth to the other in the twenty-fourth part
of a second, or at the rate of one hundred and
ninety thousand miles in that inconsiderable
space of time. To take another illustration

:

liglit travels at the rate of two hundred thou-
sand miles—nearly as far as from the earth to

tiie moon—in one second of time. So amazing
is its velocity, that the earth moving in its

orbit, at the rate of nineteen miles in a second,

Y.ould take two months to traverse the dist-

tance which a ray of light would dart over in

eiglit minutes. With so wonderfully rapid a
passage of light, we are sufficiently accurate if

v.'(j say, as every one thinks, that our face is

reflected the very instant that we look in the
glass.

As we have already seen, the light is re-

fected from the mcrcmy which is b:.'hind the

glass; but, at the same time, two other re-

flections are going on, but so slightly as to

It is only by such means that the perfect

image of an object can be obtained. A7hen,
therefore, a finely formed nose suddenly be-

comes ridged, or a goodly shaped mouth has
an unlookod-for twist, tlie glass may be fairly

e.vaminod to sec how far it is in fault. The
materials of the glass may have been accurately

assorted and properly mixed, but its reflections

will be wanting in accuracy if the surfaces of
the glass arc not flat. Light passes, of course,

just as readily through glass whose surface is

irregular as through that which has the highest

degree of smoothness : but the former will as-

suredly distort the object; the latter alone wll
present the true image.

It is equally certain that the glass should be
colourle.<s, for the full effect to be secured. It
is true that were a piece of stained glass to be
coated on one side with mercury, it would pre-

sent an imago of the face, but it would be
tinged Avith the colour of the stained glass ; and
stilbfurther, it would not appear so bright, be-

cause much of the light is absorbed by the glass

or the material which gives it a colour.

Some strange appearances are presented when
the looking-glass, instead of having a plane

escape notice. As when rays of light fall on i surfnce. is made either convex or concave. If
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the glass liavc a certain degree of conca\ity,

the face Avill assume a suiTprising lengthiness

;

more than adequate to satisfy the exix'ctatious

of those who confound an elongated visage with
high morality, and overlook the fact that the

noblest principles always work naturally, in

entire accordance with the constitution and
temperament of their possessor. On the other

hand, if the glass have a certain convexity, tlie

face will acquire an imexpected romidness, and
thus give the spectator a far greater resem-
blance to the laughing than the crying philoso-

pher. An effort of this kind, though in a greatly

inferior degree is produced by looking on the

outer part of a highly polished spoon, and one
Avhich Hood, or some other wit of our own time,

has dra^ATi reflecting a face whose expression

may well excite the risible faculties.

It might be shown, did our present purjjose

admit of it, that the i)ath of reflected light can
be determineil, in all cases, with geometrical

precision, when the form of the reflecting surface

is known, but for the proofs we must refer the

reader, who \vislies to become acquainted vrith

them, to some standard work on optics. Tlie

case is, however,very different when the question

is to determine the quantity or the proportion

of the light which is thrown into a different

direction by an opposing sm-face. But the fol-

lowuig laws have been established by experi-

ment :—1st. The quantity of light regularly

reflected increases with its angle of incidence,

but does not vanish entirely when that angle
becomes 0. 2nd. It depends both on the nature
of the medium thi'ougli which the light is pass-

ing when it falls on the reflecting sui-face, and
on that of the substance on which it falls. 3rd.

Bodies of different natures, placed in tlie same
circumstances, reflect very different proportions

of the incident light. On this subject a great

number of experiments have been made by
Bouguer, and, more recently, by Arago, Fresnel,

and Mr. Porter.

It is a curious fact, that solid bodies may

have a natural or acquired power of reflection

I to an extraordinary degree. Some years ago,

j

for example, buttons were made, for fashionable

I dresses, of highly polished steel, and the face of

each button being divided into a great nunibar

I

of parts, somewhat like, but on a much smaller

I
scale than, the drops of glass chandeliers ; they

appeared extremely brilliant, and from thef

, rainbow-like light they emitted, received the
j

! name of ii'is buttons. Here, then, was a striking

I instance of light reflected from a solid body.

The diamond, however, sm-passes, in this respect

every other substance : it reflects nearly all thi

light that is cast upon it, and in this way shines

Avith unparalleled brightness.

If any object could be found with a surface of

.so perfect a polish as to reflect the whole of th'j

incident light, the eye would be unable to dis-

tinguish it; and, unless by coming in actual

contact with it, we should have no reason to su.*;-

pect its existence. Bodies are only visible in con-

sequence of rays irregularly reflected from their

surfaces meeting the eye ; for rays which arc

regularly reflected only shoAV the luminous

,

points from which they emanate, and not the

surfaces on which they fall. If the lunar surface
;

were as perfectly polished as a globule of pure
;

mercury, the moon would present to us only a
j

reflected image of the sun.
|

To conclude this pajier : the folloAving anec-

dote is given in a biographical sketch of Teter

Burrows, a celebrated barrister, and one of

Ireland's ' wortliies ' : a friend called upon him
one morning in his dressing-room, and found

him shaA-ing, with his face towards the wall.

He asked Burrows why he chose so strange an
attitude ? The answer was :

" To look into the

glass." "Why," said his friend, " there's no
glass there." " Bless me," exclaimed Burrows,

"I did not notice that before." Kinging the

bell, he called his servant, and questioned him
respecting his looking-glass. " Oh, Sir," was
the reply, " the mistress had it removed aij;

iceeks ago!"

JUVENILE CABINET.

THE FIRESIDE.

Pleasant is the breakfast hour, and cheering

is the meeting when, refreshed by peaceful

slumber, the different members of a family

assemble round the table to take their morning
repast. At all other meals the family may be

divided, but generally here all are assembled.

The busy cares, the hurried turmoils of the day,

have not disturbed the spirit; all is i^eace,

cheerfulness and joy. But pleasant as is the

breaktixst-tablc, there is another point of attrac-

tion still more so. Cheerful as the breakfast

group may be, there is another group more
interesting. The point ol attraction is the fire-

fide,, aud the group of beings lliat gather j-ouud

it. The fireside ! where is there a sfnrit tJiat

does not spring forward to join the fireside

party ? At the breakfast-table, when the sua
is mounting the skies, the table bounteously
spread, and the cup running over,—with health
in the cheek and animation in the eye, there

ought to be a warm gush of grateful emotion
to the Giver of all good ; but still a warmer
gnsli will be required suitably to acknowledge
the more social, the more dclightlul enjoyment
of a domestic fireside. Whatever mny have been
your occupation or your cares ; however tried

with disappointments, and ruffled Avith unex-
pected evils, it is all over now, for the day at

lea«t. The suu has gone doATii, tlie shadows of
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night prevail. Tlie wnds are blowing without,

but the fire Ms sparkling within. The shutters

arc closed, the curtahis are drawn ; there is yet

an hour tliat may be pas^sed peacefully and
pleasantly; let it be passed at the fireside. In

the days of our boyhood, often have we sat by
the fireside, with half-a-dozen rosy-cheeked

companions. "NVc have road our books, played

at the games in which young people delight,

roasted our apples, told long stories, and laughed

i
till tlie room rang again; for our Iiearts were as

I light as though there was no such thing as care
in the world. Tlie future hour, and tlie future
year were always bright—we feared nothing,
and hoped everytiling ; for we knew, or tliought

we knew, that as we grew older we should
surely be happier. The fireside is a chosen
spot, a chartered space, endeared by a thousand
affectionate recollections

THE WORKING MAN'S GARDEN.

No. VI.—THE ROSE— THE
Ox a former occasion we promised to take up
the .subject of Roses again, and perhaps we could

not make choice of a time more favourable th;m

the present, when our hedgerows are rich with

tlieni, and our most magnificent gardens are

cciually in(leV)ted to them, as our humblest cot-

tage enclosure, for their chief ornament. We
have in our first number noticed a few of the

varieties which the working man might culti-

vate with little trouble ; we Avould now mention

a few more, which would abundantly repay his
j

care. First, the
\

French Rose (Rosa Galica), of which the
;

" York and Lancaster," with its llowers of red i

and white, is a variety. It is said that during
I

the civil wars in England between the Houses

of York and Lancaster, a French rose tree was
discovered in a garden at Longleat, covered on

one side with white roses, and on the opposite

with red. That immediately on this being ru-

moured abroad, crowds of anxious citizens went
to see the great prodigy, and that all beheld it,

and returned to their homes happy in the belief

that it portended the peace of their country by
a union of the rival powers. In a short time

afterwards, according to the same tradition, the

tree bore roses of mixed petals, and immediately

followed tlie marriage of Henry A"II. and Eliza-

bt;t!i ; thus rulfiUing the prediction by the union

of the contending parties. This is, of course,

but a fable, tliough, like some others, it has
found its way into history.

TiiK UuRNET-r.EAVED Rose (Rosa Spinos-

issima) is a variety of the tall Scotch rose. It

grows best on chalky soil ; its pretty fiowers are

of a delicate buT colour ; its leaves are of a very

dark green ; and its stems are so thickly set

with both long and short prickles, that it is diffi-

cult to gather a bunch of its slightly-scented

blossoms. Tiie hip is bro^ni, and full of a sweet
juice.

The Rosa Damascena, or Damask Rose,

was brought to Europe from Damascus, a
country whose loveliness we may imagine from
the recorded exclamation of 3Iohainet—" it is

too delicious to dwell in." The Farisians are

very fond of this flower, and its red and white

Vivrictiee arq to be found in profusion in their

CABBAGE— THE T URNIF.
flower-markets. It requires a southern aspect
and rich soil. It is sometimes called the " per-
I)etual rose," and it differs from the cabbage
"in the large size of its prickles, the greenness
of its bark, its elongated fruit, and its long re-
flexed sepals." It continues in bloom until
November, and produces to the last an abun-
dance of fragrant flowers. Its most beautiful
varieties are, "Lady Fitzgerald," " Arhnde,"
" Bose de Roi," and Ma Favourite."

There are, besides these, many other varie-
ties of the rose which are equally beautiful and
hardy— for instance, the " wliite Scotch rose,"

the " maiden's-blush rose," and tlie lovely
" moss-rose." The latter is a variety of the
hundred-leaved, and it is a curious circum-
stance that, when transplanted from this coun-
try to warmer climates, it loses the graceful
covering, the origin of which the imaginative
and romantic Germans ascribe to tlie gratitude
of an angel to whom they say the flowers are
given in charge, and who, having once slept
beneath a rose-tree, threw over it, on awaking,
a veil of moss, as a memento of his gratitude
for the shade and the pei-fume whicli it had
afibrded. But it is far more delightful

" To trace in Nature's mo?t minute desig'n.
The signature and stamp of power Divine,"

than thus to seek to clothe in fable and ro-
mance the glorious creations of Him who alone
could so wonderfully adapt everything wiiich
wo see around us to its own individual position,

and give to each a beauty and a value peculiar
to its own species.

Transplanting.—All florists agree that
the health and beauty of rose-trees are jjreserved
by periodical transplantation. Some recom-
mend the practice of removing them once in
three years, but others advise that they should
be left stationary for five or six years. The
reason assigned for the necessity of removal is,

that the small fibres, which arc the most active
collectors of food for the plant, having gradu-
ally exhausted the nourishment from the soil

around them, require an entirely fresh supi)ly,

1 1! order to stimulate them to throw out new
roots for the continued fiupi)ort of the parent
stem.
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Planting.—Except a few of the most deli-

cate Chinese and musk roses, which are plant-

ed in spring, all the other varieties should be
planted in autumn. The best soil for them *i

rich loam, mixed with sand, and manured
with vegetable mould.

Pruning.—The pruning of roses is a subject

on Avhich florists have many different opinions.

Some cut them every year, in either ^March or
October, leaving only a few buds on each
shoot ; while others never pinine the climbing
roses except to free them from old wood, and
use the knife with all other varieties very
sparingly. Mr. Glenny, in his " Practical

Gardener," gives the foUoAving directions :

—

" Suppose we have a staudai'd, with only one
brancli from the bud, which is always stronger

and better than if there are two or three—the
first season we should cut to %vithin two eyes
of the ground, if a rose on its own root; or
within two eyes of the stock, if it be a budded
one. These two eyes would, the very fii-st year,

send out two bloomuig branches, which would
grow a considerable length. The next season
we should cut both of these into Avithin two
eyes of the short branch they started from, and
this would make each of those branches stai-t

out two more ; and, unless to get the tree or
the dwarf bush into any particular form, we
should never omit cutting down shoots, and
often cut out old lumps of wood and branches,
to thin the tree, which must never be allowed to

crowd the branches. By the same rule, we
should always cut away all the spindly shoots.

China roses, and all constant bloomers, which
lequire continued attention, should have only
tile old wood and the weak shoots cut away,
because any violent pruning Avould throw the
l>lant out of flower for a considerable time,

while carefully removing the seed-vessels, and
taking away weak wood to make room lor the
stronger, will keep them constantly flowering.

This is especially requisite witli climbing roses,

where the favourable aspect, and other circum-
stances, may set the seed of almost every bloom.
The swelling of their seed-vessels will take all

the nourishment from the shoots that would
otlienvise continue to grow and bear flowers

;

;ind the seed will often complete its growth
and ripen, before there is anything like a gene-
ral bloom again."

The Cabbage may now be referred to, and
though it is not connected with so many curious

reminiscences as the bean, yet it is not wholly
without its interesting associations ; at least, in

the sister country, where it is an important
article in some of the wild ceremonies with
which tlie imaginative Iiish peasantry welcome
the annual return of the festival of Hallow-eve.
Of these we may, it is probable, write at some
future opportunity, when describing other

national customs and suiierstitions.

i Sa'ur-Kraut.—A considerable quantity ol

cabbage is sliced very fine, and. then a part ol

it is strewn .in a large barrel, to the depth oi

three inches, with about half its weight in salt

It is then'beaten with a large pestle, or trodden
down by a pair of heavy boots, until the barrel

is half filled with the froth which tiie operation,

causes. Successive layei-s of cabbage and salt

are added until tlie vessel is almost full, when
cold water is poiured in, and the lid placed ou
the barrel and pressed down by heav/ stones

Fermentation sets in veiy soon, and continues
for ten or fourteen days, when the pickle is

drawn ofl", new added, and the mass considered

fit for use.

BRUssEi.s-SrRouTS are amongst the most
delicate vegetables of the cabbage family, and
this is a very good time for setting the plants

The bed in which you put them must be com-
posed of rich soil, and should be frequently

moistened with liquid manure. The rows of

plants should be two or three feet distant,

measuring cither way.
Turnips grow best m sandy or gravelly soil,

with.a proportion of good loam ; and the most
successful time for sowuig the seed is in showery
weather, or immediately after rain. For a bed
fom- feet broad and twelve feet long, a quarter
of an oxmce of seed is sufficient, and the follow-

ing is the best method for putting it in :—With
the hoe make drills a foot or a loot and'a-half

apart, and about two inches deep ; into these

drop the seed, and then draw the earth over.

AVhen it is quite level, beat all the bed lightly

with the back of the spade, and afterwards rake

it 171 the direction of the drills. AVhen the

plants are a few inches high, they should

be thinned ; and if this operation, or tliat

of weeding, is accomijlished \vith the hoc,

care must be taken not to draio zij) the earth
s-o as to cover the young turnips. The tope

of winter turnips afford excellent greens.

ilARJORA:M first, of v.hich there are two
kinds, the annual and the jDerennial. Thb
former is seldom preserved, but the latter is

now just in bloom, and therefore fit to cut.

Choose out the freshest looking of the branches,

and tie them up in small bundles, to hang out

for one day in the sun, and afterwards in the ffl

shade mitil perfectly dry. Then put them into

paper bags, and hang them up in your closet

3IAKIG0I.D is an annual : its seed must be

sown in spring, and its flowers gathered- whe»i i

in full bloom. Children may amuse themselvc

and assist then- mothers by cutting them oil

with scissors, and tiien pulling all the florets

from their sockets, and spreading tliem on

paper in the shade to dry. Afterwards they

may put them into paper biigs, which we hope

tliey will have neatly made, and take them,

; thus carefully secured, to their mothers, to lay

by amongst other things of the like kind.

I^'oTE.—Owing to a press of matter, wc are obliged to defer our usual Calendar till next week.

1
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. XXVin.—HOW TO READ PROFITABLY.
Part II.

" Cnderstaiidest Uwu what thou rcadestf was an important question Avhich an Evan-

gelist of old put to a Prime Minister. Tlie inquiry was rather marvellous, when we
consider the catechiser and the catechumen ; but the most wonderful part of the

business was, that Philip did not procure for himself punisliment for his supposed
impertinence. Only think of a working man asking Lord Marcus Hill, if he under-

stood what he was reading ! However, we have a strong impression that intelligent

working men in the olden time were not deemed unworthy of notice. Among the

Greeks and Romans, many of the slaves were learned individuals, and even tutors

in the families of their owners. And in the Jewish nation, the ^Vlmighty saw fit to

take from the sons and daughters of labour some of his most infiuenlial prophets,

in whose presence princes imcovered themselves, and whose advice kings were glad

Ito reseive. So tliat in asking the question given above, the Evangelist was not

alarmed for the consequences, and received a very gracious and humble reply :
" How

can I unless some one should guide me :" and further, was instantly handed up into

the chariot, that the man in authority might have the benefit of his advice.

But we have quoted the passage for the sake of its philosophy. '* Understaudest

thou what thou readest:" is a question which we should often ask ourselves, and

ask one another. There is also a fundamental truth in the reply of the Treasurer

of Queen Candace. " How can I, except some one yuide me^" In almost everything

^ve need guidance, and especially in books and reading. Words are, in themselves,

as cirbitrary sounds as letters are arbitrary things. There is no comiection between
" m, a, n," and the being it is intended to designate. Its letters give us no idea of

las form or size, of his body or mind. And the sound of these letters conveys to us

notliing but what we are taught, and if we had been instructed to use " vir," " homo,"
' homme" " noma," " ha/nbre," ** nienschf" ** anthropos," or '^ Adam," thepronuii-

iation of our Saxon monosyllable " m, a, n," might have given to our minds no
more intelligence than the note of a black-bird or the crowing of a cock. It is when
words impart to us thoughts that they make us wiser; and if the thoughts are good,

they also make us better at the same time. The caution of the Saviour is, therefore,

uf infinite importance : " Ta/.e heed haio ye read."

In our last paper we noticed, that, to peruse books profitably, we must " read with

ittention" micst ** understand the meaning o every word," •* observe the stops" and
^pronounce correctly." AVe now notice

—

y. That it is very itnportant to commit portions of what we iieai> to memory.
kXl persons have good memories if they will only use them. Indeed there is

carcely an individual but has a store of ideas of some sort or other treasured up
ivithin, and thus shows that the natural faculty is not deficient. But the extent to

rhich it can be improved is incalculable. Like the body, its strength depends upon
xercise. Lie all day long on a sofa for a few months, and though you could carry
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a sack ol corn on your back before, a few pounds will now be felt as a weary burden.

People who never ntrengthen their muscles by walking, very soon tire unless they

are carried. So it is with every power of the mind, lleasoning improves reason ;

imagining, the imagination ; and recollecting, the memory. We have heard of those

who could repeat the Bible through ; or give all the articles of a newspaper after

only once reading. Such was the amazing vigour which exercise had given to theh*

minds.

In strengthening the memory, the best way is not to go too far at the commence-
ment. Let the first lesson be short, and add a little to it every day. They say that

it is impossible to calculate how- greatly our strength might be enlarged by
adding, ever}' day, an ounce to the burden "we carry. The mind should thus be

made stronger and stronger by gradually increasing labour and study. Ex-
ercising the memory, also, is one of the best plans for improving our power of

abstraction. We knew a youth who had to work sixteen hours a day, with dis-

agreeable shopmates, whose conversation was of the most repulsive kind ; and to

prevent being corrupted and annoyed by them, he committed to memory large por-

tions of the Scriptures, of poetrj-^, &c., and used to run over his mental stores while

his companions were talking folly ; and the consequence was, that often he scarcely

heard what they were about, and, at the same time, obtained the power of bending

his thoughts to any subject in the midst of all kinds of interruptions; It is thus

possible to have the mind full of wholesome ideas. Only commit to memory a few

lines of Milton, or a few sentences of history, science, or orator^', or a text of Scrip-

ture daily, and what a store-house the soul would be in a few years ! Homer might

be learnt in Greek, Virgil in Latin, Tasso in Italian, or the Bible in Hebrew.

Whole grammars might likewise be acquired, and dictionaries got by heart. The
most voluble speaker we ever heard was a Welshman, who had learnt by rote the

whole of Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary. And, after some exercise this way,

the recollection of what we read will be an easy affair. No person should allow a

day to pass without adding sometliing to his mental stores by reading and exercising

his memory. ovb r< a nrd .•;''!:

-i- /oTv.^r^-
YI. Meditation is ttf immense importance. This is often called riiminatinrf, or

cheicitig the cud. There is something rather remarkable about the latter operation.

Cows have very surprising stomachs ; for as fowls grind their corn after they have

swallowed it, and tlius make a grist mill of their gizzard, so the ox cooks liis ve^e-.

tables after he has eaten them, and, consequently has no need of a French or

English *^ cuistnier." These animals, we are told, have four bags, into which they'

put their food successively. Eirst,. they send it into a large pouch, until the vessel

is conyeniently full, and then they bring.itbaek again and thoroughly masticate it^

this litter process is called " cfiswmff the aid." It is one of the most poetical

objects in nature to see and hear a number of cows or sheep reposing on the

meadow, and re-masticating their meals. And it would be well if we were to take a

few lessons from them. Read, if you like, to the full, but unless you mediate upon it,

or chew the cud, you will not be much the wser. Some people's minds are fuU of

literary lumber. Nothing in their souls is in order. They are like a shop stored

with all sorts of goods, but all thrown together, higglecly piggledy ; so that when the

owner wants to find cotton, he can put his hands on nothing but pepper or buttons
;

and when a customer asks for hose, he has to ransack thewhole building for a pair,

turning up nothing but Jim Crows, or boxes of lucifers '. We have known him

-

dreds of minds in this state. They had read enough to ifiake Solons, or Solomu)U8
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of them, or they might have been as eloquent as Demosthenes, but, somehow or

other, nothing was ready at hand. Tlieir thoughts were in wild confusion, jostling .

one another about, and never at the disposal of their master's will.

It is as well to remember that if our ideas are not put in order, and kept in sub*->(

jeetiou, they will be always quarrelling, and thus make the town of ^^man-souV a

scene of perpetual broils, sedition, and insurrection. The minds of many persons arc

a kind of pandemonium ; every thought in a sort of turbulent evil spirit which never.rr

meets a brother thought without attempting to knock him down. This everlasting

internal commotion has driven not a few to madness or suicide. Depend upon it,

there is nothing more pleasurable than to have the inner man in tolerable harmony;*,

but to accomplish this, we must chew the cud. Were oxen to avoid this operationi-j;

their food would never digest, and, consequently, they would neither be iit for the -

plough, nor to be cut up into marketable sirloins ; so that neither farmers nor
aldermen would care one fig for them. We also must ruminate on what we
read, turn it over again and again in our minds, understand Avhat it is all about, ticket

or label our thoughts, and put them in their proper place to be ready when called

for. Englishmen are said to be reno^vTied ibr after-thought*' They can do a thing

very well, when it is too late and of no use to do it at all. The next morning, after

the business is over, and the meeting dispersed, they could sjjeak famously to the

point. But then " time and tide wait for no man." We cannot roil back the

chariot-wheels of old C'hronus. Ilencc the imjjortance of being ready and prompt

;

but this will not be the case, unless we store our minds with knowledge, thoroughlyr;

ruminate on wliat we read, mctliodise our intellectual wealth, and put it entirely

under the control of our wills to serve us in time of need.

VII. A rjood deal may be done the last thing at night, anj> the first thixg
IN THE morning. It is a valuable practice to go to sleep on a good thought. It serves

as a pillow for the soul ; and it is a thousand to one but we wake with our mindS;.

hovering over the same sentiment. One pleasing fact in reference to this, is, that

we need no fire or candle. Our spirits can see in the dark. AVe knew a lad who wasr

jiersecuted for reading the Bible, and refused candle, but he avenged himself by.^

committing portions to memory, and going through them in the dark, and the con-

Bcquencc was, that he rivetted a great portion of the Scriptures on his mind, and
thus became more proficient than he would have if he had read more by candle-

light, and reflected less by the illumination of his own mental powers. Owls wc
are told can perceive best when the sun is set, and yet they arc generally spoken of

as emblems of wisdom, and not perhaps unjubtly, for those persons who cannot see

without a li;5'ht, will never become sages. We may look out too much : an indivi-

dual T^'ho is always gazing on the external universe, will have no time to Ipok

within. Some of the best thoughts have occurred to men when all was dark and
quiet around. After the candle is out is a fine time for reflection. It was said in

one of our school books :^

—

''^1'- ** Nor let soft slumber close your eyfs, -,
'

""

Uiiioii liefore you've recollected thrice '^t "^"^''^^"f^'^/^'O^wsI W'*f

The train of actions through the diyi' '
'

AVhere have ray feet chose out the way /"

"What have I done ? where have I been
'^

"VVhat have I learnt from all I've seen t [

•'^^^f'? ^*'-

AVhat know I more that's worth the knowing f '

AVhat have I done that's worth the doing ?

What have I said that I should slnui ?

What duties have I left luidone ?

And into what new follies nw ?"
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It is of vast importance to call ourselves to book, and especially concerning our

books ; and there are few periods more favourable for this than when we are going

to bed or rising in the morning. Knowledge is one of the most fugitive things in

the world, and is sure to fly awaj' unless we use means to retain it, and one of the

best chains we can form for this purpose is frequent reflection.

VIII. It is very important, where we can do it, to head aloud. Xot tliat we
ought to interrupt others by this exercise. Some people are always obtruding their

reading upon others. AVe have knowTi bad readers especially fond of thus parading

their eminent tact for making an author unintelligible. It was a pity that they had

not practised aloud when alone, until they learnt to give full expression to the sen-

timents they were perusing. Reading aloud has several advantages. It gives a

kind of double utterance to the book, and that without any confusion ; for we thus

throw open both the eye and the ear, and, as a consequence, the impression on the

soul from this twofold source is much deeper. We also dwell longer on the passage,

for the tongue camiot travel so fast as the eye. Our enunciation will like^\ise

improve. We knew an operative whose articulation was so bad that you could

scarcely distinguish what he said ; but he determinsd to overcome this defect, and

to do so rose at four in the morning, ascended a high hill, and there read to the

oxen, the sheep, and the birds ; and the result was, that he became a distinc^

speaker, and is now a valuable preacher of the gospel. That greatest of all orators,

Demosthenes, had an impediment in his voice, which, by diligence, he completely

overcon^. A good audible reader is an invaluable member of society. We have been I

told that to hear Mrs. Siddons read a chapter in the Bible was better than a sermon I

from the iips of many a preacher. Remember that all may, if they choose, excel |

in this exercise. Let there be no drawling; no acting the parson or clerk; forget

that you are reading at all ; and talk the sentiments rather than preach them ; read

as you would speak, if the tale Avere your own, and you will soon read well. But

this art can only be obtamed by reading aloud, and doing so with your spirit and

understanding also. Hence good reading is an intellectual exercise, and inti-

mately connected with mental improvement. Every man, woman, and child ma}-,

if they will take pains, become proticients in this delightful employment.

CROMWELL AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER XXX.
" Some sink outright

:

(.)'er them, and o'er their names, the billows close;

To-morrow knows not they were ever born !

Others a short memorial leave behind,
Like a flag floating when the bark's engulphed ;—
It floats a moment, and is seen no more :

—

One Cassar lives—a thousand are forgot."

Young's Night TiiocGHis.

REVIEW OF THE COMMONWEALTH AGE

—

TESTIMONY OF VARIOUS WRITERS—TRUE
MERIT TRUE GLORY—THE IMMORTALITY
OF THE GOOD—FUTURE PROSPECTS OF
ENGLAND.

It is said that when a statue had been
erected to Theagenes, a celebrated victor in

the public games of Greece, by his fellow

citizens of Thasos, it excited so strongly the

envious hatred of one of his rivals, that he
went to it every night and endeavoured to

throw it down by repeated blows, till, at

last, unfortunately, successful, he was able
to remove it from its pedestal, and was
crushed to death beneath its fall. And this

is the lot of the envious. Envy acts with
self-consuming fire upon its -vvretched sub-
ject. A man may perhaps throw down his

rival's glory, but he is crushed in his whole
soul beneath the glory which he overturns.
Cromwell has for ever done with the din

and the treachery of thi» envious world; but
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the world is not done, nor ever will be, with
the mighty principles and the noble doings
of this illustrious man. We have not reached
theoutermostcircle of that influence of which
he was the centre. The impulse Avhich he
gave to our common world and our common
humanity is destined to carry both forward
in a career of positive and ever-advancing
improvement. We are reaping the fruits

of his principles and his government, and
these fruits will cluster and ripen till the
end of time.

The most cursory review of the Common-
wealth era will convince us that it was one
of those bright and happy epochs which in-

troduce man into a nobler race, and set be-
fore him a mightier prize. And, that we
may not be subject to the charge of par-
tiality and one-sidedness, we will gather up
the testimony of writers of the most oppo-
site and conflicting views.
We shall begin with Hume, all whose

predilections were in favour of stern mo-
narchy, and whose antipathies to our Oliver
and his Commonwealth were so deep-rooted
as never to have been eradicated. He
says :

" No people could undergo a change
more sudden and entire in their manners
than did the English nation during this
period. From tranquillity, concord, submis-
sion, and sobriety, they passed, in an instant,
to a state of faction, fanaticism, rebellion, and
almost frenzy. The violence of the English
parties exceeded anything which we can
now imagine. Had they continued but a
little longer, there was just reason to dread
ail the horrors of the ancient massacres and
proscriptions. The military usurpers, whose
authority was founded on palpable injustice,
and was supported by no national party,
would have been impelled by rage and de-
spair into such sanguinary measures ; and
if these furious expedients had been em-
ployed on one side, revenge would naturally
have pushed the other party, after a return
of power, to retaliate upon their enemies.
No social intercourse was maintained be-
tween the parties ; no marriages or alliances
contracted. The Royalists, though op-
pressed, harassed, persecuted, disdained all

affinity with their masters. The more they
were reduced to subjection, the greater su-
periority did they aflFect above those Usurpers
who, by violence and injustice, had acquired
•an ascendant over them."

Yet he is forced to admit that under the
fttotectorate of Cromwell, the principles of
taxation were more just and equal ; that
the customs and excise were greatly im-
l^oved ; that the army was reduced ; that
gentlemen and the younger branches of the
heat English families enlisted in his cavalry

;

that the vigour of the commonwealth, and
Ihe great capacity of those who had assumed

the government, were conspicuous and un-
deniable. He telis us that the commerce
and industry of the country, which had in-

creased exceedingly during the peaceable

period of Charles's reign, having met with
some interruption from the civil wars and
convulsions which afterwards prevailed,

soon recovered under the protectorate, and
ever since have been more honourable in

England than in any other kingdom of

Europe ; that monopolies and exclusive

companies, though they were never wholly
abolished, were gradually invaded, and a

freer path opened up for the increa.se of

commerce, and that interest was re-

duced to six per cent. ; that the Post
was farmed at £10,000 a year, though
letters paid not more than half of a
later postage ; that the Mint sent forth

more coinage ; that learning and the fine

arts were favoured and encouraged ; that

literary merit was far from passing unre-
warded ; that schools, colleges, and other

institutions for the advancement of letters,

were endowed ; that eloquence rose to a

higher point ; that the speeches of the

parliamentary orators were of a strain much
superior to what any former age had pro-

duced in England; that the force and
compass of our language were then first

put to trial ; that morality was placed on a
purer and firmer basis ; that liberty freely

unfolded her wing, and rose to overshadow
the world.
No man ever put a higher estimate on

freedom of conscience than did our Oliver.

To this all writers consent. We do not
deny that he was wrong when he determined
to forbid the mass in Ireland, This arose
from his conviction that the subjects of a
foreign spiritual power were not, from their

relation to that power to claim immunity
from all the consequences of disobedience
to the established authority of the land.

Full liberty of conscience to all was his

great principle, if it could be granted with-
out infringing on civil order and established
rights. Hence, says Merle D'Aubign^,
" Cromwell went very far in religious

liberty, but still not far enough. He did
wrong in transferring his patronage from
Episcopacy to the Independents. Had he
left all sects free, without protection as
without restraint; had evangelical epis-

copacy in particular been able to move
freely, religion would have been developed
with more simplicity, and would probably
have escaped that narrow mannerism ; that
cant, with which it has been reproached,
sometimes perhaps with reason, by men of

the world. Puritanism would have exer-
cised a vivifying influence on the episcopal
religion, and the episcopal religion would
have had a regulating and moderating in-
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fluence on Puritanism. Yet Oliver accom-
plished an immense work for his times ; and
England should now raise to him a monu-
ment, a triumphal arch, with this in-

scription ;-7-

' To THE Founder of Religious
Liberty.'

" We submit this to the consideration of
those who have earnestly taken to heart
Canning's motto, and Cromwell's work."

But he had other passions not less noble
than that of religious liberty. The great-
ness) prosperity, and glory of England,
absorbed his spirit. This was the end of
his gavernment. And knowing, as he well
did, that it is righteousness which exalteth
a nation, his administration was conducted
on principles of stern morality. Here,
again, testimony comes to our aid. Lingard
says :

" Among the immediate consequences
of the restoration of Charles II., nothing
appeared to the intelligent observer more
extraordinary than the almo.st instanta-
neous revolution which it wrought in the
moral habits of the people. Under the go-
vernment of men making profession of godli-
ness, vice had been compelled to wear the ex-
terior garb ofvirtue ; but the moment the re-

straint was removed, it stalked forth without
flisguise, and was everywhere received Avith

welcome. The cavaliers, to celebrate their

triumph, abandoned themselves to ebriety

and debauchery ; and the new loyalists, that
rhey might prove the sincerity of their con-
version, strove to excel the cavaliers in licen-

tiousness. Charles, who had not forgotten
liis former reception in Scotland, gladly
availed himself of the opportunity to indulge
his favourite propensities." Even Chateau-
briand cannot deny that " this brief republic
was not without glory abroad, or without Adr-

tue, liberty, and justice at home." Andwhen
contrasting the moral difference between
the revolutions of France and England, he
candidly confesses that ** this difference be-
tween the two revolutions, which have, never-
theless, led to the same result, the same
liberty, proceeds from the religious senti-

ment which animated the innovators ofJ

Great Britain Setting aside
the illegality of Cromwell's measures—an
illegality necessary, perhaps, after all, to

maintain his illegal power—the usurpation
of this great^man was a glorious one. At
home he asserted the reign of order. Like
many despots, he was the friend of jus-
tice in everything which did not touch
his own person; and justice serves to con-
sole a people for the loss of their liberty."

Our own Southey acknowledges that Oli-

ver's good sense -and good nature would
haTe led him togovern equitably and merci-
fully, to promote literature, tp cherifsh the

arts, and to pour wine and oil into the
wounds of the nations ;" and testifies that,
as "lord of these three kingdoms, and in-
disputably the most powerful potentate in
Europe, and as certainly the greatest man
of an age in which the race of great men
was not extinct in any coimtry, no man was
so worthy of the station which he filled."

A more recent, and certainly the most
eloquent, living historian has given us the
protectorate in a few paragraphs, in the
most transparent and faithful light. Ma-
caulay writes :—" Had he been a cruel,
licentious, and rapacious prince, the nation
might have found courage in despair, a.\d

might have made a convulsive effort to
free itself from military domination. But
the grievances which the country suffered,

though such as excited serious discontent,
were by no means such as impel great
masses of men to stake their lives, their for-

tunes, and the welfare of their families,
against fearful odds. The taxation, though
heavier than it had been under the Stuarts,
was not heavy when compared with that of
the neighbouring states, and with the re-
sources of England. Property was secure.
Even the cavalier who refrained from giving
disturbance to the new settlement, enjoyed
in peace whatever the evil troubles had left

him. The laws were violated only in cases
where the Protector's person and govern
ment were concerned. Justice was adminis-
tered between man and man with an exact
ness and purity not before known. Under
no English government since the Reforma-
tion, had there been so little religious per-
secution. The unfortunate Roman Catho-
lics, indeed, were held to be scarcely within
the pale of Christian charity. But the clergy
of the fallen Anglican church were suffered
to celebrate their worship on condition that
they would abstain from preaching about
politics. Even the Jews, whose public
preaching had, ever since the thirteenth
century, been interdicted, were, in spite oi

the strong opposition of jealous traders and
fanatical theologians, permitted to build a
synagogue in London.

" The Protector's foreign policy, at the
J^J""same time, extorted the ungracious appro- ^

''

bation of those who most detested him. ^^.
The Cavaliers could scarcely refrain froin f

"

wishing that one who had done so much tc
f^^^

raise the fame of the nation had been a legi- ^^^

timate King ; and the Republicans wear*

forced to own that the tyrant suffered none
but himself to wrong his country, and that
if he had robbed her of liberty, he had a
least given her glory in exchange. Aflei
half a century, during which England hut
been of scarcely more weight in EuropeAi
politics than Venice or Saxony, she at aac*
became the most formidable power in Sh
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irorld, dictated terms of peace to the United
Prorinces, avenged the common injuries of

Christendom on the pirates of Barbary,
vanquished the Spaniards by land and sea,

seized one of the finest West Indian islands,

and acquired on the Flemish coast a fortress

which consoled the national pride for the
loss of Calais. She was supreme on the
ocean. She was the head of the Protestant

;

interest. All the reformed churches scat-
i

tered over Roman Catholic kingdoms ac-
[

knowledged (.romwell as their guardian.
The Huguenots of Languedoc, the shep- i

herds who, in the hamlets of the Alps, pos- '

sessed a Protestantism older than that of
Augsburg, were secured from oppression

;

by the mere terror of his great name. The :

Pope himself was forced to preach humanity
|

and moderation to Popish princes ; for a
voice, which seldom threatened in vain, had
declared that, unless favour were shown to

the people of God, the English guns should
j

be heard in the castle of St. Angelo. In
truth, there was nothing which Cromwell

I

had, for his own sake and that of his
i

family, so much reason to desire as a gene-
j

ral religious war in Europe. In such a war, !

he must have been the captain of the Pro-
j

testant armies. The heart ofEngland would
I

have been iN-ith him. His victories would I

have been hailed with an unanimous enthu-
!

siasm, unknown in the country since the
j

rout of the Armada, and would have eflFaced '

the stain which one act, condemned by the
j

general voice of the nation, has left on his
|

splendid fame. Unhappily for him he had
no opportunity of displaying his admirable
military talents, except against the inhabit-

ants of the British isles.

" While he lived his power stood firm,

an object of mingled aversion, admiration,
and dread to his subjects. Few, indeed,
loved his government ; but those who hated
it most, hated it less than they feared it.

Had it been a worse government, it might,
perhaps, have been overthrown in spite of
all its strength. Had it been a weaker
government, it would certainly have been
overthrown in spite of all its merits ; but
it had moderation enough to abstain from
those oppressions which drive men mad,

I

"and it had a force and energy which none
but men driven mad by oppression would
venture to encounter."

In common with all enlightened and right-
thinking men, Cromwell felt that religion
can never be deemed a point of little con-
sequence in ciril government. If he " ap-
peared like a blazing star, raised up by
Pro%7dence to exalt this nation to a dis-

tinguished pitch of glory, and to strike
terror into the rest of Europe," we must
view him, not as a warrior only, whose arms
were everywhere crowned with victory, but

as a religious rxiler, supremely solicitous

for the progressive advancement of his
people in education, intelligence, and virtue.

His own words arc emphatic :
—" A man

may tell us, plainly as can be, what becomes
of us, if we grow indifferent and lukewarm
in repressing evil, under I know not whal.
weak pretensions. If it lives in us, there-
fore, I say, if it be in the general heart ol
the nation, it is a thing I am confident our
liberty and prosperity depend upon—Re-
fonnation. Make it a shame to see men
bold in sin and profaneness, and (iod will

bless you. Yon will be a blessing to the na-
tion; and by this, will be more repairers of
breaches than by anything in the world.
The mind is the man. If that be kept pure,
a man signifies somewhat ; if not, I would
very fain see what difference there is be-

twixt him and a beast. He hath only sora'j

activity to do some more mischief." Hir
constant aim was to purify the church—to

free Christianity from its merely human en-
crustations—to secure a godly ministry—to

extend to every man freedom of conscience,
and to lift up the people in intellectual and
moral influence. *' In the seventeenth
century there were but two men—Louis
XIV. and Oliver Cromwell ; the former re-

presenting absolutism and Roman Catholo-
cism ; the latter, evangelical Christianity
and liberty. There were certainly in that
age other important personages ; and who
will not recall to mind the generous Gus-
ta^-us Adolphus r But the two chief figures
are Louis and Oliver. Between them—be-
tween their systems, ifnot between their per-
sons,the struggle was fought; and the victory,
although slow and long-disputed, particu-
larly in France, remained with Oliver. They
are the representatives of two principles

—

of two worlds. The two gigantic figures
are each raised on a lofty pedestal, and their

shadows fall, not only on their own age, but
extend over all future times."
The fame of no man has it ever been

more eagerly sought to tarnish and obscure
than that of Oliver Cromwell. His name,
his character, his government, have all been
loaded with contempt. So true is it that
fame has her whisper as well as her trumpet.
There are some men who seem to revel in

detraction. "There is everywhere envy
striving to sully what i^ beautiful, and to

bring down what is elevated. It may be
said, that at the very moment when Merit
appeared in the world. Envy too was born,
and began her persecution. But nature at

the same instant created glory, and gave it

to her in charge, to atone for all the miseries
which that persecution was to occasion.

It seems, indeed, as if virtue and genius,
so often oppressed on earth, took ref\ige

from the real world in this imaginary
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world of glory, as in an asylum in whicli

justice is re-established. . . .Each individual,

by the mere ascendancy of his genius or of
his virtues, mounts and takes his rank.
The oppressed arise and recover their dig-

nity. Those who have been assailed and
insulted during the whole progress of their
life, find glory at least at the entrance of
that tomb which is to cover their ashes.
Envy disappears, and immortality com-
mences." On such glory, and on such an
immortality, Cromwell has long since en-
tered. And we fear not to predict that,

wherever the name of virtue can reach,
he will be revered as the benefactor of
every age, by the light which he diffused

and the actions which he performed, and
his name be embalmed in the memory of a
free and happy world.

We are not among those who entertain
gloomy apprehensions, and think they can
discern nothing for their country but speedy
and inevitable destruction. Our firm belief
is, that the future is big with promise—that
the sun of Britain's glory is only ascending
to its meridian—that never has there been
a more auspicious era in the history of this

fallen world than the present—and that the
signs of the times are such as to encourage
the most sanguine expectations. It is,

therefore, of the highest moment that
Britain should rightly direct and apply her

moral power. So far as this world is con-
cerned, she may make the empire of mind
all her own, and to mind universally she
may give such a bent and bias, as shall

bring it to terminate on that virtue which is

to fill the earth with happiness and peace.
Our intercourse with other and distant na-
tions is daily being facilitated ; we have
access to almost every people ; and the day
is not far off when every kindred and every
tribe "will feel and acknowledge the influ-

ence which we exert. Our population is

not only removing to foreign countries, but
there our institutions are being planted,
taking root, and growing up in native
vigour. No other nation under heaven en-
joys the same facilities with ourselves. Our
geographical position, our greatand extended
navy, our conmiercial relations, our progress
in science, our almost universal language,
and, above all, our moral influence, derived
from the long possession and knowledge of
a pme Christianity, pre-eminently qualify
us for being the instructor of the world and
the reformer of man. "VVe have only to go
abroad, through its islands and continents,
with the lessons and authority of a school-
master to teach and disciple all nations,

and soon such an impression will be pro-
duced as shall change the whole aspect of

universal society.

THE PORTFOLIO.

[original axd selected.]

"get KNOWLEDGE. '

"We observe a contrariety in some maxims
to one another. Pope, the poet, has a line,

" a little learning is a dangerous thing,"

which we often hear repeated, as a maxim,
by those who have but a very little them-
selves. "We have also this other maxim,
" half a loaf is better than no bread ;" and
this is certainly true of bread. Is it not
likely to be true in knowledge also ? Try it

in a few practical cases. A little knowledge
of navigation is better to the sailor than no
knowledge. A little knowledge of soils, and
seasons, and cropping, and stock, is better

for the farmer than no knowledge. A little

knowledge of tailoring is better to the tailor

than no knowledge. A little knowledge of

anatoniy is better to the surgeon than no
knowledge. The truth is, that much know-
ledge is the best thing ; a little knowledge
th6 next best ; and no knowledge the

worst of all. The line of the poet is good
in the sound, bad in the sense.

CADIZ.

It is a delightful coup d'osil, approaching
this fair city, white as the driven snow, and
rising almost like Venice out of the waters : a
skv Vkithout a cloud ; a sea as bhie as azm-e,

while on its bosom float hundreds ofpicturesque

fishing-boats,— such is the aspect of Cadiz.

And when you land, what a contrast wth the
beastly, filthy Lisbon ! It is true the streets

are equally narrow, but they are as clean as

the boarded walls of the houses, or the mattiug
of the apartments. From the pecuhar position

of Cadiz, on a jjeuiusular neck of land, there

are no carriages in the city, as they would be
useless. You have no country to drive into

;

the communications are entirely on foot, or by
mules and donkeys ; and porters carry on all

the commerce, as at Lisbon, on their shoul-

ders.

Cadiz is by far the cleanest town ever seen

in Europe. It is surrounded by a strong ram-
part and parapet ; and the principal side is

towards the bay, where the ships lie, and the
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anchorage is good. Formerly the commerce of

this towTi was immense, but with the loss of

South America it is very much reduced. There
ii a handsome puV)lic walk on Die ramparts,

called the Alameda ; this and the Plaza de la

Constitution, as it is termed, aro now the only

places of public promenade. The shops are

good, as much is manufactured here lor ex-

portation ; and the living is cheap and economi-

cal : generally speaking, a dollar is charged

where in England they would demand a

jwnnd.— Journal of a Tour.

rOPULATIOX OF CHINA.

The snbjoined table of the population of

China, the result of the last census, is given
ill the Bibliotheca Italiana

:

—
Inhabitants.

Iling King, or Seing King, other-

wise the whole territory of

Manciao 486,043
King 8ee, Si-le, or Pi-ci-le 3,-504,038

Keang-su, or Kiang-nan 28,907,235
Gau-vuy 1,438,02,3

Scien-so 1,860,810

Rcian-tung 2d,447,033
Honan 2,002,909

Scian-se 2o7,704

Kan-su 340,086
Ce-keang 18,97o,099

Keang-se o,922,100
Hupi 24,004,309
Hu-nan 9,098,010
Sze-eiuen 7,789,782
To-kin 1,084,528
Kuang-tung 1,491,271

Kuang se 2,509,518
Yu-nan 3,083.459
Kuoi-ciao 2,941,391

Total 143,124,734

This statement corresponds sufticiently

with the report of our countryman, Mr.
Thomas, published in several European
journals, who classed, the population of

China thus :

—

Inhabitants of the terra firma. . 143,000,000

Dwellers on the water 2,000,000

Persons in civil offices 9,611

Military officers 7,552

The Army—Infantry 822,000
Cavalry 400,000

Followers of the army 31,000

Total 146,270,163

On the other hand, this total amount of

the Chinese population differs widely from
that furnished by Guthrie, on the authority
of thfe statement delivered to Lord Ma-
cartney, and which gives 333,000,000 as the
entire population ofM,he Chinese Empire.
In speaking, as is so generally done, of

the antiqxiity of the Chinese Empire, we
constantly commit a mistake by applying
its present extent to past times. Martucci
contends, and cohfirrns liis opinion by
various historical monuments, that the ter-

ritory which now constitute China anciently
formed as many as forty-one independent
kingdoms, which, in the course of ages,
have been united into one great monarchy,
the existence of which, as such, cannot
claim a higher antiquity than five centuries.

Thus, in the thirteenth century, in the time
of Marco Polo and the Mogul conquest, the
territories now forming China had not aname
common to the whole, as at this day, but
were divided into two grand monarchies; the
one northern, and called Catai, or Kitay
(Cathay) ; and the other southern, and
named Mangi, or Maha-Tchin. This last,

when annexed to the empire by the con-
quests of Kubla Khan, in which Marco Polo
assisted,was distributed into nine kingdoms,
or grand governments, and then lost its col-

lective name of Mangi, or Maha-Tchin.

THE CITY OF KOUEX.

Eai'ly in June, says a recent traveller, I took

my place in the diligence from Paris to Rouen,

We passed through St. Germain (famous for

its chateau), Nantes, Gaillon (noted for a large

prison), Louviers, and Elbeuf, where are great

manufactories of cloth. I lost sight of part of

the country, as I had taken the night stage.

The road, especially near the termination, was
rather hilly; but the sudden burst upon the

eye of the river Seine, and the little group of

islands it encloses, was very fine. The place I

mean is about three miles above Rouen, This

at once antique and modem city (for it is the

great seat of the French cotton manufacture)

interested and pleased me exceedingly. I

speak not of its factories—I had seen more
tlian enough of them elsewhere—but of its su-

perb antique buildings and monuments, and
the beauty ofits environs. The Palais de Jus-

tice is a rich morsel of the architecture of the

middle ages. The Church of St. Oucn is the

most beautiful Gtothie structure 1 have ever

seen. The cathedral, too, is venerable—perhaps

even impo.sing ; but its architecture is by no
means in .so pure a ta.?te as that of the former,

1 ascended one of the cathedral front towers

(the centre one, a lofty spire, had been stmck
with lightning, and pulled down) ; thence I

had a most extensive view, reaching all over

the city and beyond. It was early in the

morning, the weather fine, and I was .«o

pleased, and stayed so long, that the honerit

tower-keeper was, or pretended to be, alarm&d
about me ; being an Anglais, perhaps he
thought I might take a fancy to throw myself
from the top.
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THE PROGRESS OF PARISH POLITICS.

IN THREE PARTS.
By Sil-verpex.

PART THE THIRD.
" This commotion amongst these women, Cor-

poral," remarked Captain Tupper, an afternoon

or two after the above-mentioned scene, and
whilst his servant bore before him a plate of

pippins and a hassock to a certain shady seat in

the orchard, in which, during summer, the wor-
thy captain took his afternoon's nap, " has de-

termined me to make a last great experimental

ejcplosion. When the nation have ^Aa^ bomb,
and will tickle the mounseers with it, then
these commotions and parish politics may cease

in a degree. i<fot till then. Corporal !

"

;."The women have always been ahke, please

yer honour," replied the corporal.

. ,
^' Jso, no, Mumble, no ! The nature of Eng-

lish women Avas to keep a silent tongue, till they
learnt talking of these mounseers."

This union between Captain Tapper and his

servant was based on that philosophical one of

,
the renowned Captain Shandy and Trim ; for

when campaigning together, the captain had
rea(l so much about that immortal servant

and master, and so imbued hiis admirable ser-

vant with the spu'it ofwhat he read,that almost
without intending it. both master and servant

Miss Syrup to sympathize, :>fary Terae from
curiosity, for the Wold -thereabouts was her
own copyhold, and many others beside, though
the clerk and schoolmaster were piously absent,
as they were firmly persuaded that the whole
affair was one of diablerie. Captain Tupper
felt himself within one step of The pinnacle of
fame. " I'm well, excessively well," he said to
his auditors ;

" depend upon it that this is an
immortal day for England. Butler is a vision-

arj', talking of coal in such a place as this, and
in spending his fortune in nonsense. So is the
farmer's guano nonsense ; so is his thrashing-
machine, his two-horse plough, his green crops,

his mangle-wurzel—but gunpowder is prac-

tical, and once let our enemies .see that Britons
are not to be trifled with, we shall da But,
corporal, are you ready?"

" Yes, yer honour," said the corporal, as lie

bowed profoundly ;" I am now going to my
place, and may God bless you :" Thus speak
ing, the coi-poral moved away, stooping as Ik-

did 5^0, for an instant, to pick out for .«afet\' a

little wild bird's nest, lianging in the gorM-

:

and the crowd had already eone some di>tanc.-

had settled down, at the end of the war, and for safety, Avhen in one instant, quicker than
imitated, in a degree, an illustrious example. In

all else, saving this passion for gunpowder and
a dislike for the French, the good old captain

was as true and noble a Christian as ever drew
breath. But we must hasten to see what his

^'Warner's range" did for the peace and moral
life of Fernmoor.
Some ten days after this adventure in the

church-yard, during which period female indig-

nation was kept in a state of hot water by the

altered method of Sir. Topp's domestic tactics,

itwas given forth by the corporal, that the great

bomb and projectile being both finished, the

latter stuffed vnth even the captain's boot-

hooks, and Peg's patten-ring.<:, the great ex-

perimental explosion Avould take place on the

thekeene.-t thought, the whole Wold .seemed to

heave like a surging sea ; then the earth parted,

the heavens were darkened by one vast shower
of riven-rock and earth and stones ; and then
whole moimds of earth rolled onward, heaving
and following the shrieking and tenified people.

A sensation of horror sickened the captain's

heart for some moments—he fled, then went
back again in sjute of the stifling smoke, tiie

fijing stones, the lurid darkness ; till at la^t,

when further onward, he stumbled and looked

doAvn, not upon earth, but that which was now
of earth, the bleeding and disflgun^d body of

faithful, single-hearted, honest Corporal thim-
ble. Tlie old man fell beside it like earth

itself, for he knew that a noble heart was riven

Wo]d» two miles north of Fernmoor. Accord- , from his own.
iDgly, on the morning named.most of the village I Some half-liour after, when all danger had
people assembled on the spot appointed— a

'subsided, good Topp, and.«ome as fearless, found.

heathy level, dotted wth gorse and broom. The
captain and his servant had been there since

sunrise, and had a campaigning breakfast,

according to an old custom when engaged in

this sort of affairs.

Among.'it others assembled were the excise-

men, the barber, and the curate, who expected

amidst the earth and stones, the dead and living,

and, what was wonderful, too, flakes of inter-

stratifti'd coal, wliich those who had scorned the

noble labours of poor impoverished Butler, had
said was as much to be found in Fernmoor as

in the open sea. There was woe in Fernmoor
as the senseless captain and hLs dead servant

that the earth, blown up, might hold the javelin wrere borne in form off theWold ; but, verily, as

of a legionary or the battle-axe of a Dane. The quick a-s the news of accident and death, was
squire wfts also there, to grin and guf haw, little ' spread the im])ortant truth, that coal had b«en
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found on Mary Teme's land. All rejoiced but

the old squire, though he, recollecting the now
IX)A!>ible payment of Mary's moi-tgage, was too

much chagrined by hate and envy, and other

evil passions, to do anything less that night

than get drunk.
In other respects, somewhat of a new spirit

had of late fallen upon some within Fernmoor.

From the night the desolate boy had watched
beside Maria's pillow, her heart had yearned

towanls him wth the purest sympathy. And
this was fortunate, for both could richly esti-

mate sympathy, l^ecause both were desolate.

But Maria had, what the desolate lad had not,

—bread; and this she gave him, from day to

day, with such good-mil as to seem as if it

wore his by right. Betiides tliis, she gave him a

little chamber, and a place by her fire, and
through the long summer evenings, as she was
welUinformed, she paced up and down lier

i bowery garden with him, and talked of his

humble struggles for books and learning ; about,

too, his thoughts, his hopes, hid dreams, and his

rluldish poetry. So that at last it seemed that

in that poor desolate cottage, the Muse rested,

and folded her weary wings I

Tlie intiueuce of genius, as thus it soon showed
itself to l)e, was, as ever it is, divine ! for it

cheered on a desolated broken heart to higher

moral purpose than to waste its enfeebled

>tn-ngth in vain regrets; and thus, iu raising

from the dust the trodden-down genius of the

child, Maria soon found high reward, and noble

ttnd i-edeeriiiii]? con<olatioD ! For, though none

dreamt it, yet it was a high aud holy privilege,

in a Horeb eo intellectually desolate as Fern-

moor, to nurture thus, apart from parish spite

and ignorance, thin true human voice, which
only waited for maturing time to siug sweet

i-'ernmoor's village tales, its homely sorrows—to

tell of its broad Wold, poesied paths, of its wide
forest oaks, its memorable though humble dead,

and, yet more touchingly, to tell of all the hopes
and joys of peasant life.

Thus, through means honestly earned, by
taking and selling weekly in a neighbouring

town the produce of her bee-hive.^, her garden,

and her needle, Maria was enabled to send the

boy to a school some miles across the Wold.
Though boasting a pedagogue immeasurably

y beyond Tickle, the lad's keen wit mustered in a
few months all this master could teach. Yet,

through all the summer-months the lad went
lo and fro ; it was a happy, glorious time,

especially at evening, when Maria, leaving

lier needle, or her garden borders, went across

sward and moss to meet him, there to hear his

whispered verse, as the flowers closed, the dew
fell, and the day sunk away in glory behind the

swelling verdure of the waste. When home,
and t\it wood-flre burnt brightly, and sujjper

was set, good Square, the exciseman, might
often be seen stepping in to see how "the
learning schoolmaster knocked thee on the

head for" got on ; and, oftener still, worthy old
Topp might be seen, with a large basket, wend-
ing that way,—for it may not be amiss just tc

say, that since that memorable Sunday good
Jonas had turned over quite a new leaf in all

which related to his domestic life. In conse-
quence, people whispered, Mrs. Topp's health
visibly declined, though those who knew her
better, attributed it to the right cause— intem-
perance. But the most wonderful business of
Topp's life, through this eventful summer, hot
only related to the progression of the railway,
now advanced as far as the liill which shel-

tered the village from the Wold on the north,
but also to his daily visits to the bedside of

Captain Tupper, and to mysterious closetings

witJi little Jliss Syrup,who hadr emoved herself

i nd a great portion of her preserves to the
captain's house, and only went home in the
evening to her night-cap and her prayers.

*' Topp," whispered tlie poor captain, as he
put his wasted hand one evening round the
curtain, and looked keenly into the old man's
face, for the captain had not as yet risen from
his bed since the death of the corporal, "how
is the railway getting on ?"

" "Wliy, slowish just at present," repUed
Topp ;

" for though that explosion of yours (Jid

some good, they've worked beyond it now, and
would be glud of another, I dare say."

" If that's the case," replied the sick man, in

a whi.sper, " take those three barrels of gun-
powder which are in the garden cellar, put
there by—by

—" The captain could not pro-

ceed, his voice failed him.
" Don't, don't, Sir," remonstrated Topp,

thougli at tlie same moment hiding his own
face behind tlie cui-tain.

" But, take them, Topp," at last continne«l

the sick man, " with my compliments to the
foreman of the contract, and express my desire

that they may serve a better purpose in the
hands of a wiser mtm."

" Why, are you never going to have a touch
at the French again, captam ? Have you given
up war, and thoughts of war ?"

'* Yesl for sick-beds, Topp, teach even fools

wisdom !"

" Well, sir, these words are the ver>' be.nt

that you've si)oken since tlie corporal's death ;

and as for giving the gunpowder to the railway-

folks, its like giving iron to the blacksmith, or
com to the miller—a natural thing. For I

take it, Captain Tapper, that let folks that are

fond of fighting say what they may, blowing
up a rock is better than blowing up a human
crectur, be he moustached or does he shave

—

or eat beef, or fry frogs ; for be, or do, what he
may, he is still a human creetnr, and kneels

down before the same God. And, bless me,
ca])tain, for sich a special present as this gun-
powder, you'll go by rail gratis, I dare say

when- "

" I shall never ride on rail or coach."
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" Oh, yes, you will, captain ; and merrily,

and light of heart, too. And this brings to

iny mind, a something that has been a weight
in it for weeks—and that's

"

" Speak out, Topp ; what's mine is yours."
" No," smiled Jonas ;

" its something for

yourself, captain ; and better for you than all

the gnnix)wder in the world. Captain,—you

—

you—well, there, sir, you 7nvst marry Miss
Syrup ; for sich an—an angel as she's been to

you, you hardly know; sich sago, sich jelly,

sich puddings, sich roast foAvls, sich a putting

your things in order, sich a running up and
down stairs, sich a sitting beside you, captain,

when you didn't know it, sich a comfort alto-

gether as that little creetur has been, remember-
ing you even, as Susan says, in her prayers,

that you might as well refuse an angel house-

room as not make her your lawful wife. Xo,
captain, you must cheer up, and make her Mrs.
Tapper ; the cor];x)ral wished it, and his will

on earth should now be like his. voice from
heaven."

Tlie captain hid his face for some minutes in

the pillow, then pressed his wasted hand forth

into that of Avorthy Topp's, and said with much
decision, "I most certainly will."

" Ble.<s you, fir, for saying so,' replied Topp,
earnestly, " for it '11 be making a human heart

happy. And so, sir, make the little creetur

tlie offer this night, for haviiig had no ex-

perience 'o women, captain, you duuna know
how their hearts hunger for the final word ; but
she's a jjrize worth having, if only for her

cleverness in jam making. But there '11 be
your nice puddings every day, and a brown
i-oast, and never a button off your shirt, with a
nife'e kitchen, and a parlour like a noesgay.

And you can read to her a bit o' th' evenings,

or tell her your campaigning 'bouts ; and then
with her good Susan, and poor little Esther tliat

I know Mrs. Tapper will take, for the poor
creetur is sadly misused at the clerk's, specially

since she went one night to iiaria's to ask

after Broadhurst, and which one o' them little

peeping clerks saw her do, your house vrill be

a picture, a paradise in Femmoor, as I may
say. Ay, ay, sir, everything is looking up a

bit now, excei)t my Martha, who has been hav-

ing the doctor since I tackled with her. Yes ;

looking up truly, for iVIiss Teme has already

had two offers for wox'king the vein of coal

your gunpowder made pretty clear even to folks

like tlie squire, who had always jeered at Mr.
Butler's opinion on this matter. And the money
already offered would more than pay off the

squire's mortgage, and i-ight up the rest of her

land a bit, and put things so as she can get

married, as she pretty soon will, for there's a
change come over Merton o' late, and that

eveiybody says, since the exciseman went to

him about poor Will, and took a little poem of

the lad's in his pocket. For Richard has not

only of late called at 3Iaria's cottage to see

Broadhurst, but says openly he will be hia

friend in the way o' learning and books. And
if lie should be, my word, if there won't spring

up something better in the way o' teaching
than parish whipping—that's my opinion, cai>-

tain. As for tiie squire, I've tackled him at

last, I take it, for there's no more talk of the

enclosure of the parish common since that pre-

cious old document has turned up. Xo, no, no
more parking-in, and trying to make corn grow
where God never intended it. And then to

see Brown, and Hudson, and John Smith, and
Ned Cook, a looking-up, and never once want-
ing bread, or needing parish-pay since there's

been work at digging for the engineer, and as

for their children, one may always see 'em now
with clean faces and lumps of bread in their

fists, which they never had, and never could

have, out o' sich pay as Fenner ground down
his folks with, or out o' sich charitable dolls as

Miss Sraithyman's broth and skim-milk^ So
what with rising, the railway, and tlie sheep-

farms that are likely to be rising, I take it

Femmoor \vill, by-aud-by, show a different face.

But I hear Miss S3'rup on the stairs with your
sago, so I'll be going, though hoping that '

"Xo, no," said the Captain, hurriedly, "wait
till I've "

The door opened as he spoke, and there, sni-e

enough, was Miss Syrup, with the sago io nicely

nutmeged as to make it a nosegay. She came
near the bed, and Avas proffering the basin to

the invalid, when good Topp, taking it into his

possession, allowed the Captain to grasp her

! hand, to draw it towards his lips, and to say,
'

' This finger must have a ring on it, for you'll

I

be Sarah Tapper, won't you?" The grateful

j

happy little cr'ature fell upou her knees, to

laugh, to cry, to hide her face within the folds

I

of the curtain, and to at last ask old Jonas
! Avhat she should do.

[

"Why, ma'am, a smile from a woman is

enough on such an occasion; and with your

j

leave I'll just step dov.-n stairs for the snuffers.

"

\

"When he did return, Captain Tapper and
1
the little woman were all smiles, and tlie

I

wedding-day fixed to be as soon as Captain
I Tapper could walk to church.

I
The autumn waned on towards winter. By

reason of the intercepted letters which, aceord-

: ing to the squire's memorable threat, were

j

thrown on to the ash-up, (though not without
: a foregone peeping into) the day of ^fr. Butler's

!
return was ascertained, whilst his child was

j

kept in a fearful state of anxious pain by his

j

supposed silence. Up to this period, every

I

insult that parish-cunning, or the squire's ill-

I

will could invent, was heaped uix)n the girl;

j

and it was only Topp, who intended an early

I

and grand settlement with tlie squire, that kept
her heart up at all, Fortunately, ait he squire

thought, for his designs, Topp was absent
the week we refer to, and so Fenner's visit to

the next market-town, and his there seeking
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Butler, Avho was on his way home, and taunting

him with coarse levity, were not known till

afterwards, though next day Butler was found

insensible upon the Wold, and brought home by
some labourers. Several times through Ids

long journey he had been ill ; for the heat of

the past summer, and tlie anxiety and care

connected with the business which had taken

him from home, had made large inroads upon
a debilitated frame. Thus as lie was bonie

into the village, the busy little barber, stepping

in through the repentant crowd, for fruit had
at last come forth to verify the old man's pre-

dictions concerning vast beds of coal lying in

the vicinity of Ferumoor, saw the case, and was
tsoou oft" in search of a doctor; but no skill

could now save him ; neither the love of his

weeping child, nor the unasked tenderness of

Maria. Some forty hours after he was foimd,

lie partly recovered consciousness, and ear-

nestly begged to be left alone with Alice.

AVhen his desire was complied with, he bid her

sternly, though with eddying breath, raise up
her weeping face. "la it true, girl," he asked,
" what this long year's enemy of mine says, and
taunts me with?"

" So true, papa," she answered with earnest

:
voice and countenance, "that I am young dear
Tom Fenner's wife. I have been so now for

many months ; for Mr. Dewbum married us
himself when I went to buy our last store of
household things at L , six weeks before my
husband's last voyage. We did not like to tell

you ; we feared your anger because I was so

young. But I should not have let you come
home without writing all out, as good Topp
advised, if 1 had known where a letter would
have found you."

" I knew it ; I knew that you were as good
as beautiful, ray darling," spoke the dying
father; "and I thank God that you have a

husband so good and true as Tom, for "

]\Iore was inaudible ; and, when Maria entered

the room, some minutes after, Alice lay

stretchetl upon the bed, insensible, whilst her
father, clinging to her with faith and love,

was dead.

It was a week after this, on the evening
of Butler's funeral, that the squire, who had
not yet had courage to face the popular
wi-ath of Ferumoor, sat in his study, with his

pipe, and the parish constable, when Mr.
Tubby entered, with a peculiar creeping grace,

known only to himself and to his psalmody.
" Toi)p may say what he likes about going
to law with me," continued Fenner, pursuing

his previous talk with the constable ;
" but I

i^ay, if I can help it, that girl shall not be at his

house. For I am a magistrate, and I'll take

(•are that there shall be no new burdens on
the parish rates ; and to the wurk'us she shall

go."
" You munna be too hard, nor go again the

law, if she is your nephew's wife," exiwstu-

lated the more charitable constable ;
" for since

you turned her out of the house, and seized her

father's furniture and books for the small bit of

rent, why "

" She isn't my niece," half-shouted the

irritated squire, " and so don't say it again, or I

shall be a knocking you down, sir ; and as for

the parish, I don't care for its opinion one
farthing Old Butler thwarted me enough in

Ilia life-time. Harbouring Tom, teaching, feed-

ing him when I did not choose lie should have
victuals, and helping him with money when he
took it in his head to run oil" to sea. And, then,

this last tack worse than all, when he knew the

lad was brought up to marry my Julia; ay,

and would— ay, and should; Idling the lad's

head with nonsense, about loving his daughter

;

\ but ,'

" But— but, sir," groaned the clerk, with that

self-satisfied air of one who bears welcome
news, " she was very bad at seven this morning,

and the doctor had been up with her all night."
" Bad, fiddlesticks ! Just give me that glass

of ale. Well, what's the other news ?"

" Why, sir, nothing but a parish full of

heathen's rage ; nothing but impudence and
wickedness. First thing, and I think, sir,

you'll agree with me, that it's first, there's that

impudent parisli boy goes now to 3Ir. Morton's

every day, and is the whole morning with him
in his bu-ti-ful study, which I do say is a sham?,

and a flying in the face of Providence. Then,

there's that parish girl, as was with us, ;!)ul

that Mrs. Tubby was a mother to, gone oil" to

the captain's the very minnit her time w.ks

ser\'ed with us, and, of course, sich ingra-

titude."

At this acme of parish-politics, John brought

in the post-bag ; and as the squire liked to look

a Solon before his inferiors, he opened it sans

ceremonie. There was but one letter in it—

a

foreign letter, directed in an unknown hand, to

himself. With yet the glass in his fingers, he
tore it open, read the first few Avords—it was
rather a long letter—dropped the glass, as if •

smitten by palsy in the hand ; then read on,

further, farther, till, with blanched face and
wonder-stricken eyes, he darted from liis chair

and from the room, without a single word,

dropping, however, the letter in his wuy, and
which the clerk soon took care to put on his

spectacles and read. As Fenner went forth

from the house, it was dark across the lawn,

dark along the village-street, dark and still on
the woodpath which led toMaria Fall's cottage.

Still he went on at the same giant pace, through
the garden, into the house, without knocking
or leave-asking, into the kitchen, without one
word to a knot of women gathered round the

fire-place, up the narrow stair-case, into the

chamber above. The room was very still ; a
single candle burnt within it, and the night-

wind coming in the partly-opened casement,

flickered its flame to and fro. A woman knelt
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Aveeping by the bed ; whilst another, far older,

croued out some commonplace and unheeded
Avordb of comfort. These women Fenner
seemed not to sec or heed ; but pulling aside
a, parUy-drawn curtain, saw—Ohl pity, i)ity !—
that cruelty and nncliaritableuess had done their
evil M'ork, for there the little mother, whose
budding beauty had not yet seen sixteen sum-
mers, lay dead, her still-bom infant lying by

native jwet, whose genius the "Wold has
already largely recognised as a tnie thing— as

in recompense they should ; Tor he sings of
their village oaks, tJieir village green, their

ancient common pastures, stretching far away .-

in a woitI, he sings of alt that will make then
cheerfully rejoice in the majesty and tiie power
of the Divine. Neither, as some might think,

has the pit and forge desolated Fernmoor ; the
her side* nestling, as it were, to that poor mar-

j
one yields, the other plies, and both give |>k'H-

riage-ring he had said, with cruel tongue, was
j

teous bread to that population, who star\ed
not,.. Yes! the mother and the heir were thus ! whilst short-sighted landowners, denying the
stark and cold, as was that poor tever-stricken existence of coal, insisted on turning ils.baxrtn
Tom long months ago, in the far Indian igles ;

j

heather-land intocom-helds. No '. the pit an<i

atid who, with dying voice, had asked, by the
|

the forge are hidden, and destroy not thj
hand ctfanother, mercy to his young and girlish ' beauty of the heaving wilderness.; and tlif.

wifie. Mercy from ignorance or pride ? Ask
warmth from a polar icebeg ! ask pity from the
Avinter's wind ! ask mercy frQm a jangle-tiger,

hraigry for Iris prey !

He. dropped the candle he had taken up, and
fled from that still room of death, without a
•word. But not to pity, or to weep, or to a,sk

forgiveness ; but to curse, that Richard 3Ierton
woji his heir, and that a new light would now
shine on Fernmoor ; that Mary Teme would
be Richard's wife, and the probable mother of
Femmocrs heirs; and that no mortal man
would wed his own most cruel, most selfish,

ni0st uncharitable daughters, but leave them
as shrewish legacies of his discordant home '

* * « * * * ** *

Ten years have passed over Fernmoor, and I
sec before me its forest-paths and glades rich
vvith the sweeping garniture of leafy June. It

is still a Mount Horeb ; but not, as years before,

set within a wilderness of ignorance and sin.

flien less imbrutified begin to reason with their

fellow-men, and harmonizing interchange of
thought is largely aided by the railway bring-
ing the far town within near neighbourhood.
Yes, t)ie artisan from thence comes to worship
in a new temple, a Puseyite might envy for its

adornment ; for it is raised on the heights of
the wilderness, vvith the stream and the wood-
land sweeping far below ; and where he can
thus behold gladness, and " drink in the words
i)f religious poetry, and create a soul even from
the moral death into which he has been plunged,
amidst the reeking streams of corruption that
surround his city parish church, and excel its

incorruption." Or else he comes to wander
on the breezy "Wold, and pluck its summer-
flowers. So now the collier or the labourer,
reading a cheap paper or a cheap book, find

other excitement, more worthy and lasting
than that drawn from pernicious tlraughts of
gin or beer; and so, hearing of the world,
and what in the turmoil of its cities man
does for man, is becoming sensible enough
to understand that steady labour, temper-
ance, and thrift, is better than rick.tHi.ming

or poaching. Aii, thus a consequence of better

knowledge, they now prondly boast of their

labourer, after his day'jj work, cornea back to his,

croft and his garden witli a better spirit than
when he tilled fruitless land, or begged the

parLsh loaf. Yes, Fernmoor is still a Horeb ;

itsheanng sward, its grassy knolls,its brawling
brooks, its forest paths, are, as hitherto, a soul

inheritance to the ix>or man I

And what of its people ? "VPliy, sweetest

peace has succeeded war of many kinds ; the

philosophy of dreams has been changed into the

philosophy of action ; pulpit quibbles into a
plain and simple exposition of immortal things;

the spirit of antiquarianisra (for Le Grice has
long been dead) has given place to one more
philosophic and observant. Hence arc records

kept of births, and marriages, and deaths, and
of the general productions of the soil, whether
of pasturage, corn, land, mines, and orchards.

Mrs. Topp is dead—she rests in the ver}' spot

where her last great battle was tbught—

a

warning to all shrewish wives, for honest Jonas
has had inscribed upon her monumental stone,

not in Latin, but in plain, good, large-lettered

EnglLxh, " Rest, Rest in Peace !" wliich. most
as.«uredly, she does. Good Topp himself is

now married to Maria, and scolding is now
never heard beneath the sign of the Red Lion

;

for, leaving most matters of domestic busineiis

to the wise control of his good wife, Topp's time

is divided between the daily paper and tli«

proceedings on the railway, in '^rhose vast suc-

cess he is wondert'uUy interested. Perhaps I

may truly say, that Topp never si^is, exoept
when thinking of, or wandering to, the girlish

grave of sweetest Alice Fenner. Fsther i*

married to Mr. Square, tlie exciseman, and an
excellent \\ife she make.^ ; whilst !Mr. Soaper
having a larger amount of diins to j?have, ha«

less time for silly gossip. Captain Tapi)er now
admires matrimony, for he is the hoppiest of

men, and luxuriates in nice puddings and broANli

roasts, to an extent that might liave satisfied

even the dead corporal ; and though now as

vehemently denouncing gimpowder as he before

estimated it, not even the persuasive sweetness

of his bright little wife can reconcile him to

French politics. "No," he says, to soft per."

suasion of this sort ; " I am a Briton, {<arah fV^
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and 80 the half-pay now goes towards the

erection of a new parish school-house, about

thecorncr stonesof which he ajid his little wife

relncst enthusiastic. Mary 'J'cnie is now a
wife and mother, and as the coal-pits prove so

profitable, and her husband, Ricliard Mertou,

must 'succeed by heirship to Fenner'a very large

landed property, 3Ir. Tickle is no longer the sole

\illagc schoolmaster. Xo; a new and highly-

educated Wildcrspin, has been found, whom
Richard adequately remunerates and assists;

for he wisely considers, that ignorance is tho
mother of sin. Further, he no longer writes as

one who dreams, but as one who allies action to

thought; and, no longer resting on the faith of
tome sovereign, moral panacea, yet to bo found,

like the long-deluding philosopher's stone, but
even concerning the probable state of things,

when railways have spread across the length

and breadth of the land, uniting the material

and intellectual, and when education has been
made to fall like a holy and a refreshing dew
upon the souls of men !

Last, and yet greatest, as regards the great

moral and intellectual change in Fernmoor, ii

its rare poet-voice ! For though we have seen
it was once disowned and despised, as were the'

poor geologists by the very class most n^edin,?.

and most to be benefited thereby, none to esti-'

mate the genius of "William Broadhurst, now
they can in a measure comprehend all which he
strives to teach by song. So men, that were oner
little broad-cloths, now boast that " / went to

school with hhn, and tell the story of the parish
ink-bottle on every possible occasion. Even
'Jlckle himself is repentant, and speaks humbly
and bows profoundly. For there, in sweetest
Fernmoor, yeL the poet dwells, earning by his

song-work honourable, if htimble, bread ; and ?

whilst thousands of admiring hearts flock by thr.

summer trains to see his humble cottage, ajid-

tread his daily walks ; his sweet lyrics, en-
graven on the English heart, are destined to

shed light on many English Aillages, and lift

from them, as from our Horeb in the Wilder-
ness, the narro'wness, tho ignorance, the bigotfy,"

the bitterness, conveyed by one expressioiiT-T'

PABISII FOIilTICS, ^. .^

WEST INDIAN EXPERIENCE; OR, LIFE AND LABOUR AS A''

iMISSIONARY FOR FOURTEEN YEARS IN THE WEST INDIES.

CHAPTER It.—OUTWARD BOUND.
I HAVE generally found most persons dis-

appointed when they find themselves out of

sight of^and. All the old ideas gathered
from poetry and romance about the im-
mensity of the ocean, and her brow without
one written wrinkle, and the glory of seeing
nothing but an uninterrupted expanse of

water, are sadly put out of joint when
you first discover the small circle in the
midst of which you are sailing. Twelve
miles on either side of the vessel is the
average extent that can be reached by
the naked eye from the deck of the
vessel; and it is only after sailing on
through this objectless expanse, day after

day, or week aflier week, and still meeting
no boundary to this interminably receding
horizon, that one begins to be overpowered
with the magnitude of this great highway of
nations.

Many persons complain of the monotony
o( a voyage ; but having crossed and re-

crossed the Atlantic, besides making seve-

ral intercolonial voyages, I may be allowed
to say, that, to those who know what to do
with themselves, there need be no tedium
on board ship. Let us suppose you have a
small library of well-assorted books, and
that you devote some portion pf every day

in their quiet perusal. This premi:>c(|, it

,

must be admitted that you cannot read all,

day ; and the question is, as your room fbrr
exercise and recreation is rather limited,,,

what are you to do with yourself? TliVt
answer is close at hand, and will be most;,
complete by supposing the ordinary engage-.,

raents of a whole day. In the mon>ini,',j,

when the decks are being soused, leave your,^"

close cabin and take a turn on deck aujij.:.

drink in the cool morning breeze. All cap-!

tains invariably welcome early birds. Lcuvo,
stockings and slippers below ; roll up you u,

trowsers and, while the sailors " clean,
decks," you will have a most delicious fuotr,

bath, and, as the reward for carlyrising, acuj[^

of real coffee with the skipper, compared with
which the nectar of the gods was insipid.

Having thus luxuriated, you will retire anft",

dress for breakfast, during which you will

'

wonder what has givciv you such an appetite.

That first substantial meal over, for

breakfast on board ship does not mean sim-
ple tea and toast, but solid cold meat,
bacon and eggs, hot rolls, and other ct
cajteras, you will be somewhat prepared for

the fatigues of the day
;
you will then take a

walk for half an hour, after which your library
win afford you occupation tijl twelve o'clock.
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At that hour the captain and chief officer will

take their observations ; and when the lati-

tude is fixed by the meridian altitude of the
sun,the captain calls out: " Strike eight bells

;

call the watch." In a few minutes the cap-
tain descends below deck, and is busy in the
cabin marking the ship's progress on the
chart, and telling his passengers how many
knots they have run the last twenty-four
hours. This is always a pleasant time of day
on board ship, for the ladies, emerging from
their chrysalis to their butterfly condition,
begin to creep out of the hiding-places to
which, poor prisoners of hope, sea-sickness
had confined them. Bread and cheese, and
Bass's pale ale, are examined with as much
interest as the ship's course ; and the
captain, like a good-hearted fellow, spins a
yarn or two about things that have hap-
pened in former voyages, with former pas-
sengers, in all which yarns passengers
make ample allowance for an exuberant
imagination ; when presently he jumps up
suddenly, as if a monstrous great thought
had just come into his mind, everybody
remembering that he has done the same
thing every day since they came on board,
and clapping on his Panama hat, exclaims,
" Bless me, ladies and gentlemen, it's one
o'clock." This is the understood signal
for leaving the cabin, and going on deck 1

again Presently the ladies are at their
needle-work, or crocheting the captain an
anti-Macassar

;
gentlemen are reading

aloud to them ; little children are running
up and down, playing as good as good,* I

making mimic towers of Babel, with bits of
stiff" rope-yarn, and wondrous labyrinths,
with grains of barley, spilt by the fowls
from the coops. Perhaps a ship is along-
side, and you exchange courteous saluta-
tions, by exchange of colours ; or you
catch half a dozen dolphins, of orthodox
size and correct dying beauty ; or a shark
is hauled up on deck, to the most savage
joy of the sailors, for Jack takes a most
exultant and ferocious pleasure in the cap- I

ture of a shark ; or the men are mending
the sails, tarring the rigging, painting the

j

ship, overhauling the stores ; or, in some- i

way or other, there is always plenty going
on on board of ship, and if you are dull it is

\

your own fault. I

By-and-by the dinner-bell rings, and I

passengers retire to dress for dinner ; this I

is a matter of strict regulation in all well-
found ships, and is only rebelled against
by those whose chief happiness lies in

!

making others miserable. To wash and
dress before dinner takes away many an
asperity ; it is impossible to be savage
when your dress is nicely arranged. Like

• A West Indian comparison.

the officers' mess, this preparation for dinner
is a daily bond of brotherhood between
passengers of widely diff"erent tastes : dress
and discipline are nearer relations than the
dirty suspect, and this attention to eti-

quette each day is a more silent and suc-
cessful promoter of comfort and decorum
on a voyage than most imagine. How the
cook in his little iron caboose, away there in
the forecastle, amidst all the ups and downs
of a voyage, and the ins and outs of stray
waves that every now and then come
searching through the cook-house for loose
pots and pans, manages, day by day, to

provide such dinners, generally so excel-

lent, is always a mystery to the passengers,
and at the end of the voyage the passen-
gers generally club together a little sum
for him. After dinner you sit over the
dessert, and, having drank " the Queen,"
you retire to the deck a happy man, recently

dined. After tea, the last meal on board
ship, conversation, chess, draughts, and so
on, pass away the time until ten o'clock,

when, if you are a wise passenger, you will

imitate the captain and make yourself in-

visible.

Of course, my readers will understand
that, sometimes, interruptions to this plea-

sure occur ; for even happiness may be so
monotono\is as not to be worth the name.
Circumstances of danger and ahirm arise on
most voyages

;
gales of wind are unpleasant

occurrences to ladies, and sudden squalls

coming on before sail is shortened often
create serious apprehension ; water-spouts
are very interesting in pictures, but unwel-
come visitors in reality ; for want of a good
look out " for'ard" you may be near being
run down at night ; the crew may get rusty
and mutinous ; the captain, may get out of
temper, and make his pas-engers uncom-
fortable. But, with all such di-awbacks,

life at sea is not so monotonous or miserable
as those who have only been in a crowded
channel steamer might imagine.
Once out of sight of land, we sa.w nothing

but sea, sky, and ships, for twenty-nine
days, when, after a beautiful run, we made
the West India Islands, and the same day
passed Descada,Guadaloupe,Antigua,!Xevis,

and Montserrat. We passed within a stone's-

throw of this last romantic island— so deep
is the water close off the land— so as to see

people on the shore, the rich dark green
canes, the ciuious old windmills, the church
far up in the cocoa-nut grove yonder (the

first cocoa-nut trees we had seen), some one
in a broad Panama hat and white dress oa
the top of the hill, spying at us, as we Avere

at him. These things iilled us all with
most pleasant excitement. Mutual congra-

lations on a pleasant voyage passed hcartilr

at the dinner-table between the captain ana
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his passengers ; nor were there wanting
deeper and more religious emotions of true
thankfulness to Him v,-hose professed ser-

vants we were, and who had been our con-
fidence while afar off on the sea ; but it

would not be seemly to introduce these
here.

No sooner had we cast anchor in Port
Royal harbour than we received messages
and invitations from the older missionaries,
by whom our arrival had been anticipated :

and we soon found ourselves enjoying the
liberal hospitality of the Baptist missiona-
ries stationed in Kingston. As I shall

have occasion again to refer to these excel-
lent men, and their brethren in other parts
of the island, I will only add here, that it

affo'ii^ me sincere pleasure, at this long

distance of time, thus to acknowledge the
cordial friendship M-ith which we were wel-
comed by these missionaries. We had not
long been in the island, however, before we
began to perceive the extreme delicacy of

our position: though heartily welcomed by
the Baptists, they were not \vithout reason
in supposing that there had been undue
planter partisanship and sectarian influence
at work at home, and that, sooner or later,

we must come into collision with those
whose long residence in the island, and ac-

quaintance with the negro character, gave
them an undoubted prior claim to the most
eligible stations of missionary labour. Yes I

I fear the establishment of the Independent
mission in Jamaica was, and always will be
a great and grievous mistake !

HEXIIY AVILLIAMS; or, STRUGGLES FOR LIGHT.

CHAPTER I.

I AM now fifty years of age. I belong to a
• arned profession, possess a large library,

icnow several languages, and have published

querulous. Had she in youth gone througli
the discipline of a sound education, she
would have made a first-rate woman, and

many books. I began life in a very humble i saved her family from innumerable ills.

T)osition, and enjoyed very few opportunities ' Alas! how much power for good is allowed
ti-r sclf-impiovcment. '\\'hat I am I have

i

to run to waste, nay, to become positively

i.ide myself. In the process numerous and |
baneful, for want of a good training in early

eavy hindrances lay in my way. Similar ' life. There are at the present moment
iiindrances still obstruct the path of the i thousands of families in this kingdom that
young and the poor that are struggling for are miserable, and all but destitute, whom
light. My experience may possibly be of ; education would have made happy and corn-
some service to them, and here, therefore, ! fortable. The light is still withheld. Let
I begin a narrative designed for their aid. 'some among them struggle manfully for

My family history is soon told. Myfatherithe light. It is worth all the efforts they
was a carpenter by trade. Having a large ; can make.
family and scanty means, he could do little

for his children beyond finding them food,
clothing, and shelter, and giving them a
year or t^o each of a common school edu-
cation. His indirect influence however was
highly valuable, for he was pre-eminently a
iiond man. Gifted by nature with a kind

My own struggles for light began very
early. By nature sensitive, timid, and shy,
I cared little for rough sports and ordinary
companions. Impulse led me into privacy

;

Ilovedtowanderoutin clear star-lightnights,

and muse on the boundless sky. 1 loved to

saunter along the shore of the ocean (f(.r

heart, he was a most affectionate parent, ! we lived in a sea-port), and watch its waters
and in his domestic discipline never made a
mistake but from want of knowledge. Cal-
vinistic in his creed, he went through deep
distress of mind, which if it deepened the
shades of a disposition somewhat prone to

gloom, also conduced to the manly earnest

sparkle in the sunshine. I was never so
happy as when seated on my own little

stool by the fire-side, reading the '* Pilgrim's
Progress," or "Thomson's Seasons." 1

found peculiar pleasure in reverie, and
building castles in the air—a tendency

ness of his character, and made the religious
[

which has rather altered its direction than
tone of the family decided and influential

My mother, whose knowledge fell short of
the small store possessed by my father, had
a heart overflowing with warm emotion?,
which, for want of being properly contrasted,
made her either kind and indulgent to a
fault, or unduly expectant and painfully

abated its force, for my mind is still only
too prolific in plans and fancies, and always
devising ; I devise more in one hour than I

could execute in a year. But bed was my
chief place for thought. Reader, do not
accuse me of sluggishness, I have been an
early riser all my life, and owe one half of
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iny small store of knowledge to my early

rising. I have still, however, a vivid recol-

lection of the hours I used to pass during

the night in half-waking dreams of medita-

tion, Avhen God, creation, and eternity, oc-

cupied and bewildered my boyish mind.

These private hours had their troubles as

well as their joys. If the mental states, of

which they were the occasion, gave me a

deep and never-to-be-forgotten pleasure,

they also brought fears and solicitudes of a

very painful nature. I have always been

skilful in the art of self-tormenting. In my
boyhood, as in my age, I was never without

a troop of fancied ills. The chief source,

however, of my distress was a belief iu

ghosts. In ghosts, all the world around me
beJieved; in ghosts, of course, I, too, be-

lieved. Hence I dreaded the privacy which

I loved ; and hence, when I was all alone,

happy to the height of my desire, the slight-

est occurrence—a noise, a light, a gust of

wind, indeed anvthing unusual, made my
nerves tremble all over, and for the moment
1 would have given anything for a com-

panion. jMydiead of spectres was much
increased bv a visit which I paid to a rural

town in Devonshire. The house was haunted

with unreal shapes of fear. Night, morn-

ing, and noontide, I heard some terrible

story or another, which made my blood run

told, occupied my waking thoughts, and

disturbed mv sleep. Not only the house, '

but tlie whole neighbourhood for miles

round, was haunted by these silly fantasms.

My -uncle, in whose house 1 was a visitor,

kept a large grocer's shop. On market-

da) s his customers, coming from all parts,

were numerous. Every customer had his

tale, and ihen did I stand near my uncle's

olbow. greedily devouring those dark fan-

cies, and fixed' in a momentary fascination,

hah pleasure, half pain. No sooner did

darkness return, than fear seized me. How
terrible sometimes my agitation! Now
would I shrink down so as to cover myself

over with the bed-clothes ; now steal out of

my chamber to make my way, with throb-

bing heart, to my cousins' room.

And here came one of my first great hin-

diances in my struggle for light. My aunt

had forbidden me to leave my chamber. In

my chamber, however, I could not stay._ I

knew my duty—I knew I ought to remain

;

but fear was stronger than conscience—

I

disobeyed. Reproved in the morning, I at

night repeated my disobedience. Things

began to look serious, and to save myself

from punishment I told first one falsehood,

and then another. Detection ensued, and

I was sent home.
Happy for me was this dismissal. Had 1

continued in my uncle's family, my moral

feelings would have suffered irreparable in-

jury. As it was, I knew I had done wrong,

and was sorry, very sorry. But I could not

help repeating the wrong. My dread ol

spectoral illusions were too strong for every

other feeling. How groundless that fear is,

I now know ; but long after I had ceased to

believe in ghosts I was tormented by ^
vague feeling of dread on passing a church-

yard after dusk, and ascribe to the influence

which the fear exerted on my deepest feel-

ings a morbid timidity in regard to uncer-

tamties and novelties of all kinds, which

has detracted from both my usefulness and

my peace. Nor do I believe that I could

have recovered my observance of truth and

ease of muid, had I not been removed to my
father's house, where ghost stories were be-

ginning to be less frequent, in consequence

of a liberalising tendency in my father's

mind, and whose narrow circumstances

obliged me to sleep with my brothers, and

rarely gave me an opportunity for being

alone.

In mv absence I had formed a very valu-

able and verv interesting acquaintance. The
comparative* leisure of my uncle's house

allowed of the reading of the Bible, night

and morning, in domestic worship. The

more .simple narrative parts of the book

were chosen. These stories seized my
imagination, and wen my feelings. How-

was I interested on having—as I then

thought— ray difficulties removed, by hear-

ing the first chapter of Genesis read. As

soon as I reached home, I took posses-

sion of the large " Family Bible," with its

humble pedigrees and unartistic pictures,

and spent some of the happiest hours of my
life in turning over its pages, and perusing

such stories as attracted my eye, and fixed

my attention. . j. ,

The study was interrupted. A disorder,

which resisted all appliances, led my parents

to send me to some distance in the country.

I was consigned to the care of a shepherd

and his wife, who were skilled in the use of

simples, and out of whose hands I certainly

came with a sound body. But my progress

in knowledge had been stopped. No books

were to be had. My associates were very igno-

rant, as well as very poor. They were als«

full of false notions, and not a little inclined

to superstition. Treating me kindly, they had

over me a great influence, and as 1 continued

with them a long time, they went far to

make me as stupid, narrow, and blind as

themselves. Such are the hindrances aud

evils to which the children of poverty are

exposed. I remember only one favourable

influence.' My host's duties as a shepherd,

kept him a great deal in the field, and on

the hill side ; being a favourite, I was con-

stantly at his side, and there, in a fine open

country did I deepen and extend my half
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uncoascious love of natural beauties, laying
a foundation for a sympathy with all created
things to which I owe a ver>' large portion
of the happiness of life. What pleasure in
being up and out with fresh breath of an
early opening mom, and in tarrying on
into tlie darkness of autumnal evenings!
liven the cold and frost of winter, though
exposure for hours together made me shiver
I'rvm top to toe, and almost froze my toes
and fingers, had its delights in the
blaze and warmth of the wood-fire at night,
and in the pork, greens, and hard pudding,
which closed the scenes of the day, and
which were eaten with a relish that I have
rarely known since. Pleafiing, and in some
sort venerable is the recollected image of
that kind old man, the shepherd ; rude and
ignorant he was, but in his way, he was

full of attentions to me ; and though his

wife was rather a scold, yet he was hardly
everruffled; his heavy form betokened amind
not easily moved, and he seemed to yield
only to a certain quiet lovingness, which
found objects for its exercise in his dog
and me.
The two years that I spent in the shep-

herd's house, corrected and strengthened
ray moral feelings, but left my mind in
thicker darkness than they found it. I re-
turned home, stout of body, and full of
animal life ; but I had nearly lost my love
of books, and regarded with almost the
same indifference, my Bible, my Pilgrim's
Progress, and my Thomson's Seasons, A
family council was held, I was declared a
dull and backward boy, and it was rc5olvpd
to send me to school.

HISTORY IX OUR HEDGE-ROWS.

THE THISTLE.
" He iB the happiest who hath power
To gather wisdom from a flower.
And wake his heart in every hour

To pleasant gratitud«>."—Wordsworth.

The Poet was right when he spoke of gather-
ing '* wisdom from a flower," for Phrist
himself made " trees and plants to teach the
people, that by familiar things ho might
make his doctrine slip more easily into the
hearts, even of the humblest ; and that
labouring people might everywhere have
monuments of his doctrine ; remembering
In gardens his mustard-seed and lilies ; in
the fields his seed-corn and tares ; and so
ftot^ to be wholly drowned in the works of
their vocation, but sometimes lift up their
minds to better things in the midst of their
pains." Many other portions of Scripture
are also recalled to our minds by Avild flowers.
The first is the curse pronoimced on vecre-
trition for the sin of disobedience :

" Thorns,
also, and thistles, shall it bring forth to thee

;

In the sweat of thv brow shall thou eat
bread." In the midst of this judgment,
however, God remembered mercy, and
though thistles and briars would, in every
land not carefully cultivated, so quickly
overspread the face of the earth as to in-
crease ton-fold the toil of the husbandman,
vet they are by no means an unmixed evil.
Thorns bear roses, and thistles bring forth

i

beautiful flowers. From some varieties of ^

the latter rich e«;seures are prepared

;

others are valuable from the f|uaiitity of
cotton found on their stems and leaves,
which peasant children gather for tinder^

' while others afford abundance of down,
which may be used for stuffing beds.

Thistles of great magnitude abound in
Palestine; and some immense tracts are >i»

entirely covered with them, that it is sup-
posed a complete collection would be a va-
luable acquisition to botany. Dr. Clarke
saw one kind of thistle, with a purple head
rising to the height of five or six feet; a
more recent traveller describes one with
which no European flower could be com-
pared as regards odour, having its head so
close to the ground that it could only be
obtained entire by digging round the roots

;

while others have described thistles which
they saw on the lands about Mount Tabor,
with stems eight feet high, each bearing
from twelve to fifteen fragrant flowers. As
they took their course through these lux-
uriant weeds, they were struck by the quan-
tity of thistle-down which was floating in
the air, and were forcibly reminded of that
passage which describes the Almightv H'i

chasing the nations while they should '''flee
far off," and should be chased "like a rolling
thing before the whirlwind."
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In modern history, also, the thistle has
obtained a distinguished place, having been
chosen many years since by the brave Scotch

as their national eiDblem. Its adoption is

said to have arisen from the follo^^-ing cir-

cumstance:—The Danes were invading Scot-

land, and according to their accustomed
mode of warfare, were making upon the

enemy under cover of the darkness, while

the Scottish army were asleep. They had
reached safely the camp of the slumberers,

when a Dane, placing his naked foot on the

spiny leaves of a thistle, involuntarily

uttered a cry of pain, and thus unintention-

ally aroused the warriors. The conflict was
fearful, but at length the invaders were
routed, and the conquerors adopted as their

national insignia the beautiful cotton thistle,

with the motto, " Wha daar touch me ?"

The botanical name of the cotton thistle

is " OxopoiiDUM AcAXTHiL'M ;" it grows
iiouiitidiiiiy uy Scuiia's hi;iu.ays, uuU is

(!istiti'-riii.<hed from other \aricli'j.s by its

sharp hard spines.

The Cardi'us Mariakus, or ..lary's

thistle, is spoken of by some as the true

Scottish thistle, but this is a mistake, for,

common as it is in England and Ireland, it

is found in Scotland only on the rocks of

Dumbarton Castle, where it is said the un-

happy Queen Mary planted it with her ou-n

hands. This plant is usually known as the

milk thistle ; it grows to the height of

three, and sometimes even five feet, and
bears large showy leaves chequered with

veins of pure white.

The Cardlts Nutans, or musk thistle,

has beautiful purple nodding heads of

flowers, whose delicious fragrance becomes
very powerful in the evening, or after

slight rain.

The Carlina Yulgarts, or Caroline

thistle, sends up one purple stalk from a

hard, woody root, bearing deep purple

flowej-s, and a number of prickly leaves.

The flowers, which are of a yellow colour,

are inclosed in a swelling cup formed of

scales, the inner ones of which are shining,

and placed in a ring round the flowers.

It grows most frequently on dry and hilly

pastures, where it is found to remain un-

changed for a whole year, and then to die

away almost suddenly.

The Dwarp Carlixe Thistle spreads

its leaves around so very closely to the

ground that nothing can grow beneath
them ; in the midst is found the purple

fiower without any stalk.

The Arbor Soxciit'S, or tree sow-

thistle, has a creeping root, and therefore

adds not a little to the sweat of the poor
man's brow, who endeavours to eradicate it

j

from his land. It grows to a height of

about two feet, ha\-ing stems smooth at the
top, but rough and hairy where they begin
to branch out ; its leaves are deeply cut,

ending in sharp points, and having the
edges set round with tender prickles. Its

flowers are of a deep yellow, and grew in
bunches, surrounded by a dark green hairy
impalement. They have the odour of bitter

almonds, and when their leaflets fall off, a
light white down succeeds.

Dr. Forster, in his " Perennial Calendar,"
mentions the sow thistle amongst those plants

by which a change of weather may be foretold.

He tells us that if its flowers remain open all

night, rain will assuredly fall the next day ; and
with regard to the common sowthistle," Sonchus
Ardeusis," he observes, ''that it, like almost ail

other compound yellow flowers, keeps its face

during the whole day turned towards the sun.

In the morniug it looks towards the east ; at

noon, to the south ; and in the evening towards
the west, unless the sun's course through the

heavens should be rendered invisible by clouds,

when the thistle :'t once folds itself up, and tlius

gives timely warning to the husbaudman to

prepare for the approaching rain.'"

Besides these varieties wliich we have men-
tioned, there are many otliers which it would be
difficult to describe; the chief of them are, the

Corn Sow-thisti,e, the tall ilARca Sow-
TaiSTLE, and the Blue ArpiXE Sow-thistle :

the two latter are ornamental, and the former is

useful as being that from which the poor may
gather down for their beds. It must be picked

in dry weather, when fully ripe ; and the ticken

should be stuffed with it rather more than if

making a bed of feathers. If left sufBciently

loose to be shaken about, thistle-down will form
into small hard masses ; but if packed in well,

until the bed resembles a great flat pincushion,

it will remain good for several years.

Goldfinches love to feed on the seeds of

thistles ; and their roots, whicli are full of a
sweet milky juice, is the favourite food of rab-

bits. This juice is also a narcotic.

Botany.—In the Linnsean system this plant

belongs to the nineteenth cla.<s (si/ngenesio ),

having its stamensunited at the top by anthera?;

and of the first order in this class, having both
stamens and pistils in the same flower. This

order is termed " Polygamia Aqualis." ' It it

also a COMPOSITE plant, each of its flowers,

leaves, or florets, being a perfect flower in itself;

and is ofthevarietyknown asCiNAROCEPHAX.E,
because of the scales or bracts which form its

head.

Explj^nation of Botanical Terms.-
Stnoenesia means, of like parts. Staatens
are the little thread-like substances found in

flowei-s, having powdered tips which are termed
Antiier-?:. When these burst and fly about in

powder, the powder is called pollen.
Pistils are organs found also in the centre
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of^owers.standing on the rudiments of thefruit.
The top of a pistil is named the stigma ; the
middle of it the style ; and the lower part the
OVARY.
We shall now, for the present, take leave of

the Thistle; it is a very humble "way-side
flower," and yet it is connected with some of the
most absorbiug events on record. Well might
the poet say

—

. " ]\fot a tree
A plant, a leaf, a blossom, but contains
A folio volume. We may read and read,
And read again, and still find something new,
.Something to please, and something to instruct,
K'en in the noisome weed."

—

Hui'dis.

Order of the Thistle.—The well-
knmvn and honourable " Order of the
Thistle" was instituted in Scotland in the
ninth century by King Achaius, when he
made the famous oflcnsive and defensive
league with Charlemagne, King of France.
History informs us that " five noble Scot-
tish chiefs received this order from their

I

monarch's hand, and then repaired to the
French court, where, in the name of their
master, they invested Charlemagne with the
green ribbon, and the insignia of the noble
military order of the thistle."

Military orders, are societies establi.shed
by princes, the members of which are dis-
tinguished by particular badges, and con-

sist of persons who have done particular
service to the state, or who enjoy the dis-
tinction by the privileges of birth. They
originated in the institutions of chivalrv,
and \yere at first fraternities of men who, in
addition to particular duties enjoined by the
laws of honour, united for the performance
of specific patriotic or Christian purposes.
Free birth, and an irreproachable life, were
the conditions of admission.

The eldest Christian orders of which
mention is made in history, are the " sacred
vessel," founded in 499 by Clovis I., King
of France; the "Order of the Oak," founded
in 722, by Garcias Ximenes, King of Na-
varre

; and the " Order of the Genet,"
founded by Charles Martel in 726. The
first orders after these, arose during the time
of the crusades, and were an example to all
future orders. The oldest is that of St.
John of Jerusalem. Their laws were similar
to the rules of the Monastic orders. The
Pope was their head, but their masters were
chosen by ballot from amongst the members
of their own body. On their model the
numerous secular military orders, which
were instituted in later years, were founded.
These orders united military and religious
exercises; their badge was a cross, sur-
rounded by other emblems formed of pre-
cious stones and divers metals.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Lettek, XIX.

«Jtn .v"
'~/ Servitude t^o be regarded as an evil or a good } Is it the result

t u rt^' 7 T^^* 71' right_of wealth and power over weakness and indigence

;

3 Ln?l
°/^^"^^^°^ f Pkovidence and intended for the mutual benefit of theserved and the serving.' This ,s a subject much too large for me to enter upon,hougn the discussion might be made profitable to persons in both relations. Therelationdoesexist; and /believe it exists by the ordination of a wise and goodProvidence and for he mutual benefit of both parties. Servitude may involvesacnfices of home and kindred ties, and expose to peculiar temptations, but thTs i^

u V .t i\ nh°".'^if"f
'''^ ^ ^'^'^^ ^'•"'^ °^^"y °"^^^ temptations, as ^.e\\ as fromaiKVieties about high rents dear provisions, badness of trade, and exposure to wan"

fpeculiar duties. Though the engagement is, in some senses, obligatory, it is at thesame time, voluntary. It is comp^dsory, inasmuch as the richer mu^st have p^rLons towait upon them, to minister to their comforts, and to do their bidding iitsZm

teS^stnd'oTrh^ter .t""trf ^'^ P°^'^' ^'^'^^^ rnust'othenSe^Ve^stitu^

n istres cs .re not forrft' r^ °^^f^
' J^^ ^/

involuntary, inasmuch as masters andmistresses are not forced to take into their families just cmy person, or any numberofpersons they may happen to meet with; and inasmuch as no person however

KVtrdofhem'iusX'' 'f"^.°^
'^"^^' *^ any master or mis'treL";hornoiiKeiy to do them justice, and, as it is commonly termed, '' to use them well."
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, And this leads me, Mr. Editor, to observe that there ought to be a mutual under-
standing between the parties prior to engagement. In some respects, engagements
of this kind resemble matrimonial engagements. In both, the parties, knowing that
they have to do with frail and fallible mortals, take each other *' for better, for
worse ;" yet without some knowledge obtained beforehand, it may turn out, as it is

said to have turned out with a certain Welshman's wife, that one, or, it may be,
both, are " all tcorser, and no better .'" As men and women ought to know some-
thing of each other's tempers and habits, general character and conduct, before
•wedlock, so ought masters and servants to know a little cf each other before engage-
nients are permanentlymade. In this there ought to be reciprocity. I do not mean what
is called " Irish reciprocity "—all one side ; that is too much the practice at present.
Masters and mistresses are extremely anxious to know every iota as to the character
and conduct of one they think of taking into their family ; and who can blame
them for this; r But how rarely do servants think of asking a single question about
the character of a master or mistress I And yet, for want of due inquirj', hoyv
many a servant has been rendered miserable ! An excellent young woman, in my
iifiighbourhood, who, up to the age of nineteen, was modest and rirtuotis, has been
ruined for life, by entering a family the head of which was an abandoned libertine ;

which she might have known, had she made but the slightest inquiry beforehand

.

As your Numbers, Mr. Editor, are read by persons who employ servants, as well as

by those who seek a living through means of servitude, I would suggest to each
class the importance of a good imderstanding in these respects, before making
engagements. Let there be rmttual inquiries, and anequal interchanye of testimonials.

I take it for granted, that a large portion of the daughters of working men will,

as it is commonly termed, " go out to service ;" and in order that they may obtain

and secure—what to each is an object of sincere desire—" good situations," there

are certain qualifications necessary—absolutely necessar}'—upon the nature and
importance of each of which a long letter might be written. ,

' '/

I have, in a former letter, adverted to the importance of yood training, lliis is

necessary both for the order and comfort of the family in which the training

is carried on, and that the girls may be duly qualified to serve in other

families, to their own credit, and to the satisfaction of those who engage them.
" That whi".h is bred in the bone, will never go out of the flesh ;" the proverb is

somewhat hcmely, but it is not the less significant ; and it should teach parents

that what they wish their children to be through life, they should endeavour to

make them, boch by precept and example, while young and pliant. Now, tlie

qualities I should wish to find in a servant, are, modesty, honesty, sobriety, love

of truth, cleanliness, diligence, carefulness, patience, good temper, and the like.

But who does not see how essential it is that a girl should have been trained in

all these excellences, in order to her exemplifying them, and abiding by the exer-

cise of them, amidst ail temptations to the contrary- r As is the early training,^ so

will the future habits be, without some very powerful and unusual counteracting

influence. It is not in the power of a few maxims or advices, given in the hiirry

of leaving home, to form such a character as will make her an acceptable and praise-

worthy servant ; though, 1 am sorry to say, even such general and loose advices

as these are not always given. A young woman cannot jump out of bad tempers

and practices into good ones, quite so easily as she can jump into the omnibus

that is to carry her and her boxes to her new situation. "Mind and be a good

girl," is, in most cases, the only charge that is given ; and the girl forms her ideas

oi goodness from what she has seen and known in her own family—or from vague,

notions of goodness floating in her own mind—or from what she may have learned

from some relation or companion who has been in service (discharged, perhaps, for

want of goodness), and whose notions and practices are as crude and as imperfect,

not to say improper, as her ovm. A woman who sees no prospect for her girls

beyond that of servitude, will, if she regards their welfare as .she ought, be carefuj

to instruct them to the best of her ability, not only in various branches of house-

hold management, but also in those other excellences to which I have adverted. ,.

Allow me, Mr, Editor, to consider myself for a few minutes, as a mistress about
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io engage a female servant, and with that object making inquiries into her character.

Of course I should ask if she was honest ; because, if she were an angel in other

respects, yet if I coxild not entrust my property to her care, it would not be safe to

take her into my house. My inquiries in this respect would be somewhat minute ;

because it would not be enough for me that my servant would leave valuable articles

of property untouched, if she was unscrupulous as to those things entrusted to her

for family use, her exact appropriation of Avhich it might be difficult for me to

ascertain, and concerning the appropriation of which some servants are not over

particular. I have heard, too, of certain arrangements sometimes entered into

between tradespeople and servants, not very creditable to either party, and of some
importance to masters and mistresses who have to pay the bills. Some mistresses

are called mean. No doubt cases of meanness might be pointed out ; but I know
that some mistresses who are called mean are slm-ply pnident and careful, and that

the strictness with which they look after various articles of hoiisehold consumption,

arises from the fact that butter, meat, soap, candles, &c., have sometimes wonder-
fully diminished, \mder circumstances which left it impossible to believe that either

the cat or the mice had come in for any share ! Servants who act thus, must not

be surprised if some articles are placed under lock and key ; nor ought they to call

that mistress mean who thus takes care of what costs her money. On the other

liand, mistresses ought not thoughtlessly to place temptation in the way of ser-

vants ; neither ought they to deal out too scantily articles required for domestic
piurposes. Servants are apt to waste what they have not to pay for ; but I liave

knoAvn mistresses who required their servants to produce good pastry, strong soups,

rich gravies, &c., at the same time that they withheld a proper proportion of

the necessary ingredients. Like the Egj'ptian task-masters of old, who required of

their slaves the usual tale of bricks, without giving them out the requu'ed portions

of straw !

I shall not surprise you, Mr. Editor, if I say that I should require sobriety in a

servant. And here, again, my inquiries would be strict ; because if she were not
^'abitxiallij sober, I could not reckon with any confidence upon her honesty, modesty,
<liligence, cleanliness, good temper, or anything else that I regard essential. Many
a woman has, to my knowledge, lost her situation, and lost her character for life, in

consequence of having indulged a fatal passion for strong drink. Lately, in my
neighbourhood, one has been discharged, because she could not be trusted to go on
an errand without calling in at a public-house for a dram. Her wages would not
sustain her in this practice, and she purloined several little articles of dress, &c.,

belonging to her mistress. She, besides, brought disgrace upon herself and hor
family in another way, which I will not now explain. Here, again, see the im-
portance of training. The poor creature to whom I have just referred was the

daughter of parents who, though not in very good circumstances, used strong drink

pretty freely. They were not what many would call drunkards ; but they drank
often enough to make their daughter regard strong drink as necessary to existence,

strength, and enjoyment. Thus an appetite was created for it ; that appetite was
indulged, and now the whole family is reaping the bitter consequences ! Now, to

tell you the truth, Mr. Editor, / see no positive security against this practice—so

destructive to all that is good—except total and entire abstinence from every kind
of strong drink. I wonder that parents, and masters, and mistresses do not see

this, and insist upon sobriety—strict sobriety—in their children and servants. But
how can either parents or employers consistently insist upon abstinence, unless they
are abstainers themselves? • Do as I say " will not go far, unless they can add.
*' Do as I DO." If a servant has to draw or to fetch beer for a family ; if she hafi

to place bottles, and decanters, and glasses upon the table ; if she sees that her
master and mistress connect the use of strong liquors not only with their ordinary
meals, but with all occasions of festivity or pleasure, and that the greater the
occasion the stronger or more plentiful are the drinks supplied ; what wonder if

desire after a taste—"jxist the least taste in life"—is created; and what wonder
if that taste leads to liking—the liking to habit, and the habit to ruin ! But I

must not trust myself to enUrge on this subject at present, or I could furnish you
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with an interesting chapter from my own family history. I may do so at some
future period, if I can obtain my Jem's permission.

Then, I should require in a servant, industry, diligence, and dispatch :

—

an ability to catch my meaning and comprehend my wishes, from a word or a
glance. I should not like to be troubled with a deaf servant, nor with one who,
after I had told her plainly what I wanted, would ask half a dozen questions, and
require to be told half a dozen times. "When I had company, especially, I should
like a nod or a wink to suffice as to what was wrong, or what was wanting ; and
not for the servant to ssy aloud, " What did you say, Ma'am ;" or, '* If you please,

Ma'am, there's no more in the house." It is pleasant to have a servant who can
anticipate your meaning, or who, at least, can fully understand you, even r^'hen

very clear and minute directions are not given. There was a solicitor in my neigh-
bourhood who used to go suddenly among his clerks, and call out, *' Have you got
those thingumies drawn out for Mr. What-d'ye-call-him ?" and if they did not
understand, and reply quickly, he was in a tenrible rage. Now that was unreason-
able, though in time his clerks got used to it, and generally knew what he meant.
But as a mistress would not like a deaf or a dull servant, so, on the other hand,
commands should be given clearly and distinctly, except, as I have said, on those
occasions where a hint must suffice.

And, then, there should be no delaij. I was once in a house where a party was
preparing to attend a public meeting. The master rang the bell, and inquired if

tea was not ready:—"It ^vill be up directly," was the reply. "Oh," said the
master, ^^ directly won't do; we must have it brought up immediatehj !" The
"presently" of some servants means no certain period. No reasonable mistress

will, of course, require things to be done in an unreasonably short space ; nor
should a servant wear out the mistress's patience. A servant ought not to be
expected to take one flying leap from the kitchen to the di-awing-room while the

bell is yet tinkling ; neither should she require her mistress to ring three or four

times before she vouchsafes an answer.
But I must descend from my altitude : instead of sitting in state to hire servants,

I must attend, in person, to my own household concerns.
July 23, 1850.

'

Maetha Makepeaci..

FAMILY RECEIPTS.

Valuable Disinfectant.—Pound some well-
dried raw coflFee-beans in a mortar, or grind them
coarsely in a coffee-mill. Stiew a little of the
powder over a few bright cinders, in a shovel, or
a heated iron plate. Walk about the rooms or
passages with this, and the house will speedily be
cleared of offensive smells.

Rice Paste.—Mix rice flour very smoothly in

cold water, and boil it gently. It is beautifully
white, ani nearly transparent, and is well adapted
for pasteboard or paper work, the different parts
of which it causes to adhere to each other firmly.

To Remove Grease or Dirt from Woollex
Cloths —Take equal portions of soft soap and
fuller's earth, beat them well together in a
mortar, and make them into cakes. Set by to

harden. Place the garment or cloth on a clean
board, moisten the spots with water, rub them
with the cake, scraping the wool slightly with
your nails, so that the mixture may enter the
pores. After it has been on for some time, rub
the place with a little lukewarm water, and then
rlDce or rub it clean. When thoroughly dry.

brush the place, the way of the grain, with a tole-

rably hard clothes-brush.

To Remove Warts.—Dip a camel's-hair brush
in acetic acid, and touch the part after each time
you wash your hands, or the place affected.

To Destroy Flies.—Most of the '

' fly waters "

are poisonous. The following is efficacious, and
may be used with safety:—Mix equal portions of

pepper and coarse sugar in a little milk, so as to

form a sort of syrup and place it in small saucers,

or oyster-shells, in various parts of the room or

window.

Ventilation of Rooms.—Open your windows
both at top and bottom. The fresh air rushes in

at bottom, and the foul air escapes at the top.

To REMOVE Grease Spots from Books.—
Scrape very finely a little chalk or whitening, and

lay as mucb over and undtr the spot as will cover

it. Press hard upon the spot with an imn mode-

rately heated. By repeating this process two or

three' times, the chalk will absorb the fat, and the

paper will be restored to whiteness.

Be Consistent.—He that does not lire agreeably to what he is bound to profess and ieacL

will find his precepts as in^ectual as his faith.
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THE WORKING MAN'S GARDEN.

No. VII.-WORK TO BE DONE DURING THE FOURTH WEEK-
CABBAGES-PEAS—STRAWBERRIES-RASPBERRIES—

HEARTSEASE-VIOLETS.
This is tlio proper time for sowing the

Yorksliire, tlie Battersea, and the Ant-
werp cabbage seeds, in order to liave cole-

worts in autumn and winter, and greens

in spring, when the savoys will have been
consumed. An open spot of grovmd is

best for the purpose, and, after dividing it

into beds four or five feet wide, sow the

seed moderately thick. In about eight or
ten days the plants will have made their

appearance, and in six weeks may bo
transplanted into the garden. The rows
should be about one foot apart, and the

plants be distant from each other in the

rows about seven or eight inches.

Peas.—Sow some peas now without
loss of time, and again, at the close of the

month, you may sow a few more. A pint

of seed is sufficient for four rows, each live

yards long. The soil must be light and
ricli if you wish to have peas in perfec-

tion, but they v>'ill grow in any soil, even
the poorest and driest, if it is well ma-
nured. The best kind for sowing at this

sea.son are the Marrowfat, the Hotspur,
and Charlton. The marrowfat should bu
sown in drills three inches deep, and six

or seven feet asunder, in double rows ; that

is, two rows should be sown at only nine
inches from eacli other. By this means
you will save much ground, and will re-

«|iiire but half the number of stakes. Sow
the seed moderately thick, and cover it

with the ground taken from the drills,

after which tread lightly over the bed, or

beat it- with the back of the spade mitil

the surface is level. When the plants are
about six inches high, set beech branches
on the sunny side of them, for their ten-

drils to cling by, and let each branch be so

set that its side shoots will meet those of
tile next.

In rearing 3^our crop of peas you have
many enemies to contend with ; first, your
fowls ; then pigeons and sparrows ; and
lastly, mice, which do more mischief than
a,ll the others put together, and which you
can only free yourself from by means of
traps, while the others may be kept out of

the garden by children, who will find both
amusement and exercise in running out
three or four times a day, and frightening

them away.
Mice Trai's.—Soak a few peas in wa-

ier, and, when fully soaked, draw a thread
through one of them with a needle ; then
place two little sticks in the ground, at the

exact distance from each other of the
breadth of a brick; tie the ends of the
thread to the tv.'o sticks, leaving the pea
in the middle, and tiien let the brick rest
upon the thread : the mouse will come to
devour the pea, in doing which he will
gnaw the thread in twain, and the brick,
losing its support, will fall upon the mouse
and kill him.*

lict ns now leave the vegetable beds,
and look around ns on the abundance of
delicious fruits with which God has blcs.s-

ed us tliis season. We find them equally
plentiful and good. Surely His name ought
to be held in remcmbi-ance ; and v.dien we
partake of the rich feasts f-pread for us in
our ov/n gardens, we should not be un-
mindful of Him, the bountiful giver of
these and all other good things.

Strav/berkies are a delicately-fla-

voured fruit, and very wholesome, and
we would earnestly advise any who may
not as yet be so fortunate as to possess a
bed or border of tliem, to procure some
young plants as soon as possible. The
runners which grow nearest to the parent
plants, and whicli have fidl central clus-
ters of leaves, should be chosen, and set
one foot apart, either in the border, or in
beds which have been trenched and well
manured. The soil best suited to them is

a rich deep loam, but they will grow, and
even flourish, in almost any kind of clay,
if supplied with a suHiciency of manure.
In December good >;table litter should be
spread thickly round the plants, to protect
and feed them during the winter months;
and in April this should be forked in
just before soot is strewn all round the
roots, which it should be, if we wish to
protect the plants from slugs.

Raspberries arc next to be considered,
as new beds of them should be planted as
soon as they have done bearing, the canes
being then as much at rest as they will bo
at any future period. They are propa-
gated by suckers taken from the roots,
and set in beds of rich loam, at about one
foot and a-half apart. They require to be
well watered every evening after sunset
until fully established, and in winter a
good supply of manure should be spread
about the roots, to be dug in during
March or April.

In a former number wo observed that

• Kitchen Gardener's Mimual.
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we .slio"nld rejoice to see a little preserved
fruit ill the cottages of our working
friends ; and now we would explain to

them the most simple method of making
it. Gather the fruit when just ripe, in tlie

evening of a dry day, and then pick it free

from stalks, &c., and put four pounds in

weight of it into a perfectly clean pre-

serving«pan. Place this on a bright but
not blazing fire, and in a short time tlie

fruit will begin to boil. As soon as it

does, stir it about with either a silver or a
wooden spoon, and, in stirring, take care
that you do not mix up the scum (which
should be carefully removed every two or
three minutes) with the fruit. When it

has boiled for half an hour, add two and a-

half pounds of loaf sugar, and then let it

boil for three-quarters of an hour more.
Have earthenware jars perfectly clean,

dry, and cold, and pour the jam into them
tlie instant j'ou lift the pan from the lire.

Kaspberr}', currant, and gooseberry jam,
may be thus made, and both fruit and
sugar are now so cheap, that for a few
shillings we may purchase sufficient mate-
rials to make some pounds weight. J elly

is made by pouring off the juice, and boil-

ing it with a little more sugar an addi-
tional quarter of an hour. When pre-

serves are quite cold, they should be
covered with bladder, tied down, and laid

by in an airy, dry place.

And now let us turn to the beds of beau-
tiful flowers, whose balmy odours and
sparkling hues have all this time been ap-

pealing to our pb.'ased senses for notice.

Alany lovely varieties may now be propa-
gated, and from amongst them we would
choose a few of these which we regard as
the "Working Man's Flowers.*' First,

then. the Heautsease, or Pansy, which is

a strikingly beautiful flower, and has lately

become one of the favourites of fashion-

able florists. There are two varieties of
it, tlie animal and peroiinial ; tlie former is

a delicate plant, requiring much and care-

ful attention, but the latter is the well-

known little flower which attracted the
baxdof Avon, when lie sung

—

'• Yet niark'd I where the bolt ot Cupid fell.

It fell upon a little western Hower,
Before Hiilu-whit«, now jiurpie with love's* -^wend,
And maidens call it ' Xt»re in Jd'encxs'.'

"*

If you wish to mingle this ilbwer with
others round the borders, take healthy
7/oung cuttings of it now, and set them in

rows in a little well-shaded and moist bed,
but not under the drip of trees. Leave not
more than inch of the cuttings^ above the
jioil, and press the earth lirmly i*ound the
joints at the bottom. As soon as they are

* Midsummer Night's Dream.

planted, water them slightlv, and after-

wards be more careful to sliade off the
light, than to give them water. As soon
as they begin to grow, pinch off the tops,

and when they are sufficiently strong,

transplant them into the borders, ^e
have seen a heartsease reared in a pot ; it

was trained up a little trellis-work of wire,
and attained to the height of two feet.

When so kept, it is necessary to shade it

from the sun during the heat of the day,

and to give it water every evening.

Botany.—The botanical name of tlie

heartease or pansy is viola tricolor; it is

found wild in many cold, and almost all

temperate climes ; but between the tropics

it is a rare plant, and can only be preserved
by unceasing care. Many of the varieties

which we possess were brought from Ame-
rica, and some have reached usfrom Siberia.

Linnajus, in his work on the flowers of
Lapland, thus observes: "Here and there,

among the rocks, small patches of vegeta-
tion were to be seen, full of a variety of
herbaceous plants ; amongst others, viola

tricolor, o{ Vfinch some of the flowers were
white ; others with the upper petals blue
and yellow, and the side and lower ones
blue ; while others, again, had a mixture
of yellow in the lateral petals. All these

were found within a foot of each other,

sometimes on the same stalk.'' Heartsease
belongs to the fifth class (peiitaMriaj , be-

cause it contains five stamens ; and to the
first order (monogynia), having one pistil.

The Violet is a variety of the hearts-

ease, and with a short notice of it we shall

close this chapter. It is rather an early

spring than a summer flower ; but this is a
very ^ood season for propagating it, by
parting the roots and planting them in a
compost" of peat-mould, leaf-mould and
sand, on a layer of coal ashes. The violet

has ever been a favourite with poets ; they
have chosen it as the emblem of modesty,
and have embodied in it every gentle and
affectionate feeling, every pure and truth-

ful sentiment. It was raised by Kapoleon
to the rank of a historical flower, having
been chovsen by liirn, and all who secretly

favoured him after his escape from Elba,
as an emblem of the affection whidh bound
them to each other. From that period it

has been a pet flower with the Parisians,

and there is no season of the year in which
it may not be seen in tlieir flower markets.
In tins country it is chiefly found in bloom
in early .spring, in the quiet recesses of the

hedgerows and woods, and along the bor-

ders of our cottage gardens, which it fills

with fragrance and beauty, while other
plants are waiting for the wanntli and
sunshine of summer.
In the East, wreaths of violets arc worn

I
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as a preventive to headache ; and the
favourite drink of the Grand Seigneor, and
nobles of his court, is distilled from •this

humble little flower: it is called sherbet,

and is sold at a very high price. Jn Eng-
land, in the time of Charles II., a conserve
called violet sugar was sold in apothe-
caries' shops as a remedy for consumption,
and the belief in its efficacy was for a long
time imiversal ; its leaves are still applied
to bruises, and, when boiled in milk, are
suTOWsed strengthening to delicate lungs.

There are ninety-nine species of the
violet, and in British garden.^ about one
hundred and fifty varieties are cultivated.

I
Some of these are green-house plants,

j

others are prized as forming beautiful

I

window plants ; but the loveliest and most
' interesting amongst all, is our own simple,
sweet-scented wild flower.
BoTANV.—The violet and the hearts-

ease belong to the same cla.ss and order.

I

The ditterent parts of tlie flowers have

I

been thus described bj' botanists :
" The

' caly.x is divided into five parts, and tlie

corolla consists of five petal.s, whicli are
' irregular, and terminate in a horn contain-
! ing tlie nectary, and the capsule three-

j

valved, with one cell above the valve."'

THE REFORMED HUSBAND TO HIS WIFE.

No more for me the festive board.

My wedded nights too oft beguiling !

rs'o more for me the faithless bowl,

The lips of wedded love defiling.

Too long I've rolled in Folly's round.
And left my home deserted—dreary

:

For long I've sought delusive joys,

And met thy love with wrongs, my Mary.

Oh ! didst thou think, when oft I woo'd,
And called thee all my bosom's treasvire,

The guikful draught, or nightly song,
Away from thee, would yield me pleasure.^

I vowed to guard and cherish thee

—

Thy spouse—thy lover—ne'er to vary
;

But cold niy heart, and false my vow,
To leave thee lonely, thu^J, ray 3Iary.

How oft beneath the waning star,

As home my truant steps were uending,
I saw thee gaze with straining eyes,

To catch me down the hill descending;
And then the task to hide thy tears,

To look a welcome bly»he and cheery,

Lest I should feel one :n'"npfit's p^tng

To know thou hadst been weeping, Mary.

Tis o'er 1 but oh ! what keen remorse.
Can woman's patient wrongs awaken :

Forgive the past, and trust me well,

No more shalt thou be left forsaken.

Thy days of deep repining over

—

Thy nightly wAichings, lone and weary;
By every grief that wrung thy breast,

I'll prove, at last, I love thee, Mary.

L. M'LODDAX.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

F L.0 yi . JUL Y 21 ST 10 AUGUST 3rd.

July a, Jii"kih Sunday after Trrtity.
\

July 2V. 17%, Rvhcrt Burm, thf bcoitiih poet,

diefl. Tor a bri'-t arcou t o( ihfe g:ifted individual

FPe Calt-ndar, Jauoary '2^.

Ju!v 22 1844, a fearful accident occnnei. by
the breaking down of a wooden bridsre, leadio?

!

om the eton«^lep8 of Blarkfriars*bridge to the i

mb- barg« forniine tlie pier for passeug^er* by
he itearnboat.*. A noinber of persons were pre-

,

ipitatcd into the waier, inosl of whom were res-
;

ed ; bnt five persons were drowned, including
ree ehfldren. I

JalyiS, lf)«J8, the first i^enuine nc^v^qjaprr, the
j

glish Mercuric, w»« devised hy the policy of
zabeth aud Burleigh. It was priuted during
e Spanish Armada. The earliest number in the
ritish Museum is datcfl, July 23, 1-.3**. The?e
iblication* were then, and }on» afterwards, pnb-

Hiihed in the shape of small pamphlets. From
1^88 to 1632, and during the reign oi Jamej I., i

few of these publications appeared ; but the thirty
I

yearn' war, and the victones e>C Gustivus Adol-
phus having excited the cufio.-ity of ourcountrv-
meii, a ^v^•^:kIy paper called The Sieves of the
Present fFeck. was printed in 16J2. The fir-t re-

gular new.ip;»f)er, in the present fo' ni,was ihe /'uWi'c

Intelligencer published by Sir R<igfr L'Estraiige,

Auzuol 31. 1661. The Zondo»(?czt//e commenced
November 7. 1665.
July 23. 1816, died, Elizabeth Hamilton, a lady

of cr>ii>idprable atti«Miincnls, a native «] Ireland.
' The Cottagers of Gkubumie," " The Letters of
a Hindoo Kajah," and •* The Life of Agrippina,"
are among the most popular of h$r published
work*.
July 24, 1768, died, Nathaniel Lardner, D.D.,

a?ed84. Hewab a di;<sentin^ minibter uf cuosi-
derabic learning. His chief work was " Ihe Cre-
dibility of the Goppel lliiitory."

July 24, 18.17, Vaoxhall Gardens were crowded,
to see the ascent of <* large balloon, to which a pa-
rachute was attached, in which a Mr. Cockinsj
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was to descend. The parachute, in its descent
from the balloon, having collapsed, Mr. Cocking
•was thrown out of the basket in which he sat,

and was killed

!

July 24, 18-18, the Habeas Corpus Act was sus-
pended in Ireland, in consequence of treasonable
meetings and practices in various parts of the
country.
July* 25, 1849, the first stone of the Portland

Breakwater was laid by Prince Albert.
July 26, 1830, Disturbances in Paris, which

lasted for several days, and ended in the abdica-
tion of Charles X., and the acceptance of the crown
of France by Louis Philippe.

July 26, 1849, there was a great thunder stor7n
in the metropolis, by which several lives were
lost, and much property destroyed.
July 27, 1747, died, the B.ev. Nicholas Tindal,

the translator and continuator of " Kapin's His-
tory of England."
July 27,1834, the duty was taken off almanacks,

ill consequence of which almanacks that had risen

to the price of Is. lOd. were at once reduced to 6d.,

and since that period excellent almanacks have
been published at prices varying from sixpence to

one penny.
July 28,1836, died, at Frankfort, Baron N. M,

Rothschild the leadin? stockbroker of Europe.

July 29, JVinth Sunday after Trinity.

July 29, 1833, died, aged 74, fFilliam JFilber-

J'orce, the most eminent philanthropist of modern
times, and especially distinguished by his perse-
vering exertions to abolish the slave trade and
slavery. After passing through a college course,
at Cambridge, he was returned to Parliament in

1780. In 1784 he was chosen member for the
county of Yoik, and was subsequently reto.rned
by his constituents to six successive Parlia-
ments. In connexion, with GranviUe Sharp and
Thomas Clarkson, he devoted himself to the great
^ubject of slavery and the slave trade. After many
a struggle and temporary defeat, his eflForts to
abolish the traffic were crowned with success, in
lt:07, when a bill for that purpose passed both
Houses of Parliament, and received the royal as-
sent. The abolition of slavery itself was still the
object of his earnest solicitude ; and. having wit-
nessed the determination of Great Britain to wash
away the stain of slavery throughout her colonies,
he rested from his labours July 29, 1833, His
book, entitled "Practical View of Christianity,"
has been greatly admired by Christians of various
denominations. Five editions were called for
within six months. In England and America at
least sixty editions have appeared, besides which,
it has been translated into French, Italian,
Spanish, Dutch, and German.
July 29, 1835, died, aged 55, Michael Thomas

Sadler, formerly M.P. for Newark, and afterwards
for Aldborough, in Yorkshire, distinguished for
his exertions in connection with the factory ques-
tion, and for his works on population and on
Ireland.

July 30, 1743, fFilliam Paley, D.D., was born.
For a brief notice of this eminent divine see
"Calendar," May 25.

July 31, 1556, died at Kome, aged 65, Ignatius
Loyola, founder of the order of th^ Jesuits. He
was a native of Spain, and for several years was
in the army. He afterwards dedicated himself to
the Virgin Mary, and indulged in some wild mis-
sionary schemes. In 1537 he laid the plan of the
Order, under the name of " The Society of Jesus,"
and was appointed general of the Order, which

office he retained until his death. Notwithstand-
ing his fanaticism and enthusiasm, tliere is reaeon
to believe that he was sincere, aKu'. navue be-
lieved as he taught—that the Society was the re-
sult of an immediate inspiration from heaven.

AUGUST.
August is the eight month of the year. It was

dedicated to the honour of Augustus Cesiar, be-
cause in this month he was created Consul, thrice
triumphed in Bome, subdued Egypt to the
Roman Empire, and made an end of civil wars.
Our Saxon ancestors called this month Arn-montii
(more rightly Barn-moneth, intending thereby
the then tilling their barns with corn). Am is

the Saxon word for harvest. On the 23rd of this

month the sign of the Zodiac entered by the sua
is Fn-o^o (the Virgin).

August 1. Lammas-day. Some suppose this

is called Lammas or Lamb-mass day, because ou
that day the tenants that held lands of the ca-
thedral church in York, were bound by their
tenure to bring a lice lamb into the church at

high mass. Others derive it from a Saxon word
signifying Loaf-mass, or Bread-mass, because oa
this day our lorefathers made an offering of bread
from new wheat. Others say that Lammas-day,
the first of August, otherwise called the Gule, or

Fule. of Auifust, is, probably, a corruption of the
British word, Gwul Atesi, signifying the feast of
August.

August 1, 1831, the new London-bridge teas

opened, tbeir Majesties (William IV. and Qute.u
Adelaide) attending the ceremony hi -state. A
splendid banquet was prepared for their iiajes-
ties in. au elegant and tasteful pavilion con-
structed on the bridge.

August 1, 1837, witnessed the termination of

shivery in the British colonies. The boon was
received with great thankfulness and rejoicing,

and the day passed ofif in most of the West India
Islands in the most orderly and peaceable manner.

August 1, 1812, the Thames Tunnel was opened
on the Wapping side of the river, and upwards
of 500 persons passed through the tunnel as far

as the Kotherhithe shaft.

August 1, 1849, Queen Victoria and suite em
barked at Cowes, Isle of Wight, for the purpose
of visiting Ireland.

August 2, 1788, died, aged 61, Thomas Gains-
borough, B.A., one of the most celebrated English
landscape painters of the last century. He also

painted portraits, which were valued for their

striking likeness to the originals, though his

style of painting them was somewhat rough and
careless.

August 2, 1837, died, W. Daniel, R.A., an eml
nent draughtsman. He was particularly successful

in depicting the oceau in all its varied aspects, as

well as in representations of oriental sports and
scenery, having spent some years in India.

August 3, 1721, died, Grinling Gibbons, an ar,-

tist, celebrated for the extraordinary taste and
delicacy of execution he displayed in wood carving.

He was employed by Charles II. in the chap-il, al

Windsor, where he executed much of the orna-i

mental carving. For the choir of St. Paul's, like

wise, he did much of the foliage and festoons belong'

ing to the stalhvork, and those In lime-tree wbicl
decorate the side aisle of the choir. There is als<

much of his work atChatsworth, also the embellisii

ments of an entire gallery at Southwick, Hants
and a room at Fetworth, which last is generally con-

sidered as the chief of hie performances.
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THE HISTORY AND PRESENT CONDITIOX OF THE METROPOLITAN OMNIBUS DRIVERS AND COxNDUCTORS.
By Silverpen—(Eliza Meteyard.)

The great social advances which have made
the present century so remarkable, have
been all, more or less, distinguished by one
circumstance. This has consisted in the
invariable fact, that, as soon as any ma-
terial progress reached a certain stage of
success, all the attendant moral and phy-
sical circumstances became a matter for
consideration, first to that class of thinkers
who are always in advance of society, and
next, to the general public. This Mas the
ca,se with cotton manufactures and with
mining, as it is at present with agriculture

*i'or scarcely had North Lancashire de-
veloped her great manufacturing power,
than the attendant labour question, in its
several moral and physical bearings, wasmade a matter for thought and discussion,
and, ultimately, for legislative operation
I he same process, though in a less degree
marked the improved amount of produce in
mines and collieries; and now that <;trri-

,
culture IS rapidly becoming a science.'^in

.
.whose behalf much of the finest intellect of

u .the present time is employed, we are met
" fo'? every side, by discussions and proposals
(With respect to an improved moral andphy-

;;

sica condition of the agricultural classes
-Look where we will, we find this question
ot labour starting up before us-not as
once was, m its material aspect of produc-
tion alone, but in all its true connection

M iwith the moral and physical well-being of
au ithe employed.

' In regarding the more prominent ad-
R-ances which led to the present condition
01 this country, its developed means of
jansit bv the improvement of roads, themttmg of canals, and the formation of rail-
''.'lys, stand forth in a marked degree • nor
».is m a commercial view alone, but also in
ich others as bear upon an improved con-
tion of large classes of the people. Whilst

..country and town were thus gradually
tn-ought together by those various processes
3f improved transit, things did not remain
stationary in the great focus wiiere the
effects of these gradual improvements ulti-
natelymet; and therefore we find, that, as
he country made these important changes
•ne by one the metropolis cast aside its
euans, u jhHckney coaches, and its slow

suburban stages, and replaced them with
the cabriolet and omnibus.

It would be scarcely fair to say that the
process of locomotion, like those branches
ot manufactures and productions referred to
has been carried onward without some at-
tendant moral and physical improvement in
the condition of those connected witli its
abour

;
for the directors and managers of

the great railway companies have, generally
speaking, shown themselves an enlightened
cla.ss of employers. But, as regards the
central traffic of the country, embraced by
this vast metropolis, we fear that whilst th"e
public have gained such an immense amount

I

ot cheap and rapid vehicular accommodation

I

as would have appeared incredible a few
i years smce, no average benefit has become
j

connected with its fact of labour. To show
this is now our duty, as well as to offer such

!
suggestions as may improve the present
condition of the drivers and conductors of
tnemetropohtan omnibuses, both as respects
their amount of labour and the other disad-
vantages of their position.

OMXIBUSES—THEIR HISTORY.
The first omnibus which plied successfully

in this metropolis was started by MrGeorge Shillibeer, June 4, 1829, in a jour-ney made between the Bank of England and
the Yorkshire Stingo, Paddington

; the
route being through I'insbury-square, City,
and the ]\ ew-road. His omnibus continued
to lollow this route for a considerable timemuch to the annoyance of the proprietors
01 the old-fashioned stage-coaches, with
whose slow and unpunctual journeys the
public were soon weary when a contrast

I

'^^.t^j" cheapness and accommodation was
aff-orded them. Mr. Shillibeer next started
omnibuses from Paddington to the Bankand these took the route of the other great
artery of London, west to east—viz., Oxford-
street, Holborn, and Cheapside ; a third linewas commenced from Greenwich to the West-
end and a fourth and last was traversed bv
a diligence between Brighton and London.
l^or the original coach-proprieto:s, finding
tney must either compete with Shillibeer

|.or give up business wholly, soon built
superior and lighter omnibuses than those
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lie had introduced, and thus, in no great

Time, effected by this competition his utter

ruin. There were peculiarities in these

omnibuses of twenty years ago which would

surprise us now. They wore enormously

lieavy, and weighed nearly as much when

empty as those of the present day when
full. They were drawn by three horses

abreast. The conductors displayed them-

selves in velvet caps and jackets ;
and

Shillibeer's first omnibus was enriched by

a library of books for the entertainment of

the company.
Soon after Shillibeer's failure, omnibuses

became general ; and with this increase of

public accommodation commenced a system

of disgraceful competition, which for years

made our legal courts the scenes of suc-

cess or failure equally disgraceful, filled

the law reports with cases, and led to the

enactment of those various parliamentary

bills which, from the act 4 WilUam lY. to

the last act of 6 and 7 Victoria, have en-

deavoured to modify the evils thus begun.

Two acts, passed consecutively in these

earlier years, betray, by their mere wording,

that this competitive evil had been recog-

nised by ParUament ; for whilst the bill of

1833 is for the " Regulation of stage

coaches, hackney carriages, cabriolets,

and omnibuses in and near the metropolis,"

the act for the next year, 1835, is entitled,

for " The better Regulation," &c.

. ,• A proprietor of some note after ShiUi-

beer, named Bray, who commenced running

omnibuses on the Paddington road, in-

dicted the whole of the original proprietors

at the Central Ciiminal Court for con-

spiracy. They were found guilty, and sen-

. tenced to pay a fine of nearly £1,000. At

length, after a large amount of legal war-

fare, and the loss of immense sums of

money, most of the old and new proprietary

of this Paddington line of ioad coalesced,

and estabhshed the present "London Con-

veyance Company." Some years after fol-

lowed the great law-suit of Norton v. the

Proprietors of Bayswater, for conspiracy,

v/hich was at length settled by arbitration,

. after an enormous cost,.and re-ducing many
to entire ruin. Till a gradual and wiser

•loalescion of these opposing interests took

..place, the proprietary and their servants

, took constantly the law into their own
, 'Jhands, and indescribable scenes of con-

ftusion, furious driving, injury to the

.. -^lorses and carriages, and the arrest of

if^Moth conductors and drivers on false or

o/tpetty charges, and often, whilst in the very

If .ftct of duty, varied more or less the early

rMa.ys of omnibus history. The preamble to

..,<the bill, 4 William Iv., hands down to us

;.;' ^Horne notion of, the then existing state of
' '

things:—" Whereas great obstructions aud

other inconveniences are occasioned to the

public by the misconduct of the drivers oi

hackney-coaches and omnibuses in and

near the metropolis, in stopping and

loitering with the same in the public streets

and thoroughfares, and in diiving the same

in an improper manner, it is expedient

that the drivers, conductors, watermen, be

licensed to," &c. ,: •.
.

•; -;. ,,| ^^-.n-i i

OMNIBUS ASSoc'iAfio'jfe."*^ •"

'

From this period of wise combination of

opposing interests, and between hostile

parties, maybe dated the begimuug of those

improvements which, up to the present date,

have carried onward this greatest branch of

metropoUtan locomotion. The Paddington

proprietors, who were, as we have seen, the

first to combine, are now considered very

wealthy, and can well withstand competi-

tion, as, by their admirably -conducted sys-

tem of business, they afibrd an extraordi-

nary amount of cheap and speedy vehicular

accommodation. It is computed that the

omnibuses of the Paddington Association

perform upwards of eight hundred journeys

each day ; thu^ passing through the prin-

cipal thoroughfares, to and fro, from Pad-

dington to the Bank station, sixteen hun-
,

dred times, or more. The Bayswater om-

nibuses are owned by another association ;

whilst the well-known Wellington omni-

buses are the property of Mr. John I^ieison,

son of the long well-known Ann ISelson, of

the "Old Bull," Aldgate, who, whenever

the singular history of English stage-

coaches shall be written, will be remem-

bered therein as a bold and enterprising

woman.
Every class in societv seem to have specu-

lated in omnibus business. Its hst of pro-

prietors has been graced by doctors, linen-,

drapers, tallow chandlers, &c. &c. ;
and one,

of the richest of omnibus capitahsts of the

present day, and now the owner of some

fifty omnibuses and six hundred horses,

was originally a tallow-chandler. But the

most singular fact in the history of omni-

buses is, that women have been_ successful

speculators. To the metropolitan public

Uxs. Wilson, of HoUoway, is widely known

for her extraordinary energy and abdity in
j

'.

business. It is stated that she may be|ff

found, in all weathers, on her extensive

nremises before six o'clock in the morning,

where she makes it her duty to enter everv

stable, and see the whole of her stu(^ ol

1 nearly six hundred horses properly lea,

1 watered, and cleaned. All the omnibuses

in her use, as well as the coats worn by hec

servants, are made on the premises, whicii,^

with every detail of the business, are en-,

tir-ely under her own control. Her property,

\in London-for Mrs. Wilson has also pro^
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" perCy m Dublin— is, including an extensive
iol) and post-horse business, valued at from
forty to fifty thousand pounds. At Islinj^-

ton-gate she pays a yearly toll of upwards
of £2,000. A Mrs. Clarke has also been an
omnibus speculator, and started the first of

those omnibuses running to and Iro south-

ward to Cambefvrell, and known ^as'tthe

"^•Waterloo."
'

Thus, principally by a combined proprie-

tary on each of the several great lines of^

roads, and occasionally by a single capi-

talist, as in the case of Mrs. Wilson and a

few others, is tliis enormous business of

conveyance carried on by omnibuses—east,

north, west, south—within a circle of fifteen

miles of the metropolis. Almost in every
direction is accommodation afibrded to,

and used by, the public, on Avhose habits,

social condition, and general improvement,
this power of cheaply and easily changing
country for town, and town for country, and
all the attendant circumstances of Misiness,

domestic life, and pleasure, must have bene-
fited to an inconceivable degree. As omni-
buses have increased their circle, so has

;
London stretched out its enormous breadth
a,ijd length,

nil.> O.MXIBU.S STATISTICS.
mo The following accurate statistics will

convey to the general mind some idea
of this vast branch of locomotion, the
greatest in the country, next to railway
traffic. Omnibuses running daily, 3,000

;

horses belonging to the same, 30,000 ; which
consume in the year—of corn, ;52o,000

busliels : of hay, 180,000 trusses; and of
straw, 180,000 trusses; which, at the re-

spective cost of

Corn .-.'/^rlY'.^ £787,000
Hav 225,000
StaW 7'50,000

^^i'^":-^"" 'Amounts to .. £1,762,000

To this must be added £7,800 for shoeing,
wliich makes, apart from the purchase cost

of 30,000 horses, the immense yearly sum
of £1,769,800. The wear and tear of omni-
buses, computed at £1 per week each omni-
bus, gives £lo6,000 per annum ; whilst the
average cost of harness, estimated at £6
])cr armum each omnibus, reaches the yearly
i,um of £180,000. '

,

Each omnibus travels on an average 60
rnlles per day, and the government duty
being, according to the Act Vict., l^d.
per mile, amounts to the yearly sum of

£.393,750. According to a return made to

the House of Commons in 1841, the total

jnjleagc on stage carriages in England
for that year, ending January o, was
£407,960 4s. 6;'d. ; and, allowing £100,000
for the increased traffic at the present time,

nearly four-fifths of the entire amount paid
yearly into the Exchequer for mileage on
English stage carriages, is contributed by
the traffic of the metropolis alone. The
3,000 omnibuses in constant traffic, and
passing through the different thorough-
fares, are computed to carry to and fro about
300 passengers per day, or 2,000 per week,
which makes, for the entire number of om-
nibuses runnmg, 6,000,000 per week, or the
almost incredible number of 300,000,000 per-
sons per annum.
The number of men employed are reck-

oned at 11,000; viz., drivers and conductors
6,000, horse-keepers 3,000, odd-men fa
term for those who drive or conduct occa-
sionally) and men unemployed 2,000 ; total,

11,000.

In estimating a purchase cost, supposing
that one company were capitalists, owning
3,000 omnibuses, and 30,000 horses, their
actual prime cost expenditure must have
been :

—

30,000 horses valued at
£20 each £600,000

3,000 carriages 300,800

,, Harness 60,000

„ Sundries 2,000

£962,803

Such are some of the statistics and the
amount of capital invested in the locomotive
business of this metropolis, taken aggre-
gately ; but the omnibus business is, gene-
rally speaking, carried on by the proprietary
of each road forming themselves into asso-
ciations, and choosing one member of their
own body as director. Under this form of
common partnership, the profits of the spe-
culation are divided according to the capital,

whether consisting in money, or horses and
carriages, contributed by each proprietor.
But unlike under the forms of common
partnership, where contribution is simply
one to the joint-stock capital, these associ-
ations, considering each particular highway
their own, as far as omnibus traffic is con-
cerned, only permit such to become pro-
prietors as can pay a large sum for what
are called " times ;" that is, a certain
number of the aggregate journeys made to
and fro. On this basis of " times," or, in
other words, traffic, profits are divided and
expenses shared, " times," like other stock,
being regulated in their price, by the
average success of the speculation.
In this way is the commercial part of

omnibus business carried on ; and though,
strictly speaking, no self-constituted mono-
poly of a highway can be construed into an
individual right, where the general public
can alone be regarded as possessor, perhaps
Hy no other method, were there fewer evils
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than at present annexed to it, -vvould public

convenience be so fully met as through a

joint-stock principle of capital and manage-

ment This is a conclusion we at once

arrive at, in contrasting the old state of

things with the punctuality ensured, and

the immense amount of business organized

and controlled by the present form of asso-

ciation. But efficiency, through the force

of associative capital and labour, is, in a

multitude of instances, characterizing the

use of capital under our advanced social

state ; and whilst this development of the

partnership principle is one destined to

effect an immense amount of both public

and individual benefit, it will only be

through the gradual amelioration of the

lot of those \vho are in the position of re-

ceivers of Avages. So says Mr. Mill ; and

in his great social predictions the working-

classes may confide, be they but true to

themselves, in the mighty individual mo-

rality of solSriety, self-culture, and self-

reliance.

This brings us to our snbject—

The Present Condition ov those en-

gaged AS Drivers and CoNDUcyojis of

TJiE Metropolitan 0MNiBUSESi3ir, to e

'We have shown that there eJcl^t§ an

immense amount of cheap and rapid vcr

hicular conveyance; we have shown that

a vast body of the public avails itself of the

privilege ; and we may judge, from the fact

of monopoly alone, that at least the larger

portion of proprietors make a very fair rate

of profit on their capital. But, as regards the

entire moral, physical, andreligious points of

omnibus economy, they are precisely m
the state of those' of cotton manufactures,

Avhen, thirty years ago, parliamentary com-

mittees sat thereon. It is time, therefore,

that this condition should be improved.

AMOUNT OP LAEOTJR.

As we have said, 11,000 individuals are

connected with the omnibus labour of the

Metropolis. Of these 6,000 are drivers and

conductors, who Avork on an average rather

more than sixteen hours a day ;
namely,

from before eight o'clock in the morning

till after twelve o'clock at night. The la-

bour connected Avith raihvay omnibuses is

still severer than this, being tAventy hours

each third day, and fourteen on alternate

ones. Nor does the seventh day bring

rest, as in most laborious occupations

;

work goes on in precisely the same manner

;

and, as on some lines of road, the traffic is

greater en Sundays than on other days, the

work is so far heaA-ier. During the number of

hours the men arc employed they have no

rest. The driver never leaves his box, ex-

cept during a few occasional minutes w^l§t

his horses are changed ; and he has, there-

fore, to take his meals during these periods,

and usually upon the coach-box, as, Avhere

the men have Avives and families, some

member of them may be often seen handing

up the tea or dinner in a can or basket.^ As

the married portion of these men univer-

sally say, tliey " never see their children ex-

cept as they may look at them in bed; "and
as for home, in its commonly-received

sense, or any of the moral duties connected

with it, the one is unknoAvn, and the other

is impossible. The case of the conductors

is precisely the same, neither having a day's

rest for months together, for if they take

one they have to pay a substitute ;
and in

manv cases the proprietors object to a day s

relaxation, and Avill nut hire men who need,

or may ask for it, such being against th«

laAvs of their particular- association. For a

i

loss of time they arc fined 2s. 6d., and for a

second or third offence, suspended from a

Aveek's employment, or else dismissed.

Against stringent rules of this kind avc

sh'ould take no objection, Avere the hours of

labour in any degree of reasonable Icngtu ;

in that case, stringency Avouldbe doubly ef-

fective, both as regarded the interest of the

proprietary and public convenience.

- ' itOW RATE or REMUNERATION.

liboking at this preposterous amount of

dailv labour, and the evils Avhich, directly

and'indiiectly, must Aoav therefrom, m re-

lation to pauperism, ciime, and a Ioav ave-

rao-eoflife, Ave should expect to find mn-

Tiibus labour highly remunerated. Yet

such is not the case. On some roads the

drivers receive no more than from twelve to

fifteen shillings for the Aveek of scA-en

days ; and out of this they are compelled

by their employers to pay six shillings

Av"eekly as beer-money to horse-keepers,

and stable-keepers. Of course, with wages

at so loAv a par, and so much reduced by

outgoings, men would scarcely be found

Avilling to undertake this Aveek's Avork ot

a hundred and twelve hours, unless each

driver Avere alloAved, as is the case, the

privilege of an outside passenger, on the

box beside him, each distance he drives,

Avhether tlie fare be sixpence or threepence.

Each driver drives ten or twelve distances

per day, each distance to andfro being about

six miles ; and thus, in fine Aveather, when

the generality of male passengers prefer the

outside, and the coach-box is sure of an oc-

cupant, the driver's perquisites may mount

up to a fair weekly sum. But in Avet and

bad Aveather the case is very different, and

these men drive the Avhole day through

Avithout a single passenger. This may pos-

sibly account for the variable temper of

omnibus-driYers,who, reversing the ovdmary
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;-!rortfS of ^iiiij^si are ?ufl7 in fine, and
courteous In wvt n eatlicr, and, caring no-
thing for patronage whilist the sun shines,
erou' civil in times of frost and rain, and
pro0er,v,-ith parental solicitude, cape,wi-ap-
per, and apron.
Though acting in a more responsible capa-

'

ritv, the conductors, unlike the drivers, are'
only daily servants, and liable, and often
subject to dismissal, at a moment's notice.
Men once thus dismissed arc rarely employed
as conductors again, it being arule with these
combined proprietors never to employ a man
in this capacity who has acted as conductor
'" any previous situation; and in a view,
I)ossibly, of continuous change, they regard
;>.1I conductors, after emi)loyment of a few
weeks, as old servants,

BXPOSUKE TO ODIUM.

Mistrust carried to this extent, ar.d

the uncertainty affi,\cd to the service,
will never lead to what the omnibus pro-
l)rictary have in view—that is, the employ-
liient and possession of such a respect-
able body of responsible servants as
f^hould not only effectually co-operate with
tlic admirable plans of the present Comuiis-
hioners of Metropolitan Police, in respect to
tlic characters of omnibus servants, but dis-
place from the public mind the odium too
long annexed to this class of employment.
Throughout every report of the Children's
Employment Commission — throughout
every inquiry made into the state of the
labouring classes, from the testimony of
every manufacturer, capitalist, and master,
both French and English, who has, through
his own practical operations, proved the
truth, as well as worth, of enlightened
views of labour, we have testimony, that it

is not by muty-usting a low, ill-paid, unedu-
cated class of servants, but by iruatiiig,

and well paying (even in some cases to the
extent of an interest in the concern), a body
of educated and responsible servants, that
enpital is best gathered and increased.
To show that there exist moral qualities,

which might be made equivalent to those
needs of honest service, were but these re-
ciprocal duties 01 masters and men better
understood, the spirit of fellowship amongst
the men themselves bear evidence. Ac-
cording to the Act 6 and 7 Vic, drivers
are held responsible for all accidents and
damages done to property ; and whatever
the amount of such damages may be, the
proprietor can recover it from his servant,
or, as is usually the case, by stopping the
amoun lout ofwages. Mostly, in occurrences
f'f this sort, the 'men assist each other by
their contributions, as they also do in cases
of sickness or distress amongst themselves;
and there is no doubt that the proprietaries

might draw no despisablc portion of this
Avnrthy spirit towards their own interests,
would they but lean with somewhat ameli-
orating concession towards those reforms
which must and will be effected in behalf of
omnibus servitude.

eOXNEXTO^r ITITH rirfeLICHOTTSES.

There is another evil which needs remedy.
It is one which does not at first sight show
all the disadvantages annexed to'it, whe-
ther as regards the public morals, or thuso
of omnibus servants. Why is it that almost
all omnibuses start from pubHc-houses .=•

Erom any convenience which may arise
from_ this custom, the proprietors pay
nothing to the landlords, though it is not
likely that landlords would allow their
several pa.vements to be blocked up without
some source or other of remuneration. This,
therefore, consists in the custom of omni-
bus servants, who are only too apt, from
exhaustion of body, consequent on lon^
hours and the laborious nature of their
work, to spend ail, or nearly all, their earnings
in stimulating drinks. A proprietary that
would employ, and would estimate the ser-
vices of a respectable body of men,Avouldnot
place such a form of continuous temptation
in their way ; whilst, as to the public them-
selves, particularly females, this plan has
long been strongly objected to, Why should
not a rich proprietary have for their omni-
buses termini-houses of their own } Therein
a large part might be made to pay their own
expenses by affording, at a cheap rate, tea
and coffee, and even dining accommodation,
to the proprietary servants, whilst rooms
enough would remain for passengers to
shelter and wait in for the purposes of
offices, and as a look-out for the time-
keepers, whose weather-bearing capabilities
seem now to be considered on a par with
a church vane, or barn weathercock.
Harshness gives no facility to labour, and
that the world may depend upon ; and the
omnibus time-keepers, who, as a majority,
have a look of gentlemen, must share in
these needed reforms. What an improve-
ment such houses would be over existiu"-
circumstances! Instead of the gin-shop^
bar, and the public-house taproom, the
men would have a place for decent rest, for
purposes of cleanliness and for changini;
clothes in wet and bad weather, instead o^f

being, as now, compelled to sit or stand
the day through in the same soddened
clothes. We scarcely need a registrar-
general, or a physiologist, to point out the
physical benefits which would arise out of
such improvements. But whilst the gin-
shop and the tavern are made any part of
the connecting link between the public
and their accommodation, many of the eviis
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ARBITRARY AND OPPRESSIVE REGU-
LATICXS.

So far as we have seen these Conveyance

Associations, hov/ever beneficial they may
be to the man of public accommodation,

considered in this respect alone, and in its

immediate bearings, and for the benefit of

proprietary capital, give few or no advan-

tages to the large class they employ. On
the contrary, the rules of these associations

are in many points arbitrary and oppres-

sive, and are so considered by the large

majoritv of servants, who, hoAvever respect-

able (and many, to their honour be it said,

are very much so), are compelled to put up

with the worst treatment owing to this

combination of masters. If, by chance, a

good and humane master becomes propri-

etor, he is, it is said, soon overruled by the

majority, and compelled to become as arbi-

trary as" the rest, or else be turned out of

the association for a breach of rules. It is

therefore no matter for surprise that the

liberal-minded employer succumbs before a

determined opposition of this character. In

fact, the law, though seeking to be impa

tial, has been led until very lately to favour

capital rather than labour ; and in this case

of metropolitan stage carriages, the several

acts lean observedly to the side of capital.

Take the last Act, passed 7 Tic Servants

are licensed, registered, have to wear a

badge, and are responsible for all damages ;

whilst the proprietary are left pretty much
to themselves to frame such rules as they

may consider beneficial to their interests ;

and frame them they do with the heaviest

balance in their OAvn scale, though with a

short-sightedness that rebounds upon them-

selves. Take, for example, the question of

overwork. With a less number of servants,

and with a less amount of capital paid away

in the shape of wages, a certain quantity of

service is rendered, without one probable

thought as to ultimate results. Yet, what

are such results? They are those which

follow all infringements of rights and duties,

whether moral, social, or physical. Over-

worked men are generally intemperate, and,

consequently, improvident; ill-paid labour

is always reckless of contingencies, and

labour not respected by those employing it

takes little care to gain or keep the respect
• of others. In this way follows crime, pau-

perism, and a low- life average; and society

has to take back and bear with ten-fold

. sorrow the ivoxxnds its once selfish policy

has made. •

I

can alone be found in the employment of a
' larger body of servants, working somewnat

a svstem of relays. Having 3,000 metro-

politan omnibuses, and 6,000 conductors and

drivers, the latter, if increased from 6,000 to

9,000, could be made to shorten to half the

labour hours of men working on 1,500 omni-

buses ; thus skiving to the entire present

number of 6,000 drivers and conductors

alternate days' labour of fourteen and seven

hours : this, of course, supposing the whole

body of the employed were imited under

one' proprietary. Though this is not so,

those running 60 omnibuses daily, and em-

ploying 120 drivers and conductors, might

carry out a system of relief-labour of this

kind, and thus, though even tardily, give

at last, to a species of labour most needing

it, that due proportion of rest self-interest

I

has necessitated them to give to the horse.

! Xot many years ago, the horses in oinni-

! buses and carts Avere a disgrace to civilized

!

hnmanitv, and, as Mr. Youatt justly says,

"there was an atrocious system of over-

i

work ;" but proprietors, at length finding

I
that the speed the public more and morcre-

;
quired in vehicular accommodation would

j

never be attained by over-worked, ill-fed,

I

worn-out hacks, changed their plan of

1 horsing the metropolitan stages with a rc-

I
suit that is visible in every street, to every

i eye. " Formerly the Sabbath was not a

j

day of rest to horses employed in pablic

I conveyance, but now the proprietors have

,
one horse in four always at rest, or, in

plainer terms, the animal has the advan-

tage of one rest-day in four." Give but

omnibus servants that proportionate rest

which civilization demands for its labori-

ous classes, and proprietors will soon find

' a respectable class of men demanaing ser-

vice,
' A relay svstem of tire character rc-

: ferred to,' would give partial rest on aitcr-

! nate Sabbaths to every man, and enable huu

1
three davs a week out of every seven, to

i cherish the domestic affections, and to ad-

] vance in some degree with the other classes,

I

in mental and moral culture. As it is, these

men say " they have never an instant to

read book or paper ; most of the circum-
' stances of the day which influence so bene-

': ficiallv the other processes of labour, pass

! by almost unknown to them ; and what little

I

they hear, even when a passenger conde-

scends occasionally to converse with thiem,

I usually concerns a fancy spaniel or a horse-

race." Information addressed to t^xexn rarely

takes a higher flight than this.

MENTAL fctJLTIVAtlOX.

PvEMEDIAl, SUGGESTIONS—SYSTEM OP
RELAYS.

In regard to this time question, a remedy

i
Apart from these disadvantages, in-

i

separable from over toil, the criminalj

i returns for the metropolis prove that the

i
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auioiint of education is low in respect

to this class of cniploynient, us mij^ht

•naturally be supposed, where the pro-

prietors have, as in too many instances,

sought rather than rejected a low class

of servants. In IH-lo, out of 1,107 cab-

men and coachmen taken into custody, 301
were for furious driving, and for ofiences

coming under the ilackney-carriagc Act,

"We have here inclusive providential and
educational benefits ; but of the latter few or

none of the men could in any form partake,
till the time question be settled by coa-
cession on the part of proprietors. We can-
didly say, thatai)roprictary who could see a
future, with the same keenness as tlicy see
a present benefit, would do all within their

power to foster such an institution amongst
Of these, '20 could neither read nor write ; I their servants, as one of the finest, instru

289 imperfectly; ;>.) well ; and only eight

had had a superior education. In IS-UJ, of

IjOO.*) taken into custody, of wl.ich number
47-> Avcre for the offences and under the

act referred lo, (57 could neither read nor
write, oO{> imperfectly, 35 well, whilst only

7 had had a superior education : tlius prov-

ing, what every hour and every day provt s,

of what little advantage either in a moral,
or religious, or educational sense, are the

mere instruments to knowledge classed

under the terms " reading and writing ;"

whilst we again, as always, incontestibly

prove, that the instant the higher faculties

are addressed and cultivated by a process
which may really be called " education,"
how wonderfully the ratio of offences di-

minishes'. •

_

i " ' 1 1 n 1
1 u •.• ;j r, -I

i
• i ( ;

•

,

i'liov'iiyETi^t iHs^rruTroxs.
But wo do not despair. Many circum-

stances are assisting onward omnibus
reform ; and the fact, that the men them-
selves are already sufficiently aware of

their own position and its disadvantages in

establishing a " provident society," tells, as

ments they could use, for raising around
themselves a body of respectable, diligent,

trustworthy men, liut a rich proprietary
like that of metropolitan omnibuses should
do more ; they should, by a joint subscrip-
tion, endow a school for their servants* chil-

dren, and one which, if not wholly free,

would at least give evidence, through their

countenance and liberality, that the best
feelings of the large body to wliom they
pay wages were regaided by them. It

should be recollected that he who serves
the child secures the attachment of the
servant. Such a Metropolitan Omnibus
School might, with admirable cjioct, have
an industrial character, and train such male
children as were likely to become future ser-

vants, in some degree, to a knowledge of
farriery, horse-shoeing, aud-jthp wi^p^jegei^-
ral economy of tho horsewft ,'7/i.i sdj ,j'>iil''' f d >X-.t^ '; 'iSIOXS or IMPROVE>rENT. '/"

! !/ •':>:..'

The press, by its exposure of the way in
which badges were granted to omnibus ser-
vants, led to their distribution being trans-

prcciscly as a dial-hand the hour, that what ! ferred to the Commissioners ofPolice. Since
they need has taken shape, and will have pro
gress, "This society," they say in their

pros])ectus, "has been established for the
benefit of .that large body of men who are

connected with omnibuses, as drivers, con-

ductors, time-keepers, and clerks. The
objects which it proposes are the follow-

ing :—The formation of a fund, to assist the
disabled and infirm, their widows, and
orphans ; ihe erection of an asylum, for the
aged and enfeebled ; the establishment of a

school, for the children of members, and to

adopt some measures by v.-hich the mem-
I)ers may be enabled to improve themselves
mentally, morally, and religiously." " To
Hinder the society as comprehensive as pos-
sible, the subscription is only sixpence a
week, or two shillings a month ; and to

secure its respectability none but those of
unimpeachable character will be admitted
members." "During the brief period this

society has been in existence nearly 1,000
members have beer, enrolled, consisting
• ntirely of individuals connected with omni-
ijuscs ; and they have succeeded in raising,
i)y their own subscriptions alone, after

meeting all preliminarv expenses^ about
.CflOO." This was in September, 1841).

this change has taken place a much stricter

inquiry is not only made into the previous
character and qual^ications of servants, but
also in the characters of the employers and
other parties recommending applicants for

grants of licence ; and though a short time has
only elapsed since this powerwas transferred,
a visible improvement has taken place in the
class of servants attached to metropolitan
omnibuses. As the system of granting
licences was formerly carried on, the worst
class of men could easily obtain badges; and
hence the police courts were inundated with
a mass of business relative to the disgraceful
conduct of these low-class sei*vants. Under
the present care of ISIr. Commissioner
Mayne, much public benefit has been, and
will be, effected, particularly if the Commis-
sioners of E.vcise co-operate with the police
department in licensing only a respectable
proprietary. A union between these two
departments, with respect to badges and
licences, will effect before long an immense
amount of public as well as private good,
in relation to the really respectable por-
tion of the proprietary, as well as to
their s«>rvants. On this head we would
suggest the employment of an inspector in

JliHi Ui.il i:it>,.,ii, ill
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this department of licence-granting, whose
business it should be to procure, and give
to the Excise Commissioners, before grant-
ing any plate or licence, every needful in-
formation, not only respecting the character
and social position of both masters andnien,
but also whether the carriages to be licensed
were conveniently built, well-ventilated,
and cleanly ; the horses to be attached
thereto strong and healthy, and the harness
in proper order. There are omnibuses and
teams of horses running the streets of the
metropolis which would serve as models in
cjvery particular. Considering that the Ex-
cise draws a large income from this source,
the matter is one which deserves consider-
ation. : ,f,. , ,;

"^'v RECAP ITULATIOX OF BEMEDIAIV:|'1.; .f J

,,^ ,j
SUGGESTIOXS.

"VYe will now briefly recapitulate the sug-
gestions we have made in relation to the
(J rivers and conductors of omnibuses, and
the subject of metropolitan omnibuses ge-
nerallv.

1st. The lessening the present euovmous
amount of labour by a system of rtlay?:,

which would, taking the average, reduce
the day's labour of dri-vers and conduct,oi;s

from sixteen to twelve hours.
. t

2nd. By the erection and adoption, of
omnibus termini houses, wherein would be
both accommodation for omnibus servants
and the public, but more especially f<03r;tfe€

former. • - ,^.

3rd. By abetter remuneration of omnibus
servants, and thereby securing the services
of a trustworthy class of men. '^ ' ^

4th. In the creation and patronage of an
industrial school by the proprietary, for 'the

children of omnibus servants.

Oth. By the Board of Excise employing
an inspector of omnibuses.

In our next and concluding paper we shall

endeavour to vitalize, through the process

of fiction, the probable results of such sug-
gested reforms.

THE WORKING MAN.
Q ijiuoda ima ,§xij

No. XXIX.-ltrO'W TO HEABMOFtTA^LT.
Paiit III.

\Ve had not intended to give our friends more than one article on this interesting

topic
; but when we began to write, we found that the subject divided itself into so

many parts, that it was impracticable to be as brief as we had proposed, unless we
confined ourselves to a few skeleton remarks. And to say the truth, we arc not, in

a general way, fond of mere dry bones. Every one knows and feels that the osseous

framework of the body is essential ; but still nobody likes to look at an ox, a horse,

or a man, that is only a sort of barebones, with hips, joints, skull, &c., almost naked.

We have heard of an individual who went to America to make his fortune, but was
frightened home again, because the people he met looked so thin. On seeing one

of these attenuated gentlemen, he said to him, "Are you dead?" "Of course I

am not," replied the other. " I don't believe you," exclaimed our rather corpulent

countryman; "you certainly are dead, only you are walking about because you

cannot afford to bq buried ! " Somehow or other John Bull has a great hpryor of

people whose bodie* ar»» not pretty well padded with muscles, fle-h. See, A slcele-

ton, once in the way, might not be amiss, and, indeed, may be very valuable in ^
surgery or a museurp.; but wej^e ^ot fon4 of too many of them. Indeed, oiu:

merciful Creator never intended that the bare timbers and walls of our cLiy tenement

should be exposed, and therefore He has ck)thed us in the most convenient and taste-

tui mannpr. . .
- „,,, , . r tr -

Our readers will pardon us for this seeming digression; but we intend it as an

apology for giving them tliree papers on a subject which they may suppose might

have been comprehended in one. , .We have-,an irnpression that literary skeletons
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are quite as distasteful as physical ones. Many a place of worship and lecture-

room arc empty, because the teachers give their audiences nothing but unclothed,

H<-iked, dry, and lifeless bones ; and hundreds of books, for the same reason, lie on

the shelf covered with dust, the owners hardly knowin;^ Avhich is the driest, the

outside or the inside. Xow, Ave have no wish for any of the pages of The "Wokkinc

Man's Fiuend to remain without being cut open, and therefore we endeavour to

clothe our thoughts with a few illustrations, that they may not weary or alarm OUr

friends. But now to the matter in hand. AVc have already given eight rules for

profitable reading, and proceed to observe

—

IX. That it is an excellent plan to mauk thi; mauoix of the rook (if it is our

o^vn.), wherever axy important sentiment presents itself. We again say, *' if the

book in our oian," because we have no biisiness to spoil the furniture or volumes of

other people. "We have as much right to go and break a man's looking-glass and

tea-pot, or knock out the bottom of his saucepan, as we have to injure his books.

Ill each case there is a depredation on his property. l^Iany a person has gone to

the treadmill, or been transported, for destroying property that was not worth a

four[>eimy bit; and yet we have folks enjoj'ing their liberty, v.ho, by marks, dirty

fingers, or candle-grease, actually spoil a five or ten shilling volume. We once lent

a new book to a lady, and she took the liberty, from sheer idleness, to cut it open

with her fingers, and thus tore the pages in the most outlandish and barbarous style.

Do what you like with your OWrt ; bxit it i^ an offence against all the laws of

civilized society to injure the goods of another. "We kee^ i)oliccmcn, gaols, and

judges, for such offences. " Thou shalt lovo thy neighbour as thyself" is a good

law for everything, and should be practised respecting books. If the volume you
road is a good one, buy it, and then mark it as much as you like. If you arc poor,

])ractise a little self-denial, and you can soon liavc a nice library. Many of our

operatives eat and drink what would purchase books, and thus keep empty shelves,

uiid carry about Avith them an empty head. You might write on their brow.'^,

* Unfurnished lodrjinrjs !" "With the above-named exception, we like to sec a book

wcL marked. It is like meeting a human footstep in a forest. Some one hfis been

tliere before. A brother or sister student has gone through the pages, and been

tlie better for it. And then it not only saves time, but refreshes us when we turn

to the volume again ; and thus enables tis tb mark, leafn, and inwardly digest ti-hat

we have been studying.

X. i|f w ?C(?fZ ifo TAKE ExtKActs. Thii is a fine bxiercisc. "Writing out a para-

graph once is equal to reading it several times over ; and thus the mind is improved.

And then it is important to have a scrap-book, filled with the good thoughts that

we have culled from the writings of the" best authors. Such a volume of extracts

will be a treasure, filled with what is more valuable than gold or precious stones.

I'eople may laugh
; but strll kno\\dedge and wisdom arc better thari large fortunes

in the funds,'bt all thfe estates of otir Ijmdo^nfers. The bdsf property is mcntfiLl

This a inan can carry about M-ith him everywhere, without being burdened, and no
one call rob him of it. Our working men and Avomen should remember this. Many
of them will never hate ATsfy large sums in the bank ; but ydt tliey may ha^'c as

much as they like of the very best of wiealth in their mind. And here the jcotnen

inay he as rich as the men. Single tjirts, especially, ought to lay in a large stock.

Their Tieads are as Capacious, and their intellects as large, as iltOse Of the other kiix.

A little loss time spent at the glass or in sleep, and a little more giVen to i-eading

tind copying, would work wonders. "NVe are certain that the factory-girls, &c. ffec..
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have it in their power to equal, if not surpass, the men of our day j and it would, jba,,.^ i

accomplishing a noble mission, worthy of the high vocation of woman, if the young •'

females in our shops, mills, and mines, shamed some of our simpletons out of their

ignorance, and drove them to study. 'j:^r.'inr< -ob tn/. ^/rgih^./z-r

Copying what we have read is always valuable*, not only because i-t? will furnish

a condensed library, filled with the marrow of the best writers, but it ".-./ill. also

improve our writing and style. We shall attend to paragraphs, eaxjitals, and stpp.>?

;

for in extractmg we should always keep our eyes open and follow the printej^ J^y,.,.

all means, then, buy a common-place book, and let it be well filled. ^\^q cincj?; aartv .

a work of this kind, contaming nothing but scraps, for which the o^\nier was offered, r.

fifty pounds. Abstain from strong drinks, fine ribbons, &c., until you have bojL^g,]^!;^

a good *' Scrap-book ;" and when you have it, let it be thoroughly stored. ,^\y^ljiat

a deal of mischief thousands would have escaped, if, instead of goir.g to the pol/-

house, the fair, or the theatre, they had s pent more time in studyuig and makiii^

,

eKtracts from what they might have read ! Numbers who are now in gaols, convict;^,

colonies, or the union, might have baen living in affluence, and have become the

ornament and glory of their ago. Not a few who work in chains would have, been;

worthy members of Parliament. We find among thieves and vagabonds spirits qji
^

the largest amount of mental power ; but, alas ! all has been desecrated to the ruin,

of themselves and the scourge of societj^ We owe to our country and the M'orld

all the good we are capable of effecting ; bat without mental culture our lives w'tll^

1 ^e worse than a blank. -;
; : . , ,,

XI. li is toell to WRITE on the subject ahout ivhicJi we have been readi?i(//^i,ri^t\iiVi bo

no ordinary advantage to be able to compose wdl. When we put our thoughts on, /

paper, it is like turning our minds inside out. If you want to know what is in a^

purse you pour its contents on the table, and then you can soon distinguish the,,

copper from the silver, and the silver from the gold. Until you have done this;,

you may mistake farthings for sovereigns. INIany a man has persuaded himself,

that he has an abundance of golden thoughts, but on submitting them to paper he

found that they were nothing better thaii copper. We pay an artist three or five

guineas to take our likeness, and tax ourselves with half-a-dozen sittings ; but by
writing we paint our inner man. Our written compositions are a looking-glass, in

which our souls are reflected with more than the minuteness of daguerrotype.

People talk about seeing spirits or ghf)sts, when every book that is published, and

every letter we write, and every article we compose, is a development of mind.

Here we display our wisdom or folly ; our knowledge or ignorance ; our virtue or

viciousness. If, then, you would /enow yourself, by all means write doun your

thoughts, and there you will have a better picture of yourself than even a Ivaffaele

could draw.
,

;• I.urj

Suppose you have been reading on science, history,- or anjTthing; elfie-T-|n^ A?^g.

matter over in your thoughts, and then compose on the subject, and yo^r cssay^

will show how much of the subject a-ou understand and have made your own. Thr?^

old remark can hardly be improved :
** Beading makes a full man ; talkinrj a ready,

^

man; writing a correct man." It is well to -wiite something on every topic. People,

often speak highly of home-made bre.vd ; why not have a few home-made BOOKi; h
We are not afraid of j'our throwing the printers out of work by these efforts of-

your pen. You will be obliged to read before 3'ou can write. Compose on any
topic, and you will want a few more books either to prove or illustrate yourthome*)

The blacksmith, or carpenter, who does nothing, needs not trouble himself about
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even a hammer, a brad-awl, or a jack-plane ; but the men who work at these trades

require large chests of tools, and arc constantly buying or making new ones. So ; j{

he i^iio never ^mtes may suppose that " Old Mother Hubbard " is an ample
library ; but, if he composes extensively, he i* sure to be a good cu&tooier to tlio

book-sellers. And don't be discouraged if your first efforts do not an^swer your ..^j

cxpectations. Every one fails at the beginning. Ti-ue excellence in any pursuit;

can only be arrived at after mony a failure. What a difference tliere must have
> ^

been between the first attempt of Rubens and his masterpiece ! yet, if he had allowed ^nj

Iximself to be disheartened, his name would have boon bmicd in oblivion, and the^r.'i

world would never have been charmed with his greatness. ^^Try, try, try tu/ain^' \% j

.

*Jie true philosophy of all preeminence. We have kno\vn working men and working^,
,

•v>omen who could compose, -w-ith case and elegance, on any subject on which they >,-

had been reading ; but this acquirement was the result of much exercise.

XII, It is an admirable plan for engraving any subject on our minds to lALKi,
,_

Aijorx rr. Man was made to tallc—talking is his element. It is one of his greatest ,

-

atHictions to have his thoughts pent up in his soul without any one to tell them to.

It is quite a deliverance to tell what interests us. '* Wc cannot but speah" was the

philosophical language of the apostles. They wore full of their theme, so full that .,

it was the greatest pain net to proclaim it. Lately, we have had the country

affected with the death of Sir Kobert Pekl. Every heart was touclicd, and every

tongue wiis moved. His friends and foes talked. People " could not but speak."

And even on ordinary occasions, though there may be no stirring event, yet human
beings will talk. How many people converse for hours without saying anything !

Children think aloud, and therefore employ their tongues from morning till night.

We lately travelled for half a day in a railway carriage. There were two women
sitting on the adjoining seat who talked all the way in an earnest and energetic

manner ; and, thoagh it was about the veriest trifles, it evidently added immensely
to their happiness. Thef act is, talkinr/ is a most healthy exercise. It is good for

the lungs, the brain, the circulation of the blood, the process of digestion, and the

spirits. Half an hour's cheerful conversation is worth more than many boxes of

dinner or digestive pills. u; ^ ,y.

Now, as we are made to talk, and cannot but speak, why iiot converse about

what is itssftd, and what can be more so than the subject of some good book ? Let
us have a thorough chat over tlie matter, and we shall never forget it. Talk about
what you have read to your wife, to your children, to your bhopmatcs, to your
companions, to your fellow-travellers. If it was not worth conversing about, then
it was not worth reading. Bettor throw the book into tlxo fire than waste time ,

about mere trash, obscenity, or vice. If it was good, why keep it to yourself, ,

Good thoughts shonld be broad-cast. The " «oeo«r," spoken of in the parable, r

scattered trutlis instead of corn. Words are seeds, and yield "some thirty, some
sixty, and some an hundred-fold." Every man, woman, and child is a sower, and
goes forth to sow ; and might, if they studied what was, right, be the disseminators

of truth and benevolence. *' T/iy lips have fed many" was said to an ancient
patriarch. Here you may give away the bread of life. The tongue can be a kind
of universal almoner. It can multiply its loaves ajid fishes at pleasure, and feed
thousands without putting itself to a farthing's expense. Working men and working
women can, if they choose, be the most efficient missionaries, and, indeed, are so.

Every one is an angel or an evil spirit in the shop, the field, or the fire-side. Give
the tongue truth and love, and it will be sure to be a faithful JUerald : but, if it can- -

M-r
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not obtain these, it will publish error and vice, and thus bit$ like an adder, of stizig

like a serpent.

We conclude by saying—Read, read largely, rfead nothing but truth and good-
ness ; and, when you have read these things, talk about them, and thus engrave
them on your own minds, and the minds of others. Then you will be a blessing to

yourself, and an apostle of peace to your associates.

r,r. !i '

I

HEN OF THE CROMWELLIAN AGE

JOHN MILTON.

A GREAT man in an age is nothing uncommon,
but an age of great men is a rare thing. Never
Avas era more rcmjirkable for master-spirits than
that of Cromwell. Himself tlie chief man of

EngbJicl —he was but the central orb of a bril-

Hiint constellation. But just as one star dif-

fereth from another star in glory, so did the

men of that epoch. All were great ; but all

were not equalty conspicuous and attractive.

"J'here were those avIio moved in a wider orl)it

and filled up tlie public vision. Among these

was Milton. "\"v"^e do not say that he formed
the age, any more than v/e would say that the

age formed tli ; man. There must have been
sometliing in the age to act on a mind such as

he possessed, and to bring out those mental and
moral qualities which entered so deeply into his

constitution ; but when these were once influ-

enced and called into action, there can be no
doubt that the age, in its turn, took more or

less of its impression ajid cliaracter from him
and from the men Avho, like him, were governed
by the purest and loftiest princij)les.

It has been justly remarked, that " a glance

a.t tlie times of Milton would require to be a

l>rofound and comprehensive one; for the times

that bore such a product must have been
extiiiordinary." One feature, perhaps the chief

in them, -vi-as this :—Milton's age was an age
attempting, with sincere, strong, thougli batiled

endeavour, to be earnest, holy, and heroic. The
church had, in the previous age, been partially

and nominally reformed ; but it had failed in

accomplishing its own full deliverance, or the
full deliverance of the world. It had shaken off

the nightmare of popery, but had settled itself

down into a sleep, more compqsed, less dis-

turbed, but as deadly. " Is the Reformation,"
thought the high hearts which then gave forth

their thunder-throbt; in England, " to turn out a
mere sham ? Has all that bloody seed of mar-
tyi'dom been sown in vain? Whctlier is Avorse,

after all, the incubus of superstition, or the
sleep of death ? Wc liave got rid of the Pope,
indeed, but not of the AAOrld, or the devil, or the

flesh ; Ave must, therefoz'e, repair our reijairs

—

amend our amendments—reform om* Reforma-

tion, and try, in this way, to get religion to
come doAATi, as a practical living poAver, into tU^

hearts and lives of Englishmen." At this ia
tere^ting period of our common English historj

Ave have already glanced. Our extended rl
marks on Cuomavell and his Times caun^'

have failed to give u.s a deeper insight into tlj(

great characteristics of this ever-memorablj
age. Its spirit Avas one of pure, stern, liAinj

Puritanism. It Avas the struggle of a gre^
people to be free. It Avas the heroic of heroisra.

It Avas the might and the mastery of enljgh

cued and uplifted intellect. It Avas an age
true men sympathizing Avith universjtl hmm

' nity, and in earnest for its regeneration—an/

I

among Avhom John Miltou standp ftrst ajjd j)i;e-

,
eminent.

.
i ; ,

This illustrious man was born in London,
December 9, 160S; received his early educa-

tion under a clergyman of the name of Young

;

Avas afterwards placed at St. Paul's School,

Avhence he Avas remoA'ed, in his seventeen tJi

year, to the University of Cambridge, where
he rose to great eminence- He Avas designed

for the church ; but the cliurch presented no
attraction for him. His genius had already

taken anotlier direction. His soul liad been
kindled by the iire of another altar. Nurtured
from the cradle in noble sentiments, he had the

enthusiasm Avhich the consciousness of genius

inspires. He was early in love Avith the muse.
In hun poetry was an inspiration. He Avas in

deep communion Avith the foimtain of light,

and love, and truth. On the retirement of his

father from business, and taking up his resi^

dence in tlje country, young Milton spent live

years in solitary study. But Avho can describe

the process of his mind during those years ? It

determined his whole future life. It AVas Ijik

starting point in Ids race to reach the goal and
gain the prize wliich was set before him. He
entered the course like a strong racer, nor could

he be diverted from it by any ibz'ce of tciui)ta-

tion—by any of the iseductious and inliueiiccaM

earth. i

-:- - \- ' '--n :7; vj;!

It is not as a poet that Ave have now to dt)

Avith Milton. It is true that but for the evil
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tiraes on which he foil, and but for the retire-

ment into which he was furccJ, "the world
Would littvu waut«d iu gruate^t poem

—

tuk
Takadisk Lost. That was the real fruit of

the Puritanic contest— of all it* tears, and all

its bloo<L" It ii not as an author that we have
to deal with liim, though his prose writings are

of themselves sulficent to secure for las name
an unmonality of glory. We are called to

look at tliose circum^tauccs which 1«<1 luta to

cn^'ralt the politician on the poet. It was im-

possible that, with hi.4 pure and uplifted spirit,

he could keep himself ultogetber aloof Irom
those questions which moved society to its

deepest depth. His sympathies were with
man. He stood on the side of our common
humamty. It wai! in him a living truth that

man was created in the image of God, and that

any attempt to trample down human nature,

was an insult to the dintiity in man. His in-

most soul burned with indignation at the

thought of these kingdoms being tossed about
like a tennis-ball, to gratify the pride and am-
hition of one man. In church and state he
discovered the working of principles subversive

of all true freedom, striking at the very root of

national indei>endenc€ and happine.-s. From
the stand-point which he occupied, the consti-

tution of the world appeared to include "laws
and operations, noble in their nature and ten-

dency, and designed to conduct a being en-

dowed with lofty intellectual faculties towards
that high and gloriouB moral condition wiiich

constitutes here below the perfection of Ins na-

ture, and the ultimate aim of his existence."

He hated despotism in all its forms and mani-
festations. Educated a Puritan, he breathed

its free, mauly spirit. His aim was nothing
short of a pure church, an unfettered Chri--

tianitv, and popular institutions. He was any-
thing but i::jnorant of the actual state of things.

Witli a masterly iiand he describes it, both
ecclesiastically and politically. With him the

directing principles of all right government
were justice and a supreme regard for the pub-

lic gootl. Hence he says :
" It is a work good

and prudent to be able to guide one man ; of

larger extended \irtue to order well one house ;

but to govern a nation piously and justly,

which only its to say happily, is for a spirit of

the greatest size and tii^inest metal. And
certainly of no less a mind, nor of less excel-

lence in another way. were they who, by writ-

ing, laid the solid and true foundations of this

Hcience, wliich being of greater inii)ortaiice to

the life of man, yet there is no art which has

been more cankered in her principles, more
soiled and .«lubiM.Ted wich aphorisming pedan-
try, timn the art of policy ; and that rao^ft

where a man thinks should least be. in Chri.-u

tian commonwealths. They teach not that to

govern well is to train up a nation in true wis-

dom and virtue, and that which springs from

tbenee, magnaniaaky ; and tliat which is our

beginning, regeneration, and happiest end-
likeness to (jod. which, in om word, we call

godliueas; and that this is the true flourishing

of a land, other things foil-jw as a shadow^ doe^

the substance : to teach thus were mere pul-

pitry to them. This is the masterpiece of a
modem politician, how to qnalify and nwuld
the sufferance of the ])€Oiile to the length of

that foot that is to tread on tiieir necks ; how
rapine miy serve itself with the fair and
honourable pretences of public gootl ; how the

puny law may be brought under tlie wardship
and control of lust and will ; in wliich attempt,

if they fall short, then must a superficial colour

of reputation by all means, direct or indirect,

be gotten to wash over the unsightly brui:>e of

honour. To make men governable iu this

manner, their precepts mainly tend to break a
national spirit and courage, by countunancing
open riot, luxury, and ignorance, till having
thus disfigured, and Iraviug made men beneath
men, as Juno in the fable of lo, they deliver up
the poor transformed heifer of the Common-
wealth to be strung and vexed witli the brize

and goad of oppression, under the custody of
some Argus with a hundred eyes of jealousy.

To be plainer, how to solder, how to stop ;;

le-ik, how to keep the floating carcase of a crazy

and dijieased monarchy or state betwLvt wud
and water, swimming still u^xtn her own dead
lees, that is now the deep design of a politician I

Alas : a Couimonwealth ought to Ix; but a» one
huge Christian personage, one mighty growth
and stature of an honest man, as big and
compact in virtue as in body.''

Xor can we read his description of a corrupt

and corrupting clerg>- without the highest emo-
tions of delight in thinking that there was such
a pure spirit on the earth eulbrcing the lessons

of a heavenly virtue, and beuig itselfthe model
and exemplar of all that is pure, and reOncd,

and Christ-like. " Trieste', not perceiving the

heavenly brightness and inward si>leudour of
their more glorious evangelical ministry-, with
great ambition affect to be kings, as in all their

courses Ls easy to be obsenxl. Their eyes ever

eminent upon worldly matters; their desires

ever thirstin? after worldly emplojTiients ; in-

stead of diligent and fcn-ent study in the

Bible, they covet to be expert at canons and
decretals, which may enable them to judge and
interixjse in temporal causes, however pre-

tended ecclesiastical. Do they not hoard up
pelf, seek to be potent in -secular strength, in

state affairs, in lands, in lordsliiix-, and do-

mains, to sway and carry all before them in

high courts and privy councils,—to bring into

their grasp the high and principal oSces of the

kingdom ? Have they not been known of late

to check the common law, to slight and brave
the indiminishable majesty of our highest court,

the law-giving and sacred Parliament ? D-d

they not plahily labour to exempt churchmen
from the magistrate '• Yea, so presumptuously
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as to question and menace officers that repre-
sent tlie Kin^^'s person, for using tlieir autho-
rity against drunken priests?" They were
sensual, fleshly. Outward acts were substituted
for inward principles. The soul " finding the
ease she had from her visible and sensuous
colleagues, the body, in performance of re-

ligious duties, her pinions, now broken and
flagging, shifted off from herself the labour of
higli soaring any more, forgot her heavenly
flight, and left the dull and droiling carcase to

plod on in the old road, and drudging trade of
outward conformity." Then, contrasting this

with the light and liberty of the Reformation,
]

he says :
" 3Iethinks a sovereign j^ud revi\ing !

joy must needs rush into the bosom of him that
j

reads or hears, and the sweet odour of the re-

turning Gospel imbathe his soul in the fra-

grancy of heaven : Then was the sacred Bible •'

.^;ought out of the dusty corners where profane
falsehood >Qnd neglect had thrown it; the
schools opened; divine and human learning
raked out of the embers of foreign tongues ; the
princes and cities trooping apace to tlic uct.-
erocted banners of salvation; the martyrs,
Avith the irresistible mightof weakness, shaking
the powers of darkness, and scorning the fiery

rage of the old red dragon "

England had reached a crisis when 3Ii}^on
entered on his political career. Monarchy had
fallen. The Commonwealth had been set up.
Far removed from the calculations of a selfish

interest, with a self-denial but rarely ap-
proached, with the heart o^ a patriot throbbing
for his coimtry's weal, and giving his feai-s to
the winds, he threw Inmsolf into the current of
the times, and made the cause of the people his
own. A defence had been set up in favour of
the king. Traitor as he was to his countiy

—

oppressor and tyrant as he proved to the best
and truest-hearted of his subjects—there were
those who undertook to vindicate the character
and government of Charles. The pen and the
press were alike employed on his belialf.

rriest and courtier both bowed do\\-n to lick
the dust of his feet. But ZVIilton knew nothing
of such meanness. He felt that he was a man
made in the image of God, and that a king was
nothing more. Although he refused to meld
the sword, he was first to grasp his pen. Now
issued his famous " Dei-iince or the People
OF England"—a work which spread his fame
over Europe. A single extract will exhib-It the
groimd which he took, and tlie conclusion
which he reached. " The Commons have the
sovereign power without the King, and a power
of judging the King himself; because, before
there ever was a king, they, in the name of the
Avhole body of the nation, held councils and
parliaments, had the power ofjudicature, made
laws, and made the kings themselves—not to

j

lord it over the people, but to administer their
j

public afiiairs. "Whom ifthe King, instead ofso i

doing, shall endeavour to injui*e and oppress, i

our law pronoimces him from time forward not
so m.uch as to retain the name of a king, to be

no stich thing as a king ; and if %e be no king,

what need we ti'onble oui-selves to find out

peers for him ? For being then, by all good
men, adjudged to be a tp-ant, tiiere are none
but who are peers good enough for him, aud
proper enough to pronounce sentence of death
upon him judicially, 'i'hese things l>eiug so, I

think I have suflicently proved what I under
took by many authorities, and A\Titten laws ;

—

to wit, that since the Commons liave authority

by very good right, to try the King, and since

they have actually tricli him, and put him to

death, for t'le mischief he had done both in

church and state, and without all hope oi

amendment, they have done nothing therein

but what was just and regular for the interest

of the state, in discharging of their trust, be-

coming their dignity,*aud according to the laws
of the land. And 1 cannot, upon this occasion,

but congratulate myself viith the honour of

having had such ancestors, who founded this

government with no less prudence, and in ns

much liberty as the most worthy of the ancient

llomans or Grecians ev<-i' founded any of theirs;

and they must needs, if th(?y have any know-
ledge, of our affairs, rejoice over their posterity,

who, when they were almo.st reduced to slavery,

yet, with so much wisdom and courage vindi-

cated and asserted the state, which they so

wisely founded upon so much liberty, from the

unruly governm(;nt of a king." Yet thei'e are

those who Avould charge him with regicide.

TVedeny not that some of 3Iiiton'spio}X)sitions

are sufficiently startling for any age of this

dfeamy world. We know that in contending

that a i^rincemaybe guilty of crime, by which ho

degenerates into a tyrant, forfeits his regal

character, and becomes obnoxious to the last and
most extreme penalty, in opj)osition to tlie

abstract principle that the people, whatever ,^

may be the character of their i-uler, have no
right to inflict UiX)n hhn capital punishment,

he assumed, of all grounds, the most delicate

and most ticklish. But can there be said to be

anything new in this doctrine ? "Wherein does

it differ from tlte universal opinions and prac-

tice of nations ? Is a prince to be held more
innocent at the point where a subject would lie

deemed mo«t criminal? Is the one to be flat-

tered and extolled, while the other is gibbeted

and his head made to roll in the dust? Let

any man read Milton's " Temtie x)r KiNHfs,"

and say whether lie is 1o be ranked with

regicides. A regicide ! arid yet the prin<?e« and

the potentates of Eui-op(\ almost witliout oX'

ception approA'ed his doctrine. A regicide

and the utmo-^t of his crime is, that hcdar<»ctto

vindicate an act by which the world was freed

of a tyrant who glutted himself with blood ! A
regicide ! and history attests that no man ever

pleaded with more eloquence the right of kings

when they kept AAithin the bounds of tliwr

1
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jurisdiction ! Milton lulievecl in tlie ?()Vi!reij?nty

oi' princes, but he ulso believotl in elenial jui-

tict, in Die law, and the retribution of heaven.

It was iu him a conviction that tlie evils which

otflicted his country ought not to have been

cloaked and concealed beneath the purple of

royalty, that it was better that one man, and

he a royal man, should die, than that the whole

nation should perish—be bruised and broken

beneath his crushing step, or lie bleeding at liis

feet.

On thedeatb of Charles, Miltonwas taken into

ihe service of the Commonwealth, and made
Latin Secretary to the Ckiuncil of State, who
Iiad resolved neither to write to others abroad,

nor to receive any ans^vers in return, except in

that language which was common to tliem all.

Jn thi.s capacity he rendered important service

to the republic. And yet, amid the pressure of

otlicial duties, he found time to devote to the

]ii.i.hest literary pursuits, and contrived to pub-
lish some of his moat powerful treatises on ques-

tions of no common moment. It is to be feared

1 hat his ])rose works, those magnificent mouu-
iiicnts of his genius, are but little read and less

:ipprcciuted. They deserve the study of a
man's lifdtime. Tliey arc the utterances of one
of the noblest and most uplifted spirits tliat

fver stood on the side of humanity. Tlieir

thoughts and sentiments fall upon the heart

with all the freslmess and the force of insj)ira-

tion. We are not so fanciful jis to iiniigiue,

with a living writer, that "some books may
survive the last burning, and be in-eserved in

cL'lestial archives as specimens and memorials
of extinguished worlds ;" but, till the last burn-
ing, we tlxink with him, that the works of

-Milton will find a place and a home in every

laiman heart, for they are works that " belong
to no conntry, and to no ago, but to all coun-
tries, and all ages."

On the deposition of Richard, son and suc-

cessor of Protector Oliver Cromwell, and on the

return of the Long Parliament, Milton, being
still in his official position, came out as a prac-

Jiciil reformer. lie was intensely azixious to

olitain a clmnge in the laws affecting religion,

iuid which pressed so severely and cruelly on
l!ie Puritan and Nonconformist. He laboured
with no vulgar devotion to prevent, if possible,

tlu^ restoration of the second Charles. He
• Iriw up several schemes for re-establishing the;

Commonwealth on a purely Christian basis.

I'.ut " it is easy to imagine that among the ad-
mirers of bacchanals gross and godless, an
iiuthor, such as ^Milton, >n port and majesty
like, a prophet, and with garments .scented witli

tlip .^iacred insense of the altar, must have
proved an imwelcome guest." Xor can it be
ilenied tliat " the lettered slaves who sprang up
under the fostering patronage of Charles, and
hit most dissolute and despicable court, and

whose j)rincij)al aim it was to depose the

Almighty from his throne in the hearts of their

countryman, laboured with all the eamestnes.i;

of hirehngs to dim the glory of Milton, and
those other holy and nuignanimous mi;u, who
with higii and honest views, had .sought to

command for themselves and tiieir brethren

the full enjoyment of libertj', rcligiouo and
civil."

Providence permitted it, and Charles was
restored. A ]jarticular jjrosc'cution was taken

out against Milton. His fortune became a

wreck—his persou was in danger—he lived by
suirerance, and but for the friends which liis

mighty genius and extraordinary accomplisli-

ments had raised uj) among ail parties on his

behalf, lie miglit, like many others, have been
called to seal the cause of trutli with his blood.

He was poor—he was blind— he wa.s solitary.

All this he could have borne, but lii-s country

wa-s enslaved. England had need of such a

man at such a crisis. And hence he laboured

still, and still he toiled, till woia out by in-

tense application and effort, his spirit burst

its eartldy walls, and soared away into the

clearer light of heaven to enjoy the freedom of

immortality, He died at his house in Bunhill-

fields, at the age of sixty-six, and was interred

in the chancel of St. Giles's Church, Cripple-

gate, Loudon. His life was one of purity,

iwtriotism, and piety. His death was like the

settiJig of some mighty orb that melts into the

eiTulgence of a more pericct day !

Liberty is dear to Englishmen. Their ruling

passion is the love of freedom. " Who can

describe the delight, with which the student

bends over the pages of ^lilton ? with Avliich

he witnesses the kindling of that impetuous

spirit, wlicn rousing all his energies for his

own glory, or the glory of his country ? AVho

but must love him—who but nmst, in spirit,

embrace him. with tears of pleasure, when, sour-

ing in the fervour of his eloquence, to a height

of grandeur never surpassed by man, he pours

forth his noblest sentiments iu defence of free-

dom ? And who now, at this di;.tauce of time,

can listen to those bursts of enthusiasm, so fre-

quent in his works, even though lisped by the

lips of a child, witliout the most tiunultuous

emotions of mingled rapture and wonder?"
Liberty ! thou child of the skie.i ! who would
not love thee ? Liberty ! thou genius of every

land ; who would not bend and worship at thy

shrine ?" " Thank (Jod, we have thousands of

gallant hearts, and gifted spirits, and eloquent

tongues, who have vowed loud and deep, in all

the languages of Europe, that falsehoods and
deceptIon.c, of all sorts and .'^izes, of all ages,

statures, and complexions, shall come to a
close!" Takf. thy sceptre and ja:tGi(f-'0

Linr.RTv

:
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THE WORJCING MAIL'S FRIEND,

A SA;II, UF.THE MISSISSIPPI.
;"^Jirili|

Am6sg 'rtie varipa anii novel e'lit^^^
I
deck is extendec(,''^y 'external pknkmg^^

of the present day, none are more pleasing almost double its natural width". On this.
and unexceptionable than the panoramas
and mo\ing dioramas which place before us,

almost as vividly as they exist in nature,
the beautiful landscapes with which our
woi'ld abounds. Not only is the eye de-

lighted with the scenes portrayed \ipon the
ever-shifting canvas, but the mind is in-

structed, the understanding enlarged; and
the individual who is not permitted by cir-

curiistances to travel many miles from the
spot where his affections centre ani his

daily toil is performed, can wander in ima-
gination, and almost in reality, to the very
ends of the earth. He can gaze upon the
fertile plains and thriving cities of Australia,

Avhere, perhaps, a son or a brother has
found a home ; he can climb the mountain
peaks of New Zealand ; he can visit " In-
dia's coral strand;" he can journey amid
arctic snows in pursuit of the lost expedi-
tion; and he can follow the windings of

those vast rivers tliat water the Westen;i
World.

.:".,
Having made more than one actual

voyage of the Mississippi, I was anxious to

see how far Banvard's mo',ister picture cor-

responded with the original ; and accord-

ingly, one morning, 1 paid my shilling, and
found myself among an eager crowd of all

ages, who were gazing with wonder and ad-

miration on the "Father of Waters.'! The
necessity for compressing 3,000 miles into

three, has, of course, occasioned something
like deception, the most picturesque points

being selected for representation, while
long, weary miles of sameness and desola-

tion are entirely omitted
;
yet there is so

much that is true and lifelike in the picture,

that I felt as if transported on board the
great steamer wl.ose saloons I have so often

trodden, and again a partaker of all that oc-

curs on the bosom of that magnificent liver.

Will the reader, who has only seen the
panorama, or perhaps not even that, accom-
pany me for a few moments, while, with
pen and ink, I attempt to follow in the
train of the painter's brush ?

We will, then, suppose, that on a hot mid-
day of June we have left the busy Levee of
New Orleans, and, in company with four or
five hundred persons of all ranks, from the
first officers of state downwards to the itine-

rant book-vender, are steaming past the
handsome suburban villas of the merchants,
which extend for some miles above the
city. Out boat is totally unlike the river

or ocean steamers of Great Britain ; its hull

isiscarcely above the water, and the main

deck are placed the engines and boileio
occupying jilmost the whole space , except
a portion in front reserved for the cargo.
and another in the stern, partly fitted up wit h
berths for deck passengers. ,0ver this i.s

another deck, for the use of the cabin pas-
sengers, through the centre of which runs
a vast saloon, and on each side are state
rooms, opening both on the saloon and on
the narrow balcony that surrounds the boat,
and which is a favourite lounge for the
voyagers. Boats of the first class are hand-;
somely decorated, and contain every luxury;
and convenience, Avith a sufficiency of negro
servants to attend to the wants of all.

Our speed, notwithstanding the great
force of the current, is not less than ten
miles an hour, and scarcely has the bustle
of getting^;?j!:ef^, as the Americans say, been
got through, than we find we have left the
spires and masts of the city far behind, and
are passing the white villas and orange-
scented gardens of Canolton, a village

much frequented by the inhabitants of New
Orleans, and to which there is a railroad
for their accommodation. The Levee con-
tinues, Avith a lew intervals when the land'
rises a little, for upwards of one hundred'
miles, and being shaded with large flowering
trees is an agreeable walk in the cooler'

parts of the day. The scenery, fiat as it is',

is singularly gay and cheerful ; nothing
can surpass the intense verdure of the
young sugar-cane, which covers fields fre-

quently of scA'cral miles in extent, and of

the foliage of the cypress forest which every-

where bounds the horizon. At short inter-

vals along the coast the planters' houses,

each with its range of negro huts and
grove of trees, are objects on which the eye
rests with pleasure. Some are of consi-

derable architectural pretension, having
balconies supported by rows of ornamental
pillars reaching from the ground to the

overhanging roof, and being painted of af

dazzling white. The sugar plantations

continue for one hundred miles above New.
Orleans, but a short distance before wft.

reach Baton Rovige the soil ceases to be thei

merely alluvial deposit of which the greater;

part of southern and western Louisiana,

consists, and the land rises in high clifis,

Avhich continue at intervals on the eastern-

side of the river till its junction with the

Ohio. With these clifis, which are situated

in a latitude scarcely warm enough fori

sugar, the cotton plantations commence,',

which form the staple produce of the greati[

.1
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states of northern Louisiana, Mississippi,

and Arkansas, through which, for several

hundred niiles, the river continues its

course. The western bank is uniformly
flat and swampj, without a single elevation

from the sea to the mouth of the Ohio, a

distance of 1,200 miles. For the greater

part of this distance it is periodically over-

tioxred, not merely by the rising of the

waters otthc Mississippi itself, but by the

floods which come down in the rainy season

from the confines of the great western desert,

following the courses of the Red River,

the Arkansas, and the Missouri, and also

from the Ohio and other immense tributary

streams. The cnnsequence is, that a vast

portion of this western shore is one wide,

trackless, irreclaimable forest, where gi-

gantic trees, for the most part beyond the

reach of the woodnian's axe, rise from the

swampy soil, and which serves only as the

haujit of the bear, the panther, and other

savage animals, or of fugitive negroes and
reckless white men driven from societ}' by
their crimes, and still more savage than the

beasts of prey among whom they have
sought shelter, 'j'he stories that are told of

tliis district surpa.ss in horror tiic most ter-

rible details of crime that the page of his-

tory records.

Many negroes, either from fear of the
consequences of crimes they may have com-
mitted, or to escape the merciless tyranny
of their masters, take to the woods, where
they lead a miserable life, in a slate of con-
stant apprehension, and scarcely able to

procure the means of subsisteixce. When
an escape becomes known, and the haunt
of the ntgro is discovered, an attempt is, of

course, made at his recapture. The whole
population delights in a slave-hunt ; and
numberless were the tales which, by the
woodpile fire or on the bow of the steamboat,
have been related to me of the risings of the
country in pursuit, th« tracking with blood-

hounds, the discovery of the unfortunate
fugitive in some miserable morass, and the
fierce struggle before deatli terminated the
victim's suiferiugs, or his capture reserved
him for a more dreadful fate.

No part of the western shore of tiie river,

till we reach the mouth of the Missouri,
affords any scope for the exertions of the
emigrant. It is true that the 8(.uth-wefitern

part of Louisiana contains ilie beautiful
sugar-growing district of the Attakapas,
and beyond that the interminable prairies,

which extend from the Red River through
the state of Texas, and are the same
which M. Cabet, the apostle of Socialism in

France, fixed npon as the Icaria of his

deluded followeis. It i.s also true that the

I

Red Riv^r country abounds with very rich

plantations, and that westward of the
swamps there is a fine agricultural country,
in the states of Arkansas and Missouri,
which extends into the Indian territories,

and is besides very rich in mineral liea-

sures. Bat the society through«>ut the
whole of this district is of the wildest and
most reckless character, and it seems to be
chiefly inhabited by individuals who have
abandoned the older states, for the sake of

escaping the rcstraiiits of civilization and
law. The slavt; population is a? much de-

teriorated as the white ; and the patient
submissiveness and good nature which, in

a great measure, cnaracterize the negruci
of Virginia and Louisiana, disappear under
these influences, aiid the slave assumes a
more savage type. Almost the whole dis-

trict is unhealthy, ex'jtpt on the slopes of
the Ozark mountains, in the west. Rilious

and congestive fevers lurk on the borders
of every stream; and the farms, whose
golden crops promise abundant wealth to

the cultivator, are, dr.ring the harvest
season, unfit for human habitation. The

i
sallow, aguish appearauce of the residents

i
ia these states is of itself sufficient U» deter
the European settler, who Avould Hnd rhat
the ample subsistccco wLii U the land
affords is a poor remunc-ratioi. for the sacri-

tice of health, and '.he nt-ccssity of bringing
up his family in the midi^t of u. demoraiixed
community.,

,

The eastern sViorc of iho river bears a
higher character, and is the iK-unJary of
the magnificent states of Mis^issij-pi, Ten-
nessee, and Kentucky , The high laud
of these slates terminates, iu many places,

abruptly upon the river's bank, forming
picturesque cliffs, of generally two to '.hree

hundred feet in height. On these are
situated the principal river towns, «hich
are Natchez and Yicksburg, in the state of
Mississippi ; Memphis, in Teunesse*. ; and
Mills's Toint, and Columbus, in Kentucky.
After leaving Baton Rouge, the seat of

government of Louisiana, ail the sugar
plantations are passed, and the river flows
through a dense and most luxuriant forest,

which continues with its unvaried and
wearisome monotony for one thQusan4
miles, relieved, at occasional intervals, by
the tund hills and cliffs of the eastern shore.
Many of the towns which have sprung up
in this forest arc not visible from the river,

and hour after hour, as the boat rapidly
glides <m between the wall of living verdure
on either side, the eye ha« nothing to rc»t
upon but the turbuicnt stream, and the
woods which clothe its banks. In many
places it overflows, and destroys everything,
from the forest tree to the wretched hut of
the wood-cutter; in others it retreats,

leaving large depo.'iits of mud, on which
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th? cotton-tree immediately springs up,
and, by its height and hue, tells of recent
or older formation. Four or five of these
ridges, one behind another, may be seen in

some places, while, on the opposite side, a
confusion of fallen trees, and green piitrid

water j^leaming tar into the forest, shows
the encroachments of this independent and
truly American river. The idea presented
to the n^.ind ir, that of power ; the mighty
streanj sweeping on its majestic course with
a rapid current, boiling up from beneath in

circling eddies, and changing and forming;
its own banks at its will. Of beauty there
is none, save what the admirer of nature
finds in the prcMligality of the vegetation,
the requisite variety of shades of green
foliage, and the magnificence of many of the
trees clothed to tlie very top with beautiful
creepers matting the stems, and festooned
from branch to branch. Of these the prin-
cipal are those knoAm in England as the
** TirgirJan creeper," the " wild passion
flower, and the "trumpet bignonia;'' the
latter in profuse luossom, its lovely scarlet

tubes hanging amidst the dark green of the
Avalnut, the oak, and the cypress. The de-

sire of possessing some of these flowers in-

duced me to land at one of the woodyards,
places where the boats replenish their fuel,

and which consist of small clearings made
by the wretched people in the progress of
their work, and whoso industry is shown by
the heaps of firewood piled regularly for a
long distance on the shore. I found it im-
j'Ossiblc to penetrate the thick tangled un-
derwood, which a gaunt fever-smitten

woman, who crawled to the door of

the hut, warned me wa,s full of snakes.

At this information I retreated ; but
not soon enough to avoid the stings of

innumerable mo:'quitues and sand-flies,

which literally darkened the air. The cro-

codile, fortunately, is confined to the

warmer parts of the river and the Bayons,
by which its surplus waters escape through
so many channels into the ocean. I saw
none of them after leaving the state of

Louisiana.
On the succeeding day, after leaving New

Orleans, we arrive at Natchez, the princi-

pal town in the state of Mississippi, and
distant about 300 miles from the former
city. Part of the town is situated at the

foot of the high cliffs which here form the
shore of the river, and on the summit of

which are the principal streets and public

buildings. Ships of considerable tonnage
come thus far inland for their cargoes of

cotton; and there is always a large fleet

of flat boats, several himdreds in number,
which have brought down the produce of

the upper country. Traces of the hurri-

cane which desolated this to^^ii and its

vicinity in the year 1840, are still visible.

-

Natchez, with all the vessels in its port, wasj
then almost totally destroyed ; several hutt^,

j

dreds of human beings lost their lives ; andj?

j

for a long distance westwai-d,the track of the^

I

tornado is still marked by the broken and i

uprooted forest trees. About 120 miles fur-»

ther on we pass some beautifully-sloping
hills, on the side of which is situated the
tovm of Ticksburg, also a considerable port,
for the exportation of the prodiw e of the
state. Shortly after this we pass the mouths
of the Yazoo and Arkansas rivers, and
thence to the tov\-n of Memphis, in Tennes-
see, a distance of 800 miles from New Or-
leans, there is no object of much interest
or importance. It must not, however, be
supposed that, although no human habita-
tion may be visible for hours, the Missis-
sippi is a scene of either silence or solitude.

At every bend of the river, and every hour
of the day and night, some of the thousand
arks and flat boats, laden Avith cattle and
produce, or fitted up as shops or theatres,

will be observed floating down the stream^,
guided by the enormous oars, thirty or forty
feet in length, which are attached to th©
roof; immense rafts of timber, each with'
its hut and numerous occupants, on theiri

way to the southern cities, constantly ob-
struct our progress ; the sound of the high"
pressTire engines of some passing steamer^
is constantly heard, and mutual, though
rough, greetings interchanged; or, perhaps,
the traveller may find himself engaged in a
race for life or death with some rival boat—

-

which the writer has known to continue for

1,000 miles—each vessel being pressed to

the utmost of her speed, and the engineers,
cheered on by the passengers, at the immi-^
nent risk of all being blo\\Ti in a moment
into eternity. Occasionally, the v.reck of a'l

disabled boat, pierced through by a surge,'

or roofless from au explosion, with her re-

maining state-rooms filled with scalded and
dying men, appears as a warning. One of

these we met at the town of Fulton, with*

such of her wounded crew as were capable'

of removal in the course of being trans*'

ferred to a Louisville boat, which had just^;

preceded us. At the little tillage of Helena/
above the mouth of the Arkansas, after two-'

days of tremendous storms, we met the^

floods which accompany the periodical ri?c'

of the river. It was swoUeii to an unusual
height, and covered with masses of drift

:

wood, which, as we passed over them,
shook the boat to its centre, while the

engine-bell was rung every five minutes;
that the engineer might slacken speed, or

back the vessel, to disentangle some vast

log from the ])addle-wheel. Thro^lghout
the whole of the day cords of wood an4
log-huts tioated past us. - Many a lovel|'
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land was submerged, and its small habita-

ons fast dropping to pieces. One planta*

on in particular, whose owner Mas absent,

as ehtirely swept away, occasioning a loss
' 50,000 dollars. The mansion and negro-
jts had fallen in, and articles of furniture,

nong which was a cradle, from which was
lid to come the faint wail of a negro child,

issed us, floating down the river. This
ate of things, which was attended with
reat danger to otirselves, continued till

e reached the Missouri, wlience the deluge
ipeared to have descended.
After pa.ssing one or two places in Ivon-
icky, we arrive at the mouth of the Ohio,
hose clear waters may be traced for some
stance below as thoy mingle with the
uddy stream on whose bosom we are

mating. Jlere the scenery of the shores
the IMis.sissippi begins to change, and

te western bank, which has liitherto been
continuous swamp for 1,100 miles, now
)n.sists of a range of precipitous basalt

iffs, rising perpendicularly 200 feet, and
owned at the summit with overhanging
ees and foliage. On some of them stand
twcrs for the manufacture of shot, made
oni the lead obtained plentifully from the

Bines of the interior, which is rich in

ineral treasures. With occasional intcr-

ils, tiiesc continue till \\q reach St. Louis,
10 port to which our steamer was destined,
:'i.-> a noble city, which, during the 30

"S of its active existence, has already
tluiued a population of 70,000 souls. Its

vcr front exceeds two miles of handsome
one buildings, and thence it rises in ter-

ices to tlic summit of the hills on which it

;and>'>. Here we remained several days,

ir time being pleasantly occupied in the
[ijoyment of the agreeable society of the
lace, composed in part of the hunters from
le llocky Mountains, whose singular cos-

rmc, and hair flowing over their slxoulders,

ave tliem an appearance as strange as the
dventurcs they related. Our stay was
irther diversified by exclusions to tlie

idia.n mounds, the lead mines of the in-

rior, and to the range of hills called the

ron Mountains, which, for miles, arc com-
oscd exclusively of broken masses of iron
r', aiid arc several hundred feet in cleva-

m.-
^ ,

,
,,

.

The,usual route for passengers from this

lace to the great lakes is by the riVer

llinois, which traverses the greater part of

b.e State of tliat name, and froni winch the
oad continues to Chicago, in Lake Michi-

. AVc, however, embarked on a small
teamer bound for the L'ppcr Mississippi,

rammed to suffocation with freight and
as^cngers, most of them small farmers and
ackwoods' settlers. She was a strange
ontrast to the noble vessel avc had left, the
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State-rooms containing nothing but two
sleeping shelves, and the people, though
intelligent and civil, rough and dirty m
their habits. One washing-basin, one great
jack-towel, and one comb and brush, were
provided for the common use of the ladies

;

and, down stairs, similar arrangements for

the accommodiition of the gentlemen. The
solitary tooth-brush, formerly kept for

general use, seems to have been given uj).

We appeared at length to have arrived in

the country in which, as the American pa-

pers say, tlie man who shaves once a week,
and puts on a clean shirt every Sunday,
may consider himself an aristocrat. Our
boat went rapidly on, nevertheless, thougli

the suffocating heat, which, in the after-

noon raised the thermometer considerably
above 100 dcgiccs, and did not fall below
00 at night, addrd much to the miseries of
the voyage. Seventeen miles above St.

Louis we met the Missouri, which here ter-

minates its course of 3,000 miles from the

llocky Mountains. It is a splendid scene.

The Missouri, which at this point is about
half a mile wide, pours its foaming and turbid
torrent, covered with floating timber, into

the transparent waters of the Mississippi

with such violence as to strike the opposite

bank, and completely to change the appear-
ance of the river, and to impose upon it

the peculiar character which it bears from
this point till it joins the ocean. The
Upper Mississippi is a clear, broad stream,
which wanders placidly among innumer-
able green islands, whose varying size

and form produce endless changes in tlie

landscape, each scene appearing more lovely

than the last. Five or six may be frequently
seen at once, each a mass of the brightest

and most graceful foliage, while behind are

chains of cliffs surmounted by spots of prai-

rie, and crowned with trees. Then there

are sloping banks, sedgy at the shore, and
dotted with trees to the summit, like the
borders of the Thames ; then, again, impe-
netrable forests and green prairies, that

extend a hundred miles into the interior.

Not the least of its attractions was the fact

that Illinois—the western shore of which wc
have been traversing since we left the mouth
of the Ohio—is a free state, and was the

first spot I had seen for many months that
is not defiled by the existence of the slave.

The soil is here as productive and luxuriant
as the scenery is lovely ; but though very
much healthier than the south, it is still

subject to fever and ague, which embitter
the happiness and thin the ranks of the
settlers. We passed several towns rapidly
rising into importance ; and on the second
day after leaving St. Louis, reached Nauvoo,
well known as lately the abode of the Mor-
mons and their fanatic leader. The city is
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beautiiully situated on a promontor)- of

mingled forest and prairie, rising gradually
from the river, which forms a fine bend
round it. There are several thousand de-
tached wooden houses, and, at one time, no
less than 30,00(3 of its strange sect, many of
them English, assembled here ; but since the
civil war, which arose from their claiming
to'be independent of the state government,
and terminated in the death of their leader,

the great body have emigrated to California.

The temple was an imposing stone buildiog,
in a central position on the brow of the hill,

from which the broad streets diverge to the
river side. It contained an immense laver,

supported by eight gigantic oxen carved in

wood, and used for the baptisms of the nu-
merous converts. During the past year, the
town, with the adjoining land, has been pur
chased by a. colony of M. Cabet's Icarians,
who now occupy it ; and the temple has re-

cently been destroyed by a hurricane.
Soon after leaving ISIauvoo, we passed a

steamer laden with emigrants, many of them
Mormons, which had been chartered for

the conveyance of themselves and all their

earthly goods, to a settlement about to be
formed in the Wisconsin territory. Most
of them were sitting on the roof of the boat,

and singing in chorus. They hailed us
cheerfully as we passed by. "\V6 continued
to ascend the river, now gKding between
Illinois and the new state of Iowa, until, on
the fourth day after leaving St. Louis, we
reached the mouth of the Fever River,
through whose singular windings we arrived
at the town of Galena, the centre of the
mining districts, and the point from which

rff. Jfijj

subsequently we took our journey across t'

prairies to the Lakes. After landing severl

passengers, we returned to the Mississipj^

which now enters the state of Wisconsin
and continues through a tract of undiit^

nished fertility and beauty for another hua I

dred miles, until it reaches Prairie du Chief
an old French settlement, and the head

q

the steam-boat navigation. Boats oo
sionally ascend to the Falls of St. Anthoiv
many miles further northward, Avhere tl

river, for a space of ten miles, precipita

itself in a succession of cascades over
masses of limestone rocks which form
bed. Above the falls it is navigated o;

by the canoe of the Indian or the hunt
and from its still distant source it flu

through a wild, uninhabited, butpicturesq,]

country, its channel sometimes divided
islets, and at others expanding into co

derable lakes.

Through all the northern districts the
winters are so severe that it is probablg
the land will never be settled, but will always
remain a mere hunting-gro;ind ; but from
the point at which the settlements cora^

mence until we reach the mouth of the Ohioj

the great free states of Wisconsin, low^j
and Illinois, offer an unbounded field for th^

enterprise of the emigrant, and are capably

of supporting a population, which, thougt
now rapidly increasing, will yet take a cen-

tury before the available land can be fuUj

occupied. With the exception of the au-

tumnal fevers, from which no place in the

United States is entirely free, there is no
part of the earth better fitted to satisfy the

wants and desires of mankind.

H

h

THE BIRTH-PLACE OP JOHN BUNY2VX.
Br Mrs. Claba L. Baliolr.

•J

There are very few town? in England ixJsse.ss-

ing an old reputation that have a more young
look than Bedtord. New ho««es ahd moderii

chorcHes, handsome schools of recent erection,

and a stone bridge of the present century,

upanning tlie clear full i*twarn of thfe Ou?e, pre-

sent a picture of prosperity, cbitlfl>rt, and
actinty, but certainly toad ti> Mnish UU idea

of antiquity. • t
--.'"3

ITie old gaol on the bridge, lo»^ bCJorie the

memory of living men, andtheold bridge itself,

have given place to thenew; and the only public

building that carries one back to the olden ',

time is St. Tetcr's Church—its low square

'

tower, and uoble arches, looming out amid fine

trees ; and the green before its church-yard

,

rvall giving that air of quiet, not to say sanc-

tity, often felt near the ancient buildings o.''old

towns.
The Bedford qf this day must be a very dif-

ferent, and doubtless a very improved place,

from the Bedford of the times of the Common-
wealth and the Itcstoration. Yet tliere is -i'l

great name that, o'ersweeping all those

changes, and raodemizirigs, stands dijtinc*!)

before the mind of the stranger entering thi

town for the first time. John r>CNrAN h ihi
'' Pilgrim'' dear to all Christians:—at one

their guide on the journey to the celestial cit)

their friend, and the exponent of tiieir feelinj

and trials. He is the only man that hal

written a spiritual autobiography that apphc|

equally to the tried and the happy Ciiristiaii-

that contains somethius suitable tc the ?tate 1
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who are travelling that important journey,

ttioiuiu^ij the vcrydepthi of our uaturo, he has
t told u.s merely of feelings;, but traced those

li»K^ to their source, not only of the beauty of

ions, but of the power of motives—not solely

i value of results, but of llie governing
en>;tb of principles. He has given at once
' most lueiaphysical and the most practical

vv of C)hrii«tianity ever exhibited out of the

ble.

How many diiTerent classes combine now to

Hour the i'ilj^rim, even among those who
vii not felt tiie full spiritual truth of his

giim:vge? The poet kindles Avith the fire of
i genius, and pronounces it " The most per-

it allegory in the language."* The critic

(•es " the racy Saxon of the style ;"t or, corn-

ring the earnest truthful narrative with other

erary works of that corrui)t period, says :

1) tliat age there were two books—the Para-
>e Lost of John Milton, and tiie Pilgrim's

ogress of .John ]>unyu)i."+ The satirist

lights in the keen facility that not only tells

haracter in a nalne, but makes that name
scribe class : Mr. Facin(/-b()th-wai/s, and

Cv)nipeers, is for ever a pungent and just

tire on multitudes. Then the Avisc, hoary-
iided reader, with tfioughtful skill, unwinds

: allegory and traces its course with ab.sorbed

1 studious eye; and the little child, who has
-t triumphed over the difficulties of the primer,

t!i wondering delight, reads on and on, for-

tting play and playmates, learning among
;iuy things to perceive that thoygh reading at

St was a fast-binding grief, it soon led to a
de-spread joy. The painter also loves the
Igiim, for he obtains inspiration from the
aphic descriptions given of his journey ; and
e i-ich man loves the pictures that bring
aveidy scenes to irradiate earthly dwellings.

It, m:.':st of all, the poor must love the pil-

im, fur he was with and of them—a poor
in, none poorer iu a worldly sense, ^'et he
ijnified jjoverty ; in his abasement he taught
abiding lesson of reverence

—

" Not for rank and wcidth,
That needs no learuins;^,

—

Thiit comes quickl) —
fiuickas sin does, and often works to sin.
r.ul for God's seed—man!
Trust me 'tis a clay above your scorning",
With God's linage stampt upon it.

And God '3 kindling breath wiiUiii."

e has taught that the rich man is the man of
lendid mind—the noble man the mail of
eat soul. 'J"he world may clothe that man
rags— fetter his liinbH, condemn hitn to a
mgeon, but his soul defies them. They can
y no manacle on that: fortii it goes ; high it

ars ; it breathes an atmosphere they cannot
iut; it enjoys and diffuses a light they cannot
ni. Time becomes, not that man's destroyer,

• Lord Byron, +,Dr. gouthoy, .,,

but his tributary, bringing ever fresh honoura
to his name.

IJut vain is the attempt to define the multi-
tude of thought.s and feelings that crowd the
mind and swell the heart as the traveller traces

the scene, and tracks the haunts of the pilgrim
in and near Bedford. I..et us present our own
recent gatherings in the way of observation and
inquiry.

Surely most peojjlc would contrive to carry
some sunshine with them, even if on a wet
wintry day they walked the two miles from
Bedford to Elstow, Bunyan's birthplace ; but
on the day of our visit, a briglit .June sky was
overhead, and gentle breezes, scented with the
breath of flowers, tempered tlie heat. The
country round, without presenting any very
striking features, was richly cultivated and
adorned with noble trees. The recollection of
an engraving we h£\d seen of Bunyan's birth-

place (in a popular life of him) was in our
mind ; and we proceeded in the expectation of
coming to an old cottage on an open space,

Ahui ! we found that the picture we had spen
was a mere fancy sketvh, as unlike the reality

as it w'ell could be. Pictures of places are lu)

more sure to be likenesses than pictures of
faces. In this case it would seem very doubt-
ful w hcther X\\q iirtisjt could ever have seen the
original.

( . .

In the narrowest part of the narrow village

street there stands u very i)oor, small, but
clean and rather ?te«r-looking cottage. Its

modern look naturally surprised us. *' This
could never hav^ been Bunyan's cottage!" we
exclaimed. A gentleman, long an inhabitant
of Bedford, and well acquainted with all the
memorable spots in the vicinity, replied to thi^
effect :

" The frame-work, the arraiigemtnt,
and a massive old beam extending across the
two Luwcr rooms, is, without doubt, the rem-
nant of Bunyan's birth and dwelling place.
It has been cased, so to speak, or re-plastered

HWd roofed, it m^y be, nuiuy times in the two
centuries that have elapsed ; tor as it was one
of the poorest kinds of dwellings—half-shed,
half-house— it would not have the massive
character ,that pertained to many old houses of
a somewhat better kind, as that of Shakspeare,
at .Stratford, and others." Inuring this ex-
j)JLanation, w<i entered the open door, and stood
ou the briqk floQV of the lowly dwelling. Near
the oUl-fuuhipoed chimney-corner, there vras (i

mnvk of a door-way, now bricked up^ tliat ooice

led to an a<U<3iining shed, wliere the forge of the
illustrious tinker stood. Forge and shed have
both gone, and a cottage-garden occupie.s their
place. The old oaken beam stretches acrosij

the kitchen, and supports the room over-head,
which as the largest bedroom, though little

better tha« a ^m«ll loft, must have been the
birth-place of tlie gloriou.-* dreamer, A hardy-
Ipokiug aad sun-burnt little child Avas trotting

in and out vf tVie cottngc, and it was impo«sibIe
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to Wiitcli its play without thinking of another

oliild that, in a ruder age, had yet emet-ged

from that humble place, and witliout training,

tieaching, friends, or influence, stamped a name
on England's history and literatyjre Uiat is in-

tlelibie. .->
,,.,; p- . -,;

A few steps from the cottage,' und we i

reached the village green ; always a pleasant !

sight, but memorable here IVora having been
|

tlie scene of the boisterous sports of tlie ener-
j

getic boy who was proving liis power by being
j

the master of the revels ; let wlio would follow,
j

it was qiiit<; in the nature of things that Bun-
|

yan should lead. On the green stands a rude,
I

spacious, and undoubtedly ancient buil<Ung,
'

of an oblong form, and barn-like look, much
older, apparently, tlian the times referred to.

This is called " the green-house ;'' and bere the

sports begun out of doors used to conclude witli

a carouse witliiu. Beneath its roof Bunyan
liad danced and revelled ; not, however, with-

out those admonitions of conscience that scared

even his boyhood Avith fearful dreams. In this

building a flourishing Sunday-school now car-

ries on its beneficent operations. Close to this

scene of his sports there is another and graver

memorial connected Anth his conflicts. The
church at Elstow is a line old biulding, with

the peculiarity of having the tower containing

the bells separate from the church. Bunyan,
of whose nature music must have formed an
element, was a ringer. Here^ in tliis old belfiy,

lie had heard the still small voice of con-

science resound with a force the bells could not

overpower. It condemned him, and he feared

that the bells would become the agents of God's

vengeance, and would fall and crush him. Ah !

whatever may be the sweetness of the cadence

of those bells, as they throw their melody over

the village green, there's a sotmd yet nbrates

in that old belfry that wakes the deepest echoes

of the soul; it is the moan of the self-con-

demned sinner, exclaiming, " Wo is me !"

But wliile Elstow is connected with the

childhood, youth, sports, and conflicts of Bun-
yan, Bedford is the scene of the persecution he

so nobly endured. Returning there, the old

bridge naturally became tlie theme of conver-

sation. (>n that bridge there was a gaol, said
J

to have been the prison of Bunyan. The"

Kev. Mr. Bhilips, in his " Life and Times of

John Bunyan," dwells at length on the fact of

his imprisonment there, and traces in much of

litmyan'.-^ verse the influence on his mind of the

few objects visible from his only window,
which, however, faced the rising sun. The
.<«ingle rose-tree that grew in sight, the swal-

lows, in early spring, skimming over the tranquil

river, and making their nests in the roof of the

gaol or the buttresses of tJie bridge. In IMr.

George Offer's recent and improved edition of
" The Pilgrim's Progress," he gives a drawing of

the gaol on the old bridge. As that gaol Avas

pulled do\Mi some ie\v years before Howard

'jj

t

began his mission of mercy, of course the

work of the apostle of humanity could not h;

begun, as some have asserted, in the pri

where Bunyan was confined, if Tiis prison

tJie bridge gaol.

,
It is, however, said by intelligent ijersons.

Bedford, that the gaol on the l)iidge was a
of lock-up, or watch-house, for the receptio

temporary prisonei-s, and not a regiilar al

for criminals undergoing sentence. The;

gaol in the town, nov,' pulled down, wh
miserable, ill-vcutilated condition aroused

sympathies of Howard, is thought to have b
the gaol where most of Banyan's tv»-elve ye;

imprisonment, for the crime of i>reaching

Gosi)el, was passed. If so, and many reasoj

seem to enforce this ontaion, Howard's gn

work did commence in the place rende

memorable by Bunyan's 6uff"eriBgs for o

science' sake.

Near the foot of Bedford Bridge is the Swai.lp;

now a handsome new hotel, once a spacious op.
|fj;

inn, in the large room of wliicli, it would appejtr,- uei

the judges foi-merly held the assizes. In th^ti
inj

same room of the ancient inn, before the good He

Judge Hale, and two otlier judges of a veiy ^
different spirit, a pleader once appeared, well

worthy of the name she bore—Elizabeth
Bunyan, the wife of the imprisoned nunister of

Christ. She came to solicit the liberation of

her hu-iband. She urged two pleas : one wa.s

an informality in his conmiitment ; the other

an appeal to the King's grace, who had, at the

coronation, liberated many pohtical prisoners. '

At once gentle and brave was this lowly woman.

She had risen from the sick bed, on which fright

and sorrow had thrown Jier, and, all unaccus-

tomed as she was to such a task, ventured to

speak for one who had no earthly helper but

herself. Her spirit, at flrst, Avas, as she so

charmingly says, " 'smayed within her," as she

stood before the judge. But her cause wa-s

ti-uth, her heart was right; and though the lips

£t moment faltered, she soon regained com-

posure, and in simple phrase, yet vrA\\ genuine

dignity, not only obtained a hearing, but won
the sympathy of the judge, who, however he

might uphold the dignity of the law, could not

forbear exclaiming, when he heard her affecting

plea for her husband, and the father of the four

helpless children she was labouring to main-

tain, " Alas! poor woman !" Yet, when asked

if she would try to induce her hu.sband to give

up preaching, she refused, saying, " He dinvs\

not leave off preaching as long as he can speak.'

They told her he should leave preacliing ace

teaching to wiser men. (Where—cased in wha
mitre and lawn sleeves, was there a wiser mai

than the imprisoned preacher ?) They remini

her, in derision, that he is an illiterate tinker i

" Yes, he is a tinker, and a po©r man, an<

therefore he is dispiscd, and cinnot liave

justice," said she, indignantly. She pleaded

in vain, as far as related to Bunyan's libe-
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ttoii ; but (lid she plead iii vain as far as

iiiaaniiood and trutli are concerned ? Her
fgy, bravery, uprightness, affection, arc all

(sons never to be forgtttten by her conntry-

wncn. However dark was her hnsband's

ison, she brought sunshine into it. However
ick tfic clouds that gathci-cd round liis head,

e was a rainbow on the cloud, assuring him
kt he should not be utterly overwhelmed.
Xbinking of tliis scene, it was with no small

notion that we afterwards gazed on thehand-

Eriting of lUinyan. VTo enjoyed this privilege
' tiK! kiiul permission of the Tfev. ^Ir. Jnkes,

le minister of " Bunyan's Cliapel," a liandsome

;w building on the site of t)ic old bam, where
unyau preacheil, and where afterwards a
cetin'T-housc was erected, which, becoming
lapidated, gave place to the present handsome
ectioti. Tlie autograph sheet we looked

; was a will —that, of course, had never been

roved, or it would not liave been tliere. It

as chiefly interesting as containing affectionate

eution of his wife Elij:al)eth. The hand-
riting of tins <locTnnent was strong :md legi-

Ic, but looked lilce the writing of what is called

n uneducatwl man. It will readily be believed

is memorial is preserved with devout

are by its i>resent owner. An old church-

ecord of the people to Avhom IJiuiyan minis-

red, and an anciontcabhiet, now worm-eaten,

iiat once belonged to the pilgrim, are in the

ame safe kee])ing.

At the new chapel that bears Bunyau's
ionoure<l name, there is an old chair which
the glorious dreamer" used, it may be, in de-

mit of a pulpit, in his humble meeting-hou.sc.

t has been stated by one of Bunyjin's bio-

raphers, that a new chapel was built lor him,

ut this is deemed incorrect at Bedford. It

eems that the old meeting-house that stood

here the new cliapel is now erected, was not

uilt in Bunyi! n's life. A still stranger, aad far

more interesting controversy than any about
bapel-tjuihUng, has recently occurred—as to

whether Banyan was twice mamed. Parties

1 !> Mllbrd cjnclude, that, becau.se Bunyan and
is early biognii)!iers, have made no mentioa of

the death of his lirst wife, therefore it is

;ui unwan-antable assumption that the heroic

Elizabeth was a tecoud 'ttifc. What may be

tlic evidence beyond this, does not appear. It

is a fart stated by ijouthey, and confirmed,

after* much research, by I'hilip, that Bunyan
marmJ befi^re he attained bis twentieth year,

atier a abort service in tliepailiameutaiy army;
that. 1»1a, moral reforBftation, at U;a^t, was a re-

sult of the excellent example itnd sweet spirit

of the wife of his youth. Dirring the protec-

torate, Bunyan, though not entirely unmenaced
by autliority, for presuming to preach, was
yet comparatively safe. On the Restoration,

he was one of the very first to feel the stern

grasp of despotism. At the time of his arrest,

there is e.vpre?s testimony that In had four

children. AndWhen Elizabeth Bunyan so nobly
pleaded for him, she mentioned these helpless

sufferers; and Judge Hah» remarked, " Thou art

b'.it a young woman to have four children ;" to

which she answered, *• I nm but their mother-
in-law, and hare been man-led to my husband
scarce two years." * She then goes on to state

that fright at her husband's arrest destroyed her

own first-bom child, and periled her life. She
was only partially recoveretl from that trial

when she appeared in court.

This evidence from her own \i\is, which has

repeatedly been published, not only by Bunyau's
biographers, but in "Remarkable Trials and
Pleadings," seems so conclusive, that much more
strong evidence than the mere fact that no
mention being made of the death of his first

wife will be rw|uisite, before the careful thinker

can arrive at the conclusion that the gentle first

wife and the heroic .second wife of litmyan

were, in reality, one and tiie same. Indeed, it

was only during his persecution that Bunyan s

great gifts were revealed, even to him.self ; or,

that he, always free from egotism, could sup-

pose that the incidents of his own private

life would be interesting out of his own family

circle. Hence, doubtles.«. his silence in refer-

ence to his lirst wife, of whom, however, we
learn that she brought from a God-fearing

father's home, such a deep sense of the value

of domestic piety, that she won him from his

former wild pursuits, and led him to re-acquire

from her his forgotten reading and writing. He
x'ead witli her two books, " The Plain

Plan's Path-way tolieaven," and " The Prac-

tice of I'iety." Her comments on these being

such allusions to her fatlicr's life and character

as led Bunyan to desire to imitate the portrait

drawn by filial piety. Was not her husband's

amended life her sufficient eulogiura ?

Of the descendants of Bunyan little is known.
There is a tablet to the memory of a grand-

daughter of his, on the wall of "Bunyan
Chapel," and a great granddaughter, now very

aged, resides in the neighbourhood of London.

' ! ' '
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* See PljiUp.s'6 " Life and Times of John Bun-
yan," p. -iV't.

COMMON
Scorn not those mdc, unlovely tilings. '

.

All cu'.tureloss that grow, ''
' ,' ^

Ami rarik o'er woofls, and wilds, and sitrings

Their vain luxuriance throw.

lEternal love and wisdom drew
The plan of earth and skies ;

WEEDS.
And He the span of Heaven that thro w,

Commands the weeds to rise.

,,'jrhcn think not Nature's tchemes, sublime,
'

Tliese common things might ir pare;

For science may detect in time

A thousand virtues there.
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AVEST INDIAN EXPERIENCES : OR>' M^I^^AI^
MISSIONARY mnU YEARS IN tHE AVEST INDIES. '^

101

't!HAPTER HI—SMALL BEGINNINGS.
Soon after landing we were directed to a
quiet lodging-house in D—— street, where
all our party went. The four gentlemen and
their wives soon began to taste the comforts
and the discomforts of a West Indian
lodging-house. Our bill of fareWas never
very varied, or sumptuous. Oiften the little

made dishes scarcely sufficed for tliose who
had not, 4s yet, lost their English appetites.
Nor were our bedrooms furnished very
comfortably. The black serva^its, mth bare
feet, were ahvays running about doing
nothing; always quarrelmg with one
another ; unwilling to come when called

;

and the mistress of the establishment sat
continuously in an American rockihg-chair
at the doorway, from whence she issued her
orders, to be repeated through many a
subordinate before a single wish was
obeyed. And though " Kezia, will you call

Ivcbccca here to pick up my work r
" may

seem an exaggeration, it is only a slight
caricature of actual Creole laziness. But
our exchequer revolted against the charges
of the establishment, and made us anxious
quickly to migrate to our different spheres
of labour. It may amuse (julet unthinking
people, who wonder sometimes how it is

that living in Jamaica costs so much, to be
tojd that these were the charges for each of
us daily : breakfast, 2s.; dinner, 4s.; tea,

2s. ; bedroom for a married couple, 6s. a
night. This is sterling, be it remembered;
and the charges are mostly kept up to the
present time, notwithstanding all the social
changes of the past few years.

I bought a horse (poor old Dun ! I have
some affection for his memory, even
now, though he was a vicious brute, and
threw mc once and broke my arm) and rode
off one day to Old Harbour Bay, twenty-six
miles from Kingston. I expected, by the
delivery of sonie letters of introduction, to

find my way into Clarendon or Vere, the
parishes to Avhich the society had instructed
mc to direct my atfentlon. I called oti Mr.H—, with a' letter from A. H—— , Esq.,
and vrSiS very kindly received. Having no
correct notion of the actual hostility of the
planters against the missionaries, I was
astounded at the unmeasured abuse with
which he assailed the Baptist missionaries,
and endeavoured to lead off the conversa-
tion to the object of my visit. " Did he
think there was any opening for our mission
in Clarendon ?" It was a large parish Avith

23,000 people in it. There was only the
rector and his curate, occupying two

churches, one at Chapelton the other al
Lime Savannah, twelve miles apart ; tlieri^

were no missionary establishments, either

in the mountains or in the lowlands, and I

had been led to expect from Mr. H -^

our former treasurer, that he would facili

tate the objects of our mission. How do
look back now with wonder at the want
tact manifested by the then committee
London ! Was it likely that any one i

terested in things as they were, whic
meant, " Treat the slaves humanely, hi^
don't fail to secure my crops," would assist

the forlorn hope of a band of sectariansr
Mr. H replied, " You Will find great op-^

position in Clarendon, sir ! I am concerned-
for several estates there, and know it, sir!'

Why, sir, in the Baptist rebellion the otbet
day, I mean the negro insurrection that th.'&-

Baptist missionaries ^ot up, we had nothing
in Clarendon ; all quiet there, sir ; and I teil

you the report we sent in to the House of

Assembly about that large parish— 'No
sectarians, ho rebellion !' That Avas all',

'

sir; those four words told our story. Yor.'

can't get on, I'm sure you can't, and you'll i

find it out by and by. 'What '11 you take to 1

drink?"
This was not very encouraging to one

who had ridden six-and-twenty miles to-

deliver a letter of introduction. The facti

was, I was on the MTong scent altogetherj,'

and had been put on it by those who knew;i
no better in London. However, there is I

a good Saxon phrase which has often come*'

to my help—"Never say die"—and so I'f

wended iny way back to the tavern at the'

Bay, there to consider the next move. Ii

Avas checkmated here, there could be no;;

doubt, but the game was by no means lost.

After seeing my Dun fed, (old Dun ! for;;

many a long year, and over many a moun-,
tain, and through many a bog, wast thou
my companion in travel, and my superior in

patience!) I walked to the house of Mr.
T -, the Baptist missionary, to seek ad-

vice from him, which was kindly and
promptly afforded. Whilst with him, there
came in, as was his afternoon's wont, C. N.
P , Esq., formerly member of Parlia-

ment for Surrey, and for many years one of

the boon and bottle companions of the
" first gentleman in Europe." His accom-
modations to that dissolute and abandoned
rake, and the twenty thousand he lost in the
Surrey contested election, compelled him to .

rusticate in Jamaica. He possessed a small ^

property near Old Harbour, and, being
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ut the means of furnisliing his house
13 tabic, his habit was to dine out

He >va^ a tiuished spccimpu of a

tier, and his aristocratic hands, and
fc'.v rings that liad escaped the ruin,

of other and gayer times. Xothjng
exceed his urbanily ; and, in truth, it

Id be said that he was sincerely inte-

j| in every plan that proposed the so-

amelioratioh of the negro population,
ugh liirn, ultimately, I gained an iritro-

lon to a splicre of labour in which I

for ten years, during which time I

two chapels, and a substantial mission
ling.

.
.

'

itkout dwelling on particulars, I merely
that, April 2-5, 1835, myself and wife

red on our stated duties in the interior

he parish of Clarendon : having been
cr more than three months looking for

sidence and an appropriate sphere of
n. Hitherto no missionary had taken
his residence in this part: red men,
se burial-places were frequently disco-

d, and whose bits of pottery and arrow-
ds turned up, had lived here : gencra-
s of Africans and their children had
sed away in and around this neighbour-
d, and European settlers had long
grcgatrd here, and established such,

opean habits as horse racing, cock-
ting, and gambling ; but not a crumb of

bread of life had liitherto been distri-

od here among any of these classes. One
the few houses of this settlement being
ccupied, I was fortunate enough, not-
hstandiiig the prejudice against me as a
arson," to obtain it: the owner, aScotch-
n, overcoming his prejudices for the sake
good tenant. There was a piazza, 26
long, and o feet wide, and two bcd-

ms, 12 feet by 8, which made up the
ole house ; and for this we paid £4-j*

annum, besides taxes, which generally
onnted to three or four pounds more
t may interest my readers to know what
ul of neighbours we had in this settle-

;nt, and how far my peculiar vocation was
cly to be helped or hindered by the inha-
ants who constituted the gentry of this

d the whole surrounding district. Any
o will sec how soon the romance of mis-
i!s must be destroyed by such associa-

ns ; and had love of novelty been the
nSitraining motive that induced us to take
our abode in Jamaica, we had quickly

Airne.l to England. At one store, where
kinds of things were sold, a .Jew, of the
tne of Cohen, with a young coloured
fhily around him, resided, and carried on
nriost every kind of vice. Another larger
ire was kept by a Jew, named Andrada,

Sterling.

a native of Curagoa, an obliging man, and
very respectful always, but of ordinary,

Itposc, West Indian morals. Then there was
a poor, aecrejiid old Scotchman, whom I

shall call, for his children's sake, M'Inroy,
^n acconntant, one of my regular hearers,

an intelligent man, who spent a large por-

tion of every day in reading the Scriptures,
translating them into Gaelic, and learning
"Baxter's Saints' Rest" by heart; an old
man that used to weep like a child as he
talked with me of the

" Jjftnrl of brown heath and sha-jjry wood.
Land of the mountain and the flood," ''>

'

and whom I committed, years after, to4i^"

premature grave, brought on by excessivo',^''

abandonment to vice. Then, in the largest

house of the settlement was a rich, coloured
lady, by name Sophia, or, as all the country
called her, jNliss, with a family of seventeen
children, having very uncertain pater-

nities, and whose continual boast to nie

was, that liex heart was white as snoif,

and that sjje had uever done a wicked
thing m Her life, except kill one
child. Ilp|;ular at church, with her Bible
and J*rayer-bqok,. although the distance W.7S

four miles, liepping tlic saints' days—or, at

least, such pai^t of them as suited her; pay-
ing tithes of all ^he possessed ; duly taking
the Sacrament at the altar; having all i}ie^

brood baptized a,nd confirmed; she, neverthe-
less, without any compunction on her part„'

or reproof from her clergyman (for he was of
the old-fashioned colonial school, and prac-,

.

tise^i a few irregularities himself, \yith th^ ^

easy acqiue^cencc of a most compliant,
bishop), as thc§e children came of a proper
age, handed tliem over to the highest bidder

!

It was the custom of the country! it had
been the custorn from the governor down-
wards. No wonder that the Creole women,
whose only hope of advancement in life was
by assimilation with the whites, fell in, un-
reluctantly, with the bad eminence of this

bad fashion.

However, our business was not to com-
plain, nor to cast stones, but to try and
make things better ; and so to work we went,
and opened a daily school in the long piazza
aforesaid, AVe commenced with twenty
children only, not one of whom was born in
wedlock ; but within twelve months we had
upwards of one hundred fine little children,
black, brown, and white, under our daily

care. "We felt it right, from the first, to

try and induce the parents to pay for the
education of their children, and charged
half a bitt (2d.) a week, for the school-
ing. In addition to this I had a regular
preaching service once a week, besides the
the S^inday regular services. For upwards
of two years ray congregation did not
amount to 150 people, although I was sur
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-founded by a dense population
; but there

was very little desire on the part of the
negroes for instruction. Previous to my i

leaving England, so little was the moral I

condition of the people apprehended, that Iwe entered upon our labours with an-
ticipations that were never realized Our '

worthy Foreign Secretary once said to me. I

that he regretted there was no such intense
rehgious feeling in the hearts of British 1

Christians: as existed among the negroeg
the West, adding: " You will nev^rh-
to count your congregations by hundfei
they will always be thousands:' \nd
at the end of two years I had hot ofimore than IhO people to hear m.e

; and
the dreams of speedy success created
our secretary's sanguine anticipations m
dispelled llfj-^'ttiese deplorably smill Igmmngs.; •';;''' J-'i- '

• v .. . ...1

^iiud 30 fcid? Vi hna , eofrBnoqmi "t

fr ?iov/o ft JJ97T0J^ji.-r -ill .(ifMoi ,^

THE WORKING MAN?® 6^4i>Ejyvoxr ex/ j..

No;VIII.-.piRST WEEK IN AUGUST. -TELTOW-TURNPP^I-g^Tl?^^^
^ HIkSSOP. i^qignm
INOTHiNG IS lovely or pleasant to the sight ^arrlPTi 1.nv,%;^ ,..„,.:„„.!.. j;A'!!tU
that 13 not neat and orderly ; and therefore,
though our gardens should be rich irffruits
and flowers, and vegetables, they will not
be pleasant to look upon unless they are
Icept in perfect order ; and as there is a way
and a method for doing everything which is
done well, this work must be commenced
and carried on through tliis month, by re-
moving all decaying stems and leaves from
those beds of which the crops have been
exhausted, and then rough-diggin^^ and
raking the ground ; by keeping the\alks
tree from grass, and all the beds and bor-
ders free from weeds. Water must be

^^^T^ i°/^^ newly-pricked-out plants, and
to the beds in which seeds were sown last
month

;
and those plants, whether vegetables

or flowers, which are being allowed to ripen
their seed- ' ' -

- '

the birds ' ...^^^^ xu
ufwhat they cannot devour,

i; Some seeds may be sown this week ; for
instance, the TELTo^v, or long French

r^!?'
""'^'^^ ^^ ^ nutritious vegetable,

and has an agreeable flavour in a stew;
and also Lettuce.
Lettuce seed may be sown.in the natural

ground, if either for home consumption or
the market

; lettuces may be required at
Christmas Let the seed be scattered
thickly, lightly covered, and neatly raked in.When the plants are a few inches in height,

garden, having previously prepared it
their reception by careful digging ju
raking and dividing it into beds, aboi
three feet wide, with hoops or rods placi
over them, in order that mats or litter ini
be laid on, whenever the seventy of tl
weather may render it necessary te "i-
the young plants protection.

*

Alter all this has been done, you mj
hnish in the vegetable beds for this wee
by planting offsets of Hyssop and Camomil
Hyssop.—Solomon was a great herbalii

and botanist, for we are told that 1

^
spake of trees, from the cedar-tree thj

is in Lebanon, even unto the hyssop thj
spnngeth out of the wall." This plant wsm^ much repute amongst the 'Israelite
being used in many of their mostimportai

u jnust be atteSd^to:;^;;;;^^
I

p:i:s?^:./S^^^^^" nnotXvour"^"''
"'""^"^ T ^^f^'^' ^? f^^^'

^''« ^oustfl? the^Mcannot aes oui

.

dren oi Israel, because thev had hearkone
to the words of Moses, and had sprinklec
with a bunch of hyssop dipped in the bloa
ot the Pascal lamb, the lintel and the sidi
posts of the doors. In the purification o
leprosy this plant was also used, and there
fore David said, '« Purge me with hysso-,
and I shall be clean," in allusion tb th
leprosy of sm ; and, lastly, it was used a
the crucifixion of our Loid, when the Jew

failed a sponge with vinegar, and put i

upon hyssop, and put it to his mouth." Ithev ^hnilH err 1
\-^''

.
neigut, upon hyssop, and put it to his mouth " I

into a hot hpS ?i^ ? ^! 7°"°^ P^^^^' low-growing shrub, something between aiinto a hot-bed, they should be set in the herbaceous plant and a tree JtU^Vr^Jiwarme3t and most sheltered spot in the cinal herb, o'f whicMwo l^ots aJe suftl^feul
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a, a cottage garden. Its Howera posscjss

he same properties whether used in a fresh

tate, or after tliey have been dried.

Camomilk is als(» a medicinal herb, and
)ne which is hijijlily and justly valued. Its

lowers only are made use of; and these

liquid be gathered when in f»ill bloom, on a
iry day, and laid iu an airy, shady place for

%X least a montli. A paper-bag will then
)rescrve them from dust, which is a matter

I

>f importance; and if this be hung up in a
Iry room, the preserved flowers will prove

—m inestimable medicine in many diseases

if the stomach and the eyes.

Let us now visit our flowers, and sec

hat is to be done amongst them, in order

to insure a succession of the " fair children

d{ the sunbeams and the showers." First,

we must part
AuuicuL.vs, and plant them in pots, one

lead in each ; then water them gently, and
;o place them that during the next fortnight

they will have the sun only in the mornings.
Polyanthuses also sKould be divided,

and set in light, rich earth, in a tolerably

shaded border.

Pinks may be slipped, and set in rows in

a small bed, and the seeds of Tulips, Ra-

NUNcuj/irsTiH, and I risks sown in light

loam, and covered sparingl)' with well-sifted

mould,
WTien so much has been eomplcteJ, we

mar look around -with pleasure, for in this

delightful month every spot on which out
eyes may rest teems willi beauty, from the

"Shinin* pansy, tipped with jolilen lace,'"

to the

" Tall-topped lark-heel3, feathered thick with
Howeis

;

The wondbine, climbvnsr o'er the door in bowers ;

The London tufts of many a mottled hue ;

TUe pale pink pea, and monkshood darkly blue ;

The white and purple sjillyflowprs, that stay
Tying'riiis^ in blossom snmnier half away ;

Tiie <in<rle blood-walls, of a luscious smell

—

01d-fa6hionq(J:fl.oWter3. which housewives love

so well

;

The columbines, stone blue, or deep ni^lit

brown,
Their honey-comb, like blossoms, han$^naf
down

—

Each cottage garden's fond adopted, child,

Thoujrh hcatii still claim thcfm, wliere they yet
5»row wild; i

- ' ''- '-

. With marjoramtknots, sweet brier, and ribbon
grass.

And lavender^ Itl^.phoice of every lasis."

'i,{:r ii-; ,
nCLhm.

_ : ...1 ri.:.i:. iii.

THE PORTFOLIO.

WISDOM.

Love wisdom and you mil obtain it. Thus
Selden says, "The difference of men is very
great; you would scarce think them to be
of the same species; and yet it consists more
in the affection than in the intellect. For,
as in the strength of the body two men
shall be of an equal strength, yet one shall

appear stronger than the other, because he
exercises and puts out his strength, the
other will not stir nor strain himself. So
'tis in the strength of the brain ; the one
endeavours, and strains, and labours, and
studies ; the other sits still and is idle, and
takes no palus, and therefore he appears so
much the inferior." What an encourage-
ment to him that takes pains !

may make an end the ioaSL^i^^-'Ott the
other side, true despatch is a rich thhig

;

for time is the measure of business, as
money is of wai os ; and business is bought
at a dear hand Avhen there is small despatch.—Bacon. ,,m; i

j

falsk despatch.
False despatch is one of the most dan-

gerous things to business that can be. It

is like that which the physicians call prc-
digestlon, or hasty-digestion, which is sure I

to fill the body full of crudities, and secret

seeds of diseases. I knew a wise man had
it for a bye-word—."Stay a little, that we

THE YOUNG TRADESMAN.
There is an excellent book by Defoe,

called " The complete English Trades-
man ;" and in it an admirable chapter, en-
titled ** Of the Tradesman's Marrying too
'soon." In this he says, " It Avas a prudent
provision which our ancestors made in tlie

indentures of tradesmen's apprentices, that
they should not contract matrimony during
their apprenticeship. Doubtless our fore-

fathers were better acquainted witli the ad-
vantages of frugality than we are. Hence
we find them very carefid to prescribe to

their youth such rules and methods of fru-

gality and good husbandry as they thouo;ht

would best conduce to their prosperity.

Among these rules, this was one of the
chief;. viz., ' That they should not wed be.

fore they had sped.' "
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-: -:.--.- -- - -AIJGUST 4th to

Augi;»t 4. Tenth Sunday after Trinity. I

Ati?u*t 4, \H\ij. The "••
If^orl^'t '4/emperaiice

\

Convention" was held in London. Jt wm hcLt in

the Lecture-hall of the Literary and scietitinc

Institution, .-\Mtrsjate-strc-et. The sittings com-
menced Au^U't 4, and were contlnaed till Ang.
8. inclusive. Tlie assembly was composed ofabout
409 of the leading members of Total Abstinence
Societies from ail parts of the world ; and the ob-
jects of the Conference were, to reciprocate sen-
timents of goodwill, and to bring into closer

communion those who had hithert) known each
other only by name ; to furnish statigtics as to

1

the evils of intemperance and the spread of total

abstinence principles ; and to receive and ofTar

suagestions as to the ino>t efficient mode of or-

ganizing soc'.esies. of spreading information, and
of promoting the triumphs of strict sobiiety.

Aueust 5, The Oyster Sensoa commences. We
believe there is in existence an act of parliiment
to prohibit the sale of oysters till the ariival of

this day ; and formerly the market at Billingsgate

was opened on the eve of this day with some
reretr.ony. Oysters are now on sale, however,
throughout the whole year, e=pet i.'tlly for the last

iew years, in consequence of the di^eoveiy of new,
and apparently inexhaustille, beds of flue oysters,

inidwav betwrcn the coasts of Englind and France.

]t is commonly said that oysters are good only

when there is an r in the month. Oysters are

certsinly best in cool or cofd weather, and this is

the character of those months in the name of
which the letter r is found.

August 5, 1754, died James Gihhs, an architect

of considerable eminence. Among the buildings

erected after his designs are St, Martin's, Charing-
crooS, St. Clement Danes. St. Mary ia the Strand,

King's College, Cambridge, St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, and the Ratcliffe Library, Oxford. He
left the greatest part of his property (about

£15,000) to public charitie-:.

August •'), 1844. The Committee of Secrecy ap-
pointed to inquire into the oflicial practice of
opening letters passing through the post, made
their report, from which it appeared that every
adminiatration has been iu the habit of exercising

this espionage under the authority of a warrant
of the Secretary of State. From 1799 to 1644 the

number of warrants issued was 372, and the

number of persons named in them was 724. The
inquiry arose out of a complaint made by M.
Mazzini, an Italian patriot, who was suspected of

carrying on a correspondence injurious to the
GoTernment of Austria.

Augusts, 1817, the remains of Daniel O'Connelli

which had passed through London, July 25, were
interred witli great ceremony in Prospect Ceme-
tery, Glasneven, near Dviblin. It was stated that

upwards of 50,000 j)ersoiis joined the procession.

August C» 18:^8, ff^illiam Cvrder was tried at

Bury St. Edmunds, lor the murder, ou May 18.

1827, of Maria Marten, a young woman whom he
had decoyed from her home to a barn near Bol-

stead, and there murdered. The prisoner was
found guilty, and afterwards confessed the crime.

He \ya.s executed on the 11th. An extraordinary

excitement prevailed throughout the kingdom was
produced by this murder and trial.

August 6.' 1830, a violent hurricane nt Jamaica,
by which many ships were lost and injured in

Kingston Harbour, and property was destroyed of

the estimated value of ^'20,000,

AUGUST lOrH.

August 7, 1799, died, aged 59. John Baccm, a

sculptor of great eminence. In 1769, having pre-
viously received several honorary distinctions
from the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,
he obtained the first gold^ medal gr\en by the
Royal Acad(?my, ot"which he became an associate
in 1770. Among the most celebrated of the pro-
ductions of his chisel are the monuments to Lord
Chatham in Westminster and Guildhall, the
statues of Howard, Johnson, and Sir \V. Jones, in
St. Paul's, and tjiut of Sir \ViUiam j^lficHstoi'je i|

All Soiris' College, Oxford, a monument to Mrs.
Uj-aper in the Cathedral at Bristol, &c. &c. T&i#
inscription, written by himself, on a plain tabletij^-;

Whitfield's Chapel, I'ottehham-court-road, Lon-^
don, is characteristic: *' What I wasa.* an aitisl

seemed to me of some importance while I lived;
but what I Avas as a believer iu .Tesus Christ is

the only thing of importa,nce to me noTV.* . .1

Augusts, 182T, died, aged .57, peorge CanniBg,!h '

distnnguished orator ahd statesman. Heentercd
the House of Commons in 1793. In 1796 he ^-as apjJ

pointed an Under-Secretary of State, In 1816 he^
became a member of the Cabinet. In 1822 he
accepted the seals of the Foreign-office; and after
the death of Lord Liverpool, in 1827,.he became^
Premier. As an orator and debater he stood - cry*

high. His eloquence was folieUnus, elegant, ^^n^
correct. Tliou^h too much the minister of ex-
pediency, he exhibited a natural predilection for
the adoption of a brond and manly policy, in re-s

ffcvence both to the foreign and domestic relations

of the country. :- "^

August 8, 1842, .^Zarmmt^ disorders prevaikdi
about this time in the midland manvifacturingr
districts, and extended to Manchester and th»^'

neighbouring towns. The leaders of the move-

j

ment used violent measures to compel the hani'.s

iu vaiions mills to suspend their labour. Troops'^

and bodies of police were called out, and riot*,

ensued. A royal proclamation against the rioters,;

was issued, and the disturbances Xvere qtielled.v

but not till much property had been destroyed.^,

The object was to obtain an increase of wages;
but a political colouring was given to the dis-

turbances by the attempt, iu some instances, to

direct the movement in favour of the Charter.

August 9, 1830. Louis Philippe I. attended

the sitting of the Chamber of Deputies in Paris,

and notified his acceptance of the crown of

France, under tlie. title of "King of the French." i

August 10, 1575. Peter BuleSy one of our earliest,

and most eminent writing masters, finished a per-

formance which contained the Lord's prayer, the^

creed, the decalogue, with two short prayers ill f

Latin, his own name, motto, the day of the months
year of our lord, and reign of the queen (Eliza-

beth) to whom he afterwards presented it a^

Hampton CnwvX, alt within the circle of a single

penny, enchased in a. ring uith borders of gold^;

and covered \\ith a crystal, and all so accurately

wrought as to be plainly legible, to the great admi-
ration of her Majesty, htr ministers, and several

ambassadors at court.

August 10, 1675, the foundation-stone of the

Uoyal Ob^ertatory, for watching and noting the

motion of the heavenly bodies, was laid on lie

hill where it now stands in Greenwich Park. It

was erected by order of Charles II., at the iu-

stance of Sir Jonas Moor, under the dirCvlion oi

Sir Chvi-.topher Wren,
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THE WORKING MAN.

>fo. XXX.-THR GRAND EXHIBITION OF TIIX! WORlCS OF tN'bttstllY

OF ALL NATIONS IN 1851. !

Paht I.

!t is well known that our publication was set on foot to eleVate ttie male and female

)perative.s of our country. Wc therefore hail every movement which can in any
kvay advance their interest. Hence we congratulate our friends on the forthcoming

S.vhibition of ISol. "NVo view it as one of the greatest boons that have ever been
ffered to the people. In whatever light we contemplate the project, it presents to

IS nothing but good. The period during which these works of art are to be open
o the public, will hereafter be looked back upon by our historians with ecstacT and
ratitude. One of the proudest pages of our record will be the narrative of this

ndustrial demonstration. The field of the •* Cloth of Gold," in which llonry YIII.

Lud Francis I. vied with each other in extravagant display of the pomp of royalty,

las taxed the skill of the artist and the poet, and formed an era iii thd history of

lageantry. But Hyde Paktc, in the coming year, will completely eclipse the

nagnificence of the ambitious French and English kings. Here, instead of

nonarchit, wo shall have artisans commanding the wonder of the world. It will be
he triumph of industry, and the coronation of labour. It will be seen that

aechanics and labourers hold the sceptre over the material world, and that the}--

lave swayed it to bless their species. Henceforth it will be allowed that the sove-

eigrity and majesty of the people is not a mere poetic fiction, and, further, that it

not a power from which political rulers have anj'-thing to dread. It has been
lustomary for the masses to do homage to the rich and the titled ; but England, in

S-Ol, shall introduce on the stage a wev,' drama, in which princes and nobles shall

lo honour to the sons and daughters of toil, and thus at length pay a debt which
las been accumulating for ages. To us the subject is so vast, in its beneficial

ispects to all parties, tliat wo have a difficulty in classifying our thoughts.

I. We may say that it tcill be \ glorious sight.

SVe are reported to be a " sight-seeing people." This has been our character

roni remote generations ; and the tricks played upon us, by designing jugglers, have
ometimes amused our neighbours on the Continent. Shukspeare, in " The
'empest," inti-oduces a foreigner as rather merry and sarcastic on tliis subject,

lis words are—** AVhat have we hci-e r A strange fi.sh ? Were I in England now
as once I was), and had but this fish jjainted, not a holiday fool there but would
Ive a piece of silver; there would this monster make a man ; any straii«-e beast

[lere makes a man." This, of course, wa.s in the times of our ignorance ; but yet

here was in. this rude curiosity a hopefulness which promised better days. In-
nisitiveness is the parent of science and philosophy. The mere newsmonger,
^hoso whole existence evaporates in the detail of twaddle and slander, is nothino'

jss than a philosopher misemployed. Not a few females, Avho liave never risen

bove the chit-chat of the tea-table, and the new.5 of the alley in which they live,

ould have rivalled »Sir Isaac Newton, if their minds had only been directed to the
G
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investigation,- of truth. . Some, hare sai<J—" Puriosity ! thy name is Trotnan I" If

so, it shows that she has more of the elemeiV^s of philosophy in her "breast than the

other sex.
,^ ,,'^'^;^^j; / [i^'-j^'\^'^.^,;}

/. ''

'^i'

'^ :'
'^'" "^-'-^

:
, But whatever /oiks may say a^bu't it, the"* men, woiiiisn,' anci' '(miiaTen '" df' this

country are a •' sight-seeing people." Our appetite for the Stbnders of nature- and

art has laid the foundation of our true national greatness and glory ; and hence

knowledge and science have taken up their abode among us. HadWe been less

anxious to see and inquke, 'we should have made as little progress in ciyilikation as

the Turks or Tahitians. It would be difficult, perhaps, to calculate the sums- that

the English spend annually in regaling thenfiselves with all kinds of exhibitions,

from the peep-show to the highest feat of the di-amai ; frohi- We^'coii^iii'e'r'^-teht to

the Polytechnic ; from the calf with two heads, the w'orking'iffcai,, the military

canaries, the Siamese yo^iths^ to tljie lions, the bears,^ the girafies, and the hippopo-

tamus. Why, general Tom Xhum^is.,gai,4,tQ,h^,vejpo^^^ nearly half a million

of our money—what a blessing to be bom a dwarf I /

Now, 1851 will display a ,scene which will amplj'' k-epay every penny that

will be spent. Here we shall not have inere words, biit things ; not pictures, or

lines, or diagrams, but realities. It will be a glorious sight to behold the accumu-

lated wisdom, thought, and inventions, of almost all nations and ages. In the

Zoological Gardens wV.h^ve the manifold wisdom of theCi^ator pl'esent«d to

our view, and we converse with the descendants of those wonderful and gentle

preatures which were the companions and tutors of the first man. In the industrial

.productions which the Hyde Park Theatre of 1851 will display, we • ^h€dl hare the;

.marvellous works of our brother man. Not indeed to rival the creations of the

Almightv—such a thought is as vain as it is profane ; but a wondrous demonstra-.

tion of what finite intellects can achieve, and tne^ore full of interest and' instruc-

tion. Had we only the works of infinite power jmd love before us, we might sitj

down in despair. For imperfect faculties, such as ours, to emulate the EternaL

mio-ht seem alike vain and presumptuous ; but when we Se&What our own speciei

has done, notwithstanding the limitations of its powers, we ate 'amazed, charmed

and aroused to effort.
:• . i.x ':

^ ,./

This noble sight will awaken London, the country, and the world.- The' citizen

of the great metropolis are sometimes said to be rather deficient in the organ o;

*'• iiiqiiisitiveness." Some have hinted that " acr^zti.siVu'en;'.?^ " has taken its place

but, be that a§ it may, we query whether the Exhibition of 18-51 wUl not have suffi-?

cient attractions to Avithdraw many an earthworm from the monotony of retailing

cheese and bacon—the two grand ideas of his life—to refresh his soul Avith the wonders

of art which the nations are about to place so near his threshold. We already seen^

to behold the families of town and country hastening to the '* si(/ht,*' and coming

b:ick laden with truth that wiU aiford matter for T)leasing reflection and conversa-

tion for many ajive-long day. We - shall have men, women, and children, ex

r. claiming, *' Woncterxul !" " Wonderful !" " Wonderful !" as they ga^e' at these

.miracles of mind, or retail to their friends what they haVe seen'. Hei-e will be

displayed truths that would fill thousands of volumes, for the Exhibition will be,

M'ithout exception, the largest, the most pleasing, most' interesting, most learned,

philosophical, andprofoxmdLiBRAHY in the world.''^'^"^
;

-'" -''''''' ..-''^t'bii

II. Wh;AT AN, INTELLECTUAL FEAST IT WILL be!

There is a craving in all for mental food. While the body has various appetites

the soul has but Qne, To obtain knowledge is its chief desire. Here it displays
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iu divinity. Men may say what they like about the sagacity and reasoning of

animals ; but these inferior creatures have, as yet, given us no Aristofles, Bacons,

NewtoiLs, Buffons, llaftaelcs, Lockes, AV.itts, Aikwrights, IMiltoiis, Howards, &c.

What a windfal it would be to the gradual-development system, Avhiuh makes men

out of monkeys, monkeys out of tadpoles, tadpoles out of polypi, polypi out of

granite, and granite out of nothing—if they could but find a parrot rivalling

Demosthenes, or elephants constructing railways, and travelling about the Avorld by

steam I But, somehow or other, the mightiest geniuses among birds, beasts, and

fishes contiue themselves to the instincts with which they were born ; and all our

tuition goes but a very little way towards raising them to a mental higher condition

than that in which they were at their birth in the days of Adam.
'• Brutes soon their zenith reach ; their little all

Flows in at once ; in ages they no more
Could know, or do, or covet, or enjoy.

Were man to live coeval with the sun,

The patriarch pupil would be learning still,

Yet, dyinff, leave his lesson half unlearnt."

This everlasting appetite for knowledge is man's great distmction. None of the

worshippers of pujipies, lap-dogs, hounds, hawks, horses, or parrots, will think of

treating them with a visit to the Exhibition of 1851, to improve their minds or regale

their spirits. That delicate poodle, whom my lady cherishes so tenderly, and

kisses so fondly, would rather have a slice of moat than all the machinery, books,

paintings, and diamonds in the universe. *' Tor my part," says the cock in the

fable, when he found a gem in the dunghill—" For my part, I would rather have a

grain of barley than all jewels.'^ We have tried U) degrade men and women into

mere carnivorous and granivorqjls animals, but the effort has failed. The soul

wants food. Give it a problem to solve, a sum to work, a pebble to analyze, a

piece of ore to smelt, a planet to weigh and measure, a word to examine, a machine

to invent, or a muscuui to explore, and it is at home ; so much so that it hardly

wishes to exchange its lot for that of our furst parents in Eden.

Now, the Exhibition of next year is just one of those things that will feast the

minds of all. Its various productions might almost be viewed as embodiments, or

beautiful crystalizations of thought. AVe shall have the soul visible in its pro-

ductions. It will be as though the minds of the men and Avomen of the civilized

nations had mpulded themselves into matter, and given it ten thousand varied

forms, from the trinket to the steam-engine, from the doll's eye to the chronometer,

which counts time Avith almost the exactness of the sun, and chimes away the

hours witli the sweetest music.

Wliat a mass of intellectual tii^S there will be m iKis grand depository ! Some
of our scholars seem to imagine that there is nothing intellectual but a book, a

poem, or a metaphysical reverie ; forgetting that there is intellect in the shoes they

weai", the vestments that shield them from the cold, the umbrella that saves them
from the pelting shower, or even the sixpenny walking stick which they brandish

so valiantly. Oh ! yes ; there is mind in all the works of God—in all the produc-

tions of man; the former infinite, the latter finite. Still, the latter is scarcely less

stupendous, when Ave consider the obstacles that had to be overcome before such a

thing as a copper farthing or siher penny could have been transformed into an

aiticle of traffic. The Exhibition of 18'51 will be a scries of intellectual prodigies,

Avhich will peld to its visitors such a mental feast as the world has not had from

the creation until now. We were struck Avhen vi-siting last Aear " The Grand
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Exposition of Arts and Manufactures' ' in Paris. Every one we met loofejefl ihougUt-
h\l and happy. There t\'as a soul in every eye. The clown looked as if he -was

converted into a philosopher, while the philosopher ajjpeared as if he had risei> to

regions inhabited by none but the loftier intelligenoes of.tUp t*nivpr*e„., j;Wf5."J«rg,4

something humanizing, civilizing, magnificent, benevolent^ and enndbling about
the whole. It Avas a temple consecrated tp art, science, and philosophy, but in

which the skill of the creature reflected most gloriously the .wisdpin and if(uui,i^f

cence of the Creator. We have a strong impression that heaven looks 'dowaimtjj

approbation upon these productions of its yowngest, feeblest, and most imperf<K^

v.xuiu,. ..,,„(;'] Ih—bamdi mBcf m^tuviui lim
\ him iHiif >« .T.ramiiJI -iK w^.M-j '" i.ortKm orM

We oftefi tfilk etf '«*the fcastcrf ireasoii' and the flow'Of soul," and herer we shaU
have it to an extent that has never before been anticipated. All the mental luxuries

of the world -will crowd our board, and in such liberality {xnd profusion that uU
may feast to satiety on these intellectual daiuties. As the poor look on the viands

procured for a Lord Mayor'^ feast, or the sumptuous entertainments of our modern
*' Dives," they read on every dish and every fruit, ** Touch not,, taste not, handle

not;" but the scientific and industrial treat of 1851 will be open/or aZ^. Evei'y

indigent Lazarus Avill be permitted to participate liberally, and none will be sent

away with crumbs. ',;.,.
';r' 'rV^V.V'"" •

^;^!<.; ^-lui ^n ^j/i.ii .]] • ,iiu u^' /..

We have much more^to say on this subject, but will not makethp .present article

tedious by any further remarks. We cordially invite all our working friends, if

they have any prejudices against the Exhibition, to scatter them to tliei winds.

We have not the remotest fear of any evil that possibly can e^sue. On the very

lowest calculation we shall gain as much as we can lose ; for though, we may
instruct foreigners, we shall learn more than we shall teach ; while the recipro-

eations of knowledge, kindness, and hospitality, will do much to hasten the day
when earth shall be inhabited by one universal family, unified together by the

^lesest bonds of liberty, fraternity-, and religion: »'"*^*^ Iiv/uio siU ;io uu.i

oili

'I .-iljivl, ;ni ,iiMa i'io ;llj r.j-.^t tiii.h;!

;^<>mE' HISTORY AND PRESENT CtMMbM^ 01^ fMf'ilfetRO-
' ' '" POLITAN OMNIBUS DRIVERS AND CONDUCTORSi

By SiLVEiiPEX

—

(Eliza 31e'j:eyarP4), ,, ,,y jjo-,
" ,/i

AliO'NC. a wide old street in Islington, so little

altered and of such rustic aspect aa to gwQ a

fair idea of what suburban Ijoudou, towards

, the ncrtli, was fifty or sixty years ago, pass a

juourniwg coach and hearse of dilapidated ap-

pearance, and this at the close of a veiy wet
November day, when everything looks chill,

and da-rlc, and di*ear. Both carriages have just

concluded their oihcc of carrying forth tlie dead
and bringing back the mourners, and therefore,

whilst the hearse jolts off to the nearest under-

taker's, to whom it belongs, tlie old coach (a

very wheezy and asthmatic old coach it is)

creaks on a pace or two further, and then stays

before the fi-ont of a large, quaint old house,

which, wit^ a very wide gravelled path before it,

Urge yards, stables, and granaries around and

at the re;'a^,''a!ria''«^^h'if^^h-^re"^a ffl4re,'and a

few old elm trees, though just now leafless, has

much the appearance of a country inn. Before,

however, the sable-clad driver can descend from

his box, to olticiate in opening the coach-door

for the Strong '<\^aters of coiiiitless fuiietals haVe

been as effective in theway of palsy as in bringirig

the tint of his nose to a particularly rich vcrmil

lion hue,—it is opened from within, and a young

man, wiih a fine, fresh, country loot, descends

followed by two other men, far"advanced in life

and a third, nearer middle age, and of far mort

pleasant and gentlemanly exterior. The j-oUiii

man instantly leads the way across the sod

dened gravel towards the house, the door o

which has been already opened ftxr them by J

woman dressed in mourning, when, just as thej
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are ascending' the Hide steps, the sudden sonnd
of ioany voices meet thetf eari, aud, turning,

thef sea that a lar^re crowd ha? collected itself

round two omnibuse?, etau'ling beside the
path, a few paces up the street, and ju5t freshly

|

fiorsed fiDin the adjacent stables. The instant

;

he sees tliio, the nuj-t decrepit of t^ old men, j

start;* off^ and pretty quickly too, considering i

!io\v infirm lie look?, uliflst the rest follow, for

they fee that i«omething is aiiri<(«, b«th by the '

crowd and tlie u})]jroBeK ot' the tiis&<k«eper to-
;

irafdu them.. ., .

" Well, what is all thig abont—eh ? What is

the matter?" ga^jw Mr. Rummer, as fast and
fiterlily 3« Iris 1ireathle«-( stirtc will fermit. i

- " Why, sir," eayj the time-keeper, wlio, know-
ing 3Ir. Rummer's nature ver>' well, has fol-

(
knows that he hx* other children beside his
stricken boy, ami that,, beiiare li« gained ba
present situation, for nlue montU* tJi*-'.' ai.uoit

daily wanted bread. Ha his, l^ lio

altematire.than to crush the lore zii .. .._ Iry

ill his soul by a dram from the next gin-i^hop
before which they may 8tay. Ajid ti\\i lie docb
with blood-shot eye and quivering lipu

Rut the .spirit of a newer time is near, hover-
ing over with broad and angei wing*.

This is iiiciiard .Shooter, the fre:>h-l(H«tuqg

young coimtrjinan who lia3 been cliief mourner
at this day's funeral, for he is I»eir-at-law—no
nill having yet been found—of Daniel Jrhootcr,

the great oomibus proi/rietor of Jjlin^on, nho
died suddenly a week agu. He has heard the
conductor's last words, and ii: an instant hie

lowed him into the crowd, ** Jolm Hetcher, ' has spoken somewhat sternly to thf? old pro-
C'bndnctor *7of. — , ?»as Had a »>ad awcident hafv-

pen fco his boy, and w>-

Well. what's that to me, or, to the proprie-

tary?'' interrupts 3rr. Ruihiner fiercely: " acci-

a^'ritsarethmgsa.^eiithetoaUon us. Walters!'
"-—here tie calh to the driver, wlio is on the - pu.Uiesoff RJciiard's restraining hand, • you've
l>'jx
—"go on, I'll have no rulesj broken, (io **aid to-night, what your imcie never said, or Ue

prietor, who, remembering that he- h^i his beet
snit of black on, aud that Daniel'.^ old hi)u»i-

keeper has by this time made tea, has already
turned his steps towards tlie house.

•• VouDjr man," he answers angrily, at* he

on—''
*• l^tAj a rtrinnte, rii-,*' Kiys the gentlemanly-

looking time-keeper, grasping Itammer's arm
as he s])caks ; " you must, if you please, let

rietcher off to-night. Joe or Roberts can take

would not have left th<.; fortune he has. Jso,

sir, he knew too well the rule« of tiie road, to
talk cant about humanity and ao <m ; lie kueiT
as well as I do, and f others do, that tiie^c

chaps are not a bit too nice about our interejcts.

the badge, and go the remaining journeys, for )
a«d why ?hould we be about theirs, pmy?
Ha: hai Voa must get rid o' this womanii^h
sort o' nonsense, as that old mother o' yours,

n^ ws, has just been borne off in strong convul- • an'I Guy the veterinary doctor, as is to be your

the lad is not likely to live till morning, and
his raotlier, who came to tc41 her husband the

MTiil.it tfce time-keeper thus speaks, the mi-
dulation of the crowd bears both him and Mr.
Rummer, the proprietor, along the path towards
the* rear of the omnibus, where Fletcher, tlie

j
father-in-law, bo always cramming your head
witij. it won't do for us, I can tell you. in case
old Trap can't find up a will, and you must
come into the concern." ^Vnd, at tliis bare idea
that a will may yet be found, and that a little

conductor, is standing. The instairt ttw mr- 1 ^th« ©id proprietor's wealth may come to liira

happy father sees the old man, he leans for- i
^^'i his colleagues, 3[r. Rummer chuckles witli

v.ards, and begs earnestly for an tour's leave
; ;

great glee, aud hobbles back to the house, fed-
<ng pretty ture that by thfe time old fiotli, the
hausekeeper, has made tea; and that, after this.

yc--^. ;i,- ;rr!"«tly a« intense mental 8u(l^i4ng can
muke a liuman creature plead.

" When you were hired by this association,"
|

the entire proprietary will drop in, under prc-
is the reply, "yon were told no time is gtren
during the hours of work ; and as for rest, of it.

there's tinae enough for tliat when folks are in
their graves.* Ho if you go, you shall take
yonr la^t wages to-night, ilea can be Jiad for
Jj/>lUing up the finger, and our rute* sba'n't be

text of tm.^ess, but really to make a jolly night

''Are the rest like tins old man?" asks
Richard of the time-keeper, as Bummer hdb-
bles off.

" Oh, no, .sir. TlTcre's a majority of these
broken any how." .So says Mr. Bummer, deaf '

hard sort of men in the concern, and that'ii how
to all entreaty, and Fletcher, no longer deadly
^e as before, but flu-hc-d \vith indignatiftn,
mount.s his step, and cri«a " Right !" in a voice
tliat scarcely needs his adding, " We are thus
treated like T>rutes, or worse, and therefore let

me be one," to show the mingled passions
which are raise-d within him. His pouI promj-ts
him to fling down iji:, hireling badge into the
thick heaped mire of the sIopf..y streets, but he

it is. and so the rest are o\'ernrie<l. For better
hearted men than 3[r. .'^avorr aiwl Jfr. Morris
there cannot be, biit they're comparatively
helpless in their power to do good. It is a
hard case, sir, as you've seen to-night, bur this
Ls but one out of a thousand. You must talk
to the men, ifr. Richard, to learn the truth in
matters of this sort

*'

"Well," replies Richard Shooter, emphati-
cally, ' if I become mie of their number, things

The precise worJ*. in some evidence now ' ^^^^ not go on thns, for I have been taught
JjinJ before me.—K. M. other .^>rt of lessons, ify good old mother, as
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half Eugland knows, has kept the Falcon-

inn, at Grantham, for now five -and -twenty
years of her widowhood, and in the first portion

of it horsed daily nine of tlie north country

coaches and mails ; and she has always said a

long and hard road and a too tight rein never

yet served to a good end, and never would.

Besides, I w^as hearing some few things yester-

day from Guy, about this business, that

astoiuided me, and which, as he justly said,

we shall look upon as atrocities by and by.

But I must go and see this lad—where does he

live?"

The time-keeper points to a yard a little way
down on the farther side of the \A'ide street, and
thither quickly, regardless of the sleet and
drifting rain, the young man proceeds. He
finds that this yard, to which he is thus direct-

ed, opens into wide mews, or stables, only

lighted in their area by an old stable lantern

swung ta the midst by a rope drawn from side

to side, but which just casts light around suffi-

cient to di>close various heaps of reeking litter,

a few soddened rags—misnamed clothes— flap-

ping to and fro on a broken clothes-horse, a
washing-tub, a hen-coop, and a row of stable

buckets. Though lights burn in several of the

rooms above these stables, he stands for some
few minutes undecided, till, guided by a con-

fused sound of low-speaking voices, lie enters

a stable, and, ascending a broad-stepped lad-

der, sees before him a miserable unliu-nished

cliamber, crowded with a motley group of wo-
men, on whose anxious, commiserating, or cal-

lous features, the two flaringcandles thro \v strong

relief The mother, so lately borne home in

strong convulsions, now lies in a state of utter

insensibility upon the lloor, whilst on a truckle

bed, which has been hastily drawn forth and
made, her dying boy is stretched, fully sensi-

ble, in the intervals of agonizing pain, for he
asks what o'clock it is, and when answered,

scarcely waits an instant before he asks again.

Richard heans from some of the women that

the doctor lias been, and is gone again to fetch

assistance and some remedies, and that he has
said the boy may have wine, or anything they

like to give him, for lie cannot survive the

fearful injuries he has received, from a coal-

waggon passing over him, on a wharf where,

for somfi few past weeks, he has been em-
ployed. Hearing this, and seeing the boy's

.sinking condition, llichard sends olf the most
!
decent-lookiug of the women to the nearest

t tavern for some wine ; and when it is come,

he kneels down by the miserable bed, and
pours a few chops across the lad's parched

lips, for h« is sinking rapidly, though aS^-so
sensible.

, J^tni i-

" What's o'x>loc A ?" the boy presently aaks

again. • ; v, _,, ^ •[ -^ . ,...;;•

"Not more than eight o'clock," sajr^Bichard

Shooter, as gently as he can,
" Eight ! not more than eiglit '" reiterates tlie

boy again and again, as he raises his dying
face towards the stranger. " I sha'n't see fa-

ther, for there's yet four hours." And he
stretches out his burning hand upon the ragg^
sheet, as if to count that number with i»i»

bloodless fingers. •

i i

"He'll be here, my boy," replies Kichard,

soothingly, "before that time, I'm certain. The
people at the other end of the road may ;b|e

miore humane than at this."

"Oh! dear, no, sir," says a decent looking

woman ;
" if you think so, you're mistaken. If

you on only knew a quarter as much as we do,

who are the mves of these men, the drivers and
conductors of this line of omnibuses, you would
see that a large part of the masters let nothing

come in between the men and their work, and
you'd soon be pretty sure that Fletcher wouldn't

be home till twelve be past agood wbUe; indeed,

you might say one at once. ^ATiy, sir, many
and many a young wife has died with her little

one, without seeing her husband's- face, though

a bit of time were begged for him ever so ; and so,

as I've known it more than once, menwho have
gone out in the morning, lea\-ing a living house-

hold, have come home, to find it one of death,

at night. Hen there are, sir, who have ueyer

seen their children run, or laugh, or. tajk, or

eat , all they perhaps recollect, if Wxq^q children

die, is their sleep, and their last rest in the

cofiiu I Oh : sir, hard things mifjit come wlien

men never rest—neither Sabbath-day, npr

working-day ; nor have no time foi' their little

ones, or their wives, or to make home—as it

really may be niSfdc, though a poor one—

a

cheerful place, when ^ good and sober^usbaiyl

is there." ,, :.;.?
. .iiii^iD

" -Vnd what is woreer, sir," weeps a hali'-clad

woman, with a, baby at Iier breast, "is tlie

drinking that come.* out o' this weariness. , It

ain't to be wondered at, and tlie sin on it God
must half forgive, seeing sich a reason. But o'

the homes itmakes, of misery, and dirt, and want
o' bread, and the jort o' wives it makes. And
then the children. Eh 1 that is worsci- still.

Ignorant, chrty, and often no otherway to go,,but

one o' wickedness. Oh ! the drink, the drink I"

and the miserable woman bends do^STi her face

uix)n her b^by, and weeps tears that tell astpry
in themselves. , • ::,.i,- i,.,,;. i,, .;;;v ;.,,; i..

Several other womeflirihepe ,b^g^ .tpjspe^,

for they guess who Ilichaixi Shooter. is, and one

of them states hoAv, her young . hu^J^ud died

from constant exposm'c to wet and cql;^;

another to tell how much her husband sjuf^^rs

from rheumatism, and ht>w he has been,,kept

from Stan ing during two or three bad i^eases

of thi^ sort by the good-hearted charity of the

other men ; and a tliird has a good dealhang-

mg ou her lips to say concerning ." the bad

opinion the public have of omnibus servants,"

when the doctor retiirns with his a^ssistantV so

Eichard, leaving his place beside the now half-

dozing boy, quitg the room, affcer giving A.small
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(rfnW'of'moil^jr for tempoi-ary use, tliough Antli

tSjfe promise to return a«;tn'n. He goes forth info

tfie still descending rain, across the street, and
kWocklng Inistily at tlie house beforc'meiltioned,

the door is ax quickly opened, by a decent look-

ing Jittle old woman, clad in deep new mourn-
ing, who strives to take his hand and say some-
tliing, but he will not harken—will not stay ;

his \rhble soul is roused, and, going forward at

once along a wide wainscoted pas!<age, enters a

fair <<ized I'oom, unoccupied, though it gives

signs of a lai"ge jtraount ofcompany somewhere,
by tiie number of capacious hats and coats, and
spotted shslwls, and woollen comfortables,

scattered about; whilst on a side table are

divers bottles, glasses, a large basin f\ill of lump
sugar, s'everal lemons, and a huge plum cake,

so nicely frosted, and looking so rich, as to be

mbre fit for a wedding than a funeral ; and
aTl this is wound up by a great kettle steaming

on the hob. Knowing where to lind the com-
jmny, llichard returns into the paskige, ascends

the \viie staircase, and enters a large, and long,

comfortless looking room, with a great table

douTi the Centre (for it has long been used as

a board-room), at which sat some fifteen to

eighteen men of various ages, Mr. Rummer
being I^resident, very much occupied, aa one

may irhagiiie, by their steaming glasses, and
tlie papers before them, for, by tlie apearance

of things, they are combining business and
pleasure. The only one sitting apart, in an
arm chaiir by tlie lire-side, is 3rr. Guy, the great

veterinary surgeon of Camden-town, whose
pleasant face we have before seen come forth

from the old mourning coach, and whose only

daughter, 3Iary Guy, liicliard is to marry
shortly ; this, of course gives him an interest in

the business of the niglit. Old ]Srr. llnnmicr,

who strives to be liilarious, though there is an
unrest in his small grey eyes whicli betrays

itself, is about to address llichard, when ^Ir.

Trap, the attorney, rising slowly, and with

vast pomi)Osity, says, as he waves a hand on
either side of him. " Gentlemen, before a word
on a less important .subject is spoken, it is my
duty to inform you, now Mr. Kichard .Shooter

has arrived, tliat the late Daniel Shooter,

omnibus proprietor of Islington, died intestate,

for no will or deed, relative to the disposal of

his large property, lias been, or can b6, found.

'I'herefore, Mt. llichard Shooter, now present,

and of the Falcon Ihn, Grantham, as only son

of the aforesaid deeetised's only brother, like-

wise deceased, is heir, without linutation of any
kind ; though I have reason to know that, had
the deceased Daniel Shooter lived but a short

period longer, a will would have been made
largely curtailing the ])resent extent of heir-

ship. But as such a document was not exe-

cuted, I congratulate Mr. Richaid Shooter on
his good fortune, as will also, doubtless, the

present company.'* So saying, INIr. Trap aits

do\\-n with that same vast gravity that marked
liis risinsr.

?>avory and ifoifrisar'e bbtTh'np from the table

in an instant, and with their hands outstretched

across it, for they arc good and humane men,
and feel sure the chnngcs thoy long ago wished
and suggested, in respect to tlicir associated

business, have now a large probability of being

adoi)ted and carried out, and, therefbre, are

honestly rejoiced; but Guy is before them, and
side by side with IMchard in an instant :

—
" ^fy dear Dick," he says heartily, " thank

God for this piece of good fortune ; not so much
for the money part, my dear boy— for you Avcre

no beggar—but for the means you will have of

doing eiujrmous i)Ublic good, tluit is, in the

matter of cumhmbig uHlitij and Jiumanity,

and by giving life to ond of the reforms labour

so much needs. 3rr. Rummer, and otlier of the

gentlemen present, may smile, but tlie best and
surest profits will be drawn froni this combina-
tion; and it will be something, depend upon it,

gentlemen, to bring forth out of one set of cir-

cumstances, as well as give, JUSTICE to the
EMPLOYED, EDt'CATION TO THE CHILDREJT
OF SUCK, HUMANITY TO THE BEAST, AXD,
LASTLY, TO THE rUHLTC THE HIGHEST
POINT OF UTILITY A\D SERVICE."
Many are going to spcAk, Richard too

;

but a circumstance of interest comes be-
tween, it is that old Ilulh, who has entered
the room under some pretext or another,

half drops her tray of glasses on to the

table in the endeavour to get to Richard's
side, and give some form of expression to

her iioncst joy ; for though she has guessed
the real truth fvom some words her old

master spoke upon his deatli-bed, and has
had it further confirmed by the attorney's

respectful inquiries after her *' youilg

master " that very night, she has listened

for too many years to her old master's de-

nunciations against his family, especially

against his "gentleman heir" as he called

Ijf.m, and bore too long with the old miser's

niggard parsimony, for the sake of " young
Richard," not to feel an intcn.se, almost
overwhelming, joy, which has its vent in
tears rather than in words.

" Oh, my dear, dear boy," she says,
** I'm very glad, for it's money I am sure

you will make a good use of. And it needs
a better use I think, my dear Dick, from
what old master said tipon his death-bed.
* Ruth,' said he, ' I fear IVe been a hard,
hard master, getting, and scraping, .and

scarcely caring how • and now I feel myself
what it is to be low and sinking, and in a
dying state, I think, to how many feeling

so I have refused the consoling presence of

a husband or a father ; I think, too, if I

had given a little more rest and time to

some needing it—if I'd not always looked
upon my men as mere machines, to go and
come—the money might have been as

much, and my own comfort and peace of
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miad greater, th.an it is just now,' I thiuk
he meant all this," goes on the aged ser-

vant, " for when in health lie led every one
around him a sore life, and scarceh' valued
his men as he did his horses ; for if I pro-

posed anything about the one, he always
swore and told me not to interfere, but if

about the other, he was off directly tp the

stables to see it done. And so
"

The old housekeeper would fain enter

more into details of this sort, but Savory
and !>torris seeii:g llichard, in spite of his

regard for her, growing impatient, they lead

her from the room, to return just time
enough to hear the word "nonsense" from
others beside worthy IMr. E-ummer.

" You may call it nonsense, if you. like,

gentlemen," says Richard atlast, with a calm
earnestness which adds much to the force

of his words, " but it is ' nonsense ' I mean
to be guided by in the business transactior^s

I have to take in hand ; for it is a descrip-

tion of ' noiasense ' without which the com-
mercial transactions of this age cannot be
made vital. And when I thus refer to iiu-

manity as a principle, it is the laimanity of
JKsiice, and no clap-trap of mere word-
speaking, but that plain, straightforward

humanity, which the sternest utilitarian

and economist, be he an honest man, must
accede to, and act upon, in any form of, or

connection with, questions of labour. I

shall give more time, but I shall more sternly

exact the due performance of such duties

as I pay for ; I shall give higher wages, but,

in return, I shall insist upon having around
me a sober, steady, self-respecting body of

men ; for I fancy, gentlemen, till this

class of reforms arc set individually on foot,

by those having wealth sufficient to carry
them out to a profitable extent, few or

none of the old associated proprietaries will

ever be willing to see any form of prufit in

a course of business combined with jusiice.

But the individual must first believe before

he can show faith enough to liXake Jirose-

lytes of the multitude.
" You know very well, gentlemen, that,

•with all these intentions, I am no dreamer.
I am jdst as anxious as you are to have a

faiir return to my capital, and to reap some
profit ; but I want to put this profit of capi-

tal on a fair footing with labour. This is

the thing. As for business habits, though
only yet five-and-twenty, I have for three
years managed a very large coaching
establishment in the n6r(h of England ; I

nave been two years as an assistant with
Mr. Guy ; arid, for the past three montlis,

I have been more or less connected with
this business of my uncle's. 2sow, though
there are thirteen partners in this asso-

ciation, all of vvhom are present at this mo-
ment, nearly two-thirds of the propeffy

belonged to.ray^^te uncle, anj'4 i:* ^ow. 'p$h-

sequently, mine, whilst the combiiibd snare's

of Mr. Savory and Mr. Morris make up this

two-thirds fully. Therefore, as myself and
these gentlemen are fully agreed, and sucH
is our stake in the association, we trust that
you will take into consideration such tlung^
in the shape of iniproyement as w^U- ; — ,"

•' I am sure I never yill; and t!h^o_U)ej',^

can never be siich fools, I 'm snrfe f inter-
rupts old Mr, Hummer, \yitk \y6i-ds *as in-

flamed as his, nose. /' ,.' V ,. , ,-, .
'

>,,

" Stay," again says, tttchard^ with a calm-
ness that insures hiui listeners— '^ I have
only a few words more to say, aiid let me
finish them. Whether you agree with me
or not, or finally secede from me and. the
two friends who hold iny opinions on this

subject, I shall unflinchingly persevere in

ray endeavour to make all classes connected
with omnibus capital and labour respect-

able and happy. If you secede fro^^n o'lil'

Association, or turn us forth, which .will

anrount to the earn e thing, we shall start an
Association of our own, and carry it onr
ward, oppose us as you Avill. If thus asso-
ciated, we shall finally disagree, I shall,

single-handed, cairj' out my inteiitions still

more determinately
J
perfectly assured of a

final result.
; i

. ';

''On this estate, Wc^''is'iiiiie,\r,^#all
build a large range of hew stabling, on
the best principle, yards, graiiafiies,

and a large forge^ I fihatl rebuild
the house wherein we sit oh a much
larger scale, and, making one portion of it

a model terminus, or omnibus terminus
house, which, beside accommodating the
public, shall include a coffee, reading, and
general refreshment room for the use of the
men, as well as a bath and other conveni-
ences. . If an experiment of this cIjiss suc-
ceeds in this direction, a sirhilar terminus
shall be erected at the other end 6,f o\ir

road. I shall build in this vicliiiTy, as

healthier than the other neighbourhoods on
our line, dwellings for the people avc eni-

ploy, as drivers, conductors, clerks^ and
time-keepers, similar to the Metropolitan
Buildings in St.Pancras, with this only dif-

ference, that our situation will give us a

larger space for the purposes of a garden :

the use of which, with certain liinitfitiohs

needful for its preservation, will bclojfg to

those renting the several separate dwellings.

And, lastly, with respect to the most ifti-

portant point of all, that of labour, I ghall,

however slow I may be in bringing it to

this consummation, use hco men where one
is only now used, and thus, by worlcing the

road from seven in the morning till twelve
at night, make the daily hours of ruiihitig

seventeen. This tiilie, divided between two
Sfetsrof irien, iVoTkirig alternately Iheirictfii-
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ing and evening duty, Avillgive to each man
a day's labour of between right and nine

hours. The men, in this case, gentlemen,
coiild attend such educational classes as

might be instituted for their benefit ; and
thus, by securing due rest, decent dwell-

inf2;s, and some degree of education, the

labour annexed to omnibus property may
at length be brought into the iiands of a

respectable class of men, and its present

odium swept away. Till some proprietary,

or proprietor, carry the portion or the whole

of these reforms to some extent, few or

none, scarcely even the keen-eyed public

itself, will see the worth of these reforms in

its full extent ; but once let this be done,

and the moral-force voice of the employed
themselves will be heard as well as under-

stood." '

,

" Hajlia!" interrupts Mr, Rummer, and
divers others. **'One man replaced by two,

and tliis out of masters' capital ! The joke
would do for ' Punch.'

"

But Rich.ird Sliooter, having thus so far

explained his intenn'ons, is called out by old

Ruth, to find that the wretched woman
with the baby has come with a message', as

promised by the doctor, to say how the boy
is ; and, finding that he is yet alive, though
now unconscious, he leaves his friends to

noisy, and ultimately to a quarrelsome dis-

cussion, wherein Savory and Morris, though
supported by Ricliard Shooter's future fa-

ther-in-law, the veteriniiry surgeon, get the

worst of it. AYithout ptitting on more than

his hat, though the heavy night-rain now
descends in a perfect torrent, Richard
Shooter darts out into the street, an-i,

learning from one of the horsekeepcrs still

lingering about the adjacent yard, that Flet-

cher is just expected up, he, regardless of

the rain, hurries out from the yard again,

and goes onward to meet the expected
omnibus. At scarcely the distance of a

street, so correct is the time, he meets the
vehicle—entirely empty, for the hour is now
late—and Fletcher behind, in such a state

of stupor from intoxication as to be past

almost the mechanical act of opening and
shiittitig the door beside him. Richard bids

the driver .<»tay, arid then addresses the

CohductoT, bUt h^ seems .ia if deaf and
blind, and scarcely aliisWe^Ei; tilfKichai'd

shakes him by the atni;' '

'^''' J" >

'* Your boy is yet aliV-e, Fletcher, so come
with me ; I have now authority sufficient to

shield you from blame." ' '

'

^*Eh! what's my bA^td tne ? They
wouldn't let me see him when 1 might have
saved; what's it matter now ? No, no! I

won't come ; I'm a br\ite, and must follow

a brute's coXW'se—that's all, master !

"

" Nonsense ; suffering should never make
^ man losc^hif^jjpJfjrq^.cfaVi., ^ii^,^,pli^i^l, ,;)!

quickly as I can, endeavour to mend this

injustice of long hours ; so come." He al*

most drags Fletcher from the step, whoi,

once with his footing on the ground, iollo^vs

his new master with the air of a blind and
beaten dog, as if even the finest of our af-

fections—the love of offspring—were dead
within his soul. For the truth is, that only
two or three minutes before Richard thus
stays the omnibus, ho has again rushed
into a gin-shop, and had a dram ; and this,

oven as he follows his master, is doing its

work by still further stupifying his already
reeling senses. Along the street, down the
mews, into the old stable, up the ladder
they go, to find in a now less-crowded room
the doctor and a few women sitting there,
whilst the now revived, but bittcrl3'-weep-

ing mother kneels by the bed, and shields
in her arms the dying lad.

" Come," says Richard gently, as with
one hand he strives to displace the woman,
and with the other lead the half-blind hus-
band to the bed ;

*' be a man, Fletcher, and
strive to kneel beside and pray for your
(lying boy," and as Shooter says so, he seeks
to press down the drunkard on his knees.
But in vain ; for just as the breath leaves
him to whom the mother cleaves witli such
tenacity, and the relaxed face droops down
on to the wretched pillow, ho, who had ho
had the power Avould have sought his dying
boy so long before in the stern sobriety of
manly grief and pity, falls like a log as
senseless on the floor as is the dead and
stricken on the sordid bed of abject poverty !

In the dread stillness which for the instant
succeeds, the very wind seems hushed, and
the rain cease to beat itself against the sod-
dened, rag-filled casement

!

*• * * * «• *

Two gentlemen of the English bar, who
have been absent from this country a con-
siderable time, on official business connected
with the government, proceed, a morning
or two after their return, to Mait upon a
minister of state. After the transaction of
business, in connexion with their duties,

the conversation turns upon the appearance
and general condition of the population,
the sir/inijcrs having ajrpady observed that,

during their t^n ypp^' absc,n9C^,a.'m5^|-ked

moral and physical chaTi,ge foi; tlje l^et^e^

has taken place.
• •

• ^

a.^

" I iuii rpally glad you observe thjs," re-
plies the minister, "for the eye of "a

stranger is, proverbially, keener-sighted
than one nearer home. i3ut really we have
been taking immense pains, as a community,
to purifv and strengthen our wide, social

basis ; though, if the truth be spoken, wc
owe more to the energetic, self-relying ex-
ertions of private individuals, than to the
gpv,9f^iweut i^sf,lf."
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"It is precisely in the very classes where
the self-reliant virtues have been so lonp;

needed, that I see the greatest change,"

says the elder stranger. " For instance, in

the large labouring masses going to and fro

to their work, or employed in numberless"

operations connected Avith the streets, as at

the cab-stands, or on the omnibuses-^—"
"Ha!" interrupts the minister '*'*^'he're

you observe one of the very best advances
we have made in regard to metropolitan

labour. At the time you left England, ten

years ago, the overwork system of the om-
nibuses was atrocious. Sixteen hours was
the ordinary day's labour, and each week
was one of seven days of unremitting toil,

without rest of any kind. To support nature

under the physical exhaustion caused by this

immense amount of overwork, stimulants

Avere resorted to by the majority of the men
employed as drivers and conductors ; and
this general habit, with, likewise, a reckless

want of circumspection as related to the

granting badges and licences, brought to

this class of labour, as a majority, a lo\t

class of men. The press was the first

to take up this question of monstrous
overwork, and discuss it in all its phy-

sical, moral, and educational bearings. The
public thns became acquainted with tlie

evil, and the remedies sought, and the

better class of the. men themselves, thus

upheld as it were by the public counte-

nance, first started a " Provident Associa

tion;" and next, associating for that pur-

pose, petitioned their several proprietors

for a reduction of the hours of labour, by a

relay system then first suggested. With
little efiect— for John Bull, gentlemen, when
his purse is in his pocket, is always in a

tenacious mood—till a young and wealthy
omnibus proprietor, of Islington, first

brought into practice, on his own road, the

several reforms which have made omnibus
labour what it is at present—that is, re-

spectable as M-ell as remunerative But
you have gf course heard of Hichard
Shooter, for he is, in spite of the almost
endless law-suits the old proprietary of his

road for a time involved him in, a million-

aire, and a hobby of the newspapers."
"Certainly," say both strangers in a

breath, "his name has passed beyond the

Channel, in respect, we believe, to an in-

dustrial school he has established."
," Yes ; but to see," replies the minister,

" is your best way to ascertain the truth of

Kichard Shooter's fame. Go to-night, after

dark, and see the Oxford-street terminus-

house ; and in the morning drive to Isling-

ton, and see the schools, stables, and the

pile of building he has erected as dwellings

for his men. Such employers as this

Richard Shootei", gentlemen, are of that

race of nature's princes of whom we yet see

only the commencement; We shall have
many such, and God will bless their endea-
vours." > ., ,

** Buthttt^'tKe'i^ropfietai:^' of the bthef';'

roads profited by so good ail example'?""
ask both strangers.

"Well, no! though a good pattern is

always of account. But, whilst none of.

tUcm Avork a half-time system like Shooter,

many have adopted partial relays, so as to

give'each man a comparative rest on alter-

nate days. FeAV or none Avork on the atro-

cious system of former years. But you
must see this great business, as I advise

;

it is Avorth all descriptions.*'*

The strangers, Avho are intereste4 in

all Avliich relates to a truthful amelioration,

in the lot of those receiving Avages, obey tlie .

minister's commands, and are driven that

night to the Oxford-street terminus-houso
of Shooter's omnibuses, or, as the public,,

better love, tp cal.], th.,cni '.'^^e ,^q)Y-tim'j.'

Omnibuses.:;,,.;,,.,,. ,^(i \nUti:jtj^&''u}^i.

Built on the f^nrmert-site of several ^dwell-

ings, this terminus-house occupies a large,

space of ground, .and, standing consider-

ably back from the pavement, forms Avilli.

its tAVO Avings the three sides of a square.
One Aving is used as a waiting-room
for the public, and the other as a timer
keeper's office, Avhere those employed;
in this department can observe all that is

going forAvard, Avithout chance of mistake r

or error, and this Avhilst entirely protected*

from the Aveather. A deep verandah &£
cast-iron covers either Aving toAvards the
pavement. The centres building contains
another large room for public use, Avhilst

right, and left of it are various rooms for

the men. Into one of these the strangers-

enter, just as five or six drivers and con-t

duetors come in to take coffee, during thei^^

ten minutes' respite from their respective!

duties. They are cleanly, Avell dressed, and:

haA'e a respectable air, so much so that,

Avhen they are comfortably seated, and thej

Avaiter has brought their twopenny cup of)

hot cofiee each, the elder stranger addresses;

one of their number. The man iustantlyi

rises, as he says— r 'i • i^ .

"Fletcher here, iir^'f|(ftttd 'he touches &l
Avell-dressed man at his side), " will tell^

you all about Mr. Shooter ; for you sce^i

gentlemen, Fletcher, ever since that poo*'

lad of his got hilled, may be said to have
been Mr. Shooter's right-hand man. Ay>|
gentlemen, that Avas an eventful night in-

many Avays, if only as the one on which old

Rummer and the t'others began their tricks

and plots—to end in nothing but sorely

emptying their purses, and-scttingthe publiq

against themselves, as it did, as well as
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give the vwUole business uf omnibui> jxfoxm
"a lift tliey little dreamt of."

The straHgera, thua referred to Fletcher,
speak to him, and he tells all we have
already set down, ajid wiih much added
thereto, coucerniu^ Kichard's success as
an omnibus proprietor, and his way of
business^,

i, -

"The tru^h; is, gcntleqien," continues
Fletcher^ " one gpod master nill make a
hundred good men;, aiid this lias been the
ca.se with o.urselves. For no sooner were
the ,pld proprietors of our roarl got rid of,

than things began to take their present
shape, for, as I think I have said, master's
other two partners, Morris and Savory,
were not very long associated with him,
ffjt the first' died, and the second retired.

Mr. Guy, master's father-in-law, is the only
partnt't now. As for our men themselves,
gentlemen, London doesn't, I believe, own,
at this moment, a more sober, respectable
body of men amongst itsjiabouring classes

;

ilie truth of which assertion yoii could in a
moment ascertain, by refcicnce to the
criminal returns, or to the registrar- >6f

badges and iicencc»." .. ' . . _

"This ismost adrairajjle," replies the
.stranger, " ;md must be profitable in many
way»."

" The "whole is snmracd up in a few
words, sir," repeats tlie conductor, "we
are no longer treated as bea-sts of burden,
but as men ; and we act accordingly. This,
too, with a large increase of passengers;
for never was the omnibus business so
flourishing as at present."

" May 1 ask," says the stranger, "if this

terrainus-house be used for any other pur^
pose than that already specified to me/'

" No, sir. The premises at the rear are
small, but sufficient to contain a building
for a spare omnibus or two, and stables for

a few horses, in case of accident. The
horses, Avhilst remaining here, are only
under the care of the watermen, all the
stables being at the rear of the Islington
terminus-house. You should see master's
place there, if you want to understand the
working of the finest and best-conducted
omnibus business in the world."

" This gentleman and myself, for a pur-
pose wo shall ejcplain to Mr. Shooter, in-

tend to ride over there at an early hour to-

morrow morning, fur we are excessively
iatercsted in all we have heard and seen

;

we have been abroad some years, and have
therefore a. keen i)€rception of Uie marvel-
lous change."

" It is my morning at home, gentlemen,"
says Fletcher, most respectfully; "and, if

a working man may be bold enough to say
as much, you may see mc in my home ; and
if our dear master should chance to tell you

any. circumstance regarding me and mine,
you will, indeed, say that these improve-
ments have done something for the soitls

as well as the bodies of his men."
" Ay, these we can never separate." But

as the gentleman says this, a bell gives the
\Tell-knu\vu t>ign^ that llie allotted brief

tiine of rest is over ; so, with respectful de-

meanour to the two strangers that have
thus conversed with them, the men ,give

place to oiUers, and leave the room. '.
'"^'

Again the sun breaks over ttiahy}'

tree'd, suburban Lslington ; and this on a'

f lir June morning, when these trees arc in

the richest leaf. Precisely, too, on the very
spot where the old creaking hearse wiis

drawn up by the vermilioned-nosed driver,

'

stay.s a plain but stately carriage, for it is'

that of the minister of state, accompanied
by his friends. As they alight ou the broad,

flagged pavement a group of children, boys
as well as girls^come;^y, i^si^ s%op an in-

stant to gaze. ' ,' ' *

[

'.' "Weil, my little friends," says the mi-
nister, addres.sing them, " where are yonV:

going r" . \^ " ^[ .^ ,^ ,
i

"Please/ ^'rj'^^.^siij^ severj^ in a breath,

"to Mr. Shooter's scliboLFa&et works
ou the omnibuses." '^ /'

.

" Indeed," says the minister, addressing;

himself particularly to the eldest lad ; "you'
work during school-hours at some of the

trades connected with Mr. Shooter's busi-

ncas, I suppose, then."
" Yes, sir. Some boys learn to make'

shoes at the forge, others go into the har-

ness-room, others into the shed, where the

omnibuses are built, and, those that like to

do so, learn to drive or take care of horses."
" This is very good. And you learn to

read and write beside ?" '

"Yes, sir; Mr. Shooter often conducts
our classes himself."

After some further questions and answers
such as these, the children, pleased with
the graciousness of the " great gentleman,"
proceed on their happy way.
In a large office, in use "for the purposes

of his bu.siness, and in a plain, substaatial

house, built on the site of the old-fa.shIoned''

one inhabited by his uncle, Richard Shooter,^

the great and wealthy omnibus proprietor,

of Islington, receives his distinguished
visitors. Previously aware of this visit,

and pleased that mterest is at length
awakened witli respect to labour, in all its

moral bearings, he courteously gives many
statistic*! details relative to Ixis men and
his busine.'^s generally.
" If profits are lessened on the one hand

by the employment of a larger number of

men, on the other they are increased by the
careful use of my property, civility to the

public, and by an honesty I rarely find fail-
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ing. AVhilst thus we have equality, as far

as profits are concerned, the enormous
moral, physical, and educational benefits

reaped by the men, and their wives and
children, stand high above ordinary com-
putation." As he thus speaks—as he is

desirous the strangers should judge for

thempclves the various details which have
so efficiently served his interests, as well

as the improvements of his men, Mr.
Shooter shows the gentlemen partly over

his own house ; introduces them to his

fine old mother, of Granthana celebrity, and
to whom he says he owes all the humanity
of his heart, and who, living with him in

her old age, is useful in a thousand ways
;

then shows them over his vast, Avell-venti-

lated stables, where a thousand horses are

groomed and fed every morning before six

o'clock; then into his granaries, harness-

house, coach-building house, wheie, as well

H's in the adjacent forge, some of the boys are

at work; andtheninto the school-room,where
the majority of his servants' children are at

their morning lessons, imder the care of a

schoolmaster. After this, he opens an ad-

jacent door, and shows, to their surprise, his

wife, who, whilst sitting amidst her own
children, is instructing tlie same little girls

whom an hour before they saw in the street

;

and Richard tells the strangers that she

does this every morning for a certain time,

after which they pass into the care of his

good old mother, who gives them little

lespons in housewifery. Still going on, he
leads his interested visitors across a series

of well-swept yards to the rear of his exten-

sive premises, where, in the midst of a large

plot of garden-like ground, is the great pile

of buildings, known as the " Omnibus Lodg
ing-house." It is separated into portions

fitted for either married or single persons as

the case may be, and is principally inhabited

by those in his own employment. After

showing them several sets of distinct dwell-

ings, Richard Shooter knocks at a door,

and then opening it, enter% a parlour-like,

well-furnished little room, wherein a middle^
^ged woman is sitting sewing, and a man
writing at a small round table by the cheerful

window. When the man hastily rises, the

gentlemen recognise him as the one they
addressed the previous night.

When Mr. Shooter hears this he says,

with much feeling, "Well, gentlemen, it

was this man's miserable condition and
mental suffering, partly induced, as both'

were, by his ceaseless task -Avork, which
taught me, on a November night, ten years

ago, the profoundest and greatest lessbti of

my life, which is, ' that fio mailer can, icith

impicnity, neglect the sufferings of his ser-

vants ;' and this it is which, more than any
other thing, has made me do what I have.

What it is T have done let the death-bed,'

and its accompaniments, of that November
night, and the present scene (where the

father, in the moral sobriety of a peaceful

home, is writing a letter, at my request, t'i

invite one of h's daughters, who formerly

lived in my service, to a birth-day of one of

mv children) make the true contrast."
'"

It does, sir, it does, sir," says Fletcher,

as, standing in the strong light of the morn-
ing sun, he hides his mO\-ed count(inxih'eii in

his upraised hands. '

'• ''
'"'

And still standing, he says presently, ^' Tt

was the having less labour to perform that

first began to make me the man I am-.

Therefore, let one who was a sufferer tell,

through you, tothemen employedin omnibus
labour throughout the country, and wherever
their hours of labour areharsh and cruel, that

they must be provident, and united amongst
themselves; they must firmly, yetpeacefullr>

petition their employers to shorten their

hours of labour by a system of relays ; and
thus, with the Press, silently but surel;^'

awakening and educating public opinion, a

change largely in their behalf mnst aivd iciU

take place, and set amongst other reformi?

of the day that relating to Omnibus 1,M-

BOTJR."
'

; .!•

*' All this mil be, most surely,'- says tttfe

minister ;
" for >vliat blessing of heaven can

this magnificent land of our birth cxpi?et,

if it does not lift out from serfdom the

labour which civilizes and enriches it \
"

1

Hampstead, July 25j ISoO.

MiU.
c bnR

I )(!t -J

.

Will ^'in the a/ffectionfcia y\\\

Of all that vou see, ' doii!.

•JO|i! J<?^n to be loving, n .i,,if ;;

.

"'
- • ^

And kindly agree,

At liome all happy
As brothers should be

;

Ere distance may part you,

Or death may divide,

And leave you to sigh o'er

A lonely fireside.

• The sweet look of kindness,

The peace-spenkiijg tongue,

So pleasant and lovely

In old or in young.

And make you still dearer'?" <>

To mother and mc.

"But, oh ! if divided,

By distance or death.

How sore would it grieve yon.

Till life's latest breath,"

Tilat anger or discord

Shouhl ever Iiave been ;

Or aught but affection,

Two brothers between
!"
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If tl»c actions of a good man funiitili tlie best

materials lor a ceuotapli, then bold mui^t have

been the hand which undertook to write tliu

iDj-crijjtion for the touib of Marvell. Ifis prin-

ciples were the most fre<*, his character tl»c

most true, his patriotism t)»e n»o»t pure, his

piety the fartlje^-t reraove<l from name; and
show. There was nothing seltish in hirf nature,

notliiug little or vulgar in his pui'fcuits. He de-

AN DREW MARVELL.

bei's of iKjth branches of the Legislature were
wont to regard him as an authority. To the

local interests of his constituents he g"avc the

moit unreserved attention. Never did he treat

their representations -with cold indifference;

never did he turn a deaf ear to their voice or

their wishes. ' =<

As soon as hiii real sentiment-s were known;
Ue became obnoxioas to the Government of the

voted himself to his comitry ; lui» aim wasJixcd, i day. ile was stisjitcted ; his letter.s were iii-

and hiii dett^-rniination waij invincible, lie wu.s
,

not to be flattered, nor brilied, nor bought. IS'ot

\\w glitter of a coronet, nor the revei*«»ion of a

dukedom, cmdd have seduced him to desert the

cause of the jMiople. It wa^ in his heart to live
\

and die for them ; and among the fuithle.s.s he
;

was faithful found; Ids free spirit coukl live
j

only witJi the free. 1

Marvell was the son of a clergyman, and was
\

born at Kingston-upon-Uull on the l'>tU day .

of NovDmber, 1020. Ilirt father being master!
of the granmiar-school in tlii«t town, it is not

iukprobuble that he there receive«l the lij-st ru-
\

diments of his education ; and having given i

early indications of superior iutellect, he waa
seat, when not quite fifteen years of age, to

(Jumln-idge, and in l<i:}8 t<x)k Ins bachelor's de-

gree with no little honour, for lie was almost
immediately elected to one of the scholai-ships

of the university. On leaving tlie university,

he travelled through the njo.-t polite parts of
Kuro|>e. At Home he met tlie illustrious Mil-

ton, and then was laid the foundation of that

intimate friendship wliich closed only with life

itisidf. In K;/);] Mai'vell becamp tutor to a

nephew of Cromwell, to ^hose education he
devoted himself with maidy earne?tnes?, and
orer wliose interests he watched with intense

solicitude. Aljout foar years later he was ap-

)»inted a.«rui>taut Latin secretary with Milton.
St) appointment and no as»»ociation could have
pleased Milton more, not only as securing for

himself an efficient coadjutor, bnt aa bringing
to the public erajdoymcjit an able and un-
wearied .servant. In the year following, Crom-
well died, and a new i)ath opened for Marvell.
.fust before the Utstoration, he -was chosen t<»

represent his native to^ni in the Parliament of
ItitJO, whiclt honourable ix)s»tion he retained
for more than twenty yeiir?. J>ar}ng the whole
of his parliamentary life he maintained a close

correspondence with his constituents, regularly

communicating to them by post the proceedings
of the House. Though he .spoke but seldom,
he disrhargud his public duties with great
ability and fidelity. His influence was not less

out of the House than in it. I'rince J{upert
often availed lihnsell of hia advice, and mem-

tercepted. In a comnmuication addressed to

his constituents he refers to this fact in these

words: "It seems there is some sentinel set

both upon yon and me ; and to know it, there-

fore, is a sufficient caution. The best of it is,

that none of us, I believe, either do savor write

anything but what we care not though it \m
made public." Yet he tipared not the corrnp'-

tions of the court and of the age. It was a

period of shameless profligacy and crime. The
tide of public moraU hadel(bed and receded so

far that the whole atmosphere was filled with
tlie most sickening, deadly vap-our.s. The pure

soul of Manell conld not breathe in it. He
must provide some disinfecting agent< His
writings revcale<l the pccret ; and yet the man
who rusheii in betvveeu the living and the dead
to stay the plague, wa? treated rather an the

traitor than tlie saviour of his countiy. More
than once he was menaced With assassination ;

but the sihield of the chenibinl was over him,

and the power of the Higlx-st defended hun.

Olinoxtous as he was to the (rovemment, the

monarch took great delight in his conversation,

and used every means to win him over to his

side. He was fanned with the breath of flat-

tery ; he was temided with the promi.?e ofoffice,

and the offer of jjreferment ; but there was no
element in his pure and ifoble nature on whi*"!!

sijch corruption cotlld act. Xothingeoidd shake
hi.'« manly resolution. AVho is ignorant or mi-
mindful of his memorable interview with tKe

r,ord-trea.^rcr Danby ? Having spent an even-

ing at court with Charles, the merry monarch,
churuibd with his surpassing wit and humour,
sent I>anby, the next morning, to wait on the
patriot with his royal message of regard. 3far-

vell's lodgings were a little room, up two jjair

of stairs, in one of the Httle d'.irk courts leading
out of the Strand. With some difflculty the

Lord-treasurer fbund the patriot's residence. It

is said that, forcing his way up the narrow stair-

case, he stumbled against the rfcor of AIar\'eirs

humble apartment, which, suddenly tl}'ingopen,

his lordsliip found him seated at a little com-
mon table, writing. On lifting his eye, he was
somewhat 8«tpnisl)e<l to see so unexpected a
visitor, and said to his lonbhip, with a smile,
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that he feared he had mistaken liis way. The
latter rephed, " Xo, now that I have found
Mr. 3Iarvell." Tie then informed him that lie

came charged with a me^i^age from the king,

who, appreciating his great talents and merits,

was desirous of serving him. Getting into

closer conversation, he told the treasurer that

he knew the nature ofcourts full well, and that

whoever is distinguished by a prince's favour is

certainly expected to vote in his interest. His
lordship assuring him that his Majesty, from a
just sense of his merits only, desired to know
whether there was any place at court that he
would accept, our pure-hearted patriot replied,

that he could accept nothing with honoiu-, for

either he must he ungrateful to the king in

voting against him, or prove false to his coun-
try by giving in to the measm-es of the court.

The only favour, therefore, which he had tore-

quest of his Majesty was, that he woidd esteem
him a loyal and dutiful subject, and truer to his

interests in refusing his offers tlian if he had
accepted them. His lordship, finding that no
argument could avail, told him that the king
had ordered a thousand pounds for him, which
he hoped he would accept till he could tlunk

Avhat farther to ask of his IMajesty. But gold

had lost its lustre in the eyes of 3Iarvell. This

he refused with the same stern determination

as the offers for place and power. And yet no
sooner had his lordship withdrawn than the

patriot was under the painful necessit)' of bor-

rowing a guinea from a friend ! XoIdIc man !

thou siialt be had in everlastmg remembrance.
A contemptible and time-serving ecclesiastic,

of the name of Parker, was now in the zenith

of his prelatical pride and ambition. Happily
for the world, and for Christianity, such a man
could not well have livedm any other age than
that of the second Charles. He had a deadly
hatred of nonconformity, even in its purest

and most Christ-like manifestations. He was
a churchman of the first water, and such was
his attachment to every jot and tittle of his o\vn

ecclesiastical jwlity, that he would, with a glad

and lightsome heart, have subjected every non-
conformist who walked God's free earth to the

most finished instruments of the most finished

torture. This is tlie man who asserted that " it is

absolutely necessarj- to the peace and happiness

of kingdoms tliat there be set up amore severe

gov'emment over men's conscience^ and reli-

giotis persuasions than over tlieir vices and
immoralities, and that princes may, Avith less

hazard, give liberty to men's vices and de-

baucheries than their consciences." "Worthy
successor of the apostles ! I'rofound exponent
of Christ's holy gospel : Drunkenness and de-

bauchery are the lughest virtues compared with
the purest service dictated by the most enlight-

ened conscience. In his simplicity, Marvell
supposed that if any man " had thought fit to

pas.s over from one persuasion of the Christian

religion into another, he woiUd not choose to

spit tlii-ice at every article that he relinquished

to curse solemnly his latlier aaid mother for

having educated him in those opinions, to ani-

mate his new acquaintance^ to the massacreing
of his fornxer comi-ade?;'-' But how mistaken
was the dear, good man I There was a cursing

Parker in those days as there is a cursing

Palmer in our days. Marvell was a match for

Pai'ker. The patriot had the advantage over

the prelate. Parker having dipped his pen in.

gall, and written with more than his wonted
acrimony against the Xoncouformists, Marvell

taxed his wit, and set his adversary in so ridi-

1

culon3 a light as to relax the grin and relieve

tlie froAvn of those who were farthest removetl

from a stern and unyielding Puritanism. H e was
" the liveliest droll of the age, who wrote m a. -

burlesque strain, but with so j>eculiar and en- .

tei-taining a conduct that, from the king down,

to the tradesman, his books were read with
great pleasure." Marvell had all the men of

wit on his side, and this in no small degree

tended to humble, aiot only the pi-oud prelate,

but his whole party. The bishop advised the

Government " to crush tlie pestilent wit—the

servant of Cromwell and the friend of Milton."

The patriot was not to be crushed. He was not

only the man of wit, he wa.s the exponent of

truth ; his utterances found a response in the

depths of man's nature ; his voice had an eclio

in /every conscience. He was the manly iwivo-

cate ofhuman rights and human liberties. "\Vha|.

he said of a certain book may be said of his

OAVTi hving words :
" The couceptions therein

being of so etenial an idea, every man finds

tlxem to be but jicppy of,theortginal iu his own
mind-"

; : . . ^;,...| ;:-, ; ,,j.' ,::.
In 1078 appeared a work entitled "An Ac-

count of tlie Growth of Popery and Arbitrary Go-
vernment in Kugland," which createtl a jr^owei--

ful sensation in the minds of not a fe»v. It

discussed the limits of the royal j)rerogative, il

and set the principles of the constitution in the ri

clearest light. The work was deemed a libel,

and a rewai-d was ofl"ered by the Govenament
for the discovery of the author and also the

printer. To this fact he alludes in a private

letter to a friend, under date of June lOtli,

1G7S: " There came out, about Christmas last,

here, a large book concerning tlio growth ot'

I)ox)ery ajoxi arbitrary, gpvej-nment. Ihere liave

been great rewaids offered in private, and cour-

-siderable in^the Gazette, to any one who could

inform of the author or the printer, but not y^
discovered. Three or four printed books sinct)

have described, as near as it was proper to go,

the man being a member of I'arliament, Mi".

]klarvell to have heeu the author ; but if he had,

surely he should not have escaped being ques-

tioned in Parliament or some other place." H«
every day became more obnoxious to high

churchpijen, and those in power, and was com-
pelled frequently to conceal himself, that he

might ,e^ape the Uaud of the assas^n.

I
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Marrell had tlip reputation and the credit of
leJng the wittioft man of his age. His wit was
ivc tt sharp two>edged swon!, whose keen point

wont into tlio innermost man. Yet it had in it

nOtitin.Gr malevolent. Kewas not a ji^ladiator

that reveled in carnage and in blood. When
18 drew the sword, it was with no desire of

iMhmg it to the hilt, birt rather of showing his

power of defence. He was equal to enter the

ists with any man ; while the purity and the

justice of his cause armed him witli a strength

ivhich proved invincible. Kewas never foiled,

never thrown. Even Parker, who was famed
or disinitation and debate, Avithdrew from the

irena rather than enter into closer conflict with

I man before whom he must have fallen, as he
lad fallen before. We deny not that he was
jaustic, unsparing, unmerciful ; but still, far

W>m being malignant, he cherished no per-

<onal hatred ; he had no heavy curse for liis

»pponent ; he uttered no anathema ; he invoked
\o vengeance on his most deadly foe.

I^t it not be forgotten that great and mani-
bld were the evils with which he had to

frapple, in an age of universal profligacy and
iorniption. The nation groaned beneath a
mshing burden of taxation ; the interests of

:he i)eople were betrayed and sacrificed ; eccle-

-iaFtical despotism usurped unlimited dominion
i^ver the soiils and the bodies of men ; noncon-
brmity was branded as worse than any, even
lie most vicious vice ; sycophancy and courtly

intrigue abounded ; the most unjust laws were
enacted; trade and commerce were fettered;

the revenue watt s«[uandered, and the country
brought to the very margin of ruin. How
jould such a patriot as IVFarvell look coldly and
dlentlyon such a state of things ? Had lie been
nnte, the very stones would have cried out.

liut there are true men in every crisis. The
iove of country was in ^Aiarvell stronger than
he love of life. His patriotism was nothing
feigne<l, nothing put on for a day. It was in

the man, one of the very elements of his being.

This patriotism co-existed with the highest

type and development of chai*acter. He was
not' only a man of high intellectual endow-
ments, but of eminent moral worth. His faith

rappled with mighty ])i-ineiples ; his character

was based on inflexible integrity ; his private

personal virtues rose to the liighest point ; they
strengthened and refined with his years. His
spirit breathed a noble indei>endence ; nothing
could betray him into servility, nothing induce
lim to swerve from his integrity. With him
the claims of conscience, of c<juntry, and of

TOd, were supreme. He lived in an age of

uix)stacy from principle and from truth, and
yet he stood true to the last. His magnanimity
vas only equalled by his virtue.

In the same year that he published his fam-
ous work on the growth of popery and arbitrary

government in Englaml, he died ; and as he
was known to have been in the enjoyment of

vigorous health just before, strong suspicions

were entertained that he had. been poisoned.

Be this as it may, he died a martyr to the cause

of human liberty. As a patriot, hus name will

go down fresh and full of honour to the latest

l)osterity. No man ever left a fame more un;^

tarnished or more fair. To record his name

,

and pcrf)cruate his virtues, his fellow-townsmen
entered into a subscription to erect a monument
to his memory in the chm-ch of Saint Giles-in-

the-fields, where he was interred, and an epitapt^
]

was compo.'Jed by some able hand to be in-

scribed upon it, but the minister of that church
forbade both the inscription and the monument
to bo placed there. Worthy conduct this frouji

men who professed to be the authorised teachers

of a Christianity whose chief element is liberty !

A state religion has ever been the most deadly
enemy to human progress and lunnan freedom.

The tall of ecclesiastical establishments must
precede the world's emancipation. 1'he fiat

has gone forth that man shall be free, and what-
ever may now let or lander, must be taken out

of the way. All the evolutions which time is

disclosing are but the precursors of that bright

and sunny day wheii the nations of the earth

shall have burst the last fetter that enslaves

humanity, and be seen walking in all the con-

scious erectness of their intellectual and moral
manhood,

. , !

It is a happy thing fbrth,6 world, and for

humanity, that there have never Iteen wanting
true men to fight the battle of freedom. I'hese

are models to be copied, exemplai^s to be fol-

lowed. In proportion as a people are imbued
with the same principles, and devoted to the

same mighty interests, may we hope for the

stability of nations. If national virtue were
not so rare, these patriots would be but the first

among the virtuous- and the good. .Vuiid the
,

gloom of some long, dreary night, a single star

will relieve the darkness, and attract ayevy eye ;

but let the great concave of Heaven be lighted

up with its uncounted suns and systems, and
immediately the one individual body is lost in

the mingling light and splendour of the whole.
Every man should be a patriot ; cold must hf
his heart if he has no sympathy with his coun-

try's weal, if he feel not his country's woe. Of,

,

all others, the working cla.sses should be the ,,

most deeply interested in the welfare of the na-
tion They form the basis on which rests the
great pyramid of society. Without them the
resources of this country would be soon so im-
poverished and exhausted as to briiig it to the
very margin of national ruin, to ruin itself.

They form an element in the great common-
wealth, without which it could not be held to-

,

gether. It is, therefore, of the first moment
and of the last, that the principle which they
imbibe and cherish should be conservative of
all that Is j)ure, and true, and good Jn the con-

stitution, of all that can give stability and
glory to the nation. In proportion to the vir-
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tue and integrity found among them as a class,

will be the influence and th^ i'mpression on all

Hbore thcni. Nor will it bt pogf^Iblc ibi' any
gofernment to resist their ciiiini to equal rights

and liberties ^^^th ihd rest of the community.
It is in their own powc-r to lift themselvcj! up
lo any position ; It is only needful thrit their

eltaractel- hare its basis in piue and lofty prin-

ciple to possess a force wliich will prove iri-e-

sistible. Thete are iitrtong them men of intel-

lect drid of moral worth, men of de^ rcading^.

might TTOrthily

?ome wider literary circle. Let thertr.

and of deeper thought, men who thoroughly
underhand the principles of religion and of

crrii government, and who
move in

as a class, be knoAvn as such ; and while thronej^

totter, and sceptres fall from hands too feebte

to wield them, and empires crumble into ashes^

Britain will stand Strong, deep in the Icfnnda-

tions of her national virtue, and mighty in her
motiiV power.

CHAPTER 11.^

TiiE year ISl-'i brought a terminatioii to the

long Emopean war that had been Avaged

agamsi Xapoleon Bonaparte. At ilie suc-

cessful issue of the contest, which was com-
pleted by the Battle of Waterloo, crowned
heads rejoiced, and loud shouts of ti-iuu»ph

were put up by the unthinking multitude,

dazzled by the gaudy pliantoni of military re-

nywn. Deep and complicated sulieriiig, liow-

eyer, was preparing for tlie English pedpk-.

The war had entailed on the nation a luige

debt. ]\rore than iheir shai-e. of distress Avas

experienced by the seaports. Forced into a
rapid growth of prosperity i>y recent demands
ibr ships, men, and provisions, they now, of a

Kudden, found their trade gone. Tliat trade

had not bc^n connected with moral accom-
paniments, and could not i^roduce virtuous

results. Extravagant prices bronght a large

return, but undue and unexpected gain.^ begot
luxurious tastes arid vicious habits. 3ioney
went as fasi as it came. 3Ioreover, it It^^t a

sting behind, for men's constitutions were
bvoken down, wliile their characters were im-
paired or destroyed. When peace came, it

was found tiiat fortunes had been spent as Avotl

as made ; and tha experience of after-years lias

sho\NTi, that, in my native town, only a very

small number jndeed retained i^ossessioii of the

ill-gotten wealth. Of course tlie break-down
Upong the capitalists entailed suffering oii the

population at iai"ge. The suffering was much
aggravated by the discharge from the dock-

yard of a large number of tlie ti-adesmen and
labourers, in consequence, houses became
first empty, and then all but worthless ; shop-

keepers went into the Gazette, domestic ser-

vaiits could not find situations, food and clothing

became scarce, and the toAvn looked as -sdmbre

and sad as if it had put on mourning.

yiy own family had a full share of flie j^i'eva-

lentdish'ess, Under the general impulse giVeri

by tbe v>-ar. my f;\ther bad begun business on

s'
JljJl

3IY SGHOOfc DAYS.

his own account. tTaving, by hard, jaboi

an<t the nid.it rigid thrift, got together a ^e

pounds, he liad the satisfaction of seeing Iqj

name brightly displayed c<ii a sign-board as
'' carpenter and joiner." At fii-st he partook
tbe general prosperity. He built houses foi

others ; he built houses, also, for hims(;lf ; bui
the houses he built for himself were, for the

most part, built with otbef people's moneys
5rortgaged at war values, they wei-e rieiUlV

worthless when peace had brought downrentsL
As tenants were not found, the interest coula

iiot be paid. The mortagee took the proi>erty,

and in the property took also the whole of

my father's iiard savings. Stripped of every-

thing but his good name, my fatber was obliged

to return to " jouruey-work ;" aiid as his family

was large, his earnings inconsiderable, and the

price of food very high, he had no alternative

but to remove me from tlie school to the shop,

and so piit ^li end to his hope and my own, to

tlie efiect that one day I might become a scholar.

This change in iny fortunies was felt by m^
father more than by myself. I Was too young
to know its full bearing. Nor was 1 witholit

a secret satisfaction at beuig set free from school.

True, I had had a love of knowledge. The skill

acquired in my nursery ediicatioii had euablett

rrie to find pleasure in reading. But my conl-

mand over books was very limited ; and had ft

been never so great, it woUld liave .b*eii coun-

teracted ih its iiifluence by the school di^ciplin^

to wTiich, alas ! I wa^ consigned.

Two riiasters divide the merit of damping,
ancl all biit extinguishing, the love of knoV-
led^e which remained with nie after my sojoui"^

in the shepherd's cottage. :My first schoolaias-

t(ir kept what was called a " cbihmel-cial school,"

A " coniraercial school," one would think, wds
designed to prepare boys for cbmnierce. The
utmost, however, that ^ri*: DUnby^the maa-
ter— professed, Avas to teach '* reading,' wfif-

ing, iind arithmetic."' "I'life^pod hian, in hfs
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jiiiipic ignori^ji,ce, Jiad no idea q/C trainiug tl|P

acuities QT fqrraiiig the chatact^. As little

lid it ei>ter his liead tluit a knowiedire of

he huiiiau frame, of the laws of health, of the

ourccs aaid conditions of national ^)^•o^sl)9^ty,

ould, be required by {i,uy of hid pupils. To
' rea4, write, and cast accooiits," was the

uaAimum of his own attainments, and the

liffliest aim of liis ambition for his pupils.

I'hat aim, liowever, was seldom reached. On
saving liis school, after beinj:^ a pupil in it for

wo years, I road, wrote, and cypliercd worse

hau when I entered it. Yet I was not a dull

lor a lazy boy. I still hv.d a lurking desire

i>i- knowledge. The appetite, if not keen, was
eal. Hut a s^toiuj was oflered. .instead qf

>read. The wholt* systeAi ^'hs fitted to qucncli

esire. ."scarcely can it be said that any
:nowledge was communicated. The utmost
iven was a certain mechanical dexterity,

'his skill was gained by only a few, by only

hose who \yere favoin-ites, or who were needed as

Qtohitors \'* or, again, those who, Tieiiig of a

oiigli, hard nature, were able to wrijig for

hemselves a little out of the "cn 'ral whirl and
oUision of what, I sui)jx)sc, in CQurtesjVwj^s

ailed " the school." "
'

,

',','
,,

JJcader, what could be expected? Two
pacious rooms, containing aqnxc .TOO boys,

if various ages, were presided over, and,

vjtli the aid of a few monitors, were
augh^, as the phrase Avas, by oiie man. That
nan's adaptedncds, in one wi-y, I must not
kny. Six feet in height, with bra\\T»y limbs,

- broad cliest, a broad &ce, and a stentorian

oice, 3[r. Danby, who had carried on the
gholastic war for abpve thirty years, certainly

tad pretensions of large amount for the duties

vhich, in his opinion, he had to cpcecute.

lesl there he is ! I still see him, seated iij

ine corner of the large, quadrangular, upper
oom, the supreme divinity of that juvenile

bandcmonium. His throne he rarely quittcc|.

'rom that (to me) place of terror he strove tp

omfliuii^cate his ,instnictions, and make hi:;?

ill, felt. In marshalling numbers, and keep-

iig up a certaiii unintelli|jcnt routine, he pos-

e^Si^ed np small si^ill. Ifere his merit stopped.

)f educatio^i, proi)erly so called, there tvixs

June |in Mr. ,Danby's scho<)l. ' .5tind and licart^

111 the part of the mai^ter, never came jtlt<j>

ntact with jiiind and heart »>u tt^e jiaj-t ,of the

iPoys. Force, little eLse but brute forcp, prevailed.

'<;)8ajf uotyliingnf tTie petty tyranny exacted hy
tie thonitors, the master ruled,by force, lluit

Inmdtring voice, hi^>v qftcji has it yibratecj

•arfully iu my bosom, as it commanded
'Jsilence," or called to the awful "desk" some
elihqucut from liis scat ! Ti"ies there were, in

very day, when, the boys being worn and
vearied witlj do^'ng ,^ll but nothing for hours
ogctliei', in a nari-6,w space a,nd a yitiafe4

itniosphcre, tlie voice could n6 Ipnger get the
ipperhand, and fairly sank, cowed and over.

Qmm' by the wguiveral (Jin. /!^'heii a tprrifip

instrument tame into play. ^^r. Daiiby l^ept

in his desk, ready for use, half-n-dozeu '" ropes'r

ends," each about eighteen inches long, and an
ineh in diameter. "NVitli pne of tjip-e, .«ingliiig

out; his victim, he made his hand felt in cveri^

p;irt of the room. A whirr was heard, ai^d tlie,!^

a shriek. 1'he blp^v was sti'uek, and the (|^-

lin(jiuent, with sometimes a bleeding ha^id,

carried back the rope's-end, when, after ciw

during a volley of li ird words, he was (to use

the technical term) " hoisted." That hoisting

was a barbarous thing. Never can I forget

that I myself was once on the point of being

subjected to the full disgrace and ])iinishnient.

^ly nerves even now tremble at the thought.

3Iy copy-book Avas blotted ; blottdd very badly,

("ailed to account, I declared, as the truth was,

that I know nothing whatever about the cause,

except that it was not done by myself 3ry

averments A\ere disbelieved. To the sin of

blotting ' my book, I was charged with
adding the sin of falsehood. I was condemned
to be hoisted. The verdict was like a dacget
to iny soul. Nervous by natm'e, 1 was shocked
at tlie proposed indignity, and my moral sensi-

bility was no less wounded. At first t could

scarcely believe the master in earnest; but
when, with my eyes streaming, I stood there

before his desk, beseeching him to spare me,
a lid he ordered a big boy to pull down my
trowsers, and took his terrible rod, T, liow

''hoisted"' on the back of another l)ig boV,

shrieked so jjiercingly, that his hand fell, while

uplifted, for the first time; and with a moved
voice, the well-practised flogger ordered ilie'to

•'.sit dowii." Little did he know the ihciital

torture he h?id inflicted. Little did he kno\^
how deeply he Jiad stamped on my sensitive

soul the image of his iron features, IvcHly
believp that (he siglit of that man now—noSy

wheii, my knowledge and social inHiicnce sur-

pass what is possessed by the whole class t6

which he belonged—would make inc liivoltln-

tarily start and shudder, if not hastily ^^tli-

draw from his prcsencie.
,

.' /" './".''

Flogging, however, was "ait'th'sit T.ih^e'ii cbVii-

nion-place punishment. 3Ir. Danby was 'A

genius in his Avay. This fact appears from hii

dexterous and bfcien wily use of (he ' rop^'s-t'titf.

Blit he had , a still cleverer cxi>cdrcn|{ thou^il

for its utility I Mfonld tie soriyjo', ansSvet. ' ji)

tlie middle of th'e'roo'm, and suspchribd from a

beam, tiy what bore, tlie jian'ie of " tivckling,"

was a sack. "\Vhat purpiise this object Avn's

meant to ai^swer, pijzzled me at first no little.

I had not, however, been many days in iUb

school before my conjectures were sot at re^f.

One afternoon I saAV the sack slowly descend^

and in a few minutes still more slowly ascend.

It appeared to me to coi> aiii a heavy body,, and
by a careful scrutiny T descrierl the top pnl't o^

a boy's head, peering above the sack's moiith.

'Hie sack then, it was clear, was another meah's
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for " hoisting" offenders. I found subsequently
tliat it was frequently employed. Tlie dura-
tion of the punishment depended on the degree
of the transgressor's guilt. From six to twelve
hours was the usual time. This notable inven-
tion, wtiichis obviously but another version of
the celebrated "Fool's-cap," depended for its

efficacy on the sense of shame in delinquents,
and on the force of terror in regard to the scliool

in general. In both respects it was, I believe,

equally unavailing. Aristophanes exhibited
Socrates on the stage, suspended in a basket, in
order to malce the jihilosopher ridiculou-j. The
play--n-Tight understood human nature better
than the pedagogue. Fun was the only result

produced by the sack. Fof the aakc of breath-
ing, the head was alloTved to stand above the
moxith ; and ^vitli his eyes and other features at
liberty, the delinquent found means to amuse
Jiimself as well as to divert others, and not
seldom t6 turn the great Mr. Danby himselfinto
ritUcule. Education, both in quality and quan-
tity, is still very far behind in this country

;

but I hope that such a school fis the one of
which I have now given a sketch, is no longer
to be fouiid. '

. - ,.
,

3Iy father, though poor, had high ahn.s at
least for his children. lie saw, or fancied lie

saw, in me signs of a loftier vocation than his
own. Finding I was doing no good under
Mr. Danby, he resolved to jilace me as a
scholar in the first school of the town. Ac-
cordingly, I was consigned to the care of the
Kev. C. Bryce, who, with the aid of two
other clergymen, conducted a large " classical

academy," and i^repared candidates for the
universities. My entrance into tliis establish-

ment was made to me ever memorable, pain-
fully memorable, by a temptation which was
too strong for me. The school was Episco-
palian ; my father was a Dissenter, As the
sou of a Dis.senter and of a poor man, I forth-
Avith attracted universal attention, and soon
found that I was an object of contempt among
these hopeful sons of " genteel families.^'' Tor
several days I was left unemployed, and ap-
parently uncared foi-, by the heads of the
school, while in the play-ground I was uni-
versally shmmed, or "huffed and cuffed" by
any who chose to take the trouble. If,

lioweiver, I w'as too mean for the &'ociety of
" the young gentlemen," I might nevertheless
be turned to account for their amusement.
For this purpose a light was gt»t up, I was
matched against a boy nciu'ly double ray size,

and ou a holiday afternoon, wc were set face to

face against each other. The result was, a
severe beating ; for, as when I was once com-
mitted, I had spirit enough to do my best, so I
did not " give in "till I could no longer stand.

On appearing in the school, after my bniises
had been healed, I found ' myself more than
ever the butt of the boys' injiuious fim ; my self-

respect received injury, and I began to think I

must do something tp obtain favour. Just tliei;

it was that the third master undertook to .crivc
,''

me some work. As a first lesson he assigned^?
a portion of the Church Catechism to h^
learnt by heart. Tliis fact I communicated to'

my father on my return home. He bad nie nof
to learn it, and directed me to tell the teacher
tliat my fatlier was a Dissenter. I was afraja

to make such a disclosure, having already suf

fered so much on that accoujpt. . t learnt tlii

lesson, by stealth, and repeated it ; tliis weui
on for several days, and I began to feel less uhl
comfortable. One morning, on going upintlift;

class to " say my Catechism," the master, to my
surprise asked me "Is your father a Churchman,
or a Dissenter?" "A Clnirchi,uan," 1 stahi-'

mei-ed out. Xo more said. The next morn-
ing on entering the school, I was oi-dered m
strip, and, being stripped, was flogged " for

telling a lie," Doubtless I was guilty,' but th^

guilt lay more and ratlier at tlje door of those

who had gone so far in beating down my seln
respect. A report of my misdeed was seiil t<j

my father, and then came a scene which ha
on me the most lasting and the most beneficial

effects. For two whole days my father sjii

nothing to me, except that he luicw of my (f^*

llnquency. After that time, during which'hi
looked in my eyes very unhappy, he took inl

into his bed-chamber, and, in a tone of blend

reproof and kindness, set before me tlie fp

extent of my guilt. He then knelt down 'K;

my side, and prayed for my forgiveness. Ha)
ing done so, he retired, and left me alqA
After several hours he returned, and,. finding

my eyes swoln with tears, and my heart all bo

ready to burst with sorrow, he took me "inl

his bosom, and, kissing me tenderly, said in

forgave me, and was sure I should in future

bold enough to speak the truth, even in tryiii]

circumstances. His confidence wa,-* not m
placed. To tliis cUscipUne I in no small degre
owe the boldness with which I havie often sinci

set my face and employed my tongue and pel

against wrong doing and false principles i:

high places.

My moral tone was improved by a pri

which I gained in the scliool at the ensut
" Christmas Examination." In this establish'

ment what was called geography was taught.

It was little else than a lucmoriter exercise.

A manual was committed to nicraory. Th^,

lessons were rehearsfed, word for word, as th^y.

stood in the book. Tliere were no cx^vlanatipreSj

nor was reference made to maps. However,
my ambition had been stirred ; I waS; upt
•without parts ; my father took care that.I was
industi-ious. In consequence, I carried off the

geographical prize of my class. My succei^

excited jealousy, but also e.\iu;ted respect. {
began to feel my way, and to take a fair aver-,

age position in the school. The best effect o:

this success, however, was that, at the suggesy^

tion of the head master, I was lod to select ^f^
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pi-izc " Cainpl)ell'j« l*lcasui-ct$ of Hope," in-

irt of " The Buccaneers of America," to

icli my taste directed my hand. Tlie addi-

of this classic to my small stock of boolis

i the greatest advantage, the only consider-'

e advantage, conferred ou me by Mr.
,'Ce'.s school. Soon was I -wholly immersed
Camjjbell's delightful pages; and, to the

-hed lines and noble sentiments of the book,

we imprcssioiu which I now regard as of the

bust value.
^

• ' - . -

Iduch did I need the better impliTscs to
icli I have now adverted. Dark and bitter

igs were coming. I was put into tlie lowest
in clasa, with the " Eton Grammar" as my
ual. Tlie " Kton Grammar " is an iiiti-o-

tion to the Latin language, written in

in, with a barbarous translation of its

ect matter at the end. 3ry duty was to

unit to memory every word of this Ijatin

lual. Of course I knew little or nothing of
imjwrt of wliat I learnt, and for a long time
e was no application or illustration wliat-
• of the words of which I made myself
ter. At length an exercise-book, in iDiid

5lish, to be tm'ncd into worse Lathi, was'

into my hands. I had received from
urc an aptitude for languages, but I found
study VL'ry uninviting and very difficult,

later still was my trouble. Tn the second
iter, who was my tcaclier, Ihad to do with
rii;ierable a jietty tyrant as ever used a birch,

s tall, gaunt, ill- favoured, and, as I regarded
1 then, bad man, was a very popular minister

V an Episcopal church in tliat town, being
inguish'jd for his evangelical sentiments,

piety, and his elocjiienc j. His name 1 con-

, partly because I cantiot ever recall it to

d without aversion. Xevc^ did a teacher
:eed more tlioroughly ia alienating a pupil.

iis not, a dune ', but I was a dissenter's son,

least, 'jt6 'uot^ilfis clj^e ^Uati Wgpti'y C£Ui I

refer tho pei-secutiom I endured literally ai his

han(li. The slightest failure, a mere momeutiuy
mistake, a lapsus lingum, called tbrtli front

his lips a harsh word, a repi'oacbful epithet, an
injurious imputation; and not few were the

nu'stakes which my nervous timidity made ino

tail into wlien betbre so dreaded a jjersonage.

Words, however, did not satisfy tluK follower of

the meek and lowly one. Is'or did he stop at

blows. Jlis favourite punishments were pincli-

ing my ears, and plucking my liair. Xot
seldom did lus frnger-naihs nearly meet iu niy

ears, and freqnentiy hairs followed at its pull.

Xor can I ever forget the malicious pleasure

that he seemed to take in intlictiug tho^e

shameful tortures. "Worse, howevei-, than my
bodily suftering was my iiaiu of mind. I felt

now grieved, uOw humiliated, now indignant.

The thought of my—as I thought—unmerited
sufferings, sometimes sent tears down my
cheeks, sometinies made me devise fancied

schemes of revenge. The general effect was,
that I hated the Latin language, and all that
was connected thereAvitli.

It was just at this time that my father's eir-

cumstances changed for tlie worse. Besides,

school troubles, I had now to endure home pri-

vations. The food of the family became scanty
luid poor. 3Iy fathei-'s good heart was weighed
down hi sorrow. L/abour hard he did. He
struggled manfully with pecuniary embarrass-
ments. It was all iu vain. Circumatances
were too iK)werlul. Scarcely could he tind

means to pay my last <iuurter's schooling. I
was taken home to " go to work."

In the midbl; ofmy boyish troubles I had one
pleasure — a very vivid pleasure— I had done
with Latin, ami with the llev. AVilliam 31. In
the distress of the liouse no account ofmy sol lool-

books was takeu, and with the mobt exquisite

relish did I oonsiguto the fire tho " Eton Gram-
luar" and its laocompanying manuab.

u.r-i i\^
j

-1(1. I'lc/i ,>y;jVoi(liij 'i:v il-^'i

11

XD Why not <r?ftc, fresh-gathered black-
tries !

'

" is it asked ? Not, gentle reader,
L aiiy disregard towards that humble

[ pleasant fruit. Wo have watched it in

its stages, from the first shooting of the
;res of the bush, to the forniatioii of the
en fruit, gradually reddening, and then
uiring its deep black hue. And often
e wc pulled it from tlie liodge-sidc,
V gathering the blackberries in ones and
s, and then Walking away with a twig, to
tinue the regale, not only yielding en
nent, but fuU, at, the same time, oij^ea,
t memorio.«;-'i ""''^ 1 ,T.'t?/!fjt b/joit 'jfltlo nt*t

'

.
'. '. • : , .: . . .,,1, .,..

' Our poet Cowper tbu3, -dcsmti^s His early
taste :-«;.V;.!r hl-ii:! I 'j! >l.c..||(C)- :

" I have loved th« riiral itralk' tbcongrk Iknes
Of grassy swartb, close cropped by nibbling

sheep.
And ?kirtcd thick with intertexture firm
Of thorny boughs ; liave loved the rural walk-
O'er hilli, througli valleys, and by river's btiiik,

K'er since a trunnt boy I pa^acd my bounds
T' enjoy a ramhle on the bank? of Th iines

;

AimI iftill remember, not without rearet,
(*f hours tliat j^orrow since has much euderirtil,
How oft my slice of pocket store consumed.
Still liung'ring, penniless, and far from bom?,
I fed on scarlet hips aUd stoney haws.
Or blu-^hing crab?, or berries that embos?
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X'^fee bramble, black as jet, or sloes austere.

V Hard fare * but such ad boyish appetite

V jE>i*clain8 not, r»or th« pilale, undopraved

/iBy culinary arts, unsavouiy deems."

^And while w& thus follow the schoolboy

ifl his truant rambles, we cannot forget that

blackberries are associated with children,

and who, except some wretched misan-

thrope, does not feel in them a lively in-

terest? Children are always fond of friiit,

and among them sloes and blackberries

have their due place. How often of

an evening, in the country, may Ave

Rce lively groups of them returning into

the town from their walks among the

neighbouring lanes and hedges, their

basikcts full of these fruits, which, valued,

perhaps, in' some degree according to the

trouble they have cost, are looked at Avith

delight, and shown to othei-s with exulta-

tion. '••'; 'V-ri ;.. -i'7 ij;,;- i
:

-

Thet<j'ls¥'St*rfy t6M^6f^a11ttle boy; who
became art eminent man, which suggests a

word of caution. Out with his school-

fellows one fine afternoon, they gathered

blackberries to their hearts' content, and

when satiety Avas coniing on, the others

filled his hat with the fruit, and directed

hirri to follow, while they hurried ouAvards.

Thinking to lessen the encumbrance, he

ate, andVte, and ate again, notAvithstanding

all he had previously devoured ; and expe-

rienced, as the sad result, an attack of dis-

ease Avhich threatened his life, and left

many a painful trace diu-ing after years.

The celebrated naturalist Linnaeus could

tell a very dfferent tale of the Arctic berry,

which grows from a bramble, in the Avildest

aiid most exposed paits of Laplanfl, and

Avhich sometimes offered him the only food

he found in his perilous journey through

those dreary regions. "I should be un-

grateful," he says, " towards this beneficent

plant, which often, Avhen I Avas almost pros-

trate with hunger and fatigue, restored mc
with the vinous nectar of its berries, did I

notbestow on it a full description." .

Dr. E. Clarke, who bhtained great dlstittc-

tioh as a traveller, Avas also placed under

'great obligation to a wild bfrry, of which

he' thxi5 spe^iks : "Mr. Grate'^ children

•batne into the room,' bringing with t^em
't\vo pr Ihree gallons of the fruit of the

C?ou4-berry. This plant grows so abund-

^Titly near the river that it is easy to gather

"bushels of the fruit; As the berry ripens,

•Which is as big as 'the top of a man's thumb,

its colour, at first scarlet, becomes yelloAV.

When eaten Avith sugar and cream, it is

pooling and delicibus, and tastes like the

large American hautboy strawberries. Little

did the author dream of the blessed effects

he Avas to experience by taf^ting of the offering

brought by tliese Uttle children, v/\\o, proud

of having their gifts accepted, would gladl>!

run and gather daily a fresh supply, Avhichi

was often Wended Avith cream and sugar b)'

the liands of their mother ; until, at last, h(,

perceived that his fever rapidly abated j bJ4 fo,

spirits and his appetite returned ; and, whpj
j|if

sinking under a disorder so obstinate that
j^ ^itt

seemed to be incurable, the blessings. ,j< ^
health were restored to him, where he h^ ^r

reason to believe he should have foundf(| ^
grave. The sympto?ns of amendment w^ jir;

almost instantaneous, after eating these bq|^^

rics." - !'.. •,' !:•'
. . •. 'i.' . >>

:
>

Now, then," we may turn/ te/tho

suggested by the cry, " Strawberries ! li,^

fresh-gathered strawberries !
" Tlus doJt ^l;

cious Vruit derives its name from the pi'?,^ m.

i

tice of gardeners laying straw under t^

plants as they come to maturity, in order I

prevent the ripe berries being soiled by \h

garden mould. As soon as a root is estnl

lishcd, from seed, the planting of a.n oli'.sei

or a runner spontaneously fixing itsuU,

begins to derive food from the soil. In th

process it exhausts the nutriment that t^

earth contains, and also deteriorates

What, then, is to be done to prevent tl

plant Avithering and dying from the Avant (

due support, just as an animal would \vh(

had consumed its food, and to which ^v

brought no further supply ? ,
The God.

nature has anticipated such a result, a^

provided a preventive against it.

As the root cannot remove from the

on AThich it is fi.Kcd, it sends forth shoot

sll directions, Avhich strike into fresh s^

and thus form so many channels of nutJ

ment to the parent plant. How beaudi

and effective is this contrivance
J

And y

to Avhat human mind Avould it have t

cnrred ? It is remarkable, too, that

only the old plants send ortrmricrs, but

is done by the young plants, and even t

runners themselves, sometimes, before tjj

are rootcdjbegin to send oft" runners also,||
|,,

they could not otherwise escape far enc^ „

from the mother plant, or Avcre intent on brt

ing to her, from the soil around, all pos '

nutriment. Strawberries are often sr

be biennial, or rather triennial, in be

fruit; but this is probably a mistake, af;

from the speed Avith which they contarn:

and exhaust the earth. Oil the cQjit

the greater probability is, that the .gf

bearing the fx'uit is tomual, and it is^

the Xicw crowns formed by the side ot^

one that produce the second and thp,|^

year's crop of fruit; and, were not tlj€j ^,
' and exhausted, would dqj ,'

,

^

hi
til

Irt!

\Hi

deteriorated

less continue to bear from the accumuUj

crowns. . . .r ,«

!
It would not be easy to estimate th^^'

^
ber.of persons, even in the metropolie,.? ^

!
partake, every summer, of this ehoi':C -

'tis
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rateful fruit. At first seen in the shops of
|
tlicu taken to the packing-room, andcaref^lly

ruitercrs, in Co\ient-garden market, and
j

put in pottle baskets. The next business
old sometimes, ii\ the early part of the
ear, for two shillings ur more per ounce, it

eetd the view at length in every window
here fniit is sold, and often at a Tery low
rice. How readily might strawberries be
btaincd, in their season, by eren the huin-
!ei- clusj-es of the conmiunity, did they but
rego tlie fiery drinks in which such multi-
ades habitually iiidulflfP ! And yet how nu-

is to place fifty or sixty of these in a Iftrge

basket, thus making a load of thirty or forty

pounds, and, sometimes, even more. This
is then mounted dexterously on the head of

a woman, relieved, perhaps, by a small
cnshion, Which, tends to equalize the pres-
sure. .;

The load thna ohtaiued is immediately
borne ott", to be folloived by another, and

^rous soete'r tho^e are who partake of ! anothci, and knothcr, until the fruit de-

rawbcrries, whether with or without the i sigued for that day's market is despatched,
jeclal luxury of crean:, few perhaps ever | The writer ha.s more than once paused in

ink that somehnndreds of persons derivea ' his walk along some street of London to

relihood, during the season of straAvberries", I observe and admiic the skill with which
6m the various operations for the supply

j

these women poise their burden—rarely
Loudon itself. A glance at this way of ! eniplrtying a hand to steady it—the erect

fainiu2r a ^ubjJistence cannot, therefore,
,

position which it requires, and tire alacrity
il to prove intcTesting.

Witliih U'ti miles of that city which has
on described as standing forth,

Like a aoarth Indian, with his b^lt Of tead?,**

t of the strawberries consumed there are
own. They are produced chiefly at I«le-

rth, Brentford, Ealing, Hammersmith,
jrtlakc, aud I'ulham, in one direction;
ptford.in a second; and Hackney in a
rd. It has been estin^ated tliat more
u a thriusand acres are eruployed in the
tuic of strawberries for the metropolis
ne ; aud tliat many persons hrc therefore
uired to be engaged in it must be at ouce
arent.

ho preparation of the little baskets in
ich the strawberries are sold is another
rce of employment. They are made of
wood of the fir or the willow tree ; but
latter is considered the more suitable
som<? of the humbler classes, who live

the strawborrv gardens, particularly
Jreiuford. Kacli pottle basket passes,
ts manufacture, through several hands.
; wouicu prepare the wood by steeping
1 water, and then splitting it in different

according to the part of the basket
which the portions are designed. The
ft skilful among them arrange the slips

ch form the upright supports, and iix

in their place by interlacing the slips

he bottom part, while, when the cliil-

have formed the sides with pliable
)s of wood, they dexterously bind over
lop of the basket. And yet about six-

^ per dozen is the usual ])rice received
the gardener for this species of manu-

are.

third class who derive from this fruit a
of their subsistence is formed of the
rherry carriers. "When this fruit is

, V, nich is generally at the close of May,

with which it is borne.
It is said that the carriers accomplish

generally during their journey ab(mt five

miles in an hour. Some of them, eveu
though the .strawberry-grounds are at u
considerable distance from London, go back
to bring thither u second load. The fruits

erers can thus obtain, early in the day, an
amply supply for their customers. In some
iu.stauces, in.'»tead of employing wamen^
light cars are used ; but thjt fruit is snid tp

be received in lugher jieriection wU<fU
carried ou the liead.

..f J[n

It is pleasant to loobdvor thetedge*4:a
strawberry-garden, and especially so to
visit it. At Enderhy, near Leicester, nt»

fewer than seven acres of land are appro-
priated by one person to this purpose.
Any one may visit this garden, aud speiul
there a day, eating strawberries plentifully,

on payment of a shilling. It is Uiexefore
greatly frequented by parties during the
season, for wh(;m there are alcoves ; while
many additiorial luxuries are, accessible,
among which may be mentioned the prime
one at such a time— careani to the straw-
berries. It is said that the proprietor often
has an order for a ton of this delicious
fruit at a time, and that. he sends several
tons a week to tlie neighbouring marliej.
And now, reader, as you look ne.xt aiji

strawberry, let one thought specially arise :

" How clear an instance is this^and it Is

only one fimong many—in which fruits are
appendages to the seeds, and yet render no
Bcrvice >yhatever to tliiC plant !

" NVhiit
purpose, then, do they answer r Only the
use atid pleasure of in^n. The recep'tacic
which sustains the seeds in the thistle, dry
as it is, renders theru as good a support aa.d

protection as thty require, and is similar to
that which bears the strawberry. To fiod

•cu.in who gather the fruit assemble as
,

there, then, a delicious fruit is a striking
as it is light in the morning in the gar-

\

manifestation of Divine goodness. - ,„,; j
and commchce plucking the fruit. It is :

Our strawberry season i;> {jen^r^^y,;<i¥|^r
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ia a few weeks, about Midsummer; but
the sort cultivated in ^France, which is

small, but well flavoured, and resembles
those called " the Alpine " by our garden-
ers, is j^ielded, in great abundance, for

several months. The Abbe Gossier, of
Kouen, stated to a gentleman known to Ihe
writer, that he always had strawberries at

his table from May to October. The Abbe,
however lived almost exclusively on fruit

;

andj haying a large garden, and €yery ad-
vantage for workingit, ^yas not only desir-
ous, but able, to obtain an ample supply of
strawberries as long as practicable.

A few words from the popular and inge-
nious writer who bears the name of " Old
Humphrey" shall now conclude this paper,
and, most probably, secure the thanks of the
reader for so suggestive an appendage:

—

"Whoever has been in London in the
fruit season must have heard men, women,
and children, crying out, in all directions,
' Hautboys ! fine hautboys !

' These haut-
boys are large strawberries, and are sold
in baskets, called pottles, which, tapering
from the ; top,, go oif Jess and less .ip the
bottom, , \

,^' I was passing along on a hot day, when
a.pile of these pottles, in a fruiterer's shop,
caught my attention. There was one of
particularly fine fruit, and I soon had hold
of it; but the man cried out in a hurry,
'Stop, stop, sirl I cannot sell them I'
* Cannot sell theiu !' said I, ' and for what
reason.?' ' Oh,' replied he, 'I cannot sell

thetriy for they are topjiers.',, ,.
,^ ,,>,„'•

" Now these toppers were' the Hrgest-
sized strawberries, picked out on purpose
to put on the tops of the other pottles,

to make the fruit look better than it really
was. ' Come!' thinks I to m}-self, ' if you
will not let me have the toppers, you can-
not hinder me from taking^ away the lesson
they have taught me.' So I walked off,

.talking to myself about the toppers.

tr.1*At the corner of the next street, at a
draper's shop, some dozens of gobd-looking
handkerchiefs were hanging at the door,
and marked at the low price of foUrpence
each. Thinking this was no bad oppor-
tunity for laying in a stock of half a dozen
or a dozen good handkerchiefs for a worthy
but poor friend, I entered the shop, but
was told that they only sold these hand-
kerchiefs to cxistomers, and that if I had
any of them, I must buy "something else
with them. Old Humphrey was soon out
of the shop again, thinking to himself that
he ought to have known better than to
have gone into it. The handkerchiefs Avere
nothing in the world but toppers, and were
hung at the dooT to make people believe

i

that things were sold cheaper at that shp
than they really were.' '

!
. \ ^',

, jfmmi
" One of the objects I had in view iii 'ray '

walk, was to buy a leg of mutton ; and, on| >

serving two very fine legs hanging by then^i

selves at a butcher's shop, I told the butcher
to pull one of them down, for that I had se( i

my mind upon it.

" 'The legs are' sold, sir,' said he,' ' buj

you may have the shoulders to match them.'*
" 'Sold !' replied I, ' why if they a^e so^

what is the use
;
of letting them hang up

there?'
,

'

" ' Only to show T?hat sort Of mivtton a
sell,' said the butcher. I saw in a momenj
that the tAvo legs of mutton were his top^
pers, and that, of course, he would not part,

with them.
/

" When I came into Smithfield I stopped
awhile, for a horse jockey was selling a

horse to a young gentleman, who appeared
to me to have more money in his pocket
than judgment or discretion in his head.

The gentleman seemed disposed to fancy*
black horse, but the jockey began to puff

off a brown one, ahd talked so much tf
' thorOugh-bred,' ' courage,' * spirit to tlw

back-bone,' ' high action,' ' sure-footedy'
' fast-going,' * free from vice,' ' quiet as^a

lamb,' and fifty other pufTmg phrases, that

1 thought to niyself, ' Ayl ay! Mr. Horsas-

dealer, these high-flowing terms areyoul"
toppers, and will enable you, no doubt, tb

get rid of your brown horse.' ir

" About an hour after, I saw two ladiefe

getting into a coach. They were very gaily

dressed ; so much so that the scarf of thfe

one and the shawl of the other Avere quitfe

sufflcient to attract attention. But their

head-dresses struck me more than either,

the scarf or the shawl, for in one of ihei

AA-as stuck a bimch of artificial flowe'

almost as big as a besom, and in the oth

s(*veral ostrich feathers, a foot or tAVO high>j

' More toppers,' thought I, harrying alon
'

' and those who are caught by them m
find, perhaps, the heads of the Avear

still lighter than the: feathea?S' and tWlni

flowers'!' ) r -ir/i hfic f.f.iMV/ jv.r f,,v f»

'" Having' ^bcasicm^i:© 'call on U trado?

man, to settle an account, I found him iiVja

violt^nt jiassioft AAith his sJiopman, lor -ja

trifling mistake. This grieVed me t^e

more, because he had the credit of beingid ijj

religious man ; and a truly religious mrti
jut,

Avill seek for grace to restrain his passiom
The tradesman soon after began to talk t

me on serious subjects, and quoted severj

texts of Scripture ; but I soon perceiy^
J^^

that he Avas not sincere, that lie AA'as ik

religious at his heart, and that he merdi
used the texts of Scripture as toppbrs^^t

enable him to pass as a religious charact^

10'
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' Now, -what shaTi we say to these things ?

^'hy, seeing the errors of others, let us try

() avoid them, and act with godly sincerity

a tilings spiriuial and temporal.

" Take, then, the hint of Old Humphrey
;

bearing in mind that there arc toppers in

dress, toppers in trade, and toppers in reli-

gion, as well as toppers in strawberries."

Iw

THE WO 11 KING MAX'S GAUD EN.

No.IX.'-^liCONI) WEI!:K in AUGUST-DElJAYlNte leaves, what
-' '•

''"''' ARE THEY GOOD FOR?--THE DAHLIA.
V. rKODUCTivE, gardtn is not only a lux-

irj' and souroe of enjojnnent to the rich,

^^t! it is also a constant source ofaniu.sement,

nd supplies many ot" the ^va^ts of tlie

loor. No labouring man, whetlier agri-

natural or mechanic, is so unceasingly oc-

says, *^as if they were coin of the realm;
they arc good for everj'thing which a gar-
dener has to do. They are tlie best ot ,all

shelter, the best of all materials for bottom
heat, the best of all soil, the best of all
drainage, the best of all mauiiro. It is

upied that he cannot spare half an liour i true they contain little or no nitrogen,* but
ach day for his garden \ and no one con- ! tliey rot cj^uicldy,are full of saline particles,

iic<l to in-door emplo\aneut ought to be on which everything that bears the nanjt;

ritiiout exercise, and tfie exertion required of plant will feed gluttonously^ and, from
[vkeep a small garden in good order. His their_ peculiar structui-e, will allow air to

fife and childreu will be benefited by the pass in and water t|Opass,oi^t with j^crfect
ight labour of a garden, and the artisaja freedom.
wll, by such occasional change from liis '' If we Wish to know what leaves', are
rdinary employmeut, secure more con- good for, we liave only to burn them, and
tant and vigorous healtli. The sowing see -what a quantity of ash they leave be

plantbig of his vegetables, t]io bios- hind. All that ash is as niuch food for
omiug of his tresis, and the gathering of plants, a.s beef and mutton are for us. It
is fruits aud llowers, will all afford in- is the liiaterial which nature is perpetually
era^t and gratiJi cation. It is an amuse- restoring to the soil, in order to compeii-
leiit to be coveted beyond all others, and sate for the waste Avhich is produced by
eads to nothing but good. Such are the

^

the formation of timber. In wild lands,
vords of Mr. (Toorge Nichols, a mail who trees are annually thus manured • were it

as long made the amendment of tjie otherwise, a wood would be a roof of life,

abits and condition of the working cla.sses overshadowing a floor of death."
lie object of his deepest interest. We! Having now learned how much they are
ust that all Avlio read these lines will good for, let us inquire how they are to b<;

ully agree with him in opinion; and that at once disposed of. If manure is wanted
hose who have gardens will be thankful for present use, gather them in a heap
>r the blessing, and use it to the profit not and burn them ; if it is not, but that We
ily of tliemselves, but of others who ai-e are about to dig up a piece of ground for
«s fortunate. We have said, in last

!
the reception of crops some time hcnde,

vieek's chapter, that weeds, and all decay- ,
spread them on it and dig them in with the

ng leaves and stems of vegetables, must i soil ; and if there are no sucli immediate
ow be carefully removed from our gaj-- [uses for them, let them be put in a heap in
ens. and we would add, for the benefit of
ur little friends, that in this Mork they
an most essentially a.s.sist us. While pa-

ents are engaged with tho hoe or the
pade, children may be employed ingather-
ng up these unsightly things, putting tlieui

iito a baiTow, and wheeling them, oft' to

n appointed place.

"But why not throw the nasty wee<ls

hd dying leaves away altogetlier '{' a^k
he young gardeners ;

" are they use-

hl ? will tlie)' ever be good for anj-
hihgr' Yes, they are vei*}' useful, and

^ good for many things. Let us just

ee what is said in the Gardeners' Chro-
icle about them, '' Treasure them,*' it

some remote corner, and allowed to decom-
pose gradually, ,

• Nitrogen is one of the four elerneixtar} bodies
of which the or^ranic parts of plants are com-
posed. The names of the rcmaining^ three are
uarbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.—Cakbon is h
solid substance, usually of a black colour, but
sometimes quite the reverse ; for instance, lamp-
black and Coke are varieties of carbon, and so is
the diamond. Hydjiogkn- is a kind of g-as, or air,
in which an animal cannot live, nor a candle burn.
Oxygen is al^o gas or air, but animals live in it,
and a candle burns in it with mticli brilliancy.
NiTKor.EN is a kind of air, differing from both of
these ; a taper will not hve in it, and yet it does
not take lire, a? hydrogen will, when brought in
contact with ftame. Oxygen and nitrogen exist
in the air we brt-athe,
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ndtHi<9t€J tt^tWl work tlian gathering leaves
atttl /XN'oeds. ThfefloAverfi require attention,

and si's they add' not a little to^the beauty
of oufliom^*, and 'of course to our doHiestic

enjoyftiehts^ "We must not neglect them.
Some kinds roquire- to be carefully' and
frequently^ watered, but not when the sun
shines on them; these are arums, and
such like ;—others must be shaded during
the noon -day heat; for instance, cariia-

tions, auriculas, &c. ; and others need to be
supported, such as dahlias and thryfiafntfjjci-

niums. Both of these latter are verj'

lovely flowers, and, as we see they are
favourites ini g^T^ry i plottage ; garden, : ix^
afford much innocent recreation to many
a- tttStefvil florist of th^e Avorkirig ciiiss', we
shuil close 'Uiis ueliapba*;witjt a short Jiifi-

tory of each. ,;^ .Lf.-;i 'h) vibunijv L,l.^ -

,.fr«5: BaVLM. isoai.nativji (Ofj Hexic!^,

w^i?r© jt gj;ow.S; ;M;irfi ,m ^^ ;sw4y '"^>^'

'v.ea *

seen t)y the naturalist, Bai*on Hiunboldt
when ttaveiling through South ^^iinerica,

iind he sent a; few of its roots to his friend,

Cavanilles, professor of botany at IVfadrid.

In the sam<? year the Marchioness of Bute
was presented by him with a part of those

he had received, from America, ynd sjie

CjOnfided tbem to the eare of Ijor gardener
i;i Englj^ud, These foots were ,of the spe-

c.i,es kno)yn as "DahUa yirabilisi,*' or

Vauriajble 'l)p,hlii\, beeause svich uvuucrp-tjs

vq^fie^ies have beeji raised from their seeds.

Ill it.4 native country the dahlia is a single

flowier, m6i*e remiw'kable for its height
Afhieh varies froiri' eight to twelve feet;

ihaft for thje beauty of its colours, wlrich

are usually purple and lilac ; but witli iis

the coBtriary is the case, the plant seldom
exceeding five fuet in height, while its

st^ately il(^"wers hA^e doubled and trebled

their petjiU, until ^hey have become as full

ag the ^hina^te^j or the. lovely cabbage-
y9se, Jihd hj^ve attained^ evevj shade of

piirp|e, puqe. scarlet, crimson, pink, ^nd
yellow, with the variegated' tints of the

t^vKp, and even the. dclicntte ' wliite "of the

Frunch-r(yse..' .''i:in-^uyi\ !..rji.yuii, :'.., i.
.

•'-Tlwugh introdrieed, hb^vever, 4s '«ai4r

is -we have said, by the Marchioness of

Bute, and afterwards, in 1802j by Lady
Holland, it was but little known to British

florists in general until 1815, wlieu the

I^ondon gardeners procured a supply of

seeds and roots from Paris, where the cul-

tivation of flowers Avas then much more
attended to than in England ; and it i.«i a
sijigular fact, tli^t, at the same time, the

Parisiail florist^ avere seeking for new
seeds and tubei's iii- Holland, so Superior,

:;

even jfco them, were tln^ flqweri produced
bJ- the Dutch mode of treatment.

Florists judge of the beauty and peri'oq-

tion of a dalilia by its form and colovic, l|

On a front view it must be perfectly cirf

cularjwhile t;ie side view sliould pre.-euj

an exact hemisphere, resembling tlie upper
half of an orange. Its colour must be
either one clear bricjlit hue, or, if varie-

i^ted^ must be of distinct tints, free fi-oni

ch)uding", or running of one shade into an-

other.
-' !€ui?*irATio>'-—The dahlia is propa-

gated either bj' seeds, cuttings, grafting,

or dividing tlie roots. The latter method
j{5,thie^ mostxSinyplej and will therefore bo

the most successful with cottage gardens.!

The root of this plant is tuberous, an^
^h-ouid be se,t>'irt ii Aj!;^ruji border, at tha

: close of Aj)rii or beginning of" May, proi

tectiivg the>n ,^t , ni^htp, should any fro?'

occur. Tlf.e croAj/ns, which iu all tnbcroii

roots is the part of the root' iuiinediatpl

round tlie stalk, should h6 abofrt^ui inC

beneatli the surface ; 'ili^ s6il st)'on1d Hi

rich, yet liglit and ^andy. When tlie Tbd|p

have made shoots of 'tliree or four inch«
in height, they should be taken up and
separated, leaving to each shoot a tuber,

or at least part of a croAvn, a,nd again tio-

planted in the border, or in pots, in ordi

that they may be placed in a windo\Y un
perfectly estajjlishett.

.
As soon a.s the n^oiith of .^.ugu'st comek

dahlias must be protected from' tlie etfe

of strong Vi'inds by firm stakes. Some
a'ists drivd qne Sti'ong stake into the grbtttf

close by each plant, and with t>ieccs

bass confine the branches to it; oth
suiToUnd the plants by hoops made fast

three stakes, which is mucli tlie neat
way. As the plants grow, the reduudaa
slioots should bo pi-uned away. W]ien fini

large flowers are prefen-ed, biit a fe
'

branches are left, and where a number
desirable, only two or tjiree branches a'

cut oil. As soon as frost toiiches t1
,

leaves, cut down the plant to withiii a fe'ft

inches of the ground, and cover the roOfc

-'ivith straw, ashes, or any similar trhing till

near the close of November, when a ditjfesi

viay should bo chosen to take them up. 1'

they are tlien placed in a room whetrtlm

thoy cau dry gradually, they will bo^^ ^
flno ddnditipjji; t'o'.r^plp^tithej foliowii^j

April. ; ;
'^

, , ,, \|
Botany.— The dahlia belongs to tht

nineteenth class^ which is by botani.s^

termed " S^'ngencsia," or, of li/ce parfs, bd|,
,

cause its stainens are miited by anther*; "^

All the floAters of this class arc conipmcndmi

that is, eacli single flower consists of a col

lection of smaller flowers, attached to on)|dav

brOad receptacle and contjuned within oiU

mi

in
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ly*t ; and it is of the second order in
is class, because its outside iloretji, or lit-

flowers, have pistils but no stamens,
^lile its centre florets have both. The
wy is also of this class and order, as are
irte others mentioned in Na. 3 of the
[V'orkinj^ Man's (rardcTi."

iMiough we have not yet nearly finished

the botanical dertcriptipn of this "plant; crtir

space bein^ limited, we are oblige<ltJ con-
clnde, but trust tliat we shall next week
resume the subject, and give the pronjise4
history of the cliry^authenuun tiUo, IVjieai^r

time we would ask our friejid-s to nur^e.
and tend the " lo»*ely floMf^dl ii,hfiij^a(Ft,U]^

rich diadem/^ .".!; M.f .\<,-r,u;y/ z^Hvufprn
V -

(I
' .:fj ; ifjofff fro ^.^fu'iiU

-j-hvA) LvT HitP.'i'ullo •.'i-A'il ihf\>

'
' HINTS' ON HBALT>H;- ' .; ..rJlrf.sh >.r. Wmu .bo^iowu.

1-1

^"-'
' • •• • • - 'S^r ^.\ .i.rr.. .>i',^oft vI.,voi

'JTcJ!'Vn.—THE NECESSARIfiS OF LrFBi^AjlilMEXli; .tf7ff,,y,

IE third great necessary of life ia aliment, Alixnent consists of food ond (jriiik,

rave errors prevail as to both of those essential articles, and much disease is catised
' ignorance and inattention to the quality and quantity of food. Some few per-
ns may die annually from not having sufficient food, a far greater number tiie

om over-eating. The mass of mankind seem to entertain the notion that men liv0

eat, rather than that they cat to live. Thejp- consequently eat more thah their
omach.s can digest, ami pamper the appetite witivhlgH-^easpjied viands and stimli-,

ting drinks, thus ir^flamiug and corrupting the "blf^u. J^. lew plf^in ^in^ may. he
service to many. We do not propose, to entej* upon the inquiry ,whct^er aAumil px
getable food is the natural aliment of man ; we shall content ou^^elvcs with simply
ating our conviction tliat if animal food is necessary, mufh too large a portion ^s

ken by the people generally. The best physiologists deelaX'D eight ounces a , day
be sufficient for an adult. Rich and poor alike violate the laws oif health, not

ily by improper kinds of food, but by taking it in improper quantities.
'

We may learn much hy observing the provisions made by nature. For the ihfrtnt

provided the mother's milk, and for several months this is tli,e only food. Out
: this are built up bone, muscle, and every part of the frame. After the child is

eaned, it is quite clear that the most appropriate food will be the,articles which
)proximate in quality to the mother's milk. Much injuiy is done hy givin«
lildren aliment of a stimulating kind ; it creates a morhid appetite, which often
ids in the love of intoxicating drinks. Without descending to minute particulars,
hich would require a considerable space, we may say that moderate portions^'
mple and nutritious food are the most conducive to health:

The preparation of the food is another important matter^ Sometimes the best food
rendered unwholesome by the mode of cooking. Young men of the labourino- class
ught to be especially particular iji seeking out a wife, that they find onie who under-
;ands domestic economy so as to be able to bake, cook, wash, and mend. Much waste
oes on in our homes because our working-class women are so ill taught in all these
nportant matters. If the food is well prepared, a small quantity will suffice. It
I better to rise up from the table not fully satisfied. It is well also not to e^t un-
!ss an appetite is felt. We huAc seen it somewhere related of th.Q late William
obbett, that he once took a fancy to live upon oatmeal porridge. It was served
p to him every day, and when he could not eat it he ordered it to be put atfav
ntil he could cat it, saying that, if he could not eat good porridge, it was a proof
was not hungry at the time. He did not seek to satisfy himself lay gettiu*' more

alata])le or dainty food. This was, perhaps, carrying mattei's a little too far. A
ariety of food is not only agreeable but wholesome. And it would seem reason-
ble, wlien we look at the immense variety of the vegetable, kingdom, giving us
:uits ill abundance, as well as the land and the ocean teeming with life, that all

tiese blessings were intended for the use of man.
There is a great deal of improvidence in the homes of the labouring and artisan

lasses. Very often as much is wasted over one meal as would suffice to keep the
mily for two or three days. In many cases, when the wages are brought home on
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ft Satm-day, -that uight and the Sunday are spent in feastiiVg, and tfie family liave' to
put up, during the remainder of the week, mth the scantiest and the commonest fare.

'i:1iis' irregularity in liTing, besides other inconveniences^ induces ill healUi. The
mfeals should be regular, simple,' iand at the most convenient hours. They should t

h'e proportioned, too, to the' occupation. The man who has to work at any arduoin )'

Qi^t-dpor.employment will r'equLce more food, and of a more stimtllating- kind, than

the man who is occupied in any seddntary employment. Solid food in coiisidcr-

,able quantities may be taken in the' bine case, if notAvith advantage, at least without

inconvenience; in the xjther it will be much better to have light nutritious foodi

I'iPemales require a less portion of food than men..
t" ' Gare should be taken to have the food as good as it can be procured. Bread is

the most important article. Home-baked bread is the best, and if unfermented all

the better. Every house ought to have an oven, and every woman ought to be

taught the best mode of making bread. It ought to be well baked, and never eaten

' lilitil it is two or tlmee days- did. Viegetables ought to be fresh, and those that are

Cooked, well washed and well boiled. Flesh meat and fish ought to be fresh aud

<if the best kind. The plan of li^vdng upon chops and steaks,' hastily prepared, is an

extravagant one. A great deal df Avaste if3 Tnade by this method. It is not ncces-IC

sary here to enter into the more scientific ^art of the subject, showing the compo-

^lent part^ of the human frame, and the necessary elements to sustain it in health

and vigour ; we may content ourselves With tefen-ing our working-class readers 1i)

; the inquiry, as one of great importance. Much valuable information will he

acquired by considering the ai*giim.ents of the Yegetarians. We do not entirely

agree with them, but think their system worthy of grave and earnest attention, AVe

once more direct our readers to the prevalent evil of eating too much. It is not

the quantity of food that enters the stomach, it is the amount actually digested, thai

strengthens and sustains the system. Three moderate meals, of plain and simple

food, every day, are quite sufficient.' ' • '

Having said thus much on the subject of food, we must erserve our remarks on

dtink until the next number.

THE POETl:OX.IO.

O 11 I G I X A L A ^^'^;i\]^^fT,.

. . i ;A QOMPAUISON.
' If we try the different characters of men
(says an eminent writer) by the test of

utility, and found this test on the actual

state of cm- nation, t)xc knight of chivalry

,

and his various offspring, compared to the

modern manufacturer, seem weak and use-

less things. Even the country gentlexnan,

the most respectable character of all those

lilies of the valley whaneither toil nor spin,

.binkfi in this comparison. The proprietor

. of landed property, who lives on the income

|«f his estates, can in general be consideted

only as the conduit that conveys the wealth

of one generation to another. He is a ne-

cessary link in society, indeed, but his place

can at all times be easily supplied. In this

point of view, the poor peasant Avho culti-

vates his estate is of more importance than

he. How then shall we estimate him when

compared with a respectable manufacturer ?

—with the original genius, for instance, who

has found means to convert our clay into

jiprcelaiti, andlayij all Europe tindei' ooii<

bution to England hV his genvu^; ta^te; ai

skill?
..,,.J, ,.«>„,, •^V - ....H

The manufacturer above-mentioned m3
be the late Mr. Wedgwood.

DILIGENCE.
Parents and friends often make them

selves very luieasy from an appreliensioi

that the trifling sums with which those fo:

whom they are concerned set out in life \vil

be entirely inadequate to their wants, am
prevent, them from ever rising much abiv
straits and difficulties. But it frequent!;

happens that this seeming disadvantage,
leading young persons to observe the nece
sity ofbeing diligent, attentive, and obligin

prove the verv means of ad^-ancing then:

while those, depending on their own fo]

tunes, neglect the surer method of thriyiifii

disappoint the hopes tha,t their relations h
been led to form. No stock, how grea

soever, can render a man successful in trad

1
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ithout the concurrence of those endow-
ents which beget confidence und respect.
" a well-educated youth be of ;i pleasing
sposilion, and have a turn for business,
lere is little cause for anxiety as to his

ilure welfare,
' " The happiness c>f Uf«

DejJends on our discretion.

Jf^tiok into tliose they caU?<7f/i'>r/M«a/e, '' '"

'Anfl', closer vien'*(l, yoti'll find iliern unteisi;
^''

Stoin* fliitv in tlit?ir own conduct lies l>eneaili:

And 'tis the trick of fools to ? ivc their credit,

Tliat broug-ht anollier lan":uus^e into upe."

, YduMbi'

UtrTTERPLlKS.

An immense swarm of butterflies, of the
pedes called Painted Lady (Papilio car-

'ui). forming a column of from ten t6 fifteen

eet broad, was observed in the district of
Jruiidson, Canton de Vaud, in 1828. They
raversed the country with, great rapidity

rem north to south, all flying onwards, low,
qually and elo;5ely together, and not turn-

from their course on the approach of
ther objects. TJie fact is the more sin-

,ular„ A!? the caterpillars of the Vaiiessa

\firilui are not gregarious, but are solitary

I

from the moment they are hatched. Pro-
fessor Bonelli, of Turin, however, observed

I a similar flight of the same species of bnt-
I tcrfliey in the end of March preceding their

j

appearance at Grandson. Their ili^ht tsus

; also directed from south to. north, and their
numbers were immense. At night the
flowers were literally covered with thehi.
Towards the 29th of March their numbers
dhninished, but even in June a few still

continued. They have been traced from
Coni, Ilaconni, SuSa, 8:c. A similar flight
6f butterflies is recorded at the end of last
century by M. Loche, in tke.^' Memoirs of
the Academy of Turin." :.•

I'LOWEIt-DUST.

I
^Vb are dissolved into dust—but of what

!
kind.^ the dust of corruption ? IS^ot ."jq^but

I into the flower-dust, vvhiedjijjiyUl^^QoijL 'burst

1
forth iu new verdure. ,!

'

LAXGUAOE.
To Icara nothing but languages is to

spend one's money in buying fine purses to
hold it; or, to study the Lord's Prayer in all

the tongues, without praying it in any.

FAMILY KECEIPTS.

Pre.«iervino TauiTS.—It is inoportaut that all

ruit.s intended for preserving should be gathered
n dry weather. As, however, this is not always
ra^;ticable. care should be taken to boil the fiult

or jam or jelly /or sovic time before the sugar is

dded. This will cause tlie watery particles tp

vaporate, and it will also secure the peculiar
avour of the fruit to a much greater extent than
hen the suijar remains long on the fire. Inboil-

wj;, two extremes must be guarded against—first,

nderbuiling , whix:h vi\i\ prevent the preserves
Croui keeping; and, secondly, quick and long boil-

ing, which will brhig them lo candy. A little

i ttejition will enable a person to preserve fruits

sufhciently well for all ordinary purposes,

It is best to keep a pan expressly for preserving.
Phis should be made of block tin, or ot tinned
ron. If put byclean and in a dry place, it will

Mt for years.

rreser^es keep be?t in drawers that are not
connected with a wall. They 3hould bt; kepi
from the .^ir, and in a very dry place. IJoth heat
and (hiiiij) must be avoided ; heat makes them
feriiieiii, and clamp c;uises them to grow monldy.
Ail pre3crve:5' should be exaniined two nv three
tlrties d'ltrjng'the first two or three months, and if

they seem not likely to keep, they should be boiled
again, gently.

Various modes of covering down preserves are
adopted. In general, a good plan is to sprinlde
over the tops, when colO, a little powdered loaf
laugar, then a piece of white writing paper, cut to
the size of the jar, or pot, and, finally, a piece of
thin bladder or guttapercha, tied well down. The
latter U now most commonly used, and is very

economical, becauseitican be wl^Jed' clean aijil used
again and again.
The following will be found useful in families :

"GobsEBERRT Jam.—Cut off the tops and tails
of six pounds of the rough red gooseberries. Put
them, into the preserving pan, and, as they get
warm, stir and bruise them, to bring out the juice.
Let them boil slowly for a quarter of an hour ;

then add four pounds of sugar, and let the whole
boil slowly for nearly two hours, stirring it all the
time, to prevent its burning. When it thickens,
and will jolly upon a plate, it is done enough.
Tut it into pots, and the next day cover it down,
as directed al)ove. ;

.

N.B.—A:3 sugar is now cheap, loaf sngai* may
be employed. Indeed, at the price sugar now ia,

there is little or no saving clTecti'd by the use of

I

moist. liy tlie use of loaf sugar the pecnllar
flavour oftbe fruit will be- more eflectually secured.
If loaf sugar bo used, it ahouW be crushed sQiall
txjfore It Is added to the fruit, .

CUXUANT, OH IvASPBEaUT, jAMS^-^lrtcfc; Ihe
fruit clean from the stalk, and proceed ks dh-ee'ted
in the last receipt. Equat quantities Of currants
and raspberries wtII make an excellent preserve,
.So \\\\\ Cfitfal qaantlUes of strawberries nod cur-
rants. The strawberries called pines are best for
preserving. .,>ii- ,;.; .-^ ;.

Magnum Sonum,, on Orlbavs PttJM, or
GuBEN Gage Jams.—Take either of these fruits,
and boil them slowly till they are sufficiently donu
for the pulp, free from the stones and skins, to
pass through a cullender, or a coarse hair sieve.
Then, to every pint of the pulp, add one pound of
powdered loaf sugar, and let the whole boil slowly,

till it will jelly on^ plate. This will make a very
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delicate aiiil beautiful preserve. Other plums
may be preserved in a similar way. A fine flavour
may be given to the preserve by blanching' a fo\v

of the kernels, bruising them in a mortar, and
stirrinif tliem into the preserve while boiling'. As
to the boiling and potting, observe the directions
given above.
Damson Jam.—Proceed as above.
Black Cuukant Jam.—Pick the fruit care-

fully from the stalks, and cut off the large husky
head. Boil the fruit slowly, as directed in former
receipts, and, to every pint of fruit, as measured
after it has been picked, add three quarters of a
pound of sugar. Boil and finish as before
directed.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

Black Currant Jelly.—Pick the fruit cleanjf

"

and scald it in a jar set in boiling water. Add a
little water to it, and squeeze the hot fruit

through a sieve. To every pint of the juice
allow a pound of sugar and a little water, and
boil for twenty minutes. Skim it carefully.

French Jellies of any Kind.—Put the
fruit into a preserving pan, with its own weight
of sugar ; boil and skim it until it will jelly; then
pour the whole through a clean hair sieve, but do
not press it; take what remains in the sieve, and,
boil it a quarter of an hour, for jam, and put the-

juice into another stewpan, and boil the same
lime. This method saves the trouble of pressiiig^,

and prevents waste.

V

FROM AUGUST 11th TO AUGUST 17tiI.

August 11, Eleventh Sunday after Trinily.

August 12, the Do?-days end.
August 12, 17()i, George IV. was born. (See

Calendar, Jvuie 26 )

August 13, 1667, died, aged 54, Dr. Jeremy
Taylor, an eminent divine and prelate of the
Irish Church. He was the son of a barber at

Cambridge, was educated in a free-school of that
place, and in 1626 became a sizer in Caius College.

In 1642 he was created D.I), at Oxford, and be-

came chaplain in ordinary to Charles I. After
the restoration he was elevated to the Irish see of

Down and Connor, and was chosen Vice-Chancel-
lor of the University of Dublin. Piety, humility,

and charity were his leading characteristics. He
Avas a voluminous Avriter ; and his writings, with
respect to fertility of composition, eloquence of

expression, and comprehensiveness of thought,
have rendered him one'of the finest writers in the
English language.
August 13, 1822, 071 earthquake devastated the

greater part of Syjia. It began about half-past

nine in the evening, and in ten or twelve seconds
Aleppo, Antioch, Idlib.Reha, Cesser, Shogr, Dar-
coush, Armcnas, and every village and detached
cottage in the pachalic of Aleppo, and several

towns in the adjoining territories, were entirely

ruined- 20,000 human beings were destroyed, and
an equal number maimed or wounded.
August 13, 1819, the first Aggregate Meeting of

the Financial and Parliamentary Reform League \
tain and mate are said to have been intoxicatedi

)

He was found guilty, and sentenced to eighteen I

months' imprisonment in Knutsford gaol.

August 16, 1678. died, aged.'38, Jndrevo Marvell, '

an eminent English patriot, and for some time
Latin secretary to John Milton. For his character
see The Working Man's Fkiend, No. 32.

August 16, 1821, died, aged 69, Vicessimus Knox,,,
D.D. He was master of Tunbridge Grammar-"
school for thirty-three 3'ear8, and performed the -:

duties of a parish priest with great regularity for

nearly forty years. He published several works;
that most read is his '• Essays, Moral and Literary."

;

August 17, 1642, died, aged 68, Guido Sent, a
very celebrated painter. Few names in the art

stand higher than that of Guido, whose works are

numerous in churches and palaces. In grace andj
beauty they are unsurpassed, though, in the opinion

-

of some, they want strength and expression. It i*'

said that an incurable propensity to gambling re-^

duced him to distressed circumstances, so that^

being compelled to work for immediate subsistence,

w^ithout due regard to his reputation, many of his

later performances are mnch inferior to those wbieh
he painted in his happier days.

August 17, 1831, the Rothesay Castle, steam-
boat, plying between Liverpool and Beaumaris^:
was wrecked with nearly 200 passengers and crew
on board. The passengers were chiefly personal
going on an excursion of pleasure into Wales, and^
the majority were women and children. The cap*

was held in Drury-lane Theatre, London ; Sir J,

\Valmsley in the chair.

August 14, 1437. On or about this time the
art of Printing is said to have been invented.
The invention is ascribed to John Guttenburgh,
who was backed by the genius and industry of

SchcefFer, and the generous patronage of Fust, or
Faust. Guttenburgh, it is said, began with
carved blocks ; and to Schcefl'er is ascribed the
invention of punches and matrices, by means of

which the grand art was carried to perfection. In
1462 was issued '• TuR Bible "so much sought
lor by those who are fond of early specimens of
typography.

August l.'i, 1769, Napoleon Bonaparte w&s born
at Ajaccio, in Corsica.

August 15, 1839, the Rev. J. Rayner Stephens, a
Wesleyan minister, was tried at Cliester, for having
used violent and inflammatory language at Leigh,
near "NVorsley, in the month of November, 1838.

and the vessel was scarcely seaworthy. It cleare

the lighthouse by noon, when the wind was soC?

high, and the captain's incapacity so evident, that^
many of the passengers became alarmed, and ad-\j

vised putting back. This was refused, and the',

vessel soon after struck on part of the Dutch-^
man's Rock, called the Spit, near PufEu Island,

,

and yielded almost instantly to the waves. In the

general confusion, men, women, and children,

were precipitated into the sea, amidst the most
heart-rending cries, and of the 200 souls on board,
only 20 escaped with life !

August 17, 1841, a Conference of Ministers of

all denominations met in the Town-hall, Man-
chester, to consider the propriety of petitioning

Parliament in favour of the repeal of the Corn-
laws. Not less than 650 ministers were present.

The proceedings concluded with a resolution con- ;

demnatory, on religious grounds, of the Corn-
laws, and with the adoption of addresses to the

Queen and the People of Great Britain,
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.

'

' '"•"^iPiM'ii.

R last paper stated, and, ind&«d,-iU/tempted to^rove, that " thepropased Exhibi-

n of the Works of Industr}- of ail Nations," which already has obtained so much
our from the most distingluishea. of oiir fellow-coufttrymen, as well as from

angers, will be a sicfht worth seeing—a fncntal feast of the most satisfactory

aractcr; and none •\\t.11 b^ more delighted' and edified than the working classes.

fe utter tliGSj6 q,i;^cifj,ati0lig> .^Ve have seen such ah' "t'^JaoWifion.o/'.flr?"

a.smallscale; and foi days the rooms were crowded. All the wealth and talent

Itheir^ighboiphpod caihe; but what pleased us best were themultitudes of opcri.-

res, peasants, -women and children, who thronged to the place, and conducted

.insielYes witli t)ip utmoi&i (propriety, though sometimes there was scarcely stand-

-room
; yet' hardly an article Avas injured. The persons most gratitied wei'e

Qse ^vhp.have too often been looked do^vn upon as a grovelling race, incapable of

[ishin^ such intellectual entcrtaiimicnt. But we proceed.

The AuT and Skill of Max will liE displayed on" a large scale.

Wc do not belong to those moralists who are always depreciating our species,

X 4o, we thiiik that such a course is at all adapted to produce rational humility.

:t human po-ft'er and ingenuity do' their utmost, and yet there will be no fear that

e works of the Creator will be rivalled. Every proud effort to build a city ar.d a

y\;^i^ which sh,alll reach to the heavens, must end' in confusion. Between the

ible»t production of created intellects, and the least raahlfestations of DiTine wis-

im, there must be a vast disparity, " wide as the poles asunder." besides, It i&.

t by teliing people that theY are cteated helpless, low, and imbecile, that yftu

imble them. Baseness and degradation are not humility. Show to the people

t tlicy have noble faculties, that their powers and energies are incalculable, arid

en you humble them with the sense of their own negligence. Thousands

men and women are ignorant, vulgar, poor, and misei'able, because they have

ade themselves so. It is not in the power of princes, nobles, bishops, or benefuc-

rs, to elevate or bless a people who will not raise fhemjfelveif. All State appliances

.this direction have failed, and have proved hindrances rather than boons. If

Lemtvsses rise, they must Vaise thetnsclves. Let rulers remove all obstacles to

t)crty and improvement, and their subjects will Soon avail theliiijelvcs of the

j'port^ity toadtance in knowledge, science, and happinosg.

"NTow, the Exhibition of 18.>1 will be a glorious example of what our nature can

ihieve. Human skill, in ten thousand forms, wdl be developed. Every produc-

on will unfold the art and iavontion of our species, and the stupendous plastic

owcT of the inindaticl hajid of rtia;i. -Htere his handy works will be brought forr

aid in Jiirge profusion. The bee surpasses our art in the construction of its cell,

ut there it stops. The architectiirc of insects and birds is wonderful. The web

f the spider and the mausoleum of the coral insect are beyond our power of imita-
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tion. But then you have no versatility of talent among these creatures ; tlje whol

species can only work at one trade. It is as if human beings could be only chemists

or architects. But man turns his thoughts and his hand to anything. Only thinjc l

what he has already invented and accomplished, and you are compelled to recog-

nise the divinity wliich is in him. It is no use to apprentice a hornet to a silkworm,

or a butterfly to a spider. Lions will not be pupils to beavers, nor the whelps

of the tigress to any dame or infant school which the elephant might open. But the

genus, homo, is, as some assert, omniferous and pantechnical : you may send him

to any seminary, or article him to any trade or profession, and he can acquit him-

self to the satisfaction of all. He will sing all kinds of tunes, construct all sorts of

musical instruments, work at all occupations, discourse on all subjects, and speak

any language. We have never as yet estimated the thousandth part of his skill.

Our brethren and sisters are wonderful beings, and we ourselves are equally won-

derful. Our capabilities are, perhaps, beyond the calculations of any but Him who
called us into being. i

^^

This truth will stand before us in bold relief in the cominG: summer. We shall „

like ourselves and like humanity the better. It will be an immense advantage to

have the productions of different nations exhibited. Minds, to some extent, resemble

soils. Plants have their latitudes, longitudes, and hemispheres. The dream of Virgil,

in his ** PoUio," that " every land should bear every thing," was a poetic illusion

never to be realized. The fig-tree, the vine, the orange, and the sugar-cane have

their favourite regions. And there seems something like this in our intellectual

nature. For Frenchmen have a genius for one class of works, and Germans for

another. Italy, Switzerland, and England have not the same tastes and pursuits. It

is true that most of these peculiarities are acquired ; but still it is perfectly natural I a

that every nation should excel in the branch of art to which it devotes itself. Hence it)

all countries, notwithstanding their cherished antipathies, will pay a high price for

foreign articles ; and even the strictest tariffs, or prohibitions in time of war, have been

insufficient to prevent smuggling on an extensive scale. French silks and India

handkerchiefs, notwithstanding the Argus eyes of custom-house officers, contrive

to evade all their observation. There is a national renown which it is difficult to se

emulate, and which, doubtless. Providence intended to bind mankind together in the

reciprocities of trade and exchange. In the project of next year all this multifarious

talent will be seen, not in rivalry, but in fellowship, and each will receive its meed oj '

!•'

praise. The productions of French ingenuity, of English art, of German and Italian f^'

skill, will be placed side by side, and we shall mutually esteem each other's ability,

and thus a new leaf will be turned up in the history of Man. ^'^ IJ-^^'^

We are too apt to depreciate one another ; but there will now be a grand exhibitioB

of the truth—that mind is mind all the world over ; that the soul of man is inge-

nious, inventive, penetrating, calculating, and constructive in every land: and hence f

we shall more than ever conclude, that a being which can contrive and patiently ela-

borate such a vast variety of works, is nothing less than the offspring of the Eterni i

—a deity in miniature,—which ought not to be despised, oppressed, and hunted dowi w^f

by the dogs of war ; but rather loved and esteemed as destined yet to run a gloriouj iisf,'

course on earth, before it enters on a brighter career in another region. We few

assured that one grand result of the Exhibition -Rnll be the formation of a higher estfi,

mate of the human intellect, and the cultivation of kindher sympathies towards th<l

men and women of all cpuntries and climes.

lie
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"What an expi:xse ix travelling al^o avill bk '^avfd I

^io thbse wh6 object tcf stibh ^'^BTpon'ilion ofU^ Art of all ]^tioni,''^e would

tv, why do your countrymen travel abroad as far, to see the inTentions of France,

lelgium, and other countries r "Why ask a foreigner to bestow a favour which, you

:ro um\-illulg to reWm?' And why, further, should our workshops and fectories

)e closed from the general admirers of art, because now and then we may give a

btadiicsl thought to a brother macliinist ? Not one in a thousand of those llmt

ooit On ever intend to set up rival workshops. Visitors like to see the wonders of

latilro and of art, not that they propose to become manufacturers, bat becaiue there

s a charm in these handicrafts which delights and refreshes the soul. Those who

lave been travellers in France and elsewhere, know the politeness and liberality

)f our neighbours in these things ; and why not emulate them in scientinc hos-

iitalityr We have tried to surpass them in cruelty, rapine, and bloodshedding

;

ad were ready to boast, that, if France had slain its thousands, surely England had

icstroyed its tens of thousands. Our future resolve should bo to eclipse them in

:he career of philanthropy, and the Exhibition wliich we are about to celebrate

p^tl be a glorious commencement. •-" -

Besides, men who are determined to have our inventions -will obtmn them-by
!iobk or by crook. They will travel " incogriifo," or else will bribe our work-people.

trtr they need hardly do either, for we are not over-squeamish about selling

our choicest productions to foreignei-s. "V\"e rarely send away a good customer

ijecause his speech bewTayeth a French or German nativity. Depend upon it the

fnajority of visitors do not go to look at works of art that they may filcli the iiiven-

tion and ruin the author, but that they may enjoy that graiitication from the sight

of ingenious and clever productions wiiich delights us all, and which those who can

afford it will obtain at; whatever cost. Here, then, will be a cheap exhibition open

te every one. How many, as they have heard of the cuiious and clever inventions

f the Swiss, Italians, &c., have feighed to visit those nations and exainine their

workshops ! but, alas ! the means have been wajiting, and they have died without

ibtaining the wish of their hearts. But in 1851 will be an exhibition which will

\>c within the reach of all- The London meclianic v^ill hardly have to practise any

self-denial to obtain this plcasui-e and instruction ; and the third-class train will

place Hyde Park almost at the door of every provincial operative. He has only to

abstain from such deleterious trash as snufF, tobacco, and intoxicating poisons, and

he can bring his wife and family to behold the Industrial Skill of All Xatioxs !

For several months the Continent of Eiuope will, as it were, be asscmblecl in our

metropolis, and display its choicest productions ; and; our mechanics,, labourers,

countrv lads and country lassc-s, will be able to see the whole for a few shillings,

IHE EXIIIEITIOX WILL EL A KIX1> OF VNiyr.nSAL SCHOOL, , . ,.

Every one that goes there will come away w.iser. True learning consists in the

accumulation of correct and useful ideas : hence it is called ** edification,'* or htikl-

ing uj). The temple rises by the addition of fresl^ materials *; the "body grows from

new supplies ofnutiiment ; and the mind enlarges itself by appropriating enligtit-

ened and instructive thoughts. Some building materials are inore durable and
precious than others ; some food, also, yields more muscle than others ; and so is it

with ideas. Many feast their appetite on mere husks, or sentimental confectionan,-

;

T)ut the Exhibition of "Works of Industry will yield substantial information to every

(>uf. Here there will be no light reading. Even the toys vdll disr)lav the inge-
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metaphysician -will read with, avidity. Ages yet to come will reap the fruits <
"'

that tuition which a visit to the Industrial Exhibition will impart. The buildin
^^^

and its collection will be one of the noblest universities the world has ever seeil^ma

It is true that but for other academies, this would never have existed. Mind ha

long to labour, and reason, and invent, before any ofthese works of art could hav

been produced ; and therefore we must look upon the productions that will be hei

displayed as the practical result of the toils and studies of ages. It will not b

amiss, as we pass from avenue to avenue, should our lives be spared, to reflect o

the age that laid the first stone of a x^ublic school for literature, science, and philc

sophy, and then turn, our eyes on I80I. Some say that we are going back ; som

aver that we ought to return to the fathers ; but these moniiments of mental an

mechanical progress will rebuke them both.

It is a glorious fact, that the world has moved on, and is still moving ; and thi

exposition of the trades and arts shall give it an impetus far surpassing tha

of any former power which we have employed. Other men have laboured in me
chanical science as the patriarchs and prophets did in religion, and we enter int

then- labours : and now we are able to throAV open one of the grandest schools tha *'^|'

has ever been projected ; a school which it will be impossible for any one to ente

without gaining an immense amount of instruction and pleasure. We can forete

with certainty, that all the individuals who contribute, and all the person

—whether rich or poor, young or old—who visit this seminary of industria

skill, will be far more intelligent at the end of 1851 than they were at its com
mencement.
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MEN OF THE COMMONWEALTH AGE.

LORD WILLIxVM RUSSELL.
On the restoration of the second Cliarles,

the state of parties was deeply threaten-

ing. The enthusiasm which hailed that

prince to the throne of England gradually
sank into far-down disaffection. Liberty,
whose geniushoveredover the land with un-
folded win^, could find no altar on which
she might draw in her pinion and rest. A
country which v,'as deemed the terror of
Rome, and the head of the Protestant in-

terest, was in danger of being subjected to

a spiritual despotism the most oppressive
and crushing. The people were in love
with freedom, and they had an instinctive

dread of Popery. Filled with the memory
of the past, they had their forebodings of
tlie future. The King was suspected of
leaning towards Rome. His brother, the
Duke of York, and heir presumptive to the
throne, was known to be a bigoted papist.

James had married a Catholic princess;
and the general impression was, that a blow
was about to be struck at the Protestant
religion. Tlie elements of combustion
were everywhere to be found, and it only
required a spark of fire to set the whole
country in a liame. It was said that the
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lord-treasurer, Danby, had sold Englant
to France—that a plot was being laid t<

hand over this country to French and papa
ascendancy. Monmouth, the illegitimat<

son of Charles by a Welsh girl, was set uj
in opposition to the Duke of York, as i

claimant to the crown. Monmouth's popu
larity added immensely to the strength o
the opposition. '"' On the one side " (say;

^lacaulay^
•'

' itwas maintained that the con
stitution and religion of the state woulc
never be secure under a popish king ; or

the other, that the right of James to weai
the crown in his turn was derived fron:

God, and could not be annrdled, even bj
the consent of all the branches of the legis

lature. Every county, every town, everj
family was in agitation. The civilities

and hospitalities of neighboui-hood were
inten-upted. Tlie dearest tics of friendshij

and of blood were sundered. Even school

boys were divided into angry parties ; andf^
the Duke of York and the Earl of Shaftes
bury had zealous adherents on all the forms
of Westminster and Eton. The theatres

shook with the roar of the contending fac-

tions. Pope Joan was brought on the stage
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the zealous Protestants. Pensioned poets

iLv led their prologues and epilogues with

jjj
logics on the Kino; and the Duke. Thenial-
ntents besieged tTie throne with petitions,

^ manding that parliament might be forth-

iiilith convened. The loyalists sent up ad-

i,.-esses, expressing the utmost abhorrence
all who presumed to dictate to the sove-

'^lign. The citizens of J-iOndon assembled
tens of thousands to burn the Pope in

J J

ig)'. The government posted cavalry at

mple-bar, and phiced ordnance round
liitehall. In that year our tongue was

01 riched with two words, mob and sham
remarkable memorials of a season of

mnlt and imposture." France looked on
ith intense interest, and promised her

til] pport and protection. Parliament assem-

tjij
od, and a bill to exclude a Roman
itholic prince from the throne was intro-

"^ Tced. In the Commons it went tlirough
lit I its stages without difticulty, but in the

ij^rds it was rejected by a great majority.

irliament was dissolved, but met again
Oxford, when the Commons resolved to

cept nothing short of the Exclusion Bill,

)a|liile the King ottered to consent to auy-
ing short of tliat measure. The national

Irjlin^ of hostility to Popery was not

'"^f
nimshed, not changed. The majority of

e upper and middle classes rallied round
e throne. There existed no conclusive

oof that Charles had entered into a treaty
ith France against the religion and the

>erties of England. The opposition were
iled, but not subdued. Believing in the

;hteousness of their cause, they resolved
resist, even unto blood. They formed a

(iljlieme of resistance—were favourable to a

Ij
neral insurrection— contemplated no-

ing short of putting tlie nation in arms
,{j,cunst the government. This was one
gn ot ; and whilethis was being laid, another

; J
id lesser plot was being matured, which

^^.id for its object the assassination of the

g(
igning prince and of the heir presump-

jj.
This latter project, which is luiown by

jj
c designation of the Rye House

Ijjf.oT, deserves to be described. One of

jj.
e conspirators, whoso name was Rum-
»Id, was a maltster, who possessed a farm
liich lay on the road to Newmarket,
lither the King repaired once a year for

e diversion of the races, and which was
^5
llcd the Rye House. A plan of tliis farm
id been furnished by Rumbold, who

j' lowed the conspirators how easy it would
• ^ to waylay the monarch, and so fire upon
m from behind the hedges as to escape
tectiou. In this plot Lord Russell v/as

jj.id to have taken an active part, but the
sertion is without proof. The scheme

J,
as known but to few, and it has been I

affirmed, on no mean authority, that it was
"concealed with especial care from tlie

upriglit and humane Russell."' The head
and front of his oifending was, that he had
not scrupled to enter into arrangements
with a foreign pK)wer to embarrass his sove-
reign, and prevent the crown of EngUiud
from passing over to a man who was
wedded to the Romish faith. If ever a
man opposed the course of a government
in a pure and unselfish spirit, that man
was Jiord William Russell. Is he accused
of taking a bribe to injure his counti-y ?

His principles and his fortune raised him
infinitely above any such sordid tempta-
tion. Is he charged with compassing tlie

death of the King? He protested in tlie

words of a dying man that he knew of no
plot either against the Kings life or the go-
vernment. The two chief species oftreason
contained in the statute of the third Ed-
ward are the compassing and intending
of the king's death, and the actually levy-
ing of war against him ; while, by the law
of i\Iary, the crime must be proved by the
concurring testimony of two witnesses to
some overt act tending to those pui-poses ;

neither of which was brought out in the
evidence against this noble and unsullied
patriot.

At this period, the highest seat of crimi-
nal jm-isprudence was filled by the infa-

mous Jeffreys. He was a man of little

character, and of deep-rooted prejudices.

He was not only forward to promote every
oppressive and arbitrary measure, but his

procedure Avas most sanguinary and inhu-
man. Never was the judicial bench more
degraded. Never was tlie ermine more
deepl}' stained. In the presence of this

bloated, blustering mimic and mock of
humanity, were Russell and his illustrious

compatriots tried ; and never did men suf-

fer greater injustice.

When my Lord Russell was put to the
bar, and asked for a copy of the matter of

fact laid against him, that he might know
how to answer it, his request was rudely
denied. He pleaded "Not guilty " to the
charge preferred. And when asked how
]\jo would be tried, his manly answer was,
" By God and my country." The clerk of
the court said, " God send thee a good de-
liverance." The jury was packed ; the
judge was heartless and brntal; to the
indictment there was a single witness;
counsel was denied; and the only grace
that was allowed him being to have an
amanuensis, to the admiration of all pre-

sent, and with a magnanimity but rarely
equalled, did his own lady step forward to

perform this office. The trial proceeded.
After a lengthened examination of my
Lord Howard, who meanly and cowardly
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betrayed liis party-for he ^vas one of the

six conspirators-the charge against Rus-

sell, as set forth by the chief-justice, ^va.s

reduced to this-that the party concerned

^hh Shaftesbury did think fit to make

choice of sbc persons to carry on the design

of an insurrection or rising in the king-

dom, and that among them was his lord

be done, it is not levying ^v'ar within tha

statute There must be manifest proot ofj ^(

the matter of fact." Such proof was. waujtr. ^^1

ine He was said to have been present at ^ji
°' ,. J ^«t.,,Uo4^;i^n r.f hm tellOWr f}

inff. xie was saiu. tu iidw. "^x i
<^ .. iT

a meeting and consultation ot his tellowr

conspirators, at a time when he was not^i^er

oven in town. Nay, even Howard hmi self
oven in town. x> a > , c v ^x^ ^-- - -.• - --

hip--. ^Vl- tl- -''}!,.P",rrK d iSip S^rof o'vplotfor.l-ichhecou ,,snip. >> n«n i-i'*^ iiwur,. ^w.. -^-,

by what party they were chosen, Howard

was forced to admit that they were not

chosen, but did create themselves by mu-

tual agreement into a society ;
that no

question wasput; that no votes were taken

;

and that my Lord Russell, though present

at two meetings as a person ot greatjuag-

ment, was not lavish in discourse. In liis

evidence, Howard more than once contra-

dicted himself, while much which he ad-

vanced was made to rest on the merest

rumour. But though the evidence certainly

failed, the charge was still maintained;

and at length liis lordship said:—
'• Mv lord, I cannot but thmk myselt

mighty unfortunate, to stand here charged

wi'tli so high and heinous a crmie and

that intricated and intermixed with the

treasons and horrid practices and speeches

of other people, the King's counsel taking

all advantages, and improving and heignt-

cimig things against me. I am no lawyer,

a very unready speaker, and altogether a

stranger to things of this nature, and alone,

and without counsel. Truly, my lord, 1

am verv sensible I am not so provided to

make iny just defence as otherwise I should

do. But.' my lord, you are equal, and the

: gentlemen of the jury, I thmk, are men ot

Consciences : they are strangers to me and

: I hope thev value innocent blood, and will

con.sider the witnesses that swear against

me swear to save their ov.m lives; lor

howsoever legal witnesses they may be

accounted, they can't be credible.
^

And

for Colonel Rumsey-who, 'tis notoriously

known, hatli been so highly obliged by the

J"King Jind the Duke, for him to be capable

-of such a design of murdering the King—

I think nobody will wonder, it, to save his

*>.ovv'n life, ho will endeavour to take away

^''Tiiinc: neither does he swear enough to do

J ('it
" He further insisted tliat one witness

itj;couid not convict a man of treason—that

i^-*he statute of Elizabeth required that

'J --'there should be two witnesses to one thing

^."at the same time. And when he asked .or

t'> counsel, he was told that counsel could be

-u^ hoard onlv as to whether the raising ot

J"'-^lorces within this kingdom, and making an

J"^ insurrection was treason, but tliat on no-

b/Hhing else could it be heard. His jord-

*^^-«hin's reading of the statute ^y^ls, tJ at

••'u-lcvVing war i. treason, but tl^vt a con^ i;

va.ry to levy war is no trea-^on. 1 1
nothing

. 1,'

be^qu7stioned! Lord Anglesey deposcdtea-

that he heard my Lord Howard sa> to h;^,

Grace of Bedford, "\on ate happy i||

having a wise son, and a ^.o^^^:^, P?;'X
one that can never sure be m such a plo

as this, or suspected of it ; and that ma:

give your lordship reason to expect a ver:]

good issue concerning him ^^"T„!ld
thing against him, or an5'body else, of sue

;

a barbSrous design and therelore 5 ou

lordship may be comforted m it. bo, to^

,

a JSIr Howard stood up, and averred thfl ^^^^

he had applied to Lord Howard, on U\ ^u,

breaking out of this plot, to know the tri^
^dj

ofTt, when l)is lordship " took it upon l^
^e

.

honour, his faith, and as much a^ it he ha

taken an oath before a magistrate, that p ,

.

knew nothing of «"y
. "\^^S ^^^^^'^foi

,Tli«

this business, and particularly «* "^3 ,^^^1 b-

<

Russell, whom he vindicated with all til

honour in the world; when afraid oihl

own person, he, as a friend and a re at^
^j^j,

concealed him in his o\m house, not kup^
|j ^,

ino- that he, too. was in the conspiracy y ^^^

.

that if Lord Howard had the same sj
|^(^^

on Monday that he had on
^l^r^^^^'Y^g m\

tainly this could not be true which heJ ^ ^j

sworn against the noble prisoner, bim
^^^^^

Burnett^ stated that Lord Howard | j.^

been with him the mght alter the ^1 )r,,„

broke out, and did then, as \^}'<fjt iftea

before, with hands and eves lotted upgj
^Loi

heaveA, declare that he l^^i^^v iiotlmg
|^

,

any plot, nor believed any, and tieate|
^

with great scorn and contempt. ^^ iti^
,,^

after ?vitness was called by tlie noble J

?Hot, and each bore willmg testinio4|
j^^^^

his integrity and his innocence. AndJ
„j^

Sn the e'vidlnce <>f Howard, who hadJ ^^
iured himself in the sight of h^'^^cnJ

^^ ,

iartli. they ^vere ^"ore than dispo>^
y

treat Russell as guilty. O Justice! Mhj|
j^^^J

bidst thou fled? , .. 4 ,iOj| frin

My Lord Russell having declined t^l

anv more witnesses, and mighty in,.

?Siteousncss of his character and d

tlms addressed the court:— ,

''"My iord,-i ^^^^r'T^ri^bm^^
declare to vour lordship {hat I a^^

^

that have always had a f^it sm^
^^^^

lovrl and affectionate to the king a^ ty

the government, the best govcriui^ f"
^

1 : ?vorld. I pray as s.^cerelytoTj f '

' King's long and happy lite aj. an 1
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__ fve ; and for me to go about to raise a

'belHon, which I looked upon a"? so wick-
1 and unpracticable. isunlikeh*. Beside?,

I had been inclined to do it. by all the
bservation I made in the country, there

as no tendency lo it. What some hot-

e»d?d people have done there is another
UTig. A rebellion caii't be made now as

has been in former times ; we have few
real men. I was always for the govern-
eut ; I never desired anything to be re-

ressed but in a parliamentary and legal

ray. I have been always against innova-
ions and all irregularities whatsoever
nd shall be as long as I live, whether it

e sooner or later. Gentlemen, I am now
your hands eternally, my honour, my

fe, and all : and I hope that the heats and
limosities that are amongst you, will not
I bias you as to make jou in the least in-

ined to find an innocent man guilty. I

ill to witness heaven and earth, I never
ad a design against the King's life in my
fe, nor never shall have. I think thei-e is

othing proved against me at all. I am in

cur hands : God direct you."
The counsel for the Crown having ad-
essed the jury at great length, but with
reat and palpable disingenuousness, the
lief justice summed up the evidence, and
lid to tlie gentlemen, with whom rested
ie verdict, "' If you believe the pri-

mer at the bar to have conspired the
eath of the King, and in order to that to

ave had these consults (consultations)

lat these witnesses speak of, then you
Lust find him guilty of this treason that is

lid to his charge."
Tlien the court adjourned till four o'clock
I the afternoon, when thejury brouditthe
lid Lord William Russell guilty of the said
tgh treason I When his lordship was
•ought up to the bai* to receive the sen-

nce of the law, and the clerk of the court
jpeated the words, '• What canst tliou say
r thyself why judgment of death should
)t pass upon thee, ' he desired that his

dictmenc might be read. This was
one. When the clerk came to the words,
Conspiring the death of the King," his

rdship interposed, and reminded the
mrt tliat tlie witnesses had sworn to '• a
>n.spiraoy to le\'y war, but to no intention

'killing the King."' His protest was re-

Jcted. Judgment was demanded. It was
assed in the most humiliating terms, and
the effect that he was to be executed,

at to be cut down alive — hij en-
ails burned— his head severed from
is body— tl'.e body divided into four
arts, and disposed of at the Kings
leas are.

Sentence was pronounced on Saturday,
ttly 14th, li\'S)_. and on the Saturday fol-

lowing he was led to the scaffold, and died
witli the fortitude of a Christian. Haviug^-
taken leave of his alHicted lady, whom he
loved lui such a wife deserved to be loved,
he said, '• The bitterness of deatli is past."
On tlie .scafibld he turned to the siierifi'

and avowed, *' God knows how far I was
always from designs against the King's
person, or of altering the government.
And still 1 pray for the preservation of both,
and of the Protestant religion." He then
handed him a written document in wliich
he had set dowu all that he thought fit to
leave behind him, and tlirougliout the
whole of which he asserts his innocency.
Its coucluding paragraphs are such a-s

touch a mans inmost soul. We give tliem
in their integrity :

—

*' Since my sentence, I have had few
thoughts but preparatory ones for death.
Yet the importmiity of my friends, and
particularlv of the best and dearest wife
in the world, prevailed with me to sign
petition.*:, and make addresses for my life

—

to whicli I was very averse : for. 1 thank.
God, though in all respects I have lived
one of tlie happiest and contentedest lives

in the world, for now near fourteen j'ears,

yet 1 am so willing to leave all, that it was
not without difficulty that I did anything,
for the saving of my life that was begging.
But I was willing to let my friends see
what power they had over me, and that I

am not obstinate and sullen, but would do
anything that an honest man could do, for
theii* sati.sfaction ; which was the only mo-
tive that swayed or had any weight with
me.

" And now to sum up all, as I never
had any design on the King's life, or the
life of any man whatsoever, so I never
v.as in any contrivance of altering the
government, ^^^latthe heats, wickedness,
passions, and vanities of other men have
occasioned, I ouglit not to be answerable
for ; nor coidd 1 repress them, though I

now suffer for them. But the Avill of the
Lord be done, into whose hands I commend
mV spirit ; and trust that thou,O most merci-
ful l" ather, hast forgiven me all my tran.s-

gressions, the sins of my youth, and all tlio

errors of my past life ; and that thou wilt
not lay my secret sins to my charge, but
wilt graciously support me during that
small part of my life now before me, and
assist me in my last moments, and not leave
me then to be disordered by fear, or any
other temptation ; but make tiie ligiit of
thy countenance to shine upon mf , for tliou

art my sun and my shield ; and as tliou

.supportestme by thy grace, so 1 hope thou
wilt hereafter crown me with glory, and
receive me into the fellowship of augels

and saints in that blessed inheritance pur-
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cliased for me by my most merciful Re-
deemer, who is, I trust, at tliy right hand,
preparing a place for me, into whose hands
1 commend my spirit."'

After engagiu.^ in prayer, and tenderly
embracing the ministers of religion who at-

tended him, he meekly laid liis neck upon
the block. The executioner, by successive

strokes, severed the head from the body,
and held it up to the people as the liead of
a traitor. The sheriff then ordered his

lordship's friends, or servants, to take the
bod)', and dispose of it as they pleased, it

being given by his Majesty's favour and
bounty!

Thus perished the third son of the hous*

of Bedford, in the forty-second year of h
age—one of England's noblest, purest, an<

best sons. And for what ? For no offence!

but an honest effort to secure a Protestam
successor to the throne, and to preservi

the Protestant faith in the land. ^My bravi
_

one ! thou didst die with the mighty ; thoti'

didst fall in the cause of truth, and of

God ! Thy name is loved ; thy memory is

cherished. ^V herever truth has a sanc-

tuary, or liberty a shrine, thou wilt be re-

vered, honoured, applauded. A martyr's

crown now decks thy bleeding brow, and
a martyr's joy now fills thy purer soul

!

HENRY WILLIAMS ; or, STRUGGLES FOR LIGHT.

CHAPTER III.—CLOUDS.
"What is them fine hands fit for?" asked

Thomas Bayley.one ofmy master's journeymen.
" ]kriich good," he continued, " will that there

Lattin do you now. 1 never thouglit any good

would come of your books. Ay, your father's

I^ride must come down, and youi- own pride

too, for which of them there young giutlemen

will look at you, to say nothing of speaking to

a carpenter's 'prentice?" " AVeil, for my part,

I hatco all pride." The last words were

throAv-n in by a dirty and ragged young man,
an apprentice now nearly " out of his time," by

name John Withers. " Ilowsomever," he

added, " you '11 have to come do^\Ti with youi'

footing, and I expect you'll do it handsomely.

A youngster that's been in the same school as

the Admiral's son won't be shabby. What
night shall it be, Tom?" "The sooner the

better;" answered the man. " Well, then, say

to-morrow." To-morrow, be it. " But," re-

plied I, " where am I to get " " Oh ! come,

no excuses," interrupted Withers. " It is not

an excuse,—I really have no money." " Money
you must find. The whole shop will expect to

be treated. Let me see," continued Bayley, for

he vras now the speaker. " Let me see : there

are six men and four apprentices. Say eigh-

teenpence each for supper, and two shillings

each for drink." " It is impossible," I exclaimed.
" Impossible or not, so must it be," rejoined

Withers. " Come," said Bayley, " let us be

easy v/itli him. I tell you what : there's Xaucy
Dixon, as keeps the Three Pigeons ; she's a

cousin of my wife's is Nancy, and I know she '11

oblige me. I'll venture she'll provide supper,

drink and all, for a guinea. I 'li give her the

order this noon, and to-morrow we'll make a

night of it." "I have no money," I repeated.
" ]\Ioney ! you can get money if you will ," retort-

ed the ragged apprentice. " When I 'm up for

a spree I never wants money. You can get

money of your father, or try the old woman

;

and if they won't bleed, then you can go to

your uncle's." " Uncle," said I ; " I have no
uncle." " No uncle !" echoed both v.ith a loud

laugh. " Why, uncle Tliompson lives next
door. You've only to take to him that dandy
watch, which is in your way now you've left

school, and uncle Thompson ^vill find you
money. Beside.', look ye, my lad, if you don't

stand treat, you'll have to stand something
else, and that, may be, more than you'll like."

.

Alarmed at the threat, which v.as enforced by
\

oaths and angry looks, I undertook to see what J

could be done. " Your answer m.ust be given
|

to-night," was the reply. >

The watch was pawned, the supper was had,
and, all of a sudden, I found myself in a new
world. At the beginning of the carousal I was
treated Avith some regard. " Yes, he's a capital

chap," said an apprentice, in reply to a work-
man, who having declared me a trump, added
that he was sure I would stump out for an extra
quart of gin. " This four-penny don't do for

me," said the foreman ; "the youngster must
go to tick : here, I say, landlady, bring in a pint

of rum, and our new young man will pay you
out of his fii'st month's wages." In vain did I

remonstrate, urging that my wages belonged to

my father. The rum was brought, and soon
disappeared. Then pence were clubbed together

for tobacco and pipes. But tobacco and pipes

witliout drink would not pass muster, nor would
beer " go down" after spirits. " Hollo! boys,"
roared out a voice; " hollo 1 I say, fair-play! if

I am too late for supper, I am here for the

drink." The speaker M'as a man of forty

years of age. He had the appearance of being
near sixty. His featm-cs, his clothes, and \m
person betrayed the drunkard. "Drink!"
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nswercd peveral at once, " it's all gone."

•^Thcn," said he, calmly, " we must have some
more ; and I tell you what, it shall be of the

ris:ht port too. Brandy. Kancy, my darling ; a

quart of brandy, and put it down to this here

new appreatice." I etarted up in amazement
at thc'e words, and hurried towards the door.

'•"WJiat, off?" asked tlie ragged apprentice;

"No: no shirking!" and he threr' his arm
round my waist. 1 struggled to get free. 3Iy

pSbns displea.«ed him and he thrust nic into a

chair, swearing ll-.at he v/ould take my coat and

cairy it to the pawnshop. Indignant at this

treatment, yet cougcions of my utter powerles.*-

nc8.', I began to slied tears. " What, Miss

Molly!" jntcrpo,-ed the broken-down brandy
drinker, " it shall have a drop of mammy's
teat, ix>or child ; there, then, vnve tliy eyes;

icre's to thy health, may thou never wnnt a

plane, nor a job to u?^e it upon." This tone of

Iialf-bantei-, half-eavnc.>'tne^•? gave me back my
!?eir-poasession. I resolved to v.atch my time,

It came, as I judged, within a fev/ minutes,

when all were deep, hot, and loud in a dispute

bout the doctrine of Predestination. Seizing

the moment, I quietly egged my v,-ay to the

door. 'My hand wa.^ on the latch, when a blow
on the ear laid me on the floor. It wa.s ?tnick

by the ragged apprentice. " Too bad ! too

bad I
" sprang fif.m the lip? of several. " Not

a bit of it," growled ont. the lr..-t comer, "he's

II plink, and 81ink .^hall bo hi^name, if hedon't
stand moi-e drink. What .say, lx)ys? let's

bant ze h}m ' Slink.* Old Xcd, liis father, will

like that name, won't he? The old screAv that

he wa.". "Well, he's no mas^ternow, and I hope
to l)e up vith him yot. for his charging me last

sjiring for that drop of drink." The proposed

indignity roused a fellow-apprentice, who hud
hitherto sat there in silence, eating little, and
drinldng le.«.«. *• No !

" said he, \\ith a voice

ill! ofkJndn(->s and determination; "you've
a'rfady gone too far. He shall leave; and let

me .'^ee who'll touch him. ' At this the ragged
apprenticf- threw himself on me, and though,

from intoxication, he fell in the eflbrt, he gave
nie a heavy blow, and i^rought nic with himself

on the floor. "Bravo! give it him, give it him
well," exclaimed the old dninkard ;

" a pretty

follow to go to school with the young gentlc-

ful'ics; what old Ned's boy learn Latin? ha!
ha ! ha I

" A general Imbbub ensued. "N'oices

became louder; words were more inarticulate ;

th(! table Avas struck with violence. At length

my fri^nrt succeeded in lifting me up, and, con-

ducting me to the door, left the room in my
company. " I'll take you home," he kindly

said ;
*• but, bless me, your head bleeds ; let us

lose no time."

As I came down the steps into the street,

my eye encountered that of a young female. I

knew at once who it wa.-. She said not a word,
but pi.vjred on. \ery grieved, however, was I

to have been thus fceeu by Loui-fa Baxter, In
4

shame and sorrow I hurried home. 3Iy father

met me at the door, where he had been long

waiting for me. " V»Tiat has kept you to so

late an hour ? * * I have been to my footing-

supper." "At a pnblic-Iiouse :"' "Ye.'.'
" What bouse V " " The Three Pigeon.^."

The onlr notice he took of my answer wm
a de?p groan. He left the door, j/roctcded up
stairs, and so gave mo an opiX)rtun;ty ol getting

to my bed without farther investigation. 1 lost

no time ; I entered my chamber, and was glad

to find it empty—my brother, who shart-tl it

witJi me, being absent. WasJiing lay wound,
I tlirew myself down for rest, but rest I could

not find. All the scenesof that night came up
again and again—now in this order and nowiu
that— until my brain seemed nearly on fire.

Worse than all, Lucy had seen me leave that

low house, bleeding, and miable to supix)rt my-
self. The idea was intolerable. I jumi>ed

from my bed, and, hastening to the window,

drew up the blind. It was a fair bright nig'jt

in early summer. The t-tars twinkled in a

clear sky, and the moon had a peculiarly t-ofl

rauiance. All was calm as death, yet far

brighter than life. I looked up into the im-

l)eneti-ablc ether, and thought of God. The
thought brought back the memory ofearly days,

when my " night-thoughts" on the Creator, on
eternity, and my own soul, had been full of a

tranquil pleasure, of which, for no'.v too long,

I had experienced notliing. Involuntarily I

burst into tears; and as I began to feci tlie

chill of night, I returned to my bed, and Wiis

soon fiist asleep.

When I awoke in the morning I found my
pillow covered Avith blood. I hastened away
to my employment , fearing to encounter my
father, yet resolved not to let the day pass

without giving him a full explanation. With
evf.ning the opportunity arrived. The narra-

tive made my father verj- angry at the ill-

usage I had suflered; " but," added he, in his

most solemn tone, " but you did very wrong in

having anything to do with the matl'T until

you had consulted me. As it is, you will have
to suffer fiom your indiscretion ; the money
must be paid; tlse watch cannot be redeemed
this year ; and for your new suit of clotliLS, you
must wait at least till Ci:ristnias." 'J"he las't

statement affected me most, for without some
better clothes I could not go to tlie .Sunday-

school, and if I kept away from the Sunday-
scliool I should have no chance of sc-eiug

Louisa.

"While I was mournfully thinking over the

matter, a letter was put into my hands. I

knew the writing ; and the siglit of it made
my heart sink witlun me. Hastily opening it,

I read thei^i words :

—

" Dear Edward,— I was very sorry and very

surprised to see you late last evening come out

of the Three Pigeons, as I was going to visit

my aunt, who was suddenly struck yesterday
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afternoon aulH flie palsy.' It gives me great

pain to say it, but Xmiist;request that' jrou do
not again speak to, "'

f.

--''• ""-

• -. - ;, . Yours, &c., ' ' IrOmsA.

•VWeir," thought I, " this is wor?t of all."

What could be done I knew not. Lucy in

station Avas above me, even when I had not

gone into a carpenter's shop. The notion now
seized nie, that she was ashamed of her former

companion. 3Iy pride was roused, and, sup-

ported by pride, I vvent to bed. Sleep, how-
ever, refused to close my eyes. I became again

this night painfully excited. Alas! for my
sensitive frame, how many a night since have
I spent in tossing to and fro in my bed ; my
mind, too, agitated, and my body in conse-

quence too feverish for sleep. My most painful

emotions, my most vivid and distressing fears,

have all my life long been experienced at night,

tin able forest, I then tried an expedient whicli

I have never knoivn wholly to fail. I arose,

dressed, and, betbre the break of day, wasav>'ay

on a hill-top, which was more than two miles

from my home. Thence, fetching a wide
circuit, I wah ed until the fever had subsided,

when I 'went to the shop and set about my
daily duties, with some composure of feeling.

My efforts on foot had, meanwhile, cured me
of my pride. Calm reflection made me quite

snre that I had imputed a wrong motive to

Louisa. So thought I then, so thhik I now—
now that she has been my wife lor four-and-

twenty yeai's. At that early period I Avas

unable to render a reason of my faith. I only

felt quite convinced that Louisa's conduct was
influenced by what she herself alleged, and I

then dehberately resolved to render myself
w ortliy of her aflection. After due deUberation

I wi'ote to her as follows :
—

""Deariiouisa^—Yotir letter has given tne the

greatest pain. It is true you did seeme a.s you
say, for at the moment I saw you. Yet I am
to be pitied r;ither than blamed ; and I still

hoise to prove to you that my highest ambition

is to be good, gentle, and religion.*, like your-

self. Yours ever, Edwakd."

:-;
. < Jurs had been mere chiidish feelings.

Nfeitlier: of us had reached the age of sixteen,

yet were we fondly attached to each oilier.

Why we were attached, what was the tendency
Of our airection, we knew not, nor did we specu-

late on the matter. AVe were happy in each
other's society, and that Avas enough. In
-apriijg moniings and autumnal evenings, we
sauntered side by side down the lanes, over the
fields, through the dmgles, chatting, laughing,

musing, picking flowers, or singing "tunes,''

jyhicli we had leanit in the Sunday-school.

iiii^ parents being intimate, we werefrequently
^:^hrowu together; and wherever, and on Avhat-

;;4»ver occasion thefamiliesmet, Louisa and myself
were, by some strange alchemy, brought side

by side. To nic no voice seemed' so swectas

hers, no face so charming, no smiles so svveet. I

Yet Louisa was not a beauty, possessed no skill

in singing, and was veiy sparing of both looks

and smiles. Often since liave I asked myself

why I was so attracted, and why the bond
became moi*e firm and more dear with the lapse

of time. A suflicient explanation I have never

found. I only know that, from my boyhood,
I have loved Louisa, and love her the more the

longer I live with her. Dear, very dear, was
she in my youth ; more dear still is she to me
now when she is the mother of ten children. ,

Keader, this is no extravagance, no mawkish
loA-e stoiy. The statement is simple, imadomed
truth ; and to the high influence of this pure

allection I ascribe not only the chief pleasures

of my life, but my highest attainments in

scholarshiij and social position. There is uo-

thnig more elcA'ating, nothing more refining,

than a pure attachment. It gives support ia

trial, strength in temptation, sympathy in dis-

tress; it s€ts before the young man a lofty obr,

ject of virtuous ambition ; it furnishes a moral
ideal which is arrayed in the most winniagy
hues. I have heard many persons discom-sej^

very sageiy against early attachments. Por^

myself, 1 am indebted beyond my power of ex-;,

pression to an attachment w]iich,unconsciously,j>

sprang up in my boyish days, and now were*

every other feeling obliterated from my mind,

yet, if ponnitted to retain the long and riclst

stream of light which my love for Louisa an4*

Louisa's love for me throwsoverthree-fourths o^.
my past existence, I should have most abun-,

dant reason for gratitude to the Heavenly
Fatlier, and feel the deepest conviction th*t, to

the virtuous, life is a happy thing. ,;;

As yet, however, I was very inferior to Louisa

Baxter. In the review of her character her
principles Seem to me to have been settled evea
at the early perio<l of our first acquaintance*

The little good that I possessed was connected
with the feelings ; her excellences were based
on couAiction, and gromided in habit. 1 am
a great beUever in the poAver of temperament

;

I haA'e seen numberless proofs that the endow-
ments which Ave bring Avith us into existence

haA'e a moulding etficacy over the character and
the life. Louisa, as a girl, Avas happily fonned
by nature. From her ptjreuts she inherited a
pure Saxon blood ; I, on the contrary, was
Norman, and, therefore, Celtic in Jiiy origin.

The fine qualities of the Saxon race ajtpeared

in rich groAvth in Louisa. She Avas lull of fe€l»

ing, but she Avas also calm, sell-possessed, soft
j

and gentle in tone and manner, but no Jess '

fii-ni in resolve and in art. Notliing in hoi"

struck me so much as her moral purity. This

I felt long before I could give it a name. Pure
in motive, in aim, in general tone of mind, she

kept all impm-e tluugs at a distance from hei;

yet was she, perhaps (and stiU may shci^Ui^,

somewhat too rigid and too ejfactiug. . ^^.^

Her letter threw optai a great gulf bjetAfiCffi^
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nv.
. Respect had always mingled with my re-

rd for her ; that respect now became a kind
awe. I involuntarily kept away from those

arts of the town through which I knew she
as accustomed to pass. I literally feared to

eet her. This alienation brouglit evils to me.
ad Louisaforesieen the effects, she would, I am
re, have inquired before she condemned me.
it was, I was surrendered over to the powers
evil ; my guardian angel had lied.

That workshop is the black spot in my ex-
<tcnce ; the spot looks blacker and larger
jvitli every year added to my life, and every
ep I make iu personal culture. Oh ! how can
rown-up persons take pleasure in defiling the
oung ? What a devilish work it is I How
^graceful in the tempter ; how lamentable in

is victim ' Had I not had pei"sonal experience,
M'ould not have believed it po--sible that men
houid study to mislead and corrupt boys. It

» possible; I fear it is often done. Certainly
tJius suffered an iiTcparable injury. Effects,

oth moral and pliys.cal, of that injury remain
1th nie; never in this world will they be

yholly obliterated. Oh ! how careful ought
parents to be in regard to their children's com-
)anions. But how can the working man exert

ufficient supervision? Oi necessity, Ixis

hildren are exixjsed as was I ; and few, com-
[parativcly very few, escape coutamination.

The destroyer of my virtue was a person of
thirty years of age. 1 see him now belbre me in

palpable for in ; short, thick, round-shouldered,
of plump features, and dark complexion. Jlr.

(so he was called, being a person of some dis-

tinction in my family),—Mr. Henry carried on
the genteel trade of a silversmith, yet ever and
anon condescended to look in upon my fathei

while lie w»s in buMne^is on his o^vn account.

Yes ! I still see the man— that now hated form.
He aijpeured lateiy before me in living bodily

])resence, and involuntarily 1 turned from him
in disgust. Reader, I am not ashamed of these

feelings. Did you know all the evil into Avliich

that beastly man led me when scarcely more
than a boy, you would approve, if not com-
mend, the strength of my aversion. Details I
CJinnot give ; but that really low fellow, with
his affected gentility, his oily tongue, his full

jiurse, his sensual tastes, and filthy habits, cor-

rupted my morals, abated my love of books, and
wont some way to make me empty, frivolous,

and plejisure-seekiug, like himself. Very adroit

was he in widening the Ijreacli between Louisa
and mo, for, like everj' proliigate, he feared the
irirtuence of a virtuous female. On my part the

thought of Louisa was injurious. I had all

luanner of silly feelings i n coujiection with her. i

Sometimes I called her" stuck-up;" sometimes
I dreamt of something I called revenge. At
any rate I was reckless, and this recklessness '>

came in some way from the distance at which • i

she kept herself from me. '^

Whether it was owing to my new modes of
lile, or whether it was what we call accidental,

I know not now, but about this time I fell

sick, and was compelled to take to my bed.

My malady, which was some kind of fever, :^

grew to a dangerous height. In a few weeks, -

however, the crisis was over ; but 1 was left in

a very feeble condition. Utterly unable to do
anything for myself, I was made sensible of
the kindness of others. In this feeling a new
fouxitain of moral life was opened. What a
thrill went through my heart when 1 was told

that Lucy had called evei-y other day to ask
how I was going on ! Old thoughts and old
feelings came crowding back to my mind.
Solitude and quiet favoured meditation. I

compared my boyish state of rnmd witli that of

the last two or three years. I was distreised

and alarmed at what I had become. I longed

to be again what I had once been. Then came
religion to my aid. I looked upward; I be-

sought Divine assistance ; I asked for pardon,

for strength, for guidance; I asked, I implored,

these blessings morning, noon, and even, and
whenever my mind spontaneously turned

toward its Creator. Weeks passed away ; the

spr.ng was far gone ; Louisa came no more.
At length I was able, with the aid of a stick,

to walk up and down the street. Soon my
feet bore me into the country. Then I found
vigour of body and elasticity of mind. How
gladly did I again feel the fresh breeze fan my
cheek, and return the greeting of tlie daisy and
the buttercup. Yet somethuig was wanting.

I tried my books and found them relish well.

I went over and over certain favourite pas-

sages iu the " Seasons," and the " Pleasures of

Hope," and experienced exquisite pleasure.

Old John Eunyau was called on for my en-

tertainment, and I found a new meaning to

every sentence. Still something was wanting.

Another and a higher life was opening in my
soul ; opening darkly and in confusion ; open-

ing and I knew it not ; but, withal, I was not

at my ease. Only one thing I had done, with

my earliest strength I wrote a letter of dis-

missal to my corrupter, and it wa-s couched in

such terms that made a reply ditficult, if not

iinixjssible. This, I felt, was a good work ac-

complished. Nevertheless, Lucy was absent,

and I must, again repair to the .'-hop which now
looked to me as dark and reptUsire as Momit
Sinai.

Mysterious Professios.— " Now, Tom," said a printer of a country newspaper, in giving

directions to his apprentice, " put the * foreign leaders' into the r/allei/s, and luc/c 'cm up—
distribtrtc the • army in the east'—take up a line and finish the • liritish Ministers*—make
*the young princess' run on with the ' Duchess of Kent'—move ' the Kerry Hunt' out of the

chase—get yonr stick und conclude ' the horrid murder' that Joe began last night—wash youc
h«^nd« and come into dinner, and then sec that all the pie is clesred up."
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CUBA.

Few persons who have not actually visited

the United States of America, can form any
accurate idea of the opinion entertained by
our transatlantic brethren, either of their

o^vn prowess, or of the extent of this world's

surface, which they believe it their destiny

to occupy. In a recent speech by Mr.
Gladstone, on the foreign policy of our
Government, he asserts that no great nation,

confident of itself, ever makes a boast ot

the power it possesses. Mr. Gladstone
knows nothing of America. There is no
question that our relations across the water
aie not only a great nation already, but, as

we firmly believe, are destined to be the
greatest that ever aspired to universal do-

minion. And yet no people has ever been
more conscious of its capacity, or more
ready to declare thai consciousness before

the world.

It might have been supposed that the
millions of square miles which they already
call their own, and which, nowhere densely
peopled, are only yet thoroughly settled on
the shore of the Atlantic, would have satis-

fied the desires of the most ambitious; but,

strange as it may appear, the very men who
have gone through every difficulty and pri-

vation to redeem a tract from the wilderness,

will not hesitate without any apparent
ntiotive, if anything still more difficult and
inaccessible be offered, to abandon the
ground which has already cost so much
effort for new and untried scenes of exer-
tion. Half a continent already in their

hands is too confined a space for their full

development. Not satisfied with illiuiitable

deserts, they are ready to sacrifice every
principle which governs civilized nations
to include Mexico in their grasp; and nothing
but a sense that the attempt would as yet be
premature, prevents them extending their

arms to the ^Vest Indies, and carrying war
into Canada. The same unconquerable
Anglo-Saxon energy, united with unequalled
sagacity and prudence in the conduct of
affairs, and with a most singular capacity for

self governm.ent, v.'hich has raised the people
of England to their present proud station, is

possessed, if possible, in a more intense
degree by the Americans Thanks to the
early care of the governments of the dif-

ferent States, every man is educated, and
every man looks upon it as a sort of duty
not only to provide subsistence for himself
and family, but to extend what he conceives
to be the privilege of a republican govern-
ment, but which means in fact the domi-
nation of the Yankee race to all the nations
of the globe. Every man regards himself

as destined to be a pioneer in this cause '

and any one more daring than the rest who
|

has conceived a plan of attack, however ex- '

travagant, upon a neighbotu'ing country, is

sure to find multitudes ready to flock to his

standard. We have been led to make these

remarks in explanation of what to many of

our readers may yet seem almost incredible,

the expedition from New Orleans, under
General Lopez, for the subjugation of the

island of Cuba.
This magnificent island, the chief of the

I

Spanish "West Indies, is situated at the nor-

:
thern enti'ance of the Gulf of Mexico, at a

I

distance of only sixty miles from the adjoin-

ing coast of i'lorida, one of the United
States, from which it is separated by the 1

gulf stream. In length it is equal to £ng- I

land and Scotland united, and is about one- I

third of their average breadth. It contains

more than 30,000 square miles, nearly the

whole of which, with the exception of a few
rocky districts, is very fertile land; a range
of mountains which runs for 600 rrales

through its whole extent, being capable of

cultivation to their summits. Of this vast

extent, only about three millions of acres

are as yet under cultivation, fully twelve

millions being either used as grazing lands
or still primaeval forest. The geological

formation of the island is a white volcanic

limestone, giving everywhere the strongest

evidence of its origin. The soil in some
parts is a dark clay, but generally a red
loam, very productive, but so easily pulve-

rized as in dry seasons to fill the atmo-
sphere with minute particles of dust to

such an extent as to penetrate the clothing,

and discolour the skin. The forest still

covers a considerable portion of the island,

and among the indigenous woods are maho-
gany and several other kinds of great

beauty and value. The palm-tree, wit.h its

lofty stem and graceful foliage, prevails

everywhere ; the cocoa, the mango, the
guava, and other trees bearing tropical

frviits, and some attaining almost the size of

forest trees are found growing wild as well as

cultivated in the vicinity of the plantations.

The productions of the island are chiefly

sugar, coftee, and tobacco, of which it would
yield enough to supply the whole European
demand. Maize, or Indian corn, is indige-

nous, and rice is grown in considerable

quantities. Coal has been discovered and
worked, and the east end of the island is

very rich in copper, the mines of which are

principally in the hands of British compa-
nies, who export several cargoes of the ore

each year from the port of Santiago to
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ngland. The population, Avhich of late

ears has very rapidly increased, is now
upposcd to exceed 1,400,000, uf whom
00,000 are whites, 200,000 free blacks

,nd niulattoes, and the remaining 000,000
laves. The proportion of free blacks is

ery large, and would have been much
eater but for the great importation of

laves which, takes place every year from the

coast of Africa. They reside chiefly in the

cities, and in Havannah particularly the free

coloured population is said to be nearly

equal tu the slave. The white population
consists chiefly ofCrcoles

—

i.e., persons born
on the island, but there are a yreat number
of purely Spanish families; and many of

the merchants, planters, and traders are

from France,, and England, and the United
States. A military force of not less than
20,000 men is kept up by the mother coun-
try at the expense of the island revenue :

more than half of these are stationed in

Havannah, and the remainder distributed in

the other cities. The troops are almost
exclusively Spanish, the policy of Spain
preventing any extensive recruiting among
the colonists, and seldom peruritting any
Jhigh military rank to be bestowed even on
Cuban nobility. The government is an ab-

solute despotism, the captain-general being
sent from Spain, and having supreme mili-

tary command over the whole island.

For civil purposes the island is divided

into three districts, the capital of the cen-

tral division being Puerto Principe, and of

the eastern Santiago di Cuba, the gover-
nors of which are for these purposes inde-

pendent of the captain-general. The su-

preme court, however, has jurisdiction over
the whole island, and of this the captain-

general is ex-orhcio president.

Cuba possesses some of the finest har-

bours in the world ; the coast, is generally
protected by reefs and rocky islets ; but the
entrances to the principal ports are free

firom all difficulty, and the harbours them-
selves capacious and secure. The great city

of Havannah is situated on the north side

of the island, and on the west of the noble
harbour from which it derives its name.
The approach from the sea is very striking,

from the rocky heights opposite the city

being crowned by the Moro Castle, which is

the commencement of a long line of fortifi-

cations extending for half a mile down the
bay. The gulf stieam here washes the
coast, and the mouth of the harbour near
the Moro is only about a thousand feet

wide, the opposite point being defended by
another strong fortification called La Punta.
The flow of the tide in the Gulf of Mexico

does not exceed two feet, and the depth of
water close under the guns of the castle is

ahvays from seven to eight fathoms, more

than sufficient for the largest vessels, so
that ships of the line may anchor in any
part. The entrance, which in some places
docs not exceed 350 yards in width, con-
tinues for about half a mile, after which the
harbour expands into a splendid basin,
which extends several miles into the inte-

rior, and is covered with the ships of all na-
tions. On the right as you enter, and im-
mediately opposite the long line of fortifi-

cations, lies the city, which stretches for

about two mile- down the bay, and, with its

suburbs, contains a population of 200,000
souls. It is built entirely of stone ; the
houses are in the Spanish style of architec-

ture, presenting a prison-like front to the
street, from the windows containing no glass,

and being defended by iron bars. There is

usually a court-yard in the centre, around
which are the apartments. The streets run
from the shore, and are crossed by others at

right angles. The old city extends about
a mile along the harbour, and rather more
than half a mile inland. It is surrounded
by very strong walls, capable of being
mounted with heavy guns, and defended by
a ditch and glacis. At a little distance from
the walls, the city is entirely surrounded by
the suburbs, which far surpass it in extent
and population, and contain many of the
finest houses in which the better class of
citizens reside. In the city, however, are
several very noble residences, one in parti-

cular belonging to Joachim Gomez, which
is fully equal to the houses of our lirst no-
bility, and which, together w^ith the splen-
did income of its owner, has arisen entirely
from the profits of the slave-trade.

The wharfs extend along the shore, with
sheds to protect from the intense heat of the
sun the busy crowds who are engaged in

loading and discharging cargoes. Imme-
diately in the rear of this is a beautiful

paved square, adorned with fountains and
tropical plants, within its inclosure, and
surrounded by the palace of the governor
and other public building. Xot far distant

is the church of San Domingo, with its

crowd of beautiful worshippers ; and in the
rear in the street of San Ignasio, a noble
cathedral, containing many fine paintings,

and hallowed by the remains of the great
Columbus, which rest immediately before

the altar. There are many streets, contain-

ing excellent shops, kept principally by
Frenchmen and Italians

;
great numbers of

churches, of which the bells, to the distrac-

tion of the stranger, are always ringing

;

many convents, now happily diverted from
their original purpose to the better one of

hospitals or manufactories, and amongst
these the old palace of the Inquisition. The
chief manufactories within the walls are of

the celebrated cigars, and of confectionary
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and preserves,' "tvhlch are here made in

great perfection. The streets are maca-
damized, vpithout side walks or sewers, and
after a shower of rain become the bed of a
torrent, which threatens to sweep the un-
wary traveller into the harbour. As hack-
ney-coaches are rare, the writer has not
unfrequently, after one of these tropical

stormf , had to wait at the door of his hotel
for the first negro, who, for the remunera
tion of a small silver coin, would carry him
on his back to any required distance. For
the same reason, the ladies never walk ; in

fact, during the day, one might imagine
that the female sex, except of a very dark
colourindeed, didnotcxistinHavannah. As
the sun declines, however, ample amends
are made for this temporary concealment.
Behind the bars, which defend each spa-
cious window, two rows of chairs or sofas
are always placed and occupied by the resi-

dent family, the ladies receiving their visi-

tors within, or freely conversing with them
as they form a group outside.

The streets are also full of open carriages
called valantes, each of which is adorned by
at least one Senora, in full-dress evening
costume, perhaps enriched with jewels, and
with no covering for the head and neck but
a lace veil. These are on their way to the
pascos, or public promenades, without the
walls of the city, where they continue mov-
ing in one eternal round, amidst crowds of
cavaliers and well-dressed pedestrians, with
whom they engage in lively conversation,
until their charms are obscured by the in-

creasing darkness.
No religion is tolerated but the Roman

Catholic ; and before the dissolution of the
convents, the city was filled with monks and
friars, among whom occasionally appeared
the stern garb of the Inquisition. There
are still processions at all religious festi-

vals, and at seven every morning the
churches are filled with dark-clothed wo-
men attending the early mass. The inha-
bitants are gay and hospitable ; the Opera
and the Tacon Theatre are both well at-

tended. The public buildings, of which
those for a charitable purpose are the most
prominent, are large and handsome.
The environs of Havannah possess their

full share of beauty. The sea beats upon a
rocky coast, covered with shells and marine
curiosities ; and a finely-undulating coun-
try, richly cultivated, extends from the
coast into the interior. Beside the fortifi-

cations already mentioned, the heights
above the city are crowned on the land side
with an impregnable fortress called El
Principe. Villas and gardens, particularly
on the Cerro road, abound; and the gover«
nor's country palace, and the old residence
of the bishop, are situated in the midst of

grounds and walks decorated with statues
and rare shrubs and flowers, which make,
them a favourite resort of the inhabitants^
From the city a railroad, about sixty milef?

'

in length, runs to the southern part of
the island. It passes through a very rich

and highly-cultivated country, with well-

stocked farms, the fields divided by hedges
of aloes or lemon trees, which are as im-
penetrable as they are beautiful. The;
lemon or lime trees, when covered with:
their aromatic white flowers, intermixed
with green fruit, give an air of singular i

richness to the country, resembling some of-,

the best parts of England. The crops prin-
,

cipally observed in the vicinity of Havannah ;

consist of acre after acre of pineapples ia-

every stage of growth, some with the first

.

budding leaves, and others with rich golden. -ii

fruit ; then fields of plantains, or bananas, j

with their green stems and vast bunches of

'

fruit covered Avith huge leaves of the most
vivid verdure, a very few of which are suf-.,

ficient to thatch the huts of the labourers ; ;

intermixed with these are fields of maize,.(

and further on, extensive estates covered withr
sugar-cane or plantations of coffee, whichl
form the chief portion of the agricultural i

riches of the country. The imperial palm-!
tree is everywhere to be seen, sometimes
standing alone in the fields, or clustered

together in small groves, mingled with the,

cocoa-nut tree, for the shelter of a house ojc,

a small spring of water ; and at others, and>
particularly on the coff'ee estates, arranged* tbi

in stately avenues, consisting of double and7
treble rows of trees from sixty to eighty feeft

in height, without a branch, surmounte?ljlt|{j|

with a dome of fan-like leaves, twenty feefc i^ _

in length, which meet each other, formingfki
ittii;

an archway of which it is impossible ttf

exaggerate the grace or splendor. The,
railway passes through several hamlets to

the town of Guines, a favourite resort for

invalids from the United States, 45 miles-

from Havannah, and is continued thence
to the south coast. The district through
which it passes is the well known Vuelta
Abajo, which produces almost all the tchj

bacco from which the finest cigars can be
manufactured. Another railroad leaved
the eastern side of the harbour of HavamiaW
from a cluster of villages, one of which conrj

j^fjjl

tains the navy yard, and another the granij
jj^ ^

amphitheatre, in which the Havanneros dftrl
jiiepe,

light themselves with bull-fights, and whi«iiq i^^^

runs parallel with the coast through a hilljS
(tji^

!

country abounding Avith plantations to th^ ijjfjj

port and town of Matanzas, a distance idi »»,(,

about sixty miles. This town is small Wj
ie|'jj.

compared Avith Havannah, containing abouA,
^^j^j,

30,000 inhabitants, and is situated at.thte
^j^j^^

bottom of a noble bay, and in the midst a^
(uj^^-

the most enchanting scenery. The raounr.

i

file

'!of

ptiDra
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tarn range which traverses the island here
approaches the coast, and immediately in

the rear of the city the ma£»nificent Pau de
M iianzasrisestothe hei^^ht of 6,OOOor7,OUO
1. ft. Two rivers, the Ymauri and Caniiuar,

tmpty themselves into the bay ; the valleys

throiii^h which they run are of the most
xlraordinary and picturesque beauty, equal

to the finest river scenery of Europe.
The Car.imar surpasses the Wye, and the
,ie\v from the hills, which command the
ralley of the Ynmuri, discloses a landscape
rhich can hardly be rivalled even in Swit-
zerland itself. This part of the island is

covered with sugar and coffee plantations,

most of which are m the hands of French,
American, and English owners. Proceed-
n^ eastward, and passing a rich district,

called the Segua, we arrived at the small
3ort of Cardenas, the scene of the outrages
)f the late expedition. It is an insignifi-

cant place, but important from its situation
mid>t the greatest amount of foreign po-
pulation, and the finest plantations of the
sland. Several small towns succeed each
ther till we arrive at the city of Puerto
*rincipe, the capital of the central district of
Uuba, and about 400 miles from Havannah.
t contains a population of 40,000 souls,

o are supported principally by the cul-

uro of tobacco and sugar, and the breed-
I

ng of numerous herds of cattle on the
djoining pasrinrages. South-west oftbis
^ity, at a distance of about 250 miles,

hrough a very mountainous country filled

ath copper mines, is the town of Santiago
i Cuba, situated on the south coast, and
he scat of Government for the eastern part
f the island. Its harboxir is almost equal
o that of Havanah; and, bein^ situated in
he centre of the mining districts, and
midst immense plantations of sugar,
offoe, and tobacco, it carries on a very
tensive trade with Europe and the other
est India islands. There are several

ther towns on the south coast, but none of
istinguished note or that possess any in-

rest, except for the localities in which
lev are situated.

l^e general appearance of the island is

lat of exuberant fertility. It is impossible
I exaggerate the beauty of the plantations
Jvered with ample crops, and situated in
le midst of the most delightful scenery,
idependently of the palm, the forest trees,

irticularly the ceyba and mahogany,
tain a prodigious size, and cover every
reat elevation. The climate is delicious,

great heat of the tropics being tem-
ed by the perpetual ocean breezes, and,

towns upon the coast, wluch are frequently
ravaged by the yellow fever, the island i^

generally healthful, and is much frequented-
by invalids from colder latitudes.

Cuba was one of the discoveries of the
great Columbus, who vi»ited the harbour of
Havannah at the close of the year 1492, but
was prevented from ascertaining the fact of
its not forming part ot the Continent by the
fears and mutiny of his crews. It was then
filled by a large and apparently prosperous
community, consisting of several tri jcs of
Indians, all of whom soon disappeared
under the savage tyranny of their con-
querors. The first captain-general was
Velasquez, appointed in loll, and since
then the "ever-faithful island," as it is

always styled in official documents, has
proved one of the brightest jewels of the
Spanish crowTa ; and until lately has not
only enriched those who have emigrated to

it from Europe, but contributed a consider-
able surplus revenue to the mother country.
The cultivation of the land is carried on
chiefly by slave labour, but there is a very
considerable white peasant population ; and
it is believed that, but for the continued
importation of African slaves, arising from
the demand created by the vast increase of
late years in the number of sugar and
Coffee plantations, there ivould be no
reason to fear the practicability of an.

early emancipation. The example of Porto
Rico, in which the number of slaves

bears a very small proportion to that of the
free blacks, sufficiently proves that the
general prosperity need not suffer by so

plain an act of justice ; but so long as the
foreign slave-trade is permitted, and evea
encouraged by the authorities, the annual
introduction of so great a number of savages
prevents the advance of civilization among
the negroes, and also prevents their form-
ing, as they do in Havannah, and soon would
do throughout the island, a contented and.

thriving peasantry, to whom all the neces-
sary labour and industry required by the

planters might be safely intrusted. This i.s

too large a subject to enter upon within the
limits of this paper ; and we must conclude
our rapid sketch of the island with a short

account of the late Cuban expedition.

During the wTiter's residence in Louisiana,
extending to a period now twelve years
since, he had many opportunities of ob-
serving the earnest desire and determina-
tion of the people of the southern and
western states to oecome ultimately masters
of this beautiful island. Many of the
sugar planters of Louisiana, unsuccessful

winter, reduced below the average of the
|
in consequence of the uncertainty of the

lijoining islands in consequence of its climate of that province, aud of the immense
ximity to the coast of the great northern

j

cost of the slaves, nearly three times greater
tinent. With the exception of the ' than the cost of those of Cuba, have, during
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the last quarter of a century, emigrated
thither, carrying with them the industry
and skill which have already made the dis-

trict around Matanzas so important and
productive. These men, accustomed to

unlicensed liberty at home, with the choice
of their own rulers, and sufficiently impa-
tient of the restraints of the Spanish Go-
vernment, have never concealed their desire
to see their adopted home not so much
under the dominion of the American Go-
vernment, as forming one of the states of
that great confederacy. The agitation of
the slavery question, and the necessity so
strongly felt of counterbalancing the grow-
ing power of the north, by the addition of
another slave-holding community, has in-

duced a large portion of the inhabitants of
the southern states to sympathize with their

exiled brethren. The success of the Mexi-
can invasion, and the termination of the
war, which left multitudes of freebooting
soldiers without a pursuit, furnished both
an excitement to some other incursion, and
the means of carrying it into effect. The
expedition was for many months in course
of preparation on the banks of the Missis-
sippi, and the first detachment, under
General Lopez, a refugee from one of the
Spanish republics of the Continent, sailed

on the 7th May from New Orleans. Lopez
himself, with fifty of his companions, em-
barked on board the Creole, a small steam-
ship, which cleared the port of New Or-
leans for Chagres, in the isthmus of Panama.
On their way down the river, they overtook,
evidently by concert, the barque Georgiana,
professedly bound for the same place, and
from her they received an addition of five

hundred men to their number. The
Georgiana was directed to sail to the Isla

de las Mugeres, on the coast of Yucatan,
where, after cruising about for ten days,
the Creole rejoined her. At this island
they met the brig Sarah M'Leod, which had
already arrived vdth one hundred passen-
gers, and, as well as the Georgiana, was
laden with military stores. According to

the American account, the passengers on
the three vessels, amounting in number to

six or seven hundred, were here first in-

formed of the destination of the expedition,
they having hitherto innocently believed
that they were intended to cross the isthmus
of Panama, e?-i route for the golden shores
of California, and that the ammunition and
military stores were necessary for their de-
fence against the Indians in that territory.

The reader may credit as much of this as

he pleases ; at any rate, a council of war
seems to have been holden, the result of
which was, that one hundred men, with
provisions, and the two ships Georgiana

and Sarah M'Leod, were left on the island

of Contoy, adjoining that of Mugeres, and
the Creole, with about 550 men, sailed for

Cardenas.
They landed at that port on Sunday morn-

ing, the 19th May, to the astonishment and
terror of the inhabitants, many of whom
seem instantly to have abandoned the town.
Lopez having driven out the few soldiers

stationed there, liberated the convicts in

the prison, and attacked the house of the
Governor, who, after a slight defence, was
compelled to yield. At about six in the
evening, the small body of troops, aided by
the escaped inhabitants and the people of

the vicinity, attempted to regain the town;
they were, hov/ever, defeated by Lopez's
band, with a loss of about 150 killed and
wounded. The loss of the Americans who
were of course well posted, is said not to have
exceeded a third of this number, but among
the severely wounded were some of the

leading officers. The struggle was suf-

ficiently severe to satisfy the intruders that

their chances of success were very small

;

and fearing a renewal of the attack with
the aid of a body of troops from the neigh
bouring town of Matanzas, and also finding

that the slaves and convicts continued true

to their allegiance, Lopez determined to

eflfect a retreat. A rumour of the approach
of the Spanish war-steamer Pizarro, has
tened his flight, and in clearing the harbom*
the Creole got ground, but was released by
the loss of all her ammunition and stores,

which were thrown overboard. They ar

rived at Key "West, on the coast of Florida,

on the ensuing morning, and only escaped
the Pizarro, which had already reached that

harbour, by the shallowness ofthe channel, bj
which their light draught of water enablea
them to cross the reef. The vessel was at

once taken possession of by the American
authorities for violation of the neutrality

laws, and Lopez himself escaped to Sa-

vannah, where he was arrested and diS'

charged, and subsequently to New Orleans
where he now waits his trial. The Georgiana
and Sarah M'Leod, with the people left on
the island of Contoy, were captured and
brought into the Havannah. After a short

imprisonment, it is understood that, at the

request of the American Government, thef
have been released. q
The expedition has totally and ignft*

miniously failed; but it is not the nature of

the American people so easily to give up an

object which they once covetted, and we
have little doubt that similar attempts tp

the above will be repeated, until some quarrel

is fastened upon Spain, which will excuic
the employment of the American navy for

the same purpose. Neither Cuba nor Spain
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alone can resist so powerful an opponent,
and the only chance of the independence of

Cuba will be either the interference of other

European governments, or the emancipation
of the slaves, which will render the acqui-
sition a useless one.

"PLEASE TO REMEMBER THE GROTTO!*'

\Vr remember seeing, not long ago, in common
ivitli gratilied thousands, a delicious little pic-

ture by Webster, bearing t^ome such title—for

we are not sure of Uie words—as that we have

5tii<t adopted. It was a scene like that, in cer-

tain respects, which the reader has frequeutly

beheld at tlie opening of the oyster season

;

but, altogether, such an accurate aud living

transcript as could only be produced by the

pencil of its inimitable artist. Busy little

iiand.-^ were there, completing the shelly and

fragile dome i while there was a row of appli-

cants for the halfpence and pennies of the

passers-by, exceedingly diversified in character

—from the sturdy boy, who, with a Dick Tur-

pin-like air, presents his demand, to tlie gentle

and timid little girl, who has scarcely ix)wer to

overcome her native ba.slifulness, and say

—

" Please remember the (irotto." Such was the

genius of thi.s picture, tliat we were, for the

time, absolutely charmed out of our hatred to

all juvenile mendicancy ; and which we never

hesitate, on all fitting opportunities, to discou-

rage and denounce as a practice deeply degrad-

ing in itself, which commonly begins with a

vice, and is rarely continued without a crime.

From time immemorial, oysters have been

highly appreciated, and have constituted, whe-
ther fresh, pickled, or cooked, and e.<pecial]y

in the former state, a specially-chosen part of

the food of man. Of some it is said, " They
live to eat, they do not eat to live ;" and wheu
tlie Greeks, and more particularly the Romans,
levied contributions far and wide to cover the

table of an epicure,—as an Apicius or a Lu-
cuUus,—they held oysters in very high estima-

tion, and attached great importance to the lo-

calities from which they were obtained. Those
of the Dardanelles, of Venice, and the Bay of

Cumae, were much liked ; but the Romans ac-

tually fitted out vessels, and even sent as far as

Britain for this delicacy, considering the Bri-

tish oysters superior to tliose of the iloditerra-

ean ; and accordingly, these lu.xurious people

paid enormous prices for the produce of our
lasts. Nor was this all : they attached espe-

1 value to the oysters which, brought from
arious places, were deposited in the Lucrine

Lake, where they grew remarkably fat. Ser-

03 Grata, at Baiae, was the first Roman who
tertained the idea of establishing this kind of

oyster bed.

Oicr resources are very numerous. Oyiilcrs

excellent quality are found in many parts

along the British shores, but principally in the
rivers and creeks of Essex and Kent ; in Pwle
Harbour, and elsewhere, on the coast.^of iii'uts

and Dorset; as well as at rorthsiniou in Gla-
morgan, and at Carlingford in Irelar.d, wl:cre
the oysters are said to be ot a peculiarly deli-

cute llavom*.

The oysters which are most })r«rferrcd in
Great Britain, at least ui the southern part of
the island, aie culled " Natives :" they are a
small sort, but the difference they exhibit
from the larger kinds is to be attribuud lo cul-

tivation and jige. The principal places from
whence these oysters are procured are, the river

Colne, near Colchester, at "VVivenhoe, Maldon,
&c. ; in the river ^lersey, and the Swale, w^iich

divides the isle of .Slieppey from tiie re-t of
Kent ; at 3Iilton, Favershara, Queenborough,
&c. The oysters found in these places are not,

ho^vever. brought immediately to tov.'n, but are
deposited for a while on beds, or layings, in the
adjoining creeks, wiicre they are fed r.nd fat-

tened for the market. 3Iull3tudes ot oysters
are chiefly the produce of the French banks,
on the coa-t of Normandy, from which the
spawn is fetched, and laid do^m on the oyster-

beds on the different fishing b.nnks ; while
others are brought from various parts of the
British coast to be fattened on these beds.

The export of oysters from Jersey is very
considerable ; having amounted, at an average
of the four year.s ending with 1832, to two
hundred and eight thousand and twenty-three
bushels a year ; of which a large portion is sent
to London. The .Jerijey fishery employ .!, dur-
ing the season, about one thousand five lurndred
men, one thousand women and children, aud
two hundred and fifty boats. Kow many per-

sons are engaged elsewhere in this important
branch of commerce we have no means of esti-

mating ; the aggregate must be very large.

Oysters are amazingly prolific, i'oli, Gtyled
" the great huninary of conchology,'- ^tates

that one of thc-e animals contains 1,200,000
egg.s ; so that a single oyster miglit yield sulfi-

cient to fill 12,0')0 barrels. The spa^ni, or
young, are increased in numberless quantities

annually, between JMay and August, in which
time none are taken or marketed. That season
is called their sickness, in which they arc not
fit to be eaten. It is only in the months that

have the letter r in them that oysters are propor
for footl, with the exception of part ot ths

month of August.
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The apaAvn, distributed all oAer seas, rivers,

aud waters, by the flux aud reflux of the tide,

are not subject to destruction, like the eggs and
fry of many other creatures ; they are not bait

nor food to any other fish, nor are they marketed
if taken before they are of due size, but tliey

are laid again in the fisheries to grew. When
the eggs, or spat, as they are called by the

fishermen, are first shed they rise in a very
small bubble, like oil or glue, and float on the
\vaters. The spat when first cast, about the
beginning of May, is of a white colour, some-
what resembling a drop of suet, in which, by
the aid of a microscope, a vast number of minute
oysters may be discovered. Three days after

the spat is cast the young oysters are a quarter
of an inch in width, in three months they are as

large as a shilling, in six the size of a hali-

crown, and in twelve months they equal a
crown piece.

The shell of an oyster is not a little remark-
able. It consists of concentric layers of mem-
brane and carbonate of lime. That which now
forms the centre and utmost conrexity of the
shell was, at an cariier stage, sufficient to cover
the whole animal ; aud the marks of the suc-

cessive layers apjiear in the rough outer surface

of the shell. These are constructed as the
oyster grows, for it throws out from its surface

a new secretion, composed of animal matter
and carbonate of lime, which is attached to the
shell already formed, and projects farther at its

edges. Thus the soft body of the animal is not
only defended by its covering, but, as it grows
the shell becomes thicker and stronger by suc-

cessire layers until it has arrived at maturity.

The fishermen distinguish the age of oysters by
the marks of growth borne by the shell. As
ttiey approach the time of maturity the shell

is very large in proportion to the animal it

incloses, which grows thin, and, diminishes
more and more.
The oyster has a singular class of enemies in

tJ)e star-fish, or sea-star. The fishermen as

they draw them up tear them in pieces, and
throw them overboard ; and, when asked why
they destroy these animals, give as a reason the
dcstnictiveness of the sea-stars among the

oysters, and say that they have often dra^A-n

up oysters killed and half-devoured Avith the
sea-star lying in the shell.

It may naturally be asked, how is it possible

for such a creature as the sea-star to foi-ce open
the sti-ong shell of the oyster, which the little

tenant is able to close so rigidly, and which
ordinarily requires an oyster-toife for its

separation ? Appian says that tlie sea-star

disjoins the shells with its rough limbs or rays

;

but this is impossible, as will be evident to any
one who compares the hard shelly case of the
dcvourer, with the kind of instrument which
we find iiidisi^ensable. We must, therefore,

look for a diflferent cause; and as we know
that the living eea-stai', when handled, is apt to

irritate the hand that holds it, by an exuding
substance, there appears high probability in

the theory based by an indefatigable and en-
lightened naturalist, M. Deslongchamps, on this

one fact, after actual and careful observations : it

is, that the sea-star, when it wholly or partially

embraces a shell, pours out a fluid wliich

paralyzes the oyster, as it unconsciously inbibcs

it ; and as the vital energies of the prey are

destroyed, so the shell gapes, and the victim is

secured. '
'

To secure, these delicacies for our talbl^i^'

'

oyster-dredging vessels are specially constructed.

The evolutions of a fleet ofthem mav fiometimos

be observed on the Essex coast. When a vessel

is about to be employed in this service, it is

moored by an anchor over an oyster-bed, and
worked, usually, by two men and a boy. llie

dredging net is a strong netted bag with au'
iron rim, and from this three iron shafts ex-
tend, and converge together, forming a sort of *

handle, to which the end of a coil of strong rope"

orcable isattached. Theweightof this apparatus

'

is about seventeen or eighteen pounds. Two
dredges are sometimes provided of diflerenfe

'

weights. The dredge is then thrown orei*'

the gunwale of the boat, and let down to tlie ^

bottom of fh» water. The rudder and sail ai-e'

then so managed that the vessel gently swings'

away, so as to run out a certain portion of the"

rope ; and as the man begins to draw in'

the dredge, its iron mouth lying with one of"

its rims close on the bed, acts like a scraper or-

shovel, and the net incloses all the oysters in'

its course, as far as it can contain them. The
dredge is then hauled up, and the oysters be-
ing turned out on the deck, are roughly freed

from extraneous mattei-s attached to the shells'

Here the lover of natm'e wih find much to ad*-

mire and to wonder at : not only are there sea^

stars, but various other creatiu-es, and some-'

times the curiously-jointed sea-worms, which at?

night have a pale phosphorescence. The shells^

on which spat, that is, 'very young oyster^/

appear, are thro^vn overboard, as are those alsrfJW
whose growth is not sufficiently advancetfJlsiKH

Oysters are unfit for the table under the age ofjlDalli

eighteen months ; nor are they in perfection till
"" '

between the second and third year. On th^
oysters being roughly freed from the varioii*

matters attached to them, they are put inld

basket measures. The quantity of oysters br^
and taken in Essex, and consumed chiefly ilrf

London, is supposed to amount to fourteen anif

fifteen thousand bushels annually. Thefishi

for oysters is permitted from the first of Sei

tember to the last day of April inclusive.

The oysters which are sold throughout a

portion of the north of Europe, and particulai?;

at Paris, ai-e brought from the Bay of Caucal^
on the shores of the Channel, between thetowft
of that name, Mount St. Michael, and St. MnlHi
The bottom of this bay is level, finn, and uri«

broken, and there is no current of water in ift
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TUe fic^img be^ns usually at tlie cud of Sep-

teuiber, aud liui*hes m April i it is prohibited

diuing the rest of the year, becaiL^e the oyster

is tlien fcupiwscd to be out of season.

•The oystero arc taken there, as they are with

us, by mean* of a drag-net, or dredger. They
are dii^cnibarked at the ports of Granville and
Caiif-al, from whence they are carried to dif-

ferent places, where fattening grounds are

established. These presenes are not only ser-

viceable in keeping the oyster:^, but they also

improve the appearance and flavour of these

Iicll-tLsh. Tlie places for feeding the. oysters

fti-e generally situated between hi^h and low
water mark, though not always ; they are ex-

L-avatious, generally of an oblong form, some-
times made in the solid stone, at othei-s dug out

3f the feand, and covered at the bottom wth
arge stones and coarse sand, and not aboro a

couple of feet in. depth. They are all provided

ivith a kind of trap-door, wlsich is opened when
he tide i;^ out, and allows the water to escape,

md the reservoirs are again filled at the return

3f tlie tide. Great care is taken lest mud
•hould be mixed with the oysters ; and they are

requently looked over for the purpose of re-

moving any that liavc died. At Havre, Dieppe,

xnd some other parts of the French coast, the

anks are so constructed that the admission of

he ti^Ie can be prevented ; r.nd the oysters are

up;x)sed to be more tender and delicate, under
mcl^ circumstances, th?ai those which are daily

ubjected to the action of sea-water?.

The beard ot inany of the oysters found on
)ur E^iSQx coast is of a delicate sea-green, and
* tinge of tlie same colour per\'ades the body,

riiis is gaid to be owing to some peculiarity in

heir foodj and it has been stated that a green
•ninialcule constitutes the favourite nutriment
}{ tliese cieatures. In France these giecn-

jnted oysters aijpear to be the especial favour-

les of tlie epicure. Hence particular effort is

nade to supply the delicacy. A small recep-

,ttcle is cho.sen, into which sea-water is ad-

nitted. and where it remains a sufficient time

lO allow the stones with whicli the receptacle is

?aved to become green, '^^'hen they are so, the

)yster8 are placed in the receptacle of water,

uid that witli greater care than usual, as much
ewer oysters can tiud room, and they must not
)e laid on one another. Sometimes the oysters

»gin to turn green in about three days, but it

akes a month to bring them to a dee]) colour,

iainy weather is unfavourable to the change,

fhfi^e grccn-hued oysters fetc]i a much higher
>rice in the market than others, and the iuhabit-

nt* suppose they are fed ou very scarce and
igh-priciid herb.-^.

Un our own coasts the green colbur observed

enueutly when the oysters arc dredged, be-

apmes more decided whei) they are laid in the

quare j it*, in the salt nwr^he-i by the ri\er-

ide, aiui kept tliere for tlirec or four day^,

»vercd by a few feet of water, in order to

fatten, till required for exportation. The cause,

in this instance, is attributed to tlie uiarsli

samphire, and other marine vegetable matters,Ti»

so abundant in such situations, and on whicli rr

the oysters are fed. But, be this aa it may, it r

is certain that the p"oeu tinge of the oysters in

decided, while their flavour is said to be supe-
rior to that of all others.

The opening of the oyster-season is, indeed,

an epoch in the annals of Billingsgate. Great
is the rush that then takes place ; and a multi-

tude of people gain by the sale of oysters their

means of subsistence. Of this the pedestrian

in the metropolis is reminded, as he is hastily

passed by persons bearing oysters on their

heads ; by the tubs specially provided on the •

tables outside and inside our green-grocers'

shops ; and by the perambulating sellers, who
gain a footing on the pavement, until they are

driven off hy the police. " Oyster-rooms"
ser\'cs now as a prominent inscription on win-
dows and lamps, as well as over doors ; many
persons may be seen partaking the delicacy iit

it.s native freslmess and flavour, or adding to it

—as if, forsooth, it must have a stimulant—nu
small quantity of vinegar and pepper ; wliile

dishes may be observed on the counters, ready
to be supplied in their turn, or carried along,

with a bounteous array, for tho-^sc who like the
delicacy best when at home.

It is worthy of obsen-ation that, at the fish-

mon.L'crs' and other sellers of these viands, tlie

oysters are laid with their flat sides uppermost;
were it not for this precaution they would die.

The animal breathes and feeds by the opening
of its shell, thereby receiving a fresh portion of

water into the concavity of the under valve;

and did it not thus open its shell, the water
cou'd neither be propelled through its breathing-

apparatus, nor .^fted for the oy.^ter's food. In
the same manner as we see them arranged, they
lie in their native beds ; were they on their flat

surface no nirtriment could be gathered, and if

exposed by the retreating tide, the opemng of
the shell would allow the water to escape and
leave them dry, destitute alike of respii-atioa

and subsistence.

Some people are so extremely sensitive, that

in offering them a present we incur some dan-
ger of giving them oflVnce. We have known,
however, a large number of barrels of oysters

accepted, but not one that was ever returned.

It is pleasant, about Christmas time, to sec at

the fishmongers' windows and doors, tlie heap:)

of barrels ready to be despatched • ast, west,

north, and south. Pleasanter still is it to think

that, though many go hither and thither, on tlie

principle of" throwing an apple where there is

an orchard," many more are the ofleriiig of

kindly feeling ; and that the oysters which the

barrels contain, will be plateful to many a
palate, and nutritious to many a stomach, as

tlic domestic or social party gathers about them,

with cheerful faces and happy gpiritti. . xi Ji^i:
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WEST INDIAN EXPERIENCES: OR, LIFE AND LABOUR AS
MISSIONARY FOR 14 YEARS IN THE WEST INDIES.

A!

CHAPTER IV.—VICISSITUDES.

Small as were the beginnings alluded to in

the former chapter, we nevertheless deter-

mined to persevere. Did the people appear
indifferent to me, a white man ? I could not
but feel that this was a just retaliation for

the calumnies which the white man had so

long raised against his sun-burnt brother.

I remembered as an historical fact that the

African had suffered more at the hands of

the Christian white man than from any
other nation ; and that even the dusky
Arabs, the disciples of Mahomet, had spread
along the northern provinces of Africa a

degree of civilization and government un-
known to the southern and western portions

of the mighty continent.

In the heat of the day, when out-of-door

work was impossible, I tried to gather
strength for the tasks of Christian willing-

hood plainly marked out before me. I was
humbled as I thought that the connection
of Africa with the white man had hitherto

plunged her into deeper gloom ; that our
feet had crossed her mountains and tracked
her deserts, not as the beautiful feet of them
that bring glad tidings and publish peace

;

but that our march had too often been
Avhitened with the bones of her slaughtered
children, and our path watered with the
tears of the helpless victims of our cupidity.

Remembering such things, our first ob-

ject was to provide a temporary building in

which we might Avorship on the Sundays
and keep school during the week ; that thus
we might open to the untaught mind of the

negroes the necessities and the pleasures of

spiritual cultivation. In the absence of all

labourers and tradesmen who were not ap-

prentices (the legal term ior slaves), we
were obliged to apply to the neighbouring
planters for assistance At this distance of

time I may safely say, without suspicion of
ingratitude, that the help I received, help
of the most valuable character, oxen, wag-
gons, and the loan of the labour of their

slaves—was rendered to me in the hope
that I Avould oppose the teachings of the
Baptist missionaries. " You must teach
the people a catechism and their duties,

Mr. B., for they are beginning to think
themselves enlightened," was the frequent
direction and caution I received. One gen-
tleman to whom I applied asked me my de-

nomination ; on being told, he rose from his

seat very hastily, took down some work of

reference from hisbook-shelves, and shouted
at me, "Independent! Independent! why.

they are worse than, the Baptists ! Why,
it was the Independents that beheaded
Charles the First ! Help you, indeed ! No:
I must know a littie more of you first , and,

as a member of her Majesty's council, I

shall watch you narrowly." It was this

gentleman who undertook, during the in-

surrection of 1833, to interrogate one of

the suspected Baptist missionaries, betore

the special committee of the House of As-
sembly; and one of the questions he put
was this (it still stands in print in the

records of the House):— "You speak of

original sin in your preaching ; do you not .'"

"I do, sir." "Will you undertake to

swear, as in the sight of God, that the

phrase ' original sin ' has no reference

whatever, and contains no allusion what-
ever, to the original stale of slavery to which
the Africans are doomed in Scripture?" I

need not add the answer ; but the sapient

legislator thought it a very profound ques-
tion ! He is long since dead : after accu-

mulating a fortune, building his castle, and
purchasing an estate, he became embar-
rassed, then an insolvent, and died tlirough

fever brought on by the sting of a scorpion.

Sic transit much of this glory of Jamaica

!

But to return to our temporary chapel.

A roof above; four half -wattled walls

around, innocent of any tempered or un-
tempered mortar ; a clay floor ; i square
box for a pulpit on a Sunday and a writing-

desk in the vveek : benches of cedar and
tamarind made in the newest fashion that

had reached those interior parts ; con-

stituted the first ecclesiastical edifice of the

Independent mission in Jamaica. Many
things often occurred during diviiic service

that would startle the fixed proprieties of
English notions. One Sunday there c.ime

on a smart shower of rain just when I was
in the middle of my sermon, when a tall

negro, named Wilson, rose very quietly

from his seat in the middle of tlie congre-
gation, and walked up to the pulpit, and
calmly said, " Ifyou please, sir, the bedroom
window of your house is open, and the rain

is beating in !" I was unfortunately the

only person who saw anything ludicrous in

this occurrence. The fov.ls walked in and
out, and picked up the pieces of cane and
plantain that the children hadjust dropped

;

goats frequently made a tour of observation

all around without disturbing any one ; and
more than once my horse has walked in at

the place left for a door, by-and-by to be
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hung, and thought there was no reason why
he should not be sheltered from the sun,
equally with ourselves. One Sunday, old

Selina Howell, an African of the Coronjantic,

a fierce unforgiving woman, that had so

often been flogged till her back was striped

like a Zebra's, fell down from her seat and
began to howl and cry most pitifully: I

thought she had a fit, left the pulpit, and
went into my house for sal volatile. By
the time I had returned she Vvas removed
from the chapel, and was beginning to grow
calm, although still howling at intervals

md foaming at the lips : I was so much
alarmed that I scarcely knew what to do

;

but I continued to throw water in her face,

and apply the ammonia to her nose, until

at length she very quietly said,
'•' Thank

God; ihc Spirit is come ! this is tne agony-
pain I must have for my wickedness ; and
after that the Spirit will come into my
heart.'' I found that some perverted
notions of spiritual inHuences had been
engrafted on this old woman's African
superstitions ; and it required a long time
of quiet, painstaking instruction iu the
first principl- :s of the New Testament to

divest her mind of those ideas. Ultimately
^lie became a faithful Christian; and
though far advanced in years, sat down
patiently to learn her letters, and perse-

vered until she became a fluent and intel-

ligent reader of the word of God for
herself.

Amon^ hopeful signs, that I must not
forget,-\\ra,s the followiugcircumstance:—

A

poor woman, living about a mile and a-half

from my house, at a place called Sheckles
Pen, sent for me one evening to see me

:

she was very ill, drawing near to death.

She had frequentlv attended my preaching
in the little shed above described, and
some glimmering of vital truth had pene-
trated her dark mind. I went into her
little cottage, rendered almost intolerable

by the absence of all cleanlj' provision ; for
no sooner is a negro taken ill than he reso-

lutely shuts out all light and air; and some
of my severest struggles with them liave

often been to allow me to open a window
or a door to obtain a draught of fresh air.

She was in much real distress of mind as
to the dark future • and in the course of
conversation, after alluding to my instruc-

tions, said, with an energy not to be for-

gotten, and with emotion quite indescrib-
able, every word uttered in pain, and while
gasping for breath, " Minister,, all night
your word never leave ray mind ; my one
thought run upon it only ; no sleep can I

get because I tnink I am a sinner ; for I am
a sinner ; and / beg God to whippee, ichippee

this vile body upon this restless bed, so he
.save my soul when I die." A few days of
conversation ensued. One evening I looked
in to talk with old Susannah again ; she
was dying

;
just enougli of life was left to

enable her to recognize me, hardly enough
to enable her to speak : at length she said,
'' Minister,—good bye ; thank you,—me
going to dead." "S\ hen I buried her, I

thought ''he that converteth a sinner from
the error of his ways, sliall save a

^
soul

from death, and hide a multitude of sins
;"

and asked for strength to persevere. I was
but one of the multitudinous mind that

was endeavouring to raise the condition

and brighten the hopes of humanity ; but
I remembered the words of the pure,

bright woman-spirit of one who died so

early and so sadly on the coast of Africa

:

Not to the many doth the earth

Owe what she hath of good :

The many would not .stir life's depths.

And could not if they would;
It is some individual mind
That moves the common cause

:

To single efforts Engfiaud owes
Her knowledge, faitli, and laws.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Letter XX.

Mil. Editor,—I understand that a book was published, a year or two ago, bearing

this curious title, " The greatest Plague of Life." It seems that '* the greatest

plague" which foruLS the subject of complaint Ls that of bad or unsuitable servants.

I am told that the author—whether man or woman I know not—has made a very

amusing volume, for they say it is a good-sized volume ; but I should expect to find,

had I time to read it, that amusement has been sought at the expense of truth ; that

it contains more of romance thaix real life ; that most of the illustrations are '* made
expressly for the purpose ;" and that, in short, it abounds with gross exaggerations.

No doubt masters and mistresses meet sometimes with servants who prove ** great

plagues" to them ; but it is likely that there are faults on both sides ; and if some
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i rjf/;j.\tj i .
—

of these very servants were, in their tnni, to sit down and write fkeir vohime, they
A\'Ould be able to show that some of their masters and mistresses had been " the
greatest plagues" of t7ieir "life." Possibly there may be some good hints in the

course of the volume, but I question Avhether the *' plague" will be romoved, or

even abated, by such a style of describing it. Besides, I don't think that 'tis worth
any man's or woman's while to sit down to "WTite a large volume tending to widen
the already too wide distance between employers and the employed ; nor do I think
that tilings can be in a proper state where servants are regarded as '* necessary

<i\ils." " Necessary ei^ife," indeed! why to me the idea seems preposterous. I

should just as soon think of calling cookery, washing, and cleaning "necessary
evils," as of caUing by that name the persons who perform these offices for me.
No : as good masters and mistresses, and there are plenty such in the world, bad
as it is, are blessings—real blessings; so good servants—and good ones are to be
found, " plagues" though some have proved—are blessings, real blessinffs to the^

lamilies in which they serve.

In my last letter I took the liberty of placing myself, for a short time, in the posi-

tion of a mistress inquiring into the character of a female servant previously to en-

gaging her. I said that I should require her to be strictly honest, sober, diligent,

industrious, and ready. Allow me, Mr. Editor, to resume that responsible situation

for another brief space, and to point out a few more qualifications which T regard as

essential.

One of them is cabefulness. Of coarse I snould require my servant to be eare-

tul of my reputation ; and not to indulge in idle tittle-tattle about my family concerns,

nor to promote, or countenance, anything which might excite prejudice against me,
either among members of my own family, or my neighbours or tradespeople. INIuch

mischief might ensue from want of prudence in reference to this matter. 1 should
requii-e, also, carefulness as to time ; that every part of her duty might be performed
with punctuality, and without hurry or confusion. Carefulness as to mtj property ;

strictly honest—avoiding every kind of waste—and seeing to it, that, as far as she
is concerned, I am not defrauded by unprincipled tradesmen. Carefulness, too, as

to herself: not needlessly exposing her health to injury, that 1 may not be deprived
of her services, or be obliged to wait upon her, instead of having hei to wait upom
me. These, and similar acts of carefulness, I should, of course, reqiure.

But what 1 more especially refer to in this place is, carefulness as opposed to

carelessness—both as iega.xds property, and what are called casualties. Such as, not

fastening doors and windows, so that the house is insecure ; introducing sharp

thorough draughts, without, at the same time, fastening back the doors, so that

they are allowed to slam, and shake crockeryware from the shelves, or plastering

from the walls, frightening ner\'ous people out of their wits ; leaving iires in an
unsafe state, or allowing sparks to fall from candles, ox placing them near curtains,

&c., so liiat house, property, and lives are endangered or destroyed
;
placing pails,

brushes, and other things, on stairs and passages, so that persons fall over them,

and are maimed or hurt ; suffering meat, puddings, soups, toast, &c., to burn, so

that portions are wasted, and the flavour of the whole injured
;
permitting childrett

to be in circumstances in which danger may ensue from fire, from knives and other

sharp instruments, falling down stairs, or when walking in the street among car-

riages, &c. Now I should require carefulness in these matters, because the ex

ercise of even a small portion of common sense, Avould effectually preserve from such

mischiefs. It is true that accidents may occur where the greatest care is exercised,

and the carelessness of others may place me, or my servant, or children, m circuni-

stanoes of fearful danger. But much of this might be remedied, or greatly

alleviated, by the exercise of presence of mind. If a female allows herself to bej

overcome by fear, or faints at the least appearance of danger, it is more than probai«

ble she, or some in the house, will suffer. It may seem strange to require calmness

and presence of mind from pei-sons so situated; and yet I have known cases in

which fire has been prevented from destroying a dAvelling, and other accidents

remedied, or greatly mitigated, by the immediate application of those preventives or

remedies which were nearest at hand. I cannot specify particulars, because to4o
that would require a very large space.
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•' It mil not surprise you, or your readers, >Ir. Editor, if I lay considerable stress

upon CLEA^•LIXE^js. I have heard my mother say good John "Wesley used to tell

his people that "cleanliness was next to godliness." Xow if I kept a servant, I

should -wish her to be clean and tidy 'n\ her owii person, and to keep my house clcaji

and tidy too.

Fir«t, as to cleanliness ofperson and appearance. I would not have a servant spend
an hour at her toilet, nor should I require her to have on a clean white apron, &c.,

Avhilc scrubbing a floor, or blackening a stove, or polishing tins and coppers. But
when she had got through what we call dirty work, I should like her to appear
\\ith well -washed flesh, and in a clean cap, gown, and apron, of as good quality as

I ought to expect, considciing my circumstances and her wages. In requiring this,

I should as much consult her comfort as I should my own respectability. I have
seen girls, even in good families, answer the calls at the door, and go on errands at

all times in the course of the day, Anth faces begrimed like those of sweeps

—

regular Cinderellas—and arms and hands covered with grease and crock. If such
a girl had to bring me bread, or butter, or plates, or what not, she would be almost
sure to leave a broad black thumb mark upon each. I should soon be tired of such
a girl ; and as I should tell her plainly what I thought of her, she would, I dare

say, soon be tired of me. Aaid it would hardly be honest in me to recommend her
to another family ; and it certaiidy would proiit her but very little for m6 to- fifty,

she is honest, and sober, and hard working, but—she is very dirty !

-'j Then as to habits of cleanliness—keeping the house and all about it clean. A girl

applied to a neighbour of mine for a situation that was vacant. She was dressed
*' ticry fine." Her htdr flowed in ringlets, shining with perfumed oil. She had on
a tine front, and a bonnet bedizened with gay-coloured ribbon; a silk shawl, fas-

tened with a sbo^N-y brooch; her go\\-n (" dress I
" I beg pardon,) had a long,

trimmed stomacher, and a skirt, flounced and furbclowed. She appeared very
** smart" in her person. She was engaged ; but it was soon found that she was far

from cleanly in her general habits—indeed, to say the truth, she turned out a very
drab. Xow, to ju'^Ige properly of the cleanliness of a servant's habits, I should
like to look over a house of which she has had the care. I should take a peep into

the back kiiclien, to examine the condition of the sink, and notice whether the dish-

cloth, v.hich is to clean other things, is clean in itself; to observe the pail, flannel,

und scrubbing-brush, and see if they have been put away fit for tise at a moments
' notice. I should proceed to tla.cfront kitchen, and see if the saucepans, boilers, and
stew-pans are not only bright outside, but clean and sweet within, so that Avhatever

may be cooked in them may not be spoiled. I should look at the crockery also,

and notice wlicther that be well washed and rinced, outside and in, ready when-
ever I might require to lay my hand upon it, or to brin^ it into use. I should
notice whether the candlesticks were polished outside, and the nozzles free from
verdigris and tallow. X might be curious enough to peep into the dratcers and eup-
board-t, to sec if all be tidy there, or whether they are converted into regular "slut's-

holes," having whitening, black lead, brushes, towels, and dusters, all poked toge-
ther in perfect disorder. I could not think of passing by the pantry and safe,

witliout observing if they be free from bits of stale meat, musty suet, or niouldy
crusts. I should look at windows or rooms, said to have been dusted or cleanrd, t<»

Kce if no smears of whitening are left on the glass ; or no little black patches of dirt
1 in the comers of the rooms, or along the skuting boai-ds ; and whether the carj)ets,

mats, or floor-cloths have been removed, and the dirt swept from under them ; or
whoth'jr more time has not been spent in going round them—to save trouble !

—
T,i in it would have taken to have removed them, and cleaned all properly away.
Also, whether the mouldings and cornices, as well as the mantelpieces, chairs, and
tables, have been (/twr/ec^—(query : should it not be roidusted ?)—as well as pioture-
frames or ornaments ; and whether the carpets and mats have been Avell beaten
-and brushed, and laid nicely down in their places. In like manner, 1 should look
"int/j the bed-rooms, and see it they were fi*ee from dust and flue, and all made neat
'-and tidy ; and ingoijig up and down stairs, I should not forget to cast my eyes up-
- wards, to ascertain if all cobwebs h.a.\c been removed. According to the state in
which I found ail tliese things, I <hould judge of the cleardy habits o^' a sen-ant.
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She who attends well to these points is habitually cleanly, and will be sure to be
clean and neat in her person and appearance—comfortable in herself, and creditable
to her employer. Of course, I should be willing to make allowances for want of
time, occasional extra work, and so on ; though I know that if order be observed,
and the habit of doing things right be acquirtd, the house and aU about it will be
in proper order.

Now, I dare say that some girl, or young woman, who reads this, will think me
overparticular, and will say, *' Well, I hope I shan't have Martha Makepeace for a
mistress." They might " go farther, and fare worse." But I put it to you, Mr.

> Editor— or rather to your good lady, for I dare say you have one—whether in all

this I am expecting more than is essential to comibrt. Just to select a case or two,
now. How unpleasant it must be to a mistress, when she calls for a teapot that has
not been used for a few days, to find it musty, or with old leaves sticking to it

—

which I can tell you, from experience, will spoil the best Souchong, or Hyson, or
Pekoe, in the world ; or, if she wanted a plate, to be able to tell what it was used
for last, by its having some relic sticking to it ; or a tea-tray, or waiter, loaded with
dust ; or drinking-glasses dull and greasy ; or knives and forks with whitening or

brick-dust on the blades and handles ; and many other little things, which I need not
put down in wiiting, but which too often occui', and which no mistress feels herself

disposed to put up with quietly.

But, then, *' you are so very particular," is the cry raised again and again, and
joined in the most loudly by those who have given the greatest occasion
for complaint ; and this class of servants consider themselves a persecuted race—

•

"sadly-injured individuals!" When the footstep of the niaster or mistress is

heard, one cries, " Here comes Old Grumbler !" and another, *' Here's Mrs. Find-
fault !" and relations, "cousins," and followers, are told, "Master is so parti-

ticular!" or, " You can't think hoAV yery particular mistress is !" ^\1iy, to be sure

they are particular. If you bought a new gown, or a nice bonnet, wouldn't i/ou bo
" very particular " in not having it spoiled by dust or du-t ? As they hixo good
houses, at high rents, and pay a good price for food, and for proper furniture and
convenient utensils, and giVe servants tolerable wages, they naturally wish their'

things to be taken care of, and theii* work to be properly done. Things about a

house cannot be too clean, and neat, and orderly ; there is no fear of erring on that

'

side, and there is no reason for erring on the other. I don't justify imreasonableness',

in either mistress or servant. It is never Avorth while to tease and worry a girl by'
complaining of specks and spots which can hardly be found out without a micro- '.

scope. But what I say to young women is this, don't givejust cause ofcomplaint . If

;

after doing all you canto give satisfaction, you find that you cannot possibly please, ,

it wall be for the comfort of both parties to separate. 'Tis heart-breaking Avork to i<

study, and strive, and toil to please, and then get nothing but cross looks and harsh.7

words for your pains. J'

May I be allowed, Mr. Editor, to %i\e 2i\\\nt to those ivho keep servar^ts? Some'*|iwti

seem to study how much work they can make for servants, and cannot bear to see^
a girl sit down to do a bit of needlework or mending for herself. This is dis-'^

couraging, and will tend to spoil instead of improving a servant. Then as to the,''

Avay in which faults and omissions, or alleged faults and omissions, are met. nicre^
is a haughty, peevish, angry mode of reproving, or teaching, perhaps, they woulrl^, ^
call it, which is almost sure to induce carelessness as to tryirig to please, if not
something worse. There is, also, a good-natured way of reproving or teaching,y,|^jj

which, if it were generally practised, would greatly increase the number of intellLri^ jj,',

gent, brisk, useful servants. I once called on a clergyman, to get his name to a cer-toi

tain paper—a sort of humorist he was—and he had occasion to ring for his lamp*:

When his young man set it on the table, the master saw that the stand was cover-

with dust. The man had scarcely got down stairs when the bell was again run^,

"John," said the gentleman, " have you got such a thing as a duster r" "Yes,
sir." " Bring it to me, John." As soon as the duster was brought, the reverend

gentleman turned back the cuff of his coat, tucked up his fine wristband, took hold

of the duster with his finger and thumb, and began carefully to wipe the lamp. J^J^yn

The youth stared, looked somewhat foolish, and, colouring deeply, said, " Oh, sir,

ditjit,

t:

tiiiD,

iliilyt

Wted
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let me do that." '• No, thank 'ee, John," said the master, •• I won't trouble you
to do such things ns this ; I can do it myself." I'll be bound that John never
needed such another rebuke, any more than Mrs. Ilagenmaier, of whom an account
was given in Number 2 of The Woukino Man's Tiiiexd, needed the rebuke to be
repeated wliich her husband gave her for keeping him waiting for her with his

dapple-grey.
IJut as I am addressing chiefly the wives and daughters of working men, there are

two points of view in which the subject of this and my last letter may be regarded.

I have selected some of those qualifications which I deem essential in a good ser-

vant, and I think it must appear evident how very important good training is in

reference to these- -first, because unless girls are trained,—bred, and brought up,—in

these habits and dispositions, they are not likely to get or to keep good situations,

and so may become a burden to thcdr paients, instead of relieving them from bm*-
dens ; and, secondly, as it is certain that a considerable number of working men's
loives are taken from the class of female servants, the early training at home, and
the coulirmation in proper habits and the gain of experience in those good situa-

tions, will go very far to make them excellent companions, wives, and mothers,
when they become, as it is termed, settled in life, and have a family rising around
them.
But my "household economy" requires that I should break off for the present.

August 6th, 18-50. Martha Makepeace.

THE WORKING MAN'S GARDEN.

H'HIllD WEEK IN AUGUST.—WATERING—WEEDING—SEEDS TO BE SOWN—
SEEDS GATIIEKED—CUCUMBERS—DAHLIAS—CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

HE work to be done in the garden during tlxis

veek, though little, is imi)ortaut, and should
eillier be neglected, delayed, or done care-

essly. Vegetables and flowers will require to

>e watered, unless the weather is showery ; and
s, when it is dry, frosts Ircquently commence
bout the fil'tecuth, this duty should be for the
uture performed iu tlie morning instead of the

vening. The best hours are between five and
ight ; but if the plants are in a shaded situa-

ion, other pei-iods of the day nuiy be choicn,

nly taking care that the sun-beams do not

each them for at least two hours allerwards,

ther^Yise the extreme heat will cause the same
ffect as if hot water, and not co'.d, had been

Ced. Continue to dig up weeds ; many of

em are now shedding their seeds, and unless

oted out at once, years of labour will not

omplish the extirpation of their progeny.

During tin's week sow a little cabbage, cole-

OTt, spiuacli, and onion-seeds for winter use ;

d transplant cabbage-lettuce, eartli up celery,

continue to gu(her the seeds of vegetables

,d flowers. Cut and dry culinary herbs, un-

18 you have already a sufficiency done, aud
,ther cucumbers for pickling.

Some persons think this latter an unwhole-
me vegetable, yet, as it is one very generally

tivaled in England, a i'cw words concerning

may not be uninteresting.

There are many species of cucumbers, some
Which are of considerable importance in

.edicine, while others are esteemed ;u vege-

tables. They are natives of Asia, Africa, the

West Indies, aud Southern Europe. The
proper time for sowing their seeds in tlie open
ground, is from the last week in ^May until the

middle of June ; and when that period next

conies round, we hope to have the privilege of

describing, through tlie pages of " Itie Work-
ing 3Iau's Friend," the best and most simple

method of rai-sing them. At present they are

ripe, and invite us, by their delicious coolness,

to think of those far off lands on whose sandy
plains their succulent nature enables tliem to

ripen and become a refreshing aliment to the

weary and parched traveller, who would seek

long in Tain for a spring of water at which to

quencli his thirst. The Roman emperor

Tiberius was particularly fond of this vege-

table ; and his gardeners, by judicious manage-
ment, were enabled to send a fresh one to his

table every day. Long before his time, how-
ever, they were carefully aud extensively

cultivated in many parts of the world, and
particularly iu Egypt, where they were regarded

as a luxuiy by the Israelites, when heated with

work and sick from stripes, they would sit

under the shades of the mighty pyramide which

tJicy were compelled to raise, and partake of

them with other food, which they afterwards

remenil)ered, with regret, iu the wilderness,

when they asked Moses for flesh aud for fish,

for " cucumbers and melons."*

• Numbers xi. 4-5,
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When settled in the Land of Promise, the

children of Israel cultivated cucumbers exten-

sively ; and as tlieir plantations were without

walls or hedges, they built cottages in themidst,

^hat the pas^sers-by might be prevented from

gathering the ripening vegetable. The prophet

Isaiah alludes to tliis custom when he compares

Jerusalem, in her desolation, to a " lodge in a

garden of cucumbers ;" these little temporary

buildings beijig always forsaken, and allowed to

fall to Fuiu, as soon as the vegetables had been

removed fromthe ground. The eastern cucum-

bers are smaller than ours, they are also much
•tinner, and their colour is wliite. ; The botajiical

name is '' cucuviis sativzcs." •:

1 The Russians and Tartars esteem cucumbers,

when salted, above all dishes. The West
Indian regards them as a luxurious ingredient

in soup ; but to the tables of the British they

are brought fresh from the garden, or cut into

thin slices, and seasoned with vinegar and

pepper, or stewed, or pickled, or preserved, as

a vsweet-meat. The village of Sandy, in Bed-

fordshire, was celebrated for its cucimibers.

We will now fulfil the promise made last

week, with regard to the Dahlia and Chrysan-

themum ; the class and order of the former

were given, and little more need be added, ex-

cept that its root is perennial—that is, it con-

tinues to live for many years ; and that its

i^owers are solitary, which means that at the

extremity of each branch it bears one.

The Chrysanthemum is a native of* China,,

where it is highly esteemed as a plant suited to

the saloons and verandahs, as well as to plea-

sure-grounds and gardens. There are more

than fifty varieties of it cultivated both there

and in Japan, many of which we may see repre-

sented on the porcelain of one country and the

celebrated lackered ware of the other. The
Chinese mode of cultivation is very simple, and

has been tried with success by British gar-

deners. During the early part of May cuttings

of the plant about five inches in length ai-e set

in a shady situation, and covered with hand-

glasses, until they have taken root, when the

air is admitted to strengthen the plants. As
soon as they are sufficiently rooted, tbey are

planted in small pots, which are plunged to the

rim in a border of rich earth, in an open situa-

tion. Here they require to be frecxuently

watered. About the close of August they are

shifted into larger pots, and are nourished with

Ji<^uid manure; and as soon as frost comes,

iJiey are moved into a room iji a dwelljng-hou^e

j^r placed on a shelf iu , a grei?n-hDuge. The

•iiij 'Ki noqi; m -•

a JliiKi ,7b5> has —i^i-S^

^dr. ,.:, . .. •.:.,,. . .,.> f: '. .:-
.

;
: - .;

aj>MEnELY ANApprentice.—" Oh, you're but a 'prentice !" said a boy the other, day, tauutiuglx

^ his companion. The addressed turned promptly round, and Avhilc; the fire of injured

pride and the look of pity were strangely blending in his countenance, coolly auswere.d, V »^

poets of China sing the praises of the Chrysan-
themum,' JiA frequently as the minstrels of

Persia celebrate those of the rose. They have
UTjwards of fifty varieties of it to delight in,

each of which has some, expi*fsiuve name ; but
tlie whole species is known upder the appella-

tion of " kuk-fa," or " suu-beam fl,owers.*,'

In 17G4 this plant was first introduced iiiitb

England, and cultivated in the Chelsea gar,-

dens ; by some mismanagement, however, ijb

was lost, and until 1795 was seen no more iu

our conservatories, when the purple variety was
broughtover from France. Ihis flower became
at once the fasliion ; it was spoken of as a

choice plant, difficult to rear, and was sold at

a most extravagant \mc& by tlie London gar-

deners. Its easy cultivation, however, soon

became known, , and frgni the green-houses of

the rich tliis beautiful plant escaped to the

little cott;?ge enclosures, to become more bril-

liant in cOiOiir, and of sweeter fragrance, by its

change of position. We liave now almost as

many varieties of it as are found in Ciiina; but

Mrs. Loudon has observed, that they may all be

classed in one or other of the following divi-

sions :—The Eanunculus flowered ; the in-

curved ; the Chhiaaster flowered ; the

Marigold flowered ; the clu.-tered ; the tas-

selled; and the quilled. Inhis "Lncyclopa;-dia

of Gardening," Mr.«. Loudon thusspeaks of it:-rj-

' Tiie true mode of displaying the beauties of

this charming flower is to keep it in pots and
train only one or three stems, erect, and branch-

ing regularly on all sides. All suckers should

be removed, and the side branches, and toy or

head, so arranged and adjusted by a nice appli-

cation of black thread or wires attached to the

main prop, as to render the figure of the entire

plant perfectly symmetrical. If three stems

are not trained, one is better than three, be-

cause it grows stronger ; but three are better

than two, which do not compose a whole."

Botany.— The chrysanthemum isof tlie

same class and order as the dahlia. It has a
fibrous root, and therefore should be frequently

transplanted, or have fresh ricli earth placed

around it. AH roots consist of two part^,

—the stock or body of the root, which is

termed "candex," and the "radicula," or fibrose

part,.which spreads into the earth and drav\'s

nourishment from it for the support of the \Qg\}-

table. J?oots are diyi^led into ten classes, the

names of M-hicIi are— 1, Simi)lc ; 2, iJumoso';

o, Bulbose ; 4, Tubero,?e ; '>, Articulate
;

ft :i ! '.T>;.do >.&n iBYihis't ?£dt ,i{fzir

f^
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JUVENILE CABINET.

FEAST OF LIGHT.

I» a rdccnt number of this journal there ap-

pciired an iutLix-.-ting article on the " camllc,"

which we tru.-;t our young friends have read,

even thouglt it is not amongst the columns of

'^he " Juvenile Cabinet." Its iMjrusal has re-

minded u.^ of several " Feasts of Lights," wliich

from time to time have been observed in various

countrics.and a description of a few of which we
trust will not be uninteresting to our readers.

The first we shall mention is the Jewish " Feast

of Light,'' which was instituted, it is said, by
.Tudus Maccabttus, in order to celebrate his

victory over the Assyrians. It commenced on

the 'J.0th of the month Cislen, and was con-

tinued for eight days. Ancient historians have
thus described it :

—

At the earliest da«-n of the 2oth day of the

month Cislen the " Feast of Lights" was
solemnly ushered in, by the sound of trumpets
and the voices of many singers. The daily

sacrifice was then offered up, the lamps were
lighted, inceni^e was burned, and all other parts

of the Divine worship performed according to

ihe law of Moses. Joy and gladne.-is reigned

throughout all Judea; the houses as well as

the temple were magnificently ornamented and
illuminated, and, during the eight days of the

fca?f, nothing wa.s thought of but pleasure.

Some sects of the Jews still observe tliis

festival, by ligliting a certain number of candles

in their s^-nagogues and in their houses. On
the first day they light one, two on the second,

and so on until the last day of the feast, when
they burn eight. They account for this peculiar

mode of observing it by saying, that on the first

morning of the festival which occurred some
hundred years since, the high priest on coming
to the temple, as usual, to light the lamps could

find no holy oil to feed them with, until by some
unseen agency a small sealed vessel was put

into his hand, containing as much oil as he

believed would serve for one day, but which
remained miraculously undiminished during

the whole time of the feast.

ITie ancient Greeks and Romans had also

their " Feasts of Light," which they celebrated

with much display and rejoicing once a year, in

memory of the search of Ceres, with lighted

torches, for herdaughter Froserpine. Will it ap-

pear strange to our young friends to learn, that

until the second year of the reign of Edward
the Sixth, this fe.*<tival was obsen-ed in Britain,

under the name of " Candlemas ? " Pope
Junocent the Third thus accounts for the

*:trange circumstance:—
" Because the Gentiles dedicated the month

of February to the infernal gods, and as at the

beginning of it Pluto stole Proserpine, and her

mother, Cere?, sought her in the night with

' lighted candles, so they, in the beginning c»f thi«

]
month, walked about the city with lighted caii-

I dlcrf ; because the holy fathers could not utterly

j

extirpate this custom, tliey onlained that Cliri>-

I tians should carry about candlei* in honour of

the Blessed Virgin Mary ; and thus what had

I

been done before to the honour of Ceres, i* now
done to the honour of the Virgin."

This custom is now discontinued ; though in.

[

Ireland Candlemas is still a day of feasting,

! and of lighting large candles in the homes of

the j)ea8antry. They are regarded as em-
blematical of the length of tiic approaching

days, and are never extinguished. When they

die out of themselves, the time is supposed

to have arrived when the prudent housewife

may complete her daily work by the
** Lii(ht of the d.iy.

Throwing- candles and candlesticks all away."

But in no other country in the world has the
" Feast of Lights" been ever celebrated with

so much magnificence as it is to this day in

China. It is usually called the " Feast of

Lanterns," and commences on the first night of

the first full-moon of the new year. The whole
empire is then illuminated, Iroui one extremity

to the other, in all the various modes which ima-
gination can suggest, and wealth procure. The
houses, the groves, the boats, are all covered over

with brilliant lanterns, and many thousands of

singular devices may be seen iloating wherever

there is water to cast them on. 3Iagnificent

fire-works are seen in every direction ; and no
one leaves his house without carrying in hi.i

hand a beautiful lantern formed of silk or pearl

shell. It is computed that not less than

200,000,000 of lights blaze at the same time in

different parts of the empire. The object of

this feast is variously accounted for. Some say

it is intended as an occasion for the display of

ingenuity and taste, in the construction and
mechanism of an infinite variety of lanterns ;

while others say it is meant to propitiate the

auspicious opening of the new year; and others

that it is commemorative of the death of the be-

loved child of a mandarin, who, having been ac-

cidentally drowned, was sought for in vain night

and day by her .soiTOwing relatives until at length

she was discovered by the ornament on her dross

reflecting the light of their lanterns ; while

others affirm that it owes its origin to the

emperor of Taon-kwang, who being wear)' of

having his pleasures broken in upon by the

continual succession of night and day, built a

magnificent palace impervious to the rays of the

sun, which he caused to be illuminated by an
infinite number of lamps and thus was enabled

to prolong light or darkness as it suited hi«

wishe.«. After some yeai-s, it is said, the Chinese

revolted against this vicious and foolish emperor,
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and liaviug forcibly entered his palace, set fire

to it with the lantern of which he had been so

proud, iiud ever after observed the anniversary

of that day as one of great rejoicing.

The Egyptians had also their Feast of Light,

but of this and others we shall write at some
future opportunity.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

AUGUST 18th to 2iTH.

August 18. TiceJfth Sunday after TriniUj.

Aug^ust 18, 1746, \^\\\iA\xi, Earl of Kilmat~iiock,

aged 42; and Arthur, Baron Balineriao, aged 58,

were Ueheaded ou Tower-hill, as traitors, for

levying- war against Geoige II., in behalf of the

Pretender.
August 18, 1847, Lieutenant Monro, who had

surrendered to take his trial for killing Colonel

Fawcett, in a duel fought at Chalk Farm, on the

1st ot July, 1843, was tried for that offence at the

Old Bailey, and found guilty of wilful murder, but
strongly recommended to mercy. Sentence of

4eath was recorded against the prisoner ; but this

was afterwards commuted to twelve months'
imprisonment,
August 19, 1646,/. Flamsteed, an eminent Eng-

lish astronomer, was born. In consequence of

his yublications and discoveries, he was ap-

pointed to the office of Astronomer Royal. About
the same time, also, he took orders, and obtained

the living of Burstow, in Surrey. The Royal
Observatory at Greenwich was soon after erected,

where he resided for the remainder of his life,

assiduously employed in the cultivation of his

favourite science. He died Decetnber 31, 1719.

August 19, 18:^3, died, aged 57, Robert Bloomfield,

an English poet, "Nvho raised himself from the

humbler ranks of life to considerable eminence,

by the spontaneous exertion of liis talents. His
most celebrated poem, " The Farmer's Boy," has

passed through many editions.

August 20, 1783, died, aged 68, Frank Vander-
myn, an emi. ent portrait painter. He was so

much attached to a pipe and porter that he would
not pai t the portrait of even the first character

in the kingdom, unless he was indulged with his

pipe at the time, and on that account he lost the

painting of many.
August 20, 1847, a severe battle was fought at

Churubusco, near the city of Mexico, between
the Mexicans and the Americans, in Avhich the

Mexic ins were entirely routed, and driven to the

gates of the city. The number of the Mexicans
M as estimated at 30 UOO, and their loss at 0,000.

There were between 6,000 and 7,000 Americans,
and their loss was 1,066 in killed, wounded, and
missing.
Augu>t21, 1703, dieil Thomas Tryon, author of

"The Way to Health, long Life, ana Happiness;
or, :i Discourse on Temperance," a work which
stiil retains some celebrity ; and of several other
pieces ou domestic economy and rural affairs. He

rejected the use of animal food, and indulged the
idea that "temperance, cleanliness, and inno-
cency," would purify him for celestial enjoyments.

August 22, 1485, the anniversary of the Battle of
Bosworth, the memorable conflict wherein Richard
III. lost his life and crown, and which terminated
a domestic war which had continued thirty years,
and cost the lives of one huudred thousand Eng-
lishmen.
August 22, 1818, died Warren Hastings, late

Governor General of India. "When he returned
from his government in 1786, he had to meet an
impeachment of high crimes and misdemeanours
before the first tribunal of his country. The talents

and influence of a powerful party w-ere arrayed
against him, and the trial lasted through a period
of nine years. He was acquitted, but the trial is

said to have cost the nation £100,000, and himself
more than £60,000. He devoted the evening of
his life to literary pursuits.

August 22, 1849, a Congressof the Friends of Peace
from various parts of the world was held in Paris,

in the Salle St. Cecile, a large building capable of
holdiug about 1,200 persons. This was com-
pletely filled for three days. The meeting had the
sanctioa of the Government, and every facility was
granted to the visitors, both for conducting their

business, and for the gratification of their curi-
osity as to the public buildings, works of art, &c.
Souie very important resolutions were passed, and
several elaborate addresses read or delivered, in

English and French.

August 23, 1305, SirWilliant Wallace, " the peer-

less Knight of Eileslie," who bravely defended
Scotland against Edward I., was executed, by
order of that monarch, on Tower-hill. This dis-

tinguished individual is popular in England up-
wards of five hundred years after his death
through Miss Porter's novel of the " Scottish

Chiefs," and the well-known ballad, ' Scots wha
hae wi' Wallace bled," &c.

August 23, 1713, Stamps were first required for

newspapers.
August 24, St. Bartholomew. la 1662, two

thousand ministers of the Church of England were
ejected on this day by the Act of Uniformity. In
France, a horrid massacre of the Protestants com-
menced on this day, in the reign of Charles IX.
In Paris alone ten thousand were butchered in a
fortnight, and ninety thousand in the provinces,

making together one hundred thousand.

Fertility of the Field of "Waterloo.—The field of Waterloo is, like the rest of

Belgium remarkably rich. For several years after the conflict the crops were pro-

dip- ious, owing to the vast quantity of animal matter blended with the soil. Even
yet, alter the lapse of so many years, the grain on those portions where the dead

were interred was not only richer, but of a darker colour than elsewhere.
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Xo. XXXII.—THE GRAND EXHIBITIOX OF WORKS OF INDUSTRY
OF ALL NATIONS IN I80I.

Part HI.

As we believe that there never has been an exhibition in which the operatives of

this country have had a greater interest, they wiU excuse our using additional argu-

ments to awaken their attention.

The ExHiBiTiojr will troduce kindly ieelixgs betweek us and otuek

CouxxniES.

In the great building to be erected there will be assembled persons from every

quarter of the globe—Frenchmen, Germans, Italians, Swedes, Danes, Swiss, Rus-

sians, Arabs, Chinamen, and Americans, will be present ; and we shall all meet in

amity. They will participate our hospitality, and we shall be edified by their skill.

Myriads of our operatives, in their holiday clothes, will assemble, to the astonish-

ment of the men of other lands, and teach them that we are not such savages as

they have heard we are. The Chinese, who haxc called \is **Ouiside Barbarians,''

will perceive that after all, the principles of humanity and politeness are not ex-

tinguished in our bosoms ; and Ave, too, shall see that foreigners are not monsters

required to be kept in an iron cage, to be chained to the galley, or blown to atoms

with our artillery.

Here all will be amity. In fact the Exhibition may be called *' Friendship'

s

Offering," contributed by all nations, and presented on the altar of " Unli^ersal

Brotherhood." We trust that not a single instance of rudeness will be .seen.

Every one who enters the building should feel himself a representative of his

country's honour and dignity ; and resolve, that from him they shall receive no

stain. We have all along said, that there is no reason why working men and
working women slioulinot'be as perfect gentlemen and ladies as Prince Albert or

Queen Victoria. It should also be remembered that foreigners are generally very

polite, and therefore wiU be shocked at any breach of good breeding. A sailor

once asked a draper the price of an article, and was answered, " One shilling to poor

people, but one-and-sixpence to gentlemen." " Then," said the liberal tar, " I will

be a gentleman for once," and threw down his eighteen-pence on the counter. We
know that an immense improvement is coming over the manners of the masses

;

and we should advise any who glory in the proverbial roughness of John Bull, to

resolve to be gentlemen and ladies for once, during the whole time that they visit

the Exhibition. Depend upon it, if these strangers cannot understand our speech,

yet they have quick eyesight, and when they arc gone home will carry to their own
land our good or our evil report. Ay, and they have not only eyes but feelings.

It has been said " that kindness Ls the key to the human heart ;" and we arc per-

suaded that there is not a mind in our world but can be unlocked by its power.

Surely, then, none but kindly sjinpathies will be awaked by this grand assembly.

We augur all that can conduce to the friendship of the nations from the coming in-

terview, and believe that future historians will dwell upon its glorious ciiects with

the most pleasurable satisfaction.

%
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Here will be eeciprocatiox.

The meeting aWII not merely be one of amity but of vast utility. We are about

to show that''" it is good for brethren to dweil together in unity." Some mystics

have attempted to build a system of morals on what they have termed " disinterested

affections:' and have given themselves up to the study of benevolent emotions

exercised without any idea of personal advantage. For oui'selves we are utilitarians,

and, though we can love beings for what they are, as well as for the benefits they

may have bestowed on us, yet we candidly confess that loveliness added to utility, or

utiiitv combined with loveliness, greatly enhances our regard. Even the beloved

disciple, whose pages breath nothing but charity, tells us, that " we love him

because he first loved us." Both the Old and New Testament assui-e us that

Jehovah does not expect to be loved, solely and alone for what He is. Creation,

Providence, and Redemption, through wliich He has displayed to us Kis perfections

and character, are works of utiUty ; and the great enterprise for modern nations to

accomplish, is to give each other a vested interest in their mutual welfare
;
and thus

prove that the preservation, and not the destruction, of one another is the highest

policy, as weU as the profoundest philosophy and the purest morality ;
but this can

only be done by reciprocity.

In the forthcoming " Exhibition of Works of Industry," we shall see lioxi' much

qre depend on each other, and to what extent we can advance our mutual interests.

Instead of imagining that England would be benefited by the desolation of France,

Oermany, or any othei- nation ; or that other countries would prosper by our over-

throw ; it will now be demonstrated that we stand or fall together ;
that France is

almost a necessary of life to England, and England to France; and the same may

be said of oUier kingdoms, empires, and republics. Many use French, Dutch, Rus-

sian, Indian, and American produce, without thinking or knowing whence their

comforts or blessings flow; but the exhibition will teach us that we ai-e debtors to all

the world, and that there ai-e few parts of the globe but are, or may be, indebted to

us ; and therefore that none of the inhabitants of the earth could be blotted out of

being without a universal loss. Statesmen talk much of the " balance of power,"

and have devised all kinds of crooked policy, have spent millions of treasure, and

shed rivers of blood to sixstain it ; but here it will be 'demonstrated that the best

bond of union, and the most complete power for preserving the just and natiiral

equilibrium, not only of Europe, but of the world, is mutual dependance, main-

tained by the reciprocities of trade. Let these be encouraged and the senate may

pass a short hours' bill for itself, and retii-e from its sittings at rational periods ;
for

merchants, tradesmen, and mechanics can do more to regulate the equitable and
]

benevolent intercourse and union of mankind, than ail the armies that have ever

bled, and all the sagacious statesmen that have sat in conclave over these matters.

This will be gloriously exemplified in Hyde Park in 1 85 1 . If there is any particular

sin that will prevail in that a^ssembly, it will be the breach of the tenth command-

ment ; and yet it will not be a sin, for we shall be willing, by exchange, or in cash,

to give an ample remuneration for all we covet or desire ;
and thus our enlarged

and gratified wishes will Avork together for the general good.

Peace will be pro:moted.

We hope that, at the Exhibition, not a single instrument ofwar will be seen.^ To

parade these before our visitors and guests would be like placing swords and pistols

on our dinner-table along with the viands to which we have invited our friends.

"Wasps and hornets excite us to self-defence, because they enter our rooms with
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their stings. Lions and scq)ents induce us to arm, because of their teeth, their

rage, and their venom ; but the lamb and the dove call forth in us none hut the

kindliest emotions. Too long, alas ! have the nations of Europe lived " in malice,

hatred, and all uncharitableness." "We have not only emulated, but surpassed the

savageness of beasts of prey ; and, therefore, we ought at length to say to the

destroying angel, " It is enough, stay now thy hand." The Exhibition v.ill afford

a fine opportunity for the exercise of every pacific principle, and certainly ought

not to be marred by any display of the instruments of death.

No good object could be obtained by such a manifestation of our worse than

fiendish skill. It will answer no humane end to teach our friends or our foes, the

depth ofour latent malignity and our power to exhaust our wrath ; because they can

adopt our weapons, and may one day surpass us in the field. It is time wo " broke

offour sins by rightCQU.sness." Had Israel stayed at its ninth transgression, the

people would not have been excluded from the land of Canaan, but the tenth offence

closed the door of mercy, and doomed them to perish in the wilderness. Surely

we have won enough of militari/ glory, and have payed sufficiently dear for laurels

dyed in blood ; and ought now to feel that duty, policy, humanity, and religion

demand that we should be peaceful ; for, notwithstanding our pride and ourproAvess,

we may handle the dagger once too often. Nations, as confident as wo are, have

illustrated the text, " They that take the sword shall perish by the sword." Much
as we feel the importance of the intended Exhibiton, we would rather that the idea

should be for ever abandoned, than have a season so propitious for cherishing the

kindliest feelings of humanity polluted by the unhallowed emotions that the dis-

play of military Aveapons would elicit.

It is one of Heaven's firmest decrees that men shall become rational, and "beat

their swords into plough-shares, and spears into pruning-hooks ;" and it is now
offered to us to take the initiative to effect the glorious consummation. Our *' Peace

Congresses " at Brussels and Paris, have done something to bring about the dav when
*' nations shall learn war no more ;" and the intended meeting at Frankfort will

greatly advance the movement ; but the Exhibition of ISol may give it an almost

infinite impetus. For some months, on an area of tAventy square acres, there Avill

be a grand encampment of men and Avomen of various nations, for the purpose of

shoAving their almost boundless resources, to benefit and make each other happy.
There Avill be seen, in rich profusion, the fruits and the implements of industry in

all their inviting forms. The plough-share, the pruning-hook, the spindle, the

shuttle, and the immense productions of human art and skill, Avill be spread out in

all their munificent magnificence ; and A\-e have too much faith in humanity, in

truth, in justice, in reason, in utility, in mercy and religion, to suppose that no
lesson of peace will be learnt therefrom. Why should not Hydf? Park be the
Kunnymede of the world, in Avhich, not merely lords and barons, but the merchant,
tradesman, and operative,—the men that make the Avealth of kings and govern-
ments,—shall sign a charter of peace, liberty, and benevolence, for the Avhole globe.

Nothing but our oaa'u folly stands in the Avay of such a result. But whether this

be effected, or not ; should even the furies of war bo iuA-oked to mar the pleasure of

the i^ccne, Ave still believe that such impressions, favourable to peace, Avill be made,
as will never be effaced until " universal good-AA-ill among men," shall bless every

inhabitant of our long-oppressed planet.

CoMMF.nCF. AVILL Bi: GREATLY rUOArOTLT).

The Exhibition Avill be a large show-room for the mordiants and manufaeturei*8
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to the woiicl.- At present we have little idea of our power to supply each other's

wants ; axid are alino^t as ignorant respecting our oyvn necessities. Many a person

has entered a bazaar, with the full persuasion that he needed none of its stores, and

with the fixed resolve not to spend a penny ; when, lo ! he has iiot passed a conpld

of stalls before he is oppressed with the sense of his necessities, arid under such

deep convictions of need, that before he leaves the roof, he empties his purse.

Such shall be the case in the coming Exhibition. The long display of valuables

which each avenue shall present, will prove to the visitors that there is an immens^

amount of articles which may minister to our good, our pleasure, or our taste,

which we may easily command, and hence a large interchange of commodities A\dll

ensue, and thus commerce will be greatly enlarged. But the merchant would have

nothing to sell if the manufacturer and trader had not supplied his warehouses
;

and the tradesman would have had nothing to offer, if the mechanic had not toiled

;

and thus all these parties are dependent on each othe'r. Increase our commerce,

and you make a demand on our factories ; empty our warehouses, and you give the

operative" full employment to replenish them ; and then the demand for hands will

raise wages, and hence, by these means, we shall bless oui- peasants and operatives,

enrich our country, and benefit the world.

MEN OF THE COMMONWEALTH AGE.

ALGERNON SIDNEY.

If there are names on the scroll of Fame at

Wiiicli she blushes, that of Algernon Sidney is

not among them. We speak not of liis rank,

though he was the second son of the Earl of

Leicester, and thus stood connected with the

nobility of England. We speak not of his

education, though that Avas liberal, and em-
braced every branch of polite literature. We
speak not of his military life, though he served

with great distinction, and might have won the

first laurels on the field of battle. We speak

not of his keen knowledge of the principles of

government, though it was such as might have

conducted him to the highest pinnacle of glory,

and given him a place among the most dis-

tmguished of statemen. He stands before us as

one of those great-hearted patriots who anointed

their shield, and took the advanced rank in

defence of the faith and freedom of tlieir

country. If true independence was never yet

valued at too high a price, certain it is that the

patriots of the seventeenth century have not Tip

to this day had simple justice done either to their

names or their principles. Through no human
soul did there flow a purer or mightier tide of

patriotic feeling. No men loved their country

more ardently. Their patriotism was a passion.

Their souls were on fire. And nobly did they

act. They have left behind them a name and
a memorial which can never die.

Sidney was born in the year 1617 ; served in

the Irish rebellion ; on his return joined the

parliamentarians, and, having displayed his

skill and bravery in several actions, was
successively made governor of Chichester, Dub-
lin, and Dover. It is not needful to remind the

reader that Sidney was called to public service

at the time when the first Charles became the

object of imivei-sal distrust and detestation.

Yet he was far from sympathizing with all the

movements of the adverse party. When the
high court of justice was constituted for the

trial of tlie king, though he Avas nominated a
member, he refused to attend. He was not
present even when the sentence Avas pro-

nounced, nor did he attach his name to the

warrant for the execution of the unhkppy
monarch. It is supposed that he withheld liis

signature at the pressing request of his father,

the Earl of Leicester ; but this may be ques-

tioned. Nor is the proof either clear or sulii-

cient to convince us that he went so far as to

vindicate that exti'eme measure. Be that as it

may, the same principles which awakened his

opposition to the arbitrary and unconstitutional

procedure of Charles made him object to tiie

Commonwealth of Cromwell ; during which he

retired to Tenshurst, and there occupied his

time in composing his celebrated treatise on

government. Though he declined to accept

oflice under either Cromwell or his son Richard,

yet when the Long Parliament recovered its

power, he readily consented to act as one of

the Council of State. In 1G50 he was one of
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the Commissioners sent to mediate between
I^eumark and Sweden. IJut on the Restora-

tion be became apprehensive of the vengeance
of the royali.sL<, and therefore remained abroad
for seventeen years, at the end of which his

father, wl'.o was anxious to see him before

leaving the world, procured his pardon from
the king. After hi:j return to lingland in 1677,

lie opix)sed the measures of the Court. For
this he has been held up in the page of history

as ungi-ateful. Hume thinks that it was an
abuse of the royal clemency. But does the

fact of a man being allowed to return home
from a voluntary exile, and suffered to live free

from the vindictive proceedings of the party
whom he opposed, render it imperative that he
thould never again lift his voice in defence of
trutli, and justice, and liberty ? Because he
enjoys the royal clemency, is he, therefore, to

];rove recreant to his most cherished principles ?

llad Sidney by perpetual silence and inactivity

sanctioned Kestoration, and all which that

Restoration involved, he would have been a
Uait<jr to Ids country, and a traitor to universal

liumanity. Ilis pardon, if pardon it can be
called, was nothing more than a cessation of
injustice. It involved no obligation to an im-
plicit subrniss'on for the future. If it had,
Sidney would never have set his foot on Eng-
land's soil again.

As in the case of my Lord Russell, we find

that Sidney was suspected of intriguing with
iiarjllon, the French ambassador, to prevent the
war between France and England, and so ijre-

vent C'hpj-les from coming into the possession of
tliose large fimds which, on such an occasion,

would be necessary, lest he should employ them
egainst th liberties of the nation. The French
monarch v.as not less anxious to prevent the

Engli.-h from joining the list of his enemies

;

and, if posflble, to secure this end, it is said that

he bribed the leading Whig members of pai--

liament, with many others, among whom was
our Sidney. But when we reflect on tlie in-

llexible principle and consummate virtue of the
man in otlicr circumstances, \te arc more than
disposed to doubt this point. His reputation

was such for every higher and nobler property,

that it should have raised him above suspicion.

He Avas not a man to be bribed. Jle was as far

xx'moved from corruption, as he was from the

most brutal and debasing lust.

Sidney took a conspicuous part in the pro-

ceedings by wliich the Duko of York was ex-
cluded from the throne ; and when those pro-

ceedings failed, he joined in the conspiracy for

an insurrection. Let the reader here recall the

various particulars of the plot given in the

sketch of my Lord Russell. It was the detec-

tion of an infamous plot

—

the Rye-house
ri.OT — for the :issas>ination of the king, which
led to the detection of the conspiracy to prevent
anything but a Protestant successor to the
throne of England. But Sidney, like Russell,

was dexterously inculpated in the inferior plot,

and was tried for high treason before the same
inhuman Chief Justice, Jeffreys, whose court
was " the den of a wild Iseast, which none could
tame, and which was as likely to be roused to

rage by caresses as by attacks." The chaiacter
of this judge who sold " his forehead of bra^s
and his tongue of venom to the court," ha«
been thus sketched by a master-hand :

'• Daily
conflicts with prostitutes and thieves called out
and exercised his powers so effectually, that he
became the most consummate bully ever known
in his profession, All tenderness for the feel-

ings of others, all self-respect, all sense of the
becoming, were obliterated from his mind. He
acquired a boundless command of the rhetoric

in which the vulgar express hatred and con-

temi)t. The profusion of maledictions and
vituperative epithets which composed his

vocabulary, could hardly have been rivalled in

the fish-market, or the bear-garden. His coun-
tenance and his voice must always have been
unamiabl '. But these natural advantages—
for such he seems to have thought them

—

he had improved to such a degree that there

were few who, in his paroxysms of rage, could
see or hear him Avithout emotion. Impudence
and ftrocity sat upon his brow. The glare of

his eyes had a fascination for the unliappy
victim on whom they were fixed. Yet his

brow and his eye were said to be less terrible

than the savage lines of his mouth. His yell

of fury, as was said by one who had often h'.-ard

it, sounded like the thunder of the judgment-
day. These qualifications he carried, wliilc

still a young man, from the bar to the bench.'.'

With such a judge upon the bench, Sidney-

could entertain but little hope. The jury, too,

was packed or partial. The only witness who
deposed against him, was my Lord Howard,
who acted so conspicuous a part in the trial of
Russell, and whose testimony covered him with
everlasting disgrace. In that case, and so in this,

a relative of ids own gave thp lie to his whole
testimony. Sidueyhavingdesired 3Ir. Howard to

be called, this unbiassed and noble-minded man
rose and addressed the court in the following
terms :

—" I have been for some time very inti-

mate with my lord, not only on account of our
alliance, but upon a strict intimacy and corre-

spondence of friendship, and I think I was as

much his as he coulil expect from this alliance.

I did move him, during this time, to serve the
king upon the most honourable account I could,

but that proved ineffectual. I pass that and
come to the business here. As soon a: the j)lot

broke out, my lord having a great intimacy
with me, expressed a great detestation and
surprising in himself to hear of it, wherein my
Lord Howard assured me under very great

asseverations, that he could neither accuse liim-

self norno man living. He told me, moreover,
that there were certain persons of quality whom
he was very much concerned for, that they
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should be so much reflected upon or troubled,

and he condoled very much their condition,

both before and after they were taken. My
lord, I believe in my conscience, he did this

without any mental reservation or equivoca-

tion, for he had no reason to do it with me.

I must needs add, from my conscience

and from my heart, before God and man, that

if my lord had spoken before the king sitting

upon his throne, abating for the solemnity of

the presence, I could not have more believed

him, for the assurance he had in me."

Lord Howard stsod alone in his depositions

against Sidney; and the law requiring two

witnesses, the court fell on a strange expedient

to supply this deficiency. Orders were given

to search the prisoner's apartments. Some

manuscript discom-ses on government were

found among his papers, in which he main-

tained principles deemed inimical to constitu-

tional authority. This manuscript was held as

equivalent to a second witness—nay, as supply-

ing the lack of many witnesses. Sidney con-

tended that there was no other evidence for

ascribing the document to him as its author,

than the mere correspondence of the hand-

writing, which was never admitted in criminal

prosecutions ; and that, alloAving him to be the

author, he had composed the treatise solely lor

his private amusement, and had never pub-

lished it to the world, or even communicated

it to any single person ; that when examined,

it appeared, by the colour of the ink, to have

been wTitten many years before, and could not

be produced as evidence of a present conspiracy

against the government.

That the reader may form his own judgment

of Sidney's views and sentiments on the deli-

cate and difficult subject of government, we

cannot do better than introduce a few sentences

from this work which was adduced as evidence

against him, and which was published about

four years after his death :

—

" Such as en^er into society must, in some

degree, diminish their liberty. Reason leads

them to this. No one man or family is able to

provide that which is requisite for their con-

venience or security, whilst every one has an

equal right to everything, and none acknow-

ledges a superior to determine the controversies

that, upon such occasions, must continually

arise, and will probably be so many and great

that mankind cannot bear them There

is nothing of absurdity in saying that man

cannot continue in the perpetual and entire

function of the liberty that God h/cth given

him. The liberty of one is thwarted by that of

another; and whilst they are all equal, none

will yield to any, otherwise than by a general

consent. This is the ground of all just govern-

ments, for violence or fraud can create no right,

and the same consent gives the form to them

all, how much soever they differ from each

Other. Some small numbers of men, living

within the precints of one city, have, as it Avere,

cast into a common stock the right winch they

had of governing themselves and cliildren;

and, by common consent, joining in one body,

exercised such power over every single person

as seemed beneficial to the whole; and this

men call perfect democracy. Others choose

rather to be governed by a select number of

such as most excelled in wisdom and virtue

;

and this, according to the signification of the

word, was called aristocracy ; or when one

man excelled all others, the government was

put into his hands, under the name ot mon-

archy. But the wisest, best, and far the

greatest part of mankind, rejecting these simple

species, did form governments mixed or com-

posed of the three, which commonly received

their respected denomination from the part

that prevailed, and did desei-ve praise or blame

as they were well or ill-proportioned."

To what principle or sentiment in these ex-

tracts could any man object? They breathe

the spirit of the book—the spirit of Sidney.

Who can deny that the source of power in a

government is derived from the consent of the

people who are governed? Who mil affirm

that it is not lawful to resist tyranny and op-

pression in Avhomsoever theyhave their develop-

ment and manifestation ? Who does not prefer

liberty—the liberty of the many to the rule of

a single individual ? These views have been

held by the best and most dutiful subjects;

and why they should have been converted into

a criminal charge of the most aggravated cha-

racter against our Sithiey, remains to be ex-

plained. Listen to his own defence. He wiis

denied counsel- unjustly and cruelly denied it.

Yet the manner in wliich he handled his case

v.-ould be nothing disparaging to the first advo-

cate. Being instructed from the bench to apply

himself to the jury, he said :
" Here is a huge

complication of crimes laid to my charge. I

did not know at first ur.der what statute they

were; now I find it is the statute of the 25th

of Edward III. This statute hath two branches

;

one relating to war, the other to the person of

the king. That relating to the person of the

king makes the conspiring, imagining, and com-

passing his death criminal. That concerning

war is not unless it be levied. Now, my Lord,

I cannot imagine to which of these they refer

my crime, and I did desire your lordship to .

explain it. ,
For to say that a man did meet to £

conspire the king's death, and he that gives
j

you tlic account of the business doe? not speak
^

one Avord of it, seems extravagant ;
for con- ,;

spiracies have ever their denominationfrom that ,

point to which they tend, as a conspiracy to

make false coins, instruments, and the like. A
conspiracy to take away a woman, to kill, or

rob, are all directed to that end. So conspiring

to kill the king must immediately aim at

Idlling the king. The king hath two capacities

—natural and politic ; that which is the politic

I
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cannot be within the statute. In that Fense he
never die? : and it is absurd to say it should be

a fault to kill the king that ennnot die ; so

then it mii?t be thr* natural sense it mast be
understood in, which mu>(t be done by »word,

by pi?tol, or any other way. Now if there be
not one word of this, then that is utterly at an
end thouph the witness had been {(ood. The

thou art called to suffer ! Conscience approves,
and Heaven applauds

!

The evidence ha.Ymg been summed up, th«
jury withdrew; an', after half-an-hour's cor-
sulcation, returned and delivered their verdict,

bringing in the prisoner guilty '. The attorney-
general then demanding that judgment should
be given aguiust him, he wa.s sentenced to Ije

next point is, concerning levying of war. I..evy- hanged, beheaded, quartered, and his body dijj-

ing of war is made ti-ea.son there, so it be ' po:.ed of iit the king's pleasure. The sentence
l)roved by overt act ; but an overt act of that i pa.-sed, Sidney exclaimed—
never wns. or can be pretended here. If the

j

"Then, O God I O God ! I bcMecTi thee to
w?r he not levied, it is not within the act ; for

i
sanctiry these sufferings unto me, and irnput«

conspiring to levy war is not in the act. 3Iy I not my blood to the country, nor the city
Lord, there is no man that thinks that I would :

through which I am to be drawn. Lit no in-
kill the king that knows me. I am not a man

|

quisition be made for it ; but if any,— and the
to have such a design ; j^erhaps I may say 1 1

?heading of blood lliat is innocent must be re-
liave saved his life once. So tliat it must be by i venged,—let the wefglit of it fall only upon those
implication—that is, it is first imagined that! that maliciously persecute me for rigliteousnesa
I intended to raise a war, and then it is ima- sake."

gmed that war should tend to the destrucrion

of the king. Now, I know that may foilow,

but that is not natural or necessary; and,
being not natural or necessary, it cannot be so

understood by the law. That it is not,i8 plain ;

Tiii5 was too much for Jeffreys, and, '.vith a
piety corresponding Avith tlie piety of the devil,

—for the devil can be very pious at times,
traUiform himself into even an angel of light,

—

he said, "I pray God may v.ork in you a tera-
for many wars have been made, and ihe death per fit to go into the other world, for I see yon
of the king has not followed. So that it is two
distinct things to make war, and to endeavour
to kill the king. Now, as there is no mauntr
of pretence that I should endeavour to kill the
king directly, so it cannot be by inference, be-

cause it i-* treason under another species

Thon here are papers ; if anything is to be
made of them, you must prodnrc tlie whole, for

are not fit for this I" Sidney, holding out his
hand, replied, " My lord, feel my fnlse, and see
if I am disordered. I bless Gotl I never wa.<» in
better temper than I am now."
Not vithstanding liis extreme views of mo-

narchy, Hume admits that the execution of
Sidney must be regarded as one of the greatert
blemishes of the reign of the second Charles

—

it is impossible to make anything of a part of that tlie evidence against him was not legal.

them Thefse rai>ers have no manner
of coherence—no dependence upon any such
design. You mu.st go upon conjecture, and
after all you find nothing but only papers, never
perfect ; only scraps, \mtten many years ago,
and Wiiich could not be calculated for the
raising of the people. Frny what imagination
can be more vain than that ? and what man
can be safe if the king's counsel may make .such

groundless constructions?"
Very tnie, my brave Sidney; but his 3Ia-

jpsty's counsel have trampled ju->tice under
their feet, and the man— if man he should be
called— who occupies the judgment-.seat has
directed the jury to bring in their verdict

against thee! Yet Heaven will bear up thy

and that the jury that condemned him were
verily to Ixj blamed. Pledged to the principles
of truth aud freedom from his earliest youth,
he suffered v.ith manly fortitude— not "the
fortitude of a Stoic." He was not destitute of
the finer 8en.«ibilities of our nature. He had a
heart as pure, and tender, and susc-ptible as
any that ever throbbed in human brea.-t.

Ilis death can be regarded as notliing better
than legalized murder. These state-trials have
left an indelible stain on the judicial ermine
of England. The eternities will never remove
it. But we honour the men who thus fell in

the cause of human liberty. Xor can we .send

forth a freer and fuller aspiration for our coun-

try than tliat England may never be wanting
.spirit : flighty art thou in the righteousness of in men equally devoted to her frce<lom and her
thy cause : It is for " the good OLi» CAisr. "

,
faith :

HENRY WILLIAMS; or, STRUGGLES FOR LIGHT.

CHAPTER IV.—DAWX.
A GENERAL wcakncss, ensuing from the enough to keep on his legs. "While I
severe illness I had undergone, delayed my : brought nothinj^ into the family treasury,
return lo labour. So great was my debi-

I

I was the cause of outlays. "With difficulty

lity that fears of a consumption besran to ; were the plainest food and the humblest
be entertained. Here was another blow to clothing procured for the other members of
my father, who had already difficulty i the family. My father's trials be;^an to
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make him sombre and fretful. Sometimes

a word—only a word—escaped from his hps,

intimating that I was a bm-den to him. A
burden I was ; this I knew well, but what

could I do ?

With the lapse of a few months, my
Ktren"-th was so far recovered as to allow

me tov?ii\k abroad. The sea-shore was my
favourite resort. I love the sea; I love

that particular sea with especial love—with

the curving shores of the land that forms

the port ; with that old castle on the north-

ern extremity of those shores, and that

pile of commercial buildmgs on their

southern cud; with that fine island

stretching along in the front, and those

iitio-e ships riding at anchor between;

Avith the land-locked harbour and all the

art, mystery, labour, and bustle of the

dock-yard; with now the gay attire ol

vessels dressed mast-high with flags aiid

banners of all sizes, colours, and nations m
honour of fome naval hero or scion ot

royalty • and no>v the dark thoughts asso-

ciated with tlie horrid punishment ot a

fiocroincr through the fleet, inflicted on some

d-lmqu"'ent sailor—with these and a hun-

dred other objects (for a sea-port is an ever-

revolving panorama) I found scenes and

thou-hts that never fai'ed to attract and

decpfy interest my mind. The sea itself

with its waters ever moving as if they had

life, and coming in and going out at their

owA time, as if endowed with will and

power, did more tlian any o! her thing to

Inad my thoughts to the great Autiior of

the Universe. Of those movements I

wanted and sought a primary cause ;
that

will and th.at power were to me types and

voices of the Infinite Mind.
,

'

Bv deo-rees I felt my old religious

musings ""resume their empire. My hours

of sickness had not been without religious

thoucvhts. I longed to be again at work

'in the Sunday-school, where, under the

same roof, though not in the same room,

with Lucy, I had spent many happy hours

aiid received both instruction and mora

impulse. Even my father's gloom and

own seriousness conspired to make

feel religiously inclined. Yet mymy

impressions wete vague and super/icial

As soon, however, as my mind began to act

•spontaneously, it again and again forced on

me the question-" What are you doing ?

"What are you going to, do r i Had no

answer to give. I certainly shrunk from

the idea of mv old companions. My tone

of mind had risen too lii-h to hud m the re-

collection of the night at tne " Ihrec

Pigeons " anything but repugnance and dis-

"^Ywas sauntering one afternoon through

a back street of the town, when, for want of

something else to do, I mechanically stopped

at an old book-stall. There, among other

works, " Murray's English Grammar "

struck my sight. It was a poor, dirty copy,

but the volume contained the exercises, as

well as the grammar, A shilling was the

price. I immediately began to wish for the

book. How was I to find means to make

the purchase ? I had a favourite dog—the
only relic of the carpenter's shop. I loved

" Prig," for, besides his breeding, he had

been la close companion to me from the

first, and when Lucy turned her back on

me he became doubly dear. My sick cham-

ber he rarelv left, and in all my walks he

was ever at my side. But desire was awak-

ened in my heart, and, like other ambitious

persons, I was inclined to sacrifice love to

acquirement. It went sorely against my
feelings, but " Prig" was sold, and the

grammar became mine. No sooner was it

in mv possession, than with characteristic

ardour I began to study its contents.

Some slight smattering of school-knowledge

remained with me. These dim notions

gave me aid. But I found the task one of

extreme difficulty. I read and read again,

without forming any distinct conceptions.

When I thought I clearly understood what

was meant, I found the acquirements of

one day vanished the next. Then I began

to learn, by heart, paragraph after para-

o-raph, until I could repeat whole pages

?vithout book. This facility gave me the

idea that now I had really made a sohd

gain Yet when I tried to give an account

to myself of the facts and principles I had

learnt, I was involved in a maze of, to me,

almqst unmeaning Avords. The task grew

•tedious, very tedious.

Yes, reader, it was far more troublesome

than it need have been. Have nothing to

do with '• Murray's Grammar.' iNot to

dwell on the fact that, since Murray s days,

the Germans have thrown on our language

such a new light as has completely revo-

lutionized the Grammar; to pass over this,

Murray's Manual, while specially fit lor no

learner, is specially unfit for the self-

taught ; nor, with all its defects and all its

impertinences, is there yet in o^r tongue ^

more suitable grammar than Cobbett 9,

for sucli as arc condemned to work thei^

way without a teacher. •

1 was one evening walking on tlie beacii,

with my eyes fixed on Murray's pages,

when I was surprised at hearing my name

pronounced. I looked up, and saw before

me a young man whose name and person

I had learnt to know in the bunuav-school.

" You are become bookish, " he saitt.

"What are you reading?" \'.^^urjray^

English Grammar," I replied. "Will you

teach it to me ?" *' I have only a very ita
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perfect knowledge of English grammar
myself." " Well," he answered, ""my mas-
ter tells me that if I could ^vrite a good
letter in correct English, he would take me
from the anvil into his counting-house, and
give mo half as much wages again as I
have. I am resolved to make the attempt.
But really I don't know how to begin. You
have been, I know, at the hrst school in
the town, and everybody says you are taking
to books again." " Books," I rejoined,
" I do like, but not all books. The Gram-
mar, for instance, puzzles and wearies me
sadly. I kno»\' too little to think for a
moment of teaching anyone.-' " There is,"
added m,y friend—" there is one thing I
should Hke, and that is, that you had heard
what our minister said, in his address to
the scholars yesterday. He said, ' The
readiest way to learn is to teach.' I have
thought much about his words. I fancy
they are true, though I see not how it is

;

and in truth I am utterly ignorant what to
do, whether to acquire or to communicate
knowledge. Now let you and me form a
union. You know a little ; 1 know nothing.
We will talk ov: r the matter one with
another very carefully ; and as you have no
wages, I shall pay you two shillmgs a week
lor your lessons." I agreed, and in about
liree months we were both familiar with
Murray's mysteries.
In my house I was now regarded as a

piece of lumber. I brought nothing in, I
took little out ; I was 'clearlv unht for
manual labour, and, consequently, I was
considered unfit for anything. My father,
therefore, bore with me quietly, and I. was
allowed to spend my time just as I pleased

;

I have, however, sometimes, thought that
niy fatlter had a higher view ; that he saw
in me indications of which, quietly, he was
xather proud, and still half hoped 1 should
make a scholar. How this was I knew not,
for my father was by nature taciturn, and
certainly he was utterly unable to give me
any direct encouragement—the utmost in
his power was to supply me with food and
shelter—I say " food and shelter," for neAv
clothes I, as yet, was without; and when,

'

monilis afterwards, I began to make addi-
tions to my very scanty wardrobe, it was
done out of resources gained by teachhi"-
My hrst attempt in that difficult art.^ to

;he study and practice of which, in the
ughest branches of school education, I
aave now given the betier hours of' a
quarter of a century, afforded me such
latisfaction, and brought such pecuniarv
results, that I was tempted to repeat the

^ftort. Well would it have been had I had
lome wise friend near to direct the ardour
or study which now sprang up in full force
n my mind

! AVell would it have been had

some one of our easy prose classics been
put into my hands ! What delight should
I have experienced

; what advantage would
have accrued, had I become acquainted
with Goldsmith's "Vicar of Wakefield,"
or his "Citizenof the World." As it was,my
next purchase was tlic first volume (an odvl
one) of Locke's "Essay on the Human Un-
derstanding." With this acquisition i was
fascinated. I had heard speak of Locke,
and fancied that his book contained the key
to all the knowledge of man. What a lofty
topic, I thought; and how happy a pur-
chase ! But my feelings soon grew calm

;Locke proved to be more diihcult thau
Murray. Every expedient did I try, to get
possession of his ideas. My success with
Murray gave me encouragement. I perse-
vered

; but, alas ! almost without any good
effect.

The effort was happily interrupted. A
gentleman in the town, accounted to hold
extraordinary ideas in religious matters,
had lent my father a copy of Dr. Southwood
Smith's admirable treatise on " The Divine
Government." A new book in our house
Avas, indeed, a sight. The sight fixed my
attention. I began to look into it. 1 found
It full of "things hard to be understood,"
but, withal, written so clearlv, and wiih pas-
sages so simple, that I was intcrestea as
well as charmed. Ere many days were over
I found my mind totally absorb:'d in the
volume. The task exerted a kind of charm
over me. True, the reasonings were above
my reach, and the scriptural arguments I
could not appreciate ; nevertheless, I was
riveted to its pages. Then for the first time
I properly felt the rich delight of intellec-
tual activity. My mind was seized, my
heart was exercised, mv whole being was
raised. The pure philosophy, the amiable
views of Providence, the healthful and the
hopeful tone of every page, with charms of
style which have rarely been surpassed, all
combined to make the study pleasurable,
though 1 then scarcely knew how or why.

It happened at this time that, " for want
of someihing better to do," as the remark
was, my mother had set me the task of
nursing her infant, and of teaching three
younger brothers. AViUiugly did I under-
take the duty, fur 1 knew and regretted
that I contributed nothing to the family
resources. My duty, however, was any-
thing but light. From the boys I went to
the baby, and from the baby 'to the boys
and occasionally I had the charge of both
at the same time. In my yet infirm state
01 health, the lab'jur proved oppressive, and
left me neither leisure nor spirits for
lengtJicned study. What could 1 do ^ In
the evenings 1 had pupils, by day the chil-
dren were ulmobt constantly imder my care.
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I began to rise early, resuming a custom

•which, was necessary while I was at the
'

bench. It was summer. I was up at four

o'clock, and in a little out-house, or lying

along on a plot of grass, I spent hours,

very' happv hours, familiarising my mind

with the pure words and the lofty thoughts

of Southwood Smith. That book deter-

mined my career in life- It went far to

sshape my principles, to refine my mind, to

form my taste, and, more than all, to bring

my half-formed notions together into an

earnest desire. It gave me a decidedly

religious bias ; but I must not anticipate

;

as yet the elements of my character were

only beginning to assume life and move-

ment.
Next door to my father there lived a

widow and her daughter, who kept a small

bnendraper's shop. In our neighbourhood

they were considered a genteel family, and,

certainly, they " kept themselves to them-

selves," as if superior to those around them.

Much to my surprise, I was, one morning

as I went out of doors, saluted by Miss

Charity Plumer, the young lady in question.

After a few words of course, she asked me
if I would become a member of a literary

society, the members of which circulated

among themselves essays on various sub-

jects which they had written. I was no

less pleased than surprised at the request,

for I, too, had formed a high notion of the

superiority of my neighbours. I acknow-

ledged the compliment in my best terms,

but pleaded incompetency. " Make the

effort," was the reply. " Write an essay,

and I will frankly tell you whether or not

it is fit to circulate." I wrote an essay
;

it was put into circulation ; the honours

of membership were awarded to me. Ere,

however, the piece passed out of her

hands. Miss Plumer subjected it to a severe

criticism. This to me was a great advan-

tage. The advantage was often repeated.

Once a quarter the members met together

for general consultation, and especially to

review and criticise the writin;_:s produced

in the previous three months. In this

school of mutual instruction I gained much
profit. I know not that our critical remarks

were worth much, but we gave and received

an impulse toward self-culture. Our know-
ledge, it is true, was small, but we lacked

not zeal. Earnest in our object, we found

benefit as well as pleasure in the endeavours

we made. Certainly, Miss Charity Plumer's

influence on me was of a very desirable

kind. My senior by many years, as well

as my superior in social life, she had, and

quietly excited over me, a kind of authority

whifrh, making her my mentor, gave her

power to refine and elevate my nature. For

this benefit I hold her memory in great

respect. She and her mo r afford a

pleasing instance of the moral propriety,

domestic neatness, elegance of taste, and
gentleness of manners that are found in

some of our lowlier English homes, parti-

cularly in the southern parts of the country.

Among the benefits confei-red on me by

Miss Plumer was some instruction in the

French language. Her own knowledge was
very defective, but, at my earnest entreaty,

she undertook to do what she could. A
copy of Wanostrocht's Grammar was pro-

cured, and we set to work.
Here, again, I had the misfortune of pro-

ceeding on a bad plan. Our grammar was
as good as most grammars of the sort ; but
all grammars are wrong which require a con-

tinued series of forms and rules to be com-
mitted to memory without any application

of what they set forth. The proper way to

learn a modern language is to reside in the

country where it is spoken. If this cannot
be, then an intelligent native should, with

the li\-ing tongue, put the pupil into posses-

sion of a few simple sounds and words.

With these let short and easy sentences be
formed, consisting at first only of the sub-

stantive, verb, and adjectives. Shortly after

nouns may be substituted for adjectives.

Then both adjectives and nouns may be

used. In later stages other verbs, the pro-

nouns, &c., must be called into play. Mean-
while the scholar, under his teacher's guid-

ance, should be deducing rules and learning

principles, when the unassisted tongue, car,

and eye have accomplished all they can. A
manual, constructed on the same plan, ma)^

be employed, and some simple but interest-

ing classical prose work ought to be care-

fully studied. After this, some facility in

conversation may be acquired by constant

exercise between the teacher and the taught.

In substance the same plan may be effica-

ciously pursued in regard to the ancient

languages.*
About this time my father had a small

legacy left him. He therefore re-cntere4

business as a master. Finding that I spenjt

my time usefully, he came into a plan proj

posed by Mrs. Plumer, namely : that |
should go into France with a view to leara

the language. Money was the only dint

culty. My'father advanced ten pounds ;|
had out of my gains by teaching savef

three, besides li'aving purchased some pretty

good clothes. In acdition, my mother fur-

nished the bed and otiicr things which the

school required pupils to bring with them.

My stock was small, but terms had bee>

ascertained, and my mind having re-

gained its spring, was full of confidencft
i

• A ppi:cinieii may be foiV-tl la

Easy," by Dr. Beard.
Laliu ^^ <
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Tlie time was drawing near for my de-

Earture, when I received a guinea from
ouisa Baxter, enclosed in an envelope,

I

on the in>^ide of which were these words :
j

''From my sa-\-ings." Louisa was a rail-,

liner, and I am the more anxious to
j

make this known, because it is the fashion
j

in common novels, and other trashy liter-
j

ature, to speak disparagingly of milliners. !

That disreputable persons are connected
with the calling, I do not deny. That mil-
liners as a class deserve reproach and indig-
nity, is an assumption no less groundless

j

than it is injurious. What they are in Lon-
don, I don't well know ; but while, in regard
to the metropolis, 1 disbelieve and deprecate
prevalent charges and insinuations, T am
<iuite prepared to declare that generally in
the provinces, they are females of superior
tone, not only in manners, but in intellect
and morals. Certainly such was the cha-
racter of Louisa Baxter. Endowed by
nature with a strong rnind, and from hor
earliest days trained to truth, love, and
gentleness, under the genial influence
of a good mother, she was now a young
woman of high principle, retiring maimers,

|

and unwearying industry. Encouraged by
\

her present, I went to her house, in order
to make my acknowledgements in person, I

and to bid her farewell. She was indis-
|

posed. I afterwards learnt that she was
'

suffering from the effects of what she feared
i

was an unmaidcnly act, I mean the offer of
j

a guinea toward the cost of my journey '

into France. I was, however, kindly re-
ceived, and I returned home cheered and
encouraged in a very high degree. Tha.t
evening is a bright spot in my memory.
It is one of many bright spots of which
Louisa was the cause. My youthful imagi-
nation, kindled by fervid feelings, often
filled me with exquisite pleasure as, at later
periods, I retired home in the calm even-
tide from the side of Miss Baxter. Light
and ^ay was my heart, elastic mv tread,
bounding my limbs. The rationate of my
feelings I could then by no means explain.
Nor was I philosopher enough to cate«
cliize my heart. I was happy, very happy

;

that is all I knew and all I cared for.

Now, however, I can in a measure
account for the fascination Louisa ex-
erted over me. "With great delicacy of
sentiment, she united great warmth of
heart, a vivid imagination, and pure, a:,

well as deep, religious emotions. She
wrought on my Avhole nature with a form-
ing influence, quickening what was con-

I

genial, and gently restraining and sub-
duing what was adverse to her own. On

I

my side I did something to form her cha-

j

ractcr ; but this relates to a later period.
At present our reciprocal influence had not
began. We merely felt ourselves slightly

I

drawn towards each other. I tried to see
her again before I left England, but failed.

From that time, however, down till now,
the thought of her has lived in my mind.

JAMES WATT.—No III.

(Concludedfrom page 203.) (Jq/t

Tt is noAv desirable to give a sliglit sketch of
he history of the Steam-engine to the tinie at

ivhich we have arrived. Tlie atmosplieric

»ngine, as it was called, consisted of a cylinder,

)]>Qn at the top, in which an air-tiglit piston

(vorked, and both were enclosed in another
lylinder of larger dimensions. The introduc-

ion of steam from belov,' forced the pi.-toii up-
vards, but on this lieing done, a vacuum bc-

ame necessary, that it miglit return to its

nner position, and that thus the piston might
Wnpletc its motion.
The rcquirei! vuemun was i)rod«ced by the

ttpply of steam being cut off, and a flood of
Id wat'-T beijig poured into tlie outside

yliudcr, wliilc tlie condensed fluid passed away
an ajjcrture at the bottom of the cylinder.

e water also which liad been employed to
dense the Fteam escaped, as soon as the
uum was made, to a cistern below, from
ncc it was restored by the engine to an-

^
other vessel, to repeat its office. Here, then,
will be perceived a complicated action. A car-
penter wlio, after thnisting out his saw on a
I)iece of timber, had to wait for an increase of
strength before he drew it back again, would
be considered as pursuing a strange course;
and yet, in tlie instance before us, though the
steam gave power to the pit^ti/u to rise in the
cylinder, it coiUd not descen«l until a vacuum
Avas produced, and tlms it became absolutely
and constantly necessary for continued action.
A fortunate action led to an imi)ortant

cliange. On one occasion tlie workmen were
siir[;rised to see the pit^ton make several strokes
i)i quick succession ; when, after a search, they
discovered a hole in it, wliich let the cold
Avater in, and thus condensed the steam insida
the cylinder, where.ts it had fonnerly been done
on tlie critside.

The outer cylinder was now discarded ; the
pipe which had conveyed the cold water from
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the resen'oir was inserted in the bottom of the

remaining cylinder, and, when the piston

reacheci the top of the cylinder, a jet of water
heing thrown in condensed the vapour, and a
vacuum was instantly formed, and the pres-

sure of the atmosphere above the piston urged
it downwards with great velocity, when the

injected water, with the condensed steam, es-

caped by the pipe iato the well.

That these movements might be duly made,
imremitting attention was indispensably neces-

sary ©n the part of the attendant of the engine,

for one stop-cock required to be opened at the

moment that one end of the beam surmount-
ing the piston might descend, and be closed

precisely at the fall of the opposite end, both
for the introduction of steam, and its condensa-

tion by the injection of cold water into the

cylinder.

A boy named Potter, on whom this service

devolved, is said to have been fond of play, like

others, and thus to have set his ^^^ts to work
that he might, at once, secure his gratification

and the continued action of the engine. Z^or

did he task his powei of contrivance in vaia.

Attaching a number of cords to the stop-cocks,

some at one end of the handle and some at the

other, and fastening these in different Avays to

the beam, the work formerly done by hand v.as

superseded, and the necessitj' for an attendant
to regulate the stop-cock entirely ceased. The
only i^erson now required for the continued

•working of the engine was the fireman ; and
Tertical rods being substituted for Potter's cords,

the labour was performed with such regularity

andsuccess,that the improvements subsequently

made in this particular were comparatively un-

important. But though the application of

steam-power to practical mechanics Avas thus

far successful, and doubtless many thought they
had attained absolute perfection in its use, they
were greatly mistaken. On Watt it devolved

to effect incomparably more than had previously

been accomplished.

"In 1761 or 1762," says Watt, "I made some
experiments on the force of steam in a Papin's

digester, and formed a species of steam-engine,

by fixing upon it a syiinge one-third of an inch

in diameter, Avith a solid piston, and furnished,

also, with a cock to admit the steam from the
digester, or shut it off at pleasure, as well as to

open a communication from the inside of the
syringe to the open air, by v>^hich the steam
contained in the syringe might escape. When
the communication between the syringe and
digester was opened, the steam entered the
syringe, and by its action on the piston raised a
considerable weight (15 lbs.) \vith which it was
loaded. When this was raised as Jiigh as was
thought proper, the communication with the
digester was shut, and that Avith the atmo-
sphere opened; the steam then made its escape,

and the weight descended.
" The operation was repeated, and though,

in this experiment, the cock was turned by my
hand, it was easy to see how it could be done
by the machine itself, and to make it Avork

with perfect regularity. But I soon relinquished

the idea of constructing an engine upon tins

principle, from being sensible it would be liable

to some of the objections against Savery's en-

gme, for the danger of bursting the boiler, and
the difficulty of making the joints tight ; and
also that a great part of the power of the steam
would be lost, because no vacuum was found to

assist the descent of the '^-ton."

The engine to which a'att here refers was
one for which a patent was obtained by Thomas
Savery, in 1698, for "forming a vacuum by
condensing the steam, to raise water by the

pressure of the atmosphere." The engine, a
model of which he had to repair, as already

stated, was one by Newcomen and others, of

whom Savery was one, patented in 1705, for
" condensing the steam introduced under a
piston, and producing a reciprocating motion
by attaching it to a lever." When Watt un-

dertook this work, " his knowledge Avas dpriA-ed

principally from Desaguliers, and partly from
Belidor." He set about repairing the model
" as a mere mechanician ;

" and wlien that Avas

done and set to work, he was surprised to find

that its boiler was not supplied Avith steam,

though apparently quite large enough (the cy-

Imder of the model being tAvo inches in diame-

ter, and six niches stroke, and the boiler about

nine inches in diameter). By blowing the fire

it was made to take a few strokes, but requii-ed

an enormous quantity of injection-Avater,though

it Avas lightly loaded by the column of water in

the pump. It soon occurred to him that this

was caused by the little cylinders exjwsing a

greater surface to condense the steam than the

cylinders of larger engines did, in proportion to

their respective contents; and it Avas found that

by shortening the column of water, the boiler

could supply the cylinder Avith steam, and that

the engine AA'Ould Avork regularly Avith a mo-

derate quantity of injection.

It noAV appeared that tlie cylinders being of

brass aaouM conduct heat much better than

the cast-iron cylinders of larger engines, Avhich

Avere generally lined AA'ith a stony crust, and
that considerable advantage AA-ould be gained*

by maldng the cyander of some substance that

Avould receive and give out heat the sloAvest

Watt's first attempt at the improvement of

the steam-engine Avas to employ a wooden
cylinder, AA-hich Avould conduct the heat more
slowly : it Avas a small one, of six inches

diameter and tAveh^e niches stroke, the A\'Ood

being jjreviously soaked m linseed oil, and

baked to dryness.

Some experiments were made with it ; but

it was foiuid that cylinders of Avood Avere not

at all likely to prove durable; and that the

steam. Avhich Avas condensed in filling it, still

exceeded the proportion of that Avhich Avas re-
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quired for engines of larger dimensions. It

was iilso ascf inined that, unless the tempera-

ture of the cylinder itself were reduced as low
as that of the vacuum, it would produce vapour
of a temperature sufficient to resist part of the

pressure of the atmosphere. All attempts,

therefore, to produce a better exhaustion, by
throwing in a greater quantity of injection-

t\'ater, was a waste of steam, for tlie larger

qu ntities of injection cooled the cylinder so

much as to require quantities of steam to heat

it again, out of proportion to the power gained

hy having made a more perfect vacuum ; and
on tins account the old engineers acted wisely

in loading the engine Avith only six or seven
poundd weight on each square inch of the
piston.

By subsequent experiments, Watt also ascer-

tained that steam was about 1,800 times rarer

than water. In another experiment, being
aistonished at the quantity of water required
for the injection, and the great heat that it

had acquired from the small quantity of water,
in the form of steam, which had been used in

filling tlie cylinder, and not understanding the
rea.son of it, " I mentioned it," he says, " to my
ft-iend Dr. Black, who then explained to me his

doctrine of latent heat, which he had taught
for some time before this period (the summer
of 17G4;; but having myself been occupied
with pursuits of business, if I had heard of it I
had not attended to it, when I thus stumbled
upon one of tlie material facts upon v.hicli that
beautiful theory is founded."
On reflecting further, it appeared to him

that in order to obtain tlie greatest power
ft-om the steam, the cylinders sliould always be
kept as hot a.s the steam which entered it

;

that when tjie steam was condensed, the water
of condensation and tlie water of injection

should be cooled to 100 degrees Fahi-enhcit, or
lower if possible.

The means for accomplishing these two
grand objects d-d ThH present themselves to
"Watt at the moment when lie had drawn such
sagacioui ii-'erences ; but it occurred to him
early in the year 17 Go, " that if a communica-
tion were opened between a cylinder contain-
ing steam, and another vessel which was ex-
hausted of air and other fluids, the steam, as
an expansive fluid, would immediately rush
into the empty vessi I, and continue to do so
imtil it had establislied an equilibnum ; and if

that vessel were koi)t very cool, by an injec-

'tlon or otherwise, more steam would continue
to enter, until the whole was condensed." Thus
was accomplished what had been deemed im-
possible by all previous engincera— the produc-
tion of a vacuum without cooling the cylinder.

Here, however, a question arose. If both the
vessels be exhausted, or nearly so, how were
the injection-water and the air entering \vith it,

and also that produced by the condensation of
the steam, to be extracted from them ? Tliis

Watt proposed to do by adapting to the con-
denser a pipe, whose length would exceed that
of the length of a column of water equivalent
to the pressure of the atmosphere, and to ex-
tract the air by means of a pump, or to employ
a pump to extract both the water and the air.

Instead of keeping the piston tight by water,
which could not be applicable in this new
method, as, if any of it entered into a partially-

exhausted and now hot cylinder, it would
boil, and, by genei-ating rapour, prevent the
production of a vacuum, besides cooling the
cylinder by its evaporation during tlie descent
of tiie piston. Watt proposed to lubricate the
sides, and keep the piston air-tight by employ-
ing wax or tallow.

It next occurred to him that, the mouth of
the cylinder being open, the air which entered
to act on the piston would cool the cylinder,

and condense some steam on again filling it.

I

Then he proposed " to put an air-tight cover on

I

the cylinder, with a hole and stuffinj-box for

the piston to slide through, and to adinit steam
above the piston, to act upon it instead of the
atmosphere." This was his second grand im-
provement ; and while tJie pgwea- of the me-
chanism remained untouched, the expense of
fuel or waste of steam was reduced to nearly a
third of its former amount ; and the machine
was now, properly, an engine acting by the
force of steam, the motive-power being derived
hitherto from the gravity of the atmosphere.
The other source of the loss of heat by the

air of the atmosphere cooling the cylinder ex-
ternally, which produced a condensation of the
internal steam, was obviated in thought by en-
closing the steam cylinder in another of wood,
or of some other substance which would con-
duct heat slowly. " When once the idea of
separate condensation was started, all these

improvements," says tliis admirable me-
chanic, " were suggested in quick succession ;

so that, in the course of one or two days, the
invention was so far complete in his mind, and
he immediately began to submit them to the
test of experiment." The model he used con-
sisted of a brass syi'inge, 1^ inch in diameter,
and 10 inches long, having a cover at the top
and bottom of tin-plate, a pipe to convey steam
to both ends of the cylinder from the bottom,
and a second pipe to convey the steam from
the upper end of the cylinder to the vessel in

which the steam was to be condensed. To save
apparatus the cylinder was inverted. A hole
was drilled longitudinally through the axis of
the stem of the piston, and a valve was fixed
at its lower end, to permit the water produced
by the steam, which was condensed at first en-
tering the cylinder, to escape. The condenser
was made of two pipes of tin-plate, ten or
twelve inches long, and about a sixth of an
inch in diameter, placed perpendiculaily, and
communicating at top with a shoit, horizontal
pipe of large diameter, shut nt its upper end,
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with a valve opaning upwards. These pipes

were joined at bottom to another perpendicular
pipe, about an inoJi in diameter, which served
fnr the air and water pump. These pipes and
pump were all placed in a cistern filled with
cold water.

The steam-pipe was attaehed to a small
boiler. "When steam v^^as generated it filled

the cylinder, and soon issued at the longitu-

dinal perforation of the rod, and thi'ough tiie

valve into the condenser : when it was judged
the air was expelled, the steam-cock was shut,

and the air-pump piston-rod was drawoi up,

which leaving a vacuum in the condenser pipes,

the steam entered them and was condensed

;

the piston of the cylinder immediately rose,

and lifted a weight of about eighteen pounds,
which was hung to the lower end of the piston-

rod. The exhaustion-cock was shut, the steam
Avas re-admitted into the cylinder, and tlie ope-

ration was repeated ; and, excepting the nou-
application of the steam-case, and external

covering to prevent the dissipation of the heat
by radiation, the invention was complete, so

far as regarded the saving of steam and fuel.

To verify the exj^ctations that Mr. Watt had
formed of the advantages of his hiventiou, he
constructed a large model, with an outer cylin-

der and wooden case, the effect of which ex-

ceeded his most sanguine expectations.

Watt might have searched for years to have
found a man so well suited to hun as Boulton,

and have searched in vain. They differed much
in mental habits ; but there was a cordial

agi'eement between them to their mutual bene-

fit and the welfare of the world. Watt was
studious and reserved, kcepmg aloof from so-

ciety ; Boulton was a man of address, and
mixmg with people of all ranks, with great

freedom, and without ceremony. As a man of

the most generous and ardent mind, he en-

gaged with the greatest spirit in any under-
taking to wliicli his attention was directed.

Watt repeatedly spoke of him as "the princely

Boulton."

Still, the enterprise in which they engaged
on entering into partnership rras truly for-

midable. Little progress had as yet been made
in the construction of engines in the newly-
developed principle, and many difficulties re-

mained to be overcome in order to their com-
pletion. It was also clearly seen by both par-

ties that, from the large cxi)enditin*e of capital

which must be incurred before any pecuniary
advantage could be realized, an extension of

the patent already obtained was absolutely

necessary to compensate for the risk which
was inevitable in their efforts. Accordingly
application was made to Parliament, and the
term of the patent was extended to the year
1800.

The following abstract of the act is not a
little curious. It purports to be " An Act for

vesting in James Watt, engineca*, his executors,

heirs, and assigns, the sole use and property of

certain steam-engines, commonly called fire-

engines, of his invention, throughout his Ma-
jesty's dominions, for a limited time." Its

provisions may be thus briefly given :

—

" Whereas the said James Watt hath em-
ployed many years, and a considerable part of

his fortune, in making experiments upon
steam-engines, commonly called fire-engines,

vvith a view to improve those very useful ma-
chines, by which some very considerable ad-

vantages over the common steam-engines are.

acquired ; but oa account of the many diiflcul-

ties which always arise in the execution of;

such lai'go and complex machines, and of the
long time requisite to make the necessary

trials, he could not complete his invention be-

fore the end of the year 1774, when he finished

some large engines tvs specimens of his con-

struction, which have succeeded so as to demon-
strate the utility of the said invention :

" And whereas, in order to manufacture
these engines 'with ihe necessary accuracy, and
so that they may be sold at moderate prices, a
considerable sum of money must be previously

expended in erecting mills and other appara-
tus, and as several years and repeated proofs

will be required before any considerable part

of the pubhc can be fully convinced of the

utility of this invention, and of their interest

to adopt the same, the whole term granted by
the said letters-patent may probably elapse

before the said James Watt can receive an

'

advantage adequate to his labour and inven-

tion :

—

"And whereas by furnishing mechanical
power at much less expense, and in more con-

venient forms, than has hitherto been done, hi.s

engines may be of great utihty in facilitating

the operations in many great works and manu-
factures of this kingdom, yet it will not be in

the power of the said James Watt to carry his

intention into that complete execution which
he wishes, and so as to render the same of the

highest utility to the public of which it is capa-

ble, unless the term granted by the said letters

patent be prolonged, and his property in the

said invention secured for such a time as may
enable him to obtain an adequate recompense
for his time, labour, and expense

:

" To the end, therefore, that the said James
Watt may be enabled and encouriiged to pro-

secute and complete his said invention, so that

the public may reap all the advantages to be
derived therefrom, in the fullest extent it is

enacted

:

" That from and after the passing of tins act,

the sole privilege and advantage of making,
constructing, and selling the said engines, here-

inbefore particularly described, within the king-

dom of Great Britain, and his Majesty's colo-

nies and plantations abi-oad, shall be, and are

hereby declared to be, vested in the said James
Watt, his executors, administrators, and assigns,

for and during the period of twenty-five years."

W.

-
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SHORT HOMILIES BY PARSON FRANK.

No. I.

" Life is real, life is earnest.

And tlie grave is not its goal

;

•Dust thou art, to dust relurnest,*

Mas not »iioken of the Soul!"

—

Longfelloie.

'he old (livincft did well in calling this life a state of probation. We are all at

chool, and arc one day going home. Life is a process of discipline, of education,

f exercise. This life is but the first chapter of a brilliant series, and our aim
liould be to crowd it with interest, to people it with bright and sunny and durable

li<mghts—thoughts that will stand the wear and tear of threescore years—and
ciions that will "smell sweet and blossom in the dust." Milton makes the

roator thus announce his design of creating
" Another world, out of one mau a race
Of men innunicrable, tbere to dwtll.

Not here, till by degiees of merit rais'd,

Thev open to themselves at length the way
Up hither, under lon;^ obedience try'd,

Aud Earth be chari^e<l to Heaveu, and Heaven to Earth,
One kingdom, joy, aud union x\it.hout end."

** Act ! act I" exclaims the celebrated Fichte— ("that cold, colossal, adamant!ve
pirit, standing erect and clear, like a Cato-Major among degenerate men. . . .

o robust an intellect—a soul so calm, so lofty, massive, and immoveable, has not

lingled in philosophical discussion since the time of L'uther ;")—" Act ! Act ! it is

) that end we are here. To stand aloof and lament over the con-uption of man,
dthout stretching forth a hand to diminish it, is weak effeminacy ; to cast reproach

nd bitter scorn on man, without showing him how he may become better, is mi-

iendly." "The impulse is indestructibly implanted within man, to be like God.
he first step from this state leads him to misery and toil : his wants are awakened,
ad clamorously demand gratification. But man is naturally indolent and sluggish,

ke matter from whence he proceeded. Hence arises the hard struggle between
ant and indolence ; the first triumphs, bui the latter bitterly complains. Now, in

re sweat of his brow, he tills the field, and it frets him that it should bear thorns

nd thistles which he must uproot. Want is not tiae source of Vice*— it is the

lotive to activity and virtue ; indolence, sluggishness, is the source of all vice.

Joio to enjoy as much as possible—how to do as little as ])ossiblef this is the question of

perverted nature, and the various attempts made to answer this question are its

rimes. There is no salvation for man until his natural sluggishness is successfully

jmbated—until he find all his pleasures ajid enjoyments in activity, and in

tivity alone. To that end pain is associated AWth the feeling of want. It should

)use us to activity."

Activity, that is to say, of our whole being. All its faculties should be mar-
lalled and sununoned to the theatre of earnest action. Each of them has a part

) play in the great drama of life; and upon the manner in which they play that

art, it depends whether the drama shall be tragic or otherwise—whether its name
lall be " Much Ado about Nothing," or the " Comedy of Errors," or something
that kind. Activity in matters purely secular, economical, and material, must

3t exclude (for it Jieed not exclude) activity in things intellectual and spiritual.

\ the words of the deceased laureate

—

" The world is too much with U8 : late and »oon,

Getting and speridini^, we lay waste our powers ;

Little we see in nature that is ours ;

Vt'e have given our heart? away, a sordid boon !

This sea that bares her bognro to the moon,
The winds that will be howlinc: at all hours.
And are upfathercd now like sleeping flowers ;

For this, tor everjthinv, we are out of lune :

It moves us not."

Of rouijio this mu«t be understood conditionally, and thi' m'>aning be gathered from the context.
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These things ought not so to be. We should look to the due development of

every part of our composite self, and apportion to each the food convenient for it.

If circumstances impede our fulfilment of such a design, we should use ever^'^

national and legitimate means to subdue those circumstances—whether they arise

from without or from within. Por instance—excessive maniial labour is such an
impediment, tending to dvfarf and cripple man's higher nature. "Whatever means
will tend, therefore, to reduce this excess to a more natural limit, and so to furnish
additional scope to the growth of the human capacities, should be fostered and
perseveringly pursued by e/ery one conscious of this existing anomaly. Man
owes himself this duty. For he is not here merely to spin so much cotton, merely
to finish off so much cutleiy, merely to turn out so much "Brummagem" ware,
merely to digest so much pudding and swallow so much drink ; but he is in God's
world, and the Spirit of God giveth him understanding, and the finger of God

j
i

waites homilies for him on the llowers of the field, and the trees, and the forest, r
and the stars of the sky. Is there to be nothirig on earth but " vulturous himger"
for two or three meals per diem—nothing but passionate thirst for vile com-
pounds? Says the author of "Past andPresent"—" Of hearts made by the Almighty
God I will not believe such a thing ! . . . Thou, who feelest ought of a God-
like stirring -v\ithin thee, any faintest intimation of it, as through heavy laden
dreams, follow it, I conjure thee ! Arise ! save thyself, be one of those that save

thy country." And again :" Alas ! while the body stands so broad and brawny,
must the soul lie blinded, dwarfed, stupified, almost annihilated ? Alas ! was this

too a breath of G od bestoAved in heaven, but on earth never to be unfolded ? That
there should one man die ignorant who had capacity for knowledge, this I call a
tragedy, were it to happen twenty times in the minute, as by some computations
it does!"
Even so : for, "what a piece of work is man !"—ay, man in " sooty Manchesterjj

man in Liverpool cellars, man sleeping under railway arches !
—"how noble

reason, how infinite in faculties, in form and moving how express and admirable
in action how like an angel—in apprehension how like a god !" And that

should see no mystery in life, nothing elevated, nothing sacred, nothing allied

the Divine and the imperishable—is not this an evil of evils, perhaps the root

all ? Yet is it one which you and I, reader, may do something, much, to dimmii
Let us try ; and begin to-day. We have, at least, ourselves to begin with.

ENGLISH REFORMERS.
By H, B, Stanton.

No. VIII.
LAW REFORM—JEREMY BENTHAM,

Otl;..

The father of modern law relbnii was Jeremy . or rotten creeds, did believe in free-tradcf over;

Bentham. Tliis singular person has been often corn and money, thought the coraraon law tli

sneered at by Americans, who knew nothing perfection of absurdity. Lord Eldon's court

of him or his writings, except that he lived libel on equity, and wrote codes for all creatio

somewhere in Europe, and was called " a { to use in the twenty-ninth century,
visionary foreign philosopher " by the " North

j

Mr. Beutliam was one of the most remart

American Review." Ho was the constant
theme of ridicule for a large clasps of English-
men, who only cared to know tliat lie was snid

able men that has appeared in our age. fl

was born in 1747, and was descended from

race of attorneys. At the age ot five th

to be an eccentric old man, who shunned the
;
family called Iiim " the philosopher ;" at e^ «},.,

world, admitted his guests to dine one at a
I

he played well on the violin, on which he aflif x%^.

time, wore an uncouth garb, was an abomin- ; Avards became a proficient ; and at thirty '%,
^

ableslovcn,turned wooden bowls on a lathe and went to Oxford, where he excited admira^ %\\^

ran in liis garden lor exercise, relieved the and wonder by his acute observations, logil t
jf

tedium of study by playing now on a fiddle and
I

sldll, and precision of laugiiage. When I %\^,,

then on an organ, heated his liouse by steam,
j

took his degree, he was esteemed tlie first ri
%^\^^

slept hi a sack, looked very much like Benjamin soner and philosophical critic in the universM \^^j,

Franklin, did not believe in rotten boroughs
|

Ue was at Oxford when Wesley and theM|(iti|(.j

01
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thodists were expelled, and his generous soul
took up arms against this tyranny. This in-
duced him to examine the thirty-nine articles of
tlie church, one by one ; and, when it became
ncceisary for hun to subscribe them, long was
the struggle before Bentham could bring his
hand to do it. lie ha.^ left on record a rebuke
of this test, which ought to consign it to uui-
vcr.sal condemnation. At Oxford he attended
the law lectures of Blackstone (being the sub-
stance of his ''Commentaries"), and his clear
mind detected the fallacies in his reasoning,
and his hutiiane and honest spirit revolted at
many of his eulogiums on the common law of
England.
The bar, to which he was admitted in 1772,

ipcned a brilliant prospect before him. His
>rccise and acute method of drafting equity
and law pleadings was much extolled, and his
-efusal to receive the usual fees excited no less
ittention. A sharp solicitor swelled a swin-
iling bill of costs in a case in which Bentham
lad succeeded; he protested; "Quirk" told
lim it was made up according to tlie rules,
md he would lose caste if he altered it. Ben-
iiam was disgusted, resolved to quit the pro-
fession, and spend his life in " endeavouring^,"
18 he expressed it, " to put an end to the sys-
em, rather than profit by it." To thegraspintr
icrtinacity of this solicitor the world is in"
lebted for the sixty years' labour of Jeremy
Jentham in the cause of laAv reform. Soon
fter this he published his first work, "AFrag-
lent on Government ; being an Examination
f what is delivered on that subject in Black-
tone's Commentaries " He then visited Paris,
'hen he became intimate with Bris.sot, through'
rhose agency, and without his own knowledge
e was subsequently made a citizen of the
rench Republic, and elected a member of the
icond Natiomjl Assembly.
His father died in 1792, leaving him a
lOderate fortune, which enabled him entirely
> abandon his profession, and devote himsell
' the preparation of those works on law and
Svernment which have celebrated his name in
e four quarters of the globe. L>m-ing the
ace of Amiens he again visited Paris, accom-
nied by Sir Samuel Eoniilly, where he found
nself famous. 'M. Dumont was then publish-
his works in French. Of his " Traitcs de

'gislation Civile et Penale," in three vols..
'Ut 4,000 copies were sold in Paris. At thi>
e theru happened to be three vacancies in
French Institute, one of which was reserved
Bonaparte. Bentham was chosen to fill one
the other two. From elective affinity, no
than through the agency of Romilly,' hf
' after became intimate v.-ith the young
knomi as "the Edinburgh Reviewers "-T

lugham, Jeffrey, Smith, Homer, Mackin-
h, and their associates, and from that time
- the mentor of that galaxy of talent on the
lect of law reform.

"VVlien Bentham was admitted to the bar, he
found the Englisli law, its principles and' its
iractice, entrenched behind the interests of
powerful classes, and embedded in the preju-
dices of all. Though called the perfection of
reason, to his penetrating eye it was the off-
spring of a barbarous age ; and, though a noble
production for the times that gave it birth, had
obtruded into the hght of an infinitely mildei-
and more liberal civilization the harsh features
v/hich stamped its origm. To him it was the
patchwork of fifteen centuries— a chaos ofgood
and evil—an edifice exliibiting the architecture
of the ancient Briton, the Gaul, the Goth, the
Dane, the Saxon, and the Xorman, all jumbled
together, and to which, in order to render it
teuantable, modem hands had made numerous
additions and improvements, tiU the t\ hole had
become a huge, shapeless, and bewildering
pile. He saw that it contained masses of
material to aid in the erection of a new edifice
adapted to the enlarged wants and cultivated
tastes of the present age ; and he entered upon
the elucidation of his plans for a judicial struc-
ture Avorthy of the noon of the nineteenth cen-
tury. He was the first man who sat down to
the task of exposing the defects ofthe English
law. Heretofore its students and ministers'had
been content to sift its principles from a chaotic
mass of statutes and decisions, and collect and
arrange the perplexing details of its form of
procedure. Commencing at the bottom, he
worked up through all its ramifications, bring-
ing ever>'thing to the test of expediency, and
inquiring whether the parts were homogeneous
with the whole, and whether the whole was
suited to the wants of existing society and the
promotion of human well-being. Probably not
intending, when he started, to do more than
improve the system by amending it, he soon
aimed at its complete rcconstniction, branching
out into an exhausting discussion of the prin-
ciples on which all human laws should be based
nor stopping till he had surveyed the nature of
t^overnment in its widest relations.
The test-principle of his system may be ex-

plained briefly thus:— The only proper end of
the social union is, the attainment of the great-
-st happiness of the greatest number ; and the
attainment of this maximum of the aggiegate
of happiness is by the attainment of the grea'te^^t
amount of individual happiness. The sfan-
.iard for determining whether a law is right or
wrong 13, Its conduciveness to the maximum of
the aggregate of happiness, by conducii g to themaximum of individual happiness. This was
known in his days, and is in ours, as " the
greatest-happiness principle," or, "the principle
jffehcity,"—which latter term he much pre-
fened to that by which it is more commonly
known, " the doctrine of utility." This was
th'.: keystone of Bentham's system. With tliis
l^rinciple in his hand, he traversed the entire
field of legislation, dividing it into two great
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paila—internal law, and international law.

Internal law included the legislation which
concerns a single state or community ; inter-

national, that wliich regulates the inter-

course of different states with each other.

His chief attention was devoted to prepar-

ing a code of intcnial law, under the Greek
name of Pannoynion (the whole law). This

he divided into four parts—the constitutional,

the civil, the penal, and the administrative.

The constitutional defined the supreme autho-

rity, and the mode of executing its will. The
civil defined the rights of persons and of pro-

perty, and Avas tenned the " right-conferi-ing

code." The penal defined offences and their

punishments, and was termed " the A^Tong-

repressing code." The administrative defined

the mode of executing the whole hody of the

laws, and was tenned " the code of procedure."

Some of these codes he ran out into details.

Others he left unfini.shed. They all hore the

stamp of great research, learning, and sym-
metry, and were supported by Aigorous rea-

boning, and elucidated by a comprehensive
genius. Many a codifer of our day has been
indebted, directly or indirectly to these lafcom-s

of Jeremy Benthum, to an extent of which he

was perhaps not aware.

Beutham brought to his work reasoning

faculties which did not so much probe subjects

to the bottom as begin there, and work upwards
to their siu-face— a patience which no amoimt
of drudgery could weary—a taste Avho.^-e light

reading was Bacon and Beccaria— a memory
retentive as tablets of brass— a boldness Avliich

slirimk from looking no institution in the face,

and questioning its pretensions to utility and
its claims to homage—an honesty Avhich never
averted the eye from conclusions legitimately

born of sound premises— a conscience whicli fol-

lowed truth wherever it led. Lord Brougham,
who knew him intimately, has happily said :

" la him were blended, to a degree perhaps

unequalled in any other pliilosopher, the love

and appreciation of general prmclples, with

the avidity for minute details ; the power of

embracing and folloAving out general Aiews,

with the capacity for pursuing each one of

numberless particular facts." He was an adept

in numerous modem languages, as French,

Italian, Spanish, and German, and he extended

his linguistical knowledge into the Swedisli,

Eussiau, and other nortliern tongues. These

acquisitions facilitated his study of the history

of all countries and times, mth whose philo-

sopliy, legislation, and jurisprudence he was
acquainted beyond most men.

His numerous writings all bore some relation

to his " Felicity " principle, and the topics dis-

cussed were almost as multifarious as human
exigency and action. Including his larger

pamphlets, they must number some fifty

volumes. Tliey chiefly relate to government,

law, and jurisprudence ; but he also wrote ex-

tODsively on morals, politics, and ecclesiastical

establishmente. Nor did science wholly escai)e

hi? searching pen, for he treated of chemistry
and anatomy. He wrote against Blackstone's

Commentaries, and attacked Burke's plan foi

economical reform. He wrote on prison dis-i

cipline and penal colonies, and illustrated the

anti-Christian tendency of oaths. He advoi
cated free schools, and denounced churclr

establishments. He attacked rotten boroughs^

and drafted plans for workhouses. He vin^

dicated free-trade and showed the unpolicy of

the usury laws. He prepared a constitutional

code to be used by any State, and drew uj) a
reform bill for the House of Commons. He
wrote separate volumes or pamphlets on bank-
ruptcy, poor-laws, primogeniture, escheats, tax-

ation, jails, Scotch refbrm, the French judi-

ciary, the criminal code of Spain, juries,

evidence, rewards and pmiishmcnts, oaths, par-

liamentar}'- law, English re&nn, education,

Church-of-Englandism, &c. &c. &c. He wrote
for or offered codes to France, Spain, Greece,

Russia, and the South American States—sent

a letter to each Governor of the United States,

proposing to prepare for them an entire code
of laws—was intimate personally or by corre.

s}X)ndcuce with Howard, Lafayett£,"\Vilberforce,

the Emperor Alexander, Napoleon, Brissot,

ZMirabeau, Neckar, Beuezet, Franklin, Jeffer-

son, Bolivar, Jean Baptiste Say, Toussaint

L'Ouverture, and in fact with most of the men
of his times, who were celebrated in any part
of the world for their services in the cause of

liberty, humanity, and reform.

Of course no man, unless endoAved with all i

the wisdom of the ancients and the moderns^
could write so much on such a variety of sub-

jects, Avithout committing to paper a good deal

of nonsense. Yet he wrote no page but con-
tains some profoimd thoughts, v.hilst many of
his vohimes are replete Avith AvJ^dom. And if

any one mortal man could have Avrilton codes
for all the nations on earth, that man was
Jeremy Bentham.

His defects Avere pai'tly tlie result of his

peculiar mind, and partly of those idiosyn-

crasies AA'hich germinate in all speculators wlio

mingle little Avith men and thmg:'. Bold and
original to a fault, lie i-ather suspected that an
old thing Avas necessarily a bad thing. His

exhaustless patience, and fondness for abstrac-

tions and theorizing, Avhich grew bj' Avhat they

fed on, led him to carry everything out, out,

out, till he sometimes trenclied on absurdity or

sank m obscurity. In vulgar phrase, he Avas

l)rone to " nin a thing into the ground." Ho
mixed so little AA-ith the Avorld, and had such

limited experience in the every-day business of

hfe, tliat he often forgot that his codes must be
executed by and upon mortal men. He lived

fifty years in the house immortalized as the

dAvelling-jjlace of Milton, in the very heart of

London ; and yet uiue-tenths of the inhabit'
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ints about whom he was thinking, and WTitin^,

and printing, for half a ocutury, ncYcr knew
that he liTcd at all. He tried to reduce evcr}'-

Ihing to a syateni, and \\Tote as if the liuman
mind were a cunous liltie wheel, to be jjut

ito a vast engine, ^Yhcb, v.Ticu regulated ac-

cording to hi:j sjy.-item, would run ^vithout

arring or friction. lie made too little aJloAV-

wice for the individualities, eccentricities,

croohril-stickediws&es ofmankind. But in this

lie did not differ fj-om many other philosophers
—men wiser and bettor than their generation
—men so far beyond and above their tinier,

that they look like dwarfs to tlicir contempo-
raries).

Then, he undertook so mucli that ho left a
^eat deal incomplete ; 50 Ihat, in many of his

works, while lie has fini:-!icd one side of a sub-

ject, he seems not to have touched or seen the
other side. His style, especially in his latter

years, was rough, involved, unco:igcnial ; often

obscure from it., very verbosity ; and, when
clear, fatiguing the reader by so thorouglily

exhausting tJie subject a.^ to leave nothing
for him to do but read. He called his

style of reasoning " the eihmistlvc mode," and
he crowded it full of crabbed words of his own
invention. He wrote many of his works iu

French, and they were given to tiie world by
Oumont, a Generan. Hazlitt has wittily said:
' His works have been translated into French ;

they ought to be translated into Engli>h."
•Sydney .S:aith, when reviewing his " Book ol

rallacies," remarks, in his quaint Avay, " Whc-
tlier it is necessary there should be a middle-
nan between the cultivator and the fx)«scssor,

learned economists have doubted ; but neither
gods, men, nor booksellers, can doubt the ne-

cessity of a middleman between Mr. Bentham
and the j/ublic The mass of readers
will choose to bocorae acquainted with him
through the meditim of reviews, after that
eminenc philosopher has been washed, trimmed,
bhaved, and forced into clean linen."

Benthrm invented the Mords "codify" and
"codification," now in such general use. He
laboured Avithout any apparent success at home
for years. He Wius famous iu France, and ap-

preciated iu liussia, before he was known in

England. At Itngth his reiterated blows
made an impression. He won converts in

high 1 laces, and they became his " middlemen "

with the public. iJrougham and Smith spread
out hLs great ide^s in attractive colours on the

pages of the "Edinburgh," and they sparkled

in brilliant speeches from Komilly and 3Iackin-

tosh on the floor of rarliament. One after

another, the chamj)i^ns for the inviolability of

the ancient system were prostrated, till reason-

able men admitted that, whctheror not Jeremy
Bentham waa right, the common law was
certainly u tx)ng, and mu4 be materially altered.

Tliougii he took no purt in actual legislation,

\i\» was the master niiud that 6et other minds

in motion ; his genius the secret spring that

operated a vast reformatory machine. He flid

not live to see his whole system adopted (nnd

would not, had he lived till the millennium),

but he saw parts of it incorporated into the

jurisprudence of hi.«! country, whilst other parts

were postponed rather than rejected. He saw
the fruits of his labours in the amelioration of

a sanguinary ciiminal code, and especially in

the abridgment of the death penalty— in the

improvement of the poor-laws and peniten-

tiaries, and the kindlier treatment of prisoners

—in the softening of the harsher features of

imprisonment for debt, of the bankrnjjt law,

and the genei-fll law of debtor and creditor—in

the lopping off some excrescences iu chancery,

and cutting doAATi costs and simplifying the

modes of procedure in other courts — in the

abolition of tests, and the emancipation of the

Catholics—in the greater freedom of trade, the

enlargement of the fnfirage, and the partial

equalization of representaticm in Parliament—
iu the appointment of commissioners to revi.se

the whole statute law, and reduce it to a uni-

form code— and, more than all, in the con-

viction, ijeuetratiug a multitude of iutclligeut

minds, that a large portion of the English

law, as administered, so far from being the

perfection of reas<jn, was a disgrace to the

human understanding, and the homage paid to

it a degrading idolatry.

Nor did he see these fniits in England alone.

As he laboured for the Avorld, so he saw the

products of his toil iu both hemispheres.

France and Kussia jjublished his writings, and
they were read in Germany and Switzerland.

His works were circulated at Calcutta and the

C:ape of Good Hope, at New York, and New
South Wales ^ ui the Canadas, and the Kepub-
lics of South America. This conntiy (the

United States) profits by his culture in the sim-

plification of its laws, and their revision and
codification in many of its States—in the com-
parative humanity of its criminal codes and
prison discipline—and especially in the recent

sweeping reforms in the practice of its courts in

three or four States, and the abolition of the

monojwly of the legal profession—a monopoly
worthless to tliose whom it protected, and gall-

ing to those Avhom it excluded. By no means
do I intend to say, that to him we are solely

indebted for these relbrms. But his hand
planted the tree whose fruit is now being ga-

thered. His cliief glory is the emancipation of

the Anglo-Sa.von mind from a blind idolatry of

the English common law ; and for this he de-

serves unmeasured praise.

Mr. Bentham was kind, cheerful, simple-

hearted, witty, and greatly beloved by his

friends. Frank, so frank that he was bluff, he

refused a costly present from the Emperor of

Russia, lest he should be tempted to praise

when he ought to blame. A great husbandcr

of moments, he took air and exercise wliile en-
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tertaining ordinary visitors; and, when con-

versing on Ilia favourite themes with such as

Romilly and Brougham, kept his secretaries

busy in noting down their remarks. The ridi-

cule and abuse of v/hich he was the subject

rarely reaehed its aim, for he avoided personal

controversies, discussing prmciples, and not

men. He died in 1832, in the 85th year of his

age ; and gave a singular evidence of his attiLch-

ment to his principles, by bequeathing Ills body-

to the suigeon's knife, for the advancement of

medical science.

FAMILY DIALOGUES.

HOUSEHOLD TAXATION.—No. II.

Philip Freeman, Mrs. Freeman, John, Jane, Andrew Binks.

John F. Now, father, we liope you have

time to explain the effects of " indirect taxa-

tion," which you say arc so puzzling.

Philip F. Puzzling, in the extreme, some of

them really are, John. But their effect as a

fatal cloc; to foreign trade, is clear enough, as

you shalfbe convinced. However, if Mr. Binks

pleases, we shall first take a look at the " i^ici-

dence of indirect taxation," as it called.

Andrew B. Wi' a' my heart, Philip.

John F. " Incidence" is a hard word,

father.

Philip F. A conceited word it is ! It means

the way in which taxes press upon us ; a thing

not easy to be knoAvn, when they are laid on

commodities.

Joh7i F. How comes that, father?

Philip F. You shall see. Let us suppose

the case of a cotton manufacturer. To carry on

his trade he must invest his capital, thus :—fii-st,

he must build his mill, and,next,he musthire the

labourers, or spinners, that are to help him to

work his machinery ; which also is to be kept

in repair. This is what he has to do.

Andreio B. Varra clear

!

Philip F. Now, then, let us build the mill

first. To the building there go, first, materials,

second, labour. Now, of the materials of which

a mill is built some are taxed ; timber, for in-

stance. The mill is made dearer by the amount
of tax on its timber. The brick tax is now
taken off. Up to this time it was another bur-

then on the mill. But then there is all the

builder's labour. The whole of the wages of

those who build the mill go into its cost. Now,
how does it happen these wages are so high as

theyai-e? It happens thus: because much of

what the workmen eat, wear, and use as tools,

is taxed. Their tea and coffee are taxed. Their

beer is taxed heavily, by means of the malt

tax. Their soap is taxed doubly—first the

tallow is taxed, and then, when boiled into

soap, it is taxed again. "When candles or oil

are wanted for light, this tallow tax is felt. The
very workmen's tools are made dearer by taxes.

If they use a rope or a cord, the hemp is taxed ;

and as ropemakers are also taxed, a part of their

taxes help to make the rope still dearer. The

machinery also is loaded with taxes. To makk
a first rate steam-engine, of 100-horse powe/,

vast labour and skill are required ; but all thill i

labom', and this skill, costs nearly double (proi

bably) what it naturally would do, because aH
the commodities used by the engineers, whd
make it, are, in some shape or other, mad^
dearer by indirect taxing, without any eX^

ception.

Andreio B. Hech! mon; ye 're talking witW
out beuk, there ! There's nae tax upon mutton,

or beef, or bacon, gSPl|Einnocks, that ye Suthrous

ca' "cakes!"
Mrs. F. What siiy you to that, Philip?

Philip F. I say there is, and plenty too

!

Andreio B. Deil's i' the man ! What winnk
he tlireep next ?

Philip F. There is no tax laid upon muttoii,

beef, bacon, or bread, in so many words ; and
yet, I say, they are all taxed ! The butcher

pays taxes. The cattle-jobber pays taxes. The
bacon-curer pays taxes. The miller pays taxes,

and the baker pays taxes ; and every man they

employ pays about half his wages, or nearly

that, in taxes. Now, do you think, friend An-
drew, they let the whole of these taxes come out

of their own pocket ? Do you think Martin, the

baker, pays all his journeymen's taxes for them,

out of pure kindness ?

Andreio B. I reckon not; but what then?
Philip F. What then ? Wliy, as they must

be paid, the most of these taxes are really laid

upon the bread ; and so it is witli the butcher

and the bacon-dealer. They pay all sorts of

taxes ; but a large portion of them, especially

those that enhance journeyman's wages, mnist

be laid on the goods in which they deal, or the

men v/ould be ruined. The consumers, there-

fore, pay the bulk of these taxes. What the

consumer does not pay, comes off the dealer's

profits. Now, are you satisfied, good folks ?

John F. I am, father, to my heart's content.

Jane F. And so am I, Yet they say women
cannot understand politics.

Philip F. So is it with the cotton-spinner,

after his mill is built. We have seen how
much more the cotton-mill costs because of the

taxes laid on all concerned in building it, and
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an all they use ; not excepting beef, mutton,

bacon, bread, as I have ju^t proved to you.

Well ! the working of the mill is rendered more

costly just in the same way. In a larpe cotton-

mill, or woollen-mill, are employed perhaps 200

men, women, boys, and girls. They all eat and

drink, and wear clothes, and live in hou.ses,

which their wa;:es niMst pay for. But you see

how taxation adds perpetually to the cost of all

we cat, drink, or wear. Is it not clenr, then,

that the bulk of this taxation must be laid upon

the goods manufactured in the mill ? It must

be so, or the manufacturer would be ruined at

once. What he sells at home, he, therefore, as

far as he can, makes the consumers pay ; but

when he sends goods abroad, he is in a fix, he

can't make foreigners always pay in this style.

Andrew B. Say ye sae, riiilip ?

Philip F. IIow should he ? Foreign coun-

tries are not taxed as we arc. In America, for

instance, in Georgia, where they arc now estab-

ishing the cotton manufacture, the taxes are

mere trifling things. There is no excise there,

no assessed taxe.^. The ciLstoms' duties are

very liglit ; and necessaries, generally, not half

tl»e price they are here; sometimes not a quar-

ter the price. Thus, then, though wages in

(icorgia are very good, and the people live

well, the cost of spinning cotton is Ic^s than it

ip here, where it is loaded with indirect taxa-

tion ; and if our manufacturer is to sell at all,

he siu.«t meet . the prices there, v.hich, unless

our .system is changed, will at last be found

impossible ; and this is one way in which in-

<lirect taxation ruins all foreign trade. What
Lav^ you to say to that, Mr. IJinks?

Andrew B. Troth : I did uae think o' that.

I thought the drawbacks on exports cured a'

that.

Philip F. Not they, indeed. Take the ar-

ticle soap as one instance. It is exported to

M)me foreign countries ; and where it is shipped,

the excise duty of three-halfpence per Vo. is

allowed to the exporter. That 1 grant you.

But that is a small part of the taxes that load

soap. There is the tax on the tallow. There

are the wages of the men who make it; half

of these are tax. Is that allowed in the

drawback ? Xo, no ! The consequence is, that

French soap, upon whic'n labour and cost of

ut nsils are les.t-, beats English soap in most
foreign markets ; and thus, by this suicidal

sy.>tem, foreign trade suffers at both ends !

John F. Both ends, father? Is this not the

whole of the mischief?

Philip F. Xo, nor one half of it. Have
you forgot already what Mr. Gardner told the

House of Commons committee about the tea-

tax ? Mr. Binks, surely you have not forgot

Mr. Gardner's evidence ?

Andrew B. Na ; but it's nae applicable

here, mon. Tea is an import ; now we are

talking about ejrports.

Philip F. So you think imports ha>e little

to do witli ex])ort« ?

Andrew H. They are totally different tluogs;

nae mair akin than " chalk is to clieese
!"

Philip F. We shall see that shortly. But,

before I go further, tell me. good iK-'oijle one
thing ; give me your ideas liow tlie commodi-
ties that nations imjwrt are paidfur.
Jane F. Why, with money, to be sure, fa-

ther ; how else should they be paid for?

Philip F. Wiiat say you, friend Binks!

Andreio B. Why, if 1 want to jiay a debt I

owe in France, I go into the market and buy a

bill drawn upon France against goods sent

there, and remit that to my Frencli creditor

;

that's the way, mon.
Philip F. 'Ihen, in fact, Andrew, the com-

modities we import from France are paid for

by goods sent to France. The bill is only an
order to pay.

Andi'ew B. It's nae mair.

Philip F. Then it follows, logically, from

that, friend Binks, that our exports to France
must be, in practice, and in reality, limited by
the quantity of French produce we can consume
in return.

Andrew B. I canna grant that, Philip.

Philip F. ("an't you? If you took goods

from France, Avithout sending goods in return

hov/ are you to pay for them?
Andreio B. Ye maun send gowd in pay-

ment ; there is nae ither way.

J'hilip F. For one man, that may be easy

enough ; but betwixt nations, where transac-

tions amount to millions, how is the gold to be

got ? IIow many millions in gold, Andrew,
can you raise in Scotland, where you circulate

little else than dirty rage, in the shape of one

I)Ound notes ?

Andreio B. Nane o' yonr jokes, noo. Scots

are wiser than to be at the expense o' gOA^d

and siller, when one pound notes answer a' the

puri>o?e.

Philip F, Keep that question for another

day. In the meantime, it is evident that be-

tween nations goods must pay lor goods ; for

no nation, year after yeui-, can semi millions of

gold coins, or bullion, in i>aymcnt.

Andreio B. That's Adam Smith's doctrine,

I ken.

Philip F. Smith was a clever man ; and
here he is surely right. Now then, my goo«l

friends, all of you, just reflect to what cok-

CLUSiON this leads us

!

John F. Now for it, father.

PJiilip F. You know wliat r.Lr. Gardner told

tlie Commons committee about tea. He
clearly showed them that tlie cotton and other

goods we send to Ciiina must depend on the

quantity of tea we can consume in retum, for

tea is the only payment the Chinese can

make us.

Andrew B. Weel, that's tnie. There's nae

gainsayin' it.
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Philip F. We sometimes ridicule 'tlie

Chinese ; but their government, in this, is far

wiser than ours. The Chinese Emperor is con-

tent with a duty of Jive 2>sr cent, on all our

our goods ; so tiiat one hundred poivids worth
of English goods may be sold in China for one
hundred a)idfive poii7ids, \xhic\i is no bar to

consumption worth mentioning.

Andrew B. Weel, weel ! that's a' true.

Philip F. How do tee act, Andrew, in re-

turn for this ? We so load the tea with taxes

and other hindrances, tliat tea, wortli only a
inillion and a half, wlien imported, is obliged

(3rr. Gardner estimates) to be sold for ten rnil-

lions ! Tlie conclusion from this is, that if we
acted as wisely as the Chinese, from six to seven
times as much tea would be dnink in England
•AS, is now drunk, and six or seven times as

many cottons might go out to pay for it. We
talk of "barbarians;" and the Cliinese call

?/.?" barbarians." Well they may ! A more
*' barbarian " system than this, I defy any man
to imagine, short of actual prohibition.

John F. Well ! I never heard anj-thing

clearer than that. I shall never be puzzled
again upon that subject.

Philip F. Thus you see the clumsy and
suicidal sy.stem of mdirect taxing plays the
mischief everywhere. In home trade, and in

Ibreign trade, its evil eflects are endless. They
cannot be exactly calculated. They limit to a
mere subsistence the artisan's wages. They
cut down to NIL tlie tradesmans' profits. They
cramp the manufacturer ; and put but invisible

chains round tlie limbs of the merchant, v.'ho

ought to be as iv^o, as air !

AndreiD B. Dinna ye deal in tropes and
feegures, mou, on a grave subject.

Philip F. These are facts, and not figures.

What is it at this moment that, since free trade
in corn was happily won, is crucifying the
landed interest, farmers and landlords ? Fx-
cessice and indirect taxation, and nothing else.

I say.

Andrew F. Tuts, mon! the farmer pays nae
mickle taxes.

Philip F. Nor the cotton-spinner either,

in the first person, perhaps. I partly explained
that when we began ; but that makes no dif-

ference. Nothing is so true as the principle

laid down, one hundred and sixty years ago,

by the famous Mr. Locke, that " lay on indirect
taxes as you will, if they are excessive, the land
will be cruslied first .'''

Andrew B. Did Joahn Locke say that ?

Philip F. That he did ; and no one, that I
know of, has ever ventured to contradict him.
I Iiave the book, and to convince you how
plainly Locke saw and said this truth, I shall

beg your patience whilst I read the very
words. I like men to speak for themselves, in

all cases.

Andrew B. It's a' fair ; nae doubt

!

Philip F. The passages are from Locke's

" Letter to a Member of Parliament on Lower-
ing the Interest and Raising the Value of
Money," printed in 1C91, page 61. Thus Locke
says:— It is in vam, in a country where the
great fund is land, to hope to lay the weight of

the charge of Government on anything else.

The merchant (do what you can) will not bear
it, the labourer cannot, and therefore, the land-

holder must. * * * * HoU:ind\?,hvo\vi\\t

as an instance of laying the charge ot ihe public i

upon trade, and it is probably tlie only place
j

in the world that could be brought to favour
this way. Yet, when examined, it wiil be
found to show quite the contrary, and to be a„
clear proof that, lay taxes as you will, lancl,*]

everywhere bears the greater share of the bur-

y

then. The public charge of this government,
it is said, is laid on trade. I grant it is, the

greatest part of it ; but is the land excused or

eased by it ? By no means. But, on the con-

trary, so loaded, that, in many instances, half,
in others a qiiarter, in others an eighth, of the

{

(former) yearly value does not come into the'

owners pocket ; and, if I am not misinformed,
the land, in some places, xoiLl not pay the
taxes. * « 12 * The first stress is always

,

on the land ; and as far as that will reach, it ia'j

unavoidably carried, lay on your taxes as you -

will

!

Andreic B. How do ye explain tliat, friend/y

Philip ?

Philip F. I explain it thus : I told you at

first that out of the land mu.>t come all the
taxes on commodities, and by all who cultivate

or aid cultivation, as far as they do aid it. I
mean that part of the tradesmen's taxes who
sell to the labourers, are laid upon the goods
they deal in ; and the land pays all tliis before

a shilling of rent is paid, for rent comes last. <

Andrew B. Troth, does it.

Philip F. If taxation is excessive, it may
thus eat up all the rent, by enhancing the

j

expenses of tillage. For instance, the mere
expenses of cultivating 100 acre,s of land now,
may be shown to be far more than rent and ex- .

penses in 1792, when our taxes were imder
£•20,000,000 a year:

Andrew B. Are ye sm-e o' that, lad?
Philip F. I can show you the calculations

;

but any clever farmer will tell you that. Xow,
the difficulty is that landowners and farmers
cannot raise the prices of corn and stock to \

meet this. The sums paid are so enormous
that those who pay it being mostly working
men, cannot go further ; and, if corn rises, use-

less, so that the farmer is where he was.
,

Andrew B. I see it now.
Philip F. Xow trade, Andrew, and manu-

factures are m®re elastic. A m3rchant wlio

deals in articles mostly used by the rich, can get

an advance by standing out, and does so. He
can also lower the quality of the article fre-

quently, and so make it cheaper, though, to the
eye, it is the same. Thn-!, manufacturers ani
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tradesmen, and dealers, by improved machinery,

by lowering (iuality, and by starving the mar-
ket, and stopping the mills and forge?, can
force better pr:ce.«, and get protit.s, by methods
impossible to iarmers. A farmer cannot alter

his wheat, nor leave a third of his farm nntilkd,

for his rent still goes on, and to do so is ruin.

The farmer, therefore, mii,st cultivate and take

what he can get ; and hence it is that, as Mr.
Locke s:iys, trade will flourish when the land

can hardly pay the expenses of tillage—when
they arc swelled and bloated by taxation, as is

th 'J case now in Englani. Do yoa understood
that, my dear?
Mrs. F. I think I do, Philip. 'We think we

get " cheap things" made by machinery, but
tiiey are dearer in the wear than the old things

used to be.

Andrew B. Are ye sure o' that, madam ?

Mrs. F. Jane, show Mr. Binks the pair of
sheets tiiut belonged to your grandmother's
aunt, and that came home from bleaching the

day the battle of Culloden was fought. We
liave them yet ; and they have worn out forty

pair -f machine-made sheets, half cotton, witli

patent bleaching and Ilimsy to begin with. It

is the same with silks, and the same \nth broad
cloth. We call them " cheap," but the silk and
broad cloth made in my mother's time have ten
times the last

!

Philip F. There's the whole secret, Andrew!
AVhat were you going to say, Jane, dear ?

Jane F. I want to know, father, iciuit for
we have to pay so many taxes and rates ? You
said ill 1792 the taxes were only twenty mil-

lions. What are they now?
Philip F. Why, Jane, if we are to believe

this government-sheet here, the " ordinary re-

venue" last year, 1819, was£5G,9:J7,804; the
•• extraordinary revenue," £040,931. The " to-

tal revenue," £.57,578,785. The same sheet
states the "expenses of collection'' at

£4,6-_»7,0JG,—so that, altogether, it is a charm-
ing amount

!

Jane F. Bless us all ! How, in ihc name of
goodnes.o, fp.ther, can they ixissibly spend all

this heap of money ? or where do they get it ?

or why are the folks so silly as to pay it ?

Philip F. These are wide questions, Jane !

I'll sliow you how it is spent, however. The

interest and charges of the public debt rau away
with £28,;!L'y,U6I ; the army and navy with
£15,823,537; tlie iiii.scellancous eervices of
various kinds took off £3,9I1,2(>2; and, besides
the charge ol debt, the other charges on the
consolidated fund sucked up £2,794,b9;> ; and
60 ends the cliapter of 1849 I

John F. I want to know something more
about that " public debt," father. How much
is it in the lump ?

Philip F. Nearly eight nuNDKEU Mib-
LIONS OF POUNDS, John.
Mrs. F. Bless us, Philip I how could tliey

ever count the money — much less, get it ?

Philip F. Leave thei.i alone for that, my
dear! "National creditors" are capital arith-

meticians !

Ja7ie F. But to whom is it owing, father ?

To the French ?

Philip F. No, my dear, but to a set of people
whose names nobody knows, only that they arc

called " Furdholders."

John F. That's a very queer name 1

Philip F. Avery queer name, indeed, John.
John F. To whom did they lend all this

money, father?

Philip F. To their country, John.
John F. I never knew folks could lend

money to their country !

Philip F. It seems these people could.

John F. But when Government wantsmoney
of us, father, they don't ask ?« to lend it I

They make us pay it, when the tax-gatherer
calls for it. How is that?

Philip F. I can hardly tell you, Jolm, But
we must not enter upon these matters now. If
you want to understand clearly all these intri-

cate matters we must set apart some more
evenings.

John F. I reckon its a queer affair. "What
say you, 3Ir. Binks ?

Andrew li. Ye maun .see what Adam Smith
says ; and ye maun na' mind what aw say ; or
what your feyther says ; for aw doot he soiir;-

tunes preaches unco dangerous doctrine foment
" the fuuds," as they ca' them I

Philip F. Fine advice to give a son, Mr.
Binks! However, some other time, you shall

hear and judge for yourselves. Grood night—
good night.

Rustic Life.—There is something humbling to human pride in a rustic's life. It grates
against the heart to think of the tone in which we unconsciously permit ourselves to address
him. We see in him humanity iuits simple state; it is a sad thought to f;,'el that we despise
it ; that all we respect in our own si)eci<.s is what has been created by art; the gaudy dress, the
fluttering equipage, or even the cultivated intellect. The mere and naked material of X;:ture
we eye witli iudilToreuce, or trample on with disdain. Poor child of toil, fi-om tha grey dawn to

the setting sun one long tiisk ! No idea elicited — no thought awakened beyond those that
suffice to make Iiira the machine of others 1 And then, too, mark liow we scowl upon his scanty
holidays, how we hedge in his mirth with laws, and tuni his hilarity iuto crime ! We make the
whole of the gay world, wherein we walk and take our pleasure, to him a j)lace of snares and
peril. If he leaves his labour for an instant, in that instant how many temptations spring up
to him : And yet wc have no mercy for his errors ; ah, fie on tJie disparities of the world

!

They crii)ple the heart, they blind the sense, they concentrate the thousiuid links betsv«en man
and man into the two barest of earthly tics—servility and pride.

—

Exujenc Aratn.
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THE WORKING MAN'S GARDEN.

LAST WEEK IN AUGUST.—WORK TO BE DONE IN THE VEGETABLE
GARDEN.— APPLE JELLY—APPLE MARMALADE —AMERICAN
METHOD OF KEEPING FRUITS, FLOWERS, AND VEGETABLES
FRESH THROUGH THE WINTER—FLOWERS.

There is perhaps no other time in whicli
the garden requires more care than at

present. The hoe and the spade should be
in constant use ; thinning, weeding, and
stirring the surface of the ground. In
showerj' weather seedlings should be
pricked out, and slips, and offsets of aro-

matic herbs planted. Slugs and otlier

vermin must be watched and removed, as

they ai-e at this season most deplorably
mischievous on our vegetable beds ancl

fruit trees. Of these latter, few persons are
sufficiently careful, and therefore when
they look for plentiful crops are most coni-

moulv disappointed. The care, however,
which wc allude to is not that which it is

necessary to bestow in cultivation, but that
W'hich should be observed in tlie fruit-

gathering season. On this subject vre shall

quote a few lines from the " Botanic Gar-
den and Fruitist," in allusion to a valuable
apple-tree, on which the cottagers of a
southern district depend for support. " Tliis

tree," says the writer, "has the character
of bearing profusely every alternate year,

which in some degree is correct. This
may sometimes occur from exhaustion
through excess of production; but we
have observed another cause as tending to

this effect. Its bearing spurs are exceed-
ingly tender, and in the usual careless

method of gathering fruit,nearly every spur
that happens to have an apple attached to it

is broken off, and two years are of course

necessary to repair the injury. This gross

negligence of breaking off the spurs with
the apples can]^ot be too severely repre-

hended." If our friends will examine their

apple trees, they will find that they produce
the fruit on short spurs, growing from the

sides and ends of the branches, and of

course when these are injured, the tree is

lessened in value. The writer once heard
a gentleman say, that a careless fruit-

gatherer could neither be a " wise citizen

nor a prudent housewife," and we readily

subscribed to his opinion, as we know of
no surer test by which to judge whether
carefulness and forethouglit, or reckless-

ness and indifference, governed the spirit.

Apples are a fine fruit, and are in so many
ways useful, that it is a pity their number
should be diminished tlirough carelessness.

One or two good apple-trees in a cottage

garden affords many luxuries with very
|

little expense. There are apple pies, and

apple dumplings, and coddled apples, and '

those delicious preserves, apple jelly and
apple marmalade, which are so refreshinc;

to the sick, and will materially assist in

supporting the weakened frame when the
j

stomach would reject stronger nourish- j

ment. As these preserves are easily made,
and not by any means expensive, we shall

give the recipe for each.
Apple Jelly.— Choose good, ripe, gol-

den pippins, or winter pippins, or red
streaks; pare, quai'ter, and core a dozen,
or half a dozen, if more convenient, put
them into a preserving pan, with theii
weight in lump sugar, a bit of cinnamon,'
two table-spoons full of water, and a couple
of narrow strips of lemon peel. Let all

simmer together for half an hour, keeping >

it carefully skimmed, then run it through
\

a jelly-bag into small jars, and when cold Jl

cover with paper or bladder.

Apple Marmalade.—Get good re4
streaks, or golden rennets, and boil them
gently until quite soft, then remove tliem

from the water, separate the pulp from die

peel and core, and put its full weight in

sugar, with as much water as v.*ill nioireif

it into a preserving pan. Boil this until it

is a thick syrup ; skim it carefully, and add
the ptilp. Let it then simmer gently for

twentj" minutes; remove the scum, ana
pour it into jars.

While on the subject of preserving fruits,

we would describe the American inethoci

of keeping not only them, but vegetable^
and flowers, perfectly fresh all throug"

the winter, as the information may b
valuable to some of our friends. A lurgi

apartment, or cellar, is built undergroun
by the fruit merchant, the sides of wliic

are lined with a double wall, contain ini

saw-dust. Over the ceiling is a rooD
filled with ice, which, gradually melting

filters through the saw-dust, and keeps tht

temperature of the under-ground apar
ment just two degrees above frost poi

In this apartment, lemons, oranges, appl
strawberries, flowers, and vegetables
preserved with complete freshness for

desirable length of time.

Flowers.—Continue to gather seeds

and you may still sow anenionies and te:

week stocks. Put down tulips and othe:

bulbous roots, and lay carnations.

Carnations are hardy as well as beauti-ij

ful flowers, and are propagated by layersj
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piugs, and seeds. Layering is the best
ethod, and may be practised by the most
experienced person who will obsei-ve the
Uowing simple directions :

—
Prepare some light, rich mould, and lar
round the carnation, select a stem whicli
us borne no flowers, and, with a sharp
life, make an incision inwards and up-
:;rds of about a quarter of an inch below

the second joint froni the top ; bend down
the stalk to the earth, and peg it into a
little drill, deep enough to covt-r tlie slit

;

then raise the point nearly upright, press
the earth gently round it, water it mo-
derately, and in about six. weeks it will
have taken root, and may be moved into a
pot. The following summer it will bear
flowers.

THE JUVENILE CABL^ET.

HISTORY IN OUR HEDGE-ROWS.-THE HAWTHORN-TREE.
" Gives not the Hawthorn-bush a sweeter shade
To shepherds looking on their silly sheep.
Than doth a rich embroidered canopy
To kings, that fear their subjects' treachery 1

"

HE Hawthorn is a beautiful, fragrant,' said that until lately there stood one of her
)wering tree, connected with many inte- own planting, on the eastern side of the
sting historical events, and old national

|

village of Duddingstone. It was a '" brave
stems, which are now almost forgotten. ' old tree," and as it hung over the road
II our young triends love its bright bios- ' often recalled to the busy wayfarers the
ms, nor will the}' love tliemtlie less when

j

memory of the dead; but the tremendou.s
ey know how much of the history of by-

|

storm of 183G, swept through its branches
Dne days is written on their delicate ' and tore up its roots, and the villagers cau
tals, I now only point out the place which was
The Common Hawthorn (Cratajgus

:
once beautified by '' Quecu Mary's thorn."'

xyacantha) was the distinguishing badge The tradition concerning it is thus re-

the royal house of Tudor, and the cause
,

lated :

—

its adoption is thus accounted for by
;

'* Tiie good regent, Murray, was at play
iss Strickland in her popular work, with his half-sister, Mary Stuart, on the
The Lives of the Queens of England."

i

banks of the Duddingstone Loch, then
ichard the Third being opposed in his known by another name, which proved
aim to the crown by his cousin, the Duke displeasing to the ears of the royal maiden,
Richmond, determined to try the event I aud after a merry interchange of bandied
a battle. Accordingly, he met his enemy

j

jest and repai'tee, the light-hearted Queen
Rcdmore Heath : but, being slain, his

)dy was plundered of its armour and
naments, and thrown contemptuously
nongst the other dead. ''The crown was
d<len by a soldier in a hawthorn-bush

;

was called upon to give it a better name
;

when, in the same sportive mood, she
picked up a little pebble from the margin
of the loch, and, throwing it into the water,
exclaimed, in the old courtly dialect of

t was soon found and carried back to
|

Holyrood, ' There, then, call it Duddy-
ord Stanley, who placed it on the head of
le Earl of Richmond, saluting l)im by the
tie of Henry the Seventh, while the vic-

rious army sung Te Deuni on the blood-
Bained heath.

" Oil! Redmore, then it seemed thyname
as not in vain. It was in memory of this

ct that the red-berried liawthorn once
leltered tlie crown of England, that the
)use of Tudor assumed the device of a
•own in a bush of fruited hawtlioru. The
overb of ' Cleave to the crown, though it

mg on a busli,' alludes to the same cir-

mistance."
The Hawthorn is also a memorial tree

'another unhappymonarch, the beautiful

stane^'' and such has beeu its uame ever
since.

" On the same day it was that the future

rivals determined, in their .sport, to try

their fortunes, by each planting their fa-

vourite tree. James Stuart, the future-

regent, chose for his repx-esentative a hardy
young oak ; while Mary selected a haw-
thorn plant, which seems to have ever been
her favourite tree, as various others exist

that were also planted by her hand.
" W hen, next morning, the young Queen

rambled by the new-named locli, she

sought out the rival plauts, and was re-

joicing in the discovery that her thoru

alono survived—a pregiiant omen, as it

ary Stuart, Queen of Scots; and it is j seemed, of prosperity aud triunipli. When
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iier companion arrived with the news, that
it Ijad been detennined to exile her from
these happy scenes of youthful frolic, to

seek new ties and state alliances, at the
court of France, the young Queen flung
herself by her new-planted favourite,
and abandoned herself to grief at the un-
welcome news. A child's grief, however,
though slight its cause, hath bitterness
enough at the moment to seem the sorest
trial that could be borne ; and it may be,

that the unhappy Mary Stuart, in some
such moment of outgoing affection towards
the bright scenes of her childhood, when
about to bid them a long farewell, yielded
to such a burst of grief as might be no un-
meet foreshadowing of that long life of
suftering ere she closed its sorrows far
from those happy scenes, iu the gloomy
towers of Fothcringay."
Of the association of the hawthorn-tree

with the cherished customs of various na-
tions, we know many instances, and shall I

mention a few.
The May sports and Morrice-dancers of

England are familiar to us all, though they
j

are now rarely seen ; and we cannot regret
|

. the loss of them, nor of any other spectacles,

no matter how entertaining they may seem I

in the morning, wliich lead to riot and ex-

1

cess inthe evening. Formerlythe hawthorn- •

bough was hung on the May morning over I

every door-way in England ; and it still,
|

on that day, graces the entrances to the
houses in the classic city of Athens. The

j

custom was first discountenanced in this '

countrj' by the reformers, who regarded
|

it as the remains of the superstitious rites i

paid by the heathen to the imaginary god-
j

dess of flowers ; and they also disapproved
\

of the noisy and profligate revels with
w4iich it was accompanied. They preached

i

continually against " doing observance to
i

a man ot May ;" and the sincere and earn-

!

est Bishop Latimer complained, that once
|

when he was about to preach on that day,
he could get no audience, because all the

j

young people "were gone a-Mayin^.'"' "I
j

found, said he, "the churches fast locked.

'

I tarried there half an hour, or more, and
i

at last the key was found. One of the
parish came to me, and says, ' Sir, this is a
busy day with us, we cannot hear you ; it

is Robin Hood's day : the parish are gone
abroad to gather for Robin Hood, I pray
you hinder them not.' So," observes the
good bishop, " I was fain to give place to

Robin Hood and his men."
In the villages in Ireland the hawthorn

is still suspended over the doors and win-
dows of cottages, and large boughs, gaily

ornamented w'ith ribbon and coloured
papers, are carried to the homes of the
jiewly married, as '' emblems of hope."

Mummers, or Morris-dancers, are usuallj
the bearers. These are a band of youne
peasants, who have been selef'tod on ac-

count of their comely appearance, or theii

proficiency in athletic exercises. Thej
march in procession, two abreast, dressed
in pink or green jackets, and having a pro-
fusion of ribbons on their hats and sleeves.

They are accompanied by a band of rustic

music, and usually dance round the haw-
thorn-tree, which the three j'oungest and
best looking of the party holds on highj

opposite to the cottage of the young niar«

ried peasants whom they have come to

congratulate. After a short time, they
move off to another village, or go from one
gentleman's seat to another, and they close
the day with what is termed the '•' long
dance.'"

In the south and west of Ireland there
is a strange superstitious custom observed
on ilay-day, of making cows jump ovej
lighted straw or faggots. Some antiqua^
ries have traced this custom to the woe-
ship of Bael, but the poor peasantry who
practise it say, "'

It is to make the cow?
give plenty of milk •"' Let that be as it

may, the Irish name for tliis month has
some reference to the heathen deity. May-
day is " La na Bacl tiua," the day of Bael*s
fire, and the month of May is expressed
" Mi na Bael tina." the month of Bael^

'

^^^-
. it

I

In Italy, instead of young men, it Wi
maidens who " go a-jlaying." Five or six
of the prettiest and yoimgest in a village
meet together, and go from house to house
singing, and wishing a '" merry May " to
every one, old and young. Amongst the
wishes are, ''that you may live to be Sk

hundred and two," and that "everything!
you eat may be turned to sugar and oik"
There are one huadred species of haw-

thorn, of which thirty-five are varieties of
the common English hawthorn, and th^
remainder are beautiful shrubs, brought
principally from North America. Tliey
are all hardy, and almost equally beautiful
in fruit as in flower. How good is our
God ! how rich in benevolence! how abun-
dant in the various beauties with which
he has gratified the taste of man, and which
he has also made sub.servient to the want^
of his other creatures.

The lovely hawthorn flowers, whose
perfume and brightness aflbrd us pleasure,

yield food to the insects, who, while they
feed on it. "•fill tho world with miLsic,*

and the bright fruit which we admire
when the foliage is gone, preserves the
lives of those lovely songsters, whose
voices, heard even amidst the winter'is

blast, is a token to the frozen earth " That
beauty liveth still,"
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DIGGINGS.
"small, IJIT C

With the hnmblc there is perpetual peace.

T'nlettered men arc not always the most
jiiorant, nor learned men always wise.

All is but lip ^\^sdom that A\-ants experience.

Change seldom, for chanfrea are inconvenient.

Char.ty is friendship in common, and friend-

hip is charity inclosed.

Defer not what thou intendest to give.

One general mark of an inii)0>tor is, that he
intdoes the original.

On the heels of folly .^hame will surely tread.

Pleasurc.-j ovor-]iurchased are real torments'.

Subv-Iue your pas-^ions, and every duty of life

ill appear easy.

One to-day is Avorth two to-morrows.
"When you have no ob.-crver.-<, be afraid of

our?elf.

A coward is a bad friend, and a drankard a
oor privy coun.«ellor.

iropes delayed hang the heart upon tenter-

looks.

Never open the door to a little vice, le.«t a
[feat one .«houM enter too.

An oak is not felled by a stroke.

A crown will not care the head-ache, nor a
;Oldeu slipper the gout.

No mother is so mucked but desires to have
:ood children.

I'raycr should be the key of the day and the
ock of the night.

Quit not certainty for hope.

OLItr.X, ORAI.NS.

One man's fault should bo another man'.H

los«on.

lie that tells nil he knows will also tell

what he does not know.
Jfake not your sail too large for your ship.

Great talkers arc like broken i)itchera-«

everything nins out of them.
Tiiat man is rich whose de.sires are fKK^r.

The crow thinks her own bird the fairest.

The tirst step to greatness is to be honest.

Kebuke with soft words and hard arguments.
(^narrels are cattily beg^n, but with dit&culty

ended.

Perspicuity is the best kind of eloquence.

Of all llattertTS, self-love is the greatest.

Never forsake a true friend.

3Iistortunes are ihe disci])liuc of humanity.
Keep good company, and be one of the

number.
Idleness is the greatest prodigality.

Discretion of speech is superior to eloquence.

f'ovetous men need money least, yet most
aff.'ct it.

lie who resolves to amend has r;od on his

side.

If yon would teach secrecy to others, begin

with yoursfir.

Love and lordj^hip like no fellowship.

Glen's merits rise in proportion to their

modesty.

Precept.'' may lend, but examples draw.

THE PORTFOLIO.
[original a X D S F. L K C T F, T).]

astes, or even
int possess.

Nature has refused to give us the power
truly understanding the wants, the

the opinions which we do

dog of a labourer, Avho happened to bo

within hearing of my cries, to help mo or.*^

for half-a-crown. The fellow was so rapa •

cioub ^s to insist upon a crown for above . i

quarter oT an hour, and I verily beliov •

that he would not have abated me a sing)?

farthinf? if he had not seen me at the la.' t

gasp, and determined rather to die tha i

submit to his extortion."

DRESS.

The great Frederick of Prus.sia, cithi r

through economy or carelessness, or bot!:,

YOUR MONFA' OR YOUR LIFE. was accustomcd to wcar all his clothes ns

An old miserable bachelor, possessed of a long as decency permitted ;
sometimes, in-

'ortune of £40,000, meeting a friend one ! deed, rather longer; and it was usual with

lay, began to harangue very learnedly upon
I

him to cider his breeches to be mended,

;Tie detestable sin of avarice, and gave the
i
and his coat to be pieced under the arms,

following instance of it:—"About three i AVhcn Peter the Great was in France, the

years ago," said he, " by a very odd acci- j Marquis de Nele appeared before him every

dent I iell into a well, and wa.s absolutely day in a new dress. " Surely," suid the

ithin a verv few minutes of perishing, be- I Czar to him, " your tailor must be a 7«y
llore I could "prevail upon an wnconscionable bad one, that he can never fit you.' ticld-

PROMOTIOX FROM THE RANKS.

Seventeen private soldiers of the French
irmy, in Buonaparte's time, by their bravery

md tulentb, raised themselves to the follow-

ng distinguished stations :—Two became
iings ; two, princes ; nine, dukes ; two,

ield-marshals ; and two, generals.
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Marshal Count Daun, a famous Austrian
general, had, it is said, a dress for every

day in the year. John IV., King of Por-
tu,a;al, uniformly aimed at making luxury
\mfashionable. Seeing the ambassador to

London in an English hat one day, he in-

quired how much it cost, and hearing two

pounds English money, he replied, " Take
care of it; for I can purchase four hats in

Portugal for that sum." So fond was our
Queen Elizabeth of dress, that three thou-
sand diiTerent habits were foimd in her
wardi-obe after her death.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

AUGUST 25th to 31st.

August 25, Thirteenth /Sunday ofier Tnnily.
August 25, 1842, a man named Bean was tried

at the Old Bailey for a misdemeanour, in pointing-

a pistol at Queen Victoria. He was found guilty,

and sentenced to eighteen months' imprisonment.
August 26, 1635,died Lope de Vega, the rival and

conqueror of Cervantes in the dramatic art. His
powers of invention are unparalleled in the history

of poetry and dramatic composition. He required

only four-and-twenty l^ours to write a versified

drama of three acts, abounding in intrigues, pro-

digies, or interesting situations, and interspersed

Avith sonnets and other versified accompaniments.
He was so popular that whenever he appeared in

the streets he was surrounded by cro;\'ds of

people, all eager to gain a sight of this " prodigy
of nature."
August 26, 1832, died in London, aged 70,

Adam Clarke, LL.D. He was popular as a \\ es-

ieyan minister for about fifty years. His under-
standing was clear and vigorous; his memory
was retentive, and his industry unwearied.
Though a self-taught man, his literary and scien-

tific stores were unbounded, at.d his writings are

various and learned. He published a Commen-
tary on the Old and New Testament in eight

volumes quarto, some volumes of sermons, and
several curious philological and biblical works.
August 26, 1814, died Sir Benjamin Thompson,

better known by his German title of Count hum-
ford. He was the author of several projects for

the benefits of the general community, as Avell as

of particular classes. Amon^ these was a scheme
ior Ihe -suppression of mendicity, providing la-

bour for able-bodied paupers, and exciting a spirit

of industry among the lower orders. He employed
hiniself much in making experiments on the na-
ture and application of heat, and on other subjects
of economical and philosophical research. Among
the results of his industrious researches may be
named many improvements in stoves, warming
and heating apparatus, &c.
August 27, 1748, died, aged 48, James Thomson,

a distinguished British poet, author of the " Sea-
sons," the " Castle of Indolence," and other
poems, and some plays. For sensibility and
beauty of natural description, the " Seasons " have
searcely been excelled.
August 27, 1831, died, in his 8Gth year. Lord

Norbury, for some years Chief J ustice of the Court
of Commou Pleas in Ireland, and variously
termed the " hanging " and the " punning

"

judge.
August 27, 1847, as the Cricket, high-pressure

steamboat, one of the vessels plying between
Hungerford Market and London Bridge, at a fare

of a halfpenny per head, was on the point of mov-
ing from the Adelphi Pier, Avith a large number
of passengers, the boiler burst, in consequence oi

wiiicU the vessel was shattered and sunk ; five

persons were killed, and several others seriously
injured. The accident was occasioned by the
insane practice of tying down the safety valves, in
order to husband the steam power while the boat
stopped to take in passengers.
August 27. 1849, the members and visitors o'f

the Peace Congress visited the Royal Palaces of
Versailles and St. Cloud, by permission of tlie

French Government. While at Versailles the
company partook of a collation in the celebrated
Tennis Court, after which a meeting was held,
presided over by Richard Cobden, Esq., Avhen tes-
timonies of respect were presented to the dele-
gates from America.
August 28. 1615, died at Rostock, aged 62,

Hugo Grotivs, a celebrated Dutch scholar. In
consequence of his defences of Arminianism, he
had his property confiscated, and was condemned
to perpetual imprisonment, from which, however,
after eighteen months, he escaped by the con-i ,

trivance of his wife. He wrote on literature,
poetry, history, and divinity.

August 29, 1843, the Eev. Theobald Mathew, th^

;

great Temperance Reformer, visited London, and
in the course of a few weeks administered the
pledge of total abstinence from intoxicating li-

:

quors to many thousand persons of both sexes. j

August 30, 1841, Lord Melbourne, in the LordsJ
and Lord John Russell, in the Commons, an-

1

nounced the resignation of Ministers. The Queen
sent for Sir Hohert Peel, and intrusted to him 1

the formation of a new Ministry.
'

August 31, 1688, died in London, in the 60th
year of his as^e, John Bunyan, author o the
" Pilgrim's Progress," one of the most pupular
allegorical tales ever composed in any language.
For some years he practised as a travelling tii,ker,

'

and led a wandering dissipated life. 'While serv-
(

ing as a soldier in the Parliament army he became
deeply impressed with the truth and importance
of religion, and after some time joined the Ana-
baptists, and became a public teacher among them.
Acting in defiance of the severe laws enacted
against dissenters from the E.>tablished Church,
he was thrown into prison, where he remained for
more than twelve years, during which it is sup-
posed he wrote most of his popular works.

^ August 31, 1&33, the &h'\T^ Amphitrite, conveying
convicts to New South Wales, and having on
board 103 female convicts, 12 children, and a crew
of 16 men, w as driven on the Boulogne sands, in a
heavy gale which commenced on the 29th. Those
on board might probably have been saved before
the return of the tide ; but, apparently through
the captain's doubt as to his authority to allow
the convicts to escape to the shore, as well a&
through the sanitary regulations of the French,
all, except three of the crew, were drowned. The
same gale occasioned a serious loss of life and pro»
perty on most parts of the coast.

M^v\
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. XXXIIl. - THE GRAND EXHIBmON OF THE WORKS OF
INDUSTRY OF ALL NATIONS IN 18ol.

Part IV.

Thk ExHrniTiox -will be a fixe example of what the Pkople can do.
Nothing is more fatal or paralyzing to the energies of a nation than to have the

Government attending to everything. In many foreign countries, you have a
state functionary, and a minister of public -works, presiding over all great under-
takings, and whatever funds are wanting must be drawni from the exchequer. The
strangest part of the business is, that the citizens often dream that these
affairs cost them nothing ; and seem to imagine that their nilers make the money,
and then, very liberally, distribute it in public offices, schools, exhibitions, &c. ice.

;

when the real fact is, that the Government, though it may coin, yet it never malccs,,

cither gold or silver, or even copper. When it has made money, it has too oftan
sent forth worthless aanignaift, or deteriorated metal. The people, and c.'ipccially the
vrorking cla^ftes, produce the wealth, and if the rulers are employed to spend it, they

f.mt appoir:t an officer to collect it, another to take care of it, a third to dispose of it,

:x fourth to see how it is laid out, a ffth to notice how it is used by those who
receive it, and then, sirthly, a board of commissioners and sinccurist.s to inquire

i:ito the Avhole business, by means of a staff of officials, who arc often amazingly

over-worked in doing nothing. Hence, in many instances, it is the ca.se, that the

nation has to pay^pe or sir times more for a state undertaking than would be re-

quired if the bu.siness were managed by private individuals. The English arc

tolerably awake to the latter advantage, and therefore do not biirdeu their senators,

either to make railways or originate and sustain public exhibitions. The coming
Exposition of Works of Industry will be the most extensive and valuable since tlie

world began; and yet it will be brought about without State superintendence, or

costing the Exchequer a penny. The English people have long been adepts in

managing their ovrn affairs, and it will reflect everlasting honoiu- on the illustrious

Consort of our Queen, that he has recognised this characteristic of the nation, and

made a proposition which will so fully call it forth. "S\Tiat a noble exam])lo and

stimulus will thus be set before foreigners ; and perhaps one of the best and most

important lessons they will learn will be, the power and independence of any peo-

ple, when they choose to exert themselves, to superintend and direct their oA^-n

matters.

I have known parents who bought and sold, and, in fact, did everything, for

their children ; and the consequence was, that when they died, they left behind

them a race of helpless mortals, who seemed alilce useless to themselves and to

the rest of their species. And thus has it been with most of the governments of

the world. The rulers have devised and executed all things, and the middle

classes and the masses have been treated as mere infants, who had neither bodily

nor mental capacity. This despotism has been fatal to all classes, not excepting the

governors themselves : for who expects a noble thought or generous action from a
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tjTant. Some nations are now as inexperienced as they were centuries ago. A
large portion of the continent of Europe has, within a few months, had all its rights

and liberties placed within its grasp, but the people, in some cases, have treated

these infinite blessings as mere toys, have played with them for a while, as children

do "with their shuttle-cocks or foot balls, and then growing careless, and wishing

for some other amusement, have allowed their rulers to rivet their fetters tighter

than ever. There is an industrial, commercial, and political education which

nations require before they can become great, but which is never taught at colleges

and universities. Public life and business are the best " National Schools " to call

out the energies of citizens. The English have been well drilled in these semina-

ries, and have not only elevated themselves, but their nobles and rulers. Sir

Robert Peel was not the creator, but the creature, of his age. Had he been bom,
or educated, among Turks or Russians, whoever would have heard of Catholic

Emancipation, or the Abolition of the Corn Laws ? It was his happiness to be the

son of an industrious father; to live in the midst of busy fellow-citizens ; and he I

obtained an eminence among them, because he allowed them to expand his mind,
j

and having been first their pupil, proposed to be their leader ; and thus has left to
|

rulers one of the brightest examples of modern times. It is no wonder that there f

is so much rivalry in the land to erect monuments to his memory ; he was an im- I

personation of the industrial spirit of his countrymen ; and the whole of his policy
;

that deserves commendation consisted in his permitting the resources and energies

of the nation to develope themselves. The exhibition of next year may be viewed

as a temple erected to the genius of Peel, or rather to that of the Anglo-Saxons,
,

which he had imbibed from them, and then, in return, laboured to call forth in
'

them with greater energy, and to lead it on to nobler enterprizes. Hence, we view i'

the undertaking with pleasure, not merely for the art and skill which it will dis-

play, but as a grand and glorious example of what nations can do, independent of

government, pupilage, control, or support.

•>illjf THE Exhibition of 1851 will be seen the importance of the Mechanic,

Artizan, and Labourer.

Hitherto man has been despised by his fellow man. His own brother has

looked upon him wth contempt, and set a higher value upon beasts, shrubs,

stones, and even the most trifling toys. What is most remarkvible is, that the most

useful of our race have been treated with the greatest disrespect. " Otili/ a

labourer!" '^Only a mechanic!" ''Only a tradesman!" are words of common
occurrence : and yet there is a world of significance in this insignificant ** onhj.'*

It might be read, '* Only a laboiu'er who cultivates the fields and produces revenues

of wealth for the people who treat him with scorn !" " Only a mechanic who in-

vents and constructs the comforts and conveniences of life for those who frown

upon him for following such base occupations !" " Only a tradesman who traffics

in the utile and the dulce for his fellow-creatures, and brings them to your very

door !" These onlies are, after all, our ministering and guardian angels. They

produce all the necessaries, the comforts, the luxuries, and the wealth of the world.

"WTiat if our earth were peopled with only lords, ladies, and gentlemen, w^ho can-

not ply a spade, a shuttle, or a spindle ! What a miserable plight we should then

be in before another month has passed ! Nothing but beggary, starvation, and

misery, would stare us in the face.

We have not one word to say against wealth, or even titles. Retired classes^

who abstain from labour and trade, who purchase and consume, but do not pro
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duce, aie a great advantage to any state. The more we have of such, the more
customers, the more trade, the more labour, and the better wages. The man who
would sweep nobles and unoceupied gentlemen from the earth, would act as in-

sauel)' as the simpleton who took it into his head to shoot his customers. Society

does not so much need leveling in rank, as regenerating in feeling. Mutual
respect is a debt we owe to our species. None are originally mean, or low. All

tire by birth the children of the King of kings, and of the blood-royal of heaven;

hence it is said that he is in danger of perdition that calls his brother " llaca," a
mean and empty fellow, or a " fool," because liis contempt proves that he does not

recognize the divine dignity of mankind. To revile humanity, is to reproach its

Creator. Intellectual and moral degradation are not essentials of our race, but the

accidents of education, and not unfrequently can be traced to the neglect of those

very individuals who treat them with scorn.

The Grand Exhibition of Industry Avill bring the people on the stage, and show
the importance of labour. Had there been only wealthy consumers in the world,

not a single machine, or any of its products, would have stood before us. It is

because some of our brethren and sisters have been industrious that we behold so

many myriads of comfort and luxuries. One has toiled in the mine, another is

black from the smithy, a third has been tanned in the sun, and a fourth has grown

pale in the workshop. Human life hath subjected itself to almost every danger

and privation, and death, to minister to the wants of our species, and hence our

rich supply of blessings. ^lan, we have often said, is a miniature deity in this

world. Heaven gives us the rough and the raw materials ; but our brethren aud

sisters work them up into articles of use or pleasure. The stone needs the hammer;
the wood demands the saw and the plane ; the flax, the wool, and the silk, require

the spindle and the loom ; the ore must feel the furnace and the anvil ; the field be

turned by the spade and tlie plough ; the corn be reaped by the sickle, ground in

the mill, and baked in the oven. The bounties of Providence are strewed almost

in vain, where the labourer and mechanic are wanting. The savage is poor in the

midst of mines of wealth, and lives on roots, by the chase, or by fishing, in the very

land where every dainty and luxiay might be produced. Let no one, then, despise

the hard hands, or the weather-beaten faces of the operative and peasant. Were
there no fustian jackets, smock-frocks, and leathern-aprons, there Avould bo no

palaces, robes, or levees. God made us dependent that we might reciprocally

esteem each other, and regard our mutual importance. Those labourers are in-

valuable, and so are the wealthier ranlts wlio never toil at all. Thanks to yon lady

for that costly dress and equipage ; himdi-cds of hands liave been employed, and a

hundred mouths fed, in her service. Had she dressed in sackcloth, and walked

along the road, none of these would have found employment and comfort ; and

thus we mutually benefit and bless each other, and therefore should regard each

other with mutual esteem.

Our dependence on lauouh will be more than ever evident.

Man was made to toil. The structure of his body, as well as his wants, proclaim

this truth. How marvellous, then, that ever there shoidd have existed a liuman

being so sunk in mind and morals as to brand industry witli reproach ! Xo so the

ancients. Paradise required dressing and keeping. The first pair were gardeners;

and when clothes became necessary, the Almighty Creator consti'ucted their robes.

The early princes, princesses, and monarchs worked at various arts and trades. It

is a figment of modern times that toil is a degrading occupation, and that idleness
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and uselessness, sinecurism and helplessness, are honourable and majestic. Strange

that we should pour contempt on our guardian angel, or despise the hand that

ministers to our Avants ! It is not going too far to say, " that labour is a divine ordi-

nance." A Latin poet tells us that Jove intended to sharpen our genius by neces-

sity and care. The animals make no improvement, because they have few wants.

What need has the peacock of millinery, the horse of a weaver, the leopard of em-
broidery, the lion of a palace, or the eagle of steam-power ? But man is full of

necessities ; and his eye, his hand, his mental powers, proclaim that he was made

to minister to himself and others, and to be ministered unto in return.

Labour, then, is all to man. He can obtain no good without it. Even the sal-

vation of his soul must be " worked out ^x\\h. fear and trembling ;" and whether

he ascends to bliss, or takes the downward road, he must travel on his own feet.

Without labour England woidd have been now what it A^ as a thousand years before

Julius Agricola landed on our shores. Why are we not American Indians, or

counterparts of the inhabitants of the Feegee Islands r Labour has made us to

differ, and enabled us to send, or promise to send, all the arts and blessings of civi-

lization to the destitute parts of our globe. We have had galleries for the artist, and

shi'ines for the saint and philanthropist ; and we envy them none of their fame or

glory. They all were, in their order, sons of toil, and ministers to our pleasure and

improvement ; but until now, ixduste,y, in its rough, hard, and more toilson^e

drudgeries, has had no monument. This ingratitude has reflected on our hearts

and our heads ; seeing we depend most of all iipon those arduous occupations

which we have most despised. The fine arts are of later growth. The colonist

and the settler seek first the necessaries of life ; and yet, strange to say, we have

honoured the painter and the poet, and have forgotten the men and women who
have given us our daily bread, and surrounded us with the conveniences of life.

Our dependance on laboui", which the Exhibition of Works of Industry will espe-

cially teach, will suggest that none who minister to our wants, our ease, our wealth,

or our taste, should be neglected or treated with scorn.

The Rich will more thax ever feel their depexdexce upon the industry

OF the Masses.

We are no advocates for miiversal toil. It could not benefit the world for all to

engage in manual labour. We should then have too many hands, and, consequently,

employment would be scarce and wages low. Those who have made their fortunes,

and quitted the loom or the counter to live on their means, are, in every respect,

great benefactors to their species ; and we trust a time will come when every man
and woman will make it one of the main objects of their ambition to be able to retire

from the labour market, to enjoy a happy old age, and live on the fruits of their

trade and mdustiy, without burdening a parish. If emigration is a benefit to our

operatives, because it takes a competitor from the field ; if disease or death arc

boons to the living, in consequence of the decrease of hands, or of aspirants to office,,

howmiich more valuable must the brother or sister be who leaves the plough, or the

shuttle, but still stays in our country, and spends the produce of former years of

industry and economy in employing others r We make these remarks because we
fear that there is a most unreasonable prejudice against persons who are not engaged

in any kind of trade, and have no need to earn their bread by the sweat of their

brow. Rich men and women are a common good, while a nation of hard-working,^

craving operatives and paupers would be ready to supplant and devoui* one

another.
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But if, on the one hand, there has been a feeling of envy or dislike towards those
who are wealthy, and have no need of labour ; there has been, on the other, a most
foolish contempt of the mechanic and the operative. Much of the disunion among
the different orders of society has been provoked. We have known those who
always spoke with contempt of the sons and daughters of toil. It was a gi'eatcr

crime to be an artizan or a peasant than to be a swindler, a drimkurd, a debauchee,
or an infidel. To labonr with one's hs-jids to feed and clothe and enrich mankind,
left a stain which nothing could wash aAvay. And those who looked and spoke so
disdainfully of the working classes, did not hesitate to partake of bread which had
come to the table through the plebeian hands of the vulgar peasant, the ill-bred

miller, and the despised baker ; nor to wear clothes which had been produced, and
manufactured, and made by such disreputable beings as spinners, weavers, tailoi-s,

sempstresses, hiitters, milliners, shoemakers. Sec. &c. We wonder that so much
haughtiness should deign to be enriched, or touch wealth which has come from
such an ignoble source.

Can we not procure food, garments, furniture, equipages, trinkets, jewellery, and
riches, which have been called into existence by the sole agency of the nobility, and
have only passed through the hands of princes ? Such a discovery, in the estimation

of some, would be worth more than another California, and would at once release

the titled sons and daughters of Adam from dependaiice upon their poor brctliren

and sisters, and thus relieve their contempt of these labourers from the charge ot

iaigratitude. Alas ! the desire is vain ; for, by an unalterable decree of destiny, or

rather of Providence, it is determined that those who labour shall be the minister-

ing and guardian angels of those who live without toil. This truth will be especially

evident in the Works of Industry about to be exhibited. Not an article will be
there but has passed through the hands of the working classes. If the world had
been peopled by none but princes, peers, and other branches of tho aristocracy, we
should have no exhibition in Hyde Park in ISol ; and, therefore, the intrinsic value

of industry will more than ever be manifest ; and we trust that this fact will lead

to a more benevolent regard for those who procure the comforts and necessaries of

life, and the adoption of rational and effective efforts for their physical, mental,

political, and moral elevation.

(7b be concluded in our next.)

IIENKY AVILLIAMS; or, STRUGGLES FOR LIGHT.

CHAPTER v.—SUNSHINE.
It was a lovely evening in May when we

[

pen and ink. But liere again I was encoun-

arrivcrl at Ilavre-de-Grace, in a school near
|

tered by French hand-writing and technical

which I was to pass some months. My tirst
;

terms. ]S'othing remained but to abstract from

experience of France was not very flattering,
j

my own tjmall store something to assist the

In the packet was a poor Englishwoman, who t injured and distressed woman. In parting she

was going to join her husband at Jloiien. On i
loaded me with thanks, and I enjoyed the lux-

nearing the shore she was roughly handled by ury of having done a good action,

the custom-house officers, and, as it appeared to In this case, I am still of opinion tliat the

rae, as good as defrauded of a portion of the
j

action was good. iJut I now know that in my
pittance which remained- for the rest of her

1
youth I was too easily moved by tales of woe.

journey. Being indignant at what I siiw, I
}

Well can I remember tlie i)k'asure with which

interposed, and received as my reward only I cast a penny to what appeared if> me the

indignities from the lips of these rude officials, more deserving mendicants, as they " sat by the

The poor woman was in tears; she had two Kvay-side and begged." Little idea had I that

children with her, and she seemed condemned
]
begging was a trade, and, considering the returns

to travel the remaining space on foot. I tried ' only, a good trade. As little did I then suo-

to comfort her with the prospect of redress. As i pect the impositions that are jiractiscd on the

soon, therefore, as we were set on shore, I went
!
open-handed and good-natured. Very long

to the Custom-house to plead her cause ; but,
j

since have I abandoned indiscriminate silras-

alas ! what with my English-French and their
|

giving, and I should at present account it an

Norman patois, the authorities could not under- i
immoral act to give to anyone the smallest sum

stand me any more than I could understand
|

without having previously investigated the ap-

them. Datormincd not to be foiled, I took to plicaut's circumstances. Indeed, my eyes were
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partly opened in France, which at the time to

which I refer, and in the places that I became
acquainted with, swarmed with beggars. Alms-
giving, too, seemed to be almost universal ; and I

gained a dim notion that the remedy engen-
dered the disorder.

France surpassed my expectations. The
north of France, it is true, falls far short of the

south in beauty. But with my limited experi-

ence, I found the country very charming.
What a gay scene was that which opened
before me as I drew near the shore, landed on
the quay, and made my way to my temporary
home, on the hill-side which flanks the town.
The whole city seemed to be abroad enjoying the

genial season, and that soft.pellucid atmosphere

;

the men strikingly if not well attired, and the

women bedecked in all the colours of the rain-

bow. Music sounded along the shore, as if to

give me a joyous greeting ; and when I got

through the town into the suburbs, I found
long avenues of fine trees crowded with well-

dressed persons, both male and, female; some
dancing to festive music, others i^romenading,

here in grand display, there in the midst
of merriment and jocularity ; and others,

again, lolling in chairs and sipping coffee or

liqueurs. Tliis attractive scene, however, I

found in a few days was far inferior to the gala

of Sunday. No sooner was the morning ser-

vice over in the churches, than streams of

people began to pour forth through the great

thoroughfares of the city, on their way to some
one of the numerous pleasure-gardens on tlie

outside of the walls. As the crowds passed on
they beheld parties of gaily-attired men and
women, standing or seated at the windows, or

in the balconies, of the houses in the principal

streets. In this group, wine and cigars were
the order of the day ; another group were play-

ing at cards. In the cross-ways mountebanks
were carrying on their trade, or small bands
Avere adding to the general exliilaration. When
arrived at the several places of their destination,

the pleasure-seekers, having taken refreshment,

foi-med dancing parties, or spent their time in

the exchange of courtesies, the prosecution of

affaires du cceur, or making love—that A'ery

serious business being as much an amusement
as it is a necessity Avith a Frenchman. Towards
evening the company began to lessen, and
small streams, of such as thought themselves

superior people, returned into the city in order

to repair to the tlieatre.

Even this bright spectacle was surpassed on
the occasion of special saints'-days. When the

fete of a favourite saint fell on a Sunday in

summer, gorgeous was the show. Without
being deprived of any of the secular accom-
paniments to which I have adverted, the dis-

play in the streets received all the aid which
could come from a religion of Avhich pomp and
ceremonies form an important part. Look at

that long gay procession, extending as it "winds

slowly along from street to street, headed by
those large and beautifully-wrought silver

crosses, and by that richly-embroidered canopy
under which " the host" is borne in state by
high ecclesiastics, attired in splendid robes.

Then listen to that now solemn, now joyous,

music, sent forth by band after band, as dif-

ferent parts of the train come up ; and, in

honour of the tutelary saint of the city, see hov/

the fronts of the houses are decorated—here
beautifully, there dandily, and in the back
streets with sliabby rags of flaunting hues.

Look, too, at that numerous group of girls,

all clad in white, with garlands round their

heads, strewing flowers in great abundance
before the steps of those holy men that bear the

sacred symbols ; and mark how the passers-by

bend the knee to those symbols, in token of

devout homage. It is a fascinating sight,

especially to the inexperienced eye of a young
Englishman. Pleasureis certainly well under-
stood by the French, avIio may well have been
designated " the gay nation ;" but it is pleasure,

not comfort, that they enjoy. Napoleon denied

that imjiossible was to be found in the French
vocabulary. Certainly comfort, neither in the

thing nor in the word, is of Gallic growth.
Showy and even superb as are those groups and
processions, the houses of substantial merchants
are inferior in furniture and domestic equip-

ments to the abodes of our third-rate shop-

keepers ; nay, in Lancashire I have, among
"mill-hands" in the country districts, seen

cottages better furnished for appearance as well

as use. And sorely, I must confess, Avere my
somewhat puritanic associations shocked at the

sights and sounds Avhich every returning Sun-
day brought undermy notice. I must,howeA'er,

do the French justice. I saAV little excess, and
A'ery little intoxication, either in general or on
those holiday occasions. It is equally my duty,

and I haA'e a pleasure in its performance, to

declare that many prejudices Avere dissipated

by my visit; and I here gravely declare, that

though it is ti-ue that the French (some of

them) wear Avooden shoes, and de\'our frogs,

yet are they generous, hospitable, faithful, and
upright, equally with John Bull and his respect-

able children. It Avas in one sense a trying

time Avhen I Avas in France. The battle of

Waterloo, which upturned the imperial throne,

had brought the English into disrepute Avitli

the vanquished. The j-'ear Avas, too, that year
Avhen those national discontents in England,
Avhich at last issued in the Reform Act, came to

a sudden outburst on the very spot in Man-
chester on Avhich noAv stands " the Free-trade

Hall," and Avhich, from the slaughter inflicted

on their unoffending and unarmed countrymen,

by the gallant Cheshire yeomanry, received the

appropriate name of Peterloo, The news of

these disturbances was received in Havre AA-ith

shouts of joy. " England now is going to have

]i?r revolution," "France wiU l>e revenged,"
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"Waterloo will be fought again." Notwith-
standing the prevalence of scutiment, such as

these words indicate, I, an Englishman, was
well received, kindly treated, and, conaidering

my youth and humble position, very hospitably

entertained..

But here I am reminded of a grave misdeed
of which I was guilty. Among my " struggles

for light," not tlie least trying nor in retrospect

the least painful, are the moral delinquencies

into wliich I fell while striving to make my
way. Yes ! the poor are subject to special

trials, and some of the worst of these trials

come from the aristocratic prejudices of what
are called the upper classes. My French
friends were, in general tone and manner, quite

republican. 3Ieu and women termed each

other, and were termed, "citizen." One of the

mysteries thai it took me long to penetrate

was the sight which I had the morning after

my arrival, when I beheld the venerable prin-

cipal of the school, who was also a priest,

embracing and embraced by his gardener,

exchanging one with another the kiss of fra-

ternal equality. • But neither manners nor

iastitutions can produce a radical change in

human nature. Some of the most violent

democrats I have known were most aristo-

craticai hi their general bearing, and most

tyrannical in their warehouses and their homes.

So " citizen" A. and " citizen-ess" B. had no

small pride veiled under their republican ex-

terior. Of course an English youth in an
exclusively French academy became an object

of special interest. The ladies, who probably

thought I miglit make a momentary beau, were

gracious in admitting me to their company.

On one occasion, when I had gi-o\vn pretty

familiar with their native tongue, and after I

had endeavoured to excuse the to them mys-

terious and objectionable custom of the ladies

retiring after dinner and leaving the gentlemen

over their wine, I was questioned by one of

them, in whose eyes I was very desirous of

standing well, as to my family—how many
brothers and sisters I had—what were their

respective ages, &c. &c. I had gone tlirough

the uiterrogation very well, when my fair ex-

aminer brought the matter to the point at

which she was driving : "and what, my dear

sir, is the profession of your excellent father ?"

"A minister," I replied.

The next moment, reader, I could have torn

my tongue out. True, .there was this ground

for my ready falsehood, namely, that my father

did often address a small and humble congre-

gation of Dissenters. But the impression I

produced was i\ false impression. This I know
I had not the courage to recall, or qualify my
misrepresentation. "Well was I afterwards

punished for my misdeed. I. cannot ston to

give the details, but every word, as well as

eyery act, haa its consequences ; and, being now
taken for a clergyman's son, I eoon found my-

self inconvenienced and tried by arts on the
part of my Frencli friends, wliich were only the
natural results of my own declaration. Let
my young readers esi>ecially cultivate moral
courage. Timid by nature, I know how difficult

is the task : but the experience of many years
tells niG that it is also of very high importance.
One matter of a moral nature there is on

which I look back with entire satisfaction, so
far as ray own conduct is concerned. The In-

tercourse between the sexes in France I saw
reason to believe was very lax. If tlie priest,

who was my schoolmaster, had not in hi»

establishment a lady who was much nearer to
him than a housekeeper, he was very much mis-

represented ; npr was it easy to explain, on vir-

tuous ground.*, the great likeness borne to

Monsieur 1' abbe by a favourite resident pupil.

Assuredly I could not mistake certain atten-

tions \nth which the same lady honoured my-
self. I was favoured with the loan of books ot

a very volui^tuous character. I was invited

into the inner recesses of her private apart-

ments. I occasionally found her crossing my
patli or at my side in sequestered places. In

all her festinties I had the privilege of taking

a part, and yet more emphatically than these

things did her looks and manner speak. But the

temptation was one of tlie .slightest to me. A
dehberate misdeed I was incapable of commit-
ting, and the memory of Louisa Baxter was in

this particular case " a wall of fire round about

me," The only active feeling produced in me
by 3Iadame le Play's blandishments was aver-

sion, not to say disgust.

Meanwhile my intellectual culture was pro-

ceeding a pace. 3[ons. Baziere, my master,

was an attentive teacher, and an exact scholar.

Of Greek, indeed, he knew little Dr nothing ;

but in Latin he was well versed, and his fa-

miliarity with literature was minute and exten-

sive. In a short time I spoke and wrote

French as if it had been my mother tongue. I

also enriched my mind, and cultivated my taste

by studying some of the best French classics.

My Latin 1 resumed, but under far better aus-

pices. Somewhat to my surprise, I found that

I had pleasure in the pursuit of even Latin. My
present teacher's method was good, and my pro-

gre.ss was much facilitated by influences that

were constantly in operation around me. All

the school regulations were conveyed in Latin.

Conversation in that tongue formed a part of

the pupils' ordinary duties. The masters were

accustomed to give in Latin lessons varying in

simplicity, so as to meet the capacities of all.

Then our daily prayers were in Latin, and in

Latin, too, were all the services of the clmrch,

at which I, with the other boys, attended, and

of which 3Ious. Baziere was the chief eccle-

siastic.

Wry decide<l for good was the effect pro-

duced on my mind by the comparatively fhorl

stay I mado in France. The visit expanded
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my mind, and enlarged my sympathies. It

made known to me also, in a very unmistakeable

way, how essential Miss Baxter's presence was
to ray peace. While I remained in the same
tbwm with her, I hardly suspected the impres-

sion she had made upon my heart. Distance
called up the past in vivid colours, and made
me conscious of a want in tlie centre of my
being. A very large shr.re of the benefit I de-

rived in France must, however, be ascribed to

the personal character of Mons. Baziere. The
abbe was a little man, of pleasing countenance
and courteous manners, not unfitly representing,

in his looks, words, and bearing, the scholar

and the priest. Goodness of heart was his

chief characteristic. If he did commit the
scandals imputed to him, he doubtless measured
his misdeeds by a French standard of morals,

and seldom surely did a life of concubinage do
so little to corrupt the character or tarnish the
reputation. The kind-heartedgentlemanseemed
too good to me to be guilty of any serious mis-

demeanour. I know not what the fact was,
but this I know, that I still hold his memory
in high regard, for, at any rate, he was very

good, considerate, and attentive to me. Both

in school and out of school, at table and ©a
country excursions, as well as in mixed society,

he treated me with marked attention and kind-
ness. Xot only did he give me introductions to
friends of his, but he almost every Sunday re-

ceived me into his own saiictum. I can even
yet imagine I see the dapper form of the darkly
clad man, seated at his little painted table, and
surrounded by the ancient tomes of fathersj
saints, and classic writers.

Ours was a sorroA\^ul parting. My kind
friends exacted a promise from me that I would
pay them a visit. I then hoped to fulfil my
promise. Youth is sanguine, and I saw no
reason to think that I might not even travel on
the Continent. Hoav easy is it to be disap-
pointed ! A large portion of ray days has been
spent in Germany and France, for I have been
a diligent student of the literature of both na-
tions, especially tlic former ; but, alas ! never
yet has the bustle and whirl of duty, in which
I have lived, and happily lived, allowed me to
quit the shores of Old England. Meanwhile,
master and housekeeper must be gone to the
land where their misdeeds carmot be hidden,
and where their virtues will not be disowned.

PAIILIA]MENTARY SKETCHES.

LORD JOHN RUSSELL
The political achievements of the Session I

of 1850 are not so conducive to the reputa- I

tion of the representative of the House of
j

Russell, as to occasion us any great regret
;

at the delay that has occurred in intro-
|

ducing him here to our readers. We had
hoped that lie would have added the

,

emancipation of the Jews to his other
\

meritorious contributions to the religious
'

liberties of his age ; but in that expectancy
we are not only disappointed, but our pre- '

vious estimate of tlie noble lord's character
i

for independence, fair dealing, and respect ,

for his own consistency, has undergone a
most material depreciation. Without in

]

the least degree desiring to renew those

discussions with which all readers of the \

public journals must have been surfeited,

relative to the claims of Baron Rothschild,

we may remark, that, had not Lord John
Russell paralyzed the energies of the
liberal electors of the city of London, be-

numbed the faculties of the reformers
throughout the country, by promising a
vigorous prosecution of the Jewish cause,

and then frittering away time and oppor-
tunity in delays wholly uncalled for, even
on the narrowest grounds of pai'liaraentary

expediency, the principle at stake in the

Baron's person would have long since been

vindicated, in accordance with the wish of
the British public ; and there is every
reason to believe that many other serious
impediments to progression, arising from
oligarchical perversity, would have been
removed at the same time. Lord John
Russell has ever beenhonourably identified

with the advancement of freedom of con-
science ; but it must be confessed that, on
two occasions, lie lias put to the blush those
friends of religious liberty who deem truth
and ingenuousness the first preliminaries
to all honom'able undertakings. One of
these occasions we have just alluded to

;

the other was his abandonment of the
famous Appropriation Clause, in the Irish

Church dispute, on which he turned out
Peel's government, and then quietly and
unblushingly proceeded to realize the very
policy that had led to the expulsion of his

predecessors from power. But it is desir-

able that we should arrive at the latter

epoch in his career in the ordinary course
of a biographicp.1 outline, which, however,
must necessarily be somewhat more ample
than the average of our sketches.

Lord Jolm Russell, third son of the late

and brother of tlie present Duke 7tli of

Bedford, is now in his o9th year, having
been born August 18th, 1792. The " high-
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minded sentiments, the noble deeds, and
the heroic sufferings of so many of liis

lordships progenitors in the cause of public
liberty," to quote the words of one of his

biographers, ai*e so constant a theme of
self-gratulation on his own part, and of
pride on that of his admirers, that it is in-

dispensable to make some brief reference
here to at least tlie later history of a house
so famous. The annalists of that house are,
however, of two classes ; for while one
iinds everything to praise, the other dis-

covers a vast deal to censure, Tlie Rus-
sells luive been fortunate in their panegy-
rists, auiong whom Lord John himself hcis

Inum the most constant, most voluminous,
and, we may add, tlio most able. But
thcj' luive also been most unhicky in their
censors, tliree of "whom in particular were
the greatest masters of invective, satire,

and vituperation, in the language—namely,
Burke, Junius, andCobbett; and it may
be asserted, that the failure of those master
critics to destroy the hereditary prestieje

of the iiedford name, is the best possible
tribute to the real worth of the Bedford
services.

The fourth duke was unfortunate enough
to provoke almost at one and the same
time the wrath of both Burke and Junius

;

the former b3'some unfortunate reflections
on the pension of the great orator, who re-

torted in this strain, which we quote for

tlie sake of the facts, as well as the severity
of the diction—viz. :

" While his grace was
meditating his well-considered censure on
me, lie fell into a sort of sleep. Homer
nods, and the Duke of Bedford may dream;
and as dreams, even in his golden dreams,
are apt to be ill-pieced, and incongruously
put together, his gracr- preserved his idea
.'if reproach to me, but took the subject
matter from the crown-grants to his own
family. These grants were so enormous
as not only to outrage economy, but even
to stagger credibility. The Duke of Bed-
ford is the leviathan of all the creatures of

, the crown. He tumbles about his unwieldy
l>ulk, he plays and frolics in the ocean of
tlie royal bounty ; huge as he is, and while
he lies floating many a rood,' he is still a
roature. His tins, his ribs, his whalebone,
he very spiracles through which lie spouts

!i torrent of brine against liis origin, and
novers me all over with the spray,—everj'-

thing of him and about him is from the
throne. Is it for him to question the dis-

pensation of tlie royal favour ?
*' After

pursuing this strain for a considerable time,

iiid recapitulating all the odious points in

the Bedford genealogy, from the time of
the first Mr. Ru.ssoll, who became afavour-
ite with Henry VHf., Burke, in allusion

to the duke's supposed partiality towards

the French revolutionists, and desire for
similar reforms at home, iiroreeds thus:

—

' Deep philo.sopliers are no triflers ; braves
sans-culottes are no formali><ts. They w^ill

no more regard a manjuis of Tavistock
than an abbot of Tavistock ; the lord of
AVoburn will not be more respectable in
their eyes than the prior of Wobnrn; they
will make no difference between the su-
perior of a Convent-garden of nuns and of
a Covent-garden of another description;
they will not care a rush whether his coat
is long or short, whether the colour bo
purple, or blue, or buif. They will not
trouble their heads with what part of his

head his hair is cut from; and tliey will
look with equal respect on a tonsure and
a crop."
The .attacks of Junius were of a more

personal, an<l therefore of a still more
venomous character. Referring to certain
domestic calamities which befell the duke,
he says :

'"
I reverence the attiictions of a

good man—his soitows are sacred; but how
can we take part in the distresses of a man
whom we neither love nor esteem ; or feel

for a bereavement of which he himself is

insensible? ^^'here was the fathers heart
wlien he could look for, or iind, an im-
mediate consolation for an only son in con-
sultations and bargains for a place at court,

and even in the misery of balloting at the
India House?"' And, in a note, it is added:
" Within afortnight after Lord Tavistock's
(his son's) death, the venerable <Tertrudc
(the duchess) had a rout at Bedford-house.
The good duke (who had onlv £MMKW a
year) ordered an inventorv to be taken of
his son's wearing apparel down to his slip-

f)ers; sold tliem all, and put the money in

lis pocket. The amiable marchioness,
shocKcd at such brutal, unfeeling avarice,

gave the value of the clothes to the ^iur-

quis's servant, out of her own nurse. That
incomparable woman did not long survive
her husband. When she died, the I)uchess

of Bedford treated her as the duke had
treated his only son. She ordered ;very
gown and trinket to be sold, and pocketed
the money. These are the monsters wlior^

Sir W. Draper comes forward to defend.
Cobbetts accusations against the Bedforu
family m-incipally consi.sted of an implica-

tion of Burke's charges as to the enormity
of their church plunder ; and at the present

day a great deal of an";ry criticism has

been expended on Lord John Russell's pre-

dilection for aggrandizing his own rela-

tions, by securing for them a very undue
proportion of the lionours and cniolument.s

of the State, and .seir.ing upon ceruiiu

offices not exactly compatible with tlie

pretensions either of a patriot or a philo-

sopher, as, for instance, making ijord
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Charles Russell, his brother, serjeant-at-
armsto the House ofCommons—a situation
not relieved from menial odium by the
salary of £1,200 a year.
A recent and an equally bitter, though

much more refined, satirist of the Russells,
has been the late Rev. Sj'dney Smyth, of
facetious memory, who has lavished some
biting sarcasms on the perversity and self-

sufficiency of Lord John; one saying of
his in particular, passing into a species of
proverb, viz., that his lordship would un-
dertake to perform a certain most hazard-
ous operation in surgery, or to command
the channel fleet : and numerous small
witlings of the dailypress have since traded
incessantly upon the Whig divine's jocu-
larity, at the expense ofthe Whig minister,
though seemingly without much disturbing
the serenity of the noble lord, whose re-
liance upon his own judgment nothing can
possibly shake, though undoubtedly recent
events, in connection with the subject men-
tioned at the outset of our remarks, should
have disturbed it.

On the otlier hand, the name of Russell
has often proved, and deservedly, a talis-

man in the popular cause ; and the lines of
Moore, addressed to the present Premier,
five-and-twenty years ago, have repeatedly
found an universal echo in the English na-
tion, mindful of the deeds alluded to by the
poet :

—

" Whose nobility comes to thee, stamp'd with a
seal,

Far, far more ennobling than monarch
e'er set

;

^' ^ith the blood of thy race, offer'd up for the
weal

Of a nation that swears by that martyrdom
yet!

^'L^e the boughs of that laurel, by Delphi's

decree,

Set apart for the Fane, and its service

divine,

So the branches that spring from the old

Russell tree

Are by Liberty claim'd for the use of her
shrine."

Reverting now to the more immediate
object of our sketch, we have to remark
that Lord John gave very early indications
of that hereditary devotion to the service
of the State of which such continuous
mention by himself and others has since
been made in prose and verse. Like the
Marquis of Lansdowne and others, whom
we have introduced here, he was not only
educated at Westminster, but he received
much instruction at Edinburgh, bo.th in the
university and privately from tjie cele-
brated professor of moral philosophy

Dugald Stewart; and he has since exhibited
great partiality towards Scotland and the
Scotch, the last proof of which has beenhLs
marriage with the daughter of the Lord
Privy Seal, Earl Minto, in 1841, by whom
he has issue, having lost, in 1838, his former
wife, widow of Lord Ribblesdale, to wlioni
he was united in 1835, no children having
resulted from that alliance. When scarcely
of age, in 1813, he was brought into Parlia-
ment for his father's borough of Tavistock;
and the first speech he delivered was i»
condemnation of the cessation of Norway
to Sweden. The war was then at its

height, and public interest was entirely
absorbed in consideration of our foreign
relations, all things else being regarded a.s

secondary to the one question of the
triumph or the downfall ofNapoleon. Lord
John, of course, adopting the peace views
of his great idol. Fox, was for coming to
terms with the Emperor in the first ins-

stance, and subsequently opposed the re-
newal of hostilities against him afte'i* his
return from Elba. These views, however,
were then fast on the decline, owing to the
reverses that befell Bonaparte ; and his
lordship was not the man to impart fresh
vitality to an expiring policy by liis elo-

quence, Avhich was then, as indeed it has
since continued, of a most frigid and for-

mal character, and not at all calculated to

convert a reluctant assembly like the House
of Commons, or to evoke enthusiasm in

the country. His pretensions to oratory
seemed at first of so very hopeless a com-
plexion, something resembling those of
Lord George Bentinck more recently, tliat

his indifferent health aftbrded him a rea-

sonable excuse, readily enough seized upon,
for retiring from Parliament for a couple
of years, from 1817 to 1819. Meanv.'liile,

he had established a considerable intellec-

tual reputation among literary Whig co-

teries, by his publication of the life of his

great ancestor. Lord William, who was
beheaded for his resistance to the religion^

despotism of Charles the Second. This
character he has since enhanced by many
publications of a historico-constitytional

nature, including a bulky apologetic bio-

graphy of the Duke of Bedford denouncedi
by Burke and Junius; together, also, with
a dramatic attempt in the tragic line,

called " Don Carlos.' But none of his lord-

ship's effusions are at all commensurate,
with his standing as a Statesman, or a1

least with his standing as First Ministe
of England. Thev arc creditable to th
scholarly accomplisnments of an EnglisI

gentleman, but nothing more ; and h
dreds of productions equally good in ever;

respect have been utterly forgotten, evei

by name, since the appearance of thos<
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which the subsequent political position of , liowever, his lordship lia.s far more sub-
their author has alone rescued from the stantial claims on his conntry's remem*
oblivion that would otherwise have in- 1 brance.
evitably overtaken them. Fortunately,' (To be concluded in ottriiext.)

PITTSBURG AND CINCIXXATI.

The stranger who makes New York the port of

hia aiTival in tlie Unit-i'd States will have the

choice of tljree routes into the interior. If he
wishes to exiimine the splendid scenery of the

Hudson, and tlie rich farms wliich extend
througlj tlie state of New York from the banks
of that river to the great lakes, he will take the

steam-boat to Albany, and thence the railroad

or canal through the valley of the Mohawk to

Kochester and Buffalo. This will give Ixim an

opiwrtunity of surveying the finest district in

the state of New York, and, perhaps, the best

cultivation in the United States ; besides ad-

mitting of a \isit to Niagara and the Canadian
shore. From Buffalo, on Lake Erie, where the

railroad and canal terminate, steam-boats nm
to the town of Erie, in Pennsylvania, and
tlience a very fair stage line to Pittsburg, at the

hi-ad of the Oluo river. If this route be too

long or too expensive, the traveller will pro-

ceed to Piiiladelphia ; thence either byrailroad

to Baltimore, and through Maryland, by stages

over the Cumberland mountaijis, or by railroad

from Philadelphia to Harrisburg, the capital of

I'ennsylvauia, whence the canal traverses the

Alleghanies. This route, as the best for a

number of i>ersons where economy is an object,

we propose to follow.

The railroad from i*liiladelphia closes the

Schuylkill river by a \iaduct, and thence passes

tlirough a rich and thickly-settled country to

narrisburgli, on the Susquehanna. "NVe here

approach the range of the ^Uleghanies, through

the eastern valleys, of which this wide and

romantic river, celebrated in Campbell's beau-

tiful poem, " Gertrude of "Wyoming," takes its

course. At Harrisburgh we join the great

I'ennsylvania canal, wliich follows the bank of

the river for eight mil^ to the junction with

the Juniata.

The scenery here is truly magnificent ; the

mountains which enclo.se the Susquehanna open

to admit the passage of the Juniata from the

westward, and are of the most picturesque

forms, clothed with trees to the summits. TJie

canal crosses the Susquehanna, by an aqueduc*

of nearly a mile in length, and then follows the

course of the Juniata to IloUiday.sburg, a dis-

tance 01 130 miles, the whole of which is

through a valley of the most wild and pic-

turesque character, the hills on either side being

of considerable elevation, sometimes rising

boldly in perpendicular rocky cliffs, and at

others covered witli wood, among wliich the
rhododendron and the kalmia are scattere<l in

great profusion, and covered with blossoms.
At Ilollidaysburg the canal is interrupted by
the great chain of the ..Vlleghany, and pas-
sengers frequently take the stage coaches from
tliis pwint, for fifty miles, to Jolmstown, on the
western side of the mountains, where it recom-
mences. The difficulty as to the canal is over-

come by the stupendous works of a railroad,

which crosses the mountains by a series of in-

clined planes, worked by stationary engines,

and by which the boats tlfemselves divided into

sections, are transported with their cargoes.

From Johnstown to Pittsburg is a distance of
100 miles, which maybe traversed either by
canal or stage-coaches ; both are sufficiently

fatiguing. The coaches are so constructed a«

to contain nine passengers inside, and are,

tlierefore, inconvenient for a lengthened journey

;

they are, however, preferable in some respecU
to the uncomfortable canal-boats, although the

facilities these afford for the transmission of
children, and of heavy luggage, induce emi-
grants generally to give tliem the preference.

The hull of the boat, which is about 60 feet

long, by 10 or 12 wide, will sometimes be
crowded by 100 passengers. During the day
it forma a saloon, with a long row of tables, at

which the meals are served ; and at night
shelves, in tiers three deep, are strung ou the

sides of the boat. Into the spaces between
these shelves people are expected to insert

themselves; and when once in, from the im-
possibility of turning round, they remain from
du.sk, at which time every one is compelled to

rstire to rest, till morning. A small s]>ttce is

•artained off for the females ; but, although it

is customary to undress, the arrangements do
not admit of propriety, and scarcely of decency.

At five in the morning those who have slept on
the tables and floor are summarily ejected, and
a few minutes allowed to all the remainder to

dress : after which the curtain is withdrawn,
v.hatever may be the condition of the occupants

of the ladies' cabin, the shelves are let down to

conceal the scanty bedding, and the tables

arranged for breakfast. The boats are not

generally clean ; and those in which wc tra-

velled were infested vnth vermin.

The luggage 's placed on the roof, where,

during the inten.«;ely hot days, the traveller may
either recline or seat liimself on his portman-
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teau, at the risk of bringing his head into

collision with the numerous bridges which are

con-tructed at such a height as just to clear the

boat itself. He will have reason to be thankful

on his arrival at Pittsburg.

This city is situated at the head of the great

western valley, on the point ofland between

the rivers Alleghany and Monongahela, which
miite immediately below the town, and form
the Ohio. Before this junction, these rivers

have each a course of from three to four hun-

di-ed miles through the mountains, and are na-

vigable for a space of two hundred miles to-

wards their sources. The situation of Pitts-

burg is extremely beautiful, just within the

range of the Alleghanies, which rise aroimd it

in every conceivable variety offonn, and afford,

from their sides and summits, the most charm-
ing views both of the adjacent mountains and
of the opening vallej'^ below. Tlie town has

rapidly outgrown its original site, and now
occupies, with its suburbs, a very considerable

space on both banks of tl'.e river, which are

crossed by numerous bridges. The population

is not leis than 80,000 souls. In 1750, just a

centuiy ago, its site v/ixs first occupied by the

French, who then claimed the whole of the

western country, and built a small fort as part

of a chaiu of fortificatious, meant to extend as

far as Louisiana. Eight years afterwards the

fort was captured by the English, and in 1784
the adjacent land was sold by the family of the

great Willium Penn, to whom it belonged, in

building lots, as the comm.encement of the

towi\. From this period its progress has been
rapid, at fir-st as a depot for the supplies re-

quired by emigrants to the west ; and siuce the

discovery of the coal and iron mines with wliich

the western side of the Alleghanies abounds, as

the centre of a great manufacturing district.

Its productions are chiefly iron, in every form
in which the metal can be applied ; but there are

very large establishments for the manufacture
of cotton, glass, and white lead, and for the

building of steam-boats for tlie vast inland na-

\igalion. The coal and iron, wirich are the

foundation of this state of prosperity, are ob-

tained Avith the greatest ease from tlie sides of

the mountains in the neighbomhcod, the en-

trances to the mines being generally horizontal,

so that the ore is run out on triunways or in

wagons, and the expense of raising it and of

draining the mines entirely saved. With these

advantages, there is no limit to the prospective

groAvth of the city ; and as it stands upon one
ofthe great roads to the west, and is filled with
an industrious and hard-working population, it

bids fair to continue the chief manufacturing
town in the United States. As a residence, it

has, unfortunately, one drawback, which makes
it an exception to all the American cities. The
eoal is so highly bituminous that the town and
its neighbourhood are continually wrapped in

ia dense mass of smoke, which defiles every-

thing in the houses, and reminds the English

traveller of the worst parts of the mining dis-

tricts of South Staffordshire, It contains many
fine buildings, and particularly a very beautiful

court-house, from eighty to one hundred
churches, several theological and literary semi-

naries and institutions, and school-houses more
than sufficient for the education of all the

people.

At Pittsburg the great valley of the Ohio
commences, and the river has a course from
this place to its junction with the Mississippi of

96-5 miles. This tract of countrj-, which com-
prises the western parts of Pennsylvania and
Virginia, and the principal portion of the

States of Ohio, Kentucky, Tenneese, Indiana,

and Illinois, is more than 100,000 square miles

in extent, and consists of rich soil in every

part, suitable for agricultural purpo.ses, plenti-

fully watered, and almost Avithout a single acre

of barren land in the wliole district. A century

ago it was one continuous forest, with occasional

intervals of prairie in the western part, and in-

habited by tribes of wild Indians, Avho appear

to have succeeded a more civilized race, the re-

mains of which are traceable on tlie banks of

many of the rivers. The Indians themselves,

after opposing the first settlement of the white

man Avith their usual determination, have failed

in the unequal conflict, and of their entire race

not one tribe now exists in the States bordering

the Ohio. A few scattered individuals may be

found near the great lakes, but the race in this

district of the countiy is virtually extinct. The
white population has increased since the middle
of the last century to about five millions, and
the once intenninable forest is now replaced by
flourishing farms and plantations, and by
densely-peopled cities and villages, which are

scattered at no great intervals over the surface

of the land. The stream of emigration may be
said to have commenced about seventy years

ago, and since then masses of people, equal m
number to tlie entu-e population of the Eastern
States, have transferred themselves to the

western side of the Alleghanies, and are there

foundmg an empire, v/hicli, from its prodi,2ious

capacity of increase, and the energetic character

of the people, bids fair to become the ruling

power of the continent. The productions of

the northern part of the valley are the same as

those of England, with the addition of Indian
com, melons, and certain fruits, which the heat

of the summer ripens in great perfection. In
Kentucky great quantities of tobacco are grown,
and in the southern part of Tennessee, Avhich

can scarcely be considered v.ithin the limits of

the valley, extensive crops of cotton are raised.

Tlie climate is fine, wi\h srolicieut rain, but the

winters are much colder, and the summers
very much hotter than with us. In tlie winter
the rivers are all frozen over, so as to prevent
navigation, and the melting of tlie snows at

the approach of spring raises many of them to
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a great height, and causes them to overflow the

adjacent lands. Althousrh s^upporting so vast

an amount of fxtpulation, the climate can
liardly be called Hiealthy, at least to the Euro-

pean. The autumnal fever.*, though seldom
fatal, are almost universal, and no family, and
scarcely an individual, escapes an attack. Our
own observation Avould lead us to suppose that

the average duration of human life, though un-

doubtedly with many exceptions, is much
shorter here titan in England, but the great

ease wth which all the necessaries of life are

obtained, enables every one to marry early, and
to support a largo family, and the increase

from this source would be more tiian sufficient

to sustain their numbers, without the addition

of the immense annual emigration.

From Pittsburg the great national road
strikes through the centre of the States of
( )hio, Indiana, and Illinois, to St. Louis. The
emigrant wishing to settle in the central or

iiortlicrn portions of these States wll take this

route. It pa8se^ through a country re.sembling

tlie richest parts of the west of England, with
numerous towns and villages, and, wherever
the forest has been broken in upon, the farms
give abundant evidence of tlie superior fertility

of the laud. The great mass of the emigra-

tion, however, iii its progress westward, de-

scends tlie Ohio by .'<team-boats.

The banks of tlie river from Pittsburg to

Cincinnati, a dist.ince of i'>0 miles, consist

chiefly of green hills, or bluflTs. as they are here

called, which rise abruptly from the shore, and
are still clothed with the original forest. In

;ome places they recede considerably from the

bank, and disclose plains and valleys, either

covered with wood or richly cultivated. Wher-
ever the hills are pai-ticiilarly bold or elevated

on one side, the opi)Osite bank is level, and,

with the quick saccosj^ion of towns and villages

on either shore, the whole forms a scries of

landscapes of unparalleled richness and beauty,
j

The river itself is a broad and noble stream,
|

comparatively shallow as it leaves Pittsburg, i

where the hills are bolder, and approach nearer

each other than in the lower country, but in-
!

creasing in volume as it descends until at Cin-

cinnati it is fully half a mile in wi'th. Its depth
j

varies very much. In the dry season the nu-

merous sand-bars almost prevent navigation ;
'

but in the spring there Is a rise offrom 40 to 50 '

feet, which continues during the period at which

the greatest amount of business is transacted,
'

Jliere are many islands in this part of its

course, some of them cultivated, but generally

flothed with trees, and all of them ofpicturesque

and beautiful forms, adding much to the plea-

.»aio with which the traveller beholds the lovely

-renes around him. Its greatest fault is its

unvaried monotony; lovely as each successive

scene is, they are all so precisely alike that in a

voyage of several days it would be impossible
|

for a stranger to distinguish one part of the '

rirer from another, except by its increasing vo-
lume, or by some peculiarity of the settlements
on the shore.

On leaving Pittsburg our voyage down the
river was made in a small steam-boat, crammed
to suffocation with a het rogenoous mass of
human beings, c«)nsi^<ting of a body of Presby-
terian clergy, proceeding to a great convention
at Louisville, New York beaux ajui belles,

some .second-class members of the French ojMjra,

a party of travelling blackk-gs, a community of

Quakers, a vast nnmber of emigrants, squatters,

western men, and half-civilized old settlers, and
children innumerable. Nothing could give a
better idea of this singular community than the

' scenes which constantly took place, every man
I

and woman apjwaring to have some peculiarity,

and no one taking the least notice of it, or in-

terfering in any way with its development. At
one time an invitation was sent round for the

passengers to attend a Quaker's meeting, to be
held in the saloon, to which a few res|)onded,

when, after half an hour of silence, a friend de-

livered a very good but lengthy discourse on the

indwelling light. This was succeeded by a
meeting for the discussion oftemperance, which
was conducted by a little hunchback parson, a
disciple ot Father ^lathew, who had been
through the country on a lecturing tour. Wo
had met him before in Alabama, and he had
just now come from some town further west,

where his visit was signalized by a tight be-

tween two newspaper editors. The one who
had advocati-^l his views having been killed by
the other, he had thouglit it pnident to retire.

In the evening we had a concert of music from
the French artistes, at the clo.-»e of wliich the

clerical body fonned a circle, and commenced
singing the well-known hymn, " When 1 can
read my title clear;" alter which, a very excel-

lent extempore prayer was offered up by one
of them. During all this, at the bottom of the

room, were seated the gamblers, heedless alike

of song or ])salm, busy with their cards, and
heaps of money, which speedily changed hands,

and brought to their faces the expression oi

some of the worst passions of our nature. Many
of the western men were very communicative,

and most strange and fearful WL-re tlie tales of

duels and deeds of violence they told ; while

others interested us by relating the history of

their previous wanderings in search of a suitable

home. One man, whom we had previously

met returning to the Atlantic States, had led a

strange roving life in Cuba, Texas, and New
Orleans, and had settled for some time at Ihir-

lington, in the Iowa territoiy. He had then

pointed to his wife, a pale, haggard en aturo,

and said, " There, stranger, you wouldn't think

it, but six years ago, v.i.en I married her, the

was the prettiest young woman in New Eng-

land. We took out to the west with an her

two sisters and my brother, all of whom died

of fever in the space of two years, Kctuming
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home, after an absence of a few months, I found
my two children dead, and my wife sick of the

same disease, her hearing gone, her teeth and
her sight nearly destroyed, and her constitution

so broken do^^•n that I knew nothing could save

her life but taking her back to the north."

Tliis is but one picture among many related to

us of life in the west.

At night the scene baffles description. The
boat was so full that comparatively few could

be accommodated with state-rooms, wliich

were, therefore, given up to the ladies. A
scaffolding, three stages deep, was then erected

through the whole length of the saloon, on
which were placed mattrasses only, the happy
possessors of the upper tiers finding that their

faces just cleared the lamps which hung from
the ceiling. As the machinery swayed to and
fro, with every movement of the boat, a sudden
lurch, as we struck a sand-bar, would call forth

such expressions of feeling as these : "Hallo,

stranger, 'em fixings are coming down." *' I

say, old fellow, you'll be down upon me, I

guess ;" while a scream, followed by a giggling

laugh, told of similar distresses in the ladies

cabin. Besides this the floor was covered with

sleepers, and every chair and trunk appro-

priated by those who had no better accommo-
dation ; and once in your state-room it was
impossible to move out, on account of the mass
ofhuman beings wedged against the doors. At
4 o'clock in the morning a great bell awakened
the sleepers ; every vestige of the night's

arrangement was soon cleared away, and break-

fast was ready at six. Dinner Avas provided at

one o'clock, and supper at the primitive hour
of six. Such is the usual steam-boat travelling

in the west.

Our progress, although our boat was pro-

vided with powerful machinery, was slow, on
account of the frequent stoppages. Towns
have sprung up at every few miles distance,

along the river ; and at each of these we
stopped, for the purpose of receiving or dis-

charging passengers or freight. With many of

these towns the river forms, during spring and
summer, almost the only means ofcommunica-
tion. On the third day we arrived at Cincin-

nati.

Sixty years ago the site of this city was
occupied by a small fort, erected for the pur-

pose of controlling the neighbouring Indians.

In the year 1800 the settlers, \nth. their families,

numbered, perhaps, 700 individuals. Even as

late as 1820, the population did not exceed

10,000, but at the present time it is probably

not less than 100,000. Perhaps no other city

in the world, except San Francisco in California,

can show so rapid a progress. It owes every-

thing to its situation midway between Pitts-

burg and the mouth of the Ohio, and in the

very heart of a country unsurpassed for fer-

tility, rapidly filling with population, and pro-

ducing, in unlimited quantities, articles for

exportation to a distant market. It is also at

the head of the navigation for the largest class

of the steamboats engaged in the trade -N^th

the Mississippi and JS'ew Orleans ; for thougli,

during the rise of the river, many of these im-
mense crafts could penetrate much further into

the interior, Cincinnati is the port to wliich

they are usually consigned, and it has thus
become the emporium of the west. It stands

on the north bank of the Ohio, the land rising

in terraces which terminate in a range of steep

hills, fornaing a crescent about a mile distant

from the shore. At low water the river is (JO

feet below the city, from wliich the bank gra-

dually slopes to the water's edge, forming an
admirable wharf for tliQ landing of merchan-
dize. The river never remains at the same
level for a long period, and at any height of the

water steamboats can be alongside to discharge

or receive freights. The lower part of the city

has occasionally been overflowed ; but this

casualty occm-s at rare intervals, and the far

greater portion is above the reach of the highest

spring floods. It extends for more than tlireq.

miles along the shore, in a compact range of
brick buildings, succeeded by detached cottages

and villas, to a much greater distance. The

'

plan is perfectly regular. From Front-street,

which faces the river, and contains the principal,

business-establisluneuts and merchants' offices,

there is a range of nine parallel streets to the

foot of the liills. These streets are crossed by
others at right angles ; but, with the exception

of the market-place, there is unfortunately no
space left for the formation of a park or public

promenade, a very favourable opportunity for

Avhich was oflered some years since, having
been rejected on accoimt of the expense of the

purchase of a tract of vacant land, now covered

with buildings. The houses are almost uni-

versally well built, of brick, and the streets, 70

or 80 feet wide, Avell paved, Avith ample side-

walks, and in many places shaded with trees.

Though it contains no very prominent public

edifices, it may be called a handsome city.

There is sufficient variety in the streets to pre-

vent the sense of dull uniformity which most
American towns excite ; and the couil-house

and churches, which are very numerous, are

well situated, and display a good deal of taste

in their architectiu*e. The trade of the place is
'

immense. A great number of stage-coaches

and mails arrive daily from the interior, from
which, both by road and canal, supplies of

agricultural produce are poured into the city

for a market. Distilleries ai-e very numerous ;

and in the vicinity, particularly on the shore of

the Little Miami Kiver, there are immense
slaughter-houses, at wliich hundreds of thou-

sands of hogs are annually killed, and packed
for exportation, the oak forests of Ohio being

peculiarly adapted to the rearingof this animal.

The manufacturing establisliments are of the

first class, particularly those devoted to tli«

i

i
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makiop^ of steam-cn<rinei>, sugar-milU, and a^-
ultural implements ; and scarcely a day
lap<e« ATithoat the launch of a new steam-

boat, or other river-craft, from the various ship-

building yardi. The town, from it? commence-
ment, has been a scene of almost uninterrupted

prosperity. As the state has increuted in fMjpu-

lation, the produce of the land has, of course,

augmented ; and although the disa«ter«, which
accompanied thu failure of the Banks of the

Uiiiou in 1837, compelled the farmers to be
.•atislied for some time wth lower jjrices than
they had been accustomed to receive, yet the

fact that they were free from debt, and that

there is not mnch speculation at home in the
articles they export, has prevented Cincinnatti

from sharing in t'.ic genei-al depression, which,
for many years, hung over the rest of the coun-
try. The trade of the city has continued safe,

: f steady, and lucrative ; and as the supplies from
the interior are ab:<olutely inexhaustible, there
seems no limit to its prosi>ective increase.

The people are cautious and economical in

tlicir dealings and expenditure; but great
attention is paid to the education of the young,
as is shown by the ample establishment of
schools, of which all can avail themselves, and
the numerous scientific societies and publica-

tions. The intellectual character of the town
is far higher than that of any other western
city, and many of its citizens would be distin-

guished for their attainments in literature and
science, in the moetpolitshed communities in the

world. Severul of them have been esj)ccially

distingui.«hed for painting and sculpture.

Hiram Powers, whose works have been reguTucil

with admiration by the most competent judgt >

in Europe, and wiio has scarcely a 6U]M:rior in

his art, is a native of this place. Tlie iuliabit-

ants arc not fond of amusements; and the

churches and lecture-rooms are far more fre-

quented than the theatre, wluch is left to the

patronage of strangeru.

The climate i^ considered healthy, tiic visita-

tion of the autumnal fevers being lc»« violent

here than at most other towns on the river.

The hills in the neighbourhood uf the town,

wliich aiford many pleasing prosix-cts, and are

becoming the sites for villa residence.*, shelter

it from the northern and easterly winds ; but

the summers are intensely hot, and in the win-

ter the Ohio id frozen to a cou:uderable tliick-

ness.

As A residence, notwithstanding the fact that

a great proportion of its inhabitants are emi-

grants from the lower classes of Euroix*, and
that among these the Koman Catholic faith is

predominant, there is no town in the west pre-

ferable to Cincinnati, and only the cities of

I^uisvillc and ^t. J/juis that can i>ret«nd to be

its rivals.

WEST IXJ3IAX EXPERIENCES: OR, LIFE AND LABOUR AS A
MISSIONARY FOR 14 YEARS IN' THE WEST INDIES.

CHAPTER y.-LIGHT AND SHADE.
Amidst many hindrances and not a little

opposition was our work pursued. Neigh-
bouring planters complained that I did not
visit them, and that I seemed inclined to

stand aloof from their parties. Others said

that I spoke toe familiarly with the negroes,
ftnd that my preaching was not practical

enough,— in other words, that I did not
take for ray text every Sunday, " iServanti

obey your masters." Others complained
that 1 married their " people " f a^tea

"

was dropped, i: grated on the ear, and
*' appremices " for old men and women was
ludicrous ; and «o the negroes were mostly
called '•'people'^) without a written per-

mission from the managers. Others, that I

went on the estates to teach in the week-
time—as if the Sunday teaching were not
enough ; and a variety of other things were
ypoken of, and notes were sent me, and
liints dropped, that they hoped I would not
wcomc an *' incendiary " by talking to

the " people " about their rights, .i -j j^

One of the first special and trying annoy-
ances to which we were subjected was the

removal of the flogging place to a vacant

space just opposite our door. "When the

whip was taken out of the hands of the

master, it was transferred to the hands of

the stipendiary magistrate ; and, to do this
' latter class of gentlemen no injustice, it

;
must be added, that they supplied the place

of the old whippers remarkably well. Not
I a Saturday passed in our neighbourhood
' but, on some trivial complaint of the ma-
nager or the book-keeper of "idleness,"
" inattention," neglect of duty, or such-like

' vague charges, unsupported by the detail

of any specific offence, were five, or ten, or
I sometimes raorc, .stripped, and pegged down
by the wrists and the feet to the ground,
or stretched out upon the triangle, to re-

ceive their " thirty-nine." Hitherto this

: had»been done at a distance from our house,

i
which was near tbe open space in which

\ the weekly ucgro-mirkc*t ww held ; but as
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I had tried to beg off one or two poor fel-

lows whose misconduct did not merit such
severe punishment, and was beginning, as

before stated, to be a marked man, it was
thought that it would serve me right, and
cure me of my squeamishness, to put the

flogging-place within ten yards of our door,

and directly in front of it. It was a sore

trial—not so much to me as to my wife,

who was rendered sick and faint, week after

week, by the piteous, and, to those who
have heard it, the well-known cry of the

negro under the lash—a cry altogether un-
like any other cry of pain I have heard ; a

long, deep, recitative sound, dying away
amidst choking agony.; a wail, so shrill and
clear, that I have, heard it distinctly from
distances I should have thought it impos-
sible for the human voice to penetrate.

1 appealed to the Marquis of Sligo, our

Governor. He acknowledged my letter

most courteously; regretted the wanton
infliction of annoyance to which planter

distrust had subjected me ; but confessed

that he had no power to alter the local act

which placed all these matters in the hands
of the justices of the parish. There was
nothing left for us, therefore, but to bear

this trial as well as we could. Ultimately

the island legislation forbad all public

flogging, and confined the cat-o'-ninc-tails

to the walls of the House of Correction.

Here let me introduce one case out ofmany
illustrative of these times. It is well to

preserve these records from oblivion. The
men who took part in the scenes recorded
in these sketches would blush now if any
one deemed them capable of such atrocities.

A wondrous change in the state of thought
and feeling towards the whole African race

has come over West Indian society ; and
none can rejoice in this amelioration of

mind more than those who once witnessed

their downtrodden, outcast condition. No
revengeful feelings prompt me to write

these memorials ; but a hearty desire to

testify my love for human right, and for

human liberty as the highest of all rights,

social and spiritual.—A negro connected
with my congregation, named J. S

,

was the property of the Hon. W. R , at

that time President of the Council of the

island. He had a good ear for music, and
had caught up several quadrilles and light

airs, which he used to play, not ungrace-
fully, on his violin. His services as leader

of the negro dancing-parties were much in

requisition, and often was he sent for to

while away an evening at the " buckra
house," while a dance was got up, or the

gentlemen gossipped over their grog and
their cigars. All this was fine sport to our

negro friend : he was always up to his eyes

in fun and frolic : and soon became a man

Kit

BJ

riia

h

ea;

f:

iic

of much importance, as the only one tha
couid scrape a fiddle for miles round. Bu
it led to scenes of dr.uukenness and profli

gacy not to be described, and J. S fel

under the power of base lusts.

The teachings of Christian truth awa
kened him to a sense of his degradation
He resolved to free himself from the ignobl<

bondage of debauchery and dissipation

and, to put himself out of harm's vvay, h
deliberately destroyed his fiddle, took to him
self a wife, and became a regular attendan
on my instructions. In short, he becami *f

spontaneously a black Puritan. One me
morable Sunday evening, when the gentle
men were over their glasses, and the vene
rable President of Council was noddinj
over his, S was sent for to amuse then
with some voluntaries on his fiddle, an(

otherwise to add to their enjoyment. I

was a case of conscience, and S refusec

to comply. Being interrogated, he answerec
like a man— " i have broken up ray fiddle

and, if I had not, I would not play t(

a dance on Sunday." Being asked why h
had broken it, he replied, " Look at th<

ships that come into Port Royal ! do the;

go as near as they can to those coral-reef

where so many ships go down ? So, becaus'

I used to get drunk, because my fiddle le<

'( me into bad company, I broke it up, that
'

might keep as far av.-ay as possible." I

was quite enough ; his fate was sealed. " '.

know," said his honourable master, " whi
has taught you all that. To-morrow I'l

flog all the New Testament out of you
back." He was as good as his word, so fa

as the flogging went. The morning came
the stipendiary justice was sent for ; he wa
nephew to the President. What could h
do—a mere youth, who had just come out

having obtained his £750 a year througl
patronage—besides obey his uncle's instruc

tions ? and Mr. G obeyed accordingly

"J S ,
you have been proved t

have been guilty of insubordination an(

disobedience of orders, and / sentence yo<

(did the British po()])le, when. they sacrifice-

twenty millions for the freedom of 800,00

fellow-men, ever intend :o entrust sue]

power to one man 1

)

—/ sentence you t

thirty-nine lashes and three weeks on th

treadmill."

The first part of the sentence was imme
diately executed, but the remainder I ai

rested. I rode off to Spanish Town, twenty

six miles, at once. The indolent but well

meaning Marquis, had left ; and Sir L-
S— , an old soldier, a heart of oak, a tru

blue, soimd to the back-bone, had succecdec

I told him the case. He saw its injustice

his eye flashed a Briton's indignation ; an

in the form of expression to which he ha
habituated himself, he exclaimed, "—

ij.
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^\the vilkiins ; I'll set them to rights, and call

It
Mr. G— to order. Take this note, sir, and

i. the supervisor of the Mandeville House of

1]
Correction will release J— S— immediately."
[ rode off without delay— it was upwards of

1. forty miles ; reached home on the way, and
1 rested ;

got to the tread-mill in the morn-
[e
.ng ; found the poor fellow's back a mass of

I

slotted gore ; an iron collar round his neck,
Hind a chain by which he was attached to a

1. lo/cen others, about to sally forth to their

It lay's work of repairing the white man's
le •ace-coursj ! Another minute or two and
e-ic and I, to the utter astonishment of the
{. upervisor and constables, and all others

e- riiliin the walls, were outside the gates of

jg he gaol on the way home ! That same
llll^cek I heard this man pray thus: "O
nd-ord! we ask thee to convert oar persecu-
It ors ; and we pray that we may be able to

edoUow the pattern of Him who upon the
ed ross prayed for his enemies, saying. Father
le, or^ive them, for they know not what they
to.o!" These are the men who require the
he } beneficial u'hip !

"

tie My interference in this case did not in-
ey rease my popularity, and, at the same time,
elu placed me in circumstances of much per-
isC'iexity. I had not only roused a spirit of
ieditter hostility against the mission with
ilrhich I was connected ; and tlie columns of
I' \iQ Jamaica Dispatch (edited at that time
"m' 13 of West Indian notoriety,) were
'1ft lied from week to week with numerous
I'l' ctails of my having run away from Eng-
™'uid, where I kept a toy shop," cheated my
'"reditors, and had here set up for a " par-
'f on." These nuts were cracked until, I

;*Lippose, the writers found something better
'^^

^ do ; at any rate, I never thought it worth
'"' 'hile to write a line in reply.
'= But my readers must not suppose that
''^^'

e had no encouragement to pursue our
"'; uty. We had ample reason to rejoice as

', luch in the oppofution of the planters, be-

xnse we saw they understood our niis-

'^. on, as in the favourable hearing many of

^

,IK
ie people gave to tlie message of peace and

',.j Dodwill. Amongst these was an old driver
'

,',»i Belle Plain estate, named A S .

!th(
used to go and preach on that estate fre-

quently, but the old man would not enter
the place of worship. He used to make
a point of sitting in the path, among
the plantain trees, through which we
had to thread our way to the humble
shed where service was held, and as I

passed along would generally salute me
with some rough expression or profane ut-

terance. At length a severe illness visited

him, in the course of which I saw him fre-

quently : on his recovery, he was induced
to attend my preaching on the Sunday, and
ultimately he manifested the transforming
influence of that word which is able, and has
so often been proved to be able, to make all

men wise unto salvation. Many months
after this change of character, I called in at

his cottage, and sat and talked awhile with
him : rough and coarse he always was and
would be ; but to me it was very pleasant
to see his genuineness and to hear his his-

tory. He said, " Every time I see you, my
minister, it is as if my heart had taken a
strong drink of notirishment : once I hated
you, and often wanted to knock you down,
especially one day, when you told me I had
a wicked heart. But the gospel ! ah, the
gospel ! who is there like the Lord Jesus
Christ, to abide by a man through thick
and through thin, through sickness and
through health ? Here am I dying : a pain
inside like a burning heat : my hands and
feet are dead already. But I deserve it all.

Once I used to have hard thoughts of God,
but now I know that who the Lord loves
much, he chastises much. And another
thing I have to comfort me is this ; I have
a piece .of good furniture in my house to

comfort me. Look at my wife : you married
me : and a good wife is what I call a good
piece of furniture : and every day I bless
God, that he called me out of my vileness,

and made me love his word, and live upon
his gospel." These remarks I am tran-

scribing from the journals I kept at the
time ; and they show that, brutal and de-
based as the Africans are said to be, they
are capable, under the redeeming influences

of Christianity, of rising not only to the
dignity of man, but to the self-respect and
heavenly hopes of the great salvation.

THE JUVENILE CABINET.

FAMILY PICTURES.

we would render " family pictures" truly

iautiful aud valuable, there are many things

liich must be attended to beside that outward
ilouring, which meets and pleases the eye.

Bt us mention a few.

CONTENTMENT.
We should all do well if we habitually

cherished and cultivated a spirit of true con-

tentment ; not merely a spirit of submissive
yielding to tilings as they are, but of eheerful
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satisfaction in them; a spirit that loves to look

at the bright side of things, and makes the best

of them ; that is so taken up in counting the

mercies, that some of the little troubles ])ass

unnoticed, and even the great ones look smaller

;

and if they ai-e not really lighter, the spirit is

strengthened to bear them. A contented Chris-

tian spirit has been likened to a porter's knot

;

which enables the possessor to cany a gi-eat

load with ease and cheerfulness. Oh ! it is a
liappy thing to have the soul in a cheerful,

thankful frame, and a bounden duty to culti-

vate it; and to learn, like the apostle, "in
whatsoever state we are therewith to be cou'

tent."

THE royciTE or the ^ns^. is HE.\rTH.
Our hours of social intercourse, if well era-

ployed, may prove the seasons both of seed-

time and harvest. It would be well every

evening to reflect on the conversations of the
j

day, to reprove ourselves, and to repent over
]

our vain and idle words, and our neglect of
j

improving our opportunities of gaining instruc-

tion or of doirg good ; and to note any valuable

suggestions and remarks which we may have i

gleaned from the conversation of others. " A
}

word spoken in season, how good is it
!

" " The
words of tlie wise are as goads, and as nails

fastened in a sure place." The peculiar bless-

ing of heaven rests on a household who keep
God in all their thoughts and words.

INTEGRITY—BENEVOLENCE—PRUDENCE.
Integrity is the first moral virtue, benevo-

lence is the second, axid prudence is the third

:

without the first, the two latter cannot exist

;

and without the third, the two former would be

often rendered useless," but v.here they unitedly

jnesidc, they will insure the harmonious exer-

cise of wliatever is honest, just, pure, lovely, and
of good report.

VAIX DESIKES.

Xo one can bo happy whose de.^ires are

uiueasonable, extravagant, and intemperate.

Happiness can only be attained in the restraint

of desires which ai-e either unjustifiable in them-
selves, or calculated to end in disappointment.

The vanity of pursuing merely worldly desires,

even though they should be realised to the full-

est extent, is aftectingly set forth in the expe-

rience of .Solomon, who, after attaining worldly

l)rosperity in every variety, and to a degree

unequalled among the children of men, left

''upon it this humiliating estimate of its value :

" Vanity of vanities : all is vanity and vexation

-of spirit I'' If we would know the bitter re-

sults of yielding to sinful desires, we have only

to read the first page of the history of the

the human race ; for our first mother, permit-

ting herself to think of evil, contemplated it

till she fancied it was good ; and then she de-

sired it, and took it, and ate, and gave. Thus
began the history of all the sin and misery that

liave ever overspread the world. How wise is

the f rayer,
" Turn away mine eyes from be-

holding vanity !" How expressive tlie com
mand, " Thou shalt not covet!"

3Ian ! thou art ever repming and discontejjl

ed ; but didst tiiou not abuse the good gift

showered around thee by a gracious I'rovidenc.

how happy miglitest thou be in this beautifi

world, exclaiming, as you looked on the Avork

of His hands who made thee master ovc

all—
" These are Thy wonders, Lord of love !

To make us see we are but flowers that glide ;

Which when we once can find and pi-ove,

Thou hast a garden for us where to hide ;

"Wlio would be more
Swelling through store.

Forfeit their jjaradise by their pride."

George Herbert.

on

tto

GENTLENESS.
Whoever understands his own interest, an

is pleased with the beautiful rather than tl

deformed, will be careful to cherish the virti

of gentleness. It requires but a slight kno\

ledge of human uatm-e to convince us that mu(
of our happiness in life must depend upon tl

cultivation of this virtue. Gentleness will assi

its possessor in all his lawful undertakings ;

will often make him successful when nothii

else could ; it is exceedingly lovely and attra

tive in its appearance, it wins the heart of al

it is even stronger than argument, and oft

prevails when that would be jjowerless.

rOOLISH SCHEMES.

Even in common things, much of the unha
piuess of life and most of our foolish schem

and ill-directed labours, are the consequen

of our desires being set upon unworthy

!

unattainable objects. By suflering ourseh

I to desire objects which we liad no adequi ^

1 means of obtaining, or whicli, if attained, woi

not have done us any real good, our attenti

I and efibrts have been diverted from more su

\
able objects of pursuit, which by diligence a

perseverance we might have obtained, a

,

which would have rewarded our exertior

but either in the failure or success of our m
directed desires and endeavours, we find tl

j
wehavelabouredin vain, and spent ourstrcng

for nougJit.

ORDERLY IL\BITS.

A young female, trained to neat and orde
' habits, will go about her household affairs in t

morning dress, that will wash, with her slee'

turned back, and wWh a clean linen apn

She could not endure to sit down to 1

. needle-work in a dress on which there wa
speck of grease ; and the only way to prev«

such an accident is to wear a dress suitable

every piu-pose. When her domestic occu

,
tions are complete, thr. gown and apron will

' well shaken and neatly folded up : for

j
wishes even tliese to look smooth, decent, i

' free from dust, as long as they are wi

' Having changed her dress, should she in

tl-

^;
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course of the day be nnexpectedly called to

rendor a little domestic help, she will have at

hand a suitable apron, and a pair of linen

culls to protect her sleeves. AV'hen she goes

al)ioad, sl»e will give herself time to consider I saved, and a much better appearance secured.

whether the roads are dirty, and whether there

are indications of rain, and will go out equipped

accordingly. ]iy proper attention to these

matters, several jwuncls iu a year may be

HINTS ON HEALTH.

No. YIII.—THE NECESSARIES OF LIFE.—ALIMENT.
DraxK is as necessary as food. Nature has provided many kinds of food, she has

only given one kind of drink. This would seem to indicate that zvateJ' is best.

"Water is the drink of all flowers and vegetables, and of all animals but man. Man,
who has the gift of reason, has sought out many inventions. Every attempt he

makes to alter or improve the arrangements of nature is attended by suffering,

disease, and premature death. AVe have, in the case before us, abundant reasoii

to deplore his departure from the simple paths of nature. He cannot improve water

as a beverage.
Water is useful to carry the solid materials through the veins and arteries of the

body. The want is indicated by thirst. \Vhen a man is thirsty nothing is so

grateful as a draught from the spring, and there is nothing in such a beverage to

induce him to drink more than is required to satisfy the thirst. The notion that

beer or wine contains nutriment is a popular error, fraught with the most mis-
chievous consequences. Benjamin Franklin, when working in a printing-office,

saw the men drink large quantities of porter. He contended that there was more
;i|
nutriment in a penny loaf than in a gallon of porter, and continued to eat his loaf

and drhik his water, saving the money that the others wasted. He was as strong

4 as they. There was common sense in this ; and it is desirable that all working men
would seriously ask themselves what beer, and porter, and other strong drinks are
in then- nature, and what they are calculated to produce.
Water being the most general and harmless beverage, it is of great consequence

'^ to health and comfort that there should be a good supply to human habitations.
The deficiency of pure water in our cities and towns is one of the greatest evils of
our times. Science, that has done so much to facilitate our transit from one place

t to another, and to enable us to send messages with almost miraculous speed, ought
to be employed in the disposal of the first necessaries of life among the population.
This would be one of its greatest triumphs. Without an adequate supply of water
health cannot be preserved, nor comfort secured ; our towns are in a most disgrace-
ful state from want of it. In the reports of the Health of Towns Commission we
have ample proof of the privations to which the poor are subject from want of

^
water. In London, and other large towns, there is no adequate supply, and the

jj

water itself is very bad. Until the comnmmity at large are prepared to agitate and

J
demand an alteration in the arrangements affecting these important matters—the

J

disadvantages will continue. It has been proved again and again that water, of
the purest and the best, and in the most abundant quantity, can be brought to the
homes of the population at a very trifling cost. Working men should bestir them-
selves, and try to induce town authorities to attend to the wants of their homes.

In looking out for a home a working man ouglit to attend to this important
matter, and, if possible, obtain a house where there is a good supply of water ; he
needs water for household purposes, and unless there is abundance, cleanliness can-
not be preserved. The construction of houses is extremely defective in general.
Cisterns are objectionable, and so is the practice of keeping water in tubs, bowds,
and pitchers. The purest water, if left to stagnate, will become unlit for use.
There ought to be in every house a tap connected with a main pipe, from which the
water can be taken when wanted, and a sink and drain to convey it away when
fdoneVith. It is computed that twenty gallons per day are required on an average
or household purposes.
A little inquiry on this subject will show what an important matter pure water is©

Several instances are known Avhere fevers and other diseases liave originated and
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spread far and wide, and which have ultimately been traced as haviiig arisen from
the use of water £i-om some well, into which pernicious matters have percolated. In
some cases, where the water was only slightly offensive to the taste, the same re-

sults have followed ; and yet scarcely any efficient arrangements exist in our large

towns for the supply of the pure element. In the more densely-populated part of

London, we read of women having to descend tliree or four pairs of stairs to fetch

water from some neighbouring street, and having the same service to perform in

removing the dirty water. This must conduce to uncleanly and disorderly habits.

Many of those Avho complain of the uncleanliness of the poor, would fall into the

same habits if placed under the same difficulties. We are bound to say that where
public arrangements have been made to supply water to the inhabitants, they have
been attended with corresponding results, so far as the habits of people are con-

cerned. In Nottingham, there is a constant supply of pure filtered water, costing

the tenants of the lowest class houses something less than one penny per week, for

an unlimited quantity ; and it admits of no doubt that this ample supply has been
attended by the most beneficial consequences.

In the metropolis there are nine water companies ; and yet 70,000 of the houses

are unsupplied with water. This ought not to be. Efforts are now making to

break down the monopoly, and to introduce some general scheme. The \\ orking

classes ought to be alive to this proposal, as in a good and sufficient supply of water
their comforts, as well as health, are concerned.

We may say one word as to tea and coffee. Their introduction into this country
has been useful and beneficent ; and when taken moderately the effect is cheering.

The use of intoxicating liquors we believe to be dangerous, and wholly unnecessary

as articles of diet.

We Avould recommend every working man to possess a filter. We shall have, in

an early number, to describe one of very simple construction.

METROPOLITAN MEMO RAND A.—No. L

PROROGATION OF PARLIAMENT.

The Scene essentially metropolitan, and why.— Viewed from opposite the Abbey, and the associations

thereby awakened —illustrative passage from Jeremy Taylor's " Holy Dying," for living admonition.—

Present pancity and past plethora of Parliamentary Notabilities.—Some of the Bygones.— Brougham and

tfie rationale of his Declension.—Resemblance to Cobbett.—O' Connell and the Democratic AbsentL-es.—Shir:

and his Mutations.— The Metempsychosis of Hobhouse.—Peel and so?ne of his Peculiarities.—Retrospect oj

Sir Robert.— Cobden and his status in and out of the House.—Russell and Palme' ston, Rothschild ana

Hudson, in the Crowd.—A Homily on Hume; anil, incidental, on C. J. t'ox.—Buckingham Palace and the

Poignancy (to the People) of Royal Dreams of Dwel ing in Marble Halls and under Marble Arches.—

Brazen Gates and Gilt Coaches, and the permanency of Vehicular Fashion.—2'he Duke, who shall be drawn

hereafter.

Thep>,e is no sight so purely metropolitan

as the opening or prorogation of Parlia-

ment by the Sovereign in person. AH
other out-of-door London spectacles, Lord
Mayors' shows, illuminations, military re-

views, and the like, may have their counter-

part in the provinces ; but this is essentially

a distinguishing and distinctive feature of

the capital. It is not so much the splendour

of the cortege and its accompaniments

;

the half-dozen coaches, \vitli their six

horses apiece, caparisoned in gold and
purple, and scarlet ; tlie royal gilt carriage,

Avith its eight cream-coloured steeds, as fat

and frolicksome as aldermen when dinner

at the Guildhall is half over ; nor the beef-

heaters, whose faces always present a most

comical admixture of shame at the gro-

tesqueness of their antediluvian costume?

and preposterous appearance, and of self-

satisfaction at the consciousness of having

something to do, if only in grave sport, one

day in the year for their sinecures ; nor the

glittering guards on horseback, with theii

prodigious jack-boots, and polished stee

breast-plates, a sort of cross betweer

crusaders and common councillors ; nor th(

immensity of the assemblage of the spec-

tators throughout the line of route, and th(

evident superiority in life of the majoritj

of them, quite different from anything oh
servable elsewhere in England. It is no

these, and numerous other traits, which wil

occiirto all who have ever seen it, that lcn(
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a peculiar characteristic to this exhibition.

It is the presence of the Monarch ; the asso-

ciations that presence awakens, both of the

past, the present, and the future; and,

above all, the gathering of the great func-

tionaries of the state ; of placemen, patriots,

and politicians of every class, whose names
have been more or less familiar household
words in men's mouths, in connection with

the business of the country that may have
been done, or left undone, or is about to be
attempted to be done, according as it is

the beginning or close of a session, or as

that session has been barren or fruitful.

Those who would appreciate or partici-

pate in the feelings more immediately ad-

verted to in the latter remark, would do
well to accompany us to the scene of Thurs-
day, August 15, when Her Majesty ab-

solved her " faithful Commons " from the

necessity of pretending to expend any
further laboriousness in d^ing nothing, and
released the peers of the realm from all

obligation to assist those in " another
place " in that most fatiguing of all pur-
suits. "VVe will suppose that the reader
has never witnessed the pageant before

;

but, tliough that shall not tempt us to re-

peat the catalogued particulars in the news-
papers, as to what lady in waiting took
precedence of this or that groom of the

chambers, whereabouts came the gentlemen
pensioners, and where the yeomen of the

guard, &c. &c., it is a sufficient reason to

prompt to a little more detail than would
otherwise be necessary, were the occasion

and its accompaninients familiar. The best
position, therefore, for us to occupy is as

near as possible to the entrance of the pre-

sent (the old) House of Commons, and for

two reasons ; first, while waiting for the

royal arrival at two o'clock, which you will

have to do for a couple of hours if you
would get anything in the shape of a com-
fortable place, you may diminish the tedium
of delay by contemplating Westminster
Abbey, facing you, within a score yards,

and thinking how many now mouldering
within that glorious fane have been promi-
nent actors in scenes similar to that you are

just about to look upon—scenes similar,

yet a thousand times more exciting, preg-

nant with the destinies of dynastiefi, alter-

7Ml nately foreshadowing the ruin, or comme-
morative of the triumph, of monarchs ; the

long abasement, but at length the gradual;
progressive, and never-again-to-be-impeded
elevation of the people. A glance at the

Abbey is, at any time, but especially on an
occasion like this, as suggestive to an ordi-

narily impressionable mind as a panorama
of the history of our country, from the coro-

nation of Edward the Confessor to that of

her present Majesty, with all our mutations,

trials, afflictions, and prosperity; and a
Christian eye can never look upon it with-
out emotions such as those which find such
fitting and majestic utterance in the words
of Jeremy Taylor:—" A man may read a
sermon, the best and most passionate that
ever man preached, if he shall but enter the
sepulchre of kings. In the same Escurial
where the Spanish princes live in greatness
and power, and decree war and peace, they
have wisely placed a cemetery, where their
ashes and their glory shall sleep till time shall
be no more ; and where our kings have been
crov/ned, their ancestors lie interred, and
they must walk over their grandsire's head
to take his crown. There is an acre sown
with royal seed, the copy of the greatest
change—from rich to naked, from ceiled roof
to arched coffin, from living gods to die like
men. There is enough to cool the flames
of lust, to abate the height of pride, to ap-
pease the itch of covetous desires, to sully
and dash out the dissembling colours of an
artificial and imaginary beauty. There the
warlike and the peaceful, the fortunate and
the miserable, the beloved and the despised
princes, mingle their dust, and pay down
their symbol of mortality ; and tell all the
world that when we die our ashes shall be
equal to kings , and our accounts easier,

and our pains or our crowns shall be less."

These are probably not exactly the senti-
ments uppermost in most men's minds
while jostling, and pushing, and squeezing,
in the vicinity of the Abbey, on the 16th, in
expectancy of all the paraphernalia it de-
lights the Court Circtilar and its students
to dwell upon ; but they are sentiments
which, applicable to all times and seasons,
are especially in place oti an occasion like
the present, though that is precisely the
moment when, generally speaking, there is

the greatest disposition to overlook them.
The second advantage of the position we

have taken up is, that here we have the best
opportunity of recognising peers and com-
moners proceeding to either house ; and,
more important still, watching the im-
pression their presence makes upon the
people, whether the well-dressed mob, or
the ill-dressed masses. Unfortunately, hoW"
ever, for the reader's love of the picturesque
in the delineation of jjcrsonal celebrities,

there never was a moment withia contem-
porary recollection when there was so com-
plete a destitution of public characters, or,

which comes to the same thing, so total an
apathy regarding them. Twenty years ago,
ay, or even within half that period, we
had many who filled a large space not only
in the public eye, but in the public feeling,
in the love or the antipathy, in the predi-
lections or the prejudices of the nation.
Now there is not one—literally, not a single
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one—of the kind alluded to, though many
of the old ones still figure before us. Ima-
gine, for example, the Brougham of 1830
and the Brougham of 1850 passing through
an English throng such as blocked up
Palace-yard on the 16th. Need we hint at

the discrepancy in the same man of the two
epochs, or at the discrepancy in the altered

judgment upon him that has supervened in

the meantime ? Yet let us not countenance
the too-prevalent idea in the country, drawn
from certain London newspapers, that

Broughamisat all unpopular in the metropo-
lis, or is the least obnoxious personally to any
class ofits inhabitants, unless perhaps it may
be within one exalted circle, where his recent
return to his olden criticism of courtly in-

termeddling with the commissariat has ren-

dered him by no means a favourite among
those who think that the " divinity which
doth hedge a king " should also suffice as a
ring fence to a prince Ptgainst fiuch tres-

passers on the royal preserves as the ex-
keeper of 'ihe conscience of his Royal High-
ness's wife. Brougham can never become
unpopular, do or say what he will. No act

or expression of his, however unworthy his

former fame, and however unbecoming
what should be his present status, can ever
cause the public to forget the obligations
liumanity owe him for services unexampled
in magnitude and endurance of effect, if not
in continuity of devotion and disinterested-

ness. All his waywardness and eccentricity,

all his dogmatism and party impractica-
bility, all his sins of omission and commis-
sion, count for nothing against the remi-
niscences his name still evokes among those

who remember what he was, or who are

cognizant, even through tradition, of what
he has been. Besides, the recollection that

his favour "with the people enabled him, at

a bound, to spring from the bar to the wool-
sack, overturning all precedent, and clear-

ing a thousand impediments in the shape
of royal and aristocratic prejudice and anti-

pathy, is always flattering to the popular
element in the national composition ; and
no less so is the universal admission that

his genius is yet pre-eminent, his capacity

for labour still unrivalled, and his love of

industry not less so, however comparatively
profitless may now be its indulgence. More-
over, the public are, to some degree,
conscious that they themselves are, in a
great measure, chargeable with the later

follies and backslidings of their old favour-

ite. As was once remarked of another
great man, Cobbctt, who would have been
conspicuous on an occasion like the one we
now speak of, and at the period when nota-
bilities were numerous, the first symptom
of Brougham's intellectual mortality was
the great homage he began to feel war-

ranted in paying to himself. This is a
danger to which public pets are always ex-
posed; a danger, too, which is almost
certain, sooner or later, to tumble them
down, if the base on which they stand be
not all the broader. When a man finds

that other people worship him, he can
hardly avoid worshipping himself; because
one knows full well that how high soever
he may stand in the opinion of the multi-
tude, he must stand still higher in his own
opinion. Whatever is the constant object

of a man's worship, is apt to be also the
constant object of his attention ; and, there-
fore, as even Brougham was unable to

devote that attention to self Avhich he did
devote, and, at the same time, to observe
and understand how the world was going
on ; and as by this time he had been taught
to believe that of the two subjects of atten-
tion himself was the most important, he
very naturally became a little blunted both
to external things and external actions.

As Massena was said to be the spoiled child
of victory, so Brougham may be said to

have been the spoiled child of the British
public ; and Pickle though he has proved to

be in so many respects, still John Bull can-
not help remembering both the past blind-
ness and the perpetual partiality of the
parent, however unmanageable the off-

spring.

We meet now with no such men about
Westminster, nor those in the least degree
answering to such, as Burdett and Sir

Robert Wilson were before they turned
Tories. The very person of Feargus
O'Connor is wholly unknown to nineteen-
twentieths of the spectators. The remain-
ing twentieth seem to care little or nothing
about him, one way or the other, and he
is the only man who pretends to have an
individual following, or tail ; the mention
of which latter word serves to admonish us
that amongst other great absentee actors

that used once to grace these boards is

O'Connell. The Liberator, his coat but-
toned round his bulky form in the warmest
of weather, and generally bearing a huge
umbrella on his shoulder, was always a
welcome apparition, elbowing his way down
Whitehall, often preceded by poor Tom
Steele as pioneer, and his rear brought up
by some seven or eight family kinsmen^
mostly M.P.s, who shone in great glory iii

the light reflected from the mighty Mile?
sian's countenance Dan. always had it

joke or a sarcasm for all comers who en-

countered him as he came along, and never
was known to lose his temper or his prC|

sencc of mind at such times, though botn
were often severely put to the test. N5
other man, no two other men, have left th^

vacancy that O'Connell has done ; n^^
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merely in Ireland, where he filled the place
of all men, but even here, where he had
become part and parcel of the current
history of the passing time, an integral

portion of the machinery of the State, for

fully one half of the business of every
session of Parliament, for at least a quarter
of a century preceding his death, was rcgu-
Lated with immediate regard to himself, or

those objects of national importance which
he directly influenced. Yet not a trace of

him appears to remain no -a-. The most
powerful band of personal retainers that

not only any private individual, but any
minister ever possessed since the institu-

tion of parliaments, have melted away, not
simply into obscurity, but into utter annihi-
lation ; and of the two sons and nephew in
the House of Commons who bear his name,
the whole three put together fail to furnish
the smallest resemblance to their immortal
relative, not merely in influence but in
intellect, and not merely in intellect but in
person, for they are alike dwarf burlesques
on him in body and mind.
At no time did his brilliant countryman,

Shiel, occupy much comparative general at-

tention in England, though few names in
the neighbourhood of the House of Com-
mons, or in any place of similar resort,

awakened greater eagerness to see the owner
before he became Master of the Mint. Since
that period, however, he has almost quite
fallen out of public regard, even in the lob-
bies and the clubs ; and the most omnivorous
curiosity-hunter shrugs his shoulders with
a sort of compassionate groan over this im-
molation of genius at the shrine of Mammon,
as you now point out the once-sparkling
and many- gifted Irish tribune, shuffling
along, with an abstracted air of self-forget-
fulness, but with one hand in his pocket, as
if to guard against different abstraction on
the part of others. Melancholy, restless,

exhausted, yet excited; with nothing to
do, and £2,000 a year for doing it ; himself
an object of indifference, and his office stig-

matized as an obsolete nuisance by two
committees of that Government, to become
a minor member of which he sacrificed his
independence as a man, and his fame as a
patriot, of whom his country was deservedly
proud : and all for nothing ; for he is rich,
and has no children to need the inheritance
which he bartered for a mess of Treasury pot-
tage. In the crowd, at the door Ave are stand-
ing at, no one turns to look at him; or if they
do, they turn back again without delay and
Avithout gratification, though perhaps the
vision may prompt musings on the mutabi-
lity of even the most varied fame ; for this
man once, and not very long ago either,
was accounted one of the most dazzlin"
orators—not a flash orator—that modern

times have produced, fertile as the age ha«
been in its eloquent phenomena. He Avas

the boldest assailant (among the highly-
educated, at least) of the tergiversation of
men in exalted stations who had ill-treated

his country—the fiercest critic of the sins

of Royalty Avhich stood between liberty and
his fellow-religionists. Not only that, but
his patriotism Avas imbued with another
charm : he had consecrated the labours of a
long literary life to the intellectual scrA'ice

of Ireland; had been the Moore of prose;
and his dramatic conception had furnished
some of the finest creations embodied by
the genius of O'Neill. But all this is now
unnoticed, and he is all but unknown.
Another extinct patriot, very like Shiel in'

many respects—in person, political and in-

tellectual antecedents, and present position
— is Hobhouse, Avho now AA-aiks in and out
of the House, and around and about its

precincts, as though he had been an unheard-
of red-tapist all his life—didn't know Avhere
Avas Westminster, for Avhich he had been so
often returned, or where NeAvgate, to Avhich
he had been committed for his republican
violence against the gravity of Parliament
in the days of his radical fraternization with
Byron. Sir John Cam also resembles Shiel
in his apostacy from Liberalism, from the
circumstance of being beyond the peciuiiary
temptation of the salary that attaches to

his office as President of the Board of Co.i

trol, large as that salary is—viz. £4,000 a
year ; for he is a rich man, and has no son
to inherit his name ; if he had one, doubt-
less he would long since have accepted a
peerage, Avhich many of his former and pre-
sent associates, of inferior claims, have re-

ceived. The circumstance that has served
to revive, in some measure, the almost for-

gotten name of Hobhouse of late, is the fact

of his being appointed one of the executors
of Sir iLobert Peel, in conjunction Avith the
deceased's brother. Colonel Peel, and Mr.
Goulburn. In all the early part of their
political lives, up to the time of tlie Reform
Bill, Sir Robert and Sir John Avere frequent
and bitter antagonists. Subsequently,though
there Avas no acrimony, there Avas no public
courtesy, much less cordiality, between
them ; they never had the least official alli-

ance or connection Avi'ch each oilier—never
belonged to each other's "set" in private;
and it has excited not a little curiosity that
so cautious and reserved and distant -i man
as Peel, one so slow to make frienusliips of
any kind, and Avhose partialities were so
frigid, should have named as his executor
one in every Avay so seemingly unsuited for

such an office to such a testator, the more
especially as Hobhouse has never had the
repute of being a good man of business,
either as regards his own affairs, or
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those of the India Board over which he
presides.

However, the choice is only one more, and
certainly not the least surprising, of those

unexpected traits in the character of the

deceased statesman that have been revealed
since his death, and for which he got so

little credit when living ; such as his indif-

ference to titular distinctions in his own
person, and his prohibition of his family's

acceptance of any such on his account. His
departure, too, extends the list of the by-

gone to whom we were adverting. Had he
been in the throng of the 16th, he would have
been noticed, and that attentively, but not
noisily ; for there was a certain something
about Sir Robert that chilled a popular
manifestation of any sort, whether of like

or dislike. Enthusiasm seemed to wither

in his presence, as if struck paralytic by his

shrewd common-sense and his ever-ready

aptitude for the expedient and the practical.

In fact, the multitude—whether of the west-

end or of the east, of the Carlton or the

National Convention—could never under-

stand Peel. In the days of his Orange as-

cendancy he never was a thorough favourite

with the fanatics, never thoroughly odious to

the Romanists. Both felt, by a species of

divination which at once supplies experience

and sharpens it when it comes, that he was
only playing a part. So, when the case was
reversed, the Catholics felt no real gratitude,

their opponents no real hate, notwithstanding

the violence of their protestations (as their

co-operation with him against Parliamentary
Reform made abundantly clear), to a man
who so obviously bowed to inexorable cir-

cumstances, and who sacrificed his consis-

tency and his party power without a particle

of personal aggrandizement. And so, again,

with the last great policy of his life. He
seemed the apt instrument for carrying out

ends that were wise in the eye of the Om-
niscient andgoodto His creatures, but which,

nevertheless, had been scouted long by the

very man who finally gave them eft'ect. The
shortsightedness of human wisdom, the

vanity of human professions of inflexibility

of judgment, were never made so patent as

in the history of Sir Robert Peel—who
emancipated the Catholics he had vowed to

keep down, freed the commerce he was
pledged to manacle, and taught the public

the real secret of using, through the instru-

mentality of the Registration Courts, the

franchise he had so long laboured to deny
them. But the oddest thing of all in Sir

Robert's history is, that he, the minister of

expediency—the politician of the moment

—

the man of measures carried amidst the

heats and storms, and petty bickerings,

and miserable intrigues, and p;iltry artifices

of the passing hour,—should nevertheless

turn out to have been wholly misunderstood
by his contemporaries ; to be judged correctly
when he is dead ; and to be pronounced by
posterity not only a statesman in his public
action, but a philosopher in his appreciation
of himself and the circumstances it was his
fate to control and bend to his purposes.
Many were the references to Peel on the
16th, and all but unanimous was the opinion
that few whose "storied urn or monumental
bust" enriched the Abbey opposite, deserved
more grateful recollection from the Working
Man than he who had liberated his loaf from
oligarchial curtailment.

That, again, brings us to Cobden, who, it

may be expected, is an exception to the
rule v/e have laid down, as to the passiveness
with which the public look upon our fore-

most men in these days. But not so. The
great leaguer somehow does not hold the
talisman that unlocks popular sympathies
in the sense we mean : probably he would
not use it if he did. His forte is potency
over the understanding, not the passions of
mankind ; and as long as he influences their

reason he cares little to carry captive their
feelings. The public certainly seem to ap-
preciate this relationship; for the member
for the "West-Riding is never inconve-
nienced by pressure arising from anxiety to

see him, at least in London, and least of all

in the neighbourhood of Parliament, though
within its walls few command more respect,
and only one—D'Israeli—more attention.

There was a time when the presence of Lord
John Russell awakened a stir among such
a crowd as we are now supposed to be in the
midst of; and at no period, till very recently,

would any crowd of Englishmen, anywhere,
or under any circumstances, remain un-
moved while looking upon the owner of the
name he bears, on the representative of the
principles supposed to appertain as an heir-

loom to that patronymic. But very different

is the case now, from causes not necessary
to be particularized ; and his lordship might
be seen entering the house with the Home-
Secretary, with a privacy quite wonderful
for a prime minister, saying nothing of

one who, with that character, combines
the leadership of a party claiming a mono-
poly in all the constitutional triumphs
achieved since the Revolution inclusive.

iaracte

The persons, and almost the names, of th# ^'l
,

other members of Government being uuf ^j^jj'

known, we need not be surprised that theL?
Uj^,

^

ingress should not have been impeded bjf ^
"'

any ovation in the shape of public ardour t® j^
'^'

behold them. One exception there certainly ^.^'

was, in favour of Lord Palmerston, who ii
^g^°J

beyond question the most, if not the only, |^.j^''

popular man in the administration ; and he ^^^^

was the only one who created the least move
jjJ i

among the bystanders, as his still handsome \f^>

i
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figure and becoming proportions passed
along through the groups that lined the way
by the law courts, and disappeared at the

little door-way in the corner, forming the

members' entrance. Next to Palmerston,
perhaps, the most noticeable personage of

the class we are speaking of was Rothschild,

the seatless member for the city; whose
firmness and moderation, manly self-respect

and courteous deference to a prescribed
though irritating routine, all through the

late proceedings, of which he was the hero
and the victim, have reflected infinite honour
on himself, and scarcely less on the commu-
nity whose cause was staked in his person.

Next to Rothschild, in the order we are fol-

lowing, comes Mr. George Hudson, who, as

burly and almost as blusterous as ever, forced

himself right forward, where and how he
could, without regard to person or thing;
and no easy tagk he had of it, for no one
made way for him, while many found
a malicious enjoyment in frustrating his

advancement, though unconscious who he
was, for, despite his bulk and bearing, the
honourable member for Sunderland is by no
means the individual to impress a mixed
assembly with the idea that he is one of

nature's nobles.

Next comes Hume, plodding his way with
all his proverbial pertinacity ; regardless of
all impediments before, and drawbacks be-
hind, and undue pressure on the right, anda
fatal fallirig-off towards the left. " Advance "

is his motto, and up to its spirit and in the
very letter of the word he acts. Every one, of
course, knows Joe, and every one respects
him. But he, too, wants that mysterious
animal magic which makes a man a leader
i.mong his fellows. HelsLcks the bonkonijnie,

e the spontaniety of feeling, the large toler-
e ince of the foibles of human nature, the
f- lash, the vivacity, the humour, that give

way over the many-headed monster. In
act, to be strong one must be Aveak on this

round; for no man, not himself susceptible
)f failings, and that very largely, ever pos-
essed much of the power we speak of; and
he best proof of this is that the type of
I'inglish popular politicians is Fox, whose
:haracter, both private and public, was in so
nany respects everything it ought not to

lave been, and whose name is still the shib-
)oleth of symposiastic Whigs, as the prince
)f politicians, because the king of good-
cllows. Ctrtainly the member for Montrose
alls a very long way below any such stan-
lard, and would, doubtless, be exceedingly
orry to come up to it if he could, of which
here is fortunately no great likelihood at

his time of his life. However, he is so far

living practitioner of the principles he
[•reaches, so uncompromising a foe to the
loctrine of anything being had for nothing,

that he repudiates any pretensions to the

species of public favour of which some men
are so enamoured, without a thousandth
portion of his claims to it. He follows his

own course, perfectly regardless as to its

pleasure or annoyance to others, provided
only he is assured of its utility to the public.

And well that public know and value their

faithful servant, and thorono;hly satisfied are

they that, while he lives, their Yights, their

privileges, or their pockets, will never be
invaded by monarch or minister, without a
stern alarm from him, and a summons to

their own rescue.

But change we the theme. Hark ! the

roar of artillery, the clangour of cymbals,
and the simultaneous swaying to and fro

of the myriads around, announce that her
Majesty has left Buckingham Palace—that

unfortunate and unimprovable structure, on
whicii thousands upon thousands are being
everlastingly expended, with no other seem-
ing result than the aggravated ugliness of

the original pile, one of the endearing
memorabilia of George IV., and his brick
and-mortar fellow-botcher, Mr. John Nash.
Three years ago £150,000 were granted by
Parliament in the delirious hope that Mr.
Blore, who made a pathetic appeal about the
private apartments in the north wing " not
being calculated originally for a married
sovereign, the head of a family," would be
able to conceal Nash's abominations ; but,

so far, the general impression appears to be,

that matters are much the same as they
were, or rather worse of the two ; though there
are sanguine individuals who think that this

will ultimately be better, v.'hen the masons
are really withdrawn, and with them the too

famous marble arch, which cost £80,000,
and whereon Avas to have stood Chantry's
statue of George IV., now in Trafalgar-
square. We shall return to this notorious
structure, probably, on another occasion

;

but here Avill only stop to mention that the
metal gates, designed and executed by Mr.
Samuel Parker, and really of exquisite work-
manship, cost three thousand guineas; and,
while talking of cost, let us further add, that
the most important item in the pageant of
which we are treating, noxtto the Queen her-

self—namely, the state coach—cost £7,666
16s. 5d. Itwas designed by SirW. Chambers,
the renowned oriental gardening architectof
the last century, best known, perhaps, by
his erection of Somerset House ; and was
painted with a series of emblematic subjects,

by Cipriani, the Florentine, who settled here
some 100 years ago, and has retained a name
somewhat beyond his merit in the history of
the arts of this country, chiefly by his good
fortune in having Bartolozzi (the father of
Madame Vestris) to engrave many of his

works ; and partly because he furnished the
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i-.csign for the diploma of the Royal Academy,
for which the members gave him a silver cup.
It is a remarkable instance of the stability of
the taste of court critics in equipages that
this coach has been in use now nearly ninety
years ; and is so utterly unlike anything
else of which we in this part of the world have
a notion, being grotesque beyond conception,
that it will probably remain another ninety

from either side, the Queen and her Royal
Consort acknowledge the greetings of the
lieges. The acclamations increase as the
procession advances through the park ; as
it deploys into Whitehall the shouts become
louder ; but shortly before it reaches its

destination in Abingdon-street there is

another shout set up, more hearty, and far

less common-place than any raree evei
years in vogue, or at least as long as the awakens here. Who can be the object of it:

mediaeval ceremonial, of which it forms the
|
Be he who he may, he is a very different P

most resplendent feature, shall be observed.
On comes the quaint and cumbrous vehicle,

at the rate of about half-a-mile an hour, and
that appears to be nearly twice as fast as is

beneficial for its constitution. Everywhere
it is the loadstar of all eyes, everything else
being disregarded whileit is insight; and,

man to any we have been speaking of in thel

outset. There is but one individual whcl
could possibly evoke such plaudits— the

Duke of Wellington. See, he enters the

House of Lords, Avhither let us follow him
next week.

SHORT HOMILIES, BY PARSON FRANK.—No. IL

"He (Bonaparte) did all that in him lay to live and thrive without moral principle. It was tin
nature of things, the eternal law of man and of the world, which baulked and ruined him ; and thi
result, in a miUion experiments, will be the same. Every experiment, by multitudes or by individuals
that has a sensual and selfish aim, will fail."

—

EmersorCs Eepresentative Men.

These are days of progress ; and progress implies movement, change, vicissitude
Old land-marks are being remodeled, and new ones are fitted up with marvellous
celerity. The legend of " Rip Van Winkle " is ever being acted over again ; tli(

events and experiences of twenty years are compressed into the limits of one night
When change, "thick and three-fold," is thus the order of the day, some people an
so fluttered by the whirl of motion, so bewildered by the dissolving views of Time'.'
diorama, so giddy with Avatchiiig the onAvard swell of ocean waves, and the disap
pearance of trusty old breakwaters, and the strange ebb and flow of tides, that the^

complain of utter confusion in the head, complete vertigo, partial paralysis, and cr;

out, " What on earth are "\ve to do ? What in Heaven are we to believe ? Everyr
thiug is giving way under our feet ; what seemed sterling gold, turns out to be oh
iron, or worse ; what seemed firm as a rock, we find to be shifting as a sandbank
Is nothing lasting? Have we no perpetual guide, no constant Mr. Great-heart ii

this our pilgrim's progress ?"

Every man has within him a guide, a monitor, an invaluable mentor, by M'hos

direction he may be kept steadfast amid the greatest revolutions of society and c

life ; and may be enabled to go along with the army of progress (ay, with the van
guard), without sharing in the irregrdarities and disorders which are committed b
some of the soldiery. For every man has a conscience ; and by it every man is pu
in communication with Duty, that " daughter of the voice of God," as Wordswort]
finely calls her.

When the sophists of ancient Greece found that speculations in the domain o

Nature, or Physics, led to no certain results ; and that what one doctor provec
to-day, another doctor might triumphantly, and chucklingly, disprove to-morroH
they jumped to this sweeping inference :

" There is no such thing as truth." " Tal
about belief," said they ;

" the wisest and the safest, and by far the most comfort
able plan is, to believe nothing at all." But that old hero, Socrates, said: "Notsji
there is such a thing as truth someAvhere ; if you can't find it without, in nature

look for it within, in the mind and sotd. And hence, as one of his biographei

writes, " For physics he substituted morals. The certitude which he failed to gai

respecting the operations of nature had not shaken his conviction of the certitude \

the moral truths which his conscience irresistibly impressed upon his attentioi

The world of sense might be fleeting and deceptive. The voice of conscience coiii

not deceive. Turning his attention inwards, he discovered certain truths whic
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admitted of no question. They were eternal, immutable, evident. These he opposed
to the scepticism of the sophists. Moral certitude was the rock upon which his

shipwrecked soul was cast. There he could repose in safety ; from its heights he
could survey the world and his relation to it."

Surely Socrates was right ; and the greatest philosopher of modern times, Immanucl
Kant, took the same ground, and reposed with like tranquillity upon the everlasting

facts which belong to the heart of man. Happy are they who obey the law of their

being, written there with the finger ofDeity ; a law that survives all human laws ; a

Jaw that was in force when the Hcmans ruled the world, and is in force now that

Tlome is a name of the past ; a law that breathes the same fundamental dictates to

antediluvians and nmoteenth-century reformers ; to Abraham in the plains of Mamre,
uiid to Califomian gold-diggers in the San Sacramento valley ; to Xoah, a preacher
of righteousness, and Carlyie, a latter-day pamphleteer ; to Tubal-Cain, making
musical instruments hve thousand years since, and to Manchester's myriad opera-
tives, who are working wliile I wrire.

Laniartine says, in describing the atheistic excesses of an ultra sect in the first

French Revolution :
" The people severed the divine chain of faith in a God, who

retained their conscience, and thus thought to sever at the same time all the bonds
of duty." A conscience without God is a tribunal without a judge. The light of
conscience is nothing jxiore than the reflection of the idea of God in the soul of man-
kind. Shut out God, and man is in darkness. Virtue may be mistaken for crime,

and crime for virtue.

"WTiat though Diderot, and other clever Frenchmen, may have sneered now and
*• then at the words "conscience and duty," iised in this high, but alone worthy,
sense ;—Carlyie properly asks : ""WTience, or how comes it, that you, Denis Diderot,

^ mttst not do a wrong thing ; could not, without some qualm, speak (for example)
one lie, to gain Mahomet's paradise, with all its houris :" And elsewhere he grandly
says (turn it over and over again in your minds, my working friends) :

" Truly, this

'^ same sense of the infinite nature of duty, is the central part of all with us ; a ray as

of eternity and immortality, immured in dusky, many-coloured Time, and its deaths
and births."

If we all thoroughly mastered this nature of duty and of conscience, and acted
out the principles which it teaches, we should never share in or suffer from the evils

which usually attend revolutionan,- crises, and seasons of social disorganization.

For we should know how to refuse the evil as well as to choose the good ; and, in

very dilemma, Ave should not only hear one voice encouraging us, Thus far shalt

H/houffo ; but another also, staying us with the calm restraint, And nofarther.

THE PORTFOLIO.
[OllIGINAL AXD SELECTED.]

AN INDIAN'S KEPLY TO A CHALLENGE. | thing else about my dimensions ; if you hit

I have two objections to this duel affair- ! *!^^^' ^.^/? J"^,T'^' ^^^} '''" ^^J^j^^^l^'^SO

he one is lost I should hurt you, and the
| J^fJ^^/LL^f. l"""

'"^ ''^^^ ^ '

^'°''

>lher is lest you should hurt mc. I do not """ ^^'^
' ""^

ce any good it would do me to put a bullet
hrough any part of your body. I could
lot make use of you when dead for any

Itrdinary
purpose, but I could of a rabbit or

. tiu-key. As to myself, I think it more
ensiblc to avoid than to place myself in the
*ay of anything harmful. I am under great
pprehension you might hit me. That being

might have hit me.

DIALOGUE IX THE WESTEKX ISLANDS or
SCOTLAND,

" How long is this loch ?" " It will be
about twenty mile."— "Twenty miles!
Surely it cannot be so much." " Maybe it

will be twelve."—" It does not really seem

tj
-, o , more than four." "Indeed, I'm thinking

he case, I think it more advisable to stay
j

you're right."—" Really, you seem to know
t a distance. If you want to try your

i
nothing about the matter." " Deed, I

•istols. take some object—a tree, or any- I canna say I do."
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JEWELS.
Jewels made a part of the ornaments witli

which the Jews, Greeks, and Romans, es-

pecially their ladies of distinction, adorned
themselves. So prodigious was the extra-

vagance, of the Roman ladies in particular,

that Pliny the elder says, he saw Lolli

Paulina with an equipage of this kind,
amounting, according to Dr. Arbuthnot's
calculation, to £322,916 13s. 4d. of our

money. At the splendid entertainment that
Prince Potemkiii gave to the Empress of
Russia, at Petersburg, in 1791, the jewels
worn by forty-eight young persons belonging
to the court, who performed a ballet, was
estimated at a million sterling. The particu-
lars of this most splendid entertainment,
exceeding, perhaps, anything of the kind
on record, may be seen in the " Secret Me-
moirs of the Court of Petersburg."

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

FHOM SEPTEMBER 1st TO SEPTEMBER 7th.

SBPTEMBEE.

This is the ninth month of the year; anciently

it was the seventh, as its name imports, which is

a contraction of septem ab imbra, the seventh from
the snows; which were divided into the first and
second snows. Our Saxon ancestors called this

month Gerst monat, because the barley which this

month yields was called gerst; the name of barley,

5,'iven to it, arose from the fact that the drink called

beer was made from it, and from beerlegh it came
to be berleg, and from berlea, barley The sun
enters into Libra on the ord of this month.

September 1, Fourteenth Sunday after Trinity.

September 2, 1666. It is said that on this day
Tea was first brought into England.

September 2, 1656. London burnt. In the in-

scription on the Monument it is stated—"The
second day of September l(i66, at the distance of

202 feet, the height of this column, a terrible fire

brolce out about midnight. It consumed in its

progress 83 churches ; the city gates ; Guildhall

;

many public structures, hospitals, schools, libra-

ries ; a vast number of stately edifices, 13,200

dwelling-houses, and 400 streets. The ruins of

the city were 436 acres, from the Tower by the

the Thames side to the Temple Church, and from
the northeast gate along the city wall to Holborn
Bridge. It lasted three days, and the damage
is estimated at £10,689,000. St. Paul's was valued

£2.200,000.
September 3, 1658, Oliver Cromwell died.—For

particulars of his life and character, see a series

of papers in The Working Man's Friend,
vol. 1 and 2.

September 3, 1665, died, aged 72, Joh7i Goodwin,

a voluminous writer on Theology.
September 3, 1813, died, James Wrjatt, a cele-

brated architect, a member of the Royal Academy,
and for some time President. He erected the

Pantheon in Oxford-street.
September 3, 1844, An act of indemnity was

passed in favour of the London and other Art
Unions ; an act which was rendered necessary by
the scruples of some parties, the cupidity of others,

and the threats of informers.
September 4. Bartholomew Fair, This, which

was for many years a fair of great importance,
occupying a large portion of Smithfield, has now
become almost obsolete. It had become the oc-

casion of the grossest immoralities, including
fearful assaults and robberies ; but the strong
arm of the law, united with the growing intelli-

gence of the population, has caused it to dwindle
down to a few insignificant stalls for the sale of

toys, gingerbread, oysters, and fruit.

September 4, 1829, several riots took place at
Barnsley (Yorkshire), and the surrounding dib-
tricts, in which considerable damage was done.
September 4, 1844, the House of Lords gave its

verdict in the appeal, by writ of error, against the
decision of the Irish judges in the case "The
Queen versus O'Connell and others." The decision
was, " that tlie judgment of the court below in
this case ou:;,''ht to be reversed."
September 5, 1774, the first American Congress

was held.

September 5, 1839, the " Forfarshire" stc^imer,

from Hull to Dundee, was wrecked, when thirty-
eight persons perished. Owing to the courageous
conduct of the Outer Fern Lighthouse-keeper, J.

Darling, and his daughter, Grace Barling, who
ventured out in a tremendous sea in a coble,

several of the passengers were rescued. There
were 53 persons in the vessel before she struck,
^loney, and other remarkable testimonials of

respect, were presented to Grace Darling for her
daring heroism.
September 6, 1830, a succession of very destruc-

tive fires took place about this time at different

farmsteads in Kent, supposed to have been occa-
sioned by incendiaries, in revenge for the pro-
prietors having employed Irish farn-labourers
September 6, 1849, died Dr. E. Stanley, Bishop

of Norwich, a liberal and enlightened prelate, who
applied himself considerably to an examination
and relief of the distresses of the poor, and to the
promotion of all institutions tending to benefit the
industrious classes. He Avas a member of several

learned societies.

September 7, 1709, SamuelJohnson, LL.D., was
born. He was one of the most distinguished
writers of the eighteenth century. His great

work is his Dictionary of the English language,
in two large folio volumes, of which numerous
editions have been published, a^ well as manyj
abridgments. His " Rambler," " Rassela3,"j
" Lives of the Poets," and other works, amountin
to eleven or twelve octavo volumes, continue, f(

the most part, to be in great esteem. He died

December 13, 1784, in his 75th year.

September 7, 1833, died, in her 88th year, Mr»,

Hannah More, a writer of considerable emiuencfl(.j

In the earlier part of her life she wrote several|

Poems and Plays, some of wtiich became popular,

and all of which greatly advanced her reputation

But, during the latter portion of her life, she de-

voted herself to the composition and publicatior

of numerous works on morals and religion, all p
which became popular. At her death she be

queathed about £10,000 to various religious ani

charitable institutions,
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THE WORKING MAN'S FRIEND AND FAMILY INSTRUCTOR.
[VOL. 111.—No. 36.—SATUEDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1850.]

THE WORKING MAN.

No. XXXIV. — THE GRAND EXHIBITION OF THE WORKS OF
INDUSTRY OF ALL NATIONS IN 1851.

In addition to what we have already said, as to the beneficial aspect this great

display, we may say, in conclusion

—

The dependence of labouil upon talent, science, and wealth, will be

particulaely manifest.

We are sorry to say that many of our operatives are little better than human

machines, either from a neglected education, or idleness and indifference ; there are

numbers among us who know little or nothing of the sci&ice of their occupation,

and, therefore, have had nothing whatever to do in originating the machines or

mechanism \d\h. which they have worked, or in whose construction they have

laboured. Matter is one of the rudest and most useless substances without mind ;

and mind, thought, science, and invention can do little without matter. The whole

material creation, in its ten thousand thousand varied forms, is a proof of what can

be effected by mind ; for the whole universe, however vast and complicated it may
appear to us, is nothing more than one of those simple but brilliant ideas which,

from all eternity, dwelt in the heart of the Eternal. Man, as we have often said,

is a miniature divinity, and has an immense power over the material world, so that

he does with it almost whatever he pleases. He makes it his servant, or rather his

slave. He eats it and drinks it, breathes it, and bathes in it. He gives it an innu-

merable variety of forms. He wears it as his clothing, sleeps on it as his couch,

travels with it over the land, across the sea, or tlirough the air. It cools him, or

keeps him warm, it conceals or commimicates his thoughts, and he melts it, hardens

it, moulds it, carves it, or makes it his chronometer, his dial, or microscope, his

telescope, and hLs acoustic apparatus.

But all this is the result of mind, and not of minds generally, but of those which
have studied, and reasoned, and contrived. Hence we see the coimectiox between

the head and the hand. We must have the head of the mathematician and philoso-

pher to reason and invent, and the hand of the operative to work. In mechanics,

as in government, there must be the legislative and the executive power. Genius

toil.s with its brain, and labour with its muscle ; the former commands, the latter

obeys. But for philosophy, science, arithmetic, and invention, how few of the

vorks that will adorn the Exhibition of 1851 could have been there. It is not

nusual for the mechanic and peasant to pass their jokes respecting that poor, pale-

aced, nervous student, whose strength is hardly more than that of a chUd ; and yet

hat man of brain and thought has in his head an invention that may chac^c the

he face of the world, lighten, by more than one half, the toil of the mcchasuc, and

l^ive employment to myriads. His countenance is pale and his cheek hectic, because
le has taxed his brain to the utmost to complete his invention. There were strong

lervLS and robust muscles in the red man of America, and nature has given him a

pouutry from which almost every blessing can be drawn ; but there you had no
[jhilosopher, no mathematician, no machinist, no chemist, or scientific student; and
or thousands of years the land remained fallow, and the mmes were sealed.

We must have science to direct, genius to reason and contrive, and wealth to
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furnish, the means, before we can have an Exhibition of AVorks of Industry ; and

hence the labourer and mechanic must feel their dependence upon the sons of

thought, Avho have toiled with their brain ; and upon the children of wealth, who have

risked their property to carry out a discovery. What millions of treasure have

passed into the hands of the working classes, in consequence of the construction of

railways ; and yet, but for science, not a line would have been planned, nor an

engine put in motion. In this department of labour, everything is weighed, mea-

sured, calculated, and adjusted beforehand ; and the labourer only executes what

the intellect of his brother plans and enjoins. It is good thus to feel our mutual

dependence on each other, and that we have all our peculiar work to do, and thus

are important branches of the human family. In the body we have a large variety

of parts, members, and functions, and none have the same Avork to do, nor are any

'){ them superfluous. One is an eye, another an cai*, a third a hand, and a foiuth

a foot ; and the health and happiness of the whole man consist in each doing its

part faithfully ; and thus is it with society ; we are many members, but one body

;

our dependence on each other is reciprocal, and, therefore, we ought to have the

same care and respect one for another.

Emulation will ue called torth.

An apostle tell us that this feeling is not only lawful, but laudable, in religion, for

we are "'to provoke one another to love and good works." We have no fear of com
petition ; nor have we any idea that our inventions have arrived at perfection. Much
remains yet to be done, and nothing will tend more to advance our arts and ma-
chinery than to have our productions placed side by side with those of other men.

True genius supposes little to be done until the utmost limit tov/ards perfection is

attained. Not a few persons never rise, because they have never seen anything

better than their own works. The boy who can but just make strokes or pot-hooks

imagines that he is a wonderful writer, if he has never seen anything better than

th^productions of his own pen, and may have but little'stimulus to attempt any

thing superior. It is seeing how far others surpass us that awakens our zeal and

makes us resolved to improve. Hence we always present as perfect models as pos-

sible before those whom we wish to excel. We introduce the painter to the great

masters of another age ; we take the young sculptor to view the finished works oJ

the chisel ; we read Homer to the poet, and Demosthenes to the orator ; and thuj

we enkindle fresh fire in every bosom.

And why should not the same be done with machinery, and other woi-ks of in

dustry ? AVe have had galleries for at^tists, but have neglected the mechanic. Will

so little to stimtilate his zeal, the wonder is that we have proceeded so far as wi

have in designs and inventions. And yet industrial arts are more importan

than those of the painter, the sculptor, or the musician. AVe anticipate i

vast amount of healthful emulation from the Exhibition contemplated. W'
trust that hereafter Frenchmen will resolve not to be out-done by Englishmen

nor Englishmen by the French, or the men of any other land ; and that thus al

will be greatly improved, and poor human nature receive a vast addition of every

thing than can minister to its wants and enjoyment. AVo Avould say to ever <>

ci

mechanic and labourer thai visits the Exhibition

—

'^Circumspicifef" " Operi you

eyes.'" '* Look around ye!" and resolve not to be behind in your own peculiar depart

ment of labour.

National puide will be checked.
St(

AVe are all apt to esteem ourselves too highly, and despise others ; and espec

If tio
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ally is thi» the case with nations. How many disparaging things have the French

said of the English, and the English of the French ; and other nations have been

equally guilty. A large portion of this pride and contempt has aridsn from igno-

rance. We have not known each other, and therefore have been arrogant. Were
we better acquainted, we should perceive that on each side there is much to admire,

as well as much that might be improved ; and that, by more intercourse, we might

greatly benefit one another.

The Exliibition of I80I will bring our varioiLS productions before the world, and

henceforth we shall esteem one another more highly. Other nations will show us

their handy works, and command our admiration of their genius and patient indus-

try ; and we shall show them what we have done, and thus prove that if they excel

in one department, we have also our particular talent in others ; and therefore, in-

stead of putting one country above another, or boasting, like children, concerning

our superiority, we shall in future regard each other as possessed of equal talent,

which, if called forth and employed reciprocally, might be of infinite advantage to

the world. Long have we lived as enemies, and have put ourselves to the most

ruinous cost to desolate the earth. But a new era is predicted by the prophets, and

shall soon da^vn upon our race. The nations shall esteem and honour each other

for their works' sake, and in their future good will and benevolence for ever oblite-

rate the remembrance of past contempt and contentions.

No ONE WILL BE IN.IUKED BY THE EXHIBITION, BUT ALL IlAXKS AXD NATIONS

GREATLY BEXEFITED.

It has been feared by some that our country will suffer from this display of our

various productions. But the alarm is groundless. The Exhibition will be an
Exhibition, and therefore will be only a kind of shop-window, warehouse, or

bazaar, on a large scale. As soon as any mechanic, or tradesman, has constructed

a new machine, he advertises it in the public papers, he exposes it in his window*
or show-room, and invites all Avho wish to come and inspect, and buy, and cany
home the article for their o^vn use ; and then, of course, they may take it W pieces,

and do what they please with it. Even if he has a patent, a very little improve-

ment on the part of the purchaser will place him above the fear of an action for

plagiarism. Nor, as Ave have said before, does the inventor object to French,

German, Italian, Russian, or American money and traffic. There will, therefore,

be nothing done but what is carried on every day. Most, if not aU, of the things

exhibited will be marketable ; for they may be seen and bought at the depots of

those who have constructed them. Persons who invent, if they wish to keep the

secret to themselves, should take care not to seU the articles they construct, and
especially not to export any to other countries, because those who buy may do
what they please with what they have purchased.

"We often boixst of our exports, and some are anxious that they should exceed our
imports ; but surely if an exhibition of our works of industry will be injurious, it

must be far more so to sell our productions to foreigners, and transport them to the
various nations of the globe. Those who fear the coming Exhibition, ought to be
careful never to expose or soil a single tliijig which they manufacture ; for not only
the men of other lands, but our own brethi-en arc rather fond of imitation, emula-
tion, and competition. But it seems almost trifling to reply to the objection which
we are combatting. No one can be injured ; on the contrary, all will be bene-
fited. Rich and poor will derive great advantages from the mere display of so
many works of art, Every mind will be enlightened and enlarged. Many wdll
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perceive that there is a great variety of the comforts and conveniences of life of

which they were ignorant, and those who can, will procure them. Our mechanics

will gain a large store of new and valuable ideas respecting their own particular

trades and occupations ; and we shall also derive just as many benefits from

foreigners as they will from us. Of injury, then, there will be none ; while the

benefits to all parties, will be incalculable.

Other natioks will be stimulated to similar Exhibitions.

France and Belgium have, for some time, had expositions of the machinery,

manufactures, &c., of their own citizens^ but the proposition of Prince Albert is

the fijst that has been made to erect a building to receive the works of industry of

all nations ; and, as the plan will doubtless work well, there is every reason to an-

ticipate that the example will be extensively followed. Already, we understand,

the Americans are talking of bujing up our exhibition at its close, and trans-

porting it across the Atlantic ; and at whatever cost this may be done, the Xew
World will receive an ample return for the outlay. The nations of Europe have

among them an immense amount of talent, ingenuity, wealth, and industry, and,

therefore, could have an exhibition of this kind annually. Paris might have it one

year, Brussells another, and Berlin, Vienna, Rome, Constantinople, &c., might

follow ; and we can hardly imagine a movement which would be attended with

greater physical and mental advantages to the governments, cities, and the opera-

tives of r.hose countries. There is nothing Utopian in the expectation that a time

will come when it will be easier to visit Paris, Belgium, or Berlin, than it was a

few years ago to travel from York to London ; and railway trips to the Continent

will hQ as common as they are now from Bristol to Birmingham, or from London to

Brighton.

From these Exhibitioxs old Monopoly will receive its last and fatal

BLOW.

The wish to obtain the sole power of vending any commodity is the essence ot

monopoly, and has, more than anything else, stood in the way of the prosperity

and progress of nations. It originated in selfishness, that worst of all banes to

individuals and empires, and most presumptuous inversion of the royal law, '^Thou

shalt love thy neighbour us thyself," It has raised the price of commodities, in some

instances, to double and treble their value, and thus prevented that extensive sale

which otherwise might have been realized, and consequently has been a great loss

to the workmg classes. And then it has also been the greatest obstacle to improve-

ment. Many an article has been kept in an awkward and old-fashioned state, be-

cause the originatorsj^ having obtained the entire monopoly of its manufacture and

sale, cared nothing about any alteration for the better. No one has suffered more
from this than the working classes. "We feel persuaded that if, in past years, trade

had been unrestrained, every man and woman on the face of the globe might long

ago have had full employment, and been in the enjoyment of every comfort. The
coming Exhibition, by showing how extensively individuals and nations may minis-

ter to each other's happiness, will expose the madness of monopolies ; and will,

we have no doubt, induce the patrons of restriction to alter their views ; and as

statesmen and other influential persons from foreign countries Avill visit the building

in Hyde Park, it is next to certain that they will carry home -with them many
liberal, equitable, and benevolent thoughts respecting the almost boundless advan-

tages, aiising from the reciprocities of trade and commerce. The world is not so

much in want of Californias as of the mutual exchange of merchandise. Barter, in
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St number of cases, is more profitable to the merchant»than money, because the goods

which he obtains in return for his ovm, can be at once sold to advantage. All that

the nations rcquiie to enrich and bless princes, nobles, merchants, tradesmen,

operatives, and peasants, is an entire and imrestricted exchange of their varied pro-

duce and productions. Let us have this, and we shall fully realize the good time

coming ; and there is no doubt but the Exhibition of the Works of Industry of all

Nations will greatly contribute to bring about this most desirable consummation.

Lastly. Tke Exhibition" well t.b a glorious display of the results op

Machinery.
Every work of art exposed to view will be a machine, or the effect of using

machinery. Give a man nothing but his hands and feet, his fingers, toes, and teeth,

and how little can he construct. AMiat if the savages of barbaiian lands were to

get up an Exhibition, how little would there be worth looking at. The South Sea

islanders, the Fejeeans, North American Indians, or Bushmen of Africa, have

neither literature, steam engines, nor even such simple instruments as a nail, a

hammer, a knife, or a fork. "Where they possess any simple, or rude utensils, they

have been produced by some kind of instrument. The caning of their clubs, or

the tatooing of their persons was not efi'ected by their mere hands and their teeth.

You camiot dig up the ground, sink the mine, blast the rock, clear the forest, or

weld the iron with yoiu" nails, however strong or long they may be. Hence
the value of a piece of old hoop iron, or of a fcAv nails, to a savage. We make
these remarks because there are some who still imagine that machinery is one great

cause of national want and distress I when the very reverse is the truth. But for

machinery we should be in as barbarian and helpless a state as the rudest heathens.

Our spades, hoes, pick-axes, hammers, wheels, ploughs, hatchets, saws, &c. &c.,

are only various machines which facilitate our undertakings, and consequently

supersede a large amount of corporeal labour ; and if we begin to help ourselves by
tools, the question is. Where shall we stop r

We grant that there is scarcely an invention in machinery which is not injurious

for a while to some of our fellow-labourers. How many hundreds of scribes, for

example, must have been thro"vvn out of work when printing was invented, and yet

u: one now would say that this vast improvement has been any permanent loss to

mankind. Wc probably have ten thousand >\Titers, printers, bookbinders, and

papermakers, for one scribe that existed six hundred years ago. AVhat if we were

to go back to the old plan, and make a law against printing and the steam-press

;

why millions of individuals would inimediately be thrown out of employ; and what
a retrograde step towards the daik ages would at once be taken r Only think of

the stockings and gloves which arc worn, but which would still have been withui

the reach of none but the wealthy, if machinery had not made them cheap. Listen

d

of decreasing labour, machinery multiplies a thousand fold ; and, at the same time,

lessens the toil of the operative. AVe entered a manufactory the otlier day, and
there we found one of the most laborious and toilsome operations going on under
the eye of a mechanic who had little more to do than look on, and yet the work,
which was that of turning a laige bar of iron, Avas being performed far better than it

could have been done by the most skilful human hand.
If the Exhibition of 18jI did no more than lessen the prejudice against machinerj',

it would be an ample remuneration for all the trouble and cost. Here it will be
seen that in ten thousand thousand ways labour is lessened, employment multiplied,

human wants and comforts supplied, and the world enriched by means of machinery.
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But we add no more ; except to express a hope that clubs will be formed every-

where to enable as large a number as possible of our working men and working

women to visit the metropolis.

We feel great pleasure in confirming the views given above by the following

quotations from some of the nobility and leading men.

At Willis's Rooms, St. James's, the Earl of Carlisle, after referring to the gladia-
torial and other exhibitions ofancient Rome, &(;., said

—
'' It seems but natural and becom-

ing that industry, skill, and enterprise, should have their own turn, their own triumplii
their own high holiday ; when the workmen and workwomen of the world may enjoy a
day's pause from their engi'ossing toils, for the purpose of seeing what their fellow-
workmen are doing, and can do, all the world over.

" This Exhibition will give persons of all ranks and professions, of all classes and
callings, an opportunity of examining and ascertaining the methods by which the work
that forms the daily business of their lives may be expedited, facilitated, assisted, and
improved."'

*• The Bishop of Oxford moved a resolution expressing an opinion " that the
working classes -would be materially benefited by the Exhibition, from the tendency it

would have to bring into general use the best productions." He said

—

" The Exhibition is to promote industry. What can be nobler than industry and
work? It is better to lie down at night, and feel that we have worked something, if

it were but the least article—the smallest button on any part of our dress—than to lie

111? down at night with the consciousness that we have done nothing. This Exhibition
(••;lls attention to the di^nitj"^ of labour ; it raises incalculably the dignity of the work-
ing classes ; it makes other people feel the dignity which attaches to the producers of
titese things. In more than one way the same happy results will follow. One special

part of oiu- duty is, to ameliorate tlie disadvantages which must, almost of necessity,

attcn<l upon the workers of these results. I do not speak merely of the physical di.sad-

vanta.ges, though we have lately seen the applications oF science specially applied to
the alleviation of some of these disadvantages ; and thus God is served and man is

I)lessed. But we are still more bound to endeavour to alleviate mental and &2)iritual

iiijuries which are connected with work. It is the tendency of small subdivisions of
labour to contract the mind of the labourer, and to bring him to regard himself as a
n5f re mechanical producer of that pai-ticular, and perhaps inferior, article. But in

this Exposition he will see liow his particular work bears its part in the production of
a great result. Thus his position is elevated, and he begins to feel himself one of the
contributors to the great wealth, and the great name, of the great land in which he
lives.

'"It Vv ill bring together the gi-eat capitalist and the small producer—the producer
whose whole power lies in his skill, and the capitalist whose whole power lies in his

capital: the two who must necessarily work together in order to produce one great
result. It vfill be a great thing to bring them together in harmonious imion, and to
.^ofteu the asperities of the struggle you cannot prevent."

Contributions from the working classes were recommended; and Viscount Can-
KIiN'G said, that " while the French exhibitions were supported by Government funds, it

woidd be the boast of England that hers were not defrayed by large sums drawn from
abundance, but by the small contibutions given by almost every working man iu the
kingdom."
At the Grand Banquet given at the Mansion-house to the Chief Magi.strates of the

United Kingdom, March 21, Prince Albert said—" I confidently hope that the
first impression which the view of this vast collection will produce upon the spectator
will be that of gratitude to Almighty God for the blessings which he has bestowed
upon us already here below ; and the second, the conviction that they can only be
realized in proportion to the help we are prepared to render each, therefore,

only by peace, love, and ready assistance, not only between individuals, but between
tlie nations of the earth."

The Marquis of Lansdown said—"The stream of industry will only flow freely

when it is placed under competition."
The Earl of Carlisle gave as a toast

—" The working men of Great Britain," and
said—" In this exhibitionand storehouse of all the productions of the world, our artizans

will see nothing but what iudiistry like their own has produced ; nothing but what in-

dustry like their own ma}' aspire to excel. They are made of the .stuff and fibre which
will not allow them, in any course of useful progress or career of high achievement,
to fill any other than the foremost place."
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MEN OF THE COMMONWEALTH AGE.

JOHN HAMPDEN.
The name of Hambden, or Hampden, is

inseparably connected with events auspi-

cious to liberty. In the reign of the fourth

Edward, we find that Sir Edmund Hamp-
den was among the refugees of distinction

who accompanied Margaret, the queen of

Henry VI., in her flight to Scotland after

the battle of Tonton. He sided with the

champions of a parliamentary establishment

—against the partisans of hereditary right.

He was a man of stern principle and of un-
yielding resolution. To the last he re-

mained faithful to the cause which he had
espoused, and fell in the battle of Tewkes-
bury, which was fought on the 14th of May,
1471, and which concluded the sanguinary
war between Hem-y and Edward for the

crown of England. Nor does the name or

family of Hampden ever come into view
but in connection with the liberty and the

independence of their country. In the

reign of the first Charles, there shone most
conspicuously among the great political

characters of that critical age, the illustri-

ous John Hampden, who was a leading
man in the House of Commons, and who,
at the commencement of the civil war, took
up arms against the king, and accepted the

commandof a regiment in the parliamentary
army under the Earl of Essex. The cir-

cumstance which at first and especially

brought him into more public view, was his

spirited and manly opposition to the pay-
ment of the ship-money. This was an arbi-

trary impost, levied upon the people with
equality, and expended entirely on the
navy. The writs were at first directed to

scai)ort towns only, but were afterwards
extended to the whole kingdom ; and each
county was rated at a particular sum, which
was afterwards assessed upon individuals.

Its arbitrary character awakened the indig-

nation of the people, as it threatened their

liberties and their rights.

Hampden partook the general feeling.

He had been rated at twenty shillings

for an estate which he possessed in the
county of Buckingham; but he resolved,
rather than submit to this illegal im-
post, to stand a prosecution at law, and
expose himself to all the indignation
of the court. The case was argued for

twelve days in the Exchequer-chamber, be-
fore all the judges of England. Necessity
jras pleaded for the tax ; but the counsel of
Hampden argued that it was in vain to in-

troduce the plea of necessity into a trial of
law, since it was the nature of necessity to
abolish all law, and by irresistible violence

to dissolve all the weaker and more artifi-

cial ties of human society. Nor did it im-
prove the matter to pretend that the King
is sole judge of the necessity ; for this would
be to subject all the privileges of the nation
to his arbitrary will and pleasure. Besides,
what security would the people have had
against any other arbitrary .taxation ? or

against the misapplication of the money so

levied ? or against the final overthrow of
their national liberty ? Yet sentence was
given in favour of the crovni. Had Hamp-
den sacrificed his safety and his quiet for

nought ? On the contrary, the people were
roused from their lethargy. Their dearest
interests, transmitted through so many
ages, secured by so many laws, and pur-
chased by the blood of so many heroes and
patriots, they now beheld trampled under
foot. Hence arose the civil war : and in

that war Hampden bore no mean part. He
proved himself a brave soldier, and won
many a laurel on the battle-field. But
Prince Rupert having beaten up the quar-
ters of the parliamentary troops near
Thame, in Oxfordshire, Hampden precipi-

tately joined a few cavalry that were rallied

in haste, and, in the skirmish that ensued,
received a wound which in a few days
proved fatal. He was the worthy friend of
Cromwell. His character was adorned with
every virtue, and his name became a watch-
word to every man in whose veins flowed
the blood of a patriot.

Forty years after the death of this noble-
minded man, we find another John Hamp-
den, on his trial before the infamous Jeffreys,

as one of the six who were charged with the
Kye-house Plot. The sole evidence against
him was derived from Lord Howard, who,
evenin the estimation of Hume, " was a man
of no principle, and was ready to embrace any
party which his immediate interest should
recommend to him;" and as his testimony
was not supported by any material circum-
stance, the croAvn lawyers abandoned the idea
of trying the prisoner for treason. They laid

the indictment for a misdemeanour ; and
this misdemeanour was, the conspiring with
several others to raise rebellion within the
kingdom, and to crave the assistance of the
brotherhood of Scotland. The Attorney-
general undertook to prove that Hampden
with five others had met several times, and
taken upon themselves to consider how they
might better the affairs of the nation ; that
to effect this end thev had craved the assist-

ance of Scotland ; that they had come to a
resolution that the rising should be carried
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on jointly in London and the several parts
of the kingdom ; that they had empowered
Algernon Sidney to send" some fit person
into Scotland to treat with the malcontents
on the other side of the Tweed, some of

whom were to be instructed to make their

appearance at head -quarters ; that the
Scottish gentlemen who were thus treated

with soon afterwards came to London; and
that, as soon as the plot was discovered,

they were the first to flee and abscond. Mr.
Attorney then reminded the court, that two
of the parties involved in the plot had al-

ready received the judgment of the law

—

Russell and Sidney; that his majesty had
been pleased to take other two into his

mercy—my Lord Howard and the Duke of

Monmouth ; that both these gentlemen had
been summoned to appear in court, that all

the world might see that there was nothing
sought but the peace and quieting of the

kingdom.
The trial then proceeded. The Duke of

Monmouth was called, but did not appear.

Then my Lord Howard was sworn, and was
desired to give the court and the jury an
account of any meeting which had been
held by himself and others, touching the

matter preferred against the prisoner. His
lordship then began to relate a conversation

which he had had with Lord Shaftesbury,

who had withdrawn into secret, that he
might escape all sham charges, and plots,

and false evidence, and who was resolved to

make some speedy push for the recovering

of the liberties of England ; that Shaftes-

bury told him that there was such a general

preparation in the city, thatifcertainlords did

not unhandsomely desert them, they should
be in readiness for action very quickly ; that

both Monmouth and Russell had deserted

the cause ; otherwise, had they held on, it

would have been such a sure game that it

could notihave failed ;—that he was resolved

to go on alone, rather than fail in his design.

Howard then related a conversation he had
with the Duke of Monmouth on Shaftes-

bury's project, in which Monmouth ex-

pressed no common fear for the party and
their scheme, from the precipitate and in-

judicious conduct of Shaftesbury ; but that

his grace would do what he could to prevent

any untimely dangerous undertaking ; that

there was a rumour abroad to the effect

that something—though no one could tell

what—would be attei:ppted ; that the rising

was fixed for a certain day, but that, being
disappointed and ifustrated, my lord of

Shaftesbury left England for Holland, where
he died. Howard then deposed that fre-

quent conference^ had been held between
Sidney and himself^ yet to Sidney he re-

vealed nothing, in oSedience to an expressed

:wjsh of my Lord Shaftesbmy ; but that,

after Shaftesbury's death, he revealed t-o

him the whole, and what preparations had
been made to carry the design into effect

;

that a resolution was then taken to form
a council that should henceforth regulate
and direct everything affecting the proposed
end, and that of this council Hampden was
to be one ; that the first meeting was fixed

and held at Hampden's house, and that all

the six members were present ; that this

was about the middle of January ; that
when they came together they discoursed
about the time and tlie places of the rising,

and that a treaty should be first entered into

with Scotland, before they could possibly
be ripe for any resolution ; that this con-
ference was opened by Hampden with
''something leading and introductive ;

"

that no one of them dissented from the

rising, neither opposed it ; that the Go-
vernment was spoken of as a matter of great
grievance ; that a second meeting was held
at my Lord Russell's, about a fortnight

later, at which Hampden was present;
that the object of this meeting was to ap-

point a deputation to Scotland; that this

was left to Sidney, who nominated Aaron
Smith as a fit and proper person ; and, all

consenting, he Avas accordingly deputed,
having received from Sidney sixty guineas
or more to cover his expenses ; and that

all this conspiracy was carried on under the

pretence that these gentlemen were forming
an association for the carrying on of a

plantation in Carolina.

This being the only witness which the

counsel for the Crown could call, the

counsel for Hampden then addressed the

court, and showed most convincingly that

while the indictment charged his client with
being a person of a turbulent disposition,

and seditiously intending to disturb and
disquiet the king's peace, and to stir se-

dition, and to bring the Government into

danger, there was not the shadow of proof

to substantiate the charge. He then com-
mented, with great depth of penetration and
conclusiveness of reasoning, on the unsatis-

factory testimony of my Lord Howard;
showed that facts contradicted his lord-

ship's evidence ; that he himself was very

deep in a conspiracy against the Govern-
ment, long before the time he mentioned
for the plot in which Hampden and his

associates were involved, but that he had
put it under a sort of disguise, the better

to prevail ;—that there were no other means
by which he could save his own life but by
the discovery of another conspiracy against

his Majesty and the Government; that he

had purchased his pardon for a treason in

whicti he was deeply involved, by bearing

testimony against the defendant and others,

which he failed to prove ; that with regard
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to the conspiracy in question, he had de-

clared that he knew of no persons that were
ffuilty of having any hand in it; he de-

clared it upon his honour ; he declared it

upon his religion ; he used all the assevera-

tions that were possible for a man to offer

to make himself believed ; that in the face

of heaven he had pawned his honour, his

trust, his conscience, and his religion, in

asserting ihat which was not true; that

since the death of my Lord Russell, he had
acknowledged that that nobleman died in-

nocent, and so had contradicted what he
had sworn.
The counsel for Hampden then called his

witnesses ; and having been sworn, they
one and all testified that my Lord Howard
had, in the most solemn and expressive

manner, assured them that he knew nothing
of the plot ! He knew nothing of it, good,
inaocent soul, before it was discovered, he
was apprehended, and his life was in danger.
But then what a wonderful revelation he
enjoyed! He knew all that was designed
and contemplated, and could let a corrupt

court into the grand secret ! His own
namesake and relative, Mr. Howard, having
been called, and requested to state what my
Lord Howard had said of the plot and those

who were concerned in it, delivered himself
as follows :

—" I had little acquaintance with
my Lord Howard ; but meeting him often

at my brother's house, and I coming from
Whitehall, he asked me, ' What news of

the plot ?
' I told him there were some

people that were in the proclamation, or

would be, and I named their names. He
said, * I know none of them except liombald.'
After this my Lord Russell was taken, and
when my Lord Howard heard that, he said,
* Then we are all undone ; I very much fear

it is a sham plot, since they have seized upon
my lord, and I doubt lie is a lost man.'
After, Colonel Sidney was taken, when his

lordship said, ' I am extremely troubled for

Colonel Sidney, for he is my very good
friend.' I said, ' Why are you not concerned
for my Lore Russell ?' He replied, ' He is of

your blood ; he is a man without exceptions.
There is no man of such honour as he. But
I am concerned for Colonel Sidney, as that
particular man that has o'jliged me above
all the world.' I never heard my Lord
Howard name Jlr. Ham^jdcn in my life I

"

Ducas being asked by the counsel for

Hampden to state what he did hear my
Lord Howard say concerning the plot, an-
swered that he did deny it positively, and
said that they acted nothing but v.-hat was
legal—that he said it five hundred times
over; that there was not one man in the
company, that he knew of, who intended
anything else ; that, besides knowing no-
thing of it, he could not believe that there

was any such thing ; and when the persons
were named that were to kill the King, he
said, " Lord bless me ! can there be such a
thing in nature, that any man should be so
wicked! But that there is one man of ho-
nour, or estate, or conscience, that ever had
any such thought, it never came into my
head. I can never believe it !" Other wit-

nesses were called, all of whom affirmed
that ray Lord Howard had never mentioned
the name of Hampden ; and when Bishop
Burnet and others argued that there must
be some plot, his lordship argued a great
deal to dispossess them of that belief. The
highest testimony was borne to the princi-

ples and character of Hampden in open
court, and by many witnesses.'

Lord Chief-Justice Jeffreys .then summed
up. The jury returned a verdict finding
Hampden guilty of the misdemeanour on
the ground of which he had been impeached.
Mr. Justice Withens pronounced sentence.
The judgment of the court was, that he
should pay a fine of £40,000 to his Majesty,
and be committed till he paid it. He was
also to find sureties for his good behaviour
during life. He v.as accordingly commit-
ted.

There are certain points connected with
this trial which forcibly impress every un-
prejudiced mind. Hampden is found guilty
on the testimony of a single witness, and
he a hollow-hearted traitor to the principles

and the cause for which Russell and Sidney
had so nobly suff'ered. My Lord Howard
was one of the six who were inculpated.
Why did he betray the other five ? Had he
ever expressed to them a single doubt
of their line of procedure r Had he
at any one stage of their proceedings en-
tered his protest ? Had he in any way sig-

nified his intention of withdrawing from
their counsels, or had he withdrawn before
the plot was discovered ? In confirmation
of this, we have not the shadow of proof.

On the contrary, so fully had he entered
into the views and designs of the party,

that he solemnly asserted, once and again,
that he knew of no conspiracy to raise re-

bellion, or to compass the death of the King,
nor did he know of any one who entertained
such a thought. His own relative, Mr.
Howard, stated, in the most emphatic
manner of which human language admits,
that his lordship had denied to him, repeat-
edly, his having any knowledge of a conspi-
racy against the sovereign authority of the
realm. And though he never mentioned
Hampden, it came out in the trial of this

upright and sound-hearted man, that his

lordship had protested his ignorance of the
whole thing in the face of the God of truth.
When Mr. Ducas was called to bear
testimony to what my Lord Howard had
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actually said, his evidence was most con-
clusive. He informed the coui't that in an
interview which he hadhad with his lordship

,

the man who among the faithful was faith-

less found, laying his hand upon his breast,
had the impiety to assert— " God knows
all things, and God knows I know nothing
of that. Had Colonel Sidney, he would
have told me." And yet on the individual
testimony of this man—recreant alike to

principle and to truth—was Hampden con-
victed and condemned. With a cowardice
which will brand his name for ever, Howard
deserted the standard of liberty at a moment
when the destinies of the nation were in a
state of trembling oscillation. To save his
own life, he trampled on the lives of his
greater and truer associates. The curse of
humanity, the curse of all time, rests upon
his memory. Nor is it our duty to remove
it.

The jury, on whose verdict the judgment
depended, were not free, independent men.
As in the other cases, they were packed,
and thus disqualified to sift the evidence, to

weigh conflicting opinions, to detect dis-

crepancies and fallacies, and come to an
honest conclusion. Nor were they left to

form an independent judgment. The man
who occupied the bench saw everything
through only one medium ; nor through
any other medium would he allow the jury

to look at the case. His summing up was
anything but in harmony with liis findings,
and the penalty out of all proportion to the
offence. And yet this was the man Avho, on
the seat of judgment, said, once and again,
" Let truth come out, in God's name, what-
ever it be ; whether it be of one side or the
other, God forbid but truth should be
spoken !" His lordship no doubt believed,
and wished others to believe, that he was a
very pious man ! But

"A man may crj-, 'Church! Church!' at every
word.

With no more piety than other peo5>le ;

A daw's not reckoned a religious bird
Because it keeps a-cawing from the steeple."

If Jeffreys had had more piety, he would
have had more justice ; and with more jus-

tice and truth in his heart, how differently

would he have, in these instances, admi-
nistered the law

!

The men suffered ; but the principles for

which they suffered came out in bolder and
more impressive relief. Those principles are

imperishable. They have ever been getting
deeper and farther down into man's spiritual

nature. They are working out the regene-
ration of humanity. They are changing the

aspect of universal society. Their final tri-

umph will be the redemption and the happi-

ness of the world 1

HENRY WILLIAMS; or, STRUGGLES FOR LIGHT.

CHAPTER VI.—NOONDAY.
There was ja considerable demand for French 1

in fny native town, and I found no lack of oc-

cupation, especially as my method of teaching

was accounted superior. It was only a part of
jmy time, however, that I gave to the communi-

1

cation ofknowledge. My residence in the bouse
j

of Mons. Baziere had made me acquainted with
subjects of knowledge and literary attainments

i

far beyond anything I had ever fancied. My I

ambition was kindled, and I resolved to devote I

myself to study, with all the ardour of my warm
j

temperament. How much time and enei'gy I

should I have saved had I then enjoyed the ad-
j

S'antage of a literary guide. As it was, I read
j

everything that came in my way. My head
was thus stuftv. .: with a heap of miscellaneous

scraps, one half of which were worthless, and
|

much of the other half of dubious utility. Worse I

still, a habit of mental vagabondism was con-

,

tractcd. He who reads everything may almost
{

as well read nothing, for \Vhat he gains in know-
j

ledge he loses in power. This appetite in me
was fed by the old book-stalls and shops. I

liave ever been a lover of old book marts ; I

have .spent happy hours in them ; they have had
a large sliare of my money ; they have supplied

my library with some of its choicest treasures.

Yet I advise the young student not to enter

them. Indeed the young student should be the

last to come within the range of their fascina-

tion, for he, as yet, is destitute of the acquaint-

ance with books which is requisite for dis-

criminating between the good and the bad.

Probably influenced by regard to price, he will

prefer the latter, and so get on his shelves a
collection of antiquated thoughts and exploded
prejudices. It would be a safe i-ule for him to

consider old books bad books, because they are

old. If not bad in themselves, they will pro-

bably be bad relatively to his wants and capa-

bilities. In nothing has the last half century

seen a greater change than in books. Old
sciences have undergone radical transmutations,

new sciences have been called into existence

;

history has been re-written ; theology has been
revolutionized ; and literature of all kinds has

been " made easy," and cheapened. Those who
iu their book-purchases seek nothing but know-
ledge, can procure more and better materials

now for a few shillings than some years ago

pounds would bring ; and the popular summa-
ries and manuals of all kinds that abound, offer
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interesting and useful knowledge, in a purer

and inore acceptable form than that in Avhich

it appears in the dusty quartos and folios of

by-gone days.

Happily I was in a degree rescued from my
distraction. Since finding myself puzzled by
references in one of ray books to the original of'

the Kew Testament, I had occasionally had
visions of learning Greek. On this point I

sounded Mons. Baziere, but sounded him in

vain. I now resolved to obtain instructions in

that language. I put myself under one who
had the reputation of being a good scholar. My
progress was small. He talked of composing a
(Jreek-English lexicon, but had only a superfi-

cial acquaintance with the language.

Meanwhile, new prospects were beginning to

dawn. HavTug resumed my duties in the Sun-
day-school, and having now some standing as a

scholar, I was appointed, in conjunction with
another person, much older than myself, to

conduct -the religious ser\'ices. These wei'e of

course very simple, and T, therefore, did not
shrink from the task. Yet I was oppressed wth
a sense of the importance of the engagement,
and was frequently so nervous in the commence-
ment of the exercise a.s almost to lose my self-

possession. 3Iy associate in tlie office, Mr.
Withers, who was a truly and deeply religious

man, gave me encouragement and counsel, and
under his aid I pesevered.

Never in my life was I so much surprised

as one morning when the Rev. Edward Den-
man stood before me, with the door of the
little out-house, my study, half opened and,

A\ith his thumb yet on the latch, asked

—

" Shall I come in ?" " Yes, sir," I faltered

out, hardly knowing what I said. Never
before had I been noticed by the reverend
gentleman, though my father had for years sat

under his ministry, and though I had long
been a regular attendant. Had the reader

known the man, he would feel that it is almost
])re3umptuous to say that I, a.s a youth, had a
very great respect for Mr. Denman. He was,
indeed, held in reverential love by all his con-

gregation and private friends, and very highly
esteemed by the whole town. With the in-

crease of my experience my veneration has
increased. 1 owe liira obligations I can never
repay. I regard him as my second father ; he
was the father of my mind. No, that venera-
ble aspect, that tall well-made figure, that
large, full-grown eye, that sonorous yet liquid

voice, those lively sympathies and that deli-

cate regard to other's feelings, that rich, and
sometimes heavenly, eloquence—especially that
very great and never-failing kindness and
liberality towards myself, I never can forget.

Those (qualities arc among my most treasured

recollections
; perhaps they are also inter-

woven with the best features of ray own
character.

" I come," said Mr. Denman, " to have a

little conversation with you. I thank you for

your services in the Sunday-school, which I
understand are useful and acceptable. Is

that," pointing to our long shelf, now pretty
well filled, " is that your stock of books ?

"Well," looking over them, "and a pretty

good stock it is. , Here are some, however, you
could have done without, for they are of little

if any value. It is a pity you should spend
your money and waste your time in such
as those. Oh ! Southwood Smith on • The
Divine Government !' what, then, you are
fond of theology ?" On my answering in the
affirmative, he said, " I am glad to hear it.

Are you acquainted with any foreign lan-
guage ?" " With French ; and I know a little

Latin." "I wish you were familiar with
Greek ; for a friend of mine has just now a

! bursary at his disposal, and if you were read-
ing, I think I could prevail on him to let you
have it, and you might then go to some uni-
versity." " A university !" echoed my heart,

thumping meanwhile as if it would break
down the wall of bone which held it in. Not
a word, however, fell from my lips ; they
clung together, I could not articulate. " Mr.
Withers," he proceeded to add. " Mr. Withers
informs me jou have more than once spoken
to him of a wish to enter tte Christian minis-
try." "It is, sh-," I stammered out, "the
great object of my desire ; though the effort

costs me very much,- 1 am never so happy as

when I am engaged in the religious services of
the Sunday-school, and I look back on those
scenes wth feelings of unmingled satisfaction."
" Well, I don't know whether I should encou-
rage you or not to indulge that \vish ; but I

shall be glad to aid you with my advice, and to
lend you books suitable for your studies." With
these words, Mr. Denman retired ; leaving me
in a kind of stupor of delight.

That day my visit to Louisa took place
some hours earlier than usual. I could not
wait till evening. I gave one lesson, and then
hurried away to tell her of Mr. Denman's call.

Not less surprised than myself, she was less

elated. •' How," she asked, " can all this be
brought about? Do you know how much
knowledge you must possess before tliey will

admit you into college. It was only last week
that I was reading in the magazine an account
of what is called ' A Matriculation Examina-
tion,' which, I believe, is an examination
meant to ascertain if a young man is fit for

college. I will go and bring you the book.
Look here," she said ;

*' here it is !" I ran
my eye over it ; and, finding there mention
made of Homer, Euripides, Xenophon, Virgil,

Horace, Caesar, and Euciid, I threw the maga-
zinc down in despair, exclaiming—" You are
right ; it is no use." " No, no," replied Louisa,
" I did not mean that ; I only wished you to
know and feel at once how arduous and long
was the labour 'required. I see no reason why
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you should not try, the effort will do you good.

And now, by-the-bye, are you getting on better

than you were with your Greek?" "Not
much," I answered. " Is there no better master
in the town ?" " Dr. Philips is said to be

superior, but his terms are very higli." " Go, I

beg of you, to Dr. Philips ^t once ; I have a
guinea or two you can liave."

Here was encouragement of the right kind
Such was the aid I have received from my
bosom-friend from my youth till tliese days of

advanced manhood. " Happy he who finds a
virtuous woman, for her price is fur above
riche.s." At tlie period to which this narrative

has arrived, the influence of Louisa over my
character was as good as it was decided.

Louisa was a great reader. Her reading also

was too miscellaneous. Indeed, she was com-
pelled to read what slie could get, or nothing.

But in some way she got the perusal of a few
of our first English classics. A7ith these, in the

time of our alienation, ai|d the time of my ab-

sence in France, she made her elf familiar; so

tiiat when I, on my retuj*n, became acquainted

with her mind, I found her knowledge of Eng-
lish literature far gi-eater than my own. I also

became aware that her mind was both strength-

ened and refined. These discoveries had no
little effect in cementing our intimacy. Witli

hearts equally fond, we now had common
tastes, lieading was a deliglit to both. With
Shakespeare, Milton, Goldsmith, and Bloom-
field, Louisa was well acquainted ; and to them
she was the first to direct my attention. At
the time England had great poets—Byron,

Wordsworth, Southey, Moore. Alas ! they are

gone, and have left no successors. Only in

Tennyson can I at least find any one in these

days fit to be put in a line with those great

names. Their writings, however, were con-

stantly in our hands. Louisa procured and I

read them, for her disposable money was larger

tlian mine. I read the best contemporaneous
productions of tlie press aloud to Louisa as she

sat at her work. Her ordinary spot, too, was a

small out-house. This out-house was in the

midst of a well-kept garden, filled with vege-

tables and flowers. Special mention must I

make of several vine-trees, which, being care-

fully tended, bore good fruit, and added much
to the beauty of the garden and the comforts

of the house. These two humble apartments

—

that in which I studied, and that in which
Louisa sewed—have, with me, a perennial

charm. jNIany of the happiest hours of my life

were spent in them.
Before the lapse of many days I was under

the tuition of Dr. Philips. His scholarship and
his method of teaching were superior to any I

had had experience of; yet, in looking back
from my present position, I see that they were
both very defective ; and a review ofmy early

teachers foi'ces on me the conviction, that

school-education was in my youth in a very

backward condition. I am afraid that in

quality it would not now endure an intelligent

scrutiny.

. With the aid of a mathematical master, and
the ardour of my desires, I found myself, in

eighteen months, (eighteen delightful months,
for an hour every evening almost was spent by
Louisa's side,) nearly ready, as I hoped, for

college. Mr. Denman was good enough to give

me a kind of parliamentary examination, and
after it pronounced the judgment, that by Octo-

ber (it was then May) I might hope to be pre-

pared. Meanwhile he would, he intimated,

apply for a scholarship of £45 a year, which
he believed was in the gift of a friend. With
redoubled zeal I returned to my books. The
severer studies I now began to find agreeable.

The reading of Shakespeare paved the way
for my relishing Sophocles, and ililton made
me sensible to the beauties of Homer. For
mathematics I had no taste ; yet I have some-
times thought I sliould liave liked them, had
they been well taught to me. As it was, I made
no proficiency in them before I entered the

university ; and when at length I got there, I

had so much to do in classics and general

literature, for which I had an aptitude and a
liking, and tlie professor of mathematics made
such rapid strides, and went over so much
ground, that I was soon left fairly behind, and
ere long gave up lines, symbols, and figures in

despair.

My prospects, however, suffered obcuration.

Mr. Denham sent for me one day, and told me
that he had failed in his application. " Tliere,"

he said, "is the letter; I did not like to give it

to you, but I wished you to gee that I liave

done my best." Of that, I rejjlied, I had no
doubt, and did not require any evidence what-
ever. " Nevertheless," rejoinejj the good man,
" this is an affair whiclx affects your whole
earthly career, read the letter ; I am sorry for

your disappointment, I am more grieved at the

reason assigned for the refusal ; but read tlie

letter. It ran as follows :

—

"London, Sept. 0, 1819.

"Dear Sir,—I cannot alter my determination.

I am sorry for it. I should be glad to oblige

you and my old acquaintance, the Honourable
Captain Spencer ; Lut having consulted two or

three friends, I really don't feel at liberty to

grant the bursary to a member of a -family

whose father I anx credibly informed is an ac-

tive radical.— Yours, ever, J. M."
" Never mind,'' said Louisa, Avlien in tlie

evening I communicated to her the sad intelli-

gence ; "nevermind, you have got the know-
ledge necessary for admission, if you have not

the money, and the knowledge will bring

money, or enable you to do without it."

" No," I rejoined, " I cannot, out of my small

earnings, save moneyenough to take me through

a university course of study.'' " 1 did not mean
that, but merely that the effort has been a good
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one, for it has increased your knowledge ten-

fold, and HO given you a command over your-

self, if not also over the means both of uselul-

ne&s and subsistence." " You are right," I said,

and 1 wont despair." ** Despair I Xo ! how
incomparably superior is your condition now to

what it was when I saw you coming out of

"The Three Kgeons." "Yes," added I, "or
when 1 left you for France."

A few days afterwards I Avas again favoui-ed

by a visit from 2Ir. Duiiman. He came, he

said, to repeat his ai^suraiicj of the deep regret

he felt at the iisue of his efforts. A long con-

versation ensued. We firat spoke on literary

topic;?, and I received much useful information.

By degrees our thoughts turned to reIigio:i. I

had many difficulties; these I proix)unded, and
solutions were offered. I was sjjeci ally gratified

with the pure spiritual thoughts and affections

to which Mr. Denman gave utterance, and with

the elevated picture which, in the simplest

terms, he drew of the cliaracter and functions

of the Christian minister. At jjarting he gave
mc his blessing, adding, that he was sure God
would direct my course for the lx;st.

Part of my time each evening was passed in

talking over with Louisa the events of the day.

These events were generally inconsiderable,

only that on 3Ionday evenings they often as-

sumed a higher cliaracter, as the public services

of the preceding day formed the chief topic.

This evening's conversation, however, is to me
for ever memorable. The repetition to Louisa,

of what Mr. Denman had said, brought up the

subject of the Christian ministry, and elicited

from us botli the distinct declaration—never

before put into words, and but dimly enter-

tained in thoyght—that, before all things, we
should hke to be devoted to the duties of the

Christian ministry. "Wonder not, reader, that

I include my wife in the description. A good
ministers wife is, indeed, Ids "better half;"

and, in the highest sense of the tenn, mine has
been a good minister's mfe.

Weeks, months went on, finding and leaving

me engaged partly in learning, partly in teach-

ing. Thus nearly a year passed—a year not

without profit, still less without pleasure, for I

was near Louisa, and I had reason to hope tliat

my character was improving. One day I re-

ceived an invitation from Mr. Denman to dine

with him, accompanied by a request that I

would bring Miss Baxter with me. To so kind
an invitation thtre was but one answer. In
the evening, after tea, 3Ir. Denman took me
into his librarj-. '• Would you," he said, " lik^

to become a minister of Christ i"" " It is,'' I

replied, " my great aun." " I thought as much,"
added the truly reverend man ; and I tliink

you w uld juake a useful minister. I lite

3Iiss Baxter, t^x>, veiy well. The only dilKculty

is the funds. I have, however, resolved to ad-
vance you twenty jx)unds a year. ^Vnother
sum of the same amount you may make iu

G!a.-gow (thither I tliink you should go) by
teaching. The session lasts little more than
six months. "^Tien you return home here, you
can resume your teaching, and probably add a
little to your means by ol&ciating as a supply
for ministers who may be sick or absent, and
this will be an excellent exercise in Uie way of
preparing for the pulpit yourself"

I was overjoyed at these words ; any pros-

pect of effecting my gi-eat purpose was delight-

ful. In the warmest terms I expressed my
gratitude ; and there, in the shades of the even-
ing twilight, the good man taking me by the
ban 1, consecrated me to the work of the minis-

try in a few most impressive words of prayer.

I have not time now to give an account of
the details of my college course of study. But
I must not omit that during it I formed my
first acquaintance A\ith German—a tongue
which is full of the highest treasures of know-
ledge, and to which, both for pleasure and use,

my obligations are immeasurable.
My " struggles for light" are over. Arrived

at a justly-celebrated university, I am at the
fountain-head of knowledge. Henceforth tlie

material* for self-culture and usefulness will be
! enjoyed by me in rich abundance.
' Keader, you have now perused a true storj'.

Despair not, therefore ; you, too, may struggle
for light successfully. J.

A GOOD NAME.

" A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches, and loving favour rather than line -jj

Children choose it, Love and cherish.

Don't refuse it

;

Weep and nourish ;

'Ti? a precious diadem : 'Tis more precious far than gold ;

Highly prize it, Watch and guard it,

Don't despise it

;

Don't discard it

;

^ou will need it when you'tc racn. You will need it when you're old.
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parlia:mentary sketches.

LORD JOHN RUSSELL.
(Concludedfr

Hia Lordship, as \ve have seen, returned
to Parliament in 1819—a year distmguishcd
for much political excitement and fears of
social disruption, arising from many causes,

of which tlie Manchester Massacre and
Peel's Cm-rency Bill were regarded as two
ominous indications in their respective

fashions. With a courage which has fre-

quently distinguished him since, and which
he has sometimes carried to tlie verge of

rashness on the one hand and of supercili-

ousness on the other, Lord John chose that

year for the introduction of a scheme of
Parliamentary Reform, which, though ex-

ceedingly moderate compared with the

subsequent plan lie brought forward, was
regarded as very sweeping and startliug at

the time. But he succeeded to the extent
of inducing Lord Castlereagh to consent
to the disfranchisement of Gi-ampound,
whose corruptions were so nionstrons, as

proved before a committee of the House,
that they liave remained a proverb of elec-

j

toral profligacy, or ratlicr of members' in-
j

famy (for tliere were no electors^, to this

day. Castlereagh, liowever, declined to
|

disfranchise any other of the boroughs
j

Tt'hich Lord John showed to be equally de-

!

based ; and still less did the Minister ac-
j

quiesce in the proposition to extend to the
j

large towns the privilege of which those

miserable little rotten boroughs had sliown
{

themselves wholly unworthy. Einbold-
j

ened by liis partial success within doors,
'

and the encoui'agement througliout the I

country consequent on these elForts, his
j

Lordship introduced, the following year,

'

when he sat for Huntingdon, a oill to
J

transfer to Leeds the franchise of which
j

Grampound had been deprived ; but so I

alien to the spirit of the measure were the
araendnients engrafted upon it by tlie

Tory Treasury-bencli, and by a dominant I

majority at their beck, that Lord John
i

abandoned it ; whereupon ISIr. Stuart
j

Wortley, the present Lord ^^'harnclifFe,
'

tpftk it up, and carried it througli the
j

House of Commons. On being sent to the i

other House, instead of Leeds being on-
j

francliised, it was arranged that there
|

should be two members added to the i

county of York, so as to give tlie landed i

interest, as it was thought, a prepon.der-

1

ance over the mercantile, in tlie slight
I

concession which the House of Landlords
]

fomid themselves compelled to yield to the
j

rising voice of tlie nation.

om oicr last.)

When next Lord John Russell brought
forward the question of Reform, which he
did the following year, 1822, it was not in

a series of resolutions such as those with
which he prefaced his motion for the dis-

franchisement of certain obscure and dis-

reputable boroughs, but in the form of a
simple resolution aflirming that the state

of the representation required the serious

consideration of the House. It was on
this occasion that he made the first spec'ch

Vihich assured liis friends that he had the

capacity for practical statesmanship suited

to the wants of tlie times, and not merely
an aptitude for theoretical generalizing on
the comparative merits of ideal constitu-

tions. It was one of that class of speeches
witli v.'hich later and more energetic re-

formers have since familiarized us, being
an argumentative and fact-laden exposi-

tion of that increased national intelligence,

wealth, and self-respect among the masses
and tlie middle-classes, on which he ground-
ed his deductions not only as to the expe-

diency, but likev.'ise as to the abstract jus-

tice, of an extension of popular rights. It

was considered a great proof of the grow-
ing spirit of reform in the House, that he
was able to muster 164 supporters of his

then very moderate views, against 210 op-

ponents— a ratio which so alarmed the
government and friends of the old order of

tilings, that when the same motion was re-

newed the year after it was rejected hy
280, though the Liberals, nevertheless,

were reinforced by five additional votes,

making in all Ki'J—a very powerful mino-
rity at the time, especially considering the
high intellectual character of many, and
the transcendant debating capabilities of
several, among them.

Tlie year 1821 was unfavourable for the
resumption of a prospective poIic3', tlie

country being too much absorbed in the
luirsuit of that ideal pecuniary prosperity
which came to so rampant and fatal a head
towards the end of 1825; just as we have
witnessed in corresponding years a quarter
of century later, in our railway exultation
and disasters. During the two sessions

last spoken of a motion against the French
occupation of Spain, and the incidental
support of all moderate measures of im-

provement constitute his parliamentary
services; and in renewing his struggle for

parliamcntarj' reform in 182G he was sup^

ported only by 123 votes, the apathy on the
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snbject being such that even its opponents
did not thinli it necessary to ji-ssemble in

greater numbers than 247. One trivial

advantage li6 gained during this session

was an extension of the time for petition-

ing in cases of general bribery alleged
against a borougli, liis resolutions to that
effect being affirmed by the casting vote of
the speaker, Manners Sutton, afterwards
first Lord Canterburj', and an inveterate
Tory on all occasions but this. In the

corn debates of 182f), Lord Jolni cautiously
expressed himself favourable to a consi-

deration of the expediency of amending
the laws affecting the price of the prime
necessary of life; and this very limited
tendency to free trade cost him his seat for

Huntingdon, in the general election of that

year, and compelled him to obtain entrance
into Parliament for the smalllrish borough
of Bandon Bridge.
The position of parties in 1827 v.'as one

of extreme complexity and almost un-
equalled importance. Canning had come
into office chiefly by the aid of the liberals,

to whom he haa been opposed all his life,

the seccders from his cabinet being headed
by Wellington and Peel, as leaders of the
reactionary Conservatives. In this state

of affairs, Lord John Russell wisely
declined pressing forwrird parliamentary
reform, because to have done .^o would
have brought the new minister into ine-

vitable collision with the Progi-essives

;

a5i<l partly, because, also, as he himself
stated, the Whig party and the country at

large had become indifferent to the ques-
tion, attention being concentrated on the
personal difficulties of the head of the Ca-
l>inet, whose death the same year opened
the way to the Duke and Sir Robert, and
consequently the reform predilections of
the nation, kept in abeyance out of consi-

deration to Canning, were once more given
vent to. The first result of this was the tri-

umph of Lord John Russell's motion for

a repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts,
when a majority of 2*.57 to V.ti broke down
tlic impediments to the political and reli-

gious equality of the Dissenters of the
empire ; for Oovernmcnt made no further
opposition to his Lordship's bill after such
an expression on the question of its intro-

duction into the lower house.
In the year following the cause of reli-

gions liberty was secured a fart|ier and
most momentous triumph in the iOmanci-
pationof the Roman Catholics—a triumph
enhanced by the fact of its authors being
the very men whose hostility to it had
kept the empire in a state of incessant
turmoil as long as they Iiad been in poli-

tical life—the men who had been borne
into power on the prlu'-iple of opposing the

claims they now officially sanctioned, and
ratified. It is perhaps here worth while,

from the parallel it offers to a more recent
act of the same individual, to record that

at the close of the final debate following
his introduction of the bill. Sir Robert
(then Mr.) Peel remarked—" One parting
word, and I have done. I have received
in the speech of my noble friend, the
member for Donegal, testimonies of appro-
bation which arc grateful to my soul; and
they have been liberally awarded to me
by gentlemen on the other side of the
house in a manner which docs honour to

the forbearance of partv amongst us. They
have, however, one and all, awarded me a
credit which I do not deserve for settling

this question. The credit belongs to others

and not to me : it belongs to ]Vlr. Fox, to

Mr. Grattan, to Mr. Plunket, to the gen-
tlemen opposite, and to an illustrious and
right honourable friend of mine (Caiming)
who is now no more. By their efforts, in

spite of my opposition, it has i)roved vic-

torious.''

In the year 183<) Lord John supported
the introduction of a bill for the emancipa-
tion of the Jews, one division in the Lower
House appearing to give every promise of
the removal of a stigma on the charity and
justice of this country, though twenty
years later leave the odium onlj' now on
the eve of being swept away—for, beyond
question, the admission of our Hebrew
fellow-men to the rights and privileges of
British citizens will constitute one of tho
most remarkable incidents in 18ol, memo-
rable as that year will doubtless be in

many otlier respects. The rejection of the
bill on a second division failed to awaken
any very keen feeling at the time among
the Liberals, chiefly owing to the fast ap-

proachin<^ crisis in the question of Reform,
and which was being precipitated with in-

creasing celerity by the debates on the bill

for transferring the franchise from East
Retford to Birmingham— proposed and
very ably conducted by Mr. Tennyson
D'h^yncourt^ the present member for Lam-
beth, but whose subsequent performances
have not exactly kept pace with the ex-

pectations his early conduct gave rise to.

Reform, in various shapes, found constant
utterance in the House of Commons in

182t)-iJ0, the motion, for instance, of Mr.
O'Connell, for triennial parliaments, ballot,

and universal suffrage, being opposed by
Lord John, whose own motion, of a much
less sweeping character, was rejected
immediately after by 2l'.i to 117 votes. But
the debates on these motions, the constant
discussion out of doors, and above all, tho
effect of the French revolution, created a
demand for reform which swept all who
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resisted it away; and Lord John found
himself in office in November 1830, a
member of a government pledged to carry
the principle he had so long contended for,

and, though not in the Cabinet, entrusted

with the conduct of the question in the

lower house. We need not recount the

history of the immortal measure of 1831

—

for such it is, and such it deserves to be,

despite all its short-comings, and, what is

ninch worse, despite all the unwillingness
of its author to follow it to its legitimate

end by further continuous improvements
subsequently. In the year following the

admission of so many thousands of his

fellow-countrymen to the exercise of a
voice in their own government for the first

time, he was returned for the county of

Devon ; and then, though still retaining the
comparatively humble office of Paymaster
of the Forces, took his seat in the Cabinet
of Earl Grey's Ministi-y, which fell to

i;)ieces in 1834, because of certain intestinal

dissentions on Mr. (now Sir George)
Wai'd's motion on the Irish Church.
The readers of our previous Sketches of

cotemporaries and colleagues of Lord John
need not be again told of the mutations that

followed upon this derangement ; how Earl
Grey and Brougham, Stanley, Graham, the

Duke of Richmond, and others of the Con-
servative Whigs seceded ; and how a more
liberal infusion took place under the pre-

miership of Lord Melbourne, whose sway,
however, was brought to a very abrupt
termination, by the death of his Cliancellor

of the Exchequer and leader of the House
of Commons, Lord Althorp ; of which
occurrence the King took advantage, and
reinstated a Tory ministry, under the Duke
and Sir Robert. The leadership of a very
motley and somewhat wayward and self-

contradictory opposition now devolved on
Lord John, who acquitted himself with a
mingled dexterity and impressiveness that

render the year 1835 probably the most
complimentary and creditable to him of

any in liis public life. After repeatedly
defeating Sir Robert Peel, in a house
chosen by the right honourable baronet
liimself. Lord John, on the 30th of March,
obtained a majority of 33, on his celebrated
motion for applying the surplus revenue of
the Irish Church to the education of the
people ; and two other motions respecting
the settlement of the tithe question on the
same basis, having also been carried by
considerable majorities, Peel had to resign,

and the Melbourne ministi-y was restored.

Lord John led the house in the character
of Home Secretary, which he continued to

till with much respectability for about four
years ; when he was induced to^accept the
seals of the Colonial office, and retiiined

them till the next dissolution of the AVhigs
(we pass over the Bedchamber disruption
of 1^9), when Peel once more took office,

andheldittilll841.
Lord John's acceptance of the Home

Secretaryship having vacated his seat for

Devon, the Tories rallied all their strength,

and defeated his re election, in favour of an
obscure country gentleman, named Parker,
by a majority of 627, when he immediately
came in for Stroud, Colonel (now Major-
General) Fox having resigned for that

purpose. At the dissolution in 1841, he
came in for London, after a very severe
struggle, being the last on the poll of the
successful candidates, and beating Wolver-
ley Attwood by only nine votes, out of up-
wards of 6,200 electors who respectively

came to the hustings. At the last election,

however, he headed all the candidates, the
chief element in his popularity being his

pledge to do for the Jews that which he
had done for the Dissenters and the Roman
Catholics—a pledge which, unfortunately,
remains unfulfilled to the present day ; and
hence the main reason of that decline in the
partiality with which he was, until lately,

regarded by the Liberals of the empire at

large—a decline further accelerated by his

unaccountable torpidity in the cause of the

expanding political necessities of the people
at home, and his still more unaccountable
indifi'erence to the outrage of all his olden
maxims of liberty and fair play towards
British subjects in our dependencies ; say-

ing nothing of the countenance his apathy
has given to the adherents of foreign de-

spotism. However, we are quite willing to

afford his lordship now the benefit of an in

dulgence he once claimed before, for the

comparative stagnation of national feeling

as regards politics, whether party or purely
public ; and we are disposed to hope, for

the sake of old reminiscences, that if the

people again lacked a leader, he would
not hesitate to become such, against un
constitutional assailants of popular rights,

however unwilling or unfitted lie may be

to carry those rights to their just and essen-

tial democratic vindication.

What may be his lordship's opinions and
designs in respect to political advancement
are, however, of much less moment, at

present, than those he holds in respect to

the abatement of expenditure ia the ma-
chinery of Government; and we are happy
in being able to append to this notice a

condensed summary of the principal points

in his testimony before the Secret Commit
tee on Official Salaries, that have beep

sitting the greater part of the session

last past, and who have just published

the minutes of the evidence. Lord John
stated at considerable length the ground*
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for forming the opinion that no reduc-
tion could be made in the number of

offices held by members of either House of

Parliament. Combinations of offices have
sometimes taken place ; for instance, the

office of Master of the Mint has been held
occasionally in conjunction with other of-

fices. The office of Paymaster of the Forces
has always been held separately; there

used to be two Paymasters; he joined the
office, in the last recommendation which he
made to the Crown, with the office of Vice-
President of the Board of Trade ; but it

would be just as convenient that the Pay-
master of the Forces should hold that office

only, and that the Master of the Mint should
be Vice-President of the Board of Trade.
He urged objections to combining every office

m which there is not much to do with ano-
ther with a good deal of business ; and ad-

duced grounds for forming the opinion that

a salary of £2,000 a year is not too much
for any of these offices, although they ixiay

be lightly worked. He gave instances that

many persons, even those who had held
office for many years, have suffered very
materially in their private fortune from
holding office, but he nevertheless had a
decided objection to paying members of

Parliament. It was his opinion that the
scale of our salaries is not at all higher than
the scale of salaries in the French Govern-
ment during Louis Philippe's reign ; and he
gave evidence showing that the present in-

come of the First Lord of the Treasury is

smaller than it has been for a great number
of years. In former times the office of
First Lord was combined with that of Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer or some other office,

and consequently the income was much
larger. Formerly, also, the persons holding
high offices were in the enjoyment of large
fees of office. But looking at the business
that now devolves upon the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, it is most probable that the
circumstance of the same person holding
the two offices of First Lord and Chancellor
of the Exchequer will rarely occur ; though
still the two offices are not incompatible.
He contended that even if the salaries of
the chief officers of State were reduced
£1,000 or £2,000 a year, no great amount
of money would be saved, unless corres-
ponding reductions were made throughout
all the departments. He admitted the prac-
ticability of making reductions throughout
the departments from time to time; and
stated the reductions which have been lately

made ; and instanced the Home-office. The
present emolument of those who do but
efficient service could not, with advantage
to the public, be reduced. He did not co-
incide with the evidence of Lord Durham,
in 1833. in which he gave his opinion that

the office of Lord Privy Seal should be held
without a salary ; and maintained the ex-
pediency, and even necessity under our
form of Government, of having various
Government offices, although they may be
lightly v-orked, in order that the Ministry
of the day may have the support of the
parties holding them in ParliartJent. Point-
ing out the difficulty of making an estimate
of the amount of patronage at the disposal
of the First Lord of the Treasury in this

country, he said, there is a vast deal of pat-
ronage of various kinds, and it is a very re-

sponsible part of the duties of the office to

dispose of it. He could hardly say how far

the patronage might be considered as any
share of the remuneration of the office of
Prime Minister, but, as a question of prin-

ciple, the salaries of public officers given in

consideration of personal services, should
not be regulated with reference to the pa-
tronage attached to those offices ; the Prime
Minister receives no pecuniary benefit per-
sonally from the patronage. Supposing the
office of Lord Lieutenant of Ireland should
be abolished, his Lordship would propose
no other scale of salaries than the scale

adopted for the three Secretaries of State

and their Under-Secretaries ; the saving in

point of money from the change would be
about £10,000 a year. If the office of

Comptroller-General of the Exchequer is to

be kept up, the salary of £2,000 a year is not
too much for the office, and his feeling is cer-

tainly in favour of keeping it up. He does
not know that any great reductions could
be made in the diplomatic service ; reduc-
tions might perhaps be made from time to

time ; these questions depend very much
upon the relations of the country at the

time. There was a considerable reduction
of the consular establishment of this .coun-

try made some years ago. Generally speak-
ing, diplomatic appointments are not made
more with a view to family or personal in-

terest than to the public service, although
there may have been some appointments
that have been objectionable ; there -s con-
siderable difficulty in making these appoint-
ments.
As to the exercise of the patronage of the

Crown with respect to judicial ofticers, he
gave particulars relative to two plans which
at the time were in contemplation for sepa-
rating the political and judicial functions of
the Lord Chancellor, and showed how far,

if any reduction were made in the salaries

of the Chief Judges of the three Superior
Courts in England, any difficulty would
arise in securing persons of the same talent
that we now have to fill these offices. Fix-
ing the salary of the Chief Justice of the
Queen's Bench £8,000, and those of the
Chief Baron and Chief Justice of the Com-
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mon Pleas at £7,000 each, he would not

consider too high for those important offices.

According to the common practice, the At-
torney-General of the day is looked upon as

having a sort of claim to the Chief Justice-

ship of the Common Pleas ; this does not

strictly apply to the other Chief Justiceships.

It is not usual for the Attorney-General to

accept a Puisne Judgeship, though such has

been the case, as in the instance of Mr.
Baron Garrow. It is not necessary for the

office of Puisne Judge that a man should be

at all at the head of the profession in point

of practice. If Parliament should decide

hereafter to separate the judicial from the

political duties of the Lord Chancellor, it

would not be necessary to keep up so many
Vice-Chancellors

.

Such is an outline of the Premier's views
on these important points, the discussion of

wkich will probably form the principal

topic of domestic concernment in the Ses-

sion of 1851.

SHORT HOMILIES BY PARSON FRANK.
No. III.

" Small associations make death terrible, because we know that, parting with this life, we part w ith

their company ; whereas, great thoughts make death less fearful, because we feel that they will be
our companions in all worlds, and link our future to our present being in all ages."

—

Justice
Talpoukd.*
*• Give me a great thought," exclaimed the excellent Herder, when he lay a-dying.

*' Give me a great thought, that I may refresh myself!" "When flesh and heart

were failing, he craved spiritual sustenance, he asked for bread of life, for fragments
that remained, that nothing be lost. He longed for a fresh survey of truth, for the

God of truth was the strength of Herder's heart, and his portion for ever. Now
that the flesh was weak, the spirit Avas willing, and aspired to lofty contemplations ^

of the divine and the durable. Awful was the shadow of death ; but to the great- ^

hearted German, it w^as not altogether dark, nor altogether chilling. He might fear,

^vith the shudder of Nature's anxiety, as he entered into the cloud, but he knew
that many a cloud, and he believed that this one, canopied a mount of Transfigura

tion. He felt with Bayley's Festus—
" I do not fear to die, for though I change
The mode of being, I shall ever be.

World after world will fall at my right hand

;

The glorious future be the past despised ;

All that now seemeth bright will soon grow dim,

And darker grow, like earth, as we approach it,

While I shall stand upon yon heaven which now
Hangs over me." t

Herder had cherished great thoughts, and the value of them was vividly before his

eyes at the hour of nature's extremity. His life had been a course of loving obe
dience to the wise counsel, " Practise thy spirit to great thoughts and things, that

thou mayest start, when here, from vantage ground." Hence his thii'st for refresh-

ment of this kind. Or ever the silver cord was loosed, he wovdd link to it another

rich gem of thought. Or ever the golden bowl was broken, or the pitcher broken
at the fountain, he would quaff a draught of living water. He would lay a yet

lirmer hold on eternity, ere time had pealed its last strokes /o?- Mm. Quitting men,
he would have great thoughts on man. On the brink of the grave, he would enjoy

afresh the vision and facility divine. In the valley of the shadow of death he would
lean on a rod and staff of comfort, and find, even there, green pastures and still \l

waters. Even there could he sav, " Give me a great thought, that I may rcfresli ^
myself!" '

' ^
'

1^"

The poet complains, " Yet millions never think a noble thought." Therefore tS ^

them earth is dull, and heaven a falsehood. The present barely distinguishes tlieni

from from the beasts of the field, and for the future, they think as little as the fowlfi

of the air. They migJit be fellows with angels in the many mansions of heavenly

lOU

I

"Hai

It re

Final memorials of Charles Lamb. t Philip J. Bayley. \ Ijejj,

Tie
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salities ; but as it is, they crouch with beasts that perish, like doAvncast misery in

rish cabins. The light in them becomes darkness, and how great is that darluiess !

hey have no sympathy ^N'ith the grand resolve, "I will live through the glorious

ay-time of truth, not carelessly, but with attention ; and what I now see of the
lory of human existance, I will carry ^vith me as a bright reminiscence to illumine
le dark lowering of my latter end." *

Men and brethren ! foster this resolve in yourselves, and commend it to others.

. great deal of ru^t that has accumulated upon our souls, and eaten into them as

3th a canker, need not be there, but may be got rid of ; and the sooner the better,

le sooner the easier. But how can I turn my heavy intellects to account r asks
le unlearned. Why, surely, good friend, you have heard of the old adage,
A\Tiere there's a will there's a way." And methinks your " heavy intellects

"

e hardly brisk enough to disprove that. A celebrated American observes, " It is

ked how can labourers find time for self-culture ? I answer, an earnest purpose
ids time, or makes time. It has often been remarked, that they who have most
-ne at their disposal, profit by it least."f " The path to perfection is difficult to

en in every lot. But difficulties are meant to rouse, not discourage. The human
irit is to grow strong by conflict Hardships, when God sends them, are noble
cans of self-culture.

Great thoughts are to be had by every diligent seeker. And whoso lives with-
.t them, is a traitor to his better nature ; he is dead while he liveth. While
ere is bread enough, and to spare, at his Father's house, Ae, forsooth, revels on
Lsks that the swine do eat ! He might be a type and example of Emerson's
lal, M.\_x Thixkixg ; whereas he is only what Carlyle calls " a patent digester of
much animal and vegetable food ; one whose great thoughts never soar higher
an a hot dinner o' Sundays, or a pipe and pot in the tap-room o' nights. One
uld verily weop at such pictures of stagnant power, undeveloped excellence, im-
uted virtue, stifled genius. What so many thousands might be, contrasted with
lat they are ! When shaU we see the last of Esau selling his birthright for a
jss of pottage ? Truly there are demoniacal possessions still, and the Gin-fiend is

out the worst of them. To him how many a soul is given over, bound hand and
)t!

And yet that soul might be reaping magnificent harvests of light and love. For
ly, as an eloquent writer asks,J '* why should the soul ever repose r God, its

nciple, reposes never. While we speak, new worlds are sparkling forth ; suns
} throwing off their nebulaj ; nebidse are hardening into worlds. The Almighty
)ves His existence by creating. Think you that Plato is at rest ? and Shakspeare
ly basking on a sun-cloud ? Labour is the very essence of spirit, as of divinity,

bour is the purgatory of the erring ; it may become the hell of the wicked ; but
jAour is not the less the heaven of the good." 9

BE TRUTH THY GUIDE.
By WiiiLiAM Drew, Ru:h ^lanufacturer, Hackney.

?„

Truth thy guide in early life,

will arm thee 'gainst its warring strife;

>])ey its golden precepts now,
rWill crown with I'eace thy youthful brow.

..: lie Truth thy guide in man}iood''s prime,
'

JTwill shield thee mid the storms of time ;

'hough branded Falsehood dare assail,

<€t the great champion, Truth, prevail.

Be Truth thy guide in hoary age,

'Till thou must leave this earthly stage ;

Elngrave its maxims on thy heart,

Nor from its dictates e'er depart.

Be Truth thy guide—despise it not,

Though mean and scanty be thy lot :

Thus on, through each revolving sphere.

Let Truth thy daily actions steer.

• Jean Paul F. Richter. t Dr. Channing. ^ Buhver Lytton.
The same spirit of lofty speculation su»g«3t8, that " what we call eternity may be but an endless
!« of those transitions, which men call deaths ; abandonment of home after home, ever to fairer

68 and loftier heights. Age after atre, the spirit, that glorious Nomad, may shift its tent, fated

to rest in the dull Elysium of the heathen, but carrying with it evermore its elements—activity

desire."
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METROPOLITAN MEMORANDA.- Xo. II.

THE HOUSE OF LORDS

Admission, and how procured.— The Select and the Profane; the Poixelain and the Del/ of Ifumanitij

What to Observe, and Wlien to i bserveit.—A Wool-gathering on Woolsacks.— Corinthian Chancellors , (.

their Plebeian Progenitors.—Lord keeper Wilde and liis Wife.—Royalty and Commonaltu in Wedlocl
2'he Duke of Sussex, his Spouses, their Dignities, Offspring, Alliances, and Present Position.—A Prin
on the "Literary" Pension List —Her Person, PretenAons, and all about her.—The P.M. and
Daughters- in-Law. Ladies Douro and Charles Wcllesley.—The Duke's Fashionable Foibles.—Landst
Likeness of the Warrior and his Relative.— History of the Portraits, tlieir price, and the probahil (,

the Print being a. profitable impression.—Taking down his Grace.— Tlie Ducal Diamonds and Donn
Flaics in his Family Jeicels.—Errors as to his Economy.—His Income and Expenditure.—Habits in
Household.— Stickling for Threepence on his own 2}rincipie, aud fleeced for i'300 for others' inte>e
Coming down icith the Sp'jni.^h.—Marlborough and Wellington.—Arthur's Heirs, immediate and pros2)ect
and their Consanguinities. —Promised Peculiarities.

Before entering with tlie Duke, the reader
may ask, how is admission attainable ? On an
occasion of tliis natui-e it is all but impossible

to any but the nobility and their immediate
connections, and not easy to many of these

latter ; for the applications being far beyond
tlie capacity of the house, large as it is, to

accommodate those who would wish to be pre-

sent of the higher class, the Lord Chamberlain
is obliged to be cautious iu restricting, in the

first instance, the privilege to all entitled to

it as a matter of right, and then to extend his

courtesy, as circumstances may seem to render
expedient, ilembers of the Upper House, of

course, take precedence of all others ; but they
do not often muster in great numbers at times
like these, both because many of tliem are

tiverse to the trouble of dressing in their

crimson and ermine robes and coronets (which,

by the way, are the rev'Ci"se of becoming, in-

spiring ideas by no means chivalric), and bs*

cause they like to leave all available space for

their female relatives and friends, for the dis-

play of whose charms of nature and art this is

one of the most coveted, because exclusive,

opportunities that can possibly arise, save and
except a coronation. Tlie wives of peers, and
also their daughters, have the sole right of

entree to the narrow galleries running along
each side of the house and at the back of the
throne, a small portion at the farther extremity
of each of these .side galleries being railed off

for the use of such members of the Commons
as may desire to sit there. This advantage
does not seem greatly prized by the possessors,

for there are scarcely three nights in the
session wlien you find lialf-a-dozen M.P.'s

lo.t^

ile

mc

j

mon-place nothings called " a speech from
Throne ;" and where, at the endof a ses.sion,

same functionary returns to assure the raona
' that, let what may have been done or ;

undone, the supplies at all events have b'^i
granted.

The space commonly called " below the ba
is capable of affording tolerably convetii

standing room for the couple of hundred
wliom it is theoretically intended at a perfco'

like tlie present ; and none others, or at lepw

very few indeed, are then admitted. At oi

naiy times access here is not difficult, aln; ^V.

any person assuming to have any concert

the business that may be going on, or i

business with a peer, being admissible ; o
member of the Lower House may pass

in ; but all these poHaibiliijes are caating
on the fact of thei-e being no groat pressi

occasiojied b'y large attendance of the meml
of the commons ; otherwise the officers st

upon the strict letter of their instructions,

exclude all who are not privileged—that is

but members of the Lower House, i)eers' s(

and ladies with orders from the Usher of

Black Rod, Sir Augustus Clifford, for the si

in the neighbourhood of the bar. Admissfcfela,

to the strangers' gallery is procured by iUtiii

order from a peer, just as in the case of

Commons, no peer refusing a respects

applicant, either personally or by writing ;

if )'0u are too timid yoimself to ask for <

there are few members of the Lower H(|

with whom you may have any acquaint!

who will hesitate to assist for once in a v^j

for th.y have only to ask the Black 1

already named, or his deputy, Mr. Pulmari

*e«t'i

tilt

tlu

there, those gentry being generally content to
I
in fact, any officers of the house, and the ttptt

snatch instalments of hereditary eloquence
and wisdom while standing about the bar,

which spot, propei'ly so called, is that whence
lawyers address the lords in their judicial

capacity, where vritnesses are examined, and
culprits are arraigned. It is also the spot

where the Speaker, with the "faithful Com-
mons," assemble at the beginning of a session

to liear that '* organized hypocrisy " of com-

is done. During the recess, or during

session, for Saturdays, an order for twj
granted on the application of any tolertl

well-dressed person on "Wednesday, ati
office of the Lord Great Chamberlain, betnl

ten and four; but a much better tim«f

seeing the house, and under far more adjj

tageous circumstances (though still veryf

ferior to a full evening sitting), is duringj
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hearing of appeals before the Lord Chancellor,

on 3Iondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays, during

the session, when the public are admitted free.

Then, too, if you be at all of a philosophic

turn of mini, you may find leisure and incen-

tive to speculate on that strange and anomalous
provision in our aristocratic constitution, whicli

places on the woolsack, at the liead of all the

lipreditary magnates of the land, and next but

Olio in precedence of the blood-royal itself, a

M !ii who almost always springs from the ranks

the people, or at least has most frequently

lie so in our time, and \vithin living memory,
/o no further back. The Thurlows, Erskines,

. i.yiidimrsts,andBroughams,were all plebeians.

st Nay, tlie humblest and tlie meanest of any was
ie who afterwards, for upwards of a whole

jflt
generation, remained the eulogist and champion

^1 >f whatever was most odious in oligarcliical

:/m lauteur and intolerance, whatever was most ob-

rjioxious to popular sentiment and inimical to

-tnjopular rights.— the long-time unsuccessful

n<\ neglected John Scott, afterwards the ter-

le Lord Eldon. And nov/ we have the

...uinble ex-attorney, whose excessive demo-
.V,] ratic utterances were long his principal i-ecom-

T#fl lendation to notoriety, 3Ir. Wilde, transmuted

rifitoLord High Chancellor Truro, Keeper of
. - '<• Conscience to his "right trusty and right

li-beloved cousin," the Queen, whose cousin

acle Sussex's daughter) he married, after

Ailing to prove that her consanguinity to the

lonarch was as legitimate as it ought to bs.

1 he papers have lately been full of moraliz-

-'s on the astonishing vicissitudes in the
• er of Louis Philippe, and the singular re-

it.s that occurred from seemingly simple

11 res in his life; but it would be diflicult to

Hie anything more unforeseen, moreojjposed
tlic ordinai-y anticipations and inductions of

a of the world, than that ^Ir. Thomas
ilde, once a solicitor of not particularly en-

ble repute in the profession, should become
;
iiisel against a King of England in behalf

that King's wife, and afterwards the husband
.^ one of that Iving's nieces (Mdlle. D'Este, or

.^^ incess D'E.<te, as he considers she ought to

;^,. called), and first legal adviser of another
.',, 3ce, the occupant of the Throne. Here let

. II observe that 3Dss D'Este that was, Lady
., uro that is, had fully arrived at years of
- 'cretion before she became enamoured of her

j
ergetic advocate, who had himself long de-

nded into the vale of years, ere he made his

ent his better half, lier history is scarcely

8 singular than that of her husband. Her
lier, the"late TftikQ of Sussex, endeavoured
tually to bastardize her and her brother,

1. L)'Eate, first, by repudiating his nuptials

;h Lady Augusta Murray, at Home, and

^ J ich alliance was also illegal, because of the
' "Jyal Marriage Act, which forbade any of the

^^ mediate relations of George III. to wed with

2 t the aanctiou of the King and Parliament

;

and, secondly, because of his connection, of a
similar kind to the other, with Lady Cecilia

Underwood (formerly ifrs. Buggins), for whom
he procured her jjresent title of Duchess of
Inveme.sse, with an allowance from the taxea

to support the dignity. On the death of His
Royal Highness, Mr. Serjeant Wilde undertook
to prosecute the claims of his two children to

be recognised as members of the Royal Family,

and, of course, to be pensioned accordingly

;

but failing in that, owing to the interpretation

the Upper House put upon the Royal Maniage
Act just referred to, he obtained from the

Whigs a grant of £500 a year for the lady, from
the Royal Literary (!) Tension Fund ; then

another grant, of the same amount, from the

same source, which is supposed to be conse-

crated to the reward of purely intellectual

merit; and then, within a fortnight of his own
elevation to the bench, a.s Chief Justice of the

Common Pleas, with £8,000 a year salary, he,

one of the most prosperous pleaders at the bar,

and exceedingly wealtliy, married Mademoiselle,

who continues to receive her £1,000 a year

Literary Pension, " in consideration other just

claims on the royal beneficence !
" Wliat those

claims are, and why they should l3e provided

for from the miserable £1,200 a year set apart

for the use of authors and men of science and
learning, whose labours have been an honour
and a benefit to their country, it is difl^icult to

imagine. However, let us not unduly blame
the lady, who, doubtless, acted under the best

pos^^ible advice ; and who'll saythat they would
not " do the same thing, were they in the same
place" as the fair one ? By the way, she is a
brown one, and very handsome, considering her

time of life, now over fifty, being a fme Roman-
peasant-looking woman—the bean ideal of a
Gipsy queen, ifwe may say so without offence

;

or, perhaps, it will assist to render her appear-

ance more familiar to the mind's eye, if we say

that she gi-eatly resembles the portraits (which

every one must have seen who have not seen

the original) of Alboni, making the necessary

allowance for the difference in the age of the

famous Italian vocalist and that of the Italian-

ized-Anglo spouse of the Lord High Chancellor

of England.
Some resemblance, too, does she bear to a

far handsomer brunette, the Marchioness of

Douro, whom we should have, perhaps, intro-

duced in the first line of this paper, inasmuch
as she leans on the arm of the Duke of Welling-
ton, whom we left last week entering the House
of Lords; while on the other arm leans another
daughter-in-law. Lady Charles Wellesley, the

mother of the future inheritor of the immortal
title. The Marchioness is the favourite with the
Field ^larshal. Go where he will, she accom-
panies him— to the court, the opera, the chapel
royal, balls, routes, and all such places, of which
his Grace is a prodigious frequenter. Scarcely

any calamity, the death of a C(41eague, like
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Peel, or of a private secretary (still later) like

Mr. Arbuthnot ; or of still nearer friends, his

brothers Cowley and Momington, for instance,

8ufl&ce to keep him from a weddin.; or a

christening; at all of the very high ones iu very

high life, he seems an essential part of the

ceremony. This constant association of the

duke and his daughter-in-law has been made the

subject of the principal, or at least the most
popular picture in the present year's exliibition

at the Royal Academy—that of Landseer— in

which his Grace is depicted as pointing out, on
the field of Waterloo, to his beautiful relative,

the site of the varied incidents of that terrible

day when he revolutionized a world, five years

before she was bom. The picture has been
purchased for no less a sum than 3,000 guineas,

by a print-seller, with a view, of course, to be
engraved ; and though the outlay, in a busi-

ness point of view, may prove judicious, it is

most preposterous in an artistic sense, for the

work is positively unfinished at the present

moment. Lands*eer had it for some two or

three years in liis studio, waiting to obtain

sittings from the Duke, and wliich he did not

obtain, not because of his Grace's unwilling-

ness, for the F.M. is exceedingly accessible for

all such purposes, but because the number of

his own engagements, jomed perhaps to a

consciouiness that the work was not really

what it ought to be, rendered him indifferent.

At last he was over-persuaded to send it this

year, which he did, finishing off the portraits

Imn-iedly, as he best could; but bad was that

hest. It is, of course, impossible not to make
a likeness of the Duke, draw him how you
will : but this is not at all a characteristic one,

'lacing both too young and too large.
'

, And here wc may remark that the latter is

"'9, fault into which almost every artist who has

ever painted the Duke has fallen. To judge

by the portraits, whether paintings or en-

gravings, you would fancy his Grace full six

feet at the least ; whereas lie is in reality

scarcely of middle stature, making every

allowance for the stoop in the shoulders

consequent upon old age. He is not an inch

taller than his late brother, the Marquis of

Wellesley, who was hardly of average height

;

and his two sons, Lords Douro and Wellesley,

are still smaller. Landseer, however, makes
him even taller than do other artists; and as he

sits hei'C in this picture on his horse, his stal-

warth legs almost touching the ground, and
' his frame as erect and buoyant as the day he
bestrode the veritable charger Copenhagen,
when he cried, " Up guar. Is and at 'em," he

miglit pass for an officer of the Blues in his

undress, who had never smelt gunpowder,

except in combinations with lavender-water at

a review.

-;.,;. Tlie likeness of the Mai-chioncss, too, alto-

gether fails to do justice to her extraordinary

beauty. The face is much too southern in
'

its aspect (even though she is somewhat ol T
for one of such thorough Saxon lineage as r'

daughter of the Lord of Tweeddale ; nor F
suffused with that pensiveness which lenc f'

its chiefest charm—the result perhaps F
mourning over her childless condition, w P
denies her an heir to the greatest nami ^*

English annals, at least accordmg to the e; *

ing estimate of greatness; and this, t(x ""'

understood to be a source of infinite regre ">«'

the Duke, not only because interrupting ""

direct transmission of his honours, but bee: »>';

he is so greatly attached to the Marchioi *"^

To her, it is said, he presented, on "'

wedding-day. a packet of diamonds of upw 1^

of £70,000 value, of whose existence he >ve

previously unaware, having accidentally fo PS

them in looking through his cabinets. This •'"

tolerable proof certainly of the immensit »»«

the ducal real property; and not, perh «»'

altogether an improbable one either, for •
««"

sidering the prodigious offerings he rece "l*

from all quarters during the last half-a-dt •f'ii

years of his active military life, from his ™1'

triumphant appi-oach towards the Pyrenec >'«fa

his final leave-taking of France, saying notl ^h

of his embassies to Vienna, Verona, and

Petersburg, besides being the recipien

seventeen of the highest foreign orders of

tinction, it is quite possible that evei

enormous a treasure as the one just na

ma)' have escaped his recollection in 1 840.

And if against this supposition be ph

the thrift and frugality of his Grace, it

be answered that considerable misapprel

sion prevails on these points.— True,

Duke has taken more ready-money

money's worth, as his reward, than

fell to the lot of an Englishman who was

a king. What Avith the interest of the

liamentary grants, and his military eni|iliio

raeuts, his £4,000 a yar pension, an e

sum as Coraraander-iu-Chief, &c., his incfoii

from the nation is close on £.')0,000 per ann

and nearly all this for a long serious of ye

his two sons also being in the army. He
never declined an honour of any port, n

farthing attaching to it. This, jomed to

fact of his scarcely ever figuring as a dono

public charities, not even in the terrible fair

that have frequently devastated his com
Ireland, since t)ie peace, have given him

name of being rapacious ; while other cin

stances have led to the belief that he is all

mean in his expenditure. For instance

has been known at the United Service Chi ISj

cause great commotion when charged 1« ftof

instead of Is. 3d., the regulation price for

chop, glass of sherry, and table etceteras,

used to form his frugal meal when he d

there some years ago; and his household

penditure is understood to he administeroi %|

the same scale of prudent precision and *

titude. But this is attributable to his lit
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. uilitaj-y discipline, w hich so long accustomed
; to a riijid iuvcitigation of the Commis-

...•^t, aud to his sense of duty in setting an
-, .\:i!ui>ie a^;iin.--t nselesa profusion and a disre-

- .i: J of tlio liumbk-at details. It is known,
^. lo.vevci*, that while abstaining from the smal-
ti\f6t semblance of ostentation in the shai>e of

w lublic contributions, he has been exceedingly
-n- iberal in Ids ai;sistance in cases of real, and
:; ven of pretended charity ; so much so as to

njAve become a conspicuous dupe of several

in ands of begging-letter impostors. In one
i=tance, not very long ago, he was made a

im to the amount of £300, which he
^. ave to a Iraudulont gang of destitution-

Ik mongers who had made a systematic plunder

)ji
f his credulity, llieu it has recently been

A| roved that he is an excellent landlord to his

]h trathfieldsaye tenantry, affording liberal as-

rt btanco in tlie cultivation of a not very grate-

« il soil ; accepting moderate rents, and not

in Mlicularly energetic in enforcing payment

;

. j
Wle, stranger still, he is most indulgent in the

»t;
i!ei-ajace of transgressions against tiie game-

xh .W/», of wliich he is so zealous a defender, when
yj -tucked in the L'i»i;er House, which is not often,
•»

'
be sure, since the kite Lord King's death. He

rf, Miiinally possesses an estate in Spain, granted !

tQ r liie crown Ibr his services to that crountry ; I

n; it he is careless about the proceeds, and leaves
'

. to the family of an old Peninsular military
}

o^llower of Lis to make the most of it. And !

:TStIy, he retains his domestics and private I

,1 rvants, whether official or otherwise, a verj'
|

ng time about him—the best po.-sible j-roof
|

a free and friendly disposition, and one very
!

,
re amongst jKJople of his stamp—the great

j

„ uke of Marlborough, for example, whose
.{•useliold was a torment to all who lived in it, I

,* id not less on account of his own penurious- I

. ss, that from the tenaagant temper of his
i

.. sen wife, the famous Sarah.
... ^Ul this time, however, the reader is stand-

!

-^ ? on the threshold of the Palace of West- i

. iister. Well, it is in good company, and I

-^ ftt's something, at all events. Before yet we
j

ter with the Duke, let us just premise, by
. ly of companion portrait to our sketch of the

j

,j uxjhiouess of Douro, that her sister-in-law,
i

t] idy C. Wellesley, is exactly of the same
j

,
B, (both being bom in 1820), is the only

- ugliter and heiress of the Right Hon.
|

,^ 31. Pierrepont, brother of Earl Manvers, and i

, sely related to the Marquis of Exeter's •

ijffttly. The eldest of her two son.s, now five I

of age L< named Arthur, after his illus-

trious grandfather, and she seems fully con-
scious of the honour of being mother to such a
child. Though not to be compared in iwint of
personal attraction with the Marchioness, she
is nevertheless fully entitled to the appellation.

[

" good-looldng," both ladies, indeed, possessing

a rather unusually marked superiority in mein
and bearing, as well as in tigure and feature,

• over their husbands, whose appearance is cer-

I tainly alarmingly common-place and insignili-

j
cant, considei-iug the historic halothat surrounds

I

their sire. Neither of them has ever given

{

much evidence of capacity for public life, in any
I form. The JIarquis, at one time, had a sort of
I Waterford reputation as a fast gentleman alx>ut

town, of very loose proi>ensities, and not very
! squeamish ])ractice3 ; and Ids reputation for

j

"smartness" he has kept up by divers .specimens

of electioneering dexterity, both in the old anti-

j

reform bill days, when iic sat for the Suffolk

I
borough of Aldborough, and .-ubscqucutly for

j

the not paiticularly }>ure city of Xon\ich, which
I he has represented lor the last thirteen years,

some of his contests being remarkable for

startling disclosures of venality and profligacy.

Lord Charles, 31.1'. for South Hant.«, who is

considered his father's right-hand man, resides

at Apsley House, whose aftairs he and his wife
superintend; is prudent and decorous; always
votes as he thinks will be most pleasing to tlie

Duke ; and though a thoi-ough tory at heart, in

not averse to such liberalism as coincides witli

the lately-relaxed code of Wellingtonian politi-

cal tactics ; but at tlje same time he never fails

to follow his original instincts, wlien he can
safely do so on "open questions." He ha?
never held any appointment except the small
one of chief equerry and clerk-marshal to

the Queen, which he resigned on the dis-

solution of the Peel ministry in 184(;, and lias

remained a lieutenant-colonel since 1S.37, his

brother, the Marquis, being a full colonel, and
aid-dc-camp to the Commander-in-Chief. The
one brother is forty-two, the other forty-three,

years of age ; botli are cyphers, redeemed from
oblivion only by their relation to such a
father. Hence our reason for this family
minuteness now, which will save repetition

hereafter when we come to speak further of
their patemal's peculiarities in our pencillings

of the peers, in the midst of whose gorgeous
chamber let us now supjiose we stand, pre-

pared to present the reader with a reflex of
persons and things that much concern him
always, and will, we hope,- much interest hint

—in particular—next week.

irpulent persons desirous of regaining their shape should apply to some newspaj>er estab-

imont for tlie office of collector. They will run their fat off long before their station be-
les a sinecure.

—

American Paper.
writer of a love tale, in describing his neroine, sajrs, " Innocence dwells in the rich curls

jtier dark hair 1" We think it would stand a pretty smart chance of being combed mit.
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HOUSEHOLD econo:my. r
Lettek. XXI. M

Mr. Editor,—There are some things connected with household management
far as economy and comfort are concerned—on which I write with delicacy a||f

difficulty. With delicacy, lest while I point out what I consider a right course
should give oifence to those whose practices are different, which, certainly, is ye f

far from my intention ; and with difficulty, because I am aware of the peculi

situation in which some of my readers nray be placed, and which renders it next *

impossible to carry out my suggestions. ^
I must say, however, with all due respect to the first class, that I think th ^

take offence without occasion. If I know that one way of accomplishing a desiral %
object is better than another, do I accuse any person of ignorance, or of inattenti ^

to their own interests, when I recommend that way ? Or ought I, while so doin P
to be accused of intrusion, officiousness, or impertinence r I think that no perse ^^

whether male or female, who reads my letters, has any just cause of complaint <
ilid

this score. These letters of mine, be it remembered, are not acts of Parliamei '^

imperative in their obligation, and having heavy penalties attached to their no ils

observance ; they are merely friendly suggestions, which, though I believe to 1 «a

of value, persons are at perfect liberty to adopt or reject, as they think proper. ^^^

I feel a greater difficulty as to the second class of persons to whom I have r

ferred. This I frankly confess. I know how next to impossible it will be for sor

readers to adopt many of my recommendations as to domestic arrangements,
consequence of the narrow space in which ihey are compelled to live, or rather

exist ; and the unwholesome occupations carrying on around them. Many a ne
and tidy housewife finds it impossible to keep her little apartment, or apartment
sweet and clean, because she is in the immediate neighbourhood of " tall chir

neys," or of some fell-monger, oil-extractor, or tallow-melter. Happier circur

stances, I trust, await such. Things, in this respect, are working for goo
Typhus fever, cholera, and death, have not altogether visited us in vain. Certainl

the intelligent, and rich, and great of our land, have much to answer for as to tl

extent to which they have allowed ignorance, destitution, crime, disease, and deat

to afilict their poorer brethren and sisters ; but it is pleasing to find that they seei

at length, alive to a sense of their responsibility, and numerous measures of allevi

tion and relief are now recommended and adopted. At the same time, the workii

classes themselves feel more of the importance Qi self-improvement and self-elevatio

both as it regards their character and their comforts ; and I hope that by gobriet

industry, and good management, many of our operatives will become the tenankj

of better habitations, and add considerably to their own comforts. It should be e]

couraging to them to perceive that others are planning and contriving for tl

benefit of the working classes. " Model lodging-houses" are already built ; an

many buildings will, doubtless, be erected after those patterns. Cheap baths a:

opened. And last, though by no means least, washing and drying-houses a:

multiplying. AVhat with these admirable contrivances of modern skill, and in

proved modes of building, drahiing, and ventilation, I do hope that many of tl

evils naturally resulting from crowded houses, small rooms, and confined and ui

healthy situations, will be removed, or very considerably mitigated.

But *' while the grass is growing the steed starves ;" and while these plans ar

suggestions are being carried out, there are, as I have intimated, thousands suft'erin.

Hosts of working men and women, in consequence of their very scanty means, a

literally ** cribbed, cabined, and confined." They are unable to rent more than tv

rooms in many cases but Q2^e room, and that one, like the "stall" inhabited

some of the old primers used to teach—by a " cobbler," serves them

" For parlour, for kitchen, for all."

Some of their dwellings—lodgings, usually—are very imperfectly ventilated, an

the windows of others cannot be set open without admitting smoke, blacks, an

if
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" Uuted and sickening air. I desire to sympathize with the condition of such, and
ature, for their benefit, to throw out a few suggestions. A\liat I ask of them is

s : try what you can do, and try with a iciah to succeed. Carry out my recom-
ndations as far as your cii-cumstances will admit. As " half a loaf is better than
bread," so a littleimprovement, a little addition to comfort, will be better than
le at all.

There are two or three things in connection \\ith clean, healthy, comfortable
" Ditations, not duly understood or regarded, yet extremely simple, inexpensive,

"J
i practicable, and attention to which will be greatly promotive of comfort.

li Co begin with the morning, as to the mode of lujhtinrj a fire^ and of keeping it up
t
ough the da)', so as to be of use and a comfort, instead of an annoyance and an
ury. Calling on a neighbour the other day, just before breakfast, I found the

>( le room in a complete smother. The blacks were settling thickly upon every-

Qg, and my neighbour's eyes, and those of her children, were running down with
ter. Fire was scarcely to be seen, and not the least portion of the smoke

j; keared to go up the chimney. I thought of some words, often used by my Jem,
K; ho effect that nature has its laws, and that nobody can neglect or break them
!( hout suffering for it. The fire had been lighted nearly a quarter of an hour, but

grate was stuffed full of very small coal and dead cinders, and a heavy tea-kettle

fiat upon that, so that it was impossible for ihe smoke to escape by its proper
sage, the chimney. I said to my neighbour, " AVell, they say * wl

I:
sage, the chimney. I said to my neighbour, " AVell, they say * where there is

)ke there must be fire ;' you have got the smoke, but I don't see much of the
"Ah," said she, " we are often served so when the wind's in the south,

jn I've set the window open too, and have been puffing with my broken-winded
:,i ows till my poor rumatin arm aches again." " Will you let me try," said I, " if

rl,n mend matters a little r" " To be sure I will, Martha, and thank'ee too ; for

:,e!cnect my Dick home presently, and he's always in a terrible hurry for his
iKtast." I took off the kettle; raised the top coals gently with the poker,
- to introduce a draught, and in two or three minutes the ffame and smoke

z id their way through, the fire brightened up, and the room became clear.

* ut the way of my neighbour, ilary Grant, is the way of many. And so through-
^\ the day. The fire is allowed to get low, then a heap of small coal is thrown
tf'the draught is checked, and though there is much smoke and smother, there is

iii It a nice, clear, neat, useful fire. Some try to mend the matter by poking and
rrD iiig, puffing and blowing, and thrusting in pieces of wood ; but all this occa-

^ a great waste of time and coals, a large increase of dust and ashes, a consider-
loss of temper, and all v.ithout accomplishing the desired end. The good man,
toiling hard, comes home to his meals, but, instead of finding them ready, all

irry and confusion ; the kettle doesn't boil, or the steaks are not fiied, and, as
ime is limited, he has to take tea that is but half drawn, or coffee that is thick
muddy, or steaks and potatoes that are badly cooked and well covered with

Jjks ; and hence grumbling and growling between every mouthful, and threats,

if things do not take a turn for the better, he shall get'his meals at the public-

« avv- my plan with a fire is simply thus : having made the bottom of the grate
- ably clear, I throw in half-a-dozen nubbly coals, then a few scraps of paper,
- lavings, or thin bits of wood, then some thicker pieces ; over this I place a
a 1 shovelful of nubbly coals, then afew cinders, or pieces of coke broken small,
ig care to leave all open and porous, so that the flame can pass easily through,

i liting," as my Jem calls it—kindling the fuel as it passes upAvards (its natural
J Be) towards the chimney. A fire thus managed soon gets clear, when I put on

tettle, taking care to leave room on the side, or at the back, for the smoke to
58. Then through the day, I generally contrive to keep up a clear and useful

- by now and then thrusting a small bit or two of fresh coal between the bars,
the bottom ; thus, with very little trouble, and at small expence, I am tolerably
" om smoke, from blacks, and from dirty ashes (the cinders I now and then

. ^^^ throw on), and have my fire ready for cookery, or for any other pui-pose.

^J^
Jnow that, in some cases, the plague of smoke arises from the bad construction

:]a
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of cleansing, and the peculiar situation of doors and Avindows. But by pr(

management of the fire, and by occasionally opening a door or window, acconl w

to the quarter from which the wind blows, most of the inconveniences ma;
remedied. Remedies should l?e sought, of some Idnd ; for, without quoting thel ''

proverb, it is certain that a smoky room is not only unpleasant, but greatly i?7;Mrl ^\

both to health and property. It is scarcely necessary to add here, that care sht

be taken to have chimneysproperly cleansed at certain periods ; this is essential \

te cleanliness and to safetj-.

Ventilation also is essential to health and comfort ; and ventilation shouh
thorough. The windows should be opened, occasionally, both top and bottom,

the foul air may go out, and fresh air come in. Where Avindows are not mad
be opened from the top, the door may be set open for a short time ; at any rate

•windows should be opened as often as convenient, especially in fine weather. (

must, of course, be taken to avoid sitting in draughts, that fruitful sourca of colds,

throats, and other serious complaints.
There are two ways of obtaining freedom fi-om the intrusion of an unwelc

visitor ; the one is, to keep him out, to prevent his entrance, and the other is to

him out as soon as possible, should he have eifected an entrance. " Preventic
better than cure." As to the unpleasantnesses connected with the usual mod
washing, I have said so much on that subject in former letters, that I need jjot

mark here, except to say that the longer I keep to that method, the more I

peiience of its value and excellence.* But as dust and dirt will accumul
especially in close confined situations, I recommend a thorough and frequent sw^

ing, washing, and cleansing of ceilings, walls, floors, closets, and so on. It sh(

be remembered, too, that there are many other processes, besides washing, w
introduce unpleasant smells ; for instance, broiling and frying—two very wast
modes of cooking, about which I may have something to say another time. T
effects may be counteracted or remedied by slight fumigations, such as a piec

coarse brown paper twisted up and lighted, and passed through the room ; or a

grains of fresh ground cofiee {raw coffee is the best) sprinkled over two or

briglit cinders in a shovel, and placed on the floor, or carried round the re

Chloride of lime may now be had cheap, and an occasional washing of floors,

sages, stairs, &c., and certain utensils, with a solution made of a table spoonfi

the powder to a gallon of water, will prove beneficial. As I said before, I tt

out these hints especially for those who are compelled to live in close conf

rooms. There is much in use and custom. Some people may not regard sn

and ill-scents as annoyances worth naming, much less worth writing and prin

about. To me, they are great annoyances ; to me it would be very unpleasai

sit in clouds of smoke, or to fry bacon, or broil a chop or a herring for supper,

then go to bed while the strong scent of those processes remained in the re

"Were I thus situated, I should resort to the use of a covered saucepan, or a s

Dutch oven, and so, at the same time, avoid some waste and escape some
pleasantness.

But I am compelled to conclude. I hope these rough hints may prove suggetlwer

and useful Maktha Makefeac
August 27, 1850.

TllE PORTFOLIO.
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

TIME. i must not complain of being busy : it-^

There are some who complain that the

day is too long ; others that it is too short.

For the former there is no excuse, and
many of the latter would find it difficult to

produce one, were they told of the desul-

tory manner in which they pass their time.

Those who will sit an hour idle over the fire

at dusk-light, to save an inch of candle,

probable, that if others were to value
i

time no more than they appear to do ti

selves, thoy would resent the appareft'

justice. 'i

TRrE NOBILITY.
It was well observed by the £iq}l|^'

Maximilian, to a man who requested^
j^

* See Vol. I. p. 86.

fven
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ennobled, " that, though he could give riches

and a title, he could not make him >.oble."

"The genuine idea of nobility contains in

it," says Dr. Knox, " generosity, courage,
spirit, and benevolence ; the qualities of" a
warm and open heart, totally unconnected
with the accidental advantages of riches

and lionour." And according to this defi-

nition, there is many a nobleman even at

the loom, at the plough, and in tiie shop;
and many more in the middle ranks of

mixed society. Of all the effects of man's
capricious admiration—continues our in-

genious author—there are few less rational
than the preference of illustrious descent to

personal merit—of diseased and degenerate
nobility, to health, to courage, to learning,
and to virtue. It may, therefore, be ra-

tionally concluded, that in proportion as the
world becomes more enlightened, the exor-
bitant va'v.e, which has been placed on
things not really valuable, will decrease,
and that mankind Avill at length bear their
willing testimony to the truth of Pope's
well-loiown lines, that

Worth makes the man, the Avant of it the fellow

;

, The rest is all but leather or prunello."

STllAXGE CIKCUMSTANCE.
In 1687, the sea retired from the shores

of Peru, and returned in mountainous waves
which destroyed everything on the coast;

among other places, Callao. In 1746, the

same phenomenon again took place, and
only 200 out of 4,000 inhabitants of (Jallao

saved themselves. Nineteen vessels Avere

sunk, and four, including a frigate, Avere

carried over Callao into the country.

STOCKINGS.

It is related that Queen Elizabeth, being
presented with a pair of black knit silk

stockings in 1561, never afterwards wore
any cloth ones. Henry VIII. usually wore
cloth hose, except there came from Spain, ^

'

by great chance, a pair of silk stockings.

His son, Edward VI,, was presented with a

pair of long Spanish silk stockings by !Sir

Thomas Gresham, and the present was then
much taken noiice of. Hence it would
seem that the invention of silk knit stock-

ings originally came from Spain. There is

a MS. letter from James VI. of Scotland to

the Earl of Mar, requesting the loan of a

pair of silk stockings in which the Earl had
appeared at court, because he was going to

give audience to the French ambassador.
The art of weaving stockings in a frame
was invented in 1589, by William Lee,
M.A., of St, John's College, Cambridge.
A pair of coloured worsted stockings,

mended in several places, formerly belong-
ing to Peter the Great, are. still exhibited at

St. Petersburg.

JUVENILE CABINET.

IDIC

ra

THE UPAS, OR POISON-TREE, OV JAVA.
This tree was unheard of until about seventy-

four years since, when its imaginary properties
were described by Foersch, a surgeon in the
service of the Dutch East India Company.

^ The account he gave of it astonished and de-
oii ceived all Europe at the time, but now that

its botanical history is really known, it stands
an undying monument of the disgrace which

j0 ever follows in the path of those who deviate,
even the least, from the simple truth.

The upas," he wrote, " is situated in the
Island of Java, about twenty leagues from
Batavia. It is surrounded on all sides by
a circle of high hills and mountains ; and the
country around it, to the distance of ten or
twelve miles from the tree, is entirely barren.
Not a tree, nor a shrub, nor even the least

;)lant or grass, is to be seen. I have made
;he tour all round this dangerous spot, at
ibout eighteen miles from the centre, and I

found the aspect of the country on all sides

squally dreary." He then describes how
malefactors condemned to die had the choice

£i jiven them of submitting to immediate exe-

eswi JUtion, or going to the upas tree to collect the

poison which exuded from its stem when
wounded. This experiment, he tells us, was
fatal to the majority, and then he proceeds to
relate :

" That from fifteen to eighteen miles
round this tree, not only no human creature
can exist, but in that space of ground no
living animal of any kind has ever been dis-

covered. I have also been assured, by several

persons of veracity, that there are no fish in

its waters, nor has any rat, mouse, or any
other vermin, been seen there ; and when any
birds fly so near this tree that the effluvia

reaches them, they fall a sacrifice to the effects

of the poison. This circumstance has been
ascertained by different delinquents, who, on
their return, have seen the birds drop down,
and haY"] picked them up dead."

As we have said, the account is now known
to be fabulous. The upas, instead of stand-
ing alone in a valley, which its pestiferous

qualities had rendered a desert, is found
abundantly in woods and forests, strong trees

flourishing beside it, and beautiful shrubs and
plants growing up beneath its shadow. Birds
build their nests amongst its branches, and
man and beast seek rest under their shade,
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and fear no evil. The tree, however, con-

tains poison in its juices, but it is only fatal
|

when mixed with the blood.
i

It is a singiilar fact, that this virulent plant
j

is very nearly allied to the useful and delicious

bread-fruit tree ; and equally singular is it,

that one species of the upas known to bo-

tanists by the name Antiaris, is made use of

very generally amongst the Indians to form

sacks. The following simple process is

adopted :—'* A branch is cut, corresponding

to the length and diameter of the sack wanted.

It is soaked a little, and then beaten with

clubs till the fibre separates from the wood.

This done, the sack formed of the bark is

turned inside out, and pulled down till the

wood is sawn oflF, with the exception of a

small piece left to form the bottom of the

sack."
There is on the Island of Java a valley

bearing some resemblance to that described

by Foersch, in which neither animal nor ve-

getable Ufe can exist; but the destructive

properties of its atmosphere are owing to a

superabundance of carbonic acid gas, con-

stantly evolving 'from a subterranean source,

and not to the influence of the upas tree,

which could no more live there than the most
delicate exotic. The valley alluded to is very

small, completely surrounded by a high em-
bankment, and looks like the crater of an ex-

tinct volcano.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

SEPTEMBER 8 to SEPTEMBER 14.

September 8, Fifteenth Sunday after Trinity.

September 8, 1815, John Singleton Copley, R.A.,

died. He was born at Boston, United States,

July 3, 1737. In 1775, he settled in London. He
painted many fine portraits, and several grand

historical pictures. His picture of the Siege of

Gibraltarl is now the chief ornament ot the

Council Chamber, Guildhall, London. His large

picture of the Death of Lord Chatham is in the

National Gallery. Mr. Copley was the father of

the present Lord Lyndhurst.late Lord Chancellor

of England, who possesses most of his best

pictures. „
September 8, 1831, King William the Fourth and

his Queen were crowned with great pomp and cere-

mony, in NVestminster Abbey.

September 9, 1087, died at Rouen, in the 63rd

year of his age, William the First, surnamed the

Conqueror, King of England, and Duke of Nor-

mandy. Before his death, he had become the

most powerful sovereign of his time, lie pos-

sessed superior talents, both political and martial,

and employed them Avith much vigour. His

passions were, however, strong; his ambition

severe and merciless ; and his love of sway often

led him to disregard all restraints of j ustice and

humanity.
September 9, 1841, deplorable destitution existed

about this time among the manufacturing dis-

tricts, more particularly in Leeds, Manchester,

Stockport, Bolton, &c. In the first-mentioned

place, a committee was employed to examine

personally the condition of the unemployed poor;

and from their report it appeared that there were

747 subsisting upon ls,4d. per head per week

;

214 families on 4|d. per head ; and 1,946 families

having no visible means of subsistence whatever.

September 10, 1771, was born Mungo Park, an

enterprising traveller. He was the son of a

farmer at Selkirk, Scotland, and was educated for

the medical profession. He made a voyage to

the East Indies, as assistant-surgeon, in one of

the Company's vessels, and made some important

botanical Collections. He then engaged in an

expedition to the intertropical regions of Africa,

to trace the course of the, river Niger, under the

patronage of the African Society. In this he en-

countered great dangers. Towards the close of

1803, he engaged in a second expedition. At the

request of the Government, he transmitted to the

British settlement on the coast, an account of his

progress, till he embarked with some of his fol-

lowers in a boat on the stream which he had pre-

viously discovered; but beyond that point no
certain intelligence of his fate has ever been re-

ceived.

September 11, 1700, James Thomson, the poet,

author of " The Seasons," &c., was born at Ed-
nam, near Kelso, in Scotland. See Calendar,

August 27.

September 12, 1740, John Cartwright, afterwards

Major Cartwright, was born. He was distinguished

for his exertions in the cause of political reforma-

tion. In consequence of his expressing strong

opinions about the unfortunate riots at Manches-

ter, in 1821, he was put on his trial, found guilty,

and sentenced to pay a fine of £100. His death

took place at his house in Burton-crescent, Lon-

don, September 23, 1824.

September 13, 1769, Lieutenant George Spearing

fell into an old coal-pit, at Northwoodride, near

Glasgow, where he remained till the 20th, wnen
he was discovered by friends Avtio were in search

of him. The only refreshment he received Avas a

little rain water. One of his ribs was dislocated

by his fall, and that, together with the shock, and

the want of water, brought on a continual fever.

His foot Avas injured, and he Avas ultunately

obliged to submit to amputation. He, notwith-

standing, recovered perfect health, and lived to be

the father of nine children.

September 14, 1812, Moscoio, the capital of

Russia, Avas burnt. The Russians, finding Buo-

naparte too poAverful for them in open contest,

contented themselves for the most part in wasting

the country. On the 10th September, the famous

battle of Borodino Avas fought, so fatal to both

parties, and in Avhich 60,000 are supposed to have

perished. Napoleon passed on to Mosco.v ; but

Avhen he entered that celebrated capital, four days

after the battle, he found it, for the greater part,

deserted and in flames. By thus destroying the

resources of Napoleon, the Russian empire was

saved.
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WINTEU.
It was on a cold and dismal ni^ht in

November, 1834, when Edward Smith was
seen dashing wildly through one of the little

streets which abound ou the southern side

of the Thames. Notwithstanding the in-

clemency of the weather, he was without hat
or coat; and his dishevelled hair, his
•blaring eyes, and expanded nostrils, plainly
indicated that some desperate feelings were
operating v.ithin. It was Saturday night,
and buyers and sellers were busy in their

several vocations ; but he passed on, heed-
less of them, and of all surrounding objects,

through various streets in s uccession , until at

last he suddenly turned in another direction
from that which he had been pursuing, and,
after some little time, reached his home.
By this time his emotion seemed, in some
measure, awatcd. The cold air, acting on
his bare head, had cooled his excited brain,

and, with something like calmness, he was
now prepared to lock round and discharge
the duties which new and extraordinary
i.ircumstances demanded of him.

DESTITUTIOX.

A very slight glance round the room in
', vvhich he lived was sufllcient to account
• for the condition in which we found him.
. The aspect of the place was desolate in the
extreme. Everything v/as in the utmost

i c;onfusion. Tiie few embers in the grate
> svere just expiring, and not a morsel of
iood, nor any preparation for a raeal, was
o be seen. But death had been there ! On
little sideboard, in the most remote corner

)f the room, was laid the corpse of a sweet
nfant. It was scarcely yet cold ; and ita

"ull round face showed that disease had
ap-dly done its work, and, almost without
iving notice of its approach, had cut down

3*''Mhe little one. On a little bed, close by, lay
mother child, somewhat older, but pale

and emaciated; and, by an extreme diffi-

culty of breathing, showed that a severe
struggle was going on between life and
death. Another child was there, in that
melancholy room ; too young to appreciate
the feelings of its parents, or to sympathize
with them in the loss they had sustained.
Its plaintive wail showed that its little wants
were not attended to, or that it was de-
prived of some of those indulgences which
its tender age required.
Such were the painful circumstances by

which the subject of our narrative found
himself surrounded on the evening of his
introduction to our readers. They had
been for some time past gradually accumu-
lating around him ; but ou that evening
they seemed to reach their cUmax, and
almost • verpowercd his reason. It may be
interesting to go back some little time in
his history, and trace, step by step, if wc
can, the c/6currences which had brought
him to his present condition. It may be
profitable to follow them out in their re
suits on his life and character.

EAULY HISTORY.

Ho was at this time only a young man,
about six or seven-and-twenty years of age;
but the furrows in his countenance told that
&are, toil, suffering, and anxiety, are well
able to do the work of time on the human
constitution. His early history is that of
thousands. It is neither more nor less than
an ordinary page in that great volume ol
sin and error which is every day becoming
more gloomy and more complete, by the
facts gathered from this great metropolis.
He was a native of a country town, in a
remote district of England, and he had been
accustomed to lab^r almost from infancy.
His only opportunities of going to school
had been on Sundays, and his only cduca-

' tion that which an active mind liad been
M
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able to gather and master for itself. He
had beea apprenticed to a tailor in his

native town, and during his apprenticeship

had heard such glowing accounts of " Life

iu London," that when he was out of his

time he determined on seeking his fortune

there.

START TO LONDON.

A few months turned one-and-twenty
years of age, he found himself in Lon-
don, a stranger in a strange land. The
only capital of which he was possessed was
a small sum, the savings of childhood and
youth. He had a young zvife, two years

younger, and, if possible, more ignorant

than himself of everything necessary to the

difficult task of pushing a fortune, or even
making a living.

His very first step was almost a fatal

blunder. Knomng nothing of the periods

which are termed the London seasons, he
had chosen his time for starting in Septem-
ber, when the oldest and best-known, most
skilful and most favoured journeymen have
great difficulty in obtaining sunicient em-
ployment. Of course a country youth,

without friends or connection, stood little

chance ; and, as there were the wants of

two persons to be supplied, it may be easily

imagined that he very soon became harassed
by anxiety, ; nd pushed by extreme poverty.

His habits had ahvays been inexpensive,

and, with less difficulty than might have
been expected, he managed to live through
the first winter; and in the following

spring became a full-employed workman
and A father almost at the same time.

Years followed on, and he lived the ordi-

nary working man's life, that is, " living to

labour, and labouring to live." One child

had followed another, each one adding
to his cares, and causing new privations,

until the family had been brought to the

position we found them in at the opening of

our story. Unfortunately, the master by
whom he was employed (though in many
respects far superior to the average of em-
ployers) was one of that class who seem to

regard their workmen as mere machines for

the performance of labour, to oe cast aside

without scruple whenever it may be their

interest to seek another. Indeed, he wa*
sometimes known to discharge an old

hand, without a moment's notice, at that

time of the year when there was no employ-
ment to be got elsewhere, and engage
a fresh hand.

"THB WHITE-HEADED BOY."

A change had been made in the

establishment in the preceding Septem-
ber. The master had engaged a new
foreman, who, for a time, was what is

called in the trade, ** The white-headed
boy." This foreman soon acquired :gj:eftt

power. -He exercised- such an infiuenoe
over his weak-minded employer, that

he could' manage the whole concern in

any way he pleased. One of his first objects

was to surround himself by journeynien
whom he had previously known. This
could only be done by getting the old hands
out of the way. Smith was one of the first

whowas removed, and there were tworeasons
why he soon fell a victim. In the first

place, his necessitous circumstances had
prevented him from making those sacrifices

which everyyoungman from the countrymust
make, on his first starting in London, if he
wishes to become a first-rate workman. His
poverty made it necessary, at the very out-

set, that he should labour and take any price

he could obtain for it. He was obliged,

therefore, to neglect opportunities of gaining

improvement, as he could not wait the

chances of getting into a good shop. Thus,
while he was well able to perform a fair day's

work, in the ordinary departments of the

trade, he was never able to distinguish him-
self, so as to become of consequencSjtRl^s
employer. Aiiba^^

NO CRAWLING OR 6^iTS^i^<i'Pj^^^}

But the principal reason why he was

disliked by the new foreman, and readily

sacrificed by his master, was the sturdy in-

dependence of his character. There was

much of genuine English spirit about him,

and he was the exact reverse of what is

technically called " a crawler." He consi-

dered that when he had done his work, and
received his wages, the contract between his

master and himself was completed; that

the advantages were mutual, and that his

master was not entitled to any deference

from him, beyond the proper respect which

is due to every man in proportion to his

character and station. Hence, he was never

found among the cringing applicants for

recommendations to this or the other charity,

for dispensajy-letters, for tickets for bread

and coals iu the winter time, nor for a sub-

scription when he was prevented, by illness,

from workiug. He had taken the precau-

tion to become a member of a substantial

benefit society, and was entitled to that

support, as a right, which most of his shop

mates had to solicit Irom public or private

charity. If the employer had had sufficient

good sense to estimate properly these quali-

ties, which are essential to the character oi

a trust-worthV workman, he would have

respected and treated him accordingly ;
but,

unfortunately, he was too fond of these de-

grading applications, which marked ^i dis-

tance between himself and his workmen.

He lent too ready an ear to the complaints

1.
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which were made by the foreman, andacqui-
eticed in Smith's discharge.

tVANt OF EMPLOY.—PRIVATION.-r-DISEASB.
—DEATH.

It is obvious to the general reader, that at

tlie time of year when summer is just end-

ing, and when, so to speak, " London is out

of town," there is very little demand for

ne^v clothes ; and the journeyman tailor,

who is thrown out of work at tliat season
has a very small chance of getting another
shop until the winter-trade sets in. Such
was Sniith's condition at this time. Having
been three or four years in the same shop,

he had naturally enough expected to have
been employed as before ; not expecting
full work during the vacation, but just suf-

ficient to rub on with until the winter sea-

son. Finding himself so suddenly and
unexpectedly cut off from all employment,
having nothing else to depend upon, and a
wife and three little children to provide for,

it will be easily seen that liis position was
difficult enough. It was soon aggravated by
the approach of disease. A malignant
species of measles was raging among the
children in the neighbourhood, and the
middle child of this little family was vio-

lently attacked. In a day or two the dis-

order, instead of reaching a crisis, and
gradually subsiding, was found to have
turned inwardly upon the lungs. The doc-
tor ordered a fire to be kept up night and
day, so that the room might be always at the

same temperature, as the only chance of

.saving the child's life. While tlie anxiety
of the parents was intensely excited on be-

half of this child, the youngest, a noble-
looking boy, about a year and a half old,

suddenly drooped. During the entire week,
previous to the evening when our readers
first met Edward Smith, the boy had been
gradually getting worse. Neither Smith nor
his \\ife had been undressed during the

week. They had taken scarcely any rest,

and very little food ; they had no friends to

assist them in. nursing the sick children, said

had no means of paying for assistance
;

they had done their utmost. Nature at last

gave way ; and on the Saturday afternoon
the mother had entirely broken down. The
poor man left his dying child, while he
assisted his wife to undress and lay down
upon the bed. He quickly returned, how-
ever, and knelt once more silently by the
side of the cradle. He watched every re-

spiration, as each became more difficult,

until a long fluttering sigh told him that the
struggle was over, and that the innocent
soul had fled away to that place '* where the
Avicked cease from troubling, and where fjxe

weary are at rest," ;

;'

A few minutes had passed, and before he
had risen from his knees, a neighbour came
in ; and seeing his forlorn condition, kindly
off'ered her assistance in doing the last neces-
sary offices for the deceased child. She
placed her fingers on its eyes, and, looking
round to the father, said, "Let me have a
shilling to put on each of them, to keep
them closed." Up to that moment he had
held his feelings under complete control,

and had performed one duty after another,
with abnost as much calmness as if it had
been his ordinary employment; but that
question coming suddenly upon him, whs
too much for his struggling feelings. He
had, in the earlier part of the day, changed
his last six-pence, and all the money he
then had in the world was a few half-pence
which remained in his pocket. He was
utterly unable to make any reply. He
hastily left the room, lest the question
should be repeated. Half naked as he was
he rushed into the street, and wandered
about some time in the condition in which
we have described when returning to ^is
miserable home.

CHAPTER II.

SABBATH CALM.—A FRIEND IN NEED.—HOPK.—PRUDENTIAL EE^OLVES.—TKADES' LNIONS.

—

STRIKES.— PUFFING AND UNDERSELLING.— AVANT OF EMPLOYMENT. — PRIVATIONS AND
SUFFERING.—FORTUNATE MEETING.—THE SWEATING SYSTEM.

THE SAHBATII.
After the painful evening was spent, and

the dreary night passed away, a calm and
quiet Sabbath morning dawned on the for-

lorn family. Happily for them it Avas the
Sabbath! Never was there an institution
so blessed to the poor man suffering under
affliction, as the institution of the Sabbath

!

The wants of his family compelled him to
remain at home, in a comparatively inactive
state. He had ample opportunity to look
his position steadily in the face, and inquire
what course it would be best for him to

pursue. There was enough about him, cer-

tainly, to call for his best considerati6n.
There lay the corpse of the infant, which
must, by some means, be interred ! There
lay the other child, ill, and apparently dying !

But where were the habiliments of mourning,
which custom demands, to be provided ?

How were the ordinary and more pressing
wants of the family to be supplied ? He
had exactly fourpence with which to pro-
vide the whole ! What was to be

^
done ?

He was out of work, and there was no im-
mediate probability of finding any, ^tq^had
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no friends to whom he could apply for as-

sistance ; and, indeed, his mind revolted

from the thought of making his condition

known, or cra\-ing charity from any one.

His mother had been many years dead, and
his father, a hard-working man in a distant

part of the country, had never looked fa-

vourably upon his son's early marriage. He
had, in fact, censured that step, and l^dward

Smith had parted from his father with this re-

mark—"Father, I am going to London ; if

I do well, you will hear from me ; if I do

not, I will never trouble you." Writing to

him, therefore, at such a time, was out of

the question. Something must be done

!

He looked round his little home, but there

was nothing the family could part ^vith
;

and having hitherto managed to avoid the

pawn-shop, he felt as if he would rather die

than go there. Then there was the parish

!

I need not say that he revolted, even under
his present sufferings, from making an ap-

plication there.

A raiEND IX NEED.

It happened that, some considerable time

before this, he had rendered an essential

service to a poor old widow, called Jane
Francis. She was the widow of a tailor,

and had supported herself many years by
needle-work. She had an intense dread of

being buried by the parish, and, in the midst

of much poverty, had always kept five

pounds, carefully laid by, to pay her funeral

expenses. This circumstance Avas known
to Smith. Indeed, on one occasion he had
been allowed to use it, Avhen he happened
to receive an order for a suit of clothes, and
had not sufficient money to buy the cloth.

It had been punctually returned ; and, with

many misgivings, he determined to ask

again for the loan of this sacred fund. On
making application to Mrs. Francis, and
telling her of the death ©f his child, and his

consequent distress, she readily and cheer-

fully lent the money, and he immediately

set to work. He purchased some few

articles of mourning which seemed indis-

pensable, and made arrangements for the

interment of the child.

In order to save expense, he asked one of

his former shopmates to carry the coflSn

to the grave. Edward Smith learned, on
the day of the funeral, from the man who
rendered this assistance, that the foreman,

to -whom he owed his discharge from his

last employment, had been detected in some
acts of dishonesty, carried on by the aid of

some of the workmen whom he had intro-

duced ; and that they had been immediately
discharged. Smith lost no time in waiting

on his old master, and was at once em-
ployed.

HOPE.—PEUDEXTIAL HESOLVES.

Most of our readers will recollect that the
year 1835 was a prosperous year. There
was a succession of good harvests, and pro-
visions were even cheaper than they are at

this time. Money was plentiful, and there
was no difficulty in obtaining employment.
Smith had acquired as much experience in

the course of two or three years as falls to

the lot of many in a lifetime. Hope was not
destroyed, and he began to look cheerfully

to the prospect of better times. Just as the
year commenced, he drew up a schedule of

the debts he had incurred, and found they
amounted to twenty pounds. He deter-

mined, if his strength held out and he con-
tinued in employment, to pay off the whole
in the course of that year. In this he suc-

ceeded ; and began the following year with
the buoyant feeling of a man who has just

been relieved of a heavy burden.

It is deplorable that a coui'se of conduct
so sensible and laudable as that adopted
by Edward Smith is pursued by very few.

The great bulk of the operatives, instead of
making the best of a time when work was
plentiful and provasions cheap, and sur-

rounding their home with comfort, and lay-

ing by a little to meet any reverse that

might come, spent their earnings in various

kinds of dissipation, more particularly that
of drinking. This is the great defect of our
working classes. They sacrifice everything
to present enjoyment, and spend in drink,

the means that, if carefully husbanded,
would lay the basis of independence. Thus
thousands of them have no resource but
the Avorkhouse when thrown out of employ-
ment.

About that time he was rettmiing home
one Sunday morning from a place of worship
when all at once the thought darted into

his mind—" I paid off twenty pounds last

year ; why cannot I save ten pounds this

year ?" Before the end of January he was
a depositor in a Savings Bank, and although
he failed in realizing the amount, yet at the

end of the year he had made a considerable

deposit.

There seemed now opened before him a

career surrounded by as much comfort and
respectability as usually falls to the lot of a

v.-orking man. He worked hard, perhaps
harder than ever ; but he was stimulated

by higher feelings than before. At the

commencement of his London life he was
engaged in a continual struggle with starva-

tion. He was now labouring to attain a
more elevated position iu society, with fair

prospects of success, when an entire chaiage

took place, affecting very seriously the whol-e

of the operative classes, and especially the

tailors.
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TEADES' "UNIONS.—STRIKES.

Some years ago, whfin Trades' Unions
were powerful, the leaders entertained

the hope that they would be able so to unite

workmen of all kinds as to make them en-

tirely independent of every other class of

the community. The tailors of the metro-
polis were selected to be^in the experiment,
and by this strike 13,000 of them at once
lost their employment. The strike of the

London tailors at that time was intended as

the first of a series of strikes, which were to

be followed by every trade throughout the
countr)'. Thi> experiment failed, after it

had done an immense deal of mischief, and
brought distress upon thousands of families.

A few designing men had succeeded in im-
posing upon their fellow-workmen, and had
persuaded them that they were the only
useful orders ; that, if trus to themselves,
they could support each other, and command
their o^vn terms from the middle classes, as

the middle and higher classes could not
exist without the labouring classes. The
result of that strike is an answer to the fal-

lacies which mercenary men, for their own
purposes, instil into the minds of workmen.
The places of the turn-out workmen were
soon filled by strangers. The greatly-in-

creased number of labourers in the market,
when the turn-outs could no longer exist

without employment, opened a way for the
introduction of an entirely new element of
competition in the trade, and which has had
more serious effects upon the condition of
the workmen than any other change intro-

duced. It was sudden, and the workmen
had no time to accommodate themselves to

altered circumstances. We allude to the
temptation afforded to large capitalists,

I

man-y of whom knew nothing about the I

trade, except as opening a new field for the
investment of capital. By manufacturing
on a large scale ; by making large pur^
chases of materials for iea.''.y money—very
often buying the stocks of bankrupts ; and
by cutting down the wages of labour to the
very lowest point ; they have been enabled
to undersell the regular tradesmen, and
drive many of them out of the market.

PUTTING AND UNDERSELLING.

This system gi-adually developed itself. It
was not, however, till the spring of 184 1 tliat

its full effects upon the trade began to be vlsi-

We. A system of pufiing, both in prose and
verse, was introduced by the proprietors of
large establishments, and customers were at-
tracted by them in great numbers to the cheap
sale-shops. Smith was one of the first to feel
the effects of this ciiange. He had continued
working for the same master, but that master
WH.-: now left without business. He tried hU

best to adapt himself to the change, but with-

out success. Beduced prices, extensive adver-

tising, and paying omnibus fares to and fro for

tlie convenience of his customers, soon ex-

hausted his means, and his name found its

way into the bankrupts' list. His premises

were burnt to the ground, and some suspicions

were entertained that the occurrence was not

purely accidental. The master being ruined,

the workmen were thrown out of employment

;

and in consequence of the great numbers
brought into the trade during the strike, there

was little chance of finding another shop.

Smith struggled manfully to maintain the po-

sition he had gained, but gradually sunk dovm.
Smith Avas but one of many who were reduced

to great wretchedness by the introduction of a
new system which had been precipitated by the

strike. The number of operative tailors at this

time is not less than 21,000—at that time there

were nearly as many. Tiiere are, besides, great

numbers of women employed in making waist'

eoats and trousers. Up to 1834 the hours of

labour were regulated by Act of Parliament ; but

the regulations had been infringed by the

masters, and this was one of the alleged reasons

for the strike whicli was made, and which was at-

tended with such disastrous results to the tai-

lors themselves. It brought in new hands,

and masters began to employ women. The
"middle-men," who are technically called
" Sweater*," had been to a small extent en-

gaged before the strike, but the system rapidly

increased, and reduced the circumstances of the

men to the lowest point. Of course the inferior

workmen, and the intemperate man, stood the

worst chance of obtaining employment under
an increasesl competition.

WANT OF EMPLOYMENT.—CONSEQUENT
SUFFERING.

Some of our readers may have experienced
that desolation of feeling which comes over a
man who, able and \\-illing to work, wanders
about from shop to shop, from street to street,

unable to find it. They will easily imagine the
condition of poor Smith. One morning, about
this time, he set out on his accustomed and
hitherto fruitless errand. lie started fi-om

home as early as there was any probability of
finding either masters or foremen in tlieu-

shops. He had gone on the whole day, without
tasting food, or scarcely resting a single mo-
ment. Still no opening appeared. Towards
evening lie bent liis steps homewards, with a
sad and heavy heart. He knew well he v.'ould

liave to encounter the appealing looks, if not
(he clamorous outcries, of his family. He had
left them in the morning without the means of
supplying the wants of the day. As he slowly
advanced towards home, lie could net but con-
trast the happy faces of those lie encountei'ed
Avith his own melancholy feelings. Every per-

son sccmvd eager and intent on some pur-juit
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of pleasure or business. All x>assed on their

way without noticing him, and he felt his heart
sink within him. He crossed London-bridge,
and looked on the tranquil bosom of the river,

ile began to speculate upon the fate of those

A7ho in distress sought for a quiet resting-place

beneath its current. He checked the involun-

tary thought. He dreaded to meet his children

without being able to supply them with the
means of purchasing food. He had no hope of
being able to obtain it. He could not, however,
forsake them. He roused himself to effort, and
passed on.

FORTUNATE ENCOUNTER.
At the foot of London-bridge, he met an old

shopmate, called Flanigan, who, without asking
liim whether he was out of work, took him by
the hand, and said " You are just the man I

wanted to see. I have been working for

a good while now, and it answers very well.

You know Bill Jones, he has just left me, and
if you like you can take his place. There is

plenty of trade, and no vacations. The prices

paid are very low, but half a loaf is better

than no bread." So thought Smith, and he at

once promised to be with Flanigan on the fol-

lowing morning.
His step was lighter and .swifter during his

walk homewards. He had dt any rate a pros-

pect of earning something to satisfy the wants
of his wife and children. It eased his heart, as

the promise in itself might soften the dlsap-

IX)intment which they must inevitably feel at

jiis returning without food. He felt himself a
doomed man ; and when he rose the next
morning, and set out for the piu*pose of fulfil-

ing his engagement, he felt wretched, and un-
comfortable, as if he was about to take a step

to ruin, which could not be retraced.

After half-an-hour's walk, towards the east

of London, he arrived at Flanigan's house. It

was rather a tall house, in a narrow thorough-
fare near the Minories, containing six rooms,
and was occupied by four distinct families, con-

taining an aggregate of twenty individuals.

Flanigan's family, consisting of six persons,

occupied two of the rooms. There was himself,

his wife, a daughter about sixteen, a youth of

fom'teeu, and two smaller children. He had
there, besides, working for him, a countryman
of his own, named O'Brien, with whom Smith
was to work as partner, and two unmarried
women. ^VU his own family were in some way
or other engaged about tlie business. "^Tien

Smith entered the room where the work was
done, he found all these persons named assem-
bled, except the mother and the younger chil-

dren, who were below. It was a small apart-

ment, and was the bedroom of the family, as

well as the workroom. There were two bed-

steads turned up in it, and a bundle rolled up
in one comer, which contained a bed for the

children. The air of. the apartment was OfJJie
most offensive description. ' '^—

THE 8WEATINO SYSTEM. .. :

Flanigan wa9 what is deuomin«fed iu tb*-
trade a sweater. The method of working -ii*.'

this place, which describes, with some modifi^;

cations, the whole sweating system, yv^
as follows :—Flanigan received the garment*
ready cut out, from the wai-ehouse of ^U
employers, and distributed them among t^io

persons In his employment. The coats were
divided into thirds, one man making each fore-

part, and another the collar and sleeve.s, . The
man who makes the left forepart always plans
the facings, and such other ports of the~€oaf^as
are not cut by the foreman, and i** therefore
called, in the trade, the " mark-up" '.man-i: TWs
was the part allotted to Smith, tlie other fore-

part being made by his partner, and the collar

and sleeves by Flanigan himself. But as much
of his time was taken up by a genei-al superin-
tendence of the work, a large portion of im
share was done by the women and chiUlren, who
were occupied also in makmg small garments.
For making a coat, of the first class, Flanigan
received^t;e shUUngs, out ofwhich he re<«rved
to himself one shilting to pay for the rent and
firing. The remaining four shillings was
equally divided, giving the two men one shil-

ling and four-pence each for theur parts, out ©<

which they had to pay for the .sewing materials
required by themselves. It is always consi-

dered in the trade that the third part of a «oat
is a fan* day's work. The coats made under
such a system are slighted, where itcan be do«^
without detection. The men generally manage
to complete three of them in two days. To do
this they were compelled to work very long
hours, and not a moment was allowed for meals
which were taken while at work, by hastily

snatching a morsel at a time. In thL<« manner
they were enabled to earn two shilUngs per day,
but tlus was only while employed on the best

work ; work of an inferior quality was paid for

at a much lower rate. It often happened that

they were kept waitingsome time after finishing

one job before another was ready for them, so

that after they had paid for their sewing, trim-

mings, their wages on the average did not ex-

ceed ttova. eight to nine shillings per week.

This was the largest amount that Smith could

earn for the maintenance of his family, which,

by this time, had increased.

Many of the sweaters obtain considerable

profits ; othei-s are very little raised in circum-

stances above the men they employ. These
mem are always on the look-out for young
hands, and sometimes employ their wives to

watch at certain places and accost novices from

the country. They ask any man whom they

suppose to be a tailor, "Do you want work?"
If he replies in the aflSxmative, they at once

say that work in the greatest abimdance taxi.

be given. A woman will thus engage the man
tocome home.with her. >yjOrk is gi^viealiim,

an4 they ftrduife Wmto i)6arrt iro^io^Re wlt^

i
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them. The tesiilf, in a few weeks, is generally

that he runs into debt with the family. If he

has any little valuables, they are pledged or

8ol<f, and be is bound down to the place where,

by ill Inck, he has been thrown. It is imijos-

8ible ftw the poor man to get work on liis own
account. A security i£ required for its ?afe re-

turn. The operation of this system is most
ini(juitou8 and injurious. Sometimes a man
will get 8ome huckster or publican whom he
has kno'w'n for a length of time to become se-

curity fbr him. He is thus bound to the huck-

ster, and mn'^t deal at his shop, or he must
spend a part of kis earnings at the publican's,

o? their security is withdrawn. I..odging-housc

keepers do the same thing. This practice is

lfi<? growth of the lai^t fifteen years. At that

time the men mostly worked in tlic shops of

Ihoir employers. It ii .-aid' that efforts arc

made by letters and other means to get new
liands from the oountiy to work for the

»weatei"s.

• The dass of sweater,'?, and those who work
or'them, are styled in the trade " dishonour-

able.'' There are not about r.,000 " liononr-

aWc" tailors^ iu the trade. These woik at the

best shops, and must necessarily be good work-
men. These men are iu the Trade Union,
which consi.'^ts of various .societies, all of which
m««t at public -hou.'»es, Iu. 1821, the Union
numbered from S.OOO to ii,fioO men. These
jiven have certain laws for their government,
Ttnd are mainly employed at the "West-end

l»Otts<jg. Tljey have from 12f. to \iis. for

making a coat. At one time tJie practice of

working at^-fid. per hour prevailed, by which

the workman was enabled to earn 5s. for the
day of ten hours. Piece-work i3 now becoming
general.

At the lower class of slop-houses every
advantage is taken of the men. A system of
fines has been imposed of late. A penny is

stopped for every gajinent not delivered before

eleven o'clock on Saturday night. Ifany vermin
is found upon a garment, and considering th«

wretched places iu wliich the people live, this

i.s no exti*aorduiary occurrence, a fine of 4d, or

Cd. is levied.

The houses of the people arc filthy in the
extreme, and when intemperance is added, as

is too often the case, to other evils, the condi-

tion of the i)Oor tailors and their families is

horrible

.

Another evil, of great magnitude, muat be
noticed. It cannot be expected that, from a
population struggling with want and poverty,

there can be any very lively sense of duty to

children, nor any means of giving education,

if the idea of its importance should exist. The
wonian is obliged to work, and cannot pay at-

tention to her family. They run about the
streets, and fall into vicious companionship.
As soon as they are able, theymu!«t be employed
to eke out the scanty earnings of the parents.

Tlie results may be easily anticipated. Disease

and premature death thin the ranks, and those

who escape such a fate are often thrown into

crime or prostitution.

Thus, new generations of paupers and cri-

minals are reared np, and society suffers from
the mass of contamination which is nurtured
under so vicious a .<»v.«tem.

( To be contimied in our next.)

Tin: LAW KKLATING TO LAM)L()KDS Ai\U TENANTS AND
DISTRESSES EOll RENl'.

(iontinued from page 281, rol. 11.)

Article II.

, 2. Aa to the creation of a tenancy from year to year.
Iu all casetj, where no certain term is mentioned for the tenancy to last, but an

annual rent is agreed on, the tenancy i.s one " from year to year "

—

i.c.^ the parties
are bound to a tenancy for one year certain, and for a year longer unless either party
give six months* notice to qilit at the expiration of the first six months of the
tenancy, and so on in each subsequent year. Ex. gr., a person entering a house as
tenant, at the rent of £50 a year, at Christmas 1819, would be compelled in any
event to hold it until Christmas 1850; and unless at Midsummer 1850 he gave
notice to qmt at Christmas, he would be obliged to hold on until the arrival of
.some subsequent Christmas, at the Midsummer previous to which he had given
six months' notice to quit. It is to be observed, tliat if the letting be in general
terms, at- so niuch per year, the tenancy is a yearly one, though tlic rent be received
/4t shorter intervals than a year, and though a quurter x notice given at any period
,^f the year is agreed on.

: In the absence of other evidence, the law infers a tenancy from year to yeai-, by
the payment and.recejpt of yearly rent. Thus, if the owner for life of an estate
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dies, and the party next entitled receives rent from the tenant in possession, a
tenancy from year to year is created, unless there is a valid lease in existence for a
definite period.

In like manner, if a tenant for a term of years (as less-ie) continue in possession

after the expiration of his tenancy, by lapse of time, he is considered as a yearly

tenant, at the same rent, and on the same terms, as in the expired leaise, if the land-

lord accept rent from him. If, also, a party, having an agreement for a lease, is let

into possession and payment, he is a yearly teniint on the terms of the agreement,
until the lease is granted.

3. As to a tenancy for a less period than a year, as from quarter to quarter,

month to month, er week to week.
Having before stated that a general letting, at a yearly rent, makes the tenancy

a yearly one, it requires a specific agreement and understanding that the tenancy
shall be a quarterly, monthly, or weekly one, unless the rent is expressly received

at so much per quarter, month, or week.
If, however, in a tenancy originally monthly or weekly, the rent is allowed to

continue in arrear up to the end of a quarter, and then paid, the tenancy becomes
a quarterly one.

II. We have to treat of the remedies in the power of the landlord to recover his

rent. Of these there are three sorts, viz. :

—

1. By action at law ; which may be brought, where the amount sought to be re-

covered does not exceed £50, either in the county coiu't or one ofthe superior courts

of Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, or Exchequer, at Westminster. Where the

rent due is over £pO, the action must be in a superior court, unless the landlord

abandons all the surplus rent due above £oO, in which case he may still sue in the

county court.

In such an action, it is not competent for the tenant, if he came into possession

under the plaintiff, or has paid rent to him, to dispute the plaintiffs title to the

premises.

This action cannot be brought after six years from the rent accruing, unless the

tenant has given an acknowledgment, and a promise to pay it, in writing.

The law will not allov/ a landlord to profit by an immoral use of his premises ;

and therefore, if the landlord knowingly let his premises for an immoral purpose,

he cannot recover any rent for the use and occupation of them.

2. Bij ejectment. In form, this action is not for recovery of rent, but of possession

of the premises ; but it is sometimes adopted by landlords, where there is no suffi-

cient distress on the premises, and the letting is a beneficial one to the tenant, as the

tepant can only stay the action (before trial or judgment by default) on payment
of the rent due, and the costs of the action.

3. By distress. This il the remedy most commonly resorted to, as it is not only

the least expensive, but also the most powerful and expeditious means of the three.

This remedy of seizing the goods of the tenant or other persons, on the premises

for which the rent is due, is limited by certain strict rules, the infringement of

which frequently leads to great litigation. The object of the Legislature has been

to provide the landlord with effectual means of recovering his rent, while due pro-

tection is given to the tenant against an improper and wasteful dealing with his

goods.

1. As to the time when distresses can be made.
No distress can be made until the day after that on which the rent becomes due

has expired. No distress can be made after dark, but must be between sunrise

and sunset.

If atender of the rent, in coin, or Bank of England notes, l?e made to the land-:

lord, or hid agent, before the distress is made, or to the broker on presenting hiniieU"

to distrain, before he has actually impoui'.ded or made an inventory of the gaods,

a subsequent distress is illegal, and the landlord i$ bound to pay the expenses.

2. Where distress must be made.

lu general, it must be made on some part of the premises for which the rent

distrained for is due. "
" -' >
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The exceptions are as follows :—That a distress may be made upon the stock or

cattle of the tenant, feedinj^ on any common or way attached to the premises let.

Also, in the event of a fraudulent and clandestine removal of the goods of the
tenant, after the rent has become due, in order to avoid distress by the landlord,

the laiter is eitipowered, within thirty days after such removal, to distrain on such
goods wherfeter they may be found (Uhless they shall have been fairly and actually

sold) ; and if it be necessary sd to do, he may break open any door in the day-time,
with the assistance of a constable, ha^-irtg first made oath befote a justice that he
has reasonable cause to suspect that the goods are concealed within. And, lastly,

if a landlord see cattle on the premises, tjxd the tenant, to prevent distress, drives

them off, he may pursue and distrain th&m.
3. "VVhat goods may be distrained.

As a general rule, all goods upon the premises, whether belonging to the tenant
or not, can be distrained. There are several exceptions, however. Goods on the
premises nol the property of the tenant, in the way of his trade, such as horses ina
shoe-smith's shop, com at a mill, the goods of a passenger at an inn, or in the

hands of a carrier, or of an auctioneer for sale ; as also those consigned to a

wharfinger or factor for sale.

In addition to such goods, not the property of the tenant, it is not alloW-ed to

distrain upon wearing apparel on a person's back, or a watch in a man's pocket,
tools of a man's trade in use, pawnbrokers' duplicates, deeds, or unsaleable things,

f)i loose money ; nor beasts of the plough, if there be other sufficient goods on tho
premises.

THE STATE TRIALS.

THE SEVEN BISHOl'S AND OTHERS.
Scarcely had the grave closed upon
Oliver Croraweli, when the kingdom was
torn vath internal dissensions. "We have
seen how discontent in the popular mind
yva.^ followed by conspiracy, and conspiracy
by plot, and how the discovery of each plot

was followed by the severest penalties which
the law could inflict. The Restoration of
Charles, though hailed -with the highest
demonstrations of joy, Avas not the return
of peace, of law, and of freedom. We deny
not that in " the crisis which followed the
deposition of Richard Cromwell, England
was in imminent danger of sinking under
the tyranny of a succession of small men
raised up and pulled do^vn by miUtary
caprice," and that it was well for all parties

lo St a ad up " in tirrti union for the old laws
of the land against military despotism."
But what could the country expect from
the reign of a sovereign who was "addicted
beyond measure to sensual indulgence,
fond of sauntering and of frivolous amuse-
ments, incapable of self-denial and of exer-
tion, without faith in human virtue or in

human attachment, without desire of re-

Bown, and without sensibility to reproach?"
"What development or progress could be
looked for under the sway of a man who
" detested business, and would sooner have
abdicated his crown than have undergone
the trouble of really directing the admmis-

traiion"—a man whose "aversion to toil

was such, and such his igaorance of
affairs, that the very clerks who attended
him when he sat in council could not
refrain from sneering at his frivolous re-

marks, and at his childisli impatience r"
But for the foundation which Cromwell had
laid deep and broad in the national mind for

peace, and law, and freedom, the country
would again have been deluged with the
blood of her children. With the profligate
and licentious example of the sovereign
before them, those on whom a sterner
Puritanism had acted as a check, broke
forth with ungovernable violence as soon as
that check was withdrawn—threw the rein
loose upon the neck of passion, and rushed
to every kind and degree of criminal in-

dulgence. And, but for the stronger virtue
whose seeds Cromwell had so thickly and
diligently sown, the nation would soon
have sunk beneath the weight of its own
corruption.
Then, when James ascended the throne,

he lost none of his fondness for arbitrarv
power. He was in heart a Romanist, and
to bring back the English nation to the
Romish faith was with him an object of
intense solicitude. Any violent and uncon-
stitutional exercise of his royal authority
would not dc. But, presuming on the con-
fidence of his parliament, he hoped to relax
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tliQse statutes \?liich imposed citiI dis-

albllities on the ground of religious belief,

^or did he hesitate long before he put the
loyalty of his Protestant people to the test.

In his own palace he had a public celebra-

tion of all the Roman Catholic rites ; then
he determined to have the Mass celebrated
with all the pomp with which his prede-
cessors had been surrounded when they
Avent to worship in their Protestant churches
and cathedrals. The service of the E-omish
church was, after an interval of more than
a century, once more performed at West-
minster with regal splendour. This roused
the sounder portion of the Protestant com-
munity. They conceived the Protestant
succession to be in danger, and they were
resolved to guard and defend it. A bill was
introduced into Parliament for the exclusion
of any Roman Catholic from the throne of

England ; and for their support of this bill,

Russell and Sidney had suffered unto death,

and Hampden was fined and imprisoned

!

With a show of rare liberality, but in

reality to promote the Catholic interest,

James issued a proclamation, of whicli the

following are a few extracts :

—

" James R.—It having pleased Almighty
God not only to bring us to the imperial

crowns of these kingdoms through the

greatest difficulties, but to preserve us by a

more than ordinary providence upon the

throne of our royal ancestors, there is

nothing now that we so earnestly desire as

to establish our government on such a

foundation as may make our subjects happy,
and unite them to us by inclination as well

as duty ; which we think can be done by no
means so effectually as by granting to them
the free exercise of their religion for the

time to come, and add that to the perfect

enjoyment of their property, which has
never been, in any case, invaded by us
!^nce our coming to the crown ; which
being the two things men value most, shall

<ner be preserved in these kingdoms during
our reign over them, as the triiest methods
of their peace and our glory. AVe cannot
but heartily wish, as it will easily be be-

lieved, that all the people of our dominions
were members of the Catholic Church, yet

we humbly thank Almighty God it is, and
hath of long time been, our constant sense

and opinion (which upon divers occasions

we have declared) that conscience ought
•not to be restrained, nor people forced, in

matters of mere religion. It has ever been
directly contrary to our inclination, as we
think it is to the interest of government,
v/hich it destroys, by spoiling trade, de-

populating countries, and discouraging
strangers j and, finally, that it never ob-

tainbd the end for which it was employed.
And to the end that all our loving

subjects may be acquitted and discharged
from all pains, penalties, forfeitures, and
disabilities by them, or any of them, in-

curred or forfeited, or which they shall, or^
may, at any time hereafter be liable to, for

or by reason of their Nonconformity, or the
exercise of their religion, and from aU
suits, troubles, or disturbances for the same,
we do hereby give our free and ample
pardon unto all Nonconformists, Iclecu-

sants, and other our loving subjects, for
all crimes and things by them committed
or done contrary to the penal laws formerly
made relating to religion, and the profes-

sion or exercise thereof, hereby declaring
that this our royal pardon and indemnity
shall be as good and eft'ectual, to all intents
and purposes, as if every individual person
had been therein particularly named, or
had particular pardons under our great
se.i,l, which we do likewise declare shall,

from time to time, be granted unto any
person or persons desiring the same, will-

ing and requiring our judges, justices, and
1 other officers, to take notice of and obey

j

our royal will and pleasure hereinbeibre
declared. And although the freedom and

I

assurance we have hereby given, in relation

to religion and property, might be sufficient

to remove from the minds of our loving
subjects all fears and jealousies in relation

to either, yet we have thought fit further to

declare that we will maintain them in all

their properties and possessions, as well of
church and abbey-lands, as in any other
their lands and property whatsoever."
A year later, his majesty made a further

proclamation, as follows :
" Ever since wo

granted this indulgence, we have made it

our principal care to see it preserved with-
out distinction, as we are encouraged to do
daily by multitudes of addresses, and many
other assurances we receive from our
subjects of all persuasions, as testimonies
of their satisfaction and duty, the efl'ects of

which we doubt not but the next Parlia-

ment will plainly show, and that it will not
be in vain that we have resolved to use our
uttermost endeavours to establish liberty of
conscience on such just and equal founda-
tions as will render it unalterable, and
secure to all people the free exercise of their

religion for ever, by which future ages may
reap the benefit of what is so undoubtedly
for the general good of the whole kingdom.
It is such a security we deoire, without the
burden and constraint of oaths and tests,

which have been unhappily made by some
governments, but could never support any ;

nor should men be advanced by such means
to offices and employments, which ought to

be the reward of services, fidelity, and
merit. We must conclude that not oply
good Christians will join in this, but who-
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ever i« concerned: for the increase of Jthe

wealth and poNYer of the nation. It would,
perhaps; prejudice some of our neighb )urs,

who might lose part of those vast advan-
tage.s they now enjoy, if liberty of con-
science were settled in these kingdoms,
which ai-e, above all others, most capable
of improvement, uud of comnianding the
trade of the world."

This proclamation, so good and just in

ir.s«?lf, WHK ordered to be read in all the
churches and chapels throughout the United
Kingdom. But this was impo.sing a duty
which all had not freedom of conscience to

per-orm. His Grace of Canterbury, with
six of the prelates, refused to read it, and
protested, in writing, against it. This was
construed into " contriving, making, and
publishina: a srditious libel, in writing,

against Ijis Majesty and his government."
On this charge they were brought up before
the King's Bench. Objection was taken by
their counsel to their commitment; but
this was overruled. The very reverend
defendants then put ia a plea, pleading the
privilege of peers i)f the kingdom ; but this

was refused. The trial proceeded. It

filled up several days. And, though no
common efibrt was made on the part of the
crown to impeach these reverend fathers in

God. no charge could be substantiated, and
the jury brought tliem in not guilty, No
sooner was the verdict delivered tlian the
conTt rang with the shouts of the people.

The Earl of Shaptesbury.

It should Recm, from the dedicatii>n pre-
fixed to the volume of State Tnals, that
£t design had been deeply laid, and carried
on with more than usual violence by those
who steered the helm of the State, for the
subversion of the established religion and
government of these three kingdoms ; and
that, " among the rest, one of their chiefest

contrivances was, by a malicious and illegal

prosecution, to have extinguished the
brightest luminarits of the English Church,
to the end that the benighted people might
the more easily after that have been misled
into the pitfals of superstition and slavery."
This impression widely obtained among
all ranks and orders. And among my Lord
Shaftesbury's pap rs a document was fotiud

which perfectly expresses the fear enter-
tained by himself and others. We give it

as it was read in court during his trial.

Its language may be offensive to some (it is

not grateful to ourselves), but wc give it as
a genuine production :—

^

*' We, the knights, &c., finding, to the
grief of our hearts, the Popish priests and
Jesuits, with the Papists, and their ad-
herents and abettors, have for several years
last past pursued a most pernioiou.-j and

hellish plot, to root out the true Protestant
religion, as a pestilent heresy, to take away
the life of our gracious king, to subvert our
laws and liberties, and to set up arbitrary

power and popery

:

" And it being notorious that they have
been highly encouraged by the counte-
nance and protection given and procured
for them by James, Duke of York, and by
their expectations of his succeeding to the
crown, and that through crafty, p pish
counsels his designs have so far previiled,

that he hath created many and great de-
pendents upon him, by his bestowing offices

and preferments both in Church and State :

" It appearing also to us, that, by his

influence, mercenary forces have been levied
and kept on foot for his secret designs,
contrary to our laws, the officers thereof
having been named and appointed by him,
to the apparent hazard of his Majesty's
person, our religion and government, if the
danger had not been timely foreseen by
several parliaments, and part of those
forces, with great difficulty, caused by them
to be disbanded at the kingdom's great
expense ; and it being evident that, not-
withstanding all the continual endeavours
of the parliament to deliver his Majesty
from the councils, and out of the power of
the said duke, yet his interest in the minis-
try of State, and others, have been so pre-
valent, that parliaments have been un-
reasonably prorogued and dissolved, when
they have been in hot pursuit of the Popish
conspiracies, and a 1 ministers of State their
assistants. And that the said duke, in
order to reduce all into his own power, hath
procured the garrisons, the army and muni-
tion, and all the power of the seas and
soldiers, and lands belonging to these three
kingdoms, to be put into the hands of his

party and their adherents, even in opposi-
tion to the advice and order of the last

parliament

:

" And as we, considering with heavy
hearts how greatly the strength, reputa-
tion, and treasure of the kingdom, both at
sea and land, is wasted, and consumed, and
lost by the iutricaie, expensive manage-
ment of these wicked, destructive designs

;

and finding the .same councils, after ex-
emplary justice upon some of the con-
spirators, to be still pursued with the ut-
mo.->t devilish malice and desire of revenge,
whereby his Majesty is in continual hazard
of being murdered, to make way for the said
duke's advancement to the crown ; and the
whole kingdojn, in such case, is destitute
of all security of their religion, laws, es-

tates, and liberty—sad experience in the
case, Queen Mary having proved the
wisest laws to be of little force to keep out
Popery and tyranny under a Popish prince •
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" We have, therefore, endeavoured in a

parliamentary way, by a bill for the pur-

pose, to bar and exclude the said duke from
the succession to the crown, and to banish
hiin for ever out of these kingdoms of Eng-
land and Ireland. But the first means of

the King and kingdom's safety being utterly

rejected, and we left almost in despair of

obtaining any real and effectual security,

and knowing ourselves to be entrusted to

advise and act for the preservation of his

Majesty and the kingdom, and being per-

suaded in our consciences that the dangers
aforesaid are so imminent and pressing

that there ought to be no delay of the best

means that are in our power to secure the

kingdom against them. We have thought
fit to propose to all true Protestants, an
union amongst themselves, by solemn and
sacred promise of mutual defence and as-

sistance in the preservation of the true Pro-

testant religion, his Majesty's person and
royal state, and our laws, liberties, and
properties ; and we hold it our bounden
duty to join ourselves, for the same intent,

in a declaration of our united aff"^ctions and
resolutions in the form ensuing :

—

" I, A B, do, in the presence of God,
solemnly promise, vow, and protest to

maintain and defend, to the utmost of my
power, with any person and estate, the true

Protestant religion against Popery and all

Popish superstition, idolatry, and innova-

tion, and all those who do, or shall endea-

vour to, spread or advance it within this

kingdom.
" I will also, as far as in me lies, main-

tain and defend his Majesty's royal person

and estate, as also the power and prlvilfege

of Parliaments, the lawful rights and liber-

ties of the subject against the encroach-

ments and usurpation of arbitrary power
whatsoever ; and endeavour entirely to

disband all such mercenary forces as we
have reason to believe were raised to ad-

vance it, and are still kept up in and about

the City of London, to the great amaze-
ment and terror of all the good people of

the land,
" Moreover-, James, Duke of York, having

publicly professed and owned the Popish
religion, and notoriously given life and
birth to the damnable and hellish plots of

the Papists against his Majc.ny'.s person,

the Protestant religion, and tiic govern-

ment of this kingdom—I will never consent

that the said James Duke of York, or any
other who is or hatli been a Papist, or any
ways adhered to the Papists ia their wicked
designs, be admitted to the succession of

the crown of England; but by all lawful

means, and by force of arms if need so re-

quire, according to my abilities, will oppose

liim, and endeavour to subdue, expel.

and destroy him, if he come into England
or th.e dominions thereof, and seek by force

to set up his pretended title, and all su(;h

as shall adhere unto him, or raise any war,
tumult, or sedition for him, or by his com-
mand, as public enemies of our laws, reli-

gion, and country.
"To this end we, and everyone of us,

whose hands are hereunder written, do most
willingly bind ourselves and every one of us

unto the other, jointly and severally, in the

bond of one firm and loyal society or associ

ation ; and do promise and vow before God,
that with our joint and particular forces we
will oppose and pursue unto destruction all

such as upon any title whatsoever shall op-

pose the just and righteous ends of this as-

sociation, and maintain, protect, and defend
all such as shall enter into it, in the just

performance of the true intent and meaning
of it. And lest this just and pious work
should be anyways obstructed or hindered
for want of discipline and conduct, or any
evil-minded persons, under ijrctence of

raising forces for the service of this associ-

ation, should attempt or commit disorders,

we will follow such orders as we shall from
time to time receive from this present Par-
liament, whilst it shall be sitting, or the

major part of the members of both Houses
subscribing this association, when it shall

be prorogued or dissolved; and obey su li

officers as shall by them be set over us iu

the several counties, cities, and boroughs,
until the next meeting of this or anothor
Parliament ; and will then show the same
obedience and submission unto it, and those

who shall be of it.

"Neither Avill we, for any respect of per-

sons or causes, or for fear or reward,

separate ourselves from this association, or

fail in the prosecution thereof during our

lives, upon pain of being, by the rest of us,

prosecuted and suppress'^d as perjured

persons, and public enemies to God, the

King, and our native country."

His lordship was charged with high trea-

son, and it was moved that evidence miglit

be heard in court. Witnesses were called,

but their collective testimony amounted to

nothing equal to the crime of treason. Aftet

the summing up, the jury withdrew to con-

sider the evidence, and returned the bill

Ignoramus ; "upon which the people fell a

hollowing and shouting.'"

Stephen Colledge.

From a nobleman we descend to a me-
chanic. Colledge was a carpenter in the

city of Oxford, and, like Shaftesbury, was
charged with the crime of high treason.

Having been kept a close prisoner in tin?

Tower ever since he had been taken, he

knew not what had been sworn a£uinst him,
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nor the persons who had sworn ; and being
thus ignorant of the matter, be humbly de-

sired that he might have a copy of the in-

dictment and a list of the Jury, and be
allowed counsel ivith whom to advise. This
being denied him, he exglaimed— "God
iiave mercy upon any man that is so ac-

fused ; for it i? not possible for him to make
Ids defence, if he cannot be at liberty to

look after it himself, nor any of his friends

'permitted to do it for him !" And again

—

" For God's sake, my lord, let me have the

Justice of the nation, and what by law an
Englishman ought to have I" He was over-

borne. The trial proceeded: and r.fter the
evidence was taken, Colledge addressed the

court, and said—" >Iy Lord, I have only in-

nocence to plead. I do declare, in the pre-

sence of Almighty God, that as to whatso-
ever is sworn against me, as to the seizing

of his Majesty, providing arms, or having
any design, either at Oxford or London, or

any other place in the world, to seize upon
the person of the King, or to rebel against
the Government established, I vow to God
Almighty I never had such a thought in

me. My Lord, they have sworn c esper-itely

against me, and it hath appeared, I tlunk,
by very creditable persons, that they have
contradicted one another I think there
is never a man that hath sworn against me
but hath been sufficiently confuted by per-

sons of integrity and honesty, men of prin-

ciple, men of religion ; such, my Lord, as

make conscience of what they say. They
are persons altogether unknown to me, and
most of them, as to what they had to say,

it was what they offered voluntarily," He
was found guilty, and sentenced to be

hanged, beheaded, and quartered, and his

body to be at the king's disposal. The
sentence was carried into execution on
Wednesday the 31st of August, 16S1, over
against the gate of the Castle in the city of
Oxford. Thus perished another majtyr to
truth and liberty

!

On Friday, July 20th, 16S3, the day pre-
ceding the execution of mv Lord Russell,
were Captain Thoma.s "^V.\_lcot, John-
House, and "William Home, called to lay
down their lives at Tyburn, having been, on
the same partial and distorted evidence, ac-
cused and found guilty of treason against
the King and the Government. Captain
Blague was brought in not guilty. Hexry,
Bakox Uelameil, was charged with the
same crime in the county palatine of Ches-
ter, but, after a full hearing, was acquitted
of all matters laid to his charge.

If justice enjoyed an occasional triumph,
it was more frequently foUcd and thro^^'u

down. The deepest wrong was offered to

piinciple and truth. The claims of con-
science and of God were trampled under
foot. The truest patriots were treated as
rebels. Men v.ho would have sacrificed life

itself for the good of their country were
doomed to suffer as traitors ! But the hon-
om-s which they were denied in life are being
strewn upon their graven by a faithful pos-
terity. We can smile at the idea of Charles
the Martyr, but the memory of Russell and
Sidney is embalmed in the memory of the
English nation. Xor are these alone che-
rished names. Others suffered. And when
time has run its Utile round, they together
will shine in a higher and brighter ffrma-
ment as the stars for ever I

WEST IXDIAX EXPERIENCES: Oil, LIFE AND LABOUR AS A
MISSIONARY FOR 14 YEARS IN THE AVEST INDIES.

CHAPTER Vi.—ROMANCE RUBBED OFF.

One of the pests of tropical climates is the
fecundity of insect life. It would seem as
if the Egyptian plague of flies and locusts
had taken up its permanent abode in the un-
cleared forests and fever-breathing swamps
of many parts of Jamnica. Our residence
wac in the lowlands, and during tlie rainy
reasons, in May and October, we were often
literally worn out with sand-flies and mos-
quitoes. I hare been obliged to break up
an evening service frequently in the negro
villages OR account of these little vixens.

Lilliputian as they are, they are positively
terrible at times in their numbers ; and, ai
a proof of it, horses and cows arc not ua-
frequently stung to death in the bush by

' them, Thon all the year round we had'the
ants; sugar anis that did not sting, and
black ants that did; red ants that smell
very fustily, and lion ants that eat these
up ; wood ants that devour your house over
your head, and duck ants that made excel-

:
lent feeding for young ducks (whence their

I

name)
; and many other ants, too numerous
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to mention, and quite astonishing to a new
comer. Then there were spiders, of sizes

and powers most formidable. One of our
newly-arrived missionaries' wives, fresh

from Belgravia or elsewhere, on entering

her Jamaica house, near St. Ann's Bay,
was petrified with terror at beholding the

multitude and variety of spiders that were
in the house and out of the house. "Oh
dear !" she cried, I shall never be able to

live in this country, where there arc so

many spiders." A worthy missionary

standing by, and still labouring in the same
part of the'world, quite a veteran, and with

u heart as young as ever, and an eye quick

to catch the humorous everywhei-e, drily

said, " My dear madam, you need not be

alarmed at spiders coming into your house,

for the wise man says that spiders take

hold e'^eii of kings' palaces." But more
terrible Avas the taranUda spider, whose
sting is often fatal I knew a black man, a

boat-captain, named Bogle, who lay down
to sleep one day on the sand-keys, where
he had been catching turtle, but was speedily

roused by a sharp piercing sting in his arm

;

in half-an-hour his arm was powerless;

within an hour delirium came on ; his men
put in for the shore as fast as they could,

but with difficulty reached it, for they had
to row and to hold him down at the same
time. When he reached his cottage, Avhich

was in the same yard as my temporary
dwelling at Old Harbour Bay, he was raving

mad ; his eyes were starting from their

sockets, and "his mouth covered with foam.

Everybody was afraid of him, and I had to

volunteer my inexperienced hand to set him
to rights. Our first business—and it was no
easy task—was to get him undressed, and
fastened to his bed ; but even then he had
to be held down. Meantime I sent for

a doctor, who, when he came, was as

frightened as myself. At length he was bled,

and medicine administered, and in the course

of the night he had a little sleep ; but it was a

week before he recovered his senses, and
five years afterwards his arm was almost

dead and numb. After this I met with

several similar cases, some of them ending

fatally.

To the spiders must be added scorpions^

;

and only those who have seen an energetic

scorpion slowly advancing, with his many-
jointed tail erect with insect rage, can un-

derstand the force of the saying, " the lash

of scoTpionR." Tlien there were centipedes,

one of which bit a child of mine as he v.as

sleeping in a hammock, and his arm and
hand woi-e swollen sadly long after;we re

turned to England. But, without furthftr

enumeration, one is not able altogether to

denounce Sidney Smith's cleverness on the

subject as wholly an exaggeratii^n :ai.« i^^'

sects," he says, " are the curse of tropical

climates. The hete rouge lays the founda-
tion of a tremendous ulcer. In a moment
you are covered with ticks. Chigoea bury
themselves in your flesh, and hatch a large
colony of j-oung chigoes in a few hours.
They will not live together, but every chigoe
sets up a separate xilcer, and has his own
private portion of pus. Flie^ get entry iuto

your mouth, into your eyes, into your nose;
you eat flies, you drink flics, you breathe
flies. Lizards, cockroaches, and snake;;,

get into your bed; ants eat up your books
;

scorpions sting you on the foot. Everything
bites, stings, or bruises ; every second of

your existence, you are suiTOunded by
some piece of animal life, that nobody has
ever seen before, except Swamnierdam or

Meriam. An insect with eleven legs is

swimming in your tea cup ; a nondescript
with nine wings is struggling in the small
heer f' or a caterpillar with several dozrn
eyee in his belly is hastening over the bread
and butter. All nature is alive, and seems
to be gathering all her entomological hosts

to eat you up, as you are standing, out of

your ooat, waistcoat, and brcecht^s. Such
are the tropics ! AU this reconciles us to

our dews, our fogs, vapours, aiid drizzles

;

to our apothecaries rushing about with

gargles and tinctures ; to our old British

constituti nal coughs, sore throats, and
swelled faces."

When 1 wrote the first line about insect

life, I had no idea whereunto it would grov>-.

But my readers will bear with nit; when I

say that there is no prescription so sure of

succeeding as this : try and take a good-
humoured view of the external troubles of

life ; when there are internal troubles, when
the bosom-bird doesn't sing sweetly, then

there is no time to be good humoured ; iti*

time to set the house in order, and ascertain

what is wrong within, before tiie ruin inci-

pient, is a ruin past recovery. So we tried

,
to do abroad. With the blessing of a cheer-

ful wife, and the all-comprehending good of

our Heavenly Father's blessing, the insect

annoyances were often the source of amuse-
ment and instruction ; and other worse and
heavier aisquietudes were reconciled to us

by the thought that they naturally aroae

out of our self-chosen vocation ; and if, oa

the one hand, fuere were sources of troubk
unknown at home, there were also rich

pleasures arising from the development of

mental and moral strength among a pcopk
who had hitherto been deemed the^ sejv^ts
of servants.

• An iBternttl proof that Sidney Smith had
never been iu tUe colonies, for there is no inuM
beer to be fouo^d there, lor this yooJ reason—^t
\n,nt keep dnrtti? th^ v^?-e.

, . ^^ ..^^J,.
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CHAPTER VIL—THE PLANTER'S FIX.

The year 1837 was a very trying year.

Everj' one was at fault with every one.

Nobody agreed with anybody. Everybody
had his own opinion about matters, but
that was sure to be at variance with his

neiglibour's opinion. Logoniacliy was the
order of the day, and the missionaries
were the cjiuse of it all—at least, .so it Mas
said. The papers said it—the House of
Asseniblv .said it—all the local, and nearly
all the stipendiary magistrates repeated it

;

there waa no help for it. If it had not been
for the'* sectarian clergy," the island would
have been pro.sperous ; their teaching had
destroyed the £1 Dorado of tlie West. The
ini.ssionaries themselveswere not convinced
of this, but, otherwise, held a strong opinion
to the contrary. But now that one can
look back on those thirteen years ago, one
is not .surprised at this attitude of antagon-
ism assumed by nil classes. Opiuion,<<,

and people, too, have since then become
more like each other ; and all classes, even
the missionaries, agree that there were
often faults on both .sides.

The fact was this : the apprentice.sliip

system, that prodigious effort of a Stan-
leyan brain, did not work well. To be sure
it was a trifle better thaji slavery. The
laws, theoretically, were .idministered by
magistrates appointed by the home govern-
ment; the evidence of the people them-
selves was now received in open court;
and families could not be separated, and
negroes were absolutely allowed to buy
and sell, and get gain ; and the hours of
labour wore regulated by statute law,
although, in most cases this custom was
honoured more iu the breach tlian in the
observance. But still it was slavery dis-

guised. To the people a mockery of their
hopes ; to the planters a terrible mortifica-
tion and sorrow. Everybody was cheated
by it : the people because they were not free

to work for whom they pleased; and the
planters because tiif.y were not free to
"wallop" their "niggers" when they
liked. It was folly to suppose that those
who had been the victims of an evil sy.-jtcm

should at once forget the vices and the
passions it had engendered. Within the
period of two years, that is, from August
1}}34, to August 1836, although the whip
had been taken from the planter's liand.s,

and transferred, it was .supposed, to the
wisdom and coolness of the stipendiaries,

(30,000 apprentices received 250,000 la.shes

:

and had not the entire freedom of the popu-
lation been proclaimed in 1K58, two years
before the appointed period, a secona and
a fiercer rebellion than that of 1833 must
have taken place. Everybody knows that

Lord Stanley's act forbade the whipping
of women, and everybody knows that
women were flogged throughout the whole
term.
But the sycophancy and the snbservieney -

of many of the stipendiaries are easily acr r

:

counted for. Thej^ were the paid oflScials •,

of the planters—manj' of tlieui coarsoj..;

drinking bullies, retired half-pay officers, it

and underlings of ofticc, that were troublcr >

some at home. fu t

As a proof of the bad working of thee [^

sj'stem, and of the utter fruitles^ness of all

attempts to modify .slavery, no stronger.

illu.stratious can be adduced tiian thcs*?, »

two. The Marquis of Sligo, who had been •

Governor of Jamaica, was himself a large

proprietor in the island; but seeing the
mutility of the act of apprenticeship, ho
emancipated his slaves entirely, consider-
ably before the period of entire freedom in
1838.

No one that skims over these details

will bo surprised that things began long
before 1838 to get very much out of joint

;

and the worst was, that the antediluvians
refused to make any preparation for the
advent of entire freedom. Everybody saw-

it coming ; such an event casts its shadow
a long time before ; and yet scarcely a
single planter made the slightest attempt
to modify his plans, or to secure a resident
labouring population. One of my reason.s

for going into these details is to explain in

part the puzzling c[uestion

—

Hoav i« it the
West Indies are ni .such a ruinous con-
dition now? I by no means intend to say
tliat tlie fault is %ohoUy on the .side of my
countrymen, the planters ; but I do mean
to say that the fault is least of all on the
sid(! ofthe negroes. An instance or twomay ; i;i

suflice. The propertj' of the S 's is a splen»h - f

did sugar estate. It liad, if I remember
rightl}^, upward of 450 resident slaves upon
it. liot a man transfer his ideas to a largo t

English farm, and fancy 450 resident la*». ^h

bourersonii/ At the time I refer to, » .^

gentleman of the name of S was the )

mjuiager. He was by no means the worst

specimen of a manager that I know ; apart
from moral character, lie was, in Jauiaica
parlance, a very respectable man. He was
a thorough planter, and not particularly . ;»

inclined to wallop." But stdl he hated, m
black people. He had oppre.ssed and ill- o
treated them, and as a necessity he hated
them. With all this, however, S
was not an over-bad man. I had occasion
to see Mr. S. one day. No .sooner had i.
dismounted than his familiar call was headrd
through the jalousies :

" Boy ! take tho par-
.son's horse. Quick ! you scoundrel ; and

d

i

IS
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giv'^e him some cane-tops," Arrived at the
laiiding-place :

'" How do you do ? glad to
see youj Mr. B. Girl ! here

;
quick ! bring

chairs, and put the wine on the table
!"

After my special business was despatched,
which was to borrow a waggon and oxen
for a seventeen-mile journey to Salt River,
a request readily granted, I began my
budget. '"'What are your plans for the
future, Mr. S. ?" '"'None, sir; intend to

take it easy. If the fellows work, well

;

and if they don't, it can't be helped ; must
import European immigrants.

'

'' But having tlie labourers close at hand,
v.'ould it not be worth while to see if their

services could not be retained after they
are free, by entering into some arrange-
ments with them I

"

'What arrangements do j'ou propose?"
" Well, they must paj- a moderate rent 1

for their houses, and for the grounds tliey
j

now use as provision-grounds; be at liberty i

to work where they like and when they
like ; and so as you get your rent from them
you have nothing more to do with tliem,

only you may be sure, that, all other things

being equal, thej' will prefer working here

to gfoing a distance from home to look for

employment."
•'You don't suppose I should think of

such terms as these ?"

" I don't know ; but as land is plentiful,

and in many parts cheap, and the negroes
have saved money, depend on it they will

buy land, become small freeiiolder.s, and,
for a time, all labour will be withdrawn
from the estates."

'^Jjct them do so ; I will never make a
bargain witli a black fellow."

The first of August came ! The people
were all in ditierent places of worship

—

most of them in my chapel. On their re-

turn they found notices affixed to every
cottage, dated on the very day of freedom,
requiring them at the end of tlu'ee months'
time to give up i^ossession of tlieir cottages

and provision-grounds ! Wliat were they
to do ? It seemed to them, and to others
also, that the sooner they left the estate the
better. Land was easily secured, posses-

sion given, instalments of its value paid
down, and to temporary huts erected in a
day or two the people retired, after which
they proceeded to clear their grounds,
plant provisions, and build more substan-
tial cottages. The result was, that, not
only in tliis case, but in many, many otliers,

no labour at all was done by tlie people ou
the sv.gnr atntes for twelve months after

freedom; the necessary consequence of
which was the rapid depreciation of pro-
perty by the growth of " bush" ainong the
canes, &c., ;uid the great ditticulty and ex-

pensiveiicss, and impossibility in some

cases, of getting the standing crops off the
gi'ounds.

At one of my out-stations in the Mocho
mountains, the people were very anxious
to build a school-house, and undertook to
do so under my directions. An acre of
ground had been given to me by a black
man, (that is, by an " old time freeman," not
a " queen''s freeman"), and some 40 or 50
people, men and women and boys and girls,

were busy making a lime-kiln, as the first

step towards the accomplishment of their
wislics. They chos^e to do this, and to do
it for nothing too ; but it was not idleness

nor squatting, as was falsely said. Under
the stimulus of the driver they never did
so much, or did so well, as under the
stimulus of Willinghood. Whilst so en-
gaged a party of gentlemen in the neigh-
bourhood rode by, not a little annoyed to

see so many working for one, to whom the
otlier day they could say Gro, and they
went—Come, and they came. " Well,"
said one of them, " what's the parson giving
you a day?" "Oh, nothing," said one of
the people (these were the newly-found
days of freedom of speech), " we are work-
ing for 02(r4e/vc5, not for the parson ; this

school-room is for us and our chihti'en
!'''

" Ah I you'll get rich at that rate ; come
and work for me and Til give youeighteou
pence a day to pick my coffee."
" Perhaps massa can pick coffee himself

now ; he always say he can do very well
without us black people."
"Come! come along! don't work for

nothing there ! Come, I'll pay you."
'"Ah ! massa never mind I massa mustn't

fret about our working for nothing! You
see, massa, all our life long we work for

nothing! and it don't kill us yet. and tliis

little bit of work for nothing v.on't kill us
quite."

" You rascals ! you ! that's your ingratii

tude, is it? Ah, old boy, you'll catch ift

yet; we'll have English labourers out to

do your work."
" Very good, massa ! you bring tluJ

buckra gentlemen here to help us; v, t;

.shall see how him stajid the sun ! Thesuii
a hot something for true ! and when guinea
Srass grow, bucki'a man die; but, ma sa,^

on't fret—don't fret about our working
for notliing

;
you make us use to it for lonjf

time, till it come quite easy."
The tables were turned; and the planters

were reaping the fruits of their own sct

verity and impolicy in alienating the hearts
of the labouring population from them,au^
fi'om the estates ou which they were born.
The black man was free to all intents'

and purposes, but the white manager was
a bond slave to the circumstances of his

own creation. i
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SHORT HOMILIES, BY PARSON FRANK.—No. IV.

For there are tw o heavens, sweet.

Both made of love,—one, inconceivable

Even by the oiher, so divine it is;

Tlie other, far on this side of the stars,

By men call'd Home, when some blest pair are met
As we are now. LEiQHlltJNt.

Probably no nation tinder he?ivcn enjoys, upon the whole, so deep and cordial

a sense of the happy meaning of Home, as our own. Some foreigners take upon

themselves to latigh at our high estimate of the domestic tics and household affec-

tions. Every sensible man can afford to let them laugh on. Nay, he will join in

the laugh

—

his glee, however, being that of satisfaction

—

his complacency arising

from the compliment involved in his neighbour's merriment. Assuredly, no brave

and earnest soul need be ashamed of loving and clinging to the pleasures of Home.
It is womanly so to love and cling to them, but it is manly also. Only frivolous or

degraded natures feel otherwise. As folks say, "there's a screw loose," when a

man is shy of home attractions, and finds them repulsive rather than alluring—

a

centrifugal rather than a centripetal force. A good many screws ai-e loose in the

social mechanism of working men ; but certamly this indifference to home, and
neglect of the interests of home, is one of them, and not the least. Nor is the mis-

chief to be remedied at once and for ever by a " Short Homily."
A hundred circumstances may meet in a hundred various combinations to make

home unhappy, or at least unattractive. And to surmount the difficulty of each

separate case, one would need to know tlio particular circumstances which contri-

bute^, to create that difficulty, such as a confirmed habit of intemperance in the hus-

band, or of ncolding in the <vifo, 5r of disobedience in the children, or of discomfort

in the dwelling, and so on. But the fact remains, that myriads of English homes,
which really might be nests of comfort and repose, and enjoyment, are nothing
better than plague spots of family disorder, having the very elements of a miniature
hell perfect so far as it goes. The master lays the whole blame on the stooping

shoulders of the mistress, and she, we may be sure, retorts the personality, and re-

pays the capital charge with compound interest. In such an instance Sir Roger do
Covcrley's rule generally holds good, that much maybe said on both sides ; and also

that there are faults on both sides. Now, ifboth the impassioned litigants, so full of

recrimination and self excuse, would but make mutual concessions and allowances,

they }uight destroy the charge of "cat and dog life," so validly preferred against
them, and set up the sign of Darby aud Joan instead. Or, if one only of the twain
is open to reason, let him or her begin at once, and see what can be done by individual
effort, to turn the sword of strife into a ploughshare of productive peace. The
?ain3 will be well bestov/ed—the good effort will not be, cannot be, wholly lost,

lerculcs did not put his shoulder to the Avheel in vain—nor, when the deed was
done, did he regret having strained his muscles and stretched his sincv/s a little.'

. Even if he had failed, the exercise would have done him good.

„. , "Would to God t'.iut any v/ords of mine might avail to excite some readers, or

1 5jj
?Qader oven, to turn over a new leaf in " domestic economy," and to strive to make

'

\t % wretched home blessed, or a happy one more blessed still. The aim were inspirit-

ing, the achievement right noble. One such success becomes a seed-field of

itu future triumphs. One such example becomes a rallying-point, a standard illustra-

"on for the social reformer. He can say, look there, and see what perseverance in

ood purposes has accomplished. That house was once a * wild-boast show'—

a

ear-gardeh ; a focus of riot, altercation, misrule, disorder, strife of tongue ; its

nhabitants hated the sight of it, and spent as small a part of their life, as imjjrnper

fracture of their time iu it as possible. Now, it is so changed, and people who used
b gossip by the hour about the scandal caused by its evil name, are positively
vious of the evident prosperity which blesses its roof-tree. Of such an envy a.s

/, I, for one, AviU hope the fairest results. For there rings in its ears a " Song of
Bell" which seems tosav. Go, and do thou likewise.

iiclii

stt
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Wbena man's youthfoL home has been happy, how precious arid, soothing -is- i^-,

remembrance, deep in the vista of years ! Hear Lamartme speak oi his ::-t^'^.-4#t

for me, I preserve carefully its much-prized relies—the straw, the moss of- whielv^
it was built ; and although it is now empty, deserted, and stripped of all those teatq
der and enchanting ties that gave it life, I love to revisit it, to sleep at times thete;-

once more ; as if the localities retained the impress of the scenes which they haidt^

witnessed, and as if I could again hear, on awakening from my slumbers, the voictf^

of my mother, the footsteps ofmy father, the joyous exclamations of my sisters, 'and^

all the sounds of youth, of life, and of love."* When Sir Walter Scott retutnedv^
a helpless paralytic, to Abbotsford, after his continental tour in search of healtlV'

that never was again to be his, it is touching to read that he desired to be wheeled,
^

through his rooms, and was accordingly moved leisurely for an hour or more up

^

and down the hall and the great library— ' I have seen much,' he kept saying,' butT
nothing like my ain house

—

give me one turn more.'f He had laboured to makfe it'

a happy home, or he could not have felt and spoken thus. Why should we not^

also hibour, and provoke one another to this work and labour of love ? Flitches of

bacon are no longer given to loving couples in tokens of unbroken amitv. but there-

is little occasion ; such virtue is eminently its own reward.

There is a spot of earth supremely blest,

A dearer, sweeter spot than all the rest,

Where man, creation's tyrant, casts aside
His sword and sceptre, pageantry and pride.

While in his softened looks benignly blend
The sire, the son, the husband, brother, ftrlend.

no?. Jbffi; ,^

•vronod
'/ HBf/ baa ,5iJhiqa Bid io

THOMAS TELFORD, THE ENGINEER! ^
^"

'nfsrix

It is matter of reget that the outlines only
j
work for him but herself. Wkat kind of

of the life of so remarkable a man as
I
disposition she possessed we do not

Thomas Telford are available to the public,
j

know ; if we may judge of it by her son's^

The filling up, even in the moderate degree
j

we can suppose that it was not wanting in

which perfect delicacy of feeling might
j

energy and hopefulness ; but if she did be-

allow, could not fail to be at once highly in-
1

guile the suffering present with anticipa-

teresting and instructive. This, however,
;
tions of better days in the future, when her

Mr. Telford liimself did not choose to give ; . boy's strong arm could support both her

his life, from his own pen, consisting more
j
and himself, it is very certain these hopes

of a description of his great works than of
j

must have fallen far short of the high rank
personal narrative ; nor have others had

{

which she lived to see him attain. "With

the means of supplying the deficiency to
i
what pride the aged matron received the

any considerable extent. Enough, however, ;
letters which from time to time brought her

is knoAvn to indicate the qualities which led

this celebrated man from a very humble to

a very high station, and to teach again the
oft-taught lesson, that integrity and dili-

gence never lose their reward, and that,

joined to ability, they can stirmount all the

obstacles which poverty and obscurity
place in the way of advancement.
Thomas Telford was born in the parish

of Westerkirk, Dumfrieshire, Scotland, on
the 9th of August, 1757. His father was a
shepherd, and died ere the year iu which
his son was born closed. His mother,
whose maiden name was Janet Jackson,
was thus left to endure the hard struggle

of a poor v.-idow with a fatherless child.

No doubt she tiurned all the more forcibly

to, that child, that he had none to care or

accounts of her son's growing prosperity !

letters which he had the consideration to

write in printed characters, that she migh^^

read them without the assistance of others!,^

In the parish school of Westerkirk, Tel-

ford received the humblest education. As
soon as he was old enough to make hinxself

at all useful, it would seem that he at-

tended school only during the winter

months, being employed in the summer
by his uncle as a shepherd boy. He early

showed that unquenchable desire for know-
ledge, wluch generally marks the bo^jv

hood of men destined to distinguish theiia,«

selves in the world. The Imnible bot^k-

shelves of his neighbours were ransacked Ji

that food which his mind craved, an^,

which the supply was so scanty.

Jiji

Lamartine's Autobiagraphy. + Loclthart's T.lfteofScottitjm^H'fr James Montaromery.nrf, j^i'.
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did procure 1m; turned to the best account,

nor was his a mind which could learn only

from books. The wonderful and beautiful

phenomena of nature, with wkioh the long

solitaary out-door watchings of his shepherd

life made him familiar, must not be forgottea

ia taking account of the influences which
educated his active and observant mind. To
the natural poetry of the beautiful district

in, which he fed his flocks may be traced the

awakcning^, or at least the strengthening,

of those imaginative tendencies which he
retained fresh throu|;h a life busied with

pursuits of a very different character.

AVhen a little further advanced in li'e

Telford learned the trade of a stonemason,
and for several years he wna employed in

his own parish and the nciglihouring ones,

building bridges over mountain streams,

farmhouses, and sometimes a church.
During this time he was chiefly remarkable
ft)r the neatness with which he cut out let-

ters on grave-stones. His taste for reading
nought diminished, he spent the evenings
of his hard-working days in perusing, by the
light of the cottage fire, such books as he
could borrow. He was noted also for the
gaiety of his spirits, and was long remem-
bered by the name of " Laughing Tom."
The peculiar bent of his genius was not

yet developed; instead of sketches of

bridges and plans of roads casting their

shadows before, the future engineer em-
ployed his leisure hours in the ]e«s profit-

able work of xnaking verses, v/hich he had
the satisfaction to see printed in " Ruddi-
man's Weekly Magazine," under the sig-

nature of " Eskdale Tarn." In one of his

serlpieces there is adescription, evidently appli-

pesjcable to himself :

—

" Nor pass tJie tentie curious lad,

Who o'er the ing'le hangs his head,
And begs oi neighbours books to read ;

I'or hence arise

'J'hy country's sons, who far are spread,
Baith bold and wise."

One of his compositions, entitled *• pjsk-

ilale," appears in the " Poetical Museum,"
miscellany of verse, published at Hawick,

;ind is thus introduced—" Thomas Telford,
nthor of the following poem, was bred a
ason, at the village of Langholm, on the

janks of the Esk ; a young man of no edu-
iation but common reading, assisted by some

(V books lent him by the Tieighbouring
ntlemen '

' Some verses of his, addre^ sed
Burns, were, by the author's perttussion,

>ublishea long afterwards, by Dr. Curiie,
d,' his life of the Scottish poet.
In 1783 Telford went to Edfnburgh, to

feek better employment than his native dis-

rict afforded ; and there he continued to
^rk for sometime, all the while embracing
very^ opportunity which presented- for I

tudyingarchiteeture on scientific principles.

ant

ma

ew

He liad learacd to take arc,hitectui-al draw-
ings, which enabled him to preserve^tlie re-

sults of his observations.' .

'

'

'^ '' '
'

'
''^^?

In 1782 we find our spirited young mason
on his way to the great metropolis. <' I

^

made my way direct to London," he saysj"^

"as the great mart for talents and ingenuityj

and I was fortunate in getting employed at

the quadrangle of Somerset-placo-buildings,

where I acquired much practical informa-
tion, both in the useful and ornamental.,

branches of architecture. And in thecoursq-
of my two years' residence in London. I had
an opportiuiity of examining the nume-
rous public buildings of tlie metropolis of

Great Britain, and 1 became know . to S.r|

VV, Chambers and Mr. Robert Adnm, the';

two most distinguished architects of that

day, the former haughty and reserved, the'

latter affable and communicative ; and a
similar distinction of character pervaded
their works, Sir William's being stiff and
formal, those of Mr. Adam playful and gay

;

and although frorn neither did I derive any
direct advantage, yet so powerful is manner
that the latter left the most favourable im-
pression, while the interviews with both
convinced me that my safest plan was to

I

endeavour to advance', if by slow degrees,

i yet by independent conduct."

He did not enter London altogether

friendless. Fortunately for him and for many,
others, Mr. John Pasley, bclongmg to au
Eskdale family, a wealthy merchant, was
settled there, and proverbial for the kind-
ness with which he received young men from
Eskdale, and forwarded their views. Tel-
ford was welcomed by him with genuine
kindness, and it was probably through ?.Ir.

Pasley'ti means he was introduced to the.

notice of Sir W. Chambers. To the same
friend, through the influence cf hU brother,

Admiral Farley, Telford was most likely

indebted for what he calls the next step in

his professional career, the .superintendence'

of building a house in Portsmouth dock-
yard for the resident commissioner, " Par-
ing the three years," he says, " that I at-

tended the building of the commissioner's
house, and of a new chapel for the dock-
yard. I had an opportunity of observing the
various operations necessary in the founda-
tions and construction of graving-docks,
wharfs, walls, and similar works, Avhich

afterwards became my chief occupation."
These works completed, he was invited

into Shropshire to superintend some altera-

tions in the Castle of Shrewsbury, which,
with other work.^ in the neighbourhood
committed to him, were e.vecuted in so

satisfactwy a manner, that yix. Telford was
appointed surveyor of public works for the
county of Siiropshire, a situation which he
retained till his deatla.
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. It Tvas not till about the year 1793 that

Mr. Telford directed his chief attention to

civil engineering. About that time the

gentlemen of Shropshire, desirous of unit-

ing the rivers Dee and Mersey with the

Severn, determined to have a canal con-

structed for that purpose ; and, having ob-

tained the necessary legislative sanction,

they intrusted the undertaking to their

surveyor of public works, whose abilities

they had had ample means of testing.

"In conducting the Ellesmere Canal, as

this work was called," says an able writer,
" Mr. Telford possessed peculiat qualifica-

tions. Skirting, as it did, the base of the

Welsh hills, no fewer than two aqueduct
bridges of unusual extent were required to

cross the valleys of the Verioy and the

Dee ; and for such purposes architectural

experience vv-as pre eminently necessary.

The first of these worlcs, namely, the Chirk
Aqueduct, is an object of great interest,

j

It was completed in 1801, at an expense of

£20,898 ; crossing a jncturcsque valley

seven hundred and ten feet wide, and car-

rying the canal at a height of seventy feet

above the bed of the river. It is twenty-
two feet wide, and consists of ten arches,

each of which is forty feet span, and from
the perfect equality of tliein all, the bridge

has a grand and imposing appearance.
But the work possesses still higher merit.

Hitherto our aqueduct bridges retain the

water by means of puddled earth resting in

masonry ; but in many cases, even in the

works of Brindley, the action of frost had
burst the masonry, and thrown down the

aqueduct. In order to avoid such acci-

dents, Mr. Telford, in place of filling up the

spandrills of the arches with earth, con-

structed them with longitudinal walls, and
across these the canal bottom v/as formed
by cast-iron plates fixed in square stone

rnasonry. The sides of the canal being
made waterproof by ashlar work, backed
with burnt bricks laid in Tarker's cement.

Interesting, however, as this fine bridge

must ever be, it is eclipsed by the Pontey-
sylte Aqueduct, which crosses the Dee, and
adds new beauty to the picturesque valley

of Langollen. In the design of this mag-
nificent work, which was completed in 180o,

at an expense of £47,018, Mr. Telford

adopted a new method of construction,

which has since been generally fvillowod.

The height of the canal was no less than
one hundred and twenty-seven feet above
the Dee, and after the width of the valley

liad been shortened by embankments, one
thousand and seven feet still remained to

be i;rossed. Mr. Telford saw the risk, as

well as the enormous cost, of constructing

an aqueduct of such length and licight by
piers and arches of stone, and therefore

conceived the idea of carryinj the canal
over the valley in a cast iron trough, siip«

ported on cast iron arches, and resting on
stone piers. The piers are twenty in num-
ber, including the two abutment ones ; and
are united by nineteen arches of forty-five

feet span. The piers are of solid masonry
to the height of seventy feet, but the upper

j

fifty feet of them is built hollow, with one
cross inner wall, a device which not only
saved masonry, but lowered the centre of
gravity of each pier. The parapet of both
the AVhisk and Ponteysylte aqueducts is an
iron railway, which gives lightness and ele-

gance to the structure."
A greater work thaA the Ellesmere Canal

soon called for the utmost exertions of Mr.
Talford's talents. The commissioners of
the forfeited estate in Scotland th.a.t formed
the idea of opening a navigable communi-
cation between the eastern and western
seas, and the locks of the great glen of
Scotland, extending over a distance of
nearly two hundred miles. In 1773 the
celebrated James "Watt was employed in
making surveys for this purpose, and, re-

ported favourably of its practicability. The
restoration of the forfeited estates, hov.-ever,

delayed the execution of the plan. In 1801
Government again reverted to the design,
along with other plans for promoting im-
provements in the Highlands, and Mr. Tel-
ford was " directed to survey the coasts, as
well as the interior of Scotland, in reference
to the establishment of naval stations, the
improvement or formation of harbours, the'

construction of roads and bridges, and the
practicability of a canal along the Great
Caledonian glen. This task was executed
with his usual promptitude and ability ; and
after the propositions which he made to the
Government had been submitted to Parlia-
ment, and 'undergone the fullest examina-
tion, two Boards of Parliamcnt.ary Commis-
sioners were appointed—the one for exe-l

cuting the Caledonian Canal, and the othpr
for making roads and bridges in the Hi^ -|

lands. Both these commissions concui . i i

in appointing Mr. Telford their engineer."!
With characteristic energy and wonderful

|

ability he set to the execution of tlie greatest

work of the kind ever U7iderlaken. " The
Caledonian Canal," writes the author al-

ready quoted, " which was begun in 1803,

and opened in 1822, is doubtle^-; the greatest

specimen of inland navigation in tlie world.

Its total length is sixty miles, twenty-three
of which are formed artificially ; the otlier

thirty-seven, being the united lengths of the

three fresh-water lakes, namely, Loch-Xcss,
Loch-Oich, andLoch-Lochy, through whicl

it passes. As it was intended to admit tBTc

lar^ist vessels that trade between Liverpoei

and the Baltic, West Indiamen of an avef
Ife r
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age size, and frigates of thirty-two guns
when fully equipped, its dimensions were
necessarily great. The width of the water
surface was to be no less than one-hundred
and twenty ieet, the bottom width fifty, and
the depth twenty ; while the locks, which
u.re twenty-eight in number, are no less than
one hundred and seventy or one hundred
und*eighty feet long, and forty wide. Al-
thouc,'h the three fresh-water lakes, which
we have mentioned, greatly facilitated the

formation of the canal, yet the construction

of eight junctions with the canal itself oc-

casioned much labour and expense, as

well as great embarrassment to the engi-

neer. These junctions, as well as the

shallows at Loch-Oich, have been cleared

by dredging machines to the depth of

tifteen feet ; but in various places a further

excavation of five feet is necessary to ob-

tain the intended depth of twenty feet. The
canal v.as opened in October, 1822, when
the late 31r. Charles Grant, formerly mem-
ber for the county, and one of the most
zealous of the commissioners, gave a grand
fele to seventy gentlemen who had accom-
panied him in a steam-barge from sea to

sea. But though the Caledonian Canal was
thus opened, our readers must not suppose
that it was completed. The estimated ex-
pen.ic of this great national work was
£474,.:>U1, while the actual expenditure was
nearly double that sum. This excess above
the estimate arose from the great increase

vvhich took place in the price of materials
ar.d labour, as well as from unexpected
difficulties which occurred during the pro-

gress of a work so unlike, both in character
and magnitude, those of any previous un-
dertaking. The new gratits of money
wliich were necessary to carry on the canal,

brought the subject annually befoi-e the
public, and individuals were not wanting to

characterize the undertaking as a job, to

represent the delay as unjustifiable, and
to maintain that the expenditure liad

been as extravagant as it had been un-
profitable.

Under the influence of tliis feeling which
we have described, the ignorant and mis-
guided public called for the immediate
completion of the work, and at the same
imc demanded a cessation of the supplies

y which it was to be effected. It order to

pacify this growing discontent, 3rr. Telford
was induced to give his tacit but tuitrilling

consent to finish the works in a less perfect

nd substantial scale; and from the same
motive of pufing down the ignorant cry
if envy and malcvolercc, that the naviga-
;lon of tlie canal woul:^ after ail, not
ie practicahlf, he agreed to open it

fbi- the passage of shipping in the im-
Xjiished, unsafe, and altogether unsatis-

b

factory condition iu "which it at present
remains.*
Our readers will readily conceive the

mortification which Mr. Telford must have
experienced when he found the nation and
ministry arrayed against him, and when he
felt the glory of executing the greatest
work in Europe turned into shame. His
powerful mind, however, bore the affliction,

and wisely yielded to what he could not
avoid."
As engineer to the commission for High-

land roads and bridges, Mr. Telford's la-

bours, if not so splendid and striking as his

canal operations, Avcre perhaps even more
useful and satisfactory. Nine hundred and
twenty miles of new roads were made, and
1,117 bridges built, most of them of one
arch only, but a considerable number of
larger dimensions. While these works were
going on he wa.i also extensively employed
in building and repairing, and in building
churches. He says himself, " that the
work performed, during eighteen years,
ci.nstitule an amount of improvements
scarcely equally iu any other part of the
world within the same number of years."
The keen sagacity and quick perception of
character which enabled Mr. Telford to pick
out the fittest men for the subordinate ma-
nagement of his undertakings, did much
for their successful execution.
The great engineer's fame has been Euro-

pean ; and in 1808 he was invited to Sweden
to survey for a canal to extend from the
Benerean to the Baltic. This task he ac-

complished with his usual success ; and on his

plan, and with the aid of experienced Eng-
lish workmen, directing the Swedish la-

bourers, the canal was completed and opened
in the year in 1822. On this occasion two
large gold medals were :;truck, one of whicli
was presented to Mr. Telford, who also re-

ceived the Swedish order of knighthood,
and a present from his Swedish Majesty of
his portrait, set in diamonds. Kor was
this the only royal present with which,
during his life, he was favoured. The Em-
peror of ILussia sent him a magnificent dia-

mond ring, as a mark of his gratitude for

tlie attention shown by Mr. 'J elford to two
of his subjects who had studied engineering
in England.

It would be tedious to mention even the
names of aU the great and useful works in

which Mr. Telford was employed. One, l.ow-

ever. must be referred to—the Mcnai-bridge,
the wonder of his own and of other nation^^.
*' This bridge, over the Baugor-ferry, cou-
nectinif the counties of Caernarvon and
Angle sea, partly of stone and partly of iron,

* Thin does nut apply i<> the present stale pf
the Cbledouinn Canal, which has recently undet-
j;onc an extensive and lliorough repair.
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oii. tlie STiSpeimon principle, consists of

sdveti stone arches, exceeding in magni-
tude every work of the kind in the world.

Thej' connect the land with the two main
piers, which rise fifty-three feet above the

level of the road, over the top of M'hich the

chains are suspended, each chain being

1,714 feet from "the fastenings in the rock.

The first three-masted vessel passed under
the bridge in 1826 ; her topmasts were

nearly as high as a frigate, but they cleared

t\yel\e icet and a-half below the centre of

the roadway. The suspending power of the

claains was*^ calculated at 2,016 torii-;. The
total weight of each chain, 121 tons." The
length of the bridge is nearly o?ic-third of
a miic.^ It was commenced in 1819, and
opened on the IJOth of January, 182G. The
expense of the bridge, including that of the

approaches to it, amounted to £120,000.

Puring the greater part of his life, Mr.
Telford enjoyed robust health, but in 1827

he had a severe and dangerous illness, which
left him ever after subject to bilious attacks,

under one of which he sank. He died on
the,2nd of September, 1834, at his own resi-

dence in Abingdon-street, Westminster.

He had himself fixed on the church of St.

Margaret, Westminster, for his place of in-

terment, but the Institution of Civil Engi-
neers, an association of which he was pre-

sident, and which owed much to his foster-

ing care, ur^ed on his executors the pro-

priety of interring him in Westminster

-.Vbbey. The request was complied with,

and there his dust mingles with tlw^t.-of;

those who were great amd famous in the
eyes of men. He left the iiiterest of £1,CKM)
for a parish library in Westerkirk, and a
like sum for the same purpose in LangoUen,
the little town where he learned his trade j
the greater part of the moderate lortune he
had accumulated Avas left te .persons .asso-

ciated Avith him in his vaiiousrfimploynaeivts
in life. -

.
' ;.,:',

In Mr. Telford's useful autl proapErous
career ^^c mark the energy, perscvei'ance.^

and diligent self-cultm-e, which are the-in-
variable characteristics of men dcsLiucKl to
achieve great thingy in their gcneratipn.
The defects of his early education he sup-
plied by his own efforts, and continued in
the midst of a very busy life, to learn Latin^
French, and German, and also to become
well acquainted with general literature. To
these mental endowments he added the still

more valuable moral ones of uprightness
and sincerity, so as ta secure respect and
confidence, as well as admiration. He is

described as a most agreeable companion,
free and easy of aecess, and retaining
through life the gay humour which in hit
early days had earned for him the name of
" Laughing Tom." His literary works con-
sist of articles on architecture, bridge-build-

ing, and canal-making, furnished to the
"Edinburgh Encyclopaedia ;" and tiie ac-

count of his life, containing a descriptive
narrative of his professional labours^ and
Avorks of great value in its own department.

> BfiQCK, TliE YARMOUTH BOATMAN; OE, THE VALUE OF Av'

bs;;^ri;;r;w''" ;:. knife. .1^'^'

.

"EvjSBTone," says the proverb, " to his

taste." Of our own we may give a simple

indication. We like on the first day of

every month to go into some room, on the

table of which lie the periodicals fresh from

the press. It is a pleasure to look on their

various hues, from the printed white paper

cover in which some are attired, to the

various tints of yellow and green which

deck the garb of others, until the eye rests

on the purple tinge of the " Edinburgh

Keview." But it 'is a much greater grati-

fication to find them cut ; to dip here and

there for subjects of special interest; to

.dash into the midst of an article at once,

lir "to reserve it, as the school-boy does his

e-{-* The suspension bridgo of Frlbourg, in Swiizer-

laBd, begun in 1830, and finished in three years, is

longer than the Menai bridge, but much mferior

to it in grandeur and perfection of workmanship.

piece of plum-cake iu his locker, to be
eagerly devoured on the very first oppor-
tunity.

We have also a liking for magazines in a

series of volumes. As we turn over the

leaves of one, the memory is refreshed ii:

reference to facts just ready to glide out oi

it ; information is picked up not previously

acquired ; we smile at some stroke of wit

yield our hearts to some touch of pathos
are delighted by some vision of beauty
thrilled by some tragic tale, or indescril^

ably charmed by some flight of eloquence^
AVe acknowledge " the soft impeaclj

I

ment" in reference to a greatly diversifie<

tribe. Our love is very widely distributed
^

1 though it IS so io, very difi"ereni,degrojef '^^

j
We are not about to confess tohat is ^||i r^

'J'

I

object of our highest preference; li^
jj^'

confidence shall be absolutely invioiate,fji ^"'

I
it shall be also as to our aversions anduUf '^^^'^

i

or BO

area

%
asrei

%soi

lisitec

ftcrs,

tor,

-Jtitt
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distaste. It were too self-complacent, per-

haps, to expect that the public care about

either ; and, if they did, it would require

too much space to show the grounds of our
denunciation or our eulogy. It is enough
for our present purpose to say, that we look

less frequently at the *' Sporting Magazine"
than at any other.

It is true that high praise has often been
awarded to sportsmen, as lovers of nature,

and eyen as sensible of its refinedinfluences

;

and then we are familiar with such lauda-

tions of their pleasures as the following :—
" Oh ! what a soul of delight is there,

As ihey rush In the strength of the desert air

!

In the Donnding limb, in the glorying flow

Of spirit!! in healthful hearts that glow !"

And again :

—

•' For there is transport in the chase.
And there is joyance in the sport
Of field and forest, and each place

Where the wild game-broodd make resort—
The sedgy stream and bowery spring."

We confess to no sympathy with such
pursuits as sports. In this aspect they
appear to us as injurious to the mental and
moral character ; nor are there wanting in-

stances in abundance which might be cited

to sustain and justify onr impression. We
conceive field »ports to involve a perver-
sion, and, as such, proportionately preju-

dicial, of the phrenologists' organ of de-
struetiveness, which, allowed its due range,
is obviously both necessary and useful.

But enou":h, for the present, on this

subject. We have been almost uncon-
sciously led into it by the discovery that

in the *' Sporting Magazine " of a few years
old, there is a narrative of no ordinary in-

terest, which we proceed carefully to

abridge ; and we think our readers will

thank us for the effort.

Among the children of toil who are but
tj lx| little known, there are oh our shores a class

of persons called beachmen, who, whether
or not the sea may become bread to them,
are at least bred to the sea, and spend a

vct|^ targe part of their lives on its waters. In
summer they are engaged as fishermen or

joiiti as regular sailors, and during the other
ivioui seasons, when our coaat is most frequently
;ot«i visited with gales, they go off, in all wea-
patm thers, in boats to vessels in distress, to the
bcaul imminent risk of their lives. Among this

idcscl Class was, or is, Bkock, a passage, not a
^iienn little remarkable, of wTiose history we are
mpeai about to give.

iTcrsi^ The class of persons to which he belongs
tiP h usually divided into companies, with

,iep< olie of which, known by the name of ^' Lay-
idiij tons," whose " look-out" is close to Yar-
jc; 1 hmoiith jetty, he is connected. On the 6th
;iolatt bf October, 1885, about one, p.m., they ob-

jjijj jerred- a vps*t4 at sea, with » signal- flying

lesifii

for a pilot, bearing east, at the distance of

about twelve miles ; and instantly the yawl
" Increase," of eighteen tons burden, be-.

\

longing to Layton's party, with ten men ana

-

a London branch pilot, was under weigU^',,

and steering for the object they had thus
discerned. It is singular on how trifling a
contingency is sometimes suspended the
junction to a party of the person who is to

become more distinguished than the rest. It

is as if " Hamlet" were about to be omitted
in the tragedy, or the far-famed " M't".

Puff" in the farce of '' The Critic." So it

was in the present instance. '* I was as

near as possible," says Brock, " being left

on shore ; for at the time the boat was get-

ting down to the breakers, I was looking at

Manby's apparatus for saving the lives of

persons on a wreck then practising, and
but for the ' singing out ' of one of my
messmates, which caught my ear, I should
have been too late ; but I reached in time
to jump in with wet feet."

Now, however, all were off; and about
four o'clock thfly came up with the vessel,

which proved to be a Spanish brig, bound
from Hamburgh to Cadiz, which was leaky,

and had both pumps at work. Three of thp
crew of the yawl were chosen to assist in.

pumping and piloting the brig into Yar-
mouth harbour, and the remainder were
then sent away, the weather meanwhile
looking unpropitious, and becoming squally.

" There was," says Brock, '* little better

than a pint of liquor in the boat, Avhich the
Spaniards had given us, and the bottle had
passed once round, each man taking u
mouthful, and about half of it was thus

consumed. Most of us had got a bit of

bread or biscuit in his hand, making a sort

of light meal, and, into the bargain, I had
hold of the main-sheet. We had passed
the buoy of the Newarp Floating L ght a

few minutes, and the light was about two
miles astern. We had talked of our job
(that is to say, of our earnings), and had
just calculated that by ten o'clock we should
be at Yarmouth." How the hope thus
entertained was destroyed, we shi^U imme-
diately see.

A terrific squall from the northward,
without the slightest notice of its ap-
proach, took the yav4's sails flat back;
and the ballast, which the men had trimmed
to windward, being thus suddenly changed
to leeward, she was instantly upset. Her
crew were nine in number.
" 'Twas terrible," says Brock, " to listen

to the cries of the poor fellows, some of
whom could swim, and others could not.

Mixed with the hissing of the water, and
:
the bowlings of the storm, I heard shrieks

for mercy, and some that had no meaning,
but >¥hftt aroae from fear. I >slmck out to
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get clear of the crowd, and iii a few minutes
they were no more, for most of the men
had sunk; and, on turning round, I saw the

boat was still kept from going down by the

wind having got under the sails.

" I then swam back to her, and assisted

an old man to get hold of one ol her spars.

The boat's side was about three feet under
water, and for a few minutes I stood upon
her ; but I found she was gradually settling

down, and, when up to my chest, I again

left her, and swam away ; and now, for the

first time, began to think of my own awful

condition. My companions were all, I sup-

posed, drowned. How long it was up to

this period from the boat's capsizing, I

cannot exactly say ; in such cases there is

no time. But, now I reflected, it was half-

past six P.M. just before the accident oc-

cm*red ; that the nearest land at the time
Avas six 7niles distivit ; but it was dead low
water, and the flood tide setting off tlie

shore, making to the southward ; therefore,

should 1 ever reach the land, it would take

me at \&?(.zl ^fteen miles veiling up with the

flood before the ebb would assist me."
At this moment a rush horse-collar, co-

vered with old netting, which had been used
as one of the boat's tenders, floated close to

Brock. He laid hold of the collar, and
getting out his knife, stripped it of the net-

work. By putting his left arm through it,

he was supported till he had c».t the waist-

band of his petticoat trowsers, which then

fell oft" His striped frock, waistcoat, and
neckcloth were also similarly got rid of;

but he dared not try to free himself of his

oiled trowsers, drawers, or shirt, lest his

legs might become entangled in the at-

tempt. He, therefore, returned his knife

into the pocket of his trowsers, and put the

collar over his head, which, although it

assisted in keeping him above water, re-

tarded his swimming ; and, after a fevv

moment's consideration, he determined to

abandon it.

To Brock's great surprise, he now per-

ceived one of his messmates swimming
ahead of him ; but he didnothail him. The
roaring of the hurricane was past ; the cries

of drowning men could no longer be heard

;

and by the light of the moon, which fell on
the smooth surface of the deep, he saw the

last of his companions, as he approached
within twenty yards of him, sink in the

waters without a struggle or a cry. Alone
—floating on the ocean, amidst the cold,

the silence, and the loneliness of night

—

he, perhaps, thought that such might be

soon his own fate ; but if he did, it was only

for a moment, and then, putting forth his

utmost energies, he pressed onward again

in the great struggle for life.

Winterton Light had hitherto served in-

stead of a land-mark to direct his course

;

but he was now borne beyond sight of it

;

and in its stead, " a bright star stood over
where " he looked for safetj'. With his

eyes fixed on that luminary, he continued
to swim, calculating the time when the tide

would turn ; but suddenly the sky became
overclouded, and it was soon wrapped in

thick darkness. No longer did he know
his course. A sudden, short, cracking
peal of thunder burst in stimning loudness
just over his head, and the forked and
flashing lightning threw its vivid fires, at

brief intervals, around. It was a crisis in
which the heart of a strong and a brave
man might have quailed and .sunk within
him ; but Brock proved himself no common
example of what such a man can achieve
and endure.
Again the v.aves became calm and un

ruffled; once more the moon, now nearly
full, threw a brilliant light on the bosom of

the waters. Brock now endeavoured to

free himself f om his heavy laced boots,
which greatly encumbered him; and in

this he succeeded by the aid of his knife.

He eould now see Lowestoft High Light-
house, and ihe tops of the cliii's beyond
Gorlestone, on the Suffolk coast, became
occasionally visible. Driven, by the swell

of trie sea, over the Cross Sand Bridge, he
got sight of a buoy, which, though it told

him his exact position, " took him," as he
says, " rather a-back," as he had heped he
was nearer the shore. Strange to say, it

proved to be the chequered buoy of St.

Nicholas Gatt, off" Yarmouth, and opposite
his own door, but actually at four miles

distance from land.

He had now been five hours in the water,

and he had found something to hold on by
;

he could even have got on the buoy, and
some vessel might then have come near to

pick him up ; but here the question occurred,

Couldhe now hold out four miles ? "Iknew,"
he says, "the night air would soon finish

me ; and had I stayed but a few minutes
upon it, and then altered my mind, how did

I know that my limbs would again resume
their office?"

Finding the tide was broken, and it did

not run very strong, he abandoned the buoy,

and steered for the land, towards which,

with the wind from the eastward, he wa&
now fast approaching. But there was an-

other, and that a severe, trial of his forti-

tude. Soon after he left the buoy, he heard,

just ab&ve his head, a whizzing sound, and
i

close to his ear there followed a smart splash

in the water, and a sudden skriek that went
through him ; no wonder that, superstitious

in common with all sailors, his imagination

should become strongly excited, and, for the

first time, he should forebode the worst
tui);

jl
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But it was onlv a large grey gull, which,
r;.:^t^J-::a^luni for a corpse, had dashed at

;..... ..!.c its loud discordant scream brought
::ilv together a countless swarm of

f'crinioable birds all prepared to cora-

Diit lur a share of the spoil. Shrieking, and
spla-hing with his hands and fe'.t, Brock
scared them from their wished-for prey, and
in a fc>v minutes they were gone beyond the

power of the eye or the ear.

Catching sigh? of a vessel at anchor, but
a great way off, he pressed towards her, the
breakers showing at the time their angry
white crests. As he approached the wind
suddenly changed, the consequence of which
was that he was met by the swell of the sea.
" I got a great deal of water down my
throat," he says, "which greatly v.eakened
me ; and I felt certain that, should this con-
tinue, it would soon be all over, and I prayed
that the wind might change, or that God
would take away my senses before I felt

what it was to drown. In less time than I

aiD telling you, I had driven over the sands
into smooth water, the wind and swell
came again from the eastward, and my
strength retured to me fresh as at the be-
ginning."

Feeling assured that he could reach the
shore, he considered it better to get within
Jiail of the brig, some distance to the south-
ivard of him, and the more difiicidt task of
he two, as the ebb-tide was now running,
which, although it carried liim towards the
land, set to the northward ; and to gain the
object of his choice would require much
:,^reater exertion. "If," said Brock, "I
gained the shore, could I get out ot the
urf, which, at this time, was heavy on the
jcech ? and supposing I sticceded in this

point, should I bo able to walk, climb the
Itfis, and get to a house ? If not, there
-Tas little chance of life remaining long
in me : but if I could make myself heard on
joard the brig, thcK I could secure imrae-
liate assistance. I got within two hundred
ards of her, the nearest possible approach,
ind, summoning all my streiigth, I sang
ut as well as if I had been on shore,"
Providentially his cry v/as heard ; it was
nswered frem the deck ; instantly a boat
as lowered; and at half-past one a.m., after

^.iInnling in an October night for seven
o"/ v. he was safe on board the brig Betsy,
f Sunderland, Captain Christian, laden with
oaiii, at anchor in Corton Roads, fourteen

^
f'fes from the spot where the yawl was
ij>«ized.

"

Safely on board, Brock fainted, and con-
ued for some time insensible. The cap-
and crew rendered him the utmost

ention. Placing him before a good fire,

febing him dry, and putting him between
~ blankets, they poured a little Avarm ale

down his throat. But his throat was la a
state of such high inflammation, from so

long breathing the saline particles of the

sea and the air, and it was so greatly swol-

len, that the draught caused excruciating
pain, a;id he feared he should be suffo-

cated. After a little time, however, he
fell into a sleep,which refreshedand strength-
ened him, but he awoke to intense bodily suf-

fering. Round his neck and chest he was
perfectly flayed ; and the soles of hi :s feet,

his hands, and his hamstrings, were also

equally excoriated. In this condition, as

the brig got under v.eigh with the tide about
nine a.m.. Brock was put ashore at Lowes-
toft, in Sufibik.

Safely housed under the roof of a relative,

and having the benefit of good nursing and
skilful medical assistance, he was able in
five days from the time of the accident to
walk back, with a firm step, to Yarmouth,
The story he had to tell, which rumour in
its own way had reported, excited great as-

tonishment; and he was laden with the
congratulations of his friends and kindi^ed.

His knife, which he considers a great means
of his being saved, is preserred with no or-

dinary care, and it will be a sort of heirloom
to his descendants. Like many wonder-
working instruments, it has no special at-

tractions. It is a common horn-handled
knife, with one blade about five inches long.
It ha^j, however, received some decoration:
a piece of silver is riveted on it and covers
one side, on v,'hich is the following inscrip-

tion giving the names of the crew when the
yawl upset:—"Brown, Emmerson, Smith,
Bray, Badds, Fenn, Rushmere, Boult;

—

Brock, aided by this knife, was saved, after

being 7i hours in the sea, 6th Oct., 1835."

"It was :i curious thing," said Brock,
" that I had been without a knife for some
time, and only purchased this two days
before it became so useful to me ; and,
having to make some boat tholes, it was as
sharp as a razor."

'' i know not," says the narrator, " what
phrenologists might say to Brock's head,
but I fancied, while studying his very hand-
some face and expression of countenance,
that there I could sec his heart. His bodily
proportions, except his heigh', are Her-
culean—standing only five leet four inches
high ; his weight, without any protuberance
of body, is fourteen stone; his age at the
lime spoken of, thirty- one. His manner.'?
are quiet, yet communicative, and he tells

his talc untainted by boiubast. In the
honest manliness of Li^ heart, he thus ad-
dressed mu, just before parting :

—
' I alH"ay.<}

considered ijmmerson a belter swimmer
than myself; but, p(/. r iVdow ! he did not
hold out long. I ought to be a good-living
chap, for three timej I huve bee^ saved by
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swimming. ' "What I did on this nigllt I
know I could not have done oJf myseif. I

never asked for anything but it was given
me.' :io.\- •::-';/.:: }r:.::---: z-:j, ;>.->:

'' One trait more, which /le did np< tell

rne. A very good subscription was made for

the widows and children oif Brock's unfor-
tunate companions ; and a fund being es-

tablished for their relief^ the surplus was
offered tp him. This kks'[ his answer !*—

,l£xnoJijq lo no/to/iiia /i^jjin?/

..,,..;..'•.< '>-jOTq iJjjiO! r.'Jiir-puSY FKOFESSOR
-r'fjqyi viiinoii'jp hu; dciidif •

.
. ,

Ufadera -spreading chesnuttEfs^^ij ^ ,jj .^j^-„

The ^^llage smithy stands; ,; ^^y, hnir; i

The smith, a mighty man is he, .,;^ ej-oq^" ,

"With laige and sinewy hands
;_.,.J ^o^.f^

•

And the muscles of his brawjBy,,^g:ft^''
,|,..fj"j

Are strong as iron bauds, uvym'^qol!) i^di

His hair is crisp, and black, and loiigj; \f^-
His face is like the tan; -' ^''

His brow is wet with honest swekitj'^ snxjo ^

He earns Avhate'er he can, ':

Jj'^^?!^"';'^''
And looks the whole world in tii'$ fafc^/'-"'

For he owes not any man. "'''/'" ''
'

"Week in; week' out, from morn till nighty;
,

You can hear his bellows blow

;

You can hear him swing his heavy sledge,

With measured beat and slow,

Like a sexton ringing the village beilv /^

When the evenin": sun is low.

And children coming home from school

Look in at the open door

;

They love to see the flaming forge,

And hear the bellows roar.

And catch the burning sparks that fly,

^ - Like chaff from a threshing floor.

*I am obliged to you, gentlemen j bu;
thank God* I can still get my <>wn living:

as Avell as ever, and i could not spend the

money that was given-talAic fatiaerleas jaai

the widow.' "

Our task, and a pleasant one truly it has
been, is now done. There, reader, is Brock's

story, abundantly suggestive of reflectio>as.

On these, however, we do not enter, but
now leave them entirely to yo». lo noi'

.
-i .ii I ,j^!^J\!i:' . .:.,

•!.';d v.odi iioinX lar^ y^sdj jt.V-

BLACKSMrni/ -^^ «^«^ ^^H s'joi

LONGFELLOW. s gxlT .(JMuq lo O.l^-

He goes on Sunday to th^^ ctiufeli[^^ ^^'^^ ^o-

., And sits among his boys; ''V^'^^*

He hears the parson pray and pr€fat;hj''

, He hears his daughter's voice

Singing in the village choir,
, r

'
,

^ And it makes his heart rejoi(b6.\ ;'\

It sounds to him like her mothei's voicCy..

Singing in Paradise

:

He needs must think of her once more,
Now in the grave she lies

;

And with his hard rough hand he uipes
A tear out of his eyes. . ., ..

Toiling—rejoicing—sorrowingi;.vh(,„
jj^ij^ nj

Onward through life he goes; ., ^;^{j ^,j_,

Each morning sees some task begiiLfrr ,.{--,-

. Each evening sees it close
;

Something attempted, something done,
Has earn'd a night's repose.

Thanks, thanks to thee, my worthy friend,

For the lesson thou hast taught

!

Thus at the flaming forge of life,

Our fortunes must be wrought

;

Thus on its rounding anvil shaped,
Each burning deed and thought

!

.•..I /hod I'jrf r

.r./M THE PORTFOLIO. .•' s'-w

. ,. , " '*nt iiiL-g o;

fO 11 1 G I N A L A N P, , S ? L.p^ SJRrD*i}ly

,(,j, ,7 -A- ciKCASbiAX DiNXEK. f^nwted otie after the Other, oti round,

.jc.;:Alfter we had been some time seated, a three-legged tables, about the size of i

large bowl of a beverage the Tartars call
I
joint-stool. A sheep having been slaugli'

Jo5tt (in Circassian, 5onfi^) was presented to I tered for us, the mutton was served on 8

^ me by my host; it is a uiixture of fermented thick layer of millet-cake, instead of a dish
~ jniUct-seed and honey, " thick and slab,"

|
being moist and soft, it is easily moulde(

and exceedingly nauseous, I thought,
|

into the requisite form—that is, with a deej

though drinking it out of complaisance to
1
trench in the centre, containing the sauce

my entertainer, who watched me closely, to or condiment, defended by a circula:

see that 1 did not flinch, and during the
j

mound, itself invested on the outside b]

evening renewed the charge, bowl in hand,
|

substantial pieces of mutton or beef. Thi

at least a do;;en times. Dinner, or, more hadji and myself commeneed an attack oi

properly speaking, supper, wiiirh consti- these fortifications, having been providci

tutes their ciiief mealj waS sened after for the purpose with small knives by th

sunset. It consisted of a series of dishes, Circassians, who, by the bye, always wea
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these, in addition to their daggers, in their

girdles. ' The lattpr are never used atmeaU,
tfte fo^mgr being for the. double purpose of

carving' their \ictuals ^nd shaving their

polls. After meat came the broth, served

up in 4 wooden bowl, or rather reservoir, of

formidable dimensions, its surface frozen

ovei^ like the Arctic Ocean, not with ice,

hoWever, but grease ; but by inserting, in

imitation of my hadji, the spoon (and, par
parcnthese, I must protest in the name of

my friends against the statement put forth^

that they ever insert their hands) with a

dexterous jerk into the liquid below, I found
I could convey it to my mouth in a tolerable

state of purity. The ensuing courses were,
for the mo.-it part, composed of pastry,

caimac, or cream, cheesecakes, forced meat
in vine -leaves, and finally, a large bowl of

yoghort, or curdled milk, which last, like

the pilaff in Turkey, invariably crowns the
repast. I Mas at first surprised to sec no
vegetables on the table, but I after^vards

learned that, although abounding in the
country in every variety, the Circassians
seldom or never eat them. A native of this

country dining Avith Scodra Pasha, in Al-
bania, and declining to eat the vegetables
on the table, which the Turks, odd to say,

are as fonl of as the Circassians are averse
to, and which, iti successive dishes, formed,
on this occasion, the staple of the dinner,
was pressed repeatedly by the latter to par-
take of them. He at length told the Pasha,
with much naivete, that none but beasts

dine on greens inCircassia.

—

A Yearamonr/
the Circassians " '' '

c ,
;-—•

,
).i'j -. j/i;x: jorr LIx/od X wo«j{

mENCII AXD ENGLISH MAHRIAOE8. am

In France, marriages are conducted on a^

very different plan to those in England. OtL
this side of the channel, young ladies never
choose for themselves, or if they do, their

choice must be approved of by the parents
or guardians, as the law absolutely pre-
vents the possibility of any marriage with-

out the written sanction of paternal
authority. To marry without this, which
cannot be done under the age of twenty-
five years, requires legal proceedings
and formalities, which ai"e generally repug-
nant to a modest young lady ; few are to be
found who will >ue tlieir own father, and
expose themselves to three months' public

notice, calling thus everybody to witness
their impatience. I might here remark
that elopements, or, as they might be termed
in English, " trips to Gretna-grecn," arc out

of the question in France, because the
young lady, in consequence of the above-
mentioned provision of the law, Avould per-

petually remain under the imputation of
having offended public decency. It muut,
therefore, be well understood, that no mar-
riage can take place without the express
consent of the parents. It may happen,
and probably sometimes does, that parents
abuse the power which the law has placed
in their hands.

—

Le Marriafjc en France.

JUVENILE CABINET
FAMILY riCTUKES.

9ELr-iMPR0VEMENT.
i
hcf shun the danger of the present day

—

idle

Ir we desire to liave family pictures perfect, h<?<^c^*X'7 / let Iier shun trash, be it learned

we must cultivate self-improvkmext. " It is j

trash, or romantic trash, or political trash ; let

very needful for a young woman, desirous of 'i<^'" beware of fancying she is improving or ex-

self- improvenuut, to gain the assistance of a [ ^^"^^"'K t'^e powers of her mind while thus

judicious friend—one who will kindly direct

her pursuits, and preserve her from bestowing
her labour on an unattainable or unprofitable

object, as well as from an unnecessaiy expense
of labour, for want of knowing the best way of

pitting about it. The advice of such a friend

will be useful in correcting errors, and suggest-

ing opportunities nnd means of improvement
iivjiich the young inquirer herself might over-

look. 'J'he choice of books is a matter as to

Vfhich the inexi)erieuced are very apt to err.

Caught, perhaps, by a .specious title, or a pulling

j. advertisement, they l)estow "their money for

that which is not breiul, and their labour for

Ihat which satisfieth not." On this aubject

3ir8. Marsh observes: "Let the woman read,

\ «nd let her read attentively and well ; but let.

,

employtd. She is doing nothing bnt relzxing
and Aveakening the ix)wers of her body. I<et

her provide herself with active, useful employ-
ment to fill up a large portion of every day,
and feed and enlarge her mind by reading
books worth reading during the other: and kt
her read with selection, and select with care."
" The candidate for improvement must lay a
plan for the suitable allotment of every day
and every hour.

" Without a plan, my moments run to waste

;

"Wild are my wishes, wanton is my taste

;

A^'ithout a plan, more inclination rules

The fluctuating quality of fools ;

\Vithout a plan, the understanding sleeps,

The memory's loaded, and th( judgment

J^eaue
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A moment is too precious a thing to bu
wasted. lie who gives all else liberally, gives

to all the world but one moment at a time, and
of that he requires a strict account, and recalls

it before he deals out another. Let not, then,

tl e young womaa v/ho is desirous of mental
ili;p.ovement hesitate to make it a pax't of her
daiiy prayer that suitable means of instruction

may be afforded her, and that she may be en-
j

ablcd to discern and improve every opportunity

placed uithiu her reach, and to retain and re-

collect the knowledge attained.

ECONOMY.

This, like other virtues, is easily practised,

and has its own reward. But to know its full

value you must begin it early ; you muit
at the very outset of life keep a regular

account of your earnings and your expen-
diture. It has long been the custom of young
people to disregard this advice, on the plea

that their funds are so trifling they can readily

recollect whence they came and how they
went ; but let them try it even for one month,
putting u]>on paper, not only peace, but far-

things, and they wiil be astonished at the. sum
to vvhich thi'se trifles will have amounted.
Such is the gi'owth of provident habits that it

has been said—" If a worldng man will lay by
his first five shillings his fortune is made."
Those who are not economical can neither be

generous nor charitable, and rarely honest.

Robert Biu'ns counsels his friends to " gather

gear ;"

" ]jTot for to hide it in a hedge,

Nor for a train attendant,

Bat for the glorious privilege

Of being independent."

lie forgot the still more glorious privilege of

using iJf as the medium of doing good to our

fellow-creatures, difi'using benefits around us,

causing the widow's heart to sing for joy.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

SEPTEMBEE, 15 TO SEPTEMBER 21.

September 15. /Sixteenth Sunday after Truiity.

September 15, 1806, died, in the 58th ;,- ear of

liis ;ipre, Charles James Fox, an eminent British

statesman. He entered the House of Commons
at a very early a?e, and soon displayed high
talents, both as a statesman and an orator. For
some vears he headed a strong opposition to the

no less celebrated William Pitt. In lSOl-2 he
became Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

He was a powerful and arirnmentative orator, a

sincere friend to all the broad and generous prin-

ciples, on the due development of which rests the

freedom and best interests of mankind ; but they
were allayed by great latitude on the subject of

party and political expediency.
September 15, 1830, Mr. Huskisson, M.P., re-

ceived hurts of which he died. At the opening
of the Liverpool and Manchester Railroad, at

Avhich were present the Duke of Welling-ton and
a great number of other public characters, Mr.
Huskisson, having alighted on the road during a

stoppaqp, was knocked down by one of the steam
carriages, which went over his thigh, and bruised
and lacerated him so dreadfully as to occasion
his death in the course of the following night.

September 15, 1842, intelligence was brought
of the conclusion of a treaty by Lord Askburton
with the United States, for the settlement of the
boundary question, for giving up criminals in

certain cases, and for the adoption of co-operative

measures for tha suppression of the slave-trade.

Sept^'mber 15, 1848, a Congress of all nations
assembled at Brussels to discuss the tlieory of

free-trade and protection. On the 21st the Peni-
tential}- Congress commenced its sittings, at

which the different schemes of Penitentiary re-

form, the punishment of juvenile offenders, and
the constiuction of prison-cells were discussed.

September 16, 1848, Shakspere's house at Strat-

ford-upon-Avon was sold at the Auction Mart in

the city of London. It was knocked down to the

United Committee of London and Stratf-ird for

£8,000.
September 17, 1838, The London and Birming-

ham Railway was opened throughout its entin;
length. The first train, conveying a number »f
the Directors and other officers of the Company
completed the distance—about 112 miles from
London to Birmingham— in four hours and
fourteen minutes: and the second train, carrying
200 passengers, in about six hours. The regular
time now is four hours and a-half.

September 18, 18-iO, died, a?ed 52 years, WilUain
Hazlitt, a writer of grefit ability, and an artist.

He painted several portrriits,,and displayed con-
siderable knowledge of the art ; but at length he
adopted the pen. His life was one nnintermitting
course ofliterary exertion, and his labours brought
him in a considerable income, which was, how-
ever, quickly dissipated. His "Essays on Sub-
jects of Taste and Literature " are deservedly
popular.
September \0, 20, 21, 1818, A Congress of the

members and friends of the Society for the Pro-
motion of Uni\ersal and I'ermanent Peace was
held at Brussels, in the spacious Salle delaSociete
Eoyale de la Grand Har;r.onie. It was nume-
roixsly attended by friends of Peace Jrom all parts
of the world; several important resolutions were
passed, and the general results were regarded as
cheering.
September 20, 1190, France was declared a

RepubLic.
September 21, 1745. Lieutenant Colonel Janv's

Gardener was killed at the battle of Presion-p4ii!',

where he w:is cut down by a blow from a Lothabcr-
axc, in sight of his own house, and fell at the head
of his men. His life by Dr. Do>.dridge, is a vtr.^ .

interesting and instructive volume.
September 21. 1^32, died at Abbotsford, aged 62j

Sir Wallei' Scott, one of tha most eminent and siic-

ccssfull writers of modern times.
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. XXXV.—MENTAL PHILOSOPHY.
We live in a wonderful age. A few years ago to have headed an article with the

words " Working Man" and *' Mental Philosophy," would have been deemed the very-

climax of folly. It would have been thought as preposterous to propose to talk

about the powers of the mind to operatives, mechanics, seamstresses, mill-girls, and

milkmaids, as to lecture on these topics to owls or elephants. The fact is, men,

and especially the minds of mankind, have not been duly estimated. It is admitted

that oak is oak, that iron is iron, and air is air, all the world over ; but it has not

been practically allowed that mind is essentially the same, wherever we find it. K
you wanted to see the latter article in a pure state, you were directed to the cradle

of the prince, the peer, and the squire ; but in the infant of the peasant, or i)auper,

you were to expect to find only a baser sort of intellectual and moral being.

These ideas are departing from the stage, and will soon be placed along with the

doctrine of witches and hobgoblins. We are beginning to be philosophers enough
to admit that mind is muid, whether rocked in tlie pearly couch of a monarch, or

lyuig on a pallet of straw. Were the child of our sovereign exchanged with the

offspring of a New Hollander or the babe of a clown, the royal infant would be an

illiterate peasant or barbarian, while the Australian would be tho polite and

polished ornament of a court. The French seem to have tried this experiment oa

the son of Louis the XVI., and formed out of the heir to the throne a mere mass of

imbecility and vulgarity ; and history gives us many an mstance of the sons and

daughters of operatives who have become patterns of all that could adorn humanity.

In fact, all our civilized nations have sprung from the barbarians of other ages. It

is a foolish fiction in the heraldry of our nobles to stop at some renowned progenitor.

Alas ! the most distinguished of them had forefathers ; and if we trace their genea-

logy, we shaU find that they were not always rich, learned, or honourable. We
read of John, Jirst earl of Somewhere, and Henry, the first duke of Something, and
there our investigation and flattery stay, forgetting that these first lords and first

dukes had fathers and grandfathers who were neither lords nor dukes, but had to

herd with the common plebeians of their age. After all, we rarely inquire into the

real antiquity of families, because the old ballad would suggest itself :—
" When Adam delved and Eve span,

Who was then the gentleman 'f"

We do not utter these words disparagingly, but merely to shoAV that all minds
are by natui-e alike noble and divine. It is no dishonour of one rose, for us to dwell

on the praises of its brother or sister of the same species ; nor is Arcturus thrown
into the shade by any eulogium we might bestow on Castor, Pollux, or Regulus.

There is room in the heavens for all the stars of first magnitude, and earth can

suffer nothing, though we avow the creed that all souls are equally souls in essence,

and are the offspring of God. It is one of the groat morals taught by the GTospel,

that it took its biographers, philanthropists, evangelists, apostles, and martyrs, from
the fishermen of vulgar Nazareth : "Ai-e not these men that speak, Galileans?"

Alas ! alas I that the sons of so mean an ancestry should be able to speak So weil

!

N
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Galilean accent and divine eloquence from the same lips ! The Son of God in. a

manger ! The first preachers of universal love, fishermen ! The first and greatest

apostle of mercy and grace to the nations, a tent-maker! What a blow was here

given to the monopolies of rank, and what a lift to the masses ! Who, as he thinks

of this onward step in the elevation of man, can forbear from breaking out in the

strongest expressions of gratitude |[and delight.

W^e adopt it, then, as an axiom in metaphysics, or as a truism, ifyou please, that

all minds are the same essentially, and have the same essential attributes ; and, pro-

ceeding a step further, we conclude that every human being has a mind. Mind or

soul is the grand attribute of man ; take away the intellect and the heart, and the

humanity is gone. On these two admissions wc build a third. If every man,

woman, or child, whether rich or poor, squire or operative, lady or milkmaid, has

a mind, then every person can examine this intellectual agent. Its various opera-

tions cannot but be known and felt, because knowing and feeling are nothing more

than knowing and feeling. Our brains, hearts, lungs, &c., are not transparent. In

their vital state, no man can see their secret movements and live ; and thus theii'

temple is as impenetrable as the pavilion of the Eternal. But the soul, the inner

man, is all light. Every movement of thought or afiection is not only visible, but

palpable. It is true, we cannot see what passes in the minds of others, nor they

what thoughts agitate us ; but then we all know what dwells in our own breasts

;

and as the machinery is the same, though the work may be different, we are all

«;apablc of being metaphysicians and mental philosophers.

We may compare the intellect of mankind to a kind of universal machine, which

produces an immense number of articles, but always uses the same natural powers

and faculties ; sensation, perception, conception, memory, imagination, reasoning,

emotion, volition, consciousness, are the same in all. The produce of these powers may

greatly vary, but the faculties do not ;
just as the same|machine or mechanic may ela-

borate articles of a higher or lower price. The watchmaker may construct a watch worth

five or twenty-five guineas, according to the material on which he works ; but the

hands, the eye, the mind, and perhaps most of the tools, are in both bases the same.

So we may have the golden thoughts of a Milton, the silver tones of a Hemans, the

iron imagination of the Duke of Wellington, the leathern fancy of the Bishop of
j

Exeter, or the earthly phantasy of the grovelling miser, who makes gold his god ; but

the mental power that thinks and acts in all these cases is the same.

All persons reason, and reason systematically and logically. The premises may be

false, the conclusion an absurd inference from an absurdity, but the mental process

was the same that Locke, Euclid, or Aristotle would have employed. " I want to

warm myself, because I am cold," says the little boy who can but just use his tongue;

and thus makes use of the same elliptical syllogism that Newton or Bacon would

have used ; complete the form, and the argument stands thus :

—

" All persons who are cold should warm themselves.

** Johnny is cold ;

* And, therefore, Johnny should warm himself."

The boy knows little of the physical or moral obligations to keep himself warm, and

yet, with all the propriety and confidence of a Whateley, he employs his " because"

as a substitute for the major proposition of his argument.

We might enlarge on every emotion, volition, and invention of the human mind,

and show that the process in every bosom is the same. The spiritual looms are alike,

though the yarn may be from common wool or best Saxony. The anvil and hammer
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are one, though the metal may be iron or steel, and the result a tenpenny nail, a

horseshoe, or a penknife. Hence, in mental philosophy, all that persons have to do

is to look within, and observe the motions of their own thoughts. Here they have

a fac-simile of mind throughout the world, and, perhaps, throughout the universe.

In heathen mythology, gods, goddesses, nymphs, nereids, and mankind are repre-

sented as employing the same mental powers ; and in revelation men, angels, and

even the Eternal, are said to exercise similar intellectual faculties ; and therefore by

knowing one mind we know the essential attributes of all the spirits on our globe.

In becoming a mental philosopher the chief thing is to look within ; and this can

be done by women as well as by men; by mill-girls, washerwomen, or princesses; by

clowns or doctors of laws. Every one can ask himself how he came by his thoughts,

and what use he is making of them ? As we are born without ideas, all that we pos-

sess have been imported ; and a little reflection would trace them to their origin.

There is such a thing as thinking backwards. Foster recommends us to write

memoirs of ourselves. As we have a new body in less than ten years, so our princi"

pies and characters vary with the lapse of time. The woman is not the girl, nor the

man the boy. Whether we are improved or deteriorated, a change has been going

on, and we can easily ascertain not only the effect but the cause. As you enter St.

Paul's you read, *^ Circumspice,'' Look around; if you would know the temple

of the mind, the command is, " LooA wjMm." It is only to do this, and you will

become transparent to yourself, and all your mental powers will stand out in bold

relief, and in your own metaphysical self you will behold, if I may use to low a term,

the mechanism and machinery of all other souls.

We lay some stress upon this " looking within," because it has been rather com-
mon of late years to ** look without," and, in some cases, we have paid more attention

to the cranium and its protuberances than to the soul and its powers. We are not

going in this paper to discuss or confute phrenology ; we only wish to draw atten-

tion to the inward man, which we all carry about with us. We cannot always take in

our pocket a model with all the organs marked ; and sometimes we may forget the

exact name of every cavern or convexity ; but wherever we go, we take with us that

marvellous machine the soul, which we work with during all our conscious hour
,

and therefore it will not be diflficult to observe the play of an engine which is thus

always at hand.

Some have called the soul of man a " microcosm," or " universe in miniature," and
so it is. Here we live, and dwell, and perform all our work. It is with us, to have it

furnished or unfurnished ; a dungeon or a palace ; an abode of fiends or a paradise.

Well has Milton said

—

" The niiud is its own place, and of itself

Can make a hell of heaven—a heaven of hell 1"

The working men and women of England have privileges beyond those of any other

da 8. There was no cheap literature for the masses of Egypt, Babylon, Tyre, Sidon,

Athens, Persia, or Rome ; but in our day, every mind can be fully and elegantly

stored. There may not be in the material dwelling furniture of rosewood, or side-

boards of plate ; but the soul of a mechanic, or mill-girl, may adorn itself with the

beauties and sublimities of science, poetry, history, and holy writ, and thus may be a
mansion of spiritual glory, compared with which the mind of Alexander the Great was
a dungeon, and even that of Demosthenes a wigwam.
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THE OPEEATIYE CLASSES:
THEIR TRIALS, SUFFERINGS, AND VIRTUES.

THE TAILORING TRADE.

EDWARD SMITH.
A NARRATIVE OF THE SWEATING SYSTEM.

By E. Rexdle, Tailor, Horselydown.

( Contimiedfrom page 287J

CHAPTER III.

KICH AND POOR.—FORETHOUGHT versuS CARELESSNESS.—SCANTY EAHNINGS AND DEAR PRO-

VISIONS.—DEATH AND DECENT BURIAL.—VISITATION OF TYPHUS.—ARREARS AND DISTRAINT.

—GLEAMS OF SUNSHINE.

The history of the poor man is simple enough.

He was bom on sucli a date, iu the midst of

squalor and wretchedness. He lived and toiled

through a number of years, brought up a family

of children, left them as wretched as himself,

died h\ the union workhouse, and there ends

the matter. Ifthe inner life of such a poor man
could be read, it would form a subject that

society would shudder to contemplate. The
coteries of pride and fashion little dream how
much there is in it, full of interest to them-

selves.

The man of easy fortune, whose every want is

anticipated, cannot appreciate the daily and
hourly sufierings of the poor, nor understand the

force of the temptation they have to withstand.

The sense of loneliness, the idea of being for-

saken, the doubts whether there be a kind and
superintending Providence, which occasionally

haimt the poor man's mind, increase the gloom
of his thoughts and the misery of his

position. Eeligion, that is, under other circum-

stances, a solace to the afiUcted, and a light to

their darkened path, is often chaced from the

poor man's heart bythe despair that is dwelling

there. Let the priest and the legislature think

of this.

FORETHOUGHT verSllS CAllELESS^ESS.

Two men of more opposite character have
seldom been brought together than those who
have been placed side by side in this narrative.

O'Brien was a genuine Irishman, exhibiting a

fine specimen of the thoughtless, reckless gaiety

for which his countrymen are distingushed.

His home was a picture of utter wretchedness

and destitution. His children were barefooted,

ragged, and ignorant ; and yet they were pre-

cocious in many respects. They were constantly

on the alert, and looking out for every opportu-

nity to obtain money or goods without labour.

The family was not so large as that of Smith's,

yet they were pensioners on every charitable

in.stitution towhich admission could be obtained,

O'Brien was constantly changing his abode

;

having obtained credit beyond his abihty, it was
easier to remove than to pay. He has always
on the move, and yet, as long as ye could ob-

tain tobacco, he would laugh and sing, and
pass the day as cheerfully as if he had the

most comfortable and happy home. A great

contrast in the characters of the two men was
strikingly shown in the mode of managing
their wages and their work, as well as in the

care of their families. In the midst of all liis

poverty. Smith never allowed the expenditure of
one week to exceed the earnmgs. Knowingwhat
he had to provide, he took care so to expend his

wages, as to obtain forthem the greatest amount
of necessaries they would procure. O'Brien,

on the contrary, always wanted credit before

the week was ended, which he could obtain at

a neighbouring chandler's shop, and where, of

course, he had to sjiend his ready money, and to

pay such prices as the shopkeeper was disposed

to charge. Then as to sewing trimmings,

O'Brien could never buy more than a penny-
worth at a time, and lie had often to lay aside

his work while he went to procure -them ; but

Smith, knowing that without trimmings he

could not work, always took sixpence out of

his wages for that purpose, and would buy his

silk, and twist, and thread, at a respectable

shop, by weight ; and so had a better supply,

at a less cost than his thoughtless partner.

Having it at home before it was wanted, hi.s

children were employed in carefully windiiig

the different kinds on separate reels, so that not

a needleful was wasted. Indeed it became a

standing joke among those who \vorked at

rianigan's, that the cuttings or rags arising

from O'Brien's work were worth twice as much
as Smith's. There was sure to be tangled t\vist

and silk in the one, wliile not so much as a

needleful of thread was to be found iu the

other. The consequence wa$, that wJiile thy.sc
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trimmings cost O'Brien one penny oat of every

Hhilling of his wages, and sometimes more ;

Smith, once now anfi then, indulged himself

with a copy of "Chamber's Journal," purchased

out of the savings of his weekly sixpence.

SCANTY EAHXIXGi AND DEAR ritOVISIOXS.

It may be said, that in the country labourers

live, and bring up large families, on even less

wages than these men were earning ; and that

things may be bought as cheap in Ix)ndon as in

the country ; but it must be remembered, that

in London, everi/ thing micst he houglit. There
are no com fields, where an industrious family

may glean sufficient to supply them \vith bread
through the winter ; there are no farmers who
will give them a pitcher of milk, or a basin of
brolh, for the asking. There are no gardens
where wholesome vegetables can be obtained in

a similar manner, or, at least, as the reward of
the lalx)ur of their evening hours.* In fact, there
is nothing to be obtained in Ix)ndon without the
penny; although that penny will,on an average,

purchase quite as much there as in the country.

As Flanigan deducted twenty per cent, from
the price paid for the work done at his house,
and as his wife and children were all more or
less engaged about it, he managed to make
tolerable wages. But poor Smith had six per-
sons entirely dependant on his earnings, and it

may easily be supposed they found it difficult

enough to make both ends meet. Their food
was of the coarsest kind, and insufficient in

quantity. Their home was deprived of one
convenience after another ; and one garment
after another, in spite of patching and mend-
ing, became worn out. Their condition at
length was so deplorable that they could no i

longer keep up a tidy appearance.

DEATH.

About this time the family were one day,
when Smith happened to be at home, sitting
down to a scanty dinner, when a strange noise
and confiwion at the door attracted their at-
tention. On going out to ascertain the cause,
they found poor old ilrs. Francis lying tliere

without sense or motion. She had outlived all

her friends, and was living at that time alone.
She was allowed a trifle weekly from the work-
house, but scarcely sufficient to sustain life.

Still her five pounds remained unbroken ; and
Smith, at her request, had deposited it in the
Saving.^'-bank, using his own name as her
trustee. On the day in question she felt very
ill, and supposed herself dying. She was quite
alone. She exerted her last remaining strength,
and had just reached lier neighbour's door when
|ahe fell down insensible. Smith was, in his

luced circumstances, ill able to bear an addi-

•This can only apply to a teiv persons in the
Ticulttiral (iistrict^. It i's by no means common
en Wittv.—Edttorial Note.

tional burden on his resources ; but he could not
do less than offer her a temporary asylum in

his house. By care and kindness exercised,

assisted by a little stimulant, after a wliile she
recovered. It then became a serious question

what to do with her. Her hon-or of the work-
house was extreme. Any attempt to remove
her would have endangered her lile. She re-

quired constant attendance, as she was too
weak to administer to her own necessities, so
that taking her back to her own room was en-
tirely out of the question. On application, the
parish officers increased her allowance from
two to three shillings per week, and Smith and
his wife were induced, by a consideration of the
poor woman's helplessness, to undertake the
charge of her. Siie lingered only a few weeks,
then died. The fund which had beon so reli-

giously guarded for many years, was appro-
priated to its intended purpose, and the re-

mains of this kind and honest woman were in-

terred, and she was spared the indignity of a
pauper funeral. Ten days after, the grave was
re-opened, to receive the corpse of the youngest
child of the family, in whose bosom she had
breathed her last.

VISITATION OF TYPHUS.

Smith began now to decline in health,
and his mfe began to fear that the father
Avould soon follow his favourite child. lie

had struggled hard, but his energies seemed
utterly broken down. For many months
he had been over-taxing his strength, and
in addition to excessive toil, he had to
spend his life in an atmosphere which was
never purified, and which admitted of no puri-

fication. The an-xieties he had recently un-
dergone, with scant/ diet, were among the
principal causes of his failing health.
At this time typhu.s fever was raging vio-

lently in the neighbourliood where Flanigan
lived, and one of his children was among the
first attacked. No surprise will be felt at this

when it is recolle -ted that the icork-room was
the bed-room of the family. Cooking, wash-
ing, and every kind of household work, had to
be done in this apartment. The room was
always in a noisome state. The water had to
be fetched from a neighbouring alley, and had
to be carried up three pair of sti-iirs. It was
used very .«j)aringlY, and as the water, when
used, had to be carried down again, it was often
left for hours stagnating and casting out offen-
sive effluvium. Smith, on entering the room
in the morning, had often felt almost suflbcated,

and the sense of suffocation remained for some
time, until he had become accustomed to the
place. In addition to tlie discomforts we have
named, there was the heat and steam arising
from the use of hot irons. This was a place
most likely to generate fever, and to propagate
it. On the very day the child died, Smith was
attacked by typhus in its most malignant form,
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and the following morning he was utterly un-

able to rise from his bed.

It is amongst this population that fever

generally rages. The general weakness and
debility, advanced by bad food, or food in in-

sufficient quantities—the exposure to noxious

influences, predispose them to attacks of con-

tagious or epidemic disease. Houses without

drains or cesspools, rooms badly ventilated, and
other causes, make the neiglibourhoods inha-

bited by them emphatically nests of disease.

The progress of typhus fever, acting on a

constitution so reduced, and in every respect so

well prepared to receive it, was rapid indeed.

Before the end of the third day he was perfectly

delirious ; and as the family occupied but one

room, and were completely destitute almost of

ordinary comforts or conveniences, they were

ill prepared for sickness. His wife succeeded,

after much difficulty, in getting him removed

to the Fever Hospital. The change from a

close room, to a well-ventilated ward, was im-

mediately beneficial ; and after a few days the

violence of the fever abated. He suffered from

extreme debility, and the chief difficulty was
to restore the tone of the constitution, which

had been gradually undermined by the causes

mentioned. This would necessarily be a work
of time.

ARREARS AND DISTR.VINT,

While the wants of the patient were care-

fully provided for, and both food and medi-

cine abundantly supplied, his mind was dis-

tracted by the knowledge of the privations that

his family would have to endure. While work-

ing for the sweating master, he had been un-

able to keep up his payments to the benefit

society, and his family were consequently de-

prived of any assistance. During several weeks,

the mother managed to obtain food for herself

and her children, by taking in washing ; but

with three children, and her time broken by

going to and fro to the hospital, it was little

that she could do, and sometimes, for the little

she did, she was not immediately paid. The
rent went into arrears, and the landlord, seeing

no hope of being paid, seized their goods ; and

the few articles of furniture which had been

kept together with so much difficult j', were swept

away under ar. execution, and sold for the

merest trifle.

Both the landlord and broker, however,

acted, on this occasion, with much more feeling

than such men usually receive credit for. Their

pi'incipal object was to get possession of the

room, so that it might be let to some person

who could pay the rent with punctuality. That

object might liave been accomplished in a

milder manner had they kno\\Ti more of Smith's

character. When they ascertained the real

facts of the case, they allowed Mrs. Smith to

retain possession of a few articles which were

indispensable, and she found a temporary

shelter with another woman, almost as poor
and wretched as herself. By this time her hua-.

band had greatly recovered. He had originally

a good constitution and considerable natural
vigour. He had youth also on his side ; and
the generous diet he received in the hospital,

restored him to health more rapidly than might
liave been expected. He was retained there as

long as the rules of the institution permitted.

Within a fortnight after his goods had been
seized for rent, he was discharged.

GLEAMS OP SUXSHINE.

A few days after he had left the hospital

he happened to meet with a little master, that

is, a man working on hisown account. This man,
having more work than he could execute liim-

self, occasionally employed one or two hands to

assist him. This happened to be the case at

the time, and Smith gladly availed himself of

the offered employment. He soon removed his

family to a more light and airy apartment, and,

as he got more adequate remuneration for his

labour, he worked with greater energy, and be-

gan once more to recover his lost ground. His

wife and children assisted. It was interesting

to look at this family when busily employed.

Smith was himselfgenerallyfitting and pressing,

beginning and finishing. His wife did a consi-

derable portion of the plain sewing. The eldest

boy did the whole of the coarser parts, wliile a
little tiny girl would stand for hours together,

threading needles for the use of the others. A
few months continued exertion enabled them
to recover their position. Their debts were

paid olf; and, as good often comes out of ad-

versity. Smith took care ever to keep clear of the

Sweating System, the very name of which made
him sliudder.

Smith had pursued this course steadily about

two years, and was ngain a savings' bank de-

positor. He had not been a regular attender

of a place of worship, but one Sunday morning

he went into a meeting-house in the city. In

the course of the sermon the minister enforced

upon all the necessity of leading a religious life.

He addressed those who' were suffering. Ad-
versity teaches the dependence of man uix)n

God. Those who n-cre chastened by sorrow

should seek consolation in heavenly things

:

those who were escaping from tribulation slwuld

cultivate feelings of gratitude, and devote

themselves to the service of God, Parents es-

pecially, should train up their children in the

fear and the admonition of the Lord. This

would lead to more active duties, and teach

another lesson : it would teach the imiiortance

of labouring for the good of others.

These remarks did not seem connected with

the other parts of his discourse, but they fell

with great power on the ears of that poor man,

as he stood there and listened. They touched

a chord of feeling that, at the time, was most

sensitive. He then and there determined to
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•work otit the idea : That a mau so poor as

Smith, burthened with a family, and with so

many circumstances agrainst liim, should ever

realize indepycndcuce by his own labour, and
then devote the remainder of his life to the

good of others would appear a mere dream.
Such an idea, however, took forcible posses-

sion of his mind. He went away with new re-

solves. He pondered on it on his way home,
and through the day, and awoke next morning
with his rcbolutions .strengthened. He felt the

breathing of a new life. He began to sketch

out plans, and from that day to put them into

practice. These new thoughts gave a new mo-
tive power—they lit his path and cheered his

struggles ; and as weeks and mouths flew by,

making more clear and distinct his prospect of

success, his mind flew back to the simple words
which had fallen upon his susceptible mind.
There was a nature within liim that had lain

dormant until that hour, and now all things

assmned a fresh character and shape. They
were brightened by the new hopes which had
been created in hie mind.

(To he concluded in tJie next Number.)

METROPOLITAX MEMORAXDA.—No. III.

PE^'CILINGS IX THE PEEKS.
The Lakt again.—IIou: Jte comes in-doors, and lioic he is received outside.—The F.Jf.'i one-horse shay.—

Fluctuations in his Popularity — 1850 versus \^?)Q - His Toilette and his s ang' froid.

—

His Grace at the

Grace of RoxjaUij.—Lord Eldoii's Hat, and Moore's Pasquinade upon the Conservative Castor.—The Duke
of Devonshire ; his Ear-trumpet, and some of the tcaii. masr. al>out him.—His suppositious Parentage,
and the Rival Claimants for the Title and Estates.—His Wealth, and the i'oes he makes of it befitting a
Working Man's Friend.—A Feep at Devonshire House —A Stroke of Dilliards therein, and no Beer for (Jte

Planers.—Mems. for Fashionable yovelists.— Chatsworth and its Influence on the Exposition of 1851,
and on the Industrial Classes.— The Order of the Garter Disordered.—Lord Londonderry ; some particulars
in his Biography ; keeping vp appearances at Holdernesse House.— !Soniething Good about''' Too Bad."
AuUiorship by Proxy,— Vane Flowers of Eloqiience.- Final H^'ellinatoniana.

Still nyc liave not done with the Field- and, as in that house, with the presentu-
Jklarshal. Notwithstandingthe unparalleled tionof petitions, on which documents how-
sumptuousness of that majestic hull and all ever, contrary to the usage of the lower
its brilliant accessories, from the crowned chamber, those presenting them may make
monarch on the throne to the royal lackeys speeches without giving notice. The Duke
at the gate, one of the first questions in- generally arrives shortly after five ; some-
yariablv asked by all strangers is, " Where times on horseback, attended by one ser-
is the Duke?" If, on the occasion of a vant, but more often of late in a carriage

—

prorogation, such as we are speaking of, avehicleof very peculiar construction, long
you will not be long in discerning him ; for aud narrow in the body, with very high
the moment the royal pageant begins to wheels, suitable to either one or two horses,
move into the house, he becomes a con- . made to carry two or four persons, but
spicuous object, not merely in right of his generally only occupied by the owner and
being the individual he is, but because he the driver. This machine is well known
bears before the sovereign the sword of in the neighbourhood of Palace-Yard,
state, and hence takes as prominent a part especially of late years, when he is on
in the ceremony a.s any other of the officials, horseback less frequently than of old. As
But, as we are writing not nierelj- for those .soon as a glimpse of it is c;iu:.jiit bowling
who may be present at rare occuiTences of down Whitehall, at a ponderous though
this nature, but for the information of par- showy pace, you will observe all the official

tiesdesiringtolearntheaspectof the house loiterers outside the doors prick up their
and its occupants, and of the Duke him.self! cans, throw otf that stolid mechanical
in a general way, and at ordinary periods, ' routine air of theirs, pass the word to each
let us suppo.se tliat we have come to hear a

\

other that he is coming, and exhibit, for
<lebate of usual interest, any time about the the moment, ju.st as much curiosity as tho
middle or towards the end of the session, ! greatest stranger present, or as though
for at the beginning the attendance ofpeers they had never seen him in their lives be-
is small, and tiieir proceedings not very

!
fore. Almost all men else may pass them

animated, save during the discussions on
|
a dozen times in the hour without causing

the address, or other occurrence of occa- ! them to elevate an eyebrow, or to turn
si(mal moment.

j

round their heads ; but the approach ofthe
Business, in the lord.s, commences at five , Duke invariably brings them to a stand-

o clock, an hour later than in the commons: ' still, if they are walking about, or brings
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them to the edge of the footpath to have a
stare ; and, as he passes, up go their hands
to their hats, or down go their faces, or in

some way or other do they make obeisance
to the " foremost m;!,n in all tlie world."
So, too, at the Opera-house, where he is one
of the most constant attendants, rarely
missing a niijlit, when in town, at Her
Slajesty's Theatre, tliough his deafness
must render liim insensible to all sounds
less loud than thecrash of the full orchestra.
When this carriage of his is seen sweeping
round Pall Mall, and into the Haymarket,
you will perceive the sentries at the pri-

vate-box entrance, and at the pit-door, un-
ceremoniously bustle the bye-standers on
one side, and immediately fall into the
attitude of "attention," though they do
not '* present arms," even if he is in his

field-marshal's vmiform, that honour being
only accorded to the blood-royal, or on
occasions of special ceremony, when the
soldiers are instructed to pay such compli-
ments, as in the case of a foreign potentate.
So it is when he visits the Horse Guards,
not as commander-in-chief, but in liis pri-

vate capacity ; and so in whatever part of
London he presents himself: the homage is

spontaneous and universal from all classes,

the highest and the lowest alike, to the
" Victor of Assaye's Eastern plain,

Victor of all the fields in Spain,

Victor of France's despot reign.

Immortal Wellington

!

The propriety of this reverence is alto-

gether another question. We are not broach-
ing opinions, but recording facts ; and it is

not for us to analyze tlie wisdom or justice
of the feeling we have spoken of, or to at-

tempt to reconcile the difference between it

and that which once rendered this same
present and former idol of his countrymen
an object of their aversion and ridicule, not
to say contempt ; when he, " upon whom
a dukedom and a million of British money
had been lavished, for whom the honours
and wealth of the kingdom v/ere thought
too small, and the vocabulary of praise too
limited, was hooted and pelted in the
streets—burnt in effigy, subjected to nume-
rous indignities ; sign-posts exhibiting his
portrait were pulled down ; streets bear-
ing his name re-christened; bullet-proof
windows put up at his house, and every
other indication of popular resentment and
indignation exhibited."
The dress of the Duke varies in colour

with the weather; but it is at all times
exceedingly light, carrying military sim-
plicity to excess in this respect ; indeed, to

Eedantry—for there is a good deal of the
eau about his grace in the matter of

toilette, especially in the cut of his gar-

ments, which are generally made to the
perfection of tailoring. It may seem frivo-

lons to dwell upon the costume of so old a
man, and of such a man in particular; but
the reader will not be averse to these

minutiee. In summer, or even tlic early
spring, if the weather be at all bright, his

grace dons wliite trousers, or breeches, as

the case may be, according as he wears his

military or civiliaii boots ; and the lirst

Vvarni aay is pretty sure to bring out his

white gossamer paletot, which, added to
his generally wliite waistcoat and cravat,
and sometimes white hat, and alv.ays snow
white hair, gives him a very marvellous
appearance in the eyes of tliosc who may
happen to see the tremendous old warrior
for the first time. Winter or summer,
however, he avoids all superfluous attire,

it being a point with him to be as uniu-
cumbei'ed as possible; and sometimes he
gives extraordinary proofs of his insensi-

bility to atmospheric influence. Thus, on
the occasion of tlie last royal interment, in

St. George's vault, Windsor, that of Queen
Adelaide, he remained for two hours and
upwards standing on the flagged floor,

though the weather was piercingly cold,

with nothing but his thin military di-ess-

cloak around him, though several of the
more distinguished ofticial mourners

—

Lord John Russell, the Marquis of Lans-
downe, and others, were comfortably
wrapped up, and did not leave the well-
warmed closet, near the bier, till the mo-
ment their presence was required. His
grace's disregard of precaution was the
more remarkable from the well known
fact that, on the same spot, some three and
twenty years ago, on the funeral of the
Duke of York, Canning caught the cold
that killed him ; and Lord Eldon used to

say /le escaped the same fate by placing his

hat between his feet and the pavement—

a

piece of providential strategy that gave
rise to many pleasant sarcasms at the time,
at the expense of the great Conservative
Chancellor—the best Jeu d'esprit being, as

usual, that of Moore, in which occur the

once popular lines

—

Gods ! v.'hen I gaze upon that brim
So redolent of Church all over,

What swarms of tithes, in visions dim,

Some pig-tail'd, some like cherubim,

With ducklings' wings, around it hover !

Tenths of all dead and livmg things,

That nature into being brings

From calves and corn to chitterlings.

In whatever dress, however, the Duko
enters the House, he always appears as if

he had bestowed the scrupulous pains of
51 drill Serjeant upon it. Coming in at the
back of the throne, he passes down the
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i

left side of the liouse, whereon the Tories
|

sit ; and witliout stopping to interchange i

lireetings with any one, though he may I

liave been cliatty enough in the lobbies
|

and waiting-rooms, he takes his seat right

!

in the middle of the house, as near as mav I

be, on the cross beaches, with his back i

immediately to the woolsack, and his face i

to the clerks of the house,—in fact, at the
j

table in the centre of the apartment. This
seat is generally occupied by two other

j

peers; the one on his right being, almost
:

always, the great Whig millionaire Duke
of Devonshire, who is so exceedingly deaf

\

that he has to use a gutta porcha ear-

1

trumpet when he wants to hear what is

going on. The sight of that appendage is
,

by no means picturesque ; nor, indeed, is

his appearance very prepossessing, con- I

sidering the exalted anticipations one '

naturally forms of the great leader and
patron of fashion, the famous host of De-

'

vonshire-hoase, admission within whose
i

charniL'd portals is a passport to everj' other
j

circle of metropolitan hiut-ton. The Duke, '

who is now sixty, is still a bachelor, though
|

a moat gallant admirer of the sex ; and the i

fact of his remaining single under such
j

circumstances gives strange countenance
j

to that most strange scandal of which he
j

has been the subject for so many years, i

an<l which, as it may be news to mauy a
Working iSIan, we, his Friend, will tell

him some particulars.

The late Duke was twice married,

first to the fair and fascinating Lady
j

Georgiana, eldest daughterof the first Earl

Kpencer; secondly to Lady E. Harvey,
daughter of tiie fourth Earl of Bristol, and
widow of a Mr. Foster, The present Duke
is son of his father's first wife, who, at the

time of his birth, was living in great splen-

dour and gaiety at Florence, in which city,

almost at the same hour, J^ady E. Foster,

w ho afterwards, as we just stated, became
second Duchess, was delivered of a son,

who, for some reason or other, v/as said to

be the present Duke, and, consequently,

not the legitimate heir to the dukedom.
It was furtlier said, and has since been re-

peated a thousand times, that the late Etirl

of Burlington, his uncle, wiio was heir pre-

sumptive to the titles and estates, waived
hisclaimoncondition that his uephewuever
married, so that the present Earl of Bur-
lington may succeed, as he now will, when
the Duke dies.

It is, of course, impossible tliat we can
.say wliat degree of truth there may be in all

this ; but, for our own part, we are quite

inclined to adopt the views of one com-
mentator on the story, Mr, Carpenter ; viz.,

"it IS hard to believe that the first Duches-s
and reputed mother of his gi'ace, should

have lent herself to a fraud whose object
was to give legitimacy and succession in
the dukedom to the issue of her husband's
illicit intercourse with another lady ; for
it is to be observed that .she did not die
till her reputed son was sixteen !'' Another
singularity connected with the family his-
tory of his grace is, the number ofclaimants
to the title that start up from time to time,
for the most part from very humble ranks
in .society : but the strangest part of the
matter is, that theysliould be able to raise
funds, by means of speculative solicitors, to
carry on their suits through their intro-
ductory expensive stages, and hitherto tliey

have got no farther; though as for all the
reports as to their opposition having been
bought ofi" by the Duke, the mere multi-
tude of the rival candidates would alone
suffice to give a Hat contradiction to so
palpably absurd an assertion.
The possessions that appertain to this

nobleman are of princely magnitude, and
are expended in a spirit of most liberal-

minded munificence. Soon after he suc-
ceeded, just of age, to the accumulations of
his minority, he left England, and re-

mained a considerable time abroad, the
cause of his departure being, it was said,

that he was trapped into a gambling folly,

at Carlton House, the scene of the orgies
of George IV. when Regent, to whom he
there lost not only a vast sum of money,
but also his magnificent house in Picca-
dilly to a then certain roue colonel, a com-
panion of royalty, who consented to restore
his prize for its equivalent in cash from the
late Earl of Burlington, whose town house,
also in Piccadilly, is almost a counterpart,
'externally, from its great walls fronting the
street, to that of tfip Duke's.
AVehave said that Devonshire-house is the

very glass of fashion in which it is necessary
that all who would be a-la-mode should
dress themselves ; but it possesses other
claims to distinction, also, lor it is exceed-
ingly rich in literary treasures, which the
Duke renders available to men of letters.

Here he has a noble collection of old
English dramatic literature, called tUe
" Kemble Plays," collected by the late

John Philip Kemble, and sold for £2,000
to the Duke, who has made large addi-
tions, and annotated the whole with his

own hand. Here, too, are some very fine

paintings, and works of sciUpture, well
known in the world of art; and on the
interior of the building itself has been

j

lavished a degree of expendiuire and taste

I

that render it in every way worthy of the
1 great reputation of the (wner, the magni-

j

ficent marble staircase (with its glass balus-

:
trade) being an object of special admiration,
not only from its splendour, but because of
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its construction, which renders the ascent
as easy as though one were walking on level

ground. At the foot of this staircase is a
billiard table, of unusual dimensions ; and,
as a proof of his grace's provision for the
entertainment of his guests, it may be men-
tioned that he regularly retains the services

of Mr. Kempfeldt, the first player in the
world, to encounter such of the company
as choose to engage in the amusement.
Several do so, but of course only the most
accomplished proficients, among whom
Prince George (now Duke) of Cambridge,
and Lord Eglinton (best known in con-
nection with the tournament that bore his

name, and, more recently, by his large

transactions on the turf) are perhaps the
greatest adepts ; but still they have no
hope with Kempfeldt, who repeatedly

makes a game off hand, without giving

his adversary a single chance. Some of

his strokes are the most extraordinary
things of the kind ever seen, and to those

accustomed only to the game as generally

played, they would appear quite incredible

in description. When he is playing there

are always groups looking on from the

staircase ; and not unfrequently among
these spectators are to be found Spanish
hidalgoes, Ottoman muftis, Norwegian
princes, ministers of all nations accredited

to this country, and, not unfrequently, some
of the sovereigns of such nations too, either

actual, past, or presumptive. Unlike other

houses of our high nobility, of which we
may have to speak hereafter, there is no
keeping up of appearances here. Every-
thing is real, substantial, and of the first

quality, of its kind, from the highest pro-

fessional talent that money or influence can
procure, down to the humblest liquid in the

beer-cellar.

Yet no, not altogether so low as that

either ; for it so happens that there is no
beer-cellar in Devonshire -house, and for

the best of all reasons, because there is no
beer. What ! No beer, exclaims the
Working Man. No, friend ; not a drop.

Wine as much as you like, and of the rarest

vintages ; but of fermented malt there's not a
thimbleful. What,notfor the servants? No,
not for the servants ; they must drink wine,

or water, just as the apprentices of old

were compelled to eat salmon four times a

week, and used to have clauses in their

indentures to keep them from being obliged

to dine on it oftener. Well, but, asks the

reader, still incredulous, do you mean to

say that the servants can't have beer, and
must drink wine ? Yes, that's a fact. They
may get malt, perhaps, out-of doors, in the

stable department ; but within the household
jurisdiction of the Duke's steward, double X
is as scarce and uncome-at-able as pigeons'

milk. Hitherto one may have laughed
at upstart oracles of silver-fork school
sneering at beer as an unknown potable in
hi-^h life ; but here we find the supposed
fiction a reality. In the Marquis of Nor-
raanby's novel of ** Yes and No," he makes
one of his aristocratic personages say to

another, " Is not that a fashionable-novelist
opposite ? I'll astonish the fellow. Here,
waiter, bring me some beer !" And as-

tonished assuredly was the fellow— a
thorough plebeian, who, like the late Theo-
dore Hook, thought he exalted himself by
disparaging the homely usages of the class

he sprung from, and by aping the airs of
those who only mocked his presumption.
Another capital hit at this notion is in the
scene in D'Israeli's "Young Duke," where,
in the gamblers' pandemonium, his grace,
after being fleeced, turns to the sideboard,
and helps himself to cold roast beef and
bottled porter, to the horror of the sharpers,
who are petrified at the ideaof their patrician
victim partaking of such very ordinary fare,

when they have delicacies so much more
suitable to the supposed palate of one of
such high birth and breeding. However,
as we were saying, beer is an unknown
commodity in Devonshire-house, from attic

to basement.
Another of the metropolitan mansions of

the Duke is the beautiful suburban villa at

Chiswick, well known to all frequenters of
the Horticultural Society's shows, on which
occasions he generally throws open his de-
lightful grounds to the public, and enables
them to judge what must be the fairy bril-

liancy of the scene when he gives one of
those fetes that are commenced by break-
fasting at dinner-time, and which serve as

a meal for months to be talked about by
those participating therein. Hardwick-
hall, Derbyshire, and Bolton Abbey, York-
shire, are two well-known country seats of
hi-:. Londesborough, in Yorkshire, he lately

sold to Mr. Hudson, of railway notoriety.who
has parted with it to Lord Londesborough
—a title taken by Lord Albert Conyngham
when he became heir to the enormously
wealthy and miserly Mr. Denison, brother
to the present Dowager Marchioness of
Conyngham, who was rather too well-known
from her relationship to George lY. when
living, and by her partiality for certain of

his Majesty's trinkets, when dead. Another
of the Duke of Devonshire's magnificent
mansions is Lismore Castle, in the county of

Waterford, where he has lately been keep-
ing up a noble hospitality. But the most
famous of ail his country seats is Chats-
worth, in Derbyshire, and which, like all

the rest, he throws open to the public with
so liberal a hand, that lately excursion
trains have been put on from London, es-
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pecially to see the wonders of its fountains,

hanging gardens, and, above all. its con-
servatory—the most stupendous thing of

the kind in the world, but which is the

parent of one ten times as vast, though still

in embryo ; we mean Paxton's glass palace

for the Exposition of next year. Mr. Pax-
ton, we need hardly say, is the architect of

the world-renowned conservatory at Chats-
worth, and the moment he proposed to

adopt a similar structure, on a similar prin-

ciple, to the great proposal for Hyde-park,
the feasibility, propriety, and economy of

the thing were so apparent that all com-
petition was at an end ; the hundreds of

plans sent in from every quarter, native

and foreign, were discarded ; and there was
an immediate decision in favoiu: of his pro-

ject, with what results need not be told.

The Duke of Devonshire was always a
warm patron of Mr, Paxton's ; and soon
after the decision in that gentleman's
favour, his grace attended with him at a
public meeting at Bakewell, near Chats-
worth ; and having heard him fully ex-

pound the nature of his great design for

I80I, passed a high enconium on him as

one who had never failed in anything he
attempted, and who fully deserved all the

success he enjoyed ; following up these re-

marks by others of great utility, for the
guidance of all industrial competition at the
coming rivalry.

We have said enough, we think, to show
that the Duke of Devonshire may be safely

clxssed as a "Working Man's Friend ; and it

will not be out of place to add, that his po-
litical professions do not disgrace his

private conduct ; for though he takes but
little share in party movements, and votes
with the Whigs rather as a thing of course
than from any very urgent conviction, he
is a true Liberal, and showed his liberality

in the right sort of way at the time of the
Reform Bill, by surrendering a large share
of his pai'liamentary influence, observing
that the measure would " vtry properly re-

lieve the patrons of boroughs from the- ne-
cessity of using objectionable means to get
their relations and dependents returned as
members of the Houac of Commons." It

has not done so, unfortunately ; but the
sacrifice to the belief on his part, at the
time, that it would do so, was equally
creditable to him. His grace scarcely ever
speaks in the House, especially since his
deafness has unfitted him to mingle much
in discussion. Ho has filled several honorary
offices of distinction, such, for instance, as
ambassador extraordinary at the coronation
of the Kmperor Nicholas, at Moscow, in

1826, where the style of liis appointments
filled even the ostentatious-loving Russians
with envy ; and that circumstance, not less

than the liberality of his political views/
was said to be one reason why the autocrat
treated him with a cold neglect, anything
but complimentary to the monarch or the
people represented in his person. His
grace has since been twice Lord Great
Chamberlain, but not since 1834, preferring
the quiet of literary and social occupation
to what would be, in his case, the fiddle-

faddle turmoil of party life. The Duke, as
we have intimated, is a great friend of the
arts ; but his patronage exposed him to

some ridicule lately. At the last exhibition
of the Royal Academy, his portrait, by
Grant, elicited some severe strictures at the
private view on the Saturday, principally in
reference to the legs, which were in breeches,
so as to show the garter; and stung by
this censure, or instigated by the noble
original himself, the artist devoted the
whole of Sunday to putting a pair of
trowsers on his grace, who on Monday
morning appeared on quite a different foot-

ing to what he did when last seen by the
connoisseurs of the press.

On the other end of the bench, where we
have all this while been supposing that the
Duke of Devonshire is sitting, in the Peers,
and on the left of Wellington, generally
sits that very eccentric individual, Yane,
Marquis of Londonderry, brother of the too-

famous, or infamous, Castlereagh, whosr
unpopularity he seems to have inherited as
well as his principles ; but certainly he has
succeeded far more in demonstrating the
deservedness of the former acquisition than
in vindicating the justice of the latter. At
the same time, let us add, that, unlike
many of his Tory friends, he has grown
wiser as he has grown older ; and if he had
been only one-half as temperate and prudent
during the first five-and-twenty years of his
political life as he has been for the last live,

he might have passed through existence in
the respectable insignificance which should
content men of mediocre talent like him.
He is an extraordinary compound of penu-
riousness and prodigality, meanness and
magnanimity. In the midst of riches, he
is always pinched ; in the midst of cheese-
paring expedients to make both ends meet,
he is always profuse to excess. He is as
ambitious a leader of ton as the Duke of
Devonshire, and his residence at Holder-
nesse-house. Park-lane, is a sumptuously-
furnished mansion ; its paintings and its

statuary (especially many of the master-
pieces of Canova) being of the highest
order ; and the fasliionable parties that take
place there being surpassed by none in the
Metropolis in the rank and number of the
company. But sve are always hearing of
his tradesmen's squabbles, and embroil-
ments with his Irish tenantry about rents,
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exactions, and so forth ; and these do not
very well assort with one's ideas of what
should be the state of aft'airs with an indi-

"vidual who has so strong a fancy for aston-

ishing the world with his own reports of his

own splendour, for that is the hobby he has
mounted since politics ceased to be the
stimulating, and the profitable game to him
they were.
He was one of the most conspicuously-

offensive of all the lordly opponents of the
Reform Bill, and seemed to glory in the
dislike and violence he pulled upon himself
in consequence. In fact, pugnacity has
been his great characteristic through life.

He is happy as long as he has some-
body to wrangle with, carrying, in that

respect, at least, if in none other, his

country's weakness to excess. The public

did not forget this virulent antipathy to

their interest when his turn came to be
served, during the short Tory administra-
tion of 1835, when he was appointed am-
bassador extraordinary to his particular

friend the Emperor of Russia, the marquis's
chief boast being his devotion to the cause
of " legitimacy" and despotism all over the

world; for there was such an outcry raised,

that Peel, who was greatly damaged by the

whole affair, had to rescind the nomination

;

and the Whigs coming in shortly after,

Lord Durham was sent to the autocrat
instead. Mr. Shiel was the principal leader

of the movement in the House of Commons
of the proceedings that terminated in the

discomfiture of the Marquis, just as he had
taken an ostentatious farewell of his friends,

and was on the point of starting from the

Thames to the Neva.
At this time was revived the well-known

saying of Lord Liverpool, viz. " Too bad !"

as applied to the Marquis ; and the brief

history of which expression it may not be
amiss to repeat, for the benefit of the

younger reader, to whom the current
political phrases of the generation now
passing away may be unknown. In 1814,
the Marquis, then Lord Stewart, having
been military commissioner to the allied

sovereigns, was appointed envoy extraordi-
nary to the court of Prussia, and then to the

court of Vienna, on returning from which
latter post he modestly claimed an allow-

ance from Government. This demand ap-

peared so monstrous to the then prime
minister, Tory as he was, and long inured
to all vagaries of jobbery, that he wrote
upon the back of the application, ** This is

too bad !
" The paper was found, among

other papers in the office, indorsed by Lord
Liverpool, on the accession of the Whigs
to office. The saying was universally

caught up, and was applied to him without
stint or mercy, every time he courted notice

by his oddities, which has been every time
any question of public interest has been
agitated, unless it be the last great question

of Free-trade, to which he most unexpect-
edly gave his adhesion. So, too, did his

two sous, Viscount Castlereagh, by his first

wife, and Viscoimt Seaham, by his second
wife, the only daughter and heir of Sir

Harry Tempest, and whose marriage, she

being a ward in Chancery, made a great

sensation at the time in fashionable circles

;

and in unfashionable, too, from the fuss

attending it, and some of its results, such
as King William and Queen Adelaide
standing sponsors for the first child. His
lordship made a name for headlong Irish

impetuosity in the Spanish and Portuguese
campaigns ; and attempted to make a name
also as a historian of the " Peninsular
War," having published a book so called,

with his name to it ; but it soon transpired

that the author was not the Marquis, but
the E<ev. Mr. Gleig, the well-known mili-

tary chaplain and romancer of Chelsea
Hospital. The discovery of the imposture
provoked huge merriment at the noble

quack's expense, and infinite irritation on
his part, at the detection, though it cer-

tainly had the effect of moderating much
of the overbearing self-consequence that

once distinguished him.
Since the sting was taken out of his Tory-

ism by his consenting to the abolition of the

Corn-laws, he has adopted the intermediate

position in which we are now depicting him
—sitting on the cross benches, by no means,
seemingly, to the pleasure of his "illustrious

chief," as he is forever calling Wellington,
to whom he will perpetually keep talking,

in one of the most dissonant, ear-splitting,

headache-giving voices that ever human
beings uttered. The Duke, with his very

narrow-brimmed hat pulled on the bridge

of his nose, sits looking point blank at

whatever person may be addressing the

house, his hand to one ear, his elbow on
the table, the picture of rigid attention, no
matter what may be the subject. Every
eye is fixed on him; every speaker directs

to him what he has got to say. London-
derry seems to share in the importance that

attaches to his neighbour, and every now
and then growls out some common-place
remark, which only causes a nod from the

Duke, who, loud as it is said, can't hear a

syllable of it. The Marquis, encouraged by
the nod, shifts and hems, and moves about

as if he should like to make a speech him-
self ; and when matters come to this point,

especially if it is drawing near seven o'clock,

the Duke slowly rises, lifts his hat, and
takes himself off—an example we shall fol-

low for thepresent, and resume our patrician

portraits the week after next.
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HlN'l^ ON HEALTH.

No. IX.-THE XECESS.UIIES OF LO^E.—EXERCISE.

"SVk have said a few words on air, warmth, and alhneiit. If all these were possessed

ill the requisite proportions, health would not be securedAvithout exercise. Activity
of the bodily and merital organs is necessary to the full development of* the frame,

and the faithful and cheerful discharge of its duties. We often observe in society

persons who have damaged their constitutions for life, by neglecting this most
important law of nature. Some suppose that food and drink, security from the
weather, and a soft bed to lie upon, are all that is necessary to maintain health.

Tliey go on in sedentary pursuits, neglecting to take exercise, and after awhile they
reap the fruits of such neglect in loss of appetite or general debility. The muscles,

tlie blood, the bones, as well as the brain, are all injured by neglect of out-do«r
exercise.

There are those in every-day life who tive themselves up to one pursuit, and
induce monomania by tlie intensity with wliich they follow it. Some devote all

their energies to the acquisition of wealth, so that eventually their higher facul-

ties are laid dormant, and when the object of their desires is attained, they are
incapable of enjoying it. Others accustom themselves so much to remain in-doors,

that the smallest amount of exertion out-of-doors fatigues them. Exercise ought to

be taken regularly, and every day. The working man ought to reside a sufficient

distance from his place of work, so that a good walk will be imposed upon him
night and morning. Even though he may be actively employed all day, he will

be all the better for his walk twice a day. Some men so arrange it.

In ijifancy and childhood exercise is most important. A strong frame is built up
by it. Children who are much confined are generally spiritless and sicklv. If
there is not a strong body, there cannot be a strong brain. Mothers ought to be in-

structed in these matters. Physical education is essential, as m.uck so as moral and
intellectual education.

Active exercise, by walking, is the best. A brisk walk brings all the organs of
the body into play. In the morning the walk is much better. The fresh air is

bracing and exhilarating, particularly in the country, where the mind is attracted by
the beauties of nature, the verdure of the fields, tie tinkling of the brook, and the
song of the birds. Amongst the agitations of the age, none is perhaps more import-
ant than that for recreations and gymnasia. Many employers are making arrange-
ments to give half a day every week to the persons in their employment. We are
very anxious that where such generous offers are made, they should be accepted
and turned to profit. Pbecreation to the body and mind is as necessary as food and
sleep. Employers will reap an advantage from giving opportunities to their work-
people, as they will necessarily be better able to discharge their duties after occa-
sional relaxations. It is desirable that the working man should show, by the use
he makes of the privilege, that he values it. AVe should like to see parks and gar-
dens opened, and particular parts reserved for cricket and other out-door and manly
spurts. These would soon give a new character to our population. The habits
which have grown upon our people, and to which they have become wedded, must
be broken down before we can hope for much ainelioration in their condition.
Instead of congregating in the public-house, breathing a bad air, and inhaling
tobacco-smoke, and drinking beer, porter, or spirits, it would be much more con-
ducive to health, to comfort, and to happiness, to resort to the fields, or to some
manly amusement. Parks and gardens, with free access at all reasonable hours,
are among the wants of this age.

Cheap trips by steam-boat and railway are also highly advantageous to the
people. For a few pence a workman has now many opportunities of going out to
visit places that were a few years inaccessible to him. A few weeks ago a railway
trip was got up from Birmingham to Sheffield, a distance of above eighty miles, for

nine pence. There is offered to him the scenery of this beautiful tract of country,
the actual meadow, hedge-row, hill, river, and village—a most splendid panorama
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—for something less than he would have to pay for seeing at one of the London
exhibitions some quarter of a mile of canvass giving the picture of distant climes.

"We rejoice that Ave are now beginning to learn that this great people have a much
nobler and loftier duty to discharge than, the mere acquisition of wealth. Railways
we perceive will be made conducive to higher ends than creating competition in the
share-market. Wealth, unless subservient to great and holy purposes, is a curse to

those who hold it. We long to see it purchasing improved homes, comforts, enjoy-
ments for the great bulk of the people. Those who have influence have great
responsibilities. It is in their power to do much to soften the condition of those
who toil. They can do much to stimulate honest endeavouj. The people, although
labouring under difficulties, have much power for good. By sobriety, by steadiness,

by industry, by giving up idle and pernicious pursuits, and subduing vicious

inclinations, they can do much to improve their own condition. x\mong the sub-
jects inviting their consideration, is that of the best means of attaining and pre-
serving health. One of our old AATiters has said on this matter :

" Xor is it left

arbitrary, at the mil and pleasure of every man, to do as he list ; after the dictates

of a depraved humour and extravagant fancy, to live at what rate he pleaseth

;

but every one is bound to observe the Injunctions and Law of Nature, upon the
penalty of forfeiting their health, strength, and lihe^^ty—the true and long enjoyment
of themselves."
N.B. At no distant time we shall resume our hints, under the head of " Thoughts

on Physical Education."

TROPICAL FRUITS.

".4 slice of Tineapple for a hnlfpenny /"

I exclaimed, as my progress along Oxford-

street was interrupted by a large hand-cart,

laden with pines from the distant Bahama
Islands. Those of my readers who can look

back with me upon thirty years of the past,

when this " king of fruits " was a luxury

unknown excejjt by name to a vast proportion

of our fellow-subjects, will not wonder that

my attention was arrested by the announce-

ment, and that I was pleased to see, by the

well-filled money-box of the vendor, how many
had tasted of what, from its expensiveness,

was once almost a forbidden fruit. Even ten

3'ears ago, when the progress of horticulture

had been so successful as to place it on all the

t.-xble.s of the rich, it grew for them only ; for

the price of fifteen shillings, or even a guinea,

:i pound, was not likely to command many
purciiascrs among the masses ; and unless the

fruit weighed at least a pound and a half,

your money was pretty much thrown away,
and its delicious flavour unknoN\ai. Thanks
to the rapidity of steam communication and
io Free-trade, the poorest among us are no^v

made familiar with this and many other
tropical fruits, and the pineapple, the melon,
and the banana, are as much within our
reach as the commonest productions of our
own country. It is not my intention to enter

into any of the details of the mode of culti-

Aatfng these fruits, as such information would

be gathered with greater advantage from the

fountain-head of the numerous scientific works
on this subject, but to give some general in-

formation respecting them which may not be

wholly unwelcome.
The pineapple is called by the Spaniards

and French " ananas," from nana, its com-
mon name in the Brazils ; and it has received

its EngUsh name from the resemblance the

fruit bears to the cones of some species of pine-

tree. It is indigenous to South America, and
is so naturalized in the hot parts of ^Vsia and
Africa as to have been supposed to be native

there also. "When the British troops invaded
Burmah the woods about Kangoon were found
to abound with it in a wild state, the fruits

being of so fine a kind as to be sought for with
avidity. It is cultivated very successfully in

large gardens in the neighbourhood of Cal-

cutta, where its fruit may be procured in all

seasons. In the Malay ..Vrchipelago it acquire^

a vast size, and has a variety called double,

in which instance each pip grows into a brancU
bearing a separate pine. It is said to hav«
been originally sent from Santa Croce, iii

Brazil, to the "West Indies, and, afterwards, t©:

'

the East Indies and China. There are twelve

species, all edible ; six of these are naturalized

in the "West Indies, and the rest are foimd

wild ia Chili, Peru, and other parts of South

America. Its culture in the "West Indies has

been carried on for an unkno\vu. length of
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time, and it is grown in v&st gardens or

grounds under spade culture as we treat cab-

bages.

The pinca}>ple was introduced into Eng-
land as a botanical plant, in the year 16!)0, by
Mr. Bcntinck, afterwardii Earl of Portland

;

its fruit was then known to us only as a pre-

serve, as is proved by reference to it in books

of that period. A picture, iu the possession of

the Earl of Waldegrave, represents a gardener,

of the name of Kose, presenting a jjine to

Charles II. ; but as the idea of heating green-

houses by fire was quite new in insi, and very

few tan-beds existed before ITli), it could not

have been cultivated so as to produce fruit at

that period to which the picture refers. ]\Ion-

sieur Lc Cour, a wealthy Flemish merchant,

who had a fine garden near Leyden, was the

first successful cultivator of this fruit, and
from him our gardens were first supplied,

through Sir 3Iatthew Decker, of Richmond, in

tlie year 1719. It was at this time so rare

that Lady Mary "Wortley Montague mentions
.seeing it at the Sultan's table in Constan-
tinople, and speaks of it as a fruit she had
never before tasted. Since the beginning of

the last century it has been cultivated in Eng-
land with great care and regardlessness of

expense, but with comparatively little success

till witliin the last thirty or forty years. The
great difficulty is to imitate the heat and
moisture of a tropical soil, while to procure

richness of flavour we have to contend with a
deficiency of light which can scarcely be com-
prehended by those who have never seen the

blazing sun of the tropics ; but science and
perseverance have triumphed over every ditfi-

culty, and the English pine excels all others

grown in Europe. It is seldom grown in

France or Germany, and only in a few gardens
iu Italy ; it is more extensively cultivated

in Russia, where during the long and severe

winters the plants are kept in nearly a dor-

mant state.

Our principal varieties have come from the

West Indies ; but many have been raised from
seeds produced at home. Specimens of above
thirty sorts are grown by Mr. Gunter at Earl's-

court. There are two modes of propagation

:

one is by that singular production in which
the fruit terminates, called the crown ; and
the otlier by suckers. These are planted in

small i)ots, or in beds of rotten tan, earth, and
manure, which must be very carefully amal-
gamated and prepared for their reception ; the

pots, of course, are shifted to suit the growth
of the plant. The Cro\vn generally grows
three years before showing fruit ; the variety

called the Old Queen will bring fniit to per-

fection in eighteen months, but some sorts

take from three to five years. The usual

weight 16 about two or three pounds, but the

Proridence Pine often reaches seven, and even

nine, pounds.

In the early part of this century it was im-
ported in considerable quantities from Provi-
dence, the chiefof the Bahama Islands, whence
the entire plant was brought growing in boxes,
but six weeks was the shortest period for a
voyage, and the fruit did not always arrive in
good condition. Since the establishment of
steam communication with the West Indies,

the duration of the voyage has been shortened
to a fortnight, and the steamers now regularly
arrive, laden with these delicious fruits, in al-

most as good a state as they can be procured
in t!ie islands themselves. The demand in the
English markets has occasioned great improve-
ment and extension in the cultivation of pines
in the West Indies. Those brought over in the
sailing vessels are very far superior to the early
imports. As many as 20,000 will frequently
arrive in a single ship, and during the last ihree
months no fewer than 200,000 have been re-

ceived for sale in London. The pines from the
English hothouses retain their high value on
account of the great care taken in their selec-

tion and cultivation, but the foreign fruit may
be obtained at an exceedingly low price, and
this great delicacy once absolutely confined to

the tables of the wealthy, is now to be pur-
chased by every child who can command a
piece of copper for the indulgence of his taste.

In the West Indies it Is not cut in slices,

except when it is eaten with sugar and wine,
but the pips are torn out with a fork to be
sucked in the same manner as the orange

.

The Melon, though not so rare a fruit witii

us as the pineapple formerly was, is reared
wth almost equal difficulty and expense, and
is consequently the exclusive property of the
rich. It is a succulent climbing or trailing

annual, which has been cultivated in all eastern

countries, from so remote a period that its in-

digenous locality cannot be traced. In hot re-

gions, where cooling vegetables disappear as
the scorching simimer advances, and they are
most needed, the mel.in is invaluable, as it

grows rapidly and in wild luxurianc •, with but
little care, and is calculated both to quench the
thirst and satisfy the appetite. The varieties

are very numerous ; some have white flesh,

some green, others yellow and scarlet. Those
called Cantaloup are most in favour with Eng-
lish gardeners, as they can be grown with the
greatest chance of success. This variety is

named from a place called Cantaloup, situated

fifteen miles from Rome, where they have been
cultivated ever since the time of LucuUus, and
are said to have been brought by that general
from Armenia, on the termination of the war
with 3Iithridates. The cultivation of the melon
has arrived at the greatest perfection on the
plains of Ispahan and Bokhara, but the re-

markably fine sort reared there requires a soil

and climate which we cannot imitate. The
melon will not succeed in the open air beyond
the -l-lrd degree of latitude, and it requires h
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temperatiu-e of from seventy to eighty degrees.

The gteatest difficulty in the way of their cul-

tivation in England is the regulation of the

moisture and light, as they are adapted for

growth in a dry atmosphere and very humid
poil; and unless they are reared with great

care, and by experienced persons, they are de-

ficient in flavour. The consequence of this is.

that the English melon, if really good, is both

rare and expensive, and those Avno are fon.l of

this delicious fruit, may well be grateful to our

neighbours across the channel, who supply it to

us in abundance. Those sold so freely in Lon-
don come principally from Holland, and a few
pence will purchase a melon of a size which, if

grown at home, would cost as many shillings

;

besides that, they ripen much earlier than
ours.

The water-melon is not suited to om- climate,

and is but little known among us ; Avithin the

tropics it is one of the most useful and delight-

ful of the pro.iucts of nature. In the "West

Indies it grows to a prodigious size, often mea-
suring twenty-four inches in length by ten in

diameter. The external skin is smooth, and its

contents are a porous muss, filled Avith a cool

and refreshing fluid, either white or rose-

coloured, and V)ith an abundance of i"ed seeds.

j!vo one who has not experienced the intense

heat of tliose regions can imagine the gratiflca-

tion it affords.

Tlie Banana, whicli is more foreign in its

appearance, and less inviting than the pine or

the melon, is not yet brought to this countiy in

any great quantity; nor is it likely to become a
favourite with us, as its flavour, which is luscious

and slighlly acid, Avould be considered insipid

by a European palate. Such is the influence

of climate on our habits and tastes, that even
if we could procure it in the greatest abundance,
we should probably reject a fruit which, in the

countries where it is indigenous, is regarded

as a necessity aiid a most precious possession.

The Plantain, of which the banana is a dwarf
species, is one of the herbaceous plants bearing

eatable fruits found in all tropical climates.

From the top of its soft conical stalk of flfteen

or twenty feet in height, it throws out a num-
ber of immense leaves, generally about eight

feet in length and two feet in width, from the
centre of which depend bunches of bean-like

fruits, which, when ripe, are of a rich yellow
colour, and one bunch will sometimes weigh
as much as eighty pounds. The fruit of the
plantain contains most nutritious qualities, and
in its native land appears better suited than
bread for the food of man. Three dozen fruits

will sustain an individual for a week, and a
whole Indian family can be supported on the

produce of a single tree. There are innumerable
varieties, the coarser kinds requiring to be
di-essed either by being fried in slices, or roasted

whole, but the more delicate kinds of the

banana may be brought by cultivation to sur-

pass the fluest pear.

An idea has been entertained by some that

the banana was the forbidden fruit of Paradise,

and hence it was called Adam's Apple, and by
others, that it was the fruit meant by the

grapes of Eshcol, which were brought by the

spies from the laud of Canaan, and carried on
a pole between two men. This last supposition

is only supported by the form and tlie weight
of its branches, and no great probiibility can be

alleged in favour of either opinion.

It was cultivated at Hampton Court as far

back as the year IG90, and produced fruit

;

and some flne specimens ofthe plant and its fruit

may now be seen in the Talm-house at Eew
Gardens.

All tropical countries abound with an im-

mense variety of other fruits, all hiscious and
refreshing, and invaluable to the inhabitants,

but we are only acquainted with them in the

shape of preserves. If they could be brought

to our shores in a state of perfection, there are

few amongst them that would be favourites

with English palates. With very few excep

tions, they have some peculiar and unpleassliit

flavour, or are so acid as to be relished only in

very hot climates, when this quality is a strong

recommendation. The orange and pomegranate

can scarcely be called tropical, as they abound

in the south of Europe ; and the mango, man-
gosteen, the sapote, and other varieties, all re-

quire the inducement of a very high tempera-

ture for their full enjoyment.

ThI: KaiLways of the Wom.i>.—According to a work recently published in London, there

were in operation at the commencement of 1840, in difterent parts of the globe, a total lengih

Of IS.GJti miles of railway, on wiiich a capitalof £368,567,000 had been actually expended. Be-

sides this, it is estimated tliat tliorewero at the same epoch, in progress of construction, a further

extent of 7,829 miles, the cost of which, when completed, would be £146,750,000. Thus, when

these latter lines shall have been brought into operation, the population of Europe and the

United States (for it is there only that railways have made any progress) will have completed,

within the period of less than a quarter of a century, r>6,4S5 miles of railway ;
that is to say, a

greater length than would completely surround the globe, at a cost of above £500,0000,00 ster-

ling. To accomplish this stupendous work, human industry must have appropriated, out of its

annual savings, £20,000,000 for twenty-five successive years

!
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WEST INDIAN EXPERIENCES ; OR, LIFE AND LABOUR AS A
MISSIONARY FOR 14 YEARS IN THE WEST INDIES.

CHAPTER VIII.—

A

In my last I see I have forestalled matters,
and have spoken of things which occurred
subsequent to freedom, without any refer-

ence to that event. The story, however,
of the 1st of August has so often been told,

that it will hardly bear repetition, and there-

fore ray elision of that day may be the more
easily forgiven. In the future history of
England there will be one page written in

remembrance of the transactions of this

memorable time. Eight hundred thousand
" black fellows," " brutal Africans, and
their ebony offspring," were emancipated
in one day, and no additional police were
required, nor one act of drunkenness pub-
licly perpetrated. In Jamaica the churches
and chapels of all persuasions were crowded
with men and women of all ages and colours,
uniting in one glad act of praise :

—" Oh !

come let us sing unto the Lord anew song

;

for the Lord hath done great things for us,

whereof we are glad." I do verily believe
that the great majority of the people were
honestly determined to forget the past, turn
over a new leaf, and work willingly and
thoroughly for wages. Had tlicre been a
smack of common sense, a spark of good
feeling, or a gleam of generosity in the
minds of the plantocracy, all things would
have gone on well, and we should never
have heard from the West Indies a single
cry for protection, or a single jeremiad of
"ruin past redemption." But there was
no determination to work the new system
fairly ; on the contrary, there was a general
determination to work it most unfairly ; to
pay wages anyhow ; to pay them at long
intervals of time ; in scores of cases not to
pay them at all; to abuse the people by
bullying and cursing ; to pull down their
houses over their heads ; to put the cattle

into their provision-grounds ; to worry them
with perpetual summonses to the stipen-
diaries' courts, keep them waiting half a
day or more, and then bring on no case at
all. The people got soured and irritated-
left their old employments and the estates
where they were born, and the consequences
have been, amongst other things, the gene-
Tfil depreciation of West Indian property.
Had there been a resident proprietary, or
had even a few absent proprietors visited
but for a time their estates, they would
have found the pef^ple sensible to kind and
just treatment, willing to do anything to
keep the " old property" from going to
ruin ; and their estate managed, or rather

LITTLE POLITICAL.
mismanaged, by a rough set of ooarse fel-

lows, who cared more for their grog and
their champagne breakfasts than any in-

terest, supposed or real, of the decaying
proprietor

[

The experiment of Europpan immigration
was now to be tried ; a very costly and uncer-
tain one. A people that could not afford to

pay the labourers living' on the spot, were going
to pay the passage of some thousands of la-

bourers from Scotland, England, Germany and
Malta ! How to raise the wind was a problem
soon discussed in the Legislature, and settled

with wonderfnl facility. The argument lies in
a nutshell. It ij< for the good of the country
that we should liave immigrants: the black
people are the largest part of the country;
therefore, the black people shall pay for their

introduction. The Ilonourables A, B, C, D, E,
and F, and all the others, saw this, and said :

" Let it be done : besides which, the black
people are very ungrateful ; and as we can't
lash them now, let us tax them lo pay for our
white labourers." isever was such a happy
thought. Accordingly, the House of Notables
sat down to tax everything, by import duties,

that the " brutal black African '' used, and from
these additional and most vexatious imposts,
the Island Legislature of Jamaica voted, in one
year, £.30,000 sterling for immigration pur-
poses ! As a specimen, look at the following
tables of taxation:

—

Duty payable be/ore

Emancipation.

Beer, a!e, cyder, per ton, 408.
Beer and pork, per Ijarrel,

salted (the cliief food of
the negroes) 4s.

Bread.or biscuit, per cwt. id.
Flour, per barrel 1$.

Rice, ditto Is.

Duty payable after
Einancipalioii.-

.. Ditto, 638,

Ditto, 15*.

Ditto, 4^.

Ditto, 4s.

Ditto, 4s.

From this source, in one year alone, the sum
of £ 110,-578 sterling was raised, out of which
the sum alx)ve named was voted for immigra-
tion purijoses. The first result of this was that
the emancipated population were compelled to
ask for higher wages, in consequence of the
higher prices of food. This was refused, and
the people at once fell back on their provision
grounds for support, and by raising poultry,
or small live stock, lived comfortably, though
they liad no money at command.
And then, seeing the people would not

work for such taskmasters, and as all corn-
sense had totally departed, the legislature,
immediately after freedom, passed another
la-w, of a most retaliative character, by which
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a capitation tax of four shillings a head, for

the repairs of the roads, was levied on all

except the white people. This act was im-

mediately disallowed by the Home Govern-

ment ; but, meantime, the money was col-

lected, and has never been refunded.

Who can wonder that there came to be

some truth in the remark, " We can't get

the emancipated classes to work 1" They
would have worked once, and you scorned

them ;
you want them to work now, but they

have begun to hate you.

If this is too political to be interesting,

my readers must remember that I am trying

to make this vexed question a little plainer

than it usually is, and then they will pardon

ths bit of the political history of Jamaica.

But my readers will ask, ''And did the

white immigrants comeV Surely they did

!

ship-load after ship-load of them ; and, as

money was galore, and no mistake, a bonus

of £5 a head was granted to every person

who introduced a white labourer ; and seve-

ral Jews scrambled home in the packets,

made all kinds of representations and mis-

representations to poor people, and returned

quickly with scores and hundreds of deluded

creatures, who soon found rest in the grave.

That was nothing ; they realized the bonus,

and that was all they cared for ! ! One gen-

tleman in my neighbourhood went to Saxony,

chartered a vessel from Dantzic, and brought

out upwards of 200! He realized £1,000

sterling. They took fever, or broke heart;

at any rate, at the end of three years there

was not half-a-dozen of them living! But

it was the best ' spec' he ever made ;
so he

himself assured me. Poor creatures ! I have

had them in my house at all hours, covered

with sores, eaten up with chigoes, broken-

spirited, craving for rum ;
and now, hun-

dreds and hundreds of them liequietbeneath

the sod of the country that entrapped them,

waiting only for the day when inquisition

for their blood shall be made, and a right-

eous retribution rewarded. Can any one

be surprised that the West Indies did not

prosper?

Amidst all this, however, the recently-

freed people were not forgetful of the bless-

ings of emancipation. Not only were they

not revengeful, but, as I said before, they

tried hard, sometimes very awkwardly, but

always sincerely, to put matters straight

;

even when the " white gentleman," as they

called the immigrants, had arrived in great

numbers, and they were convinced that be-

tween their arrival and their heavy import

duties there was too close a connection,

even then they asked for fair play, and

liberty to prove that "wages were better

than the whip."

It was surprising to me, at missionary

and other meetings, even while the people
were groaning and often grumbling at the
unjust taxation of the island, which they
were called to pay, and at tho number of

immigrants that were trying to supplant
them in the cultivation of the cane, that

there should generally be such an entiro

absence in their speeches from any allusion

to their political disabilities. The staple

of the speeches was generally of one cha-
racter.

On one such occasion I had addressed my
congregation on the subject of American
slavery, and read some thrilling extracts from
a book entitled the " Testimony of a Thousand
Witnesses." At the close of the service we
were to make a collection for anti-slavery pur-

poses, to be remitted either to England or to

America ; and it certainly was a noble sight to

see a large assembly of people, so recently

slaves themselves, engaged in earnest effort and
supplication for the emancipation of their bre-

thren all over the world. At the close of the

service I called on one of the deacons, named
Donaldson, to pray. We all rose, expecting
him to commence. After a silence of some
time he said, with much difficulty, his voice

choked with sobs, " Minister, I can't pray

!

My friends, I beg you to sit down. Sit down, I

beg you for a little while, and let me speak.

Minister, what you have been reading is a

heart-burning to me. You speak of man buy-

ing woman and children and selling them again

like c.tttle ; you read about it, but I have seen

it, and had to feel it. I remember, like it was
yesterday, when the marshal came upon my
master's property to seize the slaves, because

he owed taxes. That property was called L—

•

pen. I was a born free man, but my wife was
a slave there, and her children were slaves too.

They take my wife and two of her children,

handcuff them, march them off from the Toll-

gate to Limi Savannah, as the king's property,

to be sold for taxes. I was a blacksmith and
had saved up money. My father lent me som*
more ; my brother lent me some too, and I go

to the sale. You think it isn't a heart-burning

shame to buy your own wife, to buy your own
son and daughter that are bom out of your

body. Well, I bid for them, and they bid

against me. I bid again, and at last I pay
down £77 for my wife, and £33 for Martin, my
eldest son, and £2.') for Johannah, my first

daughter ; and ifGod had not prospered me in

business, and helped me to lay by money, my
wife and children would have been sold to dif-

ferent people, and would have been scatteredj

up and down the country ; and when I thinl

of these things my heart is full and I cannot

pray."

Such a people possesses an inherent nobilitj

and deserved better laws and juster treatment

than they met with after freedom. Had the

received this, the West Indies would have coitJ
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tinoed ertn unto this day ; but now prosperity

is for a long series of years* to come yet, hidden

from their eyes. The detaib* of these matters

mu>t be recorded. Each utterance of these

things serve the cause of hiunanitj :
—

It Is thus we feel.

With a gigantic throb across the sea.

Each other's rights and nron»s ; thus w« arc men.
The bells of time are rinsin» chang^es fast.

Great Loid ! that each fresh peal may usher in

An era of advancement.

AX EVENING WITH SPENSER.
By J. A. Lancfohd, Chairmaker, Birminghani.

" Spenser, to me, whose deep conceit is such
A#, passing all conceit, needs no defence."

—

Thus sung Shakwf»erc of Spenser. It is always • Pembroke Hall, Cambridge. Whilst here, he

beautiful when one great man jields homage
|

gave evidence of his poetic abilities; contribut-

to another. Genius cro^vning genius with its
i
ing anonymonsly to the " Theatre of World-

own wreath of aramanthine flowers is the high-

est tribute that can be oflered. Worship L? in

itself exceedingly fair and goodly. Venera-

tion is one of the chiefest adornments of man's

moral nature. To love, and bow before, the

lings." A quarrel at the University caused
him to retire, after having taken his degree of

K.A. He then lived for some time as tutor in

the family of one of his relations in the north
of England, where he fell in love with an ami-

"good, the beautiful, and true," is one of the able and accomplished lady, to whom we owe
noblest attainments of human nature. Kightly ; many of his sweetest poems. In singing her

to appreciate these qualities shows the pos.scs-
[ praises he gave a new name to the literature of

.•iion, more or less, of goodness, beauty, and his country, which has since become famous

:

truth in their worshipper. Thus it is to lu

ever a delight to meet with any who love

poetry, music, flowers, children, and whatever

tends to refine, elevate, and expand. We
need not wonder to find this a sign of a true

soul. God gave every faculty for high and

holy pnrix)ses, and he is the most devout who
cultivates them well and holily. We should,

therefore, be grateful to all who have in any
way contributed to render tliLs cultivation

easier and more generally attainable. Few
have done this more nobiy than Spenser.

Shakespere, as we have seen, felt and acknow-

ledged his worth. Brave John ililton looked

upon him as his master, and declared "that he

dared be known to think him a better teacher

than Scotus or Aquinas." A long lL?t of our

greatest worthies might be given, who have

vrained a wreath for the brows of this " dear

child of song." He has given his name to

a stanza in which measure have been written

some of the finest poems our language boasts.

f^penser, like Chaucer, was bom in London.

He .«ay5

—

** Merry London, my most kindly nurse,

That to me guve this iife's first native source.
Though from anothi^r place I take mj name,
A house of ancient fame."

In London, then, in East Smithfield, in the

year l.i.^.3, was our poet bom. Almost two
hundred years had passed since the "day-starre"

St. Two hundred years of dark night before

the "sunrise;"— for thus were named respec-

tively the two great poets of England—Chaucer
and .Spenser. The life of Spenser was not a

gently-gliding stream. He was educated at

Rosalind, first used by Spenser, hasnowgro\vn
dear to all lovers of true poetry. She is the

heroine of his " Shepherd's Calendar," a series

of twelve eclogues, which he published at Lon-
don in 1 .=) 7 9 . ^Vgain was England about to pro-

duce a great poet. Though written in what was
even then an obsolete dialect, the eclogues con-

tain evidence of the true poet. There is a vein

of pathos in some that at once reaches the heart.

The descriptive parts are very beautiful, and
show how early Spenser had been a lover of

nature. Dryden places them in the same rank
as those of Theocritus and Virgil. Xor will a
comparison with these kings of the pastorals

be at all injurious to the English bard. They
became immediately popular. Five editions

were published during the life of the author

;

and this in spite of their obsolete phraseology.

Few poets can boast of such a triumph. Be-

sides this success, the pastorals won for their

author the friendship of the gifted Sir Pliilip

Sydney, and the powerful but wicked Leicester

;

though, on the other hand, they excited the

wrath of the cold but honest Burleigh. This

wrath the poet was never after able to appease

Unhappy Ireland was then, as now, in a
state of confusion and misery. Her whole be-

ing was rent in sunder by the oppression of the

English, and the revolts of her chiefs, who were
ever struggling to regain their lost power and
authority. The earls of Desmond had appealed

to the sword, and were beaten by the forces of

Elizabeth. The estates of the rebels, as they

were called, were confiscated, and di^ided be-

tween English nobles and their fiavourites.

Though some obtained grants of 42,000 acres.
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Spenser had the poet's reward in a poor estate

of 3,029 acres. The greatest man of his day
received the least and worst part of tl)e foi--

feited estates as an acknowledgment of his

deservings. Here is another lesson of how tlie

world crowns its true nobility. By the tenure

of the grant, Spenser was forced to reside on
his land. In 158fi he repaired to Ireland, and
took posses^ionofhisnewhome—ahome which
was destined to be to him tlie source of so much
joy, and, alas! of so mucli sorrow. His resi-

dence was Kilcolman Castle, about two miles

from Doneraile ; a most picturesque and beau-

tiful spot, which, for a man like Spenser, must
have had a thousand attractions. The river

Ululla flowed tlirough his land, and has now
become a classical stream, dear to the heart of

every Englishman who loves nature and poetry.

William Howitt says—"As I stood on the top

of themassyold keep, whose walls are three yards
thick, and its winding stairs of slippery grey

marble, I seemed to be rather in a dream of

Spenser's castle than actually at it. The sun

was hastening to set, and threw a clear shining

light over the whole silent plain, and thousands

of pewets, and of rooks from Lord Doneraiie's

woods, spread themselves over the green fields

near the weedy water, and seemed to enjoy the

calm dreamy light and stillness of the scene."*

Here it was that Spenser wrote the immortal
" Faerie Queene." In 1590 the first tliree books

were given to the world ; the poet having come
to London for that purpose. The extraordi-

nary beauty of these books soon won for the

poet the highest place in the English Helicon.

The gorgeousness of the pictures ; the beauty

of the style; the mellifluousness of the verse;

the vividness of the imagery ; the union of truth

and allegory ; the power of imagination ; and
the play of fancy, which these first out-pourings

of his ripe and cultured muse display, have

been, and still continue to be, the delight of the

world. From the first it was accepted as a great

poem. Hallam says, "It became at once the

delight of every accomplished gentleman ; the

model of every poet ; the solace of every scho-

lar." " Every canto," says the same authority,

" every canto of this (the first) book teems with

the choicest beauties of imagination ; he came
to it in the freshness of his genius, which shines

throughout with an uniformity it does not

always afterwards maintain, unsullied by flat-

tery, unobstructed by pedantry, and unquenched

by languor." The design of the "Faerie Queene"

was, " To represent all the Morall Virtues ; as-

signing to every virtue a Knight, to be patron

and defender of the same ; in whose actions,

feats of arms, and chivalry, the operations of

that virtue, whereof he is the protector, are to be

expre.ssed ; and the vices and unruly appetites

that oppose themselves against the same, to be

beaten dowue and overcome." Throughout the

t William iloAvitt—" Homes and H^untj.V

poem is a '• Morall Alegorie ;" but beneath this

is a political meaning, which bore upon the

events and persons of his day. " Not only is

Gloriana the imaginary concentration of glory
sought by every true knight— she is Queen Eli-

zabeth too; not only does King Arthur present

the spirit and true essence of pure chivalry—he
is likewise Spenser's (unworthy) patron, the

Earl of Leicester; and many of the adventures
which describe the struggles of virtue and vice,

also shadow forth anecdotes and intrigues of

the English court, invisible to those, as Spenser
himself insinuates,

—

" Who n'ote without a hound fine footing hare."J

But leaving the allegory entirely out of view,
let us cull a few flowers from this richly-adorned
garden. One could almost go to sleep under
the influence of the soft murmuring 'of the fol-

lowing stanza:

—

.... •* To lulle him, in his slumber soft,

A trickling stream from liigh rock tumbling
downe,

And ever-irizzling raine upon the loft,

Mix: with a murmuring winde, much like the
sowne

Of swarming bees, and cast him in a swowne.
N') other nojse, nor people's troublous cryes.
As still are wont t'aniioy the walled towi.e,
Might there be heard : but careless Quiet lyes
Wrapt in eternal silence farre from enunyes."

When was a forest of trees ever so happily de-

scribed as this through which the licd-crosse

Knight and Ladye Una travel ?

" And forth they passe, with pleasure forward
led.

Joying to heare the birdes sweete harmony.
Which therein shrouded from the iemi)estdrcd,
Seemed in their son^ to scorn the cruell sky.
Much can they praise the trees so st.'aight and

hy,
The sajling pine ; the cedar proud and tall;

The vine-propp elm ; the poplar never dry ;

The builder oake, soie king ol forests all

;

The aspine, good for staves ; the cypre^s tunerall

;

The laurell, meed of mightie conquerors
And I'oets sage; the lirre, that weepeth sfille;

The willow, warmc- ol forlorne paramours;
The eugh, obedient to the benders will;

'J'he birch for shattes ; the sallow for the mill

;

The nnrrhe, sweet, bleeding in the bitter

wound ;

The warlike beech ; the ash for nothing ill

;

The fruitful olive ; and the platane round;
Tlie carver holme; the maple, seldom inward
sound."

The following has been the subject of many
a beautiful picture, and I'aria has now made it

a common educator of taste. Una, under false

visions, has been forsaken by her kuight ; she

wanders alone, and is overtaken by a " ramping
lyon," by whom she expects to be torn in pieces

:

" Instead thereof, he kist her wearie feet.

And lickther liUy hands with fawning tongue;
As he her wronged iuauceuce did weet.

\ Sir Walter Scott.
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O how ban oeautie maister the mo6t strong^.

And simple faith subdue avcnjing wrong!

Via might fill a goodly gallery witli pictures

dra\\n from our i>oct. The lloiise of Pride

deacrjbctl iii canto iv. book i., ia /ull of the most
powerfully drawn portrait:?. "We have only
room for one:

—

"And next to him malicious Envy rode.
Upon a ravenous wolfe, and siili did chaw
Between his cankred t elli a venomous lodc,

Xiiui all the poison ran about his cliaw ;

But inwardly he chawed his own maw
At neibor's wealth, that made him ever sad ;

For death it was, when any good he baw ;

And wept, thai cHii.se of weepiugnouc he had;
But when he heard of harme, ho wexed won-

drous glad.

** All in a kirtle of discolored ray
He clothed was, ypaynttd tuUof eies :

And in his bosom secretly there lay

An hateful snake, the which his taile uptyes
In many folds, and mortal sting iinplyes ;

StiJl, as he rode, he gnasht his teeth to see

Those heaps of gold with griple Cuvestye ;

And grudged at the gieat felicitie

Ot proud Lucifera, and his owne companie.

" He hated all good workes.and vertuous deeds.
And him no Icsse, that any like did use;

And, who with gratious bread the hungry feeds,

His almes !or want of faith he doth accuse:
So every good he had he doth abuse :

And eke ihe verse of lamous poets witt

He does backbite, and spiteful! poison spues
From leprous month on all that e\ er writt

;

Such one vile Envy waj-, that fifte in row did
silt."

3Iilton, who borrowed largely from all i)re-

ccdiug poets, is indebted to Spenser for the idea

of the rebel angels being the inventors of ord-

nance. Spenser describes the confitsion caused

by one of his fearful combats :

—

" As when that divellsh yron engin, wrought
In deepest hell, and frauid by turies chill,

^Vith windy mtre and quick sulphur lr;iught.

And r.imd with bullet rownd, ordained to kill,

Conreiveth fyre ; the hearers it doth fill

>Vith thundriug noyse, and all the ayre doth
choke,

That none can breathe, nor see, nor heare at

will.

Through smouldriiig cloud of duskish, stinck-
ing smoke

;

That Ih' only breath him daunts, who hath
escaped the stroke."

The whole of the tenth canto of the first

book is redolent with beauty. The Temple of

Mammon, in the second book, is a jmwerful

picture ; conceived and wrought with wondrous
.skill. The House of Temperance, in the same
book, is a fine building, worthy its architect

and theme. The Bower of Bliss, the AVedding 1

of the Rivers, arc drawn with all the skill, and
coloured with :Ul the power ofa master. Among
the characters, Una, Belpha'hl, Prince Arthur,

and Gloriana may be selected as tine delinea-

tions of virtue and beauty. Pa&sases of great

power might be selected did om* space aUo\r.

One, however, we must give :—
"And is there care in heaven? And is there

love
In heavenly spirits for these creatures i ase,

Thit may compa-sion for their evils move .'

There is :—else much more wretched were the
case

Of man than beast : but th' cxceodincf grace
Of lushest God, that loves his creatures so.

And all his workes with mercy doth i-mbrace,

That blessed angels he sends to and fro.

To serve to wicked man, to serve his wicked
foe.

•' How oft do they their silver bowers leave
To come to succour us that succour want !

How oft do they with golden pinions cleas e

The fiittiu'^ skycs, like ll}ing pursuiv.int,

Against foul feendc^ to aid us uiilitani !

They for us fight, they watch and duly ward,
And* their bright squadrons roUnd about us

plant

;

.\nd all for love, and nothing for reward !

O, why shouM heavenly God to man have such
regard !

"

Spenser possesses the ix)etic faculties of

imagination and fancy in extraordinary de-

velopment. Meaning, by the former, the

creative, and by the latter the adorning faculty.

By the magic power of the one he conjures up
beings of wondrous grace and loveliness ; upon
these, by aid of the other power, he lavishes iu

exces^j a seemingly exhaustless shower of all

that can attract, charm, and delight. His fancy
is exuberant. All nature teems with anima-
tion. Fawns, and Satyrs, and Dryads, and
Xaiads, arise as conjured by this wondrous
magician, palpably before our eyes, in all their

grace, or grotesquencs.*. On the other hand,
what Bailey would call "hugeous monjters,"

more awful than "Demorgorgouart," are evoked
from the lower regions, so assail falling and
sulfering humanity. Between these and man a
continual warfare is waged. These powers
symbolize the temptations which reduce, and
the vices which too often subdue, the soul.

Fearful battles are fought for tliis precious pos-

session. Lust, JIammon, Pleasure, are all

painted iu living colours, and their opposing
forces. Love, Religion, 'i'emperance, come upon
the scene, and i)lay their beautiful and hoi/

parts in a truly beautiful and holy manner. It

is the glory of the poem, that, in the end, after

many falls, after great stioiggling, and strong

temi)tations resisted and overcome, the gooil

power is triumphant, and the evil conquered.
Thus are the " moral virtues" victorious over
the powers of darkness, and sin, and death, and
" the way* of God are justified to man.'

Schiller says, '• through beauty will the sen-

suous man be led to form and thought ; through
beauty will the spiritual man be brought back
to matter, and given again to the sense-world."*

* Durch die Schonheit wird der siimliche
Meusch zur Form und turn Denhen geleitet ; diucb
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?fo poet tAore illustrates the text of the philoso-

pher than Spenser. While under the influence

of his beautiful creations, we are borne away
from the outer world, and feel an intimate con-

nection vnih the pure world of "form and

thought." But the same beauty, by its won-

drous power of adornment, by its clothing of

the ordinary Avith the garb of loveliness, and

tlxrowiug a halo round the things of the earth,

rttcouciles us with our siurroundings, and gives

us again to the " sense-world;'' but to a sense-

world sublimated, glorified, and made sacred.

This power of the poet is one of the chiefest

gifts with which God has endowed man.
Blessed isthe soul that feels moved by this love

of beauty—that glows beneath the pure senti-

ments of the pure—and feels his sympathies

with suffering increased, his charity enlarged,

and his love of nature, of man, and of God en-

nobled and refined. For him the poet has not

existed in vain, nor the song of the inspired

struck the heart-chords for mere amusement

,
^d pleasure.

Shakspeare tells us that " the course of true

love never did run smooth." This seems to

have been the case with Spenser and Kosalind.

He afterwards married a lady of the name of

Elizabeth, to whom he had written some

beautiful sonnets. We have room for only

one of these. It is a gem :

—

" Ye tradefuU merchants, that, with wearj- toyle.

Do seeke most precious things to make your
gain

;

And both the Indias of their treasures spoil

;

What needeth you to seeke so farre in vain ?

For loe, my love doth in herselfe containe

Ah this worlde's riches that may farre be found ;

If sapphyres, loe, her eyes be sapphyrea plame ;

If rubies, loe, her lips be rubies sound
;

If pearles, her teeth be pearles, both pure and
round

;

If yoorie, her forehead yoorie weene

;

If g-oid, her loolts are finest gold or ground

;

If silver, her faire hands are silver sheene

;

But that which fairest is, but few behold.

Her mind adorned with vertues manifold."

But the glory of this marriage is the "Epi-

thalamion." We owe much to the bride who
inspired such spousal verses. Our language,

and, as far as I am acquainted with them, no

. other contains such a grand bridal song as

this. It is one glorious outburst of heart-

intoxication. Heaven and earth are invoked

to adorn his nuptials. The hills, the rivers,

die Schonheit wird dergeistige Mensch zur Materie

zuruchgefuhrt und der Sinnenwell wiedergegeben.
<ScAi7/er—Ueber die asthetische lirziehuns

dcs Mcnschen. Achtzehuter Brief.

flowers, trees, maidens, and youths, are called

upon to do honour to her beauty, and grace

his joy. Morning, mid-day, and night, with
,

all their variety of beauty, are to behold and
increase liis bliss. " King," he exclaims—
" Ring ye the bels, the young men of the towne.

And leave your wonted labors for this day ;

This day is holy : do ye write it downe.
That ye for ever it remember may."

To make quotations from such a piece would
convey but a faint idea of the grace, the beauty,

the purity of the whole. It would be^ like

taking a single gem to give an idea of a dia-

mond-studiled crown. Hallam says of it

—

" Iw is a strain redolent of a bridegroom's joy,

and of a poet's fancy. It is an intoxication of

ecstacy, ardent, noble, and pure,"

The end of Spenser was tragical. In his

castle at Kilcolman he resided, with his Eliza-

beth and their children ; and " here the poet

was startled at midnight from his dreams by
the sound of horses' hoofs beating, in full

gallop, the stony tracks of the dale, and by a
succeeding burst of wild yells from crowding
thousands of infuriated Irish. Fire was put
to the castle, and it was soon in flames.

Spenser, concealed by the gloom of one side

of the building, contrived to escape with his

wife, and most probably his three boys and
girl, as they were saved, and lived after him ;

but the youngest child in the cradle perished

in the flames, mth all his property and un-

published poems. * * * Fleeing to Eng-
land, distracted at the fate of his child and
property, he died there, heart-broken and in

poverty, at an inn, or lodging-house, in Iting-

strcet, Westminster, and was buried at West-
minster Abbey, at the expense of the Earl of

Essex, ' his hearse attended,' says Camden,
' by poets, and mournful elegies, and poems,

with the pens that wrote them, thrown into

his tomb."*
Thus terminated the life of England's second

great poet. His "Faerie Queene" had reached

six of the promised twelve books. Besides his

poems, he wrote a prose account of the State

of Ireland, a troublous question then as now.
He died in 1598, as we have seen, and as it

.states on his monument, " immatura morte."

Those who know his works will willingly sub-

scribe to the words of Campbell—" We always

rise from perusing him with melody in the

mind's ear, and with pictures of romantic

beauty impressed on the imagination."

* William Howitt—" Homes and Haunts."

Freedom of Inquiry.—Let not the freedom of inquiry be shackled. If it multiplie*

contentions among the wise and virtuous, it exercises the charity of those who contend.

If it shakes for a time the belief that is rested only upon prejudice, it finally settles it on

the broader and more solid basis of conviction.— White's Bamptwi Lectures,
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GLANCES AT THE CAROLINAS, GEORGIA, AND ALABAMA. ^
riq

to

CHAPTER I.

I KNTERED the Carollnas from Kichmond by
tlie railway, which strikes the great southern

I)ine forest soon after leaving Petersburg, in

Virginia. To persons unacquainted with the

inconveniences of American travelling, I will

describe in a few words our mode of convey-

ance. The engine and tender were attached

to two cars resembling large omnibuses, the

first of which was filled with negroes, and, as

far as we could judge, was a mere box without

.*oat8, like a luggage-van. The second, in

which we were invited to take our places, was
a night- car, provided with shelves, which were
let down from the sides, for the convenience

of any one who wished to stretch himself upon
the planking ; a bench, which ran round the

car, served for seats ; a great red-hot stove

stood in the centre in a line with a row of

ijpittoous ; everything being covered with an
accumulation of filth whicli seemed never to

have been removed. Our course continued

for more than two hundred miles, through an
uninterrupted pine-forest, till we reached the

Cape Fear River.

The first glimpse of the scenery was very
striking ; but we grew heartily tired of its

wearisome monotony before proceeding very

far, andwere even glad when any incident varied

the sameness of our journey. There is really

no beauty in this eternal pine-forest ; and yet

there is a savage grandeur, the effect of which
upon the mind is something similar. The
road is straight, so that the light is never shut

out ; and on each side, like a green wall, rise

the tall, majestic trees. There is not much
underwood or tangled creepers, so that you
may see far into "the surrounding aisles of the
dim woods" amid the straight grey stems.

The most part bear a rich green foliage ; but
some are dying down with age, or exhausted
from the constant tapping for turpentine, which
they yield in great abundance, and these fling

out their bare brandies as if beckoning the
spirits of the primaeval forests, and creek in

the wind as if they sj)oke to each other of
the mighty past, when none but the Indian
wandered among their solitudes, and he, igno-

rant of their hidden wealth, left them un-
touched through their long silent lives. Here
are no birds, and no sounds, save what we
made in our progress, or the voices of negroes
at the Avooding stations.

It became dark as we approached the fron-
tier of North Carolina, and these stations

frequently presented a singular scene. The
huge fires, fed by the pitch-pine wood in

unlimited quantities, blazed like a burning
forest, and the reflection of the flames seemed

to extend an inconceivable distance into the
dark depths around, bringing out the grey
trunks of the trees into .strong relief, and
throwing its red light on their mighty branches.

At one place our cargo of negroes, brought
here to be transferred to a newly-formed
plantation, was let loose; and it was a strange

sight to see their black, unclothed forms leaj)-

ing out of the car one after another, with
loud shouts and laughter, lighting upon their

bare feet and gathering round the flame«,

where, with all our sympathy for them, we
could not but feel that they bore a strong re-

semblance to our ideas of evil spirits.

The night was very cold, and a severe frost

covered every leaf and branch with rime.

The rails were so slippeiy with ice that our
progress was very slow ; at one time we were
pushed along by negroes in aid of the deficient

p>owers of the engine, at another waiting for

hours while repairs were eff cted or, the engine
was dispatchcil alone to a distant station fbr

water. At one spot we overtook the ruins of
a train which had broken down the night
before. The cars and passengers had been
sent on, after much delay, by an engine which
had chanced to arrive ; but the disabled engine
and tender had been quietly left to be got rid

of by the next comers, and lay like a giant

overthrown across our path. The men left to

watch it were amusing themselves by playing
cards on a pine-log, beside two enormous fires,

and as we approached, shouted to us through
the darkness that the track was not clear, and
that we must all dismount to halp to remove
the obstruction. We at length succeeded in

doing this, and went on our journey. Our fel-

low-passengers were chiefly coarse men of the
common class, all chewing and spitting at an
awful rate. The car, which was heated to suf-

focation, became almost sickening, and yet,

from the inten.se cold, we could not venture to
open a window. At length we found that the
roof round the stove-pipe Avas ignited, and
" Fire ! fire :'* from twenty loud voices re-

soundedthrough thewoods. The engine was soon
stopped, and the fire extingiushed, but in half
an hour the flames burst forth again, so that
we were obliged to break off the pipe and tear
away the roof. Happily, the outer covering
was tin ; had it been of any combustible ma-
terial, we should have been left in the cold
grey morning to bivouac in the wildemes?.
We reached the breakfast station at noon, after

eighteen hour* of hard work, without refresh-

ment, as pleep was, of course, impodsiMe.
VVhen we had sufficiently recruited, we eon-
tintted our journey still through the fbrest,
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crossing the swamps and rivers, in immense
open piles, sometimes forty and fifty feet high,

and quivering beneath our weight ; and at

length, before night, we arrived at Wilming-
ton, on the Cape Fear river, Avherewe embarked
in a steamboat, which carried us out into

the broad Atlantic, and the next day landed us

at Charleston. We had rather a plesant pas-

sage, as contrasted with the fatigues of the

preceding journey, and entered the bay soon
after daylight. As we crossed the bar we came
in sight of the spires of the city, situated be-

tween the Ashley and Cooper rivers, and ex-
tending far into the harbour.

The city of Charleston, which is in 6outh
Carolina, is perhaps the pleasantest of all

places in the southern states of America, to

the visitor who has quiet tastes and old English
habits. Compared with New Orleans, it will

seem dull and decaying, for its trade has greatly

I'allen off, and what remains does not appear
in the streets ; and as the residents ai'e evi-

dently more inclined to social visiting among
themselves than to public amusements, there

is a general absence of gaiety and excitement.

Eut no\Yhere will be met with more ready
hospitality and general warm-hearted kindness

and attention. One good introduction will in-

sure him a hearty welcome from all ; and if, as

in my case, he has the good fortune to have an
old friend residing there, he is free of the city

at once. A visit to the Queen City of the South,

as Charleston is called, prolonged, through
the kindness of my friends, to upwards of two
months, has left a feeling of gratitude on my
mind not easily to be erased.

Charleston is a handsome city. Most of the

streets are planted -with wild orange, varnish,

and pride of China trees. The numerous pri-

vate residences are large, with piazzas and
good gardens, filled with evergreens and
flowering shrubs. These houses do not generally

front the streets, as in most towns, but are

jjlaced sideways, looking on their gardens and
the back of the next house. They are all built

of wood ; and as many of them are deserted, or

only occupied for a few mouths in every year,

they are left unpaiuted and neglected, with
broken jalousies and crazy gateways, giving an
air of njelancholy and decaying gentility to

the ijrettiest parts of the city. At almost every
door, and certainly in every yard, will be seen

a group of idle, half-naked negro children,

rolling about in the sunshine, while on the bal-

cony, or beliind the half-closed shutter, peeps
the dark, mindless face of some poor drudge
who has never known any other condition than
that of hopeless slavery. The streets and
roads are covered with deep loose sand, which,
of course, adds much to the excessive stillness

.ofthe place. King-street, which is the principal

one for .shops, is the favourite pi'omenade of the

ladies, though it is more the custom to ride than

to walk, and every respectable family keeps a

carriage, not generally very elegant in appear-
ance, being hvmg awkwardly high, to raise the
occupants above the deep sand of the roads in
summer, and the still deeper mud in the rainy
season. Meeting-street is extremelypicturesque.
It contains several handsome churches and
public buildings, interspersed with private
houses and graceful trees, and at the end looks
out upon the bay. Like all southern cities,

Charleston is unhealthy during the summer and
autumn months, but as the country round it is

still more so, all the planters leave their homes
in May, and crowd into the city, where they
remain till the frost sets in. I saw many plan-
tations, with fine gardens, which would, doubt-
less, be lovely in the summer, but on which, I

was told, it would be almost certain death to

remain after May. Many English customs and
feelings are retained by the inhabitants, aud
dinner parties are more in vogue than in any
other city in the United States. On Christmas
day we attended divine service at the church of
St. Michael, wliich was built before the revo-

lution, and, being pewed and roofed with
dark carved oak, looked very like an English
parish church. The pillars and arches were
wreathed with various evei-greens, and with
large branches of the orange tree, heavy with
golden fruit, and filling the air with odours.

The weather was warm, and bright as an Eng-
lish May-day, and all the windows and doors

were set open.

But slavery casts its dark shadow over all,

and where the mind is not disposed to admire
or tolerate what is so delicately termed " the

colonial social system of America,'' interferes

very materially with the enjoyment of the

visitor. The possession of slaves forms a chief

portion of the wealth of the inhabitants. The
planter rejoices in the increase of his slaves, for

he has only to sell a few supernumeraries, and
with the proceeds purchase a new plantation

;

and when his daughters marry, their marriage

portion is often paid in slaves. The churches

are, to a great extent, supported by the

produce of slave labour ; and there are num-
bers of elderly ladies, widows, and others, whose
entire income is derived from the practice of

letting out slaves to hire. So accustomed
are they to consider human beings as a legiti-

mate property for daily consumption, that I

was introduced to one gentleman, who, I was
informed, was so extravagant as to spend a

I

slave a week ! The negroes appeared to me a

very dull and stupid race, in comparison with
those of New Orleans. They have no educa-

tion, either of mind or morals, except what is

necessary to teach them their several duties

;

and their system of rewards and punishments
is evidently based on the plan of the French-

woman in Louisiana, v/ho told her slaves that,

if they did wrong they should be flogged, and if

they did right they should not be flogged ; a

State of things which is considered quite good
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ejongh for a negro. I do not imagine that

they are worse treated here than in other parts

of the coiintrj— in fact the Carolinians pride

themselves in being kind masters ; they are

generally cared for in the same manner as

horses, cattle, or other valuable property, but

all Tvitli whom I conversed spoke T\-ith great

horror of plantation life. Daring my visit, a

man, named Lamb, caused a Flave to receive

150 lashes, undT which infliction the poor

wretch died; and I have heard this case

lamented by some of the planters, not so much
because of the horror of the act, as that it would
injure their fair fame as a body. I found it

very difficult to reconcile the total absence of

principle and feeling on the subject of slavery

with the hospitality and high respectability of

the whole community ; nor could I ever fully

enjoy the kmdness and attention so freely

offered to me by those whom, in this respect, I

could only regard as violators of the laws both
of God and man.

3Iy vLsit to Giarlestou at length came to a

cloee, and one bright warm morning, early in

February, I embarked on board a steamboat

bound fur Savannah. The season had been

a remarkably wet one; all the rivers had over-

flowed tlieir banks ; the mails had frequently

l)een delayed four or five days on the road ; and
such tales of the floating of stage coaches and
drowning of horses had reached us, that any
attempt to penetrate to New Orleans by the

overland route was considered very heroic, but

not very wise. And as I was likely to meet
with some di^asterf, and certain soon to pass

the bounds of civilization and good dinners, I

was supplied with some necessaries and luxu-

ries not likely to be found on the road— a kind-

ness on the part of my excellent friends which
I had afterwards good reason to be grateful for.

The whole of the first day was si>ent on
board the steam-boat ; and as we immedi-
ately pnt out to eea for greater security and
depth of water, I had no other amusement than
watching my fellow-pa.ssenger?. The most re-

njarkable thing about the majority, particularly

the ladies, was their ap^jetites ; and the vigour

with which tliey partook of beef-steak, oysters,

sausage, pork-chop, ham and eggs, and buck-
wheat cake.s, in succession, convinced me that

this was their o^ti peculiar mode of providing
for the probable absence of such luxuries during
the remainder of their journey. In tlie after-

noon we entered the Savannah river, and
reached the city at dark ; and as we were to

start before day-break on the following morn-
ing. I could only see as much of the town,
which is a pretty one, as the stars and a few
miserable lamps revealed to me. The streets,

•which are perfectly regular and parallel with
the river, are covered with deep sand, and bor-

dered with trees, as in Charleston ; and the pri-

t-ate houses appeared to be built in a similar

Btyle and of e<iual pretension?. There are a

great nimiber of open squares, each alternate
street having been left vacant for that purpose.
At five in the morning ive were roused with

the intelligence that the omaibu-- was waiting
to convey us to the railway. After the usual
amount of bustle and misery attendant on
dressing, packing, and breakfasting by candle-
light, amid the shouts of the negroes and the
horror of being left behind, we succeeded in
reaching the railroad just in time. The first

person who stumbled over me, in the dark re-

ceptacle called the Ladies' Car, was a gentle-
man who had often been our fellort'-traveller,

and was now on a tour of visits to his planta-
tions. His mind was chiefly occupied ^vith the
fact of having, on his last vi.'it, lived for a
month on pork and beans, among uncivilized

overseers ; and vdth the unwelcome conviction
that these experiences were about to be re-

newed. As the morning da^vned, I found we
were passing through a magnificent forest, full

of imm'^nse magnolia.-, bays, live oaks, and
other evergreens, the soil entirely concealed by
tangh-l masses of canebrake and parasitical
plants.

I was the only lady in the cars, and, with
few exceptions, our fellow-pa.ssengers were not
very inviting. Among them was the Bishop
of , a lofty, diatiuguished-lookiug man,
and his suite. One of the gentlemen supplied
me with fniit during the day, every time we
stopped, slipping some into my hand, and
whispering, "Don't drink any water, it's all

ixiisonous." This is the case with all the water
in this part of the coimtry, and to drink it

alone is highly injurious, fever and ague always
following its use. About midday we stopped
for refreshment at a large bam, down the mid-
dle of which were set tables, witliout table-

cloths or other remnants of civilization, but
where I made a very good meal on boiled eggs,
rice, and coffee. We had scarcely started again,
when our friend the planter suddenly jumped
up, and, applying himself to the ciieck-string

in a most disordered and eager manner, suc-
ceeded in stopping the train. " AVhat is the
the matter? Is it fire?" shouted all. "No!
the bishop is missing : v.e have left the bishop
behind !" AH was now commotion, ihe poor
man looked as though the world would come
to an end ; and back we went, for a mile or
more, in quest of the bishop ; but he was not
to be found: and after spending some time
in searcliing, shouting, and whistling, the im-
patient engineer proceeded, while the planter,

whose an.xiety had led him too far into the
forest, was liimself nearly left behind. At
length it occurred to some one that the
bishop might possibly be in tne baggage
car, and there truly he was found, quietly
enjoying his cigar, and wondering what the
fuss had been about. The scene amused a
tall, down Easter, who cared less for bishops
than for the loss of time. ** Waal," said
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he, " I wouldn't take a dollar for the laugh
I've had. I was sick afore; but it cured
me, it did. I never see a feller pull so ; he
was agoing his death upon the bell that

time, ne was. And how he did run when
he was like to be left behind ! I never see
a fellow go it so fast. Why, his very coat
tails was a-running."
Our journey was long and fatiguing.

" 180 miles a day," as this same man ob-

1

served, ** is a mighty fine way of getting '

through a country ; but when a man has
j

sot for ten hours in a railway car, he gets
j

pretty considerable tired."

We reached Macon in the evening, and
made an excellent supper on broiled shad,

a most delicious fish, which comes into the
river from the sea, and is of great size.

We were, fortunately, too tired to be very
nice about our sleeping apartments, and,
after a tolerable night's rest, were again
astir by five o'clock, and taking a tender

farewell of the broiled shad aind cold
chicken. As we were leaving the house,
the landlady came up to me, with a small
parcel in her hand, and said, " I guess,
missis, you'll not find such chicken fixings
as these down the Alabama, so you'd better
take some along with you." The good
soul had packed up the better part of two
chickens, a number of hard-boiled eggs,
and some salt, which, with my French
plums and biscuits, made me independent
for the rest of the journey. Macon is a
picturesque town, with very broad streets,

and large wooden houses, finely situated on
a hill, in the heart of the cotton district.

It looked to great advantage as we walked
through it to the station, in the clear, mild
winter morning, as the sun rose brightly on
the magnificent scenery around, and dis-

closed to us the undulating forest, the bold
winding river, Acmulgee, and a number of
Indian mounds in the distance.

JUVENILE CABINET.

PINS.

Perhaps all my young frieuds do not know
that it is little more than two hundred years

since the introduction into this country of that

pretty and useful article the common pin.

Previously, the British ladies made use of

skewers of gold, silver, brass, or wood, with

large, highly-ornamented lieads. Towards the

close of the sixteenth century pins were first

imported from France, and it is said that for

many years the average annual sum sent out

of the kingdom for them was not less than

£CO,000. In the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

however, there were a few small manufactories

established ; but in the reign of her successor,

James I., Mr. Tilly opened a magnificent one

at Gloucester, and subsequently that city be-

came celebrated for the perfection of its pins

and the number of operatives employed there

at their manufacture. Indeed, compared with

its size, it is astonishing the number of hands

which must aid in bringing a pin to perfection,

and the tritling cost ut which we may obtain a

good supply of them. Each piu requires the

skill of fourteen operatives, and yet for one

shilling Ave may purchase a thousand of them.

At some future period we shall probably de-

scribe the process of pin-making ; at present

we shall transcribe, for the amusement of our

young friends, a few anecdotes connected with

the old brooch and modern pin.

In the year a.OOl a. m. the Athenians

fitted up a large fleet, and, choosing some
of their bravest soldiers, sent them to

^gina to demand two statues which the

JJginites had stolen from the Epidaurians.

The .ffiginites refused to give them up.

and a fearful conflict ensued, from which
but one Athenian escaped with life. On
the return of this man to Athens, the wives
and mothers of those who had been his

companions gathered round him, anxiously
inquiring for husbands and sons. He related

what had happened ; and as soon as he had
concluded the recital, the women, grieved for

those whom they had lost, and incensed that

he should have escaped, drew their pins from
their dresses and pierced him to death. In a

short time the circumstances became known to

the chief magistrates, before whom the women
were obliged at once to appear and submit to^

a public reproof. A decree was then passed,

forbidding them to wear the graceful Dorian
habit, which required to be fastened with pins,

;

and enjoining them to appear for the future iuj

the simple loniau bodice, which was confinec

with buttons and loops. As soon as the decree ^

and the event which occasioned it reached the

ears of the women of -3igina, they ordered

their artists to make pins of au extraordinary

length, and of the most costly materials, and
these they wore in the front of their dresses to

show their contempt of the cruel Athenians.

They also dedicated them to their gods, aud

made their chief olferings to consist in pins of

curious workmanship and rich materials. In

such have originated our modern brooch, our
*' smart shirt-pin," and large-headed, u:<efui

shawl-pin.

Many of the large metal aud wooden orna-

ments which our ancestor* received the fashiou

of from the Romans, and which they borrowed
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from the JSijinites, are still preserved as heir-

looms ill different families, and sevv.ral of

them have also found their way into our pubhc
museums. We liavc seen some which were
found in Ii'eland in the graven of ecclesiastics,

the form and workmanship of which would
not disgrace the taste or skill of a modem
artist. In many of the eastern nations the

use of pins is unknown, and the sight of them
in tiie hands of strangers often produces
amusing scenes. On this suhject a graceful

writer of the present day observes—" Our
female readers will probably learn with some
conctentation that the Tahtar women have no
pins, nor ai'e these little instruments, so im-

portant to tliemsclves, at all known in the

east. Tlie women keep their raiments together

by strings and buttons ; and, besides, their

dresses are such as liardly to require tlie frail

Hccurity of pins. Nevertheless, pius and Eng-
lich needles are exceedingly acceptable to the

women : and if we were to visit these parts of

the world again we would take a great stock

to distribute among them. It would not be

very easy to distribute them however ; one
occasion is in our memory, in which, to gratify

one woman who had been civil, we took out a

case containing pins and needles, and gave her

some of each. She was deliglited, but, unfor-

tunately, a young girl had observed this pro-

ceeding, and instantly ran off with the news
that there was a Frank gi\'ing away curious

instruments. Upon the receipt of this in-

formation, young and old hastened on to the
place where we stood, and we were soon sui;V-

rounded by a mob of young women— womeaZ
with children in their arms, and aged females^"'

all of whom held out their hands, with greaji.

clamour, and would not rest while tncy saw'

that there was a single pin or aeedle left iu

the case."

ALLUSIONS TO DRESS.
. " Consider the lilies of the fleld, how tlioy

grow ; they toil not, neither do they spin, and
yet I say imto you that Solomon in all his

glory was not arrayed like one of these. If

God, then, so clothe the grass of the field

which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into

the oven, how much more will lie not clotlie

you, O, ye of little faith !" However, though
we are cautioned against despair when the

world goes ill with us, and against querulouslj

inciuiring " wlierewithal shall we be clothed ?.^

yet are we by no means to remain inactive,'"

with our hands folded befote us, as if we ex-

pected to have our wants supplied by a
miracle : we are to remember that " the hand
of tlie diligent maketh rich ;" " that the vir-

tuous woman eateth not the bread of idleness
;"

that " her children rise up and call her blessed

;

her husband, also, he praiseth her ;" and that

she hath the unfailing promise to cheer her in

her labours, that " she shall receive of the

fruit of her hands, and that her own workit

shall praise her in the gates."
' '"

HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

The Schoolmaster Abroad.—The fol-
|

lowing is stuck up on the railway near the i

Bridgend station : — " Kno haddmetanse
axcept on business— bi horder of thee Di- !

reckturs "
(!) i

Good.—" What is the difference, my Lord,"
j

said a pert subaltern, the other day, to a certain

dignifiedmaker ofjokes. "What is the difference
;

between an ass and an archbishop ?" A pause i

ensued. " Do you give it up ':"' " I will give •

it uj)," quoth the dignitary. " Well then," re-

1

tamed young flippant, '* it is that the ass's cross
\

is upon its back, while the archbishop's lies :

ui)on his breast." " Good, indeed ; but let me
ask in return," continued his grace, " what is ;

the difference between an ass and an officer in '

the army ? ' A longer pause ensued ; the sub-

altern gave it up. " I jirotest," quoth he, *' I

cannot make it out. The difference— the dif-

ferettce—No, I cannot see it." "Neither can
\

1," said the grave arch-i)relate ; and, turning

upon liis heel, left the malapert querist to medi-

1

tate upon a distinction without ji difference.

Wonderful DEVErx)PME>T or Intellect,—" You see, grandma," said a hot-bed specimen
of juvenile precocity," that when I suck this

egg, or more properly speaking, when I extract

the nutritive matter, by a sudden and peculiar

action of the muscles of the tliroat, I first make
an incision in the apex, and then a correspond-
ing apertme in the base." "La, suz alive I

why heaow things do change '." exclaimed the

old lady, in such surprise that her old specta-

cles dropped off at tlie flashing of her almost
sightless eyes. " Wen I'ze a gall, all we done
was to n:ake a hole in each end, and daoun it

went."
KssKNTiALs or .V Waterixg-place.—We

consider the essentials of a watering-place may
be allitcratively summed up thus - sea, salt, sun,

sand, shrimps, shells, steamers, ships, sailors,

and shingle.

BE.ut with PA'ni:NCE.—Two Yankees were
strolling in the woods without any arms in

their possession, and, observing a bear ascend-
ing a tree, with its large paws clasped round
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the trunk, one of them ran forward and caught

the bear's paws, oiie in each hand, lie in-

stantly called out to his comrade—" Jonathan,

I say, go home and bring me something as fast

as you can, till I kill the varmint. Mind, don't

stay, for I'm in a fix.'' Jonathan ran off as

fast as he could, but he was an exceedingly

long time returning. During the interval, the

bear made several severe attempts to bite the

hand ofhim who held it. At length Jonathan
came back. " Hallow, Jonathan, what has

kept you ?" " Well, I'll tell you ; when at home,
breakfast was about ready, and I guessed it

would be as well to wait for it." '* Hete, now,
Jonathan," said his companion, "come you and
hold it, and I'll kill the critter in a jiffy."

Jonathan seized the bear's paws, and held the

animal while the other could kill it. •' Well,

Jonathan, have you got hold of him'?" "I
guess I have," replied Jonathan. " Very well,

hold him fast ; I guess I'll go to dinner."

A Bank Dikector.—A Yankee paper says,

in an obituary notice, that " the deceased had
been for several years a bank director, notwith-

standing which he died a Chrifitian, and uni-

versally respected !

"

Bo.uiD Wanted.—A young lady, lately,

wlio was waiting for her brother to take her

over to her husbaud in America, said pettishly,

" You are so long making up your mind that I

would go on a plank if any one would provide
me with board.'''

Am^ward Coincidence.—In a Tyneside
villilge church, the curate on Trinity Sunday
i:)reachcd a sermon wliich was recognised as
Tillotson's. In the afternoon, the incumbent,
who had been absent, returned and preached
the very same sermon.

Conundrum.—Why is a vain young lady
like a confirmed drunkard ?—Because neither

of them are satisfied with the moderate use of
the glass.

A Bull,.—An honest farmer thus whites to

the chairman of an agricultural society :

—

'' Gentlemen; please to put me down on your
list of cattle for a bull."

Gkeat Age this we Live in.—People
don't laugh now-a-days—they indulge in merri-

ment. They don't walk—they promenade.
They never eat any food—they masticate it.

Nobody has a tooth pulled out—it is extracted.

No one has his feelings hurt—they are lacer-

ated. Young men do not go courting girls

—

they pay young ladies attention. It is vulgar

to visit any one—you must only make a call.

Of course you would not think of goh)g.to

bed—you would retire to rest. Nor would
you build a house—you would erect it.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

FROM SEPTEMBliR 22nd TO SEPTEMBER 28th.

From September 22 to Septembee 28.

September 22, Seventeenth Sunday after Trinity.

September 23, 1828, died Richard P. JJonnington,

an arti:5t of great original taleut and singular pre-

cocity. At three years old he could sketcli most
of the objects he saw, and at fifteen he was admit-

ted as a student at the LoDvrc, where his rapidity

and novel mode of studying- caused great surprise

among the students. After visiting Italy, he
brought back many line works, and was rapidly

rising in public estimation when his brilliant pro-

spects were closed by his pretnature death. His
works were much valued during his lifetime, ani
great prices were obtained for such as remained
unsold.
September 23, 1829, The JVew Post Office, Lon-

don, was opened, and arrangements adopted lor

facilitating the receiving and delivering of letters,

&c.
September 24, 1847, the inquest on the five per-

sons killed by the explosion of the Cricket steam-
boat was brought to a close, alter having lasted

lor seven days. A verdict of manslaughter was
found against Henry Robert Heasnian, wiio was
acting as engineer at the time of the explosion.

The conduct of Clark, who introduced ttie system
of loading and tying down the safety-valves, was
severely censured ; and also that of tlie proprietor,

Mr. Smith.
September 25, 1808, died of apoplexy, Richard

Porson, a celebrated critic and classical scholar,

professor of Greek in the University of Cambridge,

Acnteness of discernment, solidity of judgment,
imited to an intense application, and a wonderful
memory, rendered Professor Porson a complete
critic in the most honourable sense of'that appel-
lation.

September 26, 1788, died, at the age of 74, Sir
Robert Taylor, architect to the Bank, and other
public offices. His lucrative employments, busi-
ness-like habits, and abstemious living, enabled
him to amass a fortune of £'180,000,though he be-
gan the world with hardly eighteenpence. He
never slept after four in the morning; and if he
had ajourney to make, always did it in the night,
sleeping in the carriage.

September 27, 1772, died James Brindley, a man
celebrated for extraordinary nneehanical genius,
and skilful labour in inland navigation. He con-
structed the celebrated Brid?ewater Canal; the
Grand Trunk Navigation, Staffordshire, &c.

September 27, 1833, died, at Stapylton Grove,
near Bristol, the Rajah Rainmohun Roy, while on
a visit to this country for the purpose of giving
information and of promoting the interests of hi*

countrymen, by advocating a more liberal inter-

course with India.

Septeinber 28, 1843. The Anti-Corn-law League
resumed its metropolitan agitation by commencmg
a series of monthly meetings in Covent Garden
Theatre. Mr. Cobden explained the future plans

of the League, one of which was to raise jefOO,000

in the ensuing year.

I
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THE WORKING MAN.

No. XXXVI.—PEACE SOCIETIES AND THE MASSES.

Having recently been up the Rkine to Frankfort, to the Pilvce Coxgiless, it has

occurred to us that a few words on the subject would be of service to our operatives

of both sexes. As there has been an account of the Congress in many of the news-

papers, and especially in that friend of the people, the " Standard of Freedom^' we
need not here enter into any detail. Suffice it to say that the journey was a very

cheap and very delightful one. From four to five hundred persons, among whom
•were some of our most wealthy and philanthropic countrjTnen and countrywomen,

travelling on a mission of peace, to sow in other lands the seeds of goodmll, amity,

love, and universal brotherhood, afforded an imposing sight. It was indeed a cru-

sade of the right character, and worthy of iiim who endured the cross. The holy

wars of other days were pagan, and not Christian. The sword and the cross are

irreconcilable adversaries. The command of the Saviour to his followers is, " Put
up thy sword into its sheath ; for all who take the sword shall perish by the

sword." True religion, true justice, true liberty, require no Avcapons of destruc-

tion to be employed in their propagation. Their principles are more potent than

steel or gunpowder, and can defend themselves. To cumber them Avith sword or

muskets, is to weaken their force. The Frankfort missionaries were crusaders of

the right stamp, and could justly inscribe on their banner, " Glory to God in the

highest, on earth peace, goodwill towards men."
War is a matter which every Avorking man and woman in the country ought to

study, because they are more than any other persons affected by it. Que of the

most eloquent speakers at the Frankfort Congress, M. De Cormenin, a member of

the French National Assembly, said—"We must lay this subject, not before

governments, who command war; not before generals, who engage in it; not
before aristocrats and commercial men, who profit by it ; not before poets, who
chaunt its praises ; but before the masses, who pay for it. The people bleed, in

body and purse, to carry it on, and therefore are more concerned to bring it to an
end than any other portion of the commuity ; and hence we must talk about it,

not so much in the court, the palace, the parliament, the saloon, or even in the
Peace Congress, as in the workshop." These sentiments deserve to be printed in

letters of gold, and every operative ought to mark, learn, and inwardly digest

them.

I.—The People pay for Waks.
We have often said that the wealth of the nation arises from labour. Hardly

anything becomes valuable until it has passed the hand of the operative. AVhat
arc fields worth if there are no men to cultivate them ? The raw productions of
the earth might go to the dunghill but for the labour of the artisan. The produce
of our mines have to be fetched from their depths, and, in the case of our metals,
to be elaborated by men, women, and children, before they can avail for the useful
purposes to which they are turned ; and therefore it is plain that all the taxes of the
country are paid by the masses. Tlie aristocracy, the merchants, the millowners,
and the tradesmen, would not have a farthia^-^ to give to the revenue but for the

o
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toilin"- millions. The image and superscription of the monarch or government may

make the copper, the silver, and the gold, current ; but the nerves, the muscles, and

the sweat of the people are requisite, before you can have any metal to send to the

mint. And thus it may be said that our labourers of both sexes pay not only their

own taxes, but the taxes of the nation; and consequently, were taxation reduced,

masters could give higher Avages to their workpeople, and increase their comforts a

thousand fold. But one chief means of reducing taxation is, the abolition of stand-

ing armies, and the establishment of universal 2)eace.

A"-ain : the masses not only produce the taxes of the gentry and aristocracy, but

they also have to pay more to the revenue than any other branch of the community.

It has been the poUcy of governments to draw the largest portion of their wealth

from articles which are deemed the necessaries of life, and therefore the most in de-

mand. Now, one man, as an individual, will, on an average, consume but little more

than another ; and, consequently, if their incomes vary, the one who has but a few

shillings a week will pay to the revenue enormously more in proportion than the

nobleman who has his thousands. Yonder peasant has to maintain a family on ten

shillings a week, while the duke, his master, has an income of £100,000 a year; and

yet the articles purchased by this Dives are only taxed at the same rate as the neces-

saries of life which the Lazarus, who lies at his door, procures ; and, therefore, \vhile

nearly half the hard earnings of the toiling labourer goes into the treasury, the man

of wealth pays for the exigencies of the state, and the preservation of his property,

only a very small fraction. Nor is this all; as governments hitherto have consisted

of the wealthier branches of the community, these gentlemen have, in many instances,

legislated in their own favour, and have decreed that those who have the smallest

means should pay the heaviest taxes ; and a just and equitable distribution of taxa-

tion will never take place until the working classes, by procuring freeholds and other

constitutional means, shall obtain the suffrage, and employ their proper influence in

the legislature.

It should also be generally known, that our national debt was contracted by our

foolish and iniquitous wars. We now pay about twenty-eight millions a year of

revenue, as interest on the money we borrowed to enable us to slay our fellow-

creatures ; and if we add to this amount what it costs us to keep up a standing army,

we shall find that we are burdened to the enormous amount of nearly FIFTY

MILLIONS annually, solely on account of war ; and as most of this money comes

directly or indirectly from the earnings of the masses, we again repeat, that there

is no class \mder heaven so much interested in the disarmament of the nations, and

the establishment of universal peace, as our working people. Until that most un-

constitutional scourge, a standing army, be abolished, the taxes will not be mate-

rially lowered ; and, as a consequence, the heavy burden of taxation will still

continue to absorb a large proportion of the wages of the multitude. The object of

the Peace Congresses which have been held at Brussells, in Paris, and in Frank-

fort, is to bring this abomination, injustice, and brutality, to an end ; and, on this

account, deserves especially the patronage of the masses. The subject must be

discussed in every kitchen, in every workshop and factory, in the land. Servant

girls, washerwomen, seamstresses, field labourers, weavers, spinners, &c. &c.,

ought individually to take up the matter ; to form peace societies ; and resolve

that theu- energies shall not be wasted, their earnmgs taxed, and their trade in-

jured for the worse than brutal practice of shedding blood.
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II. TUE PEOrLE II.VVIJ XOT ONLY TO rUlOISH THB MeAXS OP CARIIYIXO ON

War, jjut the Men:. ^
As M. Do Cormenin said, •' Thoy have to bleed in body and purse."

We are persuaded that if the Secretaries of State, and their military sup-

porters, had to fight the battles of the country personally, there is not a man of

them but would join the Peace Society. And this would be nothing more than

just. If there must be battles between nations, then let the men who rush into

wars fight them out. If the Foreign Secretary chooses to quarrel with the King Of

Greece, or Louis Napoleon, then let him boldly go forth and combat his foe.

Nothing can be more cruel and unjust than fighting by proxy. Why raise a dis-

pute about nothing, and then have the cowardice to send to the plough, the factory,

or the workshop, for men to carry on the war, and shed their own precious blood

to satisfy the revenge and ambition of baptized pagans, while they who excited the

quarrel entrench themselves in their own mansions, and never risk a hair of their

heads. When two drunken labourers dispute, and imagine that their honour can

only be vindicated by blows, they generally feel that their dignity is concerned in.

fighting their o^vn battles. Even that nondescript, the duellist, who belongs to a
moral species which demons would blush to o^^^l, never proposes that his supposed

wrong should be avenged by proxy, or asks for a substitute to draw the trigger, or

receive the shot ; but our magnanimous statesmen become turbulent and ambi-

tious, and then hire men at tldrtcen pence halfpenny a day to be drilled and pipe-,

clayed, and expose their breasts for the bayonet or cannon-ball ! What an abomi-

nation! What injustice! What inhumanity is herp ! And yet it will never

come to an end until the workshops and factories, and fields of the country, shall

tell to courts and cabinets that those who quarrel shall henceforth fight their own
battles, unless they choose more rational modes of settling them.

War has, in all ages, made dire havoc among the people. Plebeian blood has been .

chiefly offered on the altar of Mars. Sometimes military commanders take the lead ; ^

but, in the generality of cases, they shield themselves behind the weapons of their

deluded vassals, and many a useful labourei: or artisan has to be pierced to the
^

heart before the spear can reach the so-called gallant captain or colonel. Officers

ride the fleetest steeds, and when their men have fallen they can fly beyond the

reach ofthe arrow, and live to wear laurels, and to luxuriate on pensions for which
the multitudes have toiled and bled. What interest, then, can the people have in

carnage r If funds are necessary, they must be raised by their labour, and ifblood

is called for, it must flow from their veins. It is true that an effort is made to

emblazon the affair with mortal eclat. Perhaps a wholesale monument is erected

to commemorate the deeds of those who fell ; and we may have inscribed upon if^

the motto, that they " died gloriously " but what can this avail the living or the

dead ? It is merely an empty sentence. It gives not back to the widow her hus-

band, nor to the orphan its father ; and to the dead it is worse than a mockery. It

is a falsehood to say that they died " gloriously," for nothing can be more inglorious

than to perish, and go to the bar of heaven stained with the blood of our brethren,

and recking in our o-\vn gore which we have provoked others to shed. The only

appropriate words for the tomb of a warrior, whether general or private, is the sen-
'

tence that dropped from the lips of David—" Died Abner as a fool dieth." But if

there was something in a monument, or an eloquent epitaph, still it would be worth-
less to the shun. The soul has fled to another state, and can derive no benefit from
our applause, and suffer no pain from our curse. Hence, the common soldiei is
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the most pitiable being that has ever walked the earth. His life is a blank, and his

death an ignominy and a reproach. He eats and drinks, and digests food that his

physical functions may elaborate blood for tyrants to spill at the altar of their

ambition, rage, cruelty, or despotism. By selling himself for a shilling to the

recruiting-sergeant, he has robbed society of a useful citizen, and himself of all the

attributes of humanity. For the -veriest pittance he has pawned his birth-right,

and converted himself into a mere marching machine, or li^ing target, that rulers

may first see him shot, and then wear garlands died in his blood.

To abolish these abominations is the object of the Peace Society, and of every

Peace Congress ; and we feel assured that, ere long, all the operatives of our land

will enrol thieir names, and take their stand among its members.

THE OPERATIVE CLASSES:
THEIR TRIALS, SUFFERINGS, AND VIRTUES.

THE TAILORING TRADE.

EDWARD SMITH.
A NARRATIVE OF THE SWEATING SYSTEM.

By E. Rendle, Tailor, Horselydown.

(Coiicludedfrom 2)cige 315J
CHAPTER IV.

USEFUL CALCULATIONS.—WISE RESOLVES.—CONCLUSION.

Although Smith had received no school minutely than we have space to carry ft out, he
education, he possessed considerable powers of at last arrived at the conclusion, that, by
mind. He had been accustomed sometimes to

amuse himself in making calculations mucli

more abstruse than could have been expected

from an uneducated man. As soon, therefore,

as these new and leading ideas had taken pos-

working in this manner—namely, an average
of thirteen hours per day, winter and summer,
for twenty years, he could secure an income
of £100 per annum for the remainder of his

life. This was a long period of time ; but
session of his mind, he set himself to speculate as he was then under forty years of age, he
by what means and how soon his plans could

be realized. It would form an interesting

chapter of itself were we to give a detailed

account of the various plans and schemes

wliicli were one after another examined and
rejected. We must give, as sliortly as we can,

the results at which he anived. We may
reduce his thoughts to the following soli-

loquy :
—" I am restored to health, and in full

employment ; I can earn on an average five-

pence per hour, with the assistance of my
family. By working on an average thirteen

cle.ar hours per day, I can earn £i 12s. 6d.

per week. If I live on two-thirds of this, I

shall save half-a-guinea per week, which in

one year will amount to £2 7 Gs. I think I

can employ that sum in such a way as to pro-

duce ten per cent., so that it would rapidly

increase. As soon as I can manage to save

£100, I can purchase the lease of a house,

such as would cost eight shillings per week."

Canning out this calculation much more

determined on making the experiment. But
while he carefully reckoned his probable in-

come, he was no less careful as to his expen-
diture. The twenty-two shillings appropriated

weekly to the support of his family were divided

as follows:—One half was devoted to the

supply of food—namely, with the baker, five

shillings ; the butcher, two shillings ; the
grocer, one shilling ; and the greengrocer, two
shillings. The remaining shilling went for

milk and an occasional half-pint of porter.*

The expenditure was, of course, affected by the

* In adopting so rigid a system of domestic
economy, it is surprising that Smith should have
spent any of his money upon porter. The ex-
perience of thousands of Avorking men will in-

form him that alcoholic drinks are worse than
useless. We admonish him to give up the prac-
tice, however occasional, of indulgin";- in a half'
pint. Many who have reached a higher point
than he had ever the ambition to aspire to, have
had to deplore their being led to take the first

half-pint, —Y^Dixofi..
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price of provisions, mainly in the articlea of bread and potatoes.

"When these were dear tliey had to dispense with «ome other

articles ; when they were cheap they could afford a few trifling

articles ot luxury and a greater proportion of tea and sugar. The
exi>enditure was, however, kept within the bounds originally marked
out. As to the other hailf, three shillings and sixpence went for

rent, half-a-crown for clothes, three sliillings for coals and candles

and various incidental expenses ; one shilling was devoted for re-

ligious and charitable purposes, but for the payment of schooling,

whenever either of the children could be spared to go there ; the last

shilling went to purchase sewing trimmings. lie generally managed
to save a trifle out of that shilUng, so that he could now take the
*' Edinburgh Journal " regularly, and sometimes spare a penny for

the loan of a newspaper to read when his work was over. This was
tlie outline of his system of expenditure. As he had fairly calcu-

lated his average earnings, he would not indulge himself in any
extra expenditure when he happened to make a good week, nor
was he required to reduce it when work happened to be dull. He
thought it desirable to devise some plan, which would ser>'e as an
index to his progress ; so that he might be able to see at any
moment how far he had advanced in the whole, and from any one
time to another towards tlie outpoint, from which he never allowed
his attention to be diverted. He, therefore, drew out for himself a
diagram on a slip of cardboard, a copy of whicli we insert in the

margin. He called it the " ladder of independence." The top was
to be reached in twenty years. It was composed of twenty steps,

an ascending and descending scale, both of which commenced from
the centre, with a cipher signifying owing nothing and having
nothing. The lower part was ruled witli red ink, and each step

representing ten pounds of accumulated debt descended tlirough

the several stages of Debt, Difficulty, Anxiety, and Embarrassment,
until it ended in Despair, together representing Debts amounting to

one Imndred pounds. The upper half of the ladder was ruled with
black ink, and was likewise composed of ten steps, ascending
through Hope, Success, Comfort, and Ease, until it reached Inde-
pendence. Each of tliese steps represented ten pounds of annual
income, and the top one hundred pounds per annum, which was the
point intended to be reached. At the close of each year he inserted

the date of the year at the point then attained.* "We believe

this " ladder of independence " to be perfectly unique. We have
given a full copy of it. It shows at a glance the vicissitudes, the
Tarioos ups and downs in the life of this son of toil ; he is now
bravely mounting upwards, and we are quite sure that every one
who has traced his memoirs to this p>oint will heartily wish him suc-

cess in attaining what has been so long the height of his ambition.

• This is a fact from actual experience; and we subjoin a note,
furnished by the person wLo invented and worked out this curioui
scale ;

—

" As Mr. Cassell is interested in the progressive improvement of
working men, I thought he mi^ht be pleased to see a true copy of the
original document, ihowiag its obverse and reverse side*. I need
•carcely say that it is not the result of the accumulated savinafs of hard
labour, but it is the result of sucli small speculations as have been
within my reach ; and tbey have all been perfectly legitimate, without
the ihghtest tincture ot that species of gambling which is so tempting,

d often so fatal, to working men. The lar^je advances which occur
n some years do not indicate large and sudden accessions of property,
but simply the completion of such arrangements as promised to aflorrt
roportiouate increase of income, but which involved the labour an<l
nxiety of following years to carry out ; and it is exceedingly grati-
ying to me, as an experimentalist, and one who has always' had to
lepend on his own Judgment alone to know that I have never over-

estimated a prospective value. I will only add that my present income
rem property is of limited duration, most of it expiring wUhin
wenty-one years, so that its real value is nothing like to great as it

ippeara."
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CONCLUSION.
EVILS OP THE SWEATING SYSTEM.

The object of the writer of the foregoing

sketch has been to show, by a recital of adven-

tures which are literally true, and which, for

the most part, occurred in the experience of ojie

individual, that there is a great deal of

genuine heroism in humble life. There is much
patient endurance and steady courage in op-

posing difficulties often manifested by the

working classes. The character portrayed is,

perhaps, too favourable for reception as a fair

sample of the intelligence of the class ; but
there are many such to be found. They are

little seen on the surface, as such men do not

like to obtrude their sorrows upon the world.

Many sink under the load of calamity, and die

without notice or remark. Many are still

struggling who, if they had full scope for the

exercise for their powers, witli moderate re-

muneration for their labour, would elevate

themselves in the scale of society. But the

Sweating System, as it is called, must inevita-

bly crush the energies of the strongest, and
vnll destroy all who are unfortunate enough
to fall witliin its influence. The scale of pay-
ment is insufficient to afford more than the

scantiest subsistence ; and let the frame be

ever so robust, or the mind ever so buoyant, it

is sure to sink ultimately under the pressure.

It is bad in every possible way, and to all who
are connected with it. It is bad politically !

as it tends to deteriorate the race, as each

generation must be more feeble than the pre-

ceding ; and this is one of the worst evils

"which can befal a country, in body as well as

in mind. It is bad socialhj! as it induces

habits of pauperism, and reduces thousands o f

independent workmen into objects of charity.

It is bad commercially ! as these men and
their ftimilies are shut out by their poverty

from the general home market, where they

ought to be found as customers. And it

frequently hapi>eus that the community have
to contribute largely, in the shape of police

and poor's-rates, to support those as paupers

or criminals, who would have maintained an
honest course if fair opportunities had been
afforded them. It is bad ynorally ! A high

standard of morals in a community is utterly

incompatible \v\i\\ a state of abject poverty

and wretchedness. It is bad intellectually !

A man so circumstanced, cannot be expected

to devote either time or money, to his own. in-

tellectual improvement or to that of his

children. It Ls bad religiously! as he is too

apt to cry—" No man careth for my soul."

He becomes careless, too, and very often sinks

into moody and reckless indifference, both as

it regards this world, and that which is to

come. It is bad for the custofner ! as he

never has a genuine article ; and finds to his

cost the folly of a penny-wise and pound-

foolish policy. His garments often " tear out"
before they " wear out," to say nothing of the
possibility of diseases being communicated
through infected garments. It is bad for the
tradesman ! as it introduces an element of
competition against which he cannot contend
Avith fair chances of success. It is dishonour-

able for a tradesman ! as it hardens his heart

against the sufferings of humanity, and teaches

him to regard his fellow-creatures as machines
for the creation of wealth, about whose higher
interests he may be as indifferent as about
the fate of his horses or his dogs. It is worst
of all for the workman ! To him it is a ques-

tion of life or death ; his own welfare, as well

as that of his family depends upon it.

What of good can we find to set against so

great a mass of evil ? Verily nothing. A few
fortunes may be made, and a few large fortunes

may be rendered still larger. It may be that

a few disciples of the ilalthusian school of

political economists hug to themselves the

thought such a state of things will tend tokeep

down the population.* But the right thinking

and Christian mind can arrive at only one con-

clusion—that there is danger to the community
in the midst of which such evils are allowed to

• Our author is scarcely just in hisobservaliona
upon Malthus and his disciples. They ought not
to be made responsible /or the false deductions
which liave been drawn from the principles laid

down in the new theory of population. It has
been customary to treat the subject as if Malthus
had asserted that pain and suffering were the re

suits of a law of Providence, with which it ii un-
availing to contend, and that vice and misery were
legitimate checks to a redundant population.

Now, no man more strongly insisted upon the ne-

cessity of employing the moral checks, in order

that the checks of disease, want, &c., might not
be called into action. No disciple of Malthus—
no rational man would hug to him the thought
that misery would keep down the population.

He would merely point to its existence as a

necessary consequence of men neglecting toprac

tise moral restraint. It is unfair to tax the hu-

manity of this class of political economists, aftei

hnving tortured their philosophy into a shape il

cannot be honestly made to assume- Malthus

was in error, however, and that, too, on first

principles. The vice and misery which he sup

poses to be checks to the growth of population an
not really so. The more wretched a population is

the more prolific it becomes. The more wretchec

men are the more regardless will they be of ever}

prudential consideration. It is only the thought

ful who feel the responsibilities attached to th«| f

e

P

domestic relations. In the lowest neighbourhood!

you Mill find the greatest number of children

They maiTy early, or anticipate the consequences

One generation " after another springs up wit)

fearful rapidity ; and although disease and deatl

sweep them away, they increase at a great rate

Misery is not a check to population, and that cai

be proved most satisfactorily by the Statistics o

the Healths of Towns Association.—Editor.
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grow uuch«rkcd. Keed wc wonder that the

land should be overflowed with paupers* ?-tliat

vice, in every loathsome form, should wander

through our street* ? Does any one liope to

check the tide of demoralization by the esta-

blishment of Kaggcd-scliools or reformatory

a»»ylums. The clai'.'' of people crowding our

lanes and by-placcs, workmg long hours for the

merest pittance, deprived of fresli and whole-

some food, and the comforts of home, have no

inclination to pass their miserable thresholds,

in order to listen to the voice of Christian in-

struction. The la^t and deepest misery of such

a lot is, that it destroys all sense of the degra-

dation—all hope of better things. A few years

ago thousands who lived in the very neigh-

bourhoods of indigence and suffering, knew

nothing of it. It is now exposed, and ignorance

of its existence can no longer be pleaded as an

excuse. Let us hope that the day of inactivity

has closed, and that a brighter one is da\s-ning

upon us—a day when rich and poor will unite

in one holy effort to raise up the fallen, to alle-

%iate the sorrows of the poor, to reclaim the

wretched, and to spread contentment and

peace over the homes of our population.

SUGGESTIONS :—BY THE EDITOH.

We cannot let the opportunity pass of

saying a few words on the grievances of the

operative tailors. The system which it has

been the object of the narrative to expose,

inflicts serious injuries, both physical and

moral, upon the men, and must operate

against the best interests of the employers.

It is somewhat difficult to point out a remedy
for an evil arising from such complex causes,

but it is something to have the evil itself

fairly exposed. The several items of it may
be enumerated as follows :—1st. The habit

of keeping Saint Monday ; which leads the

men to waste their time and money in the

early part, and to work long hours at the

latter part of the week. 2nd. Irregular

hours ; which grow partly out of the former
evil. 3rd. Sunday labour ; which apart

from all religious considerations, which
we do not enter into here, is injurious to

health and destructive of a man's self-

respect. 4th. The want of proper superin-

tcudeucc over the men. 5th. Trejudices of

the men themselves. 6th. Middlemen.
Now these things taken together make an
amount of evil which does not admit of

speedy cure. Nor will any cure be effected

until the men and masters become alive to a

sense of their separate duties. Some of these

e^ils may be removed by exertion on the
part of the men, others cau only be remedied
by enlightened action on the part of the
employers Some will require the kindly
and earnest co-operation of both. We
would enjoin upon the men the necessity of

sobriety and iadostry to enable them to

improve their position. We have had
shown to us—and this part of the narrative
is no fiction—what one man has done under
very awkward and inauspicious circum-
stances, to better his condition and to reach
comparative independence. There are few
men to whom opportunities are not alfordcd
at one time or other. These should W
eagerly caught and made the most of.

There is a saying in the North, that saving
is good earning. Thousands are subject to

the evil influences complained of, who have,
at some time, squandered away as much as
would, if carefully husbanded, have made
them independent of the middleman. The
condition of the journeyman tailor is an
unhappy one. He must not wait until help
comes from without ; he must set about
helping himself.

One practical word of advice we wish to

offer. Let tailors reflect upon the conse-
quences of bringing their children up to

the trade. They complain of competition
in the labour market; and yet they con-
tinue to raise up a host of new competitors
for the employment already too scanty for

the number of hands seeking it. We ad-
vise them to read and reflect ; to take ad-
vantage of i?uch occasions as may offer, and
lay the hardships of their case before their

employers ; and to point out in what way
redress might be aftbrded.

The employers have interests in this

also. The spirit of competition is a potent
one, and forces a conduct that many of them
would rot voluntarily pursue. It is ruin-

ous, nevertheless. It will go on, doubt-
less, until men become generally sensible of
the vices it begets, and the \mhappiness it

inflicts upon all concerned. But in employ-
ing workmen there is a great responsi-
bility. It is not discharged by merely
paying them their wages when earned.
Property has its duties, as well as its rights.

It may not be practicable for employers to

do much towards raising wages, as they
have to contend against a competition as

fierce as that in which the men are engaged

;

but they might do much by looking the
system fairly in the face. F^w men reflect

how much may be done to soften the lot of
poverty by a kindliness of disposition, and
an attention to trifles. Many of the em-
ployers might, without much trouble, by
the employment perhaps of an extra clerk,

dispense with the objectionable middle-
man. By trusting a few of the men with
work, after having made due inquiry re-

specting them, it would stimulate others to

deserve such confidence. A return to the
system of employing men in the shop, and
keeping them there for regular hours,
under the superintendence of some discreet

foreman, would render the midUlcmau un-
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necessary. Where this is not practicable,

rules might be established, so as to prevent

the men from waiting for work at the early

part of the week. Many other things might
be suggested ; but they will naturally occur

to the minds of those who are familiar with

the Avorking of the system. Wc knowmany
instances, in other branches of trade and
manufacture, Avhere employers have exerted

themselves for the improvement of the habits

of their men ; and in no one case has il

been attended with disappointment. Mosl
agree that, even as a pecuniary speculation,

it has succeeded. Practical attention to

the matters indicated will do much to ame-
liorate the condition of the operative. The
history of the tailors of London will show
that it is much easier to prevent than to

cure.

GLANCES AT THE CAROLINAS, GEORGIA, AND ALABAMA.
(Concludedfrom page 334.^

CHAPTER II.

We had, on the evening before, left the Sa-

vannah railway, on the other side of the river,

but on reaching the summit of the hill we found

another ^running forty miles further into the

interior, and intended to be continued to the

frontier of the state. We had complained of

the Savannah road, but soon found our transi-

tion was from bad to a gi-eat deal worse. The
cars were disjointed, dirty, and uncomfortable,

and the road itself so unfinished, that, in many
places, the little strip of n-on usually laid upon
the wooden sleepers was loose, and curved up-

i^ards, and in many places missing altogetlier.

In no place did our speed exceed ten miles an

hour, and this, as we thought, at the imminent
risk of life. After having been jolted along for

about three liours, our engme, which had been

discharged from service upon tlie other line,

slioM'ed symptoms of weariness, and at length

gave up entirely. We all alighted to ascertain

the cause, and found that the bars of the grate

had dropped out one by one, till at length the

whole had disappeared, leaving the road strewed

with living coke. The first thing done was to

clear the road of the fire, which might otlier-

Avise have consumed it, and then two more
hours Avere occupied in putting our engine in

repair. At noon we reached Crriffin, the then

terminus of the raihvay, and a small clearing

in the forest, consisting of about one hundred

wooden houses. Its birth is so recent that the

stumps of the felled trees still remain in the

streets, rendex-ing it diflScult to wend one's way
among them. Dinner was prepared for us, but

we found it utterly uneatable, and, accordingly,

retired to the open shed, Avhere Ave discussed the

chicken fixings of the friendly landlady. I saw
no female on the premises except a poor little

negro child, Avho, when I asked for some Avater

to Avash my hands, brought me a large bucket

and a ladle, telling me I had better drink first.

Here the worst part of the journey commenced.
An old cracked stage, recognised by one of our

party as having already performed a somerset

near the Flint river the preceding week, and
Avhich still remained unrepaired, was draAvn up
before the door, into Avhich I Avas, Avith some
difficulty, hoisted, the steps not being trust-

Avorthy. The leathern curtains were torn iu

strips, the roof and sides yaAvned at every
shake, and the uneven road looked awful
through the openings in the bottom. 3Iy only
hope, therefore, Avas, that we should have dry
weather during the long journey before us. We
remonstrated against trusting ourselves to such
a rickety vehicle, but it was in vain ; there Avas

no other coach at that station, and to remain
there Avas impossible, so Ave nerved our hearts

for the struggle, and drove olf into the Avild

Avood. We had only one companion, a very
small tailor, Avho had come all the way from
Boston to join his uncle, Avho some time before

had removed to South Carolina. The little

fellow had folloAved him to Charleston, but on
arriving there found he had emigrated to some
part of Illinois. lie knew not exactly Avhere,

but expected to find him some day ; and mean-
Avhile, Avishing to enlarge his mind, he had de-

termined on visiting Ncav Orleans Such are

the enterprise and Avandering tendencies of tliis

singular people, that he appeared to think tliere

Avas nothing strange in his undertaking a jom-
ney of «ome thousands of miles with the chance

of finding his uncle on the vast prairies of Illi-

nois.

Our road Avound through the forest, and was
formed by the felling of trees, the stumps of

Avhicli remained standing in the mud, sometimes
liigh above the surface, sometimes insidiously

hidden below it, but ahvays in the way of one
wheel or the other of our crazy coach. The
inequalities of the road remained just as nature

and the storms had left them ; consequently,

the jolting and shaking were beyond descrip-

tion, and long before the first night was over, I

felt like an uncomfortable jelly. The little

tailor, Avlio wondered they did noijix the roads

better, sat facing me on the middle seat, witlik
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his coat tails spread out as if for protection,

and liolding fast to the leathern strap with both

hands, and when a sudden jolt threw me against

him, or the contrary, as was too often our ex-

perience, he gave utterance to a groaning
" My !" which was excessively ludicrous. We
had not gone many miles before we stuck fast,

with one side of the coach high upon a bank,

and the driver, looking facetiously in through a

slit in the curtains, exclaimed, " Hallo ! Cap'n
inside thar, this is where I upsot you last

week," a fact which the gentleman thus styled

Captain remembered but too well, having on
that occasion come roughly in contact with the

earth, undermost of the eight insides. For-

tunately, we were not upset this time, but my
companions were obliged to alight, search in

tlie forest for stout poles, and then assist the

driver in hoisting the coach out of what he
termed " a considerable ugly fix." The night

was dark, gusty, and very cold ; we had no
lights, and our path was constantly obstructed

by fallen trees, deep sloughs, and creeks which
were sometimes crossed by bridges made of the

trunks of trees laid across on piles, with no
protection at the sides, and which sometimes
had no bridge at all. All the stoj^ping places

were miserable shanties, where it was impos-
sible to obtain even a cup of coffee or tea that

was drinkable, and where wheaten bread waa
unkno\vn. No female attendant ever made her
appearance, and I was left to find my own way
into the women's apartments, to which I was
generally guided by the screaming of the chil-

dren. This I invariably did from mere curio-

sity, for I knew there was no chance of finding

the usual comforts required by travellers, and
especially by females on a long and fatiguing

journey. I was not disposed to be foolishly

fastidious in passing through a half settled dis-

trict, where there is little intercourse with the
distant towns, and no travellers but those of
this mail route; but as this public road ex-
isted, and was daily used, I did expect some
accommodation, and where there was no lack
of " ladies'' as they style themselves, I looked
at least for cleanliness. My operations appeared
greatly to amuse them ; they drew round to
examine the contents of my carpet-bog, won-
dering I should take the trouble to wash my
face and dress my hair, but when I proceeded
to brush my teeth, their astonishment was at

its height, and they reckoned the Britishers

were very queer people. They then proceeded
to examine my dre.ss, to inquire the name and
price of the material, and the latest fashions at

New York ; but all i\\u was done without rude-
ness ; and amidst all this dirt and absence of
necessary comfort, thoy appeared neither igno-
rant nor uncultivated.

At one place, which we reached at three
o'clock in the morning, we found only two
miserable negro boys, rolled together on
the floor, before a handful of fire, and so

sound asleep that it was impossible to
rouse them ; they could not be made to open
their eyes; and when, by force, placed upon
their feet, thoy immediately fell down again.
Here our driver waa very anxious to t.tay for

breakfast, but as there was not even a bench
to sit on, and the long night but half passed,
we thought the scheme too impromising, and
after much persuasion, he consented to go on.
Sleep, of course, was out of the question, as we
jolted on through the forest, and we were all

completely exhausted, when, at eight o'clock,

we stopped at a place called West Point, where
breakfast awaited us. But such a breakfast! I
have a recollection of a dish of goose stuffing,

of a basin of hard boiled eggs cut in slices, and
floating in melted lard, of coffee thick as cho-
colate, of plates of dried applies, and peaches
in treacle, rice with the same condiment, and
corn-bread, to wliich any baked pincushion
would have been preferable, and for this half a
dollar each was demanded. Fortunately, I
could procure some milk here, v/iih which I
was satisfied. The morning, which was Sun-
day, was so bright and warm that we were
tempted to take a stroll, and accordingly
walked on for a mile, leaving the coach and
the other passengers to overtake us. The
forest was here entirely free from underwood,
and the trees rose tall and straight to the
height of eighty and one himdred feet above
our heads. The dew lay upon the glit-

tering bay leaves, and the song of the mocking-
bird, mingled with the tap of the woodpecker,
the scream of tlie blue jay, and the distant rush
of the Chatahootchie river, towards which we
were hastening, while all around looked prime-
val and untrodden, and we were thousands of
miks from our native land, walking alone in

the forest, and talking of the Sabbath mom in
England.
But we had soon to witness a scene, which

contrasted sadly with the purity and beauty of
nature. About noon we drew up before a re-

spectable wooden house, in a cultivated clearing,

having a superior look to the dwellings we had
hitherto pai-sed. From this issued a tall, thin,

shrewd-faced man, with several negroes in his

train. He addressed the driver with, " Well,
Cap'n, I've got a black passenger for ye this

time—where shall we put her?" After some
conjectures, as to whether the insides would
receive her, he guessed she had better go out-
side ; and a stout young negrcss, thinly clad,

wth bare neck and arms, wa« desired to mount.
" I'm afraid she'll give me the slip," he con-
tinued. *' so you must fasten her with this,''—
at tlie same time producing a large iron chain,

which was fastened round her neck, waist, and
ankle, and secured by a heavy padlock to the
coach. As there are no seats besides that of
the driver on the outside of American stages,

she had to be fastened very firmly to the roof;

a blanket was thrown up after her, and we
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dros^e on. I fancy my countenance revealed

my disgust, for when the owner came inside he

bade us a civil " Good morning, strangers !"

ajid then said to me, "Its may be onpleasant

to you to see a human being carried off in this

way, but I'm afeerd she'll slope. I sold her

last year, but she ran away, and came back

again. I've no fault to find with her, but she

did not agree with the rest, so I must sell her.

I' left my old missis, and all the niggers in the

yard, a crying. I shall take her down to Or-

leans, and trade her for groceries." All this

was said with short pauses between each sen-

tence, as if waiting for a reply, but I gave
none ; indeed we all said but little, as expostu-

lation with such a man, who clearly felt him-

self to be in the wrong, would have been use-

less, and anti-slavery opinions in that part of

the country are extremely dangerous. Our
silent disapprobation evidently disturbed him,

and he continued to talk of "the system" in an
apologetic tone, till I said, " We are not accus-

tomed to such sights in England," when he

broke forth in an amusing tirade against the

tyranny of the British government, and the

ignorance and poverty of the people ; asked

many ridiculous questions, all based upon the

notion that we are the most down-trodden and
debased of nations, and concluded by wishing

to know if " Victoria" was good-looking. This

man accompanied us during the remainder of

our journey, and the last thing I saw of him
was at iloutgomery, when he was leading the

poor girl through the streets by the chain, and
driving her like a dog before him.

The coach was quite filled during the

rest of the day with rough men, who
chewed tobacco, and put their legs out of

the windows, and did all sorts of western

tricks. Their chief conversation was of an
affray that had lately taken place on the

levying of an execution, m which the sheriff

had been killed ; and they all agreed in this

sentiment, that if they could pay their debts

they would, but that if they could not they
would kill any man who attempted to enforce

payment. Soon after sunset we reached a

small place, called Franklin, where we were
to pass the night. I was so thoroughly worn
out, that without waiting for such supper as

they might provide, I retired to rest. My bed-

room was one of a nimiber of small closets,

which all opened upon a large central apart-

ment, ixx 'Which was nothing but a vast fire-

place. The night being very cold, the negroes

filled the wide aperture with huge pine-logs,

and in a few minutes there was a blaze that

\VOuld have roasted an ox. The entii'e building

was of pine wood, so warped that the stars

might be seen thi-ough the chinks, and so easily

ignitable that had a spark blown away from the

blazing logs, all would have been burnt to the

ground in a very short space of time. "VVe

were mercifully spared this catastrophe. In-

deed, travelling in the south and west seems to

consist of a series of imminent risks, and of
comparatively few real disasters.

We left this place at five o'clock in the morn-
ing, and again committed ourselves to a rougli

and dangerous railroad, and to cars so dilapi-

dated th at we were enabled to judge of thecon-
dition of the road as we passed over it througii

the holes in the floor ; but as our speed did not
exceed seven miles an hour, we had no serious

accident. The scenery was extremely lovely, con-
sisting of rich undulating forests and fine cotton

plantations, where the negroes, of both sexes,

were at work in the fields, and which continued
till we reached Montgomery, on the Alabama.
Here a steamboat was ready to convey us, a dis-

tance of 450 miles, to Mobile. But I must con-
clude, reserving a description of this beautiful

river for some future occasion.

The distance w-e have gone over from Rich-
mond to Montgomery is about 1000 miles, 40O
of which are between Richmond and Charles-

ton, and the remainder between that city and
the Alabama river. For about half the dis-

tance, and so long as we continue within
100 miles of the seashore, the soil, except on
the unhealthy banks of the rivers, is mere sand,

producing nothing but pine forests in the north,

and their crops of cotton and rice in the south.

As we leave the coast for the interior, the soil

becomes better, producing a great variety of

foi'est trees, and repaying the cultivation of the

cotton grower and the farmer. After leaving

the state of Georgia, and entering the valley of

the Alabama, nothing can surpass the richness

and fertility of tlie soil and the beauty of the

landscape. But for the pestilential influeneeof

slavery, the uplands of Georgia and Alabama
would afibrd a very noble field for emigration.

The land is cheap, nowhere densely settled, and
the climate, particularly of the lower ranges of
the Alleghanies in the northern parts of these

states, as healthy as any part of the United

States. Though the summers are hot, the

country is perfectly suited for the employment
of white labom", and the scenery, in many jjarta,

singularly beautiful ; but so long as slave-labour

exists, which, though profitable in the southern

plantations is perfectly useless in the higher

grounds, this noble extent ofcountry must con-

tinue in its present half-settled and half-civilized

state. The existence of the slave destroys the

respectability and demoralizes the character of

the free man. It has made labour dishonour-

able, and its worst effects are shown in the low
state of public morals, the deficiency of reUgioua

feeling, and church-accommodation, and the

compai-atively neglected education of the peo-

ple. Many of the inhabitants foresee the ruin

it will ultimately bring upon them ; but they

cling to the system with the tenacity of di-own-

ing men, because they believe that their present

pccimiaiy interests would suffer by its extinc-

tion.
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AQUATIC FEATS.

A PERSON going down the steps of West-
minster-bridge when, some years ago, they
were beset by watermen, cried out, " Who
can swim?" "/ can," was instantly

shouted by several voices ; when laying his

hand on the shoulder of one who was silent,

and hearing him say, *' I can't swim," re-

plied, " Then you are wy man. You shall

row me across; for you will be sure to

take care of me for your own sake."

It is strange that among men whose busi-

ness lies on the waters, so few acquire the

art of swimming. Many a seaman who is

active, energetic, and brave enough for any
exploit on land, and who would strike

terror into the looker-on by his daring
hardihood, were he to fall overboard, un-
observed, would sink like lead in the

mighty deep. In daily life we sometimes
meet with expert swimmers ; but they are
^ew, compared with the multitudes who
have no such power.
At the present season of the year vast

numbers of people, in different parts of the
country, as well as in the great metropolis,
rush to the coast. There fathers and
mothers, sons and daughters, the children
tljat are little and " the children grown
tall," alike " have a bathe." It is to many
not only a business, but the chief business
of almost every day during their sojourn
'* at the sea ;" while others seem to watch
the process with immense interest. It is

now the harvest of the class of people who
have " machines," who meet you in your
walk on the shingly beach, with " Fine
morning for a bathe, sir !" or, " Very plea-
sant bathing now, ma'am !

" and who, on
presenting them with a shilling, supply you
with towels, point vou to " No. 7," or " No.
21 ;" and then calling " Jack," or " Tom,"
who is detaching his horse from the last

machine drawn out, have you trundled over
the stones, or the sand, to where the \^aves
dash violently against the wheels and steps
of your seemingly frail fabric, or where, so
calm is it, that you might almost suppose
you were about to dip yourself in a salt-

water lake.

That is the word, by the way, very com-
monly in vogue. " Will you take a dip this

morning ? " or, " I am going to take a
dip," may frequently he heard. Of that
phrase the late Charles Lamb, the " Elia,"
which has become to multitudes, from the
charming essays he^vrotc under that appel-
lation, a " household word," is likely to
have had a keen remembrance. Eloquent,
most eloquent to the reader, and sometimes
to the hearer—he was not always so, for he
stuttered. Ordered by his medical adviser

to the sea, of which he had a dread, he
provided two stalwart men to give him the
required immersion. As they neld him on
leaving the machine, he said, doubtless
trembling for the result, " I'm to be d-d-d-
dipped." *' Yea, sir," was the reply, and
in and out he was in an instant. " I'm to

be d-d-d-dipped," he now repeated, when,
with equal celerity, he was again " over
head and ears " in the briny waters. Once
more he said, " I'm to be d-d-d-dipped,"
and a third time he was promptly and
regularly sotised; when, scarcely able to re-

cover his breath, which he had been re-

peatedly in danger of losing, he said, as he
ought to have done at first, " I'm to be
d-d-d-dipped

—

otily otice!
"

It has often been said, and apparently
with truth, that it is the one dip that acts

beneficially on the frame, and that persons
often suffer injury from running " paddling
about " in the water, which is often the
cause of cold. The number of swimmers,
however, is few, compared with that of
bathers ; and though the writer has been at

various parts of the English coast, he only
remembers to have seen one female who

i could strike out, and glide over the waters
! at will.

I

Not so is it in some other parts of the

I

globe. No people, perhaps, are more ac-

customed to the water than the islanders of
the Pacific, who seem almost a race of am-
phibious beings. Familiar with the sea

I

from their birth, they have no dread of it,

I
and seem almost as much at home in the

I

water as on the dry land. There are few

j

children who are not taken by their mothers
I
into the sea the second or third day after

I
their birth ; and there are many who can
swim as soon as they can walk. Thencefor-
ward the islander has dominion over two
of the elements.
The heat of the climate is doubtless one

source of the gratification these people find

in the water. It is scarcely possible to pass
along the sho/e, where there are many
habitations near, and not see a number of
children playing in the sea. Here they re-

main for hours together, and yet very rarely
a child is drowned. They have, too, a Ta-

1
riety of games, and gambol as fearlessly in
the water as the children of a school do in
their play-ground. Sometimes they erect a
stage, eight or ten feet high, on the edge of
some deep place, and lay a pole in an ob-
lique direction across the edge of it, perhaps
twenty feet above the water ; along this

they pursue each other to the outmost end,
when they jump into the sea. Throwing
themselves from the lower yards or bowsprit
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of a ship is also a favourite sport ; but the

most general and frequent game is swim-
ming in the surf. The higher the sea and
the larger the waves, the better, in their

opinion, is the sport.

On such occasions they use what they call

a wave sliding-board ; it is generally five or

six feet long, rather more than a foot wide,

and sometimes flat, but more frequently

Blightly convex on both sides. It is usually

made of the wood of the erythrena, stained

quite black, and preserved with great care.

After using, it is placed in the sun till per-

fectly dry, when it is rubbed over with
cocoa-nut oil, frequently wrapped in cloth,

and suspended in some part of their dwelling-

house.
Sometimes the islanders choose a place

where the deep water reaches to the beach,

but generally they prefer a part where the

rocks are ten or twenty feet under water,

and extend to a distance from the shore, as

the surf breaks more violently over them.
When playing in these waters, each indivi-

dual takes his board, and, pushing it before

him, swims perhaps a quarter of a mile or

more out to sea. They do not attempt to

go over the billows, which roll towards the

shore, but watch their approach, and dive

under water, allowing the billows to pass

over their heads. There is a sufficient rea-

son for this, which would not occur to tho!-e

not acquainted with the sea. For, however
agitated may be its surface ; to whatever
elevation its roars may rise ; and however
liuge the mass they form ;

—

" The water is calm and still below ;"

and there the swimmer may glide and dash
along without the slightest disturbance.

When the islanders reach the outside of tlie

rocks, where the waters break, they adjust

themselves on one end of the board, lying

flat on their faces, and watch the approach
of the largest billow ; they then poise them-
selves on its highest edge, and, paddling as

it were with thejr hands and feet, ride on
the crest of the wave, in the midst of the

spray and foam, till within a yard or two of

the rocks on the shore ; and when the ob-

servers would expect to see them dashed to

pieces, they steer with great address between
the rocks, or slide off their board in a mo-
ment, grasp it by the middle, and dive under
water, while the wave rolls on, and breaks

among the rocks with a roaring noise, the

elicct of which is greatly heightened by the

shouts and laughter of the natives in the

water. Those who are expert, frequently

change their position on the board, some-
ti.nes sitting and sometimes standing erect

in the midst of the foam. The greatest ad-

dress is necessary in order to keep on the

edge of the wave; for if they get too for-

ward, they are sure to be overturned ; and
if they fall back, they are buried beneath
the succeeding billows. Occasionally they
take a very light canoe ; but this, though
directed in the same manner as the board,
is much more difficult to manage.
Sometimes the greater part of the inha-

bitants of the village go out to this sport
when the wind blows fresh towards the
shore, and spend almost the whole day on the
water. All ranks and ages appear equally
fond of it. " We have seen," says the ilev.

W. Ellis, to whom Ave are indebted for

several of these particulars, " Karamokei
and Kakioeva, two of the highest chiefs,

both between fifty and sixty years of age,

and large, corpulent men, balancing them-
selves on their narrow board, or splashing
about in the foam, with as much satisfac-

tion as youths of sixteen. They frequently
play at the mouth of a large river, where
the strong current running into the sea,

and the rolling of the waves towards the
shore, produce a degree of agitation be-

tween the waters of the river and the sea
that would be fatal to an European, how-
ever expert he might be. Yet in this they
delight ; and when the king, or queen, or

any high chiefs are playing, none of the

common people are allowed to approach
these places, lest they should spoil their

sport. The chiefs pride themselves much
on excelling- in some of the games of their

country ; hence Tamunarii, the late king
of Tauai, was celebrated as the most ex-

pert swimmer in the surf known in the

islands."

The writer was assured of the following

fact by a missionary from Tahiti. He heard,

while there, that a missionary, who had
married a daughter of one of his associates

who had long laboured in the island, was out
at sea with his wife in a canoe, some lime
before. The state of the wind and the

waters became such as to alarm the English-

man. His apprehension discovered itself

in his countenance, which his wife—a na-

tive of Tahiti—no sooner observed, than
she attempted to quell his fears, assuring

him that he was perfectly safe, for if they
were upset, and they should lose tbeir canoe,

far distant as they were from the shore, yet

she could not only reach it, but carry him
thither securely on her back I The nar-

rator of this circumstance, when he first

heard it, entertained doubts of its authen-

ticity ; but as there is nothing like going to

head-quarters in such cases, he himself put

the question to the missionary's wife, when
she assured him the story was strictly true,

and, moreover, that she did not question

her ability to accomplish the feat.

" One day," says Melville, in his '* Resi-

dence in the Marquesas," " I hud repaired
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to the stream for the purpose of bathing,

Avheu I observed a woman sitting upon a

rock, in the midst of the current, and watch-

ing, with the liveliest interest, the gambols
of something, which, at first, I took to be

an uncommonly large species of frog, that

was sporting in the water near her.
" Attracted by the novelty of the sight, I

waded nearer to the spot where she sat, and
could hardly credit the evidence of my
senses when I beheld a little infant, the

period of whose birth could not have ex-

tended back many days, paddling about as

if it had just risen to the surface, after

being hatched into existence at the bottom.
*' Occasionally the delighted mother

reached out her hands towards it, when the

little thing, uttering a faint cry, and strik-

ing out its tiny limbs, would sidle for the

rock, and the next moment be clasped to

its parent's bosom. This was repeated
again and again, the baby remaining in the

stream about a minute at a time. Once or

twice it made Avry faces at swallowing a
mouthful of water, and choked and splut-

tered as if on the point of strangling. At
such times, however, the mother snatched
it up, and, by a process scarcely to be men-
tioned, obliged it to eject the fluid. For
several weeks afterwards I observed this

woman bringing her child down to the

stream regularly every day, in the cool of

the morning and evening, and treating it to

a bath. No wonder that the South Sea
Islanders are so amphibious a race, when
they are thus launched into the water as soon
as they see the light."

According to Vancouver, the Carabees,
expert at everything, are particularly so in

the art of swimming ; they are, indeed, as

if born in the water. They swim like fish
;

and the women acquit themselves as well

as the men. When a canoe overturns,

which happens very frequently, because
they carry too much sail, they lose abso-

lutely nothing of their luggage; and we
never hear of any one being drowned. On
these occasions the children may be seen
swimming about their mothers, like so
many little fish. Their mothers are so

dexterous as to support themselves on the
water with their infants at the breast

;

while the men are employed in emptying
the water from the boats, and putting them
to rights. In 1699, a small vessel, belong-
ing to the monks of LaCharite, was overset
by a gust of wind, between St. Lucie and
Martinique, and all in it perished, except
one Carabec, who, without being aided by
a plank, or a single morsel of wood, kept
himself buoyant on the water for the space
of sixty hours, supporting hunger, thirst,

and the violence of the tempest, which
caused the lois of the vessel. At last he

landed at a small creek, and commxmicated
the news of the wreck that had occurred.
Swimming, doubtless, confers on those

who practise it judiciously many advan-
tages. It yields, for instance, the benefit

of a cold bath, so frequently recommended
as useful, in cleansing, refreshing, and
strengthening the frame. Among the
nations of antiquity, swimming was in

high repute. Cato taught his son to tra-

verse dangerous gulfs, and the most rapid
rivers. The Emperor Augustus did not
disdain to teach his nephew to swim. Julius
Cajsar led on his legions when they swam
across rivers. Charlemagne excelled as a
swimmer ; and Louis XI. often amusied
himself in the Seine, attended by his

courtiers. So attached were the Greeks
and Romans to the practice, that they were
accustomed to say of an ignorant man, *' he
neither knows how to read or to swim." It

is probable that the frequent exertion of
the muscles of inspiration and of respiration

contributed to give their chests that round-
ness of form so clearly observable in some
of the statues of antiquity, as it does still to

some of the athletic men of our own time.

That an ability to swim is sometimes an
important means of self-preservation, is

sufficiently evident. It is certainly no
proof of the proper dignity of man, when,
while inferior animals sustain themselves
on the water for hours, and cross rivers in

safety, he, if he fall into but a little water,

may be drowned for want of such ability.

He may have much general knowledge ; he
may be acquainted with the properties of
difl'erent bodies—their elements, and their

specific weights; and yet, should he drop
into the water, what a hapless wight is he
who is unable to counteract that property
of his own body which causes it to sink in

the fluid, when a little knowledge and skill,

and practice, would enable him to pass, not
only securely, but pleasurably, over its

surface. There is no valid objection to the
art of swimming, from som« persons ex-

posing themselves, in consequence of having
attained it, to danger, and even to the loss

of life. The words of Byron may be
quoted. He rivalled, at least on one occa-

sion, the lover of Hero, who visited her for

a time by swimming across the Helles-
pont :

—" Leander was drowned, and I got
the ague." But there is nothing useful that

may not be rendered injurious and fatal

;

the very means of subsistence may readily

be transformed into the shafts of death.

In the celebrated defence of Genoa, by
General Massena, he felt the necessity of
making known his perilous condition to

Napoleon, then first consul ; for the fate of

the place, and of the French army also,

depended on the event of the siege, the
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blockade having cut off all communication
by land, and that by sea being attended
with great danger. To accomplish what
was desired, the water must be crossed;

and for this service a young officer, named
Franceschi, presented himself. Receiv-

ing the despatches, he jumped into a fish-

ing-boat, with three intrepid rowers. By
favour of the night, he passed through three

lines of the English fleet ; but at daybreak
they were observed, and at once eagerly

pursued. For a long time they escaped,

but when they were only a few miles from
Antibes, the English gained rapidly on
their foes, whose danger became extreme.
Franceschi now stripped off his clothes,

bound the despatches to his body, and
having ordered the sailors to manoeuvre as

long as possible, to divert the enemy's at-

tention from himself, gently dropped into

the sea. After svyimming several hours, he
landed among his countrymen, and safely

presented the despatches to the first consul,

who could not withhold his admiration of

so signal a proof of courage and success.

But another was yet to be given. Frances-
chi begged to finish his enterprize; re-

ceived the answer of the first consul, and
carried it back securely to Massena, at

Genoa.
In addition to advantages thus available,

an ability to swim not unfrequently finds

occasion for its exercise in the preservation

of life. We look with lively interest on any
representations with which we may meet of

the far-famed dogs of St. Bernard, who
have been instrumental in snatching many
a traveller, wearied and overwhelmed, from
the very jaws of death; and of others of the

same race, one of which Edwin Landseer
has so nobly depicted as "A Member of the

Humane Society." That magnanimous
Newfoundland dog has had, ever since his

first appearance, a special portion of the

regard we are accustomed to extend to those

on whom some men cannot look as inferior

creatures. And in the heart-thrilling tales

we hear of shipwreck, who does not hold
in high and warm admiration the man who
struggles with the rolling and mighty bil-

lows, not only to save himself, but to rescue
one, it may be more, of his perishing fellow-

creatures from a watery grave ?

*' Palmani qui meruit ferat " was the
motto of Nelson, and heartily do we reite-

rate it in oxiX own tongue—" Let him bear
the palm who deserves it." And to him it

shoiild be tendered, be he who he may

;

let her wear it, for of female heroism we
have noble examples, who is instrumental,

like some in the recent and tragic wreck of

the " Orion," in the salvation of human
life.

But be it observed, that it is not a mere
ability to swim that can lay claim to so high,
but so just, a reward. It has become a
proverb :

" If anything be worth doinif, it

is worth doing well;" and, therefore, it

fully applies to the art of swimming. The
more completely it is attained, the greater
the likelihood of its becoming of real or
signal service. We are accustomed to

associate special benefits, and the rescue
of others from the waters, with good swim-
mers.
Persons who have a repugnance to this

exercise for themselves, or to permit their

children to have it, are assured by Captain
Elias, the superintendent of gymnastics in

the Royal Military College, Sandhurst, and
in many other of our public institutions,

that, after the practice of many years, he
has proved, beyond the possibility of doubt,
that of all the exercises in which we are

engaged, there are none where the ap-
prenticeship, or learning part, is more easy.

Nor would he limit the attainment to the
early years of life. " We think it would be
absurd," he says, " to pretend that the
exercise of which we treat in general, and
particularly those of swimming, are only
suited to youth. It is true that in that

happy age, all the parts of the body being
less consistent, the members adapt them-
selves much more easily to every sort of
movement more or less difficult to man.
But does it follow that they ought to fear

making themselves ridiculous by practising,

exercises which have for their only aim
the augmentation of strength and activity,

the preservation and restoration of health,

by very simple methods, and within reach
of everybody ? And is it not much more
noble and useful for us, whose lives are

beset with dangers, to prefer those games
whose object is to give vigour to the body,

and energy to the mind, to those which
render men weak and effeminate as wo-
men?"
As may be imagined, our reply to this

query is an emphatic affirmative ; and with

this we pause. We must leave to others

the practical exemplification of the art.

The lounger of Hierocles, hearing that a

man was drowned, sagely remarked, " Then
I will not go into the water till I know how
to swim." We cannot counsel an imitation

of his resolve ; neither can we say, in such
a season as this, ** Go not into the water."

Our advice is :
" Enter it ; but take with

you some person who is ftillg competent to

teach you to swim."
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THE CAVES OF OUR OWN LAND.

TiiBUE is nothing which so truly tends to

expand and elevate our minds as the con-

templation of the works of God. This beau-

tiful earth, which he formed and pronounced
very good, is as a sublime page, from which
those who love to study it may draw, not

only "wisdom and knowledge," but a very

present fulness of deep joy. " Man and
his marvels " are as the bubbles on the

stream compared with the sea and " its

wonders," the earth and its " deep places."

Happily the minds of our young friends of

the present age require no excitement to

this study ; and, therefore, we feel assured

ikey will cheerfully listen to us some day
while we tell them of the mighty sea, " its

treasures," and " its wonders," as we trust

they will now do, when we .speak to them
of the earth and its " deep places,"—the

caves with their " astonishing echoes," the
" caverns dark and deep." Many of these

are to be met with in our own country of a

grandeur and magnificence which are

hardly surpassed by any others on the earth
;

and amongst them is the Cave of Fingal,

on the little island of Staffa, off the west
coast of the Isle of Mull. Sir Joseph
Banks was the first to describe this cave,

which he did in a letter written to a friend

at the period of his visit to it, 1772. Pre-
viously the knowledge of its existence was
confined to the few individuals who in-

habited the neighbourhood.
**In the Sound of Mull," he observes,

"we came to anchor on the Morven side,

opposite to a gentleman's house, called

Drumnen. The owner of it, Mr. Maclean,
having found out where we were, very cor-

dially asked us ashore. We accepted his

invitation, ?nd arrived at his house, where
we met an English gentleman, Mr. Leach,
who no sooner saw us than he told us that
about nine leagues from us was an island,

where, he believed, no one, even in the
highlands, had been, on which were pillars

like those of the Giant's Causeway. AVe
resolved to proceed directly; and on the
following morning, with the first light, we
arrived at the south-west part of the island,

the site of the most remarkable pillars,

mostly above fifty feet high, standing in
natural colonnades.
Compared to this, what are the cathedrals

or the palaces built by man ? mere models,
or playthings, imitations as diminutive as
his works will always be, when compared
to those of nature. Where is now the
boast of the architect ? Regularity, the only
part in which he fancied himself to excel his

mistress, Nature, is here found in her pos-

session ; and here it has been for ages undc-
scribed. In a short time we arrived at the
mouth of a cave, the most magnificent, I
suppose, that has ever been described by
travellers. The mind can hardly form aa
idea more imposing than such a space, sup-
ported on each side by ranges ot columns,
roofed by the bottoms of those which have
been broken off in order to form it The
whole is lighted from without, so that the
farthest extremity is very plainly seen ; and
the air within being agitated by the flux and
reflux of the tide, is perfectly dry and whole-
some, free entirely from damp vapours,
with which natural caverns in general
abound. We asked the name of iu The
guide said, 'The Cave of Fhiun.' 'What
is Fhinn ?

' said we. ' Fhinn Mac Coul,
whom the translator of Ossian's works has
called Fingal.'

"

Sir Walter Scott visited this cave twice.

After his second excur^on he observes, " I
am not sure whether I was not more affected

by the last than by the first view of it. The
stupendous columnar side walls : the depth
and strength of the ocean with which the
cavern is filled ; the variety of tints formed
by stalactites dropping and petrifying be-
tween the pillars, and resembling a sort of
chasing of yellow or cream-coloured marble
filling the interstices of the roof ; the cor-

responding variety below, where the ocean
rolls over a red, and, in some places, a violet-

coloured rock ; the basis of the basaltic pil-

lars ; the dreadful noises of those august
billows, so well corresponding with tlie

grandeur of the scene, are all circumstances
elsewhere unparalleled " The island of
Staffa is supposed to have received its name
from the Norwegians, 5^0/ signifying a prop,
and, figuratively, a column—alluding to iia

singular construction ; its ancient Gaelio
name was Flaimlthinn, " the cave of music."

In another small island on the same
coast, named Scooreig, or Isle of Egg, there
is also another cave, connected with which
the following fearful tradition has been pre-
served:—"A few MacLeods of the Isle of
Skye having landed upon the Isle of Egg,
offered an affront to some of the young
women, which was resented by the inhabit-

ants, who bound them hand and foot, an4
turned them adrift in a boat, which the wind
and the waves at length bore safely to Skye.
Exasperated by this treatment of some of
his clan, the laird of Mac Leod set sail to

take revenge. The unfortunate islanders

retired to a cavern, which so effectually con-

cealed them, that their foes departed under
the impression that they had actually quitted
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the spot. But, before tliey were out of
sight, one of the fugitives incautiously left

the hiding-place, and, being observed from
the vessels, the Mac Leods immediately re-

turned, and succeeded in tracing the man
to his retreat by his footprints, a slight snow
having fallen. Refusing to surrender up
the individual offenders to his vengeance,
the MacLeod chieftain caused a fire of turf
and fern to be made at the entrance of the
cavern, and maintained it with inflexible

cruelty till all the inmates were destroyed
by suffocation." Bones, sculls, and other
remains of the sufferers have been found
scattered along the floor of the cave,

bearing a melancholy witness to the truth
of this tragedy. The relics amount al-

together to those of two hundred indi-

viduals. In the early ages of the world

caverns served for the purposes of habita-
tion, religion, or concealnient. It was from
them that the hint was taken by the ancients
to construct labyrinths, excavations upon
an involved plan—an artifice of royalty

—

adopted with a view to personal security or
the secreting of treasures." ^'^

"We shall conclude this paper by re-

marking, that it is supposed by men of
science that almost all natural caverns have
been formed by the wearing " influence of
the atmosphere and rains—the wasting and
transporting power of streams and rivers,

augmented by casual or periodical floods

—

the action of the waves, tides, and currents
of the ocean upon the coasts, and the agency
of excessive heat and sudden changes of

temperature, and the violent forces exerted
in earthquakes and volcanic explosions."

SHORT HOMILIES, BY PARSON FRANK.—No. V.

" Then you may pdlceivc too well what is IIabit, and how, once bound in its thousand
imperceptible threads, you remain tied, in spite of yourself, to what you detest. These threads,

though they escape the eye, are, nevertheless, tougli. Pliable and supple as they seem to be,

you may break through one, but underneath you fiud two. It is a double, nay, triple net. Who
can know its thickness?"

—

Miciielet.

Man has been called a bundle of habits. The bundle may be composed of good
habits, or of bad, or both ; black habits and white, red habits and gray, mingle,

mingle, mingle. But so verily do the habits form the man, that in forming them
lie the issues of life and death, happiness and woe. In adopting a bad habit, he sets

about becoming (and with fine chances of success) a bad man. In resolutely

pursuing a good habit, he puts in a valid claim—at once recognised in Heaven's
chancery court—to the title and estates of a good, a noble man. Habit, as one has
said, is '* that gently-sloping formidable abyss into which we slide so easily ! We
may say everything that is bad of it, and, also, evei-ything that is good, and it will

be always true." It is bane and antidote together. It may kill, it may make alive.

It may impoverish a household, it may enrich it with princely fortunes. It may
sap the juices ofhealth, as pioneer of corruption and the grave, or it may secure a
robust constitution to which no Life Assurance will say nay. It may turn life into

an empty nothing, a foolish make-believe existence, having neither fear of God nor
love of man, nor self-respect, a dull insipid course of idleness, sans eyes for the good
and true, sans ear for the sphere-music of the mysterious and the beautiful, sans

usefulness, sans earnestness, sans everything, or, it may consecrate life to all that is

high and holy—all that is pure and lovely, and of good report,—making youth
honestly enthusiastic, and manhood thoughtfully persevering, and old age cheerful,

hopeful

—

" Waiting its summons to the sky,

Kesigned to live, and not afraid to die."

llabit may make a poor man rich, and a rich man poor. It may turn innocence
into vice, and licentiousness into purity. It has made, or vastly tended to make,
the renown of Benjamin Franklin, the prowess of Napoleon Biionaparte, the

accomplishments of Henry Brougham, the industry of llobert Southey. It has
sown the poison-seeds that bore fruit so fatal in the histories of a De Praslin, a

Bloomficld Hush, a Professor Webster. All these were once laughing, prattling

babes, nor had the dark red-blood shadow of destiny rested on their cradle. All
these were once plastic as wax in the hand of Habit ; no woman would have shrunk
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from fondling and toying "Nnth. them then—no neighbour forbid his children to play
M'ith them, and join in their ways. But the years came that Enough !

Some of those habits called trifling are the strongest and most important of all.

They seem beneath our notice, and so gather strength and numbers unperceived.
Th^se arc, in fact, the pence, of which if we take care, the pounds \vill take care of
themselves. *' Think," says a Quarterly RevieAver, ** mink how, in a course
cither of virtue or vice, all may be safe or unsafe up to a certain point ; when
again one little act consolidates the habit for ever, liefore, there might be escape ;

noAV, there is none. Think how our moral affections rest mainly on what men call

trifles ; how trifles please, trifles disgust, trifles irritate. Trifles are the proof of
virtue ; trifles indicate the habit ; and in all these cases, simply because they are

trifles. Great occasions, violent temptations, gigantic efforts, superhuman prowess,
these are rarely within our reach." So, again, Michclet warns us that the weaker
habits may seem, the less they are suspected, and therefore the stronger they are,

in one sense. " Iron clashes against the rock, is blunted, and loses its edge and
point. But who would distrust water ? Weak, colourless, insipid as it is, if it

always continues to fall in the same place, it will in time hollow out the flinty

rock." Even so will a " trifling " habit wear out a good, firm principle, though
seemingly founded on a granite base. As Schiller writes :

—

" Not tliat, which full of life, instinct with power,
3Iakc3 kno\m its present hQmg—that is not
The truly, penlously formidable.

O no ! it is tlic common, the quite common, ....

For of tlie wholly common is man made,
And custom is his nurse."*

Never despise, therefore, the day of small tilings ; never forget that to the seconds
is given importance by the minutes which they compose, and to the minutes by the
hours, and to the hours by the days, months, years, eternities. The habit learned
in a minute, is confirmed in its seat and donunation by the voice of every succeed-
ing one. Beware lest that habit be evil, and so thou put on thee a yoke that shall

wear thee, and tear thee, and crush tlie spirit out of thee, all thy daj's. No tyrant
is more cruel and unsparing, more ruthless and inflexible, than a bad habit. Ask
the habitual drunktud if it is not so. Ask the habitually slothful, profane, and
passionate.

" With caution taste the sweet Circean cup

—

He that sips often, at last drinks it up.

Habits are soon assumed ; but when we strive

To strip them off, 'tis being flayed aUve."t

It is not, as Chalmers observes, that we arc ** struck of a sudden with moral im-
potency ; but we are gradually benumbed into it. The power of temptation has
not made instant seizure upon the faculties, or taken them by storm. It proceeds
by an influence that is gently and almost insensibly progressive,"j It advances as
surely and stealthily as the fire that envelops a house where all are sleeping, because
as yet no shout of alarm, no crashing of timbers, is heard. But heard it will be
soon ; heard it will bo when perhaps too late. O that the fire burned less silently,

or that the sleepers slept less soundly ! What confusion, what desolation, what
bewildennent, when they awake !

It is cheering, however, to keep in mind the blessed as well as the baleful power
of habit. It may not only establish, and, as it were, hermetically seal, the virtue
of the virtuous, and the purity of the innocent, and the integrity of the upright

;

but it can restore the erring, and each step of recovery it makes easier, lighter, and
more triumphant. The longer we resist a bad habit, the less painful and les.s diffi-

cult that resistance becomes ; and, thank God, instances abound of the miserable
and depraved becoming secure, and happy, and honoured, in habits of goodness
and self-command.

* Rrhill»T*8 Walktulein, Coleridge's translation,

t Govper. Progress of Error, \ th.duierb' Nalural Theology.
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY
Letteu XXII.

Mr. Editor,—Li looking into a book given to my Peggy a few days ago, |;jy. a
lady for -whom she does a little knitting, I was interested in some remarks up||n

certain terms in common use, wMcli th.e writer calls *' relative terms ;" by which
he means terms that have reference to, or are connected with, certain facts and
circumstances, and the force of which diifers greatly according to those facts and
circumstances. The writer notices the terms *^ difficult" and ^^ easy ;" observing

that what is very difficult to one person may be very easy to another ; or that what
is difficult, nay impossible, under some circumstances, may be quite possible, and
perfectly easy, under other circumstances. The act oiflying, for instance, would be
impossible to a man, or an elephant, or a whale, but perfectly easy to any of the

winged tribes. The terms " can" and " cant" are noticed in a similar way.
Heading this, Mr. Editor, led me to ruminate on an expression I often hear

used, and which I have recently heard used greatly to my surprise and sorrow.

It is this :
" I can't affoiu) it." In some instances, I have reason to believe, it

was merely an idle excuse, or a *' put off;" but in others I have no hesitation in

saying that it was a downright falsehood. I will briefly state the circumstances

under which I have heard the words used, and leave your readers to judge how far

I am right in my belief.

Calling in the other day upon a neighbour, I could not help remarking on the

litter and confusion the rooms appeared to be in. Some good articles of wearing
apparel were thrown upon a table and chair, in such a way that I was sure her

husband's Sunday coat, and her best mousline-de-laine gown, would be creased

and ^vrinkled, to say nothing of the fiue and dust that must settle upon them. " I

wonder," said I, " that you don't get a small chest of drawers to put your things

away in. I just now passed Snelgrove's, the broker's, where I saw a nice chest that

would suit you, marked only eighteen shillings." " Ah !" said my neighbour,
*' that's just like you, Martha, always wanting to have everything tidy. But
what's the use of talking to me about a chest of drawers ? If they were only half

the money you mention, I'm quite sure that we can't afford it." After a little,

I fixed my eyes upon four gaudily-coloured prints, fanciful, and almost ludicrous,

representations of some passages in the history of the Prodigal Son, in very tawdry
frames. I noticed also some badly executed alabaster ornaments upon the chimney
piece. " You have some dashing pictures yonder," said I, *' and some fine

chimney ornaments here." ** Yes," said she " a'int they pretty ? Joe's very fond
of them sort of things, and he sometimes buys some at an evening sale. What do
you think he got them for ?

" ** Nay," said I, " I cannot guess." *' Why he got

them four pictures for eleven shillings ; and the auctioneer'declared that the frames
alone cost a guinea. The chimney ornaments he bought at another time, and for

them he gave only six and ninepence ; and them the auctioneer said was as cheap
as dirt." Thus there was I7s. 9d. spent upon articles of no use whatever ; and
when I urged her to buy a neat chest of drawers, that would have lasted their life-

time, and their children after them, and have kept their things neat and tidy, the

excuse was, " I can't ArroRD it."

The next instance was of a far more distressing character. It was that of a

neighboiu", a shopmate of my Jem's, whom we have tried to benefit in a variety of

ways, but hitherto quite in vain. The family consists of six persons, the man, his

wife, three cMldren, and an aged mother. The man can earn from 25s. to 30s. a

week ; the Avife occasionally does a little charing ; and the old woman gets a trifle

for shoebinding. They sometimes make together as much as 35s. or 36s. a week.
Yet their two rooms are picttues of •wretchedness. The furniture consists of a

crazy table, some rickety chairs, some cracked crockery, and a few other articles

'to match." Their • clothing is scarcely decent. Cleanliness and comfort, in my
sense of them, seem long to have departed. I ask them why they don't get their

broken windows mended ; Avhy they don't send their two eldest cluldrcn to school;
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why they don't get chairs with bottoms, and tables with sound legs ? and so on ;

and the answer to all is
—" We can't afford it." Yet they can afford to dine

and sup off beef-steaks and onions, or pork or mutton-chops ; they can afford a pot of

porter at dinner and another at supper ; the wife and mother can afford a pint of porter

at"^anch, and a glass or two of gin apiece in the course of the day ; and my Jem
fMfad out the other evening that the man's weekly score for drink averages lOs. I

leamt from the old woman, who is rather chatty, and somewhat given to grumbling,

that this family spend weekly, in meat, drink, snuff, and tobacco, within two or

three shillings of the whole of their earnings ; so that, small and uncomfortable as

their lodging is, they are sadly behindhand with their rent. Thus they go on, in-

juring health, neglecting their children, inflicting squalor and misery upon them-
selves ; and when I or Jem urge them to purchase what is necessary, and what
would add materially to real comfort, the cry uniformly is

—'* Oh, we cax't affokd
it!"
The third case is that of a respectable tradesman. His profession is lucrative,

and it is said that he has "a roaring trade." His house is large and well-furnished.

He entertains an evening party, generally once a week. Now and then he takes a
little "country jaunt." Every summer his wife and children spend a few weeks
near the sea side; and he contrives occasionally to join them for a day or two. In
addition to his thri^-ing trade, it is understood that he makes a good bit of money
by "discounting bills," and 'tis no secret that he frequently dabbles successfully

in the Stocks. Well, Mr. Editor, knowing that this man was "well to do," I took
the liberty, a short time since, of waiting upon him with a case of deep distress. It

was that of a hardworking bricklayer who had the misfortune to slip off the scaf-

folding of a house he was repairing, and to injure his back so severely that he was
obliged to be taken to the hospital, and it will be long before he is able to work
again. His wife's constitution is delicate, and she is unable to do anything by
which she might earn money, in consequence of having a child at the breast, and
three children, all under sLx years of age, to attend to. Being of a timid disposi-
tion, she had not made her distress known, but had pawned several ai'ticles of
dress and furniture, in order to purchase food and other necessaries. Hearing of
her case, I determined to take it up, and went first to this respectable tradesman.
He asked twenty questions about the man—wondered how he could be so careless
as to slip off the scaffold—blamed him for not having entered some benefit society
—enquired if the wife Avas not able to earn a little—remarked on the thoughtless-
ness of working people—complained of "numerous applications," bad debts, heavy
poor rates, &c. &c. ; and concluded by asking, whether I did not think that the
best plan Avould be to persuade the woman and children to go into the Union r I
objected and expostulated, and went on to plead the cause of this poor family as
strongly as if I was pleading for my own life. But after answering all his ques-
tions, and urging ever)-- plea I thought available, I was dismissed with—" Well,
Mrs. Makepeace, I am veiy sorry for the poor man, and would -vA-illingly relieve
him, but, really, I can't afford it I" I am happy, however to add, that Peggy,
Jem, and I. set to work among the poor man's fellow workmen and a number^of
working people in the neighbourhood, and succeeded in collecting rather more than
a sovereign, for which we received the hearty thanks of the poor woman, while her
eyes overflowed %vith tears.

Now, Mr. Editor, in all the cases I have referred to, tliis plea, "I can't afford
IT," was a false one. Tom Mason could have afforded to purchase the chest of
drawers, if he had not been so foolish as to throw away eighteen shillings upon
useless trumperj-. Dick PluUip.s and his family could have afforded to have every-
thing decent and comfortable, it they had not spent so much of their monev in gin,
beer, snuff, and tobacco. Mr. Haidman could have afforded to relieve the poor
lamilv, had he but possessed, in addition to his riches, "a Avilling mind." I might
mention other cases where the fahehood is less palpable, but in which, notwith-
standing, the excuse for not doing certain things which are recommended, proceeds
from t7ioughtlesf;nesx, or umaillingness, rather than from absolute inability.
The bearing of this subject on domestic comfort will, I think, be obvious. That

ajudicious application of the means within their pov.er would have added greatly
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to the comfort of the two first-named families, there can. be no doubt ; and that the
charitable application of a very small portion of Mr. Hardman's overplus would
have shed much comfort over a poor afliicted family, it is unnecessary to stop to

prove. I could mention a great number of cases in which these hints might lead to

the introduction of a large amount of comfort into families ; but I leave these with
your readers as matters for cogitation. Let them tliink a little, and they will soon
discover that they can, if they willy add materially to their present comforts, and be
mstrumental in increasing the comforts of others. " Won't" is an obstinate felloAv,

and *' Can't" is an idle fellow, and both have lost large fortunes ; but *' Will" is

a healthy, stout, resolute, courageous fellow, who can overcome a thousand difficul •

ties, and who, from very small beginnings, can rise to comfort, to independence, to

respectability. Would that his family was larger !

September 24th, 1850. Martha Makepeace.

A MICHAELMAS NOTICE TO QUIT.

^0 all gatffltCS and gnats, famed for eventide humi
To the blue-bottles, too, with their gossamer dnim ;

To all long-legs and moths, thoughtless rogues still at ease,

Old Winter sends greeting—health, friendship, and these :

—

£®f)frtas, on complaint lodged before me tliis day,

That for months back, to wit, from the first day of May,
Various insects, pretenders to beauty and birth,

Have on venturesome wing lately traversed the earth :

—

^Intf iul^crCilS sundry haunches and well-seasoned jjies.

And a thousand sweet necks have been o'errun with flies ;

In his wisdom old Winter thinks nothing more fit

Than to publish this friendly " memento to quit."

"^t l^Oltr pctil, ye long-legs, this notice despise

!

Hasten hence, ye vile gadflies! a word to the wise!

Hornets, horse-stingers, wasps, fly so hostile a land.

Or your death-warrant's signed by old Winter's chill hand

Time's Telescope.

Wartburg Castle, the Asylum of Luther.—A small wooden staircase leads to the

room where he resided when first conveyed hither, forcibly, and in secret, by the devices of his

friend, the elector, from the dangers, hidden and open, which at that time threatened his life.

He called it his Patmos, and here he wrote several works, and completed a great portion of his

translation of the Bible, The room he occupied remains, in all its principal features, un-

changed. Whetlier a man be a Romanist or a Protestant ; whether he rejoice in the llefor-

mation or hate its memory, its historical importance no one can deny. There is, therefore, a deep

I'ecling of interest awakened in visiting the chamber once occupied by this great man ; there is

«ometliing peculiarly gratifying in handling the furniture once used by him ; in sitting down
upon his three legged-stool ; in looking at his ink-stand, and reclining upon the rough old oaken

table where he once wrote those Avords of fire which provoked the greatest religious revolution

the world has ever known; and all this at the hand, humanly speaking, of a single monk,

Avho, in those dark and dangerous times, dared to oppose and defy the collective powers of the

emperor, and the whole Romish clergy. Luther's chamber is of veiy small nay, insignificant

dimensions. Worm-eaten boards miserably put together, cover the walls. Two deeply recessed

windows, small, and lilled with lead casements, scarcely admit the necessary light, and the tout

ensemble is so little inviting that, in thes^e luxurious days, lew Englishmen would think of

ofl'ering it as a sleeping apartment for a man-sc rvant. The bookcase is formed of a single board-

ing, and looks like a shifting closet that has been thrown aside in the lumber room of some old

house. Some Bibles of various dates, and beneath these, fragments of the first edition of the

Lutheran translation, are here preserved, as also a piece of the beech tree under which Luther

was arrested by tlie rough though friendly emissaries of the elector, who brought him hither ;

and on the wall, framed and glazed, hangs a quarto leaf in his own firm, angular, and vigorous

liandwriting. The tree above mentioned, which stood in the neighbouring forest, was known
a.s Luther's beech, tillit was at length struck by lightning, and destroyed during a violent thuu-

der storm.

—

Bentley.
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THE AVOKKING MAN'S GARDEN.

TREPARATIOXS FOR THE WINTER.—CLEARING AND STOCKING-
ONIONS—RADISHES—LETTUCES-CRESSES, &c.

This is a '* prejxiraiionmonih.." Our chief
j

or coal-ashes, or soot, Avhich is better than
wori^in the garden consists not so much

|
either, freely over it. The bed must be

in protecting what we have, as in preparing
I
kept perfecly free from weeds, and in re-

fer what we expect. The_ agricultural
j
moving these, care must be observed not to
stir the earth around the young bulbs.
Radishes,—Though directions have been

given in a former number for the cultivation
of this vegetable, we think it not out of

their little farms. It consists in addressing ' place to write a few words on the manage-
them catechetically, and obliging them to ment of this little bed or ridge. We shall
gire their replies according to the state of

|
suppose it two feet wide and five long, and

their " holdings." It has just occurred to requiring, therefore, three-quarters of an
us to try the same plan, and to ask our I ounce of seed, which must be sown evenly
friends now, " Well, what is the condition ' on the surface, raked in, and covered with

Have you cleared off all dry litter. When the plants begin to appear,
Have you turned up all substitute fern for the litter, and when

they have grown to a tolerable height
remove the fern, and if the weather is severe

The
teachers in some parts of Ireland have
adopted an excellent system, by which they

aim to impress on the minds of the pea-

santry the proper methods of managing

of your gardens
decaying crops ?

spare ground ? Have you dug in manure
wherever the soil required to be eiuiched ?

Have you sown seeds and set plants for

winter use ? And have you thinned, earthed

up, and watered, all advancing crops ? If

you have not, come, to work at once, and
let the children accompany you. Their glad
voices, and joyous way of giA'ing assistance,

will lighten your labours, and render you
indifferent to them."
Let us suppose ourselves in a cottage

garden. Let us look round. Well, we find

thatmuch has been done last month, and that

much more remains to be done still. First,

tliere is a large bed from which the cabbage
has been all cut. We require it now for

sowing seed in, but the stumps of the vege-
table are ctill budding and flourishing in it.

Our first duty, then, is to form a trench in

a spare comer, and transplant the stumps
into it, leaving a good ball of earth to each,

and setting them half a foot apart. The
ground must be pressed firmly round the
roots, and water given plentifully. When
all this has been accomplished, we should
return to the piece of ground from which
the stalks were removed. It does not re-

quire manure, for cabbage-beds are, or
ought to be, rich ; but it must be freed from
all weeds, be well dug, have all the lumps
broken, and raked evenly. It may then be
divided by little drills into three or four

put light mats over the bed at night, until
the rough leaves of the plant are of a good
size.

Lettvces.—On the third division, or
ridge, sow the lettuce-seed. One tenth of
an ounce will be sufficient. Shake it from
the band over the bed. Rake it in, and
beat it down with the back of the spade.

Cresses.—One ounce of seed will be
required, in order to sow the fourth ridge.
With cresses, like the onions, it must be
dropped into shallow drills, and covered
with light, rich mould. The curled kind is

the best for this sowing ; and if the rough
leaves only are used, the plants will con-
tinue good for a long time.
Clearing Beds, &c.—One bed in the

garden is now disposed of. Let us see if

there are not others which also require at-

tention. Yes, there is one from which
turnips have been pulled ; and another from
which potatoes have been dug, and which is

all over covered with weeds, and the decay-
ing stalks of the vegetables. This last

presents a sad instance of waste and care-
lessness, as these substance.", which wither
and die when scattered over the surface,
make capital manure when dug into the
ground. Let us lose no more time in turn-
ing them to account. The children can

beds, of about two feet in width, in one of | help us, by scuffling the walks, and throw-
which should be sown onion seed, in another
the seed of radishes, in a third that of let-

tuces, and in the fourth cresses.

Onions.—For this sowing the seed of the
Welsh is the best. Make shallow drills

along the beds, and drop the seed in mode-
rately thick, then cover with finely pulver-
ised earth, about one-fourth of an inch

ing all the sweepings over the bed, and
pulling up weeds wherever they can find
them, and scattering them over it, and
adding to the rest these unsightly drills of
exhausted peas and beans. Let all these
be dug in well, but not too deeply, other-
wise fermentation will be prevented by the
weight of the soil, and the want of air ; and

deep, rake very evenly, beat lightly with the I then let the surface be left rough ; indeed,
back of the spade, and then shake sea-sand,

) the rougher the better for a few weeks.
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when it will be a rich, -warm bed for these

young cabbage plants, which we desire to

have large and good early in the spring.

The second bed is now off our hands for

the present, so let us go to that from which

the turnips were removed, and then to the

borders which were cleared of the old pea
and bean stalks, and dig and manure thera

well, and set them with cabbage aiT^ cauli-

flower plants. Care must be taken that

young plants are all of one size, otherwise

the crop will come in irregularly, and the

small ones will be hardly ready for use even
when the larger ones have been all cut.

Examine every plant before cutting it ; and
whenever you perceive a little knob bulg-

ing on the roots, pare it off with a sharp

knife, for it often contains a burrowing

grub, which will eat up the young leaves.

As soon as the bed is nearly finished, water

it abundantly, but not roughly ; and then

shake soot all over it. Water everj' morn-
ing before sunrise, until you see the plants
look fresh and firm ; and, after that, the
more frequently you dig the ground about
them the better. Many gardeners say that
an extra layer of manure would benefit the
crop less than frequent stirring oi?"the
ground. And now that we have so much
done, let us cast our eyes once more over
the whole garden, and see if it does not
look in a much more hopeful state than,
when we entered it. It certainly does

;

but still there are other small beds and
patches of border, here and there, to be
cleaned up, and fruits and flowers to be
looked after ; but as for one visit Ave have
done as much as it was possible in the time,
we shall take our leave for the present,
with the promise of coming again next
week.

JUVENILE CABINET.

CWVSHMERE SHAWLS.

Cashmere shawls are the most beautiful and

graceful rauillera ladies can wear, but they

are »ho the most expensive. Ilowevei", if

tlioy are worn only by those wlio can afford to

purcliase tliem, wc i^ee no reason why their

costliness should be mentioned as an objection

against them. They are made of the under-

most hair or wool of the goats of Hiudoostan

and Tartary, and their manufacture affords

emplojTnent to thousands of our fellow-crea-

tures in those sunny climes, where even men
can find but little out-door employment. It

is supposed that sixteen thousand looms are

constantly engaged in the kingdom of Cash-

mere, and that each requires the attention of

from tAVO to five operatives. When a sha-n'l is

coarse, two only are necessary ; but when fine

and covered over with a pattern, five workmen
must engage at it at once, and labour .well

and diligently, if they Avould complete the

manufacture in twelve months. The avooI of

these shawls is usually spun by women, and

the rich borders are Avorkedby them, a pattern-

designer ahvays standing beside each, to de-

scribe and superintend the A\ork Avhile she

actively plies her Avooden needles, one of Avliich

is suspended to every thread. From this same
" Vale of Cashmere " Ave import, besides the

shaAvls, the delicious eastern perfume knoAvn

as " attar of roses." The mode of its mauu-
lactiu-e luis been at all times jealously con-

cealed from Europeans, and of the secret of

making it we, therefore, only kuoAv, that it

requires tAvo hundred and fifty pountis in

Aveight of the cabbage-rose to produce one

aunce of the essence. It is in this vale that

the celebrated "feast of roses" is held; and
Avhile it continues, e\'en the Aveary Avorkers at

the looms and the frames forget their toils,

and come forth to enjoy the loveliness Avhich

God has so richly poured on everytliing

around, that it cannot be lessened by the

participation of millions, and, of course, Avas

intended not for the gratification of a class,

but for the enjoyment alike of all His crea-

tures.

Tlie inhabitants of Cashmere believe that
they are indebted to a beneficent deify Avhom
they name the " Spirit of Fragrance," for the
beauty and brilliancy of flowers and light

during this season, and, therefore, they com-
mence every festivity and close every feast

Avith thanks and praises for such abundant
and beautiful manifestations of his love and
power.

In this obserA'ance Avhat a lesson do not
these heathens teach us, Avho are often forget-

ful, Avhen admiring and enjoying the quiet

loveliness of a British landscape, of Him avI o
thus clothed the earth Avith beauty, covering

"hill and dale and desert sod " AA'ith objects,

Avhich the very heathen regard as CAidenccs

of the poAver and presence of a deity.

" And may not e'en a simple floAver

Proclaim His glorious praise.

Whose fiat only had the power
Its form from earth to raise ?'*

FAMILY PICTURES.
DRESS.

An^ong the personal habits of young female?

Ave Avould recommend them to cidtivate that of

neatness of dress and appearance. It is not
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necessary to say many words on this subject,

as we do not expect to improve either the in-

veterate slattern or the lover of lincry ; the

taste of both is so depraved, and they liave so

little perception of Avhat is really graceful and
attractive, that it seems as if it would be waate

of time to argue mth them ; they must be left

to find out, by the neglect they experience, or

the contempt they excite, hoAv disagreeable

they make themselves to all persons of taste

and discernment ; but to the young person
Avhose habits are just forming, a huit or two
may be addressed with the hope of success.

^Ve would recommend a scrupulous attention

to cleanliness and neatness; the former is ab-

solutely necessary to our health, the latter is

equally essential to our comfort and the respect-

ability of our appearance. Will it be offensive

to allude to the well-cleaned teeth and nails,

the frequently-washed hands, the well-brushed
hair, the delicate whiteness of the handkerchief
(and cap, if worn), the thorough neatness of
every part of the dress from head to foot, how-
ever homely ' These little matters will not be
overlooked by the young woman who ivishcs to
form good habits, nor yet by her observers. A
gentlemen who had been very much ptruck
with the appearance and manners of a very fine

young woman, whom he had several times met
in company, had occasion to call at the house
of her father rather early one morning, and
pleased himself with the idea of seeing the ob-
ject of his admiration in her domestic simplicity.

The opportunity occurred ; but it led to a
decision quite the reverse ofwhat he anticipated.
He came away, and observed to a friend, that
" Miss Blank was moss-headed and feather-
heeled,"—meaning that her hair was rough,
and her shoe-bindings ragged."

TEMPER.
3Ir. Newton used to say, "It requires as

much grace to bear well the breaking of a
china jilate as the loss of an only child." The
peace and comfort of domestic life are broken
up, not eo much by yiolent quarrels upon im-

portant matters, as by a succession of petty
irritations, altercations, and disputes about the
verriest trifle, so insignificant in themselves,
that their very origin can hardly be remem-
bered. If we would cultivate a peaceable dis-

position in ourselves, and enjoy and diffuse

lisirmony \%ith those around us, we must, oven
in small matters, constantly endeavour " to
keep the unity of the spirit in the bond of
peace." If conscious of having given offence,

we should be humble and prompt in our
acknowledgments ; if no offence was intended,
a kind and candid explanation may set all

to rights. It would be better to bear a little

blame, thjm to hazard further irritation by
self-justification. 'Let not the sun go down
upon your wrath ;' and 'when ye pray, for-

give, if ye have a quarrel with any.' "

EARLY IMPRESSIONS.

" Train up a child in the way he should go,
and when he is old he will not depart from it."

Ivo, whetherhe is trained to walk in the narrow
or the broad way, he rarely, if ever, turns aside
from it. We shall illustrate the truth by an
anecdote from Sir John Malcolm's " Sketches in
Persia." Two English gentlemen being desir-

ous of having a guide through a part of Persia,
obtained the services of an intelligent Tahtar
soldier. (We need hardly remark, that these
people are hereditary robbers ) The man
afforded his temporary masters much useful in-
formation, and then seemed to expect that his
own curiosity, relative to the homes and the
habits of his fellow-travellers, should also be
gratified. England was described to him—its

rich green landscapes, its venerable ruins, its

magnificent rivers, its fair streams, its noble
forests, with their fresh luxuriant verdure, its

beautiful cities, and the great wealth of its in-

habitants. He listened with delight to their

account; he looked as if he drank in tbeir
words ; and when they had concluded, he ex-
claimed vehemently, •• Oh, what a noble i)lace

to piunder I"

DIGGINGS.
SMALL, BUT GOLDEN, GRAINS."

Each day is a new life ; regard it, therefore,

as an oi)itome of the whole.
He who takes pleasure in evil reports, will

6oon become an evil speaker.

Apprehension of evil is ofttimes worse than
the evil itself.

A fool's heart is ever dancing on hi.-? lips.

By doing nothing mc learn to do ill.

Beware of him who regards not his reputa-
tion.

Cai)tious people create trouble for themselves
by troubling others.

Examine well the counsel that favours your
desires.

Pride is daily seen in others, but we can
rarely see it in ourselves.

Sjjend the day well, and you will be able fo
rejoice at night.

Simplicity of character is the natural re.-uU
of profound thought.

I'nalienable are the rights of freemen.
1"hc most violent friendships sooucit wear

themselves oat.

Passion is ever the enemy of truth.
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Of all impudence, the greatest is to deny the

truth.

Idleness is a vice that almost defies reforma-

tion.

A poor freedom is better than a rich slavery.

Fear no man, and do justice to all men.
He that is much flattered toon learns to flat-

ter himtelf.

Learning refines and elevates tlse mitid.

Money, like manure, does no good till it is

well spread.

Umbrage should never be taken where offence
is not intended.

Youthful moralizers are not unlikely to be-
come experienced judges.

A place at court is a continual bribe.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

SEPTEMBER 29th to OCTOBER
Septemhcr 29, Eighteenth Sunday ofler Trinity.

September 29, Michaelmas Day. ••The least

of St. Michael and all the holy angels;" a great

festival in the Romish church, and a calendar day
of the church of Engiand. Michael is repre-

sented as ** the guardian and protector both of the

Jewish and Christian Church." On this day the

sheriffs of London, previously chosen, are

solemnly sworn into office, and the Lord Mayor is

elected for the year ensuing. This is also one of

the four usual quarter days, or days for the pay-

ment of rent in the year.

September 29, 17i;3, died, aged 87, Lady Rachel

Russdl. She was the daughter of Lord South-
ampton, and the wife of l-ord Williiim Russell,

who was beheaded in Lincoln's-inn-fields in

1683, for attempting to effect a revolution.

September 30, 1770, died in the .56th year of his

age, George TFM(y?«/d.founderof the religious sect

denominated " Calvinistic Methodists." He Avas

educated at Oxford, where he joined thcAVesleys,

from whom he afterwards separated in conse-

quence of doctrinal differences. lie possessed a

high degree of natural eloquence. His ardent and
emphatic mode of address attracted large crowds,

both in the open air and in spacious buildings,

and his discourses produced a striking effect upon
hundieds, whose vicious habits and manners he
evidently improved. He laboured much in different

parts of America, where he preached to immense
audiences %vith remarkable effect. The two
•• Tabernacles.** in Moorfields, and Tottenham-
court-road, London, were erected through his zeal

and intrepidity. He died at Newbury Port,in New
England.
September 30, 1842, a Special Commission for the

trial of persons implicated in the disturbances

which took place in the preceding August, was
opened at Stafford by Chief Justice Tindal, and
continued to sit until October 15. The number
of prisoners tried was 274, of whom 57 were ac-

quitted, and 54 transported for various periods,

including 13 for life; the remainder were sen-

tenced to different periods of imprisonment.
Special commissions for the trial of political

offenders sat also at Chester and Liverpool, where
Lord Abinger presided.

.ytn.

OCTOBER.
OcTOBEB is the tenth month of the year. It de-
rives its name from the same source as the pre-

ceding month. Bomitian, who was born in this

month, was desirous of giving to ithis name, and
to September his surname, Germanicus, but his

vain projects perished with him. From our Saxon
ancestors, October had the name of IFyn-monat

—

tcyn signifying wine ; they also called it Winter
fuUeth. On the 23rd of this month the sun enters

Scorpio, the scorpion.

October 1, 1.562, died Jean Mahme, a painter of
considerable eminence. Most of the great gal-
leries on the continent have specimens of liis

ability. One of his finest works is at Castle-
Howard, the seat of the Earl of Carlisle ; it repre-
sents the wise men's offering. He was of an
ardent, restless temperament, indulging in disso-
lute and licentious habits, to which was added the
vice of drunkenness.
October 1, 1828, the London University uas

opened. Mr. Bell, Professor of Physiology and
Surgery, delivered his introductory lecture to an
audience of 800 persons, including the council and
officers, and a large proportion of the founders aud
promoters of the institution.

October 1, 1813, a " Monster Meeting" of the
Irish Repealers was held at Mullaghmast, which,
e.\ceptthe meeting at Tara, was the most imposing
assemblage held up to that period.

October 2, 1825, died Mrs. Hannah Wavt, at

Ditchingham, Norfolk, in the 106th year of her
age. Throughout her long life she enjoyed a stale

of uninterrupted health, and retained her memory
and perception to the end with astonishing clear-

ness. At her death there were living ol her chil-

dren, grandchildren, &c., to the number of one
hundred and twenty-one.

October 2, 1842, died James Egan, a mezzotinto
engraver of great talent and promise, I'rom the
humble employment of laying grounds for that;

style of engraving, he aspired to use the scraper ;

and by great energy of mind, despite of the ob-
stacles of poverty, domestic disquiet, irritability

of temper, and great bodily infirmitj^, he placed

himselfon a respectable footing as an engraver.

October 2, 1849. The number of deaths by
Cholera registered in London, from June 17, to

this time, was 13,161. Days of humiliation were
observed in several parishes about this time, and
prayers were offered up for the removal of the

disease.

October 3, 1C90, died Robert Barclay, the cele-

brated apologist of the Quakers, in the 4^ud year

of his age. He was a man of strong understand-

ing, of amiable hie, and of great energy and
activity.

October 4, 1660, died Frandsco Albano, native

of Bologna, a painter of eminence. He executed

many large works for churches, palaces, &c. ; but

it is on his small pictures that his reputation is

chiefly founded.

October 4, 1835. This day falling on a Sunday,

was pretty generally celebrated over the country

in the dilfereht churches and chapels, as a cente-

nary of the Reformation, the printing of the first

EngUsh Bible (that of Bishop Coverdale) having,

as appears from the Colophon, been finished on

the 4th of October, 1535,
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